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PREFATORY NOTE.

THE portion of the Dictionary occupied with the letter E contains 9,249 Main words, 1,813 Subordinate

words, 933 Special combinations, and 756 Obvious combinations: total 12,741.. Of the 9,249 Main words,

2,409, or 26 per cent., are marked as obsolete, and 319, or 3^ per cent., as alien or imperfectly naturalized.

The section of the English vocabulary included in the present half-volume is remarkable for the extremely
small proportion of native English words which it contains, as compared with the large number of

words adopted from French (many of which are obsolete), and of derivatives from Greek and Latin.

A feature of the words beginning with E that will at once attract attention is the unusual abundance of

technical terms belonging to modern science. It has often been difficult to determine whether particular

words of this class should be inserted or not ; and probably no two critics would entirely agree in their

lists of deficiencies or redundancies in this respect. While care has been taken to ensure the utmost possible

accuracy in the explanation of the scientific terms given, it must be remembered that the concern of an

English Dictionary is with their origin and history as words, not with the minute description of the things

which they represent. So far as possible, modern words of this kind have been traced back to the authors

by whom they were formed, and the inventor's own statements as to the etymology and the reason for which

the name was given have, when it seemed necessary, been quoted.

Among the articles in which the current etymological statements are corrected or supplemented may
be mentioned those on the words each, eagre, Easter, Easterling, earnest, eddish, eel, either, elope, ember,

embracer 1
, encrinus, engineer, enker, enlist, enough, entellus, enthusiasm, entice, entropy, epergne, ephah, epicure,

era, ermine, errand, errant, essera, csurine, euonymus, euphroe, even sb., evening, ever, excise, extra. New

etymological information has also been given in many of the articles on prefixes and suffixes, which

are here extraordinarily numerous. Among the words of interesting history or sense-development are

economy, ecstasy, edge, effluvium, electricity, element, elocution, embezzle, emperor, emphasis, enchant, engage,

engine, English, entail, entertain, enthusiasm, entire, esquire, essence, establishment, estate, esteem, estrange,

eternal, ether, euphuism, evangelical, evict, evidence, evident, evil, evolution, exact adj., excelsior, exception,

exchange, exchequer, exclusive, execute, exercise, exhaust, exhibition, exorbitant, expedite, expense, expire, explain,

explode, express, expression, exquisite, extend, exterminate, extenuate, extravagant, eye.

The treatment of the pronunciation has presented some special difficulties. An unusually large propor-

tion of the words dealt with belong to the class that are much better known in their written than in their

spoken form. The difficulties connected with the orthoepy of words of this kind have already been referred to

by Dr. Murray in the Preface to Vol. I
; but the words beginning with E are perplexing for a reason peculiar

to themselves, the initial e in unaccented syllables being pronounced variously in the same word, not only

by different speakers, but sometimes even by the same speaker. In words beginning with unstressed e before

two (written) consonants, like effect, ellipse, entail, the initial sound is in rapid or familiar pronunciation

almost universally (e) ; but in careful or syllabic pronunciation the majority of educated speakers would

retain the older sound of (e), except before s. On this ground it has been thought best to use the symbol

(e) in the notation of words like those above quoted, and (e) in that of words like essential, estate;

but it should be understood that the sound expressed by the latter symbol is in colloquial use always
a permissible substitute for an initial unstressed (e). Similar uncertainties exist with regard to the

unstressed initial E before a single consonant : in most of the words in which this occurs the pronunciation

varies between (t) and (*').

Before being taken in hand by the present editor, the material for the letter E had (in common with that

for several other portions of the alphabet) been subedited in 1881-2 under Dr. Murray's direction by the late

Mr. P. W. Jacob, who also revised it in 1884-5. incorporating the additional quotations accumulated in the

meantime. Hearty acknowledgement is made of the important service thus rendered by Mr. Jacob : and
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it is a cause of regret that this accomplished scholar did not survive to see the publication of the first of

those portions of the work to the preliminary arrangement of which he so zealously devoted the latest

years of his life.

Although Dr. Murray is not responsible for any of the faults that may exist in this portion of the

work, he has rendered much valuable assistance in its preparation ;
there are in fact few pages that have

not been improved by the adoption of his suggestions. The proofs have been regularly read by Mr. Fitz-

edward Hall, D.C.L., who has furnished many hundreds of important quotations, carrying back the history

of words to an earlier date, or exemplifying senses or constructions not sufficiently illustrated
;

also by
Mr. H. Hucks Gibbs, M.P., by the Rev. J. T. Fowler, M.A., of Durham, and by Mr. W. H. Stevenson, who
have contributed many valuable annotations. Mr. John Mitchell, Dr. Murray's senior assistant, has

also furnished useful remarks on the proofs.

On questions of Teutonic philology important help has been received from Prof. Eduard Sievers,

Halle, and Prof. Napier, Oxford: on questions of Romanic philology the advice of Prof. Paul Meyer has

been of great value. For information on various special subjects my thanks are due to the following :

the Rev. J. C. Atkinson, D.C.L. ; Mr. A. Beazeley, C.E. ; the Rev. T. E. Bridgett ;
the Rev. W. Bright, D.D.,

Canon of Ch. Ch.
;
Dr. Robert Brown

;
Mr. A. H. Bullen, M.A. ; Mr. Ingram Bywater, M.A., Oxford

;
Mr.

J. S. Cotton, M.A., Editor of The Academy; Mr. P. A. Daniel
;
Mr. L(k>n Delbos; Mr. C. E. Doble, M.A.,

Oxford ; Mr. Austin Dobson ;
the Rev. Canon D. Silvan Evans ; Dr. Fennell, Cambridge (for several

references for the article Eureka) ;
Dr. Robert von Fleischhacker ;

Dr. S. Rawson Gardiner
;
Dr. R. Garnett,

British Museum
;
Mr. Israel Gollancz, M.A., Cambridge ;

Dr. Carl Horstmann
;
Mr. Henry Jenner, British

Museum ; Mr. Henry Jones ('
Cavendish

') ;
Mr. W. F. Kirby, Nat. Hist. Dept, British Museum ; Prof.

E. Ray Lankester
;
Mr. J. A. Fuller Maitland, M.A. ;

Mr. Julian Marshall ; Mr. Russell Martineau, M.A., British

Museum
;
Mr. F. D. Matthew ; Prof. Alfred Newton, Cambridge ;

Prof. Karl Pearson, University College,

London
; Mr. T. G. Pinches, British Museum ;

Mr. A. W. Pollard, M.A., British Museum ; Sir Frederick

Pollock, Bart. ; Mr. F. York Powell, M.A., Oxford ; Mr. R. B. Prosser ;
Mr. P. Le Page Renouf, British

Museum
;

Prof. Rhys, Oxford ;
Dr. Ch. Rieu, British Museum

;
Mr. J. S. Shedlock

;
the Rev. Prof. Skeat,

Cambridge ; Mr. John Slater, F.R.I.B.A. ;
Dr. Oskar Sommer

;
Mr. W. Barclay Squire, British Museum ;

Mr. W. Sykes, M.R.C.S., Mexborough ;
Miss Edith Thompson ;

Dr. R. F. Weymouth. I have regretfully to

record that Dr. A. J. Ellis, F.R.S., Mr. James Lecky, and the Rev. Dr. R. F. Littledale, who furnished infor-

mation or suggestions for some of the earlier articles, are no longer living to receive this acknowledgement of

their valued help.

I desire also to express my thanks to the Trustees of the British Museum for granting me special

facilities for working in the Library ;
to the officers of that institution for the readiness which they have

shown on all occasions to assist my researches ; and to Dr. F. J. Furnivall for constant and important help
in many ways. To my assistants, Mr. G. F. H. Sykes, B.A., and Messrs. W. J. Lewis, W. J. Bryan, and

H. J. Bayliss, working at Oxford, and Mr. E. Gunthorpe, working with me in the verification of references, etc.,

at the British Museum, I owe cordial acknowledgements for their zealous and painstaking co-operation. To
these names must be added those of Mr. S. A. Strong, M.A., and Mr. F. S. Arnold, M.A., each of whom
in succession was for a short period one of my Oxford assistants, but for reasons of health was compelled
to withdraw from the work. Special recognition is also due to the valuable services rendered by Mr. A.

Erlebach, B.A., in the revision of the proofs.
HENRY BRADLEY.

LONDON, October 1893.

EMENDATIONS.
Each.. The form euych should be deleted, with the quotation 1480-7 under (A. ), in which this occurs, the correct reading being

euerych (see EVERY).

Egg-berry. (EGG sb. 7, p. 58.) This is a corrupt form of HAGBERRY, and ought not to have been given here.

Egromancy. The form egremauncey occurs a 1649 in Gregory's Chron. (Camd. Soc. 1876), 183.

Zirant. This form and Errant (omitted in its alphabetical place) see variants of HAURIANT, q. v.

Enhendee. The word is, as stated in the text, a mistake for OF. enheudet ; but the misreading occurs in Fr. writers, e.g. Palliot 1664.

Eve-Star. The quotation 1691 under this word should be deleted. The word evesler occurring there is adapted from the mod. Lat.

tuestrum, which seems to have been arbitrarily invented by Paracelsus, and is explained in the Onomasticon of Toxites (1574) to mean, amongst
other things,

' the astral body {corpus sidereuni] of man, which foretells to us either death or any other evil.'

Eylet-hole, si. i. The following earlier example has been found =1497 Naval Accts. Hen. ^77(1896) 334 Makyng of olyett-hooles
with other necessaries for the seid sayles.



PREFACE TO VOLUME III.

HPHIS volume contains the words beginning with the letters D and E (the latter edited by Mr. H. Bradley).

Including the Main words, to which separate articles are devoted (e.g. Day, Eye), the special
combinations or compounds, explained and illustrated under the Main words (e. g. day-boy, eye-wash), and
the Subordinate entries of distinct forms of words, entered in their alphabetical places with a reference to the
Main words under which they are treated and illustrated (e. g. Damaoene, obs. f. DAMSON

; Ee, Sc. form of

EYE), the number of words amounts to 29,042. The Combinations of simple and obvious meaning (such as

day-beam, day-flier, eye-like, eye-syringe}, of which lists are given under the Main words without further

explanation, but in most cases with illustrative quotations, number 2,750 more, raising the actual total of

words included in the volume to 31,792.

These words are thus distributed between the two letters :

Main Words. Subordinate words. Special combinations. Obvious combinations. Total.

'3.478 2,099 1,480 1,994 19,051
E 9> 249 1,813 9 2 3 756 12,741

Considered as to their status in the language, the Main words are distinguished approximately into those

native or fully naturalized, and still current, those now obsolete (marked f), and those considered as alien or

imperfectly naturalized (marked ||).
The distribution of the Main words is as follows:

Current. Obsolete. Alien. Total.

D IO-33 3-046 399 13.478

E 6,521 2,409 319 9,249

16,554 5,455 7'8 22,727

If to these be added the words in Volumes I and II, we have, for the contents of the first five letters of

the alphabet, the following figures :

Main words. Subordinate words. Special combinations. Obvious combinations. Total

A-E 66,254 13,181 10,156 8,017 97,608

That is to say, nearly a hundred thousand words, simple and compound, have already been dealt with in the

Dictionary. Of the 66,254 Main words, 47,786 (72^ per cent.) are current and native or fully naturalized,

15,952 (24 per cent.) are obsolete, and 2,516 (3^ per cent.) alien or imperfectly naturalized 1
.

1 For the sake of comparison with Dr. Johnson's Dictionary, and with some more recent lexicographical works, the following figures have

been carefully compiled for the letter D.

Johnson. Enodic. Cen.ury Diet. Funk', -S.and.rd.- H.
Total words recorded in D 2,684 10,089 10,705 11,181 '9,051

Words illustrated by quotations 2,136 5,251 4,977 1,313 16,128

Number of illustrative quotations 6,529 9,178 'M7 1 >>8'5 85446

The number of quotations under D in Richardson's Dictionary, where the first serious effort was made to how the history of words by

quotations, is 7,988.



NEW ENGLISH DICTIONARY.

Of this volume 740 pages are occupied by the letter D, 488 by E. The contents of the E part are

treated of by Mr. Bradley in the Prefatory Note to that letter. Of the D part, the first 75 pages, to the

end of DEA-, and the last 200, from DlT- to the end, exemplify fully the composite nature of the modern

English vocabulary. Its two main bodies of words, from Teutonic and Romanic, are reinforced by a smaller

body from Greek, and interspersed with words in varying numbers from most of the European, many of

the Oriental, and some American and African languages. The same elements characterize pages 76 to 396

(DiB- to end of Dm-), where, however, there is a great preponderance of words formed with the Latin (and

French) prefix DE-, Latin Dl- and DlF- (forms of DlS-), and Greek Dl- and DIA-. But pages 379-540 contain

an almost solid block of words formed with the Latin prefix DlS-, extending to no fewer than 3,049 main

words, and including many of the most important verbs in the language, with their cognate substantives and

adjectives. We have only to turn to such words as defer, degrade, delay, depend, determine, detract, differ,

discover, disease, dispose, -ition, distance, -ant, distract, distress, district, disturb, to appreciate the practical

importance of this element. A strong contrast to this latinized group is afforded by the 66 pages of words

in DR-, a combination foreign to Latin, in which therefore the words of Latin derivation are at a minimum,

and either go back to Greek or Celtic (Dryad, Druid], or arise from later syncopation, as dress.

Among the more important words of Old English and Norse origin are the great verb Do, to the

lexicographer one of the most formidable words in the language, which here occupies 16 columns, DRAW

(17 columns), the verbs dare, deal, die, dight, dip, dive, drag, drink, drive, drop, dwell, dye; the substantives

DOG (claiming, with its combination, 22 columns), daughter, death, die, door, down (sb., adv., prep., adj. and vb.),

draught (and draff), duck, drone
;
the adjectives dark, dead, deaf, dear, deep, dry, dull, dumb. Among those

of French extraction are the verbs defeat, deign, dine, doubt, dress
;

the substantives dame, damsel, danger,

deacon, demesne, diamond, diaper, dinner, dozen, dragon, dragoon, dungeon ;
the adjectives dainty, diligent,

DOUBLE (with combinations, 13 columns), due. Among the words of Greek derivation are the medical terms

in DlA- so curiously formed from Greek phrases ; though now represented in current use only by Diachylon,

they were formerly so numerous that their common element dia was itself taken as a word meaning
' medical preparation.' Interesting groups of dia- words are those connected with diaphanous and diather-

manous ; other important groups from Greek are those in DYNAM-, and DYS-.

Among the words on which new etymological or historical light has been shed, or where the history

of special senses has been for the first time worked out, are daffodil, damask, dapple, dean, DEBENTURE,
Black DEATH, decoy, demijohn, dene-hole, dengtie, DERRlNG-do, diaper, dicker, diet, dilettante, diocese,

diphtheria, DISMAL, DISPATCH, dock, doddered, dolmen, Dom-daniel, dragoon ; the military sense of detail,

the academic sense of determine, -ation, the philosophical sense of dialectic, the ecclesiastical and political

senses of dispense, dispensation, the logical sense of distribution, distributive. Other words of which the

English history receives special treatment are dirge, Dane-geld, Dane-law, dauphin, deacon, deist, deity,

defenestration, demarcation, demesne, despot, deuce, DEVIL, de-witt, diamond, DICTIONARY, die (dice), discount,

distemper and its family, divan (dewan, douatte), docket, Doctor's Commons, dodo, doldrum, DOLLAR, domesday,

donkey, DUKE, dunce, Dunstable (way), DUTCH, dynamics, dynamo. Attention is called to the etymological

articles on the verbs die and do
;
under DROP sb. there is a note showing the historical relations of the dreep,

drip, droop, drop family of words.

The materials for the words from D to Defy were sub-edited for us by Mr. F. T. Elworthy of

Wellington, Somerset, with the collaboration of members of his family ; the following section, to the end of

Dh, by Miss J. E. A. Brown of Further Barton, near Cirencester
;
a small section, from Dia to Dialysis,

by the Rev. W. E. Smith then of Putney ; and the remainder by our indefatigable worker, the late

Mr. P. W. Jacob of Guildford, part of this having been previously arranged by Mr. J. W. Warre Tyndale of

Evercreech. Much of the letter was subsequently revised, with addition of more recent materials, by the

Rev. C. B. Mount, M.A. of 14 Norham Road, Oxford, and by Mr. John Dormer, then of Horsham
;

to

the former of these we are also indebted for the detailed investigation of the history of several interest-

ing words
; and to the latter for the compilation of the Lists of Special Wants for D, as also for filling

many gaps in our quotations for scientific and technical words.

In the 'proof stage, continuous assistance has been rendered by Lord Aldenham (better known to

friends of the Dictionary as Mr. H. Hucks Gibbs), the Rev. Canon Fowler, D.D. of Durham, the Rev.
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J. B. Johnston, B.D., of Falkirk, Monsieur F. J. Amours, Glasgow, and, for later parts of D, by Miss Edith

Thompson and Miss E. Perronet Thompson, Reigate, and Mr. Russell Martincau, M.A., formerly of the

British Museum. But above all, we have to record the inestimable collaboration of Dr. Fitzcdward Hall,
whose voluntary labours have completed the literary and documentary history of numberless words, senses,

and idioms, and whose contributions are to be found on every page ; also the unflagging services of Dr. W. C.

Minor, which have week by week supplied additional quotations for the words actually preparing for press '.

Grateful acknowledgement is made of the generous help of all these contributors and collaborators ;

as, also, of the contributions of Professor Eduard Sievers of Leipzig to the etymological articles on

Teutonic words, and of M. Paul Meyer, Member of the Institute of France, to the solution of difficult

points in French etymology. Among others who have given help on particular etymological points, are

M. Antoine Thomas of Paris, Dr. W. H. Muller of Leyden, Professor F. Kluge of Freiburg-im-Breisgau,
Prof. A. S. Napier, M.A., Prof. Margoliouth, M.A., the Rev. Prof. Driver, D.D., and Mr. J. T. Platts, M.A.,
of Oxford. Many of the scholars and specialists named in the Preface to Vol. I. have also helped on

particular points ; special mention is due of Professor Sir Frederick Pollock, Bart., Prof. F. W. Maitland,
LL.D. of Cambridge, Prof. H. Goudy, D.C.L., LL.D., Prof. T. E. Holland, D.C.L., Oxford, the Rev. A. M.

Fairbairn, D.D., the late Professor Wallace (of whose ever ready help with logical and philosophical terms

a lamentable accident has so lately deprived us), Mr. H. T. Gerrans, M.A., L. Fletcher, Esq., M.A., F.R.S.,
and the Director of the Royal Gardens, Kew. We have also to acknowledge the substantial help of Prof.

Albert Chester of Hamilton College, Clinton, New Jersey, with mineralogical terms ; of Dr. W. Sykes, F.S.A.,

of Gosport, with the history of medical and pathological words (see diphtheria) ; of Mr. Barclay Head of

the British Museum, with several numismatical words ; of Mr. C. W. C. Oman, M.A., with the history of the

word duke, and of Prof. Sylvanus P. Thompson, F.S.A., and Prof. R. B. Clifton, F.R.S., with that of

Dynamo and Dynamic.

The assistants in the Scriptorium, who have been engaged on the work all through D, are Mr. C. G. Balk,
Mr. A. T. Maling, M.A., and Mr. F. J. Sweatman, B.A. In the early part of the letter I had the co-

operation also of the late Mr. John Mitchell and of Mr. W. Worrall, B.A. Mr. Mitchell had been on the

staff of the Dictionary for more than eleven years ; and his sudden and lamented death, caused by a fall

when climbing in the Snowdon region, on August 30, 1894, was for certain departments of our work

a loss which is not yet repaired. In the later parts of the letter, I have had the assistance of Mr. C.

Talbut Onions, M.A., and Mr. A. R. Sewall ; and, for certain portions, of Mr. A. Erlebach, B.A.

JAMES A. H. MURRAY.
THE SCRIPTORIUM, OXFORD,

May, 1897.

ADDITIONS AND EMENDATIONS.

(The recent publication by the Navy Records Society of a volume containing Naval Accounts of the reign of Henry VII, edited by Mr. M.

Oppenheim, has carried back the documentary history of many naval terms to a date much earlier than was previously known. Among the D
words are the following :)

Davitt. 1485 Naval Accts. Hen. VII (1896) 40 Daviott for the bote. Ibid. 49 Daviottes in the ffore castell. 1495 Ibid. 193 Devettes

with a shyver of yron. Ibid. Dyvettes with a colke of brasse.

Dock. 1486 Ihid. 23 About the bringing of the same ship into her dokke. 1488 Ibid. 36 Keping the said Ship at Erith in her dokke. 1495

Ibid. 137 The Reparalyng, fortifying, and amendyng the dokke for the Kynges shippes at Portesmouth, makyng of the gates, & fortifying the hede

of the same dokke. Dock-head 1497 Ibid. 143 The dokke, the dokke hedde & gates of the same.

Dunnage. 1497 Ibid. 351 For xxxvj shegge Shevys layed alow in John Millers craycr for donage.

Dory, sb.l 1726 Trav. Capt. N. Uring 346 We launched the Dory over the reef.

Daver, v. dial. [In I. app. cognate with Du. daveren to shake, quake, MLG., LG. damtrn, a word of frequentative form, of which the root

is uncertain. In II. perh. transferred from the same.]

1

Many new names have to be added to the List of Readers for the Dictionary ; of these the following are here mentioned on account of the

importance of their contributions : Albert Matthews, Esq., Boston, U.S. (c 28,000), George Joicey, Esq., Gateshead-on-Tyne (8,500), Rev. J. W.

Hooper, M.A., Gateshead-on-Tyne (6,000), Halkett Lord, Esq., Scotch Plains, New Jersey, U.S. (4,000), Miss H. M. Poynter, Oxford (2,500),

I Id IUT R. H. Gosselin, Esq., and Miss Geraldine H. Gosselin, London (3,500). Constant help in the alphabetizing of material has been given by

Mrs. Walkey, North Allington, Bridport.





KEY TO THE PRONUNCIATION

I. CONSONANTS.

g as in go (g?u).

h ... ho\ (hou).

r ... run (TVD), terrier (te'riai).

i ... her (ha.i), farther

> ... tee (sf), cess (see).

w ... iven (wen).

hw ... when (hwen).

y ... ^es (yes).

b, d, f, k, 1, m, n, [>, t, v, z have thtir usual values.

t> as in Min (fin), baM (ba.
8 ... Men (Sen), baMe (be'S).

J ... sAop (J?p), du-4 (di/).

tj ... <-//op (tj>p), diA-,4 (ditf).

3 ... vis/on (vi-jan), de/euner (dejohe).

dj ... /nafce (djodj).

t) ... singing (si'nin), think (fink).

i)g ... finder (fingaa).

(FOREIGN.)
n as in French nasal, environ (anviron).

1

n'

X .

It. tengtto

It. Kgnore (tmi}-it).

Ger. uh (ax). Sc. loe* fax, \ox")
Ger. \ch (ix'), Sc. nkAt (nex't).

Ger. sa^tn (zi-ycn%

Ger. le^en, re^nen (le-fln,

ORDINARY.

a as in Fr. a la mode (a la mod').

ai ... aye =yes (ai), Isaiah (aizai'a).

x ... man (msen).

a ... pass (pas), chant (tjant).

au ... lod (laud), now (nau).

r> ... cut (kot), son (sn).

e ... yet (yet), ten (ten).

e ... survey si. (sp-jve), Fr. attach/ (ataje).

II f ... Fr. chef (/{O.

9 ... ever (evai), nation (ne'-Jan).

ai ... /, eye, (ai), bmd (baind).

II? ... Fr. eau de vie (5 fo vP).

i ... lit (sit), mystic (mistik).

i ... Psyche (sai'kz), react (r|Se
-

kt).

... achor (e''koj), morality (morse'llti).

01 ... oil (oil), boy (boi).

o ... hevo (hi'ro), zoology (zojplodgi).

9 ... what (hwot), watch (wjtj).

f, P gt (gpt), soft (sfift).

II
8 ... Ger. Koln (koln).

flo' ... Fr. pe (po).

u ... fll (ful), book (buk).

iu ... dwration (diurei'Jan).

u ... unto (-nt), frwgality (fr-).

iw ... Mattheiw (mae'|)i), virte (va'atix).

|u ... Ger. Mwller (mii-ler).

|| ... Fr. dne (dn).

(see I, e, o, u) 1

'..(seeei.o-.) |

see p. xxiv.. note 3.

'

as in able (e'b'l), eaten (it'n)
= voice-glide.

IL VOWELS.

LONG.

a as in alms (amz), bar (bii).

9 ... cwrl (kSil), (ui (fai).

e (e)... thfre (*ej), pear, pare (pej).
r

'

n r<'

f ... Fr. faire (f|t').

5 ... ffr (fsj), fern (fain), earth (5j))).

I (!)... bier (blj), cl/ar (klij).

... thirf(J)f), &ee(s).

o(o)... bar, bore (boa), gbry (gl6'ri).

o (d)... so, sow (so"), sowl (sol).

... wa/k (wk), wart (wjjt).

f ... short (Jit), thorn ()>^m).

BO ... Fr. cocut (kor).

||
o ... Ger. Gothe (gate), Fr. je/tae (jon).

u (u) . . poor (puj), moorish (muTiJ).

iu, iu ... pre (piuj), lre (l'uj).

u ... two moons (t munz).

i, i... few (fi), lte (1'ttt).

|| ... Ger. grwn (grn), Fr. JKS (j).

OBSCURE.

a as in amoeba (amrbi).

t ... accept (*kse-pt),

... datmn (d/i-t*m).

.. moment (moVment), several (se*verU).

... separate (adj.) (se'pirA).

... added (ie-ded), estate

I ... vanity (vse-nlti).

t ... remain (rftn/i-n), believe (b/lry).

5 ... theory (J>-8ri).

8 ... violet (vai-olet), parody

} ... authority (jSJijrriti).

f ... connect (kftae'kt), anutzon

iu, 'u verdre (vaudiui), measure

a ... altogether (ltuge-5aj).

ill ... circxlar (sa'aki

*
f)
the o in soft, of medial or doubtful length. | Only in foreign (or earlier English) words.

In the ETYMOLOGY,

OE. e, o, representing an earlier a, are distinguished as {, f (having the phonetic value of ( and f, or 9, above) ; as in puff from aoi' (OHG. anti,

Goth. anJei-s), ntfun from rnann, fn from an.



LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS, SIGNS, &c.

Before a word or sense,

t = obsolete.

||
= not naturalized.

In the quotations.
* sometimes points out the word illustrated.

In the list of Forms.
i = before noo.
a = I2th c. (noo to 1200).
3 = 1 3th c. (1200 to 1300).
5-7 = 1 5th to 1 7th century. (See General Explan-

ations, p. xx.)

=
past

tense.

= in Pathology.
= perhaps.
-= Persian.
= person, -al.

=
perfect.

= Portuguese.
= in Philology.
= phonetic, -ally.
= phrase.
= in Phrenology.
= in Physiology.
=

plural.
= poetic.
= popular, -ly.
=

participial adjective.
=

participle.
= Proven9al.
= preceding (word or article).
=

prefix.
=

preposition.
=

present.
= Primary signification.
= privative.
= probably.
= pronoun.
= pronunciation.
= properly.
= in Prosody.
= present participle.
= in Psychology.
= quod vide, which see.

= in Richardson's Diet.
= Roman Catholic Church.
= refashioned, -ing.
= reflexive.

= regular.
=

representative, representing.
= in Rhetoric.
= Romanic, Romance.
-= substantive.
= Scotch.
= scilicet, understand orsupply.
= singular.
= Sanskrit.
= Slavonic.
= Spanish.
= spelling.
=

specifically.
= subject, subjunctive.
= subordinate clause.
= subsequently.
= substantively.
= suffix.

=
superlative.

= in Surgery.
= Swedish.
= south western (dialect).
= in Todd's Johnson.
= technical, -ly.
= in Theology.
= translation of.

= transitive.

= transferred sense.

= in Trigonometry.
= in Typography.
= ultimate, -ly.
= unknown.
= United States.
= verb. >
= verb strong, or weak.
= verbal substantive.
= variant of.

= word.
= West Germanic.
= west midland (dialect).- West Saxon.
= in Col. Yule's Glossary.= in Zoology.

In the Etymol.
* indicates a. word or form not actually found, but

of which the existence is inferred.

: = extant representative, or regular phonetic
descendant of.

The Printing of a word in SMALL CAPITALS indicates that further information will be found under the word so referred to.



D.

D(dJ),
the fourth letter of the Roman alphabet,

corresponding in position and power to t!ie

Phoenician and Hebrew Daleth, and Greek Delta,

A, whence also its form was derived by rounding one

angle of the triangular form. It represents the

sonant dental mute, or point-voice stop consonant,
which in English is alveolar rather than dental.

The plural has been written D's, Ds, de's.

The phonetic value of D in English is constant, except
that in past participles the earlier full spelling -ed is retained
where the pronunciation after a breath-consonant is now ;,

as in looked, dipped,fished, passed. The spelling -ed is now
even extended to words in which OE. had /, as in -wished,

puffed, kissed, OE. iuyscte,pyfte, cyste.
c 1000 J"LFRIC Gram. iii. (Z. 1 6 B, c, d, g,p, /, xeendiad on e.

1673 WVCIIERLF.V Getttl. Dancing-Master v. \, His desperate
deadly daunting dagger : there are your d's for you 1 1716
LKONI A Ibertis Arc/lit. I. 67 b. The Walls . . of Memphis
[were] built in the shape of a D. 1879 Miss BRADDON Vixen
III. 168 This, .must end in darkness, desolation, despair
everything dreadful beginning with d.

2. Used in reference to the shape of the letter,

as D-shaped; so D block, D trap, D valve, etc.

See also DEE.
17514 Riggitg fy Seamanship 1. 156 D-Blocks are lumps of

oak in the shape of a D . . bolted to the ship's side, in the
channels. i8j7 FAREY Steam Eng. 707 Sliding valves. .

called D valves. 1840 E. E. NAPIER Excurs. S. Africa I.

161 The saddle, .should be abundantly studded, .with iron

loops : or as they are from their shape termed in Colonial

phraseology, D's. [See DEE.] Ibid. 163 Append to one of
the D's of the said saddle, a leathern bottle. 1891 T. B. F.
EMERSON Epid. Pneumonia n The catch-pit was covered in

by a D trap.

8. Used euphemistically for damn (often printed
d ), etc. Cf. DEE v.

1861 DICKENS Gt. Expect, xi. He flung out in his violent

way, and said, with a D,
' Then do as you like '. 1877

GILBERT Com. Opera, H.M.S. Pinafore I, Though
' bother

it
'

I may Occasionally say, I never use a big, big D .

H. 1. Used like the other letters of the alphabet
to denote serial order, with the value of fourth;
applied, e.g., to the fourth quire or sheet of a book,
a group or section in classification, etc.

1886 Oxford Univ. Statutes (1800) 109 The examination
in the above-mentioned Group D shall be under the direc-

tion of the Board of the Faculty of Theology.
b. In typical or hypothetical examples of any

argumentation, D is put for a fourth person or

thing. (Cf. A, II. 4.)

1858 KINGSLEY Let. to J. Ludbnu in Life xvii. (1879) II.

78 How worthless opinions of the Press are. For if A, B,
C, D, flatly contradict each other, one or more must be

wrong, eh ? 1864 BOWEN Logic 208 If A is B, C is D. 1887
Times (Weekly Ed.) 21 Oct. 3/2 This or that understand-

ing between Mr. A, Mr. B, Mr. C, and Mr. D.

2. spec, in Music. The name of the second note

of the ' natural
'

major scale. (In Italy and France
called Re.) Also, the scale or key which has that

note for its tonic.

1506 SHAKS. Tarn. Skr. in. i. 77 D sol re, one ClifTe, two
notes haue I. 1880 GROVE Diet. Mus. II. 269/3 A Concerto
of Bach in D minor.

8. \nAlgebra: see A, II. 5. In the higher mathe-

matics, d is the sign of differentiation, and D of

derivation ;
D is also used to denote the deficiency

of a curve.

i8s SALMON Higher Plant Curves it (1879) 50 We call

the deficiency ofa curve the number D, by which its number
of double points is shurt of the maximum. 1873 B. WILLIAM-
SON Diff. Cafe. {ed. 2) 5 When the increment is supposed
infinitely small, it is called a differential, and represented

by dx.

III. Abbreviations, etc.

1. d stands for L. denarius and so for
'

penny ',

'pence' ;
as id. = one penny, . s. J. = pounds,

VOL. III.

shillings and pence, t Formerly also, d. - one
half (L. dimiJium, also contracted di., dim.) ; D.
-dollar (in U. S. ; now $).
1387 E. E. Wills 2 Y be-quethe to the werkes of poulys

vj s. viij d. 1488 Nottingham Rec. III. 269 Ford, a quarter
of pepur. ciyn Debate Carpenter's Tools in Halliwell

Nugae Poet. 15 Fore some dey he wyll vij.* drynke. I5g8
SHAKS. /.. /,. L. HI. L 140 What s the price of this yncle? i. d.

1791 JEFFERSON in Harper's Mag. 11885) Mar. 535/1 A pound
of lea. .costs 2 D. 1866 Cm Mr Banking 233 Pence or half-

pence are not legal tender for more than ivl., or farthings
for more than 6/z.

2. D, the sign for 500 in Roman numerals, as

MDCCcxcin = 1893. [Understood to be the half of

cio, earlier form of M-= 1,000.]
(Formerly occasionally written D.)
1459 Inv in Paston Lett. I 469 Summa, DCCCClxv.

unces. //'/(/. 471 Summa, I>c unces. 1569 GRAPTON Chron.
16 This Thurston obteyned the rule of the Abbey againe for
the price of D. pound.
8. D. = various proper names, as Daniel, David ;

t D. = Duke ; d., d. (usually before a date) = died ;

fd.= degree (of angular measure); d (in dental

formulae) = deciduous, as at., deciduous canine, di.,

deciduous incisor ;
d or D (Anal.) = dorsal ; D,

'
in the Complete Book, means dead or deserted

'

(Adm. Smyth) ; d. (in a ship's log) = drizzling.
In Academical degrees D. - Doctor (as a Lat. word

following, and as English preceding, other initials),

as D.D. (Divinitatis Doctor), Doctor of Divinity,
LL.D. (Legum Doctor), Doctor of Laws, M.D.,
Doctor of Medicine, Ph. D., Doctor of Philosophy,
D C.L., Doctor of Civil Law, D.Lit., LitD.,
Doctor of Literature, D.Sc., Doctor of Science.

D.C. (Music) = Da Capo (q.v.). D.G. = L. Dei

gratia, by the grace of God, Deo grottos, thanks to

God. D.L., Deputy Lieutenant. D.T., vulgar
abbrev. of delirium tremens. D.V. = L. Deo
volente, God willing.

Doctor of fiue Dd, as Dissimulation, Deposing of Princes
. . Destruction. 1630 WADSWORTH Pilgr. vli. 64 This North
was created D.D. in Paris. 1635 J. WELLS Sciogr. 4 Let
60 d. of the chorde, be equal to 30 d. of the Sines. 1710
SACHEVERELL Sp. on Impeach. 51 This argues a scandalous

Ignorance . . in a D.D. a 1866 KEBLF. Lett. Spir. Counsel

(1870) 186 My dear wife (D.G.) bore up well through the

nursing. 1870 LOWELL Study Wind. (1886) 62 His cousin,
the Ph.D. 18710. W. HoLMttPtxtBreat/.-t.v. (1885)110
The D.D.'s used to be the leaders. 1873 H. SPENCER Study
Social, ii. 30 The ' D.V.' of a missionary.meeting placard.

-d, formative offa. pple. as in heard, paid, dead :

see -En suffix.

Da (da). Nursery and homely abbrev. of D.MIA.

1851 LADY DUFF GORDON Let. in Three Gentr. English-
women (1888) II. 216 Whether Da and my mother will stay
at Weybridge, I know not. Ibid. 217 Da is gloomy, I fear

'tis his normal state.

Da, obs. form of DAW, DAT, Dos.

Dab (dseb), si. 1 In 3-4 dabbe. [f. DAB .',

both being found c. 1 300.]
1. A blow of somewhat sharp and abrupt char-

acter, b. A blow from a bird's beak, or with the

comer or point of anything which scarcely or only
slightly penetrates; a thrust as if aiming to strike

or stab
;
an aimed blow. C. dial. A slight blow

with the back of the hand or the like, a box, a
slap.

1300 A'. Alis. 2306 Philot him gaf anothir dabbe. That in

the scheld the gysarme Bylefte hongyng, and eke the arme.
Ibid. 2794 They laughte dedly dabbe. Ibid. 7304 Bytweone
you dehth hit with dabbe. And with spere, and sweordis
dunt. 1706 I'HII.I.U-S (ed. Kersey), Dab . . also a light blow
on the Chaps, or box on the Ear. 1731 SWIFT Mtm. Copt.

CrtiehtfnVl\a. 1768 XI. 161, 1 gave him a dab in the mouth
with my broken sword, which very much hurt him. 1748
SMOLLETT Rod. Rand. (1812) I. 69 Giving us ever*) daw
with its beak. 1865 DICKENS Mat. Fr. n. xi. Making two
dabs at him in the air with her needle. 187$ A. K. Hons
My Schoolboy Fr. 125 She made furious dabs at him.
1879 Miss JACKSON Shropsh. H'ord-bk.

, Dab. a slight blow,
generally with the back of the hand. [So in N. W. Line.
and Cheshire Glois.\

d. Jig. (cf. rap, poke, thrust)
1705 in Perry Hist. Coll. Amer. Col. Ch. I. 160 Here's

another dab upon GoV Nicholson. 1748 RICHARDSON
Clariua (1811) II xx. 140 At our alighting, I gave him
another dab. 1810 Blackw. Mag. VI. 391 Its now an age
. . Since we have had a dab at any body.
2. A gentle blow or tap with a soft substance,

which is pressed slightly on the object and then

quickly withdrawn ;
a stroke with a Jabber.

1755 in JOHNSON,

3. A flattish mass of some soft or moist sub-
stance dabbed or dropped on anything.
1749 in Doran Mann ft Mariners (1876) I. xiii. 293 Putting

a large dab of hot wax under the arms. 1768-74 TUCKER Lt.
h'at. (1852) II. 596 We. .garnish the rims of our dishes with
dabs of chewed greens. 1779 MAD D'ARBLAY Diary 3 Nov.,
How can two or three dabs of paint ever be worth such
a sum as that? 1874 MRS. H. WOOD Mast. Grrylands iii. 32
Fifteen dishes he wanted for his dinner, if he wanted one.
And all of 'em dabs and messes.

4. Jig. Applied slightingly to (a) a small or

trifling amount, as of money given ; (b) a slight
effort of the pen, etc.

I79 MRS. DELANY Life t, Corr. I. 453, I had your hasty
dap as you call it. .your dabs are of more worth to me than
folios of letters from anyone else. 1735 HERVIY Mem 11.

13, 32oo/. ever since he was King, besides several little dabs
of money. 1761 H. WALPOLE Lftt. H. Mattn (1833 II. ; ,7

(D ) A new dab called Anecdotes ofPolite Literature. 1788
MAD. D'ABBLAY Lett. 29 Jan., I actually asked for this dab
of preferment.

5. a. A wet or dirty clout, b. A pinafore, dial.

1714 SWIFT Hue tf Cry, Reckon with my Washerwoman ;

making her allow for old Shirts, Socks, Dabbs and Markets,
which she bought of me. 1711 BAILEY, Dab. .a dirty clout.

1837 THACKERAY Yelltnvplush i, Wet dabs of dishclouts

flapped in your face. itjJ.V W. Line. Clou., Dot, a child's

pinafore.

6. Applied to persons: a. An untidy woman,
a drab. b. A small child, a chit.

1730-6 BAILEY (folio , Dab. .also a word of Contempt for

a Woman. 1797 MRS. BENNETT Beggar Girl (i%iv 1.91 It

[ Iktty] is such an engaging, good-hearted little dab. 1879
Miss JACKSON Shropshire Word bk.. Dab, an untidy, thrift-

less woman. [So Cheshire Gluts.} 1833 SIR F. I{VM> Bubbles

cfBrunntn, A little bare-headed, bare-footed dab of a child.

1864 CAFERN Devon Prcvinc., Dab, a chit.

7. See quuts.
1758 DYCHE Diet., Dab. .likewise a mangled piece of fat

meat goes by this name. 1836 DICKENS Sk. Bat 11877) 38
Dabs of dingy bacon.

8. pi. The refuse or sediment of sugar.
1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade, Dabs, refuse foots of sugar.

1881 Daily .Ven>s 7 Sept. 3/4 Barbadoes dabs, aos. to ais.. .

Grenada dabs, 173. to igs. 6d.

9. Type-founding. See qnots.
1874 KNIGHT Diet. Mech., l<ab, an impression in type-

metal of a die in course of unking. 1889!'. B. REED (in

letter^ The common process of producing cast ornaments
for printing before the introduction of clcetrotyping was
known in English type-foundries as 'dabbing

1

. The original
woodblock is dropped sharply into a bed of molten lead on
the point of cooling. A mould or matrix of the design is

thus produced. To produce replicas of the design, the

operator strikes this matrix into lead. The result is a* cast
'

or 'dab* in relief, which when mounted can be used to

print along with type.
10. A printer s dabber.
1861 W. F. COLLIER Hist. Eng. Lit. 75 The worker of the

press has found the. .dabhcrs. .unfit for use. . He sits down
with raw sheep-skin and carded wool, to stun* the balls and
tia it round the handle of the dab.



BAB.

11. Comb., &$ dab-pot \ f dab-stone, a game with

stones
;
cf. dabbers and Jib-stone

;
dab-wash (dial.'},

a wash of a few small articles, as distinct from the

usual household wash
;
hence dab-wash vb.

1876 B9oww*tG/*acc&tarv&04iQ Stick thou, Son, to paint-
brush and *dab-pot ! 1652 J. DONNE Ep. Dcd. in Donne's

Paradoxes, Leliusand Scipio are presented to us as playing
at *Dabstone before they fought against Hanniball. a i8iz

MAI.ONE (cited for
*Dab-wash by Todd s.v. Dab). 1863

MRS. GASKELL Sylvia's L. vi, Having had what is called

in the district a ' dab-wash
'

of a few articles, forgotten
on the regular day. 1881 RICHARDSON in Gd. Words

51 A few clothes that had just gone through a 'dab-wash 1
.

H 12. Dab is frequently written instead of DAUB
=- rough mortar, clay used in plastering, esp. in

wattle and dab (daub}.

1839 LOUDON Encycl. Arch. 840 Instead of brick nagging
for partitions, cob is used for filling in the framework. .This

sort of work is called rab and dab. 188* Miss BRADDON

Asphodel vi. 70 Cottages, with walls of wattle and dab.

Dab (daeb), sb2 [Etymology unknown : cf.

however DAB sbj- 3.] A species of small flat-fish,

Pleuronectes limanda> nearly resembling the floun-

der, common on the sandy parts ofthe British coast ;

also used as a ' street term for small flat fish of any
kind' (Slang Diet.}.

1577 HARRISON England in. Hi. (1878)11. 20 The plaice, the

but, the turbut, dorreie, dab, &c. 1620 VENNER Via Recta
iv. 72 The Dabbe or little Plaice is of the same nature.

1778 PENNANT Tour in Wales (1883) I. 29 Dabs visit us in

November. 1851 MAYHEW Land, Labour I. 165 The fish

fried by street dealers is known as 'plaice dabs' and 'sole

dabs', which are merely plaice and soles, 'dab' being
a common word for any flat fish. 1886 R. C. LESLIE Sett-

fainter*& Log x. 193 A dab or plaice soon getting pale-
coloured when lying upon a white surface.

b. Comb.) as dab-darter, one who spears flat-

fish ; dab-fish, flat-fish.

1883 G. C. DAVIES Norfolk Broads xxvi. (1884) 203 In the

deeper water the dab-darters are often hard at work, .the
* dart *. .is like the head of a large rake with the teeth set

vertically. 1876 ROBINSON Whitby Gloss., Dab-fish, all

kinds of flat fish.

Bab (dseb), sb$ [Appears before 1700; fre-

quently referred to as school slang : origin unknown.
Conjectures have been offered as to its being a corruption

of adept) and of dapper^ but without any other evidence
than appears in the general likeness and use of the words.
It is possible that it is a derivative of DAB ?'.]

One skilful or proficient at (f of, z'n) anything ;

an expert, an adept.
1691 AtJunian Mercury IV. No. 3 Qu. 8 [Love is] such

a Dab at his Bow and Arrows, a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant.

Crew^ Dab, expert, exquisite in Roguery. .He is a Dab at
it) He is well vers'd in it. 1711 Vind. Sacheverell^ The
Dr. is charg'd with being a great Dab, as the Boys say, for

he plays on Sundays, a 1754 FIELDING Ess. Conversation.
Wks. (1840) 642 (To fetch a phrase from school . . ) great
dabs of this kind of facetiousness. 1759 GOLDSM. Bee No. i

A third [writer] is a dab at an index. 1845 THACKERAY
Punch in the East iv, I wish to show I am a dab in history.

1874 HELPS Soc. Press, v. (1875) 69, I am ' a dab
',
as we

used to say at Eton, at suggesting subjects for essays.

b. attrib. or Comb., as dab hand.
1828 Craven Dialect, Dab-hand, expert at any thing.

1870 Miss BRIDGMAN Ro. Lynn? II. Hi. 67 He was a dab
hand at water-colours. [The comb, occurs in many dialect

glossaries from Lonsdale and Holderness to W. Somerset.]

Dab, sb.t slang. A bed.
1812 Sporting Mag. XXXIX. 16 Those who had been

accustomed to a downy dab. 1812 J. H. VAUX Flash Diet.,
Dab, a bed. 1823 W. T. MONCRIEFF Tom

<$ Jerry in. iii.

(Farmer), Vhen ve've had the liquor, ve'll . . all go to our
dabs.

Dab (dseb), z>.l In 4 dabben, 6 dabbe. In-
flected dabbed, dabbing. [This and the accom-

panying sb. DAB! appear about 1300; there is

nothing similar in OE.
>
Middle and early modern Dutch had a verb dabben, accord-

ing to Otidemans,
*

to pinch, knead, fumble, dabble '

: cf.
Ger. tappen to grope, fumble (with the hands, as in the
dark) ; butit is not clear that there is any connexion between

____ j question by
analogous oral action, including (but only in a secondary
way) the representation of the sound. Cf. DUB 7',, which
in some of its senses appears to be of kindred formation.]

I. To strike, peck, stick, etc.

1. trans. To strike somewhatsharplyand abruptly.
(The ME. sense is not quite clear.) b. To strike

so as slightly to pierce or indent ; to peck as a bird
With its bill

; to pick the surface of a stone (see

quot. 1876) ; to stick or thrust. Now chiefly Sc.
c. in mod. dial. To strike with a slight blow, as
with the back of the hand, f To dab nebs : to kiss.
a 1307 Pol.

f
Songs (Camden) 192 This Frenshe come to

Flaundres . . The Flemmisshe hem dabbeth o the het bare.
1532 MORE Confut. Tindale Wks. 551/1 The pricke of the
fleshe, to dabbe him in the necke. 1630 DEKKER ind Pt.
Hon. Whore iv. n, Let me alone for dabbing them o' th'
neck. 1730-6 BAILEY (folio>, Dab, to cuff or bang; to slap
or strike. 17. . in Jamieson Pop. Ball, fy Songs (18061 I. 87
(Jam. i The thorn that dabs I'll cut it down, Though fair the
rose may be. 1786 Yng. Coalman's Courtship fed. 20) 5You may.. dab nebs wi' her now an' then. 1876 GWILT
Archit. Gloss., Dabbing, Daubing., working the face of
a stone, .with a pick-shaped tool .. so as to form a series of
minute holes. 1885 RUNCIMAN Skippers $ S/t. 82 One chapdabbed his sticker through my arm here. 1887 Cheshire

Gloss., Dab, to give a slight blow to.
' Dost want dabbin i'

th' maith
'

[= mouth].
d. intr. Of a bird : To peck with the bill. 6.

To aim at in order to strike, as in playing at mar-

bles, or throwing a stone at a bird, etc. Sc.

1805 J. NICOL Poems I. 43 (Jam.) Weel daubit, Robin !

there s some mair, Beath groats an' barley, dinna spare.

1826 WILSON Noct. Ainbr. Wks. 1855 I. 25 Chuckles..

dabbing at daigh and drummock. Mod, Sc. If you go near

the nest, the hen will dab at you. Which marble shall I dab
at ? Some boys dabbing at a cat on the roof of the shed.

2. To strike or cause to strike (usually with

something soft and of broadish surface) so as to

exert a slight momentary pressure, and then with-

draw quickly. The object may be a. the brash,

dabber, etc. used ; b. the moist or sticky substance

applied ; c. the surface to which it is applied.
a. 1592 NASHE P. Penilesse (ed. 2) 13 b, A Painter, .needs

no more but wethispencill, and dab it on their chfeekes, and
he shall haue vermillion and white enough. 18*3 J. BAD-
COCK Dom. Amusem. 143 A common printer's ball, .is now
to be dabbed on the whole surface. 1863 TYNDALL Heat
viii. 313, I dip my brush, .and dab it against the paper.
b. 1562 TURNER Herbal IL> 31 a, Laser, .is dabbed about

the stynginges of scorpiones with oyle well menged or tem-

pered. 1750 E. SMITH Compl. Housewife 352 Dab it on with
a fine rag. 1833 HT. MARTINEAU Ta/eo/Tynei.SQnewho
dabs brick-clay into a mould. 1853 READE Chr. Johttstone

109 [It] dabbed glue on his gauzy wings.
C. 1747 WESLEY Prim. Physic (1762) 63 Dip a soft rag in

dead small Beer, new Milk wai*m, and dabb each eye,
a dozen times gently. 17.. S. SHARP (J.), A sore should
never be wiped by drawing a piece of tow or rag over it,

but only by dabbing it with fine lint. 1879 Newspaper, If
the bleeding be too copious, dab the part with a rag wetted
with creasote.

d. spec, in Printing^ Etching, etc. : To strike

or pat with a dabber for various purposes, as e.g.
in order to spread colour evenly over a surface.

1759 MRS. DELANY Life $ Corr. (1861) III. 573, I found
one painting and another dabbing. 1799 G. SMITH Labora-
tory I. 339 The interstices may be dabbed over with the
tincture of that colour which you would have for the general
ground-work. 1832 G. R. PORTER Porcelain <$ Gl. 300
Holding the brush perpendicular to the glass, every part of
the latter must be dabbed so that the surface will be dimmed
by the oil. 1874 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. 1. 673/1 The insinuation

[in stereotyping] of the damp paper into the interstices of the
letters by dabbing the back of the paper with a hair brush.

3. To set or put down with a sharp, abrupt
motion (cf. to stick down} ; to throw or fling down
in a rough, careless, untidy manner.
1772 G. WASHINGTON in Mag. Amer. Hist. May (1884)71

They [clothes] will be . . dabbed about, in every hole and
corner. 1877 Holderness Gloss., Dab, Dab-doon.Ao fling
down with violence. 1884 Chester Gloss., Dab, to set things
down carelessly, not in their right place.

II. Specific senses of doubtful history, or in-

direct connexion with prec.
1 4. Fishing. To fish by dipping the bait gently

and lightly in the water
; to dap, dib. Obs.

1676 COTTON Angler n. v. 295 This way of fishing we call

dapmg, dabbing, or dibbing.
5. To dibble, dial.

1787 W. MARSHALL EastNorf. Gloss., Dabbing, dibbling.
1847 m HALLIWELL.
6. Type-founding. To produce a ' dab '

in the

process of making matrices, etc.

1889 [see DAB s&. 1
9].

tV. ? To deceive, jape. Obs.
1616 R. C. Times' Whistle vi. 2402 Like the parish bull he

serves them still And dabbes their husbandes clean against
their will.

8. A modification of DAUB v., to plaster.
1577 Lndlmu Churchiv. Ace. (Camden) 164 Item, to Hum-

freis for dabinge the churche house, .vjd. 1730 A. GORDON
MaffeisA mphith. 272 The Steps are . . dabbed over with Lime
and Mortar. Ibid. 374 Those who in various ways transform
and dab over those parts of the Building. 1853 BROWNING
Grammarian's Funeral 7-2 Fancy the fabric Quite, ere you
build . . Ere mortar dab brick !

Hence Dabbed (dsebd) ppl. #., Da'bbing vbl. sb.

1885 W. Rhintfs Trade Circular, A beautiful smooth
ground, which . . will stand the acid bath better than any
dabbed ground. 1843 Penny Cycl. XXVII. 577/2 The
wound itself does not require . . washing and sponging and
dabbing. 1874 KNIGHT Diet. Mech., Dabbing-machine, the
machine employed in casting large metal type.

tDab, v.- Obs. [Cf. DABBY and DABBLE.]
? To be wet and dabbled, to hang like wet clothes.
1558 PHAER Mneid vi. (R.), I creping held with crokid

hands the mountaynes toppe, Encombrid in my clothes that
dabbing down from me did droppe.

Dab, adv. [The verb-stem or sb. used ellipti-
cally.] With a dab, or sudden contact.
1608 ARMIN Nest Ninn. 2 He dropt downe..as heauyaL ^aden plummet . . had fallen on the earth dab.

1884 RUSKIN in Pall Mall G. 10 Dec. n/i One who
sharpens his pencil point, instead of seizing his biggest brush
and going dab at the mountains with splotches of colour

Dabber (dse-bsiV [f. DAB v^ +-ERI.]
1. One who or that which dabs. b. spec, A
rounded mass of some elastic material, enclosed
in leather or silk, used to apply ink, colour, etc.,
evenly to a surface ; employed in printing from
type, wood-blocks, or engraved plates, in painting
on china, etc.

;
in Printing= BALL sb.^ 13. c. A

brush used in stereotyping for pressing the damped

DABBLED.

paper into the interstices of the type, or for various

purposes in gilding, photography, etc.

c 1790 Artist's Assistant Afech. Sc, 193 The ground . .is to

be laid on thinly and dabbed all over with the dabber. 1799
G. SMITH Laboratory II. 419 Have ready a dabber made of

a round piece of white glove leather . . filled with cotton, or

wool, and tied close Into a ball. 1821 CRAIG Led. Drawing
vii. 397 Taking the dabber, on which some portion of the

etching ground has been left. 1854 r - Laniartine's Celebr.

Char, II. 333 Dabbers to spread the ink on the letters. 1870
Eng. Mech. 28 Jan. 487 (Gilding), Go over gently with
a dabber [brush].

2. (See quot.)
1881 Oxfordsh. Gloss. Supp., Dabbers, a game played by

children with small round flint stones, Dabber, a stone
with which the game of Dabbers is played.

Dabble (d?e-b'l), v. [Appears late in i6th c.

Agrees in form, and in sense 2, with Du. dabbelen,
var. of dabben^ expl. by Plantijn as '

pattrouiller,
on patteler de mains

*

to dabble with the feet or

hands, met de voet int slijck dahbelen,
'

trepiner des

piedz en la fangc ', to trample with the feet in the

mud. In form Du. dabbelen is the frequentative of

dabben : the relation of dabble and dab in Eng. is

less clear.]
1. trans. To wet by splashing, as in running
through a puddle or wading about in shallow water,
or by pressing against wet shrubs, or the like

;

to move anything to and fro in water ; hence to

wet in a casual way ; to disfigure or soil with

splashes of any liquid ; to bespatter, besprinkle,
bedabble. Said of the personal agent, or the

liquid medium.
1557 TUSSER IQQ Points Husb. xxvii, Set bauen alone, lay

the bowghes from the blockes : the drier, the les maidens
dablith their dockes [skirts behind]. 1594 SHAKS. Rich. ///,
i. iv. 54 A Shadow like an Angel!, with bright hayre
Dabbel'd in blood. 1604 MIDDLETON Witch u. iii. 3 We
must take heed we ride through all the puddles, .that your
safeguard there May be most probably dabbled, a 1656
USSHER Ann. vi. (1658) 570 The Country being woody they
were daily dabled with the fall of snow from the trees. 1676
WISEMAN

Sitrg. ( J.), I scarified, and dabbled the wound with
oil of turpentine. 1860 GEN. P. THOMPSON Audi Alt. III.
cxxi. 66 The men who are dabbling the Queen's robe in

blood. 1887 T. A. TROLLOPE What I remember II. v. 85,
I dabbled a handkerchief in a neighbouring fountain for her
to wash her streaked face.

b. causal.

1847 TENNYSON Princess m. 297 Or in the. .holy secrets of
this microcosm, Dabbling a shameless hand.

2. intr. To move (with feet or hands, or the bill)

in shallow water, liquid mud, etc., so as to cause
some splashing; to play about in shallow water,
to paddle.
1611 COTGR., Patouiller . . to padle, or dable in with the

feet. 1626 J. PORY in Ellis Orig. Lett. i. 331 They . . made
her to dable in the durte on a foul morning from Somerset!
House to St. James. i66i FULLER Worthies (1840) III.

135 Ducklings, which . . naturally delight to dabble in the
water. 1789 WORDSW. Evening Walk, Where the duck
dabbles 'mid the rustling sedge. 1821 CLARE Viil. Minstr.
II. 118 The long wet pasture grass she dabbles through.
1858 FROUDE Hist. En%. III. xvii. 488 The minister who . .

had stooped to dabble in these muddy waters of intrigue.
3. fig. To employ oneself in a dilettante way in

(any business or pursuit) without going deeply or

seriously into it
; to work off and on at> as a matter

of whim or fancy. Const, in (with) at, etc.).

1625 B. JONSON Staple ofN. n. i, Let him still dabble in

poetry. 1676 MARVELL Mr. Smirke 14 Some Youngster
that had been Dabbling amongst the Socinian Writers.

1768-74 TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1852) I. 120 One of those sources
of disputation which must not be dabbled with : we must
drink deep, or had better not taste at all. 1792 T. JEFFERSON
W-ViY.(i83o)IV. 465 Examining how far their own members
. .had been dabbling in stocks. 1840 DICKENS Old C. Shop
xxviii, It's the delight of my life to have dabbled in poetry.
1879 G. MACDONALD P. Faber III. i. 14 The man who
dabbles at saving the world by science, education, hygeian
and other economics.

t b. To meddle, tamper with ; to interfere in.
1660 R. COKE Justice Vind. 7 He has bound himself up

from dablin? with the Grounds of Obedience and Govern-
ment. -31733 ATTERBURY To Pope ij.), You, I think, have
been dabbling here and there with the text. 1776 PAINE
Com. Sense, Addr. Quakers (1701) 80 Dabbling in matters,
which the professed quietude of your principles instruct you
not to meddle with. 1794 SIR F. M. EDEN in Ld. Auck-
land's Corr. (1862) III. 238 As he loves to be dabbling, he
may perhaps go.

*t* 4. To move up and down in a playful, trifling

manner, like one dabbling in water. Obs.
a 1688 VILLIERS (Dk. Buckhm.) Poems(ifj$ 169 I'll dabble

up and down, and take the air.

Da'bble, sb.
[f. prec. verb.] The act of dab-

bling; that which dabbles.

1871 R. ELLIS Catullus Ixiii. 7 While still the gory dabble
did anew the soil pollute.

Da'bbled, ppl. a.
[f. DABBLE zr. + -ED.] Wetted

bysplashing; casunlly or irregularlywetted; stained

or soiled with water, blood, mud, etc.

1591 SYLVESTER Du Bartas i. iv. 397 The lively Liquor
God With dabbled heels hath swelling clusters trod. 1727
SWIFT Poems, City Shower, Rising with dabbled wings.
1887 STEVENSON Underwoods \. ix. 18 The maiden jewels of
the rain Sit in your dabbled locks again.

Da'bblement. nonee-ivd. [See -MENT.] Dab-
bling (in semi-concrete sense).



DABBLER.
1866 CARI.YI.B Ktmin. (18811 II. 236, I .. alas, was met by

a foul dabblemenl of paint oozing downslaiis

Dabbler <l.< i.l.u). [f. DABBLE v. + -EH'.]
1. ( )ne who dabbles, esf. in any business or pursuit.
1611 COTCR., PatKiiillurd, a

j>adler, dabler. slabberer ;

one that mmpta with his frri in plashes of durtie water.
01615 Fi.i'roiER KMcr lira. u. ii, A little unbaked poetry
Su< li as the dabblers of our time contrive. 1768-74 TUCKER
LI. Nat. (1852) I. 7 Your dabblers in metaphysics are the
must dangerous creatures breathing. 1869 FREEMAN Norm.
Conq. (1876) III. xi. 72 A dabbler in arts and sciences.

t2. (Seequot.) Obs.
1611 COTGR., f\tpe/i/t the maine course ; that part of the

mainc-sayle whereto the bonnets, or dablers be fastened.

Da'bblesome, a, nonce-wd. [See -SOME.] Given
to dabbling.
1866 l!t.ACKMORE Cradock ffowell liii. (1883) 370 Dabble-

some interferences with ancient institutions.

Dabbling (darblirj), vbl. sb. [-INO'.] The
action of the verb DABBLE

; an instance or result
of such action.

1677 HUBBARD Narrative 109 Many of the rest were sorely
wounded, as appeared by the dabbling of the Hushes with
blood. 1711 SWIFT "Jrnl. Stella 19 Dec., We are full of
snow and dabbling. 1856 FROUDE Hist. Enf. (1858) I. iv.

361 Some further paltry dabbling was also attempted with
the phraseology. 1884 Cltr. Treasury Feb. 92/1 The dis-
connected dabblings of. . untrained forgers.

Da-bbling, ///. a. [-INQ 2.J
That dabbles.

1661 LOVEU. Hist. Anim. ff Mm. 518 In dabbleing
weather and autumnc. 1816 J. GILCHRIST Philos. Etym.
178 Superficial, dabbling authors. "1845 HOOD Mermaid
oj Margate xii, A scaly tail, of a dolphin's growth, In the
dabbling brine did soak.

Hence Da bblingly adv.
1811 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Rev. LXV 134 The first

number is written by the editor, and treats dabblingly of
4 dabblers'.

Dabby (da;-bi), a.
ff. DAB w.2, DAB sb\ f.J

Damp, moist : (of clothes) wet and clinging to the

body ; flabby ; flaccid.

1581 f. STUDLEY Seneca's Medea 131 b, When the stormy
southerne winde witli dankish dabby face Of hoary winter
sendeth out the gushing showres apace. 1811 Starting
Mag. XL. 167 All very greasy, blousy, dabby, dusty, salt-

watery, and so on. a 1815 FORBY Vac. E. Angiia, Dotty,
moist, and somewhat adhesive ; sticking to the skin like wet
linen. 1844!.'!'. HEWLETT Parsons f, W. v, Your, .overalls,
which hang dabby and flabby about your legs, a 1845 HOOD
Domestic Asiaes iv, I should have loved to kiss her so,
(A flabby, dabby babby It.

Dabchick (darbitjik). Forms : a. 6 dapchicke,
dopohicken, 6-7 dopchiok(e ; f. 7 dip-ohioke,
9 dibohick ; 7. 6 dobchiokin, 7-8 dobchiok ;

8. 7-9 dab-chick, 8- dabchick. [The early
forms dap-, dop-chick, with the later dip-chick, and

synonym Dol'PKit, appear to connect the first part
of the word with the nblaut stem dcup ,dup-, dop-
of DIP, DEKP

; but the forms in dob-, dab-, seem
to be associated with some senses of DAB z.]
The Little Grebe, Podiceps minor, a small water-

bird, found in rivers and other fresh waters, and
noted for its diving ; in U.S. the name is applied
to another species of Grebe, Pottilymbus podiccps.

a. 1575 TfRBERv. Faiilconrie 150 Small fowle, as the dap-
chicke, or suche like. 1583 GOLDING Catriirt on Dent. xc.

552The Swanne the Cormorant the pellicane, the Dopchicken
the storke. 1615 CHAPMAN Odyss^. xv. 636 She. .Snot dead
the woman, who into the pump Like to a dop-chick dived.

173* MORTIMER in Phil. Trans. XXXVII. 449 Podicipfs
minor rostra vario, The Pied Bill Dopchick. 1888 (('.

Somerset Word-bk., Dapchick. (Always.)
ft. looa CARHW Corttivall 353, The Dip-chicke (so named

of his diving and littlenesse). 18*7 T. Arrwooo in C. M.
Wakefield Life viii. (1885; 109, I am glad Bosco has got the
dibchicks.

y. 15. . Par/. Ryrdes 88 in Hazl. E. P. P. III. 171 The
Cote, the Dobchick, and the water Hen. 1598 FLORIO,
PioHibrino . . a bird called a kingsfisher. Some take it for

a dobchickin. 1670 NARBOROUGH fritl. in Ace. Sev. Late
Voy. i. (1694) 59 White-breasted Divers, and Dobchicks.

1678 RAY n'iUitghby'sOmith. 340 The Didapper, or Dipper,
or Dobchick, or small Doucker. 1766 PENNANT Zool. (1768)
II. 397. 1796 MORSE Atner. Geog. I. 314 Dobchick.
B. 1610 [see c]. X7a8 POPE Dune. u. 63 As when a dab-

chick waddles thro* the copsr, On feet and wings, and flies,

and wades, and hops. 1789 G. WHITE Selborne (1853) II.

xii. 273 Dabchicks and coots fly erect. 1870 THORNBURY
Tour Eng. I. i. 7 Brentford again dived, to reappear
suddenly, like a dab chick on the surface of history.

b. dial. Applied to the Moor-hen or \Yatcr-hen.

1877 A". W. Line. Glass., Dot-chick, the water-hen. 1879
Shrofsh. Word-bk., Dab-chick, the Water-hen.

C. Jig. Of a girl.
1610 B. JONSON Alch. iv. ii, 'Fore God, She is a delicate

Dab-chick ! I must have her.

H Ash's explanation
' A chicken newly hatched

'

(to which the Century Dictionary refers the quot.
from 1'ope in a 8) is merely an amusing blunder.

I- Dablet. Obs. In 4 deblet, 7 Sc. dablet,
daiblet. ["< OF. deablot (141)1 c. Godefr.), dim.

of deable, diable DKVIL.] A little devil, an imp.
c 1380 WVCLIK Serm. Sel. Wits. II. 328 pe fend moveb |>es

debletis to fere Cristene men fro treube. a too* MONT-
GOMKRIE Fiytiitg 379 When the Weird Sisters had this

voted, all in an voyce, The deid of ItheJ dablet. Ibid. 515
For the din of thir daiblets raisd all the deils.

II Daboya (daboi-a, da-boyjr. Also daboia.

[Hindi daboya that lies hid, the lurker, f. dabna to

lurk.] The large viper of the East Incies.

3

1871 W. AITKIM Set. * I'ract. Med. (ed. 6) I. 387 A hone
bitten by a dabma. 1889 < '. nt,,ry Mag. Aug. 505 Amongthe vipers the daboya is entitled to rank u a poisoner clu>e
to the cobra.

Dabster ida."bstj). [In sense i f. DAB j*.:i :

see -HTKR.]
1. One skilled at anything ;

an expert or dab.

Chiefly dial.

1708 Krit. Apollo No. 03. 3/2 Ye Dabsters at Rhime.
1770-86 P. SKKLTON Wk*. V. 103 The right dabsters at a sly,
or a dry joke. 1814 Hist. Gaming w) Her . . luck at play
(for she was a dabster). 1841 AKF.RMAN Wiltshirt Glass
Dabster, a proficient. 1888 Berksk. Glass., Dabster, one
who excels greatly. [So in many dialect Glossaries.)
2. Applied depreciativcly : cf. DAUBSTER,
DABBUCR.
1871 IIROWHING Pr. Hohenst. 389 Lines Which every

dabster felt in duty bound To signalize his power of pen and
ink By adding to a plan once plain enough. 1891 Idler
Sept. 203, I am a very indifferent amateur, a touchy dabster,
a mere artistic sarcasm.

II Dabuh. [Arab. Ju* cfabue. hyxna = Heb.

nis tsabuae. Jer. xii. 9.] The Arab name of the

Striped Hyaena, retained by some early naturalists.
1600 J. PORY tr. Leo's Africa II. 342 Of the Beast called

Dabuh . . It . .will rake the carkeises of men out of their
graves, and will devour them. 1607 TOPSILL Four./. Beirjti

430 The second kind of hyena, called Papio or Dabuh.
Dab-wash: seeDAB.fi. 1 n.
II Da Capo (da ka-px>). Mus. [It. da from capo

head, beginning.] A direction at the end of a piece
of music to repeat from the beginning ; the end of
the repeat being usually marked with a pause or the
word Fine. (Abbreviated D.C.) Also/f^f.
17x4 Snort Exflic. For. Wds. in Mus. Bks. cStanf.), Da

capo, or by way of Abbreviation D C. 1740 DYCHK &
PARDON, D. C. in Musick signifies Da Capo, that is, give or
play the whole or some particular part of an air again. 1855
THACKERAY Nfiixomes i, And then will wake Morrow and
the eyes that look on it ; and so da capo.
Hence Da capo v. (nonce-ivd.}, to repeat (mu<ic\
1764 Poetry in Ann. Keg. 240 Say, will my song, da

capo'dv\r, Piaitosoh, Andante roar. 1803 in Sfir. Pub.
Jrnls, (1804) VII. 21 Thus you may da capo this musical
entre".

Dace (d^s). Also 5 darce, darse, 6 dase.

[ME. darse, etc., a. OF. dars, dars, nom. (and pi.)
of dart, from ijth c. dard DAIIT, dace: cf. Cotgr.,
'

Dard, a Dart ; also, a Dace or Dare fish
'

; so
called from its darting motion : cf. DARE.]
1. A small fresh-water cyprinoid fish, Leuciscus

vulgaris.
1:1430 Two Cookery-Iks. 20 Take Dace, Troutys, and

Roche, c 1460 J. RUSSELL Bk. Nurture 575 Perche, rooche,
darce. 1496 Bk. St. Altan's, Fishing (18101 36 Another
[bayte] for darse & rochc & bleke. 1538 LELANO /tin.
V. 90 Brcme-s, Pikes, Tenches, Perches and Daces. 1655
MOUFET & BENNET Health's tmfrov. (1746) 271 Daces or

Darts, or Dares, be of a sweet Taste, a soft Flesh and
good Nourishment. 1801 BINGLKY Anim. Blag. (1813)
III. 84 Dace afford great amusement to the angler.
1833 LAMB Klia, Old Margate Hoy, With no more relish

for the sea, than a pond-perch or a dace might be supposed
to have.

b. U. S. Applied locally to other fishes resem-

bling or allied to this : as the genus Rhinichthys,
and the redfin, Minnilus cornutus. (Cent. Diet.)
2. Comb., as dace-like.

1838 LYTTON A lice vl. iv, Stopping Mr. Doucc's little..

dace-like mouth.

[I Dacey (d^'si). Anglo-Ind. [ad. Hindi desi,

f. da country.] Of or belonging to the country
(i. e. India), native

;
= COUNTRY 13 b, as in dacey-

cotton, silk, manufacture, etc.

1876 L. P. BKOCKETT Silk uwingi. 13 (Cent. Dicl.\

II Dachshund (da'ks^und). Also in partly

anglicized form dachs-hound. [Ger. = badger-

dog.] One of a German breed of short-legged long-
bodied dog?, used to draw badgers ; a badger-dog.
Cl88l M. ARNOLD Later Poems, Poor Matthias.W&x,

a dachshound without blot. 1888 MRS. H. WARD R. l-~.h-

mere (1890) 285 The sleek dachshund . . sat blinking beside
its mistress.

Dacite (d^'-sait). Ceol. [Named 1863 from

Dacia, the Roman province including Transylvania
+ -ITE.] A name for varieties of greenstone or

trachyte rock containing quartz.

[1878 LAWRENCE Cotta's Rocks Class. 185 Stache has given
the name of Dacit to a quartzose trachyte.) 1870 RUTLEV
Stint. Rocks xii. 235 The chemical composition of the dacites

varies considerably.

Dacity (darsiti). dial. Also (s.w.1 docity.

[An aphetic form of audacity : so in local dialects
\

Jacious.] Capacity, ability ; activity, energy.
1636 W. SAMPSON l'(rw Breaker v, I have plai'd a Major

in my time with as good dacity as e're a hobby-Horse on 'em
all. 1746 Kxttippr Sctil(tiH ,i$i<j)voi)'Y\\& hast no Stroil ner

DACRYOLITH.
I. 1. intr. To shake to and fro, w.ncr, tc.tter,

stagger. J-.ng. dial.
itM SKINNKK Ktytn. 1 1671 ., backer, vox In agro Lincoln

la : rinUott autem Vaollare, Nutate. 1674 KAY N. C.
>ver, ttagger or totter, a word ucd

in I.mioln-.hirr. 1876 Ifnitty Class.. Daittiinr
quavering with the limln; 'a daikering ion of a bo.lv '.a paralysed person. 1(77-89 A'. 1C. J.,;,. ;//./. ie.1 11.

Dacktr, to waver, to .hake fitfully. .

'
I could e the ctumla

dackcr ivry guil that came '.

2. To walk totteringly as from feebleness or in-

firmity; to toddle; to go about slowly, idly or

carelessly ; to saunter, dander.
1818 SCOTT Ret Kay xxiii, Gin veil . . iun daiker op the

gate with this Sassenach. Hrt. Midi, viii, Wha wad
hac thought o' hit daikering out this length? I(M IAMII.
SON, Dad,tr, daiker . . (7) To go about in a feeble or infirm
state. Ettrtck forest. 1(51 Cumbrld. Gloss , Dak{,,n,
walking carelessly.
3. To work in an irregular or pottering way.
1703 TIIOKLSBY Let. to Kay lE. D. S.', Daker, to work for

hire after the common days work is over, at 2./ an hour.
1808 JAMIMON, Dacker daker, daiker..^. To toil as in job
work, to labour. .5. To be engaged about any piece of work
in which one does not make great exertion ; to be slightly
employed.

*: fig- To remain or hang on in a itate of irreso-
lution ; to vacillate, equivocate, waver ; be irregular
in one's ways. Also, to have relapses in sickness.
1818 SCOTT Rob Ray vi, Sae I e'en daiker on with the

family frae year's end to year's end. i77 in N. W. Line.
Gloss.,

'
I knew he was liein', he dadcer'd . . in bi talk.'

6. To truck, to traffic {Lothian).
'
It properly signifies to deal in a piddling ami loose sort

of way ; as allied in sense to E. higgle
'

(Jamiesoni.
6. To have dealings, engage, grapple fci'M.

7*S Fermi Buchan Dialect 10 .Jam.*, I dacker'd i' him
by mysel'. 1881 in Edwards Mad. Sc. Feels Ser. iv. 191Twere well wi folk they oft would think Afore they daiker
long wi drink.

II. 7. To search (intr. and trans.).

.

Docity, no Vittiness in enny keendest Theng. 1855 ROBIN-
SON H hithy Gloss. , Dacity, fitness, capacity, suitable address
In a matter.

Dacker, daiker dnc-kai, drkar), v. Sc. and
not th. dial. Also daker.

[app.,
in sense i,the

same as MFlem. daeckeren '

volitare, motari, mo-

bilitari; et vibrare, comscare
'

Kilian, 1599). But
sense 7 is not clearly connected with the others, and

may be a ieparate word.]

Keith (1880! 90 Warrant for dickering for the said meal.
1768 Ross Helenart 91 (Jam.) To dacker for her as for
robbed gear.

Dacoit fdakoi-t), s/>. Also dakoit, decoit.
[Hindi dakait, orig. dakait, {. daka gang-robbery,
f. Skr. dashtaka compressed, crowded.]A member of a class of robbers in India and
Burmah, who plunder in armed bands.
Also applied to pirates who formerly infested the Ganges

between Calcutta and Burhampore; see quot. 1810.
1810 T. WILLIAMSON E. India yade M. II. 396 ( Y.) Derails

or water-robbers. 1844 H. H. WILSON Brit. India I. 399
The Dakoits did not commonly proceed to murder ; but

they perpetrated atrocious cruelties. 1888 rail Mall G.
i I*eb. 1/2 The whole of Lower Burmah was ravaged by
bands ofdacoits, who defied and defeated the local authorit ie>

and robbed whole villages.

Hence Dacoi't v., to plunder as a dacoit ; Da-
coi-tage, Dacol'tinff, the practice of a dacoit,
DACOITY ; Dacoltee', one roobcd by a dacoit.
1886 Athenytim s May 578 The only choice left him U that

of dacoiting or of being dacoited. 1890 Times 96 J >rc. 3/1,
2000

rupees
and other property belonging to them were

dacoited. 1887 AYw York Examiner 12 May (Cent. Diet. \
We may expect soon to hear that Dacoitage has be^un with
as much vigor as ever. 1887 Edin. Rev. Apr. 499 It may be
a pleasanter game to play the dacoit than the dacoitee.

1885 Manch, Courier 16 Dec., It is stated that dacoiting . .

has taken place at Bhamo.

II Dacoity (dikoHi). Also de-, daooitee, -ie.

[a. Hindi i/akaiti, abstr. sb. f. c/atait.]
The system of robbery practised by the dacoits ;

gang-robbery ; an act of robbery with violence
committed by an armed band (now, according to

the Indian penal code, of not less than five men .

1818 JAS. MILL Brit. India (1840) V. 466 (Y.) The crime of

dacoity (that is, robbery by gangs). 1845 STOCQCKLKH
Handek. Brit. India (1854) 223 Not less than one hundred
Dacoities. .are annually reported. 1891 Times 13 Jan. $/>A dacoity did occur, .and property was carried off.

^1 Erroneously for DACOIT.
1849 E. E. NAPIER I'.vcurs. S. Africa II. 7 Once the

property of a renowned Decoitee, or river-pirate.

Dacre, obs. form of DICKER (of hides).

Dacryd ds-krid\ Bot.
[f.

mod.L. Dacrydiuiii,
a. Or. leucpvtiov, dim. of Sdxpv tear, in allusion to
resinous drops exuded by these trees.] A tree

or shrub of genus Dacrydium, allied to the Yew.
1846 I.i siti KY 1'eg.Kingd.yiZ In New Zealand the Datrj.'.

are sometimes no bigger than Mosses.

Dacryolin (dwkriolin). Cheat, [mod. f. C,r.

SAxpv tear + -OL + -IN.] The form of albumin found
in the tears,

1875 A. FLIMT Pnvtitl. Man. V. 145 The albumen . . it

called by some authors, lachrymine. .or dacryoline. i88j

Syd. Soc. Lex., Dacryolin. \* convened by slow evapora-
tion into a yellow insoluble substance.

Dacryolith, -lite (dse-kri^Hb, -bitV Path.

[f. as prec. + \!Sot stone ] A calculus or concretion

occurring in the lacrvmal passages.
1847-9 TODD Cycl. Anal. IV. 82/1 Calculous formations in

the lacrymal organs . . may be known by the generic name
dacryolith. 1875 H. WALTON Dis. Eye 1009 Conjunctival
dacryolilhs have been described. i8t* Syd. Six. Lix.,
Dacryolitk, same as Dacryalite.

!- J



DACRYOMA.

|| DacryO'ma. Path. [f. as prec. after such

sbs. as carcinoma^ An impervious state of one or

both ofthe puncta lachrymalia, preventing the tears

from passing into the lachrymal sac.

1830 in S. Cool'ER Diet. Surf. 373. 1857 in DUNGLISON.

II Da'CryOpS. Path. [f.
as prec. + uffi eye, face.]

a. An affection of the eyelid : a clear cyst due to

distension of one of the lachrymal ducts, b. A
watery eye.
1857 in DUNGLISON. 1859 HUI.KE in Opthalm. Hosf. Rcpts,

1.287.

Daetalomanoy, error for DAC?YLIOMANCY.
fDa-ctile. Obs. [? f. DACTYL sb] ?v. intr. To

run quickly and nimbly. (If not a misprint for

ductile adj., as treated by Gifford, or for tactile?)

a 1637 B. JONSON Mortimers Fall, Thy form doth^ feast

mine eye, thy voice mine ear. -And softness of thy skin my
very touch, As if I felt it dactile through my blood.

Dactyl (dse'ktil), sb. Also 5 -yllo, 5-6 -He, 6

-il, -ill, 7-9 -yle. [ad. (peril, through F. dactyle} L.

dactylus, a, Gr. Sd/cTi/Xos, a finger, a date, a dactyl

(from its 3 joints).]

1 1. The fruit of the date-palm ;
a date. Obs.

[1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. xvn. cxvi. (1495)678 The
frute of the palme is callyd Dactulus.} 1483 Cath. A ngl. 88

A Dactylic fute (fruytt A.\ dactilis. 1541 R. COPLAND

Guydon's Formularye X ij b, Powdre of dactiles. 1644
BULWEH Chirol. Aiij, Thus while the gratefull Age offer

whole springs Of Palme, my zealean humble Dactyle brings.

1656 in BLOUNT Glossogr.

2. Prosody. A metrical foot consisting of a long

syllable followed by two short (or, in modern

verse, of an accented syllable and two unaccented^

-1420 Wyclif Bible, Job Prol. (1850) II. 671 Vers of sixe

feet, rennende with dactile and sponde feet. 1581 SIDNEY

Apol. Poetrie (Arb.l 71 The French . . hath not one word,
that hath his accent in . . Antepenultima, and little more
hath the Spanish : and therefore, verie gracelesly may they
vse Dactiles. 1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesie n. xiv. (Arb.)

140 This distique . . standing all vpon perfect dactils
t 1670

EACHARD Cant. Clergy 13 "If. . upon the first scanning, he
knows a sponde from a dactyl . . A forward boy ! cries the

school-master. 1779 BURNEY in Phil. Trans. LXIX
; K)6 If

he discovers a partiality for any particular measure, it is for

dactyls of one long and two short notes. 1838^9 HALLAM
Hist. Lit. n. v. 92 The first foot of each verse is generally
a dactyle. 1848 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. I. 30.

3. A mollusc, the piddock (Pholas dactylus).
1802 BINGLEY Anim. Biog. (1813) III. 442 The Dactyle

Pholas.

t Da'ctylar, a. Obs. rare. [f. L. type aacty-

lar-is, f. dactyl-us : see prec.] Pertaining to a

dactyl ; dactylic.
[c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 307 The .vj. is cleped dactilare

for it is schape as it were pe stoon of a date.) 1828 in

WEBSTER.

t Dactyle"t. Obs. nonce-wd. [f. DACTYL +
-ET, dim suffix.] A little dactyl.

1597 BP. HALL Sat. i. vi. 14 How handsomely besets

Dull spondees with the English dactilets.

Dactylic (dsekti'lik", a. and sb. [ad. L. dacty-

lic-us, a. Gr. oa/mAt/ros, f. Ba/cri/Aos : see -1C.]

A. adj. Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of, a

dactyl ; consisting of or characterized by dactyls.
1580 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesie n. (Arb.) 130 That which

Stamhurst first tooke in hand by his exameters dactilicke

and spondaicke in the translation of Virgills Eneidos. 1751

JOHNSON Rambler 94 P 9 The power of the spondaick
and dactylick harmony. 1853 LOWELL Moosehead Jml.
Prose Wks. 1800 1. 11 The dactylic beat of the horses' hoofs.

1871 Publ. Sch. Lat. Gram. 225 The Dactylic Hexameter
occupies as large a space in Latin poetry as all other Verses

together.

B. sb. A dactylic verse.

1795 SOUTHEY (title). The Soldier's Wife. Dactylics.

1797 CANNING & GIFFORD Parody in Anti.jacobin No. 6
Ne er talk of ears again 1 look at thy spelling-book ; Dacty-
lics, call'st thou 'em ?

' God help thee, silly one !

'

1872
M. COLLINS TVJO Plunges I. v. 103 She got hold of a blind

poet, .and made him tell the story in dactylics.

Dactylic-, combining form of Gr. Satcrvkios

finger-ring [f.
SanTv\os finger : see DACTYL], as in

Dactyliog-lyph [Gr. SuKTuAio-yAwp-os], an en-

graver of gems for finger-rings ; also, according to

lirande,
' the inscription of the name of the artist

on a gem
'

; hence Dactyliogly phic a. Dacty-
lio-giyphist =

Dactylioglyp/i ; Dactylio-glyphy
[Gr. 5aKTv\ioy\v(f>id], the art of engraving gems
(Webster 1864). Dactylio-grapher, one who
describes finger-rings, engraved seals, etc. ; hence

Dacty Hogra'pMc a. ; Dactyliography, the de-

scription of finger-rings,
' the science of gem-

engraving
'

(Brande). bactylio logy, the study of

finger-rings.
1830 LEITCH Mutter's Anc. Art\ 131. 109 The luxury of

ring-wearing . . raised the art of the dactylioglyphist to the

height which it was capable of attaining. 1872 C. W. KING
Antique Gems % Rings Index, Dactyliology.

Dactyliomancy (drektHiama^nsi). erron.

daetylo-. [f. Gr. SaKTv\ios finger-ring + -MANCY.]
Divination by means of a finger-ring.
(For methods see E. B. Tylor, Prim. Culture I. 115.)

1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage I. IV. v. 310 Dactyliomancie was
a divination with Rings. 1652 GAULE Magastrom. 165

Dactylomancy. 1871 TYLOR Prim. Cult. I. 115 These
mystic aits, .are rude forms of the classical dactyliomancy.

1877 W. JONF.S Finger-ringL. 112 Another method of prac-

tising Dactylomancy.

t Da'Ctylist. Obs. rare. [f.
DACTYL + -IST.]

A writer of dactylic verse.

1785 WARTON Pref. Milton's Min. Poems (T.), May is cer-

tainly a sonorous dactylist.

Ii Dactylitis (drcklilaHis). Path. Inflamma-

tion of a finger or toe. Hence Dactylitic (-i'tik)

a., pertaining to dactylitis.
1861 BUMSTEAD Ven. Dis. (1879) 671 This affection . . was

formerly called syphilitic panaris. We use the term dacty-
litis. Ibid. 772 Dactylitic swellings.

Daetylo- (dce-ktilo, dffiktiljr), combining form

of Gr. SaitTv\os finger, as in Da'ctylodei'ktous a.

(nonce-wd.) [Gr. 6aitTv\6$eiKTot], pointed at with

the finger. Dactylo-grapliy = DACTYLOLOGY.

Dactylo'nomy [-NOMY], the art of counting on

the fingers. Dactylo'podite (Zool.}, [Gr. TroS- foot],

the terminal joint of a limb in Crustacea. Da'cty-

lopo're (see quot.) ;
hence Dactylopo'ric a.

Dactylo'pterous a., having the characters of the

genus Dactylopterus of fishes, in which the pectoral
fins are greatly enlarged and wing-like ; so Dacty-

lo-pteroid a. Da ctylozo'oid, -zo'id, a mouthlcss

cylindrical zooid in some Hydrozoa.
1852 Times 27 May 5/6 Oxford must . . be represented in

politics . . by an universally dactylodeiktous personage. 1884

J. C. GORDON DeafMutes in Amer. Annals Apr. (18851 128

note, A much simpler system of
'

dactylography
' based

upon the Dalgarno alphabet. 1721 BAILEY, Dactylimomy,
the Art of Numbering on the Fingers. 1870 ROLLESTON
Anim. Life 92 Appendages which are known as the
'

propodite
' and '

dactylopodite'. 1880 HUXLEY Crayfish
iv. 219 The dactylopodites of the two posterior thoracic

limbs. 1882 Syd. Soc. Zf-r., Dactylopore, a name given to

the pores in the corallumof Hydrocorallinae, from which the

dactylozoids protrude. 1888 ROLLESTON & JACKSON Anim.

Life 758 The hydranth is sometimes modified for special

functions, and the following must be regarded as polymor-

phic forms of it. .The Dactylozooid, a mouthless hydranth,
modified for solely defensive and offensive purposes. Such
zooids are universal among Hydrocorallina.

Dactyloid (dse-ktiloid), a. rare", [ad. Gr.

SaKTt/Aofiorjs finger-like : see -OID.] Resembling
a finger. 1882 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Dactylology (dtcktil^'lodji). Also 7 daoty-

logie. [f. Gr. BaKTv\os finger + -^0710 discourse :

see -LOGY.]
'

Finger-speech
'

; the art of '

speak-

ing* or communicating ideas by signs made with

the fingers, as in the deaf-and-dumb alphabet.

(Formerly CHIBOLOGY.)
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Dactylogie . . finger-talk, speech

made with the fingers. 1680 DALGARNO Deaf fy Dumb
Man's Tutor Introd., Cheirology, or dactylology. . is inter-

pretation by the transient motions of the fingers. _
1860

Guardian 24 Oct. 927/1 The ceremony was performed in the

finger language, or, as it is grandiloquently termed, dactyl-

ology. 1885 G. MEREDITH Diana II. xii. 303 They pressed
hands at parting, .not for the ordinary dactylology of lovers,

but in sign of the treaty of amity.

Dactylose (dsektiljo-s), a. rare-", [f. DACTYL

(or its source) + -OSE.]
'

Having fingers, or finger-

shaped
'

(Syd. Soc. Lex.}.
Dad (deed), rf.l colloq. Also 6-7 dadd(e.

[Occurs from the l6th c. (or possibly 1 5th c.), in

representations of rustic, humble, or childish speech,
in which it may of course have been in use much

earlier, though it is not given in the Promptorium
or Catholicon, where words of this class occur.

Of the actual origin we have no evidence : but the forms

dada, tata, meaning
'
father ', originating in infantile or

childish speech, occur independently in many languages.
It has been assumed that our word is taken from Welsh

A childish or familiar word for father : originally

ranking with mam for mother, but now less typi-

cally childish. Cf. DADDY.
la 1500 Chester PI. (Shaks. Soc.) I. 43 Cayme. I will. .

Speake with my dadde and mam also. . Mamme and dadd,
reste you well ! [Ofuncertain date : the MS. isonlyof 1592.
Harl. MS. of1607 reads ([1.678) 'sire and dam', iii. 68il' father

and mother'.] 1553 WILSON Rliet. 31 Bryngyng forthe

a faire child unto you . . suche a one as shall call you dad with
his swete lispyng wordes. 1590 GREENE Never too late

(1600) 53 The boy sayes, Mam, where is my Dad, when will

he come home? 1595 SHAKS. John II. i. 467 Since I first

cal'd my brothers father Dad. 1623 GILL Sacr. Philos. I. 95,
I have not read so farre in heraldry, as to tell you who was
his Dad, nor of what house his mother came. 1708 M RS.

CENTLIVRE Busie Body i. i, An Uncle who . . tho' he made
me his Heir, left Dad my Guardian. 1816 '

Quiz
' Grand

Master i. Argt., Leaving his dad and mam in tears. 1886
BESANT Childr. ofGibeon n. viii, Poor old dad !

Jig. x6o8 T. MORTON Pream. Encounter 93 It is better to
be a lad then (that I may so say) a dad in falshood. 1682
N. O. Boileau's Lutrin 1. 222 For he was Dad of all the sing-
ing Tribe. 1828 Craven Gloss., Dad is also used for one
that excels in any thing, but chiefly in a bad sense.

' He 'st

dad of au for mischief.

Dad, s/'.2 Sc. and north, dial. Also daud, dawd.
[f. DAD v.]

1. A firm and shaking blow, a knock or thump
(e.g. on the back of a man or beast, or on any body
with dull resonance).

1718 RAMSAY Christ's Kirk m. xiii, He. .Play'd dad, and
dang the bark ArT's shins that day. 1789 D. DAVIDSON

DADDOCK.
Seasons 15 (Jam.) Whoe'er did slight him gat a daml. 1827

J. WILSON Noel. Ambr. Wks. (1855) I. 277 The snaw was

. .giein them sair flaffs and dads on their faces.

2. A large piece knocked off, a '

thumping
'

piece,

a lump (of bread or other solid matter).

1785 BURNS Holy Fair xxiii, Cheese an' bread .. dealt about

in..dawdsthat day. 1837 R. NICOLL /Vewtt (18431 89 Bauds
o' counsel ye would gie. 1849 in Robson Bants of Tync

77 Lumps o' beef, an' dads o' duff. 1879 Cumbrld. Gloss.

Suppl., Daud, a flake of snow.

Dad, a deformation of God, in asseverations :

now dial. (Cf. ADAD, BEDAD ;
also DOD.)

1678 OTWAY Friendship in F. in. i, But by Dad he's pure

company. 1681 N. N. Rome's Follies 30 Say'st thou so,

Neighbour? dad, you have very much reviv'd my heart.

1843 S. LOVER Handy Andy iii, By dad 1 Andy, you've
made a mistake this time that I'll forgivgive you.
Notes (Boston U.S.), Kentucky Words u. 64 Dad, dad, for

Cod, in certain curses. .' Dad drat your hide '.

Dad, dand (daed, dad), v. Sc. and north, dial.

[Onomatopoeic ; expressing orally the action in

question, and its abrupt and somewhat dulled

sound. The occasional Sc. spelling dand does

not imply a long vowel, but merely the low back

wide (a), often approaching (o).]

1. trans. To strike with a blow that shakes or

sends a shock through ; to knock, beat; to shake

with knocking or beating.

II. iii, Then took his bannet to the bent And daddit aff the

glar. 1712 Three Bonnets w, This said, he dadded to the

yate. 1816 J. WILSON Noct. Ambr. Wks. 1855 I. 138 Twa
stout young fellows daudin ane anither about.. wi' their

the end of
Froude Life II. n Nervous sysl

coach travel.

2. intr.

1719 RAMSAY zndAnSTv, Hamilton iv, Dad down a grouf,

and tak a drink. 1865 MRS. CARLVLE Lett. III. 258 The
shock it was to me to find, .all those weak, wretched letters

. .'dadding about' [knocking about] in the dining-room.

Dada (dorda, dada 1

). Also dadda, da-da. [Cf.

DAD st>.'~\
A child's word for father; cf. papa.

(In some parts pronounced dada', like papa', and

used instead of that word.)
1688 yd Coll. Poems, Loyal Litany xvi, Or if the Smock

and Dada fails, Adopt a Brat of Neddy Hayles. 1689

FARQUHAR Love $ Bottle i, Poor child 1 he 's as like his own
dadda as if he were spit out of his mouth. 1775 MAD.
VARBLAY Earfy Diary (i&&o)U. 117 Dear Dada, I have

this moment received your letter. 1842 in Robson Bards

of Tyne (1863) 227 A, U, A, my bonny bairn . .A, U, A thou

suin may learn To say dada se canny. 1866 Miss YONGE
Prince fy Page iii. 52 The child still cried for her da-da.

t Da da, int. Obs. [app. of nursery origin ;

but the history is unknown.] A childish and

familiar expression for '

Good-bye !

'

; the earlier

form of TA-TA.
1681 OrwAY Soldiers Fort. in. i, Well, da, da, da. .prithee

don't be troubled, da, da. 1733 Hampton Court Misc. 10

Wife.. Da, Da, Monster [exit laughing]. Huso. Farewel,
Tormentor.

t Da -elder, v. Obs. exc. dial. In 5 dadir.

[Cf. DODDER, DIDDEE, DITHER : the form is that

of a frequentative, as in palter, shiver, totter, etc. :

but the etymology of the stem dad-, did-, dod-, is

obscure ; cf. DADE.] intr. To quake, tremble.

5483 Cath.Angl. 88/1 To T>zAa,frigucio. 15.. HyeWay
to Sfyttil Hous i-A'm Hazl. E.P.P. IV. 28 Boyes, gyrles,
an

'

1

Dadd... .

Dodder, to shiver ; to tremble.

Hence Dadder-, Dodder-grass, Briza media.

1878 Cumbrld. Gloss., Dadder grass, Dotherin grass,

quaking g_rass.

Daddie, var. of DADDY.
Daddle (dse-cl'l), sl>. dial. The hand or fist.

1783 in GROSE Diet. Vulg. Tongue. 1812 Sporting Mag.
XXXIX. 47 His daddies he us'd with such skill and dex-

terity. 1827 SCOTT T-wo Drovers ii, 'Adzooks !

' exclaimed
the bailiff' sure.. men forget the use of their daddies'.

1881 Miss JACKSON Shropshire Word-bk. SuppL s.v.,
'

Tip
us yer daddle

'

is an invitation to shake hands.

Da'cldle, v. 1 dial. [app. f. same root as DAD-

DER, with dim. ending -LE : cf. toddle.'] intr. To
walk totteringly or unsteadily, like a child ; to be

slow in motion or action ;
to dawdle, saunter, trifle.

Cf. DAIDLE, DAWDLE.
1787 GROSE Prcni. Gloss., Daddle, to walk unsteadily like

a child; to waddle. 1825 BROCKETT North C. Wds.,
Daddle, to walk unsteadily, to saunter or trifle. 1878
Ciimbrld. Gloss., Daddle, to walk or work slowly ; to trifle.

1881 Miss JACKSON Shropshire Word-bk. Suppl., Daddle, to

trifle ; to loiter ; to dawdle.

Da'ddle, v.~ dial. - DIDDLE.
1886 STEVENSON Treasure Isl. I. iii. 21 '

111 trick them

again . . I'll shake out another reef, matey, and daddle 'em

again.'

Daddock (dse-dak). dial. Also 7 dadooke.

[Stem dad- of uncertain etymology; but cf. Don-

DER: the suffix appears to be dim. -OCK, as in

bullock, hillock] Rotten or decayed wood ;
also

j* daddock-wood.
a 1624 lir. M. SMITH Serin. (1632) 106 How long would it

be before you could, .make mortar of sand, or make a piece



DADDY.
of dadocke-wood to flame? 1674 HLOUNT Glassogr. (ed. 4),

Dmddock, when the hr.'irt or body of a Tree is throughly
rotten, it is called Daddock, i/itusi, ,l,;i,t Halt. 1787
Prtrii. Gloss., Daddock, rotten wood, touch-wood. Gltntc.

1845 S. Juno Margaret u. i, The great red daddocks lay in
the green pastures where they had lain year after year,
crumbling away. 1884 Ufton-on-Severn Clou., Daddock,
decayed wood, touchwood.
Hence Da'ddocky a., decayed, rotten.

1815 BRITTON /leant. Wiltshire, Daddicky, dry, decayed.
1884 Ujpton&Sgotrm Gloss., Daddocky, flimsy, unsub-
stantial, soft with decay.

Daddy ;dardi). colloq. Also 6 daddyo, 6-8
dady, 89 daddie. [dim. of DAD j<U : see -Y.]
A diminutive and endearing form of DAD, father.
?.i 1500 Chester PI. (Shaks. Soc.) I. 38 As my daddye

hath taughtc yt me, I will fulfill his lore. [MS. of 1593;
Harl. MS. reads father '.) a 15*9 SKKLTON Image Ifocr.
158 Now God save these dadycs And all ther yong
bahyn. iS5 HULOET, Dadde or daddy, as infantes c:il

their fathers. 1673 R. LEIGH Transproser Keh. 8 Every
Nurse can readily point to Daddy's Eyes. 1794 J. WOLCOTT
(P. Pindar) Rmul.for Oliver Wks. II. 413 So [I] ask'd my
daddy's leave to study Painting. 1880 Miss BRADDON Just
as I am xl, She could not believe that there was a fault in

daddy.
b. irreverently.
1749 CHESTEHF. Lett. II. cxciii. aao All day long afraid of

old Daddy in England. 1899 Spectator 14 Dec. 927/2 In
other respects, he is an Old Daddy !

Hence Da'ddyism nonce-wd., the characteristics

of an ' old daddy
'

(cf. prec. b) ;
in U.S. boast of

or respect for ancestry.
1871 KATE FIELD in Harper's Bazaar Aug. (Farmer),

'His grandfather was a distinguished man.' 'Was he? 1

replica the man of Chicago.
' That 's of no account with us.

There 's less daddyism here than any part of the United
States. What 'she himself?' 1893 Spectator 24 Dec. 927/2
If this great truth had broken upon Carlyle's biographer, how
much daddyism had we been spared I

Da ddy-lo'lig-legs. [From its very long
slender legs.] a. A popular name for the CRANE-
FLY. (Called also father- and ffarry-long-legs.')
b. A name for Arachnids or spiders of similar

appearance, such as those ofthe genus Phalangium.
01814 DIBOIH <?**! Fongo in Univ. Songster II. 58/1

Old daddy longlegs, when he drank hiscongo. 1840 WEST-
WOOD tr. Citvicr's Attint. Kingd. 619 These insects are well
known under the names of Daddy long-legs, Tailors, &c.

1884 F. J. LLOYD Science Agric. 279 Next to the wireworm
the crane fly or daddy-longlegs, -is probably most hurtful.

Dade (d'd\ v. 06s.exe. dial. Also dial, dad,
dawd. [perh. the same as the root of DADDER.]
1. intr. To move slowly or with uncertain steps,

to toddle, like a child just learning to walk.
iiuz DRAVTON Poly-olb. i. 8 Which nourish! and bred up

. . No sooner taught to dade, but from their mother trip.
Ibid, xiv, But eas'ly from her source as Isis gently dades.

2. trans. To lead and support (one who totters,

esp. a child learning to walk). Alsoyf^.
1598 DRAYTON Heroic. Ep. xxi. 108 The little children

when they learne to goe, By painefull Mothers daded to and
fro. 1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mor. 18 A guide . . to stay
and dade them when they learned to go. Ibid. 399 Such he

ought to enforme, to direct, to dade and leade by the band.

1859 E. WAUGH Lane. Songs 72 (Lane. Gloss.), Dost think
thae could doff me an' dad me to bed? 1879 Miss JACKSON
Shropshire \Vord-bk., Dad?, to lead children when learning
to walk. 1881 Leicestershire Gloss., Dade, to help to walk
. .

'
I shouldn' ha' got home, if they hadn' daded me along '.

Hence Da'ding vbl. sb., as in \dading-slccvcs,

-strings (dial.
1

), leading-strings.
1675 TEONGE Diary (1825) 13 His sonn. .with his mayd to

leade him by his dading sleeves. 1865 BEN BRIKRLEY Irk-
dale I. 259 He's nobbut like a chilt in its dadins. 1879
Miss JACKSON Shropshire Word-bk., Dadine-strings, by
which a child is held up when learning to walk.

t Dade, sb. Obs. Name of some wading bird.

1686 Lttyiil Garland xx. ii, There's neither swallow, dove,
nor dade, Can soar more high, or deeper wade.

Dade, early form of DEED.

Da'dless, a. rare '. [f. DAD sb.\ + -LESS.]
Fatherless.

1606 WARNER Alb- Eng. xtv. xci. 369 So many dadlcsse
Babes.

Dado (d,
T'-do\ Arch. [a. It. dado die, cube

I 1'r. i/at, OF. del, de) :-L. datum : see DIE.]
1. The block or cube, with plane faces, forming

the body of a pedestal, between the base mouldings
and the cornice ; the die.

1664 EVI-LVM tr. Freart's Archil. 124 [The Pedestal] is

likewise called Truncus the Trunk , . also Abacus, Dado,
Zocco, Jtc. 1688 R. HOLMR Armoury ui. 102/1 Dado or Dye
is a flat in a Cornice or Pedestal. 1816 J. SMITH Panorama
Sc. $ Art I. 171 Each central portion, as dado of pedestal,
shaft of column. 1820 T. CROMWKLL Excnrs. lreland\\, 81

The dado of the pedestal, above the entablature.

2. The finishing of wood running along the lower

part of the walls of a room, made to represent
a continuous pedestal ; strictly applied only to the

flat surface between the plinth and the capping.

Hence, b. Any lining, painting, or papering of the

lower part of an interior wall, of a different

material ur colour from that of the tipper part.

1787 Builder's Price-Bk. 39 Dado. i inch dado, level,

skirted, and caped. 1794 IHd, 41 Whole deal dove-tailed

.l.i.l . and keyed. 1837 l\-nny Cycl. VIII. 284/2 The dado

employed in the interiors of buildings is a continuous

pedestal . . constructed of wood, and is usually about the

Height of a chair-back. Its present UMJ is to protect the

stucco work or
paper

of the walls. 1854 EccLsiohgisI XV.
357 A dado ofoak-panelling. 1858 lions. ///>/</ Words No. 456.
66 (The Alhambra) The dados, or luw wainscoting, arc of
smiare glazed tiles, which form a glittering breast-high coal
of mail.

b. 1877 BLACK Green Pott. xl. fi8r8) 323 Oh, by the way,
Lady Sylvia, how did your dado of Indian matting look?
1879 Miss HRAIIIXIN Vixen III. 249 Mabel insisted upon
having . . a sage-green wall with a chocolate dado did you
ever hear of a dadot in the new morning-room.
3. attrib., as dado-moulding.
1837 Penny Cycl. VIII. 284 A cornice or dado moulding

surmountini; the die. 1851-61 Archil. Pull. Soc. Did.
s. v., The capping or surbasc, sometimes called the dado
nioklitur.

Dadoed (d^-dodi, ///. a. [f. DADO sb. 4- -in.]
Furnished with a dado.
1881 Miss BRADDON Asph. xiv. 159 The old oak-dadoed

drawing-room. 1800 Pall Mall G. 13 Aug. 2/3 A pretty
morning-room, .with dadoed walls.

Dae, Sc. form of DOE.

Daedal, sb. Obs. In 7 Dtcdale, Dedal 1.

{ad. L. DJKDAL-US : see below. Cf. F. Dfdale maze.]
1. An anglicized form of the proper name Daeda-

lus ; a skilful artificer or fabricator like Drcdalus.
[1610 H. HUTTOM Foil. Anal. A v a (Stanford), My lame-

legd Muse . .Yet doth aspire with Dedall's wings.] c 1630
DKUMM. OF HAWTH. Poems Wks. (1711) 18 The Silk-worm
of Love. A Dardale of my death.

2. A maze or labyrinth.
1609 EVELYN Acetaria (1729) 119 Groves, Labyrinths,

Dedals.. Close-Walks, .and other Relievo's of Topiary and
Hortulan architecture.

Daedal (drdal), a. Chiefly poetical. Also 6-7
(9) dtedale, 7 dedall, 7-9 dedal, [ad. L. dxdal-

us, a. Gr. oWSaXos skilful, cunningly wrought,
variegated, etc. : see prec.]
1. Skilful, cunning to invent or fashion.

1590 SPENSER F. Q. in. Pro), ii, All were it Zeuxis or

Praxiteles, His da-dale hand would faile and greatly faynt.
c 1630 DKUMM. OF HAWTH. Poems Wks. (1711) 36 Out-run
the wind-out-running da:dale hare. 1838 Blacfnv. Mag.
XXIV. 346 Here the dashing Blind Harry the Harper had
hung up his .U.1..1 harp. 187* BLACKIK Lays Highl. 33 By
the da:dal hand of Titan Nature piled.
2. Displaying artistic cunning or fertility of in-

vention
; maze-like ;

= D.EDALIAN i.

c 1630 DRUMM. op HAWTH. Poems Wks. (1711) 42 Ye, who
with curious numbers, sweetest art, Frame dedal nets our
beauty to surprre. 1746 J.

WARTON Ode iii. (R.), Here
ancient art her dxdal fancies play'd In the quaint mazes
of the crisped roof. 1836 LANDOR Pericles /j A. Wks. 1846
II. 372 The dedal dance is spun and woven.
3. Of the earth, etc. ;

' Manifold in works '

;

hence, varied, variously adorned.
A vague poetic use after Lucretius (I. 7

' daxlala tellus
'

;

v. 234
' natura dxdala rerum

'

'.

1596 SPENSER F. Q. iv. x. 45 Then doth the dardale earth
throw forth to thee Out of her fruitful! lap abondant
flowres. 1745 T. WARTON Pleas. Melanch. 248 What daidal

landscapes smile I 1817 WORDSW. Sequel to
'

Beggars ',

Forwhose free range the daedal earthWas filled with animated
toys. 1834 D'IsRAELl Rev. Epick I. xv, The d.tdal faith of
the old world had died. 1861 SKEAT Uhland's Poems 28
With what daxjal fulness Thy beds their blossoms shew 1

1 4. ? Mazy, labyrinthine ; 1 changeful. Obs.
1818 KEATS Endym. iv. 459 Search my most hidden

breast ! By truth's own tongue, I have no daxlale heart 1

t 5. Bot. D*DALEOU8, D^DALOUS. Obs.

1793 T. MARTYN Lang, of Bot.. D&daleum folium,
a

D.tdal leaf.

Dseda'leous, a. Bot. [f. as next + -CDS.]
1835 LlNDLEV/n/fW. 0^(1848)11. 357 Dzdaleous', when

the point has a large circuit, but is truncated and rugged.

Daedalian, -ean (dfdji'lian), a. Also De-.

[f. 1,. Dsdaie-us relating to Daxlalus, Gr. iatSaXios

cunningly wrought 4- -AN ;
or f. Diedal-us + -IAN.]

1. Of or after the style of Docdalus ; skilful, in-

genious, formed with art ; resembling the labyrinth
of Daedalus, intricate, maze-like.

1607 WALKINGTON Opt. Glass in The Da;dalian . . Laby-
rinths wherein hee takes his turnes. a 1634 CHAPMAN i W. '.

pur bodies decked in our daedalian arms. 1757 J.
BROWN

in Pope's Iv'ks. 1757 III. p. xv. (Stanford 1

, Daxlahan argu-
ments but few can trace. 1776 ADAM SMITH W. -V. 11. ii.

(1869) I. 322 Suspended upon the Daedalian wings of paper
money. 1880 Contemp. Rev. XXXVII. 475 not.-. Beauty
of contrivance, adaptation, or mechanism . . we have called

Daedalian beauty.
1636 Raleigh's Tvlius Hist. Pref. B, Contrived by a D*.

dalean Hand. 1697 J. SERGEANT Solid Philos. 41 1 o please
the Paxlalean Fancies of the ingenious Contrivers. 1850
CARLVLE Latter-d. Pantph. iii. 14 Such creatures, like

moles, are safe only underground, and their engineerings
there become very daxlalean. 1854 BADHAM Halieut. 512
Unable to wind his way through the Daedalean mazes of a
modern bill of fare.

f2. -D.EDALfl. 3. Obs.

1598 SYLVESTER Du Bartas II. ii. ,-lrke 425 In various
sort Dedalian Nature seems her to disport.

8.
i,
See quoL)

1848 WORNUM Left. Painting 351 note. The black vases,
or those with the black figures (skiagrams^ or the stained

reddish-yellow terra ootta, are the most ancient . .The style
..!<! -^ign of these black figures has been termed the Egyptian
or Daedalian style.

Daedalist (d/-dalist). tionce-tvd. [See -IST.]
An imitator of Drcdalus.

1713 ADDISON Guardian No. 112 F 3, I have fully con-
sidered the project of these our modern Daedalists, and am
resolved so far to discourage it, as to prevent any person
from flying in my time.

DAFFADOWNDILLY.
t Dse'dalize, v. Obs. nonce-wd. [f.

D.CHAI. a.

-I/.K.] tram. To make intricate or maze-like.
a 1618 SYI.VETTM Du Kartas, Lacrym* 80We Lawycn

then, who dedalizine- Law, And deading ConKtence, like
the Hone-leach drawe.

DaedaloilS(d>-dil9s),a. Hot. Also dedalotu.

[f.
L. dvdal-us cunningly-wrought + -OIH]

Of leaves :
'

Having a margin with various wind-

ings and turnings; of a beautiful and delicate Ux-
ture' (W'ebtfer 1838, citing Martyn, and I

II Dtedalns (drdaliis). See also DJCDAL '* [I-.
n. (ir. AaiiaAoi 'the cunning one', name of the
workman who constructed the Cretan labyrinth,
and made wings for himself and his son Icarus

]A skilful or cunning artificer (like Dxdalu).
< 1630 DHUMM. OF HAWTH. Poems Wks. (1711) 50 Gone b
my sparrow . . A Dedalus he was to catch a fly. 1631 H BY-
WOOD Eng. Eliz. (1641) 123 Gardiner was the onely Dedalui
and inventour of the engine.

Dsal, early form of 1 )KAL.

Demon, Daemonic, etc. : see DEMON, etc.

Daer-atock (davr-stfk). Irish Antiq. [f.

Mir. doer, Olr. doir, doer base, ignoble, nnfrce,

servile, mod.Ir. door captive, condemned, guilty +
STOCK.] Stock or cattle belonging to the landlord
of which the tenant or vassal has the use

; used
altrib. in doer-stock tenant, tenancy.
187$ MAINE Hist. lust.

yi. 159 The Daer-ttock tenant had
unquestionably parted with some portion of his freedom.
Ibid., The relation between vassal and chief called Daer-
stock tenancy.

Desman, var. of DE.SMAN.

Daff (daf, sb. Obs. exc. north, dial. Also 4-5
daf, 4-6 daffe. [Etymology uncertain : cf. DAFT.
It has been conjecturally referred to ON. datif deaf,

dull, savourless, which survives in Sc. dowf, dtnt/Autt, spirit-

less, but this is phonetically inadmissible.]

One deficient in sense or in proper spirit ; a sim-

pleton, a fool ; a coward.
c IJ5 Poem Times Edvi. II, 99 in Pot. Srmgs i Camden)

328 If the parsoun have a prest of a clene lyf . . Shal comen
a dafTe and mute him out . .That can noht a ferthing worth
of god. 1361 LANCL. /'. PI. A. i. 129

'

pou dotest daffe

quap heo ' Dulle are bi wittes.' c 1386 CHAUCER Reeve's T.
288 And when this lape is tald another day 1 sal been
haldc a daf, a cokenay. c 1440 Promp. Part'. 111/2 Daffe,
or dastard, or he bat spekythe not yn tynie, oridiirtts.

1587 HARRISON England n. ii. . 1877) I. 58 Certes it [Landafle]
is a poore bishoprike . .the late incumbent thereof l>eing called
for. .in open court made answer: 'The daffe is here, but the
land is gone '. 1616 BULLOKAR, Dajffe, a dastard. 1876
Whitky Gloss., Daff, a half-wit ; a coward.

Daff (daf), v. '

Chielly Sc. [f.
DAFF sb.

Cf. the dial, daffle to become stupid, grow imbecile ; also
to dumbfounder, confuse the faculties; ilaffly imbecile,

stupid from failure of the faculties. Whitby Gloss.]

1. intr. To play the fool ; to make sport, toy,

dally, talk or behave sportively.
'535 STEWART Cron-Scot. III. 342 Quhat do je nowt I se

3e do bot daf. a 1605 POLWART Flyting tv. Montg. 662

Dastard, thou daffes, that with such divilrie mels. 1813
PICKEN Poems I. 13.5 (Jam.) Come yont the ereen an* dan
wi' me, My charming dainty Davy. 1876 whitby Gloss.,

Dajff, to chat in a dandling way ; to loiter. Also to falter

in memory ;

'

beginning to daft'. 1886 STEVENSON Kid-
napped iv. 30 Gentlemen darting at their wine.

1 2. trans. To daunt, north, dial. Obs.

1674 RAY A'. C. Words 13 Daffe, to Daunt.

Daff (daf), v.2 [A variant of DOFF to do off,

pat off.

(Johnson, misunderstanding the pa. t., as in quot, 1596,
made the present stem daft.}\

1 1. tram. To put off (as clothes) ; to throw off,

divest oneself of. Obs.

1597 SHAKS. Lover's Cornpl. 297 There my white stole of

chastity I daff'd. 1606 Ant. 4 Ct. iv. iv. n He that

vnbuckles this, till we do please To daft (
-- daff'l I for our

Repose, shall hcare a storme.

2. To put or turn aside, to thrust aside ; esp. in

the Shakspcrian phrase to daffthe worldaside ( to

bid or make it get out of one's way), and imitations

of this (sometimes vaguely or erroneously applied).
1506 SHAKS. i Hen. IV, iv. L 96 The . . Mad-Cap, Prince

of Wales, And his Cumrades, that daft the World aside,
And bid it passe. 1599 Much Adov. i 78 Claud. Away,
I will not haue to do with you. Leo. Canst thou so daffe

met 1599 Pass. Pilgr. 183 She bade good night, that

kept my rest away ; And daff'd me to a cabin hang'd with
care. 1601 WREVER Mirr. Mart. A vij, We daft the world
with time ourselues beguiled. i8ao KEATS Lamia- u. 160
Some knotty problem, that had daft His patient thought.
1880 GOLDW. SMITH in All. Monthly No. 268. 202 We have
no right todaffa pessimist's argument aside merely because

[etc.). 1884 Sett. Rev. 14 June 787/1 Its pleasant fashion of

daffing the world aside.

t b. To put off (with an excuse, etc.). Obs.

1604 SHAKS. Oth. rv. ii. 176 Euery day thou dafts [v. r.

doffest] me with some deuise lago.

Daffadowndilly, daffydowndilly. Also

dafTe-. [A playful expansion of DAFFO-DILLT.]
A daffodil ; used at first in the generic sense.

Still a widespread popular name of the Yellow
Daffodil, under the dialect lormtdaffadffum-,-doon-,

daffidown-, daffadowndilly.
1573 TLSSER Must, xliii. (1878) 95 Herbes, branches, and

flowers, for windowes and pots . . 7 Daffadondillies. 1579
SPKNSKR Sheph. Cat. Apr. 140 Strowe mee the grour.de with

daffadowndillies. 1708 MoTTCCX Rabelais iv. Ii, Their



DAFFING.

Hair . . stuck with Roses, Gilly-fiowers . . paffidown-dillies.

1840 P.ARHAM Ingot. Leg., Barney Maguire ii, With roses

and lillies, and daflfy-down-dillies.

2. A shrub : prob. the Mczereon, which is still

so called in Yorkshire ' from the slight similarity

of the Greek name Daphne with Daffodil* (Britten

and Holland).
1591 PERCIVALL Sp. Diet., Adelfa, a daffadoundilly, or

rather rose bay tree, Rhododaphne. 1611 FI.OFIO, Oledndro^
the weede Oleander. Also a Daffadounedillie.

Daffing (da-fin), vhl. sb, [f. DAFFZ>.I + -ING T.]

1. Fooling, folly ; sportive behaviour or talk ;

frolicking, toying, merriment.

1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. \. 449 Into sic daffing putting

5our delyte, As brutell beist that followis appetyte. 1686

G. STUART Joco-ser. Disc. 39 You would have burst your
heart with laughing To've seen the gang so full of daffing.

1787 BURNS Tiva Dogs 43 Until wi' daffin weary grown,

Upon a knowe they sat them down. 1823 LOCKHART Reg.
Dalton vn. v. (1842) 416 They're young folk ; daffin's natural

to them. 1886 STEVENSON Kidnapped xxiii. 232 It was all

daffing ; it's all nonsense.

2. Mental derangement, insanity.
a 1614 J. MELVILL MS. 58 (Jam.> There be falls into

a phrenzie and daffine which keeped him to his death. 1857
DUNGUSON Diet. Meti. 274 Daffing, insanity.

Da'ffish, a. Obs. exc. north, dial. [f. DAFF sb.

+ -ISH.J Spiritless ; stupid.
1470-85 MAI.ORY Arthur ix. xlii, This is but a daffyssh

knyght. [1869 Lonsdale Gloss. , Daffish, shy, modest.]

Daffodil (de-f<Mil). Also 6 daffodyll, 6-7

daffo-, daffadill, 7-8 daffadil, (9 daffodel) : see

also DAFFODILLY, and DAFFADOWNDILLY. [A
variant of AFFODILL, q. v. The initial d has not

been satisfactorily accounted for.

It has been variously suggested as due to childish or playful

distortion, as in Ted for Ed-ward, tante for aunt ; to union

of the article tK (cf. COTGR., AJfrodille, TK Ajfodill, and
north. Eng. /' affadil) \

to final d of and, in (e. g.>
'
fennell

an-daffodil* ; to union of the Dutch or Flemish article, as de

affodil= the affodil ; and to Fr. prep, tf as mjleur d'aphro-
dille. It is noteworthy that as in Eng. the word has gained
a letter, in :6th c. Fr. it sometimes lost one: Littre (s. v.

asphodile} quotes from De Serres (i6th c.),
* Des racincs

a" afrodillc , and also
' Decoction de lapace, defrodilles '.

A third form dafrodille is quite conceivable.

Affodill and its popular variants daffodil, daffadilly, were

originally and properly the Asphodel; then by popular

misconception, due apparently to the application to both

plants, at their first introduction to England, of the fanciful

name Laus tibi (see Turner Libellns B 3 b\ it was applied,
especially in the popular variations, to species of Narcissus,
etc. Botanists, after resisting this misapplication, com-

promised the matter by retaining affodil for the Asphodel,
and accepting the more popular daffodil for Narcissus.

Finally affodil was ' rectified
'

to asfodyl and asphodel,
and daffodil restricted in popular use to the Yellow Narcis-

sus or Yellow Daffodil of Eng. fields and gardens.]

f 1. The same as AFFODILL ;
the genus Aspho-

delus (formerly including some allied plants). Obs.

[1538 see AFFODILL.] 1548 TURNER Names ofHerbes s. v.

Albucns, Asphodillus groweth .. in gardines in Anwerp, it

maye be named in englishe whyte affodil or duche daffodil.

1567 MAPLET Gr. Forest 40 Daffadill, some call Antheri-

con, the Romanes Kings spare. 1578 LYTE Dodoens v. Ixxix.

649 This herbe \Asphodelus in 3 species] is called .. in

English also Affodyl, and Daffodyll. 1607 TOPSELL Four-f.
Beasts (1673) 304 Asphodelus (englished by some daffadit).

f2. The genus Narcissus, of which it is the

common Eng. name in the Catalogue of Gerarde's

Garden 1599, where twelve Daffodils or Nar-
cissuses are distinguished, the White Daffodil being
the common White Narcissus or Poets Lily (N.

poetictts) of Eng. gardens, the * White Lily' of

Scotland; the Yellow Daffodil (N. pseudo-Nar-
cissus] the plant to which the name is now restricted.

1548 TURNER Names ofHerbes (E. D. S.) 10 This that we
take for daffodil is akinde of Narcissus. 1578 LYTE Dodoens
ii. 1. 211 These pleasant flowers are called.. in Englishe
Narcissus, white Daffodill, and Primerose pierelesse [In

Lyte's own annotated copy in the Brit. Mus. L.ibr. he has

of Constantinople [N. orienfalis] was sent into England
vnto the right Honorable the Lord Treasurer, among other
bulbed (lowers. 1629 PARKINSON Parodist inSoleiv. (1656)
8 Many idle and ignorant Gardiners. .do call some of these
Daffodils Narcisses, when as all know that know any Latine,
that Narcissus is the Latine name, and Daffodil the

English of one and the same thing.

3. Now restricted to Narcissus pseudo-Narcissus

(also called Lent Lily), found wild in various parts
of England and cultivated as an early spring flower.

[1562 TURNER Herbal n. 62 a, Our comen daffadil is one

kynde of Narcissus.] 1592 GREENE Ufist. Courtier (ityi.} -z

The yellow daffodil, a flower fit for jealous dotterels. 1611

SHAKS. IVint. T. iv. Hi. i When Daffadils begin to peere,
With heigh the Doxy ouer the dale. 1648 HERRICK//^/^.,
To Daffadils, Faire Daffadills, we weep to see You haste

away so soone. 1746-7 HEKVEY Mcdit. (i8i8> 129 Who
emboldens the daffodil.. to trust her flowering gold with
inclement and treacherous skies ? 1855 TENNYSON Mand
in. 6 When the face of night is fair on the dewy downs, And
the shining daffodil dies.

4. Chequered Daffodil : the Fritillary or Snake's

head, Fritillaria Meleagris. Still known as the

Daffodil'in Hants. (Britten and Holland).
1507 GERARDE Herbal \. Ixxxix, The checquered Daffodil

or Jinny hen floure. .checquered most strangely. 1599
Catal., Frittillaria, Checkerd Daffodill.

5. The colour of the daffodil; a pale yellow.
Also attrib. or as adj.
1835 TENNYSON Maud i. xxn. ii, On a bed of daffodil sky.

1884 Pall MallG. 21 Sept. 1/2 A belt of daffodil in the cast

announced the approach of dawn. 1886 St. Stephens Kef.

13 Mar. 14/1 A primrose, a daffodil, or an orange-coloured

gown.

Daffodilly, daffodilly (dse-fadili\ sb. [f.

prec. : perh. influenced by lily.] The same as

DAFFODIL : a poetic (and dialect) form.

i538[see AFFODILL]. 1379 SPENSER Stieph. Cal. Jan. 22 Thy
sommer prowde, with Daffadillies dight. 1593 DRAYTON
Eclogues iii. 81 See that there be store of Lillyes, (Call'd of

Shepheards Daffadillyes). 1637 MILTON Lycidas 150 Bid

amaranthus all his beauty shed, And daffadillies fill their

cups with tears. 1847 MARY HOWITT Ballads ^ He cut the

leaves of the snow-drop down, And tied up the daffodilly.

Da-ffodilly, a. rare. [f.
DAFFODIL + -Y.] Full

of or furnished with daffodils.

1892 Temple Bar Slag. Sept. 125 An exceedingly unpre-

tentious, yet palm-y and daffodill-y drawing-room.

Daft (daft), a. Now chiefly Sc. and north.

[In early ME. da/te, corresp. to OE. gedsffle mild,

gentle, meek : OTeut. *gadaftjo-z, f. gadafti vbl.

sb. from stem dad-, in Gothic gadaban to become,
be fit, OE. pa. pple. gedafen becoming, fit, suitable.

The & here is app. for umlaut g before//, st, which

explains the two-fold ME. development daft and

deft. The primary meaning of the adj. must have

been 'becoming, fit'; cf. the adv. getfseflllce fitly,

suitably, seasonably, and the vb. gedxftan to make
fit or ready, to prepare; from 'fit, ready, apt"
came the general later sense of deft ;

from ' be-

coming, deceits' as said of persons, came that of

'meek, mild, innocent', and from 'innocent, in-

offensive
'

app. that of ' irrational
'

said of beasts,

and of '

silly, foolish, deficient in sense
'

as said of

persons : cf. a common sense of ' innocent
',
and

the sense-history of SILLY. See also DEFT.
DAFFE,

* a fool,' is found c 1325 ; its relationship to daft is

uncertain ; if originally distinct, it may have contributed to

the development of the sense 'foolish' here.]

fl. Mild, gentle, meek, humble. Obs.

c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. xxi. 5 Nu bin cyning be cym5 to

be xcda;fte. c 1200 ORMIN2I75 Shammfasst, and daffte, and
scdefull. Ibid. 4610 And meoc, and daffte, and sedefull.

2. Silly, foolish, stupid. Cf. INNOCENT, SILLY.

a. Said of beasts.

c 1325 Body ff Soul 302 in Map's Poems 343 Ne wuste
what was good or il, But as a beest, doumbe and daft.

c 1450 HENRYSON Mor. Fab. 81 Who sayes ane sheepe is

daft, they lie of it.

b. Of persons : Wanting in intelligence, stupid,
foolish.

c 1450 St. CiitUert ( Surtees) 443 Bot to make it I am daft.

For I can nojt of potter craft. 1535 LYNDESAY Satyre 2008

Thou art the daftest fuill that ever I saw. 1570 LEVINS

Manip. 9/33 Dafte, doltishe, itupidia. 1637-50 Row Hist.

A"?VA(i842t 462 Cast away these daft conceits, and.. take

you seriouslie to your booke and studies. 1674 RAY N. C.

Words 13 Daft, stupid, blockish, daunted, a verbo Daffe.

1855 ROBINSON Whitby Gloss., Daft, dull of apprehension.

3. Of unbound mind, crazy, insane, mad.
1576 BELLENDEN Cron. Scot. (1821) I. viii. He that was

trublit with the falling evil, or fallin daft or wod. 1540
Lit. Treas. Accts. Scot., Makand him Curatour to P. N.

quhilk is daft, and hes na wit to gyde him selff. 1816

SCOTT Old Mart, vii, 'The woman would drive ony reason-

[e being daft.' 1829 ARNOLD Let. in Stanley Life ff Cory.abl

(1844) I- v - 2 54> I hope you will not think I ought to. -adjourn
to the next asylum for daft people. 1880 R. G .WHITE Ercry-
Day Eng. 122 We have preserved our common sense, and
have not gone clean daft.

4. Thoughtless or giddy in one's mirth ; madly
gay or frolicsome. Daft days : the days of merri-

ment at Christmas.
c 1575 Dial, betiv. Clerk ff Courtier (Jam.\ Quhen ye

your selfis ar daft and young. 1768 Ross tlelcnorc 117
i Jam.) Awa, she says, Whaever's daft to day, it set^na you.

1787 BURNS Tiva Dogs 155 In a frolic daft, a 1774 FERGUS-
SON Poems (1789) II. 10 (title'] The Daft Days. 1816 SCOTT

Antiq. xxi, 'Ay, aythey were daft days thae but they
were a

1

vanity and waur.' 1832-53 WhistleJinkie (Sc. Songs)
Ser. in. 81 At Yule, when the daft-days are fairly set in,

A ploy without him wadna be worth a pin.

f5. = DEFT, skilful. Obs.

?i5oo Chester PI. (Shaks. Soc.) 134 (MS. 1592) For

semlye he was and wounder dafte [MS. Harl. (1607) 2124
wondrous deftel.

Hence f DarteliBk, dafftelejBc [ON. -leikr suffix

of action or condition], gentleness, meekness.
Da'ftie (colloq.), a daft person. Da ftish a., some-
what daft. Da-ftlike a., having an appearance of

folly or craziness. Da'ftly adv., t a. mildly,

meekly (ol/s.) ; b. foolishly. Da ftness, foolish-

ness, madness.
c 1200 OKMIN 2188 Forr kaggerrle53c shall don ban ^ho

Shall dafftelej^c forrwerrpenn. 1872 C. GIBBON For the

Kinff i, The daftie still maintained his position. 1825
JAMIESON, Daftish, in some decree deranged. 1855 ROBIN-
SON Wkitby Gloss., A daftish dizzy sort of a body. 1725
RAMSAY Gent. Sheph. iv. i, 'Tis sae daftlike. 1816 Scorr

Antiq.^ iv, Never think you . . that his honour . . would hae
done sic a daft-like thing. < izoo ORMIN 1215 And ha^herr-
like ledesst te And dafftelike and fa',5re. 1724 RAMSAY
Tea-t. Misc. (1733! I. 34 We daftly thought to row in
rowth. 1552 ABP. HAMILTON Catech. 151 The word of the
crosse semis to be daftnes and folie to thame that perischis.

DAG.

Daft, pa. t. of DAFF v.v

Dag (<la-'g), f*- 1 In 4-5 daggo. [Of uncertain

origin : the same senses are partly expressed by
TAG.]
1 1. A pendant pointed portion of anything ;

one

of the pointed or laciniated divisions made by

deeply slashing or cutting the lower margin of a

cloak, gown, or other garment, as was done for

ornament in the I5th c. 06s.

1399 LANGL. Rich. Reticles 193 Dryue out be dagges and
all pe duche cotis. 1440 Promp. Parv. in Dagge of

clothe,_/>dk:/iV/j. 1617 MINSHEU Ductor, Dagge or ragge
of cloth.

f 2. A tag or aglet of a lace, shoe-latchet, or the

like; = AGLET T, 2. 06s.

1:1400 Rom. Rose 7262 Grey clothis. .fretted fulle of tatar-

wagges [=dags, sense i] And high shoos knopped with

dagges. 1616 BULLOKAR, Dagges, latchets cut out of leather.

3. One of the locks of wool clotted with dirt

about the hinder parts of a sheep ; a '

clag
'

;
=

DAOGING, DAG-LOCK.
[The relationship of this to the prec. senses, and to DAG

v. 1
,
is not clear.]

1731 BAILEY, Dagges. .the Skirts of a Fleece cut off. 1887
Kentish Gloss., Dag, a lock of wool that hangs at the tail

of a sheep and draggles in the dirt. Dag-wool, refuse wool;
cut off in trimming the sheep.

tDag, -r^. 2 06s. [Derivation unknown.
Referred by some to F. dagite a dagger ;

but no trace has

been found of any connexion between the two words.]

1. A kind of heavy pistol or hand-gun formerly
in use.

1561 Diurn. Occiirrents (Bannatyne Club) 66 Thay . . schot

furth at the said servandis ane dag. 1587 HARRISON Eng-
land n. xvi. (1877) i. 283 To ride with a case of dags at his

sadle bow. 1598 BARCKLEY Felic. Man (1631) 252 Because
the dagge being overcharged brake, .he draweth his dagger
to stabbe him. 1602 WARNER Albion's Eng. IX. xliv. (1612)

2ii By wars, wiles, witchcrafts, daggers, dags. 1642 LAUD
Wks. (1853) III. 461, I heard a great crack, as loud as the

report of a small dag. 1785 New Cant. Diet., Dag, a Gun.

1849 GRANT Kirkaldy of G. xxiv. 283 The captain rushed

upon Lennox and shot him through the back with a dag.
1881 GREENER Gun 61 A chiselled Italian dagg manu-
factured by one of the Comminazzo family about 1650.

2. attrib. and Comb.
a 1568 Def. Crissell Sandelandis 53 in Sempill Ballates

(1872) 234 Snapwark, adew, fra dagmen dow nocht stand.

1587 FLEMING Contn. Holinshed III. 1409/2 The dag was

bought, .of one Adrian Mulan a dag-maker dwelling in east

Smithfield. 1589 R. HARVEY PI. Perc. (1860) 33 A Dag
case may be as good now and then as a case of Dags. 1721
WODROW Hist. Ch Scat. (1829) II. n. ix. 250 Alexander

Logan, Dagmaker in Leith Wynd.
(The sense 'dagger' given by Johnson (without quotation),

and repeated in later dictionaries (in Century Diet, with

erroneous quotation), appears to be a mere mistake, due to

misapprehension of the frequent i6-i7th c. collocation
'

dag
and dagger' in descriptions of personal accoutrement. Sense

3 in Century Diet. ' a stab or thrust with a dagger ', is a
blunder due to misreading of Minsheu.]

Dag (dseg), si.3 [a. F. dague dagger, also the

first horn of a young stag, and in some technical

senses. Sense 2 is not found in French.]
1. The simple straight pointed horn of a young

stag.
1859 TonvCycl.Anat.V. 517/2 These processes acquire

in the second year the form of. .dags. 1861 HULME tr.

Mofuin-Taxdm n. in. 181 At first the new horns [of the

stag] are simple protuberances, and are known by the

name of
'

dags '.

2. A pointed piece of metal, etc. ;
a pin or bolt.

1727 BRADLEY Font. Diet. s. v. Bridge, You must so joint
the Timber, as . . to resemble an Arch of Stone . . the Joints

oughttobe.. strongly shut together with Cramps and Dags
of Iron. 1805 R. W. DICKSON Pract. Agric. (1807) II. 598
The upper pair [of rollers] being stuck with coggs and dags.

3. dial. ;See quots.)
a. 1863 BARNES Dorset Dialect, Dag, a small projecting

stump of a branch.
b. 1880 W. Cornwall Gloss., Dag, a mining tool ; an axe.

Dag (dseg), s6.4 dial. [app. of Norse origin :

cf. ON. dogg, gen. daggar, pi. daggir, dew, Swed.

dagg (Norw. dogg, Da. dug) = Goth. *daggwa-,
OTeut. *dauwo-, OLG. dauw, OE. deaw, dew.]
1. Dew.
1674-91 RAY S. ff E. C. Words 95 Dag, Dew upon the

Grass. 1876 S. Warwicksh. Gloss., Dag, dew. 'There's
been a nice

flop_
of dag.'

2. a. A thin or gentle rain. b. A wet fog, a

mist. c. A heavy shower {Ayrshire).
1808 in JAMIESON. 1823 BROCKETT N. C. Words, Dag,

a drizzling rain.

Dag, v. 1
[Connected with DAG s6.l The senses

have no connexion with each other.]

1 1. traits. To cut the edge of (a garment) into

long pointed jags ;
to slash, Vandyke. Obs.

^1386 CHAUCER Pars. T. P?44 Costlewe furring in here

gownes-.so moche daggyng of scheris. Ibid. F347Suche
pounsed and daggid clothing. 1393 LANGL. P. PI. xxnl.

143 Let dagge hus clobes. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 112 Dag-
gyn,_/ractittt>. 1480 CAXTON Chron. Eng. ccxxvi. 233 Short
clothes and streyte wastyd dagged andkyt. 1533 SKELTON
Garl. Laurel 630 Raggid and daggid & cunnyngly cut.

2. To clog with dirt, bemire, daggle, bedraggle.
Obs. exc. dial. (Cf. DAG sbl 3.)

1484 CAXTON JEsop in. xvii, At to-fowled and dagged.
a 15*9 SKELTON El. Riimmyng 123 Wyth theyr heles

dagged, Theyr kyrtelles alPto-iagged. 1530 PALSOR. 445/3



DAG. DAGGLE.
Indcde, damoysell, you be dagged. .wus estes crotUc. 1611

COTGR. s. v. A t'chediacre, Crotte en Archediacre, dagd vp
to the hard heclcs (for so were the Archdeacons in old time
euer woont to be, by reason of their frequent. .Visitations'.

(i 1661 HOLYDAY JiircHiit 136 Vexing the baths with his

dagg'd rout. 1869 Lonsdale Class.. Dag . . (2) To trail or

dirty in the mire, to bedaub, to daggle. 1879 Miss JACKSON
Skropsh. WordM., Dag. .to trail in the wet or dirt.

b. intr. To daggle or trail in the dirt or wet.

1869 I.onsiialf Gloss., Dag v. i. 1880 W. Cornwall Glass.

s. v. lagging, 'That tree is dagging with fruit.'
' Her dress

is dagging in the mud.'

3. Farming. To cut off the '

dags
'

or locks of

dirty wool from (sheep). (Cf. DAQ sb^ 3.)

1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey, To Dag stuff, to cut off the

Skirts of the Fleece. 1887 Kentish I, loss.. Dag, to remove
the dags or clots of wool, dirt, etc. from between the hind

legs of sheep.

T Dag, V.'* Ob$. [Related to F. dague dagger
(i.lth c. in Littri) : cf. also i6th c. F. daguer to

strike with a dague or dagger ; but the latter is not

the source of the Eng. verb. See also DAGGER.]
trans. To pierce or stab, with or as with a pointed

weapon.
la 1400 Morte Artk. 2102 Dartes the Duche-mene daltene

pierceth and daggeth guilty persons with the anguish of
a galled conscience. 1794 A. GALLATIN in I. A. Stevens

Life iv. (1884) 95 One Ross of Lancaster, .half drew a dag-
ger he wore . . and swore any man who uttered such senti-

ments ought to be dagged.

t Dag, v? Obs.
[f.
DAG sb.'1

'}
trans, and intr.

To shoot with a dag or hand-gun.
111571 KNOX Hist. Kef. Wks. 118461 I. 87 The! schote

spearis and dagged arrowis, whare the cumpanyes war
thikest. c 1580 J. HOOKER Lift Sir J\ Carciv, They soe

dagged at these loopes, that sundrye of theyme within were

slayne.

Dag (dseg), v.* dial. [app. of Norse origin :

cf. DAO sb.* and ON. doggva, Swed. dagga to be-

dew. See also DEO.]
1. trans. To sprinkle, to wet with sprinkling.

6k., Dag, to sprinkle clothes with water preparatory to

mangling or ironing.

2. intr. To drizzle.

1815 BROCKETT A'. C. Words, Dag, to drizzle.

Dagar, -ard, -are, obs. forms of DAGGER.

II Dagesli, daghesh. (da-gef), sb. Heb. Gram.

[med.Heb. WJT daghesh, f. Syriac j^ d'ghash to

prick.] A point or dot placed within a Hebrew

letter, denoting either that it is doubled (dagesh

forte), or that it is not aspirated (dagesh lent).

1591 PERCIVALL Sf, Diet. Bj, B. .very often.. is sounded

like the Hebrew a when it is in the middest of a word

the H. 1834 A. WILLIS Hear. Gram. 5 A point is some-
times inserted in the middle of a consonant affecting the

pronunciation, and called Dagesh or Manpik.
Hence Da'gesh v. trans., to mark with a dagesh.

Also Da-gessate v.. Da gessate, -a,\,i.pa. pple.

1751 WESLEY Wks. (1872) XIV. 156 In some Verbs . . the

middle Radical is dageshed. 1871 BOLTON tr. Delitzsch's

Psalms II. 259 note, The dageshing of the opening mute of

the following word.

Da-ggar. dial.
' An old term for a dog-fish

(Smyth, Sailor's Word-bk. 1867).
a I78 KENNETT cited by HALLIWELL.

t Dagged, ///. a. 1 Obs. [f. DAG .i]

1. Of a garment : Having the margin cut into

long pointed projections ; jagged, slashed.

c 1386 [see DAG t'.
1

ij. c 1430 LYDG. Klin. Poems (Percy
Soc.) 200 Undir hiredaygyd hood of green. 15*3 [see DAG

.' i]. [1884 Pall Mall G. 'Extra' 24 July 28/2 The
costume is all dagged and slashed into the shape of leaves

and flowers.]

2. Clogged with dirt, daggled.
1484, a 1529, 1661 [see DAG p. 1

2].

Dagged, ppl. a.- Obs. exc. dial. [f.
DAG v.^]

Wet with dew, drizzling rain, or a sprinkling of

anything, b. slang. Drunk.
a 1605 MONTCOMERIE Sonn. Ixviii. T.I My Bee's aloft, and

daggit full of skill : It getts corn drink, sen Grissall toke

the bed. 1745 FRANKLIN Drinkers Diet. Wks. 1887 II. 23
He's dagg'd. 1847-78 HALLIWELL, Dagged, tipsy. North.

Dagger (dse'goj), sb. Forms : 4- dagger ;

also 4-5 daggere, Sc. dagare, 5 daggare, 5-6

dager, dagar, daggar, 6 dagard. [Related to

F. dague (Sp.,
It. dago] dagger, and to DAO o. 2

No such form is known in Old French. Med.L. shows

My
. _nglish formation Iff. DAG v.2, of which however only

later instances are known 1

. If the form daggard could_be
assumed as the original, the word might be an augmentative
in -ard of F. dot nt ; but, though extracto cultcllodaggardo
occurs in Walsmgham, isth c. (Du Cange', the forms dag-

garium and dagger are of earlier appearance and better

supported.]
1. A short stout edged and pointed weapon, like

a small sword, used for thrusting and stabbing.

[a 1375 Fragm. t'rtus/a xxiv. in -SV. Acts (18441!. 388

Habeat equuni, hauberkion, capilium de ferro, ensem, et

cultellum qui dicitur dagare. Ibid. Habeat archum et

sagittas. et dagi;arium ct cultellum.] c 1386 CHAUCER /'re/.

113 He baar. .on that oother syde a gay daggere [r/'/wspereJ.
'

''

26 The same dager he slewe hym with. 1535 l>nry Wills

(1850) 127 W' my dagard. 1601 SHAKS. JtiLC. in. ii. 157,
I feare I wrong the Honourable men, Whose Daggers haue

'

l' t i> t t. '/'. 502 And with thy daggere {so 4 MSS., 3 dagger)
oke thou do the same. 1440 Promp. Pun', in Daggare,

to steke wythe mcn,J>Hgio. 1463 Paiton Lett. No. 460 II.

126 Th
1850) 1

I feare

stabb'd Cxsar. 1605 Macb. I. iii. 33 Is this a Dagger
which I see before me ? 1719 YOUNG Bvsiris iv. i, Loose

thy hold, Or I will plant my dagger in thy breast. 1866
KINGSLEY Heravard iii. 88 'You have a daguer in your
hand !

'

said he.

fb. Alt dagger, alehouse dagger : see ALE, B. II.

Dagger of lath : the weapon worn by the ' Vice'

in the old 'Moralities'. Obs.

1591 NASHE P. Pmilesst (Shaks. Soc.) 40 All you that will

not. -wcarc ale-house daggers at your backes. 1596 SHAKS.
i Hen. IV, it. iv. 151 A ICings Sonne ? If I do not beate
thee out of thy Kingdome with a dagger of Lath . . He neuer
weare haire on my face more. 1601 Tu'tl. N. iv. ii. 136
Like to the old vice . . Who with dagger of lath, in his rage
and his wrath, Cries ah ha, to the diuell.

2. Phr. Daggers' draining (fig.) : the commence-
ment of open hostilities. At (or to) dowers'

drawing, now at daggers drawn: on (or to) the

point of fighting or quarrelling ; in a state of open
hostility. Also (rarely) at daggers' points.
A t daggers drawn is found in 1 668, but becomes usual only

in : ,i h c.

1553 GRIMALDE Cicero's Offices 12 a, They . . among them-
selues are wont to bee at daggers drawing. 1576 FLEMING

Patwpl. Epist. 267 That countrie was at denaunce and

daggers drawing with the lande of Grarcia. i6u J. WADS-
WORTH tr. Sanaovafs Civ. Wars Sf>. 19 The Grandees of
the Court were com almost to daggers drawing. 1668 K.
L'ESTRANGE Vit. Quev. (1708) 114 Upon this Point, were

they at Daggers-drawn with the F.mperor. a 1735 SWIFT

Drafter's Lett, vii, A quarrel in a tavern, where all were at

daggers-drawing. 1801 M AR. EDGEWORTH Castle Rackrent,
Three ladies, .talked of for his second wife, all at daggers
drawn with each other. 1837 LADY L. STUART in Lady M. W.
Montagu's Lett. (1893) 1. 104 Both these ladies inherited such
. .imperial spirit, as to. .insure daggers drawing as soon as it

should find, .opportunity to display itself. 1847 MRS. SHER-
WOOD Lady ofManor III. xviiu 36 You will be at daggers-

drawing . . with every order . . of persons in the town. 1855
DICKENS Dorrit (Housed. ed.) 395/1 Five minutes hence we
may be at daggers' points. 1870 R. B. BROUGH Marstpit
Lynch xxiv. 257 Was Marston still at daggers drawn with
his rich uncle T

8. jig. Somethingthatwounds orafflicts grievously.
1596 SHAKS. Merch. V. in. i. 115 Thou stick'st a dagger

in me, I shall neuer see my gold againe. 1605 Macb. 11.

iii. 45 Where we are there s Daggers in mens Smiles. 1704
STEELE Lying Lover 11, This was to me Daggers. 1800

MRS. HKRVEY Mouriray 1-am. HI. 240 Every word he

spoke was a dagger to her heart.

b. To speak or look daggers : to speak so as to

wound, to speak or look fiercely, savagely, or

angrily.
1602 SHAKS. Ham. in. ii. 414, I will speake Daggers to

her, but vse none. i6u MASS. & DEKKER Virg. Mart. iv. i,

And do thine eyes shoot daggers at that man That brings
thee health? 1833 MARRYAT /'. SimfleVu, Lord Privilege
. . looked daggers at me. 1839 H. AINSWORTH "Jack Shef.

iv, A glance .. which was meant to speak daggers.

f4. fig. (contempt.) A bravo, braggadocio. Obs.

1597 isi Pt. Returnfr. Pamass. I. i. 280 Soothe upp
this

. .ingrosser of cringers. .this great hilled dagger ! Il>id. IV.

i. 1236 This bracchidochio . . this meere rapier and dagger.

t5. A bayonet. (See BAYONET i, 2.) Obs.

1688 CAPT. J. S. Art of War 27 Draw your Daggers.
Fix them in your Musquet.
6. a. The upright piece of wood nailed to the

bars in the middle of a rail or gate. b. Naut.

(See quot.}

piece of timber that faces on to the poppets of the bilge-ways
and crosses them diagonally, to keep them together.

The

plank that secures the heads of the poppets is called the

dagger plank. The word '

dagger
'

seems to apply to any-

thing that stands diagonally or aslant.

f7. Thehornofayoungstag; -DAO**.* I. Obs.

1616 SURFL. & MARKH. Country Farme 684 The second

yeare they haue their first homes, which are called daggers.

8. Printing. A mark resembling a dagger (f,
used for marginal references, etc. : also called

obelisk. Double dagger : a mark having each end

like the hilt of a dagger (f), similarly used.

1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Dagger, .a. .Mark in Printing
. .(t). 1770 Hist. Printing 259 The Obelisk, or long Cross,

erroneously called the single I)agger. .The Double Dagger.
i86a ANSTED Channel /si. n. viii. led. al 166 Those that are

certainly not indigenous being indicated by a little dagger
(t) placed before the name.

9. A collector's name of moths of the genus

Acronycta having a black dagger-like or ^-like
mark near the anal angle of the fore wings.
1831 J. RENNIE Consfectus Butter/. t Moths 70 The Dark

Dagger appears in June. 1861 E. NEWMAN Brit. Moths
240, l do not know why this insect \Acronycta tridens] is

called the
' Dark Dagger

'

: it is no darker than the
'

Gray
Dagger '[A. fsi],

10. //. Applied locally to various plants with

long sword-like leaves, as Sword-grass ,Poa aqua-
tit a

, Water-flag <Iris Pseudacorus~), etc.

1847-78 HALLIWKII, Daggers, sword-grass. Somerset.
1881 Dn'tntsh. Plant-n. lEVD. S.), Dufgers, Iris I'senda.

corns, and I./cetidistima. The name evidently ha refer-

ence to the tword-like nags or leave*.

til. The name of a celebrated tavern in Hoi-
born 1-1600 (Narea); hence allrib. as in dagger-
ale, -frumety, -pie. Obt.

1576 GASCOIGNE Diet DroonkardesW.), Rut we must have
March beere, dooble dooble beerc. da^KT-alr, Khcni'h.
160* DEKKER Satiromasti.t\n Hawkintl >rif. /.HO- Drama
III. 115 (N.i Good den, good coown . . When shall we eat

another Dagger-pie. 1610 B. JoNsoN^/cA. i. i, My lawyer's
clerk, I lighted on last night, In Holbom, at the Dagger.
Ibid. v. ii, Her grace would have you eat no more Woolsack

pies. Nor Dagger frumety.
12. Comb., as dagger-blade, -hilt, -stab, -work ;

dagger-like, -proof adj. ; t dagger-ale (tee u);
t dagger-cheap a., very cheap, 'dirt-cheap ;

T dagger-framety (see 1 1) ; dagger-grace, ? =
sword-grass (see 10) ; dagger-knee (Naut.}, tee

quot. ; t dagger-man, a man who carries a dagger,
a bravo ; f dagger-money,

' a sum of money for-

merly paid to the justices of assize on the northern

circuit to provide arms against marauders
'

(Ogilvie);

t dagger-pie (see ii); dagger-piece (Naut.) -
sense 6 b; dagger-plank (JVaut.^, see quot. under

6 b ; dagger-plant, a plant of the genus Yucca,
also called Adam's needle, having sharp-edged and

pointed leaves ; dagger-wood (Naut.) - sense 6 b.

1561 Act ; KHz. c. 7 { 3 'Dagger-blades, Handles, Scab-
bards. 1591 BP. ANDREWES Serm. Christ's Tnuft.n. '18431

V. 546 We set our wares at a very easy price, he [the devil]

may buy us even 'dagger-cheap, as we say. 1834 MCDWIN
Angler in Wales I. 262 These tracks were sometimes lost in

high "dagger-grass. 1676 GREW Anat. Plants Lect. iv. ii.

i 18 Crystals . . figur'd crossways like a
'

Dagger-H ill. c 1850
Rudim. Navig. (Weale) 114 Any straight Hanging knees,
not perpendicular to the side of the beam, are in general
termed "dagger-knees. 1603 SHAKS. Meas.forM. IV. iii. 16

M' Starue-Lackey the Rapier ard 'dagger man. 186?

SMYTH Sailor's WordJ>k.,
'

Daggtr-fiece,
or Darger^oood,

a timber or plank that faces on to the poppets of the bilge-

ways, and crosses them diagonally, to keep them together.
1866 Treat. Hot., 'Dagger plant, a name for t'ncca. 1885
LADY BRASSEY The Trades 220 The road was bordered by
hedges of cactus and dagger-plants. 1891 BARING-GOULD
Roar ofSea II. xxix. 141 Miss I'ravisa. .cast a glance at her

niece like a 'dagger-stab. 1890 MICHAEL FIELD TragicMary
I. i. 7, I never saw such 'dagger-work . . As that which pierced
him. Six and fifty wounds !

Da-gger, v.
[f. prec. sb.]

1. trans. To stab with a dagger.
1658 R. FRANCK North. Mem. (1821)36 When Democra-

sians dagger the crown. 1806 N.nat Chrox. XV. 453
Rackstraw was daggered, and died immediately. 18. .

A. SUTHERLAND Tales of Pilgrim, Brigand of Loire, He
was in no danger of being daggered.
2. Printing. To mark with a dagger (t).

1875 FURNIVALL in Thynne's Animadv. Introd. 37 note,

The dishes chang'd in the list are daggerd.

Hence Da ggoring vbl. sb., stabbing with a dagger ;

///. a., stabbing, fatal.

1694 WESTMACOTT Script. Herb. (i69S> 214 Every Month

produces sad and fatal Instances of its I Brandy's] daggering
force. 1830 Blaclnv. Mag. XXVII. 55 The screaming an3

daggering and death-rattling.

Daggered (doe-gsidi, a. [f.
DAGGER + -ED.]

1. Armed with a dagger.
1:1400 MAUNDEV. (1839)111. 137 Now swerded, now dag-

gered, and in alle manere gyses. 1794 COLERIDGE Relig.

Musings, The dagger'd Envy. <ri8jo BEDDOES Poems,

Boding Dreams, A daggered hand beside the bed.

2. Stabbed or wounded with a dagger.
1604 DEKKER Hon. Whore Wks. 1 1. 38 How many Gallants

have drunke healths to me. Out of their dagger'd armes.

8. Printing. Marked with a dagger.

Daggeswayne, var. DAGSWAIH Ots.

Dagging (dre'girj), vbl. sb. Now dial. [f.
DAO

i/. 1 + -IXG"i]J The action of the verb DAG ; clog-

ging with dirt, esp. of the wool about the hinder

parts of a sheep ; in //. (concr.) = DAG-LOCKS.

1547 SALESBURY Welsk Diet., Dibyl, daggyng. 1587
MASCALL Cant. Cattle (16271 197 Keeping :hem from cold

in Winter, dagging in Summer. 1890 F. T. ELWORTHY (in

lttter\ In Kent these clots of dung which are apt to. .stick

to the wool around the tails of sheep, with the wool attached,

are called
'

daggings '.

Daggle idse-g
1

!), v. Also 6 daggyll, 6-7 dagle.

[Frequentative of DAG f.l sense i : associated in

its sense-development with DABBLE and DRAGGLE
and perhaps with DAO .

4
]

1. trans. To clog with wet mnd ;
to wet and soil a

garment, etc., by trailingit through mud or wet gras*.

1530 PALST.R. 594/1 You shall daggyll your clothes, vom
crotttret vot kalillemens. l$S HOLLAND Crt. ytnxs II.

566 Daglit in weit richt claggit was his weid. iii COTGR.,

Cmter. .to dagle, bedurtie. 1600 T. GOUGE Ckr. Directions

xv. (i 831
> 85 As a long coat is in greater danger tobe daggled

than a short one. l8a$ BUOCKETT ff. C. Wonls, Daffle . .

to bemire.

b. In later nse, chiefly said of the effect of wet :

To wet by splashing or sprinkling. See DAG v*

been daggied in the wet.

2. To drag or trail about (through the mire).
1681 OTWAY Soldier's Fort. v. i. After you have been

daggling yourselfabroad for prey, .you come sneaking hither

for a crust, do yout ifc SCOTT Nigel viii, I have been

daggled to and fro the whole day.



DAGGLE.

3. intr. To walk in a slovenly way (through mud
or mire) ;

to drag or trail about. Cf. DRAGGLE.

I

POPE Prol. Sat. 225, ....
the town To fetch and carry sing-song uo and down. 1869
Lonsdale Gloss., Daggle v. i., to trail in the dirt. 1876

Whitby Gloss, s. v. Daggling,
'

Trailing and daggling ',

said of a person walking in a shower.

t Da'ggle, sb. Obs. rare, [f prec. vb.] A clot

or spot of wet mud, as on a daggled garment.
1591 PERCIVALL Sf. Diet., Carpas, daggles of durt, spots

Daggled (d:e-g'ld\ ///. a. [f.
DAGGLE v. +

-ED lJ Having the skirts clogged or splashed with

dirt or wet ; bespattered, bemired.

1607 Barley-Breake (1877) 21 What . . dagled mayd with

payle. 1638 Songs Costume (Percy Soc.) 140 Fringe with

J>ld
your daggl'd tails. 1727 SWIFT Poems, City Slurwer,

o shops in crowds the daggled females fly. 1742 MRS.
DELANY Life * Corr. (1861) II. 193 Caught in a smart

shower of rain, [we] came home in a fine daggled condition.

b. Comb, f Daggled-tail a. = DAGGLE-TAILED.

1708 SWIFT Agst. Abol. Christianity, Shocked at the sight
of so many daggled-tail parsons.

Daggle-tail (dse-g'lit?
1
!

1

), sb. Obs. exc. dial.

A person \esp. a woman) whose garments are be-

mired by being trailed over wet ground ;
an untidy

woman, slut, slattern. Now DKAGGLE-TAIL.

1577-87 HoLlNSHEpC4ro. III. 1098/2 Vpon their Joining

with the queens soldiers, the one part could not be discerned

from the other, but onelie by the mire and durt . .which

stacke vpon their garments . . wherefore the crie on the

queenes part . . was ; Downe with the daggle tailes. 1674-91
RAY 5. # E. C. Words 95, Daffle-taiL.a'Woman that hath

dabbled her Coats with Dew, Wet or Dirt. 1881 Leicestersli.

Gloss., Daggle-tail, a slut.. 'Doll Daggle-teel'.

Daggle-tailed (dae-g'lit^ld), a. Obs. exc. dial.

Having the skirts splashed by being trailed over

wet ground ; untidy, slatternly. (Usually of a

woman.) Now DRAGGLE-TAILED.
1573 G. HARVEY Letter-bk. (Camden) 125 A nobeler witt

Then that daggiltayld skitt. 1824 SCOTT St. Ronan's xxxiii,

To make love to. .some daggletailed soubrette.

Daggling (dse-glin.), vbl. sb. [-ING
1
.]

a. The
action of the verb DAGGLE, q. v. -fb. concr.

DAGGING (obs.^.

1580 HOLLYIMND Treas. Fr. Tang, Crottes, daglings.

1650 FULLER Pisgah iv. vi. 100 To prevent the dangling
down, and dagling of so long garments.

Da'ggling, ppl. a. [-ING -.] That daggles :

see the verb.

1562 PHAER SSneid. vin. Z iij b, A she wolfe downe was

layed, and next her dugs two goodly twins, Two daggling
sucking boies. 1611 COTGR., Crottes, durt, filth, mire ;

dagling stuffe, etc. 1705 VANDRUGH ConfeJ. I. ii, Who is

this good woman, Flippanta?. .An old daggling cheat, who
hobbles about . . to bubble the ladies of their money.

Da'ggly, a. dial. [f.
DAGGLE + -Y.]

1869 Lonsdale Gloss., Daggly, wet, showery. 1887 S.

Chesliire Gloss., Daggly, wet, dewy.
'
It was daggly l' th'

morninY

Daggysweyne, var. DAGSWAIN, Obs.

Dagh(e, obs. form of DOUGH.

Daghesh, Daghyng : see DAGESH, DAWING.

Dag-lock, [f.
DAK sb.\ 3 + LOOK.] //.Locks

of wool clotted with dirt about the hinder parts of

a sheep.
1623 Althorp MS. in Simpkinson Washington* (j86o)

p. xlv, To 12 women.. 2 daies washing dag-loakes. 1724
Lonti. Gaz. No. 626472 Frauds., are. .committed, .by wind-

ing in Fleeces, Locks, Tail-Locks, Sheer-Locks, Dagg-
Locks. 1799 W. PITT in Comm-itn. Board Agric. II. 464
A very small proportion of breechings or daglocks. 1805
LUCCOCK Nat. Wool 2-25 The bundles contained, .a quantity
of dag-locks, of wool from dead sheep. 1881 Leicestersk.

Gloss., Ditg-locks, the long locks of wool about a sheep
which dag in the dirt when the animal lies down, etc.

Dagman : see DAG sb.- 2.

Dago (,d?'go). U.S. [Supposed to be a cor-

ruption of Diego a Spanish equivalent of James :

applied as a generic proper name to Spaniards.]
A name originally given in the south-western sec-

tion of the United States to a man of Spanish

parentage ; now extended to include Spaniards,

Portuguese, and Italians in general.
1888 American 18 July (Farmer), The shrimps .. are

caught by Dagos. 1800 N. Y. Nation (25 Sept.) LI. 237/1
Mr. Reed makes no effort to conceal his contempt for this

proposition to trade with a lot of '

Dagoes ', as he calls them.

II Dagoba (da'gflba). [ad. Singhalese dagaba :

Pall dnalugalibho : Skr. dhdtu-garbha relic-recep-
tacle (Yule). Also adopted as dhagope, daghope,

dhagob, dagop, from the form of the name in the

Mogadhi dialect of south Behar.]
In Buddhist countries, a tope or dome-shaped
monumental structure containing relics of Buddha
or of some Buddhist saint.

1806 SALT Caves ofSalsette in Trans. Lit. Soc. Bombay
(1819) I. 47 (Y.) In this irregular excavation are left two

dhagopes, or solid masses of stone bearing the form of
a cupola. 1855 YULE Mission to Ava (1858) 35 (Y.) The
bluff knob-like dome of the Ceylon dagobas. 1892 Pall
Mall G. 28 Sept. 6/1 Mdme. Blavatsky's dagoba is to be
built of pink sandstone from Rajpootanah.
t Da'gon a

. Obs. Also dagoun. [? related to

DAG sb.?] A piece (of cloth).

8

c 1386 CHAUCER Sompn. Tale 43 Or gif us. .A dagoun of

your blanket, leeve dame. 1486 Bk. St. Albans B v a, 1 ake

a dagon or pece of Rough blanket vnshorn.

II Dagon 2
(d^'-g/n). [a.

L Dagon a Gr.

Aa^cui', a. Heb. jui dagon 'little fish, dear little

fish', f. JT </if,y fish.]

The national deity of the ancient Philistines;

represented with the head, chest, and arms of a

man, and the tail of a fish. b. trans/. An idol,

or object of idolatrous devotion.

1382 WYCLIF JuJg. xvi. 23 The princis of Philistiens

camen to gidre tn oon, for to offre oostis of greet worship

to Dagon, her god. a 1572 [see DAD v. i]. 1667 MltJOU
P L. i. 462 Dagon his Name, Sea Monster, upward Man
And downward Fish. 1677 Qua Dxmonol. (1867) 440

Though the Roman synagogue join force to subtlety in the

advancement of their dagon. 1868 STANLEY Script / ortr.

89 The head was deposited -(probably at Ashdod) in the

temple of Dagon.
C. A term of reproach to a man.

1500-20 DUNBAR Flyting 66 ?e, dagone, dowbart. [Cf.

DOGONE in Tua Mariit Wemen 457.]

Hence Da-gonals sb. pi. nonce-wd. (after baccha-

na/'i, rites or orgies in honour of Dagon.
1614 T. ADAMS Devil's Banquet 5 A Banket worse then

Jobs childrens ; or the Dagonals, of the Philistins ; (like the

Bacchanals of the Moenades).

t Da'gswain. Obs. Forms : 5 dagswaynne,
daggysweyne, 6 daggeswayne, -swanne, dag-

swayne, -swain. [Etymology obscure : the first

part has been associated with DAG sb. !

(cf. descrip-

tion in quot. 1519) : cf. also DAGON 1
.]

A coarse

coverlet of rough shaggy material.

?,11400 Morte Arth. 3610 Dubbyde with dagswaynnes
dowblede they seme, c 1440Promp. Parv.uz Daggysweyne.
lodix. 1519 HORMAN Vulg. 167 b, My bedde is couered

with a daggeswayne : and a quylte . . Some dagswaynys
haue longe thrummys and iaggz on bothe sydes : some but

on one. 1547 BOOHDE Introd. Knovil. v. (18701 139 Symple
rayment doth serue us full well; Wyth dagswaynes and

roudges we be content. 1577 HARRISON England 11. xii.

(1877) I. 240 Our fathers .'. and we . . haue Hen full oft vpon
straw pallets . . vnder couerlets made of dagswain . . or hop-
harlots (I vse their owne termes).

Da'g-tailed, a. [f. DAG rf. 1
] Having the

wool about the tail clotted with dirt. (Cf. DAG
sb.i 3, DAG-LOCK.)
1597-8 lip. HALLSa/.v. i. 116 To see the dunged foldes of

dag-tayled sheepe.

Dague, var. of DAG sb.s

Daguerreotype (dage'rotsip), sb. Also da-

guerrotype. [a. F. dagiterreotype, f. Daguerre
name of the inventor + TYPE.]
1. One of the earliest photographic processes, first

published by Daguerre of Paris in 1839, in which

the impression was taken upon a silver plate sen-

sitized by iodine, and then developed by exposure
to the vapour of mercury, fb. The apparatus
used for this process (ots.). C. A portrait produced

by this process.
1839 A thenzuni 26 Jan. 69 The newly invented machine,

which is to be called the Daguerotype. 1839 E. FITZGERALD
Lett. I. 53 Perhaps you are not civilized enough to know
what Daguerreotype is. 1849 THACKERAY Lett. 14 Sept., lam
going . . to give you a daguerreotype of myself. 1875 VogeFs
Chem. Light li. 14 The little pictures that were called

daguerreotypes from their inventor.

( 2. fig. An exact representation or description.

Obs. (since the daguerreotype itself has yielded to

improved photographic processes).
1850 WHIPPLE En. $ Rev. II. 351 The masquerade at

Ranelagh, and the scene at Vauxhall . . are daguerreotypes
of manners. 1866 DOOLITTLE

little),
Social Life of the

Chinese : a Daguerreotype of Daily Life in China,

3. at/rib.

1841 CARLYLE Misc. (1872) VI. 212 Contemporary Daguer-
reotype delineator. 1845 A thenaenm 22 Feb. 202 Daguerreo-

type plates. 1858 J. MARTINEAU Stud. Chr. 234 From which
it must be copied, with daguerreotype exactitude, into every

disciple's mind.

Dague'rreotype, v. [f. prec. sb.]

1. trans. To photograph by the daguerreotype

process.
1849 C. BRONTE Shirley vii. 80 A head, that daguerreo-

typed in that attitude, .would have been lovely. 1867-77
G. F. CHAMBERS Astron. vii. vii. 707 The sensitive silvef

compounds used in Daguerreotyping.

t2. fig. To represent or describe with minute

exactitude. Obs.

1839 E. FITZGERALD Lett. (iSSgU. 53 All Daguerreotyped
into the mind's eye. 1861 J. G. SHEPPARD Fall Rome xiii.

706 That daguerreotyping power which he possesses beyond
any other writer of the time.

So Dague-rreotyper, = daguerreotypist. Da-
BTuerreotypio (-ti'pik), -typical atijs., relating
to the daguerreotype process. Dagtte'rreotypism
(nonce-wd.), minute exactness as of a daguerreotype.
Dague rreotypy (-taipi), the daguerreotype pro-
cess, the art of taking daguerreotypes. DagneT-
reotypist (-taipist), a photographer who uses this.

1864 WEBSTER, Daguerreotyper. 1840 THACKERAY Crit.

Rev. Wks. 1886 XXIII. 156 Mr. Maclise has a daguerre'o-

typic eye. 1854 J. SCOFFERN in Orr's Circ. Sc. Chem. 91
The language of Daguerreotypic art. 1840 Fraser's Mag.
XXI. 729 Painted with a daguerreotypical minuteness.

1846 RUSKIN Mod. Paint. I. II. I. vii. 30 He professes

nothing but coloured Daguerreotypeism. 1841 EMERSON

DAIDLE.

Led., Times'Wks. (Bohnl II. 251 Whilst the Daguerreo-

typist, with camera-obscura and silver plate, begins now to

traverse the land. 1853 Chamb. Jml. XX. 79 There is

something new in daguerreotypy.

II Dahabeeyah, -biah. (dahabrya;. Also

-beeah, -bleb, -beiah. [Arab. iCLai Sahabiyah

lit.
' the golden', {. i_jui tiahab gold : name of the

gilded state barge of the Moslem rulers of Egypt.]
A large sailing-boat, used by travellers on the Nile.

1877 A. B. EDWARDS Up Nik Pref. 12 The Dahabeeyah
hired by the European traveller, reproduces in all essential

features the painted galleys represented in the tombs of the

kings. 1890 SAYCK in Trans. Lane. # Cheshire A ntiq. Sac.

VII. 4 Coming down the Nile in a dahabiah.

t Dahet, clathet. Ol>s. Forms : 3-4 dahet,

dapet, (dayet), dapeit, dathait, dapeheit,

daij>at, dait, dai. [a. OF. dahet, dehet, usually

dehl, dahf, dal, del, also dehait, Ja.ha.it ;
in pi. cle-

hez, dahez, daez, dehaiz,
'
misfortune, mischief, evil,

curse', used only in imprecations.
As to the OF. word, see M. Gaston Paris in Romania.

(1889) 469. He shows it to be distinct from OF. deshait

evil disposition or condition, sorrow, woe, etc., and suggests
the meaning

' God's hate', in primitive Merovingian French

*dea hat. In English, the primary dahet is very rare ; the

usual dafeit, datheit, dalhet are difficult to account for,

unless they represent the OF. phrase da(K]et ait, datit ait,

or in pi. dahez, daez, daaz ait, just as in OF. itself M. Paris

explains dehait, daJtait, from the running together of deht

ait. Apparently, the phrase being thus taken for the simple

word, the verb had to be added anew, as in OF. dehait ait !

ME. dafeit haue \ In Robert of Brunne written da}et with

dotted f, printed by Hearne as dotted y.\

[
= OF. dehet ait, dehait ait. 1 a. In the construc-

tion dahet have, dathet have :
= May ;he, etc.) have

misfortune ! a mischief, curse, damnation be to ...

a 1150 Owl$ Night. 99 Dahet habbe that ilke best, That
fuleth his owe nest. cixga S. Eng. Leg. I. Beket 1884
Dabeheit habbe |>at so atstonde so folliche. c 1320 Seuyn
Sag. iW.) 2395 Datheit haue thou . . Al to loude thou spak
thi Latin ! c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. tiSio) 143 Dayet haf

his lip, & his nose berby.
b. without have [so OF. dehait, dahait\ : A curse

upon!
c 1290 J. Eng. Leg. I. Beket 2036 Dabeit alle bat it seide !

<ri3o8 Sat. People Kildare xiv. in E. E. P. (1862) 155

Da>eit 3ur curteisie, }e stinkeb al be strete. ^1330 R.

BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 95 A Breton (dayet his nose) for

Roberd bider sent.

c. followed by relative clause [so OP', daha ait

qui, dahait qui\.
c 1300 llektt (Percy Soc.) 2072 Daithat hit so sede. c 1300

Havelok 300 Dabeit hwo it hire yeue. c 1300 Seyn Julian
202 Dait fat him wolde bymene. Ibid. 134 Dai bat wolde
. . him biseche. c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 167 Dayet
bat berof rouht, his was alle be gilt.

F The following is prob. a mere coincidence : cf. dash it I

1875 Lane. Gloss., Dathit (Furness), iuterj. a mild curse

on making a mishap.

Dahlia (d^i-lia, properly da-lia). [Named 1791
in honour of Dahl, a Swedish botanist.]

1. A genus of Composite plants, natives of Mexico,

introduced into Europe in 1789, and commonly
cultivated in gardens.
In the wild plant the flowers are 'single' with a dull

scarlet ray and yellow disk ; in the cultivated forms the vane-

ties of colour are very numerous, and the ' double
'

varieties

are distinguished by the remarkable regularity of their

flowers, in which florets of the ray completely cover the

1804 Curtis's Bat. Mag. XIX. 762 Of the genus Dahlia

there are three species described by Cavanilles. 1840 HOOD
Kilmansegg, Her Honeymoon ix, A double dahlia delights

the eye. 1863 LONGF. Wayside Inn, Student's Tale 182

Among the dahlias in the garden walk.

b. Blue dahlia: Jig. something impossible or

unattainable (no blue variety of the dahlia having
been produced by cultivationX
1880 Daily News 17 Dec. 5/4 Whether the colonisation of

Gilead be a blue dahlia or not.

2. Name for a particular shade of red.

1846 Art Union ?rnl. Jan. 26 Their Mazarine blue, their

puce, their dahlia, their Turkey red, or their azure. 1891
fall Mall G. 29 Sept. 1/3 One of the many ugly shades

that are to be worn this season is dahlia.

Dahlin (da-lin). C/iem. [f.
DAHLIA + -IN.] A

name for INULIN from the tubers of the dahlia.

1826 HENRY Elem. Chem. II. 326 Dalhine. This substance

was extracted by Layen from the bulbs of the Dalhia. 1882

Syd. Soc. Lex., Dahlia. .The roots of the several species are

eaten when cooked, and supply Dahlin.

Dai, Daiblet : see DAY, DABLET.

Daidle (d^-d'l), sb. Sc. A pinafore. Hence

Dai'dlie, -ey (diminutive).

Mo
a daidley.

Daidle (d^'-d'l), v. Sc. and north, dial. -[app.

Sc. form of DABBLE v.] intr. To move or act

slowly or in a slovenly manner ; to saunter, loiter.

Chiefly in pres. pple.= loafing, idling, lazy, slovenly.

(Cf. DAWDLE.)
1808 in JAMIESON. 1816 SCOTT Old Mori, xyii,

He's but

a daidling coward body. Sc. Proverb, A primsie damsel

makes a daidlin' dame.

Dale, obs. form of DAY.

Daigh, Sc. form of DOUGH.



DAIKEE.

Daign, obs. form of DEICN.
Daiker (d'kor), v. Sc. [?a. F. decortr to

decorate, adorn.] trans. To set in order.
1810 Blatkw. Mag. Sept. 657 (Jam. s.v. DaHer) Say

Madge Mackiurick's skill hafi failed her in daikering out
a dead dame's flesh. 1880 MRS. L. B. WALFORD Troubl. Dan.
I. ii.

31
Your room will be daikert by the time it's wanted.

Daiker : see DAIKEB.

Dail(e, obs. form of DALE, DEAL.

Dai'liness. rare. [f. DAILY a. + -NESS.] The
quality of being daily ; daily occurrence, etc.

1607 HIKRON Wks. I. 135 There are very few duties of
n:linion, but the scripture speaks of the dailines of them.
a 1670 HACKKT Chr. Consolation* ii. (1840) 19 The dailiness
of sin must be bewailed with the dailiness of sorrow.

Daill, obs. Sc. form of DALE.

Daily (d^'H), a. (st.) Forms : 5-8 dayly, 6

daylie, dailie, (Sc. dalle), 6- daily. [OK. de^Uc
(in the compounds Iwitdsegllc^reodsegllc, happening
once in two or three days) = OHG. tagallh, dagalth,
ON. dagligr, an ancient derivative of WGer. dag,
OE. d day : see -LY >. The ordinary OE. word
was dseghwamUc, in izth c. deihwanlich.]
1. Of or belonging to each day; occurring or

done every day; issued or published every day
(or every week-day).
c 1470 HENRY Wallace xi. 1291 For dayly mess, and

heryng off confessioun. 1516 TINDALE Malt. vi. 1 1 Geve
vs this daye cure

dayly
breade. 1533 EDEN Treat. Nnvc

/*/.(Arb.)7 Proued. .bydaylyexpenence. 1611 BiBLE..r.
v. 13 Fulfill your workes, your dayly taskes. 1711 HKAKSK
Collect. (Oxf. Hist. Soc.) III. 153 A Daily paper comes out
call'd The Spectator. i86a LD. BROUGHAM Brit. Canst, iv.

62 The daily labour to gain their daily bread.

b. with agent-nouns, as in daily waiter, one who
waits daily (a title of certain officers of the Royal
household).
1568 E. TILNEY Disc. Mariagc Cj, A daylie gamester,

a common blasphemer. 1641 Brass in Weybridge Church
(A^ # Q. i Oct. 1892), Here lieth the body of Humphry
Dethick Esq. who was one of his Ma oi Gent. Vshers

(dayly
Waiter). 1715 Land. Gaz. No. 5300/4 Sir William

Oldes, to be his Majesty's first Gentleman Usher, Daily
Waiter and Black Rod. Mad. A daily visitor to the well.

t 2. Of the present day ; belonging to the present
time. Obs. rare.

1663 GERBIER Counsel 8 Why modern and daily Buildings
are so exceedingly Defective.

B. sb. (ellift.) A daily newspaper.
1858 Times 29 Nov. 6/3 Clever weeklies and less clever

dailies. 1881 Academy 26 Mar. 234 The foreign corre-

spondent of one of the great dailies.

Daily (d^'-li), adv. Forms : 5-7 dayly, (6 Sc.

dalie, -y), 6 dailie, 6-7 daylie, 7- daily, [f. DAY
+ -LY 2

. The OE. word was daihwamllfe] Every
day, day by day. Often in a looser sense : Con-

stantly, always, habitually.
c 1440 York Myst. xxvi. 9 My desire muste dayly be done.

ija Pilgr. Per/. (W. deW. 1 53 1 ) i b,Wherin .. dayly& hourly
I myght loke, as in a myrour. 1635 A. STAFFORD Fern.

Glory (1869) 79 With bended knees I dayly beseech God.
iji* ADDISON Sfecl. No. 265 F 6, I am informed that this

Fashion spreads daily. 1747 WESLEY Prim. Physic (1762)
97 Drink daily half a Pint. 1848 MACAULAY Hist. Kng. II.

75 He continued to offer his advice daily, and had the mor-
tification to find it daily rejected. 1885 R. BUCHANAN
Annan Water v,The public waggonette ran daily between
Dumfries and Annanmouth.

Dai'meii, a. Sc. Also 9 demmin. [Origin
unknown. In Ayrshire pronounced as dfmmin.
(Perh. a pple. : cf. Whilby daum'dout, dealt out sparingly.)]
'

Rare, occasional
'

i,Jam.).
1785 BURNS To a Mouse. A daimen-icker in a thrave 'S

a sma* request. 1811 Edin. Mag. Apr. 352 (Jam.) At
a demmin time I see the Scotchman. [Still in use in Ayr-
shire, as in

' a daimen ane here and there'.]

Daimeiit, var. DAYMEKT, Obs.

II Daimio (dai'niiyo). [Japanese, f. Chinese dai

great + mto, myo name.] The title of the chief

territorial nobles of Japan, vassals of the mikado ;

now abolished.

1839 Penny Cycl. XIII. 94/1 The nobility or hereditary
governors of the provinces and districts are called Daimio.
or High-named, and Siotnio, or Well-named. 1875 N. A rner.

Rev. CXX. 283 The writer, .has lived in a daimio's capital
before, during, and after the abolition of feudalism.

Hence Dai-miate, Dai mioate, Ilai'miote, the

territory or office of a daimio.

1870 rail Mall G. 26 Aug. 4 Japanese students., from all

parts of the empire, from the inland daimiotes as well as
from the sea-coasts. 188* Athenxum 10 June 730/1 The
abolition of the Daimioates has elevated the masses of the

people [of Japan] from a state of feudal servitude to the

condition of free citizens. 1880 Ibid. 6 Apr. 436/1 Old

Japanese tenures [of land], .no doubt differed considerably
in the different daimiates.

|| Daimon idarmdnn), a direct transliteration of

Gr. Sctifiojv divinity, one's genius or DEMON.
i8jj THOREAU Lett. (1865! 73 It is the same daimon, here

lurking under a human eyelid. 1875 E. C. STEDMAN
Victorian /WO (1876) 154 The Laureate, .is his own daimon,
the inspirer and controller of his own utterances.

t Dain, s/>. Obs. Also 5 deyne, dene, 6 daine,

dayne,deune. Syncopated from Jedain, DISDAIN sb.

1. Disdain, dislike, distrust.

a 1400-50 Alexander 1863 pat ay has deyne [Dublin MS.
dene] & dispite at dedis of litill. 1591 LYIY Sappho v. i.
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207 Which striketh a deepe daine of that which wee most
desire.

2. The suffering or incurring of disdain ; con-

tumely, ignominy, reproach.
taijoo MS. St. John's Coll. Oxon. No. 117 foL 123 b (in

Maskell Man. Kit. III. 356), Thi beginning of thi lif, care
and sorwe ; thi fu[r]lhliving, trauail, and dene, and disese.
IS. . Merlint in Ptrcy Folio 1. 444

'

Nay, cert.iine,' said the
old queane,

'

yee may it doe without deane.'

8. Kepulsiveness of smell
;

'

stink, noisome
effluvia. Still used in this sense in the west of

England
'

(Nares).
(Quot. 1575 taken in this sense by Nares and Halliwell

may belong to 2 ; 1601 may belong to DAIN adj.)
iSM Mirr. Mag.,Cordila, Frombowres of heauenly hewe,

to dennes of dayne. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny xi. liii, The
breath of Lions hath a very strong deane and stinking smell
with it [animae /emit virus rraveJ. 1(15 BRITTOH fnv.
Words in Beauties of Wtltsli. (E. D. S.), Dain, infectious
effluvia. 1847- in HALi.lELL(WV//5).
t Daill, a. Obs. or dial. rare. Also 6 daine,

dane. [a. OF. *dcigne. Burg, doigne * F. digne
worthy : cf. Chaucer s deyn under DIONE a.]
1. Haughty ; reserved, distant ; repellent. Sc.
c 1500 DUNBAR Tua mariit Wemen 132 Than am I dan-

gerus and dane and dour of my wilL Ibid. 253 Thought
T dour wes and dane, dispitois and bald. 1 1540 LVNDLSAY
Kitteis Con/. 6 Bot jit ane countenance he Lure, Degeist,
deuote, daine, and demure.

2. Repulsive, esp. in smell ; stinking. Cf. DIGNE o.

(Cf. DAIN si. ouot. 1601.) 1888 Berkshire Gloss., Dain,
tainted, putrid, bad-smelling.

tDain, v. Obs. Also 5 deyne, 6 dayne.
Syncopated form of dedain, DISDAIN v.
a 1400-50 Alexander 4579 Owbir }e gesse at je be gods . .

Or deyncs with cure dri^tms for bat we bam dcre hald. 1514
BARCLAY Cjrt. t, Uplomlyshm. (Percy Soc.) 6 Vouthc dayneth
counsayle, scornynge dyscrecyon. a\yy* GRZEHiLAlfihensus
i. Wks. 226/1 She shall have scholars which will dam to be
In any other Muse's company. Ibid. in. 237/2 ; IV. 240/1.
Dain e, obs. forms of DEION.
t Dai'ufal, a. Obs. Also 6 deignfall. Syn-

copated form oidedainful, DISDAINFUL.
c 1530 H. RHODES Bit. Nurture 672 in Baitci Bt. (1868)

TOOA busy tongue makes of his friend oft tymes his daynfull
Foe. 1578 T. PROCTOR Gorg. Gallery in Heliconia I. 91

Cipres well, with dainful chaung of fraight, Gave thee to
dnnke infected poyson colde. 1600 FAIRFAX Tasso IV.

lxx.\ix, Yet tempred so her deignfull lookes alway.

t Daint, a. and sb. Obs. Also 6 daynt, deint.
= DAINTY ^of which it appears to be merely a

shortened form, or perh. a misreading of the old

spelling dainte, deynte, etc.).

A. adj.

1590 SPENSER F. Q. i. x. 2 To cherish him with diets

daint. Ibid. n. xii. 42 Whatever . . may dayntest fantasy

aggrate. 1596 Ibid. iv. i. 5 Demeanour daint.

B. sb.

1633 P. FLETCHER Pise. Eel., The Prize xxxvii, Excesse
or damts my lowly roof maintain not.

Hence t Dai ntly adv., daintily.
1563 SACKVILLE Mirr. Mag., Induct, xxxviii, As on the

which full dayntlye would he fare. 1591 PKRCIVALL Sp.
Diet., Regaladainentc, gentelie, curteouslie, deintlie.

t Darnteons, a. Obs. Forms : a. 4-5 deyn-,
dein-, (den-), daynteuous, -vous, (-uos, denty-
uous) ; j8. 4-6 deyn-, 6 dayn-, deinteous. [app.

orig. dayntivaus, f. dayntive DAINTIVE + -ous:
afterwards altered so as to appear f. daynte,
DAINTY + -ocs. C BOUNTEOUS, PLENTEOUS.]
= DAINTY a.

c 1386 CHAUCER Merch. T. 470 Ful of instrument! and of
vitaule The moste deynteuous of all Ytaille. 1387 TREVISA
Hirden (Rolls) III. 323 Wib gret plente of deynteous mete
and drink, la 1400 Morte Arth. 4196 Itt was my derlynge
daynteuous, and fulle dere holdene. c 1510 BARCLAY Mirr.
Ga. Manners (1570) Dv, The soure sauce is serued before

meat deynteous. 1548 UUALL, etc. Erasm. Par. Matt. x.

64 This is no daynteouse and delycate profession.
Hence t Dai nteously adv., daintily.
c 1380 WYCLIP Sel. Wks. III. 157 Sommemen deynteuously
nonschen hor body. 1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. ix. 324 Thenne
was bis folke feyn and fedde hunger deynteuosliche [v.r.

denteuous-, deyntifliche]. a 1556 CRANHER WJts. (Parker
Soc.) II. 194 Yet will they, .fare daintiously, and lie softly.

Dainteril, var. of DAINTBEL Obs., a dainty.

Dainteth, -ith (d^'-nteb), sb. and a. Now
only Sc. Forms : 4-5 dein-, deyn-, dain-, dayn-
teth(e, rarely -ith(e, -yth, (also den-, dan-,

dayen-, dayne^, 8-9 Sf. daintith, -eth. [a.

OF. daintiet, deintiet : L. dignitdt-em, i. dignus
worthy : see DAINTY **.] A. = DAINTY sb.

< iaoo .9. Eng. Leg. I. Beket 1190 Heo bi-gan to serui bis

holi iiuin and deintebes [Percy Soc. 1. 1202 deynte's] to him

brou^te.
a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter Ixxv. 10 With other, .he

has litil! daynteth to dwell, c 1400 Destr. Troy 463 Sho
hade no deintithe to dele with no deire meite. 1 1450 Bk.

Curtasye 527 in Babees Bk. (1868) 316 Yf any deyntelhe
in

countre be, po stuarde schewes hit to bo lorde so fre. a 177*
FFRGUSSON Drink Eclogue Poems (1845) 52 On bien-clad
tables . . Bouden wi* a* the daintiths o' the land. x8so
Blackm. Mag. VII. 520 Sic daintiths are rare.

t B. = DAINTY a. Obs.
c 1430 LYDG. Chorlt tf Byrde Ix, A dunghyll Douke as

deyntieth as a Snyte. c 1440 Gcsta Ront. Iviii. 374 (Add.
MS.) He myght not take of the noble and deynteth metes.

Hence t Dai ntethly adv., t Dai ntethness.
1:1440 Gcst,i Rom. L 370 (Add. MS.) Riche men. .bat.,

etyn and drynkyn deyntethly. c 1440 York Myst. i. 78 Thi

DAINTIVE.
dale, Ion), e* > daynelethly delande. tut THOMAS It.,/.

Cram., Dilicatetza, dainlethnesse, or deficacU.

Daintifica-tion. noncc-wJ.
[f. IUI.STIIM :

see -FICATION.1 I (aintilii-d condition.

17*0 MAD ICAmii.AY Diary Apr., A mistily delicate
gentleman . . all daintification in manner, speech, and drcu.

t Dai ntiful, a. Obs.
[f. DAINTY sb. + -FUL.]

I "DAINTY .

1393 GOWIR Con/. I. 28 There it no lust 10 ddntefull.
a 1400-50 A lexander 4274 A dayntefull diete. c 1440 Cftta
Rom. xlvi. 184 (Harl. MS.i How that he made to grel

1

festes, and hadde so deyntefulle metis.

Hence t Dai ntiftOly adv., daintily.
1393 LANGL. /'. PI. C. ix. 324 (MS. G.) fit folke . . fedde

hunger deyntfulliche [v.r. deynteuosliche, deyntifliche].

Daintily (d^-ntifai), v. nonce-wd. [See -ry.]
trans. To make dainty. Hence Dai ntlfled />//. a.

1780 MAD. D'ARBLAY Lett. July, My father charge* me to

give you his kindest love, and not to
daintify

hit affection
into respects or compliments. 1834 New Monthly Mas.
XLI. 317 A silken cushion which . . the daintificd animal
did not hurt.

Daintihood d^'ntihud). rare. Daintiness.

1780 MAD. D'ARBLAY Diary May, Shocking her by too
obvious an inferiority in daintihood and ton. 1890 Temple
Bar Mag. ^lan. 146 Her youth, her daintihood.

Daintily (d^'ntih), adv. [f. DAINTY a. + -Lf 2
.]

t 1. Excellently, finely, handsomely, delightfully.
T a 1400 Morte A rth. 723 Dukkes and duzseperes dayntte-

hely rydes. c 1415 WYNTOUN Cron. ix. xxvii. 8 Kycht wele
arayt and dayntely. 1615 BACON Ess. Truth (Arb.) 499
A naked, .day-light, that doth not show the masques . . of
the world halfe so Stately, and daintily, as Candlelight*.
1640 HOWELL Dodon is Gr. 2 There is no Forrest on Earth
so daintily watered, with such great navigable Rivers.

2. In a dainty manner; with delicate attention to

the palate, personal comfort, etc.

c 1340 Cursor j/. 3655 (Trin.) Venisoun . . Deyntily date
to his pay. c 1440 Gesta Rom. xxxvi. 145 (Harl. MS. i 'I he
fleshe is i-fed deyntili. 1549 LATIMER vnd Semi. bef. Kdvt.
VI (Arb.) 52 The rich . . gloton whych fared well and deyntely
euery day. 1588 SHAKS. Tit. A. v. iii. 61 Baked in thai

Fie, Whereof their Mother dantily hath fed. 1647 COWLEY
Mistress. Lore's Ingratitude ii. And daintily I nourish'd
Thee With Idle Thoughts and Poetry. 17 . . BROOMK
View Efick Poems (J.), To sleep well and fare daintily.

3. Delicately, nicely, etc. ; elegantly, gracefully,

neatly, deftly.
1561 T. NORTON Calvin's Inst. in. viii. { i He was not

tenderly & deintily handled. 159* GREENE Disput. i You
tread so

daintily on your typtoes. 1654 TRAPP Comm. /'s.

xxiii, So daintily hath he struck upon the whole string.
1860 G. H. K. Vac. Tour. 117 The daintily tripping roe.

1860 MOTLEY Netherl. (1868' vii. 443 The envoy performed
his ungracious task as daintily as he could.

f4. Rarely, sparingly. Ol>s. (Cf. DAINTT a. a.)

1494 FABYAN Chron. vti. ccxxi. 242 To be kept there as
a prysoner, where he was so dayntely fed that he dyed
for hunger. 1581 SIDNEY Apol. Poetrie (Arb.) 65 The
Auncients haue one or two examples of Tragy-comedies. .

But. .we shall find, that they neuer, or very daintily, match

Horn-pypes and Funeral)*.

Daintiness (d<
T'-ntines\ [f. DAINTY a. +

-NESS.] The quality of being dainty.
1. t a. The quality of being fine, handsome, de-

lightful, etc. Obs. in general sense, b. Of food :

Choiceness, dcliciousness.

iS5 HULOET, Deyntines of meates at a banquet, lait-

titia, 1577 B. GOOCE HeresbacKs Hush. IV. (1586) 167 In

daintinesse and goodneMe of meat, the Hennes may com-

pare with.. the goose [etc-]. 16*7 HAKEWILL X/o/MjJ,
It was more notorious for the daintiness of the provision
which he served in it, than for the massine&s of the di&h.

2. Delicate beauty, elegance, gracefulness ;
neat-

ness, deftness.

1580 SIDNEY Arcadia i. (1725) 106 Leucippe
was of a fine

daintiness of beauty. 1669 A. BROWNE Art rift. (1675)

19 The grossness, slenderne&s, clownishness, and daintyness
of Bodies. 1876 J. W. EBSWORTH Bratktuaifs Strappado
Introd. 28 There U poetic grace and daintiness of expres-
sion in the charming little lyric. 1884 BLACK 7d. Shaki.

xxx, The pretty daintinesses of her coaxing.

8. Niceness, fastidiousness, delicacy, scrupulous-
ness of taste, sensibility, etc.).

'57? TOMSON Cah'in's Serm. Tim. xxL 250/2 What greter
daintinesse doe we make at blasphemies? 1593 SHAKS.
Kick. It, v. v. 45 Daintinesse ofcare. 1614 WOTTON A rthit.

l. Of sand, Lyine, and clay, Vitruvius hath discoursed

without any daintiness. 1899 Speaker 3 Sept. 299/1 A cer-

tain discrimination, a certain daintiness of choice.

4. Niceness of appetite ; fastidiousness with re-

gard to food, personal comfort, etc. ; softness.

1530 PALSGR. 212/2 Deyntinesse./nViW/K'. tS9* HAKI.UYT

Voy. I. 250 (R.) How iustly may this barbarous and rude

Russe condemne the daintinesse and nicenesse of our
cap-

taines. 1670 MIL-TON Hist. Eng. v. (1851) 232 The People
.. learnt .. of the Flemish daintiness and softness. 1836
W. IRVING Astoria I. 78 What

especially
irritated the

captain was the daintiness of some of his cabin passengers.

They were loud in their complaints of the ship's fare.

t o. Physical delicacy or tenderness. Ots.

"575 TURBERV. Faulconrie 229 In these cures of diseases

that grow in the eyes there must be great care used . .

bicause of the dayntinesse of the place.

Daintith : see DAINTBTH.

t Dai'ntive, fb. and a. Obs. rare. In 6 deyn-
tyue. [app. a. Anglo- Fr. *daintif, -ive, (. dainli:

cf. OF. bontif, -ive, f. tonte'.']
= DAINTY sk. and a.

13. . [see adv. below]. iga6 Pi/tr. Perf. (W. de W.
1531)

70 b To taste of his deymvue delycates. Ibid. 71 [He]
fedeth vs with the deyntyues of his owne delycate dTSshe.
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DAINTREL.

Hence f Dai'ntively adv. (in 4 deyntijliche).
n Cursor M. 27904 (Cotton Galba) To 3ern metes

dayntyuely. 1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. IX. 324 (MS. I) pis folke

..fedde hunger deyntifliche.

t Darntrel. Obs. Also 6 deintrelle, 7 dain-

teril, -trill. [Cf. OF. daintier a tit-bit, a delicacy.

The formation is obscure.] A dainty, delicacy.

'575 J- STILL Gamm. Gurton n. i, But by thy words, as

I them smelled, thy daintrels be not many. 1577 tr. Bit II-

inger's Decades (1592) 240 Neither glut thy selfe with

present delicates, nor long after deintrelles hard to be

come bye. 1613 SIR E. HOBY Curry-combe i. 7 Ihese

dainterils haue layen so long vpor. his hands, that I feare

me they are scarce sweete. 1640 BROME Spar. Garden m.

vii, You say I shall fill my belly with this new Damtrill.

Daillty (d^'nti), sb. Forms : 3-6 dein-, deyn-,

dain-, daynte, -ee, (4-5 dayn-, deyntte), 4-6

dein-, deyntie, -y(e, 4-6 Sc. dante(e, 6 -ie, 5

dente, 6 denty, -ie, 4-7 daynty(e, -ie, 67
daintie, -ye, 4- dainty, [a. OF. deintie, daintie,

dainte pleasure, tit-bit :-L. dignitatem worthiness,

worth, beauty, f. dignus worthy. The earlier OF.

form was in -et, whence DAINTETH.]
fl. Estimation, honour, favour (in which any-

thing is held) ; esteem, regard ; affection, love.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 412 Me let lesse deinte to binge bet me
haueS ofte. c 1305 St. Dmistan 35 in E. E. P. (1862) 35 For

hadde of him : he let him sone bringe Biforedeynte J?at he hadd>

bou5te. c 1430 LYDG. Bochas Prol. 52 These Poetes . . Were

by olde time had in great deintye With Kinges. 1513
DOUGLAS j*Eneis iv. viii. 28 Sen jonne.

. manj deir sister, the

Was wount to cherise, and hald in gret dantie.

(2. Liking or fondness to do or see anything;

delight, pleasure, joy. Obs.

c 1325 Song of Yesterday 5 in E. E. P. (1862) 133 J>ei

haue no deynte forto dele With )>inges bat bene deuotly
made. 1375 BARBOUR Bruce xn. 159 Than all ran in-to

gret dantee The Erll of Murreff for till se. c 1386 CHAUCER
Man ofLaw's T. 41 Euery wight hath deyntee to chaffare

With hem. c 1449 PECOCK Repr. i. xiii. 66 The reeding in

the Bible, .drawith the reders..fro loue and deinte of the

world. 1508 DUNBAR Tiua maryit wemen 413 Adew
dolour, adew ! my daynte now begynis. a 1529 SKELTON

Bouge of Courte 337 Trowest thou..That I haue deynte
to see thee cherysshed thus ?

f3. Delightful or choice quality; sumptuous-
ness.

a 1300 Cursor M. 3655 (Cott.) Venison bou has him

nommen, Wit dainte dight til his be-houe. c 1300 A". Alis.

7070 They haven seolk, gret plente, And maken clothis of

gretdeynte'. ^1440 Promp. Parv. 117/1 Dente (K. H. P.

deynte), lauticia.

\ 4. Daintiness ; fastidiousness. Obs.

1390 SPENCER F. Q. i. ii. 27 He feining seemely merth,
And shee coy lookes : so dainty, they sayt

maketh derth.

1397 SHAKS. 2 Hen. IY, iv. i. 198 Note this: the King is

wearie Of daintie, and such picking grieuances.

(5. concr. Anything estimable, choice, fine, pleas-

ing or delightful ;
hence occas., a luxury, rarity

(cf. DAINTY a. 2). Obs. exc. as in 6.

1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 7850 pare es plente of dayntes
and delice. a 1400-30 Alexander 5298 Ware slike a won-
dire in oure marche of Messedone. .It ware a daynte to

deme. 1362 J. HEYWOOD Prov. $ Epigr. (1867) 51 Plenty is

no dainty. 1617 RICH Irish Hubbub 47 It was a great dainties

. . euen amongst their greatest nobility, to see a cloake

lined thorow with Veluet. a 1661 FULLER Worthies (1840)
1 1. 439 [He] made such a vent for Welch cottons, that what
he found drugs at home, he left dainties beyond the sea.

1798 FERRIAR Jllustr. Sterne, Eng. Hist. 227 Those who
can only be allured by the dainties of knowledge,

fb. As a term of endearment. (Cf. sweet.)
1611 B. JONSON Catiline H. i,

There is a fortune comming
Towards you, Daintie.

6. esp. Anything pleasing or delicious to the

palate; a choice viand, a delicacy.
c 1300 Behet 1202 Heo servede this holi man and of deyntes

him brojte. 1393 GOWER Con/. II. 255 Tho was there

many a deinte fet And set to-fore hem on the bord. c 1440
Promp. Pan'. 117 Delyce, or deyntes, ddicie. 1576
FLEMING Panopl. Epist. 291 Some whet their teethe upon
sugred deinties. 1611 BIBLE Ps. cxli. 4 Letmee not eate of
their dainties. 1794 SOUTHEY Wat Tyler m. ii, Your
larders hung with dainties, a i839PRAED/Ww.s(i864'i. 305
The cunning caterer still must share The dainties which his
toils prepare.
fig. 1393 GOWER Conf.\\\. 26 Suche deinties. .Wherof thou
takest thin herte food. 1614 Bp. HALL Recoil. Treat. 59
There be some, .to whom sin. .is both food and dainties.

1 7. Phrase. To make dainty of (anything) : to

set great store by ; hence, to be sparing or chary
of ; to make dainty to do (or of doing ; also absol.},
to be chary or loth, to scruple. Obs.

1555 WATREMAN FardU Facions I. iii. 37 The moste noble
Citrus, wherof the Romaines made greate deintie. 1579
TOMSON Calvin's Serin. Tim. ix. 107/1 They will not make
daintie of the name of our Lord Jesus Christe, to worke their
subtill and mischeevous practises. 1381 SAVILE Tacitus'
Hist. I. xlvi. (1591)26 Some, .made noe dainty to beare any
burden. 1592 SHAKS. Rom. $ Jul. I. v. 21 Which of you
all Will now deny to dance? She that makes dainty, She
lie sweare hath cornes. a 1617 HIERON Wks. II. 492 Shee
ranne home and made no dainties of it ; all her neighbours
were the better for her store, a 1628 PRESTON New Cov.

(1634) 410 Defer not, make not dainty of applying the

promises. 1633 Bp. HALL Hard Texts Matt. x. 39 Hee
that makes so dainty of his life as that, .he will not expose
it to danger. 1638 FEATLEY Strict. Lyndont. n. 122 We
have all reason to make great dainties of the noble con-

10

fession of. .our Romish adversaries. 1649 MILTON Eikon.

43 If .. he made so dainty and were so loath to bestow [etc.].

f 8. As an asseveration : ? =By God's dignity,

or honour. Obs.

1611 TOURNEUR Ath. Trag. n. v, S'daintie, I mistooke the

place, I miss'd thine eare and hit thy lip.

Dainty (d^nti), a. [from prec. sb.]

f 1. Valuable, fine, handsome ; choice, excellent ;

pleasant, delightful. Obs. or dial, in general sense.

e 1340 Gam. >t Gr. Knt. 1253 To daly with derely your

daynte wordez. c 1386 CHAUCER Frol. 168 Full many a

deynte hors hadde he in stable. 1526 TINDALE Rev. xvm.

14 All thynges which were deyntie and had in pryce. 1573

TUSSER Husb. xxxv. (1878) 81 More daintie the lambe,

the more woorthto be sold. 1626 BACON Sylva 389 The
daintiest Smells of Flowers, are out of those plants, whose

Leaves smell not. 1712 STEELE -S/terf. _ No._ 354 F i To

hear Country Squires, .cry, Madam, this is dainty Weather.

1816 SCOTT Old Mart, vi,
'

Ay ? indeed ? a scheme o yours 1

that must be a denty ane !

'

1855 ROBINSON Whitby Gloss.,

Detity or Dentyisk, a weather term, genial, cheering.

f 2. Pricious ; hence, rare, scarce. Obs.

? a 1500 How Plowman lerned Pater-Nosier 28 in Hazl.

E. P. P. (1864! I. 2ii Malte had he plentye; And Martyl-

mas befe to hym was not deyntye. 1578 LYTE Dodoens vi.

xi. 671 The blacke [whorts] are very common, .but the red

are dayntie, and founde but in (ewe places. 1616 HIERON
Wks. I. 584 If sermons were dainty, .they would be more

esteemed. 1677 LADY CHAWORTH in i2.'/5 Rep. Hist. MSS.
Camm. App. v. 37 A rare muffe, but judged to be some

dainty squirell skin.

3. Pleasing to the palate, choice, delicate.

1382 WYCLIF Prov. xxi. 17 Who looueth deynte metis.

c 1386 CHAUCER Pard. T. 58 To gete a glotoun deyntee
mete and drinke. 1541 BARNES Wks. (1573) 299/1 To eate

shall be serv'd up last. 1758 JOHNSON Idler No. 100 T 12

Her house is elegant and her table dainty. 1892 STEVENSON

Wrecker ii, Fine wines and dainty dishes.

4. Of delicate or tender beauty or grace; delicately

pretty ; made with delicate taste.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 3060 Her chyn. .With a dympull full

derne, dayntiS to se. 1355 WATREMAN Fardle Facions i. v.

77 She is estemed, as a deinty derling, beloued of many.

1579 SPENSER Skeph. Cal. June 6 The grassye ground with

damtye Daysies dight. 1609 B. JONSON Sil. Worn. iv. i,

Let your gifts be slight and dainty, rather than precious.
c 1645 HOWELL Lett. i. xxviii. 54 Such a diaphonous pel-

lucid dainty body as you see a Crystall-glasse is. 1877
M. M. GRANT Sun-Maid vii, There stood waiting for her

the daintiest of little broughams.
5. Of persons, etc. : Possessing or displaying deli-

cate taste, perception, or sensibility ; nice, fastidious,

particular; sometimes, over-nice.

1576 FLEMING Panopl. Epist. 357 Fine fellowes, that bee

verie deintie and circumspect in speaking. 1581 LAMBARDE
Eiren. IV. v. (1588) 497 Sundry other daintie and nice

differences doth M. Marrow make. 1591 SHAKS. i Hen.

VI, v. iii. 38 No shape but his can please your dainty eye.
1602 Ham. v. i. 78 The hand of little Imployment hath
the daintier sense. 1700 CONGREVE Way of World in. xv,
I am somewhat dainty in making a resolution because
when I make it I keep it. 1841 LYTTON Nt. tf Morn. m. ii,

You must take me as you take the world, without being
over-scrupulous and dainty. 1855 H. REED Lect. Eng.
Lit. iii. 101 From being too dainty in our choice of words,

f b. with of: Particular or scrupulous about

(anything) ; careful, chary, or sparing of. Obs.

1578 FLEMING Panopl. Epist. 251 Friendes. .garnished wt

learning, & not deintie of their travel!. 1603 SHAKS. Macb.
n. iii. 150 Let vs not be daintie of leaue-taking, But shift

away. 1642 FULLER Holy ty Prof. St. v. iii. 367 The devi!

not being dainty of his company where he finds welcome,

t C. with infin. : Disinclined or reluctant 'to do).

'553 B. GILPIN in Strype Eccl. Mem. II. xxiii. 440 Such
as be dainty to hear the poor. 1612 SIR R. DUDLEY in

Fortesc. Papers ^ note, I will not bee dainty to make you
a partie to my designes.

6. Nice or particular as to the quality of food,

comforts, etc. ; t luxurious.

""533 LD - BERNERS Gold. Bk. M. Auret. (1546) Kjb,
The heart of a woman is deyntee. 1614 Bp. HALL Recoil.

Treat. 85 As.. some daintie guest knowing there is so

pleasant fare to com. 1683 TRYON Way to Health 181 You
dainty Dames that are so nice, that you will not endure this

pleasant Element to blow upon you. 1855 MOTLEY Dutch

Rep. III. VI. v. 521 When men were starving they could not

afford to be dainty. 1892 STEVENSON Wrecker ii, I was
born with a dainty tooth and a palate for wine.

f 7. Delicate (in health or constitution). Obs.

1562 BULLEYN Campoundes 46 a, Thei maie be giuen to

drinke to them that are weake or feable, or as thei call it

deintie. 1581 MULCASTER Positions xxii. (1887) 94 Whose
mother was delicate, daintie, tender, neuer stirring.

8. quasi -otft>. Daintily, (rare?)
1614 Bi1

. HALL Recoil. Treat. 726 You quote Scriptures,
tho (to your prayse) more dainty indeede then your
fellowes. 1671 H. M. tr. Erasm. Colloo. 72 If rich men
shall fare somewhat dainty. 1873 Miss BROUGHTON Nancy
III. 144 So exceedingly fair and dainty wrought.
9. Comb., as dainty-chapped, -eared, -fingered,

-motithed, -tongued, -toothed adjs.
1725 BAILEY Erasm. Colloq. (1877) 42 (D.) You *dainty-

chapped fellow, you ought to be fed with hay. 1549 LATI-

1530 PALSGfr. 309/2 *Deyntyjy a *dainty-finger'd Girl.

mouthed, friant^
are so

" '

J577tr. ..... ti-.-
bee. .not hcorish lipped, nor *dainty toothed.

DAIBY.

t Dainty (d?'-nti), v. Ol'S. rare. [f. prec. sb.

or adj.] trans. With up : To pamper or indulge

with dainties.

i6zz H. SYDENHAM Serin. Sol. Occ. (1637) 108 So that

they would, .nourish, not daintie up the body. 1778 MRS.

THRALE in Mail. D'Arblay's Diary Sept. I. 68 She dainties

us up with all the meekness in the world.

Dair, Dairt, obs. forms of DAKE, DABT.

Dairawe, Daired : see DAY-.

II Dairi (dai-rz). Also 7 dayro. [Japanese, f.

Chinese dai great + ri within.] In Japan, properly
the palace or court of the Mikado : also a respect-

ful mode of speaking of the mikado or emperor.
Hence Dairi-sama, lit. lord of the dairi or

palace, an appellation of the Mikado.
1662 J. DAVIES tr. Mandelslo's Trav.^

E. Ind. 184 That

great State hath always been govern'd by a Monarch,
whom, in their Language they call Dayro. 1780 Phil.

Trans. LXX. App. 7 We were not allowed to see the

Dairi, or ecclesiastical emperor.

Dairy (de->'ri\.r. Forms: 3 deierie, 4 dayerie,

dayry, 5 deyery, deyry, 6 deirie, dary, //.

deyris, dayres, 6-7 deyrie, dayery(e, dery,

dayrie, dairie, 7 daery, darie, dayry, 7- dairy-

[ME. deierie, etc., f. deie, deye, DEY female servant,

dairy-maid + -erie, -EHY 2, suffix of Romanic origin.

The dai-ry is thus the place where the function of

the dey is performed : cf. dey-woman, -house.']

1. A room or building in which milk and cream

are kept, and made into butter and cheese, b.

Sometimes in towns the name is assumed by a shop
in which milk, cream, etc. are sold.

c 1290 6". Eng. Leg. I. 192/14 Hire deierie was euere of

chese and botere bar and swibe lene. Ibid., For bare nas

in be deierie noujt adel of none ^wite. c 1386 CHAUCER

Wife's T. 15 Thropes, beernys, shipnes, dayrys. c 1440

Promp. Pant. 117 Deyrye, vaccaria. 1577 B. GOOGE
HeresbacKs Hitsb. i. (1386) 3 As my Foldes. .or my Dayrie
and Fishpondes wyl yeelde. 1621 B. JONSON Gipsies

Metamorph. Wks. (Rtldg.) 624/1 To Roger or Mary Or

Peg of the dairy. 1727-46 THOMSON Summer 262 Some
[insects] to the house, The fold, and dairy, hungry, bend
their flight. 1837 HOWITT Rur. Life vi. i. 402 The elegant

dairy for the supply of milk and cream, curds and butter.

2. That department of farming, or of a particular

farm, which is concerned with the production of

milk, butter, and cheese. Hence, sometimes ap-

plied to the milch cows on a farm collectively.
c 1386 CHAUCER Prol. 597 His lordes scheep, his meet,

and his dayerie, His swyn, his hors, his stoor, and his

cows established here by the present king. 1814 JANE WEST
A. de Lacy III. 238 The .. troopers .. drove off our good
cow-dairy. 1881 Somerset Co.Gaz. 18 Mar., Dairy of 12 or

16 cows to be let. 1888 ELWOHTHV W. Somerset Word-lik.,

Dairy, the milking cows belonging to any farm or house.

3. A dairy-farm.

manie wickes or dayries. a. 1661 FULLER Worthies n. 144
The Goodnesse of the Earth, abounding with Deries and

Pasture. 1769 De Foe's Tour Gt. Brit. II. 41 AH the loVer

Part of this County, .is full of large feeding Farms, which
we call Dairies ; and the Cheese they make is excellent.

4. attrib. and Comb., as dairy-cabin, -country,

-damsel, -pail, -society, -ware, -wench, -wife, -work,

etc. ; dairyfed adj. ; dairy-farm, a farm chiefly

devoted to the production of milk, butter, and

cheese ; so dairy-farmer, -farming ; dairy-

grounds, cow-pastures ; dairy-school, a technical

school for teaching dairy-work or dairy-farming ;

dairy-woman, a woman who manages a dairy.

1797 MRS. RADCLIFFE Italian xiii, It was a *dairy-cabin

belonging to some shepherds. 1626 BACON Sylva 354

Children in *Dayrie Countries doe waxe more tall, than

where they feed more upon Bread, and Flesh. 1818 SCOTT

Hrt. Midi, xli, The yet more considerate *dairy-damsel.
Ibid, ix, To employ them as a "dairy-farmer, or cowfeeder,
as they are called in Scotland. 1842 S. LOVER Handy
Andy x, I've seen them in England killing your "dairy-fed

pork, a 1618 SYLVESTER HymnofAlms 131 His douns with

278/2 They will, .establish *dairy schools all over England.

1890 Farmer's Gaz. 4 Jan. 5/2 The numerous *dairy socie-

ties in America. 1727 Philip Quarll (i8r6) 61 Having
a store of *dairy ware, he resolved to make a place to keep
it in : the kitchen, .not being a proper place for cream and
milk. 1684 OTWAY Atheist v. i, The "Dairy-Wench or

Chamber-maid. 1798 BLOOMFIELD Farmer's Bay, Spring
251 Suffolk *dairy-wives run mad for cream. 1609 Ev.

Woman in Hum. i. in Bullen O. PI. IV, I shall goe to

court now, and attired like an old *Darie woman. 1841

M. L.HAWTHORNE in Hawthorn,: t; Wife(-&%$> I. 230 Brim;
us home a box of butter, if your dairy-woman is very nice.

1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (1811) III. ix. 67, I have . . ad-

mired them in their "dairy-works. 1890 Farmers Gaz.

4 Jan. 5/2 As a specialist in dairy work.

Dai'ry, v. rare. [f. DAIRY si.] trans. To

keep or feed (cows) for the dairy.

dairying of cows.



DAIRY-HOUSE.

Dai'ry-house. A house or building used as

a dairy ;
- I UIUY $b. i ; ihc house of a dairy-man.

1530 I'AI.SCR. 2ia/* I^cyrie house, meteric. 1616 SUHFL.
^: MAKKH. Country 1-nrme 16 You shall haue a Uairic-
hmisc or MIL ill vaulted Rtwme jpaucd, and lyuiK ?>lopc-wise
..to serue for the huswifes I);iirie. 1741 RICHARDSON
r>int,'lct III. ioi You'd better sec her now-and-then at the
I );iiry house or at School.

Dairying (de-Tijiij
1

). [f. DAIUY v. + -iNo 1
.]

The business or management of a dairy ; the pro-
duction of milk and manufacture of butter and
cheese ; dairy-farming.
1649 BLITHK Eng. lnij>rav, Imfir, To Rdr., To shew the

w:iy of Cow-keeping, Davrying, or raising most Cheese and
Butter. 1891 Queen 25 Alar. 478/2 They have the subject of

dairying and dairy schools very much at heart.

b. attrib.

1784 TWAMLEY Dairying 8 In a considerable Dairying
Country. 1890 Times 22 Feb. 7/3 The improvement and
extension of the dairying industry.

Dairymaid tdc'rinvid}. A female servant

employed in a dairy.
1599 B, JONSON Cynthia's Rcr. iv. i, Now I would be an

empresse; and by and by a duchess; then a great lady..
then a deyrie maide. 1711 ADDISON Sfiect. No. 530 p 3
He has married a dairy-maid. 1879 J. WRIGHTSON Dairy
Hush, in Casselfs Techn. Educ, Iv. 246/2 When the butler
falls from side to side in a compact lump the dairy-maid
knows that her work approaches completion.

Dairyman (de*rima
i

n). A man who manages,
or is employed in, a dairy, b. A man engaged in

the sale of milk and other dairy produce.
1784^

TWAMLEY Dairying 58 An object not unworthy
a Dairy-man's notice, 1813 L. RICHMOND (////*, The Dairy-
man's daughter. 1882 .Somerset Co. Gaz. iSMar., Wanted (

a steady young man as Dairyman.

Dairy-woman: see DAIBY 4.

Dais (d*s, d^'*is). Forms : 3-5 deys, 3-6
dels, 4-5 dea, 4-6 dese, dece, deyse, dees, 5

deise, deesse, 5-6 dess(e, deaa(e, 6 deaase,
t'lysse, Sc. deiss, deische, 8-9 .SC. deaa, 4, 8-9
dais. [a. OF. deis (later dois) t mod.F. (from
Ticard dial.) t/aiV Pr. des y It. dcscoi\+, disc-tttn

(nom. discus] quoit, disk, dish, in late L. table.

The sense-development has been '
table, high table (in-

cluding its platform), the raised end of the nail occupied by
the high table and used for other purposes of distinction,
the canopy covering this

'

: the latter being only in modern
French, and thence in Eng. The word died out in Eng.
about 1600, but was retained in Sc. in sense 3 ; its recent

revival, chiefly since 1800, in senses, is due to historical and
antiquarian writers ; it appears in no Eng. diets, until

Worcester 1846, Craig 1847. Always a monosyllable in Fr.,
and in Eng. where retained as a living word ; the dissyllabic

pronunciation is a ' shot
'

at the word from the spelling.]

1. t a. A raised table in a hall, at which dis-

tinguished persons sat at feasts, etc.; the high
table. (Often including the platform on which it

was raised : see next sense.) Obs. since 1600.

a 1159 MATT. PARIS I'itae A bbatum S. Alb. inWalsingham
(Rolls) I. 521 Priore prandente ad magnam mensam quam
1 Deis

1

yulgariter appellamus. 1*97 R. Gtot'c. (Rolls) 11073
Vort hii come vp to pe deis. a 1300 Cursor M. 12560 (Colt.)
Ne brek bair brede, ne tast bair mes, Til he war cummen til

bair des. c 1350 Will, Palerne 4564 f>e semli segges were
sette in halle, pe real rinkes bi reson at be heije dcse, and
alle o'>er afterward on be side benches. 1450 HENRYSON
Mar, Fab. 10 So that Good-will bee caruer at the Dease.

cijoo in Arnolde Ckron. (1811) 241 Syttyng at the hygh
dees : My Lord of Ely in the myddes. 1535 STEWART Cron.
Scot. II. 395 Quhair that he sat into his stait

royall,
With

mony ding lord sittand at his deische. a 1575 Wife lapped
in MorrelU-s Skin 312 in Hazl. E. J\ P. IV. 193 The Bride
was set at the hye dysse.

\ b. To begin the dais : to take the chief seat,

or preside, at a feast : see BEGIN v. 1
5. Also to

hold the dais in same sense. Obs.

1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 7166 He ber be croune & huld be
deis mid obcr atil also, c 1310 Sir Bents 2123 J\>w schelt

bis dai be priour And be-ginne oure deis. c i+jpSyr Tryam.
1636 Queue Margaret began the deyse, Kyng Ardus, wyth
owtyn lees, He nur was he sett, c 1440 I'artonopt App.
7310 (Roxb.) Next the Quene he began the deyse.

2. The raised platform at one end of a hall for

the high table, or for scats of honour, a throne, or

the like : often surmounted by a canopy. Obs. since

c 1600, until revived c 1800 in historical and sub-

sequently in current use.

In earlier times sometimes app. meaning a bench or seat

of honour upon the raised platform : cf. sense 3.
r- I- T . T _^_/__ *\_ L_ L_!__ J-T- __

. .i

were sette solempnely in a sete ryche, Abof dukes on dece.

with dayntys serued. c 1386 CHAUCER Merck. T. 467 Ana
atte fest sittith be and sche With othir worthy folk upon
th deys. c 1450 St. Cnthbcrt 3049 He salt doune opon be

dese. 1501 DOUGLAS Pal. Hen. it. xlv, Tho I saw our

ladyis twa and twa Sittand on dei;*sis, 1513 BRADSHAW
St. Wcrburge i. 1625 Ouer the hye desse. .Where the sayd
thrc kynge.s sate crowned all. 1575 LANEHAM Let. (1871)

41 A doouty Dwarf too the vnpermost deas Right peartly

gan prik, and, kneeling on knee.. Said 'hail, syr king .

1778 PENNANT Tour in Wn&r (1883) I. 13 The great.. hall

is. .furnished with the high Dais, or elevated upper end,

and its long table for the lord and his jovial companions.
i8ao SCOTT I-sankee iii, For about one quarter of the length

of the apartment, the Hoor was raised by a step, and this

space, which was called the dais, was occupied only by the

principal members of the family. 1840 ARNOLD Hist. Rant
II. 459 Like the dais or upper part of our old castle and

11

college halls. 1860 KMMSON Coo./. Life, HeluTviour Wks.
H !<n) II. 386 The Knindcc- look his place on the duis.

b. liy extension : The platform of a lecture

hall
;

the raised floor on which the pulpit and
communion table stand in some places of worship.
1888 Nature 26 Jan. 299/1 As a lecturer he was not

brilliant ; lie appeared shy and nervous when on the dais.

1893 Newsf<r. A Flower Service was held in the church ;

the pulpit iind dais were taMefully decorated.

8. In some early examples (chiefly northern) it

appears to have the sense '

seat, bench '; so in Sc.

a ' A long board, scat, or bench, erected against
a wall ', a settle ; also,

' a seat on the outer side of

a country house or cottage', b. A seat, bench, or

l>ew in a church. (Jamieson.) Chamber of dais :

see CHAHBEK sli. 1 1.

a 1330 Syr Degarrt 765 Amidde the halle More A fir was
bt stark and store : He sat adoun upon the dais, And
wanned him wel eche wais.
a 1774 FERCUSSON Farmer1

! Ingle (184^ 38 In its auld
errocn yet the deas remains, Where the guidman aft streeks
him at his ease. 17.. JAMIESON 1'of. Bali, (18061 I. an
Ierrocn yet the deas remains, Where the guidman aft streeks
him at his ease.

ij.. JAMIESON Pof. Ball, (18061 I. an
I Jam.) The priest a/ore the altar stood, The Mer-man he

stept o'er ae deas. And he has stepptt over three. 1818
SCOTT iht. Midi, xviii, The old man was seated on the

(teas, or turf-seat, at the end of his cottage. 1833-53
ll'kistU^finkie iSc. Songs) Ser. 111. 73 Last Sunday, in jour
faither's dais, I saw thy bloomin May-morn face. 1879
E. W. ROBERTSON Hist. Ess. 107 The chamber of Deese,
the best room in the farmhouse of a certain class.

4. trans/, (from a) A raised platform or terrace

of any kind
; e. g. in the open air.

1861 N. A. WOODS Frixce of Wales in Canada 341
A noble and lofty flight of steps

those daises of architecture
which . . add . . to the grand and imposing effect of lofty
facades. 1884 C. ROGERS Soc. Life Seal. I. ix. 378 On the

slopes of ancient daisses or hill terraces.

6. [after mod.Fr. not an Eng. sense.] The
canopy over a throne or chair of state.

1863 THORNBURY True as Steel^l. 147 The Bishop, .occu-

pied with bland dignity the chief throne under the dais.

1866 Village on CY/// iii, An old dais of Queen Anne's time
still hung over his doorway.
Dais, Sc. pi. of DAW, Doi.

Daise, obs. form of DAZE.
Daisied (d^-zid), a. Also 7 daziod. [f. DAISY
+ -ED 2

.] Adorned with or abounding in daisies.

(Chiefly poetic.}
1611 SHAKS. Cymb. iv. it 398 Let vs Finde out the prettiest

Dazied Plot we can. c 1710 GAY Diane I. iv, Daisy'd lawns.

1883 Cjtntemp.
Rev. June 862 Beneath the daisied turf.

Daisle, Daisterre, obs. ff. DAZZLE, DAT-STAR.

Daisy (cU'-zi). Forms: i deegesege, -ease,

3-4 dayes-eje, -eghe, 4 dayesye, -eye, 4-5
daysye, 4-7 daysie, daisio, (5 //. dayses), 5-6
daysy, 6 deysy, dasye, dasey. dayzie, 6-7 dasy,

7 days-eye, dazy, -ie, (//. dayzes, Sc. desie,

deasie\ 7-8 daizy, 6- daisy. [OE. dttys cage

day's eye, eye of day, in allusion to the appearance
of the flower, and to its closing the ray, so as to

conceal the yellow disk, in the evening, and open-
ing again in the morning.]
1. The common name of Bellis pcrennis, N.O.

Composite, a familiar and favourite flower of the

British Isles and Europe generally, having small

flat flower-heads with yellow disk and white ray
(often tinged with pink), which close in the evening;
it grows abundantly on grassy hills, in meadows,
by roadsides, etc., and blossoms nearly all the year
round ; many varieties are cultivated in gardens.
c loco ^ELFRIC Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker 135/22 Consolda.

daezesege. ciooo Sax. Leechd. III.
2512 icarwe, and fil-

leafe, daejesege, and synnfulle. a 1310 in Wright Lyric l\
xiii. 43 Dayes-eJes in thio dales, c 1385 CHAUCER L. G. W.
Prol. 43 Of al the floures in the medc, Thanne love I most
these floures white and rede, Suche as men callen daysycs.
Itia. 184 Wele by reson men it calle may The dayeseye, or

ellis the eye of day. c 1450 Crt. ofLave xv, Depeinted won-

derly, With many a thousand daisies, rede as rose, And

_____ i6 1

Ess. (fardens I Arb.)' 556 For March, There come Violets..

The Yellow Dafladifl; The Dazie. 1710 ADDISON Ttitlcr

No. 218 pg Visits to a Spot of Daizies, or a Bank of Violets.

1803 LEYDEN Scenes ofInf. i. 291 When evening brines the

merry folding hours. And sun-eyed daisies close their winking
flowers. 1833 MARRYAT /'. Simple xxxv, She was as fresh

as a daisy. 1861 DELAMER Fl. Gartt. 81 There are

Quilled, Double, and Proliferous or Hen - and * Chicken
Daisies.

b. Cf. DAISY-CDTTEB i.

1847 W. IRVING Life <f
Lett. (1864) IV. 28 M_y horse, now

and then cuts daisies with me when I am on his back.

2. Applied to other plants with similar flowers

or growing in similar situations, a. simply. In

N. America, the Ox-eye Daisy, Chrysanthemum
Leticanthemum (see b) ; in Australia, various

Composite, esp. Vitattenia and lirachycome iberiiii-

folia ; in New Zealand, the genus Lagenophora.
b. With qualifications, as African Daisy, Athan-
asia aiinua ; Blue Daisy, (a) the Sea Starwort ;

(/>) the genus Globularia ; Bull D. = Ox-eye D. ;

Butter D., locally applied to the Buttercup, ami

to the Ox-eye Daisy; Christmas D., several

species of Aster, esp. A. granJiflorus ; Dog D. =

DAKER-HEN.

Ox-eye f).; Olobu D., the genus (,,

Great D., IIorBO D., HicUummcr D., Moon D.
-Ox eye D.\ Marsh D. .V 1>.

; Michaelmas
D., various cultivated species of Aster whidi
blossom about Michaelmas; also nppli.il to the
wild Aster 'J'ripolium ; Ox-eye Daisy, Chrysan-
themum J.eucant/ienim, a common plant in

meadows, with flowers resembling those of the
common daisy bat much larger, on tall stiff stalks

;

Sea Daisy, Thrift, Armeria maritima. (See Treat.

Hot., and Britten & Holland Eng. 1'lattl-tt.}
a 1387 Sinen. Bartkal. fAnecd. Oxon.i 16 CauolMa m,,tia,

Krete uaycseghc. 1578 I.VIK Dotieens n. xix. 169 There be

twojtinucs of Day&ic% the great and the small Ibid ML
xxxiii. 364 Some call it blew Camomil or blew Duties. 1794
MARTYH Rousseau's Hot. xxvL 396 The Ox-eye Dawy,
a plant common among standing grass in meadows. 1838
SCKOFE Dcerslalkin; 388 Even the higheM hills, .are scat-
tered over with the sea daisy and other plants. 1861 Miss
PRATT Flaaxr. PI. II I. 286 (Sea-Starwort). .Country people
call it Blue Daisy.
3. A species of sea-anemone (Actinia belli]).

1859 I.ewes Sea-tide Stud. Index.

1 4. As a term of admiration. Obs.
c 148$ Jiigfy Mysl. (1881) in. 515 A dere dcwchesse, my

daysyys lee ! a 1605 MONTGOMEKIE Misc. ffena (1887)
xxxix. i, Adeu, O dcsie of delyt.
6. slang, (chiefly U.S.\ A first-rate thing or

person ; also as adj. First-rate, charming.
1757 FOOTE Author it. Wks. 1799 I. 148 Oh daisy ; that's

charming. 1886 MRS. BURNETT Lit!It Ld. l-auntleroy
xv. (18871 3^3

' She's the daisies! gal I ever saw ! She's

well, she's just a daisy, that's what she is.' 1888 Denver
Republican May (Farmer), Beyond compare a pugilistic

daisy. 1889 Boston (Mass. I Jriil. 22 Mar. 2/3 In a new
book upon Americanisms,' some of the less familiar are . .

daisy, for anything first-rate.

6. attrib. or as adj. Resembling a daisy.
a 1605 MONTCOMERIE Well ofLave 41 Hir deasie colour,

rid and vhytc. 1611 BARKSTED /i it-en (1876) 83, 1 sweare

by this diuine white daizy-hand. 1854-6 PATMORE Angctin
Ho. L ll. iv, She Whose daisy eyes had learned to droop.

7. Comb., as daisy-bud, -flmvcr, -head, -lattm,

-root ; daisy-dapple </, -diapered, -dimpled, -painted,

-spangled adjs. ; daisy-like adj. ; daisy anemono
sense 3; daisy-bush, a New Zealand shrub of

the genus Olearia ; daisy-chain, a chain of daisies

sewed or fastened together, made by children in

play ; daisy-leaved a., having leaves like those

of the daisy.
1857 WOOD Cflitnn. Obj. Sea Shore vi. 114 A bad-tempered

*Daisy Anemone (Actinia bellis\ which lived in a cave . .

and did not approve of intrusion. 1841 LVTTON Nt. 4 Morn.
l.ix, I never walk out in the fields, nor make '

dais) -chains.

1596 FITZ.GEFFREY Sir F. Drake (1881) 81 The 'daysie-
diap'red bankes. 1845 HIRST roftns 54 Over "daisy-dimpled
meadows. 1887 SIR W. G. SIMPSON Art of Coff 91 One
sweeps off "daisy heads with a walking-stick. 1796
WITHERING Brit. I'lants (ed. 3) III. 577 *Daiie-leayed
Lady smock. 1796 T. TOWNSHEND Poems ao The "daisy-

painted green. 16*6 BACON Sylva { 354 Boyling of "Dasie-
Roots in Milk. 1813 SHELLEY Q. Mat vm. 82 The "daisy-

spangled lawn.

Dai'Sy, v. rare. [f. prec. sb.] trans. To cover

or adorn with daisies.

1767 G. S. CAREY Hills of ifytla 8 When fertile nature

dasy d ev'ry hill. 1831 E. TAYLOR Remembrance 29 The
earth we tread shall be daisied o'er.

Dai'sy-cutter. [//A
'
cutter of daisies

'

: see

DAISY si. i b.]
1. A horse that in trotting lifts its feet only very

slightly from the ground.
1791

* G. GAMBADO* Ann. Heriem. xvi. (1809) 129, I luckily

picked up a Daisy-cutter, by his throwing me down on the

smoothest part of the grass. 1847 VOVATT Hone iv. 87
The careless daisy-cutter, however pleasant on the turf,

should.. be avoided. 1867 REAUC Griffith Gaunt (1889) 5

Daisy-cutters were few in those days.

2. Cricket and Base-ball. A ball so bowled or

batted as to skim along the surface of the ground.
1889

' MARK TWAIN' Yankee at Crt. K. Xrf*xnTuchn.)
II. 226 I've seen him catch a daisy-cutter in his teeth. 1891
FARMER Slanf Diet.) Daisy-cutter, a ball which travels

more than half the '

pitch
'

along the ground without rising ;

a ' sneak '.

So Dai sy-cutting vl>I. sb. and ///. a.

18*7 HONE Everyday Bk. II. 461 Nimble daisy-cutting

nags. 1837 T. HOOK Jack Brag I, None of your bowling-

green, daisy -cutting work for us. 1875 'SToNEiiEMGC
1

Brit. Sforts ll. 11. i. 8 3. 502 The . . low daisy-cutting form
which suits the smooth turf of our race-courses.

Dait, obs. form of DATE.
Dak : see DAWK.
Daker. Al?o daiker, dakir. [a. OF. dacre,

Jakere, med.L, dacra: see DICKER.] Variant of

DICKER, a set of ten.

1531 Aberdeen Burgh Kec. xm. 248 The dakir of hiilis.

1597 SKENE De Vert. Sign. s.v. Serpluith, Ten hides maids
ane daiker, and twcntie daiker makis ane last. 1753 MAIT-
LAND Hist. Ediit. in. 248 For every Daker of Hides landed

at Leith -8 pennies. 1866 ROGERS Aerie, fr Prints I. 171

The dicker or daker was. .a measure for hides and gloves.

Daker, var. of DACKXB.
Daker-heu. dial. [Connexion has been sug-

gested with D.VIKKK i>., and with Flem. daeckeren
'

volitare, motari, mobilitare, et coruscare' (Kilian .

But no such name appears to be applied to the

bird in Flanders.] The Corn-crake or Land-rail.

2* -2



DAL.

1552 ELYOT Bibl., Cre.v, a certaine birde, whiche semeth

by Aristotle to be that whiche in some places is called

a Daker hen. 1678 RAY Willugkhy's Ornith. 170 The Rail

or Daker-hen. 1766 PENNANT Zool, (1768) II. 387. 1789 G.

WHITE Selborne 11853) 347 A man brought me a land-rail or

daker-hen. 1869 Lonsdale Gloss., Daker-hcn^ the corn-crake.

Dakoit, etc. : see DACOIT, etc.

11 Dal (dal). Anglo-Ind. Forms : 7-9 dol(l, 9

dhal, dhol(l, dal(l. [Hindi dal split pulse :-

Skr. dala, f. dal to split.] The pulse obtained

from some leguminous plants, chiefly from the

Cajan, Co/amis indicits, extensively used as an

article of food in the East Indies.

1698 FRYER Ace. E. India 101 lY.) At their coming up
out of the Water they bestow the largess of Rice or Doll

(an Indian Bean). 1727 HAMILTON New Ace. E. Ind. I, xiv.

161 Doll and Rice being mingled together and boyled, make
Kitcheree, the common Food of the Country. 1866 Treas.

Bot. 189 Cajanus indicns. . In India the pulse is called Dhal
or Dhol or Urhur, and [is] ranked as third in value among
the pulses. 1883 F. M. CRAWFORD Mr. Isaacs v. 87
A mouthful of dal to keep his wretched old body alive.

Dal: see DALE, DEAL, DOLE.

|| Dalai, Dalai-lama : see LAMA.

Dalder, obs. form of DOLLAR.
Dale *

(dJ'l). Forms : 1-3 dael, 1-4 dal, 3-
dale ;

also 3 deale, 4 dalle, 5 dall, dalle, daylle,
6 daill. [OE. dsel, gen. dxles, dat. dxle, pi. dalu,

dalo, neuter ; Com. Teut. = OS. dal, OFris. del,

deil, MDu. and Dn. dal, all neuter, OHO., MHG.
tal, masc. and n., Ger. thai n., LG. dal, ddl, Goth.

dal\\.> ON. dalrm. (Sw., Da. dal) :-OTeut. dalo-ni,

dalo-z, of which the root-meaning appears to be
*

deep or low place
*

: cf. Goth, dalap down, dalapa
below. As used in ME. the native word appears
to have been reinforced from Norse, for it is in

the north that the word is a living geographical
name.
As to the final e in Ormln's dale, see Sachse Unorganische
E im Orrm. 22. The form deales pi. in Ancren Riwle is

difficult to explain.]

1. A valley. In the northern counties, the usual

name of a river-valley between its enclosing ranges
of hills or high land. In geographical names,

e.g. Clydesdale, Annandale, Borrowdale, Dovedale,
it extends from Lanarkshire to Derbyshire, and even

farther south, but as an appellative it is more or

less confined to the district from Cumberland to

Yorkshire. In literary English chiefly poetical,
and in the phrases hill and dale> dale and down.

893 K. ALFRED Oros. i. iii, pass dseles se dil se ^aet flod

ne grette ys gyt to-dscg wxstmberende on xlces cynnes
blaedum. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 37 Hwile uppen cliues

and hwile in J>e dales, c 1200 ORMIN 9203 Nu sket shall illc

an dale beon all he^edd upp & filledd. ibid. 14568,
& coude & feld, & dale & dun. c 1205 LAY. 26034 Heo comen
..in ane dale deope. a 1225 Ancr. R. 282, I ^e deales. .bu
makest wellen uorto springen. a 1300 Cursor M. 22532-4
(Cott.) Al bis werld bath dale and dune, .pe dais up-rise, be
fells dun fall, c 1386 CHAUCER Sir Thopas 85 By dale and
eek by doune. c; 1440 Promp. Parv. 112 Dale, or vale,
vallis. a 1533 LD. BERNERS Hnon xxi. 60 They., rode by
hylles and dales. 1560-1 Bk. Discipl. Ch. Scot 1. v. ii. 10

Galloway, Carrick, Niddisdaill, Annanderdaill, with the rest

of the Daillis in the West. 1611 BIBLE Gen. xiv. 17 The
valley of Shaveh, which is the Kings dale [1885 R. V. vale].

1727-46 THOMSON SutnmerT.zji Where, winded into pleasing
solitudes, Runs out the rambling dale. 1806 Gazetteer Scot.
(ed. 2) 343 Linlithgtnvshire . . Its surface is finely diversified
with hill and dale. 1820 WORDSW. Scenery ofLakes (1822)
62 That part of these Dales which runs up far into the
mountains. 1847 TENNYSON In Mem. Concl., Till over
down and over dale All night the shining vapour sail. 1876
Whitby Gloss. 50/2 Around Whitby all the valleys are
1

dales '.. There are many smaller dales into which the

larger are divided. ' Deealheead
'

is the upper portion of
the vale ;

' Deeal end '

being the lower part.

b.j&
c 1250 Gen. ff Ex. 19 Dan man hem telled soSe tale . . Of

blisses dune, of sorwes dale, a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter xxin.
3 Falland down agayn til be dale of synn. Pr. Consc.
1044 Twa worldes . . An es bis dale, whar we er wonnand.
a 1661 FULLER in Spurgeon Treas. Dav. Ps. cxxi. i Viewing
the deep dale of thy own unworthiness.

T" 2. A hole in the ground, a hollow, pit, gulf.
Cf. DELL i. 06s.
a 800 Corpus Gloss. 274 Baratrnm^ dsel {Leiden dal].

a 1000 Cxdmons Gen. 421 On Sset deope dasl deofol gefealla)?.

c 1420 Patlad. on Hnsb, xi. 481 Ther thay stonde a dale Do
make, and drenche hem therin. 1489 CAXTON Faytes qfA .

i. xxv. 78 Dyches or dales or euyll pathes.
3. attrib. and Comb.

t
as dale furze ; dale-end,

the lower end of a dale ; dale-head, the head of
a dale or valley ; dale-land,

' the lower and arable

ground of a district
'

(Jamieson) ; dale-lander,
-man,

' an inhabitant of the lower ground
*

(Jam.) ;

dale-backed a.
} hollow in the back (as a horse).

1676 Land. Gaz, No. 1078/4 Lost.. a brown bay Nag.,
a little dale backt. 1807 VANCOUVER Agric. Devon (1813)
250 The . . dwarf or dale furze blooming in the autumn.
1876 [see sense i].

Bale 2
(<U~'I). Also Sc. dail(l. [The northern

phonetic variant of DOLE :-OE. ddl part, portion,
division, allotment, dealing, dole; cf. northern hale,
stane = standard Eng. whole, stone. Used esp. in

the following senses
; for others see DOLE.]

1. A portion or share of land ; spec, a share of a

12

common field, or portion of an undivided field in-

dicated by landmarks but not divided off.

c 1241 Neivutinster Cartul. (18^8) 87, j acram et j rodam
in campo del West in duas mikel dales quas Rob. fil.

Stephani et Sywardus quondam tenuerunt. 1531 Dial, on

Laws Eng. i. xxx. (1638) 53 The grantee suffered! a recovery
. .by the name of a rent in Dale of a like sum as, etc. 1735
N. Riding Rec. IX. 157 All the.. closes, inclosures, dales

and parcels of arrable land meadow and pasture ground
thereto belonging. x8zo WORDSW. Scenery ofLakes'^. (1823)

43-4 The arable and meadow land of the vales is possessed
in common fields

;
the several portions being marked out by

stones, bushes, or trees ;
which portions . . to this day are

called Dales. ^875 Lane. Gloss. , Dale [local], an unseparated

portion of a field, .often unmarked, or only shown by stakes

in the hedge and stones at the corners of the dale. 'A dale

of about a quarter of an acre on Black Moss belongs to this

farm.'

t 2. Dealing ; having to do with ; business. Sc.

Obs.
c 1375 BARBOUR Troy-bk. n.2839Cume and ly heire besyde

me now, So bat I may haf dale with be. 1469 Act. Audit.

9 (Jam.) He sail hafe na dale nor entermeting tharwith in

tyme to cum. 1513 DOUGLAS sEneisxii. iv. 161 All to 3yng
wyth sic ane to haue daill [1553 dale], 1535 STEWART Cron.

Scot. III. 302 That he wald get the best part of the daill.

1592 Sc. Acts Jos. F7 (1814) 544 The successioun preceding
of that pretendit manage or carnall daill.

Dale 3
(d*U). Also 7 daile, 8, 9 dail, (dill).

[Corresponds in sense i to LGer. and Du. daal ;

also to F. dalle, which is also used for a conduit-tube

of wood or metal used in various technical pro-

cesses, Sp., Pg., It. dala, Sp. also adala. Accord-

ing to Littre dalle in Picard is also a kitchen-sink ;

and Cotgr. has '

dalle, a sewer or pit whereinto the

washings, dishwater,and other such ordure ofhouses

are conueyed '. See Littre and Diez.]
1. A wooden tube or trough for carrying off water,

as from a ship's pump; a pump-dale.
1611 COTGR., EscoJirsoiie'r, the dale of a (ships) pumpe,

whereby the water is passed out. 1627 CAPT. SMITH Sea-
man's Gram. ii. 8 The daile is a trough wherein the water
doth runne ouer the Deckes. 1800 S. STANDIDGE in Naval
Chron. HI. 472 They pumping the water into a pump dill.

c 1850 Rudini. Navig. (Weale) 139 Pump dales^ pipes fitted

to the cisterns, to convey, .water, .through the ship's sides.

2. Aii outlet drain in the Fen district.

1851 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. XII. n. 304 When those fens

were first embanked and drained, narrow tracts, called
'

dales', or washes, were left open to the river . . Every dis-

trict, with its frontage of dales, is tolerably well drained.

Dale : see DEAL.
Dale v.j northern form of DOLE v.

Daleir, obs. form of DOLLAR.
Dalesman (drfi'izmsen). [= daysman from

DALE'.] A native or inhabitant of a dale; esp.
of the dales of Cumberland, Westmorland, York-

shire, and adjacent northern counties of England.
1769 GRAY Jrnl. in Lakes Wks. 1884 1. 257 A little path. .

passable to the Dale's-men. 1813 SCOTT Rokeby in. ii, In
Redesdale his youth had heard Each art her wily dalesmen
dared. 1848 MACAU LAY Hist. ng. I. 285 Even after the
accession of George the Third, the path over the fells from
Borrowdale to Ravenglas was still a secret carefully kept by
the dalesmen.

So Da'lesfolk, Dalespeople, Da'leswoman.
1863 MARY Howirr F. Brevier's Greece I. 224 Our dales-

folk of Mora. 1886 HALL CAINE Son ofHa%ar i. ii, There
is a tough bit of Toryism in the grain of these Northern
dalesfolk. 1883 F. A. MALLESON Wordsnv. <$ Duddon in
Gd. Words

i
The dreary wastes of Wrynose, which the

dalespeople call Wreyness. 189:1 MRS. H. WARD David
Grieve I. v. 362 Her daleswoman's self-respect could put up
with him no longer.

Dalf(e, obs. pa. t. of DELVE.

Daliance, dalie, obs. ff. DALLIANCE, DALLY.
t Dalk i. Obs. [OE. dale, dole, in ON. ddlkr.']
A pin, brooch, clasp, buckle.
c rooo ^ELFRIC Josh. vii. 21 Ic geseah sumne gildenne dale

onfiftijumentsum. ciooo ^LFRIC Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 152
Fibula^ preon, uel oferfeng, uel dale, a xioo Anglo-Sax.
I'oc, ibid. 313/22 Spinther, dole, oSSe preon. 1483 Cat/t,

Angl. 89 A Dalke (or a tache), Jirmacnlum^ firmatorium^
monile. 1488 JK/V/m Ripon Ch. Acts 286 Unum portiferium
cum a dalk cum ymagine B. Marise.

tDalk 2
, deli. 06s. exc. dial. [?dim. of

DALE, DELL : cf. E.Fris. dolke small hollow, dimple,
dim. of dole excavation, hollow: see Kluge
Nominate Stammbild. 29.] A hole, hollow, de-

pression.
"3*5 Gloss. W. tie Biblesw. in Wright Voc. 146 A u cool

troveret lafosset, a dalk in the nelike. 1340 HAMPOLE Pr.
Consc. 6447 For als a dalk es even Imydward J>e yholke of
be egge, when it es hard, Ryght swa es helle pitte . . Ymyddes
be erthe. c 1420 Pallad. on Hnsb. iv. 607 Or brason scrapes
oute of everie dalke Hem scrape. 1440 Promp. Parv. 112
Dalke, vallis. 1688 R. HOI.ME A rmoury H. 85/1 The daulk
. . is . . the Crown, top, or head of an apple, where the blossom
is. i82J FORBY Voc. E. Anglia, Delk, a small cavity, in
the soil, in the flesh of the body, or in any surface which
ought to be quite level.

Dalk, in mining : see DAUK.
Dall, obs. Sc. spelling of DAW v.

Dallastype (das-lastaip). [f. proper name
Dallas + TYPE.] (See qnot.)
1875 D. C. DALLAS Circular, I have . . perfected the method

known as Dallastype a process of Photographic Engraving
by which can be produced as Hlocks for Surface Printing. .

copies of Wood-cuts, Type or MS. Matter. 1884 Acaiiemy
9 Feb. 94 The photographic process known as Dallastype.

DALLY.

t Dalle 1
. Obs. rare 1

, [app. an infantile word.

Cf. DADDLE.] The hand.
r 1460 Toiviieley Myst. (Surtees) 118 Haylle ! put furthe

thy dalle, I bryng the hot a ballc.

II Dalle 2
(dal). [Fr., in both senses.

It is probable that the two senses are really distinct words ;

in sense 2, the F. word is the same as DALE :i

; in sense i

Hatzfeld suggests connexion with Ger. diele, board, DEAL.]
1. A flat slab of stone, marble, or terra cotta, used

for flooring ; spec, an ornamental or coloured slab

for pavements in churches, etc.

1855 Ecclesiologist XVI. 200 The choir, the chapels, .were

paved with these dalles.

2. //. The name given (originally by French

employes of the Hudson's Bay Company) in the

Western U.S. to rapids where the rivers are com-

pressed into long narrow trough-like channels.

1884 Harper s Mag. Feb. 364/1 The Columbia River is

there, .compressed into 'dalles', or long, narrow, and broken

troughs. 1890 M. TOWNSEND U. S. 137 The Dalles of the

Columbia, Oregon ; the Dallesol the Wisconsin, Minnesota.

Hence Callage [Fr.], flooring with dalles.

1856 Ecclesiologist XVII. 57 In the dallage the treatment
is archaic.

Daller, obs. form of DOLLAR.
Dalliance (dx-lians). Forms: 4-6 dalyaunoe,

daliaunce, 4-7 daliance, (5 -auns, -ans(e), 5-6
dalyance, 6 dally-, dalliaunoe, 6- dalliance,

[f. DALLY v. + -ANCU : prob. formed in OFr. or

AngloFr., though not yet recorded.]
(1. Talk, confabulation, converse, chat

; usually
of a light or familiar kind, but also used of serious

conversation or discussion. Obs.
c 1340 Gaw. <$ Gr. Knt. 1012 purj her dere dalyaunce of

her derne wordez. f 1440 Promp. Pan>. 112 Dalyaunce,
coiifabntacio, collocncio, colloquium. 1447 BOKBNHAM
Seyntys CRoxb.) 162 Marthe fyrst met hym [Christ] . . And
hadde wyth hym a long dalyaunce. 1496 Dives $ Paup.
(W. deW.)vi. xv. 259/1 Redynge & dalyaunce of holy wryt
& of holy mennes lyues.
2. Sport, play (with a companion or companions) ;

esp. amorous toying or caressing, flirtation ; often,
in bad sense, wanton toying.
c 1385 CHAUCER L. G. W. Prol. 332 (Cambr. MS.) For to

han with }ou sum dalyaunce. c 1386 Doctor's T. 66 At
festes, reueles, and at daunces, That ben occasiouns of
daliaunces. f 1400 MAUNDEv.(Roxb.txxvi. 124 J>ai schall. .

etc and drinke and hafe dalyaunce with wymmen. a 1553
UDALL Koystcr D, iv. vi. (Arb.) 70 Dyd not I for the nonce
..Read his letter in a wrong sense for daliance? 1602
SHAKS. Ham. i. iii. 50 Whilst like a puft and recklesse
Libertine Himselfe the Primrose path of dalliance treads.

1725 POPE Odyss. vm. 348 The lewd dalliance of the queen
of love. 1742 FIELDING J. Andrevjs ill. vi, He, taking her

by the hand, began a dalliance. 1820 SCOTT Monast. xxiv,

Julian . . went on with his dalliance with his feathered
favourite. 1860 MOTLEY Netherl. (1868) I. vi. 346 The Earl's

courtship of Elizabeth was anything . . but a gentle dalliance.

3. Idle or frivolous action, trifling ; playing or

trifling with a matter.

1548 BECON Solace ofSoul Catechism (1844) 571 In health
and prosperity Satan s assaults seem to be but trifles and

things of dalliance. 1561 T. NORTON Calvin's Inst. III. xii,

i When they come into the sight of God, such dalliances

must auoide, bicause there is . . no trifling strife aboute
wordes. 1617 F. E. Hist. Edvt. II (1680) 16 Divine Justice,
who admits no dalliance with Oaths. 1641 Lett, in Sir J.

Temple Irish Rebell. ii. 47 Now there is no dalliance with

them; who.. declare themselves against the State. 1814
WORDSW. Excursion i. Wks. (1888) 423/2 Men whose hearts

Could hold vain dalliance with the misery Even of the dead.

1843 PRESCOTT Mexico (1850) I. 63 He continued to live in

idle dalliance.

f 4. Waste of lime in trifling, idle delay. Obs.

The first quot. prob. does not belong here : see DELAY-
ANCE.

[1:1340 Cursor M. 26134 (Fairf.), & for-bink his lange
daliaunce \Cott. delaiance] bat ne for-drawen has his

penance.] 1547-^4 BAULDWIN Mor. Philos. (Palfr.) v. vi,
Death deadly woundeth without dread or daliance. 15510
SHAKS. Com. Err. iv. i. 59 My businesse cannot brooke this

dalliance.

Dallier (dae-lisi). Also 6 dalier. [f. DALLT
v. + -ER i.] One who dallies : see the verb.

1563-87 FOXF. A. f, M. (1596) 1553/2 To bee no dalliers in

Gods matters, but to be. .earnest, a 1568 ASCHA.M Sckolcm.
I. i Arb. ) 85 The greatest makers of loue, the daylie daliers.

1861 GEN. P. THOMPSON in Bradford Advertiser 19 Oct. 6/1,
4
I will go sofar', says the dallier with evil

;
and everybody

knows where the dallier comes to.

Dallop, var. of DOLLOP.

Dally (dae-li),^. Forms: 4-6 daly(e, dayly(e,
(5 dallyu\ 6 dalie, dallye, 6-7 dallie, 6- dally.

[a. OF. dalier to converse, chat, pass one's time in

light social converse, etc. ; common in AngloFr. :

see Glossary to Bozon (ed. P. Meyer). Godef. has
an instance of dallier trans, to '

chaff'.]

jl. intr. To talk or converse lightly or idly; to

chat. Obs.
c 1300 K. Alt's. 6991 Dysers dalye, reisons craken. c 1340

Gaw. ^ Gr. Knt. 1114 pay dronken & daylyeden, & dalten

vnty5tel. Ibid. 1253 To daly with derely your daynte
wordez. c 1440 Promp.Parv.\iz Dalyyn or te\\iyn,fatltlor,

confabulor, colloquor.

2. To act or speak sportively, make sport, amuse

oneself; to toy, sport, play with, esp. in the way
of amorous caresses

;
to flirt, wanton.

(1440 Promp. Parv. 112 Dallyn, or hallesyn, amplector.
X573 G. HARVEY Letter.bk. tCamden) 105 Did you never see



DALLYING.
a flye in y nintnc I tally so tonge with y" candle lighte. 1594
SHAKS. Kif/t. Ill, i. iii. 265 Our Aycric buildeth in the Cedars
top, And dallies with the windc. 1611-51 BURTON Anal. Mel.
ii. ii. iv. 274 Little else, .but to daily with their rats. 1685
A'oaA Hall. VII. 473, I have a Chamber here of my own,
Where we may kiss and dally alone. 1842 TBNNVSON Hay
Dream, Revivaliv, The chancellor, .dallied with his golden
chain. 1883 R. NoEi^in Academy No. 577. 365/3 Leaping
lambs and lovers dallying.

b. To play with a thing or subject which one
does not intend to take seriously ; to coquet, flirt,

esp. with temptation and the like.

1548 UDALL, etc. Erasm. far. Pref. 18 The auncient doc-
tourcs . . doe in expounyng the allegories, seme oft tymes to

playc and dalie with it. 1637 MILTON Lycidas 153 For, so
to interpose a little ease Let our frail thoughts dally with
false surmise. 1643 ROOKKS Naantan 167 Daily not with
her, as Eye with the serpent. 1774 FLETCHER Hct. , Gen.
Creed viii. Wks. I795 III. 343 When we dally with tempta-
tion. 1780 COWPEK Table-t. 544 To dally much with subjects
mean and low. 1855 PRESCOTT 1'hilip II, I. u. xiii. 290 Men
;
.who .. had been led to dally with the revolution in its

infancy, .now turned coldly away.
8. To trifle with a person or thing under the

guise of serious action
; to play with mockingly.

1548 HALL Ckrm. 225 But the Duke of Bisrgoyne dalied
and dissimuled with all parties, .gevyngthem fairewordes.
'579 TOM SON Calvin's .ferm. Tim. 440/1 We see a great
number y' wold dallie thus with God. 1600 HOLLAND Livy
n. xxiii. 593, Then thought the people, .they were mocked
and dallied withall lelndi]. 1614 Bp. HALL Recall. Treat.
697 If wee feared the Lord, durst wee dally with his name ?

1706 ADDISON Rosamond MI. iii, Why will you dally with my
pain ? 1721 DE FOE Relig. Courtsh. i. i. (1840! 17 Why do
you trifle and dally so long with a thing of such conse-

quence 1

t b. trans. To dally out : to trifle with, elude.

1548 HALL Cftrort. 146 The matter was wynked at, and
dalyed out. 1563-87 FOXE A. <r M. (1684) I. 173/1 He would
suffer no man . . to dally out \eluiicre] his laws without con-
dign punishment. 1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xvii. 112
But Lewis, .dallied out Edward with shewes of firme faith,
till hee had effected the thing hee went about. 1618 BOLTON
Floras ii. ii, Skill to shift aside Oares, and to dally out the
strokes of beake-heads, by yare and ready turning.
4. intr. To spend time idly or frivolously ; to

linger, loiter ; to delay.
1538 BALE Thre Louies 241 Ye are disposed to dallye.

'594 WILLOBIE Aviso- (16051 28 The poesie..bids you doe,
but dallie not. Doe so, sweete heart, and doe not stray,
For dangers grow from fond delay. 1600 HEYWOOD i Ectiu.

IV, Wks. 1874 I. 33 We dallied not, but made all haste we
could. 1647 R. STAPYLTON Juvenal xvi. 285 If, being my
d-btour, he . . stand Dallying to pay me. 1822 W. IRVING
Braccb. Hall I. 6 Lest when he find me dallying along, .he

may hurry ahead. 1860 ttumfUjH. Geog. Sea xv. 651
One vessel, .dallying in the Doldrums for days,

t 5. trans. To put off or defer by trifling. In
earlier use to dally off; cf. dally out in 3 b. 06s.
i&!4'WHnairTJ)e/.Ansiv. i. Wks. (1851) I. 165 This is but

a shift to dally off a matter which you cannot answer. 1589
GREENE Menafhoti (Arb.) 50 Fates and Fortune dallying
a dolefull Catastrophe. 1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xxi.

ij
The Councell of Flanders . . dallied him off with many

Excuses. 1616 Marlowe's Faust. Wks. (Rtldg.) 126/1 But
wherefore do I dally my revenge? 1633 T.ADAMS Exp.
2 Peter ii. 2 Neither dally this execution. 1831 CLARE
Vill. Miiistr. I. 34 Some long, long dallied promise to
fulfil.

1 6. To play or toy with
;
to influence or move

by dalliance. Obs.

1597 DANIEL Civ. Wars n. xix, Pleas'd with vain shewes,
and dallied with delyt. 1617-77 FELTKAM Resolves i. xxv.
44 Like a cunning Courtizan, that dallies the Ruffian to
undo himself. 1677 GILPIN Dxtnonol. (1867) 70 Mark
Antony by this means became a slave to Cleopatra, .and so
dallied himself into his ruin.

7. To dally away : to consume or spend (time)
in dalliance or by dallying.
1685 Rojct. Ball. VII. 473 Now when the night was dalli'd

away . . She 'rose and left me snoring in bed. c 1765 FLLOYD
Tartarian T. (1785) oo/r They had dallied away a part of
the night. 1828 SCOTT F. M. Perth viii, He asked them
what they meant by dallying away precious time.

Dallying ',dse-li|irj), vbl. so. [-INQI.] The
action of the verb DALLY, q.v. : toying, trifling,
etc. ; dalliance.
c n^ctPromp.Parv. 112 Dallynge, orhalsynge,ai//w.

1545 BRINKLOW Compl. 53 Cardys, dalyeng with women,
dansing, and such like, c 1680 BEVERIDGE Serin. (1729) I.

470 There is no dallying with Omnipotence. z88 SCOTT
Ft M. Perth xxxiii, Speak out at once. .1 am in no humour
for dallying. 1889 Athensenm ix Dec. 816/3 The pleasant
enough dallying and 'daffing' of her young people.

Dallying, ///. a. [-INO".] That dallies;

toying, trifling, etc. : see the verb.

1548 HALL Ckron. 234 b, A Chaplayne mete for such
a dalyeng pastyme. 1580 BAHET Alv. F 662 A flatterer or

dallying deceiuer, adulator. 1651 CRASHAW Delights of
Muses Poems 89 A warbling doubt Of dallying sweetness.

Hence Da llyinjfly ,!;:':.

1550 BALE Image both Ch. 11. (R.), Wher as he doth but

dalliengly perswade, they may enforce and compel. 1563-
87 FOXE A. *tM. (1596) 1459'! What an arrogant . .boy
is this [John Bradford], that thus stoutly and dallyinglie
behaueth himselfe before the Queenes Counsell t 1637
BASTWICK Litany \. 3.

Dalmatian [delin^'fln), a. and so. Of Dal-

matia, the Austrian province on the eastern coast

of the Adriatic
;

whence Dalmatian dog, the

spotted coach-dog, sometimes called ' smaller

Danish dog '. Hence so., A native of Dalrnatia ;

a Dalmatian dog.

18

1814 BEWICK Quadrupeds (ed. 8) 339 The Dalmatian, or
Coach Dog . . has been erroneously called the Danish Dog . .

It is frequently kept in genteel houses, as an elegant alien*
i carriage. 1893 II. DAI.ZIEL Diseases i>f7}ors(vi 3)

58 Dogs that travel much on hard dry roads, as Dalmatians
often do.

Dalmatic (drelmartik), a. and sfi. [The sb.

occurs earliest, being a. K. dalmaiiijtu (i.-Uh c. in

Littre
1

), ad. 1.. dalmatica, subst. use (sc. visits
} of

Dalmaticus adj. of Dalrnatia. ( Thence L. dalma-
ticatus attired in a dalmatic.) The adj. u of later

adaptation from L.]
A.

adj. Belonging to Dalrnatia, Dalmatian.
Dalmatic robe: a dalmatic, or a garment resem-

bling it ; so dalmatic vestment.
1604 E. G. D'Acosta's Hist. Indiet v. xx. 384 Their

habue and robe was a red curtin after the Dalmatike
fashion, with tassellcs belowe . . They were attired in a
Dalmatike robe of white wroght with blacke. 1634 SIR
T. HERBERT Trav. (1638) 38 Their habit, a long coat or vest
of white quilted Callico ofthe Dalmatick sort. ITM Loud.
Got. No. 6089/3 The King's Regal Mantle, and Dalmatick
Vestment. 1804 Ann. Rev. II. 83/2 The deacon, standing,
in the dalmatic vestment, bears tne chalice. 1838 Rubric
Coroa. Q. t'kt. in Maskell Man. Rit.

(1847) III. 114 Then
. .the Imperial Mantle, or Dalmatic Robe, of Cloth ofGold,
lined or furred with Ermins, is . . delivered to the D.-.m of
Westminster, and by him put upon the Queen, standing.
B. so. An ecclesiastical vestment, with a slit on

each side of the skirt, and wide sleeves, and marked
with two stripes, worn in the Western Church by
deacons and bishops on certain occasions, b. A
similar robe worn by kings and emperors at

coronation and other solemnities.
Cf. ISIDORE Orig. xix. xxii. 9 Dalmatica vestis primum in

Dalmatia provincia Gracia: texta est, tunica sacerdotalis
Candida cum clavis ex purpura.
c 1415 WYNTOUN Cron, ix. vi. 153 Wyth a prestis vestment

hale Wyth twynykil and Dalmatyk. 1483 CAXTON Gold.
Leg. 350/1 The byere was couerd with a clothe named
dalmatyke. 1781 PRIESTLEY Corrupt. Cftr. II. vm. 118
Mention is made of Dalmatics for the deacons. 1844 I.is-

GARD Anglo-Sax. Ch. (1858) II. ix. 69 The usual episcopal
vestments, the amice, .tunic and dalmatic. 1855 BROWNING
Misconceptions ii, The true bosom . . Meet for love's regal
dalmatic.

t Dalma-tical, a. 0/>s. --= DALMATIC a.

1599 THYNNE Animadv. (1865) 35 The kinges dalmaticall

garmente..was crymsone.
Dalt (d9lt). Sc. Alsodault. [ad. Gael.<&//a

in same sense.] A foster-child.

1775 JOHNSON Iv'estern hi. Wks. X. 485 When he dis-

misses his dalt, for that is the name for a fostered child.
i8a8 SCOTT F. M. Perth xxix, It is false of thy father's
child . .falsest of my dault I

Dalt'e, obs. pa. t. and pple. of DEAL v.

Daltonian (dglttfu-nian), a. and sb. [f. the

name of John Dalton, a famous English chemist

(1766-1844), who was affected with colour-blind-
ness : see DALTONISM.]
A. adj. Relating to John Dalton, or the atomic

theory first enunciated by him.
1850 DAUBENY Atom. Th. iii. (ed. 3) 108 The Daltonian

method of notation may still be of use, just as pictorial
representation often comes in aid of verbal description.

B. sb. A person affected with colour-blindness.

[First used in Fr., daltonien.]

[1817 P. PREV-osTin Bibl. Univ. Sciences et Aris XXXV.
321 De ceux qui j'ai coutume d'appeler dalttmiens. ] 1841
K. WARTMANN in Rep. Brit. Assoc. n. 40 There are two
classes of Daltonians. 1881 Times 10 Jan. 4/2 Daltonians
of the same nature [not perceiving red].

Daltonism (dg Itaniz'm). [ad. F. daltfnisme,
{. as prec.
Introduced by Prof. Pierre Prevost of Geneva, but objected

to by English authors on the ground that it associated

a great name with a physical defect. See Wartmann's

papers on ' Daltonisme
'

in Mem. Soc. Phys. de Geneve

(1843) X. 273 ; and (.849) XII. 183.)

A name for colour-blindness; esp. inability to

distinguish between red and green.
1841 E. WARTMANN in Rep. Brit. Assoc. H. 40 An incom-

plete vision of colours which has been called Daltonism.

1855 J DIXON Pract. Study Dis. Eye 161 Of all the un-
fortunate inventions of pathological nomenclature the word
Daltonism, .seems to me the worst. 1881 Nature^ 23 Mar.
493 This case of temporary daltonism for red is attributed to
the fatigue of the retina for red.

Hence Da Itonist - DALTONIAN sb.

1879 H. T. FINCK in Macm. Mag. XLI. 128/2 The
authorities last mentioned class those only among the
Daltonists who show . . that they cannot physically dis-

tinguish between certain colours.

;ve, obs. pa. t. of DELVE.

t Daly, sb. Obs. Also dayly ; //. dalies, dalyg,
daleys. [Derivation unknown.] A die, or a
knuckle-bone used as a die

;
also a cubical piece

of anything, a cube.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 112 Dayly, or pley (K. P. dalv),

tessura, C. Y.'alen, decius, K. . 1519 HORMAN Vule. xxxii.
180 Men play with in dice: and children with iiij dalies

[astragalis vel talis\. Cutte this flesh into daleys [/w//m],

Daly (,d?-li>, a. rare, t Obs. [f. DALE **.' -r -Y.]

Abounding in dales ; of the nature of a dale.

103 FITZHERB, Sum. iii. 3 Groundes that is bothe hylly
ana dalye. 1606 J. RAYNOLDS Dolarneys Prim. (1880) 61
The daly grounds in garments greene were clad.

Daly\e, Dalyance, obs. ff. DALLY, DALIJ-

DAM.

Dam(da-m .sf-.l Konns: 4- dun, 4-7 damme,
5-6 dame, (6dampnc. 7 damn(e, damp, damb),
7-8 damm. [Common Ttut. - OKrLs. ,lam, Join,
MDn. dam(i , Ml.ti. and 1>U . Jam, MIKi. lam,
mixl.G. damm (from L(J.\ None dammr (14-
ijth c.), Sw., Da. dam. The earlier existence of
the word is proved by the derivative vbs., Goth.
faurdammjan to stop ur>, OE. i/fmman, OFrin. dpn-
men, MHO. temmen, Gei.ddmmtn: tee DM r.]
1. A bank or barrier of earth, masonry, etc., con-

structed across a stream to obstruct its flow and
raise its level, so as to make it available for turning
a mill- wheel or for other purposes ; a similar work
constructed to confine water so as to form a pond
or reservoir, or to protect land from being flooded.
c 1440 /Y<v/. Pan. niDame, or hye hanky* (K. dam or

heybanck), agger. 1530 PALSCR. 312/1 Damme of a myll,
escluse. ifai T. H(AWKINS] Caustin't Holy Crt. 575 A a
Torrent, which after it hath a long tyme been restrained,
breaketh the forced dammes, and., drowneth the nelds.

ci6jo RISDOM Sun. Drum (1714) II. 153 Whose Home
was called Hemeanton, now Weare, by Reason of certain

Damps, which we call Weares. 1650 H. BROOKE Cotuerv.
Health 93 Banks and Damns. 1631 TENNYSON Miller's D.
99 The sleepy pool above the dam, The pool beneath it

never still. 1841 Ki.rmssroNK Hist. Ind. H. 71, 50 dams
across rivers, to promote irrigation.

b. The barrier constructed in a stream by beavers.

1748 F. SMITH Voy. Disc. N.-W. Pats. 139 The Plenty of
Water was. .owing to its being kept up by Dams, the work
ofthe Beavers ; which, .had also built a House on the side
of this Creek.

1834
M MURTRIB Curler's Anitn. Kinfd.

89 Beavers . . keep the water at an equal height, by dams
composed of branches of trees, mixed with clay and stones.

1875 WHITNEY Life Lang, xiv 290 Building a particular
style of shelter, as the beaver its dam.

C. A causeway through fens.

1809 CRABBE Tales, Lovers Journey, When next appear'd
a dam, so call the place, Where lies a road confined in
narrow space, .on cither side Is level fen.

d. fa
i6oa MAHSTON Antonio's Rev. v. iii, The States of Venice

Like high-swoln floods drive down the tnuddie dammes of
pent allegeance. 164* ROGERS Naantan 528 To keep up
the damme of their owne consciences from breaking in upon
them. 471711 KEN Hytnnotheo Poet. Wks. 1721 III. 138
Thou down the sensual Dam dost throw, Which made me
stagnate here below.

2. The body of water confined by a dam or
embankment. (Now local, Yorkshire, etc.)
ciwE.E. Allit, P. C. 312 pystryuandestreinez..Inon

dascnande dam, dryuez me ouer. a 1340 H AMI-OLE Psalter
509 t>e dam of waters \gnrges aqitantm}, 1391 Stlty Car-
tulary (Yorks. Archa:ol. Soc.) I. 4 Indentura..de Stagno
vocato le Damme [Selby Dam], 14.. Nom. in Wr.-
Wiilcker 736/20 Hoc stangnum, a dame, c 1530 Remedy of
Love xxxv, War..AD water ynke in damme or in flood.

1621 51 BURTON Anat. Mel. in. iv. i. i. 642 As a damme of
water stopt in one place breaks out into another, c 1869
GATTY Hunter's Hallamshire ix. 186 note, Several of the
smaller dams at Crook's Moor [Sheffield] were filled up in

1839. .The large dams are still made use of by the company.
1888 Sheffield Gloss. , Dam, a piece of water impounded by
damming up a stream. 1899 LENTZNER A ustrnfian Word-
bk. 19 Dant (up-country), a pond for watering cattle, .made
by throwing up a bank across a hollow or little gully.

b. In south of Scotland, the stream of water from
a weir or pond, which drives a mill ; a mill-race ;

tail-dam, a tail-race. (The dam in sense i is

a 'cauld'.)
3. A Hat land from which water is drained off and

excluded, local.

1699 S'hertogenbosh 13 It lyeth as it were in a Myre,
h-iiiing on the one side a small moore or damp. 1800 in

G. C. Davies Norfolk Broads xv. (1884) 107 Tame and
meadowed flats, here called dams, between Yarmouth and
Norwich, producing turf, peat, furze, flag and sedge.

4. a. Alining. A partition of boards, masonry,
etc. in a mine to keep out water, fire, or gas. b.

Smelting. (Seequot. 1881.) C. Floatingdam: f(a)
= CAMEL a ; (b}

' a caisson used instead of gates
for a dry-dock' (Smyth Sailor's IVord-bk).
1706 Loud, Gaz. No. 4262/3 A Machine, termed a Float-

ing-Damm, whereby he is capable of carrying. Barges, .over
. .Shallows. 1881 RAYMOND Mining Gloss., Datn. .the wall
of refractory material, forming the front of the fore-hearth

of a blast furnace. It is built on the inside of a supporting
iron plate (dam-plate).

6. Comb., as dam-like adj. ;
dam-head (Sc. ,

a weir or cauld on a river for diverting the water

into a mill-race; dam-plate, dam-stone (see quot.
and sense 4 b) ; t dam-shed (St.),

' a portion of

land bordering on a dam '

(Jam.). See also COFFER-

DAM, MILL-DAM.
1540 Sc. Acts Jos. Fn8i4) 37 The dene of Logy, dame

and damsched tharof, and thair pertineniis. 1760 WAKK
in Phil. Trans. LI I. a Locks and dam-heads might be raised

..by the help of furze. 1776 ADAM SMITH H\ A.iv. .(1869)
II. 86 As much water must ran over the dam-bead as if

there was no dam at all. i8ao SCOTT Monast. v. A strong
wear or damhead, running across the river. 1881 RAYMOND
Mining Glost., Dani-flatf, the plate upon the dam-stone or

front stone of the bottom of a blast furnace.

aein),.^.? Forms: 3- dam, 4- 7 damme,
6 dambe, 6-7 Hn.mm [A variant of DAME, also

written from I4th c. damme, retaining the short

sound of F. a ; originally used in all the senses,

but from about the i6th c. differentiated.]



DAM.

fl. =DAME. Obs.

1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 11732 Dam Maud be Mortimer.

ay hir whele. 1:1382 WY .,,-~f ._.-,,-

chaterynge damme. c 1430 Hymns Virg. 3 IMStr.) pou
deintiest damme.

2. A female parent (of animals, now usually of

quadrupeds). Correlative to sire.

1320 [see DAME 8 b]. 1486 Bk. St. A ibans E iv a, A fawne

sowkyng on his dam. 1523 FITZHERB. Hnsb. 68 A sandy
colte . . neyther lyke syre nor damme. 1607 TOPSELL Four-/.
Beasts (1673) 363 The duckling, the first day [can] swim in

the water with his dam. 1663 HOOKE Microgr. 216, I have

observed the young ones of some Spiders have almost kept
the same proportion to their Dam. 1697 DRYDEN Virg.

Eclog. i. 32 So Kids and Whelps their Sires and Dams

express. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1776) HI. 25 Calves. .

taken from the dam in a savage state. 1834 MUDIE Brit.

Ilirds (1841) I. 301 And when the dam [robin] leaves her

eggs. 1870 BRYANT Iliad I. v. 162 Two young lions,

nourished by their dam.

f b. Phr. The devil and his dam
;
the deml s

dam, applied opprobriously to a woman. Obs.

1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. xxi. 284 Rys vp ragamoffyn and

reche me alle be barres, That belial by bel-syre beot with

by damme. 1538 BALE Tltre Lawes 1070 The deuyll or

hys dam. 1588 SHAKS. Com. Err, iv. iii. 51 Ant. It is

the diuell. 6". Dro. Nay, she is worse, she is the diuels

da
Si

Diet, n, Trivenefica, a great witch, a devil's dam.

3. = Mother (human) : usually in contempt.

T. n. iii. 94 This Brat is none of mine. .Hence with it, and

together with the Dam, Commit them to the fire. 1801

WOLCOTT (P. Pindar) Tears ff Sm. Wks. 1812 V. 55 And said,

that George allowed his dam But thirty pounds a year.

^-fis-
c 1540 Pilgr. T. in Thynne Animadv. App. i. 8-> As we

be taught of the churche our dam. 1594 BARNFIELD AJf.

Sheph. n. liv, Ignorance, .the Damme of Errour. 1621-51
BURTON Auat. Mel, in. iv. i. ii. 648 That high Priest of

Rome, the dam of that monstrous and superstitious breed.

1892 R. KIPLING Barrack-r. Ballads fed. 2) 80 What dam
of lances brought thee forth to jest . . with Death ?

5. Comb.
1605 SYLVESTER Du Bartas n. iii. iv. Captains 1237 Dam-

Murdering Vipers, Monsters in-humane. i6a* BOYS Wks.

936 As the carefull Dam-bird [loves] her unfeathered brood.

Dam, sb.% Chiefly Sc. Forms : 6 damme, 7

dame, 9 dam. [a. F. dame lady (DAM 2
, DAME),

the name of each piece in the jeu de dames or

draughts, esp. of the crowned pieces which can

move forwards or backwards ;
in Ger. dame (damen-

sfl'el, damspiel draughts), Du. dam (damspel

draughts) : cf. DAMBBOD.]
Each of lhe> pieces in the game of draughts or

checkers (pbs^ ; pi. the game itself.

App. in early times a piece, pawn, or 'man' in various

games. Dame is given by Cotgrave 1611 as '

also, a man at

Tables or Draughts ',
and dames is the name of Draughts

in Rabelais; Florio 1598 has Ital.
'

dame, men to play at

tables or chesse with'.

1580 HOLLYBAND Treas. Fr, Tong t Le jeu des Merellcs^
the playe of dammes. [CoTGR.

' Le *Jcu des merelles^ the

boyish game called Merills, or fiue-pennie Morris
; played

here most commonly with stones, but in France with

pawnes, or men made of purpose, and tearmed Merelles.']

1653 URQUHART Rabelais 94 (Jam -) There he played at the
Dames or draughts. 1814 Saxon $ Gael I. 94 (Jam.) After

playing twa or three games at the dams. i8z8 WEBSTER,
Dam . . 3. a crowned man in the game of draughts. 1870
RAMSAY Remin* vi. (ed. 18) 246 Dams were the pieces with
which the game of draughts was played.

t Dam, sb.^i damp. Obs. Also 6 dame. fa.

OF. dam (also dan^ domp, dant^ in nom. dans,

dans) : L. dominus lord, used in OF. as a feudal

title (ranking between comte and baron}, but com-

monly prefixed to the name of a person by way of

honour.] Lord
;

as a prefix Sir, Master. Cf.

DAN.
c 1300 Hayelok 2468 He knew, |?e swike dam, Euenldel

god was him gram, c 1375 Lay Folks Mass Bk. (MS. B.)

18 Dam leremy [v.rr, Dane leremi, Saynte Jerome] was
his name. 1506 Bury Wills (Camden) 108 Dame John
Barkyng, pytauncer of the monastery in Bury.
c 1386 CHAUCER Nun's Pr. Prol. 26 (Harl.) Wherfor sir

monk, damp Pieres by 5our name, c 1489 CAXTON Sonnes
ofAymen ix. 199 They met wyth damp Rambault, the free

fcnyght. Ibid. ix. 201 Damp bysshop, ye be welcom. Ibid.
xvi. 382

'

Damp emperour ', sayd thenne the duke naymes.

Dam (dsem\ v. 1 Forms : 6-7 damme, (damn,
7 dambe), 7-8 damm, 6- dam. [f. DAM sb. 1

;

taking the place of the etymological DEM, OE.
dejnman, found in early ME. and existing dialects.]
I. trans. To furnish with a dam ; to obstruct or

confine (a stream, or water) by means of a dam.

Usually with up ; also (rarely) with back, out, etc.

1563 W. FULKE Meteors (1640) 57 Wells that have beene
dammed up. 1659 B. HARRIS Parrvats Iron Age 106 He
had dammed up the Rivers. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Past. in.

171 Now dam the Ditches and the Floods restrain, 1850
LYELL znd Visit U. S. II. 253 The Mississippi forms long
bars of sand, which frequently unite with some part of the

coast, so as to dam out the sea and form lagoons. 1867
PARKMAN Jesuits N. Amer. xxi. (1875* 314. The beavers had
dammed a brook and formed a pond.
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2. trans/, and fig. To stop np, block, obstruct ;

to shut up, confine : a. things material.

1553 BKENDE Q. Ciirtius VH. iv. 152 The sand in the

plaines is blowen together, .wherby the accustomed wayes
be damned. 1390 GREENE Never too late (1600) go Hauing
the Ouen the hotter within for that it was damd vp. 1603

FLORIO Montaigne I. xxiv. (1632) 61 Lamps dammed with

too much oyle. 1652 WADSWORTH tr. Sandovats Civ. Wars

Spain 351 Don Hernande. .dammed up all the doors but

one. 1794 SULLIVAN Vieiu Nat. I. 347 When a ridge of

mountains thus dams the cloud.

t>. things immaterial.

1582 BENTLEY Man. Matrones m. 261 Vnthankfulnesse . .

dammeth vp the fountaine of thy godhe mercie. 1632

SANDERSON 12 Sena. 522 He doth also dambe vp the mercy
of God by his contempt. 1875 M'L-AREN Serm. Ser. H. iv.

66 His love [is] too divine for us to dam it back, a 1876

G. DAWSON Improvers of Slinks., They dammed up all

human energy into two channels the chapel and the shop.

t Dam, v? Obs. rare. [f. DAM sb?\ To give

birth to (young) : said of animals.

1577 B. GOOGE Heresbaclis Husb. m. (1586) 139 Such

[lambs] as are afterwarde dammed, are feeble and weake.

Dam, obs. form of DAMN.

Damacene, -yne, obs. ff. damascene, DAMSON.

Damage (dse'medg), sb. Forms : a. 4- dam-

age ; 5-8 damraage, (6 damppage, 6-7 dam-

nage, 7 damadge). 0. 4-7 dommage, 5-7

domage. [a. OF. damage (nth c. in Littre), also

damage, daumagc, dcmage, since i.;tli c. dommage
= OSp. domage, f. OF. dam, damage, prejudice,

loss (=Pr. dam, It. danno loss), ad. L. damnum
loss, hurt, damage + -AGE. Cf. Pr. damnatge and

It. dannatico on L. type *damnaticum. The ME.
form domage, dommage is after later French;

dam{p}nage after medL.].
I. Loss or detriment caused by hurt or injury

affecting estate, condition, or circumstances, arch.

a. [1292 BRITTON i. v. i En despit et damage de nous

et de noster poeple.] 1300 K. Alls. 959 The scoumfyt, and
the damage, Feol on heom of Cartage. 1386 CHAUCEH
Pars. T. r 383 As moche to oure damage as to oure profit.

1535 COVERDALE Luke ix. 25 Though he wanne the whole
worlde and loseth himself or runneth in dammage of himself.

1609 SKENE Reg. Maj. 89 The damnage and skaiths,

quhilks he hes susteined be the defender, sail be taxed.

1611 BIBLE Dan. vi. 2 That ; . the king should haue no

damage. 1778 C. JONRS Hoyle's Games Imf>r. 21 You could

receive no Damage by playing the King the third Round.

1851 HUSSEY Papal Pmuer ii. 86 The corrupting by bribes

of the late Legats . .to the damage of S. Peter. 1877 J. D.
CHAMBERS Div. Worship 141 These ..Anthems have been

wholly omitted, to our great damage.
ft. 1481 CAXTON Myrr. I. xiv. 45 [It] torneth contrarye to

them & to their dommage. 1508 FISHER Wks. (1876) 193
The great domage whiche we suffre by the absence ofmany
of them, a 1611 DONNE BiaflaraTos (1644) 124 If a pub-
Hque profit recompence my private Domage.
2. Injury, harm

; esp. physical injury to a thing,

such as impairs its value or usefulness.

CI374 CHAUCER Boeth i. v. 25 pou hast wepen for be

damage [ed. 1560 dommage] of (i renoune bat is appaired.

1430 LYDG. Citron. Troy i. vi, He was enoynted with an

oyntment On his body that kept him from damage, c 1440

Proinp. Pan'. 113 Damage, or harme, dampnum. 1577 tr.

Bullinger's Decades Introd., He. .suffered all the damages
of the body. 1637 GILLESPIE Eng. Pop. Cerem. it. ix. 50
His answere bringeth great damnage to his owne cause.

1639 T. DE GRAY Cotnpl. Horsem. 9 Lest in foling, the colt

receive domage. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe (1858) 353 She was

leaky,
and had damage in her hold. 1869 HOOK Lives Alps.

II. ii. 94 To repair the damage done to the monastery.
b. (with a and//.) A loss, an injury.

1470-85 MALORY Arthur I. xv, Kyng Lott made grete
dool for his dommagis & his felawes. 1577-87 HOLINSHED
Scot. Chron. 188 The damages & skathes committed by
theeues and robbers. 1593 T. WATSON Tears ofFancie xxiv.

Poems (Arb.) 190 That I. .brought faire beauty to so fowle

a domage. 1600 J. PORY tr. Leo's Africa II. 55 They paid
the said owners for all dammages committed. 1771 GOLDSM.
Hist. Eng. I. 79 Repairing the damages whicn the king-
dom had sustained by war..

t 3. a. A disadvantage, inconvenience, trouble.

b. A matter for regret, a misfortune,
' a pity '.

a. 1398 TREVISA Earth, deP.R. vi. i. (Tollem. MS.), Age
ha}> with him many damagis. 1637 R. HUMPHREY tr. St.

Ambrose i. 15 They hold profit to consist in the goods
secular, wee reckon these for dammages. 1721 DE FOE
Col. Jack (1840) 33 'Tis an unspeakable damage to him for

want of his money.
b. ^1385 CHAUCER L. G. W. 578 Cleopatra, And of his

deth it was ful gret damage, c 1489 CAXTON Blanchardyn
xxti. 74 It were domage yf suche a lady . . sholde perysshe.
1524 Losse of^Rhodes in Hakluyt Voy. II. I. 84 Sir Francis
de Frenolz. .it was great dammage of his death, for he was
a worthy man. 1612 SHELTON Qnix. 1. 1. iv. 25 The Damage
is. .that 1 have no money here about me.
4. Law. (Now always in //.) The value,

estimated in money, of something lost or withheld ;

the sum of money claimed or adjudged to be paid
in compensation for loss or injury sustained.

[1430 Act 8 Hen. VI, c. o Le plcyntif recovera ses

damages au treble vers le defendant. 1538 STARKEY Eng-
land II. ii. 190The partycondemnyd. . schold euer be awardyd
to pay costys and al other dammage cumyng to hys
aduersary by the reson of the vniust sute and vexatyon.]
1542-3 Act 34-5 Hen. VIII, c. 27 36 Actions personal),
whereof the dette, and domage amounteth to the summe of
fouitie shillinges. 1548 HALL Chron. 31 For recoveryng of

damages for injuries to them wrongfully done. 1631-2 Star
Chttinb. Cases (Camden) 168 He shall therefore pay 500'' to
the King and zoo11 Dammage to M' Deane and make recog-

DAMAGEMENT.
nition of his fault and wrong. 1767 BLACKSTONE Comm. II.

438 When the jury has assessed his damages. 1858 Ln. ST.

LEONARDS Handy Bk. Prop. Law ii. 5 An action . . for the

recovery of damages for breach of contract.

5. slang. Cost, expense.
1755 Connoisseur No. 68 ? 10 ' There

', says he,
'
there's

your damage thirteen and two-pence.' 1812 BYRON Wks.

(1832) II. 179, I must pay the damage, and will thank

you to tell me the amount of the engraving. 1852 MRS.
STOWE Uncle Tom's C. xiv, What's the damage, as they say
in Kentucky . . what's to be paid out for this business ? 1855
DICKENS Lett. 1. 409 Excellent stowage for the whole family
. .Damage for the whole, seven hundred francs a month.

H Erroneously for DANGEB.
1464 Plumpton Corr. (Camden) 13 Now you bee utterly

out of"his dammage.

Da'mage, v. Forms : see the sb. [a. OF.

damagier, -er, domager, f. damage : see prec. sb.]

1. trans. To do or cause damage to ; to hurt,

harm, injure ;
now commonly to injure (a thing)

so as to lessen or destroy its value.

nune, ana specially uy lyue iimigeb. 1540 iaAi-L.^^</. vi^^u^

24 The English studied all the wales possible to dammage
their enemies : some shot arrowes, some cast stones. 1594
SHAKS. Rich. Ill, iv. ii. 60 To stop all hopes, whose growth
may dammage me. 1674 CLARENDON Hist. Reb. III. 459

ig been taken. . ot my .

a 1859 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. V. 130 He missed no oppor-

tunity of thwarting and damaging the Government. 1892
Law Times' Rep. LXVII. 251/1 The Merchant Prince..

ran into and damaged the Catalonia,

2. intr. To suffer damage or injury, rare.

1821 CLARE Vill. Minstr. I. 37 Her Sunday clothes might
damage with the dew.

Damageable (dse-medgab'l), a. For forms cf.

DAMAGE sb.
;
also 5 dommegeable, 6 dommagi-

able, domagable, 6-7 damagable. [a. OF.

damag(e}able, dom-, causing or bringing damage,
f. damagier : see prec. and -ABLE.]

1 1. Causing loss or injury ; hurtful, injurious.

1474 CAXTON Chesse n. iii. (1860) Cj, The tunges of advo-

cates and men of lawe ben perilous & dommegeable. 1570
DEE Math. Prxf. 45 Neither by worde, deede, or thought,
. .damageable, or iniurious to you. 1604 DEE in Hearne
Collect. 3 Nov. 1705, That.. most grievous and dammage-
able Sclaunder. 1636 E. DACRES tr. MaMaivfs Disc. Livy
I. 166 Many faults, .dommageable to that tyrannic. 1674
Gout. Tongue xii. (1684) 164 Immodest talk .. damagable
and infectious to the innocence of our neighbors. 1796
BURKE Regie. Peace \. Wks. 1802 IV. 437 Before it is clearly

known whether the innovation be damageable or not, the

judge is competent to issue a prohibition to innovate until

the point can be determined.

2. Liable to be damaged.
"755 MAGENS Insurances'll. 273 If Goods easily damage-

able be in a Ship. 1881 J. F. KEANE Six Months in Meccah
vii. 183 Much destruction, .to all damageable property.

Hence f Da-magea'bly adv., injuriously.
1660 HEXHAM, Kommerlick . . Dammageably, or with

Molestation.

I Damage-cleere. Law. Obs. [ad. Anglo-
Fr. damage clers for damage des clers, in med.L.

damna clericorum '
clerks' costs '.]

A fee formerly paid in the courts of Common
Pleas, King's Bench, and Exchequer, in cases where

damages were recovered: abolished in 1665.

1665 MARVELL Corr. xlviii. Wks. 1872-5 II. 183 There are

several other Bills in hand ; as . . the taking away of Damage
cleere. '

Damaged (dse'med.^d),///. a. [f.
DAMAGE v.

+ -ED 1.] That has suffered damage ; injured (esp.-

physically).
1771 SMOLLETT Humph. Cl. 10 July an. 1768, Clinker.,

unscrewed the damaged iron. 1891 Daily News 23 June

2/3 If any sovereign or half-sovereign is more than three

grains below the standard weight, it shall be considered

a damaged coin.

Damage-feasailt. Law. Also 7 -feasaunt,

-faisant, 7-8'fesant. [OF. damagefesant, F. dom-

magefaisant, doing damage, causing loss.]

Said of a stranger's beasts, etc., found trespassing

on a man's ground without his leave, and there

doing him damage, as by feeding or otherwise.

(Properly adj. phr. ; also used as sl>.}

1621 R. BOLTON Slat. Irel. 191 (33 Hen. VIII), In any
replegiare or second deliverance for rentes, customes,
services or for damages feasaunt or other rent or rents. 1681

CHETHAM Angler's Vade-m. xl. 18 If I leave my Angle-
rod behind in another's ground he may take it Damage
feasant. 1714 SCROGGS Courts-leet (ed. 3* 73 Any Thing
distrained for Damage-feasant cannot be distrained for

Rent. 1768 BLACKSTONE Comm. HI. i. III. 6. 1887 Edin.

Kelt. Jan. 77 The right of distraining animals trespassing

and as we now say
'

damage-feasant '.

t Da'mageful, a. Obs. [f.
DAMAGED. -H-EUL.]

Injurious, hurtful.

CI449 PECOCK Repr. H. viii. 182 It were ful unprofitable
and damageful to alle Cristene. 1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. lirit.

IX. xiii. 107 His warre in Ireland was more dammagefull.

1645 T. COLEMAN Hopes Deferred 15 These purposes of

mischiefe are either issulesse, or damagefull, or dangerous.

Damagement (dcE-medgment). rare. [a.

OF. damagcment, f. damagier to DAMAGE.] The
action of damaging, or fact of being damaged.
1603 J. DAVIES Microcosmos Wks. (1876' 44 (D.) The more

vs'd they [pleasures] are excessiuely, The mores the soule



DAMAQEOUS.
and bodie's damagcment. 1885 rail Mall G 20 May 5/1 If
war has any raisoa d'ttre at all, that muM lie ill the effective
damagerncnt of your enemy.
t Damageous, a. Ot>s, For forms cf. DAMAGE

sli. ;
also 5 damegeous, 6 dammagious, -ius

[a. OK. damageus, -gioiis, -jos, f. damage : see
DAMAGE sb. and -ous.] Fraught with damage,
hurtful, injurious ; causing loss or disadvantage.
c 1386 CHAUCER Pars. T, p 364 Whan bat meynee is

felonous and damageous to be peple. 1474 CAXTON Chesse
in. vi. (1860) Hiij b, What synne is fowler than this synne. .

ne more dommageous. 1477 EARL RIVERS (Caxtoni Dicttt
48 Lakking of thy lore is to vs a damegeous thing. 1611
COTGR. s. v. Vimaires, Fearefull or dommageous accidents.

1637 HEYWOOD Royall Ship 33 All the raucnous and dam.
mageous beasts to be destroyed through his land.

Damaging (doe-medgirj), vbl. sb. [-ING V]
The action oi the verb DAMAGE, q. v.

13. . Childk. Jesus 1344 (Matz.) Of be Hones he made
a semblingue bifore heom withoute datnagingue. 1568
GRAFTON Chron. II. 93 The French king.. in dammagyng
of king Richard, layde siege to the Castell of Aubevylc.

Da'inaging, ppl. a. [-ING *.] That damages ;

causing damage or injury, injurious, hurtful.

1856 EMERSON Eng. Traits, Relig. Wks. (Bohn) II. 101 The
modes of initiation are more damaging than custom-house
oaths. 1885 Athemtum 5 Sept. 299/2 [The hedgehog's]
moral character, .is the subject of damaging criticism.

Hence Da-mafringly adv., hurtfully.
1854 KITTO Bible lllustr. (1867) VIII. 427 The stroke b

usually, .inflicted damagingly to the mouth, with the heel of
a shoe. 1868 Daily News 7 Sept., Mr. M'Carlhy thinks
the defence unassailable. To us it appears very easily and
very damagingly assailable.

Damaisele, obs. form of DAMSEL.
Damalic ((lamarlik), damolic (damp-lik), a.

Chem. [f. Gr. Jo/wtAir, Sa/uiXi; heifer + 10. The
second form is perh. short for damal-olic^ In
damalic or damolic acid, an acid (C 7 H, O) dis-

covered by Stiideler in cows' urine. Hence
Da-inolate [-ATE *], a salt of damolic acid.

Damaln-rlo [TjMc] acid, an acid (C, H 10 O2) akin
to damolic, and of the same origin ; its salts are
Damalivrates.

two volatile acids said to exist in cows' and horses' urine.

1879 Ibid. VI. 541 The filtered solution deposits, first

crystals of barium damolate, then the damalurate.

II Daman (doe-man), [from the Arabic name

Jjj^l ^J daman isrdil, sheep or lamb of Israel.]

The Syrian rock-badger or 'cony' of Scripture
(llyrax Syriacus) ; the name is also extended to
the species found at the Cape (H. Capensis).
1738 T. SHAW Trav. Bart. 4 Levant. 3)6 The Daman

Israel is an Animal likewise of Mount Libanus, though
common in other places of this Country. .We have . . pre-
sumptive Proof that this Creature is the Saphan of the

Scriptures. 1700 BRUCE Trav. I. x. 241, I went ashore
here [Cape Mahomet] and shot a small animal among the
rocks, called Daman Israel or Israel's Lamb ; I do not
know why, for it has no resemblance to the sheep kind.

1815 GORE tr. Blummbach's Man. Nat. Hist. iv. 47 The
Daman, Cape Hyrax. 1835 KIRBY Htib. ff hist. Anim.
II. xxiv. 497 The skin, .is nearly naked, except in the case
of the swine, the daman, the mammoth and some others.

Damar : see DAMMAR.
Damas, obs. form of DAMASK.
Damascene (drcmasrn), a. and sb. Also 4
damyssone, -assene, 4-7 damasene, 6-7 dania-

scen, -sine : see also DAMSON, [ad. L. Dama-
sci-n-us, Gr. Ao/ioff/oyi-ds of Damascus. Cf. Ger.

damascen.] A. adj.
1. Of or pertaining to the city of Damascus.
[c 1386 CHAUCER Monk's T. 17 Loo Adam in the feeld of

Dai

and commeth from Damasco. 1611 COTGH. s.v. Damas,
Hitile tie Damas, oyle Damascene. 1875 SCRIVENER
Ltct. Text N. Test. 17 About the ninth century, a rough,
brown, unsightly paper, made of cotton rags, and some-
times called Damascene from the place where it was
invented, crept gradually into use.

2. Of or pertaining to damask (fabrics), or to

the art of damascening metal ; as damascene work.
1541 Ord. 33 Hen. VII1 in Nicholls Housch. Ord. (1790)

215 In fine Diaper, in Damasene worke. 155010 Athenaeum
21 Oct. (1871) 520/3, 4 damascene buttons were cut off my
lord's gown in the

privy-chamber. 1883 C. C. PERKINS fist.

Sculpt. 100 Stanford) The damascene work and the foliated

ornaments . . challenge comparison with bronzes of any
period.

3. Damascene plum : see DAMSON i c.

B. sl>. 1. A native of Damascus.
1381 WYCLIP 2 Cor. xi. 32 The cite of Dnmascenys.
2. Damascene work ; formerly applied to damask.
1481-90 Hini'iird Hoiiseh. Bks. (Roxb.) 285 For brynging

of damysens from Colchester. 1553 in Rogers Agric. Sf

rriccs\\\. 489/3 [Damascene. Sells W3/.]. 1844 Mech. Mag .

XL. 342 The damascene which appears upon the surface of
steel is very various. 1873 DIXON 7*7c< Queens I. v. i. 233
A Spanish silversmith copied arabesques and damascenes.

8. See DAMSON.
Damascene (dsemasfn), v. Also 9 -ine. [f.

prec. adj. ; cf. DAMASKEEN v.] trans, a. To orna-

ment (metal-work, esp. steel N with designs incised in
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the surface and filled in with gold or silver, b. Tc
ornament (steel) with a watered pattern, as in
1 lama.sous blades.

1585-1613 (see DAMASKEEN .]. 1848 LYTTOM Ifarold in
ll. His arms were damascened with silver. 1880 Sat. Kn
No. 1302. 461 Swords beautifully damascened in gold.

c. transf. aa&fy.
1878 Examiner 2 Mar. 283/1 These essential elements,

are damascened upon a ground of really good story
1891 G. MEREDITH One o/mr Cong, xix, M. Falariqu<
damascenes his sharpest smile.

Damascened (dicmasrnd), ///. a. [f. prec
+ -ED.] Of steel and other metal-work : a
Inlaid with ornamental designs, gold or silver ; b
Having the watered pattern of dark lines charac
teristic of Damascus blades.
i86 J. GRANT Caft. of Guard \\, The earl's cuirass was

of Milan steel, magnificently damascened. itKAfhenxutn
17 Mar. 344/3 Swords, .with splendid damascened hilts.

O. transf.
1879 RUTLEY Stxit. Rocks xi. 181 Damascened. s.

author suggests this term as a convenient one by which to
describe the structure shown in some obsidians, in which
streaks or threads of glass are contorted in a confusec
manner, which somewhat resembles the markings on
Damascus sword-blades, or the damascening on gun-barrels.

Damascener (tlxmasf-nsi). [f. as prec. +
EK.] One who damascenes metal.
1855 tr. Labarte's Arts Mid. Ages x. 361 The damas-

cener and the goldsmith. 1883 Harper's Mag. June 57/1
Damasceners . . and gun-makers are Mohammedan.

Damascening (daemasf-nin), vtl. sb. [-INO i.

The action of the vb. DAMASCENE ; also the design
or figured surface so produced.
1860 Cornh. Mag. No. 3. 271 Delightful arabesques and

damascenings. 1880 BIRDWOOD Intl. Art I. 163 Damas-
cening is the art of encrusting one metal with another . . in
the form of wire, which by undercutting and hammering is

thoroughly incorporated with the metal which it is intended
to ornament.

Damascus :damarsks). Formerly also in
the Ital. form Damasco. [L. Damascus, Gr.

Aa/ma/coV, from Semitic: cf. Heb. pb>QT Dam-

meseq, Arab. i_i-o Dimashq, Dimeshq ; thence
Heb. pE'DI cTmescq or cTmesheq, transl.

' silken
'

in Amosiii. ia (Rev. V.).] An ancient city, the

capital of Coele-Syria, famous for its steel and
its silk fabrics. Often used attrih., as Damascus
(Wizrfir (see quot. 1875), etc. ; also absol. = Damascus
steel, etc.

Damascus iron : a combination of pieces of iron and
steel welded together and rolled out, in imitation of the
steel of Damascus. Dumasctts-tivist : see quot.
a 1615 FLETCHER Elder Bro. v. i, A Milan hilt, and

a Damasco blade. 1665 SIR T. HERBERT 7'rap. (1677) 149A Sword not so hooked as the Damasco. 17*7-51 CHAM-
IJERS Cycl., Damascus-steel. . remarkable for its excellent

temper. 1830 Mech. Mag. XIV. 31 By filing semicir-
cular grooves into both sides of the blade, and again
subjecting it to the hammer, a beautiful roset-shaped
Damascus is obtained. 1846 GREENER Sc. Gunnery
113 On examination of .. real Damascus barrels. 1874
KNIGHT Diet. Mech. s.v. Damascus.iron, The fineness of
the Damascus depends upon the number and thickness of
the alternations [of iron and steel]. Il'id., Damascus-twist,
a kind of gun-barrel made of a ribbon of Damascus-iron
coiled around a mandrel and welded.

t Damasee*. Obs. Also -ys6, -es6. [A cor-

ruption or abbreviation of damasene DAMSON : cf.

first quot. there.]
= DAMSON.

14.. T. o/ Erceldoune 180 (Thornton MS.) Whare frwte
was growande gret plentee The date and als th damasee
[v. rr. damese, damyse). ? 1:1475 Sqttyr lowe Degre 36
The date, also the damyse [rime larel-tre].

Damasin, obs. form of DAMSON.

tDamasine," Obs. = DAMASCENE. Dama-
sine-rosc :

= damask rose.

1607 TOPSELL Fonr-f. Beasts (1673) 430 Herbs which
smelt sweet like musk : as. .the damasine-rose.

Damask (die-mask \ sb. and a. Forms: 4-7
damaske, -asc, 4- damask; also 5 damcsko.

5-6 dammask(e, 7 damasque, -ast
; Sc. 5 -6

dammas, -PS, -ys, 6 domos, 7 damas, -es.

[Prob. originally a. AngloKr. *Damasc = It. Da-
masco, L. Damascus proper name of the city ; Littre

and Hatzfeld have an OF. Damas of 1 4th c.,

whence ihe Sc. fornis above. The French text of

Mandeville (Roxb. Club) ch. xiv. has Damascc.]
I. f 1. The city of Damascus. Obs.

c 1150 Gen. ff Ex. 761 At damaske is Se oVidde stedc,

Quer abram is bigging dede. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. XV.

486 So many prelates . . Of Nazaretn, of Nynyue, of Nep-
talim, and damaske. c 1485 Digby Myst. (1882) ll. 32
Thorow all dammask and liba. 1539 Inventories 49 (Jam.)
Tapestry-is. Item, vi pece of the cietie ol Dammys.
2. attrib. = Made at or brought from Damascus,

as damask blade, sword, etc, (see 7 below) ; damask
cloth, silk (see 3 and 6 below) ; also the following :

t Damask plum, prune = DAMSON. Obs.

1543 TRAHERON Vigo't CAirurg. 268 b/i (Stanford) Take
of rcysons. .of damaske prunes. 16x6 SURFU & MARKH.
Country Farmt 393 Damaske Plums . . are of three sorts,
the black, red, and violet colour. 1664 EVELYN Kal. Hort.
(1729* 210 Plums. . Damasc, Denny Damasc.

t Damask powder, fa toilet-powder scented with
damask roses. Obs.

DAMASK.
<ri$40 [cf. I1,,mask rot, below]. 1634 Allhort MX. in

Sinipkmv>n WaihinK t,<ns Ixviii, Fur 4 ll of danwuke powder
for Gooddy Webb. 1637 HKYWOOU AV.M<7 A'/.;
1874 VI. 70 Now farewell Gun-powder, I mutt change thee
into Damaak-powder.
Damask rose, a species or variety of roie, sup-

posed to have been originally brought from Da-
mascus.

Apparently, originally the Rosa gallica rar. damascena,
a tall shrub with semi-double pink or light-red (rarely white)
flowers, cultivated in the East for altar of rose*

; but tbu
underwent many changes under cultivation in the West, and

Ihon.

,thly,

Ihe Damask rose. According to ffucliiger and Hanbury,
I'liarmacographia, the name is now applied at Mitcham to
a variety of R. gallica with very deep-coloured flowers.

ciUftRecipe'm Vicary'sAnat. <i886iApp. 334 Putttheno
half an vnce of fyne pouldre of rcdde dammaske rmys. 1578
I.VTE Dodotns vi i. 655 We cal them in English, Roses of

Prpuince, and Damaske Roses. Ibid. 654 1 ne flowers, .be
neither redde nor white, but of a mixt colour betwixt red
and white, almost carnation colour. 1581 HAKLUYT Mtmo-
ranila in I'oy. II. i. 165 The Damaske rose [brought in) by
Doctour Linakcr, King Henry the seuenth and King
Henry the eights Physician. 1646 J. HALL Poems 45
Damast-roses

yet
unblown. 1744 C. Thompson's Trav.

III. 13 Rose-water made of the Damask Roses which grow
here plentifully. 1869 HOLE Bk. about Roses xi. The
Damask [rose] with its few rich velvety-crimson petal',
is a memory, and that is all.

Damask violet DAME'S VIOLET. (In Ger.

Damas/l/lume.)
1578 LYTE tr. Dadorns 153 In English Damaske violets,

Dames violets or Gillofcrs. 1597 GERARDE Herball H.
cxvi. 377 Dames Violets is called.. in English Damaske
Violets [etc.]. 1861 PHATT f'lmuer. Plants I. 154.

t Damask water, rose-water distilled from Da-
mask roses. Obs.

(1306 N. DE TINCEWICK in Annxol. Jrnl. XIV. 271 hem
proaima rosata dc Damasco.] 1519 FourElementsm Hazl.

Dodstey I. 44 With damask water made so well, That all

the house thereof shall smell, As it were paradise. 1555
KOEN Decades 224 The Capitayne sprinkelcd the KynRx-s
with damaske water. 1611 COTGH. s.v. Damas, Eau de
Damas, Damaske, or sweet, water (distilled from all sorts
of odoriferous hearbs).

II. As a name of substances originally produced
at Damascus.
3. A rich silk fabric woven with elaborate designs

and figures, often of a variety of colours.
Also applied to figured materials of silk and wool, silk and

cotton, or worsted or cotton only, used for furniture-

covering, curtains, etc.
' True damasks are wholly of silk,

but the term is now applied to any fabric of wool, linen, or

cotton, woven in the manner of the first damasks' (Ueck,
Draper's Diet.).
c 1430 LYI>G. Storie o/ Thebes III. vi, Clothes of vtrluel,

Damaske and of guide. 1473 Pasttm Lett. No. 725 1 1 1. 91A newe vestment oft" whyght damaske flbr a dekyne. lS3-3
Act 24 Hen. VIII, c. 13 No man, vnder the saide
estates, .shall, .weare any salen, damaske, siike, chamblet,
or taflata. 1577 Ir. Ritllingcr's Decades 11. x. 239 A linnen
or wollen garment doeth as well couer and become the
bodie, as damaskcs and vclucts. 1689 l.,<nd. Gat. No.
2425/4, 3 Pieces of Crimson Missena Damasks, of a large
Flower, commonly used for Beds, and Hangings of Rooms.
!7ioC. FlENNES/Jwry 1888) 290 All ye bed and hangings

are of fine damaske made of worsted. 17*5 DE FOE Voy.
round World (1840) 21 A quantity of China damasks, and
other wrought silks. 1841 BISCHOFF U'oollen Manuf. II.

415 The draw-loom .. is now ustd to a very considerable
extent in weaving carpets and figured damasks.

b. A twilled linen fabric richly figured in the

weaving with designs which show np by opposite
reflexions of light from the surface ; used chiefly
for table-linen.

1542 in Rogers Agric. < Prices III. 487/3 Damask diaper
i yd. . . 2/2. 1614 Will in Rifon Ch. Acts 364 One suite of
damaske.. for his table. 16967. F. Merchants' Ware-ho.
13 Damask .. is a wry fine sort of.. Linnen, and is

wrought into several sorts of fine Imagery, and Figures, .it

s for few uses except for Table- Linnen. 1759 GOLDSM. Ree
No. 3 He looked at the tablecloth, and praised the figure
of the damask. 1877 MRS. FORRESTER Mignon I. 23 The
table is laid, .damask, pble, glass, is perfect.

4. a. Steel manufactured at Damascus ; also steel

or a combination of iron and steel exhibit ing a
similar variegated surface : more fully damask steel.

3. The wavy pattern on the surface of Damascus
steel, or cf iron and steel welded together and cor-
roded with weak acid.

1603 KNOI.LES Hist. Turks (1621) 1297 Two knives of
damaske, with hafts ofjasper. 1844 Mech. Mag. XL. 342
All steel which exhibits a surface figured with dark lines,
is called damask. 1874 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. Damask-
teel, a laminated metal of pure iron and steel, of peculiar
[uality, produced by careful heating, laborious forging,
[cabling, and twisting. 1881 Blackw. Afag. May 567
The curious product called damask-steel possesses both

edge and elasticity, and all the great Eastern swords owe
o it their celebrity. Ibid. 568 He made some swords
hich would bend till the point touched the hilt, and

rtiich would also cut through an iron bar . . the same two
acuities have never been conjoined in any other steel than
amask.
1818 FARADAY Exf. Res. xvi. (1820) 59 The damask itself

s merely an exhibition of crystallisation. 1844 Mech. Mag.
'CL. 342 Common steel acquires no visible H^my by
radual refrigeration.

5. The colour of the damask rose : esp. as seen in

lie face of a woman.



DAMASK.
1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L. in. v. 123 There was a pretty

rednesse in his lip . . 'twas hist the difference Betwixt the

constant red and mingled Damaske. 1607 Cor. H. i.

232 The Warre of White and Damaske in Their nicely

fawded
Cheekes. 1600 FAIRFAX Tasso n. xxvi, Her

amaske late, now chang'd to purest white. 1820 KI-:ATS

Lamia \. 116 She. .Blush'd a live damask.

III. attrib. and adj. from senses under II. But

early examples of damask cloth, blade, etc., mean

literally
' of Damascus ',

and so belong to 2 above.

6. Made of damask (silk or cloth) ;
furnished

with damask.
c 1489 CAXTON Blanchardyn xix. (1890) 61 A fayre whyte

coueryng of damaske clothe. 1609 B. JONSON Sil. Woman
HI. i, A Damask table cloth, cost me eighteen pound. 1682

Vestry Bks. (Surtees) 340 One fair damask linen cloth and
a damask napkin. 1755 MRS. DELANY Let. to Mrs. De-wes

17 Nov., Lady Anson began the last ball in a green damask
sack. 1814 Hist. Univ. Oxford II. 261 The dress of the

Chancellor is of black damask silk. 1842 TENNYSON A ndley
Court 20 A damask napkin wrought with horse and hound.

7. Made of Damascus steel ; having the fine

temper and watered surface of Damascus steel.

ci6xi CHAPMAN Iliad x. 63 By him his damask curets

[eWea iroutt'Aa] hung. 163* J. HAYWARD tr. Biondi's

Eromena 78 The fine edge of his damaske blade. 1820

FARADAY Exp. Res. xvi. (1859) 59 The wootz . . retains . . a

damask surface when forged, polished, and acted upon by
dilute acid.

8. Of the colour of the damask rose
;

blnsh-

coloured.

1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. v. ii. 296 Faire Ladies . . Dismaskt,
their damaske sweet commixture showne. 1601 Tivel.

N. n. iv. 115 She neuer told her lone, But let concealment
like a worme i' th budde Feede on her damaske cheeke.

1842 TENNYSON Day Dream Prol., While, dreaming on

your damask cheek, The dewy sister-eyelids lay. 1861

MRS. H. WOOD East Lynne xvi, Her pretty cheeks were
damask with her mind's excitement.

1 9. = DAMASKED 3 (? a misprint).
1648 HERRICK Hesper., Country Life 42 (MS. version, ed.

Hazl. p. 457) The damaske [v. r. damaskt] meddowes, and
the crawling streames.

IV. 10. Comb,, as damask-coated, -coloured,

-gowned^}, adjs. ;
damask-wise adv.; f damask

branch, a figured pattern like that of damask or

damask-work
;

so f damask-branched ppl. a.
;

damask carpet (see quot.) ;
damask loom, a

loom for weaving figured fabrics ; damask steel

(see 4) ; damask-stitch (see quot.) ; damask-
work, the veining on Damascus-blades; incised

ornamentation inlaid with gold or silver.

1634 PEACHAM Gentl. Exerc. i. xiv. 46 Diapering . . (in
*Damaske branches, and such like 1 .. it chiefly serveth to

counterfeit cloath of Gold, Silver,
*

Damaskbrancht, Velvet,
Chamlet, &c., with what branch, and in what fashion you
list. 1874 KNIGHT Diet. RIech., Damask-carpet, .a variety
of carpet resembling the Kidderminster in the mode of

weaving, but exposing the warp instead of the weft, 1606
DEKKER.$VV.I$YJ m. (Arb.)9j The*damask-coated Cittizen.
a 1631 DRAYTON Noah's Flood, The *damask-colour'd dove
. .His sundry colour'd feathers. 1861 W. F. COLLIER Hist.

Eng. Lit. 135 A magnificent array of satin and *damask-
gowned priests. 1846 M CCULLOCH Ace. Brit. Empire(i&$$
I. 708 The Mamask loom is capable of producing any figure,
however complicated. 1882 CAULFEILD & SAWARD Diet.

Needtouork,
*Damask Stitch. A name given to Satin Stitch

when worked upon a linen foundation. 1580 HOLLYBAND
Treas. French Tong, Tailler quelque chose a la Damas-
quine, to cut some thing *damaske wise. 1611 COTGR.,
Damasquiner. . to flourish, carue, or ingraue Damaske-wise.
1598 FLORIO, Damaschino, *damaske worke vpon blades.

1830 TENNYSON Recoil. Arab. Nts. iii, All. .The sloping of
the moon-lit sward Was damask-work, and deep inlay Of
braided blooms unmown.

Damask (dse-mask), v. [f. prec. sb. By Mil-
ton and Phineas Fletcher stressed dama'sk.']
1. trans. To weave with richly-figured designs.
[ IS99> etc. see DAMASKED i.] 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kerseyl,

Damask or Damasquine . . to imprint the Figures of Flowers
on Silk, or Stuff. 1755 JOHNSON, Damask, i. to form flowers

upon stuffs.

2. = DAMASCENE v.

1585 T.WASHINGTON tr. Nicholay's I'oy. Turkie B. n.
xxi. 584 b, A faire basen of Copper damasked. 1653 H.
COGAN tr. Pinto s Voy. 159 Armed with . . Partisans damasked
with gold and silver. 1673 RAY Jonrn. Low C. (1738) II.

354 They damask their cymeters with a blewish colour.

1877 W. JONES Finger-ring L. 247 The wooden sides were
plated with gold, and damasked with gold wire.

3. transf. and _/?. To ornament with or as with
a variegated pattern or design ; to diaper,
1610 G. FLETCHER Chrisfs Viet., There pinks eblazed

wide And damaskt all the earth. 1633 P. FLETCHER Purple
Isl. XIL i, Where various flowers damask the fragrant seat.

1667 MILTON P. L. iv. 334 As they sat recline On the soft
downie Bank damaskt with flours. 1744 SHENsfoNE Song,
'

O'er desert Plains
'

5 Tho' my path were damask'd o'er With
beauties e'er so fine. 1872 O. W. HOLMES Poet Breakf. T.
i. (1891) 34 Fair pictures damasked on a vapor's fold.

4. To make red or blush-coloured like a damask-
rose.

1863 MRS. MARSH Heathside Farm I. 58 Cathie's peach-
like cheek was damasked by heat and laughter.
6. To deface or destroy, by stamping or marking

with lines and figures.
1673 in Stationers' Rec. (i883\ Order of Bishop of London

to damask ' The Leviathan '. 1678 Ibid., Order of Bishop of
London to damask Seditious books seized at Frances Smith's,
and to burn in the Company's garden adjoining their Hall
the Hooks not fitt for damasking. 1706 PHILLIPS led. Kersey>,
Damask or Damasquine, to stamp rude Draughts on waste

16

Paper, etc. 1709 Act. 3 Ann c. 21 Such offender or offenders

shall forfeit such Book or Books . . to the proprietor or pro-

prietors of the Copy thereof, who shall forthwith damask
and make wast Paper of them. 1843 CAMPBELL Chancellors

(1856) I. 23 The ceremony of breaking or 'damasking' of
the old Great Seal consists in the Sovereign giving it a gentle
blow with a hammer, after which it is supposed to be broken,
and has lost all its virtue.

t 6. To warm (wine) : see quot. 1706. slang.
1699 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Damask the Claret, Put

a roasted Orange slasht smoking hot in it. 1706 PHILLIPS

(ed. Kersey), To Damask Wine, is to warm it a little, in

order to take off the edge of the Cold and make it mantle.

1778 CUMBERLAND in GoMsmit/t's Wks. (1881) I. 101 Wilt
have it steep'd in Alpine snows, Or damask'd at Silenus'

nose ?

Damasked (das'maskt), ppl. a. [f. prec.]
1. Of silk, fine linen, and other fabrics : Woven

with richly-figured designs.
1599 MIDDLETON Micro-Cynicon iii. Wks. (1886) VIII, 124

Sitting at table. .All covered with damask'd napery. 1607
TOPSELL Fonr-f. talff(1673) 206 The outward appearance
of the said skin is like to a damaskt garment. 1866 Pall
Mall G. 24 Oct. 4 The exports in damasked silk.

2. Of steel or other metal ;
= DAMASCENED.

<ri6ii CHAPMAN Iliad in. 345 His sword he took, and
faslen'd it, All damask'd, underneath his arm. 1631 WEEVER
A tic. Fun. Mon. 202 The out side was. .damasked and
embossed with wires of gold. 1820 FARADAY Exp. Res. xvi.

(1859) 50 It is certainly true that a damasked surface may
be produced by welding together wires of iron and steel.

1832 BABBAGE ECon. Manuf. xviii. (ed. 3) 167 Barrels of
double-barrel guns, twisted and damasked.

3. transf. Variegated ; diapered.
1648 EARLOFWESTMLD. Otia Sacra { 1870) 88 The Crimson

streaks belace the Damaskt West. 1855 SINGLETON Virgil
I. 360 Blooming be the gates with damasked wreaths.

4. Having the hue of the damask rose.

TT6oo SHAKS. Sonn. cxxx, I haue scene Roses damaskt, red
and white, But no such Roses see I in her cheekes. 16..

WOTTON Farewell to Vanities, Beauty, th' eye's idol, [is!

but a damask'd skin. 165* BENLOWE Theofik. in. xxviii,
So Roses damaskt robe, prankt with green ribbons, sents.

5. Furnished or hung with damask.
1861 Our English Home 134 The damasked chambers.

t Damaskee'n, -kin, a. and sb. Obs. Also
6 -en, -yne. [a. F. damasquin, -ine damascene,
ad. It. damaschino, f. Damasco^ Damascus.]
A. adj.

- DAMASCENE a.

1551 in Strype Eccl. Mem. II. n. ix.3ig Under a baron,
no man to wear .. any embroidery of gold or silver, or
damasken work or goldsmiths work. 1585 T. WASHINGTON
tr. Nicholas's Voy. Turkie n. xxiii. 62 b., Vessels of gold
. .faire painted after the Damaskin fashion.

B. sb. A Damascus blade.

1562 J. SHUTE Two Comm. ii. Ccj a (Stanford), A Scimitar

bending lyke vnto a falchion, he was a righte damaskyne.
1625 PURCHAS Pilgrims I. iv. i. Fa. 346 A Damaskeen, or
Turkish Sword, richly garnished withSiluer and Gilt. (1645
HOWELL Lett.Chas. 7(1753) 124 No old Toledo Blades, or
Damask ins.

Damaskeen (dremaskrn), v. In 6 -kane, 6-7
kine, 8-9 -quine, -keen. [a. F. damasqiiiner^ f.

damasqnin adj. : see prec.]
= DAMASCENE v.

1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholay's Voy. Turkie in. ix.

84 b, A litle hatchet damaskined. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrim-
age in. xiii. (1626)315 Cups of fine Corinthian Latten, gilded
and damaskined. 1848 LYTTON Harold ix. iii, His axe..
was so richly gilt and damasquined. 1863 Caxtoniana I.

152 Only on their hardest steel did the smiths of Milan
damaskeen the gracious phantasies.

Hence Damaskee ned ///. a.
y Damaskee'ning-

vbl. sb.

1676 Phil. Trans. XI. 715 The Persians are exquisitely

with gold or silver wire. 1882 Cornh. Mag. Feb. 171 His
drawn sword with its beautiful damasquined blade.

Da'masker. rare \ [f.
DAMASK v. + -ER.]

= DAMASCENER.
1621 Canterbury Marriage Licences (MS.), Robert Wors-

ley of St. Marys in Sandw'ch, damasker.

Damasking (dse-maskin), vbl. sb. [-ING
1
.]

The action of the verb DAMASK ; esp. the damas-

cening of metal.

1591 PERCIVALL Sp. Diet., Atauxta, damasking of a knife

or sword. 1677 J. PHILLIPS Tavernier's Trav. v. xii, The
Persians are excellent artists at Damasquing with vitriol, or

engraving Damask-wise upon Swords. 1881 Blackw. Mag.
May 567 The art of damasking (which is a very different

matter from the damaskeening alluded to just now) has lost

its use since s-vords have ceased their service.

b. transf. (In quot. 1660 applied to the natural

veining or (

marbling* of wood.)
1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit.v. vii. 40 Their painting and

damasking of their Bodies. 1660 EVELYN To Dr. Wilkins

17 Feb., Above all conspicuous for these workes and
damaskings, is the Maple.

Damasquee*nery. rare , [a. F. damasgui-
nerie^\ The art of damascening ;

damask-work.
1730-6 BAILEY (folio

1

, Damasquenery, Steel work damas-
keened, or the Art itself. 1775 ASH, Damasqueenery.

II Daniasquriie (-skrn). DAMASKEEN sb.

1849 in WEALE Diet. Terms.

\\ Damasse (dama's^). [F. damassl =
linge

damasse Hatzfeld.] A kind of linen manufactured
in Flanders, woven with flowers and figures like

damask. 1864 in WEBSTER.

Damassen, -syn, -zeene, -zine, obs. forms of

DAMSON.

DAME.

Damassin (dse'masin). [Deriv. of F. damas,
DAMASK.]

' A species of woven damask with gold
and silver flowers' (Brande Diet. Arts 1842} ;

see

also quot. 1882.

1839 URE Diet. Arts, Damassin is a kind of damask,
with gold and silver flowers, woven in the warp and woof;
or occasionally with silk organzine. 1882 BECK Draper s

Diet., Damassin, Damasqiiitte, an ingenious modification
of brocade invented by the Venetians in the 17th century,
which by being subjected after being woven to great pres-
sure between rollers, caused the metal wires which formed

part of the fabric to appear in one unbroken and brilliant

plate of gold or silver.

Damaysele, -elle, obs. forms of DAMSEL.

Damb(e, obs. (erron.) form of DAM, DAMN.
Dambonite (dse-mbonsit). Chem. [f. dambo

native African name-*--TTE.]
A sweet white crystalline substance (C4 H g O,)

found in a kind of caoutchouc obtained from a

plant growing near the Gaboon in Western Africa.

[1861 Du CHAILLU Eqttat. Afr. x. 121 The caoutchouc of
Africa is obtained from a vine (called dambo by the natives).]

1879 WATTS Diet. Chem. VI. 541 The exuded juice, coagu-
lated by exposure to the air, is kneaded into loaves called

by the natives n*dambo, .Dambonite is white, easily soluble
in water and in alcohol of ordinary strength, sparingly
soluble in absolute alcohol.

DamboSG (dse'mbJus). Chem. [f. prec. + -OSE.]
A crystallizable sugar (C 3 H8 O3) obtained from
dambonite.

1879 WATTS Diet. Client. VI. 541 Dambose is a poly-
atomic alcohol, and dambonite its methylic ether.

Dambre : see DAMMAR.

Dam-brod, dam-board. Sc.
[f.

DAM sb.$

+ BnoD 2
,
BOABD: Du. dambordj Ger., Da.

dambret, Sw. dambrade, the board on which the

dams orj'eu de dames is played.] A draught-board.
b. attrib. Checkered.

1770 Inv. Goods of D. Steuari, Earl ofBuchan (MS.), .8

Damboard T[able] Cloths. x8a6 J. WILSON Noct. Ambr.
Wks. 1855 I. 124 Baith at gammon and the dambrod. 1870
RAMSAY Remin. v. (ed. 18) 113 [She] asked to be shown
table-linen, a dam- brodpattern.

Dame (d,?im). Also 5 Se. deym(e, 5- Sc. deme,
9 north, dial, deame, deeam. [a. OF. dame

(nth c. in Littre) : earlier damme ~ Pr. dama,
domria, It. donna: L. domina lady, mistress, fern,

of dominus lord, master. A variant now differen-

tiated is DAM ^.]

I. Expressing relation or function.

fl. A female ruler, superior or head : = 'lady ',

as fern, of lord
(*
our most gracious Sovereign

Lady, Queen Victoria') ; the superior ofa nunnery,
an abbess, prioress, etc. Also Jig. or transf. Obs.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 428 Almihti God . . ^iue ure dame his

grace, so lengre so more, c 1420 Chron. Vilod, 774 When
he [

= she] was hurr' Abbas and hurr* Dame, c 1490 Promp.
Pan'. 1 13 (MS. K) Dame, domina. 1594 T. B. La Primaud.
Fr. A caff. 11. 440 Reason, which is the principal faculty
and power of the soule . . is called of them the Queene, Dame,
and Mistress. 1667 MILTON P. L. ix. 612 Sovran of

Creatures, universal Dame. 1677 GALE Crt. Gentiles II.

in. 139 Zenobia Queen of Arabia and Dame of Antioch.

2. The 'lady' of the house, the mistress of a

household, a housewife. Now archaic or dial,

(my dame ray wife, my * missus '), or humorously

applied to an aged housewife.
C133 R- BRUNNE Chron. Wace 15150 At Londone anoj>er

kyng gan wone . . Saberk ban was his name, Dame Rytula
highte his dame, c 1386 CHAUCER Shipm. T. 356, 1 toke vnto
our dame ^oure wif at home ^e same gold a}em. 1483 Cath.

Angl. 80 Dame ;
vbi a huswyfe. 1535 COVERDALE Isa. xxiv.

2 The Master as the seruant, the dame like the mayde.
1548-9 (Mar.) Bk. Com. Prayer, Catechism Rubr., Fathers,

mothers, maisters, and dames. 1593 BILSON Govt. Christ's

Ch. 58 Every poor woman that hath either maid, or ap-

prentise is called Dame: and yet Dame is as much as
Domina and used to Ladies of greatest account, as Dame
Isabel and Madam. 16x1 SHAKS. Wint. T. iv. iv. 57 Upon
This day, she was. .Both Dame and Seruant : Welcom'd all,

seru'd all. 1741 RICHARDSON Pamela III. Ivii. 147 The
Gentry love both him and my Dame, and the poor People
adore them. 1833 CARLYLE in Emerson Eng. Traits Wks.

(Bohn) II. 7 My dame makes it a rule to give to every son
of Adam bread to eat. 1855 ROBINSON Wliitby Gloss, s. v.,

My deeam, my mistress, my wife. An and deeam : an old

woman.
b. transf.

1632 MILTON VAllegro 52 The cock .. stoutly struts his

dames before.

3. The mistress of a private elementary school for

children. (Usually an old woman or widow.) Now
almost Obs.
a 1649 WINTHROP New Eng. (1826) II. 50 He bewailed . .

his disobedience to his parents, his slighting and despising
their instructions and the instructions of his dame. 1850
W. IRVING Goldsmith i, Those good old motherly dames,
found in every village, who cluck together the whole callow

brood . . to teach them their letters.

4. At Eton : A matron who keeps a boarding-
house for boys at the school. (Also applied to a

man who does the same.)
c 1737 H. WALPOLE Let. to Montagu (1857) I. 15 A dame

over the way, that has just locked in her boarders. 1825
C. M. WESTMACOTT Etig. Spy I. 52 Do you bid the Dames
of old Eton appear. 1844 DISRAELI Coningsby i. Si, The
room in the Dame's house where we first order our own
breakfast. *386_I)QVfDEti Li/e Sketky 1.22 Hexter. .being,



DAME.
not only an Eton writing-master and a ' dame ', but also
a magistrate of the county.

II. Expressing rank or honour.
6. A form of address originally used to a lady of

rank, or a woman of position ; the feminine corre-

sponding to Sire ;
= My lady, Madam : gradually

extended to women of lower rnnk, and, after the
1 6th c., left to these (cf. senses 2, 6 c).
a tut Leg. Kath. 2080 Hu nu, dame, dotestut Cwen,

acangestu nu f a 1300 Cursor M. 8349 (Cott.) Dame, I did
be hider call, Als mi wedded wijf of all. 01300 1'loriz

of solas have we sene.' cilfi* Wrigkfs Chaste Wife 139
Thus seyd the wyfe of the hows, 'Syr, how faryth my
swetc spouse.. ?'

'

Series, dame,' he seyd,
' wele '. 1:1470

HKNRY Wallace v. 330 A wedow thar duelt . .

'

Fayr deyme ',

he said,
'

go get sum meit for me '. 1606 SIIAKS. Aitt. ff C/.
iv. iv. 29 Fare thee well Dame, what ere becomes of me,

W
M istress. 1711 DE FOE Col. Jack (1840) 90 How'much was
it, dame ?

f 6. Prefixed as a title to the name of n lady or
woman of rank ;

= Lady, Mistress, Miss. Now
only fig. in personifications, as Dame Fortune,
Dame Nature.
a 1300 Cursor M. 23719 (Cott.) Dame \v.r. Dam] fortune

turnes ban hir
i)uele. c 1305 Saints' Lives in K. E. f.

(18621 71 Tuei maidenes clene ynou hire douilren were also
Dame Mar^erie and dame Alice . . Dame Mabille be gode
moder bis children loucde ynou. 1386 CHAUCER Man of
Law's T. 151 The Emperours dognter dame Custance.
1413 LYDG. Pilgr. Sowle \. \. (18591 ' The noble worthy
lady dame Misericord. 1500-20 DUNBAR Litcina Schynnyng
li Ale thocht Deine Fortoun . . Stude me beforne. 1568
GRAFTON C/iron. II. 119 Alexander king of Scottes marycd
dame Jane the sister of king Henry. 1593 [see z]. 1600
THVNNK Emblems xiii, Dame Lais is a puritane. 1669
A. BROWNE Ars fid. (1675) 14 Dame Nature is extremely
Various in her Representations.

b. The legal title prefixed to the name and sur-

name of the wife of a knight or baronet, for which
f.aily prefixed to the surname is in common use.
1611 I'attnts creating baronets in Selden Titles Hon. II.

v. 46 Quod uxores . . gaudeant hac appellation?, videlicet

Anglice, Lady, Madame, et Dame respective, sccundum
usum loquendi. 1614 Ibid. n. ix. 2 By custom, .tbe Ladies
that are Knights' wives are in conveyance for the most part
stiled Dames, and other Ladies only of greater honor,
Ladies; which we see is a title much more frequently given
to this sex than Lord to males. 1648 PKVNNE Pleafor Lords
42 Dame Alice Piers was brought before the lords. 1661
Protests Lords I. 19 Sir Edward Powell Knt. and Brt.,
and Dame Mary his wife. 1793 in J. L. Chester Watm.
Abbey Kef. (1876) 452 Dame Sidney Hawkins [relict of
a knight) died the i8th.

c. Prefixed to the surname of a housewife, an
elderly matron or schoolmistress, arch, or dial.
c 1300 Ilavclok 558 [GrimJ bar him horn to hise cleue,

And bi-taucte him dame leue [his wife]. 1575 J. STILL
Gamm. Gttrton Prol., Dame Chat herdeare gossyp. [Also
called ' Goodwife Chat', 'Mother Chat'.] 1701 BOSWELI.
"Johnson, He was first taught to read English by Dame
Oliver, a widow, who kept a school for young children in
Lichficld. Chapbook title. The History of Dame Trot and
her Cat.

7. The wife or daughter of a lord ; a woman of

rank, a lady. Now historical or poetic.
1530 PALSOR. 212/1 Dame, a lady, darne. a 156* G.

CAVENDISH Life of IVolsey, Your . . banquette, where was
assembled such a number of excellent fair dames. 1590
SIIAKS. Mills. N.y.i. 298 [Thisbe] the fairest Dame That liu'd,
that lou'd, that lik'd, that look'd with cheere. 1606 Tr.
fr Cr. i. iii. 282 Hee'l say in Troy . . The Grecian Dames
are sun-burnt. 1630 WADSWORTH Pilgr. vii. 73 They.,
intice likewise the young Dames. 1701 POPE Sapplw 17, No
more the Lesbian dames my passion move. 1764 GOLDSM.
Trav. 251 Dames of ancient days Have led their children
through the mirthful maze. 1848 MACAULAY Hist. Eur. I.

385 Dames of high rank visited him [Claude DuvaT] in
prison. 1856 MRS. BROWNING Aur. Leigh in, 345 She had
the low voice of your English dames,

b. A woman in rank next below a lady : the wife
of a knight, squire, citizen, yeoman, arch, or dial.

1574 H ELLOWES Guevara's Fam. Ep. (1577) 20 The Ladyes
and dames that serue you, and the gallants and Courtiers
that altende vppon you. 1752 JOHNSON Rambler No. 189
P 7 The city dame who talks of her visits at great houses,
where she happens to know the cook-maid. 1864 CAPERN
Dei'on /'roi'im ialism. Dame, an appellation bestowed on
yeomen's wives.

c. The title of female members of the Primrose

League of the same rank as the '

knights '.

1890 G. S. LANE Fox Primrose Leaf tie 13 The members
of the League consist of Knights, Dames, and Associates
(men and women).

III. A mother
;
= DAM sb.-

1 8. A mother. Obs. a. of human beings.
a us Aucr. R. 230 Ase be moder mid hire }unge deor-

linge vliho from him . . & let hit sitten one, & loken ?eome
abuten, & cleopien, Dame ! dame I & weopen. c 1175 in
O. E. Misc. 190 Hire sire and hire dame bretej> hire to bete.
c 1386 CHAUCER Manciple's T. 213 Thus taughte me my
dame; My sone [etc.]. 4-1400 Test. Love Prol. (1560)
272/1 In such wordes as wee learneden of our dames
tongue. ?'.'i475 Xyr. /tnve Dfgre 622 To bydde this

chylde go sucke his dame. 1593 SIIAKS. Lucr. 1477 The
sire, the sonnc, the dame and daughter die.

b. of animals; =DAMjA.-2.
1-1310 R. BRUNNE Medit. 286 As chekenes crepyn vndyr

Vi'L. III.
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be dame wyng. 1-1400 MAUNDEV. (1839) xx*. ya pel
puttcn forth anon the jonge foles and maken hem to nyjen
alter hire dames. 1548 UDALL, etc. Erasm. Par. .Matt.
xxi. 100 This she ase ii the dame of the fole. 1598 S v,
I>iana 219 Despoyling the harmlesse Nightingale of her
deerest prclie ones, and the sorrowful! Dame fluttering vp
" downe ouer tlieir h. ails. 1709 BLAIR in Phil. Traits.XXV II. 63 Ihey quit their Dame at 6 Months.
IV. f 9- The queen at chess. [

= K. dame.]
Ots. rare.

1574 HBLLOWES Gueuara's f'am. >.(is84) 231 Sonitimcs
we were wont to play at the chesse . . and [IJcannot advise
me that you gave me the dame.
V. 10. Comb., as dame-errant (noncc-wd. after

knight-errant) ; dame-school, an elementary
school for children kept by a dame.
1851 Miss YONOE Cameos (1877) II. xxxiii. 338 Henry

received her with the courtesy due to a distressed dame-
errant. 1811 MAR. EOCEWORTH Sequel to Rosamond II.

65 The name of this
'

tiny play
'

. .
' The Dame-school

Holiday.' 1876 GRANT Burgh Sck. Seotl. n. xvi. 527Dame schools, .have, .ceased to exist in Scotland.

Dame, obs. f. DAM sb. 1 and *, and DAMN.
Damegeous, var. DAMAGEOUS Obs., injurious.
Dameisele, damesol lo, obs. ff. DAMSEL.
Dames, obs. form of DAMASK.
Dameae, var. of DAMAHKK Obs., damson.

Damesene, obs. form of DAMSON.
Damoship (d^i-mjip). nonce-tad. [f. DAME sb.

+ -SHIP.] The office or position of a dame.
1837 CARI.YLK Fr. Rev. I. ill. viii, He shall have . . a

Daineship of the Palace for his niece.

Dameson, -yn, obs. forms of DAMSON.
Dame's-violet. [A transl. of the Latin name

in the old herbalists, Viola malronalis, or of its

equivalents. The form damas or damask violet

appears to have been a corruption.] A popular
name of the common Garden Kocket, Jlesperis
matronalis; by Lyte called also Dame's Gilliflower.
1578 LYTE Dodofiis n. v. 153 Of Dames violets or Gilo-

floures . . These floures be now called in Latine Violx
Matronalcs [so in TURNER 1562]: in English Damaske
violets, Dames violets or Gillofers, and Rogues gillofcrs ;

in French Violettes de Dames; in base Almaigne Hut-
bloemen, and after tbe Latine name they call it Joncfrouwen
vilieren, which may be Englished Dames violets. 1597
GERARDE Ifcrbal n. cxvi. i. 376 Dames Viulets or
Queenes Gilloflowcrs. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury n. 74/1
The double Dame Violet growet
knot. 1886 Pall M
purple dame's-violet,

.

let groweth many together in a
knot. 1886 Pall Mall G. 8 Oct. 5/1 The sweet smell of the

Damicel, obs. form of DAMSEL.
Damie (.d^-mi). St. [f. DAME + -IE, -Y dim.

suffix.] A diminutive or pet form of DAMK.
1789 BURNS To Dr. Blacklock v, Ye glaiket, gleesome,

dainty damies [the Muses].

Damisel, -en, obs. ff. DAMSEL, DAMSON.
II Dammar (dse-mii). Also (? 5 dambre), 7-9

damar, 8-9 dammer. [a. Malay damar resin,
whence the botanical genus Dammara (N.O. Coni-

ferse), the typical species of which, D. orientalis,

yields the resin in Amboyna and the Moluccas.]
The name of various resins obtained from different

trees growing in the East Indies, New Guinea, and
New Zealand; esf. the cat's-eye resin (E. India

Dammar) from Dammara orientalis, used instead
of pitch for caulking ships, etc., and the Kauri-gum
from D. australis ofNew Zealand ; both these are

used for making varnish. White Dammar, or
Dammar Pitch, is obtained from Valeria indica ;

Black Dammar from Canarium strictum. (Also
Dammar-gum, Dammar-resin, Gum Dammar.')

[c 1440 Secrees 165 A dragme and a half of good muske,
& a dragme of dambre, and bre dragmes ot be tree of

aloes.) 1698 FRYER Ace. E. India ff P. 37 The.. Planks

of Rosin taken out of the sea). 1717 A. HAMILTON
AVw Ace. E. hid. II. xxxviii. 73 Damar, a Gum that
is used for making Pitch and Tar for the Use of Shipping.
1805 Trans. Soc. Encoitrag. Arts XXIII. 412 Resms . .

called dammer in India . . the produce of various trees.

1891 R. KIPLING Barrack-r. Ballads 130 He has taken

my bale of dammer and spice I won beyond the seas.

11 Da'mmara. Hot. [See prec.] A genus of
trees yielding dammar. Also attrib., as dammara
resin. Hence in Chem. Da mmaran, a neutral

resin, and Damma-rlc acid, constituents of dam-
mar. Dammarln. Da nnuarol, Da nimaronc,
Da mmaryl, chemical derivatives of dammar.

~ WATTS Diet. Cnem. II. 301 Dammara resin.
Australian, .consists of an acid resin, dammaric acid, and
a neutral resin, dammaran.

t Da'mmaret. Obs. Also damouret. [ad. F.
dameret 'an effeminate fondling or fond

carpet
knight' (Cotgr.) ; deriv. of dame lady.] A ladies'

man :
' one that spends his whole time in the

entertaining or courting of women '

(Cotgr.).
1635 DRUMM. OF HAWTH. Commend. Verses to Person's

Varieties, The Lawyer here may learne Divinity The
Divine, Lawes . . The Dammaret respectively to fight, The
Duellist to court a Mistresse right, a 1649 Fam. Epist.
Wks. (1711) 145 Place me with a damouret .. if I praise him
in the presence of his mistress, he will be ready to perform
like duties to me.

Dammas, -oskc, obs. forms of DAMASK.

DAMN.

Dammaaln, obs. form of DAMSON.
Damme (da-mi). Also 7 dammee,

-
..

dammy.
1. int. Shortened form of Damn me I used as a

profane imprecation.
.-1645 H.mni. Lett. (1650) I. 37 My Lord Powii..

said, dammy if ever he come to be King of England I
will turn rebel. 1651 Total Rout in Cemimu. Baltadi
(Percy Soc.) 132 Hee's not a gentleman tht wean, a sword,And fears to swear dammee at every word. 1791 Wotcorr
(P. Pindar) Magpie n, Robin Wks. 1812 11.476 Damroei.it
you ? 1848 THACKERAY Van. Fair Iv, Tandyman wouldn't
pay : no, dammy, he wouldn't pay.
2. as/*, a. The oath itself, or its utterance.
1775 SHERIDAN Rivals m. iv. Let me begin with a damme.

1813 HYKON Juan xi. xliii, And yet the British
' DammeV

rather Attic.

fb. transf. A person addicted to using this
oath

; a profane swearer. AIsot damme- boy. Obs.
1618 MYNSHUL ESI. Prison 45 Though be iteale his

band of tenne thousand Dam-mees. (11658 OuvEUHOlNA
Punks and dammy-bovs. i66j NEWCOME War.riCheth.im
Soc.) j2 The ranting dammees of y nation. 1674 COTTON
Compl. Gamester in Singer Hist. Cards 335 A grand-jury
of dammees.

1 8. attrib. or adj. Obs.
1660 H. AIMS Fannaticks Mite *

iij b. That multitude of
dammy and debauched Daudy-houses.

Damme, obs. form of DAM, DAMN.
Dammed (d:cmd), ///. a. [f. DAM K.I + -ED.]

Furnished with a dam ; obstructed or confined by
a dam (usually with ;// .

1664 DRYDEN tad. Queen iv. !, Like dammed-up streams.

1879 ATCHHRUEY lloerland 97 This race wu intended to

bring water from a dammed creek.

Dammer (dx-mai\ sl>. [f. DAM ?>.
' + -EH

i.]
One who constructs dams.
1816 Scorr Antiq. xxiii, Auld George Glen the dammer

and sinker.

t Dainmer, v. Obs. rare. [Cf. Ger. dammern
to become dim, to dim.] To make dim or dark.
1610 HOLLAND Camdcn's Brit. (1637) 649 So greate a

mercate towne and faire withall that . . it dammereth and
dimmeth the light in some sort of Radnor.

Dammer, var. DAMMAR, resin.

Dammes, -ys, obs. Sc. ff. DAMASK.

Damming doe-min), vbl. sb. [-nol.] The
action of the verb DAM l

; obstructing or confining
by a dam. (Also with /.)
1801 PLAYPAIR Illustr. Hntton. Th. 353 The damming

up of those rivers. 1861 HUGHES Tom Brmvn at Oxf,
xvii. 11889) 162 A small brook., with careful damming is

made to turn a mill.

Dammisel, obs. form of DAMSEL.

Da-mmish, v. S,. Also daimish. [Possibly
a variant of DAMAGE ; OF. had damaehier beside

damagier. But cf. Ger. diimisch stupid.]
1 1. trans. To stun, stupefy. Obs.

(11598 ROLLOCK On the Passion (1616) 38 (Jam.) As
a man who falls downe from an high place . . lyes without
sense, and is dammished with the fall. 1711 WODROW Hist.

Stiff. Ck. Scot. II. 25 He was perfectly dammished with
the stroke.

2. To bruise the surface of (an apple or similar

fruit) by a knock.
In south of Scotland (daimish).

Dammosen, obs. form of DAMSON.
Damn (dxm\ v. Forms: 3-6 dampne, (4
dempne, damp), 4-7 damne, (5 dame, 5-6
damme, 5-7 dam, 7 damb), 7- damn. [a. OF.
dampne-r, damne-r, ad. L. damndre, dampnare,
orig. to inflict damage or loss upon, to condemn,
doom to punishment ; taken early into F. in legal
and theological use. Cf. Pr. dampnar. It. damnare.]
1 1. dans. To pronounce adverse judgement on,

affirm to be guilty; to give judicial sentence

against ;
= CONDEMN I (in part\ a. Cbs.

a 1300 Cursor M. 13756 (Cott. \ I damp be not quar-so bou

far,
But go nu forth and sin na mar. 1381 WYCLIF John

viii. 10 Womman, wher ben thei that accusiden thee? no
man dampnede thee. c 1384 CHAUCER L. G. If. ProL 387
It is no maysterye for a lord To dampne a man with-oute
answere. 1440 J. SHIRLEY Dethe K. James u8i8) 23 This
same Erie of Athetellcs was endited, arreyned, and dampned.
1483 CAXTON G. de la Tour N iij, Ye hadde made hym to
be dampned and destroyed withoute cause. 1495, 1551 [see
DAMNED i],

t b. To condemn to a particular penalty or fate ;

to doom ;
= CONDEMN 3, 6. Obs.

a 1300 Cursor M. 20888 (Gott.) Bat ananias and his wijf
For suilk he dampneJ paim of lijf. triuo R. BRLNST.
Mt-iiit. 556 Pylat . . dampnede his Lorde to dye on the croys.
c 1460 T(nvnflfy_Myst. 209 Pylale, do after us, And dam to

id

.So
she was dampned by the assent of the barons to be brente.
IS59 Mirr. Mag., Trfsilitin xvii, I poore Tresilyan. .was

dampned to the galowes. 1611 SfEED Hist. Gt. Brit. VI.

xlviii. 168 Let the Edict be dambd to eternal silence. 1734
POPE Ess. Man IV. 284 See Cromwell damned to everlasting
fame. 187* BCACKMORE Maid ofSk. (1881' 69, I will take
it as a separate case, and damn the country in the fees.

t 2. To adjudge and pronounce (a thing, practice,

etc.) to be bad ; to adjudge or declare forfeited,

unfit for use, invalid, or illegal ; to denounce or

8



DAMN.

annul authoritatively ; to CONDEMX. Obs. exc. as

in b, or as associated with other senses.

c 1386 CHAUCER Wife's Prol. 70 For hadde God co-

maundid maydenhede, Than had he dampnyd weddyng
with the dede. 1387 TREVISA Hidden (Rolls) VIII. 289

Kyng Edward dampned sodeynliche fals money pat was

slyliche i-brou}t up. 1483 RICH. Illin Ellis Orig.Lett. in.

xlii. I. 105 Damnyng and utterly distroying all the stamps
and Irons. 1556 Chron. Grey Friars (Camden) 20 And
also there [Paul's Cross] .. ware many bokes of eryses..

damnyd and brent be fore hys face. 1635 n.c,\T?Christia.nogr.

in (1636) 40 A Councell, in which Image-worshippe was

damned. 1676 WYCHEKLEY PI. Dealer Prol., And with

faint praises one another damn [cf. Pope Prol. Sat. zoo].

1700 WELWOOD Mem. fed. 31 231 All the Charters in the

Kingdom were damn'd in the space of a Term or two. 1797

GODWIN Enquirer n. vii. 266 We should [not] totally damn
a man's character for a few faults. 1868 G. DUFF Pol.

Sum, 9 An assembly, .gathered together for the express

purpose of damning modern civilization.

b. spec. To condemn (a literary work, usually

a play) as a failure ;
to condemn by public expres-

sion of disapproval.
1654 WHITLOCK Zoototnia 254 We glosse him with Invec-

tives, or damne the whole Book for Erratas. 1696 tr. Dn
Mont's Voy. Levant A vij, The Book must be damn'd for

the Clownishness of the Author. 1749 FIELDING Tom Jones
xin. xi, A new play, at which two large parties met, the one

to damn, and the other to applaud. 1791 BOSWELL Johnson
an. 1777, A comedy by Mr. Hugh Kelly, which.. in the

play-house phrase, was damned. 1860 J. P. KENNEDY W.
Wirt I. xx. 309 The ordeal of facing the authorship of a play
that has been damned.

fc. Used by Coverdale as a rendering of Heb.
to devote to destruction. Obs.

153^ COVERDALE Josh. vi. 18 Howbeit this cite, & all

that is therin, shalbe damned vnto the Lorde.-Onely be-

warre of it that is damned, lest ye damne youre selues iyf ye
take ought of it which is damned). Ibid.xi, n He. .smote

all the soules that were therin with the edge of the swerde,
and damned it. .& damned Hasor with fyre.

3. transf. To bring condemnation upon ;
to prove

a curse to, be the ruin of.

1477 EARL RIVERS (Caxton) Dictes 68 The wikked werkes

dampne and distroye the good. 1611 SHAKS. Cymb. m. iv.

76 Hence vile Instrument, Thou shalt not damne my hand.
KSo7 _ Timon w. iii. 165. 1691 T. H[ALE] Neiv Invent.

p. Ixxxiii, He would damn all Patents that damned the

River, 1728 YOUNG Love Fame iii. (1757) 101 Who borrow
much. .And damn it with improvements of their own. 1848
LD. G. BENTINCK in Croker Papers III. xxv. 165 The
Budget has damned the Whig Government in the country.

&y$ Publishers' Circular $ June 623/1 Chapman's, .remark-

able preface, .if written by a modern author would at once
damn his book.

4. Theol. To doom to eternal punishment in the

world to come ; to condemn to hell.

c 1325 Mctr. Hom. 112 Sain Jon hafd gret pile That slic

a child suld dampned be. a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter i. 6

Wicked sail noght rise. . for to deme, hot for to be demed
and dampned. 1483 CAXTON G, de la Tour E ij, He
wold pray god for hym that he myght knowe whether she
was dampned or saued. a 1533 LD. BERNERS Huon xlv.

151 Haue pyte of your owne soule, the whiche shal be

dampnyd in hell. 1638 CHILLINGW. Relig. Prot. i. ii. 101

You damne all to the fire, and to Hell, that any way differ

from you. 1^27 SWIFT To Very Young Latfy, Some people
take more pains to be damned, than it would cost them to

be saved. 1870 M. CONWAY Earthw, Pilgr. xxiii. 270 He
had rather be damned with Plato than saved with those
who anathematised him.

b. transf. To cause or occasion the eternal

damnation of.

1340 Ayenb. 1 15 He is manslajte and him-zelue damneb ase

zayp J>e wrytinge. 1377 LANGL. /'. PI. B. xn. 02 Ri?t so

goddes body bretheren but it be worthily taken, Dampneth
vs atte daye of dome, r 1440 York Myst. xlviii. 161 pe
dedjs t>at ys schall dame be-dene. 1547 BAULDWIN Mor.
Philos. n. iii, The Justice of God and their owne desertes
damne them vnto euerlasting death. 1658 Whole Duty RIan
xvi. i. 127 Some..make it their only comfort, that their

enemies will damn themselves by it. a 1703 BURKITT On
N. 7"., Lnke \. 66 'Tis..the contempt and neglect of the
sacrament that damns, 1837 J. H. NEWMAN Par. Serm.
(ed. 2} III. xv. 235 You have the power to damn yourself.

fc. In passive sense : be damned. Obs. rare.
1611 BEAUM. & FL. Philasferi\. ii, Cle. Sir, shall I lie?

King. Yes, lie and damn, rather than tell me that. 1625
MASSINGER New Way n. i, So he serve My purpose, let

him hang or damn, I care not.

6. Used profanely (chielly in dptative, and often

with no subject expressed) in imprecations and

exclamations, expressing emphatic objurgation or

reprehension of a person or thing, or sometimes

merely an outburst of irritation or impatience.

(Now very often printed
( d- n '

or ' d-
',

in

.pa. pple. 'd-- d'.)

[1431 JOAN OF ARC in De Barante Dues de Kourgogne vi.

116 Mais, fussent-ils [les anglais] cent mille Goddem de

plus qu'a present, ils n'auront pas ce royaume.] 1589 Pappe
w. Hatchet (1844) 16 Hang a spawrie? drowne it ; alls one,
damne it ! 1605 SHAKS. Macb. v. iii. ii The diuell damne
thee blacke, thou cream-fac'd Loone. 1633 T. STAFFORD
Pac. Hib. vi. (1821)292 His owne manifold Letters, .(full of
God damne him). 1709 STEELE Tatler No. 13^1 Call the
Chairmen : Damn 'em, I warrant they are at the Ale-house

already ! 1751 SMOLLETT Per. Pick, viii, I'll be d-d if

ever I cross the back of a horse again. 1815 SCOTT Guy M.
xxxvi, Then take broadswords and be d -d to you. 1859
DICKENS T. two Citi\'s\, ii, One pull more and you're at the

top, and be damned to you. 1849 THACKERAY Pendennis
xxvil, D- it, I love you : I am your old father.

6. To imprecate damnation upon ;
to curse, swear

at (using the word 'damn '). Also absol.
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1624 MASSINCER Par!. Love I. v, If you have travelled

Italy, and brought home Some remnants of the language,

and can . . Protest, and swear, and damn.
_
1665 DRYDEN

Indian Emp. EpiL, Their proper business is to damn the

Dutch. 1796 STEDMAN Surinam I. vii. 135 Insulted by
a row-boat, which damned him, and spoke of the whole crew

in the most opprobrious terms. 1848 MACAULAY Hist.

Jng. (1871) II. xiii. 49 The dragoons, .cursing and damning

him, themselves, and each other, at every second word.

Damn ((tern), sb. [f. prec. vb.

(The conjecture that, in sense 2, the word is the Hindi dam,
Jalum, an ancient copper coin, ofwhich 1600 went to a rupee

(see Yule), is ingenious, but has no basis in fact.)]

1. The utterance of the word ' damn '
as a profane

imprecation.
1619 FLETCHER M. Thomas n. ii, Rack a maids tender

ears, with dam's and Devils. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe 11850)

1 1 . 460
' What ! he no hear you curse, swear, speak de great

damn? 1

1775 SHERIDAN Rivals II. i, Ay, ay, the best terms

will grow obsolete. Damns have had their day. 1849
THACKERAY Pcndennis Ixvii, How many damns and curses

have you given me, along with my wages ? 1877 BESANT &
RICE San of Vulc. \. xii, That [oath] once discharged, he

relapsed, .into numerous commonplace damns.

2. Used vaguely (in unconventional speech) in

phrases not worth a damn, not to care a damn.

(Cf. CURSE sl>. i U.)

1760 GOI.DSM. Cit. W. xlvi, Not that I care three damns
what figure I may cut. 1817 BYRON Diary Wks. (1846)

423/1 A wrong, .system, not worth a damn. 1827 SCOTT

Jrnl. (1890) II. 22 Boring some one who did not care a d

about the matter, so to speak. 1849 MACAULAY Life $ Lett.

(1883) II. 257 How they settle the matter I care not, as the

Duke [of Wellington] says, one twopenny damn.

Damn(e, obs. (erron.) form of DAM.

Damnability((!fcmnabi'liti;. [f.next.] Quality
of being damnable ; liability to damnation.

1532 MORE Con/lit. Tindale Wks. 438/1 The damnabilitie

belonging to the mortall offence. 1648 Bp. DUPPA Angels
Rejoic. rglt maybringadamnability(astheSchoolespeakes',
but not damnation. 1845 CARLYLE Crumlvell I. iv. 72 Which
in that time meant temporal and eternal Damnability.

Damnable (dse'innab'l), a. Also 4-6 damp-
nable. [a. F. damnable, in 12-1 3th c. dampnable,
ad. L, dam(p)ndbilis, f. damndre : see DAMN.]
1 1. Worthy of condemnation ; to be reprobated ;

highly reprehensible. Obs. (or merged in 3, 4.)

'1380 WYCLIF Sel. Wks. III. 341 Myche more ben bei

dampnable bat letten Goddis lawe toshyrie. 1509 BARCLA_Y
Shyp ofFolys 123 Than it [daunsynge] in erth no game is

more damnable. 1634 PRYNNE Documents agst. 1'rymie
(Camden) 21 For a man to endeavour to Jefraude the Kinge
of this treasure is a most damnable offence. 1841 EMERSON
Lect., Conservative^^. (Bohn)II. 268, 1 observe that there

is a jealousy of the newest, and that the seceder from the

seceder is as damnable as the pope himself.

f b. Liable to judicial condemnation. Obs. rare.

cn6a Tmaneley Myst. 193 Sir Cayphas, bi my wytt, he
shuld be dampnabille.
2. Subject to divine condemnation ; liable to or

worthy of damnation.

1303 R. BRUNNE Handl. Synne 3768 Pys synne ys nat

dampnable But hy t be seyde custummable. a 1340 HAMPOLE
Psalter xvii. 25 pe pynes of dampnabil men. 1532 MOKE
Confute Tindale Wks. 475/2 The contrarye behefe per-

tayneth to the damnacion of our soules, if heresye be

damnable. 1614 H. GREENWOOD Jayle Delivery 468 O what
must poore lamentable damnable I doe to be saved. 1751
SMOLLETT Per. Pic. xxxvi, Those enthusiasts who look

upon every schism from the established articles of faith as

damnable. 1882-3 SCHAFF Encycl. Relig. Knmvl. II. 1366
Who makes us damnable, .of his own will,

t 3. Causing loss or harm ; hurtful, pernicious.
Obs. rare.

ci42o Pallad. on Hust. I. 181 Yf thi wey be foule, it is

dampnable. 1659 B. HARRIS Parivafs Iron Age 108 A most
damnable Victory to the House of Austria.

f b. Causing damnation. Obs. rare.

a 1617 HIERON Serm.
(r6;j4) 185 The mercy of God, if it

bee rightly applyed, there is nothing more comfortable ; if

it be abused, .there is nothing more damnable.

4. As a strong expression of angry dislike (or

merely as a strong intensive) : F'it to be 'damned';
<

damned',
' confounded '. (Now regarded as vulgar

or profane.)
1594 SIR J. HARINGTON in NiigzAntiq. (1804) 1. 167, I will

write a damnable storie, and put it in goodlie verse, about
Lord . 1596 SHAKS. \Hen.lV,\.\\. zoiO, thou hast damn-
able iteration. 1606 Tr. fyCr. v. i. 29 Thou damnable box
ofenuy thou. 1712 HEARNE Collect. (Oxf. Hist. Soc.) III. 347
This is a damnable Shame. 1843 LYTTON Last Barons x. vi,

That damnable wizard and his witch child. 1880 Mus.
FORRESTER Roy fy V. II. 143 That blackguard has been

telling his damnable lies to you.

t B. as adv. Damnably, execrably ;
also as

a strong intensive. Obs.
1611 SHAKS. Wint. T. HI. ii. i83 That did but shew thee

..inconstant, And damnable ingratefull. 1668 DAVENANT
Alan's the Master Wks. (1673) 352 She's damnable hand-
som ! 1678 BUNYAN Pilgr. \. 152 After he went to the iron

gate [of Doubting Castle] . . but that lock went damnable
hard, yet the key did open it. 1712-35 ARBUTHNOT John
Bull I. xv. (1755) 29 They are damnable greedy of the pence.

Da'mnableness. [f. prec. + -NESS.] The
quality of being damnable.
1638 CIIILLINGW. Relig, Prot. Answ. to Pref. 29 The

question being of the Damnableness of Error.

Damnably (dse-mnabli), adv. [f. as prec. +
-LY 2.] In a damnable manner.

1 1. So as to deserve or incur damnation. Obs.
c 1386 CHAUCER filelib. r>86o Cursedly and dampnably we

DAMNATORY.
ban ygilt ajeinst ;oure gret lordship. 1551 Act 5-6 Edw.
VI, c. i i A greate nombre of People, .do wilfullye and

dampnablye . . abstayne and refuse to come to their Parislie

Churches. 1651 C. CARTWRIGHT Cert. Relig. i. 149 It is

granted, that the invisible Church cannot erre damnably.

1768 74 TUCKER Lt, Nat. (1852) H. 64 He should make
himself damnably wicked as fast as he can.

2. In a ' damnable' way, execrably, confoundedly ;

sometimes merely as a strong intensive. (Now con-

sidered vulgar or profane.)
150 SHAKS. i Hen. 7F, iv. ii. 14, I haue mis-vs'd the

Kings Presse damnably. 1667 DRYDEN Wild Gallant i. i,

I was drunk ; damnably drunk with ale. 1687 CONGKKVE
Old Bach. \. i, I find I am damnably in love, c 1753 in

Hanway Trav. (1762) 417, I hate the dutch most damnably.
1843 DICKENS Lett. (1880) I. 87 The bitterness of hearing
those infernally and damnably good old times extolled.

Damnage, obs. form of DAMAGE.
Damnation (dnamn^'Jan). Also 3-6 damp-

nacion, -ouu, etc. [a. V . damnation, in I2lh c.

dampnation, -acton, ad. L. dam(f}ndtidn-em, n. of

action f. damndre : see DAMN z>.J

fl. The action of condemning, or fact of being
condemned (by judicial sentence, etc.) ; condemna-
tion. Obs. exc. as in b.

a 1300 Cursor M. i5472(Cott.))>is traitur. .batbushissuete
lauerd soght vn-to dampnacion. 1382 WVCLIF Litke xxiii.

40 Nethir thou dredist God, that thou art in the same

dampnacioun ? 1534 MORE On the Passion Wks. 1276/1
Her offspring, .had not .. fallen in dampnacion of death.

1639 LAUD Wks. (1849) II. 297 In a council .. Pope Alex-

ander III condemned Peter Lombard of heresy, and he lay
under that damnation for thirty and six years.

to. The damning of a play, etc. by publicly ex-

pressed disapproval.
1742 FIELDING J. Andrews m. x, Don't lay the damnation

of your play to my account. 1800 LAMB Let. to Manning
16 Dec.

,
I met him in the lobby immediately after the damna-

tion of the Professor's play. 1806 H. SIDDONS Maid, Wife,
etc, II. 147 The fatal cough, well known to authors as the

sure forerunner of dramatic damnation.

2. Thcol. Condemnation to eternal punishment
in the world to come ; Ihe fact of being damned, or

doomed to hell ; spiritual ruin
; perdition. (Op-

posed to salvation?)
a 1300 Cursor M. 16455 (Cott.) pai ches )>aim-self dampna-

cion . . And brocht vs til saluacion. c 1340 HAMPOLE Prose
Tr. (1866) 7 Sentence of dampnacyone flelle one me. c 1420
Chron. Vilod. 193 pat his sowle was sauyd from danipna-

cyon. 1541 BARNES \Vks. (1573) 241/2 Hee woulde haue hell

or euerlasting dampnation to hys rewarde. 1616 R._ C.

Times Whistle vi. 2481 Whose concupiscence, Like thine,

deservde black helles damnation. 1667 MILTON P. L. i. 215
That with reiterated crimes he might Heap on himself

damnation. 1719 YOUNG Rei-enge v. ii, So Lucifer broke

into Paradise, And soon damnation follow'd. 1869 W. P.

MACKAY Grace fr Truth (1875) 243 You are, O sinner, on
the edge of eternal damnation.

b. Cause or occasion of damnation or ruin ; sin

incurring or deserving damnation.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xu. 89 Goddes body. .is. .deth and

dampnacioun to hem bat dyeth yuel. (1386 CHAUCER

Wife's T. 211 'My love?' quod he, 'nay, nay, mydampna-
cioun '. 1596 SHAKS. Merck. V. ii. vii. 49 'Twere damnation
To thinke so base a thought. 1605 Macb. i. vii. 10

His Vertues Will pleade like Angels, Trumpet-tongu'd
against The deepe damnation of his taking off. 1712 SWIFT
To Dr. Sheridan, Tell me . . What name for a maid, was
the first man's damnation?

3. In profane use : a. as an imprecation, or ex-

clamation of emphatic objurgation.
1604 SHAKS. Oth. m. iii. 396 Death, and damnation. Oh !

1709 STEELE Tatler No. 137 72 [He] invokes Hell and

Damnation at the Breaking of a Glass. 1747 Gentl. Mas:.
XVII. 46 The ensign more than once drank 'Damnation to

all Scotchmen!' 1836 MARRYAT Midsh. Easy xii. 39
' Damnation !

'

cried the master, who was mad with rage.

b. as adj. or adv. = ' Damned '.

1757 LLOYD Satyr $ Pedlar Poet. Wks. I. 57 The wit

with metaphors makes bold, And tell's you he's damnation

thy'sons O'er tea damnation hot, make damifd
odd puns 1843 MARRYAT M. Violet xxxvi, He would have

the lives of the damned Frenchman and his damnation horse.

||
4. Roman Law. [tr. L. damiiatio, with reference

to danmas condemned, sentenced, bound to make
a gift or contribution.] (Sec quot.)
1880 MUIRHEAD Ulpian xxiv. 1 1 a, The most advantageous

form of legacy is that by damnation. 1880 Gains Digest

528 A legacy by damnation, .was one in which the testator

imposed an obligation on his heir to give to the legatee the

thing bequeathed, and which afforded the latter a personal
claim against the heir, but no real right in the object of

bequest.
Hence f Damna'tionly adv. - prec. 3 b.

1762 GOI.DSM. Life of Nash (Globe ed.) 549/1, I knew him
when he and I were students at Oxford, where we both

studied damnationly hard.

Damnatory (darmnataril, a. [ad. L. damna-

tori-its, f. damndtor-em, agcnt-n. from damndre :

see DAMN z>.]

1. Conveying condemnation ; condemnatory.
1682 Case Prot. Eng. 7 The Sentence.. is not pretended

to be damnatory. 1817 COLERIDGE Biog. Lit. II. xxi. 118,

I do not arraign the keenness or asperity of its damnatory

style. 1884 Pall Mall G. n Dec. 3/1 No one who knows
Dean Burgon will be surprised to find that his view of these

changes is entirely damnatory.
b. Occasioning condemnation ; damning or

ruinous in effect.



DAMNED.
1858 J. II, NORION Tof-us 157 It was citln \

.1 iii-i.t i!.imn;it"! / ail mi-. iori. 1864 VV. M. ROSSKTTI in

l>'rt\st'rs Alag. July 70 It U n f.it.il writktitss in art, more
tlaniM.'Uni y by far than even thu tendency to ungainliness.
2. '1'hcol. Containing or uttering a sentence of

damnation ; consigning to dnmnnUon
; damning.

1738 NKAI. Hist. J'urif. IV. 617 Ath.inasius's creed being
disliked by reason of the damnatory clauses. 1838 ARNOLD
Let. in St.inley Life fy Corr.

(1844) II. viii. 132, I <:

believe the damnatory clauses in the Athaiiasian Creed
under any qualification given <.f them. 1882-3 SCHAI-F

Kncycl. Rflig. Knwvl. I. 204/3 Nor was the absence of

baptism damnatory.
Hence Da'mnatorily adv.

1892 J. I'AKLUW Irish Idylls iv. 79 Somewhat damnalorily
faint praino.

Damned (dicmd, poet, daj-mntd), ///. a. [f.

PAMN v. +-ED '.]

1 1. Condemned, judicially sentenced. Obs.

11440 Promp. /'arr. 113 Dampnyd, dmnfinatHs. 1495
Act ii Ifen. I /f, c. 48 8 a Felons, fugit if, outlawed, convicte
and dampned persunes. 1551 ROBINSON tr. Mart's Utof>.
i. (Arb.) 49 Condernpned to be common laborers.. In some
partes . . these seruing men (for so be these dampned persons
called) do no common worke. 1616 HRENT tr. Sarftt s Hist.
Connc. Trent (1676) 442 To shew what Books did contain
damned or Apocryphal Doctrine. i8*x LAMB Elia Ser. i.

t The reveries of the cell-damned murderer.

b. Condemned by publicly expressed disapproval,
as a play, etc. : also transf. of an author.

1708 POFE Let. to Cromwell 10 May, Damnation follows
death in other men, But your dainn'd Poet lives and writes

agcn. 1710 //'/</. 17 May, I am, it must be own'd. .dead in

a poetical Capacity, as a damn'd Author.

2. Thcol. Doomed to or undergoing eternal pun-
ishment; condemned or consigned to hell.

1393 GOWER Conf. I. 189 O dampned man to helle. 1508
FISHER Wks. (1876)20 The dampned spyrytes. 1590 SHAKS.
Miiis. N. in. ii. 383 Damned spirits all, That in crosse-waies
and llouds haue burial!. 1667 MILTON P. L. n. 482 For
neither do the spirits damn'd Lose all their virtue. 1882

ROSSETTI Ballads fy S0nn. t
Rose Alary n. 43 Full well hath

thy treason found its goal, O thou dead body and damned
soul.

b. absoL as sb. pi. The souls in hell,
' the lost '.

1 1507 CowMUNyc. C ij, The payne . . That dampned haue
in hell. 1610 SHAKS. Temp. i. it, It was a torment To lay

upon the damn'd. 1651 HOHBES Lrviaik, in. xxxviii. 242
The place of the Damned. iSajr POLLOK Course T. v, In
dreadful apparition, saw before His vision pass the shadows
of the damned.

c. See quot. (Cf. F. &mt damnJe.')
a 1791 GROSE Olio, Grumbler \\\\. (1796)30 Men who attend

at the Custom house, under the denomination of Damned
Souls, in order, for a certain fee, to swarc out any goods
whatsoever for the merchants.

f3. Lying under, or worthy of, a curse; accursed,

damnable, execrable. Obs. exc. as in 4, or as a con-

scious extension of 2.

1563 NOWELL in Litnrg. Serv. Q. Eliz. (1847) 493 Filthy
and aampned Mahomet, the deceiver of the world. 1603
KNOLI.ES Hist, Turks (1621) 48 A damned writing was
subscribed by the young emperour her son. 1605 SHAKS.
Macb. v. i. 39 Out damned spot : out I say. 1667 SIR R.
MORAY in Lauderdalc Papers (1885) II. Iv. 88 Ihere is a
Damned book come hither from beyond sea called Naphtali,
or the Wrestlings of the Church of Scotland. 179* WOL-
COTT (P. Pindar) Ode to Burke Wks. 1812 III. 35 What Bat-

like Demon, with the damn'dest spite, Springs on thy fame.

1871 B. TAYLOR Fanst (1875) I. xix. 174 And so, though
even God forgive, On earth a damned existence live.

4. Used profanely as a strong expression of repre-
hension or dislike, or as a mere intensive. Now
usually printed

* d- d '.

1596 SHAKS. Tarn. Shr. v. i. 1-22 Where is that damned
villaine Tranio? 1664 BUTLER [hid. \\. ii. 832 And streight
another with his Flambeaux, Gave Ralpho s o'er the eyes
a damn'd blow. 1749 FIELDING Tom Jones xvi. ii, It is

a d- d lie, I never offered him anything. 1830 GALT
Laivrif T. (1849) n. i. 42 The pigs may do their damncdst
with me. 1848 THACKERAY I'an. Fair Iv, You would be

a d fool not to take the place.

b. as adv. Damnably.
1757 LLOYD Satyr $ Pedlar Poet. Wks. I. 57 Damn'd's

a Sticks i. Wks. 1799 II. 251 How dainn'd hot it is ! 1848
THACKERAY l-'an. f-'airxiii, I believe she's d d fond ofme.

Hence
*t* Da'mnedly adv.

1607 TOURNEUB Rev. Trag. HI. vt, Suft. Fell it out so

accursedly? Amb. Sodamnedly? 1675 R- HEAD Art of
Wheedling 186 He mortgages his Soul to the Devil, by
swearing damnedly there is not a cleaner piece of Wine
between Aldgate and Westminster.

t Daxnnement, dampne-. Ohs. rare. [a. OF.

iiam\p\nement^ f. </a/#(/)/wr.] Damnation.
1480 CAXTON Ovid's Met. xv. x, Cleopatra .. shal be . .

deceyvedofherfolysshe einpryse unto shame and to dampne-
nient.

Damuer (darmai\ [f.
DAMN v. + -ER T

.]
One

who damns : sec the verb.

1647 J'wt'r of Keys v. 120 Hindred from being damners
of other men. 1695 HICKEKINGILL Wks. (1716)!. 337 Fewer
Swearers and Curses and Damners. 1743 GARKICK Lethe,

I, I was a great damner [of plays] myself, Ixrfore I wasdamn'd.

1859'!'. PAKKKR in Life -V Corr. I. 150 Damnation is of no

advantage to tlie d;unned, only to the tLunner.

t Da'ninifiable, a. (
}

l>s. rare. [f.
DAMNIFY +

-AIJLK ^here in active sense).] Injurious, hurtful,

detrimental.

1604 T. WRIGHT Passions t. v. ai To provide for them-

19

Hblucs all tli ii .ire profitable, ami to avoyde ail

those things whi'.U ;uc (l.immiieablc.

t Damni'fic, a. Of>s.~ Q
[ad. I damnify -u$>

\' .

tliitnnijiijui',
f. ilaninunt loss, injury + -fans

-making, -doin^ : see -Fie.] Causing damage or

loss ; injurious.
i77 UAII.KV vol. II, Datnnijicki that bringclh damage ..

[ llcucc in JOHNSON and mod. Diets.]

Damnification fla^mnifik^'Jan). [n. ofaction

from DAMNIFY : SCC-ATION.] The action of damni-

fying; infliction of injury or loss. (Now only in

legal use.)
1628 DONNE Stmt. John xiv. a6 Not onely discstimation

in this world, and damnification here, but damnation in the
next world. 1798 DALLAS Amer. J.aw Rej>. II. 167 Putting
the obligee in danger of being arrested is a damnification,

1875 I'osiK G'aiativ. Comm. ted. 2)623 Grievous damnifica-
tion

(Jatst'tfy
occasioned by some exceptional condition.

Damnify (darmnifai), . Also 6-8 dampn-.
[a. OF. damnifier (in I4th c. damtitfier, dampni\
ad. L. damniftciire (in liala), to injure, f. damni-

fic-us hurtful, injurious : see DAMNIFIC and -FT.]
1. trans. To cause injury, loss, or inconvenience

to ; to injure, damage, hurt ; to inflict injury upon,
to wrong. (Very common in I7th c. ; now rwtf.)
a. in estate, condition, or circumstances. (Now
chiefly in legal use.)

151* Act 4 Hat. F///, c. 19 \ 10 That no personc be. .in

any wyse greved or dampnifyed by reason ofany certificate . .

excepte onely for rate and taxe beforeseid. 1574 HKLLOWES
Gneiiara's Fain. Ep. '1584) 325 The Judge is more damni-
fied in his fame, man the suiter in his goods. 1614 T.
ADAMS in Spurgeon Treat. Dav. Ps. x. 9 A money-man
may not be damnified, but he may be damned. 1654 GAY-
TON Pitas, Notes iv. ii. 181 Who could damnify her, who
had nothing to lose, not so much as credit f 1737 WHISTON
yosffhtts' Antiq. xi. vi. ( 5 That the King might not be
damnified by the loss of the tributes. 1891 Law Ttntt-s XC.
460/2 Induced by a fraudulent prospectus to make con-
tracts whereby he was damnified.

j-b. To injure physically or bodily. Obs.
a 156* G. CAVENDISH Wolsey (1893) 229 The cross . . fall-

yng uppon Mayster Bonner's hed..whicnc was danipneficd
by the overthroweng of the crosse. 16x1 WOODALL Surg.
Matt Wks. (1653) ii You are sure either to break them [the

teeth] or to damnific the jaw bone. 1712 M. ROGERS I'oy.

300 Their Masts and Rigging being much damnified. i8ia

J. SMYTH Pract. Customs (1821)208 Hemp-seed and Lin-

seed, bad, mixed, or damnified.

t C. To inflict injury upon in war. 06s.

1598 BARRET Thtor. Warresv. \, 123 Forts.. placed, .in

such panes as may most damnific the enemy. 1653 H.
COGAN tr. Pinto's 7 rav. Ixiv. 261 The besieged were there-

with mightily damnified.

T" 2. \Vith double object : To subject (a person,

etc.) to the loss of (so much money or property) ;

to injure to a specified extent. Obs.

1578 A. PARCKHURST in Hakluyt I'oy. III. 134 To grant me
leave to stay here so much of their goods as they hauc damni-
fied mee. 1631 Star Chamb. Casts (Camden) 63 S' Cornelius
hath been damnifyed hereby more than aooo

1

'. IJMI St.

German's Doctor fy Stud. 188, I think him bound to give
restitution . . of all that they be damnified by it.

f3. To cause the loss of, bring to destruction or

ruin. Obs.
i6u T. TAYLOR Connn. Titus L o Satans kingdome shall

be destroyed and damnified, c 1045 HOWELL Lett. iv. iv.

(1892) 561 A most mischievous design that would have
damnified not only his own soul, but destroyed the Party
against whom it was intended. 1693 LUTTRELL BriefRet.

(1857) III. 232 The privateers and other ships were haled

a shore within the land, and were damnifyed.

t 4. absol. To do injury. Obs.

i6ai AINSWORTH Annot. Pentat. Ex. xxi. 28 Every living

creature which is in the power of man, if it shall damnific,
the owners are bound to pay for it.

1 5. iw/r. (in passive sense) : To become dam-

aged ; to spoil. Obs.

1711 E. COOKE Voy. S. Sea 312 Our Goods., would

damnify staying so long.

Hence Da-mnifled ///. a., Da'mniiying vbl. sb.

and ///. tf.

1545 Act 37 Hen. IV//, c. 6 8 i A newe-.kind of Vice,

Displeasure, and dampnifienge of the Kings true Subjects.
1616 SURFL. & MAHKH. Country Farmt 192 They that

would haue them [Melons) grow vpon beds, as Jesse damni-

fying. 1690 LOCKE Govt. n. ii. 2 The damnified Person

has this Power of appropriating to himself the Goods or

Service of the Offender. 1780 Banff Burgh Ktc. in Cra-

mond Atui. /tow?" (1843) II. 233, 1400 pounds of damni-
fied teas. 1893 Edin. Rev. July 61 Our author discredits

all stories concerning him.. which would be damnifying.

Damilillg (dormirj), vbl. sb. [-ING 1.]

1. The action of the verb DAMN, q.v ;
condemna-

tion ; damnation.
,1400 Apol. Loll. iii. 17 To tak be sentence of daining.

//'/</. xvii. 61 Vndur syn, bondage, nor damping, c 1400
Kent. Kosf 6645 He etiih bis ownc dampnyii^. 1707
WVCHEBLEY in Pope's Lttt.

(17^5)
I. 32 Tis my infallible

Pope has, or would redeem me from a poetical Damning.
2. Profane swearing : cf. DAMN v. 6.

1679 T. SIDEN Hist. Stt'aritft u. 16 Take heed of swear-

ing, cursing, or damning. 17*1 DE FOE Col. Jack (1840)

198, I heard a great deal of swearing and damning.

f3. A 'company
*
of jurors. Obs.

1486 Rk. St. Albans F vj b, A Dampnyng of Jurrouris.

Damning ^Uvmiij, dae'mniij),///. a. [-ING-.]
1. That damns ; that brings damnation.

1599 MARSTON Sco. I'illanic i. iii. 185 To take a damning
periured oath. 179$ SOVTIIEY Jotttt of Art in. 508 Such

DAMP.
look..Ai thsll otic day, uu .'

the appmtor plead 1 1803 T. Hti.ix.tji llrg. ia x. 78 A re-

'..!. 1881 A. I: I

inl>/t.'hriit II. viii. (1691 1384 That the sujn- in. virtue
is IQVC, and lli. :

.-. .sin u telfih inhunt.uiity.

t b. In passive sense : Incuiring ilomnatinn.

Obs. rare. (Cf. 1 )AHN v. 4 c.)

i6ss GHHAUL Ctr. in Ann. (1669) 383/1 IThey) to
cruel] to their dying damning souls, that they turn Christ
their Physician out of doors.

2. That leads to or occasions condemnation or

ruin. (Cf. DAMN v. 3.)

1798 COOKK in Lit. Auctioned Carr.(iVa< III. 411 We
took up the two Shears to-day, with damning papers. 1844
DISRAELI Cottutgtbv vt. i, Without which.. the statesman,
the

orator,
the author, all alike feel the damning conscious-

ness of being charlatans.

3. Addicted to profane swearing.
1667 PEPVS Diary 14 June, The most debauched, damning,

swearing rogues that ever were in the Navy.
Hence Da'uiningly adv., Da mning-ne.
1709 CHANDLER F.ffort afst. Bieotry 33 No Party of

Protestants is so in the Right . . that the other be damn-
ingly wrong. 1645 HAMMOND Pratt. Catrch. 1. 1 3. 85 For
the emptinessc and damninKnesse of them Isinn).

t Damncvse, a. Obs- [ad. L. damiifs-us :

see next.] Hurtful. So + Damno ity, hurtlul-

ncss. 17*7 BAILEY vol. II.

Damnous (d9e-mnas\ a. Law. [ad. L. dam-

tins-its, (. darnnum hurt, harm, damage : see -ous.]
Of the nature of a damnum, i.e. causing loss or

damage of any kind, whether involving a lc-gal

wrong (injury} or not. Hence Da mnonaly adv.

1870 SIR J. MKLLOR in Law Ktp. 5 Exch. 349 All the

injurious or damnous consequences . . resulted from an act

done on the land of the owner. 1884 Lb. llLACKBt'RN in

Law Ttfftfs Rejt. Lli. 146/1 They nave injuriously, v>

distinguished from damnously, affected the plaintiff's rights.

Damocles (d.L- mokl/V. . [L. from Or.] Proper
name, occurring in the expression sviord of Damo-
cles,DamocU? sword, used by simile of an imminent

danger,which may at anymoment descend upon one.

Damocles, a flatterer, having extolled the happiness of

Dionysius tyrant of Syracuse, was placed by him at a ban-

quet with a sword suspended over his head by a hair, to

impress upon him the perilous nature of that happiness.
Hence Damocle'an a., of or as of Damocles

(erron. Dainoclesian).
1747 Scheme Equip. Men of War 58 Hanging over our

Heads, like Damocles Sword. 1891 Latv Titties XCII.
313/1 Little do directors and their companies know of this

sword of Damocles that hangs over them.
1888 Void (N. Y.) is Apr., This curse hangs over their

homes, like a Dainoclesian sword.

II Damoiseau (da"miz<J). Obs. or arch. [a. OK.
ttameiseau, earlier damei-, dami-, i/amoisel-.i,

dominicellus ;
the masculine corresp. to damoisel,

DAMSEL.] A young man of gentle birth, not yet
made a knight. (Occurring in isth c. translations

from French, and in modem archaists.)
c 1477 CAXTON Jascin 5 The damoiscau Jason, c 1500

Mclusine 125 Two yong & fayre damoyseaulx brethren..
' Frende ', said the damovselle,

' be they so fayre damoy-
seaux as ye say ?

'

1870 SloKRis Earthly Par. \. \. 194 So

thou, O damoiseau. must wait ; Tie up thine horse anich
the gate. 187* E. W. ROBERTSON Hist. En. 190 The
aspirant for knighthood was supposed to pass his life be-

tween 7 and 14 as a page . . figuring during the next 7 years
as a Damoiseau or Esquire.

Damoisel, -elle, etc., obs. forms of DAMSEL.

Damolie, sec DAUALIO (acid).

Damosol, -zel : see DAMSEL.

Damosin, -zin, obs. forms of DAVSON.

Damouret, var. of DAMUAHET.
Damourite (damu''reit). Afin. [Named l>y

Delesse 1845 after the F. chemist Damour.] A
hydrous potash mica, with pearly lustre, occurring
in small yellowish scales.

1846 Amer. Jrxl. Sc. Ser. II. I. lo DnmattrUt, anew
mineral. 1879 KUTLEV Sltiti. Kocks x. 134 Damourite and
Sericite are hydrous potash micas usually occurring in scaly

aggregates.

Damp idoemp;, so.* In 5 clomp. [Corresponds
with ML.G. and mod.Du. and Da. damp vapour,

steam, smoke, mod.Icel. dampr steam, MHO.
damff, tampf, mod.Ger. damp/ vapour, steam ;

cf. also Sw. i/ami dust. The word is not known
in the earlier stages of the languages, and its

history in Eng. before its appearance in 1480 is

unknown
; it is difficult to conceive of its having

come down from OE. times without .appearing in

writing. See DAMP .]

fl. An exhalation, a vapour or gas, of a noxious

kind. Obs. exc. as in b.

1480 CAXION cVmwl. Euf. Ixxv. 58 After this dragon .shal

come a goot and ther shal come oute of his nostrel a domp
that shal betoken bonger and grele deth of pcple. 1577
B. GOOCE HtrtitatKs Hiab. \. (15861 8b, The Fennes and

Marshes, in the heate of the yeere, doo send foorth pestilent

and deadly dampes. 158* COGAM Haera Health 343 ( Tkt

Plague) All infected in a manner at one instant by reason

of a dampe or miste which arose within the Caslle yeard.
1606 DCKKER Sev. Situus Vll. cArb.l 47 What rotten

stenches, and contagious damps would strike vp into thy
noslhrilst i6& J. BARORAVK Poft Alex. Vll (1867)

I3i

It [the Catacombs] is a horrid place to go into and

dangerous for fear cf damp. 1744 URKELEV Sin's { 144
3 2



DAMP.

In poisonous damps or steams, wherein flame cannot be

kindled, as is evident in the Grotto del Cane near Naples.

1774 GOLDSM. Nat. ifist. (17761 VIII. 31 Exposed . . to the

damps and exhalations of the earth. 1824 W, IHVING T.

Trow. I. 52 The mode of keeping out the damps of ditch-

water by burnt brandy.
b. spec, in coal mines : (a) = CHOKE-DAMP ;

also called black damp, and suffocating damp,

Damps
retired immediately and saved themselves from the erup-
tions of the Damp. 1670 W. SIMPSON Hydrol. Ess. 97
A sulphureous damp.. which by the flame of a candle.,

might very probably take fire. 1695 WOODWARD Nat. Hist,

Earth iv. (1723)227 One is called the Suffocating, the other

the Fulminating Damp. 1774 PENNANT Tour Scot I. m 1772.

50 The damp or fiery vapour was conveyed through pipes to

the open air, and formed a terrible illumination, c 1790
IMISON Sch. Art\. 106 Air that has lost its vivifying spirit

is called damp. .The dreadful effects ofdamps are known
to such as work in mines. 1836 Scenes of Commerce
334 The miners.. also meet with foul air, called by them
the black damp .. which suffocates the instant it is in-

haled.

fig- #1598 H. SMITH Wks. (1866) I. 367 The remembrance
of death is like a damp, which puts out all the lights of

pleasure. 164* Vind. King i, An open Presse to cleere

every imagination which is not stifled in this Dampe.
f2. Visible vapour ; fog, mist. Obs.

(This being usually humid gives rise to the sense of
* moisture

'

in 3.)
1601 SMAKS. All's \Vell\\. \. 166 Ere twice in murke and

occidentall dampe Moist Hesperus hath quench'd her

sleepy Lampe. 1739 LADY M. W. MONTAGU Lett. I IT. 8,

I have lost all my bad symptoms, and am ready to think I

could even bear the damps of London. 1742 YOUNG Nt,-
Th. ii. 688 While rising vapours, and descending shades,
With damps and darkness drown the spacious vale. 1808

J. BARLOW Colmnb. in. 654 Thou darkening sky Deepen
thy damps, the fiend of death is nigh.

Jig. i6zg DONNE %rd Serin. John \. 8 Vet there is a damp
or a cloud of uncharitableness. 1751 SMOLLETT Per. Pic.

(1779)111. Ixxxi. 182 He hangs like a damp upon society,
and may be properly called kill-joy. 1827 POLLOK Course
T. in, Sin, with cold, consumptive breath, Involved it still

in clouds of mortal damp.
3. Moisture (diffused through the air as vapour,

or through a solid substance, or condensed upon
a surface) ; dampness, humidity. (The ordinary
current sense.)

[1586 COGAN Haven Health ccxli, The coldnesse of stones
and the dampe of the earth are both verie hurtfull to our
bodies.] 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Damp, Moisture, Wet-
ness. 1758 JOHNSON Idler No. 11 p 10 He. .may set at de-
fiance the morning mist and the evening damp. 1806 SURR
Winter in Loud. (ed. 3) III. 66 We keep fires in all the
rooms by turns, so that no damp has come to the tapestry.
1838 LYTTON Alice \.\\

t
Mrs. Merton, who was afraid of

the damp, preferred staying within. 1875 JEVONS Money
xi. 129 To corrode by exposure to air or damp.

b. with//. (Usually more concrete in sense.)
[1577 GOOGE HeresbacJis Hiisb. \. (1586) 42 b, Howe so

ever the Barne be, you must place it as hie as you may,
least ye come be spoyled with inoysture or dampes.]
1721 R. BRADLEY Wks. Nat. 166 An Hygrometer in the
. . Conservatory, by which we might regulate the over
Moisture or Damps in the Air of the House. 1797 MRS.
RADCI.IFFE Italian xxvi, Cold damps which hung upon his
forehead betrayed the agony of his mind. 1839 LONGF.
Voices ofNt.^ L'Envoi., Amid the chills and damps Of the
vast plain where death encamps. 1858 HAWTHORNE Fr.

<$

//. Jrnls. I. 120 Covered with damps, which collected and
fell upon us in occasional drops.

c. slang. A drink, a 'wetting'. (DAMP v. 5 b.)

1837 DICKENS Pickw. xxvii, We'll just give ourselves a
damp, Sammy.
\ 4. A dazed or stupefied condition ; loss of con-

sciousness or vitality, stupor. Obs. (Cf. DAMPZ;. 2.)
1543 BECON David's Harp 150 b, He was in a trauns,

that is to say in a dampe, a stupour, ahashement, and
soden privacion of sence or fealyng. 1552 HULOET, Traunce
or dampe, ecstasis. 1667 WOOD Life (Qxf. Hist. Soc.) II.

140 [It^did] strike him into a damp, and being carried
thence in a chaire to Ms chamber, died the next day.
1667 MILTON P. L, xi. 293 Adam by this from the cold
sudden damp Recovering, and his scatterd spirits returnd.
ITU Vind. Sachcverelt 04 He. . struck a damp upon
W[hig]g[i]sm, and laid it in a State of Death. 1712 AD-
DISON Spect. No. 538 P 3, I felt a general Damp and
a Faintness all over me.

6. A state of dejection ; depression of spirits.
1606 G. W[OODCOCKE] tr. Justin 22 a, Their heartes were

stricken into a great dampe, and were so discouraged, that
[etc.]. 1647 CLARENDON Hist. Reb. v. (1702) I. 550 He found
a great damp upon the spirit of the Governour. 1692
R. L'ESTRANGE Josephus' Antiq. x. xii. (1733) 275 The
Dread of this Decree, put all People into a general Damp
and Silence. 1760 Impostors Detected I. 13 [This] put
a sudden damp to their zeal. 1838 PRESCOTT Ferd. fy Is.

(1846) I. ix. 398 This news struck a damp into the hearts of
the Castilians. 1840 BROWNING Sordello v. 433 This idle

damp Befits not.

6. A check, discouragement.
1587 GREENE Carde of Fancie Wks. 1882 IV. 59 To

driue him more into doleful dumps shee returned him this
damp. 1642 CHAS. I Declar. 12 Aug. 18 Such a dampe
of 1 rade in the Citie. 1680-90 TEMPLE Ess. Pop. Dis-
contents Wks. 1731 I. 268 Some little Damps would be
given to that pestilent Humour and genera! Mistake.
1769 BURKE Obstro. Late State Nation Wks. 1842 I. 92
Those accidents that cast an occasional damp upon trade.
1832 HT. MARTINEAU Life in Wilds vi. 70 A sudden damp
seemed to be cast over all the plans.
7. Comb., as ^damp-hole (sense i\ -sheet (see

quot. 1881); damp-proof^ -worn (sense 3) adjs. ;

20

damp-course, prop, damp-proof course,
' a

course of some impermeable material laid on the

foundation walls of a building a short distance

above the level of the outside soil, to prevent the

damp from rising up the walls
'

(Gwilt).
1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 41 Which dampe holes breathing

out a deadly aire. 1852 DICKENS Bleak Ho. II. xviii. 5

The time and damp-worn monuments. 1881 RAYMOND

Mining^ Gloss., Damp sheet, a large sheet, placed as

a curtain or partition across a gate-road to stop and turn

an air-current. 1884 Health Exhib, Catal. 50/2 ^Sanitary
Stoneware of every description, including .. air-bricks,

damp-proof course. 1890 A. WHITLEGGE Hygiene vi. 150
A 'damp-course* must be provided, that is a continuous
horizontal course of glazed earthenware, slate, or other

impervious material.

Damp, sbt Variant of DAM sbA

Damp (dsemp), a. [f, DAMP sb.]

T~ 1. Of the nature of, or belonging to, a (

damp
'

or noxious exhalation : see DAMP sb. i. Obs.

1634 MILTON Comus 470 Such are those thick and gloomy
shadows damp Oft seen in charnel vaults and sepulchres.

1671 Samson 8 The air, imprison'd also, close and

damp, Unwholesome draught. 1733 SIR J. LOWTHER Damp
Air in Coat-pit in Phil. Trans. XXXVIII, 112 It is to

be observed that this sort of Vapour, or damp Air, will

not take Fire except by Flame.

f 2. Affected with or showing stupefaction or de-

pression of spirits ; dazed, stupefied. Obs. or arch.

1500 GREENE Never too late Can/one, An object twice
as bright, So gorgeous as my senses all were damp
[rime Tamp]. 1667 MILTON P. L. r. 523 With looks Down
cast and damp. Ibid. v. 65 Mee damp horror chil d.

1697 DRYDEN Virg. JEneid vi. 85 The trembling Trojans
hear, O're-spread with a damp sweat and holy fear. 1843
J. MARTINEAU Chr. Life (1867) 473 Murky doubts ana
damp short-sightedness. 1855 THACKERAY Newcomes liv,

The dinner was rather a damp entertainment.

3. Slightly wet as with steam, suspended vapour,
clew, or mist; holdingwater in suspension or absorp-
tion; moist, humid. (The ordinary current sense.)
1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), To Damp, to make damp,

or moist. 1755 BERKELEY Querist 412 A cold, damp,
sordid habitation, in the midst of a bleak country. 1748
F. SMITH Voy. Disc. N. W. Pass. I. 21 The Weather.,
disagreeably damp from the gre;it Wetting of the Fog.
1874 KINGSLEY Lett. (1878) II. 429 We have come out of
intense winter into damp spring. Mod. A cold caught by
sleeping in a damp bed.

Damp (damp), v.
[f. DAHP.T. ; frequent from

c 1550. Ger. dampfeH) Du. dampen, also go back
to the i6th c. ; in Ger. a causal dcmpfen appears to

go back to OHG. (demphan-i^dampiaii). For

dampped in A Hit. Poems B. 989, see DUMP.]
1. trans. To affect with *damp', to stifle, choke,

extinguish; to dull, deaden (fire, sound, etc.).

t
1564 tr. Jeivt.-?* Apol. Ch. JStte. iv. (Parker Soc.) 82

Their own _matter is damped, and destroyed in the word
of God as if it were in poison \invenenoextinetnvident
et ^snffocari}. \^/yj

HOOKER Eccl. Pol. v. Ixiii. 2 An
euill moral disposition, .dampeth the very light of heauenly
illumination. 1626 BACON Sylva 147 All shutting in of

Air, where there is no competent Vent, dampeth the
Sound. 1637 SHIRLEY Lady of Pleas, iv. i, Her phlegm
would quench a furnace, and her breath Would damp
a musket ball. 1705 LEUWENHOEK in Phil. Trans. XXV.
2159 If we take a piece of Wood-coal, that has been damp'd
or extinguished. 1818 Blackw. Mag. II. 528 Having
damped his own appetite with a couple of slices. Mod.
To damp a fire with small coal.

b. To damp down (a fire or furnace) : to cover
or fill it with small coal, ashes, or coke, so as to
check combustion and prevent its going out, when
not required for some time. Alsoy?^.
1869 J. MARTINEAU Ess. II. 278 Fire which must not

be permitted to damp itself down. 1884 Pall Mall G.
20 Feb. 2/1 The notices terminate at the end of the
month..and the furnaces will be damped down. Ibid. 28

Aug. i/i Mr. Gladstone's speeches may tend to damp down
the agitation.

C. Acoustics, Music, etc. To stop the vibrations
of a string or the like; to furnish (the strings of
a pianoforte) with dampers.
1840 Penny Cycl. XVIII. 140 A piece of cloth . . to damp

or stop the string [in a clavichord]. 1883 A. J. HIPKINS in
Grove Diet. Mns. III. 636 The higher treble of the piano
is not now damped.

d. Magnetism. To stop the oscillations of a

magnetic needle by placing a mass of conducting
metal near it.

1879 THOMSON TAIT Nat. Phil. I. i. 370 The oscij-
lations of a magnetized needle about its position of equi-
librium are '

damped
'

by placing a plate of copper below it.

1 2. To stifle (the faculties) with noxious

'fumes'; to stupefy, benumb, daze. Obs.
1570 DEE Math. Pref. i The fantasies of those hearers

were dampt. 1633 T. ADAMS Exp. 2 Pet. ii. 20 (1865) 559
Ine lusts of the flesh, like the vapours of a replete stomach
rising up and damping the brain. 1716 EENTLEY Serm.
xi. 375 We may damp or stifle them [our Faculties] by
Sloth and Neglect. 1726 LEONI tr. Albert*

1

* Archit. I.

5 a, The Understanding can never be clear, the Spirits
being dampt and stupify'd.
3. To deaden or restrain the ardour or energy

of; to depress, deject, discourage, check.
a. persons, their spirits, zeal, hopes, etc.

1548 UDALL, etc. Erasm. Par. Matt. iii. (R.), That . .

they that were puffed vp before, .should bee damped, and
be brought lowe. 1654 TRAIT Comm. Job xiii. 15 As that

DAMPER.
woman of Canaan . . who would not be damped or dis-

couraged with Christs. .silence. 1654 WHITLOCK Zootomia
24 Nor shall their scorne spoyle good purposes, by damping
my resolutions. 1748 Ansorfs Voy. i. i. ii Our hopes of
a speedy departure were even now somewhat damped. 1766
GOLDSM. Vic. W. v, This is the way you always damp my
girls and me when we are in spirits. 1821 CLARE VilL
Minstr. I. 166 Sorrow damps my lays. 1876 J. Ii. NEWMAN
Hist. Sk. II. ii. ii. 242 How little his personal troubles had
damped his evangelical zeal. 1887 VmiHAittobiog. I.xxiii.

329 Damped by the indifference of my artist-friends.

b. actions, projects, trade, etc. Now rare.

1548 UDALL, etc. Erasm. Par. Luke xvi. (R.\ To dampe
y taunting mockes of such persones. 1622 BACON Hen.
/'"//, 75 To stop and dampe Informations upon Penall

Lawes, by procuring Informations by collusion. 1689 C.
MATHER in Andros Tracts (1869) 13 The Courses imme-
diately taken to damp and spoyl our Trade. 1787 T.

JEFFERSON Writ. (18591 II. 89 To damp that freedom of
communication which the resolution of Congress, .was in-

tended to re-establish. 1832 AUSTIN Jurisfr. (1879) I. vi.

301 If they think .. that a political institution damps pro-
duction and accumulation.

1 4. To envelop in fog or mist
; also_/5g-.

1629 DONNE Serin. Matt, xi. 6 If my religion did wrap
me in a continual cloud, .damp me in a continual vapour,
smoke me in a continual sourness.

5. To make moist or humid, to wet as steam,

vapour, mist, or dew does
;
to moisten.

1671 R. BOHUN Wind 14 They [winds from South] damp
innen and paper, though never so carefully guarded from
the Air. 1789 W. BUCHAN Dom. Med. (ed. ii) 129 That
baneful custom said to be practised in many inns, of damp-
ing sheets, and pressing them in order to save washing.
1868 HAWTHORNE Amer. Note-Bks. (1879) 1. 180 The dew
damped the road. 1875 URE Diet. Arts III. 648 The paper
used in printing is always damped before being sent to the

press, wet paper taking the ink considerably better than dry.

b. re/I. To take a drink,
* wet one's whistle'.

slang.
1862 LOWELL Biglow P. Poems 1890 II. 283 A tent..

Where you could go, ef you wuz dry, an' damp ye in

a minute.

6. Gardening. To damp off (intr.) : Of plants :

To rot or go off from damp ; to fog off.

1846 MRS. LOUDON Gardening for Ladies 90 Cuttings
when thus treated are very apt to damp off. 1881 Gard.
Chron. XVI. 690 See that none of the spikes touch the

glass or they may speedily damp off.

Damp, obs. var. DAM sb.^ ; obs. (erron.) form
of DAMN.

Dampen (dce-mp'n), -v. (Now chiefly U.S^
[f.

DAMP a. + -EN, or derivative form of DAMP #.]
1. trans. To dull, deaden, diminish the force or

ardour of, depress, deject ;
= DAMP v. 1,3.

c 1630 JACKSON Creed vi. i. Wks. VI. 36 By which the

fervency of better spirits devotion is so much dampened.
1633 P. FLETCHER Purple 1st. vn. xxxiii, Himself dampens
the smiling day. 1813 W. IRVING Life 4- Lett. (1864)
I. xviii. 296 The miserable accounts from the frontier

dampened in some measure the public zeal. 1824 LANDOR
Iniag. Conv. vii. Wks. 1846 I. 28 His genius hath been

dampened by his adversities. 1885 Century Mag. 427/1
This adversity seemed to dampen the ardor of the crew.

2. Magnetism. =DAMPZ>. id.

1879 G. PRESCOTT Sp. Telephone 36 The object in using
the rubber is to dampen the movement of the disk.

3. To make damp, moisten ; DAMP if. 5.

1885 G. H. BOUGHTON Sk. Rambles Holland v. 77 The
high tide must somewhat dampen the poor departed [in
a churchyard],

4. intr. To become dull or damp.
1686 GOAD Celest. Bodies n. xi. 305 Fog, close, dampning,

windy. 1857 I -oWELL Poems, Captive, Vet he came not,
and the stillness Dampened round her like a tomb.

Hence Da-mpening- vbl. sb. and ///. a. ; Dam-
pener (17. S.}, a contrivance for damping linen,

etc.

1814 BYRON Lara i. xxviii, And o'er his brow the damp-
ening heart-drops threw The sickening iciness of that cold
dew. 1836 New Monthly Mae. XLVI. 204 The gallantry
and beauty of Tuscany sped through the dampening air.

1864 LOWELL Lincoln Wks. 1890 V. 178 To withstand the
inevitable dampening of checks, reverses, delays. 1887 Set.

Amer. 26 Mar. 202/2 A seam dampener has been patented
. .for use in laundries, etc.

Damper (doe-mpaa). [f. DAMP v. + -ER.] That
which damps, in various senses of the vb.

1. Something that damps or depresses the spirits,
etc. ; also, a person who does the same.

1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa Wks. 1883 VII. 282, I very
early discharged shame, that cold water damper to an

enterprising spirit. 1749 H. WALTOLE in Hissey Holiday
on Road (1887) 140 Sussex is a great damper of curiosity.
1818 Blackiv. Mag. II. 528 Out of sixteen people, five

dampers were present. 1823 HAZLITT Table-t. Ser. n. xii.

(1869) 248 This is a damper to sanguine and florid tempera-
ments. 1855 THACKERAY Newcomes xxvi, I feel myself very
often an old damper in your company.

b. Something that takes off the edge of appetite.
1804 MAR. EDGF.WORTH Pop. Tales, Limerick Gloiest

In the kitchen, taking his snack by way of a damper.
1811 LAMB Edax on Appetite^ I endeavour to make up by
a damper, as I call it, at home before I go out.

2. a. A
piece

of mechanism in a pianoforte for
*

damping or stopping the vibrations of the strings,

consisting of a small piece of wood or wire covered

with cloth or felt, which rests against the strings

corresponding to each key, and is raised or with-

drawn from them when the key is pressed down.

1783 Specif. J. Broadivood's Patent No. 1379, <">, t>, are



DAMPINESS.
the dampers, which also is fixt under the strings. 1856
Mus. C. CLARKE tr. Berlioz' Instrument. 72 The sign (i)
indicates that tile dampers must be replaced by quitting the
pedal.

b. ' The mute of a horn and other brass wind
instruments

'

(Stainer & Harrett Diet. Mus. Terms\
3. A metal plate made to turn or slide in a flue

or chimney, so as to control the combustion by
regulating or stopping the draught.
1788 Sped/. Gardner's Patent No. 1642 These registers

or
dampers are enclosed in the chimney. 1791 BKDDOKS

in PUt Trans. LXXXI. 174 He first turned the flame
from off the metal, which is done by letting down a damper
upon the chimney. 1813 MOORK Fables, Holy AlliaHei
86 Those trusty, blind machines, .by a change as odd as
cruel, Instead of dampers, served for fuel ! 1819 R. STUART
Anecrl. Steam Engines I. 269 The heat of the furnace
under the boiler was rudely regulated in both machines by
a damper.
4. Magnetism. (See quot., and cf. DAMP v. I d.)
1881 MAXWELL Electr. 4- Mitgn. II. 344-5 A metallic

surface, called a Damper, is sometimes placed near a magnet
for the express purpose of damping or deadening its vibra-
tions. We shall therefore speak of this kind ofresistance
as Damping,
6. Any contrivance for damping or

moistening.
e.g. An appliance for moistening the gummed back of

postage stamps ; one for damping paper for a copying-press,
for cleaning slates, etc.

1845 Meek. Mag. XLII. 285 Postage stamp, wafer, and
label damoer. 1854 IHii. LX1. 86 The damper may be left
in any position when not in use, as the water will not of
itself run out.

6. Australia. A simple kind of unleavened cake
or bread made, for the occasion, of flour and water
and baked in hot ashes.

1833 STU T Tw EjcftJ. S. Australia II. 203 While
drinking their tea and eating their damper. 1851 MUNDY
Antipodes vi. (1855) 140 The Australian bush-bread, a baked
unleavened dough, called damper a damper, sure enough,
to the stoutest appetite. 1891 Melbourne Argus 7 Nov.
13/5 When you've boiled your billy and cooked your damper
you put out the fire and move, .on to camp.
7. Comb. a. in sense 2 a, as damper-crank, -rail,

stick, ^-stop; damper-pedal, that pedal in a

pianoforte which raises all the dampers, the ' loud

pedal', b. in sense 3, as damper-regulator, a
contrivance by which the heat of the furnace or
the pressure of steam is made to control the

damper.
1840 Penny Cycl. XVIII. 140 Fig. 2, e. Damper stick.

Ibiti. 141 The damper-stop raised the dampers from the
strings. Ibi<i., Fig. 10, k. Damper Crank. Ibid. 142
Fig. 1 1, g, Damper rail. 1874 KNIGHT Did. Mech. 676
The damper-regulators which act by the pressure of steam
are of three or more kinds.

Da'mpiiiess. rare. [f. DAMPY a. + -NESS.]
The state of being

'

dampy
'

or somewhat damp.
1830 niaclnv. Mag. XXVIII. 886 You know not whether

it be rain, snow, or sleet, that drenches your clothes in

dampiness.

Damping (dae-mpirj), vbl. sb. [-INO 1.] The
action of the verb DAMP, q.v. Also atlrib., as in

damping-machine, damping-plate (
= DAMPER 3).

1756 TOLDERVY Two Orphans III. 172 The flames, by
slight damping, soon became the more violent. 1816

J. SMITH Panorama Sc. tt Art II. 312 The bottom
of the furnace . . the holes of the damping plate. 1874
KNIGHT Diet. Mech., Danipinf-mackinc. i. (Printing)A machine for damping sheets of paper previous to print-
ing., a. A machine in which starched goods are moistened
previous to running them through the calendering-machinc.
1881 [see DAMPER 4]. 1883 ATKINSON tr. Goiut's Physics
(ed. n) 832 The greater the masses of metal, and the more
closely they surround the magnet, the stronger b the
damping.

Damping (darmpirj), ///. a. [-INO -'.]
That

damps, in various senses: see DAMP v.

1607 WALKINGTON Opt. Glass 28 The damping fumes
that the Sun elevates from bogges. 1691-8 NORRIS Pract.
Disc. 151 What a damping Thought must it be for such
a Man to consider (etc.). 1844 DICKENS Mart. Chuz. xiii,
It was somewhat of a damping circumstance to find the
room full of smoke. 1878 M. C. JACKSON Chaperon's Cares
I. xi. 153 Clarissa's presence generally has a slightly damp-
ing effect upon Forster.

Dampish (darmpif), a. [orig. f. DAMP sb. + -ISH

(cf. boyisli) : subsequently treated as if f. DAMP d.]

1 1. Of the nature of, or infested with, exhalations
or (noxious) vapours ; vaporous, foggy, misty. Obs.

1577 B. GOOGE Hcresc-ach's Husb. i. (1586) 8 b, All waters
commonly with dampishe vapours in Summer . . doo infect
both man and beast with pestilence. 1596 SPENSER Hymn
Heav. Beaut. 165 The darke And dampish aire. /'. Q.
iv. viii. 34 The drowzie humour of the dampish night.
a 1649 DRUMM. OF HAV.TH. Poems Wks. (1711) 13 His caves
and dampish bow'rs.

t 2. fig. a. Of stifling or extinguishing nature

(cf. DAMPZ>. i). b. ? Stifled, choked. Obs.

1603 H. CROSSE Verities Comimv. (18781 123 Lampes..
which with dampish idlenesse are soone put out. 1604
T. M. Black Hi: Middleton's Wks. (Bullen) VIII. 33 With
a whey-countenance, short stops, and earthen dampish voice,
the true counterfeits of a dying cullion.

3. Somewhat damp or moist.

[i77 GOOGE Heresbaclfs Husb. iv. (1586) 192 b, Set them
up in some moist and dampish place.] 1641 HKST f-iirtu.

llks. iSurteesl 24 Stone floores are allwayes moist and
dampish. 1717 HAILF.Y vol. II, Dampish, something damp or
moist or wet. 1803 Trans. See. Encotiraf. Arts XXL 303
Wood place.l in dampish situations.

21

IN me Dampiahly adv., Da. mpihnes.
1*15 MARKHAM Kug. llotn.-.n. u. iii. (1668) 109 Let them

be dampishly moistened with Damask Rose-water. 1617
Cn-'al. vi. 24 It shall defend him from the coldc dampish

nes of the earth. 16*6 HACON Sylva f 937 To put a Iiy ol

Chalke between the Bricks, to lake away all Dampishneuc
1717 BAILEY vol. II, Dampishness, inoislncss, wetness.

Damply (dsrmpli), a,lv. rare. [f. DAMP a. ^

-i.v 2.J In a damp manner.
1887 American XIV. 234 The house was damply cold.

1891 C. DUNSTAN Quita II. u. v. 115 It was damply, foggily
cold.

Dampnacion, dampne, etc., obs. ff. DAMNA-
TION, DAMN, etc.

Dampnage, obs. form of DAMAGE.
Dampness (dse-mpnfs). [f. DAMP a. + -NKSH.]
The condition or quality of being damp ; moist-

ness, humidity; moisture.

..ills too dry. 1765 A. DICKSON Treat. Afric.lcd. 2155 A care-
ful observer, in a night when there U a great dew, will per-
ceive a dampness upon every surface. 1848 THACKERAY
I'an. Fair xxii. The valet, .cursing the rain and the damp-
ness of the coachman who was steaming beside him.

Dampson, obs. form of DAMSON.

Dampy (darmpi), a. [f. DAMP sb. + -T.]
1 1. Full of, or of the nature of (npisome or

gloomy) vapour or mist ; foggy. Obs.
1600 TOURNEUR Traiup. Metamorph. v, O see how dampyshewn yond' torche's flame. Ibia. Ixxx, How like blacke

Orcus lookes this dampy cave. 1605 DRAYTON Matt in
Moon 363 The dampy Mist, From earth arising. 17*9
SAVAGE Wanderer in. 384 Dispers'd, the dark anil dampy
vapours fly.

Jig. a 1617 HAYWARD Edw. yi (1630) 141 To dispell any
dampie thoughts which the remembrance of his unkle
might raise.

b. Of a mine : Infested with '

damps
'

or noxious

gases.
18. . WEALE (cited in Encycl. Diit.\ When foul gases do

not move freely by the ordinary natural ventilation in
a colliery, it is said to be dampy.
2. Affected with moisture ; somewhat damp.
01691 BOYLE Wks. VI. 397 (R.) Very dampy vapours-

about the mouth of the baroscope. 17x0 PHILIPS Pastorals
iii. 42 His beauteous Limbs upon the dampy Clay. 1840
Btatkm. Mag. VII. 677 The clay-hole you live in, cold,
dirty and dampy.
Darnsax : see DANISH AX.

Damsel (dae-mzel), damOSel (darmozel).
Forms : a. 3 domeisele, 3-4 daruaisele, 4 dam-
maisele, 3-5 damaysele, 5 -elle

; ft. 4-6 dame-
sel, -ele, -elle, damysol, -ele, -elle, damisel,
-elle, 5 dammisel, Sc. damyscill, 6 Sf. damicel,
-ell

; f. 5-7 damsell, 6- damsel
;

S. 4-6 damoy-
sele, -el, damoisele, -el, (9 damoiselle) ; (.

6-7 (9)damosel, -elle, damozel 1,-elle, :6damu-
sel) ; (. 7 dam'zell, 7-8 dam'sel. [Early ME.
dameisele, damaisele, a. OF. damcisele (damiselc)
(izthc.), later damoisele, -elle (the only form in

Cotgrave), demoiselle
(

1 4th c.). The OF. dameisele
was a new formation from dame, instead of the

popular danzele, dansele, donccle ~ Pr. and It. don-

zef/a, Sp. doncella:\a!x. L. *dominicella, med.L.

domnicella, domicella, dim. of domina mistress,

lady, fern, of dominits lord. (There is a loth c. F.
instance of the learned form domnizelle.) In

Eng. the middle syllable was reduced from ei (at),
to i, /, and finally disappeared. The variant

damoiselle was introduced in 1 5th c. from Parisian

F. (by Lydgate, Caxton, etc.), and gave rise here

to damosel, damozel, so frequent in Io-I7th c., and
affected in igth c. in sense i. See also DOUZEL.]
1. A young unmarried lady ; originally one of

noble or gentle birth, but gradually extended as a

respectful appellation to those of lower rank. Now
merged in sense i ; but modern poets and romantic
writers (led by Sir \V. Scott) have recalled the

16- 1 7th c. damosel, damosel, to express a more

stately notion than is now conveyed by damsel.
a. [1191 BRITTON i. xix. % 5 DCS enfauntz madles, dam-

aysels et veducs.) < loo,V. Enr. Leg. I. 84/37 pe lustise
bi-hcold bat maide . .

'

Dameisele, he seide,
'

a,wat art bou ?
'

l97 R. Gi.ouc. (Rolls) 1492 pe nobloste damaisele bat was
in eni londc. a 1450 Knt. tie la Tour cxx. 166 The yonge
damaysellc, the whiche the knight hadde refused.

p. 1300-40 Cursor M. 3837 (Colt) lacob lifted vp be
sten, And spak ban wit be damisel. cijgo Sir Ferumb.
2103 pan hvm spak duk Roland ..Tak thys damesele by
be hand as pow louest me. c 1386 CHAUCER Xun's Pr. T. 50
The fairest hiewcd . . Was cleped fayre damysel Pertilote.
a 1440 Sir Degrcv. 623 To chyrche the gay dammise!
Buskede hyr ;are. e 1500 Lancelot 2351 Sche had no
knycht, sche had no damyseill.
y. <-4oo Destr. Troy 7887 A darosell faire, pM bright

wasofble, and Breisaid she bight. 1649 MILTOX EUan.
xxi, The Damsell of Hurgundie [the Duchess). 1711 'J.
DISTAFF' CAar. Don SacTierertllio 9 [Hel took.. the very
Scrubs of both Sexes for Knights and Damsels. 1848
MACAULAY Hist. Engl. I. 586 Damsels of the best families
in the town wove colours for the insurgents.
S. c 1400 Rom. Rose 1622 These damoysels & bachelers.

<- 1477 CAXTON Jason 6 Barounes and kmghtes, ladies and
danioisellcs, ete in the halle. 1549 CHALONITR Erasmus on
Folly O iij b, Amonges the damoysels and Madamcs of the

DAMSON.
A'. Arthur (Copland I. xvii, There came

md.. pajuyng layre daminel. (1841 D'ISRAEU
/.;'/. (18671 223 Those romances of chivalry . . long

I the favourite reading of the noble, the dame and

court,

a damoy
Amen. .

formed I

the damoiselle.]
. c 1300 A'. A Hi. 171 Ladies and daroo*eli Maken heom

redy. 1513 I..,. BERNERX l-'niis. \. a. 9 All knyghtcs ought
to ayd to theyr powers all ladyei and damozeU. IfiJ.
ccxni. 264 They rode about the countrey, and vysited the
ladies nad dumascls \elseTvhere damozefles, danunukelleil
1548 HALL Chron. 240 The yonge i

of Burgoyne. 1590 SPENSER /'. Q. u. i. 19 TV adventure
of the errant damozell. 1615 G. SANDYS Tnto. 215 Her-
cules walking along the shore with a Damosel, whom he
loued. 1813 Scorr Tritrm. Introd. riii, (if errant kniK hi
and damozelle. 1871 ROUETTI Blessed Damoiel i, The
blessed damozel leaned out From the gold bar of Heaven.
1884 K. M. CRAWFORD Rom. Singer I. 256 Your boy wants
to marry a noble damosel.
2. A young unmarried woman (without any

connotation of rank or respect sometimes even

slightingly) ; a maid, maiden, girl, country las.
Since i7th c., archaic and literary or playful ; not in ordi-

nary spoken use.

thame dichl, Ihir lassis licht of Iain's. igjS KNOX Firit
Blait (Arb.l 52 Aged fathers and lend re damiselle*.

v. IS35 COVKRDALE Zeck. viii. 5 Yonge boyes and dara-
selles, playnge vpon ihe slreles. 1667 CONCRCVE Ola Back.
in. vi, Good words, damsel, or I shall-. 171* STEELK
Sped. No. 278 f 2 You will not deny your Advice to
a distressed Damsel. 1(31 W. IRVING Alkamhra II. 139Awed and abashed in the presence of a simple damsel of
fifteen. 1(70 DICKENS K. Drotnl viii, The two young men
saw ihe damsels enter Ihe court-yard of ihe Nuns' House.

. isaa SKKLTON Wky not to Court 209 With Dalyda
to men, That wanton damozell. 1576 Act 18 Elii. c. 7.

i Of Women, Maids, Wives and Damoseb. list BIBLE
Martv. 39,41 The damosell is not dead, but sleepeth..
Damosell (I say vnto thee), arise. 1641 ROGERS Xaarnan 7, .

A poore damosell and captive. 1704 J. Prm Ace. Ma-
kammetaas 27 The Father of the Damosel usually makes
up the Match.

". 163* OUARLES Dip. Fancies in. vii, Dam'sel arise?
When death had clos'd her eyes, What power had the
Dam'sel to arise? 1718 PRIOR Solomon u. 301 And one
mad Dam'sel dares dispute my pow'r.

t8. A maid in waiting, a female attendant.

Originally a young lady of gentle birth, as maid
of honour or waiting-woman to a lady of rank ;

but gradually extended downward. Now Obs. exc.
as merged in t.

(1199 Rot. Chartarum 25/2 Beatriciae et Aeliciae dorni-
cellis praedictae reginae sororis noslrae.) c 1314 Gut Warn.'.
(A.) 618 Felice be feir answerd bo [lo her maid], Damisel,
sche seyd. whi seislow so f 1377 LANCL. F. Ft. B. ix. 12
Dobet is hir damoisele [C. XI. 138 damesele] sire doweles
doujlerToserue bi< lady lelly. (-1489 CAXTON Blanckardyn
'* 39 A goode auncyent damoysell whiche dydc norisshe
her of her brestys . . called her nourycc and maystresse.
1594 CAREW Huartc's Exam. Wits*. (1596) 130 He senl
his damsels \ancillas suas\ lo call to the Castle. 1649
ROBERTS Clavis Bibl. 387 His friends and her Damosels,
being the foure speakers. 1664 BUTLER //</. u. L 08
A slender Young waiting damsel to atlend her. 1833 Hr.
MAKTINEAU Loom t, Lugger u. v. ico The terrified kitchen
damsels.

II. trans/.
4. A hot iron for warming a bed.

App. a humorous allusion to i Kings i. 1-4.

'7'7~S' CHAMBERS Cycl., Damsel, a kind of utensil put in

beds, to warm old mens feet withal. It consists of a hot
iron inclosed in a hollow cylinder, which is wrapped round
with linen cloth . . Some call it a nun. 1848-9 SOUTHCY
Cammon.pl. Bk. IV. 434.
5. A projection on the spindle of a mill-stone for

shaking the shoot.
1880 Antrim 4- Dawn Class., Damsel, an iron rod wilh

projecting pins, that shakes the shoot of the hopper in
a corn mill. 1880 JF.FFERIKS Ct. Estate 167 Tibbald, of
course, had his joke about thai part of Ihe [mill] machinery
which is called Ihe ' damsel '.

III. 6. attrib., as damsel train, etc. Comb.
damsel-errant, feminine of knight-errant (Scott,
after Spenser's

'
errant Damozell in i t ) ; damsel-

fly, the slender dragon-fly Agiion Virgo, and
kindred species, called in French demoiselle.
a 159* GREENE & LODGE Looking Glastf L (1861) 118

He send for all the damosell Queenes . . To wait as hand
maides to Rcmelia. 1671 MILTON Samson 721 Her har-

binger, a damsel train behind. 1715 POPE (Mrst. xxui.

46 At his nod the damsel-train descends. 1815 MOORE
l.alla R., I'araa. f 1'eri, The beautiful blue damsel
flies. i8ai SCOTT heniltn. xxv, If any man shall find me
taying squire of the body to a damosel-errant. 1840
BROWNING Sordelh \. 284 Flittered in the cool some azure

damsel-fly.
Hence Da-maelhood. the condition or age of a

damsel, young-womanhood. Da mli*h a
, of

or proper to a damsel (nonce-wdi.)
1867 Contemp. Rev. VI. 363 'One of the queene'i

damselles
'

is set forth as riding about .certainly in a very
damselish way) at random . . to find the desired champion.
1880 liailyNms i July, The great majority, .had not reached
the glory of damselhood ; they were simply children.

Damson (dx-mz'n). Forms : 4-9 damascene,
4-5 damacene, -yne, 4 damesene, 5 damesyn,

()yn, 5-6 -asyn, 6 dameson, -ysen, -isen,
-ozin, dammosen, damasson, -en, 6-7 dam-
in nsin, (

-t) damascen. 7 -azine, -azeene. -oain ;

5 damsyn, 6 dampsou, damiine, -iiig, 6-7
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damson, 7 -zin, 7-8 damsin, 5- damson. [ME,
(or ? AngloFr.) damascene, ad. L. Dantasccnum for

Prnnuni Datnasccnum plum of Damascus (Isidore
xvii. vii. 10 Damascena a Damasco oppido). The
various weakenings, danicscnc, daniesen, daniscn,

damson, appear to be all of English development.]
1. A small plum, black or dark purple, the fruit

of Prunus commimis or domestica, variety damas-

cena, which was introduced in very early times into

Greece and Italy from Syria.
a 1400 Pistill of Susan 89 per weore growyng so grene

pe Date wib be Damesene. c 1400 Latifranc's Cirurg.
192 Take xx. damascenes & xii. figis. c 1460 J. RUSSELL
Bk. Nurture 77 in Babces Bk. 122 Serve fastynge, plom-
mys, damsons, cheries. Ibid. 668 Damesyns. 1542 UOORDK
Dyetary xxi. (1870) 285, .vi. or .vii. damysens eaten before

dyner, be good to prouoke a mans appetyde. 1573 TUSSER
Husb. (1878) 76 Damsens, white and black. 1626 BACON
Syl-va 509 In Fruits, the white commonly is meaner, as
in Pear-plumbs, Damosins, etc. 1657 ^- AUSTEN Fruit
Trees \. 57 The Damazeene also is an excellent fruit.

1747 MRS. GLASSE Cookery xviii. heading^ To preserve
damsons whole. 1750 JOHNSON Rambler No. 51 f 14 The
art of scalding damascenes without bursting them. 1818
MRS. SHERWOOD Fairchild Fam. (1829) I. xiv. 115 Mrs.
Fairchild and Betty boiled up a great many damascenes in

sugar. 1866 Treas. Dot., Prunus institia, the Bullace..
A variety occurs with yellowish fruit, which latter are sold

in London as White Damsons.
b. Locally, a distinction is sometimes made

between damson and damascene, the latter being

applied to the so-called damson-plum ; see c.

1818 TODD Supfl., Damascene. This and the damson
are distinct sorts of plums : the damascene is the larger of
the two, and not at all bitter; the damson is smaller, and
has a peculiar bitter or roughness. 1891 Daily AViw 17
Nov. 5/2 In Nottinghamshire there is, It seems, a recognised
distinction between 'damsons' or 'damasons' and ' damas-
cenes'., in the Newark County Court .. a greengrocer.,
complained that whereas he had ordered damsons he was
supplied with damascenes.

c. Damson plum: formerly = damson \ but now
applied to a sub-variety of plum somewhat like the

damson: see quot. 1892.
1586 COGAN Haven Health (1636) 104 The Damasin

Plummes are woont to be dried and preserved as figges.
1611 COTGH., Damaisine, a Damascene, or Damsen plum.
1770 FOOTS Lame Lover in. Wks. 1799 II. 85 It was.,
the best of plum-trees, it was a damascen plum. 1892 Daily
News 13 Sept. 3/2 The damson plum . . is quite as good for

most purposes as the damson, and has not its acridity or

roughness.
2. The tree which bears this : also damson tree.

1398 TREVISA Earth, de P. R. xvn. cxxxv. (1405) 686 Of
plumme tree is many manere of kynde but the Damacene
is the beste. 14 . . T. of Erccldoune 180 iCambr. MS.) Pe
darte and also be damsyn tre. 1575 Art ofPlanting \i To
set Damsons or Plum trees. 1625 BACON Ess., Gardens
(Arb.)556 In April! follow .. The Dammasin, and Plum-
Trees in Blossome. 1860 DKLAMER Kitch. Card. 158 In
shallow or wet soils it is better to bud [peaches] on plum
stocks, such as damsons, St. Juliens, &c.

3. Applied to Chrysophylhtm oliviferum of the
W. Indies (Damson-plum^ quot, 1756) ; Bitter or
Mountain Damson, a name for Simaruba amara.
1756 P. BROWNE Jamaica 171 The Damson-plumb . . is

found wild in many parts of Jamaica. 1811 A. T. THOMSON
Land. Disp. (18181 327 The Simaruba quassia, or mountain
damson, as it is called in Jamaica. 1858 R. HOGG Veg.
Kingdom 224 Simaruba officinalis . . attains the height of

sixty feet, and is called BitterDamson, Mountain. Damson,
and Slave Wood.
4. a. attrib. or adj. Of the colour of the damson.
Also damson brown.
1661 LOVKLL Hist. A ntnt. $ Mm. Introd., Partridge,

grecian, reddish, cinereous, white, and damascen. 1684
Lond. Gaz. No. 1963/4 A Damson brown Mare. 1791
HAMILTON Bertholtet's Dyeing II. n.vi. iv. 347 Damascene
colours, and other shades of browns of the common dye.

b. attrib. and Comb., as damson dumpling, etc. ;

damson-cheese, an inspissated conserve of dam-
sons and sugar ; damson-pie, -tart (slang, after

damn}, profane language ; damson-plum (see
i c, 3).

1769 MRS. RAFFALD Eng. Housekpr.(\T]%) 183 To make
Damson Dumplins. c 1803 C. K. SHARPE New Oxford
Guide ii. in Mem. (1888) I. 15 Cakes, ruskins, prunelloes,
and

sweet_damson cheese. 1887 JESSOPP Arcady 213 His
language is profane from long habit '

given over to damson
tart like ', as they say_

in Arcady. 1888 W. BLACK Strange
Adv. House B<>at\\\\, (Farmer), Even if you were to hear
some of the Birmingham lads giving each other a dose of
damson-pie, .you wouldn't understand a single sentence.

Damys6, var. of DAMASEE Obs., damson.
Damysel, Damysen, obs. ff. DAMSEL, DAMSON.
t Dan !

. Obs. Also 4-5 daun, danz, daunz, 4-6
dane, 5 dann ;

see also Sc. dene, DEN. [a. OF.
dan (also dant, dam, damp, in nom. dans, danz}
- mod.F. dom, Pr. don

t dompn, Sp., Pg. don, It.

donno :-L. dominus lord. Cf. DAM j<M]
An honourable title = Master, Sir : a. used in

addressing or speaking of members of the religious
orders; cf. DOM

; b. applied to distinguished men,
knights, scholars, poets, deities, etc. ; its modern
affected application to poets appears to be after

Spenser's
' Dan Chaucer *.

1303 R. BRUNNE HandL Synne 73 Dane Phelyp was
mayster bat tyme. c 1330 ~ Chron. Wace (Rolls) 8829With hem wente daunz Merlyn flfor bo stones to make

22

cngyn. 1340 Ayciib. i J?is boc is dan Michelis of North-

gate, c 1386 CHAUCER Miutk's j'rtil. 41 My lorcle the

Monk quod he. . Wher shal I calle yow my lord daun lohn,
Or daun Thomas, or cllcs daun Albon ? Of what hous be

Laurel 391 The monke of Bury.. Dane Johnn Lydgate.
1587 TURBERV. Trag. T. 11837)

.

I undertook Dan Lucans
verse. 1596 SPENSER F. Q. iv. li. 32 Dan Chaucer, well of

English undcfyld. 1714 POPE/;;///. IIor., Sat. II. vi. 153 Our
friend Dan Prior. 1717 PRIOR Alma n. 120 Pray thank
Dan Pope who told it me. 1832 TENNYSON Dream Fair
lyortieu 5 Dan Chaucer, the first warbler.

Dan -
(clcen). Also 8 dann. A small buoy,

made of wood or inflated sheepskin, supporting
a stout pole which bears a flag by day and lamp
by night, used either to mark the position of deep-
sea lines, or as a centre round which a steam -

trawler is worked.
Hence titlrib. dan- tow, the rope fastening the dan to the

lines or, in steam-trawling, to a small anchor or anchors.

1687 Land. Gaz. No. 2298/4 They will . . forthwith cause
to be laid a White Buoy, having a Dann thereupon, till

they may be able to erect another Beacon. 1883 FislierifS

Exhib. Catal. 7 Fleet of Cod Lines . . ready for Baiting, with

Dans, Dantows, and Anchors complete. 1892 Whitby
Gaz. ii Nov. 3/1 The vessel then drifts slowly on until
a distance of about two miles separates it from the dan.

Dan . Coal-mining, local. A small truck or

sledge on which coal is drawn from the workings
to the main road or shaft. Hence Dan v.

1852 BRANDE Diet. Sc. (ed. 2\ Dans, small trucks or

sledges used in coal mines. 1871 Tratis. Amer. fnst.

Mining Rug. I. 305 The coals were brought along the face
to the hill, on a ' dan

'

. . there reloaded and hauled to the
shaft. 1879 Miss JACKSON Shropsh. Word-bit. , Dan,
a small tub used for drawing coals from the workings to the
main road where the skips are loaded. Danningis drawing
the coals in the dans, which is done by boys.
Daiiaid (doe-n^id). [In Fr. Danaide, ad. Gr.

Acipai's, pi. Aorat'Sfs, the Danaides or daughters of

Danaus king of Argos, who, having murdered
their husbands on the wedding-night, were con-
demned eternally to pour water into bottomless
or sieve-like vessels.]
A daughter of Danaus

;
used attrili. in reference

to the labour of the Danaides : endless and futile.

.So Danaide an a. ; and Da-nans used attrib.
(11628 F. GREVILLE Kidney (1652) 62 A Danaus sive of

prodigality. 1884 Century Mag. Mar. 704 The crew are
worn out with their Danaidean task.

Danaide (dsew,aid). [a. mod.F. dana'ide (see

prec.) : so named in 1813 by a committee of the

French Academy of Sciences, to whom it was sub-
mitted by the inventor Mannoury d'Ectot, from a
fancied analogy to the vessels which the Danaides
were required to fill.]

A kind of horizontal water wheel, consisting of a
vertical axis to which is attached a conical drum
and case, with radial spiral floats ; the water is

directed against the floats by a chute and escapes
at the bottom : also called ' tub-wheel '.

1825 Meek. Mag. IV. 41 Description of the Danaide. 1856
CRESV Encycl. Civ. Eng. 959 Danaide. .this machine may
be classed among hydraulic wheels.

Danaite (d<7'-na|0it). Min. [Named 1833 after

J. F. Dana, an American chemist.] A variety of

arsenopyrite or mispickel, containing cobalt.

1833 Amer. Jrnl. Sc. XXIV. 386 Danaile, a new ore of
cobalt and iron.

Daiialite (d.ji-naloit). Min. [Named 1866
after J. D. Dana, an American mineralogist : see

-LITE.] A silicate of iron, glucinum, etc. with

sulphide of zinc, occurring in reddish octahedrons
in granite.
1866 Amer. Jrtil. Sc. Ser. 11. XLII. 72 On Danalite, a new
Mineral Species.

Daiilmrite (dae-nbrfrait). Min. [Named 1839
from Danbury, Ct., U.S., where it occurs.] A
boro-silicate of lime, brittle, translucent, and of a

yellowish or whitish colour.

1839 Amer. Jrnl. Sc. XXXV. 137 Danburite, a new
Mineral Species. 1886 ERNI Min. 295 The presence of
boracic acid in danburite.

Dance (dans), sb. Forms : 4-7 daunce, (4-5
dauns(e, 5-6 dawnoe, 6 dans(s), 5- dance, [a.
OF. dance, danse, f. the vb. dancer, darner. So
Pr., Cat. dansa, Sp. danza, Pg. dan(a, dansa, It.

danza
; also Ger. tans, Du. dans.]

1. A rhythmical skipping and stepping, with

regular turnings and movements of the limbs and
body, usually to the accompaniment of music ;

either as an expression of joy, exultation, and the

like, or as an amusement or entertainment ; the
action or an act or round of dancing.
c 1300 A'. Alls. 6990 Murye they syngyn, and daunces

maken. 1303 R. BRUNNE Hmull.Syntieufst^ Daunces, karols,
somour games, c 1340 Cursor M. 7601 (Trill.) In her daunse
[v. r. dauncing, karol] [is was be song, c 1400 Rom. Rose 808
It to me liked right wele, That Courtesie me cleped so, And
bade me on the daur.ce go. 1535 COVERDALE Ps. cxlix. 3
Let them praysc his name in the daunce. 1590 SHAKS.
Mitis. N. n. i. 254 Lul'd in these flowers with dances and
delight. 1611 IJIULE Judg. xxi. 21 If the daughters of

DANCE.
Shiloh come out to daunce in daunces 1667 MILTON P. L.
v. 619 That day. .they spent In son;^ and dance about the
sacred Hill. 1730-46 TMUMSON Aiitnnin 1225 Leaps wildly
graceful in the lively dance. 1761-71 H. \VALI-OLK I'ertne's
Anecd. Paint. (1786) II. 157 The holy family with a dance
of Angels.. is a

capital picture. 1841 LI;VI-:R C. O*Malley
cxviii, Waltzers whirled past in the wild excitement of the
dance. Mod. Her partner for the next dance.
2. A definite succession or arrangement of steps

and rhythmical movements constituting one parti-
ticular form or method of dancing.
1393 GOWER Conf. III. 365 The hove daunce and the

carole. 1521 R. COPLAND ltitk\ Maner of Dauncynge of
base daunces after the vse of Fraunce. 1500 SHAKS. Hen. V*
n. iv. 25 If we heard that England Were busied with
a Whitson Morris-dance. 1600 J. POKY tr. Leo's Africa, \.

55 A kinde of dance which they use also in Spaine . . called
The Canaries. 1711 BUUGELL Spect. No. 67 F 2 Pyrrhus
. . Inventing the Dance which is called after his Name. 1879
H. N. MOSELEY Nat. on Challenger 331 The most in-

teresting dances were a Club Dance and a Fan Dance.
b, A tune or musical composition for regulating

the movements of a dance, or composed in a dance

rhythm.
1509 HAWES Past. Picas, xvi. xix, She commaunded her

mynstrelles right anone to play, .the gentill daunce. 1597
MORLEY Introd. Mm. ifo Ballete or daunces.. songs, which
being song to a dittie may likewise be daunced. 1711
BUDGBU. Spect. No. 67 F 9 [He] bid the Fidlersplay a Dance
called ^Mol Patley. 1880 GROVE Diet. Mm. I. 350/1 His
[Chopin's] first . . compositions were dances : Polonaises,
Mazurkas, and Valses.

3. A social gathering for the purpose of dancing ;

a dancing party.
1:1385 CHAUCER L. G. W. 1269 Dido, And waytyn hire at

festis and at dauncis. 1790 BURNS Tarn O'S/tauter ifo Ah !

little kenn'd thy reverend grannie, That sark shecoft for her
wee Nannie . . Wad ever graced a dance of witches ! a 1845
BARHAM Ingold. Leg., Weddingday?N\vv[\ asked to a party,
a dance, or a dinner. Mod. Mrs. S. is giving a dance
instead of a garden party this year.
4. transf. andyf^.
1751 JOHNSON Rambler No. 85 r 4 The dance of spirits,

the bound of vigour, .are reserved for him that braces his
nerves. 1879 STAINER Music of Bible 3 One might say that

rhythm is the dance of sound. 1881 Daily Tel. 28 Jan.,
The dance of the waters, especially to windward, was visible
for over a mile around.

"1"
5. fig* Course of action ;

mode of procedure,
play, game. To know the old dance : cf. F. *

elle

s$ait assez de la vieitte danse, she knowes well

enough what belongs to the Game' (Cotgr.)-
a 1352 MINOT Poems i. 66 At Donde now es done baire

daunce, And wend bai most anober way. Ibid. v. 14 Sare
it bam smerted bat ferd out*of France, pare lered Inglis
men bam a new daunce. 1:1386 CHAUCER Prol. 476 Of
remedies of lone she knew per chaunce For she koude
of that Art the olde daunce. 1423 JAS. I Kingis Q. clxxxv,
Tham that ar noght entrit inne The dance of lufe. c 1449
PECOCK Repr. i. xvi. 86 God for his merci and pitee kepe
Ynglond, that he come not into lijk daunce. 1513 MORE
Rich. Ill, Wks. 53 The lord Stanley and he had departed
with diuerse other lordes, and broken all the daunce. 1659

no further go. I meant well, but . . the Act could not be
carried into execution without an armed force.

6. Phrases: a. To begin, lead the dance \ fig. to

take the lead in any course of action.

c 1325 Coer de L. 3739 The damyseles lede daunse.
c 1374 CHAUCER Troylits n. 504 Yet made he bo as fressh
a contenaunce, As bough he schulde haue led be newe
daunce. <: 1380 WYCLIF Sel. Wks. II. 360 Crist bat ledib

be daunce of love. 1526 SKELTON Magnyf. 1348 Foly
foteth it properly, Fansy ledeth the dawnce. 1579 TOMSON
Calvin's Serin. Tim. 522/2 They must begin the dance to
be punished. <? 1616 BEAUM. & FL. Cnst.

Conn-try^ n. i,

They heard your lordship Was, by the ladies' choice, to

lead the dance. 1742 MANN Let. to H. Walpole 23 Sept.,
M. de Gages is now the man who begins the dance.

b. To lead, rarely give (a person} a dance \ fig.
to lead (him) in a wearying, perplexing, or dis-

appointing course ; to cause him to undergo exertion

or worry with no adequate result.

a 1529 SKELTON Edw. fl^, 29 She [Fortune] loke me by
the hand and led me a daunce. 1599 PORTER Angry Wont.

Abingd. in. ii, I pray God, they may . . both be led a dark
dance in the night ! 1682 HICKERINGILL Wks. (1716) II. 37,
I think he has led me a fair dance, I am so tyred. 1700
S. L. tr. C. Fryke's Voy. E. hid. 45 [A monkey] led me such
a dance, that I had almost stuck in the Slough. 1798 W.
HUTTON Antobiog. 65, I should have led them a dance
of twenty miles to breakfast at Kidderminster. 1874
ALDRICH Pntd. Palfrey i. (1885) 12 It was notorious that
the late Maria Jane had led Mr. Wiggins something of
a dance in this life.

C. Dance of Death', an allegorical representation
of Death leading men of all ranks and conditions

in the dance to the grave : a very common subject
of pictorial representation during the middle ages.
Also called dance of Macabre, F. danse macabre :

see Littre".

1430 LYDG. Daunce of Mnchalwe Prol., The which
daunce at sainct innocentes Portrayed is with all the

surplusage. Ibid., Death fyrst speaketh vnto the Pope,
and after to euery degree as foloweth. 1480 Kobt. Deiyll
26 For and we nowe in deathes daunce stode To hell

shoulde we go, with horrible vengeaunce. 1494 FABVAN
Chron. vi. clvi. 145 But deth yt is to all persones egal),

lastlye tooke hym in his dymme daunce, wh.in he had ben

kyng .xlvii. yeres. 1631 WEEVER Anc. /'. Men. 378
The dance of Death . . the Picture of death leading all
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estate*. 1833 J. DAU.AWAY Arc/lit. A>/A*. i-j (Stanford)
The Dance oT Macabre iHolbein's Dance of Death) was
painted on the wnlls.

d. St. Vitus's dance ('HOI;I:A, q.v. ; nlsoyf^.
Also St. Jo/in's, St. <Vv\f tiancc. terms applied to the

dancing-mania of the middle ages.
1611 I'.rmoM Amit. M.-L i. i. i. iv, CJu>rns Sanctt K///, or

S. Vitus Dance, .they that are taken with it can do nothing
but dance till

they
be dead, or cured. 1711 BAILEY, Gfc<w<*

Sanli t'ifi, St. ViiuA Dunce. 1746 I. ANDREE (title),
( I of Kpilcpsy, Hysteric Fits, and St. Vitus's Dance,
with the Process and Cure. 1804 SOUTHKV in H. I). Trail!

Coleridge (1884) 106 Hi* [Coleridge's] mind is in a perpetual
St. Vitus's dance eternal activity without action. 1840
TWKEDIE rract. Med, II. 205 In St. John's dance, as well
as in that of St. Vitus. .a tympanic state of the abdomen was
a frequent symptom.

e. Dance upon nothing: an ironical expression
for hanging (cf. DAXCE v. 3 b).
1840 Hoon Kilmansegg. Her Death ix, Just as the felon

condemned to die. .From his gloomy cell in a vision elopes,
To cair on sunny greens ana slopes, Instead of the dance
upon nothing. ' 1845 An Oft* Question, note, If
a dance upon Sunday led so inevitably to a dance upon
nothing !

7. attrib. and Comb., as dance-leader, -lover,
-tune

\ dance-loving adj. ; dance-hall, -house, a

public dancing saloon ( U. S.} ; dance-music,
* music designed as an accompaniment to dancing;
also, music written in dance rhythm though not
for dancing purposes' (Grove Diet. Mus.\
1891 Scrihncrs Mag. Sept. 276/1 Port Said .. abounds in

French cafes and dance-halls. 1889 AWo* (Mass.) Jrnl.
24 Apr. 1/8 To run a dance-house and gambling-den.
1:1440 Promp. Part'. 114 Dawnceledere, coralles. 1860
G. H. K. I

7ac. Tour. 152 Very popular .. as a means of
producing dance music.

Dance (dana\ v. Forms : 4 6 daunse, 4-7
daimee, (5 dawnce, 6 dans s,, donse), 5- dance,

[a. OF. danct-r, danse-r = Vr. dansar, Sp. danzar,

1'g. dan$ary dansar, It. danzare.
The origin of the Romanic word is obscure ; it is generally

held (after Diez) to be an adoption of OHG. danson to

draw, to stretch out, from which is supposed to have arisen
the sense 'to form a file or chain in dancing*. From
Romanic the word has been taken (back) in the sense
*dance' into German : MHG. /aws^wdithc 1

, MDu(/*w.
(OHG. dnnsfln^

was a derivative form from dinsnn = Goth.
finsan in at-fiinsan to draw towards one.)]
1. intr. To leap, skip, hop, or glide with

measured steps and rhythmical movements of the

body, usually to the accompaniment of music, either

by oneself, or with a partner or in a set.

c 1300 K. Alis. 5213 Mery time it is in May. . Maydens so
dauncen and thay play. 1388 WVCLIF 2 Sattt. vi. 14 Dauid
. . daunsidc with all strengtnis bifor the Lord. 1483 CAX-
TON Gold. Leg. 147/3 He . . scnte them into the gardyn to
daunse & to carolle. 1530 PAI.SGR. 361 After dynner men
avaunced them to daunce eche man with eche woman. 1631
MILTON 1* Allegro 96 Many a youth and many a maid
Dancing in the chequer'd shade. 171:1 STEELE Spect. No.
466 F 3 You shall see her dance, or, if you will do her that

Honour, dance with her. 1884 Miss BRADUON /skttiaelix t

I never danced with any one in my life until to-day. I have
danced by myself in the yard sometimes when there was an
organ.

t b. To dance barefoot : said of an elder sister

when a younger one was married before her. Obs.

1596 SHAKS. 1'am. Shr. n. i. 33 She must hauea husband ;

I must dance bare-foot on her wedding day, And for your
loue to her leade Apes in hell. 174* MRS. DELANY Life $
Corr. (1861) II. 188 The eldest daughter was much dis-

appointed that she should dance barefoot, and desired her
father to find out a match for her.

C. Of animals taught to perform certain regular
movements.
(1530 Hickscorner in Hazl. Dodsley I. 184 Then should

ye dance as a bear. 1854 WOOD^W/W. /.(/fcaioThe educa-
tion of most bears seldom aspires beyond teaching the
animal to stand on its hind legs, and raise each foot alter-

nately, a performance popularly entitled 'dancing'.
d. transf. and/?^.

c 1430 LYDC. Bochas i. viii. (1544^ na, Beware afore or

ye daunce in the rowe Of such as Fortune hath from her
whcle ithrow. 1613 SHAKS. Hen. K///, v. iv. 68, I haue
some of 'em in Limbo Palmm, and there they are like to
dance these three dayes.

e. To dance to or after (a person's] pipe, whistle,
etc. : fig. to follow his lead, act after his desire or

instigation.
1562 J. HRYWOOD Pr<n>, tr Epigr. (1867) 61 To daunce

after her pipe. I am ny led. 1604 MIDDLETON Father
IInto. Talcs Wks. 1886 VIII. 65 Till the old devourer . .

death, had made our landlord dance after his pipe. 1707
NORKIS Treat. Humility iii. 98 When a man .. dances to

the tune of the age wherein he lives. 18*3 SCOTT Peveril

vii, I thought I had the prettiest girl in the Castle dancing
after my whistle. 1845 S. AUSTIN Rankc's Hist. Ref. 1. 523
That most of these councillors . . will

' dance to Rome's

piping ', if they do but see her gold.

2. To leap, skip, spring, or move up and down,
with continuously recurring movement, from excite-

ment or strong emotion. Said also of the lively

skipping or prancing of animals, and of the heart,

the blood in the veins, etc.

c 13*5 E. E. Allit. P. A. 345 J>oj bou daunce as any
do, Braundysch, & brais by brafxjz breme. c 1400 50
Alexander 2618 For be dowt of (>e dyn daunced stedis.

15*6 Ptlgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 291 Some were con-

strayned to leape and daunce for ioye. 1553 EDEN Treat.

AVwr Ind. (Arb.) 21 The woman runneth vp and down,
daunsing continually like a frantike bodie. 1611 SHAKS.

11'int. T. i. ii. no, I haue Trertwr Cordis on me: my
heart daunces, But not for ioy. a 1710 SHEFI r.

Buckhm.) Wks. (1753) I. 160 The blood more lively danc'd
Within our veins. 179* S. ROGERS Pleat. Mem, i. 142 When
the heart danced, and life was in its spring. 1821 I.AMU
Elia, I 'alfniinSs f),ijr, He saw, unseen, the happy girl un-
fold the Valentine, dance about, clap her hands. 1859
TENNYSON Enid 505 Yniol's heart Danced in his bosom,
seeing better days.

b. To run, go, or move on with dancing or

tripping molion.

171* ARBUTHNOT John Bull \. x, How you have danced
the round of all the Courts. 1820 SCOTT Abbot xxiv. The
moments .. danced so rapidly away. Ibid, xxxiv, Snme

sprightlydamsel,
who thinks to dance through life as through

a French galliard. 187* KI.ACK Adi>. Phaeton ii. 30 These
boys of twenty-five will dance over the world's edge in

pursuit of a theory.

3. Of things inanimate : To bob up and down on
the ground, on the surface of water, in the air, etc.

Often with personification or figurative reference

to gay and sprightly motion.

1563 W. FULKB Meteors (1640) 7 b, The flame appeareth
to leape or daunce from one part to the other, much like as
bals of wild fire daunce up and downe in the water. 1567
DRANT Horace's Epist. xviii. Fvj, Whilst thy ship dolh
kcpe a flote, ydauncinge on the plaint. i66< HOOKE
AJicrogr. 231 Why the limb of the Sun, Moon, Jupiter . .

and Venus, appear to move or dance. 1703 MOXON Meek.
Kxerc. i )5 Care must be taken that the liressuminers and
Girders be not weakned more than needs, lest the whole
Floor dance. 1812 H. & J. SMITH Rej. Addr. % Cuibonof
iv. Light as the mote that daunceth in the beam. 1884
O. VICTORIA Afore Leaves 138 The little boat rolled and
danced.

b. Grimly applied to the movements of the body
in or after death by hanging ; to dame upon
nothing, to be hanged.
1837 MAJOR RICHARDSON Brit. Legion viiL led. 2) 210

To see a fellow-being dancing in air after death, in the
manner practised in England. 1839 H. AINSWORTH Jack
Sheppard xxxi. (Farmer 1

,

*

You'll dance upon nothing,
presently', rejoined Jonathan, brutally. 1862 CARLVLE
Fredk. Gt. (1865) III. vm. iv. 21 This poor soldier, six feet

three, your Majesty, is to dance on the top of nothing for

a three-halfpenny matter !

4. trans, with the name or description of a dance
or measure as cognate object.
c 1385 CHAUCER L. G. W. Prol. 200 (MS. Gg> Daunsynge

aboute this flour an esy pas. 1509 HAWKS Past. Pleas.
xvi. xix, To daunce true mesures without varyaunce. 1599
PORTER Anfry Worn. Abingd. in. ii, They have danced
a galliard ajTbeggars'-bush for it. a 16*7 MIDDI.ETON Chaste
Afaid iv. iii, As if they'd dance the swurd-dance on the

stage. 1761 GOLDSM. Life of Nash Wks. 1881 IV. 69
A minuet, danced by two persons. 1844 E. FITZGERALD
Lett. (1889) I. 142 If you could see the little girl dance the

Polka with her sister !

fb. To dance Barnaby. to dance to a quick
movement, move expeditiously. To dance the

Tyburnjig : to be hanged : cf. 3 b. Obs.

1664 COTTON Scarron. 15 Bounce cries the Port-hole, out

they fly And make the world dance Barnaby. 1664 ETHER-
EDGE Com. Revenge v. ii, Widow, here is music ; send for

a parson, and we will dance Barnaby within this half hour.

1697 VANBRUCH Relapse Epil., Did ever one yet dance the

Tyburn jig With a free air, or a well-pawdered wig ?

O. To dance attendance : to wait (upon a person)
with assiduous attention and ready obsequiousness ;

orig. to stand waiting or *

kicking one s heels
'
in

an antechamber. See also ATTENDANCE 5.

1523 SKELTON Why not to Court 626 And Syr ye must
daunce attendance, And take patient suffcraunce, For my
Lords Grace, Hath now no time or space,

To speke with you
as yet. 1613 SHAKS. Hen. VIII, v. ii. 31 To suffer A man of

Place . . To dance attendance on their Lordshipspleasures,
And at the dore too, like a Post with Packets. 1675 TRAHERNE
Chr. Ethics xxv. 380 Few have observed that the sun and
moon and stars dance attendance to it (the Dearth),

and
cherish it with their influences. 1768 GRAY in Corr. w.

Nickolls (1843) 75 Here are a pair of your stray shoes,

dancing attendance, till you send for them. 1883 GILMOUR

Atongws xxxi. 362 After dancing attendance on the court

for a month or two they receive their dismission.

0. causal, a. To lead in a dance, cause to dance.

1665 PEPYS Diary n Oct., Having danced my people as

long as I saw fit to sit up, I to bed. 176* STERNE Tr.
|

Shandy VI. ii, When my father had danced his white bear
,

backwards and forwards, through half-a-dozen pages. 1773
GOLDSM. Stoops to Cona. i. Though I am obligated to dance

a bear, a man may be a gentleman for all that.

b. To move or toss up and down with a dancing

jerky motion ; to dandle.
WVCI.IF Isa. Ixvi. 12 Vp on the knes men shul daunte

[MS. H. a 1450 daunsen] 5011. 1546 HEYWOOD proverbs ii.

x, In hope. .In hir dotyng dates to be daunst on the lappc.
1622 FLETCHER Sp. Citrate H. i, I have dandled you, and
kissed you, and played with you..and danced you. 1681

\V. ROBERTSON Phrascol. Gen. (1693) 418 To dance a child

in one's arms. 1773 MAD. D'AHBLAY Early Diary July, It

was no sport to me to be danced up and down, and to find

the waves . . rougher every instant. 1850 TENNYSON in
Mem. Epil., I that danced her on my knee.

7. \Yith compl. : To remove, put, bring, impel,
etc., off, away, out, in, etc., by dancing.
a 1633 AUSTIN Afedit. (1635) 208 So was the blessed head

of John . . danced off his shoulders by a Harlot. 1787
GeneroHS A ttachment 1. 200, 1 danced away the recollection

of it. 1812 BYRON Waltz vii, Her nimble feet danced off

another's head. i86 MERIVALK Rom. fiagMiKflVL 1. 169
That an obscure player . . should dance himself into the

chamber of the empress. 1880 G. MEREDITH Trag.Com.
\

iv. 11892)29 Like a lady danced offher sense of fixity. Alod,

I fear he has danced away his chance.

DANCING.

Danceable 'la ns.ii,T
,
a. colhq. If. DAHCEV.

+ -AIH.I ;
, !. I . damatle.] .Suitable for dancing ;

fit to dance with.
1860 W. COLLINS Worn. Wkitt i. vi. 31 A fliruble,

danceable, imall-talkablc creature of the male MX 1891
.V.i/. Rev. a, July 133/3 '11,6 Shaking Polka' .. u a very
bright

and danceable specimen.
Dancer (da-nsu). [f. DANCE v. + -P.B.]
1. One who dances ; sfec, one who dances pro-

fessionally in public.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 114 Dawncere, triftuiialar, trittuli.

alrix, 1599 SHAKS. Much Ada n. i. in God match roc
with a good dauncer. 1688 Land. (,'ac. No. 1318/4 Stage-
Plays, Dancera of the Ropes, and other Publick Shews.
1700 Bmw Tarn UShunttr 146 The dancers quick and
quicker flew. 1858 THACKCKAV 1'irginiutu xxviii, She u
a dancer, and . . no better or worse than her neighbours,

fb. A dancing-master. Obs.

1599-16. . MIDDLE-TON, etc. OU I.a-ui in. ii, His dancer
now came in as I met you. 01617 MIDDLKTON Ckatlt
Maid i. i, I hold my life you have forgot your dancing :

when was the dancer with youT
t O. transf. A

dancing-dog. Obs.

1576 FIRMING tr. Caitij Dyi in Arb. Canitr III. 361
The dog called the Dancer. .[They] are taught and exercised
to dance in measure. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury II. 184/1.
2. (//.) A sect of enthusiasts who arose in 1374,

chiefly in parts of Flanders, and were noted for

their wild dancing ; in 1'athol. those affected with
the dancing-mania (St. Vituf, St.John's danct,tte?)
of the middle ages.
1764 MACI.MNK tr. Masktim't Ck. Hilt. xlv. II. v. f 8

Directly the reverse of this melancholy sect was the merry
one of the Dancers, which . . arose at Aix-la-Chapelle.
1844 BABINGTON tr. Hrckcr't Rpitiftttics Mid. Aget i. 88

rwti; According to the Chronicle of Cologne, the St. John's
dancers san^ during their paroxysm*. 188* 3 SCHAFF
Encycl. Relig. Ktunvl. I. 603 The sect of the Dancers
who were enthusiasts, first appeared in 1374, on the I-uwer

Rhine, dancing in honor of St. John.
8. =DANI>Y-KOLLKB, q.v. .

4. //. Stairs, slang.
1671 R. HEAD Eng. KofMf L v. (1874) 53 (Farmer) Track

up the dancers, go up the slayrcs, 1715 in flirw Cant.
Diet. 1811 J. H. VAUX Flaih Diet., Dancers, stairs. 18*9
LVTTON Disrnvned 65 Come, track up the dancers, and
dowse the glim. 1858 What will he do f xvL <L>.\ Come,
my Hebe, track the dancers, that is, go up the stairs.

6. //. A local name for the aurora borealis or

northern lights. Also Merry daiuers.
c\m Lett.fr. Mist't Jrnl. (1723) I. 09 In the North of

Scotland . . they are seen continually every Summer in the

Evening .. they call them Dancers. 1717 Phil. Traru.
XXXV; 304The Meteor calPd by our Sailors, Merry Dancers,
was visible, and very bright. 1863 C. ST. JOHN AW. Hist.

Moray 86 April 7th (1847).. we saw a very brilliant aurora

borealis, or as they term it here,
' The Merry Dancers '.

t Danceress. Obs., exc. as notue-wd. [a. OF.

daneertsse, danscrtssc, now supplanted by danseusc :

sec -KSS.] A female <lancer.

1388 WYCLIF Ectlus. ix. 4 ISe thou not customable with

n Jatinseressc [1383 a Icpercsse or tumbler), neither here
thou hir. 1491 CAXTON I 'Has Patr. (W. de W. 1495) I . xli.

62 b/i The moost excellent Jonuleresse or Dawnceress that

was in the cylce of Anthyoche. 1633 PRVNNE /Hitrie-

Mastix v. viit. 260 What doth a Danccresse doe? She im-

pudently uncovers her head. 1855 HoitstH. W<cw*/ XI. 57
A cavalier may. .offer, .aglassnowandthcntohisdanceress.

tDa'ncery. Obs. rare-'1
, [a. OF. danserie,

dancing, ball : see -BUY.] Dancing.
1615 CHAPMAN Ottyss. vill. 504 Two, with whom none

would strive in dancery.

Dancette (donse-t), sb. [app. a modern form-

ation, inferred from next.]
1. Her. A fcsse with three indentations.

1864 BOUTELL Heraldry Hitt. + Pop. xiv. I i (ed. 3) 160

The ' daunces
'

are equivalent to a group of fusils conjoined
in fesse across the shield, which is sometimes blazoned as
a '

dancette
'

or a fesse dancctte'e.

2. Arch. A zigzag or chevron moulding.
1838 BRITTON Diet. Arckit. 349 The chevron moulding,

or dancette. 1876 GWILT Emfyct. Artkit. Gloss.

Dancette), -ee (da-nscfti, -ti), a. Her. Also

ty. [app. a corruption of F. datuhi, denchi, in

OF. also dansif (: late L. denticalus, f. dtnl-

toothl used in same sense.

DancttU or dfincctf may have originated in a scribal

error for dancU or dansU. OF. had also the phrase
A <1aitscs=<iaticht.\

Of a line, the edges of a fesse, etc. : Having large
and deeply marked indentations, usually three in

number ;
= DANCT.

1610 GUILLIU Heraldry n. iii. (1660) 55 These two last

mentioned sorts of Lines viz. Indented and Daunsette are

both one. .their forme is all one, but in quantity they differ

much in that the one is much wider and deeper than the

other. 1661 MORGAN Sph. Gentry I. ii. 15 Dancette differs

from Indented, by reason it consists but of three teeth only.

1864 BOUTT.LL Heraldry Hitt. t P'f. *'."
(K) . 3) "5

A
chie_f

dancettee, i88a CL-SSANS Heraldry \\. 47 The lines

by which a shield is divided, .may assume any of the follow-

ing forms. .Indented, Dancette" -but 3 indentations^ iv. 59

Argent ; a Bend vert, between Colises dancette gules.

Dancing (da-nsirj), vbl. sb. [-iso'.] The
action of the verb DANCK.
a 1300 Cursor .I/. 7601 (G5lt.) In hair dauncin? H* was

bnir sang, ti 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter xxxix. 6 Hoppynge& daunceynge of tumblers & herlotes. 1530 1 INDALK
Pract. Prelates Wks. (15731 375 As who should say, we
payd for all meiis daunsing. 1633 P. FLETCHER Purple 1st.
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vn. xxx. 92 With dancings, gifts and songs, 1670 COTTON
Espenion n. vi. 244 One night that the King had appointed
a great Dancing at Court. 1766 FORDYCE Senti. Vug.
Women ted. 4' I. vi. 236 What is dancing, in the best sense,
but the harmony of motion rendered more palpable ? 1853
THACKERAY MmcHHW xxiv, They had no dancing at Grand-
mamma's : but she adores dancing.

b. aitrib. and Comb., as danting- assembly,
-chamber, -days, -dress, -floor, -hall, -house, -match,

-pipe, -pump, -shoe, etc, ; dancing-malady,
-mania, -plague CHOREA

; dancing-mistress,
a female teacher of dancing ; f dancing rapier,
a sword worn only for ornament in dancing;
dancing-room, a room for dancing ; spec, one for

public dancing. Also DANCING-MASTER, -SCHOOL.

1765 COWPER Let. to jf. Hill 3 July, Here is a card-

assembly,anda"
1

dancing-assembly. cijBsCHACCERZ-.G. W.
1106 Dido, To *daunsyng-chaumberys . .This Enyas b led.

1591 SHAKS. Rom. <$ Jul, i. v. 33 Nay sit. . For you and I are

past our *dauncing dales. 1724 SWIFT Stella's Birthday^
As when a beauteous nymph decays, We say, she's past
her dancing-days. 1843 LONGF. Sp. Student n. i, Now
bring me . .my *dancing dress And my most preciousjewels !

1839 Hyperion in. iii. Used as a *dancing-floor. 1753
GOLDSM. Let. Wlcs. 1881 IV. 474 When a stranger enters the

*dancing-hall he sees one end of the room taken up with the

ladies. 1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi, ix, Nae frequenter of play-
house, or music-house, or *dancing-house. i8J8tr.2iftnssftt

r

s

Cycl. Med. XIV. 416 As a pandemic disease, the *dancing-
mania died out in the fifteenth century. 1741 RICHARDSON
Patnela II. 145 All the Ladies could prevail upon my Master
for, was a *Dancing-match. 1852 DICKENS Bleak H. II. vii,

'Dancing-mistress though in her limited ambition she

aspired to be, c 1440 Fromj>. Parv. 114 *Dawncynge pype,
carola. 1847 ALB. SMITH Ckr. Tadpole xix. (1879) 167 They
all wear jackets and trowsers, and trodden out *dancing-
pumps. 1788 WOLCOTT (P. Pindar) Peter's Pension Wks.
1812 II. 17 T* illume The goodly Company and 'Dancing-
room. 1836 Murray's Handbk. N.Germ.z-]\ Occupied by
lowtaverns and dancing-rooms. 1709 STEELE Taller No. 180
?8 *

Dancing-Shoes not exceeding Four Inches Height in the
Heel.

Da'ncing
1

, ///. a. [-ING
2
.] That dances, in

various senses of the verb.

[c 1386 CHAUCER Knfs T. 1343 What ladies fairest bene or
best daunceinge.] 1568 FULWEL/$ Will toLike in Hazl.

Dodsley III. 310 Whom have we here? Tom Tumbler, or
else some dancing bear? 1583 STUBBES Anat. Abus. 11.

(1882) 33 Their dansing minions, that minse it ful gingerlie.

1697 DRVDEN Virg. Gtorg. i. 506 Chaff with eddy Winds is

whirl'd around, And dancing Leaves are lifted from the
ground. 1701 DE FOE Tnie-born Eng. 8 A Dansing
Nation, Fickle and Untrue. 1887 J. BALL Nat. in S.
Atncr. 15 The irregular surface of the little dancing waves.

b. f Dancing-goats [Lat. caprx saltantes\, a

species of meteor or aurora
; dancing-damsel,

-wench, -woman = DANCING-GIRL.
X5<>3 W. FULKE Meteors (1640) 6b, Of fiery meteors.,

they have divers names : for they are called burning stubble,
torches, dauncing or leaping Goates. Ibid. 7 b, Dansing
Goats are. .as when two torches be seene together, and the
flame appeareth to leape or daunce from one part to the
other. 1606 G. W(OODCOCKE] tr. Justin 42 b, He begat
Larissa, a dauncing damsel. 1698 FRYER Ace. E. India $
P. 160 The Dancing Wenches singing with Bells at their
Wrists and Heels. 1810 T. WILLIAMSON E. India VadeM.
1. 386(Y.) The dancing-women are of different kinds.

Ba'ncing-girl. [DANCING///, a.]
L A girl who dances in public ;

a female pro-
fessional dancer ; esp. in India, a nautch-girl
ijn Pg. bailadeira, BAYADERE).
1760 GOLDSM. Cit. W. xlv. Pleased with the postures as

well as the condescension of our dancing girls. 1782 Ann.
Reg- 43 A company of strolling dancing girls from Surat
appeared on a platform. 184* LONCF. Sp. Stud. i. i, A mere
dancing-girl, who shows herself Nightly, half-naked, on the
stage, for money. 1848 HT. MARTINEAU East. Life 11850)
283 There was a booth with dancing-girls, a horrid sight.

2. Dancing-girls: a plant, Mantisia saltatoria,
cultivated iu green-houses for the beauty and
singularity of its purple and yellow flowers.
1866 Treas. Bot. 719/1 Its flowers, .present some resem-

blance to a ballet-dancer ; hence the popular name, Dancing
Girts, applied to the plant.

Dancingly (da-nsirjli), adv. [f. DANCING///, a.

+ -LY a
.]

In a dancing or capering manner.
1667 H. MOSE Div. Dial. in. xxxvi. (1713) 283 If you be

so dancingly merry. 1892 Chamb. Jrnl. 27 Aug. 552/2A chill gleam, .lit dancingly on Miss Mattie's face.

Da-ncing-ma:ster. [DANCING vbl. sb.] A
professional teacher of dancing.
1651 (titlf\ The English Dancing-Master. 1681 OTWAY

Soldier's Fart. v. v, Odd, they'll make an old fellow of sixty-
five cut a caper like a dancing-master. 1711 ADOISON Sped.
No. 29 p n The Shepherds . . acquit themselves in a Ball
better than our English Dancing-Masters. 1860 EMERSON
Cond. Life, Culture (Bohn) II. 371 In town, he can find
the swimming-school, the gymnasium, the dancing-master.

Da-ncing-school. [f. as prec.] A school
for instruction in dancing.
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t Dancy, a. tfer. Ol>s. rare. [a. OF. dansic,

\

dancM: late L. denticatai toothed, f. dent- tooth.]

Toothed, indented.
1611 COTCR., DancM, indented ; or (as in termes of

blazon) dancy. 1706 PHILLIPS, Dancette or Dancy.

Dand, slang or dial, abbreviation of DANDY.
1886 T. HARDY Mayor of Cast, xxvii, Farfrae, being

a young dand. 1891 Tess I. 89 You will never set out

. . without dressing up more the dand than that?

Dandelion (dse-nd/bisn). Forms : 6 dent de
lion, dentdelyon, dantdelyon, 6-7 dan-, dante-

delyon, 7 dent-, dandelion, 6- dandelion,

fa. F. dent de lion, in med.L. dens leonis,
'
lion's

tooth ', f. om the toothed outline of the leaves.]
1. A well-known Composite plant (Taraxacum

Dens-leonis or Lcontodon Tarttxacuni), abundant
in meadows and waste ground throughout Europe,
Central and Northern Asia, and North America,
with widely toothed leaves, and a large bright

yellow flower upon a naked hollow stalk, suc-

ceeded by a globular head of pappose seeds ; the

leaves, stalk, and root contain a bitter milky juice.

1513 DOL'GLAS ^Sufi's XH. Prol. 119 Seyrdownis smaillon
dent de lion sprang. 1578 LVTE Dodoens v. xvL 568 Dan-
delion flowreth in April and August. Ibid. 569 The seconde
kinde is called . . in snoppes Dens leonis . . in French Pisse-
en-lict . . in Englishe Dandelyon. 1655 HARTLIB Ref. Silk-
wornt 31 They wil also eate the hearb called Dantedelyon.
1693 TRYON Good Hoitse-iv. xxii. (ed. 2) 216 Our Herb
called Dandelion i that is in English, Lyons Tooth, because of
the similitude of its Leaf). 173* ARBUTHNOT.KI(/M ofDiet
l. 249 The Juice of the Dandelion is a remedy in intermit-

ting Fevers. 1805 WORDSW. I'awdracotir ff jfulia, A tuft

of winged seed, .from the dandelion's naked stalk . . Driven
by the autumnal whirlwind. 1872 OLIVER lem. Bot. 11. 195
In Dandelion, all the florets are . . ligulate and yellow.

2. Applied, with qualifying words, to other

Composites : as Autumnal D., Apargia autum-

nalis; Blue D., a species of lettuce (Lactuca

sonchifolia} with toothed leaves ; Dwarf D. (UJ5.),

A'rigia virginica False D.,
' a branching compo-

site of the southern United States, ryrrhopapptts Ca-

rolinianus, withdandelion-likeheads'(C/./J/V/.).
3. attrib.

1656 MENNIS& SMITH Jlfusarurn Del
,
Oberon's Apparel,

His [Oberon's] breeches., lined with dandelyon plush. 1821
CLARE VilL Minstr. I. 114 The dandelion flowers. 1883
Miss BRADDON Gold. Cal/\u. 83 As light and airy as that
dandelion seed.

Dander v dje-ndoj'), sb.'1 Sc. [Origin unknown].
A piece of the vitrified refuse of a smith's fire or
a furnace; a calcined cinder or piece of slag.
1791 NEWTE Tour Eng. >, Scot. 230 These [peats) burnt

in kiln-pots leave a plate of yetlin amongst the ashes, which
the country people call a dander. 1828 SCOTT F. M. Perth
iii,

'

Nay, father,' said the Smith,
'

you cannot suppose that

Harry Gow cares the value of a smithy-dander for such
a cub.' 1828 Specif. T. Stirling's patent No. 5685. 3
A layer of dander or the scoriae obtained from the Carron
Ironworks in Scotland. 1888 Cycl. Totir. Club Gaz. Mar.
98 i The horse sprained the fetlock joint in the near fore-

foot . . in consequence of a number of lumps of ashes or
' danders '

having been left on the road.

Dander (dse-ndai), sb.- [Origin uncertain:

app. West Indian or American.] (See quoL) Now
commonly DUNDEB, q.v.
1c 1796 SIR J. DALRYMPLE Ooserv. Yeast^ake i The season

for working molasses lasts five months, ofwhich three weeks
are lost in making up the dander, that is, the ferment,

Da'nder, s/>.3 = DANDRCFF, q.v.

Dander (doe'ndai), sb.*. U. S. colloq. and dial.

[Conjectured by some to be a fig. use of DANDEB 3,

dandruff, scurf; but possibly fig. of DANDEB 2,

ferment.] Ruffled or angry temper ; in phr. to get
one's dander up, etc.

1837-40 HALIBURTON Clocknt. (1862) 31 He was fairly ryled.

sooner become the Devils dancing-Schoole, then Gods
Temple. 1837 HT. MARTIXEAU Sac. Aitier. II. 356 A warn-
ing that no young lady who attended dancing-school that
winter should be employed.

fDa-ncitive, a. Obs. noncc-wd. [f. DANCE v.,

on the analogy of sensitive : cf. talkative.'] Inclined
or given to dancing.
1606 SirG. Goosecaffe ii. in Bullen O. PI. III. 31 Your

Lord is very dancitive me thinkes.

__ , jp it's the very thing ._

urge me on. 1884 Cheshire Gloss, s. v.,
'

I got his dander
up

1 means I put him out oftemper. [In Dialect Glossaries of

CumtrlJ., Sheffield, Berkshire.}

Dander ^dse-ndsa), sb.S Sc. and dial. Also
daunder, dauner. [f. DANDEK #.]
1. Sc. A stroll, a saunter.
1821 Joseph the Book-Mnn 17 He'd from Edina take

a dander To Glasgow. 1883 NASMYTH A ntobiog. xxi. 379We had a long dander together through the Old Town.
2. dial. A fit of shivering.
1877 in Holdemess Glou.

Dander (dse-ndaj), v. Sc. and dial. Also
daunder, dauner, dawner. [A frequentative
form like blunder, wander. Conjectured by some
to be akin to DANDLE : cf. dadtlcr and doddle]
1. intr. To walk idly or purposelessly ; to stroll,

saunter. (Sc. and north, dial.)
a 1600 Bi'kEL in Watson Collect. (1706) II. 19 (Jam.)

Quhiles wandring, quhiles dandring. 1724 RAMSAY Tea-t.
Misc. (1733) I. 75 Alane through flow'ry hows I dander.
1808 ANDERSON Cumbrld. Ball. 57 The wearied auld fwok
dander d heame. 1830 GALT Laivrie T. ix. viiL (1849) 434,
I would just dauner about and dwine away. 1856 MRS.
CARLYLE Lett. II. 288 To see poor Jess Donaldson daunder-
mg about, opening drawers and presses. 1889 BARBIE
Window in Thrums xvi. 153 Hendry dandered in to change
his coat deliberately.

DANDIPRAT.
2. dial. a. To 'wander 'or 'ramble' in talk,

to talk incoherently, b. To tremble, to vibrate ;

applied also to the rolling sound of a drum. In

this sense akin to dunder, dunncr.
a 1724 Battle of Harla-w xviii. in Evergreen I. 85 The

Armies met, the Trumpet sounds, The dandring Drums
alloud did touk. 1847-78 HALLIWELL, Dander, .to talk in-

coherently. Chesh. 1855 ROBINSON WhitbyGloss., Dattder,
to tremble as a house seems to do from the inside when
a carriage passes heavily in the street. 1876 Mid. } 'orksh.

Gloss., 'Thou danders like an old weathercock hold still

with thee.'

Hence Da nderer, one who 'danders' ; Dander-
ing ppl. a., that 'danders'.
1821 Rlfickw. Mag. Jan. 407 (Jam.) Thou art but a daun-

derer a-down the dyke-sides, a 1774 FERGUSSON Poems,
Cauler Oysters, We needna gie a plack For dand'rin
mountebank or quack. 1849 MRS. CARLYLE Lett. II. 85
There are always some '

dandering individuals
'

dropping in.

Dandiacal (dsendai-akal), a. [A Carlylean
derivative of DANDY, after hypochondriacal and
the like.] Of the nature of, or characteristic of,

a dandy ; dandified.

1831 CARLYLE Sari. Res. HI. x. (heading} The Dandiacal

Body. .It appears as if this Dandiacal Sect were but a new
modification . . of that primeval Superstition, Self-worship.
1845 MRS, CARLYLE Lett. I. 3or How washed out the beau-
tiful dandiacal face looked. 1886 SALA in Illustr. Lend.
Neivs 7 Aug. 138 Arrayed in the most dandiacal manner.

Dandification (d^ndifik^i-Jan). colloq. [f.

DANDIFY
z>.]

The action of dandifying or fact of

being dandified ; concr. a dandified adornment.
1827 Blackw. Mag. XXI. 828 There is no dandification

about it, no cockneyism. 1856 THACKERAY Christmas Bks.

(1872) 137 [He] surveys his shining little boots .. his gloves
and other dandifications with a pleased wonder.

Da'ndified, ///. a. colloq. [f. next + -ED.]
Made or adorned in the style of a dandy ;

foppish.
1826 DISRAELI Vh>. Grey iv. i, He was dressed . . in the

most dandified style that you can conceive. 1856 R. A.
VAUGHAN Mystics (1860) I. vi. i. 150 A rainbow-coloured,
dandified puppy, a secretary of the bishop's.

Dandify ;dse'ndifai), v. colloq. Also dandyfy.

[see -FT.] trans. To give the character or style of

a dandy to
;
to make trim or smart like a dandy.

1823 Mirror I. 365/2 Dandyfying in the first style for the
occasion. 1824 New Monthly Mag. XI. 150 The male is

dandyfying his plumage. 1859 W. H. GREGORY Egypt II.

134 For fear, if smartened up and dandified, he should
become the object of envy.

Da'ndilly, a. and ib. Sc. Also dandily. [app.
a deriv. of DANDLE v.] A. adj. Petted, spoiled

by being made too much of. Jamieson also gives
the meaning 'Celebrated'. B. sb. A pet, a

darling.
1500-20 DUNBAR Schir, jit remertibir 62, I wes in 3owth

on nureiss kne, [cald] Dandely, bischop, dandely. 1697
CLELAND Poems 76 (Jam.) The fate of some [that] were
once Dandillies, Might teach the younger stags and fillies,

Not for to trample poor cart-horse. 17.. in ll. Jamieson
Pop. Sottgs(iSo6) I. 324 (Jam.) And he has married a dandily

dandilly maiden . .a' glistenin' wi' goud and jewels.

Dandily, Dandiness : see DANDY.

Dandiprat (darndiprset). Obs. or arch. Also
6 dande-, dandy-, dandipratt(e, danty-, 6-8

dandy-, 7 dantiprat, (dand-prat). [Etymology
unknown ; as the sense-development is also uncer-

tain, the senses are here arranged chronologi-

cally.]

fl. Applied to a small coin, worth three half-

pence, current in England in the i6th c. Obs.

cig2o T. NORFOLK in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. in. 129 I. 381
Suche a Coyne might be devised as were the dandipratts.

1530 PALSGR. 498/2 Coyle out the dandyprattes and Yrisshe

pence. 1542 RECORDE Gr. Artes (1575) 198 A Dandiprat,
worth 3 halfe pens. 1574 HELLOWES Gueuttra's Fam. Ep,
d577)253 Iftheyaske an halfpenie for spice, a penie for

candels, a dandiprat for an earthen pot. 1605 CAMDEN
Kent. (1657) 188 K. Henry the 7th stamped a small coine

called dandyprats. 1641 PRYNNE Antip. 99 A poore Knave,
scant worth a dandyprat.

2. A small, insignificant, or contemptible fellow;
a dwarf, pygmy. Also attrib. Obs. or arch.

1556 J. HEYWOOD Spider ff F. Ix. 158 Yet as the giantes

pawes pat downe dandipratts, So shall we put downe these

dandiprat brag bratts. 1606 SYLVESTER Du Bartas 11. iv.

i. (1641) 195/2 Am I a Dog, thon Dwarfe, thou Dandi-

prat ? 1659 TORRIANO, Sipithamfi, pigmeis, or dandy-prats
that be but three spans long. 1718 MOTTEUX Qitix. (1733)
I. 211, I saw a little Dandipral riding about, who, they
said, was a hugeous great Lord. 1841 GEN. P. THOMPSON
Exerc. (1842) VI. 133 The dandiprats of St. Stephen's
. .took themselves for patricians of old Rome.

b. Said of a young lad, little boy, urchin ; rarely

(quot. 1638) a young girl. Obs. or arch.

1583 STANYHIIRST /Eneis i. (Arb.> 41 On father ^Eneas his

neck thee dandiprat hangeth. 1638 HEYWOOD Ir'ise Woman
I. Wks. 1874 V. 284 Her name is Luce. With this Dandi-

prat, this pretty little Apes face, is yon blunt fellow in love.

1706 ESTCOURT Fair Examp. in. i, Bay. A Candle, Sir !

'tis broad Daylight yet. Whims. What then, you litlle

Dandyprat ? 1821 SCOTT Keiiihu. xxvi, It is even so, my
little dandieprat. 1875 CALVERLEY fly-Leaves, Cock ff

\ Bull, It's a thing I bought Of a bit ofachit of a boy. .' Chop
'

was my snickering dandiprat's own term.



DANDLE.

Dandizette (dxndizet). Also dandisette,
dandysette, -zette. [f. DANDY ; app. after French
words \\kegriselte.'] A female dandy.
1821 Xt --i> M<>}itltly Mag. I. 409 The city dandy and

dandisette. 18*5 r>luckm. Mag. XVII. 336 Lord Foppiii^-
ton was a dandy, and Lady t anciful a dandyzette. 1890
Mi/,V tVews i6Scpt. 4/7 The humours of the Dandies and
the 1 >amli/ettcs are shown up. .in these pleasant pages.

Dandle (dje'nd'l), v. Also 6 dandil 1, -yll.

[Not known before l6th c. To be compared with

It. dantiola, var. of dondola,
' a childes baby [

doll] ; also a dandling' ; dantlolare, var. of dondo-

lare, 'to dandle the baby
'

(Florio), to swing, toss,

shake to and fro
; dally, loiter, idle, play, sport,

toy. Hut actual evidence of the derivation of the

Eng. word from the Italian has not been found.

Another suggestion is that the word may be

cognate with Ger. tiindtln intr.
' to dawdle, toy,

trifle, dally, pl:>y, dandle ',
dim. of MHO. tdnden to

make sport (with), play ; but no word of this family
is known in Old or Mid. Eng., and the sense is not

so close to the English as in the Italian word.]
1. trans. To move (a child, etc.) lightly up and
down in the arms or on the knee. Also^f.
1530 PALSGR. 506/2, I dandyll, as a mother or nourryce

doth a childe upon their lappe. 16x4 Bp. HALL Recoil.

Treat. 804 Your Church, in whose lappe the vilest mis-

creants are dandled, c 1671 WOOD Life (Oxf. Hist. SocJ I.

79 [lie] would often take her out of the cradle, dandle her

in his armes. I76 GOLDSM. Nash 93 Dandling two of
Mr. Wood's children on her knees. 1847 J. WILSON Chr.
North (1857) I. 146 He sits dandling his child on his knee.

i88a F. P. VF.RNEY in Contemp. Rev. XI. II. 961 The nurse
took up a child and dandled it kindly.

b. transf. To move (anything) up and down

playfully in the hand.
a 1678 MARVELL Poems, Checker Inn, ThouMt ken him out

by a white wand He dandles always in his hand. 1865
'IYLOR Early //ist. Afun. ii. 20 In the sign .. for 'child ,

the right elbow is dandled upon the left hand.

2. Jig. To make much of, pet, fondle, pamper.
1575 GASCOIGNE Pr. Pleas. Kenilw. Wks. (1587) 12,

I would confesse that fortune then, full freendly dyd me
dandle. 159* WYRLEY Armorie 143 She dandles him, and
then on him she frowns. 1605 Z. JONES Layer's Specters 16

Which did entertain and dandle him with all manner of de-

lights. 174* YOUNG Nt. Th. i. 315 By blindness thou art

blest; By dotage dandled to perpetual smiles. 1881 GOLDWIN
SMITH Lectures ft Ess. 42 No man or nation ever was
dandled into greatness.

t 3. To trifle, play, or toy with. 06s.

1569 E. FENTON Sccr. Nature 66 a, Noble men, whome
she courted and dandled with such dissimuled sleightes in

loue. 1596 SPENSER State Irel. Wks. (Globe) 648/1 They
doe soe dandle theyr doinges, and dallye in the service to

them committed, as yf they would not have the Enemye
subdued. i6ti SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xx. (1632) 970

King Henries Ambassadors . . hailing been dandled by
the

French during these illusiue practises. 1646 J. HALL Hone
Vac. 83 Some studies would be hug'd as imployments, others

onely dandled as
sports.

4. intr. To play or toy (with}, rare.

1839 U'estm. Rev. XI. 207 That sort of dandling with
Irish history. 1865 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. VI. xvi. ix. 256
While dandling with the flute.

f6. DANGLE. 06s. (? erroneous.)

1614 R. TAILOR Hoe hath lost Pearl iv. in Hazl. Dodsley
XI. 480 A holy spring, about encompassed By dandling

sycamores and violets. 1656 W. D. tr. Comcnins Gate Lat.
Unl. 147 The wild Swan . . in his crop, (dandling just below
his beak) insatiable. 1687 A. LOVELL tr. Bergerac's Com.
Hist. i. 33 Having more shaggy Rags dandling about me
than the errantest Tatterdemallion.

f6. =DANDKH i. Sc. Obs.
a 1600 BUREL in Watson Collect. (1706) II. 39 (Jam.) Euin

as the blind man ^angs be ges, In houering far behynd, So
dois thou dandill in distres.

Dandier (dse ndloi). [f. DANDLE + -EB '.] One
who dandles : see the verb.

1598 FLORIO, Trt'scatore, a iester, a dallier, a dandier.

1611 COTGR., Mignardeur, a luller, dandier, cherisher. 1830
CUNNINGHAM Brit. Paint. I. 269 Poor Miss Morris was no
dandier of babes.

t Da'ndling, s6. Obs. (or dial.) [f.
DANDLE v.

+ -ING.] A dandled child ; a fondling, a pet.
1611 COTGR., Mignot, a wanton, feddle, fauorite ; a dilting,

dandling, darling. 1695 KENNETT 1'ar. Antiq. App. 695
Fortune.. bL-fore made him her dandling. [1847-78 HAL-

LIWELL, Dandling, a fondling child.]

Dandling (darndlirj), vbl. s6. [-INQ 1.] The
action of the verb DANDLE, q.v.

1591 W. WEBB Let. toR. Ir'ilinott'm Tancred r Gismiind,
Let it run abroade ias many parentes doe their children once

past dandling!. isgiSxAKS. I 'en. r Ad. 562. 1601 MARSTON
Ant. f, Mel. in. Wks. 1856 I. 39 That wanton dandling of

your fan. 1836 SIR W. HAMILTON Discuss. 11852) 260 [He]
has long out-grown the need of any critical dandling.

Da'udling, ///. a. [-wa*.] That dandles :

see the veil). Hence Da mllingly adv.

1598 FLORIO, Vezzosamente, wantonly, dandlinglte.

Dandruff, dandriff (doe-ndrtff,
-if!. Forms:

6 dandrif, 6-7 -ruffe, -raf(e, 7 -ruf, -riffe, 7-

-ruff, -riff; also 6-7 dandro, 8-9 dander. [Of
unknown origin.
For conjectures, see Wedgwood, Edward M filler, Skeat :

nothing satisfactory has been suggested.]

Dead scarf-skin separating in small scales and

entangled in the hair ; scurf.
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1545 RAYNOLD Byrth Mankynde iv. vi. 1634^ 198 They
that liaue blacke hayre huuc more store of Dandruflc then
others. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny xx. vi, The iuice of Garlick

being taken in drink clenseth the head from dandruffe. 1611

COTGR., Crasse de la ttste, Dandriff; the skalcs that fall

from the head, etc. in combing. 1730 SWIFT l
t

oftfts. Lady*
r)ressing-KooM t

Com}y*. . Fill'd up with Dirt. .Sweat, Dand-
riff, Powder, Lead and Hair. 1866 YOUATT Horse xv. 342
The scales which fall off in the shape of dandriff.

ft, 1591 PBRCIVALL Sp. Diet., Casa de a&tfat Dandro,
Fnrfures cafiitis. 1650 BUI.WEH Anthropotnet. 53 To breed
Lice and Dandro, after the manner of your frish. 1786
Sportsman's Diet. Gg viii, Some horses have neither scales,

dander, or scabs. \tyjbWhitby Gloss., Dander^ a slight scurf
on the skin.
at frit. 1668 DRYDEN Evening?* Love rv. iii, There 's the

dandriff comb you lent me.

Hence Da'ndruflry a., scurfy.
1858 MAYNE REID in Chamb. JrnL IX. 333 A white

dandrufiy surface was exhibited.

Dandy ;darndi), sb. 1

(and a.\ [Origin un-

known. In use on the Scottish Border in the end
of the i8th c. ; and about 1^13-1819 in vogue in

London, forthe 'exquisite' or 'swell' of the period.
Perhaps the full form was JACK-A-DANDY, which occurs from

1659. and in i8th c. had a sense which might pass into that

of dandy'. Connexion with dandiprat or with V.dandin
has been guessed, but without any apparent ground. It is

worthy of notice also that Dandy = Andrew in Sc. See
Rev. C. B. Mount in N. 4 Q. 8th Ser. IV. 8x.)

I. 1. One who studies above everything to

dress elegantly and fashionably; a bean, fop,
*

exquisite

their ribbons round their hair, And their stumpie drugget
coats, quite the Dandy O. 1788 R. GALLOWAY Poems i Jam.),

They. . laugh at ilka dandy at that fair day. 1818 MOORE
Fudge Fam. Paris i. 48 They've made him a Dandy,A thing,

you Know, whiskered, great-coated, and laced, Like an hour-

glass, exceedingly small in the waist. 18x9 ANDERSON
Cumbria1

. Ball. * 1823) 148, I . . went owre to see Carel Fair ;

I'd heard monie teales o' thur dandies Odswinge 1 how
they mek the fwok stare ! 1831 CARLYLE Sart. Kes. in. x,

A Dandy is a Clothes-wearing Man, a Man whose trade,

office, and existence consists in the wearing of Clothes. 1874
DASENT Haifa Life II. 65 Like the cabriolets which some
dandies still drive.

b. Said of animals and things.

1835 SIR G. STEPHEN Adv. Search Horse ii. 18, I mounted

many a slug and many another dandy before I again ventured
to buy. 1885 RUNCIMAN Skippers 4- Sh. 54 The barque
looked a real dandy.
2. slang' or colloq. Anything superlatively fine,

neat, or dainty ; esp. in phr. the dandy,
' the correct

thing ',
'
the ticket '.

1784 G. COLMAN Song in Two to One, Her breath is like

the rose, and the pretty little mouth Of pretty little Tippet
istheDandyOl 1814 Apollo (in N. f, Q. 6th Ser. IX. 136',

For marriage to old maids is the dandy, O. 1831 \V.

STEPHENSON Gateshead Local Poems 105 A cure for coughs
I know, It will prove the dandy. 1837-40 HALIBURTON
Clockm. (1862! 340 The new railroad will be jist the dandy
for you. 1887 Artier. Angler XII. 360, I had the largest,
the dandy, and was satisfied.

II. Technical and other senses ; app. transferred

applications of prec. to things considered neat,

trim, or '

tidy
'
in form or action.

8. Naut. ' A sloop or cutter with a jigger-mast

abaft, on which a mizen-lug-sail is set
'

(Smyth,
Sailor's Word-bk.). Hence dandy-rig, -rigged adjs.

1858 Merc. Marint Mat. V. 134 Dandy j,
Flats 4. 1880

Daily Nevis 12 Nov. 3/7 Busy Bee, fishing dandy, of Lowes-

toft, struck on a wreck and foundered. 1886 limes 2 Jan.

3 The lifeboats..dandy Snowdrop, of Ramsgate. .dandy

Lady's Page, of Scarborough . . dandy Seabird, of Yar-

mouth, saved vessel and six.

1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade, Dandy-rigged-cutter. 1883

Fisheries Exhib. CataL (ed. 4! 132 An elliptical stern

Dandy-rig Fishing-boat, 1891 Daily News 15 Dec. 5/6 His

smack . . dandy-rigged, and of only thirty-seven tons, was

again overtaken by a storm.

4. Naut. A piece of mechanism, resembling a

small capstan, used for hoisting the trawl. Hence

dandy-span, the handle-bar by which a dandy
is worked.

1883 Fisheries Kxhib. Catal. 10 Bridles, Dandies . .

Hauling Lines, and Running Gear. Ibid. 12 Manilla Bridles

.. Dandy Span.
5. dial. A bantam fowl. (Dandy-coft, dandy-ken.)
i8a8 Craven Dialect, Dandy-cock, a bantam cock, a diminu-

tive species of poultry. 1884 Cheshire Gloss., Dandy,
a bantam. The sexes are specified as dandy-cock and

dandy-hen. 1887 S. Cheshire Gloss. 167
'

Hey struts abowt

like a dandy-cock.'
6. Irish. A small jug: a small glass (of whisky).

1838 nlafkw. Mag. May (Farmer!,
' Father Tom and the

Pope '. Dimidium cyathi vero apud Metropolitanos Hiber-

nicos dicitur dandy. 1859 All Year Round No. 12. 285
Take a dandy there 's no headache in Irish whisky.

7. In various other technical applications ; e.g.

a handy accessory to various machines or struc-

tures ; a running-out fire for melting pig-iron in

tin-plate manufacture ; a small false grate fitted

for purposes of economy into an ordinary grate or

fireplace ; a light iron hand-cart used to carry coke

to a blast furnace ; also short for DAMDT-CABT,
-ROLLEll.

1850 MBS. F. TROLLOPK Petticoat Govt. 13 She blew

r\ small tlandy-ful of shavings and cinders into warmth, for

DANDY-CART.
the purpose of causing the water in her diminutive kettle to
botl. 1851 AV/. JuHft o/ /inhibition 428 A channelled and
perforated roller technically called a '

dandy ', to remove
P. ut ..f the water from tlic pulp. 1875 L'liK Diet. Arts MI.
490 Th two rollers following the dandy .. are termed
couching-rollers. 1884 W. H. GREENWOOD Steel $ Iron

376 Price's puddling furnace . . consul* of a bed or hearth
at one end of which is a chamber or dandy in which the \>i-^-

iron is first placed for preliminary heating. 189* [see
DANDY-CART].

Hence (nonce-wds.] Dandyhood, the state or

style of a dandy. Da'ndylca., dandyish. Da ndy-
ise v. intr.

t
to play the dandy. Da ndy-Jack v.,

to play the jack-a-dandy. Da ndy-land [cf.fairy-

land], the (imaginary)
land of dandies. Da ndy-

ling-, a diminutive or petty dandy.
i83 Nrtu Monthly Mag. VII. 329 Prank 'd out in dandi-

hood withal To the top pitch of fashion's folly. i8ja
Prater*s Mag. V. 171 Done.. not with philosophic, perma-
nent colours, but with mere dandyic ochre and japan. 1830
Ibid. II. 300 We have dandyised in our time with the ..

turbaned exquisites of . . Staroboul. 1831 CARLYLE Sart.

Rei. in. x, Those Dandiacal Manicheans, with the host of

Dandyisine Christians, will form one body. 1887 Ff.xs

Master of Cerent* xi, My, he do go dandy-jacking along
the cliff.' 1831 MOORE Summer Fife 498 1 wo Exquisites,
a he and she, Just brought from DandyUnd, and meant For
Fashion's grand Menagerie. 1846 WORCESTER, Dandyling.
a little dandy ; a ridiculous fop. Qn. Rev.

B. attrib. and adj. Of, belonging to, or charac-

teristic of a dandy or dandies; of the nature of a

dandy ; affectedly neat, trim, or smart.

1813 BYRON Let. to Moore 35 July, The season hat closed

with a Dandy Ball. 1811 Juan v. cxliii. Even a Dandy's
dandiest chatter. 18*4 Miss MITFORD I'iUage Ser. i.(i8oj)

173 The stiff cravat, the pinched-in waist, the dandy-walk.

1848 THACKERAY I'an. /'air Ix, A dandy little hand in

a kid-glove. 1887 JESSOPI- Arcady 194 They .. had the

dandy youths taught how to ride.

Hence Da'ndily adv., Da-ndineM.
1834 Fraser's Mag. IX. 147 We were not so dandily

dressed. 18*5 SOUTHEY Lett. (1856) III. 473 The first two
numbers . . displeased me as much by their dandiness as

's does by its blackguardism.

Dandy, J/'.-' Also dandy-fever. [See DENGUE.]
The popular name in the West Indies of DENGUE
fever, on its first appearance there in 1827-
z8a8 STEDMAN in Edin. Mfd. Jrnl. XXX. 337 As it was

unknown to the faculty, the vulgar, as commonly happens,

gave it names of their own ; and ridiculous as they may
sound, they soon became the only appellations of the new

The contagion was supposed to be brought by a vessel from

the coast of Africa which touched at St. Thomas. 1830
FURLONCE Itid. XXXIII. 51 (title* A few remarks on the

Dandy which prevailed in the West I ndies towards the close

of 1827 and beginning of 1828. 1869 E. A. PARKES Praet.

Hygiene led. 31573 'Dandy fever', or break-bone i Dengue),
has prevailed several times. 1880 FAGG & PVE SMITH Tejrt-

bk. Med., The negroes called the new disease
'

Dandy-fever ',

apparently in ridicule of the attitude and gait of the patient.

II Dandy, dandi (ds
-

ndi;, t/>.z Anglo-Ind.
Also dandee. [Hindi i/dnji, deriv. of Janif, JanJ
staff, oar (Yule).]
1. A boatman of the Ganges.
1685 HEDGES Diary 6 Jan. (Y.X Our Dandees (or Boat-

mem boyled their rice. 1763 W. HASTINGS in Long Select.

Rec. (i869l347(Y.)They. -plundered and seized the Dandies

and Mangles' vessel. 1813 MRS, SHERWOOD Ayah f,

Lady ix. 51 To make sport for the dandies, and other

people in the boat. 1867 SMYTH Sailor's Word-bk., Dandies,
rowers of the budgcrow boats on the Ganges.

2. (Dandi.} A S'aiva mendicant who carries a

small wand (F.Hall).
1831 H. H. WILSON in Asiatic Res. XVII. I73 The

DaRdi is distinguished by carrying a small dan'd, or wand .

with several processes or projections. i86a BEYERIDGE Hist.

India II. iv. it 74 The Dandis, distinguished by carrying
a small dand or wand.

3. ' A kind of vehicle used in the Himalaya, con-

sisting of a strong cloth slung like a hammock to

a bamboo staff, and carried by two v
or more, men

[dandy-wallahs']
'

(Yule).
1870 C. F. GORDON CI'MMING in Gd. Words 135/1 As the

darkness closed in, my dandy-wallahs stumbled, so that

1 had to give up the attempt to use the dandy, and struggle

on on foot. 1888 Times 2 July 5 2 Major Battye and

Captain Unnston joined the rear and placed the wounded
man in a dandy.

Da-ndy-brnsh. [app. f. DANDY j*.'] A stiff

brush used in cleaning horses, made of split whale-

bone or vegetable fibre, as the stiff root fibres of

Chryiofogon Gryllus, the Venetian or French

Whisk.
1845 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. VI. I. 77 Then have every

bullock well brushed with what is called a dandy-brush
i being a brush made with whale-bone, for taking the rough
dirt off horses). 1879 Miss BRADDON Vixen xxxii. 349 Poor

Bates, .brushed away more than one silent tear with the

back of the dandy brush.

Da'ndy-cart. A kind of spring-cart,
used by

milkmen, etc.

1861 RAMSAY Retain. Ser. n. 105 May besomeo'ye wad b

sae kin' as to gie me a cast out in a dandy-cart. |89

Melbourne Aft 31 Dec. 10/1 Advt, Milk dandy, good, high

wheels, half cost.

Dandy-cock, -hen : see DANDT i
5.

Dandy-fever : see DANDT 2.



DANDY-HORSE.

Da'ndy-horse. A kind of velocipede, an

early form of the bicycle, in which the rider sat on

a bar between the two wheels, and propelled him-

self by pushing the ground with each foot alter-

nately.
1819 J. HODGSON in J. Raine RTcm. (1857) I. 247 The

little boys about London are all getting dandy-horses, for

such seems at present the name of the Velocipede. 1892

Strand Mag. IV. 30 (Evolution of Cycle) Mr. Dennis

Johnson . . a coachmaker at 75 Long-acre took out a patent

for this dandy or hobby-horse in 1818.

Dandyish (darndi,iJ"),
a. [f.

DANDY i + -ISH.]

Somewhat characteristic of a dandy ; foppish.
1826 DISRAELI Viv. Grey iv. v, Pacing Bond Street.. with

an air at once dandyish and heroical. 1883 F. H. BURNETT

Through one Admin. I. vii. 70 His rather dandyish light

overcoat.

Dandyism (dre-ndiiiz'm). [f.
as prec. + -ISM.]

The character, style, or manners of a dandy.
1819 Blackw. Mag. IV. 565 The affectation of Dandyism

on the part of some.. of our day. 1883 V. STUART Egypt

32 A house, .with some attempt at architectural dandyism.

Da'ndy-liiie. [Cf. DANDY sbl 4.] A kind

of line used in herring fishing : see quot.
1882 DAY Fishes Gt. Brit. 215 The

'

dandy-line
'
is used in

herring fishery at Peterhead. .A piece of lead about i J Ib.

in weight is attached to a line, which carries at short

intervals transverse pieces of whalebone or cane, having
unbaited hooks at either end. Herrings are such hungry
fish that they fly at the naked hooks, and are easily caught
in this manner.

Da'ndy-lpom. A name given to a loom in-

vented by William Radcliffe and patented in 1805

by Thomas Johnson.
1823 Mech. Mag. I. 45 A hand loom on a new construction

has been recently introduced which has received the appella-

tion of the Dandy Loom. 1878 A. BARLOW Weaving 245
Radcliffe's loom was long known as the '

Dandy loom .

Da'lldy-liote. A document used in the

British Customs for giving the export officer par-
ticulars of the bonded goods delivered from a ware-

house for shipment at his station.

[The name is generally held, by those who have to do
with the matter, to be a corruption of Addenda note, these

documents being of the nature of addenda to the Pricking
Notes, used to advise the export officers of bonded goods
intended for shipment.]

Da'ndy-roller. Also dandy-roll. Paper-

making. A perforated roller for solidifying the

partly-formed web of paper, and for impressing the

water mark.
(Patented by John Wilks in 1830, No. 5934, but the

word does not occur in his specification.)

1839 Specif. Joynson's Patent No. 7977. 2 [The] said roller

is commonly known by the name of a dandy roller, a dancer,
or a top roller. 1875 URF. Diet. Arts III. 491 The pulp. .

of the dandy-roller.
_ . _ .. . , landy-roll. .for

ducing water-marks on writing papers.

receiving any desired marks by means of the dandy-rolU
1879 Print. Trades Jrnl. xxvi. 9 Dandy-roll .. for pro-

Dandysette, -zette : see DANDIZETTE.

Dane (dc
T
'n). [Corresponds to Da. Daner, ON.

Danir: OTeut. Dani-s pi., Danes, L. Dani pi.

The OE. form was Dene pi. (with umlaut), which
would have given Dene in ME. : cf. OE. Dene-
mearc in nth c., later Denmearc, Denmarc, in

ON. Danmork (-.markup, Da. Dannemark, Dan-

mark, the Danish mark or country, Denmark.]
1. A native or subject of Denmark; in older usage

including all the Northmen who invaded England
from the gth to the 1 1 th c.

901 O. E. Chron., Butan Sam dsele be under Dena onwalde
waes. a 1050 Ibid. an. 1018 (Laud MS.) And Dene and
Engle wurdon Sam mzele a;t Oxnaforda. a 1300 CursorM.
24771 (Cott.) Harald. .pat born waso be dams [v. r. danas,
danes] blod. 1483 Cath. A ngl. 89 A Dan, dacus, quidant
populus. 1596 SPENSER State Irel. Wks. (Globe) 642/2 The
others [hills] that are rounde were cast up by the Danes, .for

they are called Dane-rathes, that is, hills of the Danes. i6oa
SHAKS. Ham. v. ii. 352, I am more an Antike Roman than
a Dane. 1682 EVELYN Let. to Pepys 19 Sept., If euer there
were a real dominion [of the seas] in the world, the Danes
must be yielded to haue had it. 1863 TENNYSON Welcome
to Alexandra, Saxon and Norman and Dane are we,
But all of us Danes in our welcome of thee.

2. Applied to a breed or breeds of dogs.
Great Dane (also simply Dane) '. a large, powerful, short-

haired breed of dog, between the mastiff and greyhound
types. Lesser Dane '. the Dalmatian, or coach-dog.
[1750 BUFFON Hist. Nat. s. v. Chien, Le grand danois.]

1774 GOI.DSM. Nat. Hist. III. viii. 286 The Bull-dog, as
Mr. BufTon supposes, is a breed between the small Dane
and the English mastiff. The large Dane is the tallest dog
that is generally bred in England. ibid. 292 The great
Dane. 1800 SYDENHAM EDWARDS Cynogr. Brit. s.v., A
beautiful variety, called the Harlequin Dane, has a finely
marbled coat. 1870 BLAINE Encycl. Rur. Sports 394 The
great Dane is rather pied or patched than spotted . .

The lesser Dane dog, Dalmatian, or coach dog. 1883
Great Dane Club Rules (Standard ofPoints), The Great
Dane is not so heavy as the Mastiff, nor should he too

nearly approach the Greyhound in type. 1891 Times
28 Oct. 1 1/5 Great Danes have certainly become very popular
during the last few years.

3. attrib. or as adj. DANISH.
1873 STUBBS Const. Hist. I. 199 The amalgamation of the

Dane and Angle population began from the moment of the
conversion.

Dane, obs. form of DAN ', DEAN.

Danebrog : see DANNEBROO.
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Danegeld, -gelt (d^-ngeld, -gelt). Eng.
Hist. Also 4 Dangilde, 4-6 Danegilt, Dane
gilt, 5-7 Dane ghelte, Daneghelt, 6 Dane gelt,

7 Danageld, 7-9 Danegelt. [Corresponds to

ON. *
Dana-giald, in ODa. DaiiegjelJ, mod.Da.

Vanegxld, f. Dana-, Dane- +gjald,gjcld, payment,
tribute, corr. to OE. gicld, nld, geld, whence ME.

jeld, jild, YELD. Cf. med.L. Danigeldwn.~\
An annual tax imposed at the end of the roth c.

or in the lithe., originally (as is supposed) to

provide funds for the protection of England from

the Danes, and continued after the Norman Con-

quest as a land-tax.

The name is not known to occur in OE., and the actual

contemporary notices, beginning with Domesday, are

mainly of fiscal character. Bromton d4th c.) calls it
'

talla-

gium datum Danis ', apparently identifying it with the ga/ol
or tribute paid to the Danes in 991, and on two subsequent oc-

casions, to buy them off. I n the so-called
' Laws ofEadweard '

(Schmid 496) it is described as an annual tax to hire mer-

cenaries to resist and put down pirates. This might identify

it with the tieregyld
'

army-tax
'

levied by the Danish kings
to maintain their army and navy (see O.E. Chron. 1039-40),
and said to have been afterwards remitted by Edward the

Confessor. Mr. Freeman suggests {Nortti. Cong, II. App.
Q)

' that Denageld was a popular name of dislike, originally

applied to the payments made to buy off the Danes, and
thence transferred to these other payments made to Danish
and other mercenary troops, from the time of Thurkill

onwards'. The Danegeld was levied as a land-tax by the

Norman kings; it disappears under that name after 1163,
but in fact continued under the name of tallage.

[991 O. . Chron., On bam jeare man Jeraedde bxt man
Xeald serest gafol Deniscan mannum, for bam mycclan
brogan be hi worhtan be bam sse riman.l 1086 Domesday
Bit. (1816) 336 Stanford., dedit geldum T. R. E.pro. XII.
hundrez & chmidio. In exercitu & nauigio& in Danegeld.
1100-35 Charter to London in Stubbs Sel. Ch. ill. 103
Et [cives] sint quieti de schot et de loth, de Danegildo et

de murdro. c 1250 Gloss. Law Terms in Rel. Ant. I. 33

Danegeld, Tailage de Danais. c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron.

(1810) 57 Edward him granted.. bat neuer be Dangilde..
Suld be chalanged for man of Danes lond. 1483 CAXTON
Gold. Leg. 324/2 An ayde was thenne cleped the dane

ghelte. 1577 HOLINSHED Chron. I. 239 an. 991 This

money was called Danegylt or Dane money, and was

levyed of the people. Although others take that to
_

be

Danegylte, whiche was gyuen unto such Danes as king

Egelred afterwards reteyned in his service, to defende the

lande from other Danes and enimyes. 1644 MILTON A rcop.

(Arb.) 73 Not he who takes up armes for cote and conduct,
and his four nobles of Danegelt. 1756 P. C. WEBB Short
A cc. Danegeld 2 It was called Danegeld as being originally

agreed to be paid to the Danes, and, like many other

things, continued to retain the name long after it became

appropriated to uses entirely different. 1873 STUBBS Const.

The Conqueror, .imposed the Danegeld anew. Ibid. I. 462
The Danegeld from this very year 1163 ceases to appear as

a distinct item of account in the Pipe Rolls.

Dane-law (dji-nlg). Also I Dena lasu, 3

Denela}e, Dene lawe, 6 Dane lawe, 8 Dane-

lage, (-lege), 9 Dane-lagh. Latinized a Dene-

laga, 2-9 Danelaga. [OE. Dena lagu Danes'

law, of which Dane-law is a modern equivalent.]

1. The Danish law anciently in force over that

part of England which was occupied or held by
the Danes.
c 1050 Laws of Edw. <$

Guthr. 7 (Bosw.) Gylde lahslihte

inne on Dena la^e and wite mid Englum. a 1135 Leges
Hen. /, vi. 2 (Stubbs Sel. Chart, in. 100) Legis etiam

Anglicae trina est partitio . . alia enim Westsexiae, alia

Mircena, alia Denelaga est. a 1300 Shires of Eng. in O.E.
Misc. 146 pes .xxxij. schire syndon to delede on breo lawan.

On is west-sexene lawe, ober Dene lawe, be brydde Mercena
lawe . . To Dene lawe bilympeb .xv. schire. 1576 LAMBARDE
Peramt. Kent (1826) p. xvi, The Dane lawe, West-Saxon

lawe, and Merchen lawe : The first of which was brought in

by the Danes. 1765 BLACKSTONE Comm. (1830) I. Introd. 66

The Dane-Lage, or Danish law, the very name of which

speaks its original and composition.

2. Hence, The part of England over which this

law prevailed, being the district north-east of

Watling Street, ceded by the Treaty of Wedmore,
878, or perhaps the Northumbrian territory in

Danish occupation.
This use appears explicitly only in modern historians

(chiefly under the barbarous forms Dane-laee, Dane-lagh,
which are neither Old nor modern English*, though founded

log, J>rvnda-log, etc.]

1837 Penny Cycl. VIII. 299/2 The eastern part of England
retained long after the name of Danelagh, or Danish law.

1874 GREEN Short Hist. i. 50 The Danelagh, as the district

occupied by the Danes began to be called. 1877 FREEMAN
Norm. Conq. (ed. 3) II. 663 Danes in the sense of being
inhabitants of the Denalagu. 1886 F. YORK POWELL hist,

l~'ng. to 1509, I. vi. 37 He [K. Eadmund] got the whole
Danelaw south of Humber into his hands.

t Da-ne-money. 0/>s. =DANKGELD.
1563-87 FOXE A. 4- M. (1684) I. 679/1 Without paying of

any manner of imposition or Dane-money.

Da'ncs'-blood. [Of the same origin as DANE-
WORT, q.v.] A local name for plants abundant on
sites noted for the slaughter of Danes.

a. The Danewort or Dwarf Elder.

1607 CAMDEN Brit. 326 Ebulum enim quod sanguineis

DANGER.
baccis hie [at Bartlow] circumquaque copiose prouenit, non
alio nomine quam Danes-blond, id est Danicutn MfljfWflMM.
etiamnum appellitant, ob multitudinem Danorum qui

plenteously, they still call by no

bloud, of the number of Danes that there were slaine.

1656-85 AUBREY Nat. Hist. Wilts (1847) 50 Danes-blood

\cbulus) about Slaughtonford is plenty. There was hereto-

fore a great fight with the Danes, which made the inhabi-

tants give it that name. 1875 Gardener s Chron. IV. 515.

[Note. The berries of this plant are not red, but black

or reddish black, yielding a violet dye].

b. Clustered Bell-flower, Campanula glomerata.
1861 Miss PRATT Floiver. PI. III. 342 The author, -found

this clustered bell-flower [at Bartlow, Cambs.] largely
scattered about these mounds..and was told that it was
4 Danes-blood '.

C. The Pasque-flower, Anemone Pulsatilla.

So called in East Anglia, Essex, Cambs. , Herts. (Britten

& Holland.)

Da'iies'-flower . local. DANES'-BLOOD c.

1878-86 BRITTEN & HOLLAND cite the name from Cam-
bridgeshire.

Daiieweed (d^-nwfd). [See next.]

f a. A local name for Eryngium campestre. Obi.

b. = Danewort. {Prior Plant-n.~)

1748 De Foe's Tour Gt. Brit. II. 416 (D.) Everything
hereabouts is attributed to the Danes, because of the

neighbouring Daventry, which they suppose to have been
built by them. The road hereabouts .. being overgrown with

Daneweed [Etyngium}, they fansy it sprung from the blood

of the Danes slain in battle. 1737 W. STUKELEY Mem.
(Surtees) III. 56 Much daneweed still grows upon the

Roman road in Castor fields.

Danewort (d^i'nwwt). Forms : 6 danwoort,
danewurt, daine-, daynworte, 6-7 danwort

danewoort, 7- danewort. [f. DANE + WORT,
in accordance with a popular notion that the plant

sprang up in places where Danes slaughtered

Englishmen or were slaughtered by them.]
A name for the Dwarf Elder, Sambucus Ebulus.
(The name is found in Turner 1538, but only the earlier

name Wallwort or Wellewort, OE. wealtuyrt, is given in

Sinon. Barthol. of I4th c., and Alphita c 1450 ; Rous also,

who died 1491, in relating the legend, has only the

name Walivort ; so that the names Daneiuort, Daneweed,
Dane's blood, etc. can hardly have belonged to early
tradition. While suggested in part by the abundance of

the rjlant at certain spots historically or traditionally
associated with slaughter, there was also an element of

fanciful etymology in explaining the Latin name Ebulus
from ebullirc to bubble forth, with reference to the flowing
of blood. See also WALLWORT.)
a 1491 J. Rossi [Rous] Hist. Reg. Angl. (1716) 105 Herbam

ebule, id est Wakuort, . . quse ex ebulhtione sanguinis
human! naturaliter originem trahit. 1538 TURNER I.ibellus,

Danwort, chameacte. 1551 Herbal I. ns68)Ovja,
Walwurt. .named in englyshe also danewurt. .hath a spoky
or busshy top as elder hath. 1578 LYTE Dodut-ns in. xlv.

380 This herbe is called, .in Englishe Walwort, Danewort,
and Bloodwort. 1640 PARKINSON Tliealr. Bot. 210 It is

supposed it tooke the name Danewort from the strong

purging quality it hath, many times bringing them that

use it unto a fluxe, which then we say they are troubled

with the Danes. i8i Miss PRATT Flower. PI. HI. 131

Dwarf Elder, or Danewort. .is. .an herb and not a tree.

Dang, v. A euphemistic substitute for DAMN.
1793-7 Spirit Pitk. Jrnls. (1799) I. 146 [Kentish man

says] Dang me, if I sometimes know how to answer them.

stan' this ony longer '. 1884 J. PURVES in Gd. Words May
330/2

'

Dang me if I can make out what they mean to be at .

1886 MRS. RANDOLPH Mostly Fools II. v. 142 'Danged
shady lot '.

Dang, pa. t. of DING v. ;
also its dial, equivalent

= to drive, push, knock, or dash.

1877 Holderness Gloss., Dang, to throw anything with

vehemency, or passion. 1878 Cnmbrld. Gloss., Dang, to

push, to strike. 1887 Clushire Gloss., Dang, to dash down
or about.

Danger (d^i-nd.^si'), sb. Forms : 3-6 daunger,

4-5 daungerre, dawnger(e, dangere, 5 daungeur,
dangeour, 5-6 daungeour^e, 6 daungier, daen-

gier, Sc. dangeir, -gier, -geare, denger, 4-
danger. [a. OF. dangier, danger : late L.

*dominiarium, deriv. of dominium lordship,

sovereignty, f. domimis lord, master. The sense -

development took place in OF. : see Godefroy.
For the a cf. DAN '.]

fl. Power of a lord or master, jurisdiction,

dominion
; power to dispose of, or to hurt or

harm ; esp. in phr. in (a person's'* clanger,

within his power or at his mercy ;
sometimes

meaning spec, in his debt, or tinder obligation to

him. Obs. or arch.
a I22S Ancr. R. 356, & bolieS ofte daunger of swuche

' - - R. GLOUC.

gise The }onge
SHIRLEY Detke K. James (1818) 19 Thou hadest nevyr

mercy of lordes..ne of non other gentilman, that came yn

thy dawnger. 1461 Paston Lett. No. 399 II._25,
I am

gretly yn your danger and dutte for my pension. 1556

Ridley's H'ks. (1843) 101 They put themselves in the

danger of King Ahab, saying,
' Behold we have heard that

the kini;s of the house of Israel are pitiful and merciful .

I596 SMAKS. Merck. l
r

. iv. i. 180 You stand withm his



DANGER.
danger, do you not? 1603 KNOU.KS Hist. Turks (1621)

408 He. .having ^ot liiin within his dimmer, cruelly put
him ID (lc;ilh. 't 1679 Ilonbf.s Kftet. I. xill. 11681)33 Pcr *

sons obnoxiuus to Injury are. .Such .is are in our danger.
1815 Storr I'Cimhcd xxx, If the Constable were once
within his u.mger.

tb. Power (of a person, weapon, or missile) to

indict physical injury ; reach or range. Also^^f.
1375 HARBOUR Jlmce in. 43 To withdraw ws..'1'ill we

cum owt off thar daunger. 15x3 Lu. HEKNEKS Froiss. I.

clxii. 199 The archers shotte so
holly togyder, that

none durst come in their dangers. 1576 NEWTON Lcmnie's

Cvm/>lex. (1633) 39 Within the levin and danger of this

vice, are all they. 1601 SHAKS. Ham.' \. iii. 35 Keepe
within the reare of your Affection ; Out of the shot and

danger of Desire. 1603 KNOLLES Hist. Turks (1631) 679
Ifhc should show himself by troups within the danger of the

shot. 1618 LATHAM -2nd Bk. /''nlcoury (1633) 43 Your
Spaniels will hunt, .so neere you and your Hawke, as they
shall neuer spring any thing out of her danger. 1676 Doctr.

ofDevil* 300 This draws the Birds into their Dangers.

t c. Power of another as it affects one under it ;

a state of subjection, bondage, or captivity. Obs.
c 1330 Will. I'alerne 4227 Route daunger or duresse or any

despit elles. c 1400 Destr. Troy 6584 Troilus was . . turnyt
furth louse, And don out of daunger for the due tyme. c 14x0
A nturs ofA rth, xxv, Thynke one be dawngere and the dole

bat I in duellc [in hell). 106 Pilgr. Per/.(W. de W. 1531 1 4
Free from all captiuite ana daunger. 1335 COVKRDALE Isn.

Iviii. 6 Till . . thou lowse him out of bondage, that is in thy
daunger.

fd. Liability (to loss, punishment, etc.). In

danger to or of: liable to. Obs.

1377 LANGL. /'. PI. B. xu. 206 For he bat is ones a thef

is euermore in daungere, And as la*we lyketh to lyue or to

deye. 1463 Fasten Lett. No. 508 II. 200 Thei say that

I am sufficient to here the hole daunger. 15*6 TINIMLE
1'atlnv. Holy Scrip. Wks. I. 9 The wretched man (that

knoweth himself to be. .in danger to death and hdK 1611

BIBLE Matt. v. 22 In danger of the judgment. 1689 WOOD
Life Aug. 31 (Oxf. Hist. Soc.) A Gent, threatned to bring
him into danger.

e. The phrase out of debt out of danger perh.

originally belonged here ;
but is now taken in

sense 4.

1730-6 in UAII.KV (folio), s. v. Debt. 1804 MAR. EDGE-
WORTH Pop. Tales, Out ofDebt Out ofDanger.
f2. Difficulty (made or raised); hesitation, re-

luctance, chariness, stint, grudging; coyness. To
make danger [OF. faire dangler (de)] : to make
a difficulty (about doing anything). Obs.
c 1290 6

1

. Enr. Leg. I. 397/155 Sem eustas made gret

daunger & natneles ate nende to be emperour . . he gan
wende. 1373 HARBOUR Bruce v. 283 He but danger till

himgais. c 1386 CHAUCER Wife's Prol. 521 With danger
uttren we all our chaffare. c 1400 Rottt. Rose 1147 Gold
and silver for to dispend Withouten lacking or daungere.
c 1440 HYLTON Scala Per/. (W. de W. 1494) ll. x. And our
lorde made fyrste daungeour by cause she was an alyene.
c 1500 Melusine 219 They of Coloyne made grete daunger
to lete passe the oost tnrughe the Cite at brydge. 1316
DALABER in Foxe A. <f M. (1583) 1196, I made danger of it

a while at first : but afterwarde being perswaded by them
. . I promised to do as they wold haue me.

tb. Untowardness ; ungracious, uncompliant,
or fractious conduct. Obs.

a. 1300 Cursor M. (Cott.) 6299 Wit bair danger, sir moyses
[v.r. grucchynge on moyses], Oft bai did him haue malees.

1-1374 CHAUCER Anel. <fr
Arc. 186 Hir daunger made him

boope bowe and beende And as hir lyste made him tourne

and wende.

t8. A place where one is at the mercy of an

enemy ; a narrow pass ; a strait. Obs.

1393 GOWER Conf. III. 208 In the daunger of a pas,

Through which this tiraunt shulde pas She shope his power
to compas. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 114 Daunger, or grete

[PvNsoN streyte] passage, aria via.

4. Liability or exposure to harm or injury ; the

condition of being exposed to the chance of evil ;

risk, peril. (Directly from sense i
;
see esp. I d.

Now the main sense.)
c 1480 CAXTON Sonnet ofAymon xiv. 352 There is dan-

Kcour by cause of the nyghte. a 1533 LD. BERNKRS Hum
Ixxxii. 253 Esclaramonde saw Huon her housebonde in

that daunger. 1551 k. Common Prayer, Communion, So
is the daunger Kreat, if we receyue the same vnworthely.
1610 SIIELTON QutJC, III. xli. 280 "fis ordinarily said that

Delay breeds Danger. 1789 A. DUNCAN Mariner's Ckron.

(18051 IV. 44 The sea running immensely high, it brought
them again into great danger. 18*1 HAZLITT Table-t. I.

ix. 187 Danger is a good teacher, and makes apt scholars.

1874 MICKLETIIWAITK Mod. Par. Churches 186 It is also

a source of danger to the building.

b. Const, (a) 0/"that which is exposed to peril.

(Now rare or arch. exc. with life.*) (*' o/"the evil

that threatens or impends. (Now the ordinary

const.) t (<") t w 'ta '"/ Obs.

c 1489 CAXTON Sonnes ofAymon xxii. 479 Elles they ben

in daungeur of their lives. 1333 EDF.N Decades Pref. to

Rdr. (Arli.) 51 The Moore .. possessed a greate parte of

Spayne to no smaule daungeoure of the hole Christian

Empire. 1:1676 LADY CHAWORTH in 12.'* Kep. Hist. MSS.
Comm. App. v. 32 Lord Mohun . . was four days in danger of

lyfe but now is upon recovery. 17*6 LKONI Alhertis

Archil. II. 1050, In gravel.. there is no danger of finding

water. Moil. He goes in danger of his life.

1400 (" XVTON Enfvdm vi. 29 In dangeour of myscrable

dc-th 1690 LOCKE Gail. 11. xiv.8 168 This, .wise Princes never

need come in the Danger of. 1713 J- RICHARDSON 77

/'aintinfn8 There wasno danger of that in Kafaelle. 1848

Mv.-u'LAY Hist. Eng. I. 373 They lost their way.. and

were in danger of having to pass the night on the plain.

1580 NORTH Plntardi, Thesrus 5 35 In danger to die. 1611

the

27

BIBUC Trantf. Pref. I Sure ;

.1, and in

danger to be condemned. 1695 Hi-. l'.\ i KICK Comm. (ten. 293
It might have been in danger to have been neglected.

o. spec, on Railways. Risk in a train s proceed-
ing owing to an obstruction, etc. on the line ; the

position of a signal indicating this.

1841 Committee on Railways Q. 467 You think it would
be desirable that on all railways red should indicate danger T

1874 l'r<>c. Inst. Civ. l-.ng. XXXVIII. 149 A signal u said
to be ' on ', when it is at danger.
5. (with a and //. An instance or cause of

danger ; //. perils, risks.

1338 STAKKKY England \. ii. 49 Fill of many-fold pcryllys
anddaungerys. 1568 GRAFTON Chron. 11. 25 To commit
themselves unto the daungcrs of the sea. 1859 HELPS
Friends in C. Ser. it I. Addr. to Rdr. 3 Blind to

dangers of their country. 1884 Titites (Weekly Ed. 1

3/3 Two territorial questions, .unsettled, .cachofwf
a positive danger to the peace of Europe.

b. Naut. A submerged rock, or the like, causing

danger to vessels.

1699 HACKE Coll. I'oy. iii. 59 At three quarters Ebb, you
may see all the Dangers going in . . But I would not advise

any Man to go in till he has viewed the Harbour at low
Water. 1838 Merc. Marine Mag. V. 347 It appeared to

him to be a detached danger, 6 or 9 feet under tne surface.

1875 BEDFORD Sailor's Pock. Bk. v. (ed. 2) 137 Kuoys
painted red and black are placed on detached dangers.

t6. Mischief, harm, damage. Obs.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 146 And ho no daunger nor deire for bat

dede haue. 1530 PALSGR. 212/1 Daunger on the see, Ha-'-

fraige. 1368 GRAKTON Chron. II. 277 Then the king of his

mere pity, .suffered them to passe through his hoste with,

out daunger. 1396 SHAKS. Merch. l
r
. iv. i. 38. 1601

Jut. C. u. i. 17 We put a Sting in him, That at his will

he may doe danger with.

t 7. The lordship over a forest ; the rent paid in

acknowledgement of this (so OF. dangier*).
' In

the Forest-Law, a duty paid by the Tenants to the

Lord for leave to plough and sow in the time of

Pannage, or Mast-feeding" (Phillips 1706). Obs.

W.
t 8. To make danger : in 17th c. used in sense

ol\j.periculumfacere, to make trial or experiment ;

to venture,
'
risk it '. Obs.

(Perhaps the phrase in 2 taken in a new sense.)

1618 FLETCHER Legal Stthj. in. iv, Make danger, Trie
what they are, trie. 16*1 Wild Goose Chaste i. 11, I shall

make danger, a l6a5 Hum. Lieut. IV. ii, Leon. Art
thou so valiant? Lieut. Not absolutely so neither yet I'll

make danger, Colonel.

(B. 1 as adj. Dangerous, perilous.
Obs. rare.

c 1470 HENRY Wallace vin. 202 We ar our ner, sic purpos
for to tak ; A danger chace thai mycht vpon ws mak.

C. Comb., usually attrib. (cf. sense 4), as danger-

board, -chuckle (seequot), -flag, -whistle ; danger-

signal, a signal indicating danger; spec, on Kail-

ways, a signal (usually the extended arm of a

signal-post painted red, or a red light) indicating

an obstruction, etc. ahead ;
also danger-free,

-teaching adjs.

1891 Cycling 21 Feb. 86 The local centre is about to erect

a "danger-board on Maur Tor Hill. 1830 DARWIN Orig.

Spec. vii. (1860) 192 If a hen gives the 'danger-chuckle.
i86a Athenxum 31 May 717 The *danger-flag held out to

warn their children off the road. 1640 SHIRLEY .V/. Patrick

for Irel. v. iii, And make thy person 'danger-free. 1848

AV/. Rail-way Commissioners App. 84 The pointsman had

schoole. 1878 RUSKIN Eagle's N. 61 The "danger-whistle
of the engines on the bridge.

tDa'nger, v- Obs. [a. OF. dangerer, {.

tlangier, danger, DANGER.]
1. To render liable.

a 1400-50 Alexander 1176 And all be trouagc. .fat he to

Darius of dewe was dangird to paye. 1344 four Sufflu .

(1871) 52 They be compelled to sell theyr landes. .or els to

daunger them selfe in dette to many. 1633 T. ADAMS Ejrf.

2 Ftter'A. i If it [libel] be liked, they know the authors ; if

it be dangcred to penalty, it is none of theirs.

2. To bring into or expose to danger ; to en-

danger, imperil, risk.

1470 [see DANGERING]. 1344 BALE Chroit. Sir J. Oltlcos-

tell in Harl. Misc. (Malh.) I. 247 They whyche . . haue

daungered theyr Hues for a commonwelthe. 1570 Lvi.v

Euphues (Arb.) 133 The hecdelesse practiser, which daun-

gereth the patient. 1390 MARLOWE Edw. //, v. iii, There-

Fore, come ; dalliance dangereth our lives. 1606 SHAKS. Ant.

$ Cl. l. ii. 199- '663 PEPYS Diary i May, My stone-hone

was very troublesome, and begun to fight with other horses,

to the dan^ering him and myself.

b. (with inf.} To ran the risk ; to be in danger.
1671-3 MAKVELL Rch. Transf. II. 238 Should the Legis-

lator persist . . he would danger to be left in the field very

single.

3. ? To damage, harm, injure. (Cf. DANGER sb. 6.

1338 HALE God's Promises i. in Had. Dodsley I. 288 He
must needs but fall. .And danger himself. 1391 HARINGTON
Orl. b'nr. i. ix, He would, .bestow The damsell faire on him

gereth the Dam in yeaning.

Hence Da-ngered ///. a., Da-ngering vbl. sb.

01400-50 [see i]. f 1470 HENRY Wallace vin. 547 It is

my dctt to do all that 1 can To fend our kynnk out

off dangerynj. ? t' 1600 Distracted /?//. I. i. in Bullen

DANGEROUS.
<>. PI. 1 1 1. 172 A long daungcrad maun i 1611
T. TAYLOR Contnt. '1'itns iii. j '1 o the present d.uigcnnfi and
drowning of both. 1643 QUAM.KS .W. K.-catit. 34 Why
should thy too much rigntcou&neuc betray Thy danger'd
life?

t Da-ngerfol, a. Obs. [I DAKGKB sb. + -KI L ]
1' ull of danger, dangerous.
1348 [sec DANGIKFULLY], 1607 WAI.KINGTOH Oft. Glaue

54 Much eating is also dangcrful for this humour, i&u
PEACHAM Comfl. Centl. viii. 116341 67 The Atlanta ke or
Western Ocean b most rough and danger-full, a 1708
T. WARD Ear. Re/, it 172 (D.) As Lion, Scorpion, Bear, and
Bull, And other things less dangerful.
Hence t Ds/ntrerfalljr adv., dangerously.
1348 UDALL, etc. l-'.rasm. Par. Luke xi 107 a. Certain

Jewes. .whose solles y sptrite of Satan did more oaungier-
fully posses.se.

Dangerless (df'-nd^jles), a. (and adv.}.
Now rare.

[f.
as prec. + -Lisa.] Without danger ;

free from danger.
a 1368 COVERDALE Carrying Christ's Cress iii. We. .shall

be (Lingeries in such feficite and ioy. 1581 MULCASTEI
Positions XV. (1887) 69 For the better and more daungerlesse

performing thcrof. 1660 S. FISHER Rusticks Alarm Wks.

(1679) 379 One of his wonted Fits of dangerless fear. 1793
SOUTHEY Joan ofA re vill. 371 Nor dangerlehs To the Eng-
lish was the fight. i88a WOOLSON Anne 361 It is the long
monotony of dangerless days that tries the spirit hardest.

b. as adv. Without danger ; f without damage
or harm \obs.~).

c 1440 Cenerydet 4567 For all that he skapid daungerlev
z6oa WARNER Alb. E*g. xi. Ixvi. (1612) 281 Howbeit Bur-

rough did therein, not Dangerles, preuaile. 1633 L.

ROBERTS Prelim. Y. to P. Fletcher's Purple ///., Where
all may dangcrlesse obtain, .cheapest, greatest gain.

Hence Da-ngerleneai, freedom from danger.
1818 COLERIDGE in Rein. (1836) I. 133 The dangerlessnesb
TO OJtiVjt/l'OI'.

Dangerous (d^l'ndjoros), a. Also 3, 6 dan-

gerus, (3 daunchorous , 4-6 daungeroua, (5
d iwngerowse, 5-6 daungerouae. [a. A 1- . Jan

gerotn = OF. Jangeros, -eus, mod.F. dangereux, (.

danger : see -ot'8.]

1 1. Difficult or awkward to deal with
; haughty,

arrogant ; rigorous, hard, severe : the opposite of

affable. Obs.

<tiiiS Aucr. R. 108 Heo is a grucchild, & ful ilowen,

dangerus, & erueS for te paien. c 1*90 .V. Eug. Leg. 1.

280/83 r*
e pop6 makede him dauncherous and nolde ensenti

|>cr-to. 1386 CHAUCER Prol. 517 He was to synful nuui

nought dcspitous Ne of his speche daungcrous ne digne.
c 1400 Rom. Rose 591 And she to me was nought unmcke.
Ne of hir answer daungerous. Ibid. 1483 So fiers &
daungerous was he, That he nolde graunte hir askyng.

t b. Difficult to please ; particular, ticklish ;

fastidious, nice, dainty, delicate. Obs.

c 1386 CHAUCER Melib. Prol. 21, 1 wol yow telle a litel

thing in prose. That oughte like yow. .Or elles certes ye be

to daungerous. c 1430 i'ilrr. LyfManhode i. cxx. 1 1 869) 63
Of bi mete and of bi drink l hpu neuere more daungerous.
What bou fyndcst take it sladliche. 1368 E. TILNEY Disc.

Mariage C ii b, Daungerous, and circumspect in matters

touching his honesty, a 1368 ASCHAM Scholem. \. (Arb. I 65

Great shippes require costlic tackling, and also afterward

dangerous gouernment. 1577 B. GOOGE Herfsback's HHS!>.

i, (1586) 31 The Oate is not daungerous in the choysc of his

grounde, but groweth lyke a good fcllowe in every place.

( c. Reluctant to give, accede or comply ; chary

of. Obs.
c 1386 CHAUCER Wife's Prol. 514 For that he Was of his

loue daunjjerous to me 14. . Pol. Rtl. + /.. Poems 155 If she

be dawngerouse, I will hyr pray. 1494 FABYAN Ckroa. civ.

144 And requyryd hym of his comforte and ayde, wherof

he was not daungerous. 1356 ROBINSON tr. More's Utopia

(Arb.) 166 As myne 1 am nothinge daunKerous to imparte,

So better to receaue I am readie. 1598 W. I'HILLII-S Lim-
cholen (1864) 300 They are so dangerous of eating and

drinking with other men which are not their Countrimen.

2. Fraught with danger or risk ; causing or

occasioning danger ; perilous, hazaidous, risky,

unsafe. (The current sense.)

1490 CAXTON Enerdos xxL 78 Attc this tyme which* h o

daungerouse. 1340 Act 32 lieu. VIII , c. 19 Some house*

be . . redy to fal downc, and therfore dangerus to passe by.

1577 15. GOOGE llertshu Ks Hush. i. {15861 40)1, Delay herein

is daungerous. 1399 SA_NDYS /:'uropig Sfec. (1632) 148 The

daungeroust enemte Spainc had in the world. 1670 M II.TOM

Hist. Eng. iv. Wks. (18471 516 They who pray against us. .

are our dangerousest Enemies. 1748 SMOULKTT K. Rand, xu

His wife . .seeing her husband in these dangerous circum-

stances, uttered a dreadful scream. 1779 81 JOHKSON L. P.,

Milton Wks. II. 142 To beof no church is dangerous. 1859

HELPS Friends in C. Ser. u. I. ii. 131 In most of the European
nations there are dangerous classes, dangerous, because un-

cared for and uneducated. 1893 SIR I. W. CHITTY in Law
Times' Kef. LXVIII. 430/1 A most dangerous doctrine.

+ 3. Ready to run into or meet danger ; venture-

some. Obs. rare.

1611 TOI-RNEUE Atk. Traf. IV. ii, And I doubt his life.

His spirit is so boldly dangerous. 1641 [see DAKGEROLSLYjl.
4. In danger, as from illness; dangerously ill.

Now dial, and (7.S. colloq.
a 1616 BEAU*. & Ft- Bonduca iv. iii, Reg. Sure His

mind U dangerous. Drus. The good gods cure it ! 1619

FLETCHEE M. Thomas u. i, Which will as well restore To
health again the affected body. . As leave it dangerous. 16*0

MELTON Astralog.n A Spirit that will fright any disease

from the most dangerous and ouer-spent Patient, a 1813

FORBY J ". E. Auglia, Duuftrms, endangered. 'Mr. Smith

is sadly-badly; quite dangerous.' 1864 BAIHES

Glaa., Dangerous in danger. 1884 Krea,l-n'inuers (U. S.)

344 He 's dangerous ; they don't think he '11 live.



DANGEHOTJSLY.

t5. Hurtful, injurious. Obs. (Cf. DANGER sb. 6.)

f 6. as adv. Dangerously. Obs. rare.

1593 SHAKS. 3 Hen. K/, i. i. n Either slaine or wounded

dangerous.

Dangerously (dt'i'nd^arasli), adv. [f. prec.

+ -LY a
.J

In a dangerous manner.

fl. With reserve ; shyly; charily. Obs.

a 1577 GASCOIGNE Fable ofleronimi, L.alwayes dangcr-

ouslye behaued my selfe towards him. 1647 CLARENDON
Hist. Rcb. vn. (1703) II. 304 He was so sotdshly and dan-

gerously wary of his own Security . . that he would not pro-
ceed.

2, In a way involving danger or risk ; perilously.

ci54o Four P. P. in Hazl. Dodsleyl. 372 To die so dan-

gerously, For her soul-health especially. 1603 KNOU.KS
Hist, /iwifttf* (1638) 101 Hee fell dangerously sicke. 1766
GOLDSM. Vic. IV. xxxi, One of my servants has been
wounded dangerously. 1860 TYNDAI.L Glaciers i. u. 78
The slope, .was most dangerously steep.

f3. Venturesomely. (Cf. prec. 3.) Obs. rare.

1642 MILTON Apol. Smect. (1851) 293 A Satyr . . ought . .

to strike high, and adventure dangerously at the most
eminent vices among the greatest persons.

DangerousneSS (d^'-nd^arasnes). [f.
as prec.

-t- -NESS.] The quality of being dangerous.
tl. Chariness, grndgingness. Obs.

1548 UDALL, etc. Erasm. Par. Mark vi. 49 a, It came not
of any daungerousnes, or dirficultie on his behalf.

2. Perilousness.

1530 PALSGR. 212/1 Dangerousnesse, dangerevset<f, dangifr.
1602 CAREW Cornwall i b, The dangerousnesse of the

passages laid them open to priuie inuasions. 1736 CARTE
Ormonde I. 99 The ill circumstances of his lady s health
and the dangerousness of her condition. 1881 J. SIMON in

Nature No. 616. 372 Experiments which illustrated the

dangerousness of sewage-polluted water-supplies.

Dangersome (d#"ndganftn), a. Obs. exc. dial,

[f.
DANGER sb. + -SOME.] Fraught with danger.

1567 MAPLET Gr, Forest 96 The sluggish owle hath bene
to man Most often daungersome. 1651 Reliq. Wotton. 8

The dangersome marks. \W$Century Mag. XXIX. 549/1
How to run in daylight without it being dangersome for

Tim.

Dangle (dae'rjg
1

!), v. [Appears at end of 1 6th c.
;

corresponds to Da. dangle^ Norw. and Sw. dial.

dangla t
North Fris. dangdn, ablaut-derivs. of Da.

dingle , Norw., Sw., Icel. dingla to dangle. In

form these seem to belong to the stem ding-, dang-
(DlNG z>.), but the connexion of sense is not clear.]
1. intr. To hang loosely swaying to and fro.

c 1590 Sir T. More (Shaks. Soc. 1844) 46 How long Hath
this shags fleece hung dangling on thy head ? 1598 YONG
Diana 228 Her disshiueled hair.. in curled lockes hung
dangling about her snow-white forehead. 1633 P- FLETCHER
Pise. Eel. i. vi. Our thinne nets dangling in the winde.

1678 NORRIS Misc. (1699) 37 Ripe Apples now hang dang-
ling on the Tree. 1782 COWPER Gilfiti 132 For all might
see the bottle-necks Still dangling at his waist. 1877
BLACK Green Past, xxxvi, Mr. Bolitho was seated on a
table, his legs dangling in the air.

b. To hang from the gallows ;
to be hanged.

1678 BUTLER Hud. in. i. 641 And men [have] as often

dangled for't, And yet will never leave the sport. 1748
SMOLLETT Rod. Rand, xxx, Let the rascal be carried back
to his confinement. I find he must dangle. 1841 JAMES
Brigand xxxviii, Set him dangling from the battlements.

2. trans. To make (a thing) hang and sway to

and fro ; to hold or carry (it) suspended loosely.
1612 Two

Noble^ K. \. ii. 57 What canon is there That does
command my rapier from my hip, To dangle 't in my hand?
1748 SMOLLETT Rod. Rand, xlv, I . . dangled my cane
and adjusted my sword knot. x8o8 SCOTT Mann. v. xii,
The bridegroom stood dangling his bonnet and plume.
1873 SYMONDS Grk. Poets x.

314^ Lazy fishermen, .dangling
their rods like figures in Pompeian frescoes.

b. jig. To keep (hopes, anticipations, etc.)

hanging uncertainly before any one.

1863 KINGLAKE Crimea (1877) II. ii. 31 The mighty
temptation which seemed to be dangled before him. 1871
FREEMAN Norm. Cong. (1876) IV. xviii. 193 The hopes of
a royal marriage were again dangled before the eyes of
Eadwine.

c. To hang (any one) on a gallows.
1887 W. C. RUSSELL Frozen Pirate II. Iv. 92 This is

evidence to dangle even an honester man than you.
^- fig- {intr.} To hang after or about any one,

especially as a loosely attached follower
; to follow

in a dallying way, without being a formally recog-
nized attendant.

Lodge, Plump Johnny Gay will now elope; And here no
more will dangle Pope. 1734 FIELDING Univ. Gallant

i,

Pray take her, I dangled after her long enough too. 1760tooTE Minor i. Wks. 1799 I. 232 The sleek, .'prentice us'd
to dangle after his mistress, with the great Bible under his
arm. a 1859 MACAULAV Hist. Eng. V. 5 Heirs of noble
houses, .dangling after actresses. 1862 MERIVALE Rom.
hmp. (18651 IV. xxxvii. 271 The exquisites of the day were
men who dangled in the train of ladies.

t b. To stroll idly, or with lounging steps : cf.
1 607, 1 760 above. Obs.
1778 Learning at a Loss II. 76 They quitted, or, to use

their own expression, dangled out of the Room.
4. trans. To lead about in one's train, or as an

appendage.
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a 1723 GAY Distressed \Vifc 11, I :im not to be dangled

about whenever and wherever his odious business calls him.

5. To while away or cause to pass in dangling.

1727 BOLIKGDROKE in Swift's Lett. (1766) II. 77 The
|

noble pretension of dangling away life in an ante-chamber.

6. Comb, (of the verb stem) dangle-berry, .Blue
|

Tangle, Gaylnssaciafrondosa, an American shrub,

N.O. Vatciniacex ; dangle-jack (see qnot).
1881 Leicestcrsh. Glass., Dangle-jack, the primitive

roasting-jack, generally a stout bit of worsted with a hook

at the end, turned by giving it a twist from time to time

with the fingers.

Da'iigle, sb. rare. [f.
DANGLE v.']

Act or

manner of dangling ; something that dangles.

1756 Connoisseur No. 122 Seeming ravished with the gen-
teel dangle of his sword-knot. 1888 O. CRAWFURD Sylvia
A nien ii. 21 He lay there in a swound till they got him up
the ladder, with just a dangle of life in him.

Da'iigle, a. rare. [f. DANGLE v.] Dangling.
1600 J. POKV tr. Leo's Africa 11. 341 A tame beast.,

having long and dangle eares. 1889 BKAITHWAITE Retrosp.
Kfcd. C. 241 In many cases the leg is a mere '

dangle limb
'

of no service whatever.

Da'ngled, ///. a. [f.
DANGLE v. + -ED.] Hung

dangling, or furnished with dangling appendages.

1593 NASHE Christ's T. (1613) 148 For thy flaring frounzed

Periwigs, lowe dangled downe with loue-lockes, shalt thou

huue thy head side, dangled downe with more Snakes than

euer it had hayres. a 1688 VJU.IERS (Dk. Buckhm. ) Poems

(1775! r4i Nor is it wit that makes the lawyer prize His

dangled gown : 'tis knavery in disguise.

Danglement (dce'ijg'lment). [f.
DANGLE v.

+ -MENT.] 1. Dangling.
1834. BECKFORD Italy II. 75 He. .passes the flower of his

days in this singular species of danglement. 1849 LYTTON
Cantons vii. i, The . . suspension and danglement of any pud-
dings whatsoever right over his ingle-nook.
2. cotter. (^/.) Dangling appendages, dial.

1855 ROBINSON Whithy Gloss., Danglements, tassels and
such like appendants.

Dangler (dse'rjglsa). [f. as prec. + -EH '.]

1. One who dangles ; one who hangs or hovers

about a woman
;
a dallying follower.

1727 FIF.LDING Love in Sev. Maso. Wks. 1775 I. 37 The
dangler after a woman. 1730-6 BAILEY (folio), Dangler, so

the Women in Contempt call a Man, who is always hang-
ing after them, but never puts the Question home. 1770
MAD. D'ARBLAY Early Diary 10 Jan.,

' You see ', she

cried,
' what a herd of danglers flutter around you.' 1828

CARLYLE Misc. (1857) I. 228 Fashionable danglers after

literature. 1882 BESANT All Sorts xix. 139 Dick Coppin
was not . . a dangler after girls' apron-strings.

2. A dangling appendage or part.
1731-7 MILLER Card. Diet. (ed. 3) s. v. Vitis, You must

go over the Vines again . . rubbing off all Danglers, as before,
and training in the leading Shoots. 1870 Miss BROUGHTON
Red as Rose iv, The long red pendant to his [a turkey-
cock's] nose : I confess to being ignorant as to what function
that long flabby dangler has to fulfil.

Dangling (de-rjgltrj\ -obi. sb. [-wo 1
.]

The
action of the verb DANGLE, q.v. ; f concr. (pi.)

dangling appendages.
1611 COTGR., Pendiloches, jags, danglings, or things that

hang danglingly. 1650 FULLER Pisgah iv. vi. 100 To pre-
vent the dangling down and dagling of so long garments.
1678 BUTLER Hud. in. ii. 202 The Royalists. .To leave off

Loyalty and Dangling. 1855 SMEDLEY H. Coverdale i. 5
I've given up flirting and dangling.

Da'llgling, /'/. ii. [-ING
2
.] That dangles.

1593 SHAKS. Rick. JI, in. iv. 29 Goe binde thou vp yond
dangling Apricocks. 1635 QUARLES Emblems i. Invoc.,
Cast off these dangling plummets. 1750 MRS. DELANY/.//^
-V Corr. (1861) II. 602, I am very happy that I have no

dangling neighbours. 1856 MRS. BROWNING Aur. Leigh.
in. 767 Thin dangling locks.

Hence Da'nglingly adv.
1611 COTGR., Pendiller, to hang danglingly, loosely, or

but by halves.

t Da'nic, a. Obs. [ad. med.L. Danic-us, f.

Dania Denmark.] = DANISH.
1613-8 DANIEL Coll. Hist. Eng. 12 During this Danicq

warre. 1692 RAY Dissol. World III. v. (1732) 363 In the
Baltick Danick and Holland shores.

Hence Da'nlcism, a Danish idiom or expression.
1881 F. YORK POWELL in Encycl. Brit. XII. 628 The

intercourse [of Iceland] with Denmark began to leave its

mark in loan-words and Danicisms.

Danish (d^-nij), a. undsi. InOE. Deniso; 3-4
Denshe, Bench, Danshe ; 6 Sf. Denoe, Dens,
Densch. Also ME. Danais, Danoys, and 67
DANSK, q.v. [OE. Dyiisc : OTeut. *danisk-,
whence ON. Danskr, f. Dani-, D$ne, Danes -I- -ISH.

Thence ME. Densh, etc. In Danish, the vowel is

changed as in DANE. The ME. Danais was immed.
from OF. daneis, danoys (:

L. Danensis) ;
and the

late Dansk directly from Danish.]
Of or belonging to the Danes and to Denmark.

sulist. The language of Denmark. Danish ax : a
kind of battle-ax with very long blade, and usually
without a spike on the back. Danish dog : see
DANE. Danish embroidery: see quot. 1882.
833 O.E. Chron., )>a Denescan ahton wajlstowe Jewald.

845 Ibid. [Hi] ^efuhton xt Pedridan muban wib Deniscne
here. 1297 R. GLOUC. (1724) 299 Atte laste myd a denchax
me smot hym to grounde. c 1300 Harclok 1403 Mi fader
was kjng of denshe lond. c 1314 Guy Wanv. A. 3585A danisax [ed. damsaxl he bar on his hond. <- 1340 Gaiv.
Sf Gr. Knt. 2223 A felle weppen A denez ax nwe dyjt.
1398 TBEVISA Earth, ae P. R. XV. Ixi. (1495) 510 Frisia . .

DANK.

endyth atte Danys^he see. 1500-20 KKNNEDY Flytine w.
Dnnbar 356 Deiihitien of Denmark ar of the kingis kyn.
1545 Aberdeen Reg, V. 19 (Jam -J Ane densh aix. a 1578
Glide $ Godly Halt. (1868) 159 Inglis prelatis, Duche and
Dence For thair abuse ar rutit out. 1602 SHAKS. f/am.
iv. iv. i Go Captaine, from me greet the Danish King.
1643 in Statist. Ace. Moray V. 16 note, Furnished with

..halberds, densaixes, or Lochaber aixes. 1774 GOLDSM.
Nat. Hist. III. viii. 284 The Grey Matin Hound .. trans-

ported to the north, becomes the great Danish dog . .The
Mastiff .. transported into Denniark, becomes the little

Danish dog. 1825 SCOTT Note in Jamieson (Stti
I-l _ A T\- '-.I __ ..1 _ _r _ -T
Densaixes, A Danish axe was the proper name of a Lochaber-
axe; and from the Danes the Isles-men got them. 1870
ELAINE Encycl. Rur. Sports 394 The Danish dog is con-
sidered as the largest dog known ; probably it would be
more correct to call it the tallest. 1882 CAULFIELD & SAWARD
Diet, Needlework^ Danish Embroidery, this is an embroi-

dery on cambric, muslin, or batiste, and is suitable for hand-
kerchief borders, necktie ends, and cap lappets.. [Also] a

variety of the work only useful for filling in spaces left in

Crochet, Tatting, and Embroidery.

f. Danais, Danoys.
a 1300 Cursor M. 24796 ^Cott.) To spek a-bute sum pais,

bituix him and J?e danais. c 1450 RJerlin 42 The Danoys,
that Vortiger hadde brought in to the londe. 1480 CAXTON
Chron. Eng. xci. 73 Kyng Adelbright that was a danoys
helde the countre of norfolk and southfolk.

Hence Da nishry Obs. exc. Hist. [cf. Irishry^

etc.], the people of Danish race (in Britain).
c 1470 HARDING Chron. cvm. x, Where Alurede had the

vktorie, And slewe that daye al the Danyshrye. Ibid.

cxix. xiii, A duke of the Danishrie. 1857 Fraser's Mag.
LVI. 27 The Danishry rose en masse*

Danisk: see DANSK.
Dauism ]

(d^-niz'm). [f.
DANE + -ISM.] A

Danish idiom or expression, a Danicism.
1886 Encycl. Brit. XXI. 369/2 Many Damsms and a few

Suecisms were imported into the language [of Norway].

fDa'nism^. Obs.~ [ad. Gr. bavfiff^os money-
lending, davftarr}?, L. danista money -

lender,

5afiaTttc6s, L. danisticus usurious.] Money-lending
on usury. So Da iiist, Dani stic a.

1625 COCKERAM, Danisme^ Vsurie. Daitist, a vsurer.

1656 in BLOUNT Glossogr. [who adds] Dantstick, pertaining
to usury. 1692 in COLES. 1775 in ASH. 1848 WHARTON Law
Lex..Dani&m^ the act of lending money on usury.

t Dank, sb. Obs. Forms : see adj. [app. f.

DANK al\ 1. Wetness, humidity, damp.
la 1400 Morie Arth. 3751 One }?e danke of ^e dewe
many dede

lyggys.
1602 MARSTON Antonios Rev, Prol.,

The rawish danke of clumzie winter ramps The fluent

summers raine. [Cf. CLUMSY.]
2. A wet place, pool, marsh, mere.

1513 DOUGLAS sEneis vn. Prol. 60 Bedovin in donkis

deyp was every syk. 1560 ROLLAND Crt. Venns i. 2 Eolus
out ouir thir rokkis rang, Be donk and daill. 1667 MILTON
/'. L. vn. 441 Yet oft they quit The Dank, and rising on
stiff Pennons, towre The mid Aereal Skie.

(dserjk), a. Forms: 5 dannke, 5-7
danke, 6 dancke, 6- dank ; also 6 donk, 7

donke, 8-9 dial. donk. [The adj. and sb. are

known from ^1400, the vb. (which we should

expect to be formed from the adj.) appears nearly
a century earlier

;
the early quots. for both vb. and

adj. refer to dew. The etymology is uncertain.

The only words allied in form, and possibly in sense, are

Swedish dank * moist place in a field, marshy spot ', Icel.

dSkk t:-dankn-) pit, pool. These must evidently be sepa-
rated from the Germanic stem dittk-

t dank-, dunk-, whence
ON. dokkr dark, Ger, dunkel. There is no original con-

nexion, either of form or sense, between dank and damp,
but in recent times damp has acquired the sense of dank
and largely taken its place.]

f* 1. Wet, watery, wetting : a. said of dew, rain,

clouds, water, etc. Obs.
?<z 1400 Morte Arth. 313 pe dewe J?at es dannke, whene

J?at it doune falles. c 1400 Destr. Troy 2368 Dropis as dew
or a danke rayne. 1513 DOUGLAS jKneis in. ix. 3 Aurora
the wak nycht dyd..chays fra hevin with hir dym skyis
donk. 1549 Compl. Scot.

yi. 38 The drops of the fresche

deu, quhilk of befor hed maid dikis ande dailis verray done.
1601 WEEVER Mirr. Mart. B ij, Fruits. .Which the danke
moisture of the ayre doth cherish.

b. said of marshes, fens, soaking ground, humid

tropical forests, and the like.

[1667 MILTON P. L. ix. 179 Through each Thicket Danck
or Drie.] 1735 SOMERVII.LE Chase t. 340 O'er the dank
Marsh, bleak Hill, and

sandy
Plain. 1799 Scotland

described (ed. 2) 14 A pool in the midst of a wide, dead,
and dank morass. 1851 SIR F. PALGRAVE Norm. $ Eng.
I. 163 On the dank marshy shores of the oozy Yare. 1857
S. OSBORN Quedah xxiv. 351 In those dank and hot forests

reptiles abound.

2. Damp : with the connotation that this is an

injurious or disagreeable quality, a. of fog, vapour,
the air, weather, etc.

1601 ? MARSTON Pasqnil <$ Kath. v. 70 The euemng's raw
and danke; I shall take cold. 1757 DYER Fleece i. 365
Dank or frosty days. 1784 COWPER Task \. 437 Vapours,
dank and clammy. 1822 HAZLITT Table-t. Ser. n. xiv.

(1869) 288 A dank, cold mist, encircling all objects. 1860
TVNDALL Glac. i. v. 41 Dull dank fog choked the valley.

b. of substances or surfaces.
In this sense app. Obi,, after 1650, exc, m northern dialect ;

but revived by the romantic writers in end of i8th c.

1573 TUSSER Hnsb. xxii. (1878) 60 Dank ling forgot will

quickly rot. 1590 SHAKS. A/ids. N. n. ii. 75 Sleeping
sound On the danke and durty ground. 1626 BACON
Sylva 352 In a Cellar or Dank room. 1642 ROGERS
Naaman 618 Oh that our powder were not danke. 1787
GROSE Prov, Gloss.

, Donk, a little weuish, damp. N[orth).



DANK.

1813 SCOTT Kotc/y n. ix, The dank and sable earth receives
Its only carpet from the leaves. 1855 ROBINSON Whitby
Glass,,' As^donk as a dungeon.' 1876 HUM IIKKVS Coin-Call.
Mitn. xxvi. 400 Pa^es of vellum that served as knee-rests
to the monks on the dank stone pavements.
3. In igth c., oltcii said of rank grass or weeds

growing in damp places, [pern, associated with
nink.

"I

1810 SIIKI.I.KV Sensit. Plant m. 55 And thistles, and nettles,
and darnels rank, And the dock, and henbane, and hemlock
dank. 1817 KI-.III K Cltr, Y, 1st Sunday after Trin., Here
over shatter'd walls dank weeds are growing. 1863 GEO.
ELIOT Komola i. xviii, That dank luxuriance [of the
garden] had begun to penetrate even within the walls of
the. . room.

Dank (dserjk), v. Obs. exc. dial. Forms: 4-5
donk(e, 5 dowuk(e, 5-6 danke, 6 dounk, 7-
dank, 9 dial. donk. [See DANK a.}
t 1. trans. To wet, damp, moisten ; originally

said of dew, mist, drizzling rain, etc. Obs.
a 1310 in Wright Lyric I', xiii. 44 Deowes donketh the

dounes. c 1400 Dcstr. Tray 7997 The droupes, as a dew,
dankit his fas. Ibid. 9639 A myste. . All donkyt the dales

fig- To damp (the spirits or aspirations) ;
to

depress. Still dial.

1555 ABP. PAKKF.R Pi. viii. Ijb, Thy foes to blanke :

their threaten to danke. a 1575 Corr. 237, I am . . not
amazed nordanked. 1864 BAMFORD Homely Rhymes 135
(Lane. Gloss.) Put th' Kurn-bill i' the divel's hous 'At it no
moor may dank us.

f 2. intr. To become damp. Obs.

1866 Gcntl. Mag. \. 546 They have a peculiar expression
in Lancashire, to convey the description of a hazy showery
day :

'
it donkes and it dozzles '. 1869 Lonsdale Glass. s.v.,

1

It donks and it dozzles
'

It damps and drizzles.

Hence Da'uking vbl. sb. and ///. a.

^1340 Can. $ Gr. Kut. 519 When be donkande dewe
dropez of the leuez. ? a 1400 Morte Arth. 3248 Was thare
no downkynge of dcwe that oghte dere scholde.

Dankish (dse-rjkij), a. [f. DANK sb. and a.]
1 1. = DANK a. : wet, humid. Obs.

1545 RAYNOLD Byrtk Mankynde iv. ii. (1634! 187 The
earth may be ouer waterish, dankish, or ouerhot and dry.
1545 ASCHAM Toxaph. n. (Arb.) 118 Take heed also of
mislic and dankyshe dayes. 1590 SMAKS. Com. Err. v. i.

247 In a darke and dankish vault at home, There left me and
my man. 1626 BACON Syl-na 6^6 The Moath breedeth
upon Cloth.

.Especially
if. .laid up dankish and wet. 1644

NVE Gunnery i. (1647) 13 You must suffer the said water
to settle, .and congeal in a dankish room.
2. Somewhat dank ; inclined to be wet or moist.
1717 BAILEY vol. II, Dankish, a little Moist or Wet.

1886 Pall Mall C. 21 July 6/1 Butts and tubs . .stood close

packed and cumbersome upon its dankish floor.

Hence Da'nkishness, dankish quality, humidity.
1576 T. NEWTON Lemnie's Complex, n. 1123, A fustic

dankishnesse . . ynder the skin. 1611 COTCR., Relant,
mustinesse, fustinesse, ranknesse, dankishnesse. 1630 in

J. S. Burn Hist. Parish Reg. Etig. (18621 68 This place is

very much subject to dankishness. 1727 BAILEY vol. II,

Dankishness, moistness.

Daukly (drc-nkli), adv. [f. DANK a. + -LY2.]
In a dank or humid manner.
1818 SHELLEY Rev. Islam vi. 4 The dew is rising dankly

from the dell. 1870 Miss BROUGHTON Red as a Rose xxvii,
Upon the broken headstones the lichens flourish dankly.

DankneSS (dse-nknes). [f. DANK a. + -NK*S.]
The quality of being dank ; humidity, dampness.
tool HOLLAND Pliny II. 476 The natural! moisture and

dankenessc that commeth from thence. 1651 tr. Bacon's Life
% Death 5 To save them from the Dankness of the Vault.

Danky (darrjki), a. Also dial, donkey, -ky.

[f. DANK + -Y
I.] Somewhat dank, dampish.

1796 W. MARSHALL Midi. Counties Gloss., Donkey,
dampish, dank. 1830 MOIR \\\Blackiv. Mag. VIII. 176 The
sward is dim with moss and danky weeds. 1821 Ibid. IX.
271 The owl sends forth her whoop from danky vaults. 1860
Lonsdale Gl., Donky, damp, moist, humid : 'a donkyday .

Dann, obs. form of DAN !.

II Dannebrog (darn^brpg). Also Dane-. [Da.
Dan(n}ebrog, f. Dantie-, Dane-, Danish + brag su]>-

posed to be ODa. brog, breech, cloth.] The Danish
national flag; hence, a Danish order of knighthood,
founded in 1219, revived in 1 671, and regulated by
various later statutes ; it is sometimes bestowed

upon foreigners.
1708 Loiut. Gaz. No. 4434/2 His Majesty conferred, .three

white Ribbons, the Order of Dannebrog on Monsieur
Plessen [etc.]. 1714 Ibid. No. 5260/2 His. .Majesty, .made
a Promotion of seven Knights of the Order of Dannebrog.
1837 I'entiy Cycl. VIII. 401/2 The orders of knighthood are
the order of the Elephant . . the Danebrog order, founded in

1219, and now bestowed for eminent services.

Daimemorite (dornemorait). Min. [Named
from Dannemora in Sweden, where found : see

-ITE.] A variet) of hornblende.

1857 Amrr. Jrnl. Sc. Ser. n. XXIV. 120 A columnar or

fibrous mineral, .named Dannemorite.

Banner, var. of DAXDKK v. Sc.. to saunter.

Da'nnocks, sb.fl. local. [Korby prefers the form

ilarnocks, and says it U a corruption of Doriuck,

Dornick, Flemish name of Tournai.] (Scequots.)
a 1819 FORBY Voc. E. A ftffi'a, Damocks, Deatnocks,

hedger's gloves. 1854 N. , Q. isl Ser. IX. 273/! Gloves
made of Whit-leather (uiltanned leather! and ust<l by work-
men in cutting and trimming fences are called in this part
of Norfolk dannocks. 1883 HULK Gievenjj The dannocks,
or hedging gloves of labourer.-, in our time.

Danseuse (daiWz). [Kr., fcm. of danseur
dancer.] A female dancer, a ballet-dancer.
1845 Athenzum 8 Mar. 236 A danseuse to whose notice

lie had been recommended. 1878 H. S. EDWARDS in Grove
/>;'./. Mai. I. 131 Three other danscuses and a befitting
number of male dancers.

t Dansk, a. (sb.} Obs. Also 6 Danisk. [a. Da.,
Sw., Icel. Dansk : see DANISH. Spenser's Danisk
unites Dansk and Danish.] = DANISH.
1569 mils , Imi. N. C. <Surtees)3oi A danske chiste that

was his sisters. 1596 SPENSER F. Q. iv. x. 31 On her head
a crowne She wore, much like unto a Danisk hood. 1610
MAKKHAM Masterp. n. xcvii. 387 Our English [Iron] is

best, the Spanish next, and the Danske worst.
b. sb. Denmark.

1568 TURNER Herbal in. 5 The rootes are now condited in
Danske.

II Da-nsker. Obs. [Da. Dansker Dane, f. Dansk
Danish.] A Dane.
1601 SHAKS. flam. n. i. 7 Enquire me first what Danskers

are in Paris.

t Bant '. Obs. [Cf. obs. Du. tiante
'

ambubaia,
mulicr ignava '.] 'A profligatewoman' (Halliwell).
a 109 SKKI.TON Elynor Rutnm. 515 In came another dant

She had a wide wesant.

Dant -. Obs. or local. [Derivation unknown :

perh. more than one word.] (See quots.)
1688 R. HOLME Armoury n. 24/1 Dants or Sulphury

Damps, .all proceed from dry and hot
slimy Vapours. Ibid.

in. 97/1 Down, is the Dant, or pure sou airy Feathers
which have no Quills. Ibid. in. 316/1 The Bolted Meal
was put to fall into the Wheel . . and the pure Dant, or second
sort of Meal to fall into the Ark. 1888 GuiNWSLL Coal-
trade Terms Northttmb. ff Durh., Dant, soft sooty coal
found at backs, and at the leaders of hitches and troubles*

Dant, -ar, obs. or Sc. forms of DAUNT, -BR.

Dante. Also 6 dant, 8-9 danta. [Cf. It. dante,
'a kind of great wilde beast in Affrike hauing
a very hard skin

'

(Florio 1598) : see ANTE. In the
second sense app. a transferred use of the same word
by the Spanish settlers in S. America.]
1 1. (Also dant.} Some African quadruped : the

same as ANTE sb. q.v. Obs.
1600 J. POKY tr. Leo's Africa i. 39 Ruffles . . and Dantes

(of whose hard skins they make all their targets) range in
heards up and down the woods. Ibid. ll. 340 The beast
called Lant or Dant . . in shape resembleth an oxe, saving
that he hath smaller legs and comclier horns.

2. (Also dan/a.) The American tapir.

(The early accounts are often exaggerated and erroneous.)
1601 HAKLUYT tr. Galvano's Discov. World (1862; 206

Many heards of swine, many dantes. 1711 E. COOKE Voy.
S. Sea V)? This Country [Verapaz] . . has abundance of
Lyons, Tygers, and Dantas. 17*0-71 tr. Juan if Ulloa's

Voy. (ed. 3) I. 362 Peru .. infested with bastard lions, bears,
dantas or grand bestias, (an animal of the bigness of a bul-

lock, and very swift, its colour generally white, and its skin

very much valued for making buff leather ; in the middle of
its head i- a horn bending inward 1

. 1796 MORSE Amer.
Geof. I. 83 American beasts .. averse to cold ; such arc apes,
dantes, crocodiles. 1887 W. T. BRICHAM Guatemala 370,
I have seen the tracks of the danta (Tapirus Americanns)
in the Chocon forests.

Dante e, -ie, Dantely, obs. ff. DAINTY, -ILY.

Dantean idae-nti'ian), a. [See -AN.] Of or

relating to Dante or his writings ; resembling
Dante's style or descriptions. Also si. A student

or admirer of Dante.
a 1850 ROSSETTI Dante <y Circ. I. (1874) 20 Among our

Danteans. lS7 C. KING Mountain Sierra Ntv, ix. 193
It was no small satisfaction to climb out of this Dantean

Bilf.
1879 J. COOK Marriage 93, I do not adopt the

antean view of the state of the lost in another life.

So Dante sque a. [see -ESQCE]
- -

prec. Da ntist,
a Dante scholar. Da ntize v., to imitate the style
of Dante. Danto'philist, an admirer of Dante.

1833 Editt. Rev. LVII. 417 A poem thoroughly Dantesque.
1844 DISRAELI Coningsby iv. xi,

' Too insipid ', said the
Princess.

'
I wish that life were a little more Dantesque.'

1889 W. W. VERNON Readings on Dante's furg. I. Pref.,
One of the greatest Dantists of his time the late Duke of
Sermoneta. 1764 Acct. ofBks. in Ann. Reg. 272/2 Michael

Angelo-.is not ashamed, in some of his compositions, t

dantize. 1871 LOWELL Dante Prose Wks. IV. 147 The
veneration of Dantophilists for their master is that of

disciples for their saint.

Dantiprat, obs. var. of DANMPBAT.
Danton: see DAUNTON. Danz, obs. t DAN!.
Daou, var. of DHOW.
t Daonrite. Min. Also daurite. [Named

from Daouria in Siberia, where found.] An obso-
lete synonym of rnbellite or red tourmaline.
iSoz BOURNON in Phil. Trans. XCII. 316 The tourmalin

. .of Siberia, to which the names of rubellite, of datmn'fe,
and of Siberite, have been successively given. 1804 R.
JAMESON Min. I. 130 Daurite.

Day ,dsep), sb. Obs. exc. dial. [perh. f. DAP f.,

in which case sense 2 (as held by Halliwell) would
be the original.]
1. //. Ways, modes of action ; hence dial, like-

ness, image (in ways and appearance).
1583 STANYHVR^I JEnris iv. (Arb.) 110 His daps and

sweetening good mood to the soalye (thee solely] uere

DAPHNIN.

opntd. in MASSE U. Airman's Guzman d'Atf. ll. M
"" -knew the Dapps of the world. 1746 SjamtfStitaSf
yp (t. D. S.) I ha hast lha very Daps o' thy old (lunl
Sybyl. 1787 GKUSK I'nn: Ctoit., />,,f,e, likenev
very dapie of one, the exact likeneu in thane and manner
1888 W. Somerset Wordlk., Da/,, i. habits or waym. i.

Likeness; image.
2. A bounce of a ball

; a hop of a stone on the
water.

lt3&(SaiJat Kut^y School), He caught the ball first dap.
1847-78 HAI.I.IWHLL, Dap, a hop, a turn. Wat. 1888 in
West Somerset Word-bk.

Dap(daep),i. AUodape. [Known only from i;th
c. : app. a parallel formation to DAB, a lighter or

slighter touch being expressed by the final /. In its

use possibly also associated with DIP. Cf.also DOP.]L intr. (rarely trans.} To fish by letting the bail

dip and bob lightly on the water ; to dib, dibble.
1653 WALTON Angler TO, I have taught him how to catch

a Chub with daping a Grashopper. Ibid. 118 With these
[fliesjand a short line, .you may dap or dop. 1676 COTTON
Angler-T.\ The stone-fly we dape or dibble with, as with
the drake. 1799 G. SMITH Laboratory II. 271 The larger
trout arc to be taken, .with a stout rod. .dapping therewith
(which term you will find used by eel-fishers on the surface
of the water. 1888 W. Somerset Word-bk., Dap..\o
fish with a rod in a peculiar manner. When the stream
is flooded and the water muddy, the bait, whether fly or
grub, is kept close to the top of the rod, with only an inch
or two of line, and is made to bob up and down very quickly
on the surface of the water.

b. gen. To dip lightly or suddenly into water.
1886 R. C. LESLIE Sea-painter's Lot 70 The

'

dapping
'

of
the kittywake gulls tell[sj where a shoal of mackerel lies.

1891 H. HUTCMINSON Fairway Island 129 In a few hour,
came a dapping of the lead line.

2. To rebound, bounce; to hop or skip (as a stone

along the surface of water).
1851 l-'a): Mauritius vi. 204 A shot fired over the smooth

sea astonished them much, as they watched the ball dapping
along the surface. 1880 Boy's own Bit. 148 The other
player then strikes it . . before it has . . dapped U- e. hopped
from the ground) more than once.

Hence Da pping vbl. sb.

1799 E. SMITH Laboratory II. 272 The few which you
may . . take, by dipping or dapping, will scarcely be eatable.

1867 F. FRANCIS Anglings 1876) 263 Daping is in.some places
called

' shade fishing '. 1886 91 [see i b above).

t Dapa-tical, a. Obs.-"
[f. late L. dafdtic-us

sumptuous, f. dap-em feast : cf. also Gr. JairdVn

cost, expense.] Sumptuous, costly.
l63 COCKEKAM, Dapatical meates, daintie meates. 1656

BLOUNT Glossogr., Dapatical, sumptuous, costly, magnifi-
cent. 1731 in BAILEY. [Hence in mod. Diets.]

Dapehick e : see DABCHICK.
Dape : see DAP v.

Daphnad >l;c-fnad . Hot. Lindley's name
for plants of the order Thymelacat, including
Daphne. So Da phnal alliance, that containing
the Daphnads and Laurels.

1847 LINDLEY Vee. Kingd. 530. 187* HARLEY Mat. Med.
(ed. 6) 448 Daphnal Exogens, apetalous, or polypetalous.

Daphne (darfnt). [Gr. Jac/wr/ the laurel or

bay-tree : in Mythol. a nymph fabled to have been

metamorphosed into a laurel.]
1. a. The laurel, b. in Rot. The name of a genus

of flowering shrubs containing the Spurge Laurel
and Mezereon.
c 1430 LYDO. Compl. Bl. Knt. x, I sawe the Daphene,

closed under rynde, Grene laurer and the hoKome pyne.
1634 HABINCTON Castara (Arb.) 19 Climhe yonder forked
hill, and see if there lib' barke of every Daphne, not appeare
Castara written. i86a ANSTED Channel Isl. iv. xxi. led. 2)

497 Daphnes flourish marvellously and remain in flower
a long tune.

2. Astron. The name of the 4 1st of the Asteroids.

Hence Daphnean a. [Gr. Aa^rafus. L. Daph-
nteus], of or pertaining to Daphne ; Irons/, of or

pertaining to virgin timidity and shyness, t Dapfc-
ne'on, a grove of laurels or bays.
1606 SirG. Goosecapfiem. ii. in Bullen O. PI. Ill, Nor

Northren coldnesse nyppc her Daphnean Flower. 1887 T.
HARDY Woodlanders xl, The Daphnean instinct, exception-
ally strong in her as a girl. 1664 EVELYN Syh'a (1716) 398
They (Bays) ..grow upright and would make a noble

Daphueon.

||Daphnia (da-filial. Zool. [mod.L. (Miillcr

Entomostraca, 1785) f. DAPHNE.]
A genus of minute fresh-water entomostracous

Crustacea ; a water-flea. Hence Daphnla ceouji a.

Da phniad, a member of the order containing
the water-fleas. Da phnioid a., allied in structure

to Daphnia ; sb. a daphniad.
1847 CARPENTER Zool. $ 805 After the third or fourth

moulting, the young Daphnia begins to deposit its eggs in

the cavity of its back. 1851 DANA Crust- 11. 1525 No Daph-
nioids. .have been yet reported from the Torrid Zone.

Daphnin (dsrfnin). Chem, [f. DAPHNE + -IN.]
A bitter glucoside obtained from two species of

Daphne. So Da-phnetin, a product of the de-

composition of daphnin.
1819 CHILDREN I. htm. Anal. 389 Daphnin is the bitter

principle of the daphne alpTna. 1847 TURNIK Elem.
Chem. (ed. 81 1165 Daphnine, from the bark of Daphne
mezereum and other species. Itiscrystallizable. 1871 WATT*
Diet. Chem., Dachnetin. 1876 HARLKY M*t. Mtd. (t 6)
449 Colourless prisms of daphnetin.



DAPHNOMANCY.

t Da-plmomancy. tV.- [f.
Or. te</>vi

laurel, DAPHNE + -JIANCY.] 'Divination by a

Lawrel Tree' vl'lount Glossogr. 1656).

II Dapifer (dre-pifai). [L., f. daps, dapi- food,

feast + fer- bearing.] One who brings meat to

table ; hence, the official title of the steward of

a kind's or nobleman's household.

lfe6BRATHWAtr Roman Emp. 308 This Emperour also ap-

pointed divers Offices in the Empire, as Chancellor, Dapifer,

etc. 1657 REEVE Gad's Pica (T.I, Thou art the dapifer of

thy palate. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Dapifer, he that

carries up a Dish at a Feast, a Server . . Afterwards the

Title was given to any trusty Servant, especially the chief

Steward, or Head Bailiff of an Honour, etc. 1845 C. M Ac-

FARLANE Hist. Eng. I. 163 The royal cup-bearer or dapifer

ordered him to withdraw.

t Dapinate, v. Obs.- [f.
L. dapindt-, ppl.

stem of dapindre to serve up (food), f. daps (cf.

prec.).]
' To prouide daintie meates

'

(Cockeram).

Daply, var. of DAPPLY a.

t Dapoca-ginous, a. Obs.

1674 BLOUNT Glossogr. (ed. 4), Dapocaginoiis (from the

Ital. dapoco), that has a little or narrow heart, low-spirited,

of little worth.

Dapper (dfe-psj), a. Also 5 dapyr, 6 daper ;

6 erroti. dappard, -art. [Not found in OE. or

ME. App. adopted in the end of the ME. period
from Flemish or other LG. dialect (with modi-

fication of sense, perh. ironical or humorous) :

cf. MDu. dapper powerful, strong, stout, energetic,

in mod. Du., valiant, brave, bold, MLG. dapper

he'avy, weighty, steady, stout, persevering, un-

daunted, OHG. tapfar, MHG. tapfer heavy,

weighty, firm, in late MHG. and mod.G., warlike,

brave. The sense of ON. dapr
'

sad, downcast
'

appears to be developed from that of 'heavy'.

Possibly cognate with OSlav. dobrii good.]
1. Of persons : Neat, trim, smart, spruce in dress

or appearance. (Formerly appreciative ;
now more

or less depreciative, with associations of littleness

or pettyness ; cf. b.)
c 1440 Promp. Pan>. 113 Dapyr, or praty, elegans. a 1529

SKELTON Image Hypocr. 95 As dapper as any crowe And
perte as any pie. 1530 PALSGR. 309/1 Daper, proper, inigKon,

godin. 1594 NASHE Vnfort, Trav. i The dapper Mounsier

Tages of the Court. 1648 HERRICK Hespcr., The Temple,
Their many mumbling masse-priests here, And many
a dapper chorister. 1673 R. LEIGH Transproser Reh. 9 As
if the dapper Stripling were to be heir to all the Fathers

features. 1749 FIELDING Tom Jones \. xi, The idle and
childish liking of a girl to a boy. .is often fixed on. .flowing

locks, downy chins, dapper shapes. 1828 SCOTT F. M. Perth

viii, The spruce and dapper importance of his ordinary

appearance. 1861 Sat. Rev. Dec. 605 Our dapper curates,
who only open their mouths to say

'

L'Eglise, c'est moi 1

'

1885 Miss BRADDON Wyllard's Weird I. 89 A good-looking
man. .well set up, neat without being dapper or priggish.

b. esp. Applied to a little person who is trim or

smart in his ways and movements :

'
little and

active, lively without bulk
'

(J ).

1606 IVily Begnilcd'm Hazl. Dodsley IX. 229 Pretty Peg
. .'Tis the dapp'rest wench that ever danced after a tabor
and pipe. 1634 MILTON Comus 118 Trip the pert fairies

and the dapper elves. 1792 WOLCOTT (P. Pindar) Ode to

Ld. Lonsdale, Much like great Doctor Johnson . . With
dapper Jemmy Boswell on his back. 1823 SCOTT Peveril

xxxv, The clean, tight, dapper little fellow, hath proved an
overmatch for his bulky antagonist. 1840 HOOD Up the
Rhine 66 A smart, dapper, brisk, well-favoured little fellow.

1870 EMERSON Soc.fy Solit., Civilization'Wks. (Bohn) III.

12 We are dapper little busybodies, and run this way and
that way superserviceably.

2. Iransf. Of animals and things.
1570 SPENSER Sheph. Cal. Oct. 13, The dapper ditties,

that I wont devise, To feede youthes fansie. [Gloss., Dap-
per, pretye.] 1589 Tri. Love ty Fort. iv. in Hazl. Dodsley
VI. 198 There was a little dappard ass with her. 1592
GREENE Upst. Courtier in Hurl. Misc. (Malh.) II. 218
A little daper flowre like a ground hunnisuckle. 1672
WOOD Life (1772) 48 Mounting my dapper nagg, Pegasus.
1704 Moilerat. Displ. vi. 23 A Dapper Animal, whose Pigmy
Size Provokes the Ladies Scorn, and mocks their Eyes.
1802 G. COLMAN Br. Grins, London Rurality i, Would-be
villas, ranged in dapper pride. 1870 EMERSON Soc. fy Solit.,
Work f, Days Wks. (Bohn) III. 65 What of this dapper
caoutchouc and gutta-percha, which makes water-pipes and
stomach-pumps ?

) 3. as sb. A dapper fellow. Obs.

1709 Tatler No. 85 F i A distant Imitation of a forward
Fop, and a Resolution to over-top him in his Way, are the

distinguishing Marks of a Dapper. Ibid. No. 96 r 4. 1747
W. HORSLEY Fool No. 68 The well-dressed Beaus, the Dap-
pers, the Smarts.

4. Comb., as dapper-looking.
1874 BURNAND My Time iii. 28 [The] dapper-looking,

though common chairs.

Da'pperism. twnce-wd. [-ISM.] The style,

manners, etc. of a dapper person.
1830 CARLYLE Richter Misc. (1888) III. 33 A degree of

Dapperism and Dilettantism . . unexampled in the History
of Literature.

Dapperling (de-pailirj). [f. DAPPER a. +
-LING : cf. weakling.] A little dapper fellow.
1611 COTGII., Namlmt, a dwarfe; elfe, little starueliug ;

a dandiprat, or low dapperling. 1829 CAKLYLE Sietu of
Times Misc. (1888) II. 246 An intellectual dapperling of
these times. 1881 P. BAYNE in Lit. World 14 Jan. 26/1
She loves Anthony, a dapperling in person.

30

Dapperly (darpaili), adv. [-LY ^.] In a dapper

manner; neatly, trimly, sprucely.

1858 I.o. MALMESOURY in Times i Oct. (1884) 4/4 A slight

figure . always with spurs and dapperly dressed. 1862

Temple Bar Mag. V. 290 Horns set dapperly upon the

Dapperness (darpajnes). [-NESS.] The

quality of being dapper ; spruceness, trimness.

1530 PALSGR. 212/1 Dapyrnesse, propernesse, mignotteric.

1841 EMERSON Led., Man the Jle/oruier'Vfks. (Bohn) II.

238 Each requires of the practitioner, .a certain dapperness
and compliance, an acceptance of customs. 1881 Athenzum
12 Feb. 242/2 Dapperness rather than assumed dignity

being the chief characteristic.

Dapple (dae-p'l), sb. Also 6 dappell. [Unless

this is the first element in dapple-grey (q.v.), it is

not known until late in the i6th c., being preceded
somewhat by examples of the adj. of the same form,

and followed by those of the vb. in the simple

tenses; the (?ppl.) adj. dappled however appears
two centuries earlier. The mutual relations of these

and the derivation and etymological development
of the whole group are, from the want of data,

still uncertain. The primary meaning of dappled
was 'spotted, specked, blotched', which might
arise either from a vb.

' to spot
'

or a sb. = '

spot,

blotch '. A possible connexion is the Icel. depill

(found in I3th c.)
'

spot, dot
'

; according to Vig-
fusson ' a dog with spots over the eyes is also called

depill'. This is app. a dim. oidapi pool : cf. mod.

Norw. dape, depel muddy pool, pond, dub ;
MLG.

dope, dobbe. Thus dapple might perhaps originally

mean a '
splash ', and, hence, a small blotch or

speck of colour.]

f 1. One of many roundish spots or small blotches

of colouring by which a surface is diversified. Obs.

1580 SIDNEY Arcadia n. 271 (R.) As many eyes upon his

body, as my gray mare hath dapples. 1611 COTGR., Place

. .a spot or dapple on a horse.

2. (Without //.) Spotting, clouding ; mottled

marking of a surface ; dappled condition, dappling.

DAPPLY.
D. C. MURRAY Hearts I. vi. 138 The green flooring of the

dell [began] to dapple with light and shadow.

Hence Da-ppling -M. sb. and ///. a.

1830 WOKDSW. Russian Fugitive l. ii, In the dappling
east Appeared unwelcome dawn. 1870 RUSKIN Ltct. Art
vi. (1875) 172 The dappling of one wood glade with lloweis

and sunshine. 1883 G. ALLEN in Knowledge 3 Aug. 66/1

The. .colour and dappling [of orchids].

Da'pple-toay, **. [After dafple-grey: see

BAY a.] A dappled bay (horse).

1835 D. BOOTH Analyt. Diet. 305 The colours of Horses
are various. .There are also Dapple-bays.

Dappled(dae'p'ld),a. Also5dappeld,6 daplit,

6-7 dapled. [In form, the pa. pple. of DAPPLE

v., which however it precedes in recorded use by
two centuries. If DAPPLE sb. occurred early

enough, an adj. from it in -ed = '

spotted ', would
be possible ; cf. F. pommeU, OF. pomele, dappled,
which similarly occurs long before the vb. pom-
meler, and was perh. immediately f. pommette, or

OF.fomel, dim. ofpomme apple; also OE. eeppled

in xpplede gold,
' formed into apples or balls ',

from sppel sb.]
Marked with roundish spots, patches, or blotches

of a different colour or shade ; spotted, speckled.
c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xxxi. 142 It [Giraffe] es a faire

beste, wele dappled \Cott. MS. a best pomelee or spotted,
Fr. une beste tcchchele]. Ibid. 143 per er also wilde suyne
. .dappeld and spotted [Cott. MS. all spotted, Fr. tontz

tecchelez]. 1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. (1858) I. 21 The daplit

sky wes lyke the cristell cleir. 1590 SI-ENSER F. Q. II. i. 18

A gray steede. .Whose sides with dapled circles weren

dight. 1610 FLETCHER Faithful Sheph. n. ii, Only the
'

streaks belace the Damaskt West . . And cast so fair a Dapple
o'r the Skies. 1713 Land. Gaz. No. 5176/4 A Grey Mare. .

a little Fleabitten. .on the Dapple behind. 1820 T. HODGSON
in J. Raine Mem. (1857) I. 291 The whole sky has a harsh

and unnatural dapple.

3. An animal, as a horse or ass, with a mottled

coat. [app. subst. use of DAPPLE a.]
a 1635 CORBET Poems (1807) 16 The king .

._rides upon
his brave gray dapple. 1733 FIELDING Quix. \. i, Thou art

just such another squat bag of guts as thy Dapple, a iSojo

COWPER Needless Alarm 115 Be it Dapple's bray, Or be it

not, or be it whose it may. 1861 Times 8 Oct. 8/1 The pure-

blooded dapple, shaking his long ears over that manger.

Dapple (dse'p'l), a. Also 6 daple. [See
DAPPLE sb., and DAPPLED. The simple adj. is

known 'c 1550 : its relation to the sb. and vb. is un-

certain! According to analogy, it might be the

source ofeither or both of these ; but its date would

suggest that it may itself have been worn down
from dappled, or short for dapple-grey]

= DAPPLED.

1531 T. WILSON Logike 79 All horses bee not of one

colour, but . . somebaye, some daple. 1735 SOMERVILLE Chase

IV. 249 With his Hand Stroke thy soft dapple Sides, as he

each Day Visits thy Stall. 1841 LANE Arab. Nts. I. 46

There approached them a third sheykh, with a dapple mule.

{Dapple cited by Imperial and Century Diets, from Scott,

is an error for dappled : see Gny M. xxv.

Hence t Da'ppleness, dappled state.

1611 COTGR., Pommclure, plumpenesse, roundnesse ; also

daplenesse.

Dapple (dse-p'l), v. Also 7 daple, dappel.

[The (? ppl.) adj. DAI-PLED (q. v.) .occurs from the

end of the 14111 c.; but the simple vb. is first

known two centuries later, and might have been

inferred from the ppl. adj., or formed directly on

the sb. or adj. of same form : see DAPPLE sb]
1. trans. To mark or variegate with rounded spots

or cloudy patches of different colour or shade.

1599 SHAKS. Much A do v. iii. 27 The gentle day . . Dapples
the drowsie east with spots of grey, c 1620 FLETCHER &
MASS. Trag. Barnavelt IV. i. They should have dapled ore

yon bay with fome, Sir. a 1658 CLEVELAND Wks. (1687) 14
the Walk with light and
81 A Negro-Boy that is

,
.

The trembling Leaves . . Dappling the Walk with light and
shade. 1697 Phil. Trans. XIX. 781 A Negro-Boy that is

dappel'd in several Places of his Body with White Spots.

1791 COWPER Odyss. xx. 427. I see the walls and arches

dappled thick With gore. 1799 G. SMITH Laboratory I.

320 How to dapple a horse. 1824 Miss MITFORD Village
Ser. i. (1863) 79 An adjoining meadow, where the sheep are

lying, dappling its sloping surface like the small clouds on
the summer heaven. 1870 LOWELL A jnong my Bks. Ser. I.

(1873)240 The flickering shadows of forest-leaves dapple the
roof of the little porch.

\>. fig.
1647 WARD Simp. Coblcr 76 It is in fashion with you to. .

dapple your speeches, with newquodled words. 16^2 N. O.
Boileait's Littrin i. 41 Discord dappled o're with thousand
Crimes.

2. intr. To become dappled or speckled.
1678 Land. Gaz. No. 1266/4 An iron gray Gelding, begin-

ning to dapple. 1818 KYUON Mazepfia xvi, Methought that

mist of dawning gray Would never dapple into day. 1883

dappled deer. .Dwellsinthisfastness. _ w
41 Till the dappled dawn doth rise. 1718 PKIOR Poems^
The Garland i, The dappl'd Pink, and blushing Rose. 1860

RUSKIN Mod. Paint. V. i. i. 6 Beeches cast their dappled
shade. 1868 DARWIN Anim. <$ PI. I. ii. 55 Horses of every
colour, .are all occasionally dappled.

"b. Comb, dappledgrey
=-- DAPPLE-GREY (horse).

1590 SPENSER F. Q. in. vii. 37 Fast flying, on a Courser

dapled gray. 1810 SCOTT Lady of L. i. xxiii, He saw

your steed, a dappled grey. 1842 TENNYSON Talking O.

112 Her mother trundled to the gate Behind the dappled

grays.

Dapple-grey (dae-p'ligr*
1

), a. (sb.} Forms :

4-5 dappel-, -ul',1-, -il(l-, 6-7 daple-, 5- dapple-

grey, -gray. [See DAPPLE sb., a. t v. and GREY.
Since dapple-grey occurs nearly two centuries before

dapple itself is exemplified in any grammatical capacity

(the only form known to be of equal age being the ppl. adj.

dappled\ it is difficult to conjecture whence or now the

compound was formed. In such combinations, the first

element is usually a sb. : e. g. in apple-grey^ iron-grey^ sky-

blue t stiow-iuhite, etc. ;
but it is difficult to attach any

analogous meaning to '

spot-grey ', if we suppose dapple
here to be the sb. The Germanic languages generally nave
combination meaning

l

apple-grey
'

: viz. ON. apalgrdr_

atildgraa, pied, piebald ; Urllj. apnelgra 'glaucus (urimm.i,

MHG. apfelgra, Ger. apfelgrau
'

dapple-grey
'

(Flugel),
'

ap-

plied

(of any colour), gris-potttmele grey dappled with darker

spots, dapple-grey,/<w/j''n9' in Chaucer, C. T. Prol. 616 ;

with which cf. Russ. fla6jIOHHLin yablochnyl dappled,

f . yabloko apple
not easy to beli<

words, has no t . . ,

tnuislation ; the explanation may be that dapple-grey^ was a

mixture of DAPPLED spotted, taken as the sense-equivalent
of F. pommele", with apple-grey informal representative
of Norse apal-gra-, and its Teutonic equivalents. This

would account at once for the difficulty in analysing dapple-
in this combination, and for its presence here before its

appearance as an independent word.]

Grey variegated with rounded spots or patches of a

darker shade : said of horses.

c 1386 CHAUCER Sir Thopas 173 His steede was al dappull

gray \i>. rr. dappel- (jMsS.), dapull, dapil-, dapple-grey].

14.. T. of Erccldoune i. 41 Hir palfraye was a dappill

graye [v. rr. Cot}, dappyll, Lansd. daply, Cantbr. dappull

gray]. 1577 B. GOOGE Hercsbach's Husb. in. (1586) 116

The bay, the sorrell, the dunne, the daple gray. 1599 T.

M[OUFET] Silkivormes 72 How they color change .. Then
to an yron, then to a dapple gray. 1664 EVELYN Syh'a.

(1679)29, I read.. That an handful or two of small Oak
buttons, minted with Oats, given to Horses which are black

of colour, will in few days eating alter it to a fine Dapple-

grey. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury^ n. 154/2 Daple-Gray is

a light Gray spotted, or shaded with a deeper Gray. 1722
Loud. Gaz. No. 6052/2 The other upon a Dapple-grey
Horse. 1805 SCOTT Last Minstr. \. xxiv, O swiftly can

speed my dapple-grey steed.

trans/. 1639 MAYNE City Match v. v. in Hazl. Dodsley
XIII. 307 She has three Children living; one dapple-grey,
Half Moor, half English.

b. absol. A horse of this colour.

1639 DRUMM.OF HAWTH. Challenge ofKnights Err. Wks.

(1711) 232 Christianus. .mounted on a dapple gray, had his

armour sky-coloured.

Da'pply, a- rare. [f.
DAPPLE sb. +-Y.] = DAP-

PLE a. Dapply-grcy
= DAPPLK-URKY.

. 17. . SWIFT roeins, On Roz>ert Make of lineaments divine

Daply female spaniels shine. 1744 Jf. CLARIDGE Sheph.
Baubnry's Rules 5 Clouds small and round, like a dappky-
grey with a North-wind.

Daps : see DAP sb.

I)ar, obs. form of DARE sb$ t DARK v. 1

Dar, var, of par, THAU v., need, needs.



DARAPTI.

Darapti (darie'ptri). Logic. A mnemonic term

designating the first mood of the third figure of

syllogisms, in which both premises are universal

affirmatives a, ), and the conclusion a particular
affirmative ('.
The initial </ indicates that the mood may be reduced to

Dtrtfof the first figure; the /* following ihe second vowel
thai there must be conversion per accidrns of the minor
premiss.
1551 T. WILSON /,<v7Xv (1580) 30 The thirde figure. . Da rap

ti. 1654 Z. COKK Art L0gt&(i6$?) 136 The third Figure
..The Modes of this Figure are six. Called, Darapti,
/>/<i/Aw, Disamts, Dtitisit Bt*card0 % fr'tris&n. 1727 51
CHAMBERS Cytl. s. v. Darapti . . . g., HA. Every truly
religious man is virtuous; r

'\P* Every truly religious man
is hated by the world : //. Therefore, sonic virtuous men
are hated by the world. 1827 WHATRLV Logic (1848) 101

Third, Darapti. viz. (dA> Every Y is X ; (rAp) Every Y is

Z ; therefore <tl) some Z is X.

Darayne, var. of DEBAIQN Obs.

Darbar : see DURBAB.

Darby (cla-jbi). A southern (not the local)

pronunciation of Derby, the name of an English
town and shire, which was formerly also some-
times so spelt. Hence an English personal sur-

name, and an appellation of various things named
after the place or some person of that surname.
1575 LANEHAM Let. (i87i> 4 Chester. .Darby, and Staffoord.

1654 TRAPP Comttt. /'*. liu Introd., Summerset, Netting*
ham, Darby.
1. Father Derby's or Darby's bands : app. Some

rigid form of bond by which a debtor was bound
and put within the power of a money-lender.
(It has been suggested that the term was de-
rived from the name of some noted usurer of the
i6th c.)

1576 GASCOIGNE Stecle G/. (Arb.) 71 To make their coyne,
a net to catch yong frye. To binde such babes in father
Derbies bands, To stay their steps by statute Staples static.

159* GREENE Upst. Courtier in Harl. Misc. (Malh.) II.

229 Then hath my broker an usurer at hand, .and he brings
the money, but they tie the poore soule in such Darbies
bands. 1601 CARF.W Cornwall 15 b, Hee deliuers him so
much ware as shall amount to fortie shillings, .for which
thee

poore wretch is bound in Darbyes bonds, to deliuerhim
two hundred waight of Tynne.
2. //. Handcuffs : sometimes also, fetters, slang.
1671 R. HEAD Canting A cad. 13 Darbies, irons, or

Shackles or fetters for Fellons. 181$ SCOTT Gny M.
.\\.\iii, 'But the darbies', said Hattemick, looking upon
his fetters. 1889 D. C. MURRAY Dang. Catsftaw 301 Better

get the darbies on him while he 's quiet.

t 3. Ready money. Obs. slang.
i68a HICKERINGILL Wks. (1716) II. 20 Except they, .down

with their Dust, and ready Darby. 1688 SHADWELL Sqr*
Alsatia \. i, The ready, the Darby, 1699 Miracles per-
formed by Money Kp. Ded., Till with Darby's and Smelts
thou thy Purse hast well stored, c 1712 ESTCOURT Prunella
i. 4 (Farmer) Come, nimbly lay down Darby; Come, pray
sir, don't be tardy. 1785 in GROSE Diet. Vnlg. Tongite.
4. Short for Derby ale

;
ale from that town being

famous in the l^th c.

[161* J. COOKK Greene's TnQitoqiie in Hazl. Dodstey XI.
234, I nave sent my daughter this morning as far as Pimlico,
to fetch a draught of Derby ale.] a 1704 T. BROWN It'&s.

(1760) II. 162 (D.i Can't their Darby go down but with
a tune? 1719 D'URFEY /*/V/j IV. 103 He . . Did for a
. .Draught of Darby call.

5. Mastering. A plasterer's tool, consisting of a
narrow strip of wood two or three feet long, with
two handles at the back, used in 'floating* or

levelling a surface of plaster ; also applied to a

plasterer's trowel with one handle, similarly used :

see quot. 1881. (Formerly also Derby.'}
1819 REES Cycl. s. v. Stucco^ The first coat . . U to be laid

on with a trowell, and floated to an even surface with
a darby (/. c. a handle-float). 1823 P. NICHOLSON Fract.
Hnilti. 390 The Derby is a two-handed float. 1842 GWILT
Archit. ( 1876) 675 The Derby . . is of such a length as to

require two men to use it. 1881 Eviry Man his tntm

Mechanic^ 1379 For laying on fine stuf and smoothing
the finishing surface of a wall, a trowel of peculiar form and
make, wilh the handle springing from and parallel to the
blade., is required . . This trowel is technically called a
'darby',
6. Darby and Joan. A jocose appellation for

an attached husband and wife who are *
all in nil

to each other', especially in advanced years and
in humble life. Hence dial., a pair of china figures,
m.ile and female, for the chimney-piece. Hence
Darby-and-Joan ?.. -Joar.ish a.

The Centl. Mag. (1735) V. 153 has under the title 'The
joys of love never forgot : a song', a mediocre copy of
verses, beginning

' Dear Chloe, while thus beyond measure,
You treat me with doubt and disdain', and continuing in
(he third stanza 'Old Darby, with Joan by his side. You've
often regarded with wonder : He's dropsical, she is sore-eyed,
Yet they're never happy asunder '. This has usually been con-
sili red the source of the names, and various conjectures
have been made, both as to the author, and as to the

identity of ' Darby and Joan ', but with no valid results. It

is possible that the names go back to some earlier piece,
and as Darby is not a common English surname, it may
have originated in a real person. There is also a well-known

ii>th c. song of the name.

1773 (ini.nsM. St<>t>/-s toCottq. i. i. You may be a Darby,
but I'll l>e no Joan, I

promise you. 1857 MRS. MATHEWS
Tea-Table Talk I. 50 They furnished, .a high-life iUmliM-
tton of Derby and Joan. 1869 TROI.LOPR He Knew xc.

(1878) 500 When we travel together we must go Darby and

31

Joan fashion, as man and wife. 1681 Mitt BRAUDOH AipH.
III. 251 Daphne, sat !>> Kdgar's tide in n thon
and-joanish manner. 1887 1'mu/t 18 June 294 Both their
Grace* were present, llarby-aniT-Joaning it all over the

shop.

Darbyism <la Jl-i|iz'm). [f. the name of Rev.

John N. Darby, their lirst lender.] The principles
of a sect of Christians ( founded c i"3o), also called

Plymouth lircthren, or of a branch of these called

Exclusive I'.rethren. So Da rtyito, one who holds
these principles.
1876 SPURGEON Commenting 62 Good as Ihey are, their

Darbyism gives them an unpleasant and unhealthy savour.

'881-3 K. E. WIIITKFIKLD in S. haff Kncycl. K'lif. Kumtil.
III. 1856 Plymouth Brethren . .upon the European Continent
Kenerally named '

Darbyites '. 1890 J. WOOD BROWN llal.

Campaign li, ii. 148 Darbyite views.

Darce, obs. var. PACE, a fish.

Dardan (daudanj, a. anclrf. [ad. L.>arJanus,
Dardanius (poet.) Trojan.] adj. Trojan, of Troy.
si. A Tioj n. So Darda nian a. and sf>.

; ||
Dar-

da/ninm [Pliny ff. ff. xxxni. iii. 1 1 Dardanium,
vel Dardanum, sc. aurum, ornamentnm aureum],
a golden bracelet.
1606 SIIAKS. Tr. f, Cr. Prol. 13 On Dardan Plaines. 1813

HYRON lir. Abydos n. iv, Of him who fell the Dirdan's '

arrow. 1818 Ch. Har. iv. i, The Dardan Shepherd's
prize. 1596 SHAKS. Merch. V. in. ii. 58 The Dardanian
wiues. i63 COCKERAM, DardaneanArt, Witchcraft. 1648
HERRICK Hesper., To Julia, About thy wrist the rich Dar.
danium.

Dard(e, obs. f. DAKT, and dared (see DARE .).

[Dardy-line : see List ofSpurious Words^
Dare (de-u), v. 1 Pa. t. durst (dwst\ dared

(<lerd) ; pa. pple. dared. Forms : see below.

[One of the interesting group of Teutonic preterite-

present verbs, of which the extant present is an

original preterite tense : see CAN, Dow, etc. OE.
durran, pres. dearr, durron, pa. dorste, = OS. gi-

durran, -dar, -durrun, -dorsta, MLG. doren. Jar,

dorfti, dorste, OKris. dilra, (dtir or dor^, dorste,
OHG. gi-turran, -tar, -lurrun, -torsta, pa. pple.

gilorran, MHG. turren, tar, turren, torste, subj.

torste, Goth, ga-daursan, -dars, -daursun, subj.

i/anrsjau, -datirsta; belonging originally to the
third ablaut series ders-,dars-, durs-, Aryan dhers-,

Mars-, Mrs- : cf. Skr. dhrsh-, perf. dadharsha, to

be bold, Or. Oapa- t 6paa- in Spaavs bold, Sapnnv
to be bold, OSlav. drfizate to be bold, dare. In

ON., the word is wanting, its sense being supplied
by the weak verb/oru. It is also lost in mod.Ger.
and Du. ;

in MDu. it appears to have run together
with the verb dorven, =OK./uir/an to need (see ]

THAR) ; hence in Du., durven is to dare ; and i

Ger. diirfen in some of its uses approaches the

sense ' dare '. These two verbs have also fallen

together under a d form in sume Frisian dialects;
'

and in ME. there was some confusion between them,
dar being sometimes written for t/iar, while, on the

other hand, th- forms (some of them at least from

Norse) appear with the sense oldar : see A. 9 lx;low.
The original 3rd sing. pres. he dare, and pa. t. durst, re-

mained undisturbed to the modern period, in which the
transitive senses tB. 1 1.) were developed; but early in the
l6th c. the new forms dares, itarcif. appeared in the south,
and are always used in the transitive senses, and now also
in the intransitive sense when followed by to. In the ori-

ginal construction, followed by the in6nitive without to,

dare, durst are still in common use (esp. in the negative
' he dare not ',

' he durst not ') ; and most writers prefer
' he

dare go ',
or ' he dares to go ', to '

lie dares go '. The
northern dialects generally retain

' he dare, he durst
', and

writers of northern extraction favour their retention in

literary English when followed by the simple infinitive

without to.)

A. Inflexions.

1. Pres. Indie, a. wt sing, i dear'r, north.

darr, 1-3 dear, 2-4 der, 3 Orm. darr, 3-6 dar,

S
- dare, (Sc. J dar, 8-0 daur).
950 Lindisf. Cosf., Jerome's Prol. Fa pe ich darrhuclc

hwoego. .to eccanne. c 1000 A'I.FRIC Gen. xliv. 34 Ne dc;ir

ic ham faran. c laoo OHMIN 10659 NU darr l be nohht
fullhtncnn. c iK>5 LAV. 6630 Ne der ich noht kennen.
<i isag ^{- Markfr. 16 Speoken i ne dar nawt. a 1*40
Urtisvn in Cott. Horn. 185 Mi leofman dear ich swa clipien.
c io // 'ill. ralerrif_ 938 Y dar nou)t for schame. Ibid.

3169, I der leye mi lif. c 1410 Avovi. Arlh. xxxviii, I dar

lay. 1513 MURK in Grafton Ckroit. II. 770, 1 dare well

avowe it. 1605 SHAKS. olacb. i. vii. 44 Letting I dare not
wait ypon I would. 1711 ADDISON Sptct. No. 58 Fi, I dare

promise my self. 17*5 RAMSAY Gfttt. Shefk. tl. iv, I daurna

stay. 18. . [see examples in B).

b. Hid sing, i dearst, (north. *darst), 2-3
daerst, 24 derst, 3 Orm. darrat, 3-6 darst,

darryst, daryst, 4-5 dari.st, 5 dnrste, 5- darest,

(7 darst, 7- dar'st). p. north. 4- 6 dar, 4- dare.
Bcownlf 1059 Gif flu. .dearst. .bidan. c ivfoLamb. Horn.

27 pu ne derst cumen bi.foren him. c oo OKMIN 5614 patt
tu Ne darrst nohht Drihhtin wrabbenn. c 1*05 LAY. 30375
pu ne dxrst [c 1*75 darst] . . abiden . c 1385 CHAUCER L. G. *r.

14^0 Hyfsif. ff Medea, Now daryst thow [r'.r. darstou] take
this via^e. 1-1400 A'uw. Rose 2532 That thou resoun derst

big^'nnc. c 1400 Lunfranc** Ciritrg. 303 Whanne bou. .ne
tiarist not do it. 1470-85 MALORY Arthur x. Iv, Arte tbou
a knygte and darste not telle thy name? 1616 K. C. Timrs'

DAEE
Whittle v. 2143 (Thou] daM rcpane. 18*7 MILTON /'. /..
n. 682 'Ihou. .That dar'it. advance.
f. a 1300 Cunor M. 5668 (Colt.) How dare [v.r. dar] bou
ua bi biober smile I c 1470 HKNHV H'allace in. 361 QoU,
Scot, dar thou nocht prcift*? 1578 C,u,le I, Codlie Ballatei
(1868) 1 16 How dar thow for mercy cry T

O. yd sing. a. l dear r, north, darr, i 3
dear, 2-3 der, 3 Orm. darr, 3-6 dar, 5- dre,
(8-9 Sc. dur). B. 6 dareth, -yth, 6- dares.
Beowulf 1373 Gif he gewcean dear, c 1175 Lamb.

Horn, in He his men euian ne der. ri7S n rains of
11til 231 in O. A Misc. 153 Ne dar no eynl heom bidde
fore. 1340 Ayent. 32 pet ne dar najl guo ine be pebe. 1381WVCUF Kan. x. 20 Ysaie dar. and icith. f 1400 MAUHDIV.
(Roxb.) xii. 51 Ncrc bis see dare na man dwell. 14(3
CAXTOM G. de la Tour F viij, A coueytous herte dar well
Save- '549 Comfl. Scot/ 14 }il he dar be u Ixjld. 1509
SHAKS. Much Ado in. i. 74 Who dare tell her so? 1603
Meat,for M. v. i. 315 The Duke dare No more stretch this

finger of mine, then he Dare racke his owne. 1630 DAVEHAMT
Cruel Bro. l, A pretty curr ! Dare it bite as well as barke T
1816 SCOTT Antiq. xxvi,

' Shew me a word my Saunden
daur speak, or a turn he daur do.' ijo TKXMYKW In Mem.
xlviii, Nor dare the trust a larger lay.
f' '533 J- HEYWOOD Mery Play betw. "Johan, Tib, tic.,

The kokold. .for hU lyfe daryth not loke hether ward. 1605
SHAKS. Matb. L vii. 46-7, I dare do all that may become
a man, Who dares do more, U none. 1607 DDYDIN V'irg.CMPK III. 418 The fearful Stag dares for his Hind engage.
1798 FmuK & HAMMOND in Anti-Jacobin No. 28 (1852) 140
The man who dares to die. i8ia J. WILSON Istf ofPalmt
II. 241 Poor wretch ! he dares not open his eye. 18*6 EMEU-
SON Eng. Traits, Lit. Wks. (liohn) II. 113 No pnest dares
hint at a Providence which does not respect English utility.

\ The present dare has been carelessly used for

the [last dared or durst.

1760 Imfostm Detected I. 232 He pretended that the
marquis dare not appear abroad by day. 1811 A. BELL in

Southey /,</i(i8)ll. 651 I wish I dare [
= durstj put them

down among our books. 1847 MARHVAT ChiUr. N. Forest
vii, He tola me he dare not speak to you on the subject.
1857 KINGSLEY Tint Y. Ago I. 214 She was silent ; for to
rouse her tyrant was more than she dare do. Ibid. 298 But
she went into no trance ; she dare not
2. Pres Indie, plural, o. I durron(-e), 3-3 dur-

re, n, 3-4 duren, dorre(n, 4-5 durn;-e:, dore(n.
-un, 4-5 dur, dor. ft. 3-6 north, der, 4-5 dar,
(5-6 darne), 5- dare, (Sc. 7 dar, 8-9 daur).

900 Bxda't Hist. i. xxvii. Resp. 5 (1890) 72 pact heo

npwiht swelces nc durron xcfremman. c iao$ LAY. 25705
pis lond cnihtes ne durren wid him mare na fehten [f 1*75 ne
dorre bis lond cnihtes]. a ia5 Juliana 47 Hu durre $eT
c 1*50 Gen. ff Ex. 2239 He ne duren fle weie cumen in.

c 1290 6". Eng. Leg. I. 244/133 pat ne dorre we 1101131. 1340
Ayenb. 38 pet. .nolleb o(>er nc dorre rijt do. 1381 WYCLIK
Gen. xliv. 26 We dorun [1388 doren] not se the lace of the
lord, c 1386 CHAUCER Can. Yfom. Prol. 4- 7*. 108 (Harl.
MS.) As f>ay bat dor \r.r. dore, dur, dar 13 MSS. , dare]
noujt schewen her presence, i 1400 in H'yclifs Sel. Wkt.
III. 476 Nowdurne worldly prestis take so grete lordschipe
upon hem. c 1400 MAUMJEV. (1839) xxvii. 271 Therforedur
not the marchauntes passen there. 1401 Pol. Poems (Rolls)

I_.
107 Privyly as }e doren.

'377

393

ft. a 1300 Cursor Jlf. 17425 'Colt.) pan dar we saL i

LANGI.. /'. /'/. H Prol. 152 We dar nou^le wel loke. I^,M
//'///. C. iv. 314 Pore men der nat plcyne. 1400 MAUNDP.V.
(1839) vi. 64 '1'hei dar wel werre with hem. c 1400 7 fit.

Ltn'c u. (1560) 381/3 Ixmes scrvaunts . in no place darne
ajipeare. 15. . Sir Andrrtv Barton in Snrtees Misc. 1890)
64 To France nor Flanders we der not goc. 1561 WINJET
'tractates i. Wks. 1888 I. 4 We dar not conlcmne. 1581
Mri.CASiKK Positions xxxviii. (1887) 168 Ladies who dare
write themselues. 1664 EVELYN AW. llort. (17391 186 We
dare boldly pronounce it. 1861 DICKENS Gt. Effect, xxiii,
How dare you tell me so?

8. Pres. Subj. n. sing. I dyrre, 1-5 durre, 3-4
dure, 4 derre, 4-5 dorre; //. 1-5 durren, 4-5
durre. 0. 4- dare, 5 dair, (8-9 Sc. daur).
Bcomtl/vfa tZ. 1 1380 Sec lif Su dyrre. ctS8 K. ALFUFII

Botth. xiv. I t Hwaroer 5u durre ^ifpan. ctmtn Bestiary
187 No3|t] wurdi, 8at tu dure loken up. a 1150 V-.i-l f,

Nigkt. 1704 Non so kene, That durre abide mine onsene.
c 1380 Sir rerumb. 451 Com on }if bov derre. c 1430 Pilgr.
Lyf Manhode iv. xix, Soo bat she dune no more be so

proud. Ibid. xxix. 101 If bou dorre entre . her in.

/3. <I1J40 HAMPOI.K Psalterim. i pof a wrt.Jie clarethynk.-
god is noght. 1380 [see B. i 1<J. 15*6 SKELTON Magnyf.
3205 Here is my gluue ; take it vp, and tbou dare. 1591
DAVIES Immort. Soul viii. ii, If we dare to judge our
Makers Wilt Mott. Do it if you dare !

4. Past Indie, a. sing . l dorste, north, darste,
2-6 derate, 1-6 dunte, 3 Orm. durrste, 4-6
dorst, 4- durst, (5 darste, derste, drust, 5-7
dirst) ; //. I dorston, 2-5 dorste n, durste n,

I
draste , 4-6 dorat, 4- durst. P. 6- dared,

(8-9 Sf. daur-d).
c 893 K. ALFRED Oros. iv. xi, H wicoer he w!5 Romannm

winnan dorste. 918 O. E. Ckron. lEarle 104-, Hie ne
dorston Jwet land nawer

^esecan. 011^4 Ibid. an. 1135
Uurste nan man misdon wio o5er on his lime, c 1175 Lamb.
Horn. 07 Da apostlas ne dursten bodian. c laoo ORMIN.
2008 Forrbi durrste he sibbenn Don hise beowwess takenn
Crist, c laoo Trtn. Coll. Horn. 139 He ne dorste for godes
eie forleten. c 1850 Gett. ff E.r. 2593 Durste $he non lengere
him for-helen. a 1300 Cursor M. 2928 (Cott. ) par again
durst he not spek. 1:1300 Ha-.'elek 1866 Bu> dursten be
[
~ they] newhen him no more. 1340 Ayenb. 73 pe rabre . .

banne bou dorstest. .consent!, a 1340 H AMI-OLE Psalter
xxi. 18 His kirtil be whilke bai durst noght shere. 1380 [see
B. aj. 1393 GowERC(W/I II. 174 He his mother derste love.

( 1440 Partonofe 1075 And the hethen drust not abyde.
1*1440 York Myst. xxiv. 14 How durst bou stele so stille

away ! 1535 JOYB Afot. TindtiU 32 He stretched forth his

penne..as Tarre as he dirst. 1583 HOLLYEANO Catnfo di
/tor 219 Wentest thou to <eet I durst not. 1641 R. BROOKK



DARE.

Episc. 39 As Mercury once spared Jupiter's thunder-bolts

which he dirst not steale. 1752 JOHNSON Rambler No. 204
F n They durst not speak. 1849 MRS. CARLYLE Z.<?//. II. 88,

I durst not let myself talk to you at Scotsbrig.

ft. cx59o GREENE Fr. Bacon iv. 10 Lovely Eleonor, Who
darde for Edwards sake cut through the seas. Ibid. iv. 18

She darde to brooke Neptunus haughty pride. 1641 BUR-
ROUGHS Siotu Joy 26 They dared not doe as others did.

1650 FULLER Pisgah L 145 They dared not to stay him.

1790 COWPER Let. to Mrs. Bodham 21 Nov., Such as I dared
not have given. 1821 SOUTH F.Y in Q. Rev. XXV. 345 He
dared not take the crown himself. 1848 DICKENS Dontbey
xxx, Florence hardly dared to raise her eyes. 1864 J. H.
NEWMAN Apologia 288, I dared not tell why. 1883 FROUDE
Short Stud, IV. i. iv. 48 Any one who dared to lay hands
on him.

5. Past Subj. sing, as in Past Indie, pi, i dor-

sten, 2 as in Indie.
a xooo Boetk. Metr. i. 54 Gif hi leodfruman laestan dorsten.

CI374 CHAUCEK TroyIns i. 906 Yn loue I dorst [v.r. durst]
haue sworn. 1377 LANGI-. P. PI. B. Prol. 178 pere ne was
ratoun . . bat dorst haue ybounden be belle aboute be cattis

nekke. 1556 Aurelio $ Isab. (1608) Cviij, What man. .that

dorste haue tolde me.

11 Tins Past Subj. or Conditional durst (
= would

dare) is often (like the analogous could, would,
should, oughf] used indefinitely of present time.
c 1400-50 A le.tander 1673 Sire, bis I depely disire, durst I

it neuyn. 1606 W. CRASHAW Rom. Forgeries 161 Do but

promise that you will iudge without partialitie, and I durst

make you fudges in this case. 1662 GLANVILL Lux Orient.

(1682) 83, I confess, I'm so timorous that I durst not follow

their example. 1761 STERNE Tr. Shandy III. xx, I have
no desire, and besides if I had, I durst not. 1793 MRS.
INCHBALD Midn. Hour n. i, I hear his vessel is just arrived,
I durst not leave my house. T$&\ Private Secretary I. 132
My mother does not drink wine and my father durstn't.

6. Pres. Inf. a. i *durran, 2-5 durre(n, 3-4
dur, 5 dura, doren, dorn, dore. . 5 daren,
un, darn, (derre), 5- dare, (8-9 Sc. daur).
a 1300 Cursor M. 22603 (Cott.) He a word ne sal dur

speke. 1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 4548 Na man sal bam dur

biry. c 1430 Pilgr. LyfManhode i. Ixxxi, J>er shulde noon
dore resceyue it. c 1440 Prontp. Parv. 114 Darn, or durn

(PYNSON darun, daren, or dorn>, aiideo. 1450 LONELICH
Grail xiii. 538 They scholen not doren lyen. 1481 CAXTON
Reynard (Arb.) 72 To dore to me doo suche a shame.

|5. < 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.)iv. 12 So hardy J>at he sail dare

ga to hir. 1488 Cath. Angl. 89 Dare, audere, presumere,
vsiirfiare. Ibid. 97 Derre, vsurfare, presnmere, audere.

1715 DE FOE Fatn, Instruct, i. iii. (1841) I. 64 They shall

not dare to despise it. 1816 SCOTT Old Mart, viii, 'They'll
no daur open a door to us.

1

1841-4 EMERSON Ess., Self-
RelianceVrks. (Bohn) I. 35 You cannot hope too much, or
dare too much. 1871 MACDUFF Metn. Patmos xi. 153 We
cannot dare read the times and seasons of prophecy.
7. Pres. pple. and vbl. sb. 6- daring.
1586 A. DAY Eng. Secretary n. (1625) 29 None now daring

to take the same from you. 1889 Spectator 19 Oct., Power
. . held on the tenure of daring to do, as well as daring to
decide.

8. Pa. pple. a. 5 ? dorren |"cf. OHG. gitorran],
dorre

;
6 dare. ft. 6-7, dial. 8-9 durst. 7. 6-

dared.
a. c 1430 Pilgr. Lyf Manhode n. v. (1869) 78 How hast

thou dorre be so hardi? -1500 Melnsine xhx. 324 How
one knyght alone had the hardynes to haue dare come.
p. 1509 BARCLAY Shyp ofFolys (1874* I. 207 They sholde

not have durst the peoples vyce to blame. 1605 SYLVESTER
Du Bartas \\. iii. Law, But lochebed would fainelif she
had durst) Her deere sonne Moses secretly have nource't.

1665 PEPYS Diary 11875-79) III. 315 A hackney-coach, the
first I have durst to go in many a day. 1691 tr. Emilianne's
Obs. Joum. Naples 217 They had not durst so much as to
take one step. Mod. Sc. If I had durst do it.

Y. 1529 in W. H. Turner Select. Rec. Oxford 65 They
have dared to break out so audaciously. 1603 SHAKS.

Mtas.for M. \\. ii. 91 Those many had not dar'd to doe that
euill. 1883 Daily Tel. 10 Nov. 4/8 A simple monk had
dared to consign a Papal decree to the flames.

9. Forms with initial /, th [partly from Norse

])ora,por$i (Sw. torde
y Da. turae), partly confused

with THAR to need] : Pres. Indie. 2 sing. 3-4
therstou, pi. 3-4 we there, 5 they ther(not) ; Pa.
Indie. 3 Jjurte, 3-4 therste, 4 therst, 5 thorst.
c 1300 Havelok 10 pe wicteste man. .That |?urte riden on

an! stede. (1300 St. Brandan 581 We ne thore oure
maister i-seo. Ibid. 585 Hou therstou . . bifore him
nemne his name? c 1300 Beket 1550 Hi ne therste a}e
the Kinges wille nomore holde him so. [Also 895, 1156.]
c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 2668 Was ^er ban no man |>at in wrabjic
berst sen ys fas. 1460 Lybeaus Disc. 1155 The four gonne
to fle, And thorst naght nyghhe hym nere. 1465 MARG.
PASTON in Paston Lett. No. 506 II. 195 They say that they
thernot take it uppon hem.

B. Signification.
I. intr. (Inflected dare, durst (also dares

y

dared.)
1. To have boldness or courage (to do something) ;

to be so bold as. a. followed by inf. without to

(the original const.).
a 1000 [see examples in A. above]. 1154 O. E. Chron., Ne

durste nan man don o)>er bute god, a 1225 Juliana 42
penne darie we & ne durren neuer cumen biuoren him.
a 1300 Cursor M. 3586 (Cott.) Baldlik (>at dar i sai. 14. .

[see examples in A. above]. 1568 GRAFTON Chron. II. 395
Whatsoever the king did, no man durst speake a worde.
1611 BIBLE John xxi. 12 None of the disciples durst aske
him, Who art thou? 1743 JOHNSON Debates in Par/tJi-jB?)
II. 441 No man dared afterwards . . expose himself to the

fury of the people. 1759 H. WALPOLE Corr. ted. 3' III.
cccxxxv. 302 Two hundred and sixty-eight Sequins are more
than I dare lay put. 1848 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. II. 74
Nature has caprices which art dares not imitate. i86a
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HISLOP Sc.Prov. 5 Ae man may steal a horse where anither

daurna look ower the hedge.
b. The inf. is ofteji unexpressed.

1x1225 A net'. ./?. 128, & 3elpe3 of bore god, hwar se heo
durren & muwen. 1350 Will. Paleme 2040, [1] missaide

hire as \ durst. ^1380 WYCLIF Serin. Sel. Wks. I. 222 He
mai be martyr if he dair. 1535-83 [see A. 4]. 1652 Cut,-

PEPPER Eng. Physician (1800) 343, I have delivered it as

plain as I durst. 1725 DE FOE Voy. round World {&$&)
344 [They] brought them as near the place as they durst.

1810 SCOTT Lady of L. i. xxi, The will to do, the soul to

dare. 1852 Miss YONGE Cameos II. xxii. 238 John of Gaunt
had favoured the reformer as far as he durst.

c. with to and inf.
In this construction the 3rd sing, is now dares and the

pa. t. dared; but durst to was formerly used. 'None
dared to speak ', is more emphatic than ' none durst

speak '.

<ri555 HARPSFIELD Divorce Hen. VIII (18781 269 The
Counsel! . .neither durst to abridge or diminish any of them.
1611 BIBLE Transl.

Pref. 9 It were to be wished, that they
had dared to tell it. 1619 BRENT tr. Sarpfs Connc, Trent

(1676) 35 A Spanish Notary dared to appear publickly in

the Rota. 1625 BURGES Pers. Tithes 6 No intelligent man
durst absolutely to deny any of these Conclusions. 1677
GALE Crt. Gentiles II. iv. 5 No one durst to breathe other-

wise than according to the Dictates of her Law. 1836 W.
IRVING Astoria I. 289 No one would dare to desert. 1870
E. PEACOCK RalfSkirl. III. 218 He did not dare to meet
his uncle. 1848, 1883 [see A. 4].

2. (ellipt^) To dare to go, to venture.

c 1380 SirFcrumb. 3726 Ferrer ne draste J?ay no}t for fere.

1660 GAUDEN Browniig 151 There is nothing so audacious
which wit unsanctified will not. .dare at in Heaven or Hell.

1697 DRYDEN k'irg. Past. vi. 6 Apollo . . bade me feed My
fatning Flocks, nor dare beyond the Reed.

II. trans. (Inflected dares, dared.}
3. To dare to undertake or do; to venture upon,

have courage for, face.

1631 MAY tr. Barclay's Mirr. Mindes n. 135 To dare all

things, but nothing too much. 1704 SWIFT T. Tub xi,

Should some sourer mongrel dare too near an approach.
1827 HEBER \st Olympic Ode

14^,
I will dare the course.

1867 LADY HERBERT Cradle L. in. no To teach them forti-

tude that they might dare all things, and bear all things for

their Lord.

4. To dare or venture to meet or expose oneself

to, to run the risk of meeting ;
to meet defiantly,

defy (a thing).
1602 SHAKS. Ham. iv. v. 133, I dare Damnation, .onely

He be reueng'd. 1611 HEYWOOD Gold. Age i. Wks. 1874
III. 7 A Crown 's worth tugging for, and I wil ha't Though
in pursute I dare my ominous Fate. 1645 OUARLES Sol.

Recant. 23 O whyshould'st thou provoke thy God, and dare
His curse upon thy practise? 1701 ROWE Amb. Step-Moth.
iv. i. 1738 If thou still persist to dare my Power. 1727-38
GAY Fables \. xx. 36., I stand resolv'd, and dare the event.

1844 LINGARD Anglo-Sax. Ch. (1858) II. xiii. 260 He hesi-

tated not to dare the resentment of the pontiff. 1853
C. BRONTE Villette vi, I saw and felt London at last..

I dared the perils of the crossings.

6. To challenge or defy (a person).
1580 LYLY Eupknes (Arb.>3i6 An English man. .[cannot]

suffer, .to be dared by any. 1589 Hay any Work 37 What
wisedome is this in you to dare your betters ? c 1620 Z. BOYD
2ion's Flowers (1855) 138 A gyant tall, who darr'd him to

his face. 1703 ROWE Ulyss. i. i. 270 The Slave Who fondly
dares us with nis vain defiance. 1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa

(i8n)VIII. 395 Woman confiding in and daring woman.
1813 HOGG Queen's Wake 190 To range the savage haunts,
and dare In his dark home the sullen bear.

b. With various const., e.g. to dare (a person)
to do something, to the fight, etc., t to dare out.

1590 GREENE Orl. Fur. (1861) 92 With haughty menaces
To dare me out within my palace gates. 1603 KNOLLES
Hist. Turks (16381-148 He would . . meet the Rebell in the

heart of Lydia, and there dare him bat tell. 1606 SHAKS.
Ant. $ Cl. HI. xiii. 25, I dare him therefore To lay his gay
Comparisons a-part. 163* RANDOLPH Jcal. Lovers v. viii,

I dare him to th
1

encounter. 1672 BAXTER Bagshaiv's Scand.
ii As children dare one another into the dirt. 1785 BURNS
Halloween xiv, I daur you try sic sportin. 1847 MARRYAT
Childr. N. Forest xvii, You wish to dare me to it well, I

won't be dared to anything. 1873 BLACK Pr. Thule xxvii.

451 He knew she was daring him to contradict her.

III. Dare say. [From sense i.] a. properly.
To be as bold as to say (because one is prepared
to affirm it) ; to venture to assert or affirm.

a 1300 Cursor M. 4509 1 Cott.) Bot i dar sai, and god it wat,

'Qua leli luues for-gettes lat '. 4:1350 Will. Palerne 1452,
I dar seie & so^liche do proue, sche schal weld at wille more

gold ban }e siluer. f 1460 Play Sacram. 316 Neyther mor
or lesse Of dokettis good I dar well saye. 1540-54 CROKF.

13 Ps. (Percy Soc.) 7 My sute is heard . . I dare well saye.

1570-6 LAMBAKOE Peramb. Kent (1862) 311 No Towne nor
Citie is there (I dare say) in this whole Shire comparable . .

with this one Fleete. 1614 BP. HALL Recoil. Treat. 759
Who devised your Office of Ministery? I dare say, not
Christ. 1690 BENTLF.Y Phal. 120 This I dare sayis the best
and neatest Explication . . and . . I believe it the truest.

b. transf. To venture to say ( because one thinks

it likely) ; to assume as probable, presume. Al-

most exclusively in the parenthetic
* I dare say';

rarely in oblique narration, 'he dared say*. (In
this use now sometimes written as one word, with
stress on the first syllable.)
Some dialects make the past daresaid, darsayed, dessayed.
1749 FIELDING Tom Jones vn. xii, You give your friend

a very good character, .and a very deserved one, I daresay.
1768 STERNE Sent. Journ. I. 54 (The Letter), La Fleur ..

told me he had a letter in his pocket . . which, he durst say,
w ' suit the occasion. 1807 ANNA PORTER Hnngar. Bro. v,

|
Other women have admired you as much. .1 dare say'. .'O !

if it's only a " dare say
" *

cried Demetrius, shrugging up his

DARE.
shoulders. 1853 MRS. CARLYI.E Lett. II. 221, I daresay you
have thought me very neglectful. 1885 SIR C. S. C. BOWEN
Law Rep. 14 Q. B. D. 872, I daresay the rule was drafted
without reference to the practice at common law.

Dare (de^-i), v.% Obs. or dial. Also 3 deare,
4 dere. [Known from ^1200; but not found in

OE., though the early ME. darien suggests an OE.
*darian. Perh. identical with the stem of MDu.
and LG. bedaren to appease, abate, compose, calm,
Flemish verdaren, verdarien to astonish, amaze

;

but the word has not been found in the earlier

stages of the Teutonic langs., and the primary
signification and sense-development are uncertain.]

I. intr.

"\ 1. To gaze fixedly or stupidly; to stare as one

terrified, amazed, or fascinated. Obs.
a 1225 Leg. Kath. 2048 pe keiser. .dearede al adeadet,

druicninde & dreori. 01250 Owl fy Night. 384 'Ich mai
i-son so wel so on hare, Thejj Jch bi daie sitte an dare.
c 1350 Will. Palerne 4055 pe king was kast in gret bou^t ;

he dared as doted man for pe bestes dedes. 1444 Pol. Poems
(Rolls) II. 218 The snayl gpth lowe doun, Darythe in his

shelle, yit may he se no sight. 1526 SKELTON Magnyf.
1358, I have an hoby can make larkys to dare. 1530
PALSGR. 506/2, I dare, I prye or loke about me, je aduise
alentour. What darest thou on this facyon ? me thynketh
thou woldest catche larkes. 1549 THOMAS Hist. Italic 96
The emperour. . constreigned Henry Dandolo. -to stande so

longe daryng in an hotte basen, that he lost his sight.

t 2. fig. To be in dismay, tremble with fear, lose

heart, dread. Obs.
c 1300 Cursor M. 21870 (Edin.) For he se sale rise and rute,
mam man sal dere and dute. c 1340 Gaw. $ Gr. Knt. 2258
For drede he wolde not dare, c 1440 York Myst. xxviii. 2

My flesshe dyderis and daris for doute of my dede. 1513
BRADSHAW St. Werburge i. 2654 Dredefully darynge comen
now they be, Theyr wynges traylynge entred into the hall.

f3. To lie motionless (generally with the sense

of fear), to lie appalled ; to crouch. Also _/?.,

esp. in droop and dare. Obs.
c 1220 Bestiary 406 Ne stereS je [5e fox] nojt of 3e stede

. .oc dare5 so je ded were, a 1225 Juliana 42 penne darie

we & ne durren neuer cumen biuoren him. c 1386 CHAUCER
Shipmates T. 103 Thise wedded men bat lye and dare As
in a fourme sit a wery hare, r 1420 Anturs of Arth. iv,

The dere in the dellun Thay droupun and daren. a 1450
Le Morte A rih, 2575 Knyghtis of kynges blode, That longe

wylle not droupe and dare. ? a 1500 Chester PI. <Shaks.

Soc.) II. 148 (Date of MS. 1592!, Builded thinges to grounde
shall falle. .And men in graves dare.

f4. To be hid, lie hid, lurk. Obs.

a 1225 Leg. Kath. 1135 3ef drihtin, be darede in ure men-

nesse, wrahte beos wundres. 1382 WYCLIF Mark vii. 24 And
Jhesus .. mighte not dare or be priny [1388 be hid]. 14. .

Epiph. in Tundale^s Vis. 107 The worm .. Dareth full oft

There is moche pryde hydde in the grounde of thyne herte,

as the foxe dareth in his denne. c 1440 Pronip. Parv. 113

Daryn, or drowpyn or prively to be hydde, latito, lateo.

fb. with indirect obj. (dative) : To be hid from,

escape, be unknown to.

1382 WYCLIF 2 Pet, iii. 5 It daarith hem [1388 it is hid fro

hem] willinge this thing. Ibid. iii. 8 Oo thing daare aou not

or be not unknowun. Acts xxvi. 26, I deme no thing of

these for to dare him.

II. trans.

f*
5. To daze, paralyse, or render helpless, with

the sight of something ; to dazzle and fascinate.

To dare larks, to fascinate and daze them, in order

to catch them. (Cf. sense i, quots. 1526-30, and
DARING vbl. j.2 ) Obs.

1547 HOOPER Ans7i>. Bp. Winchester's Bk. Wks. (Parker

Soc!) 203 Virtuous councillors, whose eyes cannot be dared
with these manifest and open abominations, a 1556 CRAN-
MER Wks. I. 107 Like unto men that dare larks, which hold

up an hoby, that the larks' eyes being ever upon the hoby,
should not see the net that is laid on their heads. 1602

WARNER Alb. Eng. x. xxxix. (1612) 256 The Spirit that for

God himselfe was made, Was dared by the Flesh. 1613
SHAKS. Hen. VIU, in. ii. 282 Let his Grace go forward, And
dare vs with his Cap, like Larkes. 1621 FLETCHER Pilgrim
i. i, Some costrell That hovers over her and dares her daily.

1671 TEMPLE Ess. Const. Empire Wks. 1731 I. 90 They
think France will be dared, and never take Wing, while

they see such a Naval Power as ours and the Dutch hover-

ing about all their Coasts. 1860 SALA in Cornh, Mag.
II. 239 A * dare

'

for larks or circular board with pieces of

looking-glass inserted, used in sunshiny days, for the pur-
pose o? daring or dazing larks from their high soaring flight

to within a distance convenient for shooting or netting
them.

f6. To daunt, terrify, paralyse with fear. Now
dial
1611 BEAUM. & FL. Maid's Trag. iv. \, For I have done

those follies, those mad mischiefs, Would dare a woman.

1627 DRAYTON Agincourt 97 Clifford whom no danger yet
could dare. 1778 Gloss. Exmoor Scolding (ed. 9), Dere, to

hurry, frighten, or astonish a Child. s.v. Thir, Dere,
a Word commonly used by Nurses in Devonshire, signifying
to frighten or hurry a Child out of his senses. 1864 CAPERN
Devon Provinc., To dare, to frighten. He dare d we, he

surprized me. / was dare^d, I was surprized.

Hence Dared///, a.

a 1400-50 Alexander 3044 Selcuth kni^tis, Sum darid

\Dnbl. MS. dasyd], sum dede, sum depe wondid. 1563
Homilies n. Idolatry in. (1^59) 252 They become a* wise as

the blocks themselves which they stare on, and so fall down
as dared larks in that gaze. 1678 DRYUEN <"</*> i. i, Then
cowered like a dared lark.



DABE.

Dare, vJ obs. var. DKHE, to injure, hurt.
Dare (deJ

N
, rf.i Also 6 darre.

[f. DARE t.i]
1. An act of daring or defying ; a defiance, chal-

lenge. Now
follocj.

1594 .Firi/ //. Contention v, Can/. Euen when Ihou
i. 11 ii. Dare. I tell thee Priest, Planlagcnets could

neuer brooke the dare. 1600 HEVWOOU a Edw. IY Wlci.
1874 I. 96 His defiance and his dare to warre. 1606 SIIAKS.
Ant. ff Cl. i. ii. ii)i Scxlus Pompeius Hath giuen the dare

-

er
, sai one o te men.

f2. Daring, boldness. Obs.
1595 MARKHAM Sir R. Criimilt Ixxvii, And yet, then these

my darre shall be no lesse. IS96S|IAKS. i llm. H', iv.i. 78
It lends. .A larger Dare to your great Enterprise.
Dare (dej), sb*

[f. DARE z/.2] A contrivance
for 'daring' or fascinating larks.
1860 SALA Hogarth in Cornh, Mar. II. 239 note. The
dare' I have seen resembles a cocked hat, or chateau
trm, in form, and is studded with bits of looking-glass,
not convex, but cut in facets inwards, like the theatrical
>rnament cast in zinc, and called a '

logic '. The setting is

9 AtlutKium 28 Jan. 122/1 The dare for larks, or mirror
surrounded by smaller ones, over the mantel-piece, which
exercised many commentators [Hogarth's Distressed fuel].

t Dare, s&fl Obs. Also 5 dar. [A singular
formed on Jars, OF. dars, dare, pi. of dart, dard
dart, dace. The OF. pi. dars and nom. sing, dars
became in Eng. darse, darce, DACE.] =DACE.
[1314 in Wardrobe Ace. 8 Eiim. II, at/u Dars roches et

pik 2i. &/.] C147S /'id. Vocab. in Wr.-Walcker 763/36Hie capita, a dar. 1621 DRAYTON Fofy-oti.xxvi, The pretty
slender dare, of many call'd the dace. 1708 Honcux
Rabelais i. iii, As large as a Dare- Fish of Loire. 1740
R. BROOKES Art o/Angling I. xxiii. 60 The Dace or Dare
is not unlike a Chub.

tDare, darre, si.* Obs. [Cf. F. dare, 'a
huge big bellie ; also, Dole '

(Cotgr.).] ? A por-
tion (or some definite portion).
1518 Pa}ers of Earls of Cnmbrid. in Whitaker Hist

Craven (1812) 308 Item, for herbes five dares.. for yeast,
five dares. 1601 F. TATE Hoiiseh. Ord. Edw. If, 2 (1876)
6 His livere. .shalbe a darre of bredde. Ibid. 9 He may
take two darres of bred.

Dare
(
=

</at), darh, var. of THAU v., need.
Da-re-all, [f. DARE v.^ + ALL : cf. dare-devil]

One who or that which dares all
; a covering that

braves all weather, a '

dread-nought '.

1840 T. HOOK Fitzherbert I. xi. 120 Enveloped in mackin-
toshes, great-coats, dare-alls, boas and oilskins.

Dared, ///. a. : see DARK v.*

Dare-devil (.de>i|de:vfl), st. and a.
[{. DARE

.l + DEVIL : cf. cutthroat, scarecrcnu.]
A. sl>. One ready to dare the devil

; one who is

recklessly daring.
794 WOLCOTT (P Pindar) Odes to Mr. Paine ii, I deemed

myself a dare-devil in rhime. 1841 LYTTON in. <J- Morn
(1851) 152 A dangerous, desperate, reckless dare-devil. 1874GRKKN Snarl Hist. x. i Robert Clive .. an idle dare-devil
of a boy whom his friends had been glad to get rid of.

B. adj. Of or pertaining to a dare-devil
; reck-

lessly daring.
1831 W. IRVING Alhambrall. 193 A certain dare-devil cast

of countenance. 1860 MOTLEY Netherl. 1. 159 Plenty of dare-
devil skippers ready to bring cargoes.
Hence Da-re-devilish a., Da re-de vilism,

Da-re-de'vilry, -deviltry (U.S.).
1886 Blachw. Mag. CXL. 737 His faults were dare-devilism

and recklessness. 1859 Sat. Xev. VIII. 24/2 The dare,
devilry which prompts a respectable girl to make her way
into the hauntsof vice. 1886 MRS. C. FRAUD Mils Jacobsens
Chance I. vi. in The spice of dare-devilry in him was in

piquant contrast to, etc. 1881 N. Y. Nation XXXII. 369No city has for courage and dare-deviltry surpassed Milan
Dare-fish : see DABE sb$
t Da-refnl, a. Obs. rare.

[f. DARE sbl or t.l
+ -FUL.] Full of daring or defiance.
1605 SHAKS. Macb. v. v. 6 We might haue met them dare-

lull, beard to beard. 1614 SYLVESTER Part. Verities Royall
994 Not by the Prowesse. .Of his owne darefull hand.

Darer (deo-raj\ [f. DAKE.' + -EH.] One who
dares or ventures

; one who challenges or defies.
1614 RAIEIGH Hist. World II. v. iii. 16. 454 The best,

and most fortunate of these Great Darers. 16*4 FLETCHER
Kuli a Wife in. v, Another darer come ? 1748 RICHARDSON
Clarissa (1811) V. 348 Women to women, thou knowesl,are
great darers and incentives. 1884 A. FORBES in Eng. llluit.

"f.f- Dec. 150 Of such men as Cavagnari is our empire i.f

India a thinker, a doer, a darer.

DaTesome, a, dial. [See -SOME.] Venture-
some, foolhardy.
1864 L. N. COMVM Atherstone Priory I. 101, I don't like

to see her so careless and daresome-like.

Darf, var. of DEHF a. Obs., keen, and THARP v.

Obs., to need.

Dargftdajy). St. aiu\nort/i.dtal. Alsosdawerk,
dawark, $ daurk, 9 daark, dark, darrak.darroch ,

dargue, daurg. [A syncopated form of daywei k,
or dayivark, DAYWOKK, through the series of forms

dawark, *daark, dark, darg, the latter being now
the common form in Scotland.] A day's work, the
task of a day ; also, a defined quantity or amount
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of work, or of the product of work, done in a cir-
tain time or at a ccitain rate of payment ; a task.CSM WYNTOUN Chron. ix. xiv. 44 (Jam.) That duleful
dawerk that tyme wes done. 1489 Act. Audi!.

. , &araur
|

we twa hae wrought. 1704 Statist. Ace. Scot. XII. 300A darg of marl, i.e. as much as could be cast up by the spad
'in one day. 1818 Scorr Hrt. Midi, xxvi, I have a lang day's

darg afore me. 1831-4 DE QUINCEV Cirsars Wks. 1862 IX.
51 You did what in Westmoreland they call a good darroch
1851 GREENWELL Coal-tr. Terms Northumb. if Dark. 21n

r, a fixed quantity of coal to be worked for a certain

And goes out himself to his day's darg.
Hence Da-rg-dayg, days of work done in lieu of

rent or due to the feudal lord. Da-rger, da-rker,
Da-rgsman, day labourer. Da'rgtng, working
as a day-labourer.

8oi JAMIESON H'ater^Kelfie iv. in Scott Minstr. Sc.
Bord., The dargcr left his thrift. 1807 I. STACC Poems 64The laird and dar'ker cheek by chowle, Wad sit and crack
of auld lang seyne. 1788 R. GALLOWAY Poems 119 (Jam.)
Glad to fa to wark that's killing. To common darjuing.
1885 in D. H. Edwards Mud. Sc. Poets Ser. vm. 44 A bar-

I gam . for drainin' or for dargin'. 1845 Whistle-binkie Ser. ill.

T?^ ^ ^"amm dargsmen to put on their claes.

Dari, - DUHRA, Indian millet or Guinea corn.
1891 Daily Neva 28 June 2/8 Buckwheat, dari, and millet

firm. Ibid. 27 Oct. 7/4 Linseed, buckwheat, dari, and millet.

Darial, dariel(le, var. of DABIOLK Obs., pasty.
Daric (dse-rik). Also 6-7 darioke, dari(o)que,

7-9 darick. [ad. Or. Ao/xi*-<!t (properly an adj.

agreeing with OTOTT//) stater).] A gold coin of
ancient Persia, said to have been named from the
first Darius. Also a Persian silver coin of the
same design, specifically called sieves.
1566 PAINTER PaL Pleas. I. 40 The King. . sent to the man

. .a cuppe of golde and a thousand dances. 1586 T. B. La
Primaud. Fr. Acad. 336Two cups . . full, the one of Dariques
of gold, the other of silver Dariques. 1665 SIR T. HERBERT
Treat. (1677) 243 Timagoras . . had received a bribe of ten
thousand Dariques or Sagittaries. 1767 SWINTON in Pkil.
Trans. LVH. 273 note, The bow and arrow.. visible .. on
a very curious Daric. 1879 H. PHILLIPS Notet Coins 5 The
Persian Daric, of which an example in silver is shown.
Darie, obs. form of DAIRY.
Da-rii. Logic. A mnemonic word designating

the third mood of the first figure of syllogisms, in

which, the major premiss is a universal affirmative

(a), and the minor premiss and the conclusion par-
ticular affirmatives (i) ; thus, All A arc B ; Some
C are A : therefore, Some C are B.
I5S T. WILSON LegUe (1580) 27 Vnto the firste figure

belong fower Modes . . Barbara, Celartnt, Darii, Ferio . .

whereby every Proposition is knowne, either to be universal!
or particular, affirmative or negative. 17x7 PRIOR Alma
in. 383, I could . . With learned skill, now push, now parry.
From Darii to Bocardo vary. 1869 FOWLER Ded. Logic
(ed. 3) 99 Thus Disamis, when reduced, will become Darii.

Daring (de>rin), vbl. sbl [f. DARE .' +
-INO '.] The action of the verb DARE '

; adven-
turous courage, boldness, hardihood.
1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. ix. (1632) 596 Incredible

darings . .were not wanting. i6gi HOBBES Leviath. i. xv. 80
As if not the Cause, but the Degree of daring, made Forti-
tude. 1874 GREEN Short Hist. vii. 6. 406 The whole people
had soon caught the self-confidence and daring of their

Queen.

t Da-ring, vbl. sb* Obs.
[f. DARE p.2] The

action of the verb DARE *
; esp. the catching of

larks by dazing or fascinating them (see DAREi.*5\
c 1440 Promt. Parv. 113 Darynge, or drowpynge, licitacio,

latilatio. i6oa CAREW Cornwall (1811) 96 Little round
nets fastened to a staff, not much unlike that which is used
for daring of larks. 1704 Diet.

Ritst.j Clap-net and Look-
ing.glass ; this is otherwise called Donng or Daring. 1766
PENNANT Zool. I. 150 What was called daring of larks.

b. attrib. and Comb., as daring-glass, -net.

1590 GREENE Neuer too late <i6oo> 8 They set out their
faces as Foulers doe their daring glasses, that the Larkes
that scare highest, may stoope soonest. 1616 SUKFI.. &

|

MARKH. Country Farme-jiv You. .shall with your horse and
Hawke ride about her. .till you come so neere her that you
may lay your daring-net over her. 1659 GAVDEN Tears of
Church 197 New notions.. are many times.. the daring-
glasses or decoyes to bring men into the snares of their . .

damnable doctrines.

Da-ring, ///. a. 1
[f. DARE i>.' + -ING

-'.]

1. Of persons or their attributes: Bold, adven-
turous

; hardy, audacious.

158* STANYHURST,*WS, etc. (Arb.) 143 A lolkye Thrasoni-
cal huf snufic . . in phisnomye daring. 1596 SHAKS. i Hen. I /'",

v. i. 91, I do not thinke a brauer Gentleman. .More daring,
or more bold, is now aliue. 1667 MILTON P. L. vi. 129 Half
way he met His daring foe. 1758 S. HAYWARD Serm. xvii.

DABK.

t 8. In quafciWz/^. comb, with another adj., ai

daring-hardy. Obs.

1593
S'/AKS.

Kick. II, ,. iii. ,,3 On paine of death, no person
bejo Ixjld ^>f daring hardle ai to touch Ihr

Da-ring, ///. a.* Obs. Also 4 dareand. [f.DARK v.'^J Staring, trembling, or crouching with
fear, etc. : see the vb.

539 The daring insolence . . of prophane Sinners. 1855
MACAULAY Hist. Eng. IV. 325 Montague, the most daring
and inventive of financiers.

2. transf. zndjfg.
1617 MrnDLKTON & ROWLEY Fair Quarrel i. L 314 To

walk unmuffl'd . . Even in the daring'st streets through all

the city, a 1661 FULLER Worthies (1840) IIL 202 Witness

\y imbleton in this county, a daring structure. 1697 ADOISON
Ess. on Georgia, The last Georgic has indeed as many meta-
phors, but not so daring as this. 1876 FREEMAN Norm.

\

Conii. V. 39 This daring legal fiction.

affrighted fowle.

Daringly (deVrinli), adv. [i DABIKO///. a.i
-t -I.v

-.] In a daring manner.
i6o< CHAPMAN, etc. Kastw. Hoe i. i. (R.), Prouder hopes

which danngly o'eratrike Their place and meant. 1771
Junius Lett. xlii. MO The civil rights of the people ire
daringly invaded. 1848 MACAULAY 1/iit. Eng. II. 533 Men
asked . . what impostor had so daringly and so successfully
personated his highness.

DaringneSB (de-rirjnes). [f. as prec. + -N

Daring quality or charact< r.

t6a MABBF. tr. Aleniati's Guzman eTAlf. ii. 70 Fu
Daringnesse and of Lying. 1647 CLARENDON Hist. Kef.
vii. (1703) II. 276 [Falkland), The daringnew of his Spirit'.
1795 COLERIDGE Plot Discov. 40 The frequency and daring.
ness of their perjuries. 1880 M. BETHAH-EOWAIDO l-'ore-
stalled I. i. ix. 140 'I"he daringness of. .youth.

II Dariole. Obs. Also 5 daryol (e, -iolle, -lal,

yal, -eal, -ielfle, -yel. [a. F. dariolt (14th c.)
a small pasty

'

fijlcd
with (lesh, hearbes, and spices,

mingled and minced together' (Colgr.', now a
cream-tart.] = CUSTARD I a.
T a 1400 Morii Arth. 190 With darielles endordide, and

daynteei ynewe. c 1410 Liber Cocorttm 1 1 862) 38 For darials.
Take creme of almonde mylkc (etc.). c 1430 Two Cooktry.
kits. 47 Darj'oles. Take wyne & fressche bro|, Clowes,
Maces,& Marow..& put ber-to crane. .&]olkys of Eyroun.
Ibid. 53 Darioles. c 1440 Ant. Cookery in Honstk. Ord.
(1790) 443 Darvalys. 1664 ETHERBDCE Com. Revenge m. iv,
I. .did

buy a danole, littel custarde. [1813 SCOTT Quenlin
D.

iv, Ordering confections, darioles, and any other light
dainties he could think of.)

Dark (daik), a. Forms: 1-3 deorc, 3 dearo,
dero, doro, dorok, dare, darck, deork, durc,
3-6 derk, 4 deorke, durke, 4-6 derke, dirk'e,
dyrk, 5 derck, dyrke, dork. 4-7 darkc, 6 darck,
deareke, 6- dark. [OE. deoi c (repr. earlier "derk,
with fracture of e before r + cons.) ; there is no
corresponding adj. in the other Teutonic langs., but
the OHG. wk. vb. tarchanjan, tarhntn, tcnhinen
to conceal, hide, of which the \VGer. form would
be darknjan, appears to contain the same stem
derk, dark. In ME. there a a notable variant

ttierk(e, fherke, thyrke, with the rare substitution
of initial/, tA, for d, for which see TilEBK.l

I. literal.

L Characterized by (absolute or relative) absence
of light ; devoid of or deficient in light ;

nnillumi-
nated ; said esp. of night.
Beowulf 3584 Niht-helm xeswearc deorc ofer dryht-

gumum. c 1000 Ags. Ps. lxxiii(i). 16 l>u dzl setlest and
decree niht. a 1115 Juliana 30 Dreihen hire into dare
{v.r. dorc] hus. citjt LAY. 7563 Hit were dorcke pibt.
f 1340 Cursor M. 16783 (Trin.) pe day wex derker (pen |>

aW- '47-*S MALORY Arthur xvl. xvii, Hit was soonc
derke soo that he myght knowe no man. 1548 HALL Ckron.
113 A verydarke night. 1568 GKAFTON Chron. II. 275 The

fate
was closed, because it was at that time darke. 1697

>RYDEN I'irg. Geore. iv. 354 Lizards shunning Light, a dark
Retreat Have found. 1751 JOHNSON Kamolcr No. 108 P lo1751 JO

ept dark. 1861 .

24 People lose their health in a dark house.

. .

The room was kept dark. 1861 FLO. NIGHTINGALE Nursing
. i*7 J. C.

WILCOCKS Sea Fisherman 190 They will bite when it U to
pitchy dark that you can not see to bait your hook.

t b. A dark house or toom was formerly con-
sidered a proper place of confinement for a mad-
man ; hence to keep (a person) dark, to keep him
confined in a dark room. Obs.

1590 SHAKS. Com. Err. iv. iv. 97 Both Map and Master is

posscst . . They must be bound and laidc in some darke
roome. 1600 A. Y. L. HI. ii. 421 Loue is meerely a mad-
nesse, and . .deterues as wet a darke house, and a whip, as
madmen do. 1601 AlFs Well iv. L 106 Till then He
keepe him darke and safely lockt. 1630 MASSINGER Rene-
gado iv. i, He. .charged me To keep him [a madman] dark,
and to admit no visitants. 1687 JKFFERIES in Magd. Coll.
< >\f. Hist. Soc. '61 This man ought to be kept in a dark
room. Why dp you suffer him without a guardian ?

O. Of luminous bodies: Dim; invisible. Dark
moon = dark ofthe moon ; f dark star (see 1594 .

a n3 ('. E. CAri'w. an. 1 106 Se steorra atywde innon Jwet
tuowest he wics litel gebuht and deorc. 1551 RECORDS
Cast. Knmul. (!556i 272 'ITiey . . that be cailAi Cloudy
starres : and a lesser sorte yet named Darke starres. 1594
BLUNDEVILJ-/IC. in. l xxiii. (ed. 7)328 Besides these, there
be fourteene others [stars], whereof five be called cloudy, and
the other darke, because they are not to be scene but of
a very quick and sharpe sight. 1653 in Picton 7.'/W
Munic. Kec. (1883) I. 192 Two lanthoms . . everie night in

y* dark moone be sett out at the High Crosse. 1860 BART
ixrrDict. Amer., Dark moon, the interval between the old
and the new moon.
2. Of clouds, the sky, etc. : Reflecting or trans-

mitting little light; gloomy from lack of light,
sombre.
c looo Ags. Ps. Ixviii. [Ixix.] 14 Ado me of deope decrees

wzteres. rugo X if. l.ff. I. 441 365 pat ludlokeste
weder

J
at mi^hte beo . . Swart and deork and grislich. c 1325

E. E. Allit. P. B. 1020 pe derk dede see hit is denied euer

5



DARK.

more. 1460 CAPGRAVE Chron. 152 A wedyr so dirk and so

lowd that men supposed the Cherch should falle. 1658

WILLSFORD Natures Secrets 100 Cloudy and dark weather.

1711 ADDISON Spect. No. 159 * 8 Those dark Clouds which

cover the Ocean. 1870 C. F. GORDON-CUMMING in CM*.

\\'ords 133/2 A deep valley, with dark hills on every side.

3. Of the ordinary colour of an object: Approach-

ing black in hue.

1382 WYCLIF Lev. xiii. 6 If more derker were the lepre,

antf not waxed in the skynne . . it is a scab, r 1400 Lou-

franc's Cirnrg. 181 If be colour of his bodi be derk Oliver

blac. 1606 SHAKS. Tr. $ Cr. r. i. 41 And her haire were not

somewhat darker than Helens. 1795 SOUTHLY Joan of
Arc v. 27 Her dark hair floating on the morning gale. 1800

tr. Lagrange's Chem. II. 88 Two liquors, one of which has

a dark and almost black colour. 1873 Act 36-7 Viet. c. 85

3 Her name.. shall be marked on her stern, on a dark

ground in white or yellow letters.

b. Of the complexion : The opposite of fair.

c 1400 Rom. Rose 1009 This ladie called was Beaute. . Ne
she was derk ne broun, but bright. 1784 COOK Third Voy.

v. iii. (R.), Their complexion is rather darker than that of

the Otaheiteans. 1870 DICKENS R. Drood ii, Mr. Jasper is

a dark man of some slx-and-twenty.

C. Prefixed, as a qualification, to adjectives of

colour: Deep in shade, absorbing more light

than it reflects ;
the opposite of light, (Usually

hyphened with the adj. when the latter is used

attributively.)

dark mouse or almost black below. 1810 SCOTT Lady ofL.

n. xxv, The bound of dark-brown doe. 1846 M'CuLLOCH
Ace. Brit. Empire (1854) I. 223 The sheep, .many are grey,

some black, and a few of a peculiar dark buff colour. 1863
M. L. WHATELY Ragged Life Egypt M\\, 163 Clad in the

ordinary dark-blue drapery.

II. fig.
4. Characterized by absence of moral or spiritual

light; evil, wicked; also, in a stronger sense, char-

acterized by a turpitude or wickedness of sombre

or unrelieved nature ; foul, iniquitous, atrocious.

/r 1000 Satan 105 (Gr.) Feond seondon re5e, dimme, and
decree, c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Luke xi. 34 5if Hn eaje . . byS
deorc call bin lichama by5 pystre. 1377 LANGL._ P. PL B.

xix. 21 Alle derke deuelles aren adradde to heren it [}>e name
of ihesus]. 1393 GOWER Con/. I. 63 Semende of light

they werke The dedes, whiche are inward derke. 1593
SHAKS. Rich. //, i. i. 169 My faire name . . To darke dis-

honours vse, thou shalt not haue. Ibid. v. ii. 96 Thou fond

mad woman Wilt thou conceale this darke Conspiracy?

1663 J. SPENCER Prodigies (1665) 335 We shall find these

consecrated weapons of infinite more force against the

powers of the Dark Kingdom. 1733 POPE Ep. Bathurst 28

It [gold] serves what life requires, But, dreadful too, the

dark Assassin hires. 1792 MARY WOLLSTONECR. Rights
Worn. v. 230 Sometimes displaying the light and sometimes
the dark side of their character. 1848 MACAULAY Hist. Eng.
I. 166 Associated in the public mind with the darkest and
meanest vices. 1852 Miss YoNCECVw/vw II. xx. 216 A dark

tragedy was preparing in the family of King Robert.

5. Devoid of that which brightens or cheers ;

gloomy, cheerless, dismal, sad.

( ? 1000 Wanderer 89 (Gr.) Se ois decree lif deope fceond-

J>ence|>. 1592 SHAKS. Rom. $ Jut. m. v. 36 More darke &
darke our woes. 1636 HEYLIN Sabbath \\. 141 Then the

times were at the darkest. 1715 DE FOE Fata. Instruct.

i. i. (1841) II. s We don't see the house is the darker for it.

1818 SHELLEY Rosalind ^ Helen 171 So much of sympathy
to borrow As soothed her own dark lot. 1849 ROBERTSON
Serm. Ser. i. iv. (1866) 76 To look on the dark side ofthings.
1888 BRYCE Amer. Comm, II. xl. 90 The prospect for such
an aspirant is a dark one.

b. Of a person's disposition, etc. : Gloomy,
sullen, sad.

1596 SHAKS. Merch. J'. v. i. 87 The motions of bis spirit
are dull as night And his affections darke as Erebus. 1705
ADDISON JtalyQ.), Men of dark tempers. 1735 SOMERVILLE
Chase i. 200 If in dark sullen Mood The glouting Hound
refuse his wonted Meal. i86a CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. (1865)
III. ix. x. 178 Ah, ah, you are in low spirits, I see. We must
dissipate that dark humour.

c. Of the countenance : Clouded with anger or

dislike, frowning.
1599 SHAKS. Ven. <$ Ad. 182 Adonis, .with a heavy, dark,

disliking eye. .cries
*

Fie, no more of love !

'

1821 SHELLEY
Epipsych. 62 Art thou not.. A smile amid dark frowns?

1852 MRS. STOWE Uncle Tom^s C. iii, 14 The brow of the

young man grew dark.

6. Obscure in meaning, hard to understand.
c 1320 Cast. Love 71 pauh hit on Englisch be dim and

derk. c 1380 WYCLIF Serm. Sel. Wks. I. 105 Men ben

blyndid bi derke speche. 1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) V.

279 Hisprophesie J?at is so derk. 1495 Act ii Hen. VII,
c. 8 Which acte. .is so obscure derke and diffuse that [etc.].

1533 COVBRDALE 2 Chron. ix. i The quene of rich Arabia . .

came.. to proue Salomon with darke Sentences. 1559 SCOT
in Strype Ann. Re/. I. App. x. 30 This matter is . . darke,
and of great difficultie to be . . playnlye discussed. 1626
BACON Sylva 103 The Cause is dark, and hath not been
rendred by any. 1687 R. L/ESTRANGE Annt>, Dissenter 44
He 's a little Dark in this Paragraph ; but the Change of
One Word will make him. .Clear. 1866 ARGYLL Reign Law
vi, (1871) 209 These may seem far-fetched illustrations, and
of slight value in so dark a subject.

fb. Obscure in name or fame; little known or

regarded. Obs.

^1374 CHAUCER Boeth. m. ix. 83 What demest J>ou. .is bat
a dirke |>ing and nat noble }>at is suffisaunt reuerent and
mysty. 1551 TURNER Herbal i. Prol. A iij a, I . . darker in

name, and farr vncler these men in knowledge. 1577-87
HOUNSHKD Chron. III. 1221/1 She hath made hircouncell
of poors, darke, beggerlie fellows.

34

C. Obscure to ' the mind's eye ',
or to memory ;

indistinct, indiscernible.

1591 SHAKS. Ven. fc Ait. 760 If thou destroy them not m
dark obscurity. 1610 'J emp. I. ii. 50 What seest thou els

In the dark-backward and Abisme of Time 1 a 1800

Cmvi'KK On Kiogr. Brit. 8 Names ignoble, born tobcforgot

. .dark oblivion soon absorbs them all. 1810 Scon' Lady
pff.. Ml. i, The verge of dark eternity.

7. Hidden from viewer knowledge; concealed,

secret. To keep dark : to keep secret (colloq.*}.

1605 SHAKS. Lear I. i. 37 We shal expresse our darker pur-

pose. . Know, that we haue diuided In three our Kingdome.
1681 CKOWNE Hen. VI, n. 14 By your passions I read all

your natures, Though you at other times can keep 'em dark.

1861 DICKENS Gt. Jixfect. \, He hid himself . . kept himself

dark. 1888 J. PAYN Myst. Mirliriiige xxiii, She kept it

dark about the young lady who was staying with her.

b. Of a person : Secret ;
silent as to any matter ;

reticent, not open, that conceals his thoughts and

designs.
1675 OTWAY AMUada n. i, But use such secrecy as

stolen Loves should have, Be dark as the hush'd silence of

the grave. 1706 J. LOGAN in Fa. Hist. Sac. Mem. X. 145

He is exceedingly dark and hidden, and thoughts work in

his mind deeply without communicating. 1738 POPE ///.

Sat. n. 131 And Lyttelton a dark, designing knave. 1846

PRESCOTT Ferd. * Isab. I. ii. 125 The dark, ambiguous
character of Ferdinand. 1885 Century Jlfnf.

XXX. 380/2

Of course, I 'II keep as dark about it as possible.

8. Ofwhom or which nothing is generally known ;

about whose powers, etc., the public are ' in the

dark'.
Dark horse (Racing slang), a horse about whose racing

powers little is known ; hencefig. a candidate or competitor
of whom little is known or heard, but who unexpectedly
comes to the front. In U.S. Politics, a person not named
as a candidate before a convention, who unexpectedly
receives the nomination, when the convention has failed to

agree upon any of the leading candidates.

1831 DISRAELI Yng. Duke v. (Farmer), A dark horse,

which had never been thought of . . rushed past the grand
stand in sweeping triumph. 1860 Sat. Rev. IX. 593/1

A Headship, .often given by the College conclaves to a man
who has judiciously kept himself dark. 1865 Sketches

from Camb. 36 (Hoppe) Every now and then a dark horse

is heard of, who is supposed to have done wonders at some
obscure small college. 1884 in Harper's Mag. Aug. 472/1
A simultaneous turning toward a 'dark horse '. 1885 BF.RESF.

HOPE in Pall Mall C. 19 Mar. TO/I Two millions of dark

men . . whose ignorance and stupidity could hardly be grasped.
1888 Boston (Mass.) jfrnl. 19 June 5/4 That a dark horse is

likely to come out of such a complicated situation as this is

most probable. 1891 N. GOULD Double Event 8 When he

won the Regimental Cup with Rioter, a dark horse he had

specially reserved to discomfort them. 1893 Standard

17 Apr. 6/6 Irish Wake, a ' dark ' son of Master Kildare.

9. Not able to see ; partially or totally blind
;

sightless. 06s. exc. dial.

138* WYCLIF Gen. xlviii. 10 The eyen fbrsothe of Yrael

weren derke for greet eelde, and cleerli he my}te not se.

14. . Stacyons of Rome 321 in Pol. Rel. $ L. Poems (1866)

124, I mayse now bat ere was derke. 1576 FLEMING Panopl.

Epist. 242 So farre foorth as my dimme and darke eyesight
is able to pearce. 1658 ROWLAND Moiiff. Theat. Ins. 1098
Some there are, that cure dark sights by reason of a Cata-

ract. 1768 Chron. in Ann. Reg. 203/1 Mr. Bathom has been

totally dark for seven years. 1806 Meil. Jrnl. XV. 152 His
other eye was nearly quite dark. 1875 Lane. Gloss., Dark,
blind.

'

Help him o'er th' road, poor lad, he's dark.'

10. Void of intellectual light, mentally or spirit-

ually blind; unenlightened, uninformed, destitute

of knowledge, ignorant.
c 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. in. ii. 67 Of whiche men be corage

alwey. .seekeb be souereyne goode of alle be it so tat it be

wib a derke memorie. 1513 BRADSHAW St. IVerbnrge
cclxxxviii. Balade i, To be examined by my nidenes all

derke. rti668 DENHAM (J.), The age wherein he liv'd

was dark. 1667 MILTON P. L. i. 22 What in me is dark

Illumine, what is low raise and support. 1688 SHADWEI.L

Syr. Alsaiia iv, I am not so dark neither; I am sharp, sharp
as a needle. 1774^

FLETCHER Hist. Ess. Wks. 1795 IV. 15 If

you oppose his principles . . he supposes that you are quite
dark. 1837 J- *?

NEWMAN Proph. Office Ch. 184 Anglican
divines will consider him still dark on certain other points of

Scripture doctrine. [See also Dark Ages in 13 c.]

H 11. Sometimes two or more fig. senses are

combined, as in the Dark Continent = Africa.

1878 H. M. STAN LEY (title), Through the Dark Continent.

1890 (title), Through Darkest Africa. 1891 BOOTH (title),

In Darkest England, and the way out.

12. quasi-iMfe. a. In a dark manner, darkly.
1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L. in. v. 39 Beauty . . I see no more in

you Then without Candle may goe darke to bed. 1821

JOANNA BAILLIE Met. Le%., Ld. John xv, Then dark lower d
the baron's eye. 1865 Sketchesfrom Camb. 36 A man may
choose to run dark, and may astonish his friends in the
final contest of the mathematical tripos. [Cf. dark horse
in 8.]

13. Comb. a. adverbial, as dark-closed, -em-

brmuned, -flowing, -glancing, -rolling, -working ;

b. parasynthetic, as dark-bosomed, -browed,
-coloured, -complexioned, -eyed, -haired, -hearted

(hence -heartedness), -leaved, -minded, -skinned,

-stemmed, --veiled, -veined, etc.

1594 DANIEL Cleopatra Wks. (1718) 278 Thou [Nemesis]
from *dark-clos'd Eternity . . The World's Disorders dost

descry. 1726-46 THOMSON Winter 813 Sables, of glossy
black; and *dark-embrowned. 1868 LD. HOUGHTON Select.
80 The "dark-flowing hours I breast in fear. 1812 BVRON
Ch. Har. i. lix, Match me those Houries. .With Spain's
dark-glancing daughters. 1x183$ M RS ' HEMANS Poems,

Guerilla^ Leader's V&w, Through the *dark-rolling mists

they shine. 1853 HICKIF, tr. Aristoph. (1872) II. 603

DARK.

0, *dark-shining dusk of night. 1859 TKNNVSON Lancelot $
Elaine 337 The face before her lived, *Dark-splendid. 1590
SHAKS. Com. Err. \. ii. 99 *Darke working Sorcerers.

1863 I. WILLIAMS ISaplisttry 11. xxvii, Dark-bosom'd,

glorious sea! 1845 MRS. NORTON Child of Islands (1846)
188 *Dark-browed and beautiful he stood. 1768-74 TUCKER
Lt. Nat. (1852) II. 369 Whether 1 shall put on. .my *dark-

coloured suit. 1840 R. H. DANA Be/. Must x. 24 A delicate,

dark-complexioned young woman. 1605 SHAKS. Lear n. i.

121 Out of season, threddmg*darke ey'd night. 1814 BYRON
Corsair in. xvii, And now he turned him to that dark'd-

eyed slave. 1813 SCOTT Tricrm. n. xxvii, Slow the dark-

fringed eyelids fall. 1881 LADY HERBERT Edith 2 A bright,
dark-haired young lady. 1862 M. HOI-KINS Hawaii 367
In the time of our dark-heartedness. 1870 BRYANT Homer
1. ii. 61 Forty Mark-hulled Locrian Barks. 1861 Miss
PKATT Flower. Plants V. 105 The *Dark-leayed Sallow.

1795 SOUTHEY Joan of'Arc Vlll. 618 *Dark-minded man!

1741 YOUNG Nt. Th, ii. 344 Quite wingless our desire,

In sense *dark-prison'd. a 1600 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. Pref.

3
The *dark-sighted man is directed by the cleere about

things visible. 1701 Lond. Gaz. No. 3754/8 Missing..
Elizabeth Benson, .dark-brown Hair'd. .a little dark sighted.

1885 MABEL COLLINS Prettiest Woman ix, The dark-

skinned Russian women had made a hero of him. 1634
"Dark-
Mt.

C. Specialized comb, or phrases : dark ages, a

term sometimes applied to the period of the Mid-

dle Ages to mark the intellectual darkness charac-

teristic of the time; dark box (Photogr.}, a box

totally excluding light, used for storing plates, etc. ;

dark chamber, t (a) a camera obscura (ofa.) ;

(b) Photogr. dart-room ; f dark-closet, dark

glasses (see quots.) ; dark-house (see I b) ; t dark

light = DEAD-LIGHT I ; dark-room (Pho/ogr.},

a room from which all actinic rays of light are

excluded, used by photographers when dealing
with their sensitized plates : see also I b ; dark

slide (Photogr.}, the holder for the sensitized

plate ; f dark tent, a camera obscura ;
dark-

well, an arrangement in a microscope for forming
a dark background to a transparent object when
illuminated from above.

[1687 BURNET Trav. in. ii There is an infinite number of

the Writers of the 'darker Ages.] 1730 A. GORDON Maffets
Amphith.yfi A Theatre, .called so in the dark Ages, when
such Names were given at random. 1837 HALLAM Hisi.

Lit. I. 5 Gregory 1. .the chief authority in the dark ages.

1857 BUCKLE Cn'ilis. I. ix. 558 During these, which are

rightly called the Dark Ages, the clergy were supreme.

1887 Brit, jfrnl. Photogr. Ii Nov. 713^2
Wind them on to

rollers to be put into journal bearings in a Mark box.^ 1726
LEONI Designs 3 b. Ward-robes or Cup-boards, which by
a new name in the Art are called *Dark-closets. 1867
SMYTH Sailor s Word-ok., *Dark g-lasses. shades fitted to

instruments of reflection for preventing the bright rays of

the sun from hurting the eye of the observer. 1683 Ravin

Conscience 278 in Songs Lond. Prent. (Percy) 80 But, when
the shop-folk me did spy, They drew their *dark light

instantly. 1820 SCORESBY Ace. Arctic Keg. II. 452 We . .

caulked the dark-lights. 1841 Specif. Claitdefs Patent No.

9*93' 3 [Red light] allows the operator to see how to perform
the work without being obliged . . to remain in a *dark

room. 185* Specif. Nnvltm's Patent No. 179 Apparatus
for taking photographic pictures without the use of a dark

room. 1883 W. K. BURTON Mod. Pliotogr. (1892) 21 To

purchase a
' dark-room lamp

'

from a photographic apparatus
dealer. 1887 Brit. Jrnl. Photogr. ii Nov. 717/1 Professor

Stebbing exhibited a metal *dark slide. 1706 PHILLIPS

(ed. Kersey),
*Dark Tent, a Box made almost like a Desk,

with Optick Glasses, to take the Prospect of any Building,

Fortification, Landskip, etc. 1867 J. HOGG Microsc. i. ii. 83
The use of a set of *dark-wells.

Dark (daik), sb. Forms : 4-5 derk(e, 5 dirk,

6 darcke, 6-7 darke, 6- dark. [f. DARK a. : cf.

the analogy of light sb. and adj.]

1. Absence of light; dark state or condition;

darkness, esp. that of night.
t Dark of the moon : the time near new moon when

there is no moonlight : cf. dark moon s.y.
DARK a. i c.

a 1300 K. Horn 1431 He ladde hure bi be derke Into his

nywe werke. c 1450 Miroitr Salnacioun 1906 To seke Crist

in the derke with Lanternes and with fire brandes. 1533
T. WILSON Rhct. (1580) 160 Gropyng in the darcke.

ROWLANDS Betraying ofClirist Wks. 54 The Sunne was hid,

nights darke approcht apace. 1626 BACON Sytaa I 276 If you
come suddenly . . out of the Dark into a Glaring Light, the

eye is dazeled for a time. 1651 Hartlib's Legacy (1655) ifo

Gardiners and Husbandmen . . talking of the dark of the

Moon. 1760 C. JOHNSTON CArjsal (1822) III. 116 He dares

not to sleep by himself or be a moment alone in the dark.

1801 tr. C. F. DAMBERGER'S Trav. Africa 122 If a boy is

born.. in the dark of the moon. 1830 TENNYSON Ode to

Memory iv, To dimple in the dark of rushy coves.

b. The dark time ; night ; nightfall.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 1079 The derke was done & the day

sprange. a 1400-50 Alexander 4773 It drose to be derke.

1718 LADY M. W. MONTAGUE Lett. hi. II. 73 Before we got

to the foot of the mountain, which was not till after dark.

1771 E. LONG Trial of Dog 'Porter', One evening after

dark. 1833 HT. MARTINEAU Tale of Tyne i. 3 He quitted
the keel . . just at dark. 1868 MORRIS Earthly Par. I. 93
While day and dark, and dark and day went by.

C. A dark place ; a place of darkness.

I. 8 Above the Skyes they fix'd his blest abode, And from

the Darks of Hell fetch'd up the God. 1883 S. LANIKR

Eng. Novel 47 (Cent. Diet.) Those small darks which are

enclosed by caves and crumbling dungeons.



DARK.
2. fig. .1

/,',!/>
in l/i,- Juik : s< u I .KAI-.)

.1369 CUM, I.,, /',./ l!l,, IIUfhe 609 Toderkc.u..,cu
;.ll n.y lyhu. 1541 WVATT /V,,,-/. Psalm, |j. The Anthor
iv, Lulu of (.race lli.it ilaik of sin did hiiic.

35

s turned

8. Dark colour or shade
; spc(. in ,/r/. a part of

;'/;/.

light against
-

. .

n picture in shadow, as opi used to a
//;'/;/.

1675 A. BROWNE Ars /'id. 90 Ever place light
dark, aod d.uk :i.;.mist light. 1715 J. KK-HAKUSON Th.
I ainlmg 113 A 1'iclurc sometimes consists of a Mass of
I.icht . .s,,m,-i,m,-s..of a Mass of Dark at the bottom,
another Lighter above that. i8>i CRAIG Ltd. Drawing

the spots, but his dark.-..

b. fig. A dark spot, n blot.

1637 SHIRLEY Lady of Pitas, l. i, Had not the poet been
bribed to a modest hxprcssion of your antic gambols in 't,Some darks had been discovered.
4. The condition of being hidden from view, ob-

scure, or unknown ; obscurity. In the dark : in
concealment or secrecy.
1618 FKI.T.IAM Resolves i. xlii. 127 Vice . . ever thinks in

this darke, to hide her abhorred foulnesse. 1643 SIR T
BROWNE Relig. Med. n. 4, I am in the dark to all the
world, and my nearest friends behold me but in a cloud
a 1731 ATTERIIUKY (J.), All he says of himself is, that he is
an obscure person ; one, I suppose . . that is in the dark. 1888
BRYCK Aiuer. Coimmu. III. xcvi. 342 note. Such legislation
. . is usually procured in the dark and by questionable means.
t b. Obscurity of meaning. Obs.

1699 RF.NTLEY Phal. 175 Ihe Threat had something of
dark in u.

6. In the dark : in a state of ignorance ; without
knowledge as regards some particular fact.

1677 W. HUBDARD Narrative n. 47 As to what hapned
afterward, we are yet much in the dark. 1690 LOCKK
Hum. Ifud. u. xxiii. 28 If here again we enquire how
this is done, we are equally in the dark. 1781 COWPEK
Mutual Forbearance 9 Sir Humphrey, shooting in the
dark, Makes answer quite beside the mark. 1791 BUBKE
Corr. 11844)111. 185, I am entirely in the dark about the
designs . . of the powers of Europe. 1802 M. EDGEWORTH
Moral T. (1816) I. xix. 165, I hope you will no longer keepme in the dark. 1876 GLADSTONE in Contemp. Rev., June 2We seem to be. .in the dark on these.. questions.
Dark ,da.ik),z>. arch, or dial. Forms: 4 durk,

4-6 derke, 4-7 darke, 5-6 dirke, 6 dirk, 6-
dark.

[f. DAHK a.]

fl. intr. To become dark; = DARKEN I. Of
the sun or moon : To suffer

eclipse. Obs.
[cic-so Suppl. sKlfric's Vac. in Wr.-Wiilcker 175 Crepus-

citlum, tweoneleoht, itel deorcung.] f 1340 Cursor M.
'"749 (Trin.) Fro pcnne hit derked til he mone : ouer al the
world wide.

14^30
LYDG. Chrou. Troy i. vi, The euening

begon for to dirke. 1485 CAXTON Chat. Ct. 211 In the
same yere the mime derked thre tymes. 01510 SKELTON
Col. Chute 196 When the nyght darkes. 1506 H. CLAP-
HAM Briefe BiUe II. 172 Sun darks, Starres fall, the Moone
doth change her hue. 1606 SHAKS. Tr. $ Cr. v. viii. 7 With
the vaile and darking of the Sunne.
fir. 1400 Pol. Rel. A> L. Poems (1866) 236 Vnder sleube
darkit be loue of holinesse.

t 2. trans. To make dark ;
= DARKEN 6. Obs.

ciyn Rcket 1417 Overcast heo is with the clouden..
Whar thurf the churchcn of Engelonde idurked beoth
echon. 138* WYCLIF i AYxraxviii. 45 Heuenes benderkid.
CI477 CAXTON fftm 296, The ayer was derked and
obscured with the quarcls and arowes and stones, c 1500
Not-Br&ivne Maya 32 My somers day in lusty may is
derked before the none. 1530 PALSGR. 506/2 What thynghath darked this house . . me thynke they have closed up
dyvers wyndowes. 1634 MILTON Camus 730 The winged
air darked with plumes. 1715 RAMSAY Eclipse o/Suit ii,No cloud may hover in the air, To dark the medium.
b. To cloud, dim, obscure, hide (something

luminous).
c 1380 WYCLIF Stl. Wks. II. 406 pe sunne mai be derkkid

heter bi fumes bat shal cleer be erbe. -1489 CAXTON
lilanchaniyn xx. 62 That derked the lyght of the sonne
'557 TottelCs Alisc. (Arb.) 269 The golden sunne doth
darke ech starre. 1591 CONSTABLE Saw. in. viii, The
shadie woods seeme now my sunne to darke. 18. . MRS.
BROWNING .S'i>ft Trav. 113 Though we wear no visor down
lodark our countenance. 1850 Poems II. 5 The up-
lands will not let it stay To dark the western sun.

f3. To darken in shade or colour. Obs.
c 1374 CHAUCER Baeth. l. i. 5 The wiche clobes a derkenes

of a forleten and dispised elde had duskid and dirkid.
'573 Art of Limning % Orpyment may be..darked witli
Okerde Luke.

t 4. To darken (the eyes or vision) ; to blind.
lit. andyff. 0/>s.

c 1374 CHAUCER Bottk. i. i. 7, I of whom be sy?t plonged
in teres was derked. c 1450 tr. De Imitationt m. xxxviii,
In many be eye of intencion is dirked. 1508 FISHER Wks.
(1876)305 Her syght should haue be derked. 1516 Pilgr.

/Vr/ (W. de W. 1531) 10 b, He wyll blynde thy reason &
derke thy conscyence. 1653 T. WHITFIELD Treat. Six/.
Men ix. 40 The Sun . .darkes weake eyes.
t b. intr. To be or become blind. Obs.

a 1440 WYCLIF i Sam. iv. 15 [MS. Bodl. 377] Hcli..hise
i?en derkeclen [v.r. dasweden], and he my^te not se.

6. Jig. To obscure, eclipse, cloud, dim, sully.
c 1374 CHAUCER Batik, l. iv. 20 |>e wiche dignite, for bei

wolde derken it wib medelyng of some felonye. c 1430
LYDG. Ijochas I. iv. (1544) 6b, Process of yeres .. hath
. . Derked their renoune by fbrgetfulnes. 1559 Bp. Cox
in Strype Ann. Ref. I. vi. 100 And shortly [shall] Christ

Jesus be utterly forgotten, and darked as much, .as in the
time of Papistry. 1579 SI-KNSKR Slu-f-h. Cat. Feb. 134 Thy
wast bignes but cumbers the ground, And dirks the beamy
of my blossomes rownd. 1608 SHAKS. Per. iv. Prol. 35

Marina
ful mar

gets all praises. .This, .darks In Philoten an grace-
ks. 1647 H. MORE Song of .V,./,/ Dcd. 4 Nor can

ever that thick clou.L.dark the remembrance of yuur
e Lustic. 1818 SCOTT Hrt. ofMidi, xviii, ( )ne womanK enough to dark the fain-si plot that ever was planned

I- O. nitr. To lie in the dark, to lie hid or unseen.
" '3

<'"/'""'
M- 25444 (Colt.) In hope i durk and dare.

c'350 '*<//. Palerne 17 be child ban darked in his den
demly

him one. 1398 1 HEVISA ttarth. De P. R. xvn. clii.

(495) 74 Abowte hegges lurkyth and dcrkylh venemouse

*i
m

i

e
*V A'4"? l>f'lr- Tr y '3285 Folis bat heron the

iiii-lixly [of the Sirens] . derkon euon down on a depe slomur
'447 BoonuM S.yntys (Roxb.>2i8 Darkyng in kavys and

7. intr. To listen privily and insidiously, dial.
1781 J. HUTTON Tour Cavet Gloss., To dark for tettl,

lo hearken silently which side the opinion U of i8
BROCKET N. Country Wdi., Dark, to listen with an in-
sidious attention.

~* * " "

Hence Darked///. a., Darking vbl. sb.

fiojo [see i]. c-i43o LYDG. Citron. Troy Prol., Dyrked
age. a 1541 WYATT(WW//. Atteucto/kisLme, My darked
pangs of cloudy I noughts.

Darken (.dauk'n), v. Forms: 4 derkn-en,
darkn-en, derkin, 4-5 durken, 5 dyrkyn, 6
dirken, -in, daroken, 6- darken,

[f. DARK a. :

see -N suffix 6. Cf. OHG. tarehanjan under
DARK a. Not very common in ME. ; in later
times it has taken the place of DARK

v.']
I. intransitive.

I. To grow or become dark, said csp. of the

coming on of night. (Sometimes with down.)a 1300 Cursor M. 24414 (Cott.) pe aier gun durken [v.r. to
derkin] and to blak. 13.. Thrush 4 Night. 4 in Kcliq
Antia. I. 241 The dewes darkneth in the dale. 1731 POPK
Ef. Hurlinglon 80 Behold Villario's ten years' toil completeHis Quincunx darkens his Espaliers meet.. And strength
of Shade contends with strength of Light. 1811 SHELI EY
Protntth. Unh. i. 357 The Heaven Darkens above. 1863HAWTHORNE Old Home, London Sukurt (1870) 239, The
chill, .twilight of an Autumn day darkening down.

b. To become obscure. (With ufti,/rom.')
if** WOLLASTOK Relig. Nat. ix. 309 When yonder blue

regions and all this scene darken upon me and go out. 1848LVTTON HaroU i. i, The vision darkens from me.

1 2. To lie dark, lie concealed ; to lurk privily
after. Cf. DARK v. 6. Obs.
c 1410 Anturs o/ Arth. v, Alle dyrkyns [v. rr. durkene,

darkis] the dere, in the dym scoghes. 1508 DUNBAR Martit
lyem. f Wcdo 9, I drew in dcrne lo the dyk to dirkin eflir
myrthis.
8. To become blind, lit. andyff.
1580 HOLLYBAND Treat. Fr. Tong s. v. Entncltargcr,My sight diminisheth, darkneth, or waxeth darke. 1813

SHELLEY Q. Mak 149 Man . . Shrank with the plants and
darkened with the night.
4. To become dark in shade or colour.

1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1776) II. 234 The complexions
of different countries . . darken in proportion to the heat of
their climate. 1858 HAWTHORNE Fr. 4. //. Jntlt. II. 39A bright angel darkening into what looks quite as much like
the Devil. 1883 Hardimch's Photogr. Chetu. (ed. Taylor)
248 Such papers darken in the sun.

6. To grow clouded, gloomy, sad ; esp. of the
countenance : to become clouded with anger or
other emotion.
1741 YOUNG Nt. Th. viii. 97 Where gay delusion darkens

to despair! 1797 MRS. RADCLIFIE Italian xii, 'Do youmenace me?' replied the brother,his countenance darkening.
1814 SCOTT Redgauntlet ch. xvii, His displeasure seemed to
increase, his lirow darkened. 1850 HAWTHORNE Scarlet L.
lii, His face darkened with some powerful emotion.

II. transitive.

6. To make dark, to deprive of light ; to shut
out or obstruct the light of. Also fig.
1381 WYCLIF Im. xiii. 10 Al to-derkned is the sunne in

his rising. 0533 DKWES Ititrod. Fr. (in Falser. 951), To
darken, otscurer. im EDES Decades 345 The heauen
is seldome darkened with clowdes. 1613 SHAKS. Hen.
/''///, l. i. 226 Whose Figure euen this instant Clowd puts
on, By Darkning my cleere Sunne. rf67 MILTON P. L. i.

501 When Night darkens the Streets. ij8 STERNE Sent.
Journ. (1775! I. 15 (Calais), I perceived that something
darken'd the passage more than myself . . it was effectually
Mons. Dessein. 1647 TENNYSON Princess iv. 295 You stood
in your own light and darken'd mine. 1861 Idylls Dcd.
17 Like

eclipse, Darkening the world. 1864 Aylmcr's f.
416 The tall pines That darken'd all the northward of her
Hall. 1874 LOWELL Agassiz i. i, The veil that darkened
from our sidelong glance The inexorable face.

b. To darken (aperson's} door or doors: emphatic
for to appear on the threshold (as a visitor) ; usually
with negative (expressed or implied).
t79 FRANKLIN Busy-Body Wks. 1887 I. 341, I am afraid

she would resent it so as never to darken my door again.
1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa Wks. 1883 VIII. 237 If ever my
sister Clary darkens these doors again, I never will. 1816
Elaclnu. Mag. XIX. 11/1 You are the first minister that
ever darkened these doors. 1841 TENNYSON Dora 30 You
shall pack And never more darken my doors again.
7. To deprive of sight, to make blind ; fig. to

deprive of intellectual or spiritual light.
'S48 UDALI., etc. Erasm. Par. Matt. iii. 30 That he

might obscure and darken all men. 158* N. T. (Rhcm.)
Rom. i. si Their folish hart hath been darkened. 1611
BIBLE Ps. Uix. 23 Let their eyes be darkened, that they see
not. 1758 S. HAYWARD Srrm. 41 We shall find the under-
standing awfully darkned. 1843 CARLYLE fast ft Pr.
(1858) 115 His eyes were somewhat darkened.

DARK-LANTERN
.

8. fig. To make daik or obscure in meaning nr

intelligibility; to destroy the clearness of.
.548-9 < Mar. . IU: I ;.,. 1'r.,,,,, , ;/ ( ;,,. | Th,,.. j ,more confounde, and darken, then decl:.

files. 1611 HIIU.I. 7,
counsel by words wilhoul knowledge? 1674 \

t.nthus, 20 You confound things tu^ul,.
lo the darkning of them in your undentandinn. iili

Cpwpu Hafe 769 They speak ihe wudoo of the >ksWhich art can only darken and di.guiw. 1865 KINGILI
. viii 11m belief was confiwed nd dLkenedbya cross-belief.

9. fig. To clutid with something evil, painful, or
sad ; to cast a gloom or shadow over.
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* f - ' ' ' * ' "e 'amc of the apost l . . was darkened by
religious fiction. 1819 LYTTON Ditm-md 41 No, I will not
darken your fair hopes. 1883 S. C. HALL Retroifecl II
138 Domestic affliction., darkened the later yean of his lif,

t b. To deprive (a person) of lustre or rcuow n to

eclipse. Obs.
1606 SHAKS. Ant. 4- Ct. in. I. 24 Ambition (ITie Souldien

vertue) rather makes choice of losse. Then gaine wh'ch
darkens him. o7 - Car. iv. vii. 5 And you are darkned
'" 'III* action Sir, huen by your owne.
1O. To make dark in shade or colour.
1717 Pore Kloiui 168 Her gloomy presence Shades ev'ryHow r and darkens ev'ry green. 1811 SHEU.IV C.inevra 16

1 he bndal veil Which . . darkened her daik locks 1869
t. A. PAHIIES Pract. Hygiene (ed. 3) 90 Organic matteT
from the lungs, when drawn through sulphuric acid
darkens It.

Darkened (da-jk'nd), ///. a. [(. prcc. + -ml
Made dark, deprived of light. ///. and fig.
'733 POPE Hor. Sat. n. i. 97 The darken'd ^om. 1856DOVE l.og,c Chr.Failh v. I. 2. 368 Darkened and deluded

as I am.
1871 MORLEY Vollaire (1886) 241 A generation of

cruel and unjust and darkened spirits.

Darkener (da-jk'naa). [-EE.] One who or
that which darkens.
1611 Core*., Noircisstur, a blacker, darkener, obscurer.

1630 BRATHWAIT Kng. Centlem. (1641) 5 A great darkener
and blemisher of the . . beauty of the mind. 1776 (;. CAMP-
BELL Philos. Rhet. (1800) 1. 1. ii. 47 A sophister or darkener
of the understanding. i866(;i ... ELIOT F.Holt III. xxxvii
48 1 hat feminine darkener of counsel.

Darkening da-Jk'nirj), vbt. sb. [-INO '.]
1. The action of making or becoming dark.

.

of the understanding. 187$ DARWIN Insectiv. PI. vii. 144The . . darkening or blackening of the elands.
2. Nightfall, dusk. St.

1814 SCOTT U'av. Ixiii, It's near the darkening, sir. 1865
MKS. CARLYLE Lett. III. 296 The cock b shut up. .from
darkening till after our breakfast.

Da-rkening, ///. a. [-INO 2.] Becoming or

making dark.

1715 POPK Odyss. ix. 213 A lonely cave . . with dark'ning
lawrels covered o'er. 1800 HCRSCHEL in PhiL Trans. XC
280 To try an application of the darkening apparatus to
another part of the telescope. 1873 BLACK Pr. Thult 6
Teaks . . still darker than Ihe darkening iky.

Darkey : see DABKY.
Darkfttl (daukful\ a. rare. [OE. deoxfull,

f. deorc adi. DARK : see -FL'L.1 Full of darkness.

niojo Liter Scinlilt. Ixi. (1889) 187 Eall lidiama bin
dcorcfull byS. 1381 WYCLIF Malt. vi. 23 Jif th>n ei^e be
wcyward, al thi body shal be dcrkful. c 1470 Hi M v
Wallace viii. 1182 The nycht was myrk, our drayff the
dyrkfull chance. 1633 T. ADAMS Kxf. 2 Peter i. 19 Pagans
have a darkful night, 187$ M'CLELLAN AVro Test. 300
l he horrible degradation of mankind to a darkful existence.

t Da-rkhede, derkhede. Oos. Also durc-
hede.

[f.
DABK a. + -hede, -HEAIL] Darkness.

"97 R- GLOUC. (1774* 560 poru al be middelerd derkhede
per was inou. c 1300 St. Bran-tax 37 Al o tide of the dai we
were in durchede.

Darkish (da-okif), a.
[f. DABK a. +

Somewhat dark : a. through absence of light.
1557 SACKVILLE Mirr. Mag., Induct, ii. The dayes more

darkishe are. 1659 60 PEPYS Diary (1870) I. 56 We drank
pretty hard . . till it began to be darkish. 1777 HOWARD
Prisons Eng. (1780) 178 The passages are narrow . . and
darkish. 1858 GEN. P. THOMPSON Audi Alt. II. lxxvi.29A state of darkish twilight.

b. in shade or colour.

1398 TREvisA&wtt. De P. R. xix. xxiii. (1495) 877 Matere
that LS dyinme and derkysshe and vnpnre. 1538 LELAKU
Itin. IV. 124 The.. Colour.. is of a darkish deepe redde.
'77S ADAIR Amer. fad. 6 Their hair is lank, coarse, and
darkish. 1881 C A. YOUNG Sun 197 A scarlet ribbon, with
a darkish band across it.

Hence Da, rkishnesa. dnrki>h quality or state.

'5*3 GOLDING Calvin on Deut. xc. 356 God held them in

darkishnes, giuing them but a small last of his Grace.

Da-rk-laTltern. A lantern with a slide or

arrangement by which the light can be concealed.
1650 FULLER Pisgah iv. iii. 45 The pillar of ihe cloud, the

first and perfect pattern of a dark-lantern. 1680 HICKJRIN-
GILL Mem rj Vaux is Vaujt though he carry a Dark-
lanthorn and wear a Vizard. l8a8 SCOTT F. M. Perth v,
Simon Glover. . now came to the door with a dark-lantern in
his hand.

b. slang. (See quot. )

a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crnv, A Dark-Lanthorn, the
Servant or Agent that Receives the Bribe (at Court).



DABKLE.

Darkle (da-jk'l ,
v. [A modern word, evolved

out of the adverb darkling analysed as a pple.

Probably some parallelism to sparkling has been

supposed. See next.]

1. inlr. To lie darkling ; to show itself darkly.

1819 BYRON Juan n. xlix, The night . . darkled o'er the

faces pale And the dim desolate deep. 1855 IHACKERAY

Newcoma Ixxv, The. .Founder'sTomb. .darkles and shines

with the most wonderful shadows and lights. TXSALeutury

Klag. 539 The . . fountain . . whose statues and bas-rehels

darkled above and around a silent pool.

b. To lie in the dark, conceal oneself.

1864 THACKERAY D. Dmial viii, I remember half-a-dozen

mendarkling in an alley.

2. To grow dark.

1823 BYHON Juan vi. ci, Her cheek began to flush, her

eyes to sparkle, And her proud brow's blue veins to swell

and darkle. 1870 MORRIS Earthly Par. II. nr. 330 Cold

and grey, And darkling fast, the waste before her lay. 1880

HOWELLS Unnisc. Country ix. 129 The houses darkled away
into the gloom of the country.

b. Of the countenance, etc.: To become dark

with anger, scorn, etc.

1800 MOORE Ode to A itncreon xvii. Note 7 Now with angry

scorn you darkle, Now with tender anguish sparkle. 1855

THACKERAY Atacwmwlni. (D.), His honest brows darkling

as he looked towards me. 1886 lllnst. Land. News Summer
No. 19 '2 Peltzer darkling at him with a wicked grin.

3. trans. To render dark or obscure.

1884 [see DARKLING B. 3]. 1893 National Observer 25

Feb. 370 '2 The dramatist . . whose province it is to darkle

and obscure.

Da-rkless, a. nonce-wi. Free from darkness.

1888 Daily News zq Sept. 5/1 In summer time the 'darkless

nights' are enchanting.

Darkling (da-aklirj), adv. and a. [ME. darke-

liii, {. DARK a. + -LING, adverbial formative : cf.

back-ling, flat-ling, grove-ling, half-ling.']

A. adv. In the dark ;
in darkness, lit.

chamber. 1590 SHAKS. Mids. N. ll. ii. 86 O wilt thou

darkling leaue me ? 1633 T. ADAMS Exp. 2 Peter 11. i Our

lamps, .at last go out, and leave us darkling. 1667 MILTON

/'. /,. in. 39 The wakeful Bird Sings darkling, and in shadiest

Covert hid Tunes her nocturnal Note. 1712 STEELE Spect.

No. 406 r 7 Darkling and tir'd we shall the Marshes tread.

1813 SCOTT Kfkely i. xxvi, Wilfrid is . .destined, darkling, to

pursue Ambition's maze by Oswald's clue. 1859 TENNYSON

r'ivien 732 He . .darkling felt the sculptured ornament.

B. pres. pple. and a. [the ending being con-

founded with the -ing of participles.]

1. Being, taking place, going on, proceeding, etc.

in the dark.

glimpse of morning, and performs A darkling anthem at the

gates of Heav'n. 1814 CHALMERS Enid. Chr. Revel, x. 285
A single word from God . . is worth a world of darkling

speculations. 1859 G. MEREDITH R. Feverel xx, Here like

darkling nightingales they sit. 1863 MRS. OLIPHANT Salem
Ch. xvi. 286 The mother and son hurried on upon their

darkling journey.
2. Characterized by darkness

; lying in darkness ;

showing itself darkly ; darksome, obscure.

1739 P. WHITEHEAD Manners 3 A doleful tenant of the

darkling Cell. 1855 M. ARNOLD Balder Dead ii, And by
the darkling forest-paths the Gods Follow'd. 1865 GOSSE
Land ff Sea (1874) 20 Another, -brook that breaks out from

its darkling bed beneath dwarf willows.

fir. 1795 G. WAKEFIELD Reply to Age ofReason, Part II,

24 To let the sun of your intellect shine out . . for the illu-

mination of us darkling mortals. 1813 SCOTT Kokeby vi. xiv,

Darkling was the sense
;
the phrase And language those of

other days. 1878 WHITE Life in Christ III. xix. 257 Some
darkling sensation of pleasure or pain.

3. Darkening ; obscuring.
1884 LOWELL Poems, To Holmes, As many poets with

their rhymes Oblivion's darkling dust o'erwhelms.

4. Darkling-beetle, a black beetle, Blaps mor-

lisaga, living in dark places, as cellars, etc.

1816 KIRBY & Sp. Entomol. 11843) I. 335 Mr. Baker, .kept
a darkling beetle (Blaps mortisaga) alive for three years
without food of any kind. 1836-9 TODD Cycl. Anat. II

863/2 The fifth section, -includes, -the darkling-beetles.

Da'rkling, sb. nonce-wd. [See -LING.] A child

of darkness ;
one dark in nature or character.

1773 J. Ross Fratricide I. 629 (MS.) I'll catch Th
lous darkline fi.e. Cainl at his first recoil, And. tern

175 The morning . .

iinpetuo"us darkling [i.e. Cain] at fiis first recoil, And. tem-

porize his hatred to my wish ! Ibid. I. i

ought his darkling to the field.C

Da'rklings, adv- rare. [f.
DARKLING adv., with

adverbial genitive : cf. backward, -wards, .etc.] In

the dark ;
= DARKLING adv.

a 1636 Bp. HALL VVks. (1837-9) VII. 344 (D.) Idle wantoi

servants, who play and talk out their candle-light, and then

go darklings to bed. 1783 BURNS Halloween xi, To the

kiln she goes then, An' darkling grapit for the bauks. 1847
Tait's Mag. XIV. ii A kind of pantomime, .done dark

lings m a lawyer's back shop.

"b. At darklins is used dialectally.

1870 E. PEACOCK Ralf Skirl. I. 282, I wonder you'r
not scared to be with her by your sen at darklins.

t Da'rklong, adv., obs. variant of DARKLING

[Cf. headlong^ sidelong;]
1561 T. HOBY tr. Castiglwne's Conrtyer (1577) M vj a, Th

two arose and wente to bed darkelong. 1577 EDEN &
WILLKS Hist. '/>?'. 258 b, Darkelong without al pompe anc

ceremonies, buryed in a dunghil. i6ao SHELTON Qni.\
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IV. xiv. 112 Sometimes he went dark-long and without

L
Darkly (daukli), adv. [f.

DARK a. + -LY *.

JK. had Jeorcllce ;
but the word appears to have

)cen formed anew in ME.] In a dark manner or

vay. In OE. known only in they?f. sense
'

darkly

n a moral sense, horridly, foully'.
c 1000 Gloss. Prudent. 142 Tclrtau, deorclice.

1. In the dark ;
in secrecy, secretly.

c 1600 SHAKS. Sana, xliii, When I sleep,
in dreams they

my eyes] look on thee, And darkly bright are bright in

ark directed. 1601 Alts Well IV. iii. 13, I will tell you

thing, but you shall let it dwell darkly with you. 1631

.VEEVER Auc. Fun. Man. 223 Bradwardin lieth buried in

he South wall, somewhat darkly, a 1845 HOOD Irish

'choolinaster vi, Tame familiar fowls . . sit darkly squatting.

2. With a dark or sombre hue.

1509 HAWES Past. Pleas. XLIV. ii, On his noddle darkely

lamyne Was set Saturne. 1641 FRENCH Distill, v. 1 1651)

39 Melt it not, onely let it darkly glow. 1794 SOUTHEY

Sana, viii, How darkly o'er yon far-off mountain frowns i he

gather'd tempest! a 1835 MRS. HEMANS Poems, Modern

Greece, The river's darkly-rolling wave. 1843 MRS. BROWN-

NO To Flush iii, Darkly brown thy body is.

3. In a gloomy, frowning, ominous manner.

1594 SHAKS. Rich. Ill, i. iv. 175 How darkly, and how

deadly dost thou speake ! 1601 - Twel. N. II. i. 4 My
tarres shine darkely ouer me. 1814 BYRON Corsair i. ix,

His frown of hatred darkly fell. 1837 HAWTHORNE Twice

1'old Y'. (1851) 1. v. 76 The men of iron shook their heads

and frowned so darkly, that the revellers looked up.

4. In an obscure, vague, or mysterious manner.

1377 LANGL. /'. /'/. B. x. 372 Where dowel is, or dobet

lerkelich }e shewen. c 1450 Merlin 53, I . . will speke . . so

lerkly that they shul not vndirstonde what I sey. 1570

FLEMING Panopl. Epist. 213 This booke was . . written of

ett purpose very darkely. 1840 MRS. NORTON Dream 151

darkly-worded spells. 1889 JESSOPP Coming of Friars i. 3

Jecause he spoke so darkly, men listened all the more eagerly.

5. With obscure vision ; dimly, blindly.

<ri43o I'ilgr. Lyf Manhode n. Ivii. (1869) 98 Sum time

hou shall se me thikkeliche and derkliche. 1526 Pilgr.

Pcrf. (W. de W. 1531) 185 In this lyfe we se and knowe

;od but confusely or derkly, as it were by a glasse. 1732

^OPK Ess. Man n. 4 A being darkly wise, and rudely great.

1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. a) I. 42? Are not we.. seeking to

discover that which Socrates in a glass darkly foresaw ?

Da-rkly, a. rare. [-LY
1

: cf. sickly] Dark-

ooking, somewhat dark.

i8ai CLARE fill. Minstr. II. 52 Sweet tiny flower of

darkly hue.

Da-i'kinans. Thieves' cant. [f.
DAUK a. : the

second element occurs also in crtukmans a hedge,

lightmans the day, etc.] The night.

1567 HARMAN Caveat 85, I couched a hogshead in a

Skypper this darkemans. 1611 DEKKER Roaring Girle

Wks. 1873 III. 216 With all whom I'le tumble this next

darkmans in the strommel. a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant, Crem,

Darkmans-Budgc . . one that slides into a House in the

Dusk, to let in . . Rogues to rob. 1737 Bacchus tr Venus,

Each Darkmans I pass in an old shady Grove. 1815 SCOTT

Guy M. xxviii, Men were men then, and fought other in the

open field, and there was nae milling in the darkmans.

Darkness (dauknes). [OE. deorcnes, -nys, f.

de.orc DARK a. + -nes, -nis, -nys, -NESS.] The

quality or state of being dark.

1. Absence or want of light (total or partial).
a 1050 De Vitiis in LiterScintill. (1889) 228 On (>yssere swa

micelre deorcnysse. 1320 Cast. Love 1706 Another peyne

they shull have of derknes. c 1385 CHAUCER /,. G. W. Prol.

95 1 MS. Gg) And clothede was the flour . . ffor derknesse of the

nyht. (1440 Pronip. Parv. 121 Dyrkenesse, obscuritas.

1508 FISHER Wks. (1876) 50 Bytwene the shynynge lyght

and black derknes. 1667 MILTON P. L. i. 63 No light, but

rather darkness visible Serv'd only to discover sights of woe.

1860 TYNDALL Glac. i. xxv. 188 An aperture through which

the darkness of the chasm was rendered visible.

2. The quality of being dark in shade or colour.

0374 CHAUCER Boeth. I. i. 5 pe wiche clobes a darkenes of

a forleten and dispised elde had[de] duskid and dirked.

1413 LYDG. Pilgr. Smvle n. lix. (1859! 57 The fyre taketh

smoke and derkenesse of the mater to whichehe is comoyned.
1818 SHELLEY Laon xil. xxiii. 7 The glossy darkness of

her streaming hair. 1856 RUSKIN Mod. Paint. IV. v. xvin.

3 Darkness mingled with colour gives the delight of its

depth and power.
3. Want of sight ;

blindness.

1:1374 CHAUCER Troylns iv. 272 Ende I wil as Edippe in

derknesse My sorowfull liff. 1568 TuRNER_//efAi/ in. 6

4. Jig. a. The want of spiritual or intellectual

light; esp. common in biblical imagery.
Kingdom, power ofdarkness '. the empire of evil. Prince

ofdarkness : Satan.

CI340 Cursor M. 17881 (Trin.) J>o
folk in dedly derkenes

stad pis grete lijt made hem glad. 1382 WYCLIF Col. i. 13

The which delyuerde vs fro the power of derknisses. 1526

Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 4 The prynce of derknts..

our goostly ennemy the deuyll. 1531 TINDALE Exp. i Jo/in 15
All that lyue in ignoraunce are called darknesse. 1654
WHITLOCK Zootomia 140 A second famous Leader under the

Prince of Darknesse. 1712 ADDISON Spect. No. 419 F 5 The
Darkness and Superstition of later Ages. 1766 FOKDYCE
Serin. Yng. Wotn. (1767) II. viii. 6 The powers of darkness
. .concur, .in misleading. 1871 MORLEY Voltaire (1886) 229

They [the clergy] were . . the incarnation of the average dark-
ness of the hour.

b. Absence of the 'light' of life; death.

1388 WYCI.IF Job x. 21 Befor that Y go. .to the derk lond,
and hilid with the derkness of deth. 1535 COVERD. Job x.

21 To that londe of darcknes.se & shadowe of death. 1603
SHAKS. Meas.for *!/. in. i. 14 If I must die, I will encounter

DARLING.
darknesse as a bride, And hugge it in mine armes. Mod.
The d.-trkness of the tomb.

5. Gloom of sorrow, trouble, or distress.

c 1645 HOWELL Lett. (1650) I. 142 There is some dark-

ness happened betwixt the two favourites. i8n SHELLEY

Bigotry's Victim iii. 7 The darkness of deepest dismay.

6. A condition or environment which conceals

from sight, observation, or knowledge ; obscurity ;

concealment, secrecy.
i38a WYCLIF Matt. x. 27 That thing that Y say to 5011 in

dercnessis, saye Jee in the lijt. 1543-4 Act 35 Hen. I'lII,

c. i The vaile of darcknes of the vsurped power, .of the see

and bishoppes of Rome. 1601 SHAKS. TtveL A', v. i. 156 To
vnfold, though lately we intended To keepe in darkenesse,

what occasion now Keueales. 1692 E. WALKER Epicittvf
Mor. (1737) 'To the Author', Truth's still in darkness un-

discovered. 1869 FREEMAN Norm. Cong. (1876) Ill.xii. 253,

I found the question wrapp_ed in darkness. 1889 J. CORBETT
Monk xiii. 191 This formidable figure that had arisen so

suddenly and with such mystery, this man of daikness

[Monk].
7. Obscurity of meaning.
1553 T. WILSON Khet. (1580) 165 Poeticall Clerkes..de-

lightyng muche in their owne darckenesse. a 1568 ASCHAM
Scltolem. (Arb.) 156 The vse of old wordes is not the greatest

cause of Salustes roughnes and darknesse. 1666 BOYLE

Orig. Fortnes ff Qnal., Apt to occasion much darknesse

and' difficulty in our enquiries into the things themselves.

(11715 BURNET Own Time (1823! I. 279 He preached and

prayed often himself, but with so peculiar a darkness.

f Da-rkship. 06s. nonce-wd. [See -SHIP.] The

personality of one who is dark.

1707 E. WARD Hud. Rcdiv. (1715) n. 7 That his Darkship

[i. e. a devil] was unable To terrify an English Rabble.

Darksome (dauksz>m), a. [f. DARK it. +

-SOME : cf. toilsome.']

1. Characterized (more or less) by darkness;

somewhat dark or gloomy. Now chiefly a poetic

synonym of dark, of vaguer connotation.

1530 PAI.SGR. 309/2 Darkesome, tenebreux. 1549-62 STERN-

HOLD & H. Ps. cxxxvi. 9 And Starres that doe appeare To

guide the darksome night. 1667 MILTON P. L. 11. 973 By
constraint Wandring this darksome desart. 1718 ROWE tr.

Lucan 357 She seeks the Ship's deep darksom Hold below.

1848 M. ARNOLD Sick King Bokhara, Alone and in a dark-

some place Under some mulberry-trees I found A little pool.

2. Somewhat dark in shade or colour ;
sombre.

1615 G. SANDYS Trait. 73 He hath a little haire on his

vpper lip . . of a darksom color. 1667 MILTON P. L. xil. 185

A darksom Cloud of Locusts swarming down. 1807

WORDSW. White Doe iv. 56 With pine and cedar spreading
wide Their darksome boughs on every side. 1879 DIXON
Windsor 1. i. 2 Darksome clump, and antique tower.

3. fig. a. Characterized by obscurity of meaning.

1574 tr. Marlorafs Apocnlips i To the Fathers of olde

tyme, Daniels vision seemed moste darkesome. 1597-8 Br.

HALL Sat. in. Prol., Whose words wereshort, and darksome

was their sense. 1626 BACON Sylva 1 900 Paracelsus and some

darksome authors of Magic. 1838 C. SUMNER .Mem. t, Lett.

(1878) I. 379 The darksome notes and memoranda which he

made on the margin of the volumes he read.

b. Characterized by gloom, sadness, or cheerless-

ness.

1649 ROBERTS Claris Bibl. ii. 24 All my darksome doublings
fled away. 1719 D'URFEY Pills (1872)! V. 109 It is a darksome

Passion. 1828 CARLYLE Misc. (1857) I. 199 His darksome,

drudging childhood and youth, a 1845 HOOD Two Swans

iv, In darksome fears They weep and pine away.

C. Morally of dark character.

1880 M'CARTHY Own Times IV. Ixvii. 532 Some rather

darksome vices, .prove their existence in the character.

Hence Da-rksomeness, darkness, obscurity.

1571 GOI.DING Calvin on Ps. xviii. 12 Darksomnesse of

water. 1583 Calvin on Dent. xlii. 248 Let vs not charge
it [God's truth] with darksomenesse. 01642 SIR W. MON-
SON Naval Tracts v. 495/2 The Darksomness of the Night.

Darky, darkey (da-aki). [f. DAKK a. + -Y,

dim. and appellative : cf. BLACKY.]
1. The night, slang.

1789 G. PARKER Life's Painter 124 (Farmer) Bless your

eyes and limbs..! don't come here every darkey. 1836

R. BURROWES Death of Socrates in Rel. Father Prout

(1860) 269 Then at darkey we waked him in clover.

2. A dark-tantern. slang.
1812 J. H. VAUX Flash Diet., Darky, a dark lanthorn.

1838 DICKENS O. Twist xxii, 'Crape, keys, centre-bits,

darkies nothing forgotten ?
'

inquired Toby.

3. A negro, a blacky, colloq. Also attrib.

1840 R. H. DANA Bef. Mast xxxiii. 120 The darkey tried

to butt him. 1883 Century Mag. XXVII. 132 The manners

of a corn-field
darky. 1884. \<)th Cent. Feb. 246 A cofim of

curious darkey workmanship.
4. A blind man. dial.

1807 J. STAGG Poems 144 A darky glaum'd her by the hip.

Darling (daulin.), sli. and a. Forms: 1-3

deorling, (i dior-, dir-, dyrling), 1-6 derling,

(4-6 derlinge, -yng(e), 2-4 durling, -yng, 5-6

darlyng(e, 6 darlinge, 6- darling ;
also 3 deore-

ling, 3-6 dereling, -yng, 4-6 deer(e)ling, -yng,

6-8 dear-ling, (6 -inge, -yng(e). [OE. deorling,

dlcrling, deriv. of dior DEAR : see -LING. Thence

ME. dereling, derling, which subseq. became dar-

ling, as usual with er followed by
a consonant ;

but

the analytical dere-ling, dear-ling also continued

in partial use till the iSth c. or later, as a dialectal

or nonce-form.]
1. A person who is very dear to another ;

the

object of a person's love ;
one dearly loved. Com-

', monly used as a term of endearing address.
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welcome ! Mi derwor|nj lU-rTiiii;. 1388 WVCI.IK Song Sol. i.

i
i My itcrlyng is to me a cluster of cipre tre. ? 111400

( 'ht-sti'r flay* in. 372 And now farewell my darling decrc.

1562 J. HKYWOOD /Vw. ft RptRr. (1867) 65 It is better to !;
An nidi- rn.'iiis derlyng, than a yong mans werlyng. 1583
Si.\NvtiLKsr sKneis ii. <Arb.) 61 rice, fle, my sweet darling.

1714 < I,\Y S/ic/>/t. II 'eek v. no While on her UcarlinK's IJed

her Mother sate. 184* TKNNYSON Gardener's Dau. 273
The idol of my ycnith. The darling of my manhood. 1859

Merlin ty y. 395 Answer, darting, answer, no.

tb. A favourite, a minion. Obs,
c 888 K. /KLFRKD/>WM. xxvii. g a 3'f 8c licodehis dysift. .

j,wa wel swa his dyse^um deorlingum dyde. a 1400-50
Alexander 3442 An aid derling of Darius was duke made
of pers, 1530 PALSGR. ai^'i Dcrlyng, a man, mignon.
15*8 HAI.L Ckron. (1809) 219 The Quenes dearfyngc
William Uuke of Suffolke. 1579 J. STUBHKS Gaping Gulf
K viij, The king, .had like to haue marred al, by lauishing
out a word hereof to one of hys deerelyngs. a 1719
ADOISON (J.), She became the darling of the princess.

C. The favourite in a family, etc.

c 1330 R. BRUNNEC/m>. (1810) soKnoute of his body gate
sonncs |>re. . Knoute lufed[Harald]best, he was hisderlyns;.

1675 Art Contentm. iv. 5 9 'i*he most discountenanc'd
child oft makes better proof, than the dearling. i7ia

AHBUTHMOT John Bull in. ii, John was the darling! Me
had all the good bits.

d. One meet to be much loved, a lovable

creature, a '

pet*.

1799 SOUTIIKY King of Crocodiles u, Six young Princes,

darlings all, Were missing. 1863 Miss BHADDON Eleanor's
Viet. (1878) iii. 23 His duty towards those innocent darlings.

1864 KINGSLEY in Life xxi. (1879) II. 173 With every flock

of sheep and girls are one or two enormous mastiffs . . They
are great darlings, and necessary against bear and wolf.

2. transf. and Jig. a. of persons, as the darling

of the people, etc.

c os I--AV. 6316 Alfred be king, Englelondes deorling. Ibid.

25576 pa spac Angel be king, Scotten-: deorling. 1548 UDALI,,
etc. Erasm. Par. Luke Pref. 8 Wantons and derelynges
of fortune. 1615 BACON Adv. Learn. H. xxiii. 36 Augustus
Otsar. . when he was a dearling of the Senate. 1639 FULLER

Holy War (1640) i A prince so good, that he was styled
the Darling of mankind. 170* Eng. Theopltrast. 193
Fortune turns.. every thing to the advantage of her Dar-

lings. 1875 STUBBS Const. Hist, III, xxi. 508 Henry V was,
as he deserved to be, the darling of the nation.

b. of things.
c 1430 Hymns Vifg. (1867) 25 Loue is goddis owne der-

lin^c. 1577 tr. BitlTingers Decades (159,2) 303 Where God
is, (litre also is Patience his derling which he nourisheth.

1604 SHAKS. Oth. in. iv. 66 Take neede on't, Make it a

Darling, like your precious eye. 1750 G. HL'CHKS Barbadoes
Pref. i Then Oratory became their darling. 1870 EMERSON
Soc. ff Solit., Work $ Days Wks. (Bohn) III. 67 Trade,
that pride and darling of our Ocean.

ftS. A name for a variety of apple. Obs.

1586 COUAN Haven Health (1636) 101 The best Apples
. .are Pepins, Costards. . Darlings, and such other.

4. Comb
,
as darling-like adj. (nonee-wd.}.

1873 BROWNING AW Coil. Nt.-cap 835 Her figure ? some-
what small and darlinglikc.

B. adj. [altrib. use of j(5.] Dearly loved, very

dear; best-loved, favourite, a. of persons.
[1509 HAWES Past. Pleas, xvi. Ixxli, Dyane derlyng pale

as any leade.] 1596 SPENSER /'*. Q. iv. Prol. v, Dred infant,

Venus dearling dove. 1667 MILTON P. L. n. 373 His

darling Sons. 1736 W. THOMPSON Epiihalanrinm xiv. 9
Our dearling prince. 1819 SHELLEY Cyclops 246 My darling
little

Cyplops. 1849 DICKKMS Day. Copp. xxxii, My un-

changed love is with my darling child.

b. of things.
c 1600 SHAKS. Sonn. xviii. 3 Rough winds do shake the

darling buds of May. 1645 FULLER Good Th. in Rod T.

( 1841 1 64 To acknowledge my darling faults. 1701 W.WOTTON
Hist. Rome, Marcus \. ^ Philosophy was his darling Study.
J799 COLERIDGE Dtvir$ Thoughts vi, The Devil did grin,
for his darling sin Is pride that ape* humility. 1848
MACAUI.AV Hist. Knf. I. 101 A few enthusiasts, .were bent

on pursuing, .their darling phantom of a republic.

Hence \ttoncc~wds.*) DaTliugt'. trans., to address

as *

darling' ; Da'rlingly adv.
;
Da rlingness.

1888 LADY V. SANDAKS Bitttr Refitnt. III. u. 23 They
still darlinged and dearctl each other as heretofore, especially
in the presence of others. 1873 BROWNING Red Colt. AV.-

cap 1600 Writing letters daily, duly read As darlingly she

hands them to myself. 1875 Aristoth. Apol. Wks. XIII.

30 Right they named you . . some rich name . . KaJlistion ?

Phabion for the darlingnessT

Darloch, var. of DOHLACH.

Darn (dam), v. Forms: 7-8 dern, dearn, 7-
darn ; 9 Sc. dern. [Derivation unknown.
The verb appears about 1600, and becomes at once quite

common : it may be that this particular way of repairing
a hole or rent was then introduced. The form suggests

relationship to DERN (later d<im^ secret, hidden, and Us

verb dern, darn to conceal, put out of sight ; but satis-

factory connecting links between the two have not yet

been found. On the other hand the Celtic derivation sup

Bested by Wedgwood is absolutely inadmissible, Wei:

darn *

piece, fragment
'

has no association with darning or

mending in any way, and the sense '

patch
'

given by Owen
Pughc is correct only in the sense that a '

piece
'

may be

i!s'd to patch. The Welsh dantio hosan would mean ' to

cut a stocking to pieces' with a knife'; 'to darn a stocking'

is crcithio h<nan. (D. Siivan Evans, and Prof. Rhys.)

trans. To mend (clothes, etc., t$p. stockings; by

tilling- in a hole or rent with yam or thread inter-

preti.
Darn
Chaivba-
darn'
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woven so as to form a kind of texture. (This is

done willi a diiming-needle.)

ci6op ^'.
J:lh. llamch. Ilk. in Househ. Ord. dm) l;\

The Serjant hath fur his fee, all the covcrpannes, drinking

towells, and other linen clothe . . that are darned. 1603
HOLLAND ritttunh's Mar. 781 (K.) For

spinning, weaving,
denting and drawing up a rent. 1611 Com*, Rentraire
. . to draw, dearne, or sow vp a rent in a garment. 1697
/.unit. <rii3. No. 33O3/4 Breeches darned with Worsted at

the Knees. 1710 STEKLE Taller No. 245 P 2 Four I'air

of Silk-Stockings curiously denied. 1836 MRS. CARLYLE
Lett. I. 63 The holes in the stair-carpet all darned. 1881

BESANT & RKK Ctafl. of Fleet n. lii. 11883) "35 His grey
stockings were darned with blue worsted.
atsol. 1710 OAY Poems (17451 I. 231, I can sow plain-

/ork, I can darn and stitch. 1875 1 lain Needlework 18

The machine is not yet invented which can patch or darn.

//c. 1641 Mil ION Church Govt. vi. f i8st) 128 To dearn up
the rents of schisme by calling a councell.

b. To thread one's way in and out between

obstacles.

1890 nlaclno. Mag. No. 897. 9/1 Lithe bodies . . darning
themselves out and in of the many-coloured seething crowd.

Darn, sb. [f. DABN v.] The net or result of

darning ; a hole or rent mended by darning.
1710 Land. Gat. No. 5868/9, i.. Muslin Apron, with a

large Darn in the Bottom. 1851 Beck's Florist 40 Then
she d . . wash my linen, or put a patch here and a dai n there.

1870 Miss BIKD Rocky Mount. I. 245 One pair of stockings,
such a mass of darns that hardly a trace of the original
wool remains.

Darn, var. of DERN a. and v.

Darn, Darnation, Darned, perversions of

DAMN, DAMNATION, DAMNED, in profane use.

(Chiefly U.S.)
1837-40 HAUBURTON Clockm. (18631 39 I guess they are

I'etty
considerable superfine darned fools. Ibid. (1873* 02

'

n it all, it fairly makes my dander rise. 1844 Jehu
wincaa ii. in Halliwell Dut. (1865) I. p. xv, I'll be

I'd if I know. 1848 LOWELL Biglow P. i. xiii, Ef you're
arter folks o' gumption, You've a darned long row to hoe.

1861 H. KINCSLEY Raxenshoe vi. ii).', My boy.. was lost

in a typhoon in the China sea ; darn they lousy typhoons !

Darned (damd),///. a. [f: DAUNT.'] Mended

by darning.
1618 WITHER Brit. Rememb. v. 1019 Peec'd, and neatly

dcarned. 1838 DICKENS O. Twist iv, A suit of thread-bare

black, with darned cotton stockings. 1847 LD. LINDSAY
Chr. Art I. 137 A piece of darned and faded tapestry.

Darnel (daunel). Forms: 4-5 dernel, 5

denial, -eU, darnelle, -ylle, -all, 6 dernell, (der-

nolde). 6-7 darnell, -all, 4- darnel. [Occurs also

in the Walloon dialect of Rouchy, 'darnelle, ivraie,

lolium temuletiium
'

; ulterior history unknown.]
1. A deleterious grass, Lolium ttmultnltim, which

in some countries grows as- a weed among corn.

Known first as the English name for the hlium of the

Vulgate : .see COCKLE j*.' 2. The grass is now rare in Eng-
land, but appears to have been much more common formerly
when seed-corn was largely imported

from _the
Mediter-

ranean regions, where the weed abounds. It is now held to

be deleterious only when infested by ergot, to which it is

particularly liable.

c 1325 Metr. Horn. 145 Than com his fa, and seu nht thare

Darnel, that es an iuel wede. (. 1340 Cursor M. 1 138 ( Fairf.)

Kquete darnel [Colt., Gilt, zizanny, Triti. cokul] sal hit

tie. 138* WVCLIF Matt. xiii. 25. < 1440 Promp. Pan. no
DerneT, a wede, zizauia, lolliuin. 1513 FITZHERB. Hint.

% 20 Demolde growelh vp streyght lyke an hye grasse, and

hath longe sedes on eyther syde the stcrt. 1571 J. JONES
Bathes Rjickstone 5 b, Some darnell is crepte in amongest the

good corne. 1605 SHAKS. Lear iv. iv. 5. 1697 DKYUEN / 'irg.

1'ast. v. 56 Oats and Darnel choak the rising Corn. 1741

I.ontl. ft Country Brciv. \. (ed. 4) 10 Darnel is a
rampant

Weed and grows much among some Barley, especially in

the bad Husbandman's Ground. 1799 Mid. Jrnl. II. 106

Externally applied, darnel is said to produce anodyne

properties. 1833 TENNYSON 1'oems 3 Then let wise Nature

work her will And on my clay her darnels grow.

b. Sometimes ujed as a book-name of the genus

Lolium. Red darnel: Rye-grass, /.. pcrcnne.

1647 FULLER Goad Tk. in Worse T. (1841' 109 There is

a kind of darnel, called lolium mrrimum. 1794 MARTYS
Kmssean's Sot. xiii. 143

Lolium or Darnel, has a one-

leaved involucre containing one flower only.

2. Loosely
'

applied to Papaver Rhotas, or some

other corn-field poppy' ;
Britten Sc. Holland).

1611 DRAYTON Poly-olb. xv. (R.), The crimson darnel

flower, the blue-bottle and gold.

3. fig. Cf. COCKLE. TARES.

1444 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 216 Nor of thy lounge be nat

rekVe'lees, Uttre nevir no darnel with good com. 1563 87

FOXE A. * M. (1684) III. 501 The detestable darnel of

desperation. 1590 H- BARKOW Brit/ Disctn: 3 [Satan]

sowing his darnel of errors and tares of discord amongst
them, a 1640 J. BALL A asm. te Cau ii. (1643) 12 A graine
of good corne in a great dealc of darnell.

attrib. 1868 LOWELL Under Willmis vi, No darnel fancy

Might choke one useful blade in Puritan fields.

4. attrib., and Comb., as darnel-lite adj.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 144 Darnell floure laid too, with

Oxymell, curcth the gout, c liao Z. BOYD Zioa's Flowers

(1855) 73, I dizzyam as fed with Darnall seede. 1834 Brit.

HHSD. I. 511 f-'eslma loliticea, or darnel-like fescue.

Darner ^daunai). [-EB.]
1. One who darns.

1611 COTGR., Rentraievr, a Seamster. .or Dearner. 1837
HT. MARTINEAU Soc. Amer. III. 149 The humble stocking-

darner. 1841 LANE Arab. Nts. III. 177 He look (the veil]

forth from the shop, and gave it to the daruer.

2. A darning-needle.
1881 in CAVLFIKLD & SAWARD Diet. Needlework.

DAKT.

Darnex, darnick, obs. forms of DORSICK.

Darning ('Ii jiij), vH. ii>. [-IKO '.]

1 'I In- in timi or proccsa of filling up a hole in a

faliric with thread or yarn in interwoven

the result of such mending.
1611 Co-run., Rtntrnicture. .adearning. .

No. 5868/9, i long Muslin Apron . . lite middle flourished
with Sprigs of true Darning. 188* .V/i. Karen's Temft.

'

lid her
'

I. 311 ity usually did darning* and mending* in

her own apartment. 1886 B. C. SAWARD in Housewife I. iv.

loo/i To understand grafting, patching, SWM darning,
ladder darning, and corner darning, as well as plain darning.

b. fig. (
'

Threading
'

one's way in and out)
1881 MRS. HOLMAN H L-NT TA/ArV. 7rrr. 114 Phccbe. .made

her way by a darning process up to. -the official dignitary.

2. Articles darned or to be daincd.
Mod. The week's darning lay on the table.

3. Comb. , as darning toork ; darning-ball, -la*t,

an egg-shaped or spherical piece of wood, ivory or

other hard substance, over which a fabric U
stretched while being darned ; darning-needle,
a long and stout needle used in darning ; darning-

stitch, a stitch used in darning which imitates the

texture of the fabric darned.

1711 SHAFTESB. Charac. (1737) HI. 265 The gouty joints
and darning-work . . by which, complicated periods are w
curiously strung, or hook'd on, one to another. 1848 HOR.
SMITH Idler ttpon town 54 This case . . containing two
bodkins and a darning needle.

Darnix, darnook, obs. forms of DOBNICK.

Daroga, darogha (dar<7-ga). Anglo-lnd.
Also 7 daruga, derega, droga, droger, 7-8 de-

roga, 8 darouga, [a. Pers. and Urdu
*j^->

dardghah, contr. )>* droghah governor, overseer.]

j

A governor, superintendent, chief officer, head of

police or excise. Under the Mongols, the Governor

of a province or city, but in later times gradually

degraded.
1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (16381 132 The Daraguad in

person came. 66 J. DAMES tr. Olearius' Voy. Ambass.

232 The Baily, or Judge of the
City,

whom they call

Daroga. 1753 HANWAY 7'rav. (1762) 11. xv. 11.413 Orders

beins given to the darougas . . not to let any one pass. 1815
ELPHINSTONE Caithil (1842) II. 265 The Darogha of the

Bazars fixed prices, and superintends weights and measures.

1891 Daily News 19 July 7/3 The official . . sent it off to

Gwalior by a daroga.

Darr, obs. form of DABF. z>.'

Darraign, -rain e, -rayne, -rein e, -reyne,
etc., var. of DEHAIGN Obs.

tDarrei*n, ". Old Law. [a. OF. darrain,

derrein (still in various F. dialects dcrain. Jarain,

etc. = F. dernier) : late 1-. *de-rctr,inus hinder, f.

de retro (whence F. derriere) behind.]

Last, ultimate, final ;
=DEK.MKH. Darrein pre-

sentment : the last presentation to an ecclesiastical
'

benefice (as a proof of the right to present) : sec

quot. 1760. Darrein resort: ^ dernier restart.

[iao* BRITTON iv. i, De assise de Dreyn Present. Ibid.

IV. Xll7 5 Si le derreyn verdit soit contrarie at premer.]

'SSS Acl ' M<"V 2nd Scss. c. 5 Any writ of assise of darren

prcsenlment. i67m W. DK BRITAINK Interest Eng. Outek
War 9 War is the darrein resort of every wise and good

'

Prince. 1760 BURN Keel. Law I. 26 Darrein presentment
is a writ which lieth, where a man or his ancestor hath

presented a clerk to a church, and afterwards uhe church be-

coming void by the death of the said clerk or otherwise)

a stranger presenteth his clerk to the same church, in dis-

turbance of him who had last . . presented. 1833 Act 3-4
Will. IV, c 27 J 36 And be it further enacted, That no . .

Writ of Assize of novel disseisin. . Darrein-presentment. .or
' Mort d'ancestor. .shall be broushl after the Thirty-first Day
' of December One thousand eight hundred and thirty-four.

Darse, obs. var. of DACE, a fish.

Darst(e, obs. pa. indie, of DABE .l

Dart (dait), sb. Also 4-6 darte, 7 Sc. dairt.

[a. OF. dart, accus. of dan, dars, in I jth c. dani
= Pr. dart, Sp. and It darJo]
1. A pointed missile weapon thrown by the hand ;

a light spear or javelin ; also applied to pointed
missiles in general, including arrows, etc.

c 1314 Guy II 'arm. > A.) 3488 I-iunces, swerde*, and dartes.

c 1330 R. BRUNNE Ckron. (1810) 178 A darte was schot to

bem, bot non wist who it schete. c 1400 Destr. 1 roy 10548

Parys cast at the kyng . . pre dames. 1535 COVERDALE
Prav. xxvi. 18 As one shuleth deadly arowes and dartes.

i66a J. DAVIES tr. MaxdelsUs Trao. n. 156 They use no

other Arms than the Dart, (which they cast, .dexterously .

1718 POPE Iliad iv. 511 The sounding darts in iron tem-

pests flew. 1840 THIRLWAU. Greta VII. 7 After a short

siege, he was killed by a dart from an engine.

\3. fig.

1381 WYCUF Efh. vi. 16 The firy dartis of the worste

enrnye. 1509 HAWES Past. Pleas, xu. i, Deth with his

darte arest me sodenly. 1664 EVELYN K<U. Hart. (1720)

201 The too parching Darts of the Sun. 1764 koto**;
Tnsv. 231 Love's and friendship's finely pointed dart . a 1639

PRAED Poems (1864) II. 259 The lightning's vivid dart.

C. trans/. A kind of eel-spear (see quot. 1883) ;

a needle-shaped piece of caustic used in surgery ;

t a representation of a dart or arrow used to mark

direction on a drawing, etc. (obs. ; the tongue or

spear of flame produced by a blowpipe.
1784 Sfecif. Waits Patent No, 1432. 9 The direction at

motion of these . . wheels U shown by the darM. 1816 Aecvx



DART.

Clu-ni Tests (1818) 174 Expose it to the flame of a blowpipe

dart. 1876 tr. Ziemsscn's Cycl, Mcd, IV. 80 Darts of equal

parts of iodine and iodide of potassium prepared with

dextrine atid made as fine as Carlsbad needles, are used_
. .

with success in the treatment of. .hypertrophied tonsils.

1883 G, C. DAVIES Norfolk Broads xxxi. (1884) 244 **

spear in use on the Ant and Thurne is the dart, and is made
with a cross-piece, with barbed spikes set in it like the

teeth of a rake.

2. Zool. An organ resembling a dart : spec. a.

The sting of a venomous insect, scorpion, etc., or

that part which pierces the skin. b. A dart-like

organ in some gastropods, having an excitatory

function (see dart-sac in 8).

1665 HOOKE Microgr. 163 The Sting of a Bee.. I could

most plainly perceive.. to contain in it, both a Sword or

Dart, and the poisonous liquor
that causes the pain. 1768

BEATTIE Minstr. i. x, It poisons like a scorpion's dart. 1860

HAWTHORNE Marb. Faun jcx, His [a demon's] scaly tail,

with a poisonous dart at the end of it ! 1861 HuLMEtr.

Moquin-Tandon n. HI. ii. 84 Their [snails'] generative

organs . . contain a copulative pouch, the dart enclosed in

a sac. 1888 ROLLESTON & JACKSON Anim. Life 118. Ibid.

481 Some Pulmonata and certain species of
^
Doris possess

a dart, attached in the former to the female, in the latter to

the male, duct.

3. Dress-making. A seam joining the two edges
left by cutting a gore in any stuff.

1884 Dress Cutting Assoc. Circular^ To sew the Darts (or

Breast Plaits) commence at the top, holding both edges
even for one inch. 1893 Weldon's Ladies' JrnL XIV.

252/3 The shape is fitted with hip darts.

4. A name for the snake-like lizards of the genus
Acontias (formerly supposed to be venomous

serpents) from their habit of darting upon their

prey ;
= dart-serpent, -snake (see 8).

1591 PERCIVALL Sp. Diet., Tiro t a caste, dart, also a ser-

pent called a dart . . Acontias. 1607 TOPSELL Serpents

(1608) 696. 1635 SWAN Spec. M. (1670) 440 The Dart taketh

his name from his swift darting or leaping upon a man to

wound and kill him.

f6. The fish otherwise called DACE or DARE.
1655 MOUFET & BENNET Health's Improy. (1746) 371

Daces or Darts, or Dares, be of- .good Nourishment.

b. Short for dart-moth : see 8.

6. [f.
the vb.] The act of darting; a sudden

rapid motion.

1721 K. BRADLEY Wks. Nat. 71 The first Dart they make
at any thing. 1850 Arab. Nts* (Rtldg.) 306 A bird made
a sudden dart from the air upon it. 1867 TROLLOPE C/iron.

Barset II. Ii. 87 She rose quickly, .and prepared herself for

a dart at the door.

b. The act of casting a dart or pointed missile ;

the range within which it may be thrown.

1839 T. BEALE Sperm Whale 180 With their harpoons
held above their heads ready for the dart. Ibid. 182 The
whale continuing to descend the moment either of the boats

got within dart of him.

7. Australian slang. Plan, aim, scheme.

1887 FARRELL How he died 20 Whose '

dart' was to ap-

pear the justest steward that ever hiked a plate round.

1889 BOLDREWOOD Robbery under Arms (1890) 29 The
great dart is to keep the young stock away from their

mothers until they forget one another. 1890 Melbourne

Argus 9 Aug. 4/2 When I told them of my
'

dart
'

some
were contemptuous.
8. Comb., as dart-caster

\ dart-holding, -shaped^
~ivounded adjs. ; dart-moth, a moth of the genus
Agrotis, so called from a mark on the fore wing ;

dart-sac, a hollow structure connected with the

generative organs of some gastropods, from which
the darts (2 b) are ejected ; dart-serpent, dart-

snake, a snake-like lizard of the genus Acontias

(-DART 4).

1550 NICOLLS Thitcyd. 118 (R.) A certaine nomber of

slingers and *dart-casters. 1647 H. MORE Song of Soul
in, Ixviii, No fear of Death's *dart-holding hand. 1819
G. SAMOUELLE Entomol. Compend, Index, *Dart-moths. 1848
Proc. Benv. Nat. Club II. 329 Agrotis segetum (the Dart
Moth\ and Agrotis exclamationis (the Heart and Dart
Moth). 1870 ROLLESTON Anim. Life 49 A cylindrical hollow
muscular organ, the *dart-sac. 1607 TOPSELL Serpents
(1653) 697 Suddenly there came one of these ^Dart-serpents
out of the tree, and wounded him. 1745 P. THOMAS Jrnl.
Ansotfs Voy. 338 (C Good Hope-* The Eye-Serpent .. is

also call'd sometimes the Dart~Serpent, from its darting
or shooting himself forward with great swiftness. 1835-^6
TODD Cycl. Anat. I. 203/1 *Dart-shaped mandibles. 1688

J. CLAYTON in Phil. Trans. XVIII. 135 This I think

may.. be referred to the *Dart-Snakes. 1843 J. DAYMAN
tr. Dante's Inferno xxiv. 154 Though puffsnake, dart-

snake, watersnake, she {Libya] boast, a 1400-50 Alexander
225 Hire bewte bitis in his brest. .as he ware *dart-wondid.

Dart (dait\ v. [f. DART sb. : cf. F. darder

(igthc.) from dard.~\

fl. trans. To pierce with a dart or other pointed
weapon ; to spenr, transfix. Also_/i. Obs.

fi374 CHAUCER Troylns iv. 212 As the wilde bole.,

ydarted to the herte. 1557 Tottell's Misc. (Arb.) 234 Till

death shall darte him for to dye. 1624 CAPT. SMITH
I'ireinia \\. 32 Staues like vnto lauelins headed with bone.
With these they dart fish swimming in the water. 1632
LITHGOW Trav.x. 489 When death, .had darted King lames
of matchlesse memory. 1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa Wks.
1883 VI. 159 She . . darts dead at once even the embryo hopes
ofan encroaching lover. 1752 BOND in Phil. Trans. XLVII.
431 (They] are never sure of darting a whale, till they are
within a yard.
2. To throw, cast, shoot (a dart or other missile)
1580 NORTH Plutarch (1676) 770 Such other lauelins a

the Romans darted at them. 1662 J. DAVIES tr, Mandehlo'i

38

Trav. 51 A kind of long headed Pike, which they dart with

great exactness. 1770 LANGHORNE Plutarch 1(1879) ! 4*V
He bound it fast to a javelin, and darted it over. 1839
T. BEALE Sperm Whale 161 They .. sometimes get near

-nough to dart the harpoon.
3. transf. wAfg. To send forth, or emit, sud-

lenly and sharply ;
to shoot out ; to cast (a glance)

jirickly and keenly.
1592 SHAKS. Ven. fy Ad. 196 Thine eye darts forth the

fire that burneth me. 1596 Tarn. Shr. v. ii. 137 Dart not

L;ornefull glances from those eies. 1634 SIK T. HERBERT
l'rav. (1638) 171 The Sunne darted his outragious beames
so full upon us. 1676 Phil. Trans. XI. 680 (Fire engine)
L'he water issuing out of the tube that darts it. 1703
BOSMAN Guinea (1721) 246 The Camelion .. when a Fly
comes in his way. .darts out his Tongue with utmost Swift-

ness. 1784 COWPER Task n. 720 His gentle eye Grew
stern, and darted a severe rebuke. 1835-6 TODD Cycl.

Anat. I. 272/1 Darting the bill with sudden velocity into

he water. 1852 THACKERAY Esmond i. viii, Her eyes . .

darted flnshes of anger as she spoke.

4. inlr. To throw a dart or other missile.

1530 PALSGR. 506/2 These Yrisshe men darte best, or

hrowe a darte best of all men. 1614 RALEIGH Hist. World
i. 370 One Laodocus in darting. 1662 J. DAVIES tr.

'Jlearius' t'oy. A mbass. 72 They pursue her [the whale) and
dart two or three times more at her.

5. To move like a dart
;
to spring or start with

L sudden rapid motion
;
to shoot. Abo J$f*

1619 FLETCHER False One n. i, Destructions darting from
.heir looks. 1781 GIBBON Decl. f F. III. 1. 119 They dart

away with the swiftness of the wind. 1794 MRS. RADCLIFFE

Myst. Udolpho x\\'\
t
A thousand vague fears darted athwart

icr mind. 1851 M RS. STOWE Uncle Tom's C. xiii,
'

No, no ',

said little Ruth, darting up. 1885 Spectator 18 July 950/1
A deer darts out of the copse. 1886 RUSKIN Prxterita I. 296
The road got level again as it darted away towards Geneva.

t Dartars. Obs. Also darters. [Corruption
of F. dartre : see DARTRE.] A disease of sheep :

;ee quots.
1580 IVell of Woman Hill, Aberdeen A ivaj It perfytlie

curis the exteriour scabbis, wyldefyre, dartens, and vther

'Ithines of the skyn. 1587 MASCALL Govt. Cattle^ Shcepe
, 1627)221 There is. .a certaine scab that runneson thechinne
which is commonly called of the shepheards the dartars.

1726 Diet. Rust. led. 3', Chin-scab^ a Scabby Disease in

Sheep, .commonly call'd The Darters. 1741 Compl. Fain.
Piece in. 496 There is a certain Scab on the Chin of Lambs
at some Seasons, occasioned by their feeding on Grass
covered with Dew ; it is called by the Shepherds the Dartars ;

which will kill a Lamb if not stopt.

Darted (da-ited),///. a. [f. DART v. +-EDM
1 1. Pierced with, or as with, a dart ; punctured.
c 1374 [see DART v. i]. 1622 H. SVDENHAM Serin. Sol. Occ.

n. (1637) 161 With darted bosomes and imbalmed hearts.

1763 C9LLINSON in Phil. Trans. LIV. 67 Several darted

twigs [i.e. pierced by insects] were .. carefully examined,
and opened.
2. Thrown or shot as a dart

;
sent or put forth

suddenly and rapidly.
1669 DRVDEN Tyran. Love iv. i, A darted Afandate came

From that great Will which moves this mighty Frame.

1671 Conq. Gran. i. i, The darted Cane, a 1711 KEN
Edmund Poet. Wks. 1721 II. 314 Darted Pray'r returns for

darted Spight. 1859 TENNYSON Vivien 935 With darted

spikes and splinters.

Darter (dautai). [f.
DART v. +-EB 1

.]

1. One who throws or shoots darts; a soldier

armed with a dart.

1565-73 COOPER Thesaurus s.v. Certus, laculis certus, a
sure and cunning darter. 1580 NORTH Plutarch

^(1676) 391

Appointing his Archers and Darters to hurl, .their Darts. .

to the tops of the Houses, a 1656 USSHER Ann. (1658) 730

Having a strong guard of darters and slingers. 1820 EDGE-
WORTH Mem. I. 199 He was called Jack the Darter. He
threw his darts, .to an amazing height. 1849 GnojEGreece
II. liii. VI. 520 To organise either darters or slingers,

f b. A harpooner. Obs.

1724 R. FALCONER I'oy. (1769)8 The wounded Fish [dolphin]
immediately flounces .. which the Darter observes, giving
him Rope and Play.
2. A person or animal that darts or moves swiftly.
1818 BYRON Ch. Har, iv. Ixvii, The finny darter with the

glittering scales.

f 3. = DART sb. 4, dart-snake. Obs.

1607 TOPSELL Serpents (1608) 696 Certain [serpents] in

Hungary . . do leap upon men, as these darters do. 1820

W, TOOKE tr. Lucian I. 96 Innumerable asps .. darters,
cow-suckers and toads.

4. a. English name of the genus Plotus or family
Plotidto of web-footed birds of the pelican tribe,

with long neck and small head, found in parts of

tropical Africa and America, and in Australia; so

called from their way of darting on their prey.
1825 GORE tr. BlumenbacKs Nat. Hist. v. 126 Ankinga,

the Darter. P. ventre albo. 1881 MANVILLE FENN Off to

Wilds xxx. (1888) 210 That curious water-bird, the darter,

swimming with ks body nearly submerged, and its long,
snakjr neck, ready to dart its keen bill with almost lightning
rapidity at the tiny fish upon which it fed.

b. //. The order Jaculatores in Macgillivray's
classification of birds, comprising the kingfishers,
bee-eaters, and jacamars ;

from their habit of dart-

ing upon their prey.
5. A name for various fishes ; esp. the small

fresh-water fishes constituting the N. American

subfamily Etheostominx, of the family Percufa,
which dart from their retreats when disturbed.
1884 GOOUE Fisheries of U. S. 417 Darters are found in all

fresh waters of the United States east of the Rocky Moun-
tains. 1887 C. C.ABBOTT Waste-Land M'and. vii. 210 There
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was a goodly company of little darters or etheostomoids . .

all of one species the common tessellated darter.

Darting (<la'Jthj),zV. rf. [-IKO'.] The action

of the verb DAIIT, q.v. ; throwing or shooting of

darts, etc. ; rapid movement as of a dart, etc.

1565-73 Coot'EK Thesaurus, Campus iacnlatoritts, a fielde

where men exercise darting. 1626 BACON Syh'a 944 Sudden
Glances, and Darlings of the Eye. 1694 Ace. Sev. Late

Voy. II. (1711) 220 Their Fishing ordinarily is darting, their

Darts are long, strongly barbed. 1756 MOUNSEY in Phil.

Trans. I. 21 Pain on the stomach, .with darlings inwardly.
1839 T. BEALE Sperm Whale 161 They then make use of
:he lance either by darting or thrusting.

Da'rtiiig, ///. a. [-ING^.] That darts (see
the verb).
1. trans. Shooting darts ; shooting or casting

forth like a dart.

1606 SHAKS. Ant. ft Cl. in. i. I Now darling Parlhya art

thou slroke. 1634 MILTON Comns 753 Love-darling eyes.
c 1825 LONGF. Burial of Minnisink vii, With darting eye
and nostril spread.
2. inlr. Moving or shooting swiftly like a dart.

1664 EVELYN Kal. Hort. (1729) 197 The sudden darting
Heat of the Sun. 1859 TENNYSON Enid 1318 They vanish'd

panic-stricken, like a shoal Of darting fish.

Hence Da'rtingly adv., Da'rtiug-ness.
1674 N. FAIRFAX BulkffSelv. 129 When we give a darting-

ness to outcasts [i.e. missiles]. 1840 WORCESTER, Dartingly.
Dartle (.daut'l), v. rare. [A modern dim. and

iterative of DART v. : cf. sparkle.] To dart or

.shoot forth repeatedly (trans, and intr.).

1855 BROWNING My Star, My star that dartles the red

and the blue. 1893 Athenxwn 18 Mar. 346/2 He. .showed
me Ihe cheslnut logs which spit and dartle, the birch logs
which smoke and moulder.

Dartless, a. Without a dart.

1769 S. PATERSON Another Trav. II. 184.

Da'rtnian. A soldier aimed with a dart.

1605 SYLVESTER Du Bartas 11. iii. Vocation 304 Without
an aime the Dart-man darts his speare. 1838 THIRLWALL
Greece III. xix. 98 Archers and dartmen.

Dartoid (daMtoid), a. Atiat. [mod. f. Gr.

8af>T-o? DARTOS + -OID.] Like or of the nature of

the dartos.

1872 F. G. THOMAS Dis. Women (ed. 3) 635 The dartoid

sacs of the labia majora. 1890 THANE Ellis' Anat. (ed. 11)

445 The subcutaneous layer in the scrotum . . is named the

dartoid tissue.

II DartOS (dautis). Anat. [mod. a. Gr. Sapros

flayed, excoriated, verbal adj. of Scipftv to flay.]

The layer of connective and unstriped muscular

tissue immediately beneath the skin of the scrotum.

1634 T. JOHNSON Parey's Chintrg. 119 The epididymis or

dartos. 1875 FLINT Phys. Man V. 314 A loose, reddish,
contractile tissue, called Ihe dartos, which forms two distinct

sacs, one enveloping each testicle.

Dartre (da'Jtaj). [F. dartre, of doubtful ety-

mology : see Diez, Litlre, and Diet, des Sciences

Med. XXV. 648. For an earlier adoption of the

word into Eng., see DAKTAKS.] A vague generic
name for various skin diseases, esp. herpes ; also,

a scab or the like formed in such diseases.

1829 BATEMAN Synops. Cntan. Dis. (ed. 7) Pref. 15 The
j ._ i* _/ t .: i_ -o_. /* n..J..

is herpes. 1843 Sn
.

.

72 Boils and '

dartres
'

formed near the seat of pain.

DartrOUS (dautras), a. [ad. F. dartreux, i.

dartre : see prec.] Pertaining to or of the nature

of dartre : applied to a peculiar diathesis.

1830-47 TODD Cycl. Anat. III. 190/2 Dartrous diseases of

the skin. 1881 PIFFARD Therap. Skin 126 The rheumic or

dartrous diathesis, as it is called in France, is the predispos-

ing cause, 1 believe, of eczema, psoriasis, and pityriasis.

DaTtsman. [f. dart's] =DARTMAN.
1770 J. Ross Epitaph on Friend II (MS.) Death dread

dartsman ! . . May strike thee sudden in life's blooming May.

Darvis, darvish, obs. forms of DERVISH.

Darwinian (daiwi-nian), a. (sb.) [f. proper
name Darwin.+ -IAN.]

fl. Of or pertaining to Erasmus Darwin (1731-

l8o2\ and to his speculations or poetical style.

1804 Etlin. Rev. July 297 One objeclion . . to the Darwinian
modulation with which Mr. Sotheby's versification is in-

fected. 1842 MRS. BROWNING Bk. of Poets Wks. 1890 V.

279 A broad gulf between his [Wordsworth's] descriplive

poetry and that of the Darwinian painter-poet school.

2. Of or pertaining to the celebrated naturalist

Charles Darwin (grandson of Erasmus Darwin,

1809-1882), and to his scientific views or observa-

tions, esp. his theory of the evolution of species:

see DARWINISM 2.

1867 (title) The Darwinian Theory of the Transmutation

of Species. 1881 Knowledge 9 Dec. 128/1 The principles

which will guide us in ihe choice ofsubjects will be Darwinian

to wit, natural selection and the survival of the fitlesl.

b. as it, A follower of Charles Darwin; one

who accepts the Darwinian theory.

1871 HUXLEY Crit. ft Addresses 11873) =5' Mr. Mivart is

,

less of a Darwinian than Mr. Wallace, for he has less faith

in the power of natural selection. 1881 A thenxum 29 Oct.

566/1 Mr. Balfour is a practical Darwinian.

Darwi'iiianism. [f. prec. + -ISM.]

fl. Imitation of the style of Erasmus Darwin

see prec. I). Obs. (iioiue-nse.\

1804 Eilin. Rev. July 297 We c.iu substantiate our charge
of Darwinianism.



DARWINISM.
2. The Darwinian theory of evolution ;

-D.ui-
\VIMMM 2 ; also, a 1'arwinian idiom or phrase.
1883 K. M. UNDKKDOWN in A". -V Q. 13 Oct. 384/2, I know

not if any one. .has noticed a literary ancestor, to use a l>:u-

winianisin, fir lh;U of Francis I after I'.ivi.i. 1893 J. H.
STIRLING (tifts), Darwinianism : Workmen and Work.

Darwi-nical, a. rare-". DAUWINIAN 2.

Ilcncc Dnrwi'nically adv.

1864 Hrxt.i v I.nv .\t'ri. (1870) 334 It is one thing to say,
I t.u u ink-ally, that every detail observed in an animal's
structure is of use to it [etc.).

Darwinism (da'awiniz'm). [-ISM.]

1 1. The doctrine or hypothesis of Erasmus
Darwin. Obs, (nonce-use.)
1856 Ii. W. RICHARDSON Life T. Sofivith (1801) 156 Mr.

Sopwith described the hypothesis of the development of

living things from a primordial centre. That, said Reade,
is rank Darwinism. It was the first time I had heard that

word used, .it had reference to Erasmus Darwin.

2. The biological theory of Charles Darwin con-

cerning the evolution of species, etc., set forth

especially in his works entitled 'The Origin of

Species by means of Natural Selection, or the pre-
servation of favoured races in the struggle for life

'

(1859), and ' The Descent of Man and Selection in

relation to Sex' (1871).
1871 Atht-Hznm 15 July 8^ It is impossible to reconcile the

Doctors of the Church with the Doctors of Darwinism.

1876 RAY LANKRSTKR tr. Htucke[s Hist. Creation I. i The
scientific theory. . commonly called . . Darwinism, is only a
small fragment of a far more comprehensive doctrine. 1889
A. R. WALLACE (title), Darwinism, An exposition of the

theory of Natural Selection with some of its applications.

So Da-rwinist, a follower of Darwin, a Dar-
winian. Darwini stic a., of or pertaining to

Darwinism. Da'rwiniie z>.,to speculate or theorize

after the manner of ( Erasmus or Charles) Darwin.

1883 Set. <y Lit. Gossip \. 79 Interesting to every sincere
Darwinist. 1875 tr. Schmidt's Desc. fr Danv. 292 Decisive
in favour of Darwinistic views. 1881 Athenaeum 27 May
663/2 In connexion with Darwinistic explanations 01 ends.
1880 Nature XXI. 246 Coleridge invented the term ' Dar-

winising' to express his contempt forthe speculations of the
elder Darwin. 1886 Contemp. Rev. Sept. 435 Darwinizing
sociologists.

Darwinite (Urawitwit), **.' (a.) [-ITE.]
A. si. A follower of Charles Darwin; a Dar-

winian.
i86a lllxst. Lmd. Neon XLI. 41/1 Here are Darwinites

..reviving the doctrine of Lord Monboddo that men and

monkeys are of the same stock. 1885 Atttetixum 8 Aug.
171/2 A wave of reaction against what we may term the
ultra-Darwinism of the Darwinites.

B. aJj.
- DARWINIAN 2,

1867 KINGSLEY Let. in Life xxiL '1883) 280 Can you tell

me where I can find any Darwinite lore about the develop*
ment of birds?

Da'rwinite, sb.- Min. [Named by Forbes
1861 after Chas. Darwin: see -ITB.] A synonym
of \VlIITNEYITE. 1861 in BRISTOW Gloss. Mix. 104.

Dary, obs. form of DAIRY.

II Das (das). Also dasse. [Du. das = Ger. dachs,
OIIG. tlahs: WGer. *

fa/is, whence also med.L.
taxiis badger. In sense I retained by Caxton in

his English version of Reynard ; in sense 2 belong-

ing to the Dutch of South Africa.]

fl. Abadjjer. 06s.

1481 CAXTON Reyiiard iv. (Arb.) 7 Tho spack Grymbart
the dasse. Ibid. xvii. 39 The beres, the foxes, the cattes
and the dassen.

2. The daman or rock-badger of the Cape.
1786 SI'ARRMAK

Voy^. Cape G. //. 309 Those little animals
which . .by the colonists are called dasses or badgers. 1838
W. H. R. READ in fenny Cycl. XII. 419 (s.v. Hyrax) Its

name at the Cape is the Dasse, which is, I believe, the
Dutch for a badger. 1884 WOOD in Sunday llfag. Nov. 719/1
The most successful Das hunter.

t Dasart. Obs. rare. [f. tfase, DAZE v. + -ABD :

cf. MDu. Jasacrt (Oudemans), in Kilian dacsaerd

a fool.] A dazed, stupefied, or inert person ; a

dullard; = DASIBERD, DASTAHO I.

a 1400 Minor Poems I'lTittm flfS. 333 Ouur-al mai^t bou
comen and go, Whon a Moppe dasart schal tot so.

t Dascan, v. Sc. Obs. Also daskan, dascon.

[perh. for DESCANT.] To ponder, consider.
c 1579 MONTGOMERIE Navigations 227 They daskand

farther : What if the Quene war deid? a 1600 BUREL in

Watson Coll. Sc. Poems II. 45(JamJ Than did I dascan
with my sell, Quhid.lcr to heuin or unto hell, Thir persouns
suld pertene. 163* LITHGOW Trav. vit. 328 To dascon this,

remarke, when they set land, Some this, some that, doe

gesse, this Hill, that Cape.

Dase, obs. form of DACE, DAZE.
Basel 1, obs. form of DAZZLE.
Dasewe : see DASWEN v. Obs.

Dasey, obs. form of DAISY.

Dash (daef
1

,*.
1 Forms : 3-4 dasse, 3-5 daaohe,

4 dasscho, 46 dasshe. 4 7 dashe, 6- dash.

[ME. i/asc/ifn, Jassen, found (11300, perh. from

Norse : cf. Sw. daska to drub, Sw. dial, to slap with

open hand. Da. daske to beat, strike ; but an ON.
*i/asi-a is not recorded, and the word is not known
in WGer. It may be a comparatively recent

onomatopoeic word, expressing the action and

sound of striking or driving with violence and

80

smashing effect : cf. clash, crush, fash, flash, smash,
etc. The trans, and intr. uses are exemplified
almost equally early, and there is no definite

evidence as to their actual order ; cf. T)r**H v.]

I. Transitive senses*

1. To strike with violence so as to break into

fragments ; to break in pieces by a violent stroke

or collision ; to smash. Now generally with com-

plement, as to dash to pieces ; but the simple dash
is still said of the action of wind or rain in beating,

bruising, and disfiguring flowers or plants.
1*97 R. GLOUC. (1734) 51 pe pykes smyte hem bora out . .

And daschte and a dreynte fourty schippes. Ibid. 540 [Thci]
with axes thuder come, & that

jat to he we, & to dasse. c 1330
Arlk, $ Merl. 9051 (Matz.i The hors chine he dassed a-to.

1387 THEVISA Hidden (Rolls) III. 63 [He was] al to daubed
so |>at no bing of his body my^te be founde. 1503 SHAKS.
3 Hen. (*/, in. it. 98 The splitting Rockes. .would not dash
me with their ragged sides. 1610 7Vw/*. i. ii. 8 A braue
vcssell . . Dash'd all to peeces. 1641 ROGERS Ntinman 143
As if one should with his foolc dash a little chikls house of

oystershels. 1748 Anton 1

*
\'oy.

\\. i. 116 He fell amongst
the rocks, and was dashed to pieces. 1847 TENNYSON Princ.
v. 139 Altho' we dash'd Your cities into shards with catapults.

1891 GARDINER Student's Hist. Eng.i \ The waves had dashed
to pieces a large number of his ships. Mod. The roses were

beautiful, before they were so dashed by the wind and rain.

b. To strike violently against.
(Without implication of smashing.)
1611 COTGH., Talemonsert to cuffe, or dash on the lips.. t

//A^r. ofState in /far/. Mix. (Main.) III. 405 With
the like thunderbolt, to dash the heads of the sacred Empire.
1776 GIBBON Decl. <V /'. I. xxv. 746 The oars of Theodosius
dashed the waves of the Hyperborean ocean. 1843 J. MAR-
TINEAU Chr. Life (1866) 349 Like brilliant islands .. vainly
dashed by the dark waters of human history.

2. To knock, drive, throw, or thrust (atvay,

down, out, etc.) with a violent stroke or collision.

c 1*90 S. Eng. Leg. I. 344/147 And daschte be tie/ [ = teeth]
out of is heucd. a 1400-50 Alexander 3882 A brand and a

bri)t schild bremely he hentis . . Dasches dragons doun.

159* SHAKS. Rom. $ Jul. iv. iii. 54 Shall I not . . dash out

my desperate braines. 1664 H. MORE Afrit. Iniq. 268 It

[rain] is naturally drunk in, not dash'd in by force, a 1700
DRYDEN (J.), The brushing oars and brazen prow Dash up
the sandy waves. i8a8 SCOTT /'. M. Perth ii, Dashing from
him the snake which was about to sting him. 1833 HT.
MARTINRAU Munch. Strike x. 113 While she, dashing away
her tears, looked for something to do.

f b. To drive impctuously/0rM or out, cause to

rush together. Obs.

1513 I.D. BKRNERS f-roiss. \. clvii. 191 Then thenglyshmen
dashed forthe their horses after the frenchmen. Ibid I.

cccxlii. 538 Lorde Langurant. .couched his speare..and so

dyde Bernarde, and dasshed to their horses. 1577-87 HOLIN-
SHED Ckron. III. 922/2 The king . . pulled downe his visar

. .and dashed out such a pleasant countenance and cheere,
that all. .reioised verie much.

3. To throw, thrust, drive, or impel (something
1

)

against, upon, into (something else) with a vio-

lence that breaks or smashes; to impel (a thing)
into violent and destructive contact with something:
a. a solid body. (AlsoySJf.)
1530 PALSGR. 507/1 He dasshed my heed ajraynst the

postes. 1568 GRAFTON Ckron, II. 24 He foorthwitn dashed
his

spurres
into his horse and fled. 1614 KAI.MI.H ///.

n'ortti H. 376 In so doing he dasheth himself against a
notable Text. 17*4 R. FALCONER Vpy. (1769)62 Lest another

Wave should dash me against it [the rock}. 1820 SCORKSBV
Ace. Arctic Keg. I. 401 A violent storm of wind dashed her

. .stern first, against a floe of ice. 1861 HUGHES Tom Brtntm

at Oxf. vii. (1889) 61 [He] dashed his right fist full against
one of the panels.

b. To splash (water or other liquid) violently

upon or against something.
1697 DRYDEN Virg. Georg. i. 457 The Waves on heaps are

dashd against the Shoar. 1839 T. BEALE Sperm Wliale

350 Dashing the salt water in our faces.

f C. With reversed construction : To dash one

in the teeth with (something) : to
'
cast it in one's

teeth '. Obs. (Cf. CAST v. 65^
1530 PALSGR. 507/1, I dasshe one in the tethe with a lye or

aglosynge tale, Jtmbonckt . .What nedest thou to dasshe

me in the tethe with the monave thou haste lente me.

4. To bespatter or splash ,a thing with anything

(e. g. water or mud) cast with force or violence

upon or against it.

1530 PALSGR. 507/1, 1 dasshe, I araye with myer, Jt crotte.

Your horse hath all to dasshed me. 1670 MILTON Hist. Kng.
\Vks. vi. i 1851 ) 268 The Sea . . came fowling on, and without

reverence l>oth wet and dash'd him. 1604 Ace. Sev. Late Voy.
ii. (171 1) 166 Some Whales blow Itlood to the very last . .and

these dash the Men in the Long-boats most filthily. 1785 H.
WALPOLE Mod. Gardening * RA Vast basins of marble dashed
with perpetual cascades. 1875 HF.PFOKD Sailor t Pocket Bk.
viii. 1 1877) 307 The face may be dashed with cold water.

Jig. xfex Bk. Ditcipl. CM. Scot. Pref., Some will dash you
by the odious name of Puritan. 1633 G. HERBERT Ttmfltt

Marie Magd, iii, Her sinnes did dash Ev'n God himself.

b. To put out (fire) by dashing water upon it.

1610 SHAK& Temp. \. \\. 5 But that the Sea . . Dashes the

fire out. 1844 DICKENS Mart. Chus. xxvii, Rows of fire-

buckets for dashing out a conflagration.

C. pa.pple. Marked as with splashes.
1578 LVTE Dodoens \\. xliv. 2oa Floures . . pondered or

dashte with small spottes. 1797-1804 BEWICK Brit. Birds

(1847) I. 119 The top of the head, the back, and the tail

black : the rump is dashed with ash. 1850 TENNYSON /'/

Mem. 1xxx iii. 1 1 Deep tulips dash'd with fiery dew. 1871
BLACK Pr. ThxU xxvii. 452 The sea was dashed with a wild

glare of crimson.

DASH.

6. To affcti or qualify 'asythiny) u>itk an ele-

ment of a (iiffercnt strain thrown into it ; to mingle.
temper, fjiKilii'y, dilute with tome (usually inferior)
admixture. Also
1546 Confut. N. Sha V*M A. iii (R.X Yoore termoni diohcd

ful of sorowful teares and depe tighingi. 1516 COOAN Hm-cn
//Va/Mcvii, 116361 108 Hoyle ificm [fruit] againc with af-
ficient tugar, to dash them with sweet water. 168* SIR T.
Bnowm Chr. Mar. . 1756) 40 Notable virtue* arc ftotnctimc*
dashed with notoriou* vice*. 16*4 tr. front?t Merc. Comfit.
v. 137 Vinegar, .dashed with water, .it an Antidote a^
drunkenness. 171* AoOttOH -S/Vt /. No. 267 F 8 To da%h the
Truth with Fiction. 1843 LEVEK 7. Hinton vi, Dash the
lemonade with a little maraschino. 1853 TKRNCM /'rvrvrfa

141 The pleasure* of tin. .are largely dashed with its pains.

b. Coal-mining. To mix
ffire-<lamp)

with air

till the mixture ceases to be inflammable.
1851 GHEENWF.LL Coitl-tratff Ttrins Northnmb. * Dvrk.

ai Dashing Air. Mixing air and gas together, until . . the
mixture ceases to be inflammable.

6. fig- To destroy, ruin, confound, bring to

nothing, frustrate, spoil (a design, enterprise, hope,
etc.) : cf. to smash. In 16-171*1 c. the usual word
for the rejection of a bill in Parliament, and fre-

quent in various applications; now Obs, exc. in

to dash '.anyone's) hopes. (Cf. next.)
15*8 Btgfftir

1

* Petit, agtt. Popery in Stltct. t/arl. Mite.

(1793) f 53 He shall he excommunicated, and then be all his
actions dashed ! 1563-87 FOXE A. 4 M, (1506) 169 All the

hope of Anselme was clash t. "1577 Sin 1'. SMITH CVwrwra*.
En*. (16331 92 As the cry of yea or no i* bigger so the

wedis allowed or dashed. 16*7 DMAYTON Aginconrt 4 A warre
with France, must be the way To dash this liilL a 1696 UP.
HALL Rtm. ll'ks. (i66ot 59 Those hopes were no sooner con-
ceived than dasht. 1697 DAMPIF.R Voy. (1698) I. 157 So the

design was wholly dashed. 1710 I'tm-KAt x Orif. Tithet'iv.

214 To dash what arguments may be brought from hence,

1840 Chartist Circular No. 5. 225 This dashes the bit-by-bit

system [of reform]- 1861 PKARSXIN Earlyf Mid. Agtt Eng.
141 Dunstan's hopes were again dashed by the news of
Edward's death.

7. To cast down, depress ; to daunt, dispirit, dis-

cournge.
1550 COVERDALE Spir. Perlt v

t How small soever their

temptation or plague is, their heart is dashed. 1579 L. TOM-
SON Calvin sScrtu. Tim, 466/1 We shalbe all dasht that our

prayers do but scare in the ayre. 1604 SHAKS. Otk. in. iii.

214, 1 see, this hath a little dash'd your Spirits. 1676 DRYUEN
Aurengz. \\. i. 524 Why did you speak? you've dash'd my
Fancy quite. 1791 COWPER Odyss. ix. 395 We, dash'd with
terror, heard the growl Of his big voice. 1840 I>i< KI-NS< >/r/

C. Shop xxvi, This discouraging information a little dashed
the child. 1891 Miss DowiE^fWin Karp. 167 Somewhat
dashed, we went down . . to the spot where my horse had
fallen with me.

b. To confound, put to shame, abash.

1563-87 FoxE/1.^- M.( 1506) 1574/2 Frier Itutknham. .was
so dashed, that neuer after nee durst peepc out of the pulpit

against M. I.HUIIKT. 1588 SHAKS. /.. L. L. v. ii. 585 An
honest man, looke you, and soon dasht. 1634 MILTON ComMS

447 Chaste austerity . . that dashed brute violence With
sudden adoration and blank awe. 17*6 VAX JIM. & Cm. Prov.
//nst. ii. i, The Girl . . has Tongue enough : she wua'nt be
dasht. 1766 FORDVCE Strm, Yng. Worn. (1767) II. xiiL

aj6
From her a. .look, .will dash the boldest offender. 1860

TRENCH Sertn. Wettm. Abbey x. 108 Dashed and abashed as
no doubt for a moment she was.

fc. Phr. To dash (a person) out of countenance

(conceit, courage}. Obs.

1530 PALSGR. 507 /i, I dassbe out of countenaunce or out
of conceyte, Je rent con/tis. 1576 FLEMING Panopl. Epist.
162 Your lice-rest friends . . damnified, and dashed out of

courage. 1598 GRENEWEV Tacitus' Ann. in. xiv. (1622) 85
Cause sufficient, to haue dasht the best practised out of
matter. 1617 HIERON Ir'ks. (1619-20) II. 408 It would dash
him quite out of countenance. 1754 RICHARDSON Gramiison
I. xi. 61 In order to dash an opponent out of countenance

by getting the laugh instead of the argument on his side.

8. To put down on paper, throw off, write, or

sketch, with hasty and unpremeditated vigour.
17*6 WOOROW Corr. (1843) III. 234 Please dash down any-

thing that is proper for me to help. 17*8 POPE Dune. it. 47
Never was dash'd out, at one lucky hit, A fool, so

just
a copy

of a wit. 1771 FOOTE Maidof B. EpiL Wit*. 1799 II. 201 Hi*

ready pen be drew, And dash'd the glowing satire as he flew.

1847 TF.NNYSON Print, tv. 121 Ourself . . into rhythm have
dash'd The passion of the prophetess. Ibid. v. 414 Then
came a postscript dash'd across the reft. 1859 KINGSLEY
Misc. (1860) II. 15 The impressions of the moment, .dashed
off with a careless but graceful pen.

0. To draw a dash through (writing) ; to strike

out, cancel, erase, efface. Now rare or Obs.

1549-6* STBRNHOLO & H. Ps. Ixix. 29 And dash them
cleane out of the booke of hope. 1576 FLEMING //?'//.
Epist. 80 A faulte in writing is dashed out with a race of the

penne. 1581 SIDNEY Asir. 4- Sttlla t in Arb. Garner I. 528
And now my pen these lines had dashed quite. 1607 TOP-
SELL h'our-f. Beasts\\fy$ 212 Before the snow be melt, and,

the footings dashed. 1670 WOOD Life (Oxf. Hist. Soc.) II.

109 He would correct, alter, dash out or put in what he

pleased. 1896 FROUDB Hist. Eng. I. 454 She took a pen
and dashed out the words.

b. To draw (a pen) vigorously through writing
so as to erase it

1780 COWPER Tablt T. 769 To dash the pen through all

that you proscribe.

10. To mark with a dash, to underline.

1836 T. HOOK G, C.nmey I. 17 The infinite pains I took to

dash and underline the points. 1871 Athenmttm 13 May 583
He did so dash his initials at the end of letters.

11. slang, or folloy Used as a euphemism for
' damn ', or as a kind of veiled imprecation.



DASH.

1812 H. & T. SMITH Rej. Addr.
t
G. Bamiuell, Dash my

wigs, Quoth ne, I would pummel and lam her well. 1844
John Chaivbacoit ii. in HalHwell Diet. (1865) I. p. xv, Dash
my buttons, Moll I'll be darn'd if I know. 1852 DICKIONS
Bleak Ho. III. \. 7 Dash it, Tony . . you really ought to be
careful. 1865 Mut. Fr. n. viii, Dashed if I know.

II. Intransitive senses.

12. To move, fall, or throw itself with violence or

smashing effect ; to strike in violent collision

against (upon, etc.) something else.

f 1305 Saints' Lives in E.E, P. (1862) 80 J>at weber bigan
to glide . . her hit gan dasche adoun . . Ac in be nor}> half of

J>e churche. .ber ne ful no^t a reynes drope. c 1400 Melayne
964 Dede he daschede to the grounde. 1638 BAKER tr.

Balzac's Lett. II. 43 In my way there are. . many stones to

dash against. 1694 Ace. Sev. late Voy. n. (1711) 168 The
Whale, .doth strike about with his Tail and Finns, that the

Water dasheth up like Dust. 1724 R. FALCONER Pay.

(1769) 62 The Tempest was very much abated, and the
Waves not dashing so often. 1842 TENNYSON Day-dream,
The Revival ii, And all the long-pent stream of life Dash'd
downward in a cataract. 1801 E. PEACOCK N. Brendan II.

418 The full force of the Atlantic is dashing on the cliffs.

fig. 1638 D. FEATLEY Strict. Lyndom, \. 102 Lyes dash
one with the other, and truth breakes out of the mouth of
the lyar.

13. Of persons: To throw oneself with violence,
such as would overthrow obstacles or resistance ;

to go, run, or rush with sudden impetuosity, or

with spirited or brilliant action. Alsoyfg-. (Const,
with var. preps, and advbs.)
c 1300 A". Alts. 2837 The gate, .up he brak

;
In to the cite*

he con dassche. ^1330 Arth. $ Merl. 6293 (Matz.) Forth
dassed the king. a. 1533 LD. BERNERS Hiton Iviii. 200 Y
sarazyns dasshed in to the prese to haue rescued Huon.
1506 Pitas. Quippes Upstart Gentlw. in Hazl. E. E. P.
IV. 258 Our wantons now in coaches dash, From house to

house, from street to street. 1682 DRYDEN Abs. ft Achit.
n. 414 Doeg. .Spurred boldly on, and dashed through thick
and thin, Through sense and nonsense. 1794 MRS. RADCLIFFE
Myst. Udolpho xviii, Dashing at the steps below. 1823
BYRON Juan vm. liv, [He] Dash'd on like a spurr'd blood-
horse in a race. 1870 MORRIS Earthly Par. III. iv. 377 [He]
rode on madly. .Dashed through the stream and up the
other bank. 1886 RUSKIN Pr&terita I. vii. 230 To leave
her card on foot at the doors of ladies who dashed up to
hers in their barouche. 1802 GARDINER Student*s Hist,

ting, n Ca:sar .. dashed at his stockade and carried it by
storm.

b. Said of action with pen or pencil.
a 1680 ROCHESTER An Allusion to Horace(&.), With just

bold strokes he dashes here and there, Showing great
mastery with little care.

f 14. To clash. Obs.
c 13525 Coer de L. 4615 Trumpes blewen, labours dashen.
15. colloq. To make a display, 'cut a dash';

dash off, out, to burst off, come out, with a dash.

1786 Francis, the Philanthr. I. 159 Bidding fair to dash
out, when he was qualified by manhood and experience.
1800 HKLENA WELLS Const. Neville III. 68 He intended to
dash off as a star of the first magnitude in the circles of
fashion. 1806 SURR Winter in Lond. (ed. 3) III. 215 That
blade dashes most confoundedly, .he is a princely fellow, to
be sure. 1807-8 W. IRVING Salntng. (1824) 290 Every lady
. .dresses and dashes.

III. 16. Comb. a. with verb + object, as

f dash-buckler, a swaggering fellow, swash-

buckler; b. with the verb-stem used attrib., as

dash-pot, a contrivance for producing gradual
descent in a piece of mechanism, consisting of a

cylinder or chamber containing liquid in which
a piston moves; a hydraulic buffer; dash-wheel
(see quot.). See also DASH-BOARD.
1567 FENTOM Trag.Disc. 123 b, A traine of *dashbucklers

or squaring tospottes. 1861 Scit Amcr. 30 Mar. 196/2 The
*' dash pot

'

which Watt invented to graduate the descent of
the puppet valve into its seat. 1874 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. 666
s.v.

Cut-oft\ To seat them without slamming, the valve-stems
are provided with dash-pots. Ibid.^Dash-nvheel. (Bleach-
ing.] A wheel with compartments revolving partially in
a cistern, to wash and rinse calico in the

piece, by alter-

nately dipping it in the water and then dashing it from side
to side of the compartments.
Dash, z>.2 : see after DASH sb.-

Dash (daef), sb.^ Forms : 4 dasch, 5-6 dasshe,
6 dasche, dashe, 6- dash.

[f. DASH T/.]

1. A violent blow, stroke, impact, or collision,
such as smashes or might smash.
(With quot. 1577 cf. DASH v. 2.)
a 1375 Lay-Folks Mass-Bk. App. jv. 351 Wib his hed he

yaf a dasch A^eyn be Marbelston. 1470-85 MALORY Arthur
x. Ixxix, Syr Ector . . gaf sire Palomydes suche a dasshe with

Anglo-Lat. 22 Let me alone, or I will give you a dash on
the teeth. 1725 DE FOE I'oy. round World (ifyo) 258 The
water, falling from a height . . and meeting in the passage
with many dashes and interruptions. 1727-46 THOMSON
Summer 1114 The dash of clouds, or irritating war Of fight-
ing winds. 1858 LYTTON H'/tat will he do ? i. v, Whistling
. .in time to the dash of the oars.

f 2. fig. in phrases at (the]first dash, at one (or
a) dash : cf. stroke, blow (F. coup']. Obs.
1550 BALE Apol. 37 (R.) He heapeth me in, an whole halfe

leafe at a dash, out of Saynt Augustyne. 1391 SHAKS.
T Hen. VI

t
i. ii. 71 She takes vpon her brauelyat first dash.

1627 H. LESLY Serm. bef. Majesty 4 Wee are not made
absolute entire Christians at the first dash. 1681 W. ROBERT-
SON Phraseol. Gen. (1603) 753 What? At first dash so to jear
and frump your friend? 1699 W. HACKE Voy. 11.9 In ..

danger, to lose both our Lives and all our substance at one
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dash. 1710 Ace. Last Distemp. Tom Whigg n. 48 De-

signing to immortalize himself and his Patron at a Dash.

f
1 3. Jig. A sudden blow or stroke that casts down,

confounds, depresses, dispirits, etc. ; an affliction,

discouragement. Obs.

1580 Apol. Prince ofOrange in Phoenix (1721) 1. 450 That
the Course of his Life be found blessed, .without any dash,

blow, stumbling. 1629 RUTHERFORD Lett. v. (1862) I. 48,
I have received many, .dashes and heavy strokes, since the

Lord called me to the ministry. 1637 Ibid. I. 287 The glory
of manifested justice in giving of His foes a dash. 1730 T.

BOSTON Mem. vii. 134 This gave me a sore dash.

4. The violent throwing and breaking of water

(or other liquid) upon or against anything; a splash ;

a sudden heavy fall of rain
; \concr. a portion of

water splashed up.
1570 LEVINS 35/5 A dashe, /a&?s, aspersio. 1612 T. TAYLOR

Comm. Titus i. 8 To giue her harbour . . till the dash and
storme be ouer. 1677 W. HARRIS tr. Lemery's Chym. (ed. 3*

602 During the ebullition.. a great many little dashes of
water do fly about, a 1700 B. E. Diet, Cant. Crew s.v.

GHS^ We say a Dash ofKain^ for a sudden, short, impetuous
Beat of Rain. 1804 AM. Jrnl. XII. 247 Dr. Macneil
seems, .to think the sponging is better than the dash. 1848
MRS. GASKELL M. Barton (1882) 12/1

' He 's coming round

finely, now he *s had a dash of cowd water.'

b. The sound of dashing ; tsp. the splashing
sound of water striking or being struck.

1784 COWPER Task i. 186 Music not unlike The dash of
Ocean on his winding shore. 1820 SCOTT Abbotxxxv, Why
did ye not muffle the oars 1 . . the dash must awaken the
sentinel.

5. a. A small portion (of colour, etc.) as it were
dashed or thrown carelessly upon a surface.

1713 BERKELEY ss. in Guardian v. Wks. III. 161 The
rosy dashes of light which adorn the clouds of the morning
and evening. i88-| J. T. BENT in Macm. Mag. Oct. 426^1
Syra is almost entirely a white town, relieved now and again
by a dash of yellow wash,

b. A small quantity (<?/" something) thrown into

or mingled as a qualifying admixture with some-

thing else ;
an infusion, touch, tinge. UiUftQyjfo

1611 SHAKS. Wint. T. v. ii. 122 Now (had I not the dash
of my former life in me) would Preferment drop on my head.

1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. 802 A thing .. not sincerely
good, but such as hath a great dash or dose of evil blended
with it. 1697 DAMPIER l^oy. (1698) J. 293 It makes most
delicate Punch ; but it must have a dash of Brandy to
hearten it. 1712 ADDISON Spect. No. 299 Pa, I . . resolved
that my Descendents should have a Dash of good Blood in
their Veins. 1820 W. IRVING Sketch-Bk. 1.335 There was
a dash of eccentricity and enterprize in his character.

fc. A slight specimen, a touch; CAST sb.c). Obs.
a 1672 WOOD Life (1848) 161 He gave A. W. a dash of his

office.

6. A hasty stroke of the pen.
1615 STEPHENS Satyr. Ess. (ed. 2) 414 And thus by meere

chaunce with a little dash I have drawne the picture of
a
Pigmey.

a 1656 HP. HALL Rem. Wks. (1660^ 310 With one
dash to blot it out of the holy Calender. 1691 RAY Creation
I. (1704) 41 That this was done by the temerarious dashes of
an unguided Pen. 1803 MACKINTOSH Def. Peltier Wks. 1846
III. 246 Fifty Imperial towns have been erased from the list

of independent states, by one dash of the pen.

7. A stroke or line (usually short and straight)
made with a pen or the like, or resembling one so
made : spec. a. Such a mark drawn through writ-

ing for erasure, b. A stroke forming part of a
letter or other written or printed character, or used
as a flourish in writing, c. A horizontal stroke of

varying length ( , , ) used in writing
or printing to mark a pause or break in a sentence,
a parenthetic clause, an omission of words or letters

or of the intermediate terms of a series, to separate
distinct portions of matter, or for other purposes.
d. Mus. A short vertical mark (') placed above
or beneath a note to indicate that it is to be per-
formed staccato, e. A linear marking, as if made
with a pen, on the wings of insects, etc.

*5S* HULOET, Dashe or stryke with a penne, litura. 1594
BLUNDEVIL Exerc. i. iv. (ed. 7) 12 Having cancelled the first

figure of the multiplyer, by making a dash thorow it with
your Pen. 1607 DKKKER IVestw. Hoe . Wks. 1873 II. 297
Marke her dashes, and her strokes, and her breakings, and
her bendings. 1612 BRINSLEY Lndus Lit. xiii. (1627) 177
Making a dash with a pen under every fault. 1712 ADDISON
Spect. No. 470 F jo The Transcriber, who probably mistook
the Dash of the I for a T. 1733 SWIFT Poems, On Poeiryt In
modern wit all printed trash is Set off with num'rous breaks

and dashes . 1824 L. MURRAY Eng. Gram. (ed. 5)
I. 406 The Dash, though often used improperly . . may be
introduced with propriety, where the sentence breaks off

abruptly. .A dash following a stop, denotes that the pause
is to be greater than if the stop were alone. 1848 RIMBAULT
First Bk. Piano 63 The Dash requires a more separate and
distinct manner of performance than the Point. 1880 MUIH-
HEAD 6Vr/.jIntrod. 13 Passages that are illegible in the MS,
. -are indicated by dashes, thus .

8. A sudden impetuous movement, a rush
; a

sudden vigorous attack or onset. Also _/*-.

1809 ADM. COCHRANE in Naval Ckron. XXVI. 164 Our
loss in this little dash has. .been severe 1861 HUGHES Tom
Browti at Oxf, v. (1889) 36 He. .made up his mind . .to make
a dash., for something more than a mere speaking acquaint-
ance. 1885 Matich. Exam. 25 Feb. 5/2 The dash was sue-
cessfully made across the desert to Metammeh.
9. Spirited vigour of action; capacity for prompt

and vigorous action.

1796 Mod. Gulliver's Trav. 50, I began now to suspect
I was with sharpers . . and correcting my dash, betted

DASHEE.

cautiously. 1808 WELLINGTON in Gurw. Dcsp. IV. 95 The
affair . . was occasioned . . by the imprudence of the officer,
and the dash and eagerness of the men. 1866 LIVINGSTONE
Jrnl. I. v. 120 In dash and courage they are deficient.

10. A gay or showy appearance, display, parade :

usually in phr. to cut a dash, to make a display
(see CUT v. 25), in Sc. to cast a dash.

1715 PENNECUIK Tiveeddale 16 (Jam.) Large orderly
terrace-walks, which in their summer verdure cast a bonny
dash at a distance. 1771 FOOTE JMaid of B. \. Wks. 1799 II.

213 The squire does not intend to cut a dash till the spring..
a 1774 FERGUSSON Poems (i^) II. 32-33 (Jam.) Daft gowk,
. . Are ye come here . . To cast a dash at keikie's cross 1 1842
P. Parley's Ann. III. 246 Mrs. ClofFwasforcuttingadash,
giving large dinner-parties, 1887 Punch 12 Mar. 125/1 My
wife and girls will wish to cut a dash.

11. Sporting. A race run in one heat. (17. S.}
1881 Standard 7 Sept. 5/2 They have certainly coined . .

the word * dash ', to signify a race run in one heat.

12. =DASH-BOAIID i.

1874 in KNIGHT Diet. Mech. 1893 (used by an Oxford
coach-builder in letter).

13. The DASHER of a churn, esp. the plunger of

the old upright or dash-churn
; hence dash-boards,

the fixed beaters in a barrel-churn.

1847 i HALLIWELL. 1877 in N. W. Line. Gloss.

14. Comb, dash-guard, the metal plate which

protects the platform of a tram-car from being
splashed by the horses

; dash-lamp, a carriage

lamp fixed in the centre of the dash-board or
* dash

'

; f dash-line = DASH sb. 7 ; dash-rule

{Printing}* a * rule
'

or strip of metal for printing
a dash across a column or page. Also DASH-BOARD.
1684 R. H. School Recreat. 120 The dash Lines . . above

and below, are added only when the Notes ascend above the

Staff, or descend below it. 1874 KNIGHT Diet* Mech.) Dash-
rule.

II Dash, sb2 [Corruption of DASHEE, through
taking the pi. dashees as dashes.] A gift, present,

gratuity ; DASHEE.
1788 FALCONBRIDGE Afr. Sleeve Tr. 7 The Kings of Bonny

. . to whom . . they usually make presents (in that country
termed dashes). 1867 SMYTH Sailor's Word-bk., Dash, the

present with which bargains are sealed on the coast of
Africa. 1881 Mem. Geo. Thomson ix. 119 We called in the
head man and gave him a dash proportioned to the kindness
with which he had received us.

Hence Dash v., to give a present to, to '

tip *.

1861 DU CHAILLU Eqnat. Afr. xiii. 191, 1. .offered todash
him (give him some presents). 1881 Mem. Geo. Thomson
x. 139 The head man had dashed him a hog.

Dash, adv. [The stem of DASH v. used ad-

verbially : cf. bang, crash, etc.] \Vith a clash : see

the various senses of the sb. and vb.

i6ya VILLIERS (Dk. Buckhm.) Rehearsal HI. I. (Arb.) 67
T'other's. .at him again, dash with a new conceipt. a 1700
DRVDEN (J.), The waters . .with a murmuring sound, Dash,
dash, upon the ground, To gentle slumbers call. 1787
'G. GAMBADO' Acad. Horsemen (1809) 22 Fall in with
a hackney coach, and he [a horse] will carry you slap dash
against it. Mod. The boat went dash against the rocks.

Da'sli-board. [f. DASH v. and sb. + BOARD.]
1. A board or leathern apron in the front of a

vehicle, to prevent mud from being splashed by
the heels of the horses upon the interior of the

vehicle. Also, movable sides to a cart for the

same purpose (Halliwelll.
1859 LANG \Vand. India- 172 He fell asleep, his feet over

the dashboard, and his head resting on my shoulder. i88z
Miss BRADDON Mnt. Royal I. Hi. 77 If you fasten the reins

to the dashboard, you may trust Felix.

2. The spray-board of a paddle-wheel.
3. Arch. A sloping board to carry off rain-water

from the face of a wall.
1881 Every Man his own Mechanic 1298 A piece of

wood attached to the face of the wall at an angle and called
a dash-board.

4. In a chum : see DASH sb^- 13.
Dash-buckler: see DASH v. III.

Dashed (dsefO,///. a. [f. DASH v. i -ED*.]
1. Struck violently against or by something ;

splashed ; mingled, tempered, etc. : see the verb.

1646 CRASHAW Stefs to Temple Poems 53 Torn skulls, and
dash'd out brains. 1647 H. MORE Song ofSonl\\\. App.
Ixvii, Their dashed bodies welter in the weedy scum. 1772
Town 4- Country Ma%. 88 Half a dozen glasses of dashed
wine. 1879 Spectator^ Sept. 1126/2 Seeing it [the garden]
present a more or less dashed appearance.
2. Marked with a dash, underlined.

1859 DARWIN in Life fy Left. (1887) II. 154 Your dashed
'induce' gives the idea that Lyell had unfairly urged
Murray.
3. slang or colloq. A euphemism for 'damned*

(see DASH v. n). Hence Da-sliedly adv.
1881 W. E. NORRIS Matrimony III. 300 A dashed pack

of quacks and swindlers. 1888 J. PAYN Prince of Blood I.

xi. 187 He would find himself dashedly mistaken.

H Da'shee, sb. Also 8 dasje. [Given by Atkins,

1723, in a List of *

Negrish words' used oil the

Guinea Coast.] A gift, present, gratuity.
Hence Dashee v.

,
to 1 jestow a dashee on, to *

tip '.

1705 BOSMAN Guinea (1721^ 450 After giving them their

Dasje or Present, I dealt with them for the Ivory. 1723
J. ATKINS Voy. Guinea (1735) 60 The Negrish Language
itlti-rs a little in sailing . . Some Negrish words . . Attee ho,
how do you do? Dashee, a Present.. Tossn^ be gone.
J 'arra, sick, etc. Ibid. 64 There is a Dashee expected before

Ships can wood and water here. //>/*/. 100 The Fetish. .whom



DASHEL.
they constantly Dashee for Health and Safety. Ibid. 169
"I'hat Captain, .li.ul. .dashce'd his Negro Friends to go on
L.iani ;mtl hack it.

tDa'shel. Obs. In 6 dasshel(l. [f. DASH .

+ -KI, I, -I.K instrumental, as in thrtshcl, handle]A brush for sprinkling holy water; anaspergillum.
1501 WUtefJ. .Viwrc.Somerset Ho. >, A Holy Water pottcum le da-shell. 1540 1m: o/l'latt in Greene Hist. Worcester

II. App. 5 A holy water tynnell of sclvcr and gylte, and
a dMdMl to the same, selver and gylte.

Dasher (<.\x jsi). [-EK '.]
1. A person who (lashes ; spec, one who ' cuts

(i dash
'

;
n dashing person ; a 'fast

'

young woman
(colloq^.
1790 DlimiN Sea Songs, Old CKV// (Farmer), My Poll,

once a dasher, now turned to a nurse. 1801 MAR. Ki ,<,i -

WORTH Almeria (1832)392 She was astonished to find in hi(;h
life a degree of vulgarity of which her country companions
would have Mm ashamed ; but all such things in high life

go under the general term of dashing. These young ladies
viereiiashers. 1807 W. IRVING Salmag. (18241 3*' To charier
a curricle for a month, and have my cypher put on it, as is

done by certain dashers of my acquaintance. 1887 Pall
MallG. 23 Nov. 3/2 The fast married woman of fashion. .

the unmarried dasher of the same species.

2. That which dashes ; spec, the contrivance for

agitating the cream in a churn.
1853 7rnl. R. Agric. Soc. XIV. i. 74 The old-fashioned

barrel-churn, the dashers of which are fixed. 1871 O. W.
HOLMES Poet Brealcf.-t. i. (1885) 26 The empty churn with
its idle dasher.

3. = DASH-BOARD i. U.S.
1858 O. W. HOLMES One-lwss Shay, Boot, top, dasher,

from tough old hide. 1859 Pro/. Brtalt/.-t. \, (1891) 14
lly no means, .to put their heels through the dasher.
4s. Applied to a hunting-cap.
i8o Sporting Mag. XX. 314 Two new pair of Cordovan

boots, .and a black velvet dasher from the cap-maker.
6. A (lashing attempt, movement, etc.

coltoq.
1884 Punch 18 Oct. 186/1 Drop your curb, pluck up heart,And .;

> at it a dasher !

Dashing (darjin), nil. sb. [-INO i.]

1. The action of the verb DASH (q.v.), in various
senses.

1580 HOLLYBAND Treas. Fr. Tortf, Heurtcmcnt, a dash-

awaken'd her. 1820 HAZLITT Lect. Dram. Lit. 15 The roar
and dashing of opinions.

2. Splashing; concr. a dash or splash (of mud,
etc.) ; plaster dashed or laid roughly npon a wall ;

Jiff, aspersion.
1591 PKRCIVALI. Sf. Diet., Salficaduras, dashings, con-

s/ifrsiones. 1598 FLORIO, Zaccarille. .dashings or spots of
dart or mire. 1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. v. iv. 24 There is no
dashing on the credit of the Lady, nor any the least insinua-
tions of inchastky. 1809-11 MAR. EDGEWORTH Absentee ix,
The dashing was oft" the walls, no glass in the windows.

3. colloq. The action of '

cutting a dash
'

; showy
liveliness in dress, manners, etc.
1801 [see DASHER i]. 1806 SURR Winter in Land. II. n Mere
ips of popularity mere dots of dashing. 01847 MRS.
HERWOOD La:ty ofManor I. ix. 381 That most tasteless and

disgusting style of manners which for some years past has
obtained the name of dashing ; by which term is generally
understood all that is ungracious, ungenteel, and repulsive.

4. Comb, dashing-iron, the iron frame by which
the dash-board is fixed to the carriage ; dashing-
leather, a leathern dash-board.
a 1841 HOOK Martha, They slipped over the dashing iron

between the horses. 1704 W. FELTON Carriages (1801)
1. 206 A dashing leather is fixed on the fore part of a Carriage,
to prevent the dirt splashing against the passenger.

Da/shing, ///. a. [-INQ 2.1

1. That dashes; that beats violently against some-

thing ; splashing.
c IMS E> E. A Hit. P. C 313 py stryuande stremez . . In on

daschande dam, dryuez me ouer. 1628 EARLE Microcosm.,
TaHcrtm (Arb.) 34 Like a street in a dashing showre. 1839
T. BEALE Sperm Whale 391 The howling winds and dash-
ing waves.

2. Characterized by prompt vigour of action ;

spirited, lively, impetuous.
1796 Bp. WATSON Apo2. Bible 271 Even your dashing

Matthew could not be guilty of such a blunder. 1796 BURKK
Lett, noble Ld. Wks. 1842 II. 267 In the dashing style

of
some of the old declaimers. 1874 GREEN Short Hist. li. 7.

(5
A bold, dashing soldier. 1891 E. PEACOCK N. Brendon

. 8 He drove away at a dashing pace.
3. Given to fashionable and striking display in

manners and dress
; that is a '

dasher'.
1801 MAR. EDGEWORTH Belinda xix, Mrs. Freke..was

a dashing, fashionable woman. 18x4 W. IRVING T. Trtiv.

II. 39 She had two dashing daughters, who dressed as fine

as dragons.

b. transf. Of things: Fashionably showy;
stylish,

' swell '.

1816 I. SCOTT I 'is. Paris (cA. 5)75 The dashing colonnade
of the Garde Meuble. 1847 Dp. QI-INCEV Sf. .'//'/. A' vi.

(1853) 12 A dashing pair of Wellington trousers.

Dashingly (die-JirjlP, adv. [-LV-.] In a

dashing manner or style.
1803 CHALMERS Let. in 7.//(i8.si) I. 476 They were deter-

mined to go dashingly to work. 1837 HA\VTHORNE Twi, c

Ti>ld Talcs (1851) I. xvi. 25 In a smart chaise, a dashingly
dressed gentleman and lady. 1870 DASEVT Ann. tfmSwi
Life (ed. 4) iii. 69 None of that dashingly destructive

work.
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t Da-shism. Obs. nonce-ivd. The character of
having dash, or being a ' dasher '.

V8
? i ;

K
-"1

X
.

Wi
".''r

K~t". xxviii. iR.i, He most fight
amid, before his claim to complete heroism, or dashism, can

i be universally allowed.

Dash-pot, Dash-wheel : see DASH v. III.

Dashy (dx'fi\ a.
[f. DASH v . and sb. + -Y.]

1. Showy, ostentatiously fashionable, stylish ;= DA8Hmu///. . 3, jb. colloij.
i8u Ftlackw. Mag. XI. 399 New rugs, with swans and

leopards, all so dashy. 1835 fraser's Mag. XII. 180 Dashy
suburban congregations.
2. Characterized by hastiness of execution.
1844 I.D. BROUGHAM A. Lunel III. v. 147 The style was. .

somewhat dashy, and here and there a little indistinct.

8. Marked with dashes or strokes, nonee-use.
1856 DICKENS Lett. (1880) I. 425 Many a hand[writing]

have I seen.. some loopy, some dashy, some large, some
small.

t Dasiberd. Obs. Also dasy-, daysy-,
dosa-, dose-, doia-, dossi-, doziberd e, dose-
beirde. [The better form is prob. dasyberd =

dazy-btard: see DAZY a. inert, dull. Miitzner

compares I,G. ditsbdrt, and the same notion ap-
pears in Lowland Sc. dulbart, dttlbert= dull-beard,

dullard.] A stupid fellow, dullard, simpleton.
c 1400 Sowdont Bat. 1707 Trusse the forth eke. sir Dasa-

berde. 14 . Norn, in Wr.-Wulcker 694/22 Hie duribuccus,
a dasvberd. 1468 Medulla Gram, in Promp. Parv. 114
Dttribuccus, bat neuer opened his moub, a dasiberde. Ta tcoo
Chester PL xii. 5 (MS. of 1592) There is a Doseberd [i-. r.

Dosseberde] I wolde dear, That walkes about wyde-where.
Ibid. 94 Some other sleight I must espie This Dosaberd [v.r.
Doziberde] for to destroy.

Dasill, dasle, obs. forms of DAZZLE.
Dasje, Daskand : see DASHEE, DASCAK.
Dasometer, bad form for DASYMETER.
Dass, Sc. var. of DK.S.S, layer, stratum, ledge.
Dasse, var. DAS

; obs. form of DASH.
Dassel(l, obs. form of DAZZLE.

II Da-ssy. [ad. Dn. dasje, dim. of das, DAS.]
The Cape daman, Hyrax capensis ; =DAS 3.
i88a MRS. HICKFOBD Lady Trader 106 A dassy. or rock

rabbit.

Dastard (da-staid', sb. and a. Also 6 daster.

[Known only from 15th c. Notwithstanding its

French aspect (cf. bastard) it appears to be of Eng.
formation. The Promptorium identifies it in sense
with dasiberde ; cf. also dasart, of kindred deriva-
tion and meaning; these make it probable that the
element dost is = dased dull, stupid, inert, f. dose,
DAZE; cf. other native formations with the suffix

-ard, as dasart, drunkard, dullard, laggard, slug-

gard.] A. sb.

fl. One inert or dull of wit, a dullard
; a sot. Obs.

CI440 Promp. Pan: in Dane, or dastard, or he bat

spekythe not yn tyme, oridurus. Jbid. 114 Dastard, or
diillarde, duribuctius (P. vel duribnctus). c 1440 York
Myst. xxxii. 88 What dastardis ! wene ye be wiserpan we T

1509 BARCLAY Shyp ofFairs (1570! 192 These dronken das-
tardes . . drinke till they be blinde. 1*30 PALSCR. 212/1
Dastarde, estovrdy, butarin. 155* HULOET, Dastard,
excors. .socors, vecors.

2. One who meanly or basely shrinks from danger ;

a mean, base, or despicable coward
;
in modem use,

esp. one who does malicious acts in a cowardly,
skulking way, so as not to expose himself to risk.

[1470-84 MALORY Arthur ix. iv, As a foole and a dastard
to alle knyghthode.] 1516 SKELTON Magnyf. 2220 Thou '

false harted dastarde, thou dare not abyde. c 1537 Thersites
in Hazl. DoJslcy I. 395, I shall make the dasters to renne
into a bag, To hide them fro me. 1593 SHAKS. Kick. II, I.

i. 190 Before this out-dai-'d dastard, a 1661 FULLER Worthies

(1840)111.41 He was, though a dwarf, no dastard. 1715 POPE
Iliad II. 427 And die the dastard first, who dreads to die.

1770 LANGHORNE Plutarch (1879) II. 602/2 The greatest
dastard and the meanest wretch in the world. 1808 SCOTT
Marm., Lochinvar, A laggard in love and a dastard in

war. 1870 BRYANT Iliad I. it. 52 What chief or soldier

bears a valiant heart, And who are dastards.

B. adj. Characterized by mean shrinking from

danger ; showing base cowardice ; dastardly.
c 1489 CAXTON Blanchtirdyu liv. 219 Casting away his

dastard feare. 1591 Nobody * Someb. (1878) 292 The
dastardst coward in the world. i6oa ind Pt. Return fr.
Parnass. in. v. (Arb.) 48 To waile thy haps, argues a das-
tard minde. 1715 POPE Odyss. iv. 447 A soft, inglorious,
dastard train. 1866 NEAI.E Sequences $ Hymns 125 We
fling the dastard question from us t

C. Comb., as dastard-Hie adj. or adv.

1835 LVTTON Rietizi i. iii. The clients of the Colonna, now
prcsM iv.;, dastard.like,round the disarmed and disabled smith.

t Da'stard, v. Obs. [f.prec. : cf. CowARD p.]
trans. To make a dastard of; to cow, terrify.
1593 NASHE Christ's T. (1613! 73 My womanish stomacke

j

hath serued me to that, which your man-like stomackes are
dastarded with. 1620 SHELTOM Quix. III. xxvi. 186 The

\

Scholar was frighted, the Page clean dastarded. 1665 I )HVI NT

Irid. Etnpr. u. i, I'm weary of this Flesh, which holds us
here, And dastards manly Souls with Hope and Fear.

t Da-stardice, -ise. Obs.
[f. DASTAKD sb.

+ -ise, -ICE, after COWARDICE.] Mean or base
cowardice.

1603 FLORIO jfontaifnt ni. v. (1634^ 498 His faintnesse,

d.lstardise, and impertmencie. 1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa
Wks. 1883 VII. 143, I was upbraided with ingratitude,
dastardice, and [etc.].

DASYPHYLLOUS.

Da'Stardize, f. [f. DAHTAHII sb. + -uz : cf.

('(MV.UINI/.K (of same age).]
- IJAMT.IIID v.

c I&45 Hnwci.L Lett. (,c, 5.>) II. 16 To daMardiie or cow
your spirits. ,11700 DKVIIKH I I.I, Such things As .would
clastardize my courage. 174* KlaUBOmi llarium 11811)
IV. 208 ITie moment I beheld her, my heart wu datUrd-
i/.ci. 1841 Taift Mag. 561 To lie ..duurdiwd in the
llllst.

DastardlineM (cla-sUUdliiu ). [f. DASTARDLY
+-.\B8S.] The

(juality
of being dastardly,

dullness of wit : stupidity.
. -_. j^-, 43 '/"hat our appe-

tites obaye reon : and neyther runne before it, nether for

1 1. Inertness or dullness of wit
; stupidity. Obs.

.SS3 CJRIIALO Cicero's Offices \. (1558) 45 '/"hat our i

sloulh or dastardlineue drmgge behind it. i7 KECOUK
lYketlt. Yiij, But for euery mater to require ued. .it might
seme mere dastardlineftse.

2. Mean or base cowardliness.
1561 T. HOBV tr. Cat/iftiont'i Courtyer \. Civb, DM.

tardlines or any other reprochc. i6i> T. TAVLUH Camm.
Titus i. 14 Ala, our dastcrdlines, and timidilie, that faint
before dales of triall. 1684 M ASTON Ex}. Lord's Pr. Wk.
1870 I. 223 Observe Peter's dastardliness. .a question of the
damsel s overturns him. 1807 F. WRANUHAH Serin. 'Itami.
Script. 10 Their proverbial dastardliness of character.

Da-stardling. notife-ivd. [f. DAHTAKD sb. +
-Lixn, dim. suffix.] A contemptible dastard.
1800 COLERIUGI Ficahm. iv. til 53 Will he, that dastard-

ling, have strength enough [elc.Jt

Dastardly .dirstiidh;, a. [f. DASTARD sb. +
-LY i.]

1 1. Inert of mind or action ; stupid, dull. Obs.
1567 MAPLET Gr. Forest 06 b, The Owle is called the

dastardly Bird : she U of such slouth and sluggishnesse
2. Like or characteristic of a dastard ; showing
mean or despicable cowardice.
157* FLEMING Panofl. F.fist. 251 A feareful, cowardly,

and dastardly loute. 1603 KNOLLES Hist. Turks (16381 333
Losing courage continually, and daily growing more base
and dastardly. 17*1 HUME Hiil. Knf. II. xxix. 157 The
Swiss infantry . . behaved in a dastardly manner and deserted
their post. 1855 M ALAI LAV Hist. Enf. IV. 207 The most
dastardly and perfidious form of assassination. iSra SPL-K-
CEOS Treas. Dav. P. Iv. 12 III. 19 The slanders of an
avowed antagonist are seldom so mean and dastardly as
those of a traitor. Mod. A dastardly outrage.

tDa-stardly, adv. Obs. [-LV -'.] Like a
dastard ; in a cowardly manner.
iSSa HULOET, Dastardly, or lyke a dastarde, tusillani-

miter. 01649 DHUMM. OF Hutnu. Stiamachia Wks. (1711)
aoi And the brave men of Scotland all the while shall ly still

quiet, .calling dastardly upon a parliament

t Da'stardness. Obs. [-XKSS.]
1. Inertness of understanding, stupidity, dullness.
1551 HULOET, Dastardnes, socordia. 1561 TURNER

Herbal u. N iij b, By dastardnes and weiknes of mynde.
2. Base cowardice, dastardliness.

109 HOHMAN Ir'ulg. 55 He rebuked him of his dastardnes
and pekishnes. 1639 FULLER Holy ll'nr iv. xix. (1840) in
The daslardness of the Egyptians made these mamalukes
more daring.

Bastardy (dcrstaidi). arch. Also 6-7 -le.

[f. DASTARD sb. + -Y, after coward)/, bastardy.']
The quality of a dastard ; base or mean cowardice.
1588 ALLEN Admon. 19 The whole world deriding our

effeminate dastardie. 1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. viii.

22 Farre from any suspition of dastardy. a 1640 JACKSON
Creed XI. xxiv. Wks. A. 461 Which did especially aggravate
the Israelites dastardy. 1706 COLLIER Kejl. Ridic. 298 We
must bear with those that are above us . .without dastardy
and baseness. 1850 BLACKIE jfschylus II. 168 Why run
ye thus, .into the hearts of men Scattering dastardy?
Daster, -liness, obs. var. DASTARD, -I.I.VKSS.

tDaswen, v. Obs. Also 4-5 duewe n.

[Closely related to dase-n, to DAZE. The suffix

may be as in henvtn, harwen, hartwen, occurring
beside herijen, herien, mod. harrow and harry,
from OE. hcrrian. The word would thus be
a

parallel
form to *dasi)en, 'dasien, from dasi)

adj. : see DAZY.] intr. Of the eyes or sight : To
be or become dim.
1381 WrcLir Dtut. xxxiv. 7 The ey)e of hym (Moses)doswed not. i Sam. iii. 2 Heli leye in his place, and

his eyen daswidcn. (1386 CHAUCER Manciple's Prof. 31
Thyn even doswen eek (r. rr. dasewen, dasen, dasowebe].
1*1430 Hymns I'irg. 11867) 8 Myn i)en daswen, myn heer
is hoore. c 1440 Promf. Parv. 114 Daswyn* {printed
I>osrnyn'], or messen as eyys (H., P. dasyn, or myssyn as

eyne), califo. 1496 Dh'es It Paut. (W. de W.) vm. xvi.

343 Age. .feblenesse, dasewynge of syght.

b. fa. pple.
c 1384 CHAUCEK II. Fame n. 1 50 Thou nttest at another

booke Tyl fully dasew)-d ys thy looke. 14.. HOCCLE\-K To
/'. Bedford 9 Myn yen hath custumed bysynesse So
daswed. 14(3 CAXTON <;. dt la Tour F j b, Ye be daicwed
and sore dyseased of your syght and wytte.

Dasy(e, obs. form of DAISY, DAZY.
Dasyll, cbs. form of DAZZLE.

Dasymeter (d*si-mftai). Improperly daao-.

[mod. T. Gr. Saov-s dense -r ptrpov measure.] An
instrument for measuring the density of gases.
1871 YEATS Teckn. Hist. C omm. 404 The manometer, or

dasometer, for finding the density or rarity ofthe atmosphere.
1874 KNIGHT Diet. Mcch., Dasymeter . . consists of a thin

glass globe, which U weighed in the gas and then in an
atmosphere of known density.

Dasyphyllqna (drain las), a. Bat. [f. Or.

Saffu-t rough, hairy + <f>v\\-of leaf + or.s.]
'

Having
hairy or woolly leaves

'

(Syi. Sff. Lex?).
6*



DASYPOD.

Dasypod (clje'sippd). Zool. [f. generic name

Dasypus, ad. (Jr. Tmoinrovs, SaaviroS-, hairy or rough-

footed.] Of or pertaining to Do^ypus, a genus of

armadillos ; an animal of this genus. Hence

Dasypodid sb., Dasy podine a.

II JDasyprocta fdsesiptipkti). Zool. [mod.L.,
f. Gr. SaavirpojKT-os having hairy buttocks (f.

Saaii-s

hairy + TT/JCUKTOS buttocks).] A genus of South and

Central American rodents, the agoutis. Hence

Dasypro-ctid a. (sb.*, Dasypro'otine a.

1875 BLAKE Zool. 67 Hares are rarest in South America,
where their place is occupied by the Cavies and dasyproctine
Rodents.

Dtisypygcil (drcsipai'gal), a. ZooL [mod. f.

Gr. SaavTwy-os (f.
Saav-s hairy 4 nD-vr) rump, but-

tocks).] Having hairy buttocks, rouyh-bottomecl.

1875 BLAKE Zool. 17 The higher dasypygal or anthropoid
Apes.

Dasyure ^dje'sii'u-M). Zool. [ad. mod.L.

dasyurtts, f. Gr. Saav-s rough, hairy + oiipa tail.]

An animal of the genus Dasyurus or subfamily

Dasyurinx, comprising the small carnivorous

marsupials of Australia and Tasmania, also called
' brush-tailed opossums

' or ' native cats '.

1839-47 TODD Cycl. Anat. III. 261/2 The Opossums re-

semble m their dentition the Bandicoots more than the

Dasyures. 1881 Times 28 Jan. 3/4 The smaller pouched
herbivores have their slayers in the

' native devil (sarco.

p/iilits), and in the dasyures or native cats.

Hence Dasyu'rine a. Zool., belonging to the

subfamily Dasyurinx.
1839-47 TODD Cycl. Anat. III. 260/1 In. .its hinder feet

3tyrmecobins resembles the Dasyurine family.

Dat, obs. form of DAUT v., Sc. to fondle.

Data (dt'i-ta), pi. of DATUM, q.v.

Datable, dateable (d^-tab'l), a. [f. DATE
v. + -ABLE.] Capable of being dated.

1837 frasfr's Mag. XVI. 401 Dateable contemporary
inscriptions. 1884 A tkenxnm 19 Jan. 94/1 The oldest datable

Reynolds in the gallery.

Datal (d^'-tal), a. rare. [f.
L. datum DATE +

-AL.] Of or pertaining to date ; chronological.
1882 Bradshaws Rail. Manual, The Parliamentary

Intelligence, .first appears in datal order.

Datal, dataller : see DAYTALE, DAYTALER.

Datary 1

(cU
T1

'tari). [ad. mod.L. datdrius, It.

datario, f. L. dat-iim, It. data, DATE : ancient L.

had datarius adj. in sense ' to be given away '.]

1. An officer of the Papal Court at Rome, charged
with the duty of registering and dating all bulls

and other documents issued by the Pope, and re-

presenting the Pope in matters relating to grants,

dispensations, etc.

1527 KNIGHT in Pocock Rec. Ref. I. xxviii. 58 The datary
hath clean forsaken the court. 1533 BONNKR Let. to Hen.
VIII in Froude Hist. II. 145, I desired the datary to adver-

tise his Holiness that I would speak with him. 1691 W. B.

Hist. Roman Conclave i. 2 The Datary, the Secretaries,
and all such as have in their keeping the Seals of the

deceased Pope, are obliged to surrender them. 1825 C.

BUTLER Bk. R. C. Church 112 The lips of a Roman datary
would water at the sight of a bill of an English proctor.

t 2. An expert in dates ; a chronologer. Obs. rare.

1655 FULLER Cft. Hist. m. v. 7 Die qninto Elphegi. I am
not Datary enough to understand this, a 1661 Worthies
I. (1662) 329 Let me onely be a Datary, to tell the Reader,
that this Lord was created Earl of Portland, February 17

[1632].

Da'tary '-. [ad. mod.L. dataria : see prec.]
The office or function of dating Papal bulls and
other documents ;

a branch of the Apostolic

Chancery at Rome separately organized in the

1 3th c. for this and other purposes : see prec.
1645 HOWELL Lett. (1650) I. 55 Besides the temporal

dominions, he hath . . the datary or dispatching of bulls.

1667 Lond. Gaz. No. 146/1 The next day. . the Datary was
kept open, and several businesses dispatcht. 1838 J. R.
HOPE SCOTT Let. in Mem. (1884)!. ix. 168 It is supposed to

be in the Datary.
b. attrib. or adj.
1688 BURNET Lett. Prcs. State ofItaly 113 It may bring

in more profit into the Datary Court.

Date (df'tl, rf.l [a. OF. date (13th c. in Littre),
now datte : L. dactyl-its, a. Gr. SawruXos date, orig.

finger. The OF. came through intermediate forms

*dactde, dacte
;

cf. Pr. dactil, datil, Sp. datil, Oil.

dattilo (whence Ger. dattel, etc.), mod. It. daltcro.']
1. The fruit of the date-palm (Phccnix dactyli-

fera), an oblong drupe, growing in large clusters,
with a single hard seed or stone, and sweet pulp ;

it forms an important article of food in Western
Asia and Northern Africa, and is also dried and

exported to other countries.
c 1290 .S

1

. Eng. Leg. I. 380/1 1 5 A }eord of palm cam in is

bond . . be jeord was ful of Dates, c 1400 Lanfranc's Ciritrg.
307 It is schape as it were be stoon of a date, r 1400
MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) viii. 30 Palme treesse berand dates. 1553
EDEN Treat. Nr.ve Ind. (Arb.) 19 A tree . .which bringeth
foorth dates lyke vnto the Palme tree. 1655 MOUFET &
BENNET Health's Improv. (1746) 297_

Dates are usually put
into stew'd Broths . . and restorative Cullices. 1712 tr.

Pome?s Hist. Drugs 1. 136 Dates, .serve for the Subsistence
of more than an hundred Millions of Souls. 1870 YEATS
Nat. Hist. Comtit. 183 The best dates come to us from
Tunis, via Marseilles.

42

Z. The tree which bears dates, the date-palm

(rhccnix dactylifera^. Wild Date: an Indian

species, P. sylvestris.
a 1400 I'islill ofSusan 89 per weore growyng so grene pe

Date wib be Damesene. ?f47S $?* {<""<' Degrc 36 The

boxe, the beche, and the larel tre, The date, also the

damyse. 1742 COLLIER Orient, Eel. iv. 51 The date, with

snowy blossoms crown'd ! 1866 Treas. lift. 878 I\hccuix\

sylfcstris, called the Wild Date, is supposed by some
authors to be the parent of the cultivated date.

f 3. Name ol a vaiiety of plum. Obs.

1664 EVELYN Kal. Hort. (1729) 214 Plums, Imperial, Blue,
White Dates.

4. Comb., as date-fruit, -grove, -stone, -tree ;

date-bearer, a date-tree bearing fruit ;
date-

brandy, an intoxicating liquor from the fermented

sap of the date-tree
; date-disease, a distemper

also called Aleppo boil; date-fever = DENGUE

(see quot.) ; date-palm = sense 2
; date-plum,

the fruit of species of Diospyros (N.O. Ebenacese),

having a flavour like that of a plum ; also the tree

itself ; date-shell, a mollusc of the genus Litho-

domus, which burrows in stone or rock ;
so called

from its shape ; cf. It. dattero, dattilo
' also a kinde

of hard shell fish' (Florio 1598); date-sugar,

sugar from the sap of the wild date-tree of India ;

date-wine, wine made by fermenting the sap of

the Phccnix dactylifera and other species.
1880 L. WALLACE Ben-Hitr 225 The sky palely blue through

the groinery of countless "date-bearers. 1827 MAGINN Reit-

noseit Lieut, in Forget-me-not, *Date-brandy
was not to his

taste. 1873 tr. Ziemssen's Cycl. Med. II, 508 At Port
Said . . it [dengue] was epidemic every year at the season

of the date-harvest, and thus acquired the name of *date-

fever. 1884 J. COLBORNE Hicks Pasha 85 The river . . is

lined with stately 'date-groves. 1837 M. DONOVAN Dom.
Econ. II. 347 The phccnix dactylifera or Mate-palm. 1877
A. B. EDWARDS Up Nile iii. 57 A dense, wide-spreading
forest of stately date-palms. 1866 Treas. Bot. 411 The fruit

of the Chinese *Date Plum, D[iospyros] Ka/;it is as large as

an ordinary apple . . D. virginiana is the Virginian Date
Plum or Persimon. .The fruit.. is an inch or more in dia-

meter. 1881 Syd. Soc, Lex., Dateplum, Indian, common
name for the fruit of the Diospyros lotus. 1851 WOODWARD
Mollnsca 266 The ' Male-shell

'

bores into corals, shells, and
the hardest limestone rocks. 1696 AUBREY Misc. (1721) 60
Take 6 or 10 *Date-stones, dry. .pulverize, and scarce them.

1840 Penny Cycl. XVIII. 104 *Date-sugar is not so much
esteemed in India as that of the cane, c 1400 Rom. Rose

1364 Fyges, and many a *date tree There wexen. 1535
COVKRDALE Song Sol. vii.

7_ Thy stature is like a date tre.

1601 HOLLAND Pliny xui. iv. (R.), Date-trees love a light
and sandie ground. 1851 GftOTF-Greece IL Ixix. IX. 47 The
soldiers, .procured plentiful supplies, -of *date-wine.

Date (dfH), si'? Also 5-6 Sc. dait. [a. F.

date, OF. also datte (i3th c. in Littre) = Pr., Sp.,
It. data fern. : L. data fem. sing, (or neuter) of

datus given. In ancient L., the date of a letter

was expressed thus ' Dabam Komssprid. Kal. Apr. ',

i.e. 'I gave or delivered (this) at Rome on the

3 ist March', for which the later formula was
' Data Ronue, given at Rome ', etc. Hence data the

first word of the formula was used as a term for the

time and place therein stated. Cf. postscript, etc.]

1. The specification of the time (and often the

place) of execution of a writing or inscription,

affixed to it, usually at the end or the beginning.
c 1430 Starts 1'uer 97 in Bailees Bk. 33 In bis writynge,

bou? |>er be no date, 1512 Act 4 Hen. Ylll, c. 10 A paire
of Indentures, .the date wherof is the xij

11 ' daie of Aprill in

the secound yere of your . . reigne. 1630 LD. DORCHESTER
in Ellis Orig. Lett. n. 267 III. 259, I nave received your
Letters of severall dates. 1712 STEELE Sped. No. 320 p 4
A long Letter bearing Date the fourth Instant. 1817 W.
SELWYN Law Nisi Priiis (ed. 4) II. 883 The policy should
be dated. .The insertion of a date may tend to the discovery
of fraud. 1837 MACAULAY Bacon Ess. 1854 I. 353/2 A public
letter which bears date just a month after the admission of
Francis Bacon. 1837 Penny Cycl. VII. 330A three-halfpenny

piece, .bearing the date of 1599.

2. The precise time at which anything takes

place or is to take place ; the time denoted by the

date of a document (in sense i).
c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron, (1810) 47 pat tyme he died . . pe

datewasabousand&sextenemo. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xui.

269 In be date of owre dry^te, in a drye apprile, A bousande
and thre hondreth tweis thretty and ten. c 1400 MAUNDEV.
(Roxb.) iii. q pe date when bis was writen..was ii

m
j[ere

before be incarnacion of Criste. 1607 SHAKS. Titnon IL I. 22

His days and times are past, And my reliances on his fracted

dates Haue smit my credit. 1776 7'rial of Nnndocomar
74/2 When was it? I only remember the sum: I do not

remember the date. 1838 LYTTON Leila n. i, That within
two weeks of this date thou bringest me . . the keys of the

city. 1893 Weekly Notes 68/2 Up to the date at which he
received notice.

b. More vaguely : The time at which something
happened or is to happen ; season, period.
c 1325 E. E. A Hit. P. A. 540 pe date of be daye be lorde

con knaw. c 1400 MAUNDEV. (1839) iii. 18 The Date whan
it was leyd in the Erthe. 1639 tr. Du Bosq's Compl. Woman
n. 32, I would faine know . . of what date they would have
their Habits. 1647 CLARENDON Hist. Reb. \. (1843) r 7/1

From these . . circumstances, .the duke's ruin took its date.

1764 GOLDSM. Trait. 133 Not far remov'd the date, When
commerce proudly flourish'd through the state. 1828
CARLYLE Misc. I. 222 Up to this date Burns was happy.
3. The period to which something ancient

belongs ; the age (of a thing or peison).

DATE.

c 1325 E. E. Allit. P. A. 1039 Vchon in scrypture a name
con plye, Of Israel barnez folewande her datez, pat is to say,
ns her byrb whatez. 1576 FLEMING Panoftl. Epist. 415 This
our common wealth, last in date, but first in price. 1699
lip. NICOLSON To Ralpk Thoresby (T.), The best rules for

distinguishing the date of manuscripts. 1832 W. IRVING
Alhambra I. 50 The Torres Vermejos, or vermilion towers
..are of a date much anterior to the Alhambra. 1864
TKNNYSON Aylmer's /''. 80 When his date Doubled her own.

1869 FREEMAN Norm. Conq. (1876) III. xiii. 291 Rich in

antiquities of Roman date.

4. The time during which something lasts ;

period, season ; duration ; term of life or existence.

13.. Chron. Eng. 972 in Ritson Met. Rom. II. 310 Thah
the sone croune bere The fader hueld is date here, f 1386
CHAUCER Can. Yeoni. Prt'l. fy T. 858 Neuere to thryue were
to long a date, c 1440 LYUG. Secrees 421 So to perseuere
and lastyn a long date, c 1534 tr. Pol. Verg. Kng. Hist.

(Camden) I. 153 Miserablie fimshinge the date of her dayse.

1667 MILTON /*. L. xn. 549 Ages of endless date Founded
in righteousness. 1676 DRYDEN Avrengz. iv. i. 1725 To
lengthen out his Date A Day. 1782 COWPER Lett, u Nov.,
When the date of youth is once expired. 1890 R. BRIDGES
Shorter Poems in. vi, Her [a flower's] brief date.

5. The limit, term, or end of a period of time, or

of the duration of something. Obs. or arch.

1325 E. E. Allit. P. A. 492 per is no date of hys god-
nesse. 1447 BOKENHAM Seyntys (Roxb.) 41 Fer in age I am
runne and my lyves date Aprochith faste. 1557 Tottcll's

Misc. (Arb.) 129 The dolefull dayes draw slowly to theyr
date, a 1600 RAI.EIGH Poems, Reply to Marlowe vi, But
could youth last, and love stil breed, Had joyes no date, nor

age no need, e 1600 SHAKS. Sonn. xiv, Thy end is Truthes

and Beauties doome and date. 1712-4 POPE Rape Lock HI.

171 What Time would spare, from Steel receives its date.

1784 COWPER Task v. 529 All has its date below ; the fatal

hour Was registered in Heaven ere time began.

f 6. ? A fixed decree. Obs. [Cf. med.L. datum

'statutum, decretum' (Du Cange).]
c 1470 HENRY Wallace n. 195 Is this thi dait, sail thai our

cum ilkane ? On our kynrent, deyr God, quhen will thow
rew ? Ibid. vi. 97 What is fortoune, quha dryfiis the dett so

fast ? [v. r. drawis the dait].

7. Phr. Out of date (attrib. out-of-date) : out of

season ;
no longer in vogiie or fashion, or suitable

to the time; obsolete, antiquated ;
also anW., as

in to go out of date, to become obsolete or old-

fashioned. {Brought, written, posted) up to date :

said in book-keeper's phrase of accounts, a journal,

ledger, etc. ; hence, fig. up to the knowledge, re-

quirements, or standard of the time (colloq.).
..... ' -" ^' - '>-" - -

anger's out of dat<

in. vi. 13 (1740) 432 With his wire

1608 ROWLANDS Hum. Looking Gl. 10 Choller is past, my
ite. 1707 COLLIER Rejl. Ridic. 291 Till

"ORTH Exam.
Slanders and

out-of-date" Reflections. 1824 MEDWIN Confers. Byron
(1830) I. 124 Shakespeare's Comedies are quite out of date ;

many of them are insufferable to read. 1868 FREEMAN
Norm. Cong. (1876) II. App. 538 An idea which had alto-

gether gone out of date. 1890 DILKE Probl. Gr. Brit. I.

p. vii, I., tried to bring my volumes up to date. 1893
IVestrn. Gaz. a Mar. 6/3 The two gentlemen, .who inventea

the Gaiety burlesque
'

up to date
' and gave this detestable

phrase to the language.

8. Com}., as date-stamping; date-line, a line

relating to dates
; spec, the line in the Pacific Ocean

(theoretically coincident with the meridian of 180

from Greenwich) at which the calendar day is

reckoned to begin and end, so that at places east

and west of it the date differs by one day ;
date-

mark sb., a mark showing the date
; spec, a letter

stamped upon gold or silver plate, denoting the

year of manufacture ; hence as v6. (nonce-wd^, to

mark with something that shows the date or age.
1880 Libr. Univ. Kntrail. VIII. 80 'Date-lines . . occur in

the Pacific Ocean between islands that have received dates

by eastward, and . . by westward communication. 1892
N. Y. Nation 21 Apr. 304/1 He has provided an index, but

. . so simple a device as the running date-line should not

have been neglected. 1850 Ecclesiologist X. i8i_It is devoid

of distinctive Mate-marks, except the vague pointed vault-

ing. 1890 Whitaker's A hnanack 636 By the following table

of date-marks"the age of any piece of plate manufactured in

London and assayed at Goldsmiths' Hall may be ascer-

tained. 1891 Times 12 Oct. 9/5 Each one [guess] has been

date-marked, so to speak, by the peculiar beliefs . . of the

time or of the place. 1886 Pall flail G. 12 Aug. 5/2 The

"date-stamping apparatus on the counter [of a ticket-office].

Date (d't), v. [f. DATE sb* : cf. F. dater, Sp.
datar to date.]
1. trans. To affix the date to (a writing, etc.) ; to

furnish or mark with a date. A letter is said to

be datedfrom the place of writing named in it.

1433 E. E. Wills (1882) 94 Dated, jere & day aboveseyd.

1530 PALSGR. 507/1 Bycause you use nat to date them

[letters], 1 wotte nat whyther to sende to you. 1682 SCAR-

LETT Exchanges 100 A Bill dated the 3oth of January.

bat
,'2 A blank transfer . . neither dated nor executed by the

~nk nor stamped.
2. To ascertain or fix the date or time of (an

event, etc.) ;
to refer or assign to a certain date, lo

reckon as beginning//w (some time or event).

1430 LYDG. Chron. Troy Prol., Of theyr death he dateth

not the yeare. 1654 WHITLOCK Zootomia 297 That the

yeare of their Maioralty may date the building, or repaire

of some Conduit. 1694 PRIOR Hymn to Sim ii, From the

blessings they bestow, Our times are dated, and our eras



DATED.
move. 1710 S\ui i .Mail. Kdu.ation, I date fnmi tin , ., i.i

the corrupt method of education anioli;* us. 1844 Liv.Aim
.Iwc/'.S.ir. I'll.

(iB 5 fi) II. i.v. 52 Kvery Christian <

which dali-s its oriuin from any period before the Kcforma.
linn. 1865 TVLIIR l.ar.yilii/. .I/,,;,, v. ,,, The art of dalin"
i v< tit-..

b. To reckon chronologically or by c I.-lies.

181 . HVKON To <"/,-. nicssington iv, My life is not dated
b* fWn Thai are moments whkh act as a plough. 1837
DISK.M.II \'fn,'li,i ii.

i, Life is not dated merely by year-.
O. abiol. To count the litnc, reckon.

a 1742 HKNTLKV (J.>, Whether we begin the world so many
millions of ages ago, or date from the late irra of alwut six
thousand years. 1807 Ale:/. Jriil. XVII. 27 Six full days
had.. passed.. dating from the time when the eruption ap-
peared.

f3. Tu put an end or period to. 0/>s.

1589 GREENE Menaphon (Arb.) 25 Alledging how deatli at
the least may date his miserie. i6ia T. TAYLOR Ctnnin.
J'ilns iii. i The precept is ntucr dated, but in full force.
<n6i8 SYLVESTER Efist. v. n His matchlessc Art. that
never age shall date.

1 4. To assign a time or duration to. 06s. rare.
1676 HAI.E Contempt, i. 67 The studies of 1'olicy, Methods

of War. .are all dated for the convenience and use of this life.

t 5. To give (oneself) out as. Obs. rare.
i6ia CHAPMAN Widmoes T. Plays 1873 III. n A Spartan

Lord, dating himsclfe our great Viceroics Kinsman.
t 6. To datefrom : to refer or ascribe to (a par-

ticular origin). Oh. rare.

1735 N. ROBINSON Th. Physick 150 As we have dated the
immediate CUM of all Acute Diseases, especially Fevers,
from the Contraction of the Solids.

7. ititr. (for re/I.) To bear date, be dated ; to be
written or addressed/r<7/ (a specified place).
a 1850 ROSSETTI Dante , Circ. i. (1874) 27 Dante's sonnet

probably dales from Ravenna. 1874 DEUTSCH Kent. 363
Arecent.. edition dates Wilna 1852. Mod. The letter dates
from London.
8. To assign itself or be assigned to a s]>ectncd

time or period ; to have its origin, take its rise

from a particular time or epoch.
<ii8*8 E. EVERETT (WebsterVfhe Batavian republic dates

from the successes of the French arms. 1846 GROTK Greece
l. i. I. 68 The worship of the Sminthian Apollo dates before
theearhest periods of jEoIic colonization. 1856 KAXE.-I -,-/.

E-rpl. I. xi. 27 We learned that the house dated back as far
as the days of Matthew Stach. 1868 FREEMAN Norm. Cong.
(1876) II viii. 177 Two stately parish churches, one ofthem
dating from the days ot' Norman independence.

b. To rank in point of date or standing with.
iSa? HOOD Plea Mids. Fairies xxviii, For we are very

kindly creatures, dating With Nature's charities.

Date, obs. form of DAUT v. Sc., to fondle.

Dateable : see DATABLE.
Dated (d^'-ted), ///. a. [(. DATE v. (and rf.2)
+ -ED.]
1. Marked or inscribed with a date.

1731 POPE Ep. Burlington 135 To all their dated Backs
he turns you round ; These Aldus printed, those Du Siieil
has bound. 1881 H. B. WHEATLKY Cath. Angl. Pref. p. ix,
The Catholicon is specially valuable as a dated Dictionary.
f2. Having a fixed date or term. Obs.
1586 MARLOWE ist Ft. Taml'iirl. n. vi, The loathsome

circle of my dated life. 1591 NASHE/*. Peniles!e(eA. 2) 18 b,
That can endow your names with neuer dated

glory. 1718
D'URFEY Grecian Heroine in. ii. in New Operas (1721)
X22 His dated time comes on.

Dateless (duties), a. [-LESS.]
1. Without a date, bearing no date, undated.
1644 PRYNNE & WALKER Fiennes's Trial 5 A Note, .with-

out name or date, with a datelesse, namelesse Paper in-
closed. 1798 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Rev. XXVll. 514A dateless account . . inserted after the edict for its abolition.
1801 Spectator 4 Apr., Here is a dateless letter.

2. Having no limit or fixed term; endless.

'593 SHAKS. Kick. II, i. iii. 151 The datelesse limit of thy
deere exile. 1614 DARCIE Birth of Heresies 108 Thy date-
lesse fame. i8si SHELLEY St.lrvyne Prose Wks. 1888 I. 219A dateless and hopeless eternity of horror. 1870 I.OWELL
Simfy Wind. (1886) 164 Immortal as that dateless substance
of the soul.

8. Of indefinite duration in the past ; so ancient
that its date or age cannot be determined ; im-
memorial.
1794 COLERIDGE Poems, Kelig. Hftisings, In the primeval

age a dateless while The vacant shepherd wandered with his
flock. 1814 WORDSW. Excursion vi. Wks. (18881 493/2 From
dateless usage which our peasants hold Of giving welcome
to the first of May. 1849 RUSKIN Set'. Lamps tii. fi 4. 66
The dateless hills, which it needed earthquakes to lift, and
deluges to mould.
4. dial. Out of one's senses, crazed; insensible.

1863 MRS. GASKELL Sylvias L. II. 263 Mother is gone
dateless wi' sorrow. 1867 E. WAUOH Dead Man's Dinner
19 (Lane. Gloss.) They . . laid her upo' th' couch cheer, as
dateless as a stone.

Hence D.vtclessness, the quality of being date-

less ; the absence of a fixed limit of time.
1660 T. M. Hist. Independ. iv. 91 The Officers of his

| Monk's] Army, .agreed, .that the Parliament intended.. to

perpetuate the Nations slavery by their datelesness.

Dater .d^-twX [-EB '.] a. One who dates.

b. An apparatus for date-stamping.
1611 COTGK., Dataire, a dater of writings . . the dater, or

dispatcher, of the Pope s Bulls ; an ordinarie Officer in the

Court of Rome. 1887 RicliforcTs Circular, Perpetual hand
daters.

DatSe, obs. form of DEATH.

Dapeit, dapet, etc. i sec PAHET.

Datholite, enon. var. of DATOLITE.
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Dating (d.-'tin), vbl. sb. [-!'.] The action
of the verb PATH, i|.v.

1678 Trials of Ireland, t,c. in He was thin in \juaAun ..
as I suppose by the dateim- of his Letters. 1891 Ii. N p. Hot-
MIX iii .llJ,-,, 1. 1- 1,m 10 Jan. 61 2 As other dating, of hi, ate

ap|>arently advanced one year, his dating requir:* to be in-

qoirad into.

Dation
(d/'-Jan). [ad. L. dation cm, n. of action

from dare to give.] The action of giving, f a.
A/at. A dose. b. Civil Law. A rendering of L.

datio, . dation, the legal act of giving or con-

ferring, e.g. of an office; esp. 01 distinct from
donation.

1656 HLOUNT Glossogr., Dalim. a giving, a gift, a dole.

1657 TOMLINSOM Renou's Disp. 163 That .. quantity of
a medicament which is prescribed . . is a Dosis, lor DosU U
Dation. Gloss., Dation, the quantity or dosis of any
medicament that is administred to the patient at once. 1889
in Century Diet, (in sense b).

P
Datisca (dati-ska). Bat. [mod L. (Linnaeus

gives no source'.] The name of a genus of mono-
chlamydcous exogens (N.O. Datiscacex) ; D. can-

ttal'ina, the Cretan or Bastard Hemp-plant, is

indigenous to Nepaul and the Levant ; its leaves
contain a colouring matter known as datisca-yt'.low,
used in dyeing silk, etc. Hence Datt scin, a gluco-
side, Ca Hw O, a , allied to salicin, obtained from
the leaves and root of Datisca. Dati-cetin,
C|j H lo O,, a crystalline product of the decomposi-
tion of clatiscin.

1863-71 WATTS Diet. Chem. II. 306 The leaves contain a
peculiar colouring matter, datisca-yellovi. Ibid. 307 Pure
datiscin forms colourless silky needjes.. By boiling with
strong potash-ley, it is decomposed with formation of ilatis-

cetin.

Datisi (datai'ssi). Logic. The mnemonic term

designating the mood of the third figure of syllo-
gisms in which the major premiss is a universal
affirmative (a\ and the minor premiss and con-
clusion particular affirmatives (', t).
The initial d indicates that the mood may be reduced to

Darit of the first figure ; the s following the second vowel,
that this is done by simple conversion of the minor premiss.
.'55J. WILSON Logilte(\$o'\ 30 The third figure. Da. All

hipocrii.es count will workes hie holines. ti. Some hipo-
cntes have been Bishoppes. si. Therefore some Itishoppes
have coumpted will workes hie holinesse. 1654 Z. COKE A rt

Logick (1657) ij6 The Modes of this Figure are six. Called,
Darapti, Felapton, Disamis, Datisi, Bocardo, Ferison.
1864 HOWEN Logic viL 200.

Datism (d^i-tiz'm). rare.
[ad.

Gr. A&nauvs
' a speaking like Datis (the Median commander at

Marathon), i.e. speaking broken Greek' (Liddell
& Scott).] Broken or barbarous speech ; a fault

in speaking such as would be made by one not fully

acquainted with the language.
1617 MINSHEU Ductor, Datisme, when by a heape of

Synonimaes wee rehearse the same things. 1891 Sat. A'ev.

14 Nov. 554/2 We can understand that a small Athenian boy
should commit a Datism in Latin : but we cannot see why
the Roman boy should make a neuter verb transitive.

Datival (dflsi-val), a. Gram.
[(.

L. dativ-us

(see next) + -AL.] Belonging to the dative case.
1818 Monthly Mag. XLVI. 322 Instead of the genitival

and datival terminations.

Dative (d^'-tiv), a. and sb. [ad. L. dativ-us of
or belonging to giving, f. dal-tis given ; in grammar
rendering Gr. CH>Tiicfj(wTwciif ,

from Soniefa of giving
nature, f. SOT-OS given.] A. adj.
1. Gram. The name of that case of nouns in

Aryan and some other languages which commonly
denotes the indirect or more remote object of the

action of a verb, that to or for whom or which we
do a thing, or to whom we give a thing.
c 1440 Gcsta Rom. xci. 416 (Add. MS.) The thrid Falle is

datif case, for there arc some that are prowde for they mow
gyve. 1580 HOLLVBAND Trcas. Fr. Tong, A. .serueth many
times to expresse the Datiue case : as Je Fay donne A tnon

pere, I gaue it to my father. 1668 WII.KINS KfalCAar. 352
The Dative Case b expressed by the Preposition (ToX 1879
ROBY I. nt. Gram. iv. ix. ( 1130 The Dative case is used in

two senses only : (A 1 It expresses the indirect object. .(Bt It

is used /nvrYiW/Vrv/y in a quasi-adjectival sense. Mod. The
pronouns me, thee, hint, her, us, you, them, which we now
use both as direct and indirect objectives, were originally
dative forms ; the original accusatives are disused.

1 2. Disposed to give ; having the right to give.
Obs. rare. (In first quot. with play on sense i.)

14.. Piers of Fullham 368 in Hazl. E. P. P. II. 15 To
knowen folke that ben dalyn : Their purches be called ablattf:

They haue their i?en vocatif. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Dative,
that giveth, or is of power to give.

t 8. Of the nature of a gift ; conferred or be-

stowed as a gift. (Krea. opposed to native.} Obs.

1570-6 LAMBARDE Perait>. Kent (1826) 453 All Nobilitic
and Gentrie is either, Native, or Dative, that is to say,
commeth either by Discent, or by Purchase (i. e. acquisi-
tion). 1661 MORGAN Spit. Gentry in. iii. 28 The first Native
. .the second Dative, being given in rewards.

4. Law. a. That may be given or disposed of at

pleasure; in one's gift. b. Of an officer: Ap-
pointed so as to be removable at pleasure : opposed
to perpetual. O. St. Law. Given or appointed by
a magistrate or a court of justice, not by a testator

or by the mere disposition of law ; pertaining to-

DATURA.
uch appointment : as in executor dative, an exe-
cutor ap|X>intcd by decree of the commissary when
none has been appointed l.y the deceased, an ad-
niinistr.ilor ; decree dative, a <licrcc appointing an
executor dative

; testament dative, the decrrc

confirming and conferring full title on an t

dative ; tutor dative, a tutor
appointed by the ( 'ouil

on the failure of tutors-nominate and tuton-at-

law; tutory dative, the office of a tutor dative,
d. Tutor dative, in Rom. Law, one appointed by
the testator, as distinguished from tutor oflive.
1S3S-6 Act 27 Hen. nil, c. 28 1 15 Pryoun or govemoun

datylT & removable from lyme to tyme. 1575 T. Ituntar v,
/>. Hunter in Ualfour I'racticlii 115 Sum tutorii ar Iota-
mentaris, sum tutor is of law, and sum ar tutoris dative The
tutor dative is maid and gcvin be the King. 1*51 N. BACON
Disc. Govt. Kng.u. vi. 1 1739) 29 They shall certify., whether

|

a Prior be perpetual, or dative, ijti AYLIFFE Parrrftn 6j
Those are tcnn'd Dative Kxecutpn who are appointed rach

1

by the Judges Decree, as Administrators with ui here in

England. 1754
ERSKINE I'rinc. Sc. Lam (1809) 85 If no

tutor of law demands the office, any person .. may apply for
a lutory-dative. 1796 \title\ The Testament Dative, and
Inventory of the dehu . . justly owing to umquhile Robert
Bums, .at the lime of his decease,

.faithfully
made out and

given up by Jean Armour, widow of the said defunct, and
executrix qua relict, decemed to him by decreet dative of the
Commissary of Dumfries. 1848 WHARTON Lait> l.ex..
Dative., that which may be given or disposed of at will and
pleasure. 1861 Sat. Kcv. 25 May 542 In the fourth year of
Henry V, all the dative alien priones were dissolved and
granted to the Crown. 1880 MUIRHKAO Gains L f 154
Tutors appointed in a testament by express nomination are
called tutors dative ; those selected in virtue of a power of
option, tutors oplive.

B. sb. (ellipL use of the adj.)
1. Cram. Short for dative case : see A.
igio WHITINTON ( 'ulg. 1 1527) 1 1 Somtyme in the stede of

genytiue case he wyll haue a dalyue. 1751 HARRIS Hermes
n. iv. 11786) 287 The Dative, as it implies Tendency to, is

employed, .to denote the Final Cause. 1*61 MAX MULLEK
Sc. Lang. vi. 208 The locative may well convey the mean-
ing of the dative.

attrib. 1868 G. STETOENS Runic Mon. I. 260 Other
examples of this, .dative-ending.

t 2. St. Law. A decree dative : see A. 4 c. Obs.

1564 Act of Sederunt
24^ July iJamA We haif given ..

power to our saids Commissaries of Kdinburgh, to give
datives, and constitute. . executors.datives. 1666 Instruct.
CominissariesmActsSedt. iS5J-i79op.95 If neither nearest
of kin, executor or creditor shall desire to be confirmed, .ye
shall confirm your procurator fiscal, datives always being
duly given thereto before . . After the said datives (but before

confirmation).

Datively (d^-tivli), adv. [f. prec.
+ -LY-.]

Gram. In the dative case ; as a dative
1886 Century Mag. XXXII. 898 The pronoun of the first

or second person, used
datively.

Dativo- ;(l<"Urv), combining form of L. dativus,

DATIVE, used in adverbial comb, with other ad-

jectives.
1881 F. HALL in Amer. Jml. Philol. HI. 17 Our infitii-

'

tive, where to precedes it, having been generally, of old,

dativo-gerundial [i.e. of the nature of a dative gerund).

Datolite (dartotoit). A/in. Also erron. datho-
lite (If'enur). [Named by Esmark 1806: irreg.
f. initial part of Gr. barfiaOat to divide + -Xi0o

stone : see -LITE.]
A borosilicate of calcium, occurring in glassy

crystals of various colours, in white opaque com-

pact masses, or in botryoidal masses (botiyolite}.
1808 T. ALLAN Names ofMin. 26 Datholile. 1868 DANA

Jlfiii. 382 Datolite is found in trappean rocks.

Dattock idartjJk . [Native name in W.
Africa.] The hard mahogany-like wood of a West
African tree, Dctarium senegalense, N.O. Legumi-
tiesae ; aho the tree itself.

1884 MILLER Plant-n.,
' Dattock

',
of W. Tropical Africa.

II Datum ^i-tfcn). PI. data (d^-ta% [L,
datum given, that which is given, ncut. pa. pple.
of dare to give.] A thing given or granted ; some-

thing known or assumed as fact, and made the
basis of reasoning or calculation ; an assumption
or premiss from which inferences are drawn.
1646 HAMMOND Wks. (16741 ' *48 iStanf.) From all this

heap of data it would not follow that it was necessary.
1691 T. H[ALK) Ace. ffew Invent. 128 Out of what Data
arises the knowledge. 1737 FIELDING Hist. Register Dcd.,
All., will grant me this datum, that the said, .person is a man
of an ordinary capacity. 1777 PRIFSTLEV Matt, tf Spir.
11782) I. xii. 146 We have no data to go upon. 1807 HfTTON
Course Math. II. 350 The omission of a material datum in

the calculation, .namely, the weight of the charge of pow-
der. 1888 BRYCB Amer. Comnnv. HI. Lxxvi. 9 The his-

torical and scientific data on which the solution, .depends.
b. Comb., as datum-line, -plane.
1855 H. SPENCER Print. Pivchol. 11872) II. vi.viii, Moun-

tains . . can have their relative heights determined only by
reference to some common datum-line, as the level of the sea.

1869 R. B. SMYTH GoldfieUs I'ictoria 609 Datum Water-
Level, the level at which water was first struck in a shaft

sunk on a reef or gutter. i88s GKIKIE 7Y-T/-M-. Geol. \tr.

(1885) 925 The lines of stratification may be used as datum-
lines to measure approximately the amount of rock which
has been worn away. 1885 Science 19 June 409 The hori-

zontal datum.plane adopted by German craniofogists.

II Datura (dat'u-ra). Sot. [mod.L. ad. Hindi
Matlira, native name of D.fasttusa and D. Metel,
common Indian species u-ed to stupefy and poison.]



DAUB.

A genus of poisonous plants ,N.O. Solanac&v), of

which D. Stramonium is the Strammony or Thorn-

apple, supposed to be a native of Western Asia,

but now half naturalized over the warmer temperate

regions of the world
;

it is a powerful narcotic.

1662 J. DAVIES tr. Rlanilcldo's Trav. 104 A drug which . .

stupefies his senses. .The Indians call this herb Dtmtrt>,

Doittry^ or Datura, and the Turks and Persians, Diititlct.

i86a BEVBRIDGE Hist. India II. iv. iv. 126 From Hindoos
was first learned, .the benefit of smoking datura in asthma.

attrit). 1883 Century Mag. XXVII. 205 Large white
datura blossoms.

Hence Datu-rine (aUo Datu-ria% the poisonous
alkaloid found in the Thorn-apple and other

species; =ATHOPINE.
1832 R. CHRISTISON Poisons (ed. 2^ 726 A peculiar alkaloid,

which has been named Daturine or Daturia.

Dau, var. of DAUW.
Dau (Cursor J\I. 5108, etc.) : see I)AWE and DAY.
Daub (dgb), v. Forms : 4-7 daube, dawbe,

4-5 dobe, 5 doybe, 5-6 doube, 6-9 dawb, J
daub. [a. OF. daube-r : L. dcalbare to whiten

over, whitewash, plaster, f. de- down, etc. + albare

to whiten, f. allnts white. The word had in OF.
the senses ' clothe in white, clothe, furnish, white-

wash, plaster"; in later F. 'to beat, swinge,
lamme (Cotgr.) ; cf. curry, anoint, etc. All the

English uses appear to come through that of
'

plaster '.]

1. trans. In building, etc. : To coat or cover (a
wall or building) with a layer of plaster, mortar,

clay, or the like
;
to cover (laths or wattle) with

a composition of clay or mud, and straw or hay,
so as to form walls. (Cf. DAB v. 8.)
c 1315 E. K. Allit. P. B. 313 Cleme hit [the ark] with clay

comfy with-inne, & alle be endentur dryuen daube with-
outen. 1382 WYCUF Lev. xiv. 42 With other cley the hows
to be dawbid. 1483 Cath. Angl. 102 Dobe, lincre, iUinere.

1489 CAXTON Ftiytes pfA. n. xxxiv. 145 Thys bastylle muste
be aduironned with hirtlels aboute and dawbed thykke with
erthe and clay thereupon. 1515 BARCLAY Egloges iv. (1570)
C iv/i Of his shepecote dawbe the walles round about. 1530
PALSCR. 507/2 Daube up this wall a pace with plaster . .

I daube with lome that is tempered with heare or strawe.

1605 SHAKS. Lear n. ii. 71, I will tread this vnboulted
villaine into morter, and daube the wall of a lakes with him.
c 1710 C. FIENNES Diary (1888) 169 Little hutts and hovels
the poor Live in Like Barnes . . daub'd with mud-wall.

1877 N. IV. Line. Gloss. 243 Stud and mud walling, build-

ing without bricks or stones, with posts and wattles, or laths
daubed over with road-mud.
absol. 1523 FITZHERB. Sum. 37 He shall bothe thacke
& daube at his owne cost and charge. 1642 ROGERS Naa-
tttatt 534 He falls to dawbing with untempered mortar.

fig. i6-< Bp. HALL Contcmpl., O. T. xir. vi, He.. is

faine to dawbe up a rotten peace with the basest conditions.

2. To plaster, close up, cover over, coat with some

sticky or greasy substance, smear.

1597-8 BP. HAI.L Sat, vi. i. (R.), Whose wrinkled furrows
. .Are daubed full of Venice chalk. 1614 Recoil. Treat.

174 Take away this clay from mine eyes, wherewith alas

they are so dawbed up. 1658 A. Fox tr. Wnrtt? Surg.
n. xxviii. 190 She had been plaistered and dawbed with
Salves a long time. 17x9 DE FOE Crusoe (1840) II. xv. 309We daubed him all over.. with tar. 183* LANDER Adv.
Niger II. via. 26 The women daub their hair with red clay.
fig. 1784 COWPER Task v. 360, I would not be a king to

be. .daubed with undiscerning praise.

b. To smear or lay on (a moist or sticky sub-

stance). Also
j/?,f.

1646 FULLER Wounded Consc. (1841) 289 For comfort
daubed on will not stick long upon it. 1750 E. SMITH
Compl, Housewife 309 With a fine rag daub it often on the
face and hands.

c. To bribe, 'grease', slang. (Cf. qnot. 1876 in

DAUB so. 2.)
a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crem, Dumbing, bribing. 1785

GROSE Diet. I'ulg. Tongue, The cull was scragged [hanged)
because he could not dawb.

3. To coat or cover with adhering dirt ; to soil,
bedaub. Also_/ff.
a 1450 Knt. de la Tour (1868) 31 Her heles, the whiche is

doubed with filthe. 1535 JOYE Afol. Tindak 50 Dawbing
eche other with dirte and myer. 1651 C. CARTWRIGKT Cert.

Relif.
i. 5 Such . . verities, as would have adorned, and not

dawb'd the Gospel. 1661 PEPYS Diary 30 Sept., Having
been very much daubed with dirt, I got a coach and home.
1721 DE FOE Mem. Cavalier (1840) 197 The fall plungedme in a puddle . . and daubed me. 1768-74 TUCKER LI.
Nat. 11852) II. 596 Filthy metal that one could not touch
without daubing one's fingers. 1840 DICKENS Old C. Shop
in, To daub himself with ink up to the roots of his hair
1881 BESANT & RICE Chapl. ofFleet i. xi. (18831 89 My name
is too deeply daubed with the Fleet mud; it cannot be
cleansed.

f4. To soil (paper) with ink, or with bad or
worthless writing. 06s.

1589 Marprel. Rpit. (18431 6 When men have a gift in
writing, howe easie it is for them to daube paper, a 1618
BRADSHAW Unreas. Separation (1640) 81 In the proofe of
the Assumption he daubs sixe pages. 1792 SOUTHEY Lett.
(1856) I. 7 The latter loss, to one who daubs so much, is

nothing.
6. In painting : To lay on (colours) in a crude or

clumsy fashion
; to paint coarsely and inartistically.

Also absol.

1630 [see DAUBED]. 1642 FULLER Holy f, Prof. St. v x
394 A trovell will serve as well as a pencil! to daub on such
thick course colours. 1693 DRVDEN- tr. Du Fresnoy's Art
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of Painting (L.), A lame, imperfect piece, rudely daubed
over with too little reflection, and too much haste. 1796
BURKE Rt-gic. Peace \. Wks. VIII. 147 The falsehood of the

colours which [Walpole] suffered to be daubed over that

measure. 1840 Hoon Up the Rhine Introd. 4 It had been
so often painted, not to say daubed, already. 1867 TROLLOPS
Chron. Barset II. ,1.77 He leaned upon his stick, and daubed

away briskly at the background.

1 6. To cover (the person or dress) wtth finery or

ornaments in a coarse, tasteless manner ;
to bedizen.

Obs. or dial.

^11592 GREENE & LODGE Looking Glass Wks. (Rtldg.)

124/2 My wife's best gown, .how handsomely it was daubed
with statute-lace. 1639 tr. Du Bosq's Compl. Woman n.

32 They dawb their habits with gold lace. 1760 WESLEY
Wks. .1872) III. 13 A person hugely daubed with gold.

1876 M'hitby Gloss. s.v,, Daub'd out, fantastically dressed.

f 7. fig. To cover with a specious exterior ; to

whitewash, cloak, gloss. Obs.

1543 BECON Agsi. Swearing Early Wks. (1843) 375 Perjury
cannot escape unpunished, be it never so secretly handled
and craftily daubed. 1594 SHAKS. Rich. Ill, in. v. 29 So
smooth he dawb'd bis Vice with shew of Vertue. 1678
YOUNG Serm. at Whitehall 29 Dec. 31 To dawb and palliate
our faults, is but like keeping our selves in the dark. 1683 tr.

Erasmus1 Morix Enc. 114 They dawb over their oppression
with a submissive flattering carriage. 1785 [see DAUBED].

f b. absol. or intr. To put on a false show ; to

dissemble so as to give a favourable impression.
c. To pay court with flattery. Obs. or dial.

1605 SHAKS. Lear iv. i. 53 Poore Tom's a cold. I cannot
daub it further. 1619 W. WHATELY God's Husb. ii. (1622) 53
Whatauailed it Ananias and Saphira, to dawbe and counter-
feit? 1619 W. SCLATER Exp. i Thess. (1630) 288 With
such idle distinctions doe they dawbe with conscience.

1650 BAXTER Saints'. R. in. xiii. (1662) 508 Do not daub
with men, an4 hide from them their misery or danger.
a 1716 SOUTH (J.\Leteveryone, therefore, attend the sentence
of his conscience

; for, he may be sure, tt will not daub, nor
flatter. 1876 Whitby Gloss., Daubing, .paying court for the
sake of advantage. 1877 Hohlt-rness Gloss., Daub, to

flatter, or besmear with false compliment, with the object of

gaining some advantage.

Daub;dgb),.f& [f.D.u'B^. In some dialects (dgb,
dab), whence the spelling dab : cf. DAB $b.\ 12.]
1. Material for daubing walls, etc. ; plaster, rough

mortar ; clay or mud mixed with stubble or chaff,
used with laths or wattle to form the walls of cot-

tages, huts, etc. Hence wattle and daub (also dab].
1446 Yatton Church-iv, Ace. (Somerset Record Soc. 82),

Item for ryses for the dawbes .. ijrf. 1481-90 Hmvard
Hoiiseh. Bks. (Roxb.) 514 Payd . . for biyngyng of dawbe
and cley in to the said castell. 1587 blanch. Crt. Leet
Rec. (1885) II. 18 For y j cartage of any mucke, dunge,
dawbe, clay. 1622 R. HAWKINS voy, S. Sett (1847) 113 The
soyle.. which, with water, .they make into clay, or a cer-
taine dawbe. 1857 LIVINGSTONE Trav. xix. 369 Traders'
houses, .built ofwattle and daub. 1876 R. F. BURTON Gorilla
L. II. 22 Heaps of filthy hovels, wattle and daub and dingy
thatch. 1884 Cheshire Gloss. 279 A raddle and dobe house.

b. Anything that is daubed or smeared on. c.

Jig. Insincere compliments, flattery, dial.
1602 Narcissus 209 (1893) Though with the dawbe of

prayse I am loath to lome her. 1693 DRYDEN Juvenars
Sat. vi. (R.), She duely, once a month, renews her face;
Mean time, it lies in daub, and hid in grease. 1877 Holder'
ness Gloss.) Daub, hypocritical affection.

2. An act or instance of daubing.
1669 A. BROWNE Ars Pic/. (1675) 82 And with two or

three dawbes of your great Pencil, lay it on in an instant.

1721 KELLY 6V. Prov. 256 (Jam.) Many a time have I gotten
a wipe with a towel ; but never a daub with a dishclout before.

1876 Whitby Gloss.) Daub o' /' hand, a bribe; compensa-
tion.

'

They got a daub o1

1' hand for 't.'

3. A patch or smear of some moist substance,

grease, colouring, etc.

1731 SWIFT Poems, Beautiful Young Nymph, [She] must,
before she goes to Bed. Rub off the Dawbs of White and
Red. i88x TYLOR Anthropol. 418 Their bodies painted with
black daubs.

4. A coarsely executed, inartistic painting

L-enu> j,ne uinrence 01 aouiuoirom aaauo. 1039 IUARRYAT
Diary in Amcr. ist Ser. I, 292 A large collection of daubs,
called portraits of eminent personages. x88o A. H. HUTH
Buckle 1. 1. 15 A coarse daub of a picture.
5. attrib. or Comb,, as daub-hole.

1848 S. BAMFORD Early Days i. (1859) 13 An old timber
and daub house. 1875 Lane. Gloss., Daub-hoil, daub-hole,
a clay or marl pit.

Daubed (dbd), ///. a. [f. DAUB v. + -ED.]
Plastered or coated with clay, paint, or sticky
matter ; fig. bedizened, bearing a specious exterior.

ci3*s E. E. Allit. P. 6.492 In^at cofer bat watz clay
daubed, c 1420 Pallad. on Husb. \. 785 Hym Hketh best
a daubed wough. 1581 PETTIE Guazzo's Civ. Conv. in.

(1586) 125 b, Those dawbed, pargetted, and vermilion died
faces. 1598 MARSTON Pygmal. 135 Glittering in dawbed
lac'd accoutrements. 1630 SIR S. D'EwEs Jrnls. (1783) 67
This daubed piece . .the face hath no similitude. 1785 SARAH
FIELDING Ophelia I. xxv, The painted canvas is most
innocent ; but the daubed hypocrite most criminal.

Dauber (dgbsj). [f. DAUB v. + -KB*. In
sense i prob. going back to K^r.daubour, in med.
L. daubator whitewashes plasterer.] One who or
that which daubs.

1 1. One who plasters or covers walls with mortar,
clay, etc.; a plasterer; one who builds with
daub. Obs.

DAUBING.

\c 1300 Lib. Cast. Edu<. /, I. 99 (Godef.) De plastrers, de
daubours, deteulers.] 1382 WYCLIF Isa. xli. 25 Asadaubere,
or a pottere to-tredende the lowe erthe. 1398 TKEVISA
liarth. De P. K. xvi. ii. ^1495) 553 Claye i* tough erthe..
and ableth to dyuers werkes of dawbers. 14*9 Liber A lints

(Rolls Ser. i I. 289 Carpenters, masotins, plastrers, daubers,
teulers. < 1515 Cocke LorclCs /?. (Percy Soc.t 10 Parys
plasterers, daubers, and lyme borners. 1535 COVERDAI.E
2 Kings xii. 12 To them that buylded and wroughte in the
house of the Lorde, namely, to the dawbers and masons.
1601 CORNWALLYES Ess. xi, Straw, and durt good only for

Thatchers, and Dawbers. 1641 MILTON Aniiitativ,\\. (1851'
240 Yet this Dauber would daub still with his untempered
Mortar. 1816 in Peel Spen Valley (1893) 288 [A plasterer
who] under the sobriquet of Dick Dawber was known far
and near, a 18*5 FORBY Voc. E. Anglja, Dauber, a builder
of walls with clay or mud, mixed with stubble or short
straw. . In Norfolk it is now difficult to find a good dauber.

f2. Onewho puts a.false show on things; a hypo-
critical flatterer. Obs.

1642 ROGMRS Naaman 425 Put case, thou wert under the

Ministery of a d.iwber and flatterer. 1653 BAXTER Mctli.
Peace Consc. 388 Meddle not with men-pleasers and daubers.

1692 E. WALKER Epictctus' Mor. Ixxi, If praised, he can
despise The fulsome Dawber, and his Flatteries.

3. A coarse or unskilful painter.
1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. i. i. i They were not Artists in

that Mystery . . being rather Dawbers then Drawers. 1697
DRYDEN Virg. (1806) II. 150 It hath been copied by so

many sign-post daubers. 1751 SMOLLETT Per. Pic. (1779)
II. xlii. 55 What is the name of the dauber who painted
that? 1880 Manck. Guard. 31 Dec., They will see . . in
David Cox something more than a dauber.

4. U. S. A species of sand-wasp : from the way
in which it daubs mud in forming its nest.

1844 GOSSE in Zoologist II. 582 The little boys, .informed
me that these were the nests of dirt-daubers. 1889 in FAR-
MER A mericanisms.

6. Anything used to daub with ; e.g.*. rag-brush
or stump used to put blacking upon boots, where
it is spread by the blacking-brush.
6. = DABBKU i b (Ogilvie).

Daubery, daubry (clg-bari, dg-bri). [f.

DAUBEK : see -ERY.] The practice of daubing ;

the specious or coarse work of a dauber.
1546 BALE Eng. Votaries i. (1550' 9 To patch up that

dauberye of the deuyll, their vowed wyuelesse and hus-
bandles chastite. Ibid. 89 Thys dyvinite of yours is but

dongyshe daubry. 1598 SHAKS. Merry W. iv. ii. 186 She
workes by Charmes, bySpels, by th' Figure, & suchdawbry
as this is. 1693 W. FREKE Sel. Ess, xxii. 123 We should
have a graceful embroidery, not a daubery in expression.
1830 Eraser's Mag. II. 114 He. .could colour either side of

any question brought before him with gay daubery, 1876
Whitby Glass,, Daubery . . applause doubtfully deserved ;

cajolery ; the purport of an inflated announcement.

Daubing (dg-bin), vbl. sb. [-ING
1
.]

1. The action of the vb. DAUB in various senses.

Chinking and daubing', see CHINKING vbl. sb.^ 2.

1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. ix. 198 Peers . . putte hem alle to

werke, In daubyng and in deluyng. 1486 Nottingham
Rcc. III. 241 Temperyng of morter, and, lattyng and dawb-

yng at |>e hous. 1544 Churclfw. Ace. Si. Giles
t Reading 70

To a mason for lathyng [an]d dawbyng iiij'
1
. 1656 Artif.

Handsom. 115 [They] used such . . dawbings of black, red,
and white, as wholly changed the very naturall looks. 1658
A. Fox Wurtz" Surg. in. xv. 263 To prevent this swelling
. . much salving, dawbing, anr~~' :~~

1743 Land, fy Country Brew.
foul Puddles, whose ill Scent

always ready to affect and damage the Utensils and Worts.

1848 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. II. 432 note, Blackening a
character which was black enough without such daubing.

b. The putting a false show on anything (obs.} ;

hypocritical flattery.

1655 SANDERSON Serm. II. Pref., That all court chaplains
were parasites, and their preaching little other than daub-

ing. 1681-6 J. SCOTT Chr. Life in. (1696) 390 God .. sees

through all the Dawbings and Fucu's of Hypocrisie. 1766
SMOLLETT Trav. II. xxix. (Jodr.), Without any daubing at

all, I am very sincerely your very affectionate humble
servant. 1803 SCOTT Let. Miss Seward in Lockhart xi,

Such exaggerated daubing as Mr. Hayley has bestowed

upon poor Cowper.
C. Painting coarsely or inartistically ; hence, a

coarsely or Badly executed painting.
1654 WHITLOCK Zootcntta 491 No such, .offensive Sight as

Pencill-dawbing. 1680 OTWAY Orphan Ded., Hasty dawb-
ing will but spoil the picture. 17^13

POPE Guardian No. 78,
I knew a painter . . make his dawbings to be thought originals

by setting them in the smoak. 1752 FOOTE Taste \. Wks.
1799 I. 9 How high did your genius soar? To the daubing
diabolical angels for ale-houses. 1870 E. PEACOCK Ralf
Skirl. III. 194 Worth a housefull of Verrio's daubings.
2. Material with which anything is daubed ;

esp. mortar or clay used in daubing walls ; rough-
cast.

. . much salving, dawbing, annomting, &c. they have used.

,'43 Land. $ Country Brew. in. (ea. 2) 186 Corrupt and
foul Puddles, whose ill Scents and nasty Daubings are

1382 WYCLIF Ezek. xiii. 12 Wher is the dawbynge, that 36
dawbiden [1611 the dawbing wherwith ye haue dawbed it]?

1598 FLORIO, Etnpiastro, a plaister, a daubing. 1650 BULWER
Anthropomet. 158 To force and wrong Nature with Bird-

lime, Chaulk, Dawbing, and such trash. 1736 LEONIA Iberti's

Arc/lit. I. 49 b, They. . are not too hasty to lay the second

dawbing over this. 1806-7 A. YOUNG Agric. Essex (1813)
1 . 49 The old cottages are generally of clay daubing, a 1848
CARLTON New Purchase I. 61 (Bartlett) The interstices of
the log wall were ' chinked 'the chinking being large

chips and small slabs . . and the daubing, yellow clay . .

splashed in soft.

b. According to Knight, Diet. Mech. (U.S.),
a synonym of DUBBING for leather.

3. attrib. and Comb.
1540 MS. Ace. St. John's Hasp., Canterb., For a dawbyng

forke jrf. 1660 FISHER R usticks Alarm Wks, (1679) 473



DAUBING.
SIK Ii .. shifting and canvcsing, and d.uit>iii^ doings in

bain isafxii h moment. itfiGiuiERCVw'urfDjatThi
old Norman polish Lime and Hairi-likc il.uil.inK ciisiuim:.

Datrbing,///. a. [-I.M; -'.] That daul s
; csf.

that Ix'datibs with flattery (olis.). Hence Dau b-
ingly adv., in a daubing manner.

i6 Gn.xAi.1. Chr, in Arm. y. i 3 (,669) 84 He hath hii
d.nibing I'rc.-ichers.. with their soul-flattering. i676Wv, nni-
I.KY /'/. />,a/er i, She . . hates the lying, masking, daubing
world. 1681 S. PoRiur-.E Medal R,i: Ep. 2 As much to the
life, as the

pretended Whiggs Heroc nio-,1 d.inliiii^ly was
lately aimed at, by the Author of the Medal. 1719 W
DUNCOMBE in y. Duitcombe's Lett. (1773) I. 239 The daub-
ing syuophanl.

Daubreelite (dp'br/bit!. Min.
[f. as next +

-L1TK ] A black sulphide of chromium, found in

meteoric iron.

1891 Pall Hall C. 17 Sept. 7/2 The.. constituent parts of
meteoric iron are . . numerous compounds, such as ferrous
sulphide (iroilitc), sulphide of chromium (daubrcelile),
calcium sulphide (oldhamite).

Daubreite -dp-brz.oit). Min. [Named 1867
after M. Daubre'e, a French mineralogist : sec -ITE.]A native oxy-chloride of bismuth.
1876 Amer. Jrnl. Sc. Ser. 111. XII. 396.

Daubry : see DAUBERY.
Daubster (dg-bstaj). [f. DAVR, DAVBRB: see

-S.TKR.] A clumsy painter ; a dauber.
1853 Rp-ADECAr. Johnstone\\. 63 The young artist laughed

the old daubster a merry defiance.

Dauby (d-bi), a.
[f. DAUB si. + -Y.]

1. Of the nature of or resembling daub ; sticky.
1697 DRYDEN I'irg. Georg. iv. 54 Th' industrious Kind

With dawby Wax and Flow'rs the Chinks have lin'd. 1787
MARSHALL Rur.Ecan. Kast Norfolk Gloss., Dauby, clammy,
sticky ; spoken of land when wet. 1884 Uptoti-ott-Sa-ern
Gloss., Dauby, damp and sticky ; used of bread made from
' crown '

wheat.

2. Given to daubing: dirty.etc. (see quots.). dial.
i8 ROBINSON Whitly Glass., Dauby, untidy, dirty.

Dauby Jolts, slovenly people in household matters. 1877
N. W. Line. Glass., Dauby, dirty. 'What a dauliy bairn
thoo art'. 1877 Holderness Gloss., Dauby.. (?) feignedly
affectionate ; (3) gaudily dressed, without taste.

3. Of the nature of a daub.

Daud : see DAU sA.- and v.

Daudle, var. of DAWDLE.

Daugh, daucb. (dax, daxw). Se. Mining.
[Etymol. uncertain : the form points to an earlier

dalgh, dal) ; cf. DAUK.] See quots.
'793 USE Hist. Rutherglen 289 Dangh, a soft and black

substance, chiefly of clay, mica, and what resembles coal-
dust. 1807 HEAURICK A rran 217 The dauch which separates
the two seams of coal. 1859-65 PAGE Geol. Terms, Douk,
Dank, or Daitg/t, applied in mining to beds or bands of
hard, tough clay or clayey admixture ; generally without
lamination, and more or less compact and homogeneous.
Hence Daxi chy a., of the character of daugh.
1807 HEADRICK Arran 217, 8 or 10 inches of a dauchy

till. 1845 WhistUbinkie (Sc. Songs) (tSoo) I. 373 The ice is

dauchie.

Daughter (dg-taa). Forms : a. i dohtor, -ur,
1-3 dohter, 3-4 doujter, -ir, 3-5 dojter, -ir,

ur, 3-6 (9 dial.) dowter, 4 dohuter, -ir, -yr,

dowsghtur, douther, 4-5 doghtir, -ur, douter,
4-5 (8 Sc.} doghter, 4-6 daughter (dowghter,
5 doughtur, dughter, dowtir, -yr, Jjowjtur,
thowghter, 5-6 St. doohtir, 5-9 Sf. doohter, 6

doughtour, Se. douohter). 0. (6 dial, dahtorr,
doffter, 6-7 dafter), 6- daughter (riming with

after in Pilgr. Prog., etc.). Plural: see below.

[A Com. Teutonic and Common Aryan word of

relationship, OE. dohtor (-ur, -cr) = Ol-'ris. dechter,
OS. dohtar (MDu., Du., LG. dochter), OHG. tohter

(MHG./oA/fcr, Ger.tochter}, ON. ditter (:-</oAter),

(Sw., Nonv. dotter, Da. datter), Goth, dauhtar:

OTeut.*rtW</iV; corresp. to pre-Germanic *dliuktfr
from original *dhiigli3tc'r, whence Skr. duhitar-,
Zend duySar, Armen. dustr, OSlav. dililT, Lith.

Juki!: cf. also Or. Oirfdrrjo. Generally referred to
the verbal root *dhugh-, Skr. duh- to milk.

The normal modern repr. of OK. dohtor, ME. do)-

ter, is daughter, still used in I (>th c., and now repre-
sented by Sc. dochter, dowchter, north. Eng. dowter.

The form daughter appeared ir. the l6th c. (substi-
tuted in Cranmer's ed. of the Bible for Tindale's

and Coverdale's daughter, whence in all later ver-

sions, and always in Shakspere and later writers).
It appears to be of southern origin, and analogous
to the southern phonetic development of bought,

sought, thought : a Wells will of 1531 has dahtorrs :

cf. the mod. Somerset and Devon (da'taa).
In OE. the dative sing, was dekter; genitive dohtor

(sometimes dehtcr? ; the uninflected genitive continued in

use to the i6th c. The plural shows a variety of forms, viz.

OE. dohtor, -ur, -er (like the sing.>, tiohtru, dohtra, North-
umb. ilohtfr, dohtcro ; the first of these app. did not survive
the OE. stage ; the form in -tf, -<z, is represented in early
ME. by Layamon's dohtere, dohtre ; but Layamon has
also dahtren, which survived in S. W. dialect to 1500. Ormin
has dohhtrcss. and the later text of Layamou dohtrts, which
is always found in northern ME., and became the standard
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loim. Ail umlaut plural defter a|.| i Mid-
Kind AUatrmUtt I'min of 14th c. and the Tray-book of
< i !

i
; il occurs elsewhere with inflexional endings dehlrtn,

ttcit, r,s : cf. brether brethren. Tile unfixedneis of the
form is seen in this, that the earlier text of I*ayamon hai
l.olh dahtrrt and dohlr,-it, the later both <*/
dohtrts; the MSS. of Chaucer also show both daitflitres
and doiifhtrcn. Halt .Mcidtnhad has dohtren and dehtt ty/,
the Alliterative Poems dejter and dejteres.
With the OE. plural forms, cf. OFris. dahtera and dah-

tcren,OHG. tahter, tah/era, tohterun, MHC., with umlaut,
tdhter, Ger. tfchtcr, LG. dechter. The original Teutonic
nom. pi. was "dohtrit, in early Norse runes dohtrit, whence
regularly Norse deetr, ddcttr; a corresponding OE. 'dcehter,
'Jehler is not found, but the ME. West Midland

i/.-f/.-r
may be its descendant. The other forms in the various
languages are later, and analogical. For OE. dohtor,
doktru, -ra, see the similar forms under BROTHKR : it is

possible that those in -rtt, -ra, northern *m, are assimilated
to -as, -or stems like lombru, -ra, -era. MK.<>yf, dejtreit
exemplify the usual passage of vowel plurals in early
southern MK. into the < type, and Ormm's dohtress the
early ascendancy of plurals in the north and midlands. )

A. Illustration of the plural forms.

t a. OK dohtor, -ur, -er ; dohtra, -ru, -ero j

ME. 2-3 dohtere, -tre.
c looo Ags. Ps. xliv. 10 Cynincga dohtor \filix refuiii}.

[bid. cxlill. 15 Hcora dohtru [filix eorum}. c 1000 AfI.

Gasp, Luke xxiii. 28 Eala dohtra hierusalem [<: 950 .'.itidtsf.

dohtero, ^975 Riishw. dohter, c iroo Halton dohterj.
c ijoj LAY. 24509 Comen. .bere hehere monnen dohtere.

t P. 4 dejter, 4-5 deghter.
c 1315 E. E. Allit. P. B. 939 Loth & his lef, hys luflyche

dejter. CI4OO Destr. Tray 1474 Sonnes . . ffyue . . and bre
deghter. Ibid. 1489 Of his Deghler by dene . . One Creusa
was cald.

t7- a doohtren, 3 dohteren, -trcn, dojtren,
4 douh-, dou}-, doghtren, 4-5 doughtren.
a 1175 Cott. Ham. 225 Jede"ir

sunen and dochtren. e laoj
LAY. 2924 J>e king hefde breo dohtren \c 1*75 dohtres].
c 1130 Hall Mtid. 41 pa schalt . . teamen dohtren & sunen.
1197 R.GLOt'C. (17241 509 Hor wiues & hor do;tren. <ri3>
Cast. Lave 289 Koure douhtren hedde be kyng. e 1374
CHAUCER Troylus iv. Prol. 22 Oye herynes nyghttes dough-
tren thre, 1480 CAXTON Chran. Eng. xiii. 15 Tho ii eldest

doughtren wolde not abide till Leyr hir fadre was deede.

t. deghtren; 3-5 dehtren, 5 deytron.
c 1130 Hali Meid. 19 Alle hise sunnen and alle hise dehtren.

14. . Ckron. Rug. 543-5 in Ritson Ane. Metr. Rom. (1803)
II. (MStz.), Edward hade . . Nine dehtren ant five sones.
c \iftoChron. Vihd. 367 pe Bysshop. .sayde deytron ycham
fulle hevy.

. t dohtres, f doughters, etc. ; daughters.
cnoo Trin. Call, Ham. 19 To suncs and to dohtres.

c 1*50 Gen. <y /,'.<. 1092 Loth and his dohtres two. c 1300
flavelok-ji-j Hauelok..And hise two doutres. t 13*5 A'./.'.

A Hit. P. B. 814 His two dere dojterez. c 1340 Cursor M.
18983 (Fairf.) 5oure sones and joure dou^tris. c 1386 CIIAUCEK
Nun s Pr. T. 555 Eek hir doghtres two [v.rr. doughtres,
doubters, dowhters, doughteryn). c 1450 Merlin 3 He had
thre doughters and a sone. 1535 COVERDAI.E Acts ii. 17
Youre sonnes and youre doughlcrs. 1539 CRANMER ibij.
Youre sonnes and youre daughters.

t C 4 deghteres, -tres, deijteres, dejttera.
a lyiCtCursor M. 9623 Sir, o bi deghteres am I an. f 13*5

E. E. Allit. P. B. 890 )>y wyf & by wy^ez & by wlonc
dcjtters. Ibid. B. 933 His wyf & his wlonk dejteres.

B. Signification.
1. prop. The word expressing the relation of

a female to her parents; female child or offspring.
The feminine term corresponding to SON.
o. Form doughter. Obs. exc. dial.

c 1000 Aft. Cusp. Matt. xx. 37 Se Se lufaS sunu oS5e
dohtor [7'. r. dohtur] swybur bonne me. c 1160 Hatton G.
ibid., Se be Iufe5 sune ooOe dohter. c IKXJ Trin. Coll. Ham.
197 His seuen sunes and brie dochtres. c 1340 Cursor M.
155 i Trin.) Mary also hir doubter mylde \v.r. dotthter,

douther]. 14. . Nominate in Wr.-Wulcker 691 17 Hie getter,
a dowghter husband, c 1449 PECOCK Repr. v. iii. 500 Marie
. .bare sones and dou^tris after that sche. .bare Crist. 1535
COVERDALE Eztk. xvi. 44 Soch a mother, soch a doughter.
[Sc. and dial. 1609 SKENE Reg. Maj. 33 Gif there be moe
dochters nor ane, the hcretage sail be divided amonst them.

1714 RAMSAY Tea-t. Misc.(\iy$)\. 8 I'm come your doubter's
love to win. 1793 BURNS Let. to Cunningham 3 Mar., Do
you know the. .old Highland air called

' The Sutor's Doch-
ter'? 1863 TynesiJe Songs 34 For he a dowter had.)
0. Form daughter.
1531 W. BADE in Wells Wills (1890) 1 14 To my to dahtorrs

a kow. 153* T. BUDU ibui. (18901 183 To their eldest dafters.

1539 CRANMER Matt. ix. 18 My daughter is even now
diseased. 1596 SIIAKS. Taut. Shr. i. i. 245 So could I 'faith

boy. to haue the next wish after, That Lucentio indeede had
Baptistas yongest daughter. 1684 BUNYAN Pilgr. II. (Han-
serd Knollys ed.) 339 Dispondencie, good-man, is coming
after, And so also is Much-afraid, his Daughter. 1749
FIELDING Tom Jones vi. vii, The misery of all fathers who
are so unfortunate as to have daughters. 1847 TENNYSON
Princ. v. 310 'Boys!' shriek 'd the old king, but vainlier
than a hen To her false daughters in the pool. [dial. 1864
CAPURN Devon Proviiic., Darter, daughter. 1837 DICKENS
Pickw. viii,

' My da'ater.*)

2. trans/. A female descendant ;
a female mem-

ber of a family, race, etc. ; a woman in relation

to her native country or place. (Cf. CHILD 9."!
t 1000 .-/jfi. Gosf. John xii. 1 5 Ne ondrscd bu Siones dohtor.

c 1160 Ilalt,m G. ibid., Nc on-dned bu be Syones dohter.

1381 WYCLIF Judg. xiv. i A womman of the doujtris of
iTiilislien. r- Luke xiii. 16 This doujtre of Abraham.
xxiii. 28 Domtris of Jerusalem. 16^7 MILTON P. L. I. 453
The Love-tale Infected Sions daughters with like heat.
1813 BYRON Clt. liar. u. Ixxxi, Danced on the shore the

daughters of the land. 1833 TLSSYSON Lady Clara i. The
daughter of a hundred Earls. 1850 In Mem. Cone), ii,

A daughter of our house. 1855 The Brpok 69 A daughter
of our meadows.

DAUGHTER.
3. Used u a terra of affectionate adilns to a
woman ur giil by an ulilcr (icnon or one in a su

|i-iinr rrlation. ( '/is. or ardi.
. 1000 .-!,(,. i, t -if. Matt. ix. 11 (Jelyf dohlor. bin xeleafa be

fcehielde. c 1130 Hali Mtid. 3 (her me dobter he eft.

1381 WfCUf Matt. ix. jj And Jhesu* . . saide, DouVer,
haue thou trut ; ihi faith hath nude tine saaf. 1534
TINDALE ibid., I)oui[hter, be of good con fort. (So 1535
CoVERDALU, 1539 CHASMICR, 1597 Gtiuva, 1581 Rhehiu;
1611, daughterJ 1591 SIIAKS. Kani. f, Jut. iv. i. 39 Are
you at leisure, Holy Father, now ?../>/. My leisure strucv
me, pensiue dau-;hlt-r, now. 1790 Cownn Odvtity xxill. 79
To whom thus Kuryclea, nure belov'd. What word, my
daughter, hath ocaped thy lips T

4. A girl, maiden, young woman (with no express
reference to relationship). Obs or arch.

1381 WYCLIF Song Sol. ii 2 As a lilie among thomei, to
my leef among do}tre. 14(3 CAXTON Cala K viij b, If

a doughter drynkc of the water.. >f she be a mayde >be
shal crye. 1611 BIBLE J'ra-c. xxxi. 29 Many daughters haue
done virtuously, but thou excellest them all. 1818 SHELLEY
Kci'oll of Islam viii. it 9 She is some bride. Or daughter
i>f high birth.

6. fig. A woman viewed in relation to some one
whose spirit she inherits, or to some characteristic

quality, pursuit, or other circumstance. (A He-
braism of Scripture.) (Cf. CHILD it, 13.)
1381 WVCI.IF Keel. xii. 4 And alle the do)tris of the song

shut become doumh. i Pit. iii. 6 A Sare obeschide to
Abraham . . of whom )e ben dou^tres wel doynge. 1738
WKSI.EY tt'kt. (18721 I. 158 A daughter of affliction came to

daughter !

6. fig. Anything (personified as female) con-
sidered in relation to its origin or source.
c 1130 HaliMeid. 15 Vre wit is godes dohter. \ypAytnb.

26 Fole ssame. -is. .dorter of prede. 1667 MILTON P.L. ix.

653 God. .left that Command Sole Daughter of his voice.

1718 POFK Dune. I. 12 Dulnes-s. .Daughter of Chaos and
eternal Njght. i8o\Voniisw. Ode tc Duty i Stern Daughter
of the Voice of God ! O Duty ! i8ao SHELLEY The Claud
vi, I am the daughter of earth and water. Matt. Italian,
the eldest daughter of ancient Latin.

b.
Applied to the relation of cities to their

metropolis or mother-city ;
in Scripture to the

smaller towns dependent on a chief city.

1535 COVERDALE "Josh. xv. 47 Asdod with the doughters
[1611 towns) and

vyllages thcrof. Mod. Carthage the
famous daughter of Tyre.

c. Duke of Exeter s daughter. Scavenger's [cor-

ruption of Sl!cvingloifs~\ daughter : names given to

instruments of torlure of which the invention is

attributed to the Duke of Exeter and Sir W.
Skevington, Lieutenant of the Tower of London,
respectively. So gunners daughter, the gun to

which seamen were lashed to be flogged. See

Gt'NNER, SCAVENGER.
'1641 FULLFR //*>/> ff Prof. St. iv. xiii. 301 A daughter of

the Duke of Exeter invented a brake or cruel rack.) a 1700
B. E. Diet. Cant. Crm, Duke o/ Exeter's Daughter,
a Rack in the Tower of Ixjndon, to torture and force Con-
fession ; supposed to be introduced by him. 17*0 Stan's
,Ym (ed. Slrype 1754) I. I. xiv. 66/a The Brake or rack,

commonly called the Duke of Exeter's daughter because he
was the deviser of that torture. 1878 J. GAIXUNER Rick. Ill,
iv. 125 Being, .a prisoner in the Tower, in the severe embrace
of the Duke of Exeter's daughter '.

7. altrib. and Comb, 'usuallyyff.), as daughter-
branch, -bud, -city, -house, -is/anil, -language,
-state; daughter-like adj.; daughter-cell {Sift.]-,

one of two or more cells produced by the fission

of an original or mother-cell.

1586 T. B. LaPrimattd. l-'r. Acatt. 510 The rare example
of daughter-like pietic. 1614 RALEIGH Hist. World II. ix.

{ i i R.) A fruitful vine planted by the well side, and spread
her daughter-branches along the wall. 1641 M I I.TON Reform.
Wks. (1847)21 This Britannic empire, .with all her daughter-
islands about her. a 1711 PRIOR Celia to Damon 104 And
when the parent rose decays and dies . . the daughter-buds
arise. 1871 MARCUS DODS tr. St. Aug. City ('/(.>'./ I. 107
How, then, could that be a glorious war which a daughter,
state waged against its mother ? 1876 // 'agner's Gen.
Pathol. 92 The tlaughter-cells separate after complete divi-

sion. 1876 Bosw. SMITH Carthage 5 The Phoenicians alike
of the parent country and daughter cities. i88a VINCI
Sachs' Rat. 139 One of the two daughter-cells (the Apical
Cell) remains . . similar to the mother-crll. 1886 Aur. BENSON
Prayer at openint Col. * Ind. E.ilttb. May 4, That all the

daughter-lands of her Realms and Empire may be knit

together in perfect unity.

Hence Daughter-fa! a. (<wr<M/.\ full of

daughters. Dan ghtcrhood, (a) the condition of

being a daughter ; (i> daughters collectively (cf.

sisterhood . Dan gfhterkin (nottfe-wd. after Ger.

tochterchcn}, little daughter. Datrghtcrlcu a.,

without a daughter. Dan. jfhterling nonce-led.),
little daughter. Dan'ghterahlp (nonct-iiii.}, the

condition or relation of a daughter.
1830 CARLYLC in far. Krv. 4 Cant. Mite. V. 45 In a

daughter-full house. 183$ Tail's Mag. II. 101 The
motherhood of Great Britain . . and the unportioned daugh-
terhood. 1890 I. PULSFORD Loyalty ta Christ I. 250
Daughter, thou hast lost thy divine daughterhood. 1858
CARLYLE l-redk. Gt. II. x. i. 571 His poor little Daughter-
kin. 1393 GOWKR Con/. III. 305 Ye shull for me be

doughlerles. 1887 CoritMM Mag. Oct. 434 Wifeless and
dau^hterless. i8 C. BRONTE I'illette XM. il>. , What
am t to do with this daughter or daughterlinz of mine?



DAUGHTER-IN-LAW.
1808 SOUTHKY Lett. (1856) II. 65, I shall not condole with

you on the daughtenuuDi

Dau'ghter-in-law. [See BUOTHER-IN-LAW.]
1. The wife of one's son.

1382 WYCUK Rttth i. 22 Thanne cam Noemy with Ruth

MoabitCj hir doubter in lawe. (1440 Pi-amp. Parv. 129

Do^tyr m lawe, mints, 1611 BIUI.E Matt. x. 35 The
daughter in law against her mother in law. 1886 UKSANT
Cliildr. Gilteon U. xxxii, A mother is difficult to please in

the matter of daughters-in-law.

2. = STEPDAUGHTER. (Now considered incorrect.

Cf. FATHER-IN-LAW 2.)

[1530 PALSGR. 215/1 Doughter in lawe, belle Jille.] 1841
Gcntl. Mag. I. 312 Isabella, daughter of the late Lieut.

John Raleigh Elwes . . and daughter-in-law to I. Brown,
M.D.

Daughter-law.NowrfzVz/. = DAUGHTER-IN-LAW.
1526-34 TINDALE Matt. x. 25 The doughterlawe ageynst

her motherlawe. 1567 TURBERVILLE Ovid's Epist, 36
(Halliw.) Thy father would not entertaine In Greece a
daughter-lawe. 1888 ELWORTHY /K. Somerset Word.bk.,
Darter-law, (always) daughter-in-law.

Daughterly (d-t3.ili\ a.
[f.

DAUGHTER +
-LY 1

.] Pertaining to or characteristic of a daugh-
ter

;
such as becomes a daughter ; filial.

a 1535 MORE IVks. 1449 (R.) Youre very daughterly dealing.
1562 LEIGH Annorie (1597) 96 b, Mooued to knowe their

seuerall actions and daughterly loue. 1794 HURDIS Tears

Affect. 45 To relate . . the soft tale Of daughterly affection.

1871 H. Ii. FORMAN Our Living Poets 231 The mere fear

lest our wives and daughters should . . become less wifely
and daughterly.
Hence Dau'ghterliness.
1664 H. MORE Exf>. 7 Epist. B ij b, The Womanishnesse or

Daughterlinesse, if I may so speak, of the Church of Rome.
1882 Argasy XXXIV. 280 She cared for her with a tender

daughterliness.

Dank <dk). Mining. Also (Sc.) dalk, dawk,
(north Eng.) dowk. [The earlier Sc. form was

evidently dalk, but the north Eng. points to dolk :

the etymology is obscure ; cf. DAUGH.] See quots.
1795 Statist. Ace. Stirling!. XV. 329 (Jam.) Below the

coal, there is eighteen inches of a stuff, which the workmen
term dalk. 1829 SOPWITH MinesA iston 7J/<vr 108 In Alston
the contents of the unproductive parts of veins are chiefly
described as dowk and rider. The former is a brown, friable,
and soft soil. 1859 65 PAGE Geol. Terms, Dank or Dawk,
a mining or quarry term for bands and beds of tough, com-
pact, sandy clay. 1873 Stvatedale Gloss., Dowk, tenacious
black clay in a lead vein. 1876 Mid-Yorks. Gloss., Dmuk,
a mine-working of a stiff clayey nature. Nidderdale,

Da.uk, daukin : see DAWK, DAWKIN.
t Dauke. Obs. rare. [ad. L. daucns, daucuin

carrot.] The wild carrot, Daucns Caro/a.
c 1450 AIjthita (Anecd. Oxon.) 47 Daucus creticus . . gall,

dauk. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury u. 73/1 The Dauke, or
wild Carrot [hath] flower white.

Daulk, obs. form of DALK 2.

Daulphin, obs. form of DAUPHIN.

Dault, var. DALT ; obs. pa. pple. of DEAL v.

Daun, obs. form of DAN 1.

t Daunch, a. Obs. Fastidious.
c 1460 Tmuuelcy Myst. xvii. 509 Begyn I to rekyn I thynk

alle dysdayn For daunche. 1888 SKqfuld Gloss., Daitnch,
adj. fastidious, over nice, squeamish.

Dauncherous, obs. form of DANGEROUS.
Daunder, Dauner, Daunger : see DANDER,
DANGER.
t Datrnsel, v. Ot>s. [a. OF. daunceler, dan-

telcr to caress, dandle, f. dansele, dansele damsel,
girl.] To caress, make much of, coax.
1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. xi. 30 Luytel is he loued or leten bi

pat such a lessun redeb, Or daunseled [f. r, dauntid] or
in for)j. 1393 Ibid. C. vn. 20 (MS. F.) Demed for herdn

doyngus & daunselde [other MSS. excited] many obure.

Daunt (dnt),. Also 4-6 daunte, dawnt(e,
4-7 (4-6 Sc.) dant. [a. OF. dante-r (i2-i4th c.

in Littre), var. of donter (mod.F. domptcr) = Pr.

doitar:L. domitare, freq. of doinare to tame,
subdue. (For the a of danter, cf. DAN

rtl.l)]
I. 1 1. trans. To overcome, subdue, vanquish.

<ri3oo A". Alls. 1312 Sone he wol daunte thy maigne !

1375 BARUOUK Bruce IV. 602 The lord persy. .Dantit suagat
an the land, 1391 CHAUCER Boeth. iv. vii. 147 Hercules . .

dawntede be proude Centauris. 1509 HAWES Past. Pleas.
IV. xii, He mette an hydeous gyaunt. .With his great strokes
he did hyra daunt. 1349 Coinfl. Scat. i. 21 The riche
monarchic of rome, quhilk dantit ande subdeuit al the
varld? 1610 HOLLAND Camden's Brit. (1637) 256 Being
now daunted by time, there remaineth an heape of rammell
and rubbish, witnessing the ruines thereof.

t 2. To tame, break in (an animal). Obs.
1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xv. 393 Makometh . . Daunted

a dowue, and day and ny}te hir fedde. 1481 CAXTON
Jlfyrr. u. vt. 72 Bullys whiche. .haue homes that remeue
about hym so that noman may tame ne daunte them. 1549
Conipl. Scot. xvii. 145 Sum of them began to plant treis,
sum to dant beystis. 1369 NEWTON Cicero's Olite Age 43 a,To dauute fierce horses.

1 3. fig. To bring into subjection, subdue, tame
;

to hold in subjection, control. Obs.

1303 R. BRUNNE llandl. Synne 8420 pat bou mayst nat by
flesshe daunte Be not harfor yn wanhope. c 1390 CHAUCER
TriM 13 Daunt thi self that dauntest otheres dede. c 1423
JAS. I (Scotl.) Good Counsel in Kingis Q. (1884) 51 Sen
word is thrall and thocht is only free, Thow dant thi twnge,
that pouer has and may. 1533 GAU Richt I'ay (1888) 14
Thay quhilk wil nocht suffer god to dant and rewl thaymc
. .efter his halie wil. 1621 BURTON Anat. Mel. I. ii. iv. vii.

(1651) 163 It daunts whole kingdoms and cities.

46

f b. To cast down, put down, quell. Obs.
? a 1400 Arthur 113 He daunted (>e proude 8: hawted \>e

poure. 1513 75 Diurn. Occnrrents (1833) 144 To dant the

insolence of George erle Huntlie. 1594 G. W. SKNIOK /VtVC

Verses Spenser's Amorctti> Dawnting thereby our ntigh-
boures auncient pride. 1709 STRYPE Ann. Kef. I. xlvii. 511
The secretary in a letter .. trusted the Queen's Majesty
would proceed here in such sort, as both these mischiefs

would be daunted.

4. To abate the courage of, discourage, dispirit ;

to put in awe, abash ; to overcome with fear, in-

timidate, cause to quail. (The current sense.)
c 1475 RanfCoilyar 600, I dreid me, sa he dantit the,

thow durst not with him deill. 1568 GRAFTON Chtvti. II.

615 This discomfiture, .daunted the hartesof the. .Gascons.

1596 SHAKS. Tain, S/tr. i. ii. 200 Thinke you a little dinne
can daunt mine eares? 1614 BP. HALL Recoil, Treat. 1063
True Christian fortitude . . may be overborne, but it cannot
be daunted. 1781 GIBBON Decl. $ /''. II. xxxii. 227 The
spirit of their chief was not daunted by misfortune. 1863
GEO. ELIOT Romola \\. iv, She was not daunted by the

practical difficulties in the way.
t 5. To daze, stupefy. Obs. exc. dial.

1581 MULCASTER Positions xiii. (1887) 62 Such as . . haue
their senses daunted, either thorough dreaming melancholic,
or dulling phleame. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. i. i. 18 Much
daunted with that dint her sence was dazd. 1847-78
HALLIW., Daunt, .in the provinces, to stun, to knock down.

f II. 6. To dandle, fondle, caress. Obs.

1303 R. BnuNNE Handl, Synne 4880 pe fadyr . . pe chylde
dauntede on hys kne. 1383 WVCLIF Isa. Ixvi. iz Vp on the
knes men shul daunte 5ou. 14. . Prose Legends in Anglia
VIII. 132 Wib siche woordes & cosses dauntynge hir

body. 1483 Cat/i. Angl, 92 To Dawnte (A. or to cherys),
blanditractfire.

t b. absol. To toy. Obs, rare.
a. 1529 SKELTON Image ipocr, 225 Some daunte and daly

. .in the blak ally Wheras it ever darke is.

III. 7. Herring Fishery. To press salted

herrings into the barrel with a 'daunt .

1733 P. LINDSAY Interest Scot, 201 The largest Herrings
. .repackt by themselves, and sufficiently served with fresh

Salt, daunted and well oyled. 1891 Rep. Deputation Fishery
Board Scot, to Continent 7 No daunting should be used,
when the barrel is fully filled up, but it is most desirable on
the first filling up.

Daunt, sb.
[f. DAUNT v.]

1 1. The act of daunting ; dispiriting, intimida-

tion ; a check. Obs.
a 1400 in Leg. Rood 139 pe deuel. .Mony folk In-tohellehe

clihte. Til \>e crosses dunt $af him a daunt. 1573 TWYNE
SEneid. xi. Ii iv b, O Tyrrhene dastardes still ? What daunt
within youre hartes doth light ? 1640 UP. REYNOLDS Passions
xxvii. 279 In a sudden daunt and onset ofan unexpected evill.

*h 2. Dandling, caress. Obs.
a 1548 Thrie Priests Pcblts in Pinkerton Sc. Poems I. 43

(Jam.) Of me altyme thow gave but lytil tail ; Na of me
wald have dant nor dail,

3. Herring Fishery. A disc of wood, usually
made of two barrel heads nailed together cross-wise,
used to press down salted herrings in the barrels.

1890 Reg itI. Branding Herrings {Sc. Fishery Board) 5
The daunt must be used with all repacked herrings. Ibid, 6
The. .herrings then left in the barrel, .shall be pressed down
. .steadily and uniformly, by daunt or otherwise.

Daunted (dented), ///. a. Also 4-6 Sc.

dantit, -yt. [f.
DAUNT v. + -ED 1.]

fl. Tamed, subdued, brought under control ;

trained (quot. 1530). Obs.
c 1375 Sc. Leg, Saints ) Jacobus 350 pe oxine [sokkit] to be

wane mekly As bai had bene wel-dantyt ky. 1487 Sc.Acts
Jos. ///, c. 18 Davntit hors depute to werk & nocht to be
sadill. 1530 LYNDESAY Test. Papyngo 277 Maisteris of

Museik, to recreat thy spreit With dantit voce and plesande
Instrument. 1560 HOLLAND Crt, Ifcnns Pro!. 229 Be dantit

refrenatioun, A man may. .alter his Inclinatioun.

2. Dispirited ; overcome with fear.

1577-87 HOLINSHED Chron. I. 176/2 The forepart of his

dawnted host. 1771 MRS. GRIFFITH tr. Viand's Shipwreck
143 The daunted look with which he eyed us. 1867 JEAN
INGELOW Poemst Story Doom vn. 46 The daunted mfghty
ones kept silent watch.

Hence Dan'nteduess.
1660 G. Fox Salut. to Chas. //, 6 God struck thy Fathers

Party with dauntedness of spirit.

Daunten : see DAUNTOX v. Sc.

Daunter (d'ntai). Also 6 Sc. danter, -ar.

[f.
DAUNT 0. + -EB 1

.]

1. One who daunts ; f a snbduer, vanquisher.
1513 DOUGLAS JEneis iv. Prol. 226 Danter of Affrik, Queue

fundar of Cartage. 1553 LYNDESAY Monarche 4183 The
danter of the Rornanis pompe and glorye. 1586 WARNER
Alb. Eng. i. vi.(R.), The danter then of trespassers.

t 2. A tamer (of horses), horse-breaker. Obs.

1513 DOUGLAS JEneis vii. iv. 84 Kyng Picus, Dantar of
horss. 1549 Compi, Scot. xvii. 151 The maist perfyit indus-
treus horse dantars of macedon.

Daunting (d^'ntirj), -vbl. sb. [-ING *.] The
action of the verb DAUNT; vanquishing; taming;
caressing ; discouragement, intimidation.
c 1400 Rom. Rose 4032 Man may for no dauntyng Make

a sperhauke of a bosarde, c 1440 Promp.Parv. nsDawnt-
ynge, or grete chcrsynge, ./?><?. 1581 MULCASTKR Positions
xli. (1887) 235 It is a great daunting to the best able man.
1654 E. JOHNSON tt'ond. Work. Provid, 117 Tothedanting
of every proud heart.

Dau'nting, ///. a. [-ING-.] That daunts:

intimidating, etc. ; see the verb.
a 1300 Cursor M. 21343 (Cott.1 Leon dantand har.sk and

herd. '"1585 I'airc Em in. 1052 As for his menacing
and daunting threats. 1677 GILIMN Demand. (iS67) 467

DAUPHINESS
A daunting and commanding authority over the consciences
of men. 1847 E.MKHSON I'ocins, Monadnoc Wks. (Bohn) 1.

439 Open the daunting map beneath.

Hence Dau'ntiiigly adv., Daivntiiigness.
1794 BURNS ftl'P/iersons Farewell^ Sae dauntingly gaed

he. 1613-18 DANIUL Coll. {list. Eng. 4 (D.J As one who
well knew., how the first cuents are those which incusse
a daungtingnesse or daring.

Dauntless (d-ntK-s),fl. [f. DAUNT z/. (hardly
from the sl>.}

+ -LESS.] Not to be daunted ; fear-

less, intrepid, bold, undaunted.

1593 SHAKS. 3 lien. VI, m. iii. 17 Let thy dauntlesse
minde still ride in triumph, Ouer all mischance. 1667
MILTON P. L. i. 603 lirowes Of dauntless courage. 1761
GRAY Fatal Sisters 41 Low the dauntless Earl is laid.

1817 SCOTT (title\ Harold the Dauntless. 1874 GREEN
Short Hist. viii. 5, 514 Laud was as dauntless as ever.

Hence Dairiitlessly adv., Datrntlessxiess.
1813 SHELLEY Q. Mab vn. i(j6 Therefore I rose, and

dauntlessly began My lonely., pilgrimage. 173076 BAILEY
(folio), Dauntlesness, a being without Fear or Discourage-
ment. 1876 BANCROFT Hist. U. S. VI. xlviii. 292 Shelby. .

among the dauntless singled out for dauntlessness.

Daunton, danton (d -ntan), v. Sc. Forms :

6-7 dantoun, 5-9 danton, 7-9 daunten, 8-9
daunton. [A derivative form of DAUNT v. ; perh.
a mistaken form of daunten pres. inf. (in Chaucer,
etc.). Always spelt danton, -oun in earlier Sc., as

dant was then regularly used for daunt^\ = DAUNT
v. : To subdue, tame, intimidate, etc.

1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. II. 8 How the Emprioure
Theodocius send ane Armie..to dantoun this foirsaid Oc-
taueus. a 1573 KNOX Hist. Re/. Wks. 1846 I. 371 This
wonderouse wark of God . .aucht to have dantoned hir furie.

1599 JAS. I BaaiA. Awpoi> in. 121 Use. .to ride and danton. .

couragious horses. 1609 BP. W. BARLOW Answ. Nameless
Cath. 121 To enforce a grant, or daunten the Prince. 1681
COLVIL Whigs Sapplic, (1751) 128 Who once at Rome, his

fride
to danton, His nose saluted with a panton. c 1794

!URNS SoMfft Blade red Rose, An auld man shall never
daunton me. 1837 R. NICOLL Poems (1842) 162 Its sadness
shall never danton me.

Hence Dairntoned///. a., tamed, broken in.

1597 SKENE Qiton. Attach, c. 48 n Bot it is otherwise of
a tame and dantoned horse \de equo domito\.

Daunz, obs. form of DAN 1.

Dauphin (d^-fin). Fr. Hist. Forms : a. 5-6
dolphyn, 6 dolphyne, dolphine , doulphyn,
6-8 dolphin ;

. 5 daulphyn, 6-7 daulphin,
7- dauphin, [a. K. dauphin (earlier daulphin,
in I5th c. also doffin]

~ Pr. dalfin: pop. L. *dal-

p/iiuuSj for L. dclphin-tis (ad. Gr. SeX^x'? dolphin),
whence Sp. deljin. It. delfino. In earlier use Eng.
had daulphin, also dolphyn, -in, the same as the

name of the fish
; dauphin is after mod. F., since the

1 7th c. See DOLPHIN.] The title of the eldest

son of the King of France, from 1349 to 1830.
Originally a title attached to certain seigneuries : Dauphin

of the Viennols, Dauphin of Auvergne. According toLittre*,
the name Dauphin, borne by the lords of the Viennois,
was a proper name Delphinus (the same word as the name
of the fish), whence the province subject to them was called

Danphint. Humbert III, the last lord of Dauphine
1

, on

ceding the province to Philip of Valois In 1349, made it

a condition that the title should be perpetuated by being
borne by the eldest son of the French king.

a. Form daulphin, dauphin*
1485 CAXTOX Paris fy V. i A ryche baron daulphyn and

lord of the lond. a 1577 SIR T. SMITH Commiu. Eng. < 1633)

44 In France the Kings eldest Sonne hath the title of

Daulphin. 1614 SELDKN Titles Hon. 172 The sonne and
helre apparent of the French King is known to all by the

name of Daulphin. 1681 NEVILE Plato Rediv. 107 The
Barons call'd in Lewis the Dauphin. 1871 MORLEY Voltaire

(1880) 159 To celebrate the marriage of the dauphin.

. Form dolphin, dolphyn, doulphyn. (Rare
after 1670.)
1494 FAHYAN Chron. vn. 500 Kyng lohn. .sent sir Charlys

his sone, dolphyn of Vyenne, into Normandy. i53oPALSGK.
214/2 Doulphyn, the frenche kynges eldest sonne. 1559
Mirr. Mag., Salisbury xxiii, Charles the Dolphyn our chief

enemy. 1591 SHAKS. i Hen. y/t r. i. 92 The Dolphin Charles
is crowned King in Rheimes. 1670 COTTON Espernon \\. v.

216 The Joy all good Frenchmen were full of, for the Birth

of the young Dolphin. 1708 T. WARD Eng. Ref. (1716) 140
The Scottish Queen Had to the Dolphin married been.

f2. attrib. or adj. =DELPHIN, q.v. Obs.

1705 HEARNE Collect. (Oxf. Hist. Soc.) I. 14 The Dauphin
Edition of this Author.

Hence fDauphinag-e (dolphynage}^ Dauphinate,
the rule or jurisdiction of a dauphin (of Viennois).
1494 FABYAN Chron. vn. 498 In this yere the dolphyn of

Vyen . . solde his dolphynage vnto the Frenshe kj/ntje.

1884 J. WOODWARD in .A7. <5- Q. 16 Aug. 137 The dauphinate
of Viennois was then vested in the Crown.

DauphinesS (defines). Forms : a. 6 dol-

phines, dolphynesse, etc.; 0. 6 daulph-, 7-
dauphiness. [f. DAUPHIN + -ESS ; the F. title

is dauphine.] The wife of the dauphin.
1548 HALL Chron. 230 b, The dolphin & his dolphines.

Ibid. 240 b, The Ladye Elizabeth, entiteled Dolphynesse of

Vyen. 1596 DANETT tr. Comines 202 The Lady Daulphinesse.
1685 Lond. Gaz. No. 2048/3 The King accompanied with

the Dauphin and Dauphiness. 1712 SWIFT Jrnl. Stella.

ii Feb., It is
very surprising this news to-day, of the dauphin

.uphiness both dying within six days. 1860 FROUDEand dauphtt
Hist. En?.

Queen of Sc r

Daur, Sc. f. DAKK. Daurg, var. of DAHO Sc.

Hist. En?. VI. 364 The dangerous competition of the

Queen of Scots and Dauphiness of France.



DAtJT.

Dailt, dawt (dgt), v. Se. Also 6-S date.

[Etymology unknown.
If dtint, (ta-vt, is, as it appears to be, the proper form, it

ought to represent an original dall : cf. Sc. //////, maul,
saitt, etc. ; but the two i-l7th c. examples of date from
Scotch writers of Knjjli^h make even this doubtful. Dalt
suggests (l:tel. ifnlta foster-child; but, though the word

appears to be exclusively Scotch, there is no evidence

pointing to a Gaelic origin. Connexion with DOTK, doat
is excluded by the fart that Sc. tin, aw, does not answer
to Kng. t~> from any source. Cf. also DAUNT v. 6.J

trans. To pet, fondle, caress, make much of. Also
absol.

1500-20 DUNBAR Pt-tit. Cray Horse 49, I was nevir dautit
into stabell, My lyf

lies bene so miserable. 1573 1 'om>m-nJ.

Vfric/Unes 228 in Sat. Poems Kef. (1891) I. 285 Quha
preissis vprichtlie To scrue the Lord mon. na wayts dres to
daut thatiie daiutelie. a 1598 KOLLOCKE Passion 401-2

(Jam.) The father will make much of his sonne, and allure
him. .so the Lord dates and allures us. 1633 W. STRUTIIF.R
True Happiness 123 Though he datted the Patriarchs by
the famiharitie of his divine presence. 1637 RUTHKRFOBD
Lett. (1862) I. 461, I am dawtcd now and tlien with pieces
of Christ's love and comforts. 1786 HUHNS 1'oefs Welcome
to Child ii, I, fatherly, will kiss and daut thee. 1853 J.
MILNE yrnl. m Life xiii. (1868) 203 My Lord surely dawts
his weak foolish child.

Hence Dauted, Dawted /// a., petted, fondled.

1636 KUTHHRFORD Lett. (1862) I. 193, I am handled as

softly and delicately as a dawted child. l6oa Scot. Presbyt.

A/of.(1738) 105 Will not a Father take his little dated Davie
in his Anns 1796 MACNEILI. Will it Jean Ivii, The tenderest

mither, Fond of ilk dear dauted wean. 1851 Ctiwbrld.

Gloss., Daivtfl, caressed, fondled.

Dantie, dawtie ,<lg-ti\ Se. Also dawty.
[f. prec. or its source : hut a formation with the dim.
and appellative -ie, -Y, from a verb, is unusual.] A
person caressed or indulged ; a darling, pet,
favourite.

1676 J. FRASER Autobiog. in Select. Biog. (Wodrow Soc.)
II. 89, I was no dawty. 1717 P. WALKER Remark. Passages
122 (Jam. i Giving an account of old Quintin Dick, one of
his Dawtics. 1823 GALT Entail I. xix. 156,

'
I hae thought

o' that, Gir/y, my dawty ',
said he.

II Dauw (dau). Also dau, dow. [South African

Dutch form of the native name.] A South African

Sjiecies of zebra, Kquus llurchellii, approaching
the quagga in character.
x8oa Sporting Mag. XX. 140 Two sorts of wild horses, the

Dau and the Kwagga. 1847 Nat. Encycl. I. 265 The
indigenous Pachydermata are . . the zebra, the dauw, the

qu.t.:.;:u

t Davach, -och. Sc. Hist. In 7 dawaoh(e.
[Olr. dabach, dakhach vat, tub (perhaps as a corn-

measure) ; cf. the similar uses of pint, pottle, and

gallon, as measures of land in Anglo-Irish. In

medL. davaca (erron. -ata).
A conjectured derivation from danth ox, is erroneous.

Dabach occurs as a land-measure in the ' Book of Deir '.

(Coidelica (ed. 2) 217.1]

An ancient Scottish measure of land, consisting
in the east of Scotland of 4 ploughgatcs, each of 8

oxgangs ; in the west divided into twenty penny-
lands. It is said to have averaged 416 acres, but its

extent probably varied with the quality of the land.

1609 SKENE tr. Qtion. Attack, xxiii. it Provyding that
the husband man did haue of him the audit parte of ane
dawache of land [war?, of ane oxgait of land], or niair

[itnitts dajtace ferrtf Tel plus]. 1794 Statist. Ace. Scot.

XIII. 500 There is a davoch of land belonging to this parish.

1797 Ibid. XIX. 290 A davoch contains 32 oxen-gates of 13
acres each, or 416 acres of arable land, c \Bs-jHcnM Tales

tf Sk. VI. 269 Heir to seven ploughgates of land, and five half

davochs. 1854 C. INNKS Orig. Paroch. Scot. II. 335 By an
ordinance of King John BaTliol in 1292 eight davachs of

land, including the islands of Egge and Kuine, were among
the lands then erected into the Sheriffdom of Skey. 1878
E. W. ROBERTSON Hist. F.ss. 127 Davoch, a large pastoral
measure at one time answering to the plough-gate, though
in actual extent 4 times as large.

Davenport (da;
-

v'npoJt). Also devonport.

[Said to be from the maker's name.] A kind of

small ornamental writing-table or escritoire fitted

with drawers, etc.

(Remembered in 1 845.) 1853 Pract. Mechanic's Jrnl. VI.
212 This very elegant and convenient desk is similar to an

ordinary Devonport. 1875 Argosy May 329 At her daven-

port, pen in hand, sat her ladyship.
attrib. 1883 Itarfi-r's Mag. Jan. 235/1 An inlaid daven-

port desk.

Daver (<U
T
I-VDJ), v. dial. [Of unknown etymo-

logy ; possibly I and II are different words.]
I. Scotch and north. Eng. intr. To move or

walk as if dazed or stupefied, to stagger ; also to

be benumbed, trans. To stupefy, stun, benumb.
c 1600 BUHEL in Watson Collect, ii. (17061 30 (Jam.) Bot

taurcn and dauren, Like ane daft doitit fule. 1785 Jrttl.

/r. Lantt. 6 in Poems Bnchan Dial. (Jam.), We bein wat
wou'd soon grow davert to stand, .i' the cauld that time o 1

night. 1796 MACNEILL IVillfi Jean Ixiii, Sec them now
how changed wi' drinking ! . . Davered, doited, daired and

blinking. i8ao St. Kathleen III. 115 (Jam.) 'Here's the

bed, man! Whare. . are ye davering to?' 1814 R. SWINBURNE
in J. Kaino Mem. J. Hodgson (1858) II. 43, 1 am somewhat
darcrcd about the vignettes.

II. south-west. Jial. intr. To fade, wither.

Alsoyf^-. (In first quot. causative or trans.)
i6ai J. REYNOLDS Coift Rirenge ast. Murder \. v. 154

As if time and .is;e had not power to wither the Llossomes of

our youth, as the Sunne hath to dauer the freshest Roses

47

and Lillies. i6ai W. YONGE Diary 61 (The) hedge*..
davered as if they had been scorched with lightning. 1654
VILVAIN Kpit. Ess. VIL 4 My Piety 'gan to daver [L. lake-

fncta cadebat\. 1787 GK' ,-
, />.r,r, to fade

like a flower. /'rrv//. 1864 CAPKRN /J.TW/ j'ni'hu , Thy
heart is like the daver'd rose. 1880 W. Connvalt (jtoss.,

Daver, to soil ; to fade as a flower.

Davey: see DAVY. David, obs. form of DAVIT.
Davi-dian : -DAVII>I*T.
1885 R. W. DIXON Hist. CH. Ens. "I- V" T"8 "'"

Davidians I );>vi-.|>, (ieorgists, or Family of Love, which ..

gave trouble in the reign of Klizabeth.

Da'vidist. [f. personal name David + -IST.]
1. One of a fanatical sect founded by David

George or Jorcs, a Dutch Anabaptist of the i6th

century. Also Daviti- Georgian, -jorian, -jurist.

1657 BAXTER Af>st. Quakers 13 Down to the Oavid-

Georgians, Wegehans, FamilisN, and the like of late.

1717-51 CHAMBERS Cyel. , Davidists . . a sect of heretics.

1881-3 SCHAFV Kncycl. Kelig. Ktumil. II. 1471 The
' David-

jorists ', and other uproarious Anabaptists.
2. A follower of David of Dinant.

Davidsonite (d^'-vidssnsit). Min. [Named
1836 after Dr. Davidson of Aberdeen : see -ITE.]
A variety of beryl found near Aberdeen.
1836 T. THOMSON Min. I. 247.

[David's quadrant or staff, error for Davifs

quadrant: see QUADRANT, STAFF, and List of
Spurious Wonh^\
Davie : see DAVY.
Da-vlely, adv. Sc. Spiritlessly, listlessly.

1789 BURNS Elegy on 1788, Observe the vera nowte an'

sheep, How dowf and daviely they creep. l85in JAMIESON.
Davina (Min.) : see DAVYNB.
Da-vist: =DAVIDIST.
1885 R. W. DIXON Hist. at. Eng. III. aoi.

Davit (dae'vit, d^-vit). Naut. Forms : 4 daviot,

7 dauid, -yd, -ed, 7- davit. [Formerly also

David, and app. an application of that Christian

name, as in the case of other machines and tools.

Cf. F. davier, the name of several tools, etc., altered

from daviet (Rabelais) = Daviet, dim. of OF. J>avi
David

; the tool was still called david by joiners in

the 1 7th c. (Hatzfeld and Darmesteter).]
1. a. A curved piece of timber or iron with

a roller or sheave at the end, projecting from a

ship's bow, and used as a crane to hoist the flukes

of the anchor without injuring the side of the vessel ;

n fish-davit, b. One of a pair of cranes on the

side or stem of a ship, fitted with sheaves and

pulleys for suspending or lowering a boat.

(1373 in Normait-Fr. Inttenttire in RtleyZoW. Mcm.jjo
(transl.\ 30 ores, i daviot, for the same boat.] i6aa R.
HAWKINS I'oy. S. Sea (1847) 188 His boate fitted with ..

tholes, dauyd*, windles, and other. 1636 CAPT. SMITH Accid.

I'ng. Seamen 12 1'he forecastle, or prow . . the fish-hooke,
a loufe-hooke, and the blocke at ihe Dauids ende. 1697
Seaman's Grant, ii. 10 The Daitid. .is put out betwixt the

Cat and the Lonfe, and to be remoued when you please.

1691 T. H[AI.E) Ace. AVro Invent. 125 Bills, Catheads and
Davits. 1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine (177615. v., The davit

. . b employed to fish the anchor. 1820 SCORESBV Ace.
A relic Keg. 1 1. 106 The boats are . . suspended from davits or

cranes fixed on the sides of the ship. 187$ J. C. WILCOCKS
Sen FishertHan 48 Crane-davits of galvanised iron, in shape
of the ordinary boat-davits.

2. Comb, davit-oast, a heavy spar used as a crane

on board ship ; davit-guy, a rope used to steady
a davit ; davit-roll, the roller or sheave of a davit ;

davit-rope, the lashing which secures the davit to

the shrouds when out of use.

1794 NELSON in Nicolas Diif. I. 434 Our 'davit-cast

unfortunately has broke it's windlass. 1893 R. Kin.lsG

Many Invent. 364 Stop, seize and fish, and easy on the 'davit-

guy. 1793 SMEATON Kdystone L. $ 143 A strong hawser . .

being passed . . over the "davit-roll . . the anchor and chain

were then let down.

Davite (tte'-vait). Min. [See quot.] A variety
of AH.'XOOEN or native sulphate of alumina.
iSaS MILL in Brandt's O. Jml. 379, I shall therefore take

leave to call it Davite in honor of Sir Humphry Davy.
Davoch : see DAVACH.
Davretucite ^divr^zoitV Min, [Named 1878

after the Belgian chemist Ch. Davreux : see -ITE.]

A hydrous silicate of alumina and manganese found

in Belgium. i88a in DANA Min. App. iii. 35.

Davy '
(d<?i'vi\ In full Davy lamp, Davy's

lamp. [Named after the inventor.] The miners'

safety-lamp invented by Sir Humphry Davy, in

which the flame is surrounded with wire-gauze, so

as to prevent its communication to explosive gases
outside the lamp.
1817 FARADAY in B. Jones Life I. 241 The great desidera-

tum of a lamp to afford light with safety : . . merely to refer to

that which alone has been found efficacious, the Davy.
1880 C M. MASON Forty Shires 15 The men find fault with
the Davy.

Davy -
(d^i-vi). slang. A vulgar shortening of

AFFIDAVIT, esp. in phr. to take one's davy (
= ' to

take one's oath ').

1764 O'HARA Midas n. iv. Farmer), And I with my davy
will back it, I'll swear. 1785 CAIT. GROSE Diet. Vulgar
Tongue, I'll take my davy of it. 1871 M. COLLINS Mra. It

Merck. I. vi. 210 [They] take their solemn oath and davy
that they didn't do it.

DAW.

Davy Jones ' vi <i/r>-nz). Alto limply
Davy. In nautical slang : Th<- spirit of the ea;
the sailors' ili-vil. lia->yjon,'.'i ..r />ary't) locker :

the ocean, the deep, tip. as the giave ol those who
perish at sea.

1751 SMOi.ir.TT/Vr. Pie. xiii. (Brewer), This same Davy
Jones, according to the mythology of sailors, ii the I'm

presides over ail the evil spirits of the deep. 1790 1>

Poor "Jack iii. And if to old Davy I should go, friend Poll.

Why you will ne'er hear of me more, c 1790 J. WILLOCK
I'oy. 12 The great bugbear of the ocean is Davie Jone. .At
the crossing of the line . . [they call] out that Davie Jones
and his wife are coming on board and that every thing must
be made ready. 1803 .Varal Chrvn. X. 510 The . . seamen
would have met a watery grave ; or, to use a seaman's

phrase, gone to Davy Jones's locker. 1839 MARRVAT/'AOO/.
Skip xli, 1 thought you had gone to Davy's locker.

Davyne (d^'-vin). Min. fad. Ital. davina,
named 1835 after Sir Humphry Davy.] A variety
of nephelite, from Vesuvius.
i8a6 Atner. Jrnl. Sc. XI. 257 Davina (Davyne). 1869

PHILLIPS Vesta<. x. 992 Davyne, a hydrous ncpheline, is

found in cavities of ejected blocks of gray lava on Somma.

Davynm (^viflm). Cheat. [Named after Sir

Humphry Davy, with termination -um as in pla-

tinum, etc.] The name given by Kern in 1877 to a

supposed metal of the platinum group, announced

by him as discovered in Russian platinum ore.

1879 WATTS Diet. Chem. VIII. 626.

Daw (dj>), sb. Also 5 8 dawe, 6-8 Sc. da.

[Known only from the ijth c. (so the compound
ca-daw, CADUOW) : its form points to an OE. 'dawe

(: dawd1

fromairjtKa
1

), in ablaut relation to OHG.
taha, MHG. take (Gothic type *dfhwS, OTeut.
*d6hwd -.de-liwa). Mod. HG. dialects have dcihi,

diiche, dacha; MHG. shows a dim. form tahele

(OHG. *ldliala'), mod.G. dahle, since l8lh c. dohle ;

whence med.L. tatula. It. tafcola.]

1. A small bird of the crow kind (Corma mone-

dula) ; now commonly called JACKDAW.
1431-50 tr. Hidden (Rolls' IV. 307 A poore sowter in-

formcde a dawe to speke. 1530 PALSGR. 212/1 1 ).iwc, a
fuule,

cornei/lt. 1604 DRAYTON (hale 188 The iheevish Daw, and
the dissembling Pye. 1713^

SWIFT Poetns, Salamander,
Pyes and daws are often stil'cl With Christian nick-names
like a child. 1851 CARLYLK Sterlinf L iii. (1872) 14 Old
ruinous castles with their ivy and their daws.

2. fig. Applied contemptuously to persons, f a.

A silly fellow, simpleton, noodle, fool. Obs.

c Ijoo Vng. Children's Bk. 140 in Bakees Bk. (1868) 25 At
thi tabull nober cradic ne claw. Than men wylle sey bou
arte A daw. 1560 INCELEND Disob. Child in Had. Dodsley
1 1. 285, I never saw One . . in so easy a matter . . thus play
the daw. 1563 Homilies n. Idolatry in. (1859' 236 O seely,

foolish, and dastardly daws. 1608 J. DAV Loot frickes i. i.

How the daw Secures ore his rustic phrases.

b. A lazy person.sluggard ;
o. An untidy woman,

slut, slattern. .SV.

c 1460 Tmuneley Myst. 26 Hot if God help amang I may
sit downe daw to ken. 1500 o DUNBAR fiance ^ acidly

Synnu 71 Mony slute daw and
slepy

duddronn. 1513
DOUGLAS jfcneis xiii. Pro). 184, I will my cunnand kepe,
I will nocht be a daw, I will nocht slepe. 1598 FER<;UW>H
Sc. Prov., A year a nurish, seven year a da. 1768 Ross
Helenare 135 (Jam-) BU' ' * tnat """ ginning I'll never

be braw, But gae by the name of a difp or a da. i86a

A. Hiswr I'rtn'.Scot. 16 A morning's sleep Is worth a fauld

o' sheep To a hudderin-dudderin daw.

O. With reference to the fable of the jay in pea-
cock's plumes.
1731 FIELDING Mod. Hnlb. ll. ii. That ever Heav'n shou'd

make me father to such a drest up daw 1

8. Comb., as fdawoook, lit. a male jackdaw;

fig.
= sense a a ; t dawpate = sense i a.

'SS* J- HKYWOOD Spider f F. xcii. Where 'dawcocks in

doctrine have dominacioun. i<8i W. ROBERTSON Phrasal.
Gen. 11693) *' Wn brought hither this fool in a play ; this

very daw-cock to lead the dance, a 15*9 SKLTO Afit.

Garncsche <ji, Lyke a doctor 'dawpate. 1561 J. HKYWOOD
Prov. tf Epig. (1867) 187 Thou arte a

very
dawe pate.

Daw, rf.,obs. form of DEW ; see also DAWB.DAT.
f Daw (<:$), f. 1 Ofe.exc.5V-. Forms: I da^ian,

23 dajen, 3-5 dawe(u, 6- daw. [OE. datfan,

corresp. to MDu. daghen, Du. and LG. dagtn,
OHCi. tagbt, G. tagen, to become day, f. \VGcr.

dag- DAY. Since the OE. chanpe of a to* did not

take place in the vb., the latter is daw, against the

sb. day : cf. draw, dray, saw, say, etc. In northern

dial, sometimes inflected dew, dawen, after the

strong verbs blow, snow, etc. In i6th c. Sc. erro-

neously spelt dall tdietfall.fa, etc.]

Ninian 1417 One be morne, as It 3"ew day. i47-*5
MALORY Arthur xvn. ii, Within a whyle it dawyd.

b. with day ^or morning') as subject.
c laoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 103 Ac alse wat swo pe bridde dai

dagtfl. c 1375 HARBOUR Tny-kk. n 797 And whene be day
was dawyne lyght. 1393 LAKGL. P. PL C xxt 4711 Tyl pe

day dawede these damseles daunsede. c 11475 R.

365 Vpon the mome airlie, quhen the day dew. i$i3

DOUGLAS jKntis XIIL ProL t8a As menstralis playng
Tke

ioly day nr.o amait. a 1*05 MONTGOMERIK Poemi, T*t

ffiflil is mirgone i Hay ! nou the day dauis. l6ia DAY.
TON Poly^lk. x. (N.X The other side from whence the



DAW.

morning daws. 1789 BURNS Happy Trio, The cock may
craw, the day may daw. 1837 R. NICOLL Poems (1842) 97

Nor hamewith steers till morning daw.

C. fig.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 352 Hwon he bet is ower lif daweS and

springeS ase be dawunge efter nihtes beosternesse. 1377
LANGL. /'. /Y. B. xvm. 179 loye bygynneth dawe.

2. To recover from a swoon, 'come to
'

;
to awake

from sleep ;
- ADAW v. 1 I.

1 1314 Guy Warw. (A.) 558 Adoun he fel a-swounie, & when
he gan to dawei [etc.]. 1674-91 RAY N. C. Words 19 To

Daw, in common speech is to awaken : to be dawed, to

have shaken off sleep, to be fully awakened.

3. trans: To rouse or awaken from sleep or a

swoon ; to revive,
'

bring to ';
= ADAW z.' 2.

1470-85 MALORY Arthur XL x, The Quene . . felle to the

erthe in a dede swoune, and thenne syr Bors took her vp,

...

breake her slepe. .She thought t'o'daw her now as sfie had
done of olde. 1612 DRAYTON Poly-olb. vi. 90 Thinking her to

daw Whom they supposed fain m some inchanted swound.

t Daw, v? Obs. rare. [f. DAW s&.] intr. ? To

play the 'daw' or fool.

1596 SIR J. SMVTHE in Lett. Lit. Men (Camden) 92 That
I would . . ryde lobbinge and dawinge to rayle at your Lord-

ship.

t Daw, v? Obs. rare. [Aphetic f. ADAW v.'~,

q.v.] trans. To daunt, subdue, frighten.
1616 B. JONSON Devil an Ass iv. iv, You daw him too

much, in troth, Sir. 1664 H. MORE Myst. Iniq. 545 Ex-
ternal force imprints Truth and Falshood, Superstition and

Religion alike upon the dawed spirits of men.

Dawache : see DAVACH. Dawoock : DAW sb.

Dawd, var. of DAD sl>.-

Dawclle (dg'd'l), v. Also daudle. [Not in

Bailey ;
nor in Johnson's Diet, (though used by

himself in 1781). It apparently became common
about 1775 (at first chiefly in feminine use).

Ussher's example (a 1656) was prob. local or dia-

lectal. Supposed to be a local variant of DADDI.K,
but used in a more reprehensory sense, perh. by
some association with DAW sb. sense 2 b.]

1. intr. To idle, waste time ; to be sluggish or

lazy ; to loiter, linger, dally.
a 1656 USSHKR Ann. vi. (1658) 382 While he stood dawdling

was taken short in his undertakings. 1781 JOHNSON 3 June
in Hosivell, If he'll call on me, and dawdle over a dish of tea

in an afternoon. 1796 JANE AUSTEN Pride # Prej. xx. 97
Mrs. Bennet, having dawdled about in the vestibule to

watch for the end of the conference. 1810 SCOTT Let. to

D. Terry 18 Apr. in Lockhart, A propensity which . . the

women very expressively call dawdling. 1866 RUSKIN Etli.

Dust v. (1883) 90 You all know when you learn with a will

and when you dawdle. 1872 BLACK Adv. Phaeton xxii. 307
The rest of us dawdled along the road.

2. quasi-/ra;zj. (usually with away).
1768 MAD. D'AnBLAY Early Diary July, I could not..

ask for it. .and so dawdled and fretted the time away until

Tuesday evening. 1873 BROWNING Red Cott. Nt.-Cap 230
Dawdle out my days In exile here at Clairvaux. 1887

Spectator 21 May 696^ To employ with profit many hours

that might otherwise be dawdled away.

Dawdle (dg'd'l), sb. Also 8 daudle. [f. prec.]

1. One who is the personification of dawdling;

esp. a dawdling girl or woman.
a 1764 LLOYD Chit-Chitt Poet. Wks. 1774 I. 185 Be quick

why sure the gipsy sleeps ! Look how the drawling daudle

creeps. 1800 MRS. HEKVEV Mourtray Fam. III. 141 Mrs.

Thornley was rather too much of, whatshe [Mrs. M.] called,

a dawdle, to please her. 1843 F. E. PAGET Pageant 118

His wife . . was . . one of those helpless, indolent dawdles that

are fit to be nothing but fine ladies. 1879 BARING-GOULD

Germany I. 392 The sharp clever boy goes into business, the

dunce or dawdle into the army.
2. The act of dawdling.
1813 LADY BURGHERSH Lett. (1893)38 What with dawdles

and delays of the German post-boys. 1876 GREEN Stray
Stud. 70 The evenings are . . a dawdle indoors as the day
has been a dawdle out.

Dawdler (d dloiX [-EB l.] One who dawdles ;

an idler, loiterer.

1818 TODD, Dawdle, or Dawdler, a trifler ; a dallier ; one
who proceeds slowly or unskilfully in any business. A low
word. 1849 THACKERAY Pendetinis (1850) I. 280, I have been
a boy and a dawdler as yet. 1888 J. PAYN Myst. Mirbri,l<;e

xv, Your habitual dawdler the man who never keeps his

appointments by any chance.

Dawdling (dg'dlirj), vtl. sb. [-ING !.] The
action of the verb DAWDLE.
1819 [see DAWDLE v. i]. 1849 THACKERAY Lett. 13 July,

Ryde. -would be as nice a place as any. .for dawdling, and

getting health. 1875 B'NESS BUNSEN in Hare Life II. viii.

457 With old age comes dawdling, that is, doing everything
too slowly.

Dawdling, ///. a. [-ING
2
.]

That dawdles
;

characterized Dy dawdling.
1773 MAD. D'ARBLAV Early Diary 3 May, The mother is

a slow, dawdling, sleepy kind of dame. 1782 Diary
8 Dec., With whom I had a dawdling conversation upon
dawdling subjects. 1843 MRS. CARLYLE Lett. I. 265 The
dreaming, reading, dawdling existence which best suits me.
Hence Dawdlingrly adv.
1860 Sat. Rev. IX. 145/1 Some very important Bill which

. . has been dawdlingly postponed from day to day.

Dawdy, Sc. dial. f. DOWDY.
Dawe (daue, daw), dawen, dawes, obs.

forms or inflexions ofDAY. Dawes was the early form
of the pi.

= days ; dawen was originally dative pi. ,
but

48

when reduced lo iawt,dtne,daae,ihe >
came some-

times to be treated as sing. : see DAY 1 3 a /9, and 1 7.

Dawen, obs. f. DOWN sb.

Dawenyng.e, obs. form of DAWNING.

Dawerke, obs. form of DAYVORK.

Dawing (dg'in.), vbl. sb. Obs. exc. Sf. Forms :

I dasung, 3 dawung, 4 daghyng(e, 3-6dawyng,
4- dawing, (5 dayug, 7 dauing, 8 dawin). [OE.

dagung, from dayan to become day, to DAW.
After 1400, northern and chiefly Scotch, being

displaced in Eng. by DAWNING.]
1. Dawn, daybreak ; morning twilight.
c poo tr. Bxda's Eccl. Hist. in. xix. (xxvii.) 242 pa eode [he]

ut in dagunge of bam huse. a toooO.E. Ckron. (Laud MS.)
an. 795 Betwux hancred and da?;unge. a 1225 Ancr. K.
20 Bi nihte ine winter, ine sumer ibe dawunge. 1375 BAR-
DOUR Bruce vn. 318 [Thai] Com on thame in the dawyng,
Richt as the day begouth to spryng. c 1420 Armv. Art/i.

Iv, Erly in the dawyng Come thay home from hunting.

1313 DOUGLAS slineis m. viii. 29 The dawing gan . . wax reid,

And chasit away the sterris. a 1605 MONTGOMERIE Misc.

Poems, Solsequium 40 The dauing ofmy long desyrit day.
c 1794 BURNS As f was a wandering lii, I could na get

sleeping till dawin' for greetin'.

f2. Recovery from swoon, 'coming-to'. Obs.

(See DAW v. 2, 3.)

1530 PALSGR. 212 Dawyng, gettyng of lyfe, resuscitation.

t Dawing, fpl. a. Ola. exc. Sc. Also 4 north.

dawande. [f. DAW .' + -ING -.] Dawning.
c 1325 E. E. A Hit. P. C. 445 fe dawande day.

t Dawish (d-ij~),
a. Obs. [f.

DAW sb. + -ISH.]

Like or characteristic of a daw ; silly, sluttish.

1540 HYRDE tr. l-'ives" fnstr. CAr. Worn. (1592) Miij,

Dawish, and brainlesse, cruell, and murderers. 1543 BALE
Yet a Course, ffC. 59 (T.) Such dawishe dodypols. 1603
CHAPMAN All Fools in Dodsley (1780) IV. 167 If he [a jack,

daw] fed without his dawish noise He might fare better.

Dawk (dgk\ ji. 1 dial. [app. the same as

DALK 2
.]

A hollow in a surface; a depression,

furrow, incision.

1703 MOXON Mecti. Exerc. 66 This Iron, .would not make
Gutters on the Surface of the Stuff, but (at the most) little

hollow dawks. Ibid. 82 The Iron of the Fore-plane, .makes

freat
Dawks in the Stuff . . The Iron . . will yet leave some

)awks in the Stuff for the Jointer, .to work out.

Hence Dawk v., to make a hollow or incision in.

1703 MOXON Mech. Exerc. 203 The Chissel . . might run
too fast into the Work, and dawk it. 1847-78 HALLIWF.LL,

Dank, to incise with a jerk, or insert a pointed weapon with

rapidity.

I Dawk, sb?, dakCdjJk, dak). Anglo-Ind. Also

8 dog, dock, 9 dork, dauk. [Hindi and Marathl

dak, perh. related to Skr. drak quickly.] Post or

transport by relays of men or horses stationed at

intervals; a relay of men or horses for carrying

mails, etc., or passengers in palanquins.
To travel dak : to travel in this way. To lay a dak : to

arrange for relays of bearers or horses on a route.

1727 [see b]. 1780 H. F. THOMPSON Intrigues ofNabob 76

(Y. ), I wrote . . for permission to visit Calcutta by the Dawks.

1781 Hicky's Bengal Gaz. 24 Mar. (Y.), Suffering People to

paw over their Neighbour s Letters at the Dock. 1809
VISCOUNT VALENTIA Tram. India, etc. (iSitl I. ii. 49 My
arrangements had been made for quitting Burhampore .

not only had the dawk been laid, but [etc.], a 1826 HEBER
Narr. Journey fad. (1828) 1.328 In the line of road I am most

likely to follow..! am not certain that any Dak exists.

1840 E. E. NAPIER Scents For. Lands II. vi. 193 By having
bearers posted at stated distances, which is called travelling
1 dawk ', long journeys are made in a comparatively brief

space of time. 1861 HUGHES Tom Brmun at O.rf. xliy.lD.),
After the sea voyage there isn't much above loco miles to

come by dauk.

b. atlril>.
,
as dawk- or dak-bearer, choky,journey,

traveller, etc. ;
dak bungalow (rarely house),

a house for the accommodation of travellers at

a station on a dak route.

1727 A. HAMILTON Nnv Ace. E. Ind. I. 149 (Y.) Those

Curriers are called Dog Chouckies. 1706 in Seton-Karr

Select. Calcutta Gaz. II. 185 The re-establishment of Dawk
Bearers upon the new road. a. 1826 HEBER Narr. Journey
Ind. (1828) I. 277, I will . . bring it safe on to the next dak-

house. 1853 Calcutta Ret*. July-Dec. 175 The dak bunga.

lows, the modern form of the Mogul Serais. 1866 TREVELYAN

(title). The Dawk Bungalow. Ibid. (1869) 98 Too old

travellers to expect solitude in a dawk bungalow.

Dawk, var. of DAUK.
Dawkin. dial. [? dim. of DAW.] a. A fool.

b. A slattern. Hence Dawkinly adv., foolishly.

1565 CALFHILL Answ. Treat. Crosse (1846) 236 (D.) Then
Martiall and Maukin, a dolt with a daukin, might marry
together. 1674^

RAY N. C. Words 13 Dawgos or Dawkin,
a dirty, slattenng woman. 1746 COLLIER (Tim Bobbin)
View Lane. Dial. Wks. (1862) 52 After looking dawkinly-
wise a bit. 1875 Lane. Gloss., Davikin, a dull, stupid per-

son. Dawkinly, stupidly, foolishly.

Dawly, obs. form of DOWLY a. and adv.

Dawn (dgn), sb. [Appears late in 1 6th c., the

earlier equivalents being DAWING, DAWNING. App.
f. the verb-stem (see next) ; cf. break in

' break of

day' (quoted 1584). ON. had dagan, dogun dawn,
f. daga to dawn, / dagan, at dagan at dawn : but,

notwithstanding the likeness of form, there is no
evidence that this is the original of the Eng. word.]
1. The first appearance of light in the sky before

sunrise, or the time when it appears ; the beginning
of daylight ; daybreak.

DAWNED.
77igk dawn, dawn appearing above a bank of clouds on

the horizon ; low dawn, dawn appearing on or close to the

horizon.

1599 SHAKS. Hen. V, iv. t. 291 Next day after dawne.

1603 Uleas. for M. iv. ii. 226 Come away, it is almost
cleere dawne. 1697 DAMPIER I'oy. I. 498 With such dark
black Clouds near the Horizon, that the first glimpse of the
Dawn appeared 30 or 40 degrees high, .it is a common saying

among Sea-men . . that a high dawn will have high winds,
and a low dawn, small winds. 1778 Bp. LOWTH Tratisl.

Isaiah xxvi. 19 Thy dew is as the dew of the dawn. 1832
TENNYSON Death Old Year ii, He will not see the dawn of

day. 1852 Miss YONGE Cameos II. viii. 101 The assault had

begun at early dawn.

2. fig. The beginning, commencement, rise, first

gleam or appearance (of something compared to'

light) ;
an incipient gleam (of anything).

1633 P. FLETCHER Purple Isl. xn. xlvi, So spring some
dawns of joy, so sets the night of sorrow. 1752 JOHNSON
Rambler No. 196 F 2 From the dawn of manhood to its de-

cline. 1767 Babler II. 100 If he possesses but a dawn of

spirit. 1823 LAMB Elia, Ser. I. Old Actors, You could see

the first dawn of an idea stealing slowly over his counten-

ance. 1878 STEWART & TAIT Unseen Univ. ii. 50. 69
From the earliest dawn of history to the present day.

3. attrib. and Comb., as dawn-animal, -animal-

cule (see quots.), -dew, -goddess, -light, -streak;

dawn-illumined, -tinted adjs. ;
downward adv.

1873 DAWSON Earth fy Man ii. 23 Eozoon Canadettse . .

its name of
' *Dawn-ammal

'

having reference to its great

antiquity and possible connection with the dawn of life on
our planet. 1876 PAGE Adv. Text-bk. Geol. x. 189 The
organism, Eozoiin Canadense, or *Dawn-animalcule of

Canada. 1856 MRS. BROWNING Aitr. Leigh l. Poems VI. 24
A dash of "dawn-dew from the honeysuckle. 1877 J. E.
CARPENTER tr. Title's Hist. Relig. 107 The Sun-god . . and
the ^dawn-goddess. 1820 SHELLEY Ode to Liberty xi, As on
a *dawn-illumined mountain. 1850 MRS. BROWNING Poems
II. 326, I oft had seen the *dawnlight run As red wine,

through the hills. 1873 LOWELL Among my Bks. Ser. n.

221 The *dawn-streaks of a new day. 1822 SHELLEY Hellas

963 "Dawn-tinted deluges of fire. 1881 W. WILKINS Songs
ofStudy 44 In joyful praises *dawnward rolled.

Dawn (dgn), v. Also 6 daune, dawne.

[Known only from end of ijth c., since which it

has displaced the earlier verb DAW. App. deduced
from DAWNING, q.v. Cf. also DAYN

.]

I. 1. itttr. To begin to grow daylight : said of

the day, morning, light ;
also simply with it.

1499 PYNSON Promp. Parv., Dawnyn or dayen [< 1440

dawyn], auroro. 1526 TINDALE Matt, xxviii. i The Sabboth

daye at even which dauneth the morowe after the Sabboth

[WYCLIF bigynneth to schyne, Geneva & 1611 began to

dawne]. 2 Pet. i. 10 Vntill the daye dawne. c 1532
DEWES Introd. Fr. in Palsgr. 938 To dawne, ajoumcr.
1611 BIBLE Matt, xxviii. i In the ende of the Sabbath, as

it began to dawne towards the first day of the weeke. 1711
STEELE Sfect. No. 142 p 5 Before the Light this Morning
dawned upon the Earth. 1726 Adv. Capt. R. Boyle 23 As
soon as ever the Morning dawn'd. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. i.

xxi. 150 Day at length dawned and gradually brightened.

b. trans/. To begin to shine, as the sun or

any luminary.
1702 ROWE Tamerl. v. i. 2017 Women, like Summer

Storms are Cloudy . . But strait the Sun of Beauty dawns
abroad. 1811 HEBER Hymn, Brightest and best of the sons

of the morning, Dawn on our darkness. 1832 TENNYSON

Margaret v, Look down, and let your blue eyes dawn Upon
me thro' the jasmine-leaves.

2. fig. To begin to develop, expand, or brighten,
like the daylight at dawn.

1717 POPE Efiil. to Jervas 4 Where Life awakes, and
dawns at ev'ry line. 1848 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. I. 412 In

the year 1685 his fame.. was only dawning. 1852 Miss
YONGE Cameos I. xxviii. 234When prosperity dawned on the

elder brother.

3. To begin to brighten, with or as with the light

of dawn.
1647 CRASHAW Poems 165 When the dark world dawn'd

into Christian day. 1651 Fuller's Abel Rediv., Zanchiits

390 Zanchius. .became such a light.. that many parts in

Christendome dawned with the luster of his writings. 1832
TENNYSON (Enone 46, I waited underneath the dawning
hills.

b. transf. To begin to appear, become visible.

1744 AKENSIDE Pleas. Imag. I. 146, I see them dawn !

I see the radiant visions, where they rise. 1812 J. WILSON
Isle of Palms m. 307 Its porch and roof of roses dawn
Through arching trees.

4. fig. Of ideas, facts, etc. : To begin to become

evident to the mind; to begin to be understood,

felt, or perceived. Const, on, upon.
1852 MRS. STOWE Uncle Tom's C. xv. 129 The idea that

they had either feelings or rights had never dawned upon
her. 1866 G. MACDONALD Ann. Q. Neighb. ix. 137 It

dawned on my recollection that I had heard Judy mention

her Uncle. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) V. 66 The distinc-

tion between ethics and politics has not yet dawned upon
Plato's mind.

II. ff>. trans. To bring to life; to arouse

or awake from a swoon, resuscitate ;
= DAW v. 3.

1530 PALSGR. 507/2, 1 dawne or get life in one that is fallen

in a swoune, je reuigore . . I can nat dawne him. 1551

T. WILSON Logike (1580) 33 If Alexander dawned a weake

Soldiour when he was almoste frosen for cold. 1593 MUN-

DktDe/.CmtrariesTi After he had dawned him to remem-

brance by the helpe of vinager and colde water.

Dawne, obs. form of DOWN sb.

Dawned (dond, //. dg-mkl),///. a. rare. [f.

DAWN v. + -En I.] That has begun to brighten.
1818 KEATS F.ndym. I. 94 The dawned light.

Dawner, var. of DANDER v. Sc.



DAWNING.
Dawnger(e, etc., obs. forms of DAM;K<I, etc.

Dawning (ilj'nirj), vbl. sl>. Also 4 dawynyng,
4 5 dawenyng(,e, 4-6 dawnyng(e, 5-6 daun-
>ng(e. [Known before 1300, when it appears
beside the earlier DAWINO (from DAW v., OK.
dagung, dag-tan), which it gradually supersede il.

The corresponding verb to dawn, which has simi-

larly displaced <tew,isnot exemplified till the ijth
c., and appears to have been deduced from dawn-
ing ; the sb. dawn appeared slill later, app. from
the vb. As M 1C. daw-en had also an early doublet
form daij-cn,day-yn (see DAY z>.'), so beside daicen-

yns; is found tiaijen-ing, daicn-ing, dain-ing (si e

|)\VNZ'.). No form corresponding to dawening,
dawning is recorded in OK., and it was probably
from Norse

; Sw. and Da. have a form dagning
(OSw. daghning c 1 300), either from daga to dawn,
with suffix -n-ing, as in kvaS-n-ing, saS-n-ing, tal-

n-ing, etc. (Vigf. Introd. xxxi), or from a deriv.

vb. *dagna.\
1. The beginning of daylight ; dawn, daybreak.

In reference to time, now poetic or rhetorical.

l97 R. GLOUC. 11724) 557 To Ktmingwurbe hii come in
be dawninge. ' 1385 CHAUCER /. G. li'. 1188 Dido, The
dawenyng vp rist out of the se. 1387 TRKVISA Higiiln
(Rolls) VI. 439 Chasede his enemyes al |*at dawenynge [v.r.

dawyn^]. 1470-85 MAI.ORV Arthur x. Ixxxvi, Vppon a day
in the daunjnge. 1480 CAXTON Caron. Eng. ccvii. 189
Erly in the dawenynge of the day. 1586 COGAN Haven
Health ccxliii. (1636) 311 Drinke it in the morning at the
dawning of the day. 1601 SHAK.S. Ham. i. i. 160 The Bird
of Dawning. 1711 W. ROGERS t'oy. 104 So we ran North
till Dawning. 1810 SCOTT Latly ojfL. I. xxxii, At dawning
to assail ye. Here no bugles sound reveille

1

. 1858 KINGSLEV
J'otms, Night Hint 13 Oh sing, and wake the dawning.

b. trans/. The east, the ' orient '.

1879 BUTCHER & LANG Odyssey 215 Those who dwell
toward the dawning.
2. fig. The first gleam or appearance, earliest

beginning (of something compared to light).
a i6ia DONNE Btadaparot (1644) 17 A man as. . illustrious,

in the full glory and Noone of Learning, as others were in
the dawning, and Morning. 1607 DRYDEN Virg. Geore. 1.68
In this early Dawning of the Year. 1781 GIBBON Dec). 4 F.
III. liii. 314 In the ninth century, we trace the first dawn-
ings of the restoration of science. 1843 PRESCOTT Mexico
(1850) I. 75 The dawnings of a literary culture. 1856 SIR B.
BRODIE Psychol. Inq. I. v. 198 That principle of intelligence,
the dawning of which we observe in the lower animals.

Dawning, ///. a.
[f.
DAWN v. + -mo2.] That

dawns ; beginning to grow light, a. lit.

1588 SHAKS. Tit. A. n. ii. 10 Dawning day new comfort
hath inspir'd. 1667 MII.TON P. L. xn. 423 Fresh as the
dawning light. 1791 COWPER Iliad xi. 60 The dawning
skies. 1843 TENNYSON Two Voices 405 The light increased
With freshness in the dawning east.

b. fig. Showing its early beginning, nascent.

1697 DRYDEN I'irg. ;Eneid(i.\ In dawning youth. 1751
JOHNSON Rambler ^a. 165 f 5 Those who had paid honours
to my dawning merit. 1879 FARRAR St. PauHiWj) 765 The
distinctive colour of the dawning heresy.

Dawnt(e, obs. form of DAUNT.
Dawsonite (dg-sanaitj. Mitt. [Named 1874,

after Sir J. W. Dawson of Montreal: see -ITE.]
A hydrous carbonate of aluminium and sodium, in

white transparent or translucent crystals.
1875 Amer. yrnl. Sc. Ser. HI. IX. 64 On Dawsonite,

a new mineral.

Dawt, Dawtie (-y) : see DAUT, DAUTIE.

Day (elf'), J*. Forms : I dees, 2 de? deij, dai},
2-3 dsei, dei, da}, 3 (Orm.) dajj, 3-j dai, 3- day,
(5-6 dale, daye, 6 Sc. da). PI. 3- days (3-5
dawes

; dat.pl. 2-6 dawen, dawe ; daw, dau ;

see below). [A Com. Teut. sb. : OE. dxg (dfff,
pi. dagos, -a, -urn) = OFrie. dii, dey, di, OS. dag
(MDu. dock (g/i), Du. dag, MLG., LG. dag),
OHO., MHO. tac(g\ G. tag, ON. dag-r (Sw., Da.
dag\, Goth, dag-s : OTeut. *dago-s. In no way
related to Y,.dics

; usually referred to an Aryan vb.

dhagh-, in Skr. dah to burn : cf. Lith. dagos
hot season, OPruss. dagis summer. From the
WGer. dag, OE. had regularly in the sing. dseg,

drges, diege in the plural dagos, daga (later -ena),

dagum. This phonetic exchange :' survived in

early ME., so that while in the sing, the final }
was regularly palatal (see forms above ; gen. dxei)es,

dsies, deies, daies, daye^f&sA. dseije, date, etc.), the

pi. was ^from dagos), dajes, dahes, dajhes, dawes,
genit. (: daga, -ena} daga, dawene, dahetu, dajcn,
dat. (lJmtm} dajon, -en, daghcn, dawen, dawe,
daw, dau. The last survived longest in the phrase of
dawe ' from (lifeYdays

'

(see 1 7 and ADAWE), and in

in his dawe, etc. (see 13 a {). But soon after 1200

plurals phonetically assimilated to the sing. (d;rjes,~~

ifaijes, daies) occur, and at length superseded the
earlier forms.]
A. Illustration of early forms.
a. plural, nom. and accus.

i 1000 .-I^T. Cosp. Matt, xxviii. 20 Ic beo mid eow ealle

l.r^:is. c 1160 Hattim G. ibid., Ich beo mid eow ealle dajes.
1200 ORMIN 4^56 SefThe da^hess. rzsos I.AV. 8796 Kif
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d.Tije \c IJTS dawes). aitmtiff. Kath. 1844 A! beiwiulf
dahes. 01215 Alter. K. 70 J>reo dawes. 1197 R. GLOUC.
("724) 383 pre dawes & nan nio. 1399 /V/. I'xins , UolU I.

377 As it is said by eldcrr.e da is. i- 1430 LYI>G. Bochas VI.
i. ('554> '-Mi, I" i>>>' last dawes.

Ii. //.
fxoco Ags. J's. ci. 21 On midle minre daxena. ciooo-U'J.

Gasp. Malt. iv. 2 He faste feowurtig daga [/./WiV/feuortix
daga, Hallim G.

feorti^ da^cs). c 1175 l.amb Ham. 87
Fiam bam ester lid fifti daja. c 1105 LAY. 3615 pe fora
wurcn agan feuwerti dawene [1:1175 daijes]. Ibid. 4605
Vndcr fif dawene \f 1175 daijene] ?c.:n^ heo comen to bis;*
londe. a 1115 Leg. A ath, 2503 Twcnti dahene )ong.

7. pi. dat. : see also 1 3 a /5.

c looo Ags. Cosp. Malt. xxyi. 61 JKtitr brym dagum [xxvii.
63 daxon). r 1160 ItattonG. ibid., Alfter brem dajen. c 1175
J.ainl'. Ham. 89 On moyses da^en. c 1105 I^AY. 5961 Hi heore
aldre daiwen \c 1175 dawes]. < 1300 A'. A Hi, 5631 In twenty
dawen. c 1300 St. Marfarete 3 lii oldc dawe Patriarch he
was wel he}, c tya Sir Tristr. 2480 Etenes bi old dnyn
Hiid wroujl it. c 1430 Freemasonry 394 After the lawe That
was y-fownded by olde dawe.

S. In some places dajcn, dawen, may be nom.
or ace. plural.

f 1175 Lamb. Hont. 119 Ic seolf beo mid eow alle daien
[OE. ealle dagas).

*. The genitive sing. OE. dxgcs, early ME. daies,

etc., was formerly used adverbially, by day, on
the day (Ger. da Tagsj : see l b ; it survived in

ME. bi daies, a daies, A-DAYB, mod. now-a-days.
B. Signification.
I. The time of sunlight.

1. 'The lime between the lising and setting of
the sun' (J.); the interval of light between succes-
sive periods of darkness or night ; in ordinary usage
including the lighter part of morning and evening
twilight, but, when strictly used, limited to the time
when the sun is above the hoiizon, as in ' at the

equinox day and night are equal '. Break of day :

dawn: see BUEAK, DAYBREAK.
This is the artificial day of astronomers : see ARTIFICIAL.

It is sometimes called the natural day (Gcr. nnturlichrr
tag\ which however usually means sense 6.

ciooo ^ELFRIC Gen. i. 5 God..het bzt leoht dies & (>
beostra niht. c woo Trin. Coll. Horn. 358 pu }ifst be sunne
to be dai}, be mone to be nichte. c ino.9. Eng. Leg, 1.97/173
In bat prison bat Maide lai twelf dawes and twelf ni^t.
c 1340 Cursor M. 390 (Trin.) To pane be day fro be nyjt.
c 1400 Lan/ranc't Cirurg. 41 Ofte tymes in be dai & in ^
nyjt. 15*3 LD. BERNERS Froiss. I. cxxviit. 155 It was then
nyne of the day. 1580 BARETylfr. B 1200The Breakeof the
dale. iso DAVIES Immort. Smiivl. (1743) 15 O Light, which
mak'st the Light which makes the Day. 1635 N. CARPENTER
Gear. Del. i. v. 106 The longest day is equall to the longest
night. 1770 GOLDSM. Da. Ull. 15 How often have I bless'd
the coming day. 1807 ROBINSON Arclueol. Gratca in. xxv.
331 The more ancient Greeks distinguished the natural day

that is, the time from the rising to the setting of the sun
into three

parts. 1840 Penny Cycl. XVI. 326/1 At North
Cape . . the longest day lasts from the isth of May to the

29th of July, which is two months and a fortnight.

b. Const. The notion of time how long is ex-

pressed by the uninflected word (repr. an original
accus. or dative), as in day and night, all (the")

day, this day, and the like ; the notion of time
when (without respect to duration) was expressed
in OE. by on da'i, early ME. on, tippon dai, o day,
a-day ; also by the genitive dsegcs, esp. in the collo-

cation dieges andnihles, and in far days,farforth
days, =

'
far on in the day ', still used in I yth c.

(see FAR adv. 3 c) ; about 1 200 we find bi dajes,
and soon after bi daie by day. See BY prep. 19 b.

c looo Ags. Gosp. Mark v. 5 Symle dxges & nihtes he was
on byrrenum. c 1200 Trin. ColL Horn. 87 Swiche hertes
fondeS be fule gost deies and nihtes. ciioo OHM is 11333
Heold Crist hiss fasste . . Bi da^hess & bi nahhtess. a 1150
Owl *r Night. 341 Ri daie ]?u art stare-blind, c 1350 Hymn
to Virgin 357 Min hope is in be da} & nicht. a ijpoCursor
M. 15159 (Coll.) Ilk night of oliuete To be mont he yodc . .

And euer on dai be folk he gaf O godds word be fode. 1386

(18681 45 She happed to abide so longe on a sonday that it

was fer dayes. 1513 MORE in Grafton Chron. II. 778 The
pageauntes were a making day and night at Westminster.
a 1563 BALK Set. Wks. (Parker Soc.) 120 It is far days and
ye have far to ride to night. 1600 HOLLAND Livy_ XLV. xxxvi.

1225 It was so far form dayes as being the eighth houre
therof. 1697 DRYDEN I'irg. Georg. m. 318 Untir'd at Night,
and chearutl all the Day. 1835 THIRLWALL Greece I. 319
He might prosecute his voyage as well as by day. 1848
MACAULAV Hist. Eng. (1880) I. iii. 184 The bags were car-
ried, .day and night at the rate of about five miles an hour.

2. In before day, at day daybreak, dawn.
a 1300 Cursor M.6io6 (Gott. 1 pat bai Sould vte of hous cum

bi.for day. (14x0 Avow. Artk. ix, To ride this forest or
daye. 1576 FLEMING Panopl. Efist. 39 A little before
day. 1719 DE FOB CrtHgt (1840' II. ii. 48 They got up in
the morning before

day. 1793 NELSON in Nicolas Disp.
I. 309 This morning at day we fell in with a Spanish. .Ship.

3. Daylight, the light of day.
c 1340 Cursor Af. 86^6 1 Fairf. ), I hit khew qu en h it was day.

138* WYCI.IF Rom. xiii. 13 As in day wandre we honestly.
c 1489 CAXTON Sonnet ofAymon ix. 223 Whan Reynawde
sawe the

day,
he rose vp. 1580 NORTH Plutarch (1676) 355

Such as could see day at a little hole. i66j J. DAVIES tr.

OleariHs' fey. A mbass. 276 In his Conversion of the darkest
Night to bright Day. 1710 STEELE Taller No. 142 Pi She
had now found out, that it was Day before Nine in the
Morning. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe (1840) II. x. 318 It was

DAY.

broad day. 1(83 Sirvricson Treasure til. m. xiii. (1886)
107 It was as plain u day.

k.Jfp A light like that of day ;

'

daylight
'

in

a difficult question.
1667 MAUVKI.I. ( err. Ixxx. Wk. 1872-5 II. 225, I can not

yet
see day in the businetue, betwixt the two Houm. 1701Ron I'amerl. v. i. 2191 They cut a Day around 'em.

t4. One of the perpendicular divisions or' li:

of a mullioned window. [F. jour, mcd.L. dies.}
[1409 ll'itl o/ ll'are (Somerset Ho.), Lego vna fenrura

trium dicnim.] 1447 H'ill Hen. *'/ (Hare's MSS. Caiui
Coll.), In the east ende of the v' Ouier thalbe sat a great
gable window of vij daies. 1484 Will o/lhocke (Somerxt
Ho.), A wyndow . . of iii dayes. a 1490 BOTOKEI Itin.
(Nasmith 1778) 296 Et qiuelibet fenestra. .continet tm dayes

a mullioned window.
6. Mining. The surface of the ground over a

mine. Hence day-coal, -drift, -hole (see also 24 .

1665 Pkil. Trans. I. 80 By letting down Shafts from the
Jay (as Miners speak'. 1676 HOIK.SON it,,/. XI. 763
According as the Day-coal heightens or deepens. 1708
J. C. Comfl. Collier (1845! 33 Draw your Coals to Bank (or

Day) out of the Pit. 1747 HOOSOM Miner's f>,'ct. N iij b,
The Ore that is found on the Tops of Veins, especially near
to the Day. 1881 RAYMOND Mining Gloss., Day, the surface
of the ground over a mine.

II. As a period, natural division, or unit of
time.

6. The time occupied by the earth in one revolu-
tion on its axis, in which the same terrestrial meri-
dian returns to the sun

; the space of twenty-four
hours, reckoned from a definite or given point.
Const, during, in, formerly on, o, a, retained in

twice a day, etc. : see \prcp.* 8, 8 b.

The solar or astronomical day is reckoned from noon to
noon ; and, as the length of this time varies (within narrow
limits) according to the time of the year, its mean or average
length is the mean solar day. 1 ne cn'il day in civilized
countries generally Is the period from midnight to midnight,
similarly adjusted to its mean length. Ancient nations

variously reckoned their day to begin at sunrise, at noon, or
at sunset. The siderealAny is the time between the succes-
sive meridional transits of a star, or specifically of the first

point of Aries, and is about four minutes shorter than the
solar day. (The term natural day is sometimes used in
this sense, sometimes in sense i.)

(950 Lindisf.Gosp. Matt. xv. 33Drio dogorfcee oerhuunas
mec mid. c looo ALFKIC Gen. i. 5 pa wa-s geworben scfeu
and moreen an da:*. IHd. ii. 3 God gebletsode bone seofeSan

da:$ and bine ^ehalxade. c 1175 Ltiinb. Horn. 87 Fram }>nn
halie hester del boo italde fifti da}a to bisse deie. c 1*05
LAV. 19316 preo dxies (< 1175 da^e*) wes be king wuniende
bore, saw R. GLOUC. (1724' 144 A ft in

fyftene
dawes . . To

London he wende. 1382 WYCLIF Acts ix. 9 He was thic
daies not seynge. 1501 T. NORTON Calvin's Inst. i. 10 b,

Symonides. .desired to haue a daies respite graunted him to

study vpon it. a 1631 DONNE f'oems (1650) 6 Hours, daies,
months, which are the rags of time. i8au BYRON Werner
I. i. 377 Twenty years Of age, if 'I is a

day. 1831 BREWSTE*
Nttvton (18551 I. xiii. 365 We may regard the length of the

day as one of the most unchangeable elements in the system
of the world.
c 1386 CHAUCER Sqr"s. T. 108 In the space of o day

natureel, (This is to seyn, in foure and twenty houresL

1398 TREVISA llartA. de I'. R. ix, xxt (1495) 358 Some daye
is artyfycyall and some nature!!, .a nature!] daye conteynyth
xxiiij houres. 1^51 RECORDE Cast. Knowl. (15561 244 The
Natural! daye, .is commonly accompted from Sonne nsinge
one daye, to Sonne rising the nexle daye. 1764 MASKELYNK
in /'////. Trans. LI V. 344 The interval between the transit
of the first of Aries across the meridian one day, and its

return to it the next day, is called a sidereal day.. The
interval between the transit of the sun across the meridian
one day, and his transit the next day, is called an apparent
solar day. 1811 WopDHousEXf/nw. xxii. 222 The interval

p'at.

the

or average length ; and this quantity is called a mean solar

day. Ibid. 14/3 The length of the sidereal day is found to
be uniformly 23 hours, 56 minutes, or more accurately
33* 56" 4' -093.

t b. All days : always, for ever. Obs.
c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt, xxviii. 30 Ic beo mid eow ealle

dagas [Lindisf. allum dajum). c 1160 //niton C. ibid., Ich
beo mid eow ealle da}es. 1480 CAXTON CArtm. Ef. cii, For
that time forth losten Britons the royame for al dayes.

t C. A day's travel ; a day's journey. OPS.

136* LANGL. /'. /V. A. x. i Sire Dowel dwelleb. .not a day
hennes. 1624 CAPT. SMITH yirginia i. 4 A Towne called

1'omeiock, and six dayes higher, their City Skicoak.

7. The same space of time. esp. the civil day,
treated (without reference to its length) as a point
or unit of time, on which anything happens, or
which fixes a date. Const, on, upon (ME. o, a- :

cf. A/r<r/.l 8, A adj.* 4'.
c looo Ags. Cost. Matt. xx. 19 And bam bryddan dx*e he

arist. HU O. E. Chrm. Laml MS.) an. 1135 D(al) ober
dei ha helai an slep in

scip.
o 1400 c unor M. 5108 Colt.)

Sumtyme men . . weren hool in be same dai. 15*3 Lix
BERNERS Froiss. I. cxl. 167 Some day y* one part lost, and
some day the other. 1533-4 Act 25 Hen. f//f.c. 21 | 25
Before the saide .xii. daie of Marche. 1600-11 ROWLANDS
four Knaves (Percy Soc.i 75 They say.

The belter the day
the better the deede. 1704 NF.LSON Fest. 4- Fasts L (1730)
16 The first Day of the Week called the Lord's Day. i6
tr. Gregory's Astron. I. 262 You need only to know what

7*



DAY.

Day of each Month the Sun enters a Sign of the Ecliptic,
and compute one Degree for every Day from thence. 1799
F. LEIGHTON Let. to J. Boucher 21 Sept. (MS.', Pray treat

me with a letter on an early day as parliament folks say.

1865 TKOLLOI'E Bclton Est. x. 109 She would return home
on the day but one after the funeral.

b. Phrase. One day : on a certain or particular

day in the past ;
on some day in the future. So

of future time, some day \
and of the present or

proximate future, one or some of tliese days.

1535 COYERDALE i Sam. xxvii. i One of these dayes shal

I fall into the handes of Saul. 1586 A. DAY ling. Secretary
II. 11625) 66 His meaning is one of these daies to entreate

your paines hitherwards. 1594 SPENSER Amon-tti Ixxv,
One day I wrote her name upon the strand. 1613 SHAKS.
Hen, VIII, ii. U. 22 The King will know him one day.
1659 B. HARRIS Parival's /rait Age 53 Had it not been, to

revenge himself one day, upon the Spaniards. 1838 DICKENS
O. Twist xxxvi, You will tell me a different tale one of
these days. 1855 SMEDLEY H. Coverdale xxxv, Some of
these days I shall be obliged to give him a lesson.

III. A specified or appointed day.
8. A specific period of twenty-four hours, the

whole or part of which is assigned to some parti-
cular purpose, observance, or action, or which is

the date or anniversary of some event, indicated by
an attributive addition or by the context; e.g.
saints' ifays, holy days, New Years day, Lady-day,
Christmas-day, St. Swithiris-day, fay-day, rent-

day, settling-day, birth-day, wedding-day, corona-

tion-day, etc. (See the various defining words.)
c irj$ Lamb. Horn, ii Nu beoS icumen .. ba halie da^es

uppen us. 1297 R. GLOUC. (1724) 368 A Seyn Nycolas day
he com. c 1450 St. Cnthbert (Surtees) 7007 Ilk sere . . In be

day of bedis deying. 1577 HOLINSHED Citron. IV. 504 To
put us in mind how we violate the Sabboth daie. 1595
SHAKS. John v. i. 25 Is this Ascension day? 1600 J. PORY
tr. Leo's Africa Aij, At London this three and fortieth

most joifull Coronation-day of her sacred Majestic. 1600.

1615 J. STEPHENS Satyr. Ess. (ed. 2) 222 Like a bookesellers

shoppe on Bartholomew day. 1835 HONE Every-day Bk. I.

TOO In each term there is one day whereon the courts do not
transact business. .These are termed Granddays in the inns
of court ; and Gaudy days at the two Universities. 1884
Christian IVorldg Oct. 764/1 Lord Hramwell. .had spoken
of Saturday as '

pay-day, drink-day, and crime-day '.

b. Last day (OE. ytemesta dm), Day ofJudge-
ment or of Doom, Doomsday ,Judgement day, Day
of the Lord, of Accounts, Retribution, Wrath,
Great Day, etc.: the day on which the dead
shall be raised to be 'judged of the deeds done
in the body'. See also the various qualifying
words.

971 Blickl. Horn. 57 Seo saul . . onfehb hire lichoman on
ba;m ytmestan daj^e. a 1300 Cursor M. 27362 (Cott.) t>e dai
of wreth, 1382 WYCLIF 2 Pet. iii. 10 Forsothe the day of
the Lord shal come as a theef. c 1386 CHAUCER Pars. T,
P 305 He schal 3elde of hem account at be day of doome.
a 1400 Frymcr(iBgi)B2 Haue mercy of me whan bowcomest
in be laste day. a 1333 LD. BERNERS Hnon clviii. 606 Vnto
the day of lugemente. 1583 STUDBES Anat. Abus. n. (1882)
86 The generall resurrection at the last day. Hid. n. 96 At
y gret day of the Lord. 1690 LOCKE Hum. Untl. II. xxvii.

(1695) 187 In the great Day, wherein the Secrets of all Hearts
shall be laid open. 1746-7 HERVEY Medit. (1818) 75 The
severer doom, and more public infamy, of the great day.
1860 PUSEY Min. Profh. 109 The Day of Judgment or
vengeance.

f e. Hence in early versions of N. T. = Judge-
ment : a literal rendering of Gr. finipa, in reference
to the Judgement Day. 06s.

1382 WYCLIF i Cor. iv. 3 To me it is for the leeste thing
that I be demyd of 3011, or of mannis day [TINDALE, Rhein.
daye, CRANMER, Geneva, 1611, 1881 judgement], a 1628
PRESTON New Covt. 19 He would not regard to be judged
by mans day, as long as he was not judged by the Lord.
9. A day appointed, a fixed date, esp. for payment.
c 1175 Lamb. Hani. 35 Ne beo he nefre swa riche forS he

seal benne is dei cumeS. c 1290 S. Eng. Leg. I. 250/334. 1387
TREVISA Higden III. i89(lrfatz.) pe dettoures my5te noujte
pay here money al here day. c 1400 Gamelyn 792 He wold . .

Come afore be Justice to kepen his day. c 1300 Merch. *
Son in Halliwell Nugx Poet. 21 In cas he faylyd hys day.
1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. I. 556 The king of Scottis. .come
thair to keip his da. 1596 SHAKS. Merck. V. i. iii. 165 If he
should breake his daie, what should I gaine By the exaction
of the forfeiture? 16.. DRYDEN(J.),Or if my debtorsdonot
keep their day. a 1883 in J. G. Butler Bible Work II. 343
Christ, in the interval between the resurrection and ascension
keeps day with his disciples.

b. A day in each week (or other period) fixed
for receptions, etc. ; a day on which a hostess is
'
at home '.
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IV. A space of time, a period.

fll. A space (of time). Its extent is usually de-

fined by the accompanying words. Now Cbs. or Sc.

1451 Paston Lett. No. 171 I. 227 They have be fals both
to the Clyffordys and to me thys vij yeere day. c 1470
HARDING Chron. Proem xxii, Who laye afore Paris a moneth
daye. 1550 CROWLEY E^igr. 1462 You shall. .lende but for

a monethes day. 1552 T. GRKSHAM m Strype Eccl. Mem.
II. App. C. 148 No man convey out any parcel of lead five

years day. 1568 E. TII.NF.Y Disc. Mariage Cj, I could
recite many examples . . if the time woulde suffer mee. You
have yet day ynough, quoth the Ladyjulia, ^1670 HOBBES
Dial. Com. Laws 145 Which Statute alloweth to these
Provisors Six weeks Day to appear. 1825-79 JAMIESON,
A mont/t's day^ the space of a month

;
A year's dtiy t

the

space of a year.

f 12. Time allowed wherein to be ready, esp. for

payment; delay, respite; credit. Obst

c 1386 CHAUCER Frankl. T. 847 And him bysecheth ..To
graunte him dayes of the remenaunt. 1428 E. E. Wills
( 1882) 82 To have ther-of resonable daies of paiement. 1523
LD. BERNERS Froiss. I. ccxiii. 263 The truce, .is nat expired,
but hath day to endure vnto the first day of Maye next.

153 Arth. Lyt. Bryt. (1814) 477, I giue her daye for

a moneth, & truse in the meane season, 1576 GASCOIGNE
Steele Gl. (Arb,) So When drapers draw no games by giuing
day. 16x4 BP. HALL Recoil. Treat. 616 Ye Merchants . .

make them pay deare for daies. 1644 QUARLES Barnabas
$ B. 18 I'll give no day . . I must have present money. 1659
RUSHW. Hist. Coll. I. 640 That he might have day until the
25 of October, to consider of the return.

13. The time during which anything exists or

takes place ; period, time, era.

a. expressed more literally by the //. : e. g. in
the days of KingArthur ^ days of'old',

in those days,
in days to come, men of other days, etc. Better

days : times when one was better off ; so evil days.
c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 3 O'Sre men be waren bi bo dajes.

, day'.
10. =*Day of battle or contest', day's work on

the field of brittle : esp. in phrases to carry get,
win, lose the d.iy. p. FIELD, and CABBY 15 cj etc.
1557 TUSSER zoo Points Hitsb. xci, The battell is fought

thou hast gotten the daye. 1600 E. BLOUNT tr. Conestagrio
23 Without his aide the day would be perillous. 1643ROGERS Naaman 492 Shew us how we may get the day of
our adversary. 1659 B. HARRIS ParivaVs Iron A& 196 The
Imperialists,

thinking the Day was theirs. 1721 R. BRADI.FYH ks.Nature 139, The Silk Worm at present carries the
Day before all others of the Papilionaceous Tribe. 1848MACAULAY Hist. Eng. 1 1. 168 The bloody day of Seneff.

in his dayes he Dubbede knihtes. 1470-65 MALORYA rthur
x. Ixxxvi, Yet had I neuer reward . . of her the dayes of my
lyf. 1513 DOUGLAS Mneis xin. ix. 69 Twichyng the stait,

quhilum oe days gone, Of Latium. 1548 HALL Chron.
239 b, Of no small^authoritie in those dayes. 1576 FLEMING
Panopl, Epist. A ij, I know not where we shall nnde one in
these our dayes. 1614 BP. HALL Recoil. Treat. 953 What
sonne of Israel can hope for good daies, when hee heares
his Fathers were so evil!? i6^a CULPEPPER Eng. Physic. 1 83
An Herb of as great Use with us in these dayes. 1732
BERKELEY Alciphr. vi. 26 The Jewish state in the days of

Josephus. x8p6 FORSYTH Beauties ScotI. IV. 102 The whole
town bears evident marks of having seen better days. 1848
LVTTON Harold i. i, In the good old days before the Monk-
king reigned. 1880 T. FOWLER Locke \. j During his

undergraduate and bachelor days.

f-
. In this sense, esp., ME. used dawen, dawe,

from the OE. dat.pl. onpxm da&um. When dawe
(daw] began to be viewed as sing., dawes was often

used in the pi.
c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt, iii. t On bam dajum com lohannes.

r 1160 Hattott G. ibid., On bam da^en. c 1200 Trin. Coll.

Horn. 47 Swich beu wes bi ban da$en. c 1275 LAY. 397 After
ban hepene lawe bat slot [

= stood] jn ban ilke dawe. a 1300
Cursor M. 4082 iCott.) Als it bitidd mikel in baa dauus
[v.r. be aide dawes]. c 1314 Guy IVarw. (A.) 3852 Non
better nar bi bo dawe. c 1386 CHAUCER Frankl. T. 452
Felawes, The which he had y-knowen in olde dawes. c 1430
LYDG. Kockas HI, xiii. 86 b, Neuer. .in their dawes. c 1430
Freemasonry 509 (Matz.) Suche mawmetys he hade yn hys
dawe. 1501 DOUGLAS Pal. Hon. in. xliv, Tullus Seruillius
douchtie in his daw.

b. expressed more fig. by the sing. Now esp.
in phrases at or to this or that day, at the present
day, in o^tr own day, at somefuture day, etc.

1382 WYCLIF John xiv. 20 In that day 50 schulen knowe,
for I am in my fadir, and 3ee in me. 1578 TIMME Calvin
on Gen. 242 Which Men at this day call Cairum. 1611
BIBLE Ezek. xxx. 9 In that day shall messengers goe foorth
from me in shippes. 1662 STILLINGFL. Orig. Sacr. i. vi. i

To this day.. the Coptites and antient Egyptians call the
end of the year i>ei<n. 1771 SMOLLETT Humph. Cl. I. 23
Apr., The inconveniences which I overlooked in the high
day of health. 1805 SCOTT Last Minstr. Introd. 4 His
wither'd cheek and tresses grey SeemM to have known
a better day. 1848 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. I. 403 To this

day Palamon and Arcite..are the delight both of critics

and of schoolboys. 1875 JOWETT Plato (,ed. 2) V. 48 They
were, .more just than the men of our day.

(&} The day : the time under consideration, time

(now or then) present. (Cf. the hoitr, the moment.}
Order of the day. see ORDER. The day. Sc. for

TO-DAY, q.v.
18x4 SCOTT Wav. xlii,

' But we maun a1
live the day, and

have our dinner. 1839 SIR C. NAPIEU in W. N. Bruce
Life iv. (1885) 127 Funk is the order of the day. 1893 W.
P. COURTNEY in Academy 13 May 413/1 The gardens were
planned by the best landscape gardeners of the day. Mod.
Men and women of the day. The book of the day.
14. With personal pronoun : Period of a person's

rule, activity, career, or life ; lifetime, a. vising.
1297 R- GLOUC. (1724) 376 Heye men ne dorste by hys

day wylde best nyme no^t. 1300 Cursor M. 8315 (Cott.)
Salamon . . sal be king efter bi dai. c 1300 Bcket 649 Heo
that was so freo and hej bi myn ancestres daye. c 1400
Gamelyn 65 Thus dalle the knight his lond by his day.
a 1500 Childe ofBristowe 360 in Hazl. E. P. P. I. 124 Yet
dwel y stille in peyn..tyl y haue fulfilled my day. 1795
SOUTHEY Joan ofArc \\\. 293 Holy abbots honoured in their

day. 1850 L. HUNT Antooiog. (1860) i, I have had vanities

enough in my day.
b. \npl. Time of one's life, span of existence.

To end one's days : to die.

DAY.

1466 Paston Lett. No. 552 II. 282 Like as the said John
Paston deceased had in any time of his (,'aie.s. 1484 CAXTON
Curtail i That thou myghtest vse thy dayes in takyng
companye wyth me. 1513 MOKE in Grnfton Ckrett. II, 756
In his later dayes. .somewhat corpulent. 1526 PUgr. Perf.
(W. de \V. 1531) 289 b, They had neucr feled suche before,
in all theyr dayes. a 1533 LD. BERNKRS Ilnc-n Ixv. 222
There myserably he shall ende bis dayes. c 1600 SHAKS.
Sonn. xcv, That tongue that tells the story of thy days.
1600 E. BLOUNT tr. Conestaggio 304 The griefe he conceived
..hastened his daies. 1697 DKVDEN Virg. Georg. iv. 815,
I at Naples pass my peaceful Days. 1867 FREEMAN Norm.
Cong. (1876) I. App. 753 The kingdom of Burgundy was
now in its last days.

15. Time of action, period of power or influence.

Proverb. A (every} dog has his (a] day.
1550 Q. ELIZ. in Strype Keel. Mem. II. xxviii. 234 Notwith-

standing, as a dog hath a day, so may I perchance have
time to declare it in deeds. 1562 J. HEYWOOD Prov. fy

Epigr. (1867) 30 But as euery man saith, a dog hath a daie.
1602 SHAKS. Ham, v. i. 315 The Cat will Mew, and Dogge
will haue his day. 1633 B. JONSON Tale Tub n. i, A man
has his hour, and a dognis day, 1703 ROWE Ufyss. i. i. -jt

Suffer the Fools to laugh. .This is their Day. 1837 CARLYI.K
Fr.Rev. I. i. 2 Each dog has but his day. 1841 MiALL
Nonconf. L i Diplomacy has had its day, and failed. 1850
TENNYSON In Mem. Prol. v, Our little systems have their

day, They have their day and cease to be.

V. Phrases.

16. A-DAY, A-DAYS, q.v. (see also i b) ;
BY DAY,

BI-DAT (see i and Iii' prep. 19, 20) ; by the day
(BY $rep. 24 c) ; TO-DAY.

f 17. Of daw(e (OE. type *of dagim, ME. ofda-

jen, ofdaje, ofdawe, of dawes, ofdaw (day\ a daw;
corruptly on, to daw(e] : in to bring, do of or out of
dawe, life's dawe, to deprive of life, to kill ; to be of
dawe, to be dead. Obs. See also ADAWE adv.

a 1225 Juliana 31 He walde don hire . . ut of dahene.
a 1300 Cursor M. 4168 (Gb'tt.) pan wil na man of vs mak
saue, pat we him [Joseph] suld haue clone of daue [v.rr. on
dau, of daghe]. Ibid. 7808 (Fairf.) He me be-sogt . . I sulde
him bringe on Hues dawe [v.rr. o dau, o daw, of dawe].
1300 Seyn Julian 193 pat heo of dawe be. 11325 E. E.
A llit. P, A. 282, 1 trawed my perle don out ofdawez. ? a 1400
Morte Arth. 2056 That cure soveraygne sulde be distroyede,
And alle done of dawez. (1420 Chron. Vilod. 107 Mony
a mon was b

1 day y do to dawe. c 1425 WYNTOUN Cron.
vin. xxxi. 119 De erfe bus wes dwne ofday. 1513 DOUGLAS
sEneis n. iii. 58 He was slane, allace, and brocht of daw.

18. This or that day week (in Sc. eight days),
twelve months , etc. : used of measurement of time
forward or backward : the same day a week or

a year after or before.

1526 TINDALE Acts x. 30 This daye nowe ,mj. dayes
I fasted. 1651 CROMWELL Lett. 3 Sept. (Carlyle), The third
of September, (remarkable for a mercy vouchsafed to your
forces on this day twelvemonth in Scotland). 1801 ELIZ.
HELME St. Margaret's Cave III. 244 On the day month
that he had made the dreadful avowal. 1815 BYRON
Let. to Moore 10 Jan., I was married this day week. 1865
KINGSLEY Her&v, xv. (1877) 189 Let Harold see how many
. .he holds by this day twelve months. Mod. He is expected
this day week (or, in Sc., this day eight days).

19. Day about, on alternate days in rotation,
each on or for a day in his turn : cf. ABOUT,
A. 5 b. Day by day, on each successive day,

daily, every day in its turn (without any notion

of cessation) ;
also attrib. Day after day, each

day as a sequel to the preceding, on every day
as it comes (but without intending future continu-

ance). (From) day to day, continuously or with-

out interruption from one day to another (said of

a continuation of state or conditions) ; also attrib.

15.. MOFFAT Wyf of Anchtinmichty (Bannatyne MS.),
Content am I To tak the pluche my day about.

1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. vin. 177 What bou dudest day bi

day. c 1385 CHAUCER L. G. W. Prol. 175 In whiche me
thoughte I myghte, day by day, Dwellen alwey. c 1440

Promp. Parv. 1 12 Day be day, or ouery day, q-uotidie. 1548-9
(Mar.) Bk. Com. Prayer 2 b, Te Deum, Day by day we mag-
nifie thee. 1771 MRS..GRIFFITH tr. Viand"1

* Shipwreck 178,
I cannot give you, day by day, an account of this, .journey.

1836 KINGSLEY Lett. (1878) I. 38, I am sickened by its day-
by-day occurrence. 1865 Herew. xv. (1877) 195 Passing .

each other day by day.
1830 TENNYSON Poems 33 A world of peace And confidence,

day after day.
1297 R. GLOUC. (1724) 505 Fram daye to daye hu dude

the mansinge. 1483 Calk. Angl. 88 From Day to day, die
in dient t in dies, dietint. 1556 Anrelio <$

Isab. (16081 I iij,

From daye to daye you have beane worse. 1605 SHAKS.
Macb. v. v. 20 To morrow, and to morrow, and to morrow,
Creepes in this petty pace from day to day. 1712 ADDISON
Spect. No. 445 F 3 Whether I should still persist in laying
my Speculations, from Day to Day, before the Publick.

1883 Manch. Exam. 8 Dec. 4/1 For day-to-day loans the

general charge was 2 to 2$ per cent.

20. AH day : the whole day ; f every day : see

I b, and ALDAY. All days : always, for ever : see

6 b. Better days : see 1 3 a. EVEUY-PAY, FIRST DAY,

q.v. Good day : see GOOD. Late in the day : see

LATE. Now-a-days^ t now bi-dawc : see Now and

A-DAYS, One day^ one of these days : see 7 b. The
other day : two (or a few) days ago : see OTHER.
Some day, some of these days : see 7 b. Time of

day : hour of the clock, period ofthe world's history,

etc. : see TIME. The day after (or before} thefair :

too late (or too early) ; see FAIR so.'1 Days in

Bank, Days of'Grace, etc.: sec BANK- 2, GRACK,etc.



DAY.

Also Au, FOOLS' HAY, AHCKNMON, liLACK-LKTTtn,
l.\wri:i, DAY, etc. : sec these words.

VI. Attiilmtivc uses and Combinations.
21. Tin- common use of the possessive genitive

i/ay's (ns in other nouns of time) somewhat restricts

ihe simple attributive use of Jay. The genitive is

used in, e.g., the day's duties, needs, sales, takings \

a Jays length, sunshine; a day'sfighting, journey,
inarch, rest ; a day's alltnvanre, fast, fay, provi-
sions, victuals, wiiges, etc. So with the pi. two

</ays' journey, three days' pay, etc. Sec also

DAYSMAN, DAY'M WOIIK.
a lljo Owl ff Night. 1588 That gode wif . . Havelh dales

kare and nijtes wake. 1388 Wvojp Lulte ii. 44 The!.,
camen a daies iourriey [138* the wey of a day]. 14x2 F.. /-.'.

Wills (1882) 50 Myn eche daies gowne. 1548 HALL tVmw.
228 b, Ponderyngc together yestardayes promise, and two-

case , as the saying is. A distance ol three days journey.
22. Such combinations as eight days when used

attrib. may become eight-day.
1836 [see EIGHT]. 1847 Nat. Encyct. \. 413 Six-day

licenses may be granted. Mod. An eight-day clock.

23. General combinations : a. simple attrib. 'of

the clay, esp. as opposed to the night, the day's',
as day-beam, -blush, -glory, -goti, -going, -hours,

-season, -spirit ;

' of a day, as a period of time, a

day's', as day-bill, -journey, -name, -respite, -sum,
-ticket, -warning.
1813 HOGG Queen's Wake 265 The "day-beam . . O'er

Queensberry began to peep. 1825 D. L. RICHAKUSON
.Sonnets 60 The day-beams fade Along the crimson west.

1824 BYRON Jinn xv. Uii, A single day-bill Of modern
dinners. 1813 Br. Abydos 11. xxviii, When the May-
blush bursts from high. 1827 Blackm. Mag. XXI. 81 Why,
*
Day-god, why so late ? 1638 JACKSON Creed tx. xxiv. Wks.

...if . ._.. - .1 -f.^i- _i i- i .%-- j :

in to relieve the night-workers. 1630 BRATHWAIT Eng.
Gentlcm., Our Ordinary Gentleman, whose May-tjiske is

to relieve him. 1846 KEDLE Lyra Innoc. (1873) 50 How
soft the *day-wind sighed.

O. With agent-nouns and words expressing action,
'

(that acts or is done) by day, during the day, as

distinguished from night', as day-devourer, -drudge,

-flier, -lurker, -nurse, -seller, -sleeper ; day-drrnvsi-

iifss, -fishing, -journeying, -reflection, -slumber,

-somnambulism, -vision ; also adjectives, as day-

appearing, -flying, -shining, etc.

1821 SHELLEY Fragments, Wandering i, Like a "day-

appearing dream. 1715 POPE Odyss. xtx. 83 A May-devourer,
and an evening spy! 1851 Meandering* of Mem. I. 149

'Day-drowsiness and night's arousing power. 1840 CAR-
I.YLE Heroes (18581 237 Show him the way of doing that,

the dullest "daydrudge kindles into a hero. 1643 WALTON
A ng/eri*6 There is night as well as 'day-fishing for a Trout.

1889 A. R. WALLACE flam'iuum 248 "Day.ffying moths.

1876 GEO. ELIOT Dan. Der. IV. Ixiv. 274 In leisurely 'day-

journeying from Genoa to London. 1657 TOMLINSON Ketivii's

Disp. 4 Jugglers, "Day-lurkers. and Deceivers. 1725 POPE
(iJvss. iv. 1063 The "day-reflection, and the midnight-
dream ! 1889 Tablet 3 Aug. 167 Two classes of flower-girl-

the "day-sellers and the night-sellers. 1580 SIDNEY Arcadia

(1622) 2 The "day-shining starres. 1549 CHEKE Hurt Sedit.

(1641! 41 "Day.sleepers, pursse-pickers. 1836-9 Toon Cycl.

I a,it.\ I. 767/2 The bat . . awoke from its deep 'day-slumber.

1849 H. MAYO Truths in t'i'f. Suferst. vi. 86 Let me
narrate some instances, .one of "day-somnambulism. 1677

GALE Crt. Gentiles II. in. 58 Their night-dreams and day-

visions whereby they divined things.

d. objective or objective genitive, as day-dis-

pensing, -distracting, -loving adjs. ; day-hater, -pro-

longer; e. instrumental, as day-lit, day-wearied

adj.; f. adverbial, as day-hired, -lasting, -lived

adjs. ; g. similative and parasynthetic, as day-

liri'j/it, -ilear, -eyed adjs.

1590 T. WATSON /'* (Arb.) 159 Virgo make fountains

Day-god, why so late? 1638 JACKSON Creed tx. xxiv. Wks.
VIII. 353 Betwixt three of the clock and the "day-going.
1660 STURMY Mariner's Mag. it. 77 The upper half of the

circle.. is the "Day-Hours, and trie lower., is the Night-
Hours. 1483 Cat*. Angt. 88 A "Day iornay, dicta, c 1489
CAXTON Sonnet ofAymon xix. 429 A *day respvte is worthe
moche. a 1568 COVERDALE Bk. Death \. xxi, K either need
to fear any inconvenience by night, neither swift arrow in

the "day-season. 1850 MRS. BROWNING Poems II. 274 Thy
"day-sum of delight. ^1530 LD. BERNEKS Arth. Lyt. Btyt.

(1814) 443 To be redy at a "day warning.

b. attrib. '

Pertaining to or characteristic of the

day, existing by day, diurnal
'

;
as day-bell, -bird,

-breeze, -clothes, -guest, -haul, -moth, -shift, -task,

-watch, -watchman, -wind.

15.. Talt of Basyn. 172 in Hazl. E. F. P. III. 51 The!

daunsyd all the ny}t, till the son con ryse ; The clerke rang
the 'day-bell, as it was his gise. 1774 WHITE in Phil.

Trans. LXV. 266 It does not withdraw to rest till a quarter
before nine . . being the latest of all "day-birds. 1808 J.

BARLOW Columb. n. 540 The 'day-breeze fans the God.

1644 A. BURGESSE Magistrates Commission 15 It ought to be

your "day-care and your night-care, and your morning-care.

1856 EMERSON F.ng. Traits, Voy.to F.ng. Wks. (Bohn) II. ,

12 The master never slept but in his "day-clothes whilst on
|

board. 1654 WHITLOCK Zootomian If griefe lodges with
us over night, Joy shall be our "Day Guest. 186* E. J.

51

of thy Maic-brighl fine, a 1591 GRKKNE & LODGK I.wki*x
Glitsse (iWn) 124 The day-hruht eyes that made me tec.

1785 Ili'BMs aW / f. tn J. Lafnuli xvii, Somr May >'

ing owl 1715 I'MI ('C/MI \\. i ... The M;ty-dislracting
iti' in... 1796 I. 1 1 A* SSMI M. / .'. ins

4y 'Pay-eyed Fancy.
1597 DAMIJ. ( IT. It'an it. c, The May.hater, Minerva's
bird. 1751 l-,iintl. li'HH>lling II. 1 5<> "Day-hired Ser-
\anls

1649 DktMM. OK HAWTH. J-'ain. Kpiil. Wkx. 11711)

139 "Day-lasting ornaments. 1885 K. I STEVKNSON Dyna-
miter 136 The broad, daylil

unencumbered paths of uni-

versal scepticism. 1839 BAILEY Ftslnt v. (1848) 48 Things
bom of vice or "day-lived fashion. 1814 J. BOWKINC; Data-
i'inn Anthiil. 158

"

Day-prolonger summer's mate. 1595
SHAKS. Jt>hn v. iv. 35 Feeble, and May-wearied Sunne.

24. Special combinations: t day-and-ni'ght-
shot, the name of some disease; day-befo re

attrib., of the previous day; day-boarder, see

lio.MiDKU ; f day-body, a person taken up with

the things of the day ; day-boy, a school-boy (at
a boarding-school) who attends the classes but goes
home for the evening, as distinguished from a
BOA HUER, q.v. ; day-clock, a clock which requires
to be wound up daily ; day-coal (sec 5) ; f day,
day ! a childish expression for

'

good day ',

'

good-
bye

'

(cf. ta-ta) ; day-degree (see quot.) ; day-

drift, -hole (see quot. and 5) ; day-eye (Coal-

mining), a working open to daylight ; day-gang
t a. a day's march or journey (obs.) ; b. a gang of

miners, etc., forming the day-shift; day-gown,
a woman's gown worn by day ; day-holding, the

holding of an appointed day (for arbitration) ; day-
hours (//.), those offices for the Canonical Hours
which arc said in the day-time; day-house ( Astral. >,

a house in which a planet is said to be stronger

by day than by night (Wilson Diet. Astral.) ;

t day-liver, one who lives for a day, or for the

day ; dayman, one employed for the day, or for

duty on a special day ; day-nettle : sec DEAD-
NETTLE and DEA-NETTLE ; day-room, a room occu-

pied by day only ; ) day-set, sun-set ; day-shine,

day-light ; t day-shutting, close of day, sunset ;

day-stone, a naturally detached block of stone

found on the surface (see 5) ; day-streak, streak

of dawn
; day-student, a student who comes to

a college, etc. during the day for lectures or study,
but does not reside there ; day-ticket, a railway or

other ticket covering return on the same day ; also,

a ticket covering all journeys or entrances made by
the purchaser on the day of issue ; day-tide (poet.,)

day-time ; day-wages, wages paid by the day ;

) day-wait, a watcher or watchman by day ;

day-wa-rd sb., ward kept by day; dayward a.

and adv., towards the day; day-water, surface

water (see 5).

1527 ANDREW Bninswyke's Distyll. Waters Kijb, The
same water is good agaynste a sore named the Maye and

nyght sholte. i88 COBBETT Sfrtit., Drunkenness 45 No-

body is so dull as the Maybefore drunkard. 1567-8 ABP.

PARKER Corr. 310, I trust, not so great a "day-body, .but

can consider both reason and godliness. 1848 THACKERAY
Van. Fair II. xxi, Georgy was, Tike some do/en other pupils,

only a "day-boy. 1888 BURCON Lives 12 Git. Men I. iii.

303 The attempt was made to send [him], .as a day-boy, to

Rugby school. 1859 GKO. ELIOT A. Bedt 38 No sound ..

but the loud ticking of the old "day-clock. 171* ARBUTIINOT

John Bull iv. vii, Bye ! bye, NIC ! . . Won't you like to

shake your 'day-day, Nic? 1784 P. OLIVER in T. Ilntchin-

son's Diary II. 213 Day, day ! Vrs, P. Oliver. 1886 Daily
News 17 May 3/4 The result b expressed in May-degrees,
a day-degree signifying one degree of excess or deficit of

drifts or day lic-lts, galleries or inclined planes driven from

the surface so that men can walk underground to and from

of his land Mai-ganges thre. 1840 T. A. TROLLOPE Summ.
Britt. II. 163 When the day-gangs come up, and those for

the night go down. 1889 I'all Mall G. 14 Nov. 1/3 Another

"day gown for a well-known society woman. 1565 in Child

Marriages (E.E.T.S.) 44 Ther was diuerse Male-holdingcs

to get them to abide together ; which they neoercold bringe

to passe. 1891 /'<t// Mall. G.\\ Feb. 5/1 The coal is won by
means ofaMay hole. i8jS P- FREEMAN Prine. Div. Service I.

220 There is, however, attached to each of these '

"day-hours
'

a 'mid hour' Office. 1630! IKI'MM.OF H\vmt.HjmmtoFairrst
Fair, "Day-livers, we rememberance do lose Of ages worn.

1880 Times 8 Oct. 8's The Liberal secretaries . . mentioned

the names of the chairmen, treasurers, executive
'

"daymen ',

and captains of the respective wards. i88a NARES Seaman,

ship ted. 6) 08 Marines, Idlers or Daymen. 18*3 NICHOLSON
Pract. Builder 577 A Small County Prison . . A spacious

"day room on the ground floor, c 1386 CIIAUCEE Clerk's 7". 7 18

At May set he on his way is goon, i- >8aa Hv I>IX>ES Pyg-
malion Poems 154 By moon, or lamp, or sunless "day shine

white. 187* TENNVSON Garttk <y /. 1065 Naked in open
dayshine. 1673 in Picton L'fool ilunie. Rec. 11883! I. 316
That every puulick house hang out lanthornes. -till 8 a clock

at night, from May shutting. 1877 A. H. GREEN Pars.

Gfol. x. 83. 441 "Day-stones. 1859 CLOUGH Difsyehtis 83
The chilly "day-streak signal. 1883 Durham I 'ni-.'. Jrnl.

17 Dec. 141 Sorry indeed to see the "day-student system
becoming the rule. 1846 Raihimy Keg. III. 248 "Day
ticketsThe charge is a fare and a half. 1818 KEATS

EHilym. III. 365 At brim of May-tide. 16*5 tr. Camden's
Hist. Elii. i. i683) 49 Souldkrs, Servants, and all that took

DAYBOOK.
li.iy \V.V , f T i' >ir labour. <i ISO GuCtXIC Orfk.i

i) XII. 86 A labourer fur day wage*. 1496
1'iret f, I'auf. iW. de W.) v. >i i

a Maycwayl- .'fluraell. 1597-1609 It'. A'/.//Wjf
i AW/i 4',(J'f j. Anti.e<>l. .Ii..s.), Viyilw* vr

dicbu ' <laywarde. 187* I.ANIII I'txmt, Pmlin
'/"> ever Mayward thou art ileMJCwl drawn
1698 CAY in I'hil. 'Irani. XX. 369 A nieer "Day-Wai
immediately fmm Ihe Cloud*. iSo < i i ..//*/
Stock 198 A poor clay, .extremely retentive of day-water.

tDay, .' Oh. In 3 dnlen, dailen. [A
form of DAW v., assimilated \oday ib.] To rlawn.
c iao< LAV. 21726 I.ihten hit gon dxaen (c 1175 da)eic].

21854 Fairc hit gon da;i)en. 26940 Hit a^on dar)en (< 1*75
da}cvO. c 1*75 Mid. 1694 A morwc bo hit da^cde t* i*>5
dawedej. c 1440 Pnniif. J'lirt'. 112 Dayyn, or wexyn day. .

du-sfo. Ibitt. 114 Dawyn idem est. quod dayyn (PvMiox
dayen], aurora, c 14160 Twiietey Myft. Jatof- 108 Fare-
well now, the day daye>. 1483 f.i/A. Anfl. 88 To Day,
diere, ditscert.

Hence Day Ing- vbl. sh. =PAWIO, DAWKINO.
14*0 Antttrs of Arth. \x\vii, In be daying of be day.

t' 153* Dewcs Introd. J-r. in PaUgr. 937 At the aayeng,
a fajoitrnfr.

i Day, v.- Obs. [f. DAY tb. ; in several dis-

connected senses.]
1. trans. To appoint a day to any one

;
to cite or

summon for an appointed day. [trans!. Klem.

daghen.~\
1481 CAXTON AYv<"v/(Arb.) 19 That he shold be sente

fore and dayed eniestly agayn, for l[o] abyde suche luge-
ment.

2. To submit (a matter) to, or decide by, arbi-

tration. Cf. DAYMENT.
1484 (see DAYIHG rW. j*.J. 1580 LUPTOM Sh-oitaiij They

hauebin enforced when all their money was. -spent, to haue
their matter dayed, and ended by arbitrament.

3. To give (a person) time for pa\ment; absol.

to postpone payment (.Cf. DAY sb. it.)

1566 WAGER Crtull Debter, The most part of my deblters

have honestly payed, And they that were not redy 1 have

gently dayed. 1573 TVSSER Husb. IxiL (1878 139 111

husbandrie daieth, or letteth it lie : Good husbandrie paieth,
the cheaper to bie.

4. To appoint or fix as a date.

1594 CAKEW Tasto 11881) 114 So when the terme wai
present come, that dayd The Captaine had.

6. To measure by the day ; to furnish with days.
1600 ABP. ABBOT Kjcf. Jonah 545 Is it nothing that their

life is dayed and houred, and inched out by a fearful God
and terribleT 1616 l!i DDES tr. Aerodins' Parent's Han. 168

Natural! duty, can neither be dayde nor ycard, nor deter-

mined by age, or eldership. 1839 lUlLEY f'ttlns xiii.liS^)
122 When earth was dayed was morrowed.

6. To year and day : to subject to the statutory

period of a year and a day.
1523 FiTZHP-RB. Sttru. 28 b, And put them in sauegarde to

the lordes vse till they be yered and deyd. a 1626 W. SCLATEH
Serin. Expcr. (1638) 186 Whiles favours are new, we can . .

say, God be thanked ; but, once year'd and day'd, they
scarce ever come more into our thought.

Day, var. of DEY, dairywoman.
t Dayage. Obs. [! f. DAT so. + -AOE.] ? De-

muiTage.
1592 m Picton L'fool

Munic. Rec. (1883) I. 70 (Varioiu
heads under which dues were claimed). . Ferriage ; Daiage ;

Lastage ; Wharfage ; Keyage ; Cranage.

f Day-bed. OH* A bed to rest on in the day-
time ; a sofa, couch, lounge ; trans/, (the using of)

a lied by day.
1594 SHAKS. Kiet. Ill, ill. vii. 72 (Qo. He U not lulling

on alewd day bed. a 1613 OVERBI'RY Ckarac., Ordinarie
l-emer Wks. (1856) in A bench, which in the vacation of

the afternoons he uses as his day-bed. Distatttr 117
He is a day-lied for the Devill to slumber on. 1818 SCOTT
Kob Roy xxxix, An old-fashioned day-bed, or settee. 1831
CAPT. TuELAWNvXrfp. Yotmter Son II. 193 Day-beds, fetid

air, nightly waltzes and quadrilles, rob her of youth.

Dayberry. local. (Comw.) Also deberry

(Devon\ dabberry (Keni\ A local name of the

gooseberry, chiefly in its wild form.

1736 PEGCE Kenticisms, Datberries pi., gooseberries.

1847-78 HALLIWELL, Deberriei, gooseberries. Devon. 1880

Corn-wall Gloss., Day-berry, the wild gooseberry.

Day-blindness. A visual defect in which

the eyes sec indistinctly, or not at all, by daylight,
hut tolerably well by artificial light.

1834 GOOD Study Med. fed. 41 1 1 1. 145. 1838 Penny CycL
XI Li 14/2 Nyctalopia, night-vision, or day-blindness, prob-

ably ne%er occurs as a separate disease.

Daybook, day-book. A book in which the

occurrences or transactions of the day are entered ;

a diary, journal ; t also, a book for daily use or

reference ; Naut. a log-book (ofis.).

1580 HOLLYBAND Trras. Fr. Tang, Pafier inmal. a

daybooke. 1583 }. HICINS tr. Jumns' Xomncbitor M.\
Diarimn . Kegistrejournel . .A daie I woke, coonioiiw surh

acts, deedes, and matters as are dailie done. 1603 Flamio

Montaigne (1634) in The daybooke of houshold affaires.

1615 K. BRUCH (titlti Gerhard's Soule's Watch; or a

Day-booke for Ihe devout Soule, consisting of one and

fiflie Heavenly Meditations. 1654 TAI L'omm. Ps. v. 4

The young Lord Harrington, and sundry others, kept

Journals, or Day-books, and oft read them over, for an help

to Humiliation. 1709 STEELE Taller No. 10 f 3, I see

a Sentence of Latin in my Brother's Day-Book of Wit.

1866 MBS. GASKELL U'hti and D. I. 328,
'
I don't like hw

looks', thought Mr. Gibson to himself at night, as over his

daybooks he reviewed the events of the day. 1867 SMYTH
Sailffi't H'trd-b*., lify-bftk, an old and better lame foe

the log-book



DAYBREAK.
b. Book-keeping. Originally, a book in which

the commercial transactions of the day, as sales,

purchases, etc., are entered at once in the order in

which they occur ; now, very generally restricted to

a book containing the daily record of a particular

class of transactions, ns a Purchases Daybook,
Sales Daybook, and more especially used of the

latter, in which credit sales are recorded.
In Book-keeping by Double Entry, often a synonym of

the Wastehooki whence transactions are posted in the

Journal; in the methods of Single Entry commonly used

by tradesmen, the book in which goods sokl on credit are

entered to the debit of the purchaser, and whence they are

posted into the Ledger, is called variously Daybook or

Journal.
1660 T. WILI.SFORD Scales ofCommerce 208 The Diary, or

Day-book, ought to be in a large folio. 1682 SCARLETT

Exchanges 222 In some Fairs they use only to note the

Resconter in their Day-books, or Memorial, or Pocket-

Books that can be blotted out again. 1727-51 CHAMBERS

Cycl. s.v. Book, The waste-book, .is in reality a journal or

day-book ; but that name being applied to another, the

name waste book is given to this by way of distinction . .

Journal-book or day-book, is that wherein the affairs of each

day are entered orderly down, as they happen, from the

waste-book. 1887 \Vestm. fiev. June 276 The ledgers and

daybooks of everyday business life are his guides.

Daybreak. [Cf. BREAK ^.41 and j^. 1
2.] The

first appearance of light in the morning; dawn.

1530 PALSGR. 804/1 At daye breake, attjour creuer. 1683
BURNET tr. More** Utopia (1684) 81 It is ordinary to have

Publick Lectures every Morning before day-break. 1841
LANE Arab. Nts. I. 17 Between daybreak and sunrise.

aitrib, 1825 WATERTON H'and, S. Amer. i. i. 99 The

crowing of the hannaquoi will sound in thine ears like the

daybreak town-clock.

So f Day-breaking, the breaking of the day.
1598 GRENEWEY Tacitus

1

Ann. i. xiv. (1622^26 At day
breaking, the legions .. abandoned their standings. 1647
{title}. The Day-breaking if not the Sun-rising of the Gospel
with the Indians in New England.

Day-daw. 6V. = next.

Day-dawn. Chiefly poetic. The dawn of day,

daybreak.
1813 COLERIDGE Remorse iv. ii. 53 His tender smiles, love's

day-dawn on his lips. 1857 S. OSBORN Qitcda/i ix. IOQ The
daydawn had already chased the stars away. 1887 MORRIS

Odyssey iv. 192 Now doth the Day-dawn speed, And at hand
is the mother of morning.

Day-dream. A dream indulged in while

awake, esp. one of happiness or gratified hope or

ambition
;
a reverie, castle in the air.

1685 DRYDEN Lucret. (T.), And when awake, thy soul but

nods at best, Day dreams and sickly thoughts revolving in

thy breast. 1711 STEELE Spect. No. 167 F 3 The gay
Phantoms that dance before my waking Eyes and compose
my Day-Dreams. 1815 SCOTT Guy M. iv, We shall not

pursue a lover's day-dream any farther. 1864 C. KNIGHT
Passages Work. Life I. i. 122 The realities of life had cured
me of many day-dreams.
attrib. 1829 I, TAYLOR Enthus. ix. 231 The object of day-

dream contemplation.
So Day-dream v., to indulge in day-dreams ;

Day-dreamer ; Day'-dreaming* vbl. sb. ; Day-
dreamy a., pertaining to day-dreams.
i8zo W. IRVING Skctch-Bk., The Vvyag?, One given to

day-dreaming, and fond of losing himself in reveries. 1873
SYMONDS Grk. Poets xi. 376 All day-dreamers and castle-

builders. 1884 Athenaeum 6 Dec. 738/1 The girl . .who sits

day-dreaming in a vignette.

Dayerie, -ry, obs. forms of DAIRY.

Dayesie, dayesegh, obs. forms of DAISY.

t Day-fever. Obs. A fever of a day's dura-

tion or coming on in the day-time ; the sweating-
sickness, ephemera anglica pcstilens of old authors.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 155 Those who vpon the Suns

heat haue gotten the headach or a day-feuer. 1610
Camden's Brit. \. 24 That pestilent day-fever in Britaine,
which commonly wee call the British or English swet.

Day-flower. A flower that opens by day ;

spec* in U. S. the genus Commelyna or Spider-
wort.
1688 R. HOLME Armoury n. 99/2 The Virginian Spider-

wort.. may be called the Day Flower, for it opens in the

day, and closes in the night. 1866 Treas. Bot., Day-flower,
an American name for Commelyna.

Day-fly. An insect of the family Ephemeridfe.^
which in tne imago or perfect state lives only a few
hours or at most a few days ;

an ephemerid.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 330 A foure footed flic . . it liueth

not aboue one day, whereupon it is called Hemerobion
(z. a day-ffy\ a 1711 KEN Preparatives Poet. Wks. 1721
IV. 36 This Fly.. Never lives longer than a single Day;
'Tis therefore styl'd a Day-Fly. 1860 GOSSE Rom. Nat.
Hist. 15 The triple-tailed larvae of dayflies creep in and out.

Day-house : see DEY-HOUSE.

t Daying, vbl. sb. Obs. [f. DAY 7>.
2
] The

action of the verb DAY, esp. arbitration, settle-

ment of a dispute by
*

daysmen '.

1484 Ckurchw. Ace. St. Dnnstan's, Canterb., Spent at the

dayng betwene Baker and the paryshe. 1556 I. HEYWOOD
Spider $F. K iv,Tobie at a newe pryce Or brmge. .To an
vncertentie by douwtfull daying. Ibid. O iij, That we male
name our daisetnen to this daiyng. 1565 JEWEL Dcf. Apol.
(1611) 42 Our Doctrine hath bin approued too long, to be
put a daying in these daies. 1598 R. BERNARD tr. Terence,
Andrta in. ii, If I doe obtaine her, why should I make any
more daying for the matter? 1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit, ix,
viii. 16 Neither indeed did Philip thus put the matter to

daying.

52

tDayish, a. Obs. rare. [f.
DAY sb. + -ISH.]

Of or pertaining to dny ; diurnal.

1393 TREVISA Karlh. de P. R. vm. ix. (Tollcm. MS.),

Dayische signis [dinrita ; 1535 daye signes].

Dayl, obs. form of DALE sb.-

Day labour, day-labour. Labour done as

a daily task, or for daily wages ;
labour hired by

the day.
CI449 PECOCK Repr., His dai labour, c 1653 MILTON

Sonn. Blindness,
' Doth God exact day labour, light denied 2

'

I fondly ask. 1659 U. HARRIS 1'arival's Iron Age 245
Such as escaped, fled into Holland, to save their unhappy
lives by Day-labour. 1749 BERKELEY Word to Wise Wks.

III. 446 By pure dint of day-labour, frugality, and foresight.

1793 SMEATON Edystone L. 101 An expence . . as low, in

regard to the value of day labour, as could . . be expected.

Day:-la'bourer. A labourer who is hired to

work at a certain rate of wages per day ; one who
earns his living by day labour.

1548 Act 2-3 Edm. VI, c. 13 7 Other than such as becne

common day labourers. 1585 ABP. SANDYS Strm.(l&4U 104
Should a king then . . prefer a mean artificer or a day-
labourer before himself? 1632 MILTON L'Allegro 109 His

shadowy flail hath threshed the corn That ten day-labourers
could not end. 1699 Poor Man's Plea 16 In the Southern

parts of England, where a Day-labourer can gain gs. per
Week for his Labour. 1755 SMOLLETT Quix. (1803) IV. 43
It makes me sweat like a day-labourer, a 1853 ROBERTSON
Lect. Cor. xxiii. (1878) 171 A nation rmy exist without an

astronomer, or philosopher, but a day-labourer is essential

to the existence of man.
So Day-la'bouring///. a., that works for daily

wages.
1739 CIBBER Afol. (17561 1. 313 The day-labouring actors.

1810 Sporting Mag. XXXV. 213 Simpson is a day-labouring
man.

Dayless (d^-li-s), a. [f. DAY sb. + -LESS.]

1 1. Without redress, resource, or result. Obs.

[? Having lost his day, or the day.]
(-1380 WYCLIF Wks. (1880* 92 es vanytes wasten pore

mennus goodis & suffren hem goo dailes whanne bei han
nedis to pursue. Ibid. 129 Pore men schullen stonde with
oute & goo dailes but jif bei geten knockis. 1387 TREVISA

Higden i Rolls) V. 159 His enemy was bigiled and passed

dayles [in vanum}. 1519 HORMAN Vulg. 247 b, He came
ageyne daylesse, or nothynge done [re infecta rediit}.

2. Devoid of the light of day; dark.
1816 BYRON Prisoner ofChillon Sonnet, To fetters and the

damp vault's dayless gloom. 1892 LD. LYTTON King
Poppy Prol. 356 Gleaming thro

1 a dayless world.

3. Not divided into days.
1839 BAILEY Festus xix. 11848) 218 Deep in all dayless

time, degreeless space.

Daylight (d^-hit).

1. The light of day. (Formerly also days light.}

t To burn daylight : see BURN v. 1 1 b.

a 1300 Cursor M, 6195 (Cott.) Drightin self bam ledd J>air

wai . . Wit cluden piler on dai light. Ibid. 17344 par he o
naman suld ha sight, Ne nankins leme o dais light, c 1386
CHAUCER Can. Yeom. Prol. $ T. 328 A bak to walke inne by
day-light. 1484 CAXTON Fables of Alfonsc (1889) i He
had shame by daye ly^t to go in to the hows of his Frend.

159* SHAKS. Rom,
<J- Jul. \\. ii. 20 The brightnesse of her

cheeke would shame those starres As day-light doth aLanipe.

1715 Lond. Gaz. No. 5283/2 We. .resolved to pursue as long
as we had Day-light. 1725 POPE Odyss. xvm. 353 The day-
light fades. i86a DARWIN in Life $ Lett. (1887) I. 187 His
Lectures on Botany were, .as clear as daylight.

b. fig. The full light of knowledge and observa-

tion ; openness, publicity.
1690 LOCKE Hum. Und. iv. xiv. (1695) 374 God has set

some things in broad Day-light ; as he has given us some
certain Knowledge. 1836 EMERSON Eng, Traits, Character
Wks. iBohn) II. 58 They are good at. .any desperate service

which has daylight and honour in it. 1892 Law Times

417/1 A healthy condition of such [jury] lists is not to be
relied upon unless they are kept in plenty of daylight.

c. To let daylight into : to open up, make a

hole in ;
to stab or shoot a person, slang.

1793 A. YOUNG Example of France (ed. 3) 172 In the

language of the streets, day-light is let into him. 1841

Piinch^ I. 101/2 (Farmer) With the. .intention of letting day-
light into the wittling department. 1890 lllustr. Lond.
Nenvs Christm. No. 2/1 Some . . sharpshooter will . . let

daylight into one of us.

2. The time of daylight, the day-time ; spec, the

time when daylight appears, day-break, as in before
or at daylight.
(In early use not clearly separable from i.)

c 1205 LAV. 27337 pa bas ferde wes al idlht fa wes hit dai-

light, a 1250 Owl fy Night. 332 From eve fort hit is dai-li?!.

c 1400 Yiuaitw $ Gaiv. 233 Alsone als it was dayes lyght.
a 1533 LD. BERNERS ffnon Ixvi. 228 To departe or it be day
lyght. 1670 NARBOROUGH Jrnl. in Ace. Sev. Late Voy. i.

(1694) 112 At Daylight the Wind was at South-West. 1836
MARRYAT Midsh. Easy xiv. 51 Mesty was up at daylight.

1885 E. ARNOLD Secret of Death 5 Ofttimes at daylight
I would go To watch the sunlight flood the skies.

3. A clear visible space or interval : a. between

boats, etc. in a race; b. between the rim of a

wine-glass and the surface of the liquor, which
must be filled up when a bumper is drunk

;
c.

between a rider and the saddle, etc. slang.
1820 SHELLEY (Kdipus Tyr. n. ii. 35 All, A toast !

a toast ! . . Dakry. No heel-taps darken daylights ! 1836
E. HOWARD R. Reefer xliv, No heel-taps after, and no day-
light before. 1884 Camb. Rev, 10 Dec. 132 After about a
quarter of a mile, daylight was visible between the two boats.

4. pi. The eyes, slang.
1752 FIELDING Amelia \. x. <D.), If the lady says such

another word to me.. I will darken her daylights. 1821

DAY-RAWE.
Bluckw. Mag. X. 586, 1 saw the storm . . through my half-

bungcd-up daylights.

5. (See quot.)
1889 Century Dict. t Daylight, a name of tlie American

spotted turhot, Lopliopsctta infu-itfata, a fish so thin as to

be almost transparent . Also called windwv-pana.
6. altrib. anil Comb., as daylight colour, etc. ;

| daylight-gate, the going or close of the (lay.

1613 T. Po i TS Disc. Witches (Chetham Soc.) IS ij b, The
sayd Spirit . . appeared at sundry times unto her . . about

Daylight-gate. 1704 NEWTON Opticks (J.\Their own day-
light colours. 1753 HOGARTH Anal. Beauty xii. 95 A day-
light piece. 1843 G. S. FABER Provinc. Lett. (1844) II. 301

Through darkling suggestions rather than through day-light
assertions. 1850 HT. MARTINKAU Hisf. Peace' II. 705 True
to broad daylight English life.

Hence (nonce-wii.} Daylijfhty a., full of day-

light, as .1 picture.
1880 W. SKVEKN in Afacin. Mag. No. 245. 379 A truthful

simple Miiller, or a daylighty Cox.

Day-lily. A. lily, the flower of which lasts

only for a day ; a genus of liliaceous plants,

Hcmerocallis, with large yellow or orange flowers.

1597 GERARDE Herbal I. Ixxiii. (ed. 1633), Day-lilie. This

plant bringeth forth in the morning his bud, which at noone
is full blowne, or spred abroad, and the same day in the

evening it shuts itselfe. 1706 J. GARDINER tr. Rapiti (1728)
i. 48 (Jod.) Thou . . Shalt of daylily the fair name receive.

1883 Garden 3 June 391/3 Bouquets are of yellow Day Lily.

Daylle, obs. north, form of DOLE.

Daylong <l<?''Vi))>
a. and adv. [f.

DAY sb. i-

LONG : cf. life-long] a. adj. Lasting all day.
b. adv. All through the day.
1855 TENNYSON The Brook 53 His weary daylong chirping.

1870 MORRIS Eartkly Par. I. I. 187 He mounted.. And
daylong rode on from the north. Ibid. III. iv. 195 As firm

as rocks that stand The day-long beating of the sea.

Dayly(e, obs. forms of DAILY, DALLY.

Day-mare. [After night-mare] A condition

similar to night-mare occurring during wakefulness.

Also altrib.

'737 M. GREEN Spleen 39 The day-mare Spleen, by whose
false pleas Men prove mere suicides in ease. 1796 COLERIDGE

Biog.Lif. (1872) II. 744, 1 necessarily have day-mare dreams
that something will prevent it. 1871 SIR!'. WATSON I'rinc.

Physic (ed. 5) I. 737 A lady . . subject to these attacks of

imperfect catalepsy : which have, .been called whimsically,
but expressively, attacks of day-mare. 1889 LOWELL in

Atlantic Monthly LXIV. 147 Help me to tame these wild

day-mares That sudden on me unawares.

t Day math, day's math. Obs. A day's

mowing ; the extent of meadow-land mown by a

man in one day ;
cf. DAY-WORK 2.

1669 WillofR. Mayor in Lichfield Merc. (1889) 23 Aug.
8/1 Alsoe all that parcel! ofmeadow grounds, contayninge one

acre or dayes math of ground for her naturall life. And
after her deceyse, the above three acres or daye's workes of

arrable land, and one day-math of meadow ground to my
daughter, Ursula Mayor. 1804 DUNCUMB Herefordsk. I.

Gloss. (App.), Day's math, is. .about a statute acre ; in other

words, it is that quantity of grass usually mown by one man
in one day, for trie purpose of making hay. 1864 SIR F.

PALGRAVE Norm. If Eng. IV. 61.

t Dayment. Obs. Also daiment. [f.
DAY z>.

2

+ -MENT.] Arbitration.

1519 HORMAN Vulg. 204 b, Wylt thou be tryed by the

lawe : or by dayment. 1561 J. HEYWOOD Prov. S; Efigr.

(1867) 207 Many arbitterments without good dayment. 1580
LUPTON Sivijila 117 To spende all. .that money and put it

to dayment at last.

I Dayn, v. Obs. [By-form of DAWN, assimi-

lated to day] To dawn. So Dayeuing (in 3

Do sprong 3e daiening. 1515 Sci't. Field 204 Sone after

dayned the daie. Ibid. 422 Then dayned the daie.

Dayn, -e, obs. forms of DEIGN.

Dayn- : see DAIN-.

1' Day-net. Obs. A net used by day in daring
larks or in catching small birds ;

a clap-net.
1608 MACHIN Dumb. Knt. n, Madam, I would not have

you with the lark Play yourself into a day net. 1621

BURTON Artat. Me!. Democr. to Rdr. (1676) 3/2 As Larks

come down to a day net. 1661 BOYLE Style of Strip!. 27
Some he catches with light (as Larks with day-nets). 1766
PENNANT Zool. (1768) II. 330 These nets are known in

most parts of England by the name of day-nets or clap-nets.

Daynous, var. of DEIGKOUS a. Obs.

Day-owl. The diurnal or Hawk-owl, which

seeks its prey in the day-time.
1840 MACCILLIVRAY Hist. Brit. Birds III. 404 Syrnia

Funerat, the Hawk Day-owl. Ibid. 407 Syrnia Nyctea,
the Snowy Day-owl.

Day-peep. Peep of day ; earliest dawn.

[1530 PALSGR. 804/1 At daye pype, a In pipe du jour.]
1606 Wily Beguiled in Hazl. Dotisley IX. 250 She'll run

out o' nights a-dancing, and come no more home till day-

peep. 1641 MILTON Ammadv. xiii. (1851) 231 The honest

Gardener, that ever since the day-peepe . . had wrought pain-

fully. i8a8 Scorr F. M. Perth v, Good night, or rather,

good morrow, till day-peep.

t Day-rawe, -rewe. Obs. [f.
DAY + rawe,

rewe, Row.] The first streak of day ; the dawn.

c laoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 255 pu asteje so be daU rewe [>e

deleS from dai? be deorke nicht. c 1*75 [see DAY-RED]

1:1325 E. E. Alii/. P. B. 893 Ruddon of be day-rawe ros

vpon vjten. (11400-50 Alixandtr 392 Qwen be day-raw
rase he rysis be-lyfe.



DAY-IIED.

t Day-red. Ol-s. The red of the break of
day; the rosy dawn.
riooo Ags. Cnf. I.ukc xxiv. i On anum rcstc-d;cJe
*yt* .-LT on taund hi* comun to ^cre hyrsenc. , u/WWv ,7 , /V. jfcr. , S2 (Cotton ligfiS engle, u?

Nfej-nd [>J JW.J. daye-rcwe] blcwc8 heorc beme.
Dayri, -no, -ry, obs. forms of DAIRY.
t Day-rim. Ol>s, In i -rima, 3-3 -rime [f

1 ).VY + KIM.] The ' rim
'

or border of the (coming)
day; the dawn.
ciaaa in Thorpe's /,',. I. ^^Bosw.) Hwzt is oeos 8e

a.-tih|> iwflo aris<:ndc dcgrlml ? c ,050 /'. in Wr.-Wnlcker
175 Xw-oni,, dirarima. <r laoo Tria. Coll. Horn. 167 Hwat
!?.

'' ls ?" W1>S8 ta dai rieme ? a ujo >>/ f, Nicht 128\V one ich i-so arise verrc Other dai-rim other dai-stcVre.

Day-rnle. Formerly, 'A rule or order of
court, permitting a prisoner in custody in the
King s Bench prison, etc. to go without the bounds
of his prison for one day

'

(Tomlins Law Diet.}
also called day-writ.
f 7SO W. STROUU,Mem.37, I effected an Escape from the

I ipstaff s Man, who had me out by a Dav-nile
Sortiii M. XV

53

, ou y a av-nie

Mf. XVI I. ,3, An officer confined LTc
ebt and a gentleman in the

, ng cacfi obtained a day-rul, ,
arrel cd. 1808 Svp. SMITH // *,. (,85g) {. ,27/1 Absenting

. . one c
Bench for

debt, and a gentleman in the same situation in
Newgate, having cacfi obtained a day-rule, met, and

-- v "-" " **- \o5y> A. 127/1 ADsenting
themselves from their benefices by a kind of day-rule like
prisoners in the King's Bench. ,813 I.AMB Prol. to Cole-
ridge s htmm-se. Could Quin come stalking from Elysiali
glades, Or Garnck get a day-rule from the shades.

Day-scholar. A pupil who attends a board-
ing-school for daily instruction without boarding
there; a day-boy (see DAT so. 34).
1833 HT. MARTINEAU Berkeley tlu> Banker i. i 5 The

four elder ones, therefore, between four and nine years old
became

day-scholars only. ,85, MAYMEW Land. Labour
(ed. 2) I. 284 iHoppc) He resumed his studies as a day.scholar at the Charterhouse.

Day-school, a. An elementary week-day
school, as distinguished from a Sunday school; or
one carried on in the day-time, as distinguished
from an evening or night school, b. A school at
which there is no provision for boarding pupils, as
distinguished from a boarding school.
a 1785 in WALPOLE Letters to Horace Mann (F. Hall).

l8
??, }:

HAICII (KUt\ A practical Treatise on Day Schools
exhibiting their defects, and suggesting Hints for their Im-
movement ,838 in Penny Cycl. XXI. 4, Headings :Number of Children of Working Classes attending. . Dame
Schools and common Day Schools. . Number Uneducated in
Week-day Schools. Ibid. 42 Number Attending Day or
evening schools only . . Both day or evening and Sunday
schools. 1841 /otd. XXI. 42/1 They found many thousands

^/v^"?!'?"".
ther day nor Sunday schools. ,840 DICKENS

UtaL.AHCif viii, bhe maintained a very small day-school for
Yollllir ;ullcs (if llronorf ionnt*. ilimnn.ji.inc .no.* u ir .

1889 R. KIPLING. .

e 30 It was decided that he should be sent to
a day-school. Mod. (title) The Girls' Public Day-school

,
~.r -,-* . .. _ -~.j -"..

young ladies of proportionate dimensions.
Willie Winkie 39 It v
a day-schc
Company.
Dayse, obs. form of DAZE.

Day-sight. A visual defect in which the eyes
see clearly only in the daylight.
1834 GOOD Study Med. (ed. 41 1 II. 147 Day-sight is said to

lie endemic in some parts of France. 1851-60 in MAVNE
hxpos. Lex.

Daysman (d^-zmaen). [f. DAT sb. + MAN.
tor sense i, cf. DAY v? 2, and DAYMEST.]
1. An umpire or arbitrator

; a mediator, arch.
,489 Plumflon Corr. 82 Sir, the dayesmen cannot agre

us. ,535 COVERDALE Job ix. 33 Nether is there eny dayesman to reprouc both the partes, or to laye his honde be-
twixteus. wNnu Custom \. ii.inHazl. Dodsltylll 14 If
neighbours were at variance, they ran not straight to law
Daysmen took up the matter, and cost them not a straw
1611 BURTON .-I nat. Mel. Democr. to Rdr. (1657)50 They hadsome common arbitrators, or dayesmen, in every towne, that
made a fnendly composition between man and man. 1681
W. ROBERTSON Phraseol. Gen. (1639) 427 A days man or um-
pire, arhter. ,746-7 HERVEY Medit. (1818) 15 Death,
like some able daysman, has laid his hand on the contending
parties. ,844 MACAULAY Sarirt Misc. Wks. 1860 11 128
Spurning out of their way the daysman who strives to take
his stand between them.
2. A worker by the day ; a day-labourer.
a 1639 WARD Serm. (1862) 105 (D.) He is a good day's-

man, or journeyman, or tasker. ,706 PniLLlPs(ed. Kersey),
Days-man,* Labourer that works by the Day, as a Thresher
Hedger, etc. ,750 ELUS Country Hoxsnv. 16 (E. D S )A day s-man, as we call them in Hertfordshire. ,868
BUSHNELL Serm. Living Subjects in We .. pile up what
we think good acts on one another, as some day's man
might the cents of his wages.
1 3. Obs. nonce-uses. (See quots.)
1598. BACON Sacred Medit. (Arb.) 109 For we ought to

be ilaies-men, and not to-morrowcs men, considering the
shortnesse of our time. 1658 ROWLAND Moufet's Theat. Ins.
951 We are in Pindars account but imnupm, Daiesmen, Le.
of a dales continuance.

Hence t Day sniauship, the office of a days-mnn
; reconciliation.

,649 LIGHTFOOT Battle m. Wasf's Nest Wks. 1825 I. 407
If you be so good a reconciler, I pray begin at home : the
Evangelists need none of your day'smanship.

Day-sprinaf. Daybreak, early dawn. Now
chiefly Aw?, otfig.
(1300 A". A Us. 4200 Day spryng is jolyf tide. 1381 WYCLIF
706 xxxviii. 12 Whether . . thou . . hast shewid to the dai
spring his place. 1516 34 TINDALE !.tike\. 78 The daye
springe from an hye hath visited vs. ,555 EDEN Decades
264 Ihe day sprynge or dawnynge oflne daye gyuelh
a certeyne lyght before the rysinge of the soonne. ,67,

I. 588 Ihe da> ;,,! rosy palm'd. ,817 II.
MARTINHAI; ,S. Am.-r. II. ,8, The driver declared Ihat hr
must wait for the day-spring, before he could proceedanother step. ,875 SCRIVENER Lect. Text ,V. Test. 4 Thethousand years and more which separated the Council ofNice from the dayspiing of the Reformation.

Day-star. Also 3 -atern, 5 -sterne, -itarne.
1. 1 he morning star.
c ,000 jfcLmc Gen. xxxii. 26 Nu g8 d

c ,000 Sax. Leedid. III. 270 Seo sunne & i

5*52!li_lt"!Si -""So [see DAV-RIM). 0,300f.. t. Psalter cix. 3 Bifore dai-stem gat I be. 14. . LYBG.
lemfU o/Glas ,355 Fairest of sterres. .o VenuT.O myiti

Ides, daister after n)3 t ,483 Cat*. Angl. 89 A Day-
r*"?' %, \'

el ?>u"/'>";ros. ,S7 FLEMING Panoft.'f"t. 39 Early in the morning, so soone as the day starre
appeared. ,845 R. W. HAMILTON //. Eelnc. m. .ed 2)buch men are as day-stars, breaking the night and
hastening the dawn.
2. The sun, as the orb of day. poet.
1598 SYLVESTER Di, fiartas it. ii. Ballon 577 His Hcav'n-

tuned harp, which shall refund While the bright day-starndes his glorious Round.
,637 M.LTON Lycidas 168 So

sinks the day-star in the ocean bed, And yet anon reioirs
his drooping head, And tricks his beams. ,789 WoRiww.
'''<:*''if

' alk 190 Sunk to a curve, the day-star lessens

3 /?

S ne 8UlKe' and drops lx:hind th<: hi:l -

,j8j WYCLIF i Pet. i. ,9 Til the day bigynne for to iue
lilt, and the day sterre springe in }oure herlis. c ,460
(<net<J> Klyst. 118 Haylle lytylle tyne mop (the infant
Jesusl Of cure credc thou art crop : I wold drynk on thy
cop Lytylle day starnc. ,coo-aa DUNBAR Ballot of our
Lady 26 Haile, bncht, be sicht, in hevyn on hiclit ! Hailc
day sterne orienlale I ,738 WESLEY Hymns, We lift our
y"?f 1

'.
W<:

1
llft our Hearts lo Thee, O Day-Slar from on

High ! ,876 BANCROFT Hist. U. S. III. xiii. 466 The day.star of the American Union.

t Day-sun. Obs. The sun. rhetorical and fig.

i
'S71 GOLDING CWri on Pi. xlix. 15 The chosen ..shall

behold Christ the daysun. ,487 DC Mornay ix. us
God..commaunded the daysunne to be, and it was don
1577 rest. 12 Patriarchs (1604) 76 The day-sun of righteous-

Day's-WOrk (d
-i-

Z|w;wk). (Also written as
two words.) The work of a day, work done on or
proper to a day. Also ~ DAYWOKK 2 (obs.\
,594 SHAKS. Rich. Ill, u. i. , Now haue I done a good daies

work. ,6,0 W. FOLKINCHAM Art ofSurvey \\.rn. 59 Foure
square Pearches make a Daiesworke, ,o Daie-workes
a Roode. ,640 G. H. Witt* Recreations H ii a, Vour
dayes work s done, each morning as you rise, c ,836 GEN
P. THOMPSON Exerc. (1842) IV. 395 Paying him for more
days-works. ,850 Kstdim. Navig. (Wade) lo The log-
board, the contents of which are termed '

the log ', the
working it off,

'

the day's work '.

Day-tale, daytal, data! (d/i-t/U, dji-tel,-
d^i-t 1). [f. DAY + TALE reckoning, etc. In sense i

parallel to nighter-tale in Chaucer, etc., where the
sense '

reckoning
'

appears to pass into that of '
the

time counted or reckoned
'

(to night or to day).
There appears to be no direct connexion between
this and sense 2.]

1 1. Day-time. A daye tale : by day. Obs.
,530 PALSCR. 699/2 A daye tale he scoulketh in corners

and a nyghtes he gothe a thcvyng.
2. The reckoning (of work, wages, etc.) by the

day. Chiefly attrib., reckoned, paid, or engaged
by the day, as in day-tale hand, la/mtr, wages,
work, etc.

; day-tale man, a day-labourer ; day-
tale pace, 'a slow pace' (Halliw.).
1560 Siinim. Certain Reasons in Hart. Misc. (Malh.) II.

478 Men that tookc dayetall wages. 164, BEST Farm Bts
(Surtees) 45 It shall bee accounted but for halfc a day with
those that worke with yow by daytaile. ,76, STERNE Tr.
Shandy (1770) III. 143 (D.) Holla! you chairman, here's
sixpence ; do step into that bookseller's shop, and call me
a day-tall critick. 1770 HolmesfieldCrt. Rolls mSheffield
Gloss. Addenda, Being daytall-man lo Malhias Webster.
1788 W. MARSHALL Yorksh. Gloss. (E. D. S.), Daitle (that)
(that is, day-tale\ adj. by the day ; as,

'

daitle-man ', a day-
labourer

;

'

daitle-work , work done by the day. 1855
ROBINSON Whitby Gloss., Daytal, tale or reckoning by the
day. ,888 W. Somerset Word-bk., Day-talefellow, Day.
tale man, a labourer hired by the day. Hence a term of
reproach, meaning a lazy, slack workman whose only care
is to have his wages, ano' to dp as little as he can to earn
them. ,80* Labour Commission Gloss., Datal hands,
hands employed in cotton-mills at a fixed rate per week of

56jt
hours.

Day-taler, dataller (d^-telai). local,
[f.

prec. + -BK !.] A day-labourer, a workman en-

gaged and paid by the day.
,875 Lane. Gloss., Dataller ,S. Lane.), Daytal-laooxrer

(t urness), a day labourer. ,88, Manch. Guardian 29 Jan
7/7 Hurst, dataller at Wharton Hall Collieries. i8M
Engineer 13 Aug. 138/1 The wages were paid to datallers
for packing and putting the roads in repair

daye tyme

Day-time. The time of daylight.
'MS COVEROALE Ps. xxili]. 2, I crie in the ,. .,,,,c . .

and in the night season, a 1616 BACON Ess. fame (\rb)
579 In the day time she sittith in a Walch Tower, and
flyeth, most, by night. 1781 PRIESTLEY Corrupt. Chr. II.
v
r *? ,;SMS '" the d

y-'inl<: were usual. ,856 KANE Arct.

TS
'*' 9S lmP'y'n8 that I never sleep o' daytimes.

Day-woman, dairy-woman : see DKY-.

Day-work, day-work. [Cf. also DARG.]
1 1. The work of a day ;

- DAY'S WOBK. Obs. or
north, dial.

.1 ,000 Cfdmon's Exod. 151 ,Gr.) pzt he pxl diegweorc

DAZE.

x,eb.,hte. (
.MH WVXIOUM c/mr ynl xvL Nman. .evyr herd, or saw befor. .A Daywerk toM Daywe.k

> k '. '535 l ' //.,.. xni. I-.M I

his daye worke. 1831 .S/veimeni ) 'arkthirt Ihalet t Monia daywark we ha' wrought togither.
ta. The amount of land that could be worked

(ploughed, mown, etc.) in a day. Obs
[ 1170 Merton Coll. Ku. No. ,257 (Kssex) Sex Da

wercata. terra, meat) ,3,-,9 jgs. (Solneby'. ^.Caul. 7 Apr. (1892) 21), Grant from Richard de Twyidcona
ii^w* foj 7*

' 3 1)ayw
.
orl' of Land in Gudhurst. 149.

'/
'" "S^eedt (Somerset Ho.), xi day werkes of land inl

ir L. Kagot in l.ichfield Merc. (1889) tl Aug. Sfi.
xxviij day-warke of pea Xlj daye-warke offcarley . . xxliijdaye-warKc of whel. 164, BET Farm Ilia. (Surtees) 38 TheSouth Wandell close, with its buttomes, is 8 daywor^cs w
will serve one mower 8 dayes.
8. Work done by the day and paid by daily
wages; day labour.

,380 NORTH Plntarch (1676) 950 With Masons that had
their day-work. ,701 l.ond. Co,. No. 3786/4 Committed
by one who does bay-work in Deplford and Woolwich
V ards. ,7 LAEELYE We,tm. Br. 79 All the workmanship
1. ,

g J,"^*1 " te done ty Day-Work. 1851 Ord. *
Sf? ' kngineen | ,6. 64 To stale the weekly delivery

ot Materials and performance of Day-work.
t Day-writ. Obs. - DAY-BULK.
1809 'IOMLINS Laui Diet. .v.. It is against law lo grant

Iibeny lo prisoners in execution by other writs than daywrits tor rules).

Daze (dA), v. Forms : 4-6 dase, (5 dayse,
6-9 daiae), 6- daze. [M E. dase-it, a. ON. *dasa,
found in Icel. in the refl. dasa-sk to become wearyand exhausted, e.g. from cold. Sw. dasa intr. to lie
idle ; cf. Iccl. dasi a lazy fellow. Sense \ was pos-
sibly the earliest in Eng. No cognate words appear
in the other Teutonic langs.]

I. trans. 1. To prostrate the mental faculties of
(a person), as by a blow on the head, a violent
shock, weariness, intoxicating drink, etc. ; to be-
numb or confuse the senses; to stun, stupefy.
c >3 [see DAZED ,1. a 1400-30 Alexanderym He was

dased of be dint & half dede him semyd. c 1400 Dettr
rroy 7654 The deire of his dynt dasit hym but litlT a ,563BALE Set. It ks. (Parker Soc.) 443 These things da^eth th>ir
wils, and amazelh their minds. 1500 SPKNSER F. Q. ill. vii
7 But shewd by outward signes that dread her sence did
daze. ,669 DRYDEN Tyrannic Love iv. ii, Poor human
kind, all dazed in open day. Err after bliss, and blindlymiss their way. 1815 JAMIESON .r., He daises himself
vith dnnk. 1848 MRS. GASKEI.L M. Barton xxiii, JaneWilton was (to use her own word, so expressive to a Lanca-
shire ear) dazed '. ,877 MRS. OLIPHANT Makers Flar. L
26 A man dazed and bewildered by such a calamity.
2. esf. To confound or bewilder (the vision)

with excess of light or brilliance ; to' dazzle, lit.

<"S9 SKELTON Ph. Sfarmvf 1103 She made me sore
amased Vpon her when I gased. . My eyne were so dased
,S7 B- GOOGE Pop. Kiued. i. (18801 it They are but

tnimprye
and deccytes, to daze the foolish eies. ,631 Hi-v-

WOOD Fair Maid of West II. L Wks. 1874 II. 352 To daze
all eyes that shall behold her state. ,847 TENNYSON Princ
v. ii The sudden light Dazed me half-blind. ,864 SKI AI
Uhlancts Poems 152 Shall earthly splendour that strong
eyesight daze?

3. To benumb with cold
; to blight or destroy

with cold, north. Eng. and Sc.

,340 HAMTOLE Pr. Contc. 6647 For-bi bat baL.Brynned
ay here in be calde of malice, And ay was dased in chariti!
,5,3 DOUGLAS &neis vii. Prol. 88 The callour air . . Dasing
the bludc in euery creature. 1696 .Money maslenall ThingsIxx. 52 They [birds) stay not loo long off, lest lh' Eggs be
dazd. 1878 Mid-Yorkshire Gloss., Dtazt, lo blight or
cause to pine from cold, as when vegetables arc frost. nipped
or chickens die in the shell for want of warmth. 189,ATKINSON Moorland 336 He assumed that it [a water raill
was dazed with cold.

XI. intr. f4. To be or become stupefied or
bewildered ; to be benumbed with cold ; to remain
inactive or torpid. Obs.
c >3K E. EAllit. P. C 383 per he (the king of Nineveh]

cased in bat duste, with droppande teres. c 1460 Tomuley
Myst. 28, I dase and I dedir For fcrd of that taylle. u
Kynetr Hermit 418 in Hazl. E. P. P. I. 99 Hopys thou',
I wold for a mase Stond in the myrc there, and dase Nyehand halve a deyT 1483 Cath. Angl. 90 To Dayse (A.

/ Vuu lo ^ c
?"

de' ,', Mo E SoW"- So*'}* Wks.
331/2 Whan his head first began lo dase, of that evill
drynke.
t6. Of the eyes or vision : To be or become

dazzled. Obs.

xv,.13?
6

\
m ?A

.

SWEN )- 'S9 MORE Dyalog, iv. Wks. 252/1Which law if u were laied in their light.. wold make al
Ihcyr ej-en dase. rfjj QL-ARLES EmU. lit. i. (1718) ,25Whose more than Eagle-eyes Can.. gaze Onglilt 'ring beams
of honour, and not daze.

t b. To gaze stupidly or with bewildered vision

(after, upon). Obs.

iM3 SKELTOH Carl. Laurel 641, I saw dyvers. .Dasyng
after dottrellis. ,SK COVERDALE Dent, xxviii. 32 Thine
eyes shal dase vpon them all the daye longe.
6. Of bread or meat : To become DAZED (sense

3). Now heal.

,769 MRS. RAFTALD Eng. Housekpr. (1778) $4 Observe
always to have a brisk clear fire, it will prevent your meat
from dazing.
7.

' To wither ; to become rotten or spoiled,
from keeping, dampness, etc.' (Jamieson\ Sc. and
north. /"



eye
2.

DAZE.

Daze (dJ'z), sb. [f. DAZE #.]

1. A dazed condition : a. of the mental facul-

ties ;
b. A benumbed, deadened condition ; loss of

virtue or freshness (north, dial.}.

1825 JAMIESON, To get a daise, to receive such injury as to

become rotten or spoiled, applied to clothes, wood, etc.

1855 MRS. GASKELL North fy S. xix, I'm all in a swound-

ing daze to day. 1870 DICKENS E. Drood\\, A little time

and a little water brought him out of his daze.

2. Min. An old name for mica (from its glitter").

1671 Phil. Trans. VI. 2103 Daze is a kind of glittering
stone, .some softer, some harder, of different colours. 1715
THORESBY Leeds 467 A brown daze, full of the small sparks
of the Mica. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Snpp., The word Daze
takes in, with them [miners] every stone that is hard and

glittering. 1788 Cronstedt's Min. 106 Glimmer, Daze, or

Dazed (dJ'zd), ppl. a.
[f.

DAZE v. + -ED. Cf.

ON. t/asad exhausted.]
1. Benumbed in the mental faculties ; stupefied,

bewildered.

^1325 E. E. Allit. P. A. 1084, I stod as stylle as dased

quayle. c 1425 WYNTOUN Cron. vi. iv. 56 He wes ban In

hys Deyd bot a dasyd man. c 1440 Prontp. Parv. 114

Dasyd,orbe-dasyd, vertigiuosns. 1501 DOUGLAS /W. Hon.
i. xxvi, My daisit heid fordullit disselie. 1587 TURBKRV.

Trag. T., etc. (1837) 317 It wil delight my dazed sprites.

1789 BURNS -2nd Ep. to Davie iv, Whyles daez't wi' love,

whyles daez't wi' drink. 1866 G. MACDONALD Ann. Q.
Neighb. xxii. (18781 408 She looked dazed, perhaps from the

effects of her fall.

b. Dazzled with excess of light.

1581 MABBECK Bk. ofNotes 153 If for a while you fixe

your sight thereon, dimnesse & darknesse doe follow your
dazed eies. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. i. viii. 21 As where th'

Almighties lightning brond does light, It dimmes the dazed

eyen. 1870 MORRIS Earthly Par. I. it. 512 His troubled

'es and dazed He lifted from the glory of that gold.

"l. Benumbed or deadened with cold, north.

15x3 DOUGLAS Ariel's v. vii. 58 The dasyt bluid . . Walxis
dolfand dull throw myne unweildy age. 1674 RAY N. C.
Words 14 Vze dosed, I am very cold. 1811 WILLAN W.
Riding Gloss., Dazed, .benumbed with frost. 1873 Swale-
dale Gloss., Dazzed, chilled.

3. Spoiled in baking or roasting, by using a too

strong or too slow heat, north, dial.

1674 RAY N. C. Words, Dazed Bread, dough-baked.
Dazed Meat, ill-roasted by reason of the badness of the
fire. 1855 ROBINSON Whitby Gloss., A deazed loaf, the

dough or paste ill baked, or when the leaven or yeast has
failed in its work. 1876 Mid-Yorkshire Gloss., D$azcd
bread is overbaked outwardly, and not enough baked
within.

4. Applied to anything that has lost its freshness

and strength, as to wood when it loses its proper
colour and texture. Sc. and north. Eng.
1825 JAMIESON, Datsed ivud, rotten wood. 1892 Specifica-

tion (Durham), No dazed wood to be used.

Dazedly (d***xddli)yO&, [-LY
2
.] In a dazed

way or manner; t inertly, torpidly (as from cold).
13.. [see DAZEDNESS]. 1886 Miss BROUGHTON Dr. Cupid

III. iv. 90 An idea dazedly flashes across her brain. 1888
C/Mino. Jrnl. July 462 They looked dazedly at the judge.

Da'zedness. [-NESS.] Dazed condition
; fthe

state of being numbed or deadened with cold.

1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 4006 Thurgh fire bat sal swa
brinnand be, Agayn )?e dasednes [MS. Lansd. coldnes] of
charite. 13.. MS. Tib. E.vii. fol. 24 Dasednes of hert als

clerkes pruves Es when a man god dasedly loves, And
slawly his luf in god settes. 1817 Blackw. Mag. I. 577
What Dan [Chaucer] calls the dasedness of study.

Dazel, -ell, -ile, obs. forms of DAZZLE.
Dazement (d^'-zmenO. rare. [mod. f. DAZE

v. + -MENT.] The state of being dazed.
1853 ROBINSON Whitby Gloss., Debasement, a sensation of

cold all over the body from checked perspiration. 1873 L.
WALLACE Fair God vn. iv. 457 The king relapsed into his
dazement.

Dazie, dazied, obs. forms of DAISY, -IED.

t Da'zineSS. Obs. rare 1

. [See DAZY a. and

-NESS.] Dazedness, dizziness.

1554 KNOX Godly Let. D iij, Oftentymes theyr posteritie
are stryken with blindenes and dasynes of mynde.

Dazing (d^-zin), vbl, sb. [-ING 1.] The action
of the verb DAZE

; benumbing, stupefaction, as a
condition or influence.
a 1535 MORE De quat. Noviss.^V.?,. 101 When the dasyng

of death, shall kepe al swete slepe oute oftheir waterye eyes.
1535 COVERDALE Deut. xxviii. 65 The Lorde shal geue the
there a fearfull hert and dasynge of eyes. 1577 B. GOOGK
Heresbach's Hiisb. iv. (1586) 191 It helpeth against the
dasing, or giddinesse of the heade. 1877 Holderness Gloss.,
Deeazins, a severe cold, especially in the head.

fb. A disease of sheep ; =DAZYJ. Obs.

1799 Ess. Highl. Soc. 111.404 (Jam.) Daising or V&nqirish.
This disease, .is. .most severe upon young sheep.

Da zing, ///. a. [-ING
2
.] That dazes

; fthat
is dazed.

ri3JS. E. Allit. P. B. 1538 Such adasande drededusched
to his hert. 1531 FRITH Judgment upon Tracy Pref. (1829)
245 Whether of a godly zeal, or of a dasing brain, let other
men judge.

Dazle, obs. form of DAZZLE.

Dazy (tU
7i

*zi), a. rare.
[f.

DAZE v. or sb. + -T.]
a. In a dazed condition, b. Chill, chilling, be-

numbing with cold (dial.}.

1825 JAMIESON s. v., A daisie day, a cold raw day, without
sunshine. 1880 BI.ACKMOKE Er'cnta vi. 30 With, .a head
still weak and dazy.

54,

t Da'zy, sb. Obs. rare ~~ l
. [f. DAZE v. or from

prec. adj.] The *gid' or *

sturdy', a disease of

sheep and young cattle.

1577 B. GOOGE Hercsbah"s Hitsb. (1586) 134 If your
Bullocke turne round, and have the Dasye, you shal. .tcclc

upon his forehead ; and you shall feele it with your
thumbe.

Dazzle (dse'zT), v. Forms : 5-7 dasel(,l, 6

dasill, -yll, dazile, dasselfl, 6-7 dazel(l, dasle,

6-8 dazle, (7 daisle), 6- dazzle. [In I5~i6th c.

dasel, dask, freq. and dim. of dose, DAZE v. (esp. in

sense 2).]

fl. intr. Of the eyes: To lose the faculty of dis-

tinct and steady vision, esp. from gazing at too bright

light, (lit. andy?-.) Obs.

1481 CAXTON Reynard (Arb.) 96 Faraucnturc his eyen
daselyd as he loked from aboue doun. 1530 PALSGR. 507/1,
I dasyll, as ones eyes do for lokyng agaynst the sonne or

for eyeng any thyng to moche, etc. 1581 G. PETTIE tr.

Guazzo's Civ. Conv. in. (1586* 156 b, Her eyes dazell witli

the least beame thereof [the Sunne]. ij88 SHAKS. Tit. A.
in. ii, 85. 1621 FLETCHER Pilgrim v. vi, Ped. Ha? doe I

da/ell? Rod. Tis the faire Alinda. 1672 MARVKLL Reft.

Transp, i. 64 His Eyes dazled at the Precipice of his

Stature.

t 2. To be or become mentally confused or stupe-

fied; to become dizzy. Ol>s.

1571 GOLDING Calvin, on Ps. xxxni. 5 How shamefully the

most part of the world dazeleth at Gods righteousnesse.
1621 BURTON Anat. Mel. I. ii. in. ii. (1651) 95 Many..
tremble at such sights, dazel, and are sick, if they look but
down from an high place.

3. trans. To overpower, confuse, or dim (the

vision), esp. with excess of brightness. (Alsoyi^f.)

1536 STARKEY Let. to Cromwell in England (ify$) p. xliii,

Wyth a clere ye[ = eye] not dasyllyd wyth the
glyteryng

of
such thyngys as are present. 1563 Mirr, Mag., Jane Shore
xiii, Doth not the sonne dasil! the clearest eyes ? 1626 BACON

Sylva 276 If you come, .out of the Dark into a Glaring
Light, the eye is dazeled for a time, a 1640 J. BALL Attsw.

,
.

to Can \, (1642! 88 You doe only raise a dust to daisle the

eye. 1761 HUME Hist. Eng. II. xxviii. 135 He tried to

dazzle the eyes of the populace by the splendour of his

equipage. 1857 MRS. CARLYLE Lett. II. 334 The gas-light,
which dazzles my eyes.
absol. 1752 JOHNSON Rambler No. 207 Pi2 Light after

a time ceases to dazzle.

4. fig. To overpower or confound (the mental

faculties), esp. with brilliant or showy qualities ;

' to strike or surprise with splendour* (J.).

1561 T. NORTON Calvin's Inst. \. xiv. 43 The excellence of
the nature of Angels hath so daselled the mindes of many.
1622 E. ELTON Compl. Sonet. Sinner (ed. 2) 04 Their vnruly
passions . . dazeling and dimming their iudgements. 1643
J. M. Soveraigne Salve Pref., Rhetorick may dazle simple
men. 1711 ADDISON Sped. No. 112 F8 The ordinary People;
who are so used to be dazzled with Riches. 1880 L. STEPHEN
Pope iv. 97 Pope seems to have been dazzled by the amazing
vivacity of the man.

b. absol.

1649 MILTON Eikon. xii. (1851) 434 If the whole Irishry of
Rebels had feed some advocate to speak, .sophistically in

their defence, he could have hardly dazl'd better. 1764
GOLDSM. Trav. 336 Thine are those charms that dazzle and
endear. 1879 M. ARNOLD Fr. Critic on Milton Mixed Ess.

238 A style to dazzle, to gain admirers everywhere.

5. To outshine, dim, or eclipse with a brighter

light. Const, f down, out. rare,

1643 BURROUCHES Exp. Hcsca v. (1652) 243 They can see

..into the beauty of his wayes, so that it dazeleth all the

glory of the world in their eies. 1647 WARD Simp. Cobler
60 It hath not ray's enough left, to dazle downe the height
of my affections. 1858 HAWTHORNE Fr. ty It. Jrnls. (1872)
I. 47 This church was dazzled out of sight by the Cathedral.

Dazzle (dse-z'l), sb. [f. prec.]

f 1. Dazzled state or condition. Obs.

1627-77 FELTHAM Resolves i. xxvii. 47 We meet with

nothing but the puzzle of the soul, and the dazle of the

minds dim eyes.
2. An act of dazzling ;

a brightness or glitter that

dazzles the vision.

(1004) 1. xiv. 144, I could see the take very well by the

dazzle of the water. 1821 LOCKHART Valerius I. iv. 46

Fatigued with the uniform flash and dazzle of the Medi-
terranean waves. 1890 Spectator 13 Sept., One is taking
precautions to avoid a draught or a dazzle.

b. fig.
1654 WHITLOCK Zootomia. 338 Through whose red and

white.. the Glory of the Maker shineth with more Dazle
than through any part of the Creation. 1846 RUSKIN Mod.
Paint. I. i. i. i. 5 Amidst the tumult and the dazzle of
their busy life.

Dazzled ( Jarz'ld), ///. a.
[f.

DAZZLE .]

1. Overpowered or confounded by too strong light
or splendour.
1581 J. BELL Hat/don's Ansm. Osor. 490 So forcible is the

dazeled blindenes of selfe Love. <z 1628 Y*GBPnUL*Suhujf
(1652) 89 [He] cleareth the daseled eyes of that army.
<t 1628 Poems, Hutu. Learning xvi, Those dazled
notions. .Which our fraile understanding doth retaine. 1811
WORDSW. Sonn. ' Here pause, etc.', An accursed thing it is

to gaze On prosperous tyrants with a dazzled eye. 1856 R.
A. VAUGHAN Mystics (1860) II. ix. ii. 131 This indistinct
and dazzled apprehension.

2. Outshone or dimmed by a stronger light.
1576 FLEMING Panofl. Efist. 292 As the bright beames of

the Sunne passe the dimme and dazeled light of the Moone.
1833 TENNYSON Fatiina iv, My spirit . . Faints like a dazzled
morning moon.

DE.

Dazzlement (dayz'lmentX [-MENT.]
1. The act of dazzling; a cause of dazzling.
J^33 J- DONE Hist. Septttagint 55 (T.) It beat bnck the

sight with a dazlement. 1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev. i. n. vi,

Confused darkness, broken by bewildering cUucdcmcnts.
1881 STKVENSON I'irg.Pnt-risq ;? 289 Many holes, drilled in

the conical turret-roof of this vagabond Pharos, let up spouts
of dazzlement into the bearer's eyes.

2. The fact or condition of being dazzled.

1840 CARLYLE Heroes v. (1858) 324 The blinkard d.i/xle-

mcnt and staggerings to and fro of a man sent on an errand
he is too weak for.

t Da'ZzleneSS. Obs. rare- '. [app. for daz-

zle<tness.~\ Dazzled condition.

1581 J. HELL Haddons Answ. Osor. 315 Overwhelmed
with a perpetuall datelines of sight.

Dazzler (dx-zlai). [-EK.]
1. One who dazzles: said e.g. of a *

showy*
woman. Chiefly slang or colloq.
a 1800 Cowi'ER tr. Anarvfftft Adam v. ix. Wks. 1837 X.

383 Thou Lord immutable . . Thou dazzler and obscurer of the
sun 1 1838 DICKENS Nich. Nick. xxxvi,Mr. Lumbey .shook his

head with great solemnity, as though to imply that he sup-
posed she must have been rather a dazzler. 1889 Columbus
(Ohio} Dispatch 27 Sept., [He] appears to be one of these
dazzlers. He succeeded in dazzling two of the jury.
2. A dazzling blow, slang.
1883 READE Many a Slip in Harper's Mag. Dec. 132/1

The carter, .received a dazzler with the left, followed by
a heavy right-hander.

Da'Zzling, vbl. sb. [-ING 3.] The action of the

verb DAZZLE ; the condition of being dazzled.

i$7<) LANGHAM Card. Health (1633) 672 To take away all

giddinesse and dasling of the head. 1581 PETTIE Guazzo's
Civ. Conv. n. (1586) 95 If your eies bee able to beholde it

without dazeling.

Dazzling (.darzlin),///. a. [-IKG
2
.]

1 1. That is, or becomes, dazzled or dazed.

(See DAZZLE v. i, 2.) Obs.

1571 GOLDING Calvin on Ps. Ixviii. 4 His hoarce throt and
dazeling eyes, a 1503 GREENE Alphonsus (1861) 227 Do my
dazzling eyes Deceive me? 1641 MILTON Reform, n. (1851)
67 Unlesse God have smitten us. .with a dazling giddinesse
at noon day. 1654 H. L/ESTRANGE Chas. 7(16551 3 This

unexpected proposall put his Catholique majesty into such
a dazling demur.

2. That dazzles the eyes (esp. with brightness) ;

bright to a degree that dazzles.

1581 J. BELL Haddon*s Answ. Osor. 216 b, Drivyng away
the dazelyng darkenes of the ugly night. 1667 MILTON
P. L. i. 564 A horrid Front Of dreadful length and dazljng
Arms. 1791 COWPER Odyss. xxiv. 246 Clad in dazzling
brass. 1841 BORROW Zincali I. ix. i. 155 In hot countries,
where the sun and moon are particularly dazzling.

3. fig. That dazzles the mind of the observer ;

brilliant or splendid to a degree that dazzles.

1749 SMOLLETT Regicide \. i, The fair one comes, In all the

pride of dazzling charms array'd. 1839 DE QUINCEY Recoil.

Lakes Wks. 1862 II. 113 A neighbourhood so dazzling in its

intellectual pretensions.

1696 TATE & BRADY Ps. cxxxix. 6 Too dazling bright for

mortal Eye 1 1860 TYNDALL Glac. \. ii. 13 Its general surface
was dazzling white.

Dazzlingly (darzlinli), adv. [-LY-.]
tl. In a dazzled manner. (See prec. i.) Obs.
1610 Mirr. Mag., K. Bladud 56 [They] blinded are, and

dazelingly they looke.

2. In a dazzling manner ;
to a degree that dazzles.

a 171 x KEN Hymnotheo Poet. Wks. 1721 III, 322 His
Scales the Sun-beams dazzlingly reflect. 1807 SOUTHEV
Espriellds Lett. III. 99 Nothing was to be seen but what
was perfectly and dazzfingly white. 1879 FROUDE Cxsarx.
118 Pompey s success had been dazzlingly rapid.

De, obs. Sc. form of DIE v.

TJe, a dialectal (Kentish), foreign, or infantile

representation of THE.
Sometimes in early MSS. a scribal error for %>e=.the.

II 3De. ! (df) A Latin preposition, meaning
* down from, from, off, concerning*, occurring in

some Latin phrases more or less used in English.
The chief of these are the following :

1. de bene esse (Law\ as of 'well-being', as

being good, of conditional allowance for the

present.
' To take or do any thing De bene esse, is to accept or allow

it, as well done for present,, .but [on fuller examination] to

be allowed or disallowed, according to the Merit or Well-

being of the thing in its own nature
'

(Blount, Law Diet.

1670'.

1603 F.gerton Papers (CamderO 372 (Stanf.) Wherefore, de
bene ess?, I have provisionally made a warrant redy for his

Ma1?-" signature. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr. s.v., The Court. .

often orders that Defendant to be examined De bene esse,

i. that his depositions are to be allowed or suppressed at the

hearing, as the Judge shall see cause. 1885 Lain Rep.
29 Ch. Div. 290 (Stanf.) The Court ultimately determined
that it should be read de bene esse.

2. de congrno, of CONG KU ITT.

a 1623 W. PKMBI.E Justif. (1629) 33 When they tell vs,

that faith merits justification de Congrno they intrap them-
selues in grosse contradiction ; seeing to deserve deCongruo
is not to deserve at all. 1841, 1856 [see CONGRUITY 5 a].

3. de facto, in fact, in reality, in actual existence,

force, or possession, as a matter of fact. Very
frequently opposed to de jure. Used also as an

adj.
'

actual, actually existing*, and then some-
times so far anglici/cd as to be prefixed to its sb.

xSoa W. WATSON Qnodlibets 73 (Stanf. > That the Pope
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erred de fucio in the reconciliation of the French King.
1638 t/iiiu.ixt.w. AV//C- Prot. i. iii. f 30 He may doe it de
facto, but (ic inr,- hi- i ;inuot. 1691 NOHHIS Pratt. /J/*f. 29
It will

appear,
that ift 1

/At to it is so. \(t&C,r(nvth Deism 12

The Shiboleth of th< Church now is King William's defacto
Title. 1765 Hi \tKSTONK Comm. i. 171 That temporary
allegiance, which was due to him as icing de facto. 1870

.{ jurfi below]. 1891 Law Kcfi. Weekly Notes 70/1
'1 In: acts oflhedtf/ictp directors miynt. .bind the company.
Hence f Defa'ctc-man fal-o defacto sfr.) t one

who ruco^'iii/ed \VilHam III as kinjj de facto.
t Defa-ctoship, a de facto standing, position, or

title.

1696 Grtnvth Deism 15 For these de ftutt>-mc.i\, and the

Jacobites, were but lalt ly the same sort of People, Ibid.

13 And when the King had better Titles . . yet he must be
made to pay . . Dr. S Sixteen Hundred Pounds a Year,
for a l^fj'actoship only. 1710 Managers' Pro ff Con 39
The one allows the Defactoship of the Queen.
4. de fide, of faith, to be held as an article of

faith.

1618 CHILUNGW. Relig. Prof. i. iii. f 5 Some (hold] that
the

Popes indirect Power over Princes in Temporalities is

de i-iiie
',
Others the contrary.

6. de jure, of ri^ht, by right, according to law.

Nearly always opposed to defacto ; like that also

(though less usually), treated as an adj.
'

legal ',

and placed before the sb.
1611 Court ff Times Jas. I (1848) I. 136 (Stanf.) Done de

factfl, and not de jure. 1638 [see defacto above]. 1694
Pott litiffoond, etc. 7 (Stanf.) Husband or Gallant, either

way, Defacto or De jure sway. 1837 HT. MAKTINEAU
Soc, Arner. II. 81 States that are de facto independent,
without having anything to do with the question de jure.
1870 IXJWKLL Stmfy Wind. (1886) 74 It is a de juret and
not a defacto property that we have in it.

6. de novo, anew, afresh, over again from the

beginning. Rarely as adj.
= '

new, fresh ', and

prefixed to sb.

16*7 Court ff Times Chas. I
(18^8) I. 304 (Stanf.) It is

said they have opened de tioro Calais to our English trade.

1817 PKKL in F.din. Ret 1
. XXIX. 121 We cannot make a

constitution dc inn>o. 1847-9 Tono Cycl. Anat. IV. 143/2
A de noz'o development of such texture. 1881 Med. Temp.
Jrnt. XLIX. 18 In which it is developed by circumstances
de nfft'O.

7. de profundls, the first words of the Latin
version of Psalm cxxx (cxxix^*=* Out of the depths
'.have I cried)'; hence subst. a. the name of this

psalm; b. a psalm of penitence; C. a cry from
the depths of sorrow, misery, or degradation.
1463 /Jury Wills (Camden) 18 Saying De profawlis for

me, for my fader and my moder. 1500-20 KENNKDiK/Vy//^
iv. Dunbar 447 With De profnndis fend the, and that

failye. 1589 NASHE Prvf. Greene s filenaphon t'Arb.) 17 Let
subiects fur all their insolence, dedicate a De profnndis
euerie morning to the prcseruation of their Caesar. 1890
Open Court 10 Apr. 2204/2 (Stanf.) The Labor cry, the new
De Profnndis, the passionate psalm of the workers appeal-
ing out of the depths of misery and degradation for more
wages and less hours of daily toil.

II. The French preposition de t a* (<b, anglicized

di, d/
1

, d<5, da\ meaning 'of, from', occurring
in names of places, as Ashby de la Zouch, in terri-

torial titles, as Earl Grey de Wilton, J.ord Talbot de

Afalahide, and in personal surnames, as De Lisle y

I?Israeli^ De Quincey ; also, in French phrases
more or less in English use, as coup d\(taf

y coup
de main, etc. (see COLT) ;

de hattt en has, from

height to lowness, condescendingly as from a lofty

position, with an air of affected superiority; de

nouveau, anew, afresh
;
de rigttcur, of strictness,

(a matter) strictly or rigorously obligatory, according
to strict etiquette ; de trop t too much, (one) too

many, in the way.
1697 VANBRITGII Relapse i. ii, Not if you treat him defiant

en bas, as you use to do. 175* CHESTERF. Lett. (1792) III.

274, I know no company in which you are likely to be de
trop. 1773 GIBBON in Life ff Lett. (1869) 237 (Stanf.),

The
first chapter has been composed de nonvean three times.

1848 THACKKKAY Van. Fair vi,
'
I should only be de trop\

said the Captain. 1849 Pettdennis xxix, All the young
men go to Spratt's after their balls. It \&de rigaeur, my
dear. 1887 Illxst. Lond. .\\-ws 5 Mar. 269/3, I

*J decidedly
de trof this morning. Mod. On such occasions evening
dress is de rigtteur.

De-, prefix. The Latin adverb and preposition,
used in combination wiih verbs, and their deriva-

tives. A large number of verbs so formed lived on
in French as popular words, or were taken over
into that language in earlier or later times as

learned words, and thence came into English, as

decrcsc-frt, dccreis-tre, decrease ; defend-fre , defend-
re, defend \ dcslderare^ dt'sire-r, desire. In later

times English verbs, with their derivative adjec-
tives and substantives, as also participial adjectives
and substantives without any verbs, have been

adapted directly from Latin, or formed from Latin

elements, without the intervention of French. The

following arc the chief uses in Lat. and Eng.
I. As an etymological clement. In the senses :

i. Down, down from, down to : as dtpeiulere to hang
down, DKVKNM (Di CKMUNI. -i \CE, etc.); deponfre to lay
down, l>ii'oNK, DI-TOSK; dfpritncre to press down, DE-
IM NS ; (/, .s, cudi'rt' to ciimh tloun, Drstixn: dt-vnirt to

gulp down, Di-:voi'R. So of English formation, UKHKKAK.

2. Off, away, a>ide : ax decltnare to turn aside, DECLINE ;

're to lead away, DEDUCE; dffeiidtre to ward off,

DEPENI>; deportare to carry off, DEPORT; d?si&nt\re to
mark off, I>i SK.NATK ; dfsisttfre to stand
b. Away from oneself : a*. ttelegart to make over, DELB-

<;A i c ; dtprecari to pray away, DEPRECATE.
3. Down to the bottom, completely; hence thoroughly,

on and on, away ; also methodically, formally : as dldtitnti*.
to shout away, DECLAIM ; dtcldrdn- to make quite clear,
DF.CI.ARB ; dfnudilre to strip quite bare, DENUDE; deplorare
to weep as lost, DKH.OKK ; derelinqitire to abandon com-
pletely, DERELICT ; despoliare to spoil utterly, DESPOIL.
b. To exhaustion, to the dregs : an dicoquire to boil

down or away, DECOCT; deliquetcirt to melt away,
DELIQUESCE.
4. In a bad sen.se, so a* to put down or subject to Rome

indignity: as decifiire to take in, DECBIVB; deladJre to
make game of, DKLUDE ; dtridere to laugh to scorn,
DI-:KIDE; ditexttri to abominate, DETEST.

^
5. In late L., decomposites was used by the grammariai:s

in the sense ' formed or derived from a compound (word) ',

passing later into that of '

compounded over again, doubly
or further compounded'; in tnis sense the word has in
modern times been taken into chemistry, botany, etc. (see

! 'MPOSITE, DECOMPOUND,!, and the prefix has been
similarly used in other words, as DECOMPLEX, DEMIXTURE.
6. In Latin, de- had also the function of undoing or

reversing the action of a verb, e. g. armtire to arm, dt-
ti rmdre to disarm, decor&re to grace, dedtcor&re to disgrace,
junge're to join, dejnneire to unyoke, velAre to veil, dt-
veldre to unveil, and of forming verbs of similar type from
substantives, as deartudre to dismember, from artttt mem-
ber, joint, dicoiltireiQ behead, from collttm n*c\t, decorti(tire
to deprive of hark, from corticetn bark, dtfldrdre to rob of
its (lowers-, from yrdrrw flower. A like notion was usually
expressed in classical Latin by the prefix dis-\ e.g. cittglre
to gird, discing/re to ungird, convenlre to agree, dtscotircnlre
to disagree,yfifto join, disjungire, to disjoin, difflbulAre
to

unclasp,
dlldrlc&re to uncorslet, discalce&tux unshod. In

late L., rf/j-, Romanic des-, became the favoured form ; and
although some L. words in df- lived on, or were by scholars

adopted into the Romanic langs., all new compounds were
formed with des-^ and many even of the Latin words in </'

were refashioned in Romanic with des- : thus L. dearmdre^
decartt/ire^ dtcolSrdre^ dfcorticSre^ dfdigttArl^ dffanndret

desdegnare, de- and des-fortnaret
de-t des<apitare^ OF. det-

arntert deschamer^ dticorckier, detdaigner^ de- and des-

fortner, e/f- t dexapiter. In later F. ties- became, first in

speech, and finally in writing, ///-, in which form it was
identical with the df- of learned words from L. de-. In

English, early words taken from OF. with dcs- retained this
form (now altered back under Latin influence to <fVf-\as in

disarm, disband, disburse, discoiour, disdain, disfrock, dis-

join^ disrobe', but later words have de-
t which, although

coming from F. df- : OF. des- : L. dis-
t is usually 'iewed

and treated as identical with Latin de- \ e. g. debauch, ff-

bord, defy, defile, depeoble, derange, develop. In some words
both forms have passed into English, as disburse, t deburse,
discard, \decetra, disconcert, \deconcerl, disfrock, defrock.
In French the prefix des-, df-, has received an ever increasing
extension as a privative, freely prefixed to verbs, as in

dfbarasser, dfbrtttaliscr, dfcentraliser, dfconstiper, etc., or
used to form verbs of the same type from nouns, as df-

banqner, dfbonder, dfchaperonner, dffroquer, etc. From
the free adoption of these into English, de- has here also
become a living privative element, freely prefixed to verbs

(esp. in -ize, -ate, -fy), and forming verbs of a similar type
from substantives or adjectives. Hence :

II. As a living prefix, with privative force.

1. Forming compound verbs (with their derivative

sbs. f adjs., etc.), having the sense of undoing the

action of the simple verb, or ofdepriving (anything)
of the thing or character therein expressed, e. g. de-

acidify to undo or reverse the acidifying process,
to take away the acid character, deprive (a thing)
of its acid ;

hence de-acidified^ -fying, -fication ;

de-anglicize to undo the anglicizing of, to divest of

its English character, render no longer English.
Some of these are formed by prefixing de- to the

original verb, but others are more logically analysed
as formed with <Ar- + sb. or adj. + verbal suffix, the

resulting form being the same in either case. In

others, again, no corresponding simple verb is in

use : e.g. decephalize, decerebrize, decolourize, de-

fibrinaie. The older and more important of these

words are given in their places as main words :

e.g. DECHBISTIANIZE, DECOMPOSE, DEMAGNETIZE,
DEMORALIZE, etc. Of others of less importance,
of recent use, and of obvious meaning, examples,

nearly all of the ipth c. (but decanonize 1624, de-

cardittalize 1645), here follow.

(The hyphen is conveniently used when the de- comes
before a vowel, and sometimes elsewhere to emphasize the

occasional nature of the combination, or draw special
attention to its composition ; otherwise it is not required.)

,De-afi'dify('Jied, -fication} ^
dc-a'erate, -ed,-ation^ t

de-a'lcoholize (~edt
-izaffon t -ist\ de-a'tkalize (/),

de-anrericanize^ de-ana thematize, de-a'nglicize

(-{), de-a-ppetize (~ing) t de-arse'nuize (-ing),

de-a*spirate (-ing, -ation, -ator\ debitu'menize

(-ation\ dekrii'talize, debtcnnionizer^ decx'sarize,

dtca'lvinize, deca'nonize (-o/;i), deca'mphorize t

(/(< vrdinalize, deca suaHze (-0/1011), decathe-dralizet

dece'lticize, deche'micalize (-atioti), decko'ralize
t

deci'ceronize, deci'tizenize^ decla'ssicizc , declassify)
declericalize (-ation), decli'matize^ deconta'tenate,
dtco-ncentrate (-ttion} y deconve'ntionalize, deco'p-

perize (~ization}, dectrltivate, dedo'ggerelizc,dedo'g-
mathe (~ed\ de-e'ducate, de-efcctrify, de-ele'ftrr.e
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defeu'tliliu, dtfirA ionize (-fd, *atiott\

wa/izf, defo'rtijy ttatc -ftf\, dt-

ge-furalizf, , ,/,-.

hea'thenizt, d*he'Hem'.< ndt'it
, athisto 1 1

df-ide'oliu (-ft/, -in ,{t'-indivi'dn

(-atiori), de-indt vi'duatc, de-indtt'striali-.e, de i n-

su/arizf, de-integrate, Je-inUl!(\tttalizc ( <</,
-

.

de-ita'lianize, dejansenize, deiwnkoizt, dftot.

(-fd, -ation], deli'beralize, ddi'mithe* t/tlo-,.:

dfma-rtialize, deme-ntholize (-ed\ deme'tallizt,
deme'trieize, dena'rcotize, dettu'cleate (-ed}) de-or-

ganize (-<z/w), de-orie-ntalize. de-o ssijy(-fication\
de-o-zonize (-O/KW), depa-ganize, defa-ntheoni
put out of the pantheon;, depa-rt'tza/nzf, dfphifa'-

sophize, dephysicalhe (to do away with physical
development ; -ation} , depiedmontite, depolrti-
calize t depri-orize (deprive of priority , dfprofe's-
sienalize, depro'testaniize, deprovi*ncializet dera'b-

Hnize {-ation}, derelvgionite (-ing), deru'rafize,
desa'xonize, desemi'ticize, desentime ntalize (-ed),
deske fttoniu \io rid of its skeleton), dewctalite

(-ati<m}t desupema'turalizc, dttara'nJulize (-ation},
dethe'orize (to divest of theories), devola'tilize.

1786 Phil. Trans. LXXVI. IJH 'Deacidified nitrous air.

1791 Edin. Nnv Disp. 65 Calling them aerated and "de-
aerated. 1876 URE Diet. Arts(<-A. g) IV 240 A flaik. .filled

up with hot de-aerated water. i8o ll'cstin. Rev. XII. 18
1 ne dirt and the stagnation, and the de-aeration of the
water. 1866 Pall Mali G. 21 Sept. 11 Like blank cartridge
or *dealcoholized wine. 1873 M. COLLINS Syr, Silchestert
III. xxi. 336 It is a capital dealcoholist. 1877 KOBFRTS
Handbk. Med. (ed. 3) I. 74 The substance consists of *de-
alkalized fibrin. 1884 TENNYSON Befket \ ii. 176 Can the

Kin^ "de-anathematise this York? 1883 F. HALL in A'. J .

Nation XXXVII. 435/1 'Deanglicized Engluhmen. 1890
Sat. Rev. 15 Feb. aoi/i He even thinks we must dc-anglici/c
our language. 1888 Academy 28 Jan. 56 A *de-appetising
feast of dry bones. 1876 F. DOUSK Grimm's L. App. F. aio
They both *deaspirated the initial. Jbid.\ 12. 24 Similar

deaspirating movements both in Greek and Sanskrit Ibid.

8 22.
47, I have frequently observed, .that when a group of

deaspirators are talking together, an k is rarely heard at all.

1879 WHITNEY Sanskrit Gram. Index 478/2 Inspiration of

aspirate mutes. i86a DANA Man. Geol. u. 410 The *dr-
bitumentzation of the coal. 1801 Chicago Advance 30 Apr.,
Not merely to *' debrutalize

*

the police force, but to purify
and ennoble it. 1871 DASENT Three to Ont I. 250 An
eminent chiropodist and *debunnionizer. i88a/W/Afo//L?.
so May 3/2 The Republicans . . wish to decentralize, to
*decasarize France. 183* SOUTH EY in Q. Kev. XLVIII.
280 He did not talk of "decalvinizing certain of our pro-
vinces, nor of dejansenuing certain corporations. 1891
Chicago Advance 4 June, That this committee intended to
de-Calvinize the church. 1624 T. JAMES in . !//. L'tsher't

Lett. (1686) 318 He hath . . inlarged hU Book of Bochel's
"Decanonization. c 1645 HOWEu. Lett. (1650) I. it. xix. 32
He [the Cardinal of Guise] is but young, and they speak of
a Bull that is to come from Rome to Mccardinalizc him.
i8os T. H. NI'NS in Toynbee Record 30 There is being
effected .. a permanent *dccasuali/ation of labour at the
Docks .. The casual docker [must] lose his work. 1881

Academy 28 May 388/3 Ireland is. .more *
deceitki>d now

than the Scottish Highlands. 1878 Scrifatr** Mag. XVI.
436/1 An aroma which no chemistry, or "dcthemitalizatiun
is potent enough to retain. '864 Reader 19 Mar. 374/t
Handel meant his oratorios to be choral works. This
*dechoralUs them. 1873 H. A. J. Mi SRO Litcret. 473 One
of the numerous artifices of Tacitus to "deciceronise the

style of his annals. 1890 W/</w*' Ohio) Dispatch 27 May,
Any. .plan

of 'decitizenizing free Americans. 1848 CLOUCH
in Lije if Lett. (1869) I. 125 The 'jeunes filles'..were
*declassicised by their use of parasols. 1865 GaoTE Plato
1 1. xxiy. 246 Logical exposition proceeding by way of

classifying and *decla<u>ifying. 1870 .SV//. Rev. 12 Feb. 209^1Nor . . to allow its Bishops to "declericaltze any of its

priests and deacons by a penny post letter. //., To
accept . . a declericaluation which was not degradation.
1870 Lit. Churchman XVI. 451/2 Englishmen who have
lived much abroad seem to become *de-climatised in this

particular. 1861 MRS. SPEIO Last Years /./. 157 So the
whole concatenation "deconcatenated. 1893 Sat. Rev. 25
Mar. 333/1 The

style
of the great Mr. Smith ..greatly

*dconventionalized. 1784 B. FRANKLIN in Ann. Reg. 1817
Chron. 381 The odious mixture of pride and beggary. . that
have half depopulated and *decultivated Spam. 1890 J.
DAVIDSON in Academy 15 Mar. 183/1 An example of the
failure ofhigh literary ability to'dedoggcrelisc it thoroughly.
1878 Gi'RNKv Tertium Quid (1887' L 113 Hie ioyles*ncss
and dulness of the ' dereliuionised

*
(more trufy *dedog*

matised) life. 1887 Parish Problems 36 Poverty, care,
work., had slowly *deeducated the Man! 1881 A'aturt
XXIV. 21 Method of "de-electrifying woollen yarn. 1824
Mech. Mag. No. 61. 77 Might not steam be further "de-

electrized? Ibid., By following up the means which pro-
duced it, namely, by de-electrization. 1871 EABLK Pkilot.

. Tongue 445 'Deflectionized languages are said to be

lytic. 1880 GRANT WHITE Every-Day Enf. 275 This

dcformalizing of the English language. 1877 P. THOMSON
in Bible Students' Aids 146 Antiochus *defortifies the

Temple. 1885 ROMANES Jelly-fish 180 The 'degangiionated
tissue. 1864 Reader 23 Apr. 511/3 It may be within the

compass of critical science to '(^generalize portions of it

into the suggesting particulars. 1839 AViv Monthly Mag.
LVI. 454 The *degentilizing distinction above mentioned.

1891 Pall Mall G. 7 Sept. 6/i His theory is that Germany
is being fast 'de-Germanized. 1893 Chicago Advance
31 Aug., The vast student-world was being *de-ncathemzed.
1866 Pall Mall G. 8 Oct. 10 The urban population . . is

either thoroughly *de-Hellenized, or is in the process of
de-Hcllenization. 1865 W. KAY Crisis Hujfeldia** 27
Their attempts to *de-historicue . . the oldest and most
venerable document of human history. 1865 J. GROTK
Treat. Mor. Ideas vii. (1876) 93 The notion . . was very early
*de-idealired or positivized. 1890 W. S. LILLY Right 4
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Wrong 226 The fine arts, as they exist among us, bear
witness, .to the deidealising of life, a 1866 J. GROTE Exam.
Utiiit. Philos. v. (1870) 9^ Reason binds men together, and,
if we may so speak, *demdividualizes them. Ibid,* The
growth of virtue is a gradual deindividualization of men.
1880 FAIRUAIRN Stud. Life of Christ xv. (1881) 262 Men
Meindividuated are almost dehumanised. 1882 B. LEIGHTON
in Standard 5 May, To *de-industrialize the population.
i88a Daily Tel. 2 June, In the face of the tunnel that is to

*de-insularise us. 1861 BAGEHOT Btog. Kss. (1881) 142 Years
of acquiescing, .usually *de-intellectualise a parliamentary
statesman before he comes to half his power. 1891 ABBOTT
Philomythus 129 The de-intellectualising influence of this

resolute faith in miracles. 1889 Pall Malt G. 16 Oct. 2/2
The possibility of first ^de-Italianising the Sacred College.
Ibid. 13 Nov. 2/2 The de-Italianizing of the Church. 1832
Dejansenizing [see decahrinizing\. 1866 Pall Mall G.

13 Aug. 3 Will a junker be allowed to *dejunkerize himself.

1883 Spectator 27 Jan. 126 A certain amount of *delatinisa-
tion and some simplification of phraseological structure.

1835 Tails Afag. II. 461 To *dellberalize the principles of
the youthful patriot. 1887 GURNEY Ttrtiumfytidll, 194
Further liberalising and *delimitising the conditions of

poetic appreciation. 1881 Ohio State Jrnl. 29 Jan.,Worthless
*dementholized oil. i7$4HuxHAM mP/til. Trans. XLVIII.
861 Tin and copper . . are reduced to ashes, and *demetal-
lized. 1883 Athenaeum 28 July 104/2 That passage, .should
. . be forthwith *demetricized and turned into honesticst prose.
1829 TOCNO, DURAND, etc. Mat. Med. The *denarcotize l t

opium. 1891 POULTON & SHIPLEY tr. // 'eismann's Heredity
II. 92 Boveri. .succeeded in rearing such *denucleated eggs
by the introduction of spermatozoa. 1864 Ilomeivard Mail
17 Oct. 901 The tendency, .is to * de-orientalize the European
mind in India. 1881 Atkenzenm 9 July 42/3 Glimpses of

Anglo-Indian life before it became de-Orientalized. 1874 W.
A. MILLER Elem. Clicm. (ed. 5) II. 341 Ozonized air is also
*deozonized by transmission over cold manganese dioxide.

1873 C. B. Fox Ozone $ A ntozone 95 The deozonisation of air

passing over densely populated towns. 1847-8 DE QUINCEV
Protestantism Wks. VIII. 156 Rome, it was found, could not
be *depaganised. 1859 Lit. Churchman V. 332/1 Among the

slowly depaganized people. 1892 Harper's^ Mag. Sept,
629/2 The bones of Mirabeau . .were carried in great pomp
to the Pantheon in 1791; and were Mepantheonized . .

a year or two later. 1885.! mericaii IX. 198 To *departizanize
the public service. 1862 Sat. J?cr>. XIII. 21/2 The work is

resumed, .in the Italian language, .as a means for Mepied-
montizing the author's style. 1873 Contemp. Rev. XX. 831
To press philosophy into its service is to *dephilosophize it.

i872_S. BUTLER Ert-w/um xi. 99 A time of universal *de-

physicalisation would ensue. 1859 Sat. Rev. VIII. 573/2
Dr. Cullen has really . . *de-politicahzed the Irish priesthood.
1866 DE MORGAN in Graves Life Sir IV. R. Hamilton (iSBq)
III. 562 You cannot.. let him take any licence which can
damage or *de-priorise anything you choose to write on

your
own subject. 1884 St. James's Gaz. 22 Mar. 4/1 It

helps to some extent . . to *'
deprofessionalize

'

the English
clergy. 1888 Mission Herald (Boston) Oct. 442 To *depro-
testantize the nation. 1861 O. W. HOLMES Pagesfr. Old
Vol. Life (1891) 10 The camp is Meprovincializing us very

derabbinisation is far advanced. 1878 *Dereligionized [see

gradual de-religionizing of life. i8S8 H. F. LESTER Hartas.
Maturin I. i. 7 The gradual process of *deruralizing his
townlet. 1890 Daily News 10 Nov. 2/5 He hoped the
Council would not entirely 'de-ruralise

'

the park. 1869
LOWELL Poems

t Cathedr., A brain Mesaxonized. 1892 W.
WATSON in Bookman Oct. 23/1 Grotesque efforts to get
inside the English character and *de-Semiticise his own.
1882 TRAILL Sterne vi. 88 That thoroughly *desentimental-
ized

' domestic interior '. 1886 Blackiv. Mag. CX L. 747 She
. .*deskeletonized the wretched closet with unsparing dex-
terity. 1889 Harper's Mag. June 102/1 The way in which
darkness isolates and *desocializes the citizen. 1883 MAUDS-
LEY Body <$ Will in. iii. 258 Demoralization following de-
socialization. 1885 Pall Mall G. 3 Sept. 5/2 He will steep

be coined). 1883 A. B. EDWARDS in Academy 10 Nov. 309/2A *de-theorised American. 1868 Birm, Jrnl. Sept. 12 The
oil. .has been "devolatilised, so that all danger of explosion
is annihilated.

2. Less frequently verbs (and their derivatives)
are formed

by prefixing de- to a noun (cf. L. de-

fdmdre, F. defroquer), with the sense : a. To de-

prive, divest, free from, or rid of the thing in

question: as DEBOWEL (1375), deflesh, dcfoliage,
deglaze, deglycerin, decrease, degum, dehamtle, de-
horn (--), delawn, t demasl, demiracle, demonas-
tery, f depark, dcprotcstant, detenant, f detnith ;

depetticoated, dereligioned ppl. adjs. (Some of
these have forms in DIS-, which is the usual prefix
for words of this type.) b. To turn out of, dis-

lodge or expel from, as decai-t, \deparliamcnt
(1648) ; DECODKT, DEHUSK.
1860 RUSSELL Diary India (1863' I. 299, I completed my

journey, and was safely *decarted at the door of a substan-
tial house 1837-40 HALIBURTON Clockm. I. 76 He was
teetotally'defleshed.a mere walking skeleton. 1831 HUISKMem (,,. IV,57 The lovely rosebud fell defoliaged.
1879 Smbwr's Mag July 402 They, .completely defoliatethe trees. 1885 W. L. CARPENTER Soap t, Candles 15, Thetrench process .for *deglycerining neutral fats. 1887
Encycl. Brit. XXII. 62/2 The fibres . . being now de-
gummed, are separated from each other. 1893 in ChicagoAcfi'ance 9 Mar., She had broken the cover of a tureen and
denandled a china pitcher. 1888 Voice (N. Y.) 12 Jan 2
Ihe champion of 'dehorning cattle. Ibid. 23 Feb. 7 That
enthusiastic champion of dehorning,

' Farmer Haaf '

will
soon issue a book :

'

Every Man His own "Dehorner '.

'

1726

AMHEKST Terry Fil. xxxix. 215 The bishop ought to lie

*de-lawn'd- 1666 Lotul. Gaz. No. 89/4 Very little danuu'c,
besides the *demasting of one Fireship. 1884 TENNYSON
Becket in. iii. 137 For as to the fish, they Me-miracled the

miraculous draught, and might have sunk a navy, c 1808
BYRON Occas. Pieces xvi. note, Some, .monk of the abbey,
about the time it was *demonastericd. aijoo B. E. Diet.

Cant. Crew, Whet-stones-park} a Lane . . fam'd for a Nest
of Wenches, now *de-park'd. 1648 J. GOODWIN Right fy

Might 19 The men *deparliamented by the Army. 1891
Chicago Advance 14 Jan., She is not a *depetticoated
virago, who wants to inaugurate a general swapping of sex,

1890 Guardian 5 Nov. 1745/2 The result.. is, to use the

phrase of The Times, the (

*deprotestanting' of the greater
part of Ireland. 1835 Athenzeunt 443 The demoralized,
*de-religioned invaders of privilege and property. 1883
C. A. CAMERON in Pall Mall G. 4 Dec. 1/2 Many unsani-

tary houses have been *dettmanted. 1647 WAUD Simp.
Cooler 67 He feares there is Truth in them : Could he
*de-truth them all, he would defie them all.

3. By an extension of use de- is sometimes pre-
fixed to adjectives or substantives, as in DEBARK,
DECHEERFUL, DKGALLANT. DEDOCTOB. (Cf. dis- in

discontent, dissatisfied, etc.)

De-acidify, etc. : see DE- II. i.

Deacon (drkan, -k'n),j/j. Forms : a. i diacon,
deacon ; &. 2 diacno, diakne, 4 dyakne, pL
diaknen ; 7. 2 dsecne, 2-4 dcakno, 3-5 dckne,
(3 Sen ' pl* deknene) ; 3-6 deken (-in, -on, -un,

yn(e), 4 deeken (pi. deeknys), deooun, 4-6
decon,decane, 5-6 deaken, deakon, 6 diacon(o,
deacone, 5- deacon, [ad. L. diaconus, a. Gr.
StaKovos servant, waiting man, messenger, whence

spec, in Christian use, servant or minister of the
church ; an order of ministers in the church. The
OE. diacon (deacon} was a learned form immed.
from the L. ; beside it there appears to have been
a popular form *d;vcna (?from *di&cna, *dcxcna\
whence I2th c. divcne, deakne, and later dekne, pi.
deakn-en. From dekne, deakne, came deken, deaken,
whence under L. influence deacon. The early ME.
diacne, dyakne was perhaps immed. a. OF. diacnet

dyacne (i2th c. ; later diacre) ;
it might also re-

present a semi-popular OE. *diacna: cf. O.N.

djdkn, djAkni* There were many intermediate forms
of the word, from mixture of popular and learned

1. Eccl. The name of an order of ministers or
officers in the Christian church.

a. In Apostolic times.

_
Their first appointment is traditionally held to be recorded

in Acts vi. 1-6, where however the title 6iaoi>os does not
occur, but only the cognate words StaKci-eif (' serve 'J and
Suuaada (* ministration ').

ciooo ^LFRIC Homilies (Thorpe) I. 44 Da apostolas

J^ehadodon seofon diaconas . . Dxra diacona wses se forma
Stephanus. a 1300 Cursor M. 19482 (Cott.) Steuen .. was

p I>e seuen dekens an. 1381 WVCLIF Phil. i. i Ppul and
Tymothe . . to alie the hooly men . .at Philippis, with bischopis
and dekenes. c 1450 MirourSalnacioim 4442 Deken Steven
be his name. 1597 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. v. 419 Deacons were
stewards of the Church, vnto whome at the first was com-
mitted the distribution of Church-goods. 1611 BIBLE i Tim.
ii. 8 Likewise must the deacons bee graue, not double
tongued. 1783 PRIESTLEY Corrupt. Chr. II. vi. 20 The
deacons generally administered the elements. 1875 MAN-
NING Mission H. Ghost xv. 417 The Apostles set apart
a special order the Sacred order of deacons to be ministers
of the charity of Jesus Christ to His poor.

b. In Episcopal Churches, a member of the
third order of the ministry, ranking below bishops
and priests, and having the functions of assisting
the priest in divine service, esp. in the celebration

of the eucharist, and of visiting the sick, etc.
c 900 Bseda's Eccl. Hist. in. xiv. [xx.] (1891* 220 Honorius

se zercebiscop. .jehalgode Thomam his diacon to biscope.
iiza O. E. Citron.^ Se dsecne hsfdeongunnan Jx>ne godspel.
c 1175 Lamb. Horn, 81 NucumctSbes diakne. c 1*90 S.Eng.
Leg. I. 392/49 Preostes he made and deknene al-so. 1340
Ayenb. 190 He acsede at onen of his diaknen. c 1386
CHAUCER Pars. T. ^817 Folk that ben entred into ordre, as

sub-dekin, or dekin, or prest. c 1450 St. Cuthbtrt (Surtees)

6943 A preste sange at ane altere, And his dekyn at stode
him nere. 1513 BRADSHAW St. IVerburge i. 2221 Whan the
Deken redde the holy gospell. 1647 N. BACON Disc. Govt.
Eng. i. x. 11739)18 Deacons, .attending upon the Presbyters
to bring the offerings to the Altar to read the Gospel, to

Baptize, and Administer the Lord's Supper, a 1771 GRAY
Remarks Lydgates^ Poems Wks. 1843 V. 292 He was
ordained a deacon in 1393, which is usually done in the

twenty-third year of a man's age. 1844 LINGARD Anglo-
Sax. Ch. (1858)!, iv. 133 The three orders of bishops, priests,
and deacons.

C. In the Presbyterian system, one of an order of
officers appointed to attend to the secular affairs of
the congregation, as distinguished from the elders^
whose province is the spiritual. (But they do not

always exist, at least under this name, their func-

tions, when they are absent, being performed by the

elders.) d. In Congregational churches, one of
a body of officers elected to advise and assist the

pastor, distribute the elements at the communion,
administer the charities of the church, and attend
to its secular affairs.

1560-1 Bk. Discipline viii. (heading), The Eyght Heid,
tuiching the Electioun offElderis and Deaconis, etc...The
office of the Deaconis. .is to receave the rentis, and gadder

the almous of the Churche, to keip and distribute the same,
as by the ministerie of the Kirk shall be appointed. Thay
may also assist in judgement with the Mimsteris and
Elderis. 1584 J. MELVII.L Dtary(\%$'2) 183 Ther salba twa
Deacones : an till attend upon the box . . to collect and dis-

tribut to the outward pure . . ane uther to haiff the cair of
our awin inward indigent or diseased. 1644 OWEN li'fcs.

XIX. 537-8. a 1647 T. HOOKER Sitmme Ch. Discipl. H. i,

This Deacon being the steward or Treasurer of the Church,
the thing for which he is mainly to be imployed . . is for the

husbanding of the estate and temporalls of the Church.
1647 ResoliftiotiS) etc. Congi'cg. Ch. Canterbury 30 Mar.
(MS.\ The church . . did order that . . there bee 3 nomin-
ated out of wch on shall bee chose to the office of a Deacon.
1648 J. COTTON Way Congreg. Ch. \\. 10 It is an Ordinance
of Christ to elect Officers (Deacons and Elders), for this
is the power and privilege of the Church of Brethren.
a
1657 W. BRADFORD New Eng. Mem. 355 They had . . in

our time four grave men for ruling elders, and three able and
godly men for deacons. 1702 C. MATHER Magn. Chr. v. vii,
The Office and Work of a Deacon is . . to keep the Treasury
of the Church, and therewith to serve the Tables, which the
Church is to provide fur, as the Lord's Table, the Table of
the Ministers, and of such as are in Necessity, to whom
they are to distribute in simplicity. 1884 R. W. DALK
Congreg. Manual v. 116 In some Congregational churches
there are both '

elders
'

and * deacons '.

*.M
1642 WILTON Apol. Sweet, xi. (1851) 311 Their office is

to pray for others, and not to be the lip-working deacons
of other mens appointed words. 1796 C. BURNEY Mem.
Mctastasio III. 170 As an old Deacon of Apollo. 1887
Mission. Herald (Boston) Apr. 1^3 It [the African Lakes
Company] acts as deacon to the mission stations themselves,
caring for them in secular things.

"|*2. Applied to the Levites, as an order inferior

to the priests in the Jewish Church : cf. BISHOP 2.

^ 1000 Ags. Gosp. John i. 19 pa I micas sendon heora
sacerdas and heora diaconas fram lerusnlem. c 1175 Lamb.
Horn. 79 J>er com a prost bi be weie. .and wende for&, per
com an diacne. a 1300 Cursor M. 7009 (Colt, t For luue of
a deken wijf, Mam man bar tint ^air lijf [cf. Judges xx. 4].

1388 WYCLIF Num. ii. 51 The dekenes schulen do doun the
tabernacle, c 1449 PKCOCK AV/r. in. i. 280 To the dekenls
were gouun xlviij citees.

3. In Scotland, the president of an incorporated
'
craft

'

or trade in any town ; formerly ex ojfficio

a member of the town-council.

1424 Sc. Acts Jas. 1 (1597* 39 like Craft suld haue ane
Deakon. 1563 WINJET Four Scoir Thre Quest, xxxix.
Wks. 1888 I. 102 As thair is in euery craft almaist ane
decane [AfS. dekin]. a 1649 DRUMM. OF HAWTH. Hist.

Jos. FWks.(i7ii)88 A deacon of the crafts is killed by the
faction of the Hamiltons. 1771 SMOLLETT Humph. Cl. Wks.
1806 VI. 260 The council [of the Edinburgh magistracy] is

composed of deacons, one ofwhom is returned every year in

rotation, as representative of every company of artificers

or handicraftsmen. 1787 BURNS Brigs of Ayr 154 Ye
dainty Deacons, an* ye douce Conveeners. 1828 SCOTT
F. M. Perth xx, The presidents, or deacons, as they were

termed, of the working classes.

b. fig. A ' master
'
of his craft ;

a thoroughly
capable man.
1814 SCOTT Wav. xlvi, Yon man is not a deacon o' his

craft. iSai GALT Entail III. x, 98, I had got an inkling
o' the law frae my father, who was a deacon at a plea.

4. Freemasonry. Name of a particular inferior

office in a lodge : see quot.
1813 J. ASHE Masonic Manual

(1825) 227 The Deacons
are then named and invested ; upon which the new Master
addresses them as follows:' 'Brothers J. K., and L. M.,
I appoint you Deacons of this Lodge. It is your province
to attend on the Master, and to assist the Wardens in the
active duties of the lodge.'

f 5. A set of eucharistic garments for a deacon.

1534 in Peacock Engl. Ch. Furniture 201 A whole vest-

ment for a preist wl deacon and subdeacon of white damaske.

1552 Trans. Essex Arch. Soc. N.S. I. 14 Two chesables,
othr ways cawlyd deakyn and subdeaken. 1558 Wills $
Init. N. C. i. (Surtees 1835) 171 One Cope, a vestment and
a deacon all . . of red silk.

6. Comb., as deacon-seat (7. .$".), a long settee

in a log-cabin, cut from a single log.
1864 LOWELL Fireside Trav. 152 We sat down upon the

deacon-seat before the fire. 1889 FARMER Americanisms^
Deacon staf

t
a lumberer's camp term . . why so called is diffi-

cult to say.. unless, indeed, it is an allusion to the seats

round a pulpit, facing the congregation, reserved for

deacons.

Dea'COn, v. U.S. colloq. or slang, [f. prec. sb.]
1. trans, (usually to deacon off}. To read aloud

(a hymn) one or two lines at a time, the congrega-
tion singing the lines as soon as read, according to

the early practice of the Congregational Churches
of New England. Hencey?^.
1845 T. W. COIT Puritanism 232 The insult . . was given

by deaconing out, as the phrase goes, .the following verses
from the 52d Psalm. 1848 LOWELL Bigloiv P. Ser. i. ix,

Without you deacon offthe toon you want yourfolks should

sing. 1888 Heartsease 4- RM 166 Well he knew to

deacon-off a hymn. 1857 GOODRICH Remin. I. 77 (Bartlelt)
The chorister deaconed the first two lines.

2. To pack (fruit, etc.) with the finest specimens
on the top.
1866 LOWELL Biglow P. Introd., To deacon berries is to

put the largest atop. 1868 Miss ALCOTT Lit. Women xi.

(Farmer), The strawberries [were] not as ripe as they looked,

having been skilfully deaconed.

b. In various uses connoting unfair or dishonest

dealing or the like (cf. to doctor} : see quots.
1860 BARTLETT Diet. Amer., To deacon a calf is to knock

it in the head as soon as it is born. Connecticut. 1889
FARMER Americanisms, To deacon land* to filch land by
gradually extending one's fences or boundary lines into the
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highway or other common property. 1889 Century Diet.

,

Dfttco'ii to sophisticate ; adulterate ;

'

doctor
'

: as, to deacon
wine or other liquor, slang.
Dea*conal a., Dea*conate^., forms sometimes

used instead of the more correct DIACONAL, -ATK.

1890 Chicago Advance 7 Aug., Clerical hospitality . .

dfjaomal hospitality. M~*ScHAwr JStuyet, Relir.Ktunvl.
III. 2256 The subdeaconate [developed] from the deaconate.
1891 Daily Ntws a Feb. 5/7 After a meeting of the
deaconate.

Deaconess vd/'kones). Forms: 6 decon-,
diacon-, 6-7 deaconisse, 7 diacon-, deacon-
ness, 8- deaconess, [f. DEACON + -ESS, formed
after med.L. diaconissa* fern, of diaconus 1

. cf. F.

diaconisse ,14-1 8th c.), now usually diacontssc^\
1. Eccl. a. The name of an order of women in

the early church,
' who appear to have undertaken

duties in reference to their own sex analogous to

those performed by the deacons among men
'

(Diet.
Chr. Antiq.}. b. Also, in some modern churches,
of an order of women having functions parallel to

those of the deacons in the same, or intermediate
between these and those of the women in sense 3.
a 15*6 TINDALK Wks. 250 fR.) Phebe the deaconisse of the

church of Cenchrts. 1561 T. NORTON Calvin*s Inst. iv. 89
There were created deaconisses, not to delite God with
singing and wyth mumbling not vnderstanded . . but that

they should execute publike ministration towarde the poore.
1685 UAXTER I'araphr. N. T. i Tim. iii. 11 The Deacon-
nesses that then were appointed to some Care of Women,
which Men were less fit for. 1709 J. JOHNSON CUrgym,Vade Af. n. 100 The office of Deaconesses was . . especially
to attend women in the Baptistery, undressing and messing
them again. 1847 MASKELL Mon. Kit. III. p. xcv. note,
The deaconesses of the primitive ages . . their functions

being . . limited to the performance of mere secular duties,
such as visiting the sick, and catechizing women. 1885
Catholic Diet. s. v. ( [Deaconesses] were employed in assist-

ing at the baptism of women.. In the tenth century the
office was extinct in the West. .At Constantinople the office

survived till 1190.
1617 F. JOHNSON Plea xx. 317 To the Elders, .that rule

the Church ; and to the Deacons and Deaconesses that serve
and minister therein, n 1657 W. BRADFORD New Eng. Mem.
355 They had.. one ancient widow for a deaconess. .She
usually sat.. in the congregation with a little birchen rod
in her hand, and kept little children in great awe from dis-

turbing the congregation. She did frequently visit the sick
and weak, and especially women. 1891 Bk. Ch. c/Scotl. ^3Women who being able to make Christian work the chief

object oftheir lives. . having passed through two years' train-

ing and service in connection with our Homes in Edinburgh
or Glasgow, may apply to be set apart as Deaconesses by
their kirk-sessions ana presbyteries, and will then.. be ex*

pected to go to any part of Scotland where they may be
required, there to work under the supervision of minister
and kirk-session. 1893 British Weekly 30 Nov. 88/2 Miss
Hargreave was a deaconess of Carr's Lane Church, and has
been of great service in many ways.
2. The name taken by certain Protestant orders

of women with aims similar to those of Sisters

of Mercy.
1867 LADY HERBERT 'Cradle L. HI. 102 The Kaiserswerth

Deaconesses . . have a school, hospital, and dispensary near
the English Protestant Church. 1871 Daily News 4 Nov.,

Training Hospital, Tottenham.
3. nonet-use. A deacon's wife.

1858 O. W. HOLMESA nt.Breakf..f. (1883)221 Deacon and
deaconess dropped away.
4. Comb.
1884 Pall Mall G. 10 Sept. a/i A deaconess-house was

opened. 1803 Ch. Times 27 Jan. 81/1 The deaconess-widows,
and the widows of the higher clergy.

t Dea'conhead. 06s. [-HEAD.] = next.
c 1400 Apol. Loll. 32 J>e minstri of presthed, & of dekunhed.

1656 Burgh Rec. in J. Irving Hist. Dumbartonskire (1860)
534 The crafts of the said burgh sould enjoy the lyke fredome
priviledge and deaconhead.

Deaconhood (dfkanhud). [-HOOD.]
1. The office of a deacon : sec DEACON sb. i b, 3.

1381 WVCLIF i Tint. Prol., The ordynaunce of byschop-
hood, and of the dekenehood. c 1449 PECOCK Kefir, in. ix.

332 Dekenhode was profitable to his clergie.
2. A body of deacons collectively.
In mod. Diets.

Deaconry (drkanri). [-RT.]
1. The office of a deacon ; deaconship, diaconate.

1483 Cath. Angl. 95 A Dekenry, diaconatns. 1560-1 Bk.
Discipline v., Prnnlege of //., Tutorie, Curatorie,
Deaconrie, or ony siclike. 1642 SIR E. DERING Sp. on

Relig. 133 S. Paul calleth his Apostleship but a Deaconry.
18*4 G. CHALMERS Caledonia III. v. 7. 474 An act annulling
that incorporation for having a deaconry.

b. A body of deacons collectively,
a 1679 T. GOODWIN Wks. IV. iv. t88 (R.) The deacons of

all those churches should make up a common deaconry.
2. R.C.Ch. The chapel and charitable institution

of a 'region
'

of Rome, in charge of a cardinal or

regionary deacon.

1670 G. H. Hist. Cardinals i. in. 67 The Chapels that

were ordinarily united to these Religious houses, being
called Deaconries. Ibid. \. in. 68 Deaconries, where the

Cardinals had their Residence, and, .were call'd Cardinal

Deacons, because of their residence in the Deaconry. 1751
CHAMBERS Cycl., Deaconry is also a name still reserved to

the chapels and oratories in Rome, under the direction of
the several deacons, in their respective regions.. To the

deaconries were annexed a sort of hospitals .. governed
by the regionary deacons, called cardinal deacons, 1855
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MILMAN Lat. Chr. (1864) II. in. vii. 117 The churches and
monasteries, the hospitals, deaconries or ecclesiastical
boards for the poor.

Deaconship (drkanfip). [-SHIP.] The office

or position of a deacon.

1565 HARDINI. in Jewel Def. Apol. (1611)85 The Priest-
hood & Deaconship. 1610 J. ROBINSON fust. Si-par. Church
Wks. 11.^64 The office of deacon-ship which Chtist hath
left by his apostles for the collection and distribution of
the Church's alms. 1615 WADSWORTH in Bedell Lett, 13
Priesthood is giuen by the deliuerie of the Patena . . and of
the Chalice . . Deaconship by the deliuerie of the booke of
the Gospels. 1681-6 J. SCOTT Chr.Life(\T^} III. 400 That
none shall be.. ordained an Elder, till after he had well

acquitted himself in the Deaconship. 1849-53 ROCK Ch. of
Fathers IV. 51 In due time the Subdcacon was raised to the
Deaconship.

t Dea'Ction. Obs. [ad. L. deaction-cm : DE-
I. 3-]
1656 BLOUNT Gfastogr., Deaction, a finishing or perfecting.

Dead (ded), a. (sb.,aJv.) Forms: 1-3 d6ad,
2-3 dted, (3 detcd , 2-7 ded, (4 deede, deid,
did, Ayt'nti. dyad, dyead), 4-6 deed, dede, 5
deydo, clyde, 6 dedde, 6-7 deade, (5- St. deid),
6- dead. [A common Teut. adj. ; orig. pplc. :

OE. alW-OFris. dad (\VFris., NFris. Jfad),
05. dSd, MDu. dot(d\ Dn. dood, MLG. dot, dSd,
LG. d6d, OHG., MHG. Itl (Ger. todt. tot}, ON.
dauSr (Sw., Da. dod~), Goth. daups :-OTeut.

*dau-do-z, pre-Teut. *dhau-ttrs, pa. pple. from vb.

stem dau- (prc-Teut. d/tau-}, preserved in ON. deyja
(:dau-jan) and in OS. doian, OHS. touwen, to

DIE. The suffix is -- L. -tus, Gr. -TOS, Skr. -tat.

The suffixal d in OTeut. 'daado-t, Eng. dead (pre-Teut.
*itkauto'***,*& opposed to the/ in iint<pn-z,d?iith I pre-Teut.
*dhatftns\ shows the influence of the position of the stress

accent on the Teutonic representation of original breath

mutes, as set forth in Vemer's Law.]
A. adj. I. Literally, and in senses directly con-

nected.
* Said ofthings that have been alive.

1. That has ceased to live ; deprived of life ; in

that state in which the vital functions and powers
have come to an end, and are incapable of being
restored : s. of men and animals.

Beowulf 939 pa wies Heregar dead min yldra macs.
c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. ix. 24 Nys bys mjeden dead, nu
O. E. Cnron. (Laud MS.) an. 1135 J>at ilc 5r warth pe
king ded. c 1205 LAY. 19229 Hire lauerd wes d.-ci! \c 1275
dead], a 1300 Cursor M. 6130 (Cott.) Na bus. .pat par ne
was ded [v.rr. deed, dede] man ligand. a 1400 Poems
Vemoti MS. 534 Better is a quik and an hoi hounde pen
a ded lyon. 1458 in Turner Dont. Arthit. III. 41 To drawe
a deed body out of a lake. 159* SHAKS. Rom. * Jitl. v. i.

6, I dreamt my Lady came and found me dead. 1606
Tr. ff Cr. iv. v. 251 Where thou will hit me dead. 1660
BOYLE New Exp. Phys. Mich. Digress. 360 The Bird . .

within about a minute more would be stark dead. 1711 DE
FOE Col. Jack (1840) 233 He was shot dead. 1795 BURKE
Corr. IV. 239 Dead men, in their written opinions, are
heard with patience. 1850 TENNYSON In Mem. Ixxiv. i As
sometimes in a dead man's face. .A likeness. .Comes out
to some one of his race.

b. of plants.

1381 WYCLIP Jude 12 Heruest trees with outen fruyt,
twies deede, drawun up bi the roote. 1521 FISHER li'ks.

(1876)326 As a deed stoke, a tree withouten lyfe. 1855 TEN-
NYSON Maud i. iii. 14, I . . found The shining daffodil dead .

C. of parts or organs of animals or plants.
ciooo ^ELFRIC Interrog. Signtntl/(Anglia VII. 30), Mid

3am deadum fellum. 1398 TRKVISA Barth. De f. K. xvl.

xciv. (1495) 586 Salte fretyth awaye deed flessh. 1484 CAXTON
JEsop v. x, He had kytte awey the dede braunches fro the
tre. 1561 EDEN Arte Nanig. Pref. P

jj
b, Vnsensate by

reason of dead fleshe. 1643 J. STEER tr. Exp. Ckyrurg. vii.

27 If. .the skin be burnt dead. 1787 C. B. TRYE in Mid.
Coinniun. II. 154 The absorbents will remove very little of
dead bone. 1811 SHELLEY AJonais xvi The young Spring
. . threw down Her kindling bud, as if she Autumn were,
Or they dead leaves.

d. Specifically used of that which has died of

itself, instead of being killed or cut down when

alive, as in dead shell (of a mollusc), deadwood, etc.

1877 Encycl. Brit. VI. 5^9 Dead shells appear in some
cases to be thus employed, but . . in most . . the [Hermit] crab
kills the mollusk in order to secure its shell.

U To be dead was anciently used in the sense ' to

die ', and later in that of ' to have died
'

; also =
' To die at the hands of anyone, to be put to death,
be killed

1

.

c looo.4fs. Gosp. Matt. xxii. 24 Gif hwa dead sy, & beam
na:bbe. c 1*05 LAY. 196 After ba feouroer )ere he was dead.

c 1340 Cursor Af. 14269 (Trin.) Alle that lyuen & trowen
me Deed shul bei neuer be. c 1386 CHAUCER rrol. 148 Score

weptc she if any of hem were deed. 1388 WYCLIP a Cor, v.

14 If oon died for alle, thanne alle weren deed [A
1

. I', then
all died]. (1557 Tottilft Mix. (Arb.) 169, 1 will be dead at

once To do my Lady good.]
138* WVCLIF Rom. v. 15 If thorw the gilt of oone many

ben deed [iir#ow)> : Kktm. & K. V. '

many died ']. 1591
SHAKS. Kcm. 4- jfr/i. v. iii. 310 Alas my liege, my wife is

dead to night. 1605 l.tarv. iii. 292 Your eldest Daughters
li.iue fore-done themselues, And desperately are dead, c 1676
LADY CHAWORTH in iaM Rep. Hist. flfSS. Comm. App. v.

34 I .ord Chesterlields lady is dead in her child-bed month.

1784 JOHNSON Lett. 11788) II. 373 Macbean, after three days
of illness, is dead of a suppression of urine. 1803 BFDDOES

xi. 75 note, \ heard . . that he was dead of scarlet

.

a 1300 Cursor >I. 6688 (Cott.) Qua smiles his thain wit
a wand, And he be deid vndcr his hand, c 1375 -V. Leg. i

DEAD.

Saints, A ndreai 8 For one be con bath ded bai were. 1460
CAFGRAVE Chrm. 265 Condempned to be ded a> a tretoure.
c 1477 CAXTON "Jason 10 How many men and. .women haue

n and ded by thy poysons.
2. licreft of sensation or vitality ; benumbed,

insensible, a. Of parts of the body. (Also/fp.)
Sec also DEAD PALSY.
<r na< . i' t r. A

1

. 112 A lutel ihurt i ben eie derueS more
!

ben de8 a muchel iSe hele : vor bet fleschs is dendure bere.

1398 TUKVISA llart/t. De P. K. iv. i. 1 1495) 77 Thynges that
be deed and dystroyed wyth colde. 1590 SFENSEH
l. vii. 21 The messenger of so unhappie ncwes Would faine
have dyde : dead was his hart within. 1607 Tin si n. Ser.
fr*tlli6i9l 593 'lliey

take Serpents in the Winter lime, when
they grow dead and stifle through cold. 1806 COLERIDGE
in Flagg Life W. Allston (1893) 77 My head felt like another
man's head; so dead was it [etc.]. 1893 }. HUTCHINSON
Archives Surg. No. 12 111.311 The liability to 'dead fingers '.

1H, I. 312 This pair of fingers on each hand had been liable
for at least two yean to become ' dead

'

in the morning after

washing.
b. Of persons: Dtathlike,insensib!c, in a swoon.

06s. Also of sleep, a.faint.
c 1369 CHAUCER Itethe Blataufa 127 She. .Wai wery, and

thus the ded slepe Fil on hir. 1598 FLORID, Stpetre, a dead
swoune, clecpe sleepe or drousie sicknes. 1610 SHAKS.
Temp. v. i. 230 We were dead of sleepe. 1610 BAEROUCH
Physick (1639) l. xx. 30 Coma.. may be called in English
dead sleep. 1666-7 Pervs Diary 7 Feb. (D.),'He was fallen
down all along upon the ground dead, .he did presently
come to himself. 1751 FIELDING Amelia ill. ix. (!>.), We
there beheld the most shocking sight in the world. Miss
Bath lying dead on the floor.. Miss Bath was at length
recovered. Mod. She fell on the floor in a dead faint.

3. As good as dead in respect to (something) ;

insensible to.

1340 Ayrnl'. 240 He ssel by dyead to be wordle, and libbe
to god. 1601 ? MARSTON Pasguil 4- Kalh. i. 307 You are
dead to nattue pleasures life. 1647 N. BACON Disc. Govt.

Eng. i. lix. (1739) 4 He that is in a Monastery is dead to
all worldly affairs. 17*6 SHELVOCKE I'oy. round WorId 324
Obstinate fellows who were dead to reason. 1813 SHELLEY

g.
Mob v. 33 Sensual, and vile ; Dead to all love. 1874

REEN Short Hist. viii. 550 Charles was equally dead to
the moderation and to the wisdom of this great Act of
Settlement.

b. Hence, As good as dead, in some particular

respect or capacity ; spec, in Lam, cut off from civil

rights and so legally reckoned as dead.

1710 POPE Let. to Cromwell 17 May, Dead in a poetical

Capacity, as a damn'd Author ; and dead in a civil Capacity,
as a useless Member ofthe Common-wealth. i8s8 WEBSTER,
Dead. . In law, cut off from the rights of a citizen . . as one
banished or becoming a monk is civilly dead. Blackstone.

4. Destitute of
spiritual

life or energy.
1381 WYCLJF Epk. it. I Whanne }e wercn deede in ^oure

giltis and synnes. 1534 TINIMLE i Tim. v. 6 She that

fiveth in pleasure, is deed even yet alive. 1651 HOBBES
Leviath. i. viii. 35 To have no Desire, is to be Dead. 1668
HOWE Bless. Righteous 11825) ^^ How often are men the

deader for all endeavours to quicken them. 1703 COWPRR
Staittas Yearly Bill of Mortality i, He lives, who lives to

God alone. And all are dead beside. 1884 J. PARKER
Apost. Life III. in There is no deader thing unburied. .in

many places,
than the professing Church of Christ.

6. fig. Of things (practices, feelings, etc.) : No
longer in existence, or in use; extinct, obsolete,

perished, past ; esp. of languages, no longer spoken.

(.See also DEAD LETTER.)
1591 SHAKS. Two Cent. n. vi. 28 My Lone to her is dead.

1641 J. JACKSON True Evang. T. i. 71 These.. are dead
tenets and opinions, tyii ADDISON Sped. No. 285 P 5 The
Works of Ancient Authors, which are written in dead

Languages. 1847 TENNYSON Print:. VIL 327 My doubts are

dead! 1861 BERESF. HOPE Eng. Cathettr. trjtfC. 167 The
lapse from vernacular to dead tongue services. 1884 ).
SIIARMAN Hist. Swearing vi. 102 Seeking to revive this

dead past.
** Said of things naturally tuithout life.

6. Not enduwcd with life ; inanimate.

1430 E . E. Wilts (1882) 85 Alle necessarijs longynge to

housold of dede store. 1534 MORE On the Pauion Wks.

1274/1 He made it haue abeyng, as hathe the dead stone.

1636 SANDERSON Serm. II. 57 Shooting sometimes at a
dead mark. 1718 ADDISON Nfect. Na 519 P6 There are

some living creatures which are raised but just
above dead

matter. 1857 H. MII.LKR Test. Rocks iit. 156 The long

ascending line from dead matter to man.

b. Applied rhetorically, emphasizing the inert

and negative qualities of mere matter.

(In the quol. there are also associations with branch III.)

cijfo WVCLIF U'kt. (18801 23 And bus besc rorae renneris

beren be kyngys gold out of oure lond, and bryngcn aaen

deed Iced, and heresie and symonyc and coddis curse.
**

Transferred applications of t/ie literal senses.

7. Composed of dead plants, or of dead wood, as

a Jead hedge orfence (opposed to quickset).

1563 Hvu..<4r/t7nn/i.(i593)7 A.. rude inclosure. .made
of. . bushes hauing no life, which wee name a dead hed^e.
1686 PLOT Stafforiish. 357 For a dead-fence, none, .better

. . than those heathy-turf walls. 1718 DOUGLAS in I'hil.

Trans. XXXV. 567 The Fences consist of what they call

dead Hedges, or Hurdles to keep out . . Cattle. 1805

FORSYTH Beasities Scot/. I. 524 A dead hedge is generally

placed on the top of the bank.

8. Of, pertaining or relating to a dead person,

animal, plant, etc., or to some one's death.

(In some cases not easily separated from the attributive

use in B. 6, or from dead, northern form of DEATH.)

1580 SIDNEY Arcadia n. 11674) 130 (D.) The tomb, which

they caused to be made for them wilh. .notable workman-

ship, to preserve their dead lives. 1595 SHAKS. John v. vn.

65 You breath these dead newes in as dead an eare. ifa
R. MATIIEW Vnl. Alex, i 89. 140 His water [was] shewn to

0*
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two Doctors, whose judgement was th.it it was a dead water ;

and. .he would die that night. 1712 J.JAMES tr. Le Blond's

Gardening 173 It is more difficult to make Plants grow in

Gaps and dead Places, than in a new Spot. 1791 W. COOMBE
Devil npon Two Sticks (1817) IV. 182 It is what the medical

people call a dead case, .a consultation, .to discover the dis-

order of which their patient died. 1846 J. BAXTER Libr.

Pract. Agric.(z<\.4) I. 399 (Hop-grounng} When a dead hill

occurs in a garden . . the following is the quickest mode of

replacing it.

t 9. Causing death, deadly, mortal. Obs.

1400 Dcstr. Troy 1339 In a ded hate. Ibid, 11017

Pyrrus..come .. pat doghty to dere with a dede stroke.

1606 Choice, Chance, $c. (1881) 72 Beares a dead wound but

as a little stripe. 1611 SHAKS. IVint. T, iv, iv. 445 Thou
Churle, for this time (Though full of our displeasure) yet we
free thee From the dead blow of it.

10. Devoid of 'life* or living organisms; hence,

barren, infertile, yielding nothing. (Cf. B. 4.)

1577 B. GOOGE Heresbach's Hush. (1586) i. 21 b (iitarg.\

Though the land be as riche as may be, yet yf you goe any
deapth, you shall have it barren \margin Dead mould].

1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk fy Selv. 186 You cannot dig many
spades in mold or growthsom earth, before you come at

a dead soyl. 1747 HOOSON Miner s Diet, G ij b, Dead [is]

where there is no Ore. .Deads are the Gear or Work got in

such dead Places. 1806 FORSYTH Beauties Scot I, IV. 57
A rich friable clay on a bottom of dead sand. 1820 SCORESBY
Ace. Arct. Reg. II. 211 The parallel of 77 to 77$ is con-
sidered a 'dead latitude' by the fishers, but occasionally it

affords whales. 1874 KNIGHT Diet. Meek., Dead-ground
(Mining), a body of non-metalliferous rock dividing a vein,
which passes on each side of it.

II. Deprived of or wanting some '

vital
'

or

characteristic physical quality.
11. Without fire, flame, or glow; extinguished,

extinct. (Opposed to five, as in live coal.)

1340 Ayenb. 205 A quic col bermnde ope ane hyeape of

dyade coles. xo PALSGR. 212/2 Deed cole, charbon. z6n
SHAKS. IVint. T. v. i. 68 Starres, Starres, And all eyes else,
dead coales. 1639 HORN & ROB. Gate Lang. Unl. v. 46
Wood burning is called a fire-brand; being quenched.,
a dead brand. 1833 H. COLERIDGE Sonn, xviii, The crack-

ling embers on the hearth are dead. 1884 Illnst. Land,
News 19 Jan. 66/3 Putting his dead cigar in his mouth and
puffing as though it had been alight.

12. Having lost its active quality or virtue.

a. Of drink, etc. : That has lost its sharpness,
taste, or flavour ; flat, vapid, insipid. ? Obs.

1552 HULOET, Dead, pale, or vinewed to be, as wyne
which hath lost his verdure, mnceo, 1580 BAKET Alv. D
132 Dead and vnsauorie salt. 1596 NASHE Saffron IValden

115 A cup of dead beere, that had stood pawling by him in

a pot three dayes. 1607 TOPSELI. Four-f. Beasts (1673) 430
If . . it [Musk] lose the savour and be dead. 1664 EVELYN
Pomona Advt., It will not ferment at all, and then the Cider
will be dead, flat, and soure. 1747 WESLEY Prim. Physic
(1765) 68 Dip a soft Rag in dead small Beer.

b. Dead lime : opposed to quick-lime ; dead

steam, exhausted steam.

1831 Meek. Mat*. XVI. 79 In certain circumstances
carbonate of lime is changed by burning into lime which
does not heat with water, and which is called dead lime.

1874 KNIGHT Diet. Mech.^ Dead steam.

13. Without colour or brightness: *fa. Of the

countenance, etc. : Deadly pale, wan. Obs.
c 1386 CHAUCER Doctors T. 209 With a face deed as aisshen

colde. '1430 LVDG. Bochas in. xx. 91!}, With pale and
dead visage. 1500-20 DUNBAR Tna Mariit Wemen 420,
I drup with a ded luke, in my dule habit. 1567 R. EDWAROS
Damon fy Pithias in Hazl. Dodsley IV. 98 Why is thy
colour so dead? 1604 SHAKS. Otk. n. iii. 177 Honest lago,
that lookes dead with greeuing. 1668 DRYDEN Maiden
Queen n.

i,
The dead colour of her face.

b. Of colour, etc. : Without brightness, dull,
lustreless. (See also DEAD COLOUR. }

1640 PARKINSON Theat. Bot, 483 Such like flowers, but of
a udder or deader colour. 1720 DE FOE Cfipt. Singleton
viii. (1840) 138 A thick moss . . of a blackish dead colour.

1805-17 R. JAMESON Char. A/ in, 50 The principal colours are
divided into two series, .bright colours, [and] dead colours;
red, green, blue, and yellow belong to the first ; and white,
grey, black, and brown, to the second. 1855 BRIMLEY Ess.

58 The deader green of ordinary foliage. 1874 KNIGHT
Diet. Meek., Dead-gold, the unburnished surface of gold or

gold-leaf. .Parts of
objects are frequently left unburnished

as a foil to the. .burnished portions. 1883 J. MILLINGTON
Are tue to read backwards ? 93 Paper of a brown or yellow
tint, with a dead or non-reflecting surface.

14. Of sound: Without resonance, dull, muffled.
ci530 LD. BERNERS Arth. Lyt. Bryt. (1814) 289 The lady

called them again, but. .very softely, for it was with a dead
voice. 1580 BARET Ah). D 131 Ones voice, .neither dead in

sowne, nor ouer shrill. 1660 BOYLE NeiuExp. Phys, Mcch.
xxvil. 209 The Bell seem'd to sound more dead. 1675 WOOD
Lf/e(Qx(. Hist. Soc.) II. 332 They being so cast, severall
were found to be ugly dead bells. 1713 F. T. Shorthand 5
The sound of D being like a flat dead T. 1783 BLAGDEN in
Phil. Trans. LXXIII. 332 A solid, .metallic mass, .yielding
a dull dead sound like that metal [lead]. 1847 MRS. SHER-
WOOD Fairchild Fam. III. viii. no A dead sound of some
heavy, though soft body, in the. .act of falling.

15. Not fulfilling the normal and ostensible pur-
pose. (See also dead-door (in D. 2), DEAD-EYE,
DEAD-LIGHT i, DEAD WELL a.)
1806 FORSYTH Beauties Scotl. IV. 381 A . . bridge . . over

the water of Bervie, the dead arches of which have been
fitted up as a town-hall. 1874 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. % Dead
..2. False; as of imitation doors and windows, put in as
architectural devices to balance parts.

III. Without animation, vigour, or activity ;

inactive, quiet, dull.

16. Without vigour or animation, lifeless.
a 1000 Seafarer 65 (Bosw.l Me hatran sind Drynines

dreamas Sonne &is deade lif. c 4 HOCCLEVE Learn to Die
714 Where is your help now, where is your chiertee?. .al as

deed is as a stoon? i0pToH8OHCaftw,fnm, Tim. 691/1
To shewe that wee are Gods true seruants we must not go to

work with a dead hand (as the prouerb is*. 1646 H. LAW-
RENCE Comm. Angells 167 Patience without hope is the
deadest thing in the world, c 1665 MRS. HUTCHINSON Man.
Col. Hntchinson 24 Or can be gathered from a bare dtad

description, a 1719 ADDISON (J.
1

,
How cold and dead does

a prayer appear, .when it is not heightened by solemnity of

phrase from the sacred writings. 1856 EMERSON Eng. Traits,
Race Wks. (Bohn) II. 22 Active intellect and dead con-
servatism.

17. Without active force or practical effect
;
in-

effectual, inoperative. (See also DEAD LETTER i.)
c 1380 WYCLIF \Vks. (1880)22 $if it be ded feibasfendishan.

c 1400 Apol, LolL 3 Seynt Jam seib, FeiJ> wi*p outun werkis
is deed. 1548 in Vicarys^ Anat. (1888) App. iii. 133 Good
and necessarye ordres ..with-out the which, all lawes and
ordenaunces . . ar butt baryn, ded, and vayne. 1647 N.
BACON Disc. Gc?>t. Eng. i. xvi, Nor was this a dead word ;

for the people had formerly a trick of deposing their Kings.
1842 J. H. NEWMAN Par. Serm. VI, xii. 179 To have been
so earnest for a dead ordinance.

18. Characterized by absence of physical activity,

motion, or sound; profoundly quiet or still.

(Cf. B. 2.)

1548 HALL Chron. 107 In the dedde tyme of the night.

1573 G. HARVEY Letter-bk. (Camden) 12 It was in the
deadist time of winter. 1603 SHAKS. Meas.forM. iv. ii. 67
'Tis now dead midnight, a 1610 KNOLLES (J.), They came
in the dead winter to

Aleppo. 1863 KINGLAKE Crimea
(1876) I, xiv. 294 The dead hours of the night.

lU. Without alertness or briskness, inert.

1884 St. 'James'
1

s Gaz. 4 Apr, 6/1 His recovery [in rowing]
is dead, but his work strong.

20. Without commercial, social, or intellectual

activity; inactive, dull. (Of places, seasons, trade,

etc.).

1581 RICHE Farewell (Shaks. Soc.) n TrarHque is so dead
by meanes of thes foraine broiles, that [etc.]. 1615 STEPHENS
Satyr. Ess. (ed. 2) 193 As much leasure . . in the most busie

Terme, as in the deadest Vacation. 1665 Snrv. Aff. NetherI.

25 Complaints against dead Trade. 1676 TEMPLE Let. to

Sir W. Godolphin Wks. 1731 II. 395 This Place is now as
dead as I have seen any great Town. 1758 JOHNSON Idler
No. 55 F 10 Some [publishers] never had known such a dead
time. 1774 FOOTE Cozeners H, Wks. 1799 II. 161 The town
is thin, and business begins to grow dead. 1883 FROUDE in

Mrs. Carlyle's Lett. I. 59 It was the dead season ; but
there were a few persons still in London.

b. Of capital or stock : Lying commercially
inactive or unemployed, unproductive.
1570-1 GRESHAM Let. 7 Mar. in Burgon Life II. 421 There

Is yet in the Towre xxv or xxx M //. in Spannyshe monney ;

which is great pity should lye there dead and put to no use.

16*3 MALYNES Anc. Laiv-Merck. 325 They will not keep
it by them as a dead stocke . . they must imploy it in trade.

1691 LOCKE Lower. Interest 7 That so none of the money . .

may lie dead. 1708 Land. Gaz. No. 4410/6 A considerable

quantity of Arms and Ammunition, which were the dead
Stock of the African Company. 1729 FRANKLIN Ess. Wks.
(1840) II. 267 The money, which otherwise would have lain

dead in their hands, is made to circulate again. 1813 SIR S.

KOMILLY in Examiner 15 Feb. 101/2 A fund, out of which

part of this salary was proposed to be paid, was the Dead
Fund) amounting to qoool. 1818 JAS. MILL Brit. India
I. i. iii. 44 The dead stock, as it is technically called.

C. Of goods : Lying unsold, unsaleable, for

which there is no market.

1669-70 DRYDEN Tyrannic Love v. i, And all your goods
lie dead upon your hands. 1681 R. KNOX Hist. Ceylon in

Arb. Garner I. 390 And now caps were become a very dead

commodity. 1879 HIBBS in CasselFs Techn, Educ. IV. 263/2
A large quantity of finished articles lying as dead stock in

the market.

21. Of a ball in a game : Inactive (for the time

being), out of play.
1658 OSBORN Adv. Son (1673) 104 A place that seems

equally inclined to different Opinions, I would advise to

count it as Bowlers do, for dead to the present understand-

ing. 1828 Boy's Own Bk.J)aversions (ed. 2) 55 If any player
shall stop the ball intentionally, .it shall then be considered
dead. 1844 Laws of Cricket xxxiii, If any fieldsman stop
the ball with his hat, the ball shall be considered dead.
1868 W. J. WHITMORE Croqitet Tact. 9 The term 'dead*
ball is borrowed from cricket, and means the ball which,
having just been played, has nothing actively to do for one
turn.

IV. Without motion (relatively or absolutely^.
22. Of water, air, etc. : Without motion or cur-

rent ; still, standing. (See also DEAD WATER.)
a looo Gnomica (Exon.) 79 (Gr.) Deop deada waej dyrne bi5

lengest, a 1552 LELAND Collect. 11774) II. 546 The Water of
Forth beyond Banokesburne, a deade depe Water. 1601
HOLLAND Pliny (1634) I. 55 The dead and slow riuer Araris.

1653 WALTON A nglergi As he [theTrout] growes stronger, he
gets from the dead, still water, into the sharp streames and
the gravel. 1861 HUGHES Torn Brown dtf<Zr/Cxxxvi.(i88)
357 The wind had fallen dead. 1867 BAKER Nile Trio. ii.

32 The banks, .had evidently been overflowed during floods,
but at the present time the river was dead.

b. Mining. Having no current of air, unventi-
lated.

1867 W. W. SMITH Coat $ Coal-mining ij It would leave
the mass of the openings inside of the working

' bords
'

dead
or stagnant.
23. Said of parts of machines or apparatus which
do not themselves rotate or move. (Cf. also dead-

rope (in D. 2), DEAD-CENTRE 2, -LINE i.)

1807 GREGORY Mechanics II. 474 One of these pulleys
called the dead pulley is fixed to the axis and turns with it.

1874 KNIGHT Diet. Meek., Dead.. 3. Motionless; as the
dead spindle of a lathe, which does not rotate.

se senses arise out of several of the preceding (cf. 18,
) ; and in some cases there is a blending of two or

24. Characterized by complete and abrupt cessa-

tion of motion, action, or speech : as a dead stop, a
sudden complete stop.
1647 WARD Simp. Coblcr 19 Others . . are at a dead stand.

1765 STERNE Tr. Shandy VII. xliii, My mule made a dead
point. 1775 MAD. D'A RELAY Early Diary-,

Lett. Dr.
Bnrney Alar., My poor book at a dead stop now. 1853
LVTTON My Navel \. xi, There was a dead pause. 1861
DICKENS Gt. Expect, ix, The answer spoilt his joke, and
brought him to a dead stop.

b. Characterized by abrupt stoppage of motion
without recoil

;
cf. DEAD BKAT j<M

1761 HIRST in Phil. Trans. LI I. 396 It did not stop in

winding up, and scaped dead seconds. 1768 tr. /'. Le 2toy'sA ttcwptsforfinding Longitude 29 [The escapement] of my
watches is a dead one. 1874 KNIGHT Diet. Aleck., Dead-
stroke hammer, a power-hammer which delivers its blow
without being affected by the recoil of the shaft.

V. Unrelieved, unbroken
; absolute ; complete ;

utmost.
Thes<

22, 24) ;

more notions.

25. Of a wall, level, etc. : Unbroken, unrelieved

by breaks or interruptions ; absolutely uniform and
continuous.
In dead tez>el there is at once the sense '

unrelieved, un-

varied, monotonous
',
and that of '

having no fall or inclina-
tion in any direction, absolute '.

1597 BACON Cottiers Good <$ Evil (Arb.i 143 It seemeth . .

a shorter distance . . if it be all dead and continued, then if

it haue trees or buildings or any other markes whereby the

eye may deuide it. 1670 DRYDEN Cong. Granada ii. in. i,

By the dead wall, you, Abdelmelech, wind. 1742 POPE
Dutic. iv. 268 We bring to one dead level every mind. 1860
TYNDALL Glac* i. xxii. 153, I become more weary upon
a dead level . . than on a steep mountain side. 1868 YATRS
Rock Ahead 11. i, On every hoarding and dead-wall. 1887
LOWELL Democr. 19 To reduce all mankind to a dead level
of mediocrity.

fb. Flat. Obs.
1782 Specif. Conivay's Patent No. 1310. 2 The oven, .has

a dead or flat hearth.

26. Of calm or silence : Profound, deep (passing
into the sense of '

complete, absolute ': from 18).
1673 LD. SHAFTSBURY in Coll. ofPoems 248 That we may

not be tossed with boisterous Winds, nor overtaken by
a sudden dead Calm. 1783 BLAGDEN in Phil. Trans.
LXXIII. 354 A dead silence on the subject seems to have
prevailed. 1839 T, BEALE Sperm Whale 205 There was
a ' dead calm

'

. . not a breath of wind stirring. 1847 TENNY-
SON Princ. iv. 371 We heard In the dead hush the papers
that she held Rustle.

27. Said of the lowest or stillest state of the tide,
as dead low water, dead neap : cf. 31.
1561 [see DEAD-WATER 3]. 1589 GREENE Menaphon (Arb.)

29 The Ocean at his deadest ebbe returns to a full tide. 1626
CAPT. SMITH Accid. Yng. Seamen 17 A lowe water, a dead
lowewater. a 1641 SPELMAN Hist. Sacrilege (1698) 285
Such a dead Neipe (as they call it) as no Man living was
known to have seen the like, the Sea fell so far back from the
Land at Hunstanton, 1679 DRYDEN Troil. * Cr. Pref., At
high-flood of passion, even in the dead ebb, and lowest
water-mark of the scene. 1724 Lond. Gaz, No. 6290/3 At dead
Low-Water upon a Spring Tide. 1809 RENNELL in Phil.
Trans. XCIX. 403 note, The. .accident happened at dead
neaps. 1857 LIVINGSTONE Trav. xxxii. 669, I crossed it at

dead low-water.

28. In deadpull, dead strain, applied to the ab-
solute or utmost exertion of strength to move an
inert or resisting body ; sheer ; also to such tension

exerted without producing motion. See also DEAD-
LIFT.
1812-6 PLAYFAIR Nat. Phil. (1819) I. 109 The weight

which the animal exerting itself to the utmost, or at a dead
Pull* is

just
able to overcome. 1855 BAIN Senses <$ Int. H.

ii. 12 This power taking the form of movement as dis-

tinct from dead strain. 1857 WHEWELL Hist. Induct. Sc.
I. 73 We may have pressure without motion, or dead pull
. . as at the critical instant when two nicely-matcned
wrestlers are balanced by the exertion of the utmost strength
of each. 1890 B. L. GILDERSI.EEVE Ess. <$ Stud. 64 There
are things that must be learned by a dead pull.

29. Pressing with its full or unrelieved weight
like an inanimate or inert body : see DEAD-WEIGHT.
1781 COWPER Truth 354 But royalty, nobility, and state,

Are such a dead, preponderating weight.

30. Said of a charge, expense, loss : Unrelieved,

absolute, complete, utter ; also, of outlay, Unpro-
ductive, without returns. Dead rent : a fixed rent

which remains as a constant and unvarying charge

upon a mining concession, etc.

a 1715 BURNET Own Time (1823) I. 452 The intrinsic

wealth of the nation was very high when it could answer
such a dead charge. 1757 Jos. HARRIS Coins 79 The defi-

ciency upon the coins is so much dead loss to the public.

1796 BURKE Regie. Peace i. Wks. VIII. 152 It required
a dead expence of three Millions sterling. 1825 SCOTT Let.

25 May in Lockhart, I am a sharer to the extent of^1500
on a railroad which will, .double the rent, .but is dead out-

lay in the mean time. 1826 CORBETT Rur. Rides (1885) II.

7 Those colonies are a dead expense to us without a possi-

bility of their ever being of any use. 1893 SIR J. W. CHITTY
in Law Times Re/>. LXVIII. 428/2 The royalty reserved

was fourpence a ton. .the dead rent was 3o/. a year.

81. Absolute, complete, entire, thorough, down-

right. [Arising out of various earlier senses.]
1660 SHARROCK Vegetables 20 Till the seed . . be come to

a full and dead ripenesse. 1766 GOLDSM. Vie. If-', xii, I had
them a dead bargain. 1805 SCOTT Let. to J. Ballantyne
12 Apr., This is a dead secret. 1878 Print, I'rades JrnL



DEAD. 59 DEAD.

No. ^5. 15 We know lo a dead certainty thai [etc.]. 1883

Century Mag, XXV. 372/2, I am in dead earnest.

b. Quite certain, sure, unerring. (Cf. dead (er-

tainty in prec. sense.) Dead shot^ one whose aim

is certain death ; so dead on the bird.

a 1592 < iiuvUNK y<is. /K, in. i. 203, i, I am dead at a pocket
sir.. I can-.picke a purse as soone as any theefe in my
countrie. 1681 CIIETHAM Angler's \'atie*m. x. $4 116891 104
It's a dead Halt for a Trout. 1776 F. MARIOS in Harper's
Mag. Sept. (1883) 547/2 It was so dead a shot they none of

them said a word. i86 Miss MITI-OKU Village Ser. n.

(1863) 330 A silent, stupid, and respectable country gentle-

man, a dead vote on one side of the House. 1848 THACKERAY
Bk. Snobs vli, He is a dead hand at piquet. 1853 DICKKNS
Bleak Ho. xxvi, With a gun in his hand, with much the air

of a dead shot. 1874 DASENT Half a Life II. 227 Those
who do so. .are almost always dead plucks.

C. Exact.
Mod. Iron bars cut to a dead length are charged a little

more.

d. Direct, straight. /)oz</z0fW(Naut.) : a wind

directly opposed to the ship's course. (Cf. C. 3.)
1881 Daily Tel. 28 Jan.. It was a dead head-wind. 1888

Harper's Mag. July 184 Keeping the sight of my rifle in

a dead line for Gobo's ribs.

VI. 32. Phrases,

in literal sense).

a. Dead and gone (usually

1483 Monk ofEvesham iArb.> 62 He fownde me ded and

gonne. i5i3SKELTON<7<zr/. Laurelmy Qt one Adatne all a

knave, dede and gone. x6oa SHAKS. Ham, iv. v. 29 He is

dead and gone Lady, he is dead and gone. 1737 POPE Hor.
Epist. n. i 34 Advocates for folly dead ana gone. 1840
DICKENS Barn. Ritdqe xix, When she was dead and gone,

perhaps they would be sorry for it.

b. Dead as a door-nail* dead as a herring: com-

pletely or certainly dead.
c 1350 Will. Palertie 628 For but ich haue bole of mi bale

I am ded as dorenail. 136* LANGL. P. PI. A. i. 161 Fey
withouten fait is febelore ben 1101131, And ded as a dore-nayf.

1593 SHAKS. a Hen. I'f, iv. x. 42 If 1 doe not leaue you all

as dead as a doore naile. [1598 SHAKS. Merry W. n. iii.

12 By gar.de herring is no dead, so as I vill kill him.] 1664
BUTLER Hud. n. iii. 1148 Hudibras, to all appearing,
Believ'd him to be dead as Herring. 1680 OTWAY Cains
Marius 57 As dead as a Herring, Stock-fish, or Door-nail.

1856 READE Nmert&o late Ix, Ugh 1 what, is he, is he Dead
as a herring. 1884 Pall Mall G. 29 May 5/2 The Congo
treaty may now be regarded as being as dead as a doornail.

o. Dead horse : see HOUSE.
d. 71? waitfor dead merfs shoes : see SHOE,

H The compar. deader and superl. deadest are in

use where the sen^e permits ; chiefly in transf. and

fig. senses (e.g. 4, 16, above).
B. s&l (or absol.)

1. a. sing. One who is dead, a dead person.

Formerly with a, and with possessive dead's (dedes,

dedis}. b. pi. The dead.
i 1 175 Lamb. Horn. 5 1 Al swa me dea5 bi be deade. c 1340

Cursor M. 18043 (Tnn.) pat dede [Lazarus] from de|> to lif

he dijt. 1340 Ayenb. 258 Huanne me yzijj* here ane byrie
bet is tokne bet ber is wybine a dyad. 1465 Paston Lett.

No. 510 II. 202 Tochyng the savacyon of the
dedys gode.

1519 S. FISH Supplic. Beggers 2 Or elles they will accuse
thededes frendes. 1601 SHAKS. Jut. C. ill. ii. 131, I rather

choose To wrong the dead . . Then I will wrong such
Honourable men. 1691 tr. Emiliattne's Frauds Rom.
Monks 32 The Dead, raising himself the third and last

time. 1850 TENNYSON In Mem. Ixxxv, So hold I commerce
with the dead ; Or so methinks the dead would say.
c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. viii. 22 And Iset deade bcbyrigean

hyra deadan . c isoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 23 To demen be quike
and be deade. 1426 AUDELAY Poems 7 Vysyte the seke . . And
ben* the ded. 1661 COWLEY Disc. Govt. O. Cnunotll, The
Monuments of the Dead. 1776 ADAM SMITH W, N. v. ii.

(1869) II. 453 The transference of . . property from the dead
to the living. 1842 TENNYSON Two Voices Ixix, Nor canst
thou show the dead are dead.

c. From the dead [orig. tr. Lat. a mortuis, Gr.

tK vtitpuv, diro rtav vficpuiv in N. T.] : from among
those that are dead ; hence nearly

= from death.

C95o Lindirf. Gasp. John ii. 22 MioSy uutudlice arise5
from deadum. 1340 Ayenb. 263 pane bridde day a-ros uram
be dyade. 1557

N. T. (Genev} Rom. xi. 15 What shal the

receauing of them be, but lyfe from the dead ? 165*
GATAKER Antinom. 5 His rising from the ded. 1728 DK
FOE Col. 'jack (1840) 299 This was a kind of life from the
dead to us both. x86a TROLLOPE Orley F. xiii, Her voice
sounded. .like a voice from the dead.

2. =Dead period, season, or stage. Dead ofnight,
of winter: the time of intensest stillness, darkness,

cold, etc.
;
= '

depth
'

(of winter). ) Dead of neap,
the extreme stage of neap tide. (Cf. A. 18, 37.)

1548 HALL Ckron. 109 b, In the dedde of the night . . he
brake up his campe and fled. 1583 STANYHUBST &neis iv.

_ r 4 My . .,

winter. 1793 SMEATON Edystone L. 266 At dead of neap,
when the tides run less rapid. 1807-8 W. IRVING Salmag.
xx. (1860) 452 In the dead of winter, when nature is without

charm. 1840 MACAULAY dive (1867) 25 At dead of night,
Clive marched out of the fort.

f3. = DEAD HEAT. 06s.

1635 QUARLES Kmbl. x. lD.), Mammon well follow'd, Cupid
bravely led ; Both touchers ; equal fortune makes a dead.

4. Mining. Deads : earth or rock containing no

ore (see A. 10) ; esp. as thrown out or heaped to-

gether in the course of working.
1653 MANLOVE RhyinedChrott. 271 Deads, Meers, Groves.

1671 1'Iiil. Trans. VI. 2102 By Deads here are meant,
that part of the Shelf which contains no metal. 1757

. :'/. 1- ',<.} Noise, .a* if a cuddle had broke, and
the deads were set a running \note, LOOM rubbish ;inrl

broken stones of the mine). 1851 K.INCSI.KY Yeast xiii. (I > ),

A great furze-en fl, full of deads ^th<iose are the earth-heaps V. 190 My "dcad-A gi

they throw out of the shafl.s).

t6. U. .Y. college slang. A complete failure in
' recitation '. Obs.
n 1856 Harvard Kef. 378 in B. H. Hall College W,ls. I,-- -of hU ig-

connected
Customs, One must stand up in the singleness of his ig-
norance to understand all the mysterious feelings connected
with a dead. 1857 llarvnrd Mag. Oct. 332, I had made
a dead that day, and my Tutor's rebuke 'had touched my
pride.

U 6. The absolute sense is also used attrib., as in

dead money, money paid for saying masses for the

dead ; ileatl list, list of the dead, etc. See various

examples under D. i, 3.

Grammatically, these pass back again into the adjective
uses in A, from which, m some cases, they are not easy to

separate, as dead meat, the flesh of slaughtered animals, or
flesh which is itself dead (in sense i) ; dead wool, the wool of
dead or slaughtered sheep.

1476 Churchiv. Ace. Croscombe {Somerset Rec. Sffc.) 5
There U left of the ded money, .xlvi' j '. 1693 LUTTRELL
Brief Ktl. (1857) II. 544 Some .. in the dead list were
not killed, but made prisoners, a 1845 MRS. BRAY Narltigk
xlii. (1884) 304 Examined into by the 'dead jury', for so
was an inquest termed, at the date of our tale. 1851 MAY-
HKW Lond. Lalwur I. 177 'Dead salesmen '.. that is, the
market salesmen of the meat sent . . ready slaughtered. 1867
SMYTH Sailor's Word.bk. s.v., Persons dying on board, .are

cleared from the ship's books by a dead-ticket, which must
be filled up in a similar manner to the sick-ticket. 1880
Victorian Rev. Feb. 664 Unlimited supplies of dead beef
available for export from the United States.

C. adv.

1. In a manner, or to a degree, characteristic of or

suggesting death ; with extreme inactivity, stillness,

etc.; utterly, profoundly, absolutely (as dead asleep,
dead calnf) ; to extremity,

'
to death

'

(as dcait run,
dead tired}. Cf. also dead sick (in D. a), DEAD
DHUNK, etc.

Often connected with the qualified word by a hyphen, and
thus passing into combinations.

[1393 GOWER Conf. III. 259 Wherof she swouned in his

honde, And as who saith lay dede oppressed.] 1596 R.
UINCHE] Diella (1877) 61 Leaden-footed gnefe, Who
neuer goes but with a dead-slowe pace, a 1631 LAUD
Serm. (1847) 125 Elias bid them cry louder ; their God was
'

asleep
'

. . Yes, dead asleep. 1637 RUTHERFORD Lett. (1862)
I. 267 Deferred hopes need not make me dead-sweir (as we
used to say). 1717 BRADLEY J-'am. Diet. s.v. Hart, Dead
run deer have upon occasion taken very great leaps. 1818
KEATS Endym. i. 405 As dead-still as a marble man. 1840
R. H. DANA Kef. Mast x. 24 In a few minutes it fell dead
calm. 1841 MRS. CARLYLE Lett. I. 157 For all so dead-

weary as I lay down. Ibid. I. 160 Whether I fainted, or

suddenly fell dead-asleep. 1861 HUGHES Tom Brown at

Oxford vi. 1 1889) 51 To drive into Farringdon. .both horses
dead done up. 1881 Times 25 July 4/5 Her engines were

going dead slow.

b. With absolute or abrupt cessation of motion

(or speech). (Cf. A. 24.)
1856 WHYTE MELVILLE Kate Cffv., My companion stopped

dead short and concealed her blushes in a glass ofchampagne.
1865 DICKENS Mitt. Fr. ii. iv, He stopped dead.

c. With the full weight of an inert body. (Cf.

A. 29.)
l8 J. C. WILCOCKS Sea Fislierman 83 What is this on

my line which hauls as dead as if I had hooked a weed T

2. Hence more generally : Utterly, entirely, abso-

lutely, quite. (Cf. A. 31.)
1589 NASHE AlmondforParrat 5 b, Oh he isoldedogge at

expounding, and deade sure at a Catechisme. 1741 RICHARD-
SON Pamela (1824 1 1. 62 A dead-spiteful, grey, goggling eye.
i8a6 DISKAKLI Vtv. Grey i. v, He cut the Doctor quite dead

to-day. 1857 R. TOMES Amer. in Japan ix. 196 Before the

rice is 'dead ripe*. 1860 HOOK Lives Abps. (1862) II. ii.

93 Only one horse . . which soon became dead lame. 1888

GREENWELL (Sloss. Coal Tr. Terms Northuinb. $ Durk.
(ed. 3) 2 The small coals . . are then passed over a second

skreen, [to separate] the nuts . . and the dead small, or duff

which falls through the skreen.

3. Directly, straight. Dead against : lit in

a direction exactly opposite to one's course \so

dead on end) ; fig. (in a way) directly or utterly

opposed to. (Cf. A. 31 d.)
1800 C. STUKT in Naval Ckron. IV. 394 Carrying me dead

upon the Shambles. 1840 DICKENS Barn. Rudge xxxiii,

The wind and rain being dead against me. 1840 R. H.
DANA Bef. Mast iv. 7 We continued running dead before

the wind. 1851 DIXON W. Peait ix. (1872) 77 The council-

lors were dead against his prayer. 1875 J. C. WILCOCKS
Sea Fisherman 109 Observing . . that . . the wind was dead
on end, and the sail

' would not be a ha'porth of good
'

.

D. Combinations (of the adj. or sb.).

1. General combs, a. With other adjectives or

participles (in adjectival or advli. const.) =
' so as to

be or seem dead, as if dead, to death, etc.", as in

deaii-blanched, -cold, -drifting, -frozen, 'grown,
-heavy, -killing, -live (cf. DEAD-ALIVE), -living,

-seeming, -set, -sounding, -speaking, -wounded;
b. parasynthetic, as dead-coloured, -eyed, DEAD-
HEARTED ; o. attributive combs, of the sb.

' of

the dead ', as f Jead-burier, dead-land.

1879 BROWNING Halbert <$ Hob 42 Temples, late black,
dead-blanched. 1535 COVERDALB Ezek. xxxix. 14 They

shal ordene men also to be "deedburiers. 1611 BEAUM.
ff FL. Maid's Trag. n. U, Two "dead-cold aspicks. 1611

COTGR., lilainte, pale . . whitish, Mead coloured. 1818
KEATS En^tym. in. 411 A swoon Left me "dead-drifting to

that fulal power. 1570 Ant Tragedie 16 in .Wi/. /'tfftm

Kef. (i8vo) I. 83 Pail) of the face. ."Deid eyit, dram lyke,
diifigurat wa< he. 1594 KYD Cvrnelia n. in Ha/I. lh>.lil,y
V. 190 My "dead-grown ioyv 1819 Ki \T* ^nn., 1'

of Leandfr, See how hli body dip* "Dead-heavy. 1993
SHAKS. /-//< r. 540 With a ecu k:ilri<_e 'dcad-lulliuy eye. 1594

Kiik. Ill.iv. i. 36 This dad. killing ncwes. 1871 I

1'iim.Ctilt. II. 281 Mictlanteuctli, ruler of the dismal *dead.
land in the shades below. 1501 S^Lv^^^^K l>u Hartal i.

i

iii. 94$ Th'admired Adamant, Whose '(lead-live power my
Reasons power doth dant, 1605 Ibid. n. iii. Latin 694
(I).) He smot the sea with his "dead-liuing rod. iw ItU.
II. i. Imposture 260 M>ead"-ceming coals but quick. 18*0
SCOTT MoHast. iii, Her quivering lip. and "dead-set eye.
17*6 LRONI Albertfs Archil. I. 42 a. Of Stones, some, ore

heavy and sonorous ; others are . . light, and 'dead sounding.
1598 SYLVESTER DH Barias n. ii. iv. Columnes 717 The
Guide of supplest fingers On (living-dumb, "dead-speaking)
sinnew-singers. c 1400 Destr. Troy 6528 All bat met byln . .

Auther dyet of his dynttes, or were "ded wondit.

2. Special combs, dead angle (f'trti/.'-, 'any
angle of a fortification, the ground before which is

unseen, and therefore undefended from the parapet'

(Stocqneler Milit. ntycl.) ; t dead-birth : see

BIRTH 3 b ; dea-d-cart, a cart in which dead
bodies are carried away (e.g. during pestilence) ;

dea'd-clothes, the clothes in which the dead are

dressed ; dead dipping, a process by which a
' dead '

or dull surface is given to ornamental brass-

work (Ure Diet. Arts 1*75' ; also dead-dipped

ppl. a. ; dead doors (Naut.), doors fitted to the out-

side of the quarter-gallery doors, to keep out water

in case the quarter-gallery should be carried away
(Weale 1850) ; dead-dress = dead-clothes; dead-

end, a closed end of a water-pipe, passage, etc.,

through which there is no way ; also attrib. ; dead-
tile-* dead-smooth file; dead fin, name for the

second dorsal fin of a salmon
; dea'd-fire, the lumi-

nous appearance called St. Elmo's Fire, supersti-

tiously
believed to presage death ; dead-flat (Naut.} ,

I

that timber or frame in a ship that has the greatest
I breadth; the midship-bend (\Veale 1850); dead-

freight, the amount paid for that part of a vessel

not occupied by cargo, when the vessel U chartered

for a lump sum ; dea'd-hole (see quots. and cf.

DEAD-WELL i) ; dea'd-house, a building or room
in which dead bodies are kept for a time, a mor-

tuary ; dead-latch (see quot.) ; dead march, a

piece of solemn music played at a funeral proces-

sion, esp. at a military funeral ;
a funeral march ;

doa'd-offlce, the office or service for the burial of

the dead ; dead oi), a name given to those pro-
ducts of the distillation of coal-tar which are heavier

than water ; also called heavy oil; dead-plate, an

ungrated iron plate at the mouth of a furnace, on
which coal is coked before being pushed upon the

grate; fdea'd-pledge = MORTGAGE ; dea'd-ri sing

(JVaut.),
' those parts of a ship's floor or bottom,

throughout her whole length, where the floor-tim-

ber is terminated upon theTower futtock
'

(Falconer,
Mar. Diet. 1830) ; dea-d-room, a room in which
dead bodies are kept ; dead rope, (a) a rope that

does not run in a block or pulley (Phillips 1 706) ;

cf. A. 23 ; (ff) a bell-rope working on a half-wheel,
for chiming ;

dead-share (see quot. 1867, and cf.

DEAD PAY) ; dead sheave,
' a scored aperture in

|

the heel of a top-mast, through which a second

top-tackle pendant can be rove" iSmyth, Sailors

\VorJ-bk. ; dead-shore (see quot.) ; dead-sick a.,

(a) as sick as one can be, prostrate with sickness ;

t (V) sick unto death, death -sick (common in Cover-

dale) ; t dea d-slayer, one guilty of manslaughter ;

dead-smooth a., said of the finest quality of file ;

dead-space : see quot. ; dead-stroke (Milliards),

see quot. ; dea'd-struck, t -strooken ///. a.,

struck dead ; fig. struck with horror, paralyzed,
etc. ; f dead-sweat, the cold sweat of death :

= death-sweat ; dea'd-tops, a disease of trees (see

quot.) ; hence dead-top attrib. ;
dead-turn : see

quot. ; t dead wed (Sc. wad) = MOKTOAGI. See

also following words, DEAD-ALIVK to DEAD-WORK.
1685 COOKK Marrow Chirurg. vii. ii. 269 The round [ Birth-

wort] Is . . more effectual in moving speedily the Menses,

"dead-Birth, and after-Birth. IT DE FOE Flag** (1840)

35 Many .. were . . carried away in the "dead-carts. 1887
Mar. 2/2 In Monte Video, .the dead carts. . .

pass through the streets with dead and dying all mixed up.
1861 RAMSAY Remin. Ser. n. 5

' Those are fine linens you
have got there, Janet.'

'

Troth, mem . . they 're just the

gudeman's "deed claes.' 1888 Contemp. Rn: Mar. 400 The
men set themselves to dig out actual catacombs, while the

women made dead-clothes. 1866 TIMMIKS Intlustr. Hist.

/Birmingham 300 Burnishing, .furnishes a contrast to other

portions of"dead dipped work. IHtt. 209 Dead dipping, .has

now become the recognized mode of finish where acid U
employed. 1879 Casselts Ttckn. Educ. IV. 299/2 'Dead 1

dipping produces a beautiful frosted appearance on the work.

1854 H. MILLER&*.*&*<. vii. (1857) 138 Like the pointed

tags that roughen a "dead-dress. i8W PallMall G. 12 Oct.

2/1 There are, of course,
fire-cocks and valves on 'dead-nd>,

but these are not efficient to thoroughly free water-pipes
from incrustations and deposits. 1889 G. FINDLAY ling.

Raihvay 109 This is what is termed a ' dead-end
'

warehouse
8*-a



DEAD.
. . the waggons come in and go out the same way, and cannot
be taken through the warehouse. 1865 J. G. BERTRAM
Harvest ofSea (1873) 88 About 1300 of these [salmon] were
marked by cutting off the *dead or second dorsal fin . . 25
were marked with a silver ring behind the dead fin. Ibid.

138 Cutting off the dead fin is not thought a good plan of

marking. 1854 H. MILLER Sch. $ Schw. (1858) 15 We
looked up, and saw a *dead-fire sticking to the cross-trees.
1
It's all over with us now, master,' said I. 1730-6 BAILEY

i folio',
*Dead Freight^ the Freight a Ship looses for want of

being full, or the Freight paid by the Merchant, by agree-
ment, tho' he has not sent his full Compliment of Goods on
board. 1880 Clause in Charter-parties, Captain or Owners
to have an absolute lien on the Cargo for all Freight, Dead-

freight, and Demurrage due to the ship under this Charter

Party. 1856 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. XVII. 11. 504 For these

Mead-holes we would substitute cesspools . . The open cess-

pools, or dead-holes, which are too frequently used. 1833
Edin. Rev. LVII. 348 The keeper of the *dead-house.

1850 Ecclesiologist X. 339 To the right of the lich-gate we
have placed the

' Dead-House '. 1874 KNIGHT Diet. Mech.,
*
Dead-latch, a kind of latch whose bolt may be so locked by

a detent that it cannot be opened from the inside by the
handle or from the outside by the latch-key. 1603 KNOLLES
Hist. Turks 827 The ensigns were, .let fall, .a *dead march
sounded, and heavy silence commanded to be kept through
all the Campe. 1852 DICKENS Bleak Ho. xxi, That's the
Dead March in Saul. They burysoldiers to it. 1858 FABF.R

Life Xavier 446 Where there was no Christian burial

ground, he dug the grave with his own hands, buried them,
and then recited the *Dead-Office on the spot. 1849
MANSFIELD in Jrnl. Chem, Soc. I. 250 The heavy oil whose
extrication forms the second period of the process, is techni-

cally called
' Mead oil'. 1854 RONALDS & RICHARDSON

Chem. Technol. (ed. 2) I. 135 More heat [is] applied, until

the distillation of the dead oil is complete. 1875 URE
Diet. Arts III. 395 The dead oils . . are found in the very
last portions that pass in the distillation of coal-tar. 1855
LARDNER Museum Sc. $ ArtV, The fuel .. should be
laid on that part of the grate nearest to the fire door,
called the

s

dead plates. 1881 RAYMOND Mining Gloss. s.v.,
The gases evolved on the dead-plate pass over the grate
and are burned. 1658 PHILLIPS, *Dead pledge, land or
moveables pawned for money, which is to be the Credi-
tours for ever, if the money be not repaid at the time
agreed on ; it is also called Mortgage. 1664 E. BUSHNELL
Coinpl. Shipwright 10 Then I set off the *Dead Rising.
1691 T. H[ALE] Ace. New Invent. 120 The.. Stern-post, and
Dead-rising up the Tuck, c 1850 in Rudim. Navig. (Weale)
114. 1835 WILLIS Pencillings I. i. 16 My friend proposed
to me to Took into the Mead-room. 1751 CHAMBERS Cycl.
Supp., *Dead ro^es, in a ship, are such as are not running,
i.e. do not run in any block. 1846-54 OLIVER Monasticon
Rxon. 269 Rung with a half wheel, or dead rope. 1872
ELLACOMBE Bells of Ch, x. 359 At this time . . the bells

were altered from the dead rope pull to the sally. 1517
in ArcJueologia XLVII. 311 For xviij Medshares . . at
v. s. a moneth vj. Ii. vj. s. 1867 SMYTH Sailor's Word-bk,,
Dead-shares, an allowance formerly made to officers of the

fleet, from fictitious numbers borne on the complement
(temp. Henry VIIU, varying from fifty shares for an
admiral, to half a share for the cook's mate. 1857 J. G.
WILKINSON Egyptians t. Pharaohs 112 A single square sail

. . raised or lowered by lifts running in Mead-sheeve holes at
the top of the mast. 1823 in P. NICHOLSON Pract. Build.
584 *Dead-shoar. 1850 WEALE Diet. Terms, Dead shore,
a piece of timber worked up in brickwork to support a
superincumbent mass until the brickwork which is to carry
it has set or become hard. 1535 COVERDALE 2 Kings xx. i

At that tyme was Ezechias Meedsicke. [So Isa. xxxviii. i,

John iv. 47, etc.] ^1621 S. WARD Life of Faith (1627) 88
When thou . . (as in a Sea-sicknesse) art dead sicke for the

present, remember thou shalt be the better, .after. 1535
COVERDALE Josh. xx. 2 Fre cities .. that a Meed sleyer
which sleyeth a soule vnawarres . . may flye thither.

1874 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. s.v., The grades [of files] are
as follows : Rough. Middle-cut. Bastard. Second-cut.
Smooth. *Dead-smooth. 1884 F. J. BRITTEN Watch $
Clockm. 79 Dead Smooth, .the cut of the finest kind of file.

1887 BRUNTON Pharmacology, etc. (ed. 3) noo ^Dead-space :

this name has been given by O. Liebreich to the part of
a fluid in which no reaction occurs between substances
dissolved in it. . . If the mixture be placed in horizontal

capillary tubes the dead-space is at each end of the liquid.
1873 CAVENDISH & BENNETT Billiards 193 A Mead-stroke
is played by striking the white gently in the centre, or, if

anything, very slightly below it. a 1593 MARLOWE Hero $
Leander i. 121 With fear of death Mead-strooken. 1597-8
BP. HALL Sat, i. iii. (T.\ [To] appall The Mead-struck
audience. 1839 DARLEY Introd, Beaum. cy Fl. Wks. I. 31
Shakspeare himself scrawls bytimes with a dead-struck
hand. 1609 HOLLAND Amm. Marcell. 390 Having a
Mead sweat comming all over him, he died within a while
after. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), *Dead-tops, a Disease
in Trees : For large Plants that upon their Removal have
had their tops cut off, are apt to die from the Place they
were cut off at, to the next Sprig, or Branch, a 1711 KEN
Sion Poet. Wks. 1721 IV. 320 When they saw a dead-top
Oak decline. 1888 S. P. THOMPSON Dynamo-Electr. Mach.
(ed. 3) 405 In every dynamo the current, .is proportional to
the speed less a certain number of revolutions per second.
The latter number is familiarly known as the Mead-turns.
1340 Ayenb. 36 Hy betakeb hyre londes and hare eritage
me wed and Mead wed. 1609 SKENE Reg. Maj. 50 The
secund. .ane deidwad. .is forbiddin in the Kings co'urt to be
made or vsed. Because it is esteemed to be ane kinde of
ocker or vsurie.

Dead, sb.'2 Also 3-6 ded, dede, 4- deid. The
northern form of the word DEATH, formerly in

regular use with Northern writers (dede), and still

dialectal in Scotch (deid, pronounced dzd), esp. in
certain locutions, e. g. tired to dead (deid}, to be the
dead (deid} of&ny one. Also in many combinations,
as dead-bell^ dead-candle, dead-rattle, dead-spoke,
dead-thraw, etc. For examples of the simple word,
see the forms under the various senses of DEATH
sb. ; for the combinations see under the standard

English forms DEATH-BELL, DEATH-THROE, etc.
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In some instances it is difficult to decide whether dead- in

combination is the sb. death, or the ordinary adj. And it

is evident that later writers have often used phrases and
combinations containing the sb., with the notion that it was
the adj. Thus dead-bell could easily be understood as the
bell of the dead, or rung for the dead, dead-sweat as the
sweat characteristic of the dead.

t Dead (ded\ v. Obs. exc. in local or nonce-use ;

replaced by DEADEN. Forms : i de"adian, 4-5
dede, 5-9 dead. [OE. deadian (also adcadiari] to

become dead (corresp. to a Gothic *dauddn}, f.

dlad, DEAD a* Branch II corresponds in sense to

OE. dfydan, dydan to kill (Gothic *dattdjan, Ger.

todteri} ;
but is app. only a transitive use of the

original intr. vb.]
I. intr. 1. To become dead. a. ///. To die.

cg$0 Lindtsf. Gosp. John viii. 21 And in synno iuero

deada5e5. [^975 Rush. Gosp., In synnum lowrum ^e
deodixaS.] [c 1050 Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker 408/6 Fatescit,
adeadab.] < 1420 Pallad^ on Husb. i. 752 The seed of thorn
in it wol dede and dote, c" 1425 Seven Sag. 623 (P.) The
holde tre bygan to dede.

b. fig. To lose vitality, force, or vigour ;
to be-

come numb ; to lose heat or glow.
c 1384 CHAUCER H. Fame n. 44 Al my felynge gan to dede.

1626 BACON Sylva 774 Iron, as soon as it is out of the

Fire, deadeth straight-ways. 1654 FULLER Ephejneris^tti.
5 Their loyalty flatteth and deadeth by degrees.

2. U.S. college slang.
' To be unable to recite

;

to be ignorant of the lesson ; to declare one's self

unprepared to recite
*

(B. H. Hall College Wds. &
Customs, 1856).
1848 Oration before H. L. of I. O. ofO. F., Be ready, in

fine, to cut, to drink, to smoke, to dead.

II. trans.

3. To make dead (lit. andyijf.) ; to cause to die ;

to put to death, kill, slay, destroy.
1340 Cursor M, 13070 (Fairf.) Herodias couet lohn to

dede. c 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. iv. iv. 127 Aftir bat be body
is dedid by >e de(>e. 1591 SPENSER Teares of Muses 210
Our pleasant Willy, .is dead . .With whom all joy and jolly
merriment Is also deaded. 1594 NASHE Unfort. 7'rav. 52
Tree rootes. .stubbed downe to the ground, yet were they
not vtterly deaded. c 1624 LUSHINGTON Resurr. Scrm. in
Phenix (1708) II. 480 This would murder His divinity, and
dead His immortality. 1677 GALE Crt. Gentiles II. iv. 140
By burning to set a marque, or to dead the flesh.

4. fig. To deprive of some form of vitality ; to

deaden : a. To deprive of sensation or conscious-

ness ;
to stupefy, benumb.

i

foi

Ev. Man out of Hunt. I. iii, O my senses, Why lose you not

your powers, and become DulI'd, if not deaded, with this

spectacle? 1641 FRENCH Distill,
iy. (1651) 06 It. .quickens

any deaded member, as in the palsie. 1692 R. L'ESTRANGE
Josephus' Antiq, vn. x, His hearing was deaded and lost.

b. To deprive of force or vigour.
1586 Epit, Sidney Spenser's Wks. (Globe) 572/2 Endlese

griefe, which deads my life, yet knowes not how to kill.

a 1631 LAUD Senn. (1847) 13 Let nothing dead your spirits
in God's and your country's service. 1653 A. WILSON Jas. I,

95 This, .deaded the matter
so,

that it lost the Cause. 1687
SHADWELL Jtwenal Ded. Aiijb, In all Paraphrases upon
the Greek and Roman Authors, .the Strength and Spirit of
them is deaded, and in some quite lost.

C. To render spiritually dead.

1656 R. ROBINSON Christ all 108 Carnal security deads the
heart. 1676 HALE Contempl. i. (1689)281, I have been very
jealous . . of wounding . . or deading my conscience.

d. To make dead or insensible to something.
1612 T. TAYLOR Comm. Titus \. 7 Drunkennes is. .an

oppressing, and deading of it [the heart] unto dutie. 1655
GURNALL Chr. in Arm. (1669) 175/1 Thesense of this Gospel-
peace will dead the heart to the creature.

5. To deprive of its active or effective physical

quality ;
to deaden, make ' dead ', extinguish.

1611 COTGR., Buffet^ .. deaded, as wine that hath taken

wind, or hath beene mingled with water. 1626 BACON Sylva
158 If a Bell hath Cloth or Silk wrapped about it, it

deadeth the Sound more. 1653 J. WRIGHT tr. Camus 1

Nature's Paradox 100 The Ashes of Love, whose coals
were deaded on a sodain. 1657 W. COLES Adam inEden i,

[Walnut oil] is better for Painters' use to illustrate a white
colour than Linseed Oyl, which deadeth it. 1719 D'URFEY
Pills (1872) V. 163 Common Prey so deads her Dart, It

scarce can wound a noble Game. 1748 THOMSON Cast. Indol,
i. Ixvi, When . . thy toils . . Shall dead thy fire, and damp
its heavenly spark.
6. To check, retard (motion or force) ; to destroy

the force or effect of (a missile, etc.).
1602 CAREW Cornwall 155 b, Great trusses of hay., to

blench the defendants sight, and dead their shot. 1626
BACON Sylva 15 Yet it doth not dead the Motion. 1663
PEPYS Diary 15 Apr., Which, .in dry weather, turns to dust
and deads the ball. 1670 Phil. Trans. V, 2067 The wind
was at South-East ; which deads the Tydes there.

7. U. S. college slang.
( To cause one to fail in

reciting. Said of a teacher who puzzles a scholar
with difficult questions, and thereby causes him to

fail
'

(B. H. Hall College Wds. & Customs, 1856).
1884 J. HAWTHORNE in Harpers Mag. Aug. 386/2 Whose . .

enquiry,
' What is ethics ?

'

had deaded so many a promising
. .student.

Dead, obs. form of DEED.

Dea'd-ali've, a. Also (chiefly U. S.}, dead-
and-alive. Dead while yet alive ; alive, but with-
out animation

; dull, inactive, spiritless.
1591 SYLVESTER Du Bartas i. v. 953 Leaving a Post-hume

(dead-alive) r.eed behind her. 1617 COLLINS Def. Bp. Ely

DEAD DRUNK.
453 The Monke that Hues in pleasure, and delicacie, and
idlenesse, is dead aliue. 1794 Miss GUNNING Packet II. 103
A dawdling, dead-alive, .drowsy subject. 1840 HOOD Up
the Rhine 2 A. .dead-alive, hypochonclriacal old bachelor
uncle, a 1862 THOREAU Lett. (1865) 198, I have performed
this journey in a very dead and alive manner. 1868 HOLME
LEE B. Godfrey xxvi. 138 This dreary . .dead-alive place.

Hence Dcad-alivism.
1887 JESSOPP Arcady 170 Dismal, dull, dead-alivism.

Dead beat, dea-d-bea-t, s&.i (a.} Watch and
Clock-making, etc. [DEAD a. 24 b.] A beat or
stroke which stops

' dead
'

without recoil. Usually
attrib. or adj., as in dead-beat escapement.
1768 tr. P. Le Roy's Attemptsfinding Longitude^ The

dead beat is made upon a part that is unconcerned with the

regulator. 1874 KNIGHT Diet. Mech., Dead-beat Escape-
ment. This.. was invented by Graham about 1700. 1881
MAXWELL Electr. $ Magn. II. 351 Galvanometers, in which
the resistance is so great that the motion is of this kind, are
c rtlled dead-heat galvanometers. 1882 J. MILNE in Nature
XXVI. 628 Pendulum?, so far controlled by friction as to
be '

dead-beat '.

Dead beat, dea'd-bea't, ///. a. (sb?} [DEAD
adv. i, 2.]

A. adj. (or/fl. pple^} Completely
* beat ', utterly

exhausted, colloq.
1821 P. EGAN Tom # Jerry (1890) 34 So dead-beat, as to

be compelled to cry for quarter. 1836 HOOK G. Gurney \.

218, I never was so dead beat in my life. 1887 SIR R. H.
ROBERTS In t/te Shires ii. 30 His horse lay dead beat in
a ditch beside him.

B. sb. slang (U.S.}. A worthless idler who
sponges on his friends ;

a sponger, loafer.

1877 BLACK Green Past. xli. (1878) 325 A system of local

government controlled by 30,000 bummers, loafers, and dead-
beats. 1882 B. HARTE Flip ii, Every tramp and dead-beat

you've met.

Dead-bell : see DEATH-BELL.

Dea*d-born, ///. a. Now chiefly dial. Born

dead, still-born.

c 1330 King of Tars 914 The child ded-boren was. 1483
Cath. Angl. 93 Dedeborne . . abortiuus. 1613 PURCHAS
Pilgrimage ym. xiii. 812 Children which were dead-borne.

1781 BLAND in Phil. Trans. LXXI. 357 The number of the
children that were dead-born. 1840 R. BREMNER Excurs.
Denmark, etc. II. 396 The dead-born and those who long
wielded the sceptre, are laid side by side.

a 1300 Cursor M. 26500 (Cott.) pe dedis. -bat forwit ded
born ware, J>ai mai be quickend neuer mare. 1725 POPE
Odyss. xx. 354 A Samian Peer.. who teem'd with many
a dead-born jest. 1738 Epil. Sat. n. 226 All, all but
Truth, drops dead-born from the Press. 1830 MACAULAY
Southey, Ess, (1848) I. 222 The History. . is already dead :

indeed, the second volume was deadborn. xSMCARLYLE^r.
Rev. I. v. viii. 247 Messieurs of the dead-born Brogiie-
Ministry.

Deadbote : see DEDBOTE.

Dea*d-ce:ntre. Mech. 1. = DEAD-POINT.
1874 in Spends Diet, Engineering 161.

2. In a lathe, a centre which does not revolve :

see CENTRE 5.

1879 HOLTZAPFFEL Turning iv. 44 The dead centre with
loose pulley. Ibid, 45 The dead center lathe.

Dea'd CO'lour. Painting. [DEAD a. i3b.]
The first or preparatory layer of colour in a paint-

ing. So Dea-d-colour v. trans., to paint in dead
colour ; Dea'd-colouring" vbl. sb.

1658 W. SANDERSON Graphice 63 First to speak of dead-
colours. 1672 in H. WALPOLE Vertue's Anecd. Painting
(1786) III. 128, 5 June, Dr. Tillotson sat . . to Mr. Lely for

him to lay in a dead colour of his picture. 1788 SIR J.
REYNOLDS Disc, xiv. (1876) 94 That lightness of hand which
was in his dead colour, or first painting. 1843 H. GREENOUGH
in Flagg Life IV. Allston

(1893)
182 This dead color I paint

solidly, with a good body of color.

1658 W. SANDERSON Graphice 64 Pictures by a good
Master, begun, and dead-coloured only. 1668 Excellency
ofPen fy Pencil 82 In this Dead-colouring you need not be
over curious . . the colours may be mended at the second

Operation. Ibid. 101 For a light-red Garment, first dead-
colour it with Yermilion. < 1790 IMISON Sch. Art II. 58
After the student has covered over, or as artists term it,

has dead-coloured the head. 1859 GULLICK & TIMBS Paint.

230 The Dead-colouring is the first or preparatory painting,
and is so termed because the colours are laid cold and pale
to admit of the after-paintings.

Dead-day : see DEATH-DAT.

t Dea'd-dolng, ///. a. Obs. 'Doing to death',

killing, murderous.

1590 SPENSER F. Q. n. iii. 8 Hold your dead-doing hand.

X594 Amoretti\, Those lilly hands, Which hold my life

in their dead-doing might. 1633 B. JONSON Tale Tub n. i,

p--i
. -\j r_:_i..r..i ui_j.^^._j j i j_: i i_

[702
'

(1872) XI. 150 These dead-doing men.

Dead drunk, dea*d - dru'nk, n. [DEAD
adv. i : cf. dead-sick in DEAD T^ 2.] So drunk as

to be insensible or unable to move, in a state of

prostration through intoxication. He ice Dead-
drunkenness.
1590 BUTTES Dycts Dry D. P vij, They . . receive . . the

smoak through a Cane, till they fall doune Dead-drunke.

1603 SHAKS. Oth. \\, iii. 85. 1667 DRYDEN Wild Gallant
v. IL 1709 STEELE Tatler No. 5 f i Cupid is not only Blind
at present, but Dead-drunk. 1840 MRS. CARLYLK Lett. I.

124 My penitent was lying on the floor, dead-drunk. 1837
HAWTHORNE Twice Told T,, DavidS^van, An awful instance
of dead drunkenness.

Put up.. Your frightful blade, and your dead-doing look.

1701 C. MATHER Afagn. Chr, i. ii. (1852) 53 Such dead-

in^ things, as powder and shot. 1778 WESLEY Wks.



DEADEN.

Duado, obs. form of DK.HI, DKMI.

Beaded// 1

/, a. : see DKAI> ">. 4.

Deaden ilc'd'n), v. [i. DEAK a. + -UN": a

comparatively recent formation, taking tlic place
of the earlier DEAD v.']

I. 1. intr. To become dead (lit. and fig.} ;
to

lose vitality, force, vigour, biightncss, etc.

1713 Lond. Gas. No. 6171/3 The Wind deadning .. we
could not make the Way we expected. 1801 Souun v

Tti,il,iha xii. viii, The dash Of the out-breakers deadtn'd.

1835 .\'ftv Monthly Ma%. XI. 1 1 1. 157 The bells, which you
hear loudly at first, begin to deaden. 1869 LOWELL Pictures

/>;>/ir Applftiore vi. Yet they momently cool and dampen
and deaden.

II. trans.

2. To deprive of life, kill (e.g. the tissues).

1807 16 S. COOPER First Lines Surf. (ed. 5) 145 By which
. . some of the fibres around the track of the ball are dead-
ened. .1 /,./'. To deaden the nerve of the tooth.

b. spec. (U.S.*)
To kill (.trees) by 'girdling', i.e.

cutting out a section of the bark all round ; to clear

(ground) by killing the trees in this manner.
I7?5 ADAIR Amer. Ind. 405 They deadened the trees by

cutting through the bark. 1855 W. SARGENT Braddock's Ex-
ped. 84 A good woodsman will soon deaden a number ofacres,
which by the next seed-time will be ready for cultivation.

8. Jig. To deprive of vitality, force, or sensibility;

to benumb, to dull,

1684-9 T. BURNET Th. Earth (J.), We will.. by a soft

answer deaden their force by degrees. 1711 ADDISON Sped.
No. 487 P3 That Activity which is natural to the human
Soul, and which is not in the power of Steep to deaden or

abate. 1798 T. JEFFERSON Writ. (1850) IV. 205 It deadens
also the demand for wheat. 1863 WHYTE MELVILLE Gladia-
tors II. 105 Any anodyne that could deaden or alleviate her

pain. 1876 MOZLEY Univ. Serm. vi. (1877) 129 To benumb
and deaden worship.

b. To render dead or insensible to.

a 1600 E. HOPKINS Serm. Acts xxvi. 28 (R.) How deadncd
are they to those sinful ways, which before they much
delighted in? 1874 G KEEN Short Hist. viii. i. 447 Its [the

Bible's] words, .fell on ears which custom had not deadened
to their force and beauty.
4. To deprive of some effective physical quality :

a. To deprive of lustre or brilliancy ; to make dull

in colour or aspect ; to give a dull surface to (metal,

glass, etc.) : see DEAD a. 13 b.
'

1666 PF.PYS Diary 24 Oct.. He . . lays the fault of it upon
the fire, which deadened .. tne glory of his services. 1706

POPE Let. to Walsh 3 July, In painting, a man may lay
colours one upon another, till they stiffen and deaden the

piece. 1799 G. SMITH Laboratory I. 185 How to deaden
the glass and fit it to paint upon. 1835 OWEN Anat. yertctr.

AHIIH. ii. (L.), [It] deadens the whiteness of the tissue.

b. To deprive (liquor) of sharpness or flavour, to

make vapid. C. To make (sound) dull or indistinct.

d. To reduce (quicksilver) from the liquid to the

granular state in the process of amalgamation.
1683 TRYON Way to Health 208 Nothing, .does more

deaden and flat the Spirits, especially in green Herbs, than
slack Fires. 17*5 [see DEADENED]. 1818 WEBSTER, Deaden
. . to make vapid or spiritless; as, to deaden wine or beer.

i8a8 SCOTT f. M. Perth xxvii, To shut out, or deaden at

least, a sound so piercing. 1871 [see DEADENED). 1881

RAYMOND Mining Gloss., Deadened Mercury.
5. To destroy or reduce the energy of (motion).
1664 GLANVILL Seeps. Set. I J.), This motion would be quickly

deadened by countermotions. i8a8 WEBSTER, Deaden. .3.

To deaden the motion of a ship or of the wind. 1867
SMYTH Sailors Word-bk.

,
Deaden a ship's ivay, to retard

a vessel's progress by bracing in the yards.

Deadened (de-d'nd), ///. a. [f. Prec- + -ED '.]

Deprived of life or force; dulled, muffled, etc,

1710 WELTON Sujf. Son ofGodl. x. 245 Obedience renews

the Life of Deadened Love. 1715 PorE Odyss. xxn. 284
With deaden'd sound, one on the threshold falls. 1789 T.

WHATELY in Med. Commun. II. 393 The exfoliated or

deadened part [of a bone]. 1871 BLACK Adv. Phaeton ix.

121 The deadened tolling of a bell.

Deadener (de-d'nai). [-ER!.] One who or

that which deadens : see the verb.

1846 LANDOR Imag. Conv. Wks. II. 60/2 Incumbrances and
deadeners of the harmony. 1884 GOLUW. SMITH in Contemp.
Rev. Sept. 316 Unless they are strong. .Conservative insti-

tutions are. .deadeners of responsibility.

Deadening (de-d'nirj), vbl. st>. [-INO'.]
1. The action of the verb DEADEN, q.v.
1866 TIMMINS liulustr. Hist. Birmingham 300 The [brass]

work becomes speckled or irregular in the
'

deadening '.

1875 WHITNEY Life Larip.vli.
118 The deadening of the

native processes of composition and derivation and inflection.

1883 League Jrnl. 20 Oct. 657/3 Mental depression and
moral deadening.

b. concr. That which deadens sound, colour, etc.

1874 KNIGHT Diet. Mech.,Deadtning.\.(Carpentry.} Pack-

ing in a floor, ceiling, or wall, to prevent conduction of

sound [cf. DEAFEN 3], a. (Gilding) A thin coat of glue
. smeared over a surface that is gilded in distemper, and

is not to be burnished.

2. U.S. The action of killing trees by
'

girdling ;

concr. a clearing in which the trees have been

girdled '. (See DEADEN 2 b.)

1800 ADDISON Amer. La-.u. Rip. 306 There was a deaden-

their trunks.

Dea-dening, ///. a. [-INO 2.] That deadens :

see the verb.

1805 SOL-THEY Mudoc in Ait. xviii, From his shield 1 ue

61

cl'-.ilcning force communicated ran Up hit stunn'd arm.

1875 HAMI KION lnt.ll. Life xi. L 402 The deadening in-

uf I'JlltltX-.

tDea-der 1

. 06s. [f. DEAD v. + -KB'.]
I)KAI>K.\KH.
a 1640 W. FENNEI Christ's Alarm u. (1657) *6 Th giving

way to sin. .which thing is an horrible deader of the henrt.

Deader -
de-doj). slang, [f. DEAD a.+-Eii >

i.J

A dead person, a corpse.
1853 in American Newspaper). 1887 A. C. DOYLE Study

in Starlet II. i, Then mother's u deader too. 1(87 Cyclist

13 Apr. 640/1 The half-dozen . . troopers would have been
manufactured into deader* in the twinkling of an eye.

Dead-eye (de-d,si). [DKAUO. 15.] A'aut. A
round laterally flattened wooden block, pierced
with three holes through which a lanyard is reeved,

used for extending the shrouds. Also applied to

the triangular blocks with one large hole, usually
called hearts, similarly used for extending the

stays. (Cf. DEAD MAN'S EVE.)

1748 Ansotis I'oy. \. viii. 78 The main topsail split, and
one of the straps of the main dead-eyes broke. 183$ SIR

J. C. Ross Narr. wd Voy. xxviii. 308 The dead eyes were

preparing for the mainmast 1891 1'imts 14 Oct. 6/5 The
William Bateman has lost her main yard, and several of

her chain plates and dead eyes are broken.

b. Crowfoot dead-eye = EUPHBOE.
1815 in FALCONER Marine Diet. (ed. Burney). 1867

SMYTH Sailor's Word-bk. s.v,, The cronifeet dead-eyes are

long cylindrical blocks with a number of small holes in

them, to receive the legs or lines composing the crowfoot.

Deadfall, dead-fall (de-df^l). Chiefly U. S.

1. A kind of trap used esp.
for large game, in

which a weighted board or heavy log is arranged
to fall upon and kill or disable the prey.
1611 MAKKHAM Countr. Content. \. xvi. 11668) 78 Some do

use to take them with hutches, or dead-falls, set in their

haunts. 1877 COUES I-'ur Anint. vi. 175 In addition to our
steel traps, we built numerous deadfalls.

2. a. A tangled mass of fallen trees.

1883 Century Mag. XXIX. 195
!
i Extensive 'dead-falls'

of trees thrown pell-mell over, under, and astraddle of each
other by gales.

b. (See quot.)
1874 KNIGHT Diet. Meek., Dead-fall, a dumping-platform

at the mouth of a mine.

c.
' A low drinking or gaming-place. Western

U. S: (Cent. Diet?).

Dead-fallow. A complete year's fallow, i.e.

rest for the land for both a summer and a winter.

Hence Dea'd-fa'llow v.

1881 Daily Writ's 5 Sept. a/a Nearly the whole of the

arable has been dead-fallowed this summer.

Dea'd-hand = MORTMAIN (of which it is a

translation'.

[1:1380 WYCLIF Wks. (iSSol 131 JJei
wolle not cesse til alle

be conquerid in-to here dede nundis I i6ia UP. HALL
Serm. v. 64 What liberal revenues . . were then put into

Mortmain, the dead-hand of the Church ! 1670 BLOUNT
Law Diet. s.v. Ad quod damnum. The Land so given,
is said to fall into a Dead haml. For a Body Politick

dies not, nor can perform personal service to the King, or

their Mesne Lords, as single Persons may do. 1879 MORLEY
Burke (1880) 162 Forty-thousand serfs m the gorges of the

Jura, who were held in dead-hand by the Bishop of Saint-

Claude. 1880 A. J. WILSON in itacm. Mag. 469 That bene-

volence of the
' dead hand ', which corrupts and blights all

its victims.

Dea-dhead, dead-head, dead head.
fl. Old Chem. -CAPDT MOEIDD1I . Obs.

1576 BAKER Jcivell of Health 195 a, See whether the

deadeheade be blacke. i66 R. MATHEW Unl. Alck. 8 100.

177 Take from the Dunghil at the Refiners, his dead head,

commonly called, Caput mortuiim. 1707 Curias, in Husk.
* Card. 329, I made a Lixivium with clear Water, and

filter'd it to take away the dead head of it.

2. Techn. f. Founding. The extra length or
' head

'
of nlRal at the muzzle end of a gun-casting,

which cwpiins the dross formed on the molten

nutal, n' 1 which H cut ofl whl 11 COOl : M .<!"

quot. 1*4. b. Mech. The tail-stock of a lathe,

containing the dead spindle (see DEAD a. 33).

c. ,V-/.' iSir i|ii<-t. iSf.;.)

SMYTH Sailors Word-tk., Dead-head, a kind of

i (a stout post on a quay head to make hawsers fast

to)f also, a rough block of wood used as an anchor-buoy.

Kb Eng. Mech. 17 Dec. 330/1 When castings are required

fix: particularly solid, .they are generally made with what

termed a ' dead head '. 1874 KNIGHT Diet. Mech., Dead-
id . . That piece on a casting which fills the ingate at

ich the metal entered the mold. Afeeding-head.

J. colloq. (orig. U. S.) A person admitted with-

,nt payment to a theatrical performance, a public

conveyance, etc.

1853 LOWELL Moosehead Jrnl. Prose Wks. 1890 I. 10

Those 'attentive clerks' whose praises are sung by thankful

deadheads. 1864 SALA in Daily Telegraph i Nov., A
friend of mine, a very eminent ' dead-head

'

that U to say,

one who has free admissions everywhere and to everything.

1891 Daily Nevis 16 Sept. 5/6 The natural antipathy be-

tween performers and what are known in the theatrical

profession as
' deadheads '. .who do not pay for their enter-

tainment.

Hence (from sense 3) Dea-dhead v. trans., to

admit as a ' deadhead
'
without payment ;

intr. to

act the ' deadhead', obtain a privilege without pay-
ment. Dea dheadism, the practice of admitting

persons as 'deadheads', (colloq., chiefly U.S."]

DEAD LIFT.

1854 I-OWKLL in Atlantic Monthly Dec. (1891) : .

I will not be deadheaded. 1860 c V.

ii. (1891) 13 He had been 'dead-headed' into the -

some fifty years ago, and had sat with his hand-, in !;

pockets staring at the show ever tince. 1885 .1. Hii.ki.ow in

Harper's Mng. Mar. .143
f

i Mr. Jefferson wa not in lite

habit ofdeadheading at hotels. 18*7 Miu UaylftRttniuHt
111. (ft, I mean to abolish dead-headim.

Dea'd-hea rted, /. IK ad in feeling, call

insensible. Hence Dead-hea'rtedly a>lv. ; Dead-
hea rtdneB.
1641 J. EATON /loney-cpmt* 378 Such dead-hearted, mi-

beleeving, and wrangling Sophlsten. IHi. 378 margin,
Xtalous against dead-heartednesse and unbcliefe. 1(70 I .

BROOKS Whs. (1867) VI. 351 God will deliver you from.,

security, .formality, dead-hcartedness, lukewarmness. 1839
Stantturd 6 July, The callous dead-hearted sensualist.

Dead heat. Hoeing, etc. [Cl. DKATJO. a8. 31.]
A ' heat

'

or race in which two (or more) competi-
tors reach the goal at the same instant.

1840 HOOD Kilmansegs, Her Accident viii, She could ride

a dead heat With the Dead who ride so fast and fleet.

1878 LEVER Jach Hintm viii. 54 What year there was adead
heat for the St. Leger.
Hence Dead-beat v. intr., to run a dead heat ;

trans, to run a dead heat with (another competitor).

Dead-heater, one who runs a dead heat.

1887 Cyclist 22 June, Ralph Temple . . Dead-heated Howell
in the Quarter-mile Match. 1891 Black v White 19 Mar.

384/1 The two clubs who dead-healed . . express themselves.

as very anxious to decide the matter by a race. 1868 Daily
Tel. v) Apr., About four lengths in the rear of the dead-

heaters was St. Ronan, third.

t Deading (de-din), vol. si. Obs.
|_f.

DEAD .]

The action o7 the verb DEAD ; deadening.
c 1400 Laiifrane's Cintrg. 293 Cancrenc . . comeb of

dedinge of be skyn. 1607 HIERON Wks. I. 319 To the dead.

fagot their hearts, like Nabals. 1645 USSHER lltdy Dm.
(1047) 430 A further deading of the old man.

t Dea'ding, ppl. a. Obs. [-INO ^.J Deadening.
1647 H. MORE Song ofSoul III. L ii, Deading liquor.

Deadish (de-di/),a. Now rare. [f.
DXAD a.

t- -ISH.] Somewhat dead (in various sense*).
a 1459 I'ysshyitge with .-!/< 1 18831 11 The brywnc colour

seruyth for that water that is blacke dedisshe in ryuers or

in other waters. 156* BULLEYN Dial. Soarnesff Chir. ioa.

When thei seme to bee colde, pale, deddishc, or panelie not

fclte. 1611 A. STAFFORD NMe u. 186 (T.) The lips put on

a deadinh paleness. 1697 R. PEIRCE Hath Mem. u. ii. 364
His left Arm and Hand were numb'd and deadish. 1741
Lond. <r Country Brav. i. (ed. 4) 55 To recover deadish Beer.

1783 I'hil. Trans. LXX1I1. 368 It beat out flat, yielded
a deadish sound, and became fluid in less than a minute.

Dead letter.
L a. orig. A writing, etc. taken in a bare literal

sense without reference to its
'

spirit ', and hence

useless or ineffective (cf. Horn. vii. 6, j Cor. iii. 6).

1579 FULKE Heskin's Part. 6 The scriptures which this

dogge calleth the deade letters. 1651 STERRY Enr. Deliv.

North, rresb., 10 This . . taken singly by it selfe, is but

a breathlesse Carkasse, or a Dead Letter. 1831 CARLYLB
Sort. Res. u. iii. First must the dead Letter of Religion own
itself dead .. if the living Spirit of Religion., is to anse onus,

b. A writ, statute, ordinance, etc., which is or has

become practically without force or inoperative,

though not formally repealed or abolished.

1663 HEATH Flagellum (ed. a 1 6 To which all other dictates

and Instructions were uselesse, and as a dead letter. 17*6
AMHERST Terr* Fil. xlii. aao The best laws, when they
become dead letters, are no laws, a 1754 KIEUJIMO Vfy.
Listen (1755* 145 (Farmer) And to enact laws without doing

this, U to fill our statute-books, .still fuller with dead letter,

of no use but to the printer of the Acts of Parliament. 1848
MACAULAY//Kf. Eng. II. 133 The few penal laws.. which

had been made in Ireland against Protestant Nonconformist^
were a dead letter. 1869 FREEMAN Norm. Conf. (1876) III.

xii. >49 Many a treaty of marriage became a dead letter

almost as soon as it was signed.

2. A letter which lies unclaimed for a certain

time at a post-office, or which cannot be delivered

through defect of address or other cause. Dead-

letter Office : a department of a general post-office

in which dead letters are examined, and relumed

to the writers, or destroyed after a certain time ;

now officially styled Returned Letter Office.

1771 P. PARSONS Newmarket II. ia6, I sent to the Post-

house, and purchased a pacquet of dead letters. 1845

M'CutLOCH Taxation \\. vii.
(;8ja) 316 With these excep-

tions, all packets above the weight of 16 fa- will be imme-

diately forwarded to the Dead I-etter Office. 1881 Standard
i Nov. a/a The old name,

' Dead Letter Office ', has had to

be altered to the present appellation, 'Returned Letter

Office ', partly in consequence of the fatuity of the
public,

who would insist upon associating the title
' Dead letter

with the 'land of the leal '.

Hence Dead-letterUm nonce-wd), derotion to

the ' dead letter
'
to the neglect of the '

spirit
'

(see

laX
1879 BARlNrX^H'LD Germany II. 186 Pietism . . is also

a necessary revulsion from the dead-letterism into which

German Protestantism had lapsed.

Dead lift. [Sec DIAD a. 28, and LIFT **.]

1. The pull of a horse, etc., exerting his utmost

strength at a dead weight beyond his power to

move.
1551 R. ROBIKSO* tr. Morft Utff. u. (Arb.) 76 Oxen.,

they graunte to be not so good as horses at a sodeyne

brunte, and (as we saye. at a deade lifte. i8H El WORTHY
W. Somerset Wordlh. 186 When horso are attached to

a weight beyond their strength to move, they frequently
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refuse to try a second time ; in such a case it is said

'

they
won't pull at a dead lift '. On the other hand it is common
to hear a seller say of a horse,

'
I'll warn un to pull twenty

times following to a dead-lift '.

2. Jig. A position or juncture in which one can

do no more, an extremity,
' a hopeless exigence

'

(J.). Usually in phrase at a dead lift. (Very
common in the i yth c. : now arch, or dial.}

1567 HARMAN Caveat 34 And to these at a ded lyft, or
last refuge, they maye. .repayre. 1588 J. \lvhL\.Diolrephes
(Art).) 25 You must helpe vs at that dead lift, or else we
are vndone. 1625-6 SHIRLEY Maid's Rev. in. ii, Medicine
he carried always in the pommel of his sword, for a dead
lift

; a very active poison. 1641 J. SHUTK SaraJi fy Hagar
(1649) 7 All-sufficient, he comes in at a dead lift, and lie is

able to turn things in a moment. 1643 FULLER Holy fy 1'rof.
St. II. xxi. 137 Then [in a shipwreck] they betook themselves
to their prayers, the best lever at such a dead lift indeed.

1754 BKHTHELSON Eng.-Dan. Dicf., He helped me at a
dead lift, hand satte inigJ>aaf&d igien. 1783 AINSWORTH
Lat. Diet. (Morell) iv. s. v. Nero, None would do the
wretch [Nero] the favour to kill him ; and . .he had not the
heart to help himself at a dead lift. 18. . MAR. EDGEWORTH
Stories of Ireland v, It's only jockeying fine sport and
very honourable, to help a friend, at a dead lift. 1814 I.

GILCHRIST Reason 88, I would not slip off from a dead lift,

forgetting to come back to it.

3. An effort in which the whole strength is

applied to lift or move something ;
a sheer lift

;

a supreme effort, rare.
1882 MORRIS Hopes ff Fears for Art i. 21 It is such

a heavy question by what effort, by what dead-lift, you can
thrust this difficulty from you.

Dea'd-light. [In sense I, f. DEAD a. 15 ;
in

3, f. DEAD so., or Sc. form of death-light ."\

1. Naut. A strong wooden or iron shutter fixed

outside a cabin-window or port-hole in a storm, to

prevent water from entering.
I7a6 SHELVOCKE Voy, round World 3 A sea struck us . .

and drove in one of our quarter and one of our stern dead
lights. 1836 MARRYAT Midsh. Easy xxvi, The water, .had
burst into the cabin through the windows.. for the dead
lights.. had not yet been shipped. 11845 BARHAM Ingot.
Leg., Bros, liirc/u'ngton, The dead-lights are letting the

spray and the rain in.

2. A skylight not made to open.
1882 Trade Catalogue, Skylights for which we have no

corresponding sizes of Deadlights.
3. A luminous appearance seen over putrescent

bodies, in grave-yards, etc.
; a '

corpse-light
'
or

'

corpse-candle '. Sc.

1813 HOGG Qneen's Wake Introd., Dead-lights glimmering
through the night. 1854 H. MILLER Sck. $ Schni. ix. (1860)
85/2 The many floating Highland stories of spectral dead-
lights and wild supernatural sounds, seen and heard by
nights in lonely places of sepulture.

t Dea'dlihead. Obs. rare.
[f. DEADLY a. +

-HEAD.] Dead condition ; the state of the dead.
1612 AINSWORTH Annot. Ps. xvii. 10 By the Hebrew word

Shcol. .we are to understand the place, estate, or depth of
death, deadlihed. 1642 G. HUGHES Embalming DeadSaints
19 Some kind of losse. .which this deadlyhed brings upon
the soule. Ibid. 20 Deadly-head.

t Dea'dlihood. Obs. rare
-

'. =
prec.

1659 PEARSON Creed 476 In the state or condition of the
dead ; in deadlyhood, as some have learn't to speak.

Deadlily (de-dlili), adv. rare. [f. as prec. +
-LY 2

.]
In a deadly manner

; mortally, fatally ;

excessively ;
= DEADLY adv.

1621 LADY M. WROTH Urania. 116 Musing .. how hee
should so farre and deadlily fall out with himselfe. 1662
J. CHANDLER Van Helmont's Oriat. 122 A young man,A Companion in the Duel, to the Earl .. being deadlily
pricked, thrust Loniguius thorow. 1849 SOUTHEY Comni -pi
Kk. Ser. n. 257 Dull, dull deadlily dull. 1860 PUSEY Min.
Proph. 312 They bit, as serpents, treacherously, deadlily.
1863 Lent. Serin. 4 Deadlily delusive to the soul.

Dea-d-line.
1. A line that does not move or run. [DEAD

a. 23.]
1860 Chambers'' Encycl., Barbel, Angling, .with a dead-

line, called a ledger. 1893 Pall Mall C. 5 Aug. 3/1 The
scene is worked with miniature pulleys,

'

workinjrlines ', and
1 dead lines '.

2. Mil. A line drawn around a military prison,
beyond which a prisoner is liable to be shot down.
1868 LOSSING Hist. Civ. War U.S. III. 600 Seventeen

feet from the inner stockade was the 'dead-line', over which
no man could pass and live. 1888 Contemp. Review Mar.
449 Should he some day escape alive across the dead-line of
Winchesters, he will be hunted with bloodhounds.
fig . 1889 BRUCE Plant. Negro 45 The instant he sought

. . to cross the social dead-line.

Deadliness (de-dlines). [f. DEADLY a. +
108.1

1 1. The condition of being subject to death (see
DEADLY a. i) ; mortality. Obs.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 382 We beoren in ure bodie lesu Cristes

deadlicnesse. (11340 HAMPOLE Psalter Ixxxiii. 2 My hert
..and my fleyss..)iof |>ai be brisel & heuy in dedlynes
1434 MISYN Mending of Lift 123 pe fettyr of dedelynes!
<:y40 Promp. Parv. 115 Dedelynesse, morlalitas.
2. The quality of being deadly or fatal.
c 1450 Miroiir Saliiacioun 518 Smyten with a sorewounde

ofeendelesdedelynesse. 1532 MORE Confut. Tmaale'Wks.
598/2 V deadlynesse of the sinne. 1612-5 Up. HALL Con-
tempi. IV. (T.), The deadliness of Lazarus his sickness.
1863 GEO. ELIOT Romola in. xii, That sharp edge might
give deadliness to the thrust. 1870 ROGERS Hist. Cleanmss
Ser. n. 13 A new disease of astonishing deadliness.

Dead lock, dea-d-lock. [Ci. DEAD a. 28,31.]
1. A condition or situation in which it is impos-

sible to proceed or act ; a complete stand-still.

1779 SHERIDAN Critic in, 1 have them all at a dead lock !

for every one of them is afraid to let go first. 1858 HAW-
THORNE Fr. fy It. Jrnls. (1872) I. i In Newgate Street,
there was such a number of market-carts, that we almost
came to a dead-lock with some of them. 1888 BRYCE Arner.
Commit). I. v. 60 It often happens that one party has
a majority in the Senate, another party in the House, and
then, .a deadlock results.

2. An ordinary lock which opens and shuts only
with a key, as opposed to a spring lock ; sometimes,
locally, a padlock. [DEAD a. 24 b.]
1866 TIMMINS Inditstr. tlist. Birmingham 87 Dead locks

are those which have only one large bolt, worked by the key.
Hence Dea d-lo ck v., to bring to a deadlock or

stand-still
;
Dea/dlo ckir.g vbl. sb.

1880 Daily Tel. 17 Feb., An entire population is dead-
locked through no fault of its own. 1893 N. Y. Nation 4 Aug.
81/2 They, .have deadlocked the Legislature. 1882 N, Y.
Tribune 3 May, The disgraceful deadlocking which the
session of 1882 has witnessed.

Dea-dlong, a. Humorous nonce-formation after

livelong (as if f. live adj.).

1844 DICKENS Mart. Chuz. xxiv, Through half the dead-
long night.

Deadly (de-dli), a. Forms: i dSadlio, 3
dsedlich, diadlieh, 3-4 deadlioh, 3-5 dedlioh,
-lych, dedelik(e, 4 dedli, dedeli, deadli, dyad-
lioh, dyeadlich, 4-5 deedli, 4-6 dedly, dedely,
5 deadlike, dedlyke, 5-6 deedly, 6 deadlie,
lye, deedely, dedlie, 6-7 Sc. deidly, deidlie,
5- deadly. [OE. deadlie, f. dead DEAL. : see -LYl.
Cf. OHG. tStlic/t, MD. doodlick]
1 1. Subject to death, mortal. Obs.
c 1000 Homilies (Thorpe) II. 186 (Bosw.) Daet an deadlie

man mihte ealne middaneard oferseon. c 1230 Halt Meid.
13 Ibis deadlich lif. a 1300 Cursor M. 10919 (Cott.) Godd
bicom man dedli. 1340 Ayenb. 244 Ne eje dyeadlich ne may
[bet] najt ysy. c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) vii. 24, 1 am a crea-
ture dedly. 1477 EARL RIVERS (Caxton) Dicta 123 Thinke
thou art dedely. 1533 GAU Richt Vay(itXX}(r, Thisdeidlie
body sal be cled with immortalite. a 1563 BALE Sel. W/ts.

(Parker Soc.) 97 Many holy prophets that were deadly men
were martyred. 1839 BAILEY Festits xx. (1852) 351 Even
man's deadly life Can be there, by God's leave.

t b. absol. A mortal ; usually as //. Mortals,
human beings. Obs.
c 1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 2867 pare is nane dedely. .)>at

suffice to serche be domes of god. 1590 JAS. I Sp. Gen. As-
sembly Aug., I. .shall Maintain the same against all deadly.
1685 Lond. Gaz. No. 2009/2 Whom we shall humbly Obey. .

Maintain and Defend with our Lives and Fortunes, against
all deadly, as our only Righteous King and Soveraign.
1 2. In danger of death, like to die. Obs.
a 1300 E. E. Psalter xliii. 22 (Matz.) For al dai dedelik er

we [merle afficimur] for be. c 1386 CHAUCER Frankl. T.

312 My lady hath my deeth y-sworn . . but thy benignytee
Vpon my dedly herte haue some pitee. a 16x6 BEAUM. &
FL. Cttst. Country v. iv, How does the patient ? Clod. You
may inquire Of more than one ; for two are sick and deadly
. .her health's despaired of, And in hers, his.

t b. Of or belonging to death. Obs.

1470-85 MALORY Arthur xnl. xi, Not longe after that

Joseph was layd in his dedely bed. 1483 CAXTON G. de la
Tmircxxxv. 191 She . . became seke, and laye in her dedely
bedde.

f 3. Without life, inanimate ;
= DEAD a. 6. ran.

a 1225 Juliana 22 To luten dedliche schaften as ^e schul-
den

to_ godd. c 1440 Secrees 132 It is swilk a secre bat
vnnethis mannys brest may it vnderstonde, how may it

banne be wrete in dedly skyns?
4. Causing death, or fatal injury ; mortal, fatal.
c 893 K. ALFRED Oros. in. viii. 3 Forbracon Romane

heora abas, .andbaerdeadh'cne sige xeforan. 1297 R. GLOUC.
(1724) 223 Ac ouercome vas he nojt, }>ey ys wounden dedlych
were. 1377 CHAUCER Anel. ff Arc. 258 The cause. .Ofmy
dedely adversitie. c 1430 Pilgr. Lyf Maiihode i. xxvii.

(1869* 19 per is no wounde so cruelle
; for with out remedye

it is dedlych. 1562 WINJET Certain Tractates Wks. (1888)
1.3 Lyke . . to ane schip in ane dedely storme. 1603 KNOLLES
Hist. Turks (1621) 48 Every houre expecting the deadly
blow of the hangman. 1768 BEAT-TIE Alinslr. n. xii, Tho'
Fortune aim her deadliest blow. 1874 MORLEY Compromise
(1886) 34 The narrowing and deadly effect of the daily itera-
tion of short-sighted commonplaces.

b. As a quality of things : Having the property
or capacity of causing death or fatal injury ;

poisonous, venomous, pestilential.
c 1380 WYCLI Sertn. Sel. Wks. I. 361 Dedli drynke, jif

pel taken it. .anoieb hem not. 1567 MAPLET Gr. Forest 57 b,
The inhabitants . . doe set the whole Groue on fire, and by
that meanes the deadly Serpents . . are driuen away. 1697
DRYDEN Virg. Georg. iii. 447 Dire Stepdames . . mix, for

deadly Draughts, the pois'nous Juice. 1788 GIBBON Dec!.
r F. I. (1846) V. 3 The winds, .from the south-west, diffuse

ment it is. 1866 Treas. Bot. 1 140 To camels . . it is a deadly
poison.

c. spec. In names of poisonous plants.-
ft., f , .1

purple flowers and large round black berries ; the name is
often popularly misapplied to the common Woody Night-
shade, Solatium Dulcamara, with ovoid scarlet berries^
1578 LYTE Dodoens in. xxi. 446 Of great Nightshade, or

Dwale. I his noughtie and deadly plant is taken fora kinde
ofSolanum..The .. fresh leaues of this deadly Nightshade

may be applyed outwardly . . The fruile of this Solanum is

deadly. 1774 T. WKS i A nti*/. J-Hr/tcss 94 There grows the
Lethal Bckan, or deadly nightshade. 1842 Penny Cycl.
XXIV. 282/2 The species [of Thapsia] are mostly natives of
the countries of the Mediterranean, and are known under
the generic name Deadly Carrot. 1886 Pall Mall G. 27
Aug. 4/1 The plant, .popularly known as deadly nightshade
in England is the woody nightshade or bitter-sweet . . The
appearance of the deadly nightshade, atropa, belladonna of
botany and medicine, is very different.

5. Theol. Of sin : Kntailing spiritual death ;

mortal (opposed to venial] ; esp. applied to the
seven chief or ( cardinal

'

sins : see SIN.
rti325 Ancr. R. 56 He [David] dude (ireo vtnummen

heaued sunnen & deadliche. 1340 HAMPOLE; Pr. Come. 3362
Thir er tha hede syns that er dedely. 1340 Aycnb. 9
Lecherie. .is on of be zeuen dyadliche zennes. Ibid, 16 Hi
byej> heaued . . of alle zennes, and ginninge of alle kueade, be

hy_ dyadliche, be hy uenial. c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb. ) iii. 10

f>ai say also bat fornicacion es na dedly hot a kyndely thing.
1483 CAXTON G.de la Tour H iij, By thissynne of glotonye
men falle in alle the other sixe dedely synnes. x548~9(Mar.)
Bk, Com, Prayer, Litany t Fornicacion, and all other deadlye
synne. 1603 SHAKS. Meas.for M. in. i. in Sure it is no
sinne, Or of the deadly seuen it is the least, a 1711 KEN
Hymnotkeo Poet. Wks. 1721 III. 269 The Seven curs'd

deadly Sins. .Pride, Envy, Sloth, Intemp'rance, Av'rice, Ire,
And Lust. 1819 SHELLEY Cenci iv. iii. 37 We do but that
which 'twere a deadly crime To leave undone.

f b. Deadly sinner \ one who commits deadly
sin. Obs.
i6aa DONNE Strm. \. 5 He that comes alive out of that

field [a duel] comes a dead man, because he comes a deadly
sinner, and he that remains dead in the field is gone to an
everlasting death.

6. Aiming, or involving an aim, to kill or de-

stroy; implacable, mortal, to the death.
c 1205 LAY. 8550 pine dxdliche iuan. c 1380 Sir Fentwb.

600 A leyde to J Sarsyn strokes smerte rijt als til his dedly
fo. c 1430 Freemasonry 309 Throwghe envye, or dedly hate.

1583 STANYHURST Aeneis i. (Arb.) 17 Jun'oes long fostred

deadlye reuengement. a 1661 FULLER Worthies (1840) III.

382 Betwixt whom and Sir Henry Berkeley was so deadly
a quarrel. 1703 ROWE Fair Penit. i. i. 206 With deadly
Imprecations on her Self. 1813 BYRON Br. Abydos n. xii,

Although thy Sire's my deadliest foe. 1845 M. PATTISON
Ess. (1889! I. 4 The contest, .becomes sharp and deadly.
7. Resembling or suggestive of death, death-like.

a. Of colour or aspect : Pale like that of a corpse.
-1385 CHAUCER Z. G. W. 869 Thisbe, Who koude wryte

which a dedely chere Hath Tesbe now. c 1400 Beryn 1337
His coloure gan to chaunge in-to a dedely hewe. 1561
EDEN Arte Nauig. n. xix. 50 If [the Sunne] shew yealowe
or deadly, tempest is like to folow. 1590 SHAKS. Com. Err.
iv. iv. 96, I know it by their pale and deadly looks. 1795
SOUTHEY Joan ofA re 289 By the flush'd cheek. .And by the

deadly paleness which ensued. 1803 Med. jfrnl. x. 152 In

consequence of the . . deadly look of the child.

b. Death-like in unconsciousness or physical
prostration.
1548 HALL Chron. 56 The Normans hearyng of the kynges

arrival wer sodenly striken with a deadly feare. 1562

WINJET Cert. Tractates i. Wks. 1888 I. 6 Quhat deidly sleip
is this that hes oppressit 3pw? 1671 SALMON Syn. Med. in.

xxii. 413 Narcotick, causing deadly sleep. 1853 LYTTON
My Novel xi. vii, A deadly faintness seized her.

C. Death-like in darkness, gloom, dullness,
silence, etc,

a. 1300 Cursor M. 17881 (GotO J?e folk in dedeli mirknes
stadd. 15x9 MORK Conf. <igst:

Trib. n. Wks. 1171/1 Con-
tinuall fati>jacion woulde make it [the mind]dull and deadlye.
1600 E, BLOUNT tr. Conestaggio 29 There was such a
deadlie silence in the porte. 1605 SHAKS. Lear v. iii. 290
All's cheerlesse, darke, and deadly. 1638 ROUSE Heav.
Univ. (1702) 166 Sitting in darkness and a deadly shadow.
8. Excessive,

*

terrible', 'awful', colloq.
1660 PEPYS Diary i Nov., A deadly drinker he is, and

grown exceedingly fat. 1660 Ibid. 7 Dec., So to the Privy
Scale where I signed a deadly number of pardons. 1745
MRS. DELANY/^i/^<S- Corr,(i86i)ll. 382 It has beenadeadly
while I have taken to answer your kind letter. 1773 GOLDSM.
Stoops to Cong. \. ii, You 're come a deadly deal wrong !

1843 CARLYLE Past % Pr. (18581 281 Why such deadly haste
to make money ? 1847 J. WILSON C/tr. North. (1857) ! J46
The quantity of corn that a few sparrows can eat . . cannot
be very deadly. ,

0. Comb., as deadly-dinted, -handed, -headed,
-like adjs. ; deadly-lively a., combining dullness
and liveliness, lively in a gloomy and depressing
way (colloq.) ; hence deadly-liveliness.
1593 SHAKS. 2 Hen. VI

^
v. ii. 9 The deadly handed Clifford

slew my Steed. 1596 FITZ-GEFFREY Sir F. Drake (i88i'si
An hundred deadlie-dinted staves. 1630 RUTHERFORD Lett.

(1862) I. 55 She is in a most dangerous and deadly-like con-
dition. 1838 DICKENS Nick. Nick, xii, Even her black dress
assumed something of a deadly-lively air from the jaunty
style in which it was worn. x88i MRS. OLIPHANT 'mAIacm.
Mae. XLIII. 492 He was taken to Mentone. .to the deadly-
liveliness . . and invalid surroundings of that shelter of the

suffering. 2891 Spectator 12 Dec. 855 The deadly-liveliness
of flippant and forced humour.

Deadly (de'dli), adv. Forms : i d6adlice,
3-4 deadliche, 4 dyadliche, dedlyk, 4-6 dedely,
5 dedly, 6 deedly, Sc. deidly, 7 deadlie, 6-

deadly. [OE. dcadlice* f. dead DEAD ; see -LY -.]

1 1. In a way that causes death ; mortally, fatally;
to death. Obs.
c 1050 Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker 436/3 Loetaliter^ deadlice.

a 1330 R. URUNNE Chron, 11810)33 He wonded be Kyng
dedely fulle sore, c 1440 Promp. Parv, 115 Dedely, mor-
talftt-r, Ictalitcr. 1561 T. NORTON Calvin's Inst. i. xiv.

(1634! 71 They are wounded, but not deadly. 1627 MAY
Lncan ix. '14311 21 The snakes bite deadly, fatall are their



DEADMAN.
teeth, c 1679 Rojcli. Ball. VI. 147 Killing Beauty . . Be no
more so deadly Cruel. 1816 HYRON Cii. liar. ill. xxix,
When shower d The death-bolts deadliest.

t b. Tlieol. In a way that entails spiritual death
;

mortally: see DEADLY a. 5. Obs.

a 1125 A tier. K. 58 }if he is ivonded so bet he sune^ie dead-

liche. 1340 AycnP. 223 Ine obre cas me may zene^i, obcr

li^tliche, oper dyadliche. -1400 MAUNDHV. (Koxbjiii. 10

pai say we synne dedly in bat we schaue oure herdes. 1503
HAWKS Examp. Virt. xiii. 273 A dongeon longe and wyde
Made for theym that do synne dedcly. 1579 TOMSON Lat-

via's Sci'tn. 1'im. 1 1 2/2 To see those men, which were as it

were Angels of God, fall : yea, & that deadly.

f2. Implacably, mortally; to the death. Obs.

(1330 R. HRUNNK Chron. Wnce (Rolls) 2641 Sheo louede

mykel be slayn bro|w, & dedlyk \v. r. dedely] hated sche bat

ober. i393(lowERC>/! 1. 332 Thus hate I dedely thilke vice.

1579 I.VI.Y /C/tA(Arb.>95, 1 haue heard that women either

loue entirely or hate deadly. 1650 S. CLARKE Eccl. Hist.

i. (1654* 44 The spitefull Devil deadly pursuing him.

8. In ti manner resembling or suggesting death ;

as if dead
;
without animation.

a iyx> Cursor M. i8i55tCott.>paa waful wras sa dedlidim,
All lighted be lem bat come wit him. c 1430 Pilgr. Ly.
ManhoJe i. ixxxix. (1869) 50 Al dedliche [taut momemenf\
he answerde hire. 1594 SHAKS. Rich. Ill, in. vii. 26 They
. . Star'd each on other, and look'd deadly pale. 1633 P.

FLETCHER Purple /si. vii. iR.\ How comes it then, that in

so near decay We deadly sleep in deep security? 1865
DICKENS Mnt. Fr. \. i, Seeming to turn deadly faint.

4. To a fatal or extreme degree;
'

mortally ',

' to death
'

; extremely, excessively, colloq.

[01300 Cursor M. 17225 (Cott.), I
.bat

es sa dedli dill.]

1589 PUTTENHAM Kng. Ppesie HI. xviii. (Arb.) 205 He . . did

il estfuricHsement long. 1703 ROWE Ulyss. Epil. 31 These

Cups are pretty,
but they're deadly dear. 1809 SCOTT Let.

to Scnithey 14 Jan. in Lochhart, In this deadly cold weather.

1865 TROLLOPE Beltoit Esl. ix. 102 It is so deadly, dull.

1878 MRS. S-IOWE Poganuc P. xiii, We were deadly tired.

6. In a dead manner ;
like a dead thing, ran.

1581 G. PETTIE tr. Guaszo's Civ. Com*, n. (1586) 50 To
fall deadlie to the grounde, as a bodie without breath.

1844 MOZI.EY Ess. (1878)
II. 126 There is a belief in the

Bible which is mere Bibliolatry, and. .rests deadly in a mere
book.

t Dea'dman. Obs. --* Dead man : formerly
written and pronounced as one word. (Cf. BUND-

MAN.) Ol>s. exc. in names, as Deadman's Walk.
a 1300 Cursor M.it 504 1 Cott.) A smerl o selcuth bitturnes,

bat declman cors wit smerld es. c 1440 Get/a Rom. Ixx. 387

(Add. MS.) Atte derige of a dedeman that laye on the here.

1611 SHAKS. Cymb. v. iii. 12 The strait passe was damm'd
With deadmen.

Dead man is used in various fig. applications
and combinations ; chiefly in //.

1. pi. (dead nun.') Empty bottles (at a drinking-

bout, etc.). slang or colloq.
a 1700 B. F.. Diet. Cant. Crew, Dead-men, empty Pots or

bottles on a Tavern-table. 1738 SWIFT Polite Convers. 188

Let him carry off the dead Men, as we say in the army
(meaning the empty bottles). i8aj C. M. WESTMACOTT

F.ng. Spy I. 151 The wine bin surrounded by a regiment of

dead men. 1851 THACKERAY Eng. Hum. iii. 11876) 344 Fresh

bottles were brought ; the 'dead men '. .removed.

2. slang. (See quot. 1873.)

1764 Low Life 40 Journeymen Bakers . . are casting up
what Dead-Men they cheated their Masters of the past
Week. 1819 MOORE Tom Crib's Mem. 16 (Farmer) Dead

the master. Sometimes the dead-man is charged to a cus-

tomer, though never delivered.

8. Cards. A dummy at whist.

1786 MACKENZIE in The Lounger No. 79 F 13 As if one

should, .sit down with three dead men at whist.

4. Naut. (pi.)
' The reef or gasket-ends care-

lessly left dangling under the yard when the sail is

furled, instead of being tucked in' (Adm. Smyths
Dead men's bells. A local name in Scotland

for the Foxglove, Digitalis purpurea.
1848 W. GARDINER Flora Forfarskirc 139 It is known to

the peasantry by the name of dead men's bells '. 1853 G.

JOHNSTON Nat. Hist. E. Bard. 157.

t Dead man's (men's) eye(s. Naut. Obs.

DEAD-EYE.
1466 ifann. H Houselt. Exf. 214 A bolt for the stemme,

also the closynge of dedemen yen. 1598 FLORIO, Morto . .

a pullie in a ship called the dead man he. i6a6 CAPT.

SMITH Accid. Yng. Seamen 15 Pullies, blockes, shiuers and

dead mens eyes. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kerseyi, Dead-metis

byes l in a Ship.
1

, a kind of little Blocks, or Pulleys, having

many Holes, but no Shivers ; wherein run small Ropes.

Dead man's (men's. flnger(s.
1. A local name for various species of Orchis,

properly those with palmate tubers, as 0. maculala

and latifolia ; in Shaks. prob. the Early Purple

Orchis, 0. mascula. Also applied to Arum ma-

ciilatiim, Lotus rarniculatus, and Alopecurus pra-
tensis. (Britten & Holland.}
1601 SHAKS. Ham. iv. vii. 173 Long Purples . .our cold

MaidsdoeDead Mens Fingerscall them. 18530. JOHNSTON
Nat. Hist. E. Bi'rd. 193 Orchis latifolia. 'Ihe root, from

its shape, is sometimes called . . Dead-men's-fingers.

2. The zoophyte Alcyonium digitattim : next i .

1860 DALLAS -V,i/. Hist. Anim. Kiugd. 54. 1865 GOSSK

\'ear at Xhnrf 73. 187* DAN \ Corals 83.

63

3. The finger-like divisions of the bramhite or

gills in a lobster or crab.

1806 7 J. BKRESFORD Miseries Hum. I. ife n8a6ux. xlv,

In eating lobster getting. . Haifa dozen of the dead man's
into your mouth.

Dead man's hand.

1. A zoophyte, Alcyonium digitalum, forming
lobed fleshy masses : sec ALCYONIUM.
>7S5 J-

KLLIS Corallines 83 Dead Man's Hand or Dead
Man's Toes. This extraordinary Sea-production is indebted
for the English name to the Fishermen, who often take it

up in their Nets, when they are trawling for flat Fish. 1756
SCHLOSSF-K in I'kil. Trans. XLIX. 450 The alcyonium . .

commonly called dead-man's hand.

2. a. A local name for Orchis maculata and

0. mascula (cf. prec. i ). b. Also for '

Nephrotlium
Filix-mas, and some other ferns, from the appear-
ance of the young fronds before they begin to open,

resembling; a closed fist '. o. Also for the seaweed

Tangle, Laminaria digitaia. (liritten & Moll.)

1853 G. JOHNSTON ifat. Hist. E. Bard. 193 Orchis macu-
lata . . Dead-man's-hand.

t Dead man's head. Obs. A ' death's head '

;

a skull or figure of a skull.

1557 Bury Wills (Camdenl 146 My ringe with the dead
manes head. 1561 J. HEYWOOD Prtv. t Efigr.(\Kl)66,
I neuer meete the at fleshe nor at fishe, But I haue sure

a deade mans head in my dishe.

Dead man's thumb.
1. A local name for Orchis mascula, from the

shape of the tubers. i,Cf. DEAD MAN'S FINGKK i.)

i6(a Rox/>. Ballads (Britten & Holland', Each flower . .

Such as within the meddowes grew, As dead man's thumbs
and harebell blew \v.r. an hearb all blew). 1853 G. JOHNSTON
A'at. Hist, E. Bord. 193 From the colour and shape of the

tuber the plant is called Dead-man's thumb; and children

tell one another, with mysterious awe, that the root was
once the thumb of some unburied murderer.

2. = DEAD MAN'S HAND i.

1*63 G. Rowr. in Intell. Obstru. Sept. 84 The swelling
lobes of the dead man's thumb.

f Dead man's toe. Obs. prec. 3.

'755 [see DRAD MAN'S HAND i ]. 1786 J. ELLIS Nat. Hist.

Zoophytes 83 Round white eggs, like those described in the

Alcyonium digitatum or Dead Man's Toes.

Deadness (de'dnes). The condition or quality
of being dead, in various senses : 1. lit.

1607 TOPSELL Fonr-f. Beasts (1673) 481 To Pluto and to

the Earth, they sacrificed black Sheep or Lambs, in token

of deadnesse. 01716 SOUTH Serm. VII. i. (R.), Cursing
it [the barren fig-tree] to deadness with a word. 1764 WOOL-
COMB in Phil. Trans. LX. 97 A numbness and deadness of

his little . . finger. 1881 Miss VONCE Lads r Lasses ii. 95
The man that, .gets the creeping deadness in his bones.

2. fig.
1611 BIBLE Rom. iv. 19 The deadnesse of Saraes wombe.

c 1610 Z. BOVD Zion't Flowers (1855) 121 They Have blood-

Jesse cheekes, and deadnesse in their eyes, a 1618 PRESTON
Saints Daily Exert. (1629' 74 What is a man to doe when
hee findes a great indisposition to prayer . . a dulnesse, and
deadnesse in him. 1642 I'ftition in Clarendon Hist. Reo.

iv. (1843) 165/2 By the deadness of trade. 1738 WESLEY
Wks. (1872) I. 162 Hence my deadness and wanderings in

spiritual deadness of humanity.
b. The state of being dead to something.
"745 WESLEY Answ. Ch. 7 Your Deadness to the World.

1786 MAD. D'ARBLAY Diary 17 Sept., The deadness of the

whole Court to talents and genius. 1858 BUSHNEIL Nat. r

Supemat. xiv, Deadness to God and all holy things.

3. Want of some characteristic physical quality ;

absence of lustre or colour, dullness ; want of

taste ; flatness, insipidity, etc.

1707-16 J. MORTIMER ij.i, Deadness or flatness in cyder.

1785 SARAH FIELDING Ophelia I. xix, I had perceived, .dead-

ness in the best complexions.

Dead-nettle (de-d,ne't'l). See also DEA-

NETTI.E. The English name for plants of the genus
Lamium (N.O. Labiaise), having leaves like those

of a nettle, but which do not sting ; esp. L. album

White Dead-nettle, and L. purptireum Red Dead-

nettle; also applied to L. Galeolxtolon (G.luteum)
Yellow Dead-nettle or Archangel, and occasionally

to species of Stachys or other labiates.

1398 THEVISA Earth. De P. R. XVII. cxciii. (1495) 730 Of
netles is dowble kynde, one brennyth and bytyth, and

another manere hyghte the deed nettyll or the blynde nettyll.

1578 LYTE Dodoens i. Ixxxviii. 130 There be two kindes of

Dead Nettel. The one. .smelleth but little, the other, .hath

a strong and stinking sauour. 1794 MARTVN Rousseau's

Bot. iv. 43 The white dead-nettle . . has no affinity with

nettles, .except in the shape of the leaves. 1879 LVBBOCK
Sri. Led. i. i The Common White Deadnettle.

Dead oil : see UKAD D. i.

t Dead palsy, dea-d-pa-'lsy. Obs. [DEAD
a. an.] Palsy producing complete insensibility or

immobility of the part affected.

1592 CONSTABLE Sonn. in. vii, Dead-palsey sicke of all my
chiefest parts. 164* FULLER Holy ft Prof. State v. vi. 383

Now our Atheist hath a dead palsey, is past all sense. 1807
R. PEIRCE Bath Mem. i. iv. 59 The 'HjuTAiryio, or half stroke

(vulgarly call'd the Dead Palsie, or Palsie of oneSidci. ITOJ
PEPYS Corr. 405 About three weeks since, Sir R Dutton
was struck with the dead-palsy

on his left side. He has re-

covered the motion, though not the use, of his hand and fool.

1711 ARBUTHNOT John Bull in. x. Frog was seized with

a dead palsy in the tongue. 76i MRS. F. SHERIDAN Sidnty
KidHlfh III. 217.

DEAD WATER.

t Dead pay. Obs. [Cf. F. morle-paye.}

1. Pay continued to a soldier, et;. no longer in

active service ; a soldier rrc< iving such pay.
1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Xiiholay's I'ay. Turkie III. iv.

76 b, When these men . .can serve no longer in the warres. .

they are sent as. .keepers of castles and towns, whom we do
cal dead paves. 1611 COTCR., Morte-fayes, Dead-paya ;

Souldien in ordinarie pay, for the gard of a fortress*, or

frontier Towne, during their liues. 1685 F. SriNca ffffust

of Medici 339 The citizens and Dead-payes nabb'd the

French at unawares. 1686 Lond. Gai. No. 2196/1 Janisaries
. . t hat being Superannuated . . receive a dead Pay of so much
a day.

2. Pay continued in the name of a soldier or

sailor actually dead or discharged, and appro] >

by the officer ; a person in whose name rath pay
is drawn. (Cf. dead-share in DEAD D. a.)

1565 CALFHILL Ansm. Treat. Croste(i?nf>ttn Like a cove-

tous Captain will needs indent for a dead pay. 16*7 Br.

HALL Cit. Impostor Wks. 507 Like to some vnfaithfull cap-
laine that hath . . filled his purse with dead payes, and mad*
vp the number of his companies with borrowed men. 1639
MASSINCER Unnat. Comkat IV. ii, O you commanders That,
like me, have no dead pays, nor can cozen The commissary
at a muster. i3 Psrvs Diary i3Oct., The King, .muster-

ing the Guards the other day himself, .found reason to dis-

like their condition . . finding so many absent men, or dead

pays. 1867 SMYTH Sailor's U'ordJilt., Dead-fay, that

given formerly in shares, or for names borne, but for which
no one appears.

Dea'd-point, dead point. Mech. [DEAD a.

IV.] That position of a crank at which it is in

a direct line with the connecting-rod, and at which

therefore the force exerted tends to thrnst or pull

instead of turning the crank.

1830 KATER & LADN. Mech. xviii. 254 The cranks are so

placed that when either is at its dead point, the other is in

its most favourable position. 187(1
R- ' MARTIN tr. llavrez'

Winding Mach. 72 One piston is on the dead point, and,

therefore, the other one alone must turn the engine round.

Dead reckoning. Naut. [DEADO. V.J
The

estimation of a ship's position from the distance

run by the log and the courses steered by the com-

pass, with corrections for current, leeway, etc., but

without astronomical observations. Hence dead

LATITUDE (q. v.), that computed by dead reckon-

ing.
1613 M. RIDLEY Afagn. Bodies 147 Keeping a true, not

a dead reckoning of his course. 1760 PEMBF.RTON in Phil.

Trans. LI. 911 The latitude exhibited by the dead reckon-

ing of the ship. 1840 R. H. DANA lief. Mast xxxii. 124 We
had drifted too mucn to allow of our dead reckoning being

anywhere near the mark. 1891 Nature 3 Sept., The lojj,

which for the first time enabled the mariner to carry out hu

upin strange latitudes.

Dead Sea. [transl. L. mare morttium, Gr.

i) vixpa OaXaaaa. (Aristotle). By the Greeks and

Romans the same name was given also to the

Arctic Ocean in the North of Europe : ? as devoid

of the presence of life, or of motion, currents, etc.]

The lake or inland sea in the south of Palestine,

into which the Jordan flows ; it has no outlet, and

its waters are intensely salt and bitter.

c 1150 Genesis 4 Exod. 1123 De swarte Hum, fte dede e.

(-1315 E. E. A Hit. P. B. 1020 per faure citees wern set,

nov is a see called, pat ay is drouy and dym, and ded in hit

kvnde, Bio, blubrande, and blak . . Forby be derk dede see

hit is demed. 1387 TREVISA Higdeit (Rolls) I. 105 (Matz.)
Iudea..habin be soube side be dede Se. 1559 \V. CUNNING-
HAM Cosuwgr. Glasse 144 It b also called the dead sea,

because the water moveth not.. nether can..any fishe live

there. i8J J.
NEAL Brt. Jonathan II. 350 Deader than

the dead-sea itself.

b. altrib., as in Dead Sea apple, Dead Sea
fruit = Apple; of Sodom : see APPI.K 3.
1868 MissBRADDONi/iV/rl, Dead Sea Fruit. 1869 Eng.

Mech. 24 Dec. 354/1 Dead Sea apples, Sodom apples,
or mad

apples, .are occasionally imported from Bussoran. i88a The
Garden i Apr. 220/1 The Asclepias above alluded to is what

has been called the Dead Sea Fruit. 1*83 L. WIMCFIKLO
A. Rowelll. vi. it 9 The baked meats were Dead Sea fruit,

and stuck in her throat.

Dead set : see SET sb.

Dead-thraw (-throw), Sc. ff. DEATH-THROB.

Dea'd-tongue. A name for the umbelliferous

plant (EnantKe crocata, from its paralysing effect

on the organs of speech.
1688 T. LAWSON Let. in Ray's Corr. (1848) 5 (Enanthe

Cic*t*.facie . . about Kendal and H iltondale, Westmoreland,
. . where it is commonly called Dead Tongue. 1746
WATSON in Phil. Trans. XLIV. 333 This Oenanthe in

Cumberland, where the Country - People call it Dead

Tongue. 1878 Cumtrld. Gloss., Deed ttnx", the water

hemlock or dmpwort plant, (Enanthe crocata.

Dead water, dead-water. [DEAD a. 11}
1. Water without any current ; still water.

1601 HOLLAND Pliny 1. 240A standing poole or dead water.

1691 T. H[ALE] Ace. Nmi Invent. \r> Its broad side lying

to the Wind in dead water. 1874 BURNAND My Time xxii.

197 We pulled in. .and made for a quiet nook in dead-water.

attrio. 1791 J. PHILLIPS Hist. Inland Ncarig. Add. <I79S)

20 The advantages of a dead-water navigation.

2. Naut. The eddy water just behind the item of

a ship under way.
i7 CAFT. SMITH Seenxttn's Gram. ix. 42 Dead water is



DEAD WEIGHT.
the Eddie water followcs the sterne of the ship, not passing
away so quickly as that slides by her sides, c 1850 Ritdim.

Navig. (Weale) 114 Vessels with a round buttock have but
Httle or no dead-water.

3. The stillest state of the tide, when the rise

and fall are at a minimum ; the neap tide. (Cf.
DEAD a. 27.)
1561 EOEN Arte Nanig. n. xviii. 50 Whiche the Mariners

call nepe tydts. .dead waters, or lowe fiuddes.

Dead weight, dea'd-weight. [DEAD a.

1. The heavy unrelieved weight of an inert body.

(///. and_/.)
1660 BOYLE New Exp. Pkys. Meek, xxxiii. 238 When the

Sucker came to he moved onely with a dead weight or

pressure. 1701 SAVERY Miner's Friend 81 The Moving
Cause, as Mens Hands, Horses, or Dead Weight. 1711
SHAFTESB. Charac. i. iii. (1737) I. 67 Pedantry and Bigotry
are Mill-stones able to sink the best Book which carries the
least part of their dead weight. 1844 DICKENS Mart. Chuz.

xlvi, Mrs. Gamp, .forced him back\vards down the stairs by
the mere oppression of her dead-weight.

b. techn. (See qnots.)
1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade, Dead Weight^ heavy mer-

chandise forming part of a ship's cargo. 1867 SMYTH
Sailor's Word-bk.> Dead weight, a vessel's lading when it

consists of heavy goods, but particularly such as pay freight

according to their weight and not their stowage. 1874
KNIGHT Diet. Mech.

t Dead-weight, the weight of the vehicle
of any kind ; that which must be transported in addition to

the load. 1881 LUBBOCK in Nature No. 618. 412 The saving
in dead weight, by this improvement alone, is from 10 to 16

per cent.

2. A heavy inert weight ; fig. a heavy weight or

burden pressing with unrelieved force upon a per-
son, institution, etc.

17*1 DE FOE Mem. Cavalier (1840) 282 The Scots . .were

always the dead weight upon the king's affairs. 1785 C.
THOMAS in Med. Commnn. II. 79 A lump or dead weight,
as he termed it, in his inside. 1792 A. YOUNG Trav. France
113 His character is a dead weight upon him. 1822 HAZ-
LITT Table-t.) Convers. of Lords (1852) 242 We not only
deter the student from the attempt, but lay a dead-weight
upon the imagination. 1876 F. E. TROLLOPE Charming
Fellow III. xviii. 229 It was extremely exhilarating, .to find
himself free . .of the dead weight of debt.

1 3.
' A name given to an advance by the Bank

of England to Government on account of the half-

pay and pensions of the retired officers of the Army
and Navy* (Simmonds Diet. Trade). Obs.
The debt was paid off by an annuity which ceased In 1867.

1823 COBBETT Rur. Rides (1885) I. 320 The six hundred
millions of Debt and the hundred and fifty millions of dead-

weight. 1826 J. HUME in Hansard XVI. 184-5 The year
1822, when Mr. Vansittart brought before parliament the
notable expedient to pay for the dead-weight. .The country
were induced to believe, that in forty-four years the whole
of the dead-weight would be annihilated by the gradual
decrement, by death, of the persons to whom the allowances
out of it were payable. 1827 Gentl. Mag. XCVII. n. 13
Placed on the superannuation or dead weight list.

Dead well, dea-d-we'll. [DEAD a. 15, 22.]
1. A well dug clown into a porous stratum, to

carry off surface or refuse water : called also absorb-

ing well, dumb well. Cf. dead-hole (DEAD a. D. 2).

1852-61 Archit. Pnbl. Soc. Diet, I. 5 In some parts of

England absorbing wells are known under the name of
dead wells. 1875 URE Diet. Arts II. jo Dead wells, wells
which are made to carry off refuse waters.

2. A ' well
'

or excavation into which the weights
of a large clock descend.

1867 MUSGRAVE Nooks fy Corners Old Fr. I. 261 A ' dead
well

'

ofsome twenty feet depth, which used to receive the

descending weights of a great clock.

Dead wood, dea'd-wqod.
1. Wood dead upon the tree

;
the dead branches

of fruit-trees, or the like ; hencefig.
To get, have, possess the dead-wood (\J.5. slang) ; to have

one at a disadvantage, secure the advantage.
1872 C. KING Mountain Sierra Nev. x. 211 He considered

himself to possess the ' dead-wood '.

2. Naut. Solid blocks of timber fastened just
above the keel at each end of the ship, to strengthen
those parts.

1879 Casseirs Techn. Educ. IV. 187/2 The deadwood, stem-
son, and other strengthenings.
attrib, 1792 Trans. Soc. Enconrag. A rts X. 225 To draw

the Kelson and dead-wood bolts out. 1867 SMYTH Sailor's

Word-bk.) Dead-wood knees
t
the upper foremost and after-

most pieces of dead wood.

Dea*d-work, dead work.
1 1. Naut. (See quots.) Obs.

1653 H. COCAN tr. Pinions Trav. xxi. 75 Together with
all the dead works, as the cabins and galleries without.
1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine (1789), Dead-work, all that

part of a ship which is above water when she is laden.

ciSso Rudim. Navig. (Weale) 154 Supernatant fart of the
shipj

that part which, when afloat, is above the water
;

anciently expressed by the name of dead-work.

2. Mining. Work not directly productive, but
done in preparation for future work.
1869 R. B. SMYTH GoUfields of Victoria 609 Dead-

work, the opening up or preparatory work for mining by
sinking shafts and winzes, driving levels and cross-cuts.

1872 RAYMOND
>t
$7dtf/. Mines 60 They will, .save the ex-

pense of timbering, and much ' dead work ' m prospecting.
3. Work in hand, not finished.
1888 Chicago Inter-Ocean (Farmer), To-night the joint

64

committee issued a circular commanding the men to quit

everything but dead work. [1891 Daily News 23 May 6/5

(Tailors' Strike] Another man declared . . that they should

refuse to touch any of their
' dead

'

<,i. e., work in hand) until

the strike was over.]

Deady (de'di). slang. A name for gin, or for

a particular quality of gin.
[So called app. from the name of the distiller. The London

Directory for 1812 has D. Deady, Distiller and Brandy-
! merchant, Sol's Row, Tottenham Court Rd.]

[1812 Sporting Mag. XXXIX. 138 At a public house
where Sam had been copiously sipping Deady's max.] 1819
T. MOORE Tom Crib's filettt. Congress App., To quaff Our
Deady o'er some State Affairs, a 1843 SOUTHEY Doctor

Interchapter xvi. (D.), Some of the whole-hoggery in the

House of Commons he would designate by Deady, or Wet
and Heavy; some by weak tea, others by Blue-Ruin.

De-aerate: see DE- II. i.

Deaf (clef), a. Forms: 1-3 deaf, Orm. deef,

(2-3 //. deaue), 3-6 def, (3-5 //. deue, ^Aycnb.
dyaf, dyaue, dyeaue), 4-5 deef(f, (//. deeue),

4-6 defe, (deff(e, 5 deif, deyf(fe), 6 deefe, deaffe,

(St. deif\f), 6-7 deafe, 7- deaf. [A Common
Teutonic adj.: OE. ttiaf^OFris. ^/(WFris. doaf},
OS. ttif (MDu., Du., MLG. doof (v\ LG. df/} 9

OHG. foup (), (MHG. ttntp, Ger. tank), ON.
daufr (Sw. tfifft Da. dov)> Goth. daufs(b\ : OTeut.
*dan$-0zt

from an ablaut stem dcud-^ dauti-, dufi,

pre-Teut. dheubh-, to be dull or obtuse of percep-
tion : cf. Goth, afdaubnan to grow dull or obtuse,
also Gr. rv<p\6s (: 0t/</>-) blind. The original

diphthong remains in north, dial. ; in standard

Eng. the vowel was long until the modern period,
and so late as 1717-8 it was rimed with relief \>y

Prior and Watts
;
the pronunciation (dff) is still

widely diffused dialectally, and in the United States.
In many Eng. dialects the ea is still diphthongal, deeaf]
1. Lacking, or defective in, the sense of hearing.
c SasFw/. Psalter xxxvii[i]. 14 Swe swe deaf ic ne getherde],

r 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 129 Alse to deue men. ciaoo
ORMIN 15500 Dumbe menn daefe. a 1225 St. Marker, 20
NoSer dumbe ne deaf, c 1386 CHAUCER Prol. 446 But she
was somdel deef [v.r. def, defe] and bat was scathe. 1398
TREVISA Barth, De P. R, xvii. clxxxviii. (1495^ 729 Vynegre
helpith deyf eeres. c 1440 Promf. Pant. 115 Deffe, snrdits.

1538 STARKEY England 212 As you wold tel a tale to adeffe
man. 1601 SHAKS. Jnl. C. i. ii. 213 Come on my right hand,
for this eare is deafe. 1717 PRIOR Alma n. 366 Till death
shall bring the kind relief, We must be patient, or be deaf.

1718 WATTS Ps. cxxxv. 7 Blind are their ej es, their ears are
deaf \rime relief], 1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi, xxxv, You know
our good Lady Suffolk is a little deaf. 1871 B. TAYLOR
Faust (1875) II. i. i. 5 In the rocks beneath the leaf, If it

strikes you, you are deaf.

b. absol.i esp. in pi. the deaf, deaf people.
r 1000 Ags. Go$p. Matt. xi. 5 Blinde geseob. .deafe xe-

hyraj>. c 1200 Vices <$ K/>/(i888)75{>e blinde, 5e dumbe,
Se deaue, 3e halte. a 1300 Cursor M. 13107 (Cott.J J>e def
has hering, blind has sight. 1611 BIBLE Isa, xxxv. 5 Then
. .the eares of the deafe shalbe ynstopped. 1855 BROWNING
Master Hitgnes xxvi, Who thinks Hugues wrote for the
deaf?, .try again ; what's the clef?

c. fig. said of things.
a 1000 Juliana 150 J>set ic. .dumbum and deafum deofol-

fcieldum. -gaful onhate. 1605 SHAKS. Macb. v. i. 81 Infected
mindes To their deafe pillowes will discharge their secrets.

1821 SHELLEY Pronieth. Unb. \. 29 Have its deaf waves not
heard my agony?

d. Proverbial phrases. As deafas an adder or a

post (formerly and still dialectally as deaf as a door,

door-post, door-nail, etc.) ; none so deaf as those who
wont hear. (Deafness is attributed in the Bible,
Ps. Iviii. 5, to the adder ( -pethen the asp) ; cf.

the name deaf-adder in 7.)
[a 1400-50 Alexander 4747 Dom as a dore-nayle & defe

was he bathe.] 1551 CROWLEY Pleas. <$ Pain 93 Ye deafe

dorepostis, coulde ye not heare ? 1562 J. HEYWOOD Prov. <$

Epigr. (1867) 143 Who is so deafe, as he that will not heare.

1606 BRETON Mis. Mavillia Wks. (Grosart) 49 (D.) He is as
deafe as a doore. 1611 COTGR., Sourd comme vn tapis, as
deafe as a doore-nayle (say wei. a 1693 URQUHART Rabelais
in. xxxiv, He was as deaf as a Door-nail. 1824 BENTHAM Bk.

of Fallacies Wks. 1843 II. 412 None are so completely
deaf as those who will not hear. a. 1845 HOOD Tale of
Trumpet iy,

She was deaf as a post . . And as deaf as

twenty similes more, Including the adder, that deafest of
snakes.

[c85 Vesp. Ps. Ivii. 4 (5) Swe nedran deafe. 1535
COVICRD. ibid.) Like the deaf Adder that stoppeth hir eares.]

e. Deafand dumb \ also used absol. ( DEAF-
MUTE) and thence attrib., as ( a deaf-and-dumb

alphabet '.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 108 Ich heold me al sttlle . . ase dumbe &
deaf de5 bet naueS non onswere. ctqooDestr. Trey 4281
pof it defe were & doumbe, dede as a ston. 1623 SIR J.
STRADLING Divine Poems in. xlvi. 96 The deaf-and-dumbe
he made to heare and speake. 1669 HOLDER Elem. Speech
App. 114 Now as to the most general case of those who are
deaf and dumb, 1 say they are dumb by consequence from
their deafness. 1774 JOHNSON- West. Isl. Wks. X. 520 There
is . . in Edinburgh . . a college of the deaf and dumb. 1865
TYLOR Early Hist. Man. ii. 17 The real deaf-and-dumb
language of signs.

f. In restricted sense : Insensible to certain kinds
of sounds, musical rhythm, etc.

i?84CowpER Task vi. 646 Deaf as the dead to harmony.
1860 TYNDAI.L Glac. i. xxiii. 167 A world of sounds to which
I had been before quite deaf. 1870 LOWELL Study Wind.
(1886) 241 His remarks upon versification are . . instructive
to whoever is not rhythm-deaf.

DEAF.

2. fig. Not giving ear
; unwilling to hear or heed,

inattentive. Const, to (^ af]. Phrase, to /urn a

deaf car (to),

1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 7220 Hii beb deue & blinde iwys,
bat hli nolle^ non god byng yhure ne yse. 1393 LASGL. /*.

/'/. C. xn, 61 For god is def now a dayes and deyneb nouht
ous to huyre. c 1440 HYLTON Scala Perf. (W. de W. 1494)
11. xxii, Make deef ere to hem as though |?ou herde hem not.

1548 UDALL, etc- Erasm. Par. Matt. iii. 30 Mankinde was
in a manner deafTe at the law of nature. 1607 SHAKS. Timon
i. ii. 257 Oh that mens eares should be To Counsell deafe,
but not to Flatterie. 1655 JENNINGS Elise 100 The reason
that hath caused.. your pitty to be deaf at my prayers.
1710-11 SWIFT Jml. Stella 7 Feb., 1 was deaf to all intrea-

ties. c 1780 BURNS Duncan Gray, Duncan fleech'd and
Duncan pray'd ; Meg was deaf as Ailsa Craig. 1838 '1 in m,-

WALL Greece II. xiii. 167 They were deaf to his summons.
1887 R. N. CAREY Uncle Max xxvi. 207, 1 prudently turned
a deaf ear to this question.

1 3. Dull, stupid ; absurd. Obs.

(-1440 Promp. Parv. 116 Deffe, or dulle (K. defte, H. P.

deft\o0tusJtst agrestis. 1482 in A'.(7//ir/.j(i87o)3i5Tailors',

Exeter, Callenge hym knaffe, or horson, or deffe, or any
yoder mysname. 1541 R. COPLAND Galyerfs Terafetttyke
2 B iv b, Otherwyse it shulde be a deafe thynge that y"

thynge whiche is no more beynge shulde requyre curacyon.

7 4. Numb, without sensation. Obs. rare.

15.. L. ANDREW Noble Lyfe in. xcii. in Babees Bk. 239
Torpido is a fisshe, but who-so handeleth hym shalbe lame
& defe of lymmes, that he shall fele no thyng.

f 5. Of sounds : So dull as to be hardly or indis-

tinctly heard
;
muffled. Obs. [Cf. F. bruit sourd^\

1612 SHELTON Quix. I. in. vi. 156 The deaf and confused

Trembling of these Trees. 1647 W. BROWNE Pole*. 11, 106

Assoone as Almanzor had made an end, there was a deafe
noise among all the assembly. 1700 DRYDEN Fables^ Mele-

ager 4- Atal. 221 A deaf murmur through the squadron
went. Ovid's Met. xn. 72 Nor silence is within, nor
voice express, But a deaf noise of sounds that never cease.

6. Lacking its essential character or quality ;

hollow, empty, barren, unproductive ; insipid.

Cf. deaf nettle in 7. Now chiefly dial.

^897 K. ALFRED Gregory*s Past. Iii. 411 Unsefynde corn
. .oo3e deaf. 14. . Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker 718/36 Hee simt

partesfntctuum. .Hoc nanci. .defe. 1552 HULOET, Deaffe
or doted, as that whyche hath no sauoure, surdus* 1633
D. ROGERS Treat. Sacraments i. 189 Tremble yow for your
sitting so long upon the divels deafe egges. 1788 MARSHALL
Yorksh. Gioss., Deaf, blasted, or barren ; as a deaf tax of

corn, or a deaf nut. 1878 Cinnbrld. Gloss. , Deef, Deeaf. .

Applied to corn, it means light grain ; and to land, weak
and unproductive. 1883 Standard 27 Aug. 6/4 The grain
is bulky, the ears are large, .although a few here and there

are ' deaf. 1888 W. Somerset Word-bk., Deaf, .applied
to

any kind of fruit or seed enclosed in a shell or husk, which
when opened is barren,

b. Deaf nut : one with no kernel ; used fig. for

something hollow, worthless, or unsubstantial.

1613 BP. HALL Sentt. i Sam, xii. 24 He is but a deaf nut

therefore, that hath outward service without inward fear.

1637 RUTHERFORD Lett. (1862) I. 331, I live upon no deaf

nuts, as we use to speak. 1788 [see prec.]. 1808 SCOTT
Let. to C. K. Sharpe 30 Dec. in Lockhart, The appoint-
ments . . are 300 a yearno deaf nuts. 1858 DE QUINCEY
Antobiog. Sk. Wks. I. 88 A blank day, yielding absolutely

nothing what children call a deaf nut, offering no kernel.

f C. Deaf arch = blind arch. Obs. rare.

1815 ./!. tfe?. Chron. 43 In one of the deaf Arches, im-

mediately adjoining the middle arch of the bridge.

7. Comb., etc., as deaf-eared, ^-minded adjs. ;

deaf-adder [cf. i d], a local name in England for

the slow-worm or blind-worm, in U.S. for certain

snakes supposed to be venomous
;
deaf-dumb =

DEAF - MUTE ; deaf dumbness, dumbness or

aphonia arising from deafness ; deaf-ear, (a] =
AURICLE 3 ; f () a cotyledon or seed-leaf of some

plants; deaf-nettle = DEAD-NETTLE.
1806 POLWHELE Hist. Cornwall VII. 120 We have a kind

of viper which we call the long-cripple : it is the slow-worm
or *deaf-adder of authors. 1860 BARTLETT Diet. Amer.

t

Blanser, the name given by the Dutch settlers to the hog-
nosed snake . . Other popular names in New York are Deaf-
Adder and Buckwheat-nosed Adder. 1834 GOOD Study
Aled. (ed. 4) I. 433 A *deaf-dumb boy. Ibid. 421 The extent

of Knowledge . . which the deaf-dumb have occasionally
exhibited. Ibid. 418 Aphonia Surdontnt, ''Deaf-dumb-

ness. 1883 B. W. RICHARDSON Field of Disease vi. 262

Deafness, resulting . . from actual disease, or from deaf-

dumbness. 1615 CROOKE Body ofMan 374 At the Basis of

the heart on either side hangeth an appendixe . . which is

called the Eare, not from any profile, action or vse it hath

sayeth Galen, .and therefore wee in English call it commonly
the *deafe-eare, but for the similitude. Ibid. 375 The
hollow veine..is receiued by the right deafe-eare. 1796
MRS. GLASSE Cookeryv. 68 Wash a large beast's heart clean,

and cutoff the deaf-ears. 1725 BRADLEY Fam. Diet. s.v.

Melon, The two first leaves, which are call'd the Deaf Ears
of the plant, will twirl or coffer. 1877 N. W. Line. Gloss.,

Deaf-ears, the auricles of the heart. 1565 GOLDING Ovid's

Met. ix. (1593) 229 And words of comfort to her *deafeard

mind they spake. 1581 MARBECK Bk. of Notes 149 These
which are dumme and are *deafe minded, c 1440 Promp.
Parv. n6*Deffe nettylle, arch-angeliis. 1599 A. M. tr.

Gabelhouer's Bk. Pkysicke 201/1 Deafe Nettles. 1877 N. W.
Line. Gloss., Deaf-nettle, the stingless nettle.

Deaf (def), v. arch, or dial. Forms: 5 deffe,

6 Sc. deif(f, 6-7 deeff(e, deafe, deaff, 7- deaf,

[f. DEAF a. ;
or an assimilation of the earlier

DEAVE v. to the form of the adj.]

1 1. intr. To become deaf. Obs. rare.

1530 PALSGR. 509/2, 1 deefe, I begyn to wante my hearing.

2. trans. To make deaf, to deafen.



DEAFEN.
c 1460 TtrwncUy Alyst. 314 Then defies hym with dyn the

hellys of the kyrke When thai clatter. 1530 PALSGK. 509/3

Thou dccffest me with thy krycng so loude. 1595 SHAKS.

John u. i. 147 What cracker is this same that deafcs our

eares With this abundance of superfluous breath? 1697
DHYORN sEnt-itf vn. 130 A swarm of thin aijrial shapes

appears, And, flutt'ring round his temples, deafs his cars.

i?a8 VANBR. & Cm. Prov. ffusti. u. i. Lord I this Boy is

enough to deaf People. 1877 Holderncss Gloss., Deeaf, to

,K .ilrii v. Eth I

b.
_/?(,'.

and tiaiisf.

1596 LODGE Marg. Atner. 7 Then marched forth ech

squadron, deafling the aire with their cries. 1615 T. APAMS
Blacke DeviU 13 Yet still [he] deafes himselfe to the cry of

his owne conscience. 1637 NABOBS Microcosm, in Dadslcy
IX. 127 If she urge Those accusations, deaf thy under-

standing To her suggestions. 1811 BYRON Itfav. , Earth
iii. 283 No more . . Than their last cries shall shake the

Almighty purpose, Or deaf obedient ocean, which fulfils it.

8. To drown (a sound) with a louder sound.

1640 G. ABBOTT Jot Paraphr. xxxix. 251 Deafing their

noise . . with his loud and daring neii-hings. i8ai CLARE
Vill. Minstr. II. 95 The birds. .Were often deafd to silence

with her song.
Hence Dcivflng vbl. sb. and ///. a.

1611 Timt Noble Kinsm. v. iii. 9 'Gainst the which there

is No deafing but to hear. 1047 H. MORE Poems, Oracle

39 The deafing surges, that with rage do boyl.

Deafen (de-fn\. Also 7 deaffen. [f.
DEAF

a. : see -EN suffix^. A later synonym of prec.]

1. trans. To make deaf, to deprive of the power
of hearing ; to stun with noise. Msojig.
1597 (see DEAFENING ppl. a. i). 6n COTGR., Assourdir;

to deafen, or make deafe. 1634 HABINGTON Castara (Arb.t

79 We beginne To live in silence, when the noyse oth'

Bench Not deafens Westminster. 1717 LADY M. W.
MONTAGU Lett, i Jan., Hunting horns, .that almost deafen

the Company. 1853 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. IV. 269 Racine

left the ground, .deafened, dazzled, and tired to death.

2. To render (a sound) inaudible ; to drown by
a louder sound.

1813 CHALMERS Serm. I. v. 126 With whom the Voice of

God !s therefore deafened by the voice and testimony of men.

i8a7 COOPER Prairie I. vii. 102, I tarried till the mouths of

my hounds were deafened by the blows of the chopper.

8. Building. To make (a floor or partition) im-

pervious to sound by means of pugging. Hence

Dea fening vbl. sb., material used for this purpose,

pugging ; deafening-board, a board fixed between

floor-joints to prevent sound from passing through
the floor.

1-1814 T. SOMERYILLE Life (1861) 337 Few of the floors

were deafened or plastered. 1839 M. LAFEVER Mod. A rchit.

in Strips nailed on the sides of the beams, to support
the deafening board. 1864 Glasgow Herald 9 Apr., The

heavy load of earth which has been put in for deafening.

1 4. intr. To become deaf. Obs. rare.

1680 [see DEAFENING 2].

Hence Dea fenad ///. a.

1608 SHAKS. Per. v. i. 47 She . . with her sweet harmonic
. .would..make a battrie through his deafend parts. 1678
DRYDEN & LEE (Edipus n. Wks. (1883) VI. 172 Methinks

my deafened ears Are burst.

Deafening (de-frig), ppl. a. [-INO
2
.]

1. That deafens or stuns with noise.

1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. IV, in. i. 24 With deaffning Clamors.

1667 MILTON P. L. n. 520 All the host of Hell With deaf-

ning shout return'd them loud acclaim. 1791 COWPER Iliad

ix. 714 The tumult and the deaf 'ning din of war. 1858

FROUDE Hist. Eng. III. 498 The deafening storm of de-

nunciation which burst out.

f 2. Becoming deaf. Obs. rare.

1680 EARL ROSCOM. Poems (1780) 81 Music no more

delights our deaf 'ning ears.

Hence Dea feningly adv., in a deafening manner.

1817 HARE Guesses (1859) 326 And beat it they do deafen-

ingly, at every corner ofa street.

Deaffe, obs. form of DEAF.

De-afforest (dfiafjrrest), v. [ad. med.L. de-

afforcst-arc : see DE- pref. II. i and AFFOREST v.]
= DISAFFOREST.
1640 Act 16 Chas. I, c. 16 S 5 The grounds Territories or

places which have beene or are Deaflbrrested. 1670 BLOUNT
Law Diet., De-afforested, that is discharged from being
Forest ; or, that is freed and exempted from the Forest-

Laws. 1830 BAILEY Festus xix. (1848) so8 The paradise
Initiate of the soul, .that pleasant place, Erst deafforested.

So De-affo:resta-tion = DISAFFORESTATION.

1659 Anc. Land-Mark betw. Prince I, People 15 [They]
procured many deafforrestations for the people. 1671 F.

PHILLII-S Reg. Necess. 498 Their many deafforrestations.

t Dea'fhead. 0/>s. [See -HEAD.] Deafness.

c 1350 in Anhaeol. XXX. 351 For defhed of hed & for

dul herynge.

Deafish (de-fij), a. [f. DEAF a. + -ISH.] Some-

what deaf.

1611 COTGR., Sourdastre, deafish, thicke of hearing. 1664

COTTON Scarron. iv. (1741)85 For still thou deafish art tp't.

1794-6 E. DARWIN Zoon. (1801) II. 443 Ether dropped into

the ears of some deafish people.

Deafly (de-fli), adv. [f.
as prec. + -LY 2

.]
In

a deaf manner : a. Without hearing (///. andfig .) ;

b. Dully, indistinctly ;

'

obscurely to the car (J.\
c 1330 R. BiU'NNF. Chrm. Wace 5236 Bot lulius Cesar

woldhym nought here ; fful deflike \T. r. deflyl herdc

he his preyere. la HULOET, Deaflye, tnrde. 1606 1.

H[AWKINS] Caussin's Holy Crl. 36 They might (perhaps)

deafly attend deuotion in the silence of a little family. 1817

POLLOK Course T. ill. io.'2 Blindly, deafly, obstinate ,i 1861

CLOUGH Mix. Poems, Urniis 21 Deafly heard Were

hauntings dim of old astrologies.

VOL. III.
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If Dcajly deep. Of uncertain meaning. With quot.

1400 cf. devely, DEVILY a.

c
14^00

Stnvdone Bab. 265 The Dikes were so develye dene,
Thai hi:lde hem selfe Chek-mate. 1605 SYLVF I

Bartas n. iii. iv. (1641) 184/2 Rivers the most deafly-deep.

Deafly, var. form of DEAVKXY a.

Deaf-mute, "-, tb. [After F. sourd-muet]
a. Deaf and dumb. b. One whoisdeaf and duinli.

1837 Penny Cycl. VIII. 322/2 s. v. Deaf and Dninl; In

all these conditions of deafness, the person is consequently
mute, or dumb. Hence the expression Deaf-Mule, as used
in the continental languages, and Deafand Dumb, as used
in England and America. 1865 New .$></. Soc. JV.ir-AX-.

for 1864. 479 A deaf-mute child. 1881 H. JAMFS Portr.

Lady xxv. He might as well address her in the deaf-mute's

alphabet.
Hence Dea'f-mu-teness, Dea'f-mntlim, the

condition of a deaf-mute.

1874 H. R. REYNOLDS John Bapt. ii. 109 The deaf-mute-

ness of Zacharias. 1865 New Syti. Soc. Year-Bk. for 1864.

318 Congenital deaf-mutism. 1874 ROOSA Dis. Ear 515
Deaf-muteism is caused by diseases of the middle and in-

ternal ears. 1884 A. J. ELLIS in Athenaeum it Jan. 55/2
This art [of lip-reading],

the keystone of the modern bridge
from deaf-mutism to deaf sociality.

Deafness (de'fnes). For forms see DEAF a.

[See -NESS.] The state or condition of being deaf.

1398 TRF.VISA Barth. de P. A*, v. xii. (1495) 117 Yf coleia be

Hferocles 138 The blindness and deafness of those Souls

which fall into Vice. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. \. xxiii. 167 The
deafness was probably due to a strain of the tympanum.
Deaken, -on, deakne, obs. ff. DEACON.

Deal (d<l), sbl Forms : 1-3 d&l, (i dael),

3-6 del, 4-5 deel, delle, 4-6 dell, 4-7 dele, 5

deyll, 5-6 deele, deill(e, 6 deyle, (daill), 5-7
deale, 6 deall, 6- deal. [A common Teut. sb. :

OE. deel, corresp. to OFris. del, OS. dll (MDu.,
Du. deel, MLG. del, deil, LG. deel, dll}, OHG.,
M HG. ,

mod.G. teil, Goth, dail-s :-OTeut. *daili-z :

cf. Lith. dalls, OSlav. delii part, dllitt to divide.

Beside the form deel (with umlaut of A = OTeut.

at), OE. had also, without umlaut, d/>l, whence

DOLE and DALE 2
.]

I. A part, portion, amount.

1 1. A part or division of a whole ; a portion,

fraction, section. Obs.

a 800 Corpus Gloss. 548 Conpetentes portiunculas, xelim-

plice daele. c 888 K. ALFRED Boeth. xxxiii. 8 2 Hi . .heora

god on swa mani^e daelas todaelab. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt,

xxvii. 51 Dais temples wah-ryft wearS tosliten on twejen
dxlas. cijoj LAY. 21125 He a fif dale dzlde his fcrde.

1340 Ayenb. 164 fe filozofes . . to-delden bise ujrtues ine ztx

deles. 1398 TREVISA Barth. de P. R. xiv. iii. (1495) 469

Monteynes . . passe vpwarde aboue the other deale of the

londe. c 1440 Prontp. Part'. 117 Dele, or parte, porcio.

1594 CAREW Tasso (1881) 9 He ceast, and vanisht flew to

tl/vpper deale, And purest portion of the heauenly seat.

tb. With an ordinal number, expressing an

aliqnot part of the whole. See also HALF-DEAL.

971 Dlickl. Htm. 35 We sceolan . . syllan bone tcoban dxl

ure worldspeda. ciios LAY. 3019 pea bridde del of mine

londe. c 1350 Will. Palerne 1284 pe furbe del of a furlong.

1393 GOWER Conf. II. 198 Be so that he the halve dele Hem

c. 3 I 23 The moitie and halfe deale of euery sucne pension.

1535 COVERDALE Lev. xiv. 10 Thr tenth deales of fyne

floure. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny vn. 1, A good moity and bun
deale thereof. 6n BIBLE Num. xv. o, A meate offering of

three tenth deales of flowre. 1737 WHISTON Jcsephus

Antiq. in. x. 8 5 They, .bring one tenth deal to the altar,

t C. With indefinite and distributive numerals,

as a, each, every, never a, no, some, etc. See also

EVERY-DEAL, SOME-DEAL, etc. Obs. or arch.

CT*OO ORMIN 1720 AH wass it filledd iwhillc dxl purh

Crist i Cristess time, a 1300 CursorM. 20276 (Colt.) O pine

ne sal i thol na dele, c 1384 CHAUCER //. Fame I. 331

Suche godelyhede In speche and neuer a dele of trouthe.

. Merline 896 in Furniv. Percy Folio 450 That this

woman hath told eche deale, certez J beleeue itt weele.

ii ELYOT Gov. i. xx, The straunge kynge . . understoile

euery dele of the mater. [1870 MAGNUSSON & MORRIS

Volsunga Saga 67 Then Sigurd ate some deal of Fafnir s

heart 1884 J. PAYNE icoi Nights IX. 166 Moreover, they

ate not anydele of the food that remained in the tray.]

fd. With other, and comparative words, as

more, most, less, better, and the like, distinguishing

one of two parts, or a part from the remainder.

The other deal: the other part, the rest, the re-

mainder. The better deal (fig.) : the superiority,

the better. For the most deal: for the most part,

mostly, on most occasions. Obs.

i>$8 Eng. Pnxlam. Hen. Ill (Trans. Pttilol. Soc.

1868/9, 19), Vre nedesmen alle, o|>=r be moare dael of heom.

1107 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 7582 pc mcstedel of hcyemen . . Beb

icome of be Normans, cijto Sir Ferumb. 660 Hc..ne
a-len no man ne tok querel. .bat he ne hadde )>e betere

deel. 1387 TREVISA Hi^itn (Rolls) II. jio Now for be

moste deel he fleeb mannys sijt. 1398 Barth de P. R.

v. i. (Tollem. MS.), pey be^ greuous to ober dele of be body

[residua corporis\ a 1400-50 Alexander 5568 pe drejest

deele of bairn died of his dukis handis. 1447 BOKENHAU

Seyntys (Roxb.) 164 Whan she hys feet anoyntyd had weel

..Upon hys heed she poryd the tothir deel. 1481 CAXTON

Reynard xvi. ( Arb.) 35 He made it so that he had the beste

dele, I gate not halfe my parte. c 1511 i< Enf. Bk. A mer.

(Arb.i Introd. 30/1 Wherof ye moost deyle is. .kyt of of the

DEAL.

holy Rome* chyrche. 157* BOSSEWELL Armorie u. 53 b.

All the other deale of his body halhe the fourme of * Title

hounde.

fe. I>y the tenth deal: (en-fold; by a IhpusaiiJ

deal: a thousandfold. Apparently an erroneous

use originating in negative expressions where it

means ' not by the tenth or thousandth part
'

(FCC

quot. 1400).
c 1330 K. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 261 If bei now powere

had of vs, wile )e wele, Strciter we uld be lad bi be tend
dele, f 1384 CHAUCER //. Fame HI. 405 Woxcn on high..
Wei more be a thousande dele Than hyt was erst. ( 1400
Rom. Rose 1074 In this world is noone it lychc, N
a thousand decile so riche. 1401 /W. I'^ems i Rolls) H. 31
Then was it better doe than U nowe . . by a thousand dele.

f 2. A part allowed or apportioned to any one ;

a portion, share, dole. Obs. exc. dial.

r8aj I'esp. Psalter cxli. 6 [cxlii. 5! Du earS hyht min
dzl min in eoroan lirXendra. ciaaa Ags. (-.esf. Luke xv.

ii Facder, syle me minne dtel minre arhte. c 13*5 Coer de
L. 2220 Their tresour and their meles He toke to his own
deles. 1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) I. 407 He deleb his

mete at pc mcl, And )euep eueriche manis del. 15. . Kyng
Hi Hermyt 337 in HazL F.. P. P. I. 15 Every man schall

have his dele. 1535 COVERDALE i Satn. i. 5 But vnto Anna
he gaue one deale heuely for he loued Anna. 1647 HKR-
RICK Noble Numbers, Ividdavtes Teares, The deale Of
gentle paste and yeelding Dow That thou on widdowes
didst bestow. 1800 FORSYTH Beauties .ScotI. IV. 132 The
remainder [of the money] is divided into shares, called deals,

according to the number of persons entitled to a portion
of it.

b. A portion or share of land ; cf. DALE *
I and

DOLE j*.i

1600 Sc. Acts Jas. K/d8i4) IV. 741 The cottaris deallis,

and aucht akeris of land occupyit be be fischeris of Feme.

1633 Sc. Acts Cltas. / (1814' V. 125 The tua dealles of Und
lyand bctuix the lands of Grainge and HaltounehilL 1851

Cumbrld. Gloss., Deail, a narrow plot of ground in a com-

mon-field, set out by land-marks.

3. A quantity, an amount ; qualified
as good,

great, vast, or the like ; formerly, also, as poor,

small, little, etc. A great deal: a large part,

portion, allowance, or amount (of anything), very
much. A good deal : a considerable amount. Cf.

LOT (in a great lot, good lot, etcA
c looo Sax. Lcechd. II. 202 Micel dtcl bewylledes waeteres

on hunixes godum dasle. c iajo Halt Meid. 29 Ha. . vsceo
bah after muchele deale mare, a 1300 Cursor M. 13493

(Colt.) Hai bar was a mikel dele, a 1400-50 Alexander

3703 Coupis . . bai fande hot a fewe dele forged of siluir.

c 1430 Two Cookery-bks. 15 Safroun, & a gode dele Salt.

1570 LEVINS Manip. 207/37 A lyttle deale, parum. 1506
SHAKS. i Hen. IV, II. iv. 592 But one halfepenny-worth of

Bread to this intolerable deale of Sacke ! 1609 BIBLE

(Douay) i Mace. iii. 6 The treasurie at lerusalem was ful

of innumerable deale of money. i6i J. MAYER Eng.
Catech. 207 Where ignorance preuaileth there can be but

a poore deale of loue. 1673 RAY Journ. Low C. 57 There

being so vast a deal of room, that 40,000 people may shelter

themselves in it. 1685 H. MORE Some Cursory Refl. A ij b,

To make such a Tragical deal ado about it. 1711 H EARNE

Collect. (Oxf. Hist. Soc.) III. 223 A great Deal of Lead.

1771 FRANKLIN Autobiog. Wks. 1840 I. 6 He was also a

good deal of a politician. 1700 BEATSON A'av. / Mil.

Mem. I. 183 A most violent hurricane, which did an in-

credible deal of damage. 1874 C. GEIKIE Life in Woods vi.

101 A good deal of ram having fallen. iSfS JOWETT Plato

(ed. 2) I. 103 There is a great deal of truth in what you say.

b. absol. (the thing referred to being implied
or understood).
c 1450 St. CulUert (Surtees) 2971 Aftirwarde a litel dele,

Cuthbert was prayde to karlele, Prestes to ordayne. 1659

Burton's Diary (\W> IV. 451, I see no need of it. The

danger is a great deal. 1711 STEELE Sped. No. 51 F
But there is a great deal to De said in Behalf of an Author.

I7 DE FOE Cafl. Singleton xvi. (1840) 271 Our beef and

hogs . . being not yet all gone by a good deal. 1765 A.

DICKSON Treat. Agric. (ed. 2) 160 A great deal depends

upon the just proportions of its several parts. 1871 B.

TAYLOR Faust f. Prelude 3 They've read an awful deal.

1891 in Law Times XCI. 33/a Whatever may be thought
of the . . propriety of a good deal that was done.

4. A deal is used pregnantly for a good or great

deal, etc. ;
nn undefined, but considerable or large

quantity (rarely number) ; a ' lot '. colloq.

l. . MylnerofAbyngt<my>m Hail. E. P. P. III. 102 Of
each mannes corne wolde he steale More than his toledish by
a deale. 1507 GEHARDK Herbal I. xxxi. S i- 42 Nothing else

but a deale of flocks set and thrust togither. 1601 SHAKS.

Ttvel. N. Hi. t. 157 O what a deale of scorne lookes beauii-

full In the contempt and anger of his lip ! i67-77 FELTHAM
Resolves I. xxx. 52 What a deal of sweetness do we find

in a mild disposition? 1741 RICHARDSON Pamela 11824) I.

xxii. 34 He and Mrs. Jervis had a deal of talk, as she told

me. 1777 JOHNSON Let. 16 Oct., I have a deal to look

after. 1780 Phil. Trans. LXX. 493 A tornado last night,

with a deal of rain, thunder, and lightning. 1831 HT.

MARTINEAU Life in Wilds v. 62 Saving us a deal of trouble.

1875 JOWETT Plato I. 351 Talking a deal of nonsense.

II. Adverbial uses.

1 5. Connected with the notion of '

part, bit,

whit '
: Any deal, to any extent, any whit : some

deal, to some extent, somewhat ; each deal, each

a deal, every deal, ilk a deal, every bit, cveiy whit,

entirely ; halfen deal, half j
mesten del, for the most

part, mostly. See also EVKBYDBAL, HALFEJ.-IIEAL,

SOHEDEAL, etc. Obs.

a 700 EpinalGloss. 731 Partim, sume daeli \Erfurt suma:

dasl'l a ins St. Marker. 17 We luucS bi be lufte ahe

mesten del. 1300-1440 [see EACH id), a 1300 Cursor

M. 17400 (Cott.) Your sagh es lese, euer-ilk del. c 1340



DEAL,

Ibid. 23532 (Trin.) Wibouten tariynge any dele. 1375-1715

[see EVERVDEAL 2]. c 1400 Smvdone Bab. 2016 Tille he

were rosted to colis ilkadele. 1471 RIPLEY Comp. Alch, n.

in Ashm. (1652) 138 The whych unknowen thy Warke ys
lost ech dele. 1513 DOUGLAS sEneis n. iv. 33 As I sail

schew the verite ilka deil. 1553 GRIMALDE Cicero*s Offices

io6a, Was hee any deale the richer? 1590 SPENSER F. Q.
in. ix. 53 The..hevenly lampes were halfendeale ybrent.

1710 PHILIPS Pastorals iv. 25 Albeit some deal I pipe.

t b. In the negative Never a deal, no deal, not

a deal : never a bit, not a whit, not at all. Obs.

c 1250 Gen. <$ Ex. 230 It ne wrocte him neuere a del.

c 1340 Cursor M. 23332 {Trin.) Of hem shul bei rewe no del.

c 1422 HOCCLEVE Tale Jonathas 277 Hir conpaignie he
nat a deel forsooke. c 1450 St. Cnthbert (Surtees) 4678 pe
pepill it lyked neuer a dele. 1548 UDALL, etc. Erasm. Par.

John vii. 57 Neuer a deale moued to cum to better aduise-

ment. 1569 STOCKER Diod. Sic. \\. xliv. 100 His father was
no deale contented with the league. 1579 TOMSON Calvin's

Serm, Tim. 392/1 They . . are neuer a deale more accept-
able to God. a 1600 Caftaine Care xxvi. in Child Ballads
III. vi. clxxviii. 431/2 His harte was no dele lighte.

6. Connected with the notion of ' amount '

or
*
extent

'

: A great deal, to a great extent or degree,

greatly, very much ; a good dtal, to a considerable

extent or degree, considerably ;
a vast deal

t vastly;

\much deal, etc. a. as verbal adjuncts.
1562 WINJET Certain Tract, i. Wks. 1888 I. 3 To lat

down ane grete dele thair hie sailis. 1372 FORREST Thco-

philus 169 (in Anglza\\\.} The iuste prayer much deale

for to prevayle. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe (1840) II.
viji. 183,

I. .bled, .a great deal, a 1845 HOOD Last Man xxvii, The
beggar man grumbled a weary deal. 1887 SALA in Illust.

Lond. News 19 Mar., I had travelled a good deal in earth-

quaking lands.

b. as adjuncts of adjectives or adverbs in the

comparative or superlative, or their equivalents.
1526 TINDALE Mark x. 48 He cryed the moore a greate

deale. 1578 LYTE Dodoens vi. xlii. 713 Wilde Peares..
do drie and stop a great deale more then the others.

1581 G. PETTIE tr. Gnazzo's Civ. Conv. (1586) n. 88 b, The
kitchin was a greate deale too little. 1692 LOCKE Educ.
160 To have them [letters] a pretty deal bigger than he

should ordinarily write. 1706 JANE AUSTEN Pride <$ Prej.
vi. (1813) n You are a great deal too apt. .to like people in

general. 1870 DICKENS E. Drood viii, You take a great
deal too much upon yourself. 1875 JOWETT Plato I. 493 At
a point a good deal lower than that at which they rose.

7. A deal : to an undefined but considerable

amount or extent
; much, colloq.

1756 TOLDERVY Hist. Two Orphans III. 21 She talked a
deal. 1811 LAMB Guy Faitx^ The first part of this dilemma
is a deal too shocking to think of. 1855 MRS. GASKELI. North
fy S. xvii, Beside, I shall be a deal here to make it more
lively for thee. 1857 HUGHES Tom Brtnun \. iv, You boys
of this generation are a deal tenderer fellows than we used
to be.

III. 8. Comb, (in OE. and early ME.), as

^ del (dal) neominde, -takand, participator, sharer ;

f del-taking, participation ; -f dealsman (<Sr.), a

partner, sharer.

825 Vesp. Psalt. cxviii[;]. 63 Daelmomend ic earn alra
ondredendia <5ec. c 1173 Lamb. Horn. 47 Beo heo dal
neominde of heofene riches blisse. a 1300 E. E. Psalter
cxviii. 63 Del-takand I am of al be dredand. Ibid. cxxi[i]. 3
Ofwham in him self del-taking hisse. 1563 Aberdeen Reg.
V. 25 (Jam -) "The awnaris and delismen of trie said schip.

Deal (dti\ sb* [f. DEALZ/.] An act or the
act of dealing.
1. The act or system of dividing into parts for

distribution ; sharing.
l873 J- G. BERTRAM Harvest of Sea 331 At that time

most of the herring boats of Shellbraes were managed on
the sharing system, or by 'the deal', as it was called.

|2. Dealing; intercourse. Sc. See DALE 2 2.

1588 A. KING tr. Canisius' Calech. 6 To haue carnel deale
with ane vf>er mans vyffe. 1594 WILLOBIE A visa xix, Be-
cause you love a secret deale.

3. Cards. The distribution to the players of the
cards required for a game ; f a single round or

game marked by one distribution of the cards (0&s.}.

1607 HEYWOOD Woman Killed with Kindness Wks. 1874
II. 123 My minds not on my game ; Many a deale I haue
lost. 1674 COTTON Compl. Gamester xi, At French Ruff you
must lift for deal. 1728 SWIFT Jrnl. ofMod. Lady, How
can the muse.. in harmonious numbers put The deal, the
shuffle, and the cut? 1739 GRAY Let. to Mother -21. June,
You sit down, and play forty deals without intermission.

1778 C. JONES Hoyle's Games Impr. 61 You risk the losing
of three or four Tricks in that Deal to gain one only. 1860
Bohn's Handbk. Games n. 68 If a card is faced in the deal,
there must be a new deal, unless it is the last card.

4. An act of dealing or buying and selling ;
a

business transaction, bargain, vulgar or slang.
1837-40 HALIBURTON Clockm. (1862) 305 Six dollars apiece

for the pictures is about the fair deal for the price. 1861
HUGHES Tom Brown at Oxf. vi. (1889) 52 He wanted to
have a deal with me for Jessy [mare]. 1879 E. K. BATES
Egypt. Bonds I. iii. 51 He wants to make a deal for some
chickens and vegetables in the morning.

b. spec. A transaction of an underhand or ques-
tionable nature ; a

private
or secret arrangement in

commerce or politics entered into by parties for
their mutual benefit; a 'job*. U. S.
1881 N. Y. Nation XXXIII. 487 [The party boss] his

power of making 'deals'. 1882 Ibid. XXXV. 411/1 The
shifts and expedients and 'deals' which had illustrated his
rise to

political prominence. i888BRYCE^I;cr. Commw. II.
in. Ixiii. 461 The chiefs of opposite parties, .will even go the
length of making (of course secretly) a joint

'

deal', i.e. of
arranging for a distribution of offices whereby some of the
friends of one shall get places, the residue bsing left for the

66

friends of the other. 1891 Boston (Mass.) JrnL 27 Nov. 6/4
It is not known who are Deacon White's heirs in this corn
deal. 1892 Ibid. 5 Nov. 12/7 An alleged Deal between the

Republicans and the Democrats.

Deal (d/1), sb$ Forms : 5 dele, 6 dell, deil,

6-8 deale, 7 dale, 8 Sc, dail, 6- deal. [Intro-
duced from Low German c 1400 : cf. MI,G. dele fern,

plank, floor (mod.Du. deel plank, dele, delle floor
1

*,

corresp. to OHG. dil, ditto m., dilla f., MHG. dil

m. f., dille f. board, deal, boarding, mod.G. diele f.

deal-board, fir-plank, in north Germany 'floor'

(see Grimm); ON.filja fern, deal, plank, planking ;

OE. pille stake, board, plank, THILL : OTeut.

*]>elj6n- (whence filjdn, filljd, pills : cf. Finnish

tcljo from Teutonic). Another OE. derivative was

J>eht hewn wood, board, flooring: see THEAL.]
1. A slice sawn from a log of timber (now always

of fir or pine), and usually understood to be more
than seven inches wide, and not more than three

thick ; a plank or board of pine or fir-wood.
In the timber trade, in Great Britain, a deal is understood

to be 9 inches wide, not more than 3 inches thick, and at

least 6 feet long. If shorter, it is a deal-end', if not more
than 7 inches wide, it is a BATTEN. In N. America, the
standard deal tto which other sizes are reduced in compu-
tation) is 12 feet long, n inches wide, and 2$ inches thick.

By carpenters, deal of half this thickness (i inches) is

called tvJwle deal \ of half the latter (g inch) slit deal.
The word was introduced with the importation of sawn

boards from some Low German district, and, as these con-
sisted usually of fir or pine, the word was from the first

associated with these kinds of wood.
1402 in C. Frost Early Hist. Hull (1827) App. 6 Mari

Knyght de Dansk. .xvj deles
;
in"1

waynscots. Ibid. 18, iij

dusen deles, a 1450 Ratitre (in Hull Trin. House Records),
Item for euerie hundreth of firre deales, xii</. 1558
Wills $ Inv. N. C. (Surtees) I. 183 Ffyrdells of the biggest
sorte..litle firdells .. doble firr sparrs. 1583-4 .. Accts.
Hull Charterhouse in ^V. 4- Q. 6th Ser. VIII. 217/1,
7 deals to scale the windows. 1595 A. DUNCAN Appendix
Etymol.^ Asser, a deele or planke. 1604 Vestry Bks. (Surt.)

283 For fortie firre dales, xxiijs. iiijrf. 1641 BEST Farm.
Bks. (Surtees) in Robert Bonwicke of Wansworth de-
manded for everie deale a pennie, for bringing them from
Hull to Parsonpooles, alledging that everie deale weighed
three stone. 1762 STERNE Tr. Shandy VI. xxiii, A little

model of a town . . to be run up together of slit deals. 1820
SCOBESBY Ace. Arctic Reg. I. 141 These huts, some con-
structed of logs, others of deals two inches in thickness. 1886
Law Times LXXX. 212/1 To there load a cargo of deals.

b. (Without a or plural?) Wood in the form of

deals.
a 1618 RALEIGH Obs. in Rem. (1661) 180 The huge piles of

Wainscot, Clapboard, Firdeal, Masts, and Timber . . in the
Low-countries. 16*7 CAPT. SMITH Seaman's Gram. \\. 14
Laying that Decke with spruce Deale of thirty foot long,
the sap cut off. 1667 PRIMATT City $ C. Builder 85,
A handsom Door, lyned with Slit-deal. 1794 Builder's
Price-Bk, 41 Whole deal dove-tailed dado. 1876 GWILT
Encycl. Archit. 2365 The table shows that the value of

\\ inch deal is 8ef. per foot. Ibid. Gloss. 1196 Fir boards. .

one inch and a quarter thick, are called whole deal, and
those a full half inch thick, slit deal.

2. As a kind of timber: The wood of fir or pine,
such as deals (in sense i) are made from.
White deal, the produce of the Norway Spruce {Abies

excelsa) ; red deal, the produce of the Scotch Pine (Pinits

sylvestris)', yellow deal^ the produce of the Yellow Pine

(P. mitis), or kindred American species.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 476 Some., haue their boughes

disposed in good order, as the Pitch-tree, Firre, or Deale.
Ibid. I. 488 For Mast-poles and crosse saile-yards in ships,
the Fir or Deale [aoies] is commended. 1673-4 GREW
Anat. Trunks n. vii. 2 Deal, especially the white Deal, if

it be cut cross, it tears. 1765 PARSONS in Phil. Trans. LV. 3
What we call white deal, which is esteemed the lightest and
tenderest of all the class of firs. 1833 Penny Cycl. \. 31^2
The Norway Spruce Fir . . In the market [its wood] is

known under the name of white or Christiania deal. 1840
Ibid. XVIII. 170/2 The Scotch Pine . . Its timber furnishes
the red deal of the carpenters. 1877 JAPP De Quincy I. vii.

143 Preferring mahogany to deal for book-shelves.

3. atlrib. and Comb., as (' made of or consisting
of deal'), deal box, door, -shaving, table, etc.;

('engaged in the trade in deals') deal-carrier,

-merchant, -porter, -runner\ etc. ; deal-apple
(dial.}, a fir-cone ; deal-end (see i note) ; deal-
fish (see quots.) ; deal-frame, a gang-saw for

cutting deals ; deal-tree (dial.}, a fir-tree; deal-

worker, a joiner who works up deal ; deal-yard,
a yard where deals are stacked. Also DEAL-BOARD.
1/1825 FORBV Voc. E. Anglia,

*
Deal-apples ,

the conical
fruit of the fir-tree. 1728 VANBR. & CIB. Prov. Husb. i. i,

Four mail-trunks, besides the great *deal-box. 1893 Daily
News 26 Apr. 6/1 If the Union ^deal-carriers did not return
to work their places would be filled by free labourers. 1886
RUSKIN Praeterita I. vn. 232 Neatly brass-latched *deal
doors. 1812 J. SMYTH Pract. Customs (1821) 285 What
constitutes the difference between a Deal and a Batten, is

the width : the former being above 7 inches wide, and the
latter not above 7 inches wide. This distinction . . applies
also to *Deal Ends and Batten Ends. 1845 in YARREI.L
Brit. Fishes Suppl., *Deal-fish. 1856 J. RICHARDSON in

Encycl. Brit. XII. 303/2 The Vaagmaer or Deal-fish has
also been recorded by Dr. Fleming as a British species.
i86z Chambers' Encycl., Dealfish . . a genus of fishes of the
ribbon-fish family, having the body much compressed, and
so named from the resemblance of the form to a piece of
deal. 1706 Lond. Caz. No. 4246/7 John Thomas, late of
Lambeth.. *Deale-Merchant. 1883 Gd. Words Aug. 543/1
Dock-labourers, "deal'porters and coal-heavers. 1889 Daily
News 24 Oct. 6/6 Dock labourers, wharfingers, Meal run-

DEAL.
ners. 1693 Phil. Trans. XVII. 998

*
Deal-shavings or

brown Paper, a 1825 FORBY Voc. E. Anglia,
*
'Deal-tree^

a fir-tree. 1705 Lond. Gaz. No. 4126/4 At the Cock in the

hoop "Deal-Yard . . are to be sold, Deal-Boards, Laths.
1840 Evid. Hull Docks Comm. 9 There are no timber-yards
..they are deal-yards. Ibid. 12 A deal-yard is for sawn
timber.

I Deal .r.*, deal-wine. Obs. Also dele-
wine. Some unidentified kind of wine, supposed
to have been of Rhenish origin.
1613 in Rogers Agric. $ Prices V. 440 [cf. also VI.

416/3]. i6x6T. ADAMS Souls Diseases xvi, He..cals for

wine, that he may make knowne his rare vessell of deale at
home not forgetting to [tell] you that a Dutch merchant
sent it him. 1616 B. JONSON Masques t Mercury Vind.^
Paracelsus man . . that he promised you out of white bread
and Dele-wine. 1635 SHIRLEY Lady of Pleas, v. i, To the
Dutch magazine of sauce, the Stillyard ; Where deal and
backrag, and what strange wine else .. Shall flow into our
room.

Deal (dm, v. Pa. t. and pple. dealt (delt).
Forms : Inf. i dselan, 2-3 dealen, 3 daelen,

deale(n, 3-5 delen, 3-6 dele, (4 del, 4 daile,

4-6 Sc. deill, 5 delyn, deele), 6-7 deale, 6- deal.
Pa. t., 1-3 deelde, 3 delet, 3-4 deld(e, 3-6 delt,

3-5 dalte, 4 dalt, delte, delit, 4-6 deled, -id,

-yd, 5 dellyd, 5-6 dealed, -id, -yd, 6 dealte, 6-
dealt. Pa.pple., I deeled, 3-4 i-deld, 4ideled, 3-7
delt, 4-6 dalt, 6 dault,4- zspa. t. [A common Teut.
verb : OE. Afetf-OFlte. dela, OS. deljan, MDu.,
Du., MLG. deelen, OHG. teilan, Ger. teilen, ON.
deila (Sw. dela, Da. dele\ Goth, dailjan, derivative

of *daili-z, OE. dxl DEAL sb} 9 part, division.]
I. To divide, distribute, share. Mainly trans.

fl. trans. To divide. Obs.

(7950 Lindisf. Gosp. xxiv. 51 Dividet eum daeles hine
[c looo Ags. Gosp. todaslb hyne]. c 1205 LAY. 21125
And he a fif dale da;lde his ferde. c 1290 S. Eng. Leg.
I. 239/715 f>is watur .. delez Jis world a-two. 01300 Cur~
sor M. 6883 (Cott.) J>e

folk J>at delt {Trin. dalt] war in
kinrede tuelue. 1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) I. 45 %if we
delej> be somme on bre and be seuen^>e parte of be J>ridde.

1480 CAXTON Descr. Brit. 24 This kyngdome of Northum-
berland was first deled in two prouynces. 1535 COVERDALE
Dan. v. 28 Thy kyngdome is delt in partes. 1570 Sat.
Poems Reform. (1890) I. 128 Our Lords are now delt in twa
sydis.

f 2. To separate, sever. Obs.
a 1000 Daniel 21 (Gr.) Swa no man scyle his gastes lufan

wiS gode daelan, c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 7 He dele5 J>e
sowle and J>e lichame. a 1300 Earth 13 in E. E. P, (18621

152 He . . delijj be dai from ni3t. c 1325 Poem Times Edw. II

205 in Pol. Songs (Camden) 333 I-deled from his riht

spous. #1400 Poems Vernon MS. 358 He jaf him wittes

fyue, To delen J?at vuel from |>e good.

\ b. intr. (for reft.} To separate oneself, go
away, part (from}. Obs. rare.
c 1000 Ags. Ps, liv. 7 [Iv. 7] Efne ic feor xewite, fleame

dsele. ciaos LAY. 7566 Julius Je kaisere mid alle J?an
Romanisce here dalden from ban fihte. Ibid. 18897 Per
heo gunnen daelen. Merlin ferde riht su5.

f3. trans. To divide (property, etc.) among a
number so that each may have his due share ; to

distribute in shares ; to portion out, apportion. Obs.
c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Luke xxii. 17 OnfoS and daelaS betwux

eow. 1002 Will of Wulfric in Cod. Dipl. VI. 147 Daet heo
hig da;lan him betweonan. c 1205 LAY. 4053 Heo wuolden
al pis lond daelen heom bi-twenen. a 1300 Cursor M. 3395
(Cott.) Bituix his childer he delt his aght. c 1460 Emare
42 He was curtays in all thyng . . And well kowth dele and
dyght. 1535 COVERDALE Josh.-v\\\. z Ye shal deale amonge
you their spoyle & catell.

f b. To share (property, etc.) with others. Obs.
a 1000 Cxdmotfs Gen. 2788 (Gr.) Naefre Ismael wi5 Isace

wi<5 min ajen beam yrfe daeleS. a 1175 Cott. Horn. 219 Hu
he mihte delen rice wi5 god. arzz^Ancr. R. 248 tJorto
sechen feolawes, & delen mid ham bet god. a 1536 TINDALE
Exp. Matt. Wks. II. 83 If thou give us abundance, .give us
an heart to use it. .and to deal with our neighbours.

4. To distribute or bestow among a number of

recipients ; esp. to distribute in the form of gifts
or alms. No^v mostlyfig.) or with out: see b.

(In 3 the main notion is the division into shares; here it is

the giving away or bestowing.)
<z looo Andreas 548 (Gr.) Hu J?rymlice . . [bu] pine ^ife

dselest. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Mark v. 26 past wif5e . . fram mane-
gum lascum fela pinga bolode and da;lde call bset heo ante.

c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 109 pe 3e deleQ elmessan for his drihtnes
luuan. a 1*25 A tier. R, 224 To dealen his feder chetel to
neodfule and to poure. c 1300 Beket 332 A sum of pans I

deld on eche side. 1393 LANGL. P. PL C. iv. 76 Let nat py
lyft half. . Ywite what j?ow delest withj?y ryht syde. c 1400
MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xxii. 102 He . . delez pam pis relefe in

faire siluer vessell. c 1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 4151
Thurgh myght of god bat al! gude deelys. 1588 A. KING
tr. Canisius' Catech. 12 He .. deillis his sindrie giftis of

graces. 1645 EVELYN Diary 25 Feb., There are many
charities dealt publicly here. 1815 W. H. IRELAND Scribble-
oinnnia 227 In comments they deal to the public dull diet.

b. To deal out ; f formerly also abroad, away,
forth, etc.

1382 WVCLIF Luke xi. 22 He schal . . dele abrood his

spuylis. ('1430 Hymns Virg. (1867) 55, I schal newe tungU
in }ou frame Alle maner of langagis forp to deele. 1535
COVERDALE 2 Sam. vi. 19 He., dealte out vnto all the

people . . vnto euery one a cake of bred. 1795 SOUTH EY
Joan ofArc v. 447 The provident hand deals out its scanty
dole. 1866 ROGKKS Agric. <V Prices I. xxiv. 609 To deal
out a certain number of herrings to their servants.

t C. absol.orintr. To make distribution of. Obs.
Also with the recipients as indirect obj. (dative) or with to.



DEAL.

1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls)786(i Of his fader trcsoric. . He dclde
nor his smile. 1362 LANC;I . /'. /'/. A. XL 237 We shuln
^iuc & dele oure enemy. Am! ally men bat arn nedyas pore
men iv suclic. 1456 Jftnu St'isf Man taught Son 154 in
llazl. /'. /'. /'. I. 175 And pore men of thy gode thou dele.

5. To <leliver or give (to a person) as his share
;

to apportion. Also with out.

c 1340 Caw. ff Gr. A'/. 2285 Dele to me my destine*, & do
hit out of honde. c 1400-50 Alexaniier 3475 Origin dcyne
him to dele a dele of his blis. 1563 B. Guoce I'-glcgs ii.

(Arb.t 36 For she thy seruycc nought esternes, but dcalcs
the gncfe for gaync. 1667 MILTON /*. L. iv. 70 To me
. . it deals eternal woe. 1704 SWIFT Mech. Opfrat.
Spirit^ This Grain of Enthusiasm, dealt into every Compo-
sition. 1766 GOLDSM. I'ic. H'. iv, The hard measure that
was dealt me. 1849 M. ARNOLD Mod. Sappho, Hast thou

yet dealt him, O life, thy full measure? 1851 HT. MAR-
TINEAU Hist, Peace (1877) III. iv. xiiL 115 The same
measure was dealt out to the family of Napoleon.

t 6. To bestow, give forth, render, deliver. Obs.

exc. as in b, c.

a 1250 Owl ff Night. 953 He mihte bet speken a sele, pan
mid wra|be wordes dele [v.r. deale]. c 1325 E. E. A flit.

P. B. 344 penne con dry}ttyn hym [Noe] dele drysly byse
wordez. ^ 1330 R- BRUNNE Chron. IVact (Rolls) 11890
Ffaire folden, and wel enseled, And to ber maister was hit

[a letter] deled, c 1400 Dsstr. Troy 5646 And the dom bat
he dulte i?dalte] duly was kept, c 1400 Apol. Loll, xxvii.

100 So may God delen it til an oper.

b. esp. To deliver blows.

(The earlier notion was that of distributing them (an in

sense 4) among several opponents or in various quarters,
in all directions, now more definitely expressed by deal
about ; Inter, the sense becomes either 'to give one as his

portion
'

(as in 5), or simply
*
to deliver '.)

c 1314 Guy lVarw. (A.) 2219 Strokes mi togider delden,
ywis, On helmes on bri?t scheldes. 1375 BAKBOUR Bruce
in. 32 [He] saw thaim swa gret dyntis deill. t 1400 Destr.

Troy 6547 Mony dedly dint delt horn amonge. 1470-85
MALORY Arthur xi. xi, Syr percyuale deltsoo nis strokes. .

that there durste no man abyde hym. 1640 RAWLINS Rebel,
lion n. i, He's no true souldier that deales heedlesse blowes.

1700 DRYDEN Pal. fr Arc. in. 612 One with a broken
truncheon deals his blows, a 17*1 GAY (J.), The nightly
mallet deals resounding blows, xpxo SOUTHEY Kehatna \. v,

Rejoiced they see. .That Nature in his pride hath dealt the
blow. 1878 Bosw. SMITH Carthage 337 Fortune or fraud
soon gave Scipio the chance of dealing a decbive blow.

C. Hence in various expressions, apparently

arising out of prec.
1642 FULLER Holy <y Prof. St. v.

yii. 385 He was perfect
in the devilish art of dealing an ill turn 1697 DRYDEN
yirg. Geore. i. 447 By fits he deals his fiery bolts about.

1700 Pal.tf Arc. in. 222 When hissing through the skies

the feathered deaths were dealt. 1702 ROWE Tamerl. \. ii.

671, I would . . deal like Alha My angry Thunder on the

frighted World. 1822 LAMB Elia Ser. n. Confess. Drunkard*
We dealt about the wit, or what passes for it after midnight,
jovially.

7. Cards. To distribute (the cards to be used in

a game) to the various players ; to give a player

(such or so many cards) in distributing. Also with

out, and absol.

1529 LATIMER Serm. at Camb. in Foxe A. ff M. (1583)

2142, I purpose againe to deale vnto you another carde
almost of the same sute. 1562 J. HEYWOOD Prov. ff Epigr.
(1867) 174 Were it as parellous to deale cardes at

play.
c 1592 MARLOWE Mass. Paris i. ii, Take this as surest thing,

That, right or wrong, thou deal thyself a king. 1673 COTTON
Compl. Gamester in Singer Hist. Cards 345 He that deals

hath the advantage of this game. 1709 Brit. Apollo II. 2/2

D. deals T. thirteen Cards. 1878 H. H. GIBBS Ombre 18

The Dealer's office is to deal and to see that there is no
mistake in the cards dealt. 1891 Speaker 2 May 534/2 At
baccarat . . the stakes are made before the cards are dealt.

8. fa- In Hurling etc.: To deliver or throw

(the ball). Qbs.
1602 CAREW Corn-wall 74 a, Then must hee cast the ball

(named Dealing) to some one of his fellowes. 1603 OWEN
Pembrokeshire (1891) 277 The horsemen, .will alsoe assault

anye. .that hath not the Knappan. .or cudgell him after he
hath delt the same from him. 1827 HONE Everyday Bk.
II. 1008 (Cornish hurling), The ball [is] thrown up, or dealt.

b. Of a horse.

1737 BRACKEN Farriery (1757) II. 34 His Carriage, and

way of dealing his Legs. Ibid. II. 77 There are Horses
that lead, or deal their Legs well.

II. To take part trt, have to do witkt occupy
oneself, do business, act. Mainly ititr.

t 9. intr. To take part r', share or participate in

or with, be a partaker of.
Obs.

cxx75 Pater Noster 225 in Latnb. Horn. 67 pu a^est to

hatien wel his sunne, pet 3u ne dele noht ber inne. a 1240
Ureisun in Cott. Horn. 187 Hwa se euer wule habbe lot wifc>

be of bi blisse, he mot deale wi]j be of bine pine. "1330 R.
BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 109 Of o side ne of other no bing deles

he. 1481 CAXTON Rfynard(Pii\),\ 46 Ye shal be partener of

my pylgremage, and dele of the pardon that I shal. .fecche

ouer the see.

flO. To engage with in conflict ;
to contend.

[Cf. ON. deila vifto be at feud or quarrel with, to contend.]

903 Byrktnoth 33 Betere . . Sonne we swa hearde hilde

d.don. <:i2O5 LAY. 30418 pus heo gunnen delen bene d.ci

longe. (1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 113 Steuen stoutly
deles. (-1400 Dtstr. Troy 11027 Wold haue dongyn hym
to dethe, hade bai dill long. 1577 HANMEH^WC. Eccl. Hist.

(1610) 385 How Areobindus slue a mighty Persian after

dealing with him hand to hand. 1596 HARINGTON Metaw.
Aiax (1814^ 14 To deal Wth him at his own weapon. 1667
AIILTON P. L. vi. 125 Brutish that contest and foule, When
Reason hath to deal with force.

f b. trans. To contend or fight about. Obs.

c 1205 LAY. 26043 Nu wit scullen delen ben dxd of mire

67

11. intr. To have to do with (a person); to
have intercourse or dealings with ; to associate

with. arch, (and now associated \ulh 13).
1300 Cursor At. 12349(0011.) Sum .m^r!-, u|t dim deles

To Icde his wordcs but he mcles. c 1380 WTCUV .V*7. \t 'As.

II. 401 pei delen not wib bes newe ordris, but supposed hem
hcrctikes. ^1400 A>w. Jr* 3265 Thou dtlesl with angry
folk, ywis. 1514 BARCLAY Cyi. ff Uplondyshtn. (Percy Soc.)
26 Her name was wanton Hesse, Who leest with her delt he
thryved not the lessc ! 1586 A. DAY Eng. Secrrtarie 11.

(1625) 36 With a resolute vow never to deale with him, I

then had cast him (his son] off. 17x1 STEKLE Sfect. No. 27
P 6 The Noble Principle . . of Benevolence to alt I have to

itti. 1869 FKEKMAN Norm. Cong. (1876* III. xii. 98
One of the charges against him was that of dealing with
a familiar spirit.

fb. Of sexual intercourse. Obs.
c 1340 Cursor M. 1197 (Fairf.) Our lord* . . bad he salde

iis wyf dele. 1387 TREVISA Hieden (Rolls) VI. 37 pey
eteb nou^t, nober delep wib hir wifes. a 1450 Knt. tie fa.

Tour 49 An ye loue ani other than yourc hu.sbonde, or ani
other dele withe you, sauf he only. 1661 I. DAVIRS tr.

< Y.virrW Voy. Ambass. 94 They go not to Church the day
they have dealt with a woman, till they have wash'd them-
selves.

12. To have business communications with ; to

carry on negotiations, negotiate, treat with \ some-
times implying secret or sinister dealings, arch.

(and now associated with 13).
a 1300 Cursor M. 5848 (Gotl.) Wid be eldest folk of israel,

wid pharao bai went to dele. 1393 COWER Con/. I. 267 The
grete clerken. .com. .To tret upon this lordes hele, Solonge
they to-gider dele [etc.]. 1597 BACON Ess. Negotiating(fixo.)
86 It is generally better to deale by speech, then by letter, and
by the mediation of a thirde then by a mans selfe. 1601
B. IOXSON Poetaster iv. ii, Now have they dealt with my
potnecaryto poison me. i6a< Cainden'sfftst. Eliz. i.(i688)

127 The Bishop of Rosse dealt with the Duke, as they were

Hawking, about the Marriage. 16*5 USSHER in Lett. Lit.
Men (Camden) 132, I doubt not, but before this time you
have dealt with Sir Peter Vanlore for obtaining Erpinus his
. . Persian books, a 1715 BURNET Own. Time (1823) II. 385
Wilkinson, a prisoner for debt . . was dealt with to accuse
him.

13. To carry on commercial transactions ; to do
business, trade, traffic {with a person, in an article).

.)/'. Lsn,i, t 4vcgw,iart tu uciiic 111 UUMIICS.M;, lu luiiuw u ii.iuc.

1611 COTGR., Tra/iqitcrt to trafficke, trade, . . commerce,
deale in marchandise.] a 16*7 MIDDLETON Mayor Qitinb.
in. ii, I deal in dog's leather. 1667 Decay Ckr. Piety (J.),

This is to drive a wholesale trade, when all other petty
merchants deal but for parcels. 1699 DAMPIER Voy. II. i.

itt. 65 Merchants care not to deal with him. 173$ POPE
Donne Sat. iv. 140 Who in the secret, deals in Stocks secure,
And cheats th' unknowing Widow and the Poor. 1833 HT.
MARTINEAU Manch. Strike vii. 82 A traveller who deals

..with several firms in this place. 1866 ROGERS Agric. ff

Prices I. xxi. 530 Such persons dealt in finished goods,

t b. trans. To offer for sale. Obs. rare.

1760 FOOTE Minor n. Wks. 1709 I. 252 You would not have
. .the flints? . . Every pebble of em . . He shall deal them as
new pavement.
14. To have to do with (a thing) in any way ; to

busy or occupy oneself, to concern oneself with.
a 1300 Cursor M. 1517 Jobal-.Was first loger, and fee

delt \v,r. dalt] wit. c 1400 MAUNOEV. (Roxb.) xvii. So Any
man pat deles with sorcery or enchauntementz. 1477 Fasten
Lett. 807 III. 211, Ther is no man

wyllyng
to del with

your
swanes. 1535 COVERDALE Ps. Ivii. 2 Youre handes deale

with wickednesse. 1586 A DAY Eng. Secretaire n. (1625)
112 Speaking of Friendship, I onely deale with such, whose
actions [etc.]. 1845-60 ABP. THOMSON Laws of Thought
Introd, 5 The mind deals with truth. 1869 HUXLEY in Set.

Opinion 21 Apr. 464 The first question with which I propose
to deal. 1893 Law Times XCV. 26/2 That part of the

Companies Act 1862 which deals with guarantee companies.

15. with in\ To occupy, employ, or exercise

oneself in (a thing) ; to have to do with, to make
use of. (Now often approaching a fig. use of 13.)

1581 MULCASTER Positions ix. (1887) 54 Among the best

writers that deale in this kinde. 1597 BACON Ess. Suitors

(Arb.) 44 Plaine dealing, in denying to deale in Sutes at first,

is grown., honourable. 17*4 WATTS LygicDcd., True Logic
is not that noisy thingthat deals all in dispute and wrangling.

1748 CHESTERF. Lett. \\. clviii. 65 All malt liquors fatten,

or at least bloat ; and I hope you do not deal much in them.

1770 junius Lett, xxxix. 200A poor contracted understanding
deals in little schemes. 1885 Manch. Exam. 6

July $/*
Lord E. F . .deals in vague outlines, as if afraid of being
too specific.

16. To deal with : to act in regard to, administer,

handle, dispose in any way of (a thing) ; b. to

handle effectively ;
to grapple with ;

to take suc-

cessful action in regard to.

1469 Plumpton Corr. (Camden) 23 He said that . . he wold
decle with you & yours, both be the law & besides the

law. a 1586 SIDNEY \J,\ If she hated me, I should know
what passion to deal with. 1661 BRAMHALL Just Vind. vt.

153 He so abated their power . . that a Dean and Chapter
were able to deal with them. 1737 BRACKEN Farriery
Impr. (1757) II. 120 The Lungs are formed accordingly, so

that they may the better deal with the Air admitted in

Inspiration. 1848 MACAULAV Hist. Eng. I. 142 A power
more than sufficient to deal with Protector and Parliament

together, a 1859 Ibid. V. 33 The Long Parliament did not

. . propose to restrain him from dealing according to his
__!._ . !_ t_ l-_ 1 t-* .1 T Vi_ -L-Z: 1

1891 Law Times XC. 462/2 Mrs. Headley . . swore that she
had never knowingly transferred or dealt with the mortgage.
Ibid. XCII. 93/2 Restraining the defendants from selling or

otherwise dealing with the shares.

DEALE.

17. 'lo deal -.i'ilh ; to act towards (any one), to
treat (in some spccifici! .

n im Conor l\f. 16461 (Coll.) IllUu. .be-halil and M Hu
vile (wt |jai wil him Uclt. , 1540 (,;". t, t.',r. Knt. 1661 He
..dalt with hir al in ilaynlc. 1494 KAHVAK Ckron ,vi cxlvii.

133 In lyke matter as they had dalt with I'.urdcaux. 1535
COVUDAU ft,

cii(i]. 10 He hath nut dealt with v after
our synnes. 1568 UAFTOH Chron. II. 360 Sore duplexed,
that they were so hardly delt withall. 1611 KIHI.K a Sam,
xviii. 5 Deale gently for my lake with . . Absalom. 17*9
BUTLEB Strut, ix. Wkn. 1874 II. 116 We ounelvo hall one
time or other be dealt with ai we deal with othen. 1874
GBIEN Slwrt IHit. viii. I 6. 531 The Commons were dealing
roughly with the agent* of the Royal system.

D. with by (=in rejjard to) in same sense.

IG. IlAKvtY Letttr./.lt. (Camden) 3 That he wuld not
so hardly bi me. 1675 tr. Mtuliiaveltfs /Vtw{i88:a)
'!_-/ _ I T__ I. I. _ ....ll_.t. t-

deale M

305 The Venetians, .have, .dealt, .honourably by him. 1754
CHATHAM Lett. Nephew vi. 43 If we would deal fairly by
ourselves. 1877 Miss BKAUDON Weavers ff lf'f/t 334 It will

not be found that I have dealt unjuMly by any one.

18. To deal en, upon : to set lo work upon.
arch.

1594 SIIAKS. Rich, lit, iv. ii. 76 Two deep enemies, Foe
to my Rest . . Are they that I would haue tnec deale vpon.
'599 B. JONSON Ev. Man ant of Hm. v. iv, Mil, What,
will he deal upon such quantities of wine, alone? 1816
BYRON Ch. Hnr, in. Ixxxlii, Allured By their new vigour,
sternly have they dealt On one another. i8a8 SCOTT /''. ;V.

Perth xv,
' There is a man thou must deal upon, Bonthron,'

said the knight.
19. To act towards people generally (in some

specified way) ; to conduct oneself, behave, act.

(1340 daw. ff Gr, Knt, 1114 pay dronken & daylyeden,
& dalten vntyyel, besc lordez & ladyez. IHii. 1668 per bay
dronken& dalten. 1535 COVERDALK Josh. i. 7 Y* thou mayest
deale

wy&ely
whither so euer thou goest. 1503 SIIAKS. a

Hen, y/t iv. ix. 46, I . . doubt not so to deale, As all things
shall redound vnto your good. i6oa I. fur in. vi. 42 Let
us deal justly. 165* NEEDHAM SeMetf's More Cl, 159
Michael Attaliates truly did ill . . Nor indeed hath that

eminent man dealt any better, who [etc.], c 1680 BEVERIDCE
Semi. (1729) I. 446 O Lord I have, .dealt fal&ly before thee.

1711 SWIFT JrnL to Stella 17 Dec., They had better give
up now, if she will not deal openly.

t 20. To take action, act, proceed (usually in

some matter or affair). Obs.

1470-8$ MALORY Arthur IV. xiii, We) said syr Vwayne go
on your waye and lete me dele. 1568 GRAFTON Citron. II.

188 To the which the French King aunswered, that without
the presence of the .xn. peeres ne could not deale in so

weightie a matter. 1577 HANMER Anc. Eccl. Hill. (16101

144 To deale in matters of religion both by word and deed.

1586 J. HOOKER Cirald. Irel. in Hclinshed II. 44/1 No
man would medle or deale to carrie the same awaie. 1599
SHAKS. Much Ado v. i. 101 Do not you meddle, let me deale
in this.

f21. trans. To treat. Ols. rare.

1586 Let. Earle Leicester i A late and wcighlie cause
dealt in this Parliament.

Dealable (drlab'n, a.
[f.

DEAL v. + -ABLE.]

Capable of being dealt with
;
suitable for dealing.

1667 WATERHOUSE Fire Land. 91 Fled before the Fire,

leaving it to its forradge, and not checquing it while deal-

able with. 1890 Daily A'aas n Sept. 3/3 lit) did not vary
much in the quotations 7 to i being a dealable rate.

Dealbate .d^a-lbA), a. [ad. L. dtalbai-tu,

pa. pple. of dealbare (see next).] Presenting a

whitened surface ; esp. in Bot. ' covered with a very

opaque white powder' (Trtas. Bot. 1866).

t Dea'lbate, *' Obs. [f. ppl. stem of dtalbart,
to whiten over, whitewash, f. de- + affaire to whiten,
f. all'tis white ; cf. DAUB v.'}

trans. To whiten.

1613 COCKERAU. Dealtate, to whitelime a thing. 1638 T.
WHITAKER RloodofGraft 30 Milke is bloud dealbated or

thrice concocted. 1657 TOMLINSON Reiwu's Ditf. t ThU
dentifrice also will dealbate the teeth.

Dealbation ). [ad. L. dcalbatioti-

em, n. of action f. dealbare (see prec.) ; cf. F.

Ji'albation (Littrel.] The action of whitening;

blanching, bleaching.
1607 TOPSEU. Serfentt (1653) 646 The dealbation of the

hair, a 1634 RANDOLPH Muses LtwkiHf.glas.se iv. i, She
. . hath forgot to whiten The natural! rednesse ofmy nose, she
knowes not What 'tis wants dealbation ! 1678 R. Kfrssn i 1

Geber IL i. it. x. 59 Therefor they cannot whiten {lead] with

good Dealbation. i88a Syd. Soc. Lex., Dealbation, the art

of making white the skin and teeth ; aUo of whitening bones
for the purposes of anatomy.

b. The 'blanching', or reduction to ils assay

value, of silver coin containing alloy.
1888 W. RYE Records ff Record-searching 29 The deal-

bation is always specially mentioned, and the only mention
of blanched silver ts in the statement of the farm [etc.].

Deal-boa-rd. [f. DEAL sb* -f BOARD.] =
DK.VL s/>,3 i ; a thin board of fir or pine.
1568-9 in Burgon Life Crcsham II.

284^
One shippe of

Brydges [ Bruges] in Flanders, in the which is masles, clappe-

borde, deel-bordes. 1583 in Korthern A'. $ Q. I. 77 A new
cheste of Deal-bourd. 1667 PRIMATT City tr C, Build, 146
Deal- Boards from ten to twelve inches broad, and about ten

foot long. I7*a DE FOE Plague (1884) 99 Doors having
Deal-Boards nail'd over them. 1883 READE in Harftrt
Mag. July 208/1 He could see through a deal board.

De-alcoholize, -izer, -1st, etc. : see DE- II. I.

t Deale, dele. Obs. Of uncertain meaning.
It seems to be used for the purpose of calling attention,

and may be an interjection, or a verb in the imperative, with

the force of ' See !'
' mark !' or 'note !'

a IMS Ancr. R. 276 KumeS berof smel of aroma;, ooer ot

swoteliealewi? Deale [v.r. Dele]. Ofte druie sprinlles

bereS winberien? Hid. 362 Crist [rnoste] bolien pine &
8*-J
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DEALER.

wiun, & so habben ingong into his_riche. Lo, dealc hwat
seiS, so habben ingong into his richu. Ibid. 286. 1330

K. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 167 O dele, said ^e kyng, bis is

a fole I'riton.

Dealer (drtoj). [f. DEAL v. + -ER '.] One who
deals ^in various senses of the verb).
1. One who divides, distributes, delivers.

riooo ^ELFRIC Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 129 Dinisor, datlere.

c 1440 Pronip. Parv. 117 Delate, or he Jat delythe, distri-

butor^partitor. Delare, orgrete almysse yevere, rogatoriits.
1611 COTGR., Distributeur^ a distributor, dealer, diuider.

1879 FARRAR Si. Paulij&ty 3 The dealer of the death-wound
to the spirit of Pharisaism was a Pharisee.

b. spec. The player who distributes the cards.

1600 ROWLANDS Let, Humours Blood iii. 58 Make him
but dealer .. If you do finde good dealing, take his eares.

1673 COTTON Coinpl. Gamester in Singer Hist. Cards 345
Then the dealer . . shuffling them, after cutting, deals to

every one three apiece. 1878 H. H. GIBBS Ombre 19 The
Deafer then deals nine cards to each player.

2. One who has dealings with a person ; one

who deals in (a thing); fan agent, negotiator.
Obs. in general sense except as transf. from next.

c 1000 ./ELFRIC Dent, v. 5 Ic WEES dslere betwix Code and
eow. 1586 St. Trials, Q. Mary (R.), I was acquainted,
I confess, with their practices, but I never did intend to be
a dealer in them. < 1610 SIR J. MELVIL Mem. (1735) 396 He
was accused to have been a Dealer with the Earl of Both-
well. 1611 COTGR., Agent, an Agent, a dealer, negotiator.

1727 DE FOE Syst. Magic 1. iv. (1840) 112 A. sorcerer and
enchanter, a witch, or dealer with the Devil, a 1745 SWIFT

(J.), These small dealers in wit and learning.

3. One who deals in merchandise, a trader ; spec.

one who sells articles in the same condition in

which he has bought them ; often in combination,
as cattle-, corn-, horse-

^ money-dealer.
1611 COTGR., Trafiqneur, a trafficker, trader, marchant,

occupier, dealer in the world. 1651 DAVENANT Gondibert i.

iii. (R.), Such small money (though the people's gold With
which they trade) great dealers skorne to take, 1745 De
Foe's Eng. Tradesman I ntrod. ( 1841 ) 1 . 2A very great number
of considerable dealers, whom we call tradesmen. 1703
CAPT. BENTINCK in Ld, Auckland's Corr. (1862) III. 48 He
is supplied with horses by some dealer in Town. 1848 MILL
Pol. Econ.(i8j6)III, xi. 5. 315 Dealers in money (as lenders

by profession are improperly called). 1891 Pall Mall G.

29 Oct. 2/1 Costers and hucksters and those not too particular

buyers who are euphemistically known as
'

general dealers '.

t4. One who acts (in some specified manner) in

his relation to others. Obs.

1547-64 BAULDWIN Mor. Philos. (Palfr.) vm. i, Hypocrites
and double dealers. 1561 T. HODY tr. Castiglione's Courtyer
I. H iij, An vntrue dealer, and a despiser of men. 1611 BIBLE
7s<z.xxi. 2 The treacherous dealer. 1677 WVCHERLEY (title),

The Plain Dealer. 1840 THACKERAY Catherine i, What !

call Peter Brock a double-dealer?

Deal-fish: see DEAL sb$ 3.

Dealing (drlin), vbl. sb. [-ING *.] The action

of the verb DEAL.
1. Division

; distribution (of gifts, blows, cards,

etc.); sharing.
1377 LANGL. P. PL B. xix. 374 porw bedes-byddynge and

. . porw penyes delynge. 1382 WYCLIF Num. xxxvi. 4 The
delynge [1388 departyng] of lottis. 1382 i Cor.x. 16 The
delynge or part takynge of the body of the Lord, a 1400-50
Alexander 451 In delingis of dyntis. a 1533 FRITH Dispitt.

Purgatory 27 All thyne Executours dealyng, and offeryng
of masse pence, help thee not a myte. a 1603 W. PERKINS
Cases of Const: (1619) 347 Others that .. iudge the very
dealing of the cardes to bee a lotte. 1885 J. MARTINEAU

Types^Eth. Th, 1. 1. ii. 3. 161 If this dealing out of ideas

by exigency is assigned to God.
attrib. 1577-87 HOLINSHED Chron. III. 1257/2 His feeding

. .all commers tnrise a weeke appointed for his dealing dales.

t b. cotter. A part, division. Obs.

01300 E. E. Psalter cxxxv. 13 pat delt the Rede See in

delinges wele.

2. Intercourse, friendly or business communica-
tion, connexion. Now usually pi.
1538 STARKEY England i. ii. 38 To loue euery man iche

other, wyth al ryghtwyse and just delyng togyddur. 1586
A. DAY Eng. Secretarie i. (1625) 02 About two moneths
since, he had dealings with a neighbour of yours, touching
a Farme. x6iz BIBLE John iv. 9 The lewes haue no dealings
with the Samaritanes. 1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk $ SeZv, 55
The dealing or business that is between body and body,
being as real as that between body and ghost. 1712 ARBUTH-
NOT John Bull i. viii, Hocus had dealings with John's wife.

1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. III. 678 It was rumoured .. he
had dealings with St. Germams.
3. Trading, trafficking ; buying and selling.

_
1664 EVELYN Kal. Hort, (1720) 234 Such as would not be

impos'd upon, will find the best Ware and Dealing at

Brumpton-Park. 1868 ROGERS Pol. Econ, iii. (ed. 3) 22
Where dealings are transacted on a large scale, it is not
difficult for commodities to be exchanged against com-
modities.

4. Acting (in some specified way) towards others
;

way of acting, conduct, behaviour.

1483 CAXTON G. de la Tour E vij b, For of good delyng
and of good guydynge cam neuer but worship and honoure.
c 1500 Melusine 310 His vnkynd & abhomynable deelyng,
15*3 LD. BERNERS Froiss. I. cxxvii. 154 To ryde out to se
the dealyng of thenglysshmen. 1573 G. HARVEY Lett.-bk.

(Camden) i A present redres of so wrongful delinks. 1674
in Essex Papers (Camden) I. 176 The unworthy dealing
of Sir Rob1 Howard. 1874 MORLEY Compromise (1886) 37
Want of faithful dealing in the highest matters.

b. with with : Acting towards, treatment of.

a 1679 T. GOODWIN Wks. ("1861) III. 288 What if God will
use his absoluteness . . in this his dealing with his children.
inft Utcma & NELSON J. Kettleiocll ii. Ivi. 175 Such a
Dealing with their Soveraign as they . . would not have

1 allowed in any of their own . . Servants. 1885 Spectator
8 Aug. 1043/1 The fluctuations of policy which have marked

England's dealings with the Soudan.

f Dealth. Obs. nonce-wd. [f. DEAL v.
}
after

wealth, growth.'} Portion dealt.

1637 N. WHITING Hist. Albino fy B. (N.), Then know,
Beliama, since thou aimst at wealth, Where Fortune has

bestowed her largest dealth.

t Dea'nibulate, v. Obs. [f.
L. deambulare to

walk abroad : see DE- I. 3.]

1623 COCKERAM, Deambitlatg) to walke abroad.

Deambulation (dz'|Se-mbiuLF''j3n). [ad. L.

deambulatidn-em y n. of action f. deambulare^
The action of walking abroad or taking a walk.

0:1529 SKELTON Image Hypocr. 148 They make deambula-
tions With great ostentations. 1531 ELYOT Gov. \. xvi, Suchc

exercises, as may be used within the house, or in the

shadowe..as deambulations or moderate walkynges. 1545
JOYE Exp. Dan. iv. H ij b, In this kinges ydle deambu-
Facion. 1648 W. SCLATER Tun. in W. Sclaters Malachi
(1650) Ep. Ded., At your refections, deambulations, confer-

ences. 1843 NEALE & WEBB Dnrandus's Symbol. Clt. p.

Ixvii, They had void spaces for deambulation. 1849 LYTTON
Caxtons \. n. ix, Book in hand, he would, on fine days, pace
to and fro . . In these deambulations, as he called them, he
had generally a companion.
t Dea'mbula:tor. Obs. [L. deambulator,

agent-n. f. deambulare (see above).] One who
walks abroad.

1630 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) Trav. Wks. in. 76 The Od-
combyan Deambulator, Perambulator, Ambler, Trotter, or

vntyrcd Traueller, Sir Tho. Coriat.

Dea'mbulatory, a. and sb. [ad. L. deambu-
latori-us fit for walking in, etc., whence -atdrium

sb., place to walk in.]
A. adj. Moving about from place to place ;

movable, shifting.
1607 COWELL Interpr. s. v. Eschequer^ In Scotland the

Exchequer was stable, but the other session was deambula-

to have their quietus tst.

B. sb. A place to walk in for exercise ; esp. a
covered walk or cloister.

1430 LYDG. Chron. Troy n. xi, Fresche alures. .That called

were deambulatoryes, Men to walke to geder twayne &
twayne, To kepe them drye when it dyde rayne. 1447 Will
Hen. VI in T. J. Carter King's Coll, Chapel^ 13 Of the
which [cloistre square] the deambulatorie xiiij fete wide.

'834 Gentl. Mae. CIV. i. 55 An inscription in a Roman
garden informed the walker, that when he had made five

turns of the deambulatory he had completed a mile.

t DeambulatoUT. Sc. Obs. [Suffix repr. F.

-afffir."] =prec. sb.

1513 DOUGLAS &neis vn. iv. 62 Wythin the cheif deam-
bulatour on raw Of forfaderis gret ymagis did stand, a 1571
KNOX Hist. Ref. Wks. 1846 I. 392 Thair suldiouris in greit
cumpaneis . . resortit to Sanct Geillis Kirk in Edinburgh,
and maid thair commune deambulatour thairin.

Deame, obs. form of DEEM, DIME.
De-americanize : see DE- II. i.

t De-a*mple, v. Obs. nonce-wd. [f. DE- II. a

+ AMPLE.] To deprive of amplitude, belittle.

1657 REEVE God's Plea 207 It doth grieve me to see how
great things are deampled and dismagned amongst you.

Dean 1 (dm). Forms : 4-5 dene, deen(e, den,
5 deyn(e, (dyen), 6 6V. dane, 5-7 deane, 7-
deau. [ME. deen, den, a. OF. deien^ dien t mod.F.

t/oyett~Sp t and It. decano, Pg. deao, Cat. degd : L.

decan-um one set over ten (cf. Exod. xviii. 21 Vulg.),
also Gr. $(Kajr6$, explained from 5<=Ka, dec-em ten.

Whether viewed as Gr. or L., the form of the word offers

difficulties. In both languages, it had also an early astro-

logical sense, 'the chief of ten parts, or often degrees, of a
zodiacal sign

'

; see DECAN. Salmasius, De annis clirnac-

tcricis et antiqua Astrologia (Leyden, 1648), considers this

the original sense, and holds it to be a term of oriental

astrology, which was merely assimilated to fie'jea, decem, in

Gr. and L. As a military term, the Gr. derivative ficKoria

occurs=L. decurta, in the Tacttea of /Elian and of Arrian

(both c. 120); the L. decanus occurs in Vegetius De Re
Militari c. 386. The word is then used by Jerome c 400
in his translation of Exodus xviii. 21, 25, where the Old
Latin had decurio

',
and about the same time the monastic

use (sense 3 below) appears in Cod. Theodos. xvi. 5. 30, and
Cassian's Instit. iv. 10. In later times of the empire it was
applied to various civil functionaries. From these monastic
and civil uses come all the modern senses of dean, ]

1 1. Representing various uses of late L. decanus :

A head, chief, or commander of a division often.
1388 WYCLIF Ex. xviii. 21 Ordeyne thou of hem tribunes,

and centuriouns, and quinquagenaries, and deenys [1382
rewlers vpon ten, Vulg. decanos\. c 1440 Secrees 187 Ffolwe
banne vche comandour ffoure vicaires, & vche vicaire tene
lederes, & vche ledere tene denys, & vche deyn ten men.
Ibid. t With vche a ledere tene dyens, and with vche a dyen
ten men. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 59/2 Ordeyne of them
trybunes & centuriones & denes that may in all tymes
juge the peple.

f 2. As a translation of med.L. decanus
y applied

in the * Laws of Edward the Confessor
'

to the

teofting-ealdor, borsholder, headborough, ortithing-
man, the headman of a friftborh or tcnmannetale.

(vSee Stubbs, Const. Hist. I. v. 87.) Obs.
[a laoo Laws of Ed^v. Conf. xxviu, Sic imposuerunt

justitiarios super quosque x fri?borgos, quos decanos possu-
mus dicere, AngHce autem tyenfie JteuedvQC3A.\ sunt, hoc est

caput x.] 1647 N. BACON Disc. Govt. Eng. i. xxvi. (1739*
44 If any controversy arose between the pledges, the chief

DEAN.

pledge by them chosen, called also the T)c:ui or Headbur-_
rough, might determine the same. 1695 KKNNKTT Par.
Antiq. (18181 II. 338 Which justices, or civil deans, were to
examine and determine all lesser causes between villages
and neighbours.

3. As a translation of Eccl. L. decanus
^ applied

to a head or president of ten monks in a monastery.
In the OE. transl. of the Rule of St. Benedict, c. xxi,

rendered teoj>ingcaldor
*

tithing-elder \

[0:430 AUGUSTINE De Moribus Eccl. Cath. \. 31 Eis quos
decanos vocant eo quod sint denis propo.siti.] a 1641 HP.
MOUNTAGU Acts fy Mon. 437 Only the Deanes, or Tenth men,
goe from Cell to Cell to minister consolation. 1695 KENNETT
Par. Antiq. (1818) II. 339-340 The like office of deans
began very early in the greater monasteries, especially in

those of the Benedictine order \ where the whole convent
was divided into decuries, in which the dean or tenth

person did preside over the other nine . . And in the larger
houses, where the numbers amounted to several decuries,
the senior dean had a special preeminence, and had some-
times the care of all the other devolved upon him alone.

And therefore the institution of cathedral deans was cer-

tainly owing to this practice. 1885 Catholic Diet. s.v.,The
senior dean, in the absence of the abbot and provost,
governed the monastery.

4. The head of the chapter or body of canons of
a collegiate or cathedral church.

Arising out of the monastic use.
' As a cathedral officer,

the decanus dates from the 8th c., when he is found, after

the monastic pattern, as subordinate to the praepositus^ or

provost, who was the bishop's vicegerent as head of the

chapter '. But ' the office in its full development dates only
from the loth or nth c. . .the Dean of St. Paul's, A. D. 1086,
being the first English dean'. Diet. Chr. Antiq.
c 1330 R. BKUNNE Chron, (1810) 337 Sir Alisander was hie

dene of Glascow. 1377 LANGL. P. PI, B. xm. 65 pis freke
bifor be den of poules Preched of penaunces. 1494 FABYAN
Chron. vn. 327 V" great deane of Pawlis, Mayster Richarde

Wethyrshed. 1577 HARRISON England \\. i. (1877) i.

14 Cathedrall churches, wherein the deanes fa calling
not knowne in England before the Conquest) doo beare
the cheefe rule. 1641 Tertnes de la Ley 101 Deane and
Chapter is a body Corporate spiritual), consisting of . .

the Deane (who is chiefe) and his Prebends, and they
together make this Corporation. 1689 WOOD Life 17 June,
Dr. Aldridge, canon of Ch. Ch. [was] installed deane. 1714
SWIFT Imit. Hor. Sai. n. vi.43 Good Mr. Dean, go change
your gown. 1846 M^CULLOCH Ace. Brit. Empire (1854) II.

263 There may be a chapter without any dean, as the

chapter of the collegiate church of Southwell. . Every dean
must be resident in his cathedral church four score and ten

days . . in every year. i86a MRS. H. WOOD Mrs, Hallih.

xxvtii,
' Will you pardon my intruding upon you here, Mr.

Dean ?
'

he began.

5. A presbyter invested with jurisdiction or pre-
cedence (under the bishop or archdeacon) over a
division of an archdeaconry; more fully called rural
dean ; formerly (in some cases) dean of Christi-

anity \ see CHRISTIANITY 4, (There were also

urban deans (decani tirbani) : see Kennett Par.

Antiq. II. 339.)
The rural dean had, in England til! the Reformation, and

in France tili the Revolution, large powers of visitation, ad-

ministration, and jurisdiction, which are still retained in

some Roman Catholic countries. In England the office and
title became almost obsolete from the i6th c., but have,
since 1835, been generally revived for purposes of diocesan

organization. See DANSEY, Horse Decanicae Rnrales, 1835.

(Kennett, Du Cange, etc., have cited decanus episcopi in

this sense from the ' Laws of Edward the Confessor "xxvii ;

but episcopi is an interpolation not m the original text,
the decanus spoken of being really in sense 2 above.)
a 1330 Cursor M. 29539 (Cotton GalbaMS.) And of a prest

assoylid be, pat power has to vnbind be, pat es he bat it first

furth sent, Als dene or officiall by iugement. c 1380 WYCLIK
Vks, (1880) 240 Whanne tei ben falsly amendid by official is &
denes, c

14^50
HOLLAND Howlat 215 The Ravyne. .Was dene

rurale to reid. 1456 Pol.Poems (Rolls) I I.236With offycyal nor
den no favour ther ys, But if sir symony shewe them sylver
rounde. 1483 Monk of Evesham (Arb.) 80 Of the negH-
gens of denys of archedekons and of other officers. 1514
FITZHERB. just. Peasdstf) 121 It shalbejeful to al Arche-

decons, Deanes, &c...toweare Sarcenet in theyr lynynges
of theyr gownes. 1697 BP. GARDINER Advice Clergy Lin-
coln 6 The Assistance of Rural Deans, which Office Is.,

yet exercised in some Dioceses, .but has unhappily been
disused in this,' (for how long time I know not*. 1712
PRIDEAUX Direct. Ch.-ivardens (ed. 4^ 104 Bishop Lloyd
went so far.. as to name Rural Deans in every Deanry of
the Diocese. 1765 BLACKSTONE Comm. I. 382 The rural

deans are very antient officers of the church, but almost

grown out of use ; though their deaneries still subsist as an
ecclesiastical division of the diocese, or archdeaconry. 1826
POLWHELE Trad, fy Recoil. II. 610 On visiting the church
at L. St. Columb as Dean-rural.

b. In the American Episcopal Church, the

president of a CONVOCATION (q.v., 3 b).

6. In other ecclesiastical uses :

Dean of Peculiars : one invested with the charge of
a peculiar, i. e. a particular church, parish, or group of

parishes which is exempt from the
jurisdiction

of the bishop
of the diocese within which it is situated, e.g. the Dean of
Battle in Sussex. Such is also the Dean of the Chapels
Royal in England (St. James's and Whitehall) ; in Scotland
the Deans of the Chanel Royal are six clergymen of the
Ch. of Scotl., who receive a portion of the revenues formerly
belonging to the Chapel Royal of Holyrood.
Dean of the Arches: the lay judge of the Court of

Arches, who has peculiar jurisdiction over thirteen London
parishes called a deanery, and exempt from the authority of
the bishop of London.
Dean of the Province of Canterbury', the Bishop of

London, who, under a mandate from the archbishop, sum-
mons the bishops of the province to meet in Convocation.

[1496 see DECAN 3.] 1647 CLARENDON Hist. Reb, i. (1843)

33/2 The then Bishop of London, Dr. Laud, attended on



DEAN. DEAR.

hi > innjcsty, throughout that whole journey (into Scotland)
'which, as he was dean of the chupiwl, he was not obliged

'

to do. 1660 K. COKE Power fy A'w/y. 303 The King shall

present to hi ; t"n : chappcls (in default of the Dean'. 1716
AVI.II i i, !\\><-> :,<>ti 192 The Judge of this Court. -is ois-

tiiiRuishcd by the title of Dean or Official of the Court of
An hrs. Ibid. 205 There are also some Deans in England
without any Jurisdiction; only for Honour so stiled ; as

the Dean of the Royal Chapel, the Dean of the Chapel of

St. (leorge at Windsor. 1846 M'Cuu.ocn Ace. ttrit. i-.mpirs

(1854) \\. 265 The third species of Deans arc those of

jCSwV..DMUOf peculiars have Rometimesjurisdiclion
and cure of souls, as the Dean of Battle, in Sussex, and
sometimes jurisdiction only, ,as the Dean of the Archer,
London. 1893 Whitakcr's Alianackt Dean of the Chapels
Royal, The Bishop of London.

7. In the colleges of Oxford and Cambridge:
The title of one or more resident fellows appointed
to supervise the conduct and studies of the junior
members and to maintain discipline among them,
to present

them for graduation, etc.

The office came originally from that of the monastic dean,
and was disciplinary ; one important function of the dean
in early times was to preside at the disputations of the

scholars, and in the Oxford colleges of the new foundation

deans were appointed in the different faculties,
e. g. at New

College, two in Arts, one in Canon Law, one in Civil Law,
and one in Theology, who

presided
at the disputations of

the students in these faculties ; from the end of the >6th

c., it became customary also in most colleges for the dean
to present for degrees. At present the functions pertaining
to discipline, attendance at chapel, graduation, etc., are

sometimes discharged by a single dean, alone or in con-

junction with a sub-warden, vice-president, or other vice-

gerent, sometimes distributed among two or three deans;
hence the offices of senior and junior <{, <u.>, or sub-dean %

dean of arts\ dean of divinity^ dean of degrees^ existing
in some colleges.

[In the Statutes of Merton Coll., 1267-74, such officers are

appointed
* numero cuilibet vicenario vel etiam decenario,'

but the title decanus is not used. 1381 Stat. New Colt.

Oxon. xiv, Quinoue socii..qui sub dicto custode tanquam
ejus coadjutores Scholarium et Sociorum ipsorum curam et

regimen habeant, qualiter scilicet in studio scholastico et

nun-urn honestate proficiant . . Quos omnes sic pncfectos
Decanos volumus nuncupan. Permittentes quod illi ambo
Decani facultatum Juris Canonici et Civilis eligt poterunt,

etc.] 1577 HARRISON England n. iii. (1877) I. 81 There is

moreouer in euerie house a maister or prouost, who .hath
vnder him a president, and certcine censors or deanes,

appointed to Tooke to the behavour and maners of the

students there. 1847 TENNYSON Princ. Prol. 161 At college
. .They lost their weeks : they vext the souls of deans. 1853
C. BEDE Verdant Green iv, He had been Proctor and

College Dean there. 1891 RASHDALL in Clark Coll. Oxford
157 (New Coil.} The discipline was mainly in the hands of

the Sub-Warden and the five deans two Artists, a Canonist,
a Civilian, and a Theologian who presided over the dis-

putations of their respective Faculties.

8. The president of a faculty or department of

study in a University, as in the ancient continental

and Scotch Universities, and in the colleges affiliated

to the modern Universities of London, Victoria, etc.

In U. S., the dean is now a registrar or secretary.

[1171 Chartul. Univ. Paris. I. ,188 Magistro J. de

Racheroles tune existente decano facultatU medicine. xaSa

Ibid. I. 595 Canonicus Parisiensis et decanus theologice
facultatis. 1413 ynramentum Bachalariorumt St. An-

rfntfj, Ego jura quod ero obediens facultati arcium et

decano eiusdem. 1453 JAS. II. Letter in Munim. Univ.

Gfasg, I. 6 Facultatum decanos procurators _nacipnum

the said universite. 1535 Ibid. 28 Feb., Dean of facultie

of Theoloeie of the said university. 1578 Contract in

Mnnim. Univ. Glasg. I. 119 Maister Thomas Smeitoun
minister of Paslay and dean of facultie of the said Univer-

sitie. 1708 J. CHAMBF.RLAYNK St. Gt. Brit. 11. in.
(1743)^38

The University of Glasgow, .bad originally considerable

Revenues for the Maintenance of a Rector, a Dean of

Faculty, a Principal or Warden, etc. 1875 Edin. Univ. Col.

37 The affairs of each Faculty are presided over by a Dean,
who is elected from among Professors of the Faculty. 1891
tr. Compayrfs Ahelard 135 The deans., were the real

administrators of their respective Faculties. They presided
in the assemblies of their company, and were members of

the council of the University.
b. Dean of Faculty, the

president
of the

Faculty of Advocates in Scotland.

1664 Minutes Faculty ofAdvocates 4 June (MS. in Adv.

Libr.), Motlone being made anent the election* of ane

deane of faculty. 1826 SCOTT Diary 7 June in Lockhart,
I went to the Dean of Faculty's to a consultation about

Constable.

C. Also the usual title of the head of a school

of medicine attached to a hospital.

1849 Minutes of Committee St. Thomas's ffosp. 23 May,
The Committee having^

been summoned for the purpose of

taking into consideration the appointment of a Dean . . it

was agreed . . that some one member of the Medical School

shall for each year net in the capacity and with the title of

'Dean of the Medical Schoor. 1893-4 Prospectus St.

Thomas's Med. Sen. 16 Dean of the School, G. H. Makins,
F.R.C.S.

9. Dean ofguild: a. in the medieval guilds, an

officer who summoned the members to attend

meetings, etc. ; b. in Scotland, the head of the

guild or merchant-company of a royal burgh, who
is a magistrate charged with the supervision of all

buildings within the burgh.
Except in the four cities of Edinburgh, Glasgow, Perth,

and Aberdeen, where he is still elected by the guildry, this

officer is now chosen by the town-councillors from among
their own number.

1389 in Eng. Gild* 46 On Dene, for to warnyn alle [/ xild

brepren and sistren. 1469 .Sc. Acts y<ts. Ill (1597) I 29
Al Oflkiares pencilling to the townc : As Alderman,

, Deane of Gild, and vther officiary. 1754 KKSKINE
rrinc. Sc. Law (1809) 43 The Dean of Guild is that magis-
trate of a royal borough, who is head of the merchant-

company ; he has the cognisance of mercantile causes
within borough . . and the inspection of buildings. 1806
Gazetteer ScotI. (cd. 2*506 Selkirk is a royal borough. .It is

governed by 2 bailies, a dean of guild, treasurer, and 10
counsellors. 1864 KIRK Chas. Kola\. it. L 451 The deans
of the guilds and the principal citizens, who bad come out
to meet him.

10. The president, chief, or senior member of any
body. [

- F. doyen.']

1687 Lotut. Gax. No.
2215/2

At the Boots of the Coach
went the Pages.. and by them the Dean or chief of the

Footmen in black Velvet. 1837 HARDMAN Battle of Water-
loo 15 Ah ! ah ! Uoney.must you, or our Duke, be the chief

dean? 1889 Times 25 Nov. 6 The Diplomatic Agents at

Cairo, .met at the residence of the dean, the Consul-Geaeral
of Spain, SeBor de Ortega.

b. Dean of the Sacred College : see quot. 1885.

1703 Land. Gaz. No. 3921/1 The Cardinal de Bouillon will

return hither . . to exercise his Function of Dean of the

College of Cardinals. 1885 Catholic Diet. s. v., The Cardinal
Dean is the chief of the sacred college ; he is usually the

oldest of the Cardinal Bishops. . He presides in the consistory
in the absence of the Pope.

11. Comb.
i86a Sat. Rev. XIV. 706/1 If Lord Shaftesbury is to be

a Dean-maker. lbid.
t
The whole system of Dean-making

needs reform.

Dean -, dene (d/n). Forms : i denu, i-

dene, 2-4 dane, 5 doyne, 6 Sc. dyne, 8-9 dean.

[OE. dcmij ace. dene, valley : OTeut. *dani- t

from the same root as OK. den\n, DEN (: OTeut.

danj-o*\ <l-v.] A vale: a. formerly the ordinary

word, literal and 6gurative (as in OE. deaf-denu

valley of death, ME. dene of teres), and still occur-

ring in the general sense in some local names, as

the Dean, Edinburgh, Taunton Dean, the wide

valley of the Tone above Taunton, and perh. Dean
Forest ; b. now, usually, the deep, narrow, and

wooded vale of a rivulet.

As a common appellative, used in Durham, Northumber-

land, and adjacent parts of Scotland and England ; as part
of a proper name, separate or in composition, occurring
much more widely, e. g. Dcnholm Dean in Roxburghshire,
Jesmond Dean or Dene near Newcastle, Castle Eden Dean
or Dene and Hawthorndene m Durham, Chellow Dene
near Bradford, North Dean near Halifax, Hepworth Dene
near Huddersfield, Deepdene near Dorking, East Dean,
West Deatt, Ovingdeatt, Rottingdean, in deep wooded vales

in the chalk downs near Brighton. The spelling dene is

that now prevalent in Durham and Northumberland. In

composition often shortened to den, as Marden, Smarden,
Biddenden, etc. in Kent.

<r8a5 Vesp. Psalter Ixxxiiu 7 In dene teara [in convalle

lacrimarum]. Ibid. ciii. 10 In deanum. ,1000 /LFRIC
Gram. (Z.) 56 Uallis, dene, c 1000 Ags. Goip. Luke iii. 5

M\c denu [Lindisf. dene, Hatton dane] bio" gefyllcd. a 1300
E. E. Psalter Ixxxiii. 7 (Matz.\ In dene of teres. c*3?$
E. E. A Hit. P. A. 295 pou says bou trawez me in Jris dene.

1340 Ayenb. 59 Ich wille maki J>e helles and pe danes.

a 1400-50 Alexander 5421 pandryues hefurth. .intoadeyne
entris, A vale full of vermyn. 1594 Batt. Balrinness in Sc.

Poems i6tA C. 1 1. 355 Now must I flie, or els be slaine . . With
that he ran ouer ane dyne Endlongis ane

lytill
burnc. i6ia

DRAVTOM Polyolb. iii. 418 Tauntons fruitful! Deane. 1794
W. HUTCHINSON Hist. Durham III. i There are some deep
and woody vales or deans near this mansion [at Castle

Eden]- 1806 Hull Advertiser n Jan. 2/2 The Estate offers

. .deans for plantations, sheltered from the sex 1816 SUB-

TEES Hist. Durham I. u. 44 The wild beauties of the Dene

[at Castle Eden]. 1873 MURRAY Handbk. Durham 13 The

deep wooded denes which de'bouche upon the coast.

Dean :1
. As a Cornish mining term : The end

of a level.

1874 in KNIGHT Diet. Meek. 1881 in RAYMOND Mining
Gloss.

De-anathematize, v. : see DE- II. i.

Deand, obs. north, form of DYING.

Deane, obs. form of DIN ;
var. of DAIN sb.

Deanery (drnari). Also 5 denerye, deyn-

rye, 6 denry, 6-9 deanry. [f.
DEAN 1 + -EBY :

the AFr. form denrie was prob. from Eng.]
1. The office or position of a dean.

[ioa BRITTON u. xvii. \ 6 Dene" [v.rr, denee, denrie], ou

thresorie, ou chaunterie. ] c 1440 Promp. Parv. 1 18 Denerye,
decanatus. 1483 Cath. Angl. 05 A Deynrye, decania.

1534 Act 26 Hen. VIII, c. 3 5 9 Any .. Pnoric, Arch-

deaconry, Deanry,. or any other benefice or promocion

spiritual!. 1588 J. UDAU. Diotrephes (Arb.) 26 To beg the

Byshoppricks, Deanries, and such great places. 1647

CLARENDON Hist. Reb. i. (1843) 37/2 When he could no

longer keep the deanery of the chappel royal. I7O6HEARNE
Couect. 25 Dec., Upon quitting his Deanery in the College

[St. JohnV Oxford]. 17*4
SWIFT DratieSs Lett, vii, The

deanries all . . are in the donation of the crown. 1848
MACAULAY Hist. Eng. II. vi. 87 The Deanery of Christ-

church became vacant.

2. The group of parishes, forming a division of

a diocese, over which a rural dean presides; for-

merly, also, the jurisdiction of a dean.

a 1440 Found. St. Bartholomew's xu. 47 A Preiste . . that

gouerynd the Chirche of seynt Martyn . . had reccyuyd one

hym . . the deynrye of nygh chirches for maters ecclesiastical I

to discusse. 1587 HARRISON Engl. \\. 1(1877) i. 15 Vnto
these deanerie churches also the cleargie m old time of the

same deanrie were appointed to repaire at sundrie seasons,

there to rcceiue wholesome ordinances, and to consult.

1643 SIR K. DERIKO Sf. OH Rtlig, 91 Appeale may be to the
rtirall Deanery. 1695 KENKETT Par. Autif. (1818' II. 338
The bishops divided eaih dioceic into deanerie* or tithiflgs,
each of which was the dutrict of ten parishes or churche*.
1 7a7 5< CHAMDKBS I'yti, s.v. Arihi-s, The judge of the
court of arches, is called the dean of the arche* . . with which

officially U commonly joined a peculiar jurisdiction over
thirteen parishes in London, termed a deanry. 1135
DANSEY norm Dec. Kur. I. 19 The division of dioceses at
that time into decennaries or deanries. 1X37 t'cttny I yd.
VIII. 340/1 The report of the Ecclesiastical Commiwionen,
1835, recommends that each parish shall be assigned to
a deanery, and each deanery to an archdeaconry. 1890 br.

WLSTCOTT in Durham Dioc. Gaz. IV. 34 Some improvements
will, I trust, be made in the assignment of parishes to the
several Deaneries.

3. The official residence of a dean.

1598 SHAKS. Merry W. iv. vi. 31 And at the Deanry,
where a Priest attends, Strait marry her. 1717 EAL or
OXFORD in Swift't Lett, la Oct., I was in hopes, .that you
would not have gone to your deanery till the Spring. 1855
MACAULAY Hist. Eng. IV. 351 Late at night he was brought
to Westminster, and was suffered to sleep at his deanery.
4. Comb., as ^deanery churck (the church of a

rural dean), deanery house.

1587 HARBISON England ll. L ' 1877) I. 15 But u the

number of Christians increased, so first monasteries, then
finallie parish churches, were builded in eucry iurisdiction :

from whence I take our deanerie churches to haue their

oricinale, now called mother churches, and their incumbents

arcnpreests. 17*0 SWIFT I'oemt, Apoilo to Dtatt, That
traitor Dclany. .seditiously came. .To the deanery house.

Deaness (dfnes). [f. 1 >n \x '
, -ML]

1. A woman who is head of a female chapter.

[L. deeana, F. doyenne.']
1759 SIKRNE 7V. Staxtfy H. xxxv, The Abbess of Qued-

lingberg . . with the four great dignitaries of her Chapter,
the prioress, the dcane-ss, the sub-chantress, and senior

canoness. 1876 SULKY Sttin II. 347 Abbess v. Gilsa,
Deaness vom Stein, and Canoness v. Metzsch.

2. humorous. The wife of a dean.

1884 G. ALLEN Pkilistia 1. 113 Fancy little Miss Butterfly
a rural deaness !

Dea'-nettle. Ois.exc.Jial. Forms: 6- dee-,
8- day-, 9 dea-, deea-, deye-, de-. [Generally
held to be a reduction of dead-nettle (in Trevisa

deed-ntttyll} ; but the phonology is not clear.]

A name given to the species of Lamittm (DgAD-
NETTLE) and other Labiates having nettle-like

leaves ; but in Scotland and the North of England
more especially to the Hemp-nettle, GaUopsis
Tetrahit, the acute calyx-segments of which, when

dry and rigid, often wound the hands of reapers.

1523 FrrzHKRB. }fnst>. 20 There be other wedes not spoken
of, as dee-nettylles, dodder, and suclie other, that doo moche
harme. 1788 MARSHALL Kur. Econ. E. Yorksli. Gloss.,

Dea-nettle.^a/r^/j/* tttrMt, wild hemp. 1843 G. JOHNSTON
Nat. Hist. E. Bard. i6a Labourers in harvest are some-

times affected with whitlow, and they ascribe the disease

invariably to the sting of the Deye-nettle. 1878 CttmtrU.

Glost., Deaa, Dlta, Dee nettle, the dead nettle Lamitu*
album.

De-anglicize, v. : see DE- II. i.

De-a-nimalize, v. [DE- II. i.] front. To

deprive of its animal character.

i86s//<//. Oterwr XXXVHI. 6The negative evidence

..does not deanimalise it. 1887 E. P. POWELL Heredity

front God 155 The tendency is to deanimalize the organs,
and to create an intellectual type.

Deanship (d njip). [f.
DKAN ' + -SHIP.]

1. The office, position, or rank of a dean ; the

tenure of this office.

1611 COTCR^ Diytiuif, a Deanerie, or Deaneship. 1761

WARTON Lift Batknnt jijjT.I Those (chapter-acls) that

were made during his dcanship. i87 COBBKTT frotestant

Reform, u. i 47 The Bishopricks, the Parish-livings, the

Deanships . . are in fact all in their gift. 1881 New Enf.

Jrnl. Educ. XXIV. 347 Prof. P. J. Williams to the dean-

ship of the Normal department.
2. The personality of a dean : used humorously

as a title.

1588 Marfrel. Efiist. (Arb.) 3 May it please you. .to nde
to Sarum and tbanke his Deanship for it. 17*9 SWIFT

Poems, Grand Question xxxiii, I then shall not value Ins

Deanship a straw. i8ia PARR Lit. Dec. ta Wki. (1828) VII.

470 His Deanship perhaps has brought from his escrutoirc

his old Concio for the Doctorate.

De-anthropomtvrj>lii*e, v. [DE- II. i.]

trans. To deprive of its anthropomorphic cha-

racter ; to divest of its (attributed) human form.

So De-anthropomorph-iia tion, -ixed, -izlnff,

-isxn.

process will continue, says Mr. Spencer. 1886 ROMANES in

Content?. Krt: July 52 Acontinuous growth of deanthropo-

morphism'.. passing through polytheism into monotheism

. .a progressive
'

purification
'

of theism.

De-appetize, -ing: see DE- II. i.

t Dear. s/>. 1 0/>s. In 3-4 dere. [app. repr. an

unrecorded OE. 'dleru, *d/oru - OHG. tiurt,

MHG. tiurt, OLG. dittri fern, preciousness, glory,

high value, dearness, dearth. Cf. DKAB a.1]

Deamess, dearth.

t07 R. Gu>uc(i724)4i6Gret. .dere of byng be seuene ?er

mesay. c 1300 Himelot 824 A strong dere Bigan to rise of

korn of brel Ibid. 841, I wene that we deye mone ror

hunger, bis dere is so strong, cljjo R. BRVXNE



DEAR.

Wace (Rolls) 16419 In his tyme failled be corn.. Of bat

defaute cam gret dere \_et en apresfu la chertc\.

Dear (dl-'J;, fl. 1 and ^.- Forms: i diore, d6ore,

dyre, 2-3 deore, 2 dsere, 3-6 dere, (3 dure,

di5ere, 4 dir, diere, dyere), 4-5 der, 4-7 deere,

(4 duere, 5 deure), 5-6 deyr, 5-7 deir, 6-7
deare, 6 - dear; 5-6 Sc* conipar. darrer, superlat.
darrest. [OE. deore ,

earlier diore
;

in early
WS. diere

t
late WS. dyre (but also deore as in

non-WS.) ; a Com. Teut. adj.,
= OFris. diore, ditire

(WFris. djoer, EFris. diir\ MDu. diere, diire

(Du. dier beloved, diuer high-priced), OS. diuri

(MLG. dure
t
LG. dur}, OHG. tiuri glorious, dis-

tinguished, worthy, costly (MHG. tiure> tiur, MG.
Hire, Ger. tetter], ON. dyrr worthy, precious,

costly (Sw., Da. dyr] ; Goth, not recorded. These

forms point to OTeut. type *deur-jo-, *ditir-jo~,'\

I. Of persons :

fl. Glorious, noble, honourable, worthy. Obs.

a 1000 Riddles xxxiv. (Gr.), Is min modor msesba cynnes
Jjass deorestan. c 1000 Ags. Ps. cxvii. 10 On Dryhtnes
naman deorum. c 1340 Gaw. fy Gr. Knt. 445 To-ward |>e

derrest on J?e dece he dressez J?e face. 1375 Cant, de
Creatione 701 in Anglia I, I am Michel, j>e angel dere

Ordeyned abouen man. ?a 1400 Morte Arth. 1601 J>e dere

kynge hyme selfene Comaundyd syr Cadore with his dere

knyghttes .. To ryde with \>e Romaynes. a 1400-50
Alexander 4644, I, sir Dyndyn f>e derrest at duells in Jns

lie, pe best of be bragmeyns. c 1450 HOLLAND Howlat 281

With dukis and with digne lordis, darrest in dale. 1595 T.
EDWARDES Cephalus fy P. t L'Envoy (1878)61-2 Oh deere
sonnes of stately kings. 1596 SHAKS. i Hen. 7F, iv. iv. 31
Corriuals and deare men Of estimation and command. 1606

Tr. fy Cr. v. iii. 27 Life euery man holds deere, but the
deere man Holds honor farre more precious, deere, then life.

f b. Often used absol.

c 1325 E. E. Allit. P. B. 1394 Dere dro^en ber-to & vpon
des metten. c 1420 Anturs ofArth. i, Wythe dukys, and
with dosiperus, that with the deure dwellus.

2. Regarded with personal feelings of high esti-

mation and affection; held in deep and tender

esteem ; beloved, loved.

t To have dear
} hold dear', to love [=Ger. lieb haben,

Du. liefkebben\*
The earlier sense was that of 'esteemed, valued

'

rather
than * loved

'

(= Ger. tener^ not lieb), but the passage of the
one notion into the other is too gradual to admit of their

separation.
a looo Juliana 725 (Gr.) Feeder frofre gsest. .and se deora

sunu. c 1000 Ags* Gosp, Luke vii. 2 Sumes hundred-mannes
beowa. .se waes him dyre. c 1205 LAV. 4377 pe king haueS
ane dohter be him is swucJe dure \c 1275 pat he loueth

swibej. a 1300 Cursor M. 3626 (Cott.) Mi leue sone ..

bou ert mi derest barn. Ibid. 20133 (Cott.) Saint iohn
hir keped & had ful dere. c 1386 CHAUCER Knt.'s T. 590
Ther nas no man that Theseus hath so derre. c 1435
Torr. Portugal vyi, I have a dowghttyr that ys me dere.

1526 Pilgr. Per/.(W. de W. 1531) 291 His dere darlynges
and well beloved frendes. 1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. II.

174 He that wes his darrest sone in law. 1644 MILTON
Educ. Wks. (1847) joo/i Dear to God, and famous to all

Ages. 1650 W. BROUGH Sacr. Princ. (1659) T38 All those
Thou hast made near and dear unto me. 1797 MRS. RAD-
CLIFFE Italian xiii, Ellena, you have long witnessed how
dear you are to me. 1891 E. PEACOCK N* Brendan I. 225
He was a very dear friend of mine,

b. Used in addressing a person, in affection or

regard.
c 1250 Gen. $ Ex. 1569 Fader dere, bidde ic Se, Dat sum

bliscing gif 5u me. c 1314 Guy lVarw. (A.) 3375 Mi dere
frende Gij. c 1340 Cursor M. 10483 (Tnn.) Dere god here
preyere myne. c 1489 CAXTON Sonnes ofAymon xxii. 470
'Dere syre ', sayd the duke Naymes,

(

ye sende vs for

npughte.' 1641 More's Ediv. V, 12 My Lords, my deare
kinsmen and allies. 1737 POPE Hor. Ep. \. vi. 3 Plain

truth, dear Murray, needs no flow'rs of "speech. 1820
SHELLEY CEdipus i. 102 Why what's the matter, my dear
fellow, now? 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) I. 277 Do not all

men, my dear sir, desire good?
c. In the introductory address or subscription of

a letter.

Dear Father^ Brother^ Friend, Dear John, and the
like, are still affectionate and intimate, and made more so
by prefixing My ; but Dear Sir (or Dear Mr. A .) has be-
come since the i?th c. the ordinary polite form of addressing
an equal.

1450 Q. MARGT. in Four C. Eng. Lett. 7 Right dere
and welbeloved. 1503-4 Q. MARGT. (of Scotl.) to Hen. VII
in Ellis Orig. Lett. \. I. 41 My most dere lorde and fader.

1516 to Hen. VIII, ibid. I. 129 Derest broder, As hartly
as I can I recomend me onto you. <zi6io MERIEL LITTLE-
TON to Mrs. Bamaby, ibid. n. III. 218 Deare Aunt, I ame
as willinge [etc.]. 1623 DK. BUCKINGHAM to Jos. /, ibid.
III. 146 Dere Dad, Gossope, and Steward. 1628 ABP. USHER
Let. to SirR. Cotton in Lett. Emm. Lit. Men (Camden) 138
Deare Sir, I know not who should beginne first [etc.]. 1656
JEK. TAYLOR Let. in Evelyn's Mem. ( 1857) 111.72 Believe that
I ^am, in great heartiness and dearness of affection, Dear
Sir, your obliged and most affectionate friend and servant
J. Taylor. 1665 PEPYS to Lady Carteret 4 Sept., Dear
Madam, Your Ladyship will not (I hope) imagine [etc.],

1690 HARRISON to Strype in Ellis Orig. Lett. n. IV. 209
Dear Sir, after some few days stay at Liverpool for a wind
[etc.]. 1757 R. SYMMER to A. Mitchell ibid. IV. 392 Dear
Mitchell, I write a few lines [etc.].

d. The adj. is often used o^W. = 'dear one',
especially in 'dear' or* my dear* addressed to a

person; also in the superlative degree, 'dearest',
* my dearest '. Its use otherwise than in address,
as in 'his dear', leads to its treatment as a sb.,
for which see B.
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a 1225 Ancr. R. 98 Hwo hnueo" ihurt te, mi deore ? 1362
LANGL. P. PI. A. vii. 241 Lere hit me, my deore. 1590 SHAKS.

Mids. N. v. 286 O dainty Ducke : O Deere ! 1611 Wint. T.

i. ii. 88 Hermione (my dearest). Ibid, iv. iii. 15 Shall I go
mourne for that (my deere) ? a 1631 DONNE Poems (1650)

14 And, Deare, I die As often as from thee I goe. 1712
TICKELL Sped. No. 410 F 6, I therefore came abroad to

meet my Dear, And To, in happy Hour I find thee here.

1813 MAR. EDGEWORTH Patron, II. xxili. 57 'Really, my
dear', answered she,

'
I can't say.' 1833 hi. MARTINEAU

Berkeley i. vii. 143 Do not exhaust yourself at once,
dearest. 1879 Miss BRADDON Clov, Foot xxxviii,

'
I am not

in the clouds, dear ;
I am only anxious.*

e. Dearest friend may have suggested dearest

enemy orfoe; but see also DEAR a.* 2.

1596 SHAKS. i Hen, IV
t
in. ii. 123 Which art my neer'st

and dearest Enemie. 1602 Ham. i. ii. 180 Would I had
met my dearest foe in heauen Ere I had [etc.]. 1818

SHELLEY Rev. Islam xi. xv, O that I. .could set my dearest

enemy free From pain and fear !

f3. The attribute is sometimes transferred to the

subject of the feeling : Affectionate, loving, fond.

1602 SHAKS. Ham. i. ii. in With no lesse Nobility of

Loue, Then that which deerest Father beares his Sonne.
1610 Temp. i. ii. 179 Bountifull Fortune (Now my deere

Lady). 1653 WALTON Angler TL$. Ded., Sir Henry Wotton,
a dear lover of this Art.

II. Of things.

f4. Of high estimation, of great worth or value;

precious, valuable. Ohs.

c 888 K. ^ELFRED Boeth. xm, God word and god hlisa

selces monnes bij> betera & deorra (zonne aenig wela, c &93
Oros. v. ii. (Sw.) 216/5 Corrinthisce fatu. .sint fszran &

dierran bonne aenegu obru. c 1200 ORMIN 6732 Rihht all

swa summ hord off gold Mang menn iss horde deresst.

i 1325 E. E. Allit. P.O. 1792 Now is a dogge also dere bat
in a dych lygges. f 1400 Destr. Troy 1683 Dubbed ouer
with dyamondes, bat were dere holdyn. 1470-85 MALORY
Arthur i. xvii, There may no rychesse be to dere for them.

1500-20 DUNBAR Thistle $ Rose 101 And crownit him with

dyademe full deir. 1596 SHAKS. Merck. V, i. i. 62 Your
worth is very deere in my regard, c 1600 Sonn. xxx,
And with old woes new wail my dear time's waste.

T" b. Precious in import or significance ;
im-

portant. Obs.

1592 SHAKS. Rom. fy Jul. v. ii. 19 The Letter was not

nice, but full of charge, Of deare import, and the neglecting
it May do much danger. 1596 i Hen. IV, iv. i. 34 So
dangerous and deare a trust. 1605 Lear m. I. 19 Sir,
I do know you, And dare .. commend a deere thing to you.

f C. In weakened sense of '

precious'. Obs.

1530 PALSGR. 539 You have erred many a dere daye . . mayttt
jour. 15 . . Tournaw. Tottenham 10 It befel in Totenhain on
a dere day, Ther was mad a shurtyng be the hy-way. 1596
SHAKS. Merch. V. m. v. 70 O deare discretion, how his words
are suted.

6. The preceding passed gradually into a sense in

which personal affection or attachment became the

predominant notion as in 2 above : Precious in

one's regard, of which one is fond, to which one
is greatly attached.
c 1175 Pater Noster 34 in Lamb. Horn. 57 pis is be furste

bode here, bet we a}en to habben deore. c 1250 Gen, $ E.r.

3483 His word }u wurSe di?ere al-so lif, Di3ere or eiSer child
or wif. c 1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 3703 Our haly faders
statutes dere. 1535 COVERDALE Ps. cxv.

3 Right deare in

the sight of ye Lorde is the death of his sayntes. 1593
SHAKS. Rich. //, n. i. 57 This Land of such deere soules,
this deere-deere Land, Deere for her reputation through the
world. 1651 HOBBES Leviath. \\. xxx. 179 Those that are
dearest to a man are his own life and limbs. 1742 FIELDING
J. Andrews u. iv, Bellarmine, in the dear coach and six,
came to wait on her, 1746 HERVEY Medit. ( 1818) 209 Liberty,
that dearest of names ; and property, that best of charters.

1848 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. II. 306 Those ties, once so close

and dear, which had bound the Church of England to the
House of Stuart.

_
1866 PR. ALICE Mem. (1884) 158 Howdear

ofyou to have written to me on the i4th. 1891 Anti- Jacobin
17 Oct. 903/2 Clad In the black surtout dear to bourgeois
taste.

fb. Affectionate, fond, loving. Obs. or rare.

1591 SHAKS. Tvao Gent. iv. iii. 14 Thou art not ignorant
what deere good will I beare vnto the banish'd Valentine.
c 1600 Sonn. cxxxi, For well thou know'st to my_ dear

doting heart Thou art the fairest and most precious jewel.

1683 Pennsylv. Archives I. 70 With dear Love in ye lasting
truth I salute thee. a 1866 KEBLE Lett. Spir. Counsel (1870)

35 My dear love to and .

c. Often as an attribute of
life, heart^ heart*$

blood, etc., as things dear to one. To ride (etc.)

for dear life : to ride for one's life, as a thing dear
to one ; to ride as though life were at stake. Cf.

next.

1591 SHAKS. i Hen. VI, m. iv. 40 Or else this Blow
should broach thy dearest Bloud. 1602 Ham. in. ii. 68
Since my deere Soule was Mistris of my choyse. 1604
Oth, ni. iii. 261 Though that her lesses were my deere

heart-strings. 1703 ROWE Fair Penit. \\, i. 413 My dear
Peace of Mind is lost for ever. 1793 BURNS *

Scots tuha hae *

v, We will drain our dearest veins But. .they shall be free.

1887 FRITH Autobiog. I. xxi. 279 Never so happy as when
galloping for dear life after a pack of hounds. 1892 Boy's
Own Paper Nov. 58/2 The men were working for 'dear
life

'

to get her [the cutter] readyfor sail.

6. Of a high price, high-priced, absolutely or re-

latively ; costly, expensive : the opposite of cheap.
1044 O. E. C&ron., On Sisum gere wses swy<5e mycel hunger

ofer call Englaland and corn swa dyre . . swa baet se sester
hwxtes code to LX pen. 1154 Ibid. an. 1137 3 pa was
corn daere. c 1320 Senyn Sag. 3724 iW.) Than so bifell that
corn was dere. 1375 BAPBOUR Bruce xvin. 283 This is the
derrest beiff that I Saw euir jeit ; for sekirly It cost ane
thousand pund and mar. 1509 HAWES Past. Pleas, iv. xix,
Nothynge I wanted, were it chepe or dere. 1595 SHAKS.

DEAR.

John \. i. 153 Sell your face for fiue pence and 'tis deere.
1668 ROLLE Abridgment 40 He swore, that the Wood was
worth 4os. where it was dear of 133. 4d. 1745 De Foe's Eng.
Tradesman (1841) II. xxxviii. 109 Our manufactures, .may
be dear, though low-priced, if they arc mean in their value.

1857 RUSKIN Pol. Econ. Art\\. ii868> 89 Pictures ought not I

to be too dear, that is to say, not as dear as they are. /

b. Said of prices, rates :
= High. Now less usual.

c 1250 Gen. <fy
Ex. 2247 Fruit and spices of dere pris. 1502

AKNOLDE Chron. (1811) 128 He bought the said peper at
derrar price. 1582-8 Hist. James VI (1804) 169 And pat
the timber to the mercat to be sauld at the darrest price be
the weyght. 1654 tr. Martini s Conq. China 37 Considering
at how dear a rate he had bought the mastering of that

City. 1750 JOHNSON Rambler No. 46 "p 3 Privileges, which
I have purchased at so dear a rate. 1891 Law Times X.CI.

33/1 Economy is a good thing, but you may pay for it . . at

far too dear a price.

C. Said of a time or place in which prices for

provisions, etc. are high; dear year* a year of

dearth ; also of a dealer who charges high prices.
c 1290 6". Eng. Leg. 278/25 A deore jjer bare cam. c 1400

MAUNDEV. (1839) v. 44 Therfore is there dere Tyme in that
Contree. 1535 COVERDALE Ps. xxxii. 19 To fede them m the
deare tyme. 1596 SHAKS. i Hen. /V, in. iii. 52 The dearest
Chandlers in Europe. 1637 RUTHERFORD Lett. (1862) I. 216
The hard fare of the dear inn. a 1661 FULLER Worthies

(1840) II. 501 It is the dearest town in England for fuel.

1765 MRS. HARRIS in Prvv. Lett, Ld. Malmesbury I. 122,
I have myself paid Mademoiselle Peignerelle . . In my life

I never saw so dear a woman. 1888 BKYCE Amer. Comnrw*
III. cxiv. 640 To . . send it . . by the cheapest routes to the
dearest markets.

d. fig. Costly in other than a pecuniary sense
;

difficult to procure ; scarce.

a 1330 Otuel 1680 J>o alle foure weren ifere, There nere
none strokes dere. *533 LD. BEHNERS Gold. Bk. M.
Aurel. (1546) Kvjb, Thou art so dere in vertues, and
makeste vyces good chepe. 1535 COVERDALE i Sam. iii. i

The worde of y j Lorde was deare at the same tyme. 1553
KENNEDY Comfend. Tract, in Wodr. Soc. Misc. (1844) i vsg
And therefore is deir of the rehersing, because it wes evir

misknawin to the Kirk of God. 1576 TURBERV. Venerie 248
The experience which hath bene dearer unto me particularly
than it is meete to be published generally.

1 7. Senses vaguely connected with the prec. Obs.
It is possible that a was influenced by DEAR a.~

a. 'Heartfelt; hearty; hence earnest '(Schmidt).
1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. ii. i. i Now Madam summon vp

your dearest spirits. 1596 i Hen. IV, v. v. 36 You Sonne

John ..Towards Yorke shall bend you, with
your

deerest

speed. 1606 Tr. fy Cr. \. iii. 9 Consort with me in loud
and deere petition : Pursue we him on knees.

b. ?Rare, unusual, or ? loving, kind.

1593 SHAKS. Rom. fy Jul. in. iii. 28 This is deare [Qo. i

meare] mercy, and thou seest it not.

t 8. To think dear : to seem right or proper ; to

seem good. Const, with dative as in metkinks.
1340-70 Alex. 4- Dind. 1133 Whan bis makelese man ..

Hadde . . lettrus . . Endited to dindimus as him dere bpute.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 2391 To deme as be dere thinke.
a 1400-50 Alexander 1638 To do with Darius . . how so me
dere thinke.

B. as sb. = Dear one, darling.
This comes from A. 2 d, through intermediate uses like

'I met my dear
1

, 'he found his dear', in which the adj.,

although capable of being compared (' his dearest '), can
also be treated as a sb. with plural dears.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 9225 On suche couenaund to kepe, yf

(>at dere wold, c 1460 Towneley Myst. 281 Waloway ! my
lefe deres, there I stand in this sted. 1590 SPENSER F. Q.
i. vii. 16 From that day forth Duessa was his deare. 1611

SHAKS. Wint. T. iv. iv. 227 Golden Quoifes, and Stomachers
For my Lads, to giue their deers. 1709 PRIOR Epil. to

Phaedra, The Spouse alone, impatient for her Dear.

1782 COWPER Gilpin 19 You are she, my dearest dear,
Iherefore it shall be done. 1824 BYRON jfuan'x.v. Ixxvi,

Things Are somehow echoed to the pretty dears. 1856
WHYTE MELVILLE Kate Cov. xi, Come on, there's a dear !

1880 Miss BRADDON Just as I am xlv, You are such a
devoted old dear.

C. Used interjectionally. Dear !, Ok dear /,

Dear, dear /, Dear me ! : exclamations expressing

surprise, astonishment, anxiety, distress, regret,

sympathy, or other emotion. Dear bless, help)

love, save us (y&u} : ejaculations of astonishment,

usually implying an appeal for higher help (06s.

or dial.}. Dear knows ! goodness knows, Heaven
knows (/do not).
These uses with a verb suggest that dear represents or

implies a fuller dear Lord! Thus dear knows I is exactly
equivalent to tits Lord or Godknows!

;
cf. also the elliptical

Save us ! Help us f Keep us I and the like ; but the his-

torical evidence is not conclusive. (A derivation from It.

ffio, God, as conjectured by some, resting upon mod. Eng.
pronunciation of'dea(rt

finds no support in the history of the

word.)
1694 CONGREVE Double Dealer v. xxii, O dear, you make

me blush. 1719 A. RAMSAY Ep. J. Arbuckle 27 Then did
ideas dance (dear safe us !) As they'd been daft. 1769 MAD.
D'ARBLAY Early Diary (1889) I. 36 O dear ! O dear ! how
melancholy has been to us this last week. Ibid.^ O dear ! I

shall die. 1773 GOLDSM. Stoops to Cong, iv, Dear me ! dear
me ! I'm sure there is nothing in my behaviour to put me on
a level with one of that stamp, c 1813 MRS. SHERWOOD Stories
Ch. Catech. ix. 65*0, dear !* says Mrs. Hicks,

' do you think
I am like your fine folks?' 1818 Fairchild Fam. xii.

(1829)98
' Dear ! how tiresome it must be to be so religious !'

1838 DICKENS O. Twist iv, Dear me ! . . he's very small.

1844 Mart. Chuz. xlv, Hers was not a flinty heart. Oh
dear no ! 1839 CATH. SINCLAIR Holiday House Hi. 40

' Oh
dear! oh dear! what shall I do?' cried Harry. 1849
LYTTON Caxtons 17 'Dear, dear*, cried my mother . .'my
poor flower pot that I prized so much.' 1876 White Cross
xxxvii. 236

* Dear knows', said Catharine,
' when we shall



DEAR
sec them buck.' 1880 Antrim .5- Down Gloss., Dear bless

you I . . Dear help yon ! . , Dear ienoius, a common rejoinder,
meaning ' who knows '

or '

nobody knows ', probably meant
originally,

' God only knows 1

. Dear Iwe you t Cod love

C,
an exclamation. Moti. Sc. He has had dear knows

' many places, and lost them a', ane after another.

t Dear, dere, a.~ poetic. Obs. or arch. Forms :

I dior, d6or, 3-5 dere, 6-7 deere, dearo, 7- dear.

[Oli. dhr\ not known in the cognate langs., and of

uncertain etymology.
By some held to be intimately related to OE. dior animal

(see DEER). By others thought to contain the same radical
form as DEAR a. 1

, and to differ only in the stem-suffix

(*tteur-o-\ In OE., from the levelling of o- stems and jo*
stems, dtor was formally distinguishable from dtore only
in the norn. sing, (of all genders), the ace. sing, neuter, and
THIIII. acc. pi. neuter, which had difor, as against afore, tUoru
(0). Hence, when the final -e was lost or mute in ME., the
two words became entirely identical in form. But in OE.,
their senses appear to have been quite distinct ; and, in later

times, the sense of dcret dear, from dtor was highly incon-

gruous with those developed from More (though intermediate
or connecting links of meaning also arose)t This difference

of sense is a serious objection to the view that the two words
are merely different formations from the same base, as in

the pairs strong strenget iveor<f it>iero
r

et etc., where the two
forms agree in sense. The ultimate etymology has been
discussed by Karsten, Mod, Lang. Notes, 1892, 345-}Common in OE. poetry, but found in no prose writing. In
ME. poetry, not known in southern writers, but in the East-
Midland Genesis fy Exodus, the West Midland A Hit. Poems,
Gawain $ Green Knight, Piers Plowman, and the metrical
Destruction of Troy (all these except the first being alli-

terative) ; it then appears in Spenser (by whom it was
perhaps revived)j occurs frequently in Shakspere, in i7th c.

poets, and archaically in Shelley. By these later writers it

was probably conceived of only as a peculiar poetical sense
of DEAR a. 1

,
and there are uses in Shakspere evidently

associated with both sense-groups.

fl. Brave, bold, strenuous, hardy. Obs.
a 1000 Andreas 1310 (Gr.) Se hal^a waestohofe laeded,deor

and domxeorn. Cxdmon's Satan 543 Dzt waes se

deora, Didimus waes haten. Sal. <$ Sat. 387 For hwam
nele mon..georne jewyrcan deores dryhtscipes. Sea-
mans Lament 41 Nis mon in his daedum to oaes deor.
Ibid. 76 Deorum dsedum, [c 1450 Golagros $ Gaw. 1. 9
Dukis and digne lordis, douchty and deir.]

2. Hard, severe, heavy, grievous; fell, dire. arch.
Beoivulf (Th.) 4186 Dior daedfruma. a 1000 Csedmons

Daniel (Gr.) 372 Deor scur. a 1000 Sal. $ Sat. 122 Swenga
ne wyrnab deorra dynta. Ibid. 361 Ne maex man foryldan

|>one
deoran sib. c 1*50 Gen. $ Ex, 3742 He ben smiten

in sorwes dere. c 1315 E, E. Allit. P. B. 214 Dry^tyn
with his dere dom hym drof to be abyme. c 1340 Gaw. fy

Gr. A'uf. 564 Of destines derf & dere, What may mon do
hot fonde. 1377 LANGL. P. PL B. xiv. 171 May no derth
ben hem [riche men] dere, drouth, ne wete. c 1400
Destr. Troy 920 With-droghe the deire of his dere attur.

1590 SPENSER F. Q. \\. v, 38 On him that did Pyrochles
deare dismay. Ibid. \\. xi. 34 To seize upon his foe..
Which now him turnd to disadvantage deare. 1593 SHAKS.
Rich. //, i. iii. 151 The datelesse limit of thy deere exile,

r 1600 Sonn. xxxvii, I, made lame by Fortunes dearest

spight. 1607 Timon v. i. 231 What other meanes is left

vnto vs In our deere
perill. 1607 DELONEY Strange Hist.

(1841) 14 But this their meriment did tunic to deare annoy.
a 1626 MIDDLETON Mayor of Q, iv. ii, Here's no dear

villainy. 1637 MILTON Lycidas 6 Bitter constraint and sad
occasion dear Compels me to disturb your season due. 1819
SHELLEYCVrt v. iv. 32 Now I forget them at my dearest need.

t3. Hard, difficult. Obs.
a IMJ Leg. Kath, 948 For ms him no derure for to

adweschen feole J>en fewe. c 1*30 Mali Meid. 21 Eauer se
deore bing se is derure to biwitene. 1340 HAMPOLE Pr.
Consc. 1469 Now eese us a thyng, now feTe we it dere.

Dear (dii), adv. For forms see DEAR a. 1 [OE.
dtore, deore OHG. tiuro^ MHG. tiure, fittwer,
G. teuer: in OE., through the reduction of the

termination to e> not distinct in form from DEAR a.1

in Anglian.]
1, At a high price ;

at great cost ; usually with
snch verbs as buy, cost, pay t sell, etc. (See also

ABY v.
t
BUY v. 3, COST v. 2 b, etc.)

a zooo Boetk. Metr. xxvi. 37 Diore xeccpte drihten Creca
Troia burh. c xooo &LFRIC r#C. in Wr.-Wulcker 130 Care
ittndidit) deore he hit bohte vel sealde. c 1200 Trin. Coll.

Horn. 213 pe sullerelouefi his bing dere and seiS bat it is wel
WON ooer betere. a ia5 Ancr. R. 392 Ure luue . . bet
kostnede him so deorre. <rx374 CHAUCER Anel. $ Arc.
2155 Ellas youre love I bie it all to dere. c 1400 MAUNDEV.
(Roxb.) viii. 29 It es salde wonder dere. c 1440 B>mc Flor.

1479 Be god, he seyde, that boght me dere. 1574 tr.

Littleton's Tenures 82 b, To have solde the tenementes
more deerer to some other. 1600 J. PORY tr. Leo's Africa.
n. 127 Each pretious. .thing, though it costeth deere, yet if

it be beautiful! it. .be good cheape. 1677 YARRANTON Eng.
Impnn>. j The people there [Holland] pay great Taxes, and
eat dear. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1776) II. 350 Horses. .

are sold extremely dear. 1822 SCOTT Pirate xix, That
knowledge, which was to cost us both so dear. 1833 HT.
MARTINEAU Cinnamon $ P. vii. 124 It must do without
some articles, .or pay dear for them.

2. = DEARLY adv. 2. (In quots 1601, 1606, perh.
associated with DEAR a?)
r 1314 Guy Warw. (A.) 152 J>erl him loued swibe dere,

Ouer al obcr bat ber were, c 1400 Destr. Troy 583 Ifdestyny
me demys, hit is dere welcum. a 1400-50 Alexander 5143
All was done as scho demed & he hire dere thankis. 1485
CAXTON Chas. Gt. 30 He was byloued & dere reputed of

euery body. 1548-9 i Mar.) Bk. Cow. Prayer 127 Through
thy most dere beioued sonne. 1592 SHAKS. Row. <$ Jul. n.

iii. 66 Is Rosaline that thou didst loue so deare So soone
forsaken ? 1601 Jiil. C. in. i. 196 Shall it not greeue thee

deerer then thy death. 1606 SYLVESTER Du Barlas n. iv.

u. 248 Let that All-Powcrfull dear-drad Prince descend.

71

1807 BYRON Ho. Idleness, To E. N. Long 99 The dear-loved

peaceful seat.

Bear (<iia' , v.
[f.

DKAB a.']

1 1. trans. To make dear or expensive; to raise

the price of. Sc. Obs. rare.

1424 Sc. Acts Jas. f (1814) 7 (Jam.) That na vittalis..

be deryt apon our lorde the kyngis men in ony place. 14. .

Ckalmerlan Ayr in Sc. Stat. I, 700/2 pai deir be kingis
mercate and be cuntre of eggi.i bying. 146* Eainb. A'et.

(1870) 7 Oct. (Jam. Supp.), That na neichtbour tak in hand
to by the saidis victualis or tymmer to regrait and deir

agane upoun the nychtbouris.

t 2. To endear. Obs. rare.

1603 J. DAVIES Miirocosmos Wks. (1876) 64 (D.) He is his

Sire, in nature dear'd.

3. To address (.a person) as ' dear
'

;
so to dear

sir, dear cousin, nonce-use.
1816 SCOTT Antto. v, I have no leisure to be DearSirring

myself. Ibid, xii, He dears me too, you see. 18*9 MAKRYAT
/'. Mildmay xxiv, Don't dear me, Sir Hurricane, I am not
one of your dears. 1875 TENNYSON Q. Mary in. iv, Their
two graces Do so dear-cousin and royal-cousin him.

Dear, obs. form of DEER, DKRE.
Dearborn (dlMbt?jn). U.S. [From the name

of the inventor.] A vehicle, a kind of light four-

wheeled wagon used in country districts in parts
of the United States.

1841 CATLIN N. Amer, hid. (1844) II. xiv. Bi He had pur-
chased at St. Louis a very comfortable dearborn waggon.
1844 ttlackw. Mag. LVI. 641, I resolved to leave my gig at
New Orleans, procuring in its stead a sort of dearborn or
railed cart. 1881 Harper's Mag. 181 The country people
bring their produce to town in carts, dearborns, and market-

wagons.

DeaT-botrght, [DEAR adv.] Bought at

a high price, obtained at great cost.
c 1384 CHAUCER H. Fame HI. 662 For that is dere boghte

honour. i6> J. HEYWOOD Prov. 4- Epigr. (1867) 31 Dere
bought and far fet Are deln ties for Ladies. 1591 SHAKS.
i Hen. VI, i. i. 253 England* deere bought Queen. 1719
DE FOE Crusoe (1840) I. xiv. 332 Dear-bought experience.
1813 SCOTT Rokeby m. xxii, Our dear-bought victory-

t Dearch, derch, Sc,var. duergk t
obs. f. DWARF.

c 1500 KENNEDIE in Flyting w. Dunbar 33 Dreid, dirt fast

dearch. Ibid. 395 Duercb [v.r. derch] I sail ding the.

Deare, obs. f. DARE a.2 , DEAR, 1 IKKU, DERE.

Dearfe, var. of DERF Obs.

t Deargenta'tion. Obs. rare. 9
[f. I,, dear-

gentare to plate with silver, f. de- (DE- I. 3) +ar-

gentum silver.]
* A laying over with silver

'

(Bailey, vol. II. 1727).
I Dea'ring. Obs.tnonee-wd, [f.

DEARsb2 + -ING

(? for the sake of the rime).] Darling.
1601 J. WF.EVER Mirr. Martyrs B vii b, The seauenth not

appearing. .Venus white doue, and Mars his onely dearing.

t Dear joy. Obs. A familiar appellation for

an Irishman.
1688 Vox Clfripro Rege 47 It seems his Power is absolute,

but, not arbitrary, which is, like a Dear-Joy's Witticism, a
distinction without a difference. 1698 FARQUHAR Lo--,- \
Bottle v. iii, Oh mydear Roebuck ! And faith is it you,
dear joy. 1699 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Dear Join, Irish-

men. 1710 Brit. Apollo \\.Quarierly No. 3. 7/2 A Dear Joy,

byShaint Patrick'sShoe-Buckle. . With Usquebaugh warm'd.

Dearling, obs. form of DARLING.

Dearly (di*Mli), adv. Forms: see DEAR a. 1

[OE. <&fo*/S<v,OS. diurltfo, OHG. tiurlihho, f.

OE. deorlic glorious, precious, OS. diurltc, OHG.
tiurlth, f. DEAR a. 1

: see -Lv2.]
1 1. In a precious, worthy, or excellent manner ;

worthily, choicely, finely, richly. Obs.
a TOOO CVNEWULF Elcne 1159 (Z.) To hwam hio ba naeglas

[i. c. of the cross] selost and deorlicost fcedon meahte. c 13*5
. E. Allit. P. A. 994 As derely deuysez bis ilk toun. In

apocalyppez be apostel lohan. 1377 LANCL. P. PI. B. xix. 2,

I..di*te me derely & dede me to cherche. (-1400 Destr.

Troy 3463 And double fest |>at day derely was holdyn,
With all be reuell & riolte bat Renkes couthe deuise. 1483
CAXTON G. de la. Tour H j b, The lady. . made him [Moses]
to be nouryshed in her wardrobe more derely. 1606 SMAKN.

Tr. <fr Cr. ui. iii. 96 Man, how dearely euer parted. .Cannot
make boast to haue that which he hath, .but by reflection.

2. As one who is held dear; with feelings of

tender affection ; affectionately, fondly. (Now
used only with the vb. love or its equivalents.)
riaos LAY. 18896 pac xremite gon to weopen, deprliche he

hine custe. c 1350 Will. Palemf 4374 Ne to hire do no
duresse, as bou me derli louest. 1488 CAXTON Chast. Goddes

Chyld. 14 Loth she is to forgoo her chylde the whiche she

derely louyth. 1570 T. NORTON tr. Notvers Cafeck. (1853)
132 The dearlier that any man is beloved of God. 1611

TOURNEUR Atk. Trag\ \\. iv, So deerely pittifull that ere the

poore Could aske his charity with dry eyes he gaue 'em
Keliefe wi' teares. 1650 W. BROUCH Sacr. Princ. \ 1659^ 42
All whom Thou hast made more nearly and dearly mine.

1789 MRS. PIOZZI Journ. France I. 6 Poor Dr. James.,
loved profligate conversation dearly. 1856 EMERSON Eng.
Traits, Manners Wks. (Bohn> II. 48 Born in a harsh and
wet climate, .he dearly loves his house.

b. with ///. adj. ; often hyphened as in 4.
15*6-34 TINDALE Rom. xii. 10 Derly beioued, avenge not

youre selves. 16*5 MILTON Death fair Infant iv. His
dearly-loved mate. 1838 DICKENS O. Twist II. xii. 200

Dearly-attached companion. 1878 Q. VICTORIA Let. in

Land. Go*. 27 Dec., To call away from this world her

dearly-beloved daughter, the Princess Alice.

f 3. Wiih reference to other feelings than love

or affection : a. From the heart, heartily, ear-

nestly. Obs.

DEARTH.
a 1310 in Wright Lrric /'. xxxix, Drynke to hyra deorly

of folgod bou*. 1 1340 Gaw. 4 Gr. A*A 1011 He . derely
hym t<mkkez. a 1400-50 .\lt.\antirr 2^53 A doctuur, ane

: .ii derely bcftcke To coDuule bairn. 1485 CAX-
TON /'nrit 4- V. 24 Prayed hir moche Uerly that bc thold
not open it. 1600 SHAKS. Tr, q Cr. iv. v. 18 Moct decrcly
welcome to the Greekcs, sweete Lady,
fb. Carefully. Obs.

c 1400 MAVKDKV. (1839) x. 112 The Sarrzin kepen that

place fulle derely.

t O. Deeply, keenly. Obs. Cf. DEAR a.-

1590 SHAKS. Com. Err. ii. ii. 132 How deerely would it

touch thee to the quickc ShoukUt thou but hcare I wen
licencious, 1600 A. J'. /-. i. iil 35 My father baled hie
father dearly. 160* Ham. iv. iii. 43 We deerely greeue
For that which thou hast done.

4. At a high price ; at great cost ; DEAR adv. i.

Now usually Jig. When modifying an adj. ued
attributively it is usually hyphened, as

' a dearly-

bought advantage *.

c 1489 CAXTON Sonnet e/Aymon xx. 454 For niche djrde
folowe. .that payd derely for it. a 1533 LD. BEINKKS Huon
xciv. 305 He shal derely abye it. 1550 CBOWLKY Epifr.
1334 Suche maner stones as are most dearlye wide. 1568
GRAFTOM Chron. II. 264 Such hurtes and dammages. .thoiild

be deerely revenged. 1671 MILTON Samson 1660 Oh
dearly-bought revenge, yet glorious 1 1797 G. COI.MAN />>.

Grins, Lodgings for Single Gent. I, Some [lodgings] are

good and let dearly. 1848 MACAULAY Hist. Ettg.l. 6n The
Mendip miners stood bravely to their arms, and sold their

lives dearly. 1856 KANE A ret. Expi. II. xxiv. 337 All the

dearly-earned documents of the expedition.

tBeaTly, a. Obs. [OE. had dhrltc illus-

trious, splendid, brave : but the later examples are

app. nonce-formations from PEAK a. 1 + -LY l.]

Dear.

Beowulf'(Th.) 1174 Swa deortice dad. a 1300 Cursor M.
3700 (Cott.) Bot hend and haU es als i tru Mi dereli suns
child esau \_F. my derly sone hit ys esaw, G. 4- Tr. dere

son], 18 . Ballad,
'

Jamie Douglas
'

vL in Child Ballads
vii. cciv. 98/1 She was a dearly nurse to me.

fI5ea*rmf v. Obs. rare- , [ad. L. deammre
to disarm : see DE- I. 5.]

' To disarm
'

(Bailey,
vol. II. 1727).

Dearn(e, -ful, -ly : see DERN, -KUL, -LY.

Dearn, obs. form of DARN v.

Dearness (diunes). [f.
DEAR a. 1

+-NKKH.]
1. The quality of being dear: a. of being held

in esteem and affection ; hence b. Intimacy, mutual
affection ; C. Affection, fondness.
c 13*0 Seuyn Sag. (W.) 3144 Dame, said the erl ful one,

For grete derenes es yt done, a 1440 Sir Eelatti., MS. Lin-
coln A. i. 17 f. 138 (Halliw.) With the eric es he lent In
derenes nyghte and daye. 1599 SHAKS. Muck Ado in. ii.

lot, I thinke, he holds you well, and in dearenesse of heart.

1614 BEDELL Lett. \. 40 Neither soothing vntruih for the
dearnesse ofyour person, nor breaking charitie. 1656 JKR.
TAYLOR in Evelyn's Mem. (1857) III, 72, I am, in great
heartiness and dearness of affection . . your . . most affec-

tionate friend, a 1715 BURNET Own Time ( 1766) 1 1. 185 The
deamess that was between them, was now turned . . to a most
violent enmity. 184* TENNYSON Locksley Hallqi The child

too clothes the father with a dearness not his due. 1871 1'.

ERSKINE Spirit. Order (1876) 20 The nearness and deamess
of my relation to Him.

f- b. concr. An expression or token of affection.

1641 MILTON Ch. Gcvt. vi. (1851) 131 All the duties and
dearnesses which ye owe to God. ini STKYPE Eccl. Mtm.
I. ii. 26 The peace between the two kings, whatever mutual
dearnesses there had appeared, was but short.

2. The quality of being dear in price ; expensive-
ness, costliness.

1530 PALSCR. 313/1 Derenesse, ckicrti. 1599 HAKLUYT
I'oy. HI. 369 (R.) The want of wood and deerenessc thereof
in England. 1631 GOUGE God's Arrows ii. S 26. 171 Scarcity
and dearenesse of come. 1699 BENTLEY Phal. Pref. 63 The
dcarncss of

Paper,
and the want of good Types. 1796

MORSE Amcr. Geo%. I. 258 The impracticability of success,

arising from scarcity of hands, dearness of labour. 1891
Leeds Mercury 28 May 45 The withdrawal of the Trea-

sury bills . . was due solely to the temporary dearness of

money.
t De-arrc-st, v. Obs. rare- 1

. [Di- II. i.]

To release from arrest ;
= DIBARBKST.

1791 J. BREE Cursory Sketch 231 A ship dearrested or
released by order of Council.

De-arsenicize : sec DE- II. i.

Dearth (d5j>\j*. Forms: 3~4der)>e,(4dierJ>e).

4-5 derthe, 4-6 (7 &.) derth, 6 darth, deerth,
6- dearth. [ME. der]>et not recorded in OE.
(where the expected form would be dier^n^ dferC,

Jytif: cf, 1 4th c dierle in Ayenb.) ;
but corresp.

formally to ON. dyrti with sense 'glory', OS.

diuritta, OHG. tiurida, MHG. ti&rdt, MG. tArdc

glory, honour, value, costliness ; abstr. sb. f. WGer.*

aiuri, OE. dlere> More, DEAR a. 1
: see -TH.

The form derke in Gen. * Exod. (.bis) and Prom}. Pare.
seems to be a scribal error for derj>et derbe ; but its repeated
occurrence is remarkable.]

fl. Glory, splendour. Obs. rare. [-ON.<r0.]
c 1315 E. E. Allit. /". A. 09 pe derbe berof for to oeuyse

Nis no wy3 worbe that tonge berez.

1 2. E)earness, costliness, high price. Obs.
(This sense, though etymologically the source of those that

follow, is not exemplified very early, and not frequent.
In some of the following instances it is doubtful)
[1480 CAXTON Ckron. Eng. cii. 82 Ther felle grete derth

mod scarsyte of come and other vytailles in that land. 1596
Ilr. HAKLOW Tkree Serm. \. 5 Dearth U that, when all

those things which belong to the life of man . . are rated at



DEARTH.
a high price.] 163* in Cramond Ann. Banff (1891) I. 67

Compleming of. .the dearthe of the pryce thairof. 1644 R.

BAILLIE Lett. $ Jrnh, (1841) II. 175, I cannot help the ex-

ti-aordinarie dearth : they say the great soume the author

putts on his copie, is the cause of it. 1793 BENTHAM Emanc,
Colonies Wks. 1843 IV. 413 When an article is

dea_r,
it is . .

made so by freedom or by force. Dearth which is natural

is a misfortune : dearth which is created is a grievance.

Jig. 1602 SHAKS. Ham. v. ii, 123 His infusion of such

dearth and rareness.

3. A condition in which food is scarce and dear ;

often, in earlier use, a time of scarcity with its ac-

companying privations, a famine
;
now mostly re-

stricted to the condition, as in time of dearth.
c 1250 Gen. fy Ex. 2237 Wex derke [?der>e], Sis coren is

gon. Ibid. 2345. rt 1300 Cursor M. 4700 (Cott.) Sua bigan

pe derth to grete. r 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) vi. 20 If any
derth com Inpfl cun tree [?wan/ il fait ckier temp$\. ^1440
Promp, Parv. 119 Derthe (P. or derke), cariscia. 1526 TIN-

DALE Luke xv. 14 There rose a greate derth thorow out all

that same londe. 1552 Bk. Com. Prayer, Litany^ In the

tyme of dearth and famine. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. i. ii. 27

Dainty they say maketh derth. 1606 SHAKS. Ant. fy Cl.

ii. vii. 22 They know . . If dearth Or Foizon follow. 1625
BACON Ess. Seditions (Arb.) 403 The Causes and Motiues
of Seditions are . . Dearths : Disbanded Souldiers. a 1687
PETTY Pol. Arith. (1690) 80 The same causes which make
Dearth in one place do often cause plenty in another. 1781
GIBBON Ded. $ F. III. li. 217 The fertility of Egypt sup-

plied the dearth of Arabia. 1841 W. SPALDING Italy fy It.

/si. I. 361 Augustus, in a dearth, gave freedom to twenty
thousand slaves. 1848 MILL Pol. Econ. (1857) II. iv. ii. 270
In modern times, therefore, there is only dearth, where there

formerly would have been famine.

b. of (^for} corn, victuals, etc.

c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) vi. 23 f>er falles oft sithes grete
derth of corne [chier temps}. 1538 STARKEY England \\. \.

174 The darth of al such thyngys as for fode ys necessary.

1556 Chron.Gr. Friars (Camden) 33 This yere [1527] was
a gret derth in London for brede. Ibid, 45 This yere was
a gret derth for wode and colles. 1720 GAY Poems (1745)
I. 139 At the dearth of coals the poor repine. 1721 SWIFT

Let.fr. Lady cone. Bank Wks. (1841) II. 67 The South-
Sea had occasioned such a dearth of money in the kingdom.
4. fig. and transf. Scarcity <?/"anything, material

or immaterial ; scanty supply; practical deficiency,
want or lack of a. quality, etc.

1340 Ayenb. 256 pe meste dierbe bet is aboute ham is of

zobnesse an of trewbe. c 1386 CHAUCER Pars. T. p 340 Pre-

cious clothyng is cowpable for the derthe of it. c 1477
CAXTON Jason 42 b, Ther is no grete derthe ne scarcete of

women. 1596 DRAYTON Legends iv. 45 A time when never
lesse the Dearth Of happie Wits. 1667 DRYDEN Ess. Dram,
Poesie Wks. 1725 I, 55 That dearth of plot and narrowness
of Imagination, which may be observed in all their Plays.

1671 C. HATTON in Hatton Corr. 118781 60 The absence of

y* Court occasions a great dlrth ofnews here. 1754 RICHARD-
SON Grandison IV. xvii. 130 We live in an age in which
there is a great dearth of good men. 1815 WORDSW. White
Doe ii. 8 Her last companion in a dearth Of love. 1875

J. CURTIS Hist. Eng. 151 The great pestilence of 1349 led to

such a dearth of labourers.

t Dearth, v. Obs. [f. prec. sb.] trans. To
make dear in price ;

to cause or produce a scarcity
of or in anything ;

to beggar.
< 1440 Promp, Parv. 119 DerthjTi or make dere, cariscot

carioro. 1594 Zeptieria ii. in Arb. Garner V. 66 Thy
Worth hath dearthed his Words, for thy true praise ! 1743
in Cramond Ann. /^aw^"(i8oi) 1. 153 Thomas Murray having
dearthed the flesh Mercat by buying up some pork.
Hence fDea'rthing vbl. sb. and///, a.

a 1572 KNOX Hist. Ref. Wks. 1846 I. 404 To susteane
thowsandis of strangeris . . to the derthing of all viweris

[=vivres], 1593 NASHE Christ's T. (1613) 64 This huge
word -dearthing taske.

t Dea'rther. Obs. [f.
DEARTH v. + -ER.] One

who causes a dearth or scarcity in commodities.
1622 MALYNF.S Ane. Laiu-Merch. 445 Against Forestallers,

Regraters, and dearthers of corne and victualls. 1708

J.
CHAMBERLAYNE St. Gt. Brit. it. n. vi. (1743) 389 Punish-

ing forestallers, regraters, and dearthers of corn.

t Dea'rtllful. Obs. nonce-wd.
[f.
DEARTH sb.

+ -FUL.] Costly, expensive.
1786 BURNS Sc. Drink xvi, It sets you ill, WP bitter,

dearthfu' wines to mell, Of foreign gill.

t De-artrculate, a. Obs. [Cf. next, and AR-
TICULATE #.] Divided by joints ; freely articulated.

Also De-arti 1culated a.

1650 BULWER Anthropomet. vii. 87 His Ears not too big
nor too little, well engraved, de-articulate. 1615 CROOKE
Body of Man v. (1616) 286 It hath bin observed that the

gemture yssuing from a woman, .hath bin dearticulated.

De:-articnla*tion. Anat. [ad. med.L. de-

articuldtio, used to translate St&pOpaffts in Aristotle

and Galen.] a. Division by joints ; b. *
Articu-

lation admitting ofmovement in several directions;
.
= DIARTHROSIS' (Syd. Soc. Lfx.}\ c. Distinct arti-

culation (of the voice).
1615 CROOKE Body of Man 333 A dearticulation of the

parts. 1634 T. JOHNSON Parey's Chirurg.v\.y.\\\. (.1678' 165
De-articulation is a composition of the bones with a manifest
and visible motion. 1650 KULWER Anthropomet. 144 There
would be much of the voice lost in dearticulation. 1651
BIGGS New Disp. ^98 The dearticulation of the operations
of nature.

t Dda'rtuate, v. Obs. rare. [f. L. deartuare,
f. artus joint, member: see DE- I. 6.] trans.

To dismember. So t Deartua~tion, dismember-
ment.

1623 COCKERAM, Deartuate. i6g3GATAKER Vind. Annot.
Jer. 175 Framing a very maimed and mangled dismembra-
tion and deartuation. .of it.
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t Dea'rworth, derworth., a. Ot>$. Forms :

j d^orwurpe, dyrwurpe, 2 derwurlSe, der

wurfl, dierewurd, 2-3 deor-, deore-, dere-

wurfJe, 3 durewurtte, 3-5 dere-, derworpe,

derworp, -worth, 4 derwurp, direwerpe, 4-5

darworth, 5 derwurthe, dirworthe, dyrworth,

derwarde, 4-6 dereworth, 6 dearworth. [OE.

ettfor-, dyrwurpe, app. f. diem, ddorn DEAR si. ' +

wyrfa worthy.]
I. Worthy of high estimation, highly valuable,

precious, costly.
c 888 K. /ELFRED Boetk. x. 28 Daet is git deorwyrbre Sonne

monnes lif. 971 Blickl. Horn. 31 Re on gold e On deor-

wyr|>um hrxgluni. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. xiii. 46 He
funde J>a:t an deorwyr&e [c 1160 Hatton derwurSe] meregrot.
c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 19 He . . alesde us. .mid his derewur&e
flesse and mid his blode. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 145 Hie
nam ane box . . and hine fulde mid derewurSe smerieles.

a 1300 Ten Coinmandtn. i in E. E. P. (1862) 15 J>i derworj:

Hjf. c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirnrg. 26 pa- r~, . ...rj r ~

arterye is ful derwarde & nedib gret kepynge. c 1422 Hoc-
CLEVE Learn to Die 448 Of satisfaccioun the leeste deede

Right dereworthe were it in this neede.

2. Worthy, honourable, noble, glorious.

1175 Lamb, Horn, 79 J?et he alihte . . from derewurS

wuninge. 511175 Cott. Horn. 231 Se hlaford into bar halle

come mid his dierewurd gefcrede. 1340-70 Alex. <$ Dind.

243 Whan dereworbe dindimus be enditinge hurde. a 1400-

50 Alexander 267$ Now dose him fra Darius, a dereworth

[v.r. darworth] prince. 1:1420 Avow. Arth. xxii, Bidus me
Sir Gauan, Is derwurthe on dese !

3. Of persons: Dearly esteemed, dear, beloved.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 2 Louerd ! sei5 Codes Spuse to hire

deorewurSe Spus. 1382 WVCLIF 2 Cor. vii. i Moost dere-

worthe britheren. c 1400 Soivdone Bab. 1512 My fader so

dereworth and der, c 1422 HOCCLEVE Learn to Die 498 Of
alle freendes thow, the derwortheste. 1557 TotlelFs Misc.

(Arb.) 117 A dearworth dame.

t l)ea*rworthily, adv. Obs. [f. DEARWORTHY
+ -LY 2

.] Worthily, honourably ; preciously,

richly ; affectionately.
a 1300 Cursor M. 13669 (Gott,) Ful derworthili his lauerd

he gret. ? a 1400 Morte Arth. 3252 A duches dere-worthily

dyghte In dyaperde wedis. c 1410 LOVE Bonavent. Mirr. iv.

(Gibbs MS.), [Sche] roos uppe and clypped hire derworthyly
[ed. 1530 worthily] and tenderly. Ibid, xiv, Sche . . clypp-

ynge hym derworthyly [v.r. derworthely ; ed. 1530 lou-

yngely] in hyre armes.

t Dea'rworthiness. Obs. [f. as prec. +
-NESS. OE. had djoriuyrfnes.'] Preciousncss,

worthiness, valuableness ; //. (in OE.), valuables,
treasures.

[c 888 K. ALFRED Boetk. vii. 4 Mid golde, e mid seolfre,

e mid eallum deorwyrbnessum.] r 1325 Metr, Horn, n
Than es the gret derworthines Of precheours that bers

witnes. Ibid. 73 Wit lovely worde and dereworthynes.

f Dea*rworthly, adv. Obs. In 3-4 -liche,

4 -lye, -li, -ly, (derwurly). [Early ME. f. DEAR-
WORTH a. + -liche, -LY 2.]

= DEABWORTHILY.
c 1205 LAY. 15151 Twa hundred cnihten. .J>e sculen biwiten

bene king, durewurSliche burh alle bing. a x*sg Ancr. R.

410 J?eos beon deoruwuroliche i-wust. a 1300 Cursor J\f.

5322 (Cott.) He . . mensked him derworthli O'.rr.dereworthly,

-worbely]. 1320 R. BRUNNE Medit. 180 How derwurly,
afore hys ende, A derwurp gyfte he wulde with b lete.

c 1325 Metr. Horn. 84 Wei birs us blis the derworthelye.

1413 LYDG. Piter. Sowle n. Ixiii. (1859) 59 Thou . . keptest
me ful derworthly, that I went nought from the.

t Dea-rwortliy , derworthy, a. Obs. [A
ME. formation from DEARWORTH, with assimila-

tion of the second element to WORTHY.] = DEAR-
WORTH.
a 1300 Cursor M. 4731 (Cott.) Mi stiward Joseph al fedes

me, For darworthi par-til es he. c 1374 CHAUCER Boeth.
ii. i. 31 Is present fortune derworbi to pe. 1414 BRAMPTON
Penit. Ps. vii, Helde no;t thi wretthe on my frealnesse,Thi
derworthi childeryn whan thou schalt blesse. ciqy Hymns
Virg. (1867) 52 pe derworbiest oile bat euere was. c 1485

Digby Myst. (1882) in. 1086 O, pou dere worthy emperowere !

Deary, -rie (di-'ri), sb. and a. Also 7-8 dearee.

[f.
DEAR a^ +-IE, -Y^.] Diminutive of dear.

A. st>. A little dear ; a darling : a familiar term
of amatory and conjugal endearment.
1681 OTWAY Soldier's Fort. HI. i, Lose thee, poor Love,

poor Dearee, poor Baby. 1705 VANBRUGH Coitfed. v. ii. 301
[To their husbands] Bye, dearies ! 1739 R. BULL tr. Dede-
kindits' Grobianus 151 You'll be her Love, her Dearee, what
you will. 1705 WOLCOTT (P. Pindar) Pindariana Wks.
1812 IV. 73 He hugs and kisses his old Deary. 1870
DICKENS E. Drood i, Here's another ready for ye, deary.
1890 W. A. WALLACE Only a Sister ! 88 A Mapleton in love
is a Mapleton still, for all your pretty ways, dearie.

B. adj. dial. See quots.

seed such deary little apples in all my life.' 1888 EL-
WORTHY }V, Somerset Word-bk. s.v., 'There is a deary little

gibby lamb.
1

C. interj. Deary me ! an extension of Dear me !

usually more sorrowful in its tone.

1785 HUTTON Bran New Wark 343 (E. D. S.) Deary me !

deary me ! forgive me good Sir. I'll steal naa maar . .

My mother, my brothers and sisters, and my aid neam,
O deary me ! 1815 JANE TAYLOR Display xi. (ed. 2)

132 'Deary me!' said she. 1833 MARRYAT P, Simple i,O deary me ! he must have lost a mint of money.
Deas(e, deasse, obs. forms of DAIS.

DEATH.

II Deasil, deiseal (clye-Jal, de-sal), adv., sb.

[Gaelic deiseil (deiseal)dcasal~] adj. and adv., right-

handwise, turned toward the right, dextrorsum, f.

deas right hand, south, in Olr. desSj des
t
Welsh

dchau, cognate with Lat. dcx-tcr, Gr. Se-(os.

(The meaning of the latter part is unknown.)]
Righthandwise, towards the right ;

motion with
continuous turning to the right, as in going round
an object with the right hand towards it, or in the

same direction as the hands of a clock, or the ap-

parent course of the sun (a practice held auspicious

by the Celts).

1771 PENNANT Tour Scot1. in 1769, 309 (Jam. s.v. Widder~
sinnis) At marriages and baptisms they make a procession
round the church, Deasoil, i.e., sunways. 1774-5 Toitr
Scotl. in 1772, II. 15 (Jam.) The unhappy lunatics are

brought here by their friends, who first perform the cere-

mony of the Deasil thrice round a neighbouring cairn.

1794 Statist. Ace. Perthshire XI. 621 (Jam.) If a person's
meat or drink were to . . come against his breath, they in-

stantly cry out, Deisheal ! which is an ejaculation praying
that it may go the right way. 1814 SCOTT Wav. xxiv, The
surgeon, .perambulated his couch three times, movingfrom
east to west, according to the course of the sun . . which was
called making the deasil. 1875 LUBBOCK Orig. Civiliz. vi.

300 There was a sacred stone in Jura round which the

people used to move 'deasil
',

i. e. sunwise.

De-aspirate, -ation, -ator: see DE- IT. i.

Death (deb). Forms: a. 1-4 d6aj>, 2 daj>,

die]?, 2-3 daeji, 2-4 de)>, 3 death, dia]?, diath,

dij>, 4 deep, dya}>, dyeaj), 4-5 deythe, 4-6
deth, dethe, 5 deeth, 6 Sc. deith, 6- death.
Also . 3 dead, deed, 3-6 ded, dede, (4 dedd,
did), 4-5 (6-8 Sc.} deed, 5-6 deyd, 6-9 (chiefly

Sc.) dead, 4-9 Sc. deid. [A Common Tent. sb. :

OE. deap = OFris. ddth, ddd (\\Tris. dead\ OS.

aW, ddd (MDu. and MLG. <#/(<*.), Du.rtW), OHG.
tdd, MHG. tdt (Ger. tod), ON. orig. dautir, usually
dai&i (Sw., Da. dod}, Goth, daujnts^ an OTeut.

deriv. in ~J>u-z (
= L. -tu-s] of the verbal stem dau-

(pre-Teut. type dhau-, *dhau--tu-s), whence ON.

deyja to DIE. (Cf. also DEAD.) Of the ME. form
dedt dede^ usual in the northern dial, (but not

confined to it), Sc. 4- deid (dz'd), also spelt 6-

dcad, the history is not quite clear ; the final d
agrees with Sw. and Da., and suggests Norse in-

fluence, but the vowel regularly represents OE. /a :

cf- Sc. breid, heid, steid (br/'d, etc.).]

1. 1. The act or fact of dying ; the end of life ; the

final cessation of the vital functions of an animal

or plant, a. of an individual.

071 Blickl. Horn. ^3 He mid his costunge ure costunge
oforswibde, and mid his deabe urne deab. 11250 Old
Kentish Senn. in O. E. Misc. 36 Non ne wot bane dai of

his diabe. a 1300 K. Horn 58 So fele mijten ybe Bringe
hem bre to dibe. c 1449 PECOCK Repr. 376 The wommen. .

whiche after hir husbondis deethis wolden . . lyue chaast.

1590 SHAKS. Mids. N. v. i. 293 The death of a deare friend.

1667 MILTON P. L. ix. 832 With him all deaths I could

endure, without him live no life. 1887 J. A. HAMILTON in

Diet. Nat. Biog. IX. 370/2 He bore the scar to his death.

ft. c 1205 LAY. 8424-6 Herigal . . sweor, bat Euelin i Son
daei Dad sculde bolien. Euelin wes swiSe of-dred, For me
him dead bi-hcehte. a 1300 Cursor M. 905 (Cott.) pou sal

be slan wit duble dedd. c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) Pref. i

He wald. .suffer hard passioun and dede. 1450 St. Cuth-
bcrt (Surtees) 2577 Sho saw hir deed seined nere at hande.

1533 GAU Richt Vay (1888) 13 Sayand to ane oder god giflf

the ane ewil deid. 1570 BUCHANAN Ane Admonitioun
Wks. 23 To revenge his laderis deid. a 1605 MONTGOMERY
Misc. Poems xxii. 41 Then wer I out of dout of deed.

b. in the abstract.
c 888 K. ALFRED Boetk. viii. 26 Se deab hit hum afirreb.

a 1200 Moral Ode xcviiL in E. E. P. (1862) 28 Die<5 com in

bis middenerd Jmrh be ealde deofles onde. c 1340 Cursor M.
835 (Trin.) Fro bat tyme furst coom deb to man. 1398 THE-
VISA Barth. De P.R.vi. ii. (1495) 187 Deth iscallyd mors for it

is bitter. 1583 HARSNET Serm. Ezek. (1658) 128 There are

no two things so opposite as Life and Death. 1667 MILTON
P, L. \. 3 The Fruit Of that Forbidden Tree, whose mortal
last Brought Death into the World. 1769 COWPER Lett. 21

Jan., Death is either the most formidable, or the most com-
fortable thing we have in prospect. 1859 SEELEY Ecce
Homo iv. {ed, 8) 35 The Greek did not believe death to be

annihilation.

p. a, 1300 Cursor M. 20841 (Gott.) pat lijf, ne dede, ne

wele, ne wa, Mai neuer turn mi hert be fra. i34oHAMPOLE
Pr. Consc. 1666 Ded es be mast dred thing pat es. 1375
BARBOUR Bruce i. 269 Thryldome is weill wer than deid.

(1420 Sir Amadas (Weber) 152 Then com deyd ..And
partyd my dere husbond and me. 1533 GAU Richt Vay
(1888) 45 As S. Paul sais. .Deid is swolit throw wictore.

C. as a personified agent. (Usually figured as

a skeleton
;
see also DEATH'S-HEAD.)

971 [see 7].
a 1300 Cursor M. 18116 (Cott.) To ded i said,

'quar es JM stang?' 1504 Bury Wills (Camden) 105 A blak

clothe steynyd wl an image ofdeth. 1596 SHAKS. Merck. V.

ii. vii. 63, O hell! what hauewehere? A carrion death,
within whose emptie eye There is a written scroule. 1667
MILTON P, L. xi. 490 Over them triumphant Death his

Dart Shook ; but delaid to strike. 1839 LONGF. Reaper fy

Flowers i, There is a Reaper, whose name is Death. 1874

J. FOWLER in Proc. Sfc. Antiq. 19 Feb. 143 A figure of

Death, represented as a skeleton with mattock and spade.

2. The state of being dead ; the state or con-

dition of being without life, animation, or activity.
a 1000 Andreas 583 (Gr.} He .. men of deaSe worde

awehte. ^1175 Lamb. Horn. 91 Crist aras of deaoe.

c 1*50 Gen. <$ 2f.r, 265 Quan al man-kinde . . Sal ben fro dede



DEATH.
to Hue brojt. 1340 Aycnt. 7 Oure Ihord aras uram dyabe
to lyue. c 1450 SI. Cuthtcrt (Surtecs. 871 Rays bis bryd lo
lyfe fra deed. 1817 POI.I.OK Course T. m. 1000 This wilder-
ness of intellectual death. 1864 TENNYSON F.n. Ard. 561One . . Lay lingering out a five-years' death-in-life. Mod.
His eyes were closed in death.

; In preceding senses the death was frequent in
Old and Middle English, and down to the i6th c.
See also 7, 13 c, 13 ; To die the death : see DIE.
(-888 K. .KI.FHED Boeth. viii. 26 Se deab ne cymS to naniini

o5rum bmgum. ^1175 Lamp. Horn. 109 te aide mei him
witan iwis bone d 8. oiuj Ancr. K. 52 pus eode sihSe
biuoren . . & com be deaS ber efter. 1340 HAMPOLE 1'r.
Come. 355 Of f>c dede and whi it es to drede. a 1400 Relir
Piecesfr. Thornton MS.<iB67) 3 When be dedeTas sun-
dyrde oure bodyes and cure mm c 1430 Syr Tryam 104
Tylle thou be broght to the dedd. 1513 DOUGLAS /Eneis
l.i. 54 Quhilk hed the deid eschapit. a 1555 LATIMEK Serin.

Rent. (1845) 3 He .. rose again from the death. 1594
SHAKS. Rich. Ill, i. ii. 179, I lay it [his breast] naked lo
the deadly stroke, And humbly begge the death. 1599
Htn. V. iv. i. 181 Where they feared the death, iheyhaue
borne life away.
8. trans/. The loss or cessation of life in a parti-

cular part or tissue of a living being.
1800 .Ifeit. Jrnl. III. 543 So great a torpor, as to produce' the death or mortification of the parts '. 1869 HUXLEY

Physiol. L 23 When death takes place, the body, as a whole,
dies rirst, the death of the tissues not occurring until after
a considerable interval.

t 4. Loss of sensation or vitality, state of uncon-
sciousness, swoon. Obs. rare. (Cf. DEAD a. i.)
1596 SIR J. SMYTHE in Lett. Lit. Mitt (Camden) 97 It

brooch! sodeyne death itself upon me for three quarters of
an houre.

5. fig. The loss or want of spiritual life ; the

being or becoming spiritually dead. The second
death : the punishment or destruction of lost souls
after physical death.
c 1000 Ags. Got/ John v. 24 Ic sees* eow bsct se be min

word xehyra. .faera fram deaoe to life, c 1175 Lamb Ham
39 penne burejest bu here saule . . from ban ufele deaSe.
c uoo ORMIN 19052 piss lif niss nohht rihht nemmnedd lif
Ace dicb itt ma}} ben nemmnedd. f 13*5 E. E, Allit. P.
A. 651 [He] delyuered vus of be detri secounde. 138*WYCLIF Rev. xxi. 8 The pool brennyngc with fijr and brun-

1534 TINDALE Rom. viii. 6 To be carnally mynded, is deeth!
1885 S. Cox Expositions I. xx, The want of this [eternal]
life is eternal death.

b. Loss or deprivation of civil life ; the fact or
state of being cut off from society, or from certain

rights and privileges, as by banishment, imprison-
ment for life, etc.

(Usually civil death:)
i6ia FLETCHER Sp. Curate iv. i, This banishment is a kind

of civil death. 1765 BLACKSTONE Comm. 1. 1. ii. 145 A disso-
lution is the civil death of the parliament. 1767 Ikid. II.
121 It may also determine by his civil death ; as if he enters
into a monastery, whereby he is dead in law. 1771 FLETCHER
Af/eatViks. 1795 I. ioo Does not the spirit of persecution
..inflict at least academic death upon [them]? 1871MARKBY Klein. Law 8 iio A sort of conventional death, or,
as it is sometimes called, a civil death.

o. Of a thing : Cessation of being, end, extinc-

tion, destruction.

1413 LYDG. Filer. Sovile in. x. (1483) 56 And oure deth is

withouten deth for it hath none ende. 1718 WATTS Hymns
ill. xxiii, Our faith beholds the dying Lord, And dooms
our sins to death. 1811 SHELLEY Boat on Serchio 29 From
the lamp's death to the morning ray. 1884 W. C. SMITH
Kildrostan

^48 Suspicion murders love, and from its death
Come anguish and remorse.

6. Bloodshed, slaughter, murder.
a 1626 BACON (J.), Not to suffer a man of death to live.

i8ia SHELLEY Hellas 431 The dew is foul with death.
1883 CHURCH & BRODKIBB tr. Lhy xxu. Ii. 118 Some were
cut down by the foe as they rose covered with blood from
the field of death.

7. Cause or occasion of death, as in to be the death

of; something that kills, or renders liable to death;
poet, a deadly weapon, poison, etc.

971 BUM. Horn. 67 He cwaeb,
' Eala deab, ic beo bin

deab'. ijfa WYCLIF i Kings iv. 40 Thei crieden oute,
seymge, Deth in the pott ! deth in the pott ! 1596 SHAKS.
i Hen. IV, n. i. 14 Poore fellow neuer ioy'd since the price
of oats rose, it was the death of him. 1599 Muck Ado
n. ii. 19 What life is in that, to be the death of this mar-
riage? 16. . DRYDEN (J.), Swiftly flies The fealher'd deatli,
and hisses through the skies. 1704 POPE Windsor For. 132
The clam'rous lapwings feel the leaden death. 1773 GOLDSM.
Stoops to Cong . i, A school would be his death. 1842 MIALL
Nonconf. II. 49 These churchmen magistrates will be the
death of us. 1847 TENNYSON Princ. vi. 260 You might mix
his draught with death.

ft. c 1314 Guy Warm. (A.^ 365 pou art mi liif, mi ded
y-wis . . Y dye for be loue of }*. c 1500 Melnsine 26 He
thenne pulled out of hys brest the piece of the swerd, and
knew that it was hys dede. 1715 RAMSAY Gent. Sheph. n.

ii, Her cheeks, her mouth, her een, Will be my dead.

1701 BURNS A nU Rob Morris iii, The wounds I must hide
that will soon be my dead. Mod. Sc. You have been the
deid o' him.

t 8. A general mortality caused by an epidemic
disease ; a pestilence. Obs. exc. as in b.

(c 1358 EDW. III. Let. to Pope Innocent VI in Hist. Lett.
A^. Registers (Rolls' 405 Quodatn morbo incurabili in tibia,

mala mors vulgariter nuncupatp, percussus.] c 1400 KNIGH-
TON Chron. iv. an. 1348, Scoti . . sumpserunt in juramen-
tum..sub hac forma quando jurare volebant, Perftrdttm
mortem Angloritm, anglice be the foul dethe of Kngelvnd.
1480 CAXTON /A-ivr. Brit. 35 This was moche vsed to-for y
grete deth [TREVISA be furste moreyn]. 1480-90 Chron.

Vol.. III.

73

Scott in Pinkerton Hiit. Scot, I. App. 502 (an. 1482) Tharwas ane gret hungyr and deid in Scotland, ix+tkn*.
I,'-. Prian iCamden) 29 Thys yere was a grct deth al llie

Menerys. 1577-87 HOLINSHED Chrffn. III. 961/1 In Ihis
yeare a great death of the pestilence reigned in London.

b. Black Death, the name now commonly
given to the Great Pestilence or visitation of the
Oriental Plague, which devastated most countries of

Europe near the middle of the 141)1 c., and caused
great mortality in England in 1348-9; sometimes
also including the recurrences of the epidemic in

1360 and 1379.
The name 'black death' is modern, and was app. intro-

duced into English history by Mrs. Penrose (Mrs. Markham)
in 1823, and into medical literature by Babington's transl. of
Hecker's Der Schwatse Tod in 1833. In earlier writers
we find the pestilence, the plague, gnat pestilence, great
death, or in distinction from later visitations the furste
moreyn, the first pestilence; Latin chroniclers have festu,
pestileatia, epidemia, mortalitas. The distinctive magna
mortalitas

t

'

great mortality
'

or ' death ', and its equivalents,
prevailed in many languages : Ger. das grosse stertrn,
LGer. de grate dot, Flem. de groete doet. Da. deit store did
or tnandtuth, Swed. (1402) store dodhin, later stordtlden,
digeriicden (thick or frequent mortality), Norweg. (141)1

(miarla dodhen, den sorte did). Hence, in German, SchlOzer
in 1773 used der schiuarze Tod in reference to Iceland, and
Sprengel in 1794 took it as a general appellation. From
modem German the name has passed into Dutch (decwaarte
dood) and English, and has influenced French (la peste
"oir̂ - The quots. 1758 and 1780 below are translations
from Danish and Swedish through German, and refer not
to the pestilence of 1348, which did not reach Iceland, but
to a later visitation in 1402-3, known at the time K platan
mihli (the great plague), but called by modem Icelandic
historians, from I7th c., svarti dauti (black death).

[< 1440 WALSINGHAM Chron. Title of chap., De magna
mortalitate in anglia, qua a modemis vocatur prima pesti-
lentia. 175* tr. Horreoow's ffat. Hist. Iceland in Gentl.
Mag. XXVIII. 79 In the

ijth century a disease called the
Sorte did, or Hack death, destroyed almost all the inhabi-
tants in the place [Iceland]. 1780 tr. Lett, from fhrednG)
in Von Traits Lett. Iceland 305 Schlozer divides the Ice-
landic literature into three periods . . the golden period, from
the introduction of Christianity to the close of the thirteenth
[sic should be fourteenth] century, when the black death
or the great plague, .checked the progress of poetry. 1800
Med. Jrnl. IV. 365 He [Cit. Papon] speaks of the plague. .

in 1347, otherwise called the black plague.]
1823 MRS. MARKHAM [Eliz. Penrose) Hist. Eng. xviii, F.d-

ward s successes in France were interrupted during the next
six years by a most terrible pestilence so terrible as to be
called the black death. 1833 B. G. BABINCTON (title) The
Black Death in the Fourteenth Century. From the German
of J. F. E. Hecker, M.D. 1874 GREEN Short Hist. v. i 4.
an. 1349, The Black Death fell on the village almost as
fiercely as on the town. 1885 Encycl. Brit. XIX. 164/2 s.v.

Plague, The mortality of the black death was. .enormous.
It is estimated in various parts of Europe at two-thirds or
three-fourths of the population in the first pestilence, in

England even higher. 1893 F. A. GASOUF.T (title) The
Great Pestilence (AD. 1348-9), now commonly known as the
Black Death.

1 9. Hunting. A blast sounded at the death of
the game ;

= MORT. Obs.

1741 Compl. Fam. Piece II. i. 393 He that first gets in
cries Hoo-up. .and blows a Death.

1O. As a vehement exclamation or imprecation.
See also 'SDEATH.
loaiSHAKS. Oth. in. Hi. 396 Death and damnation ! Oh I

1668 DRYDEN Evening s Lore iv. ii. Death, you make me
mad, sir I 1766 GOLDSM. Vic. IV. XL, Death ! to be seen by
ladies, .in such vulgar attitudes !

II. Phrases.

fll. In ME. the genitive was occasionally (as in

nouns of time) used adverbially = In the condition
of death, dead ; so lives (gen. of life]

= alive. Obs.
a 1*50 Owl ff Night. 1630 Ah thu nevre mon to gode

Lives ne deathes, stal ne stode. c 1314 Guy Ifarw. (A.)
5459 Ni;t no day swiken y nille Ltues or debts that ich
htm se.

12. To death (Sc. to deid, occas. in Eng. to

dead") : a. lit. following verbs as an adverbial
extension expressing result, as to ^slay, beat, stone,
etc. to death ; hence to do to (the) death (arch.), to

kill, slay ; to put to death, to kill, esp. in the exe-
cution of justice, to execute.

ate, .pat Steuen to dede was dight. -1400 Deslr.
Troy 9533 1 he Troiens . . dong horn to dethe. e 1489
CAXTON Blanchardyn v. (18901 21 Wounded to deth. 1560-1
Bk. Ditcifl. Ch. Scot. vii. 2 For suche. .the Civill swearde
aught to punische to death, c 1600 SHAKS. Son*, xcix.
A vengeful canker eat him up to death. 1611 Cymb.
\: v. 235 The Gods do meane to strike me To death with
mortal! ioy. 1734 tr. Ratlin's Anc. Hist. (1827) II. in. 189
Shot to death with darts. 1851 MRS. STOWE Uncle Tom'sC.
xix, The slave-owner can whip his refractory slave to death.
c 1314 Guy Warm. (A.) 3581 So mani to ded ther he dede.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 1 1932 The knightes . . The pepull wilh
pyne puttyn to dethe. 01400 Sir Pen. 930 Ther he was
done to the dede. 1503-4 Act 19 Hen. 11, c. 34 Preamb.,
Dyvers [were] put to deth. 1570-6 LAHBARDE Perttmb.
Kent (1826) 391 lack Cade, .did to death the Lord Say.and
others 1599 SHAKS. Much Ado\. UL 3 Done to death by
slanderous tongues. 1631 GOUGE GotCs Arrtnvs in. f 60.

205 Ministers of Justice in putting capital! malefactors to

DEATH.
death. 1847 Gor Greece (i 862) 1 1 1 . xxxiv. 215 They were
all put to death. 1858 (it*. P. THOHMOM Audi All. II.
Ixxx. 36 Haunted by pictures of tome he had done to death,

b. intensifying verbs of feeling, as hate, resent,
or adjs., as sick, wearieil: to the last extremity, to
the uttermost, to the ]X>int of physical or nervous
exhaustion, beyond endurance.
"300 Cursor HI. 13070 (Colt.) Herodias him hated lo

ded. 1583 HOLLYBANO Campo di f'ior 241 Clodiut U in-
amoured to dead of a certaine yonu woman. 1613 SIIAKV
Hen. Y1II, iv. ii. i Crif. How do's your Grace f Katk.

Griffith, icke to death. 1670 G. H. Hist. Cardinals I.

ll. 58 The Hereticks abhor me to death. 1670 DIYDEN
Cong. Granada Pt. ll. III. iii, I'm sad lo death, that I muM
be your foe. 1773 MRS. CHATONE Improv. Mind(\m) II.
80 A gentleman who would resent to death an imputation
of falsehood. 1806 BLOOMFIELD WildFlmutrs Poenu(i845)
220 Some almost laugh'd themselves to dead. 1840 DICKHNS
Barn. Rudge xxii, My slam, Simmun !. .You frighten me to
death ! 1850 MRS. CARLYUI Lett. II. 142, I have also been
bothered to death with servants.

O. To the death formerly interchanged with to

death in all senses
; it is now used only in certain

expressions, as to pursue, persecute, wage war to
the death.

i38a WYCLIF Matt. xxvL 38 My soule is sorowful til to
the deth. c 1400 Three Kiiifs Cologne iv. 12 Ezechias was
syke to be dethe. c 1450 Merlin 122 These shull the
1 = ihee] love and serue euer to the deth. 1563 WINJET Four
Scoir ThreQutst. Wks. 1888 I. 95 To baneis Chrislianii..
and condemne thame to the dethe. 1568 GRAFTON Chron.
II. 217 The which Castell the king hated to the death.
1580 T. B. La 1'rimauJ. Fr. Acad. (1585) 261 With such
speeches he fought unto the death. 1599 SHAKS. Much Ado
I. in. 73 You are both sure, and will assist mee ? Conr. To
the death my Lord. 1*73 DRYDEN Marr. A la Mode v. i.

And she lakes it to thedeath. 1841 S. LOVF.R Handy Andy
ii, When he [an attorney] was obliged . . to hunt nis man
to the death. 1848 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. II. 207 Four
generations of Stuarts had waged a war to the death with
four generations of Puritans.

18. t To have or take the death : to meet one's

death, to die. Obs. So To catch one's death : see
CATCH v. 30. To be the death of; see sense 7.
To be (or make if) death (for) : i.e. to be (or make
it) a matter of death or capital punishment.
c I43S Terr. Portugal 1220 The kyng had wend he had

the dede. c 1470 HENRY Wallace xi. 837 Throuch cowa-
tice, gud Ector tuk the ded. 1651 H. BELL Luther'lColloq.
(Cassell's Ed.) 13 It should be death for any person to have
. .a copy thereof. 1847 TENNYSON Princ. ProL 150, I would
make It death For any male thing but to peep at us.

14. Death's door, the gates or jaws of death ;

figurative phrases denoting a near approach to, or

great danger of, death.

1381 WYCLIF Pt. cvi[i]. 18 And they nejheden to the }atis
of deth. 1550 COVERDALE Spir. I'erle xviii, To bring unto
deaths door, that he may restore unto life again. 1646
P. BULKF.LETT Gospel Covt. To Rdr. i When death comes
lo our dores, and we are at deaths-dore. 1746 BERKELEY
ind Let. Tar-water % 12 Many patients mignt thereby be
rescued from the jaws of death. 1855 TENNYSON Charge
Li. Brigade, Into the jaws of Death, Into the mouth of
Hell, Rode the six hundred. 1860 TROLLOPS Framley P.
xliiK Poor Mrs. Crawley had been at death's door.

15. To be in at the death (in fox-hunting) : to
be present when the game is killed by the hounds.

1800 WINDHAH Speeches Parl. (1812)!. 337 For the empty
fame of being in at the death. 1841 LYTTON AY. 4 Mom.
v. ix, A skilful huntsman, .who generally contrived to be in
at the death.

16. To be death on (slang) : to be eminently
capable of doing execution on, or a very good hand
at dealing with ; to be very fond of.

i8sj HALIBURTOH Nat. f Hum. AW. 255 (Bartlettl
Women, .are bom with certain natural tastes. Sally was
death on lace. iMo BAHTLETT Diet. Amer. S.Y., To be
dtatk on a thing, is to be . . a capital hand at it, like the
quack doctor who could not manage the whooping-cough,
but was, as he expressed it,

'

death on fits '. Vulgar. 1884
E. FAWCKTT Gentl. ofLeisure i. 9 Fanny hasn't forgotten
you . . she was always death on you English chaps. 1891Lamm Australian H/ordM. 19 Death on, good at..
' Death on rabbits ', would mean a very good rabbit shot.

17. In various other phraseological expressions ;

as as fate as death (see PALE) ; and colloq. as sure
as death, lo ride, come on, hang on, etc., like death,
or lite grim death.

1786 BURNS Scotch Drink x, Then Bumewin comes on
like death, At every chaup. 1893 Til Kits 23 Dec. an/3
The baby, .holds on to that finger like grim death.

III. Combinations.
U The genitive, now used (as a possessive) only

in poetry or when death is personified, was for-

merly freely used where we should now use of,
or death- in combination, as in death's evil, sorrow,

sting; death's bed, day, wound (see DKATH-BED,
etc.). See also DEATH'S-FACB, -HEAD, -HEKB, -RING.
a looo Guthlac 350 Gr.) Nis me bscs deabes sorx. c laoo

ORMIN 1374 parr Cristess mennUscnesse Drannc darbcss
drinnch. c 1*30 Hali Meid. 17 pat dreori dede . . iiueo bat
deaoes dunt. c 14** HOCCLE\ E Learn to Die 538 Thogh
thow seeke in thy bed now lye, Be nat agast, no dethes euel
haast thow. 1847 LYTE Hymn, 'Abide with me '

vi. Where
U death's sting? Where, grave, thy victory?
18. General combinations of obvious meaning.
These may be formed at will, and to any extent : examples

are here given. The use of the hyphen is mainly syntac-
tical ; it usually implies also a main stress on death-, as in

dra'th-frasp, dea'th-st.ctnets, dea'th-polltf.ltd.

10*
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a. attributive. [As with other names of things,

employed instead of the genitive deal/is. In this

construction already freely used in OE., as in dgap-
btain, -bedd, -civealtn, -dyg, -denu, -spere, -stede,

etc.] Of death; belonging or pertaining to death;
as death-agony, -angel, -chamber, -chime, -cry,

-dew, -dirge, f -door, f -fall, -fever, -grapple,

-groan, -hour, -knell, -pang, -sentence, -shot, -shriek,

-sleep, -song, -stab, -stiffening, -token, -vacancy,

-wraith, etc., etc.

(1440 CM-GRAVE Life St. Kath. v. 1751 Soo sodeynly
on-to deth for to falle. Som men wene that deth-fal were

myserye. 1601 CHESTER Love's Mart. (1878) 39 Many
Death-doore-knocking Soules complaine. 1606 SHAKS.
Tr. $ Cr. n. iii. 187 He is so plaguy proud, that the death
tokens of it Cry no recouery. 1635 COWLEV Davideis iv. 972
One would have thought. .That Nature's self in her Death-

pangs had been, a 1780 J. CARVER Trav. 334 The number of
the death-cries they give, declares how many of their own
party are lost. Ibid. 337 They are then bound to a stake. .

and obliged for the last time to sing their death-song. 1702
R. CUMBERLAND Calvary Poems 1803 II. 67 Christ's death-
hour. 1795 SOUTHEY Joan ofArcw. 262 He knew That
this was the Death-Angel Azrael, And that his hour was
come. 1798 SOTHEBY tr. Wieland's Obcron (1826) II. 25
Pale as the cheek with death-dew icy cold. 1799 NELSON
in Nicolas Disp. IV. 82 To name Sidney Smith's First

Lieutenant to the Death-vacancy of Captain Miller. i8n
W. R. SPENCER Poems 96 And our death-sentence ends the
book. 1813 BYRON Giaour xxiii, The deathshot hissing
from afar. 1813 SHELLEY Q. Mob vn. 14 Nature confirms the
faith his death-groan sealed. Ibid. IX. 104 The melancholy
winds a death-dirge sung. 1814 SCOTT La. ofIsles VI. xviil,
I must not Moray's death-knell hear ! 1829 CARLYLE Misc.

(1857) II- 55 H G gave the death-stab to modern Superstition.

1834 HT. MARTINEAU Demerara ix. 128 The animal was not
to De restrained . . till the long death-grapple was over. 1838
LYTTON Leila \. v, The death-shriek of his agonised father.

1842 PUSEY Crisis Eng. CA. loo From this deathsleep . .

Protestant Germany was awakened by another battle-cry.
1851 CARPENTER Alan. Phys. (ed. 2) 221 The Rigor Mortis,
or death.stiffening of the muscles. 1882 J. H. BLUNT Ref.
Ch. Eng. II-3 The gallery out of which the death-chamber
opened. 1883 A. I. MENKEN Infdicia 22 The last tremble
of the conscious death-agony. 1884 GURNEY & MYERS in

iqtti Cent. May 792 Alleged apparitions of living persons,
the commonest of which are death-wraiths.

b. objective, with pres. pples. [already in OE.,
as deaj>-berende~\, as death-bearing, -boding, -brav-

ing, -bringing, -counterfeiting, -darting, -dealing,

-subduing, -threatening, etc., adjs.
1580 SIDNEY Arcadia (1622) 269 The .. summons of the

death-threatning trumpet. 1581 Apol. Poetrie (Arb.) 27
Death-bringing sinnes. 1590 SHAKS. Mids. N. in. ii. 364
Death-counterfeiting sleepe. 1592 Rom. $ Jitl. in. ii. 47
The death-darting eye of Cockatrice. 1593 Liter. 165No noise but Owles & wolues death-boding cries. 1633
FORD Broken H. \. ii, Death-braving Ithocles. a 1711 KKN
Hymns Evang. Poet. Wks. 1721 I. 171 Their Death-
subduing King. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1776) VII. 156
This death-dealing creature. 1821 SHELLEY Fugitives iv. 7
As a death-boding spirit. 1860 Sat. Rev. X. 574/1 When
these death-dealing missiles fell among them.

C. instrumental, with pa. pples., and parasyn-
thetic, as death-begirt, -dewed, -divided, -laden,

-marked, -polluted, -shadowed, -sheeted, -slain,

-winged, -wounded, etc., adjs.

1592 SHAKS. Rom. f. Jut. Prol. 9 The fearful passage of
their death-mark'd love. 1c 1600 Distracted Emj>. 11. i. in
Bullen O, PI. III. 192 Having his deathe-slayne mistres in
his armes. 1623 MASSINGER Dk. Milan v. ii, Secrets that
restore To life death-wounded men ! 1647 H. MORE Song
ofSoul I. III. xxi, Through the death-shadowed wood. 1787
MARY WOLLSTONECR. Wks. (1798) IV. 139 Those mansions,
where death-divided friends should meet. 1809 BYRON To
Florence viii, The death-wing'd tempest's blast. 1818
SHELLEY Rev. Islam x. xiii, The death-polluted land. 1832
MOTHERWELL Pact. Wks. (1847) ^ The dark death-laden
banner, a 1839 MILMAN Good Friday Wks. II. 336 By thy
drooping deatn-dew'd brow. 1871 G. MACDONALD Songs
Winter Days in. iv, Death-sheeted figures, long and white.
1879 BROWNING Ivan Ivancrv. 30 Each village death-begirt.

d. adverbial relations of various kinds, with
adjs. and pples., rarely verbs. [With adjs. already
in OE., as deap-fsezf,

-sfyldig, -werig.'} In, to, unto,
of, like, as death ; as death-black, -cold, -deaf, -deep,
-devoted, -doomed, -due, -great, -pale, -weary,
-worthy, etc., adjs. ; death-doom vb. See also
DEATH-SICK.
1614 SYLVESTER Bethnlia's Rescue vi. 210 So, the Saint-

Thief, which suffered with our Saviour Was led to Life by
his Death-due Behaviour. 1742 FRANcis//cra<-<nv.xiv.(jod.),The death-devoted breast. 1742 YOUNG Nt. Th, v. 75 This
Death-deep Silence, and incumbent Shade. 1776 MICKLK
tr. Camoens* Lnsiad 350 Death-doom'd man. 1795 SOUTHEY
Joan ofA re x. 596 The death-pale face. 1796 T. TOWNSHEND
Poems 105 What tho' the sigh or wailing voice Can't soothe
the death-cold ear. 1829 E. ELLIOTT Village Patriarch
Pref., With only one star .. in the death-black firmament.
1839 BAILEY Festus ii. (1848) ii Like Asshur's death-great
monarch. 1863 BARING-GOULD Iceland 259, I can death-
doom him as I please. 1864 LOWELL Fireside Trat: 242To death-deaf Carthage shout in vain. 1866 HOWELLS
Venet. Life iii. 34 All the floors, .are death-cold in winter.
19. Special combs. : death-adder, a name for

the genus Acanthophis of venomous serpents, esp.
A. antarctica of Australia

; also erron. f. deaf-adder,
deafadder : see DEAF a. I d, 7 ; death-baby ( (S.S.),
see quot. ; death-bill (Eccl.\ a list of dead for
whom prayers wereio be said (see quot.) ; death-
blast, (a) a blast of a horn, etc. announcing or
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presaging death ; (/>} a storm or wind of destructive

or deadly character ; death-cord, the rope used for

hanging, the gallows- rope ; death-dance, a dance

at or in connexion with death ; the Dance of Death ;

death-doing a., doing to death, killing, murderous

(see also DEAD-DOING) ; death-drake (Angling},
a kind of artificial fly (see DRAKE) ; death-duty,
a duty levied on the devolution of property in con-

sequence of the owner's death ; legacy, and probate
and succession duties ; f death-evil (dede- , deed-\
a mortal disease

; also, the name of a specific
disease (qnot. 1559) ; death-feud, a fend prose-
cuted to the death

;
death-flame = DEATH-FIRE I

;

death -flurry (IVhale-fishery), the convulsive

struggles of a dying whale afler being harpooned
(see FLURRY); also^g-.; f death-head= DEATH'S-
HEAD

; f death-ill (Sc. \dede-ill), mortal illness ;

death-mask, a cast of plaster or the like, taken
from a person's face after death ; death-moss (see

quot.) ; death-moth, the Death's-head Moth ;

death-penalty, the penalty of death, capital

punishment ; death-penny, the obolus placed in

the mouth of a corpse, with which to pay the ferry-
man in Hades; death-pile, a funeral pile ; death-

rate, the proportion of the number of deaths to

the population of a country, town, etc., usually
reckoned at so much per thousand per annum

;

death-rattle, a rattling sound in the throat of

a dying person, caused by the partial stoppage of

the air-passage by mucns ; death-ring, a finger-

ring constructed to convey poison in shaking hands

(W. Jones, Finger-rings 1877, 435) ; death-rope,
a gallows-rope ; death-ruekle, -ruttle (Sc.) =
death-rattle; death-sough (Sc.},' the last inspira-
tion of a dying person

'

(Jam.) ; death-tick =
DEATH-WATCH i

; death-trance, a trance in which
the action of the heart, lungs, etc. is so reduced as

to produce the semblance of death (Syd. Soc. Lex.

1882) ; death-trap, applied to any place or struc-

ture which is unhealthy or dangerous without its

being suspected, and is thus a trap for the lives of

the unwary ; death-wave (see quots.) ; death-

weight, a small weight placed on the eyelids of

a corpse to keep them closed.
1860 Chambers' Encycl. s.v. Adder, A very venomous ser-

pent ofNew South Wales (Acanthophis tortor) is sometimes
called the *death-adder. 1615 SIR E. HOHY Curry-combe
59 The gracelesse people^who stop_ped their eares like the
d<

baby' . . fabled to foretell death in the family. 1849 ROCK
Ch. of Fathers II. 383 <'r>, Abp. Lanfranc .. allotted the
office of drawing up and sending off these *death-bills to
the precentor. 1820 SCOTT Abbot xxxviii, A bugle sounded
loudly. .' It is the 'death-blast to Queen Marys royalty ',

said Ambrosius. 1875 tr. Comte de Paris'" Hist. Civ.
War Amer. I. 456 The storm which in consequence of
its periodical return in the beginning of November,
sailors call the death-blast. 1820 St. Kathleen IV. 23
(Jam.) She had for three nights successively seen a *death-
candle flitting, .along the cliffs, a 1851 JOANNA BAILLIE

(Ogilvie}, Have I done well to give this hoary vet'ran
. . To the x

death-cord, unheard? 1865-8 F. PARKMAN
France fy Eng. in Amer, (1880) 275 The ghostly Meath-
dance of the breakers, a 1652 BROME New Acad. i. Wks.
1873 II. 9 Here's the *death-doing point. 1795 SOUTHEY
Joan ofArc VII. 362 That death-doing foe. 1799 G. SMITH

Laboratory^ II. 298 (Angling) *Death-drake . .taken chiefly
in an evening, when the May-fly is almost gone. 1881
GLADSTONE in Daily News 5 Apr. 2/6 My attention has
been turned to a much larger subject the subject of*death
duties, c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 32 Siben at
Gloucestre *dede euelle him toke. 1539 MORWYNG Evonym.

y one touches us. 1813 HOGG
Queen's Wake 65 That fays and spectres . . spread the *death-
flaine on the wold. 1860 GEN. P. THOMPSON Audi Alt. III.
ci. 2 The convulsive effort,

'

^death-flurry
'

as the whalers
call it, which is taking place in America on the subject of

slavery. 1771 WESLEY Wks. (1872) V. 287 They are mere
ydeath-heads ; they kill innocent mirth. 1851 LONGF. Gold,
Leg, iv. Refectory, None of your death-heads carved in
wood, c 1423 WYNTOUN Crou. vn. x. 230 In-til hys *Dede-ill

quhen he lay. 1675 DURHAM Exp. Contmandm. To Rdr.
i b (Jam.) The death-ill of a natural unrenewed man. 1822
GALT Steam-boat 292 (Jam.) Na, na 1 There's nae dead-ill
about Loui. 1877 DOWDEN Shaks. Primer ii. 29 There
exists a "death-mask . . which bears the date 1616 and which
may be the original cast from the dead poet's face. 1838
Miss PARDOE River S, Desert I. 247 On many . . venerable
pines hung wreaths of the greyish-coloured, silken parasite
which is called in

'

wood-craft ' the *dcath.moss. a 1821
KEATS Ode to Melancholy 6 Nor let the beetle, nor the
"death-moth be Your mournful Psyche. 1875 E. WHITE Life
in Christ n. xiv. (1878) 155 The 'death-penalty of the law
of Moses. 1863 WHVTE MELVILLE Gladiators III. 258
Scatter a handful of dust over my forehead, and lay the
*death-penny on my tongue. 1851 MRS. BROWNING Casa
GuUi Wimimvs II. 76 Had all the 'death-piles of the ancient
years Flared up in vain before me ? 1864 Soc. Sc. Rev. 68
TheMeath rates in the army had been reduced, -by sanitary
measures. 1873 B. STEWART Conserv. Force i. i The death
rate, .vanes with the temperature. 1829 LYTTON Devereux
vi. w. His lips quivered wildly I heard the *death-rattle.
1815 SCOTT Cm M. x-xvii, That was the Meath-ruckle he's
dead. iSao Blaclrm. Mag. Sept. 652 Jam.) Heard nae ye

DEATHPTTL.
the lang drawn death-sough ? 1879 JKFFERIES Wild Life
in S. C. 207 In the huge beams or woodwork, the *death-
tick is sure to be heard in the silence of the night. 1833
BROWNING Paracelsus v. 128 This murky, loathsome Death-
trap, this slaughter-house. 1889 Spectator 14 Dec. 830 If. .

the Hoard schools are death-traps. 1848 C. A. JOHNS Week
at Lizard 103 About one in every nine is more boisterous. .

than the rest : this the fishermen call
' the *death wave '.

I&86J.M1LNK Ka.rtkqnakes\TL Phenomena, .on theWexford
coast, .popularly known as ' death waves ', probably in con-

sequence of the lives which have been lost by these sudden
inundations. 1850 MRS. BROWNING Poet's Vow v. iv-v,
They laid the ^death-weights on mine eyes.
Death a., var. of DEAF a. in some MSS., and in

mod. dial. See also death-adder in DEATH 19.
a 1500 Metr. Life St. Kath. 436 There is made hole dethe

and dombe. 1574 HELLOWES Gueitara's Fain. Ep. 1 16 As
he was death, and most dunch, I cried out more in speaking
unto him, than I do use in preaching. 1875 Sussex Gloss.,
Death, deaf . .

'

afflicted with deathness '.

So Death v. - DEAF v. to deafen.
c 1440 ] 'ork Myst. xxxi. 186 Lo ! sirs, he dethis vs with

dynne !

Death-bed (de-J>bed). Also 5-6 ded-, dead-
;

6 death's bed. The bed on which a person dies ;

the bed of death. (In OE. the grave.)
Beowulf 5795 Nu is . . dryhten Geata, deaS-bedde fjest.

c 1400 Gamelyn 24 On his deel> bed to a-bide Goddes wille.
a 1500 Childe of Bristowe loo in Hazl. E. P. P. I. 115 On
his ded bed he lay. 1550 COVERDALE Spir. Perle xii, By him
that lieth on his dead-bed. 1567 MAPLET Gr. Forest 29
When as he. .lay vpon his deathes bed. 1604 SHAKS. Oth.
v. ii. 51 Sweet Soule, take heed, take heed of Periury, Thou
art on thy death-bed. 1732 POPE Ep. Colham 116 He
dreads a death-bed like the meanest slave. 1874 STUBBS
Const. Hist. (1875) I. vii. 201 Canute's division of his
dominions on his death-bed.

b. attrib.

1691-8 NORRIS Pract. Disc. (1707) IV. 185 Such a Death-
bed charity is too near akin to a Death-bed repentance, to
be much valued. 1816 SCOTT Tales ofLandlord Introd.,
To answer funeral and deathbed expenses.

Death-bell (de-])bel). Also dead-bell (Sc.

deid-bell).
1. A bell tolled at the death of a person ;

a pass-

ing-bell.
1781 C. J. FIELDING Brothers, The Village death-bell's

distant sound. 1784 COWPER Task n. 51 A world that seems
To toll the death-bell of its own decease. 1889 E. PEACOCK
in Cath. Household 5 Jan. 13/3 The custom of ringing the
death-bell at night.

jS. a 1740 Barbara Allan viii. in Child Ballads (1886) iv.

277/2 She heard the dead-bell ringing. 18.. WHITTIER
Cry ofLost Soul iv, The guide, as if he heard a dead-bell

toll, Starts.

2. A sound in the ears like that of a bell, sup-

posed by the superstitious to portend a death.

1807 HOGG Mountain Bard 17 (Jam.) O lady, 'tis dark, an'
I heard the death-bell, An' darena gae yonder forgowd nor fee.

Dea'th-bird. A bird that feeds on dead bodies ;

a carrion-feeding bird; a bird supposed to bode
death ; a popular name of a small North American
owl, Nyctala Richardsoni.
1821 SHELLEY Prometh. Unb. \. 340. 1821 Hellas 1025

The death-birds descend to their feast. 1864 T. TAYLOR
Ballads of Brittany (1865) 93 Sudden I heard the death-
bird's cry.

Dea'th-blOW. A blow that causes death.

1795 SOUTHEY Joan of Arc vn. 135 For the death-blow

prepared, c 1813 MRS. SHERWOOD Stories Ch. Catech. xiv.

118 It was her death-blow down she dropped, and never

spoke after. 1876 BANCROFT Hist. U. S. II. xxxii. 302
Never to receive the death-blow but with joy.
fig. 1811 BYRON Lines written beneath Picture, The death-
blow of my Hope. 1838 THIRLWALL Greece V. 103 That
event . . was generally considered as a death-blow to the

Spartan power.

Dearth-day. Forms : see DEATH ; also

7 death's-.

1. The day on which a person dies.

735 B.EDA Death-song, Huaet his gastae, godaes aeththa

yflaes, aefter deothdaege doemid uueorthae. 1362 LANGL.
/'. PI. A. in. 104 Hennes to bi de|> day do so no more. 1389
in Eng. Gilds 12-1 At be ded day of a broj?er, euery couple
to }euyn iij. penys. 1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 1540 My
deed day comes at hand, a 1649 DRUMM. OF HAWTH.
Cypress Grove Wks. (1711) 124 The death-day of thy body
is thy birth-day to eternity. 1882 J. PARKER Apost. Life
1. 15 Your death-day need not come upon you as a surprise.
2. The anniversary of this day.
1639 HORN & ROB. Gate Lang. Unl. xcvii. 964 Keeping

a deaths-day as well as a birth-day. 1817 W. TAYLOR in

Monthly Mag. XLIV. 234 The 7th of November was kept
as a solemn anniverse by Lorenzo dei Medici, .as the birth-

day and death-day of Plato. 1855 THACKERAY Netvcomes
1 1. 332 The death-day of the founder .. is still kept.
Dea/th-fire.
1. A luminous appearance supposed to be seen

over a dead body, etc. : = DEAD-LIGHT 3.

1796 COLERIDGE Ode Departing Year, Mighty armies of
the dead, Dance like death-fires round her tomb. 1818
SHELLEY Rev. Islam xi. xii, From the choked well, whence
a bright death-fire sprung.
2. A fire for burning a person to death.

1857 T. FLANAGAN Hist. R. C. Church Eng. II. 81 A large
wooden statue of the blessed Virgin was brought . . to make
the death-fire.

Deathfol (de-bffil), a. [See -FTJL,]
1. Full of death ; fraught with death ; mortal,

fatal, destructive, deadly.
it 1240 Lofsong in Cott. Horn. 207 Bi his deaSfuIe grure

and bi his blodie swote. 1580 SIDNEY Arcadia (1622) 104



DEATH-HUNTER.
M.mif ilr.iihfull loiim-nts. 1617 Col. I. INS A/. Bp. Ely II.

ix. 362 As Homer saies of the champions in their dcathfull
combat. 1611 C>. SANDYS O'.'iit's Met, u. (1626) 23 The
deal hfiill S< orpion's far-out-bending clawes. i74 COLLINS
(\{,- to M,-rcy 7 Amidst the ilcatliful field. 1850 BLACKIE
.l-'.^/ivlus I. 154 The man, that dealt the dcathful blow.

1878 BAYNIC Purit. Rev. viii. 340 Man under sinful and
dcathful conditions.

2. Subject to death, mortal, arch. rare.
1616 CHAPMAN Homer's Hymn to Verttts(N.), That with

a deathless goddess lay A deathful man. 1867 MORRIS
Odyss. lit. 3 Unto dcathful men on the corn-kind earth that
dwell.

3. Having the appearance of death, deathly.
1656 [see DEATHFULNESS]. 1803 JANE PORTER Thaddeut

viii. (1831) 74 The deathful hue of his countenance. 1850
MKS. HROWNING Vision of Poets xcii, Deathful their faces
were. 1881 W. WILKINS Songs of .Study 97 Her .. white

body spotted o'er With deathful green.
Hence Dea'thfully adv., Dea tlifulness.

1809 CAMPBELL Certr. Wyom. \. xvi, Deathfully their

thunders seem'd to sweep. 1810 SCOTT Lady of L, iv. xxv,
She was bleeding deathfully. 1656 Artif. Handsom. 70
To adorn our lookes, so as may be most remote from
a deathfulnesse. a 1853 ROBERTSON Lfct. \. 1 1858) 1 16 There
is nothing to break the deep deathfulness of the scene.

Dea'th-hmiter. slang. One who furnishes

a newspaper with reports of deaths (ob$.) ; a vendor
of dying speeches or confessions (0&y.) ; an under-

taker ; see also quot. 1816,

1738 (title in Farmer), Ramble through London, containing
observations on Beggars, Pedlars .. Death Hunters [etc.].

1776 FOOTK Capuchin \\. Wks. 1799 II. 391 When you were
the doer of the Scandalous Chronicle, was not I death-hunter
to the very same paper? 18x6 C. JAMES Milit. Diet. (ed. 4)

377/2 Death Hunters^ followers of an army, who, after the

engagement, look for dead bodies, in order to strip them.

1851 MAYHEW Loud. Lab. I. 228 (Farmer) The 'running

pattcrers',
or death-hunters, being men engaged in vending

fast dying speeches and confessions.

Deathify (de'bifai), v. nonce-ivd. (See quot.)
a 1834 COLERIDGE in Remains (1836) II, 163 Warburton

would scarcely have madesodeep a plunge into the bathetic
as to have deathified '

sparrow
'

into
'

spare me !

'

Deathiness (defines), rare. [f. DEATHY a.

+ -NESS.] The state or quality of being
'

deathy *.

1801 SOUTHEY Thalaba.'v, (D.), It burns clear; but with
the air around Its dead ingredients mingle deathiness. 1843
SARA COLERIDGE in JtfkmMx973) I* *73 Tne recumbent figure
. .looks deathy with too real and actual a deathiness*

Deathless tdefies), a. [see -LESS.]
1. Not subject to death ; immortal.
1598 SYLVESTER Du Bartas n. i. Eden 741 Should (like

our death-less Soule) have never dy'd. 1648 BOYLE Seraph.
Love iii. (1700) 19 Though Angels and humane Souls be
Deathless. 1790 COWPER Odyssey iv. 582 The deathless
tenants of the skies. 1871 TYLOR Prim. Cult. I. 425 The
faith that animals have immaterial and deathless souls.

2.X?. Of things.
1646 CRASHAW Sospet. d'Her, iii, The dew of life, whose

deathless spring Nor Syrian flame, nor Borean frost de-

flow'rs. 1667 MILTON P. L. x. 775 Deathless pain. 1867
FREEMAN Norm. Cong. (1876) I. vi. 408 The deathless name
of Godwine.
Hence Dea'thlessly .,./,.. Dea thlessness.
i68a H. MORE Annot. Glanvill's Lux O. 94 The death-

lessness of the Soul. 1865 G. MEREDITH Rhoda Fleming
xvi. (1889) 119 Our deathlessness is in what we do, not in

what we are. 1850 MRS. BROWNING Vision of Poets cxi,
His brown bees hummed deathlessly.

Dea-th-light.
1. = DEAD-LIGHT 3, DBATH-FIKE i.

i8aa JOANNA BAILI.IE Collect. Poems 105 A death-light
that hovers o'er Liberty's grave.
2. A light burning in a death-chamber.
1871 CARLYLE in Mrs. Carlyle's Lett. I. 146 The two

candles, .reserved, .to be her own death-lights.

Deathlike (de-bbik), a.
[f.

DEATH + -LIKE ;

formed after the OE. dJap-lic had become deathly'.]

fl. Deadly, fatal, mortal ;
= DEATHLY 2. Ohs.

1548 UDALL. etc. Erasm. Par. John 77 b, The sickenes
was not deatnlyke. 1608 SHAKS. Per. i. i. 29 Death-like

dragons here affright thee hard. 1621 LADY MARY WROTH
Urania, 418 Most cruel], and the death-lik'st kind of ill.

2. Resembling death.

1605 SYLVESTER Du Bartas n. iii. Vocation 616 A deep
and death-like Letharge. 1795 SOUTHEY Joan of Arc iv.

435 A death-like paleness. 1856 STANLEY Sinai ty Pal- i-

(1858) 14 The deathlike silence of a region where the fall

of waters, .is unknown.

Dea'tliliiiess. [f. DEATHLY a. + -NESS.] The

quality of being deathly ; resemblance to death.

1841 LYTTON Nt. <r Morn. (1851) 349 The utter, total

Deathliness in Life of Simon. 186* MRS. STOWE Agnes of
Sorrento xviii. 215 The utter deathlinehs of the scene.

Deathling tde'blin). rare. [See -LING.]
1. One subject to death, a mortal. Also attrib.

1598 SYLVESTER Du Bartas it. i. Imposture 374 Alas fond

death-Hngs ! 1839 BAILEY Fesfusxiv. (1848) 151 Deathlings !

on earth drink, laugh and love ! 1886 WAY tr. Iliad xii,

Zeus . . Who over the deathling race and the deathless beareth

sway.
2.

(I. Young Deaths, the offspring of Death per-
sonified, (nonce- ftsf.}

1730 SWIFT Poi-HtSi Death * Daphne, His realm had need
That Death should get a numrous creed ; Young deathlings.

f3. Gogs death lings-, "by God's death', an oath.

1611 COTCR., Mordienn?t Gogs deathlings ; a foolish oath
in Rab[elats].

Deathly dc-JiH), a. Forms : 1-2 d6aj>lic, a

deaSlioh, deplich, 6 deathlie, -lye, 6- deathly.
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[OK. dtafllc
- OHO. todllh : f. DEATH * -LY 1

;

cf. DEADLY.]
fl. Subject to death, mortal. Obs.

971 Blickl. Hont. 21 Bift }>oime undeablic, beah he itr

dcablic wacre. a 1175 Cott. ftout. 32 1 pu wurst deaolic, *cf
bu pcs trowes weslm jcctst. c ixx> />*. CW/. Ho*n. 9 Mid
urc dca&liche liue.

2. Causing death, deadly.
cii75 Lantb, /f,<tn. 75 Deblichc atter. 1548 UDAI.L, etc.

Erasm. Par. a Cor. ii. (R.), Vnholsome and death I ye to
such as refuse it. 1555 Cohabitacyoti ofFaithfull 19 The
byting ofdeathlie serpentes. 1968 T. HOWELL Newe Sonnets

(1879) 119 When deathly seas compels weake hart to quaile.
i8oa TROLLOPE North Atner. I. 963 That deathly now of
hot air coming up. .from the neighbouring infernal regions.
1885 W. niiGitAY BIRCH Life K.Harold v. 135 His wounds,
many and deathly.
8. Of the nature of or resembling death, death-

like ; gloomy, pale, etc. as death.
1568 T. HOWELL Arb. Atnitie (1879) *9 Ttw deathly day

in dole I passe. i8<a MRS. CARLYLE Lett. II. 304 She,
poor thing, looking deathly. 1865-8 F. PARKHAN Frame
V F.ng. in Atner. (1880) 57 A deathly stillness.

4. Of or pertaining to death, poetical.
1850 MRS. BROWNING SOH?S Trav. 176 That deathly odour |

which the clay Leaves on its death!essness alway. 1878
BKOWNINC; La Saistas 65 As soul is quenchless by the

deathly mists.

Dea*thly, adv. In 2 deatfliche. [See prec.
and -LY-. C DEADLY adv. i, 3, 4.]

f 1. In a way causing or
tending

to death. Obs.
a 1340 Lofsong in Cott. Hoin. 211 Herburh ich deie bet

spec er of swuche binge and deaSliche sunegi.

2. To a degree resembling death.

1817 COLERIDGE Biog. Lit. (1847) 1. 185 Here and thus I

lay, my face, .deathly pale. 1884 C. F. WOOLSON in Harper's
Mag. Jan. 197/1 It was 'deathly cold* in these 'stony lanes'.

t Dea'th's-face. Obs.- 1 = DEATH'S-HEAD i.

i63 SHAKS. /,. /.. L. v. ii. 616 A deaths face in a ring.

Death's-head (de bs,hed). [See DEATH i c.]
1. The head of Death figured as a skeleton ;

a human skull ; a figure or representation of a

skull, esp. as an emblem of mortality.
1596 SHAKS. Merck. V. \. ii. 55, I had rather to be married

to a deaths head with a bone in his mouth. 1597 a Hen.
IV> u. iv. 255 Doe not speake like a Deaths-head : doe not
bid me remember mine end. 1684 Land. Gaz. No. 1987/4
Several Jewels and Rings, one of which was Enamelled with
a Deaths-head. 1768-74 TUCKER Lt. Nat. {1852} II. 659
Hermits and holy men are described sighing over death's

heads, sobbing and groaning at their being
men and not

angels. i8u SCOTT Pirate xl, The old black flag, with the

death's head and hour-glass. 1864 THACKERAY D. Dtrvat'\\ t

His appearance., was as cheerful as a death's head at a feast.

fig. 1641 MAY Old Couple in. ii. (1810), As the two old

death's-heads to-morrow morning Are to be join'd together,

tb. A ring with the figure of a skull. Obs.

(About 1600 commonly worn by procuresses.)
1605 MARSTON Dutch Courtezan i. ii. Their wickednesse

is always before their eyes, and a deathes-head most com-
monly on their middle finger. 1607 DEKKKK Northward
Hoe iv. Wks. 1873 HI. 50 As if I were a bawd, no ring
pleases me but a death's head. 1670 Devout Cotnmun.

(t688) 8 Shall not I wear thy ring, who am so
ready

to

wear a Death's-head to preserve alive the memorial of a dead
friend ?

2. A name given to a South American species of ,

squirrel-monkey, Chrysothnx sctureus, from the :

appearance of its face and features.

3. attrib. Death's-head Moth, a large species
'

of hawk-moth (Acherontia atropos\ having mark-

ings on the back of the thorax resembling the figure
of a skull.

1781 KfkRBvr Genera Insect. 179 Death's-head moth. . It has
a grey irregular spot upon which are two black dots which

very plainly represent a death's head, whence this insect

takes its name. 1816 KIRHY & SP. Entotnot. (1843) II. 414
The bees, .protected themselves from the attacks of the

death's head moth . . by closing the entrance of the hive.

1879 LUBBOCK Set, Lect. ii. 50 The Death's head hawk-moth

caterpillar feeds on the potato.

t Dea'th's-herb. Obs. Deadly Nightshade.
1607 TOPSELL Four-f. Beasts (1673) 99 Dwall or Night-

shade, which is also called Deaths-herb.

Dea'tli-sick, a- [DEATH 18 d.] Sick unto

death, mortally sick or ill. So Dea th-si ckness,
mortal illness.

1628 Mr. HALL Ono I'adtsi 19 Apparitions . .wherewith

some of our death-sick gentlemen.. naue bin frighted into

catholickes. 1661 Petit. E. Chaloner in ^tk Rep. Hist.

AfSS. Commission 147 During his imprisonment . . he took

his death sickness. 1846 MANNING Serin. (1848) II. U. 33
After the partial cure of a death-sickness.

Deathsman (dc'J>smd&n). arch. A man who

puts another to death
;
an executioner.

1589 GREENR Menaphon (Arb.) 90 Democles commanded
the deathsman to doo his deuoyre. 1605 SHAKS. Lear iv.

vi. 263, I am onely sorry
He had no other Deathsman.

a 163* T. TAYLOR God's Judgem. 11. vii. (1642) 104 Loath to

have any other deaths-man but himselfe, he was found
slaine by his owne hand. 1813 SCOTT Rokeby vi. xxxii, The
very deaths-men paused to hear.

f Dea'th's-ring. Obs. A death's-head ring,

1649 Br. HALL Cases Const.: iv. vii. (1654) 360 The old

posie of the deaths-ring.

Dea 'til-Struck, a. Also Death-stricken,

f-strucken. Smitten with death, i.e. with a mortal
wound or disease.

i6aa J. REYNOLDS God's Revenge n. vii. 83 They see her
death-strooken with that Plannct, and therefore adiudge

DEATH-WORTHY.
1653 H. MURK Antid. Atk. MI. ii.

Iicading\ A fttrange Example of one Dcath-strutken a* he
walked the Sire:ti. 1688 N< nms Lm-e i. iii. 25 When all
his Rational Ki. ulty* are u 'twere bcnumm'd and death-
struck. i8ia l!\K<>x Cft. /far. I. lxx\ii, Tin/ death tlruik,
still his feeble frame he rears. 1835 KOHISSON tt'hitly
Gloss,, Dcatk-strmkfn* smitten with dcaih. 1887 A. li

in Dut. A'n/. y.'/c N'. IX. 4</y 3 U only when he [Cecil] i^

dcath-strkkcn. .that we find the curtain raised.

Death-throe, l-orms: a. 4 dep prowe, 6
Sc. deitht thrau, 7-9 death-throe ; ft. St. and
north, dial. 4 ded thrau, dede J>rawe, 6 dede-,
deid - thraw, 7 dead-throe, 9 dead - thraw ,

-throw, [f. DEATH + TIIKUE ; most frequent in

the northern form dtde-thraw, mod.Sc. dtid-thraw.]
The agony of death, the death-struggle ; alsoyS^.
c 1305 -SV. Christopher 192 in F.. E. />

.(i86ai 64 pat hire dtj>
browcs were stronffc. 1549 Compl. Scot. xiv. 121 Darius vas
in the agonya and deitht thrau. 1849 ROBERTSON Sen*.
Scr. i. xii. 11866) 210 The death-throes of Rome were long
and terrible.

ft. a 1300 Cursor M. 26659 (Cott) Quen ded thrau s smites
smcrt. 153* STEWART Cron. Scot. III. 1198001 in tbedeid-
thraw la waTterand in swoun. 1597 MONTCOMERIE Chtrrie
<V Sloe 286 Like to an fische fast in the net, In deid-thraw
vndeceist. 1645 RUTHERFORD Tryal tf 7V/. Faith (1845)

279 In the dead-throe. 18x5 SCOTT Guy M. ix. Ye maun
come home, sir, for my lady's in the dead-thraw. i8a6
E. IRVING Babylon I. n. 144 While it U the dead-throw,
the last gasp and termination of life to the Papal Beast.

b. fig. (Sc.) 1808 JAMIKSON i.f., Meat is said to be in the

deatlthraw, when it U neither cold nor hot. i8aa Hoco
Perils Man III. ti6 (Jam.) One of those . . winter

clays
. .

when the weather is what the shepherds call in the dead-

thraw, that is, in a struggle between frost and thaw.

Deathward (de-bw^ul;, adv. Forms : see

PKATH. [See -WARD.] In the direction of death,
towards death, a. orig. To (09u*s) deathward
towards one's death.

t 1430 LYIJG. Bochas \. ix. (1544) 18 b, Kind [
= Nature] to

his deathward . . doth him dispose, c 1440 Gesfti Rom, xlvii.

soziHarl. MS.), I sawe him go to depeward. r 1530 Ln.
BKKNERS Arth. Lyt. Bryt. (1814) 129 Ye shall not go to

your dethward. 1876 SWINBURNE F.rechtk. 705 And wash
to deathward down one flood of doom.
0. 1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Come, 807 When he drawcs to ded-

ward. c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xxi. 96 When baire frendez

drawez to be deed ward.

b. without to.

1844 MRS. BROWNING Poems, Lady Geraldtne's Courtship
ConcL ix, So. .Would my heart and life flow onward, death-

ward. 1887 SWINBURNE Locrine iv. i. 77 Our senses sink

From dream to dream down deathward.

Dea'thwards, adv. (adj.). [See -WARDS.]
=

prec.
1839 BAILEY Festits v. (1848) 12/1 All mortal natures fall

Deathwards. 1880 R. H. HUTTON in Fraser's J/ajf. May
665 The 'life-wards' or 'death-wards' tendency of our
actions.

Dea*th-wa:rrant. Also 7-8 dead-. A war-

rant for the execution of the sentence of death.

1692 LUTTBKLI. BriefRel. (1857) II. 6** ^ ne
.

dead warrant

is come to the sheriffe of London for the execution of 13 of the

late condemned criminally. 1757 SVMMER in EI1U Orif.
Lett. ii. IV. 398 The Lords of the Admiralty, signed the

Dead Warrant appointing him to be shot. 1886 C BULLOCK

Queen's Resolve 51/1 Before Parliament relieved her of the

necessity, she [Queen Victoria] had to sign the death-warrant

of all prisoners sentenced to suffer capital punishment.

fig. 1814 SCOTT Life ofSwift Swift s Wks. (18241 I. 250 It

was her death-warrant. She sunk at once under the dis-

appointment. 1874 MORLEY Compromise (1886) 232 An
institution whose death-warrant you pretend to be signing.

Death-watch tde->,wotj). Also 8 dead-.

1. The popular name of various insects which

make a noise like the ticking of a watch, supposed

by the ignorant and superstitious to portend death ;

esp. ihe small beetles of the genus Anobium, which

bore in old wood, and a minute neuropterous insect

Atropos puhatorius, known as destructive to bo-

tanical and entomological collections.

1668 WII.KINS Real Char. \\. v. $ a. 127 Sheathed Winged
Insects. .That of a long slender body, frequent about house*,

making a noise like the minute of a Watch. . Death Watch.

1700 ASTHY tr. Saavtdra-Fajcardo 1 1. 385 The Death-watch

Spiders spread their curious Hair. 176* GOLDSM. (if. W.
xc, I listened for death-watches in the wainscot. i8a8 STARK
F.letn. Xa!. //iit. II. 273 Both sexes, in the sea-son of love,

have the habit of calling one another by striking rapidly
with their mandibles on the wood . . This noise, similar to

the accelerated beating of a watch, has occasioned . . the

vulgar name of Death-watch. 1881 UKSANT & RICE Chapl.

of Fleet I. 294 La*t night I heard the death-watch.
comb. 1710 E. WARD Brit. Hud. 60 Thy Melancholy Tick,

That sounds, alas, so Death-watch like.

2. A watch or vigil by the dead or dying.
Dea*th-worm.
tl. = DEATH-WATCH i. Obs.

1773 Cent/. Mag. XLI1I. 195 No ticking death-worm told

a fancied doom.

2. pMt. A ' worm of death '.

i8ai SHELI.EY Prometh. Unb. n. i. 16 How like death-

worms the wingless moments crawl '. 1850 MRS. BROWNING
Komannt ofMargret xxiv, Behold, the death-worm to his

heart Is a nearer thing than thou.

Dea-th-worthy, a. Also 4 ded-. Watty
or deserving of death.
a 1300 Cursor M. 11967 (Cott.) Quat has it don Jn* bodi,

ded worfw to bet 153* MORE Confttt. Barnes vni. Wks.

780/2 He was death worthy y* wythdrewe from god the

mony which himself had giuen to god. 1593
Sli XKs /<"*

615 This guilt would seem death-worthie in thy brother.



DEATH-WOUND.
1882 H. ST. CLAIR FKILUEN Short Const. Hist. Eng. iv. 157

One [of Alfred's laws] makes treason deathworthy.

Dea'tli-wouiicl. Forms : see DEATH ;
for-

merly also 0. dedes-, death's-. A wound causing

death, a mortal wound.
c 1314 Guy Wat-lit. (A.) 3490 Smite); wij> swerdes & speres

. . and 3if hem deb wounde. c 1489 CAXTON Sonnes ofAymon
xxvi. 562 He made him a grete wounde but no deed wounde.

'793 LD. AUCKLAND Corr. (1862) III 122 Jacobinism is.,

more likely to receive its death-wound in the South of France

than in Flanders. 1867 SMYTH Sailor's Word-bk., Death-

ivoitnit, a law term for the starting of a butt end, or spring-

ing a fatal leak. 1879 FARRAR St. Paul (1883) 3 The
dealer of the death-wound to the spirit of Pharisaism was

a Pharisee.

(3. 13.. Cursor M. 7592 (Gott.) Mani fledd wid dedes

wound [v.r. debts wounde]. 1489 CAXTON Chron. Eng.
ccxliii. 290 There he caught deths wounde. 1336 BELLEN-

DEN Cron. Scot. (1821) II. 465 Ane deidis wound in his held.

1667 MILTON P. L. in. 252 Death his deaths wound shall

then receive. 1763 SCRAFTON Indostan (1770) 43 Mustapha
Caun. .received his death's wound from an arrow.

Deathy (de-bi), a. and adv. [f.
DEATH + -Y.]

A. aJj. Of the nature or character of death ;
=

DEATHLY a. 3, 4.
1801 [cf. DEATHINESS]. 1820 SHELLEY Witch Ail. Ixx,

A mimic day within that deathy nook. 1825 SOUTHEY Tale

ofParaguay iv. 38 A deathy paleness settled in its stead.

1826 Blackw. Mag. XX. 665 The Raven dislikes all animal

food that has not a deathy smack.

B. as adv. To a degree resembling death ;
"

DEATHLY adv. 2.

1796 SOUTHEY Ballads, Donica xx, Her cheeks were

deathy white and wan. x8n SHELLEY Moonbeam ii. i Now
all is deathy still.

t DeatTrate, a. Obs. [ad. L. deaurat-us, pa.

pple. of deaurare (late L.) to gild over, f. DE- I. 3

+ aurdre to gild, f. aurum gold.] Gilded, golden.
c 1430 LYDG. Cotnpl. Bl. Knt. Ixxxvi, And whyle the twy-

lyght and the rowes rede Of Phebus lyght were deaurat

a Tyte. 4:1510 BARCLAY Mirr. Gd. Manners (1570) B iij,

The tree of this science with braunches deaurate. 1599
NASHE Lenten Stuffe (18711 57 Of so eye-bewitching
a deaurate ruddy dye is the skin-coat of this landgrave.
1616 BULLOKAR, Deaurate, guilded, glistering like gold.

Deaurate (di'ij-r^t), v. ? Obs. [f.
L. deaurat-,

ppl. stem of deatirdre to gild : see prec.] trans.

To gild over. Hence Deaurated />//. a.

1562 BULLEYN Bk. Sitnples 95 a, Golde is holsome to

deaurate or gilde Losinges. 1603 H. CROSSE Vertues
Comtnw.

(187^8) 54 To. . deaurate and guild ouer his spottes
and sores with the tincture and dye of holynesse. 1656
BLOUNT Glossogr., Deaitrate, to gild or lay over with gold
[also in BAILEY (folio) and JOHNSON!- 1818 J. BROWN
Psyclie 62 She. .to illuminate his pen, A deaurated thought
inspires, But instantaneously retires.

Hence Deaura'tion, the action of gilding.
1658 PHILLIPS, Deauration, a gilding over. 1706

(ed. Kersey), Deauration, a gilding, or laying over with
Gold : Among Apothecaries, the gilding of Pills to prevent
ill Tastes. 1721 in BAILEY. 1753 in JOHNSON; and mod. Diets.

Deave (d/v), v. Now Sc. and north, dial.

In 4-6 (9) deve, (4-5 dewe), 6 Sc. deiv(e, 9
deeve. [OE. diafian in adcafian (^between vowels

=v) to wax deaf. The trans, type *dtefan, *dyfan
to make deaf, corresp. to Goth. (gd}Jaubjan, OHG.,
MHG. touben, tiiuben, Ger. (be}tauben, does not

appear in OE., and the trans, seems to be an exten-

sion of the intrans. use in ME. : cf. DEAD v.~]

+ 1. intr. To become deaf. Obs. rare.

[c 1050 Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker 179/25 Obsnrdiiit adeafede.]

g.
. in Pal. Rel. fy L. Poems 224 Hyse eres shullen dewen,

id hiseyen shullen dymmen.
2. trans. To deafen

; to stun or stupefy with noise

(formerly also with a blow) ; to bewilder, worry,
or confuse, esp. by 'dinning' in one's ears.
c 1340 Gaw. ST Gr. Knt. 1286 pe dunte bat schulde hym

deue. ^1400 Cov. Myst. (Shaks. Soc.) 348 Wyttys ben
revid, Erys ben devid. c 1420 Anturs ofArth. xxii, Alle
the Duseperis of Fraunse [are] with your dyn deuyt. c 1470
HENRY Wallace x. 285 Dewyt with speris dynt. 1500-20
KENNEDIE Flytingw. Dunbar 360 Thow devis the deuill,

thyne erne, wyth dyn. 1597 MONTGOMERIE Cherrie q- Slae
671 He greuis vs and deues ysWith sophistries andschiftis.

1792 BURNS Willie's Wife ii, She has . . A clapper tongue
wad deave a miller. 1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi, v, Dinna
deave me wi' your nonsense. 1825 in BROCKETT, Deave.
1874 DASENT Talesfr. Fjeldy It deaved one to hear. 1888
Sfieffield Gloss. , Deave, to deafen ; to embarrass, to confuse.
Also in Glossaries ofNorthutnb., Cumbrld., Lane.. Cheshire,
Cleveland, Whitby.
Hence Dea'ving ppl. a.

1832 MOTHERWELL in Whistle-Binkie (Sc. Songs) Ser. i.

45 The deavin* dinsome toun. 1883 READE Tit for Tat I.

in Harper's Mag. Jan. 251/2 A new peal of forty church
bells, mounting, .from a muffin man's up to a deavmg dome
of bell-metal.

Deave, obs. index, of DEAF a.

Dea'vely, deafly, a. dial. [The form sug-

gests derivation from DEAF (like goodly, sickly,

weakly), and the etymological sense may be ' where

nothing is heard, silent
1

.] Lonely, solitary and
silent.

1611 COTGR., Desolt, desolate, deavelie, desart. Lieux
destournez. .deaueliehabitations,solitarielodgings. 1674-91
RAY N. C. Words 14 Deafely, lonely, solitary, far from
neighbours. 1855 ROBINSON Whitby Gloss., Deeafly^

or

Deafly, lonely.
'

They live in a far off deeafly spot,' retired
from all noise, secluded. 1884 Cheshire Gloss., Davely,
Deavely, Deafly, lonely.

'
It's a davely road.'

76

Hence Dea'veliness.
1611 COTGR., Solitude. .Ionelines.se .. want of companie,

deauelinessc. Silence, a deauelinesse, or solitarinesse.

Deavour, var. of DEVEH, DEVOIR.

Deaw, -y, obs. forms of DEW, DEWY.

t De-awa'rren, v. Obs. rare. [f. WAHBEN : cf.

de-afforest,.]
= DISWABHEN.

1727 W. NELSON Laws cone. Came (1736) 32 Deawar-

rened, is when a Warren is diswarrened, or broke up and
laid in Common.

t Deba'CChate, v. Obs. rare. [ad. L. dcbac-

chdri, f. Bacchus : see DE- I. 3.] To rage or rave

as a bacchanal. Hence f Debaccha'tion.
1623 COCKERAM, Debacchate, to reuile one after the man-

ner of drunkards. 1633 PRYNNE Histrio-M. i. vi. xii.
(R.),

Who defile their holiday with, .most wicked debacchations,

'.nthus. Met/wit, ty Papists (1754) 111. 93 inen
_ Fit of Rage, Quarrelling, and Debacchation.

Debace, obs. form of DEBASE.

Debacle (ctfba-k'l). Also debacle, [a. F. dl-

bAcle, vbl. sb. from deb&cler to unbar, remove a bar,

{. dl- = des- (see DE- I. 6) + Meier to bar.]
1. A breaking up of ice in a river

;
in Geol. a

sudden deluge or violent rush of water, which breaks

down opposing barriers, and carries before it blocks

of stone and other debris.

1802 PLAYFAIR Illuslr. Hutton. Th. 402 Valleys are so

particularly constructed as to carry with them a still

stronger refutation of the existence of a debacle. 1823
W. BUCKLAND Reliq. Dilteu. 158 They could have been

transported by no other force than that of a tremendous

deluge or debacle of water. 1893 Daily Til. i Feb., The
debacle in the United States . . Telegrams state that

the breaking up of the ice is being attended with great

damage.
2. transf. and fig. A sudden breaking up or

downfall
;
a confused rash or rout, a stampede.

1848 THACKERAY Van. Fair xxxii, The Brunswickers

were routed and had fled . . It was a general debacle^. 1887

Graphic 15 Jan. 50/2 In the nightly debacle [he] is often

content to stand aside.

t Debaid. Sc. Obs. [Arising from mixture of

abaid, ABODE with debate] Delay.
1375 BARBOUR Bruce x. 222 (Edinb. MS.) Than Bonnok

. .Went on hys way, but mar debaid \Canib. MS. abaid].

Debait, obs. Sc. form of DEBATE.

Debar (d/bau\ v. In 6-7 debarre. [a. F.

debarrer, in OF. desbarer, to unbar, f. des- (see DE-
I. 6) + barer, barrer, to BAB.]
1. trans, a. To exclude or shut outfrom a place

or condition ; to prevent or prohibitfrom (entrance,

orfrom having, attaining, or doing anything).
(1430 LYDG. Flour of Curtesie (R.), Man alone .. Con-

strained is and by statute bound And debarred from all

such pleasaunce. a 1557 MRS. M. BASSET tr. More's Treat.

Passion Wks. 1394/1 Vtterlye to debarre from heauen all

mankynde for e'uer. 1586 W. WF.BBE Eng. Poetrie (Arb.)

39 Poetry is not debarred from any matter, which may be

expressed by penne or speeche. 1624 CAI'T. SMITH Vir-

ginia v. 195 To debarre true men from comming to them
for trade. 1633 T. STAFFORD Pac. Hib. iii. (1821) 243 His
brother John was not debarred by the Law from the title,

"775 JOHNSON Tax. no Tyr. 42 The multitudes, who are

now debarred from voting. 1867 SMILES Huguenots Eng.
ix. (1880) 144 The Huguenots were again debarred from

holding public offices.

b. const, of. (Cf. deprive of.) arch.

1541 Act 33 Hen. 1'IIf, c. 6 Euery other person ..be

vtterly excluded and debarred of their said suites. 1599
BP. HALL Sat. \. iii. 49 The thred bare clients pouertie
Debarres th' atturney of his wonted fee. 1670 EACHARD
Cont. Clergy 34 Shall we debar youth of such an innocent

and harmless recreation? CIMO SHENSTONE Elegies xxii.

41 Tho' now debarr'd of each domestic tear. 1822 HAZLITT
Table-t. Ser. 11. iii. (1869! 75 [To] debar themselves of their

real strength and advantages.
C. with double object.

c 1600 SHAKS. Sonn. xxviii, I. -That am debard the benefit

of rest. 1630 WADSWORTH Pilgr. viii. 83 My Pension, .was
debarred me. 1712 HEARNE Collect. (Oxf. Hist. Soc.) III.

413 He was afterwards debarr'd the Library. 1754 J. HIL-
DROP Miscell. Wks. II. 209 To debar him the prayers and
Sacraments. 1863 H. Cox Instit. III. iii. 619 Persons who
profess the Popish religion or marry Papists are, by the Bill

of Rights, debarred the Crown,

t d. with infin. Obs.
1600 HOLLAND Livy XLII. xxv. 1129 He was. .debarred to

levie warre upon any confederate allies. 1655 FULLER Ch.
Hist. in. ii. 3 Bishops, .are. .debarred by their Canons to

be Judges of Lay-Peers in like cases.

fe. with simple object: To shut out, exclude.

1593 T. WATSON Tears of Fancie xlix. (Arb.) 203 If shee
debarre it whither shall it go. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny II.

400 That vitall spirit which giueth life vnto all things is

debarred, stopped and choaked. 1647 H. MORE Song of
Soul n. in. in. xlviii, Venus orb debars Not Mars, nor enters
he with knocks and jars.

2. To set a bar or prohibition against (an action,
etc.) ;

to prohibit, prevent, forbid, stop.
1526 SKELTON Magnyf. 61 Somwhat I could enferre, Your

consayte to debarre. 1557 N. T. (Genev.) Matt. v. 34 note,
All superfluous othes are vtterly debarred. 1597 DRAYTON
Mortimeriados 115 Seldome aduantage is in wrongs de-
bard. 1628 T. SPENCER Logick 78 Even as the dore when
it is shut, debarres all entrance. 1695 WOODWARD Nat.
Hist. Earth in. i. (1723) 169 Its Egress [would have been]
utterly debarr'd. a 1848 R. W. HAMILTON Rno. $ Pmiishni.
viii. (1853) 401 Adherence to such a speculation debars all

Christian fellowship. 1872 JENKINSON Guide Eng. Lakes

DEBARKATION.

(1879) 73 At the head of the glen is a low height which

appears to debar the passage.
Hence Deba'rred ///. a., Deba'rring vbl. sb.

and ///. a.

1640 O. SEDCIWICKF. Christs Couiisi'll 184 It is of singular
good . . to a debarred person. 1604 HIFCRON ll'A-s. I. 503
A law for the debarring of young men from the ministery.
1656 TRAPP Coinm. Matt. vii. 8 The door of the tabernacle
was not of any hard or debarring matter, but a veil. 1709
W. STEUART Collect. S, Observ. Ch. Scotl. II. iv. 14 (1802)

89 The minister and Session having, .debarred persons from
the Lord's Table . . this doctrinal debarring may fear such
from partaking.

t Deba-rb, v. Obs.- [f. DE- II. 2 + L. barba

beard.]
' To deprive of his beard

'

(J.).

1727 BAILEY vol. II, Debarbed, having his beard cut or

pulled off.

Beba'rbarize, v. [DE- II. i.] trans. To
divest of its barbarous character, to render not

barbarous. Hence Debarbariza'tion.
1823 DE QUINCEY Lett. Education v. (1860) 103 Wherever

law and intellectual order prevail, \hzydebarbarize (if I may
be allowed such a coinage) what in its elements might be
barbarous. 1857 China Wks. 1871 XVI. 241 No Asiatic

state has ever debarbarised itself. 1883 G. MEREDITH
Diana II. iii. 72 Before society can be civilized it has to be
debarbarized. 1848 WISEMAN Ess. (1853) II 1. 427 To bring . .

the blessing, not of civilization, but of debarbarization.

Debarcation, var. of DEBARKATION.

tDeba-re, v. Obs. [DE- II. 3.] trans. To
strip down, make quite bare. Hence f Deba'red

fpl. a. So t Deba're a., intensive of BAKE a.

1567 DRANT Horaces Arte of Poetrie A ij, As wooddes
are made debayre of leaues by turnyng of the yeare. c 1620

T. ROBINSON M. Magd. 223 Next her debared brests bewitch
mine eyes.

Debarg(e : see next.

Debark (d/bauk), v. 1 Also 7 jlebarque, de-

barg(e. [a. F. dcbarquer, f. de des- (see DE- pref.
I. 6) + barque BARK st.'2, ship. Cf. DISBABK. For

debarging (quot. 1692) cf. BARGE.] = DISEMBARK.
a. trans.

1654 H. L'ESTRANGE Chas. I (1655) 69 Untill he had

debarqued all his Horse. 1762 Getttl. Mag. 4 The Dutch
debarked 700 Europeans. 1880 K. JOHNSTON Lond. Geog.

91 A refuge at which the slaves captured . . were debarked.

b. intr.

1694 LUTTRELL Brief Rel. (1857) III. 349 T"e forces on
board are to debarque. 1883 BURTON & CAMERON To Gold
Coast I. iii. 76 A strip of beach upon which I should prefer
to debark.

Hence Deba'rking vbl. sb. and ///. a.

1692 LUTTRELL Brief Rel. (1857) II. 483 To row the new
debarging vessells to Portsmouth. Ibid, 505 Well boates. .

for debarging soldiers. 1867 GARFIELD in Century Mag.
Jan. (1884) 410/1 Three cheers for the ship, answered by our

debarking friends with three more.

Debark (d/'bauk), v? rare. [f. DE- II. 2 +
BARK sbl : cf. DISBARK.] tram. To strip of its

bark, decorticate. Also^.
1744-50 ELLIS Mod. Husb. IV. iii. 58 They de-bark their

[hop] poles, that they may dry sooner. 1791 E. DARWIN
Bot. Card. i. Notes 114 To debark oak-trees in the spring.
1818 J. BROWN Psyche 46 Let us exemplify the matter De-
bark'd of scientific chatter.

Debarkation (drbaik^-Jan). Also debarca-

tion. [f. DEBARK n. 1 + -ATION.] The action of

landing from a ship ;
disembarkation.

1756 Genii. Mag. XXVI. 324 They kept on their guard,
.nd prevented the intended debarkation. iSsoMERivALE

as to the place of [Caesar's] debarcation.

Deba'rkment. rare. [f. as prec. + -MENT :

cf. F. debarquement^\ prec.
1742 JARVIS Quix. i. iv. xii. (D.), Our troops ought to . .

have met the enemy, -at the place of debarkment.

Deba'rmeiit. rare. [f.
DEBAR v. + -MENT.]

The act of debarring or fact of being debarred.

a 1655 VINES Lord's Stiff. (1677) 231 It may be a cause. .

of his debarmenc 1709 KENNET Erasinns on Folly 95 Add
to this.. their debarment from all pleasures. 1869 BLACK-
MORE Lorna. D. (1889) 265 Thinking of my sad debarment
from the sight of Lorna.

Debarrance (dfba-rans). rare. [f.
as prec. +

-ANCE.] The action of debarring ; spec, the formal

debarring of unwoithy communicants from the

Lord's Table by the '

fencing of the table
'

in

Presbyterian churches : see DEBARRATION.
1861 J. MACFARLANE Life G. Lawson n. (1862) 81 It is

doubtful if these ' debarrances
'

(another name for this pecu-
liar service) ever kept away one who had determined to

communicate.

DebarrasS (d^xe'ras), v. [a. F. dlbarrass-er,

f. dl- = des- (see DE- I. 6) -t- -barrasser in embar-

rasser to EMBARHASS.] traits. To disembarrass ;
to

disencumber/>w anything that embarrasses.

1789 T. JEFFERSON Writ. (1859! III. 97 So as to debarrass

themselves of this. 1792 W. ROBERTS Looker-on (1794) I.

390 To debarrass its motions, and to display its attractions.

1796 LD. SHEFFIELD in Lii. Auckland's Corr. (1862) III.

348 If the armies of France should be debarrassed from all

other enemies. 1848 C. BRONTE J. Eyre x, I was debar-

rassed of interruption. 1853 READE Chr. Johnstone 165

Jean Carnie, who debarrassed her of certain wrappers.

Debarra'tiou. rare. [f. DEBAB v. : see

-ATIOX] The action of debarring; =DEBARRANCE.
1882 G. W. SPHOTT Worship Ch. Scot. iii. 109 This



DEBARRENT.
;nl*lrei> u;tine to he popularly known as the Kenans of the
Table . . iu must prominent feature came to be a series of
defamation huKitmiiiK thus: 'I debar from the Table of
tin: l.urd* .such and such a class.

Deba'rrent. rare-*,
[f. PKRAK v., after de-

terrent, etc.] Anything that debars.

1884 I'inu's 8 Aug. 4/6 The Chinaman generally does not
indulge in beer or wine a great debarrent being the cost
when delivered from Europe.

Debase (d/tw'-s), v. Also 6 debace. [Formed
in i6th c. from DK- I. i, 3 f BASE t/.

1
: cf. AIIASI

,.]

tl. trans. To lower in position, rank, or dignity ;

to abase. Ob$.

1568 GKAFTON Chron. II. 69 The king hath debased him-
selfe ynough to the bishop. Ibid. II. 75 Dcbasyng himselfe
with great huniilitic and submission before the sayde two
Cardmalles. 159*811AKS. Rich. //, in. iii, 190 Faire Cousin,
you debase your Princely Knee, To make the base Earth
prowd with kissing it. 1610 HEALEY St. Aug. Citit ofGotf
in. xvi. (16201 lai Brutus debased Collatine and banished
him the city. 1648 WILKINS Matk. Magick i. i. 4 The
ancient Philosophers . . refusing to debase the principles of
that noble profession unto Mechanical experiments. 1671
MILTON Sainson 999 God sent her to debase me. 1751
JOHNSON RatnbUr No. 187 P4 A man [in Greenland) will

not debase himself by work, which requires neither skill nor

courage. 1817 POLLOK Course T. v, Debased in sackcloth,
and forlorn in tears.

t 2. To lower in estimation
;
to decry, depreciate,

vilify. Obs.

1565 T. STAPLETON Fortr. Faith fa The Manichee. .would
so extol grace, and debace the nature of man. 1600 HOLLAND
f.ivy ix, xxxvii. 341 Praising highly, .the Samnites warrcs,
debasing the Tuscanes. 1704 J. BLAIR in W. S. Perry Hist.
Coll. Amer. Col. Ch. I. 98, I have heard him often debase
and vilify the Gentlemen of the Council, using to them the

opprob{r]ious names of Rogue, Rascal [etc.]. 1746 HER-
VEY Medit. (1818) 15 Why should we exalt ourselves or
debase others ?

3. To lower in quality, value, or character ; to

make base, degrade ; to adulterate, b. spec. To
lower the value of (coin) by the mixture of alloy
or otherwise ;

to depreciate.
1591 ScKssKK Tears of Muse*) Urania in, Ignorance..

That mindes of men borne heavenlie doth debace. i6oa
FULBECKB ist Pt. Parall. u Or els it may be changed in

the value, as if a Floren, which was worth 4 Ii to be debased
to 3li. 1606 State Trials, Gt. case of Impositions (R.,
That these staple commodities might not be debased. 1751
JOHNSON Rambler No. t68 p 4 Words which convey ideas
ofdignity, .are in time debased, 1789 Trans. Soc. Enconrag.
Arts I. 16 Much of the Zaffre brought to England is mixed
with matters that debase its quality. 1879 FROUDE Cxsar
xiii. 177 Laws against debasing the coin.

Debased (dHv'-st\ppl. a.
[f. prec. + -EDl.]

1. Lowered in estimation (obs.\ in quality, or char-

acter : see the verb.

1594 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. \\. vii. (1611) 76 This so much
despiced and debased aulhoritie of man. a 1859 MACAULAY
Hist. Eng. V. 3 A debased currency. 1863 FR. A. KKMBLE
Rt'sid. in Georgia^ One of a debased and degraded race.

2. Ifer. Or a charge : Borne upside down ; re-

versed. 1864 in WEBSTER.

Hence Deba sedness, debased character.
a 17*3 W. DUNLOP in Spurgeon Treas, Dav. Ps. cxix.

50 The folly and danger of sin, the debasedness of its

pleasures. 1885 L. OLIPHANT Sympnettmata xu. 189 The
lettering debasedness of material cravings.

Debasement (drtv'-sment). [f. as prec. +

MM.]
1. The action or process of debasing ; the fact or

state of being debased ; lowering, degradation ;

cotter, anything wherein this is involved.
i6oa FULBECKE ist Pt. Parall. 54 If the debasement were

before the day of paiment the debtor may pay the det in the
coin embased. 1641 MILTON Reform. \\. (1851* 37 The
Primitive Pastors of the Church . . avoiding all worldly
matters as clogs . . and debasements to their high calling.

1776 ADAM SMITH W. N. i. xi.(i868)I. 205 The great debase,
ment of the silver coin, by clipping and wearing. 1835 LYTTON
Rtenzii. viii, I weep for the debasement of my country.

t2. Abasement. Obs.

1593 NASHE Christ's T. (1613) 32 It is debasement and
a punishment to me to inuest and enrobe my selfe in the

dregs and drosse of mortality, a 1711 KEN Man. Prayers
Wks. (1838) 388 With what debasement and dread ought
I to appear before thy awful presence. 1855 MILMAN
Lat. Chr. (1864) IV. vii. ii. 102 The history of Henry's
debasement.

Debaser (diV'sai). One who debases.
1611 COTGR., Abbaisseitr, an abaser, debaser .. humbler,

bringer downe of. 1611-31 LAUD Strm. (1847) loa To
punish the debasers of 'justice*. 1794 SIR W. JONES
Laws ofMenu ix. 258 Debasers of metals. 1805 J. CART-
WRIGHT Stafe ofNation x. 53 A debaser of the character of

our nation. 1847 R. E. IYRWHITT Strttt. II. 378 The
debasers of baptism.

t Deba-sh, ?'. Obs. mnce-wd. [f.DE-I. i, 3 +
BASH v. }

~\
To abash.

1610 NICCOLS England's Eliza Induct. (N.>, But sillie I . .

Fell prostrate down, debash'd with reverent shame.

Debash, var.ofDuBAHH-4/?-/</., interpreter.

Debasing d/lvi'sirj), vbl. sb. [-mo
1
.]

The
action of the verb DEBASE.
1891 Atktnxnin 3 Oct. 448/1 In the fatal debasing of the

coinage.

Deba'Sing, /// ^. [-'NO
a
.]

That debases.

1775 in ASH. 1837 HT. MARTINEAU Soc. Aintr. III. 191
The misery of a debasing pauperism. 1876 J. H. NEWMAN
Hist. Sk. I. i. iv. 198 Mahometanism . .is as debasing, .as it

is false.

77

I Irnce Deba singly tufv.

1847 in CHAK.. 1891 llarfitr'i Mag. Nov. 046/1 It indi-
cated more ignorance of what is deba*ingly called Life than

knowledge uf it.

t Deba'sure. Obs. rare- 1
. [See -UBK.] De-

basement.

1683 CAVB Ecclesiastic! -XT} To propound a place that might
looklike a debasure and degrading of him.

Debatable d/Vi-iab'l), a. Also 7-9 debate-
able, [a. OF. debatable (Cotgr.), dtbattahle, f.

debat(f)-r* + -ABLE : med. (Anglo-)L. debatabilis.]
1. Admitting of debate or controversy ; subject to

dispute; questionable.
15181 Mi i.< AMI-R Positions Hi. (1887) n The difference of

opinion is no proufe at all, that the matter is debatable.

1685 Lonti. Gtix. No. 3031/3 A Committee for considering
the dcbateable Elections. 1817 J. SCOTT Paris Rtvisit.

(ed. 4) 201 Observation!! on certain debateable points. 1883
KHOCDK Short Stud. IV. it. i. 177 Doctrines, which degraded
accepted truths into debatable opinions.

2. esp. Said of land or territory, e. g. on the border
of two countries and claimed by both : applied to

lands on the borders of England and Scotland, esp.
a tract between the Eslc and Sark f claimed (before
the Union) by both countries, and the scene of

frequent contests.

[M53. 1531-* See DATABLE.) 1401 in Rymer/Wmi XII.
467/3 Terras debalabiles ibidem adjacentcs. 1536 Bti-i.tNui:N
Cron. Scot. (1821) 1. 163 Gret contentioun betwix the Scottis
and Pichtis, for certane debaitabill landis, that lay betwix
thair realmcs. 1549 Comfl. Scot. viii. 74 Neutral men, lyik
to the ridars that due ill is on the dehatabil landis. 1604
(title\ A Booke of the survaie of the debatable and border
lands. 1609 SKKSK Keg. Maj. n Quhither the defender
hes any other land in the towne, quhtrre the debaitable land

lyes, or nocht. 1777 NICOLSON & BURN Hist. W'ettm, 4-

Cuinb. I. p. l\,\ii, Tne Dcbateable Land, .became a further
bone of contention )>ctween the two snarling parties, c 1800
K. WHITE Lett. 11837) 338 The debateable ground of the

Peloponncsians. 18*0 SCOTT Abbot ii, The Grames who
then inhabited the Debateable Land. 1838 THIKLWAI.L
Greece III. 139 Guarding a debatable frontier.

b. Jig. Of regions of thought, etc.

1814 CHALMERS Evid. Chr. Revel, i. 31 Christianity is now
looked upon as debateable ground. 1870 FARHAR Fant.

Speech iv. (1873) 118 The. .debateable lands of the separate
linguistic kingdoms.

t B. as sb. The Debatable Land Con the border
of England and Scotland : see 2 above} ; also //.
the residents on this land (sometimes dehatablcrs},
1551 EDW. VI Lit. Rent. (Roxb.) II. 380 The lord Max-

well did upon malice to the English deoatables overrun
them. Ibid. 390 Then shal the Scottis wast their debat-

ablers, and we ours. Ibid. 407 The commissionars for the
Debatable. 1568 in H. Campbell Love-Lett. MaryQ. Scots

App. (1824) 15 The conlraversy yerely arising by occasion
of certain grounds upon the frontiers in the East Marches,
commonly called the 'Threap-land', or 'Debatable'.

Debate (d/V'-O, j<M Also 4-5 debaat, 4-6
debat, 5-6 Sc. debait. [ME. debat, a. F. titbat

(i3th c. in Littre) = Pr. debat* It. dibatto> Romanic
deriv. of the verb : see DEBATE v.i],
1. Strife, contention, dissension, quarrelling,

wrangling ; a quarrel. At debate : at strife, at

variance. Obs. or arch.
a. 1300 Cursor J/. 9684 (CottJ Bituix mi sisters es a debat.

1340 HAMCOLE Pr. COHSC. 3473 To accorde bam bat er at

debate, c 1386 CHAUCER Friar's T. Prol. 34 Ye schold
been heende And

curteys..In company we wol haue no
debaat. 1481 CAXTON Godfrcy clxxix. 363 Whan-.alle the
debates [had ben] appeased that were emong them. 1535
COVEBDALE L wXv xii. 51 Thynke ye that I am come to brynge
peace vpon earth I tell you nay but rather debate. 1536
BELLENDEN Cron, Scot. (1821 * I. 61 Thus rais ane schameful
debait betwix thir two brethir. s6u ROWLANIS Knaue of
Harts 24 To . . set good friends and neighbors at debate.

1715 POPE Iliad in. 321 To seal the truce and end the dire

debate. 1881 J. PARKER Apost. Life I. 138 The spirit of

debate is opposed to the spirit of love.

comb, c 1440 Prontp. Pan 1
. 115 Debate maker, or baratour,

incentor.

f b. Physical strife, fight, conflict. Obs.

15.. Felon SoweRokeby inR. Bell Anc. Poems Peasantry
(i857\ Hee wist that there had bin debate, a 1533 Lu.
BERNERS&>/. Bk.M. Aurel. ii546)Rvb, Their debate was
so cruell, that there was slaine v. carjttaynes. 1590 SPENSER
F. Q. n.viii. 54The whole debate, Which that straunge knight
for mm sustained had.

f c. To make debate : to make opposition or

resistance. Obs.
c 1350 Will. Palfrne 4380 pe werwolf was ful glad of

Williams speche..And made no more debat in no maner
wice. 1500-10 DUNBAR Freris of Benvik 535 Se this be
done and mak no moir debait. c 1565 LINDESAY (Pitscottie)
Chron, Scot. (1728) 10 Or else, if they made no debate,
without consideration and pity would cut their throats.

2. Contention in argument ; dispute, controversy;
discussion ; esp. the discussion of questions of

public interest in Parliament or in any assembly.
1393 GOWER Con/. 111.348 Tho was betwene my prest and

me Debate and great perplexete. a 1450 A*///, de la Tour
(1868) 2i He is of highe wordes. . wherior y praic you. .that

ye take no debate with hym. 1548 HALL Chron. i88b,
Wherefore the Commons after long debate, determined to
send the speaker of the Parliament to the kinges highness.

1561 T. NORTON Calvin's /*/. iv. 56 If there happen debate
about any doctrine. 1640 in Rushw. Hist. Coil. (1692) in.

I. 58 Thursday next is appointed for the Debate of the New
Canons. 1717 Swi KT GnlHvtr n. iii. 1 19 After much debate,
they concluded unanimously that [etc.]. 1774 J. BRYAKT
Myfhoi, 1 1. 431 Sor.Apu had another meaning : and thU

DEBATE.
was Ihe term in delate. 1855 MAI At LAV Itiit. Knf.lV. 155
An account . . which gives a very high notion of hu talcnu
fur delate. 1883 LilUMOUM MongoU xvii. au; Difficulties . .

welcomed rather a tubiecu for debate.

b. (with a and //.) A coutroveray or diicussioii ;

ipec. a formal discussion of some question of public
interest in a legislative or other assembly.
c 1500 Thni Kinrt SOMI 95 Thise debate, that we made,

of good wille, and by noon bale. 164* DK. HAMILTOM
in //. /'nferi iCamden) 245, I shall not trouble your la.
now with the debats. 1700 STKBLK Titlrr No. 17 P i

A full Debate upon Publick Afiaira in the Senate. iWa
M'CAMTtlY OTVH Tiwrt IV. Ixii. 301 The debate, which
lasted four nights, was brilliant and impassioned.

1 8. Fighting for any one, defence, aid, protection.
Sc. Obs. rare. (Cf. DEBATK v. j.)

1581 .W. I'i'tml Reform, xliii. 61 Quha findu hir (Dame
Fortune'sj frcindship of fauour hes aneuch..How far may
Darius bragge of her debait !

t Deba te, sb* Obs. [f. DEBATE t/.] Lower-

ing ; depreciation ; degradation.
c 1460 SIR K. Kos La Stilt Damt 456 in Pol. Rtl. f, L.

forms 67 Vf a lady doo oo grete outrage to shewe pyte,
and cause hir owcn debate.

Debate (dttv<-t), z/.' Also 4 debat, 6-7 Sc.

debait. [a. OF. debat-re, in Pr. desbatre, debatrt,

Sp. dcbalir, Vs. debater. It. dibatltre, f. Romanic
batt-tre to fight (see ABATK, CoJlBAT^, with L.

de-, occasionally replaced in Kom. by des-
; the

sense is rather from L. Jit- : cf. discuss, dispute]
fl. intr. To fight, contend, strive, quarrel,

wrangle. Obs.
c 1340 Cmttir M. 59i3iTrin.) For be wol bus debate on

me I shal him drenche in be see. c 1386 CIIAUCKH Sir

Tfufas 157 His cote.armour . . In which he wold debate.

1490 CAXTON How to Die 9, I wyll not debate ne stryue
ayenst the. io PALS<;. 508/1, I debate, 1 stryve. . I wyll
nat debate with you for so small a mater. 1590 SPENSER
! . Q. n. i. 6 Well could he tourney, and in lists debate.

1665 MANLEY Grotita' Ltny C Warns 593 1'he Spanish
General . . together with his Officers, debate of the right
thereof against all force.

fig.- '393 GOWER Cox/. II. 300 What shame it U to ben
unkinde, Ayein the which reson debateth. c 1600 SHAKS.
SOHM. xv, Wasteful! time debateth with decay To change
your day of youth to sullied night.
2. trans. To contest, dispute j to contend or fight

for
; to cnrry on (a fight or quarrel). Obs. or arch.

1-1489 CAXTON Rlanchardyn xxiii. 79, I haue debated (>

quarelle ayenst the god of louc. 1597 T. HEARD Ttuatre
Gods Juag. (i6i2t 486 As though they would debate a

privat quarrell before his presence. 1697 DRVDEN ,-Knriit

(T.), They see the boys and Latian youth debate The martial

prizes on the dusty plain. 1813 SCOTT Roktty i. xvi, In

many a well debated field. 1838 PKESCOTT FtrJ. * Is. ( 1846)
I. Introd. 11 The cause of religion was debated with the
same ardour in Spain, as on the plains of Palestine.

1 8. To fight for, defend, protect ; also absol.

(for reft.} to defend oneself. Se. Obs.

i$oo-ao DUNDAR I'otms xxi. 32 Is non so armit in-to
plait

That can fra truble him debait. 1536 BELLENDEN Cnm.
Scot. (1821) I. 46 The residew . . fled to the montanis ; and
debaittt thair miser.ibill lifiis . . with scars and hard fude.
Ibid. 1. 60 Exercit in swift running and werslinjE, to make
thaim the more abill to debait his realme. a 1605 MONT-
GOMKRIK Devotional Poems vi. 64 Then prayers, almes-

deids, and tearis .Sail mair avail! thanjaks and spearis.
For to debait thee. a 1605 POLWART flytittg w. Mont,
gomtrie 745 Now debate, ifthou dow.

4. To dispute about,- argue, discuss ; up. to dis-

cuss a question of
public interest in a legislative

or other assembly. (With simple obj. or obj. clause.)
<r 1340 [see 5). a 1439 in Warlmvrth's Ckrm. (Camdenl

Notes 60 The wyche comyns, after the mater debatet . .

grawntyt and assentyt to the for*eyd premisses. 11489
CAXTON Blanchardyn xxviii. 103 This matere . . they sore

debatyd emonge them self by many & dyuerse oppynyons.
1550 CKOWLEY Inform, tf Petit. 2 Most weyghty mnttiers
. .to be debated, .in this present Parliament. 1590 SHAKS.
Com. Err. in. t 67 In debating which was best, wee shall

part with neither. 1053 WALTON Angltrn. 43 The ques-
tion has been debated among many great Clerks, 178*
PRIESTLEY Corrupt. Ckr. I. iv. 302 It was debated in the
Greek Church. 1874 GREEN Short Hist. viii. | 7. 533 The
Lords debated nothing but proposals of peace.

b. intr. To engage in discussion or argument;
esp. in a public assembly. Const, upon, on, t of.

1530 PALSCR. 508/1 They have debated upon this mater
these fiftene dayes. 1548 [see DEBATING r//. so\ 1591
SHAKS. i Hen, vl, v. i. 35 Your seuerall suites Haue bin

consider'd and debated on. 1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. v. iii.

60 To grant or deny them [Convocations] Commission to

debate of Religion. i8a8 D'ISRAELI Chas. /, I. xi. 307 The
Commons, debated in an open committee on certain parts
of these speeches. 1835 W. IKVING Tour Prairies 183
Beatte . . came up while we were debating.

5. trans. To discuss or consider (with oneself

or in one's own mind\ deliberate upon.
c 1340 Gaiv. ff Gr. Knt. 3179 Debetande with hym-self,

quat nit be my)t. 1530 PALSCR. 508/1, I wyll debate this

mater with my selfe, and take counsayle of my pylowe.
c 1530 H. RHODES St. Nurture 570 in Babes B*. 1 1868' 98
Be not hasty, aunswere to giue before thou it debate. 16*3
CONWAY in Ellis Orig. Lett. i. III. 155 These tender con-

siderations, .his Majestic debated some dayes. 1859 TEN.
NYSON Enid 1315 Enid. .Debating his command of silence

given. .Held commune with herself.

b. intr. To deliberate, consider (with oneself)-
IS93 [see DEBATING vbl. so.]. 1599 SHAKS. Hen. y, tv. i. 31,

I and my Bosome must debate awhile. 1051 HOBEES
Lci'iath. u. xxix. 1 68 From this false doctrine, men are dis-

posed to debate with themselves, [etc.% 1733 SWIFT Peems,



DEBATE.

On Poetry, A founder'd horse will oft debate Before he

tries a five-barr'd gate. 1870 MORRIS Earthly Par. 1. 1. 371
She sat, Debating in her mind of this and that.

II qu&si-fassivt
const. : debating stands for a-de-

bating in debate, i. e. the vbl. sb. preceded by

prep, a- = on, in.

1682 D'URFEY Butler's Glwst 149 What cursed Case is

now debating? 1788 MRS. HUGHES Henry fy Isab. I. 86

This subject was still earnestly debating.

t Debate, v Obs. [app. f. DE- L i, 3 +

BATE, aphetic f. ABATE.]
1. trans. To abate ; to beat down, bring down,

lower, reduce, lessen, diminish.

c 1450 St. Cnthbcrt (Surtees) 4727 pai . . prayed for par-
doune of bat attaynt, [Jair mysdede to debate. 1513 DOUGLAS
s&tteis xin. iii. 35 Thir Rutilianys . . Gan at command debait

thar voce and ceis. c 1537 Tkcrsites in Hazl. Dodsley I.

414, I will debate anon, .thy bragging cheer. 1564 J. RAS-
TELL Confut. Jewell's Senn. 56 That body, which was..
with fast debated.

b. To depreciate, decry ;
= DEBASE 2.

1598 GRENEWEY Tacitus
1 Ann. vi. viii. (1622) 134 The

Parthian put his souldiers in mind of. .the renowned nobility
of the Arsacides : and. .debated Hiberius as ignoble.

C. To subtract, take away, (absol. in quot.)
1658 A. Fox Wnriz* Surg. ii. i. 48 To debate from the

one, and to add to the other.

2. intr. To abate, fall off, grow less.

a. 1400-50 Alexander 2506 (Dubl. MS.) pe more I meng
our maieste be more it debates, c 1450 St. Cuthbert (Sur-

tees) 2548 pe werkenes of hir sekenes with in Began to

debate and blyn. 1586 W. WEBBE Eng. Poetrie (Arb.) 94
Artes . . when they are at the full perfection, doo debate and
decrease againe. 1657 TOMLINSON Renorfs Disp. 113 The
strength of the symptoms being debated.

Debateable : see DEBATABLE.

t Deba'teful, a. Obs. [See -FUL ]

1. Of persons : Full of strife, contentious.

1491 CAXTON Vitas Pair. (W. deW. 1495) ii. 279 b/i Men
full of noyse & debatefull. 1557 PAYNEL Barclay's Jugurth
Biij, Sowers of dyscord and debatful. 1611 COTGR., Liti*

gieux. .litigious, debatefull, contentious.

2. Of things : a. Pertaining to strife or conten-

tion ;
b. Controversial, contentious.

1580 SIDNEY Arcadia (1622) 412 Her conscience .. stil

nourishing this debateful fire. 1587 FLEMING Contn. Holin-
shed III. 1320/2 In the triall of this debatefull question.
Hence t Detaa'tefully adv.
1611 COTGR., Contentieuseinent, contentiously. .debate-

fully, with much wrangling.

t Debasement 1
. Obs. [a. OF. debatement

(later debftttement\ f. debat-re + -MENT.]
1. The action of debating ; debate, controversy,

discussion, deliberation.

1536 Articles about Relig. Pref. 16 Our bishops .. as-

sembled . . for the full debatement and quiet determination
of the same. 1586 A. DAY Eng, Secretary i. (16251 II The
matter requireth long debatement. 1602 SHAKS. Ham, v.

ii. 45 Without debatement further. 1641 MILTON Reform, i.

(1851) 5 A serious question and debatement with my selfe.

2. Contention, strife. rare~ l
.

1590 SPENSER F. Q. n. vi. 39 He with Pyrochles sharp
debatement made.

t Deba'tement 2
. Obs. rare - l

. [f. DEBATE
z.2 + -MENT.] = ABATEMENT.
c 1550 BALE K. Johan (Camden) 75 Sir, disconfort not,

for God hath sent debatementes. .From thys heavye yoke
delyverynge yow.
Debater (d/V-tsi). In 5 -our. [a. AF. de-

balour = OF. debateor^ -eur> agent-n. f, debat-re to

DEBATE z/.
1

: see -ER ^
3.]

1 1. One who contends or strives ;
a quarrelsome

or contentious person. Obs.

1388 WYCLIF Rout. \. 30 Detractouris, hateful to God,
clebateris, proude. 1413 LYDG. Pilgr. Sowle iv. xxxv. (1483*
83 Fyghters and debatours. c 1440 CAPGRAVE Life St.
Kath. iv. 1519 A fals traytour. .debater and robbour.

2. One who takes part in debate or public dis-

cussion ; a disputant, controversialist. Often, one
skilled in debate, an able disputant.
1593 SHAKS. Lucr. 1019 Debate where leisure serves with

dull debaters. ^1773 CHESTERFIELD (T.), It is only know-
ledge and experience that can make a debater. 1823 BYRON
Juan xin. xx, The Lord Henry was a great debater, So
that few members kept the house up later. 1848 MACAU-
LAY Hist. Eng. II. 611 Their debates lasted three days..
Sir Patrick Hume was one of the debaters. 1887 Westtn.
Rev. June 277 Mr. C. is a debater.

Debating (d/b^-tirj), vbl. sb. [-IN&I.] The
action of DEBATE vb.l ; discussion ; deliberation.

1548 HALL Chrcn. no After long debatyng, the Commons
concluded to graunte .ii.s. of the pound. 1593 SHAKS.
Lucr. 274 Then childish feare auaunt, debating die. 1732
BERKELEY Alciphr. iv. 2 The end of debating is to per-
sUade. 1845 S. AUSTIN Ranke's Hist. Ref. II. '71 After
a great deal of debating a resolution was passed.

b. attrib.j as in debating society, a society
whose members meet for practice in debating.
1741 Athen. Lett. (1792) II. 18, I find myself in such

a debating humour, that you must indulge me. 1792 Gentl.

Mag . LXII. n. 1 146 Proceedings . . with respect to a debating-
society at the house formerly the King's Arms tavern, in
Cornhill. 1808 Med. yrnl. XIX. 445 To answer every base
attack on Vaccination, in Newspapers or in Debating Socie-
ties. 1857 BUCKLE Civiliz. I. vii. 394 In the middle of the
i8th century debating societies sprung up among trades-
men. 1885 Leeds Mercury 24 June 4/4 The new Govern-
ment will be, .weak in debating power.

Debasing, ppl. a. [-ING2.] That debates:
see DEBATE zv
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1703 ROWE Tamerl. i. ii. 665 Debating Senates. 1749

Deity, A Poem 30 As just the structure, and as wise the

plan, As in the lord of all debating man !

Hence Defca-tingly adv. rare .

1847 in CRAIG.

t Deba'tive, a. Obs, rare. [f.
DEBATE z;.

1 +
-IVE. Cf. OF. debatif (itfh c. in Godef.).] Re-

lating to, or of the nature of, debate or discussion.

1606 G. W[OODCOCKE] tr. Ivstine 25 b, They were driuen

into a debatiue meditation. 1642 FULLER Answ. Feme 14
If this decisive faculty, after the debative had passed upon
the sence of the Law, were not some where resident in

the Government.

t Defoa'tous, Obs. rare. [f. debat
y
DEBATE

sb f + -oua. (Possibly in AF.)] Quarrelsome, con-

tentious.

1483 Cath. A ngl. 92 Debatouse, contensiosus. c 1520
Treat. Galaunt (1860) 14 Aduenture and angre ben aye so

debatous.

Debauch, (d/bp'tf), v. Forms : 6- debauch ;

6-7 (9 ,5V.) debosh, 7 debaush, debausch, de-

bosche, 7-8 deboash, 9 Sc. debush. [a. (<ri6oo)
F. dtbauch-er) in OF. desbaucher (13-141!! c.) to

entice away from the service of one's master,
seduce from duty, etc. Of obscure derivation.

The original pronunciation after modern F., and
its gradual change, are seen in the spellings debosh^

debaush) deboack, debauch riming in 1682 with

approach : see the sb. See also DEBOISE.
F. dlbaucher is, according to Littre and Hatzfeld, derived

from a sb. banc/te, of which the precise sense and origin
are according to the latter unknown ; according to the former
it = * a place of work, workshop ', so that desbancher would
mean orig.

'
to draw away from the workshop, from one's

work or duty' : so Diez. Cotgr. has baucke, 'course of
stones or bricks in building ', baitcher '

to chip, hew, or

square timber, etc.; also to ranke, order, array, layeuenly';
hence desbancker might primarily mean

'
to disorder, bring

into disarray or disorder'. The sense 'drawaway from service

or duty' appears however to be the earliest in French, though
that of *

corrupt ',
had also been developed before the word

was taken into English.]

tl. trans. To turn or lead away, entice, seduce,

from one to whom service or allegiance is due ;

e.g. soldiers or allies from a leader, a wife or

children from husband or father, etc. (Usually
with the connotation ' lead astray, mislead '.)

Rarely with against. Obs.

^1595 SIR R. WILLIAMS Actions LowC. (1618) 5 (T.) That
Count Egmont would be deboshed from them by the Spanish
instruments. 1614 LODGE Seneca 49 Not to have such
a woman to his wife that was not debauched from her
husband. 1677 G. HICKES in Ellis Orig, Lett. n. IV.

4^2
To debauch the military and gentry, .from their duty to his

Majesty. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Past. Pref. (1721) I. 80 He
who had the Address to debauch away Helen from her
Husband. 1702 Eng. Theophrast. 72 Money debauches
children against their parents. 1712 ARBUTHNOT John Bull
iv. i, He had hardly put up his sign, when he began to
debauch my best customers from me. 1754 HUME Hist.

Eng, I. xvi. 211 He debauched prince John from his allegi-
ance. 1765 GOLDSM. Ess. Taste Wks. (Globe) 315/2 Thus
debauched from nature, how can we relish her genuine pro-
ductions?

t b. To entice, seduce, or gain over to a party
or course of action, or to do a thing. Obs.

1667 PEPYS Diary 3 July, Two young; men whom one of
them debauched by degrees to steal their fathers' plate and
clothes. 1694 Col. Rcc. Pettnsylv. I. 459 The five Indian
nations wer now debauched to the french Interest. 1765
GOLDSM. Ess. Taste Wks. (Globe) 313/2 Hence the youth
of both sexes are debauched to diversion. 1797 BURKE
Regie. Peace iv. Wks. IX. 100 Their amity is to debauch us
to their principles.

tc. (Without const.) To seduce from allegiance
or duty, induce to desert ; to render disaffected ;

to pervert or corrupt in regard of allegiance or

duty to others. Obs. (exc. as merged in the more

general sense of 2.)

1623 FAVINE T/teaf. Hon. i. iv. 25 To debosh and corrupt
the subiects. 1651 EVELYN Mem. (1857) I. 283 Mr. John
Cosin, son of the Dean, debauched by the priests. 1691
LUTTRELL Brief Rel. (1857) II. 204 Persons dispersing
Tyrconnells declarations to debauch our soldiers. 1712
ARBUTHNOT "John Bull m. App. i,

If a servant ran away,
Jack had debauched him. 1741 MIDDLETON Cicero I. it. 126
His army . . debauched by his factious officers. 1807 PIKE
Sources Mississ. ii. App. 51 The Spaniards were making
such great exertions to debauch the minds of our savages.
1818 JAS. MILL Brit. India I. in. iv. 584 To betray their
master and debauch his army.
2, To seduce from virtue or morality ;

to per-
vert, deprave, or corrupt morally; esp. to corrupt
or deprave by intemperance, or sensual indulgence.
1603 FLORIO Montaigne (1613) 536 (T.) Young men, such

as I imagine to be least debaushed and corrupted by ill

examples. 1611 COTGR., Desbaucher^ to debosh .. seduce,

his conscience, a 1694 TILLOTSON (J.), To debauch himself
by intemperance and brutish sensuality. 1718 Col. Rcc.
Pennsylv. III. 47 The young men ..had been lately so
generally debauchtwith Rum. 1745 FIELDING True Patriot
Wks. 1775 IX. 311 For fear of enervating their minds and
debauching their morals. 1816 J. SCOTT Vis. Paris (ed. 5)

133 If a father debauches his children, is his family likely
to be noted for subordination and respectability? 1829
LYTTON Devereux n. ii, Their humour debauches the whole
moral system. 1879 FROUDE C&sar xii. 163 The seat of
justice has been publicly debauched.

DEBAUCH.

b. To seduce (a woman) from chastity.
(Closely related to i: see quots. 1614, 1697 there; but

eventually also associated with the notion '

corrupt '.)

1711 STEELE Spect. No. 151 PI A young lewd Fellow.,
who would . . debauch your Sister, or lie with your Wife.
1791 BOSWELL Johnson 20 Mar. an. 1776, An abandoned
profligate may think that it is not wrong to debauch my
wife. 1817 W. SELWYN Laiv Nisi Prius (ed. 4) II. 1039A compensation in damages for debauching his daughter.
1843 JAMES Forest Days II. iii, Debauching a country girl.

3. To deprave, vitiate (the taste, senses, judge-
ment, etc.).
(In first quot. perhaps=mislead, fig. of i c.)

[1635 COWLEY Da-videis in. 700 Her Pride debauch'd her

Judgment and her Eyes.] 1664 EVELYN Sylva (1679) 28
Acorns were heretofore the food of Men. .till their luxurious

palats were debauched. 1686 PLOT Staffordsh. 151 Most
other animals are nicer in their Senses (having no way
debauch't them) than Mankind is. 1710 BERKELEY Princ.
Hum. Knowl. 123 A mind not yet debauched by learning.
1794 GODWIN Cat. Williams 51 Having never been de-
bauched with applause, she set light by ner own qualifica-
tions. 1805 Med, Jrnl. XIV. 379 A person, whose under-

standing has not been debauched by superannuated pre-
judice. 1816 SCOTT Antiq. xjii, They debauch the spirit of
the ignorant and credulous with mystical trash.

f 4. To vilify, damage in reputation ; to depre-
ciate, disparage. Obs.
1601 SHAKS. AlFs Well v. iii. 206 He's quoted for a most

perfidious slaue, With all the spots a' th 1 world taxt and
debosh'd. 1632 HEYWOOD 2nd Pt. Iron Age iv. Wks. 1874
III. 396 Whil'st Cethus like a forlorne shadowe walkes
Dispis'd, disgrac't, neglected, and debosht. a 1659 OSBORN
Misc., Pref. (1673) Qqijb, It is contrary to my own Aphorism
to debosh what I present, by saying it was writ before I was
Twenty.

f b. To damage or spoil in quality. Obs, (Cf.
DEBOIST 2.)

1633 True Trojans iv. iii. in Hazl. Dodsley XII. 512 Last

year his barks and galleys were debosh'd; This year they
sprout again.

"f 5. To dissipate, spend prodigally, squander.
1632 [see DEBOISE v.]. 1637-50 Row Hist. Kirk (1842)

419 To. .give them in rent more thousands (to debosh and
mispend) nor honest men hes hundreds. 1649 LD. FOORD in

M. P. Brown Suppl. Decis. (1826) 399 Since her husband
had debausched all, and left nothing to her,

6. intr. (formerly reft.} To indulge to excess in

sensual enjoyment, esp. that of eating and drinking ;

to riot, revel. ? Obs.

1644 EVELYN Mem. (1857) * 73 Which causes the English
to make no long sojourn here, except such as can drink
and debauch. 1687 MONTAGUE & PRIOR Hindfy P. Transv.
Aiv, 'Tis hard to conceive how any man could censure the
Turks for Gluttony, a People that debauch in Coffee.

1689 Minutes Kirk Session in McKay 'Hist. KUmarnock
(i88oi 10 Such as they find drinking there, or in anyway
deboshing. 1703 SAVAGE Lett. Antients cvii. 269 More
proper for you, than to debauch with Sicilian Wine. 1719
D'URFEY Pills (1872) I. 355 We, to grow hot, deboash
ourselves in Beef. 1732 LAW Serious C. xiii. (1761) 203 That
he neither drank, nor debauched; but was sober and regular
in his business. 1825 JAMIESON, To debosh, to indulge one's
self in the use of any thing to excess ; as tea, snuff, &c.

fig. 1742 YOUNG Nt. Th.
yiii. 557 Hatred her brothel has,

as well as love, Where horrid epicures debauch in blood.

Hence Debauc'hing vbl. sb. and///. a.

1645 MILTON Tetrachordon i. (1851) 217 A most negligent
and debaushing tutor. 1660 Free Commw. 428 To the

debauching of our prime Gentry both Male and Female.
1662 PETTY Taxes fy Contrib. 48 If we should think it

hard to giue good necessary cloth for debauching wines.

Debauch (d/bjrtj), sb. (Also 7 deboach.)
[a. F. debauche, f. dlbaucher to DEBAUCH. For
the phonology, etc., see the verb.]

I. 1. A bout of excessive indulgence in sensual

pleasures, esp. those of eating and drinking.
1603 FLORIO Montaigne 488 My debauches or excesses

transport me not much. 1661 PEPYS Diary 3 Apr., My
head akeing all day from last night's debauch. i68a N. O.
Boileaii's Liitrin in. 203 Snoring after late Debauches,
Nor dream'st what mischief now thy Head approaches.
1737 L. CLARKE Hist. Bible (1740) II. xn. 714 Extravagant
and beastly debauches. 1839-40 W. IRVING Wolfert's R.
(1855) 125 The dissolute companions of his debauches. 1874
GREEN Short Hist. iii. 3. 126 The fever, .was inflamed by
a gluttonous debauch.

2. The practice or habit of such indulgence ;
de-

bauchery.
1673 DRYDEN Marr. a la Mode iv. i, Masquerade is

Vizor-mask in debauch. 1699 &p. to J. Dryden 73 The
first physicians by debauch were made. i784CowpER Task
iv. 470 A whiff Of stale debauch, forth-issuing from the

styes That law has licensed. 1874 BLACKIE Self-Cult.
74 All debauch is incipient suicide,

3. transf. and^/Sg*.

1672 MARVELL Reh. Trans}, i. 41 He flyes out into
a furious Debauch, and breaks the Windows. i7ioSHAFTE5B.
A dvice to A utJtor n. 2 (R.) Thro

1

petulancy, or debauch of
humour. 1752 HUME Ess. fy Treat. (1777) I. 148 The gentle
Damon, .inspires us with the same happy debauch of fancy
by which he is himself transported. 1873 LOWELL Among
my Bks. Ser. n. 195 Such a debauch of initial assonances.

fll. 4. = DEBAUCHEE. Obs. [perh. for F. de-

bauche^ through the pi. in -/y.]
1681 GLANVILL Sadducisimts n. (1726) 452 A greater

charge against these quibbling Debauches. 1689 JAS. CAR-
LISLE Fortnne~Hunters 6 He grew the Debauch of the

Town. 1719 D'URFEY Pills (1872) IV. 319 When De-
bauches of both Sexes, From Hospitals crept.

t Debau'cli, debaush., a. Obs. [perh. ad. F.

d(*bauch t with -e mute, or ?corruption of debauclit]
= DEBAUCHED. (Cf. DEBAUCHNESS.)

"



DEBAUCHABLE.
1616 R. C. Times' Ir'AislIe v. 1758 Mock them as despi&de

And dcbaush creatures.

Debauchable (M>e'tJab'I),a. [-ABLE.] Thnt
can be debauched.
1865 Mn.i. in Morn. Star 6 July, To spend io,ooo/. in

corrupting and debauching the constituents who are dc-
KiuchaMc and corruptible.

Debauched (d/bg-tjt), ///. a.
[f.

DEBACCH v.,

or immed. after F.d^mtt*/,with native ending -Ki>.j
Seduced or corrupted from duty or virtue; depraved
or corrupt in morals

; given up to sensual pleasures
or loose living ; dissolute, licentious.

1598 FI.ORIO Suiato. .Also an vnthriftie, careles, debaucht
or mislead man. 16x4 CAPT. SMITH Virginia iv. 167 To
rectifie a common-wealth with debaushed people is impos-
sible. 1647 R. STAPYLTON Juvenal 18 Whose debaucntcr
face and miene disclose His mind's diseases, 1653 HOL-
CROFT Procopins i. A He . . made love to other mens wives,
and was extreamly debaucht. 1790 PENNANT London (1813)
259 Bartholomew-fair . . becoming the resort ofthe debauched
of all denominations. 1796 H. HUNTER tr. St.-Pierre's
Stud. Nat. (1799) II. 405 The money of strangers dis-

appears, but their debauched morals remain. 1861 KINGS-
LEY Rom, ff Teut. it. (1875) 46 Decrepit and debauched
slave-nations.

Debatrchedly, adv. [-LY 2.] in a debauched
manner.
1644 lip. HALLOW. Wks, (1660) 133 If I see a man live

debauchedly in drunkennesse [etc.). 1663 COWLEY Of
Liberty* To live, .desperately with the bold, and debauch-
edly with the luxurious.

Debarrcliedness. [-NESS.] The state or

quality
of being debauched.

1618 MYNSHUL Ess. Prison 29 By being giuen to drunken-
nes or whoring . . or by any other debauchednes. 1660
H. MORE Klyst. Godl. in. xi. 70 CyMt, mater Deomm>
the celebration of whose Rites had so much villany and
debauchedness in it. 1837 New Monthly Mag. XLIX.
168 Strange pranks of humorous debauchedness.

Debauchee (debojr). Also 7 deboichee, 8
deboshee

;
also debauch(e. [a. F. dtbaucht

debauched (person\ sb. use of pa. pple. of dt-

bauchertQ DEBAUCH. In i;th and i8th c.also dt-

boichee, deboshee : cf. DEBOISE, DEBOSHED.]
One who is addicted to vicious indulgence in sen-

sual pleasures.
a 1661 HOLYDAY Juvenal 81 Cicero, describing the de-

bauchees \f>rinted -oes] of his time, says they were vino
tofiguuii. 1665 PEPYS Diary 23 July, If he knew his son
to be a debauchee (as many and most are now-a-dayes
about the Court). 1677

B. RIVELEY Fun. Serin. Bf. of
Norwich 14 A great Deboichee. 1741 tr. D'Argens* Chinese
Lett, xxxiti, Perhaps if the People could be Deboshees
and Gluttons with Impunity, they would not be more sober
there than in Europe. 17^1 JOHNSON A"ambler No. 174^9,
I never betrayed an heir to gamesters, or a girl to de-

bauchees. 1882 FARRAR Early Chr. I. 67 No man is more
systematically heartless than a corrupted debauchee.

b. attrib.

1768-74 TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1852) I. 263 A debauchee
physician. 1862 Sat. Rev. 15 Mar. 305 A debauchee peer.

Debaucher (dlbStjai). [f. DEBAUCH v. +
-ER 1

.]
One who debauches; a corrupter or se-

ducer.

1614 B. JONSON Barth. Fair v. vi, Thou strong debaucher
and seducer of youth. 1670 O. H. Hist. Cardinals i. n. 47
A continual Swearer ana Dcbnucher. 1787 BLACKWALI,
Sacred Classics I. 399 (T.) Insidious underminers of chas-

tity, and debauchers of sound principles. i8a8 SCOTT F. M.
Perth xx, Destroyers of men, and debauchers of women.

Debauchery (dfbg-tJariX Also 7 debaushery,
deboshery, deboichery. [f. as prec. + -ERY.]
L Vicious indulgence in sensual pleasures.
164* MILTON Apol. Smcct. (1851) 309 What with truanting

and debaushery. 1647 ^ STAPYLTON Juvenal 146 Those
that excuse youth's deboichery. c 1665 MRS. HUTCHINSON
Mem. Col. ///fA/;wo(R.)

l
The nobility and courtiers, who

did not quite abandon their debosheries. 17*7 DE FOE
Syst. Magic i. i. (1840) 13 Noah himself . . fell into the de-
baucheries of wine. 1838 THIRLWALL Greece IV. 109 Un-
worthy favourites, the companions of his debaucheries.

1841 ELPHINSTONE Hisf. Ind. II. 155 He was., fond of
coarse debauchery and low society.

1 2. Seduction from duty, integrity, or virtue ;

corruption. Obs.

1713 STEELE Guardian No. 17 p 8 To contrive the de-

bauchery of your child. 175* JOHNSON Rambler No. 189
F 6 There are men that boast of debaucheries of which they
never had address to be guilty. 1790 BURKE Fr. Rev. 78 The
republick of Paris will endeavour to compleat the debauchery
of the army. 1863 H. Cox Instit. \. viii. 99 In no caSe was
an election questioned on account of treating, or, as it was
then called, debauchery at elections.

Debauchment (d^-tjment). ? Obs. Also 7

-baush-, -bosh-, [a. F. aebattchcment (in Cotgr.
des-\ f. dtbaucher to DEBAUCH : see -MENT.]
1. The action or fact of debauching or corrupting ;

seduction from duty or virtue.
1606 DANIEL Queers Arcadia i. iv, These strange de-

haushments of our nymphes. 1611 COTGR., Desbanchement^
a deboshement. x6a$ W. B, True School It'ar 64 He first

outraged them by the debauchment of their Councellors

and subjects. 1685 SOUTH Senit. (1843) II. xvii. 282 A cor-

ruption and debauchment of men's manners.

2. Debauched condition ; debauchery ; a de-

bauch.
16*8 BP. HALL Qno J'adt's ? 10 They are growne to that

height of debauchment as to hold learning a shame to

nobility. 162* EARI.K Microcosm.^ Honest Fellow (Arb.)
102 A good dull vicious fellow, that complyes well with

71)

the deboshtnenu of llic time. 165! CLEVELAND Kutlie
Kiimfaiit Wks. (1687) 506 There is a ProneneM in unruly
M.ui t.> run into Debouchments.

t DebatrchnesB. Ol<s. rare.
[(.

I )i ;

t -NFSM, or corruption of dcbautliedness.] De-
bauchedneis.

1640 QUAKLEI F.nchiriii. iv. xcix, J,et him nvoyd DC-
buchaMMi 1650 ARNWAY Alarm 115 iT.) Their throats
to drunkenness, gluttony, and debauchnest. 1650 GAUDKM
Tears ofChurch 390 Occasioned, yea necessitated, by their
own deoauchnexse and distempers.
t Debaurd. Obs. [properly debtrd, a. F. dibord.

Cf. DEBOKD v.] Departure from the right way;
excess.

1671 ASNAND Myst. Pietatis 118 (Jam.) Which verily is

the ground of all our sinful debaurds.

Debayre,Debefe: see DEBARK .,LANODEBKFB.
t Debe'l, -ell, v. Obs. [a. F. debcll-er (Oresme,

1 4th c.}, ad. L. diMlare to subdue in fight, f. >/,-

down + bellare to war.] trans. To put down in

fight, subdue, vanquish ; to expel by force of arms.

Hence t Debelling vbl. sb.

iS ABP. PARKER fi. cviii. 320 He our foes shall sone
debell. a 1564 llKCON Pitas. New Nosegay Early Wks.
(1843) 301 Humility .. debelleth and valiantly overcometh
the enemy of all grace. 1586 WARNER Alb. Eng. ti. viii,

Spanish Cacus. .Whom Hercules from out his Realms de-
belled at the length. 1651 HOWELL Venice 42 ThU. .made
him more illustrious than by debelling of Afric. 1671
MILTON /'. R. iv. 604 Him long of old Thou didst dcbel,
and down from Heav'n cast. 1815 HOGG QueeneHynde 303.

t Debellate, v. Obs. [f. L. dibdlat-, PP1.

stem of dfbellare : sec DEBEL and -ATE.] = DEBEL.
Hence t Dobellating vbl. sb.

1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xii. 138 Though in two or
three battles inferior, yet not to bnue beene clearely debel-
lated. ai6*6 BACON Holy War iJA The extirpating and
debetlating of giants, monsters, ana foreign tyrants.

t Debella'tion. Obs. [n. of action f. L. de-

bellare : see prec. and -ATION.] The action of

vanquishing or reducing by force of arms ; con-

quest, subjugation.
I56 St. Papers lien. VIII, I. 180 The debellacion of the

Thurkes, enemyes of Christes feith. 1533 MORE (titlt), The
Debellacyon of Salem and Bizance. 1697-77 FRLTHAM
Resolves i. Ixxvii. 118 We often let Vice spring, for wanting
the audacity and courage of a Debellation. 1653 T. ADAMS
Sertn. Ps. xciv. 19 Wks. (1861) III. 281 An insurrection
and a debeltation; a tumult and its appeasement. 1830
Fraser's Mae. I. 748 The internecine and flagrant debella-
tion which I nave had with. .Sir James Scarlett.

t Debe'llative, a. Obs. rare- '. [f.
as prec.

+ -IVE.] Tending to overthrow or reduce by war.

(In quot. '(mutually) destructive'.)
1651 BIGGS New Disf. f 199 Warres of debellative con-

traries.

t Debella'tor. Obs. rare- 1
, [a. L. dcbellator,

agent-n. f. dfbelliire.'] A subduer, vanquisher.
I7i SWIFT Char. e/Sleele Wks. 1814 VI. 216 (Stanf.)

Behold . . the terror of politicians ! and the debellator of
news-writers !

t Debe'llish, v. Obs. rare.
[f.

DE- I. 6 +

-bellish in EMBELLISH : cf. BELLISH v.] trans. To
rob of beauty, disfigure.
1610 G. FLETCHER Christ's I'ict. (1633) 59 What blast

hath thus his flowers debellished ?

De bene esse : see DE I.

Debenture (d/be'ntiiu). Also 5-7 debentur,
6-7 debenter. [In early use dtbenlur, stated by
BLOUNT in 1 7th c. to be the I word debentur ' there

are due or owing", supposed to have been the

initial word of formal certificates of indebtedness.

This is, from the early use of the term, probable ;

though no actual examples of documents contain-

ing the Latin formula have been found.]
1. A certificate or voucher certifying that a sum

of money is owing to the person designated in it ;

a certificate of indebtedness.

a. A voucher given in the Royal household, the

Exchequer or other Government office, certifying
to the recipient the sum due to him for goods sup-

plied, services rendered, salary, etc., and serving as

his authority in claiming payment. A principal

application of the word during the 1 7th and 1 8th

centuries was to the vouchers given by the Ordnance
Office in payment of stores.

c 1455 in Paiton Lett. No. 264 I. 364 Owyng to the seyd
Fastolf for costys and chargys that he bare when he was
Lieutenant of the towne of Harflew in Normandie [1415],
as yt

shewith by a debentur made to the seyd Fastolf,
with hym remaynyng . . Cxxxiij//. vjj. viij</. Ibid. 366
Ccrteyn debentur conteynyng the seyd sommes. 1469
Mann, q Househ. Exp. 537 Item, my master hath de-

lyvered ij. debentures tn the name of Norres, one of viij.

marces fore fyshe, and nodere of vij. marces. a 1483 Liber
Nigtr in Hottseh, Ord. 66 That none other person make
suche debentures or bylles but the Clerkes of the self

offyce, so that theyre wryting and hand may be certaynly
knowne to them that pay in the countyng house. 15*6
Ibiii. 336 The cterke of the office [Accatrie] shall make out
debentures to the parties of whom such provision is made. .

which he shall present into the Compting-house within two
dayes after. 1567 R. EDWARDS Damon 4- P. in Hazl.

Di'tfslfy IV. 78 Let us rifle him so ..And steal away bis

debenters [for coal delivered to the king's kitchen] too.

1666 W. FIELDING Petit, in loM Kef. Hist. MSS. Comm.
App. v. 6 Before he gives debentures unto your petitioner

DEBENTURE.
for what

cieation-mony fell due unto your petitioner
'

Mid
failier. i68a Loud. 6. No. 1683/4 !'*<> Dcbenters were
k> .. OTIC for Nine Mutith* for the Sum of yjL tor.
The other for Six Month*, .for as/. 1697^/8-9 /F///. ///,
c. 27 (ror better observation of ancient course of the I

r) No Teller .. .shall Truni or Depart With such
Money, .without an Order or Debenture for the ftamr. 1701
Lon.i. Cox. No. 3608/4 Lott . . an Irish Transport Deben.
lure, No. 191, made out the aoth of August, 1695, to
Richard Haynes, for the Service of the Ann Ketch. 170.$
J. CMAMBKKLAVME .SV. C,t. HHt, \. n. xii. (1743) i The
chief Clerk (of the Kitchen] keeps all the Record*, Ledger
books *"d Debentures for Salaries, and Provision* and
Necessaries issuing from the Offices of the Pantry, Buttery,
and Cellar.

1790-6
BAILEY (folio), Debenture (in the fr.x-

ckequer and A mgs House}, a Writing given to the Servants
for the Payment of their Wages, etc. 1837 I'enmy C>< /.

VIII. 340/3 Debentures, .are in use now in the receipt of
Exchequer and Board of Ordnance, and it is believed in
the king's household.

fb. spec. A voucher certifying to a soldier or
sailor the audited amount of his arrears for pay :

see quot. 1674. Obs.
This was a regular feature of lyth c. army organization;

such certificates, issued '

upon the public faith of the king*
dom ', were given to the Parliamentary Army during the
Civil War, app. from November 1641 onwards, and similar
bonds were also given in subsequent reigns ; in some cases
these certificates were secured upon and redeemed in for-

feited land, esp. in Ireland.

1645 in Ruahw. ///>/. Coll. iv. I. 17 That particular Com-
mittee which are appointed to., take in your Accompts, and
pay you part of your Arrears at present, and for the rest

you are to have a Debentur upon the Public Faith of the

Kingdom. 1647 Thomasson Traft*(Br. Mus) CCCXIV.
No. 26. a Very sensible . . how tedious . . it is for soldiers
after disbanding to get their particular accompts audited,
and debenters for arrears. 167* PETTY /W. Anat. (1691)
6 The Debentures of Commission Officers, who serv'd

eight years till about December 1649, comes to i,8oo,ooo/.

1674 BLOUNT Gfossogr. (cd. 4), Debentitr (the third person
plural of debtor to be due or owing) was by a Rump-act
of -^49 cap. 43. ordained to be in the nature of a Bond
or Bill to charge the Common-wealth to pay the Souldier-
credttor or his Assigns, the sum due upon account for his

Arrears. 1696 FARQUHAK Love 4- Bottle i. L 8 The mer-
ciful bullet, more kind than thy ungrateful country, has

S'ven
thee a I)e1>enture in thy broken leg, from which

ou canst draw a more plentiful maintenance than I with
all my limbs in perfection. 1756 Gentl. Mag. XXVI. 301
In Limerick, a county, of which the greater part was.. in

the possession of families whose ancestors were adven-
turers in the reign of O.. Elizabeth, or had got debentures
under Oliver Cromwell.

c. At the Custom-house : A certificate given to
an exporter of imported goods on which a draw-
back is allowed, or of home produce on which a

bounty was granted, certifying that the holder is en-

titled to the amount therein stated.

See M. POSTI.ETHWAITF, Diet. Trade *r Commerce 1751
-66, s. v., for full account, and 'forms of several kinds of
debentures'.
i66a Act 14 Cftas. //, c. it 8 14 The Moneys due upon

Debentures for such forein Goods exported by Certificate.

1704 Diet. Ktist.
t
Debenture . . as most commonly used

among Merchants is the allowance of Custom paid inward,
which a Merchant draws back upon exportation of that

Commodity, which was formerly imported. 1711 Act p
Anne, c. 23 Any Certificate or Debenture for Drawing back

any Customs or Duties. 1763 Gtntl. Mag. Apr. 185 Without

any suspicion of fraud, a debenture was granted, and a
clearance made to Rotterdam, where a certificate was ob-
tained for lauding so many casks of rice. 1889 Whitaker's
Almanac s. v. Excite, .V/amr/j, $ Tajtftt Debenture or

Certificate for drawback, or goods exported, etc., not exceed-

ing 10. . it.

fd. transf. An acknowledgementof indebtedness

by a corporation, private person, etc. Obs. exc. as

in 3.

1583 in Picton Ufool Mutuc. Rtc. (1883) I. 98 The said

stipend paid at Halton is iiij'
1

xvij*
v 1 Deducted viz.

flfirst for a Debentcr xij'* Postage liij
1 x4 (etc.). 16*15

SIR R. BOYLE Diary (1886) I.
85*,

I cleered all accompts
with Justice Gosnold and took in his debenter. 1654 GAVTON
Pleas. Notes in. iv. 94 An Accessary. . in all the pilfering*,

Hedge-robberies, Debenture at Inns, and Farrier scores.

fe. Jig. Acknowledgement of indebtedness;

obligation ; debt. Obs,

1609 HEYWOOD Brit. Troy xvt. ix, His Throne he fits

as she owes to the Arts of Tire-women, Taylers, Shoemakers
and perhaps Painters. 1694 STCKUE Poet. Afftf. <i7*4> 4*>

You modern Wits . . Have desperate Debentures on your
Fame ; And little would be left you, I'm afraid, If all your
debts to Greece and Rome were paid.

1 2. A certificate of a loan made to the government
for public purposes, a government bond bearing
annual interest. Ofa.

The first quot. connects this with sense i ; it refers to

government debentures given to the inhabitants of Nevis
and St. Christopher's to recoup them for losses sustained

from the invasions of the French.

1710 Act 9 AttHt c. 23 Which Debentures shall be signed
by the said Commissioners of Trade and Plantations . . and
shall bear interest for the Principal Sums to be contained,
after the Rate of Six Pounds per Centum per Annum.
1758 NUGBKT Gr. TVivr, FroMCt IV. 7 Vast sums are levied

by raising and lowering the coin at
pleasure, by compound-

ing debentures and government -bills, and by other oppres-
sive methods. 1810 * PHOCIOH

*

Opinions on Public Fxtuft 8

If legal paper such as state debentures or bills had, in 1700,
been of ten or fifty times their then magnitude, IbiJ.

o Give me a state debenture or an exchequer bill. 1811

Wetfnkalfs C0*rs< of Exck**fv vi Oct.. Irish Funds



DEBENTURE.
Government Debentures, 3$ per cent. 1813 Act 53 Ceo, ///,
c. 41 An Act for granting Annuities to satisfy certain Ex-
chequer Bills, andf for raising a Sum of Money by Deben-
tures for the Service of Great Britain.

8. A bond issued by a corporation or company
(under seal), in which acknowledgement is made
that the corporation or company is indebted to a

particular person or to the holder in a specified
sum of money on which interest is to be paid until

repayment of the principal.
Not occurring in the Companies Clauses Consolidation

Act of 1845, but used shortly after in connexion with the
loans raised by Railway Companies and the like, the name
being evidently taken from sense 2. The term is in general
use, especially for those bonds by which public companies
raise money at a fixed rate of interest, with a prior charge
on the assets of the company or corporation issuing them.

Mortgage debenture '. a debenture the principal of which
is secured by the pledging of the whole or a part of the

property of the issuing company.
1847 East Ind. Railway, Deed of Settlement 9 Apr.,

Debenture, bond, Bill of Exchange, Promissory note, or
other Security. 1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade, Debenture. .

The term has now got to be applied to railway companies',
municipal, and other bonds or securities for money loaned.
1861 Larceny, fyc.

Act 24-25 Viet. c. 96 i The term.,
valuable Security shall include . . any Debenture, Deed,
Bond, Bill, &c. 1863 FAWCETT Pol. Ecott. m. xv. 1865
Mortgage Debenture Act 2829 Viet. c. 78 An Act to enable
certain Companies to issue Mortgage Debentures founded
on Securities upon or affecting Land. Ibid. 26 Every Mort-
gage Debenture . . issued by the Company shall be a Deed
under the Common Seal of the Company duly stamped,
i887CHiTTY in Law Rep. 36 Chanc. Div. 215 The term de-

benture has not, so far as I am aware, ever received any
precise legal definition. Ibid. 215 In my opinion a deben-
ture means a document which either creates a debt or

acknowledges it, and any document which fulfils either of
these conditions is a ' debenture '

. . It is not either in law or
commerce a strictly technical term, or what is called a term
' of art '.

4. attrib. and Comb., as ^-debenture goods, glands,
debenture-holders ; debenture-bond, a bond of

the nature of a debenture ;
= DEBENTURE 3 ; de-

benture-stock, debentures consolidated into, or
created in the form of, a stock, the nominal capital
of which represents a debt of which only the interest

is secured by a perpetual annuity.
1736 BP. WILSON in Keble Lt/exxyii. (1863) 903 Shipping

tobacco and other debenture goods into the running wher-
ries. 1743 FRANCIS Horace n. vii. (RJ, Yet, prithee, where
are Caesar's bands Allotted their debenture-lands ? 1863
Act 26-7 Viet. c. 118 24 The Interest on Debenture Stock
shall have Priority of Payment overall Dividends or Interest
on any Shares or Stock of the Company, whether Ordinary
or Preference or guaranteed, and shall rank next to the In-
terest payable on the Mortgages or Bonds for the Time being
of the Company. 1866 Spectator i Dec. 1331 That faith
stands already pledged to the existing debenture-holders,
who lent their money on the security of a legislative Act.

1870 Daily News 22 Nov., Vice-Chancellor Malins. .in the
claim of the holders of debenture bonds issued by the Im-
perial Land Company of Marseilles . . decided that . . the
bonds in question were virtually promissory notes, and
that the holders were consequently entitled to recover in
full. 1887 Pall Mall G. 8 June 12/1 It is proposed to
create 285,000 Six per cent. Debenture stock, or rather
more than the existing debentures of the company. 1893
Midi. Kail. Circular Dec. 30 They all benefited . . by con-
solidation into one uniform 3 per cent. Debenture Stock.

Debeutured (d/be-ntitud), a. [f. prec. + -ED.]
Furnished with or secured by a debenture. Deben-
tured goods : goods on which a custom house de-
benture for a drawback, etc., is given.
1805 J. STEPHEN War in Disguise 60 (L.) Official clearances

were given, in which no mention was made that the cargo
consisted of bonded or debentured goods.

Deberry, dial. var. of DAYBERRY, gooseberry.
Debet(e, obs. f. DEBIT ; var. DEBITE Obs.

fDe'beth, v. 3rd pers. sing. Obs. App. an
adaptation of Latin debet owes, oweth.
1481-90 Howard Honsek. Bks. (Roxb.) 423 And so de-

beth to hym stylle xx.li. 1332 Croscombe Clmrchw. Ace.

(Somers_et Record Soc.) 40 lohn Bolle for pewter vessells
debeth ixu . Ibid. 41 Thos. Downe debeth unto the chyrch
for the rentte for the lamp viii\

Debile (de-bil), a. Obs. or arch. [a. F. dlbile

(i4~i;;th c.), ad. L. debit-is weak, orig. wanting in

ability or aptitude, f. de- (DE- 1. 6) + habilis, ABLE,
apt, nimble, expert, etc.] Weak, feeble, suffering
from debility.
1536 LnmEnSerm. $ Rem. (1845) 372 He beingso debile,

so weak, and of so great age. 1599 A. M. tr. Gabelhouer's
Bk. Physicke uo/i So debile, anrl feble of stomacke. 1607
SHAKS. Cor. i. ix. 48 For that I haue not . . foyl'd some
debile Wretch. 1659 BAXTER Key Cath. xliii. 308 Where
the fact or Proposition from the Light of Nature is more
debile. 1788 MAY in Pettigrew Life ofLettsom (1817) III.

278 She . . was still very restless, and extremely debile.
1801 Med. Jrnl. VIII. in Causes, which induce a debile
frame. 1890 E. JOHNSON Rise of Christendom 158 In the
form of a very debile old man of 202 years.

b. Hot. '

Applied to a stem which is too weak
to support the weight of leaves and flowers in an
upright position

'

(Syd. Soc. Lex.~).

Debrlitant, a. and sb. [a. F. dfbilitant or
ad. L. debilitdnt-em, pr. pple. of debilitdre: see
DEBILITATE v.]
A. adj. Debilitating. B. sb. Med. (See quot.)
1857 DUNGI.ISON Diet. Med. s.v. Debilitant, Antiphlogis.

tics are, hence, debilitants. 1882 Syd. Soc. Lex., Debili-

80

ttiHts, remedies or means employed to depress the powers
of the body, such as antimony and low diet.

t Debilitate, a- Obs. [ad. L. debilitat-us,

pa. pple. of debilitdre.'] Enfeebled ; feeble.

1552 HULOET, Debilitate, or feble, or wythout synnowes,
eneruis. 1737 H. BRACKEN Farriery Impr. (1757) II. 41

Help and strengthen the Part that is debilitate.

Debilitate (d^bi-loVi), v. [f. L. debilitat-^

ppl. stem of debilitdre to weaken, f. debilis weak.]
trans. To render weak

;
to weaken, enfeeble.

1533 ELYOT Cast. Helthe (1541)463, Immoderate watch
..doth debilitate the powers animall. 1541 PAYNEL Ca-

tiline^
xlv. 7t To debylitate and cutte asunder theyr en-

deuoir and hope, a 1625 BEAUM. & FL. Faithful Friends
v. ii, If you think His youth or judgment , , Debilitate his

person, .call him Home. 1717 BULLOCK Woman a Riddle
i. i. 8, I am totally debilitated of all power of elocution.

1715 LEONI Palladia's Arc/tit. (1742) I. 57 The Sun shining
..would be apt to heat, debilitate, and spoil the Wine or
other Liquors. 1829 I. TAYLOR Entkns. ix. 233 Whose
moral sense had been debilitated. 1871 NAPHEYS Prev. fy

Cure Dis. \. i. 45 A feeble constitution, which he further
debilitated by a dissipated life.

fb. Astrol. Cf. DEBILITY 4 b. Obs.

01625 BEAUM. & FL. Bloody Bro. iv. ii, Venus. -is.. clear
debilitated five degrees Beneath her ordinary power.

Debilitated, ///. a.
[f. prec. + -ED

.]
En-

feebled ;
reduced to debility.

1611 COTGR., Debiliti) debilitated, weakened, enfeebled.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. i. i. 3 Their debilitated

posterity. 1803 T. BEDDOES Hygeia ix. 175 Those who
exact efforts from the debilitated. 1841 BREWSTER Mart.
Sc. vi. (1856) 91 His debilitated frame was exhausted with
mental labour.

Debilitating, vbl. sb. [-ING*.] Enfeeble-

ment, debilitation.

1539 ELYOT in Ellis Orig. Lett. i. II. 117, I no thing
gate but the Colike and the Stone, debilitating of Nature.
1765 Univ. Mag. XXXVII. 237/2 The debilitating of the
affected part.

Debilitating, ///. a. [-ING2.] That debili-

tates
; weakening, enfeebling.

1674 R. GODFREY Inj. fy A b. Physic Pref., Their poisonous
and debilitating Methods. 1805 W. SAUNDERS Min. Waters
500 A long and debilitating sickness. 1865 LIVINGSTONE
Zambesi vi. 143 The . . debilitating effects of the climate.

Debilitation (d/bilit^-Jan). [a. F. debilita-

tion, -acion (ijth c.), ad. L. debilitation-em
,
n. of

action f. debilitdre to DEBILITATE.] The action of

debilitating ; debilitated condition
; weakening.

1491 CAXTON Vitas Pair. (W. de W. 1495) u. 2473/2 Some
sykenes or debylytacyon of his bodye. 1524 St. Papers
Hen. VIII) IV. 93 For. .the debilitacion and discomfort of

thenemye. 1645 BP. HALL Rem. Discont. 25 How often
doth sicknesse prevent the debilitations of age. i87sLvELL
Princ. Geol, I. r. ix. 168 The debilitation of the subter-
ranean forces. 1876 DOUSE Grimm's L. 10. 19 An ac-
celerated phonetic debilitation.

Debilitative (dfbHiteitiv),*-. [iyL.debiliat-,
ppl. stem + -IVE.] Tending to debilitate ; causing
debilitation.

1682 H. MORE Annot. GlanvilFs Lux O. 37 The deterior-

ating change in the Body . . is understood of a debilitative . .

deterioration. 1810 BENTHAM Packing \ 1821) 153 The morbid
and debilitative influence. 1886 Lond. filed. Record 15 Mar.
131/1 The debilitative effect of these preparations,

t Debilite, v. Obs. [a. F. dtbilite-r, ad. L.

debilitdre^
= DEBILITATE.

1483 CAXTON Cato B viij, [Drinking] debyliteth and maketh
feble the verities of the man. 1489 Faytes ofA. w.
xvii. 279 A man debylyted and nyghe dede. 1545 RAYNOLD
Byrth Mankynde 52 Ouer much heate debylitith, weakenith,
and fayntith both the woman and the chyld.

t Debi'litude. Obs. rare. [f. L. debili-s weak
-f -TUBE.] Debility, weakness ;

also in Astrol.

1669 W. SIMPSON Hydrol. Chym. 125 From a debilitude
of the womb. 1686 GOAD Celest. Bodies n. v. 221 Weaker
Signs must be debilitudes.

Debility (d^bi-Hti). Also 5-6 debyli-, debi-

lyte, -tee, -tye, 6-7 -tie. [a. F. dtbilitt (Oresme,
I4th c.), ad. L. dcbilitds, f. debili-s weak.]
1. The condition of being weak or feeble ; weak-

ness, infirmity ; want of strength ; esp. that condi-

tion of the body in which the vital functions gener-

ally are feebly discharged.
1484 CAXTON JEsop v. xii, The grete feblenesse and de-

bylyte of thy lene body. 1494 FABYAN Chron. vn. 556 For
his feblenesse or debylyte of age. 1545 RAYNOLD Byrth
Mankynde Hhvij, To help the debilite of nature with
cupping glassis. 1563 Homilies II. Idleness (1859} 517 By
reason of age, debility of body, or want of health. 1650
"BuLVfERAnt/trofioMet. 105 By reason of the debility of his
stomack. 1748 Anson's Voy. in. iv. 331 After full three
hours ineffectual labour .. the men being quite jaded, we
were obliged, by mere debility, to desist. 1867 KINGSLEY
Lett. (1878) II. 260 With the cure of stammering, nervous
debility decreases. 1879 HARLAN Eyesight vi. 89 After

long illness, the muscle of accommodation shares the de-

bility of the whole system.

t b. Weakness of a material structure. Obs.

1563-87 FOXE A. fy M. (1596) 247/1 Either by the de-
bilitie of the bridge, or subtiltie of the soldiers . . 3000 of
them with bridge and all fell armed into the violent
stream.

2. Weakness in a mental or moral quality.
1474 CAXTON Chesse 65 For the debylite and feblenes of

corage. igoa Ord. Crysten Men (W. de W. 1506) iv. xi.

107 After the debylyte of fragylyte humayne. 1758 H.
WALPOLE Catal. Roy. Authors (1759) II. 219 This Lord
had much debility of mind, and a kind of superstitious
scruples. 1805 FOSTER Ess. u. iv. 176 This debility of

DEBITOR.

purpose. 1819 I. TAYLOR Enthus. ii. (1867) 33 A wretched
debility and dejection of the heart.

3. Political, social, or pecuniary weakness.
1525 LD. BERNERS Froiss. Il.ccxxxviij [ccxxxiv] 738 The

debylyte ofthe realme of Englande. 1540 Act 32 //en. VIII,
c. i i Wylling to releue and helpe his saide subiectes
in their said necessities and debilitye. 1818 CRUISE Digest
(ed. 2) I. 139 Which B. could not have for the debility of
his estate. 1871 MORLEY Voltaire (1886) 182 The debility
of the courts of Austria and France.

f4. (with//.) An instance of weakness. Obs.
a 1533 LD. BERNERS Gold. Bk. M. Aurel. (1546) E viij,

The open honestee supplyeth many fautes and debilytees.
1654 tr. Scudery's Curia. Pol. 61 They to guarde us from
humane passions, and the debilities of Nature. 1825
T. JEFFERSON Autobiog. Wks. 1859 I. 82 Among the de-
bilities of the government of the Confederation.

b. Astrol. Of a planet ; A weakness or dimi-

nution ofinfluence due to unfavourable position, etc.

1647 LILLY Chr. Astrol. To Rdr. 2, I would have him
. .well to understand the Debilities and Fortitudes of every
Planet. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey) s.v., Debilities are
either Essential, when a Planet is in its Detriment, Fall,
or Peregrine J or Accidental, when it is in the i2th, 8th, or
6th Houses ; or Combust, etc. So that by each of those

Circumstances, a Planet is more or less afflicted, and said

to have so many or so few Debilities.

t Debi'nd, v. nonce-wd. [DE- I. i.] To bind
down. (Put by Scott into the mouth of Baron

Bvadwardine.)
1814 SCOTT Wevo. xli, A prisoner of war is on no account

to be coerced with fetters, or debinded in ergastulo.

Debit (de-bit), sb. Forms : (5 dubete), 6 de-

bitte, debette, 6-7 debet, 8- debit, [ad. L.

debit-um owed, due, sb. a debt. Cf. F. dibit (1723
in Hatzfeld). In early use app. a further latiniza-

tion of debte, from earlier dette, det : see DEBT.]
|*
1. gen. Something that is owed, a debt. Obs.

c 1450 Paston Lett. xlix. I. 61 Of certein dubete that I owe
unto you. 1515 Plumpton Corr. p. cxxi, Be yearly worth over
all charges or debittes. i^.jLe//mvC/iurch'w.Acc.iCamden)
32 Parcelle of the debet that the churche restede in his

dett. 1598 R. QUINEY Let. to Shafts, in Leopold Shaks.
Introd. 105 In helpeing me out of all the debettes 1 owe
in London. 1614 T. ADAMS DeitiFs Banquet 108 The
Deuill tyes his Customers in the bond of Debets.

2. Book-keeping. An entry in an account of a sum
of money owing ; an item so entered, b. The
whole of these items collectively ;

that side of an

account (the left-hand side) on which debits are

entered. (Opposed to CREDIT sb. 12.)

1776 Trial of Nundocomar 15/2 There are debits and
credits between them in Bolankee Doss's books to a great
amount. 1868, 1889 [see CREDIT sb. 12]. 1872 BAGEHOT
Physics % Pol. (1876) 189 There is a most heavy debit of

evil. Alod. This has been placed to your debit.

b. attrib.j as debit-entry, -side (of an account).
1776 Trial of Nnndocomar 83/2 The debit side of my

master's account. 1887 Pall Mall G. 8 June 12/1 The
year's operations show a debit balance of; 42,000.

Debit (de-bit), v.
[f.

DEBIT j*. Cf. F. Miter

(1723 in Hatzfeld).]
1. trans. To charge with a debt : to enter some-

thing to the debit of (a person).
l68a SCARLETT Exchanges 203 He must and may debit the

Principal for the said Value. 1768-74 TUCKER Lt. Nat.

(1852) I. 621 Accounts are regularly kept, and every man
debited or credited for the least farthing he takes out or

brings in. 1809 R. LANGFORD Introd. Trade 26, I have
debited your account with Lire 5000 Austriache. 1893 Law
Times XCIV. 105/1 The bank were not entitled to debit the

plaintiffs with the amount paid on the said cheques.

2. To charge as a debt
;
to enter on the debit

side of an account.

1865 Miss BRADDON H. Dnnbar i. 10 Pay the mone_y, but
don't debit it against his lordship. Mod. To whom is it to

be debited ?

t Debite, sb. Obs. Also 5 debet, -ete, 5-6
debyte. [A corruption of DEPUTE : cf. DEBITY.]
A deputy, lieutenant.

1482 in Eng. Gilds (1870^ 312 The Master, .every pursd:iy
to be at the common halle, or els a debet ffor hym. 1526
TINDALE Acts xxiii. 24 Felix the hye debite. 1535 COVER-
DALE Dan. ii. 15 Arioch being then the Kynges debyte.

1549 ALLEN Jude's far. Rev. 26 The vycar and debyte of
Christ.

1" Debite, t. Obs. rare. [ad.L. debit-its owed,
due : cf. DKBT.] That is owed or due.

1678 GALE Crt. Gentiles III. 5 Sin, as to its formal cause,
is .. a privation of debite perfection.

t De'bitor. Obs. Also 5 debytour. [a. OF.
debitor (i4th c.), titbiteur, ad. L. debitor, agent-n.
f. debere to owe. Debitor, -etir, was in French a

learned term, the popular and proper F. form being
dettor, -ur, -cur : see DEBTOR. In English, debitor

no doubt owed its i6-i7th c. use to its identity
with the L.] A by-form of DEBTOR, current from
1 5th to 1 7th c., esp. in Book-keeping.
1484 CAXTON Cnriall 4 Thenne art thou debytour of thy

self. 1543 (title\ A profitable Treatyce . . to learne.. the

kepyng of the famouse reconynge, called in Latyn, Dare and

Habere, and in Englyshe, Debitor and Creditor. 1588, 1660

[see CREDITOR 2]. 1611 SHAKS. Cymb. v. iv. 171 Oh
t
the

charity of a penny Cord, it summes vp thousands in a trice :

you haue no true Debitor, and Creditor but it. 66o WILLS-
FORD Scales Comm. 209 By Debitor or Debitors in a Mer-
chants books, is understood the account that oweth or

stands charged, and.. so all things received, or the Receiver
is alwayes made Debitor. 1689 G. HARVEY Curing Dis. l<y



DEBITOEY.

/:.r/<v/. i. 2 The Physician .. doth commonly .. insinuate,
that the Patient is I Jcbitor for his Life. 1795 WYTHK 1>< 1 11.

I 'if^inia. 15 A debitor whooweth money on several account-.
attrie. 1588 J. MELLIS ISriefe Instr. Cv, This Debitor

side of your I.eager.

t De'bitory. Ol>s. raff.
[f.

L. debit-us owed,
debitor debtor : see -on

v.] A statement or item
of debt.

1575 Richmond. Wills (Surtees) 350 Inventorie of all the

goodes anil catlells of Sir Kdmond Smissons . . Sumina, vj
11

.

The debitorie. William Wormley for tithes xvd-xd Dame
Wormlcy, xx '. 1580 (/ 'ills $ Inv. N. C. (Surtees) I. 432 The
Resydewe of all my goocics. .as well as all debitoryes tome
Owinge, I doc ceue and liequeithe vnto my Sonne.

tDe'bitrice. Obs.ra>e~ l
. [a. V.dibitrice

(i6th c. , fern, of debiteur, ad. L. dtbitrix, -ifem,
fern, of debitor] A female debtor.

1588 J. MELLIS Briefe Instr. Fvb, And if [you buy] for

ready money, make Creditrice the stocke, and Debitrice the

shoppe.

Debitumenize, -ation : see DE- II. i.

t Debity. Obs. In 5 -te, 5-6 -tee, 6 -tie, -tey,

-byHo, -ty. Corruption of DEPUTY : cf. DEBITE.
1467 Mann, ff JIonsen. F.ip. 170, I was my lordes debyte

at is dessyre. 1475 Bk. Noblesse (1860) 72 Hir debitees or
commissioneris. 1535 COVERDALE Esther i. 3 The Debities
and rulers of his countrces. 1548 UDALL, etc. Erasin. Par.
Acts\K. 38 The Lieftenaunt of thecitie, who was the deby tie

of King Aretas. 1559 Mirr. Mag., Jack Cade xxiii, Lieu*
tenanntes or debities in realmes.

II Deblai (drtlj). l-'ortif. [Fr., vbl. sb. f. dffilayer
for A'tifaer, in OF. desblaer, f. des- : L. dis- + bl{

(:blad, blat) wheat : orig. to clear from corn,
hence to clear of any mass of material.] (See

quot.)
1853 STOCQUELER Milit. Encycl., Deblai, the hollow space

or excavation formed by removing earth for the construction
of parapets in fortification. Thus, the ditch or fosse whence
the earth has been taken represents the deblai.

Deblat, var. of DABI.ET Obs., little devil.

1473 Ld. Treas. Ace. Scotl. I. 68 Item to thare ij deblatis

. .xx s. 1494 Ibid. 239.

Debla'terate, v. rare. [f.
L. diblaierare trans.,

to prate of, blab out, f. DE- I. 3 + blaterare to

prate.] intr. To prate, (affected.)

1623 COCKERAM, Deblnteratc, to babble much. 1893 R. I..

STEVENSON in Brit. Weekly 37 Apr. 6 Those who dsblaterate

against missions have only one thing to do, to come and see

them on the spot.

Hence Debla'teration.

1817 niacfav, Mag. I. 470 (Caricaturing Sir T. Urquhart),
Quisquiliary deblateration.s.

t Debla-ze, v. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. DE- + BLAZE

.]

= next.

1640 Vorke's Union Hon. Commend. Verses, Who weare

gay Coats, but can no Coat deblaze.

tDebla'zon, v. Obs. [f. DE- + BLAZON : cf.

depict, describe] BLAZON v. (in various senses).
1621 BRATHWAIT Nat. Emboss. (1877) 34 Nowmore amply

meane I todeblazon the forlorne condition of these vnnatural
maisters. 1630 Eng. Gentlem. (1641) 35 They no sooner
became great, than they deblazoned their own thoughts.
1631 \vhintzies, Traveller'91 Cities hee deblazons as if he
were their herald.

Hence IDebla-zoning //>/. a.

1640 Ytrlu's Union Hon. Commend. Verses, Those Coat-

deblaz'ning Windowes.

t De'blerie. Obs. 1
[a. OF. deabJeru, now

diablerie, f. diable devil.] prop. Demoniacal pos-
session : bat in quot. transl. a L. word meaning
' demon '.

a 1315 Prose Psalter cv[i]. 34 Hij sacrifiden her sones and
her douters to debleries [dsetttotriis].

Deblet : see DABLET.
De:blocka-de. rare. [Dr.- II. a.] The re-

moval of a blockade.

1871 Daily News 5 Jan., General Trochu. .having formed
in his own mind a plan for the deblockade of Paris.

Debouch, -boash, obs. forms of DEBAUCH.

Deboichee, -ery, Deboicht, -ness : see DE-

BAUCHEE, -EBY, DEBOIST, -NESS.

t Deboi'Se, v. Obs. Also 7 deboyst, -boish,

-boysh. [A by-form of debosh DEBAUCH, with

which it is connected by various intermediate

forms: see DEBOIST///. a. The phonetic history
is not clear.]
1. rtfl. To leave one's employment ; to take re-

creation. [
^ F. se dibaucher, Littre.]

1633 J. DONE Hist. Scptuagint 44 Worke-men ..whom
hee helde so close to their businesse that hee would not

give them any leasure to deboyst themselves nor to idle

sport by no meanes.

2. trans. To corrupt morally ; to deprave by sen-

suality;
= DEBAUCH v. a. Alsoy??.

1654 GAYTON Pleas. Notes it. i. 35 Wicked wretch as

I am, to be at such a late houre deboysing my selfe. 1654
Z. COKE Lpgick d6yi) Aiijb, Corruption of manners, .doth

deboish a people. 1656 in Burn Poor Lalvs (1764) 47 They
do make it their trade, .to cheat, deboyst [?deboyse]. cozen,

and deceive the young gentry. 1661 J. DAVIP.S Oltarius

l-'oy.Ainbass. 333 To make a temperate use ofthe Philosophy
of Aristotle, .not deboysting himself.

3. To spend prodigally ;
to squander ;

= DE-
BAUCH v. 5.

1631 QUARLES Dh: Fancies III. Ixxv. (1664), One
part

to

cloath our pride, Another share we lavishly deboise 1 o vain,

or sinful joycs.
VOL. III.

81

t Deboi'SC, ". Obs. [Corruption of P;
i

i Dj MAI en a.]
= next.

163* RANDOLPH Jealous Lovers in. ii, The debolsest
Roarers in the citie. 1644 Bui.WK Chiron. 34 One Polemon
a dcboysc young man. 1667 9 BUTLF.R Rent. 41750) II. 205
(A clown) All the worst Names that are given to Men . . as

yillnin, Debnyie, Peasant, &C.

t Deboi'St, ///. a. (sb.) Obs. Forms : 7 de-

boist, -oyst ; -oysed ;
-out 'G

; -oished, -oi.sht,

-oyshed, -oysht, -oicht. [By-form of DE-
BAUCHED : cf. DEBOISE vb.]
1. -DEBAUCHED.
1604 [see DEBOISTLY). 1611 WOODALL Surf. Mate Pref.

Wks. (1653) 1 8 A general deboist and base kind of habit.

1623 F. MARKIIAM lik. War\. viii. 31 Froathy, base and de-

boysed Creatures. i6a6 L. OWEN Spec. Jesuit. (1629' 63
A very wicked, deboysht, and prophane man. 1639 R.

JUNIUS Sin Stigmatized $59('l'.* bur debauched drunkards,
and deboyshcd swearers, a 1657 W. BRADFORD Plymouth
Plant, it. (1856)240 This wicked and deboste crue. 1694
CROWNE Married Beau ill. 27 Stand off, you base, un-

worthy, false, deboist man. 173* SEWEL Hist. Quaktrs
(1795) in. 217 Knowing him to be a deboist fellow.

2. Damaged. (Cf. DEBAUCH v. 4.)

1641 HEYWOOD Priest Judge 4- Patentee, The price of
French and Spanish wines are raisd How ever in their

worth deboyst and craisd.

8. Used as a sb. = DEBAUCHEE.
1657 R. LIGON Barbadoes (1673) 21 For one woman that

dyed, there were ten men ; and the men were the greater

deboystes.
Hence Deboi stly adv., Deboi tnes.
1604 T. WRIGHT Passions u. iii. S 3. 74 A multitude of

Passions . . breake out debostly. i68 PRYNNB Love-lofkes

34 Licentiousness*:, Deboistnesse, and the like. 1647
R. STAPYLTON Juvenal 148 Nero's cruelty and deboich't-

nesse. 1671 Westm. Drollery 78 Tell me no more that

long hair can Argue deboistness in a man.

t Debo-lish, v. Obs. [Cf. DE-ABOLISH and DE-
II. i.] trans. To demolish, sweep away.
16x5 G. SANDYS Trav. 214 The passage was soon after

demolished by assaulting seas.

Debonair, -bonnaire (de:b6ne-j), a. (sb.)

Forms : 3-4 debonere, 4 -eir(e, -ure, 4-5 -ax,

4-6 -er, -ayr(e, 6 Sir. -are, 4- debonaire, 5-
debonair, (7-9 debonnaire, 8-9 debonnair).

[a. OF. debonaire, prop, a phrase de bonne aire

(nth c.) of good disposition. Very common in

ME., but obsolescent from the i6th c., and now a

literary archaism, often assimilated in spelling to

mod.F. dVbonnaire.]
A. adj. f a. Of gentle disposition, mild, meek ;

gracious, kindly ; courteous, affable (obs.) ; b.

Pleasant and affable in outward manner or ad
dress

; often in mod. quots. connoting gaiety of

heart.

rtiiJS Ancr. R. 186 Auh bet debonere child hwon hit is

ibeatcn, ?if be ueder hat hit, cussed
7

be jerd. 1197 R.
GLOUC. (1724) 167 So large he was & so hende, & al so de
bonere. Ibid. 374 To hem, bat wolde hys wyllc do, de-

bonere he was & mylde. c 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. I. v. 22

Zepherus be deboneire wynde. c 1385 L. G. W. 276 So

good, so faire, so debonayre. 1375 BARBOUR Bruce i. 362

Wyss, curtaiss, and deboner. 138* WVCLIF Ecclus.\. 13
Be thou debonere to here the wrd of God. c 1430 LYDG.
Chiclicv. ft Bycorne, Pacient wyfes debonayre, Whiche to

her husbondes be nat contrayre. 1545 RAYNOLD Byrth
Mankynde Prol. (1634) 6 By honest, sober, debonnaire and

gentle manners. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. i. ii. 23 Was neuer

Prince so meeke and debonaire. 1685 EVELYN Mem. (1857)

II. 216 He was a prince of many virtues, and many great

imperfections : debonaire, easy of access. 1707 COLLIER

Reft. Ridic. 379 He has too debonair and free a Deport-
ment with the Women. 178* COWPER Table T. 236 The
Frenchman, easy, debonair, and brisk. 1811 MAR. EDGE-
WORTH Vh'ian ii, In spite of his gay and debonair man-

ner, he looked old. 1843 LYTTON Last of Barons l. vi.

She became so vivacious, so debonnair, so charming. 1847
DISRAELI Tancred u. xvi, A carriage a degree too debonair

for his years.

B. sb. 1 1. [the adj. used ahft] Gracious being
or person. Obs.

c 1386 CHAUCER A. B. C. 6 Help and relccue thou mihti

debonayre. 1393 GOWER Con/. III. 192 Trajan the worthy
debonaire, By whom that Rome stood governed.

f 2. Graciousness of manner ;
= DEBONAIRTY.

1697 EVELYN Numism. ix. 305 A serious Majesty attem-

per'd with such strokes of Debonaire, as won Love and

Reverence. 1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa Wks. 1883 IV. 185

Shall my vanity extend only to personals, sucn as the

gracefulness of dress, my debonnaire, and my assurance.

DebonaiTly, adv. [f. prec. + -LT-.] In a

debonair manner ; meekly, gently, graciously,

affably, etc. ; see the adj.

CI300 Cursor M. 23872 (Edin.) He bat can mar ban

anoper, debonerlik [v.rr. de.bonerli, debonerly) .. teche his

brofer. c 1350 Will. Palerne 730 Mi hauteyn nert bi-houes

me to chast. And bere me debonureli. c 1386 CHAUCF.R

Melib. T 98 Whan dame Prudence, ful debonerly and with

gret pacience, hadde herd al that hir housbonde liked for

to seye. c 1430 Pilgr. LyJ Manhode I. Ixi. (1865) 37, I am
..thilke that dcbonairliche suffrelh al pacienthch. 1483
CAXTON Cato G viij b, Thou oughtest to bere and suffre

debonayrlye the wordes of thy wyf. 1597 TOFTB Alba

Introd.OSSo'p.xxyii, Hoping your Honour will, .debonairly

accept of these trifles. 1633 FORD Love's Sacr. u. i, Your

apparel sits about you most debonairly. 1785 H. WALPOLB
Lett. Ctess Ossory II. 214 My hand, you see, Madam, has

obeyed you very debonairly. 1849 C. BRONTE Shirley

viii, 'Good morning, Mr. Barraclough,' said Moore, de-

bonairly.

DEBO8HED.

Debonai'rness. [f.
as j.n-c.

< -NUBS.] The
(juality <>l liciii^ <!elnmair : see the adj.
1381 WVCUP Pi. xliv. [xlv.J j For treulhe, and dcboncr-

neoe, and ri)twiinse. 1664 H. MORI Myil. l*i*/. 548
That there should be all KindncM, CondeKending, Be-
nignity and DcbonairneM in them. 1753 KICHAIDIOM
tirandison (1810) VI. xxxi. 213 From whom can spirits
can cheerfulness, can dcoonnaimcM be expected, if not
from a good man? 17*8 STEINK Sent. Jaunt. (17781 II.

42 With all the gaiety and debonairness in the world.

t Debouai-rship. Obs. rare-', [f. as prec.
-i- -snip.] =mxt.
a 1140 Wohunge in Coll. Horn. 275 JVnne hi dcboncir-

schipe mai make be eihwer luued.

t Debonai'rty, debonaiity. Obs. Forms:
3-5 debonerte, -alrte, 4 -eirctc, 4-5 -airete, 5
-ertee, -ayrte(e, -airty, -arte, -arete, 6 dcbon-
uairotie, 6 7 dobonaritio. 7 -airitio, -ty, -arety.

-erity, -arlty. [ME., a. OF. debonaireti, -eretii

(i 3th c.), f. debonaire: see -TT. Debonarity ii a

later assimilation to the type of similarity, etc.]
Debonair character or disposition ; mildness,

gentleness, meekness
; graciousness, kindness

;

courtesy, affability.
a xaas Ancr. R. 300 punih his debonerte. lune hefde

ouerkumen hine. a 1x40 Wohunge in Cott. Horn. 269 De*
bonairte of herte. c 1386 CHAUCER 1'tirs. T. F 466 This Ire
is with dcboneirete and it is wrob witboute bitternes. c 1430
Pilgr. Lyf Manho<tt III. liii (1869! 163 This Cometh.. of

youre debonayrlee. 1491 CAXTON Vitas Patr. (W. de W.
1495) II. 209 a/2 Pacyence, humylyte, debonarete, & wylle-
full obedyence. 1600 HOLLAND Livy XL. xlvi. 1089 The
goodnature and debonaritie [/acilttas] of the two Censors.

1637 BASTWICK Litany u. 3 A Prince of surpassing de-

bonerity.
a 1677 BARROW Serm. (1687) I. viii. 95 The chear-

full debonairity expressed therein. 1688 lip. S. PARKER
Enq. Reasons Abrogating Test 2 He quickly repents
him of that Debonarity.

t Debona-rious, a. Obs. rare- '.
[f. DEBONAIR

after words in -ariotts, i. L. -anus, F. -aire.]
DEBONAIR ; cf. next.

(1485 Digby Myit. (1882) ill. 447 Your debonarius obe-

dyauns ravyssyt me to trankquelyte 1

t De-bonary, a. Obs. [f.
DEBONAIR after words

in -ARY, an alteration of F. aire', e.g. ordinaire,

ordinary.']
= DEBONAIR.

1401 HOCCI.EVE Letter o/Ctifid 3^7 They [women] ben . .

ful of humylite, Shamefaste, debonane and amyahle. c 1430
LYDG. Bochas (1558) n. v. 8 To her declaring with reasons

dcbonary {rime tary). 1630 Tinker of Turt'ey 46 Of a

comely visage, courteous, gentle and debonary.

DebO'rd, v. 1 Obs. Also 7 deboard, Sir. de-

boird. [a. F. dibord-er, in ij-iGth c. desborder,

f. des- :-L. dis- (DE- I. 6) + bord border.]
1. intr. Of a body of water : To pass beyond its

borders or banks, to overflow.

163* LITHGOW Trai'. vn. 316 As the Water frroweth in the

River, and so from it debording. Ibid. 317 Violent streamcs

do ever deface, transplant, and destroy all that they debord

upon. 1635 PERSON Varieties i. 24 Such as aske, why the

Sea doth never debord. 1859 R. F. BURTON in Jml. Geog.
Soc. XXIX. 194 A wide expanse . . over which the stream

when in flood debords to a distance of two miles.

1 2. Jig. To go out of bounds, deviate ; to go
beyond bounds, go to excess. Obs.

cs6*o Z. BOYD Zim't Flowers (1855) 77 That hence I

from my duety not debord. a 1658 DURHAM Ten t>w.
mandin. (1675) 362 Ham.) It is a wonder that men should

take pleasure to deboard in their cloathing. 1671 True

Nonconf. 401 Debording from common methods, a 1678
WooDHEAD//'Z.rr>.V.-(i688) 113 Least., your passions
sometimes debord where you would not have them.

Hence Dbo-rdlng vbl. sb. - next.

163} PERSON Varieties n. 66 Great debording of waters.

i6siUR<juHART Jewel Wks. (18341 "5 Too great proness to

such like debordings and youthful emancipations.

t Debo'rdment. Obs. [a. F. dtbordement, (.

diborder: see prec. and -MKNT.] Going beyond
bounds, excess.

1603 FLORID Montaigne in. ix. (1632) 540 Against the

ignorance and debordement of Magistrates. 1646 H. LAW-
RENCK Comm. Angells 88 The debordments and excesses of

no beasts are so great as those of mankind. 1650 GAUDEN
Tears ofChunk 214 To cleanse it of all those dcbordmenls
and debasements fain upon Christian Religion.

Debosh, -bosche, obs. or arch. f. DEBACCB.

DebO'shed, ///. a. Also 7 debosht. An
early variant of DEBAUCHED, representing the pro-

nunciation of F. dibaucht; connected with the

main form by debaushed, debausht. Obs. in Eng.
before the middle of I7th c. ; retained longer

in Scotch; revived by Scott, and now frequent in

literary English, with somewhat vaguer sense than

debauched.
'599 JAMF.S I BnffiA. Axpor (1603) no Ouer superfluous

like a deboshed waister. 1605 SHAKS. Lear i. iv. 263 Men
so disorder'd, so debosh'd, and bold. i4 HEYWOOD
Gnnaik. n. 16 One Herostratus, a wicked and debosht

fellow. 1637-50 Ro Hilt. Kirk (1842! 358 Ignorant and

debosht ministers are tolerated. 1816 SCOTT M ,vdtl. in.

Swash-bucklers, deboshed revellers, bloody brawlers. 1859

KINCSLEY Plays * Pttrit. Misc. II. 109 An utterly de-

boshed, insincere, decrepit, and decaying age. 1*67 Lowmu.

Biftaw P. Ser. n. 55 Many deboshed younger brothers

of ..good families may have sought refuge in Virginia.

Deboshee, -ery, -ment, obs. ff. DEBADCHBB,

etc. Debost;e : see DEBOIST.
^



DEBOUCH.

Debouch Cdz"b?7'J, debwj), v. Also debouohe.

[mod. a. F. dibouche-r, in iyth c. desboucher, OF.

desbouchicr (ijth c.), f. dt- \-des-, L. ifis- (see DE-

I. 6) + bouche month. Cf. It. sboccarc
' to mouth

or fall into the sea as a river
'

(Florio).]

1. Milit. (intr.) To issue from a narrow or con-

fined place, as a defile or a wood, into open country;

hence gen. to issue or emerge from a narrower into

a wider place or space.
[1665 EVELYN Mem. (1857) III. 161 We have hardly any

words that do so fully express the French, .ennui, bizarre,

debouchc . . Let us therefore . . make as many of these do

homage as are like to prove good citizens.] 1760 Lond.

Mag. XXIX. 177 We saw the column of infantry de-

bouching into Minden plain. 1812 Examiner 24 Aug.
531/2 These two companies gave the . . cavalry time to

debonche. 1813 Ibid. 7 June 355/2 General Bertrand . .

appearing to intend debouching from Jaselitz upon the

enemy's right. 1840 BARHAM Ingol. Leg.. Leech of Folke-
stone (1877) 370 The travellers debouched on the open plain
on Aldington Frith. _fig. 1839 Times 4 Oct., Mr.
Labouchere debouches upon the cabinet.

2. transf. Of a ravine, river, etc. : To issue as at

a mouth or outlet into a wider place or space.
1834 MEDWIN Angler in Wales I. 168 This little stream

that debouches from the lake. 1830 B.TAYLOR Eldorado xxii.

(1862) 236 The ravine finally debouched upon the river at the

Middle Bar. 1878 H. M. STANLEY Dark Cent. I. viii. 167
Nakidino Creek, into which an important stream debouches.

3. trans, (causal}. To lead forth into open ground;
to provide an outlet for.

1745 DUNCAN FORBES in Ellis Orig. Lett. n. IV. 355 No
more than a hundred and fifty or a hundred and sixty of
the Mackenzies have been debouched. 1844 W. H. MAX-
WELL Sports f, Adv. Scotl. xxiii. (1855) 190 Huge outlets

which debouche the waters.

Debou'cli,
' rare. Also debouche. [f. prec.

vb.] =next (sense i).

1813 Examiner 7 June 354/2 Fortified rising points, which
defended the debouches from the Spree. Ibid. 3 May 274/2
The debouch from the Hartz. 1823 SOUTHEY Hist. Penins.
War I. 696 The debouches of villarcayo, Orduna, and
Munguia.

II Debouche (dbpO. [Fr. : f. dtboucher (see

above).]
1. Milit. An opening where troops debouch or

may debouch ; gen. a place of exit, outlet, opening.
1760 Lond. Mag. XXIX. 171 The generals will take

particular notice of the nine Debouche's, by which the army
may advance to form in the plain of Minden. 1813
WELLINGTON in Gurw. Desp. (1838) X. 545 Desirable to

obtain possession of the debouches of the mountains to-

wards Vera. 1857 J. W. CROKER Ess. Fr. Rev. iv. 202

(Stanf.) One gate, as an additional dfboncht for the crowd.

2. fig. An opening, outlet, or market for goods.
1846 WORCESTER cites RAWSON.

Debou'cluueiit. Also debouchement. [a.

F. dibouchement, f. dfbeucher (see DEBOUCH v.) +

-MENT.]
1. Milit. The action or fact of debouching.
1827 J. F. COOPER Prairie II. iii. 44 To unravel the

mystery of so sudden a debouchement from the cover.

1871 Daily News 19 Sept., The debouchment of Stephen-
son's brigade through the railway arch.

2. The mouth or outlet of a river, a pass, etc.

1859 BURTON Centr. Afr. in Jrnl. Geog. Soc. XXIX. 42
The coast, .presents but three debouchments that deserve
the name of rivers.

Debouchure (dbJ'r). [In form, French, f.

dtboucher to DEBOUCH + -URE ; but this sense is

not Fr.] = DEBOUCHMENT 2, EMBOUCHURE i.

1844 KINGLAKE Eotken xii. (1878) 168 Towards the de-
bouchure of the river. 1890 Spectator n Jan. 41 Thence
two railways would connect her with Zanzibar and the
debouchure of the Zambesi.

Debourse, var. of DEBURSE.
t DebOU't, v. Obs. [a. F. d&outer, in OF. de-

bater (loth c.), f. de- (DE- 1. 2~)+l>outer, OF. boter

to push.] trans. To thrust out, expel, oust.

1619 Time's Storehouse 208 (L.) Not able enough to de-
bout them out of their possessions. 1644 HUME Hist.
Ho. Douglas 264 (Jam.) His fraud was detected..and he
debouted, and put from that authority.

t Debou'tement. Obs. [a. OF. debotement,
diboutement, f. dibouter : see prec. and -MENT.] A
thrusting forth, expulsion.
1481 CAXTON Myrr. n. xxviii. 121 Deboutemens and

brekyng out of wyndes that mete aboue the clowdes.

tDebowel, z'. Obs. [DE-IT. 2.] =DISBOWEL,
disembowel.
1375 BARBOUR Bruce xx. 285 He debowalit wes clenly,

And bawlmyt syne full rychly. 15x3 DOUGLAS ^Lneis iv. li.

25 The beistis costis, as thai debowalit wer. a 1547 SURREY
sltneid iv. So With giftes that day, and beastes debowled.

Deboyae, deboyst, var. DEBOISE Obs.

t Debrai'd, v. Obs. rare. In 4-5 debreyd.
[f. DE- I. i + BBAID w.l 3 to snatch.] To snatch
down (rendering L. decerfere).
1388 [see DEBREAK],

t Debra'ncb., v- Obs. rare. [ad. F. desbranch-
ir (Palsgr. & Cotgr.), or desbranche-r (!5-i6th c.

Godef.), f. dt-, des- (DE- I. 6) +branche branch.]
trans. To deprive of branches, to lop. Hence De-
bra'nching vbl. sb.

1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 538 After such pruning and de-

branching.

82

t Debrea'k, v. Obs. rare. [f. DE- I. i + BREAK

z>.]
trans. To break down (transl. L. decerpere}.

1382 WYCLIF Mark i. 26 The onclene goost debrekynge

\y.r. to-braydynge, 1388 debreidynge, to-breidinge] hym,
and cryinge with grete vois.

[| Debris, debris (dbrf, d,?i-bn, de-bn). [F.

ddbris, vbl. sb. from obs. dtbriscr^Cotgr.'), OF. de-

brisier: see next.] The remains of anything broken

down or destroyed ; ruins, wreck : a. orig. (in

Eng.)^. ;
b. in Geol. applied to any accumula-

tion of loose material arising from the waste of

rocks
;
also to drifted accumulation of vegetable or

animal matter (Page) ; thence, C. any similar rub-

bish formed by destructive operations.
1708 COLLIER Eccl. Hist. I. A.D. 685 To retire with the

debris of the army. 1733 SWIFT Lett, to Die. ofDorset, Your
Grace is now disposing of the debris of two bishoprics. 1778
H. WALPOLE Let. to W. Mason 18 July, The best they can

hope for, is to sit down with the debris of an empire.
1802 PLAYFAIR Illustr. Hutton. Th, 363 A temporary re-

ceptacle for the debris of the Alps. 1849 MURCHISON Si-

luria xiv. 356 The debris of the ancient rocks. 1851
D. WILSON Preh. Ann. (1863) II. in. iii. 105 Accumulated
rubbish and debris. 1858 GF.IKIE Hist. Boulder ix. 176
The sandstone cliffs.. are battered down and their debris

carried out to sea. 1885 Act 48-9 Viet. c. 39 5 The sani-

tary authority shall remove the same and all foundations,

debris, and other materials.

Debruise (dbr-z), v. Forms : 3-8 debruse,

4 debrise, 7- debruise. [a. ONF. debruisier,

debrusier=QY.debrisier, to break downor in pieces,

crush, f. de- (DE- I. \)+brisier to BREAK.]
fl. trans. To break down, break in pieces, crash,

smash. Obs.

1297 R. GLOUC. (1724) 298 Hii..stenede hym wyb stones

As me stenede Seynt Steuene, and debrusede ys bones.

a 1300 Fragm. Pop. Sc. (Wright) 178 Tho oure Louerd. .de-

brusede helle ?ates. 1382 WYCLIF Ezek. xxxiv. 27 Whan I

shal debrise the chaynes of her joe. 1618 M. DALTON
Countrey Justice 195 Though it were lawfull to make the

trenches, and to debruse the Nusans [a Weare on the

Trent].

t b. intr. To be dashed to pieces. Obs.

1297 R. GLOUC. (1724) 288 pe dor to brae vnder hem. .

And hii velle and debrusede somme anon to dejre. Ibid.

537 He hupte & debrusede, & deide in an stounde.

2. Her. (trans.") To cross (a charge, esp. an

animal) with an ordinary so as partially to hide it,

and as it were press it down
; usually in pa. pple.

Debruised ; also said of a serpent so bent or
' folded

'

that its head or tail is partly covered by
its body. Counter-debruised: see qnot. 1830.

1572 BOSSEWELL Annorie n. 114 His fielde is de Argent,
a Lyon salient Gules, debrused with a Barre de Azure.

1661 MORGAN Sph. Gentry n. i. 10 Composed of the two
bodies of trees laid crosse each other : but then one must
Debruse and bear down the other. 1830 ROBSON Brit.

Herald III. Gloss., Counter-debruised, when either the

head or tail of a serpent in the bowing or embowing, is

turned under, in a contrary direction the one
to^

the other.

1848 MACAULAY Hist. Engl. I. 252 He .. exhibited on his

escutcheon the lions of England and the lilies of France
without the baton sinister under which, according to_the
law of heraldry, they were debruised in token of his ille-

gitimate birth.

De-brutalize: see DE- II. i.

Debt (det), sb. Forms: 3-4 dete, 3-6 dette, 4-6
dett, det, deytt(e, 5-7 debte, 7- debt, [ME.
det, dette, a. OF. dete, dette : pop. L. *debita for

L. debittim (pa. pple. of debere to owe), lit. (that

which is) owed or due, money owed, debt. Often

made masc. in OF. after debitum, and from 13th
to i6th c. sometimes artificially spelt debte, after

which debt has become the English spelling since

the i6th c.]

1. That which is owed or due; anything (as

money, goods, or service) which one person is

under obligation to pay or render to another : a.

a sum of money or a material thing.
a 1300 Cursor M. 7642 Dauid . . wightli wan o bam his

dete [y.rr. dette, dett]. c 1380 WYCLIF Sel. Wks. III. 293

?if a trewe man teche (>is pore man to paie his dettis. 14. .

Merchant $ Son in Halliw. Nngz Poet. 28 Then Wyllyam
payde hys fadur dettys. 1548-9 (Mar.l Bk. Com. Prayer
Offices 20 To declare his debtes, what he oweth. 1559
Mirr. Mag., Dk. Glocester xxiii, To paye large vsury
besides the due det. 1596 SHAKS. Tarn. Shr. iv. iv. 24

Hauing com to Padua To gather in some debts. 1707
HEARNE Collect. 23 Aug., To pay his small debts. 1767
BLACKSTONE Comm. II. 464 A debt of record is a sum of

money, which appears to be due by the evidence of a court

pfrecord. 1845 STEPHEN LawsEng. II.i44Wheneveraman
is subject to a legal liability to pay a sum of money to

another, he is said to owe him a debt to that amount.
b. a thing immaterial.

c 13. . Cursor M. 27808 {Cotton Galba) Rightwis es he, to

gif ilk man his det. c 1386 CHAUCER Wife's Prol. 130 Why
sholde men elles in hir bookes sette That a man shal yelde
to his wyf hire dette. c 1400 Destr. Troy 534 This curtysy
he claymes as for clere det. 1754 RICHARDSON Grandison
II. xxxv. 343 Look upon what is done for you .. as your
debt to . . Providence. 1832 TENNYSON Miller's Dan. 217
Love the gift is love the debt.

t o. That which one is bound or ought to do ;

(one's) duty. Sc. Obs.
c 1450 HOLLAND Howlat 135 The trewe Turtour has. .Done

dewlie his det. c 1470 HENRY Wallace VIII. 546 It is my dett
to do all that I can To fend our kynrik out off dangeryng.

DEBT
1513 DOUGLAS JEneis ix. iii. 184 So douchtely we schaype
to do our det. 1573 Sat. Poctus Reform, xxxix. 319, I haue

lang forget, Quhairfor indeid I haue not done my det.

2. A liability or obligation to pay or render

something ;
the condition of being under such obli-

gation.
c 1290 S. Rng. I*cg. I. 250/345 He \vith-sok J>e giwes

[=Jew's] dette and was i-don to ane o^e. c 1325 Mctr.
Hom. 18 And he..forgaf thaim thair dette bathe. 1388
WYCLIF Row. iv. 4 And to hym that worchith mede is not
arettid bi grace, but bi dette. 1513 MORE in Grafton Chron,
II. 771 Neither king nor Pope can geve any place suche
a privilege that it shall discharge a man of his debtes beyng
able to pay. c 1532 DEWES Introd. Fr. in 1'alsgr. 1064,
I have herd say that promysse is dette. 1611 BIBLE Transl.

Pref, 5 He hath for euer bound the Church vnto him, in

a debt of speciall remembrance and thankefulnesse. a 1699
LADY HALKETT Autobiog. (1875) 65, I was free of that Dept.
1844 H. H. WILSON Brit, India, III. 513 Debts contracted
. .as far back as 1796. 1883 S. C. HALL Retrospect II. 502
He considered he thus contracted a debt to the country.

b. In debt : under obligation to pay something ;

owing something, esp. money. (See also c.) In

any ons debt : under obligation to pay or render

something to him ; indebted to him. So out of
debt, out of any ones debt ;

to fall or run into (or in

debt\ out of debt out ofdanger \ see DANGER, and
cf. quot. 1551.
c 1314 Guy IVarw. (A.) 462

'

pat dint
',
he seyd,

' was iuel

sett. Wele schal y com out of ^1 dett.' c 1386 CHAUCER Prol.
280 Ther wiste no man that he [the Marchaunt] was in

dette. 1393 LANGL. P. PL C. xxin. 10 Ne neuere shal falle

in dette. iqj&Paston Lett. No. 824 III. 237 For he seythe
ye be xxt!s in hys dette. 1513 MORE in Grafton Cliron. II.

770 Now unthnftes riott and runne in debt. J55* ROBIN-
SON tr. More's Vtop. n. (Arb.) 104 Men, in whose debte and

daunger they be not. 1568 GRAFTON Chron. II. 434 Out of
the debt of other men, and well able to pay. 1615 SIR E.
HOBY Cnrry-combe 215, I see you meane not to die in

labals debt for an Epigram, a 1624 Bp. M. SMITH Serm.

(1632) 5 Being ouer head and eares in debt. 1745 De Foe's

Eng. Tradesman vi, (1841) I, 39 They are under no neces-

sity of running deep into debt. 1763 Gentl. Mag. July 331
The black traders are often in debt to the chiefs. 1812 MAR.
EDGEWORTH Absentee xiv, Lord Clonbrony, for the first

time since he left Ireland, found himself out of debt, and out
of danger. 1845 DISRAELI Sybil (1863) 155 To run in debt
to the shopkeepers.

fc. Obligation to do something; duty. In
debt : under obligation, in duty bound. Of QT with
debt : as a matter of debt, as is due or right ; as in

duty bound. Obs. (Cf. I c.)
c 1300 Cursor M. 23888 (Edin.) A hesand he me taht to

sette }>at ik him ah to yeld wit dette. c 1330 R. BRUNNE
Chron. (1810) 261 We ere in dette, at nede tonelp Jje kyng.

1593 GOWER Conf. III. 52 And as it were of pure dette They
yive her goodes to the king, c 1425 WYNTOUN Chron. m.
Prol. 23 Oure Eldrys we sulde folowe of det. a iqMRelig.
Piecesfr. Thornton MS. (1867) 2 Prelates and persons. .J>at

ere hafdene by dett for to lere f>ame. 1488 CAXTON Chast.
Goddes Chyld. 10, I . .cannot thanke the as I ought of dette.

1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. (1858) I. 35 This fatall stone..

Quhair it wes brocht in ony land or erd. .Of verrie det the

Scottis thair suld ring.

3. Jig. Used in Biblical language as the type of

an offence requiring expiation, a sin.

a*z*$Ancr. R. 126 We sigge5 forgif us ure dettes, al so
ase we uor^iueS to ure detturs. a 1400 Pryiner (1891)20
Forjiue us oure dettes ' as we forjeue to oure detoures.

1508 FISHER Wks. (1876) 242 Whiche be our dettes ? Truly
oursynnes. 1557 N. T. (Genev.) Matt. vi. 12 And forgeue
vs our debtes [WYCLIF dettis, CRANM., Rhemish dettes, 1611

debts] euen as we forgiue our debters. 1838 TRENCH Para-
bles xvi, God is the creditor, men the debtors, and sins the

debt.

4. Phrases, a. Debt of honour
1
, a debt that can-

not be legally enforced, but depends for its validity
on the honour of the debtor

; usually applied to

debts incurred by gambling.
1646 EVANCE Noble Ord. 37 He is become a voluntary

debitor . . in a debt of honour. 1732 BERKELEY A Iciphr. I. 98
He. .is obliged to pay debts of Honour, that is, all such as

are contracted by Play. 1839 CATH. SINCLAIR Holiday
House xiii. 265 Pay your debt of honour, Master Harry !

b. Debt of(w to) nature-, the necessity of dying,
death ; to pay the debt of (or one's debt to) nature :

to die. [Lat. debitum naturseJ\
[1315 SHOREHAM 2 And his deythes dette ;elde. 1375

BARBOUR Bruce xix. 209 Hym worthit neyd to pay the det
That no man for till pay may let.] 1494 FABYAN Chron. \\.

xli. 28 Fynally he payde the dette of nature. 1590 MARLOWE
Ediv. //, Wks. (ed. Rtldg.) 212/1 Pay nature's debt with
cheerful countenance. 1633 QUARLES Embl. n. xiii, The
slender debt to nature's quickly paid. 1727 A. HAMILTON
New Ace. E. Ind. II. Iii. 265 He had paid his great Debt to

Nature, without taking Notice of the small one due to me.
1812 Examiner 23 Nov. 747/1 One of them has . . paid the

debt of nature.

c. Action of debt : an action at law for recover-

ing a debt.

1552 in Vicary's ^a/.(i888) App. iii. 152 The gouernours
..to haue an accion of dett[e] for the same. 1603 OWKN
Pembrokeshire (1891)192 A plaintiffe in an action of debte.

1800 ADDISON Amer. Law. Rt-p. in The ground of an
action of debt is the consideration or equivalent given by
the debtee to the debtor.

fd. Bill of debt', a promissory note, I.O.U., or

other acknowledgement of indebtedness, in some
countries used, like a bill of exchange, as a nego-
tiable document. Obs.

1530 PALSGR. 198/1 Eyll of dette, cednh>._
1622 MALVNES

Anc. Law*$ferck, 96 The most vsuall buying and selling of



DEBT. DECA-.

. oiniiiodilies Ijcyuml l he Sra*. in the omi<.<- f Traflicke, U
i ,i iitlK of Dflot, or Obligation*, caBed Hilles Obligatorie,
which one Mcn;li;mt ;;iin'ih vntu another, for coinnnxhtirs

bought ur sold, which Is altogether vscd
by

the Mci
Aduentururs at Am>U:rdain, M iddleborough, Hamboroili;h,
;unl ulli-T j.l.u;i.:s. 1690 (.'nil i> Disc. Trade (ed. 4) 16 If . .

a law for transferring bills of debt should n.i,ss, we should not

miss the Dutch money. Ibid. 139 In other Kingdoms and
Countries abroad . . transference of Hills of Debt is in use.

6. National Debt : a debt owing by a sovereign
state to private individuals who have advanced

money to it for the public needs; esp. that main

pait of the public dcbt> which has been converted

into a fund or stock of which the government no

longer seeks to pay off the principal, but to provide
the annual interest ; hence called funded debt, as

opposed to the floating debi
t
which includes the

ever-varying amounts due by the government and

repayable on demand or by a certain time.

1653 CIUULEY (title\ Remonstrance concerning the Public

Faith, Soldier's Arrears, and other Public Debts. 1711 A.

HUTCHESON (title). Collection of Treatises, relating to the

National Debts and Funds. 175* HUME Ets. Public Credit

(1875) I. 364 National debts cause a mighty confluence of

people and riches to the capital. i8ia G. CHALMERS Dotn.

Econ. Gt. Brit. (New ed.) 210 The most efficient measure. .

was to fund . . the floating debts, of the victualling, and of

the ordnance departments. 1840 Penny Cycl. XVI. 100 The
contracting of the National Debt cannot be said to have
been begun before the Revolution of 1688. 1860 KNIGHT

Pop, Hist. E>iff. VI. iii. 40 There was a floating debt of

about ten millions. 1878 EDITH THOMPSON Hist. Eng.
xxxix. 375 The South Sea Company.. for the purpose of

reducing the National Debt, engaged . . to buy up certain

annuities. x88o Whitakcrs Alman. 401 Ihe French
National Debt is the largest in the world. .Public debt,
funded ,957,000,000 ;

Public debt, floating, annuities, etc.,

capitalized ^728,372,373.

f. Small debt \ a debt of limited amount, for

which summary jurisdiction is provided, in Eng-
land in the County Court^ in Scotland in the Small
Debt Court held by the sheriff. Also attrib.

(In Scotland the limit of these debts was in 1788^5, in

1837^865. 8^., and in 1853/12.)

1603-4 Act i Jos. /, c. 14 (titled An Acte for Recouerie
of Small Debtes. 1795 Act 35 Geo. Ill, c. 23 (title) An
Act for the more easy and expeditious Recovery of Small
Debts. 1861 W. BELL Diet. Law Scot. 762 The Statute

39 and 40 Geo. Ill, c. 46, commonly called the Small-
Debt Act. Ibid. 764 The sheriff's exclusive jurisdiction in

small debts was introduced by 6 Geo. IV, c. 24. Ibid. 766
The sheriffs must, in addition to their ordinary small-debt

courts, hold circuit courts for the purposes of this act. Ibid.

767 By the act i6andi7 Vict.c. 80, 1853, the small-debt juris-

diction of sheriffs is extended to causes not exceeding 12,

6. attrib. and Comb.
1682 SCARLETT Exchanges 236 In mixed or Debt Ex-

changes the Drawer receives no Monyes, but is Debtor, and

Rives Bills to his Creditor, .for payment of his Debt. 1826

COBBETT R ur. Rides (1885) II. 25* Large part of the rents

must co to the Debt-Dealers, or Loan-makers. 1883 igtk
Cent. May 884 Punishment of debt-frauds as crimes.

t Debt, ppl. a. Obs. Forms : 4-5 dett(e, 6-
debt. [ad. L. debit-us owed (cf. DEBITE a.), con-

formed to debt sb.] Owed, due, owing.
a 1340 HAMI-OLE Psalter Ixxviii. 5 5eldand til be[e] dett

[t'.r.duwe] honur. c 1440 HYLTON Scalft Per/. (W. de W.
1494) i. xl, That it is nedeful to the & dette for to traueyle
soo. a 1555 RIDLEY JK&r. (1843) 305 Promises so openly
made, andso duty debt. 1576 J. KNEWSTUB Cottfitt. (1579)

Q vj a.That which is det and due on their behalfe. 1602 SHAKS.
Hani. ill. ii. 203 To pay our selues, \^g(rc>ourselues

is debt.

t De-btablef
* Obs. raf- . [f. DEBT +

-ABLE.] Under pecuniary obfgation, chargeable.
1516 riumpton Corr. 217 Tha

debtable to the King for the I

t Debt-bind, v.

bind by obligation,
a 1608 SACKVILLB Dk,

them whom he di

De'bt boo!
ill tin

An

ur mastership shold be
of Plompton.
ce-wd. trans. To

:r indebted.

ingham xliii. (D. ), Banish'd by
bind.

account-book in which debts

are recorded. Often fig.

a 1600 HOOKER Serin. WKS. 1845 II. 609 We dare not call

God to a reckoning, as if we had him in our debt-books.

1617 HIERON Wks. II. 90 Forgiuenesse of sins is(as it were)
the wiping out of a score, or the crossing of a debt-booke.

1745 De foe's Eng. Tradesman xxxii. (1841) II. 34 The
proper method for a debt-book for a small tradesman.

t De'bt-boTmd, ///. a. Obs. Also -bounden.
1. Under obligation, bound by duty, obliged.
1513 DOUGLAS sEneis xl. iv. 62 This mysfortoun is myne

of aid thirlage, As tharto detbund in my wrachit age. 1553
BALE Gardiner** De vera Obed. Pref. A IV, All true subiectes

were dettclwunden to defende . . and upholde, the supreme
autoritie of the crowne. 1597 MORLEV hitrod.

t
Mia. 28,

I will . . acknowledge myself debt bound to him. 1603
in Ellis Orig. Lett. I. III. 73 note, I shall acknowledge
myself exceedingly debt-bound to your Excellency.

2. Of things : Obligatory, due, bounden.

1588 A. KING Ir. Canisius' Catecli. 32 And daylie giwedet-
bound thankes to the for sua grcate benefites.

tDe'bted, ///. a. Obs. [? after OF. deti

(I)KTTY) : see -ED ; or aphetic form of an-, en-, in-

debted (I3th c.X]
1. Of things : Owed, due.

CI37S Sc. Leg. Saints, Agnes 171, & gyf he jald dettyt

honoure Til god bat al thlnge has in cure. 1388 Wicur
Jh-ut. xv. 2 To whom ony thing is detlid, ethir owi.f. < 1440

HYLTON Seal* Pcrf. (W. de W. 1494) " vh, The payne
dotted for the synne. 1551 Aor. HAMILTON Catech. (1884)9

Obediens detlit til our natural fatlicris. 1599-16. . MAS-
,
rtc. OLl /.<i,-i' i. i, In my dcbted duly.

2. Of persons : Under nblig.ilii>!i ; indebted.
i 14x5 WYSIOT N Cri'N. ix. xxvii. 267 In sic aflynitc Ilkanc

(U-ttit wcs til uthirc. 1536 I!I:I.LKNDKN Cron. .Scot. (1821)
I. 16 We ar dettit to you as faderis to thair childrin. 1590
SHAKS. Com. Err. iv. i. 31 Three odde Duckets more Then
1 stand dcbted to this Gentleman.

Debtee (.de^tr . [f. DEBT-OB + -EE.] One to

whom a debt is due : a creditor.

1531 ninl. on La-Ufs Eng, \. xxix. (1638) 51 To appoint
the

lihcrtic and the judgement of Conscience, .to the dentcc then
to the debtor, a 1616 BACON Stmx, <fr

Uses Com. Law ix.

(1636) 39 Where the debtor makes the dcbtee his executor.
1800 ADDISON Amer. Law Rep. HI The consideration or

equivalent given by the dcbtee to the debtor.

t De'btful, a. Obs. Chiefly Sc. Also 5 dette-

full, 5-7 detfulil. [f. DKIIT sb. + -FUL,]
1. Owed, bounden, due ; dutiful.

c 1415 WYNTOUN Cron. VIL viii. 13 The Kyng of Kraw ns

Hys Lord be detful Alegcawns. a 1440 botind. St. Bar-
tholonmv's (E.E.T.S.) 54 Sum penyes, the whiche of a vowe
were dcttefull to the Chirche of seynt Barthylmewe. 1556
LAUDER Tractate 176 And do low homage and reucrence.
With all detfull Obedience. 1611 Bk. Discifl. CH. Scat.

Pref., The obligation, whereby they are bound for debtfull

obedience.

2. Indebted.

1649 I.i). Foonu in M. P. Brown StiffI. Dec. I. 434 That
. . Patrick Keir. .was debtful to him in greater sums.

Hence f De'Mftally adv. Sc., duly, dutifully.
c 1495 WYNTOUN Cron. vil. viii. 704 Thare charge thai dyd

nocht dctfully. 1478 Sc. Acts Jos. Ill (1814) 123 (Jam.)
That oiire souuerain lord. .sal. .execut detfully the panysof
proscripcioun & tresoun aganis the saidis personis.

Debtless (de'tles), a. [See -LESS.] Free from,
or clear of, debt.
c 1386 CHAUCER Prot. 582 To make him lyve by his proprc

good, In honour detteles, but if he were wood. 1570 K.

ROBSON in Durham Depositions (Surtees) 228 He is worth

j3o, debtless, of his own goods. 1590 SWINBURNE Testa*

incuts 103 Legacies to be paid out of the cleere dcbtlesse

goods. 1766 G. CANNING Attti-Lucretius in. 184 Debtless
to power, but Fortune's and it's own. 1848 Tint's Mag.
276 America, free and debtless, was there before their eyes.

Debtor (de'Wi). Forms : a. 3 dettor, 3-5

det(t;ur, 46 det(t)our, -or, 5 dettere, 6-7
detter ; (3. 6 -j debter. 7 -our, 6- -or. See also

DEBITOR. [ME. det(t)ur, -our, a. OF. dettor,
-ar, -our (later lielteur, debteur) : -L. debitor-em,

ace. of debitor (whence OF. detJ re}. In later

OF. often artificially spelt with 6, after L. ; in Eng.
the 6 was inserted between 1 560 and 1 668, being
first prevalent in legal documents, where it was

probably assisted by the parallel form DEBITOR.

(The Bible of 161 1 has detUr, debter, each thrice :

debtor twice, debtour once.)]
1. One who owes or is indebted to another : a.

One who owes money to one or more persons : cor-

relative to creditor.

ciiQO S. Eng. Leg. \. 465/117 An vsurer-.bat hadde
dettores tweyne. 1387 TREVISA HigJea III. 189 (Matz ),

pe dettoures my^te nou3t pay here money at here day. 1464
Mann, ff Housck. Exp. 102 Thomas Hoo is become detor

to my sayd mastyre. 1535 COVEHDALE 2 Kings iv. i Now
commeth the man that he was detter vnto. 1568 GRAFTON
Chron. II. 360 The Admyrall became debter to them all . .

Suche summes of money as he was become debtor for. 1611

BIBLE Luke xvi. 5 So he called euery one of his lords

detters vnto him [so all i6th c. vv. ;
WYCLIF dettoursj.

1644 MILTON Areop.(fub.) 59 Deltors and delinquents may
walk abroad without a keeper. 1745 DC foe's Kng. Trades-

man v. (1841) I. 34 Acts of grace for the_
relief of insolvent

debtors. 186$ DICKENS Nut. Fr. in. l, Pubsey & Co.,

are so strict with their debtors. 1875 MAINE Hist. fnst. ix.

257 Execution against the person of a judgment debtor.

b. One who owes an obligation or duty,
a IMS Ancr. R. 126 Louerd, we siggeS forsif us ure dettes,

al so ase we uor^iueS to ure detturs. 1381 WYCLIP Matt.

vi. 12 Forjeue to vs cure dettes as we forleue to oure

dettours [1388 -ouris, COVERD., CRAN.MER, Khem., detters,

Geneva, 1611, debters]. Rom. i. 14 To Grekis and bar-

baryns..to wyse men and vnwyse men, I am dcttour.

a IS3S MORE De quat. Nouiss. Wks. 91 To whom we be al

dettours of death. 1593 SHAKS; Liter. 1155 When life is

sham'd, and death Rcproches detter. c 164$ HOWELL Lett.

(1726) 10 Of joy ungrudg'd may each Day be a Debter.

,653 WALTON Angler i. 38, I must be your Debtor.^.
for the

c. Poor debtor (U. S.) : One who, being im-

prisoned in a civil action for debt, is, under the

laws of several States, entitled to be discharged
after a short period, on proof of poverty, etc.

1831 W, L. GARRISON in Liberator I. 28 The Poor Debtor.

2. Boot-keeping. Debtor (or Dr.} being written

at the top of the left-hand or debit side of an ac-

count is hence applied to this side of an account, or

to what is entered there.

[1543-1660 : see DEBITOR.] 1714 (titlt\ The Gentleman

Accomptant or an Essay to Unfold the Mystery of Ac-

compts, by Way of Debtor and Creditor. 1745 [see CREDITOR

3], 1836 Penny Cyci.\. 164/1 Exacting.. equilibrium be-

tween debtor and creditor in each entry.
attrib. [1588: see DEBITOR.] I7i ADDISON Sped. No.

549 F i When I look upon the Debtor-side, I find such

innumerable Articles, that I want Arithmetick to cast them

up. 1836 Penny Cycl. V. 164/1 All the debtor accounts on

one side, compared with, .the creditor accounts on the other.

1866 C W. HUMYM (Jans. ESI. 131 l.mry human i

however absolute and accredited, has iu corropundiliK
debtor-pa^e of duty and obligation.
3. attrib. and Comb., as debtor tutu, country;

debtor side, etc. (see a) ; debtor-lite adj.
1669 DuYDkN Tyrail. Lore v. i, I >cUor-likc, I dare not

meet your eyes. 1810 MINCHIN (title-, A Treatise on lh
i of the Debtor and Creditor Lm. 1881 II II.

GIBBS DouHe .Stand. 68 The debtor country.. will pay iu
debts in Silver.

Hence De btorihip.
1798 H. T. CoLEBtooXE tr. Digest Hindu Law (1801) I. 7

The
debtorship

of others than women, or the like. 1499
( ',. M KUKUITII B. t'ct'trtl I. ix. 173 Without incurring further

debtorship.

tDebu'CCinate, -' Obs.- 9
[f.\,.dfbucanart

to trumpet forth (TertulL), prop, debiidnare, i.de-

(De- I. 3) + bucinare to trumpet.]
' To report

abroad' (Cockeram 1623).

t Debu'lliate, v. Obs.- [Improperly f. de-

(I)E- 1. i ) + L. bulltrc to boil. Cf. V. dtooaitlir.]
' To bubble or seeth over

'

(BbouNT 1656).
t Debulli'tion. Obs. [n. of action f. L. *de-

bullire : sec prcc.l A bubbling or boiling over.

17x7 in BAILKY vol. II. 1730-6 tfofio). Whence in JOHM-
SON, ASH and mod. Diets.

tDebu'rse, v. Obs. Sc. Also 6 debun, -bnroo,

7 debourse. [a. F. d^bourse-r, in OF. desbourser,

(. lies- : L. dis- (sec DE- I. 6) + bourse : late pop.
L. bursa

purse.]
To pay out, DIHBUBHE.

1519 W. FRANKELEYN in Fiddes Wotsey n. 11726) 167 Your

grace shuld not deburce owt of your coders very myche
monye. 1561 in W. H. Turner Select. Kec. Oxford 286

Suche. .somes as they shall deburse. c 1610 SIR J. MKI.VIL

Mem. 318. 1705 Kirk-Sessioit Kec. in Sc. Leatter 22 June
1888 Debursed upon thatching the schoolhousc (, 1 1 3*. 4d.

Hence Debn'ning vbl. sb. =ncxt.

1598 Sc. Acts Jos. I'l (1814) 179 (Jam.) Neccssar debur-

singis in thair hicnes. .maist bonorabill enairis.

t DebUTSement. Obs. Sc. [a. F. di'bonrse-

ment, f. dtbourser: see prec.l -DISBURSEMENT.
1637-50 Row Hist. Kirk (1842) 153 Provyding alwayes

his debursements exceed not 400 merks. 1689 R. SINCLAIR

in Leisure //<7r(i883) 205/1 Accompt of debursements for

my son Jhon.

DebusSCOpe (de-brakoup). [f. the name of

the inventor M. Debus + -scui'E, after Jta/eu/oscoff.]

An optical contrivance consisting of two mirrors

placed at an angle of 72, so as to give four reflec-

tions of an object or figure placed between tliem and

form composite figures for purposes of decorative

design, etc.

1861 TIMBS Year-Bk. of Facts 144 M. Debus has invented

this new form of kaleidoscope. The debusscope may be made
of any size, c 1865 J. WYLDE in Circ. Sc. I. 43/1 In the

Debusscope, any object placed between the mirrors is multi-

plied, so as to present a fourfold appearance.

II Debut (d<b). [F. vbl. sb., 1. dcbuier to make
the first stroke in billiards, etc., lead off: see Littre

and Hatzfeld.] Entry into society ; first appearance
in public of an actor, actress, or other performer.

1751 CHESTER?. Lett, ccxxxviii. (1792) III. 88, I find that

your debut at Paris has been a good one. 1806 UYRON
Occas. J'rol. 15 To-night you throng to witness the dflnit

Of embryo actors, to the Drama new. 1837 Ln. BEACONS-

FIELD in Corr. w. Sister ( 1886) 78, I state at once that my
Moat [in House of Comm.) was a failure.

So D6tout(e v. [cf. F. Mauler], to make ones

debut ;
to ' come out '.

1830 Fraser's Mae. 1 1. 52 He debuted at Naples, about

five years ago, and has since performed . . in the principal

theatres of Italy. 1885 K. ARTHUR Coparceners v. 69 1 he

moment, .is. .a proud one for the debuting youth. 1889
Pall Mall G. 21 Sept. 6/1 When a popular actor's son
4 debuts

' with a flourish of trumpets.

Debutant (d^bwtah . [F. pr. pple. of dibuter :

see prec.] A male performer or six-aker making
his first appearance before the public. So D6bn-
tnte v.-tant) [F. fern, of the same], a female ap|>ear-

ing for the first time before the public or in society.

1814 W. IRVING T. Trav. 1. 182 The character was favour-

able to a debutant. i8ao DISRAELI yiv. Grey iv. i. Under
different circumstances from those which usually attend

most political debutants. 1837 B/achv. Mag. XI.II. 143/1

Gentlemen are apt to dismiss all serious thoughts in address-

ing a very young debutante.

Debylite, -yte : see DEBIUTE.

Debylle, obs. form of DIBBLE.

Debyte, -tie, -ty, -tour: see DEBITE, etc.

Dec. Abbrev. of DECEMBEH; in Music of DE-

CBESCBKDO; in Med. of L. decoctum (= decoction).

Deca-, dec-, Or. 8a- ten, an initial element

in numerous technical words : see below. Also

1. Dccaca nthon a. [Gr. ojeavSa thorn], having

ten spines (Syd. Sac. Lex. l88j). Do-c,Tbon
a. Chem. in dicacarbon series, the series of hydro-

carbon compounds containing Cit, ag decane, decent,

decitu, decyl, q.v. ||
Dc cerm sb. pi. Zaol. [Gr.

icfpas, Ktpar- horn], a name proposed by some natu-

ralists for the ten-armed cephalopods, otherwise

|

called Decapoda. j)ec&otn,t(S^J.Soc.Lex.i8Si'),
Deca cron a., ten-homed, pertaining to the Dt~

\
caccra. Decad-ctylon a. Zaol., having ten rays or

fingers (Syd.Soc.Lex.}. Decadl-anome Math. [Gr.



DECACHINNATE.

Siavo/ai distribution, DIANOME], a quartie surface

(dianome) having ten conical points. De'cafid a.

[L. -Jiiius -cleft]
= DECEMFID (tyd. Soc. Lex.).

De'calet nonce-tod, [after triplet], a stanza of ten

lines. Deca-lobate a. [Gr. \o/36s lobe], ten-lobed.

Deca merous a. [Gr. p.epos part], consisting of ten

parts or divisions, decempartite (Syil. Soc. Lex.).

Decameter nonce-wd. [Gr. ptrpov measure], a

verse consisting of ten metrical feet. Deca'ngrilar
a. [L. an&ilus, corner], having ten angles = DECA-

GONAL. Deca-ntherous a. Bot. [ANTHEB], having
ten anthers. Decapa'rtite a. = decempartite : see

DECEH-. Decape'talons a. Bot. [PETAL], having
ten petals (Syd. Soc. Lex.). Decaphyllous
a. Bot. [Gr. tyvKKov leaf], ten-leaved. Decap-
terygious a. Ichth. [wripv-fiov fin], having ten

fins ; so Decapterygian a. and sb. Decase'mic

(-srmik) a. [cf. the Gr. comp. Tto-aapeaitaiSeKd-

arj/ios, {. arj/ta mark, sign], consisting of ten units

of metrical measurement as a ' decasemic colon '.

Decase'palous a. Bot. [SEPAL], having ten sepals.

Decaspe rjnal, -spe'rnious a. Bot. [Gr. a-nippa

seed], having ten seeds.

1874 SALMON Analyt. Geom. Three Dim. (ed. 3) 507 Deca-
dianome. 1861 BENTLEY Man. Bot. iv. 4. 274 A flower

with Ten carpels or Ten styles is Decagynous. 1882 VINES
Sachs's Bot. 654 Whorls dimerous to octamerous. .or penta-
merous and decamerous. 1821 Blackw. Mag. X. 387 They
might have appeared as decameters, had that structure of

verse pleased the eyes of the compositor. 18. . LEE (cited

by Webster 18281, Decangular. 1879 SIR G. SCOTT Lect.

Archit. II. 197 The vaulting, having its sides divided.,

making in all a decapartite vault. 1793 MARTYN Lang.
Bot. s.v.,

'

Decaphyllus calyx, a decaphyllous or ten-leaved

calyx ; as in Hibiscus. 1847 CRAIG, Decapterygians, a
name given by Schneider to an artificial division of fishes,

including such as have ten fins. Ibid., Decaspertnal,
Decasperuioiis, containing ten seeds, as the berry of Psi-

dium decaspcrtnuin.

2. esp. in the nomenclature of the French metric

system, the initial element in names of measures
and weights, composed of ten times tlie standard

unit of the series in question. (Cf. DECI-.) Hence,
De'cagramme, -gram (F. decagramme), the

weight of 10 grammes (
= I 54'32349 troy grains,

or -353 oz. avoird.). De'calitre (de'kal/'taj), [F.

deca-"\, a measure of capacity, containing 10 litres

(
= 610-28 cubic inches, or a little over 2^ gallons).

De'cametre (de'karmtsi), [F. ddca-], a lineal

measure of 10 metres (
= 32 ft. 9^7079 inches Eng.).

Decastere (de'kastzaj), [F. de.castere\,& solid mea-
sure = 10 steres or cubic metres. Also f Decare
(obs.~}, a measure of 10 ares- 1000 square metres.
1810 Naval Ckron. XXIV. 301-2. [Has decagram, deca-

littre, decameter, decar.\ 1828J. M. SPEARMAN Brit. Gunner
(ed. 2) 417 Decametre signifies ten metres. Ibid. 419 Kiliare

.. Hectare .. Decare. 1860 All Year Round No. 69. 448
A decalitre . . would contain a hundred thousand grains [of

wheat], 1890 Daily News 10 Dec. 3/3 He then brought up
the dose of lymph to two decagrammes, a potent one.

t Deca'clunnate, v. Obs. \i.\j.dccachin-
ndre (Tertull.) to deride (DE- I. 4).]

' To scorn'

(Cockeram, 1623).

Decachord (de-kak^jd\ a. and sb. Also 6
corde. [ad. L. decachord-us, -ui, a. Gr. 8d-
XopS-os, -ov, ten-stringed, f. SIKH + -xP&l string.]

A. adj. Ten-stringed (cf. Ps. xxxii. 2 iv
if/a\TTj-

piai SfKaxopSoi). B. sb. A musical instrument with
ten strings.
c 1525 SKELTON Replyc, 340 Dauid, our poete, harped . .

i_j: t._ :_ !_ 5 _
'

'i _ _ A
' TI.__

1609 DOULAND Ornith. Microl. 23
It is called a Monochord, because it hath but one string, as
..a Decachord which hath tenne. 1659 HAMMOND On Ps.
Wks. 1684 IV. 1.91 Dechacord or instrument of ten strings.
Ibid., On a dechachord Psaltery. 1838 NEALE Bernard de
M. 33 Whose everlasting music Is the glorious decachord.

t Decaclio'rdoii. Obs. (In 7 -cordon.) [a.
Gr. SfxaxopSov : see prec.] =

prec. B. AlsoySJf.
1602 W. WATSON (title), Decacordon of Ten Quodlibeticall

Questions concerning Religion and State. 1613 R. C.
Table Alph., Decacordon, an instrument with tenne strings.

t Decactrminate, v. Obs-
[f. L. dicacu-

minare to deprive of the top (DE- I. 6).]
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Decaciuninatc, to take off the

top of any thing. 1727 BAILEY vol. II, Decaciuninated,
having the Tops lopped off. (So in J. and mod. Diets.)

Decad (de-kad). [ad. Gr. Seicds, SfxaS-, col-

lective sb. from Se'wa ten.]
1. The number ten (the perfect number of the

Pythagoreans).
1616 in BULLOKAR. 1635-60 STANLEY Hist. Philos. (1701)

379/2 The Decad comprehends every Reason of Number,and
every Proportion. 1863 GROTE Plato\.\. n The Dekad, the
full and perfect number. 1881 tr. Zeller"s Presocratic Phil.
I. 427 All numbers and all powers of numbers appeared to
them [the Pythagoreans] to be comprehended in the decad.
2. Music. A group of ten notes out of which may

be formed the consonant triads, and all the discords

possible without a modulation.
1873 A. J. ELLIS tr. Helmlioltz 663 Decad.
8. An earlier spelling of DECADE, q.v.
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Deeadactylous : see DECA- prefix i.

Decadal (de'kadal), a. [f. L. duos, decad-em,
a. Or. SiKas, SKaS-a DECADE + -AL.] Of or re-

lating to the number ten ; belonging to a decade or

period of ten years.
1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp. s. v. Arithmetic, Decadal

A ritlunetic, that performed by the nine figures and a Cypher.
iSSi M. L. KNAPP Disasters 45 The decadal character of

epidemics has been noticed.

De'Cadarcll. Gr. Hist, [ad. Or. S(Ka5apx-os,
f. Sc/cdd-a DECADE + <J/>x<!s chief.] A commander
of ten, a decurion.

1794 T. TAYLOR tr. Pausanias III. 16 The Decadarchs, or

governors of companies consisting each of ten men.

De'cadarcliy, dcka . Gr. Hist. [ad. Gr.

SacaSapxia : see prec.] A ruling body of ten. Cf.

DECARCHY.
1849 GROTE Greece n. Ixv. V. 547 He constituted an

oligarchy of ten native citizens, chosen from among his

partisans, and called a Dekarchy, or Dekadarchy. 1852
Ibid. n. Ixxvii. X. 137 The oppressions exercised by the

Spartan harmosts and the dekadarchies.

Decadary (de'kaderi ), a.
[f.

L. dccad-cm DE-
CADE + -AHY, after F. ddcadaire.] Relating to a
decade or period of ten days (in the French Re-

publican calendar of 1793).
1801 DupRE

1

Neolog. Fr. Diet. 71 Dicadaire . . A decadary
festival dedicated to the Eternal. 1823 SOUTHEY in Q. Rev.
XXVIII. 508 For the purpose of giving a religious character

to the Decadary fetes. 1876 G. F. CHAMBERS Astron. 454
The whole of the decadary days were kept, or ordered to be

kept, as secular festivals.

Decada-tion. Music, [f. DECAD 2 + -ATION.]
The process of converting one decad into another in

order to obtain a new series of consonant triads, etc.

1875 A. J. ELLIS tr. Helmlioltz 665 This change of one
decad into another is called decadation.

Decade (de'k^d). Also 7-9 decad. [a. F.

decade (I4th c. in Littre), ad. L. Jecas, decad-em,
a. Gr. Sf/ras, SticdSa, a group of ten, f. 8'o ten.

Cf. DECAD.]
1. An assemblage, group, set, or series often.

1594 PLAT Jewell-ho. in. 81 Your subiectes must consist

of Decades, whereof the first is a man, and the fifth a woman.
1612 R. SHELDON Serin. St. Martin's 41 Of which some

bring into this Kingdome Decades of thousands. 1679 T.

PIERCE (titk\ A decad of Caveats to the people of England.

1725 POPE Odyss. xvi. 265 Can we engage, not decads, but

an host? 1830 GODWIN Cloudesley III. xv. 298 His prisoners
were divided into two decads. 1830 D'ISRAELI Chas. /, III.

xiv. 301 In two hours, our fervid innovator drew up that

decade of propositions. 1872 O. SHIPLEY Gloss. Eccl. Terms
s.v. Beads 61 The practice of saying fifteen decades of the

Ave Maria, with one Our Father after each decade, was
invented by St. Dominic.

2. spec. Short for
' decade of years

'

; a period of

ten years.
1605 T. HUTTON Reasons for Refusal 121 So many tens

or decads of yeares. 1709 J. PALMER Latter Day Glory
112 That Decad of Years in which the Empire ceased. 1869
RAWLINSON Anc. Hist. 296 The war. .might still have con-

tinued for another decade of years.

<ri6ss T. DUGARD in S. Ashe Fun, Serm. (1655) 71 His
smoother brow . . made me hope that He might raise eight
Decads to a Century. 1837 HALLAM Hist. Lit. I. i. 19 In

the second decad of the i2th Cent. 1864 TENNYSON Aylmers
F. 82 Since Averill was a decad and a half His elder. 1878
DOWDEN Stud. Lit. r The last decade of that century.

b. A period of ten days, substituted for the week
in the French Republican calendar of 1793.

1798 Anti-Jacobin in Spirit Public Jrnls. (1799) II. 43 In

the course of the next decade I shall sail to the canal which
is now cutting across the Isthmus of Suez. xBoi DUPRE
Neolog. Fr. Diet. 71 Three decades make a month of thirty

days.
3. A division of a literary work, containing ten

books or parts ; as the decades of Livy.
1475 Bk. Noblesse 53 I rede in the Romayns stories of

Titus Livius, in the booke of the first decade. 1555 EDEN
(title), The Decades of the newe worlde or West India.

1594(^7/^1, Diana: or the excellent conceitful Sonnets of

H. Qonstable] . . Deuided into viij Decads. 1651 WALTON
Reliq. Wotton. (1672) 46 'Tis the first Epistle in his Printed

Decads. 1789 MRS. PIOZZI jfourn. France I. 394 He was
a blockhead, and burned Livy's decads. 1840 MACAULAY
Ranke Ess. 1851 II. 139 It is now as hopelessly lost as the

second decade of Livy. 1883 Eiicycl. Brit. XIV. 726/1

(Livy), The division into decades is certainly not due to the

author himself, and is first heard of at the end of the sth

century.
4. Comb, f decade-day = DECADI ; decade-

ring, a finger-ring having ten projections or knobs
for counting the repetition of so many Aves.

1798 Anti-Jacobin in Spir. Public Jnils. (1799) II. 134
When father had been keeping his Decade-day, as he calls

it (for we had no Sundays now, though we did no work).
1861 C. W. KING Ant. Gems (1866) 296 The decade rings
of medieval times .. are readily known by their having ten

projections like short cogs on their circumference, represent-
ing so many Aves, whilst the round head, engraved with

I.H.S., stands for the Pater Noster.

t Deca-de, deeaid, v. Sc. Obs. [ad. L. de-

cad-ire DECAY.] To fall down, fail.

15.. AberdeenReg. (Jamieson).

Decadence (de-kadens, dflc^'-dens). In 6-7
Sc. decadens. [a. F. decadence (1413 in Hatzf.),
ad. med.L. decadentia, Sp., Pg. decaddncia, It. de-

cadenza ' a declyning, a decaying" (Florio), f. de-

cadere to decay, f. de- down -I- cadere to fall (the

DECADIST.

Comm. Romanic repr. of L. ccuiere to fall
;

cf. Sp.
caer, F. chioir). The prevalent accentuation has

been dcca'dcnce, perh. after decay (see the dic-

tionaries); de'cadcnce is now considered more

scholarly.]
The process of falling away or declining (from a

prior state of excellence, vitality, prosperity, etc.);

decay ; impaired or deteriorated condition.

1549 Compl. Scot. vii. 71 My triumphant stait is succum-
bit in decadens. 1623 FAVINE Tltcat. Hon. n. xii. 177 Fore-

warning of the entire decadence of the Kingdom, a 1649
DRUMM. OF HAWTH. Poetns 185 Doth in Decadens fall and
slack remaine. a 1734 NORTH Exam. II. v. 144 (1740) 406
The Decadence of all the Good he had hoped, or could

hope for, in the World. 1762 GOLDSM. Cit. IV. xl, Every
day produces some pathetic exclamation upon the decadence
of taste and genius. 1815 SCOTT Guy M. ii, The old castle,
where the family lived in their decadence; 1847 LD. LINDSAY
Chr. Art I. 114 The eleventh century, commonly con-
sidered as marking the lowest decadence of Byzantine art.

1871 J. B. MAYOR in Jrnl. Philol. III. 348 'Decadence'
seems to have made little way in England until the last

quarter of a century, when .. it came into fashion, apparently
to denote decline, and connote a scientific and enlightened
view of that decline on the part of the user.

b. spec. Applied to a particular period of de-

cline in art, literature, etc.

e. g. the Silver Age of Latin literature (chiefly a French

use) ; in Art, the period subsequent to Raphael and Michael

Angelo.
1852 MRS. JAMESON Leg. Madonna Introd. (1857) 73 The

style of art belongs to the decadence. 1874 STUBBS Const.

Hist. III. xxi. 615 The men of the decadence, not less than
the men of the renaissance, were giants of learning.

C. lit. Falling down, falling off. nonce-use.
1812 SIR R. WILSON Diary 1. 136, I fell to the ground in the

dirtiest soil that could be selected by a man in a state of

decadence. 1884 Birm. Weekly Post 15 Nov. 1/4 This

process is said to prevent the decadence of the hair.

Decadency (de'kadensi, d/k^'densi). Also

7 decaydency. [f. as prec. with suffix -ENCY.]

Decaying condition ; also= prec.
1632 J. HAYWARD tr. Bioiuifs Eromena 132 The infirmitie

and decadency of the King. 1685 F. SPENCE House of
Medici 239 During the decaydency and restauration of the

Roman empire. 1777 Misc. in Ann. Reg. 189/2 The causes

of the decadency of an empire. 1779 SWINBURNE Tray.
Spain, xliv. (T.), Burgos . . long since abandoned by its

princes to obscurity and decadency. 1812 W. TAYLOR in

Monthly Mag. XXXIV. 14 Of a cadaverous man the decay,
of a paralytic man the decadency, is sensible. 1844 Fraser's

Mag. XXIX. 313 He enumerated all the causes of the

Spanish decadency.

Decadent 'A'kadent, &t)ne'-dent), a. [f. DE-
CADENCE : see -ENT. So mod.F. cUcadent (Hatzf.).]
1. That is in a state of decay or decline ; falling

off or deteriorating from a prior condition of ex-

cellence, vitality, prosperity, etc.

1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev. i. I. ii, Those decadent ages in

which no Ideal either grows or blossoms ? 1872 BLACKIE

Lays Highl. Introd. 50 A grey, old town witn an air of

decadent respectability about it. 1885 MME. DARMESTETER
in Mag. of Art Sept. 477/1 To establish in his kingdom
the already decadent and modern art of Italy.

||
2. Said of a French school which affects to

belong to an age of decadence in literature and
art. Hence sb. A member of this fraternity.

[1885 Figaro 22 Sept., Le decadent n'a pas d'idees. II n'en

veut pas. II aime mieux les mots. .C'est au lecteur a com-

prendre et a mettre des idees sous les mots. Le lecteur s'y
refuse generalement. De la, me'pris du decadent pour le

lecteur.] 1888 Sat. Rev. 6 Oct. 417/2 M. Darmesteter has

written in a style occasionally a little decadent and over-

elaborate. 1890 Ibid. 22 Nov. 602/2 The very noisy and

motley crew of younger writers in France . . naturalists,

decadents, scientific critics, and what not. 1889 Daily
News 8 Nov. 5/2 A wonderful piece of ' decadent

'

French,
in a queer new style, as if Rabelais's Limousin had been

reborn, with a fresh manner of being unintelligible.

Hence De-cadently adv.

1892 Sat. Rev. 23 Apr. 492/2 It is very prettily and de-

cadently written.

Decadescettt (dekade'sent), a. nonce-wd. [f.

assumed L. type decadescere, inceptive from med.L.

orR.oma.nic decadcre: see DECADENCE and -ESCENT.]

Beginning or tending to decay.
1858 National Rev. Oct. 351 Those perils of matrimony

over which decadescent virgins sigh so affectingly.

II Decadi. [Fr. : f. Gr. Si/ca ten + -di day in

Lundi, etc.] The tenth day of the ' decade in

the French Republican calendar, superseding Sun-

day as a day of rest.

1793 BURKE Let. to W. Elliot Wks. VII. 358 Annulling
the Calvinistick sabbath, and establishing the decadi of

atheism in all his states. 1801 H. M. WILLIAMS Sk. Fr.

Rep. I. xxii. 323 The fosse, formed into a walk, furnishes a
ball-room to the villagers on the decadi.

Decadianome : see DECA- prefix.

DecadiC (dilcae'dik), a. [a. Gr. SutaStitos,

f. Gr. 5ea5- (see DECADE) + -ic.] Belonging to

the system of counting by tens ; denary.
1838 SIR W. HAMILTON Logic xxvi. (18661 11.42 We select

the decadic scheme of numeration. 1877 E. CAIRO Philos.

Kant II. vi. 293 The decadic system ofnumbers. 1883 Times

S July 7/3 The reduction of a Decadic Binary Quantic.

Decadist (de-kadist). rare. "
[f.

Gr. Se/raS-

DECADE + -IST.] One who writes in decades.

1674 BLOUNT Ghssogr. (ed. 4), Dtcadist, aWriter of Decads,
such was Titus Livius.



DECADBACHM.

Decadrachm, deka- ^lu-kadraMn). A'umum.
[I. Gr. Sc/mfyax/u.v of the value often drachma-, f.

Jf'/ra ten + Spaxm DKACIIMA.] A:i ancient Greek
silver coin of the value of 10 drachmas.
1856 .V.i/. Km. II. 735^ Pre-eminent amongst them was

a clecailrachm of Syracuse.

Decaesarize, etc. : see DE- II. i.

Decafid: see ]1\*\- prefix i.

Decagon (dc-kag/n\ Geom. [ad. med.L. de-

fiiyiitti/i sb., -us adj., a. Gr. SfxAyaivov, -as, {. (Jr.
Sexa ten, and yaivia corner or angle, -70*05 angled.
Used at first in Latin form. Cf. K. dccagonc, 1653
in Hatzfeld.] A plane figure having ten sides and
ten angles. Also attrib.

[1571 DIGGES Pantom. iv. xxv. H h iij t>, The superficies of
an equiangle Decagonum.] 1613 39 1. JONKS in Leoni
Palladia* Archit. (1743) U. 46 A Circle without and De-
cagon within. 1704 I. HARRIS Lex. Techn. s.v., If they arc
all equal to one another 'lis then called a Regular Decagonand it may be inscribed in a Circle. 1838 Hurray's Ilandbk.
N. Germ. 226 The circular portion, or rather the decagon,
was not finished till 1227. 1881 Trans. riclariafnst. XIV.
195, 1 discovered a perfect decagon terra cotta cylinder.

Decagonal (dJkargonal), a. [f. med.L. eJe-

cagon-um + -AL.] Of or pertaining to a decagon ;

of the form of a decagon ; ten-sided.
1571 DIGGES Ptmtmn. iv. ix. Y j b, The decagonal! corde

of that circle wheron Icosaedron is framed. 1717 BERKELEYTour in Italy Wks. 1871 IV. 526 What remains is a deca-
gonal building. 1879 SIR G. SCOTT Led. Archil. II. 235
Its surrounding wall is not circular, but decagonal.
Decagram: see DKCH- prefix t.

Decagynous (d/kte-djinas), a. Sot. [f. mod.
liot.L. decagyn-us, f. Gr. S4na ten + 7111/17 woman,
female, taken by Linnaeus in sense of ' female organ,
pistil '.] Having ten pistils.
So Decagrynia, a name for an order of plants

having ten pistils, in a class of the Linnsean Sexual
System, as class Decandria, order Decagynia, genus
Phytolacca : see Linnteus Spec. Plant, ed. I, 171:1,
Colin Milne Sot. Diet. 1770.
Decahedral (deka,hrdral), a.

[f. next + -AL.]
Having the form of a decahedron ; ten-sided.
,
1811 PINKERTON Petral. 1.494 Prismatic decahedral selen-

lie, produced by the elongated octahedron.

Decahedron (deka,h;-dr^n). Geom. [Repre-
senting a Gr. *S(xA(Spov, neuter of *OfnatSpos, on
the model of t[a(8pos, {. Stita ten + ISpa seat, base.
Cf. F. decaidre, Hatiy 1801.] A solid figure having
ten faces. ,8>8 in WEBSTER.
Decaid: see DECADE v. (Sc.).

Decairt, var. of DECABT Sc. Cos., to discard.

Decalcation (d/kselk^'-Jsn). [f. L. de- down
(DE- I. i) + calcare to tread, to trample: see

-ATION.] A treading or trampling down or hard.
1817 STEUART Planter's G. (1828)294 When it will bear

the workmen's feet, it is ultimately finished, by a complete
decalcation of the surface.

Decalcify (d/k-K-lsifai\ v. [f. DE- II. i +
CALCIFY.] trans. To deprive (e.g. bone) of its

lime or calcareous matter. Hence Deca Icified

///. a.
; Deca Icifying- vtl. sb. ; Decalcifica' tion,

the action of decalcifying.
1847-9 TODD Cycl Anat. IV. 564/1 No vestige of themcan

be traced in the decalcified shell 1859 Ibid. V. 487/2 Decal-
cification brings to light no endoplasts in the '

cells '. 1859
J. TOMES Dental Siirg. (1873) 297 Decalcifying a tooth by
the aid of a dilute mineral acid. i87jDARwiN Inscctiv.Pl.
vi. 105 The normal appearance of decalcified bone.

Decalcoma-nia. Often in Fr. form. [ad.
mod.F. dkalcomanie, f. djcalyuer to transfer a
tracing + -manie mania, craze.] A process or art
of transferring pictures from a specially prepared
paper to surfaces of glass, porcelain, etc., much in

vogue about 1863-4. Also attrib.
iSU The Queen 27 Feb. 164 There are few employments

for leisure hours which for the past eighteen months have
proved either so fashionable or fascinating as decalcomanie.
1865 Iftrm, Star 25 Aug., The potichomania . . assumed a
still more virulent craze when decalcomania was ushered
into the world. 1869 Eiig. Meek. 12 Nov. 21 s/i Gilded
scroll-work can be made to show through plain glass by the
Decalcomanie process.

Decalcoina-niac, one who practises this process.
1866 Miss BHADDON Lady's Mile nfi The most timid of

the decalcomamacs.

Decalet, -litre, -lobate : see DECA- i, 2.

Decalogist (dfksrlodsist). rare. [f. L. deca-

logus DECALOGUE + -IST.] One who expounds the

decalogue or Ten Commandments.
1650 Gregory's Posthtima Life 3 M' Dod the Decalogist.

1738 NEAL Hist. Purit. IV. 452. 1889 A. H. DRVSDALE
Hist. Prestyt. Eng. n. v. 241 John Dod (surnamed the De-
calogist, from his book on the Ten Commandments).

Decalogue (de-kalpg). [a. F. dicakgue (isth
c. in HatzfT), ad. L. decalog-us (Tertullian), a. Gr.

5(miAo7os (orig. adj. i) &ixa\o-fos, sc. /Si'^Aos), in

Clemens Alexand., etc., from the phrase oi Stxa

\uyot the ten commandments, in LXX, Philo, etc.

In Wyclif, prob. directly from Latin : cf. quot. 1 563.
The word occurs repeatedly in the Latin version of Irenauis

''</.-. Hstrfs. ; and was probably in the Greek original.)

85

The Ten Commandments collectively as a body
of law.

1381 WVCLIK Rom. Prol. 299 The noumbre of the firslc
maumlemcntus of the decaloce. 1.63 MAN Mas, ului'Com-

eve the Uecalog of Moses. 16
the Spirit To Kdr. A iij a, The 'Second Table of the Decal
logue or 1 en Commandments. 1753 YOUNG Centaur i. Wks
"757 IV . in lioth the tables of the decalogue are broken.
1847 H. M".LER Pint

Imfr. iv. (1857) 55 The great geologic
register, graven, like the decalogue of old, on tables ofslone.
Irani/, a 1649 DRUM*, or HAWTH. Skiamncnia Wks.(l7n)

109 O new and ever till now concealed decalogue I a iMi
CLOUGH Poems (title). The Latest Decalogue.
t Decalva'tion. 06s. [n. of action f. L. dc-

calvare to make bald, f. de- (DE- I. 3) + cahius
bald.] A making bald by removal of hair.
1650 BULWER Anthropomct. 48 All those wayes of Decalva-

t
,'

n
, P/Mtised by the Ancients. 1737 L. CLARKS Hist.

Brtlc (1740) J. vi, For Decalvation, or leaving any partwhere hair crew, bald, was one great offence.

Decalvinijze : see DE- II. i .

Decamalee-DiKAMALi, an Indian gum.
Decameron (d/koe-mer^n). [a. It. Decamerone,

f. Gr. of*a ten + foipa day, after Hexanuron,
mediaeval corruption of Hcxahtmeron or Hcxat-
meron, Gr. tfafotaer. The Greek form would be
faxhpfpov or

Sixarifupov.']
The title of a work by

Boccaccio containing a hundred tales which are

supposed to be related in ten days ; used allusively
by Ben Jonson. Hence Decamero'nio a., char-
acteristic of or resembling Boccaccio's work.
1609 B. JONSON Sit. Worn. i. iii, Cler. When were you

there ? Danp. Last night : and such a Decameron of sport
fallen out I lioccace never thought of the like.

Decamerous, Decametre: see DECA- i, t.

Decamp (drkarmp), v. [a. F. dicamper, earlier

descamper (Cotgr. 1611) ; f. des-, oV- (see DE- I. 6)
+ camp. Cf. It. scampare = discampare, DISCAMP.]
1. intr. (Mil.) To break up a camp; to remove

from a place of encampment. Hence, said of other
bodies or parties leaving a camping-place.
167* [see b]. 1678 PHILLIPS, Ta Decamp, a term now grownmuch into use in Military Affairs, and signifies to rise from

the present place of Incampment, in order to a removing and
mcamping in another place. 1691 Siege Lymerick 2 Here we
incamp'd, and lay till the Mth, on which day we decamp'd.
1715 DE FOE Voy. round World (1840) 312 The Spaniards'
gentleman caused them to decamp, and march two days
further into the mountains, and then they encamped again.
1803 WELLINGTON in Owen Desp. 408 We found on our arrival
that the armies of both chiefs had decamped. 1868 FREEMAN
Norm. Cony. (1876) II. viii. 290 The Count and his host had
decamped.

b. Const./rtMw, etc.

1676 Row StiffI. Blair's Autotiog. x. (1848) 161 That
powder had been laid there the year before, when the army
decamped from Dunse-law. 1695 BLACKMORE Pr. ArtA.
vi. 429 Decamping thence, his arm'd Battalions gain.. the
fertile Plain. 1836 W. IRVING Astoria III. 97 They were fain
to decamp from their inhospitable bivouac before the dawn.
2. To go away promptly or suddenly ; to make

off at once, take oneself off : often said of crimi-
nals and persons eluding the officers of the law.

and fix my head-quarters at London. 1799 Centl. Mag.
17/2 Probably the rascal is decamped; and where is your
remedy? 1818 D'IsRAELi Chas. /, I. iv. 76 An idle report
that Prince Charles designed to decamp secretly from Spain.
1885 Manch. Exam. 29 June 5/2 The murderer had de-

camped, and taken with him 2,000 francs.

.fg.. 1806-7 J- BERESFORD Miseries Hum. Life (1826) IX.

hi, rinding, as you sit down loan excellent dinner, that your
appetite has secretly decamped. 1871 ROSSETTI Poems,
Jentiy 310 So on the wings of day decamps My last night's
frolic.

1 8. trans. To cause to break op a camp. rare.
1684 Scanderbeg Redh'. v. 120 The next day decampt his

whole Army and followed them. 1733 MILLNER Cotnptnd.
Jrnl. 202 The Duke decamp'd our Army from Nivclle.

K 4. catachr. To camp. Obs.

1698 FRYER Ace. E. India 42 They .. being beaten from
their Works near the City, had decamped Seven Miles off
St. Thomas. 1745 POCOCKE Descr. East II. n. u. 130 It

leads to a plain spot on the side of the hill where the Urukes
were decamping.
Hence Deca-mped ///. a., Deca-mping vol. sb.

1689 LUTTRELL BriefRet. (1857) I. 567 We have the con-
firmation of the decamping of the Irish from before Derry.
1770 LANCHORNE Plularck (1879) ?' 78o/ Caesar hoped, by
his frequent decampings, to provide better for his troops.
1887 Pall Mall G. IA Nov. la/i To inquire into the doings
of the decamped bankrupt . . and his associates.

Deca-mpment, sb. [a. F. dtcampemtnt (i6th
c.), f. dfcamper : see prec. and -KENT.] The action
of decamping ; the raising of a camp ; a prompt
departure.
1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Decampmtnt, a Decamping,

or Marching off. 1733 MILLNER Comptnd. Jrul. 300
Both Armies march'd from their several Decampments
Rightward. 1734 ELIZA STANLEY tr. Hist. Pr. Till 122

Having by some few Decampments . . drawn Ginguet's
Army into a spacious Plain. 1751 SMOLLETT Per. Pic. (1779)
IV. xc. 86 In consequence of this decampment, the borrower
had withdrawn himself. 1809 W. IRVING Knickert. (1861)
"59 The vigilant Peter, perceiving that a moment's delay
were fatal, made a secret and precipitate decampment.

DECANT.
Decan (de-kin). Ahw s-6 dacuie. [d. L.
U.mius, Gr. Stxayut; cf. DlAM.]
tl. A iliief or lulcr of ten. Obi.
>59J. Bump ir. Agrifff', Va*. Arta
h omt them .. Centurian,.

2. Astral. The chief or ruler of ten
parti, or ten

degrees, of a zodiacal sign ; also thi divijion
itself. Cf. DECA.VATK '.

1588 I HARVEY Diaffur,. Prokl. 103 The great Cooiunc-
lion of Saturne and lupiter in the but Decine of Puce..
'S J. FIREAICE] Afnffa'i Oct. PUla. Angel, who
might rule the signs, tnphcitio, decant, quuuries. dezraoand stars. 1678 CCDWORTII Infill. .S>i/. i. iv. , (tram
Porphynusi Such of the Egyptians as talk of no other Gods
but the planets . . their decans, and horoscopes, and robust
princes, as

they call them. 181. BUCHAK in Singer ///,/.
Larch 361 Each of these signs U divided into three decans
or thirty degrees.

t3. -DEAN'. Obs.
43-So tr. Higrltn (Rolls) VII. 477 Symon . .

IXKVlSAdeenlinthesamechurche. 1496 V// <>/

(Somerset Ho.1, Decane of the Arches. 1538 ItLtMD fltl.
II. 40 Wahngford . . There is also a Collegiate ChanelT here is a Decane, 4 Prestes, 6 Clerkes, and 4 Choriste
Decanal (dap-nil), a. [f.

'

+ -A L.I
1. Of or

prtaining to a dean or deanery.
1707 Land. Gea. No. 4386/3 Libraries of

.

of 3 de. . .

General, Decanal or Lending, and Parochial.72 he * cu"y Danal virtues. i8M MILMAM

vir.

*n.
r. o .

St. Pants xi. 271 The decanal and prebendal estate*.
2. Applied to the south side of the choir of a

cathedral or other church, being that on which the
dean usually sits.

1791 Chron. in Ann. Keg. 67/1 The Pall-beaten and exe-
cutors in the seats on the Decanal side, the other noblemen
and gentlemen on the Cantorial side. 1877 I. D CHAMBERS
Dio. Worship 4 On the Decanal or Southern side.
Hence Deca-nalljr, also c-nlclly, advbs.

(noiKe-wds.), as a dean.
188. PLUMPTRE in Spectator 8 Apr. 465/1 The twin-brother
'eans, born decanally on the same day. 1891 A. K H

BOYD 25 Years of St. Andrev/i I. 286 A great Welsh
preacher, though as Stanley said, a babe decanically a very
young dean.

tDe'canate 1
. Astral. Obs. [f. DSCAM + -ATE.]= FACEJ*. uc: see quot. 1696.

1647 L"-" Chr. Astral, viii. 58 He [Saturn] hath also
these [degrees] for his Face or Decanate. i6jj GATAKEH
I' ind. A nuot. Jer. 23 It is in the last degree of the Decanate
of Aries. 1696 PHILLIPS, Decanate, by some called Decurie,and in Astrology the Face, is one third part, or ten Degrees
of each Sign, attributed to some particular Planet, which
being therein, shall be said to have one Dignity, and conse-
quently cannot be Peregrine.

De'canate -'. [ad. med.L. decandtus, I. de-
ciintis DEAN.] = DEANEBT t.

1835 DANSEY /form Dec. Rttr. I. xxxiv. IC<mlenli\ Deans
rural, general supervisors and censors of the inhabitants of
their decanates.

fDeca-nder. Hot. Obs. [See next.] A plant
having ten stamens

;
a member of the decandna.

1818 in WEBSTER.

II Deca'ndria. Sot. [mod. Dot L. (Linnaeus)
f. Gr. Sixa ten t &v8p- man, male, taken as ' male
organ, stamen

'.] In the Sexual System of Lin-
naeus, the class of

plants having ten stamens.
1775 in ASH. 1794 M ARI YN Rousseau's Bot. ix. 89 Decan-

dna, which has ten stamens.

Hence Deca ndrian a. - next. :8j8 in Wtuni.
Decandrous (d/lcae'ndras), a. Bot.

[f. as

prec. + -oosj Characterized by ten stamens.
1808 J. E. SMITH in 1'rans. Linn. Sex. IX. 244 (titUl

Specific Characters of the Decandrous Papilionaceous Plants
of New Holland. 1871 OLIVER Elm. Sot. u. 148 In some
exotic allies the stamens are decandrous.

Decane (drkAt). Chem. [f. Gr. Una. ten +
-ANK 2 b.] The saturated hydrocarbon C,, HM ;

one of the paraffins found in coal-tar.

1875 in WATTS Diet. Chtm. VII. 422.

Decane, obs. form of DECAN, DEACON.
tDeca-nery, -ary. Obs. [f. L. decan-us
DEAN + -EBY.] = DEANERY.
1538 LELAND 'tin. 1 1 . 29 The Chirch . . is impropriate onto

the Decanerie of Saresbyri. 1647 N. BACON Disc. Gent.
I. xil. (1739) 23 Dioceses have also been sub-divided into in-
fcriour Precincts, called Deanaries or Decanaries, the chief
of which was wont to be a Presbyter of the highest note,
called Decanus.

Decangular: see DiCA-/r#r i.

l| Decani (d/k7i-nai). [L., genitive of decantu

DEAN.] Of a dean, dean's ; in phrases decani side,
stall (of a choir) : - DECANAL 2. In Afusit used
to indicate the decanal side of the choir in anti-

phonal singing.
1760 BOYCE Cathedral Music 1. a iM6 Direct. Angl.

353 Decani Stall, the first return stall on the right upon
entering the choir. 1894 J. T. FowLKRiin letteri, At Durham
the Decani and Cantons sides are reversed.

Decanonize, -ation : see DE- H. i.

Decant (d/Tcae-nt), p.l [a. F. dicanter, ad.
med.L. dfcanthare (a word of the alchemists), f.

di- down -f canthiu the angular beak or '

lip
'

of
a cap or jug, a transferred use of Gr. xarfot corner
of the eye (Darmesteter).]
trans. To pour off (the clear liquid of a solution)



DECANT.

by gently inclining the vessel so as not to dis-

turb the lees or sediment
; esp. in Ckcm. as a means

of separating a liquid from a precipitate.

siz'd Retort. 1779 FORDYCE in Phil. Trans. LXX. 32
Decant the fluid from the copper and iron with great care
into another bason, -so that . . none of the copper be carried

along with it. 1863-72 WATTS Diet. Cliem. s.v. Decanta-
tion, It is only . . from very heavy precipitates that a liquid
can be thus decanted. (Jig.} 1872 O. W. HOLMES Poet
Breakf.-t. iv. 121 If you are not decanted off from yourself
every few days or weeks.

b. To pour (wine, etc.) from the ordinary bottle
in which it is kept in the cellar into a decanter for

use at table
; also, loosely, to pour out (wine, ale,

etc.) into a drinking vessel.

1730 SWIFT Poems, Market-hill'23 Attend him dailyas their

chief, Decant his wine, and carve his beef. 1789 MRS.
PIOZZI Journ. France- II. 35 Some of their wine already
decanted for use. 1815 SCOTT Guy M. xxii, A sign, where
a tankard of ale voluntarily decanted itself into a tumbler.
1873 MRS. ALEXANDER The Wooing o't ix, Claret . . ah, you
decant it

; that is a good sign.
C. transf. To pour or empty out (as from or

into a decanter).
1742 YOUNO Nt. Th. iii. 339 O'er our palates to decant

Another vintage ? 1823 Blackui. Ala?. XIV. 586 He . . used
to have eighty pails of water decanted over him daily. 1871
M. COLLINS Mrq. f, Merck. II. vi. 162 All the vegetables in
the world are decanted into Covent Garden.
Hence Deca-nted ppl. a.

1788 CAVENDISH in Phil. Trans. LXXVIII. 169 The
decanted and undecanted parts. 1793 BEDDOES Sea. Scitrvy
91 The decanted water is to be boiled down.

t Deca'nt, v.% Ois. [ad. L. dccantd-re: see

next.]
= DECANTATE v. Hence Deca-nted ///. a.

[1546 O. JOHNSON in Ellis Orig. Lett. n. II. 176 Dr.Crome's
canting, recanting, decanting, or rather double canting.]
1674 BLOUNT Glossogr. (ed. 4), Decant, to report or speak
often, to sing, to enchant. 1711 FORBES in M. P. Brown
Suppl. Dec. (1824) V. 79 Therefore this decanted notion, of
a popular action, can never found a title in this country
t Deca'ntate, pa. pple. Obs. [ad. L. decan-

tat-us, pa. pple. of decantare: see next] De-
cantated.
1620 E. BLOUNT Home Subs. 105 Not to reiterate the so

many and so much decantate vtilmes and praises of History.
1675 BAXTEH Catli. Tlteol. n. i. jo Augustines saying so
much decantate by Dr. Twisse and others.

t Deca-ntate, v. Obs. [f. ppl. stem of L. de-
cantare to sing off, repeat in singing, sing or
chant over and over again, f. DE- I. 3 + cantare
to sing.]
1. trans. To sing or say over and over again ; to

repeat often.

i54 BECON Pathw. Prayer Early Wks. (1843) 182 Not
able sufficiently to decantate, sing, and set forth his praises.i6n CORYAT CrtuHtttt 99 The very Elysian fieldes, so much
decantated and celebrated by the Verses of Poets. 1650
R. HOLLINGWORTH Usurped Powers 14 That late so much
decantated Aphorisme, All Power .. is from the People.
2. intr. To sing or speak often.

1659 GAUDEN Tears of Church 99 These men .. imper-
tinently decantate against the Ceremonies of the Church.
Decantation (d*ksent?-Jan). [ad. med.L.

daanlhatio, in Fr. dtcantation, n. of action f. DE-
CANT p.l] The action of decanting ; esp. of pouring

1857 G. STARKEY Helmont's Vind. 196 This [sedimen] to be
severed from the other juyce by decantation, and dried.
1758 Elaborato-iy 377 The earth . . will . . form a sediment,

Decanter
L One who decants.

pouring the

.

[f. DECANT u.i + -EB.]

1738 DYCHE, Decanter, one that pours or racks off liquor
from the lees into other vessels. 1828 in WEBSTEB ; and in
mod. Diets.

2. A vessel used for decanting or receiving de-
canted liquors : spec, a bottle of clear flint or cut

glass, with a stopper, in which wine is brought to
the table, and from which the glasses are filled.
[The Dictionaries have variously explained the word from

the etymological point of view :

I7 IS KERSEY, Decanter, a Bottle made of clear Flint-Glass
for the holding of Wine, etc. to be pour'd off into a Drinking-
Glass. 1755 JOHNSON, Decanter, a glass vessel .made for
pouring off liquor clear from the lees. 1773 ASH, Decanter
the vessel that contains the liquor after it has been de-
canted. 1818 TODD, Decanter, a glass vessel made for
receiving liquor clear from the lees-.]

1712 Land. Gaz. No. 5041/3 A pair of Silver Decanters of
20 Guineas value. 1713 ADDISON Guardian No. 162 F 5 The
Barmecide . . then filled both their glasses out of an empty
decanter. 1725 DE FOE Yoy. round World (1840) 237 Wehad . . water in large silver decanters, that held, at least,
five quarts apiece ; these stood in our chamber. 1823 JBADCOCK Dam. Amusem. 44 Keep this liquor in a glass de-
canter well stopped. 1849 LYTTON Caxtons 46 In virtue of
my growing years, and my promise to abstain from the
decanters. 1862 G. MACDONALD D. Elsinbrod I. 40 Away
she went with a jug, commonly called a decanter, in her
hand. 1870 DICKENS E. Drood ii, A dish of walnuts and a
decanter of rich-coloured sherry are placed upon the table.
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Hence Deca'nter v. noncc-wJ., to put wine in a
decanter.

1823 C. M. WESTMACOTT Eitg. Sfy II. 117 While the wine
was decantering. 1885 Punch 16 May 230/2 They're cater-

ing and de-cantering.

Deeantherous, Decapartite, -petalous,
-phyllous : see DECA- i .

Decapi-llated, ///. a. rare.- [f. pa. pple. of
late or med.L. dccapillare to cut off the hair, f.

DE- I. 6 + capill-us hair of the head.]
1727 BAILEY vol. II, Decapillated, having the Hair pulled

or fallen off.

Decapi'llatory, a. nonce-wd. [f. as prec. : see

-OBY.] Pertaining to the removal of hair from the
head or face.

1839 .Vc-w Monthly Mag. LVI. 30 A primitive array of de-

capillatory conveniences or rather necessaries.

Deca'pitable, a. rare.
[f. late or med.L. de-

capitare to DECAPITATE + -ABLE.] That can be

decapitated.
1843 CARLYLE Past e, Pr. (1858) 198 Thou, not even

'

natural
'

; decapitable.

Decapitalize (dilcse-pitalaiz), v.
[f. DE- II. i

+ CAPITAL + -IZE.] irons. To reduce from the
rank or position of a capital city. Hence Decapi-
tallza-tion.

1871 Daily News 13 Apr. 5 Disarm Paris bind her hand
and foot decapitalise her. 1889 The Voice (N. Y.) 26 Dec.,
Nor is it probable that decapitalization can be enforced by
either sentiment or patriotism,

Decapitate (d^korpite't), v. [f. F. dlcapiter
(1320 in Hatzf.), also desc- (I4th c.), = Pr. de-,

descapitar, It. decapitare, late or med.L. decapitare,
{. DE- I. 6 + caput, capil- head. See -ATE 3.]
1. trans. To cut off the head of (a man or

animal) ; to behead, kill by beheading. Also, to

poll a tree, etc.

1611 COTGR., Decapiter, Descapiter, to decapitate, or be-
head. 1661 Arnway's Tablet Advt. (T.I, Charles the First
. . murdered, and decapitated before his own door at White-
hall. 1776 Evelyn's Sylva i. vii. 2. 154 Hedgerow ashes may
the oftener be decapitated, and will show their heads again
sooner than other trees so used. 1867 SMU.ESHuguenots Eng.
iii. (1880) 50 They decapitated beautiful statues of stone, it

is true ; but the Guises had decapitated the living men. 1871
MORLEY -W/Wn?(i886) 340 In a time when you are not

imprisoned or hung or decapitated for holding unpopular
opinions.

b. Math. In the symbolical method of cal-

culating seminvariants : To remove the highest
number of the symbol.
1884 CAYLEY in Atner. Jrnl. Math. VII. i. 9 In every case

we decapitate the symbol by striking out the highest number.
2. U.S. politics. To dismiss summarily from office.

1872 Daily Tel. 5 Jan., At the commencement of any fresh

Presidency, hundreds of Democratic employes have their
heads cut off to make room for Republicans who, in their

turn, will be decapitated when the Democrats get the upper
hand again. 1889 in FARMER Americanisms s.v.

Hence Deoa-pitated ///. a., Deea'pitating vbl.
sb. and///, a.

1796 Ess. by Soc. ofGentlem. Exeter 228 A very antient

decapitated pillar. 1874 CARPENTER Me/it. Phys. I. ii. 67

decapitating expeditions.

Decapitation (dHcsepit^ljan). [a. F. dfrapi-
tation = med.L. decapitation-cm, n. of action f.

decapitare : see prec.]
1. The action of decapitating ;

the fact of being
decapitated.
1630 ARNWAY Alarum, etc. (1661) 76 (T.I His decapitation

for the clear truth of God. a 1794 SIR W. JONES Suhrid-
bheda (R.), It is better to lose life by decapitation, than to
desert a prince. 1839 JAMES Louis XIV, IV. 355 The punish-
ment for high treason committed by a person ofnoble family
. . was decapitation.
b. Obstetr. Med. of the foetus.

1876 LEISHMAN Midwifery xxx. (ed. 2) 565.
c. Math. (See DECAPITATE v. i b.)

1884 CAYLEY inAitier. Jrnl. Math. VII. i. 10 By decapita-
tion we always diminish the weight, but we do not diminish
the degree.
2. Zool. The spontaneous division and detach-
ment of the hydranths of tubularian Hydrozoa
when mature. (Syd. Soc. Lex. 1882.)
3. U. S. politics. Summary dismissal from office.

1869 N. Y. Herald 5 Aug. (Farmer), The clerks in the
1 reasury Department begin to feel anxious, as the work of
decapitation will soon make an end of them also. 1885
H. DAVIS Amer. Const. 35, I have already referred to Jack-
son s wholesale decapitation of the Federal officials upon
his accession to the Presidency.

Decapitator (drttae-piu'tai). [f. DECAPITATE
+ -OK, after L. type.]
1. One who decapitates.
1820 Examiner No. 630. 290 'i Disgust at the decapitatorsand pity for the beheaded. 1892 Columbus (Ohio) Dispatch

2 *eb., Mr. S. will be remembered as the official decapitator
ot fourth-class postmasters under President Cleveland.
2. Med, An obstetric instrument for decapitation

of the fcetus.

Otstetr. Mtd. (1851) 371. 1882

DECARCHY.

II Decapite ,dfko:-pit), a. Her. [F.
decapitated.] (See quot.)
1727 BAILKY vol. II, Decafite(m Heraldry) signifies that

the Beast has the Head cut off smooth, and is different from
trattj.

Decapod (de-kappd). Zool. [a. F. cUcapode
(Latreille 1806}, ad. mod.L. Decapoda: see next.]
A. sb. A member of the Decapoda ; a ten-footed

crustacean
; also, a ten-armed cephalopod ;

in //.= DECAPODA.
1835-6 TODD Cycl. Anat. I. 520/2 The Decapods are..

characterized by having a pair of fins attached to the mantle.
1885 C. F. HOLDER Marvels Anim. Life 169 I have never
succeeded in capturing one of these beautiful decapods
{Spirnia] alive.

B. adj. Belonging to the Decapoda.
1833 KIKBY Hab. 4- Inst. Anim. II. xv. 37 In most of the

Decapod Crustaceans the anterior legs are become strictly
arms. 1847 CARPENTER Zool. 892 The Decapod family [of
CephalopodsJ.

H Decapoda (dfkse-pWS), sb. pi. Zool. [mod.L.
(Latreille 1806), prop. adj. pi. neuter sc. animalia,
a. Gr. StKairoda, neut. pi. of StKiiirovs ten-footed.]

-

1. The highest order of Crustacea, having ten feet

or legs; it includes the lobster, crab, cray-fish,

shrimp, etc.

[1806 LATREILLE Gen. Crust, et Ins. \. 9 Crustaceorum
Distributio generalis . . Legio Secunda Malacostraca . . Ordo
I. Decapoda, Decapodes.} 1878 BELL Gcgenbauer's Comp.
Anat. 242 In most of the Decapoda, the number of gills is

greatly increased.

2. The ten-armed Cephalopoda (order Dibranch-
iata), distinguished from the Octopoda. Called also
Decacera.
1851 RICHARDSON Gcol. viii. 254 The io-armed cephalopods,

called decapoda.
Hence Beca-podal a.

; Deca'podan a. and .<-. ;

Deca'podous a, ; Decapo dlform a., having the
form or shape of a decapod crustacean.

1852 DANA Crust, n. 1528 The two types, the Decapodan
and Tetradecapodan. 1835-6 TODD Cycl. Anat. I. 525/2
The locomotive appendages of the mantle in the Deca-
podous Cephalopods. 1870 ROLLESTON Anim. Life 101 The
Decapodous Crustaceans.

Decapterygious : see DECA- prefix i.

t Deca'pulate, v. Obs.- [f. L. *dccapulare,
f. de- away + capulare to pour off (f. capula small

vessel).]
1623 COCKERAM, Decapulate, to poure out from one thing

to another. 1727 in BAILEY vol. II.

Hence f Decapula'tion.
1681 tr. Willis' Rent. Med. Wks. Vocab., Decapulatum,

a pouring off.

Deca'rbouate, v. rare. [Cf. F. dtcarbonaler
and CARBONATE.] = DECABBONIZE.
1831 J. HOLLAND Manuf. Metal I. 270 They [forks, com-

mon snuffers, etc.] are annealed, or, in other words, decar-
bonated in the requisite degree. 1883 Syd. Soc. Lex.,
Decarbonated, an old term applied to an oxide, such as

quicklime, which has been formed by expelling the carbonic
acid from a carbonate of the metal.

Decarbouiza'tion. [f. next: see -ATION.]
The action or process of decarbonizing.

Cycl.
carbonization.

Decarbonize (d^kaubonsiz), v. [f. DE- II. i

+ CABBONIZE.] trans. To deprive of its carbon
or carbonic acid. Hence Deca'rbonized ///. a.,

Deca'rbonizing vbl. sb. and///, a.

1825 E. TURRELL in Philos. Mag. LXV. 421 Engravings
upon decarbonized steel plates. 1836-9 TODD Cycl. Anat.
II. 493/2 The liver is . . the true decarbonising organ in the
animal kingdom. 1876 HARLEY Mat. Med. 197 In Besse-
mer's process, liquid crude iron is decarbonised by forcing
air through it by machinery.

Deca'rburize, v. [Cf. F. dtlcarbitrcr and

CAEBCBIZE.] =prec. So DecaTturized ppl. a.;
Decarburiza'tion

; Decarbnra'tion.
1856 W. FAIRBAIRN in Encycl.Brit. XII. 553/2 The crude

iron is . . decarburised by the action of a blast of air. Ibiti.

553/1 Difficulties have attended the decarburisation of iron

containing so much carbon. Ibid. , Converted into malleable
iron . . by decarburation in the refinery. 1881 J. REESE in
Metal World No. 22. 344, 1 first decarburize and desiliconize
the cast iron. 1880 W. C. ROBERTS Introd. Metallurgy 33
For determining the point at which decarburization has
ceased in the Bessemer converter.

Decarch, dek- (de-kaik\ sb. Gr. Hist. [ad.
Or. S(Kdpx-ris or *S(Kapxos, f. ofa ten + -apxv*,

-apxos ruler.] One of a ruling body of ten,

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Dccarck, the same with Dearck
[' a Captain or Governor of ten ']. 1849 GROTE Greece n.
Ixxii. (1862) VI. 350 As at Athens. . the Dekarchs would begin
by putting to death notorious political opponents.

Decarch, dek-(de-kaak),o. JBot. [f. Gr.ofVa
ten + a/>xij beginning, origin.] Proceeding from
ten distinct points of origin : said of the primary
xylem (or wood) of the root.

1884 BOWER & SCOTT De Bary's Phancr. 350 In the two
species mentioned \Lycopodiutn clavatnm, Alpinum] the

xylem is hexarch to dekarch, very often heptarch.

Decarchy, dek- (de-kaiki). Gr. Hist. [ad.
Gr. SfKapxia : see prec. sb.]

= DECADAKCHY.
a 1638 MEDE Ep. Dr. Meddus Wks. iv. 781 The Beast's

Horns, that is, the 'eyed' and 'mouthed
'

Horn with th:.t



DECARD.

Decarchy of Horns subject to him. iSsSTiiiRLWALL Greece
IV. 155 A council of ten (a decarcby, as it was commonly
ralledi nominated by himself, was the ordinary sul^tiuil>:

fur all the ancient forms of
polity. 1849 GKOTK Greece it.

Ixv. The enormities perpetrated by the Thirty at AHu n ,

and by the Lysarulrian clekarchies m the other cities.

t Deca-rd, v. 0/>s. [f. DE- II. a + CABD ; cf.

OF. ilescarler and DE- I. 6.]
= DISCARD.

1. trans. To throw away or reject (a card) from
the hand ; also absol. Hence Deoa'rded/*/. a.
c 1550 Manif. Detect. Diceftay C viij a, Stealing the

stocke of the decarded cardes. 1608 MACHIN Dumb A nt. in
Ha/1. Dodslty X. 187 Can you decard, madam?
2. gen. To reject, set aside, get rid of, dismiss.
1605 BACON Adv. Learn, n. viii. 8 5. 34 That . . they bee from

thenceforth omitted, decarded, and not continued. 1611
FLETCHER Pilgrim iv. ii. (ed. 1647) You cannot sir; you
have cast those by ; decarded 'cm.

Decardinalize, decasualize : see DE- II. i.

Decare: see DKCA- prefix 2.

Decarnate (clJka-jn<>t), a. [ad. L. decarnaius
divested or stripped of flesh, f. DE- prep. I. 6 +
carn-em flesh.] Divested of incarnation, no longer
incarnate. So Deoaruated ppl. a.

1865 Reader 16 Dec., Logic Comte never liked, but it

became to him at last a sort of devil decarnated. 1886
CA. Times 42/1 The idea . . that the Incarnate Word will
ever become decarnate.

t Decarna'tion. Obs. [f. as prec. with refer-

ence to incarnation] Deliverance from the flesh

or from carnality.
1648 W. MOUNTAGUE Devout Ep. n. i. 13 Gods incarna-

tion inableth man for his own decarnation, as I may say,
and devesture of carnality.

t Decart, v. Sc. Obs. Also deoalrt. [a. OF.
dcscarter, f. des-, dt- (DE- I. 6) + carte CARD.] =
DECAUD, DISCARD.
a IS7 KNOX Hist. Kef. Wks. 1846 I. 262 The articles of

his beleve war ;

'
I Referr : Decarte yow

'

[etc.]. a 1605
MONTGOMERIE Misc. Poems xxxii. 87 5our vter ansueir cour-

teously I crave, Quhom }e will keep, or vhom }e will decairt.

1641 R. BAILLIE Lett. If Jrnls. (1841) I. 303 He hes such
a hand among the ministris and others that it was not

thought meet to decairt him.

Decart v., to turn out of a cart : see DE- II. a.

fDeca'B. Obs. rare 1
, [a. OF. *decas, ad. med.

L. decasiis falling down, decay.] Decay, ruin.

1393 GOWER Conf. 1.32 The walle and al the citee withinne
Slant in ruine and in decas [rime was].

Decasemic, -sepalous, -spermal, -sporm-
ous : see DECA- i .

t Deca'SS, v. Obs. rare. [a. OF. decasser,

dcsquasser to break or beat down, f. de-, des- (DE-
I. i, 3) + easier to break: see CASS v.'] trans. To
discharge, dismiss, cashier.

1579 FENTON Guicciard. 1170 They decassed hym from
his charge.

Decastellate (d^koe-stelit), v. rare. [f. med.
L. decastelldre, 1. DE- I. 6 + castelldre to CASTEL-

LATE.] Irons. To deprive of its castellation, take

away the battlements of.

1880 A. TH.DRANE Hist. St.Cath. Siena 356 To sanction the

dismantling, or rather decastellating of one ofthe fortresses.

Deeastere: see DECA-//?.T 2.

Decasticll (de-kastik). rare. [f. Gr. Sixa ten

+ cm'xos verse.] A poem of ten lines.

[1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 402 This Decasticon.] c 1645
HOWELL Lett. 6 Oct. 1632. According to your friendly re-

quest, I send you this decastic.

Decastyle (de-kastoil), a. Arch. [mod. ad.
L. decastyhis, a. Gr. SfKctarv\os having ten columns,
f. Sera ten H- -ffruAos column. Cf. F. dtcastyle

(1694 in Hatzf.), cUcastile (1763 in Acad. Diet.).]

Consisting of ten columns ; (of a building) having
ten columns in front. Also sb. A portico or colon-
nade of ten columns.

1727-51 CHAMBERS Cycl. Decastyle, in the antient archi-

tecture, a building with an ordonnance of ten columns in
front. The temple of Jupiter Olympius was decastyle. /bid.

s.v. Hyp&throSt Of hypxthrons, some were decastyle, others

pycnostyle. 1727 BAILEV vol. II, Decastyle, that has 10
Fillers. 183* W. WILKINS in Philol. Museum I. ^43 We
should have an octostyle and a hexastyle temple as illustra-

tions of the hypasthral decastyle species.

Decasyllabic (dekasilae-bik), a. (rf.) [f. Gr.

Sixa ten + SYLLABIC. Cf. F
'

.dicasyllabique^^ in

Hatzf.).] Consisting of ten syllables, b. sb. A
line of ten syllables.
a 1771 GRAY Otserv. Eng. Metre Wlcs. 1841 V. 242 Spenser

has also given an instance of the decasyllabic measure.

. ng. Wks. (Bohn) III. 159 The deca-

syllabic quatrain. 1880 S. LANE-POOLE in Macm. Mag.
No. 246. 498 Over four thousand lines of decasyllabics have
not stifled his fervour.

Decasyllabic (dekasHab'l), sb. and a. [f.

Gr. Sfa ten + SYLLABLE. Cf. F. dicasyllabe adj.

and sb.] sb. A line of ten syllables, adj. Of ten

syllables.
'1837-9 HALI.AM Hist Lit. i. viii. 28 The normal type, or

decasyllabic line. 1859 THACKERAY Virgin. Ivxix. 1 had
rather hear Mrs. Warrington's artless prattle than your de-

clamation of Mr. Warrington's decasyllabics. 1899 Academy
17 Sept. 230/2 The di-ca-iyllable couplet.
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II Decasyllabon. Ol>s. [a. assumed Gr. *n-

av\\afioi>, neuter of -os adj. : cf. prcc. and Gr.
Siav\\aPos, -of, etc.] A ten-syllable verse.

1589 NASMP. Intrnd. Greene's Menaphon (Arb.) 6 The
spacious volubilitic ofa drumming decasillabon.

t Decate'ssarad. Obs. noncc-wd.
[f. late

Gr. SfKctTtacrapfs = rfaaapfs ai Him fourteen -t-

-AD.] A poem of 14 lines.
1600 J. MEI.VILL Diary M^) 437 In memorial! wharon*

tins Decatessarad was maid.

Decatho'licize, v. [DE- II. 6 + CATHOLI-

CIZE.] trans. To deprive of catholicity or Catho-
licism ; to divest of its catholic character.

1794 BarrueFs Hist. Clergy Fr. Rev. (1795) 63 But then
France would not have been decatholicised. 18676"*. Times
18 May 175/2 Means by which the Book of Common Prayer
may be decatholicised. 1889 Catholic Union Gat. 27 note,
Ifyou wish to regenerate France, first decatholicise her.

Decatyl (de'katil). Chtm. [f. Gr. ttmr-ia
tenth + -YL.] A synonym of DECYL, the univalent

hydrocarbon radical C IO H31 .

1869 ROSCOE Elem. Chem. 333 We. . consider this body as

decatyl hydride, and as not belonging to the amyl group.
Decaudate (dfkj-dft), v. [f. DE- II. i + L.

cauda tail + -ATE 3
.] trans. To deprive of the tail.

1864 N. t, (?. V. 165 The P. was originally an R. which
has had the misfortune to be dacaudated.
So Decati daliie v. noncc-wd.

1840 New Monthly Mag. LVIII. 273 Puss.. was decau-
dalized.

Decay (dJk^
1
-), j*. For forms see the verb.

[f.
DECAY v. Cf. med.L. decheium in Du Cange.]
1. The process of falling off from a prosperous or

thriving condition ; progressive decline; the condi-
tion of one who has thus fallen off or declined.
c 1460 FORTESCUE Abs.

ejr
Lim. Mm. xvi. The estate off

be Romans .. hath (fallen alwey sythyn, into suche decay,
)>at nowe [etc.]. 1558 Br. WATSON 5m. Sacram. i. 3 He
repayreth all our oecaies in grace. 1587 Mirr. Mag.,
Albanact Ixvi, Discord brings all kingdom.es to decay.
1611 BIBLE Lev. xxv. 35 If thy brother bee waxen poore,
and fallen in decay with thee. r7i8 HICKES & NELSON
J. Kettlewell in. ( 103. 439 Perceiving . . a very Sensible
Decay of his Spirits. 1858 FROUDE Hist. Eng. (1858) I. i.

9 At present, the decay of a town implies the decay of the
trade of the town. 1874 GREEN Short Hist. v. 3. 228 The
decay of the University of Paris . . had transferred her
intellectual supremacy to Oxford.

fb. Formerly sometimes = Downfall, destruc-

tion, ruin ; poet, fall, death. Obs.

IS3S COVERDALE Ps. cv(i]. 36 They worshipped their

ymages, which turned to their owne decaye. 1590 SPENSER
F. Q. I. vi. 48 In hope to bring her to her Last decay. Ibid.
ll. ix. 12 Fly fast, and save

yourselves from neare decay.
1593 SHAKS. Liter. 516 To kill thine honour with thy Hues
decaie. 1595 John iv. iii. 154. a 17*4 Battle ofHarlaw
xxv. in Ramsay Evergreen, Gnt Dolour was for his Decay,
That sae unhappylie was slain.

( 2. Falling off (in quantity, volume, intensity,

etc.) ; dwindling, decrease. Obs.

1636 BLUNT Voy. Levant (1637) 46 The opinion of our

decay in stature from our forefathers. 1662 STILLINGFL.

Orig. Sctcr. in. iv. 6 The decay of many of them [springs]
in hot and dry weather. 1609 A. BROWNED?? Pict.(i6-]$)ig
The shadows .. being caused by the decay of the light. 1691
T. H[ALE] Ace. New Invent, p. Ixxxiv, Complaints were
brought to the Council-Board, of the great Decay of that
River. 1816 J. SMITH Panorama Sc. <$ Art II. 62 The
decay of sound has been supposed by some to be nearly in

the direct ratio of the distances.

8. Of material things : Wasting or wearing away,
disintegration ; dilapidation, minous condition.

1523 FITZHERB. Surv. i Those castelles . . that be fallen in

dekay and nat inhabyted. c 1600 SHAKS. Sonn. xiii. 9 Who
lets so fair a house fall to decay ? 1756-7 tr. Keysler's
Trav. (1760) II. 248 That edifice, by length of time, fell to

decay,
and lay in ruins. 1839 K EIGHTLEY Hist. Eng. II.

41 The decay of these sacred edifices.

t b. //. Dilapidations ; concr. ruined remains,

ruins, debris, detritus. (Rarely in sing.) Obs.

1581 in W. H. Turner Select. Rec. Oxford 427 The
BaylifTs . . shall . . make relation unto this howsse what the

decayes are. 1615 G. SANDYS Trav. 176 Beyond are the

decayes of a Church. 1631 LITHGOW Trav. v. 200 The
decayes whereof being much semblable to . . the stony
heapes of Jericho. 1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. in. vi. J 26. 82

Jehoida was careful to amend the decayes of the Temple.
1777 G. FORSTER Voy. round World I. 313 A vegetable
mould, mixed with volcanic decays.

fig. 1605 SHAKS. Lear v. iii. 297 What comfort to this

freat
decay may come Shall be appli'd s66 SOUTH Serm.

. ii. Gen. i. 27 And certainly that must needs have been

very glorious the decayes of which are so admirable.

c. fig. The gradual 'wearing down' of words or

phonetic elements in language.
1874 SAYCE Compar. Pkilol. i. 18 Contraction and decay

may be carried so far as to become an idiosyncracy of a

particular language. 1877 PAPILLON Man. Comf. Philology
iv. 56 The principle of

' Phonetic Decay ', which plays so

large a part in the history of language.

4. Decline of the vital energy or faculties (through
disease or old age) ; breaking up of the health and
constitution ; formerly also (with//.), effect, mark,
or sign of physical decay.
f 1600 SHAKS. Sonn. xi. Age and could decay. 1611 B.

JONSON Ccttiline n. i, She has been a fine lady. . and paints,
and hides Her decays very well. i7JoWoDRowOrr.(i84i)II.
498 Notwithstanding my great age and decays, I am able to

preach . . in the largest meeting-house in Boston. 175* JOHN-
SON Rambler No. 203 f 12 In the pains of disease, and the

DECAY.

languor of decay. 1860 11- .K f.irnAtft. (1869) I. vii. <2 i

1 he archbishop . . had begun to >how symptom! of decay,
tb. spec. Consumption, phthisis;

' a decline .

1715 N. ROBINSON 7 - A perfect Hectic,
which inseparably accompamet Waites, Decays n<l Coo-
sumptions. 1746 BBUBUV Lei. Tar.Watrr\t-> Ilrowie*
dccayi, and other maladio. 1818 Scorr Hrt. Midi, xviii,
Her son that the had left at hame weak of decay.
5. The destructive decomposition or wasting of

organic tissue
; rotting.

IS94 TLAT JewelMo. n. 42 One day, or two, before you
feare the decay of your decoction, set the same on the fire.

1748 K. SMITH I'oy. 1. 138 Such Wood as i upon the Decay,
but not yet become rotten. 1771 J. HUNTER Hist. Tre.-A,
Fill the hole with lead, which prevents the pain and retard! the
decay. 1775 HARRIS 1'hilot. A rrangem.. The liody ceatei to
live, and the members soon pan into putrefaction and decay
1860 KI-SKIN Mod. Paint. V. vm. i. 159 The decay of leaves.

1878 I..P.MEREDITH Teeth 115 The teeth will come together,
and further decay will almost infallibly reult.

f6. A cause of decay; the 'destruction' or 'ruin

of anything. Obs.

. *Sf3 Homilies n. x. Pt. i, Som worldly wilted men think
it a great decaye to the quiete and prudent gouernynge of
their commonwealthes to gcue eare to the simple and playne
rules . . of our Sauiour. 1584 POWEL Lloyd's Cambria 21
This partition is the very decaie of great families, c 1600
SHAKS. Sonn. Ixxx, My loue was my decay. 1674 WOOD
Life (O. H. S.) II. 300 The decay of study, and con-

sequently of learning, are coffy houses. 1690 CHILD Due.
Trade (ed. 4) 235 Trade, to which the high rate of Usury is

a great prejudice and decay.

f7. Failure of payment or rent; arrears. Obi.

[med.L. decants reddilus, decafum.]
1546 in Eng. Gilds (1870)' 199 The possessiones of Ihe

Guyld, wyth the decayes, ben ycrly valued at (etc.). Ibid..

Decayes and defames of Rentes. 1546 Mem. Kifon (Surtco)
III. 31 One Annuall Rent . . in decay and not payde.

Decay (drk?-), v- Forms; 5- decay; also

5-6 dekay, e, dekey, 6-7 decaye, -ale. [a.
OF. decair, dekair (subj. pres. decaie}, var. of

decaoir, dechaoir, decheoir, now dichoir Sp. de-

caer, Pg. decahir. It. decadere, a Com. Rom.
compound of de- down + cadere = L. cadfre to fall.

The F. forms in -eir, -oir correspond to the -ere

type, those in -ir in OF. and Pg. have passed over
to the -ire conjugation.] I. intr.

1. To fall off (in quality or condition) ; to deterio-

rate or become impaired ; to lose its characteristic

quality, strength, or excellence ; to be in a failing
condition.

1494 FABYAN Chron. \. xcv. 60. The seruyce of God . . by
mean of y* Saxons was greatlydecayde through all Brytayne.
ijn-a Act 3 Htn. VIII, c. 3 Preamb., Archcric . . is right
litell used, but dayly mynessheth, decayth and abateth. 1583
STUBBES Anat.Abus. n. (1882) 73 Whereby learning greatlie
decaieth. i6pz ROWLANDS Kind Gossips (1609) 18 His loue
tome now daily doth decay. i677YARRANTon Eng. Improv.
49 Common Honesty is necessary for Trade, ana without it

Trade will decay. 17*8 POPE DUHC. \. 277 How Prologues
into Prefaces decay. 1811 J.WILSON Isle ofPalms ill. 273 En-
tranced there the Lovers gaze Till every human fear decays.

b. To decline from prosperity or fortune.

1483 Act i Kich. Ill, c. 12 S i The Artificers of this seid
Realme . . ben greatly empoveresshed and dailly dekeyn.
1483 CAXTON Cato H tj, It is seen selde the juste to deleave
ne to haue nede. 1535 COVERDALE Prov. xi. 1 1 When the
iust are in wealth, the cite prospereth : but whan the

vngodly haue the rule, it
decayeth. 1663 PKI'YS Diary

15 May, The Dutch decay there
Jin the East Indies]

exceedingly. i8i< SCOTT Old Mot t. l, Ancient, .families. .

decayed into the humble vale of life.

fa. To fall off or decrease (in nnmlier, volume,
amount, intensity, etc.) ; to dwindle away. Obs.

1489 Act 4 Hen. Vii, c. 16 The which Isle is lately de-

cayed of people. 1568 BIBLE (Bishops') Jot xiv. n The
fludde decayeth and dryeth vp. 1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trap.
168 It became a hard question, whether my spirits or Gold
decayed faster. 1691 T. H[ALE| Ace. ffem Invent, p. xc.
The Shipping and Number of our Seamen were decay a
about a third part. 1698 FRYER Ace. E. Ind. 67 The Water
drank is usually Rain-water preserved in Tanks which decay-
ing, they are forced to dig Wells. 17*5 POPE Odyss. xn.

237 Till, dying off, the distant sounds decay, c 1790 IMISON
Sch. Art. \. 126 The candle will burn a minute ; and then,

having gradually decayed from the first instant, will go out.

3. To fall into physical ruin; to waste away,
wear out, become ruined.

1494 FABYAN Chron. ill. Ivi. 36 Antiragus . . with great
dilygence Repayred Cyties and! Townes before decayed.
1570-6 LAMBARDE Peramb. Kent (1826) 283 This house,
by that time . . was decaied, either by age, or flame, or
bothe. 1635 MILTON On llobscn ii, Made of sphere metal,
never to decay Until his revolution was at stay. 1694 Coll.

Set'. Late Voy. (1711) L 45 There was Water over the Salt,
which began to decay with the Rain and Weather being
on it. 1748 F. SMITH Voy. 1. 51 The Ise being inseparable,
as it was very little decayed.

b. To suffer decomposition ; to rot.

1580 BARET Al-.'. D 178 That soone is ripe, doth soone

inside begins to decay. 1851 CARPENTER Man. Fhyt. (ed. 2)

22 The parent-cell having arrived at its full development . .

dies and decays.
4. To fall off in vital energy ; to lose health and

strength (of body or faculties); also, to lose the

bloom of youth and health.

1538 STARKEY England i. it 48 Wythoot the wych hyi
helth long can not be maynteynyd ; but, schortly, of

necesstye hyt must dekay. 1*55 CuLnmts Rivtrius I. xi
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DECAYABLE.
38 His Imagination began to decay. 1718-14 POPE Rape
Lock-v. 25 But since, alas ! frail beauty must decay, 1795
SOUTHKV Joan ofArc vn. 337 Feel life itself with that false

hope decay. 1873 JOWETT Plato^ (ed. 2) V. 20 An author
whose original powers are beginning to decay.

II. trans.

1 5. To cause to fall off or deteriorate. Obs.

1529 MORE Com/. agst. Trih. n. Wks. 1200/2 For feare

of decaying the common wele, men are driuen to put male-
factors to pain. 1565 JEWEL Dcf. ApoL {16111 362 We haue
decaied no mans Power or right. 1665 MANLEY Grotms'
Ltnv C. Warres 299 His last five years had much decayed
his Reputation. 1691 LOCKE Lower. Interest^Wks. 1727 II.

38 A High Interest decays Trade.

f6. To cause to fall off (in number, amount,

etc.) ; to reduce, cause to dwindle. Obs.

1550 CROWLEY Epigr. 734 Yet can there nothynge My
flocke more decaye, Then when hyrelynges suffer My shepe
o astraye. 1600 HOLLAND Livy i. xlix. 35 a, When he had
ecaied the number of the nobles, a 1626 BACON Max. fy

Uses Com. Law iv. (1636)23 If I do decay the game whereby
there is no Deere,

'f 7. To waste or ruin physically ;
to disintegrate,

dilapidate ; to bring to decay or ruin. Obs.

1536 Exhort. North in Furniv. Balladsfrom MSS. I. 306
Downe streght to the grownde Many are besy them [abbeys]
to dekay. 1605 BACON Adv. Learn, i. viii. 6 '18731 72
Palaces, temples, castles, cities, have been decayed and de-

molished. 1636 SIR H. BLOUNT Voy. Levant (1637)46 Where
there were any raine, it would settle, .and decay the build-

ing. 1703 MoxoN^/i'c^. Exerc. 239 No time will impair or

decay those Grey Kentish Bricks,

b. To destroy by decomposition; to rot.

1616 B. JONSON Dwell an Asse iv. iii, [It] decayes the
fore-teeth. 1626 BACON Sylvct 995 To lay that which you
cut off to putrefie, to see whether it will decay the rest of
the stock. 1703 T. N. City # C. Purchaser 210 Lime and
Wood are insociable, the former very much corrodeing and
decaying the latter. 1893 MRS. A. ARNOLD in Westtn. Gaz.

27 Feb. 9/2 Is it probable that a blooming girl would defile

her breath, decay her teeth, and damage her complexion
[by smoking]?
8. To cause (the body or faculties) to fail in

vital energy, health, or beauty.
"540-54 CROKE Ps. (Percy Soc.) 24 Ther is no tyme can

the decaye. 1568 E. TILNEV Disc. Mariage Cj b, Wine..
if it be abused, .decaying womens bewtie. a 1668 DENHAM

. OfOld Age 217
' But Age

1

, 'tis said,
'
will memory decay'.

1713 ADDISON Guardian No. 120 F7 Almost every thing
which corrupts the soul decays the body. 1718 LADY M.W.
MONTAGU Let. to C'tess ofMar 10 Mar., She had the re-

mains of a fine face, .more decayed by sorrow than time.

Decayable (d/k^-ab'l), a. [f. DECAY v. +

-ABLE. Cf. OF. decheable.] Capable of, or liable

to, decay ; perishable.

1617 MORYSON ftin. n. in. i. 243 Such victuals as are
decaiable. 16.. T.ADAMS Wks. (1861-2) III. in (D.)Were
His strength decayable with time there might be some hope
in reluctation. 1640 BP. HALL Episc. in. vii. 252 His
truths are. .not changeable by time, not decayable by age.
1889 Voice (N. Y.) 14 Mar., 13 dead cats, besides other de-

cayable matter, were found.

Decayed Cd!kJi<d), ppl. a.
[f.

as prec. + -ED.]
1. Fallen off, impaired, or reduced in quality,

condition, health, freshness, prosperity, fortune, etc.

1513 DOUGLAS Mneis xi. Prol. 148 To haue bene in
welth and hartis blys, And now to be dekeit and in wo.
1563 Homilies n. Idleness, To reliefe such decayed men
in syckenes. 1577 B. GOOGE Heresbaclt's Husb. iv. (1586)
190 b, For the comforting, .of a decayed memorie. 1605
VERSTEGAN Dec. Intcll. Pref. Ep., A restitution of decaied

intelligence. 1677 YARRANTON Eng. Improv. 16 The neg-
lected, and I may say decayed Trade of Fishing. 1711
ADDISON Spect. No. 164 f i Theodosius was the younger
Son of a decayed Family. 1766 FORDYCE Sertn. Yng. Worn.
(1767) II. viii. 29 A decayed beauty. 1863 H. Cox Instit. \.

vhi. 97 It was contended that decayed boroughs ought to
be ^disfranchised. 1893 Bookman June 83/1 A decayed
civilization with many repulsive features.

2. Physically wasted or impaired ;
that has begun

to crumble or fall in pieces or to rot
;
ruined.

^1528 GARDNIER in Pocock Rec. Ref. I. xlvi. 89 The pope
lieth in an old palace, .ruinous and decayed. 1590 BUTTES
Dyets Dry Dinner D vb, Walnuts . . repaire decaied teeth.

1632 LITHGOW Tra-v. vi. 247 Thence wee came to the
decayed lodging of Caiphas. a 1716 BLACKALL Wks. (1723)
I. 147 Wine, tho' it be decayed.. is nevertheless useful as
Vinegar. 1794 S.WILLIAMS I 'ermont 80 Formed of decayed
or rotten leaves. 1883 Daily News 17 May 6/1 Decayed
gooseberry a sickly, bluish lilac.

Decayedness. [-NESS.] Decayed condition.
1647 CLARENDON Hist. Reb. v. (1702) I. 544 Their lowness,

and decaiedness of their Fortunes. 1719 LONDON & WISE
Compl. Card. p. xx, The decayedness of the Trees.

Deeayer (d^kJ
!

-ai). [-EK.] One who, or that

which, causes decay ; a waster.
a 1541 WYATT in Tottetfs Misc. (Arb.) 63 The enmy of

life, decayer of all kinde. 1602 SHAKS. Ham. v. i. 188 Your
water is a sore Decayer of your horson dead body. 1691
T. H[ALE]/*C<:. New Invent. 81 This Sheathing is an extra-

ordinary decayer of the Iron-work. 1711 ADDISON Spect.
No. 73 Old Age is likewise a great Decayer of your Idol.

Decaying (dfk^Hn), vbl. sb. [-ING i.] The
action of the verb DECAY.
1530 PALSGR. 212/1 Decayeng of a thyng, mine, deca-

dence, decline. 1632 MASSINGER City Madam \. 1, These
[a leg and foot], indeed, wench, are not so subject to decay-
ings as the face. 1796 MORSE Amer. Geog. I. 396 This
. .has been in a state of thriving and decaying many times.

Decaying, ///. a. [-ING ^.] That decays ; fall-

ing off, declining ; falling into ruin
; decomposing.

^53O PALSGR. 309/2 Dekayeng. .ntynenx. 1591 SHAKS.
i Hen. VI, n. v. i Kind Keepers of my weake decaying

88

Age. 1651 HOBBES Leviath.i. ii. 5 Imagination, .is nothing
but decaying sense. 1774 PENNANT Tour Scotl. in 1772. 4
The castle is a decaying pile. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng.
IV. 629 Her decaying industry and commerce. 1884 Law
Reports 16 Q. Bench Div. 65 A house, .situate in a decaying
borough. Mod. An odour of decaying leaves.

Decayless, a. rare. [f. DECAY sl>. + -LESS.]
Not subject to decay, undecaying.
1828 MOIR Castle (if Time Wks. 1852 II. 399 For shadows

..Left not a trace on that decayiess sky. 1864 NEALE
Scaton. Poems 155 Untended, decayiess, Sleeping the infinite

sleep, the monarch reposed.

Decayue, obs. form of DECEIVE.

Dece, obs. form of DAIS.

Deeeaph, -ue, Deceat, obs. ff. DECEIVE,
DECEIT.

Decease (dftrs), sb. Forms: a. 4 deoes,

deses, dises, 4-7 deoess(e, 5 decez, dicese, 6

dioesse, Sc. deoeis, 7 deceyse, 5- decease. 0.

4 desces, Sc. deseeiss, 4-5 dessece, 5 desseyse,
disoese, -eees, -sese, -sees, dysces, -sees, -seys,

-sease, 5-6 disease, dyssesse, 6 St. diseis. [ME.
deces, etc., a. F. diets, ad. L. decess-us departure,
death, vbl. sb. f. ppl. stem of daedSre to depart, go
away. In OF. often also desces (see DE- pref. 1. 6),
hence also in ME. with des-, 'dis-, (fys-, spellings
which often confused it in form with DISEASE-.
See the vb.] Departure from life

; death.
In its origin a euphemism (L. decessusfor mors\ and still

slightly euphemistic or at least less harsh and realistic than
death ; it is the common term in legal and technical lan-

guage where the legal or civil incidence of death is in

question, without reference to the act of dying.
a. c 1330 R.BRUNNK CAroti.(i8ia) 15 After his fader decesse.

Ibid. 126 If ^at Henry die, or Steuen male his deses. c 1440
Gesta Rom. Iv. 237 (Harl. MS.) Aftir hir dicese, ^e Em-
peroure weddid ano^er woman. 1513 MORE in Grafton
Chron. II. 761 At the time of his fathers decease. 1654
GATAKER Disc. Apol. 79 The decesse of one Pope . . and
entrance of another. 1751 SMOLLETT Per. Pic. Ixxiii, A
groan which announced his decease. 18x8 CRUISE Digest
(ed. 2) II. 289 In case his said daughter should die without
issue of her body living at her decease. 1849 LINGARD Hist.

Eng. (1855} I. vi. 182/2 The surname of ' the Confessor
'

was
given to him [Edward] from the bull of his canonization,
issued by Alexander III, about a century after his decease.

ft. c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 254 After Blanche
desces. c 1350 Will. Palenic 4101 After mi dessece. c 1440
Gesta Rom. xv. 49 Aftere his dissese. 1494 FABYAN Chron.
V. cxxxi. 113 Worde came to hym of his faders disease,

1580 LYLY Enphnes (Arb.) 293 A Lady.. who after the
disease of hir Father hadde three sutors.

y. 1417 E. E. Wills (1882) 29 Aftr ]K sesse [corruption
of decease] of her.

fb. Said of the death of many; mortality,

slaughter. Obs.

1513 DOUGLAS &neis xn. ix. 5 Sa feill and diuers slauch-
teris as war thair, And gret deces of dukis.

Decease (dftrs), v. Forms: a. 5 deoess,
sesse, 5-6 -eesse, 5-7 -ceasse, 6 -oese, -seee,

dieesse, Sc. deeeiss, 6- decease. /3. j diseeas,
-eeyse, -sese, -sease, 5-6 -eess(e, -cease, 6 de-

scece, -cess, -sece, disceasse, dyscess, -cece,

-scesse, -sese, -sesse, disease,
[f. DECEASE sl>.

Taken as the Eng. repr. of L. dceedere and F. de-

cider. In L. decedere and discedere were nearly

synonymous in the sense '

depart, go away', and
in med.L. discedere, discessus, were also used for

decedpre, decessiis in senses '

die, death
'

; hence
OF. desces = deces, and the ME. and ifith c. forms
in des-, dis-, dys-, some of which were identical with
variant spellings of disease. Cf. the sb.]
intr. To depart from life ; to die.

a. 1439 E. E. Wills (1882) 123 Yf the saide lohn decesse
withoute heires. 1513 MORE Rich. Ill Wks. 36/2 So
deceased, .this noble Kynge. 1623 FAVINE Theat. Hon.
ix. i. 356 Deceassing without children. 1639 FULLER Holy
War in. x. (1840) 132 Queen Sibyll who deceased of the

plague. 1777 Life Aof. Ablot 41 He deceased at his

palace of Croydon. 1868 BROWNING Ring^ Bk. iv. 103 If
the good fat easy man. .decease, .being childless.

0. 1439 E. E. Wills (1882) 123 If he discesse without
heires. 1463 Bitry Wills (1850) 28 As God disposith for
me to dissese. 1530 PALSGR. 517/2, I discease, I dye or

departe out ofthis worlde . 1556 Chron. Gr. Friars (Camden)
41 Thys yere the good qwene Jane dessecid the xxiij. day
of October.

fb. To decease this world (cf. to depart this

life). Obs. rare.

1515 Epitaph in Wood Ath. Oxrm., James Stanley.. who
decessed thys transytory wourld the xxii of March.

c. fig. To come to an end, perish ;
CEASE.

1538 Lichfield Gild Ord. 8 Bring the parties together
that ther may be made a good end, and discord clene
desecedd. 1501 SYLVESTER Du Bartas i. vii. (1641) 60/2
How often had this world deceast, except Gods mighty arms
had it upheld and kept. 1635 SWAN Spec. M. (1670) 93 This
circle never corrupteth nor deceaseth.
Hence f Deceasing vbl. sb., death, decease.
1591 PERCIVALL Sp. Diet., Finamiento, the dieng, the

deceasing, death. 1691 E. TAYLOR Behmen's Threefold
Life xviii. 313 At deceasing of the Body.
Deceased (dftTst, poet, dftrsed), ppl. a.

Forms: see DECEASE v. ; also 7 deceast. [f.

DECEASE v. + -ED l. From the intermixture of the

prefixes de- and dis-, and of the letters c and s, it

was frequently written diseased^

DECEIT.

1. That has departed this life, dead,
'

departed
'

;

'sp. lately dead,
'
late '.

c 1489 CAXTON Soimes ofAyinon ix. 227 After that a man
is ones decessed. 1323 Ln. BERNERS f'roiss. I. ccxliv. 364
The bysshopof Wynchestre discessed . . was chancellour of
England. 1564 GRINDAL Fun. Serm. Pr. Feni. Wks. (1843)
10 [He] highly commended the parties discessed. 1586 A.
DAY Eng. Secretary i. (1625) 63 The deceased ghost of him
that loved you. 1651 HOBBES Leviath. in. xxxviii. 242 Those
deceased Giants. i762GoLDsM. Cit. W.xii, There. .1 shallsee
justice done to deceased merit. 1810 WORDSW. F.ss. Epitaphs
Wks. (1888) 814/1 The character of a deceased friend.

1893 Lam Times XCV. 82/1 The heir of a deceased licence-
holder.

fig- *597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. IV, HI. i. 81 Figuring the
nature of the Times deceas'd.
b. Deceased wife's sister question : the question of a

widower's marrying the sister of his deceased wife, such
a marriage being legal in some countries and illegal in
others.

2. absol. f a. //. The deceased : those who are

dead, the dead (obs.}. b. The person (lately) dead,
or whose death is in question.
1625 MASSINGER New Way v. i, It might have argued me

of little love To the deceased. 1648 MILTON Ps. Ixxxviii.

42 Shall the deceas'd arise ? 1751 SMOLLETT Per. Pic. civ,
He.. sealed up all the papers of the deceased. 1840 C.
PELHAM Chron. Crime (18861 II. 349 An inquest was held

upon the remains of deceased at the Dog and Gun. 1841
LYTTON Nt. ff Morn. i. i, Mr. Jones, .promised to read the
burial-service over the deceased.

t Decea'Sure. Obs. rare.
[f.

DECEASE v. +
-URE

; corresp. to a L. type *decessura.'] Decease.
1580 LODGE Forb. $ Prise. (Shaks. Soc.) 97 To lament my

deceasure and her froward destinie.

Deeeave, etc., obs. form of DECEIVE v.

fDece'de, . Obs. [ad. L. deced-ere to go
away, depart, remove, f. DE- I. 2 + cedlre to go.

(French has had dtctdtr in sense 'to die' since
1 5th c.).] intr. To depart; to secede; to give

place, yield.
1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. v. iii. 25 To justifie the English

Reformation, from the scandal of Schisme, to shew, that

they had i. Just cause for which, 2. True authority by
which they deccded from Rome. 1658 J. WEBB tr. Cleo-

patra vni. ii. 63 That violent passion, .decoding to the

pitty she conceived. 1697 J. SERGEANT Solid Philos. 262
With their Quantity and Figure acceding and deceding to
the Individuum.

Decedent (dftf-dent), sb. (a.) [ad. L. dece-

dent-em, pr. pple. of decedere to depart, die.]
A. sb. One who retires from an office (obs.\

deceases, or dies ; a deceased person. U. S., chiefly
in Law.
1599 CRAUFURD Hist. Univ. Edinb. (1880) 52 Mr. Andrew

Young . . was appointed to succeed to the next decedent.
1730 Tip. WILSON in Keble Life xxi. (1863) 724 Taking
care of orphan's and decedent s goods. 1828 WEBSTER,
Decedent, a deceased person. Laws of Pennsylv. 1884
Boston (Mass.) Jrnl. Jan., In North Andover last year
there were 6s deaths. Twenty-two of the decedents were
more than 70.

f B. adj. (See quot.) Obs.-
1727 BAILEY vol. II, Decedent, adj. departing, going away.

Deeeife, Deeeipt, Deceis(s, obs. ff. DECEIVE,
DECEIT, DECEASE.

Deceit (,d/sft). Forms : a. 4 deseyt(e, 4-5
-sait(e, 4-6 -ceyt(e, 4-7 -ceite, 5 -sayte, -sate,
6 -ceat, -seite, -seytte, -saitte, -sette, 4- deceit.

0. 5 deceipte, 5-7 -eeipt, 5-6 -eept(e. -y. 4-6
desceit, -sayte, 5 desseit, -seyt(e, -sait, -sate,
6 desceyt. 8. 4 disseyte, -saite, -sayte, Sc.

dissat, 4-5 disseit, -ceite, 5 dissayet, dysseyto,
-sayt, -6 dissait, -sate, dis-, dyseeyt(e, 5-7
disoeit, 6 -ceat^e, -sayt(e. e. 6 dis-, dyscept,
-eeipte. [ME. deceite, deseyte, desaite, etc., a. OF.
deceite, -eyte (later de^oite) : sb. fern, from pa. pple.
of deceveir, dtcevoir, with assimilation of vowel, as

in deceive. (Cf. CONCEIT.)
In ME. and early mod. Eng. with many varieties of spell-

ing, partly inherited from Fr., partly due to Eng. change of
OF. ft to at, ay, and consequent interchange of c and s,
whence arose such forms as desait, Sc. desate. In OF. the

spelling was sometimes assimilated to Latin decepta, as ae-

cepte, whence in Eng. deceipte. But in both langs. the> was
mute ; the oldest Gower MSS. have deceipte, deceite, but
the word rimes with streite (strait) ; the ordinary i7th c.

pronunciation rimed it with -ait, as in Wither a 1667 bait :

deceit ; cf. the common i6th c. spellings in -sait, -sate, -ceat.

The narrowing of e to i came later. In OF. the prefix lie-

was sometimes changed to des. (see DE- I. 6), which became
very common in ME., and was here, moreover, in the

general alteration of the French form des- back to the Latin
dis-, subjected to the same change, so as to give, in 15-
i6th c., such odd spellings as dis-ceat, dis-sait, dis-sate (all

meaning di,s?
-

t) : cf. DECEIVE.]
1. The action or practice of deceiving ; conceal-

ment of the truth in order to mislead
; deception,

fraud, cheating, false dealing.
c 1300 K. Alis. 6157 By queyntise to don, other deseyte.

nj86 CHAUCER Pars. T. F703 Deeeipt bitwixe marchaunt
and marchaunt. 1393 GOWER Con/. II. 318 And that he
dide for deceipt, For she began to axe him streit. 1426
AUDELAY Poems 6 Dysseyte ne theft loke thou do non.

1483 Calh. Angl. 101 Dissate, vbi dessate. 1535 COVERDALE
Mai. iii. 8 Shulde a man vse falsede and disceate with God ?

1552 LYNDESAY Monarche 5780 Leifgour dissait and crafty
wylis. 1667^ MILTON P. L. v. 243 By violence ? no . . But by
deceit and lies. 1794 S. WILLIAMS Vermont 170 The deceit,



DECEIT.

kni.vri y, ami fraud of the European traders. 1849 RUSK IN

Stv. Lamps ii. 8 6. 32 Gilding, which in architecture is no
deceit, l>et:;iusc it is therein not understood for gold.

b. in /</>'.

[i75 Ait i /"(/re. /, c. 29 Nul manerc dcceyte ou collu-

sion.! 1495 \ettin/ia>n Kfi. 111.285 Accion of dcsseyte
ffor hri-kyii};*' "U pnunyse. 1*31 Dial, on Laws Rng. II.

x!ii. (16381 135 A false returne whereupon an action of disceit

lyrili. 1672 t '<>\\j i, /'.-/'/.. isa subtle, wily shift ordevicc,
having n<> other n:iine. 1818 CKULSB Digest (ed. a) IV. 294
All manner of deceit is hereby avoided in deeds.

fc. Phr. In deceit of: so ns to deceive; so to

the deceit of, upon d. t under d, ll'ith no deceit\

without deceit : without mistake, assuredly, cer-

tainly. Obs.

[ivj$ActiEdw. /,c. 29 De fere la endeceytede la Court.]
1303 R. URUNNE llnndl. Syntte 3814 He durst comeoute on
no party Of all be twelve monbe wyb no deseyt. c 1350 U'ill.

Faltrne 2041 Wiboute dUseyte, I wold alle hire werk do
yju wite sone. 1393 LANGI. /*. /Y, C. I. 77 Hus selc sholdi:

no}t be sent in deceit of be puple. c 1425 11ampoles Psalter
Metr. Pref. 32 Betwene dancastir and I'oumefreyt this is

be way. .euen streygth wi|> out deseyt. 1534 Indictm. Eltz.

Rocking \\\ Hall Chron. (1550! 221 To the great deceit of
the prince and people of this realme. 1535 COVERDALE
1 Chron. xiit. 17 Yf ye come vpon disceate, and to be mine
aduersaries. i Mace. vit. 10 Speakinge vnto them with

peaceable wordes : but vnder disceate. a i6a6 BACON Max,
ff Uses Com, Law (1636) 8 Selling .. things tinwho!some,
or ill made in deceipt of tne people.

2. (with a and //.) An instance of deception ;

nn act or device intended to deceive ; a trick,

stratagem, wile.

c 1340 Cursor M, 897 (Fairf.) For |>i dissayte at bou dede.
c 1380 WVCLIK Wks. 11880) 104 pe deuelis disceitis. 14 .

Piers of Fnlham 95 in Hazl. /,'./'. /'. II. 5 The fowler
with hys deseyttes bryngeth The gentyll fowles in to hys
false crafte. 1548-9 iMar.i Bit. Com. Prayer, Litany; AI
the deceytes of the worlde, the fleshe, and the deuill. 1559
CECIL in Robertson Hist. Scotl. II. A pp. i, To avoid the

dccepts and trompcries of the French. 11x667 WITHER
Stedfast Shepherd i, Thy painted baits. And poor deceits,
Are alt bestowed on me in vain. 1713 SWIFT Cadenns ty V ^

Venus thought on a deceit, c 1793 COI.KRIDGE Autumnal
Rvening ii, O dear deceit ! I see the maiden rise.

8. The quality of deceiving ; deceitfulness.

1303 R. HRUNNE //<zW/. Synne 12494 What doust bou
byfore be prest and hast deseyt yn by brest ? c 1400 Dfstr.

Troy 3788 Ulexes. .was .. full of disseit. 15*6 TINDALE
Rom. \. 29 Full of envie, morther, debate, disseyte. 1577
tr. Btillinger's Decades (1592) 20 The care of this world and
the deceipt of riches. 1845 MANNING Serin. I. ix. Oft Jas. i.

22 It is a vain and hurtful thing, full-of deceit and clanger,
to hear and not to do.

t Decei*tf
v. Obs. rare. Hence 5 desetyng

vbl. sb. [f. DECKIT sb.] To construct deceitfully,
to forge (a document).
1484 in Surtees Misc. (i8go> 43 Declaracion concernyng

the disetyng of a fals testimonial! [called p. 42 the forsaid

forged, false testymonyall].

t Decei'teous, a. Obs. rare. [f. DECEIT, \vith

suffix fashioned after righteous^ courteous : see

-ECUS 3.] Deceitful. Hence Decei-teonsly adv.

1481 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 333 And all other ware, .whiche
is desceyteously wrought.

Deceitful (d/srtful), a. Forms : see DECEIT.

[f. DECEIT + -FUL.] Full of deceit ; given to de-

ceiving or cheating; misleading, false, fallacious.

(As said of things often = DECEPTIVE.)
1483 Cath. Angl.yj Desatefullc, vbi false. 1500-20 DUN-

BAR Flyting 75 Dissaitfull tyrand, with serpentis tung,
vnstable. 1513 DOUGLAS sErteis ix. vii. 52 Throw the dern
wod dyssaitfullandonplane. 1584 POWEL Lloyd's Cambria
104 A Deceiptfull and Subtile man. 1641 WIUKINS Math.
Magick i, iii. (1648) 19 Such deceit full ballances may be
discovered, .by changing the weights. 184* LYTTON Zanoni
20 Appearances are deceitful. i86a Lt>. BROUGHAM Brit.

Const, ix. g i. 113 They may be the most false and deceitful

of human kind.

Deceitfully, adv. [f. prec. + -LY 2
.]

In a
deceitful manner

;
with intent to deceive. (In first

cjuot. : By deceit or treachery.)
^1470 HENRY Wallace vu. 34 Desaitfully I may nocht sc

thaim hang. 1583 Act 14-15 Hen. K//7, c. a Workeman-
ship. .falsely and disceitfully made. 1611 BIBLE a Or. iv.

2 Not walking in craftines, nor handling the word of God
deceitfully. 1667 Decay Chr. Piety viii. p i If this founda-
tion be deceitfully laid, the superstructure must necessarily
sink and perish. 1873 SYMONDS Grk. Poets viii 265 His

allegory .. must always show them [the clouds] deceitfully

beautiful, spreading illusion over earth and sky.

Decei'tfuluess. [f.
as prec. + -NESS.] The

quality of being deceitful ; disposition or tendency
to deceive or mislead ; deceptiveness.
1509 BARCLAY Skyp o/Fofys (1874) II. 323 Beware disceyt-

fulnes, All fraude and gyle take nede that thou despyce.

1516 TINDALE Matt. xiii. 23 The dissaytfulnes off ryches.

1671 GLANVILL Disc. M. Stnbbe 21 Tne deceitfulness of

Telescopes. 1741 RICHARDSON Pamela (1824) I. 64 O, the

deceitfulncss of the heart of man ! 1870 ANDERSON Missions
Anter. /></. III. xv. 238 The deceitfulness of the people.

Decei tless, a. rare. [f. DECEIT + -LESS.]

Free from deceit.

1630 Bp. HALL Old Relig. 2
(L.)

So he that should call

Satan an unclean devil, should imply that some devil is not

unclean ; or deccivable lusts, some lusts deceitless !

Decei vabi'lity. rare. [f.
next + -ITY. OF.

had dccevabktc.] Capacity of being deceived.

1861 (MN. P. THOMPSON Audi Alt. III. cxlix. 142 The
iltxeivability of the masses.

VOL. III.

89

Deceivable d/W-vab'l), a. I-'ormi (about 40
variants) : a with de- 4 -, with des- 4-5, y w ith

dia- 4-6; variations of the stun as in

[a. OK. dtccvable, f. stem of ddcevoir to DKCKIYK
+ -ABI.K.]

fl. actively. Having the quality or habit of de-

ceiving ; deceitful, deceptive. Obs. (or arch.^

JOb*.
since c 1688 ; exc. as used after the biblical dtcttv-

lettfit.)

1303 K. HRUNNK Hantil.Synne ^ji So ben dremys dcseyn-
abfe. 1381 WYCLIF Prov. xiv. 17 The desscyuable man is

hateful, c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Koxb.) xxx. 135 A fantom antl

a dessayuable thing to be sight. 1438 Surtees Misc. (1890)
4 John Lyllyng had salde mykell swylk deceyvable tyn to

bcllemakers. 1503-4^^ 19 Hen. VI /, c.6 Deceivable and
untrewe Beames and scales, c 1510 DI'NBAB Poems Ixviii,

I seik abowte this warld onstablc, To find, .it is dissavable.

1535 COVRRDALE 3 Pet. \. 16 We folowed not deceaueable
fables. 1558 KNOX First Blast App. (Arb.) 59 Yf I should
flatter your grace 1 were no freind, but a deceavabill trater.

1682 UUNVAN Holy War 55 Deceivable speech. 1688 K.
HOLMK Armoury u. 305 A wicked deccivahlc person^

who in-

deavouring to chate others, chats himself. 1860 TKENCII
Serm. IVestm. Abb, xxxiii. 376 We may have proved them
false and deccivable a thousand times, and yet they arc still

able to attract and lo allure.

2. passively. Capable of l>eing, or liable to be,

deceived; fallible. Now rare.

1646 SIR T. I'.KOWNK Pseud. /,"/. i. i, Man was not only
dccetveable in his integrity, but the Angels of light in all

their clarity. 1658 W'hvle Duly Man iv. 4. 38 As dcceiv-

able, and easie to be deluded. 1705 STANHOPE Paraf>hr.
III. 559 To deal with him, as if he were such a deccivable
Creature as our selves. 1841-4 EMERSON Ess., Politics

Wks. (Bohn) I. 239 With sucn an ignorant and deccivable

majority.

Decei vableness. Now rare. [-NK88.]
fl. The capncity of deceiving ; deceitfulness,

deceit ; deceptiveness. Ohs. (or arch, after N. T.)
1526 TINDALE 2 Thess. \\. 10 In alt dcceavablenes of un-

rigntewesncs [1611 with all deceival)leness; 1881 R.V.
with all deceit]. 1530 PALSCR. 213/1 I )csceyvablencsse, <fc

ceuabletf. (11653 GOUGE Cotnnt. Hcb. iii. 14 Sin prevails
the more by the deceiveablenesse thereof. 1671 GLANVII.L
Disc. M. Stnbbe 26 The Discourse about the deceivableness
of Opticks. x8a6 E. IRVING Babylon II. 439 They are
deceived into false security by that mystery of decciyablc-
ness. 1853 I. WILLIAMS Xertn. Epist. (1875) I. xvii. 193
With all deceivablencss and power of seduction.

2. Liability to be deceived, fallibility.

1674 Gwt, Tongue viii. pn His negligence and dcceiv-

ableness.

t Decei'vably, adv. Oh. or arch. [-LY 2.]

Deceitfully, fraudulently, falsely.

1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) VII. 109 Aftirward he

[Eawynel was reconsiled desceyval-ly and i-slayn. 1428
Surtees Misc. (1890) 4 Castyng of fals tyn menged with
lede and pewtre, and sellyng of yt dcceyvabcly for gude
tyn. i53-3 Act 24 Hen. VIJ'/, c. i Hydes. .vntruly, in-

sufficiently and deceiuably tanned. 1637 Declar. Pfaltz-

graves' l-'aith 3 When the one shall. . deceiveably lay imputa-
tions of errour on the other. 1865 NICHOIJ* Britton v. ii.

3 If<lower bedeceivably [Jesceiva&lement} established.

tDeceiva'nce. Obs. Forms: see DECEIVE.

[a. Of1

, dtcevance, f. deccv-ant\ see next and

-ANCE.] Deceit, deception.
(-1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 133 pe Kyng sister of

France Henry allied him to, Here of a desceyuance bei

conseild him to do. ^1430 LYIX;. Bochas i. i. (.
1
5J>4*

4 a.

Beware the serpent, with his disceivance. 1483 CAXTON
Gold". Lfg. 129/1 Ayenst the deceyuaunces of the fccnd.

1486 SurUes Misc. (1890) 57 SetlhJ yat it is your citie not

filid with dissavaunce.

t Deceiva'nt, a. and s/>. Obs. rare. (In 4
-aunt.) [a. F. dcccvant, pr. pple. videctvtir* -oir

: L. dedpient-em] A. atfj. Deceiving, deceitful,

deceptive. B. sb. A deceiver.

'393 GOWER Con/. I. 82 That bou ne be nogjit deceiuant.

Ibid. I. 222 The fourthe deceivaunt, The whiche is cleped
fals semblaunt. Ibid. II. 72 This Achelous was a Geaunt,
A subtil man, a deceivaunt.

Deceive (d/srv\ v. Forms : a. 4 deseue,

-sayue, -aaife, -ceife, -oayue, dicayue, 4-5

deseyue, 4-6 deceue, 4~7deceyue, 5-6 desavc,

(Sf. -sawe), 6 deceaph, 6-7 deoeaue, 5-deceive.
0. 4 desceiue, 4-5 -oeyue, -sayue, 5 -saue,

-sayfe, 5-6 -seyue. 7. 4 (St.) dissaf, 4-5 dis-

ceyue, -seyue, dyaceue, -saue, 4-5 (6 St.) dis-

saue, 4-6 dyssayue, 5 disceue, -saiue, -sayue,

(Sc. -sayf, -sawe), dysseyue, 5-6 dysoeyue,

-seue, 6 disoeiue, -ceauo, Sc. -salf. [a. OF.
dccev-eir (stressed stem deceiv-}, mod.F. dfcevoir :

J decipfrc, f. DK- I. i or 4 + cap?re to take. Cf.

CONCEIVE.
The stem was subject in ME. and i6th c. to the same

variations as those mentioned under DECKIT, and the prefix
varied in like manner as de-, des-, <//>-, whence came such

curious spellings as diseavet dtssax*, dissaif\ (he stem
vowel has passed through the stages e"L

ft", #, i. Quarles
in 1635 (Kmblems HI. n.) rimed deceiv'd thee : satfd thee.

(The literal sense of L. dlcipire was app. to catch in a

trap, to entrap, ensnare ; hence, to catch by guile ; to get
the better of by fraud ; to cheat, mislead. 1

}

fl. trans. To ensnare; to take unawares by
craft or guile ; to overcome, overreach, or get the

better of by trickery; to beguile or betray into

mischief or sin ; to mislead. Obs. (or ank)
a 1300 Cursor M. 3172 (Gutt) l>at be child were noght per-

cayucd, ar be suord him had dicayued. 1340 Ibid. 27214

DECEIVE.

l,&que)>erhewai^ui<Jeayuid.K>neoflcr)iiM>emliiic
he reiceyuid. 1398 THCVII.A /:,inJ,. l>r /'. K. xn. MI

318
Somtyme a tame i tihi'.ur.- in. .tauyhtr f. 1 -^\ It- ,.

ysccyuc wylde tolunutcs and ledylh ihcyin in to th
M.-itr-. f 1450 .!/.// 4 'ITie cfeuf II . .devised how he

iriyght l>rst disceyve the t j inan.

1594 \\!ii..i.!i Arisa I.jb, Apply her still with
*

thing- i'.n ( -HVAI
Cntttitifi 2 A cert:ii i:tn. .waxdeceiued by thoie
hands: for.. he was suddenly ouertakcn and oiuTwhelmed
with the watrr*. 1667 Mit.ruM /'. I. i. 35 He it waft whoM
guile, .deceived The mother of mankind. 1741 Ki< IIAKMON
I'antrla I. 170 As we deceived and hooked the poor carp, no
was 1 betrayed hy false baitft. 1794 SULUVAN View \at. II,
The mother of mankind, who was deceived by the serpent.

2. To cause to believe what ix false ; to mislead
as to a matter of fact, lead into error, impose upon,
delude,

' lake in '.

c 13*0 Seiiyit Sag. (W.) 109, I wald noght he decayued
ware. 1375 HARBOUR firttce iv. 337 Thai mak ny thair

answering In-till dowbill vndinttandinK, Till dissaf tliame
that will tharae trow. 1381 WVCI.IK Mail. xxiv. n Many
false prophetis schulen ryse, and disceyue many, c 1460
Tcrumtlty Myxt. i Surtees) 134 Or els the rewlys of astronomy
Dysuvys me. c 1489 CAXTON Sonnet of Avmon xxi. 402
Soo dys^uysed for to dysceve us. a 1533 I.n. BCKNKM
Huon xxiv. 69 I!y hys fayr langage he may dyvnyue vs.

c 1600 SHAKS. Sonn. civ. Mine eye may be deceaued. 1667
MILTON /'. /,. it. 189 Who [can] deceive his mind, whose
eye Views all things at one view ? 1781 GIBBON Decl. 4- /".

xxx. III. 170 Two statesmen, who laboured to deceive each
other and the world. 1856 KBOUI>E Hilt. Eng. (1858) I. U.

98 Wolsey. .was too wise to be deceived with outward pros-

perity. i86a Mus. H. WOOD Mn. Haltib. u. xix, He
denied it. .and I believed he was attempting to deceive me.

b. absol. To use deceit, act deceitfully.
c 1340 HAMPOLK Frost Tr. (1866) 3 If bou will nowthire I e

tlyssayuede nc dyssayuc. ioo-*o DI'NBAR /'tv/,vi ti8o3>
_*! ___ . i..l . .. / . . J! --- llf-.l. r n__ t'__f
xxi. 103 Qtlhair fortoun. .dissavis With freyndly smylingis
of nne hurc. 1594 HOOKER Efd. /W. I. xv. f 4 He can
neither erre nor decciuc. 1769 Juntas Lett. xxxv. 163
A moment of difficulty and danger, at which flattery ami
falsehood can no longer deceive. 1808 SCOTT Mann. vi.

xvii, Ah, what a tangled web we weave. When first we
practise to deceive ! 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. a) V. 160 The
makers of household implements, .should be ashamed to

deceive in the practice of their craft.

C. reft.
To allow oneself to be misled ; to de-

lude oneself. [K. u tromptr.}
1382 WYCLIF Jos. i. 23 He ^e doers of the word and not

herers oncly, deceyuynge you silf. 1335 COVKRUALK Bet <y

fir. 7 Daniel smyled, and sayde : O fcynge, disceaue not

thyselfe. 1791 NIKS. RADCLIFFE Rom. Forest ii, I can no

longer deceive myself. 1884 C,LAUSTONF. in Standard 09
Fco. 2/7 Do not let us deceive ourselves on that point.

d. In pass, sometimes merely : To be mistaken,
be in error.

f 1315 SHOREHAM 93 Ac many man desceyved hys.. And
weynelh that he be out of

peryl.
c IMS I'oem temf. Erlv.

7/lPercyt Iv, Forsoth he is de-seyvcd. He wenyth he doth
ful wel. a 1450 A'nt. de la Toitr 33 We are foule deceiued
in you the tyme passed. 1553 r-DEN Treat. AVtiv lud.

(Arb. 1 41 He was not deceauedin his opinion. 1596 SHAKS.
Merck. K. v. i. in That is the voice, Or 1 am much
deceiu'd, of Portia. 1603 Hfetu. for M. in. i. 197 How
much is the good Duke deceiu'd in Angelo. 1749 FIELDING
Ti'/n Jones xiv. vi, I am very much deceived in Mr.

Nightingale, if. .he hath not much goodness of heart at the

bottom.

1 3. To be or prove false to, play false, deal

treacherously with
; to betray. Obs.

111300 Cursor M. 1894 (Cott.)'Quen noe sagh-.bat bis

rauen had him dcceueid, Lete vt a doue. c 1470 HENRY
H'alface vi. 480 Thai swor that he had dissawit thair lord,

ijio 1'ilgr. J'er/. (W. de W. 1531) 6 The comiptyble
rychesse of this worlde . . forsakctn and deceyueth hym
whan he weneth best. 1596 SHAKS. i Hen. fV, v. i. ii

You have deceiu'd our trust. 1605 CAMDKN Kent., Epitaphs
53 Fame deceaucs the dead mans trust, 1658 II hole Duty
Matt xv. $ 26. 125 He that does not carefully look to his

masters profit, deceives his trust.

\}.f'g. To prove false to; fto frustrate (a purpose,

etc.) olis.
;
to disappoint (hope, expectation, etc.X

1571 Aft 13 EliM. in Bolton Slat. Iret. (1621) 360 Which
good meaning of that good lwe..is daylie..deceyved by
diverse evill disposed persons. lM6 DRVIIKN Anil. Mirao.

Ixviii, Till . .doubtful moonlight did our rage deceive. 1697

Virg. Ceorg. in. 190 The weak old Stallion will deceive

thy Care, a 1700 i ).), Nor are my hopes deceiv'd. 1818

JAS. MILL Brit. India II. iv. ii. 89 Never was expectation
more completely deceived.

f 4. To cheat, overreach ; defraud. Obs.

CI3JO R. KRI-NNE Chron. (iBiol 319 pat mad be Tresorere

bou has desceyued him. I38a WYCLIF i Tkess. iv. 6 That
no man ouer go nether disceyue his brother in charTaringe.

1481 in I'.ng. Gild! (1870) 333 Desceteously wrought as in

tannyng, where-thurgh the kyn(-es lege peopell scholde be

tlisceuyd. 1533 (;\u Kifht I'ay (1888)16 Thay that sellis

aid and ewil guidis for new and thair throw dissaui* oders

falslie. 1615 BACON Ess. Gardens lArb.) 563 That the Bor-

ders..be..Set with Fine Flowers, but thin and sparingly,
lest they Deccioe the Trees. 16*6 jTrfrn { 479 Where
two Plants draw (mucht the same Juyce, there the Neigh-
bourhood hurteth ;

for the one deceivcth the other.

tb. with./: To cheat out of. Obs.

a 1300 Cursor M. 8626 (Colt .) Sco parceuid, bat sco was of

hir child deceuid. fijSoWvcLii ll'ks. -i88o)73 Whanne bel

be raueine & ypocrisie discc>-uen hem of here goodis. 15*5

Wide Edflh, The sixt mer)-e Jest: how this wydowe
Edyth deceiued a Draper.. of a new Gowne and a new

Kyrtell. ifao J. Wll KINSON Coroners * Sheri/tt 6 To
deceive them of it and to gain it for themselves. 67
MILTON P. L. x. 090 Childless thou art. Childless remain ;

so Death Shall be deceav'd his glut, a 1761 OLDYS in

D'Israeli Cur. Lit.'iS66) 563 (He) deceived me of a good
sum of money which he owed me.



DECEIVED.

f5. To beguile, wile away (time, tecliousness,

etc.). Obs. (Cf. CHEAT v. 5.)

1591 FLORIO Sec. Frnitcs 65 Let us do something to de-

ceaue the time, and that we may not thinke it long. 1663
I!p. PATRICK Parab. Pilgr. ii. (1668) s To deceive the

tediousness of the pilgrimage. 1697 DRYDF.N Virg. Past. x.

(R.), This while I sung, mysorrows I deceiv'd. i784Co\vi'ER
7Vwt in. 362 Happy to deceive the time, Not waste it.

1841 CATLIN N. Amcr. Imi. (1844) II. xxxvii. 36 Amusements
to deceive away the time.

Deceived (cl/srvcl, poet, cl/srved), ///. a. [f.

prec. + -ED l.] Deluded, imposed upon, misled,

mistaken, etc. : see the verb.

1569 T. NORTON (title) To the Queues Majesties poore de-

ceyued Subiects of the North Countrey, drawen into rebel-

lion. 1611 BIBLE Job xii. 16 The deceiued and the deceiuer

are his. 1631 HOBDES Leviath. i. iii. n Speeches taken. .

from deceived Philosophers, and deceived, or deceiving
Schoolemen. 1820 KEATS St. Agnes xxxvii, I curse not . .

Though thou forsakest a deceived thing.

b. absol.

1652 J. WRIGHT tr. Camus1

Nature's Paradox 158 The
Deceived, as well as the Deceivers. 1847 SIR W. HAMILTON
Let. to De Morgan 5, I was wrong, .in presuming you to be

a deceiver, and not rather a deceived.

Deceiver (d&rvoj). Forms : a. 4 deceiuour,

4-5 deceyuour(e, -or, 5-6 -ar, 6 deoeyuer, de-

oeauer, 7- deceiver. . 4-6 dis- : see DECEIVE.

[a. AK. deccvour = OF. deceveur, earlier deceveor,

{. stem of decev-oir ; subsequently taking the form

of an Eng. derivative of DECEIVE v. : see -EK 1
2.]

1. One who (or that which) deceives ;
a cheat,

impostor.
1381 WVCLIF 2 John 7 Many deceyuours [1388 disseyueris]

wenten out in to the world, c 1450 tr. De Imitatione III. i,

What are all temporale Binges but deceyuours. 1483 Cath.

Angl. 101 A Dissauer, atetftor* 1535 COVERDALE Job xii.

16 Both the deceaver, and him that is deceaved. 1555 EDEN
Decades 313 An Italian deceauer who had before deluded
the kyngesof Englande and Portugale. 1634 MILTON Comns
596 Hence with thy brew'd enchantments, foul deceiver !

1832 LYTTON Eugene A. i. v, The passions are at once our
masters and our deceivers.

2. Comb.
1634 W. HALL Man's Gt. Enemy in Farr .9. P. Jas. I

(1848) 199 Deceiuer-like, hee said, Yee shall not dye.

Deceiving (dftrvirj), vbl. sb. [-ING l.] The
action of the verb DECEIVE

; deception.
c 1400 Rom. Rose 1590 Withouten any deceiving. 1533

LD. BERNERS Froiss. I. xviii. 25 Than the Englisshe lordes

. .for double of deceyuyng . . kept styll th_e
two trompettis

pryuely. 1568 BIBLE (Bishops') 2 Pet. ii. 13 Delighting
them selues in their deceiuinys. 1833 MRS. BROWNING
Prometh. Bound Poems 1850 1. 171 For in my mind De-

ceiving works more shame than torturing.

Deceiving, ///. a. [-ING -.] That deceives ;

deceitful, misleading, fallacious.

1500-20 DUNBAR Poems xlvii. 87 This fals dissavand warldis
bliss. 1603 SHAKS. Metis, for M. in. ii. 260 Manic de-

ceyuing promises of life, a 1653 GOUGE Comm. Ileb. xiii.

5 Covetousnesse is a deceiving sin. c 1793 Telegrafk in

Spir, Publ. Jrnls. (1799) I. 26 The most deceiving tongue.
Hence Decei'vingly adv.

14.. Prose Legends in Anglia VIII. 143 Hydynge de-

ceyuaundly wikke wi]> medelynge of good, c 1440 York
Myst. xiii. 140 At carpe to me dissayuandly. 1888 Harper's
Mag. Oct. 806 To listen appreciatingly even if deceivingly.

Decelticize, etc. : see DE- II. I.

Decem-, L. decem ten, used in combination, as

decemjugis ten-yoked, decempedalis ten feet long,

dccemplicdtus ten-fold, etc. ; hence in various tech-

nical words : Decemco'state a. [CosTA], having
ten ribs. Decemde'ntate a. [L. dens tooth], having
ten teeth or points (Smart 18361. Dece mfid a.

[L. -fidus cleft], divided into ten parts, segments,
or lobes (ibid.'). Deceniflo'rous a. [L. -flor-us,

-flowered],
'

having ten flowers
'

(Syd. Soc. Lex.

1882). Decemfo-liate, -fo'liolate [L. folium
leaf, foliolus leaflet] , having ten leaves or leaflets.

Dece'mjngate a. [L. jugdt-us yoked],
'

having
ten pairs of leaflets or of other organs

'

( Syd. Soc.

Lex. 1882). Decemlo-cular a. [L. loailus little

bag], ten-celled, having ten little cells for seeds

(Smart 1836). f Decemnovenal a. [L. deceni-

ttovem nineteen], of nineteen years = DECENNO-
VENNAL. De^cemnovena'rian, a man of the
Nineteenth Century ; hence Decemnovena rian-

ism, the characteristics distinctive of a man of the
Nineteenth Century ; Decemnovena'rianize v.,

to act the decemnovenarian. Dece'mpedal a. [L.

decempedalis, i.pes,ped- feet], (a] ten feet in length
(oh.) ; ^6) having ten feet. Dece'mpedate a.

prec. b (Syd. Soc. Lex. 1882). Decempe-nnate
a. [L. pcnna wing], having ten flight-fen thers on
the pinion-bone. De cemplex a. [L. -plex -fold],
tenfold (S.S. Lex.}. De 'complicate a. [L.flicaltfs

plaited, folded],
'

having ten plaits or folds
'

(ibid.). Decempvrnctate a. [L. punctum a point],
'

having ten points or spots
'

(ibid.). Decem-
stri-ate a. [L. striatus grooved],

'

having ten

striae' (ibid.').

1858 BENTHAM Hatuibk. Brit. Flora 7 Decemdentate . .

Decent/id . . Decemfoliate . . Dtccmfoliolate. 1588 J. HAR-
VEY Disc. ProM. 95 The Golden, decemnouenall, or Lunarie

90

circle. 1698 WALLIS in Phil. Trans. XX. 187 That is, this

is the Eighth Year of such Decem-novenal Cycle, or Circle

of Nineteen Years. 1863 [De MORGAN] From Matter to

Spirit Pref. 6 We, respectable decemnovenarians as we are,

have been so nourished on theories, .that most of us cannot

live with an unexplained fact in our heads. 1890 F. HALL
in N. Y. Nation L. 3 16/1 Though a decemnovenanan, as some
would call him, he is not to be allowed to decemnovena-
rianize in language. 1864 Miss CODBE Studies New $ Old
(1865) 359 We have all heard much concerning this

' De-
cemnovenarianism

'

for a long time before he received his

formidable cognomen. Ibid. 379 Is it Steam which has

made ' Decemnovenarianism ', or ' Decemnovenanan is in
'

which has created Steam? 18276. S. FADER Sacr. Col.

Proph. (1844) I. 48 A yet future decempartite division of
that Empire. 1636 BLOUNT Glossogr.^ Deceif>edal, of ten

foot, or ten foot long. 1708 MOTTEUX Rabelais iv. Ixiv.

(1737) 262 The shadow is decempedal.

December (d/se'mbsi). Also 4-6 -bre, 4 -bir,

descembre, 5 decembyr, 6 desember. Abbre-

viated Dec. [a. OF. dtccmbre, dezembre, acl. L.

December, f. decent ten, this being originally the

tenth month of the Roman year. The meaning of

-ber in this and the names of the three preceding
months is uncertain.]
The twelfth and last month of the year according

to the modern reckoning ; that in which the winter

solstice occurs in the northern hemisphere.
[a 1000 Menologinm 220 (Gr.) J>aenne folcum hring<5 morgen,

to mannum, mona5 to tune Decembris . . xrra Jula.] 1297
R. GLOUC. (1724) 408 pe endlefbe day of December f>e

toun hii wonne so. a 1300 Cursor M. 24916 (Cott.) pat
monelh J>at man clepes . . Decembre \v.r. -her, -bir, des-

cembre]. 1460 Plnntpton Corr. (Camden) 20 Written at

London 9 of December. 1573 TUSSER Husb,, December's

husbandrie^ O dirtie December For Christmas remember.

1503 T. MORLEY Madrigals^
* APrill is my mistris Jace* t

Within her bosom is September, But in her heart a cold

December, a 1643 CARTWRIGHT Ordinary i. ii, Don't you
see December in her face ? 1775 N. WRAXALL Tour N.
Europe 88 The weather, which . . was become in a few hours
as cold and piercing as our Decembers. 1805 SCOTT Last
Minstr. i. xxi, Alike to him was time or tide, December's
snow or July's pride. 1841 T. H. KEY in Smith Diet.

Antiq. s.v. Calendar^ Roman, The winter solstice at Rome,
in the year 46 B.C., occurred on the 24th of December of the

Julian Calendar. 1886 Miss BRADDON Under Red Flag
vi, The Man of December and Sedan - it was thus Blan-

quists and Internationals spoke of the late Emperor [Napo-
leon III] was dethroned.
nttrib. 1593 SHAKS. Rich. 77, i. iii. 298 Or wallow naked

in December snow, a 1679 EARL ORRERY Guzman in. Were
our Hearts as much mortified as those December-Lovers
Looks ! 1863 KINGSLEY Water Bab. iv. (ed. 2) 160 Pleasant
December days.

Hence Dece'mber v. nonce-wd., (a) trans, to

give the character of December to ; (b} intr. to

celebrate December (as the time of Christmas fes-

tivities). Dece'mberish a., t Dece'mberly .,

resembling December in dreariness and darkness.

Dece'mbrist, one connected in some specific way
with this month ; see quot. 1882.

1876 J. ELLIS Caesar in Egypt 332 Now balls are deserted,
and plays unremember'd, And all the May joys prematurely
December'd. 1888 Times (Weekly Ed.) 7 Dec. 7/1 The
Cabinet was seeking a pretext for

'

Decembering '. 1795
BURNS Let. to Mrs. Diinlop 15 Dec., As I am in a com-

plete Decemberish humour, gloomy, sullen, stupid. 1765
STERNE Tr. Shandy VIII. ix, In the many bleak and

Decemberly nights of a seven years widowhood. 1882

H. LANSDELL Through Siberia II. 2 Certain of them called
*
Decembrists', who in December 1825 tried to raise a re-

volt among the soldiers of Nicolas, and deprive him of his

throne.

I! Decemvir (d/se-mvai). [Losing, ofdecemviri)

originally decent viri 'the ten men \]
Rom. Antiq. (pi.} A body of ten men acting as

a commission, council, college, or ruling authority;

esp. the two bodies of magistrates appointed in

451 and 450 B.C. to draw up a code of laws (the

laws of the Twelve Tables) who were, during the

time, entrusted with the supreme government of

Rome.
[1579 NORTH Plutarch (1612) 864 Cicero .. did one day

sharply reproue and inueigh against this law of the Decem-
uiri.] 1600 HOLLAND Livy m. xxxii. 109 Agreed it was that

there should be created Decemvirs above all appeale.

1781 GIBBON DecL $ F. xliv, The Decemvirs, who sullied

by their actions the honour of inscribing, on brass, or wood,
or ivory, the Twelve Tables of the Roman Laws. 1838
ARNOLD Hict. Route I. 253 A commission invested with
such extraordinary powers as those committed to the de-

cemvirs. 1868 SMITH Sttt. Diet. Rom. Antiq. 127/2 Decem-
viri Litibns Jndicandis . . Augustus transferred to these

decemvirs the presidency in the courts of the centumviri.

b. transf. A council or niling body of ten, as

the Council of Ten of the Venetian Republic.
1615 R. COCKS Diary 2 Aug., I had much adowe with

Zanzabars desemvery. 1821 BYRON Tivo Fosctiri i. 188.

I look Forward to be one day of the decemvirs. 1832 tr.

SistHOudt's Ital. Re. ix. 202 The decemvirs dared unblush-

ingly propose to their colleagues, etc.

C. sing. A member of such a body.
1703 RO\VE FairPenit. iv. i. (Jod.), He slew his only daughter
To save her from the fierce Decemvir's lust. 1744 tr. Livy
I. 272 (Tod.) C, Julius, a decemvir, appointed him a day for

taking his trial. 1849 GROTK Greece \\. Ixxii. (1862) VI. 351
Like the Decemvir Appius Claudius at Rome.
Hence Dece-mvirship, the office of decemvir.
1600 HOLLAND Livy 115 (R.) The decemvirship, and the

conditions of his colleagues together, had so greatly changed.

DECENCY.

Decemviral (<l/se'mviral ,
a. [ad. L. decem-

viral-is, f. decemvir : see -AL.] Of or pertaining
to the decemvirs.
1600 HOLLAND /.K/y 1271 R.) The decemvirall lawesi which

now are knowne by the name of the twelve Tables). 1651
HOWELL Venice 13 Three Senators . . have power to summon
the Decemvirall Colledg. 1833*1'}! IRLWALL \\\rhilol. A/nseitm
II. 477 The advantages of the consular over the decemviral
form of government. 1852 GROTE Greece n. Ixxiv. IX. 416
His decemviral governments or Dekarctues.

Decemvirate (cUse'mviiv't). [ad. L. decem-

vtrat-uS) i. decemvir', see -ATE!.] The office or

government of decemvirs
;
a body of decemvirs.

1620 E. BLOUNT Horx Snbsec. 233 After the Decemvirate,
they returned againe to Consuls. 1704 HEARNE Duct. Hist.

(1714) I. 369 The Decemvirate regarded neither Senate nor

people, but cut off the most considerable Citizens of both
sorts. 1838 ARNOLD Hist. Rome I. xv. 302 The decemvirate
seems indeed to have exhibited the perfect model of an
aristocratical royalty, vested not in one person but in several.

b. transf. A body of ten rulers, councillors, etc.,

as the Venetian Council of Ten. Also attrib.

1651 HOWELL Venice 13 They read the letters addressd to

the Decem virat Colledg. 1653 SIR E. NICHOLAS in N. Papers
(Camden) II. 12 The room, .is now possessed by the Decem-
virate or ten Worthies that now reign far more absolutely
than ever any King did in England, c 1776 SIR W. JONES
Let.Ld.Althorpe^\isuch a decemvirate should ever attempt
to restore our constitutional liberty by constitutional means.

Decennary, improp. dece*nnary, a. and j/>.

[ad. med.L. deccndrius (decennarins], f. med.L.
dcccna (decenna} a tithing : see DKCENER.]
A. adj. Of or pertaining to a decena or tithing.

1752 FIELDING Causes Incr. Robbers 5 (R.) To prevent
idle persons wandering from place to place . . was one great

point of the decennary constitution.

B. sb. =med.L. decena, a tithing : see quot. iSSi.

Apparently taken by the lyth c. antiquaries as formed on
decenner DECENER+-Y, and so accepted by later writers,

[1250 BHACTON in. H. x, Diligenter erit inquirendum si

[latro] fuerit in franco plegio et decenna, et tune erit decenna
in misericordia coram justitiarios nostros.] 1647 N. BACON
Disc. Govt. Eng. i. xlviii. (1739) 84 View of free Pledges must

be, to see that the Decennaries be full, c 1670 HOBBES Dial.
Com. Laws 201 The whole Land was divided into Hun-
dreds, and those again into Decennaries, ij^s BLACKSTONE
Cotnm. I. 114 No man was suffered to abide in England
above forty days, unless he were enrolled in some tithing or

decennary. i88z T. S. FRAMPTON Hundred of Wrotham
36 All males . . should . . be enrolled in a tithing, or decen-

nary, which originally consisted of ten free families. [Cf.

1866 ROGERS Agric. $ Prices I. 66 He was registered in the

decenna before he reached adolescence.]

t De'cence. Obs. [a. F. dfcence (i3-i4th c.

in Hatzf.), ad. L. decentia: see next.] next.

1678 SPRAT Serin. Gal. vi. 10 In good works., there

may be goodness in the general ; but decence and graceful-
ness can be only in the particulars in doing the good.
1683 W. CLAGETT Answ. Dissenters

Object. 7 When the

Decence and Convenience of a thing is considered, we
should attribute much to the Wisdom of Authority. 1697
DRVDEN Virg. ALneid x. 96 And must I own . . my secret

smart What with more decence were in silence kept. [As
confessedly Fr. : 1836 GREVILLE Diary 94 (Stanford) To the

'

opera to see Taglioni dance . . Her grace and decence are

something that no one can imagine who has not seen her.]

Decency (drsensi). [ad. L. decentia, f. decent-

em becoming, fitting, DECENT.] The quality or

fact of being decent.

f"!. Appropriateness or fitness to the circum-

stances or requirements of the case ; fitness, seemli-

ness, propriety : a. of speech, action, or behaviour.

1567 DRANT Horace^ Arte ofPoetrie (R.\ Of sortes and

ages thou must note the manner and the guyse, A decenste

for stirring youth, for elder folke likewise. 1589 PUTTENHAM
Eng. Poesie in. xxiii. (Arb.) 269 To irptirov . . we in our vulgar
calf it by a scholasticall terme [decencie] our owne Saxon

English terme is [seemelynesse}. Ibid. 271 Your decencies

are of sundrie sorts, according to the many circumstances

1647 CLARENDON Hist. Reb. i. (1843) 33/1 The king was

always the most punctual observer of all decency in his

devotion. 1719 WATERLAND Vind. Chrises Divinity 107

Why so concei n'd about the fitness, and decency of his Inter-

pretation ? 1735 WATTS Logic n. v. 4 The great Design of

Prudence . . is to determine and manage every Affair with

Decency, and to the best Advantage. 1762 HUME Hist.

Eng. III. Hv. 173 His discourse on the scaffold was full of

decency and courage.

t b. What is appropriate to a person's rank or

dignity. Obs.

1584 POWEL Lloyd's Cambria 364 Reseruing two things,

that is to say his conscience, and also the decencie of Ins

state. 1649 MILTON Eikon. 17 With Scholastic flourishes,

beneath the decencie of a king. 1661 MORGAN SpJiere

Gentry iv. v. 78 According to the Decency of the said Name
of the Duke of Somerset and the nobility of his . . estate.

f C. Fitness of form or proportion
: Comeliness.

1610 GUILLIM Heraldry in. xiv. 11660) 170 Neither can Art

forme a fashion of more stately decencie, than she hath

done on the Stage. 1667 PRIMATT City % C. Builder So For

decency it will be requisite not to have the girders alto-

gether so deep as ten inches in the second, third, and fourth

f 2. Decent or orderly condition of civil or social

life. Obs.

1651 HOBBES Govt. % Soc. x. i. 148 In [the state of civill

Government there is] the Dominion of reason, peace,

security, riches, decency, society, elegancy [etc.]. 1660 K.

COKE Power ^ Sub/. 89 Decencie and order must presup-
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|K>se laws and directions. 1705 STANHOI'K Parafhr. II.

121 God, as he is a God of Decency and Order, and not of
Aii:it liy and ConfnsiiHi |ctc.].

8. Propriety of behaviour or demeanour ; due

regard to what is becoming; conformity (in be-

h.iviour, speech, or action) to the standard of

propriety or good taste.

1647 CLAKENDON IIM. Rtb. \. (1843! 23/1 He [Wm. Earl
of Pembroke) . . lived towards the favourites with that

decency, as would nut suffer them to censure or reproach
his master's judgment. 1681 NOKRIS literacies 39 To bear
. . the loss of our goods with mildness and decency. 170*
Eng. Thcophrastus 342 We do sometimes out of vanity or

decency what we could do out of inclination and duty. 1731 3
SWIFT Let. Mrs. Pilkington i Jan., I cannot with decency
shew them, except to a very few. 1749 FIELDING 7 '*'/// font's
x. viii, If I had not the patience of fifty Jobs, you would
make me forget all decency and decorum. 1798 WOHDSW.
Old Ciimbrld, Bt'ggar, Many, I believe, there are Who
live a life of virtuous decency. 1855 LD. HOUGHTON in

/.//<' (1801) I. xi. 516 As I have got two letters from you
to-day, I must write in decency before I go to sleep. 1883
GLADSTONE in Times 9 June, Less than that 1 cannot say
in justice and in decency.

b. esf. Compliance with recognized notions of

modesty or delicacy ; freedom from impropriety.
1639 tr. D Hosy's Cfltnpl, Woman F iv, Peradventure they

would . . accuse him for not writing, as decency obliged him
therein . . Is there one sole word in all this worfce . . to make
one blush in rending it? 1684 EARL ROSCOM. Ess. Trtutsl.

Verse, Immodest words admit of no defence ; For want of

decency is want of sense, a 1715 BURNET OVJH /'//;/' 1 17^41
I. 137 Sir Elisha Leightoun . . maintained an outward de-

cency . . yet he was a very vicious man. 1886 H. H. JOHN-
STON Kilimanjaro Exp. ii. 28 The black glistening forms
of the burly negroes on whom nakedness sits with decency.
//'/'/. xix. 43? Both sexes have little notion or conception
of decency, the men especially seeming to be unconscious of

any impropriety in nakedness.

c. Conformity to the standard of living becoming
one's position ; respectability.
1751 JOHNSON Rambler No. 166 F 2 Those whom a

very
little assistance would enable to support themselves with

decency. 1785 PALEV Afur. PHilos. in. ix, There is a certain

appearance, attendance, establishment, and mode of living,
which custom has annexed to the several ranks and orders
of civil life (and which compose what is called decency).
4. //. Decent or becoming acts or observances ;

the established observances of decent life or de-

corum ; proprieties. (Rarely sing.)
1667 MILTON P. L. vni. 6ot Those graceful acts, Those

thousand decencies that daily flow From all her words and
actions mixed with love And sweet compliance. 1673 DRYDEN
Itfarr. A la Mode_ Ep. Ded., They have copied . . the deli-

cacies of expression, and the decencies of behaviour from

your lordship. 1700 Sigisrnontla <$ G. 701 O ever faith-

ful heart, I Yiave perform'd the ceremonial part, The de-

cencies of grief. 1713 DE FOE Col. Jack (1840) 204, I told

her I thougnt it was a decency to the ladies. 1735 POPE

Ep. Latiy 164 Virtue she finds too painful an endeavour,
Content to dwell in decencies for ever. 18*7 MACAULAY
Macliiavelli Ess. (1854) 49/2 He became careless of the

decencies which were expected from a man so highly dis-

tinguished in the literary and political world.

b. //. The outward conditions or requirements
of a decent life.

1798 MALTHUS Popul. (1878) 375 He may be . . better able

to command the decencies . . of life. 183* LEWIS Use tr Al>.

Pol. Terms xiii. in In this sense the poor are those who . .

severally enjoy a less quantity of decencies and necessaries.

1842 S. LOVER Handy Aiuiy xxiv. 213 The little man was

buttoning on a pair of black gaiters, the only serviceable

decency Tie had at his command. 1894 H. SIDGWICK in

Times 13 Jan. 11/4 It was not
easy

to distinguish decencies

and comforts on the one hand ana luxuries on the other.

Decend, etc. : see DESCEND, etc.

Decene (df'sm). Chtm. [f.
Gr. 8'*oten + -KNE.]

The olefine ofthe decacarbon orDECYLseries,C 10
Hw .

Also called Decylene. 1877 WATTS Fownes' Chan. 52.

t De'cener. Obs. Forms : 6 deoenier, di-

sener, 7 deeiner, -or, 7-8 deoenner. [a. AngloFr.
dcccncr = OF. dectnitr, mod.F. dixcnier, dizcnier,

itisainier, in ined.L. dccenarius (improp. dcfcti-

ndrius), {. decena, in OF. dizeine, -aiiie, Pr. desena,
Sn. deccna, a group of ten, a tithing.]
1. One in command of ten soldiers.
J5SS WATRKMAN h'ardle Facions H. x. ai i Their capitaines

oner ten, whiche, by a terme borowed of the Frenche, we
calle Diseners. 1589 IVE tr. DM Benny's Instr. 80 The
Souldiers [should exercise] by themselues euerie holie day,
with their Dcceniers [chefs tie chamore] Chiefs ofsquadrons,
and Corporals. 1617 S. WARD Serin., Jcthro's Justice,
From the Gouernourof the thousand to the Centurion, from
him to the Tithing-man or Decinor,

2. a. The head of a detena or tithing; a tithing-

man or borsholder
;
b. A member of a tithing.

1607 COWELL Inlerfr., Deciners . . signifieth . . such as

were wont to have the oversight and checke of ten friburgs
for the maintenance of the king's peace. 1614 Termes de

la Ley s.v., Deeiner is not now usea for the chiefe man of a

I >ozcin, but for him that is sworne to the Kings peace. 1647
N. BACON Disc. Gm<t. Eng. I. xxvi, (1739)43 All Free-men

were Decenners, that is, ranked into several lens. 1751
FIELDING Causes hicr. Robbers 5 (R.> In case of the de-

fault of appearance in a decenner, his nine pledges had one

and thirty days to bring the delinquent forth to justice.

[1869 W. MOI.VNEUX Burton on Trent 105 There was a staff

of men six in number called
'

Deciners', whose duly it was

in modern times to assist the constables in preserving the

peace of the manor and borough . . The name commonly
given to these officers was tlozcner, and under it at the

present day they are associated in many instances with

municipal boroughs.]

Decennal (d/sc'nal), a. t Oh. [ad. L. deccit-

nn!-is of ten years, f. decent + aim-its. Cf. F. de-

eeiinai (ifith c. in llat/f.j.]
- DKCKN.M.U..

1648
' MKRCURII s PKAGMATICI'S' Flea for A'ttiff 26 They

. . appointed Archous, or Dccennall Governors, that is, one
Prince lor ten years. 1708 MOTTEUX Rabelais (1737) V. 235
A Decennal Prescription.

t Decenna-lian, a. Obs. =
prcc.

1794 T. TAVLOK Pattsanias I. 376 The Medonlido: still

held the deccnnalian government.

Decennary fdfce-nari), a. and it. [f. L. de-

(tun-is often ycais + -ABY : cf. DKCKNNAI..]
A. adj. Of or pertaining to a period of ten yean ;

1)K< KNNIAL.
1855 Jml. K. Agric.Soc. XVI. n. 577 The average home-

produce ofwheat . . during each of these decennary periods.

B. sb. A period of ten years ; a deccnnium.
1811 W. R. HAMILTON in Parr's Win. 11828) VIM. 34 The

awful predictions of the Whigs during the last decennary.
i86 H. C. ROBINSON Diary (Mg)ll.viiThe fifth decennary
of the nineteenth century. 1873 C. ROBINS s A'. -S*. // 'a.'i-s

72 Dividing the decennary into two equal parts, it will t

found that, .during the earlier five years [etc.].

Decennary: see DECENARY.
Dece'nniad. [irreg. f. L. DECENNIUM , -AL>,

after triad, cAiliati, etc.]
^ DKCEXNUIM.

1864 Soc. Science A'c*r. 239 The increase . . was found in

the ten years ending in 1851 to be less lhan it had been
in any previous decenniad. i88a A thenjgunt 3 June 693/1
During three decenniads of the latter half of the present
century.

Decennial (d/se'nial), a. (s/>.) [f. L. decen-

ni-ttm (see next) -AL : cf. centennial. The L.

adj. was decenndl-is, whence DECENNAL.]
A. tiilj. Of or pertaining to a period of ten

years.
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr. , Decennial, belonging to or contein-

ing ten years. 1685 H. MORE Paralif. Prophet. 01 At a

complete decennial interval. 1798 W. TAYLOR in Monthly
Mag. IV. in The interest of a majority of the house ..

illegally to perpetuate its authority and vote itself decen-
niaH 1866 ROGERS Agric. ff Prices I. xxv. 625 A table in

which decennial averages maybe stated. 1868 M. PATTISON
Academ. Ore. iii. 52 The decennial return of income to be
made by each college.

b. Of persons : Holding office for ten years.

17*8 NEWTON Chronol. Amended 37 Charops, the first

decennial Archon of the Athenians. 1866 FELTON Anc. ff

Mod. Gr. II.
y. 74 Seven decennial archons carried on the

government till B. c. 683.

B. st. A decennial anniversary or its celebra-

tion. U. S. 1889 in Century Diet.

Hence Dece nnially adv., every ten years.

1874 Daily ,\'f!tis 16 Feb. 5/5 Opportunity of decennially

reviewing the progress throughout the world of fine arts.

II Decennium (d/se
-

nim). PI. -ia. [L., f.

ileiftin-is of ten years, t. dtcem ten + mums year :

cf. biennis, bicnnium, and CENTKNNIUM.] A space
of ten years, a decade (of years).
1685 H. MORE Paralif. Prophet. 91 Reckoning on still by

complete Decenniums. 1801 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Mas-
XII. 590 To unteach all their lessons of the last decennium.

1864 PUSEY Lcct. Daniel i. 8 In the last decenniaof the last

century. 1881 Census Eng. >, Wales Prelim. Report p. xii,

The decrease of the population of Ireland . . in each suc-

ceeding decennium.

t Decennoval (d/sc'n^val), a. Obs. [ad. L.

decenntrval-is, f. decem-naatm nineteen : see -AL.]

Of or pertaining to nineteen (years).
1681 HOOKE Phil. Collect. XII. 28 Dionysius Exieuus in-

troduced the Decennoval Cycle (called the Golden Number)
for the Celebration of Easter. 1694 HOLDER Disc. Time 75

Meton. .constituted a Decennoval Circle, or of i<j years.

So t Deo-nnovry, t Decennownnml, =
prec.

1694 HOLDER Disc.Time 77 In this whole Decennovary

Progress of the Enacts. 1677 CABY Chronol. i. II. I. ii. 57 An
Interval of 1257 Years, which make 66 Decenovcnal Cycles,

and somewhat more. 1686 PIOT Staffordsh. 425 Through
the whole Decennovennal Cycle.

Decension, -sor, obs. DESCEKSION, -SOB.

Decent ;dfsent), a. [a. F. dtccnt (i$th c. in

Hatzf.), or ad. L. dccfnt-em, pr. pple. of deccre to

become, to be fitting. It is used etymologically

by Wynkyn de \Vorde (|x:rh. as French) in

"49S Trn'isa's Earth. De P. K. v. xxlx., The fyngrcs

highte digit! . . of this worde decent [ Rodl. MS. decerc], to

saye in Englysshe semely, for they ben semely setle.]

L Becoming, suitable, appropriate, or proper
to the circumstances or special requirements of the

cnse ; seemly, fitting. Obs. or arch.

1539 [see bj. 1547 LATIMER ist Serm. bef. Eeku. I'f

(ArK) 33 It was not decent that the kings horsses shuld be

kept in them (abbeys]. 1589 Pi TTENHAM Eng. Poetie in.

xxiii. (Arb.) 279 Tell thine errand in such termes as are

decent betwixt enemies. 1661 EVELYN Diary 20 Dec., The
funeral of the Bishop of Hereford . . was a decent solemnity.

a 1677 BARROW Serin. Matt. i.2o(Wks. 1716) 11.257 Decent
it was that as man did approve so man also should condemn
sin in the flesh. 1695 DRYDEN Parall. Poetry / Paint.,
Since there must be ornaments bolh in

painting
and poetry,

if they are not necessary, they must at least be decent, that

is in their due place,
and but moderately used. 1710

STEELE Taller No. 231 F2 After a decent Time spent in

the Father's House, the Bridegroom went to prepare his

Seat for her Reception. 1749 FIELDING Tom Jones v. iii.

So total a change, .that we think it decent to communicate
it in a fresh chapter. 18*7 POLLOK Course T. ill. Showing,

too, in plain and decent phrase. 1848 MACAULAY Hist. Eng.
I. 75 The founders of the Anglican Church had retained

epucu|cy u an ancient, a decent, and a convenient eccle-

maitical polity, but had not declared that form of church

government to be of divine i

tb. Appropriate with rc^:inl to rank or dignity.
1539 Ait 31 Iffn. VIII, c. 5 A goodly . . nuuiour, accent

anct convenient for a king. 194? LATIUCR itt Serm. bff.
Kiln'. I '/(Arb.) 33 God leacheih what honoure is decent*
for the kynge. 1640 VOKKH Union Hon. 77 The Tomb* . .

U not so decent, nor convenient as hi* honour and acu de-

served. 1657 J. SMITH Myst. Khet. 67 He uteth a decent
and due epithet, thus, Honourable Jud^c. 1716 I -AIJY M .W.
" "

>HTAGUt liasset Table 77 When kings, queen*, knaves are

in decent rank, a 1794 GIHBON Autooiog. 84 The court

was regulated with decent and splendid economy.

1 2. Of such appearance and proportion* ai suit

the requirement* of good taste; comely, hand-

some.
1600 J. PoY tr. Leo's Africa u. 237 Most of their homo

are but of one storie high, yet are they very decent, and
have each one a garden. 1616 BULLOKAI, Decent, comely,
handsome. 16*3 BACON F.ss. Buildingi (Arb.) 552 An In-

ward Court. .Which is to be. .Cloistered on all Sides, vpon
Decent and Beautiful! An hes, as High as the first Story.

1669 A. BROWNE Art Pitt. (1675) 4 It u impossible to make

any decent or well proportioned thing, without this S) me-
trical measure of the parts orderly united. 1715 Porr. Oitytt,

xill. 973 Her decent hand a shining inv'lin bore. 171$ DE
FOR 1'oy. round It 'orld\ 1840) 268 He had five or six apart-
ments in his house, .two of them were very large and decent.

3. In accordance with or satisfying the general
standard of propriety or good taste, in conduct,

speech, or action ; esp. conformable to or satisfying
the recognized standard of modesty or delicacy ;

free from obscenity.
'545 J"YE *'? Dan. vii. 124 A fayer decent semely

shewe of vtwarde deuocion. 1613 SHAKS. Hen. VIII, iv. ii.

145 For vertue, and true beautic of the soule, For honestie,

and decent carriage. 1615 BACON Ess. Praise (Arb.) 357
To Praise a Mans selfe, cannot be Decent, except it be in

rare Cases. 1711 HEARNE Collect. 20 Oct., Twill not be

decent for me to inquire into y' Affair. 173* BERKELEY

Alcifhr. u. | 10 The regular decent life of a virtuous man.

1754 CHATHAM Lett. Nephew iv. 90 Be sure to associate

. . with men of decent and honourable lives. 1770 GIBBON
OnsEncid\\. Misc. Wks. 1796 II. 507 The laws of honour
are different in different ages ; and a behaviour which in

Augustus was decent, would have covered jtneas with

infamy. 1830-9 CARLKTON Traits Irish Peasant. (Tegg's
ed.) 375 Are you ladin' a dacenter or more becominer life T

1855 ^^ACAUI-AY Hist. Eng. IV. 265 Much more than they had

any decent pretence for asking. i8$ MILL in Morn. Star
6 July, Would it have !>ecn decent in me to have gone among
you and said,

'

I am the fittest man ?
'

b. of persons.
1731 SWIFT Porms, Strephon ff CM**, Women must be

decent, And from the spouse each blemish hide. 1886

H. H. JOHNSTON Kilimanjaro /:>/. xix. 437 The Wa-Caca
cannot be accused of indecency, for they make no effort to

be decent, but walk about as Nature made them.

4. Satisfying (in character, mode of living, be-

haviour, manners, etc.) the standard of one's

position or circumstances ; respectable.
1711 STEELE Sfect. No. 443 r 7 Honestus .. makes

modest Profit by modest Means, to the decent Support
of his Family. 1738 Porn Kfil. Sat. u. 71 Even in a

bishop I can spy desert: Seeker is decent. 1771 MRS.
II AUK is in Prtv. Lett. Ld. tlaliiiesoury I. 219 Lord
Herbert is at Wilton with his tutor, .a decent well-behaved

man. 1807 CHABBE Par. Reg. L 403 Next, with their boy,
a decent couple came. 1831 I'. L. PEACOCK Crotchet Castle

iii, Caftain /-.Many decent families are maintained on
smaller means. Lady C. Decent families : ay, decent is the

distinction from respectable. Respectable
means rich, and

decent means poor. I should die if 1 heard my family called

decent. 1879 GKO. ELIOT Thfo. Such ii. 27 Most of us who
have had decent parents. i88a SERJT. BALLANTINE Exptr.
Barrister's Life I. xxiii. 200. I remember a pantaloon. . He
was a very sober decent fellow.

b. of appearance, dress, etc.

1696 tr. /'/* Mont's Voy. Levant 45 Others go about in a

pretty decent Garb. 1745 De r-'oe's bnjc . Tradesman (1841)
I. xxii. 210 A well-furnished shop with a decent outside.

1773 JOHNSON Let. Mrs. TkreUe 6
Sept.,

In the afternoon

tea was made by a very decent girl in a printed linen.

1843 MRS. CARLYLE Lett. \. 237, I am getting together one
decent suit of clothes for her. 1884 F. M.Cuwou> Rom.
Singer I. 5 We made him look very decent.

6. Satisfying a fair standard ; fair, tolerable,

passable,
'

respectable' ; good enough in its way.
Distinct examples of this sense are late ; within brackets

are given some earlier quots. which may belong to it

[<ri4 TWYNE in Wood Life (Oxf. Bbt, Soc.) I. 55 They
were put into baltell arrayc, and skirmished together in

very decent manner. 1697 DRYDES I'irg.Georg. Ded.d72i)
1. 180 If his Constitution be healthful, his Mind may still

retain a decent Vigour.]

1711 ADDISON Xfect. No. 34 r 10 At length, making a

Sacrifice of alt their Acquaintance and Relations, (they!
furnished out a very decent Execution. 1773 J. BEKRIDGE
Chr. World Unmasktd 118121 29 Some debts I shall pay
myself, a decent part of the shot. 1816 COBBETT R*r. Rides

(1885)11. 27 The locusts, .appeared, to be doing pretty well,

and had made decent shoots. 1863 FK. A. KEMBLE Resid.

in Georgia 132 There was not another decent kitchen, or

flower garden in the State. 1880 Miss BRADDON Just ea

I am xi. She had just learnt enough English to write

a decent letter. Mod. (Oxford Txtfr) He ought to be able

to write decent Latin prose.

6. quasiWp. Decently.
1715-10 POPE Iliad vn. 513 Nor less the Greekl their

pious sorrows shed, And decent on the pile dispose the dead.

1761 ELIZ. Vottnan. Reunites ofFrcuitly (ir)j)\l. 176 The
woman was dressed neat and decent.

7. Comb., as decent-lived, -IceHnf.
1800 MRS. HERVEY Monrtray Fain. 11.152 A small bat



DECENTISH.

tolerably decent-looking house. 1892 1'all Malt G. 5 Apr.

6/1,1 never stole any spoons, and am a decent-lived man as

Decentish (clrsentij), a. colloq. [f. prec. +

-i.su.] Somewhat decent, pretty decent.

a 1814 DIHDIN ' Tom Tough' in Univ. Songster (1825) 83

Laid up at last in a decentish condition. 1820 Blacktu.

Mag. VII. 298 The Jenkinsops had maintained a decentish

sort of character. 1854 MOTLILY Corr. 8 May, I have a

decentish kind of room here, and I think I shall stop.

Decently (drsentli), adv. [-LY 2.]

1. In a decent manner ;
with decency f suitably ;

t fittingly; becomingly; respectably.
1552 HULOET, Decentlye, tfecenter. 1556 LAUDER Tractate

39 To rewle his ryng In Godlie maner, decentlie. 1611

BHILE i Car, xiv. 40 Let all things be done decently [Vulg.
lumestc ; WYCLIF, and all i6t/i c. w. honestly] and in order.

1639 FULLER Holy War iv. viii. (1840) 192 He also caused

the corpses of the Christians, .decently to be interred. i66z

Bk. Com. Prayer, Churching of Women, The woman .. shall

come into the Church decently apparelled. 1723 DE FOE
Col. Jack (1840) 221 My wife. . treated me more decently than

she had been wont to do. 1751 JOHNSON RarblerNo.ijof2
My father was burthened with more children than he could

decently support. 1814^
SOUTHEY Roderick in, There upon

the ground Four bodies, decently composed, were laid.

1871 MORLEY Voltaire (1886) 74 In England, Voltaire

noticed, the peasant is decently clad.

2. In a fairly satisfactory way or measure ; toler-

ably, passably.
1846 MRS. CARLYLE Lett. I. 368, I cannot even steady my

hand to write decently. 1859 DARWIN in Life f/ Lett. (1887)
I. 151 If I keep decently well.

\ De'ceiitiiess. Obs. [-NESS.] The quality
of being decent ; decency, propriety.
1361 VERON Hunting ofPurg. 37 Shall they [our dead] be

caried forth, wythout any decentnesse, as we be wont to

cary forth dead hor.ses ? 1581 MULCASTER Positions xxxviii.

(1887) 178 There is a comlynesse in eche kinde, and a decent-

nesse in degree. 1670 EVELYN Diary 6 Feb., The lawfulnesse,

decentnesse, and necessitie of subordinate degrees and
ranks of men.

Decentralization (dAesBtrtUwzefJan). [n.

of action from next. So mod.F. decenlralisation

(1878 in Acad. Diet.}.']
The action or fact of decentralizing ; decentralized

condition ; esp. in Politics, the weakening of the

central authority and distribution of its functions

among the branches or local administrative bodies.

1846 BASTIAT & PORTER Gen. Interest 40 An irresistible

power of decentralization. 1872 M. D. CONVVAY Republ.
Snpcrst. i. i. 10 The illustration of the dangers of extreme
decentralisation in a republic furnished by the history of
the United States.

Decentralize (dz'se'ntralaiz\ v. [f. DE- II. I

+ CENTRALIZE. Cf. mod.F. d&entraliser (1878
in Acad. Diet.).]
trans. To undo the centralization of

;
to distribute

administrative powers, etc., which have been con-

centrated in a single head or centre. Hence De-
ee'ntralized, Dece'ntralizing ppl. adjs.
1851 NICHOL Archit. Heav. 91 These unconcentrated, or

rather de-centralized masses of stars. 1859 BRIGHT Sf>.
Ituiia i Aug., What you want is to decentralize your Govern-
ment. 1860 Sat. Rev. IX. 803/2 Decentralizing influences
wax faint and few. 1873 MERIVALE Gen. Hist. Rome Ixx,

(1877) 575 During the last century the government of the

empire had become completely decentralized.

t Deceper, v. Obs. [Illiterate spelling of de-

separe or desscparc, a. OF. desseparer, deseparer,
ad. late L. dis-separare, f. dis- asunder + siparare
to SEPARATE, SEVER.] trans. To dissever. Hence
fDece-peration [OF. dcccperacion (Godef.)],

separation, severance.

1547 BOORDE Brev. Health. 13 b, The one decepered from
the other, a 1450 Knt. de la Tmir 1.1868) 98 Deceperacion
of the loue be twene hem.

Decephalize (dz'se-falaiz), v. Biol. [Ds- II.

i : cf. CEPHALIZATION (Gr. Ktij>a\r) head).] To
reverse the cephalization of; to reduce, degrade,
or simplify the parts of the head of (an animal).
Hence Decephaliza'tion, the simplification or
reduction of cephalic parts ; reduction of the com-

plexity or specialization of the head, as compared
with the rest of the body ; decephalized condition.

(Introduced by Dana, in article cited.)
1863 DANA in Amer. Jrnl, Science <$ Arts 2nd Ser.

XXXVI. 3 Examples of cepltalizalion . . by a transfer of
members from the locomotive to the cephalic series (or of
decephalization. by the reverse) occur in the two highest
sub-kingdoms, those of Vertebrates and Articulates. IHd.
5 The Entomostracans exemplify decephalizatio'n by de-

generation.

Deceptation, obs. f. DISCEPTATION, discussion.

t Dece'ptible, a. Obs. [? a. obs. F. diSceptible
or directly f. L. type *deceptibilis : see -BLE.] Apt
to be deceived.

1646 SlRT. BHOWNF. Pseud. Ep. i Humane nature ; ofwhose
deceptible condition .. perhaps there should not need any
other eviction. Ibid. I. iii. 8 An erroneous inclination of
the people ; as being the most deceptible part of mankind.
Hence Deceptibi lity.

1665 GLANVII.L Seeps. Sci. i. 6 Considering the shortness
of our intellectual sight, the deceptibility and impositions
of our senses. 1837 CARLYLE Diain. Necklace Misc. Ess.
(1888) V. 162 A fixed idea.. has produced a deceptibility..
that will clutch at straws.
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Deception (d/se-pj.in). Also 6 dis-. [a. F.

deception (l3thc. in Hatzf.), ad. L. deception-em,

n. of action from dedpcre to DECEIVE.]
1. The action of deceiving or cheating.
c 1430 LVDG. Min. Poems (1840)76 Hope dispeyred, agwer-

donles gwerdone ; Trusty disceyte, feythful decepcluune.

1477 KARL RIVERS iCaxton) Dictes F ij, p* ken harme-

doers & loveth falshode and desepcion. 14^0 CAXTON

Encydos xxvi. 95 What grete decepcions and iniuries she

ymagyqeth ayenst the. ciSoo Doctr. Gd. Seruauntes in

Anc. Poet. Tracts (Percy Soc.) 4 Fie dysceyte, gyle, and

decepcyon. 1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. II. 126 For greit

disceptioun all this thing he did. a 1716 SOUTH (J.), All

deception is a misapplying of those signs which . . were
made the means of mens signifying or conveying their

thoughts. 1794 S. WILLIAMS Vermont 170 He was ac-

customed to no falsehood or deception. 1862 DARWIN
Fertil. Orchids \. 45 These plants exist by an organized

system of deception.

b. The fact or condition of being deceived.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. HI. iv. 113 Hee is surely

greedy of delusion, and will hardly avoide deception. 1769
Jnniits Lett. xxxi. 144 The public has fallen into the de-

ception. 1836 HOK. SMITH Tin Trump. (1876) 118 Decep-
tion a principal ingredient in happiness.

2. That which deceives ; a piece of trickery ;

a cheat, sham.

1794 MRS. RADCLIFFE Myst. Udolpho xx, There is some

deception, some trick. 1833 RITCHIE Wand. Loire 176

Launching the anathemas of what we call taste against so

paltry a deception. 1841 Miss MITFORD in L'Estrange
Life III. viii. 130 There was no background to form a

phantasmagoria deception.
Hence Dece ptionist, one who performs feats of

illusion ; a juggler.
1883 Society 20 Jan. 22/1 'The American Deceptionist'. .

with "his marvellous juggling tricks.

Dece'ptional, . rare. [f. prec. + -AL.] Of
or pertaining to deception ; deceptive.
1830 GALT Lawrie T. v. vii. (1849) 224, I played a decep-

tional part.

Deceptions (d/se'pjas), . Now rare. [a.

obs. F. deccptieitx, -deux, in med.L. deceptios-tis

(Du Cange), f. deception-em : see -ous.] Of the

nature of or characterized by deception ; that tends

to deceive, cheat, or mislead.
1606 SHAKS. Tr. $ Cr. v. ii. 123 An espcrance. .That doth

inuert th'attest of eyes and eares ; As if those organs had

deceptious functions. 1789 Bath Jrnl. 20 July Advt., To
puff off an old stock in a deceptious manner. 1824 BEN-
TIIAM Bk. Fallacies Wks. 1843 II. 437 Deceptions terms.

i. In the war department, honour mAfbty. 2. In inter-

national affairs, honour, glory, &&& dignity. I&XQ Examiner
706/2 False attacks, feints, and deceptious demonstrations.

1843 Tail's Mag, X. 622 Stripped of its deceptious summer
verdure.

t Dece'ptiously, adv. Obs. [f. prec. + -LT 2.]

In a way characterized by deception ; in such a

way as to deceive.

1797 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Rev. XXIII. 582 She then

appoints him deceptiously in the bathhouse. 1817 BENTHAM
Plan Parl. Reform cxv, Circumstantially but deceptiously
evidentiary.

DeceptitiotLS (dfsepti-JVs\ a. rare. [f.
L.

stem decept- (see next) + -itious (from L. 'fetus)."]

Of a deceptive kind or character.

1827 BENTHAM Ration. Evid. Wks. 1843 VII. 15 Any
deceptitious representation of psychological facts.

Deceptive (d/se'ptiv), a. [a. F. dtceptifj -ive

(1378 in Hatzf.), in med. or mod.L. deceptlvus, f.

decept- ppl. stem of decipere to deceive ; see -IVE.

In English a recent word (not in Shaksp.), which
lias taken the place of DECEPTIOUS.] Apt or tend-

ing to deceive, having the character of deceiving.
Deceptive cadence (Music) : false or interrupted cadence :

see FALSE a. 2 b.

1611 COTGR., Deceptif, deceptiue, deceitful], deceiuing.
1656 in BLOUNT Glossogr. ciySo V. KNOX Remarks Gram.
Schools (R.\ It is to be feared, .that this mode of education
. .is ultimately deceptive. 1787 HARGRAVE Tracts, Case of
Impositions (R.),The deceptive verbal criticism from words
no longer understood. 1840 CARI.YLE Heroes (1858) 295
A mere shadow and deceptive nonentity. 1874 MORLEY
Compromise (1886) 171 We see the same men. .kneeling,

rising, bowing, with deceptive solemnity,

t b. as sb. Deceiving faculty. Obs.

1652 GAULE Slagastrom. 268 By learning the deceptive,
and proving the experience, of the magical Art.

Deceptively (d/se-ptivli), adv. [-LY-.] In

a deceptive manner, so as to deceive.

1825 COLERIDGE Aids Re/I. (1848) I. 104 If he use the

words, right and obligation^ he does it deceptively. 1863
BATES Nat. Amazon II. 58 Two smaller kinds, which are

deceptively like the little Nemeobius Lucina.

Dece'ptiveiiess. [-NESS.] The quality of

being deceptive.
1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev. n. v. vi, An Executive 'pretend-

ing', really with less and less deceptiveness now, 'to be
dead '. 1873 BURTON Hist. Scot.VI. Ixx. 201 A characteristic

deceptiveness that must have comprehended self-deceit.

Deceptivity (dfsepti-viti). [f. as DECEPTIVE
+ -ITY.]

= DECEPTIVENESS ; also concr. a thing of

deceptive character.

1843 CARLYLE Past fy Pr. (1858) 230 A Deceptivity, a Sham-
thing.

t Dece'ptor. Obs. In 5 -our. [ad. (through
FiO L. deceptor-em deceiver, agent-n. from deci~

pere to deceive. Cf. later F. d&epteur (Littre).]
A deceiver.

DECEBN.

1484 CAXTON /$op w. xi. (iS8y) 116 Ypocrytes and dccep-
tours of god and of the world.

t Dece'ptory, a- Obs. [ad. L. decepWri-tts

deceitful, f. dcceptor-em deceiver : see -CRY. In

obs. F. ddceptoire-} Apt to deceive.

c 1430 LYDG. Bochas I. xi. 11554) 25 a
>
See how deceptorye

Been all these worldly revolucions. 1727-30 in BAILF.Y vol.

II, and folio
',
whence 1755 in JOHNSON.

Dece'ptress. rare. [fern, of DECEPTOK, an-

swering in sense to L. deceptrix \ see -ESS.] A
female deceiver.

1880 M. CKOMMELIN Black Abbey II. viii. 139 The pretty

deceptress woke refreshed.

t Deee'pture. Obs. [f.
L. decept- ppl. stem of

oSfryWSv + -UBB.]
* Fraud

,
deceit' (Halliwell).

Dece'rebrize, v.
[/.

DE- II. I + CKBEBU-UH
4 -IZE.] To deprive of the cerebrum ;

to pith.

Deceril (d/s5un), V. [a. F. deeerne-r (1318 in

Godef.), ad. L. decernere to decide, pronounce a

decision, f. DE- I. 2 + cernere to separate, distin-

guish, decide : see CEKN v. In OF. d&emer was
confused in form with descerner^ discerner\ the

clear distinction between the two dates only from

the 1 6th c. ; hence, in English also, decent is found

with the sense DISCERN.]
I. To decide, determine, decree.

f 1. trans. To decide, determine (a matter dis-

puted or doubtful). Obs. a. with simple obj.
* 1425 WVNTOUN Cron. vm. ii. no Be be Text bai decerne

all Tha casis. 1555 EDEN Decades 80 The controuersie shulde

bee decerned by the bysshope of Rome.
b. with inf. or object clause.

1491 CAXTON Vitas Pair. (W. de W. 1495') n. 22oa/i Holy
faders . . decerned & concluded that it sholde be burycd
with theyr mayster. 1502 AKNOLDE Chron. (\%\\) 162 Whan
my noble prince . . had decerned to send me his oratour to

France. 1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. I. 531 This ilk Donald
. . Decernit hes thairfoir richt suddantlie To gif bat tell. 154?
Homilies i. Charity i. (1859) 69 He shall not be deceived, but

truly decern and judge, a 1619 FOTHERBY Athconi. i. v. 2

(1622) 31 To make them decerne, there should be no God.

c. intr.

I5S3 KENNEDY Compend. Tract, in Wodr. Soc. Misc. ( 1844)

105 The Apostolis and Eldaris convenit to dispute and de-

cerne upoun the questioun.

2. trans. To decree by judicial sentence. Now
a technical term of Scottish judicature ; the use of

the word ' decerns
'

being necessary to constitute

a DECREE : see quot. 1774 in d.

a. with simple obj.

1555 HARPSFIELD Divorce Hen. VIII (1878) 182 She ..

was denounced . . contumax, and a citation decerned for her

appearance. 1637 GILLESPIE Eng. Pop. Cerent. HI. viii. 181

But onely pronounce the sentence according to that which
he who sitteth judge in the Court, hath decreed and de-

cerned. a 1850 ROSSETTI Dante $ Circ. \. (1874) 118 Since

thou, Death, and thou only, canst decern Wealth to my life,

or want, at thy free choice.

b. that something be done.

1460 CAPGRAVE Chron. 274 The lordis of this present Par-

lement [1399] decerne and deme, That the dukes .. schal

lese .. her dignite. 1313 R. SAMPSON in Strype Eccl.Man.
I. i. 17 A commission to some men . . to decern [that] the

same one exception and process., were of no strength.

1582-8 Hist. James F/(i8o4) 21 It was decernit that . . shoe

sould be transportit to the fortalice of Lochlevin, and thair

decernit to remaine in captivity.

c. a person, etc. to be or to do something. *f To
decern in : to mulct in by decree of court.

1526 Sc. Acts Jas. ^(1814) 306 (Jam.) Decernit to half in-

currit the panis contenit in said actis. 1559 Dinrn. Occitrr.

(1833) 52 The forthe of Aymouth decernit to be cassin down.

1568 GRAFTON Chron. Rich. II an. 23 II. 405 We . . by the

power, name, and authentic to us . . committed, pronounce,
decerne [1494 FABYAN dyscerne] and declare, the same king
Richard . . to be . . unworthy to the rule and governaunce.
1640-1 Kirkcudbr. War-Comm. Min. Bk. (1855) 41 Roger
Gordoun . . for his contumacie in not coming to the Com-
mittie . . is decernit In xx merks monie of fyne. Ibid. 43
Decerns Alexander Gordoun. .to content and'pey to George
Glendonyng . . the soume of xxij lib. xiijs. iiijd. if&zLond,
Gas. No. 1682/1 The Lords Commissioners of Justiciary,
therefore Decerne and Adjudge the said Archibald Earl of

Argile to be Execute to the Death. 1753 Stewart's Trial

283 They . . decern and adjudge the said James Stewart to

be carried back to the prison. 1754 ERSKINE Princ. Sc.

Law (1809^ 438 If a bastard might be decerned executor as

next of kin to his mother.

d. intr.

1541 PAVHEL Catiline xvii. 29 b, Whan they suffre, they de-

cerne : whan they hold theyr peace, they crye aloude. 1588
A. KING tr. Canisins 1 Catech. 52 Authoritie, in gouerning,

iudging, and decerning. 1774 Interlocutor in A. M rKay
Hist. Kilmanwck(<e.&. 4) 363 Therefore [the Lord Ordinary]

suspends the letters simpliciter^ and decerns. 1817 Blackw.

Mag. I. 437/1 The court below . . decerned in terms of the

prayer of the complaint. 1880 Chambers' Encycl. s. v. Debis t

If the sum decerned for . . do not exceed, etc.

e. transf.
1850 TalCs Mag. XVII. 106/1 One has said,

'
It is not

this
'

: another avers,
'

It is not that
'

: one decerns it [a book]
too elaborate.

II. To discern.

f3. trans. To distinguish or separate by their

differences (things that differ, one thing from
another). Obs.
a 1535 [see DECERNING]. 1546 F>r. GARDINER Declar, A rt.

Joye 16 b, Thatbelefe was a condicion which decerned them
that shall enioye the fruite of Christes passion, and them
that shall not. a 1571 KNOX Hist. Ref. Wks. 1846 1. 188 We



DECERNENT.
mu-.t decerne the inini.u:iil.u -potis u r J, ,u , ( i.u

t,

the Mother of confusioun. 1586 T. i!. La I'riiit.uut. 1-r.

, (,,,./. i. .,(/riiat rule . u h. n l,y . .he deccrnclli and chu'/stlh
N'.III ]>.i<l. it 1649 I)j;t MM. 01 HAWTH. Disc, linprcsas

il '. v. (1711' 228 Things whiuh cannot be decerned from
others; as fowls like to others.

b. iiitr. To <listin;;ui ,h, ilisrriminnte between.
" !535 ^ nt ' ^'oitr // M, 528 (R.) To deserne betxvene the

inn- doctrine and the false. 1891 A. K. WATSON Geo. Gil-

Jillim iii. 38 With little skill to decern between the good
and the evil in literature.

4. To sec distinctly (with the eyes or the mind);
to distinguish (an object or fact) ; to discern.

-559 W. CUNNINGHAM Cosmogr. Glasse 9 Then all that we
ctliiT by si^lit may decerne, or oy arte conceive. \yy$Hlan.
Ji.irJin:- 1't. u. Ded., You may well decerne, that my will-

in- minde dooth bewraie my good meaning, c 1610 SIR J.
Mi I.VIL Mem. (1735) 94 A Princess who could decern and
reward good Service_.

a 1638 MKDK Apntftsie Wks. (1672)

54 The starres and lights therein should not easily be de-

cerncd. 1891 H. S. CONSTABLE Horses, Sport, ff War 37
Differences, .that cannot be decerned by the eye.
Hence Dece rniiig vhl. $/>., f Dece'rument.
a X535 SIR T. MOKK Wks. 528 (R.) The deccrning of the

true woord of God . . from the countrefet woorde of man.
1551 ROBINSON tr. Mores Vlop. ll. (Aro.l 125 marg., The
decerning of punishment putte to the discretion of the magis-
trates. 1586 A. DAY /.VIA*. Secretary l. (1625) 142 Judge by
your owne decernement, how much, a 1679 1 . GOODWIN
Wks. III. l. 488 (R.) A yet more refined elective discretion

or deceruinent.

Decernable, var. of DISOEKNABLE.

t Dece'meut, a. Obs. [ad. L. decernent-ent,

pr. pple. of decertifre to DECEKN.] Decerning ;

1677 GALE Crt. Gentiles II. iv. 341 The reasons of good
and evil extrinsic to the Divine Essence are at dependent on
the Divine Wil either decerncnt or legislative.

Deceruiture (.dissMnitiuj). Sc. Law. [f.
DK-

CKRN v. (or its source) ; the formation is irregular,
imitative of such pairs as invest, investiture. Cf.

CKRNITURE.] The action of deceming ; a DECIIF.E

of a (Scotch) court of justice.

1631 LITHCOW Trav. ix. 380 lieing urged to it byCaptaine
Wairds decernitour, I freely performed nis Direction. 1666

in Brown Stiff-It. Morrison's Decisions (1826) I. 517 Suffi-

cient to maintain his right of the stipend, and to infer decer-

niture against the heritors. 1885 D. I>KVKKIIH;K Cuirass ff

Tullialtan I. iv. 130 We find two decernitures in favour of

Bessie Bur. 1885 LD. SELHOKNK in Law Rep. \oAppealyx>
The first question . . is, whether the decermture in terms of
the declaratory conclusions of the summons is. .correct.

t Dece'rp, v. Obs. Pa. pple. decerped, de-

oerpt. [ad. L. decerp-Sre to pluck off, crop, cull,

f. DE- I. 3 + carplre to pluck, etc. With the pa.

pple. decerpt, cf. L. deceipt-tts. (Cf. DISOERP : the

two were often confused.)]
trans. To pluck off or out ; to extract, excerpt.
1531 ELYOT Gov, in. xxiv, Tulli saieth . . Mannes soule,

hcinge decerpt or taken of the portion of diuinitie called

Mens, may be compared with none other thinge . . but with

god hym selfe. 1S&6 PAINTER /W. Picas. Ded. I. 2 Out of
whom I decerped and chose (raptim) sondry proper

and com-
mendable Histories. 1657 TOMLINSON Renotts Disp. 255

Plums, decerped from . . different trees. 1678 CUDWORTH
Inttll. .VIM/. 373 That God was a Mind passing through
the whole Nature of things, from whom our Souls were, as

it were, decerped or cut out.

U for DISCEIIP, to pull to pieces, divide.

153* ELYOT Cm 1
. I. ii, Howe this most noble Isle of the

worklewas decerpt and rent in pieces.

t Dece'rpt, v . Obs. [f. L. decerpt-, ppl. stem

of dccerpfre : see prec. Cf.ExcF.niT.] =prec.
a x6xa 1 >ONNE Hui&uMTOv (164^4) 83 The rags of Fathers

decerpted and decocted by Gratian, and the glosses of these.

1651 Raleigh's Ghost 355 The soule of the world, from which
. . they . . taught . . that . . the Soules of men, were decerpted.

t Dece-rptible, a. Obs. rare.- o
[f.

L.
ppl.

stem decerpt- (see prec.) + -IBLE : cf. contemptible.'}
' That may be cropped off' (Bailey, vol. II, 1737 .

t Dece'rption. Obs. rare. [n. of action f. L.

deccrpcre, decerpt- : see DECEHPT and -ION.]
' A

cropping off, or pulling away' (Phillips 1657)1
that which is plucked off.

1661 GLANVII.L Lux Orient, iii. (1682) 25 If our souls are

but particles and decerptions of our parents.

t Decerta'tion. Obs. [ad. L. decertation-em,

n. of action f. decertare to fight it out, contend, f.

DE- I. 3 + certdre to contend.] Contention, strife,

contest ; dispute.
1635 HEYWOOD ilierarch. vi. 334 Great hath the Decerta-

tion Uin mongst the Learned men, 'bout the Creation of

blessed angels. 1646 SIR T. BKOWNE Pseud. Ep. iv. xii. 213 A
decertation betweene the disease and nature. 1661 ARNWAY
Tab'i-t 213 i !,.i The day of decertation, 'pro aris et focis'.

Deces, decese, decess(e, obs. ff. DECKASK.

Decess (d/sc-s). rare. [ad. L. decesstis going

down, decrease, f. dfcedSre to go down, depart,

etc.: cf. DECKASE.] Decrease, diminution.

185* SYD. DOBEI.L Hatiltr iii. 17 Whatever . from below

Receives nor of accession or decess. Ibid. xxiv. 167.

Decession (d/'sc-Jan).
Now rare. [ad. L. dc-

cession-em, n. of action from dcced're ^sce prec.'.

(Cf. OF. di'ccssion igth c.'] Departure, vdtli-

drawal
;

secession ;
deviation from a given stan-

dard,
'

coming down' ; decrease, diminution vPP-
to accession}.
1606 WARSCB All: Kng. xv. xcvii. (i6ia> 387 The Bnttish

Clmr- liin |.nm..tiii i.-eedrd, till did Slaughter
make tin njin a f.Tst DccesMon. 1611 STKH> llitt. <!t

IX. xvL 1 36 By rebelli .., ai.dabsenlmi.nlsof him-
selfe. 16*3 !

'

39 Succession of !'

without sin.. ; t I
i ctrine is a decewion, a deli

1635 W. SCOTT kss. Drapery 7 iT.) By the accession and
decession of the matter. 1655 FUI.I.KH C/i. Hist. III. vi. | 48
By this . . deccsion of the Jews. i8aa S<n IMKY /.. tt. ' 18561
III. 336 In the event of Clifford's decession, or decease, a
new r

Quarterly Review
'

has been talked of.

Hence Dece sslonist, an advocate of secession.
1866 Morn. Star 20 Aug. 6/3 The Democrats, and . . the

dccessionists.

t Dece'BBOr. Obs. [a. L. dfccssor one who
retires, a retiring officer, in late I.. 'Augustine, etc.)
'

predecessor", agcnt-n. from dccedfre to depart, re-

tire.]
- PKEOECISHOB.

1647 JKR. TAYLOH Lit. Proph. vii. 128 The Popes may
deny Christ as well as their Cluife and Deccssor Peter.

1651-3 Serm.foryear I. iv. 42 David . . humbled himself
for the sins of his Ancestors and Deccssors.

Doceue, -eyue, Deoeyt'.e, obs. ff. DECEIVE,
DECEIT.

Deceuer, Decez, obs. ff. DISSEVZH, DECEAUE.

t Decta'nn, v. Obs. [a. F. dtcharmcr, in

Cotgr. ticscharnur '

to vncharmc, vnspell ', f. dJ-,

ties-, L. dis- (s<e DE- I. 6) + charmer to chann.]
trans. To undo the effect of (a charm or spell) ;

to disenchant,
16. . HARVEY (J.), He was . . cured by de. harming the

witchcraft.

t Dechay ,
v. Obs. [ad. OF. decha-cir, de-

cha-ir : see DECAY.] By-form of DECAY v.

1549 O>w/A .SV<'/. i. (1873121 Al dominions altris, dechaeis,
ande cummis to subuersione.

t Deche, v. Ol>s. [OE. di'can : app. not known
in the other Teut. langs.] To daub

;
to smear,

to lute.

a 1000 ^LFRIC Horn. (Thorpe) II. 260 Hi bcwundon his

lie mid linenre scytan seduced mid wyrtum. c 1000 Sax.
Letchtt. I. 150 Dec b*jnne anneclaS ba;r of, le?;c to cam sare.

Ibid. I. 182 Ixxyiii, Cnuca mid r^'sle, and xedec anne cla3
ba^rmid [cf. Ixxix, Smyre bonne anne clad pa-rmid, le^e to

piere miltan]. r 1420 Paltatt. tm Hush. I. 1124 Al thees

comixt wol deche Every defaute, and all the woundcs leche.

[bid. IX. 185 Oil-tempred lyme this joyntes shal scyment,
Thenne

ysels my_xt with litel water renne Thorough, deching
alle this nolsom instrument.

t Dechee'rfol, a. Obs. nonce-wd. [See DE-
II. 3.] Void of cheerfulness, melancholy.
1607 MIDDLETON Five Gallants iv. vii, O dechecrful 'pren-

tice, uncomfortable servant.

Dechemicalize, -ation, dechoralize, deci-
ceronize : sec DE- II. i.

Dechenite (dc'xenait, de'k-). Alin. [Named
after the geologist von Dechen : see -ITE.] A
vanadate of lead and zinc, occurring in red or

reddish-yellow masses.

1851 Amcr. yrtil,
Sc. Ser. n. XII. 208 Dechenite comes

from . . Havana. 1884 in DANA Alin. 604.

De-chri'stianize, v. [DE- II. i (OF. had

deskrestianer] trans. To deprive or divest of its

Christian character ; to make no longer Christian.

1834 Eraser's Mag, X. 17 The Jew-bill has de-Christianised

one tjranch of our legislature afready. 1884 DEAN BURCON
in rail Mall G. n Dec. 1/2 To de-Christianize the place
to disestablish Religion in Oxford was the great object of

those individuals.

Hence De-chri-Btianied///. a., -iiing vbl. 16.,

De-chrIstianiza tion .

1869 D. P. CHASE in Standard 27 Oct., The De-Christian-

ising of the Colleges of Oxford. 1881 Church (>. Rev. July

434 A dechristianued nation. 1882 W. S. LILLY in Spectator

25 Mar. 391 The dechristianisation and the demoralisation

of that country ( France] are proceeding pari passn.

Deci- (.desi), shortened from L. decimus tenth.

1. In the French metric system, the initial element

in names of measures and weights which are one

tenth of the standard unit. (Cf. DECA-.) Thus

Declare, Decigramme, -gram, Decilitre, Deci-

metre, Declstere, the tenth part of the are,

gramme, litre, mitre, and stbre respectively. (The
accents are generally omitted in Eng.)
1801 DUPRE, A'tfi Fr. Diet. s. v., In dry measure, the..

decilitre is equal to one eighth of the litron. 1809 \aval
Citron. XXII. 363 It was about three decimetres in length.

1810 Ibid. XXI V. 301 Deciar = 2-63 square loises. /*/.,

Decimeter . . decilittre . . decistere . . decigram. 1871 C.

. Sysl. i. M> " decilitre = 6ro2338 cubic inches.

.

1883 Daily News 12 July 3/7 Cartridges of one decimetre in

length each. 1890 IHd. 14 N
used for each injection.

ov. 6/2 A decigram of liquid is

2. Rarely in technical terms, as t deol-duodeoi-

ma.1 a., (a crystal) having the form of a ten-sided

prism with twelve additional planes at the ends

(six at each end).
1805-17 R. JAMESON Char. Mix. (ed. 3\ 206 Stx-dtctHial.

when the planes that belong to the prism . . and those which

belong to the two summits, are the one six, and the other

ten in numl-er or via versa . . In the same manner, we say,

octo-decimal . . octo-dMOiiecilnal, and deci-dtiodecimal.

Beddable rd/soi-dab'l), a. [See -ABLE.]
1. Capable of being decided.

1594 CAREW Itnarte's Exam. Wits v. (1596) 52 What the

v*e . . of them may be . . is not easily decideahle. 1638
CHILI.INC.W. Kelif. J'rot. i. ii. i 156. 115 Controversies..

about Faith, are either not at all decidable . . or they may

DECIDEMENT.
he delcrinitii-d by S..M|.IU>.. 1708 I I I. . I.KL\V.SK St.
'..-. /.'//. ii. IL \ i (1743) j./j All CM* of trade . . arc there
decidjl 1. 1851 ( f III. i (1871) 169 Tbetlu'ng
not ! I y ii,.ii kind of weapon.
t2. Td Iw dcciili-'l, (.

|<.-n lo il. t i-ii.ii. Obi.
1611 Sun, llist.lit.lirit.n.. xv. 11632; 788 It wa> a quo-

tic.n decideable, whether of the kingdoms was first to be dealt
with.

Decide (dfsai-d), .I Forms: 4-7 desoido,
5 deside, 5-6 deoyde, 6 diuydo, dicede, 7

diacide, 6- decide, [a. F. didder (140.) in

Hatzf.), ad. I,, decidfre to cut off, cut the knot,

decide, determine, f. DE- I. j -t -ardfre to cut. In

OF. also des-cidei, in Kng. Jes-, dis- : cf. I)E- I. 6.]
1. trans. To determine (a question, controversy,

or cause) by giving the victory to one side or the

other ; to bring to a settlement, settle, teiolve (a
matter in dispute, doubt, or suspense".

< ijto WYCI.IP Stl. II 'its. III. 499 Itifore bis cause were
dcscided l.ytwene wysc men. 14840 A \ICN FabUso/AlfoMcc
(1889) 4 The cause came before the kyng to be d-

and pletyd. 1559 W. CUNNINGHAM Cotntorr. Glasse 43 1 here
is great controversie touching the Eartnes founne : which
must be dcscided . . or we can safely procede further. 1594
HOOKER Keel. Pol. iv. x. (16111 146 Till it be . . decided *)>

have stood for truth 1597 SIIAKS. a Urn. [>', iv. L 182 Hither

end in peace . . Or to the place of difference call the Swords
Which must decide it. 1667 MILTON /'. L. vi. 303 Fit to

decide the Empire of great Heav'n. a 1677 HARROW '*.

(1830) I. 363 Advocates plead causes, and judges decide
them. 1860 TYNUALL Gtae. l. xxiv. 170 The proper persons
to decide the question. Mod. This day will decide his fate.

2. To bi ing to a decision or resolve.

1710 STEELE Taller No. 141 P2 Have agreed to be de-

cided by your Judgment. 1836 Sot.' !m.v /,<//. (1856) IV. 463
This '

'1 asso
' came in good time lo decide me in a matter

upon which I was hesitating.

3. absol. or inlr. To settle a question in dispute ;

to pronounce a final judgement. Const, between,
in favour of, against ;

also with clause (or its.

equivalent).
173* POPE Kf. Balhxrtt i Who shall decide, when Doctors

disagree ? 1749 SMOLLETT Regicide n. ii, I-et heaven decide
Iletwecn me and my foes. 1794 SULLIVAN Virtu h'at. II. 265
To judge and to decide on the authority of historical monu-
ments. 1844 MARHYAT rrirateersnta* xvii. 124 You shall

be the arbitress of her f.itc, and what you decide shall be
irrevocable. i8$i T. D. HARDY Mew. Ld. Langdalt 10 His
father..had decided that he should be brought up to the

medical
profession. 1863 GKO. ELIOT Koiiiola II. xxii, Mo-

ments when our passions sjieak and decide for us.

4. intr. To come to a conclusion, make up one's

mind; determine, resolve. Const, inf., on, upon,

against.
1830 D'IsRAELl Ckas. /, III. t. 8 An English monarch now

decided to reign without a Parliament. 1887 C. J. ABBEY
A"'/,' Ch. A- ils lips. II. 54 Butler soon after this decided

against Nonconformity. Mod. Have you decided on going ?

1 nave fully decided upon this course.

t 5. trans. To cut off, separate. Obs. rare.

1579 in Fuller Holy * 1'ro/. St. n. xix. 122 Again, oar
seat denies us traffick here, The sea too near decides us

from the rest.

fDeci'de, .- Obs. rare. [ad. I. decid-fre to

fall down or off, f. DE- I. I + cadfre to fall.] inlr.

To fall off.

1657 TOMLISSON Kencm's Disp. 265 [The flowers of Helle-

bore] in whose middle when they are ready to decide, grow
short husks.

Decided ^d/sai-ded), ppl. a.
[f.

DECIDE .']

1. Settled, certain ; definite ; unquestionable.
1790 Impartial Hist. War in Atntr. 319 Such various

accounts nave been given.. that it is difficult to form any
decided opinion. 1858 DICKENS Lett. (18801 II. 61 It was
a most decided and complete success. 1879 ROOD Chrotttatits

xviii. 315 Decided greens are not admitted except in small

touches.

2. Resolute, determined, unhesitating.
'

1790 PALEY Herat PouL, Rom. ii. 17 They had taken a
decided part in the great controversy. iSafi SCOTT /'. JA
t'ft-th vii, Henry Smith spoke out K.ldly, ami in a decided
voice. 1840 ALISON Hist. Europe VIII. xlix. | 13. 14 He
found them vacillating, he left them decided.

Decidedly (dftsi-dcdli), adv. [-I.Y *.]

1. Definitely, in such a manner as to preclude

question or doubt.

1790 HAN. MORE Kelig. Fash. H IT/,/ led. 3) 46The balance

perhaps will not turn out so decidedly in favour of the limes.

1841 W. SFALDINC Italy f, It. 1st. I. 33 All the rustic dreates

are not graceful, and:. . some are decidedly ugly. 1860

TYNDAI.L Glac. n. xxvii. 382 The lateral portions [of a

glacier] are very decidedly laminated.

2. In a determined manner, with decision, un-

hesitatingly.
1801 MAR.' EDCEWORTII Moral T. (18161 I. xiv. 117 He

decidedly answered, No. 1884 SIR J. STFI-HKN in I.*m

Reports 12 O. Bench Div. 281 If the House bad resolved

ever so decidedly that [etc.).

Deci'dedneSS. [-NESS.] The quality of being
decided ; see the adj.

1804 W. TAYLOR in Aim. Re-.: II. .-59 That decidedness

of practical counsel which always accompanies clearness of

intellect. i8 J. AIKMAN Hist. Scot. IV. vii. 21 Deckled,

ness of principle.

t Deci'dement. Obs. 'are. [f. DECIUI r.' +

-MhXT : cf. ju</$cmrnl.] lit:-

,i i6ij FLETCHER Lore's Pilfr. it. i, Descidcments able Tu
*I*eak ye noble gentlemen.



DECIDENCE. 94 DECIMAL.

rDecidence (de'sidens). Obs. [f.
as DKCIUENT:

see -KJJCH. Cf. DECADENCK.] 1. Falling off.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. in. ix. 127 The decidence
of their [deer's] homes.

2. Knlling off in strength, vigour, etc.
;
decline.

1684 tr. Bond's Merc. Commit. vi. 165 If the bloud, con.

stituted in this state of decidence, decay so far as [etc.].

Ibid. xvui. 611 When Children are in a neutral state of

decidence.

! De'cidency. Obs. rare. [f. as prec. : see

-ENCY.] Falling, failing, subsidence.

1651 BIGGS New Disp. T 238 Flowes not, till the ebb or

decidency.

t De'cident, a. Obs. [ad. L. dccident-etn, pr.

pple. of dccidcre to fall down or off, f. DE- I.

i, 1+ coders to fall : cf. DECADENT.] Falling.
1674 DURANT in /'/'/. Trails. XLIV. 223 Decident lapi-

descent Waters.

Decider (d/ssi-dait. [f. DECIDE v. + -EK'.]
One who or that which decides (a controversy,

question, etc.).

1593 WYRLEY Annorie 23 The Scriptures of God, the
decider of all controuersies. 1764 FOOTE Patron I. Wks.

1799 I. 329 The paragon of poets, decider on merit, chief

justice of taste. 1862 WILBERFORCE Let. in Life III. 106
The. .danger of having, .the Irish Bishops made the actual
deciders of our doctrine.

b. spec, in Racing. A final race or heat which
decides the contest ; esp. an extra one run for that

purpose, e.g. after a dead heat.

1883 Standard 18 June 2/4 He. .disposed of Egerie in the
decider. 1887 Daily News 8 June 6/5 This pair ran a dead
heat last year, .and in the decider Button Park proved, .the

better.

Deciding (dftai-dirj), vbl. sb. [-INO
1
.]

The
action of the verb DECIDE ; decision.

1576 in W. H. Turner Select. Rec. Oxford 382 For the

decyding of the same matter. 1690 LOCKE Hunt. Und. u.

xiii. 20 In deciding of Questions in Philosophy.

Deci'ding, ///. a. [-me*.] That decides;
decisive.

1658-9 Burton's Diary (1828) IV. 68 This is a very great
question, and a deciding question. 1856 R. A. VAUGHAN
Mystics (1860) II. vui. vii. 74 The deciding epoch of his

[Behmen's] life.

Hence Deci'dingly adv., decisively, by way of

decision.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. vii. xiii. 366 Herodotus. .

hath cleared this point, .and so decidingly concludeth.

II Decidua dfsi'diuia). [mod. or med.L. for

mtmbrana decidua deciduous membrane : see DE-

CIDUOUS.]
1. Phys, A name given by Dr. W. Hunter to

the membrane formed, in the impregnated uterus

of certain orders of Mammalia, by alteration of the

upper layer of its lining mucous membrane ; it

forms the external envelope of the ovum, and is

cast off at parturition (whence the name).
1785 A nat. Dialogues (ed. 2) 356 There is the false or spongy

chorion, which Dr. [W.] Hunter has found to consist of two
distinct layers ; that which lines the uterus he styles mem-
brana caduca or decidua, because it is cast off after delivery.
. .The decidua and decidua reflexa, differ in appearance from
the true chorion. 1794 J. HUNTER Wks. 1837 IV. 57 The
enlargement of the uterus, the newly formed vascular mem-
brane, or decidua, lining the cavity, .sufficiently prove con-

ception to have taken place. 1841 E. RIGBV Syst. Mid-
wifery i. iii. 27 To Dr. W. Hunter are we indebted for the
first correct description of the decidua.
attrib. 1875 tr. Ziemssm's Cycl. Mcd. X. 335 The so called

decidua cells.

2. Path. The lining membrane of the unim-

pregnated uterus discharged in some cases of dys-
menorrhjea.

nial Retrospect 378 The idea that it is a simple menstrual
decidua.

Decidual (d/si-diz^l), a. Phys. [f.DEciDU-A
-AL.] Of or

pertaining to the decidua.
'

ze.

Deci'duary, a. rare. [f. as DECIDU-OUS
-ARY : not on L. analogies.] Deciduous.

1871 DARWIN Desc. Man II. xiii. 80 The shedding of the
deciduary margins may be compared with the shedding by
very young birds of their down.

II Deciduata (d/si:di,^'ta), sl>. pi. Zool. [mod.
L. adj. pl.neut. (sc. animalia^ of deciduat-tis \ see

next.] A term comprising all placental Mammalia
which possess a decidua or deciduate placenta : with
some systematists the Deciduata and Non-deciditata
are major divisions of monadelphous mammals.
1879 tr. HaeckeVs Evol. Man II. xix. 161 AH Placental

Animals which possess this deciduous membrane are classed

together as Deciduata.

Deciduate (drsrdiz*,a), a. Zoo!, [ad. med.L.
deciduat-uS) f. DECIDUA: see -ATE ^

2.] a. Pos-

sessing a decidua ; belonging to the Deciduata.
b. Of the nature of a decidua : said of a placenta
which is cast off at parturition.
1868 OWEN Anat. Vert. III. xxxviii. 724 The deciduate

type of lining substance. 1875 tr. Schmidt's Desc. <y Danv.

273 As non-deciduate mammals, the Cetacea are held to be
more closely allied to the Ungulata than to the Carnivora
which are deciduate. 1881 MIVART Cat 474 The placenta
is deciduate.

Deciduity (desidi7?iti). rare. [f. L. type
^deciduitas, i'. decidu-its : see -ITY,] Deciduous-
ness.

1846 WORCESTER cites KEITH.

Deciduous (d/si*di|3s), a. [f. L. decidu-us

falling clown, falling off (f. dccid-tre : see DECI-

DENTJ + -OUS. Cf. mod.F. ddciduJ]

f 1. Falling down or off. Obs.

1656 H. MORE Enthns. Tri. (1712) 32 The Lightnings
without Thunder are as it were the deciduous flowers of the

^istival Stars.

f b. Sinking, declining. Obs. rare.

1791 E. DARWIN Bot. Gard. i. 16 Yon round deciduous day,
Tressed with soft beams.

2. Bot. and Zool. Of parts of plants or animals

(as leaves, petals, teeth, horns, etc.) : Falling off

or shed at a particular time, season, or stage of

growth. Opposed \.v persistent we permanent.
1688 R. HOLME Armoury u. 115/1 Deciduous leaf. 1690

BOYLE C/tr. Virtuoso u. H. i, Which some anatomists there-

fore call deciduous parts, such as the placenta uterina,
and the different membranes that involve the foetus. 1704
J. HARRIS Lex. Techn., Deciduous, is that which is apt or

ready to fall..Thus the Botanists say, in some Plants the
Perianthium or Calyx is deciduous with the Flower, i.e.

falls from off the Plant with it. 1766 PENNANT Zool. I. p. xxii,

Upright branched horns, annually deciduous. 1784 COWPER
Task in. 468 Ere the beech and elm have cast their leaf

Deciduous. 187* HUXLEY Phys, xii. 290 The first set of

teeth, called deciduous or milk teeth. 1875 DARWIN Insectiv.
PI. xv. 353 The deciduous . . scales of the leaf buds.

b. Bot, Of a tree or shrub : That sheds its leaves

every year ; opposed to evergreen.
1778 BP. LOWTH TransL Isaiah Notes fed. 12) 144 The oak

[ana] the terebinth, .being deciduous; where the Prophet's
design seems to me to require an ever-green. 1816 KIRBY &
Si 1

. Entomol. (1843) I. 176 The insects injurious to deciduous
trees mostly leave the fir and pine tribes untouched. 1875
LYELL Princ. Geol, I. u. xix. 459 The deciduous cypress.

C. Zool. Of insects: That shed their wings after

copulation, as the females of ants and termites.

d. Phys. = DECIDUAL.
1829 BELL Anat. Hum. Body (ed. 7) III. 445 That the

ovum . . upon its descent gets entangled behind the deciduous
membrane. 1868 OWEN Anat. Vert. III. xxxviii. 725 note,
The normal canal of the uterus is obliterated by the accu-
mulated deciduous substance.

3. fig. Fleeting, transitory ; perishing or disap-

pearing after having served its purpose.
1811 W. R. SPENCER Poems Ded., E'en Fancy's rose de-

ciduous dies. 1841-4 EMERSON Ess., Loi-e Wks. (Bohn) 1.

79 They discover that all which at first drew them together
..was deciduous. 1870 LOWELL Among my Bks. Ser. i.

(1873) 177 There is much that is deciduous in books.

Hence Decrduously, DecrcUionsness.
1868 OWEN Anat. Vert. III. xxxviii. 725 The deciduously

developed lining substance of the womb. 1727 BAILEY vol.

II, Decidtwnsiu'ss, aptness to fall. 1871 EARLE Philol. viii.

395 This early deciduousness of our reflex pronoun.

Decigram, -gramme : see DECI-.

De'cil, decile. Astrol. [Corresponds to F.

decile (also dextil, Littre), prob. med.L. ^dectlis,

app. f. decent ten, after quintilis. sextilis^\ The
aspect of two planets when distant from each
other a tenth part of the zodiac, or 36 degrees.
1674 S. JEAKE Arith. Sun/, i. (1696) n Aspects. .Semi-

quintil or Decil. 1686 GOAD Celest. Bodies i. xi. 39 The
Quintile. .the Biquintile. .the Vigintile, and Quindecile, and
Decile, etc.,.. We hope.. we shall never be forced to own
such Driblets of Aspects.
Decilitre: see.DEd-.

Decillion (d/si'lyan). [f. DECI-, L. decent ten,
on the analogy of million : cf. billion.] The tenth

power of a million ; a number which would be de-

noted by I followed by 60 ciphers. Hence Deci'l-

lionth a. and sb. ; Deci'llionist (nonce-wd.} t one
who deals in infinitesimal doses (of homoeopathic
drugs), such as the decillionth of a grain.
a 1845 HOOD To HaJinemann xii, Leave no decillionth

fragment of your works, 1880 EEALE Slight Ailm. 21

Popular prescribers ofdecillionths ofgrains. 1865 A t/un&um
ii Mar. 345 If the homceopathists should finally carry the

day, would a generation of decillionists have a right to call

Jenner and Holland quacks?

t De'cim. Obs. [ad. L. decima : see next.] A
tenth part, tithe.

1638 SIR R. COTTON Abstr. Rec. Tower 19 It was so. .in
the best govern'd State [Rome] which let out their portions
and Decims to the Publicans.

II Decima (de-sima). [L., for decima pars^ tenth

part, tithe, as a tax, offering, or largessJ
1. A tenth part ; a tax of one-tenth, a tithe.
c 1630 in Rushw. Hist. Coll. (1659) I. App. 14 Subsidies,

Fifteens, and such like.. are fit to be released.. in recom-
pence of the said Decima, which will yield your Maiesty
more. 1811 WELLINGTON in Gurw. Dtsp. VIII. 299 Giving
up the new decima in order to obtain means of transport.
2. Mus. a. The interval of a tenth. (Common

in med.L. but rare in Eng.) b. An organ-stop
sounding a tenth above the normal or 8-feet pitch ;

called also a double-tierce, rare.

1819 in REES Cycl. XI.

Decimal (de'simal), a. and sb. [ad. med.L.
decimal-is of or pertaining to tenths or tithes, f. L.
decima tenth, tithe ; whence sense 2, and F. d$ci-

nial in sense *

relating to tithes' (i3th c. in

Godef.) ; in mod. use, treated as derivative of L.
decimus tenth, or decem ten, in which sense the F.
word was admitted by the Academy only in J 762.]
1. Relating to tenth parts, or to the number ten ;

proceeding by tens.

Decimal arithmetic: the common arithmetic in which
the Arabic or decimal notation is used ; in a restricted sense
the arithmetic of decimals or decimal fractions (see b).

Decimal numeration, the numerical system generally pre-
valent in all ages, of which 10 forms the basis ; i.e. in which
the units have distinct names up to 10, and the higher num-
bers are expressed by multiples or powers of 10 with the
units added as required. Decimal coinage or currency^
a monetary system in which eacli successive division or
denomination is ten times the value of that next below it ;

so decimal system of weights and measures, one in which
the successive denominations rise by tens, as in the French
metric system.
1608 R. NORTON tr. Stevin (title) Dhme\ The Art of

Tenths, or Decimall Arithmetike, teaching how to per-
forme all computations whatsoeuer, by whole numbers with-
out fractions, by the foure principles ofcommon Arithmeticke
..Invented [1585] by the excellent Mathematician Simon
Stevin. 1619 H. LYTE Art of Tens or Decimall Arith-
meticke 24 Here followeth two Tables of Decimall accounts
for money. 1659 T. PECKE Parnassi Puerp. 154 Some
Magistrates, void Cyphers we may call : Uselesse, but to
make others Decima!. 1684 Lond. Gaz. No. 1985/4 Cocker's
Decimal Arith metick : Shewing the nature and use of
Decimal Fractions. 178* Gouv. MORRIS in Sparks Life #
Writ. (1832) I. 273 It is very desirable that money should
be increased in decimal ratio. 1841 ELPHINSTONE Hist. Ind.
I. 245 The Hindus are distinguished in arithmetic by the

acknowledged invention of the decimal notation. 1864
COLENSO Arithmetic (1874) 145 'Decimal Coinage', A
Decimal Coinage . . has been recommended for adoption by
a Committee of the House of Commons.

b. Decimal fraction (f number] : a fraction

whose denominator is some power of ten (10, 100,

1000, etc.) ; spec, a fraction expressed (by an ex-

tension of the ordinary Arabic notation) by figures
written to the right of the units figure after a dot
or point (the decimalpoint} , and denoting respec-

tively so many tenths, hundredths, thousandths,
etc. The number of decimal places (fparts} is

the number of figures after the decimal point.
t Decimal thirds : the parts expressed by a decimal

fraction to 5 places, i.e. thousandths ; so d. fourths^ etc.

(For a historical sketch of the notation of decimal fractions,
the introduction of the decimal point, etc., see W. W. R.

Ball, Short Hist. Mathem. (1888) 176.)
1616 E. WHIGHT tr. Napier's Logarithms rg Logarithms. .

to fall upon decimal numbers, .which are easie to be added
or abated to or from any other number. 1660 WILLSFORD
Scales Comtn. 60, $}/, which decimal fraction is is. io$d.
Ibid. 69, 1.060000. .is a mixt decimal fraction. Ibid, 70 To
finde Decimal Numbers for any parts of a year, as moneths,
weeks. 1674 JEAKE Arith. (1696)222 So 0,003125 divided

by 0,125, shall make the Quotient Decimal Thirds. 1704
J. HARRIS Lex. Techn. s.v. Decimal* There must be just as

many Decimal Parts cut off by the Separating Point, from
the Product, as there are Decimals in both Factors. 1706
W. JONES Introd. Math. 103 A Figure in the ist, 2d, sd,
etc. Decimal Place, is 10, 100, icoo, etc. times less than if

it were an Integer. 1840 LARDNER Geom. 61 The number
expressing the circumference of the circle has been deter-
mined to 140 decimal places. 1873 J. HAMBLIN SMITH Arith.

(ed. 6) 79 Placing a decimal point at the end of the Dividend,
and affixing as many zeros as we please. Ibid. 83 A Vulgar
Fraction may be converted into a Decimal Fraction.

O. Of or relating to a decimal coinage, a decimal

system of weights and measures, etc.

1859 Sat. Rev. VIII. 13/2 The decimal project. Ibid.,

During the progress of the decimal agitation.

f2. Relating to tithes. Obs.

1641
' SMECTYMNUUS

'

Vind. Answ. 10. 106 Can one
Bishop, .discharge all businesses belonging to testamentary
and dec! mall causes and suites? 1653 MILTON Hirelings
Wks. (1851) 377, I see them still so loth to unlearn their

decimal Arithmetic, and still grasp thir Tithes, a 1662
HEYLIN Hist, i'resbyterians (1670)469 (D.) The jurisdiction
of Ecclesiastical Courts in causes testamentary, decima),
and matrimonial.

B. sb. f 1. A tenth part. Obs.

1641 WILKINS Math. Magick i. xiii. (1648) 89 As a decimal 1 1

or one tenth. 1665 HOOKE Microgr. C j b, And the inches
. .1 subdivide into Decimals. 1669 STUKMY Mariner's Mag.
iv. iij. 156 If you keep your Account by Arithmetick, by
Decimals or 10 Parts,

2. A decimal fraction (see i b; ; in //. often =
the arithmetic of decimal fractions,

' decimal arith-

metic' (see i): cf. CONJCS.

Recurring decimal : one in which the exact equivalent to

a common fraction can be expressed only by the continual

repetition of one or more decimal figures ; called repeating
when one figure recurs as -in etc., written -i (=i>, and cir-

culating when two or more recur as -142857 (= ~).

1651 R. JAGER (.titlc\ Artificial Arithmetick in Decimals.
1660 WILLSFORD Scales Comm. 83, I find the decimal..

.971286. Ibid. 87 According to the rules of Multiplication
in Decimals. 1706 W. JONES Introd. Math. 107 When a
Decimal.. is to be multiplied by an Unit with Cyphers.
1805 SYD. SMITH Elem. Mor. Philos. (1850) 180 The decimal
of a farthing. 1816 J. SMITH Pa>u>raiiia Sc. # Art II. 41
The force of the wind on a square foot, would have been 29

pounds and a decimal. 1858 LAKDNEK Handlk. Nat. Phil.

23 A portion, .expressed by
the decimal 0-036065.

b. Jig. A 'fraction ;
a (small) portion or

part.
1869 HI.ACKMOKE Lorna .>. 1.1889) 265 Beholding. . faintest



DECIMALLY.
decimal of promise. 1892 W. \V. PKYTON Mftnorab. Jesus
I. i Fractions of duuht.s and decimals of KUC-M:-..

Hence De'clmalism,n decimal system or theory.
De'cimaliat, an advocate of a decimal system (of

coinage, or weights and measures). De cimaliza-

tlon, the process of decimalizing. De'cimalize
v. t to render decimal, reduce to a decimal system,
divide into ten'.hs (trans, and absol.}.

1864 WI:HSTE-:R, Decimalism. 1859 .SVt/. A>7'. VIII. 13/2
The ranks of the decimnlists. 1887 /////. n June 831/1
The ilecimalists. .pester the general community with mils
. .and dimes and half dimes. 1853 K. SLA i KR (////), Itujuiry
into the Principles involved in the Decimalisation of the

Weights, Measures, etc,, of the U.K. 1887 Longnt. Mag.
Sept. 517 The subject of our coinage and its decimalisa-
tion. 1856 Leisure Hour V. 231/2 If we begin with the

sovereign, and decimalize downwards, we come first to the
florin. i859,SViA Rev. VIII. 13/2 The decimalizing opinions
of the

' Standard
'

Commissioners. 1867 Contemp. Rev. IV.

19 There would be no advantage in decimalizing the penny ;

tin: halfpenny and farthing are all we want.

Decimally (dc'siniali), adv. [-LY
2
.] In a

decimal manner
; by tens or tenths; into tenths.

1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Techn. s.v. Decimal. As Cyphers set
on the right Hand of Integers do increase the Value of them
Decimally, as 2, 20, 200, etc. So when set on the left Hand
of Fractions, they decrease their Value Decimally, as -5, -05,

005, ttc. i8a8 HUTTON Course Math. II. 82 The edge of
the rule is commonly divided decimally, or into tenths. 1859
.S'rt/. A'fp. VIII. 13/1 To have weights and measures decim-
ally divided.

b. In the form of a decimal fraction.

1692 in Capt, Smith's Seaman's Gram. n. xvi. 125 The
Weight, .is 7 Pound 5 Ounces, (or Decimally,) 7.31.

1 De'cimate, sb. 06s.
fad.

med.L. decimates

tithing, area whence tithe is collected, f. L. deci-

mare to tithe.] Tithing, tithe.

1641 HEVWOOD Reader here
',

etc. i That not with their
due Decimates content Both Tythe and Tot all must encrease
their rent ?

Decimate (de-sim^t), v. [f. L. decimd-re to

take the tenth, f. decim-tts tenth : see -ATE 3. Ct
F. dfcimer (if-th c.\]

f* 1. To exact a tenth or a tithe from ; to tax to

the amount of one-tenth. Obs. In Eng. Hist.* see

DECIMATION i.

1656 in BI.OUNT Glossogr. 1657 MAJOR-GEN. DESBROWK
Sp. in Parlt. 7 Jan., Not one man was decimated but who
had acted or spoken against the present government, 1667
DRYDEN Wild Gallant 11. i, I have heard you are as poor as
a decimated Cavalier. 1670 PENN Lib. Consc. Debated Wks.
1726 1. 447 The insatiable Appetites of a decimating Clergy.
1738 NEAL Hist. Purit. IV. 96 That all who had been in

arms for the king, .should be decimated ; that is pay a tenth

part of their estates, a 1845 [see DECIMATED].

f 2. To divide into tenths, divide decimally. Obs.

1749 SMETHURST in Phil. Trans. XLVI. 22 The Chinese
. .are so happy as to have their Parts of an Integer in their

Coins, c. decimated.

8. fililit. To select by lot and put to death one
in every ten of (a body of soldiers guilty of mutiny
or other crime) : a practice in the ancient Roman
army, sometimes followed in later times.
1600 DYMMOK Treat. Ireland (1843) 42 All.. were by a

martiall courte condemned to dye, which sentence was yet
mittigated by the Lord Lieutenants mercy, by which they
were onely decimated by lott. 1651 Reltq. Wotton. 30 In
Ireland, .he [Karl of Essex] decimated certain troops that
ran away, renewing a peece of the Roman Discipline. 1720
OZELL YcrtoCs Rom.

Rcf.
I. i". 185 Appius decimated,

that is, put every Tenth Man to death among the Soldiers.

1840 NAI-IER Penins. War VI. xxn. v. 293 The soldiers

could not be decimated until captured. 1855 MACAULAY
Hist. Eng. IV. 577 Who is to determine whether it be or
be not necessary . . to decimate a large body of mutineers ?

4. transf. a. To kill, destroy, or remove one in

every ten of. b. rhetorically or loosely. To destroy
or remove a large proportion of; to subject to

severe loss, slaughter, or mortality.
1663 J. SPENCER Prodigies (1665)385 The . .Lord . . some-

times decimates a multitude of offenders, and discovers in
the personal sufferings of a few what all deserve. 18x2 W.
TAYLOR in Monthly Rm. LXXIX. 181 An expurgatory
index, pointing out the papers which it would be fatiguing
to peruse, and thus decimating tht contents into legibility.

1848 C. BRONTE Let. in Mrs. Gaskell Life 276 Typhus fever
decimated the school periodically. 1875 LYELL Princ. Geol.

II. in. xlii. 466 The whole animal Creation has been deci-

mated again and again. 1877 FIELD Killamey to Goltlen
Horn 340 This conscription weighs very heavily on the
Mussulmen ..who are thus decimated from year to year.
1883 L. OLIPHANT Haifa (1887) 76 Cholera, .was then deci-

mating the country.
Hence De'cimated, De'cimating ///. adjs.
1661 Minni.ETON Mayor of Q. Pref., Now whether this

magistrate fear'd the decimating times. 1667, 1670 [see i].

a 1845 SYD. SMITH Wks. (1850) 688 The decimated person.
Decimater : see DECIMATOR.

Decimation (desim^'Jan). [ad. L. decinta-

ti&n-cm the taking of a tenth, tithing, n. of action

from dedmare to DECIMATE.]
1. The exaction of tithes, or of a tax of one-tenth ;

the tithe or tax itself.

Popularly applied to the tax levied by Cromwell on the

Royalists in 1655 : see Calendar Domestic St.Paf. 1655, 347.
Cf. DECIMATE v. i.

1549 LATIMER 6/A Strut. Iff. Ediv. /"/ (Arb.) 165 Their
doctrine was.. but of Lotions [ittisfr. Lolions], of decima-

tions of anets seade, and Cummyn. c 1630 in Rushw. ///*/.

Coll. (1659) 1. App. 14 The first means . . to increase your

95

Majesty's revenues. . I call it a Decimation, being so t.

in Italy, .importing the tenth of all Subjects Kslates to W
paid as a yearly Rent to their Prince. 1655 KVKI.YN //*/.
(18571 1-

32,7
This day came forth the Protector's Kdict, or

Proclamation . . with the ik'< ir nation <-f all the royal parly'-.
revenues throughout England. 1657 MAJOR.GEM. DKS-
DROWK .V/. in Pnrlt. 7 J;in.

t
I think it i\ t<x> light a tax, a

decimation ; I would have it higher. 1669 WOKUDGE Syst.
Agric.\\\. $ i (1681) in One that would not improve a very
good piece of ground, .with Fruit-trees, because the Parson
would have the decimation of it. 1738 NBAL Hist. Pitt-it.

IV. 133 To sequester such as did not pay their Decimation.

1817 I'ui.i.' >K Course T. it. 669 The priest collected tithes,
and pleaded rights Of decimation, to the very last. 1869 W.
MOLYNKUX i'ltrton en Trent 40 This decimation was under
a punishment of excommunication by Pope Alexander IV.

2. Milit. The selection by lot of every tenth nian

to be put to death, as a punishment in cases of

mutiny or other offence by a body of soldiers, etc.

1580 NORTH Plutarch (1676) 768 Antoniun.. executed the
Decimation. For he divided his men by ten Legions, and
then of them he put the tenth Legion to death. 1617 COL-
LINS De/. lip. Ely i. ii. 90,. 1717 I)K. FOE A/em. Ch. Scot.
in. 75 After the Decimations and Drafts made out of them
for the Gibbet and Scaffold were over, these were sentenc'd
to Transportation. 18*7 MACAULAY Afachiavel/iTLs&. (1854)
39/2 Whether decimation be a convenient mode of military
execution.

b. The execution of nine out of every ten. rare*

1867 FREEMAN Norm. Cong. (\Z-ifr I. App. 674 A systematic
decimation of the surviving male adults. By decimation
is here meant the slaying, not of one out of ten, but of nine
out of ten.

f* o. The selection of every tenth member for

any purpose. Obs. rare.

163* J. LEE Short Surv. 36 The foot forces are culled and
pickt out from among the choicest youth . . by decimation,
or taking every tenth man. 174* WARBURTON Wks. (1811)
XI. 155 Of a hundred arguments from reason and authority
. .he has not ventured so much as at a decimation.

3. transf. a. The killing or destruction of one
in every ten. b. loosely. Destruction of a large

proportion ; subjection to severe loss, slaughter, or

mortality.
i68a SIR T. BROWNE Chr. Mor. 65 The mercy of God hath

singled out l-ut few to be the signals of His justice . . But
the inadvertency of our natures not welt apprehending this

merciful decimation, etc. 1856 J. H. NEWMAN Callista 267
The population is prostrated by . . pestilence, and by the
decimation which their riot brought upon them. 1871 Daily
A'tit's 21 Sept., In situations where their decimation by
smart rifle practice would be almost a foregone conclusion.

Declinator, -er (dc'rinwHw). [a. med.L.
decimcttor tithe- taker, n. of action from dedware
to DECIMATE; or f. DECIMATE + -ER 1

. In F. <Uci-

mateurj]
f 1. An exactor or receiver of tithes, or of taxes

to the amount of one-tenth. Obs.

1673 RUDYARD & GIBSON Tythes ended 13 Why then do
not the Decimators take their Tenth themselves? 171716
SOUTH Strm. 30 Jan. (T.), We have complained of. .seques-
trators, triers, and decimators.

2. One who decimates : see DECIMATE v. 3, 4.
i86a MERIVALE Rom. Emp. (1865) V. xlv. 355 The deci- i

mater of the Senate.

tDe'cime 1

. Obs. [ad. med.L. decfma tenth,

tithe, tithing. Cf. next] A tithing as a division

of the hundred \n the English counties.

1611 SPEED Theat. Gt. Brit. n. 3/2 Elfred ordained Cen-
turies, which they terme Hundreds, and Decimes, which

they call TithinRs, c 1630 RISDON Surv. Devon Title in

orig. MS., The Decimes or a Corographicall description of

the County of Devon.

II Decline -
(d^srm). [F., ad. L. decima tenth.]

A French coin of the value of one-tenth of a franc.

1810 Naval Chron. XXIV. 302 Decime = 2 Sols. 0,3
Deniers.

Decimestrial (desime'strial), a. rare. [f. L.

decimestri-s, var. reading of decemmestris (i.decem

ten + -mtstriS) deriv. o&mensis month ; cf. menstruus

monthly) + -AL.] Consisting of ten months.

1842 SMITH Diet. Gr. % Rom, Antig. s.v. O*/Wir, The
decimestrial year still survived long after the legal govern-
ment had ceased. 186* G. C. LEWIS Astron. Ancients i. 9
Varro is also stated to have accepted the decimestrial year
of Romulus.

Decimeter, -metre : see DECI-.

De'Cimo-se'xto. ? Obs. [for L. sexto decimo t

ablative ca?e (due to original occurrence with in)

of sextus decimus sixteenth.] A term denoting the

size of a book, or of the page of a book, in which
each leaf is one-sixteenth of a full sheet ; properly
SEXTO-DECIMO (usually abbreviated i6mo.). Also

appliedJig. to a diminutive person or thing.
1599 B. J[ONSON Cynthia's ffert. i. i, How now ! my dancing

braggart in decimo sexto ! charm your skipping tongue.
1608 MiDDLETON Five Gallants 1. 1, Neither in folio nor in

decimo sexto, but in octavo. \6yfiArtif. Handsom. 75 Our
stature . . if shrunk to a dwarfishnesse and epitomized to a
Decimo-sexto. 1659 D. PELL Impr. of Sea 286 The little

decimo sextos that be both in the Sea and Land.. the small

fish, .as well as . . the
gjeat folios of the Whale, and Ele-

phant. 1706 HFARXE Collect. 4 Feb., As in Octavo's and
Decimo-Sexto's.

t De'Cinary '

,
<*

*
Obs. Properly decenary,

[f. med.L. decenari-us^ f. decena body of ten; cf.

dectfitr, var. of DECENER.] Divisible by ten.

1650 ASHMOLE Chytn. Collect. 88 That so in a Decinary
number, which is a perfect number, the whole Work may be
consummate. Ibid. 92.

DECIPHER.

Decinary-, -ner: *c I'M-KVUIY, -NKK.

Decine, Chem.: see OKI n..

Decipher ''Itorfw), v. Forms: 6-7 dea-,

discipher, -cypher, 6 discifer, -sipher, 7 decy-
f r

,
6 decipher, -cypher, [f. CU-HKK, aftri 1

dkhi/rcrt in isth c. deschiffrer, f. des-
t
de- (Da-

I. 6; + chiffre cipher. Cf. It. deciferare (Klorio).]
1. trans. To convert into ordinary writing (whnt

is written in cipher) ; to make out or interpret n

communication in cipher) by means of the key.
1545 KARL HERTFORD Let. Hen. I'll/ in Tviler ///*/. ScotI.

(18641 II, 404 A letter in cipher, .which we nave deciphered.
1559 ASCIIAU in Lett. Lit. Men <Camden> 12 Seeing our
lettres fktly di^siphered. 1605 BACON Adv. Learn, n. xvi.

I 6 The virtues of them [ciphers], .are. .that they be impos-
sible to decipher, a 1674 CLARENDON /fist. Reb, x. (1843)
95/3 The following letter was sent him hy the Ix>rd Jenny n,

in whose
Cipher it was writ, and deciphered by his lord-

ship. 17109 H P.ARNK Collect. 34 Nov.. Mr. BUncoe, being her

Majesty's Officer in dccyphering tetters, when there U
occasion. 1839 JAMES Louis XIV

%
\. 9 The Queen wax

loo closely watched to out the correspondence in cypher
herself, or to decypher the answers she received. [See also
CIPHER sb. 5 and v. a.]

2. transf. To make out the meaning of (char-
acters as difficult as those of n cipher) ; a. of ob-

scure or badly-formed writing.
1710 STKEI.F. Taller No. 104? 5 With much ado I deci-

character peculiar to himself. 1853 BAIN Sense* $ Int. HI.

ii. 21 In deciphering bad hand-writing there is scope for

identifying sameness tn diversity.

b. of hieroglyphics, or writing in a foreign

alphabet. AlsoJig.
1681-6 J. SCOTT Chr. Life (1747) III. 264 When our

Saviour came into theWorld he unveiled the Jewish Religion,
and deciphered all those mystical Character* wherein its

spiritual Sense was expressed. 1750 JOHNSON Rambler
No. igFn, 1 have found him. . decyphering the Chinese

language. 1704 SULLIVAN / Vr;c Nat. II. 361 Coins . . with

legends in a character not to be decyphered by the anti-

3
unfits of Europe. 1843 PRESCOTT Mexico

(1850)
L 17$ He

eciphered the hieroglyphics. 1858 F. HALL in Jrnl. Asiatic
Soc. /.'(//i.'Yi/ 217 The Khaira inscription.. has been partially

deciphered.
3. To make out the meaning of (anything obscure

or difficult to understand or trace) : a. of things

fg. treated as writings ; b. of other things.
a. 1605 DANIEL Philotas^ These secret figures Nature's

message oeare Of cotnming woes, were they deciphered
ri-ht. i86a C. P. HODGSON in Guardian 30 Apr. 424 The
history of the 'Amos' also is a singular book to decipher.
1865 LIVINGSTONE Zambesi xxv. 535 Attempting to decipher
the testimony of the rocks.

b. 1669 GALE Crt. Gentiles i. i. vi. 33 Learned Bochart . .

does thus decipher this riddle. 1788 HMD Aris/ot/e'tLog. vi.

8 2. 141 We may at last decypher the law of nature. 1874
SPURCEON Trent. Dov. Ps. Ixxxiv. 6 Probably there is here
a local allusion, which wit) never now be deciphered. 1884
BOWER & SCOTT De Bary's Phaner. 367 A structure which
at the first glance is difficult to decipher.

f 4. To find out, discover, detect Obs.

1528 GARDINER in Pocock Rec. Kef. 1. 1. 104 To the intent

we might the better discipher the very lett and sticking.

1574 DEE in Lett. Lit. Men (Camden) 37 Vf by such a
secret. .Threasor hid may be deciphered in precise place.

1588 SHAKS. Tit. A. iv. ii. 8 That you are both decipherd,
thats the newes, For villaines markt with rape. 1599
SIR R. WROTH E in Ellis Orig. Lett. u. III. i3i, I have

appoynted sum especial 1 spyall of them to bewray them and
to know them, .and I hope in time to have them discifared.

f 5. Of actions, outward signs, etc. : To reveal,
make known, indicate ; to give the key to (a

person's character, etc.). Obs.

1529 MORE Su/pl. Sottlys Wks. 329*1 If he would nowe..
beheue those .iij. or .iiij. noughty pcrsones, against those

.iij. or .iiij. C. good and honest men : be then should well

decypher himselfe, and well declare therby, etc. 1598
SHAKS. Merry Ii'. v. ii. ip What needes either yonr Mum
or her Budget? The white will decipher her well enough.
a 1649 DRUMM. OF HAWTH. Fam. Epist. Wks. (1711) 143
Crosses serve for many uses, and more than magistracies
decipher the man. 1793 HOLCROFT Lavaier

1

* Pkysioe.
xxxviii. 197 Each man has his favorite gesture which might
decypher his whole character.

fo. Of persons: To reveal. Obs.

1594 J. DICKENSO* Arisbas (1878) 37 I haue a secret to

disclose, a sorrowe to disciphre.

t 6. To represent verbally or pictorially ; to de-

scribe, delineate, portray, depict ;
= CIPHER v. 3.

a 1579 KNOX Hist. A'c Wks. (1846' I. 191 Thane begane he
to dissipher the lyves of diverse Papes, and the lyves of all

the scheavelynges for the most pane. 1579 GOSSON Sen. of
Abuse (Arb.t 19 Whether he were better with his art to dis-

cifer the life of ye Nimphe Melia, or Cadmus encounter with
the Dragon, or [etc.J. 6oi HOLLAND Pliny II. 145 First I

will discipher the medicinable vertues of trees. 1607 TOP-
SELL Fottr-f. Beasts (1658) 112 Those Painters which could
most artificially decipher a Doe.. were greatly reverenced

among the Egyptians. i6a6 MASSIKGER Retn. Actor i. i,

On the stage Decipher to the life what honours wait On good
and glorious actions. 17*4 ADDISON Sptcl. No. 613 F 8 De-

cyphering them on a carpet humbly begging admittance.

1753 L. M. tr. Du Bffscy
1
* Aecomfl. Woman i The fancied

Ix>ves which these romantic Tales decipher.

t 7. To represent or express by some kind of

character, cipher, or figure;
= CIPHER v. a. Obs.

1586 A, DAY Eng. Secretary t. {1625) 144 One tearmed by
the name of Friendship, and this other challenging onely
to be deciphered by Love. 1644 Bui WEH Chiron, 15 The
ancient Masters of the Hieroglyphiques- used 10 decypher



DECIPHER.
a distinct and articulate voyce by a Tongue. 17*0 WATER-
LAND 8 Serin., The Son being decipher'd and figur'd under
those names or Characters. 1727 SWIFT Gulliver, Brnl'-

din^nas vi, Of these hairs I likewise made a neat little purse,
. .with her majesty's name decyphered in gold letters.

Hence Decrptered ///. a.

1845 GRAVKS Rt>i. Law in Encycl, Metrop, 776/1 A copy of

the decyphered text.

Deci'pher, sb. [f. prec. vb.] The decipher-
ment or translation of a cipher.
1545 EARL HERTFORD Let. to Hen. VIII in Tytler Hist.

Scott. (1864) II. 404 A letter in cipher, .which we have de-

ciphered, and send both the cipher and the decipher to your
majesty herewith. 1571 State Trials, Dk. of Norfolk (R.),

Baker brought me a decypher, telling me, That forty was
for me, and thirty for the Queen of Scots, a 1670 HACKET
Abp. Williams I. (1692) 22 His Majesty had pointed at no

person, nor disclosed his meaning by any decipher or intima-

tion. iBia WELLINGTON in Gurw. IX. 280, I wish that the

Marques had sent the ciphered letter here, or at least an
accurate copy of the decipher. 1878 N. POCOCK HarpsficlcTs
Divorce Hen. VIH_ Notes 324 The passage is in cypher,
and runs as follows in the decypher given by Mr. Brewer,

fb. Description, delineation. Obs.
a 1670 HACKET Abp. Williams n. 220 (D.) A Lord Chan-

cellour of France, whose ecipher agrees exactly with this

great prelate, sometimes Lord Keeper of the Great Seal.

Decipherable (dftM-farab'l), a.
[f.

DECIPHER
a. + -ABLE. Cf. F. iiichiffrable(\1'Cs\.c^).'\ Capable
of being deciphered, made out, or interpreted.
1607 DEKKKR Knt.'s^ Conjnr. (1842) 67 In his countenance

there was a kinde of indignation fighting with a kind of ex-

alted ioy, which by his very gesture were apparently deci-

pherable. 1787 T. JEFFERSON Writ. (1859) II. 334 The form
which affairs in Europe may assume, is not yet decipherable
by those out of the cabinet. 1854 H. MILLER Sck. ff Sclltn,

(1858) 135 Half-effaced but still decipherable characters.

Hence Deci'pherably adv. nonce-wd., in a de-

cipherable manner.

1890 Temple Bar Mag. Aug. 480 [They] still tell their
curious faint tale decipherably.

Deci'pherage. nonce-wd. Decipherment.
1851 H. TORRENS yml. Asiat. Soc. Bengal 42 This is due

to the decypherage of the Behistun and other inscriptions.

Deoiphera-tion. nonce-wd. =prec.
1838 Eraser's Mag. XVIII. 235 Our strongest microscope

and concentrated powers of decipheration.

Decipherer (H/sarfarai). [f. DECIPHER v. +

-ER: cfTF. d&hiffreur (i6th c. in Hatzf.).] One
who deciphers ; one who makes out the meaning
of what is written in cipher, or in indistinct or un-

known characters.

Formerly the title of a government official.

1587 GOLDING De Mornay Pref. 9 Anatomists or Deci-

pherers of nature ; such as Pythagoras, Plato, Aristotle.

1605 BACON Adv. Learn, n. xv. 6 Suppose that cyphars
were well managed, there bee multitudes of them which ex-
clude the discypherer. 1715 Hist. Register, Chron. Diary
63 John Keil, sq.^; appointed his Majesty's Decypherer.
1863 KINGLAKE Crimea II. xvi. 100 The message came in
an imperfect state. Part of it was. .beyond all the power of
the decipherer.

Decrpheress. rare- 1
. [See -ESS.] A female

decipherer.
a 1763 BYROM A stroloeer 6 And thou, O Astrology, Goddess

divine, Celestial decypheress.

Deciphering (dftai-farirj), vbl. sb. [-INQ
1
.]

The action of the verb DECIPHER in various senses.

1551 ASCHAM in Lett. Lit. Men (Camden) 13 And bicause
I perceyve this in siphering, I think other may perhaps
light upon the same in dissiphring. 1718 HEARNE Collect.

(pxf.
Hist. Soc.) III. 439 He ..understood the Art of

Decyphering tolerably well. 1883 Atlu'nznm 17 Nov. 629/3
Much of it is actually due to his own deciphering.

Decipherment (dfei-f3j.ment). [DECIPHER
v. + -MENT : a modern word, not in Craig 1847.
Cf. F. dichiffrement (i6th c. in Hatzf.).] The
action of deciphering ; esp. interpretation of hiero-

glyphics or of obscure inscriptions.
1846 in WORCESTER [who cites For. Q. Rev. and notes it as

rare}. 1831 D. WILSON Preh. Ann. (1863) II. iv. iv. 287 In-
scriptions more elaborate and difficult of decipherment. 1862
MAX MliLLER Chips (18801 I. v. 122 His later decipherments
of the Cuneiform inscriptions. 1874 SAYCE Compar. Philol.
App. 392 The decipherment of the records of Assyria and
Babylonia.

Decipinm (dfti-pim). Client, [mod. irreg. f. L.

dedp-ere to deceive, with ending of sodium, potas-
sium, cerium, etc.] A supposed rare metallic ele-
ment of the cerium earth group.

Its oxide, Decipia, was discovered by Delafontaine in

1878 in the samarskite of North Carolina, and the iodate,
sulohate, and other salts have been prepared. On the sup-
position th_at_decipia, of which the molecular weight is 390,
is Dpi O,, it is inferred that decipium is a triad element of
atomic weight 171. (See Comptes Rendus LXXXVII. 632 and
xcni.63, and Watts Diet. Chem. (1881) VIII. 2156.)

Deciple, -pel, obs. forms of DISCIPLE.

t Deci'rcinate, v. Obs. [f. L. decircind-re to
round off, f. DE- I. 2, 3 + circin-us circle.] To
round off, form into a circle.

1656 in BLOUNT Glossagr. [but wrongly explained]. 1686
GOAD Celest. Bodie: i. v. 14 He [the Sun] imprinteth his
Face on the Roscid Cloud, and decircinates the Iris with
his Pencil. Ibid. n. xiii. 337 If the J) decircinates the
Circle. 1721 BAILEY, Decircinale, to bring into a compass or
roundness : to draw a Circle with a pair of Compasses.
Hence t Decirciiia'tioii.

1731 in BAILEY vol. II.

96

+ Deci'SC, v. Obs. [f.
L. dccis- t ppl. stem of

dcadcre to DECIDE: cf. excise, incise.]
= DECIDE

v.^ Hence Decrsed, Deci'sing///. adjs.
1538 BALE Brefe Comedy in Harl. Misc. (Malh.) I. 210

Soch vertuouse men to despyse As the lawes of God to hys
people doth decyse. 1551 RECORDE Pathw. Kiunvl. n. Pref.,
In decising some controuersy of religion. 1570 LEVINS

Manip. 148/1 1 I'o decise, decuiere^ discuterc. 1641 R.
BAILLIE Lett, fy Jriils. (1841) I. 360 To make that short,
decised and nervous answer. 1662 J. DAVIES tr. Olearins'

K<7,v. Ambass. 325 A Judge finds not so much difficulty in

decising the differences of a Province, as [etc.],

Deciser : see DECISOR.

Decision (d/srgsn). Also 5 decysion, 6 -syon,
clecisioun, desision. [a. F. decision '^i^h c. in

Hatzf.), ad. L. decision-em cutting clown, decision,
n. of action from decid-ere to DECIDE.]
L The action of deciding (a contest, contro-

versy, question, etc.) ; settlement, determination.

1490 CAXTON Eneydos vi. 23 He hath not rendred the
reason or made ony decysion. 1538 Si ARKEY England n.

ii. 192 Thys causyth sutys to be long in decysyon. 1651
HOBBES Leviath. \\. xviii. 91 The decision of Controversies.

1769 Junins Lett. i. 9 In the decisiin of private causes.

1833 HT. MARTINEAU Manch. Strike vii. 73 For the decision
of questions daily arising.

b. (with a. and//.) The final and definite result

of examining a question ; a conclusion, judgement :

esp. one formally pronounced in a court of law.

1552 ABP. HAMILTON Catech.
{1884) 5 The decisiouns and

determinatiouns of general counsallis. 1611 BIBLE Trans f.

Pref. n Then his word were an Oracle, his opinion a deci-
sion. 1651 HOBBES Leviath, m. xlii. 311 To compell men to

obey his Decisions. 1827 JARMAN Powell's Devises fed. 3)
II. 95, I have not been able todiscover more than one dictum
and one decision in favour of the distinction. 1883 FKOUUK
Short Stud. IV. i. iii. 35 The decisions of the clergy were
more satisfactory to themselves than to the laity.

2. The making up of one's mind on any point or

on a course of action
; a resolution, determination.

1886 ST. GEORGE STOCK tr. Aristotle's Ethics m. i. 43 It

is hard at times to decide what sort of thing one should
choose.. and still harder to abide by one's decisions. Mod.
Let me know your decision. Decision for Christ.

3. As a quality : Determination, firmness, de-

cidedness of character.

1781 BURKE Corr. (1844) II. 438 We want courage and
decision of mind. 1805 FOSTER Ess. ii. (title), Decision of
Character. 1856 EMERSON Eng. Traits Wks. (Bonn) II. 30
On the English face are combined decision and nerve.

t 4. Cutting off, separation. Obs.

1584 R. SCOT Discov. IVitchcr. iv. ii. 59 Without decision
of seed. 1602 WARNER Alb. Eng. x. Ivi. (1612) 246 By..
decision of the Lymme whence all the bayne did floe.

1603 HOLLAND PlntarcKs Mor. 827 (R.) From rocks and
stones along the sea, .there be decisions pass ofsome parcels
and smal fragments. 1659 PEARSON Creed I. 221 Human
generation, .is performed by derivation or decision ofpart of
the substance of the Parent.

Deci'sional, a. rare. [f. prec. + -AL.] Of, or

of the nature of, a decision.

1883 Encycl. Brit. XVI. 503/2 These opinions of the

minority can have no decisional effect.

Decisive (d/sai-siv), a. (sb.} [ad. med.L. dect-

s7v-us t f. dects-, ppl. stem of decidcre : see -1VE.

Cf. F. dtdsif) -ive (,1413 in Godef. Suppl.).]
1. Having the quality of deciding or determining

(a question, contest, etc.) ; conclusive, determi-
native.

1611 COTGR., Dedsifi decisiue, deciding, determining, fit or
able to end a controuersie. 1647 CRASHAW Poems 147
That sure decisive dart. 1794 SULLIVAN View Nat. I. 255
Notions . . unsupported by decisive experiments. 1835
THIRLWALL Greece I. vii. 260 Tisamenus was slain in the
decisive battle. 1892 L. W. CAVE in Law Times Rep.
LXVII. 199/2 The case .. is really decisive of the point
raised.

2. Characterized by decision
; unhesitating, reso-

lute, determined ;
= DECIDED 2.

1736 BUTLER Anal. n. vii. 355 To determine at once with
a decisive air. 1858 MAX MULLER Chips (1880) III. iii. 68
The age.. was not an age of decisive thought or decisive
action. 1861 DICKENS Gt. Expect, v. 20 The serjeant, a de-
cisive man, ordered that the sound should not be answered.
3. That is beyond question or doubt, that cannot

be mistaken; hence often = DECIDED i.

1794 S. WILLIAMS Vermont 160 Operate with a decisive in-

fluence to give them new force. 1835 I. TAYLOR Spir. Despot.
ii. 38 A decisive leaning toward what is most simple and
intelligible. 1880 L. STEPHEN Pope iii. 71 The sustained

vivacity and emphasis of the style give it [Pope's Iliad] a
decisive superiority over its rivals.

If ellipt. as sb.

a 1734 NORTH Exam. \. ii. 64 (1740) 63 The Roman
Catholic Peers were so many, as nearly if not wholly made
a Decisive, for they went altogether as one Man.

Decisively (d/sai-sivli), adv. [-LY2.] In a
decisive manner.
1. Conclusively; so as to decide the question.

decisively about it, till the whole be cleared by digging.
1854 MAURICE Mor. $ Met. Philos. fed. 2) 5 Seneca disposed
rapidly and decisively of the objection.
2. With decision

; unhesitatingly, resolutely.
1809-10 COLERIDGE Friend (1865^ 129 Major Cartwright
as expressed himself as decisively, and with as much

warmth, against [etc.]. 1870 ANDERSON Missions A frier.
Bd. II. xn. 95 It was now time, .to act decisively.

DECK.

3. In a manner beyond question or doubt
;
unrnis-

takeably, decidedly.
1792 YOUNG Trav. France 257 It is fine sun-shine weather,

decisively warmer than ever felt in England at this season.
1800 FOSTKK in Life $ Gw.(i846) I. 126 Decisively Calvin-
istic. 1893 British Weekly 8 June 105/5 l' e 's decisively
the first of American poets.

Decisiveness (d&ai'sivnes). [-NESS.] The
quality of being decisive

; conclusiveness
; resolute-

ness, decision.

1727 in BAILEY vol. II. 1797 Hist, in Ann. Reg. 45/2 They
knew the decisiveness of his temper. 1837 CARLYLI: Fr.Rev.
n. II. vi, The Mutineers pronounce themselves with a de-

cisiveness, which to Bouille seems insolence. 1856 FROUDE
Hist. Eng. (1858; II. vi. 23 The King, with swift decisive-

ness, annihilated the incipient treason.

rlfeci'Sor, -er. Obs. [a. med.L. dectsor,

agent-n. from dccidcre to decide.] One who de-

cides causes or controversies; a decider, aibiter.

1563 FOXE A.
iff
M. 68 b, Thys King [Hen. II], to whom

other Princes dyd so resort, as to their arbitrer and dcciser.

1564 HAWARD Eutrophis i. gTwo whomethey called Tribuni

plebis . . to be peculier decisers and determiners of their

causes. 1888 B. PICK in Libr. Mag. Mar. 245 They were
called Saboraim

t

' Decisors *,
'

Opimonists '.

T" Deci'SOry, a. Obs. rare . [ad. med.L.

dectsori-usj f. declsor : see prec. and -ORY. In F.

dtcisoire (J4th c. in Godef. S-ufpl.}.~] Decisive.
1611 COTGR., Decisoire, decisorie, deciding; fit, vsed, or

able, to decide controuersies. 1755 in JOHNSON.
Decistere : see DECI-.

Decitizenize : see DE- II. i.

Decivilize (dfti-viloiz), v. [DE- II. i : in

mod.F. dfaiviliser (Littre).] To divest of civil-

ization, to degrade from a civilized condition.

Hence Deci'vilized///. <z., Deci vilizingf -vbl. sb.

and ///. a.
; Deciviliza'tion, the process or con-

dition of losing civilization.

11859 DE QUINCEY has detivilized (F. Hall). 1876 H.
SPENCER Princ. Sociol. 71 We have but to imagine our-
selves de-civilized. 1892 Sat. Rev. 27 Aug. 246/1 He was
barbarized, de-civilized, and enslaved. 1889 Ch. Times
15 Feb. 159/1 The decivilising effect of the wars. 1878 N.
Amer. Rev. CXXVII. 447 General harm, and dcciviliza-

tion, of the people. 1885 E. W, BENSON in Law Times
LXXVIII. 338/1 If it might stem by even its own ruin
the process of decivilisation.

Deck (dek), sb. Also 5 dekke, 6-7 decke.

[In sense i, app. of Flemish or LG. origin.
In sense i, prob. a. MDu. dec (neuter) roof, covering, cloak,

pretext (app. from decke '. OTeut. j>akjo
m

, from same root
as DECK v.): cf. KUian ' decke opernnentum, \Qd\x=deck$t'l

operimentum, opertorium, tegumen, tegumentum, tegmen,
stragulum'; also mod.Du. dek bed-covering, horse-cloth.

Iut in the nautical sense, 2, the word is not known in Du.
before 1675-81, when dek (neuter) appears as a synonym of

vcrdck^ quoted in the nautical sense in 1640, but recorded

by KJlian, 1599, only in the general sense 'tegumen, vela-

men '. Thus, deck in the nautical sense, appears to be known
in Eng. 160 years earlier than in Dutch. It may be simply
a specific application of the general sense

'

covering ', or it

may come more immediately from the MDu. sense
*
roof.']

I. f 1. A covering. Obs.
In quot. 1466 app. some material used for covering ;

with

1712 cf. Du. dek 'horse-cloth'.

1466 Mann. $ Househ. Exp. 348 My mastyr paid to John
Felawe, for xij. yerdes of dekke for the spynas, \\}s. 1509

edg'd with blue.

2. Naut. A platform extending from side to side

of a ship or part of a ship, covering in the space
below, and also itself serving as a floor; formed of

planks, or (in iron ships) of iron plating usually
covered with planks.
The primary notion was *

covering' or 'roof rather than
'floor*: see quots, 1550 and 1624, and cf. 1466 in sense i,

where the * dekke for the spynas
'

or pinnace, may have been
a covering of canvas, tarpaulin, or the like. In early craft

there was a deck only at the stern, so that i6th c. writers
sometimes use deck as equivalent to/<w/. In Elyot (1538),
whence in Cooper, Huloet, and Baret, deck is erroneously
made the equivalent o(J>r0ra, instead of Puppis.
1513 ECHYNGHAM to IVohey 5 May (MS. Cott. Calig. D.

vi. If7 no), And bycause I hade no Rayles upon my dek
I coyled a cable rounde a [boute the] dek brest hye and
likwise in the waste. 1531 C. MORRES /?'. Great Bark
(Cott. MS. App. xxviii), In primis, the shype with oon over-

lop. Item, a somer castell & a cloos tymber deck made from
the mast forward whyche was made of laet. Item aboue the

somer castell A deck from the mayne mast aftward. 1550
NICOLLS Thncyd. (tr. Seyssel's Fr. version of Valla's Lat.)

191 They couered the former parte, and the mooste parte of

their deckes [Fr. la plus part du couvert de leurs navires] wt

copper [F.cnir, leather], c 1583 ? J- &XMQRfamousBattUs
192 (Seafight at Cape of Orso, 1528) Philippino. .levelling
the first shotte of his Basilisco, with piercing the Emperiall
Admirall) passed from the stemme to the decke, slaying
thirtie men. Ibid. 193 The Moore hitting the decke, strake

off the rudder. Ibid. 320 (Battle of Lepanto) The decke of
this galley, .chequered and wroughte marvellous fayre with

diuers colours and hysterics . . ingraued and wrought in golde.

1587 W. BOURNE Arte of Shooting 59 It is very evil for to

have the Orlop or Deck too low under the port. 1610 SHAKS,

Temp. i. ii. 197 Now on the Beake, Now in the Waste, the

Decke, in euery Cabyn. 1624 CAPT. SMITH Virginia in.

63 In a broad Bay, out of danger of their shot, .we vntyed

pur Targets that couered vs as a Deck. 1692 DELAVAL
in Lond. Gaz. No. 2769/3, 15 Capital Ships,

10 whereof are

of 3 Decks. I7zo DE FOE Capt. Singleton \\. (1840) 36 A boat

with .1 deck and a sail. 1840 R. DANA Kef. th* Mast xxxiii.

125 The captain walked the deck at a rapid stride.



DECK.

b. With aunlifyifiK words.
The largest snips of the line had main-<ieck, tiiiiMle and

Itnver clock; also the w/^Vr or sf>tir-tieck, extending fn>in

stem to stern over the in:iin-deck, and the orlop deck \which
carried no guns) below the luwer deck; they had :il > a

Poop-deck^ or short deck in the after part of the ship above
the spar-deck, ami sometimes a forecastie dcck% or similar
short deck in the fore-part of the ship, sometimes retained
in merchant ships and called the top-gallantfortcastle. See
also HAM--IHXK, HURKICANH-DHCK, QUARTKR-DKCK, etc.

1598 KI.OKID 7>/iV. To Reader 9, I was but one to sit at

sterne, to pricke my carde, to watch vpon the vpper decke.
c i6ao Z. HOVD Zit>n*s Mouvrs (1855) 12, I see a man
that's in the lower deck. 1617 CAI-T. SMITH Stattia/t's

Gram. ii. 6 A Flush Decke is when from stein to sterne,
it lies upon a right line fore and aft. 1637 HKYWOOD
Royal Skip 45 She hath three flush Deckes, and a Fore-

Castle, an halfe Decke, a quarter Decke, and a round-house.
a 1641 SIR W. MONSON Naval Tracts in. 746/1 They make
close the Forecastle and Half-Deck. 1836 MARRYAT jT/iVft^.

Easy xii, Easthupp would constantly accost him familiarly
on the forecastle and lower deck. Jbi-f. xiii, He then pro-
ceeded to the quarter-deck. Ibid, xxvi, To comply with the

captain's orders on the main deck.

c. In phrases, as above deck (also_/?.), BETWEEN -

DECKS, on deck, uttofcr deck(s \
to clear

% sweep the

decks (see CLRAB z>., SWEEP O.
On deck fig. (U. S.) : at hand ; ready for action ; in Basf-

balli next at the bat, with the right or privilege of batting
next.

1598 SHAKS. Merry W. 11. i. 94 F. lie be sure to keepe him
aboue decke. /*. So will I : if hee come vnder my hatches,
lie neuer to Sea ajpinc. 1647 CLARENDON Hist. J\tl>. vi.

(1843) 297/2 Committed to prison on board the ships . .

where they were kept under decks. 1659 D. PELL hnpr. of
Sea 410 Nowhang the lighted Lanthorns betwixt decks and
in the Hold, a 1679 GURNALL in Spurgeon Treas. Dav. Ps.

Ixv. 3 Poor Christian, who thinkest that thou shall never get
above deck. 1710 DB FOE Capt. Singleton xi. (1840) 194
The rest ran. .down between decks. 1857 R. TOMES Anur.
in Japan iv. no (He] left the banquet to be discussed by
his officers and men, who. .soon cleared the decks.

3. Mining. (See quot.)
1888 GREF.NWEI.L Coal-trade Terms Northttmb. $ Durh.

(ed. 3) 31 Deck, the platform of a cage upon which the tubs
stand when being drawn up or lowered down the pit.

4. In U. S. 'A passenger-car roof, particularly
the clear-story roof* (Standard Diet.\

II. 6. ' A pack of cards piled regularly on each
other' (J.); also the portion of the pack left, in

some games, after the hands have been dealt.

Since 1 7th c. dial, and in U. S.

1503 SHAKS. 3 Hen. F/, v. i. 44 But whiles he thought to

steale the single Ten, The King was slyly finger'd from the
Deck. 1594 IGREENE Selinnu Wks. 1881-3 XIV. 251 If I

chance but once to get the decke, To deale about and shuffle

as I would. 1594 BARNFIELD Sheph. Cont. viii. Pride deales
the Deck whilst Chance doth choose the Card. 1609 AKMIN
Two Maids Moreclacke (N., 1 '11 deal the cards, and cut you
from the deck. 16.. GREW (J.), The Selenites, of parallel

plates, as in a deck of cards. 1777 BRAND Pop.Antiq. 11849)
II. 445 In some parts *>f the North of England a pack of
cards is called to this day . . a deck of cards. 1860111 BART-
I.ETT Diet. Anter. i88j BRET HAHTE Gentl. La Porte in

Flip, etc. 135, I reckon the other fifty-one of the deck ez as

pooty. 1884 Ckesk. Gloss.) Deck o' cards, a pack of cards.

1885 Century Mag. XXIX. 548/1 An old ratty deck of cards.

f 6. A pile of things laid flat upon each other.

16*5 F. MARKHAM ftk. Hon. H. VL 5 Any whose Pedigree
lyes so deepe in the decke, that few or none will labour to

find it. 1631 CeUstina xix. 185 Subtill words, whereof such
as shee are never to seeke, but have them still ready in the

deck. 1634 SANDERSON Serin. 1 1. 287 So long as these things
should hang upon the file, or lie in the deck, he might per-

haps be safe, 1675 MARVELL Rek. Transfi. II. 394 A certain

Declaration . . which you have kept in deck until this

season.

f 7. Of a cannon : see quot. Obs.

1671 W. T. Compleat Gunner i. iv. 5 The Pumel or Button
at her Coyl or Britch-end is called the Casacabel or Deck.

III. a^fft'/i.nnd Comb. (from sense 2\ast'iVf-<z/r.

-dealt -fl&t> -officer, -passenger, -plank, -pump, -seat,

-stool, swabber
j -transom, -watch

; also, deck-

beam, one of the strong transverse beams sup-

porting the deck of a ship ; deck-bridge, (a] a
narrow platform above and across the deck of

a steamer amidships; = BRIDGED. 5; (ff) abridge
in which the roadway is laid on the top of the truss

(opp. to a through bridge] ; deck-cargo deck-

load-, deck-collar (U.S.), the iron collar or ring

through which the stove-pipe passes in the roof of

a railway carriage ; cf. deck-plate ; deck-flats (see
FLAT st>.} ; deck-hand, a ' hand *

or workman

employed on the deck of a vessel ; deck-head,
n name for the slipper limpet (Crepidula) ; deck-

hook, ' the compass timber bolted horizontally
athwart a ship's bow, connecting the stem, timber,
and deck-planks of the fore-part ;

it is
part

and

parcel of the breast-hooks' (.Smyth Sailors Word-

bk.} ; deck-house, a * house
'

or room erected on

the deck of a ship ; deck-light, a thick glass let

into a deck to light a cabin below ;
deck-load J/'.,

hence deck-load <"., to load with a cargo upon
the deck; alsi>_/fc. ; deck -nail, 'a kind of spike

with a snng head, commonly made in a diamond

form
'

(Smyth) ; deck-pipe,
* an iron pipe through

which the chain cable is paid into the chain-

locker' ^Smyth); deck-plate (sec quot.); dock-
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sheet,
' that sheet of a studding-sail which lead*

directly to the deck, by which it is steadied

until set
'

(Smyth) ; deck-stopper, 'a strom;

stopper used lor securing the cable forward of the

capstan or windlass while it is overhauled; also

abaft the windlass or bitts to prevent more cable

from running out
'

(Smyth) ; deck-tackle, a tackle

led along the deck, for hauling in cable, etc.

1858 SiMMoNits Diet. Truth,
* Deck-beam*. 1876 L)AVIS Pet.

Exp. i. 29 New deck-beams of increased size were put in.

186 1 Chambers' Encycl. s.v. Cargo. The term Meek-cargo
is given to the commodities on the deck of a ship, which arc
not usually included In the policy of insurance. 1886 J. H.
MCCARTHY Doom 9 The

group comfortably arranged on
"deck-chairs. 1867 SMYTH Sailor's Word-bk., *DfcK-ltats,
pieces of wood temporarily nailed to the deck to secure

objects in bad weather. 1879 CassetFs Techn. Edut. IV. 60/1
Wood ships with wood beams have their "deck-flats formed

by planking laid upon and fastened to the beams. 1885
GEN. GRANT Pert. Mem. xxL I. 288 From captain down to

deck-hand. 1881 Sfrikttr's Mag. XXII. 656/1 Beds of

jingles or amber-shells . . 'deck heads . . limpets, and other

rock-loving mollusks, c 1850 Rttdim. Navig. (Weale) 101

The breast-hooks that receive the ends of the deck-planks
are also called "Deck-Hooks. 1856 KANK/. r<J. A'.t//. I. x.

106 Ohlsen and Petersen building our Meek-house. i88a

Daily News 34 May i/i Good accommodation is ..pro-
vided for second-class passengers in a commodious Meek-
house. 1840 LONGFELLOW in Life (1891) I. 357 Horrible

negligence, a Meek-load of cotton ! 1867 SMYTH Sailor's

Word-bk.i Deck-load^ timber, casks, or other cargo not liable

to damage from wet, stowed on the deck of merchant vessels.

1884 GLADSTONE in Standard v Feb. 2/7 We are determined
.. not to Meek-load our Franchise Bill. 1703 T. N. City
J-C Purchaser 126, 211 *Dcck-nails. .are proper for fast ning
of Decks in Ships. 1859 Antohiog. Beggar Hoy 114 Among
the Meek passengers there was a man and his wife with
seven children. ci86o H. STUART Seaman's Gi/wA. ssThe
hawse boxes, or Meek pipe. 1884 SIR E. J. REED in Con-

temp. Rev. Nov. 620 The steel decks . . being . . covered
with Meek-plank of teak or of

pine. 1874 KNIGHT Diet.

Meek.,
*
Deck-plate^ a plate around the chimney of a marine-

engine furnace to keep the same from contact with the
wood of the deck, c 1860 H. STUART Seaman's Catech. 56
A Mouble wall

1

or Meek stopper-knot. 1883 F. M. CRAW-
FORD Dr. Claudius ix, In ten minutes, the parade of Meek-
swabbers had passed. 1874 KNIGHT Diet. .!/<<//., *Deck-

transom, a horizontal timber under a ship's counter. 1856
KANE A ret. Expl. I. xvii. 201 One of our Meek-watch, who
had been cutting ice for the melter.

(dek), v. Also 5-7 decke, 6 dek, dekke.

[Not known before i6th c. : app. then of recent

adoption from Flem. or Low Ger. ; cf. Du. dekk-

en, MDu. deken, decken to cover. The latter

is -MLG-, MHG. decken, OHG. dachjan, decchan

:-OTeut. Mjan (whence ON. }ekja, OFris.

thekka, Q}.J>eccan to cover, roof over) a derivative

verb from an ablaut-stem/^'-,/^-, Indog. teg- to

cover, whence ON. J>akt OHG. dak, Ger. dach

covering, roof, OE. /cr, THATCH. In branch II

a derivative of DECK sb. : cf. to roof̂ floor, etc.]

I. fl. trans. To cover; fsp. to cover with

garments, clothe. Obs.

15x3 DOUGLAS JEneis x. xiii. 106 Ene, That . . hys sovir targe

erekkit.Andtharvndrehymhaldiscloslydekkyt. /M&XS.Y.
92 Queyn Amatha . . Dekkis and defendis hyro with wordis

sle. is BARCLAY Egloges iv. (1570) C iij/i This lusty Codrus
was cloked for the rayne And doble decked with huddes one
or twayne. 15*6 SKELTON Magityf. 759 Decke your hofte.

"535 COVERDALE Ifaggtu i. 6 Ye decke [1611 clothe] youre
selues, but ye are not warme. 1591 CAREW Tasso(i&Bi) 91
No place is vnder ?ky so closely deckt. Which gold not opes.
1600 SURFLF.T Covntrie Fanne in. xviii. 461 1 ake away the

barke . . and after inuest and decke vp therewith some shoote

that is of the like thickenes with the graft.

2. To clothe in rich or ornamental garments ; to

cover with what beautifies; to array, attire, adorn.

1514 BARCLAY Cyt. ft Uplondyshm,(Vvccy Soc.) Ixvii.Then
Is he decked as poet laureate. 1535 COVEROALE 2 Kings ix.

30 She coloured fair face, and decked hir hcade. /V. ciii.

a Thou deckest thyself with light as it were with a garment.
160* SHAKS. Ham. v. i. 268, 1 thought thy Bride-bed to haue
deckt (sweet Maid), And not t' haue strew'd thy Graue.

16*8 PRYNNE Love-lockes 35 Much lesse.may we Curie, Die,

or ouer-curiously decke our Halre. 1633 G. HKRHKRT

Temple* Jordan i, Curling with metaphors a plain inten-

tion, Decking the sense. 1808 SCOTT Marm. i. xxvii, The

scallop shell his cap did deck. i8ai CLARK K/V7. Minsir. II.

63 Daisies deck the green. M|JK*wL F.xam. 9 July

4/7 The shipping . .was profusely decked with flags.

b. with out, f tip.

1587 HARRISON England H. vii. (1877) i. 169 In decking up
of the body. 1640 SIR R. BAKER in Spurgeon Trsas. D<ir,

Ps. cxvi. 11-15 To serve for a jewel in the decking up of

God's cabinet. 1745 Dt f-'of's Eng. Tradesman v. (1841) I.

34 Decked out with long wigs and swords. i88a B. D. W.
RAMSAY Recoil. Mil. Scrv. II. xv. 64 Every vessel being

gaily decked out with fla^s.

f 3. To array, fit out, equip. Obs.

? 15. . Aetncourt 90 in Hazl. E. /\ /*. II. 97 The wastes

decked with serpentynes stronge, Saynl Georges stremers

sprede ouer hede. 1548 HAIL Chron. an. 25 Hen. VIII
1 1809) 798 The kyng . . decked and vitailed dyuers shippes
of warre and sent them to the North seas to defende his

subiectes.

II. 4. Naut. To cover as with a deck ; to

furnish with a deck ; to dak ;', over* to cover in

with the deck, in ship-building.
1624 CAPT. SMITH Virginia y. 175 At last it was concluded,

to decke their long boat with their ship hatches. 1700
S. T,. tr. Fryke's Voy. 6 Flat Boats, .tho' small, yet so close

Deck't, that in a rough Sea they will go quite under the

DECKLE.
waves and retain no water. 1774 COLI>SM. \at. Jiitt <

177^1)
VI. 356 The five men-boat is deUeil at e:u h end, but oi* n
in the middle. 1874 J. DKAI.V in l.ttu< 'I inter Ktf>. XXXI.
331/3 The vessel . . wns . . decked ovi-r, fore and aft. 1893
K KIPLING Many Invent. 131 Your ship has been built ana
designed, closed and decked in.

6. Mining. To load or unload the tubs upon
the cage). (See DFCK sb. 3.) Chiefly U. S.

1883 GSLZY Glen. Coat-mining 76 Deckint, the opera-
lion of changing the tubs on a cage at top and bottom of a
shaft.

t De'ckage. Obi. rare.
[f.

DECK v. + -AOS.]
Adornment, embellishment.
164* LIGHTFOOT Obicrv. Ceriftis i. Wks. 1839 II. 333 The

Earth . . had not received as yet its perfection, beauty and
<!( ', ,.'..

Decked fdckr, fpl. a. [f. DECK + -r.\> ]

1. Adorned, embellished, set out : see the verb.
la 1500 Cheiter I'l. Shales. Soc.) I. 4 See that you fourth

bringe In well decked order, that worthie stone Of Balaam
and his asse. 1593 Q. KI.IZ. Bocth. 16 The decked wode
seak not whan thou violetz gather. 1865 J. G. BERTRAM
Harrietta/Sea(iBj j) 307 The well-decked and well- plenUhed
dwellings.

b. Ilcr. Applied to an eagle or other bird when
the edges of the feathers are of a different tincture.

In mod. Diets.

2. Having a deck, or decks (as in two-decked .

1791 A. YOUNG Trar. France 78 Bv the passage-packet,
a decked vessel, to Honfleur. 1837 \fARKVAT Dog-f>cn:l\,
On board of a two-decked ship. 1879 BUTCHER & LANG
Odyssey 38 Such tackling as decked ships carry.

Decker '

(de-kai). [f.
DSCK v. + -KB'.] One

who decks or adorns.

1555 WATREMAN Fardle Faf.ions tt. viii 167 The Yndians
are . . greate deckers and trimmers of them selues. 1591
PERCIVALL .S/. Diet.. A/eytadar, a barber, a trimmer, a
decker. 1*03 Pic NIC No. i (1806) I. 53, 1 am but a ort of

table-decker.

Decker 2
(de-kai). [f.

DECK sb. + -n '
i .1

1. A vessel having (a specified number of) decks,

as in two-decker, three-decker, etc., q.v. b. Irani/.

Applied to a kind of oven : see quot. 1884.
I79J Hull Advertiser *<, July 3/4 Admiral Hotham's large

ships, that is, the three deckers. 1805 in Naval Ckren. XV.
304 The Sanfissima Trinidada, the Spanish four-decker.

1884 Health Exhib Catal. 130/3 Mason's Patent Hot Air

.,
by one furnace.

2. A gun belonging to a particular deck of a ship
of war ; as in lower-decker, a gun belonging to the

lower deck.

1781 ARCHER in Naval Chrtm. XI. 387 Double breech'd

the lower deckers. 1809 Ibid. XXII. 344 Having only four-

teen of her main-deckers mounted.

3. a. A workman employed on the deck of n

ship. b. A deck-passenger, colloq.
1800 COLQUHOUN Com. Thames iv. 180 The Deckers, or

persons who hoist up the Cargo upon deck. 1866 / /'

Cftfwist (Belize) 5 May 2/1 Passengers arrived. In the Packet
Mr. and Mrs. D. . . and 79 deckers.

Decking (de'kiij), vbl. sb. [f. DECK tv. and sb.

+ -IXG'.]
1. The action of the verb DKCK ; t concr. that

with which something is decked (obs) ; adornment,

embellishment, ornament.

1531 ELVOT Gffti. it. iii, Semblable deckynge oughte to be
in the house of a nobleman or man of honour. 1563 j. SHI i K

Cainl'ins's Turk. Wart 38 Somtuouse and magnifique oraa-

mentes and deckings. <ri6ao Z. BOVD Zion's Flantrs 11855)

157 Spending on decking many precious houres. 1673 I.a.1y
I

C"<///. i. 8 i F 26. 10 Their most exquisit deckings are but like

the garlands on a beast design'd for sacrifice.

2. The work or material of the deck of a ship ;

planking or flooring forming a deck.

1580 HOLLYBAND Trfat. Fr. T0H., Ll tiltac tfrnf navirf,
the decking of a ship. 1879 BUTCHFR & LANG Odyuey 81

Fashion a wide raft . . and lay deckings high thereupon.

1887 Daily firms 36 June 6/3 The building is considered

to be absolutely fireproof, the floors being all of steel
'

deck-

ing
' and solid breeze concrete.

Deckle de-k'l). Also deckel, [a. C'er. deckel

in same sense, prop.
'
little cover, lid, tympan ', and

in other technical applications, dim. of deckt cover.]

L A contrivance in a paper-making machine to

confine the pulp wilhin the desired limits, and de-

termine the size or width of the sheet : a. in hand

pnper-making, a thin rectangular frame of wood

fitting close upon the mould on which the pulp is

placed ;
b. in a paper-machine, a continuous band

or strap on either side of the apron. Hence used ns

n measure of the width of paper, as '

5O-inch deckle

paper,' and short for deckle-edge.
1810 [see Dectlr-tti-af in 2). l8r6 Specif. Camrrrm't

Patent No. 4003. 3The deckle being attached to the carriage,

falls on the bottom of the mould, lig* SIMMOMDS Diet

Trade. Deckle . . also the rough or raw edge of paper. 1888

.V f, C. 7th Ser. V. 227 It seems as if the deckle, fitting

on the mould, should produce a sheet of paper with a smooth

and even edge.
2. Comb, deckle edge, the rough uncut edge of

a sheet of paper, formed by the deckle ; also attrib.

= next; deckle-edged a., having a rough niieut

edge, as hand-made paper ; deokle-strap, see I b.

1874 KNIGHT Diet. Meek. s.v.,The uncut edg* oC paper i

known as the 'deckel edge. i4 BrottrUerS Nov. 1176/2



DECKLESS.

The deckle edges are left at the side and bottom, the top

edge alone being cut. 1887 Nimmo's CataL Oct., One

Hundred Copies on fine deckfe-edge royal 8vo paper. 1810

Tram. Sac, Encourag. Arts XXVIII. 193 The Meckle-

straps . . are made perfectly smooth and true. 1873 URK
Diet. Arts III- 490We have to notice the deckle or boundary

straps, .which regulate the width of the paper.

DeckleSS (de-klOs;, a. rare. [-LESS.] With-

out a deck.

1823 RENTIIAM Not Paul but Jt-sns 328 In a deckless

vessel. 1890 Harpers Mag. Mar. 558/1 Deckless and

Declaim (d/W'-m), v. Also 5-7 -dame, 7

-claime, -clayme. [Formerly dedame, ad. L. de-

clamare, f. DE- I. 3 + clamare to cry: subseq.

assimilated to claim. Cf. F. dfrlamer (1549 in

Hatzf.).]
I. intr.

1. To speak aloud with studied rhetorical force

and expression ;
to make a speech on a set subject

or theme as an exercise in public oratory or dis-

putation, b. To recite with elocutionary or rhe-

torical effect (chiefly U.S. ).

1553 HULOET, Dechme or exercise fayned argument in

pleadynge, vsed among lawers called mooting. 1553 T.

WILSON Rhet. 83 When you and I declamed together last.

1641 EVELYN Mem. (1857) I. n, I offered at my first

exercise in the Hall, and answered my opponent : and upon
the ii t!l following, declaimed in the Chapel before the

Master Fellows and Scholars, according to the custom.

1748 J. MASON Elocnt. it A Weakness of Voice ; which he

cured by frequently declaiming on the Sea-Shore, amidst

the Noise of the Waves. 1856 EMERSON F,n. Traits, First

Visit Wks. (Bohn) II. 10 Wordsworth, standing apart, and

reciting to me. .like a schoolboy declaiming.

2. To declaim against : to speak in an impas-
sioned oratorical manner in reprobation or con-

demnation of; to inveigh against.
1611 U. JONSON Catiline iv. ii, What are his mischiefs,

consul ? You declaim Against his manners, and corrupt

your own. 1646 SIR T. BROWNK Psend. Ep. i. vi. 21 Thus
is it the humour of many heads to extoll the dayes of their

forefathers, and declaime against the wickednesse of times

present. 1853 PKESCOTT Philip II, I. n. ix, 239 They loudly
declaimed against the King's insincerity. 1880 L. STEPHEN

Pope viii. 196 A generous patriot declaiming against the

growth of luxury.

3. To speak aloud in an impassioned oratorical

manner, with appeals to the emotions rather than

the reason of the audience ;
to harangue.

1735 BERKELEY Def. Free-thinking Math. 33 Instead of

giving a reason you declaim. 1739 STERNE Tr. Shandy I.

xl, Let him declaim as pompously as he chooses upon the

subject. 1833 HT. MARTINEAU Brooke Farm ii. 27 Tom
Webster bustled and declaimed, while Sergeant Rayne
quietly argued. 1884 R. GLOVER in Christian WorldqQct.
766/3 To declaim is more easy than to convince.

b. quasi-/raj. with extension.
I7SS Monitor 16 Aug. F 2 Some late patriots . . declaimed

themselves into power.

II. trans.

f4. To discuss aloud ; to debate. Obs. rare* 1
.

(The early date of the quotation, so long before the verb is

otherwise known in Eng. or French, as well as the sense, is

notable.)
CHAUCER Troylus n, 1198 As Jrey declamede [4 MSS,

1410-25; Harl. 3943 declarid] bis matere, Lo Troylus ..

Come rydende.

5. To speak or utter aloud with studied rhetorical

expression ;
to repeat or recite rhetorically.

1577 B. GOOGE HercsbacJis Husb. n. (1586) 49 Weriyng
you with the declaimyng of my poore skill in the tilling of

the feelde. #1716 SOUTH Sertti. VIII. 82 (T.) Whoever
strives to beget, or foment in his heart, such [malignant]
persuasions concerning God, makes himself the devil's

orator, and declaims his cause. 1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi, i,

He then declaimed the following passage rather with too
much than too little emphasis. 1885 R. L. STEVENSON
in Contemp. Rev. 555 In declaiming a so-called iambic

verse, it may so happen that we never utter one iambic
foot.

1 6. = Declaim against ;
to decry, denounce. Obs.

1614 T. ADAMS DeviFs Banquet 42 This Banket then . . is

at once declared and declaimed, spoken of and forbidden.

1623 COCKERAM, Declaime, to speake ill of.

Hence Declai'ming vbl. sb. and ppl. a.

1577 [see 5]. 1603 HOLLAND Plntarc/i's Alor. 931 He used
otherwhiles to goe downe to the water side, .for to exercise
himselfe in declaming. 1656^ rtif. Handsom. 95 Humane
fallacies and declaymings. 1701 ROWE Amb. Step-Moth.
iv. i. 1684 Yield much matter to declaiming flatterers. 1735
BERKELEY Def. Free-thinking Math. n In the same
manner as any declaiming bigot would defend transubstan-
tiation.

Declai'inant. rare- 1
, [f. prec. +

:ANT, after

claimant, etc.]
= DECLAIMER.

a 1763 SHENSTONE Ess. 28 The company was a little sur-

prised at the sophistry of our declaimant.

Declaimer f d^kl^-msj). [f. DECLAIM H -EH 1
.]

One who declaims; one who speaks with rhetor-

ical expression, or as an exercise in elocution ;

one who harangues, or speaks with impassioned
force.

1432-50 tr. Hidden (Rolls) IV. 401 lulius Gallo, a noble
declamer. 1580 HOLLYBAND Treas. Fr. Tongt Declamatenr^
a Declaimer, a mooter. 1640 G. WATTS tr. Bacons Adi'.
Learn, iv. ii (R.I, A certaine dcclaimor against sciences.

1712 STEICLE Sfiect. No. 521 P4 The Declaimers in Coffee-
houses. 1752 JOHNSON Rambler No. 202 F 2 The pompous
periods or declaimers, whose purpose is only to amuse

98

with fallacies. 1848 MILL Pol. Econ. i. iii. 2 Such .. is

the labour of the musical performer, the actor, the public

declaimer or reciter.

Declamation (deklam^'Jan). [ad. L. decla-

mation-cm, n. of action from declamare to DECLAIM,
or ad. F. declamation (15th c. in Hatzf.).]

1. The action or art of declaiming ; the repeating
or uttering of a speech, etc. with studied intona-

tion and gesture.
1552 HULOET, Declamation often heard, and tedious to

the hearers, crambc rcpetita. 1597 MORLEY Introd. M-its.

86 Your plainsong is as it were your theme, and your descant

as it were your declamation. 1776 GIBBON Decl. fy F. I. xxiv.

680 He publicly professed the arts of rhetoric and declama-

tion. 1834 MACAULAY/V Ess. (1854) 1. 294 That which gave
most effect to his declamation was the air of sincerity, of

vehement feeling, or moral elevation, which belonged to all

that he said.

attrib. 1806 BYRON Thoughts College Exam. 25 The
declamation prize.

b. Music. The proper rhetorical rendering of

words set to music.

1876 in STAINER & BARRETT.

2. A public speech or address of rhetorical

character ; a set speech in rhetorical elocution.

1523 SKELTON Garl. Laurel
(R.), plde Quintillian with his

declamations; Theocritus with his Bucolicall relacions.

1573 G. HARVEY Lettcr-bk. iCamden) n Theams more fit

for schollars declamations. 1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mor.

55 The Orations and declamations . . of these Sophisters,
who make shew of their eloquence. 1782 J. WARTON Ess.

Pope II. xiii. 381 Able to compose Essays, Declamations,
and Verses, in Greek, in Latin, and in English. 1830 DRURY
in Moore Life Byron (1866) 20/1 He suddenly diverged from
the written composition . . I questioned him, why he had
altered his declamation ?

3. Declaiming or speaking in an impassioned
oratorical manner; fervid denunciation with appeals
to the audience.

1614 T. ADAMS Devil's Banquet 42 The more accurately
the Scriptures describe sinnes, the more absolutely they
forbid them : where wickednesse is the subject, all speech
is declamation. 1750 JOHNSON Rambler No. 172 p 3 [Not so

universal] as some have asserted in the . . heat of declama-

tion. 1789 BENTHAM Princ. Legist, i. i But enough of

metaphor and declamation. 11794 GIBBON Autobiog. 90, I

was conscious myself that my style, above prose and below

poetry, degenerated into a verbose and turgid declamation.

1874 MORLEY Compromise (1886) 53 Exacerbated declama-

tion in favor of ancient dogma against modern science.

4. A speech of a rhetorical kind expressing strong

feeling and addressed to the passions of the hearers ;

a declamatory speech, a harangue.
1594 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. HI. viii. (1611) 98 The cause why

such declamations preuaill so greatly, is, for that men suffer

themselues to be deluded. 1631 WEEVER Anc. Fun. Man.

23 But this was but one of Caesars rodamantadoes, or

thundring declamations. 1688 PENTON Guardians^ Instr. 47
The constant Declamations against us of those intruding

(Bohn) II. 4 On this, he [Coleridge] burst into a declamation

on the folly and ignorance of Unitarianism.

t De'damator. Obs. [a. L. declamator, n. of

action from declamare to DECLAIM.] One who

practises declamation ;
a declaimer.

1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) IV. 401 lulius Gallio..was

[the] best declamator of alle. 1530 ELYOT Cm. i. xiii, They
whiche do onely

teache rhetonke .. ought to be named
rhetoriciens, declamatours, artificiall spekers. .or any other

name than oratours. 1624 F. WHITE Reft. Fisher 590 Sir

Declamator, you vsurpe Radamanthus his office. 1699
BENTLEY Phal. Introd. 7 Was ever any Declamator's Case
so extravagantly put ? 1710 STEELE Tatler No. 56 F i Who
could, I say, hear this generous Declamator without being
fired by his noble Zeal ?

Declamatory (d^klze-matsri), a. (sb^) [ad. L.

declamatdri-us, f. declamator-em : see prec. and

-DRY.] Of or pertaining to rhetorical declaiming ;

of the nature of, or characterized by, declamation.

1581 MULCASTER Positions x. (1887) 57 To pronounce . .

orations and other declamatory argumentes. 1621 BURTON
Anat. Mel. H. ii. vi. iii, To leaue all declamatory speeches
in praise of divine Musick. a 1639 WOTTON (J.), This . .

became a declamatory theme amongst the religious men of

that age. 1795 MASON Ch. Mas. i. 5 That peculiar species
of Music, which may be called declamatory. 1807 G.
CHALMERS Caledonia I. III. vii. 393 note. This pretended
charter is very suspicious : its style is too declamatory. 1880

L. STEPHEN Pope iii. 75 It is in the true declamatory pas-

sages that Pope is at his best.

t b. Characterized by declamation against some-

thing ; denunciatory. Obs.

1589 NASHE Greene's MenapJwn Ded. 10 Least in this de-

clamatorie vaine, I should condemne all and commend none.

\ B. sb. A declamatory speech. Obs.
1688 L'ESTRANGE Brief Hist. Times in. 12 Then's the

Time for Declamatoryes, and Exaggerations.
Hence Decla'matoriness, the quality of being

declamatory.
1844 Foreign Q. Rev. XXXIII. 351 The general character-

istics of Linguet's oratory are declamatoriness and paradox.

t Declarable, a. Obs. [f. L. declard-re +

BI.E; viewed also as f. DECLARE + -ABLE.]

Capable of being declared, shown, or made known.
1646 SiRT. BROWNE Psend. Ef>. in. iv. 112 This is declare-

abte from the best and most professed Writers. Ibid. iv. xiii.

1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Sysf. 23 Right Reason is of two
sorts. .Of which the Divine is inexpressible, but the Humane
declarable.

DECLARATION.

Declarant (i'/kle
-

rant\ [f. F. declarant

or L. declarant-em, pv. pple. of declarare to DE-
CLARE : see -ANT.] One who makes a declaration :

esp. in Law.
1681 GI.ANVILL Sadducisimts II. 296 Declares, that [etc.]. .

and that this was after the Declarant's renouncing of her

Baptism. 1752 J. STEWAKT in Scots Mag. June (1753) 285/2
The declarant was at Edinhurgh. 1818 SCOTT Rob Roy viii,

The declaration farther set forth that, .he, the said declarant,
was informed that they were of the worst description. 1888

Times 29 Oct. 5/3 The object of requiring the signature of

the declarant is to fix liability for false declarations.

Declaration (deklarc'-Jan). Also 4-5 -acioun,

4-6 -aoion. [a. F. declaration or ad. L. declara-

tion-em, n. of action f. declarare to DECLARE.]
f 1. The action of making clear or clearing up

(anything obscure or not understood) ; elucidation,

explanation, interpretation. Obs.

CI374 CHAUCER Boeth. m. x. iCanib. MS.) 71^ Thyse
geometryens whan they han shewyd hyr proposiciouns ben

wont to bryngen in thinges |>at they clepyn porysmes or

declaraciouns of forseyde thinges. 1391 Astral. I. 4
And for the more declaracioun, lo here the figure. 1527
R. THORNE in Hakluyt Voy. (1589) 253 For more declaration

of the said Card [= map]. 1532-3 Act 24 Hen, VIII, c. 5

For the declaracion of the whiche ambyguitee and double.

1636 H. PHILLIPS Purck. Patt. (1676) 57 This Table is so

plain, that it needs no declaration.

t 2. The setting forth or expounding of a topic ;

exposition, description, relation. Obs.

1382 WYCLIF Dcut. xvii. 18 He shal discriue..a decla-

racioun of this lawe [deuteronomittm legis lnijns\ in a

volym. 1460 CAPGRAVE Chron. 17 The childirn of Noe . . of

whos issew here schal be a declaration. 1553 T. WILSON
Rhet. 95 A description or an evident declaration of a thyng
as though we sawe it even now doen. 1619 Mirr. Mag.
Title-p., With a Declaration of all the Warres, Battels and

Sea-fights, during her Reigne. 1642 PERKINS Prof. Bk. v.

437. 189 Of Dower
' ad ostium ecclesia:

'

a good declaration

hath beene made by Master Littleton in his first book.

3. The action of stating, telling, setting forth, or

announcing openly, explicitly or formally ; positive

statement or assertion ;
an assertion, announcement

or proclamation in emphatic, solemn, or legal terms.

1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 2606 pan sal he deme ilka nacyon,
And mak a fynal declaracyon Of alle \>e domes byfor shewed.

1426 in Surtees Misc. (1890) 9 Apon |>is declaracion made.

1547 in Yicary's Altai. (1888) App. iii. 161 Crosses to be sett

vpon mens dores for the declaracion of the plage. 1594
HOOKER Eccl. Pol. i. ii. (1611) 5 His promises are nothing
else but declarations what God will do for the good of men.

1651 HOBBES Leuiath. n. xxi. 114 If he dye . . without

declaration of his Heyre. 1751 JOHNSON Rambler No. 152

r 3 Declarations of fidelity. 1796 JANE AUSTEN Sense %
Sens. (1849) 33 1. spite of Mariannes declaration that the

day would be lastingly fair. 1856 FROUDE Hist. En. (1858)

I. iii. 262 The pope made a public declaration with respect

to the dispute. 1881 BAGEHOT Biog. Studies 290 The first

declaration of love was made by the lady.

4. a. Declaration ofwar: formal announcement

or proclamation by a Power of the commencement
of hostilities against another Power. Also declara-

tion ofpeace.
1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) I. 243 When \K Romaynes

wolde werry in eny lond, schulde oon goo . . and clerehche

declare, .pe matire and cause of the werre, and J>at declar-

acioun was i-cleped clarigatio. 1548 HALL Chron. 207 She
was sent . . with a plain overture and declaracion of peace.
1762 Unta. Mag. Feb. 99 The following is a Declaration of

War by Spain against Great Britain dated the i6th of

January. 1803 Eitta. Rev. Jan. 389 Declarations of war
and peace, when presented by the executive to the legis-

lative body, are to be adopted [etc.]. 1828 NAPIER Hist.

Ftnins. War I. 137 The invasion of Napoleon produced a

friendly alliance between those countries without a declar-

ation of peace. 1845 POLSON in Encycl. Melrop. 728/1 The
custom of making a declaration of war

to_the enemy, pre-

vious to the commencement of hostilities, is of great anti-

quity, and was practised even by the Romans . . Since,

however, the peace of Versailles, in 1763, such declarations

have been discontinued, and the present usage is, for the

state with whom the war commences to publish a manifesto

within its own territories.

b. Declaration of the foil : the public official

announcement of the numbers polled for each can-

didate at an election. Hence attrib. in declaration

day.
1863 H. Cox Inslit. i. viii. 114 Upon the closing of the poll,

the poll-books are sealed, and kept under seal until the

declaration of the poll. 1892 Daily Neitis 14 Oct. 6/1 On
the morning of declaration day, there arrived reports about

some districts in which the polling had been large.

5. The action of declaring for or against (see

DECLARE v. 8).

1736 BUTLER Anal. i. iii. Wks. 1874 I. 53 The natural fear

. . which restrains from such crimes, is a declaration of

nature against them.

6. A proclamation or public statement as em-

bodied in a document, instrument, or public act.

Declaration of Indulgence '. see INDULGENCE.
Declaration ofRights : the Parliamentary declaration of

1689 : see RIGHT.
Declaration ofIndependence : the public act by -which the

American Continental Congress, on July 4th, 1776, declared

the North American colonies to be free and independent of

1856, settling and defining important points of maritime law

afieclins belligerents and neutrals in time of war.

1659 ' ! - HARRIS Parhmts Iron Age 208 A petition from

some Lords in England, conformable in the main points to a
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DECLAIMS.

MM M Cu 10, uy me new sovereigns.
7. Law. a. The plaintiff's statement of claim in

an action
;
the writing or instrument in which this

is made.
1483 Act , Rich 111, c. 6 | i The Plaintiff. . [shall] makeOath . . that the Contract . . comprised in the same Declara-

tion [etc.]. 1579 W. KASTELL Tirma f/ /.aw, Declaration
is a shewinge forth in writing of the griefe and complayntof the demaunJant or pleinlifc. against the tenant or defen-
dant. 1641 PERKINS Pro/. Bk. ii. ,5,. 67 The declaration
shall abate. 1672 WYCHERLEV L*ve in Wood Ded., Noman with papers in 's hand is more dreadful than a poet ;

no, not a lawyer with his declarations. 1768 BLACKS-TON*
( omm. III. 203 As soon as this action is brought, and the
complaint fully stated in the declaration. 1817 W. SELWYNLaw A7VV<xj II. 783 The first count in the declaration.

b. A simple affirmation allowed to be taken, in
certain cases, instead of an oath or solemn affirma-
tion.

1834 Act i-6iriU. IV, c. 62. 1848 WHARTON Law L,x.
164 By 5 & 6 Win. IV, c. 62, for the abolition of unnecessary

c. Iii the Custom-house ; see DECLARE v. loc.On Act 16 4. 17 Wet. c. 107 8 t86 The master of the ship
in which such goods shall be laden shall before clearance
make and suhscril*: a declaration before the proper officer
of customs. 1876 Act 39 <J- 40 Viet. c. 36 58.

d. The creation or acknowledgement of a trust
or use in some form of writing; any writing
whereby a trust or use is constituted or proved to
exist.

a 1616 UACON Max. 4 Uses Comm. Law xiv. < 1636) 56 De-
clarations evermore are countermandable in their natures.
1818 CRUISE Digest (ed. 2) I. 449 The only point for which

1817 JARMAN I'tnoelCi Devises led. 3) II. 75 There being no
declaration of the trust of the money beyond the life of the
wife, it resulted to the heir.

6. Scots Law. ' In criminal proceedings the ac-
count which a prisoner, who has been apprehended
on suspicion of having committed a crime, gives
of himself on his examination, which is taken
down in writing" (Bell Diet. s.v.\
Dying declaration: a declaration made by a person on

his deathbed, which is admitted as evidence in a prosecution
for homicide.

Judicial declaration : the statement, taken down in
writing, of a party when judicially examined as to the par-
ticular facts in a civil action.
1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi, xxiii, It ..usually happens that

these declarations become the means of condemning the
accused, as it were, out of their own mouths. 1861 W. BELL
Diet. Law Scot. 256 The magistrate's proper duty is dis-
tinctly to inform the prisoner not only that it is optional for
him to make a declaration or not as he pleases, but also
that what he says may afterwards be used against him on
his trial.

8. In the game of bezique : see quot.
1870 Mad. HoyU 153 Declaration is the act of declaringa score by the process of placing certain cards upon the

table. Ibid. 148 The last declaration must be made before
the last two cards are drawn.

Declara'tionist. nonce-wd. One who joins
in or signs a declaration.

1891 Times 7 Jan. 10/5 We are indebted to the declaration-
ists for bringing this controversy again before the public.

Declarative (dfldorrativ), a. (s6.) [a. F. <U-

claratif, -ive, or ad. L. dfc/arativ-us , (. ppl. stem
ofdfclarare to DECLAIM : see -IVE.] Characterized
by declaring (in the various senses of the vb.).
1 1. Making clear, manifest, or evident. Obs.
a 1536 TINDAI.E

lifts. 67 (R.) Notwithstanding y sonne .s
the cause declaratiue wherby we know that the other is

a father. 1644 BULWER Chirol. i All the declarative conceits
of Gesture. 1646 P. BI-LKELEY Gospel Covt. tv. 337 These
kind of promises . . are declarative, making manifest who be
those true beleivers to whom the life promised . . doth belong.
11 1665 J. GOODWIN Filled w. the Spirit (1867) 329 Holy
and zealous impressions upon the hearts . . of men may be
declarative of their being filled with the Spirit of God.
i77 FLETCHER Logica Getuv. 43 The declarative evidences
. . whether or no he was among the trees of righteousness.
fb. That manifests itself or is capable of mani-

festation. Obs.

i*4" T. HODT.ES Climfse 36 Every thing whereby the de-
clarative highnesse of this great God is advanced, a 1679
GuRNALLin Spurgeon Trtas. Dav. Ps.cii. 16 His declarative

glory then appears, when the glory of his mercy, truth and
faithfulness break forth in his people's salvation.

2. Characterized by making declaration ; of the
nature of a declaration or formal assertion. De-
clarative act, statute, etc. -= DECLARATORY act, etc.

ill. 31 Whether the A. I ..r Statute . . \vi-ie u|,cialne or de
iwe, creating new right, or m.u.il ,,jrinir

odrixlit. .16MB,.. PinxKAKiw. rfnetttHum-neoaiy
Question is, Whether their Absolution be only declarative
or also operative? .755 CARTE Hist. Eng. IV. 335 It wasa

iw. 1814 I.. MURRAY Eug. 6>a/.ied. 51 I. 270
I he best method of discovering the proper case of the pro-
noun, in such phrases . . is, to turn them into declarative
expressions.

b. Const, of.

1641 CIIAS. I Anna. Declar. Both Houses i July, Accord-
ing to the Common Law :of which the Statute is but de-
clarative'. 1774 PENNANT TaurScM.in 1772, 16 An inscrip-
tion, declarative ofhis munificence towards the church 1866
GtosAKT in Lismore Paters Introd. ij Much of the record
..n declarative of a wish on the part of the Founder of the
History to win the ear of posterity.

1 3. Of a person : Declaring oneself, declaring or
uttering one's opinion ; communicative. Obs.
1647 N: BACON Disc. Govt. Eng. \. vi. < I739 > , 4 The iimes

were too tender to endure them to be declarative on either
part. 1748 KicHARDsoNQVrr<i(i8n) Ill.xli. 240 He was
still more declarative afterwards.

B. sb. A declaratory statement or act.
1651 N. BACON Disc. Covt. Eng. 11. x. (17391 57 Not a.< an

Introduction of a new Ijtw, but as a Declarative of the old.
1865 BLSIINEI.L Vicar. Satr. in. i. 201 As declaratives of
natural consequence.
Decla ratively, a,lv.

[f. prec. + -LY
'*.] In

a declarative manner, by way of declaration or
distinct assertion ; t by way of manifestation.
i6j USSHER Anm. Jesuit 132 [They] doe discharge that

. -r.l f. '. 1? , .... l. / /*.

i,l '

,

. 1646111.26
t.j their former decree*.
431 The decision wu

, /Vr/i .1 App.
i I88a ..

' '

disclaimed. 1671 FLAVEL Fount, ofLife xii. 55 Not only
declaratively or by way of manifestation: a 1848 R. W.
HAMILTON Reui. t, Punishm. iv. (1853) '75 Still more
declaratively is the connexion told.

t Declarator, sb.l Obs. [a. L. declarator,
agent-n. from declarare to DECLARE.] One who
declares or makes manifest ; an inlbrmer.
"'577 SIR T. SMITH Commw. Bng. (1633) ico The other

part to the Declarator, Detector or Informer.

Declarator (d/kloe-rataj), sb.1 Sc. [represent-
ing F. diclaraloire (acte, sentence dfctaratoire),
med.L. declarator/us, -a, -uni : see DECLARATORY.]A declaratory statement,

' a legal or authentic de-
claration

'

(Jam. ). (Action of) declarator (Sc.Law) :

a form of action in the Court of Session, in which
something is prayed to be declared judicially, the

legal consequences being left to follow as a matter
of course.

1567 Sc. Acts Jas. VI
(1814) 28 (Jam.) Desyring our

souerane lord, etc., to gif declaratour to the said William
Oowglas . . that he has done his detfull diligence.

b. Const, of.

1660 i

!jc bur
I mill. 1791

187* HAM HO, i ///,/. U.S. III.

declaratory of the boundary, it
Cases 95 The Bills of Exchange I

of the prior law.

fB. sb. A declaratory order ; a declaration. Obs
1571 Siatt Trials, Dk. ofNorfolk (V..*, Asuranury cogni-

tion in the cases of controversy, with a small declaratory to

?>";,..,.
1* I Afr'"tHt tv. Denmark (MS. Treaties

96), His Majesty . .Tias thought fill to issue out a Declaratory
r Ordonnance . . concerning the Shipping and the carryingon of their Commerce with France.

tDecla-ratnre. Obs. rare.
[f. PP1. stem of

L. declarare to DKCLAEB +
-UBE.J

- DECLARATIOH.
17.9 U'odrowCorr. (18431111. 440That deposition wu not

the fit state of the vote, but acquiesce and harmony if pos-
sihle in the declarature.

Declare (d/klcVj), v. Also 4-5 declar, 6 de-
olair, -ayre. [a. F. declare-r, ad. L. declard-re to
clear up, make clear or evident, f. DK- 1. 3 ^ clctr-us

clear, clarare to make clear. OF. had desclaii ier,
f. des-, de- (DE- I. 6) + flair clear, which was gra-
dually brought, through declairir, declairtr, into

conformity with the L. type.]
1 1- trans. To make clear or plain (anything that

is obscure or imperfectly understood , ; to clear up,
explain, expound, interpret, elucidate.

. . He shal de-clar hit also, as hit on clay stande. c 1400
Lanfraiu s Cirtirg. 72 Declarynge & openynge doulis.
iS*6 Pilgr. Per/. iW. de W. 15311 56 Vf 1 sholde reherse
them . . excepte I sholde also declare ihem, they sholde not
moche profyie. 1530 I'ALSGR. 508/2 It is no ncde to declare
It, the mater is playne ynoughc. 1638 CIIII.LIKCW. Relit.
Prat. i. n. 12. 58 That those [things) which are obscure
should remain obscure, until! he please to declare them
a: 1691 BOYLE (J.), To declare this a little, we must assume
that the surfaces of such bodies are exactly smooth.
1 2. To manifest, show forth, make known ; to

unfold, set forth (facts, circumstances, etc.) ; to
describe, state in detail ; to recount, relate. Obs.
c 1340 HAMPOLE Prou Tr. 23, 1 shalle telle ai.d declare to

the a liulle of this more opynly. (-1400 MAUNUKV. (1839) v.
53 For to declare ?ou the othere weyes, that drawen toward

t^l uyne
' ISf* rilgr' {'

er/- lW '" W' '51- '. The cause. .

shall be more playnly declared in the seconde boke. a 1533LD. BERNEKS Hiwn xlii. no He declared to them the dethe
of his brother. 1581 N. T. , Rhcm .}Acll xx. 27 For I haue not
spared to declare vnlo you al the coun.se! ofGod. 1606 HOL-
LAND Sueton. 76 He wrote . . somewhat ofhis owne life : which
hee declared [L. exfostiit] in thirty books. 1703 MOXON
Mech. Excrc. 237, I will declare their Mcthud of Working.
to. iit/r. To make exposition or relation of.
1393 GOWF.R Con/. III. 128 Of other sterres how they fare,

I thinke hereafter to declare, c 1400 MAUNDEV. <Roxb. i .\vJ". _ ....f,^..^*~ 3yy .- -^~~ .-.--.. ..~-... . *.,.
AS. I BacriA. A<upov (1603) 17 Your pronouncing of sen-

|

72 Here hafe I talde Jow and declared of be Haly Land and
tences, or declaratour of your will in judgement. 1746-7

of cuntrecz ber alwulc. c 1470 HESV H'n/lace v. 528 He
Act loGeo. II, c. 50 3 The citation in the general decla- . To lhaim declarde oft" all this paynfull cas. 15*6 TOUMU
rator of

non-entry." 1864 Daily lei. 13 June. The Scotch
courts have a kind of action called a declarator of mar-
riage, in which they affirm or negative the abstract pro-
position that two persons are married persons. 1876 GRANT
Burgh oYA.. Scott, n. i. 92 They raised a summons of de-
clarator against the Council concluding that Elgin Academy
was a public School. 1884 Law Reports g App. Cases 305
The present action was brought . . for declarator of his right
to one-half of the heritable estate.

Declaratorily (d/klse-ratarili), adv. [(. DE-
CLARATORY -f-LY^.] In a declaratory manner ; in

the form of a declaration.

1588 J. HARVEY Disc. Proot. 103 The resolution of
Cyprianus Leouitius . . is declaratorily deliuered in the end
of this Prognosticon. 1616 JAS. I Sf. inStarre-CJsattioerzo
June 10, 1 tooke this occasion, .here in this Scale of Judge-
ment, not judicially, but declaratorily and openly to glue
those directions. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Ps,-nd. Ef. vn.
xvii. 376 [They] have both declaratorily confirmed the
same.

Declaratory (dfldarratari), a and sb. [ad.
L. type dfcldratSri-us, -a, -urn, f. dfcldrdtor-em a
declarer: see -ORY. Cf. F. cUclaratoire (i6th c,X]
Having the function of declaring, setting forth, or

explaining; having the nature or form of a declara-

tion ; affirmatory.

Declaratory act or statute : one which declares or explains
what the existing law is. Declaratory action . Sc. Law)=
Action of DECLARATOR. Declaratoryjudgement or decree :

one which simply declares the rights of the parties or the

opinion of the court as to what the law is.

1587 FLEMING Contn. Holinshed III. 1362/2 The explication
or meaning of the bull declaratorie made by Pius the 6ft

against Elisabeth, a 1631 DONNE in Select. ( 18401 67 Neither
would this profit without the declaratory justification. 1648
in Clarendon Hitt. Ret. XL (1843. 679/2 A recital in a new
law, which was not a declaratory law of what the law was
formerly in being. 1699 BURKET 39 Art. xxv. 1 1700* 276
The power of pardoning is only declaratory. 1787 J. BAR-
LOW Oration 4 July 7 That declaratory Act of Independ-
ence, which gave being to an empire, 1845 POLSON in

Encycl. Mttrof. 852 i Actions known to Scottish law . .

Declaratory actions, wherein the right of the pursuer is

craved to be declared, but nothing is claimed to be done by
the defender. 1857 GLADSTONE Glean. VI. xliii. 74 The case
is not one of divorce at all, but of a declaratory process
where the marriage had been originally null. 1884 A. R.
PCNNINGTON Wiclif\m. 25; With regard to Penance and
Absolution, he holds the view of the Church of England,
that the office of the priest is declaratory.

ActsKvtt. 2 And thre saboth dayes declared of the scriptures
unto them. a 1533 LD. BURNERS Huat cxxv. 452 The
whiche he shewydlo syr Barnardc, and dcclaryd of the
fountaync and gardayne.
4. trans. Of things : To manifest, show, demon-

strate, prove.
In later quots. there is association with 5.
c 1386 CHAUCER Knt.'s T. 1498 The fires which that on myn
uter brenne Shulle thee declaren . . Thyn aucnture of loue
1391 Astro/. II. i 6 ;if any degree in thi zodiak be dirk,

his nadire shal declare him. 1533 ELYOT Cast. /fe/tAf(i^r)t
57 b, Suche maner of vomite oeclarelh corruption. 1535
COVEROALE Ps. xviii. [xix ] i The very heauens declare the
glory off God. 1568 E. TILNEY Disc. Marriage C iij, Much
babling declareth a foolishe head. 1667 MILTON /'. L. iv.

300 HLS fair large Front and Eye sublime declar'd Absolute
rule. 1668 CULPEPPER & COLE Barthol. Amat. iv. ii. 338
Many Sceletons . . declare that the Cartilago sculi/ormis
. . is changed into the hard substance of a Bone. 1810
SCOTT Lady of L. i. xxv, Nor track nor pathway might
declare That human foot frequented there.

6. To make known or state publicly, formally, or
in explicit terms

; to assert, proclaim, announce or

pronounce by formal statement or in solemn terms.
c 1330 R. BRI/NKE C*r<.(i8io) 314 per foure at Rome ware,

to areson be pape, pe right for to declare. 1397 Kails of
Parlt. III. 378/2 As it is more pleynleche declared in the same
Commission, c 1400 Dettr. Tray 2147 Qwen the kyng had
his counsel! declaret to the ende. 15.. ?DL-NBAR /fit*, (i 893)
264 3 His name of confort I will declair, Welcom, my awin
Lord Thesaurair! 1648 DK. HAMILTON in //. Paters
Camden* 234 You shall declare in name of this kingdome
that they nor their forces will not admitt . . the exceptcd
persons. 1817 JARMAN PowelPs Devisss (ed. 3) II. 165A testator, after declaring his intention to dispose of all his

worldly estate. 1856 Fxoi'DE Hist. Eng. (1858) I. ii. 111
The parliament itself declared in formal language that they
would resist any attempt.

b. with compl. : a person, etc. (to be) something.
1538 STARKEY England I. iv. 124 To declayre pen) tent

hearty*, .to be absoluyd from the faute therof. 1640 Stale
Trials, EarlStraJford(ti.\ No man hath ever been declared
a traitor, either by king or parliament, except [etc.). 1659
B. HARRIS Parh'aTs Iron Agt 269 The Chanceller declared
him Major, as being cntred into the fourteenth yeare of his

age. 1667 MILTON /'./.. vi. 728 That thou in me well pleas 'd

declarst thy will FulfiU'd. 1765-9 BLACKSTONE Comm. \.\\\.

( 1793) 1. 578When a woman., declares herself with child. 1848
MACAULAY Hist. Eng. II. 115 [He] declared himselfa member
of the Church of Rome. 1874 GREEN Skort Hist. vi. | 4.

312 The end of all punishment he declares to be reformation.

13* -J



DECLARE.

c. To declare war : to make formal and public

proclamation of hostilities against (,t to) another

power. .

1552 HUI.OET, Declare warres, arnia ca.ncrc,lcUiim litiii-

tere 1681 SALCADO Symbiosis 6 Of Angels, .some declared

war against God. 1761 CHESTEKF. Lett. IV. ccclx. 178, 1 have

has formally declared war against Algiers. 1831 Ibid. 321/1

The Duke.. had declared war. . M
d. To declare a dividend: to announce officially

a (specified)
dividend as payable.

6. To state emphatically ;
to affirm, aver, assert.

1709 STEELE Taller No. 135 F i He declares, he would

rather be in the Wrong with Plato, than in the Right with

such Company. 1752 JOHNSON Rambler No. 199 r 15 One

young lady . . declared that she scorned to separate her

wishes from her acts. 1841 D'IsRAELt Amen. Lit. (1867)

1 36 Spenser.. declared that the language of Chaucer was

the purest English. 1860 TYNDAI.L Glac. I. x. 67 Who at

first declared four guides to be necessary.

b. Used as a mere asseveration.

1811 L. M. HAWKINS C'tess f, Gertr. i. 8, I declare to

goodness. 1839 CATH. SINCLAIR Holiday House xv. 300,

I declare poor Frisk is going to be sick! 1849 LONGK

Kattanagh Prose Wks. 1886 H^xix. 408 Wejl,
I declare

j
If~it is not Mr! Kavanagh ! 1889 EARL OF DESART Lit.

Chatelaine II. xxiii. 107, I declare, I long to see your

niece.

7.

one's

7. To declare oneself: a. to avow or proclaim

Bile's opinions, leanings, or intentions ; b.
_

to

make known or reveal one's true character, identity,

or existence ; also^. of things.
c is9 WOLSEY in Ellis Orig. Lett. I. II. 5 So declaryng

your sylf therin that the world may perceive [etc.], a 1626

BACON (J.), In Ciesar's army somewhat the soldiers would

have had, yet they would not declare themselves in it, but

only demanded a discharge. 1680 BUTLER Rem. (1750) I.

237 As Thistles wear the softest Down, To hide their

Prickles till they're grown ; And then declare themselves

and tear Whatever ventures to come near, a 1719 ADDI-

SON (J.), We are a considerable body, who, upon a

proper occasion, would not fail to declare ourselves. 1883

Standard ^ Sept. 4/6 A politician who could hardly

declare himself with frankness without, .alienating one or

other of the sections of which his Party was composed. 1884

Weekly Times ^ Nov. 2/4 Wherever a spark fell.. a little

fire promptly declared itself.

c. v/M\foi- or against, etc. Cf. 8.

1631 BEAULIEU Let. in Crt. ff Times Chas. 7(1848) II. 153

The circle of the Lower Saxony have now declared them-

selves for him. 1697 DAMPIEK I'oy. I. Introd. p. vi, I. .now

declared myself on the side of those that were Out-voted.

i84oTniRl.WAi.L Greece VII. 303 Alexander. -declared him-

self for Cassander. 1867 SMILES Huguenots Eng. ix. 144

Protestant children were invited to declare themselves

against the religion of their parents.

8. intr.((oirejl.) Todedarefor(infavourof),
or against : to make known or avow one's sym-

pathy, opinion, or resolution to act, for or against.
16. . JER. TAYLOR (J.\ The internal faculties of will and

understanding, decreeing and declaring against them. 1659
B. HARRIS Parh'al's Iron Age 216 Poyer, and Powell, for-

merly for the Parliament.. declared against them. 1706
HEARNE Collect. 3 Apr., A Man . . for siding with both

Parties. . . and not declaring . . for either. 1754 CHATHAM
Lett. Nephew iv. 23 The adhering . . to false and dangerous

notions, only because one has declared for them. 1823
LAMB Ella Ser. n. Poor Ret., He declareth against fish.

1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. III. 642 Wexford had declared

for King William. 1881 HF.NTY Cornet of Horse xvii. 173

Rupert naturally declared at once for the journey to

Paris.

fb. To declarefor : to declare oneself a candi

date for
;
to make a bid for. Obs.

1666 PEPYS Diary (1879) VI. 44 To discourse of the further

quantity of victuals fit to be declared for. 1701 W. WOTTON
Hist. Rome 385 These Fancy's led one Severus. -to declare

for the Empire. 1769 GOLDSM. Hist. Rome (1786) II. 456
Those who at first instigated him to declare for the throne.

9. To declare off: to state formally that one is' off
'

with a bargain or undertaking ;
to break off an

engagement, practice, etc. ; to withdraw, back out.

colloq. (Rarely trans.}

1749 FIELDING Tom Jones xv. ix, Propose marriage, .and

she will declare off in a moment. 1766 GOLDSM. Vic. \V.

xiii, No, I declare off; IM1 fight no more. 1791 Gouv.
MORRIS in Sparks Life fy Writ. (1832) III. 19, 1 contrived

to get clear by declaring off from being a candidate. 1812

Sporting Mag. XXXIX. 188 Many declared off their bets.

1876 G. ELIOT Dan. Der. vni. Ixiv. 573 When it came to the

point, Mr. Haynes declared off, and there has been no one
to take it since.

10. Law. a. intr. To make a declaration or

statement of claim as plaintiff in an action. Also

with that.

1512 Act 4 Hen. VIII, c. 20 2 If. .eny of theym be non-

sute in any of the said Appclis after they have appered and
declared in the same, a 1626 BACON Max. 4- Uses Com. Law
iii. (16361 20 Her demand is of a moity, and shee declares

upon the custome of the Realme. 1642 PERKINS Prof. Bk.
ii. 151 If an action of debt be brought by administrators

and they declare that [etc.]. 1768 BI.ACKSTONE Comin. III.

113 The party applying for the prohibition is directed by
the court to declare in prohibition.

b. trans. To make a formal statement consti-

tuting or acknowledging (a trust or use).

1677 Act 29 Chas. II, c. 3 7 That all declarations or

creations of trusts or confidences . . shall be . . proved by some

writing, signed by the party who is by law enabled to declare

such trust. 1767 BLACKSTONE Comm. II. 363 If these deeds

are made previous to the fine or recovery, they are called

100

deeds to lead the uses ; if subsequent, deeds to declare

them. 1818 CRUISE Digest (ed. 2) VI. 392 Where the trusts

and limitations were expressly declared.

c. To make a full and proper statement of or as

to (goods liable to duty) ; to name (such and such

dutiable goods) as being in one's possession, trans.

and intr.

1714 Fr. Bk. ofRates 158 Without declaring and reporting

thereof, and paying the Duties and Customs which they are

so subject to. 1762 Univ. Mag. Feb. 99 All merchants who
shall have in their possession any cod, or other fish . . shall . .

declare the same and deliver an account thereof. 1872

HOWELLS Wedd. Joiirn. 279
'

Perhaps we'd better declare

some of these things '..'I won't declare a
thread!^

Mod.

(Revenue Officer)
' Have you anything to declare ?

'

11. In the game of bezique : To announce (a par-

ticular score i by laying down the cards which yield

the score ;
to lay the cards face up on the table

for this purpose, irons, or absol.

1870 Mad. Hoyle 147 (Besiant) The winner of the trick

now declares, if he has anything to declare.

1 12. trans. To clear (a person) of a charge or

imputation. Obs.

1460 Paston Lett. No. 347 I. 508 [We were] mistrusted to

our grete vilanye and rebuke, wheche muste be answerd

the causes why, and we declared. 1463-4 Plutnpton Corr.

p. Ixx, Our welbeloved William Plompton Kt. hath truly,

sufficiently, & clearly declared himself of all manner
matters that have been said or surmised against him, &
so we hold him thereof for fully excused & declared.

Declared (drkle->-ad), ///. a. [f. prec. + -ED.]

Openly or formally made known by words or

something equivalent ; openly avowed, professed.
1651 HOBBES Leviath. n. xxviii. 163 Harme inflicted upon

one that is a declared enemy. 1722 WodrowCorr. (18431 ''

661, I was glad to observe a declared inclination to write

the lives of our remarkably learned men. 1781 GIBBON Decl.

$ F. III. 92 Declared and devout Pagans. 1828 SCOTT

F. M. Perth xxv, A declared lover. 1884 Pall Mall G.

2 Sept. 8/1 The present condition of affairs is most trying,

and a declared state of war would be preferable.

Declaredly (d/lde>redli), adv. [f. prec. +

-LV
'*.]

In a declared manner ;
with formal declara-

tion ; professedly, avowedly, etc.

1644 J. GOODWIN Innoc. Triumph. (1645) 44 Many by

being declaredly ingag'd for such or such an opinion. 1664

MORE Myst. Inia. xiii. 42 They apertly
and declaredly pro-

fess that there is only one true God. 1748 RICHARDSON
Clarissa (1811) I. 10 Had not her uncle brought him de-

claredly as a suitor to her? 1844 H. II. WILSON Brit.

India III. 130 The states. .were not declaredly at war.

Decla'rediiess. rare. [f.
as prec. + -NESS.]

The state of being declared.

1846 WORCESTER cites MORE.

t DeclaTement. Obs. [f.
DKCLAIIE v. +

-MENT. Cf. OF. dedarenient (desclairiement, de-

clairemenr, 14-1 5th c. ; but this was app. obs.

when the Eng. word was formed.]
1. The act of showing or setting forth ; exposition,

explanation, manifestation, declaring.

1646 SIR T. BKOWNE Pseiitt. Ep. I. i, The frequent errors,

we shall our selves commit, even in the expresse declare-

ment hereof. 1665 GLANVILL Seeps. Set. xw. 78 For the

Declarement ol this, we are to observe [etc.].

2. Declaration, express or formal statement ; the

act of declaring against anything.
1633 T. ADAMS E.rp. 2 Peter ii. 3 When by our comfort-

able declarements, we have testified our assurance of blessed-

ness. 1679
' TOM TICKLEFOOT

' Trial Wakeman 7 A de-

clarement against shedding innocent blood.

Declarer (dflrfe^raj). [f.
DECLARE v. + -EH.]

1. One who declares : f a. One who expounds,

explains, or interprets. Obs.

1527 R. THORNE in Hakluyt Voy. (1589) 258 That I be the

declarer or gloser of mine owne worke. 1530 PALSGR. 212/1

Declarer, expounder, declarer, exposc-jr. a 1714 J. SHARP
Serin. VII. iv. (R.>, To be the infallible declarers and inter-

preters of the sense of Scripture to all the Christian world.

b. One who (or that whichl exhibits, sets

forth, or makes known ; one who proclaims or

publishes.
I548UDALL, etc. Erasm. Par. f.tii-n x\\ii. <R.), He became

. .an open declarer of Gods goodness. 1632 State Trials,

W. Prynne (R.), He is not the declarer of his intentions.

1670 F.ACHARD Cant. Clergy 06 Such as are His peculiar

servants, and declarers of His mind and doctrine. 1870
RUSKIN Lect. Art til (1887) 89 The declarer of some true

facts or sincere passions.

2. One who makes or signs a declaration.

1649 C. WALKER Hist. Independ. n. 144 The Declarers

play the Orators in behalfe of the felicity of Government.

1817 COBUETT I'ol. Keg. 8 Feb. 173 This is declaration for de-

claration .. But, my worthy Declarers, I am not going to

stop here.

3. One who declares at bezique.
1870 Mod. Hoyle 153 ( ISesiijue) The declarer cannot declare

Sequence and Royal Marriage at a blow.

Declaring (d/kleVrirj\ vbl. sb. [-INO'.] The
action of the verb DKCLABE in its various senses ;

declnration.
c 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. Ill x. (Camb. MS.) 72 Clepe it as

thow wolt, be it porisme. .or declarynges. c 1386 - - Mcnk's
T. 94 Lo, this declaryng ought y-nough suffise. 1530 PALSGR.

212/2 Declaryng of armes, blason. 16x1 BIBLE 2 Mace. vi.

17 And nowe will wee come to the declaring of the matter
in few words. 1612 BREREWOOD Lang, fy Reli^. xii. 108 For
ihe better declaring of which point. 1667 J. CORBET Disc.

AY//C". Kng. 40 Their hazardous declaring against the de-

signed Death of our late Soveraign.

DECLENSION.

Decla'ringly, adv. rare. In a manner that

declares, manifests, or demonstrates.

1581 NOVELL & DAY in Confer, i. (1584) Ii iv, Fides jiisti-

ficat apprehcnsiuc, faith doth iustifie apprehendingly, opera

inslificant dcclnratitte, workes doe iustifie declarin^ly.

Declass (dz"kla-s), v. [a. mod. I'", dtdasser, f.

..V-, des- (see Du- I. 6) + classe class, classer to

class.] trans. To remove or degrade from one's

class. Hence Declassed ///. a. (
= F. t/iltlasse').

1888 Pall Mall Budget_ 5 July 30/2 Mrs. E, who dcclasses

herself once for all by painting her face. 1891 New Review

June 563 The declassed Judith Marsetl.

Declassicize, declassify: see DE- II. i.

Declension (di'kle'njan). [Represents L. de-

clination-em i

;n. of action f. ticclinare to DECLINE),
F. diclinaison (isth c.). The form is irregular,

and its history obscure : possibly it came from the

F. word, by shifting of the stress as in comparison,

orison, benison, and loss of f, as in venison, ven son,

giving dedinson (cf. 1565 in 4), with subsequent as-

similative changes ;
the grammatical sense was the

earliest, and the word had no doubt a long collo-

quial existence in the grammar schools before the

English form appears in print. Cf. CONSTEB.]
_

I. 1. The action or state of declining, or deviating

from a vertical or horizontal position ; slope, in-

clination; a declining or sinking into a lower

position, as of the sun towards setting ; the dip of

the magnetic needle (" DECLINATION 8 a). ? Obs.

1640-4 LD. FINCH in Rushw. Hist. Coll. in. (1692) I. 13

To make us steer between the Tropicks of Moderation, that

there be no declension from the Pole of Security, a 1659

OSBORN Q. Eliz. Epist. D d iv b, The ignorant Traveller

may see by the Dial, the Time is in a declension. 1684^
T. BURNET Th. Earth (J.), Allow as much for the declension

of the land from that place to the sea. 1764 GRAINGER Sugar
Cane l iii. note, The declension of the needle was discovered

A. D. 1492 by Columbus. 1799 W. TOOKE Vina Rtiss. Emp.
I. 67 The northern part, .has a sensible declension towards

the White Sea. 1802-3 tr - Pallas' Trail. (1812) II. 201

This elevated ridge extends, with gradual declensions.,

towards the sea.

2. Jig. Deviation or declining from a standard ;

falling away (from one's allegiance), apostasy.
1594 SHAKS. Rich. Ill, in. vii. 189 A Beautie-waining ..

Widow . . Seduc'd the pitch, and height of his degree, To
base declension, and loath'd Bigamie. 1647 CLARENDON Hist.

Retr. vii. (1843! 432/1 A declension from his own rules of life.

c 1665 MRS. HUTCHINSON Mem. Col. Htitchinson (1846) 336
All their prudent declensions saved not the lives ofsome nor

the estates of others. 1814 CAKY Dante, Parad. IV. 69 That
. is argument for faith, and not For heretic declension.

1881 W. R. SMITH Old Test, in Jew. Ch. xii. 344 The declen-

sions of Israel had not checked the outward zeal with which

Jehovah was worshipped.
3. The process or state of declining, or sinking

into a lower or inferior condition ; gradual

diminution, deterioration, or decay; falling off,

decline.
1602 SHAKS. Ham. n. ii. 149 He . .Fell into a Sadnesse. .

thence into a Weaknesse, Thence to a Lightnesse, and by
this declension Into the Madnesse whereon now he raues.

1660 JER. TAYLOR Worthy Cotmimn. ii. i. 115 In the

greatest declension of Religion. 1677 Goiit. Venice^ Kp. Ded.

i The State of Venice is at this day in its declension. 1734
tr. Rollin's Anc. Hist. (1827) I. Pref. i The causes of their

declension and fall. 1874 MAURICE Friendship Bks. ii. 55

Symptoms of declension or decay.

b. Sunken or fallen condition.

1642 JER. TAYLOR Episc. (1647) 214 It hath . . come to so low

a declension, as it can scarce stand alone. 1734 tr. Rollins

Anc. Hist. (1827) VII. XVH. 345 Till Sparta sunk to her

last declension. 1776 ADAM SMITH W. N. i. xi. I. 213 The
declension of Spain is not, perhaps, so great as is commonly
imagined.

II. 4. Gram. a. The variation of the form of a

noun, adjective, or pronoun, constituting its different

cases (see CASE sb.^ 9) ; case-inflexion, b. Each

of the classes into which the nouns of any language
are grouped according to their inflexions. C. The
action of declining, i.e. setting forth in order the

different cases of, a noun, adjective, or pronoun.
1565-78 Cool'ER Thesaurus Introd., Substantives may be

perceyved by their gender and declenson. 1569 J.
SANFORD

tr. Agrippa's Van. Artcs 10 Rules of Declensions. 1598

SHAKS. Merry W. iv. i. 76 Show me now (William' some

declensions of your Pronounes. 1612 BRINSLEV Lttd. Lit. 58

The seueral terminations of euery case in euery Declension.

1640 G. WATTS tr. Bacon's Adv. Learn, vi. i. (R.), Ancient

languages were more full of declensions, cases, conjuga-

tions, tenses, and the like. 1845 STODDART in Encycl.

16 344 '

of -o stems.

f d. Formerly, in a wider sense : Change of the

form or of the ending of a word, as in derivation.

(Cf. note under CASE sli.*- 9.) Obs. rare. [So L.

declinatio in early use.]

1678 CUDWORTH Iiitcll. Sysi. 524 The God . . was called not

Rellmu but Belltma . .not Cuna but Cnnina . . At other times,

this was done without any Declension of the Word at all.

III. 5. The action of declining; courteous

refusal, declinature. rare.

1817 BYRON Let. to Murray 21 Aug., You want a '

civil . .

declension 'for the., tragedy? 1886 Echo isNov. 3/1 Prince

Waldemar's declension.



DECLENSIONAL.

Declensional 'l/kle-iijanal), a. [I. prec. +

-AI,.] Of or belonging to gianimalical declension.
1856 .fat. KIT. II.

|l
r II,. \]:.:mi.in il. . I,-n .ioiud in-

)] < tions. 1875 WlllTNKV /-//( l.lllll;. X. 200 Conjugation. ,1

and declensional inflections.

llcncc Decle nsionally ai/v.

1888 Ruvs llil'lvrl /., tares 69 This taian docs not cor-
respond dadeniaonally i<> TaianU.

Declericalize, decliruatizo : see DK- II. i.

Declinable "l/kbi-nal/l
,
a. [a. F. declinable

(i^tlt c.J, ad. L. i/,
7
, linCMlis (J'riscian), f. dtclina-re

to DECLINE : see -IILK.] dram. Capable ol being
declined ; having case-inflexions.

1530 I'ALSGR. 135 Any word dcclynable in this long. 1659
I'KARSONOrf(i839) 342 The latter with a Greek termin-
ation, declinable. 1871 Rouv Lnl. Cram. I. g 795 Declin-
able adjectives of number.

Decimal (d/kbi-nal), sfi. rare- 1
,

[f. DECLINE
v. (sense 13) : cf. denial and -AL.] The action of

declining ; courteous refusal, declinature.

1837 SIB F. PALGRAVE Merck, fy Friar (1844) 2 The
decimals were grounded upon reasons neither unkind nor
uncomplimentary.

tDecli'nal, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [irreg. f. DE-

1509 HAWKS rust. Pleas, v. xxvii, A nowne substantyve
..wyth a gender js declynall [rime suhtancyall].

Declinant (de-klinant), a. and sb. fa. F. d{-

tlinant, pr. pple. of dkliner to DECLINE.]
A. adj. 1. Her. '

Applied to a serpent borne
with the tail straight downwards' (Robson, Brit.

Herald, 1830).
2. Declining, nonce-use.

1893 National Observer 20 May 17/2 Auriga, .drooped
declinant, perilously near the horizon.

fB. sb. One who is declining (in fortunes, etc.).
01734 NORTH Lives II. 64 The aspirant dealt with all

imaginable kindness and candour to the declinant.

Decimate (de-klinA), a. Sot. [ad. L. dfcK-

nat-us, pa. pple. of decltnare to bend away or

down.] Inclined downwards or leaning to one side.
1810 W. ROXBURGH in Asiatic Res. XI. 346 Zinziber

Zerumbct . . Stems decimate. 1870 HOOKER Stud, flora 235
Stamens, .erect or declinate.

t De'dinated, a.
[f. as prec. + -EI>.]

=-
prec.

7S7 PI-I.TNEY in Phil. Trans. L. 66 The Atropa comes in

among those, that have declinated stamina.

Declination (deklln^-Jaa), [a. OF. dtdina-
fifftt, ad. L. declination-em, n. of action f. tfcclinare

to DECLINK. In some senses perh. a direct adap-
tation of the L. word.] The action of declining.
1 1. A turning aside, swerving, deviation from a

standard
; turning aside (from rectitude, etc.) ;

fall-

ing away; -DECLENSION 2. Ol>S,

. *S33 MORK Ansiv. roysoned Bk. Wks. 1035/2 Declinacion
into foule and filthy talking. 1605 UACON Adv. Learn, it.

128 The declinations from Religion. 1659 HAMMOND On
/V. ci. 3. 406 The least declination from the rules of justice.
1673 Lady s Call, \. 3. 24 The declinations to any vice are

gradual. 18x4 SOUTHKY Roderick x. Poems IX. 94 The
slight bias of untoward chance Makes his best virtue from
the even line, With fatal declination, swerve aside.

t 2. An inclination or leaning (away from or fo-

wan/s anything) ; a mental bias. Obs.
a 1605 STOW Q. Elis. an. 1581 |R.), Letters, .signefying the

queen's declination from marriage, and the people's unwill-

ingness to match that way. 1622 DONNE Serttt, (1624) 15
Satnt Augustine himself had, at first, some declination to.
wards that opinion.
8. A leaning, bending, or sloping downwards;

slope, inclination from the vertical or horizontal

position.
1594 PLAT yetwtt-ho. n. 16 Let it settle, .then by declina-

tion poure away the cleerest. 16x6 ISt'LLOKAR, Declination^
a bonding downcward. i66a Si ILLINGFL. Orie. Sacr. in. ii.

S 16 For this purpose he invented a motion of declination. .

he supposed, .the descent not to be in a perpendicular right
line, but to decline a little. 1174* IiicNTi,tv (J.\ This de-
clination of atoms in their descent, was itselfeither necessary
or voluntary. 1816 SCOTT Antiq. xiii, A declination of the

Antiquary's stiff backbone acknowledged the preference.
1846 JOYCK Set. piu?: x. 23 A small declination. -would
throw the line of direction out of the base.

f4. A sinking into a lower position ; descent
towards setting ;

=DECMNlNii vbL sb. 4. Obs.

1503 HAWKS l-'.xatnp. I'irt. i. 5 In Septembre in fallynge
of the lefe Whan phebus made his declynacyon. 1630 j.
TAYLOR (Water P.) Trav. Wks. in. 84/2 Beeingaman famous
through Europe, Asia, Affricke, and America, from the
Oriental! exhaltation of Titan, to his Occidental declination.

t 5. The gradual falling off from a condition of

prosperity or vigour ; decline ; decay. Obs.

*533 MORE A/>oL xvui. Wks. 878/2 In this declinacion of
the worlde, 1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesit i. vi. (Arb.) 27
Then aboules began the declination of the Romain Empire.
it 1638 M i.i>K I'few Aj>oc. Wks. 1 1672) v. 923 His Declination
ami Kuinc we see is already begun. 1673 H. STUBBE I'ind.

t^ittih, \Varfa The declination of antient Learning. 1799
WASHINGTON Let. Writ. (1803) XIV. 191 Although I have
abundant cause to be thankful for. .good health . . yet I am
not insensible to my declination in other respects.

1 6. The withholding of acceptance ; non-accept-

ance, modest or courteous refusal ;
declinature.

1612-5 BP. HALL Contempl. O. T. XH.V, A modest declina-

tion of that honour, which he saw must come. Contemfl.
A". T, iv. x, A voluntary declination of their familiar con-
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1884 /',.// .Malt <;. 21 Aug. 5 i |The author)
must excuse our declination to accept as possible characters
"' "V 1 -stem, people so unnatural.
7. ./>//('//. 'Hie angular distance of a heavenly

liorly noith or south i from the celestial eijiinl,,!,
measured on a meridian passing through the body:
corresponding to terrestrial latitude. Formeily

;
also the angular distance from the ecliptic.
(The earliest and now most usual sense.)
Circle atparallelofdeclination : see CIRCLE i a, PARALLUL.
f'3*4 CHAUCER I'rankl. /'. 518 Phebus. .That in hiihoote

i declyuacion Shoon as the burned gold with stremcs brighle.
< 1391 Astro/, i. s 17 In this heued of Can.er i-, the

|
grettest declinacioun northward of the Sonne. IHtt. i\, I i-j
AI be it so pat fro. the Equinoxial may the declinacion or the
latitude of any body celestial be rikned..riht so may the
latitude or the declinacion of any body celestial, saue only
of the sonne . . be rekned fro the Kcliptik lync. 1549 Comfl.
Scot. vi. 47 The mouyng, eleualione, and declinationeof the
sone, mune, and of the sternis. 1594 BLUNDEVIL E.rerc. n.

(ed. 7)113 The greatest declination which is 23 degrees, sis'.

1704 SULLIVAN firm Nat. I. 390 In consequence of the
different declinations of the sun and moon at different times.
1816 PLAYFAIR Nat. /'til. II. 7 The arch of that circle inter-

cepted between the star and the Equator is called the De-
clination of the star. 1871 PROCTOR Ess. Astro*. \. 3 To
Herschel astronomy was not a matter of right ascension and
declination.

8. Of the magnetic needle : fa. Formerly, the
DIP or deviation from the horizontal (ats.) ; b.
the deviation from the true north and south line,

esp. the angular measure of this deviation
;
also

called VARIATION.
1635 N. CARPENTER Gcog. Del. i. iii. 66 The Declination is

a magneticall motion, whereby the magneticall needle con-
Herts it selfe vnder the Horizontal! plaine, towards the Axis
of the Earth. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE I'seuj. /if. n. ii. 61 The
Inclination or Declination of the Loadstone ; that is, the
descent of the needle below the plaine of the I lorizon. 1865
LIVINGSTONE Zambesi vL 133 Mag^netical observations, for

ascertaining the dip and declination of the needle. 1878
HUXLEY t'hysiag. i. 10 The divergence of the position of ine
magnetic needle from the true north-and-south line is called
its declination, or by nautical men, its variation.

8. Dialling. Of a vertical plane (e.g. that of a

wall) : The angular measure of its deviation from
the prime vertical (the vertical plane through the
cast and west points of the horizon), or from the
meridian (that through the north and south points).
'593 [e DECLINE v. 2 b]. 1669 STURMY Mariner's Mag.

vii. vi. ii The Declination of a Plane is the Azimuthal
Distance of his Poles from the meridian. 1703 MOXON Mcch.
Excrc. 314 If it do not point directly either East, West,
North, or South, then so many degrees is the Declination of
the Plane. 1737-51 CHAMBERS Cycl., Declination of a plane,
or wall, in dialling.

1 10. Cram. - DECLENSION 4. 06s.
c 1440 CArGRAVE Life St. Kath, I. i. 259 To teche hir of

retoryk and gramer the scole . . The declynacions, be per-
sonys, the modys, be tens. 1530 PALSGR. Introd. 29 Pro-
nownes of the fyrst declynation. 1603 FLORIO Montaigne
i. xxv. (1632) 85 We did tosse our declinations, and con-
jugations to and fro, 1751 SMOLLETT Per. Pic. (1779) L xii.

105 A perfect ignoramus, who scarce knows the declination
of musa.
11. attrib. and ( 'oinb. , as declination-circle, -needle.

1854 MOSKLEY Astron. ix. (ed. 4)41 Declination-circles are
those great circles which pass round the heavens from one
pole to the other. 1870 R. M. FERGUSON Eltdr. 19 Instru-
ments for determining magnetic declinations are called
declination needles or declinometers.

Declina'tional, a. [f prec. + -AL.] Relating
to declination.
1881 J. G. BARNARD in Smithsonian Contrib. A'titnuf. No.

310. 15 Absence of right ascension and declinational motions
of the attracting body.

Declinator '

(de-kluvilaa). [agent-n. on L.

type f. U declinare to DEC-LINK. F. Jdclinateur,]
1 1. One who declines or refuses ; a dissentient ;

also = DECI.INEB 2. Obs.
1606 lip. W. BARLOW Serm. (1607) Aiva, Declinators

from their lawful Princes tribunal!, it 1670 HACKET A Pf.
Williams \\. (1692) 65 The vctes of the declinators could
not be heard for the noise.

2. Dialling. An instrument for determining the

declination of planes.
17*7-51 CHAMBERS Cycl., Declinator m Declinatory, an

instrument in dialling, whereby the declination, inclination,
and rcclination, of planes is determined.

t Declinator- (d/kbi-natai), a. and sb. Sc.

l.ato. Obs. Also 7 -our. [Sc. repr. of F. tUcli-

natoire : see DECLJNATOHY.]
A. en//. In exception declinalour-= B. B. sb. A

written instrument declining the jurisdiction of a

judge or court.

1609 SKENE /?<. Mai. 113 Exceptions declinatours against
the Judge. 1639! title). Declinator and Protestation of the

Archbishops and Bishops of the Church of Scotland. 1681
l.ontl. Gax. No. 1651/4 The same day were likewise past,

' An Act gainst Protections, An Act against Declinators.

1733 NEAL Hist. Purit. II. 324 The Bishops Declinator
being read, was unanimously rejected.

Declinatory ;<l/kl.->i-nat3ri , a. and sb. [ad.
med.l.. ileclinatori-us (f. ppl. stem declinat- of de-

clindre : see -OBV), in the legal expression exceplio
dcclinatc'rin, in F. exception cUclinaloirc. French
has also the sb. use (1381 in Hatzf.).]
A. atlj. That declines (sense 1 3) ; expressing

refusal. Declinatory plea (Law) : a plea intended

DECLINE.
"W that the jarty was exempt from the jnn-

iliction of the rotirt, or from the penally of tin
l.i w

; abolished in

1673 MARVEI.L C ." 1872-5 II. 412 Return an
uuwr. .in civill but declinatory way. 1769 HLACUTOMC
Lontm. I\ . 327 Formerly . ihe U-nelit of clergy uied I.. IK:

pleaded bcfon: tri.,1 i
t an(J was called a declin-

atory plea. 1848 WIIARTON /.,. .natory flea,a p ea of sanctuary, also pleading benefit of clergy before
tnal or conviction.

B. sb. 1. Law. A
declinatory plea.

a 1693 UROUUAUT Karvlau 111. xxxix. 326 Declinalories
IFr. ae.liHatnins}. Anticipatorics. a 1734 SOUTH /.ires
(1826) I. 342 I hey had a declinatory of course : viz.

' That
matters of Parliament were too high for them'.
ta. J^iaUing. ^DECLINATUK 1 3. Obs.
1703 Moxos Mtck. E.ren. 311 If the Situation of the

Plane be not iven, you must seek it . . the readiest and
easiest [way] is by an Instrument called a Declinatory.
1717-51 K-c DKCUNATOR' 2).

Declinature (d/kbi-natim). [f. L. type de-

cltnalfira, f. ppl. stem ctecltnat- : see -DBE. In sense
i perha|>s a '

rectification
'

of DKCLINATOK *.]
1. Sc. Law. A formal plea declining to admit

the jurisdiction of a conrt or tribunal ; spec.
' the

privilege which a party has in certain circumstances
to decline judicially the jurisdiction of the judge
before whom he is cited* (Bell) : = DECLINATOB^,
DECLINATORY sb. i.

1637 50 Row Hist. Kirk (1842) 321 He had given in a de-
clinature, containing reasons why he could not acknowledge
that judiratorie to be lawful!. 1630 BAILLIB l.el. to II'.

Sfang 28 Sept., Topasse from his declinature of the General!
Assemblie. 1754 ERSKINE I'ritu. Sc. /.aw (1809) 19 The
defender pleads a declinature, which is repelled. iMl
W. BELL Diet. Law Scot. 258/2 The relationship of the

judge to one or both of the parties is a ground of de-
clinature. 1883 GARDINER Hist. Eng. 1. 60 Black . . having
once more declined its jurisdiction, a forma! resolution was
passed to the effect that . . the Court refused to admit the
declinature.

2. gen. The action of declining or refusing;
courteous refusal.

1841 ALISON Hist. Euroft (1853) XIV - *cv. f ">4.
This

second declinature irritated the government in the highest
degree. 1881 A. B. BRICE Parat. Teaching (1880) 504 It was
nothing more than a declinature to be burdened with their

neighbours' affairs. 1885 Majuh. E.ram. 15 June 5/5 The
reported declinature of office by the Marquis of Salisbury.

Decline (dfkbi n), sb. Also 4 declyn, 5 de-

olyne. [a. F. cUclin, f. cUcliner to DECLINE.]
L The process of declining or sinking to a weaker

or inferior condition ; gradual loss of force, vigour,

vitality, or excellence of quality ; falling off, decay,
diminution, deterioration. On the decline: in a

declining state ; declining, falling off.

ij7 in Pol. Songs (Camdeni 154 AI hit cometh in declyn
this gigelotes Keren, c 1430 LYIX;. Throes in. (R.), The
high noblesse shall draw to decline Of Greekes blood. 1638
C. ALKVN Hat. Hen. I 'II, 138 When Bodies cease to grow,
'tis the presage Of a decline to their decrepit Age. 1711
STEELE Sfert. No. 78 P4 The Lady had actually lost one
Kye, and the other was very much upon the Decline. 1766
GOLDSM. I'ie. II'. xxviii, The decline of my daughter's
health. 1776 GIBBON (title). History of the Decline and
Fall of the Roman Empire. 1844 H. H. WILSON Brit.
Inttia III. 436 The ascendancy, decline, and final overthrow
of the Mahrattas. 189* Latv Tinus XC1I. 138 i It is said
that reading in barristers' chambers is on the decline.

b. Fallen or sunken condition, rare.

1705 STANHOPE Parafhr. I. 108 In the lowest Decline of

Oppression and Disgrace, be was in no degree less worthy
of Veneration than when in his highest Glory.

c. A gradual failure of the physical powers, as
in the later years of life.

1770 LANGHORNE Plutank (1879) I. 85 j Numa . . wasted
away insensibly with old age and a gentle decline. 1801
Mat. "Jrnl. V. 545 A gradual decline had apparently begun.

d. Any disease in which the bodily strength
gradually fails ; esp. tubercular phthisis, consump-
tion.

1783 Genii. Maf. I.III. IL 1066 [Died] at his brother's at
Knfield, of a deep decline, by bursting a blood-vessel in

coughing. 1790 MAD. D'ARBLAY Diary Dec., A general
opinion that I was falling into a decline. 1845 S. AUSTIN
Kante's Hist. Kef. I. 28s He fell into a rapid decline, and
died prematurely. 1857 HeuiiKs Tom Broom n. i, She said
one of his sisters was like to die of decline. 188* Syd. Sof.

Lex., Decline, .applied to the later stages of phthisis pul-
monalis. Also, a term for the condition formerly called Tapes.

e. Comm. A downward movement or gradual
fall in price or value.

1885 Manch. Guardian 20 July 5 5 The decline in the
value of labour has not hitherto kept pace with that of
commodities and property. 1887 Daily Sews 23 Feb. 2/6,

560 bags Dcmcrara syrups at 6d decline. 1893 Ihiii. 25 Dec.
7/1 The market was weak, but declines were unimportant.
2. Of the sun or day : The action of sinking to-

wards its setting or close.

14 . . Epif-h. in Tutu/ale's Vis. 103 Westryni; or drawyng
to declyne. 1590 GREENE Orl. Fur. (18*1) in Where
Phicbus. .kisses Thetis in the days decline. 1667 MILTON
/*. L. IV. 792 This Evening from the Sun's decline arriy'd.
1817 POLLOK Course T. x, At dawn, at mid-day, and decline,

b. In the decline of life there is a mixture of

senses I and i.

171 1 STEELE Spect. No. 2 P 5 A Gentleman who according to
his Years should lie in the Decline of his Life. i848.MACAi-i.AY
Hist. Eitg. I. 260 The king and his heir were nearly of the
same age. Both were approaching the decline of life.



DECLINE.

3. A downward incline, a slope, rare.

1538 LEUND Itiu. II. 46 Farington, standing in a stony
Ground in the Decline of an Hille. 1844 Mech. Mag. XL.

397 The frii^htfu! precipitation of a railway train down a
decline. 1859 R. F. UURTON Centr. Ajr. in Jrnl. GlOf.Sx.
XXIX. 237 i On the declines, more precipitous than Swiss

terraces, manioc and cereals grow luxuriantly.

Decline (dsfklsin), v. Also 4-6 declyne.

[a. K. (Uclim-r (Chans. Roland nth c.), ad. L.

dfrlindre to turn or bend away or aside from the

straight course, etc., f. DE- I. 2 + -clindre (in

comb.) to bend, cognate with Gr. K\iv-uv to bend,

and Tent. *hlinSjan, OSax. hlittdn to lean. In

the sense-development the prefix de- has also been

taken in the sense
' down ', of which there is little

trace in L. declindre,~]

I. Intransitive senses. * To turn aside, deviate.

f 1. To turn or bend aside ;
to deviate (from the

straight course) ; to turn away. Obs.

1325 E. E. A Hit. P. A. 333 Now rech I neuer for to

declyne, Ne how fer of folde pat man me fleme. 14. .Epiph.
in Twiddle's Vis. 122 No thyng may be hyd from thy

presence Ne from thyne eye declyne ne astart. 1483 CAX-
TON Gold. Leg. 65/4 Daniel said what haue I doo. .and de-

clyned fro hys brother to other of the peple. 1555 EDEN
Decades i Colonus directynge his visage towarde the weste

i. (1704) 62 A line, .much declining from the Object. 1703
MAUNDRELL Journ. Jems. (1732) 57 Here we began to de-

cline from the Sea-Coast. 1778 BP. LOWTH Transl. Isaiah

(ed. 12) 55 Turn aside from the way; decline from the

straight path. 1839 LINGARD Hist. Eng. (ed. 4) XI. 286 The
few individuals who ventured abroad.,when they met, de-

clined on opposite sides, to avoid the contact of each other,

f b. To turn aside from (anything) so as to

avoid it : cf. the trans, sense in 12. Obs.

\&& Pilgr. Per/.(W. de W. 1531) 93 b, We can not beare y
presence of our neyghbour. . but declyne from his company.
1563 FOXE A. fy M. 723 b, Naturally euery creature declineth

gladly from that thyng which goth about to hurt it.

f2. a. Astron. and Geog. To deviate, diverge, or

fall away from the equator (formerly also, from the

ecliptic) ; to have DECLINATION (sense 7). Obs.

c 1391 CHAUCER Astrol. I. 21 Pat on half [of the Zodiac]
declmtth sowthward, & j>at other northward. Ibid. n. 17
The Ecliptic lyne : fro which lyne alle Planetes som tyme
declinen north or south. 1634 SIR T. HERBERT Tram. 200

Java is an He. .declining seven degrees from the Equator
towards the Antarctique Pole. 1726 tr. Gregory's Astron.
I. 331 At London the least Twilight is when the Sun declines

from the Equator towards the South 6d 7'.

*t*
b. Dialling. Of a vertical plane : To have an

aspect oblique to the prime vertical or to the

meridian ;
to have DECLINATION (sense 9). Obs.

1593 FALE Dialling 4 The East and West are not said to

decline, because the declination is accounted from the south

and North to the direct East and West points. 1669
STURMY Mariners Mag. vn. x. 15 AB is a Wall or Plane

declining East, .so much as the Wall bendeth from the East

Azimuth, so much doth his Pole at P decline or bend from the

Meridian. 1703 MOXON Mech. Exerc. 311 The South Erect

Plane, declining more or less towards the East or West.

f C. Of the magnetic needle : To deviate from

the true north and south line ; cf. DECLINATION 8.

1662 J. DAVIES tr. Olearius* Voy. Ambass. 180 In that

place the needle declin'd 22 degrees from the North, to-

wards the West. 1674 BOYLE Excell. Theol. n. v. 215 The
magnetick needle not onely declining in many places from
the true points of N. and S. but.. varying in tract of time
its declination in the self-same place.

t 3. Jig. To turn aside in conduct
; esp. to swerve

or fall away (from rectitude, duty, allegiance, in-

structions, etc.). Obs.
c 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. iv. vii. 145 Of hem bat eschewen

and declinen fro vices and taken be weye of vertue. c 1450
tr. De Imitations \. xx. 24 Ner lete hem not H^tly decline
to outwarde consolacions. 1495 Act n Hen. f7//, c. i 2

Persones . . which shall hereafter declyne from . . their seid

alliegeaunce. ? 1507 Contniunyc. B iij, Alas why . . so un-

kyndly from hym declyne That is our god so gracyous.
1558 KNOX First Blast (Arb.) 31 Frome the highest to the

lowest, all were declined frome the. a 1580 Farranfs
Anthem^

*

Lord, for thy tender -mercies' sake', Give us

grace to amend our sinful lives, to decline from sin and in-

cline to virtue. 1611 BIBLE Ps. cxix. 157 Yet doe I not de-

cline from thy testimonies. 1728 NEWTON Chronol. Amended
vi. 352 They declined from the worship of this Eternal
Invisible God. 1749 F. SMITH Voy. II. 201 He had formed
a Design, .of declining from his Instructions.

f b. To turn aside from the subject, in speaking
or writing ; to digress. Obs.

1544 PHAER Regim.Lyfe (1560) Nvb, Here I have de-
clined by occasion, but now to our intent. 1600 HOLLAND
Livy ix. xvii. 325 a, I have nothing lesse sought,, than to

digresse and decline \declinareni\ more than was needfull,
from the order and course ofmine historic.

f c. Of things : To diverge, deviate (in character,

excellence, etc.)/w. Obs.

1615 G. SANDYS Trav. 12 There is a Bannia, which little

declines from the state of a Temple. 1632 J. HAYWAHD tr.

Biondfs Eromena 174 Nor doth thy last alleaged excuse . .

decline any whit from thy other reasons.

f 4. fig. To incline or lean to. Obs.

1541 R. COPLAND Gitydwi's Quest. Chirurg.^ 1 1 is set in the

myddes of the brest, nat declynynge to one parte more than
to another. 1580 FRAMPTON Monardes' Med. agst. Venome
127 The Bezaar stone is.. full of spottes, declining to the

colour of a sad blewe. Dial, \~ron 151 b, Yron..doth
more decline to be hot than colde, 1590 SHAKS. Com. Err.
III. ii. 44 Your weeping sister is no wife of mine-.Farre
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more, farrc more, to you doe I decline, a 1636 HOLLAND
(Webster), That purple luster, .declineth in the end to the

color of wine. 1671 tr. Palafox's Ccnij. China xi. 230 It

was quickly perceived to which side the victory declined,

If Not to consent or agree (to do something} ;
to

refuse. Sec sense 13.
** To slope, incline, or bend downward.

5. To deviate from the horizontal or vertical

position ;
to have a downward inclination, to slant

or slope downward.
c 1420 Pallad, on Husb. \. 298 On south and este se that

it [the land] faire enclyne..But from the coldeSeptemptrion
declyne. 1607 TOPSELL Four-f. Beasts (1658) 159 Some
plain place, .declining by the space of some four or five

furlongs. 1665 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (1677) 152 The ground
on each side declining gently. 1725 DE FOE Voy. round
World (1840) 258 The way., having first mounted gently
a pleasant slope declined again. 1843 PRESCOTT Mexico

(1850) I.
5
Table land which .. gradually declines in the

higher latitudes of the north.

6. To bend down, bow down, droop.
a 1400-50 Alexander 2289 (Dubl. MS.)

'

Mylouely Lord ',

quod j?e lede, and law he declynes. 1598 ROWLANDS Betray-
ing ofChrist 4 As a fruitfull tree the more it is fruitladen,

the more it declineth. a 1612 DONNE Biathan. (1644) IQO

Our heads decline after our death by the slackness of the

sinews and muscles. 1632 LITHGOW Trav. n. 49 The weari-

some creatures of the world declining to their rest, 1749
FIELDING Tom "Jones vi.

yiii,
His eyes were eagerly fixed

on Sophia, and hers declining towards the ground. 1891
T. HARDY Tess I. 10 Declining from his sitting position . .

[he] stretched himself, .among the daisies.

f7. To come down, fall, descend, sink. Obs.

rt 1400-50 Alexander 2714 (Ashm. MS.) He bat enhansis

him to heje, be heldire he declynes. 1602 SHAKS. Ham, n.

ii. 500 His Sword Which was declining on the Milkie head
Of Reuerend Priam, seem'd i' the air to stick.

fb. To descend in lineage. Obs. rare.

1598 YONG Diana 98 On th' one side Dukes most excellent

decline, And from the other scepter, throne, and crowne.

8. Of the sun or other heavenly body : To descend

in the sky after culmination ;
to sink towards setting.

^1430 LYDG. Compl. Bl. Knt. xcii, Er that thy bemes go
up to declyne, And er that thou now go fro us adoune. 1513
DOUGLAS JEneis x. xiv. 194 Be this the son declynyt was
almost. 1607 ROWLANDS Fain. Hist, 22 The Sun declines,

day ancient grows. 1812 WOODHOUSE Astron. xxx. 299 As
the Moon, having passed the meridian, declines. 1837
DISRAELI Venetia i. h, The sun was beginning to decline.

b. transf. Said of the day (evening, etc.), also

Jig. of one's life : To draw towards its close.

^Often with mixture of sense 10.)

1697 [see DECLINING ///. a. 3]. 1704 F. FULLER Med.

Gymn. (1711) 108 When People decline in Years, there are

some extraordinary Means requisite. 1724 DE FOE Mem.
Cavalier (1840) 146 The day declined. 1770 LANGHORNE
Plutarch (1879) 1.

152/1
The summer was now declining. 1871

R. ELLIS Catullus Ixi. 94 The day declines. Forth, fair bride.

Q.Jlg. To fall morally or in dignity, to sink (to

evil courses, etc., or to an unworthy object).

(Now only literary, and after Shaks.)
[.- 1440 GestaRom, Ixiv. 279 (Add. MS.) But that in no wise

from hens forward he declyn to synne agayn. 1579 FULKE
Heskins* Parl, 485 Many of the elect do decline to vices.]

1602 SHAKS. Ham, i. v. 50 Oh Hamlet, what a falling off

was there, From me, whose lone was of that dignity . . and
to decline Vpon a wretch, whose Naturall gifts were poore
To those of mine. 1667 MILTON P. L, xn. 97 Yet somtimes

Nations will decline so low From vertue. 1691 E. TAYLOR
Be/linen's Theos, Philos, xx. 30 The direful shameful state

Adam declined into. 1708 SWIFT Sent. Church ofEng. Matt,
He declines . . from his office of presiding over the whole, to

be the head of a party. 1842 TENNYSON Locksley Hall 43

Having known me to decline On a range of lower feelings

and a narrower heart than mine !

1O. Jig. To fall off or fail in force, vigour, or

vitality ;
to decay, wane, diminish, decrease ;

to fall

from prosperity or excellence, to deteriorate.

I530 PALSGR. 508/2 Whan thynges be at the hyghest, than

they begyn to declyne. 1577 tr. Bullinger*s Decades

(1592) 515 After the subuersion of Hierusalem the Romane
Empire began to decline. 1597 MORLEY Introd. Mus.
182 Your health, which I feare is already declining. 1607
SHAKS. Cor. i. i. 197 Who's like to rise, Who thriues, and

who declines. 1687 WALLER (J.), That empire must decline,

Whose chief support and sinews are of coin. 1697 DRYDEN

Virg. Georg. n. 435 When Autumnal Warmth declines.

1728 YOUNG Love Fame v. 517 She grants, indeed, a lady

may decline (All ladies but herself) at ninety-nine. 1818

JAS. MILL Brit. India II. v. viii. 675 The net territorial

revenues . . instead of increasing, had actually declined.

1852 MRS. STOWE Uncle Tom's C, xxvi, Eva after this

declined rapidly : there was no more any doubt of the event.

1888 M. ROBERTSON Lombard St. Myst. iv, Mr. Alldis had
declined considerably in his estimation.

II. Transitive senses.
* To cause to turn aside^ to avert

;
to turn aside

from, avoid, refuse.

f 11. To turn aside (lit. and/^0 : a. To avert.

^1430 LYDG, Bochas vi. iv. (1554) 1513, For remedies..
Was prouided theyr malice to declyne. 1606 HOLLAND

Sitetpn. Annot. 25 Counterfeiting a woman, thereby to

decline suspicion. 1638 COWLEY Love's Riddle v, Thanks
to the juster Deities for declining From both the Danger,
and from me the Sin. a 1661 FULLER Worthies (1840) HI.

422 Here Johnson lies : could physic fence Death's dart,
Sure death had been declined by his art. 1750 JOHNSON
Rambler No. 31 r 5 Subterfuges and evasions are sought to

decline the pressure of resistless arguments.

jb. To turn (a person) aside./hw* or to a course

of conduct, from duty, etc. ; to divert. Obs.
a 1555 LATIMER Serm, <y Rcm. (1845) 230 Of them which

decline their ear from hearing the law of God. 1610 DONNE

DECLINE.
Pscudo Martyr 185 The immensne.sse . . auerts me from

beleeuing it to bee just, ^o duuth this also decline me that

they will not bee brought to tell vs, etc. 1617 UFAUM. & FL.
Valent. in. i, Nor anyway decline you to discredit. 1633 BP.

HALL Hard Texts 175 When I w 11 doe good I am in the
meane while declined to evill. 1634 STRAFFORD in Brown-
ing Life (1890) 125 This alliance shall not decline me from
those more sovereign duties I owe my master. 1658 SLINGSBY

Diary (1$36) 207 Sundry disputes with sinewy Arguments
to decline my opinion.

f-
c. In physical sense : To cause to deviate, de-

flect (from a straight course, etc.)- Obs.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. n. ii. 59 Contrary poles or
faces attract each other, as the North the South, and the like

decline each other, as the North the North. 1692 BLNTLEY
Boyle Lect. ii. 71 A Eyas, that may decline it a little from
a straight Line. Ibid. 137 How can he conceive, that any
parcel of dead matter can spontaneously divert and decline

it self from the line of its motion.

fd. reft. To withdraw oneself, turn away. Obs.
a 1635 NAUNTON Fragm. Reg. (Arb.) 49 Rawleigh . .under-

took a new peregrination, to leave, .the Court, .and, by de-

clining himself, and by absence, to expell his, and the

passion of his enemies.

f* 12. To turn aside from
;
to get or keep out of

the way of
; to avoid, shun. Obs. ^or merged in 13.)

a 1400-50 Alexander 4263 All bat ouire mesure is to

mekill emell we declyne. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531)9
What company to vse, & whome to declyne and eschewe.

1607 TOPSELL Four-f. Beasts (16581 452 Except they meet

Jhem in some path way where the man cannot decline the

Beast, nor the Beast the Man. 1656 TRAPP Comm. Matt.
vii. 13 Certain dangerous rocks, .carefully to be declined.

1705 PURSHALL Mech. Macrocosm 145 In Autumn, when the

Sun declines us, and its Tendency is towards the Southern

Hemisphere, a 1711 KEN Preparatives Poet. Wks. 1721
IV. 49 Guilty sinners, self-condemn'd, Despairing to decline

their Fate. 1761 New Companion Fest. $ Fasts xx. 2. 177
When the fire of persecution breaks out among us, we have
our Lord's permission by all prudent and honourable
methods to decline it,

13. To turn away from (anything suggested or

presenting itself) as from a thing which one is un-

willing to take up, undertake, or engage in
;
to

withhold oneself from ; not to consent to engage
in, practise, or do. Now only with nouns ofaction :

to decline a discussion, contest, challenge, etc. : cf. c.

1631 Star Chamb. Cases (Camdeni 58 That Sr Arthur

Savage should humbly acknowledge that he had committed
a great offence. .Sr Arthur declyned this acknowledgement.
1643 SIR T. BBOWKEXtf&r. Med. i. 6, I have no Genius to

disputes in Religion, and have often thought it wisedome to

decline them. 1672 PETTY Pol. A nat. (1691) 320 Declining all

military means of settling and securing Ireland in peace and

plenty, c 1730 JOHNSON, Melissa . . gained the victory by
declining the contest. 1754 RICHARDSON Grandison I.

xxviii. 206 What must the man have been that had declined

his aid in a distress so alarming. 1786 BURKE W. Hastings
Wks. 1842 II. 187 Bristow, declining the violent attempt on
the life of Almas AH, deceitfully ordered by the said Warren
Hastings. 1793 Conduct of Minority ibid. I. 617 To
throw an odium upon those who were obliged to decline the
cause of justice

from their impossibility of supporting a
cause which they approve. 1806 SURR Winter in Land.
(ed. 3) I. ii The fisherman, .at one moment was on the point
of setting out for Brighton immediately, and the next de-

clined it till the morning. 1824 T. JEFFERSON Writ. (1830)
IV. 407, I decline all newspaper controversy. 1848 MACAU-
LAY Hist. Eng. xiv, They far more readily forgive a com-
mander who loses a battle than a commander who declines

one,

b. Not to consent or agree to doing, or to do

(something suggested, asked, etc.); hence, practic-

ally REFUSE: but without the notion of active

repulse or rejection conveyed by the latter word,
and therefore a milder and more courteous expres-
sion. (Constr. vbl. sb., inf. ;

also absol. or intr.)
a 1691 BOYLE (J.\ That would not be to render a reason of

the thing proposed, but, in effect, to decline rendering any.

1696 tr. Du Mont's Voy. Levant 288, I cannot reasonably
decline giving Credit to a Thing, .so often confirm'd. 1731

JOHNSON Rambler No. 143 P 14 Provided he declines to

tread in their footsteps. 1863 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. VI.

xvi. xv. 314, 1 declined satisfying his curiosity. 1891 Pall
Mall G. 12 Jan, 3/2 The Archbishop .. declined to accept
their apology. Mod. He was invited, but declined. Shall

we accept or decline?

c. Not to accept (something offered) ; implying

polite or courteous refusal.

1712 ADDISON (].\ She generously declined them [the

glories of this world], because she saw the acceptance of

them was inconsistent with religion. 1771 SMOLLETT Humph.
Cl. (L.), The squire said they could not decently decline his

visit. 1833 HT. MARTINEAU Manch. Strike vii. 84 Being
aware of this, Allen would have declined the gift. 1838
THIRLWALL Greece IV. xxxiii. 312 Arixus declined the ofler

of the Greeks. 1884 G. ALLEN Philistia 1 1 1. 18 Writing maga-
zine articles, .which were invariably declined with thanks.

f!4. Sc. Law. To refuse, disown, or formally

object to the jurisdiction of (a judge or court). Cf.

DECLINATOR-, DECLINATURE i. ? Obs.

c 1430 HENRYSON Tale ofDog 49 Thairfoir as juge suspect,
I yow declyne. 1638 Short Relat. State Kirk Scotl. ii

The Supplicants declined the Bishops from being their

ludges, as beeing now their parties, a 1715 BURNET Own
7Vw^ (18231 I. 193 He would not appear, but declined the

King and his council, who, he said, were not proper judges
of matters of doctrine. 1754 ERSKINE Princ. Sc. Law
(1809) 18 A judge may be declined, i.e. his jurisdiction dis-

owned judicially, i. ratione causa;, from his incompetency
to the special cause brought before him. 1861 W. BELL
Diet. Law Scot. s.v. Declinature, A judge who is a partner
in a trading company may be declined in a question where

the interest of that company is concerned.



DECLINED.

f 16. To abandon, forsake, give up ia practice).
167* PI-:TTY /'.'/. Anat. 368 As for the interest of these

poorer Irish, it U manifestly to be transmuted into English . .

so as to decline their langug* 1679 I'KNS AtMr. /'rut. 11.

74 The Christians had dacHh'd the Simplicity uf their own
Religion and grew Curious and Wanton. 1699 lU.su tv
rhal. 117 Herodotus, Dionysius Hatic. etc. had great reason
to decline the use of their vernacular Tongue, as improper
for History. 1749 IMEI.I>IN<; Tom Jones xiv. viii, Having
acquired a very good fortune, he had lately declined his
business.

** To cause to bend down, dcscendt or slope,
16. To bend down, bow down, lean.
a 1400-50 Alexander 5322 And hitterly on ilk side his

heued he declines, a 1547 SURREY Aeneitt iv. 339 Ne doth
decline to the swete sleepe her eyes. 1583 STUUHKS Anat.
Abits, i. (1879) 55 As they can verie hardly eyther stoupc
downe, or decline them selucs to thegrounde. 1697 POTTKR
Antiq. Greece iv.

y. 11715* 202 Another Token of Dejection
was, to decline their Heads upon their Hands. iSiaSouTHRY
Roderick xvii, He sate with folded arms and head declined

Upon his breast. 1856 HRYANT Avwi-, Summer Wind i\

The clover droops, .and declines its blooms.

t b. To move or direct obliauely downwards.
15- SPENSER 'J.

1

, And now fair Ph<cbus 'pan decline in

haste, His weary waggon to the western vale. 17*5 POPE
Oifyss, iv. 145 His good old Sire with sorrow to the tomb
Declines his trembling steps.

f!7. To lower, bring down, depress, bring low,

degrade, debase, lit. andyfe. Obs.
a 1400-50 Alexander 2334, I par pompe and J>aire pride

to poudire declined. 1599 DANIEL Let. Octavia Wks. 1717
I. 72 For I could never think the aspiring Mind Of worthy
and victorious Anthony, Could be by such a Syren so
declin'd. i6ai FI.KTCHER 1st, Princess \. 1, A dull labour
that declines a gentleman, a 1649 DRUMM. OP HAWTH.
Hist. *)as. /, Wks. ('TJi 1 *5 To decline the rank growth of
these usurpers. 1659 D. PELL Itnfir. Sta 131 The more they
run Northward, the more they . . raise the Septentrional
Pole, and decline the Austral, c 1790 IMISON Sch, A rt I. 336
To elevate or decline the glass according to the sun's altitude.

18. To cause to slant or slope, incline downwards.
1578 BANISTER Hist. Man i. 30 Those

partes beyng also
flat.. but somewhat inward declined with all. 181* J. J.
HENRY Camp, affst, Quebec 149 Built on a plain pretty much
declined towards the street. 1849 RUSKIN Sev. Lamps iv.

23. 113 The uprightness of the fonn declined against the
marble ledge.

1 19. To undervalue, disparage, depreciate. Obs.

1509 HAWKS Past. Pleas, xi. ix, She can not declyne The
noble science, whiche, after poverte, Maye bryng a man
agayne to digniiie. i66 SHIRLEY Brothtrs i. i, Unless you
disaft'ect His person, or decline his education. 1649 SIR K.
NICHOLAS in N. Papers (Camden) 1 . 143 What is here said is

not with intencion to undervallue or decline y* Presbiterians.
*** To inflect grammatically.
20. Gram. To inflect (a noun, adjective, or pro-

noun) through its different cases ;
to go through or

recite in order the cases of. (Cf. DECLENSION 4.)
Also used more widely, or loosely, of verbs (for which the

proper word is CONJUGATE).
I3&7TREV15A Higden (Rolls) I. 327 (Matz.) }if>ou canst

declyne bilke tweye names and speke Latyn. 1398 Barth.
De P. R. XVIH. xc. (1495) 839 Rinoceron is declined, hie

Rinoceron, huius Rinocerontis. 1530 PALSGR. 65 Ofwhiche
[ix partes of speche] v be declined, that is to say varie their

last letters : article, nowne, pronowne, verbe and participle.
1612 KKISSLEY Littt. Lit. vi. (1627) 56 Of these eight parts,
the foure first onely are such as may be declined. 1654
TRAPP Cotnni. Ps. xvi. 4 It was the Serpents grammar that

first taught man to decline God in the plurall number. .1 1843
SOUTHEY Doctor (1862) 40 That verb is eternally being de-
clined. 1871 ROBY Lat. Gram. I. 339 The substantive
stems in -a (chiefly feminine), and the feminine form of those

adjectives which have stems in -o, are declined alike.

f b. transf. To say or recite formally or in de-

finite order. Obs.

1594 SHAKS. Rich. ///, iv. iv. 97 Decline all this, and see
what now thou art. 1606 Tr. $ Cr. n. iii. 55 lie declin
the whole question. 16*7 DRAYTON Aginconrt 201 That you
no harsh, nor shallow rimes decline, Vpon that day wherein

you shall read mine.

Declined ^d/kbi-nd, poet, d/kbi-ned), ///. a.

[f. DEOUNE v. + -ED 1
.]

Turned aside, deflected;

sloped, oblique ; brought low, debased, decayed ;

advanced towards its close : see the verb.

1591 Dfcfar. Gt. Troubles in Harl. Misc. (Mnlh.) II. 210
Now in his declined yeeres. 1593 SHAKS. Lncr. 1705 My
low declined Honor to aduance. 1667 HALE Prim. Orig.
Man. i. i. 10 Their declined Motions. 179* MRS. C. SMITH
Desmond I. 129 Ecclesiastics, .whose declined authority. .

you regret. 1798 WASHINGTON Let. Writ. (1893) XIV. 38

My earnest wish, that the choice had fallen on a man less

declined in years.
Hence Decli nedness,
1648 RP. HALL Select Thoughts 68 The common fault of

age, loquacity, is a plain evidence of the world's declined*

MMi
t Decli'nement. Obs. rare. [f. DECLINE v.

-f- -MENT.]
= DECLINATURE.

1680 Privy Council Proc. Edin. in Cloud of Witnesses

(1810) 30 The causes of his declinement are, because they
have usurped the supremacy over the church..and have
established idolatry, perjury, and other iniquities.

Decliner (d/ktornai). [-KB
1
.] One who or

that which declines.

frl. One who turns aside, deviates, or falls away
(from his duty or allegiance, or from an approved
standard of conduct or belief). Obs.

1601 DENT Pathiv. Heaven 259 Backsliders, Dccliners,

ami cold Christians. 1651 BAXTER Inf. Baft. 193 Censured
as decliners or erroneous. 1684 KKNWICK Strut, iv. (1776*44
All that join with decliners in an ill time.

103

2. One who refuses or waives; in Sc. Law, one
who declines the jurisdiction of a judge or court.

1639 R. liAii.MK l.tlt. I. 161, A chief declyner of the As-
semblic. 1641 KW.I.YN Diary (1871) 20 My Father .. (who
was one of the greatest decliners of it i. 1748 KICIIARMOM
Clarissa (18 it) III. liv. 301 Do not. .be so very melancholy
a decliner as to prefer a shroud, when the matter you wish
for is in your power.
3. Dialling. A plane which (or a dial whose

plane)
' declines

'

or deviates from the meridian or

prime vertical, and therefore does not pass through
any of the four cardinal points.
[1669 STURMY Mariner's Mag. vn. xvi. 25 For these East

Reclincrs be in very deed South Decliners to those that live

90 deg. from us Northward or Southward.] 1684 Ibid. fed. 3)
vn. vi. 118 Direct Dials have their Poles in the Meridian or

prime Vertical, Decliners have their Poles in some other
Azimuth. 1703 MOXON Mtch. Exerc. 311 Of Decliners
there are infinite; and yet may be reduced itito.-i. The
South Erect Plane, declining more or less towards the East
or West. a. The North Krect Plane, declining more or
less towards the East or West.

Declining (drkl3i-nin\ vbl. sb. [-INO 1.] The
action of the verb DECUNK, q. v. (Formerly fre-

quent as a sb. ; now usually gernndial. )

1. Turning aside, falling away ;
= DECLENSION 3.

1516 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 34 b. Our general labour
must stande in . . declynynge from euyll. and in dylygent
workynge of good. 1574 W. TRAVERS i title), Full and plaine
Declaration of Ecclesiastical 1 Discipline and off the De-
clininge off the Churche off Engtande, 1646 P. BULKELEY
t'-otfiel Covt. iv. 347 In times of general declining. 1650
R. HOLLINGWORTH Exerc. Usurped Powers 39 Partial! and

temporary declinings in men from their said integritie.

2. Avoidance (obs. ~}\ non-acceptance; refusal.

1607 TOPSELL Four.f. Beasts (16731 H' If anX fa" or sit

down on the ground and cast away his weapon, they bite

him not ; taking that declining for submissive pacification.

1636 MASSINGF.R Bnshf. Lover v. i, There is now No con-

tradiction or declining left : I must and will go on. 1786
MAD. D'ARBLAV Diary 7 Aug., To save myself from more

open and awkward declinings.

3. Gradual sinking or descent
;
downward slope

or declivity.
1601 CORNWALLYES Disc. Seneca '1631)7 Being once brought

to that declining, they never leave rolling untill they come
to the bottome of unhappinesse. ifoa CAREW Cornwall
145 b, Upon the declymng of a hill the house is seated.

i6u BREREWOOD LaHg.fr Relig. xiii. 139 Pliny, in the de-

rivation of water, requireth one cubit of declining in 240
foot of proceeding, a 1703 POMFRET Poet. Wks. (1833' 9
A short and dubious bliss On the declining of a precipice.

4. Of the sun, etc. : Descent towards setting ;

hence of the day, one's life, etc. : Drawing to its

close ;
= DECLINE sb. 3.

1588 A. KING tr. Canisiiis' Cateck. I viij, Ye hicht and dc-

clyntng of ye sone. a 1610 HEAI.EY Theophrasttts xxvii.

(1636) 92 The going downe of our strength, and the declin-

ing of our age. a 1661 H KYLIN Land i . 64 I n the declining
of the year 1616.

5. Falling off, decay, decreasing, waning, etc. ;

-- DECLINE $b. \.

1481 CAXTON Myrr. m. i. 131 Yf the sonne and therthe were
of one lyke gretenesse, this shadowe shold haue none ende,
but shold be all egal without declynyng. 1581 MULCASTF.R
Positions xxxvii. 11887 I 59 ^' lnat write of the declining
and mine of the Romain Empire. 16*1 DRAYTON Petly^ilo.

xix. (1748) 333 Rest content, nor our declining rue. 1645
MILTON Tetracn. (1851)201 The next declining is, when law
becomes now too straight for the secular manners, and those

too loose for the cincture of law.

6. Cram. - DECLENSION 4; formerly in wider

sense : Inflexion, including conjugation.
1565 78 COOPER Thesaurus Introd., Nownes and verbes

maye be knowne by their declining. 1599 MINSHEU Sf>an.

Cram. 35 The verbes Irregular (in which is found hardnes

and difficultie to the learner for their declining^ i6u
HRINSI.EV /'<. Parts (1669) 108 There are certain Adjectives
which have two manner of endings and declinings. .both in

us and is. 1740 J. CLARKE Edtic. Youth ied. 3) 82 The
Article is of no Manner of Use for the Declining of Nouns,

Decli ning, ppl. a. [-INO '-.]
That declines :

see the verb.

1. Having a downward inclination, sloping down-

wards; oblique.
1553 EDEN Treat, ffmie fiui. <Arb.) 14 It standeth in

a place somewhat declyning. 1571 DIGGES Pantom. in.

Q b, This perpendicular . . in directe solidcs falleth within

the body, ana vppon the base, but in declyning solides,

it falleth without the bodies and bases. 1655-60 STANLEY
Hist. Philos. (1701) 9/2 The height of the great Pyramid
. .is by its perpendicular. .499 Feet, by its declining ascent,

693 Feet. 1791 Co}perf'late Mag. No. t The mansion.. Is

approached by a circular sweep through a declining lawn.

l8o> 3 tr. Pallas' Trav. (1812) 1. 61 The Volga, which flows

. .through a gradually-declining valley.

b. Dialling. Deviating from the prime vertical

or meridian : see DECLINATION 9.

1593 FALK Dialling 4 All such plats as behold not some

principal! part of the world directly, are called Declining.
The quantity of their declination is found out thus.

1640 WILKINS New Planet ii. (1707) 165 In all declining

Dials, the Elevation of whose Pole is less than the Sun's

greatest Declination. 1669 STURMY Mariners Mag. vn.

xvi. 25 All Declining Planes lie in some Azimuth, and cross

one another in the Zenith and Nadir. 1703 MOXON Mick.
xerc. 311.

2. liending or bowing down ; drooping.
1596 SHAKS. Tarn. Skr. i. i. 119 With, .tempting kisses.

And with declining head. 1776 WITHERING Brit. Plants

(1796) III. 605 Pedicles declining. Flower-scales cloven.

1816 BVRON Siege Cor. xLx, Declining was his attitude.

DECLIVITY.

3. Uf the sun : Sinking towards setting ; trans/.
of the day : Drawing to its close.
f *o T- I Mugif. 375 The Sun peep'd in

with his dcclininge raye. 1697 Dkvi'ix ^'irg. Orerf. iv.

273 Nor end their \V..rk, but wilh declining Day. 1833
llr. MARIINEAI: t'auderfut t, .V. ix 133 The Warns of the

declining sun
glistering on the heaving surfaic. 1834 s

KOGERS Poems 126 Till declining day, Thro' the green
trellis shoots a crimson ray.

4. Fulling off from vigour, excellence, or pros-
perity ; becoming weaker or worse ; failing, waning,
decaying (in health, fortunes, etc.

; ; in a decline.

1593 SHAXS. Kick. II, n. i. 240 In this declining Land.

1603 KNOI.I.KS Hist. Turks Introd., The long and Mill de-

clining Male of the Christian Common weale. 174} De foe's
Knzliili Tradesman (1841) I. ML 51, 1 speak It to every
declining tradesman. 1776 GIBBON Decl.

<f
F. I. 401 The

declining health of the emperor Constant ius. 1876 J. II.

NEWMAN Hist. V*. I. i. iii. 121 'Jim desolation it no acci-

dent of a declining empire.
b. Of a person's age, life, years, etc. (Mixture

of senses 3 and 4.)
1615 I.A IMAM Falconry (1633) 31 Towards their declining

age. 1697 DRYDEN /Eneid ix. 638 Thus looks the prop of my
declining years ! 1780JOHNSON Lett, to Mrs. Thrall 18

Apr.,
Declining life is a very awful scene. 1875 Jowrrr Plato
(ed. a) V. 7 Such a sadness was the natural effect of declining

years and failing powers.
5. That declines (jurisdiction) ; that refuses to

accept, etc.

1639 BAILLIE Lett. 4 Jrnls. I. 155 A present excommuni-
cating of all the declyning Bishops.
Decli-nist. noncc-wd. [f. DECLINE sb. t -1ST.]

(See quot.)
1831 WHKWELL in Todhunter Ace. Wknuelts Writ. (18761

II. iaa (Dr. Brewster] has now chosen to fancy that we are
all banded together to oppose his favourite doctrine of the
decline of science ; though the only professor who lias

written at all on the subject is Babbage, the leader of the
Declinists.

Declinograph (d/kbhMgnf). [irreg. f. L.

declindre (as etymon of declination) 4- -GRAPH, Gr.

-fpaifios writing.] An astronomical instrument or

arrangement for automatically recording the de-

clination of stars with a filar micrometer.

1883 D. GILL in Encjrel. Brit. XVI. 356 It is found with
this declinograph on the Berlin equatorial, that the observed
declinations have only a probable error of +M''.
Declinometer (ileklinfmAaj). Alagn [irreg.

f. as prec + -MKTKR, (!r. iiirpor measuic.J
1. A/agn. An instrument for mcasuting the varia-

tion of the magnetic needle.

1858 in SiMMONns Diet. Trade. 1870 R. M. FKRGTSON
Electr. 19 Instruments for determining magnetic declination

are called declination needles or declinometers. 1881 MAX-
WKI.L klectr. ft Magtt. II. 112 The declinometer gives the

declination at every instant.

2. Astr. An instrument for observing and regis-

tering declination.

1883 D. GILL in Encycl. Brit. XVI. ass Bond's mica
declinometer.

[Declinous, Declivant : see List of Spurious

Decll'vate, a. [irreg. f. L. dtfltv-is : see DE-

CLIVK.] 'Descending; declining; inclining down-
ward '

Syd. Soc. Lex. 1881 ).

t Decline (d/kUi-V, a. Obs. [a. F. cUclive

(Pare l6th c. in Surg. sense), ad. L. di-clivis

sloping downwartl, f. DE- I. I + cliv-us slope,

hill.]

Sloping downwards.
1635 SWAN Sfec. M. vi. | a (1643) 188 The waters coming

down from the Caspian hills settling themselves in those

declive and bottomie places where the said Sea is. 1644
DIGBY AVi/. Bodies xx. 1 1658) 228 An easier and more declive

bed. 1669 W. SIMFSON Hydrol. Chynt. 284 Declive currents

out of brooks.

t Declived, a. Obs. [f.
I., decllvis (ice prec.)

or ? error for declined.}

'575 BANISTER Chyrurg. n. (1585) 373 Open the skull in

the most landing or dechved place.

Declivitous d/kli-vitas), a. [f. L. ty]>e *&-

clivitas-us, (. declivitas : see DECLIVITY and -ocs :

cf. AocLiviTOi'8.] Having a (considerable) de-

clivity or slope ; steep.
1799 R. WARNER It'allt (1800)94 The approach to Culbone

church is by a small foot-path, narrow, rugged, and . . de-

clivitous. 1801 BRAY Jml. in Mrs. Bray Descr. Derm
(1835) I. 237 The declivitous sides of this tor. i88a Proc.

Berur. fiat. Cluh IX. 454 In descending the next declivitous

hill.

Declivity drkli viti). [ad. L. dcdivitat-cm,

f. dfcltv-ii : see DKCLIVK and -ITT. Cf. F. dtclivitf

(Diet. Acad. 1762).]
L Downward slope or inclination (of a hill, etc.).

i6ta BREREWOOD Lang. ^ Kelig. xiv. 147 It is the property
of water ever to fall that way, where it findeth declivity.

1666 Phil. Trans. I. Jl With what declivity the Water
runs out of the Euxine Sea into the Proppntis. 1818 BYROM
Ck. Har. iv. Ixvii, Upon a mild declivity of hilL 1860

HAWTHORNE Fr. <t It. Jrnh. 1 1. 301 The declivity of most
of the streets keeps

them remarkably clean.

2. concr. A downward slope.

1695 WOODWARD Nat. Hist. Earth vt. ^1721) 280 They
will not flow unless upon a Declivity. 1794 M Rs. RADCLimt
Myst. Vdolfiko i, A grove which stood on the brow of a

gentle declivity. 1860 TYNDALI. C.lac. I. viii. 58, I could see

the stones, .jumping down the declivities.



DECLIVOUS.

Declivous (d/kbrv3S\ a.
[f.

I,, decliv-us,

rare var. of declTv-is (see DECLIVE) + -ous : cf.

ACCLIVOUS.] Having a downward inclination
;

sloping, slanting. (Now rare exc. as in b.)

1684 tr. Ronet's Merc. Compit. v. 141 Pus . . may this way
better run out, because of the more declivous site of the open-
ing, a 1722 LISLE llusb. (1752) 173 On a ground declivous

from the sun. 1786 GILPIN Pict. Beauty Cumbrid. (1808) I.

xiv. 211 We left the Derwent in its declivous course between
two mountains. 18530. JOHNSTON Nat, Hist. E. Bord. \,

251 This hurries along as the gap deepens, and becomes, at

every step, more declivous.

b. spec, in Zool. Sloping downwards.

1847 JOHNSTON in Proc. 13enu. Nut. Chtb II. 228 Rostrum

long, tapered, porrect, declivous. 1877 COUES Fur Anim.
iv. 99 Frontal profile, .strongly declivous.

t Decli'Vy, a. Obs. rare. [f. L. decUvi-s : cf.

CLIVY.] Sloping downwards.
1609 HEYWOOD Brit. Troy vn. xii. 143 There is a steepe

declivy way lookes downe.

t Declo'se, v. Obs. rare. [See DE- I. 6.]
=

DISCLOSE.

14. . Prose Legends in Anglia VIII. 115 It maye not be

perceyued bat she holdith be sacramente in hir moube . . or
swolowes or declosejj hit in her moube.

t DecO'Ct, sb. Obs. rare 1
, [ad. L. decoct-um

sb., prop, neuter of pa. pple. decoct-us : see next.]
A decoction.

1551 TURNER Herbal i. (1568) O ij a, To gyue the decoct or
broth of it wyth wyne vnto nurses, when they want mylke.

t Deco'ct, ppl. a. Obs. [ad. L. decoct-us, pa.

pple. of decoqu-ere to boil down or away. In
earlier use, both as pple. and adj., than DECOCT v.,
after the introduction of which this continued for

some time as its pa. pple., till gradually superseded
by the regular decocted]
1. Decocted ; subjected to heat ; digested, etc. :

see the verb.

1420 Pallad. on tfusb. I. 650 Puls decoct and colde.

1505 FISHER 1'enit. Ps. Wks. (1876) 177 The hete of thy
charyte whereby we may be decocte and made harde as
stones. 1533 ELYOT Cast. Helth (1541) 93, Matter decocte
or boyled in the stomacke. 1545 RAYNOLD Byrth Mankyntie
TI. vi. (1634) 122 Wine in which is decoct Motherwort. 1671
SALMON Syn. Med. in. xxii. 434 The root decoct in water
purgeth Flegm and Choller.

2. Bankrupt. [L. decoquere to run through one's

estate, become bankrupt.]
1529 WOLSEV To Ambassadors at Rome (MS. Cott. lrit.

B. xi. f. 83), The banker ofVenice, to whom ye wer assigned
by Anthony Viualde for viij

m ducates is decoct.

DeCOCt (d/k()-kt), v. [f. DECOCT ppl. a. or L.

decoct-, ppl. stem of dccoqu-ere to boil down or

away, f. DE- I. 3 b + coquere to boil, cook.]
) 1. To boil down or away ; to concentrate by

boiling. Obs.

1538 LELAND Itin. IV. in The Wychmen use the Com-
modity of their Sault Springes in drawinge and decocting
the Water of them onely by 6 Monthes in the Yeare. 1548
VICARY Englishm. Treas. (r626) 177 Let all these be decocted
to the forme of a

Syrope.
1620 VENNER l

:'ia Recta (1650)
141 This being the third time diluted and decocted.
fig. <zi66i FULLER Worthies (1840) I. ii. 7 A Proverb is

much matter decocted into few words.

t 2. Jig. To diminish, consume, waste. Obs. [So
L. dccoquSreC\
1629 N. CARPENTER Achitophel in. 54 To haue decocted

his fortunes and an ancient family. 1654 H. L'ESTRANGE
Chas. I

(16551 130 Had h'e wasted and decocted his
Treasure in luxury and riot, a 1677 BARROW Serin. Wks.
1716 I. 123 When the predominant vanities of the age are
somewhat decocted.

1 3. To prepare as food by the agency of fire ;

to boil, cook. Obs.

1:1420 [see DECOCT ppl. a.}. 1547 BOORDE Brev. Health
cccxxxv. 108 b, As the fyre doth decocte the meates and the
broth in the pot, so doth the liuer vnder the stomake decoct
the meat in mannes body. 1657 TOMLINSON Kenan's Disp.
66 Flesh is decocted at the fire on a spit.

f b. transf. To warm up, as in cooking. Obs.
1599 SHAKS. Hen. V, HI. v. 20 Can sodden Water. .Decoct

their cold blood to such valiant heat ?

1 4. To digest in the stomach. (Regarded as a
kind of cooking ; cf. CONCOCT v. 4.) Also_/?-.
1533 [see DECOCT ppl. .]. 1542 BOORDE Dyetary ix. (1870)

250 A surfyt is whan . . the lyuer, whiche is the fyre vnder the
potte . . can not naturally nor truely decocte, defye, ne
dygest, the superabundaunce of meate & drynke the whiche
is in the potte or stomacke. 1547 [see prec.]. 1592 DAVIES
Immort. SoTily.il. ii. (1714) 64 There she decocts, and doth
the Food prepare. 1608 S. HIERON znd Pt. Def. Ministers'
Reas. Refus. Subscription 121 More gredily disposed to
devoure and swallowe. .then to decocte and reteine.

T" 5. To prepare or mature (metals or mineral
ores) by heat. (Pertaining to old notions of
natural science: cf. CONCOCT v. 2.) Obs.
1505 [see DECOCT ffl. a.]. 1610 GUILLIM Heraldry m.

vi. (1660) 126 Metals are bodies imperfectly living, and are
decocted in the veins of the Earth. 1633 H. COGAN Diod.
Sic. 231 The iron which is made of these stones decocted in
furnaces, they divide into pieces.

1 6. fig. To prepare, devise, CONCOCT. Obs. rare.
1602 MARSTON Antonio's Rev. iv. iii, What villanie are

they decocting now? 1613 T. MII.LES Treas. Amtc. * Mod.
Times 718/1 A word to win Laughter must be quickly de-
cocted, woorking upon some sudden and unexpected thing.
7. To boil so as to extract the soluble parts or

principles ; to prepare a decoction of.

104

1545 [see DECOCT ///. a,"], 1599 A. M. tr. Gabelhouer's
Bk. Physicke 79/1 Decocte a vivificente Eele, in a pot of

water, skimme therof the axmigietye of the Eele, reserve
the same, & let it stand a certayn time. 1664 EVELYN
Sylva (1679) 29 Young red Oaken leaves decocted in wine,
make an excellent gargle for a sore mouth. 1743 Land. $
Country Brew, n. (ed. 2) 101 The common Way of infusing
and decocting Herbs a long Time, is injurious to Health.

Hence Deco'cted///. a.

ft 1593 MARLOWE Ignoto, To do thee good, I'll freely spend
my thrice-decocted blood [cf. CONCOCTION i b]. 1616 R. C.
Times' Whistle vj. 2770 Fine gellies of decocted sparrowes
bones. 1725 BRADLEY Fain. Diet. s.v. Sallet, Some few tops
of the decocted Leaves may be admitted.

Deco'ctible, a. rare~.
[f.

L. decoct- ppl.
stem; see DECOCT and -BLE.] Capable of being
decocted.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Decoctible, easie to be sodden or

boyled. 1730-6 in UAILKY t folio). Hence in JOHNSON, etc.

Decoction (d/kp-kjan). Also 4-5 -cyon, 5-6
-cioun, 6 decokcien. [a. OK. decoction, -cocciun

(I3th c.), acl. L. decoction-em, n. of action f. deco-

qucre to DECOCT.]
1. The action of decocting ; esp. boiling in water

or other liquid so as to extract the soluble parts or

principles of the substance.

-1430 LYDG. Min. Poems (1840) 82 (Matz.) The coke by
mesour sesonyth his potages. . By decoccioune to take theyr
avauntages. 1502 AKNOLDE Chron. 165 Moysted wl water
of the decokcien of benes. 1605 TIMME Quersit, \. vi. 24
The airey. .parts. . are separated by decoction. i7i8QuiNCY
Compl. Disp. 112 This Plant affords a very soft mucilagin-
ous Substance in Decoction. 1807 T. THOMSON Ckem.
(ed. 3) II. 357 Catechu, .is a substance obtained by decoction
and evaporation from a species of mimosa which abounds in
India.

fb. Digestion. Obs.

1533 ELYOT Cast. //c/M (1541) 8 b, By insufficient decoc-
tion m the second digestion. 1658 A. Fox Wttrtz* Surg.
i. ix. 36 The stomack hath a decoction to digest the meats
he feedeth on.

f2. Maturing or perfecting by heat; esp. of
metals or mineral ores. Obs.

(Pertaining to old notions as to the composition andforma-
tion of metals : cf. CONCOCTION 2.)

1430 LYDG. Chron. Troy iv. xxxiii, To white he tourneth
with his beames shene Both sede and graine by decoction.
I5SS EDEN Decades 334 By the helpe of fermentacion and
decoction of themineralllieate. 1577-87 HARRISON England
m. xi. 237 The substance of sulphur and quicksiluer being
mixed in due proportion, after long and temperate decoction
in the bowels of the earth . . becommeth gold. 1671 J.
WEBSTER Metallogr. iv. 73 According to the variety of the

degrees of decoction and alteration, into divers metallick
forms.

1 3. Reduction by evaporation in boiling, boiling
down

; Jig. reduction. Obs.

1650 FULLER Pisgah i. H. viii. 174 The body of his men
remaining was still too big, and must pass another decoction.

1655 Ch. Hist, in. v. 34 Four and twenty prime per-
sons were chosen, .which soon after (to make them the more
cordiall) passed a decoction, and were reduced to three.

4. A liquor in which a substance, usually animal
or vegetable, has been boiled, and in which the

principles thus extracted are dissolved
; spec, as

a medicinal agent.
1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. xvi. ciii. (Tollem. MS.\

}>is ston [lapis lazuli] schal not be :jeue w 'tn decoccyon.
c 1400 Lanfrauc's Cirurg, 216 Waische be place wij> a
decoccioun of camomille. 1563 T. GALE Antidot.\\. 8 De-
coctions, .be liquors and other thynges boyled together and
then strayned. 1607 TOPSELL Four-f. Beasts (1673) 332A 'decoction' is.. the broath of certain hearbs or simples
boyled together in water till the third part be consumed.
1741 BERKELEY Let. Wks. 1871 IV. 266 The receipt of a de-
coction of briar-roots for the bloody flux. 1833 J. RENNIE
Alph. Angling t Lines, .tinted by a decoction of oak bark.

DecO'Ctive, a. rare~G
.

[f.
L. decoct- ppl. stem

+ -IVE.] Pertaining to decoction; having the

quality of decocting.
1727 BAILEY vol. II, Decoctive

l
easily sodden. 1775 in

ASH. 1828 in WEBSTER. Hence in mod. Diets.

t DeCO'Ctor. Obs. rare. [a. L. decoctor, agent-
n. f. decoquSre to DECOCT.] One who wastes or

squanders ; a ruined spendthrift.
1615 CROOKE Body of Man 37 Wee.. may worthily be

accounted decoctors and prodigals, if we keepe not our
Patrimony together. 1622 MALYNES Anc. Laiu-Merch. 224
The Ciuilians . .haue attributed vnto this kind of people, the
name of Decoctor. .otherwise called disturbers or consumers
of other mens goods in the course of trafficke.

1 Deco'ctlire. Obs.-* [ad. L. decoctura, f.

decoct- : see DECOCT, and -URE.]
= DECOCTION 4.

1727 BAILEY vol. II, Decocture, a Decoction, a Broth or
Liquor wherein things have been boiled. Hence in JOHNSON,
and mod. Diets.

t De-cognize, v. nonce-ivd. [f. DE- I. 6 +
COGNIZE.] trans. To cease or fail to recognize.
1658^9 Burton's Diary (iBaS) III. 275 There was no re-

cognition to King Charles, and no need of it . . I can de-
cognize Charles Stuart and that family, but recognize I

cannot.

Decoir, -ment, variants of DECOBE, -MENT.
Deceit, Decoity : see DACOIT, -Y.

tDecO'll, v. Obs. [a. F. dgcolle-rt
or ad. L.

decolld-re.} trans. To behead ; DECOLLATE.
Hence Deoolling vbl. sb. and ///. a.

_ 1648 Parliamentary Hist. (R.), By a speedy public dethron-
ing and

decollingpf the King. 1649 PRYNNE I'ind. Liberty
Eng. 19 In the King's own case, whom they decolled. 1633

DECOLORATE.
E. CHISENHALE Cath. Hist. 462 The only decolling instru-
ment of Principality and Temporal Power.

t Decollate,///, a. Obs. or arch. [ad. L. de-

collat-us
} pa. pple. of decollare : see next.] Be-

headed : in early use as pa. pple.
c 1470 HARDING Chron. LXX. iii, He was heded with swerd

and decollate. 1868 BROWNING Ring fy Bk. xn. 268 All
five, to-day, have suffered death, .he, Decollate by mere due
of privilege, The rest hanged decently and in order.

Decollate (d^k-p-ku, de-k^t), v.
[f. L. de-

colldt-) ppl. stem of decolld-re to behead, f. DE- I.

6 + co/lum neck. As adaptation of L. decolldt-us,
decollate as pa. pple. was in use before any other

part of the verb : see prec.]
1. trans. To sever at the neck ; to behead.
1599 A. M. tr. GabelkoJier's Bk. Physicke 30/2 With on

blow beheaded, or decollated, 1635 HEYWOOD Hierarch.
vn. 474 A statue with three heads . . two of them were quite
beat off and the Third was much bruised but not decol-
lated. 1656 H. PHILLIPS Pnrch. Patt. (1676)257 Sir Walter
Rawleigh decollated. 1782 W. F. MARTYN Geog. Mag. I.

720 The murderer . . is instantly decollated. 1814 Soi"i u i-.v

in Q, Rev. XII. 223 Upon taking off the cloth he beheld
a human head just decollated.

2. Conch. To break off the apex of (a shell).
1854 WOODWARD Mollusca (1856) 96 The inner courses of

this shell probably break away or are '

decollated '
in the

progress of its growth.

Decollated (see prec.), ///. a.
[f. prec. + -ED.]

1. Severed at the neck ; beheaded, decapitated.
1662 OGILBY Kings Coronation 3 A Trophy with decol-

lated Heads. 1756 BURKE Subl. fy B. Introd. 23 A fine

piece of a decollated head of St. John the Baptist was shewn
to a Turkish emperor, a 1845 BARHAM Ingol. Leg., Jerry
Jarvis's Wig) Speaking ofthe decollated Martyr St.Dennis's
walk with his head under his arm.

2. Conch. Of a spiral shell : Truncated at the

apex.
This occurs normally in some univalve molluscs ; in the

course of growth, the animal ceases to occupy the apex, and
throws a partition across, when the dead part breaks off.

1847 CARPENTER Zool. 909 A shell thus deprived of its

apex is said to be decollated. 1854 WOODWARD Mollusca
iv. (1856) 45 The deserted apex is sometimes very thin, and
becoming dead and brittle, it breaks away, leaving the shell

truncated, or decollated.

Decollation (dfk^i-Jsn). [a. F. decollation

(I3th c. in Hatzfeld), ad. L. decolldtton-em, n. of
action f. decollare : see prec.]
1. The action of decollating or beheading ; the

fact of being beheaded ; spec, in Obstetric Surg.^
severance of the head from the body of a foetus.

Feast of the Decollation of St. John the Baptist : a
festival in the Roman, Greek, and other Christian churches
in commemoration of the beheading of St. John the Baptist,
observed on the 2Qth of August.
1387 TRRVISA Higden (Rolls) IV. 345 Ober men telleb J>at

it is noujt |?e feste of be decollacioun. Ibid. V. 49 (Matz.) Of
the decollacioun of Seint John. 1485 CAXTON.SV. Wetiefr. 13
The lyf whiche she after hyr decollacion lyued by the space
of 15 yere. 1494 FABYAN Chron. in. 462 In this xxv. yere,
abonte the feast of the Decollacion of Seynt lohn Baptyst.

1647 WHARTON Ireland's War Wks. (1683) 262 The Decol-
lation of Mary Queen of Scots. 1654 VILVAIN Epit. Ess.
vii. 31 A fourth is added of King Charts decollation. 1793
W. HODGES Trav. India yi The grand sacrifice was pre-
ceded by the decolation of a kid and a cock, the heads of
which were thrown upon the altar. 1848 MRS. JAMESON
Sacr. ff Leg. Art (1850) 131 The decollation of St. Paul.

1884 SALA Journey due South i. i.(i887> 18 [He] strenuously
denied the painlessness of decollation by the guillotine.

fig. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. \. ii. 7 He by a decol-
latiun of all hope annihilated his mercy.
2. Conch. The truncating or truncated condition

of a spiral shell : see DECOLLATED 2.

1866 TATE Brit. Motlusks iv. 185 The decollation of the

upper whorls of the shells.

Decollator (d/kpkHM). [agent-n. in L. form
from decollare to DECOLLATE.]
1. One who decollates

;
a decapitator.

1843 Blackiv. Mag. LIII. 522 The Sans-culottes . . would
have raised you by acclamation to the dignity of Decollator
of the royal family,

2. Surg. An obstetric instrument for performing
decollation of the fcetus ; a decapitator.
1871 BARNES Lect. Obst. Oper. 217-8 If Braun's decollator

be used the movement employed is rotatory from right to
left.

II Decollete (d^ko-bU),///. a. ; fern. -6e. [Fr.,

pa. pple. of d&olleter to expose the neck, etc., f.

de~, des- (DE- I. 6) + collet collar of a dress.]
a. Of a dress, etc. : Cut low round the neck

;
low-

necked, b. Wearing a low-necked dress.

1831 GREVILLE Mem. Geo. /Kf 18751 II. xiii. io6The Queen
is a prude, and will not let the ladies come dfaollettes to
her parties. 1848 THACKERAY ISan. fair xlviii, A stout
countess of sixty, decolletee. 1884 West. Daily Press 16
Dec. 7/4 Englishwomen will imitate their French sisters in

. .the excessively decollete bodices, .they patronise.

Decolorant (d/1c-brant), a. and sb. [a. F.

decolorant) pr. pple. of dgcolorer, repr. L. dccolor-

dnt-em : see DECOLOUR.]
A. adj. Decolorizing.

1886-8 in Encycl. Diet.

B. sb. A decolorizing agent.
1864 in WEBSTER.

Decolorate (d/"kzrlorA), a. [ad. L. dccolorat-

j, pa. pple. of det'oIordreJ}
'

Having lost its

colour' (Syti. Soc. Lex. 1882).



DECOLOBATE.

Decolorate ;<!/k-lorit), v. [f. ppl. stem of

T,. tir-colorare to DECOLOUR.] t a. = DiscoLocn

(obs.). b. To deprive of colour, decolour.

16*3 COCKERAM, Decolorate, to staine. a 1846 Phil. Mag.
(cited in WORCESTER'. In mod. Diets.

Decoloration (il/kfbr^-fsn). Also -colour-.

[n. F. decoloration, ad. L. decoloration-em, n. of

action from decolordre to DECOLOUR.] Depriva-
tion or loss of colour ; t discoloration.

16*3 COCKERAM, Decoloration, a staining. 1640 E. Cmi -

MEAD tr. t'erraiuts Love Melancholy 111 rf.) We must not

understand by this word/rt/tf a simple decoloration or white-

ness of the skin. 17*7 BAILEY vol. II, Decoloration, a stain,

ing or marring the Colour. 1876 tr. Schatttnterger's
Ferment. 113 If we now add a frc*h quantity of the reduc-

ing fluid until the second decolouration.

Decolorimeter (d/kz^lori'mrtaj). [f. L. de-

color-em deprived of colour + Gr. itfrpov measure :

see -METER.] An instrument for measuring the

power or effect of a decolorizing agent.
1863-71 in WATTS Did. Chem. II. 308.

Decolorize, -ourise fdflartowU), v. [f. DE-
II. i + COLOIIIZE.] trans. To deprive of colour.

1836-9 TODD Cycl. Anat.\\. 503/2 Chlorine passed through
a solution of hajmatosine decolorizes it. 1870 P. M. DUNCAN

Transform. Insects (1882) 170 The leaves, and even the

variegated flowers, are in this way often completely de-

colourised, fig. 1887 F. ROBINSON New Relig. Med. 78

Temperament plays a part, colouring or decolourizing

present and future.

Hence Decoloriza'tion, -izing-, the action of de-

priving of its colour ; Deco'lorizer, an agent that

decolorizes ; Deoo-loririnsf ppl. a.

1871 Athenxum 19 Aug. 251 The decolonization of

flowers and leaves by electrical discharges, c i86s LETHEBY
in Circ. Sc. I. 125/2 The charcoal is very valuable as a de-

coloriser and disinfectant. 1861 HULME tr. Mafuin- Tandon
n. in. 160 Its decolorizing properties.

Decolour, -or (dflwlai), v. [a. f.de'colore-r,

or ad. L. decolorare, to deprive of its colour, dis-

colour, f. DE- I. 6 + colorare to colour. Cf. DIS-

COLOUR.] 1 1. trans. To discolour ; fig. to stain.

c 1618 E. BOLTON llyfercritica (1722) 210 That Herb, with

which the Britanns are reported to have painted and de-

colour'd their Bodies. 1630 BRATHWAIT Eng. Gcntlcm.(rf4i)

198, I remember with what character that proud Cardinal!

was decoloured.

2. To deprive of colour, decolorize. Hence

Deco'louring///. a.

183* G. R. PORTER Porcelain 4 Gl. 196 To which are added

manganese and oxide of cobalt as decolouring substances.

1861 HULME tr. Moquin-Tandon H. HI. 160 Animal charcoal

is used for the purpose of decolouring various liquids.

f Deco-loured, ppl. a. Obs. rare- 1
. [For de-

collared] Cut low in the neck ; low-necked.

c 1430 Pilgr. LyfManhoden. civ. (1869! nsTonekkeand
breste white a coote wel decoloured \escolletees\ to be wel

biholde.

Decomplex (drkpmple^ks), a. [f.
DE- I. 5 +

COMPLEX, after decomposite, decompound] Re-

peatedly complex ; compounded of parts which

are themselves complex.
1748 HARTLEY Observ. Man I. i. 77 The Varieties of the

Associations hinder particular ones from being so close and

permanent, between the complex Parts of decomplex Ideas,

as between the simple Parts of complex ones. 1840 DE
QUINCEY Style i. Wks. 1890 X. 150 This monster model of

sentence, bloated with decomplex intercalations . . is the

prevailing model in newspaper eloquence.

t Decompo'ne, v. Sc. Obs [ad. med.L.

dccomponcre, back-formation from decompositus :

see DECOMPOSITE.] = DECOMPOUND v. i. Hence

f Deoompo'nit///. a. = DECOMPOUND a.

i5i VAI;S Rudiment. Dd iiij b (Jam.), How mony figures

is there in ane pronowne? Thre. Quhilk thre? Ane

simple, & ane componit, and ane decomponit. The simple

as is, the componit as idem, the decomponit as identidem.

DeCOmpOnent (d/kf7mp0'nent). 1 0bs.

[Formed on a L. type de-component-em, f. de-com-

ponfrc, not in ancient L., but inferred from decom-

pose, decomposition : see DE- I. 6.]

A decomposing agent.
1797 HENRY in Phil. Trans. LXXXVII. 400 That the de-

component of the water, .is not a metallic body, will appear

highly probable. 1800 Ibid. XC. 189 The action of the

electric fluid itself, as a decomponcnt.

Decompo'nible, a. rare. [f. assumed L. de-

tompontrt (see prec.) + -BLE.] Capable of being

decomposed or resolved into its elements.

1859 H. COLERIDGE in Philol. Soc. Trans. 10 The word b

decomponible in that language into simpler elements.

Decomposability (.dfk[?mfw>'zabHiti).
Also

-ibility.
*

f- next * -ITY']
Thc qualitv or Pro"

perty of being decomposable.
i86 ANSTED Channel Isl. i. iv. (ed. 2) 64 A proof of the de-

composability of the granite rock. 1881 LOCKYER in Nature

No. 617. 397 This decomposibility of the terrestrial elements.

Decomposable diVrnp^-zabT), a. Also

-ible. [f. next + -ABLE ;
so F. decomposable (1790

in Hatzf.).] Capable of being decomposed, or

separated into its constituent elements. (Usually

in reference to chemical decomposition.)

1784 KIRWAM in Phil. Trans. LXXlV. 180 Plumbago can-

not be supposed decomposable by
red precipitate, i

HENRY Epit. Chen,. (1808) 4-9 Decpmposible
substani

1831 BREWSTKR Ofties vii. 73 This white light will poss
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the remarkable property of. bein$ decomposable only by
absorption. 187* HUXLKY J'fiys. iv. 83 Animal matter of

a highly decomposable character.

Decompose (<.\ikpm\>o-z}, v. [a. F. dicom-

pose-r (i 6th c. in Littre), f. di-, dcs- (Ds- I. 6) +

composer to COMPOSE.]
1. trans. To separate or resolve into its con-

stituent parts or elements. (Of the separation of

substances into their chemical elements, of light

into its constituent colours ; also of force or motion.

Cf. DECOMPOSITION 2.)
a 1751 BOLINCBROKE Ess. \. Hum. Knmil. (R.lThe chemist

who has. .decomposed a thousand natural, ana composed as

many artificial bodies. 1805 Med. Jrnl. XIV. 273 Attempts
to decompose water by the Galvanic pile. 1831 BREWSTE

Optics vii. ( 66. 73 We have therefore by absorption decom-

posed green light into yellow and blue, c 1860 FARADAY
Forces Nat. i. 28, I can decompose this marble and

change it.

b. To disintegrate ; to rot.

1841 W. SPALDINO Italy 4- //. Isl. 1. 19 The seasons de-

compose its cliffs.

C. fig. of immaterial things.

1796 BURKE Lett. Noble Ld. Wks. VIII. .61 Analytical

legislators, and constitution-venders, are quite as busy in

their trade of decomposing organization. 1816 SCOTT

Antio. i. Were I compelled to decompose the motives of my
worthy friend. 1846 MILL Logic Introd. I 7, I do not

attempt to decompose the mental operations in question
into their ultimate elements.

t d. Printing. To distribute (type that has been

set up or composed). Obs.

1816 SINGER Hist. Cards 153 Go and take out the pieces

from the press, and decompose them.

2. intr. (for refi^) To suffer decomposition or

disintegration ; to break up ; to decay, rot.

1793 BEDUOES Calculus, etc. 315 The mucus, contained in

great quantities in the lungs, and which is continually de-

composing. 1865 Sat. Rev. n Mar. 369/1 These broken

armies decompose into bands of roving marauders.
^ 187*

HUXLEY Phys. vii. 156 Such compounds as abound in the

mineral world, or immediately decompose into them. Mott.

Soon after death the softer parts of organized bodies begin
to decompose.

Decomposed (dfltfmr-zd), ///. a. [f. prec.

+ -ED i.] Subjected to organic decay, rotten.

1846 ffmcon/.\l. 28 Why should decomposed potatoes be

more objectionable than decomposed partridges?

Decomposer. [-ER '.] Something that de-

composes ; a decomposing agent.
i8ai Examiner 10/1 The turn for parody seems, .lobe, in

its very essence, a decomposer of greatness. 1850 Jrnl. K.

Agric. SK. 135 The soil is a slow decomposer of manure.

Decomposible, -ibility: see DECOMPOSABLE,
-ABILITY.

Decomposing, /// a. [-ING 2.] That de-

composes ; usually intr. undergoing decomposition,
in process of organic decay.

1833 THIRLWALL in Philol. Museum II. 546 The decom-

posing hand has grown tired of its work. i86 ANSTFD

Channel Isl. n. x. (ed. 2) 263 Veins of soft clay and some

of decomposing greenstone. 1870 H. MACMILLAN BitU

Teach, viii. 153 These plants die, and form by their decom-

posing remains a rich and fertile mould.

Decomposite (dkp-mp^zit), a. and sb. [ad.

late L. decompositus, a Latin rendering of Gr. mpa-
ovv9(Tos used by Priscian in the sense

' formed or

derived from a compound word ', by medizeval and

modem L. writers as ' further or more deeply com-

pounded*. Cf. DECOMPONH. Hence a series of

senses, found also in decompound, decomposition, in

which de- is used differently from the more ordinary

sense in decompose and derivatives. See DE- I. 5.]

A. adj. Further compounded ; formed by adding

another element or constituent to something already

composite.
1655 GOUGE Comm. Heo. Epist, Simple, compound, or

decomposite notions. 1869 LATHAM s. v.. The decomposite

character of such words is often concealed or disguised.

B. sb. A decomposite substance, word, etc. ;

a compound formed from something already com-

P
i6a T. JACKSON Judith 48 That elegant metaphorical!

decomposite of the Apostle unto Timothie [2 Tim. u 6,

tftSmHa* ' rekindle
1
], a 1616 BACON Minerals Wks.

1857 III. 807 The decomposites of three metals or more, are

.oolong to enquire of. 1678 P^^.v^^fi'fJ1

'.<L

DECOMPOUND
I. Allied to DECOMPOBITI : with DK- I. j.

1 1. Further composition or compounding ;

compounding of things already composite. (Cf.

DECOMPLEX, DECOMPOUND.) Obs.

1659 () WALKER Instruct. Oratory*,* The English, .bath

an elegant way of expressing them [Epithets)
in a dexterau

decomposition of two, or three wortU
together. Aft : Tfcrt-

plejuing.fruiti. 74 BOYLE Carfutf. I'hilot. 11 The almott
innumerable diversifications, that compositions and decom-

positions may make of a small number, not perhaps exceeding
twenty, of distinct things. 1690 Locxc Hum. Und. iv. iv.

} 9 The many Decompositions that go to the making up the

complex Ideas of those modes.

II. Allied to DECOMPOSE : with DE- I. 6.

2. The action or process of decomposing, separa-
tion or resolution (of anything) into its constituent

elements, a. Used of the separation of substance*

into their chemical elements, of light into the

prismatic colours. Decomposition of forces, in

Dynamics = RESOLUTION of forces.

ij6* Unh>. Mae. Jan. 13 If then the vinegar be used for

precipitating it, there will be scarce any further decomposi-
tion ofthis magistery. 1794 G. ADAMS Nat. * Ejcf. Philos.

IV. xli. 119 The decomposition of forces into parallelograms.
1800 tr. Lagrangt's Chem, I. 53 Hydrogen gas . . is always

produced in ihe greatest purity by the decomposition of

water. iBaS HUTTON Course Math. II. 142 Called the de-

composition, or the resolution of forces. 1831 BREWSTKR

Optics vii. 66 In the decomposition and recompoution of

white light. 1860 THOMSON in Bowen Logic x. 348 ChemiUry
. .the science of the decomposition and combinations of the

various substances that compose and surround the earth.

b. The natural dissolution of compound bodies;

disintegration ; the process or condition of or-

ganic decay; putrescence.
1777 PRIESTLEY Mat. * Sfir. (1783) I. xvii. 300 Death.

with its . . dispersion of parts, is only a decomposition. 1794

SULLIVAN View Nat. 1. H This ancient rocky substance, and

the sand produced by its decomposition. 1845 DARWIN

Voy. Nat. (1852) 164, I am inclined to consider that the

phosphorescence is the result of the decomposition of the

organic particles. i6< LUBBOCK Preh. Times iv. (1869) QI

The bones were in such a state of decomposition, that the

ribs and vertebrae crumbled into dust.

C. fig. of immaterial things.

1761-71 H. WALPOLE Vertue's Anted. Paint. (1786) I. 81

Allegoric personages are a poor decomposition of human
nature. 1793 BURKE Policy of Allies Wks. 1842 I. 590 In

France, .in the decomposition of society. 1874 SAYCE Corn-

far. Philol. vi. 340 It is very possible that the Aryan roots

are capable of still further decomposition.

Hence Decomposi tioniat, an advocate or sup-

porter of decomposition, e.g. that of an empire,

confederation, etc.

1849 Taift Mag. XVI. 756
'

But,' say the decomposition-

ists, 'we seek not the destruction of this empire we agitate

not for its abolition.'

t Decompo'snre. Obs. rare.
[f.

DECOMPOSE ;

see -URE.] Decomposition, resolution (of forces).

1740 STACK in Phil. Trans. XLI. 420 There will be no De-

composure, and the Force 1C will not change into a Force

that has the Radius OC for its Direction.

Decompound (drk^mpaumd), a. and si. [f.

DE- I. 5 + COMPOUND a. : after late and medX.

decompositus DECOMPOSITE in same sense.]

A. adj. Repeatedly compound ; compounded of

parts which are themselves compound ; spec, in

Bot. of compound leaves or inflorescences whose

divisions are further divided (L. decompositus,

Linnaeus).
a 1691 BOYIR (J.),

The pretended salts and sulphur are to

far from being elementary parts extracted out of the body of

mercury, that they are rather, to borrow a term of the

grammarians, decompound bodies, made up of the whole

metal and the menstruum, or other additaments employed
to disguise it. 1793 MARTVN Lang . Bot. .v., Decompound
leaf, folium dtcomfosilum, when the

primary petiole is

divided that each pait forms a compound leaf. 1835 LWDLKY
Introd. Bot. (1848) II. 360 Decomfound, having va

compound divisions or ramifications. 1837-8 O'R W. H,

encreas'd. ^848 LATHAM Eng . Lang,
jf

399 Compounds
wherein one element is Compound are called Decomposites.

1863 W. SMITH tr. Curtius' Gr. Gram., Eng. Index, Decom-

posites, Augmtent] in, i 339 [Some verbs, which are not

merely compounded with prepositions, but derived fi

already compound nouns iDecomposita), have the Augment
at the beginning].

Decomposition d/'k-fimpto-Jan). [n. of actic

f. DECOMPOUND and DECOMPOSE, with the respective

senses of the prefix in these words : cf. decomposite.

,

Mod.F. has decomposition in sense i, of date 1694

in Acad. Diet., whence perhaps the English
i uses.

For the adventitious association of compete and composi-

tion, see these words.]

rious

,

vii. 145 The lobed leaf passes by various stages into the

compound, decompound, and supra-decompound.

B. sb. A decompound thing, word, etc. ;
a com-

pound further compounded, or of which one or

more elements are themselves compound.
1614 BP. ANDREW*s_o6 S-rrx.. (1641' 47 Sufer-exattavil

is a de-compound. There is. Ex and Sufsr (both) in it..

i6* HEYLIN Cosmogr. (1637) 469 That the English Ian-

pound of Dutch, Fre

. . . (JO. No
any compound or decompound oC the.substantial verb*

, French, and Latine,
No body should usefuage

is a decompoul
hold. 17. . AasuTHNOT, etc.

(J-j

pound or decompound of _

1836-7 SIR W. HAMILTON Metafh. xxi. (1859! II. 19 To use

the word to cognise in connection with its noun cognition,

as we use the decompound to recognise in connection with

its noun recognition, 1881 CHANDLE* Gr. Accent. | 429

Decompounds, or words consisting of more than two

Decompound (drkffinpau-nd), v. [f.
DE- 1. 5,

II. i + COMPOUND v. : cf. prec., and DKCOHTOSI

I. Connected with DECOMPOUND a. and DECOM-

POSITE.

fl. trans. To compound further; to form by

combining compound constituents, or by adding

another constituent to something already com-

pound. Obs.



DECOMPOUNDED.

1673 NEWTON in Phil. Trans. VIII. 6110 The resulting

White.. was compounded of them all, and only de-com-

pounded of those two. 16.. (J.), If the intercepted
colours be let pass, they will fall upon this compounded
orange, and, together with it, decompound a white. 1690
LOCKE Hnm. Und. in. ix. 6 A very complex Idea that is

compounded and decompounded. 1747 WESLEY Prim.

Physic (1762^ p. xv, The common Method of compounding
and decompounding Medicines can never be reconciled to

common sense.

II. Connected with DECOMPOSE.

2. To separate the constituent parts or elements

of; to DECOMPOSE.
Johnson 1755 says' This is a sense that has of late crept

irregularly into chymical books.'

a 1751 BOLINGBROKE Ess. i. Hum. Kncmil. (R.), If we
consider that in learning, .the signification of these names,
we learn to decompound them. 1766 CAVENDISH in Phil.

Trans. LVII. 102 To decompound as much of the solution

of chalk as contains i6J grains of earth. 1793 J. BOWLES
Real Ground War m. France (ed. 5) 25 Other States are

to be broken up and decompounded. 1830 HERSCHEI.

Stud. Nat. Phil. n. ii. (1851) 92 The chemist in his analysis,

who accounts every ingredient an element till it can be de-

compounded and resolved into others.

Hence Decompou'ndaWe a., capable of being

decomposed.
1797 Brit. Crit. Jan. IX. 58 Discoveries . . which shew

the universal dominion of air of different kinds, and that

all nature seems to be decompoundable into fluidity.

Decompoirnded, ///. a. [f. prec. + -ED i.]

I. 1. Further compounded ; made up of com-

pound constituents : spec, in Bot. and Zool. = DE-
COMPOUND.
1674 BOYLE Corpusc. Philos. 26 Amel is manifestly not only

a compounded, but a decompounded body, consisting of

salt and powder of pebbles or sand, and calcined tin. 1794
MARTYN Rousseau^s Bot. xix. 268 The leaves being decom-

pounded. 1853 DANA Crust, i. 205 The areolation is very
deep and the areolets not decompounded.

II. 2. Separated into its constituent parts, de-

composed.
1797 PEARSON \nPhil. Trans. LXXXVII. 152 The oxygen

and hydrogen gaz of the decompounded water. 1807 VAN-
COUVER Agric. Devon (1813) 22 Composed of the decom-

pounded snale. 1841 HOR. SMITH Moneyed Man II. ix.

309 The very dust, .may consist of decompounded human
hearts.

t Deco'mpt. Sc. Obs.
- 1

[Cf. F. '

descomft, an
account giuen for things receaued ;

a backe-reckon-

ing
'

(Cotgr.).] Account, reckoning.
1584^-. Acts Jas. VI (1814) 325 (Jam.) Thair obligations

and decompt respectiue, meid be thair commissaris deput be
thame to that effect, particularly thairvpon will testifie.

Deeon, obs. form of DEACON.

Deconcatenate, Deconcentrate, -ation,
etc. : see DE- II. I.

t Deconce'rt, v. Obs. rare. fa. F. dtconcerler

(i6th c.), f. d{-, ties- (DE- I. 6) + concerter.]
trans. To put out of concert or agreement, dis-

arrange ;
= DISCONCERT i.

1715 M. DAVIES Athen. Brit, I. 322 A more heterogene
Metamorphosis, capable of deconcerting the closest Union
and Interest.

t DeCOIlCO'Ct, v. Obs. rare. [f. DE- I. 3 or 5 +
CONCOCT v.] According to earlier physiological
notions : To reduce (imperfectly concocted humours
or ill digested food) by further digestion : cf.

CRUDITY 2. (In quot.y?^.)
1635 FULLER Ch. Hist. vi. i. 267, I doubt not but since

these Benedictines have had their crudities deconcocted,
and have been drawn out into more slender threds of sub-
divisions.

Deconsecrate (dz'k-fvnsJkruit), v. [f. DE- II.

i + CONSECRATE v.~\ trans. To undo the conse-

cration of; to deprive of sacredness, secularize.

Hence Deco'nsecrated //'/. a.
; Deconsecra'tion,

the action or ceremony of deconsecrating.
1867 Ch. g, St. Rev. 16 Feb. 150 The last new. .word '

de-
consecration

'

. . intended to convey to the public mind the
fact, without the unpleasant associations, ofwhat has hitherto
been known under the . . title of '

desecration '. 1876 City
Press 21 Oct 4/6 This Church was deconsecrated on Thurs-
day. 1882 Q. Rev. Oct. 438 The bare deconsecrated Nature
which our author offers us as the substitute for God.

Deconsi'der, v. rare. [a. mod.F. dfronsi-
difrer : see DE- II. i and CONSIDER.] trans. To
treat with too little consideration. Hence De-
considera'tion.
1881 Med. Review Apr., Med. Profession <$ Morality,

In the Army and Navy, the surgeons, long unfairly decon-
sidered, now haughtily claim equally unreasonable prece-
dence. 1882 Miss COBBE Peak in Darien 219 Women are
. .actually much deconsidered by men. Ikitl., Would not
their deconsideration be reflected on Religion itself were
they to become its authorized ministers?

Decoustru'ct, v.
[f.

DE- II. i + CONSTRUCT,
after F. diconstruire] trans. To undo the con-
struction of, to take to pieces. Hence Decon-
strivction [also in F.].
1882 MCCARTHY in icj/A Cent. 859 A reform the beginnings

of which must be a work of deconstruction.

t DeCOntra'Ct, v. Obs. rare. [f. DE- 1. 3 or 5
+ CONTRACT z/.] trans. To contract further.

1647 FULLER Good Th. in Worse T. (i84i> 93 This also
seems too long: I decontract and abridge the abridgment
of my prayers, yea. .too often I shrink my prayers to a
minute.

106

Deconventionalize, decopperize, -ation :

see DE- II. I.

t Deco'ped, ppl. a. Obs. rare
- 1

. [f. OF. d<>-

cop, mod.F. dcoup, cut down, minutely cut,

slashed.] Cut in figures ; slashed; cf. COUP z>.
2 i .

c 1400 Rom, Rose 843 And shode he was with grete
maistrie, With shoon decoped.

11 Decor (de'koi). Obs. [a. L. decor (decor-),

seemliness, comeliness, grace, beauty. Earlier Eng.
had decu'r, decou'r, deco're app. through French :

see DECORE
sb."\ Comeliness, beauty, ornament.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Decor, comeliness or beauty. 1664
EVELYN tr. Freart's Archit. 117 For the apt Distribution,
Decor and fitness. 1681 H. MORE Exp. Dan, vi. 179
Riches are the Political glory and decor of any Kingdom.

Decorable (de'korab'l), a. rare. [f.
L. de-

cora-re to DECORATE + -BLE. So in mod.F.

(Little).] Capable of decoration.

1889 Pall Mall G. 9 Jan. 6/1 The ' decorable
'

parts of the
church were still adorned with, .evergreens.

Decorameilt (de'korament). rare. [ad. L.

decorament-um (Tertull.), f. decordre to DECO-
RATE : see -MENT.] Decoration, ornament.

1737 BAILEY vol. II, Decorament^ an Ornament, an adorn-

ing. 1730-6 (folio). 1755-73 In JOHNSON. 1826 SCOTT
Jrnl. 24 Mar., It is foolish to encourage people to expect
mottoes and such-like decoraments. [1888 ELWORTHY IV.

Somerset Gloss. 189
' Thick there thing idn no decriment.']

Decorate (de'kor^t), ///. a. Obs. or arch.

[ad. L. decorat-us adorned, beautiful, pa. pple. of

decordre : see next. For some time after the

adoption of the vb., decorat, -ate continued to serve

as the pa. pple., until superseded by decorated,
which has also taken its place in ordinary use as

adjective.] Adorned, decorated ; ornate.

1460 in Pol. Rel. $ L. Poems (1866) 81 Heyle flece of

gedion, with vertu decorate ! 1491 CAXTON Vitas Pair.
(W. de W. 1495) i. xlviii. 92 b/2 They sawe a chirche
decorate and ornate aboue alle puyssaunce humayne. 1513
BRADSHAW St. Werburge i. 3248 The place was decorat
with myracles many. 1550 J. COKE Eng. fy Fr. Heralds

ga;
(abr. ed.) I. 102 A fair hall and richly decorate.

Decorate (de-kore't), v.
[f.

L. decorat-, ppl.
stem of decordre to adorn, beautify, f. decus, decor-

grace, honour, embellishment. As in other verbs of

similar formation, the L. pa. pple. was first adapted
as a ppl. adj. (see prec.), and subsequently the

same type was taken as the stem of a vb.]
1. trans. To adorn, beautify, embellish ; to grace,

honour. Obs. or arch.

1530 PALSGR. 509/1, I decorate, I make fayre or gay, je
decore. You have decorate our assemblye with your pre-
sence. 1541 Act 33 Hen. VIII, c. 37 The same . . with

goodli and parkely parks, .to beautifie adorne and decorite.

1577-87 HoLiNSHED^CiiA Ckron., Malcolm (R.), His familie

. . is decorated with the office of the marshalship of Scotland.

1642 W. BALL Caveat for Subjects 15 The name of the

House of Austria decorates their dominions. 1781 GIBBON
Decl. A F. Ixviii. VI. 282 His mother has been decorated
with the titles of Christian and princess. 1856 FROUDE
Hist. Eng. (1858) II. viii. 245 War and plunder were
decorated by poetry as the honourable occupation of heroic

natures.

2. To furnish or deck with ornamental acces-

sories : a. said of the personal agent.
1782 MAD. D'ARBLAY Diary 26 Oct., I . . was then decorated

a little, and came forth to tea. 1820 W. IRVING Sketch Bk.
I. 81 The head was decorated with a cocked hat. 1874
PARKER Goth. Archit, i. vi. 207 The custom of decorating
churches with flowers at certain seasons is very ancient.

b. said of the things serving as ornaments.

1870 E. PEACOCK Ralf Skirl. III. 193 The old armour
which decorated its walls. 1887 Times 7 Mar. 9/3 In ages
. . more robustly conscious of the difference between evil and

good their heads would have decorated the City gates.

3. To invest (a person) with a military or other

decoration, as the badge of an order, medal of

honour, or the like.

1816 [see DECORATED], 1878 Print. Trades Jrnl. xxm. 7
Prince Charles of Roumania has decorated two printers in

his dominions.

Hence De'corating vbl. sb. and ppl, a.

1877 Athenzum 3 Nov. 571/3 An apprenticeship to a

decorating carver. Mod. In the decorating of the church.

Decorated (de-k6r<rtt-d'),///. a. [f. DECORATE
. + -ED.] Adorned, embellished ; furnished with

anything ornamental
;
invested with a decoration.

1727 BAILEY vol. II, Decorated, beautified, adorned. 1816

&
SCOTT Vis. Paris (ed. 5) p. xlvii, Disturbances . . caused
decorated officers attempting to make the passers-by cry
ve FEmpereur. 1874 BOUTELL Arms fy Arm. v. 76 The

least decorated pieces of ancient Greek armour.

b. Archit. Applied to the second or Middle

style of English Pointed architecture (which pre-
vailed throughout the greater part of the I4th c.),

wherein decoration was increasingly employed and
became part of the construction.

' The most prominent characteristic of this style is to be
found in the windows, the tracery of which is always
either of geometrical figures, circles, quatrefoils, etc., as in

the earlier instances [hence called Geometrical Decorated},
or flowing in wavy lines, as in the later examples

'

(Parker
Gloss. Archit. \
18x3 RICKMAN Styles Goth. Archit. (1817) 44 Decorated

DECORE.

English, reaching to the end of the reign of Edward III in

1377. Ibid. 71 Of the Third.or Decorated English Style. 1847
Hand-Bk. Eng. Ecclesiology 3 Second, or Middle Pointed
(which has been known by the name of Decorated'). 1848
POOLE Eccl. Archit. 245 Geometrical or very early Decor-
ated. 1849 FREEMAN Archit. n. n. iii. 347 The exquisite
Decorated church of Wymmington in Bedfordshire. 1874
PARKER Goth. Archit. \. v. 161 The change from the Early
English to the Decorated style was . . very gradual.

Decoration. (dekor^'Jsn). [ad. late L. de-

coration-em, n. of action from decordre to DECO-
KATE: perh. a. F. decoration (1393 in Hatzf.).]
1. The action of decorating ; embellishment,

adornment, ornamentation.
Decoration day (U.S.) : the day (now May 3oth) kept in

memory of those who fell in the civil war of 1861-65, on
which their graves are decorated with flowers.

1585 JAS. I Ess. Poesie (ArbJ 65 It is also meit, for the
better decoratioun of the verse to vse sumtyme the figure of

Repetitioun, 1589 in Ellis Ortg. Lett, i. III. 29 Orna-
mentes requisit for decoration of our mariage. i6n COTGR.,
Decoration^ decoration, beautifying, bedecking, adorning,
garnishing, trimming, gracing. 1753 JOHNSON Rambler
189 p 12 She. .applied all her care to the decoration of her

person. 1844 EMERSON Lect. Yng. Amer. Wks. (Bohn) II.

205 To facilitate the decoration of land and dwellings. 1886

Century Mag. XXXII. 475/1 On Decoration day he met
them on their way to a neighbouring cemetery.

b. The fact or condition of being decorated.

C. f The quality of being decorated ; ornateness.

1633 J. DONE Hist. SeJ>tuagint 68 Amazement . . for the

manner and decoration of one thing and another. Ibid. 43
The beauty and Decoration of the things we found in

Hierusalem. 1838 LYTTON Leila i. iv, The fashion of its

ornament and decoration was foreign to that adopted by the

Moors of Granada.

2. That which decorates or adorns ;
an ornament,

embellishment ; esp. an ornament temporarily put

up on some special occasion ; formerly used (after

the French) of scenery on the stage.
a 1678 MARVRLL Wks. II. 208 (R.) Our church did even

then exceed the Romish in ceremonies and decorations.

1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Decoration, an Ornament, Im-

belHshment, or Set-off; as The Decorations of the Stage.

1716 LADY M. W. MONTAGU Let. to Pofe 14 Sept., No
[opera] house could hold such large decorations. 1760 tr.

Juan <$ Ulloa]s Voy. (1772) I. 63 Mariposas or butterflies

..differing visibly in figure, colours, and decorations. 1769
MRS. RAFFALD Eng. Housekpr. (1778) 199 A pretty decora-

tion for a grand table. 1845 M. PATTISON Ess. (1880) I. 17
Basilicas . . more remarkable for the richness of their decora-

tions than for beauty of architectural proportions. 1864
BURTON Scot. Abr. I. i. 2 When its history is stripped of the

remote antiquity and other fabulous decorations.

3. A star, cross, medal, or other badge conferred

and worn as a mark of honour.
1816 J. SCOTT Vis. Paris ied. 5) p. xiii. To sport the decor-

ation of the Legion of Honour. Ibid. 294 All the young
men who had not military decorations. i88a CUSSANS Her.

252 The Royal Order of Victoria and Albert . . The Decor-

ation of the Order consists of an onyx cameo, bearing a

profile likeness of the late Prince Consort.

Decora'tionist. [f. prec. + -IST.] A profes-

sional decorator.
1828 CARLYLE Misc. (1857) I. 192 Which the more cunning

Decorationist. .may have selected. 1829 Ibid. I. 276 If the

tailor and decorationist do their duty.

Decorative (de-kor^tiv), a. [f. L. ppl. stem

decorat- (see DECORATE v.) +-IVE. Cf. F. dfcoratif,

-ive in Academy's Diet, of 1878, but also occurring
in OF. in isth c.] Having the function of de-

corating ; tending to, pertaining to, or of the nature

of decoration.

1791 SIR W. CHAMBERS Civil A rchit. (ed. 3) 17 The orders

. . may be considered as the basis of the whole decorative part
of architecture. 1815 W. H. IRELAND Scribbleomania 130

note, To have the piece elegantly printed in quarto with

decorative engravings. 1849 FRF.EMAN Archit. 237 A decora-

tive arch is formed on the west wall. 1855 BAIN Senses $
Int. in. iv. 27 In the fancies of decorative art, nature has

very little place.

Hence De-coratively adv., in a decorative

manner, in reference to decoration ; De'corative-

ness, the quality of being decorative.

1882 SALA America Revis. (1885) 55 A_New York hack

coupe* is superior structurally, decoratively, and loco-

motiTely to one of our four-wheelers. 1847 CRAIG De*
corativeness. 1890 Times 5 Feb. g Nowhere, in shape,

decorativeness, and certainty of effects for eye, ear, and
touch is there the least superfluity or deficiency.

Decorator (de-kor^tsj). [agent-n. in L. form

from decorare to DECORATE: see -OB. In F. dt-

corateur (ci6oo in Hatzf.).] One who decorates;

spec, one who professionally decorates houses,

public buildings, etc., with ornamental painting,

plaster-work, gilding, and the like.

1836-9
painter and decorator's journeyman. 1885 Law Reports 14

Q. Bench Div. 600 They carried on . . the business of up-

holsterers, house painters, and decorators.

Decoratory (de-koratari), a. rare. [f. L. de-

corat- ppl. stem (see DECORATE) + -OUT ] Pertaining

,

to decoration ; decorative.

1889 J. HIRST in Arehxol. Inst. No. i8r. 34 Creations of
f the decoratory and representative Arts.

t Deco're, sb. Obs. Also 6 decur, decoure,
I

[app. a. AngloFr. *decour, ad. I,, decor
^

decorem\

\ see DECOR. Littre has mod.F. d&or, in l6th c.



DECORE.

dicore masc., as a deriv. of drearer to DECORATE.]
(jracc, honour, glory, beauty, adornment.

1513 HKADSHAW St. Werburge H. 337 With great worship,
decoure and dignite-.She was receyued. Ibid. H. 1925 fn

worship, praisyng, beaute and decur. 1596 DALRYMPLE tr.

J.filic's Hist. Scot. (1885) 49 Quhais decore cheiflie does
ii)ii-.i>te in Nobilitie of gentle men, etc. 1616 LANE Sgr.'s
T.

4^3
He fraught theare minde with faire decore Of truith,

iustice (twins), groundes of virtues lore.

tDecO're, a. Sc. Obs. Also6deooir. [ad. L.

decSr-us becoming, comely, f. decor, -orent be-

comingness, f. Jecertto become.] Comely, beautiful.

1500-90 DUNBAK Ballat ofour Lady 49 Hail, more decore,
than of before, And swetar be sic sevyne. 1501 DOUGLAS
Pal. Hon. n. 300 Ane sweit nimphe maist faithful! and
decoir.

t DecOTO, v. Obs. or arch. Also 6-7 Sc. de-

coir, [a. F. decore-r (i4th c.\ ad. L. decora-re to

DECORATE.] To decorate, adorn, embellish.

1490 CAXTON Eneydos vi. (1890) 24 The name thenne

and Royalme of Fenyce hath be moche hiely decored by
merueyllous artes and myryfyke. 1548 HALL Chron. (1809)

59 To decore and beautifye the House of God. 1583 STUBBES
Anat. AOHS.I. (1879)64 The Women of Ailgna yse to colour

their faces . . whereby they think their beautie is
greatly

decored. 1603 Philotits xlvii, Deck vp and do thyself
decoir. 1634 RUTHERFORD Lett. (1862) I. 129 Decored and
trimmed as a bride, a 1661 FULLER Worthies n. 6 Which
Church he decored with many Ornaments and Edifices.

1818 SCOTT Br. Lamm, ix, 'Without the saddle being decored
wi' the broidered sumpter-clolh !'

Hence t Deco'ring vhl. sb.

1618 JAS. I Decl. Laivful Sports in Arb, Gamer IV. 515
Leave to carry rushes to the church for the decoring of it.

t DecoTement. Obs. Also 6-7 Sc. deooir-,
decor-, [a. OF. decorement (isth c.), f. dicorer to

DECOKATE : repr. L. decordmenlum.]
a. Decoration, ornamentation, rare. b. concr.

An ornament, an embellishment.

1587 Sc. Acts Jos. K/(i8i4> III. 506 Very commodious
and convenient for the. -decoirment of bis realme. 163*
LITHGOW Trav. I. 41 The decorements of their beautifull

Palaces. 1635 HEYWOOD Land. Sinus Salutis Wks. 1874 IV.

288 The Decorements that adorne the Structure, I omit.

1681 JAS. STEWART in Cloud of Witnesses (1810) 156 What
brethren did cast upon him as a shame was his glory and
decorement. c 1710 W. GIBSON Farriers Guide 1. 1. (1738) 4

The Main, Tail, and Foretop . . of a Horse . . are a suitable

Decorement to a creature of so much Fire and Mettle.

Deco'rist. nonce-wd. [f. DEOOR-UM + -IST.]

One attached to artistic proprieties.

1839 POE Assignation Wks. (1864) I. 381 Proprieties
of

place and especially of time are the bugbears which terrify

mankind from the contemplation of the magnificent. Once
I was myself a decorist.

Decorous (dekoe'ras, de-kores), a. [In form

ad. late L. decoros-us elegant, beautiful (It. dccoroso

decorous, decent), f. decus, decor- : see DECORATE ;

but in sense corresp. to L. decor-us becoming,

seemly, fitting, proper, f. decor, decor-em becoming-
ness, f. decere to become, befit. In harmony with

this Johnson, Walker, and Smart 1849 pronounce
deco-rous. Bailey 1730 and Perry 1805 have de--

cSrous ; Craig 1847 and later dictionaries record

both. The word is not very frequent colloquially.]

f 1. Seemly, suitable, appropriate.
Obs.

1664 H. MORE Jlfjrst. Inii/. 225 That decorous embellish,

ment in the external Cortex of the Prophecy [is] punctually
observed. 1680 Afocal. Afac. 75 So decorous is the

representation. 1691 RAY Creation l. (1704) 57_
It is not so

decorous with respect to God, that he should immediately
do all the meanest and triflingest things himself, without

any inferiour or subordinate minister.

2. Characterized by decorum or outward confor-

mity to the recognized standard of propriety and

good taste in manners, behaviour, etc.

[1673 Rules o/ Civility 144 It is not decorous to look in

the Glass, to comb, brush, or do any thing of that nature to

ourselves, whilst the said person be in the Room.] 179*
V. KNOX Serm. ix. (R.), Individuals, who support

a decorous

character. 1795 BURKE Corr. (1844) IV. 291 Their language
. . is cool, decorous, and conciliatory. i8ai BYRON Vis.

Judg. xcv, Some grumbling voice, Which now and then

will make a slight inroad Upon decorous silence. 1858
HAWTHORNE Fr. 4- ft. frtiU. I. 293 Washington, the most

decorous and respectable personage that ever went cere-

moniously through the realities of life. 1874 HELPS Soc.

Press, iii. 40 In a great city everything has to be made out-

wardly decorous.

b. Of language: Exemplifying propriety of

diction.

1873 LOWELL Among my Bks. Scr. it. 224 A treatise of

permanent value for philosophic statement and decorous

English.

H Explained in the sense of L. decorosus.

17*7 BAILEY vol. II, DScorous, Dccordse, fair and lovely,

beautiful, graceful, comely.

Decorously (see prec.), adv. [-LY-.] In a

decorous manner ; with decorum.

1809 HAN. MORE Calebs I. 189 (Jod.) Oh ! if women in

general knew . . with what a charm even the appearance of

modesty invests its possessor, they would dress decorously.

1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. IV. 566 He endured decorously

the hardships of his present situation.

Decorousness (see prec.). [-NESS.] The

quality of being decorous; t seem'iness' fitness

(obs^t ; propriety of behaviour.

1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. I. v. 874 The will of God is

Goodness, Justice, and Wisdom ; or Decorousness, Fitness.

107

1834 CAMI-BKLI. Lift Mrs. Siddoni II. ill 72 The decorous i

ncu of the national character.

t Deco'rporate, v. Obs. [DE- II. i T L.

corpus, corpor- body.] (See quot.) Hence De-

corpora tion.
1660 HKXIIAM, Oxtlijvtn, to Dccorporate, Kill or make

Bodylesse . . ecn OntlijviMge, a Incorporation, or a making
Uodylesse.

tDecorre, ?' 06s. Also deoourre. [?a.OF.
dccourrc, dccorre ' to runnc downe, lo haste or hy

apace
'

(Cotgr.) : L. decurrfre to run down.]
intr. To run or flow away, pass or haste away.
(Hut the sense of the passage quoted is uncertain.)

1377 LANCL. P. PI. B. xiv. 193 Of pompe and of pruyde be

parchemyn [of bis patent] decorreth [v . r. decourreb] And

principalliche of alle peple, but bei be pore of herte.

Deco-rrugative, a- [f. D*- II. + COBBU-

OATIVE.] Tending to remove wrinkles.

a 1876 M. COLLINS I'cx Sketches (1879) II. 175 Seeing that

wrinkles arc not unknown in these days, it might be worth

inquiry whether bean-flower has any decorrugative effect.

Deco rticate, a. [ad. L. dccorlicat-us, pa.

pple. of decorticare: see next.] Destitute of a

cortex or cortical layer: spec, applied to those

Lichens which have no cortical layer.

1871 LEIGHTON Lichen-Flora Gt. Brit. p. xxiii.

Decorticate (dflt/utilw't), v. [f. ppl.
stem

of L. decorticare to deprive of its bark, f. DE- I. 6

+ cortex, cortic-cm bark.] trans. To remove the

bark, rind, or husk from ; to strip of its bark.

i6i CORVAT Crudities 472 Decorticating it [hemp] or as

we call it in Somersetshire, scaling it with their fingers.

1610 VENNER Via Recta v. 90 Wheate decorticated, and

boyled in milke, commonly called Frumentie. 1693 Phil.

Tram. XVII. 763 Black and white Pepper . . are the same,

only the latter is decorticated. 1717 BRADLEY Fam. Diet.

s.v. Cork, The Manner of decorticating, or taking off the

Bark of the Cork-tree. 1860 BERKELEY Brit. Fungal. 8 An
oak-trunk, .felled and decorticated.

b. fig. To divest of what conceals, to expose.
c. To '

flay '.

1660 WATERHOUSE Arms * Arm. 18 Arms ought to have

decorticate
'

people, as the writer now and then does, with-

out inflicting pain.

d. intr. To peel or come o/'a.s a skin.

1805 Med. Jrnl. XIV. 496 The scabs will decorticate and

peel off from the scalp.

Hence Deoo'rticated ///. a.

1798 W. BLAIR Soldier's Friend 12 Decorticated oats, cut

groats, dried peas. 1859 DARWIN Orig. Spec. viii. (1872)208
A cement . . with which he had covered decorticated trees.

1875 H. C. WOOD Therat. (1879) 581 The decorticated seeds

of the common barley, the pearl barley of commerce.

Decortication (dfkp'Jtik^'Jsn). [ad. L. de-

corticdlidn-em, n. of action from decorticire (see

prec.).] The action of decorticating.

1613 COCKERAM, Decortication, peeling. 1657 TOMLINSON

Renou'sDisf. no They do ill that extract oil out of almonds
before decortication. 1816 KEITH Phys. Bot. II. 482 The
decortication of a tree, or the stripping it of its bark.

Decorticator (drkjJ-Jtik^tai). [agent-n. in L.

form from decorticare to DECORTICATE : see -OR.]

He who or that which decorticates ;
a machine,

tool, or instrument for decortication.

1874 KNIGHT in Diet. Meek.

Decorum (d/ko<>-rftn). [a. L. decorum that

which is seemly, propriety; subst. use of neuter

sing, of dtcor-us adj. seemly, fitting, proper. So

mod.F. cUcorum (since i6th c.).]

1. That which is proper, suitable, seemly, be-

fitting, becoming ; fitness, propriety, congruity.

fa. esp. in dramatic, literary, or artistic composi-
tion : That which is proper to a personage, place,

time, or subject in question, or to the nature, unity,

or harmony of the composition ; fitness, congruity,

keeping. Obs.
a 1568 ASCHAM Scholem. (Arb.) 139 Who soeuer hath bene

diligent to read aduisedlie ouer, Terence, Seneca, Virgtl,

Horace, .he shall easelie perceiue, what is fine and decorum

in euerie one. 1576 FOXE A . f, M. 990/1 , I . . lay all the wyte
in maister More, the authour and contnuer of this Poeticall

booke, for not kepyng Decorum fersatx, as a perfect Poet

should haue done. fold.. Some wyll
thinke . . maister More

to haue missed some part of his Decorum in makyng the

euill spirite..to be messenger betwene middle earth and

Purgatory. 1611 BURTON Anal. Mel. II. ii. vl. iv, If that

Decorum of time and place.. be observed. 1644 MII.TON

EJnc. Wks. 1738 I. 140 What the Laws are of a true Epic
Poem, what of a Dramatic, what of a Lyric, what Decorum

is, which is the grand master-piece to observe. 1686 AGLI-

ONBY Painting lllttst. ii. 67 Simon Sanese began to under-

stand the Decorum of Composition. Ibid. tii. 119 1 l:e

second part of Invention is Decorum ; that is, that there be

nothing Absurd nor Discordant in the Piece. 1704 HEARSE

I. i. 5 Complaints, .[which] when uttered by the inhabitants

of Greece, have a decorum and consistency, which they

totally lose in the character of a British shepherd.

b. That which is proper to the character, posi-

ion, rank, or dignity of a real person, arch.

1589 PUTTRNHAM Elf. Poesie in. xxiv. (Arb.) 305 Our

soueraign Lady (keeping alwaies the decorum of a Princely

person) at her first comming to the crowne, etc. 1594 J .

DECOUPLE.
DICK ENSON A riitat ( 1 878)87 The mimic ofman degenerating
from the decorum of humanitie become* monstrous. 1606
SHAKS. Ant. ff Cl. v. ii. 17 Muiesty to keepe decorum, mutt
No lesse begge then a Kingdome. 1683 CAVE Ecclesiastui,
Athanatins 171 He wat a Prince of a lofty Mind, careful to

preserve the Decorum of State and Empire, a 1715 BURNZT
Own Time (1766) I. 130 He.. did not always obterve the

decorum of his post. 1848 MACAULAY Hut. Enf. \. 180 It

was necessary to the decorum of her character that she
should admonish her erring children.

C. That which is proper to the circumstances or

requirements of the case : seemliness, propriety,

fitness; = DECENCY I. arch.

1586 T. B. La Primaud. Fr. Acad. 1. 171 A waie how to

frame all things according to that which is decent or seemely,
which the Lalines call decorum. 1598 }. DICKINSON Grettte

in Cone. (1878) 147 She deemd it no decorum to blemish her

yet-during pleasures with not auailing sorrow. 1677 GALE
Crt. Gentiles II. IV. 10 Temperance formally consiites in

giving al persons and things their just decorum and measure.

1809 M ATiiiAS in GrajfsCorr. (18431 '* There was a peculiar

propriety and decorum in his manner of reading. 1858
TRENCH Parable* (1860) 126 They argue that it is against
the decorum of the Divine teaching, that, etc.

2. Qualities which result from sense i : fa.

Beauty arising from fitness, or from absence of the

incongruous ; comeliness ; grace ; gracefulness.
1613 K. C. Table AIM. <ed. 3). Decorum, comelinesse.

1618 DKKKKR Owlet Almanacke, A coloured cloute will set

the stampe of decorum on a rotten partition. 1635 SWAN
Sfer. M. vii. I 3 1 1643' 320 To shew the due decorum and

comely beauty of the worlds brave structure. 1719 Sm i -

vocKK<-f rtillery v. 334 The Decorum and Gracefulness ofany
Pile, the making the whole Aspect of a Fabric so correct,

t b. Orderly condition, orderliness. Obs.

1610 HEALEY St. Aug. Citie of God xil. xxv. 442 Whose
wisedome reacheth from end to end, ordering all in a delicate

decorum. Itid. xxil. xxiv. 847 And brings the potential!
formes into such actuall decorum. 1684 T. BURNKT Th.

Earth i. 132 The first orders of things are more perfect and

regular, and this decorum seems to be observ'd afterwards,

to. Oiderly and grave array. 06s.

1634 SlRT. HERBERT Trav. (1638) 238 In this Decorum

they march slowly, and with great silence [at a funeral).

8. Propriety of behaviour; what is fitting or

proper in behaviour or demeanour, what is in

accordance with the standard of good breeding ;

the avoidance of anything unseemly or offensive in

manner.

1571 tr. Buchanan's Detect. Maty M iij a, To obsenie

decorum and comely conuenience in hir iiairt. .sche counter-

feiteth a mourning, a 1618 F. GREVILLE Sidney (1652) 93 She
resolved to keep within the Decorum of her sex. ice<8

DRVDEN Evening"* Love Epil. 19 Where nothing must
decorum shock. 1704 F. FULLER Med. Gym*. (17111 143,

I can't see any breach of Decorum, if a Lady . . should ride

on Horse-back. 1791 MRS. RADCLIPPE Rom. Forest iii, The

lady-abbess was a woman of rigid decorum and severe de-

votion. 1803 Med. Jrnl. IX. 442 A spirit of levity and

wrangling, wholly inconsistent with the grave decorum due
to the investigation and decision of a philosophical subject.

1814 JANE AUSTEN Mans/. Part (1851) 81 My father.,

would never wish his grown-up daughters to be acting

plays. His sense of decorum is strict. 1866 G. MACDONALD
Ann. O. Height, xxvii. (1878) 475 If the mothers .. are

shocked at the want of decorum in my friend Judy.
4. (with a. and //.) -fa. A fitting or appropriate

act. Obs.
1601 A. C. Answ. to Let. Jesuited Gent. 114 (Stanf.) It

had bin a decorum in them, to have shewd themselves thank-

ful unto such kind office. 1691 DRYDEN St. Evremonft
Ess. 372 The Laugh, the Speech, the Action, accompanied
with Agreements and Decorums. 1717 BERKELEY Tour

Italy 21 Jan. Wks. 1871 IV. 532 The tragedy of Caligula,

where, amongst other decorums, Harlequin . . was very
familiar with the Emperor himself.

b. An act or requirement of polite behaviour;
a decorous observance ; chiefly in //., proprieties.
1601 R. JOHNSON Kingd. t Comnnv. (16031 245 The Spanish

nation, .using a certaine decorum (which they < all .in obey-
sance or . . a compliment or ccrimonious curtesie 1

. 1676
WYCHERLEY PI. Dealer i. i, Tell not me .. of your Decorums,

supercilious Forms, and slavish Ceremonies. 1706 ESTCOCRT
Fair Examt. l. i, My Lady Stately longs to see you, had

paid you a Visit but for the Decorums : She expects the

first from you. 17*6 GOLUSX. Vic. W. xxx, No decorums
could restrain the impatience of his blushing mistress lo be

forgiven. 186} MERIVALE Rom. Emf. VIII. Ixvi. 102 The

dignity of his military character was hedged round by
formalities and decorums.

Decoun, obs. form of DEACON.

t Decou'nt, v. Obs. rare. [f. DE- + COURT v. :

cf. depict, describe.} trans. To set down in a

reckoning or account ; to reckon.

1761 tr. Buschint/s Syst. Geog. V. 23 He was afterwards

decounted a denizen, and the correspondent duties were

required of him.

tDeCOTTple, v. Obs. rare--
1

. [a. F. dJ-

couple-r to uncouple : see DE- I. 6.] To uncouple.
i6o> ind PI. Returnfr. Parnaa. II. v. (Arb.) ?2 Another

company of houndes..had their couples cast off and we

might heare the Huntsmen cry, horse, decouple, Auant.

HDtSconple. Her. [F. : see prec.] (.See

quots.)
1717-51 CHAMBERS Cycl., DtcoufU, in heraldry, the same

as uncoupled, i. e. parted, or severed. Thus, a chevron

decouple" is a chevron wanting so much towards the point,

that the two ends stand at a distance from each other. 1830

in ROBSON Brit. Herald.

Decoure, Decourre, var. DECORE, DECOBBE.

||
Decours. Her. [F. : see next] -DcRUm i c.

1717-51 in CHAMBERS Cycl., A mooinfetnuattt or ex de.
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DECOURSE.

t DeCOUTSe. Obs. [a. F. dtcours (i2th c.) :-

L. decurs-um a running down, f. dccurrere to run

down : cf. DECUESE and COURSE.] Downward
course, descent. AlsoyS^.
1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Niclwlay's Voy. Turkic iv. xx.

134 b, The Euphrates. . in the channel! and decourse whereof

are founde many pretious stones. 1397 J. KING On Jonas

(1618) 213 In the decourse of many generations.

t Decou-rt, v. Obs. [f.
DE- II. 2 + COURT sb.]

trans. To expel or banish from court.

<ri6io SIR J. MELVIL Mem. (1683) 198 He was accused.,

and. .for a time decourted. 1633 T. ADAMS Exp. 2 Peter

ii. 4 If the king's favourite be forever decourted and banished.

1676 W. Row Contn. Blair's A utobiog. xii. (1848) 462 Middle-

ton is thus decourted and all his places taken from him.

i Deco-vered, Ppl. a. Obs. [f.
DE- II. i +

COVERED : cf. F. dicouvert] Uncovered.

1638 J. WEBB tr. Cleopatra vm. ii. 19 His face remained

almost quite decovered.

t DeCO'y, si-1 Obs. [Derivation and history un-

known.] A game of cards played in the sixteenth

and beginning of the seventeenth century.
c 1550 Diceplay C viij a, Primero now as it hath most

use in courts, so is there most deceit in it.. .At trump, saint,

& such other like, cutting at y neck is a good uantage so

is cutting by a bum card (finely) vnder & ouer. . At decoy,

they drawe easily xx handes together, and play all vpon
assurance when to win or lose. 1391 GREENE Disc. Coos-

nage (1592) 4 lie play at mumchance, or decoy, he shal

shuffle the cards, and ile cut. 1608-9 DECKER Belman
Land. F iij (N.), Cardes are fetcht, and mumchance or

decoy is the game.

Decoy (dfkoi-), sb.- Also 7 deeoye, dequoy,
de quoi, duekquoy, 7-8 duckoy, duck-coy,

duccoy. [Decoy, in all its senses (exc. 4 a) and

combinations, was preceded by a simple form COY
j

sb.\ (known in 1621), a. Du. kooi of the same mean-

ing. Thus senses I and 3 are identical with I and

3 of COY ;
sense 2 is a fig. use of i

; 4 b. and 5 are

closely related to 3. The combinations decoy-bird,

-dog, -duck, -man, etc., were preceded generally by
the forms coy-bird, -dog, -duck, -man, etc. It is

thus evident that de-coy is a derivative, compound,
or extension, of COY sb.

;
but the origin of the de-

is undetermined.
It has been variously conjectured to be the prefix DE-, the

Dutch article in de kooi ' the coy
'

or
'

decoy ', the second

half of Du. eende in eende-kooi
'

duck-coy ', and an obscura-

tion of duck itself in duck-coy, which is indeed found in the

I7th c., and (what is notable) not merely as the sb., but as

the vb. (see below). Yet we do not find it as the earlier

form, which suggests that it is really a later spelling of

popular etymology. The likelihood that decoy is the Du.
de kooi has been forcibly urged by C. Stoffel in Englische
StudienX. (1887) 180. But direct evidence is wanting. And,
since DECOY sb. 1 appears to be an entirely distinct word,
being much older in the language than either this word or coy

itself, and was probably still in use when coy was introduced

from Dutch, it is possible that the latter was made into

de-coy under the influence of that earlier word. It is to be

noted also that the sense 'sharper', 43 below, actually

appears earlier than any other, literal or figurative, and may
possibly not be a sense of this word at all, but an indepen-
dent and earlier cant or slang term ; if so, it may also have
influenced the change of coy to decoy,.]

1. A pond or pool out of which run narrow arms

or '

pipes
'

covered with network or other contri-

vances into which wild ducks or other fowl may
be allured and there caught.
1625 [see DECOY-DUCK 2]. [1626-41 SPELMAN in Payne-

GalUvey Bk. Duck Decoys (18861 2 Sir W. Wodehouse
(who lived in the reign of James L, 1603-25) made among
us the first device for catching Ducks, known by the foreign
name of a koye.] 1641 EVELYN Diary 19 Sept., We arrived

at Dort, passing by the Decoys, where they catch innumer-
able quantities of fowle. 1665 29 Mar., His Majestie
was now finishing the Decoy in the Parke, 1676 WORLIDGE
Bees (1678) 23 Allured . . as Ducks by Dequoys. 1678 RAY
lyillugkby's Oriiith. (1680) 286 Piscinas hasce cum allecta-

tricibus et reliquo suo apparatu Decoys seu Duck-coys
vocant, allectatnces coy-ducks. 1679-88 Seer. Sent. Money
Chas. II ff Jus. // (Camden) 82 A kennell for the dogs, and
a new ducquoy in the park. 1714 Flyine-Post 4-7 Dec.,
Keeper of New Forest in Hampshire, and of the Duckoy
there, 1750 R. POCOCKE Trav. (1888)94 The duckoy close to
the Fleet, where the swans, .breed, as well as wildfowl. 1839
STONEHOUSE Axftolwe 68 The decoy has superseded all those
ancient methods of taking water fowl. 1846 M^CULLOCH
Ace. Brit. Empire (18541 1. 179 Decoys for the taking of wild

ducks, teal, widgeons, etc. were, .at one time, very common
in the fens; but a few only exist at present. 1886 PAYNE-
GALLWEY Bk. Duck Decoys 17 A Decoy is a cunning and
clever combination of water, nets, and screens, by means of
which wildfowl, such as Wigeon, Mallard, and Teal, are

caught alive.

2. Jig. A place into which persons are enticed to

the profit of the keeper.
1678 OTWAY Friendship in F. iv. i. (R.), You who keep

a general decoy here for fools and coxcombs [a brothel].
a 1839 PRAED Poems (1864) I. 197 The place was cursed
with an evil name, And that name was ' The Devil's Decoy !

'

3. A bird (or other animal) trained to lure or

entice others (usually of its species') into a trap.
1661 Humane Industry 170 Wilde Ducks, that are tamed

and made Decoyes, to intice and betray their fellows. 1663
COWLEY Verses ff Ess. (1669) 132 Man is to man . . a
treacherous Decoy, and a rapacious Vulture. 1774 GOLDSM.
Nat. Hist. (1862) II. vn. xii. 235 A number of wild ducks
made tame, which are called decoys. 1859 TENNENT
Ceylon II. vm. v. 366 A display of dry humour in the
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manner in which the decoys thus played with the fears of

the wild herd [of elephants].

4. Applied to a person :

f a. A swindler, sharper ;
an impostor or ' shark

'

who lives by hiswits at the expense of his dupes. Obs.

(It is, from the early date and sense, very doubtful if this

belongs to this word. In the 'character' by Brathwait (quot.

1631), there is no reference explicit or implicit to the action of

a decoy-duck. It rather looks as if this were a slang term

already in use when coys and coy-ducks were_introduced
into

England, and as if coy-duck were changed into decoy-duck
with allusion to this.)

1618 MYNSHUL Ess. Prison 30 laylors . . are . . indeed for

the most part the very off-scum of the rascall multitude, as

Cabbage-carriers, Decoyes, Bum-bayliffes, disgraced Pur-

seuants, liotchers. .and a rabble of such stinkardly com-

panions. 1630 J. TAVLOR (Water P.) Wks. i. 71/1 To
Sharkes, Stales, Nims, Lifts, Fpysts, Cheats, Stands, De-

coyes. 1631 BRATHWAIT Whimzics, Char. Decoy 25 A Decoy
Is a brave metall'd Blade, as apt to take as give. Ibid, 31

Which simplicitie of his our Decoy observes and workes

upon it.

b. One who entices, allures, or inveigles another

into some trap, deception, or evil situation ;
=

DECOY-DUCK a.

1638 FORD Lady's Trial v. i, I foster a decoy here this

niece, a strumpet] ; And she trowls on her ragged customer,
To cut my throat for pillage. 1636 EARL MONM. Advt. fr.
Parnass. 186 These were the true de quois, or call-ducks,

which ticed in the scum of the city. 1667 Decay Chr. Piety
xviii. F 5 To lead captive silly women, and make them the

duck-coys to their whole family. 1744 BERKELEY Sin's 108

Some tough dram-drinker, set up as the devil's decoy, to

draw in proselytes. 1843 DICKENS Mart. Chuz. xli, I want

you, besides, to act as a decoy in a case I have already told

you of. 1849JAMES Woodman xxxii, I have the pretty decoy [a

girl] in my own hand, I can whistle either bird back to the lure.

5. Anything employed to allure and entice,

especially into a trap ;
an enticement, bait, trap.

1655 FULLER Ck. Hist. m. iii. | 24 Intending onely a short

Essay, and to be (let me call it) an honest Decoy, by
entering on this subject, to draw others into the com-

pleating thereof. 1679 PENN Addr. Prol. n. 178 She
that makes her Pretences to Religion a Decoy to catch the

World. 1698 FRYER Ace. E. India & P. 45 Antilopes, not

to be taken but by a Decoy made of Green Boughs, wherein

a Man hides himself. 1705 HicKERiNGiLL/'nVs/'-rr. (1721) I.

27 [By] the Duckoy of a Wedding . . trepan'd to Death and
Murther'd. 1865 LUBBOCK Preh. Timesxiv. (1869)500 A de-

coy roughly representing the head and antlers of a reindeer

has been put up. 1883 A. K. GREEN Hand $ Ring xx, The
note had been sent as a decoy by the detective.

6. altrib. and Comb., as decoy-bird, -dog, -goose,

-place ; decoy-man, decoyman, one whose busi-

ness it is to attend to a decoy for wildfowl.

1643 Sovcraigne Salve 39 Some dequoy indulgence may
be used towards them to draw others, till all be in [their]

power. 1711 KINO tr. Maude's Refined Pol. v. 105 The
Bird-catchers, to succeed in their sport, make use of decoy
birds. 1775 Epit. in Birm. Weekly Post 17 Jan. (1891) n/i
Andrew Williams . . lived under the Aston family as Decoy-
man 60 years. 1778 Sportsman's Diet., Decoy-duck . . by
her allurement draws [wild ones] into the decoy-place. 1799
W. TOOKE Virtu Russ. Emp. III. 83 The Ostiaks . . placed
at some distance several decoy-geese. 1839 STONEHOUSE
Axholme 68 Screens, formed of reeds, are set up . . to prevent
the possibility of the fowl seeing the decoy man. Ibid.,

The decoy birds resort to. .the mouth of the pipes, followed

by the young wild fowl. 1883 G. C. DAVIES Norfolk Broads
xxii. (1884) 164 The decoy-dog . . was a retriever of reddish

colour. 1887 Daily News 21 Nov. 2/8 The prisoner had
used his shop as a decoy place for poor little girls.

Decoy (d/"kor), v. [See prec.
The vb. is considerably later than the sb., and its earliest

examples are spelt duckoy ; it was evidently formed directly

from the sb., of which it reflects the contemporary varieties

of spelling.]

1. trans. To allure or entice (wildfowl or other

animals) into a snare or place of capture: said

usually when this is done by, or with the aid of,

another animal trained to the work.

1671 Phil. Trans. VI. 3093 The Wild Elephants are by the

tame Females of the same kind as 'twere duckoy'd into

a lodge with trap-doors. 1697 DAMPIER Vey. I. 168 Their

Hogs, .at night come in. .and are put up in their Crauls or

Pens, and yet some turn wild, which nevertheless are often

decoyed in by the other. 1735 Sportsman's Diet., Decoy-
birds . . are usually kept in a cage and from thence^decoy
birds into the nets. 1788 REID Act. Powers m. n. iv. 565
The arts they use.. to decoy hawks and other enemies.

1835 W. IRVING Tour Prairies 170 A black horse on the

Brasis. .being decoyed under a tree by a tame mare. 1845
YARRELL Hist, Birds (ed. 2) III. 266 The outer side, .is the

one on which the person walks who is decoying the fowl.

2. To entice or allure (persons) by the use of

cunning and deceitful attractions, into a place or

situation, away, out, from a situation, to do some-

thing.
1660 HICKERINGILL Jamaica Pref. (1661) A ij b, To allure

and Duckoy the unwary world, a 1674 CLARENDON Hist.

Reb. XL (1888) 195 Rolph answered, that the King might
be decoyed from thence.. and then he might easily be de-

spatched. 1709 STEELE Taller No. 59 F i That they may
not be decoyed in by the soft Allurement of a Fine Lady.
1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1776) II. 261 Two of whom the

mariners decoyed on ship-board. 1776 AUAM SMITH W. N.
u. v. I. 365 [They] may sometimes decoy a weak customer
to buy what he has no occasion for. 1833 HT. MARTINEAU
Fr. Wines iv. 63 They would not be decoyed away by
a false alarm. 1865 B/.RiNG-GpULD Werewolves vi. 81 This
wretched man had decoyed children into his .shop.

Hence Decoyer, Decoying vbl. sb.

1883 G. C. DAVIES Norfolk Broads xxii. (1884)
162 Decoy-

ing was the only item of the wild life still existing in the

DECREASE.
Broad district with which we had not made ourselves

acquainted.

Decoy-duck (dncoi-d:k). [f. DECOY sb. +

DUCK. Cf. Du. kooieend in same sense.]

1. A duck trained to decoy its fellows.

1651 C. WALKER Hist. Independ. in. 34 These.. are re-

warded like Decoy Duckes for their pames. 1883 G. C.

DAVIES Norfolk Broads xxii. (1884) 167 These decoy ducks
are kept in the decoy, and trained to come in for food when-
ever they, .hear a low whistle from the decoy-man.
2. jig. A person who entices another into danger

or mischief.

1625 FLETCHER Fair Maid iv. ii, You are worse than

simple widgeons, and will be drawn into the net by this

decoy-duck, this tame cheater. 1688 SHADWELL Sqr. A Isatia

Dram. Persona;, Shamwell . . being ruined by Cheatly, is

made a decoy-duck for others. 1887 Daily News n July

3/1 At Monte Carlo, .he was employed as a decoy duck.

Decra'ssify, v. rare. [f.
DE- II. i + L. crass-

its thick, gross + -FY.] trans. To divest of what is

crass, si'oss, or material.

I hei

myfaith. i88jCoui>LAND Spit, __.

attempt to decrassify this symbol, to see in it the wonderful

power of the creative human brain.

Decrease (d/krrs, drkris), sb. Forms : 4 de-

crees, 4-7 discrease, 5 decrease, 6- decrease,

[a. OF. decreis, descreis (later des-, de-crois, now

ddcrotf), verbal sb. f. stem of de-, descreis-tre

(de(s]creiss-ant* to DECBEASE.]
The process of growing less

; lessening, diminu-

tion, falling off, abatement ;
the condition which

results from this. (Opposed to INCREASE sb.)

1383 GOWER Conf. III. 154 That none honour fall in

decrees \y.r. discrease]. 1488-9 Act 4 Hen VII, c. i To
decresse and destruccion of your lyvelode. 1555 EDEN
Decades 119 They see the seas by increase and decrease to

flowe and reflowe. 1665 PEVYS Diary 28 Nov., Soon as we
know how the plague goes this week, which we hope will

be a good decrease. 1674 PLAYFORD Skill Mus. i. vii. 24

Notes of Diminution or Decrease. 1742 YOUNG Nt. Th. v.

717 While man is growing, life is in decrease. 1874 GREEN
Short Hist. iv. 2. 168 The steady decrease in the number of

the greater nobles.

f b. spec. The wane of the moon. Obs.

1626 BACON Sylva 8 626 Such Fruits, .you must gather
. .when the Moon is under the Earth, and in decrease. 1661

LOVELL Hist. AHUM, ff Min. 29 The same taken in the de-

crease of the moon . . helpeth the fits of quartans. 1746
HERVEY Mcdit. (18:8) 266 The moon in her decrease pre-

vents the dawn.

Decrease (d^krfs), v. Forms: a. 4-5 dis-

crese, 5 discrease, -creace, dyscres, -crece, 6

discresse, dyscrease ; P. 4-5 decreesse, 4-6 de-

crese, 5 -crece, -creace, 5-6 -cresse, 6 Sc. dicres,

6- decrease, ff. OF. de-, descreiss-, ppl. stem of

descreistre (later desfroistre (Cotgr. 1611), now

dicrottre)
= Pr. descreisser, Cat. descrexer, Sp.

descrecer, It. discre'scere, which took in Romanic

the place of L. decrescere, f. de- down + crescere to

grow : see DE- I. 6. Under the influence of the

L., decreistre was an occasional variant in OF.,
and under the same influence, de-crese, found beside

descrese in ME., eventually superseded it. An

AngloFr. decresser, influenced by Eng. decrese or L.

decrescere, is found in the Statutes of Hen. VI.]

1. intr. To grow less (in amount, importance,

influence, etc.) ;
to lessen, diminish, fall off, shrink,

abate. (Opposed to INCREASE .)

a. 1393 GOWER Conf. II. 189 Knowend how that the feith

discreseth. a 1400 Cov. Myst. (1841) 224 Oure joy wylle

sone dyscres. 1490 CAXTON Eneydos Prol. 2 The mone
. .euer wauerynge, wexynge one season and waneth & dys-

creaseth another season. 1526 SKELTON Magnyf. 2545 Now
ebbe, now flowe, nowe increase, nowe dyscrease. 1530

PALSGR. 518/2, I discresse, I growe lasse or dymynysshe.

(3. 1382 WYCLIF Gen. viii. 5 The watres jeden and decrees-

seden [1388 decresid_en]
vnto the tenthe moneth. c 1400

MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) vi. 23 pan begynnes Nilus to decreesse.

1483 Cat'h. Angl. 92 To Decrese (A. Decresse), decrescere.

1530 PALSGR. 509/1, I decrease, I waxe lesse, or vanysshe

awaye. 1534 TINDALE John iii. 30 He must increace : and
I must decreace. 1608 SHAKS. Per. i. ii. 85 Tyrants' fears

Decrease not, but grow faster than the years. 1776 GIBBON
Dec!. fr F. ii. (1838) I. 36 The number of citizens gradually
decreased. 1854 BREWSTER More Worlds iv. 68 The tem-

perature . . decreases as we rise in the atmosphere.

2. trans. To cause to grow less; to lessen,

diminish.
c 1470 HARDING Chron. xvi. vii, For couetyse his brother

to discreace. 1587 Mirr. Mag., Cornila xlv, He first

decreast my wealth. 1596 SHAKS. Tarn. Shreiv n. 119

His Lands and goods, Which I haue bettered rather then

decreast. 1651 Life Father Sarfi (1676) 80 Yet the Father

knew very well that age decreaseth strength. 1718 PRIOR

An Epitaph 42 Nor cherish'd they relations poor, That

Hence Decreasing vbl. sb. and ///. a., De-

crea'singly adv.

1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. vm. ii. (1405) 298 In '"e

whyche waters.. it makyth encreasynge and decresynge.

1391 PERCIVALL.SA Diet., Descrecimicnto, decreasing. 1633
FLETCHER Purple Isl. IX. 1. 134 Which yet increases more

with trie decreasing day. 1796 MORSE Amcr. Geog. I. 277

[Quakers] hold that . . baptism with water belonged to an

inferior and decreasing dispensation. 1822 Examiner 210/1



DECREATION.

Glaring on its contiguous objects, and decreasingly gleaming
to the foreground. Mod. Food was decreasing!/ scarce.

t Decreation (djkrv'-Jan). 06s. [f. UK- 1. 6
+ CREATION. (In sense of diminution

'

decriation
is found in I4th c. F.)] The undoing of creation ;

depriving of existence ; annihilation.

1647 WARD Simp. Cobler 47 As he is a creature, hee
feares decreation. 1678 CUDWORTH IntcU. Syst. i. i. f 37.
45 More Reasonable . . then the continual Decreation and
Annihilation of the souls of Brutes.

t Decrea-tor. Obs.
[f. DE- I. 6 + CBEATOB,

implying a vb. decreate : see prec.] One who un-
creates or annihilates.

1678 Cl'uwoiTH Intell. Syst. l. iv. 35. 436 Not only the
Creator of all the other gods, but also.. the Decreator of
them.

Decrece, obs. form of DECREASE.
Decree (dflcrr), s6. Also 4-6 deore. [a.

OF. decrt, var. of decret (in pi. decrez, decres} = vr.

dccret, Sp., It. decreto, ad. L. decret'urn, subst. use
of neuter of decrettts, pa. pple. of decernfrc to
decree : see DECERN.]
1. An ordinance or edict set forth by the civil or

other authority ; an authoritative decision having
the force of law.
c iw E. E. Allil. P. B. 1745 pen watz demed a de-cre bi

be duk seluen. c 1330 R. BRUNNE Citron. (1810) 193 At
London bei wer atteynt, decre was mad for bate. 1483
Catk. Angl. 92 A Decree, decretum. 1596 SHAKS. Merck. V.
iv. i. 102 There is no force in the decrees of Venice. 1637
(title). A Decree of the Starre-Chamber concerning Printing.
1697 DRYDEN Virg. Glorg. HI. 7 The dire Decrees Of hard
Euristheus. 1706 H. HUNTER tr. St.-Pierre's Stud. flat.

(1799) III. 639 The Constituent Assembly, .abolished, by it's

decree of September 1791, the justice which it had done to

persons of colour in the Antilles. iSji J. Q. ADAMS in C.
Davies Metr. Syst. in. (1871) 140 This report was sanctioned
by a decree of the assembly. 1851 TENNYSON To the Queen
ix, To take Occasion by the hand, and make The bounds of
freedom wider yet By shaping some august decree.

fi%. 1596 SHAKS. Merck. V. i. ii. 20 The braine may
deuise lawes for the blood, but a hot temper leapes ore
a colde decree. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Georg. i. 289 whether
by Nature's Curse, Or Fate's Decree.

2. Eccl. An edict or law of an ecclesiastical

council, usually one settling some disputed or
doubtful point of doctrine or discipline ; in //. the
collection of such laws and decisions, forming part
of the canon law. (Cf. DECRETAL.)
1303 R. BRUNNE Handl. Synne 4640 Hyt ys forbode hym,

yn be decre, Myracles for to make or se. 1377 LANGL. P.
PI. B. xv. 373 Doctoures of decres and of diumite Maistres.

1393 GOWER Cmif. I. 257 The pope.. hath made and yovc
the decre. 1531 in W. H. Turner Select. Rec. Oxford 95
Master Morgan Johns, bachelor of decrees. 1564 (title),
A godly and necessarie Admonition of the Decrees and
Canons of the Counsel of Trent. 1691 WOOD Atk. Oxen. I.

20 He was . . admitted to the extraordinary reading of any
Book of the Decretals, that is to the degree of Bach, of
Decrees, which some call the Canon Law. 1726 AYLIFPK
Parergon p. xxxvii, A Decree is an Ordinance which is

enacted by the Pope himself, by and with the advice of his
Cardinals in Council assembled, without being consulted by
any one thereon. 1843 Pennf Cycl. XXV. 189/1 The king
and the queen-mother promised . . that they would accept
the decrees of the Council [of Trent]. 1893 P. T. FORSYTII
in Faith ^ Criticism 106 If that infallibility be carried

beyond Himself. . there is no logical halting-place till we
arrive at the Vatican Decrees.

3. Theol. One of the eternal purposes of God
whereby events are foreordained.

1570 B. GOOGE Pop. Kingd. i. (1880) t All the Deuils
deepe in hell, at his decrees doe quake. 1648 A ssembly's

LarfferCateck. Q. 12 God's Decrees are the wise, free, and
holy acts of the counsel of his will, whereby from all eternity,
he hath, for his own glory, unchangeably fore-ordained what-
soever comes to passe in time. 41711 KEN Hymnarium
Poet. Wks. 1721 II. 108 Her Conscience tells her God's
Decree Full option gave, and made her free. 1860 MOTLEY
Nitkerl. (1868) I. i. 4 Philip stood enfeofied, by divine decree,
of . . possessions far and near.

4. Law. A judicial decision. In various specific
uses: a. Rom. Law. A decision given by the

emperor on a question brought before him judi-

cially.

1776-61 GIBBON Decl. * F. xliv, The rescripts of the

emperor, his grants and decrees, his edicts and pragmatic
sanctions, were subscribed in purple ink. 1880 MUIRIIKAD
Gains I. s An imperial constitution is what the emperor
has established by decree, edict, or letter. It has never
been disputed that such a constitution has the full force of
a/f.r.

b. Eng. Law. The judgement of a court of

equity, or of the Court of Admiralty, Probate, and
Divorce. But since the Judicature Act of 1873-5,
the term '

judgement
'

is applied to the decisions

of courts having both common law and equity

powers.
Decree is still used in Admiralty case*. In Divorce cases,

u decree is an order of the Court declaring the nullity or
dissolution of marriage, or the judicial separation of the

parties. Decree /V : the order made by the court for

divorce, which remains conditional for at least six months,
after which, unless cause to the contrary is shown, it is

made absolute. In Ecclesiastical cases, decree is a special
form of citation of the party to the suit.

1622 CALLIS Sfat. Sewers (1647) 231 A Decree is . . only
a Sentence or Judgement in a Court of Justice, delivered or

declared by the Judges there. 1735 Col. AV( -. f'eriMSyfv.
IV. 30 But two Causes, and both by Consent, have been

brought to a Decree. 17*8 BLACKSTONE Conun. HI. 451
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When all are heard, the court pronounces the deem, adjust-
ing every point in debate according to equity and good
conscieme. 1848 WIIARTON Law Lex. s. v., Courts of

nay may adjust their decrees so as to meet different

exigencies, .whereas courts of common law are bound down
to a fixed and invariable form ofjudgment. 1873 del 36 4
37 Viet. c. 66 8 100 In the construction of this Act.. the
several words herein-after mentioned shall have, or include,
the meanings following; (that is to say). .

'

Judgment
'
shall

include Decree. 1873 PHILLIMORE Eccles. Law 1254 These
decrees or citations are signed by the Registrar of the Court.
1891 CHARY Law of Marriage 354 A decree of judicial
separation may be subsequently turned into a decree for
dissolution. 1893 BARNES in Law Kef. Probate Div. 154
The decree I make will be : that the crew other than the
captain shall receive salvage according to their ratings.
Mod. Nnuspr., A decree nisi was pronounced. The decree
was made absolute.

C. Sc. Law. The final judgement or sentence of
a civil court, whereby the

question at issue between
the parties is decided ; strictly, a judgement which
can be put in force by containing the executive
words ' and decems '

: cf. PKCKRNITTBE.
Decrees are said to be condentnator or absohitor accord-

ing as the decision is in favour of the pursuer or the defender.
A decree in absence is a decree pronounced against a de-
fender who has not appeared and pleaded on the merits of
the cause = 'Judgement by Default

'

in English Co-.nmon
Law. Decree ofRegistration is a decree Jictione juris of
a court, interposed without the actual invervention of
a judget>

in virtue of the party's consent to a decree going
out against him. Decree arbitral ' an award by one or
more arbiters : see ARBITRAL. Decree dative : see DATIVE.
Decree ofLocality, Modification, and Valuation of Teinds :

various decisions of the Teind Court. (Bell, Diet. Law
Scot!. 1861.) Cf. earlier DECREET i b.

1754 ERSKINE Princ. Sc. Law (1809) 484 Before horning
could pass on the decree of an inferior judge, the decree
was, by our former practice, to have been judicially produced
before the Session, and their authority mterposeo: to it by
a new decree. 1861 W. BELL Diet. Law Scot. s. v., The
decree issued by the Court of Session in aid of the inferior
court decree, was called a decree conforttt. 1877 MACKAY
Practice Crt. Session I. 581 The term decree is now some-
times used interchangeably with interlocutor, though it

might be convenient to apply the former to a final deter-
mination by which the whole or a substantive part of the
cause is decided, and the latter to an order pronounced in
its course.

Decree (dflerf), v. Also 6 decre, deorey.
[f. DECREE st. : cf. F. decrfter, f. tUcret.J
1. trans. To command (something) by decree ;

to order, appoint, or assign authoritatively, or-

dain.

1309 Rolls of Parlt. III. 424/1 [Their] Commissaries.,
declared and decreed, and adjugged yowe fore to be deposed
and pryved . .ofthe Astate of Ryng. 1538 STARKEY England
i. i. 20 No partycular mean by cyuyle ordynance decred.

1590 MARLOWE Edw. II, Wlcs. (Rtldg.) 194/2 The stately

triumph we decreed, a i67 MIDDLETON Mayor ofQ. iv. ii,

Upon the plain of Salisbury A peaceful meeting theydecreen.
1637 Decree Star Ckatnbcr ir It is further Ordered and
Decreed, that no Merchant, Bookseller, -shall imprint, .any
English bookes [etc.], a 1718 ROWE (J.i, Their father, .has
decreed His sceptre to the younger. 1858 FROUDE Hist. Eng.
III. xii. 13 The English parliaments were, .decreeing the
dissolution of the smaller monasteries. 1876 J . H. NEWMAN
Hitt. Sk. I. in. i. 309 The cities sent embassies to him,
decreeing him public honours.

b. fig. To ordain as by Divine appointment, or

by fate.

c 1580 C'TESS PEMBROKE Ps. (1823) cxix. B. iii, What thou
dost decree. 1594 HOOKER F.ccl. Pol. i ii. (1611) 4 Wherewith
God hath eternally decreed when and how they should be.

1601 SHAKS. Twel. N. I. v. 330 What is decreed, must be : and
be this so. 1795 SOUTHEY Joan ofArc vi. 68 For Heaven
all-just Hath seen our sufferings and decreed their end.

1841 LANE Arab. Nts. I. in Give me patience, O Allah, to
bear what Thou decrees!.

2. Law. f To pronounce judgement on (a cause),
decide judicially (o6s.} ; to order or determine by
a judicial decision ; to adjudge ; absol. to give

judgement in a cause.

1530 PALSGR. 509/1, I shall decree it or it be to morowe
noone. 1570 LEVINS 46/39To Decree, decernere. 16*1 ELSING
Debates Ho. Lords (Camden) 112 He decreed the cause
not hearing any one wytnesse. 1818 CRUISE Digest (ed. 21

I. 469 It was decreed to be a resulting trust for the grantor.
Ibid. VI. 489 Lord Bathurst decreed accordingly. 1891
Law Reports Weekly Notes 43/1 The Court would not
decree specific performance of a contract of service.

8. To decide or determine authoritatively ; to

pronounce by decree.
a 1571 JEWHL Serm. Haggai i. 4 Our fathers in the

Councill holden at Constance . . have decreed . . that, to
minister the Communion to a lay man under both kinds, is

an open heresie. 1651 HOBBES Leviatk. it. xxii. 116 What-
soever that Assembly shall Decree. 1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev.
I. v. ii. The Third Estate is decreeing that it is, was, and will
be nothing but a National Assembly.
tb. To decree (a person} for: to put him down

as, pronounce him to be. Obs. rare.
1616 BEAUM. & Fi_ Scornful Lady iv. i, Such a Coxcomb,

such a whining Ass, as you decreed me for when 1 was last

here.

f4. To determine, resolve, decide (to do some-

thing). Obs. or arch.

ISJ6 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531' 86 b, Decreyinge with
them selfe. .to beare and suffre all thynges. 1599 SHAKS.
Muck Ado i. iii. 35, I haue decreed not to sing in my cage.
1697 DRVDEN Virg. Georg. iv. 333 When thou hast decreed
to seize their Stores. 1754 FIELDING Jon. Wild IV. viii,

Here we decreed to rest and dine. 1871 R. ELUS Catullus
viii. 1 7 Who decrees to live thine own :

DECREMENT.
6. absol. or intr. To decide, determine, ordain.
1591 SrEKSEt Ruines ofRome vi. n So did the Gods by

heavenly doome decree. 1600 SMAKS. A. Y. L. l. ii. in As
BMOHOM OCOrll . 1647 8( .

i 1 1 , , i i /'., ./i //.:/./,
(1678) 3 Laws, decreed of in the fields (of tattle). 1667MILTON P. L. in. 172 As my Eternal purpose hath decreed.
Hence Deoree'd///. a , Decree-ing vbl. sb. and

///. a.

1548 UDALL, etc. Erasm. Par. Pkil. ii. (R.), Suche was the
decreed wyll of the father. iui SreNSU Ruini ofTime 35
Bereft ofboth by Fatesvniust decreeing. 1618 BOLTO* Fiona
in. xxi. 242 Hee laboured by the law ofSulpiliiu to take from
Sulla his decreed employment. 1878 SIELEY Stein II. 133
i'he decreeing and executing Power not being combined.
Decreeable idfltrfibl), a. rare. [-ABLE.]

Capable of being decreed.
1846 WORCESTER cites VERNON.

t Decree-meat. Obs. [-MENT.] A decreeing,
a decree.

S3-7 Fx* A.,M. (1596) 5/1 These, .expresse decree-
rncnts of general counceK. ifoi III. W. BARLOW Defense
107 The sole . . iudge of all writings and decreementes.

Deoreement, obs. (crron.) f. DECREMENT.
Decreer (dfkrrai\ [-KB .]

One who decrees.
1660 H. MORE Myst. Godl. vu. ii. 283 The word naturally

signifies a Commander or Decreer. 1664 Mytt. Into,. 285A Decreer of Idolatrous practices, a 1679 T. GOODWIN Iv'ks.
I. ill. 103 (R.), The first decreer of it.

Decrees, decreesse, obs. forms of DECKEABE.
Decreet (dfkrrt), sb. Obs. or arch. Forms :

4-5 decret, 5-7 deoreit, decrete, 6- decreet.

[a. F. dicret, or ad. L. dccret-um : see DECREE sb.]

1 1. An earlier form of the word DECRKK, entirely
Obs. in English, and in Sc. retained only as in b.
c 1374 CHAUCER Boetk. I. iv. 17 ponrj her decretz and hire

iugementys. c 14*5 WYNTOUN Cnm. viii. v. 172 He gert
bame bare decrete retrete, And all tyl wndo baire sentens.

1483 CAXTON doltl. Leg. 108 b/i Lyke as it is had in the
decrete. 1551 Aal'. HAMILTON Caterk. (1884) 5 The decreet
maid in our provincial counsale. 1571 Sat. Poems Reform.
xxviii. 78 Aganis thair Cannoun Law thay gaif decreit.
a 1605 MONTGOMERY Misc. Poems xxxii. 10 Nane dou
reduce the Destinies decreit.

b. Sc. Law. = DECREE 4 c. (The vernacular
form in Sc. ; now arch.)
1491 Sc. Acts "Jos. IV (1597) { 30 Within twentie daies

after the decreet of the dehuerance be given there vpon.
1584 Sc. Acts "}as. VI (1597) I 139 All decreetes giuen be
quhatsumeuer Judges. 1609 SKENE Reg. Maj. 21 The effect

of ane decreit given be Arbiters is, that it sail be obeyed,
quhither it be just or nocht. 1758 in Scots Mag. June 11753)
287/2 He had procured a sist. .against the decreet. iSia
CHALMERS Let. in Life (1851) I. 272 The only effect of this

decreet of the Court of Teinds. 18*4 SCOTT Redgauntlet
ch. ii, It went ..just like a decreet in absence. 1833 Act
3-4 //'///. IV, c. 46 S 70 Such summary decrects and
warrants.

f 2. A decision, determination. Obs. rare.
c 1400 Apol. Loll. ioi Chaunge bi decret, & do not bis

bat bu hast vowid unwarly. c 1470 HENRY Wallace vnl.

630 This decret thar wit amang thaim fand ; GyfT Wallace
wald apon him tak the croun, To gyff battaill thai sold be

redy boun.

t Decreet ((Merit), v. Obs. Forms : see prec.

[a. F. d{cr(tt-r, f. dtcrct DECKEK. Only Sc. after

isth c.]

L trans. To decree, order, ordain.
c 14*5 WYNTOUN (ran. vi. iv. 72 He Decretyd hym bar

Kyng to be. 1457 Sc. Acts Jos. II (1814) II. 48/1 It is

decretyt & ordamyt b' wupimchawings be baldin be
j>e

lords. 1491 CAXTON Vitas I'atr. (W. de W. 1495) l. xlix.

97 a/i It is decreted by sentence dyuyne. c 1565 LINDESAY
(Pitscottiel Ckron. Scot. (1718' 62 It is also, .decreeted that
all faithful men shall lay to their shoulders for expelling of
thir common enemies. 1633 Sc. Acts Ckas. I (1817) V. 43/3
Quhat they sail decreit and determine.

2. To decide, determine, resolve (to do something).
1581-8 Hist. James VI (1804) 138 He decrettit to pas

name, and to leaue the Regent's company.
3. intr. To pronounce a decision or judgement.
1563 WINJET Wks. (1890) II. 30 Paraduentuir he..hes

brestit out erar of a manlie passioun, than decretit be
heuinlie ressoun. 1597 MONTGOMERIE Ckerrie ft Sloe 1324
Since ae

^oursells
submit To do as 1 decreit. 1609 SKENE

Reg. Maj. 3i Be consent of the parties, the Arbiters may
decreit as they please. Ibid. 65 Arbiters, .may not decreit

vpon ane halie day.
Hence Decree'ted ///. a., decreed.

171 . Wodram Corr. 11843) II. 558 A Decreeted Non-juror.
1761 HUME Hist. Eng. II. xxx. 168 The more to pacify the

king he showed to him. .the decreted bull.

Decrement (de-la/menl). [ad. L. decrement-

urn, f. dccrc- stem of inceptive aecre-sc-fre to DE-
CREASE : see -MEXT.]
1. The process or fact of decreasing or growing

gradually less, or (with //.) an instance of this ;

decrease, diminution, lessening, waste, loss. (Op-
posed to increment^
1611 MOUNTAGU Diatrib* 310 The decrements of the

First-fruits. 1631 BRATHWAIT Wkimtin 93 Hee wonld
finde his decrements crcat, his increments small : his receits

come fane short of nis disbursements. 1660 BOYLE New
Exp. Pkys. Meek. xxi. 151 The greater decrement of the

pressure of the Air. 1*95 WOODWARD Nat. Hist. Eartk \.

ii723> 253 Rocks, .suffer a continual Decrement, and grow
lower and lower. 1774^. BRYANT Mytkology I. 330 A society
. .where there is a continual decrement. 1840 J. H. GRF.F.N

Vital Dynamics 81 Signs of the decrement of vital energy.

+ b. sfec. Bodily decay, wasting away. Obs.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ef. vi. iv. 280 Our decrement

accelerates, we set apace, and m our last daye* prcciyit-tc



DECREPIT.

into eur graves. 1691 RAY Dissol. World in. v. (1732) 340

There is a Decrement or Decay both of Things and Men.

c. The wane (of the moon) ; spec, in Heraldry.
1610 GUILLIM Heraldry III. iii. (1611) 91 Her divers de-

nominations in Heraldrie, as her increment in her increase

her decrement in her waning and her detriment in her

change and eclipse. 1822 T. TAYLOR Apideius 292 The
Moon.. defining the month through her increments, and

afterwards by her equal decrements.

d. Decrement oflife: in the doctrine of annuities

and tables of mortality : The (annual) decrease of

a s;iven number of persons by death.

^752 Phil. Trans. XLVII. liii. 335 The decrements of life

may be esteemed nearly equal, after a certain age. 1755

BRAKENRIDGE ibid. XLIX. 180 It will be easy to form a table

of the decrements of life. 1851 HERSCHEL Stud. Nat. Phil.

n. vi. 178 The decrement of life, or the law of mortality.

e. Crystallography.
' A successive diminution of

the layers of molecules, applied to the faces of the

primitive form, by which the secondary forms are

supposed to be produced
'

(Webster).
1805-17 R. JAMESON Char. Min. (ed. 3) 146 The decre.

ments on the edges concur with those in the angles to pro-

duce the same crystalline form. 1823 H. J. BROOKE Introd.

Crystallogr. 18 When the additions do not cover the whole

surface of a primary form, but there are rows of molecules

omitted on the edges, or angles of the superimposed plates,

such omission is called a decrement. 1858 BUCKLE Civiliz.

II. vii. 402 The secondary forms of all crystals are derived

from their primary forms by a regular process of decrement.

2. The amount lost by diminution or waste;

spec, in Math, a small quantity by which a variable

diminishes (e.g. in a given small time).

1666 BOVLE Orig. Formes f, Qual., [What] the obtained

powder amounts to over and above the decrement of

weight 1758 1. LYONS Fluxions go Let Y be the decrement

of y. 1812-6 PLAYFAIR Nat. Phil. (1819) I. 227 The de-

crements ofheat in each second. 1846 H. ROGERS Ess. (1860)

I. 202 Admitting increase or diminution by infinitely small

increments or decrements. 1883 Economist 15 Sept., If the

unearned increment is to be appropriated by the State..

The undeserved decrement, as perhaps it may be called,

would surely claim compensation.

1 3. Applied to certain college expenses at Ox-

ford: see qnot. 1726. Obs.

[1483 in Arnolde Chron. (1811) 271 Item in decrementis, iij.

li vii. s*. i. d'.] 1726 R. NEWTON in Reminiscences (Oxf.

Hist. Soc.) 64 Decrements, each Scholar's proportion for

Fuel, Candles, Salt, and other common necessaries : origin-

ally so call'd as so much did, on these accounts, decrcscere,

or was discounted from a Scholar's Endowment

f Deorepi'dity. rare 1
, [f. decrepid, variant

of DECREPIT, after timidity, etc.]
= DECREPI-

TUDE.

1760 Misc. in Ann. Reg. 190/2 Age pictured in the mind

is decrepidity in winter, retiring in the evening to the com-

fortable shelter of a fire-side.

Decrepit (d/kre-pit), a. (s/'."}
Also 6 decre-

pute, decreaped, 6-7 decrepite, -et, 7 -ate,

7-9 deorepid, 8 deoripld, -ed, decripped. [a. F.

d(crepit (i6th c.), in ijthc. descrepy, ad. L. decrepit-

tis very old, decrepit, f. de- down + crepit-, ppl.

stem of crepare to crack, creak, rattle. The final

-it has had many forms assimilated to pa. pples.,

adjs. in -id, etc.]

1. Of living beings (and their attributes) : Wasted

or worn out with old age, decayed and enfeebled

with infirmities ;
old and feeble.

c 1450 HENRYSON Praise ofAge 2 Ane auld man, and de-

crepit, hard I sing. 1511-2 Act 3 Hen. VIII, c. 3 i

Every man . . not lame decrepute or maymed. 1550 CROW-
LEY Inform, ft Petit. 463 To sustayne theyr parents decrepet

age. 1606 WARNER Alb. Eng. xiv. Ixxxix. 361 A fourth

farre older decrepate with age. 1689-90 TEMPLE Ess.

Health # Long Life Wks. 1731 I. 273 With common
Diseases Strength grows decrepit. 1752 FIELDING Amelia

(1775! X. 4 Poor old decrepit people, who are incapable of

getting a livelihood by work. 1872 BLACK Adv. Pliacton

xx. 283 Some poor old pensioner, decrepit and feeble-eyed,

p. decrepid, etc. a 1616 BEAUM. & FL. Lit. Fr. Lawyer
I. i, Thou shall not find I am decrepid. 1696 DRYDEN Let.

Mrs. Stewart i Oct. Wks. 1800 I. n. 66 How can you be so

good to an old decrepid man? 1719 D'URFF.Y Pills (1872)

IV. 317 Decripped old Sinners. 1820 W. IRVING Sketch

Bk. I. 216 A poor decrepid old woman. 1845 G. E. DAY tr.

Simon's Anim. Chem. I. 204 An old, decrepid .. animal.

2. /. of things.

1594 NASHE Unfort. Trav. 23 The decrepite Churches in

contention beyond sea.
164^6

SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep.
v. xxi. 264 Decrepite superstitions. 1780 BURKE Sp. Econ.

Reform Wks. III. 261 The poor wasted decrepid revenue

of the principality. 1863 D. G. MITCHELL My Farm of

Edgewood 124 The decrepid apple trees are rooted up. 187*

LECKY Eng. in i8M C. I. i. 116 The military administra-

tions of surrounding nations were singularly decrepit an

corrupt.
B. sb. One who is decrepit. Obs. or local.

1578 BANISTER Hist. Man i. 25 In men full of dayes, and
such decrepittes as old age hath long arrested. 1887 .V

Cheshire Gloss., Decrippit, a cripple, lame person.

t DecrC'pit, v. Obs.-
1

[f. prec.] To mak

decrepit (see quot.).
1688 R. HOLME Armoury in. 310/2 The Tying Neck anc.

Heels, is a Punishment of decrepiting, that is benumming
the Body, by drawing it all together, as it were into a

round Ball.

t Decrepitage, Decrepitancy. Obs. Irregula

formations= DECREPITUDE.
1670 G. H. Hist. Cardinals II. ill. 176 Of his goodnes

and decrepitage [ooiilA e decrcpita}. Ibid. m. n. 302 H!

age . . his infirmities, and decrepitancy.

110

Decrepitate (cUkre-pite't), . [f.
med. or

nod.L. decrepildre, f. de- down, away + -crepitare

o crackle, freq. of crepare to crack. Cf. F. Heft-

titer (1690 in Hatzf.).]

1. trans. To calcine or roast (a salt or mineral)

until it no longer crackles in the fire.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. n. v. 87 And so will i

ome to passe in a pot of salt, although decrepitated. 1684

30YLE Porousn. Anim. t, Solid Bod. viii. 125 A pound of

Dantzick Vitriol and a pound of Sea Salt, after the former

lad been very lightly calcined, and the latter decrepitated.

700 G. Sunn Laboratory I. 379 Decrepitate them, i.e. dry

hem till they crack, in a pan, crucible, or clean fire shovel.

832 G. R. PORTER Porcelain $ Gl. 82 The salt purified

and decrepitated, that is, subjected to the action of heat

until all crackling noise has ceased.

2. intr. Of salts and minerals: To make a

crackling noise when suddenly heated, accompanied

>y a violent disintegration of their particles.

This is owing to the sudden conversion into steam of the

water enclosed within the substance, or, as in some natural

minerals, to the unequal expansion of the lammse which

compose them. Watts Diet. Chem.

1677 PLOT Oxfordsh. 54 Put in the fire, it presently de-

Drepitates with no less noise than salt itself. 1800 tr.

Lagrange's Chem. I. 331 If transparent calcareous spar be

exposed to a sudden heat, it decrepitates and loses its

ransparency. 1849 DANA Geol. v. (1850) 324 note, It de-

repitates. .but does not fuse.

Hence Decre-pitated ///. a., Decrepitating
vii. sb. and///, a.

1662 R. MATHEW Unl. Alch. f 101. 165 Let thy salt

stand meanly red til it wil crack no more, and that is called

decrepitating. 1765 Univ. Mag. XXXVII. 84/2, I. .take

equal parts of decrepitated salt and nitre. 1819 H. BUSK

Vestriad v. 53 Decrepitating salts with fury crack. 1874

GROVE Contrio. Sc. in Corr. Phys. Forces 304 A brilliant

combustion, attended with a decrepitating noise.

Decrepitation (dflcrepite'-Jan). [n. of action
:
. DECREPITATE: see -ATION. Also mod.F. (1742

in Hatzf.), and prob. in 1 6-1 7th c. Latin.] The

action of the verb DECREPITATE : a. The calcining

of a salt or mineral until it ceases to crackle with

the heat. b. The crackling and disintegration of

a salt or mineral when exposed to sudden heat.

1669 W. SIMPSON Hydrol. Chym. 142 Unless the hydro-

pick moisture, .be exhausted by flagration or decrepitation.

1685 Phil. Trans. XV. 1061 In the decrepitation of common
Salt. 1827 FARADAY Chem. Manip. v. 1 60 Decrepitation is

generally occasioned by the expansion of the outer portions

Before the interior has had time to heat. 1630 LINDLEY Nat.

Syst. Bot. 242 Said to contain nitre, a proof of which is shewn

by their frequent decrepitation when thrown on the fire.

Decrepitly (dJkre-pitir, adv. [-LT *.] In a

decrepit manner.

1848 LOWELL SirLaunfal n. i,
And she rose up decrepitly

For a last dim look at earth and sea.

t Decre'pitness. Obs. Also 7-8 decrepid-.

[-NESS.]
= DECREPITUDE.

1601 CORNWALLYES Ep. x, Before decrepitness and death

catch me. 1677 WYCHERLEY PI. Dealer n. i, Wou'dst thou

make me the Staff of thy Age, the Crutch of thy Decrepid-

ness? 1703 J. SAVAGE i.^4<!V/iviii.49TheDecrepid-
ness of extream Old Age.

Decrepitude (dn<re-pitid). [a. F. decrepi-

tude (i4tn c.), prob. repr. a med.L. *dccrepitudo,

{. decrepitns, or on the model of similar formations :

see -TUDE.] The state or condition of being de-

crepit ;
a state of feebleness and decay, esp. that

due to old age. lit. andjfff.

1603 FLORIO Montaigne i. xix. (1632) 37 She . . dies in her

decrepitude. 1751 JOHNSON Rambler No. 151^1 Ineseveral

stages by which animal life makes its progress from infancy

to decrepitude. 1784 COWPER Task n. 489 Praise from the

rivel'd lips of toothless, bald Decrepitude. 1871 R. ELLIS

Catullus Ixi. 161 Still when hoary decrepitude . . Nods a

tremulous Yes to all. 1875 MERIVALE Gen. Hist. Rome Ixxv.

(1877) 627 Paganism thus stricken down in her decrepitude

never rose again.

tDecre-pity. Obs. [a. OF. <### (15-1 7th

c. in Godef), ad. med.L. decrepit-els, -latent (Du

Cange), f. L. decrepitus.]
= DECREPITUDE.

1576 NEWTON tr. Lemnle's Complex. 30 a, The firste enter-

aunce and steppe into Olde Age, which is the nexte neigh-

boure to decrepitie and dotage. 1598 FLORIO, Decrepita . .

olde age, decrepitie. 1603 Montaigne n. xxix. (1632) 394

Being demanded what his studies would stead him in his

decrepity. 1605 CHAPMAN A II Fooles Plays 1873 I. i6oAtrue

Loadstone to draw on Decrepity.

Decrescence (d/kre-sens). rare. [ad. L. de-

crescentia decreasing, waning, f. decrescere to DE-

CREASE : see -KNCE.] Waning state or condition.

1872 Coutemp. Rev. XX. 809 They have attained their

maximum of development, and, by inevitable sequence, have

begun their decrescence.

II Decrescendo (d?kreje-ndo). Mus.
_

[It.
=

decreasing.] A musical direction indicating thnt

the tone is to be gradually lessened in force or

loudness ;
= DIMINUENDO. As sb. : A gradual

diminution of loudness of tone.

1880 GROVE Diet. Mus. s.v., A decrescendo of 48 bars from

Decrescent (d/kre
4

sent), a. and sb. Also 7-8
decressant. [ad. L. decrescent-em, pr. pple. of

decresce're to DECREASE : see -ENT. For the earlier

spelling, cf. CRESCENT.]
A. adj. Decreasing, growing gradually less.

DECRETAL.

Chiefly of the moon : Waning, in her decrement ;

in Her. represented with the horns towards the

sinister side. In Bot. applied to organs which de-

crease gradually from the base upwards.
i6ioGuiLLiM Heraldrym. iii. (1660) in Hebeareth Azure,

a Moon decressant Proper. 1674 JEAKE Arith. I. (1696) 30

Then draw the Decrescent Lunular, or Separatrix. 1727-51

CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Decrement, The moon looking to the

left side of the escutcheon is always supposed to be decres-

sant. 1811 PINKERTON Petral, II. 167
A dozen specimens,

which presented a decrescent progression, with regard to the

size of the grain. 1872 TENNYSON Gareth $ Lyn. 518 Be-

tween the increscent and decrescent moon.

B. sb. The moon in her decrement or wane : used

in Her. as a bearing. (Opposed to increscent)

1616 BULLOKAR, Decressant, the Moone in the last quarter.

? 1620 FELTHAM Resolves xxviii. (ist ed.) 88 Thus while he

sinnes, he is a Decressant ; when he repents, a Cressant.

1691 Land. Gaz. No. 2674/4 A Cross Moline between 2 In-

crescents and 2 Decrescents. 1851 J. B. HUME Poems,

Glenfinlas 162 The wamdecrescent's slanting beams.

Deorese, decrease, obs. forms of DECREASE.

Decresion, var. of DECHETION Obs., decrease.

Decretal (dfkn-tal), a., sb. Also 4-7 -ale,

-all(e, (7 deereetall). [a. F. decretal, -ak(i 3th c.),

ad. L. decretdlis of or containing a decree, whence

med.L. decretales (sc. epistolse) papal letters con-

taining decrees, decretdle a decree, statute, constitu-

tion.] A. adj.
1. Pertaining to, of the nature of, or containing,

a decree or decrees, a. Pertaining to the papal

decrees : see B. I. f Decretal right : canon law.

1489 CAXTON Faytes ofA. HI. v. 175 After the decretal! and

cyuyll ryght. 1561 T. NORTON Calvin's Inst. iv. VIL 43 The
decretal! epistles heaped together byGregorie

the .ix. 1563-87

FOXE A. ty M. (1596) 5/1 Decided by certeine new decretal

or rather extradecretal and extravagant constitutions, a: 1631

DONNE in Select. (1840) 18 The word inspired by the Holy
Ghost ; not apocryphal, not decretal, not traditional. 1682

BURNET Rights Princes v. 165 That impudent Forgery of

the Decretal Epistles. 1765 BLACKSTONE Comm. I. 59 The

canon laws, or decretal epistles of the popes, are . . rescripts

in the strictest sense. 1823 LINGARD Hist. Eat. VI. 195 Cam-

peggio had read the decretal bull to him and his minister.

b. Pertaining to, or of the nature of, a decree of

Chancery or other civil court.

1689 Col. Rec. Pennsyh: I. 253 Persuant to a Decretall

order of y Provinll. Judges. 1714 Loud. Gaz. No. 5253/4

A Decretal Order made in the High Court of
Chancery.

1819 SWANSTON Reports (Chancery) III. 238 The bill could

not be dismissed by motion of course. That order was de-

cretal, and necessarily retained the cause. 1884 Weekly
Notes 20 Dec. 242/2 Such an order is decretal only and not

a final foreclosure judgment.

j-2. Having the force of a decree or absolute

command, imperative, b. transf. of the person

who commands. Obs.

a 1610 HEALEY Efictetus' Man. Ixxiv. (1636) 95 To observe

all these as decretal! lawes. never to bee violated. 1610

St. A ug. Citie ofGodxx.i. viii. (1620) 793 What more decretall

law hath God laid vpon nature. 1679 J. GOODMAN Pemt.

Pardoned n. ii. (1713) 192 When he [the Almighty] .. seems

to have been most peremptory and decretal in his threat-

enings.

f 3. Decisive, definitive. Obs. rare.

1608 CHAPMAN Byron's Trag. Plays 1873 II. 3'9 So heer's

a most deereetall end of me. 1607 EVELYN Numism. vu.

252 The decretal Battel at PharsaUa.

B.**.
1. Eccl. A papal decree or decretal epistle; a

document issued by a Pope, containing a decree

or authoritative decision on some point of doctrine

or ecclesiastical law. b. pi. The collection of such

decrees, forming part of the canon law.

c 1330 R. BRONNE Chron. (1810) 337, & if be decretal nc

were ordeynd for bis, pe clerkes ouer alle ne rouht to do

amys. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. v. 428 Ac in canoun ne in be

decretales I can noujte rede a lyne. 1481 CAXTON Myrr. i.

v 26 They . . goo lerne anon the lawes or decretals, c 1555

HAKPSFIELD Divorce Hen. VIII (1878) 191 That . . the Pope

would sign a Decretall drawn out for his purpose. 1645

MILTON CWo^.'Wks. (1851) 358 To uphold his opinion, by

Canons, and Gregorian decretals. 1725 tr. Dupins Eccl.

Hist T-ith C. I. v. 69 The Name of Decretals is particularly

given to the Letters of the Popes which contain Constitu-

tions and Regulations. 1818 HALLAM Mid. Aees (1841) I.

vii 524 Upon these spurious decretals was built the great

fabric of papal supremacy over the different national

churches. 1856 FROUDE Hist. Eng. II. ix. 312 The first de-

cretal, which was withheld by Campeggio, in which he had

pronounced the marriage with Catherine invalid. 1860 Lit.

Churchman VI. 304/2 The false decretals of Isidore.

II The sing, was occasionally used instead of the

//. in sense b above. Obs.

igli Dial. Laws Eng. n. xxvi. (1638) no They that be

learned in the law . . hold the decretall bindeth not ini this

Realme. 1563-87 FOXE A. , M. (1684) III. 3 7 They

brought forth a Decretal, a Book of the Bishop of Romes

Law, to bind me to answer.

2. transf. A decree, ordinance.

1588 GREENE Pcrimedes 3 To phlebotomie, to fomenta-

cions, and such medicinall decretals, a 1652 J. SMITH Sel.

Disc. v. 171 Which are not the eternal dictates and decretals

of the divine nature. 1858 J. MARTINEAU .Stud. Car. 86 A re-

peal of the decretals of Eternity.

t Decretaliarch. Obs. \V.dicn!taliarche.\
A

word of Rabelais : the lord of decretals, the Pope.

1656 in BLOUNT Glossorr. [from Cotgrave]. 1708 MOTTEUX

Ratelais iv. liv, The blessed Kingdom of Heaven, whose

Keys are given to our good God and Decretaliarch.



DECRETALINE.

t Decre'taline, " Obs.
[f. DECRETAL + -INK.]

Of or beloiifjinf; to the Decretals.
1600 O. E. Repl. Libel u. iii. 59 They haue . . receiued a

new dccretaline law, wherein they walke more curiously,
then in the law of God. Ibid. n. iv. 90 Their decretaline
doctrine is neither sound, nor holy. 1708 MOTTEUX Rabelais
iv. xlix. (1737! 199 Our old Decretaline Scholiast!.

Decretalist (dfkrftilitt), [mod. f. DECRETAL
(B. i) + -IST : cf. F. dicritaliste (141)1 c.), and DE-
CRETIST.] One versed in the Decretals, t b. One
who holds the Calvinistic doctrine as to the decrees
of God (cf. DECRETAL a. 2).

1710 D. WHITBY Disc. Five Points vi. i. (1817) 400 If these
Decretalists may take sanctuary in the fore-knowledge God
hath of things future, the Hobbists and the Fatalists may do
the same. 1871 R. JENKINS in Archxol. Coat. VIII. 66 note,

Apostacy according to the decrctalists is a threefold crime.

Decre'tally, adv. [-LT 2.] In a decretal way,
by way of decree.
1611 W. SCLATER Tythes (1623) 215 Doctrinally, or rather

decretally, its deliuered by Vrban. l6*6 Expos. 2 Thess.

(1629) 104 When were these dogmatized and decretally
stablished for catholique doctrine ? 1716 M. DAvlEs/lM.
Brit. 1 1. To Rdr. 43 The Supream Divinity ofjesus Christ,
as decretally Pre-existing in the Hypostatick Union.

t Decre'tary. Obs.
[f. L. decret-um DECREE

-f -ARY.] One versed in the Decretals.

1581 J. BELL Haddon's Annv. Osor. 358 b, For Evange-
listcs, cruell Canonistes, Copistes, Decretaries.

Decre-te. 1. = DECREE 4 a. [A special adapt-
ation of L. decretum.~\
1831 AUSTIN Jtirispr. (1879) II. xxviii. 534 The most im-

portant . . of these special constitutions were those decretes
and rescripts which were made by the Emperors . . a decrete

being an order made on a regular appeal from the judgment
of a Tower tribunal.

2. Obs. var. of DECREET.

t Decre'tion. Obs. Also 7 decresion. [n.
of action from L. decret-, ppl. stem of decriscere to

DECREASE ; cf. accretion, concretion. (Not used in

L., which had a different decretio from decetnUrt to

decree.)] Decrease, diminuticn.

1635 SWAN Spec. M. iv. 2 (1643) 68 The clouds . . by de-

scentTing make no greater augmentation then the decresion
was in their ascending. 1659 PEARSON Creed (1839) 73 ^Y
which decretion we might guess at a former increase.

Decretist (dfkrJ-tist). [ad. med.L. dccretista,

f. dicrttum DECREE : see -IST. So OF. dicritiste

(1499 in Godef.), earlier dfcritistre (see next).]
One versed in the Decretals ; a decretalist.

c 1400 Apol, Loll. 75 pe decretistis, bat are Israelitis . . as
to be part of sciens bat bey han tane of Godis lawe, &
Egipcians, as to be part pat bey haue of worldly wysdam.
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Decretist, a Student, or one that
studies the Decretals. 1716 AYLIFFE Parergon xx, The De-
cretists had their Rise and Beginning, even under the Reign
of the Emperor Frederick Barbarossa. 1871 VAUGHAN Life
St. Thomas 352 To attend the lectures of the decretists.

t Decretrstre. Obs. [a. OF. d&rMstrc^tfh
c. in Littre), ad. med.L. dccretista : see -ISTRE :

later dt'cre'tiste (see prec.).]
=

prec.
1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. xvi. 85 This doctor and diuinour,

ana uecretistre of canon, Hath no pile on vs poure.

Decretive (d/lcrrtiv), a. [f. L. decret-, ppl.
stem of decernfre to DECREE + -IVE.] Having the

attribute of decreeing ;
= DECRETORY i.

1609 BP. W. BARLOW Annv. Nameless Catk. 170 Either
discretiue . . or directiue . . and thirdly decretiue, which is in

the Prince, either amrmatiuely to binde those within his com-

passe [etc.]. 1651 BAXTER////! Bapt. 269 To distinguish be-

tween event and duty; the Decretive and Legislative will

of God. 1770 WESLEY (F/4j.(i872lXIV. 195 Both the choice
of the former, and the decretive omission of the latter were
owing . . to the sovereign will . . of God. 1874 H. R. REY-
NOLDS John Bapt. iii. 3. 206 They are . . too specific and
too decretive in their essence.

Hence Deere tively adv.
1610 HF.ALEY St. Aug. Citie of God 808 The thousand

years are decretively meant of the devills bondage onely.

t Decreto'rial, a. Obs. rare. [f. L. decretori-

us DECRETORY + -AL.]
1. = DECRETORY 3.

1588 J. HARVEY Disc. Probl. 25 The great Climactericall,

Hebdomaticalt, Scalary, Decretoriall yeere. Ibid. 93 Is it

therefore impossible . . that any of those should see as far

into Decretoriall numbers ? 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep.
iv. xii. 212 The medicall or Decretoriall month.

2. = DECRETORY i.

1778 FARMER Lett, to Worthington i.(R.\ That I . .overrule

the Scripture itself, in a decretorial manner.

t Decreto/rian, a. Obs. [f. as prec. + -AN.]

Decisive, critical ;
= DECRETORY a, 3.

1679 J. GOODMAN Fenit. Pardoned ill. ii. (1713) 289 There
is no decretorian battle, nor is the business decided upon
a push. 1716 M. DAVIES Athen. Brit. in. Diss. Physick 54
The ancient Greek Physicians made . . Astrology or Astro-

nomy, with their Critical and Decretorian Days, a consider- !

able Part of their Medicinal Studies.

Decre'torily, adv. ? Obs. [f. next + -LT 2.] |

In a decretory manner ; positively, decisively.
1660 JER. TAYLOR Duct. Dubit. n. it rule vi. $ 33 All which

speak . . decretorily and dogmatically and zealously. 1684

f. GOODMAN Wint. Ev. Con/, in. (T.), Deal concisely and

decretorily, that I may be brought . . to the point you
drive at.

Decretory (dfkrftori\ Now rare or Obs.

[ad. L. decretori-us, f. decret- ppl. stem of L. ff,'-

fi'rnfre to determine, DECREE : see -DRY.]

Ill

1. Of the nature of, involving, or relating to, a

decree, authoritative decision, or final judgement.
a 1631 DONNK in Select. (1840} 83 We banish . . all imagin-

ary fatality, and all decretory impossibility of concurrence
and cooperation to our own salvation. 1649 JKK. TAYLOR
('it. Ejcemp. if. vii. 37 Those decretory and nnall words of
S. Paul : tie that defiles a Temple, him will God destroy.
1673 HAXTEB Let. in Attnv. Dodwell 82 You appropriate
the Decretory Power to your Monarch ; and communicate
only the executive. 1737 I. CLAHKF.//M/. Bible (1740) II.

v. 128 Jesus, knowing they had passed a decretory sentence

against Him. 1807 ROBINSON Archxot. Grxca i. xvi.77The
decretory sentence was passed.

fb. Of persons: Characterized by pronouncing
n definite decision or judgement ; positive, decided!

1651 JBR. TAYLOR Serin, for Yean. xL 136 They that with
. . a loose tongue are too decretory, and enunciative of

speedy judgement. 1655 Ununt Necess. vii. 8 i, I will

not be decretory in it, because the Scripture hath said nothing
of it. 1680 H. DODWELL Two Lett. Advice (1691) 105 If

I may seem decretory in resolving positively some things
controverted among learned men.

t 2. Such as to decide the question ; decisive,

determinative. Obs.

1674 EVELYN Navig. H Comm. Misc. Writ. (1805) 644 That
decretory battle at Actium. 1691 M. MORGAN J'criit an
Victory over Fr. Fleet 7 In which was struck this decretory
Blow. 1718 Br. HUTCHINSON Witchcraft 1 1 730) 173 They
tried . . their Claims to Land, by Combat, or the Decretory
Morsel. 1737 WHISTON Josephvs Diss. 105 There is one
particular Observation . . that seems to me to be decretory.

t 3. Old Med. and Astral. Pertaining to or de-

cisive of the final issue of a disease, etc.
;
also Jig.

of a course of life ;
= CRITICAL 4. Obs. or arch.

1577 B. GOOGE Heresbach's Hnsb.
(1586) 78 b, The third

of Maie (which is the laste decretorie dale of the Vine). 1601
HOLLAND Pliny I. 500 The foure decretorie or criticall dales,
that giue the doome ofOliue trees, either to good or bad. 1646
SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. /:'/. tv. xii. 213 The medical! month ;

introduced by Galen . . for the better compute of Decretory
or Criticall dayes. 1703 C. MATHER Magn. Ckr. in. iv. vii.

(1852) 610 When the decretory hour of death overtake* you.
1890 E. JOHNSON Rise Christendom 104, I look intrepidly
forward to yonder decretory hour [of death].

tDecreW, v. Obs. rare, [f. OF. (Herat, now
djcru, pa. pple. of dicreistri, dicroStre to DE-
CREASE : cf. ACCRUE.] To decrease, wane.
1596 SPENSER F. O. w. vi. 18 Sir Arthegall renewed His

strength still more, tmt she still more decrewed.

Decrial (d/lcrei'al). rare. [f. DECRY v. + -AL 5.]

The act of decrying ; open disparagement.
1711 SHAFTESB. Charac. Misc. v. i. (1737) III. 266 The

Decrial of an Art, on which the Cause and Interest of Wit
and Letters absolutely depend. Ibid. v. it (R.i, A decrial or

disparagement of those raw works.

Decried (dfkrai-d), ///. a.
[f.

DECRY Z/. + -ED.]
Cried down, disparaged openly, etc. : see the verb.

1655 H. VAUGHAN Silex Scint. I. (1858) 36 Prayer was such
A decryed course, sure it prevailed not much. 1783 BURKE
Report Affairs India WKS. 1842 II. 6 A suspected and de-

cried government. 1818 J. C. HOBHOURE Italy( 1859} II. 372
A decried effort since the edict of Dr. Johnson.
Decrier (dncrsraj). One who decries.

1698 FRYER Ace. E. India A iiij b, It is a Justice only in-

tended my Country against its Decriers. a 1716 SOUTH Serm.
VII. ii. (R.), The late fanatic decryers of the necessity of
human learning. 1881 SAINTSDURY Dryden v. 103 Dryden's
principal decrier.

t Decrrminate, v. Obs. rare. [f. med.L.
decriminare (Dn Cange), f. DE- I. 3 4 criminare

to accuse of crime.] To denounce as a criminal,

to accuse. Hence Pecruminating ppl. a.

1670 Tryal Ritdyard^tc. in /*Ar/-r(i72i) I. 398 A whole
sea of their Decriminating and Obnoxious Terms.

f Decro'tt, v. Obs. nonce-tvil. [a. F. cUcrotter,

in 1 2th c. descroler, f. de-, des- (DE- I. 6) + crotte

dirt.] trans. To clean from dirt, remove dirt from.

1653 URQUHART Rabelais i. xx, To decrott themselves in

rubbing of the dirt of either their shoes or clothes,

Decrown (drkrau-n\ v. 1 Obs. [f. DK- II. 2

+ CHOWHT si. Cf. F. djcouronner ' to vncrowne
'

(Cotgr.), OF. descoroner (nth c.) ;
also dethrone^

trans. To deprive of the crown, to discrown.

1609 BP. W. BARLOW Ansiv. Nameless Cath. 153 Authorise
to de-Throan and de-Crowne Princes. 16x4 F. WHITE Repl.
Fisher 56 Throning and dethroning, crowning and decrown-

ing them. 1778 Phil. Strrv. S. Irel. 322 If the Pope had
not arrogated a right to dethrone and decrown Kings. 1835
LYTTON Rienssl. lii, How art thou decrowned and spoiled

by thy recreant and apostate children.

Hence Decrowning vbl. sb.

a 1613 OVERBURY A Wife (1638) in The deorowning of

Kings.
Decrustation (d<krt>st?iJ3n). rare-", [n.

of action f. L. dfcrust-are to peel off (an outer

layer or crust), f. DE- 1. 6 + crusta CRCST, crustare

to CRUST : see -ATION.] The removal of a crnst or

incrustation.
1611 COTGR., Decrustation, a decrustation, or vncrusting ;

a paring away of the vppennost part, or outmost rind. 1656
in BLOUNT Glossogr. 1658 in PHILLIPS. 17*1 in BAILEY;
and in mod. Diets. 1883 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Decry (dfkrer), v. Also 6-7 deorie. Pa. t.

and pple. decried, [a. F. dtcrier, in 1 4th c.

deserter, (. des-, de- (see DE- 1. 6) + frier to cry. In

Eng. the prefix appears always to have been taken

in sense
' down '

: see DE- I. 4.]
1. trans. To denounce, condemn, suppress, or

depreciate by proclamation ;
= cry dawn (CRT v.

SVIiMe:

DECUMBENCE.

|

17 a); chiefly laid of foreign or obsolete coins;
alto to bring down the value (of any article by
the utterance or circulation of statements.
1617 MfiRvsoN Itin. i. in. vi. 289 Having a singular Art to

draw all forraine cpynes when they want them, by raising
the value, and in like ton to put them away, when they
haue got abundance thereof, by decrying the value. 1633
T. STAFFORD Pac. Hip. iv. (1821) 267 The culling downc,
and decrying of all other Moneys whatsoever. 1697 EVM.YH
Numism. vi. 204 Many other* [medals of Elagabaliu] decried
and called in for his infamous life. 1710 W IIITUORTK Au.
Russia (17581 80 Next year, .the . . gold . . was left without
refining, which utterly decried those Ducati. 170$ BLACK-
STONE Comm. I. 278 The king may . . decry, or cry do n,

i any coin of the kingdom, ana make it no longer current.
1844 Act 7-8 Viet. c. 24 1 4 Spreading . . any false rumour,

1 with intent to enhance or decry the price of any goods.
2. To cry out against ; to disparage or condemn

openly; to attack the credit or reputation of;
- Cry down (CRY 17 b).
1641 ). JACKSON Trui Eveute. T. l. 75 We goe..to law

one with another (which S. Paul to decryed). 1660 K.
COKE Justice Vind. Pref. i All men . . have with one voice
commended Virtue, and decried Vice. 1665 PKPYS Diary
27 Nov., The goldsmiths do decry the new Act. 1716 C.
LUCAS Ess. Waters I. Pref.,

' Who is this ', says one,
* that

is come to decry our waters?' 1867 LEWES Hist. Phitos.
II. 105 He does not so much decry Aristotle, as the idolatry
of Aristotle. 1871 VEATS Growth Comm. 371 The zeal with
which the Church decried the taking of interest or usury.
Hence Decrying vbl. sb.

1633 (w ' above]. 1637 Staff Trials, John Hampden
(R.), There hath been a decrying by the people and they
have petitioned in parliament against it. 1803 KINGLAKE
Crimea (1876) I. vi. 84 A general decrying of arms.

t Decry", sb. Obs. rare- '.
[i. prec. vb.] The

decrying (of money) ; decrial.

1686 tr. Chardin's Treat, i. 9 The English were the Pro-
curers of this Decry. For had that Money continu'd Currant,
their Trade had been ruin'd.

Decrystallization (dikrrstilaiz^'JsiO. [f.
DE- II. l

.] Deprivation of crystalline structure.
1860 Sal. Rev. X. 83/1 The decrystallizalion of ice by the

solar rays. 1878 HUXLIY Physiogr. 56 Developed by the

hreaking-down or decrystallisation of the ice.

t Decnba'tion. Obs. rare. [n. of action f. L.
dccubdre to lie away (from one's own bed\ taken
in sense of L. dec-umbfre to lie down.] The action

of lying down.
1664 EVELYN Sylva (1776) 613 At this Decubation upon

boughs the Satyrist seems to hint, when he introduces the
sies (Juv. Sat. vi. 543-5).

ecubital (dfki-bital), a. [f. next + -AL.]

Pertaining to or resulting from decubitns.

1876 BRAITHWAITE Retrospect Med. LXXIII.4 Dr. Hand-
fieluloncs on decubita! inflammation.

II Decubitus ,dflci;?-biti!s). Med. [mod.L. f.

rjecumbfre to lie down, after acciibitus and other

parallel forms. Used also in French from 1 747.]
1. The manner or

posture of lying in bed.
1866 A. FLINT Print. Med. (1880) 190 The dorsal decubitus

should not be constantly maintained ; changes of position
are important. 1879 J. M. DUNCAN Lett. Dis. Women
xxx. (1889) 245 The decubitus is rarely on the healthy side.

2. '

Also, a synonym of Bedsore' (,Syd. Sot. Lex. ;

see BED sb. 19.

f Decu Icate, v. Obs.-
[f. late I., deculcare +

-ATE 3
; cf. intulfo/e.] ^See qnots.)

1693 COCKERAM, Decitfcate, to tread somthing vndcr foot.

1656 HLOUNT Gtossogr. , Deculcate . . to tread or trample upon.

t Decu -It, v. Obs.- [ad. L. dccultare (rare
and doubtful) - valde

occultare.} (See quot.)
16*3 COCKERAM, Decvlt, to hide priuily.

Decultivate: see DE- II. i.

Decuman (de-kiwman), a. Also 7-8 -ane.

[ail. L. decuman-us, var. of decimanus of or be-

longing to the tenth part, or the tenth cohort, f.

decim-us tenth : see -AN ; also, by metonymy, con-

siderable, large, immense ]

1. Very large, immense : usually of waves.

(As to the vulgar notion that the tenth or decuman wave,
flttctus decumanus, is greater and more dangerous than

any other : see Sir Thos. Browne Psevd. Eft. Vll. xvii. 2, DC
Quincey Pagan Oracles Wks. 1862 VII. 183.)

1659 GAUDKN Tears of Church 30 To be overwhelmed
and quite sunk by such decumane billowes as those small
vessels have no proportion to resist. 1708 MOTTEUX Rabe.
lais iv. xxiii. (1737) 07 That decumane Wave that took us
fore and aft. 1838 Frastr's Map. XVII. 123 The tenth, or

decuman, is the last of the series of waves, and the most

sweeping in its operation. 1870 FARRAR ll'itn. Hist. i. (1871*

5 Confidence, that even amid the decuman billows of modem
scepticism it [the Church] shall remain immovable.
etbsol. 1870 LOWELL Poems, Cathedr., Shocks of surf that

clomb and fell, Spume-sliding down the baffled decuman.

2. Kom. Antiq. Belonging to the tenth cohort :

applied to the chief entrance to a camp, or that

farthest from the enemy v porta decttmana^.

1851 WRIGHT Celt, Roman, 4- SOJCOH (1861 148 The decu-
man gate.

t Decnmanal, a. Obs. rare.
[f.

as prec, -t-

I
-AL.] -=prec. i.

i6jj URQUHART Jcsvel Wks. (1834) 929 The decumanal
wave of the oddest whimzy of all.

Decumbence (d/k-p-mbens). [f. DKCTJMBKKT :

see -ENCE.] Lying down ;
=next.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. ill. i. 105 If., they lye
not downe and enjoy no decumbence at all. 1881 Syd. Soc.

\ Lex., Decvmbettce, the state or attitude of lying down.



DECUMBENCY.

Decumbency (dz"kymbensi). [f.
tis prec. :

see -ENCT.]
1. Lying down, reclining ;

decumbent condition

or posture.
1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. \. vi. 244 Theophylact . .

not considering the ancient manner ofdecumbency, imputed
this gesture of the beloved Disciple unto Rusticity. 1877
ROBERTS Handbk. Med. (ed. 3) II. 32 The mode of decum-

bency is generally on the bact, with the head high.

2. Taking to one's bed; = DECUMBITUKE 2. In

quot. 1820 humorously for 'going to bed".

1631 C. WALKER Hist. Indefend. in. 52 One peece of cure

. . must be Phlebotomy, but then you must begin before

Decumbency. 1653 GAULE Magastrom. 240 The hour of

decumbency. 1820 L. HUNT Indicator No. 15 (1822) I. 117
Candid enquirers into one's decumbency.

Decumbent (d/ko-mbent), a. (sb?) [ad. L.

decumbent-em, pr. pple. of decumb-Sre to lie down,
f. DE- I. i + -cumblrc to lie.]

1. Lying down, reclining. Now rare or Obs.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Decumbent, that lyes or sits down ;

or dyes, a 1692 ASHMOLE Antig. Berksh. I. 2 (R.) The de-

cumbent portraiture of a woman, resting on a death's head.

1748 HARTLEY Observ. Man i. i. 46 The decumbent Posture
which is common to Animals in Sleep. 1798 W. YONGE in

Beddoes Contrib. Phys. Knowledge (1799) 303 The advan-

tage of a decumbent posture.

t b. Lying in bed through illness. Obs.

1689 G. HARVEY Curing Dis. by Expect, xv. 114 An elder

Brother decumbent of a Continual Fever, a 1732 ATTER-
BURY (T.)t

To deal with . . decumbent dying sinners.

2. spec. a. Bot. Lying or trailing upon the ground,
but with the extremity ascending : applied to stems,

branches, etc.

1791 E. DARWIN Bot. Card. n. 24 note, This species ofFern
. . with a decumbent root. 1830 LINDLEY Nat. Syst. Bot.

83 Herbaceous plants, native of sandy plains . . and usually
decumbent. 1874 M. C. COOKK Fungi 249 The fertile flocci

were decumbent, probably from the weight of the spores.

b. Nat. Hist. Of hairs or bristles : Lying flat on
the surface, instead of growing out at right angles.
1826 KIRBY & SP. Entomol. III. xxxiv. 308 The covering

of hairs is silky and decumbent. Ibid. III. 645 Short de-
cumbent hairs or bristles.

t B. as sb. One lying ill in bed : cf. I b. Obs.

1641 J. JACKSON True Evang. T. n. 138 When the Christian
decumbent growes near to the grave. 1699

' MISAURUS'
Honour ofGout (i^zo) 10 He tells the Decumbent a long
story of the . . Misery of Life.

Hence Decvrmbently adv., in a decumbent
manner. In mod. Diets.

Decumbiture (d/'k-mbitiiu). 1 0bs. [An
irregular formation from L. dccumbere the etymo-
logical form being decubiture : see DECUBITDS.]
1. Lying down

; spec, as an invalid in bed.

1670 MAYNWARING Vita. Sana viii. 94 As for the manner
of decumbiture, the body must lie easie. 1681 WHARTON
Crises Dis. Wks. (1683) 115 The time when the Sick-party
takes his Bed, is the beginning of his Decumbiture. 1741
ETTRICK in Phil. Trans. XLI. 565 The Bund., is to be

kept on, the whole Time of Decumbiture.

2. The act or time of taking to one's bed in nn
illness, b. Astrol. A figure erected for the time
at which this happens, and affording prognostics of

recovery or death.

1647 LILLY Chr. Astrol. xliv. 255 At the hour of Birth, at
time of Decumbiture of the sick. 1671 BLAGRAVR Astrol.

Physic 23 The Moon being returned unto the place she was
in at the decumbiture. a 1700 DRYDEN (J.), The planetary
hour must first be known, And lucky moment: if her eye
but akes, Or itches, its decumbiture she takes. 1707 J.
FRAZER Disc. Second Sight ^ The boy died . . the eleventh

night from his decumbiture. 1819 J. WILSON Diet. Astrol.,
Decumbiture, a horary question or figure, erected for a sick

person. It should be made to the time when the patient
first perceives his disease.

t Decupela-tion. Ofa.- [cf. CUPEL, CCPEL-

LATION.]
' The same as Decantation.'

1706 in PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey) ; hence 1721 in BAILEY, etc.

t De'CUplate, a. Obs. [ad. L. decuplat-us,
pa. pple. : see DECUPLE v.] Multiplied by ten.

1690 LEYBOURN Cursus Math. 339 There remains . . Root
Decuplate, b = 20.

Decuplate (de-kipk't), .
[f. L. decupldre :

see DECUPLE v. and -AXES.] = DECUPLE v.

1690 LEYBOURN Cursus Math. 340 The first Root de-

cuplated, t = 30. 1887 igtA Cent. Aug. 152 All this de-

cuplating our production.
Hence f Decnplation, multiplication by ten,

increase tenfold.

1690 LEYBOURN Cursus Math. 340 The Decuplation of the
Roots.

Decuple (de-kiap'l\ a. and sb. [a. F. dtcuple
(1484 in Hatzf.), ad. L. decuphis tenfold, f. dec-em
ten + -plus, as in du-plus, tri-plus, etc.]
A. adj. Ten times as much ; tenfold.

[1501 DOUGLAS Pal. Hon. i. xli, Duplat, triplat, diates-

seriall, Sesqui altera, anddecuplaresortis.] 1613 M. RIDLEY
Magn. Bodies 87 Sometimes decuple or ten times as much
againe. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. 192 Man, whose
length . . is sextuple unto his breadth . . and decuple unto
his profundity. 1771 RAPER in Phil. Trans. LXI. 534
Reckoning . . the value of gold decuple that of silver. 1817
COLEBROOKE Algebra, etc. 4 Increasing regularly in decuple
proportion. -iKif^Fraser'sMag. XXVII. 461 Double, treble,
and more than decuple the amount.
B. sb. A number or quantity ten times another ;

a tenfold amount,

A I7iies 12 J-'cc. 9/5 -io auuiisii one ur iwu 01 me uuuuio,

trebles, and decuples which afflict postmen and cabmen [in

Decuple (de-kip'l), v. [ad. L. flr//r<? (only
in pa. pple. decupldtus}^ f. deaiplus tenfold: see

prec. : cf. K. dtcupler (i8th c. in Hatzf.).]
trans. To increase or multiply tenfold.

1674 JEAKE Arith. (1696) 201 The Square of i decupled is

10. (71687 PETTY Pol. Arith. i. (1691)9 If France hath scarce

doubled its Wealth and Power, and that the other have de-

cupled theirs. 1837 GEN. P. THOMPSON Exerc. (1842) IV.

253 If the demand for muscle were decupled at every com-
mercial and manufacturing station.

Hence De'cupled///. a.

1854 H. H. WILSON tr. Rig-veda II. 5 To partake of the

decupled (libation).

Decuplet tde-kiplet). Mus. [f. L. decuplus
DECUPLE + -ET in triplet, etc.] 'A group of ten

notes played in the time of eight or four
'

(Stainer
& Barrett Diet. Mus. Terms).

Decur, var. of DECORE Obs.

Decure, obs. form of DECUBY.

t JDecirriate, v. Obs- [f. ppl. stem of L. de-

curidre to divide into decuri&\ see DECUBY.] (See

quot.) So f Decuria'tion [L. decuriatio],
1623 COCKERAM, Decurtate, to dtuide into bands, to sepa-

rate. 1721 in BAILEY. 1623 COCKERAM, Decuriatzon, a

making of Knights or Captaines.

DeCTXrion (cl^kiiwri^n). In 4-5 -ioun. [ad.
L. decurh) -onem^ f. dec-em ten, after eenturio

CENTUHION : see DECUKY.]
1. Rom. Antiq. A cavalry officer in command of

a decuria or company of ten horse. Also gen.
A commander or

captain
of ten men.

1382 WYCLIF i Mace. hi. 55 Decuriouns, ledersoften. 1533
BELLENDEN Livy iv. (1822) 361 Sixtus Tempamus, decurion
of horsmen. 1581 STYWARD Mart. Discipt. i. 61 He shall

charge euerie decurion or Captaine of ten men vpon their

pthes. 1701 W. WOTTON Hist. Rome v. 83 He had got away,
if a Decurion had not fallen upon him. 1838 ARNOLD Hist.
Rome 1 . 75 The poorest citizens . . followed the army . . acting
as orderlies to the centurions and decurions.

b. transf. An overseer of ten households, a

tithing-man.
1591 G. FLETCHER Ritsse Comimu. (Hakluyt Soc.) 43 The

constable hath certaine . . decurions under him, which haue
the ouersight of ten households a peece. 1689-90 TEMPLE
Ess. Heroic I'irtue 3 Wks. 1731 I. 207 He [Mango Capac]
instituted Decurions thro' both these Colonies, that is, one
over every Ten Families.

2. Roman Hist. A member of the senate of a

colony or municipal town ;
a town councillor.

In later times the capacity for the office became hereditary,
and the decurions formed an order charged with heavy finan-

cial and other responsibilities to the imperial government.
1382 WYCLIF Mark xv. 43 loseph of Armathie, the noble

decurioun [Vulg. deenrio, Gr. /SouAevnfc]. 1606 HOLLAND
Sneton. 60 A new kind of Suffrages which the decurions or
elders of Colonies gave every one in their owne Towneshippe.
1635 PAGITT Christianogr. in. (1636) 2 loseph ofArimathea,
that noble Decurion. 1781 GIBBON Decl, fy F. II. 63 The
laborious offices, which could be productive only of envy
and reproach, of expence and danger, were imposed on the

Decurions, who formed the corporations of the cities, and
whom the severity of the Imperial laws had condemned to

sustain the burthens of civil society. 1872 E. W. ROBERTSON
Hist. Ess. 37 note, The Decurio, and nlius Decurionis, the

Plebeius, and the Servus of the law of Constantine, answer

exactly to the Noble, Free, and Servile orders of the Ger-
manic codes.

3. A member of the Great Council in modem
Italian cities and towns.
1666 Lond. Gaz. No. 97/1 The Colledge of the Jurists, the

sixty Decurions [at Milan]. 1708 Ibid. No. 4448/1 After
these came eight Trumpeters . . preceding the 60 Decurions,
the great Chancellor, the Privy-Council, and Senate. 1841
W. SPALDING Italy fy It. Isl. III. 343 In Genoa, whose muni-

cipality was constituted bylaws of 1814 and 1815, there is

a Great Council of forty decurions (half nobles, half mer-
chants and other citizens), who were named in the first

instance by the crown, but have since filled up their own
vacancies. 1865 MAFFEI Brigand Life II. 47 At one time
a syndic, a decurion, profited by his post to persecute his

private enemies.

4. Astrol. = DECAN a.

1652 GAULE Magastrotn. 87 Their houses . . thrones, de-

curions, faces, joys.

H Erron. for DECUKY, a company often.

1555 EDEN Decades 23 A coompanye of armed men diuided
into .xxv. decurions, that is, tenne in a company with theyr

capitaynes.
Decu'rionate. [ad. L. decuriondt-usj f. de-

curion-em: see -ATE 1
.]

The office of a decurion.
1840 MILMAN Hist. Chr. II. 382. 1863 DRAPER Intell.

Devel. Europe ix. (1865) 209 Exempting the priesthood from
burdensome offices such as the decurionate. 1880 MUIRHEAU
Gains

f
i. 95 note, Not only the magistracy but also the

decurionate was a stepping-stone to citizenship.

Decirrionship. [See -SHIP.] =prec.
1873 WAGNER tr- TSg^frrt Hist. Rom. Lit. II. 340 Ex-

emption . . from the decurionship and military service.

Decurrence (d^kzrrens). [f. DECUKKENT : see

ENCE.]
f 1. The act or state of running down ; downward

flow or course
; lapse (of time). Obs.

DECURTATION.

1659 GAUDEN Tears of Church 536 The errata's which,
by long decurrence of time, through many mens hands have
befaln it, are easily corrected. 1677 P- A. Prcf. Poem in

Cary's Chronol.t The Course Of Humane Beeing even from
the Source Of it's Decurrence.

2. Bot. The condition of being DECURRENT (q.v.).
1835 LINDLF-Y Introd. Bot. (1848) I. 228 The decurrence of

the fibres. 1883 G. ALLEN in Nature 29 Mar. 511 There will
be a strong tendency towards the long pointed ribbon-like

form, and also a marked inclination towards decurrence.

Decu'rreiicy. [f. as prec. + -ENCY.] =
prec.

1651 J. GOODWIN Redemption Red. ii. 17 The flowing of
Rivers from their Fountames together with the decurrency
of their Waters into the Sea, 1882 Syd. Soc. Lex. t Dectir-

rency, the condition or appearance of a decurrent leaf.

Decurrent (cUk-rent), a. [ad. L. decurrcnt-

em, pr. pple. of decurrfre to run down, f. DE- I. i

+ currere to run.]

T!. Running or flowing down. Obs.

1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) I. 225 An ymage of Venus . .

whiche was made so subtily that a man myjhte see in that

ymage as bloode decurrente.

2. Bot. Of leaves, etc. : Extending down the
stem or axis below the point of insertion or attach-

ment.

owny on o ses, mosy ecurren on e ong oary
petiols. 1870 HOOKER Stud. Florazfo Verbascum Thapsus
. . leaves very decurrent . . anthers of long stamens slightly. .

decurrent.

Hence Decn'rrently adv.

1807 J. E. SMITH P/iys. Bot, 178 [Pinnate] decursive'i de-

currently, when the leaflets are decurrent.

Decu'rring, ppl. a. = DECUKKENT (in ffot.).

1889 in Cent. Diet.

t DecuTSe. Obs. [ad. L. dfrttrs-us, f. ppl. stem

of decurr-ere : cf. DECOURSE.] Downward course,

lapse.

1593 BILSON Govt. Chrises Ch. 237 By degrees, in decurse
of time. 1657 TOMLINSON Renoit's Disp. 225 Nor that the

decurse of years would work some change in it.

1 Decursion (d/kZJuJan). Obs. [ad. L. dc-

fursidn-enii n. of action f. decurr-Pre (ppl. stem

dceurs-} to run down.]
1. The action of running, flowing, or passing
downwards; alsoyf^. of time, etc.

c 1630 JACKSON Creed vi. x. Wks. V. 277 The perpetual
ascent of springing waters into the hills, their continual de-

curslon from them into the sea. 1664 H. MQRR Afyst, Iniq.
206 In the decursion of. .twelve or thirteen hundred years.
1680 Apocal. Apoc. 24 The whole decursion and succes-
sion of the church to the end of the world.

2. Antiq. A military manoeuvre, exercise or evo-

lution, performed under arms; a solemn procession
round a funeral pile.

[1623 COCKERAM, Decnrsion ) a running ofsouldiers on their

enemies.] 1658 W. BURTON Itin. Anton. 68 His body, .was
laid on the Rognst or Pile . . and honored with the veptSpo^,
decursion, or running round it by his Sons and Souldiers.

1697 POTTER Antiq. Greece iv. vi. (1715) 211 In this Decur-
sion the Motion was towards the Left hand. 1702 ADDISON
Dial. Medals i. 19 Charged . . with many Ancient Customs,
as sacrifices . . allocutions, decursions, lectisterniums.

Decu'rsive, a. Bot. [ad. mod. Bot. L. decur-

siv-iis, f. L. decttrs-, ppl. stem of decurr-e're to run

down : see -IVE.]
= DECURRENT.

1828 in WEBSTER.
Hence Decu rsively adv., as decursively-pinnate

[mod.L. decursive pinnatus : cf. DECURRENTLY].
1823 CRABB Technol. Diet. , Decursively-pinnate,

an epithet
for a leaf having its leaflets decurrent, or running along the

petiole. 1866 in Treas. Bot.

f Decu-rt,a. Obs.- [Cf. CURT and DE- II. 3.]
1623 COCKERAM, Decnrtt short.

t DeCTL'rt, v. Obs. [ad. L. decurt-are to cut

off, curtail, f. DE- I. 2 + curtare to shorten : see

CURT
z>.] trans. To cut down, shorten, dock,

curtail, abridge. Hence Decu rtecl ///. a.

1550 BALE Apol. 147 Your decurted or headlesse clause,

Angelorum enim, et cet. 1631 J. DONE Polydoron 88 [It is]

plain Roguerie to Decurte or mispoint their Writings. 1648
HERRICK Hesper., Julia's Churching (1869) 307 To him
bring Thy free, and not decurted offering.

Decu'rtate, a- rare. [ad. L. decurtat~us>

pa. pple. of decurtdre : see prec.] Cut down,
shortened, abridged, curtailed.
a 1638 MEDE Ep. to Hayn Wks. (1672) rv. 755 The preposi-

tion 2 being decurtate of f*3 inter, 1859 F. HALL Vdsa-

vadattd Prefaces Bana. .lopped off his own hands and feet

.. In this decurtate condition he dictated a poem of a
hundred couplets.

t Decu'rtate, v. Obs. [f. ppl. stem of L. de-

ctirtdre : see prec. and -ATE 3.J trans. = DECURT v.

J
59$>

NASHE Lenten Stitffe Ep. Ded. A ij b, Hee sendes
for his barber to depure, decurtate, and spunge him. 1623
COCKERAM, Decurtatet to shorten. 1676 COLE in Phil.

Trans. XI. 607 Those, which had been decurtated by the

unequal cutting of the knife.

t i>ecurta"tion. Obs. [ad. L. decurtation-em,
n. of action f. decnrtare : see DECURT v. So in

mod.F.] Shortening, abridging, or cutting down.
i6$a GAULE Magastrom. To Rdr., Ambiguous equivoca-

tions, affected decurtations, sophisticated expressions.

1652-62 HEYLIN Cosmogr. in. (1682) 38 By the like decurta-
tion we have turned Hispania unto Spain. 1700 Phil.
Trans. XXII. 568 The Contraction . . is performed by the
decurtation or shortening of the Fleshy Fibres.



DECURVATION.

Decurvation dikvivp Jnn). [n. of action f.

L. Je- clown + ppl. stem of curviirelo bend, CritVK :

see -ATION.] The action or process of decurving ;

the condition of being bent downwards.
1881 A. NKWTON in Kncycl. Hrit. XII. 358 '2 There arc

Trochilitlx which possess almost every gradation of decur-
valinn of the bill.

Decurvature (d/ki Jvatiiia). [f.
as prec. +

-IRK: of.
i-iin'a/itre.]

=
prec.

1887 E. n.CofsOrig. Final 376 Constant jarring, .would
tend to a dccurvalure of both inferior and superior adjacent
end walls.

Decurve (d/kSuv), v. rare. [f. L. tie- down +
eiirvarc to CURVE.] To curve or bend down.
Hence Decvrrved ///. a., curved downwards.
1835 KIRBY Hat. f, Inst, Anim. I. ix. 274 An incipient de-

curved spire. 1891 Athcnxum 18 June 795/2 The upper
mandible [of a parakeet] was so abnormally decurved.

Decury (de-kiuri). Also 6 deoure. [a. OF.
dccurie or ad. L. decuria a division or company of

ten, f. dec-em ten, after centuria CENTUBY.J
Rom. Hist, and Antiq. A division consisting of

ten men, a company or body of ten ; applied also
to larger classes or divisions (e. g. of the judices,
scribm, etc.).

1533 BELLENDEN f.ity I. (1822) 30 The faderis, quhilk war
ane hundreth in nowmer, deyidit thaimself in ten decuris,
ilk decure contening ten men in nowmer. 1563-7 HUCHANAN
Reform. St. Andros Wks. (1892) 8 The regent sal. -assigne
thayme place in hys classe diuidit in decuriis. 1586 T. B.
LaPrimand. Fr. Actut. i. 643 The Pretors. .tooke a certain
number of Iudges..who. .were distributed by decuries or
tens. 169$ KENNETT Par. Antiq. (1818) II. 340 In the
larger- houses, where the numbers amounted to several

decuries, the senior dean had a special preeminence. 1847
GROTE Greece it. xicxi. IV. 189, 5000 of these citizens were
arranged in ten pannels or decuries of 500 each.

Decus (di-kife). slang. [From the Latin motto
decus et tutamen on the rim.*| A crown-piece.
i688SHADWEl.t.5Vr. X&a<iVin.Wks.(i72o)IV.48Toequip

you with some Meggs, Smelts, Decus's and Georges. i8ai
SCOTT Nigel xxiii,

' You see ', he said, pointing to the
casket, 'that noble Master Grahame. .has got the decuses
and the smelts'

Decnss (d/kzrs), v. rare. [ad. L, dectus-are

to divide crosswise, or in the form of an X, f.

decttssis the number ten (X), also a ten-as piece,
and so supposed to be f. dec(-em]assis.'\

* DE-
CUSSATE v.

1781 A. MONRO Compar. Anat. (ed. 3) 25 A double row of
. . fibres decussing one another.

t DecU'SSant, a. 0!>s. rare. [ad. L. dectis-

sant em, pr. pple. of decussdre : see prec.] Decus-

sating, intersecting.
1685 H. MORE Para. Prophtt. 462 Placed on those pro-

duced decussant Lines.

Decussate (d/ko-sA), a. [ad. L. decussat-ui,

pa. pple. of decussare : see DECUSS.]
1. Having the form of an X.
1815 HONE Every-day Bk. I. 1538 The letter X, styled

a cross decussate. 1883 FARRAR Early Chr. I. 85 The de-
cussate cross now known as the cross of St. Andrew.
2. Bot. Of leaves, etc. : Arranged on the stem

in successive pairs, the directions of which cross

each other at right angles, so that the alternate

pairs are parallel.
1835 LINDLEY //m/.#0/. (1848) II. 382 Ztow<xr>,arranged

in pairs that alternately cross each other. 1684 BOWER &
SCOTT De Gary's Pkaner. 259 The stem has four angles,
and bears decussate pairs of opposite leaves.

Hence Decvrssately adv., in a decussate manner.
1846 DANA 7.ooph.( 1848) 320 Folia. . transversely coalescent

or intersecting one another (decussately aggregated).

Decussate (de-kife/t, d/ko-se't), v.
[f.

L. de-

ctissat-, ppl. stem of decuss-dre : see DECOSS.]
1. trans. To cross, intersect, lie across, so as to

form a figure like the letter X.
1658 SIR T. BROWNE Card. Cyrus iii. 53 The right and

transverse fibres are decussated by the obnck fibres. 1665-6
Phil. Trans. I. 221 These Rainbows did not. . decussate one
another at right angles. 1737 BRACKEN Farriery Impr.
(1756) I. 58 The inner [fibres] always decussate or cross the
outer. 1835-6 TODD Cycl. A Hat. I. 583/1 Their medullary
fibres, .converge and decussate each other.

2. intr. To cross or intersect each other ; to form
a figure like the letter X.
1713 DERHAM Phys. Tlteol. iv. vii. 153 The Fibres of the

external and internal Intercpstals decussate. 1835-6 TODD
Cycl. Anat. I. 251/1 Sometimes they [ligaments] cross or

decussate with each other. 1875 BLAKE Zool. 198 Optic
nerves, commissurally united, not decussating.

Decussated (see prec.), ///. a.
[f. prec. +

-ED 1
.]

Formed with crossing lines like an X;
crossed, intersected ; having decnssations or inter-

sections.

1658 SIR T. BROWNE Card. Cyrus i. 37 The decussated

characters in many consulary coyncs. 1680 PLOT Stajfford^h.

430 A decussated cross. 1755 JOHNSON, ffetiuart, any thing
reticulated or decussated, at equal distances, with inter-

stices between the intersections. 1841 JOHNSTON in Prvc.

Berm. Nat. Club I. 267 Shell .. spirally ridged with fine de-

cussated stria? in the interstices.

b. Rhet. Consisting of or characterized by two

pairs of clauses or words, those in each pnir corre- I

spending to those in the other, but in reverse order
; ;

chinstic.
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1818 WKBSTER s.v., In rhetoric, a decussated period u one
that consists of two rising and two falling clauses, placed in
alternate opposition to each other.

Decussating, ///. a. [-INO 2.] Crossing,

.

Decussation (dekt^'-Jan). [ad. L. decussd-

tidn-em, n. of action (. dfcttssare : see DECUSS and

-ATION.] Crossing (of lines, rays, fibre*, etc.) so
as to form a figure like the letter X ; intersection.
1656 in HLOUNT Glossogr. 1658 SIR T. BROWNE Card.

Cyrus i. 37 The Letter \, that is the Emphatical decussa-
tlon.or fundamental figure. i66a EVELYN Chalcotr. (1769)
90 Performed in single and masterly strokes, without de-

cussations, and cross hatchings. 1679 NKWTON in Rigaud
Corr. Sci. Men (1841) II. 344 By the iterated dccussations
of the

rays, objects will lie rendered less distinct. 1713DERHAM flat. Tkeol. iv. ii. 95 A Coalition or Decussation
of the Optick Nerves. 1839-47 TODD Cycl. Anat. III.

480/1 The point at which the decussation (of nerve-fibres in
the brain] takes place is about ten lines below (he margin
of the pons VaroliL

b. Rhet. An arrangement of clauses, etc. in

which corresponding terms occur in reverse order;
chiasmus.

1841 Tail's Mag. VIII. 561 They have, .become weary of
these pretty grammatico-metrical cuttings and decussations.

H Erroneous use, app. for DECUSSION, striking off.

1654 H. L'EsTRANGE Chat. I (1655) "7 He yeilded his
head to de-cussation, to the striking off.

t Decu-ssative, a. Obs. rare.
[f.

L. decussat-,

ppl. stem of decuss-are + -IVE.] Characterized by
decussation; crossing. Hence Decu ssatively adv.
1658 SIR T. BROWNE Card. Cyrus iii. 56 By decussative

diametrals, Quincunciall Lines and angles. Ibid. i. 38 The
High-Priest was anointed decussatively or in the form of

t Decu ssion. Obs. rare. [ad. L. decussidn-em,
n. of action f. dccutfre to shake down, beat down,
etc., f. DE- I. i + quatere to shake.] A shaking
down or off.

1664 EVELYN Pommti (1729) 94 Making a Quantity of
Cider with Windfalls, which he let ripen in the Hoard, near
a month interceding between the time of their Decussion,
and that which Nature intended for their Maturity. 1674
BLOUNT Glossagr., Decussion, a striking or shaking off; a
beating down.

II Decusstvrium. Surf. [mod.L. f. deems-,

ppl. stem of dicutere : see prec. and -OKIUM. In
mod.F. tUaisstrire!\

' An instrument for keeping
down, or separating to a sufficient extent, the dnra
mater in the operation of trepanning, to protect it

from injury, and to facilitate the discharge of mat-
ters from its surface

'

(Sjfd. Soc. Lex. i88a).
(Decu'te, v. Obs.-" [ad. L. decutlre (see

above).] i63 COCKERAH, Decute, to cut off.

t Decu-tient, a. Obs.~ [ad. L. dicutient-em,

pr. pple. of dfctitfre (see above).]
1656 BLOUNT Glossagr., Decutittit, that shakes or beats

down.

Decyl (de-sil). Chcm.
[f.

Gr. Sina ten + -YL.]
The tenth member of the series of hydrocarbon
radicals having the formula CB HaM+ , ; the mon-
atomic alcohol radical C, H 21 ; also called Decatyl.
Used attrib. in decyl series, compounds, chloride,

etc.

Hence derivatives as De'cylene, the olefine of

the decyl series C 10 H ; Decylic, of or pertaining
to decyl, as in decylic alcohol, hydride, etc. So
De cine, the liquid hydrocarbon C, U H 1M ,

the

ethine or acetylene member of the decyl series.

Cf. DBCANE, DECENE.
1868 WATTS Diet. Chtm. V. loco Decyl, Rutyl, Capryl,

.. Cio Hai.. Hydride of Decyl .. Chloride of Decyl. 187*
Ibid. VI. 542 Decylic compounds, .derived from the funda-
mental hydrocarbon Cio Hw. decyl hydride . . Decylene,
Cio H. 1875 Itid. VII. 423 Decent and Decint.

Decypher, obs. form of DECIPHER.

Ded, obs. form of DEAD, DEATH, DEED, DID (see
Do .).

Dedain, early form of DI^DAIM.
Dedal, Dedalian, etc. : see D.WUL, etc.

Dedane, var. of DEDEION v.2

II Dedans (d^dafr). Tennis. [F. dedans gallery
of n tennis court, special application of dedans in-

side, interior, subst. use of dedans adv. inside, f. de

of, from, by, with, etc. + dans within : OF. denz,

itself f. de + ens : L. tutus inside, within.] The

open gallery at the end of the service-side of a

tennis-court.

1706 in PHILUM (ed. Kersey). 1878 J. MARSHALL Aim.
Tennis 36 At Lord 5. .the net, instead of being equidistant
from each end of the Court, is nearer to the dedans than to
the other end by i ft. 1885 Pall Mall G. la May i i/i The
forcing for the dedans and the stopping were magnificent.
1890 AthfiisrttHt 21 June 794/3 Let any young man.. so
into the ' dedans

'

of a tennis court while a good match is

going on.

Dedayn, -e, early forms of DISDAIN.

Dedbote, var. of DKEDBOTE Obs.

Dedd.e, dede, obs. ff. DEAD, DEATH, DEED.

Dede, obs. pa. t. of Do.

DEDICATE.

t Dede-corate, a. Obs.
[ad.

L. <Kdecorat-us,
pa- pplc.

' re to disgrace ; see n( xt.]

Disgraced, disgraceful.
15 rhylozamuf in fikelton'l Wkt.(\^-p I. p. cxvi, O poet

..Dcdccorate and indecent, Insolent and insensate.

Dedecorate dfdc-k&rrt
,
v.

[f. L. tlidecorat-,

ppl. stem of ilfJecorare to disgrace, f. dedefiis, ttf-

decor- disgrace, f. DE- I. 6 + decus, decor-, graa-,
etc. In sense i, f. DE- II. i + DEC-ORATK.]
1 1. trans. To disgrace, dishonour. Obs.
1609 J. DAVIES Holy Roodt 13 (D.) Why lett'st weake

Wormes Thy head dedecoratc With worthlesse brien, and
flesh-transpiercing thornes? 1613 COCKERAM, Dedtcarate,
to dishonor, or shame one.

2. To disfigure ; to do the opposite of decorating.
1804 SYD. SMITH Mar. Philat. XL (1850) 137 If a trades,

man . . were to slide down gently into the mud, and de-
decorate a pea green coat. 1887 Spectator 25 June 867/1
The vulgar and misleading caricatures which de-deconue
these admirable chapters.

Dedecora'tion. rare-", [ad. L. dedecora.

lion-em, n. of action f. dedecor&re : Bee prec.]
' A

disgracing or dishonouring' (Phillips 1658); hence
in Bailey, Johnson, and mod. IMcti.

t Dede'COrous, a. Obs-
[ad.

L. dedecoros-

us, later synonym of dedecorus disgraceful, f. DK-
I. 6 + decants : see DECOBOUS.] Disgraceful, un-

becoming. So t Dede'corose a.

1717 BAILEY vol. II, Dedtconse, full of shame and dis-

honesty. Dedecorout, uncomely, unseemly, dishonest. 1755
JOHNSON, Dedecorout, disgraceful, reproachful, shameful.
[Hence in mod. Diets.]

t Dedeign, -dein, -deyne, st>. and z-.i Early
form of DISDAIN.

tDedei'gn, t'.
2 Sf. Obs. Forms: 4-6 de-

deynje, dedein^e, 5 dedyne, 6 dedeyne, de-

denye, deden(,e, dedane, deding. [A derivative
of DEION v., in which the prefix de- appears to be
taken in the sense

' down '

, DE- I. i ), so as to

strengthen the notion of condescension ; or which

may have arisen by confusion of dedeign ("dis-
dain) with deign. It seems to be confined to Scotch,
and to have no analogies in French or Latin.]
1. = DEIGN z. i. (In first qnot. infers.)
1375 BARBOUR Bruce i. 376 He wes in all his dedis lele ;

For him dedeynjeit nocht to dele With trechery. 14*3
JAS. I Kingis Q. clxviii, Madame.. hot that apur grace
dedyne, Off jour grete mygbt, my wittis to empire. 14. .

HOCCLEYE Mother of God 51 For Christ of the dedeynyt
\Ph. MS. hath deyned] for to take Bothe fleschc and blood.
c 1500 Lancelot 240 And in his body..The tronsione of o
brolcine sper that was, Quhich no man out dedenyt to aras.

'535 STEWART Cron. Scot. I. 618 That wald deding with his
auctoritie Ws to support in oure necessitie. 1513-53 I >OI:GI. AS
/Etteis I. vi. 53 fed. 1553*, I dedeinje [v.r. idenje] not to
ressaue Sic honour.

2. To lower.

1536 BELLENDEN Cron. Scot. (1831) I. 133 The Romains
wald nocht dedenye thair majeste, to satcfy the desire of
barbar pepill.

Dedely, obs. form of DEADLY.
Deden ,e, var. ofDEDEIGN v.2 ; obs. pa. t.

pi.
of Do.

Dedentition (ddenti-f3n\ Phys. [f. Di- II.

i + DENTITION.] The sheading of the teeth ; esf.
of the first set.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud.
F.f.

iv. xii. 216 In the first

[Septenary] is Dedentition or falling of teeth. 1857 DUN*
CLISON Diet. Mcd. s. v. Dentition, Dedentition begins about
the age of 6 or 7. i88a in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Dedenye, dedeyn(e, etc., var. DBDKIGN v.-,

and early ff. DISDAIN.

Dedicant (de-dikant). [ad. L. dedicant-em,

pr. pple. of dedicate to DEDICATE.] One who
dedicates.
1881 HiioNER in Eitcycl. Brit. XIII. 127 (Ram. Inscrip-

tionsi. The proper form of the dedication.. also the name
of the dedicants. .and the formula; of the offering.

t De'dicate, fa. fple. and ///. a. Obs. or arch.

Also 4-6 declicat. [ad. L. dedicat-us consecrated,

formally devoted, pa. pple. of dedicart (see next).
Used both as pa. pple. and adj., but now only as

an archaic synonym of
dedicated]

Dedicated.
c 1386 CHAUCER Pars. T. F 890 In chirclie, or in chirche-hawe,

in cnirche dedicate, or noon. 1404 FABVAN Chron. \. ii. 9 An
old Temple dedycat in the honoure of . . Diana. 1535 Covti-
DALE Eztk. xliv. 29 Euery dedicate thinge in Israel shall be
theirs. 1565 CALFHUX Answ. Trent. Croat (1846) 5 You
have dedicate your book to the Queen's highness. 1643
MILTON Divorce vii. (1851) 35 Every true Christian . . is a

person dedicate to joy and peace. i6f< P. BULKELEY Gospel
Covt. ill. 275 The dedicate things which should have been
to the honouring of God. 1798 COLERIDGE Nifhtingale,
Like a Lady vow'd and dedicate To something more than
Nature in the grove. 1814 SOUTHEY Roderick x, I vow'd,
A virgin dedicate, to pass my life Immured.

Dedicate (de'dik^t), v. [f. L. dedicat-, ppl.
stem of dedicare to declare, proclaim, devote (to
a deity) in a set form of words, to consecrate, f.

DE- + dicare to say, proclaim, make over formally

by words, a weak vb. from stem die- of diefrt to

say, tell ; cf. the adj. formative -dicus -saying,

-telling ; also abdicate. For the pa. pple., dedicate

(see prec.) has been used, and in i6th c. the same
form was used forthepa.t., asif short for dedicateJ]
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DEDICATED.

1. trans. To devote (to the Deity or to a sacred

person or purpose) with solemn rites ; to surrender,

set apart, and consecrate to sacred uses.

(The leading sense, which more or less colours the others.)

1530 PALSGR. 509/1, 1 dedycate a churche. 1548-9 (Mar.)
Bk. Com. Prayer, Pnbl. Baptism, Whosoeuer is here dedi-

cated to thee by our office and ministerie, 1555 EDEN
Decades 73 To whom he buylded and dedicate a chapell and
an altare. 1651 HOERES Lmiaih. in. xxxix. 247* Any Edifice

dedicated by Christians to the worship of Christ. 1659
PEARSON Creed (1839) 223 Many are the enemies of those

persons who dedicate themselves unto his service. 1822

K. DIGBV Broadst. Hon. (1846) II. 337 (Tnncrcdns}, The

2gth ofSeptember has been dedicated to St. Michael and all

Angels ever since the fifth century. 1885 Pall Mall G.

2 Jan. 10/2 The precedent set by the Bishop of St.^Albans
in dedicating a cemetery, in lieu of consecrating it in a

strictly legal way.

b.y%-.
1599 SHAKS. Hen. V, iv. Chor. 37 Nor doth he dedicate

one lot of colour Vnto the wearie and all-watched Night.
j6o6 _ Tr. .5 Cr. in. ii. no Well Vnckle, what folly I com-

mit, I dedicate to you. 1678 SALMON Land. Dis$. 578/1
A Pectoral Decoction - . is Dedicated to the Lungs.
2. transf. To give up earnestly, seriously, or

wholly, to a particular person or specific purpose ;

to assign or appropriate; to devote.
1553 T. WILSON Rhet. 3 We must dedicate our myndes

wholly to folowe the moste wise and learned menne. 1595
SPENSER Col. Clout 472 To her my thoughts I daily dedi-

cate. 1653 WALTON Angler Ep. Ded. 3 When you . . devest

your self of your more serious business, and . . dedicate a day
or two to this Recreation. 1718 PRIOR Solomon u. 818 It bid

her .. dedicate her remnant life To the just duties of an
humble wife. 1771 Jnnws Lett. xlix. 257 The remainder
of the summer shall be dedicated to your amusement. 1818
HALLAM Mid. Ages (1872) I. 504 The dukes of Savoy were
. . completely dedicated to the French interests. 1841 W.
SPALDING Italy $ It. fsl. I. 236 It assumed the title of the
Via Triumphalis, from the processions to which it was dedi-

cated.

8. To inscribe or address (a book, engraving,

piece of music, etc.) to a patron or friend, as a

compliment, mark of honour, regard, or affection.

1542 BOORDE Dyetary Pref. (1870) 227 And where I haue
dedycated this boke to your grace [etc.]. 1605 BACON Adv.
Learn, i,

iji. 9 The ancient custom was to dedicate them

~
for your dedication, and in that sense I believe it is under-
stood by both authors and patrons. 1832 W. L. GARRISON
Thoughts African Colon, p. in, I dedicate this work to my
countrymen. 1848 THACKERAY Van. Fair, To B. W. Procter
this story is affectionately dedicated.

t b. To address (a letter or other communica-

tion) to. Obs. rare.
1688 Col. Rec. Pennsylv. I. 236 That some things of that

Nature had been proposed and Dedicated to ya
proprietor,

by himself . , to which he believed he should receive his

Answer by ye ffirst Shipping hether. 1776 BLACK Lett, to
Adam Smith 26 Aug., I heard that he had dedicated a letter

to you, desiring you not to come.

4. Law. To devote or throw open to the use of
the public (a highway or other open space).
1843 Penny Cycl. XXVII. 153/2 It is necessary that the

party dedicating should have a sufficient interest in the land
to warrant such dedication.

to. To open formally to the public ;
to inaugu-

rate, make public.
1892 Times (Weekly ed.) 21 Oct. 5/4 President Harrison

cannot visit Chicago to dedicate the World's Fair.

Dedicated (de-dik^ted), ///. a. [f. prec. +
-BD.1 Sacredly, solemnly, or formally devoted ;

wholly given up, etc. ; inscribed (as a book).
<ri6oo SHAKS. Sonn. Ixxxii. 3 The dedicated words which

writers use Of their fair subject, blessing every book. 1611
BIBLE 2 Kings xii. 4 All the money of the dedicated things.
1661 BOYLE Style ofScript. Ep. Ded. (1675) 2 In the dedi-
cated book. 1805 WORDSW. Prelude iv. Wks. (1888) 261/2
That I should be . . A dedicated Spirit.

Dedicatee (de=dik/tr)- [A- modern formation
from DEDICATE v. + -EE, correlative to dedicator.']
One to whom anything is dedicated.

1760-72 H. BROOKE FoolofQual. I. Introd. iv, The writer
and his patron, the dedicator and the dedicatee. 1802 SYD.
SMITH in Edin. Rev, I. 22 The worthy dedicatees, the Lord
Mayor and Aldermen. 1881 SAINTSBURY Dryden 108 Assi-
duous visits to patrons and dedicatees.

Dedicating (de-dik^tiqX vbl. sb. [-ING*.]
The action of the verb DEDICATE

; dedication.

1535 COVERDALE Dan. iii. 3 The dedicatynge of y* ymage.
1611 BIBLE Num. vii. n The dedicating of the Altar.

De'dicating, ppl a. [-ING-'.] That dedicates.
i665 J. SERGEANT Let. Thanks 32 He is Mr. Stillingfleets

dedicated and dedicating friend.

Dedication (dedik^i-Jan). [a. OF. dtdication^
-don (i4th c. in Godef), ad. L. dedication-em, n.

of action from dedicare to DEDICATE.]
1. The action of dedicating, the fact of being

dedicated
;
a setting apart and devoting to the

Deity or to a sacred purpose with solemn rites.

1382 WYCLIF Num. vii. 88 Thes thinges ben offrid in the
dedicacioun of the auter, whanne it is anoynt. 1387 TREVISA
Higden VII. 351 Kyng William, .commaundede nyh alle be

bisshoppes of Engelond bat bey schulde come to bat dedica-
cioun }>e fiftenbe day of May. 1460 CAPGRAVE Chron. 165
William . . aftir tyme that he had biggid the Cherch ageyn,
desired that the Kyng schuld com to the dedicacion. 1643
BuRRouGHEs.Zi-*^. Hosea viii. (1652)292 Dedication is when I

give a thing out of my own power, for a pious use, that I can-
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not make use of for any thing again. 1665 SmT. HERBERT
Trav. ^1677) 296 The Monks . . shave the upper part of their

head by way of distinction from the Laity and for dedication.

1776 GIBBON Decl. fy F. I. xvii. 444 The founder prepared to

celebrate the dedication of his city.

b. The form of words in which this act is ex-

pressed.
1520 Caxton's Chron. Eng. iv. 38/1 He ordeyned the dedy-

cacyon of the chirche every yere sholde be sayd. 1607 TOP-
SELL Fonr~f, Beasts (1673) 264 Metellus the Macedonian
raised two porches . . without inscription or dedication.

c. The commemoration of such an act
;
the day

or feast of dedication (of a church).
Feast of the Dedication : the annual commemoration of

the purification of the Second Temple by Judas Macca-
beus.
c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xix. 87 When grete festez com-

mez . . as be dedicacioun of be kirk. 1483 Catk. Ang-l. 93
Dedicacion, dedicacio, encennia. i53oPALSGR. 212/2 Dedi-
cation a feestfull day, dedicace. 1695 KENNETT Par. Antiq.
(i8i8)II. 305 The dedication of churches should in all places
be celebrated on the first Sunday of the month October.

2. fig. The giving up or devoting (of oneself,
one's time, labour, etc.) to the service of a person
or to the pursuit of a purpose.
1601 SHAKS. Tivel. N. v. i. 85 His life I gaue him, and did

thereto adde My loue without retention or restraint, All his

in dedication. 1611 Wint. T. iv. iv. 577 A Course more
promising, Then a wild dedication of your selues To vnpath'd
Waters. 1841-44 EMERSON Ess.) Experienced^. (Bohn) I.

177 We need change of objects. Dedication to one thought
is quickly odious. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) I. 345 The
dedication of himself to the improvement of his fellow-

citizens.

3. The dedicating of a book, etc. ; the form of

words in which a writing, engraving, etc., is dedi-

cated to some person.
1598 FLORIO Diet. Ep. Ded. i This dedication . . may haply

make your Honors muse. 1605 BACON Adv. Learn, i. ill.

9 Neither is the modern dedication of books and writings,
as to patrons, to be commended. 1751 JOHNSON Rambler
No. 136 F 6 Nothing has so much degraded literature from
its natural rank, as the practice of indecent and promiscuous
dedication. 1887 BOWEN Virgil^ Eclogue vi. Argt., The
Eclogue opens with a dedication to the Roman general
Varus.

f4. Special appropriation. Obs.

1570-6 LAMBARDE Peramb. Kent (1826) 225 It should
seeme by the dedication of the name [Sheppey], that this

Ilande was long since greatly esteemed either for the number
of the sheepe, or for the finenesse of the fleese.

6. Law. The action of dedicating (a highway,
etc.) to the public use.

1809 TOMLINS Law Diet. s. v. Highway, A street built

upon a person's own ground is a dedication of the Highway
so far only as the publick has occasion for it, viz. fora right
of passage. 1843 Penny Cycl. XXVII, 153 The dedication
of a way to the public may be by writing or by words. 1883
E. P. WOLSTENHOLME Settled Land Act 28 Dedication to

the public is a term generally applied to the act of throwing
roads open to the use of the public.

6. attrib. and Comb., as d.feast,festival \ dedica-
tion cross, a cross painted or carved on a church

or altar at its dedication
; dedication day, the

anniversary of the dedication of a church, observed

as a festival.

1581 J. BELL Haddon's Answ. Osor. 323!), The feastes . .

of the patrone of the church, dedication
day,

and Relick-

sonday. 1695 KENNETT Par. Antiq. (1818) II. 306 The
primitive fair in Oxford was on the

day of St. Frideswide,
because it was the dedication day of the chief conventual
church. Ibid. 308 The dedication feasts fell on those days.

1848 B.WEBB Continent. Ecclesiol. 57 Remains of . . a dedi-

cation-cross. 1882 BLOXAM Gothic Arch. II. 155 We
sometimes meet with dedication or consecration crosses

imbedded in the external walls of churches.

Dedica'tional, a. [f. prec. + -AL.] Of or per-

taining to dedication.

1884 Springfield Wheelmeris Gas. Nov. 103/2 The mem-
bers . . met at the new rooms . . to witness the dedicational
exercises.

Dedicative (de-dik^tiv), a. [ad. L. dedicativ-

us, f. dedicat-, ppl. stem of dedicare to DEDICATE :

see -IVE.] Having the attribute of dedicating.
1655 tr. Franeion xi. 14 Which is . . not dedicative, but it

is rather a negative Epistle. 1816 KEATINGE Tra^>. (1817)
II. 79 Here is a temple of Mars with a dedicative inscription.

1825 COLERIDGE Aids Refl. (1848) 1. 28 The religious nature
and dedicative force of the marriage vow.

Dedicator (de'dik^'tai). [a. L. dedicator,

agent-n. f. dedicare to DEDICATE.] One who de-

dicates
; esp. one who inscribes a book to a friend

or patron,
1596 W. BARLEY New Kk. Tabliture Aij b (Stanf.), The

first of these causes doth shew a greedie mmde in the

Dedicator. 1663 DAVENANT Siege ofRhodes Ded., The ill

manners and indiscretion of ordinary Dedicators. 1709
POPE Ess. Crit. 593 Leave dang'rous truths to unsuc-
cessful Satyrs, And flattery to fulsome Dedicators. 1763
H. WALPOLE Lett, Montana clxxxi, It is usual to give dedi-
cators something. 1855 LEWIS Cred. Early Rom. Hist. I.

ix. 312 Here they dedicate some brazen bowls . . with the
names of the dedicators.

DedicatO'rial (de-dik/toa-rial), a. [f. as DE-
DICATORY + -AL.]

= DEDICATORY.
1844 J. W. DONALDSON Varronianus 131 Tuscan inscrip-

tions . . of a sepulchral or dedicatorial character.

Dedicatorily (de'dik^tarili), adv. [f. DEDI-
CATORY a. + -LY 2.] In a dedicatory manner.
1821 Blacfau. Mag, X. 200 The Thomas Hope, who writes

so dedicatorily to Louisa from Duchess Street.

DEDITICIAN.

Dedicatory (de'dik^tari, -ktari\ a. and sb.

[f. L. type *ttcdicatori-us, f. dedicator-em DEDI-
CATOR : see -OUY. Cf. mod.F. dttdicatoire.]
A. adj. Relating to, or of the nature of, dedi-

cation ; that has the attribute of dedicating, serving
to dedicate. Used chiefly of literary dedication, as

in epistle dedicatory.
1563 RandolpkesPhantaseyiys\ Satir. Poems Reforni.(\^o)

i.), The Epistle dedicatorie . . to Mr. Thomas Randolphs
1604 DEKKER Honest IVh. Wks. 1873 II. 121 Whose face is

as ciuil! as the outside of a Dedicatory Booke. 1611 BIBLE,
The Epistle Dedicatorie. To the Most High and Mightie
Prince, lames, etc. 1717 BERKELEY Tour in Italy Wks. 1871
IV. 514 The epistle dedicatory Is full of respect to the pope.
1846 ELMS Elgin Marb. II. 108 We read of similar dedi-

catoryofrerings in the Bible.

( B. sb. A dedicatory inscription
or address.

1598 YONG Diana, As Collin in his French dedicatorie to
the Illustrous Prince Lewis of Lorraine at large setteth

downe. 1642 MILTON Apol. Smect. (18511 259 Neere a kin
to him who set forth a Passion Sermon with a formall Dedi-

catory in great letters to our Saviour. 1674 HICKMAN Qnin-
guart. Hist. (ed. 2) Ep. A v, Commended in the Dedicatory
as

being_ [etc.].

Dedicature (de'dik^tiiu). rare.
[f.

L. dedicdt-,

ppl. stem + -UKE.] The act of dedication.
c 1850 MRS. BROWNING Sabbath Morning at Sea viii,

I would not praise the pageant high Yet miss the dedicature.

tDedie, v- Obs. [a. F. dtdie-r (i2th c. in

Hatzf.), ad. L. dedicare to DEDICATE.] To dedicate.

CI430 Pilgr. Lyf Manhode i. xv. (1869) 12 Whan thou
dediedest and hafwedest and blissedest the place. 1485
CAXTON Chas. Gt. 16 Yf thou haddest dedyed hym to my
goddes he were now alyue. 1549 Compl. Scot. Ep. 7 The
quhilk tracteit i hef dediet ande direckyt to Jour- nobil

grace.

t De'dify, dedefy, v . Obs. [app. a confused
form from F. dtdier, or L. dedicare, to DEDICATE,

\

and edify (Dedefy}, F. Idifier, L. irdificare.] To
dedicate (a building). Hence Dexlifymg vbl. sb.

1482 Monk ofEvesham (Arb.) 30 The awter that is dedi-

fyed and halowd in the worschipe of seynte laurence. 1483
CAXTON Gold. Leg. 194/2 Saynt remyge dyd halowe and

I dedefye hit. 1483 Calh. A ngl. 93 Dedyfye, at'care, dedicare^
sanctificare. 1494 FABYAN Chron. v. cxxxii. 115 Any forther

busynesse touchyng the dedyfying of y* sayd Churche.

t Dedigna'tion. Obs. [a. OF. dgdignation

(Godef.), ad. L. dedigndtion-em, n. of action from

dedignare, -an to reject as unworthy, DISDAIN, f.

DE- I. 6 + digndri to think worthy, f. digrnts

worthy.]
1. Disdain, scorn, contempt.
c 1400 Lanffane's Cintrg. 298 Manie men have dedigna-

cioun for to worche wib her hondis. c 1450 tr. De Imitationc
in. Ixiii, Wo to hem bat haue dedignacion to meke hem
self wilfully wib smale children. 1633 T. ADAMS Exp. 2 Peter
ii. 3 Not only with a dedication of good works, but
also with an indignation against good workers. 1716 M.
DAVIES A th. Brit. II. 270 The Socinians reject the Imputa-
tion, .with the utmost Horror and Dedignation.
2. Displeasure, anger (= DISDAIN sb. 2) ; pass.,

state of being under a person's displeasure, dis-

favour.

1538 LELAND Jtin. IV. 33 Wainflete was very great with

j Henry the vi, wherby he was in great Dedignation with
Edward the iv.

f De'digne, v. Obs. [ad. L. dedignare (see

i prec.)]
1623 COCKERAM, Dedigne, to disdaine.

t Dedi'gnify, v. Obs. [f.
DE- II. i + DIGNIFY

z>.] trans. To deprive of dignity or worthiness ;

! to disparage, flout.

1654 GAYTON Pleas. Notes in. xi. 151 What greater affront

could he put upon himselfe, then to dedignine his counte-

nance, as not worthy to be look'd on by a Lady.

II Dedimus (de'dimys). Law. [From the words
of the writ, dedimus potestateni) Lat. ' we have

given the power '.]
A writ empowering one *who

is not a judge to do some act in place of a judge.
1489-90 Plumpton Corf. 92 Afore Easter, send upp your

I pardons, wrytes of dedimus. 1712 ARBUTHNOT John Bull

j

i. vii, He talks of nothing but . . Writs of Error, Actions of

I Trover and Conversion, Trespasses, Precipes et Dedimus.
\ 1771 SMOLLETT Humph. Cl. II. 26 June, He . . found means
! to obtain a Dedimus as an acting justice of peace. 1800

|

BENTHAM Method of Census Wks. (18431 X. 35Vi Acting
justices, .who have taken out their respective deaimuses.

Deding, var. of DEDEIGN v* Sf.

Dedir, obs. form of DIDDER v., to tremble.

Dedist, obs. form of didst : see Do v.

Decliticiail (deditrjan), sb. and a. Rom. Law.
Also -itian.

[f.
L. deditici-us, orig. an alien enemy

who had surrendered unconditionally, then a freed -

man of the class described below ; f. dedit-, ppl.
stem of dedth-e to surrender : see -icious and -AN.]
A freedman who, on account of some grave

offence committed during his state of slavery, was
not allowed the full rights of citizenship. Also
attrib. or as adj.
1880 MUIRHEAD Ulpian \. n Those freedmen are ranked

as dediticians who have been put in chains by their owners
as a punishment, or branded, or put to the torture because
of some offence and thereof found guilty, or given up to

fight either with the sword or with wild beasts, or cast into

a gladiatorial training-school or into prison, and have after-

wards been manumitted, no matter how. Ibid. vii. 4
A woman of deditician condition.



DEDITION.

Hence Dediti ciaiicy, the condition or state of

.1 decliticiaii.

Dedition (d/di'Jan). Now ran or Obs. [ad.
L. dedition-cm, n. of action from dtdlre to lay

down, give up, f. DE- I. $ + tiitre to give, to put.]
< living up, yielding, surrender.

1513 St. 1'apcrs Ilex, yiir, VI. 135 For dedicion of their

places lowncs and strengthes to the Kinges subjection.

1650 HAM MONO On Ft, ex. 7.566 Eastern Princes . . in token
of dedition exacted from subjugated provinces Earth and
Water. 1667 Decay of Chr. Piety xiii. f i. ^34 [1'hey] make
an entire dedition of themselves, and submit to the severest

and ipnoblest vassalage. 1^05 STANHOI-I: I\iraphr. IV. 598
He disputes not the. . Dedition made by his Faction. 1851
GALLBNGA Italy 367 He insisted upon distinct and positive
terms of dedition.

t Dediti-tious, a. rare-", [f. L. didittci-us,

itius (see above) + -ous.] (See auot.)

1717 BAILEY vol. II, Dcitititious, yielding, or delivering
himself up into the power of another.

Dedly, obs. form of DKADLY.

t Dedoctor. Obs. nonce-wd. [cf. DE- II.

3 ; agent-n. f. L. dedocere to cause to unlearn,
to teach the contrary of, f. DB- I. 6 + docerc to

teach : cf. DOCTOR.]
1656 HOHBES .SY.r Lessons vi. adfin., Dedoctors of morality.

Dedoggerelize, dedogmatize: sec DK- II. i.

Dedolation <!"l- 1.
'

jui Med. [n. of action

from L. dcdolare to hew away, f. DE- 1.2 + dolare

to chip, hew.]
' The shaving off of a portion of

the skin or other part of small importance by an

oblique cut
'

(Syd. Sue. Lex.).
1857 DUNGLISON Med. Diet. s. v., It is commonly on the

head that wounds by dedolation are observed.

t Dedo-leate, v. Obs.- [irreg. f. L. dedolere :

see DEDOLENT.]
26*3 COCKERAM, Dedoleate, to end ones sorrow or griefe.

t De'dolence. Obs. [ad. L. dedolentia abandon-
ment of grief, ceasing to grieve, f. didoterc : see

DEDOLKNT.] Absence of grief or sorrow ; insen-

sibility, callousness.

1606 BIRNIE Kirlt-Bimall(i%-M) 10 Our Heroik burials. .

wherein the toutting of trumpets, trampling of steades, and

trouping of men, may sufficiently testifie the dedolence of

men. 1633 ROGERS Treat. Sacraments it. 127 This chases

away the cloudes of dedolence and impenitency. 1633
T. ADAMS Exp. 3 Peter iii. 15 There is a dedolence, to be
in pain and not to feel it.

t De'dolency. Obs. [f. L. dedolentia: see

next and -KNfY.J =
prcc.

a 1617 BAYNE OnColoss. (1634) 100 That is a blockish head
which can . .goe on in a Stoical! dedolency. 1655 GURNALL
Chr. in Arm. v. (1660) 33/2 Riches & treasures in their

Coffers, numness and dedolency in their Consciences.

t De'dolent, a. Obs. [ad. L. dedolent-em, pr.

pple. of dcJolere to give over grieving, f. DE- I. 6
+ dolere to grieve.] That feels sorrow no more

;

feeling no compunction ; insensible, callous.

1633 ROGERS Treat. Sacraments n. 23 With an insensible,
dedolent heart, with a dead benummed spirit. 1647 WARD
Simp. Cobler 20 Men . . accursed with indelible infamy and
dedolent impenitency. 1698 R. FERGUSSON View Ecctes. 46
His Forehead is Brass double gilt and his Understanding..
Callous and Dedolent.

Deducate (de-diwkvit), v. (See quot.) So

De-ducated, Deduea'tion, De'ducator.
1867 FURNIVALL Pref. to Hymns to Virgin p. viii, Many

educated (or deducated) persons. Note, We sadly want some
word tike this tfetiucate, aeducati&t, &c., to denote the wilful

down-leading into prejudice and unreason . . Let any one
think of the amount of deducation attempted about the Re-

peal of the Corn Laws. .&c., and then see how hard the dc-

ducators still are at their work 1

Deduce (drdiri's), v. Also 6-7 erron. diduce.

[ad. L. deduc-ere to lead down, derive, in med.L.
to infer logically, f. DK- I. i, a + duclre to lead.

Cf. DEDUCT. In 16-iyth c. there was frequent
confusion of the forms of deduce and DIDUCE, q. v.

(The sense-development had already taken place in Latin,
and does not agree with the chronological data in English.)]

1. lit. trans, a. To bring, convey ; spec, (.after

Lat.), to lead forth or conduct (a colony), arch.

1578 BANISTER Hist. Afati v. 71 If any of the waves de-

ducyng choler, come vnto the bottome 01 the ventricle. 1611

SELDEN Illustr. of Drayton 17 (R.) Advising him he
should hither deduce a colony. 1685 STILLINGFL. Orie.
Brit. \. 5 The Romans began to deduce Colonies, to settle

Magistrates and Jurisdictions here. i8 T.TAYLOR Apulfius
340 Sagacious nature may from thence deduce it [the blood]

through all the members. 1866 J. B. ROSE Vireifs Georg.
88 Still Ausonian colonists rehearse, Deduced from Troy,
the incoherent verse.

t b. To bring or draw (water, etc.) from. Obs.

i6oa FULBECKE ind Pt. Parall. 54 By that meane he

deduced water out of the earth. <: 1630 RISDON Surv. Devon

107 (1810) 104 Conduits .. nourished with waters deduced
from out of the fields.

f C. To bring or draw down. Obs.

1611 G. SANDYS O-'iifs Met. xn. (1626) 244 Orions mother

Mycale, eft-soone Could with her charmes deduce the

strugling Moone.

t 2. fig. a. To lead, bring. Obs.

S45 JOYS Exp. Dan. Ded. A. iv, Christ himself doth . .

deduce us unto the readinge of thys boke. 1585 J. HILTON
in Fuller C*. Hist. ix. vi. 27 That . . we be . . made partakers
of his Testament, and so deduced to the knowledge of his

godly will. 1706 COLLIEK Reft. Ruiic. 25 He continually
deduces the conversation to this topiik.

115

fb. Law. To bring before a tribunal.
1611 BACON Ess. Judicature (Arb.) 458 Many times, the

thing deduced to Judgement, may bee menm ft tnutii [etc.].

fc. To lead away, turn aside, divert.

1541 Act 33 Hen. VIII
^
c. 32 The vicar . . wolde deduce

them from their said most accustomable parishe church of

Whitegate, vnto his said church of Oucr. 1647 \.\\\\ Cttr,

AstroT. clxvii. 720 The force of a Direction may continue

many yeers, untill ibe Significator is deduced to another
Promiltor.

fd. To bring down, convey by inheritance.

1633 BP. HALL Hard Texts 483 If Abraham . . had this

landgivcn to him for his inheritance, how much more may
wee, his seed, tto whom it is deduced) . . challenge a due
interest in it. 1641

' SMECIYMNUUS ' Annv. f 6 (1653) 33
How this should have beene deduced to us in an uninter-

rupted Line, wee know not.

3. To draw or obtain from some lource
;

to

derive. Now somewhat rare.

1563-78 COOPER Thesaurus Introd., Whether the word be
a Pnmativc or derivative deduced of some other. 1596
H. CLAPHAM Briefe Bible \. 15 He, of Nothing, created

Something . . whereout, At other Creatures were to be
diduced. 1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (1638) 232 A cere-

mony diduced from the Romans. 1665 Ibid. (1677* 181

Rivers that deduce their Springs near each other. 1790
COWPER My Mother's Picture 108 My boast is not, that
I deduce my birth From loins enthron d, and rulers ot" the
earth. 1869 FARRAR /-'am. Speech i. (1873) 20 The attempt
to prove that all languages were deduced from the Hebrew.

D. iw/r. To be derived, rare. (Cf. to derive.}
1866 J. B. ROSE tr. Oritfs Fasti Notes 240 The former

notion of a bird . . may deduce from the eastern word Gaph.
1889 COURTNEY Mill 20 The very first principles from which
it deduces, are so little axiomatic that, etc.

4. trans. To trace the course of, trace out, go
through in order (as in narrative or description) ;

to bring down (a record) from or to a particular

period, f Formerly, also, To conduct (a process),

handle, treat, deal with (a matter).
1528 GARDINER in Pocock Kec. Re/. I. 1. 115 Considering

how the process might be after the best son deduced and
handled, 1-1645 H DWELL Lett. vi. 61, 1 will deduce the
business from the beginning. 1639 BP. WALTON Cottsid.

Considered 259 These things are largely deduced and
handled in the same Prolegomena. 1685 STILLINGFL. Orie.
Brit. iii. 88 Having deduced the Succession of the British

Churches down to.. the first Councel of Aries. 1718-46
THOMSON Springyjj Lend me your song, ye nightingales. .

while I deduce, From the first note the hollow cuckoo sings,
The symphony of Spring. 1776 GIBBON Detl. $ Fait I. 296
The general design of this work will not permit us.. to

deduce the various fortunes of bis private life. 1818 JAS.
MILL Brit. India \. (1840* I. 2 To deduce to the present
times a history of. .the British transactions, which have had
an immediate relation to India. 1866 J. MARTINEAU Ess.
I. 149 All the optical history, .is elaborately deduced.

5. To trace the derivation or descent of, to

show or hold (a thing) to be derivedfrom.
"1536 TINDALE Wks. 21 <R.) Deducyng the loue to God

out of fayth, and the loue of a man's neighbour out of the
loue of God. 1579 w- FULKE Re/. Rastelj\$ They could
not deduce the beginning from y* Apostles 1658 USSHER
Annals 593 They deduced themselves from tbe Athenians.

1676 HODGSON in Phil. Trans. XI. 766 Those, .who deduce
the Scurvy from the use of Sugar. 1767 BLACKSTONE Comm,
II. 114 He cannot deduce his descent wholly by heirs male.

6. To derive or draw as a conclusionfrom some-

thing already known or assumed ; to derive by a

process of reasoning or inference ; to infer. (The
chief current sense.)
15*9 MORB Dyaloge in. Wks. 215/3 Y 1

case once graunted,
ye deduce your conclusion very surelye. 1651 BAXTER
Inf. Bapt. 87 It must be [known] rationally by deducing it

from some premises. 1696 WHISTON Th. Earth n. (1732*

184 The knowledge of Causes is deduc'd from their Effects.

1788 REID Aristotle's Log. iv. 4. 83 Rules .. deduced from
the particular cases before determined. 1811 SIR H. DAVY
Chem. Philos. p. viii, It was deduced from an indirect

experiment. 1849 MURCHISON Sifaria i. (186^)
2 This

inference has been deduced from positive observation. 1885
LEUDESDOKF Cremona's Proj. Geow, 277 From this we
deduce a method for the construction.

b. Less commonly with obj. clause.

1531 MORE Confut. Tindale Wks. 461/2 We deduce ther-

upon that he wil not suffer his church fal into y* erronious

belief of anie damnable vntrouthe. 1646 SIR T. BROWNK
Psettd. Ep. v. vi. 243 That the custome of feasting upon

beds

was in use among the Hebrewes, many diduce from the

23. of Ezekiel.

t 7. To deduct, subtract. Obs.

1.563-7 BUCHANAN Reform. St.Andros Wks. (1893) 14 The
principal sal deduce sa mekle of hys gagis. 1614 BP. HALL
Recoil. Treat. 514 The more we deduce, the fewer we leave.

163* B. JONSON Magn- Ladyn. i, A matter of four hundred
To be deduced upon the payment. 166* STILLINGFL. Orig.
Sacr. i. v. 3, 1117. which being deduced from 3940. the

remainder is 2823.

f 8. To reduce (to a different form). Obs.

1586 J. HOOKER GIraki, fret, in Holinshed II. 10/1 By
these meanes the whole land, which is now diuided into fiue

prouinces or portions, male be deduced and brought into

one. 1654 GATAKER Disc. Apol. 36 After that my Morning
Lecture was reduced, or deduced rather, to the ordinarie

hour in most places. 1749 J. MII.LAN (title\ Coins, Weights,
and Measures, Ancient and Modern, of all Nations, deduced
into English on above 100 Tables,

Hence Dedxrcing vol. sb. t deduction.

1530 PAI.SCR. 212/a Deducyng, disconrs. 153* MORE Confut.
Tindale Wks. 461/2 Termes. .ofdrawyngoute&deducinges
and depending vpon scrypture. 1651 HOBBES Leviath. H.

xxv. 133 Consisting in a deducing of the benefit, or hurt

that may arij>e, etc. 18*7 WHATELY Logic t"*37) 258 The
deducing of an inference from those facts.

DEDUCT.

Deduceable, ot*. var. of DIDUCIBLK.
t Dedu'cement. Obs. Also; (vw/0 diduce-

xnent. [f. DvtXJCB + -MUT.]
1. A deduction, inference, conclusion.
1605 BACON Adv. Learn, \\. xxiii. | 7. JGA If I woukje

haue broken them and illustrated them by diauccment* and
examples, a 1631 DONNE Serm. xiL n* All <

menu and Inferences of the School?*. t66s 1 >im>t N /

Laid Pref. (Globe ed.) 186 Thoe deduccmenu, which I am
confident are the remote effects of Revelation.

2. A tracing out (sec DEDUCK 4 . rare.
i8ao niafkw. Mag. VII. 363 A regular deducement of the

Batavian Hue through a!) the varieties of place and fortune.

Deducible (d/di/J-sTb'l), a. Al&o 7 (frron.\

diduoible, 7-8 deduoeable.
[f.

L. dcditcfre to

DEDUCE + -BLE.]
1. That may be deduced or inferred.

1617 COLLINS Def. Bp. Ely i. iii. 126 Nothing is deducible
out of his doctrine, which fauours the Popedome. 1676
K. BARCLAY Afal. Qttaktrt xn. f x. 151 There [is] not any
difference or ground for it visible in the Text, or deduceabte
from it. 175* I . GILL Trinity i. 11 These are consequences
justly deducible from our principles. 1867 J. MABTINKAU
Est, II. 63 Precept U not deducible from precept.

b. as s/>. That which is deducible ; an inference

that may be drawn.
1654 WHIILOCK Zootomia 511 Yet since it is from Truth,

and her Secretaries (the Casuists', hcare their deducibles.
1861 J. MARTINEAU Ess. etc. (18911 II. 435 As if they were
deducibles from the primary spiritual truth. 1881 CASEY
*SYyr/ to Euclid 16 A larce number of deducibles may be

given in connexion with.. Prop, xlvii.

f 2. That may be or is to be deducted. Obs. rare.

1613 F. ROBARTS Revenue of Gospelw Before I come to

define the charge diducible.

Hence Deducibility, Dedn'ciblene, the

! quality of being deducible.

1846 WORCESTER cites COLERIDGE for deducibility. 1881
WESTCOTT & Hour Grk. N. T. Introd. 67 The easy
deducibility, direct or indirect, of all their readings from
a single text, 1717 BAILKY vol. H, Dtdnt:iH<ncss

t capable-
ness of

being^
deduced.

Dedircive, a- rare- [f. DXDUCE * -IVK :

cf. conducive^ (See qoot.)
1755 JOHNSON, Dcducivc, performing the act of deduction,

Diet.

t Dedu'Ct, ///. a. Obs. [ad. L. dedixt-us, pa.

pple.
of dcdiiffrc : see next. After the formation

of deduct vb., used as its pa. pple. till superseded by
deducted.} Deducted.

1439 Rolls of Ttirl. 5 Aftur the summes in tbe seid Com-
missions to be deducte. 1405 Act n Hen. VII * c. 61 f i

Aftir all ordinary charges deducte. 153* FRITH Afirrttr or
Glass (1829) 373 The poor, which.. are the owners, under
God, of all together, the minister's living deduct.

Deduct (dfdirkt
s

, v. [f. L. deduct-, ppl. stem
of L, dtdiic-?rc to lead or bring down or away,
lead off, withdraw, f. DE- I. i, a +diic(re to lead,
draw. Cf. DEDUCE : the two verbs were formerly
to a great extent synonymous, but are now differen-

tiated in use, by the restriction of this to sense i.]

1. trans. To take away or subtract from a sum
or amount. (The current sense.)
Now said usually of amounts, portions, etc., while subtract

i.s properly said only of numbers ; but deduct was formerly
used also of the arithmetical operation.
15*4 (.'ft. Accts. Kiugtion^tt-Tkattttt in Lysons Ettvirotts

ofLondon I. 226 Kec" at the Church Ale and Robyn-hodc,
all things deducted, 3/. ior. 6W. 1530 PALSCR. 505/1. I de-

ducte, I abate partyculer sommes out of a great soinme, Je
rabats. 154* KECORDK Gr. Artes 11575) 107 Deducte the

digit from the figure that is ouer him, and write the re-

mayner. 1631 GOUGE God*s A rrows \. \ 18. 4 x> His Master

might buy him bow, and arrowes, and deduct the price
out of his wages. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. \\. \\.

182 Deducting the waight of that five pound. 1751 JOHN-
SON Rambler No. 108 F a When we have deducted all

that is absorbed in sleep. 1850 PHESCOTT Peru H. 115 The
royal fifth was first deducted, including the remittance

already sent to Spain. 1874 MASSON Milton (Gold. Treas.
ed.) I. p. xi, If we deduct the two Psalm Paraphrases. .

Milton's literary life may be said to begin exactly with the

reign of Charles I.

absol. 18*4 Examiner 641/1 Every shilling squandered
by Ministers, .deducts from the value of their property.

f 2. To lead forth, conduct (a colony) ;
=DE-

DUCE i a. Obs.

'549 COVHRDALE Erastft. Par. Pkil. Argt., A people de-
ducted oute of the citie of Philippe*. 158* [see DEDUCTING).
1600 HOLLAND Ln>y Pref. 3 Venice was a Colonie deducted
and drawne from thence. 16*7 [see DEDUCTED).
t 3. To draw or convey (a streamlet) aside (from

the main stream). Obs. rare.
i6ai BURTON Anat. Mel. Dcmocr. to Rdr. 10 Which as

a rillet is deducted from that maine channel! of my other
studies, c i6a6 Dick t>/Dft\m. u. ii. in Kullen O. Pi. H. 31
A rivolet but deducted From the mayne Channel!.

t 4. To derive ;
to trace the derivation or descent

of; DEDUCE 3, 5. Obs.

1530 PALSCR. 17 All snche wordes as be deducted out of
Latin wordes. 1565 T. STAPLETON Forlr, Faitk 04* For
more safety to deduct that succession from the See of Rome.
I 577~*7 HOLINSHED Ckron. II. 9/1 Touching the name
Ibernia, historiographers are not yet agreed from whence it

is deducted, a 1641 BP. MOUNTACU Acts 4- Mem, 11642) 108

In deducting the Maccabees from ludah. 16148 GAGK ll'ftt

Ind. xx. (1655) 174 From whence commonly in the Church
of Rome the Texts and subjects of Sermons are deducted.

1660 K. Sin RIM. MAM Kind's .Sufrent. Asserted ii. . 1682) 10

All authority . . is derived and deducted from the King's



DEDUCTIBLE.

1 5. To trace out in order ; to bring down from
]

or to a particular period ;
= DEDUCE 4. Obs. rare.

1545 LELAND New-year's Gift in Strype Eccl. Mem. I.

App. cxviii. 330 The first boke, begynnyng at the Druides,

is deducted vnto the tyme of the comyng of S. Augustyne.

1586 MARY Q. SCOTS Let. to Babington 12 July in Howell

St. Trials (1809) I. 1177 For divers great and importunate
considerations which were here too long to be deducted.

t 6. To derive by reasoning, infer, deduce. Obs.

1563 FOXE A. # M. 850 b, This parte he deducted and

proued by sundry ensamples, and similitudes. 1609 SIR E.

HOBY Lett, to T. Higfins 37 Which by Logicall conse-

quence is not Necessarily deducted out of the Premisses.

1660 tr. Amyraldus" Treat, cone. Relig. l. iii. 32 A concep-

tion, .deducted from sober influence of reason. 1889 Cape
Lam Jrnl. 203 To take all the circumstances into consider-

ation and to deduct therefrom, .the act of desertion.

t 7. To reduce. Obs. (Cf. DEDUCE 8.)

1399-16. . MASSINOER, etc. Old La-ui in. i. Clerk. 'Tis but

so many months, so many weeks, so many. Gnotho. Do
not deduct it to days, 'twill be the more tedious.

Hence Dediroted ///. a., Dedireting vbl. sb.

1582 Divers Voy. (Hakluyt Soc. 1850) 9 The deducting of

some Colonies of our superfluous people into those temperate
and fertile partes of America. 1596 SPENSER Hymn Love

106 Man. .hauing yet in his deducted spright, Some sparks

remaining of that heauenly fyre. 1598 YONG Diana Ded.,
It befell to my lot .. to performe the part of a French Oratour

by a deducted speech in the same toong. 16*7 MAY Litcan

iv. 434 Though no deducted colony.

Deductible (drd-ktib'l), a. rare. [f.
L.

deduct- (see prec.) + -BLE.] Capable of being
deducted.

1856 MRS. BROWNING Aur. Leigh n. (1888) 71 Not one

found honestly deductible From any use that pleased him.

Dedrrctile, a. rare- . [ad. L. type deductil-is,

i. deduct- DEDUCT.]
1717 BAILEY vol. II, Deductile, easy to be deducted.

Deduction (dWD-kJsn). Also 5 deduxion,

5-6 deduoeion, 6 deduocoun. [In some senses

a. F. deduction (Oresme I4th c.), but in most ad.

L. deduction-em, n. of action from L. dediicere :

see DEDUCT, DEDUCE.] The action of deducting.
1. The action of deducting or taking away from

a sum or amount
; subtraction, abatement.

1483 in Arnolde Chron. (1811) no The sayde Ri. shall be

chargeable for the hoole somme.-wythot ony deduxion.

1496-7 Act 12 Hen. VII, c. 12 4 Any deduction or

abatement befortyme allowed. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud.

Ef, iv. xii. 217 He dyed in the day of his nativity, and with-

out deduction justly accomplished the year of eighty one.

1776 SMITH W. N. i. viii. (1869) I. 68 His rent . . makes the

first deduction from the produce of the labour which is

employed upon land. 1817 JARMAN I'muell's Devises II.

55 The interest given to them was exclusive of, and with
a deduction of, that sum. i88 FREEMAN Norm. Com/.
(1876) II.

yii. 33 Charges of this kind must always be taken
with certain deductions.

b. That which is deducted or subtracted.

1546 in Eug. Gilds (1870) 197 Wyth the yerely Resolutes
and deduccions goyng out of the same. 1557 RECORDE
Whetst. X j, For subtraction your nombers are sette downe
after the common maner, firste the totall, and then the de-

duction. 1703 T. N. City <$ C. Purchaser 55 In taking
out the Deductions for the Doors and Windows.
2. A leading forth or away (spec, of a colony) ;

conduct. Now rare or Obs.

1615 CHAPMAN Odyss. vi. 455 Take such way, That you
yourself may compass . . Your quick deduction by my father's

grace. 1677 HALE Prim. Orig. Man. n. x. 228 Deductions
of Colonies, and new Plantations. 1833 Blackw. Mag.
XXXI. 574 The solemn deduction (to use the technical

term) of a legitimate Roman colony.

f b. Jig. A leading up to something, intro-

duction. Obs. rare.

1513 MORE Rich. Ill, Wks. 61 (R.) He sodainly lefte the

matter, with which he was in hand, and without any de-

duction thereunto, .began to repete those wordes again.

1 3. The action or result of tracing out or setting
forth in order; a detailed narration or account.

Obs. (Cf. DEDUCE 4, DEDUCT v. 5.)
a 1532 Remedie of Love (R.), Ordinately behoveth thee

first to precede In deduction thereof [this werke]. 1603
FLORIO A/ontaigiie i. ix. (1632) 17 A long counterfet deduc-
tion of this storie. 1670 EVELYN Mem. (1857) III. 222
A solemn deductionand true state of all affairs and particulars.

1748 CHESTERF. Lett. II. clix. 71 It. .gives a clear deduction
of the affairs of Europe from the treaty of Munster to this

time. 1826 C. BUTLER Life Grofius 34 We have thus

brought down our historical deduction of the German
Empire to the accession of the Emperor Charles.

f 4. Mtis. The succession of notes forming a

HEXACHORD ; the singing of these in order. Obs.

I59_7
MORLEY Introd. Mas. 7 Now for the last tryall ofyour

singing in continuall deduction sing this perfectly. 1609
DOULAND Ornith.Microl. 26 There are .. three Deductions
of this kinde. 1876 STAINER & BARRETT Diet. Mus. Terms.

t 5. The process of deducing or deriving from
some source ; derivation. Obs.
1612 DRAYTON Poly-alb, ix. Notes 145 Affirming that our

Britons from them.. had deduction of this nationall title.

i66q GALE Crt. Gentiles i. i. ii. 12 The deduction of the

Greek Leters from the Hebrew. 1755 JOHNSON Diet.,
Grammar Eng. Tongue, Etymology teaches the deduction
of one word from another.

b. cotter. That which is derived, rare.

a 1835 RICKMAN Archit. 30 There may be some doubt,
whether the modern Ionic capital is not rather a deduction
from the Composite than the contrary.

6. The process of deducing or drawing a con-

clusion from a principle already known or assumed;

116

spec, in Logic, inference by reasoning from generals
to particulars ; opposed to INDUCTION.

1594 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. i. xiv. (1611) 42 And show the

deduction thereof out of Scripture to be necessarie. 1651

HOBBES Gout. $ Soc. iii. 26 The deduction of these Lawes
is so hard, that [etc.]. 1736 BUTLER Anal. it. vi. 308
A matter of deduction and inference. 1780 BELSHAM Ess.

I. i. 4 It follows by easy and irrefragable deduction. 1860

ABP. THOMSON Laws Th. 113 Deduction the process of

deriving facts from laws, and effects from their causes.

a 1802 BUCKLE Civiliz. (1869) III. v. 291 By deduction we
descend from the abstract to the concrete.

b. transf. That which is deduced ; an inference,

conclusion.

1532 MORE Confut. Tindale Wks. 461/2 Yet if he would
.. neither vse false deduccions of hys owne, nor refuse our

deduccions yf we deduce them wel. 1671 J. WEBSTER
Metallogr. i. 9 From all this we shall only draw these

Deductions. 1736 BUTLER Anal. i. ii. 35 It is not so much
a Deduction of Reason, as a Matter of Experience. 1876
FREEMAN Nam. Cong. V. xxii. 21 The whole evidence . .

bears out the general deductions which I have made.

f 7. Reduction. Obs. rare. (Cf. DEDUCT 7.)

1650 BULWER Anthropomet . 172 The Deduction and
Moderation of their Excrescencie.

Dedirctioiial, a. rare. [f. prec. +-AL.] Of,

pertaining to, or of the nature of deduction.

1683 E. HOOKER Prtf. Ef. Pordage's Mystic Div. 44 As
for Doctrines Traditional, Superstitional, and Deductional,
these are (world !) without end.

Deductive (dW ktiv), . [ad. L. deductlv-us,

f. deduct-, ppl. stem of didiicere to DEDUCE : see

-1VE. Cf. mod.F. dednctif, -ive]
1. Of the nature of, or characterized by the use

of, deduction; spec, in Logic, reasoning from

generals to particulars ; opposed to inductive.

1665 GLANVILL Scepsis Sci. xxiii. i All knowledge of

causes is deductive. 1665 HOOKE Microgr. D, The rational

or deductive Faculty. 1846 MILL Logic n. iv. 4 Geo-

metry is a Deductive Science, a 1862 BUCKLE Misc. Whs.

(1872) I. 7 Women naturally prefer the deductive method to

the inductive.

b. Of persons : Employing the method of de-

duction
; reasoning deductively.

1861 TULI.OCH Eng. Purit. iii. 378 Of all the divines ofhis

time, none was more bold, or deductive. 1867 LEWES Hist.

Philos. II. 153 The mathematical cultivators of Physics
and the deductive cultivators of Philosophy.

f 2. Derivative.

1646 SIR!'. BROWNE Psetid.Ef. i. x. 38 He labours to intro-

duce a secondary and deductive Atheisme, that although

they concede there is a God, yet should they deny his pro-
vidence.

f B. sb. Deductive reasoning ; a deduction.

1677 HALE Prim. Orig. Man. To Rdr., If there be any
Errours . . in my Deductives, Inferences, or Applications.

Deductively (di"d-ktivH), adv. [f. prec. +
-LY 2

.]
In a deductive manner, by deduction, in-

ferentially ; f by derivation or descent.

a 1641 BP. MOUNTAGU Acts tt Moti. (1642) 132 Holinesse . .

P 1

Ef. i. x. 39 Yet doth it diductively r --

elude the same. 1857 WHEWELL Hist. Induct. Sc. \. 114
Which trace deductively the results. 1861 H. SPENCER First

Princ. n. viii. 73 The truth as arrived at deductively, can-

not be inductively confirmed.

Deductory (dMo'ktsri), a. rare. [ad. L. tie-

ductori-us, (. diductor, agent-n. from dediicere to

DEDUCE : see -DRY.]

1 1. Law. Having the effect of bringing a matter

before a court (see DEDUCE 2 b). Obs.

1613 SIR H. FINCH Law (1636) 490 Being not diductory to

bring any matter into plea or solemne action, but onely
Commandatorie or Prohibitorie.

2. = DEDUCTIVE a.

1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. ix. viii. I 3 A consequential and de-

ductory felonie. 1880 J. D. HUNTING in National Rev.
XIV. 219 Ascertained by fair deductory evidence.

t Deduit, sb. Obs. Forms : 3-4 dedut, 4 de-

dute, dedwt, 4-5 deduit(e, 5 deduyt(e. See

also DUTE. [a. F. diduit (izth c. in Littre) : L.

dedttct-um, subst. use of pa. pple. of deducfre in

sense of ' divert '. In Prov. desduch, desdui, from

desduire, desdur; = F. dtduire, L. deduclre.'}

Diversion, enjoyment, pleasure.
1197 R. GLOUC, (1724! 564 [Hy] were in hor dedut. iwend

an hontinge. c 1350 Will. Palerne 4998 pan driue \K\ for\>

be day in dedut and in murbe. 1393 GOWEH Conf. III. 371 In

which the yere hath his deduit Of grass, of lefe, of floure,

of fruit, c 1450 Merlin 307 This Dionas loved moche the

deduyt of the wode and the river. 1480 CAXTON Ovid's
Met. xi. xiii, I [Venus] am lady of all courtosye and of al

deduyt. 1483 Gold. Leg. 119 b/i All the delytes and

deduytes of the world.

t Deduit, -e, ppl. a. Obs. rare. [a. F. deduit,

-ite, pa. pple. of didiure : L. dedficere : see DE-

DUCE.] Drawn out.

1485 CAXTON Chas. Gt. 26 He had the face deduyte in

lengthe.

Deduplication (d/diaplik^'-Jsn). But. [a. F.

dediiplication, latinized deriv. of F. dddoubler (des-

doiMcr, 1 429 in Hatzf.) to separate what is double,
divide into two halves, f. des-, de- (Ds- I. 6) +
doubter to double.] Congenital division of one

organ into two (or more) ;
= CHORISIS.

1835 LINDLKY Introd. Bat. 118481 1. 332, I thought I misht
extend the primitive meaning of the word deduplkatwn.

DEED.
and consider it synonymous with separation, disjunction.
Ibid. 333 The theory of deduplication has its supporters

among French Botanists of eminence. 1850 GRAY Left. i.

365. 1880 Struct. Hot. vi. 3. 202 Chorisis or Deduplication
. .the division of that which is morphologically one organ
into two or more (a division which is of course congenital),
so that two or more organs occupy the position of one.

Dedur, obs. form of DIDDER v.

Dedut(e, deduyt(e, var. DEDUIT Obs.

Dedye, Dedyne, var. DEDIE v. and DEDEIGN v?
Dedyn, obs. pi. of did, from Do v.

Dee (d/), sb. Name of the letter D ; applied to

a D-shaped iron or steel loop used for connecting

parts of harness, or for fastening articles to the

saddle : cf. D I. 2.

1794 W. FELTON Carriages (1801) II. 145 The Collar-Dee,
an iron ring in the form of a D, sewed in the front of the

collar, for the pole-piece to loop through ;
there are various

other dees used about some harness, but of a small size, and

mostly plated. 1880 Blackiv. Mag. Feb. 164 (Busk Life
Queensland) The pommel was also furnished with strong
iron dees driven firmly into the woodwork. 1884 W.WESTALL
in Contemp. Rev. July 69 The cheeks are furnished with
' dees

'

for holding bridle and curb chain. 1888 ELWORTHY W.
Somerset Gloss., Dee, an iron shaped like letter D. Such
an iron is used in cart-harness to connect the leather of the

breeching with the chains.

b. Comb, dee-lock (see quot.)
1888 ELWORTHY W. Somerset Gloss., Dee.lock, a very

common, cheap kind of padlock, used for gates, etc. It is

a simple piece of iron in the shape of Jetter D, having
a joint at one angle and a screw working in a short pipe at

the other.

Dee (d), v. Pronunciation of d--
, euphem-

istic for damn (see D I. 3) ; usually in pa. pple.
deed (also deedeed) A d, damned.
a 1845 BARHAM Ingol. Leg., The Poplar, We'll be Deed\i

it isn't an O ! 1859 READE Love me little iii. 25 Your three

graces are three deed fools. 1864 LOWELL Fireside Trav.

61 A satirist, .whose works were long ago dead and (I fear)

deedeed to boot.

Dee, d'ee, earlier way of writing d'ye
- do ye ?

do you 1

1611 CHAPMAN May Day Plays 1873 II. 344 And how dee

Sir 1 1625 FLETCHER fair Maid in. i, De'e forsooth ? 1632
BROME Northern Lasse \. ii, Dee hear 1

Dee, vnr. of DEY
;
obs. or dial. f. DIE.

Deea-nettle : see DEA-NETTLE.

Deed (d?d). Forms : i W.Sax. deed, Anglian
A6A ; 2-3 deed, 2-5 ded, 2-6 dede, (3 dead, dade,

4-5 dide, 4-6 deid(e, 5 deyd(e), 5-7 deede, (6

deade), 5- deed. [OE. dad, did = OFris. dede,

OSax. dad (MDu. daet (dade), Du. daacf), OHG.,
MHG. tat (Ger. t/iat, taf), ON. ddS (Sw. dad, Da.

daad}, Goth. <#<zV :-OTeut. *d&di-z:-*dheti-s, f.

verb root dhe-dho, OTeut. d:d8 : see Do v. The
second d from original /, is in accordance with

Verner's Law : cf. DEAD.
The early ME. was dede, from the OE. ace. dxde, dide.

The OE. pi. dida, deda, regularly became dede in 12-

ijth c. But this was identical with the sing., whence, for

distinction, new plurals came into use after other OE.

types, viz. deden in the south, dedes in the midl. and north ;

the former was still used c 1320 (Castel of
'

Loue), but, as in

other words, the-jformtfoundc^ooinC^WK/MWfand Trin.

Coll. Horn.} eventually prevailed.]

1. That which is done, acted, or performed by
an intelligent or responsible agent ; an act.

c 825 Vesp. Psalter Ixiii. 10 [Ixiv. 9] And ondreord o^hwelc
mon, & seidun were godes, & dede his onxetun. 971 Blickl.

Horn. 23 We sceolon . . bset ondjit mid g<5dum da;dum

Sefyllan. 1154 O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1137 5 J)e

land was al fordon mid suilce dasdes. c izoo Trin. Coll. Horn.

9 Hit is riht bat we forleten and forsaken nihtliche deden.

Itiii. 15 To done be six dede. Ibid. 131 Godes paoes ben

ure gode dedes. c 1205 LAY. 7024 His deden [c 1175 deades]
weoren for-cuSe. c 1250 Gen. fy Ex. 2983 And quane Be

king wur5 war ois dead, a 1300 Cursor M. 1085 (Cott.)

Quen caym had don |>at dreri d[e]ide \v.r. dede], Til his

fader hamward he }eide. c 13*0 Cast. Love 938 Bi-hold

now.. his deden hou hep beop diht. 1340 HAMPOLE Pr.

Cause. 2498 Our gud dedis pur gud er noght. 1375 BARBOUR
Bruce v. 278 He had done mony thankful! deid. c 1440

Promp. Parv. 115 Dede, or werke, factum. 1491 Act 7
Hen. VII, c. 2 4 The seid Warrant is not the dede of

hym that is named to be the maker of the seid Warrant.

1570 Sc. Satir. Poems Reform, xviii . 5 O cursit hour ! O deid

of fellonie ! 1601 SHAKS. Jul. C. in. ii. 216 They that haue
done this Deede, are honourable. 1667 MILTON P. L. xi.

256 And one bad act with many deeds well done Mayst
cover. 1809-10 COLERIDGE Friend ix. (1887) 37 What are

noble deeds but noble truths realized ? 1875 JOWETT Plata

(ed. 2) V. 52 Their deeds did not agree with their words.

b. An act of bravery, skill, etc. ; a feat ; esp. in

deed of arms, and the like.

iTh.) feah Se he da:da gehwas dyrstij waere.

By playtinge me ne prouebna^t bet hebyguod,.
kny}t ac be moche dede of armes. 1375 BARBOUR Bruce I.

18 The dedys Of stalwart folk that lywyt ar. 1568 GRAPTON
Chron. II. 262 Desiryng nothing so much as to have deedes

of Armes. 1370 Sc. Satir. Poems Reform, x. 60 jit we his

hart with Martiall deidis dotit. 1666 DRYDEN Ann. Mirab.

clxxvi, Thousands . . Whose deeds some nobler poem shall

adorn. 1869 TENNYSON Coming ofA rthur 46 And Arthur

yet had done no deed of arms. 1871 R. ELLIS Catullus Ixiv.

357 Deeds of such high glory Scamander's river avoucheth.

1873 JOWETT Plato (ed. 21 1 II. 609 Many great and wonder-

ful deeds are recorded of your State.

t c. Deeds of the Apostles : the Acts of the

Apostles. Ois.
c 1380 WYCLIF li'ts. (1880) 195 Peter saib in dedis of



DEED. 117 DEEM.

anostlis . . bat to him neiber was gold ne siluer. 1381
,t,tx (title), Hrere bcKynncn the Apostles Dcdes. 1533 GAU
KiM I'ay (1888) 37 In yc xx c. of the dcdisof the Apostlis.

2. (without a or pi.} Action generally ; doing,

performance. (Often contrasted with word.}
t icoo A^LFHIC Gram. xix. (Z.) 122 Deponttttia verba sigtti-

fi itntactvm baalecgcndlican word selacnjaS d.cctc. r isoo

I
1

tin. Coll. Ham. 187 pe man be nis stedcfast ne on da<le nc mi

speche ne on bonke. 1197 R. GLOUC. (1724) 501 Owcr dedc
nc may be no wors, than ower word is. a 1300 Cursor J/.

34Q2 (Cott.l His suns dughti ware o dedc. c 1386 CHAUCER
furs. T. f 282 panne wof I sle him with my hond in dede of

synne. <r 1460 Tmaneley Myst. i At the begynnyng of oure

dede Make we hcucn 6c erth. c 1500 Melnsim 171 In som
cas the good wylle of a man is accepted for the dedc. 1667
Mil.ION P. L. v. 549 To be both will and deed created

free. 1871 RUSKIN Fart Clav. I. ii. 5 The strength of

Hercules ts for deed not misdeed.

b. collect. Doings; ado, to-do, dial.

1788 W. MARSHALL E. Yorks. Gloss., Dud, doings;
vthent deed, great to-do. 1818 Craven Dial., Deed, doings.
'There's sad deed, I'll uphodto.' 1855 ROBINSON Wkitby

had as hard deed as anybody livin.'

1 8. Thing to be done, work (in contemplation) ;

the task or duty of any time or person. Obs.

c 13*5 E. K. Allil. P. C. 354 On to |>renge berburv:

[a city) watz bre dayes dede. c 1400 Destr. Troy 774 Sone
he dressit to his dede & no dyn made. Ana made vp
a mekyll ship, c 1460 Tmmieley Myst. 57 To dyke and dell,

bere and draw, and to do all vnhonest deyde. 1580 NORTH
Plutarch (1676) 812 You shall, .set the poor distressed City
of Syracusa again on foot, which is your deed.

_

4. Law. An instrument in writing (which for this

purpose includes printing or other legible repre-

sentation of words on parchment or paper), pur-

porting to effect some legal disposition, and sealed

and delivered by the disposing party or parties.

Signature to a deed is not generally required by EngUsh
law, but is practically universal ; and in most jurisdictions
outside England where English law or legal forms prevail,

signature has been substituted for or made equivalent to

sealing. Delivery (q.v.) is now a moribund formality.
Contracts of most kinds, as well as

dispositions
of property

inter TITOS, may be made by deed, and in common practice
are often so made.
c 1300 R. BRUNNE Ckron. (1810) 69 Edward, .suorc. .tome

. .his heyre suld I be. perof he mad me skrite. .& for ^lo
sikere his dede, set ber to his seale. Ibid. 259 Bituex him
& be was mad a priue dede . . Forto fcffc him agcyn in bat

tenement. 136* LANOL. P. PI. A. n. 81 In be Date of be

deuel be Deede was a-selet, Be siht of sir Symoni and
Notaries signes. 1435 Nottingham Rec. II. 358 For ye ex-

chaunge of HeyberdStener be a ded undder ye seel of his

armes. c itto MARLOWE Faust, v. 35 And write a deed of

gift with thine own blood. 1596 SHAKS. Merck. V. iv.
"

deede ofguift. 1641 PERKINS 1'rof. Bk. ii. 130. 58 A writing
cannot be a deed if it be not sealed. 1767 BLACKSTONE

Coium. II. 295 A deed is a writing sealed and delivered by
the parties., it is called a deed, .because it is the most

solemn and authentic act that a man can possibly perform,
with relation to the disposal of his property. 1844 WILLIAMS
Real Prof. (1877) 148 The sealing and delivery of a deed

are termed the execution of it. 1893 SIR J. W. CHITTY in Lam
Times' Ref. LXVIII. 430/1 The statute . . requires a deed

in cases where formerly a mere writing would have sufficed.

6. Phrases. f&- With the deed: in the act. Obs.

c 1450 Erie Tolous 522 Ofmyrthe schalt thou not mys ; Thou
|I. ill take us wyth the dede. 1470-85 MALORY Arthur xx.

b. In deed : in action, in actual practice.
c 1340 Cursor M. 13830 (Trin.) pe lif bat he ledeb in dede

Hit is a>.eyn oure ledc. c 1385 CHAUCER L. G. W. 2138

Ariadne, And every poynt was performed in dede. c 1440
<;/<> Rom. i. 2 (Harl. MS.), I am redy to fulfille alle in

dede bat bou wolt sey vnto me. 1553 T. WILSON Rket.

(1580) 29, I trust that not onely all men will commende

justice in worde, but also will live justly in deede. 1613 SIR

H. FINCH Lam (16361 202 Offering to beat one, though he

doe not beat one in deed. 1861 STANLEY Jeiv. Ch. (1877) I.

vii. 130 Graven images, .set up in deed or in word.

c. la deed, in very deed, t ofvery deed (Sc.) :

in fact, in effect, in reality, in truth : hence INDEED.
c 1386 CHAUCER Pro!. 659 But wel I wool he lyed right in

dede. i<3S COVERDAI.E 2 Chron. vi. 18 For thinkest thou

that Godm very dede dwelleth amonge men vpon earth ?

"549 Couifl. Scot. xv. 123 Thai ar my mortal enemes of

verray dcid. i8i W. FCLKE in Confer, in. 1 1 584) S iij, They
eate not the body of Christ in deede. 1615 BKIIWELL Mohant.

[inf. in. 97 They are in very deed holy bpokes. 1861 I.n.

BROUGHAM Brit. Const. App. iii. 458 Making all principles

be treated in very deed as the counters wherewith the game
of faction was to be played. 1861 STANLKY JVti'. Ch. (1877)

I. xiv. 273 The chiefs became the chiefs in deed as well as

in name.

6. Comb., as t deed-doer, \ -doing ;
deed-achiev-

ing, -worthy adjs. ; deed-box, a box, usually of

tin-plate, for keeping deeds or other documents in ;

deed-offering, Coverdalc's word in some instances

for the '

peace-oPering
'
of the 1 6 1 1 version. Also

DEED-BOTE, DEED POLL.

1607 SHAKS. Cor. 11. i. 190 By "deed-atchieuing Honor

nety nam'd. 1835 MARRVAT ?a>: Faitnf. xxxi, Liking
with him the tin-box (it was what they called a 'deed-boxl.

1858 I.n. ST. I.i OXAKIW Haiuty Bit. Prop. Lam xiv. 85 It

is advisable to keep your own securities in your own deed-

box at home. 1548 HALL Chivn. 20 b, Thei would be lokers

on and no dedc doers. 1663 SPALDINO Trout. CHas. 1

(1792) I. 272 (Jam.) But the deed doer was fled, i 1380
WYCLIF \vks. (i88ot 70 pe 'dede doynge is proff <.f I'uir, as

gregory scib. 1586 T. I*, /.-i I't-intauti. t-r. Atati. 430 One
of his horse-keepers, .taking him at the deed doing.. lx--

stowed so many blowes on him. .that he left him half dead.

1535 COVEKDALE 2 Sam. vi. 17 And Dauid oftrcd burnt offer -

ynges and *dced offerynges before ye t*orde. 1865 J. GBOTE
Treat. Moral Ideas viii. (1876) 103 "Decdworthy conduct,
or the faciendum.

Deed (d<~d), v. U. S. [f. DEED sl>.]
traits. To

convey or transfer by deed. Also ./fa.

1816 J. PICKERING Vocabulary 76 To dted. .We sometimes
hear this word used colloquially; but rarely, except by
illiterate people . . None of our writers would employ it.

1818 WEBSTER Deed, to convey or transfer by deed;
a popular use of the word in America ; as, he deeded all his

estate to his eldest son. iM$Morn. Star Sept, , A . . complete
farm . . in Connecticut has been deeded over to his wife. 1890

Century Mag. Jan. 475/1 The act of 1864, deeding to that

state the Yosemite Valley and the Mariposa Big Tree Grove.

Deed, adv. In 6 dede. Aphetic form of ft/eat,

INDEED ;
now chiefly Sc.

1547 COVERDALE Old Faith Prol. A vij a, Let vi be true

scolers of the same ; and dede, let v euen entre in to the

ye had.'

Deed, -e, obs. forms of DEAD.

tDee'dbote. Obs. Also dmdbote, dead-,
dedbote. [OE. dsd deed + bit, BOOT sbl 10,

amends, expiation.] Amends-deed, penance, re-

pentance.
c looo Acs. Gosf. Matt. iii. 2 Do3 dxd bole, c 1160

Hatton. G. ibid., DoS deadbote. c 1175 Lanto. Horn. 21 Mid
sodSe dedbote his sunne bi reowsumnesse. c lco ORMIN

9191 Sannt Johan. .bigann to spellenn ba Wibb fulluht off

dxdbotc. a ius Attcr. R. 372 Bireousunge and dedbote

uor sunne. 1340 Ayenb. 33 Amendinge and dedbote. 13..
Verses Paliii-Suntfay in Ret. Antiq. II. 243 Wyth sorwthe

of herte and schryft of mouthe, Doth deedbote this tyme
nouth.

t Dee'ded, Obs. [f. DHSD sb. + -J.-D -.]

Characterized by deeds (of such a kind).

1606 WARNER All. Eng. 377 Well educated ofthe king, and

proving nobly deeded.

Deedeed : see DEE v.

Deedfol (d/-dful\ a. [f. DBED sb. + -FUL.] Full

of deeils, active, effective.

1834 />7/nvt-i'. Mag . XXXV. 150 He is a trusty and deedful

friend to that bold., insurgent. 1841 TENNYSON To,\ deed-

ful life. 1879 J. TODHUNTER Alcestit 3 That fair past,

Bright with our deedful days is all our own.

Hence Dee-cLfully adv., actively, effectively.

1615 T. ADAMS Lycanthro/-y 9 It is not yet enough to go
speedfully and heedfully except also deedfully.

Deedily (dfdili), adv. dial. [f.

Actively, busily.

1813 JANE AUSTEN Lett. II. 173 They are each Jbusyl
about a rabbit net, and sit as deedtly to it, side by side, as

any two Uncle Franks could do. 1815 Emma (1870)

II. x. 204 Frank Churchill, .most deedily occupied about her

spectacles. 1859 BURTON in Jrttl. Geog. Soc. XXIX. 241

They row in
'

spirts ', applying deedily to their paddling.

t Dee-ding, vbl. sb. Obs. rare
- l

. [f. DEED sb.

+ -ING !.] Actual doing, carrying out in deed.

1606 WARNER Alt. Eng. xvi. ciii. 407 And in the Deeding
none more tough.

t Dee'dle. Obs. or dial. An alteration of devil.

J6J3 UROUKART KaMais i. xii.What adeedle [fiitJiaiitre],

you are it seems but bad horsemen.

Dee'dless, a. Without action or deeds.

1598 ROWLANDS Betray. Christ 28 Thy deedlesse words,

words vnconfirmed by truth, a 1615 FLETCHER Bloody lira.

iv. iii, Th' undaunted power of Princes should not be Con-

fin'd in deedless cold calamity. 1890 HLACKIE To Mr.
Gladstone in Pall Mall G. Mar., And to dull length of

deedless days retire.

b. Of persons : Performing no deeds, doing

nothing, inactive ;
also dial., incapable, helpless.

1606 SHAKS. Tr. * Cr. iv. v. 08 Firme of word. Speaking
in deedes, and decdelesse in his tongue. 1611 G. SAMDVH
Ovieft Met. vn. (1626) 140 The generous Horse. .Crones at

his manger, and there deedlesse dyes. 1718 POPE Iliad v.

796What art thou.who, deedless, look's! around? 1855 ROBIN-

SON Whitky Gloss., Deedless, helpless, indolent. A deedless

sort of a body.' 1870 MORRIS Earthly Par. I. 11.503 As
deedless men they there must sit.

Deed poll, deed-poll. Also 6 poll deed.

[See POLL,] Law. A deed made and executed by
one party only ;

so called because the paper or

parchment is
'

polled
' or cut even, not indented.

[1513 FIT/HERB. Sim: 20 Estates made of free Unde by
polle dede or dede indented.] 1588 FRAUNCE Leaaien Log.
li. iii 89 b, The nature of a deede indented and a deede

polle. 1608 COKE On Lilt. 229 A Deed poll is that which

[s plaine without any indenting, so called, because it is oil

euen, or polled. 1767 BLACKSTONE Comm. II. 296. 1818

CRUISE Digest (ed. 2) IV. 357 George Everinden by deed-

poll, .did give, grant, and confirm, to his two daughters, all

the rents and profits of two tenements. 1847 C. G. AODISON
Law ofContracts i. i. | i (18831 22 Deed poll.

Deeds, dial, form of deads (see DEAD a. B. 4},

waste material from an excavation.

1801 C. FINLATER Agric.Surf. Peebles 131 (Jam.) What is

taken out of the ditch (vernacularly the deeifs< [to be) thrown
behind this facing to support it. 1815 BROCKET! A", t .

Words, Deeds, rubbish of quarries or drains.

Deed-sicke, -sleyer : see DEAD a. D. i.

De-educate : see UK- II. i .

Deedy ''Inn,, a. Jial. [f. I>I:KII sb. + -T I
:

Inuiii! first iu the combination lu.-HEKOY.]
1. Full of deeds or activity ; active.

\c 1460 To".vneley Mytt. 320 Riche and ille-dedy, Gederand
and gredy. 1435 I.YMDCSAV Satjm 4028 Luke quhat it is to
be evil^Ieidie.l

_ 1615 T. ADAMS Lycauthrvfy 7 In a mes-

senger.^ required, .that he be speedy, that he be heedy,
and that he be deedy. 16*3 UINMIAM Xenafhan 72 The
hone of that Country are. .more deedy, and full of metal!.

1711 CIBBKR Double Gallant in. i, If the U not a Deedy
Tit at the Bottom, I'm no Jockey. 1767 GltosK Ptwinc .

Gloss., Deedy, industrious, notable. Berksh. 1876 J. ELLIS
C*sar in t.gyft 135 A deedy conclave were we. 1(83 G.
MACOONALO Castle Warlock I. xvii. 203 Crime wu lire as

the new day, bustling and deedy. [Also in Glmiiries of

Mid-Yorks., Whitby, Berks., Hampshire, etc.]

t 2. Actual, real. Obs. rare.

1781 Cowntl Let. to Newton 18 Mar ,
There are soldier*

quartered at Newport and at Olney. These . . performed
all the manoeuvres of a deedy battle, and the result was
that this town was taken. 1788 Let. to I.euly Ifesketh

27 June, Retirement indeed, or. .what we call deedy retire-

ment.

Deef(f, deefe, obs. forms of DEAF.

fDeeftil, defull, var. of, or error for diljul,

DOLEFUL.
( 1380 Sir Ferumb. 4208

' Alas 1

'

said he. .

'

bis is a deeful

byng t

'

c 1460 Kmare 606 Series this vs a fowle caw, And
a defull dede.

Deeken, obs. form of DEACON.
Deel e, obs. ff. DEAL, DEIL DEVIL

,
DOLE.

De-electrify, de-electricize : see DB- II. i.

Deem (dim\v. Forms: I doeman, l-idlman,
2-4 demen, i J deme, (3-6 dearae, 4-5 dem,
deyme, 5 dyme, 6 Sc. deim, 7 dim), 4-7 deeme,

5- deem. Pa. t. and pa. pple. deemed : i dimde,
dfSrued, 3-7 dempt. [A Common Teut. derivative

vb. ; OE. daman, dlman OFris. dlma, OS.

a-dcmian (Du. doemen}, OHG. luomian, ttiomcn

(MHG. tiiemen), ON. derma (dgma), (Sw. doma,
Da. domme}, Goth, dtmjan : OTeut *d6mjan, f.

ddmo-z, Goth, dim-s, judgement, DOOM. Cf.

DEME sb., DOOM v.]

1 1- intr. To give or pronounce judgement ; to

act as judge, sit in judgement ; to give one's deci-

sion, sentence, or opinion ; to arbitrate. Obs.

In OE. construed with a dative of the person,
'

to pro-
nounce judgement to, act as judge to ', equivalent to the

trans, sense in 2.

c 815 /Vj/. Psalter ii. 10 Alle Oa Se doemao eorSan. 971
Blictl. Horn. 1 1 He cymeb to demenne cwicum & deadum.

c tooo Ags. Gosf. Matt. vii. 2 Witodlice 5am ylcan dome be

je demao, eow byS xedemed. John viii. 15 Ge dcmafl

zfter fla;sce, ic ne deme nanum men [c life Hatlon G.,

Ich ne deme nane men], a 1300 Cursor M. 17415 (Cott.), If

yee ban rightwisli wil deme, Veild vs ioseph bat yee suld

yeme. 1393 GOWER Con/. I. 304 They, .toke a juge ther-

upon . , And oede him demen in this cas. c 1440 CAFGRAVK St.

Kath. in. 1464 She . . Spak and commaunded, bolhe dcmpte
and wrot. 1556 in W. H. Turner Select. Rec. Oxford 262 To
arbytrate, deme, and judge betwixt the said Cilie and. .

John Wayte. 1579 SPENSER Shefh. Col. Aug. 137 Neuer

dempt more right of beautyc I weene The shepheard of Ida

that iudged beauties Queene.

f 2. trans. To judge, sit in judgement on (a per-

son or cause). Obs.

The construction with a personal object takes, in Northum-
brian and ME., the place of the OE. const, with dative in i.

c 950 Lindis/.Gosf. Matt. vii. a In Sacm dome lie doemes

Se biSon jcdoemed IRxstiv. Gi fce beob doemde). John
viii. 15 Ic ne doemo xnfcne monno c laoo Trin. ColL

Horn. 171 Ure drihten cumcS al middeneard to demen.

Ibid. 225 pat sal deme be quica and be deadc. a 1300
Cursor M. 21065 (Cott-X In be first he com dempt to be.

1381 WYCLIF John xvi. n The prince of this world is now

demyd.>.

.

CAXTOH Gold, Leg. 59/2 Moyses satte &
. . . -

uenyng. 1506
indues were dis-

, .. ..... ___ .....__________ wines that day.
1605 HEYWOOO at PI. Ifyon know not me Wks. 1874 I.

203 Deeme her offences, if she haue offended, With all the

lenity a sister can. 1609 SKENE Ref Mai. 1 1 1 Thou Judge
be ware, for as ye deme, ze sail be demed.

t b. To rule (a people) as a judge. Obs.

a 1300 Cursor M. 7283 (Cott. >,
Fourti yeir dempt be iirael.

c 1330 R. BRUNNE Ckrtm. (:8io)28o Edward now he wille.

bat Scotlond be wele jemcd, And strcitly in skille borgh
wise men demed.

O. To administer (law), arch.

1393 LANGU P. PL C v. 175 By leel men and
lyf-holv my

laWe shal be demyd. 1718 Br. WILSON in Keble Li/e xu.

(1863) 397 That . . the 24 Keys may be called, according to

the statute and constant practice to deem the law truly.

1887 HALL CAINE Deemster viii 54 The Deemster was
a hanl judge, and deemed the laws in rigour.

fd. To decide va quarrel). Obs.

1494 FABYAN Chrtai.\. cxxv. 105 To sufire his quarcll to

bcdemyd by dynl of swerde atwene them two.

f8. To sentence, doom, condemn (to some

penalty, to do or suffer something). Obs.

a looo Eleiu 500 (Gr.l Swa he. .to cwale moniie Crisles

folces demde, to deabe. <r 1175 Lamb. Horn. 73 He wurS

idemed to bolien wawe mid dovelen in helle. f MOO / nn.

Coll. Horn. 223 pe sulle ben to deaSe idemd. a 1300 Cursor

M. i ^343 To^nom dai sal i be dempt On rode Ire to hang.

c 1386 CHAUCER Somfn. T. 316 For which 1 deme the to

deth certayn. 14*6 AUDELAV Poems 12 I.eve he is a lyere,

his dedis thai done hym deme. 1549 RASIELL Pastjrme

(1811) 243 For whiche rebell>x>n they were there demyd to

dethc. i6oj in
j.

Mill Diary (1889) 180 John Sinclair. .

U dempt to quyt his guddis.



DEEM.

f b. fig. To pass (adverse) judgement upon ; to

condemn, censure. Obs,

a 1300 Cursor M. 28148 (Cott.) OJ>er men dedis oft i

demyd. 1488 CAXTON C/iast. Goddes Chyld. 21 Many
thynges they deme and blame. 1500-20 DUNBAR Poems
xviii. 36 Wist thir folkis that vthir demis, How that thair

sawis to vthir semis. 1555-86 Satir. Poems Reform, xxxvii.

gDo
quhat ;e dow, detractouris ay will deme 3011. 1598

, FERGUSSON Scot. Prov.> Dame, deem warily ; ye watna

wha wytes yerselL

f 4. To decree, ordain, appoint ;
to decide, deter-

mine ; to adjudicate or award (a thing to a person).
c ooo tr. Bxda's Hist. iv. xxix. [xxviii.] (1891) 368 Ne wxs

Sa hwe3re sona his hal^unge gedemed. a 1000 Exeter Bk.

vii. 16 Neefre God deme5 |>set senij eft \>xs earm geweoroe.
c 1175 Lamb. Horn, 95 He demaS stiSne dom ^am forsune-

5ede. c 1205 LAY. 460 He habbeS idemed J>at ich am due

ofer heom. Ibid. 22116 He haehte alle cnihtes demen rihte

domes, a 1300 Cursor M. 21445 (Cott.^ pe quen has biden

us to deme To }e al bat to right es queme. c 1386 CHAUCER
Doctor's T. 199, I deme anoon this clerk his seruaunt haue.

1399 Rolls of Parlt. III. 452/1 The Lordes..deme and

ajuggen and decreen, that [etc.], c 1400 Destr. Troy 606

Whateuer ye deme me to do. 1464 Paston Lett. No. 493 1 1 .

166 Fynes therefore dempt or to be dempt. 1483 CAXTON
Gold. Leg. 72/2 In demyng of rightful domes. 1503-4^^
19 Hen. I'll, c. 38 Preamb., It was enacted stablisshed or-

deyned demed & declared., that [etc.]. 1568 GRAFTON
Chron. II. 13 The Epistle, in the which Gregory .. demed
that the Church of Yorke and of London should be even

Peres, a 1605 MONTGOMERIE Flyting $]*, Syne duelie they

deemde, what death it sould die.

fb. To decide (to do something). Obs.

c 1340 Gaiv. $ Gr. Knt t 1089 5e nan demed to do Jw dede

bat Ibidde.

+ 5. To form or express a judgement or estimate

on ;
to judge, judge of, estimate. Obs.

a 1225 Aticr. R. 290 Euer bihold hire wurS bet he paide
uor hire, and dem berefter pris. r 1325 E. E. Allit. P. (A.)

312 To leue no tale be true to try^e, Bot bat hys one skyl

may dcm. 1388 WVCLIF Matt. xvi. 4 Thanne $e kunne
deme the face of heuene, butje moun not wite the tokenes

of tymes. c 1400 Rom. Rose 2200 A cherle is demed by his

dede. 1533 ELYOT Cast. Helthe Proem (1541) A iv b,

I desyre men to deme well myne intente. 1596 SPENSER

Hymne Love 168 Things hard gotten men more dearely
deeme.

fb. To judge between (things), to distinguish,
discern. Obs.

1530 PALSGR. 5 1 i/i A blynde man can nat deme no coulours.

1381 RICH Farewell (1846) 67 He is not able to dee^me
white from blacke, good from badde, vertue from vice.

1596 SPENSER F. Q. v. i. 8 Thus she him taught In all the

skill of deeming wrong and right.

t C. intr. To judge of, to distinguish between.

1340 Ayenb. 82 pet hi ne conne yknawe bane day uram be

nygt, ne deme betuene grat and smal. a 1542 WYAT Of
Courtiers Life 94 Nor Fhiunders chere lettes not my syght
to deme Of blacke and white. 1586 A. DAY Eng. Secretary
I. (1625) 27 Here, by judging of our estate, thou maist

accordingly deeme of our pleasures. Ibid. \\. m Convers-

ing among such as have discretion to deeme of a Gentleman.

6. To form the opinion, to be ofopinion ; tojudge,

conclude, think, consider, hold. (The ordinary
current sense.)

a. intr. or absol, (Now chiefly parenthetical.)
a 800 Corpus Gloss. 4 \o Cetiseo^ doema. c 900 tr. Bsda's

Hist. i. xvi. [xxvii.] (1890) 86 paes be ic demo \nt arbitror}.
c 1000 JE.LVRIC Gram. xxvi. (.) 155 Censeo ic deme o55e ic

asmeage. c 1385 CHAUCER L. G. W. 1244 (Dido) And demede
as hem liste. c 1386 Clerk's T. 932 For sche is fairer, as

thay demen alle, Than is Grisild. a 1400 Relig. Pieces fr.
Thornton MS. 11867) 20 To fele and with resone to deme.

1586 A. DAY Eng. Secretary n. (1625) 15 He is not. -here m
the countrey,but as I deeme and you have enformed, about
London. 1725 POPE Odys$.\\\.\ He too, I deem, implores
the power divine.

b. with obj. and complement (sb., adj. or pple., or

ittfin. phrase ; f formerly often withyi?^, as).
c 1205 LAY. 22140 pene be king demde for-lore. a 1225

Ancr. K. 120 pet tu schalt demen bi suluen wod. a 1300
Cursor M. 26814 (Cott.) It mai nan him for buxum deme.

1340-70 Alex, fy Dind. 218 Oure doctourus dere, demed for

wise, c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 102, I demede him for

deed, c 1450 St. Cuthbcrt (Surtees) 5163 pai demed it

better all' to dye. 1348 HALI. Chron. 191 b, What so ever

jeoperdy or perill might bee construed or demed, to have
msued. 1581 PETTIE Guazzo*s Civ. Conv. I. (1586) 35
A vertue which

you
deeme yourselfe to have. 1628 DIGBY

Voy. Medit. 51, I deemed it much my best and shortest way.
1681 P. RYCAUT Critick 201 He went to the House of the

World, which was always deemed for a Deceiver. 1697
DRYDEN Virg. Past. \. 9 For never can I deem him less

than God. 1754 SHEBBEARK Matrimony (1766) I. 45
Deemed as very unjust in Gaming. 1827 JARMAN Powell's
Devises II. 293 A general permission .. appears to have
been deemed sufficient. 185* Miss VONGE Cameos I. x.xxii.

277 Harold, .deemed it time to repress these inroads. 1875
JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) V. 398 Works., which have been
deemed to fulfil their design fairly.

c. with that and clause.

1:1205 LAY. 24250 Men gunnen demen bat nes i nane londe
burh nan swa hende. 6*1386 CHAUCER Alan ofLaw's T.

940, I ought to deme. .That in the salte see my wyf is deed.

1430 LYDG. Bochas\.\\. (1544' 5 a, Nembroth. .Dempt. .He
transcended al other of noblesse, c 1450 Merlin 10 She demed
that it was the enmy that so hadde hir begiled. 1597 HOOKER
Eccl. Pol. v. i. (ion) 184 Wee may boldly deeme there is

neither, where both are not. 1739 MELMOTH Fitzosb. Lett.

(1763) 291 Nor dempt he, simple wight, no mortal may The
blinded god.. when he list, foresay. 1887 BOWEN Virgil
SEneid n. 371 (1889) 126 Deeming we come with forces

allied.

7. intr. To judge or think (in a specified way) of
a person or thing.

118

t 1384 CHAUCER H. Fame 11. 88 Thow demest of thy selfe

amys. c 1400 Rom. Rose 2198 Of hem noon other deme
I can. (1440 Generydes 4710 Wele I wote in hym ye demyd
amys. 1581 SIDNEY Apol. Poelrie (Arb.) 24 Let vs see how
the Greekes named it [Poetry], and howe they deemed of it.

1586 A. DAY Eng. Secretary i. (1625) 146, I shall, .give you
so good occasion to deeme well of me. 1667 MILTON P. L.

vni. 599 Though higher of the genial Bed by far, And
with mysterious reverence I deem. 1762 BLACKSTONE in

Gutch Coll. Cur. II. 362 These capital mistakes, .occasion'd

the Editor, -to deem with less reverence of this Roll. 1814
SCOTT Wav. Ixi, Where the ties of affection were highly
deemed of. 1860 J. P. KENNEDY Horse Shoe R. ix. 105,

I cannot deem otherwise of them.

t 8. To think to do something, to expect, hope.
1400 Apol. Loll. 51 Symon Magus ..was rerjrould of

Petre, for he demid to possede be geft of God bi money.
18x9 BYRON yuan u. clxxii, A creature meant To be her

happiness, and whom she deem'd To render happy.

f 9. trans. To think of (something) as existent
;

to guess, suspect, surmise, imagine. Obs.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 528 Ne deme no dishonesty in your
derfe hert, pof I put me )>us pertly my purpos to shewe.

1470-85 MALORY Arthur x. xxvi, As Kynge mark redde

these letters, he demed treson by syr
Tristram. 1586 A.

DAY Eng. Secretary I. (1625) 114 Your imaginations doe

already deeme the matter I must utter. 1598-9 Parisians

i. (1661) 15 All the companie began to deeme that which
afterward proued true.

b. intr. To think of, have a thought or idea of.

1814 CARY Z><zK/(Chandos) 302 The shining of a flambeau

at his back Lit sudden ere he deem of its approach. 1818

BYRON Ck. Har. IV. cxxxvii, Something unearthly which

they deem not of.

\ 1O. trans. To pronounce, proclaim, celebrate,

announce, declare ; to tell, say, utter. Also intr.

with of. [An exclusively poetic sense, found already
in OE., probably derived from sense 4. Cf. also

ON. damn in poetry, to talk.]
a 1000 Fat. Apost. (Gr.) 10 J>aer hie dryhtnes se deman

sceoldon, reccan fore rincum. a 1000 Guthlac (Gr.) 498

pact
we aefjestra daede demen, secjen dryhtne lof ealra bara

bisena. c 1205 LAY. 23059 lilies ne cunne we demen [c 1275

telle] of ArSures deden. (-1325 E. E. Allit. P. C. 119

Dyngne Dauid . . bat demed bis speche, In a psalme. c 1330
R. BRUNNE Chron. Wace (Rolls) 154 Alle )>er lymmes, how

pai besemed, In his buke has Dares demed, Both of Troie

&of Grece. (-1350 Will. Paleritc 151 Hire deth was neij

dijt, to deme be sobe. a 1400-50 Alexander 1231 J?an he

dryfes to pe duke, as demys [Dull. MS. tellys] l>e textis.

11547 SURREY Aetieid n. 156 Then some gan deme to me
The cruell wrek of him that framde the craft [cntdele cane-

bant artificis scelns}.

f b. with double
ol'j.

To celebrate as, style, call,

name, poetic. Obs.

ci3S E. E. Allit. P. B. 1020 Forby be derk dede see hit

is demed euer more. Ibid. 1611 Baltazar. .pat now is demed
Danyel of derne coninges.

tDeem (d;~m), si. Obs. [f. DEEM v.] Judge-

ment, opinion, thought, surmise.

1501 DOUGLAS Pal. Hon. 1986 And he quhylum was borne

pure of his deme. 1606 SHAKS. Tr. ft Cr. iv. iv. 61 How
now? what wicked deeme is this? 1629 GAULE Holy
Matin. 163 Honour what is it; but an imposed. .Hight,
and Deeme ? 1648 SYMMONS Vind. Chas. /, 292 Much wrong
should they have in the world's deem.

Deeme, obs. form of DIME.

Deemed (d?md), ///. a. [f. DEEM v. + -ED.]

Judged, thought, supposed.
1667 H. MORE Divine Dial. n. xxviii. 346 Then with pure

Eyes thou shalt behold..That deemed mischiefs are no

harms. 1671 MILTON P. R. i. 21 And with them came From
Nazareth the son of Joseph deemed.

Deemer (drmsi). Forms : i dcemere, 1-5

d6mere, 3 demare, 3-5 demer, 5-6 demar, 5-
deemer. [OE. d&mere, f. daman to DEEM : see

-EB l.] One who deems.

( 1. A judge. Obs.

1:950 Lindisf. Gosp. Matt. xii. 27 Da doemeras [indices]

bi5on iuera. a 1215 Ancr. R. 306 Let skile sitten ase

demare upon be dom stol. 1382 WYCLIF Ps. vii. 12 God
rijtwis demere [1388 iust iuge). c 1440 York Myst. xxiii.

142 So schall bothe heuen & helle Be demers of bis dede.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 118 Demar (P. or domes man), judica-
tor. c 1580 C'TESS PEMBROKE Ps. cxix. V ii, Then be my
causes deemer.

2. One who deems, judges, or opines ; f one who
censures or (unfavourably) criticizes others.

c 1410 LOVE Bonavent. Mirr. xv. 37 (Gibbs MS. ) pat powe
be not a presumptuouse and temerarye deemer of oper men.

1500-20 DUNBAR Poems xviii. 42 To wirk vengeance on ane
demar. 1557 SIR J. CHF.KE m T. Hoby tr. Castiglione's

Courtyer (1561) ad fin., Counted ouerstraight a deemer of

thinges. 1610 BARROUGH Mcth. Physickf^i. Ded. (1639)2
Plato that most grave and wise deemer of the state tyranni-
cal. 1854 TRENCH Synon. N. T. xi. 44 Our profound English
proverb, 111 doers are ill deemers*.

fb. One that distinguishes or discriminates. Obs.

c 1400 Lanfranc's Ciritrg. 29 Ne be skyn ofbe fyngris endis

..neschulde nou}t be a good demere in knowynge hoot,
cold [etc.1. 1548-77 VICARY Anat. ii. (1888) 23 The Skinne
. .is made temperate, because he should be a good deemer
of heate from colde.

Deeming (drmin), vbl. sb. [-ING ".]

1 1. Judging, judgement. Obs.

1303 R. BRUNNE Handl. Synne 1495 5yf he demeb pyty-
fully At hys demyng getybhe mercy, c 1440 Promp. Parv.
118/1 Demynge or dome, indicium, f 1450 Mironr Saltta-

cioun 4197 This wise shalle crist. .the day of his demyng.
2. The forming or expressing of a judgement or

opinion ; thinking, opining ; ( censure ; f a sur-

mise or suspicion.

DEEP.

1340 Ayenb. 27 J>e venimouse herte of pe enuiouse zene-

5e^ . . ine ualse demynges. 1476 SIR J . PASTON in Lett.

No. 771 III. 152 Iff I had hadde any demyng off my lordys
dethe iiij howrs or he dyed. 1500-20 DUNBAR Poems xviii.

25 God send thame a widdy wicht, That can not lat sic

demyng be. 1513 DOUGLAS jEneis x. ix. i Nane incertane

rumor nor demyng, Bot sovyr bodword cam thar. 1580
HOLLVBAND Treas. Fr. Tong, Soitspecon, suspition, deeming.

1697 J. SERGEANT Solid Phitos, 418 Doubts, Deemings, and
Uncertainties. 1821 BYRON Sardatt. 11. i. 379 You may do

your own deeming.

Deemster (dz-mstaj). [One of the modern

representatives of ME. demestre, in form fern, of

demere DEEMER, judge ; the other (and, phoneti-

cally, more regular form) is DEMPSTER, q.v. The
form deemster is that proper to the Manx judges,
and has been used in the general sense as a histo-

rical archaism by some modern writers.]

1. A judge. Obs. or arch, in general sense.

[111300 Cursor M. 5585 (Fairf.) Prest & demestre [v. rr.

demister, demmepster, domes man] forsothe say I. For other

examples see DEMPSTER.] 1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (1811*

VI. xlix. 206 The deemster, or judge, delivers to the woman
a rope, a sword, and a ring. iSzo Ediit. Rev. XXXIV. 192

King Sigurd . . craved that the deemsters should pronounce
sentence of outlawry. 1857 Sm F. PALGRAVE Norm. %
Eng. II. 258 The decree was the Deemster's 'Breastlaw'.

2. The title of each of the two justices of the Isle

of Man, one of whom has jurisdiction over the

southern, the other over the northern division of

the island.

1611 SPEED Theat. Gt. Brit. xlvi. (1614) 91/1 All con-

troversies are there [Man Hand] determined by certaine

j udges .. and them they call Deemsters and chuse forth among
themselves. 165(5 J. CHALONER Descr. I. of Man in Dr.

King Vale Royalln. 30 There are four Merchants, .chosen

..and sworn by the Deemsters. 1863 KEBLE Life Bf.
Wilson v. 163 The steward was assisted in these trials by
one or both of the Deemsters. 1883 Birm. Weekly Post

15 Dec. 3/5 His honour Richard Sherwood, her Majesty's
Northern Deemster, or second judge of the island . . Deems-
ter Sherwood was appointed one of the judges of the island

in March last.

Deen(e, obs. forms of DEAN i, DIN.

Dee-nettle : see DEA-NETTLE.

Deep (d*~p), a. Forms: i diop, diop, 2-3

deop, 2-5 dep, (3 dop, deap, dup, 4 dipe, dupe,

duppe, (Ayenb.) dyep), 4-6 depe, (5 deype, 5-6
Sc. deip, 6 deape, diep(e), 5-7 deepe, 4- deep.

Compar. deeper ; in I diopre, 4 deppere, 4-6
depper. Superl. deepest ;

in i dfiopost, 4 dep-

perste, 4-5 deppest(e, 5 deppist, dyppest. [A
Com. Teut. adj. ; OE. diop, dtop - OFris. diop, diap,

diet, OS. diop, diap (MDu., Du., 'LG.diep], OHG.
/w/(MHG., mod.Ger. tief), ON. djupr (Sw. djiip,

Da. dyb\ Goth, diups :-OTeut. *rleupo-z, -d, -a"',

belonging to an ablaut series deup-, daup-, dup-,

whence OE. dyppan (-.dupjaii) to DIP ; pre-Teut.
root dhub : dhup. The regular early ME. form was

dip; the forms dipe, diip, dupe, dyep, correspond
to an OE. by-form diepe, dype, with ablaut ; perh.

taken from diepe, dype, DEEP sbl\

I. Literal senses.

1. Having great or considerable extension down-

ward.

854 Chart, in Cod. Dipl. V. in Of lusan porne to deopan
delle. ciexn Acs. Gosp. John iv. ii )>es pytt is deop.
c 1205 LAY. 647 He lette makien enne die be wes wnderliche

deop Ic 1275 swipe deap]. 1297 R. GLOUC. (1724) 6 Grante-

brugge and Hontyndone [have] mest plente of dup fen.

c 1300 St. Brandon 574 Ich caste him in a dupe dich. 13. .

Poems fr. Vernon MS. 578 Schip is more siker in luitel

water pen in pe deope see. 1340 Ayenb. 264 Helle is. .dyep

wyb-oute botme. c 1420 Avow. Artk. xvii, In a dale depe.
c 1450 St. CittUert (Surtees) 1679 Twa bestes come fra pe

depe se. 1559 W. CUNNINGHAM Cosmogr. Glasse 44 The

greate deepe valleis. 1594 SHAKS. Kick. Ill, i. i. 4 In the

deepe bosome of the Ocean buried. 1632 LITHCOW Trait.

v. 232 Wee buried the slayne people in deep graves. 1774
GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1776) I. 380 Holes, .so deep as not to

be fathomed. 1819 SHELLEY Fragm. Serpent 4 Through
the deep grass of the meadow. 1860 TYNDALL Glaciers i.

vii. 55 [The stream] had cut a deep gorge in the clean ice.

b. Having great or considerable extension inward

from the surface or exterior, or backward from the

front.

a 1000 Riddles Ivii. 4 (Gr.) Heaooglemma feng, deopra

dolja. CI250/W. Rel. ft L. Poems 11866) 214 His wund

dop ant wide. a. 1300 Cvrsor M. 12923 (Cott.) He . . yode
in-to depe desert. 1:1400 Destr. Trey 1876 Depe woundes
to the dethe. 1513 DOUGLAS /Encis vn. viu. 2 Mony
wild beistis den and deip caverne. 1662 J. DAVIES tr.

Oleariits' I'ov. Amtass. 88 She presented me a Handker-

cher . . with "a deep frindge. 1665 HOOKE Microgr. 181

A deep Convex-glass. 1703 MOXON Mech. Exerc. 127 Make
the Rooms next the Front deeper, or shallower. 1775

WRAXALL Tour North. Enrofe 303 Very deep and gloomy
woods, of twenty English miles in length. 1820 SHELLEY

Summer $ Winter 12 When birds die In the deep forests.

1842 TENNYSON Morte D'Arthur 5 His wound was deep.

2. Having a (specified) dimension downward.

1398 (Ur.) IMttena stoa aeop oier

dunum flod elna. c 1420 Pallati. on Htisb. I. 207 Two foote

depe is good for come tillage. 1576 in W. H. Turner Select.

Kec. Oxford 386 He penned the water but one foote deepe.

1608 MIDDLETON Mad World in, This puts me in mind of

a hole seven foot deep ; my grave. 1696 WHISTON Tlu
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Earth II. (1722) 221 The Waters might cover the Eartli in

general about 50 Miles deep. i8s6 SCOTT Woodst. xxviii,

Long grass . . almost ancle-deep in dew. 1832 Exanniu-r

44/2 The ditch . . was eight feet deep. 1878 F. HALL in

Lipfincott's
Ma. XVI. 750/2 The mud was everywhere

ankle-deep.
b. Having a 'specified) dimension inward from

the surface, outer part, or front
; spec, (with simple

numeral prefixed) of persons, chiefly soldiers,

having (so many) ranks standing one behind an-

other.

1646 H. LAWRBNCE Comm. Angells 63 The pleasure is but

skin deepe. 1698 FRYKR Ace. . India 107 The first File. .

was as deep as the Street would admit. 1703 MOXON Mcch.
Exerc. 127 The Front-Room is 25 Foot, and the Back-
Room 15 Foot deep. 1780 LANGTON in Boswell Johnson.

(18481 646/2 The company began to collect round him.,

four, if not five deep. 1835 BURSES Trav. Bokhara (ed. 2)

I. 133 Five regiments, .drawn up in line, three deep. 1838
THIRLWALL Greece III. xxiil 280 The Thebans. .stood five-

and-twenty deep.
8. Placed or situated far (or a specified distance)

down or beneath the surface ; of a ship, low in the

water, b. Far in from the margin, far back.
c looo ACS. Ps. cxiv. 8 {hi mine sawle . . ofer deopum deabe

xelfEddest. a i34oHAMTOL&/'*<i//-ix. 8 pai bat has synned
mare sail be deppest in hell, c 1400 MAUNDEV. (1839) xxiv.

255 This Lond of Cathay is in Asye the depe. 1641 Bp. OF
LINCOLN in Cohbett Parl. Hist. 1807 II. 798 Yet snail you
find St. Paul . . intermeddle, knuckle deep, with Secular

Affairs. 1669 STUKMV Mariner's Mag. i. ii. 19 It is a hot

Ship, but deep and foul . . a Prize worth fighting for. 1697
DKYDKN Virg. Georg. in. 548 The frozen Earth lyes buried

there . . seven Cubits deep in Snow. 1710 DE FOE Caff.
Singleton xiv. (1840) 246 We were now a very deep ship,
having near two hundred tons of goods on board. 1841 E.
WILSON A ttat. I'ade M. 334 The deep veins are situated

among the deeper structures of the body. 1885 GEN. GRANT
Personal Mem. I. xxi. 297 A portion of the ground . . was
two feet deep in water.

4. Of physical actions : Extending to or coming
from a depth ;

also trans/, of agents.
1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 437 b/i He maketh a depe encly-

nacion. 1589 R. HARVEY PI. Pen. 15 To be compted high
fliers and deepe swimmers. 1631 I. HAYWARD tr. Biondis
Eromena 106 Fetching a deepe sign. 1711 ADDISON Sped.
No. is*) r 8, I here fetched a deep sigh. 1784COWPER Task
v. 64 Fearful of too deep a plunge. 1866 HUXLEY Physiol.
iv. (1869) 102 In taking a deep inspiration.

1 6. Of ground or roads : Covered with a depth of

mud, sand, or loose soil. Obs.

(-1386 CHAUCER Friar's T. 943 Deep was the way, for

which the carte stood. <r 1470 HENRY Wallace v. 285 His
hors stuffy!, for the way was depe and lang. IJ3 Act 14-

15 Hen. VIII, c. 6 Many other common waies . . be so depe
and noyous, by wcaryng and course of water. 1631 LITHGOW
Trav. vi. 253 We . incountred with such deep sandy ground.

1748 SMOLLRTT Rod. Rand, viii, To walk upwards of three

hundred miles through deep roads. i8s8 C. CROKER Fairy
Leg. 167 The roads were excessively deep, from the heavy
rains. [We now say

'

deep in mud, dust, etc,']

II. Figurative senses.
* Of things, slates, actions, etc.

Q. Hard to fathom or 'get to the bottom of;
penetrating far into a subject, profound.
c 1000 Ags. Ps. xci[i]. 4 Wajran Sine gebancas bearle

deope. ciioo ORMIN 5501 Oft" all be boc i Godess hus

pe deope dijhellnesse. Ibid. 7205 Bisshopess off dep lare.

ci3< E. E. Allit. P. B. 1609 For his depe diuinitc &
his dere sawes. c 1450 St. Cuthtert (Surtees) 1553 pai left

all depe questyouns. 1535 COVERDALE Ps. xci[i). 5 Thy
thoughtes are very depe. 1600 J. PORY tr. Leo's Africa u.

315 A man of deepe learning. 1611 BIBLE i Cor. ii. 10.

1798 FERRIAR l/lnstr. of Sierne i. 5 They suppose a work
tobe deep, in proportion to its darkness. 1860 RUSKIN Mod.
Painters V. vu. iv. 150 A deep book .. for deep people. 1875
HELPS Anim. ft Mast. iv. 86 In this work .. hopeful that

I should find something very deep, and very significant.

b. Lying below the surface ; not superficial ;

profound.
1856 EMERSON Eng. Traits, Char. Wks. (Bohn) II. 60 It

is in the deep traits of race that the fortunes of nations are

written. 1871 MORLEY Voltaire (1886) 6 In all that belongs
to its deeper significance. 1874 Compromise \ 1886) 28 ( )f

these deeper causes, the most important , . is the growth of

the Historic Method.

\ 7. Solemn ; fjrave : a. of oaths, protestations,

etc. Obs. (In OK. also of divine messages, etc. :

Awful, dread, stern.)
a looo Catiimon's Exotl. 518 (Gr.) Moyses sac-^de halije

spnece, deop serende. a xooo Gnlhlac 641 (Gr.* purh deopne
dom. c looo Ags. Ps. cxxxi. n pxs deopne a|? Drihten

aswor. j97 R. GLOUC. 1 1724) 233 Grettore ob non nys, pan
by be olde chyrche of Glastynbury [h]wo so dep ob nome.

1587 TURBERV. Trag. T. (18371 117 To sweare by deepe And
very solemne othes. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. l. vii. 25

Nor are the deepest sacraments, .of any force to perswade.

1649 BP. HALL Cases Consc. 59 Beleeving the sellers deepe

protestation.

t b. Of grave consequence or effect ; grave,

serious, weighty, important. Obs.

1596 SHAKS. i Hen. IV, i. iii. 190 He reade you Matter,

deepe and dangerous. 1605 Macb. i. iii. 126 The Instru-

ments of Darknesse..Winne vs with honest Trifles, to be-

tray 's In deepest consequence. 1643 MILTON Divorce l. vi,

This is a deep and serious verity. 1711 ADDISON Sftct.

No. 26 P 6 A View of Nature in her
deep

and solemn Scenes.

8. As an attribute of moral qualities or of actions

in which sinking or abasement is present.

a. Of sin, crime, guilt (into which one may fall

or sink) : Grave, heinous.

a looo Guthlac 830 iGr.) Onguldon deopra firena. a icoo

Juliana 301 (Gr.) purh deopne jedwolan. c Jioo Tnn. Coll.

119

//.>;/r. 77 panne be sinfulle manbeod bifallen on depe sinne.

a 1400-50 Alexander 1866 A depe dishonoure je do to ynire
name. 2594 SHAKS. Kick. Ill, u. ii. 28 And with a vertuous

Vizor hide deepe vice. 1605 Ma<b. i. vii. 20 The deepe
damnation of his taking off. Mod. He is in deep disgrace.

b. Of humility, or of things humble or lowly.
<xiix$ Ancr. R. 246 Auh habbc ^e dope dich of deope

edmodnessc. 1340 Aytnb. 211 He ssel to god grede mid

dyepe herte. [1843 CARI.YI.E Past >, Pr. (1858) 159 Letters

..answered with new deep humilities.]

9. Deep-rooted in the breast ; that comes from

or enters into one's inmost nature or feelings ; that

affects one profoundly.
a 1400-50 A lexantler 265 With depe desire of delite. 1594

SHAKS. Rich. HI,], iv. 69 If my deepe prayrcs cannot ap-

pease thee. 1697 DRVDBN Virg. Georg. \. 451 Deep Horrour
seizes ev'ry Humane Breast, 1698 FRYER Ace. E. India

389 A deep sense of Honour. 1709 STEF.I.E Taller No. 107
p i, I saw in his Countenance a deep Sorrow. 179$ SOUTHEY
yoan ofArc IX. 13 Through every fibre a deep fear Crept
shivering. 1838 HT. MARTTNBAU Demerara i. 7 Alfred . .

yet entertaineda deep dislike of the system. 1855 MACAULAY
Hist. Eng. III. 107 The matter, they said, is one . . in which

every Englishman . . has a deep interest. 1891 E. PEACOCK
A*. Brenaon II. 79 John's feelings were too deep for

words.

10. Said of actions, processes, etc. in which the

mind is profoundly absorbed or occupied.
1586 A. DAY Eng. Secretary l. (1695* 127 From the deep

consideration and hard suppose of my present evils. 1658
SIR I. BROWNE Hydriot. Introd., In the deep Discovery of

the Subterranean World. 1791 MRS. RADCLIPPK Ront.

Forest v, Gazing on her with that deep attention which
marks an enamoured mind. 1841 LANE Aral'. Nil. I. 85
He passed the next night in deep study.

1 11- Said of things involving heavy expenditure
or liability ; expensive ; heavy. Obs.

1614 BP. HALL Recoil. Treat. 616 Ye Merchants lode them
with deepe and unreasonable prices. 1649 Cases Consc.

43 The deep expcnce he hath beene at. 1655 FULLER Ch.

Hist. 11. vL J 5 The people paid deep Taxes. 1710 SWIFT

Jml. to Stella 29 Sept., I have the first floor, a dining-room
and bed-chamber, at eight shillings a week ; plaguy deep.

1718 VANBR. & CIB. Prav.Husb. n. i, Overjoy'd for winning
a deep Stake. 1781 COWFER Expostulation 608 Chargeable
with deep arrears.

b. Of drinking, gaming, or other practices.
1577 tr. Bnllingefs Decades (1592) 131 Deep swearings,

not only need lesse, but also nurtfull. 1709 SWIFT Aav.

Relig., That ruinous practice of deep gaming. 173* BERKE-
LEY Alciphr. ii. 4 She took a turn towards expensive
Diversions, particularly deep Play. 18*7 SCOTT Jrnl. 8 Jan.,
He could not resist the temptation of deep play. 1838
THIRLWALL Greece V. xlii. 220 Deep drinking was customary
among the Thracians. [Here there is a mixture of senses.]

12. Of conditions, states, or qualities : Intense,

profound, very great in measure or degree. Of
actions : Powerfully affecting, mighty, influential.

1605 Bp. HALL Medit. * Vows u. 50 Without a deepe
check to my selfe for my backwardnes. 1616 tr. De Dominis'
Motives i3This consideration, .hathindeepe measure seized

upon mee. 164* ROGERS Naaman n If the Lord having
man at a deepe, yea infinite advantage. 1873 MORLEY
Rousseau 1. 188 That influence, .[gave] a deep and remark-

able bias, first to the American Revolution, and a dozen

years afterwards to the French Revolution. 1889 J. M.
DUNCAN Dis. Women xx. ted. 4) 162 And in order to their

examination, the deep influence ofan anaesthetic is necessary.

b. Said esp. of sleep, silence, and similar con-

ditions, in which one may be deeply plunged or

immersed.
IJ47 BOORDE Brev. Healtk (1587* 34 a, The 83. Chapter

doth shew of a terrible and depe slepe. c 1585 ? J. POI.MON

Famous Battles 262 They maye be wrapped in deepe
silence. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 84 Drowned in deepe and
thick darkenes. 1611 BIBLE 2 Cor. viii. 2 Their deepe

pouertie abounded vnto the riches of their tiberalitie. 1734
tr. Rollin's Axe. Hist. 11827) VII. xvu. 345 Which at last

ended in deep consumption. 1805 WORDSW. Waggoner i. 6

In silence deeper far than that of deepest noon. 1853 KANE
Grinnell Exp. xxxii. (1856) 979 Now comes the deep still-

ness after it.

c. Used of the intense or extreme stage of

winter, night, etc., when nature is 'plunged' in

darkness or death.
a ijss LATIMER Sen*. * Kern. (1845) 323, I would be very

loth, now this deep winter . . to take such a journey. 1593
SHAKS. 2 Hen. VI, I. iv. iq Deepe Night, darkc Night, the

silent of the Night. 1607 TOPSELL Four-/. Beasts (1658) 459
In the deepest cold weather he cometh into the Mountains

d

FORD Miseries Hum. Life (1826) v. iii. During the deepest

part of the tragedy. 1811 JOANNA BAILLIE Met. Leg.,
Columbus xlix, But when the deep eclipse came on. 1851
HAWTHORNE Wonder Bh., Gorgon's HeaJ(iSjg} 87 It was
now deep night.

13. Of colour (or coloured objects) : Intense from

the quantity of colour through or on which one-

looks; highly chromatic. The opposite of faint,
thin.

IJ5S EDEN Decades 236 lacinthes . . are best that are of

diepeste colour, c 1600 SHAKS. Sonn. liv. 5 The canker-

blooms have full as deep a dye As the perfumed tincture of

the roses. 1665 HOOKE Microgr. 71 All manner of Blues,
from the faintest to the deepest. Ibid., As the liquor grew
thicker and thicker, this tincture appear'd deeper and deeper.
1668 Excell. Pen e, Pencil Si In putting the deep and dark
shadows in the Face. 1799 G. SMITH Laboratory I. 394
According as you would have it deeper or lighter, a 1839
PRAED Poems 118641 L 6 Like the glow of a deep carnation.

1873 BLACK Pr. of Thule x. 164 Deeper and deeper grew
the colour of the sun.
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b. Qualifying names of colours.

Orig. with IDS. of colour, aft 'a deep blue* (F. un Heit

foncer, when the colour word i u>ed u an adi , deep I -

comes functionally an adv., and U sometimes hyphened:
cf. DF.F.P ad',>. 9, 3 b.

1597 SHAKS. Lover's Cimpl. 213 The deepe greene KmraM.
1665 HOOKE Micngr. 73 Of a deep Scarlet n.luur. 1776
Wiirn Kist; liril. fOHUllljtftt 11.485 I'etaln. .deep 01

1831 I IKEWSTF.R Oftici xi. 99 Deep i rimsun red. 1883 /.>W
Courier 25 Sept. 4/6 Glittering on the deep blue dome.

O. Deep mourning : complete or full mourning :

that which symbolizes deep giicf.
ITM Load. Cat. No. 6084/6 The Coachman in deep

Mourning. 1761 GoLDUt. ('if. II'. xviii p 6 A lady dreued
in the deepest mourning. 1863 MBS. CARLYLE Lett. III. 167
[She] was very tall, dressed in deep black.

14. Of sound (or a source of sound) : Low in

pitch, grave ; full-toned, resonant.

1591 SHAKS. i IIfit. V/, it. iv. 13 Between two Don, which
hath the

deeper mouth. 1610 Tfwf. ill. iii. 98 That dcepc
and dreadful! Organ-Pipe. 1619 MILTON C.iV Xatirity xui,
And let the has* of heaven's deep organ blow. 1704 Pont
Autumn 90 And with deep murmur* fills the sounding
shores. i8a8 SCOTT/". M. Ptrlkii, 'Why, so I can'.. laid
one of the deepest voices that ever answered question.
1886 I'all MallC,. 98 Sept. 14/1 He possesses a very fine

deep bass voice.

b. with mixture of sense*. Cf. J, 9.

1605 SHAKS. Math. v. iii. 97 Curses, not lowd, but deepe.
1818 SHELLEY Rev, Islam vu. vii, They began to breathe

Deep curses.

1 16. Far advanced (in time), late. Obs. rare.

'599 B. JONSON Cynthia's Km. iv. i, I marie how forward
the clay is. .'slight, 'tis deeper than I took it, past five.

** Ofpersons, and theirfaculties.

10. '

Having the power to enter far into a sub-

ject" (].), penetrating, profound; having profound
knowledge, learning, or insight.
c laoo ORUIN 7084 patt haflfdenn den innsihht and wilL

c 1400 Dtstr. Troy 9937 Of wit noble, Depe of discrecioun.

1577-87 HOUMSHEO c hron. II. 43/2 A deepe clerice, and one
that read much. 1594 SHAKS. Kith. Ill, III. vii. 75 Meditat-

ing with two deepe Diuines. c 1610 Mmnt-EToN.etc. Widow
i. li, I shall be glad to learn too, Of one so deep as you are.

1640 HP. HALL f-'.fisc. I. v. 90 Wise Fregivilucu* (a deep
head, and one that was able to cut even betwixt the league,
the Church, and the State), a 1661 FULLER Worthies (1840)
III. 919 He was no deep seaman. 1749 FIELDING Tom 'Jfrits

XV. vi, The deepest politicians, who see to the bottom. 1781
COWFER Conversation 741 The World grown old her deep
discernment shows, Claps spectacles on her sagacious nose.

1856 EMERSON Eng. Trails i. Wks.(l!ohn) II. 9 He [Carlyle]
was clever and deep, but he defied the sympathies of every-
body. 1873 JOWETT I'lato (ed. 2) V. 19 There is none of

Plato's writings which shows so deep an insight into the

sources of human evil.

17. Profound in craft or subtlety ;
in mmf. slang,

profoundly cunning, artful, or sly.

1513 MORE in Grafton Chron. (15681 II. 758 He was close

and secret and a depe dissimuler. i568GHAFroN Chron. II.

776 Oh depe and wretched dissimulation. 1594 SHAKS.
Rich. Ill, li. i. 38 Deepe, hollow, treacherous, and full of

guile. 1663 BUTLER llud. 1. 1. 743 There is a Machiavelian

plot .. And deep design in 'l. i688SnAi>wn.i. AVr. Alstitia

in. (1790) 63 Fools I nay there I am sure you are out : they
are all deep, they are very deep and sharp. 1718 STEKLK

Sped. No. 485 p 8 Which is the deeper man of the two. 1861

DICKENS Gt. Expect, xxxii, You're a deep one, Mr. Pip.

1877 ff. W. Line. Clots. s.v.,
' He's as deep as a well', and

1 He's as deep as Wilkes', are common expressions to indi-

cate sublilty and craft.

18. Of an agent : Who does (what is expressed)

deeply, profoundly, gravely, excessively.
1516 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1331! 949 b, Amonge the most

depe synners, 1594 SHAKS. Rich. Ill, iv. ii. 73 Two deepe
enemies, Foes to my Rest. 1615 STEPHENS Satyr. Ess.

fed. 91 378 Yet she is a deepe Idolater. 1711 Dg Fo Col.

7m>fc (1840' 279 She had been the deepest sufferer by far.

1865 M. ARNOLD Kss. Crif. i. 118751 9 Shakspeare was
no deep reader. 1884 A. R. PKSNISGTOH Wiclif ii. 28

A great favourite with deep thinkers.

19. Much immersed, involved, or implicated (in

debt, guilt, ruin, drink, etc.) ;
far advanced, far on.

Often passing into the adverb.

1367 Human , r. in Hail. Uodsley IV. 76 For all their

huh looks, I know some sticks full deep in merchants'
books. 1387 R. HOVENDEN in Ct'lltctartt-a (Oxford Hist.

Soc.) I. 215 Being . . deepe in your Lordships debt. 1594
SHAKS. Kick. HI, \. iv. 290 For in that sinne, he is as deepe
as I. 1600 A. Y. L. iv. i. 290 How deepe I am in lone.

1638 Jrsn-s /W/r>^0/.-f *<. sSComming from a drink-feast

.deepe in drinke. i6 HOBBIS ConsiJ. (1680) 6 To his

dammage some thousands of pounds deep. 1771 T. HULL
Sir W\ Harrington (1797) \. S3, I shall be at as great
a loss, being that sum deep with my banker already. 1788
COWFER Boaiiicea 16 Rome shall perish . . Deep in ruin as

in guilt. 1784 Task v. 494 The age of virtuous

politics is past, And we are deep in that of cold pretence.
1856 MACLEOD in Crump Banking L 9 The Plebeians, .got

deeper and deeper into debt.

b. Greatly immersed, engrossed, absorbed (in

some occupation).
i7 POPE Ep. Lady 63 Now deep in Taylor and the Book

of Martyrs. ! 1746 GRAY L,tt. to 7- Chut, Wks. 1884 1 1.

Mi, 1 was in the CorTee-House very deep in advertisements.

i8ao BYRON Mar. Fat. L i. 3 Still the Signory is deep in

council. 1855 BROWNING By tkt Fireside iii, There he is at

it, deep in Greek.

III. Examples of the comparative and super-
lative. Cf. also DEKPMOST.
a looo Cxdmon's Exod. 364 (Gr.) Done deopestan drenc-

floda. c 1330 R. BRUNNE Ckrvn. Wace (Rolls) 6567 In

deppest flodT <: 1380 WYCLIF .S>/. Wkt. III. 344 pedepperste
place of helle. 1398 TRSVISA Earth. Dt P. R. xiv. IT.
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(Tollem. MS.), PC depper [1495 deper] jre diche is wjthinne.

1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 21 To be deppest place. 1503
HAWES Examj>. Virt. xiii. 278 Then went we downe to

a depper vale. 1613 PUHCHAS Pilgrimage vin, v. 760 Still

waters are deepest. 1651 HOUSES Leviath. m. xxxviii. 242
As well the Grave, as any other deeper place.

b. The supcrl. is used absol. deepest part.
a 1400-50 Alexander 712 Into be dyppest of be dyke

bothutn. (1489 CAXTON Sonnes of Ayinon iv. 115 They
wente and dwelled in the deppeste of the foreste ofArdeyne.
1556 Aurelio fy Isab. (1608) c, From the depest of the earth

unto the greatest height of the heaven, a 1861 CLOUGH
Song ofLantech 92 And in his slumber's deepest he beheld
. .our father Cain.

IV. Comb. a. Attributive uses ofphrases, as deep-
mouth ( DEEP-MOUTHED), deep-water, DEEP-SEA.

1795 J. PHILLIPS Hist. Inland Navig. 324 A deep-water
canal at this place would be essentially useful. 1806 Sporting
Mag. XXVIII. 192 A deep-mouth Norman hound. 1890
Nature 10 Apr, 541 There will be no deep-water channel
into the river,

b. Parasynthetic derivatives, forming adjectives,
as deep-bellied [deep belly + -ed], having a deep
belly, -brained^ 'browed, -chested, -coloured, -ditched,

-eyed, -flewed, -nosed, -piled, -sighted, -thoughted,

-throated, -toned, -vaulted, -voiced, -waisted, etc.

1682 Land. Gaz. No. 1744/4 A dark brown Mare, .fat, and

*deep-bellied. 1597 SHAKS. Lover's Compl. 209 *Deep-
brained sonnets, a 1821 KEATS Sonn. Chapman's Homer,
*Deep-browed Homer. 1838 JAMES Robber i, He was both
broad and ^deep-chested. 1770 HAMILTON in Phil, Trans.
LXI. 22 *

Deep-coloured flames burst forth. 1548 HALL
Chron. 56 No stronger walled then *depe ditched. x8i8
SHELLEY Rev. Islam \. li, Sculptures like life and thought ;

immovable, *deep-eyed. 1735 SOMERVILLE Chase \. 286 The
*deep-flew'd Hound Breed up with Care. 1846 J. BAXTER
Libr, Pract. Agric. (ed. 4) I. 219 All light sharp-nosed dogs
will always be much more inclined to riot than deep-flewed
dogs. 1859 YARRELL Brit. Fishes (ed. 3) II. 406 The *Deep-
nosed Pipe-fish is immediately recognised by the compressed
form of the face. 1876 ROCK Text. Fabr. 67 A dark blue

*deep-piled velvet. 1622 MASSINGER Virg, Mart, n. i,

Pimpled, *deep-scarleted, rubified, and carbuncled faces.

1577 B. GOOGE Heresbach's Hnsb. in. (1586) 128 A long,
a large, and *deepe sided body, a 1797 H. WALPOLE Mem.
Geo. Ill (1845) I. viii. 117 Wholesome and *deep-sighted
advice. 1668 Lond. Gaz. No. 272/4 A *deep skirted Saddle
of red Cloth. 1882 Times 27 June, English wools , . of the

""deep-stapled class. 1839 J. R. DARLEY Introd. Beaum. $
Fl. Wks. (1839) I. 17 Jonson. .repaid both with the follow-

ing *deep-thoughted lines. 1844 MRS. BROWNING The Dead
Pan xxii, The hoarse *deep-throated ages Laugh your god-
ships unto scorn. 1780 COWPER Progr. F.rr. 605 Strike on
the *deep-toned chord the sum of all. 1876 GEO. ELIOT Dan.
Der. III. xxxvi. 86 With deep-toned decision. 1843 TENNY-
SON Gardener"sDait. 45 Fields, .browsed by *deep-udder'd
kine. 1671 MILTON P. R. i. 113 Hell's *deep-vaulted den.

1847 LONGF. Ev. ii. v. 247 The *deep-voiced . .ocean. 1769
FALCONER Diet. Marine (1789\ Encastille', *deep-waisted,
or frigate-built ; as opposed to galley-built.

Deep (dip), *b. Forms : i de"op, d^pe, 4
deope, 4-6 depe, 4-7 deepe, 5-6 Sc. deip(e,
(8 dip (sense 8)), 6- deep. [OE. dtop, neuter of

dfyp a., used subst. ; also diepe, dype, in non-WSax.

dfope depth, deepness = OS. diupf, dzopf, OHG.
tiitfi (Gw.tiefe}, ON. <#/z,Goth. diupei :-OTeut.

deuptn-, diuptn-, f. deupo-z DEEP.]
fl. Depth, deepness, Obs. rare.
c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. xiii. 5 Hi^ naefdon baere eorj>an

dypan \c 1160 Hatton G. deopan]. 1624 BACON Nem
Atlantis Wks. (1676) 259 Caves of several deeps. 1635 L.
FOXE N.'W. Voy. 128 Hee lessed his deepe 3 fathom.

2. The deep part of the sea, or of a lake or river

(opposed to shallow] ; deep water ; a deep place.
a 1000 Cxdmotfs Exod. 281 (Gr.) Ic sloh garsecges deop.

c 1000 Ags. Ps. Ixv'ni. 14-15 Ado me of deope decrees
waeteres..Ne me huru forswelje sae-grundes deop. 1483
CAXTON Gold. Leg: 58/2 And sancke doun in to the depe of
the see. c 1500 Melusine 273 They had take the deep of
the porte. 1568 GRAFTON CArw*. II. 325 The Frenchmen.,
passed by and tooke the deepe of the Sea. 1681 CHETHAM
Anfltr** Vade-m. xxxiii. i Dib in the still deeps. 1700
S. L. tr. Fryke's Voy. 265 Till we were quite out of the deep,
and in full sight of the Land. 1831 CARLYLE Sart, Res. i.

iv, Some silent, high-encircled mountain-pool, into whose
black deeps you fear to gaze. 1855 KINGSLEY Heroes v. ii.

(1868) 155 They sailed on through the deeps of Sardinia.
1865 J. G. BERTRAM Harvest of Sea (1873) 108 The best
places for this kind of fishing are the deeps at Kingston
Bridge, Sunbury Lock. Mod. A ship crossing Boston deeps.
8. The deep : a. The deep sea, the ocean, the

main, poetic and rhetorical (without pi.)
c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Luke v. 4 Teoh hit [scip] on dypan

[c 1160 Hatton G. deopan]. c 1315 SHOREHAM 146 Fisches
ine the depe. c 1386 CHAUCER Man ofLairfs T. 357, 1 schal
drenchen m be deepe. a, 1400-50 Alexander 64 Dromonds
dryfes ouer be depe. 1590 SHAKS. Mids. N. in. i. 161 They
shall fetch thee Jewels from the deepe. 1614 Bp. HALL
Recoil. Treat. 449 The swelling waves of the Deepe. 1662
Bk. Com. Prayer, Burial at Sea, We therefore commit his

body to the Deep. 17x3 STEELE Englishman No. 26. 171
Monsters of the Deep. 1801 CAMPBELL Mariners of Eng.
iv, Britannia needs no bulwark, No towers along the steep ;

Her march is o'er the mountain waves, Her home is on the

deep. 1870 BRYANT Iliad I. ii. 65 Barks To cross the dark
blue deep.

f b. Formerly also in //. in same sense. Obs.

1598 CHAPMAN Iliad i. sioThey . . cast The offal of all to
the deeps. 1659 D. PELL Imfrov. Sea Ep. Ded. A iij b,

Among the Lords wonders in the Deeps. 1725 POPE
Odyss. n. 372 The dangers of the deeps he tries. Ibid. in.

410 The monstrous wonders of the deeps.
c. The abyss or depth of space. (Sometimes

a fig. use of a. )

1596 SHAKS. i Hen. IV, m. i. 52 Glend. I can call Spirits
from the vastie Deepe. 1667 MILTON /'. L. vn. 168 Bound-
less the Deep, because I am who fill Infinitude, nor vacuous
the space. 1794 BLAKE Songs Ex&er., Tiger 5 In what dis-

tant deeps or skies Burnt the fire of thine eyes? 1820
SHELLEY Skylark g The blue deep thou wingest. 1830
TENNYSON Poems 114 And thunder through the sapphire
deeps. 1877 E. R. CONDER Bos. Faith iv. 192 That bound-
less deep of space.
4. A deep place in the earth, etc. ; a deep pit,

cavity, valley; an abyss ;
a depression in a surface.

1393 GOWER Conf. II. 200 They go by night unto the
mine..A wilde fire into the depe Thei caste amonge the

tymber-werke. c 1470 HENRY Wallace vi. 719 A thousand
in the myre, Off hors with men, was plungyt in the deipe.

1576 LAMBARDE Peramb, Kent (1826) 189 Newendene is

such, as it may likely enough take the name, .of the deepe
and bottome. 1667 MILTON P. L. iv. 76 And in the lowest

deep a lower deep Still threatning to devour me opens wide.

1855 SINGLETON Virgil \. 331 The madding prophetess ..

Who in a deep of cliff the fates doth chant. 1891 COTES
2 Girls on Barge 161 Noting the deeps and curves of the
curious pensive face.

b. Cornish Mining.
* The lower portion of a

vein
; used in the phrase to the deep, i.e. downward

upon the vein
'

(Raymond Mining' Gloss. 1881).
5. The remote central

part,
the 'depths', rare,

c 1400 MAUNDEV. (1839) vii. 79 He wan.. all the othere

kyngdoms unto the depe of Ethiope. 1879 BROWNING Ivan
Ivanovitch 17 In the deep of our land 'tis said, a village
from out the woods Emerged.
^6. The middle (of winter, of night) when the

cold, stillness, or darkness is most intense
;
the

'

depth '. Obs.

iS3oPALSGR. 543/1 In the depe of wynter, all flowers be faded

3uyte
awaye. 1598 SnAKS.Merry W. iv. iv. 40 Many that

o feare In deepe of night to walke by this Hernes Oake.
rt 1661 HOLYDAY Juvenal 13 An hour at the deep of winter,
being but a twelfth part of their shortest day. 1682 BUNYAN
Holy /KarSoThe Captains also, in the deep of this Winter,
did send. ,a summons to Mansoul.

7. Jig. A deep (i.e. secret, mysterious, unfathom-

able, or vast) region of thought, feeling, or being ;

a '

depth ',
'

abyss '. poet, and rhet.

1614 BP. HALL Recoil. Treat. 631 Hee is happily waded
out of those deepes of sorrowes, whereof our conceites can
finde no bottome. 1632 LITHGOW Trav. x. 485 Low plunge
my hopes, in dark deepes of despaire. 1781 COWPERRetire-

ment 1 35 To dive into the secret deeps within. 1820 SHELLEY
Ode Liberty ix, From the human spirit's deepest deep. 1832
TENNYSON Palace ofA rt Ivi, God, before whom ever lie bare
The abysmal deeps of Personality.
8. Naut. A term used in estimating the fathoms

intermediate to those indicated by marks on the

2o-fathom sounding-line. Formerly also dip,
The marks are at a, 3, 5, 7, 10, 13, 15, 17, 20 fathoms ; the

'deeps' or 'dips' are therefore i, 4, 6, 8, 9, n, 12, 14, 16,

18, 19.

1769 FALCONER Diet. Marf'ne(jjBg)'M m iv, As there is no
mark at 4, 6, 8, &c., he estimates those numbers, and calls,
*

By the dip four, &c.' c 1860 H. SruAKTSfawan's Catech.

42 How many marks and deeps are there in a 2o-fathom
lead line ? Nine marks and eleven deeps. 1867 SMYTH
Sailor's Word-bk., Hand-line, a line bent to the hand-lead,
measured at certain intervals with what are called marks and
deeps from a and 3 fathoms to 20. 1882 NARES Seamanship
(ed. 6) 17 If he judges that the depth corresponds with
a deep, [the leadsman calls]

'

by the deep 8 or 9, etc.'

9. Comb., as deep-commanding.
ciSoo GREENE Fr. Bacon xi. 112 Hell trembled at my

deep-commanding spells.

Deep (d*p)i two* Forms: I diope, d6ope, 3

diep, 3-6 depe, 4 dep, dipe, 5-7 deepe, 6- deep.

Comp. deeper, superl. deepest ; also 2 deoppre,
4 deppere, 4-5 depper, 5 deppir ; 4 deppest,
depperst. [OE. dhpe, dtope = OS. diopo, diapo,
OHG. tiufo (MHG. tiefe, Gcr. tie/).}

1. ///. Deeply; to, at, or with, a great, or speci-
fied depth ; far down, in, etc.

a 1000 Riddles liv. 6 (Gr.) Deope jedol^od, dumb in

bendum. c 1175 Lamb. Hotn, 49 Heo delueodeihwamliche
heore put deoppreand deoppre. a 1300 Cursor M. 494 (Cott.)

J>an fell bai depe. c 1380 WYCLIF^/. Wks. III. 344 pesben
depperst dampned in nelle. c 1489 CAXTON Aymon iv. 116

They, .wente in to the forest of Ardeyn, sore deepe in it.

1601 R. JOHNSON Kingd. <$ Commw. (1603) 190 Waters
do ebbe as deepe as they flow. 1667 MILTON P. L. in. 201
That they may stumble on, and deeper fall. 1727 SWIFT
Gulliver in. i. 178 My sloop was so deep laden that she
sailed very slow. 1870 E. PEACOCK Ralf Skirl. I. 33 His
hands were stuck deep into the waistband of his breeches.

b. transf. in reference to time : Far on.
1822 SCOTT Nigel xviii, The Abbess . . died before her

munificent patroness, who lived deep in Queen Elizabeth's
time. 1871 DIXON Tower III. xx. an The three men sat

up deep into the night. 1890 W. C. RUSSELL Ocean Trag*
III. xxx. 137 The work ran us deep into the afternoon.

C. In to lie deep and the like, the adv. approaches
the adj.
a 1704 LOCKE (J.), If the matter be knotty, and the sense

lies deep, the mind must stop and buckle to it. iSojWoRDSw.Ode Intim. Immort. xi, Thoughts that do often he too deep
for tears. 18x2 MRS. HEMANS Graves of Honseh. iv, The
sea, the blue lone sea hath one, He lies where pearls lie

deep. Prov. Still waters run deep.
2. Jig. Deeply (in various figurative senses) ;

profoundly, intensely, earnestly, heavily, etc.
As qualifying an adj. (cf. quots. 1600, 1602) deep is obs.

(exc. with words of colour, as ^

deep-red stain ', where deep
;s historically an adj. : see DEEP^. 13 b); qualifying a verb,
it is generally superseded in prose use by det-ply, although
still used in particular cases

; cf. quots. 1810-75.

a xooo Dcsc. Hell 108 (Gr.) Nu ic be halsie deope. txooo
Ags. Ps. cvi. 26 Gedrefede 5a deope syndan. a 1300 Cursor
M. 8269 (Cott.) Ferr and depe he vmbi-thoght, Hu bat hus it

suld be wroght. c 1385 CHAUCER L. G. W. 1234 Dido. And
swore so depe to hire to be trewe. 1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de
W. 1551) 15 b, Anone they ouerthrowe hym as depe in
aduersite. 1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L. n. vii. 31 That Fooles
should be so deepe contemplatiue. 1602 MARSTON Antonions
Rev. iv. iii. Wks. 1856 I. 127, I am deepe sad. 1621 ELSING
Debates Ho, Lords (Camdem 90 That for honour's sake
Yelverton be fyned deepe. 1709 POPE Ess. Crit. 216 A little

learning is a dangerous thing ; Drink deep, or taste not the
Pierian spring, a 17x5 BUHNET Own Time (1823) I. 436
The King was so afraid to engage himself too deep. 1762
GOLDSM. Nash 53 To tie him up. .from playing deep. 1810
SCOTT Lady of L, i. iii, A hundred dogs bayed deep and
strong. 1823 LAMB Elia Ser. ii. Old Margate Hoy t

The
reason, .scarcely goes deep enough into the question. 1833
THIRLWALL in Philol. Mns. II. 538 Moral inquiries, .were
those in which he engaged the deepest. 1866 KINGSLEY
Hereward iii. 77 They drank deep of the French wine.

1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) IV. 417 The thoughts of Socrates
. .have certainly sunk deep into the mind of the world.

3. Comb. Frequent in combination with pres. and

pa. pples. (in which deeply, not hyphened, may
usually be substituted) ;

as deep-going^ ~lyingt

-qttestioning, -reaching, -sinking, -thinking,

-trenching; deep-cut, -felt, -grown, -sunk\ DEEP-

DRAWN, -LAID, -SET, etc. In poetical language,

especially, these combinations are formed at will,
and their number is unlimited, e. g. deep-affected*

-affrighted, -biting, -brooding, -buried, -crimsoned,

-damasked, -discerning, -drawing, -drunk, -dyed,

-engraven, ~laden,~persuading, -searching, "-sunken,

-sworn, -throbbing, -worn, -wounded; DEEP-ROOTED,
DEEP-SEATED, etc. It is sometimes difficult to

separate these from parasynthetic combinations of

the adj. such as deep-vaulted', see DEEP a. IV. b.

1598 SYLVESTER Dn Bartas n. i. Imposture 305 Sweet,
courting, *deep-affected words. Ibid. n. i. Furies 581
*
Deep-affrighted Sadnesse. 1647 H. MORE Song of Soul
App. in. ix, By Nemesis *deep-biting whips well urged.

1776 MICKLE tr. Canteens' Lusiad 339 *Deep-brooding
silence reign'd. 1855 SINGLETON Virgil I. 142 Wealth ..

broodeth over his *deep-buried gold, a 1826 LONGF. .-/ ittitnm
i The . . woods of ash

*deep-crimsoned.
1860 TYNDALL

(rlac. i. viii. 59 Streams . . rushing through *deep-cut chan-
nels. 1820 KEATS St. Agnes xxiv, The tiger-moth's *deep-
damask'd wings. 1844 MARG. FULLER Worn, in tgth C.

(1862) 51 Deep-eyed *deep-discerning Greece. 1606 SHAKS.
Tr. 4- Cr. Pro!. 12 The *deep-drawing barks do there dis-

gorge. 1593 Liter. 1 100 She, *deep-drenched in a sea of
care. 1703 ROWE Ulyss. ii. i. 954 Mounting Spirits of the

*deep-drunk Bowl. 18x8 BYRON Ch. flar. iv. xxviii. Gently
flows The *deep-dyed Brenta. 16x4 T. ADAMS DeviFs Ban-
quet 47 *Deepe-ingrauen and indelible characters. 1808

J. BARLOW Colittnb. i. 52 *Deep felt sorrows. 1859 1. TAYLOR
Logic in Theol. 178 A ""deep-going error. 1883 Daily Neivs
17 Sept. 2/3 *Deep-grown English wools are still out of
fashion. 1845 LONGF. Belfry Bruges xu, With *deep-laden
argosies. 1864 MARSH Man $ Nature 439 The *deep-lying
veins. 1876 GEO. ELIOT Dan. Der. II. xxviii. 215 The
deep-lying though not obtrusive difference. 1594 BARN-
FIELD Compl. Chastitie vii, Gold is a *deepe-perswading
Orator. 1871 MORLEY Voltaire (1886) 213 Moods of ego-
tistic introspection and *deep-questioning contemplation.
1509 MARSTON Sco. Villanie n. v. 196 For Flavus was a

knaue, A damn'd *deep-reachtng villain. 1873 M. ARNOLD
Lit. ff Dogma, 362 The truth is really. . more wide and *deep-
reaching than the Aberglaube, 1776 MICKLE tr. Camoens 1

Lusiad 125 *Deep-settled grief. 1858 LYTTON What will
he do i. vi, Under the *deep-sunk window, c x6oo SHAKS.
Sonn. ii, Within thine owne *deepe-sunken eyes. 1845
LONGF. foa Child \\, Far-down in the deep-sunken wells Of
darksome mines. x86a E. ARNOLD in Fraser's Mag. July
113 Unto us, thy *deep-sworn votaries. 1768-74 TUCKER
/./. Nat. 11852) 1. 613 To deal with the sagacious and *deep-
thinking, one must go to the bottom of things. 1845 G.
MURRAY Islaford 126 When this *deep-throbbing heart
shall be wed. x86a ANSTED Channel Isl. iv. xx. (ed. 2) 475
The *deep-trenching plough . . turning up a thickness of a
foot of subsoil. 1827 KEBLE Ckr. 1'., Holy Innocents, The
*deep-worn trace of penitential tears. 1590 SPENSER F. Q.
i. ii. 24 A virgin widow j whose *deepe-wounded mind With
love long time did languish.

b. Deep'vm.* also formerly used with adjectives

(see 2), and these were (or are by editors) some-
times hyphened (to make the grammatical con-

struction clear), as deep-naked, deep-sore, deep-sweet'.
cf. deep contemplative in 2. So still sometimes with

adjs. of colour, as *

deep-blue sea*, 'deep-green

grass': see DEEP a. 13 b.

1591 SHAKS. Vent $ A don. 432 Ear's deep-sweet music,
and heart's deep-sore wounding, a 1618 SYLVESTER Tobacco
Battered 377 Chaprones . . with broad deep-naked Brests.

C. with another adv., as deep-down adv. and adj.
1832 TENNYSON Lotos-eaters 35 His voice was thin. .And

deep-asleep heseem'd. 1861 L. L. NOBLE Icebergs \c& If he

[iceberg] move, he dashes a foot against the deep down stones.

1876 TENNYSON Harold 11. ii. (1877) 55 And deeper still the

deep-down oubliette, Down thirty feet below the smiling

day. 1890 Daily News 3 Feb. 5/3 These deep-down curtseys
are reported to be now coming into common use abroad.

d. with verbs (rare), as deep-fish [f. deepfishing,

fisheries}, to fish in the DEEP SEA (q.v.).

1844 W. H. MAXWKLL Sptn-tsfyAdv. Scotl. xvi. (1855)148
A fleet of boats had gone out to deep-fish.

Deep (.d/p), v. rare. [OE. dlepan, dypan trans.,

OFm. diupa (Du. diepen), MHG. tie/en, Goth.

ga-dinpjan. The intr. would correspond to an
OE. *djopian t Goth. *diwp8n to be deep, but is

app. an analogical form of later age.]



DEEP-DBAWN.

(1. trans. To make deep, deepen. Obs.

^930 I.a-vs f>fJEthelstan iv. \ 6 We cwicdon be flam bla-

scrum, oxt man dypte 5one ab be bryfcaldum. c laoj LAV.

'5473 Pa llc l''c wes idotuen iV allmigc ideoped. 1616 AfS.

Ace. SI. John's Hasp., Caulcrfr., For the depin<; of it, iiijd.

2. intr. To Income deep, deepen, rare.

1598 HAKI.UVT / 'oy. 1.436 Vse your leade oflener . . noting

<li!i:;-'iitly the order of your depth, and the deeping and
-.huMing. 1849 KINCSLKV .)//.<., .V. Dfvi'ti II. 254 Nature's
own glazings, deeping every instant there behind us.

1 3. To go deep, penetrate. Obs.

a 1115 ^ "cr- R "88 per waxeS wumle & deopeS into be soule.

f 4. trans. To plunge or immerse deeply {lit. and

fig.) ',
to drown. Obs.

c 1380 WVCLII' Strm. Sel. Wks. I. 13 It U noo nede to

depe us in bis story more ban be gospel tellith. a 1541
WVATT Pott. Wkt. (1861) 173 And deep thyself in travail

more and more. 1578 Chr. Prayers in I'riv. Prayertd&y.)
444 A droopy night ever

deepetn
the minds of them.

Deep-drawn (drpidr^n), ///. a. [DEEP adv.

3.] Drawn deeply or from the depths (esp. of the

breast).

1813 T. JEFFERSON Writ. (1830) IV. 324 They can never

suppress the deep-drawn sigh. 1860 TVNDALI. Clac. \. xvi.

107 The hollow cave resounded to the deep-drawn snore.

1870 HBYANT lliadl\. xvi. 114 With a sigh Deetwlrawn.

Deepen (d
-

p'n), v. [Like most verbs in -en,

a. comparatively modern formation from DEEP a.,

taking the place of the earlier DEEP v. See -EN s.]

1. trans. To make deep or deeper ;in various

senses) ; to increase the depth of.

a ioj STOW Q. Elii. an. 1601 (R.) He .. heightened the

ditches, deepened the trenches. 1611 PEACHAM Genii. Exerc.
xxiii. 80 You must deepen your colours so that the Orpiment
may be the highest. 1665 HOOKE Microgr. 75 Nor will the

Blues be diluted or deepened after the manner I speak of.

1785 J. PHILLIPS Trrat. Inland ffavie. 45 To widen and

deepen the River Stort. 1858 Merc. Marint Mag. V. 326

The ship will have passed the shoal and deepened her water

to 9 fathoms. 1870 RUSKIN Lect. Art'u. (1875)43 Means of

deepening and confirming your convictions.

2. intr. To become deep or deeper.
1699 DAM pi ER Voy. AV? Holland (RA The water deepned

and sholdned so very gently. 1774 GOLOSM. Nat. Hist,

(1776) 1 1. 234 We shall find . . tne shades gradually to deepen.
1801 CAMPBELL Hokenlinden, The combat deepens. 1838
T. THOMSON Chem. Org. Bodies 851 The colour gradually

deepens by exposure to the air. 1863 CEO. ELIOT Jlomola \.

xx, The evening had deepened into struggling starlight.

Deepened (d/'p'ml), ///. a. [f. prec. + -w> '.]

Made deep or deeper : see DEEPEN I.

1598 CHAPMAN Iliad i. 418 In the ocean's deepen'd breast.

1873 TRISTRAM Moab Pref. 4 Read with deepened interest.

Deepener (dfp'nai). [f. as prec. + -ER'.]
One who or that which deepens.
1813 Blackiv. Mag. XIV. 487 A deepener of her sorrows.

1845 6 TRENCH /luls. Left. Ser. n. ii. j68 The deepener of

the curse.

Deepening (drp'nirj), vbl. st>. [-IKQ i.j

1. The action of the verb DEEPEN, q.v.

1785 J. PHILLIPS Treat. Inland Navig. 45 The cleansing
and deepening would be exactly the same . . expence. i8oa

PLAYFAIR lllustr. Mutton. Tk. 360 The draining off of the

water, by the deepening of the outlet. 1884 Athenaeum
i Nov. 558/1 The gradual deepening of the mystery.
attrib. 1767 Specif. Drnviies' Patent No. 872 A certain

instrument or tool called a deepening tool

f 2. Painting. The process of intensifying colour

or shadow ; a shaded part of a picture. Obs.

i6u PEACHAM Comfl. Gent. 1 14 White Lead for the height-

ning, and Smalt for your deepning, or darkest shadow. 1638

Jumus Painting o/Anc. 275 To adde unto their workes

some shadowes and deepnings. 1669 A. BROWNE An Pict.

(1675) 84 The strong touches and deepnings.

8. A depression in a surface.

1859 R. F. BURTON Centr. Afr. in Jrnl. Geog. Soc. XXIX.
314 The bridge of the nose is .. not without a deepening in

the intcrnrhii.il portion. 1880 J. CAIRO Philos. Kelig. vii.

192 Dints, marks, spatial deepening* and elevations.

Dee'pening, ppl. a. [-INO
2
.]

That deepens ;

becoming deep or deeper : see DEEPEN 2.

1761 FALCONER Skifrvr. l. (R.X Ere yet the deepening inci-

dents prevail. 1791 MRS. RAUCLIFFE Rom. Forest it. The

deepening gloom. 1867 Miss BRADDON Atir. Floyd i. 5

Against the deepening crimson of the sky.

Hence Dee'peningly adv.

1878 GROSART in H. Mare's I'oems, Introd. 19/2 The same

impression is inevitable in reading More . . and deepeningly
as you ponder his Poetry.

Deep-fetched, t-fet (ffipfctfa -f*t), /// a.

[DEEP adv. 3.] Fetched from deep in the bosom,

or from far below the surface of things ; far-fetched.

1561 COOPER A nm>. Priv. Masse (1850) 130 O profound and

deep-fetched reason. 1593 SIIAKS. 2 Hen. t'l, n. iv. 33 To
see my teares, and hearc my deepe-fet groancs. 1604 Me.-ttnf

ofGallants 20 Vomiting out some two or three deepe-fetch

Oaths, a 1618 SYLVESTER Panaretus 465 And sending forth

Beast Exhales his Spirits.

Deeping (dfpin.), [f. DEEP v. + -mo '.] Each

of the sections (a fathom deep) of which a fishing-

net is composed.
i6i< E S. Britain's Suss in Arb. Garner III. 629 Each

net must be in depth seven deeping*. Each deeping must

be a fathom, that is two yards, deep. 1879 E. ROBERTSON

in Encycl. Brit. IX. 251/2 They [twine drift-nets] are . .

netted by hand, and are made in narrower pieces called

deepings, which are laced together one below the other to

make up the required depth.
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Deep-laid v d/-p,l?i:d), ppl. a. [Dm adv. 3.]

Deeply laid ; planned with profound cnnning.
1768-74 TI-CKKR Lt. A'at. (1852) II. 104 Any deep-laid

scheme or fine spun artifice. 1783 Miss lltillint,>res I. 74
He is a deep-laid villain after wonien. 1846 GKOTI Greea
i. xv. 11863) I. 341 The deep-laid designs of Zeus. 1869
TROLLOPS Hi Knew xxiii. (1878) 130 He himself had had
no very deep-laid scheme in his addresses to Colonel

Osborne.

Deeply (d/'pli), adv. Also dep-, dope., diepo-,
-lie. [OK. dloplue, dJopllce, adv. {. dioplic adj.,

deriv. of dlop, DEEP : see -LY -.]

1. To a great or considerable depth ; far down-

wards, inwards, etc. (See 7.)
a 1400-50 A lexanrler 1306 (Dubl. MS.) pai . . Dryvcs dartei

at owr dukez deply bairn wounden. 1573 TUSSER Hast, i

xlviii. (1878) 104 Three poles to a hillock . . set deeplie and

strong. 1594 HOOKER Keel. Pol. l. i. (161112 Preiudices

dcepely rooted in the hearts of men. 1597 GERARDK Herbal
i. xfiv. (1633), They . . who have deepliest waded in thil sea

of simples. 16*7 MAY Lucan vil. 725 All people there Are

deeplyer wounded than our age can beare. 1707 SLOANK

Jamaica I. 96 The leaves were thinner, deeplier, and more

regularly cut. a 1717 PARNELL Gift of Poetry (R.), I . . sink

in deep affliction, deeply down. 1845 M. PATTISON Kit. (1880)

1. 3 It is a tendency deeply seated in the mind of our age. 1800

TYNDALI Glac. I. xvi. 118 The glacier was deeply fissured.

b. In reference to drinking ; also to sighing.

(Here other notions than the literal enter in.)

'557 N. T.(Genev.) Mark viii. 13 Then he syghed diepely
in his spirite. 169$ LD. PRESTOM Boetk. iv. 176 They deeply
tasted of th' infected BowL 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Geotr. in.

610When the Kids their Dams too deeply drain. 1813 SCOTT

Rokeby I. vi, Deeply he drank, and fiercely fed.

2- fig- With deep thought, insight, knowledge,
etc. ; profoundly, thoroughly.
f 888 K. /KLPRED Bottk. xxxv. | i Swa hwa wa wille

dioplice spirigan zfter ryhle c 1000 JELfnc Colloquy

(Wright's t'xat. 13), pearle deoplice (bu) spriest, a ia>J
Ancr. R. 154 Isaac . . uorto benchen deoplic[h)e souhte

onlich stude. 1400 MAUNDEV. (18391 xiii. 144 He preened
& spak so depely of Dyvynyty. 1513 Act 14-15 Hen, I'///

deepely. 1798
deeply read in Eeroalde. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) IV. 22,

1 should like to consider the matter a little more deeply.

b. With profound craft, subtlety, or cunning.
1596 SHAKS. Tarn. Skr. iv. iv. 42 Both dissemble deepely

their affections. 1617 FLETCHER Valentinian v. vi, Either

you love too dearly, Or deeply you dissemble. Mod. The

plot was deeply laid, but it has been discovered,

f 8. With deep seriousness, solemnly. Obs.

c 1300 Havelok 1417 Deplike dede he him swere. a 1400-50
Alexander 1186 pat me was done many day depely to

swere. 1 1503 Plumfton Corr. p. Ixiv, And , yf nede be, depely

depose afore the Kynge & hys counsel!, that yt is matter of

trawth. lj'3 BRADSHAW St. Werburge I. 2881 Charged full

deptly Theyr offyce to execute. 1600 J. PORY tr. Leo's

Africa IL it And this I dare most deepely take mine oath

on. 1601 SHAKS. Ham. lu. ii. 234 Tis deepely sworne.

1671 H. M. Erasm. Collog. 401 Even when he had deeply
sworn to it.

4. Gravely, seriously, heavily ; esp. in reference to

being involved in guilt, liability, obligation, or the

like.

1381 WVCLIF Has. ix. 9 The! synneden depely. 1576
FLEMING I'anofl. Efist. 343 F. G. who is so deepefy in your
bookes of accountes. 1586 Let. Karl Leicester 13 For

which I count my selfe the deeplyest bounde to give him

my humblest thankes. loi R. JOHNSON Kingd. * Cottirmu.

(1603) 17 Henry . . left the kingdome deepely indebted. 1MI
SANDERSON 12 Strm. (1632) 51 And stoutly maintaine Gods

truth,when it is decpeliest slandered. 1700 S. L. tr. C. Fryke i

Voy. 76 Now the other Bunel was deeply engaged too. 1848

MACAULAY Hist. Eng. I. 658 Of all the enemies of the govern-
ment he was . . the most deeply criminal. 1883 FROUDE
Short .Stud. IV. L ix. 103 The archbishop had committed

himself so deeply that he could not afford to wait,

t b. In reference to fines : Heavily. Obs.

1631 Star Chamt. Cases (Camden) 36 If it had not been

that this man hath suffered as he hath I should have sen-

tenced him deepely. 1655 FULLER Ck. Hist. ix. vii. 1 20 The
Starr-Chamber deeply fined S'. Richard Knightly . . for en-

tertaining and receiving the Press Gentelmen.

6. With deep feeling, emotion, etc. ; in a high

degree, profoundly, intensely, extremely.
a 1400-50 Alexander 1673 Sire, bis I depely disire, durst

I it neuyn. Ibid. ,698_Summe depely fan, playnt Qua.

DEEPNESS.

when it follows; ai 'the leaf is deeply icrr.it

'a dceply-iemtcd leaf.
1816 J . SCOTT I 'itit fans Pref. 35 Deeply.bottoraed bravery.

1854 }. S. C. ABBOTT Napoleon (iSss) I. xxvii. 424 Deeply
rooted popular prejudices. 1866 HOWELU t'tnet. Life xix.

295 That deeply-serrated block of Meel. 1879 Sn G. SCOTT
Lect. A rckit. f. 166 Lofty and deeply-receding jamtx.

Dee'pmost, a. superI.} rare. [f. DlIP a. +

-MOST. Cf. topmost, inmost, etc.] Deepest.
1810 SIOTT l.ady t<f /.. II. XX, From her deepmott glen.

1841 LADY F. HASTINGS Poems 333 Shout, echo 1 from thy

deepmoM cell.

Deep-mouthed (dfpiBMHM, -nwiuj*), a. [f.

deep mouth + -Ei>
'-'.]

L Having a deep or sonorous voice : tsp. of dog*.
'595 SHAKS. John \. ii. 173 And mocke the deepe mouth'd

Thunder. 1599 Hen. V, v. Prol. 1 1 Out-voyce the deep-
mouth'd Sea. 1661 DRYOCN Wild Gallant in. i. A Serenade
ofdeep-mouth'd Cum. 1696 Land. Gat. No. 3304/4 A Pack
of deep mouth'd Hounds to be sold. i7$ POPE Odyss. xtx.

504 Parnassus . . With deep-mouthed hound* the hunter-

troop invades. 1818 BYRON Juait i. cxxiii, Tu iweet to

hear the watch-dog's honest bark Bay deep-mouth'd wel-

come. 1841 S. LOVER Handy Andy il, The sound . . awoke
the deep-mouthed dogs around the house.

2. lit. Having a deep or capacious mouth, rare.

1844 MRS. BROWNING Wine of Cyprus ii. Some deep.
mouthed Greek exemplar Would become your Cyprus
wine.

Deepness (dfpnesV Now rare displaced by
DEPTH. Forma : see DPIP a., and -NKSH ; in ME.

4-5 depnea(se. [OE. dlopnes, dtopnes, i. eUop
DEEP: see -MESS.]
1. The quality of being deep, or of considerable

extension or distance downwards, or inwards ;

depth.

irurg. 80 pouj bat bei acorden
i}8i WYCLIE Matt. xiii. s For the! hadde nat depnesse of

erthe. c 1400 Lan/rant't Cintrg. 80 foul bat bei acorden

logidere in depnes & in streitnesse of fe moub. 1530 PALSGR.

313/1 Depnesse of any thyng. profnndite. 1653 H. COCAM
tr. Pinto s 7'r.rp. XLI I. 169 A river . . which for the bredth

and deepness of it is frequented with much shipping. 1765
A. DICKSON Treat. Aerie, (ed. 3) 121 Seeds, many of which,
from their deepness in the earth, will not vegetate. 1813
SCOTT Pntril iv, The deepness of his obeisance.

\ b. Of ground or roads : cf. DEKP a. 5. Obs.

1603 KNOLLES (J.), By reason of the deepness of the way
and heaviness ofthe great ordnance. 1631 LITHCOW Trav.

I vi. 292 The deepnesse of the Way. 1780 Impart. Hist. War
Amer. 240 [The troops] had suffered excessively from the

severity of the climate, the deepness of the roads,

2. Measurement or dimension downwards, in-

wards, or through ; depth.
c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. Waci (Rolls) 10, 312 Fyue fot hit

hab of depnes. 1411 LYDG. Pilgr. Somlt v. xiy. (1483) 107

Ther is no body parnt withouten thre dymensions that is

breede lengthe and depnesse. 1551 RECORDS I'athTv. Knowl.
l. Defin., As I take it here, the depenesse of his bodie U his

thicknesse in the sides. 1665 SIR T. HERBERT Trap. (1677)

252 The deepness of the Sea usually answers to the height
of Mountains. 1703 MAUNDRELL Joum. Jerus. (1733) 138

In deepness they were four yards each.

8. fig. Of thought, knowledge, etc. : Depth ;

penetration ; profundity.
a 1000 Hymns lii. 33 (Gr.) Swa baM znis ne wat eorol.uen-

Ira 8a deopnesse prihlnes mihta. a 11*5 Leg. Kalli. 980

pis is nu be derfschipe of bi dusi onsware, and te deopnesse.

! 1340 Ayenb. 105 pe dyepnesse
of his zophede. e met Secrets

27 JM cleme

conynge pass> * -^r- ,, .
.

i 7 We who .. practise in Surgene, according to the

dyep .

127 ft clemesse of joure wyt & te depnesse of joure

sys all men. 1548 77 VICARY Anal. Ep. Ded.

deeply 1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 120 They curst him

deeply. 1781 COWPER Hope 333 His soul abhors a mer.

cenary thought, And him as deeply who abhors it not. 1851

DIXON W. /V xv.. 1872) 131 All this was deeply interest-

ing to Penn. 1857 BUCKLE CrW/w. I. xiv. 850 Ofthese short-

comings I am deeply sensible.

6. Of physical states or qualities: a. Profoundly,

soundly, with complete absorption
of the faculties.

b. With deep colour, intensely, o. With a deep,

grave, or sonorous voice.

1631 J. HAYWARD tr. Biondts Eromena 123 Deeply plunged
in a profound sleepe, 1695 BLACKMORE Pr. A rtk. in. 706

Some deeply Red, and others faintly Blue. i8ao SHELLCT

Vision ofSect 77 Smile not, my chile!. But sleep deeply and

sweetly. 01845 HOOD Rutk ii. On her cheek an autumn

flush Deeply ripened. 1883 Harper's Mag. Nov. 948/3

A pack of Hounds came . . baying deeply.

7. Comb. Deeply ^mostly in sense i) qualifying

a pple. is now usually hyphened when the pple.

is used attributively, preceding its sb., but not

deepnes of the Arte. 1653 MANTON Kxp. Joints L 35 Deep-
ness of Meditation, a ITO SHEFFIELD (Die. Buckhm.) Wb.

\
(1753* I. 371 Deepness ot thought.

t b. In bad sense : Deep cunning or subtlety.

1516 TINDALE Rev. ii. 34 Vnto you . . which have not knowen
the depnes of Satan. 1646 I. GREGORY Notei r Obi. xxvi.

(T.), The greatest deepness of Satan.

4. Of moral qualities, feelings, etc. : Depth, in-

tensity ; gravity.
c 117$ Lamb. Horn. 49 pesput bilacneS deopnesse ofsunne.

a 1533 LD. BERNERS Gold. Sk. M. Aurel.^iyf,* H vi. The

depenesse of good wylles ought to be wonne with the depnn
of the hearte. 1631 LITHCOW Trees', in. 114 In the deep-

nesse of sorrow.

6. Of physical qualities, etc. : a. Of sound :

Sonorousness, or lowness of pitch, b. Of colour,

; etc. : Intensity.
1616 BACON Sytva $853 Heat also dilateth the Pipes, and

Organs, which causeth the Deepness* of the Voice. 1684

R. H. School Kecreat. ti For Deepness of Cry, the largest

Dogs having the greatest mouths. 1711 BVDCELL Sprct.

No? 116 T 3 These (hounds] .. by the Deepness of their

Mouths and the Variet) of their Notes. l8u SCOTT P,r*tr

\
nt. Her glowing cheek . . in the deepness of its crimson.

1 6. cencr. A deep place or cavity, an abyss ;

a deep part of the sea, etc. Obs.

a seen Lamb. Ps. Ixviii. 3 (Bosw.) Iccom on deopnyKOK-
r loco Gfsp. Nicod. 24 (Bosw.) On fere hellican deopnystt.
a 1300 E. L. I'salter Ixviii. 16 Ne ooerswelyhe

me depene*.

1381 WVILIF Ps. cxlviii 7 Dragonnes, and alle depnesxu.
i ci440/

Jro*./>
iT.ii8Depenesseofwtur,/J<>ir. I4S-

1530 Mrrr. cmr Ladye 203 In heuen & in erthe & in see and

Jranesses. 150. Onf. Crjsttn Men ,W. de W. 15061

The destruccyon and the fallynge into depnes of

lees of y world.
"

:, feeling, or being.

__^ r _
of be dyepneKM oflpe

herteT 1535 CO%-ERDALE i Car. ii. 10 All thinges j euen

the depenesses of the Godhead. 1J4C//. JTrf. 1.21 The

, iugement of gode . . U ane profound onknauen deipnes.

I. 1L IO A uc UC3I utt. jwit luiu n~ .*.j..

al the townes, castelles and cytees of y world.

fb. fig. A depth of thought, feeling

1340 Ayenb. 311 pe bene fret com)> of be dy



DEEP-READ.

Deep-read vdrp,rc-d),///. a. [DEEP adv. 3.]

Deeply read ; skilled by profound reading.

1610 MASSINGER Unnat. Combat iv. i, A deep-read man.

1700 BURNS The Whistled, Gallant Sir Robert, deep-read

in old wines. 1822 T. MITCHELL Aristoph. II. 286 Great

scholars Deep-readfull to a plethora with knowledge.
'

Deep-rooted (dfp.r^ted), . [DEEP ado. 3.]

Deeply rooted or implanted ; chiefly/?-., of feelings,

opinions, prejudices, etc.

1669 WOODHEAD St. Teresa n. xxxiv. 228 Where Vertue is

deep-rooted, occasions work little upon them. 1672 OrWAY

Titus ft B i. ii, So long establish'd and deep-rooted Love.

,834 PKINGLE African Sk. x. 314 The Governor s lealousy

. .was too deep-rooted. 1871 MORLEY Voltaire (1886) 70

A deep-rooted reverence for truth.

Hence Deep-roo'tedness.
1860 PUSEY Min. Proph. 90 The strength and deeprooted-

ness of the soul in grace.

Deep sea, deep-sea. Also 7 dipsie dipsy.

The deeper part of the sea or ocean at a distance

from the shore. Use* attrib. or as adj. : Of or

belonging to the deep sea.

Deep-sea lead, line, a lead and line used for soundings in

deep water. Deep-sea fisheries, fisheries prosecuted at a

distance from land, in which the fishermen are absent from

home for a lengthened period.
1626 CAPT. SMITH Accid. Yng. Seamen 29 Heaue the lead,

try the dipsie line. 1627 Seaman's Gram. ix. 43;

1 he

Dipsie line . . is a small line some hundred and fifty fadome

long, with a long plummet at the end . . which is first marked

at twenty fadome, and after increased by tens to the end.

1698 FRYER Ace. E. India 13 Heaving our Dipsy-lead we

w?re in soundings eighty Fathom depth. 1769 FALCONER

Diet. Marine ( 1789^, Sonder, to sound : to heave the hand-

lead, or deep-sea-lead. 1835 SIR J. Ross Narr. md Voy. iv.

55 We now sounded with the deepsea lead every two hours.

1853 HERSCHEL Pop. Lect. Sc. ii. 1 2 (1873) 48 Among deep-

sea fishes. 1875 J. H. BENNET Winter Medit. i. v. 128 The

pioneer of deep-sea dredging, the late Edward Forbes. 1880

WYVILLE THOMSON in Rep. Challenger Exp. Zool. I. 50

Faunae which have successively occupied the same deep-sea.

1887 E. J. MATHER (title), Nor'ard of the Dogger: the

siory of. . the Mission to Deep Sea Fishermen.

Deep-searching (d-p,sutjirj), ppl. a. [DEEP
adv. 3/j That searches or penetrates deeply.

1509' MARSTON Sco. Villanie i. i. 174 O for some deep-

searching Corycean. a 1643 W. CARTWRIGHT Ordinary n.

iii He's nois'd about for a deep-searching head. 1844 MARG.

FULLER Worn. igtAC. (1862)19 The only sermons of a per-

suasive and deep-searching influence.

Deep-seated (dfp.srted), a. [DEEP adv. 3.]

Having its seat far beneath the surface.

1741 MONRO Anat. (ed. 3) 5 The deep-seated kind of

Paronychia. 1813 J. THOMSON Led. Inftam, 375 A deep-

seated abscess. 1878 HUXLEY Physiogr. 190 The conversion

into steam of water which . . obtains access to the deep-

seated molten rocks.

fig. 1847 GROTE Greece n. xliv. (1862) IV. 13 Causes, deep-

seated as well as various. 1887 JESSOPP Arcady n. 35 The

deep-seated faith in charms and occult tore.

t Dee'p-seen, a. Obs. [DEEP adv. 3.] That

sees or has seen deeply into things.

1597-8 BP. HALL Sat. iv. i. 170 Some nose-wise pedant . .

whose deepe-sene skil Hath three times construed either

Flaccus ore.

Deep-Set (drp,se:t), ///. a. [DEEP adv. 3.]

Deeply set.

1832 TENNYSON Palace ofArt xiii, The deep-set windows,
stain'd and traced. 1877 BLACK Green Past. iv. (1878) 28

Deep-set keen grey eyes.

t Dee'pshlp. Obs. rare- 1
. In 3 deopsohipe.

[f.
DEEP a. + -SHIP.] Depth, profound mystery.

a 1225 Leg. Kath. 1341 Ha[= she] Crist cleopede . . and

schawde seotSSen suteliche be deopschipe and te derne run

of his dea<S on rode.

Deepsome (dfjwttn),
a. poetic, rare. [f. DEEP

a. or sb. + -SOME. Cf. darksome, glatisome.~\ Having

deepness or depths ;
more or less deep.

1615 CHAPMAN Odyss. iv. 769 He dived the deepsome
watery heaps. 1855 SINGLETON Virgil I. 133 The hollow

vales are filled And deepsome glades. Ibid. I. 218 He
plunged him with a bound Into the deepsome sea.

Deer (dl)- Forms : I dior, d6or, 2-3 deor,

(2 deer), 2-4 der, (2-3 dor, 3 dier, 3-4 duer, 4
dur, s dure, deure), 4-6 dere, (4-7 deere, 5, 7

diere, 5- (Sc.) deir, 6-7 deare), 4- deer, (5

theer). PI. 1-9 normally same as sing. ; also 2

deore, deoran, 2-3 -en
; 3-4 deores, dueres,

7-9 occas. deers. [A Comm.Teut. sb. : OE. dior,

dlor = OS. dier, OFris. diar, dier (MDu. and Du.

and LG. dier), OHG. tior (MHG. tier, Ger. tier,

thier) :-WG. dior, ON. *djtir (Icel. dyr, Sw. djur,
Da. dyr) ;

Goth dius, dim- : OTeut. deuzo"*:

pre-Teut. dheuso'm.

Generally referred to a root dhus to breathe (cf. animal
from anima), and thought by some etymologists to be the

neuter of an adj.
used subst. Cf. DEAR a.2. (Not connected

with Gr. 9-r)t> wild beast.)]

fl. A beast: usually a quadruped, as distin-

guished from birds arid fishes ; but sometimes,
like beast, applied to animals of lower orders. Obs.

c 950 Liniiisf. Gosp. Luke xviii. 25 Se carnal biet micla

dear a 1000" Boeth. Metr. xxvii. 24 Swa swa fu^l o33e

dior. c IOOO^ELFRIC Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 118/31 Fera, wild

deor Bellna, reSe deor. . Unicornis, anhyrne deor. 1154

O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1135 Pais he njakede men &
da?r. cX2oo(jRMiNii76Shepiss..stilleder. /Wrf.i3i2Lamb
iss soffte & stille deor. a 1250 Owl $ Night. 1321 Al swo

deth mani dor and man. c 1250 Gen. fy Ex. 4025 Also leun

122

is mi^tful der. 1481 CAXTON Reynard (Arb.) 18 The rybaud
and the felle diere here I se hym comen.

P. plural.
c 1000 /ELFRIC Gen. \. 25 And he sis /e r t>a deor- c "75

I.amb. Horn. 43 Innan ban ilke sea weren un-aneomned

deor, summe feSerfotetd, summe al bute fet. Ibid. 115 pene

biS his erd ihened..on wilde deoran. c 1200 Trin. Coll.

limn 177 Oref, and deor, and fishshes, and fugeles. Ibid.

209 Hie habbeS geres after wilde deore. Ibid. 224 Of

wilde diere. c 1250 Gen. t; Ex. 4020 On ilc brend eft twin

der. Ibid. 4032 Efte he sacrede deres mor. a 1310 in

Wright Lyric P. xiii. 44 Deores with huere derne rounes.

Ibid, xiv. 45 In dounes with this dueres plawes. c 1340

Gmv.t, Gr. fit. 1151 Der drof in be dale..bot heteily )>ay

were Restayed with be stablye.

2. The general name of a family (Cervidsf) of

ruminant quadrupeds, distinguished by the posses-

sion of deciduous branching horns or antlers, and

by the presence of spots on the young : the various

genera and species being distinguished as rein-deer,

moose-deer, red deer,fallow deer
;
the MUSK DEER

belong to a different family, Moschidx.
A specific application of the word, which occurs in OE.

only contextually, but became distinct in the ME. period,

and by its close remained as the usual sense.

[c 893 K. ALFRED Oros, i. i. (Sw.) 18 He [Ohthere] hsefde

ba ryt 3a he bone cyningc sohte, tamra deora unbebohtra

syx hund. fa deor hi hataS hranas.] a 1131 [see derfald
in 4] c 1205 LAY. 2586 To huntien after deoren [c 1275

after deores]. 1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 0047 He let [make]

be pare of Wodestoke, & der ber inne do. c 1325 Song on

Passion 50 (O. E. Misc.) He was todrawe so dur islawe in

chace. 1375 BARBOUR Bruce vn. 497 [He] went.. to pur-

chase venysoun, For than the deir war in sesoun. c 1420

Anturs ofArth. (Camden)iv, Thay felle to the female dure,

feyful thyk fold. 1464 Mann, i, Househ. Exp. 195 A payr

breganderys cueryd wyth whyte deris leder. 1470-83

MALORY Arthur x. Ixi, He chaced at the reed dere. 1538

STARKEY England i. iii. 98 A dere louyth a lene barren. .

ground. 1601 SHAKS. Jul. C. ill. i. 209 Like a Deere,

strocken by many Princes. 1611 CORYAT Crudities 10

A goodly Parke . . wherein there is Deere. 1774 GOLDSM.

Nat. Hist. (1776) III. 80 An hog, an ox, a goat, or a deer.

1853 LONGF. Hiam. in. 169 Where the red deer herd to-

gether.
b. occasional plural Jeers.

c 1275 [see 1205 in prec.]. 1674 N. Cox Gmll. Recreat. ii.

(1677) 58 The reasons why Harts and Deers do lose their

Horns yearly. 1760 HOME FatalDium. in, Stretch'd on the

skins of deers. c 1817 HOGG Tales * Sit. 11. 89 The place of

rendezvous, to which the deers were to be driven.

f c. Deer of ten: a stag of ten, i. e. one having

ten points or tines on his horns ;
an adult stag of

five years at least, and therefore
' warrantable

'

or

fit to be hunted. Obs.

1631 MASSINCER Emf. of East IV. ii, He will make you

royal sport, He is a deer Often, at the least.

3. Small deer : a phrase originally, and perhaps

still by Shakspere, used in sense i
;

but now

humorously associated with sense 2.

14 . Sir Beues (1885) p. 74/2 (MS.C.) Ratons & myse and

soche smale dere, That was hys mete that vii yere. 1605

SHAKS. Lear in. iv. 144 But Mice, and Rats, and such

small Deare, Haue bin Toms food, for seuen long yeare.

1883 G. ALLEN in Colin Clouts Calender 14 Live mainly

upon worms, slugs, and other hardy small deer.

trans/. 1857 H. REED Lect. Eng. Poets x. II. 17 The small

deer that were herded together by Johnson as the most

eminent of English poets.

4. attrib. and Comb., as deer bed, herd, -hide,

-keeper, kind, life, -sinew, -snaring, etc. ; deer-like,

deer-loved adjs. [Several already in OE., as deor-

fald an enclosure or cage for wild beasts in the

amphitheatre, or for beasts of the chase, a deer-

park, dtor-edisc deer-park, dear-net net for wild

animals, etc.]

1835 W. IRVING Tour Prairies xi, The tall grass was

pressed down into numerous *'deer beds', where those

animals had couched, a 1000 Ags. Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker

201 Cauea, domus in theatre, Meorfald. a 1131 O. h.

Chron. an. 1123 Se king rad in his der fald [at Wudestoke].

1860 G. H. K. Vac. Tour. 123 Peaks, .where the scattered

remnants of the great *deer herds can repose in security.

1814 SCOTT Ld. of Isles in. xix, Goat-skins or "deer-hides

o'er them cast. 1840 JAMES Woodman vii, I have got my
'deer-keepers watching. 1875 LYELL Princ. Geol. II. ill.

xxxix. 359 Animals of the *deer kind. 1860 G. H. K. Vac.

Tour. 122 The shepherds . .see a good deal of 'deer life.

1840 MRS. NORTON Dream 127 The dark, 'deer-like eyes.

1876 GEO. ELIOT Dan. Der. IV. liv. 114 Deer-like shyness.

1831 LYTTON Godolph. 23 The deer-loved fern, c 1000

.ffiLFRIC Voc in Wr.-Wiilcker 167 Cassis, 'deornet. 1856

KANE Arct. Expl. II. vii. 79 To walk up Mary River

Ravine until we reach the 'deer-plains. 1866 KINGSLEY

Herem. I. vi. 178 Sea-bows of horn and 'deer-sinew. 1862

5. ST. JOHN Forests Far East 11.34, I have been out 'deer-

snaring in this neighbourhood.
b. Special comb. : deer-brush, an American

shrub in Arizona ; deer-cart, the covered cart in

which a tame stag to be hunted is carried to the

meet ; deer-dog = DEER-HOUND ; deer-drive,

a shooting expedition in which the deer are driven

past the sportsman ; so deer-driving ; deer-eyed
a , having eyes like deer, having soft or languid

eyes ; deer-fence, a high railing such as deer

cannot leap over ; deer-flesh, venison ;
deer-

forest, a '
forest

'

or extensive track of unenclosed

wild land reserved for deer
; f deer-goat, an old

name for the capriform or caprine antelopes ; deer-

grass, species of Rhexia (N.O. Melastomacex) ;

DEER-HOUND.

deer-leap, a lower place in a hedge or fence where

deer may leap ;
deer-meat =

deer-flesh ;
deer-

neck, a thin neck (of a horse) resembling a deer's ;

deer-park, a park in which deer are kept ; f deer-

reeve, a township officer in New England in the

colonial days, whose duty it was to execute the

laws as to deer; deer-plain, a plain inhabited by
deer ; deer-saddle, a saddle on which a slain deer

is carried away ;
deer's eye = BUCK-EYE (the tree) ;

deer's foot (grass}, the fine grass Agrostis setacea ;

deer's hair = DEER-HAIR ;
deer's milk, a local

name of the wood spurge, Euphorbia amygdaloides ;

deer's tongue, deer-tongue, a N. American

Cichoraceous plant, Liatris odoratissima ; deer-

tiger, the puma or cougar ; deer-yard, an open

spot where deer herd, and where the ground is

trodden by them.

1883 W. H. BISHOP in Harper's Mag. Mar. 502/2 The
"deer brush

'

resembles horns. 1840 HOOD Up the Rhine

186 The hearse, very like a 'deer-cart. 1814 SCOTT Ld, of

Isles v. xxiii, Many a 'deer-dog howl'd around. 1882

Society 21 Oct. 19/1 Setting out for a *deer-drive. 1860 G.

H K. Vac. Tour. 143 Mr. Scrope..was a great hand at

'deer-driving. 1884 Q. VICTORIA More Learns 14 The gate

of the 'deer- fence. aiyxCursorM. 3603 (Cott.) If bourne

'dere flesse \_v.r. venisun] ani gete. 1854 Act 17-8 Viet. c. 91

42 Where such shootings or 'deer forests are actually let.

1892 E. WESTON BELL Scot. Deerhound 80 Probably not

more than twenty deer forests, recognized as such, were in

existence prior to the beginning of the present century. 1607

TOPSELL Four-f. Beasts (1658) 93 Of the first kinde of Trage-

laphvs which may be called a *Deer-goat. 1693 SIR 1. P.

BLOUNT Nat. Hist. 30 The Deer-Goat . . being partly like a

deer partly like a Goat. 1866 Treas. Bot. 972/2 Low peren-

nial often bristly herbs, commonly called 'Deer-grass, or

Meadow-beauty, [with] large showy cymose flowers. 1540-2

Act 31 Hen. VIII, c. 5 To make *dere leapes and breakes

in the sayde hedges and fences. 1838 JAMES Robber i, In

front appeared a <deer-park. 1860 G. H. K. Vac. TfUT.m
It is no light business to get our big stag.. on the 'deer

saddle. 1762 J. CLAYTON Flora Virginica 57 Msadus
ftoribus octandris Linn. . . 'Dear's Eye. and Bucks Eyes.

1883 Century Mag. XXVI. 383 Among the lily-pads, 'deer-

tongue, and other aquatic plants. 1880 ith Rep. Sum.
Adirondack Reg. N. Y. 159 We reached an open forest

plateau on the mountain, where we were surprised to find

a " deer-yard '. Here the deep snow was tramped down by
deer into a broad central level area.

Deerberry (di'Jbe:ril. A name given to the

berry or succulent fruit of several North American

procumbent shrubs or herbs, esp. of Gaultheria

procumbens (N.O. Ericacesf), commonly called

Winter-green in U. S. Also of Vaccinium itami-

neum, also called Squaw Huckleberry, and Mil-

chella repens (N.O. Cinchonacese), a creeping herb,

widely distributed in America. The name is also

sometimes applied to the plants themselves.

1862 Chambers' Encycl. 640. 1866 Treas. Bot. 522 The
berries [of Gaultheria] are known by various names, as

Partridge-berry, Chequer-berry, Deer-berry, Tea-berry,
Box-

berry, and afford winter food to partridges, deer, and other

Dee'r-COloured, a. Of the colour of a deer ;

tawny-red.
1611 COTGR., Blond, .bright tawnie, or deer-coloured. 1688

Land. Gaz. No. 2408/4 A brown Gelding [with] . . Deer-

coloured Haunches. 1746-7 MRS. DELMY Aittoliaf. (1861)

II. 447 A flowered silk . . on a pale deer-coloured figured

ground.

Deer(e, obs. f. DEAR, and DEBE v., to injure.

Dee'r-hair, deer's hair.
1. The hair of deer.

1494 Act ii Hen. VII, c. 19 Cushions, stuffed with Horse

hair. .Deers-hair, and Goats-hair.

2. The common name in Scotland and north oi

England of a small moorland species of club-rush,

Scirpus csespitosus.

1772-8 LIGHTFOOT Flora Scot. (1789) II. 1080 (App. )

Scirpus cxspitosus Deer's Hair Scotis australibus. a 1802

LEYDEN Ld. Sou/is Ixvi, And on the spot, where they

boil'd the pot,The spreat and the deer-hair ne'er shall grow.

1816 SCOTT Old Mort. i, Moss, lichen, and deer-hair are

fast covering those stones. 1853 G. JOHNSTON Nat. Hisl.

E. Borders 203 Deer's Hair. Abundantly on all our moors.

t Dee'r-hay. Obs. [f. DEER + HAY, a net set

round an animal's haunt.] A net set for the cap-

ture of deer.

1503 Act 19 Heti. VII, c. ii The greatest Destruction of

Red Deer and Fallow, .is with Nets called Deer-hays and

Buck-stalls. 1598 MANWOOD Lawes Forest_
xviii. 9 (1615)

135. 1796 Sporting Mag. VIII. 17^ Taking a buck in a

deer-hayes, or net, is not unfrequent in parks.

Dee'r-hound. A dog of a breed used for

hunting red-deer, a stag-hound ; particularly, one

of a Scottish breed, a large variety of the rough

greyhound, standing 28 inches or more.

[1814 SCOTT Wav. Ixiii, Two grim and half-starved deer

greyhounds.] 1818 W. H. SCOTT Brit. Field Sports 384

Few Packs of Deer Hounds are now kept. 1838 W. SCROPK

Deerstalking xii. 260 The deerhound is known under the

names of Irish wolfhound, Irish greyhound, Highland deer-

hound, and Scotch greyhound. 1858 JESSE Anecd. Dogs

(Bohn) 121 The Highland greyhounds, or deerhounds as

they are called in the Highlands, have a great antipathy to

the sheep-dogs. 1892 E. WESTON BELL (title), The Ancient

Scottish Deerhound.

Dee-ricide. nonce-ivd. [f. DEER + -OWE.] The

killing or killer of a deer.



DEER-KIN.
. K. HOI-I..SC-OII in K. I Irn.hy .1/,-r.(i884) I.^l.Thc

second [day] crowned with the above-mentioned deencide.

t DeST-kin. Obs. In 2 3 -cyn, -oen. [Sec

Km.] lleast-kiml'as distinct from man.
11 1175 Cott. Htn. 221 Niatenu and deor-cen and fu^el-cyn.

Ibid. 225 Of diercynne and of fugel cynne. c nytGen. fy

A'.r. 556 And ouer-flow^ed men & deres-kin.

Deerlet (diMlet}. [See -LET.] A little or

tiny deer. In mod Diets.

Dee'r-lick. A small spring or spot of damp
ground, impregnated with salt, potash, alum, or

the like, where deer come to lick.

1876 R. L. PRICE Two Americas (1877^ 217 A deer-lick is

a small spring of saline or sulphur-impregnated water, to

which, .all the deer in the country for miles and miles will

come to
'

liquor up'. 1890 HALLKTT 1000 tiiiU^ 362 The
place is a deer-lick, and the caravans of cattle which passed
. .so enjoyed licking the puddles, that they could hardly be
driven from the place.

DeeT-mquse. The popular name of certain

American mice ; esp. the widely-distributed white-

footed mouse (flesptromys leucopus) brown above

and white beneath; also the common jttmping-
mouse (Zapus huJsonius}, so called from its

agility.
1884-00 Cnssflfs Nat. Hist. III. in The white-footed, or

Deer Mouse, .is perhaps the best known of all the species,
and its varieties, or rather local permanent races, are dis*

tributed all over the continent of North America.

f De-eTT, v. Ol>s. rare- 1
, [ad. L. dcerrarc to

wander off, f. DK- I a 4- errare to wander, stray.]
intr. To go astray, diverge.
i6<7'l'oMLiNsoN Raton's Disf. 108 That it may deerre into

the breast.

Dee'rskin. The skin of a deer, especially
as a material for clothing. Also attrib.

1306 Will 0/Wodehaus (Commissary Crt.), Meam togam
blod' cum furrure & vn deriskyn. 1751 JOHNSON Rambler
No. 187 f 3 (She] laid aside from that hour her white deer
skins. 1820 SCOTT Monast. xiv, In his home-spun doublet,
blue cap, and deerskin trousers. 1876 BANCROFT Hist. U. S.

II. xxxiv. 362 Dressed, .each in a large deerskin.

Dee-r-sta:lker. [See STALK v.]
1. One who stalks deer ;

a sportsman who fur-

tively approaches the deer, so as to get within

shooting-distance without being discovered.

1875 J.H. BENNET Winter Medit. i. vii. 189 Reached by
Scottish deer-stalkers and hardy mountaineers. 1885 BLACK
IrTiite IfcatAfr ii. The smartest deer-stalker and the bestIrTiite IfcatAfr ii. The smartest

trainer of dogs in Sutherlandshire.

2. Name given to a low-crowned close-fitting
hat fit to be worn by deer-stalkers.

1881 Cluq. Career 135 In the winter a '

billycock
'

or ' deer-

stalker
'

is considered quite dressy enough.
So Dee r-sta

Iking;
vbl, sb.

1816 SCOTT Bl. Dutarfu, On his return from deer-stalking.

1885 AV?f Bk. Sports 20 There is no sport in the world
about which more nonsense is talked than deer-stalking.

1885 BLACK White Heather i, Clad in a smart deer-stalking
costume.

Dee'r-atea:ler. A poacher who kills and
steals deer. So Dee r-stea Ung vbl. sb.

c 1640 J. SMITH Lives Berkeley: (1883) II. 296 Old
notorious deerestealers. 1679-88 Seer. Serv. Money Chas.
// $ Jas. II (Camden) 75 To discover dear-stealers and
trespassers within the said forest. 1714 MANDEVU.LE Fab.
Bets (1725) I. 172 He promises never to be a deer-stealer,

upon condition that he shall have venison of bis own. 1710
Land, Gaz. No. 4702/2 Leave . . to bring in a Bill to prevent
Dear-stealing. 1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi, xxxiii, Among smug-
glers and deer-stealers.

Deerth, obs. form of DEARTH.

Deese, st. dial. A place where herrings are

dried.
1681 J. COLLINS SaJt * Fishery 67 That they be suddenly

put into the Deese, and well or sufficiently Deesed.^ 1847-78
HALLIWELL, Dees, a place where herrings are dried, East
Sussex. 1875 PARISH Sussex Gloss., Deese, a place where

herrings are dried, now more generally called a herring-hang,
from the fish being on sticks to dry.

Deese, v. dial. [f. prec.] trans. To dry (her-

rings). Hence Dee'slng-room.
1681 J. COLLINS Salt tf Fishery 66 The worser sort . . are

deesed over a Wood-fire, and are thereby dried and rendered
. .Red-Herrings. Ibid. 124 Dried . . on Racks in a Fire or

Deesing-roomc.

t De-ess, deesse. Obs. [a.F.r/A'w<r(iathc.),

variant, influenced by L. Jea, of tlieuesse, fern, of

dieu god. Cf. Pr. deuessa, diitessa, Sp. diosa, Pg.
deosa. See -ESS.] A goddess.
1549 Cmpl. Scot. Prol. 11 Ane fayr ymage of the deesse

iuno. 1685 Br. H. CKOFT on Bxrnefs Tli. Karth Pref. A vij

(T.), He does so much magnifie Nature . . that he hath made
her a kind of joint deess with God. 1698 VANBRW;H

.-Ksop
L 285 Wks.

(1893^
I. 169 The Dsse who from Atroposs

breast preserves The names of heroes and their actions.

I>ees(se, obs. forms of DAIS, DICE.

Deet, So. f. dud : see DIE v.

Deeth, obs. form of DEATH.

De-e'thicize, v. [Ds- II. i.] trans. To

deprive of its ethical character ; to separate from

ethics. Hence De-e'thici*d ///. a., De-e'thi-

cizing :/'.'. sb., Dc-ethiclza tion.

1887 BOVD CARPENTER Perm. l'.l,-m. Kctig. v. 5 2 (1891)

188 Religionism i-. the shadow of religion . its effect is to

<ie*thicize religion. 1890 W. S. LILLY Right fr WrfHg, Tlic

newspaper press, .has done more than any thing else to de-

cthicise public life. 1890 Git.irJian 30 Apr. 711/3 Sus]>icion

123

of thai demoralising (or de cthiciting) tendency. 1893
FAIKBAIRN Ckriit in Mod. I'hcol. ioj The invariable ten-

dency in Metaphysics is to the de-ethicization of deity.

Deeve, obs. form of DEAF, DEAVE v.

Deevil, dial. var. of DEVIL.
Deewan : see DewAN. Def, obs. f. DEAF.

Deface (<)/T<
T1>

s), v. Also 4 defaaa, 5 doffaco,

defaae, difface, 6 dyfface. [a. obs. K. deface r
t

earlier cUffactr, orig. dcs/acier, f. des- t <tt- (I)*- 6)

+fa(e FACE sb. Cf. It. sfafciare.]
I. trans. To mar the face, features, or appear-

ance of; to spoil or ruin the figure, form, or beauty
of; to disfigure.
To (Uface coin includes the stamping on a legally current

coin ofany name or words other than those impressed on it ;

made illegal by Act 16 & 17 Viet. c. 102.

c 1374 CHAUCER Troylus v. 915 And clepe A-yen |>e beute
of your face, That ye with salte Teeris so deface, 1430
LVOG. Chron. Troy in. xxvii, But in her race to the kingc
she ran. .So diffaced and rewefull of her sight That by her
hewe knoweth her no wyht. 1555 EDEN Ucuults 48 The
hole woorke. .defaced with blottes and interlynynge. 1579
LVLY Kufkttes (Arb.) 39 One yron Mole, ticfaceth the
whole peece of Lawne. ? 1661 in laM AV/. Hist. MSS.
Comm. App. v. 7 Lucas, .cut downe all the trees about the

Castle, which utterly defaced the scat. 17x6 LADY M. W.
MONTAGU Let. to Oct. (1887) I. 130 There are some few
heads of ancient statues ; but several of them are defaced

by modern additions. 1818 CRUISE Digest (ed. al IV. 497
A deed . . is . . cancelled, by tearing off the seals, or otherwise

defacing it. 1848 MACAULAY Hut. Eng. \, 160 Fine works
of art and curious remains of antiquity, were brutally
defaced.

b- fis- (f things immaterial).
c Deo Gratias 70 in E. E. P. (1862) 126 JH vertues let

no fulbe defaas. c 1459 Crf. ofLove iii, Minerva, guide me
with thy grace, That language rude my matter nut deface.

1509 FISHER /'. Sernt. Cutest Richmond Wks. (1876) aoo
A noblenes of maners, withouten whiche the noblenes of
bloodc is moche defaced. 1656 HOBBES Liberty^ Ntcets.

if Cfiancf (1841) 386 Those readers whose judgments are
not defaced with the abuse of words. 1706 ADDISON /Vvw*,.
Ros&tnond \. iv, How does my constant grief deface The

pleasures of this happy place ! 1878 P. BAYNE Purit. Rer,
i. 5 Every religion, .will be more or less defaced by error.

t 2. To destroy, demolish, lay waste. Ofa.

1494 FABYAN Cttron. vi. clxxx. 178 The cytie of Mayn-
chester, that sore was defaced with warre of the Danys.
1568 GRAFTON Chron. II. 751 They woulde . .race, and clerely
deface the walles, toures, and portes of the Caste) t. 1575

ward commanded them to deface. 163* LITHGOW 'I'rar. it.

47 Croatia, .then by lawlesse, and turbulent souldters, was
miserably defaced. 1871 R. ELLIS Catullus Ixvi. 13 Hotly
the King to deface outer Assyria sped.

3. To blot out, obliterate, efface (writing, marks\
1340 Ayenb. 191 Hi lokede. .ine hare testament and hi

yzc5
be bousend pond defaced of hire write, c 1400 M AUNDEV.

(Roxb.) xxv. 117 When bis monee es waxen aide, and be

prynte beroff defaced by cause of vsyng. 1483 CAXTON
Gold. Leg. 333/2 The lyon. .defaceth his traces and

stappes
with his taille whan he fleeth. 1587 FLKMING COM/M. Holin-
skfd III. 1372/1 To deface a letter, which he was then in

writing . . in cipher. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. I. iv,

To deface the print of a cauldron in the ashes. 1602

BENTLEY Boyle Ltct, i. 4 In Characters that can never be
defaced. 1839 Miss MITKORO in L' Estrange Life III. vii.

100 The beginning of this letter is irreparably defaced.

b..Af. To. blot out of existence, memory, thought,
etc.; to extinguish.
^1386 CHAUCER Clerk's T. 454 This wyl is in myn herte

and ay shal be No lengthe of tyme or deeth may this deface.

1430 LYDC. Mitt, Poems (1840) 198 (Matz.) Than comyth
a storm and doth his lihte difface. 1570 T. NORTON tr. MwtW-r
Cateck. (1853) 160 Defacing with everlasting forgetfulness
the memory of our sins, ifcai BURTON Anat. Mel. 11. Hi. ti,

For want of issue they [families] are defaced in an instant.

1709 POPE Ess. Crit. 25 By false learning is good sense

defac'd. 1796 [see DEFACED).

1 4. To destroy the reputation or credit of ; to

discredit, defame. Obs.

1599 MORE Dy&loee i. Wks. 109/1 To deface that holy
worke, to the ende, that they might seme to haue some iust

cause to burne it. 1948 UDALL Erasm. Par, Pref. n To
bryng hym out of credite, to deface hym. 1570 LEVINS 7/16
To Deface, dthontstare. 1600 E. BLOUNT tr. Contstaggio

223 Reasons to deface the Dukes merits. 1641 PRYNNE

Antip. p. x, lohn White . . would have defaced Queene
Elizabeth gladly, if he durst, in his Funerall Sermon of

Queene Mary, whom he immoderately extolled.

+ 5. To put out of countenance; to outface,

abash. Obs.

twin W. H. Turner Select. Rec. Oxford 143 There stode

. . Parrel . . and his face (lull ageynst for to deface me.
( 1570 LADY HUNGERFORD to W. Darrell in H. Hall Eliz.

Sec, (1887) 253 Seeke oute what possabell may be to deface
and disprove those varieties that soo vily hathe yoused us.

f6. To outshine by contrast, cast in the shade.
c 1590 tiRKUNK h'r. Baton xvi. 48 So rich and fair a bud,

whose brightness shall deface proud Phccbus flower. 1639
tr. Du Bosqs Cotnpl. Woman C ij, Women who . . put on

many diamonds . . make them contemplate their jewels . .

The luster of the flash they give, defaceth that of their own
hue. 1796 MORSE Amer. Geog. I. ija The Aurora Borcatis

. .not to be defaced even by the splendour of the full moon.

t Defa'Ce, sb. Obs. [f. prec.] Defacement.
1556 J. HKYWOOD Spider ff F. Ixi. 5 That trewth trewlie

might appere without deface. 1563 SACKVILLK Cow//. Dk.
Buckhtn. xix. Wks. (1859) 1 30 Yet Goo. -At last descries them
to your sad deface, You see the examples set before your face.

1601 CHKM i K Lore's Mart. (18781 61 His fathers Coatc, hi-

Mother* Countries grace. His honors Badge, his cruell foes

DEFATL.
deface. 1 1611 CMAI MAS Iliad VL 298 He hath been born,

> d to the deface, I'.y great Olympitu, of Troy.

Defaceable .i;i,
'

-sab'I;, a. [-ABLE.] Liable

to or capable of defacement.

1(89 Hookteller Feb. 146/2 A nickel coin, .(u) not 10 easily
defaceable as ordinary bullion.

Defaced (il^'-st,,///. . [-u. i.] Disfigured,
marred, destroyed, blotted out, etc. : KC DEFACE.
1776 ADAM SMITH It'. .V. I. v. (18691 I- 43 One-aiKi-twenty

worn and defaced shillings. 1796 BURKR Regie, rente i.

Wks. VIII. 83 With defaced manufactures, with a ruinr<l

commerce. 1845-6 TIIKKCH lints. Lett. Scr. i. iv. 57 The
idea of a. -defaced and yet not wholly effaced image of God
in man. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. i. U. 61 Defaced statuary.
Hence Defa cednemi.
1668 HOWE Hless. Rightcoxi (18151 IO9 '' ? recover the de-

facednewt of God : to be again made like him, as once 1 was.

Defa cement, [f.
DEFACE v. + -HKMT.] The

action or process of
defacing ; the fact or state of

being defaced ; ctnur. a disfigurement.
1561 T. NORTON Cohan's Inst. \. xi. (1634) 38 It cannot be

done without some defacement of his glory. x6aa BACON
lien. F//, 55 In defacement of his former benefits. 1610
NAUNTON Frarm. Reg. (Arb.l 64 Modesty in me forbids the

defacements of Men departed. 1664 H. Moat Myit. fnia.

566 Such disorderly breaches are a great defacement of the
lustre of the Protestant Reformation . . which . . wu the

special work of God. 1796 BURKK Regie, rente iii. Wks.
VIII. 310 Amidst the recent ruins and the new defacements
of his plundered capital. 1878 P. BAYNE Pxr. Ret', i. 8 The
removal of their excrescences and defacements. 1885 Mant.lt.

Exam. 23 May 5/1 The defacement of French copper coins

. .by having an advertisement stamped upon them.

Defacer d/P'-saj). [f. a* prec. -f -KR >.] One
who or that which defaces.

'534 in Froude ///. Eng. ix. 1 1. 320 The most cruellest

capital heretic, defacer and treader under foot of Christ and
his church. 1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. U. (1632) 625

Clippers and defacers of his Coyne. 1613 SHAKS. Hen. VIII,
v. hi. 41 Nor is there liuing. -A man that more detests. .De-
facers of a publique peace then 1 doe. 1876 M. ARNOLD
Lit. & Dogma 120A defacer and disfigurer of moral treasures

which were once in better keeping.

Defacing ldfl7'-sirj), vtl. sb. [-INO!.] The
action of the verb DEFACE ; defacement.
c 1400 Ti-st. Love l. (1560) 273/1 The defacing to you is

verily imaginable. 1M3~4 *H 35 " Wff, c 10 For
satisfaction of any suche breakyng and defacyng of the

grounde. 1631 WEEVER Anc. Fun. Man. 50 Proclamation
. . against defacing of Monuments, a 1718 PENN Traits
Wks. 1726 I. 686 lo preserve them from the Defacings of

Time. 1871 R. ELLIS Catullus Ixviii. 171 So your house-

hold names no rust nor seamy defacing boil this day.

Defa'cing, ///. a. [-INO *.] That defaces ;

disfiguring ; t destroying, etc.

1583 M. ROYDON Commend. I'erses in Watson /"wwrjfArb.)

35 Reproofe with his defacing crewc Treades vnderfoote

that rightly should aspyre. 1886 RL'SKIN I'rxterita I. vi.

176 The defacing mound [at Waterloo) was not then built.

1887 'rimes
9~i Aug. 10/2 He asks for a removal of the de-

facing advertisements.

Hence Defa cingly adv., in a defacing manner.

1847 in CRAIG.

De facto : see DE I. 3.

t Defa-de, v. Obs. Also 4 dlff-, 5 dyflf-. P.
t and pple. in Se. defaid, -fayd. [prob. repre-

senting an OF. or AF. *ilefader, i. des-, de- (DE- I.

3, 6 +Of./aJer: see FADE v.]

1. intr. To lose freshness or fairness ; to fade away.
c 131* Song of yesterday 8 in . K. P. (1862) 133 |>ei wene

heore nonoure and heore hele Schal euer last and neuer

diflade. ? a 1400 MortlA rth. 3304 Nowesmyfacedefadide,
and foule is me hapnede. 1470^85 MALOKY . (rMwrx Ixxxvi,

A Palomydes . . why arte thow dyffaded thou that was wonte
to be called one of the fayrest Unvotes of the world. 1511
DOUGLAS .-Kiieis XL ii.

3^4
His schene cullour, and figur glaid

Is nocht all went, nor his bewte defayd. 1570 LEVINS 9/1 To
Defade, deficere.

2. trans. To cause to fade ; to deprive of lustre,

freshness, or vigour ; cf. FADE v. 3.

1413 JAS. I KixrisQ.djat, All thing.. That may thy
ttxith

oppressen or defade. c 1440 HYLTON Scaia Perf. (W. de W.
1494) II. xii, Beholde me not that I am swart for the sonne

hath defaded me. 1461 Liber I'luscard. xl. viii. (Hist. Scot.

VII. 383)-

Defaacate, -cation : see DEFECATE, -CATION.

Defaict, obs. form of DEFEAT, DEFECT.

Defaik, obs. Sc. form of DEFALK.

tDefai'l, v. Obs. [a. F. dffaill-ir (Ch. de

Roland, l ith c.)
= Pr. dtfalhir, OCat. dtfallir: f.

DE- 3 + /attire, Rom. repr. of \..fallfre : see FAIL]
1. intr. Used in various senses of FAIL v. (the

prefix adding little to the force, of the word) : a.

To be or become absent or wanting (la a person, or

with dative) ; b. To lose vigour, become weak,

decay; O. To dtfail of: to lack. want.

13.. SHOREHAM Ps. xxitfii i in Wycqft BMt I. Pref. 4

Nolhyng shal defailen to me. 1340 Ayrnt. 33 Efterward

comb werihede bet make}* bane man weri and worsi urani

daye to daye al huet he is al recreyd and defayled. 1381
WYCLIF Deut. xxviiL 32 Thin eyen . . defaylynge at the sijt

of hem al day. a 14*0 HOCCLEVE De Keg. Print. 3525
Whether supposes! thow bette that noblesse Begynne in me.

or noblesse and honour Defaile in the? e 1440 York Mytt.
.\x\iii. 146 If all othir for-sake be I schall neuere fa>-ntely

defayle fe. 1481 CAXTON Myrr. ill. VL 140 Whan the mone
. . comelh right bytwene and the sonne, thenne . the

mone lakrlh and rcteygneth the Ivght of the sonne on

hye. so that it semeth to vs that is dcfaylled. 149

Euey,los xiii. 48 Her s-pecbe deffaylleth alle snde>-nly and



DBPAILANCE.
can not kepe purpos ne countenaunce. 1556A nrelio ff fsa/>.

N iv, I forcede of love, dcfailinge of goode jugemente, dis-

cover myne illes to her.

2. trans. To cause to fail ; to defeat.

1608 MACHIN DnmbKtiight i.
(t6jj)

B iv. Which to with-

stand I boldly enter thus, And will defaile, or else prove
recreant.

Hence t Defai ling vbl. sb.

1502 Ord. Crysten Men (W. de W. 1506) iv. xxix. 331 The
fourth lettynge is dyffaylynge of wy tte humayne. 1580 HOL-
LYBAND Treas., Defaillatice & langueitr,fefay\vi%,, languor.

t Defai-lance, -faillance. Obs. Also 7-8

fail(l)ianoe. [a. F. ctefaillance, i.dtfaill-ir : see

-ANCK.] Failing, failure.

1603 FLOEIO Montaigne n. vi. (1632) 207 So great a . . deffail-

ance of senses [as in fits]. 1613-18 DANIEL Coll. Hist. Eng.
(1626) 55 He had a fayre Title, by the defaillance of issue.

a 1668 SIR W. WALLER Dh*. Meiiit. (1839) 42 In the defail-

liance of all these transitory comforts, a 1677 BARROW
Serm. Wks. 1716 II. 57 By transgression of his laws and de-

failance in duty. 1727 A. HAMILTON Nrw Ace. E.Ind. II.

xxxviii. 206 Those Eastern Desperadoes are very faithful

where. .Covenants are duly observed when made with them,
but in Defailiance, they are revengeful and cruel.

t Defai'llancy. Obs. rare. [f.
as prec. with

suffix -ANCY.] Failure.
'

i Our life is full of

in the bad managing of the tutorship,

t Defai'lment. Obs. [a. obs. F. dtfaillement

(Cotgr.), f. dtfaillir : see -MENT.] Failure.

1611 Proc. Virginia in Capt. Smith's Wks. (Arb.) 89 All

the world doe see a defailement. 1624 CAPT. SMITH Virginia
Hi. xi. 88 We . . sent him for England, with a true relation

of the causes of our defailments. 1652-62 HEYLIN Cosmogr.
To Rdr. (1674) A iij, After the defailment of his Projects.

t Defai'lure. Oh. rare. [f. DEFAIL v. after

failure : see -UKB.] Failure.

a 1677 BARROW Pope's Sufrctn. (1687) 272 Why may not

the Successour of Peter, no less than the Heir of Adam,
suffer a defaileur of Jurisdiction ? 1753 L. M. tr. Du Bosq's

Accompl. Woman II. 69 Who is there that thinks he shall

die by defailure of strength ?

Defaisance, obs. form of DEFEASANCE.

Defait(e, obs. forms of DEFEAT.

Defaite, defate, ppl. a. Sc. [Sc. form of defeat
for defeated: cf. DEFEIT.] Defeated, vanquished.
1597 MONTGOMERY Ckerrie % Sloe 1255 For he esteemt

his faes defate, Quhen anes he fand them fald. iSnSaxon
ft Gael I. 96 (Jam.) A' defaite thegither.

t Defa'lcable, <* Obs. rare- 1
, [f. med.L. de-

falcare (see below) +-BLE.] Liable to be deducted.
1622 SIR R. BOYLE Diary (1886) II. 43 He had paid and

disbursed for me defalcable on his accompt 714" 17" 6d .

t Defalcate, ///. a. Obs. [ad. med.L. defal-

cat-us, pa. pple. of defalcare : see next.] Curtailed,
diminished.

1531 ELYOT Gov. n. x, All thoughe philosophers in the

description of venues haue deuised to set them as it were in

degrees . . yet be nat these in any parte defalcate of their

condigne praises.

Defalcate (dtfarlk^t), v. Also 6-7 -at. [f.

defalcdt-, ppl. stem of med.L. defalcare (see Du
Cange), f. DE- I. I, 2 + L. falx, falc-em sickle,

reaping-hook, scythe. Cf. F. dtfalquer (14* c. in

Littre\ Sp. defalcar, It. dijfalcare.]

fl. trans. To cut or lop off (a portion from

a whole) ;
to retrench, deduct, subtract, abate.

1540-1 ELYOT Image Gov. (1549) 25 He shall defalcate that

thyng that semeth superfluouse. 1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit.

ix. vin. 54 Rather . . then to defalcate anyjot of their couetous
demaunds. 1624 F. WHITE Repl. Fisher 496 To defalcate

a substantial! part. 1653 MANTON Exp. James ii. 10 Man
is not . . to defalcate and cut off such a considerable part of

duty at his own pleasure. 1721 STRYPE Eccl. Mem. II. xxiv.

450 Those that had accounts to make to the king . . used to

defalcate a part and put it into their own pockets. 1755
MAGENS Insurances I. 439 Defalcating from the Money due
to the English, the Sum which his Subjects demanded for

their Indemnification. 1810 BENTHAM Packing (1821) 195
The least desire to see defalcated any the least particle of
abuse from a system composed wholly of abuse. 1817
Plan of Parl, Reform cccxvi.

f 2. To take or deduct a part from ; to curtail,

reduce. Obs.
a 1690 E. HOPKINS Exp. Ten Commandm. (R.), To . . de-

falcate, and as it were to decimate the laws of the great
God. 1712 PRIDEAUX Direct. Ch.-ivardens (ed. 4) 90 Such
an one shall . . be defalcated all those Particulars in his

Account, where the Fraud appears. 1793 W. ROBERTS
Looker-on No. 66 r 2 If it [the mind] were defalcated and
reduced. 1817 BENTHAM Ch.-of-Englandism (1818) 386 Let
all pay. .be defalcated, and applied to the real exigencies of
the State.

b. To diminish or lessen in luminosity, heat, etc.

1808 HERSCHEL in Phil. Trans. XCVIII. 156 Both phases

appear to nie sufficiently defalcated, to prove that the comet
did not shine by light reflected from the sun only.

3. intr. To commit defalcations; to misappro-
priate property in one's charge.
1864 in WEBSTER. 1888 Daily News 23 July 5/1 Head

clerks have defalcated. 1891 Law Times XCII. 19/1 The
secretary of the society having defalcated, and being threat-

ened . . with criminal proceedings.

Defalcation (dffoclk^i-Jan). [ad. med.L. de-

falcation-cm, n. of action from defalcare : see prec.
So mod.F. defalcation (i8th c. in Hatzf.).]

( 1. Diminution or reduction by taking away a

part ; cutting down, abatement, curtailment. Obs.

124

1476 WillofSir y.Cw^.Anequalldefalcacionordimitm-
cion pounde poundelike penny pennylike and rate ratelike

of all the legates aforesaide. 1526 Househ. Ord. 139 To be

corrected . . by the checking and defalcation of their wages.
16x1 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xii. (1632) 685 This treason-

able defalcation and weakening of the royall meanes. 1650
FULLER Pis%ah 412 In such defalcation ofmeasures by Cyrus
allotted, he shewed little courtship to his master the Em-
perour. 171* ADDISON SPcct. No. 488 F 2 The Tea Table

shall be set forth every Morning with its Customary Bill of

Fare, and without any manner of defalcation.

b. spec. Reduction of an account, claim, etc., by
the amount of a counter-account or claim, allowed

as a set-off.

1622 MALYNES Anc. Law-Merck, 117 The Factor is to

liaue the benefit of the Salt in defalcation of the said fraight.

1830 C. HUSTON in Honk v. Foley 2 Pen. & W. (Pa.) 250

(Cent.) Defalcation is setting off another account or another

contract perhaps total want of consideration founded on

fraud, imposition, or falsehood, is not defalcation : though,

being relieved in the same way, they are blended.

2. The action or fact of cutting or lopping off or

taking away; deduction, arch.

1624 F. WHITE RepL Fisher 471 The defalcation of one
kind is against the integritie of the substance of the Eucha-
rist. 1652 BP. HALL Kent. IVks. (1660) 145 If we be still our

old selves . . without defalcation of our corruptions, without

|

addition of Grace. 1673 Essex Pagers (Camden) I. 147 To
i

allow twelve thousand Pds to y' Farmers, by way of defal-

! cation, out of ther Rents for y3 Customs. 1684 T. BURNET
! Tk. Earth \. 285 If these deductions and defalcations be
i made. 1755 MAGENS Insurances I. 440 His Majesty . . will

order the Defalcation of the Sum adjudged to his Subjects.
'

a 1832 BENTHAM Mem. fy Corr. Wks. 1843 X. 69 The stock

|

of knowledge . . from which, after a certain period [of life],

i large defalcations are every minute making by the scythe
of Time.

b. A deduction ;
a diminution or abatement to

which an amount (income, etc.) is liable, on account

of debts or expenses, arch.
1621 BURTON Anat. Mel. Democr. to Rdr. 63 To defray

this charge of wars, as also all other public defalcations,

expenses, fees, pensions. 1622 F. MARKHAM Bk. War n.

iv. 55 After his debts and defalcations are paid. 165*0

BOYLE Chr. Virtuoso n. 20 This inward Recompense is

received, not only without any Defalcations, but with great

improvements. 1701 J. LAW Connc. Trade (1751)9 Repairs,

risques, damages by fire and other defalcations. 1823
BENTHAM Not Paul p. iii, A reprint, .but with some defalca-

tions, additions, and alterations.

3. Diminution suffered or sustained ; falling off.

arch.

1649 JER. TAYLOR Gt. Excmp. xi. i. 9 Nothing but a
very

great defalcation or ruin of a man's estate will . .justify such
a controversy. 1793 HERSCHEL in Phil. Trans. LXXXII.
27 The brightness of the moon, notwithstanding the great
defalcation of light occasioned by the eclipse. 1793 Ld.
Auckland's Corr. II. 514 The duty, which last year pro-
duced i6o,ooo/( Is betted this year at under so.ooo/ ; a terrible

defalcation . . especially after the falling off of the last

quarter. 1801 WELLESLEY in Owen Desp. 202 The causes

of this increasing defalcation of revenue are manifest, and

daily acquire new strength. 1831 BREWSTER Optics xiv.i22

Its tint varied with the angle of incidence, and had some
relation to the defalcation of colour in the prismatic images.

1844 H. H. WILSON Brit. India III. 452 A serious defalca-

tion of the public revenue was incurred.

4. Falling away, defection; shortcoming, failure,

delinquency.
1750 CARTE Hist, Eng. II. 304 Its power would have been

so much lessened by the defalcation of the vassal provinces.

1782 Miss BURNEY Cecilia (1820) III. 38 Defalcation of

principle. 1820 LAMB Elia, Ser, I. Oxford in Vacation, I . .

could almost have wept the defalcation of Iscariot. 1822

ELIZA NATHAN Langreath I. 192 Tears of. .regret streamed
down her cheeks at the defalcation of her vows to Dalton.

1839 JAMES Louis XIV IV. 158 The defalcation of one or

two members from the league. 1868 Miss BRADDON Run. to

Earth III. i. 16 Pointing out Reginald's neglect, all his

defalcations, the cruelty of his conduct to her.

6, A monetary deficiency through breach of trust

by one who has the management or charge of

funds
; a fraudulent deficiency in money matters ;

also concr. (in//.), the amount so misappropriated.
1846 WORCESTER, Defalcation^ a breach of trust by one

who has charge or management of money. [Not in CRAIG,

1847.] 1856 E. A. BOND Russia at Close i6MC. (Hakluyt
Soc.) Introd. 130 Although they had clamoured loudly of

his defalcations, .at the termination of his connection with

them, the balance . . was in his favour. 1866 Morn. Star
20 Aug. 6/4 The ground of the action taken being an alleged
defalcation to the extent of ii.ooo/. 1885 Manck. Exam.
6 July 4/7 The prosecutors estimate the defalcations at

about 1,800.

Defalcator (dffeeUrftoi). [agent-n. on L.

type from mz&.L. defalcdre \ see DEFALCATE.] One

guilty of defalcation ; one who has misappropriated
money or other property committed to his care.

1813 Chron. in Ann. Reg. 14/1 A. .collector of the income
tax in the parish of Christchurch Surry, has lately become
a defalcator to the amount of,3,700. 1858 CARLYLE Fredk.
Gt. (1865) I. iv. iii. 290 Prevaricators, defalcators, imaginary
workers, and slippery unjust persons. 1890 Harpers Mag.
Apr. 760/1 A defalcator convicted and sentenced.

t Defa'lce, T>. 06s. rare. [ad. med.L. defalcare \

see next.]
= DEPALK.

1651 FULLER Abel Red., Berengarius 5 When we read
Baronius calling him hominem mendacissimumvit know
how to defalce our credit accordingly.

Defalt (d/TjJ-ll;), v. Obs. or arch. Also 5-7
-falke, 6 -falck, -faik (6V.) , 6-7 -faulk(e. [a. F.

dtfalque-r (I4th c. in Littre), ad. med.L. defalcare :

see DEFALCATE.]

DEFAMATION.

1 1. trans. To diminish by cutting off a part, to

reduce by deductions. Obs.

1475 Bk. Noblesse 72 None of youre officers roialle. . shalle

darre doo the contrarie to take no bribe, rewarde, or defalke
the kingis wagis. 1526 lionsvh. Ord. 230 The Clerkes

Comptrolers . . to defaulk [printed default] & check the

wages of all [those], .absent without lycense. 1552 HULOET,
Defalke or mynyshe, defalcare. 1587 FLKMING Contn. Hotin-
shed III. 1543/1 Vpon euerie default their wages was totted

and defalked. 1613-8 DANIEL Coll. Hist. Eng. (16261 158
In the second Statute .. hee defalked the Jurisdiction of

Ecclesiasticall Judges. 1630 R.Johnsons Kingd. $ Commiv.
323 The monethly expence of the Court (being thirtie thou-

sand Crownes) is in these times defalked unto five thousand.

1747 CARTE Hist. Eng. I. 164 Not thinking it lawful to

defalk any of their dues.

2. To cut or lop off; to deduct, subtract, abate.

t a. gen. Obs.

1536 BELLENDEN Cron. Scot. (1821) I. 118 Thir novellis

maid Cesius to defaik sum part of his curage remiserit

ardorcm], 1577 STANYHURST/?cr. Irel. in Holinshed VI.
2 Ireland is divided into foure regions . . and into a fift plot,
defalked from everie fourth part. 1647 JER. TAYLOR Lib.

Proph. iii. 61 That the Jewes had defalk'd many sayings
from the Books of the old Prophets. 1659 Genii. Calling
vin. i. 441 These days have taught the vulgar to defalk

much of that respect which former ages paid to superiors
of all sorts. 1701 BEVERLEY Glory ofGrace 51 The. . Noble
Part of the Redemption of Christ were then Defaulked, If

He did not save From the Filth of Sin.

b. a part or sum from an account, payment, etc.

(Still locally in U.S. legal use.)

1524-5 Bnrgh Rcc. Edin. 20 Feb., Quilk sowme the said

president . . grantis to be allowit and defalkit to the said

fermoraris in thair latter quarter. 1530 PALSGR. 500/2, 1
wyll

nat defalke you a peny of your hole somme . . This shall be
defalked from your somme. 15. - AberdeenReg. (Jam.), The
skiper audit to defaik sa mekle of his fraucht as wald fuyr
the merchandis gudis to . . Sanctandrois. 1562 Act 5 Eliz.

c. 4 To . . forfeit i d for euery houres absence, to be deducted
and defaulked out of his wages. <ti6ioHEALEY Theophrastus
(1636) 41 If any of his seruants breake but a pitcher . . he
defalketh it out of their wages. 1666 PEPYS Diary (1879)
III. 486 He bids me defalk 25^ for myself. 1736 CARTE
Ormonde II. 401 Money . . payable out of the treasury of

Ireland, and afterwards defalked out of the Duke's salary
and entertainment. 1886 JUSTICE STERRETT in Gimnis v.

C/^"(Cent.), The question is whether the damages sus-

tained can be defalked against the demand in this action.

T C. absol. or intr. Obs.

1604 Honseh.Ord. 305 Our Officers, .towhom it appertain-
eth to defaulk from their entertainement. a 1631 DONNE
Serm. Ixxv. 765 Why should I defalke from his generall pro-

positions and. .call hisomnes(hisall) a Few. _i<S4gBp. HALL

PON in Garrick's Corr. 1.77 Yo
from their human science, I repay them largely in divine.

f 3. a. To allow (any one) a deduction, b. To
deprive or mulct of (anything due). Obs.

1541 Act 33 Hen. VII! in Stat. Irel. (1621) 230 The Kings
said lessees . . shall be defalked, abated, and allowed . . of
and for such and so much yearely rent and ferme. 1565
CALFHILL Answ. Treat. Crosse (1846) 206 That, for default

of solemnity, we shall be defaulked of fruit of Sacraments.

Hence Defa'lking vbl. sb.

1475 Bk. Noblesse 31 Bethout any defalking [or] abreg-

ging of here wagjs. 1581 ANDRESON Serin. Panics Crosse

22 Without addition or defalking too or fro the worde of

God. 1659 GAUDEN Tears of Ch. 255 Few do pay them
without delayings, defalkings, and defraudings.

t Defalla'tipn. Obs. [irreg. f. F. dtfaillir>

OF. also dcfallir : see -ATIOK.] Failure, failing.

1490 CAXTON How to Die ad fin., That God hath promysed
trust it well without defallacyon.

Defalt, -ive, obs. forms of DEFAULT, -IVE.

Defa*mable, a. rare-* Also diflf-. [See
below and -ABLE.] Liable to be defamed.

1570 LEVINS 3/12 Defamable, defamabilis. 17*1 BAILEY,
Dfffamable, that may be slandered.

De-famate, v. rare~. [f. ppl. stem of L. diffa-

mare after following words.] To defame, slander.

In mod. Diets.

Defamation (d/fam^'Jan, def-). Forms : 4-6
diff-, dyffamacion, -oun, etc., 6-8 diffamation,

5- defamation, [ad. OF.
diffamation^

L. diffa-

matton-em, n. of action from diffamdre, with same

change of prefix as in DEFAME.]
T" 1. The bringing of ill fame or dishonour upon

any one ; disgrace, shame. Obs.

1303 R. BRUNNE Handl. Synne 7427 pe dede ys confusyun,
And more ys be dyffamacyun. 1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls)

11.313 Som tyme it were a greet dmamacioun for a man to vse

more rynges ban oon. 1533 BELLENDEN Ltvy n. (1822) 164
The Romanis has maid thair playis allanerlie this day to

youre diffamacioun and schame. 1633 PRYNNE Histrio-

Mastix i. in. vi. (R.\ Their ayme is onely men's defamation,
not their reformation. 1711 STEELE Spect, No. 262 F 2 Any
thing^

that may tend to the Defamation of particular Persons,

Families, or Societies.

2. The action of defaming, or attacking any one's

good fame ; the fact of being defamed or slandered ;

also (with//.), an act or instance of defaming.
c 1386 CHAUCER Friar's T. 6 In punysshynge- .Of diffama-

cioun and auowtrye. c 1425 WYNTOUN Cron, v. xii. 1322

Wylful Defamatyownys. 15*9 MORE Dyaloge i. Wks. 127/1
The priest sued him before ya bishoppes offyciall for Dyffama-
tyon. 1630 R. Johnsons Kingd. fy Cotnmiu. 113 Defama-
tions breathed from the poyson of malice. 1633 AMES Agst,
Cerem. u. 530 It was necessarie to speak agame for a good
cause, lest diffamation should praevayl against it. 1709
STEELE Tatler No. 105 P 4 The Father of Boniface brought



DEPAMATIVE.
liis Action of Defamation, .and recovered Daminages. ij*6
AvLii'FK Parcrgon 212 DilTamation, or Defamation .. is

the uttering of reproachful Speeches, or contumelious lan-

guage of any one, with an Intent of raising an ill Fame of
the Party tnus reproached; and tlii.s extends to Writing
..and to Deeds. 1883 l.nw AV/. n Q. Bench Div. 595 An
advocate is protected from an action for defamation only
when the words he utters are spoken bona fide, and are rele-

vant to the matters before the Court.

t Befa'zuative, . Obs. In 6 dyff-. [f.
L.

diffamat-j ppl. stem of diffamdre, with change of

prefix as in DEFAME : see -IVE.] Defamatory.
150* Ord. Crysten Men (W. de W. 1506) iv. xxii. 295 Yf

he hath caused wrytynges dyffamatyues for to be founde in

place openly. 1634 A. WARWICK Spare Mi*. (1637) 91 De-
fa iiiative reports.

t De'famator. Obs. rare- 1
, [f.

as prec. : see

-<w.] One who defames, a slanderer.

1704 Gentl. Instructed (1733! 66 (D.) We should keep in

pay a brigade of hunters to ferret our dcfamators, and to

clear the nation of this noxious vermin.

Defamatory (dtfannStari), a. Also 6-7 diff-.

[ad. m^.L.diffamatoritts, K. tiiffamatoire(i $&..})
f. as prec. : see -OKY.]
1. Of the nature of, or characterized by, defama-

tion ; having the
property

of defaming.
1593 SUTCLIPFE (title), Answere to a certaine libel, suppli-

catory,or rather Diffamatory. 1656 KARL MONM. Advt.fr.
Parnass. 144 Though the poets let

fly diffamatory verses.

1669 CLARENDON Ess. Tracts (1727) 157 Defamatory writings.

1749 FIKLDING Tom Jones (1775) II. 177 Who. .condemn
the whole in general defamatory terms. 1848 MACAULAV
Hist. Eng. I. 482 James, .had instituted a civil suit against
Oates for defamatory words.

b. Const, of, to.

1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. ix. iii. \ 23 For dispersing of
scandalous Pamphlets defamatory to the Queen and State.

Ibid, x. i. 26 Such papers defamatory of the present
Government. i868STANLEY H-'eshn. Abb. vi. 523 A passage
defamatory of ten Bishops. 1891 Times 14 Jan. 5/5 The
Portuguese Government has protested, .against the posting
. .of bills and circulars defamatory to its credit.

2. Of persons : Employing or addicted to de-

famation,

1769 Jnnius Lett, it. 13 All such defamatory writers. 1836
HOR. SMITH Tin Trump. (1876) 333 They have a good
excuse for being defamatory.

Defame (dtf^-m), v. Forms : 4-7 diff-, 4-5
deff-, 4-6 dyff-, 6 difflame, 4- defame. [ME.
diffame-n and defame-nt a. OF. diffatne~rt rarely

desfamt)-) deffamer, defamer (mod.F. diffamer)
Pr. diffamar, It. diffamare* ad, L. diffamdre to

spread abroad by an ill report, f. dif-
= DlS- +

fdma rumour, report, fame. In this word and its

derivatives, while French retains the prefix as eft's-,

des-, dJ- t Eng. has the form de-
t prob. after med.L.

defamarc (Du Cange) ; cf. post-cl. L. ae/amattts
dishonoured, infamous, defamis shameful.

(Etymological ly, perhaps, sense i belongs to defdmdre%

senses 2-4 to diffatHdrc.)]
1. trans. To bring ill fame, infamy, or dishonour

upon, to dishonour or disgrace in fact
; to render

infamous. 06s, or arck.

1303 R. BRUNNE Handl. Synne 6571 For to make hym be
ashamede pat he shulde be so defamede. c 1374 CHAUCER
Troylus iv. 537 Me were leuere ded than hire defame.
c 1489 CAXTON Sonnes of Aymon xxviii. 580 We ben
dy(Tamed bi thys grete knave, that doth somoche labour.

1526 TINDALE Matt. \. io loseph, loth to defame her.

1615 G. SANDYS Trav. 92 *lhe hauen of Alexandria, newly
defamed with a number of wracks. 1684 Contempt. State of
Man i. ix. (1699) 103 Crimes so Infamous, as they not only
defame the Person who commits them, but [etc.]. 17*5 POPE
Odyss. xix. 16 Lest . . Dishonest wounds, or violence of soul,
Defame the bridal feast. 1850 TENNYSON In Mem, cxi. 23
The grand old name of gentleman, Defamed by every
charlatan.

2. To attack the good fame or reputation of (a

person) ; to dishonour by rumour or report.
1303 R. BRUNNE Handl. Synne 1 1636, Y dar weyl seye bou

hym dyffamest. c 1330 Chron. (i8to) 321 pe kyng did

grete trespas, diffamed be pane's se. c 1386 CHAUCER
Miller's Prol. 39 It is a synne. .To apeyren eny man or him
defame [?'. r. diffame]. 1470-85 MALORY Arthur xvm. v,
I am now in certayne she is vntruly defamed. 1547
Homilies i. Love $ Charity (1859) 67 Speak well of them
that diffame you. 1602 MARSTON Antonio's Rev. iv. iii.

Wks. 1856 1. 122, 1 have defam'd this ladie wrongfully. 1701
DE FOE True-born Eng. 34 He never fails his Neighbour
to defame. 1837 LVTTON h. Maltrav. 240 You would darkly
slander him whom you cannot openly defame. 1883 Lttiv

Rep. n Q. Bench Div. 597 The plaintiff has been defamed,
and has prtma facie a cause of action.

f-
3. To raise an imputation of (some specific

offence' against (any one) ; to accuse. Const, also

with with, by, or clause. Obs.

1303 R. BRUNNE Handl. Synne 8304 love he hab hym self

to dyfTame Of alle hys syniies. 1398 TREVISA Barth. De
/'. R. xv. clix. (1495) 546 One Tenes. .was deffamyd that he
had lyen by his stepdame. c 1460 FORTESCUE APS. $ Lttft.

Mon. v. (1885) 118 His creauncers shul. .defame his highnes
off mysgouernance. 1483 CAXTON Trevisa.'s Higden VH. iii,

One bisshop that was sharply defamed by synionye. 1564
GRINDAL Fun. Serm. Wks. 11843) 20 As diflaming him, that

for ambition' sake he would do a thing contrary to his con-

science. 167* CAVE Print. Chr. HI. iv. (1673)347 You defame
us with Treason against the Emperour. 1736 CHANDLER
Jlist. Fersec. 213 Others are defamed for heresy ; such who
arc spoken against by common report. 18*0 SCOTT lyanhoe
x-xxviii, Rebecca.. is, by many frequent and suspicious cir-

cumstances, defamed of sorcery.
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t 4. To publish, spread abroad, proclaim. [Ren-
dering diffamdre in the Vulgate"!. Obs.

ij8 WVCLIK Wisd. ii. ii He .. defameth a^en vs [Vulg.
thjtaniat in nos] the synnes of oure discipjyne. Matt.
ix. 31 Thei goynge out defameden [1388 diffamedcn] hym
thorw} al that lond. i Thiss. i. 8 Forsoth of jou the
word of the Lord is defamyd, or moche told.

t Defame (<i/te'-m),.n>. Obs. Forms: see the

verb. [MK. diffame and defame, a. OK. defame
(usually disfame, diffame}, (. def-, diffatncr, to

DEFAME. Cf. L. diffamia (Augustine, 4th c.V f.

"diffamis (cf. defamis, and in/amis, in/amia), f.

dis- privative -rfdma FAME.]
1. Ill fame, evil repute ; dishonour, disgrace,

infamy.
I37SBARBOUR Bruce xix.n SchyrWilyame Offthat parches

had maist defame, For principals tharoff wes he. 1474
CAXTON Cltesse til. vi. H iv, His vertue is torued to diffame.

1533 BELLENDEN Lay in. (1822) 301 To the grete diffame
ana reproche of Romanis. 1596 SPENSER /''. Q. v. iii. 38 So
ought all faytours. . From all brave knights be banisht with
defame. 1603 KNOLI.KS Hat. Turks 116381 146 Now he
lieth obscurely buried, shrouded in the sheet of defame.

1630 LORD Persees 50 Such as are. .of publique defame in
the world for some evill. 1659 Crovm Garland of Rose*
(1845)60 Yet lives his famous name Without spot or defame.

2. Defamation, slander, calumny.
a 1450 Knt. Je la Toitr a Gret defames and sclaundres

withoute cause. io> Ord. Crystal Mm (W. de W.
1506) iv. xxi. 370 Those to whome he hath spoken the

dyffame of his neyghbour. 1599 PORTER Angry Wont.
Abingd. in Hazl. Dodsley VII. y6Mrs. Gour. She slandered

my good name, Fran. But if she now deny it, 'tis no
defame. 1609 ROWLANDS Knave of Clubs 36 Fond men
vniustly do abuse your names, With slaundrous speeches
and most false defames. 1654 WHITLUCK Zootomia 447
Nibles at the Fame Ofs absent Frie

'

By silence to 's Defames.
rieod ; and seems t' assent

Defamed (d/Ki-md), ///. a. \i. prec. vb. + -ED.]
1. fa. Brought to disgrace, dishonoured, of ill

fame (obs.). b. Attacked in reputation, slan-

dered.

1474 CAXTON Cheat 4 The euyl lyf and diffamed of a kyng
is the lyf of a cruel beste. 1536 BELLBNDRN Cron. Scot.

(1831) 1. 176 Maist vile and diffamit creaturis. 1548 UDALL,
etc. Erasm. Par. Mate. iii. 30 Souldyoures, a violent and
a diffamed kynde of

people. 1631 WEEVER A nc. Fun. Mon.
146 None were to be admitted if of a defamed life. 1691
WOOD Atft. OJCOH. I. 74 The defamed dead recovereth
never. 1891 SCRIVENER Fields ff Cities 159 The defamed
character of a fellow.workman.
2. Her. Said of a lion or other beast which is

figured without a tail. [F. diffam(.~\
1863 Chambers' EncyL s. v. hifanted 570 Defamed is an

epithet applied to a lion or other animal which has lost its

tail, the foss being supposed to disgrace or defame it. i88a
CUSSANS Heraldry vi. (ed. 3) 86.

Hence Defa-medly adv.

1567 in Tytler Hist. Scotl. (1864) III. 365 Let her [Queen
Mary] know that the Earl of Moray never spoke defamedly
of her for the death of her husband.

Defa'meless, a. rare. [f. DEFAME sb. or .

+ -LESS.] Free from discredit or reproach.
1888 RAMSAY Scotl. & Scotsmen i8M C. II. ix. 151 No-

thing could be more defameless than their manners.

Defamer (drtf'-mai). Also 5 deff-, 56 diff-,

dyff-. [f. DEFAME v. + -KB. Cf. OF. diffamcur,

deffameur.] One who defames.
a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter v. io Bakbiters and detainers.

1481 CAXTON Reynard (Arb.) 06 A deffamer of wymmen.
1550 NICOLLS Thttcyd. Pref. 3 (R.) Prynye dyffamours of

dylygent and vertuous laboure. 1654 WHITLOCK Zootomia
460 Blushes for the Defamer, as well as Defamed. 1797
MRS. RADCLIFFE Italian ii, Impatient to avenge the insult

upon the original defamer.

Defaming (d/fe'-mirj'), vtl. sb. [-ING'.] The
action of the verb DEFAME.
a 1340 HAMFOLE Psalter Ixiv. 5 pis is wickidnes and

defamynge of God. \*gfi Aurelio If Isab. (1608) H. Fearinge
the diframinge of youre poisenede tonges. 1611 BIBLE jfer.

xx. 10, I heard the defaming of many. 1611 BEAUM. & FL.

Philuster n i. ii, They draw a nourishment Out of dcfamings,
grow upon disgraces.

Defa'ming, ///. a- [-INO
2
.] That defames.

Hence Defa miiigly adv.

1641 MILTON Animadv. (1851) 189 What defaming invec-

tives have lately flown abroad against the Subjects of

Scotland.

t Defamons, a. Obs. [a. AF. deffamous, OF.

type *deffameux,
I. diffame sb, DEFAME: cf.

famous, infamous. (The stress varies in the me-
trical examples.)] a. Infamous, disgraceful, b.

Defamatory.
c 1430 Pilgr. Lyf Manhode I. Iii. (1869) 33 No sinne so

fowl, so defamowse. c 1430 LVDG. Bockas in. x. (1554) 84 a,

A word defamous, most foule in al languages,
DUNBAR Poems (1803) Hx. 10 With rycht

defamowss speiche
off lordis. 1557 NORTH Gueuara s Diall Pr. 61 b/3 To
haue set on his graue so defamous a title. 2577-87 HOLIN-
SHED Chron. II. Kk j (N.), There was a knighte that spake
defamous words of him.

Hence f Defamonsly {diff-'] adv., defamatorily.
1557 R. ALLERTON in S. R. Maitland Ess. Reform. 556(1}.)

Whereupon should your lordship gather or say of me so

diffamously ?

t De'famy. Obs. Also diff-. [a. OF. diffamie,

ad.L.dtffaniia: see DEFAME si. Cf. infamy: for

prefix see DEFAME.] = DEFAMATION i, i.

1490 CAXTON Eneydes xxviii. 109 Wherof they of cartage
shalle haue a blame that shalle torne vnto them to a grete

DEFAULT.
diffamye. 1494 KAIIVAN Chron. v. cxiv. 87 By whole defamy
and report, Sygcbert was more kyndclyd to Mt vpon hit
brother. 103 Ln. HLINEUS I roits. \. ccxlii. 359 V1 we be
reputed for false and forsworne, and to ryn into luche blame
and diffamy, as (etc.].

Defar, defarre, obs. forms of DurEK v. 1

tDefa-rm, v. Obs. rare-', [ad. OF. dci-

fermer, di'fermer to unshut, disclose, turn out from
an enclosure, f. des-, dt-, D- 1. 6 -t fermcr to shut,

close.] trans. To shut out from, dispossess.
1648 SVMMONS I'ind. Chas. I 337 Should they part with it

[the Militia) they should not only, .defarme thcnuelva of
safely but of their wealth and riches too.

Defase, obs. Sc. form of DKTEAHE.
Defaste, obs. pa. t. and pa. pple. of DEFACE.

Defate, obs. f. DEFEAT
; var. of DKFAITK.

t Defa-tigable, a. Obs. [ad. L.
type defati-

gabil-is (found in negative indefatigdtilu), f.fali-

gart to FATIGUI : see -BLE.]
1. Apt to be wearied ; capable of being wearied.

1656 Bun; NT Clossogr., De/atifable, easily to be wearyed.
1659 D. PELL

fiifr. Sea 344 That when this bird is defatig-
able, and wearied with flying, that hee will betake himself to

any ship. 1661 GLAHVILL Lux Orient. (1(83) 1 16 We wen
made on set purpose defatigable, that so all degrees of life

might have their exercise.

2. Apt to weary or fatigue.
1657 TOMLINSON Kenan's Disf. Pref., My Imployments. .

and defatigable diuturnal Labours.

Hence Defa tigablene.
1737 BAILEY vol. II, Dtfatigableness, aptness to be tired.

t Defa-tigate, v. Obs. [f. L, defatigat-, ppl.
stem of defattgarc to weary oat, exhaust with

fatigue, f. DE- I. 3 + fatlgare to weary, FATIOCE.]
trans. To weary out, to exhaust with labour. Hence
Dofa'tigated, Defa'tigating///. atijs.

1551 HULOET, Defatigate, defatigo. 1566 PAINTER Pal.
Pleas. (1575) I. To Rdr., Mindes defatigated either with
painefull trauaile or with continuall care. 1634 SIR T.
HERBERT Trav. (1638) 190 Up which defatigating hill we
crambled. a 1666 C. HOOLK School Cot/ay. (1688) Ep. Ded.,
This

defatigating
task of a Schoolmaster.

t Defatiga'tion. Oh. [ad. L. defatlgation-

em, n. of action from defaltgart ;see prec.).] The
action of wearying out, or condition of being wearied
out ; fatigue.
1508 FISHER Wks. 11876) 196 Whereby we shall come into

everlastynge defatygacyons and werynesse in hell. 1610
BARROUCH Mctfi. Pnyiick iv. ii. 0639) 318 Sometime it is

caused through wearinesse and vehement defatigation. 1654
tr. Scudery's Curia Pol. 175 A defatigation and dispirited-
ness will accompany that oppression.

Defaulcation, -taulk, obs. ft. DEFALCATION,
-FALK.

Default (drf^-lt), sb. Forms : 3-6 defaut, -e,

(4 defaujte), 4-5 def-, diffaute, 5 defawt(e,
(deffawto, defauute), 5-7 defalt, 5-6 defalte,

-faulte, (5 deffault(e, 6 difalt, deafaulte), 6-
default. [ME. a. OF. default, deriv. of defaillir,

after/ante and faillir: see FAULT. Nearly super-
seded in Fr. by a masc. variant defaut (in Froissart

I4th c.), mod.F. defaut ;
in Kng., forms without

final -e appear also in I4th c., but those with -e

came down as late as the i6th.

The spellings defalte, defatdte, appear in Anglo-Fr. of

M 141)1 c. ; and dffalt, default, in English of isth c., but
the / was not generally pronounced until the i7th or i8th c. :

cf. FAULT.)
I. Failure of something, want, defect.

1 1. Absence (^/"something wanted) ; want, lack,

scarcity of; FAULT sb. i. Obs. or arch.
ft 1300 Cursor M. 1718 (Cott.)[That] bou haue defaut [v. rr.

defaute, deffaute] of mete and drink, ll'id. 4601 (G6tt.)
Suilk diffaute sal I* of bred,be folk sal be for hunger dede.

1375 HARBOUR Bruce n. 569 Gret defaut off mete had thai.

ibid. xiv. 368 Defalt of mete, cijto WVCLIF Serm. Sel.

Wks. 1. 70 Certis defaute of bileve is cause of oure sleuthe.

c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 190 Bi necligence & defaute of

help manic men ben penschid. a 1470 TIPTOFT Caesar iv.

(1530) 6 They had defawte of all things as be convenyent.
1548 UDALL Erasm. Par. Pref. 14 Ignoraunce and defaulte

oflitterature. 1594 CAREW Huarte's Exam. Wits (1616)^90
Through default of a well made penne he is forced to write

with a sticke. 1654 H. L'ESTRANGE Chas. 1 (1650 19 And
a great default there was.. of sufficient pay, of holesome

meat, and unanimity. 1813 J. BADCOCK Dom. Amusem. 04
Two kinds of deafness are those arising from an excess of

wax in the ear, or its total default.

f b. absol. Lack of food or other necessaries ;

want, poverty. Obs.
c 1*90 .. Eng . Leg. I. 361/16 For non ne scholde for de-

faute bi-leue pe foule sunne. a 1300 Cursor M. (Cott.l 4760

pan iacob and his suns warn For defaut wel ner for-farn.

1393 LANGU P. PI. C xvm. 67 He..fedde bat
a.fyngred

were and in defaute lyueden. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg.
166 b/1 They of the towne within had so grete defaulte that

they ete theyr sboys and lacbettis. 1494 FABVAN Chron.
vi. clxxxvi. 186 Many dyed for defaute.

o. For default of (obs.), in default of: through
the failure or want of, in the absence of; t In

default : failing these (this, etc.X

ia97R.GLOUc.(i724)4S7Vordefauteofwyt. c

Dethe Blaunche 5, I haue so many an idel )x>uu Purli for

defaute of slepe. 1393 GOWER Conf. III. 93 The fissh, if

it be dric, Mote in delalle of water deie. 1464 Bury Wills

(Camden) 34 For the defawte of eyr male. 1568 TURHIR
Herbal HI. 39 In defaut of it hr teacheth to take halfe as

much of Asarabacca. 1586 A. DAY Eng. Secretary n. 116251



DEFAULT.

47 And for default of other matter forsooth, how they laught

at me. 1650 in W. S. Perry Hiit. Coll. Amer. Col. Lit.

(1860) I 2 It shall be lawful . . to make Probates of Wills,

and default of a will to grant Letters of Administration in

the Colony. 1689 HICKERINGILL Ceremony-Monger, Wks.

(1716) II 468 The Presbyters or (in defaultl any Church

Member. 1729 BUTLER Serin. Wks. 1874 II. 104 In de-

fault of that perfection of wisdom and virtue. 1818 CRUISE

procured, .in default of which Mussels can be obtained.

2. A failure in being perfect; an imperfection,

defect, blemish, flaw
;

= FAULT 3 : a. in character

or things immaterial. Obs. or arch.

1389 in Eng. GiUs(i^o) 4 He shal be put out . . in-to tyme

b1 he haue hym amended of be defautes to-fore said, a 1450

Knt dela Tour(iS6a) 160 She is with oute defauute. a 1533

LD. BERNERS Gold. Bk. M. A urcl. ( 1 5461 N ij b, Al defautes in

T Tub v. 80 Forcing into light my own excellencies and

other men's defaults. 1880 KINGLAKE Crimea VI. vi. 143

Grave defaults all the while lay hidden under the surface.

tb. in appearance, structure, etc. : Physical

defect or blemish. Obs.

1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 5016 And if any !ym wanted . .

or any war over smalle . . God ban wille Alle pe defautes of

be lyms fulfille. c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) iii. o pal . . fand

\K same letters . . als fresch as bi ware on Pe first day
withouten any defaute. 1487 Churchw. Ace. Wigtoft, Line.

(Nichols 1797) 82 For mending and stoppyng ofthe botrasses,

and other defauts in the chirche walles. 1562 TURNER
Herbal n. 39 Lynt sede . . when it is raw it taketh away
the defautes of the face and frekles. 1634 T. JOHNSON tr.

Parey'sChirurg. xxvi. xvi. (1678)639 All such defaults must

be taken away, and then .. an epulotick applied.

II. Failure in performance.

8. Failure to act
; neglect ; spec, in Law, failure

to perform some legal requirement or obligation,

esp. failure to attend in a court on the day assigned ;

often in the phrase to make default. Jtidgement by

default : a judgement given for the plaintiff on the

defendant's failing to plead or put in his answer

within the proper time.

[1292 BRITTON I. ii. 8 Et si le pleyntif face defaute a nuli

Counte.] 1:1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 58 Defaute he

mad bat day. (Jerfor was be dome gyuen. .To exile be erle

Godwyn. 1411 E. E. Wills (1882) 20 Takynge a distresse

in defawte of payment. 1495 Act n Hen. VII, c. 7 If any
. .make defaute at the day and place. 1588 FRAUNCE Lawiers

Log. 53 b, If hee bee nonsuite in an action, or doe commit

any such like default. 1666 PEPYS Diary (1879) IV. 208

The calling over the defaults of Members appearing in the

House. 1736 NEAL Hist. Purit. III. 540 His Majestyper-

sisting in his refusal to plead, the clerk was ordered to record

the default. 1764 CROKER, etc. Diet. Artsf,Sc. s.v., Where
a defendant makes default, judgment shall be had against
him by default. 1827 JARMAN Powell's Devises (ed. 3) II.

155 The period of foreclosure is the date of the final order

of the Court, following default of payment on the day ap-

pointed. 1851 HT. MARTINEAU Hist. Peace (1877) III. iv.

ix. 21 He had allowed judgment to go by default.

attrib. 1892 Boston (Mass.) Jrul. 15 Jan. 8/3 John F.

Delaney was arrested . . this morning on a default warrant

issued by the Superior Court 1894 Daily News 7 Feb. 7/8

A default summons in which the company sought to recover

payment of an account.

t4. Failure in duty, care, etc., as the cause of

some untoward event ; culpable neglect of some

duty or obligation ;
= FAULT 7. Obs.

To be in default : to fail in one's duty.
a 1300 Cursor M. 26241 (Cott.> If bi barne for bi defaut be

for-farne. c 1400 Lay Folk's Mass Bk. App. iii. 126 He is

continuelly in defaute a}en bat my^tteful lord. c 1400
MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) Pref. 2 Thurgh whilk ilk man es saued,
bot if it be his awen defaute. c 1460 Tmvneley Myst. 60

Greatt defawte with hym youre fader fand. 1523 LD.

BERNERS Froiss. I. ccclxxix. 634 The rebellion, .hath coste

. . many a mans lyfe in Gaunt, and parauenture many a one
that were in no defaulte. 1549 LATIMER $tk Serin. (Arb.)

>49 They shall aunswere for all the soules that peryshe
throughe theyr defaute. 1614 RALEIGH Hist. World n. 473
Those calamities which happen by their owne default. 1671
MILTON Samson 45 What if all foretold Had been fulfilled

but through mine own default, Whom have I to complain
of but myself? 1742 POPE Dunciad iv. 486 A God without

a Thought, Regardless of our merit or default.

tb. transf. of things : Failure to act or perform
its normal or required functions. Default of the

sun (L. defectus salts') : eclipse. Obs.

1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 5015 Ifany lym wanted. .Thurgh
be defaut here of kynd. 1520 Caxton's Chron. Eng. HI. 19/1
Talus founde fyrste the defaute of the sonne and the moone.

1586 A. DAY Eng. Secretary i. (1625) 131 It is your Oxe that

by default of your owne fence hath entred my ground. 1621

BURTON Anat, Mel. i. i. in. 2 Faith, opinion .. Ratiocina-

tion, are all accidentally depraved by the default of the

imagination. 1736 GRAY Let. to West in Mason Life (ed. 2*

14 If the default of your spirits and nerves be nothing but

the effect of the hyp, I have no more to say.

1 5. (with a and pi.} A failure in duty ;
a wrong

act or deed ; a fault, misdeed, offence ;
= FAULT 5.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 136 Beon icnowen ofte to God of . . hire

defautes touward him. a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter ca\. 4 It is

be manere of vnqueynt men when bai ere takyn with a

defaute to excuse paim wib falshede. c 1386 CHAUCER

Sotnpn. T. 102 Ye god amende defautes sire quod she. 1539
ManualofPrayers, Lauds, Grant us pardon of our defaults.

1548 GEST Pr. Masse 74 To murder a gyltlesse personne is a

defaulte full grevpuse. i635QuARLES Emlil. Ill.lv. 139 Thine
owne defaults did urge This twofold punishment. 1703
MOXON Mech. Exerc. 264 That no Timber be laid within
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the Tunnel of any Chimny, upon penalty to the Workman
for every Default ten Shillings. 1719 I3r. OF LONDON in

W. S. Perry Hist. Coll. Amer. Col. C/i. I. 201 It is. .agrief

to hear of any defaults and irregularities among you.

t b. A failure in what is attempted ;
an error,

mistake ;
= FAULT 5 b. Obs.

1:1386 CHAUCER Clerk's T. 962 With so glad chier his

gestes sche receyveth, And so connyngly everich in his

degre, That no defaute no man aparceyveth. 1426 Paston
Lett. No. 7 I. 25 Hem semyth . . by the defautes ye espied
in the same . . that the processe . . is false and untrewe.

1590 HUTCHINSON in Greenwood Collect. Sclaund. Art. C b,

Your vnsufficient Argument hath 2. defaults in it. 1737 L.

CLARKE Hist. Bible iv. (1740) 102 One great Default.. was,
that they did not make a right use of their victories. 1822

SOUTHEY Vis. Judgement in There he .. accuses For his

own defaults the men who too faithfully served him.

f 6. Failure in any course ; spec, in Hunting,
failure to follow the scent: loss of the scent or

track by the hounds ;
= FAULTS*. 8. Obs.

121300 Leg. Jfooddfyii 22 Our stapes worb isene per-by
bou myjt wibboute defaute to paradys euene gon. c 1369

CHAUCER Dethe Blaunche 384 The houndis hade ouershet

hem al, And were on a defaute (v.r. defaulte] ifal. 1486

Bk. St. Aliaxs'Evj b, And iff yowre houndis chase at hert

or at haare and thay renne at defaute. 1602 mdPt. Return

fr. Parnass. n. v. (Arb.) 31 Thrise our hounds were at de-

fault. 1741 Conipl. Fam. Piece n. i. 291 The Huntsman . .

assisting them at every Default, when they have either lost

the Slot, or follow not the right.

7. Failure to meet financial engagements; the

action of defaulting in money matters.

1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade, Default, a failure ofpayment
of instalments, etc., agreed upon, or in the due execution of

a contract. 1875 JEVONS Money (1878) 209 Convicted of

fraud or default. 1890 Daily News 8 Nov. 5/4 Some de-

faults are expected at the Stock Exchange settlement next

week.

Default (dflg-lt), v. Forms : 4-5 defaut(e, 5

defawte, 6-7 defait, 6 difalt, 6- default. [ME.
ad. OF. defaittir (in 3rd sing. pres. defait, defaut,

default} to fail, be wanting, make default, = Pr.

defalhir, defaylhir, OCat. defallir, Romanic type

defallire, f. DE- + fattire, fallen:, L. falllre : see

FAIL. Cf. It. sfallire (disfallire), Sp. defallecer, to

fail. In English associated with DEFAULT sl>.~]

1. intr. To be wanting ;
to fail. Obs. (exc. as in

quot. 1860, transf. from sense 3.)

c 1340 Cursor M. 8572 (Fairf.) Riches sal be defaute nane.

1382 WYCLIF Num. xi. 33 5it flesh was in the teethe of hem,
ne defautide siche a maner mete. 1860 Merc. Marine Ma$.
VII. 121 The Court advised the Captain to account to his

Owners for the money which was defaulting.

tb. To have want of, be deprived of. rare~ l
.

e 1440 GestaRom. xxxvi. 140 (Add. MS.), I leue to the my
doughtir . . and I comaunde the, that she defaute of none

thyng . . as longeth to a maiden for to haue.

f 2. To fail in strength or vigour, faint ; to suffer

failure. Obs.

1382 WYCLIF Judg. viii. 5 And he seide . . jyueth looues

to the puple, that is with me, for greetlich the! defauten

[1388 for the! failiden greetli]. Ibid. 15 That we seuen to

the men, that ben wery and ban defautid, looues. a 1440

[see DEFAULTING till. sb.~\. a 1592 GRF.ENE James IV, u. ii,

And can your . . king Default, ye lords, except yourselves
do fail 1 a 1617 BAYNE On Efh. (1658) 34 No inferiour cause

can default beside his intention.

3. To make default ; to be guilty of default ; to

fail to fulfil an obligation, esp. one legally required,

as to appear in court at the proper time.

1596 SPENSER F. Q. vi. Hi. 21 He . . pardon crav'd for his

so rash default That he gainst courtesie so fowly did default.

1621 BP. MOUNTAGU Diatribx 479 This was . . punishable if

defaulted in. 1730-6 in BAILEY (folio\ 1828 [see DEFAULTING

ppl. a.]. 1845 R. W. HAMILTON Pop. Edue. viii. (ed. 2) 199
The Dissenters . . in the Weekly Schools . . are grievously

defaulting. 1857 [see DEFAULTING ppl. a. ]. 1858 CARLYLE
Fredk. Gt. II. viii. iv. 318 There is one Rath . . who has been

found actually defaulting ; peculating from that pious hoard.

1892 Boston (Mass.) Jrnl. 15 Jan. 8/3 Delaney was arrested

by officers, .this morning . . He was arrested July 21 . . and

defaulted.

b. To fail to meet financial engagements.
1868 ROGERS Pol. Econ. xix. (1876) 256 The colony . . will

cease to get fresh creditors, as assuredly as any defaulting

foreign Government does. 1885 Truth nJune^25/2
To insist

upon Egypt paying her creditors, and to let Turkey default

to hers is a palpable contradiction. 1886 Manch. Exam.

9 Jan. 5/1 Last year . . 44 companies, with 8,386 miles of

main line, defaulted and passed into receiverships.

4. trans. To put in default ; to make or adjudge
a defaulter ;

in Law, to declare (a party) in de-

fault and enter judgement against him (see quot.

1828).
X375 BARBOUR Bruce \. 182 Ihone the balleoll, that swa

sone Was all defawtyt & wndone. 1574 tr. Littletons

Tenures 87 a, No man of full age shalbe received in any pie

by the law to difalt or disable his owne person. 1597 SKENE
De Verb. Sign. s.v. Sok, The court beand feused, the Serjand
thereof sail call the Soytes, and defait the absentes. 1828

WEBSTER, Default, to call a defendant officially, to appear
and answer in court, and on his failing to answer, to declare

him in default, and enter judgment against him ; as, let the

defendant be defaulted . . [also] the cause was defaulted.

1 5. To fail to perform ; to omit, neglect. Obs.

1648 MILTON Tenure Kings (1649) 32 Wee shall not need
i dispute . . what they have defaulted towards him as no king.

1656 SANDERSON Serin. (1689) 388 He that defalteth any-

thing of that just honour.

6. To fail to pay.
1889 Pall Mall G. 27 Apr. 6/3 Mexico . . defaulted her in-

terest after promising to pay 5 per cent.

DEFAULTY.

Defarrltant, a. [f.

Not repr. any Fr. form.]
default.

DEFAULT v. + -ANT.

Defaulting, guilty of

1884 A. A. PUTNAM 10 Yrs. Police Judge v. 30 It did not

transpire that the offending officials had been delinquent,
defaultant, or otherwise derelict.

t Defaulted, ppl. a. Obs.
[f.

DEFAULT sb. or

v. + -ED.] Having defaults or defects
;
defective.

1580 E. KNIGHT Trial Truth 63 (T.) The old defaulted

building being rid out of the way.
Defaulter (dtfg-ltai). [f.

DEFAULT v. + -EE.]

One who is guilty of default ; esp. one who fails to

perform some duty or obligation legally required
of him j one who fails to appear when required.

1666-7 MARVEI.L Corr. Ixv. Wks. 1872-5 II. 206 On Friday
the defaulters upon the call of the House are to be called

over. 1686 PLOT Staffordsh. 436 The defaulters being many,
and the amercements by the Officers perhaps not sometimes
over reasonable. 1727-31 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Default,

Judgment maybe given against the defaulter. 1848 THACK-
ERAY Van. Fair Ivi, Master Osborne, you came a little late

this morning, and have been a defaulter in this respect more
than once. 1877 BLACK Green Past. xi. (1878) 85 There was
no chance of a defaulter sneaking off in the night without

paying his fourpence.
b. Mil. A soldier guilty of a military crime or

offence. Also attrib.

1823 in CRABB Techn. Diet. T&\\Regul. ff Ord. Army
119 Confinement to the Defaulters' Room for any period
not exceeding seven days, .being drilled with the Defaulters

during that time. 1853 STOCQUELER Mttit. Encycl., De-

faulters' Book, aregimental record of the crimes of the men.

1892 Daily News 25 Mar. 3/2, I attach a copy of Private

O'Grady's defaulter-sheet.

C. One who fails properly to account for money
or other property entrusted to his care, esp. through

having misappropriated it to his own use.

1823 CRABB Techn. Diet,, Defaulter (Com.), one who is

deficient in his accounts, or fails in making his accounts

correct. 1856 E. A. BOND Russia at Close i6th C. (Hakluyt
Soc.) Introd. 81 He was soon . . denounced, .as a defaulter

in his accounts. 1887 Westm. Rev. June 298 The Receiver-

General for Lower Canada became a defaulter to the extent

of ; 96,000 of public money.
d. One who fails to meet his money engage-

ments ; one who becomes bankrupt.
1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade, Defaulter . . a trader who

fails in his payments, or is unable to meet his engagements.
1887 Pall Mall G. 28 June 9/2 Mr. H . has been officially

declared a defaulter upon the Stock Exchange.

t Defau'ltiness. Obs In 6 defait-. [f.

DEFAULTY a. + -NESS.]
1530 PALSGR. 212/2 Defaltynesse,./izfte.

Defaulting (dtfg-ltirj),
vbl. sb. [f. DEFAULT

v. + -INS 1
.] Failing, failure (0&s.) ; failing in an

obligation.
1382 WYCLIF Wisd. xi. 5 The enemys . . suffreden peynes,

fro the defauting of ther drinc. a 1440 Found. St. Barthol.

45 For defawtynge of his hert, the vtteryng of his voice

beganne to breke. 1870 EMERSON Soc. ft Solit., Work q
Days Wks. (Bonn) III. 67 Shameful defaulting, bubble, and

bankruptcy.

Defaulting, /// a. [-ING
2
.] That defaults :

see the vb. (esp. in sense 3).
1828 WEBSTER, Defaulting, ppr. i. Failing to fulfill a con-

tract ; delinquent. 2. Failing to perform a duty or legal

requirement; as, a defaulting creditor. Walsh. 1857 G.

WILSON Let. in Mem. x. (1860) 444, I took a defaulting

lecturer's place at the Philosophical Institution. 1889 Law
Times LXXXVIII. 115/2 A writ of sequestration, .against
a defaulting trustee.

t Defaultive, a. Obs. [f. DEFAULT sb. +

-IVE, after F./a^/,-z'fe: cf. FAULTIVE.] Deficient,

faulty, remiss.

01400 WYCLIF Exod. vi. 12 (MS. B, etc.) Hou schal

a?ens be merie. a 1641 BP. MOUNTAGU Acts it Mot. (1642)

274, 1 never was behinde, nor defaltive in any thing which

might conduce unto, or advance your benefit.

t Defau'ltless, a. Obs. rare- 1
. [-LESS]

Faultless.

1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 8699 Alle fayrnes of bis lyfe

here.. pat any man myght ordayne defautles War noght
a poynt to bat fairnes.

Defavrltress. fare. [f. DEFAULTER + -ESS.]

A female defaulter.

1736 SWIFT New Prop. Quadrille, The defaultress to be

amerced as foresaid at the next meeting.

t DefaU'lture. Obs. rare. [f. DEFAULT v. +

-URE : cf. failure.] The action of defaulting ;

failure to fulfil an engagement.
1632 Indenture in Arb. Garner I. 317 If any one of the

aforesaid parties, .should fail in the payment of such money
. .then it should be lawful to and for_the rest of the said

parties, .to supply the same, or to admit some other person
or persons to have the share of such defaulture, paying the

sum imposed on the said share.

t Defaulty, a. Obs. Also 5 defawty, 5-6

-fauti, -fautie, -fauty. [f.
DEFAULT sb. + -Y :

cf. DEFAULTIVE, FAULTY.] Faulty, defective, in

fault.

ci44o Promp. Parv. 115 Defawty, dffccthms. 1:1449

PECOCK Rcpr. \. xiii. 72 Excusing what ellis in hern schulde

be untrewe and default 1462 MARG. PASTON in Lett.

No. 436 II. 84 He.. swore sore he was nevyr defawty in that

ye have thowte hym defawty in. 1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de

W. 1531) 214 In the whiche werkes who so be founde defatity,



DEFEASANCE. 127 DEFEATED.
it shall be layde to his rh.it-Rt:. 1530 PALSCK. 309/2 De-

faully, in blame for a m?i\\.vc,faittcux,f<iiiteuse.

Defayte, obs. form of DEFEAT.

Defe, obs. form of DEAF.

Defeasance (dii7-zahs). Forms : 5 defes-

anoe, Sic. defasance, 6 depheazance, .S'<-. defain-

anco, 6-7 defeasans, defeysanco, 7 defeisanoe,

6-9 defeazance, 6- defeasance. [ME. a. AF.

defesaunce, Of. deftsance undoing, destruction, f.

OF. defesant, des-, pr. pplc. of desfaire (now di-

fitire) to undo, destroy, f. ties-, dJ-, DE- 1. 6 +fatrt
to do. See -ANCE.]
1. Undoing, bringing to nought ; ruin, defeat,

overthrow. (Now always coloured by a.)

1590 SPENSER f. Q. i. xii. 12 Where that champion stout
After his foes defeasaunce did remaine. 1616 R. CARPENTER
Christ's Lamm-bell 61 Notwithstanding the discouery and
defeysance of their manifold mischieuous designments.
a 1617 BAYNE On Epk. (1658) 35 He may suffer defeasance
in the intentions hee purposetn. 1847 GHOTE Gretct II. ix.

III. 21 It was always an oligarchy which arose on the
defeasance of the heroic kingdom. 1874 STUBBS Const. Hist.
I. viii. 233 The extinction or other defeasance of the old

royal houses.

2. Law, The rendering null and void (of a former

act, an existing condition, right, etc.).

159* GREENE Def. Conny Catch. (1859) 15 The gentleman
..promised to acknowledge a statute staple to nim, with
letters of defeysance. iooa FI'LBECKE ind Pt. Parall. 68
As to conditions impossible in facte, such conditions if they
go to the defeasans of an estate, the estate notwithstanding
remaineth good. 16*8 COKE On Lift. 236 b, Indentures of
Defeasance. 1765 BLACKSTONK Cotnrn. I. 211 It was not a
defeazance of the right of succession. 18*7 JARMAM Poweirs
Devises (ed. 3) II. 242 An executory devise, limited in de-

feazance of a preceding estate.

3. Law. A condition upon the performance of

which a deed or other instrument is defeated or

made void ; a collateral deed or writing expressing
such condition.

14*8 Surtccs Misc. (1890) 9 An obligacyon . .and a defes-

ance made yer apon yat ye sayd John Lyllyng fra van
furth suld be of gude governaunce. 1580 SIDNEY Arcadia
ill. 293 A sufficient defeazance for the firmest bond of good
nature. 1634 FORD P. Warbeck n. iii, No indenture but
has its counterpawn : no noverint but his condition or

defeysance. 1641 Termes de la Ley 103 A defeasance is

usually a deed by it selfe concluded and agreed on betweene
the parties, and having relation to another deed or grant.

1767 BLAC KSTONE Comm. II. 327 A defeazance is a collateral

deed, made at the same time with a feoffment or other con.

veyance, containing certain conditions, upon the performance
of which the estate then created may be defeated or totally
undone. 1875 POSTE Gains HI. Comtn. (ed. a) 41 1 The
warrant being accompanied by a defeazance declaring it to

be merely a security for payment.

f4. Sc. Acquittance or discharge from an obli-

gation or claim. Obs.

1478 [see DEFEASE v. 2]. 1489 Sc. Acts fas. IV (1597) 9
The saidis letters of discharge to be na defaisance to them.

1551 -S\ . Aits Mary (1597) 6 lo I ( Sil ' 'x'
l e:l^llm to the

annuelleres, notwithstanding the defaisance maid presently,

gif they please to bye in againe. . Defaisance of payment.
Hence Dcfea'sanced pa. pple. or a.

1846 WORCESTER, Defeasanced (Law), liable to be for-

feited. Burrows.

Defease, v. Also 5 Sc. defese, 6 Sc. defase,

7 defeise.
[f. defeas-aitce, defeas-ible, etc., and

thus representing OF. de(s]fes-, stem of desfaire to

undo : see DEFEASANCE.]
L trans. To undo, bring to nought, destroy, rare.

1611 G. SANDYS Ovid's Met. iv. (1626) 76 What? could

that Strumpets brat the form defeise Of poore Maeoniau

Saylers, drencht in Seas? i86J. B. ROSE Ovid's Fasti
vi. 836 Now on the Ides all order is defeased.

f 2. Sc. To discharge from an obligation, acquit.
b. To discharge (a part), deduct. Obs.

1478 Act. Dom. Cone, aa (Jam.) Becauss the thane of

Caldor allegis that he has charteris to defese him tharof

[payment], the lordis assignis him .. to schew tha charteris,

and sufficiand defesancc. ii Sc. Acts Mary (1597) i 10

The awner . . sail not bee halden to paye mair . . then

cummis to the residue thereof, the saidis sext, fifth and
fourth partes, resfectiuf, being defaised. 1664 NEWBYTH
in M. P. Brown Suppl. Decis. (1826) I. 499 Notwithstanding
of the twenty shillings Scots to be defeased to the defender

t Defease, sb. Sc. Obs. [f. prec. vb.] Dis-

charge, acquittance ;
= DEFEASANCE 4.

1491 Ld. Treas. Ace. Scott. I. 166 Chauncellare, we charge

5ow that..;e here the Thesauraris compt and defeis, and
allow as 3e think accordis to resone

Defeasible (d/Trztb'l), a. Also 6 defeazable,

9 -ible, 7 defesible, -eable, 7-9 defeasable. [n.

AF. defeasible (Lyttelton) : OF. type *de(s)faisible,

*de(s~\fesible, f. de(s\faire, de(s]fes-, to undo -I- -BLK.

Cf. FEASIBLE.] Capable of being, or liable to be,

undone,
' defeated

'
or made void ; subject to for-

feiture.

1586 FERNE Bias. Gentrie 301 There be two or three rules

tote obserued, otherwise the adoption is defeasible. i6i

DAVIES Why Ireland, etc. (1747)
81 He came to the Crowne

of England by a defeasible title. 1767 BLACKSTONE Comm.
II. 393 In all these creatures, reclaimed from the wildness

of their nature, the property is not absolute, but defeasible.

1818 CRUISE Diffst (ed. a) IV. 105 A confirmation may make
8 voidable or defeazible estate good. 1876 BANCROFT Hist.

U.S. I. xv. 456 The unlettered savage .. might deem the

English tenure defeasible.

Hence Defa clbleneia, Defealbl llty.
1610 OOSNK 1'ieudo Martyr 158 Mu<-h less . . were our

Lawes subject to that frailty and DefeseaUtnexse. 1885
SIR F. NORTH in Lam Ret. 20 Ch. Div. 542 The defeasiliility
of the gift in favour of Mrs. White.

Defeat (d/frO, si. [Appears at end of i6th c. :

f. Ill FEAT v., prob. after F. difaitc sb. (1475 in

ilatzf.) : the latter was the ordinary fern. sb. from

dffait, -e, pa. pple. of defaire vb., = It. disfalta
' an

vndoing, an vnmnking' (Florio), a defeat, a rout;

Romanic type *disfacta : see DEFEAT
.]

1 1. Undoing ; ruin ; act of destruction. To make

defeat upon (of) : to bring about the ruin or de-

struction of. Obs.

1599 SHAKS. Much Ado iv. i. 48 If you . . Haue vanquUht
the resistance of her youth, And made defeat of her vir-

ginitie. i6oa Ham. n. ii. 598 A king, Vpon whose pro-

perty, and most deere life, A damn'd defeate was made. 1611

BEAUM. & Fu Thierry fy Theo.v. ii, After the damned defeat

on you. a 1634 CHAPMAN Rev. Honour, That he might
meantime make a sure defeat On our good aged lather's

life. 1636 DAVKNANT Wits v. v, I cannot for my heart pro-
ceed to more Defeat upon thy liberty.

2. The action of bringing to nought (schemes,

plans, hopes, expectations) ; frustration. (Now
usuallyy^. of 3.")

1509 SHAKS. Hen. I', i, ii. 313 So may a thousand actions

once a foote . . be all well borne Without defeat. 1645
EVELYN Mem. (1857) I. 191 After I had sufficiently com-

plained of my defeat of correspondence at Rome. 1667
LD. G. DIGBY Elvira i. ii, Th' ingenious defeats . . You are

prepar'd to give to her suspicions. 1673 -' rt Contentm. ix.

3. 224 With him . . whose perpetual toil makes him insen-

sible what the defeat of sport signifies. 1738 WARBURTON
Div. Legal, n. Notes i R.', The defeat of Julian's impious
purpose to rebuild the temple of Jerusalem. 1859 TENNYSON
Guinevere 621, I must not dwell on that defeat of fame.

8. The act of overthrowing in a contest, the fact

of beine so overthrown or overcome ; overthrow.
With objective genitive, or its equivalent, as '

after their

defeat by the Romans ',

' the defeat of Bonaparte at Water-
loo

'

; phrases, to inflict a defeat upon, \give a a. to, to

defeat ; to suffer, sustain, t receive a defeat, to be defeated.

a. in a military contest or fight. (The usual

term from c 1650.)
1600 E. BLOUNT tr. Conestaggio 298 They had newes in

Fraunce of the defeat of the armie. 1657 North's Plutarch,
Addit. Lives 57 To revenge the Defeat which they received

at Derbent. 1659 B. HARRIS ParivaFs Iron Age 213 Prince

Rupert . .notwithstanding his late defeat at Marston Moore.
Ibid. 298 They gave a totall defeat to the Turkish Fleet.

1667 MILTON P. L. i. 135 The dire event. That with sad
overthrow and foul defeat Hath lost us Heav'n. 1710
STEELE Taller No. 74 P 12 He received the News of the
Defeat of his Troops. 1841 ELPHINSTONE /list. Ind. II.

103 He at last suffered a total defeat, and lost all his acqui-
sitions. 1874 GREEN Short Hist. vii. 8. 430 The defeat of

the Armada.
b. in other contests or struggles, e.g. in parlia-

ment, the defeat of a ministry, of the supporters
of a measure, of a measure itself.

1697 JER. COLLIER Ess. Mar. Suoj., Confidence (1698) 103
A Man of Confidence, .is ready to rally after a Defeat ; and

grows more troublesome upon Denial. 1848 MACAULAY
7/ist. Eng. II. 26 In that House of Commons.. the Court
had sustained a defeat on a vital question. 1884 GLADSTONE
in Standard 29 Feb. 2^7 The vote upon redistribution of

power Drought about the defeat of the first Reform Bill.

4. Law. The action of rendering null and void.

Defeat (diTrf, v. Forms: 4-5 deflate, 4-7
defete, 5 deffayt, dyffeat, 5-7 defait, 6 defayte,

-fette, -feiot, -faict, disfeat, 6-7 defeats, 7 de-

felt, 6- defeat, [f.
OF. defeit, -fait, orig. desfaii,

pa. pple. of desfaire
= It. disfare, late L. diffaclre,

disfaclre, to undo, unmake, mar, destroy (in Salic

Law and Capitula Car. Magn>j, (. L. dis- (ee
DE- I. 6) + factre to do, make. Apparently the

OF. pa. pple. defait, defeit was first taken into

Eng. as a
pa. pple. (see DF.FEIT, defef) ; this was

soon extended to defeted, and defete taken as the

stem of an Eng. verb : cf. the dates of these.

(The pa. pple., and even the pa. t., were sometimes deftat
in 16-1 ;th c. (J

1 1. trans. To unmake, undo, do away with
;
to

ruin, destroy. Obs.

1435 Rolls far/. 490 Ye saide pouere Toune of Caleys, yat

by ye continuance of ye saide Staple hath hiderto been

gretly maintened . . [il like to bee defaited and lost. 1481

CAXTON Myrr. i . i. 7 God may make alle thyng & alle deffete

or vnmake. 1481 Godfrey 31 Whan Titus, .deffeted and

destroyed al the cyte. 1509 HAWES Past. Pleas, xxxvin.

xii. Her lusty relhoryke My courage reformed . . My sorowe

deleted, and my mynde dyde modefy. 1548 HALL Chron.

184 To subverte and defaict all conclusions and agrementes,
enacted and assented to, in the last Parliament. 1604
SHAKS. Oth. iv. ii. 160 Vnkindnesse may do much ; And his

vnkindnesse may defeat my life. 1*05 BACON Adv. Learn.
ll. xxii. 9 5 (1873) 207 Great and sudden fortune for the

most part defeateth men. 1611 COTOR., Dtsfairl, tovndoe;
..defeat, discomfit, ouercome; mine, destroy, ouerthrow.

1631 I.mioow Tree. vm. 343 Thy wals defeat, were rear'd

with fatall bones.

t 2. To destroy the vigour or vitality of; to cause

to waste or languish ; pa. pple. wasted, withered.

(1374 CHAUCER Boeth. 11. i. 30 t>ou langnissed and art

deffeted for talent and desijr of pi raber fortune. 1483
CAXTON Gold. Leg. 136/1 My body is deffeted by the

t. .rmentU, that the uoundes suflre nothyng to entre in to

my thought.

1 3. To destroy the beauty, form, or figure of
;
to

disfigure, deface, spoil. Obs.

1491 CAXTON I'itas Pair. (W. de W. 14951 ' xii. tfm/i
She was soo deflayted and dyifygtired by the grele abity*
nences that she made. ll<id I. I. 101 b/a Hit vyiage..wu
also pale and dyffeated aft of a deed man. 1405 1 re-.-ita'i

Bartk. De P. K. rv. iii. (ed. W. de W.) sTOryeneue . .

makyth the body euyll colouryd, and
defacyth

and dc-

fctyth [corfus aiscolorat et deformat', Harl, MS. 4787
(c 1410) euel y.hewed & defaceb & defete ; Addit . MS. 97944
(.1415) euel 1>hewed & dcfactif ft defete; fn-ig. trotat'ly
euel yhewed & defaced ft defet]. 1604 SHAKS. CM. i. ill.

346 Defeale thy fauour, with an vsurp'd Beard.

+ 4. Hunting. To cut up (an animal). Obs.

14. . Le Ventry de Twety in Rel. Ant. I. 153 And whan
the hert is take, .and shal be defeted. 1HH. 154 And whan
the boor is i-Uke, he be deffetyd al velue.

6. To bring to nought, cause to fail, frustrate,

nullify (a plan, purpose, scheme, etc.).

1474 CAXTON Chesse 65 Thynges and honoures shal ben
dcfetid by ftodeyn

deth. is>6 Pilgr. 1'erf. (W. de W. 1531 1

34 b, Whichc illusyon. .aft soone as it was detected . . anone
It auoyded & was defeted 1138 STAIKF.Y England iv.

1 18 Yf hyt were wel ordryd justyce schold not be 10 de.

fettyd. 1601 SHAKS. Ham. in. ill 40 My stronger guilt,
defeats my strong intent. 1660 HICKEHINGILL "Jamaica
(1661) 73 The most promising designs . . are many times

easily defeated. 1706 J. CHAMBERLAYNE St. Gt. Brit. \. lit.

x. (1743) 204 Almost sufficient to defeat the old adage,
' Rome was not built in a day'. 1781 COWPKR Charily 38
To thwart its influence, and its end defeat. 1818 CRUISE
Direst (ed. 2) IV. 414 To. defeat the ulterior objects of tin-

articles. 1855 EMERSON Misc. 333 A man who commits a
crime defeats the end of his existence.

6. Law. To render null and void, to annul.

igM TUNSTAL, etc. To Wolsey (MS. Colt Vesp. C in.

189 b), In case ye wold have those points at this tyme be ex-

presse convention defeatyd. 1583 It'itb Q l*v. ff. C.

(Surtees) II. 62 Herbye defeating all former will and willes,

by me alt anye tyme made. 1641 PKRXINS Prof. St. iv.

1 279 This exchange is good until it be defeated by the

wife or her heire. 1767 BLACKSTONE Comm. II. 143 The
lessee's estate might also, by the antient law, be at any
time defeated, by a common recovery suffered by the

tenant of the freehold. 1818 CRUISE Direst (ed. i) II. 49
A condition that defeats an estate. 1848 WHAKTON Lean
Lex. s. v. Defeasance, A Defeasance on a bond, .defeats

that in the same manner.

7. To do (a person) out ^/" (something expected,
or naturally coming to him); to disappoint, de-

fraud, cheat.

1538 STARKEY England t. iv. 121 The credytorys holly are

dcfayted of theyr dette. 1541-3 Act 34-5 Hen. VIII, c. 20

S i Feined recoueries . . to binde and defete their heires

inheritable by the limitacion of suche giftes. 1969 NEWTON
Cicero's Oldt Age 140, That they might defeate him from
the use and possession of his goods. 1633 BP. HALL Hard
Texts 382 1 hat thou mam not be defeated of that glory
which awaits for thee. 1667 MILTON /'. /.. XL 254 Death. .

Defeated of his seisure. 17*7 BLACKSTONE Comm. II. 475
A means of defeating their landlords of the security which
the law has given them. 1777 JOHNSON Let. to Mrs.
Thrale 6 Oct., Having been defeated of my first design.

1846 MILL I.i'gic in. xxvi. } 3 The assertion that a cause

has been defeated of an effect that is connected with it by
a completely ascertained law of causation.

t b. To deprive ^/"(something one already po*.

[

sesses) ; to dispossess. Obs.

1591 HARINGTON Orl. Fur. ILXXVI. xlvii. (1634) 301 Rogero
sunders them . . Then of their daggers he them both de-

feateth. 1606 DAY lie of Guts i. u. (18811 la That ho-

soeuer. .can defeate him of his daughters shall with theyr
loues inioy his dukedome. 1677 Gevt. I'nict 29 They are

never defeated of those marks of Honour, unless they nave
done something dishonourable.

8. To discomfit or overthrow in a contest ; to van-

quish, beat, gain the victory over : a. in battle.

The sense gradually passes from '

undo, annihilate, ruin,
cut to pieces, destroy, rout ', in the early quots., to that

merely of
'

beat, gain the victory over, put to the worse ', in

the modern ones. (Not in Shaks.)
i(6a J. SHUTE Carabine's Turk. Wars 6 The armie of

Baiazith was defeicted, and he taken by Tamerlane. 1579
E. K. Gloss. Spenser's Shefh. Cal. June, Great armies were
defaicted and put to flyght at the onely hearing of hys
name. 1606 HOLLAND Sueton. ij After this, he defeited

Scipio and Ivba. Ibid. 47 When Lollius and Varrus were
defaited. 10X3 H CO<;AN tr. Pinto's Trot: 47 Then . . he
made an end of defeating them, the most of them being
constrained to leap into the Sea. 1667 LD. ORRERY State

Lett. (1743) II. 213 Thne English ships . . fell on the Irish,

killed some, and defeat the rest. 1776 Frial ofNundot
64/2 Their army was defeated before the walls of Patna.

1838 THIRLWALL Greece IV. 437 An engagement followed,
in which Therimachus was defeated and slain. 1861 Westm.
Rev. Oct. 407 But though defeated the Cotton States were
not vanquished.

b. transf.
1781 COWPER Retirement 781 Tis love like his that can

alone defeat The foes of man. 1818 SHELLEY Rev. Islam
VI. Iii, But that she Who loved me did with absent looks

defeat Despair. 1870 E. PEACOCK Rolf Skirl. III. 139
Isabel) was not to be so easily defeated.

t Defea-tanca. Obs. rare. [f.
DETKAT v. -t

-ANCB. (Not in Fr.)l Defeat.
n 1611 BROIGHTON Wki. (1662) III. 693 By 3000 well

giuen to a courtier and a lady, procured griel to Q. Elizabeth

and defeatance.

Defeated (dfffted), ///. a. [-ED'.] Undone,

fnistrated, vanquished, etc. ; see the verb.

i6oa SHAKS. Ham. L it 10 As 'twere, with a defeated ioy.
1600 HICKERIXGILL Jamaica ,1661) 86 Daring to rally

defeated courage. 01859 MACAI-LAV Hitt. ne. V. >jo
The malevolence of the defeated part)- oon revivd in an
iti energy.



DEFEATER.

Defeater (dtfrtoi). [-ER
1
.] One who or that

which defeats.

1844 TUPPER Crock ofG. xni, That inevitable defeator of
all printed secrets impatience. 1864 SALA in Daily Tel.

ii Oct., The loss inflicted by the defeated on the defeater.

Defea'ting, vbl. sb. [-ING i.] The action of

the verb DEFEAT, q.v.

1592 Good Ntrwes fr. Fraunce Title-p., Together with the

defeating, drowning, and taking of much victuaille, corne
and money, sent by the enemy. 1593 WATSON Tenrs of
Fancie xxvi. Poems (Arb.) 191 So Hue I now and looke for

ioyes defeating. 1659 B - HARRIS Parivats Iron Age 94
The defeating of some companies of Dragoons.

Defea'ting, ppl* a. [-INGS.] That defeats;
see the verb.

1674 BOYLE Excell. Theol. i. iii. 106 The defeating dis-

positions of his providence.

t Defea'tment. Obs. [f.
DEFEAT v. + -MENT.]

The action of defeating, defeat.

1. In battle or war ;
= DEFEAT sb. 3.

1598 BARRET Theor. Warres iv. i. 98 The cause of many
defeatments. a 1635 NAUNTON Fragm. Reg. (Arb.) 19
Considering the defeatments of Blackwater. 1733 MILLNER

Compend. Jrnl. 167 The Seat of the War was wholly in

Flanders, removed thither by the French Defeatment.

2. Undoing, frustration, disappointment (of a

purpose, design, etc.) ; DEFEAT sb. 2.

1647 SPRIGGE Anglia Rediv, \. vi. (1854) 53
Had these

letters been delivered to the King (as they might have been
but for this defeatment). 1674 OWEN Wks, (1851) VIII. 491
The defeatment of these advantages. 1681 H. MORE Exp.
Dan. 261 In defeatment of his Power and Laws in the

Church.

Defeature (dtff'tiui), sb. Obs. or arch. Also

7 defaiture, defeiture, diffeature. [a. OF.

deffaiture, desfaiture, f. desfaire to undo, etc., after :

faitztre:L.factura making, doing. In Eng. con-
|

formed in spelling to defeat, and in sense 2 associ- I

ated with feature^
fl. Undoing, ruin ;

= DEFEAT sb. i. Obs.

159* DANIEL Compl. Rosamond^ The Day before the

Night ofmy Defeature. 1596 SPENSER F. Q. iv. vi. 17 For
their first loves defeature. 1615 Life Lady Jane Grey
B

iij b, After her most vnfortunate marriage and the utter

defaiture almost of her name and honours. 1616 R. C.

Times' Whistle \\\. 900 To make defeature Of his estate in

blisse he doth intend.

2. Disfigurement, defacement; marring of features.

arch. Cf. DEFEAT v. 3.

Now chiefly an echo of the Shaksperian use.

1590 SHAKS. Coin. Err. v. i. 299 Carefull houres with times

deformed hand, Haue written strange'defeatures in my face.

Ibid. H. i. 98. 1591 Ven. fy Ad. 736 To mingle beauty
with infirmities, And pure perfection with impure defeature, t

1797 MRS. A.M. BENNETT Beggar Girl (1813) V. 312 AH the i

defeatures of guilt, .stood on the brow of the former. 1829
SOUTHEY Colloq. Society Ded. i. iv, Ere heart-hardening i

bigotry. .With sour defeature marr'd his countenance. 1842
Tait's Mag. IX. 354 To see the veil uplifted from the
deformities and defeatures of my fellow-creatures.

f 3. Frustration ;
= DEFEAT sb. 2. Obs.

1609 BP. W. BARLOW Answ. Nameless Cath. 14 The
defeature and discouerie of those horrible Traitors. 1668 :

E. KEMP Reasons for Use of Ck. Prayers 10 Have they :

had no disappointments, no defeatures ? 1681 GLANVILL :

Sadducismm i. (1726) 31 The Defeature of its Purposes.

f 4. Defeat in battle or contest. Obs.

1598 FLORIO, SoffrattO) a defeature or ouerthrow. 1601 :

HOLLAND Pliny II. 481 After the defeiture of K. Perseus. I

16*3 MASSINGER Bondman iv. i, Have you acquainted her
with the defeature Of the Carthaginians. 1810 SOUTHEY
Kehama xi. ii, Complaining of defeature twice sustain'd.

1834 Fraser's Mag. X. 417 This comfort we to our defeature
lend.

Defea'ture, z>- [f- prec. sb., sense 2. Cf. OF.

deffaiturer (igth c. in Godef.), with which however
the Eng. word is not historically connected.] trans.

To disfigure, deface, mar the features of. Hence

Defeatured///, a.

179* J. FENNELL Proc. at Paris (L.), Events defeatured

by exaggeration. 1818 Blackiv. Mag. II. 493 A . . face,
defeatured horribly. 1863 LD. LYTTON Ring Amasis II.

137 Ruined defeatured shapes of Beauty.

Defeazable, -ance, var. DEFEASABLE, -ANCE.

t De'fecate, ///. a. Obs. Also 5 deflcate, 7
defecate, [ad. i-.tiefxcat-us, pa. pple. of def&care

(see next). In early times used as pa. pple. of

DEFECATE V.]
1. Purified from dregs, clarified, clear and pure.

a. as///*.
1533 ELYOT Cast, ffelthe (1541) 34 b, Ale or biere welle and

perfytely brewed and clensed, and.. settled and defecate.

1650 W. BROUGH Sacr. Princ. (1659) 257 Joys, .defecate

from your dregs of guilt.

b. as adj.

1576 NEWTON Letunie's Complex. (1633) 143 This pure,
cleare, defecate, lovely, and amiable juyce. 1631-51 Anat.
Mel. u. ii. i. i. 233 Many rivers, .defecate and clear. 1671
R. BOHUN Wind 235 The Air is generally defecate and
serene. 1684 tr. Bonet's Merc. Compit. v, 146 It renders the

mass of bloud defaecate.

2. Mentally, morally, or spiritually purified.
c 1450 HENRVSON Test, Cres. (R.), Sith ye are all seven

deflcate Perticipnnt of diuine sapience. 1621 BURTON
Anat. Mel. in. iv. i. i, Calvinists, more defecate than the

rest, yet. .not free from superstition. 1653 H. MORE Con-

jeet. Cabbal. (1713) 25 A pure and defecate ^Ethereal Spirit.

1742 YOUNG Nt. Th. ix. 1209 Minds elevate, and panting for

unseen, And defecate from sense.
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Defecate (de-fll^t), v. Also 6 defioate, 7-9
defsecate. [f. ppl. stem of L. defsecdre to cleanse

from dregs, purify, f. DE- 1.6+ Jeex, pi. fsec-es

dregs. Cf. F. de/tquer (i6th c. in Littre).]

1. trans. To clear from dregs or impurities ;
to

purify, clarify, refine.

1575 LANEHAM Let. (1871) 58 When, .it iz defecated by al

nights standing, the drink iz the better. 1611 BURTON Anal.
Mel. i. ii. n. i, Some are of opinion that such fat standing
waters make the best Beere, and that seething doth defe-

cate it. 1707 SLOANE yamaica I. 20 The gum, which

they defecate in water by boiling and purging. 1753
HERVEY Therm f, Asp. (1757) I. xii. 457 Some like the

Distillers Alembick sublimate ; others like the Common
sewers defsecate. 1881 H. NICHOLSON From Sword to

Share xxxii. 255 The juice should be. .defecated and con-

centrated on the most approved methods.

2. fig. To purify from pollution or extraneous

admixture (of things immaterial.
1621 BURTON Anat. Mel. in. iv. i. iii, Till Luther's time..

who began upon a sudden to defecate, and as another sun
to drive away those foggy mists of superstition. 1648
BOYLE Seraph. Love (1700) 58 To Defecate and Exalt our

Conceptions. 1665 GLANVILL Scepsis Set. i. 17 Ifwe defecate
the notion from materiality. 1751 JOHNSON Rambler No.

177 F 4 To defecate and clear my mind by brisker motions.

1866 LOWELL Biglow P. Introd. Poems 1890 II. 162 Agrow-
ing tendency to curtail language into a mere convenience,
and to defecate it of all emotion. 1870 W. M. ROSSETTI
Life ofShelley p. xx, To defecate life of its misery.

8. To remove (dregs or fasces) by a purifying

process ;
to purge away ;

to void as excrement.

1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1862) I. iv. 13 It [the air] soon

began to defecate and to depose these particles upon the oily
surface. 186* GOULBURN Pers. Relig. iv. vii. (1873) 311 To
defecate the dregs of the mind. 1871 H. MACMILLAN True
Vine iii. QI By the death of the body, sin is defecated

b. aosol. To void the faeces.

1864 in WEBSTER. 1878 A. HAMILTON Nerv. Dis. 108 The
patient should not be allowed to get up to defecate. 1889

J. M. DUNCAN Clin. Lect. Dis. Women xiv. (ed. 4) 96.

Hence De'feoating vbl. sb. and ppl. a.

1855 MAURICE Let. in Life (1884) II. vii. 277 Get it clear

by any defecating processes. 1885 Manch. Even. News
29 May 2/2 The use of defecating powders.

Defecated (de-frtited),///. a. [f. prec. + -ED.]
1. Cleared of dregs or impurities ; clarified, clear.

1641 WILKINS Math. Magick n. v. (1648) 185 Have the air

..so pure and defecated as is required. 1677 GREW Anat.
Fntits iii. 6 A more defecated or better rined Juyce. 1733
CHEYNE Eng. Malady Pref. (1734) 5 Generous, defecated,

spirituous Liquors. 1865 Sat. Rev. 17 June 721/1 We have
a right to ask. .that our rivers should flow with water, and
not with defecated sewage.
2. fig. Mentally, morally, or spiritually purified.
i6n SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xx. 4 A great deale of

cleare elocution, and defecated conceit. 1793 T. TAYLOR
Orat. Julian 39 Consider the defecated nature of that pure
and divine body. i86a F. HALL Hindu Philos. Syst. 279
His judgment daily becomes more and more defecated.

3. transf. Of evil : Unmixed, unmitigated.
1796 BURKE Let. Noble Ld. Wks. VIII. 57 The principle

of evil himself, incorporeal, pure, unmixed, dephlegmaled,
defecated, evil. 1827 HARE Guesses Ser. L (1873) 52The Penal
Colonies, .have been the seats of simple, defecated crime.

Defecation (def/k^'Jan). Also defseoation.

[ad. L. defsecdtion-em, n. of action from defxcare
to DEFECATE. Also in mod.F.] The action or

process of defecating.
1. The action of purifying from dregs or lees ;

cleansing from impurities ; clarification.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Defecation, a purging from dregs,
a refining. 1666 J. SMITH Old Age (ed. 2) 218 Depuration
and defecation . . of the blood and vital spirits. 1865
Standard 26 Jan., Unless some means are taken for the de-

fecation of the sewage before it is discharged into the river.

2. Purification of the mind or soul from what is

gross or low.

1649 JER. TAYLOR Gt. Exemf. i. Ad ix. 142 A defecation

of his faculties and an opportunity of Prayer.

3. The discharging of the feces.

1830 R. KNOX BeclartTs A nat. 310 In coughing, sneezing,

vomiting, defecation . . a greater or less number of the

muscles, .act in unison. 1847-9 TODD Cycl. Anat. IV. 142/2
Cases of defecation of hair.. are. .to be received with dis-

trust. 1871 HUXLEY Phys. vL 153 When defamation takes

place.

Defecator (de-ttk^taj). [agent-n. f. DEFE-
CATE v. ; see -OK.] One who or that which defecates

or purifies ; spec, in Sugar-manufacture : see quot.

1874.
1864 WEBSTER, Defecator^ that which cleanses or purifies.

1874 KNIGHT Meek. Diet., Defecator, an apparatus for the
removal from a saccharine liquid of the immature and
feculent matters which would impair the concentrated re-

sult... Defecators for sorghum partake of the character of
filters. 1875 URE Diet. Arts III. 944 (Sugar), This dis-

solving pan is sometimes, .called a 'defecator \

Defect (drfe-kt), si. Also 5 defaiote, 5-6
defects, [ad. L. defect-us defect, want, f. ppl.
stem of deficei-e to leave, desert, fail, etc. : see

DEFECT v. In early use repr. OF. defaicte priva-
tion, or defaict evil, misfortune : see DEFEAT v.]
1. The fact of being wanting or falling short ;

lack or absence of something essential to com-

pleteness (opposed to excess) ; deficiency.
1589 NASHE Itiirod. Greene's Menaphon (Arb.) n To

supplie all other inferiour foundations defects. 1592 DAVIES

DEFECT.

Itnmort. Soul Introd. v. 2 Which 111 being nought but
a Defect of Good. 1632 J. HAYWARD tr. Biondi's Eroinena
112 Holding on a meane path betweene excesse and defect.

1719 DE FOE Crusoe (1840) II. ii. 43, I must supply a defect

in my former relation. 1798 MALTHUS Pc-pul. (1817) I. 360
The excess of one check is balanced by the defect of some
other. 1848 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. I. 495 Having little

money to give, the Estates supplied the defect by loyal

protestations and barbarous statutes. 1878 MORLEY Cril.

Misc. , Coiidorcet 66 The excess of scepticism and the defect

of enthusiasm.

b. In defect : wanting, deficient, defective. In

(Jtfor) defect of: in default of, for want of.

1612 T. TAYLOR Comm. Titus \. i The latter being in

defect. Ibid. i. 5 Our bodies are . . prone to pine away for

defect of daily food. 1641 FRENCH Distill. \. (1651) 3 In
defect of a Furnace . . we may use a Kettle. 1643 SIR T.
BROWNE Relig. Med. (1650) 174 That [quality] . . in whose
defect the Devils are unhappy. 1767 BLACKSTONE Cmmn.
II. 76 Besides the scutages they were liable to in defect of

personal attendance. 1865 GROTE Plato I. i. 47 In other

[animals] water was in excess, and fire in defect.

2. A shortcoming or failing ; a fault, blemish,

flaw, imperfection (in a person or thing).
c 1420 Pallad. on Husb. I. 44 An hidde defaicte is sum-

tyme in nature Under covert. 1592 SHAKS. Ven. fy Ad. 138
But having no defects, why dost abhor me? 1594 HOOKER
Eccl. Pol. I. i. (1611) 2 The manifold defects whereunto every
kind of regiment is subiect. 1647 CLARENDON Hist. Reb. i.

(1843) 25/1 The very good general reputation he had, not-

withstanding his defects, acquired. 1732 FIELDING Covent
Card. Jrnl. No. 56 111 breeding, .is not a single defect, it is

the result of many. 1837 H. REED Lect. Eng. Poets II. x. 18

Its incurable defect is an utter absence of imagination. 1878
MORLEY Crit. Misc., Vaitvenargues 14 Vauvenargues has
the defects of his qualities.

b. Naut. (See quots.)
1829 MARRYAT F. Mildmay v, Having delivered . . an ac-

count of our defects, they were sent up to the Admiralty.

1867 SMYTH Sailor's Word-bit., Defects, an official return

of the state of a ship as to what is required for her hull

and equipment, and what repairs she stands in need of.

Upon this return a ship is ordered to sea, into harbour, into

dock, or paid out of commission.

fr3. The quality of being imperfect ; defectiveness,

faultiness. Obs.

1538 STARKEY England n. i. 178 The defecte of nature ys
with vs such, r 1600 SHAKS. Sonn. cxlix. 11 When all my
best doth worship thy defect. 1776 SIR T. REYNOLDS Disc.

vii. (1876) 414 The merit or defect of performances,
4. The quantity or amount by which anything

falls short
;
in Math, a part by which a figure or

quantity is wanting or deficient.

1660 BARROW Euclid VI. xxvii, The greatest is that A D
which is applied to the half being like to the defect K I. 1674

jEAKEAritk. (1696) 223 Supplying the defect of the Dividend
with Cyphers. 1823 H. J . BROOKE Introd. Crystallogr. 200

When a decrement by i row of molecules takes place on the

edge of any parallelepiped, the ratio of the edges of the

defect [etc.]. 1858 HERSCHEL Astron. 545 An allowance
. . proportional to the excess or defect of Jupiter's distance

from the earth above or below its average amount.

t 5. Failure (of the heavenly bodies) to shine ;

eclipse ;
wane of the moon. Obs. [L. defectus."]

1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mor. 1307 1 he defect of the

Moone and her occultation. 1607 TOPSELL Four-f. Beasts

(1658) 4 When the moon is in the wane, they [Apes]
are heavie and sorrowful . . for, as other beasts, so do
these fear the defect of the stars and planets. 1692 RAY
Dissol. World 259 Prodigious and lasting Defects of the

Sun, such as happened when Caesar the Dictator was slain.

t6. A falling away (from), defection. Obs.

1540 in Strype Eccl. Mem. I. xlix. 367 The king . . made
a defect from his purpose of reformation with great precipi-

tancy, c 1790 WILLOCK Voy. 308 When a priest apostatizes
. . they seldom place his defect to the account of conscience.

t Defe'Ct, a. Obs. [ad. L. defectus, pa. pple. of

deficere : see next.] Defective, deficient, wanting.
iSoo TOURNEUR Transf. Metamorph. Prol. i, This huge

concauitie, defect of light. 1630 I. TAYLOR (Water P.) Wks.

(N.I, Their service was defect and lame. 1664 Flodden F.

vi. 56 And sage advice was clean defect.

Defe'Ct, v. [f. L. defect-, ppl. stem of deficfre

to leave, desert, depart, eease, fail, f. DE- +facSre
to make, do;] I. intr.

fL To fail, fall short, become deficient or want-

ing ; to fall offfrom (a standard, etc.). Obs.

1586 J. HOOKER Girald. Irel. in Holins/ied II. 143/2 After

he perceiued that nature began to faile and defect, he

yeelded himselfe to die. 1508 BARCKLEY Felic. Man iv.

(1603) 315 The vertue and goodnesse of men seemeth to de-

fect from that of former ages. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud.

Ep. i. v. 18 Yet have the inquiries of most defected by the

way. 16^2 GAULE Magastrom. 295 The Moon suddenly
defected in an ecclipse, (11677 BARROW Serm. Wks. 1716
III. 16 Not . . to defect from the right . . course thereto.

2. To fall nv/ayfrom (a person, party, or cause) ;

to become a rebel or deserter. Now Obs. or rare.

1596 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie's Hist. Scat. iv. liii. 241 Thay
had defected frome the Christiane Religioune. 1646 BUCK
Rich. Ill, i. 15 The Duke was now secretly in his heart de-

fected from the King, and become male-content. 1652 GAULE
Magastrom. 340 He defected, and fled to the contrary part.

1860 RI-SSELL Diary India I. xviii. 280 The native troops
and gunners defected.

II. trans.

f 3. To cause to desert or fall away. Obs.

1636 PRYNNE Unbisft. Tim. Ded. (1661) 7 Defect me from

(thetpiscopal) throne, expell me the City. 1685 F. SPENCE
Hoitse ofMedici 373 The means of defecting his garrison.

f4. To hurt, damage, make defective; to dis-

honour. Obs.

1579 Retiiedie agst. Loue C ij, To brydell all affectes, As



DEFECTANT.
. . Drunkennesse, Whordome, which our God defectes. 1639
Troubles Q. KHz. (N.), Men may much suspect ; Rut yet,
my lord, none can my life defect.

Hence t Defe-oted///. a., f Defe-cting vbl. sb.

1589 WARSKR AW. Eng. v. xxviii. (R.), Defected honour
ncuer more is to be got againc. 1596 DALRYMPLE t r . Leslie's
Hist. Scot. 1 18851 (>' A certane gret schip, hot throuch aldnes
defected. 1601 CAKEW Cornwall (1723) i4oa, There dwell
another, so affected, or rather defected [being deaf and
dumb], 1635 HKVWOOD llierarch. II. Comm. 104, 1 findc
myselfe much defected and disabled in my knowledge and
understanding. 1686 EVELYN Mem. (1857) II. 263 The Arch-
bishop of York now died . . I look on this u a great stroke to
the poor Church of England, now in this defecting period.

Defectant (dffe-ktant). rare.
[f.

DEFECT v.

+ -ANT. (No corresp. L. or F.)] DEFECTOH.
1883 Field i Dec. 759 Defcctant after defectant causing. .

the honorary secretary an immense amount of trouble.

Defectibility (d/fe:ktibrllti\ [f. next +
-ITY.] Liability to fail or become defective.

(i 1617 BAYNE On Eph. (1658) 108 This is.. to detect.. the
dcfcctibilily. .in his creature. 1678 GALE Crl. Gentiles III.

4 Sin came first into the world from the Defectibilitie of
our first Parents their Free-wil. 170* PURSHAI.L Mech,
Macrocosm 13 A Defectibilty in these is Inconsistent with
Infinite Wisdom. 1845 R. w. HAMILTON Pop. Educ. viii.

(ed. a) 193 The certain defectibility of all institutions, which
depend not upon the principle of self-government.

Defe'ctible, a. Also 7 -able. [ L. defect-,

ppl. stem of dfficlre (see DEFECT v.) + -BLE : cf.

perfectible] Liable to fail or fall short.
a 1617 BAYNE On Epk. (1658) 104 The sin of a creature

defectable maybe ordained. 1674 HICKMAH Quim/uart.
Hist. led. a) ia The defectible nature of the will. 1736
BUTLER Anal. L v. Wks. (1874) 1. joi Such creatures..
would for ever remain defectible.

Defection (drte-kfan). In 6 defeoolon. [ad.
L. dffection-em desertion, revolt, failure, eclipse,
deficiency, fainting, etc., n. of action from L.

dificere: see DEFECT v. Cf. F. defection (in OF.
13-15* c., and in mod.F. i8-igth c., bat obs.
in 1 6th c., when the Eng. word was adopted
from L.).]
L The action or fact of failing, falling short or

becoming defective ; failure (^anything).

Y<

dignitie. 1650 FULLER Pisgan n. 62 The stopping .. .___
waters [of Jordan] above must necessarily command their
defection beneath. 1655-60 STANLEY Hut. Philos. (1701)
29/3 As soon as he remembred these words, he fell into
a great defection of Spirit. 1853 C. BRONTK \'HU-tte xxiv,
I underwent . . miserable defections of hope, intolerable
encroachments of despair. 1874 H. R. REYNOLDS "John
Haft. iii. i. 129 All the cumbrous ceremonial might be
strictly attended to without flaw or defection.

t b. spec. Failure of vitality ; a fainting away
or swooning. Obs.

1615 CKOOKE Body ofMan 417 The vrine that hee auoyded
in his defections or swounds. 1684 tr. Bonet's Merc. Comfit.
xix. 680 It may be sometimes good in sudden Defections of
the Soul to sprinkle cold water on the Face.

fc. Imperfection, defectiveness ; an instance of

this, a defect. Obs.

157* FLEMING Panopl. Epist. 273 In whom, if there be
any defection.. it is to be referred to Nature. 1651 Life
Father Sarpi (1676) 93 He himself in his anatomy of his
affections and defections . . acknowledges himself to be
severe. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Defection, .an infirmity.
1677 HALE Contempt, n. 38 The Light of Nature shews us,
that there is a great defection and disorder in our Natures.

2. The action of falling away from allegiance or
adherence to a leader, party, or cause ; desertion.
i55 HULOET, Defection, properly wheras an armye doth

forsake their owne
captayne, 1583 STUBBES Anal. Alms.

n. (1882) 93 After the defection of fudas the traitour. 1653
H. COGAN tr. Pinto's Trav. Ixx. 284 Fearing lest the defec-
tion of his souldiers should daily more and more increase.

1670 R. COKE Disc. Trade Pref., When the United Nether-
lands made their defection from the Crown of Spain. 1777
ROBERTSON Hist. Amer. (1778) II. vi. 251 A spirit of defec-
tion had already begun to spread among those whom he
trusted most. 1884 Nonconf. ty Indep. at Feb. 186/3 The
Liberal defection on Wednesday morning was. .small.

8. A falling away from faith, religion, duty, or
virtue ; backsliding ; apostasy.
1546 BALK Eng. Votaries n. (R.), Suche a defection from

Christ as Saint Paul speketh of. 1549 I.AIIMKR $th Serm.
kef. Edvj. VI (Arb.) 132 Also the defection is come and
swaruinge from the fayth. 1611 T. TAYLOR Comm. Titus
ii. i The Lord for this end permilteth many general! defec-

Div. Legal. I. 287 Their frequent Defections into Idolatry.
1771 PRIESTLEY Inst. Relig. (11782) I. 300 The times of
defection and idolatry. 1881 FARRAR Early Chr. II. 436
For each such defection we must find forgiveness.
Hence Defe-ctionist, one who advocates defec-

tion. 1846 WORCESTER cites Morn. Chron,

t Deftvctiqns, a. Obs. [f. DEFECTION: see

-ocs. Cf. infectious."]
1. Having defects, defective.

1581 PETTIE Guazzo's Civ. Conv. I. (1^86) lib, Without
Conversation our life would bee defections. 1581 SIDNEY
Apol. Poetrie (Arb.) 43 Perchance in some one defections

peece, we may find a blemish.

2. Of the nature of defection or desertion.

1630 LORD Rtlig. Perseet Ep. Ded., Relapse and defections

upostasie.
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Defective d/fe-ktiv), a. and sb. Also 5 de-

feotif, -yf, def f jectyffie, 5 6 def(f eotyve.
[a. F. defectif, -ive (i 4th c. in Littre), ad. L. defec-
tiv-us (.TertuH.), f. defect-, ppl. stem of dfficfre :

see DEFECT v.]
A. adj. 1. Having a defect or defects ; wanting

some essential part or proper quality ; faulty, im-

perfect, incomplete.
147' in Surtees Misc. (1800) 25 The crosse in the markythe

his defectyff ft lyke to fall. 14*0 CAXTON Ckron. Eng.
clxiv. 148 And tho lete kyng edward amende the lawcs of
walys that were defectif. 1495 Act n Hen. VII, c. 4
Weightes and mesures so found defectif to be forfeit ana
brent. 1518 PAYNEL .Interne's Refim. X iv b, Saffron com-
fortethe defectiue membres, and principallye the harte.

'599 SANDYS EnropxSpec. 11632) 153 For a Prince hee hath
becne thought somwhat defective. 1663 GERBIKR Cninsel
8 Why modern and daily Buildings are so exceedingly De-
fective? 1781 CowpER Poems, Ep. to Lady Austen 62 In
aid of our defective sight. 1860 TYNDALL Cite. i. xxiv. 171
My defective French pronunciation. 1893 Law Times' Rep.
LXVIII. 309/1 The defective condition of the drains.

b. Defective fifth (in Music) : an interval con-

taining a semitone less than the perfect fifth.

Defective hyperbola (in Math.} : = DEFICIENT
hyperbola.
1708 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Semi-Diapason, a Term in

Musick, signifying a defective or imperfect Octave. 17*7-
51 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v. Curve, [Newton's] Enumeration of
the Curves of the second kind . . Six are defective parabolas,
having no diameters. . Seven are defective hyperbolas, having
diameters. 1730-6 BAiLEY(folk>X Semidiapente, a defective
fifth, called a false fifth.

2. Defective in (f of) : wanting or deficient in.

1599 SANDYS Europx Spec. (1633) ua A soveraigne pre-
servative, and defective of no vertue save lustice and
Mercy. 1604 SHAKS. Otk. n. i. 233 All which the Moore is

defectiue in. a 1639 W. WHATELEY Prototypes i. xi. (1640)
107 Why are we so defective in this duty ? 1689 EVELYN
Mem. (1857) HI. 305 Hence it is that we are in England so
defective of good libraries. 1713 ADDISON Guard. No. no
T? .

Our traKly writers have been notoriously defective in

giving proper sentiments to the persons they introduce.
1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. a) IV. 131 The first portion of the
dialogue is in no way defective in ease and grace.

t 8. At fault
; that has committed a fault or

offence ; guilty of error or wrongdoing. Obs .

1401 Pol. Poems (Rolls} II. 106 TBou puttist defaut to
prestes, as erst thou didist to curates. I wot thai ben
defectif, hot

jit
stondith Cristis religion. 1467 in Eng.

Gilds (1870) 389 Yf suche a persone may be founde defectyf
by xij. men lawfully sworen. 1504 ATKYNSON tr. De /mi-
tatione til. xv, If thou founde thy aungels defectyue &
impure. 1518 Act 10 Hen. I'llI in Slot. /ret. (1631) 56
Persons, .so founden defective or trespassing in any of the
said statutes. 1677 Govt. Venice 189 When any of them is

defective, he is responsible to that terrible Court.

4. Wanting or lacking (to the completeness of

anything).
1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mor. 55 To supply that which

was defective in some, or to correct what was amisse in
others. 1711 STRVPK Parker iv. iii. (R.), To have written
thereon what was defective. 1714 tr. Kirella 68 He . . did
not then dream there was any thing in her Person defective
to his Happiness. 1864 CARLYLE T'redt. Gt. (1865) IV. xn.
v. i6a, I wish you had a Fortunatus hat; it is the only
thing defective in your outfit.

6. Gram. Wanting one or more of the usual
forms of declension, conjugation, etc.

1530 PALSGR. Introd. 30 Verbcs parsonall be of thre sortes,
parfyte, anomales, and defectives, loid. 36 Some be yet
more deffectyves. 1814 L. MURRAY Eng. Gram. (ed. 5) I.

168 Defective Verbs are those which are used only in some
of their moods and tenses, (e.g.) Can, could . . Ought . .quoth.

t 6. Defective cause : see DEFICIENT a. 3. Obs.

1614 N. DE LAWNE tr. Du Moulin's Logick 60 Under the
Efficient cause we comprehend the cause which is called
Defective. As the want of sight is the cause of going
astray. 1678 GALE Crt. Gentiles III. 195 Albeit Gods wfl
be the effective and predetenninative cause of the substrate
mater of sin, yet it is no way a defective or moral cause of
sin.

B. sb. t L A thing defective or wanting. Obs.

1497 BP. ALCOCK Mom Perfect. A Uj/a No defectyue to
their comforte.

1 2. gen. One who is defective. Obs.
a 1501 H. SMITH Wks. (1866-7) I. 444, I cannot tell what

to make of these defectives . . they neither weep nor dance . .

they weep almost, and dance almost.

b. spec. A person who is deficient in one or more
of the physical senses or powers. U, S.
1881 G. S. HALL German Culture 367 She (Laura Bridg.

man) is not apt, like many defectives, to fall asleep if left

alone or unemployed. 1891 L B. WEBER in A'. Amer. Rev. '

Apr. 435 Their paupers, criminals, or other defectives.

8. Gram. A defective part of speech. .

1611 BRINSLEY Pos. Parts (1660) loo Rehearse the several
sorts of Defectives . . Aptots, Monoptots, Diptots, (etc.).

1617-77 FELTHAM Resolves n. iv. 166 Certainly a Lyer, i

though never so plausible, is but a defective of the present
tense. 1863 W. SMITH tr. Curtiut' Gr. Gram. { 300 Observe
further the Defectives : vorcpot later, voraiot ultimns,
[etc.).

Defectively (d/fe-ktivli), adv. [-LT -'.]
In

a defective manner
; imperfectly, faultily.

1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Bnt. Proem, Fabius Maximus is

reprehended by Polybius for defectiuely writing the Punicke
warres. 1653 BAXTER Ckr. Concord Pref. C ii. Because
. . the Duties . . [are) so Defectively performed. 1818 CRUISE
Digest (ed. 3) IV. 374 To carry it into execution, though
defectively made, a 1850 ROSSETTI Dante Cm:, i. c 1874)
84 It seemed to me that I had spoken defectively.

DEFENCE.

Defectivenes d/fc-ktivncs). [-.HIM.] De-
fective quality or condition ; the feet or stale of

being defective ; laultincss.
l6m MAI YN t s Anc. /.mf-Mert*. 403 Let there be nude

a Notarial! Instrument or Act concerning the dcfectiueneuM
of the commodities. 1643 MILTOM Dirorte i. 1 1851) aa The
unfitncs and defectivenes of an unconjugall mind. 1717
SWIFT <//7i:rrn. iii. 118 The aueen giving great allowance

leasehold tenure as now applied to urban holdings.
Defectless ^/iVktl.-s;, a. [-LMS.] Without

defect ; flawless.

1883 S. L. CLIMINI [MARK TWAIN] Lift m Mississippi
485 An absolutely defectlesi memory.
Defector (drfe'ktsjX [a. L. defector revolter,

agent-n. f. deficfre : see DEFECT .] One who falls

away ; a seceder or deserter.
i66 Prmr Tajces (a If the minister hould lote part of

the tythes of those whom he suffers to defect from the
church, (the defector not saving, but the state wholly

faining
them). 1879 SIR G. CAMPBELL White 4 Black 373

ndependents and ad other defectors from the party.

tDefe'ctual, a. Obs. rare.
[f.

L. defectu-s
DEFECT + -AL : cf. effectual] Defective.

1581 N. T. iRhem.i Acts xv. 3 note, Without which order
. .the Church had been more defectuall and insufficient,
then any Common wealth, .in the world.

t Defe'Ctuoae, a. Obs. rare. [ad. med.L. cS-

fectuos-us : see -os.] DEPECTCOCS.
1678 GAL Crt. Gentiles III. 195 The same act which is

defectuose and sinful in regard of the wil of man is most
perfect and regular in regard to the wil of God.

t Defectutvsity. Obs. [nA.meA.\..dffectuo-
sitas, (. dffectuos-its : see next and -ITT. Cf. F.

dffectuositc. In I5th c. deffectueusiti (Hatzf.).]
Defectiveness, faultiness.

1597 LOWE Ckirurg. (1634! 185 The Hare-shaw is a de-
fectuositie of nature .. in the Lip, Eare, or Nose. 1648
W. MOUNTAGUE Devout Ess. l. xiv. 1 1 (Rl, This merciful!

indulgence given to our defectuositics.

t Defe;ctuon, a. Obs. [ad. med.L. difec-

luos-us, {. dtftcttt-s DEFECT: see -oca. Cf. F.

dtfectueux (1336 in Littrf), Vi.defectuos, Sp. de-

fectuoso. It. Jiftttuoso] Having defects ; defective,

faulty ; imperfect.
'553 CDL. POLE in Strype Cranmer n. (1694) 177 The

former Act of the ratifying of the matrimony seemed unto
me much defectuous. 1681 H. MORE Exf. Dan. App. ii. 272
The correspondence betwixt this Vial and this Trumpet U
visibly lame and defectuous. 1716 Nat. Hist. Ireland 92
The Irish air is greatly defectuous in this part.
Hence t Defe'ctnouly adv., f Defe ctnon-

1604 PARSONS yd Pt. Three Comers. Eng. 43 Relating
their stories corruptly or defectuously of purpose. 1684
H. MORE Answer 307 Which are more obscurely and de-

fectuously here intimated. i66j Enthtts, Tn. (17121 43
Touching the Defectuousness in my Enumeration of the
Causes of Enthusiasm. 1680 Apocal. Apoc. 39 This
insinuates the defectuousness of the Sardian Church.

t Defedate, v. Obs. ft ppl. stem of late L,

dffadare to defile, f. DE- 1.3+ fadare to make
foul, defile, f. fcedus foul.] trans. To defile,

pollute.
1669 W. SIMPSON Hydrol. Ckjm. 26 The same spurious

acidity, .defedates the blood.

tDefedation (dffid^-Jan). Obs. Alsodefced-.

[ad. med.L. dcfadation-em, in F. dcfMotion (15-
i6th c.), n. of action from late L. dffadare : see

prec.] The action of making impure; befoulment,
pollution {esp. of the blood or skin ; also_/$f.).
1634 T. JOHNSON Parey's Chirurr. xx. vu. (1678) 461
A Morphew or defedation of all the skin. 1669 W. SIMPSON
Hydrol. Ckym. 73 An extraordinary defedation of the
blood. 1684 tr. lionet's Merc. Cotitpit. v. 153 A purge must
not be given in any defocdation of the skin, a 1741 BENT-
LEY (J*), 1 be defccdation of so many parts by a bad printer,
and a worse editor. 1764 GRAINGER Xugit' Cane iv. a8a
Successive crops Of defo:dations oft will spot the skin.

'793 D'ISRAELI Cur. Lit. 11843) '34 All these changes are
so many defoliations of the poem.
Defeiot, obs. form of DEFEAT.
Defeisance, obs. form of DEFEASANCE.

tDefert, defeat, a. Obs. Also 5 defect,
deffait. [a. OF. defeit, desfeit, -fait, pa. pple. of

desfaire, cUfaire to tvndo : see DEFEAT v.] Marred,
disfigured.

1374 CH.M-CER Trnlus v. 618 To ben defet [v.r. defect)
and pale, and woxen lesse. Ibid. v. 1219 He so defct [r.r.

disfigured | was, bat no maner man Vnnebe myght hym
Icnowe ber he wcntc. 1483 CAXTON G. de la Tour xcii. lai
Hadde her uisage deffait in such wise thai she was unknowe
to eueri creatourc. a 1605 MONTGOMERIE The Elegie 56 It

weeping said : 'O deidly corps, defet I'

Defeit, Defeiture, obs. ff. DEFEAT, -DBB.

t Defe ke, v. Obs. [a. F. diflquer, ad. L. Je-

ffcare to DEFECATE.] ~ DEFECATE v. 3.

i6og TIMME Quersit. i. i. 3 By the meanes whereof all

impure and corrupt matter is defeked and separated.

Defence, defense ^d/fe-ns), sb. Forms:
3-6 defens, 3- defence, defense ; (5 diffena.

ense. -ence, difence, 5-^6 deffence, 6 defTena).

[Two forms : ME. defens, a. OK. defens defeats,

deffenz, desfens, -fans, etc.), Ph. de Thaun 1119,
ad. L. difensum thing forbidden, defended, etc,
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DEFENCE.

sb. use of pa. pple. of dffcndfre (see DEFEND);
also ME. defense, a. OF. defense defence, prohibi-

tion, ad. L. defensa (Tertullian =
defensio), f. pa.

pple. defensus, analogous to sbs. in -ata, -atle, -le.

In Kng. where e became early mute, and gramma-
tical gender was lost, the two forms naturally ran

together; app. the spelling defence comes from the

defens form ; cf. henncs, hens, hence
; penis, fens,

pence ; ones, ons, once
; sithens, since

; Duns, dunce.

The spelling defense is that now usual in the United
States.

(The pop. Romanic forms were de-, dijfcso, -Jesa, cf. It.

difcsa, OF. ties-, dcf-, defcis, defois, Norman dtfais, and
defeise, de/oise.)}

The action of defending, in the various senses of

the verb, q.v.
The order here followed is as in the verb, though this does

not quite agree with the chronological data in hand.

I. The action of warding off, and of prohibiting.

(Ol:s. or arch.)

( 1. The action of keeping off, or resisting the

attack of (an enemy). 06s.

1400 Destr. Troy 4715 In defense of hor fos, J?at on flete

lay. 1494 FABYAN Chron. vl. cxcix. 206 For ye defence of
his enemyes. 1543-4 Act 35 Hen. VIII, c. 12 For the
maintenaunce of his warres, inuasion and defence of his

enemies. 1588 LD. BURGHLEY Let. to Sir F. Walsyftgham
19 July, 5000 footmen and 1000 horsemen for defence of
the enemy landing in Essex.

fb. 1 0ffence. Obs.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 2692 What defense has J>ou done to our

dere goddes?

f 2. The action of forbidding ; prohibition. Obs.

(exc. as in b, c.)
a 1300 Ten Command. 15 in E. E. P. (1862) 16 Hou he

ssold J>e folke tech, and to ssow ham godis defens bo^>e to

3ung and to oldeof J?e .x. commandemens. 1303 R. BRONNE
HantU.Synne 11098 pe sekesteyn, for alle J>at defense, 5yt
he }aue pe body ensense. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xvin. 193
Adam afterward a^eines his defence, Frette of J>at fruit.

a 1450 Knt.de la Tour (1868) 56 Eve. .bethought her not
aright of the defence that God had made to her husbonde
and her. 1526 J. HACKF.T Let. in MS. Cott. Galba IX. 35
The Gowernour wyll macke a partyculer deffens and
comandment. .for the anychyllment and destruccion of thys
nywe bokes. 1600 E. BLOUNT tr. Gww/? 94 The pope. .

wrote unto him by an other briefe, with defence not to

proceede in the cause, a 1698 TEMPLE I J.), Severe defences

may be made against wearing any linen under a certain
breadth.

b. In defence : (of fish, or waters) prohibited
from being taken, or fished in. Defence-month =
Fence-month. (Cf. FENCE sb. 7, 11.)
1607 COWELL Interpr. s.v. Ftmcemoneth^ All waters where

salmons be taken, shall be in defence, .from the nativitie.

1736 W. NELSON Linus cone. Game 77 The Fence-Month,
by the antient Foresters was called the Defence-Month, and
is the Fawning Time. 1758 Descr. Thames 174 Salmon
shall be in Defence, or not taken, from 8th September to
St. Martin's Day. 1818 HASSELL Rides f, Walks II. 63
During the defence months, which are March, April, and
May, at which time the fish . . are spawning. 1887 Pall
Mall G. 6 May 10/1 Streams which were '

put in defence in
the reign of his late Majesty King Henry II., and have
been so maintained thereafter '.

c. In the game of Ombre : see quot.
1878 H. H. GIBUS Ombre 32 If there be Defence, that is to

say, if either of his adversaries undertake to forbid the
Surrender.

II. The action of guarding or protecting from
attack.

3. Guarding or protecting from attack ; resistance

against attack; warding off of injury; protection.
(The chief current sense.)
1297 R. GLOUC. (1724* 197 Wanne hii forsoke ys, and for

slewbed, and to non defence ne come. 1300 A". Alis. 2615
AHe that hadde power To beore weopene to defence, c 1325
Coer de L. 6840 Withe egyr knyghtes of defens. c 1386
CHAUCER Clerk's T. 1139 Ye archewyves, stondith at defens.
1393 GOWER Con/. III. 214 With thritty thousand of defence.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 9^18 In deffence of be folke. 1418 E. E.
Wills (1882) 31 A Doubeled of defence couered with red
Leber. a 1533 LD. BERNEBS Hnon Ixvii. 230 His defence
coude not auayle hym. 1548 HALL Citron. 57 He would
rather dye in the defence than frely yeld the castle, a 1699LADY HALKETT Antobiog. ^875) 53 [He] drew his sword in
the deffence of the inocentt. 1709 Tatler No. 63 f 2 His
Sword, not to be drawn but in his own Defence. 1797 MRS.
RADCLIFFK Italian i, What arc your weapons of defence?
'875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) V. 123 They are to take measures
for the defence of the country.
t b. Faculty or capacity of defending. Obs.

[c 1470 HENRY Wallace vni. 803 The defendouris was off so
fell defens.J 1568 GRAPTON Chron. II. 1078 The walles were of
that defence that ordinaunce did litle harme. 1593 SHAKS.
3 Hen. VI, v. i. 64 The Citie being but of small defence. 1396
SPENSER F. Q. v. ii. 5 A man of great defence. 1634 SIR T.
HERBERT Trav. 20 Pikes and Targets of great length and
defence. 16^4 WHITELOCKE Sived. Ambassy (1772) I. 203A castle, .neither large nor beautifull, or of much defence.

C. In games: e.g. in Cricket, the guarding of
the wicket by the batsman. Opposed to attack.

1863 Baily's Mag. Sports ft Past. Sept. 44 The bowling . .

the wicket-keeping, ..and the fine defence shown. .was all

cricket in perfection. 1875 J. D. HEATH Croquet Player^
Upon the introduction of the heavy mallet, .it wasfound that
the ' attack

' was a great deal too strong for the ' defence '.

1883 Daily Tel. 15 May 2/7 Peate (bowler] got past his
defence.

d. Line of defence (Mil.) : (a) a line or series

of fortified points at which an enemy is resisted
;
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(&) Fortif. a line drawn from the curtain to the

salient angle of the bastion, representing the course
of a ball fired from the curtain to defend the face

of the bastion.

1645 N. STONE Enchirid. Fortif. 18 And that shall cutoff
the flanke at F, and bring the line of defence in towards the
middle of the Curtain. 1802-3 tr. Polos' Trav. (1812) II. 7
The reader will find a distinct view, .of the gate and line of
defence drawn from the side opposite to the Crimea. 1821

Examiner 216/1 Compelled to fall back to Capua, a strong
point in the second line ofdefence. 1853 STOCQUELER Milit.

Encycl.) Line ofDefence, .is eitherfichant or razant. The
first is, when it is drawn from the angle ;

the last, when it is

drawn from a point in the curtain, ranging the face of the
bastion in fortification.

4. The practice, art, or 'science* of defending
oneself (with weapons or the fists) ; self-defence ;

fencing or boxing.
1602 SHAKS. Ham. iv. vii. 98 Hee . . gaue you such

a Masterly report, For Art and exercise in your defence ;

And for your Rapier most especially. 1639 tr. Camus'
Moral Relat. 148 An excellent Master of defence, with
whom no man will fight . . for feare of his dexterity. 1684
R. H, School Recreat. 56 The Noble Science of Defence.
1711 Lond, Gaz. No. 4886/4 Has fought several Prizes,

setting up for Master of Defence. i8z8 SCOTT Tales of
Grandf. Ser. n. I. ii. 63 Fencing with a man called Turner,
a teacher of the science of defence.

6. Something that defends ; a means of resisting
or warding off attack ; spec, (pi.) fortifications,
fortified works.

^1400 Lanfranc's Cintrg. 55 (MS. B), Leye a defens

[MS. A defensif] aboute be wounde. 1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W.
de W. 1531) 5 b, Whiche .. is our sauegarde and defence.

1548 HALL Chron. 123 The duke strake the kyng on the brow
right under the defence of y^ hedpece. 1600 E. BLOUNT tr.

Conestaggio 316 The galleies.. often discharged all their
artillerie against the defences. 1611 BIBLE Ps. xciv. 22
The Lord is my defence. 1688 R. HOLME Arinoury in.

457/2 Baskets filled with earth, are good defence in tymesof
warr and hostility. 1796 MORSE Amer. Geos. I. 62 Moun-
tains are necessary, .as a defence against the violence of

heat, in the warm latitudes. 1853 SIR H. DOUGLAS Milit.

Bridges (ed. 3) 208 The defences of the Austrians on the

right bank were strengthened by numerous batteries.

b. Her. (See quot.)
1727-51 CHAMBERS Cyc/., Defences, are the weapons of any

beast ; as, the horns of a stag, the tusks of a wild boar, etc.

6. The defending, supporting, or maintaining by
argument; justification, vindication.

138* WYCLIF Phil. i. 16 Witinge for I am putt in the defence
of the gospel. 1563 WINJET Four Scoir Thre Quest. Wks.
1888 I. 60 Corroboring our iugement with sufficient defensis.

1573 G. HARVEY Letter-bk. (Camden) 10, I never yit tooke

vppon me the defenc of ani qusestion. 1653 GAUDEN (title\
Defence of the Ministry and Ministers of the Church of
England. 1733 LAW Serious C. xviii. (ed. 2) 333 In defense
of this method of education. 1848 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. II.

212 Nor is it possible to urge in defence of this act ofJames
those pleas by which many arbitrary acts of the Stuarts have
been vindicated or excused.

b. A speech or argument in self-vindication.

>557 N. T. (Genev.) Acts xxii. i Ye men, brethren and
fathers, heare my defence which I now make vnto you.
1611 BIBLE Acts xix. 33 And Alexander beckened with the

hand, and would haue made his defence vnto the people.
1673 MARVELL Reh. Transp. i. 82 Mr. Bayes his Defence
was but the blew-John of his Ecclesiastical Policy. 1875
JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) IV. 241 Socrates prefaces his defence

by resuming the attack.

f 7. Without defence : without remedy or help ;

unavoidably, inevitably. Obs.
c 1385 CHAUCER L. G. IV. 270 (Fairf. MS.), I hadde ben

dede withouten any defence For drede of loves wordes.

1430 Hymns Virg, (1867} 66 Glotenie coostib wibouten
diffence Bobe in diuerse dnnkis and meete.

III. Law. [Originally allied to sense I, but now
influenced by senses 3, 6 : see DEFEND v. 6.]

8. The opposing or denial by the accused party
of the truth or validity of the complaint made
ngainst him; the defendant's (written) pleading in

answer to the plaintiff's statement of claim; the

proceedings taken by an accused party or his legal

agents, for defending himself.

1595 Termes of Laives 57 b, Defence is that which the
defendant ought to make immediately after the count or
declaration made, that is to say. that he defendeth all

the wrong, force, and dammage, where and when he ought,
and then to proceede farther to his plee, or to imparle. 1632
High Commission Cases (Camden) 314 The defence is that
the same was printed before he was borne, and he hath but
renewed it, and is very sorry for it. 1768 BLACKSTONE Comm.
in. xx. III. 296-7 Defence, in it's true legal sense, signifies
not a justification, protection, or guard, which is now it's

popular signification ; but merely an opposing or denial

(from the French verb defender) of the truth or validity
of the complaint. 1^69 GOLDSM. Roman Hist. (1786) I. 63
Brutus, .demanded, .if they could make any defence to the
crimes with which they had been charged. 1817 W. SELWYN
Law Nisi Prius (ed. 4) II. 1001 Malicious Prosecution.
The usual defence to this action is, that the defendant had
reasonable or probable grounds of suspicion against the
plaintiff. Mod, Neivspr. The examination of the witnesses
for the defence. The prisoner refused counsel, and con-
ducted his own defence.

t Defence, defense, . Obs, [f.
DEFENCE

sb. \ perh. in part a. OF. dcfenser, deffencer, ad. L.

defensare, freq. of defendere to DEFEND.] trans.
To provide with a defence or defences ; to defend,

protect, guard, (lit. andySJf.)
c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 82 pis defensib \v.r. defendib]

a membre fro corrupcioun. ci^oPromp. Parv. 115 De-

DEPEND.
fensyn, defense, wwrio. 1460 CAPGRAVE Chron. 184 [How]
this lond schulde be defensed ageyn the cruette of Scottis.

1559 MORWYNG Evonym. 307 A hely of glasse diligently
defenced with clay. 1570-45 LAMBARDE Peramb. Kent
(1826) 155 For the defensing of this Realme against forreine
invasion. 1587 TURBERV. Trag. T. (1837) 260 Out he gate,
defenst with darke of night. 1629 .SHIRLFY Wedding n. ii,

Wert thou defenced with circular fire, .yet I should Neglect
the danger. 1637 HEVWOOD Lond. Mtrronr'Wks. 1874 IV.

313 This Fort.. is stil'd Imperiall, defenc'd with men and
officers. 1791 [see DEFENCED].

Defenceable, obs. form of DEFENSIBLE.

t Defe'nced, /// a. Obs.
[f. DEFENCE sb. and

v. + -ED.] Provided with defences
; fenced, pro-

tected, fortified.

1535 COVESDALE Jer. xxxiv. 6 Stronge defensed cities of
luda. 1551 ROBINSON tr. Mare's Utop. (Arb.) 161 The well
fortified and stronglie defenced wealthe . . of many Cities.

1616 SURFL. & MARKH. Country Farms 2 Wee must dresse
some well-defended piece of ground or greene plot for fruits.

1633 SHIRLEY Bird in Cage v. i, Where She could be more
defenc'd from all men's eyes. 1791 J. TOWNSEND Jonm.
Sfain III. 300 Perello was formerly a defenced city.

.Defe'nceful, a. nonce-wit, [f. DEFENCE sb. +
-PUL : after defenceless.} Full of defences

;
well

protected or fortified.

1864 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. IV. 478 A commanding and de-

fenceful way.

Defenceless, defenseless (d/fe-nsles), a.

1. \Vithoutdefence; unguarded, unprotected.
^1530 Kemedie of Love (R.), O ther disceit vnware and

defencelesse. 1589 WARNER Alb. Eng. v. xxvi. (R., King
Dermote . . Was left defencelesse . . And fled to England.

1667
MILTON P.'L. x. 815 That fear Comes thundring back

with dreadful revolution On my defensless head. 1713
Land. Gaz. No. 5149/3 It is a Place entirely Defenceless.

1740 WESLEY Hywn t

'

Je$ust
Loverofmy soul' \\

}
Cover my

defenceless head With the shadow of Thy wing. *755
Afonitvr No. 12 F 10 In the murder of the innocent and
defenceless. 1841 BORROW Zincali I. xi. 50 To attack or
even murder the unarmed and defenceless traveller.

1 2. Affording no defence or protection, rare.

1697 DRYUEN Virg. Georg. in. 811 Defenceless was the
Shelter of the Ground.

Hence Defe-ncelessly adv., Defe'ncelessness.
a 17*3 BP. FI.EETWOOD [according to Todd uses] Defence-

lessness. 1802 PALEY Nat. Theol. xxvi. iR.)t
Defence!essness

and devastation are repaired by fecundity. 1813 SHELLEY

Q. Mab iv. 136 AH liberty and love And peace is torn from
its [the soul's] defencelessness. 1818 TODD. Defencclessly.
1824 Miss MITFORD Village Ser.i. (1863) 9 His unprotected-
ness, his utter defencelessness,

Defencer : see DEFENSOB.

Defencible, -ive, obs. ff. DEFENSIBLE, -IVE.

Defend (d/fe-nd), -v. Also 3-6 defende, 4-6
diffend(e, deffend(e, 5-6 dyffende ; 5 pa. /. and

pple. defend(e, deffende. [ME. a. OF'. defend-re

(i ith c.) =Pr. defentire, Sp. defender. It. difendere
: L. defend-ere to ward off, defend, protect, etc.,

f. DE- I. 2 +fendere (obs. exc. in compounds).
The primary sense in Latin was (I.) to ward off (attack,

danger, evil) from a person or thing. Hence, by exchange
of objects, came (II.) To guard (the person or thing) from
the attack or evil. (Cf. to keep harm off a person, and to

keep a person from harm.) By a Romanic extension of I,

the sense ward off passed into prohibit, forbid (L 3).

Branch I is obsolete in Eng. exc. as retained in legal

phraseology (III) ; but the latter has also uses from II.]

I. To ward off, avert, repel, restrain, prevent ;

with its extension, To prohibit. (O&s. exc. as in III.)

fl..To ward off, keep off (an assailant, attack,

etc.) ; to repel, avert (lit. and_/?^.). Obs. or dial.

c 1314 Guy Warw. (A.) 3046 Ich the defende sikerly. c 1400
Lanfranc's Cirurg. 101 If bat bou my^tist nou3t defende be

crampe. 1480 CAXTON Chron. Eng. Ixi. 45, I ne had myght
ne power hym to defende fro me. a 1533 LD. BERNERS Gold.
t>k. M. Anrel. (1546) U iij b, Venim is defended by the home .

of an vnicorne, by triacle. 1568 GRAFTON Chron. II. 17 To
withstand and defend his enimyes. 1580 J. FRAMPTON
Afonardes' Dial. Yron 142 b,The houses are made ofboprdes,
to defende the great colde. 1609 BLUNDEVIL Dieting of
Horses 1 1 Horses . . would be housed in Summer season with
canuas to defend the flies. 1636 DENHAM Destr. Troy 431
And, with their shields on their left arms, defend Arrows
and darts. 1793 SMEATON Edystone L. 300 Men . . with
staves in their hands, who could . . have defended it from
the wall. 1808 JAMIESON, Defend, to ward off. [In north of

Scotl.] they commonly speak of '

defending a stroke '.

f 2. To keep (from doing something), to prevent,
hinder. Obs.
c 1320 Seuyn Sag. 667 (W.) Themperour saide,

' God the de-

fende Fram god dai and fram god ende 1

'

c 1400 Test. Love
in. (1560) 295/1 No love to be defended from the will ofloving.
c 1450 Merlin 29 Let vs diffende the kynge, that he se hym
not quyk. 1577-87 HOLINSHED Chron. III. 1262/2 Which
walles greatlie defended the fire from spreading further.

1660 R. COKE Poiver <y Sitbj. 106 Trees, .planted to defend
the force of the wind from hurting of the Church.

f b. with negative clause.
c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 95 pis oynement is myche worb

for to defende bat be malise of be cancre schal not wexen.

1586 COGAN Haven Health Ep. Ded., It keepeth the body
from corruption and defendeth that natural moisture be not

lightly dissolved and consumed.

T" C. To restrain
; reft, to keep oneself, refrain.

1x1325 Prose /'sa//rxxxix.[xl.] 12 Lord, y ne shal nou3t
defenden myn lippes. a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter cxviii. 101

Ffra all ill way .i. defendid my fete, c 1400 Rom. Rose 5800 If

they hem yeve to goodnesse, Defendyng hem from ydelnesse.

f 3. To prohibit, forbid. Obs. exc. clipl.

a. with simple obj. (with or \\ithout personal
indirect (dative) obj.).



DEFEND.
a 1300 Cursor l\f. 31764 (Coll.) pc tre bat was defend. 1340

IHd. 17 iij
i Fail f.', I defende be hit. 1377 I.AM.L.

/'.
/'/.

B. xv. 10 Is noythcr peter be porter, nepoule with his fan-

choune, pat wil default: me be dore. c 1386 CHAUCER Pars.

T. p 533 Al (-is ping is defended by god and holy chirche.

1474 CAXTON C/tesse 17 H it was defended vpon payn of deth.

IC49 Ccnif-l. .Sci't. 140 The ciuil lauis deffendis and forbidtlis

al munopoles and conuentions of the comont pepil. 1616

11. JONSON Devil an Ass i. iv, I doe defend 'hem any thing
like action. 1671 MILTON /'. A'. II. 368 Nointerdict Defends
the touching ofthese viands pure, a 1698 TEMPLE Kss. Cure
(,',>ut Wks. 1731 I. 146 The Use of it pure lieing so little

practised, and in some Places defended by Customs or Laws,

t b. with infin. (usually preceded by personal

obj.).
c 1330 R. BRUNNE Citron. (1810) 303 J>e pape me defendes. .

To renne on |>o landes. c 1400 MAUMDSV, (Roxh. i xxv. 120

He defendeth no man to holde no law other ban him lykcth.

1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 14/3 He defended to paye the

trewage. 1536 BKLLENDEN Cron. Scot. (1831) 1. xliii, It is

defendit be our tawis, to sla ony salmond fia the viii day of

September to the xv day of Novembre. 1604 E. G.
IfAcosta's Hist. Indies v. xxvii. 409 It was defended vpon
paine of death, not to marry againe together.

t c. with obj. clause (with or without personal

obj.) ; usually with pleonastic negative.
c 1330 R. BBUNNE Citron. Wau (Rolls) 13614 He com-

aunues be, & defendes, bat bou of ffraunce nought entremet.

a 1450 k'nt. de la 7Vwr(i868) 81 He defended her in payne
of her lyff she shulde no more come there, c 1530 Li>.

BERNERS Arth. Lyt. Bryt. 164 The other knightes wolde

have fought with Arthur ; but
theyr mayster

defended them
the contrary. Ibid. 381. 1577 FENTON Gold. Epist. 330

It was defended that none shoulde doe sacrifice in the temple
of Minerua. 1660 STILLINGFL. Iren. n. viii. 8 3 Whether . .

it be defended by Gods Law, that he and they should

preche.

f d. ellipt. with personal obj. only ; also absol.

, I3s Cxr de L. 1477 Thus deflendes Modard the kyng.

1381 WYCLIF A'mu. xi. 38 My Lord, Moyses, defend hem.

138* Jndt. xv. i And whanne he wold goo . . as he was

wont, the fadir of hir defendide hym.

fe. a personfrom doing something.
a i}33 LD. BKKNKRS Htion I. 167 Eue was dyffendyd fro

y" etinge of fruyte. 167* WYCHERLKY Love in tl'ooatn. ii,

To. .put you to bed to Lucy and defend you from touching
her. 1864 N. * Q. 3rd Ser. V. 396/1 A few years ago
I heard a governess [in Nottinghamshire) say to a round-

backed pupil,
'
I defend you from sitting in easy chain'.

H In Cod defend^*' God forbid', the senses 'pro-
hibit

'

(3) and ' avert' (i) seem to unite.

1389 ng. Gilds 4 }if it be so b1 eny debat chaunselich

falfe among eny of hem, b' god defende. 1415 Paston Lett.

No. 5 I. 19 God defende that any of my saide kyn shuld be

of swyche govcrnauncc. 155* T. BARNABE in Ellis Orig.
Lett. Ser. it. II. 303 Yf so be yt that we shoulde warre with

them, (as God defended 1599 SHAKS. Muck A,fo n. i. 98
God defend the Lute should be like the case. 1663 PEPYS

Diary 31 Oct., The plague is much in Amsterdam, and we
in fears of it here, which God defend. 1695 CONGREVK
Lovefor L. n. i, Marry, Heaven defend ! I at midnight

practices !

II. To guard from attack, etc.; to protect,

vindicate.

4. trans. To ward off attack from ;
to fight for

the safety of; to keep safe from assault or injury ;

to protect, guard.
1150 Old Kentisk Serin, in O. E. Misc. 38 Mirre .. is

biter, and be bo biternesse defendet bet Core bet is mide
i-smered bet no werm nel comme i-hende. 1197 R. GLOUC.

( 1734) 173 Fyjteb vor jure kunde, and dcfendef ?oure ryjte.

1393 GOWER Coitf. III. 308 She,which wolde her lond defende.

1398 TRKVISA Jiarlh. De P. R. xvni. i. (1495) 739 Smalle

beestys that lacke sharpe teeth and clawes and homes ben de-

ffendyd wyth ablynesse ofmemhres. <ri4ooMAUNDEV.(Roxb.)
ix. 33 Armour hafe bai nane to defend bam wiih. a 1450
Le liforte Arth. 3034 That he had ofte here landis deffende.

1549 61 STFRNHOLD & H. Ps., Prayer 395 From Turke and

Pope defend vs Lord. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 515 Trees. .

defended and clad with thick leaued branches. 1700 S. L. tr.

Fryke's Voy. E.India 108 One ofthe Buffets defended himself

very well of the first Dog that came at him. c 1750 in
' Bat '

Crick. Max. (1850) 30 U [cricket! is performed by a person,

who, with a clumsy wooden bat, defends a wicket. 1874
GREEN Snort Hist. ii. 7. 98 The citizens swore to defend

the King with money and blood.

b. absol. (for refl.}
To make defence.

a IJ33 Ln. BERNERS Huon xlix. 164 Yf he come and assayle
me I shall defende as well as I can. 1548 HALL Citron. 50
Some strake, some defended. 1667 MILTON P. L. xi. 657
Others from the Wall defend.

t C. To ' fence
' a court : see FENCE v. 8. Obs.

1609 SKKSE Reg. Maj. 115 Item, after the Court be

affirmed, and defended, na man aught to speik
. . bot they

ilke parties, and their forespeakers, and their counsel!.

5. To support or uphold by speech or argument,

maintain, vindicate
;
to speak or write in favour of

Ot person or thing attacked).

1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Cause. 5359 In nathyng may hai be

excused ban ;. .|>ai may defende bam be na ways. 1395 W.
DYNET Oatk of Recantn. in Academy 17 Nov. (1883) 331/1

pat 1 . . ne defende [no] conclusions ne techynses of the

lollardes. (-1450 SI. Cuthl-crt iSurtees) 856 pe bischop be

clerkes malyce kende, Bot nouthir party he defende. 1513

Act 4 Hen. VIIt, c. ij Preamble, Erronyously defendyng
& maynteynyng his seid obstynate opynyons. \tjb\\. BELL
11addon's .1 nsm. Oscr. 39 b.Whose lyfe and doctrine I did not

undertake to defende. 1708 I. CIIAMBF.KLAVNE SI. Gt. Brit.

in. xi. (1743) 380 That he defend three questions in Natural

Philosophy. 1781 PRIESTLEY Corrupt. Car. I. n. 335, I am
far from pretending .. to defend this passage of Irenzus.

1874 MORLEY Compromise (18861 3 Are we only to be per-

mitted to defend general principles?

t b. with obj. clause : To maintain (a statement

impugned) ;
to contend. Obs.

131

< 14*9 CAXTON Sonncs a/Ayman xxvi. 546 Here Ixn our

ffaceft, how that we will defende that onr fader slew
foukuie* of moryllon by treyson. 1541 BARNKS Wks. (1573)

357/9 Their Masse, .whichc our
Papistes

no wickedly defende
to bee a sacrifice. 1580 NORTH I'lutarck (1676) 9 Others to
the contrary defended it was not so. 1607 TOFSELL Ftntr-f.

Beasts (1658) 35 But that these [animals) can be properly
called Asses no man can defend, c 16*0 A. Hunt Brit.

Toitgne 31 This [vowel] sum defend not to be idle.

III. Law. (Originally belonging to I, but also

with uses from II.)
6. a. Of the defendant : To deny, repel, oppose

(the plaintiff's plea, the action raised against him);
absol. To enter or make defence, b. To vindicate

(.himself or his cause), o. Of a legal agent : To
take legal measures to vindicate; to appear, address

the court, etc. in defence of (the accused).
[c lloo Select Pleas a/Crown (1888), Petrus venit et totum

defendit tie verbo in verbum. c xan Bracton's Xot(J>k. I.

350 Et Alicia venit et defendit ius corunv] 14*8 Surtces

Misc. (1890) 5 Seand bat he myght . . deny nor defend this

mater na tanger, he knawlegcd and graunted his trespas.

1484 CAXTON ! allies ofAlfonudVM 3 After that the cause
had be wel deflended and pleted by bothe partyes. 1561 T.
NORTON Calvin

1

* Intl. iv. xx. (1634) 743 The right use [of
law is) both for the plaintife to sue, and for the defendant
to defend. 1768 BLACKSTONE Comnt. 111. 396/7. 18X3 J.
HAWTHORNE bust xxxvii. 306 A letter announcing that the

defendants in the case of Desmoines v. Lancaster declined

to defend. 1891 I.am Kff, Weekly Notes 201/3 A solicitor

to a trust has authority to defend legal proceedings, though
not to initiate them. Moil. The prisoners were defended by-

Mr. L. On his trial he defended himself (or conducted his

own defence) with great ability.

t Defe'nd, it- &. 06s. rare. [f.
DEFEND v.]

Defence.
c 1450 HENRYSON Mor. Fab. 69 Sir . . made I not fair

defend? r 1470 HENRY Wallace x. 1154 Sum men tharfor

agaynys mnkis defend.

Defendable (.d/feudab'l), a. rare. Also 8

-ible. [f.
DEPEND v. + -AM.K CC F. defendable

(from 1 3th c.).]

1. Capable of being defended or protected from

assault or injury.
1611 COTGR., De/ensaole, defendablc . . which may be

defended. guarded, or preseiued. 1713 UF.RHAM Pkys. ^ hcol.

v. vi. (R.), [The skin) being easily defcmlible by the power
of man's reason and art. 1870 Daily News 35 Nov.,
That they should establish a defendable frontier.

2. Capable of being maintained or vindicated ;

defensible.

1683 CAVE F.ccltsinilici 90 The death of Arsenius, which

they Knew was not defendable at a fair Audit.

t Defe'ndance. Oh. Also 5 -ens. [a. OF.

defenJance, deff- (i3th c. in Godefroy), defence,

resistance, f. defeiuire to DEPEND.] Defence.

.11500 Oral. Sap. in Anglia. X. 389 Heelful defendens in

alle dyuerse periles. 1600 ABP. ABBOT F.xf. Jonah 550 Our
chalenges, and defendances for combats in the field.

Defendant (d/fe-ndant), a. and sb. Also 4-6
-aunt, 6 -ante, 7 -ent. [a. F. defendant (OF.

ileffenJant}, pr. pple. of tlefcndre to DEFEND ; also

used absoU] A. adj.

fL Used as fres. pple. Defending; him self

defendaunt='\n his own defence. Obs.

c 1314 Guy tt'arvi. (A.) 6890 >if ich bi sone owhar a-slou},

It was me defendant anouy rx^ao Sir Ifftics 660 Men ne

slou? he noujt, Boute hit were him self defendaunt 1

2. Defending oneself, or an opinion, cause, etc.,

against attack; making one's defence; being de-

fendant in a suit (see B. 3). ? Obs.

1596 Fo.ic's A.ftM. 658/3 The defendant part was driven

for a while to keepe silence. 1598 HAKLUYT
l'<y.

1. 340

(R.) Then commeth an officer and arresteth the party
defendant. 1681 DYDEN King 4 Queen EpiL 16 Tis just
like puss defendant in a gutter.

f3. Affording defence ;
defensive. 06s.

1599 SHAKS. Hen. I', 11. iv. 8 With men of courage, and
with meanes defendant.

B. sb. t L A defender against hostile attack ;

opposed to assailant. Obs.

a i3 Ln. BERNERS Hum cxiii. 308 The citye was so sore

assaylcT on all partyes that the defendauntys wyste not

where to make resystence. 154* HALL CtfMM Neither

the assailauntes nor defendantes loke for any refuge. 1614

RALEIGH Hal. World II. v. iii { 15. 44,3
To beat the

defendants from the Wall. 1731 J. GRAY Gunnery Pref. 31

The defendants, .of the city., were sorely gauled with all

sorts of missive weapons, a 1767 Bp. Lownt Sena f Kern.

289 Had a potent enemy invaded Sodom, .nothing could

have inspired the defendants with truer courage, than

virtue and the fear of God.

t b. One who defends (an opinion, etc.). Obs.

1665 HOOKK Microgr. loo Nor will it be enough for

a Defendant of that Hypothesis to say, etc.

1 2. The paity who denies the charge and accepts
the challtnge of the appellant in wager of battle.

igao Ca-rten's Cnron. Enf. vn. 143/3 Gloucestre. .was the

appellaunt and Arthur was the defendaunt. 1593 SHAKS.

3 I/en, ft, 11. iii. 49 Ready arc the Appellant and Defend,

ant. a 1645 HEYWOOD Fortune by Land n. Wks. 1874 VI.

385 Neither challenger nor defendant are yet in field. i8a8

SCOTT F. .1A Perth xxiii. The Knight of Kinfauns, the

challenger, and. .the young Earl of Crawford, as represent*

ing the defendant.

3. Law. A person sued in a court of law ;
the

party in .1 suit who defends; opposed to plaintiff.
A " defendant

"
is originally a denter, but the notion of

his protecting A/WMr^comcs in early and prevails.' Prof.

F. W. Maitland.

DEFENDER.
a 1400 in Eng. C/AlV (1870) 361 And bat commune law hym

be y-entred, |>e axere and be defendaunt 1450 CaowLEY
Last Trump. 933 Retained of playntyfe, or of de

1553 T. WILSON Khtt. 47 The complainaunt commenfteth
his action, and the defendaunt thereupon amwereth. 1596
SHAKS. Mtrck. V. \\. L 361. 1809 ). MARSHALL Caul.
Opin. (1839) 133 The state cannot be made a defendant in

a suit brought by an individual. 1859 DICKKNS 7*. Two
Cities II. xil, The counsel for the defend
brief.

: defendant threw up his

t 4. Phrase. In my, his (etc.) defendant : in one's

defence. Obs.

[App. a corruption of we, him, defendant in A. i.)

c 1386 CHAUCER Pars. T. P4o8 Whan o man sleelh another
in his defendaunl. 1470-85 MALORY Arthur n. vi!, Balyn
that slewe this knyght in my defendaunt.

Defended (d/Tc-nd<-d), ///. a. [f. DEPEND .]

fl. Forbidden. Obs.

1-1386 CHAUCER Pars. T. p 358 pe beaute of be frayt
defendid. 1633 MASSINUKR Guardian iv. ii, How justly am
I punish'd . .For my defended wantonness ! 1667 MILTON
/'. L. XI. 86 To know both Good and Evil, since bis taste

Of that defended Fruit.

2. Guarded, protected, maintained against attack ,

etc. : see DEHSND v.

1615 STEPHENS Satyr. Ess. (ed. 3) 436 A Fiiller . . U
a defended night-walker : and under privilege of Mu>kke
takes occasion to disquiet men. 1694 Amadis of Greece

Defendee*. rare.- "
[f. as prec. + -EE.] One

who is defended.

1864 in WEBSTER. (Described as rare.)

Defendens, -ent: see DEPEN DANCE, -ANT.

Defender irlWendai). Forms: 3, 6 defender,

4-7 -onr, (4 -owr, 5 deffendour), 5- defender.

[ME. and AFr. dcfcndour = OF. defendeor (nom.

defendere), mod.F. dtfendeur, (. defend-re to DE-
FEND. See -EK *

3.
1'he OF. oblique case defendeor, ^tior, comes from

a Romanic type dtfenditorm : cf. Pr., Sp., Pg. defendedor,
It. difexditore ; the nom. defendere, -ierre, Pr. defendaire,
was formed on the analogy of sbs. with -tor, -edor, in the

oblique case from L. -ati*r-em.]

1. One who defends, or wards off an attack ; esp.

one who fights in defence of a fortress, city, etc.

1197 R. GLOUC. (1734) 198 He may ys owe lese, }yf be
defender a(> be myVe. a 1335 1'rae Psalter xxxix. (xL) 34

Douartmyn helper and my defcndour. 1483 Catk. AttfL 93
A defender, deftnsor. 1516 Piltr. 1'erf. (W. de W. 1531) 13

Our kynge and defender. 1594 HOOKER Ecc(. Pol. I. (1611) so

Men always knew that when force and iniury was offered,

they might be defendours of themselues. 1(07 SHAKS. Car.

in. iii. 138 The power. -To banish your Defenders, c 1750 in

'Bat' Crick. Man. (1850) 30 The oftener b the defender

able to run between the wicket and the stand. 1844 H. H.
WILSON Brit. India II. 474 After a severe struggle the de-

fenders were driven out. i8r8SEELEY Stein II. 138 All the

inhabitants of the State are born defenders of it.

fb. The person who accepts the challenge to

combat in wager of battle : = DEPENDANT sb. i.

1586 FERNE Bleu. Geutrie, If it be on the defenders side,

he may refuse the combat offered.

t O. A dog kept for purposes of defence ;
a

watch-dog. Obs.

1607 TOPSELL four-/. nu/l(i6$8) 134 margin. The greater
sociable Dogs or defenders. 1688 R. HOLHE Armoury 11

184/1 The Defenders arc Dogs that forsake not their Master

in Life nor Death.

d. Irish Hist, (with capital.) Originally, one

who defended his home against marauders ; later,

towards the end of the 1 8th c., the name assumed

by a society of Roman Catholics formed to resist

the Orangemen. (.See Lccky, Eng. in Eighteenth
Cent. VII.)
1796 Hull Advertiser 13 Feb. 3/1 Defenders!!, .a party of

these miscreants attacked a small public-house, .on the

Trim road. 1798 Ann. Kef. 155 Irritated by this usage, the

Catholics also associated for their defence, whence they
were called Defenders. 1841 S. C. HALL Ireland II. isi

The Peep-of-day-boys originated in the north
f
about the

year 1785. they were met by a counter association, 'the

Defenders'. 1890 LECKY Eng. in i8/A C. VII. 13 For six

or eight months Defender outrages continued in this county
almost uncontrolled.

2. One who defends, upholds, or maintains by

argument ; one who speaks or writes in defence of

a person, cause, or opinion.
1544 (title), A Supplycacion to our most soveraigne Lorde

Ey*'

nV. Brit. L 3 The Defenders of this 1 radition.

1856 EMERSON Eng. Traits, Ckar. Wks. (Bohn) II. sS.They
are headstrong believers and defenders of their opinion.

1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. a) IV. 377 The Sophists have found

an enthusiastic defender in the distinguished historian of

Greece.

b. Defender of tht faith : a title borne by the

sovereigns of England since Henry VIII, on whom
it (i.e. l-'idei deftnsor} was conferred by Pope Leo X
in 1511 asa reward for writing against Luther. Cf.

DsranoK.
[isjo Act 31 Hen. I'lll <title\ Anno regni innictissimi

principis Henrici octaui, Anglia: et Franciz regis, del de-

iensons . . vicesimi primi.] ija8 TISIMLI (MM. Ckr. Man
Wks. I 186 One U called Mo^ Christian King; another,

Defender of the faith. 1540 Act 31 Hen. rill, Henry
the eight by the grace of God, King of England and of

France, Defender of faith. i$S> > Strype Ann. ReJ. I.

17*-



DEFENDING.

App. i. 2 Klizal'^th, by the grace of Go_d.
.defendour of the

faith. 1623 LD. HERBERT to Jas. I in Ellis Orig. Lett.

Ser. i. HI. 165 Your sacred Majestie ..beeinge Defender of

our Faithe.

3. The party sued in an action at law ;
= DE

FENDANT sb. 3. (Now the term in Sc. Law,
opposed to pursuer; also used in Roman Law

treatises.)
c 1450 in Sitrtees Misc. (1890) 59 Als well be playntyffe as

be defender in all maner of playnttes. 1732 J. LOUTHIAN
Form of Process (ed. 2) 146 All Prosecutors may compear
with four, and the Defenders with six of their Friends. 1861

W. BELL Diet. Lam Scot., Defender is the party against
whom the conclusions of a process or action are directed.

1880 MUIRHEAD Gains iv. | 102 In certain cases . . the de-

fender in an action in personam must give security even

when conducting his own defence.

4. In the game of Ombre : see DEFENCE sb. 2 c.

1878 H. H. GIBBS Ombre 33 The Defender has to fight

out the game against the other two players.

Hence Defe-uderism (Irish ffist.), the principles
or policy of the Defenders. (Sense I d above.)

1795 Hull Advertiser 19 Sept. 1/4 He., avowed the

principles of Defenderism. 1796 BURKE Corr. (1844) IV. 330
It is now plain that Catholic defenderisin is the only restraint

upon Protestant ascendency. 1837 Eraser's Mag. XV. 54
Defenderism finds fuel in Connaught, Leinster, and Munster.

1890 LECKY Eng. in \Wi C. VII. 13.

Defenderesse, obs. form of DEFENDKESS.
Defendible : see DEPENDABLE.

Defending (dtfe-ndin), vbl. sb. [-ING!.] The
action of the verb DEFEND : a. The warding off

of attack, etc.

c 1300 K. A Us. 676 Now con Alisaundre . . of sweordis turn-

yng, Apon stede, apon justyng, And 'sailyng, of defendyng.

1382 WYCLIF Phil. l. 7 In defendyng and confermyng of the

gospel. 1483 Cath. AngL 93 A Defendynge, brachium,
cnsiodia, defensio. 1583 STUBBES Anat. Abus. II. (1882) 97
Power of defending of life. 1675 tr. MachiavellVs Prince

(Rtldg. 1883) 273 The storming or defending of towns,

f b. Forbidding, prohibition. Obs.

c 1400 Test. Love in. (1560) 295/1 Prohibicion, that is, de-

fendyng.

Defe'ndmg, fpl. a. [-ING 2.] That defends :

see the verb.

1881 Daily News 5 Nov. 5/8 Some of those discrepancies
which defending counsel delight in discovering.

t Defe'iulless, a. Obs. rare. [See -LESS.]
Defenceless.

1737 Common Sense (1738) I. 42 Pointing a Musket to

a defendless Man's Breast.

Defender, -our, -owr, obs. ff. DEFENDER.
Defendress (d/"fe'ndres). Now rare. In 6-7

-eresae, -resse. [a. F. dlfenderesse, fern, of de-

fendeur : see -ESS.]
1. A female defender, protector, or maintainer.

1509 FISHER Wks. (1876) 301 Good preestes and clerkes to
whome she was a true defenderesse [ed. 1708 defendresse].

1581 MULCASTER Positions Ded., Elizabeth by the Grace of
God Queene of England, Fraunce, and Ireland, defendresse
of the faith, &c. 1627-47 FELTHAM Resolves i. Ixxv.(i677) 115
Virtue is a Defendress, and valiants the heart of man. 1749
H. WALPOLE Lett. H. Mann (1834) II. cxcix. 265 Gracious
Anne . . would make an admirable defendress of the new
faith.

+ 2. A female defendant in a suit. Obs.
1611 E. GRIMSTONE Hist. France 1042 That which afilicts

the Defendresse much more, is that the Complainants obiect

against her, that she loued not her child.

t Defe'ndrix. Obs. rare. [f. DEFENDER, after L.

feminines in -(f)rix : the L. word was defcnstrix.]
=

prec. i.

XS97 J- PAYNE Royal Exch. 35 You fight . . for your
Soveraigne Lady, defendrix vnder God of the same [gospell],

tDefenera'tion. Obs. rare.-" [n. of action

from L. dffenerare to involve in debt, exhaust by
usury, f.fmnus,fenus interest, usury.]
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Defeneratioti, a taking mony

upon usury.

Defenestration (difenestr^-jisn). [mod. f.

L. DE- I. i, 2 +fenestra a window : so in mod.F.]
The action of throwing out of a window.
_ Defenestration of Prague, the action of the Bohemian
insurgents who, on the aistof May 1618, broke up a meeting
of Imperial commissioners and deputies of the States, held
in the castle of the Hradshin, and threw two of the commis-
sioners and their secretary out of the window ; this formed
the prelude to the Thirty Years' War.
1620 Reliq. Wotton. (1672) 507 A man saued at the time

of the defenestration. 1837 SOUTHEY Lett. (1856) IV. 521,
I much admire the manner in which the defenestration
is shown [in a picture]. 1863 NEAI.E Ess. Liturgiol. 238
Which commencing at the defenestration of Prague, .termi-
nated in the peace of Westphalia.

Defens, obs. form of DEFENCE.

Defensable, ME. form of DEFENSIBLE, q.v.

tDefensal, a. Obs. rare.
[f. med.L. defen-

snl-is, f. defens-um DEFENCE : see -AL. (OF. had

deffensal sb. defence.)] Pertaining to defence.

1560 ROLLAND Crt. Venus I. 800 Charge him compeir
befoir my Maiestie. .To heir him self accusit of crueltie. .

With exceptionis, and causis defensall.

t Defe'nsative, a. and sb. Obs. Also -itive.

[f. L. type *defenstitjv-us (prob. used in I5~i6th c.

Latin), f. defensdt-, ppl. stem of defensare toward
off, defend, freq. of defendere to DEFEND : see -IVE.]
A. adj. 1. Having the property of defending ;

defensive, protective.

132

1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mor. 19 As with a defensative

band about it. 1615 MARKHAM Eng. House^t). n. i. (16681 41

Lay it within the defensitive plaister before rehearsed. 1668

HOWE Bless. Righteous (ifo*,) 240 The efficacy and defensa-

tive power of moral goodness.
b. = DEFENSIBLE i b.

159:1 F. SPARRY Geomancie 85 The Citie . . is not defensatiue

and [is] ill maintayned by men of force.

2. Made in defence or vindication of something.
a. 1703 BURKITT On N. T. Mark ii. 22 Observe the defen-

sative plea which our blessed Saviour makes.

B. sb. = DEFENSIVE sl>. i . (Very common in

I7thc.)
1376 BAKER Jewell of Health. 7 b, Defensatives . . for ex-

pelling the Plague. 1583 H. HOWAEDE (title}, A Defen-
satiue against the Poyson of supposed Prophecies. 1612

WOODALL Surf. Mate Wks. (1653) 28 A good defensative

against all venemous humours. 1658 SIR T. BROWNE Card.

Cyrus iii. 126 Houseleek, which old superstition set on the

tops of houses, as a defensative against lightening, a 1711
KEN Serm. Wks. (1838) 160 Abstinence, the best defensitive

a Christian can have. 1758 J. S. Le Drarfs Observ. Snrg.
(1771) 94 A Defensitive composed of Bole Armeniafc], The
White of an Egg, and Vinegar. 1783 AINSWORTH Lai. Diet.

(Morell) I, A defensative against poison.

t Defe'nsatrice. Obs. rare. [ad. late L. de-

fensatrix, -trlcem, fern, of defensdtor, agent-n. from

defensare: see prec.] Defendress.

'1450 Mirour Saluacioun 3984 Virgine Marie.. is oure
blissed deffensatrice.

Defense, -fenser, var. of DEFENCE, DEFENSOR.

Defeiisibility (dz"fensibi-liti). [f. next + -ITY.]

The quality of being defensible ; capacity of being
defended.

1846 GROTE Greece n. ii. II. 344 The extreme defensibility
of its frontier. 1859 J. WHITE Hist. France (1860) 5 The
perfect defencibility of the French territory.

Defensible (d^fe-nsib'l), a. Forms : a. 3-6

defensable, (5 -abill, -abylle, deffensable, 6

Sc. defeusabil, 6-7 defenceable) ; /3. 5- defen-

sible, (5 diffensyble, 5-6 defensyble, 7 defen-

oible). [Etymologically there are here two distinct

words : a. defensable, a. F. defensable (i 2th c. in

Hatzf.):-L. defensabil-em (St. Ambrose, 375), f.

defensare to ward off, freq. of defendere to defend.

In the latter part of the isth c. this began to be

displaced by /3. defensible, ad. L. defensibil-em

(Cassiodorns, c 550), f. L. defens-, ppl. stem of

defendere. This expelled the former before 1 700.
In French also defensible appears in 17-1 8th c.,

but both forms are there archaic, the ordinary word

being dependable. ~\

f 1. Affording, or capable of affording, defence ;

defensive. (Cf. FENCIBLE A. 1-3.) a. Of men-
at-arms : Fit or able to defend a fortress, etc. Obs.

1297 R. GLouc.(i724) 549 Hii hulde horn there defensables,
to libbe other to deie. 1481 CAXTON Godfrey 306 Ther were
therin turkes many, hardy and defensable. 1502 ARNOLDS
Chron. (1811) 289 Wyth certayn nombre off defensible par-
sones. 1549 Compl. Scot. xix. 163 Sa mony of you that ar

defensabil men. 1599 SHAKS. Hen. V, in. iii. 50 We no

longer are defensible. 1636 PRYNNE Hmnb. Rcmonstr. 4
Great Navies of Ships and people defensible. 1828 SCOTT
F. M. Perth xix, Every defensible man of you . . keep his

weapons in readiness.

f b. Of fortresses, fortified places, etc. Obs. (but
often not distinguishable from sense 3).

1382 WYCLIF J-iidg. yi.
2 Thei maden to hem . . moost

defensable placis to withstonden. c 1400 Rom. Rose 4168
A portecolys defensable. c 1489 CAXTON Soimes ofAyman

Garnsey 2 A Pale of Rockes . . uery_ defensible vnto the

Hand. 1699 DAMPIER Voy. II. i. viii. 161 What charges
have been bestowed on it since to make it defenceable.

1781 GIBBON Decl. ft F. III. Ixiv. 609 He maintained the

most useful and defensible posts. 1818 HALLAM Mid. Ages
(1872) II. 129 Notwithstanding the vast population and
defensible strength of Constantinople.

\ c. Of weapons, armour, or habiliments. Obs.

1418 HEN. V in Riley Load. Mem. (1868) 664 In here best

and most defensable harneys. 1480 Plumpton Corr. 40
In there most defensible arrey. 1513 Act 5 Hen. VIII, c. 6

Any Armour or defenceable Geerof War. 1548 HALL Chron.

56 The citezens. .had provided for al thinges necessary and
defensible.

T d. gen. Defensive, protective. Obs.

1545 Primer Hen. VIII (1546) 156 Be thou unto me
. .a defensible God. 1574 HYLL Planting 77 Covered with

clay, or some other defensable playster.

t 2. In a state of defence against attack or injury ;

safe. Obs.

1581 J. BELL Haddon's Answ. Osor. 276 b, That such as
are buryed in the cowle and weede of a Franciscane Fryer,
are forthwith defensible enough agaynst all the Devilles
and furies of hell. Ibid. 487^ Yt her life might have
eskaped safe, and defensible from those raging stormes.

1793 SMEATON Edystone L. 253 We could not leave the
work in a more defensible state.

3. Capable of being defended against attack or

injury.
1600 E. BLOUNT tr. Conestaggio 207 The rocke with such

unexpert soldiers was not defensible. 1704 ADDISON Italy
( I 733) 304 Defensible by a very little Army against a
numerous Enemy. 1816 KEATINGE Trav. (1817) I. 259 His
fortress was defensible against all the power of man. 1873
BURTON Hist. Scotl. VI. Ixxii. 256 Dumbarton was supposed
to be more defensible.

DEFENSIVE.

4. fig. Capable of being defended (in argument),

maintained, or vindicated
; justifiable. (The chief

current sense.)

1413 LYDG. Pilgr. Smvle i. xvii. (1859) 18 My cause, .was

nought defensable by ought that I couthe se. c 1555 HAKI'S-

FIELU Divorce Hen. F///(i878) 48 The marriage is defencc-

able enough. 1674 OWEN Holy Spirit (16931 153 This is

scarce defensible. 1769 Jimius Lett. xvi. 71 The. .resolu-

tion., is defensible on general principles of reason. 1863
FAWCETT Pol. Econ. in. vii. 387 A more defensible, or

a juster claim. 1875 WHITNEY Life Lang. ix. 154 In a true

and defensible sense.

Hence Defensibleness.
1689 PETTY Pol. Arith. (1690) 14 The defensibleness of

the Country by reason of its Situation on the Sea. 1830
GEN. P. THOMPSON Exerc. (1842) I. 229 The defensibleness

ofparticular branches of a system.

Defensibly (d/fe
-

nsibli), adv. Also 5-6
-sably, 6 -cibly. [f. prec. + -LY 2

.]

fl. In a 'defensible' manner; so as to afford

defence or protection : see prec. I. Obs.

1464 in Rymer Fcedera (1710) XI. 524 Every Man . . be

Well and Defensibly arrayed, a 1533 LD. BERNERS Hiton
cxliii, 530 Aboue .iii. M. horses defensably aparaylyd. 1599
R. CHOMPTON Mansion of Magnan. N iv D, The houses

were all of stone, very strongly and defencibly builded.

2. In a manner defensible by argument ; justi-

fiably.
1880 Variorum Teachers' Bible Isa. vii. 14 The Hebrew

prefixes the article, which A. V. defensibly regards as that

of species.

Defensioil (d/fe'njan). Also 6 -syon, -cion.

[ad. L. defension-em, n. of action from defendere
to DEFEND. Cf. OF. defension, -siun (n-i6th c.

in Godef.).]

fl. = DEFENCE; protection, vindication, etc.

138* WYCLIF Ecclus. xlviii. 7 Domes of defensioun [1388

defence]. 14. . Balade, IX Ladies Worthie (Chaucer's
Wks. 1561), Against the proud Grekes made defencion With
her victorious hand. 1514 R. PACE in Fiddes Wolsey n.

(1726) 203 In the defension of your gracis causis. a 1555
PHILPOT Exam, q- Writ. (Parker Soc.) 325 The just defen-

sion against his unjust accusation.

2. In R.C. Colleges : The formal defence of a

thesis or proposition as an academic exercise.

1563 FOXE A. ff M. 862 a, He withstandeth the Popes
Supremacie . . in his disputations and defensions. 16. -W.
BLUNDELL in Crossby Records 175 My said brother did make
his public defension of Philosophy in the Roman college.

1862 F. C. HUSENBETH Life jf. Milner 8 He never taught
in the Schools, nor made any public defensions. 1886

J. GILLOW Lit. Hist. Eng. Catholics II. 458 This defension

took place in the palace of Cardinal Guise.

Hence f Defe'nsional a., pertaining to defence.

1762 tr. Busching's Syst. Geog. III. 682 The arsenal, the

defensional office [at Freiburg, Switzerland].

Defensitive: see DEFENSATIVE.

Defensive (dffe'nsiv), a. and sb. Also 4-5
-sif, 5 -syue, 6 -sife, deffenaive, 7 defencive.

[a. F. dtfensif, -ive (I4th c. in Hatzf.), ad. med.L.

defensiv-us, f. defens-, ppl. stem of L. defendere :

see -IVE.] A. adj.

1. Having the quality of defending against attack

or injury ; serving for defence ; protective.
CI4<X> Lanfranc's Cinirg. 13 Aboute be wounde leie

a medicyn defensif. 1495 Act Ii Hen. VII, c. 64 Preamb.,
Armours Defensives, as Jakkes, Salettis, Brigandynes.
1548 HALL Chron. 169 b, Any weapon, either invasive or

defensive. 1593 SHAKS. Rich. II, n. i. 48 As a Moate de-

fensiue to a house. 1636 SIR H. BLOUNT Voy. Levant (1637)
100 A boorded Arche .. defensive against sunne and raine.

1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (1638) 330 The Nut is cloathed

with a defensive husk. 1653 FULLER Ch. Hist. ix. u. I 21

1^-357 A Castle i then much decayed, never much defensive

for this City). 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1776) VI. 361 An
hard, firm shell, which furnishes, .both offensiveand defensive

armour. 1874BOUTELL^ mis <$ A rtn. ii. 9When they invaded

Gaul, the Romans, .wore defensive armour formed of iron.

fb. Of fortified places : = DEFENSIBLE i b. Obs.

1601 R. JOHNSON Kingd. $ Comtnui. (1603) 250 To
immure themselves in such defensive places. 1634 SIR T.

HERBERT Tray. (1638) 81 The Citie is . . made defensive by
many helps of nature and industry.

t c. Of persons : Capable of making defence.

Obs. rare.

1667 MILTON P. L. vi. 393 The faint Satanic Host Defen-
sive scarse, or, with pale fear surpris'd.

j- d. With of: Serving to ward off, or to protect

against. Obs. rare.

1725 POPE Odyss. xxni. 196, I rais'd a nuptial bow'r And
roof'd defensive of the storm and show'r.

2. Made, formed, or carried on for the purpose
of defence : opposed to offensive (

= aggressive).
1580 NORTH Plutarch (1676) 455 The Athenians made

League offensive and deffensive with them. 1631 GOUGE
Gotfs Amnus III. 60. 293 The bloud which in defensive

warre is shed. 1678 LADY CHAWORTH in I2/A Rej>. Hist.

MSS. Comttt. App.v. 44 A league offencive and defencive with

Holland. 1777 WATSON Philip II (1839) 353 Able to wage
only a tedious defensive war. 1787 MAD. D'ARBLAY Diary
Mar., I was obliged to resolve upon a defensive conduct in

future. 1869 RAWLINSON Anc. Hist. 180 Alliance, offensive

and defensive, between Sparta and Bceotia.

3. Of or belonging to defence.

1643 SLINGSBY Diary (1836) 102 They . . lay at a defensive

guarde. 1684 R. H. School Recreation 67 Having shewn

you the Defensive part, I shall now proceed to the Offen-

sive. 1739 J. TRAPP Right, over-much (17581 16 Going to

law is absolutely unlawful, even on the defensive side. 1845

5. AUSTIN Ranke's Hist. Ref. III. 175 Their position was

entirely a defensive one.



DEFENSIVELY.

4. Spoken or written in defence ofsomething ; of
the nature of a defence or vindication.

1604 BROUGIITON (title). Two little Workcs defensive of our
Redemption. 1768 BLACKSTONK Comm. III. 100 H
fcnsivc allegation, to which he is entitled in his turn to (he

plaintiff's answer upon oath. 1893 liookmiiu June 85/2 Ap
appreciative essay, partly defensive of his memory.

B. sb.

fl. Something that serves to defend or protect;
esp. in Med. and Surf, a bandage, plaster, oint-

ment, or medicine, serving to guard against injury,

inflammation, corruption, infection, etc. Obs.

TURNER Herbal it. 41 b, If it be layd vnto woundcs, it is

a good defensive for them. 1610 MARKHAM Masterpiece n.
clxxiii. 485 It is also an excellent defensiue against fluxes
of blood, a 1616 BACON (J.I, Wars preventive upon just
fears, are defensives, as well as on actual invasions. 166$
EVELYN Mem. (1857) III. 150 Wear this defensive for my
sake. 1715 BRADLKY J-'am. Diet. s.v. Wounds, If a Nerve
happens to be cut, you must close it, and use a Defensive,
to prevent a concourse of Humours.
2. A position or attitude of defence : usually in

phr. to siami (tut, etc.) on the defensive. [Absolute
use of A. 3.]
1601 R. JOHNSON Kingii. fg Commw. (1603) 178 Onelyto

stand upon the defensive. 1708 SWIFT Predictions, The
French army acts now wholly on the defensive. 1797 BURKK
Corr. IV. 431 In debate, as in war, we confine ourselves to
a poor, disgraceful, and ruinous defensive. 1818 SCOTT /'.

M. Perth xxxiv, The two brethren . . striking both at once,
compelled him to keep the defensive. 1869 FREEMAN Norm.
Conq. (1876) III. xii. 153 The plan of the Duke was to stand
wholly on the defensive.

t 3. One who defends himself against attack :

opposed to assailant or aggressor. Obs. rare.

1634 SIR T. HKRUERT Trav. 79 They . .retired home, leaving
the Georgians Victors, though, defensives.

Defensively (d/Te'nsivli), adv. [-LY 2.] In
a defensive manner ; by way of defence.

1670 MILTON Hist. Eng. it. Wks. (1851) 59 Camalodunum,

fensively. 1884 MRS. OLIPHANT in Blackiv. Mag. Jan. 5/2
Lady Mary put up her hand defensively.

Defe-usiveuess. [-NEBS.] The quality of

being defensive.
1600 F. WALKER Sp. Mantievilli: 1313, They want no

dcfensiuenes against the cold. 1828 Examiner 643/1 The
position of defensivencss. 1885 G. MEREDITH Diana I. xv.

323 Arousing her instincts of defensiveness.

Defensor (d/fe-nsai, -/j). Forms: 4-5 de-

fensour, (4-6 -oure, 5 -owre), 6 defencer, 6-
defensor. [ME. and AFr. defensour = OF. *de-

fenseor, in J3th c. deffenceour, mod.F. defcnseur :

L. dffensatdr-em (Jerome
1

!, agent-n. from defcnsdre,

fre<). of defendtre to DEFEND. By later changes
in Kng. the word is completely assimilated to L.

defensor, agent-n. from defendfre.]
t 1. A defender. Obs.

Chief Defensor of the Christian Church, a title formerly
bestowed by the Pope upon individual kings, as upon
Henry VII of England.

375 HARBOUR Bruce XVH. 745 Sum of the defensouris war
All dede, and othir woundit sare. c 1430 LYDG. Bochas I.

xvi. (1554) 33 a, To holy churche he was chief defensour.

1509 FABVAN vn. (1533) 690. 1530 PALSCR. Introd. 10 Henry
by the grace of God, kynge of Englande and of France,
defensor of the faythe. 1596 Fo.rt's A. ff M. 591/1 Any of
their fautors, comforters, counselors, or defenders. 1611
SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xx. 72 Chicfe Defensor of Christs
Church. 1670 Famous Conclave Clement Vljl 29 The only
defensor ana supporter of the Catholick Religion.

2. Rom. Hist. ' In the later period of the empire
(after 365 A.D.), title of a magistrate in the pro-
vincial cities, whose chief duty was to afford

protection against oppression on the part of the

governor
*

(Lewis & Short).
< 1370 WYCLIF Eng. Ir'Jkt. (1880) 395 And saynte gregori

wrote to be defensoure of rome in pis maner. [1818 HALLAM
Mid. Ages (1872) I. 341 But the Dtfensores were also magis-
trates and preservers of order.) 1841 W. SPALDING Italy f
//. 1st. I. 112 The defensors differed in both respects. 1855
MILMAN Lat. Chr. (1864) II. in. v. 45 What the defensor
had been in the old municipal system.

3. Roman /.aw. One who took np the defence
and assumed the liability of a defendant in an
action.

1875 POSTE Gaiut tv. Comm. (ed. 2) 569 A defensor may
prevent a forfeiture of the stipulation. Ibid., A defensor
(Unauthorized representative) ot the defendant gave security
judicatum solvi.

Hence Defe'nsorship, the office of defensor.

1855 Mil.MAN Latin Chr. III. 292 The golden diadem,
the insignia of the Patriciate and Defensorship of the city
of Rome.

Defensory (d/Te
-

ns6ri\ a. and sb. Now rare

or Obs. [ad. L. Jrfensori-us, (. dffensor-eni : see

DEFENSOR and -OHY.]
A. adj. That is intended, or serves, to defend ;

defensive.

I5ja HULOET, Defensorye, pracsidiarins. 1586 A. DAY
Eng. Secretary n. (162*;) I4_

A Letter defensory answering by
confutation all the objections. 1647 Koyall ff Royallist s

rica 13 The warre on the Kings side is vindicatory and
defensorie. 1849 I'raser's .'/,..,.- XXXIX. 669 One of the de-
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fensory provisions which the Creator has a-signed lo some
of His creatures.

t B. sb. Something defensive ; a defence. Obs.

1588 (ifcucsf: l\-rimedet 6 As a defensorie aguin>t ensuing
griefes. 1591 (title), Martin Mar-Sixlus. A second Replie
against the Defensory and Apology of Sutus the fifth. 1677
GALE Crt. Gtntiles II. ill. 154 A Defensorie of the Scripture
and Church.

Defenst, obs. f. defenced: see DEFENCE v.

t Defe'nsure. Obs. [f. L. d,jcn\- ppl. stem
of dffendfre + -UKS.] Something that defends;

DKKKXNIVE sb. I.

158* W. BAILEY Briefe Treat. (16^3) 21 Wee must defend
the eye with some defensure to avoid the offence of a fluxe.

Defer (d/fdu), o.l Forms : 4-7 differre, 5-7
deferre, (4 defere, j-6 defar, -arre, dyfferre,

7 deferr), 5-7 differ, 5-6 differr, 6 differe, dy-
ferre, dyffer, dyffer r-), diffar(r-), 6-7 differ(r- ,

5- defer(r-). Inflexions deferred, deferring.

[ME. dtferre-n,
a. OF. differer (il differe}, I4th c.

in Littre, ad. L. differ-re to carry apart, put off,

postpone, delay, protract; also, intr., to bear in

different directions-, have diverse bearings, differ.

Orig. the same word as DIFFEB v. (q.v. for the

history of their differentiation), and often spelt

differ in i6-i7th c. ; but forms in de-, def-, are
found from the ifth, and have prevailed, against
the etymology, mainly from the stress being on the
final syllable ; but partly, perhaps, by association

with delay'.]

fl. trans. To put on one side ; to set aside. Obs.

1393 GOWER Cotif.l. 262 At mannes sighte Envie for to be
preferred Hath conscience so differred, That no man loketh
to the vice Whiche is the moder of malice. < 1430 LYDG.
Hors, Shepe ff G. 96 The Syrcumstaunce me lyst nat to
defer. Min. Poctns{Pcrcy Soc.) 14 Grace witheher lycour
cristallyne and pure Defferrithe vengeaunce off ffuriose

woodnes.

tb. To set or put
' beside oneself; to bereave

of one's wits. Obs. rare~*.
c '375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Matthxns 84 (Juhame bat bai [two

sorcerers] had euir marryte Ine bare wittis or differrytc.

) o. reft. To withdraw or remove oneself. Obs.
c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Martha 171 Hely, defere be nocht

fra me, Hot in myn helpe nov haste bu be :

2. trans. To put off (action, procedure) to some
later time ; to delay, postpone.
1381 WYCLIF Num. xxx. 15 If the man . . into another day

deferrc the sentence. 14.. Prose Legends in Anglia VIII.

132 [She] differred be questyone. 1483 Cath. Angt.ocjTo
Differ, differre, prolongare. 1489 CAXTON yaytesofA.\\.
vii. 104 Ine Lacedemonycns with drewe them self and dif-

ferde the bataylle. 1536 TINDALE Matt. xxiv. 48 My master

wyll differ his commynge, 1593 SHAKS. 2 Hen. VI, iv. vii. 141
Soldiers, Deferre the spoile of the Citie vntill night. 1651
HOBBES Leviath. u. xxx. 183 Sometimes a Civill warre, may
be differred, by such wayes. 1711 ADDISON Spect. No. 92
F 2, I have deferred furnishing my Closet with Authors, 'till

I receive your Advice. 1795 SOUTHEY Joan ofArc iv. 499O chosen by Heaven ! defer one day thy march. 1863 GKO.
ELIOT Romola u. iv. She deferred writing the irrevocable
words of parting from all her little world.

b. Const, with inf. 1 0bs.
ua6 H. BEAUFORT in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. II. I. 102 He

hatn long differred to parfourme them, c 1450 St. Cntlibert
(Surteesi 7118 To wende hame bai no?t deferde. isssCovm-
DALE Josh. x. 13 The Son iic . . dyfferred to go downe for the

space of a whole daye after. 1609 BIBLE (Douay) Ps. Ixxix.

Comm., How long wilt thou differre to heare our prayer ?

a 1656 USSHER Ann. (1658) 880 Neither did he long defer to

put those Jews to death, a 173* ATTERBURY(J-)> The longer
thou defcrrcst to be acquainted with them, the less every day
thou wilt find thyself disposed to them.

c. absol. or intr. To delay, procrastinate : rarely
with off.

138* WYCLIF Detit. vii. 10 So that he scater hem, and
ferther differre not [1388 differr [v.r. tarie] nolengerej. c 1450
AY. Cuthbert (Surteesi 7523 He defard, and walde no;t trus.

1577 NORTHBROOKE Dicing (1843) iSoWhyles he desired,

they
deferred, a 159* GREENE& LODGE Lowing Glass Ws.

(Rtldg.) 129/1 Defer not off, to-morrow is too late. 1614
Hi-. HALL Recoil. Treat. 935 God differ 's on purpose that

pur trials may be perfect. 1035 R. BOLTON Contf. Ajffl. Consc.
ix. 252 The longer thou putst off and defferest the more un-
fit shalt thou be to repent. 1741 YOUNG AV. /'//. i. 390 Be
wise to-day ; 'tis madness to defer. 1771 P. PARSONS JWiv-
market 1. 21, 1 have waited (demurred, my gentle reader, if

you be a lawyer, deferred, if you be a divine' . . a full year.

3. trans. To put off (a person or matter) to a
future occasion : ) &. a person. Obs.

1388 WYCLIF Atts xxiv. 22 Solhli Felix deferride hem [1388
delayede, flfS. A', ether differride; TINDALE differde, 1539
Great B. deferede. 1557 Gcntv. differed, 1581 Rhem. differrecf,
1611 and x88t deferred]. 1545 BRINKLOW Compl. 20 b, Men
be differyd from tyme to tyme, yea from yere to yere. 1641
ROGERS Naaman 137 If it seem good to thy wisdome to
deferre me. 1709 STRYPE Ann. Ref. I. xxxviii. 440 He was
deferred until Monday.

b. a time, matter, question.
1509 BARCLAY Shyp of Folys (1570) 49 Where they two

borowed, they promise to pay three, Their day of payment
longer to defarre. 1536 hxhort.fr. North 135 in Furniv.
Ballads\ 309 Differ not yourmatterestylla new^cre. 1550
MORWYNU EvoHjrm. 95 Which conserveth the good health
of man's body, prolongeth a man's youth, differeth age.
'559 WIU.OCK Lett, to Crosragucll in Keith Hist. Church Sc.

App. 1981Jam.), I wold aske quhilk of us differreth the Caus.
1611 BIBLE Prov.xiu. 12 Hopedeferredmakeththeheart sicke.

c. To relegate to a later part of a treatise.

1538 STARKEY England i. iv. 123 Let us not entur intothys
dysputatyon now, but . . dyffer hyt to hys place. 1558 KNOX

DEFERENCE.
Pint Bl*4t (Arb.) 37 The admonition I differe lo the end.
1611 COHYAT Crudities 480, I had differred il till the end of
Ihc sermon. 1695 WOODWAHII \at. Hist. Karth i

Which I choose, rather than trouble the Header with a
Detail . . here, to deferr to iheir proper Itace. 1*77 J. D.

;

CHAMBERS- liroint Worship 284 It has been found Decenary
to defer them to the Appendix.
1 4. To put off

(time), waste in delay. Obs.
1381WY< LI K Eifk. xii. 22 Dais shulen be differrid, or drawen,

in lo loong [1388 differrid in lo long- tyme]. 1548 HALL
Chron. 184 Not mynding to difftrre the time any farther.

1579 LYLY Euphues (Arb.) 123 Idle to deferre y lime lyke
Saint George, who is euer on Eonebacke yet neuer rydelh.
1591 SHAKS. i Hen. VI, in. ii. 33 Deferre no tyme, delayei
haue dangerous ends. 1*33 G. HERBERT Ttmtle, Deniall
n, O cheer and tune my heartlesse breast, Deferre no time,

t b. To protract ; also intr. to linger. Obs.
1546 LANGLKY Pol. Verr. Dt Invent, i. xiu 24 a. The

Warres were longc differred. 1561 NORTON & SACKV. Cor-
iotfuc iv. ii, Why lo this houre Have kind and fortune thus
deferred my breath T 1561 HOLI.YIIUSH Horn. Apolh. 41 b.
If the disease woulde differre, and the jaundis woulde not
voydc.

Defer (d/f5M), v? Also 5-6 differ, 6-7 da-
ferre, 1,8 defere). Inflexions deferred, deferring,
[a. F.

deferer (il dejere), ifjth c. in Littri (defferer

I4th c. in Godef. -!>'///.), in same sense as Eng.,
ad. L. difer-re to bring or carry away, convey
down, to bring or carry with reference to destina-

tion, to confer, deliver, transfer, grant, give, to

report, to refer (a matter) to any one; f. DE- 1. 1, j
+ferre to bear, carry.]

fl. trans. To carry down or away; to convey
,/o some place) ; to bring away. Obs. rare.
i6a6 BACON Sytva | 254, I do not think that if a Sound

should pass through divers mediums . . it would deliver the
Sound m a differing place, from that unto which it is

deferred. 1654 R. CODRINCTON tr. Hist. Ivstint 553 He was
so much amazed at it, that he could not forbear to vomit or
defer the forced burthen of his belly.

1 2. To offer, proffer, tender ; in Law, to offer

i

for acceptance. Const, to, rarely on. To defer an
i oath = F. deferer tin serment, L. deferrejusjuran-

dttin. Obs.

1563 FOXE A. ff. 782 b, Vpon a corporal! olhc to them
deferred by the Judges. 156} JEWEL Repi. Harding (1611)

379 That Godly worship which . . of the Diuines is called
Latria, is deferred only to the Blessed Trinity. 1651 HOBBES
Leviath. 11. xxx. 177 To deferre to them any obedience, or
honour. 1677 GALK Crt. Gentiles in. 172 Apuleius . . does

.
in vain defer or bestow this honor on those Demons. 1764-7

1 LD. G. LYTTF.LTON Hist. Hen. II, II. 95 (Seager) How very
wonderful is it that all the princes . . when a king renowned

i for his valour, .was actually at their head, should defer the

|

command to a monk. 183* AUSTIN Jurispr. (18791 '' '"'

894 Until he accept the inheritance, he has a right deferred
or proffered by the UwQ'/ delatum) but he has not a right

1

fully acquired (jus acquititum).

f8. To submit (a matter lo a person, etc.) for

determination or judgement ; to refer. Obs.
1490 Ada Dom. Cone. 204 1Jam.) The lordis will differ the

hale mater to the said Robert spoussis aithl. 1541 BARNES
rVks. (1573) 345/1 This matter was deferred of both panes
to the sentence of the kyng. 1660 R. COKE Power * S*t>j.
160 We teach, that among Priests there be no strifes and
wrangling, nor let them be deferred to the Secular power.
1691 BLAIR in W. S. Perry Hist. I 'all. Amer. Col. Ch. (1860)
1. 4 The council, he said, would defer it to the committee for

plantations.

1 4. absol. To refer for information to. Obs.

1563 FOXE A. Q M. 797 b, Concernynge the depositions of
this Lorde Paget, here producted, we differ to the xx. act,
where you shal fynde hym examined.

1 5. intr. (for refl.) Tosubmit oneself to. &. Obs.
1479 Ada Dom. Audit. 90 (Jam.) Decrelis . . that Johne

Stewart . . sail . . pay lo Archibald Forester of CurMorfm
xx L yerly of viii yeris bigain . . becauss the said Archibald
differit to his aith, and he refusit to suere in presens of the
lordis. 1490 Ada Dom. Cone. 194 (Jam.) The lordis aboue
writtin wald nocht defer to the said excepcioun.
6. intr. To submit in opinion or judgement la ;

to pay deference to.

It b probably with reference lo this that Evelyn, 1667
(Mem. III. 161 ed. 1857), says, We have hardly any words
that do . . fully express the French emotion, defer, effort.
1686 F. SFENCE Houu of Medici 306 (L.1 They not only

deferred to his counsels in publick assemblies, but he was
moreover the

umpire of domestic matters. 1710 A. GORDON
MafffisAmphith. 8 How far we must defere tohis Authority?
1791 BURKK Let. to Sir H. Langrisht Wks. 1842 I. 543 If

you had not deferred to the judgment of others. 1855 I'm s-

COTT Philip 11, i. ix. (1857) 165 Philip . . had the good sense
to defer lo the long experience and ihe wisdom of his father.

1870 BRYANT lliadl. i. 31 And let me warn my mother, Wise
as she is, that she defer to Jove.

Deference (de-ferens). [a. F. dt'fircnct (i6lh
c,), f. dffirer to DEFER p.2 : see -EKCK.]
t L The action of offering or proffering ; tender-

ing, bestowing, yielding. Obs. rare '.

1660 tr. A myraldus' Treat, cone. Relie. 1. iii. 35 Our de-
ference of all honor and glory to that which we venerate.

2. Submission to the acknowledged superior
claims, skill, judgement, or other qualities, of

another. Often in phr. to fay, show, yield defer-
ence.

1647 CLARENDON Hist. Ret. I. (1843) 9" He was . . negli-
gent . . lo correspond with him with that deference he had
used to do, but had the courage to dispute his commands.
1708 ESTCOURT fair Eiatnp. in. i. Now, Sir, yon shall stay
and see what a Deference they pay to my Skill and Autho-
rity. 1711 ADDISON.S'/W/. No. 6a p 7 With all the Deference
thai is due to the Judgment ofM great a Man. 1798 FICRIAR



DEPEBENCY.
lllnstr. Sterne, Varieties ofMan 196 Much of this evil has

certainly proceeded from undue deference to authorities.

1830 D'ISRAELI Chas. /, III. vii. 148 Charles often yielded

a strange deference to minds inferior to his own. 1836 H.

COLERIDGE North. Worthies (1852) I. 6 That voice of autho-

rity to which he would have paid most willing deference.

3. Courteous regard such as is rendered to a

superior, or to one to whom respect is due ; ^the
manifestation of a disposition to yield to the claims

or wishes of another. Const, to, t/"'-
a 1660 HAMMOND Wks. II. i. 137 (R-) WhV was not Joh

.

n

who was a virgin chosen, or preferred before the rest ? . . his

answer is, because Peter was the Elder, the deference being

given to his age. 1662 J. DAVIES tr. Olearins" Voy.Ambass.
80 Nor have they any more complyance one for another,

than they have deference for strangers : for instead of being
civil one to another [etc.]. 1678 Lively Orac. v.

15. 296,

I shall consider to which God himself appears in Scripture
to give the deference. 1712 STF.ELE Sped. No. 497 F 2 He
was conducted from room to room, with great deference, to

the minister. 1754 CHATHAM Lett. Nephew iv. 20 Their age
and learning, .entitle them to all deference. 1855 H. REED
Lect. Eng. Hist. iii. 411 That indescribable and instinctive

deference to the feelings of others, which constitutes the

gentlemanly spirit.

4. In deference to : in respectful acknowledge-
ment of the authority of, out of practical respect
or regard to.

1863 H. Cox Instit. i. x. 249 The resignation of a Prime
Minister in deference to the will of the House of Commons.

1867 SMILES Huguenots Eng. xi. (1880) 195 In deference to

public opinion, he granted some relief to the exiles from his

privy purse. 1879 M. ARNOLD Irish Cathol. Mixed Ess.

101 It is in deference to the opinion, .of such a class that

we shape our policy.

Deference, obs. form of DIFFERENCE.

t De*ferency. Obs. rare l
. [f.

as prec. with

ending -ENCT, q.v.]
= DEFERENCE.

1678 OWEN Mind of God v. 132 A due reverence and

deferency unto the Wisdom, .of God.

Deferent (de-ferdnt), a. 1 and sb. Also 5-7
different, 6 defferent. [a. F. dtftrent (Pare
i6th c.), or immed. ad. L. deferent-em^ pr. pple. of

defer-re to carry down or away.]
A. adj. Carrying or conveying down or to a

particular destination.

1626 BACON Sylva Argt. to 221, etc., The Figures of Pipes,
or Concaues, thorow which Sounds passe ; or the other Bodies
different

;
conduce to the Variety and Alteration of the

Sounds. 1686 SxA.PEsinat, Horse \. xxiii. 47 These deferent

Vessels are two, one on each side. 1877 HUXLEY Anat.
!nv. Anim. vii. 378 The..testes end in a pair of deferent

ducts.

B. sb.

1. A carrying or conducting agent ; spec, in

Phys., a canal or duct for conveying fluids.

1626 BACON Sylva 133 Though Aire be the most favour-

able Deferent of Sounds. Jbid, 217 All of them are dull

and unapt Deferents except the Air. 1730-6 BAILEY (folio\

Deferents, those vessels of the body appointed for the con-

veyance of humours from one part to another.

2. In the Ptolemaic astronomical system : The
circular orbit of the centre of the epicycle in which
a planet was conceived to move : corresponding

(roughly) to the actual orbit of the planet. Cf.

EPICYCLE i.

1413 LYDG. Pilgr. Sowle v. i. 70 Within eueryche of these
seuen speres, there was a Cercle embelyfyng som what.,
whiche Cercle clepeth the different. 1594 BLUNDEVIL Exerc.
in. i. xv. (ed. 7) 306 The Circle that carrieth the Moon,
called her Defferent. 1690 LEYBOURN Citrstts Math, 757
The Semidiametre of the Deferent . . is equal to 56^ Semi-
diamctres of the Earth. 1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Techn. s. v.,

The two points where the Epicicle intersects the Deferent
are called the Points of the greatest Elongation. 1834 Nat.
Philos., Hist. Astron. vi. 31/2 t

(Useful Knowl. Soc.), He
[Ptolemy] himself considered his system of deferents and
epicycles merely as a means of determining mathematically
the positions of the heavenly bodies for any given time.

3. One who reports a matter ; the communicator
of a notice.

1670 EVELYN in Phil, Trans. V. 1056, I communicate to

them, through your hands, not only the Instrument, .but
the Description of the Use and Benefit of it from such
a Deferent, as I am sure they will very highly value. 1671

Mem. (1857) III. 238 Unless you approve of what I write,
and assist the deferrent, for I am no more.

Deferent (de-ferent), a. 2 [f. DEFER v.~
t and

DEFERENCE : see -ENT.] Showing deference, de-
ferential.

1822 Blackw. Mag. XI. 167 His opposition . . was always
modest, deferent. 1856 Miss MUI.OCK ^. Halifax (ed. 17)

413 Never in all his life had Guy been so deferent, so loving,
to his father. x886 MALLOCK Old Order Changes n. vii,
Easiness and want of deferent distance in his manner.

Deferential (defere-njal), a. 1
[f. DEFERENCE

(or its L. type
*
deferential} + -AL: cf. essence^

essential^ prudence, prudential', etc.] Characterized

by deference; showing deference ; respectful.
1822 SCOTT NieeZ xx\\, If you seek deferential observance

and attendance, I tell you at once you will not find them
here. 1838 DICKENS NicJt. Nick

c xvii, She was marvellously
leferential to Madame Mantalini. 1870 DISRAELI Lothair

viii, The Duke, .could be soft and deferential to women.
ice Deferentiality j/>., deference; Defere'n-

idv. t in a deferential manner.
*'h. Mag. Feb. 183 His master he recognises as

icctful deferentiality. a 1846 Gentian. Mag.
esTER^for deferentially. 1848 C. BRONTE

v 61 These ladies were deferentially received
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. . and conducted to seats of honour. 1865 DICKENS Mut.
/'>. in. i, Deferentially observant of his master's face.

Deferential, a? Phys. [a. F. deftrentiel (e.g.

artere dtftrenticlle}, f. f/Jferent, DEFERENT a. 1
: see

-AL.] Serving to convey or conduct ; pertaining to

the deferent duct.

1877 HUXLEV Anat. Inv. Anim. xi. 640 The deferential

end of the testicular tube opens into a sac close to the anus.

1883 Syd. Soc. Lex.) Deferential artery, a small branch

supplied to the vas deferens by one of the branches of the

superior vesical artery.

Deferment (d/ioument). [f. DEFER z>.
1

-t-

-MENT. Possibly from K. : Godefroy Suppl, cites

an example of dtferrement of I4th c.] A putting
off; postponement, delay.
1612 W. PARKES Curtaine Dr. (1876) 31 Mercers and

Taylors may their customes hire, With long deferment of

their tedious bils. 1832 SOUTHEY Hist. Penins. War III.

191 The cases which could bear no deferment of relief. 1884
M. ARNOLD in Pall Mall G. i Dec. 6/2 The delays and the

deferments which they are certain to lead to.

Deferred (drfa-jd^ ///. a. [f. DEFER z/.i +

-ED.] Postponed, put off for a time, delayed.
Deferred Annuity , an annuity that does not begin till

after a certain period or number of years, or till the occur-

rence of a future event, as the decease of some person.

Deferred Bonds : see quot. 1882. Deferred Pay, a part of
the pay of a soldier, etc., which is held over to be paid at

his discharge, or at death ; in the British Army the amount
of deferred pay for soldiers and non-commissioned officers is

twopence a day ; to men in the reserve force the amount Is

paid annually. Deferred Shares* Stock : see quot. 1882.

Deferred shoot : see quot. 1883.

1651 HOBBES Lffviath. in. xxxii. 198 An immediate, or

63 My first knowledge of the deferred list. 1819 SHELLEY
Cenci v. n. 23 'Tis my hate, and the deferred desire To
wreak it, which extinguishes their [the cheeks'] blood. 1855
MACAULAY Hist. Eng. IV. 381 The effect . . of bitter regrets
and of deferred hopes. 1882 BITHELL Counting-hoitse Diet.

s. v., Deferred Bonds are bonds issued by a Government or

by a company, entitling
the holder to a gradually increasing

rate of interest, till the interest amount to a certain specified

rate, when they are classed as, or are converted into Active
Bonds. Deferred Shares are shares issued by a Trading
Company, but not entitling the holder to a full share of the

profits of the company, and sometimes to none at all, until

the expiration of a specified time, or the occurrence of some
event. 1883 Syd. Soc. Lex., Deferred shoots, the shoots

produced from dormant buds in the axils of bud-scales.

1889 Whitaker's Aim. 645 Deferred pay is an additional

payment of
; 3 per annum made to all non-commissioned

officers and soldiers on discharge who have fulfilled certain

conditions.

Deferrer (d/ra-rsa). [f. DEFER v + -ER 1
.]

One who defers ; a delayer, postponer.
1552 HULOET, Deferrer, cundator. 1559 WILLOCK Let. to

Crossraguel in Keith Hist, Ch. Scotl. App. 198 Quhilk of

both is the Differrer of the Caus? 0:1637 B. JONSON tr.

Horace's Art Poetry 245 A great deferrer, long in hope,

grown numb With sloth, yet greedy still of what's to come.
1880 G. MEREDITH Trag. Com. xiv. (1892) 200 One of those

delicious girls in the New Comedy . . called The Postponer,
The Deferrer, or, as we might say, The To-Morrower.

Deferring (drfo-rin), vbl. sb. [f. DEFER v.1

+ -ING !.] The action of the verb DEFER i
; de-

laying, postponement.
14. . LYDG. Temple of Glas 1206 Abide awhile . . Let no

sorow in bin herte bite For no differring. 1583 STUBBES
Anat. Abus. n. (1882) 9 This deferring of mstice is as

damnable before God. 1621 BP. HALL Heaven upon Earth,

6 After all these friuolous deferrings, it [sinne] will returne

vpon thee. 1633 EARL MANCH. Al Mondo ('16361 112 By
deferring wee presume upon that we haue not, and neglect
that we naue.

Deferring (d#5*rirj) t ///. a.1
[f.

DEFER z/. 1

+ -ING 2.] That defers ; putting off, delaying.
c 1565 LINDESAY (Pitsc.) Chron. Scot. (1728) 105 Gave them

a differring answer which was little to effect.

Defe'rring, ppl. a. 2 [f. DEFER v.'2 + -ING 2
.]

Manifesting deference ; deferential.

1829 S. TURNER Hist. Eng. IV. n. xxvii. 1^8 The language
of very deferring but of rather strong affection.

f DefeTVe, v. Obs. rare. [ad. L. defervere to

boil down, boil thoroughly, f. DE- I. 3 b + fervere
to boil.] To boil down.
c 1420 Pallad. on Husb. xi. 485 Defrut, carene . . Of must

is made : Defrut of defervyng Til thicke.

Deferresce (dff^jve's), v. [ad. L. deferuescfre
to cease to boil, cool down, f. DE- I. 6 +fervescere,

inceptive of
'

fervere to be hot.] intr. To cool down.
1859 Sat. Rev. VIII. 735/2 The pamphlet .. has experi-

enced the fate incidental to effervescent things it has de-

fervesced.

Defervescence (d/feive'sens). [f.
L. defer-

vescent-em DEFERVESCENT : see -ENCE.]
1. Cooling down

;
abatement of heat.

17*1 BAILEY, Defervescence, a growing cool, an abating.
1775 in ASH. Hence in mod. Diets.

2. Path. The decrease of bodily temperature \

which accompanies the abatement of fever or i

feverish symptoms; the period of this decrease.

(Introduced in German (defcrvescenz) by Wunderlich.)
1866 1&9.\\TU\\MIE Retrospect ofMed. LIII. 14 The height

of the fever was reached on December 31*1. .after this defer-
vescence went on gradually. 1875 H. C. WOOD Thcrap.
("1879) 145 It is evident that.. in some of these cases of
Wunderlich's the drug was given about the time natural
defervescence would be expected to occur. 1877 ROBERTS

DEFIANCE.
llattdhk. Mcd. (ed. 3) I. 78 Occasionally defervescence is

quite irregular in its progress.

t Deferve'scency. Ots. [(. as prec. + -ENCY.]
=

prec. ; alsoy?,y.

1649 JF.R. TAYLOR Great Exemp. v. 20. 155 After a long
time. -they are abated by a defervescency in holy actions.

1684 tr. Bond's Merc. CotHpit. vi. 160 A Loosness, which
follows in the defervescency of a Fever.

Defervescent (dflaive'sgnt), a. and sl>. [f.

L. defervescent-em, pr. pple. of dtfervcscere to DE-

FEKVESCE.]
' That which can reduce fever and

high temperature, as cold and bloodletting
'

(.Syd.

Soc. Lex.).

Defesance, Defesc, etc., obs. ff. DEFEASANCE,
DEFEASE, etc.

Defet, var. of DEFEIT a. Obs., wasted.

Defete, -fette, obs. forms of DEFEAT sb. and v.

t Defeu-d. nonce-wti. [f.
DE- + FEUD : on some

mistaken analogy, such as spite, despite.'] =Feud.
1648 EVELYN Mem. (1857) III. 22 If the commanders were

all at defeud one amongst the other.

Defeudalize : see DE- II. i .

Defeysance, obs. form of DEFEASANCE.

Deff(e, obs. forms of DEAF.

II Deffait, a. Her. Obs.~ "
[F. difait, in OF.

desfait, deffait, undone, deprived, etc.]

1727 BAILEY vol. II, Deffait, is used to signify the Head
of a Beast cut off smooth, the same as Decapite. 1727-51
CHAMBERS Cycl., Deffait or Decapitt, a term used by the
French heralds.

Deffame, Deffawte, obs. ff. DEFAME, DEFAULT.

Deffayt, deffete, obs. forms of DEFEAT.

Deffe, var. of DAFF sb., fool, stupid fellow.

1482 in Enff. Gilds (1870) 315 Yf any brother dysspysse
anoder callenge hym knaffe or horson, or deffe.

Deflfence, Defform, etc. : see DEFENCE, etc.

Deffer, var. of DEVER Obs., duty.

Defference, obs. form of DIFFEBBNCE.

Deffly, erron. form of DEFTLY.
Defhed : see DEAFHEAD.
Defiable (dtfai-ab'l), a.' rare. [f. DEFYZ/.I +

-ABLE.] Capable of being defied ; f defiant.

1874 M. & F. COLLINS Frances I. 14 Oh 1 I think he's

rather a defiable young gentleman.

t Definable, a. 2 Obs. rare- 1
,

[f.
DEFY.Z +

-ABLE.] Capable of being digested ; digestible.
a 1450 Fysshyngc wyth an Angle (1883) 2 And etc norysch-

ing metes & defyabul.

Defial (dtfai-al). rare. [In ME., a. OF. defiaille

(13-14* c. in Godef.), f. defter to DEFY : see

-AL 5. In modern use perh. directly from the Eng.
verb : cf. denial] = DEFIANCE.
c 1470 HARDING Chron. CLIV. iv, He helde the felde and

kyng Philyp warred, And letters sent hym, defyals and

vmbrayde, Of hys suraunce and othe. 1793 W. TAYLOR tr.

Goethe's Ifft. in Ttmris Note 119 This denaiis not a Gothic
and misplac'd idea. 1824 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Mag. LVI I.

509 King Meliad, And Danayn .. took part In the defial.

1848 W.H. KELLY a. L. Blanc's Hist. Ten Y. 11.267 Abuse,
which he met with lofty defial or silent contempt.

Defiance (dffai-ans\ Forms : 4 defye-, 5

defy-, diffl-, diffye-, dyffy-, 5-6 deft-, deffy-

aunee, 6 diffyans, diffl-, defyance, 5- defiance,

[a. OF. defiance, deff-, desf-, the action of defying
Pr. desfiansa, OSp. desfianza, It. disfidanza :

Romanic *disfidantia, f. disfidare, med.L. dijfidare :

see DEFY z/.1 and -ANCE. Mod.F. dt'fiance in sense

of ' distrust
'

appears to be influenced by L. diffi-

dentia distrust : see DIFFIDENCE.]
t L Renunciation of faith, allegiance, or amity ;

declaration of hostilities. Obs.

1300 K. Alis. 5545 Alisaunder the wryt behelde, And
saugh therinne thretyng belde, And defyeaunce, the thrid

day. c 1430 LYDG. Mitt. Poems 92 I Matz.) Arbachus . . sent

to hym, for his mysgovernaunce, Of highe disdayne a ful

playne defyaunce. c 1500 Meliisine 350 They lete make a
lettre of deffyaunce of whiche the tenour foloweth. 1523
LD. BERNERS Froiss. I. xxxiv. 48 That who soeuer wolde

any hurte to other, shuld make his defyance thre dayes
before his dede. 1622 R. HAWKINS Voy. S. Sea (1847) 231

Spaine broke the peace with England . . and that by ymbargo,
which of all kindes of defiances is most reproved, and of

least reputation . . the most honourable is with trumpet _and
herald to proclaime and denounce the warre by publicke
defiance. 1649 MILTON Tenure of Kings Wks. 238/2 The
whole protestant league raised open war against Charles

the Fifth . . sent him a defiance, renounced all faith and

allegiance toward him.

t b. At defiance : at enmity or hostility. Obs.

1563-87 FOXE^. $ M. (1684) III. 574 Cleave unto God,
and be at defiance with his enemies the Papists. 1598
GRENEWEY Tacitus^ Ann. in. vii. (1622) 74 The Prouinces at

defiance with vs. 1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (1638) 28 The
two kings . . live at defiance, and oft times the poore Savages

pay deerely for cithers ambition. 1705 J. LOGAN in Pa.

Hist. Soc. Mem. X. 58, I have been ever since the sending
of that letter . . at defiance with him.

2. The act of defying or challenging to fight ;

a challenge or summons to a combat or contest;

a challenge to make good or maintain a cause,

assertion, etc. Cartel ofdefiance: see CARTEL and

quots.
1430 LYDG. Bochas n. Piol. ^554) 40 a, Vertue on fortune

maketh a defiaunce. 1587 Mirr. Mag., Brennus xxv, To
sound defiaunce, fyre, and sword and fight. 1593 SHAKS.

Rich, ff, in. iii. 130 Shall we. .send Defiance to the Traytor ?



1750 JOHNSON Rambltr No. 75 F 15 He cairies me the first

list), in defiance of the frowns and whispers of the table.

DEFIANT.

1639 tr. Cmrtus* Jlf>>raf Relnt. 303 Saluted by n letter of
l ti.uice, which mark* d out the houre and the place where
he should come with n second. 1755 JOHNSON, Df/iamt . .

a challenge to make any impeachment good. 1831 HRKW.
STKR NwloH (1855)

H. xv. 64 He could not dispense with
answering . . Sir I saac Newton . . who had given aim a defi-

ance in express terms. 1856 KKOUDI: Hiit. I'.ng. (1858) II.

ix. 773 To the king, the pope's conduct appeared a defiance ;

and as a defiance ne accepted it.

3. The act of setting at nought ; open or daring
resistance offered to authority or any opposing
force.

17x0 STEELK Tatltr No. 08 p 3 Remarkable for that Piece
of good breeding peculiar to natural Briton*, to wit Defiance.
a 1714 SHARP Irks, VI. Dis. vm. (R.), This open and scan-
dalous violation and defiance of his most sacred fundamental
laws. 1883 FRONDE Short Stud. IV. i. ix. 105 The open
disobedience of the order . . could be construed only as
defiance.

4. Phr. a. To bid defiance to : to defy, declare

hostility to ; to brave, set at nought ;
so to set at

defiance.
x6ax BURTON Anat. Mel. n. in. m. (1676) aio He set her

[Fortune] at defiance ever after. 1667 Decay Chr. Pitty ( J.),

The Novatian heresy , . bade such express defiance to apos*

tacy. 1737 Ctntinel No. 34 The fire of youth . . when
agitated by any violent passion . . sets everything at defiance.

1794 SULLIVAN t'ffiv Nat. II, The Alps. See how scornfully
they look down upon you, and bid defiance to the elements.

1841 Miss MITFORD tn L'Estrange Life III. ix. 144 They
might have set the Tories at defiance.

b. In defiance of\ with daring disregard of;

setting at nought.
i

di

1816 KEATINGE Trav. (1817) I. 15 Clung to .. in defiance of
reason and sensation. 1874 GREEN Short Hist. iv. | 5. 903
Gaveston . . was beheaded in defiance of the terms of his

capitulation.

f5. Declaration of aversion or contempt; rejec-
tion. Obs. rare ~~ l

.

1603 SHAKS. Meas.for M. HI. i. 143 Such a warped slip of
wildemes.se Nere issu'd from his blood. Take my defiance,

Die, perish.

t6. Distrust. Obs. rare- 1
. [-mod.F. </#&<:<?.]

x66a PEPVS Diary 6 Jan., Major Holmes .. I perceive,
would fain get to be free and friends with my wife ; but I

shall prevent it, and she herself hath a defyance against him.

Defiant (d/Tai*ant), a. [a. F. dtfiant^ OF.<j- f

tfeff~j defiant^ pr. pple. of desfier, d/fier : see DEFY
and -ANT. App. quite of modern use.]
1. Showing a disposition to defy ; manifesting a

spirit of defiance.
a 1837 BRVIWKS cited in WORCESTER. 1840 CARLYLE Heroes

(1858) 289 The man's heart that dare rise defiant . . against
Hell itself. 1856 FROUDE Hist, ltng.ll. xi. 510 The defiant

attitude which she had assumed. 1863 GEO. ELIOT Romola.
ii. \ iii, She had started up with defiant words ready to burst

from her lips.

||
2. Feeling distrust. [*= mod.F. defiant.']

1879 I.KVEH Ld. Kilgobbin-xv. (1875)98 He was less defiant,
or mistrustful.

Defiantly (tUferantli), adv. [f. prec. t -LY -.]

In a defiant manner; with defiance; daringly.
1859 HAI.LIWEI.L Evid. Chr. 130 The early Christians ..

defiantly neglected the polytheistic worship. 1874 GREEN
Short Hist, viii. 3. 487 Buckingham . . stood defiantly at

his master's side as he was denounced.

Defi'antness. rare. [-NESS.] The quality
of being defiant.

1871 GEO. ELIOT Middlcm. Ixi, He answered . . speaking
with quick defiantness.

t Defi'atory, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. DEFY p.1

,

after words like commtnd-atory] Bearing or

conveying defiance.

1635 SHELFORD Learned Disc. 9i6(T^Tb& letters defiatory
of Achmet to Sigismund the Third.

Defibrinate (d/forbriny't), v. [f. BK- IT. i +
FntuiN t -ATI;"*.] trans. To deprive of fibrin.

Hence Defl'brinated ppl. a. ; Defibrina tion,

the process of depriving of fibrin. So DetVbrinize
v. [see -IZE]= DEFIBRINATE.
1845 G. E. DAY tr. Simon's Anita. Chem. I. 349 Density of

defibrinated blood. 1880 Nature XXI. 453 On diluting the

fresh blood, .and exposing it after rapid de fibrin at ion. s88x

G. F. DOWDESWELL in yrnl. Microsc. Sc. Jan. 160, I have
not found it necessary to defibrinate the blood. 1883 Syd.
Sec. Lex.) Dejihrinize. 1885 OGILVIB, Defibrinize.

t Deficience vd/TrJens). Obs. [ad. late L.

deficientiat f. deficient-em DEFICIENT : see -ENCE.]
The fact of being deficient ; failure, want, defi-

ciency.
1605 BACON Adv. Learn, n. ii. 4. xi In these kindes of

vnpenect Histories I doe assign no deficience. 1641 LD. J.

DIGBY Sp. in Ho. Com. 19 Jan. 20 The deficience of Parlia-

ment hath bin the Causa L'a:isarvm of all the Mischiefs.

1667 MILTON P. L. vm. 416 Thou in thyself art perfect, and
inthee Is no deficience found. 176*-?! H.WALPOLE Vt>tuts
A'ucd. Paint. (1782) V. 2 Want of colouring is the capital
deficience of prints. 1784, JOHNSON Lett, to Mrs. ThraU
10 Mar., Imputing every deficience to criminal negligence.

Deficiency (dlfi-jfari). [f. as prec. : see -KNCY.]
1. The quality or state of being deficient or want-

ing ;
failure ; want, lack, absence ; insufficiency.

1634 E. KNOTT Charity maintained v. 89 The Doctrine of

the total deficiency of the visible Church, which . . is main-

tained by divers chief Protestants. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE
Pseud. E6. iv. v. 188 Scaliger finding a defect in the reason

of Aristotle, introduceth one of no lesse deficiency himselfe.

1767 BLACKS-TONE Comm. II. 246 Escheats ..arising merely

135

upon the deficiency of the blood, whereby the descent i*

impeded. 1793 Buncoes Math. Kind. 67 We may make up,
by continued attention, for their deficiency of original acute-
11MS. 1797 M. UAH i IK Mori'. Anat. Pref., Patients often

explain very imperfectly their feelings, partly from the
natural deficiency of language. 1(65 ( ISO-IK rlato I. L 83
These particles might be in excess as well at in deficiency.

b. with a and//.: An instance of this condition;

something wanting ; a detect, an imperfection.
1664 H. M'.KK Mytt./niif. n6That there is a deficiency in

the Merits of Christ. 1664 POWER A'.i/. Pkilos, l. 53 They
discover the flaws and deficiencies of the latter. irjJ6 BUT-
1 1 K Anal. i. v. Wks. 1874 I. pa Nature has enduetf us with
a power of supplying those deficiencies, by acquired know-
ledge. 1817 J. S< OTT Paris Ktvtsit. (ed 4) 184 The battle
. . proved the existence of a deficiency in the Latter quarter.
i8a8 D'ISKAKLI Chat. /, II. vii. 168 This consciousness of
his own deficiencies is an interesting trait in his character.

1853 J. H. NI-WMAN Hist. Sk. (1876) I. i. iii. 127 Where art

has to supply the deficiencies of nature.

c. A/ath. Deficiency ofa curve \ the number by
which its double points fall short of the highest
number possible in a curve of the same order.

1865 CAYLEV Proc. Lond. Math. Sac. I. No. Hi, It will be
convenient to introduce the term 'Deficiency

1

, viz. a curve
of the order with 4{ i)(~2) D double points, is said

d. The amount by which the revenue of a state,

company, etc. falls short of the expenditure ; a de-

ficit ; hence deficiency act, bill, law (i.e. one to meet
such a deficiency) ; the amount by which the assets

of a debtor fall short of his liabilities ; hence defi-

ciency account, statement.

2. aftrib.

17x9 W. WOOD Sum. Trade 168 A considerable Sum of

Money arising by the Deficiency Law. 1887 Daily Nrtvs
a6 Oct. 6/B None of the debtor* have as yet filed deficiency
accounts. 1887 Pall Mall G. 30 Nov. 9/1 The bankrupt
was then questioned upon his deficiency statement.

Deficient (dflrj&it), a. and sb. [ad. L. defi-

cient-em, pr. pplc. vL&fitirt to fail, orig. to undo,
do away, take oneself away, leave, forsake; f. DK-
I. 6 -* fcufre to make, do. Cf. mod.F. deficient

(i 754 in Hatzf.).] A. adj.
1. Wanting some part, element, constituent, or

characteristic which is necessary to
completeness,

or having less than the proper amount of it ; want-

ing or falling short in something ; defective.

1604 SHAKS. Oth. \. iii. 63 Being not deficient, blind, or
lame of sense. 163* LITHCOW Trav. A iv, Howsoever the

Gift, and the Giver be deficient. 1651 T. RUDD Ewlidt
A iv, The [Manuscript] Copie, in many places, was deficient.

1659 O. WALKER Oratory 32 Latine words (where our lan-

guage is deficient) Englished. 1663 COWLEY Disc. Govt.
O. Crottnvcll (\66p\ 74 In'the point of murder .. we have
little reason to think that our late Tyranny has been deficient

to the examples . . set it in other Countreys. 1713 STEELK
Englishman No. 19. 121 We find our selves deficient in any
thing else sooner than in our Understanding. 1758 JOHHSOM
Idler No. 73 p i Men complain . . of deficient memory. 1861

FLO. NIGHTINGALE Nursing 5 The best women are wofully
deficient in knowledge about health. 1891 Law Times
XC1I. 94/x Milk which on analysis proved to be deficient

in fatty matter to the extent of about 33 percent.

tb. Gram. = DEFECTIVE a. 5. 06s. c. Arith.

Deficient number : a number the sum of whose
factors is less than the number itself, d. Geom.

Deficient hyperbola : a cubic curve having only one

asymptote, t e. Mus. Applied to any interval di-

minished by a comma. Obs.

17*7-51 CHAMBERS Cycl. t Defective, or Defticmt Noutts,
in grammar. Ibid. % Deficient Hyperbola. Ibid., Deficient
numbers . . Such, t.gr. is 8 ; whose quota parts are, i, 2, and

4; which, together, only make 7. 1753 //., Sujty. s.v.

f/jfi-rra/, Limma of the Greek Scale, or aeficient Semi-tone

Major.
2. Present in less than the proper quantity ; not

of sufficient force ; wholly or partly wanting or

lacking; insufficient, inadequate.
163* J, HAYWARD tr. Biemdt's Eromena 14 Meere conjec-

tures were deficient because the meanes (whereby to con-

jecture) were wanting. 1663 COWLEY Disc. Get'f. O. Cront-

:c*7/i 1669) 70 If I should say, that personal kind of courage
had been deficient in the man. ly^BAtts&n's \'oy. in. iv. 333

Apprehensions that our stock of water might prove deficient.

1856 EMERSON Eng. Traits, Lit. Wks. (Bohm 1 1. KoHattun
is uniformly polite, but with deficient sympathy. 1881 MAX-
WELL EUftr. 4- Magn. I. 40 The quantity of fluid which
would be required to saturate it is sometimes called the De-
ficient fluid.

f3. Deficient cause \ that 'deficience', failure

to act, or absence of anything, which becomes the

cnuse or negative condition of some result. Obs.
The conception and the phrase (cataa deficient) appear

first in St. Augustine, in his discussion of the origin of

evil and of God's relation to it, and are connected with his

doctrine that evil being nothing positive, but merely a defect',

could have no efficient, but only a deficient cause. It was
also used by Thomas Aquinas (who distinguished the phy-
sical sense of the phrase from the moral); in English it

came into vogue during the Calvmistic-Arminian contro-

versy in i6-i7th c., in reference both to the origin of evil

and to the reprobation of the wicked. Cf. DEFECTIVE tf.6.

[ST. AUGUST. Dt Crv. Dei XH. vii, Nemo igitur qua-rat
efficientem caussam mala: voluntatis, non enim est efikiens,

sed deficiens ; quia nee ilia eflfectio est, sed defcctio ; de-

ficere namque ab eo quod summum est, ad id quod minus
cst, hoc est incipere habcre voluntatem malam.]
1581 J. UKI.I. Hitddotft Anrtv. Osor. 204 And hereof

DEFIGURE.
commeth the destruction of the reprobate* . . y efficient CM
wherof coQMftteth truely in

every
of (heir own corru|rtion,

but the tans* deficient in the will of God. 159! UAUCKLJIY
felic. MOM (1631)666 It (the cau&r - f evil and unj i

efficient but a deficient cauc. 1658 \S -. .- K / t,j/. Tiltnus
40 There are sins of ominiuon . . and if ihe deficient cause in

things necessary be the efficient, you know to whom *uch tin*
are to be

imputed. 1677 GALK Crt.GtmMtt iv. n. vi | 3,380
Ai for moral evil he [God] u not the author or cause thereof
as it is evil : because moral evils as such have no efficient

cause but only deficient. 1676 //'/Y. iv. in. vi. i.;s God* con-
curse is neither the efficient nor deficient cause of sin.

f4. Failing, fainting; of or pertaining to swoon-

ing. 06s.

1605 SHAKS. Lear iv. vi. 93 lie looke no more, Least my
braine turne.aiid the deficient sight Topple downe headlong.
1631 LITHCOW Trav. x. 438 A.. giddy headed Foole, ifull

. t i

1
' ir 1' nl \ .1; W ).

t B. st. Obs.

1. Something that is wanting, or absent where it

should be present, b. The want or absence of

something ; a deficiency.
1640 G. WATTS tr. Bafmi Adv. Learn. Pref. 13 To Mt

down more than the naked Title*, or brief Arguments of
Deficients. 1660 SHARROCK Vegetable* i Lord Bacon..
reckons it among the Deficient! of Natural History. 1686
WILDING in Collect. (Oxf. Hist. Soc.) I. 963 To y mercer
for deficients to my new suit.

2. Gram. A defective nonn.

1647 WARD Simf. Cotltr 35 Like the On* Gnus in the

Crammer, being Deficients, or Redundant!, not to be

brought under any Rule.

3. A person who fails to do what is required ;

a defaulter.

1697 Cot. fee. rnuajrh'. I. 521 Y' Collectors had neither

brought in the Monies they had Received, nor y* names of
the deficients. 1719 Ayr rrttbyt, Rec. in Ck. Life Scott.

(1885) 1. L 93 note, The deficients have all engadged to do it.

Defi'ciently, <uh>. [f. prec. + -I.Y -.] In a
deficient manner ; defectively, insufficiently.

170* ECHARDVC/. Hixt. (1710) 979 After she had sacrificed

many of her gallants who were too deficiently serviceable to
her. 1818 TOOD, Deficiently, in a defective manner.

Deflcile, obs. var. of DIFFICII.K a.

t Defi'CionS, a. Obs. rare, [irreg. f. L. defi-
clre to fail ; cf. DEFICIENT.] Deficient, lacking.
1540-1 EI.YOT Image Gffv. 6 Because they have been so

denciouse of knowlage.

Deficit (de-fisit, drfisit). [a. F. dtjicit (1690 in

Hatzf.), a. L. deficit
'
it is wanting, there is want-

ing" (from defidre: see DEFICIENT), formerly used

in inventories, etc., to designate things wanting.]
A falling short, a deficiency ; the amount by which

a sum of money, or the like, falls short of what
is due or required ; the excess of expenditure or

liabilities over income or assets.

1781 Centl. Mag. LII. 139/1 The deficit in the accounts of

men entrusted with public employment. 1787 T. JEFFRRSOK
lfrrV.fi859)II. aog'i'hey see a great deficit in their revenues.

1817 llKNiHAM I'ttrl. Kef. Cateck. (1818' 75 In congress,
where, in the very last year, there was a surplus . . instead

of a deficit, as here. 1861 MI-SGRAVE Ry.rpafll 915 The
hardier sex was compelled to make good the deficit arising
from the withdrawal of female exertion. 1879 H. FAWCETT
in ipM Cent. Feb. 194 (Government of India) Deficits have
been repeatedly recurring, and debt has been steadily and

surely accumulated.

D flde : see DE I. 4.

Defie, obs. form of DEFT v. and tt.

Defied (Alf-A\ ppl. a. [f. DETT v.\ + -in.]
Treated with defiance, challenged, braved.
1816 BYRON Stanzas to Augusta -t. 1

vi. There's more in

one soft word of thine Than in the world's defied rebuke.

Defier (d/fei-w). [f. DEFY P.I + -KB'.] One
who defies, challenges, or braves.

1585 T. \VASHINGTOM tr. Nicholas's I'oy. Tnrkie IV. xiii.

136 Zatasnicis, which significth . . defyers of men, for that

every one of them are bounde to fifiht agaynst tenne. 1611

Tivo Noble K. v. i. 120, 1 am .. Tolnose that lioaM, and have

not, a defyer. 1703 ROWB Utya. v. i. This Deher of the

Gods. i86 Miss MITFORD Village Ser. n. ;i86v 373 The
Kir Is. .more sturdy deficit of heat, and cold, and wet, than

Boys themselves.

t Defiguration dj'figiiir^'-jan). Ol>s. [n. of

action from med.L. difigiirarc to disfigure, f. DE-
I. 6 + figurart to figure, figfira figure ; cf. F. di-

fi$urer^\ The action of disfiguring ; marring the

figure or appearance (of a thing) ; disfigurement.
1585 T. WASHINGTON tr.

Nicholas's Yoy. Tar/sir n. iii 73 1>,

By such defiguration they do shew very horrible. l6a8

HP. HALL Kern. Wks. 1 16601 30These traditions are dertgur-
ations and deformations of Christ exhihited. 1830 LAMB
Lett. (18371 II. 263 A certain personal defiguration in the
man -part of this extraordinary centaur.

t Defi'gnre, v. 1 Cf>s. [a. OF. defigttrer (nth

c.), var. ofdes-, deffigurer, mod.F. difis"rer:\a.\.e
L. and Kom. disfigurart to DlSFlorrBt] An early

synonym of DISFIGURE.

1340 HAMTOLE Pr. Ctmsc. 334oHorribelyderj'gurd thnrgh

sj-n. 14.. Etg. Misc. lWartonCh>b)34Thow art defygiut,
thi eyne t eth depe hollowed.

t Deflgnre (d/fi-giuj\ p.2 Obs. [f.
DE- 1. 3 +

FIGURE v. (cf. depict, delineate).]
1. trans. To represent by a figure or image ;

to

figure, delineate.

1599 A. M. tr. G.ttfMover's Bt. Pkyticke 114/2 To be ..

dcnKurrd or portrailede in woode. 1*31 WEEVEB AtK.
Fun. Man. 844 Two stones as they are here defigured.
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2. Jig. To represent symbolically, symbolize.
1615 G. SANDYS Trav. u. 113 By this defigured they the

perplexed life of man.

f Defil, v. Obs. rare. To be or become stupid ;

= dialectal daffle : see DAFP v.

1570 LEVINS 126/37 To defil, neutre, stuptre.

Defilade (defiled), sb. Fortif. [f. DEFILE v?

+ -ADE. Defilade in F. appears not to have this

sense, but only to be related to DEFILE w.2]
= DE-

FILEMENT 2
.

1851 I. S. MACAULAY Field Fortif 105 The object of de-

filade is so to regulate the relief of the parapets or covering

masses, that the defenders may be perfectly screened by
them from the view of the enemy. Ibid. Hi It often hap-

pens, .that a single plane of defilade would give too great a

relief. 1855 POETLOCK in Encycl. Brit. IX. 801/2 It is pre-

ferable to excavate behind the parapet, whenever the defilade

requires so great an increase of height. 1879 Cassetfs

Tecfm. Ednc. u. 106 The various practical operations that

are gone through to ascertain how much the parapets

should be raised to obtain cover, are called defilade.

Defilade (defiled), v. Fortif. [f. DEFILADE

sb. : answering to mod.F.
defiler,

DEFILE v.S] To

arrange the plan and profile of fortifications, so

that their lines shall be protected from enfilading

fire, and the interior of the works from plunging
or reverse fire (Stocqueler Mil. Encycl.). Hence

Defila-ding vbl. sb.

1828 J. M. SPEARMAN Brit. Gunner (ed. 2) 217 When
a work is commanded by a height in front, the interior

must be defiladed by elevating the parapet to such a height,
that aline of fire from, .the

hijl.
. may be every where at least

eight feet above the terre-plein of the work. Ibid. 218 When
a work is commanded in reverse, the parapet or traverse

must be high enough to defilade the defenders of the ban-

quette opposite the height. 1830 E. S. N. CAMPBELL Diet.

Mil. Sc. s.v. Defilement, The operation . . called Defile-

ment, or Defilading, is of two kinds, in altitude and in

direction. 1851 J. S. MACAULAY Field Fortif. 297 Proofthat
the defilading operations have been incorrectly executed.

Defile (drfail, dffaH), rf.l Formerly 7-9 defllfi,

8 defllee. [a. F. defilt (i;th c.), ppl. sb. from

defiler to DEFILE v? : the final -i was formerly
often made -ee in Eng., but being generally written

e without accent, has come to be treated as e mute,
the word being identified in form with DEFILE

v.']

1. Mil. A narrow way or passage along which

troops can march only by files or with a narrow
front ; esp. (and in ordinary use) a narrow pass or

gorge between mountains,
a. defil^, defilee.

1685 Land. Gnz. No. 2064/2 They repassed the Defile's on
the side of the Moras. 1698 T. FROGER Voy. 62 They are

surrounded with high Mountains ; so that one cannot enter,
or go out, but thro' a Defile or narrow Passage. 1701 Land.
Gnz. No. 3723/2 In a Defilee between a great Moras and the

River Adige. 1720 OZELL Vertot's Rom. Rep. II. xiv. 340
He was seized in the Defilees of those Mountains. 1796-7
fstr. ff Reg. Cavalry (1813) 239 The Regiment passes
a defile, and forms in line of divisions. 1830 .S. N. CAMP-
DELL Diet. Mil. Sc., Defile.

0. defile.
1686 Loud. Gaz. No. 2161/1 A Valley, to which there was

no passage but by a very narrow Defile. 1719 DE FOE
Crusoe i. xx. 353 A long narrow Defile or Lane, which we
were to pass to get through the Wood. 1776 GIBBON DecL
Sf F. I. xiv. 437 Constantine had taken post in a defile about
half a mile in breadth, between a steep hill and a deep
morass. 1818 BYRON Ck. Har. iv. Ixii, By Thrasimene's

lake, in the defiles Fatal to Roman rashness, 1860 TYNDALL
Glac. r. xx. 139 [The glacier] squeezes itself through the
narrow defile at the base of the Riffelhorn.

2. The act of defiling, a march by files. (Also
as Fr., d^fiU.}
1835 in H. Greville Diary 65 (Stanf.) In the Place Ven-

dume, where the King placed himself for the defile of the

troops. 1880 C. E. NORTON Church-build. Mid. Ages ill.

100 She watched the defile through her narrow and em-
battled streets of band after band of the envoys.

Defile, sb* Fortif. rare.
[f.

DEFILE v.$\
The act of defilading a fortress.

1864 in WEBSTER.

Defile (dflsi-l), w.i Also 5-6 defyle. [An
altered form of defoul, defoil, by association with
FILE v. DEFOUL, orig. a. OF. defouler

' to trample
down, oppress, outrage, violate', had, by the I4th

c., come to be associated with the Eng. adj. foul,
and, in accordance with this, to be used in the

sense '

pollute
*

; in this sense Eng. had already the

native verbs befoul and befile, alsofoul &n&Jile (the
latter :-OE.fy/an umlaut deriv. of OE.fiil, foul);
and the example of these synonymous pairs appears
to have led to the similar use of defile beside defoul.
What share, if any, the variant defoil had in the

process does not appear.]

1 1. trans. To bruise, maul : cf. DEFODL v. Obs.
c 1400 Rotn. Rose (C) 7317 Men ne may. .Tearen the wolfe

out of his hide, Till he be slaine backe and side, Though
men him beat and all defile [Fr. Jo. tant n' iert batus ne
torchus. Rime '

beguile '].

2. To render (materially) foul, filthy, or dirty ;

to pollute, dirty ;
to destroy the purity, cleanness,

or clearness of.

[1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) I. 185 Letters wryten were
founde vndefilede at the end of the yere.] 1530 PALSGR.

509/2, I defyle, I araye or soyle a thing, ye salt's . . This

garment is sore defyled. 1535 COVERDALE Job ix. 31 Yet

136

shuldest thou dyppe me in y myre, myne owne clothes

shulde defyle me. 1594 LATIMER 6/A Serm. bef. Ediu. VI
'Arb.) 165 An evyll birde that defiles hys own nest. 1626

}. PYER in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. i. III. 247 The French
lad so defiled that House, as a weeks worke would not

make it cleane. 1846 TRENCH Mirac. xix. (1682) 325 It is

not the agitation of the waters, but the sediment at the

bottom, which troubles and defiles them. 1887 STEVENSON
Underwoods i. xxx. 63 While I defile the dinner plate.

fig* 1885 PRESCOTT Philip //, I. u. iii. 182 The stain of

heresy no longer defiled the hem of her garment.

3. To render morally foul or polluted ; to destroy
the ideal purity of; to corrupt, taint, sully.
c 1325 [see DEFILED], ciqep Pol. Reify L. Poems ( 1866) 104

I am. .defyled with syne. i46oCAPGRAVECAn7.63Domician
. . was . . in his last ^eres al defiled wit? vices. i5z6-;34

TINDALE
Mark vii. 1 5 Thoo thinges which precede out ofhim are those

which defyle the man. 1555 Tract In Strype Eccl. Mem, III.

App. xltv. 126 Oh ! miserable England, defiled with bloud

by the Pope's sword ! 16. . STILLINGFLEET (J.), God requires
rather that we should die than defile ourselves with im-

pieties. 1747 BUTLER Serin. Wks. 1874 II. 302 Christianity,
free from the superstitions with which it is defiled in other

countries. 1875 JOWETT Plato {ed. 2) V. 167 The best things
in human life are liable to be defiled and perverted.

f 4. To violate the chastity of, to deflower ;
to

debauch. Obs. Cf. DEFOUL 4.
a 1400 Cov. Myst. (Shaks. Soc.) 5 She wold not be defy-

lyde With spot or wem of man. 1530 PALSCR. 509/2, 1 defyle,
I ravysshe a mayden of her maydenheed, Je iwfir..Goa
defende that I sholde defyle her, and she a mayden. 1556
Aurelio $ Isab. (1608) H j, She that . . bathe lever to dey
than to be defilede. 1611 BIBLE Gen. xxxiv. 2 Shechem the

son of Hamor . . tooke her, and lay with her, and defiled

her. 1718 PRIOR Solomon HI. 453 The husband murder'd,
and the wife defil'd. 4769 BLACKSTONE Comnt. iv. 208 It

must, .appear, that she was afterwards married, or defiled.

6. To violate the sacredness or sanctity of; to

desecrate, profane.
[Cf. c 1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 335 And Jat )ns haly

place be fyted.] ?rtisoo Wyclif*s Wycket (1828) 2 The
armesof hyme shall stonde,and shall defyle the sanctuarye.

1535 COVERDALE 2 Chrou. xxxvi. 14 [They) dyfyled the

house of the Lorde. 16x1 BIBLE Nek. xiii. 29 They have
defiled the priesthood. 1683 BURNET tr. More's Utopia
(1684) 144 Those that defile the Marriage- Bed.

b. To render ceremonially unclean.

1535 COVERDALE Lev. xi. 44 Ye shal not defyle youre
selues on eny maner of crepynge beest. 1611 BIBLE Lev.
xxii. 8 That which dieth of it selfe..hee shall not eate to

defile himselfe therewith. John xviii. 28 They themselves
went not into the ludgement hall, lest they should be defiled.

1882 F. M. CRAWFORD Mr. Isaacs i. It is a criminal offence. .

for a non-Hindu person to defile the food of even the lowest

caste man.

f 6. To sully the honour of, to dishonour. Obs.

1581 J. BELL Haddon's Answ. Osor, 29 b, This foule

mouthed Gentleman depraveth and defileth the death of

that godly man. 1590 SHAKS. Mids. N. HI. ii. 410 Come,
recreant .. He whip thee with a rod. He is defil'd That
drawes a sword on thee. iToS'SwiFT Let. Sacram. Test.

However his character may be defiled by such mean and

dirty hands.

1 7. absol. To cause defilement or filth
;
to drop

excrement. Obs.

1547 BOORDE Brev. Health 4 Asses and moyles dyd defyle
within the precynct of thechurche. 1596 SHAKS- i Hen. IV,
u. iv. 456 This Pitch (as ancient Writers doe report) doth
defile ; so doth the companie thou keepest.

t 8. intr. To become foul or unclean. Obs.

1673 J. CARYL Nat. $ Princ. Love 79 If you do not daily

sweep your houses they will defile.

Defile (dJfei-1), r.2 Mil. [a. F. defiler (1648 in

Hatzf.), f. DE- I. 6 +file sb., FILE.]
1. intr. To march in a line or by files ; to file off.

Also transf.
1705 A. R. Accompl. Officer vii. 90 Lest the Array being too

long Defiling should be defeated by degrees, before it can
form its Lines. 1732 LF.DIARD Sethos II. x. 393 He began

by making the troops defile. 1812 Examiner 24 Aug. 531/2
The division . . denied on the right. 185^ H. MILLER Test.

Rocks ii. in That long procession of being which, .is still

defiling across the stage.

2. trans. To traverse by file?. ? Obs.

1761-* HUME Hist. Eng. (1806) IV. Ivi. 293 He briskly
attacked them, as they were defiling a lane.

Defile, v.Z Fortif. rare. [a. F. Mfiltr (i4th c.

desfilher to unthread, in Hatzf.), f. <#-, DE- I. 6 +
radical part of enfiler (=dsenfiler} : see ENFILE,

ENFILADE.] = DEFILADE v.

1864 in WEBSTER, and in later Diets.

Defiled (d/forld), ppl. a. [f. DEFILE z/.
1 4 -ED.]

Polluted, sullied.

[ci3S E. E. Allit. P. A. 724 Bot he com J>yder rygt as

achylde..Harmlez, trwe and vndefylde.] 1530 PALSGR. 309/2
Defyled as a thynge that is soyled, polu. 1660 JER. TAYLOR

Worthy Commun. Introd. 6 Nor eat of this sacrifice with
a defiled head. 1746-7 HERVEY Medit. (1818) p. iii, Men of
defiled habits and unclean lips. 1858 J. MARTINEAU Stud.
Chr. 154 To tear out the defiled page of the past.

Hence f DexVledness.
1607 HIERON Wks. I. 328 The corruption and defilednesse

of nature, which man brings with him into the world. 1642
ROGERS MMMMM 541, I speake of a defilednesse of heart.

Defilee, obs. form of DEFILE sb

Defilement l
(dffaHment). [f. DEFILE -v.^ +

-MENT.] The act of defiling, the fact or state of

being defiled.

1634 MILTON Contus 466 When lust . . Lets in defilement
to the inward parts. 1712 STEELE Spect. No. 286 p i The
Chaste cannot rake into such Filth without Danger of
Defilement. 1814 SOUTHEY Roderick \\, Where.. It might
abide.. From all defilement safe. 1861 GEN. P.THOMPSON

DEFINE.

Audi All. III. cxxxii. 97 Those sources of ceremonial

defilement.

b. An instance of this; concr. anything that

defiles.

1571 GOLDING Calvin on Ps. x. 16 Y" holy land was at

length purged from y-' defylements and filthines, wherewith
it was berayed. i643MlLTON Divorce Pref.(i85i) 16 Manage
lay in disgrace, .as a work of the flesh, almost a defilement.

1690 W. SALMON Ars Chirurgica Title-p., Removal of

Defilements. 1834 HT. MARTINEAU Farrers ii. 33 Purifying
himself from the defilements of the counter. 1871 Echo 31

Jan., The defilements in water which are most fatal to man.

Defilement 2
. Fortif. [a. mod.F. defilement

(1785 in Hatzf.), f. defiler : see DEFILE z/.3] The
act or operation of defilading.
1816 in JAMES Milit. Diet, 1828 J. M. SPEARMAN Brit.

Gunner (ed. 2) 218 The banquettes and terre-pleins of ram-

parts that are commanded, should be formed in planes

and in direction. .Defilement in Altitude is performed by
raising the parapet, sinking the terrepleine, or constructing
Traverses.

Defller (dffarbi). [f. DEFILE .! + -ER.] One
who defiles ; also_/?f. of things.
1546 BALE Eng. Votaries u. (R.>, As a defyler of relygion

and polluter of their holye ceremonyes. 1580 HOLLYBAND
Treas, Fr. Tong t Corrompeur de femiiii'S OH tie filles,

a defiler of women, a deflower of maydes. 1607 SKAKS.
Timoii iv. iii. 383 Thou bright defiler Of Himens purest
bed. (1x719 ADDISON (J.), I shall hold forth in my arms my
much wronged child, and call aloud for vengeance on her

defiler. 1882 SPURGEON Treas. Dav. Ps. cxix. 9 The world,
the flesh, and the devil, that trinity of defilers.

Defilia'tion. nonce-md. [f. DE- II. i -f L.

fili-us &tm,fili-a daughter + -AT10N, after affilia-

tion.'] Deprivation of a son.

x8>a LAMB AYz'tfSer. I. Praise Ckimney-Sw. t The recovery
of the young Montagu [may] be but

1

a solitary instance

of gpocf fortune out of many irreparable and hopeless
defiliations.

Defiling (dffai-lin), vbl. sb. [f.
DEFILE vl +

-ING i.] The action of DEFILE z>.l ; defilement.

1585 ABP. SANDYS Serm. (1841)67 We need not their after-

cleansings, which in truth are defilings. 1586 J. HOOKER
Girald. Iret. in Holinshtd II. 140/2 Indignation for this

defiling of his holie sanctuarie. 1846 KEBLE Lyra Innoc.

(1873) 38 Washed from the world and sin's defiling.

Defiling, ///. a. [-ING
2
.] That defiles.

Hence Defl-lingly adv.
1880 MONA CAIRO Wing of Azraell. ix. 149 It clung to

her defilingly, as some slimy sea-weed clings.

Definability idtfaimabi-liti). [f. next + -ITY.]

The quality of being definable.

1865 PUSEY Eircn. 390 Many . . profound theologians. .

have impugned its definability, a 1866 J. GROTE Exam.
Utilit. Philos. vii. (1870) 131 The legal definability of it.

Definable (dtfai-nab'l), a. [f. DEFINE v. +

-ABLE.] Capable of being denned.
a. 1660 HAMMOND Wks. I. 291 (R.) Great variety., of.,

opportunities, not defineable particularly. 1682 DRYDEN

Relig. Laici Pref. (Globe) 186 As if infinite were definable,

or infinity a subject for our narrow understanding. 1840
CARLYLE Heroes (1858) 227 Islam is definable as a confused

form of Christianity. 1863 GEO. ELIOT Romola u. xxyii,

Something apart from all the definable interests of her life.

1893 F. HALL in Nation LVII. 45/2 The ordinary predicate,
that briefly definable by

'
affirm '.

Hence DetVnably adv.

1805 FOSTER Ess. I. iii. 31 A state most definably corre-

sponding to the subject of your attention.

Define (dffai-n), v. Forms: 4 defflne, 4-6
diff-, defyne, 5 deflyne, 5-6 difflne, dyffyne,

5- define. [ME., a. Anglo-F. and OF. define-r to

end, terminate, determine = Pr. definar ;
a Romanic

parallel form to L. defmlre to end, terminate,

bound (f. DE- I. 3 +fimre to end, FINISH), whence

It. definire, Sp. definir, Pr. and OF. defenir, de-

finir. Definer, the common form in OF., is the

only form given by Cotgr. 1611, and survives in

Picard, but has been superseded in F. by definir,

with adoption of the transferred senses of L. de-

finire. In mod. English also define is in sense the

representative of L. definire. A parallel form

diffinire, with dis- (see DE- I. 6) is also found in

Latin texts, and the forms diffiner, desfinir, diffinir

(14-irth c.) ill F. ; thence the Eng. variants in

de/-, diff-, dyff-.-]

t 1. trans. To bring to an end. Also intr. To
come to an end. Obs. rare.

c 1384 CHAUCER H. Fame 344 For though your loue laste

a seson Wayte vpon the conclusyon, And eke how that ye

determynen And for the more part diffynen. 1466 Matin,

t, House*. Exf. 370 My mastyr gaff to Gorney the ex-

cheatour, to deffyne an offyse afftyr Water Gorges dethe,

xx. s. 1494 FABYAN Cliron. 5 The fourth [part] endyth than

at Constantyne : The fyft at Cadwaladyr I haue also

diffyned. 1562 Pyramus <y Th., (Alas my loue) and hue ye

yet, did not your life define By Lyones rage ?

t b. To bring to an end (a controversy, etc.) ;

to determine, decide, settle. Obs.

1538 STARKEY England u. iii. 199 And as for al othir

controversys, I wold they schuld be defynyd at home. 159*

SPENSER F.Q. iv. iii. 3 These warlike Champions. .Assembled

were in field the chalenge to define. 1611 SPEED Tlieat. Gt.

Brit. ii. (1614! 4/1 What could not there be defined, was
referred to the whole Shire, a 1677 BARROW Pope's Suprtm.

(1687) 148 A more ready way to define Controversies.



DEFINE.

2. To determine the boundnry or spatial extent

of; to settle the limits of.

1400 MAUNDKV. (1839) xxxi. 315 Gowtes, Artetykes, that
me distreynen. tho diftynen the end of my labour u^enst my
willc. 1843 PRESCOTT Mexico I. 16 The limits already
noticed as defining its permanent territory. 1861 M. I'M n-

SON Ess. (1880) I. 4j The duties of the guild towards the

country and city, .were strictly defined. 1874 GHKKN Short
Hist. iv. a. 164 H is first step was to define the provinces
of the civil and ecclesiastical jurisdictions.

b. To make definite in ontline or form. (See
also DKFINED.)
1815 WORDSW. Essay Wks. (1888) 873/1 In nature every.

thine is distinct, yet nothing defined into absolute inde-

pendent singleness. 1869 TYNDALL Notes Lfct. Light 1 174
For perfectly distinct vision it is necessary that the image
on the retina should be perfectly defined.

f 3. To set bounds to, to limit, restrict, confine.

1513 DOUGLAS .Kn,-is iv. ii. 30 Quhilkis na way difiynb
The force nor strength of luif with his hard bandis ! 1614
DE LAWNE tr. Dtt Mnitlin's Logick^ God is. .so present in

all places, as he is neither limited, nor denned by any place.
1643 SIR T. BROWNE Kelig. fifed. 1. 9 27 Wee doe too narrowly
define the power of God, restraining it to our capacities.

4. To determine, lay down definitely ; to fix,

decide ; fto decide upon, fix npon.
"53S STEWART Cron, Scat. II. 120 All the lordis for that

sannn thing, And commoun pepilK.did defyne The Icingis

bruther, callit Constantyne. 1647 CLARENDON Hist. Keb.
ll. (1843) 43/1 The first canon defined and determined such
an unlimited power and prerogative to be in the king. 1700
GIBBON Misc. Wks. (1814) III. 510 The situation, the
measure and the value of the estate cannot now be exactly

Ouinc
formula, very clearly.

f b. intr. To determine, decide. 06s.
c 1374 CHAUCER Troylus iv, 363 Forth! I thus defyne : Ne

truste no wight to fynden in Fortune Aye properte ; her

yift.es
ben commune. 140* HOCCLEVE Letter ojCvpid 463

Than wol we thus concluden and dyffyne : we yowcomaunde
. .that, of thise false men our reble foon, ye do punishment.
1568 GRAPTON Chron. II. 351 Authorise to enquire, intreate,

defyne and determine of all maner of causes, querels, debtes.

1581 MUNDAY Disc. E. Campion Cb, Neither was that

barre appointed to define on causes of conscience. i6sa
BACON Ess. Judicature (Arb.) 450 The vniust Iudge..when
hee defineth amisse of lands and property,

t B. To state precisely or determinately ; to specify.

(Const, with obj. clause or simple obj.) Obs.
c 1374 CHAUCER Troylus in. 834 Wherfore I wol deffyne . .

That trewely for ougnt I kan espie Ther is no verray wele
is pis world here. 1561 DAUS tr. Bullinger on Apoc. (1573)
166 b, The day of iudgemer.t can no man diffine. 1563 w .

FULKE Meteors (1640) 46 Cardan plainly defineth, that Am-
ber is a mineral. 1669 BOVLE Cont. New E-rper. I.(i682)8o
Even clouds, .may reach much higher than Carden, Kepler,
and others have defin'd.

t b. intr. or absol. To make precise statement.
riiSo WYCLIP Serrn. xciii. Sel. Wks, I. 330 Men shulden

not nere diffyne, but jif God tolde it hem. c 1430 LYDG.
Bochas I. ix. (1544) '7 a, Of her byrth fyrst he doth defyne.

1570 Act ii Elii. c. 7 I a Persons being Bankrupt as is be-

fore defined. 1600 HAKLUYT Voy. in. 54 (R.) How then can
such men define upon other regions, .whether they were
inhabited or not.

6. To state exactly what (a thing) is ; to set forth

or explain the essential nature of. (In early use :

To state the nature or properties of, to describe.)
c 1374 CHAUCER Troylus v. 371 Swych a wo my wit kan not

defyne. 1413 LYDG. Pilgr. Sowle v. i. (1859) 71 The beaute
of this mansion ne maye no man telle, ne dinyne the ioye,
and the grete arraye. 1484 CAXTON Curia/ft That thou

mayst the better knowe now the courte I wyl descryue and

dyffyne it to the. 1516 Pilgr. fir/. (W. de W. 1531) 67 b,

What it is, Saynt Bernarde declareth . . diffynynge or dis-

cribynge it in this wyse. 1555 EDEN Decades Pref. (Arb.) 49
Cicero defineth trewe glory to bee a fame of many and greate
desertes. 1677 GALE Crt. ofGentiles iv. aoa He that per-

fectlycomprehends and definesathing gives limitsand bounds
to that thing in his intellect 1710 AUDISON Whig Exam.
No. 4 ri Hudibras has defined nonsense (as Cowley does
will by negatives. 1777 PRIESTLEY Matt. Q Sfir. (1782) I.

xx. 257 Descartes denned the essence of the soul to consist

in thinking. 1846 MILL Logic Introd. i To define, is to

select from among all the properties of a thing, those which
shall be understood to be designated and declared by its

name. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. a) III. 184 Genius has been
defined as

'

the power of taking pains \

b. To set forth or explain what (a word or ex-

pression) means ;
to declare the signification of (a

word). [Not recognized by J.]

1531 MORE Confut. Tindale Wks. 608/2 All hys other

sygnificacions I lette passe .. except onely that which he
hath also diffyned false. IJS T. WILSON Logike (1580) 14
Therefore ye muste needes have these Predicamentes ready,
when soever ye will define any worde, or give a naturall

name unto it. 1714 WATTS Logic i. vi. 8 a In defining the

name there is no need that we should be acquainted with

the intimate nature or essence of the thing. 1791 BOSWKI.L

Johnson an. 1755 (1887) I. 293 A lady once asked him how
he came to define Paster* ' the knee of a horse '. 1885
DAVIDSON Logic ofDefinition 86 Horse cannot be otherwise

denned in a dictionary than as a well-known quadruped,
used as a beast of burden and in war.

C. intr. or absol. To frame or give a precise

description or definition.

1587 TURBERV. Trag. T. (1837) 200 For that of love so

derely he definde. 164$ MILTON Tetraih. 11851) 168 Then

only we know certainly, when we can define. 1756 Bvwu
Suit ft B. Introd. Wks. I. 97 When we define we seem in

danger of circumscribing nature within the bounds of our

own notions. 1863 OUIDA Held in Bondage (1870) 81 Hang
it, Arthur, why do you set me defining?
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7. tram/. Of properties: To mke (a thing)
what it is ; to give a character to, characterize ;

to constitute the definition of.

1633 G. HERBERT Temple, Invitation ii, Come ye hither

all, whom wine Doth define, Naming you not to your good.
1648 MILTON Tenure AVff (1650)55 Being lawfully depriv'd
of all things that define a magistrate. 1875 BENNETT& DYER
Sachs's Hot. I. iii. iSoThe tout ensemble of properties which
define the character of the natural group, class, or order.

8. To separate by definition, to distinguish by
special marks or characteristics (front), rare.

1807 8 W. luwvaSalmaf. xii. (1860) 280 By this is defin'd

The fop from the man of refinement and mind. 1830 MUR-
CHISON Silur. Syst. I. xxxiv. 456 It is difficult to define the
subsoil of Silurian rock from that of the Old Red Sandstone.

Defined (d/fai-nd), ///. a. [f. prec. + -ED.]

Having a definite outline or form ; clearly marked.

Alsoyfc.
a 1717 NEWTON (J.\ When the rings appeared only black

and white, they were very distinct and well defined. 1849
MRS. SOMERVILLE Connect. Phys. Sc. xxxvii. 436 The central

matter is so vivid and so sharply defined that the nebula

might be taken for a bright star. 1853 H. ROGKHS Eel. l-'nith

(1853) 135 His [man's] animal nature is more defined than
his intellectual.

Hence Defi nedly adv.
i8ai Scorr Kenilw. xxiii, Definedly visible against the

pure azure blue of the summer sky.

Definement (dffoi-nme'nt). rare. [a. obs. F.

dtfntmtnt (161 1 in Cotgr.),in OF. de-, def-, diffine-

went (see Godef.) termination, end, f. OK. definer:
see DEFINE v.}
1. Definition, description.
i6oa SHAKS. Ham. v. ii. 117 Sir, his definement suffers no

perdition in you. 1867 Eng. Leader 15 June 336 Define-
ment is always by the contrary. Everything is defined by
its contrary : night by day, dark by light,

t2. Limitation, restriction. Obs.

1643 HUNTON Treat. Monarchy I. ii. 16 This Legall Allay
and definement of Power. 1644 Vind. Treat. Moitarchy
iv. 27 A Civill and Legall definement of Authority.

Definer (d/fei-naj). [f. DEFINE v. + -Kit '.]

One who or that which defines.

1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poetic III. xix. (Arb.) 939 margin,
Orismus, or the Definer of difference. 1645 M ILTON CoJast.

(1851) 347 Yee see already what a faithfull definer wee have
him. 1779-81 JOHNSON L. P., Pope Wks. IV. 137 To cir-

cumscribe poetry by a definition will only shew the narrow-
ness of the definer. 1847 EMERSON Repr. Men, UsesGt. Afen
Wks. (Bohn) I. 278A definer and map-maker of the latitudes

and longitudes of our condition.

Defining (dflai-nin,), tibl. sb. [-ING '.] The
action of the verb DEFINE ; definition.

1381 WYCLIF Etek. xliii. 13 The diffynyng, or certeyntee,
therof [definitio ejns] vn to the lippe . . therof in

cumpas,
o pulme. 1530 PALSGR. 313/2 Diffymng,tft^ftissefMfftt, diffi'

nition. 1581 MULCASTER Positions xxxvi. (1887) 138 Plato
in his . . defining of naturall dignities. 1668 WILKINS Real
Char. Ded. A ij, The business of Defining, being amongst
all others the most nice and difficult. 1847 EMERSON Repr.
Men, Plato Wks. (Bohn) I. 292 This defining is philosophy.

Defi'ning, ///. a. [-INC -.1 That defines.

1773 I. Ross Fratricide 1. 17 (MS!) Defining ears, which
idolizeThe dignifying climax of thy verse. iViQAthenaeum
4 Apr. 441/2 The various defining spheres.

t Defi'nish, v. Obs. rare. In 4 diffinisse, -iah.

[ad. OF. defmiss-, diffiniss-, lengthened stem of

definir : see DEFINE.J trans. To define.

c 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. in. x. 88 [Hike goode bat bou hast

difnmssed a lytel her byfome.

Definite (de-finit), a. (si.} Also 6 diffynite,

7 deficit,
fad.

L. aeftntt-ns defined, bounded,

limited, distinct, precise, pa. pple.
of definire:

see DEFINE. Cf. obs. F. dffinit, -ite (1504 in

Godef.).;]
1. Having fixed or exact limits ; clearly defined,

determinate, fixed, certain ; exact, precise. (Of
material, or, more commonly, immaterial things.)

i3 T. WILSON Rhet. i Either it is an infinite question
anowithout ende, or els it is definite and comprehended
within some ende . . Those questions are called definite,

which set forthe a matter, with the . . namyng of place,

tyme, and persone. a 1586 SIDNEY (J.),
The goddess, who

in a definite compass can set forth infinite beauty. 1641
MILTON Educ. Wks. 11847)98/1 Either by the definite will

of God so ruling, or the peculiar sway of nature, which also

is God's working. 1691 T. H[ALE] Ace. New Invent. 122

The clear and definite understanding of the several parts of

the Ship. 76 AYLIFFE Parergon 50 In a charge of Adul-

DEFINITION.

-trative adjective the, and iti equivalents in other

languages, as indicating a defined or
particularized

individual of the specie! denoted by the noun.
d. Pott or preterite definite : the name in French
Grammar of the tense which coincides historically
with the Latin preterite or perfect, aad corresponds
in feme to the Greek aorist and English simple
past : e. g. it vini, he came.

177-JI in CHAMBERS Cyet. 176$ W. WARD Grammar \.

xxii. 103
' The '

is called the definite article. Ifid. iv. ii. 158
The verb in this character [i.e. infinitive] may be . . used at
a nominative case, on which a definite verb depends. 18*4
L. MURRAY Kng. Cram. (ed. 5) I. 68 The u called the defi-

nite article ; because it ascertains what particular thing or

things are meant : as,
' Give me the book '. 1855 FORBES

Hindtistitnt Grant. (1868)18 Arabic nouns have frequently
the definite article . . of the language prefixed to them. 1874
R. MORRIS Chaucer's Prol., etc. (Clar. Pro* Ser.) Introd.

33 Adjectives, like the modem German, have two forms
Definite and Indefinite. The definite form preceded by the

definite article, a demonstrative adjective, or a possessive

pronoun, terminates in / in all cases of the singular.

8. Hot. ft. Said of inflorescence having the cen-

tral axis terminated in a flower-bud which opens
first, those on the lateral branches following in

succession : also called centrifugal or determinate.

b. Of stamens or other parts of the flower : Of a

constant number not exceeding twenty.
1845 LINDLEY iVA. Bet. iv. (1858)25 Stamens definite ; that

is to say, obviously corresponding in number with the **|Tifr
and petals, ftjtj. D. HOOKER Hot. Primer 45 Definite,

because the axis is terminated by a flower and does not

elongate. 1880 GRAY Struct. Bat. v. 144 The kinds of
Inflorescence .. are all reducible to two types . . Indefinite

and Definite, or . . Indeterminate and Determinate.

B. sb. 1. Something that U definite ; spec, in

Cram.: fa. A definite tense; b. A noun de-

noting a definite thing or object,

1530 PALSGR. Introd. 31 The
f^rst [conjugation] is chefly

ruled by K, saufe that m his dtffynites he torneth into A.

1817 COLERIDGR Ricg. Lit. 144 Fancy, .has no other counters

to play with, but fixities and dennites. 1845 STODUART
Cram, in Encycl. Metrop. I. 55 The Latin nouns in to [as
oftiff] seem properly to have been definites ; that is to say,
that they originally signified only a certain number of acts
and not action in general.

t2. Thing explained or defined
'

(J.). Obs.

1716 AYLIFPE Parergon no Special Bastardy is nothing
else but the Definition of the general, and the general again,
is nothing else but a Definite of fhe Special.

Definitely de-finitli), adv. [f. prec. + -LT 2
.]

In a definite manner ; detenninately, precisely.

1581 MULCASTER Positions xxxvi, (1887) 140 For the choice

of wittes definitely. 1651 HOBBES Got//. 4- Sac. xvi. 4. 265
He must definitely acknowledge him. a 1800 H. BLAIR
Sena, III. iv. (R.l, [Middle age) cannot have itspeculiar
character so definitely marked and ascertained. 1867 FREE-
MAN Norm. Conq. (1876) I. iv. 187 The relations between

Normandy and Brittany were now definitely settled.

Definiteness (de-finitnes). [-NESS.] The

quality of being definite.

1717 BAILEY volT 1 1, Z></fniV/i.certainty, limitedness.

1837-9 HALLAM Hist. Lit. i. ix. { 5 The definileness of solu-

tion, which numerical problems admit and require. 1875

JOWETT Plato led. 2) V. 487 From this want of definiteness

in their language they do a great deal of harm.

Definition (defini-Jan). Forms : o. 4-6 diffl-

nicioun, etc. (with usual interchange of i and/),
5-6 -tion, etc., 6 Sc. -tioun; 0. 5-6 defl-, 6

defynicion o. 6- definition, [a. OF. de-, titf-,

diffinicion (also definison), ad. L. dfftnition-em

(also in MSS. diff-}, n. of action from definirt :

see DEFINE. CfTPr. di/-, deffinuio, Sp. definition,

It. tlifini:ione.']

f L The setting of bounds or limits ; limitation,

restriction. Obs. rare.

<-ij86 CHAUCER Wife's Pnl. 25 Yit herd I never tellen . .

Uppon this noumbre diflinicioun. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg.
4030/2 Thenne said he ben they knowen which men shal

snore thyse passyons without dyffynycion.

2. The action of determining a controversy or

question at issue ; determination, decision ; spec, a

formal decision or pronouncement of an ecclesi-

astical authority. Obs. exc. in specific use.

1381 WYCLIP Dan. xL 36 Diffinicioun, ordome [1388 deter-

mynynge] is fully don. lJl3-3 Act*+ Hen. Vllf,^. t2 I 9
A finall decree, sentence, judgement, diffinicion, and deter-

minacion. 155* ABP. HAMILTON Catech. 1 1884) 41 The deter-

minatiouns and dimnitiouns of general counsellis. 1634 R.

H. Salernet Regiment 13 This question . . whether a roan

pains or aches. 1859 DICKENS Lett. (1880) 1 1. 85,! must give
some decided and definite answer. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. i.

xxiv. 174 A definite structure was in many places to be

traced. 1874 GREEN Short Hist. v. f 4. 238 Even this class

[serfs] had now acquired definite rights.

b. transf. Said of persons, in reference to their

actions (opinions, statements, etc.).
i6n SHAKS. Cymo. L vi. 43 Idiots in this case of fauour,

would Be wisely definit. 11x619 FOTHERBY Athet'm. n. vit.

7 (1622) 277 As definite as hee was in
appointing

the set

time of the dissolution of Babilon. Mod. Be more definite

in your statements.

2. Gram. a. Applied, in German and Early

English grammar, to those inflexions of the adjec-
tive which are used when preceded by the definite

article or some equivalent, b. Of verbs: = Finite.

rare. C. Definite article : a name for the demon-

J. H. NEWMAN Apol. 392 Infallibility cannot act outside of

a definite circle of thought, and it must in all its decisions,

or definitions, as they are called, profess to be keeping
within it.

8. Logic, etc. The action of defining, or stating

exactly what a thing is, or what a word means.

1645 MILTON Tetrack. (1851) 168 Definition is that which

refines the pure essence of things from the circumstance.

1690 LOCKE Hum. Und. in. iii. 1 10 Definition being nothing
but making another understand by Words, what Idea the

Term define! stands for. 1730 BAII.KY (folio', Definition

(with Logicians), an unfolding the essence or being of a thing

by its kind and difference. 1858 J. MARTIKEAI- Stnd. Chr. ia

Definition is always an enclosure of the true by exclusion of

the false. 1860 ABP. THOMSON Laws Th. 5 54. 82 Definition

18*
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expounds all the marks implied in the notion, and so

represents to us the nature or specific character of it.

69. in. 1885 W. L. DAVIDSON Logic of Definition 32
It is the object of Definition to determine the nature or

meaning or signification of a thing; in other words, definition

is the formal attempt to answer the question, 'What is it?'

4. A precise statement of the essential nature of

a thing ; a statement or form of words by which

anything is defined.

1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. xix. cxvi. (1495) 920 Some
thynges haue but one dyffynycyon. c 1450 tr. De Imitatione
i. i. a, I desire more to knowe compunccion ben his diffinycion.

1551 T. WILSON Logike 14 A definition of the substaunce is

a speach which sheweth the very nature of the thing. I57 1

DIGGES Pantont.ii.v. Mil b, Of quadrangles, .there are fine

sortes, as appeereth in the Diffinitions. 1633 MASSINGER
Guardian v. iv, His victories but royal robberies, And his

true definition A Thief. 1710 STEEI.E Tatler No. 62 p 14

Propriety of Words and Thoughts, which is Mr. Dryden's
Definition of Wit. 1758 JOHNSON Idler No. iP4 Ithasbeen
found hard to describe man by an adequate definition. 1842
GROVE Corr. Phys. Forces 75 The old definition of force

was, that which caused change in motion. 1864 BOWEN Logic
94 A Definition consists primarily of two parts, the Proximate
Genus and the Specific Difference of the Concept defined.

b. A declaration or formal explanation of the

signification of a word or phrase. [Not recognized

by Johnson.]
V/iiSoo Wyclifs Wycket Sub-Title, A veryebrefediffinition

of these wordes, Hoc est corpus meum. 1551 T. WILSON
Logike 14 A definition of a word is any maner of declaration

of a word. 1724 WATTS Logic i. vi. 2 A definition of the
name being only a declaration in what sense the word is

used, or what idea or object we mean by it. 1755 JOHNSON
Pref. to Diet., As nothing can be proved but by supposing
something intuitively known, and evident without proof, so

nothing can be defined but by the use of words too plain to

admit a definition. 1791 BOSWELL Johnson an. 1755 (1887)
I. 20,3 The definitions nave always appeared to me such . .

as indicate a genius of the highest rank. . . A few of his

definitions must be admitted to be erroneous. 1885 W. L.
DAVIDSON Logic ofDefinition 87 No [dictionary] definition

of 'Gold' will be sufficient that does not contain a reference
to Its colour, which supplies us with the distinct meaning
'

golden '.

5. The action of making definite
;
the condition

of being made, or of being definite, in visual form
or outline ; distinctness ; spec, the defining power
of a lens or optical instrument, i.e. its capacity to

render an object or image distinct to the eye.
1859 REEVE Brittany 137 We were content . . to sacrifice

the artistic definition of the trees. 1860 TVNDALL Glac, \.

xviii. 125 The stratification, .was shown with great beauty
and definition. 1878 NEWCOMB Pop. Astron. u. i. 138 The
definition of this telescope is very fine.

b. gen. Definiteness, precision, exactitude, rare.
1866 ARGYLL Reign Law i. (ed. 4)

8 A fallacy is getting
hold upon us from a want of definition in the use of terms.

6. Comb.
1856 R. A. VAUGHAN Mystics (1860) I. 209 Alas, for our

poor definition-cutter, with his logical scissors !

Definrtional, a. rare. [f. prec. + -AL.] Of,

pertaining to, or of the nature of a definition.

\WtQAthen&nm n Sept. 329 The definitional rule judi-

ciously laid down by Mr. Hazhtt, that a proverb should have
a figurative sense, an inner sense or an approximate sense.

Definitive (dtfrmtiv), a. and sb. Forms : 4-6
difflnityf, -inytif, -ynytif(e, 5 defynytyfe, de-

fenytyffe, 6 dyffinatyue, defluytiue, 6-7 diffl-

nitive, 7 definative, 6- definitive, [a. OF. de-

finitif, diffinitif, -ive (i2th c.), ad. L. &, difftm-
fiv-us, f. ppl. stem of definire : see DEFINITE.]
A. adj. Having the function of defining, or of

being definite.

1. Having the function of finally deciding or

settling; decisive, determinative, conclusive, final:

esp. in definitive sentence^ and the like.

^
c 1386 CHAUCER Doctor s T. 172 The luge answerd of Jns

in his absence I may not ^iue diffinityf sentence. 1474
CAXTON Chesse in. vi. H vb, The theef was. .taken, .and by
sentence diffynytif was hanged. 1523 LD. BERNERS Froiss.
I. xxiv. 35 It was the moneth of May folowyng, or [=ere]
they had aunswere dyffinatyue. 1587 STUBBES Anat. Abus.
u. (1882) 106 Maye they as Capytall ludges, geue definytiue
sentence of lyfe and death vpon malefactors. 1601 R.
JOHNSON Kingd. fy Commit}. (1603)57 Upon hearing of both
parties, judgment definative is given, and may not be
repealed. 1688 Answ. Taloifs Plea 3 Barely to say with
a definitive Gravity, Here's a great abuse. 1748 RICHARDSON

the verdict was definitive.

f b. transf. of persons. Obs.

tto^SufLKs.Mtas.jbyM.v. i. 432 Neuercraue him, we are
defimtiue. . Away with him to death. 1639 FULLER HolyWar iv. v. (1647) 176 Desiring rather to be scepticall then
definitive in the causes ofGods judgements. 1741 RICHARDSON
Pamela (1824) I. 104, I will make you . . my adviser in this

matter, though not, perhaps, my definitive judge.
c. That settles or determines bounds or limits.

1860 J. P. KENNEDY
If.

Wirt I. xiii. 164 [This] point of
view should lead to a just and definitive limitation of the
boundaries.

2. Having the character of finality as a product ;

determinate, definite, fixed and final. In BioL

opposed to formative or primitive, as definitive \

organs, definitive aorta.
a 1639 WOTTON (J.\ [It] being the very definitive sum of

this art, to distribute usefully and gracefully a well chosen
plot. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseitd. Ep. i. vi, Other Authors

write often dubiously, even in matters wherein is expected
a strict and definitive truth. 1821 J. Q. ADAMS in C. Davies
Metr. Syst. in. (1871) 174 The temporary system established

by the law of ist August, 1793. The definitive system
established by the law of loth December, 1799. 1.96$ Daily
Tel. 30 Oct. 4/4 Some days will probably elapse before we
shall be able to announce a definitive result. 1878 NEWCOMB
Pop. Astron. in. v. 399 A definitive orbit of the comet. 1888

ROLLESTON & JACKSON Forms of Animal Life 803 The
primitive ovum divides; one of the cells thus produced
grows into the definitive ovum.

1 3. Metaph. Having a definite position, but not

occupying space : opposed to circumscriptive. Obs.

[1529, 1624 see DEFINITIVELY 2.] 1657 HOBBES Absurd
Geom. Wks. VII. 385 Definitive or circumscriptive, and
some other of your distinctions . . are but snares. 1665
GLANVII.L Seeps. Sci. xiii. 73 Who is it that retains not a

great part of the imposture, by allowing them a definitive

Ubit which is still but Imagination?
4. That makes or deals with definite statements.
a, 1619 FOTHERBY Atheont. u. ix. 2 (1622) 296 Plutarch is

more definitme, and punctual!, in this point. 1862 Lit.
Churchman VIII. 6/1 We should be glad to see more de-

finitive teaching on the nature of Church Communion.

5. That serves to define or state exactly what a

thing is
;
that specifies the individual referred to ;

esp, in Gram. (Formerly used of the DEFINITE

article, and of the FINITE verb.)

1731 BAILEY vol. II, s.v. Article, Definitive Article, the
article (the) so called, as fixing the sense of the word it is put
before to one individual thing. 1765 W. WARD Grain, iv.

iv. 164 Of the verb definitive. 1800 W. TAYLOR in Monthly
Mag. VIII. 797 To preserve a name of sect, which ought to
be simply definitive, from sliding into a term of reproach.
1824 L. MURRAY Eng. Gram. (ed. 5) I. 231 When a noun of
multitude is preceded by a definitive word, which clearly
limits the sense to an aggregate with an idea of unity, it

requires a verb . . in the singular number : as, 'A Company
of troops -was detached*. 1854 ELLICOTT Galat. 87 The . .

definitive force of the article.

6. Concerned with the definition of form or out-

line, rare.

1815 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Rev. LXXVI. 115 The line-

less delicate contours of youth and bloom embarrass the
definitive skill even of a Correggio.
B. sb. (the adj. used ellipt^

+ 1. A definitive sentence, judgement, or pro-
nouncement. Obs.

1595 HUBBOCKE^/W. Infants Unbapt. n Is there no par-
don from this general damnatorie sentence and cruell de-
finitiue? 1660 R. COKE Power * Subj. 134 Judgment is

the definitive of him who by right commands, permits, or
forbids a thing. 1804 Europ. Mag. In Spirit Pub. Jrnls.
(1805) VIII. 135 In spite of the Definitive, we shall have
another battle of the books.

2. Gram. A definitive word.
1751 HARRIS ffertrtesdfyi) 179 Definitives, .are commonly

called by grammarians,
'

articles,' articuli, dpOpa. They
are of two kinds, either those properly . , so called, or else

the pronominal articles, such as this, that, any, &c. 1786-98
H. TOOKE Pnrley I. 20 About the time of Aristotle, when
a fourth part of speech was added, the definitive, or article.

1824 L. MURRAY Eng. Gram. (ed. 5) I. 71 As articles are by
their nature definitives . . they cannot be united with such
words as are . . as definite as they may be ; (the personal
pronouns for instance).

Definitively (d/fi-mtivli), adv. [f. prec. +
-LY 2

.]
In a definitive manner.

1. So as to decide or settle the matter ; decisively,

conclusively, finally, definitely.
1532-3 Act 24 Hen. VIII) c. 12 2 All causes testamen-

tarie . . shall be . . finallye and diflinitiuely adiudged and
determined within the Kynges iurisdiction. 1639 GENTILIS
Servifa's Inquis. xxxvi. (1676) 833 Contumacious Persons
shall be banished, either definitively, or for a time. 1659
MILTON Civil Power in Eccl. Causes Wks. (1847) 415/1 No
man, no synod, no session, .can judge definitively the sense
of Scripture to another man's conscience. 1753 HANWAY
Trav. (1762) I, HI. xiii. 198, I desired he would tell me defi-

nitively what number of men he would give me for a guard.
1856 FROUDE Hist. Eng. (1858) I. ii. 132 Henry, .definitively

breaking the Spanish alliance, formed a league with Francis I.

1871 BLACKIE Four Phases i. 55 To settle definitively that
much-vexed question.

t 2. Metaph. So as to have a definite position,
but not take up space : see prec. 3. Obs.

1529 MORE Dyaloge u. Wks. 188/1 Though the! be not

cyrcumscribed in place, .yet are thei and angels alsodiffini-

tively so placed where thei be for the time. 1624 BE LAWNE
tr. Du Moulin s Logtck 27 The Philosophers . . say that Bodies
are in a place circumscriptively, and Soules definitively ;

because Soules are not limited or circumscribed by place,
and yet a man may say . . that they are here, or there, and
not els-where. 1711 tr. IVerenfels

1

Disc. Logom. 96.

Defi'iiitiveness. [-NESS.] The quality of

being definitive ; determinativeness, decisiveness.

1727 BAILEY vol. II, Dtfimtwtness, decisiveness, etc. 1841
Blat-fciv, Mae: L. 160 Southey is . . thoroughly English,
however, in the historical definitiveness and decision of his

religious convictions. 1875 POSTE Gains HI. Comm. (ed. 2)
361 The earnestness and definitiveness of the resolution.

De*finitize, v. rare. [f.
DEFINITE a. + -IZE.]

trans. To make definite.

1876 A. M. FAIRBAIRN in Contemp. l?ev. June 135 The
Church, .definitizedand generalized opinions. 1882 Blackw.
Mag. Nov. 632 The 'his* then outstanding had to be
definitised.

Definitor (definai-toi). Also 7 difflnitor

[a. L. tfrftmfor, agent-n. from defniire to DEFINE.]
1. An officer of the chapter in certain monastic

orders, charged with the l
definition

'

or decision
of points of discipline.

1648 GAGE West fn</. iii. (1655) 7 When the Provincial!

Chapter is kept, then . . is there one named by name of
Procurator or Diffinitor, who is to goe in the name of the
whole Piovince to the next election of the Generall. 1704
Collect. Voy. (Church.) III. 51/1 [St. Francis] having been
Definitor of his Order. 1745 A. BUTLER Lives Saints,
Boittiven!iere\ll. 194 The saint held a general chapter at

Narbonne, and in concert with the definitors gave a new
form to the old Constitutions. 1867 R. PALMER Life P.
Howard 15 note, The order [Dominicans] is governed by
a master-general with his council of definitors.

f 2. A kind of surveying instrument : see quote.
1664 EVELYN tr. Freart's Arc/lit. 153 This whole Instru-

ment, .consisting of Horizon, Ruler, and Plummet we shall

call our Definitor. 1793 SMEATON Edystone L. 97 The
instrument will shew the situation, distance from the center,
and depression of any given point, .below the plane of the
dial, .which instrument he calls a Definitor.

Definitude (dffrnitiwd). [f. L. definit-us,

DEFINITE, after infinitude, multitude \ see -TUUE.]
The quality of being definite ; definiteness, precision.
1836 SIR W. HAMILTON Study Math. Discuss. ([1852) 275

Destitute of the light and definitude of mathematical repre-
sentations. 1862 LATHAM Channel Isl. in. xiv. (ed. 2) 332
Results of remarkable precision and definitude. ri^gVEiTcn
Lucretius 66 There would be no definitude of leaf or

t'liefix (dtfvks), v. Obs.
[f.

L. defix-, ppl.
stem of diifigere to fasten down, f. DE- I. i +figfre
to Fix, fasten. The early example of the pa. pple.

appears to have been formed immed. after L.

defix-uS) with Eng. ppl. suffix.]
trans. To fasten down ; to fix firmly, definitely,

or earnestly (lit. andyf^-.).
1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) I. 243 The spere of the mes-

sengere defixede in to the erthe schewede a prenosticacion
and as a begynnenge of fi5hte. 1598 HAKLUVT Voy. I. u.

89 (R.) They were constrained to dehxe their princely seate
and habitation in that extreme prouince of the north. 1605
J. DOVE Confut. Atheism 16 The eyes of the people will be
defixed vpon them. 1664 H. MORE Myst. Iniq. 264 Those
Ten Horns answerable to the Beast with ten Horns in

Daniel, .seem to defix and determinate the Prophecy to that
sense. 1679 J. GOODMAN Penit. Pard. u. i. (1713) 146 When
a man . . defixes his thoughts, and suspends his determina-
tion till he see plain reason to incline him this way or that.

Hence fDefi-xed, defixt ///. a.

1652 GAULE Magastrom. 280 With defixed eyes and dis-

tracted countenance. 1681 GLANVILL Saddncismus 116 In
intent and defixed thoughts upon some, .object.

tDefixion (dtfrkjsn). Obs. [ad. late L. de-

fixidn-em t
n. of action f. defigZre to fasten down,

etc. (see prec.).] Fixing, fastening.
1660 H. MORE Myst. Godl. i. ix. 29 By the defixion of our

Phansy upon what is most gross and sensible.

Defiagrabi'lity. rare. [f. next : see -JTY.]

Deflagrable quality, readiness to deflagrate.
^1691 BOVLE IVks. I. 362 (R.) The opinion of the ready

deflagrability (if I may so speak) of salt-petre.

Deflagrable (de-flagrab'l), a. rare. [f. L.

deflagra-re to DEFLAGRATE + -BLE.]
a 1691 BOVLE Wks. I, 538 (R.) More inflammable and

deflagrable.

Deflagrate (de-flagre't), v. Physics, [f.
L. de-

flagrat-) ppl. stem of deflagrare to bum away,
bum up, consume, f. DE- I. 3 +Jlagrare to burn.]
1. trans. To cause to burn away with sudden

evolution of flame and rapid, sharp combustion

(e.g. a mixture of charcoal and nitre thrown into

a red-hot crucible).
1727 BAILEY vol. II, Deflagrate, to inkindle and burn off

in a Crucible a Mixture of Salt or some mineral Body with
a Sulphureous one. 1794 J. HUTTON Philos. Light, etc. 208
When coal is deflagrated with nitre. 1876 S. Kens. Mus.
Catal. No. 1369 The spark from this battery deflagrates
a platinum wire a foot long.

2. intr. To burst into flame and burn away
rapidly.
1750 Phil. Trans. XLVI. 449 Neither these, nor those of

Cheltenham, will deflagrate or flash in Touch-Paper, nor on

burning Charcoal, as true Nitre will do. 1794 G. ADAMS
Nat. 4- Exp. Philos. II. xx. 376 Such a degree of heat as
would cause the nitre to deflagrate. 1803 Edin. Rev. III.

25 Let a drop of water be projected upon this liquor.. it

instantly deflagrates with a slight explosion. 1876 HARLEY
Mat. Med. 161 When thrown on the fire it deflagrates.

Hence De'flagrated, De'flagrating ppl. adjs.
1766 AMORY Buncle (1770) IV. 93 The deflagrating nitre

consumes the sulphur of the antimony. 1788 KEIR in Phil.
Trans. LXXVIII. 327 Giving a deflagrating quality to

paper soaked in this liquor. 1822 FARADAY Exf, Res. xvi.

78 A black residuum is left . . which . . when heated . . is found
to be deflagrating. 1831 T. P. JONES Cowvers. Chew, xxii.

229 The deflagrated charcoal.

Deflagration (deflagr^-Jsn). [ad. L. dejla-

gration-em, n. of action from dejlagrare to DE-
FLAGRATE. Cf. mod.F. deflagration.]

1 1. The rapid burning away of anything in a de-

structive fire; consumption by a blazing fire. Obs.

1607 J. KING Sertn. 30 A type of the deflagration of
Sodome and Gomorre. a 1633 LENNARD tr. Charron's W~zsd.

in. iv. VIM. i (1670) 390 Witness that great deflagration.,
in Constantinople. 1659 PEARSON Creed

1

(1839) 88 By sup.

posing innumerable deluges and deflagrations. 1788 POTTER
Sophocles Pref. to CEdipus (R.), Till the mountain, .dis-

charges its torrent fires, which . . carry with them deflagra-

tion, ruin, and horror. iSzi PINKERTON Petral. II. 547 In

Fifeshire . . a coal-mine has continued in a state of defla-

gration, at least since the time of Buchanan, 1560. 1836-7
SIR W. HAMILTON Lect. Metaph. (1877) II. xxxix. 381 We



DEFLAGRATOR.
sec.. the fall of a spark on gunpowder, for example, fol-

lowed by the deflagration of the gunpowder.
t b. Of a volcano : A

blazing out into flame.

1691 KAY Creation n. v. 11732)259 The great Deflagrations
or Lruptions of Vulcanos.

2. Physics. The action of deflagrating ; rapid,
sharp combustion with sudden evolution of flame ;

esp. the sudden combustion of a substance for the

purpose
of producing some change in its com-

position by the joint action of heat and oxygen (cf.

quot. 1831); also, the sudden combustion and
oxidation of a metal by the electric spark.
1666 BOYLK Orig. Formes

ij- Qua!., Nor were all ils in-
flammable parts consum'd at one

deflagration. 1^74 /'////.

Trans. IX. 103 The deflagration of Niter. 1706 PHILLIPS
(ed. Kersey), Deflagration . . In Chymistry, the inkindliiiK
and burning off in a Crucible a Mixture of a Salt or of some
Mineral Body with a Sulphureous one, in order to purify
the Salt, or to make a Kegulus of the Mineral ; as m the
preparing of Sal Prunellx and Kegulus of Antimony. 1754
Pktl. Trans. XLVIII. 679 A violent deflagration arose, and
the platina was almost instantly dissolved. 1816 J. SMITH
Panorama Sc. e, Art II. 382 Galvanic batteries .. the
larger the plates, the greater is their power of deflagration.
1831 T. P. JONES Comers. Chem. xxh. 228 The metals are
sometimes oxidized by what is called deflagration. That
is, by mixing them with nitre, and projecting the mixture
into a red hot crucible.

Deflagrator (dc flagr<?<tai). [agent-n. in L.
form, from deflagrare to DEFLAGRATE.] An in-

strument or apparatus for producing deflagration,
tip. a voltaic arrangement for the production of
intense heat.

i84 LONGX. in Life (1891) I. v. 51 The galvanick heat
produced by Professor Hare's deflagrator. 1817 WEEKES in

Deflate (dflte'-t), v. [f. L. deflat-, ppl. stem
of dlflare, to blow

away, f. DE- I. 2 + flare to
blow

; but in mod. use the prefix is taken as DE-
I. i, down, or DE- II. i.l trans. To release the
air from (anything inflated). Hence Defla tion.

1891 Strand Mag. 1 1. 498/1 Spencer proceeds to deflate
the balloon. 1891 Cycl. Tour. Club Cat. Aug. 229 In case
of repairs the tyre is deflated. 1891 Pall Mall G. 6 Aug.
1/3 A new patent valve, possessing the long-desired means
for deflation as well as inflation.

Deflect (d/fle'kt), v. [ad. L. deflect-Urt to bend
aside, or downwards; f. DK- I. I, 3 -r fleetfre to

bend.] I. irons.

1. To bend down. Cf. DEFLECTED a.

1630 LORD Banians 72 They pray with dcmissive eyelids. .

and with their knees deflected under them.
2. To bend or turn to one side or from a straight

line; to change the direction of; to cause to de-
viate from its course.
c 1630 JACKSON Creed iv. v. Wks. III. 57 It would argue

no error sometimes to deflect our course. 1845 DARWIN
Voy. Nat. xxi. (1852) 491 The current seemed to be deflected

upward from the face of the cliff. 1860 TRISTRAM Gt. Sahara
xvii. 287 The French . . will do all in their power to deflect
the stream of commerce to a more northerly channel. 1879
G. PKKSCOTT Sf. Telephone i In 1820, Oersted discovered
that an electric current would deflect a magnetic needle.

b. Optics. To bend (a ray of light) from the

straight line ; esp. to bend away from a body.
1796 BROUGHAM in Phil. Trans. LXXXVI. 264 The

first knife deflected the images formed by the second, in

precisely the same degree that it inflected those images
which itself formed. 1811 A. T. THOMSON Land. Disf.
(18181 p. xxxvii. When a ray of light moving in a straight
line passes within a certain distance of a body parallel to
its direction, it bends towards the body, or is inflected ; but
when the body parallel to its course is at a greater distance,
the ray is bent from it, or deflected. 1879 HARLAN Eyesight
iii. 36 If we look at an object through a prism, the rays of

light coming from it are deflected.

8. fig. (in reference to a conrse of action, conduct,
and the likel.

f S55 HARfSFlElD Divorce Hen. VIII 1 1878) 66 To averte
and deflect him from this enterprise. 1610 SHELTON Quit,
IV* fat* II. ti8 Let me cleave to the Supporter from whom
neither thy Importunity nor Threats, .could once deflect me.

1863 KINGLAKE Crimea I. i. 7 The personal and family
motives which deflect the state policy of a prince who is his
own minister. 1878 LKCKV Eng. in i8M C. II. ix. 540 The
evil of all attempts to deflect the judgment by hope or fear.

4. To turn or convert (a thing) to something
different from its natural quality or use.

1613 PUKCHAS Pilgrimage vn. iii. (1614) 670 That Title of

I'nslegioH (easily deflected and altered to Priest John),
a 1711 KEN Hymns Erang. Poet. Wks. 1721 I. 109 How
God's All-wise Superintending Will To greatest Good de-
flected greatest ill.

II. intr.

5. To turn to one side or from a straight line ; to

change its direction ; to deviate from its course.

1646 SIR T. BROWNK Pseud. Et. u. ii, At some parts of the
Azores it [the needle] deflectetn not, but lyeth in the true
meridian. 1696 WHISTON Th. Earth I. (1723) 53 They seem
to deflect from that great Circle in which they before were
seen to move. 1716 tr. Gregory's Aslron. I. 155 The same
part of the Moon is turned towards the Earth, or at least

does not deflect much from it. 1879 R. H. ELLIOT Written
mi Forchcatis 11.6 Then deflecting a little to their right,

they got on a long ridge of grassy hill.

6 fig-
1611 T. JAM us Jesuits D(ni<nfall 50 Kings do deflect from

the Catholike Religion. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep.

139

M. x. Many creatures exposed to the ayre, deflect in ex-
trcmity from their naturall colours. 1753 4 WAR^T
Nat. f, Kev. Kflig. ii. The Mind . . can, every moment, de-
flect from the line of truth and reason. 1879 M. AHNOI i>

Equality Mixed Ess. 81 The points where this type dcflcu.s
from the truly humane ideal.

Deflect 'i/llc-kt), ///. a.
[f. as prec. after ppl.

forms in -ct, as
erect.'] Deflected, bent aside.

1851 MRS. BROWNING Casa Cuidi Windows 105 So swept
. .The marshalled thousands, not an eye deflect To left or
right.

Deflected (dffle'kted), ///. a. [f. DEFLECT v.

+ -El).]
1. Turned aside

; bent to one side.
1800 MAURY Phys. Geog. Sea xvi. 881 Monsoons are, for

the most part, trade-winds deflected. 1874 S. Cox Pilgr.
Pt. vi. 121 Walking in subtle and deflected paths.
2. Zool. and Bot. Bent or curved downwards ;

= DEKLEXED.
i8a8 WEBSTER, Deflected. In botany, bending downward

archwise. 1854 WOODWARD Mollusca n. 165 Glandina. .

eye-tentacles deflected at the tips, beyond the eyes. 1867
F. FRANCIS Angling vi. (1880) 195 The wings, .come up to
an angle .. as it is termed, they are deflectedT

8. Philol. Used to translate F. flechi, a term

proposed for the '

strong
'

grade in ablaut series.

18919 R. T. ELLIOTT tr. I'.llenry's Conifar. Cram. 1 4.. 47We may distinguish three chief grades, the normal grade,
the weak or reduced grade, and the deflected grade (Jllchi).
Ibid. 48 I.-E. types, 'bhlydh (to trust), weak 'ihidh, de-
fleeted 'ohoydh.

Defle'cting, vol. sb. [-INO '.] The action of
the verb DEFLECT.
1613 COCKEKAM, Deflecting!, turnings from good to bad.

Defle'cting, ppl. a. [-INO*.] That deflects.

Deflecting magnet : a magnet used for deflecting a mag-
{ netic needle, as m a galvanometer.

1796 BROUGHAM in Phil. Trans. LXXXVI. 220 The ray
i

moves in an ellipse by the inflecting, and an hyperbola
j by the deflecting force. 1851-9 SABINE Man. Sci. Enq. 91
When the weather does not permit the manipulation of the

weights, deflecting magnets are substituted. 1857 WMK WEI. i.

Hitl. Induct. Sc. II. 23 Gravity must act as a deflecting
force.

Deflection : see DEFLEXION.
Deflective (dffle-ktiv), a.

[f. DEFLECT v. +

j

-IVE. (L. analogies would give dcflexivc?)\ Hav-
ing the quality of deflecting.
1813 P. BARLOW Math. Diet., Deflective forces. 1881

I.UBBOCK in Nature No. 618. 411 In 1819.. Oersted had
discovered the deflective action of the current on the mag-
netic needle.

l)eflectometer(diflektfmftai;. [See -METER.]
(See quot.)
1874 KNIGHT Diet. Meek., Deflectometer, an instrument

for measuring the deflection of a rail by a weight in rapid
motion .

Deflector {d/fle-ktaiX [f. DEFLECT v. + -or
for -EB : the corresponding form on L. analogies is

deflexor.~\ An instrument or contrivance for de-

flecting ; e. g. (a) a deflecting magnet ; (*) a plate
or diaphragm for deflecting a current of air, gas,
etc.

. . .
,

adjustible magnet laid on the glass of the compass bowl
and used . . to discover the 'semicircular

'

error produced by
the ship's iron. 1887 Pall Mall G. 4 June 12/1 These
sprinklers consist of a plate and a deflector . . The deflector
is for the purpose of breaking the column of water into

spray, which falls in a dense shower over the flames..

t Defle'tion. Oti- [ad. L. cKfletion-em, n.

of action from cKflcrc to weep over, bewail, f. DE-
I. 3 +flirt to weep.]
1656 BLOUNT Clossogr., Drfletion, a bewayling or be-

moaning.
Defies: (d-fleks\ a. [ad. L. deflex-us, pa. pple.

of deflecllre to DEFLECT.] = DEFLEXED.
1794 MARTYN Rousseau's Hot. xxvii. 470 In the common

Bee Orchis it [the
lip

of the nectary] consists of five lobes,
which are deflex or bent downwards.

Deflexed (d/fle-kst),///. a. Zool. and Bot. [

prec. + -Eix] Bent downwards ; deflected.
1816 KISBV & SF. Entomol. xlvii. (1828) IV. 386 The

organs of flight are deflexed and do not
lap

over each other.

1845 l.iNm.r.v Sch. Bot. iv. (1858) 41 Stem rough with
deflexed bristles. 1871 STAVELEY Brit. Insects 127 Such
insects as have the wings, when at rest, deflexed lying over
the body like a shelving roof. 1877-84 F. E. Him* ll'ild

Fl. p. vi, Pedicels bearing fruit deflexed.

Deflexibi'lity. [f. next + -ITT.] Capability
of being deflectedT

1796 BROUGHAM in Phil. Trans. LXXXVI. 263 The in-

flexibilities of the rays are directly as their deflexibilities.

1805 Edin. Rev. VI. 25 He attempts to demonstrate some
connexion between the greater deflexibility and the less

reflexibility of the red rays.

Deflexible (d/fle-ksib'l), a. [f. L. diflex-ui

(see DEFLKX) + -BLE.] Capable of being deflected.

1796 BROUGHAM in Phil. Trans. LXXXVI. 234 It is

evident that the most inflexible rays are also most de-

DEFLEXURE.
associated with nouns of action from L. ppl. i

in -ect-, as collection, dissection, etc.]
1. The action of bending down ; the condiii.MM bent or curved ; also, a bend or curve (u >

result).
In Mech. The bending of any body under a Iruuvenc

strain ; the amount of thin. In /;///,/. 'I be slate of being
bent downward, as the deflexion of the wings when folded
also, a deflected part or margin.

46. SIR T. HtRBErr Tren: (1677) 296 The Mahometan,
signifie the same onely !>> a moderate deflexion of the head.
1811 TREWK.LD Kti. Cast Iron (1824) 73 When the weight,were removed, the piece retained a permanent deflexion.
1879 Ceaselts Techn. Educ. IV. vfyt The deflection of
a beam supporting a lateral weight.
2. The action of turning, or state of being turned,
away from a straight line or regular path; the
amount of such deviation ; also, a turn or deviation

(as an effect or result).
1665_/*//. Trant. I. 105 Of which deflection he ventures

to assign the cause. 1831 BREWSTER Ken-tat 11855) I. xii.

292 In 1684.. Newton discovered that the moon's deflexion
in a minute was sixteen feel, the same as that of bodies at
the earth's surface. 1833 HIRSCHEL Attrtm. viil 267 De-
flection from a straight line is only another word for curva-
ture of path. i86j MKRIVALE Rom. Emf. (i860 VII. Ixi.

329 They . . pos>ibly noted the great deflection of the coast
southward from Cape Wrath.

b. Of things immaterial.
ifc< BACON Adv. Learn, n. 1 1 3 Of the works of nature

which have a digression and deflexion from the ordinary
course of generations, productions, and motions. 1648 W.
MOUNTAQUE Devout his. i. 112 (T-) King David found this
deflection and indirectness in our minds. 1649 JER. TAYLOR
Gt. Ejcrmf. n. ix. 123 Deflexions in manners. 1840 Dp. Qvm-
CEY Style iii. Wks. X. 190 We shall point out the deflexion,
the bias, which was impressed upon the Greek speculations
in this particular. 1(51 CARLYLE .Stirling \. xiv. (1872) 86
At this extreme point of spiritual deflexion and depression.
187* MOZLEY Univ. Serm. iv. (1877)84 The type of religion
it has produced is a deflection from simplicity.
3. The turning of a word or phrase aside from its

actual form, application, or grammatical use. arch.

1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mor. 1311 By a little deflexion
of the name . . that Canicular or Dogge starre is called Kwr.
a 1619 FOTHERBY Atheom. n. i. | 8 (1622) 191 That censure
of Catullus (with a little deflection) might very fitly bee
applied vnto him. 1659 O.WALKER Oratory 34 By a gentle
deflexion of the same word, in changing the substantive
with the adjective. 1807 G. CHALMERS Caledonia I. L iv.

\i<) jGrym signifies strength {
and hence, by a little de-

flexion, Grym came to signify any strength. 1830 DE
Qt'iNCEV Bentley Wks. 1800 IV. 131 note, A practice arose
of giving to Greek names in as their real Greek termination,
without any Roman deflexion.

4. Electr. and Afagn. The turning of a magnetic
needle away from its zero

; the measured amount

by which it is deflected.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud.
f.

n. ii. 62 The variation ofthe
compas.se is . . a deflexion ana siding East and West from
the true meridian. 1863 TYSDALI. Heat i. 4 A moment's

has to-day been observed through the United Kingdom.
6. Optics. The bending of rays of light from the

straight line. By Hooke
applied specifically to

the apparent bending or turning aside of the rays

passing near the edge of an opaque body, called by
Newton inflexion, and now explained as a pheno-
menon of DIFFRACTION.
(Brougham tried to differentiate inflexion and dejtrjtum :

see quot.)

1674^-5
HOOKE Led. Light Wk. (1705) 188 The Light from

the Edge [of a card or razor) did stnke downwards into the
Shadow very near to a (Quadrant, though still I found, that
the greater the Deflection of this new Light was from the
direct Radiations of the Cone, the more faint they were.

J77-Si CHAMBERS Crcl., Deflection o/ the Kays o/Light,
is a property which Dr. Hook observed i6?| . . He says, he
found it different both from reflexion, and refraction . .This

.

Deflexion, deflection (d/fle-klao). [ad. L.

deflexion-em, n. of action f. deflectfre v ppl. stem

deflex-} to DEFLECT. Cf. mod.F. inflexion (Diet.
Acad. 1 763, occurring also in i6th c. as deflection}.
The non-etymological spelling cUflictiou, now very
common, is taken from the present-stem deflect-,

ray passes withu . -,,
iwards; this we shall call Inflection. 2. If it passes at a

still greater distance it is turned away ; this may be termed
Deflection. 1808 J. WEBSTER Nat. Phil. 174 This deflection
is supposed to proceed from the attraction of the denser
medium. 1831 BREWSTER Newton viii. (1839)99 fn his paper
of 1674.. he [Hooke].. described the leading phenomena of
the inflexion, or the deflexion of light, as he calls it.

6. Naut. The deviation of a ship from her true

course in sailing.
1706 PHlLLirsted. Kersey), Defection.. In Navigation, the

Tendency of a Ship from her true Course, by means of

Currents, &c. which divert or turn her out of her right Way.
Deflexionize, -ed, -ation : see DE- II. i.

t Defle'xity. Oh. [f. L. dffltx-us DEFLEX +

-ITY.] The quality of being deflected (said of rays
of light : see DEFLECT i b, DEFLEXION 5).

1797 BROUGHAM in /*//. Trans. LXXXVI I. 360 We
may . . say that the rays of light differ in degree of re-

frangity, reflexity, and flexity, comprehending innexiry and

deflexity. .these terms . . allude to the degree of distance to

which the rays are subject to the action of bodies.

Deflexnre (d/fle-ksiui, -fle-k/Cu). rare.
[(.

L.

deflex-, ppl. stem of deflectlre. to DEFLECT + -CBJI :

cf.flexure.] Deflexion, deviation ; the condition

of being bent (down or away).
1656 BLOUNT Clossogr., Deflexnre, a bowing or bend-

ing. 1675 O(.ILBV Brit. Pref. 4 Deductions for the. .smaller

Dc/lexures of the Way. 1(45 FlorisCs "Jml. 17 The lip. .



DEPLOCCATE.
instead of being saddle-shaped by the usual deflexure of the

sides, is perfectly fiat.

t Deflo'CCate, v. Obs. rare .
[f.

L. defloc-

edre, difloccdt- to pluck off, pluck, f. DE- I. 6 +

flocc-us lock, flock.] (See quot.)
1623 COCKEKAM, Defloccate, to weare out a thing.

Deflorate CdfflU5Trft, de-flout), a. [ad. L. de-

fldrat-us, pa. pple. of deflorare ; see next. Cf. L.

deflorere to shed its bloom.]
1. Bat. Past the flowering state : applied to

anthers that have shed their pollen, or to plants
when their flowers have fallen.

1828 WEBSTER, Deflorate, in botany, having cast its farin,

pollen, or fecundating dust. Martyn, 1858 GRAY Struct,

Bot. Gloss., DeftSrate, past the flowering age.

2. = DEFLOWERED ; having lost virginity.
1883 in Syd. Sue. Lex.

Deflorate (de-floret), v. rare. In 5 defflorate.

[f. ppl. stem of late L. deflorare to deprive of its

flowers, ravish, f. DE- I. 6 +flos,fldr-em flower.]

f 1. trans. To deflower (a woman). Obs.
c
147^0

HARDING Chron, cvn. vii, The women euer they
diuiciate In euery place, and fouly defflorate.

2. To strip (a plant) of its flowers.

1829 E. JESSE Jrnl. Nat. 165 They [the chaffinches] will

deflorate too the spikes or whorls of the little red archangel.

Defloration (deflor^-Jsn). In 4-5 -acioun,

5-6 -acion, -aoyon, 6 -atioun, deflouration.

[a. OF. defloration (i/Jth c. in Hatzf.), ad. L. de-

floration-em plucking of flowers, of virginity, n. of

action from deflorare to DEFLOWER.] The action

of the verb DEFLOWER.
1. The action of deflowering a virgin.
i4ooMAUNDEV.(Roxb.)xxxi.i4il>eden'oraciounofmaydens.

1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 196 b/2 Tellyng to hir the place &
tyme of hir defloracion. 1536 BELLENDEN Cron. Scot. (182^1)
I. 199 He. .complanit hevily the defloration of his dochteris.

1763 CHESTERF. Lett. IV. ccclxxvL 198. 1803 Med. Jml.
IX. 71 Opinions generally entertained on the subject of

Defloration. 1883 Syd. Sac. Lex., Defloration, a term for

sexual connexion for the first time without violence, in

distinction from rape.

2. The culling or excerpting of the flowers or

finest parts of a book ;
a selection of choice pas-

sages.
1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls') VII. 271 pe whiche book pis

Robert defloured solempneliche, and took out pe beste, so

bat it semed pat bat defloracioun is now more worby ban al

pe grete volume. 1612 SELDEN in Draytoiis Poly-olb. To
Rdr. A iij, The common printed Chronicle, which is., but an

Epitome or Defloration made by Robert of Lorraine.
165(6

RAY in Lett. Lit. Men (Camden) 203 Your History, were it

reasonable for me to beg the defloration of it, would afford

the greatest ornaments to it. 1747 CARTE Hist. Eng. \.

Pref. 8 The Historia Britonum out ofwhich he says, he made
those deflorations. 1890 R. ELLIS in Herinathena XVI. 184
The deflorations or MSS. containing excerpts.

De'florator. rare, [agent-n. f. L. deflorare :

see prec.] One who excerpts the finest parts of a

book or author.

1647-8 G. LANCBAINE in A bp. Ussher's Lett. (1686) 524 This
i.s the same Robert, the deflorator of Marianus mentioned by
Malmesbury.

Deflore, deflour, obs. forms of DEFLOWER.
T" DeflOTVrish, v. 06s. In 5 de-, diffloryssh,

6 deflorisch. [ad. OF. de(s)flouriss-, lengthened
stem of de(s)flonrir, now ddfleurir, to DEFLOWER,
f. DE- I. 6 +florir,jfleurir to FLOURISH.]
1. trans. To deflower ; alsoyijy. to spoil, ravage.
1494 FABYAN Chron. vn. 304 Yfc he shuld . . also defloryssh

y" emperours doughter. Ibid. vn. 410 The sayd bysshop. .

had difnorysshed a mayden and doughter of the sayde sir

Gautier. 1538 LELAND Itin. V. 4 Montgomerike deflorisched

by Owen Glindour.

2. intr. To lose its flowers, to cease to flourish.

1656 TRAPP Comm. Pkilip. iv. 10 It had deflourished then
for a season, and withered, as an oak in winter.

t Deflou'rished ///. a.
, having lost its flowers.

1616 DRUMM. OF HAWTH. Sonn. xlix, Deflourisht mead,
where is your heavenly hue ?

tDeflow, v. Obs. rare- 1
,

[f.
DE- I. i +

FLOW, after L. defluere to flow down or away : see

DEFLUENCE, etc.] intr. To flow down.
1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. in. iv. 114 A collection of

some superfluous matter deflowing from the body.
Deflower (dfflau'>u), . Forms : 4-7 deflore,

defloure, 5-7 deflowre, 4-9 deflour, 6- deflower,

[a. OF. desflorer, desflourer (13th c. in Hatzf.),
later defflorer, defleurer (Cotgr.), mod.F. diflorer=
Pr. deflorar, Sp. desflorar, It. deflorare, repr. L.

deflorare to deprive of its flowers, to ravish, f.

DE- I. 6 + flos, flor-em flower. With this prob. is

blended OK. desflorir, -flourlr (I4th c.), in i6thc.

defflorir, mod.F. difleurir in same sense, and
intrans. The form is now assimilated \.oflower^\
1. trans. To deprive (a woman) of her virginity ;

to violate, ravish.

1382 WYCI.IF Eccliis.xx.. 2 The lust ofthe gelding deflourede
the ?unge womman. 1393 GOWER Coitf. II. 322 Which sigh
her suster pale and fade. .Of that she hadde be defloured.

1494 FABYAN Chron. vn. ccxxxviii. 278 The whiche.. he
deflowred of hyr vyrgynytie. 1559 W. CUNNINGHAM
Cosiiugr. Glasse 196 They have thys use that whan any
manne marieth, he must commit his wife to the priest to be
defloured. 1611 BIBLE Ecclus. xx. 4 As is the lust of an
Eunuch to defloure a virgine. 1775 ADAIR Amur. Ind. 164

140

The French Indians are said not to have deflowered any of

our young women they captivated.
2. fig. To violate, ravage, desecrate ; to rob of

its bloom, chief beauty, or excellence ;
to spoil.

1486 in Sitrtecs Misc. (1890) 56 This citie . . Was never

dcflorid be force ne violence, 1500-20 DUNBAR Poems Ixxu.

53 With blude and sweit was all deflorde His face. 1596
SPENSER Hymne Hon. Bcautie 39 That wondrous paterne
. . layd up in secret store . , that no man may it see With
sinfull eyes, for feare it to deffore. 1654 tr. MartinPs

Cong. China Aiv, I will not . . deflower that worth of its

greatest beauty. 1660 GAUDEN Antisacritegus 7 It would

never recover its beauty, .of late so much deflored. a 1716

SoimsStn*. I. i. (R.', Actual discovery (as it were) rifles

and deflowers the newness and freshness of the object.

1889 LOWELL Walton Lit. Ess. (1801) 60 [To] find a sanctuary
which telegraph or telephone had not deflowered.

f 3. To cull or excerpt from (a book, etc.) its

choice or most valuable parts. Obs.

1387 TREVISA Higcten (Rolls) I. 39 J?e whiche book Robert
-

they
could easily extract.

4. To deprive or strip of flowers.

^1630 DRUMM. OF HAWTH. Poems 173 The freezing winds
our gardens do defloure. 1648 W. MOUNTAGUE Devout Ess.

i. xix. 6(R.), An earthquake, .rending the cedars, deflower-

ing the gardens. 1800 CAMPBELL Ode to Winter^ 27 De-

flow'ring nature's grassy robe. 1820 KEATS Lamia 11. 216

Garlands . . From vales defiower'd, or forest trees branch-rent.

Deflowered (<Uflaiv>ud), ///. a. [-ED.] De-

prived of virginity, violated
;
robbed of beauty or

bloom ; marred, disfigured.
1509 HAWES Past, Pleas. xi. xvi, Of Cerebus the deflowred

pycture . . Lyke an horrible gyaunt fyrce and wonderly.

1603 SHAKS. Mea$,for M. iv. iv. 2J.A deflowred maid. 1647
COWLEY Mistress t Agst. Ho/>e ii, The Joys which we entire

should wed, Come deflpwr'd Virgins to our bed. 1887 T.
HARDY Woodlanders in, She would not turn again to the

little looking-glass . . knowing what a deflowered visage
would look back at her.

Deflowerer (<UBoomi). [-EB.] One who
deflowers.

1536 BELLENDEN Cron, Scot. (1821) II. 53 Hir freindis..

commandit hir to schaw the denorar of hir chastite. 1645
MILTON Tetrach. (1851) 189 The punishment of a deflowrer,
and a defamer. a 1677 BARROW Wks. (1687) I. xviii. 256
A defiowrer and defiler of his reputation. 1713 Guardian
No. 123 These deflourers of innocence/ 1824-9 LANDOR Imag.
Cotw.Wks. (1846) 1 1. 7 Our Italywould rise up in arms against
the despoiler and deflowerer.

Deflowering (d/flaue'rirj), vbl. sb. [-ING
1
.]

The action of the verb DEFLOWER ; violation.

C 1400 MAUNDEV. (1839) xxviii. 286 Of old tyme, men
hadden ben dede for deflourynge of Maydenes. 1561 T.
NORTON Calvin s Inst. iv. 138 b, Y rauishment and
deflouring of his daughter. 1609 ROWLANDS Knaite of
Clubbes 8 Villain . . Before the Lord yuu die, For this de-

flowring of my wife. 1673 Ladyfs Call. II. x p 7. 59 Every
indecent curiosity, .is a deflowring of the mind.

Deflowering, ///. a. That deflowers.

1642 MILTON Afol. Sweet. (1851) 273 If unchastity_ in

a woman, .be such a scandall and dishonour, then certainly
in a man . . it must, though commonly not so thought, be much
more deflouring and dishonourable.

Defluction, bad form of DEFLUXION.
Defluenee (de'flwens). rare. [f. L. type *de-

fluentia, 1. defluent-em y pr. pple. of defluere^ f. DE-
I. i +flu%re to flow.] A flowing down or away.
1681-6 J. SCOTT Chr. Life (1747) III. 281 They suffer

a continual Defluence of old, and Access of new Parts.

1803 Methodist Mag. XXVI. 36 There is a continual
defluence and access of parts.

t De'fluency. Obs. rare. [f. as prec. -t- rffltOT.]

The quality of flowing; fluidity.

1665 BOYLE Hist. Cold xxi. 630 The cold having taken

away the defluency of the oyl.

Defluent (de'flwent) a. and sb. rare. [ad. L. de-

flttent-em^ pr. pple. of deflu-2re to flow down.]
A. adj. Flowing down, decurrent. B. sb. That
which flows down (from a main body).
1652 GAULE Magastrom. 87 Planets, in respect of motion,

positure, aspect ; sc. combust, peregrine . . applicate, de-

fluent. 1890 Atkenxum 20 Dec. 845/3 This ice . . breaking
offinto icebergs when its defluents reach the sea in the fjords
which intersect Greenland. Ibid. 846/1 The defluents of the

inland ice.

t Defluous (de'fl9s), a. Obs. rare. [f.
L. de-

flu-us (f. stem of deflu~ere to flow down) + -ous.]

Flowing down ; also, falling off, shedding.
1727 BAILEY vol. II, Defluous^ flowing down, falling,

shedding. 1822 T. TAYLOR Apttleius xi. 261 Her most
copious and long hairs, .were softly defluous.

tDeflux (.drflzfcs), sb. Obs. [ad. L. deflux-tts
a flowing down, a running off, f. ppl. stem of de-

fltiere : see above.]
1. A flowing or running down

;
defluxion.

1399 H. BUTTES Dyefs Dry Din. Aa iij b, Head o'reflowne
with brinie deluge of defluxes hot. 1626 BACON Sylva
(1677) | 677 The Deflux of Humors. 1636 FEATLY Clavis

Myst. xxviii. 365 A great defluxe of penitent teares. 1710
T. FULLER Pharnt. Extemp. 172 A Frontal with Mastic ..

hinders the deflux of Humours.
2. transf. A falling off or shedding, rare.
1682 NORRIS Hierocles 130 Having suffered a deflux of her

wings.
3. concr. An effluence, emanation ; DEFLUXION
3b. rare.

1603 HOLLAND Plutarclis Mor, 1336 But say there should

happly be some deflux or effluence that passeth from one

DEFORCE.
world to another. x682CRKECH Liicrt'tius (1683) Notes 3 The
constant deflux of divine Images which strike the Mind,

tDefltrx, v. Obs. rare. [f. L. deflux-, ppl.

slem of dfflufre.} intr. a. To flow down. b.

To fall off in influence. Hence Deflu'xed///. a.

1647 NEEDHAM Levellers Levelled 9 If wee observe the

middle time of this Eclipse or full Moone. . shee defluxeth

from the opposition of the Sunne, to the Conjunction _of
Saturne. 1657 TOMLINSON Renon's Disp. 520 It cohibits

all fluxions, and cocts the defluxed humours.

Defluxion (dfflzrkfan). Also 7-9 defluction.

[a. F. defluxion (i6th c., Calvin, Pare
,
or ad. L.

defluxion-em, n. of action from L. defluere to flow

down, also, to fall off (as hair).]

1 1. A flowing or running down. Obs.

1549 Compl. Scot. Prol. 14 The defluxione of blude bed

payntit ande cullourt all the feildis. 1616 HAYWARD Sanct.

Tronb. Soul I. ii. (1620) 38 The emptying of an Houre-glasse

consisteth, not onely in the falling of the last graine of sand,
but in the whole defluxion thereof from the beginning. 1677
HALE Prim. Orig. Man. iv. viii. 370 By the defluxion

of Waters. 1832 Blackw. Mag. XXXII. 644 It would be

a needless defluxion of time to relate what took place.

f b. A falling off (of hair). Obs. rare.

1658 ROWLAND Moufefs Theat. Ins. 045 They cure . . de-

fluxion of hair,and the thinnesse thereofhowever contracted.

2. Path. a. A supposed flow of ' humours '

to a

particular part of the body, in certain diseases, b.

The flow or discharge accompanying a cold or

inflammation ;
a running at the nose or eyes ;

catarrh. Now rare, Obs., or dial.

1576 LYTE Dodoens v. xx. 576 [It] stoppeth all defluxions

and falling downe of humours. 1586 SIR A. PATJLET in Ellis

Orig. Lett. I. III. No.
2_20. 7 Whome we found in her bed

troubled, .with a defluxion which was fallen into the syde
of her neck. 1636 BACON Syh'a(ifj$\} n So doth Cold like-

wise cause Rheumes, and Defluxions from the Head. ^1666
Lond. Gaz. No. 6^2 Monsieur Colbert is fallen very ill of

a defluction upon his throat. 1744 FRANKLIN Pennsylv. Fire-

PlacesWks. (1887)!. 496Women. .get colds, .and deductions,
which fall into their jaws and gums. 1781 GIBBON Decl. ft

F. II. xli. 517 A defluxion had fallen on his eyes. 1842
ABDY Water Cure (1843) 221 A scorbutic ulcer in the leg. .

attended with a great defluction on the part. 1860 MOTLEY
Netherl. (1868) I. vii. 455 Owing to a bad cold with

a defluxion in the eyes, she was unable at once to read.

)
3. concr. Something that flows or runs down.

1615 CROOKE Body ofMan 277 The Nature of Seede no

man that I know hath yet essentially denned . . Plato

[calleth it] The defluxion of the spinall marrow. 1633
T. ADAMS Exp. 2 Pet. iii. 18 (1865) 884 We know, .that he

can. .pour down putrid defluxions from above.

fb. fig. An effluence, emanation, [tr. Gr. airop-

porj.~\ Obs.

1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mar. 1307 The defluxion of

Osiris, and the very apparent image of him. 1678 CUD-
WORTH Intell. Syst. 15 According to Empedocles, Vision

and other Sensations were made by airoppoai trxTfln&riav, the

Defluxions of Figures, or Effluvia of Atoms.

I DeflU'xive, a. Obs. [f.
L. deflux-, ppl.

stem (DEFLUX v.) + -IVE.] That is characterized

by flowing down. Hence Deflrrxively adv.

1655-60 STANLEY Hist. Philos. III. II. 133 Aliment, distri-

buted by the veines through the whole frame defluxively.

Defoedation : see DEFEDATION.

fDeforl, w-1 Obs. Also 7 deffoile, diff-.

[ad. F. de'feuille-r, in 1 3th c. des-, deffueiller, f.

des-, dt- (DE- I. 6) + feuille leaf. Cf. med.L. de-

folidre.'] trans. To strip of leaves ;
= DEFOLIATE v.

1601 HOLLAND Pliny xvn. xxii, In disburgening and

defoiling a vine. Ibid., How much thereof must be

diffoiled. Hid., It is not the manner to disburgen or deffoile

altogether such trees.

Defoil, v? To trample down, crush, oppress,

violate, defile : see DEFOUL .

Defoil sb., var. form of DEFOUL sb.

Defoliate (dffou-li/t), a. rare.-" [ad. med.L.

defolidt-us : see next]
'

Having cast, or being

deprived of, its leaves' (Syd. Sac. Lex. 1883).

Defoliate (dtfo-lie't), v. [f. med.L. defoliare,

f. DE- I. 6 +folium leaf. Cf. DEFOIL.] trans. To

strip of leaves
; alsoyff.

1793 W. ROBERTS Looker-on (1794) II. No. 48. 213 To
contemplate the decay of a great and ornamented mind . . to

see it defoliated and withered. 1816 KIRBY & Sp. Entomol.

(1843) I. 173 One of these caterpillars, .is often so numerous

as to defoliate the apple trees by the road sides for miles.

1882 Proc. Bervi. Nat. Club IX. 435 Arbutus .Unedo was

not only defoliated, but the stems, .have been split.

Hence Defo'liator, that which defoliates; an

insect that strips trees of their leaves.

Defoliation (dfl*Hfl'f)- [ad. L. type *de-

foliation-em, n. of action f. defoliare : see prec.

So in mod.Fr.] Loss or shedding of leaves.

1659 H. L'EsTRANGE Alliance Dili. Off. 222 At the time

of the defoliation, or fall of the leaf. 1791 E. DARWIN Bot.

Card. It. 18 note, The defoliation of deciduous trees is

announced by the flowering of the Colchicum. 1866 Treas.

Bot Defoliation, the casting off of leaves. 1884 Nature

9 Oct. 558 '2 The observation of the first flowering and

fruiting of plants, the foliation and defoliation of trees.

Deforce (drto^us), v. Also 5-6 deforse. [a.

AF. deforcer (nth c.)
= OF. deforcier (des-, def-},

f. des-, de- (DE- I. 6) forder,forcer to FORCE (or

from the Romanic forms of these "I : in med.L. dtf- t

deforciare (Du Cange). Cf. EFFOHOE, ENFORCE.]
1. Law. (trans.} To keep (something) by force



DEFORCE.

or violence (from the person who has a right to

it) ; to withhold wrongfully.
[199* HKITTON i. xix. $8 Nos eschetes deflbrce/ (transl*

Escheat* deforced from us*. Ibid. in. xxi. $ i Tiel <|t la. .

rente deforce tient (tr. who holds the rent deforced).]
< 1470 HARDING Chron. Ixxx. i, Arthure. .emperpur of Rome
liy title of right, [Whichc deforcl] by Lucius Komain,
Pretendyng hym for euti>crour of might. 1609 SKKNK Keg.
Maj, 38 Command H. that. .he. .restore to M.. .her reason-
abill dowrie. . . And inquire him, for quhat cause he deforces
and deteins the ^ainitie fra her. 1765 Lontt. Chron. 33 Nov.
500 The cutter U said to have deforced Capt. Duncan's
boat.. off the island of May. 186$ NICHOLS liritton II. 6
It sometimes happens, .that he who has no right deforces
the wardship from him who has a better right [deforce la
<trde a ctlt qi major ffreit atf\.

t b. gen. To take or keep away by force. Obs.

1430 LVDG. Chron. Troy u. xiv. For you my wyfe, for you
myne owne Hclcine, That be deforced fro me, welaway.
1494 KABYAN Chron. I. 315 (R.) This Lowys. .maryed the

doughter of Guy. .the which after, for nerynesse of kynnc,
was deforced from the sayd Lowys.
2. To eject (a person) by forcefrom his property;

to keep (him) forcibly out of the possession of\ to

deprive wrongfully.
1531 Dial, on Laws Eng. it. xxv, (1638) 109 Where

a Parson of a Church is wrongfully deforced of his Dismes.

1540 Act 39 Hen. K///, c. 7 J 7 Person ties .. dysseaaed,
deforsed, wronged, or otherwise . . put from their lawful!
inheritance. 1586 FERNE Lactes Nooilitie 35 Stephen was
a wrongful! possessourof theCrowne, for he deforced Mawd
. -of her right. 1601 FULBECKE znttPt. ParatL 57 A Nuftr
obijt ought to be brought by that Coparcener, who is de-
forced from the tenements, against all the other Coparceners
which do deforce her. 1741 T. ROBINSON Gttvelkittd\\. 105
[ He] enters on the whole Land on the Death of the Ancestor
and deforces the other. 1865 NICHOLS liritton II. 357 Peter

wrongfully deforces her of the third part of so much land.

8. Se. Law. To prevent by force (an officer of
the law) from executing his official duty.

141

1 3. One who commits a rape : see DEFORCE 4.
'533 BELLENDEN 1.

ivy
i. (i8) 101 r.if me youre handis

ami faith that the aduUerarc and deforsare of me [LucretiaJ
vail nocht leif unpunist.

Deforciant '<)/T5-JsianO. Law. Also 7 de-
forceant. [a. AK. dc/orttant, pr. pple. of de-

forcer. Cf. med. (Anglo;L. deforcians] A jierson
who deforces another or keeps him wrongfully ont

of possession of nn estate.

[1991 BKITTON in. xv. f 3 Si le deforceaunt ne puse averrer

I 75 In case the ofliciar . . beis violently deforced and stopped
in execution of his office. 1600 SKENK Reg. Maj. Table 75
He quha deforces the kings omciars, and stops the taking
of poynd*. 1816 SCOTT Antiq. xlii, If you interrupt me in

my duly, I will . . declare myself deforced. 1885 Manch.
Exam. 18 Mar.

^/; Crofters charged with deforcing a
sheriff's officer while attempting to serve summonses for

arrears of rent.

t 4. To commit rape upon, to force. Sc. Ots.

i58 LVNUESAY Drtme 1098 Tak tent, how prydful Tar-

quyne tynt his croun, For the deforsyng of Lucres, 1556
BKLLENDEN Croii. Scot. (1821) I. 173 Mogallus . . deforsit

virginis and malronis.

tDefOTCe, st. Sc. 06s. [f. thevb.] -DE-
FllIiCEMENT.

1479 Act. Dam. CMC. 33 (Jam.) Tliat Johnc Lindissay ..

sail restore to James lord Hammtttoune . . a kow of a deforce,
a salt inert, a mask fat. Ibid. 38 That he has made na
deforss.

Deforcement (drtousment). Law.
[a.

AF.
and OF. deforcement (lath c.\ f. deforce? ;

in med.
L. (Scotch Stat.) deforciamentum : see prec. and

-MENT.]
1. 'The holding of any lands or tenements to

which another person has a right
'

(Wharton, Law
ZJT.) ;

the action of forcibly keeping a person out

of possession of anything.
1609 SKENE R eg. Maj. cxxxv. 137 Gif any man complaines

. . that he is vnjustlie deforced be sic ane man, of sic lands,
or sic ane tenement, .the maker of the deforcement sail be
summoned incontinent. 1768 BLACKSTONE Caintn. III. 173
The fifth and last species of injuries by ouster or privation of
the freehold . . is that by deforcement. Ibid. 174 Another

species of deforcement is, where two persons have the same
title to land, and one of them enters and keeps possession
against the other.

2. Sc. Law. The forcible preventing of an officer

of the law from execution of his office; such obstruc-

tion or resistance as is construed to amount to this.

1581 Sc. Acts Jos. V! (1597) ii7_
In all actiones of de-

forcementes, and breaking of arreistmentes. 1609 SKENE
Rtf. Maj. 3 Ane deforcement done to the kings officiar.

1708 J. CHAMBERLAYNE St. Gt. Brit. u. in. x. (1743) 434
'I he resisting him [the messenger at arms] is a crime in the
law of Scotland, called deforcement, a 1805 A. CARLYLE
Antobiog. 33 note. The thieves were collecting, .in order to

come to Dumfries on the day of the execution, and make
a deforcement as they were conducting Jock to the gall '.' ..

1884 .V. Rrit. Daily Mail 5 Aug. 4/3 Two aged women,
tried at Stornoway for deforcement of a sheriff officer.

Deforcer (d/lojusaa). Also 6-9 deforoeor,
6 Sc. -forsore, 7 -forsour. [a. AF. deforceour,

-ear, f. deforcer to DEFOHCE.]
1. Law. One who wrongfully ejects or keeps

another out of possession ;
= DEFORCIANT.

1618 COKE On Litt. 531 b, The Deforceor holdeth it so

fast, as the right owner is driuen to his reall Pnecipe. 1641
Terrttes de la Ley, Deforceor is hee that overcommeth and
casteth out with force, and he difTereth from a disscisor,

first in this, that a man may disseise another without force

. . then because a man may deforce another that never was
in possession. 1656 BLOUNT Glouogr., Deforsour. 1700
TYRRELL Hist. Eng. II. 1106 The Deforceors withal to be

amerced. i86j NICHOLS Britton II. 35 Let the deforceor
be punished according to the tenor of our statutes.

2. Sc. Law. One who deforces an officer of the

law ; see DEFORCE 3.

1587 Sc. Acts jfas. y/ (1597) 84 All deforcers of Offi-

tiares, in execution of their Office. 1609 SKENE Keg. Maj.
i Gif the deforcer is convict., of the said deforcement.

SIR H. FINCH Law < 1636; 379 A fine is the acknowledg.
ing of an hereditament . . to be his right that doth com*
plaine. He that complaineth is called plaintifc, and the
other deforceant. 1767 BLACKSTONE Comm. 11. 350 An
acknowlegement from the deforciants lor those who keep
the other out of possession). 1768 Ibid. III. 174 In levying
a fine of lands, the person, against whom the fictitious

action is brought upon a supposed breach of covenant, U
called the deforciaxt. 1885 L. O. PIKE YearJks. 13-13
Ed-ui, III Introd. 60 Actions . . in which the deforciant could
not know the nature of the claim ffr verba brtvis.

t Deforcia'tion. Obs. [ad. med.L. deforcia-
tion-em (Leg. Quat. Burg^}, disforciation-em (Leg.

JVonnann.), n. of action f. de-, disforeiare to DK-
FOKCE.1 -DEFORCEMENT.
(1695 KEMNETT Farock. Antiq. II. Clou., De/orrialw.

a distraint or seizure of goods for satisfaction of a lawful
debt. Hence in Law Dictionaries, and under the anglicized
form in BAILEY 1731 and modern Diets. But the explana-
tion is incorrect, the meaning in Kennett's Latin quot.
being

* what U taken or held by force '.]

1864 WEBSTER, De/orciatio* (Law\ a withholding by
force or fraud from rightful possession ; deforcement.

t Deforcia'tor. Oh. [a. med.L. deforciator

(Du Cange), agent-n. from deforciarc to DEFORCE.]
-DEFORCES i.

1549 Act 3-4 Edtu. VI, c. 3 i i Their Ingress and Egress
were, .letted by the same Deforciators.

Deforest (d/f^rest), v. [f. DK- II. 2 + FOBEST :

cf. the synonyms DEAFFOREST, DISAFFOREST, DIS-

FOREST, OF. desforester, deforester, med.L. deaf-

forestare, disa/orcstart ; see DE- I. 6.]
L Lam. To reduce from the legal position of forest

to that of ordinary land ; to make no longer a forest ;

= DISAFFOREST i, DISFOREST i.

1538 LELAND///M. IV. 115 John Harman..B. of Excester
. . obteyncd License to deforest the Chase there. 1759 B.

MARTIN Nat. Hist. Eng. II. 105 One entire Forest, till

deforested by the Kings.
2. gen. To clear or strip of forests or trees.

1880 [see DEFORESTING). 1887 Scribnei>s. Mar. II. 450
The region should be furest-clad ; or even if now deforested,

[etc.]. 1891 BRET HARTE I-irst Fam. Tasajara x, [He]
deforested the canon.

Hence Defo'rectod ///. a.
; DefoTetrting vlil. sl>.

and///, a.; also Dforet-tion ;
Defo Tester.

1538 LELANO Him. VII. lot At the Deforestinge of the old
Foreste of Kyngeswood. 1880 Scrifaer's Mag. Feb. ^02
Most speculating deforesters go to the bad

pecuniarily.
1880 Standard ip Dec., By the deforesting of plains he has
turned once fertile fields into arid deserts. 1884 Chicago
Advance 25 Dec. 853 The native newspapers fear the de-

forestation of Japan. 1887 Scribncrs Mag. I. 568 The
deforested surface.

DefoTm, sb. noncc-wd. [f.
DEFORM v.] The

action of deforming, deformation : opp. to reform.
1831 Prater's Mag. IV. a He.. permitted the actual de-

form of his windows sooner than testify any sort of sym-
pathy with the sham reform of parliament.

Deform (d/ipMtn), a. arch. Forms: 4-6 de-

fourme, 6-7 deforme, 7- deform, [a. obs. F.

deforme (1604 in Godef.) = mod.F. difforme, or ad.

L. deform-is (in med.L. also difformit) deformed,

misshapen, ugly, disgraceful, f. DE- I. 6 +forma
shape. Cf. also DIFFOKM.] Deformed, misshapen,

shapeless,
distorted ; ugly, hideous.

1381 WYCLIP Gtit. xlL 19 Other seven oxen . . defourme
and leene. 1508 FISHER tt'ks. (1876) 98 With many ..

spottes of synne we haue . . made it defourme in the syght
of god. 1391 SYLVESTER Du Bartas I. i. 11641) 3/3 A con*

fusid heap, a Chaos most deform. 1667 Mn TON /*. L. xi.

404 Sight so deform what heart of rock could long Drie-

eyd behold? 41714 NORTH Ejcamen l. iii. r 16. 133 The
monstrous and deform Tales of Gates. 1871 BROWNING
I ifine xliii. Every face, no matter how deform.

Deform (d/T^jm), r.i Also 5-7 dif-, 5 dyf-.

[a. OF. deformer, also desfomicr, defformer, and

(i 5th c.) aiformer, mod.F. deformer. The first is

ad. L. deformarc, (. DE- I. 6 + forma shape ; the

second represents the Rom. var. disformarc, nd the

last its med.L.
repr. difformare. Thence the Eng.

variants in de-, dtf-. Cf. also Pr. deformar. It. de-

formare, Sp. desformar.]
1. trans. To mar the appearance, beauty, or

excellence of ; to make ngly or unsightly ; to dig.

figure, deface, a. lit.

< 1450 [see DEFORMED i]. 1509 BARCLAY .V/y/ of Folys
(1570) 8 Thus by this deuising such counterfaited thinges.

They diffourme that figure that God himselfe hath made.

53 RASTELL Bk. Purgat. ProL, Some spot..wherby he is

somwhat deformed, a 16*7 HAYWARD Edtv. VI (1630) 16

He . . wasted Tinedale and the marches, and deformed the

country with mine and spoilc. 1634 SIR T. HERBERT Tr.tr.

(1638) 80 Never did peon wretch shed more teares .. de-

forming her sweet face. 170* ROWE Tamerlatu v. i. 9013

DEFORMATION.
Todeform thy gentle Hrow with Frowns. 1858 HAWTHOKNE
Ar. * It. JrmlM.n - square., had mean little

Ms, deforming ii> ample space. 1861 GEN. P. THOMPSON
Audi Alt. 1 1 1 . clx xv. 208 The blackest pirate that c ver de-
fanned his face with beard.

* fig.
1533 BELLEHDEN /./>/ in. (1821) 308 This honest victori*

..wesdeformit be ane schamefull iugemenl gevin be Ro-
mane pepil. 1796 C. LUCAS Esi. It alert 1. I led., It is a
vice that deforms human nature. 1855 MACAULAV f/nl
Emg. IV. 535 The earlier part of his discourse was deformed
by pedantic divisions and subdivisions.

1 0. To put out of proper form, disarrange. Ots.
i7$ POPE Odyu. xiv. tyi The fair ranks of bull* to

deform. 1783 Hist. Europe in Ann. Ret. 66/1 Breaking
the British line, and totally deforming their order of battle.

i d. intr. To become deformed or disfigured ;

to lose its beauty. Obs. rare.

1760 BEATTIE Ode to Hofe u. iii. To-morrow the gay scene
deforms 1

2. trans. To mar the form or shape of; to mis-

shape. See also DEFORMED.
c 1400, 1483 (see DEPOUIED ). ijoo-tn DUNBAR Poems

Ixxxiv. 19 A cnppill, or a creatour Deformit as ane oule be
dame Natour. 15919 SHAKS. Com. Err. L U. loo Darke
working Sorcerers that change the mind : Soule-killing
Witches, that deforme the bodie. 1594 Kick, lit, I. L 20
Cheated of Feature by dissembling Nature, Deform'd, vn-
finish'd. 1703 MOXON Meek. Exerc. 04 Keep the Bill

straight to the hole you pierce, lest you deform the hole.

8. To alter the form of; in Physies, to change
the normal shape of, put out of shape: cf. DE-
FORMATION 3.

1708 Eng. Tkeofkrast. 116 Nothing so deforms certain

Courtiers, as the Presence of the Prince ; it so alters their

Air and debases their Looks that a Man can scarce know
them. 1878 GLADSTONE Homeric Synckr. 222 This com.

pletely alters and deforms the idea of the earth as a plane
surface. 1883 -V,i/>r XXVII. 405 The hard steel. .breaks

up or deforms the projectiles.

II 4. Obs. var. of DIFTORM v.

t Deform, f .* Obs. rare. In 4 defourme,
defforrae. [ad. L. deformare to form, fashion,

describe, f. DE- I. I, 3 + formart to FORM.] traits.

To form, fashion, delineate.

138* WYCLIP 2 Cor. iii. 7 The mynistracioun of deeth de-

fibrmycl [v.r. defourmyde, V'ulg. df/oritititn] by lettris [1388
write bi iettris] in stoones.

Deformable (d/f^-jmib'l),
a. [f. DEFORM v.

or a. (or their L. originals) + -ABLE. Cf. CON-

FORMABLE.]
1 1. Affected with, or of the nature of, a deformity ;

deformed ; ngly. Obs.
c 1450 Mirour Satuadoim 4296 Thaire bodyes than slialle

be more defourmable. 1576 BAK ER "Jewell'ofHealth 99 The

hyghe rednesse of the face being deformaDta 1677 GALE
Crt. Gentiles iv. 17 Splendor and Brightnesse is essential to

Beautie . . Shadows and Darknesses are deformed, and render

althings deformable.

2. Capable of being deformed or put out of shape.
Hence Deformbi Uty.
Deformalize: see DE- II. i.

t Deformate, a. Obs. rare. [ad. L. deformol-

us, pa. pple. of drformare.'] Deformed, disfigured.
c 14^0 HENRYSON L'cntfl. CreseicU (R.), Whan she sawe

her visage so deformate.

Deformation '<Mffimfl-fm' . Also 5 dlff-, 6

dyff-. [ad. L. deformation-em (in med.L. also

dif-}, n. of action from L. deformare to DEFORM.
Cf. F. deformation (1 4th c. in llauf., and in

Cotgr. ; admitted into Diet. Acad. 1835.]
1. The action (or result) of deforming or marring

the form or beauty of; disfigurement, defacement.
c 1440 LVDG. Secrtes 500 Diflormacyons of Circes and

meede. 16*3 COCKERAM, Deformation, a spoiling. 1633
Bp. HALL Hard Texts 86 If

fay
these means of deformation

thy heart shall be set off from her. 1650 BILWER Anthro-

Cornet. 96 Which deformation is so pleasing to their Eyes
that men . . are commonly seen with their Earn to arrayed.
1734 WATTS Relig. Jttv. (1789) 85 Could you . . recover them
from the deformations and disgraces of time. 1877 J. D.
CHAMBERS Drv. H'orskip 13 The deformations perpetrated
by Wyatt [in a building).

2, Alteration of form for the worse ; esf., in con-

troversial use, the opposite of reformation.

1546 BALE Eng. Votaries u. (1550) 48 b, Johan Capgrauc
wnteth y a great reformacypn (a dyflbrmacyon he shulile

hau
CM
vert their silver haires into go.
mation or rather deformation (etc. I a 1638 M P.HE Disc, xlii

Wks. ( 1677) 236 These are the Serpents first-born . . begotten
. . by spiritual deformation, as they are Devils. 1651 N.
BACON Disc. Cart. Erne. it. xxxv. (1759) i;9

The great work
of Reformation, or rather Deformation in the Worship of

God. 1774 A. GIB Present Tntk II. 246 The grievous de-

formation which has been taking place in the Church state.

1831 WHATELY in Life (\Wb\\. 153 A most extensive ecclesi-

astical reformation (or deformation, u it may turn oat).

1891 W. LOCKHART Ckasxole ^ Before the Protestant De-
formation of religion in the sixteenth century.

b. An altered form of a word in which its proper
form is for some purpose perverted :

e. g. the various deformations of the word God, as 'tJ, cfd,

dad, cot, ctck, cirf, etc., formerly so common in asseveration",

etc., to avoid overt profanity of language, and the breach

of the Third Commandment, or of statutes such as that of

3 James I, c. 21
' For the preventing and avoiding of the

great abuse of the holy name of God in stage-plays, inter-

ludes' [etc.).
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3. Physics. Alteration of form or shape ; relative

displacement of the parts of a body or surface

without breach of continuity ; an altered form of.

1846 CAVLEY Wks. I. 234 Two skew surfaces are said to be
deformations of each other, when for corresponding generat-
ing lines the torsion is always the same. 1857 WHEWELL
Hist. Induct. Sc. III. 54 The isogonal curves maybe looked
upon as deformations of the curve. 1869 PHIPSON tr. Guille-
min's TJte Sun (1870) 81 The deformation of the solar disc

by refraction. 1893 FORSVTH Functions ofa Complex Vari-
<d>le 333 In the continuous Deformation of a surface there

may be stretching and there may be bending ; but there
must be no joining.

Deformative (d/Tjr.imativ), a. nonce-wd. [f.

L. deformat-, ppl. stem + -JVE.] Having the pro-
perty of deforming or altering for the worse.
1641 Prelat. Efisc. 10 Whither their courts be reformative

or deformative.

Deformed (d/f^-jmd), ppl. a. Also 5 dyf-
fourmed, diffbrmed. [f. DEFOEM v. + -ED 1.]

fl. Marred in appearance ; disfigured, defaced.
r 1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 4115 His face was deformed

and bolnyd. 1535 COVERDALE Isa. lii. 13 Y multitude shal
wondre vpon him, because his face shalbe so deformed & not
as a mans face. 1553 EDEN Treat. Neive hid. (Arb.) 23 Theyr
women are deformed by reason of theyr greate eyes, greate
mouthes and greate nosethrilles. 1631 WEEVER Anc. Fun.
Mon. 791 Beholding the deformed ruines, he could hardly
refraine from teares. 163* LITHCOW Trav. vi. 253 In all this

deformed Countrey, wee saw neyther house, nor Village.

2. Marred in shape, misshapen, distorted; un-

shapely, of an ill form. Now chiefly of persons :

Misshapen in body or limbs.

1400 MAUNDEV. 11839) v - 47 A monster is a bing difformed
asen kynde. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 427/2 The most dys-
fourmed and most myserable he sat nyghe hym. 1574 tr.

Littleton's Tenures 24 a, One that hath but one foote, or
one hande, or is deformed, c 1600 SHAKS. Sonn. cxiii,
The most sweet fauor, or deformedst creature. 1665 SIR
T. HERBERT Trav. (1677) 338 Many deformed Pagotha's are
here worshipped. 1675 TRAHERNE Chr. Ethics vi. 69 Lions
have an inclination to their grim mistresses, and deformed
bears a natural affection to their whelps. 175* JOHNSON
Rambler No. 196 p 7 Of his children, some may be de-

formed, and others vicious. 1869 W. P. MACKAV Grace
fl Tnit/i(i8j$) 247 A poor deformed fellow.

1 3. Of irregular form ; shapeless, formless. 05s.
1555 EDEN Decades 200 Branches full of large and de-

formed leaves. 1567 Satir. Poems Reform, iii. 7 Ane King
at euin . . At morne bot ane deformit lumpe of clay. 1655-60
STANLEY Hist. Philos. (1701) 186/1 Which . . he from a de-
formed confusion reduced to beautiful order. 1677 HALE
Prim. Orig. Man. iv. ii. 297 The great Moles Chaotica . . in
its first deformed exhibition of its appearance . . had the

shape of Water.
4. Jig. Perverted, distorted

; morally ugly, offen-

sive, or hateful.

1555 EDEN Decades To Rdr. (Arb.) 53 The monstrous and
deformed myndes of the people mysshapened with phantasti-
cal opinions. 1604 MARSTON Malcontent iv. iii, Sure thou
would'st make an excellent elder in a deformed Church.
i68 PRYNNE Love-lockes 49 What a deformed thing is it for
a man to doe any womanish thing ! 1667 MILTON P. L. vi.

387 Deformed rout Enter'd, and foul disorder. 1860 PUSEY
Mitt. Profh. 182 Deformed as is all oppression, yet to op-
press the poor, has an unnatural hideousness of its own.

Deformedly (d/Tfjmedli, dffpumdli), adv.
Now rare.

[f. prec. + -LY 2
.]

In a deformed or

disfigured manner ; misshapenly, ill-favouredly.
1593 NASHE Christ's T. (1613) 21 You . . cast them to the

Foules of the ayre, to bee deformedly torne in peeces. 16x1
SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. viii. (1632) 588 His fingers de-

formedly growing together. 1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav.
(1638) 349 A speckled Toad-fish . . not unlike a Tench, but. .

more, .deformedly painted. 1667 H. MORE Div. Dial. v. v.

(1713) 411 He that keeps not to the right cloathing will be
found most deformedly naked. 1685 Paral'ip. Prophet. n\*.

ig more de-

f b. Jig. With moral deformity. Obs.
1610 HEALEY St. A ug. Citie of God 858 Errin,

formedly . . against the expresse word of God.

t Defo'rmedness. Obs. rare. [-NESS.] The
quality of being deformed ; deformity, ugliness.
1588 W. AVERELL Comb. Contrarieties B ij b, Howe doth

your gluttonie chaunge Natures comlines into foule de-
formednes?

Deformer (d/fpumai). f f. DEFORM v^ + -EK 1.]
One who or that which deforms; in controversial

use, the opposite of reformer.
1561 WiN5ET Cert. Tractates iii. Wks. 1888 I. 26 The prin-

cipall deformare of his allegeit reformatioun. igga NASHE
P. Penilesse K, A mightie deformer of men's manners and
features is this vnnecessarie vice [drunkenness). 1639 T.
GOODWIN On Revelation Wks. II. n. 129 (R.) To reduce
our worship, etc. now into the pattern of the first four or
five hundred years (which is the plausible pretence of our
new deformers) is to bring Popery again in. 1689 T. PLUN-
KET Char. Gd. Commander 54 Deformers, not Reformers,
still excite Informers, Non-conformers, to indite. 1883
Atlantic Monthly XLIX. 336 These literary deformers.

t Defo-rmidable, a. Obs. rare -'. [? A mix-
ture of deformable and formidable] Tending to

deformation.

1631 WEEVER Anc. Fun. Mon. Ep. to Rdr. I Their brasen
Inscriptions eraztd, torne away, and pilfered, by which in-

humane, defonnidable act, the honourable memory of many
. .persons deceased, is extinguished.

Deforming (d/f^jmin), v6l. sb. [-INU !.] The
action of the verb DEFORM, q.v.
1552 Hfi.oET, Deformynge, vitiatio.

Defo'rming, ///. a. [-IJJG -.] That deforms :

see the verb.

1870 Daily News 19 Dec., Incongruity is a deforming fea-

ture. 1892 LD. KELVIN in Pall Matt G. i Dec. 6/3 He
had now. .a. .demonstration of elastic yielding in the earth
as a whole, under the influence of a deforming force.

Deformity (dtfjp-jmiti). Also 5 dif-, 5-6
dyff-. [a. OK. deformite. (defformeteit, dejformitt,

desformitt}, ad. L. dcformitds, f. deformis : see

DEFORM a. and -ITY. In mod. F. difformite.]
1. The quality or condition of being marred or

disfigured in appearance ; disfigurement ; unsight-
liness, ugliness.
c 1450 Cri. of Love clxvii, For other have their ful shape

and beaute, And we . . ben in deformite. 1483 CAXTON
Gold. Leg. 431/1 Wythout abhomynacion of dyfformyte ne
of ordure or fylthe. 1514 BARCLAY Cytt fy Uplondyshnt.
(Percy Soc.) 25 No fautes with Moryans is blacke dy-
fformyte, Because all the sorte lyke of theyr favour be. 1530
RASTELL Bk. Pnrgat. in. viii. 2 [The linen cloths] had no
such spottes or tokens of deformyte to the eye. 1658 SIR T.
BROWNE Hydriot. iii. (1736) 31 Christians have handsomely
glossed the Deformity of Death by careful Consideration of
the Body, and civil Rites. 1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav.

(1638)261 Lastly, they cleanse themselves with purer water,
supposing contaminated deformitie washt off. 1762-71 H.
WALPOLE Vertne's Anecd. Paint. (1786) I. 181 Beautifull
Gothic architecture was engrafted on Saxon deformity. 1805
Med. Jrnl. XIV. 107 To prevent the propagation of disease

[small-pox], and its consequent effects, deformity.

2. The quality or condition of being deformed or

misshapen ; esp. bodily misshapenness or malform-
ation ; abnormal formation of the body or of some

bodily member.
1440 Gesta Rom. Ixxviii. 396 (Add. MS.), A dwerfe of a

litill stature, hauyng . . a bose in his back, ande crokide fete
. . ande full of alle diformyte. 1494 FABYAN Chron. vii. 330
Edmunde . . surnamed Crowke backe. was the . . eldest ;

albe it he was put by, by y meane of his fadre, for his de-

formytye. 1587 GOLDING De Mornay x. 138 But ho_w can
mater be without forme, seeing that euen deformitie it selfe

is a kinde of forme? 1594 SHAKS. Rich. ///, i. i. 27 To see

my Shadow in the Sunne, And descant on mine owne De-
formity. Ibid. i. ii. 57 Blush, blush, thou lumpe of fowle
Deformitie. 1643 SIR T. BROWNE Relig. Med. i. 16 The
Chaos : wherin . . to speak strictly, there was no deformity,
because no forme. 1717 LADY M. W. MONTAGU Let. to
C'tess of Mar 16 Jan., Their fondness for these pieces of

deformity [dwarfs]. 1801 Med. Jrnl. V. 41 In cases of de-

formity of the pelvis. 1856 KANE A ret. Expl. II. i. 22

Rightly clad, he is a lump of deformity waddling over the
ice.

3. (with a and pi.} An instance of deformity ;

a disfigurement or malformation ; now usually
spec, a malformation of the body or of some bodily
member or organ.
1413 LYDG. Pilgr. Smvle n. xlv. (1859) 52 The fowle spottys,

and wonderful defourmytees, whiche he shold apperceyuen
in his owne persone. 1578 LYTE Dodoens iv. Ivii. 518 Sonne
burning, and other suche deformities of the face, a 1662
HEYLYN Laud \. (1671) 204 Those deformities in it [St.

Paul's] which by long time had been contracted. 1794
SULLIVAN View Nat. V. 382 Others . . carry. . maladies and
deformities about them, from the cradle to the grave. 1807-26
S. COOPER First Lines Sitrg. (ed. 5) 411 The tumour some-
times creates no particular inconvenience; and is merely a
deformity.

b. transf. A deformed being or thing.
1698 FRYER Ace. E. India 44 Their Gods . . were cut in

horrid Shapes . . to represent the Divinity . . yet I cannot

imagine such Deformities could ever be invented for that
end. 1817 BYRON Manfred i. i, A bright deformity on high,
The monster of the upper sky ! 1838 DICKENS Nich. Nick,
viii, Children with the countenances of old men, deformities
with irons upon their limbs.

4. fig. Moral disfigurement, ugliness, or crooked-
ness.

.1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xxi. 141 Purged and clene of all

vice and alkyn deformitee. 1561 T. NORTON Calvin's Inst.
i. xv. (1634) 74 The corruption and deformitie of our nature.

1696 STANHOPE Chr. Pattern (1711) 71 If the deformity of
his neighbour's actions happen to represent that of his own.
1741 MIDDLETON Cicero II. vii. 109 The deformity of

Pompey's conduct. 1860 EMERSON Cond. ofLife, Behaviour
Wks. (Bohn) II. 382 It held bad manners up, so that churls
could see the deformity.

b. (with a and//.) A moral disfigurement.
1571 CAMPION Hist. Irel. n.v, (1633) So They declined now

to such intollerable deformities of life and other superstitious
errors. 1576 FLEMING Panopl. Epist. 248, I supposed it a

great deformitie, and disorder. 1705 STANHOPE Paraphr. I.

22 Those Vicious Habits which are a Deformity to Chris-
tians. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. IV. 333 Cromwell had
tried to correct the deformities of the representative system.

IF 6. Misused for DIFFORMITY, difference or diver-

sity of form
; want of uniformity or conformity.

1531-2 LATIMER in Fpxe-4. <$ M. (1563) 1331/1 Better it

were to haue a deformitie in preaching . . then to haue suche
a vniformitie that the sely people shoulde . . continue still in

. . ignoraunce. a 1623 PEMBLE Grace fy Faith (1635) 49 The
greatest deformity and disagreement . . betweene his know-
ledge . . and his application thereof to practice, 1658 SIR T.
BROWNE Garden ofCyrus ii. 45 The Funeral bed of King
Cheops, .which holdsseven in length and four foot inbredth,
had nogreat deformity from this measure, ft 1708 BEVERIDGE
Priv. Th. i. (1730) 12 This Deformity to the Will and Nature
of God, is that which we call Sin. 1788 KAMES Eton. Crit.

(ed. 7) II. 490 A remarkable uniformity arnong creatures
of the same kind, and a deformity [other edd. diff-] no less

remarkable among creatures of different kinds.

t Defo'rmly, adv. Obs.
[f. DEFORM a. 4 -LY 2

.]

In a ' deform '

manner, with distortion, deformedly.
a 1684 LEIGHTON Serm. Hahak. iii. 17, 18 (R.) A limb out

ofjoint, which, .moves both deformely and painfully. 11734
NORTH Lives (1890) II. 335 [He] often laughed, but (as his

visage was then distorted) most deformly.

Deforse, etc., obs. forms of DEFORCE, etc.

Defortify: see DE- II. i.

Defossion (dtijrfen). [mod.L. defossion-em>
n. of action from L. dcfodcre to bury (in the earth).]

(See quot. : but the etymological meaning of the

word is simply 'burying, interment'.)
1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. $"/*/*., Defossion^ Defossio, the pun-

ishment of burying alive, inflicted among the Romans, on
vestal virgins guilty of incontinency. [Hence in mod. Diets.]

f Defou'l, defoi'l, v. Obs. Forms : a. 3-5
defoule-n, 4-6 defoul(e, defowl(e, (5 defoulle,

devoul, def(f)ule, diffowl, dyffowl, 5-6 dif-

foule). 0. 4-6 defoyle, (5 defuyl(e, diffoyle,

defoylle), 5-6 defoil. See also DEFILE. [ME.
a. OF. defoule-r (defoler, -fitter, -fuller} to trample
down, oppress, outrage, violate, deflower, f. DE- I. i

+fottler (folery fuler} 'to tread, stampe, or trample
on, to bruise or crush by stamping

'

Cotgr. (
= Pr.

folar, Sp. hollar, li.follare} :-late L. *fullare to

stamp with the feet, to full (cloth), connected with

"L.fullo, -onem fuller, med.L._/K//<7A?r//// a fulling-

mill, etc. Senses 1-5 existed already in OF. ; the

senses* trample in the mud', and 'violate chastity*,
thus coming with the word into English, naturally

suggested that it contained the native adjective

FOUL, OE.y///, and gave rise to senses 6-8, which
derive from 'foul', as well as (apparently) to the

collateral form DEFILE (q.v.\ on the analogy of

the equivalence of befoul, befile. The phonology
of the variant defuyfc t defoyle (found nearly as

early as defoule}, has not been satisfactorily made
out : see FOIL v. It occurs in the earlier senses,

and does not appear to have been specially con-

nected with defile.]

1. trans. To trample under foot ; tread down.
a. c 1290 S. Eng. Leg. I. 375/297 Defoulede huy [be bones]

weren so. 1*97 R. GLOUC. (1724) 536 Hii . . orne on him
mid hor hors, & defoulede him vaste. a 1340 HAMPOLE
Psalter xc. 13 fou sail defou! J?e lyon & (?e dragon. 1340
Ayenb. 167 Mochel is defouled mid J?e uet of uolleres J?e
robe of scarlet, er^an bet J>e kuen his do an. 1381 WYCLIF
Matt. vii. 6 Nethir sende }e ^oure margaritis . . bifore

swyne, lest perauenture thei defoulen hem with theire feet

[Vulg. conculcent\. c 1400 Three Kings Cologne 50 On J>e

morwe bei sijen be weye gretlich defowled with hors fete

fouling of their grasse.

BERNERS Froiss, II. xv. 30 As they rode abrode, thay beate

dpwne and defoyled their comes . . and wolde nat kepe the

highe wayes.
b. al'sol. or intr.

ft. a 1300 K. Alts. 2463 Me myghte y-seo ther knyghtU
defoille, Heorten blede, braynes boyle, Hedes tomblen.

2. To bruise, break, crush (materially).
(1300 Beket noo The bond is undo And al defouled, and

we beoth delyvred so [cf. Psalm cxxiv. 7]. a 13*5 Prose
Psalter xlv[i], 9 He shal de-foule bowe and breke armes.
c 1386 CHAUCER Pars. T. r 207 He was woundid for cure
mysdede, and defouled by oure felonyes. 14. . Voc. in Wr.-
Wulcker 575/12 Contero, to breke or defoule. a, 1533 LD.
BERNERS Hnon cxxi. 433 The Gryffon so sore defowlyd and
bet hym that he could not ryse vp.

3. To trample down or crush (figuratively) ; to

oppress ; to outrage, maltreat, abuse.
o. c 1300 St. Brandon 508 The develen . . nome thane

wreccheTaste, And defoulede him stronge y-nou? and amidde
the fur him caste, c 1315 E. E.Allit. P. B. 1120 If folk be
defowled by vnfre chaunce. 1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. xvni.

195 How ryght holy men lyueden, How thei defouleden here
fleessh. a 1400 Relig. Piecesfr. Thornton MS. (1867) 46 To
refuse it [ilke a bodily ymagynacyone] and to defule it, bat it

may see the selfe swylke as it es. 1485 CAXTON Chas. Gt. 108
Thou hast gretely defouled me by oultrage. 1508 DUNBAR
Flyting 23,6 Oule, rere and gowle, I sail defowll thy pryde.

J5. c 1350 Will. Palerne 4614 Alle gour fon |?at with fors

defoyled jou long. 1404 FABYAN Chron. 4 Of Danes, whiche
both landes defoyled By their outrage. 1548 HALL Chron.

(1809) 486 Perkyn . . so many times had been defoyled and
vanquished.
4. To violate the chastity of, deflower, debauch.

Often, esp. in later use, with the sense of defile.
o. c 1290 S. Eng. Leg. L 181/24 Woldest JK>V defouli mi

bodi? c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 317 Philip .. De-
foules ber wyues, ber douhtres lay bi, J?er lordes slouh with

knyues. c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xxxi. 141 After |>e first

nyght Jrat base wymmen er so defouled. c 1450 LONELICH
Grail y\i\\. 163 And for Child beryng neuere defowlid was,
but Evere Clene virgine be Goddis gras. 1483 CAXTON
G. de la TvurCvj, Their suster that so had be depuceled
or defowled. 1523 LD. BERNERS Froiss. I. xxxvii. 51 The
Spanyerdes. .pilled the towne, and slewe dyuers, and de-

fowled maydens. 1596 DALRYMPLE Leslie's Hist. Scot. I.

122 Gif quha defoulis a nothir manis wyfe.
0. 1430-40 Chaucer's Frankl. T. 668 (Camb. MS.) Now

sythe that maydenys haddyn swich dispit To been defoyled
[other MSS. defouled] with manys foule delyt. 1486 Act 3
Hen. VII, c. 2 Women. -been, .married to such Mis-doers
. .or defoiled, to the great Displeasure of God.

5. To violate (laws, holy places, etc.) ;
to break

the sanctity of, profane, pollute.
a. 13. . Version ofPs. Ixxviii. i (in Wyclifs Bible Pref.

4 note\ Thei defouledyn thin hooli temple. 1382 WYCLIK
Matt. xii. 5 In sabothis prestis in the temple defoulen the

sabothis. c 1400 MAUNDEV. (1839) xii. 137 The Jewes. .han



DEFOUL.
defouled the l.awc. 1485 CAXTON C/tiis.dt. 42 He hath ..

deffulcd chyrches. 1401 I'itas J'atr. (W. dc \V. 1495) I.

xxxv. 29 a/i The name of our blessyd sauyour. . [was]horrybly

dispysed
& defouled. 1513 |)OI:<;I.AS .-Kneis x. vii. 69 The

quhilk . . Defuwlit his f.nkleris bed incestuusly. 1614 T.

WHITE Martyni. .V/. George B ij b, It nioucd not the Tyrant
to behold The Martirs goodly body so defowld.

ft. 13.. I'rose Psalter Ixxviii. i Hij fildcn {Dublin AfS.

defoilyd] byn holy temple, c 1450 A/. Citthl'ert (Surtef.)

7373 My kirke bou hase defuyted. 1481 CAXTOM Titllt <t

rrtendsh. C iij, That frendship were hurte or defoylled.

1540-62 SrfHNiioi.n & H. / V. Ixxix, lliy temple they defoile.

6. To render (materially) foul, filthy, or dirty ;

to pollute, defile, dirty.
a. c 13*0 R. BRUNNE Medit. 506 With wete and ekedung

bey hyin defoute. 1401 HOCCLKVE I.i-tter of Cupid 186

That bird . . ys dyshonest . . that vseth to dcfoule his ovne
neste. 1530 RASTELL Bk. Pitrgat. lit. viii, Yf ony of those

table clothes or napkyns be defouled with dust fylth or

other foule mater. 1576 TURBKRV. I'enerie 100 An Hart
defowlant the water.

ft. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. isb/i Thy desyrous vysage
. . the Jewes with their spyttynges have defoylled. 1528
ROY Rede me Arli.i 113 Henns and capons Defoylynge
theym with their durt. 1548 UDALL, etc. Eratm, far.
Luke xxiv. lot Not stained or defoiled. 1600 FAIRFAX
Tasso viii. lx. With dust and gore defoiled.

7. Jig. a. To defile or pollute morally ; to corrupt.
a. a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter 518 Defouland his elde in

syn. c 1380 WYCLIP lYks. (1880) 129 To kepe hym self

tinblekkid or dcfoulid fro bis world. (1440 HYLTON Scuta

Per/, (\V. de W. 1494) i Ixiii, Wyth thy pryde thou defowlest

all thy good dedes. 1481 CAXTON Chivalry 45 Chyualrye
. . is defouled by coward men and faynt of nerte. 1540
TAVERNP.R Postils, Exhort,

be/. Commun., Man, which is

so much defouled & corrupt in all kynde of unryghtuous.
net. a 1555 PHILPOT Exam, q Writ. (Parker Soc.)wj He
defouleth the whole faith of his testimony, by <he falsifying
of one part.

ft. 1398 TREVISA Barth. Dt P. R. it. ii. (1495) 9 Angels
. .ben not defoyled wyth none affeccyon. c 1440 HYLTON
Seals Perf. (W. de W. 1494) l. xliii, Yf thou be defoyled

wyth vaynglory. 1450-1530 Myrr. our Ladye 98 Yt was

defoyled and darkyd and mysshape by synne.

b. To render ceremonially or sentimentally un-

clean ; to defile, sully.
c 1440 PECOCK Refr. 465 To ete with hondis not wayschen

defoulith not a man. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Lee. 141 b/i The
mouth whyche god had kyssed ought not to DC defouled in

touchyng. 1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. vn. xiii. 14. 352
Must I needs defoule my self, to be his only faire foule.

O. To sully (fame, reputation, or the like) ; to

defame.
0. clifloDestr. Trorw} Your suster..bat our fame so

defoules, & is in filth holdyn. c 1450 Golagros H Gam. 1038
Wes I neuer yit defoullit, nor fylit m fame.

ft. 1470-85 MALORY Arthur ix. xxxii, I .. am defoiled

with falshedc and treason.

8. To make unsightly or ugly [cf. FOUL o.], to

disfigure.
.1. 1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) I. 389 And bey

be faire of

schap, bey bee(> defouled and i-made vnsemefich i-now wi|>

here owne clobinge. 1430 LYDG. Chron. Troy 11. xi, The

soyle defouled with ruyne Of walles olde.

ft. 1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. vn. lx. (1495) 276

lllaynes defoylle the skynne and maketh it vnsemely.

t Defotrl, defoi'l, sb. Ol>s. Also defoule,
-fowla ; defoile. [f.

DEFOUL v.]

1. Trampling down ; oppression, outrage.
1:1330 Arth. 4- Merl. 7099 (MSlzn.) Ther was fighting,

ther was toile. And vnder nors knightes defoile. Ibid. 9191
Ther was swiche cark and swiche defoil. 1400 EARL op
IlrxuAR Let. in C. Innes Scot. Mid. Ages ix. (1860) 263 The
wrongs & the defowle that ys done me. c 1425 WYNTOUN
Cron. vui. xxvi. 54 (Jam.) Lychtlynes and succwary Drawys
in defowle comownaly. 15*3-87 FOXE A. Q M. (1684)

I.

460/1 If we take this defoule and this disease in patience.

2. Defilement, pollution.
(1315 E. E. A Ilit. P. C. 290 per no de-fonle of no fylbe

wat/ fest hym abute. 1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) I. 109

pat be water, . takeb no defoul, but is clene i-now. 1398
Barth. Dt P. R. xvn. cxxiii. (Tollem. MS.), Picche de.

fouleb. .and suche defoule [i535defoylynge] is unnebe taken

awey from clobe,

t Defon'led, ppl. a. Obs. [f.
DEFOUL v. + -ED.]

Defiled, polluted, corrupt.
c 1440 Promp. Pan'. 1 16 Defowlyd, deturpatus . ./ecu-

lentus, (P. delionestatus). 1460 W. THORPE Test, in Arb.

Garner V I. 114 Covetous simoners and defouled adulterers.

1483 Calh. Angl. 94 Defowled, maciilatus, pollntus, etc.

tDefou'ler. 06s. [f.
as prec. -t- -KB'.] One

who defouls.

14.. Voc. in Wr.-Wttlcker 617/34, Trifor, a defoulere.

c 1440 Jacob's Welltn pise dyffoulerys & depryueresof holy

t Defou-ling, deforling, vbl. sb. Obs. [f.

DEFOUL v. + -ING'.] The action of the verb

DEFOUL : a. Trampling down ; b. Violation, de-

flowering ; c. Defiling, pollution, defilement; d.

Disfigurement.
1:1380 WYCLIF Sil. Wks. III. co No defoulynge perof

may askape unpeyned. 1381 2 Sum. xxii. 5 There ban

envyround me the defoulyngis of deeth, 1398 TREVISA

Barth. Dt P. R. xvn. cxxiii. (1495) 685 Defoyllyng of

pytchc is vneth taken awayc from clothe. 14' ''""'
. . I . F-T7IIT _-0- - '- ~

A tiff. 04 A Defowlynge, cotutttcacio, foliucio, etc. 1535

STEWART Cron. Scot. II. 124 For the defaulting of his

dochter deir. 1548 HALL Chron. 247 b, The bvtyng of her

tethe .defoulynge of her tayle.

Defound, var. of DEFUND p. 06s.

143

Defourme, obs. form of DKH.HM.

t Defrau'd, sb. Obi. [f. DEFBAUD v., after

Fn.vru sb,] =l)t:FRAUDATJOl.
c 1440 Jacob's Will iii. (E. E. T. S.) 21 po am acunyd, bat

. . 5>uen awey here good . .in defraude of nere wyves & chyl-

deryn. 1493 .Vi. Acts Jos. II''(1597) I 85 For the defraud
done to our Soveraine Lorde in his customer be stranger*.

1495 Ait 1 1 Hen. V//, c. 21 Preamb., Their subtill ymagyn-
a- lun in defraude of the seid estatutes. 1581 Sc. Acts

y,n. / 7(1597) t 117 Anent . . Alienationes maid in defraud

of Creditoures. 1800 Trans. Soc. Encmraf. Arts XVIII.
216 Without, .being liable to the. .defrauds of the miller.

Defraud (dtfr-d), v. [a. OF. defrauder (</-,

dtf-, dif-^, I4th c. in Godef., ad. L. dffrauJarc, f.

DE- I. 3 + frauddre to cheat, f. fraus, frauJ-tm,
deceit, FKAUD.]
1, To

deprive (a person) by fraud of what is his

by right, either by fraudulently taking or by du-

honestly withholding it from him
;
to cheat, cozen,

beguile. Const, of (i-front).
i5li LANGL. P. PI. A. vm. 71 He bat beggeb . . bole he

habbe neode . . defraudeb be neodi. 14 . . Epiph. in Tundale's
yit. (18431 104 They, .thanked God with all her hartis furst

Whech hathe not defrawded hem of her lust. 1474 CAXTON
Chtsst 98 To defraude the begiler is no fraude. 1555
EDEN Decades 39 He had . . defrauded the kynge of TiU

portion. 1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 46 This poore Citie,

was defrauded of her hopes. Ibid. 217, I will a little de-

fraude the Reader from concluding with a few lines touch-

ing the first Discoverer. 1751 JOHNSON Rambler No. 199
p 7 To defraud any man of his due praise is unworthy of

a philosopher. 1838 EMERSON Addr. Carnb., Mass. Wks.
( Bohn) 1 1. 198 Whenever the pulpit is usurped by a formalist,

then is the worshipper defrauded. 1880 E. KIHKK Garfield
39 We who defraud four million citizens of their rights,

f b. with direct and indirect object. Obs.

138* WYCLIP Luke xix. 8 If I haue ony thing defraudid

ony man I )elde the fourefold. 1600 HOLLAND Li-.y iv. xii.

148 Defrauding servants a portion of their daily food. 1670
MILTON Hist. Brit. vi. Harold, Harold .. defrauded his

soldiers their due. .share of the spoils.

o. absol. To act with or employ fraud.

1381 WYCLIP i Cor. vi. 8 }e don wrong and defrauden

[1388 doen fraude] or bigilen and that to britheren. 1611

BIBLE Mark x. 19 Doe not beare false witnesse. Defraud
not. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) III. 103 If he is the trustee

of an orphan, and has the power to defraud.

2. fig. To deprive or cheat (a thing) of what is

due to it ; to withhold fraudulently, arch, or Obs.

1497 BP. ALCOCK Mont Perfect. DjA They selle Cryst
& defraudeth theyr relygyon. 1559 BP. Cox in Strype Ann.

Re/. I. vi. 98 They defrauded the payment of tithes and
firstfruits. 1660 BOYLE Seraph. Love 26 Where a direct

and immediate expression of love to God defrauds not any
other Duty. 1764 OOLDSH. Trav. 277 Here beggar pride de-

frauds her daily cheer, To boast one splendid banquet once
a year, a 1805 PALEY (in Webster 1828), By the duties

deserted . . by the claims defrauded.

Hence Defravrding vbl. sb.

1548 UDALL, etc. Erasm. Par, i Cor, viLtR.
1

, To denye
this right yf eyther of bothe aske it, is a defraudyng. 1651
HOBBES Leviath. tl. xxvii. 160 The robbing, or defrauding
of a Private man. 1659 GAUDEN Tears o/Ch. 235 Few do
pay them without delayings, defalkings, and defraudings.

Defrauda'tiotl. [a. OF. defraudation, -acton

(i3-i4th c. in Godef.), ad. L. defraudation-em, n.

of action from dtfrauddre to DEFRAUD.] The
action (or an act) of defrauding ; fraudulent de-

privation of property or rights; cheating.
1501 ARNOLDS Ckrtm. (1811) 286 The sayd cardynal. .por-

chased hymself in gret deffraudacion of your Hyghnes, a
charter of pardon. s6oi-a FULBECKE ind Pt. Parall. 23 b,

Here is no defraudation of the Law. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE
Pseud. Ep. l. iii. n Deluding not onely unto pecuniary dc-

fraudations, but the irreparable deceit of death. **i7i6

BLACKALI. Wks. (1723) I. 190 By such Defraudation we be-

come Accessaries, etc. 1886 H. D. TRAILL Shafttshay 19
This defraudation of personal and constitutional rights.

Defrairder. [f.
DEFRAUD v. + -KB i

: perh. a.

OF. defraudcor, -eur, ad. L. dffravdator-tm]
One who defrauds, one who fraudulently withholds

or takes what belongs to another.

1551 Anr. HAMILTON Catech. (1884)
10 Defrandaris of

waigis fra servandis or labourans. ifei Krlit. Wotton.

257 (R.I Decrees against defrauders of the publick chests.

1754 RICHARDSON Grandistn (1766) V. 67 Who would not

rather be the sufferer than the defrauder? 1878 N. Amrr.
Rev. CXXVII. 287 A defrauder of the revenue.

t Defran-dfol, a- Obs. rare- 1
,

[f.
DEFRAUD

+ -FUL ; cf. assistful, etc.] Full of fraud ; cheat-

ing, cozening.
1-1585 Faire Em n. 402 That with thy cunning and de-

fraudful tongue Seeks to delude the honest-meaning mind !

Defrau'dment. ? Obs. [f. DEFRAUD v. +
-MENT : perh. a. OF. defrattdement,

' a defrauding,

deceiuing, beguiling' (Cotgr.).] The action of

defrauding ; deprivation by fraud.

1645 MILTON Colast. Wks. (1851) 351 Perpetual defraud-

ments of truest conjugal society. 1791 BENTHAM Draught
ofCode Wks. 1843 IV. 402 noft. Offences., comprised under
the name of/clonus: theft, defrandment, robbery, homicide.

t Defray, sb. Obs. rare- '. [f. DEFRAY .' :

cf. OF. desfroi, defray, defrai, f. dtsfrayer: see

next.] Defrayal.
1615 CHAPMAN Otfyss. xtv. 730 Thou, .shall not need, Or

coat, or other thing . . for defray Of this night's need.

[Defray, error for desray, DEBAT.]
Defray (dfliyi-), v. 1 Also 6 defraie, defflray,

7 defraye. [a. F. defraye-r, in 14th c. deffroier,

DEFRAYMENT.
1 5th c. deffroytr, I Oth c. dtsfraytr, (. des-, de- 1 't

I. 3, 6 + OF./raur,/ieier,/r<yer to spend, incur

expense, f. /rat, in 141(1 c. frail, pi. frail, 1 3th c.

fres, expenses, charges, cost.]

1 1. To pay out, expend, spend, disburse (money).
1543 4 Act 35 Hen. VIII, c 12 Inestimable t-ummes of

treasure, to be employed and defrayed about the

0555 HARPSHELU pivone Hen. ('/// (1878) 341 There is

eruption and vemlition contracted as soon as the panic* be
condescended upon the price, though there be no money
presently defrayed. 1600 HOLLAND Zngrxxxix. v. 10*6 The
Senate permitted Fulvius to deffray \tnp<n.lcrtti what he
would himselfe, so as bee exceeded not the sunime of 80000

[Asses). i6loHKALEY tr. Epictetus' Man. xxxii. (1636)

43 Nor hast thou defrayed the price that the banquet is

sold for : namely praise, and flatterie. 1613 R. C. Table

Alph. (ed. 3), Dffraye, lay out, pay, discharge.
2. To discharge (the expense or cost of anything)

by payment ; to pay, meet, settle.

1570-6 LAMBARDE Peramk. Kent 11826) no The King
shall

defray
the wages. 1587 in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. 11.

III. 130 Tne College cannot possibly defray it* ordinary

)
expenses without some other help, over and beyond the

ordinary revenues. 1639 FULLER Holy War iv. xiii. (1840)
102 Meladin.. offered the Christians, .a great sum of money

,
to defray their charges. 1945 in Col, Rec. Penn, V. 6 To

i
draw Bills for defraying the Expence. 1838 THIILWALL
Greece II. 208 The cost of the expedition to Naxos he

pledged himself to defray. 1868 FREEMAN fform. Cemt.

(1876) II. ix. 404 The payment was defrayed out of the spoils.

1580 SIDNEY Arcadia (1674) 328 With the death of
one striving to defray every drop of his blood. 1590 Sniou
F. Q. l. v. 42 Can Night defray The wrath of thundring
Joue. 1596 IHd. iv. v. 31 Nought but dire revenge his

anger mote defray.
3. To meet the expense of

;
to bear the charge of ;

pay for. Now rare or arch.

1581 LAMBARDE Eiren. iv. xxi. (1588) 623 To bestowe the

whole allowance upon the defraying of their common diet.

1587 FLEMING Ctmtn, Helimhealll. 1371/2 The enterprise
. .to be defraied by the pope and king of Spaine. c 1645
HOWELL Lett. l. l. xi. It serv'd to defray the expenceful
Progress he made to Scotland the Summer following. 1830
DE QinNCEY Benlley Wks. VII. 64 A poor exchequer for

defraying a war upon Bentley. 1859 C. BARKER Assex.

Prime, it. 51 The estate of the defunct member was not
sufficient to defray his funeral.

f4. To pay the charges or expenses of (a per-

son) ; to reimburse ; to entertain free of charge.
1580 SIDNEY Arcadia l. (1590) 5 Defraying the mariners

with a ring bestowed upon them. 1607 SIR E. HOBV in Ellis

Orig. Lett. Ser. i. III. 87 He. .would not land at Dover till

he had indented with Sir Thomas Waller that he should be

defrayed during his aboad. a i6a6 BACON Neva All. ( 1650)

7 The State will defray you all the time you stay.
1686 K.

SPENCE Ir. yarillaf tie. Medici 44 The Pilti t were de-

fray'd at Venice at the public cost. 17*4 DE FOE Mew.
Cavalier 1 1860! 80 A warrant to defray me, my horses and
servants at the King's charge. 1858 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt.

I. iv. iv. 424 Such a man [Czar Peter] is to be royally

defrayed while with us ; yet one would wish it done cheap.

Hence Defraying vbl. sb.

1587 R. HOVEHDEN in Heame Collect. (Off. Hist. Soc.) I.

195 The defraieinge of our . . expences. 1631 LITHGOW
Trav. IX. 387 Disbursed, .for. .high-wayes. Lords pensions,

J .1 *l'f , _*__ IT__- _..'_ "
and other defraying*. 1651 HOBBES Leviath. iv. xliv. 336
The defraying of all publique charges. 1783 AINSWORTH Lot.

Diet. (Morell) l, A defraying, fecuni* tngatio.

t Defray, f-2 Obs. [app. a. OF. *</-, defraier,

{. des-, de- ^DE- II. 3, 6) + freier, /rater, fraier to

rub, rub off, FRAY : L. fricare to rub.] trans.

1 To rub off or away.
1531 R. BOWYKR in Strype Eccl. Mem. I. xvii. 135 He

intendeth not to infringe, annul, derogate, defray or roinish

anything of the popes authority.

Defrayable (d*MM), a. [f. DEFRAY p.' +

-ABLE.] Liable to be defrayed, payable.
1886 Manch. Exam. 25 Mar. 5/2 Defrayable out of local

contributions.

Defrayal d/tiv'-al). [f.
DEFRAY .' + -AL.]

The action of defraying ; defrayment.
iSao Examiner No. 648. 577/2 (He) expect! nothing but

the defrayal of his expenses. 1883 W. E. NORRIS Ko Nm
Thing If. xiii. 3 Her share, .was confined to the defrayal of

its cost.

Defrayer. [f. DEFRAY v. + -EH >
: cf. obs. F.

defrayeur in Cotgr. 1611.] One who defrays or

discharges a monetary obligation ; a payer of ex-

penses.
1580 NORTH Plutarch ( 1676' 273 The Registers and Records

kept of the defrayers of the charges of common Plays. 1755

JOHNSON, Defrayer, one that discharges expences.

Defrayment (d/fiv'-ment). [a. OF. de/raye-
ment desfroiemcnt^, f. deffrayer to DEFRAY : see

-MBNT.] The action or fact of defraying: fa.

Expenditure. Obs. b. Payment of expenses or

charges, discharge of pecuniary obligations.

1547 Privy Council Acts (1890) II. 13}
MmnuV. . .to

defrayment of the charges of his Majeste. 1579 Furro*
Guiaieard. lx. (1599) 388To pay within a certaine time fcc

all defrayments, twentie thousand duckets. 1611 SPKD
Hist. Great Brit. ix. xiii. I 85 [To pay ..] toward the

defraiment of the Dukes huge charges i6ao SHELTOK

Quix. iv. 7 (T.) Let the traitor pay, with his life s defray-

ment, that which he attempted with so lascivious a desire.

1656 EARL MONM. Advt. fr. Pamaa. 354 If we were not

fed by the free defrayment of our Cornucopia, tjt* tr.

Busching's Syst. Grot. V. 541 Applied for the defrayment
of the electoral council colleges. 1884 SIR C. S. C BowlN
in Lam Keffrts 13 Q. Bench Div. 91 Part of the disburse-

ments consisted in the defrayment of these expenses.



DBFBEIOHT.

+ Defrei'ght, v. Obs. rare
-

'.
[f.

DE- II. i

or 2 + FREIGHT : cf. disload, disburden.] trans.

To relieve of freight or cargo ; to unload.

1555 EDEN Decades 212 The port or hauen is so commo-
dious to defraight or vnlade shyppes.

t Defre'nate, defranate, v. 06s. Surg.

[f. ppl. stem of L. defrenare to unbridle ; f. DE- I.

6 +fremun, fnenum bridle, curb, ligament.] To
remove a frsenum or restraining ligament.
1758 J. S. Le Dran's Observ. Sitrg. (1771)92 To derranate

the Aponeurosis. Ibid. 278, I had . . defrxnated the Sinus s

and scarified the Sides of the Fistula.

Defrica'tion. rare. [ad. L. defrication-em,

n. of action f. L. dcfricare to rub off, rub down.]

Rubbing, rubbing off.

1727 in BAILEY vol. II ; and in some mod. Diets.

DefFOCk (di?-k), v. [a. F. dtfroquer, in 1 5th

c. deffr-, f. des-, di- (DE- I. 6) + froque FKOCK.

Cf. DISFROCK.] trans. To deprive of the priestly

garb; to unfrock. Hence Defrocked (dtfiykt )///..
1581 J. HAMILTON Facile Traict. (1600) 440 This defrokit

frere . . mariet a zoung las of xv zearis auld. 1891 Tablet

21 Feb. 294 The eloquent defrocked have denounced .. the

vows which they failed to keep.

t Defroysse, Obs. [a. OF. defroissier (des-,

def-\ f. des-, d- (DE- I. 6) + froissier, froisser to

rub violently, bruise, crush :-L. type *frictiare,

deriv. of frict-us rubbed, pa. pple. of fricare.']

trans. To crush to pieces.
1480 CAXTON Ovid's Met. xi. xix, The wawes defroyssed

and al [to] brake the sterne and other garnysshyng.

tDefrut. Obs. rare- 1
, [ad. L.defrutum must

boiled down.] Must boiled down.
c 1420 Pallad. on Husb. xi. 484 Defrut, carene, & sape in

oon manere Of must is made.

Deft (deft), a. Also 3-5 defte. [app. a doublet

of DAFT, repr. OE. tedsfte, torgedejte, mild, gentle,

meek, from stem dot- in Gothic gadaban to be-

come, befit : cf. OE. gediefen becoming, fit, suitable.]

fl. Gentle, meek, humble ;
= DAFTI. Obs. rare,

c 1220 Bestiary 36 Bat defte meiden, Marie bi name De
him bar to manne frame.

2. Apt, skilful, dexterous, clever or neat in

action.

c 1440 York Myst. i. 92, I sail be lyke vnto hym bat es

hyeste on heyhte ; Owe ! what I am derworth and defte.

1592 G. HARVEY Four Lett. 57 Whether the Deft writer

be as sure a workeman as the neat Taylor. 1598 CHAPMAN
Iliad I. 580 A laughter never left Shook all the blessed

deities, to see the lame so deft At that cup service. 1601

B. JONSON Poetaster v. iii, Well said, my divine, deft

Horace. 1607 Lingua m. v. in Hazl. Dodsley IX. 394 Their

knowledge is only of things present, quickly sublimed with

the deft file of time. 1855 ROBINSON Whilby Gloss., Deft,

neat, clever.
' She is a deft hand with a needle.' 1863 GEO.

ELIOT Romola i. ix, Smitten and buffeted because he was
not deft and active. 1864 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. IV. xn. xi.

254 A cunning little wretch, they say, and of deft tongue.
b. Of actions : Showing skill or dexterity in

execution.

1647 H ' MORE Philos. Poems, Oracle go Break off this

musick, and deft seemly Round. 1714 GAY Sheph. Week
\. 56 The wanton Calf may skip with many a Bound, And
my Cur Tray play deftest Feats around. 1853 C. BRONTE
Villette i, The creature . . made a deft attempt to fold the

shawl. 1878 H. S. WILSON Alp. Ascents iii. 97 With deft

blows of the untiring axe.

f C. transf. Of a metal : Apt for working, easily

wrought. Obs.

1683 Phil. Trans. XIII. 193 How to make brittle gold
deft and fit to be wrought.
8. Neat, tidy, trim, spruce ; handsome, pretty.

Still dial.

[The sense ' neat in action
'

(see 2) appears
to have passed

into
' neat in person '. Cf. similar developments, under

buxom, canny, clever, handsome, tidy, and other adjectives
expressing personal praise.]

*579, I58o [see DEFTLY 2]. 1600 HEYWOOD i Edtv. IV
Wks. 1874 I- 83 By the messe, a deft lass ! Christs benison

light on her. 1600 HOLLAND Livy iv. xliv. 168 In her raiment
. .not so deft [scite] as devout, .her garments rather sainctly
than sightly. 1611 COTGR., Greslet .. little, prettie, deft,
smallish. 1622 ROWLANDS Good Pfevjcs 20 Shee came to
London very neat and deft, To seeke preferment. 1674-91
RAY N. C. Words 20 Deft, little and pretty, or neat. A Deft
man or thing. It is a word of general use all England
over. 1781 J. HUTTON Tour Caves Gloss., Deft, pretty,

agreeable. 1788 W. MARSHALL E. Yorksh. Gloss., Deft,
neat, pretty, handsome. 1873 Siualedale Gloss., Deft, neat,

pretty.
4. Quiet. Cf. DEFTLY 3. Still dial.

a 1763 BYROM Careless Content (R.), Or if ye ween, for

worldly stirs, That man does right to mar his rest, Let me
be deft, and debonair, I am content, I do not care. 1878
Cumbrld. Gloss. (Central), Deft, quiet, silent.

f5. Stupid; = DAFT 2. Obs.~
c 1440 Promp. Parti. 1 16 Defte [v. r. deft] or dulle, obtusns,

agrestis.

6. quasi adv. Deftly.
1805 SCOTT Last Minstr. i. xv, Merry elves their morrice

pacing. .Trip it deft and merrily.

7. Comb., as deft-fingered, -handed,
1860 W. J. C. MUIR Pagan or Christian ? 36 Being deft-

fingered . . they grew in good time to be tolerable adepts in

their Art. 1889 Boys' Own Paper 3 Aug. 698/3 She did not
show herself so deft-handed.

Deftly (de-Mil, adv. Also 6-8 deffly, 7 defly,

deaftly. [f. DEFT + -LY 2.] In a deft manner.

1. Aptly, skilfully, cleverly, dexterously, nimbly.
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The sense of the first quot. is doubtful.

c 1460 TowneleyMyst. (Surtees) 100 God looke over the raw,

full defly ye stand. 1579 SPENSER Sheph. Cat. Apr. n i They
dauncen deflly, and singen soote. 1605 SHAKS. Macb. iv. i.

68 Come high or low : Thy Selfe and Office, deaftly show.

1607 DEKKER Knt.'s Conjur. (1842) 71 You shall see swaynes

defly piping, and virgins chastly dancing. 1616 SURFL. &
MARKH. Country Farme 655 The mattocke would pull vp
the seed, and therefore they must be vnderdigd very deftly.

1710 PHILIPS Paslorals i. 29 How deffly to mine Oaten Reed
so sweet Wont they upon the Green, to shift their Feet 1808

SCOTT Marm. in. viil, The harp full deftly can he strike.

1856 R. A. VAUGHAN Mystics (1860) II. 97 The deftly-woven
threadwork of the tissues.

2. Neatly, tidily, trimly; prettily, handsomely.
Still dial.

1579 G. GILPIN tr. Marnix's Beehive Rom. Ch. Z 5 (N.)

Deftly deck'd with all costly jewels, like puppets. 1389

Pasquifs Ret. B iij b, Verie defflie set out, with Pompes,
Pagents, Motions. .Impreases. 1847 J. WILSON Chr. North

(1857) II. 4 Deftly arrayed in home-spun drapery. 1859
HELPS Friends in C. Ser. n. II. i. 6 The grass which deftly
covers without hiding.

3. Softly, gently, quietly, dial.

1787 GROSE Prmi. Gloss., Deftly, softly, leisurely. 1802

WORDSW. Stanzas,
' Within our happy Castle

'

58 A pipe on
which the wind would deftly play. 1869 Lonsdale Gloss.,

Deftly, quietly, softly. 1873 Swaledale Gloss., Deftly,

neatly, gently, softly, orderly : see Cannily.

Deftness (de-ftnes). [-NESS.]

f 1. Neatness, trimness. Obs. or dial.

1612 DRAYTON Poly-olb. ii. 33 By her, two little lies, her

handmaids (which compar'd
With those within the Poole

for deftness not out-dar d).

2. The quality of being deft, cleverness, dextenty,
neatness of action.

1853 Miss E. S. SHEPPARD C. Auchester I. 316 He assisted

me . . with that assiduous deftness which pre-eminently dis-

tinguishes the instrumental artist. 1868 Sat. Rev, 13 June

777/^1 They can neither tie a string nor fasten a button with

ordinary deftness.

fDefude, v. Obs. rare. [perh. misprint for

defude = defunde, f. L. defund?re] To pour off.

1599 A. M. tr. Gabelhouer's Bk.Physicke 29/2 Then defude

the wyne from the Spices, and distille the same.

Defule, obs. var. of DEFOUL v.

Defull : see DEEFUL.
I Defiilmiiia'tion. Obs. rare-*, [f.

DE- I.

i + FULMINATION.] The sending down of thunder-

bolts.

1615 T. ADAMS Spir. Navig. 21 He is not only
as manacles

to the hands of God to hold them from the defulmination

of judgement.

Defunct (dffo'rjkO, a. and sb. [ad. L. defunct-

us discharged, deceased, dead, pa. pple. of defungi
to discharge, have done with, f. DE- I. 6 +fungi to

perform, discharge (duty). Perh. immed. a. F. de-

funct (Cotgr. 1611), now dtffuni.]

A. adj. Having ceased to live ; deceased, dead.

[1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. vi. ii. (1495) 187 A deed

body is callyd Defunctus, for he hath lefte the offyce of lyfe.]

1599 SHAKS. Hen. V, iv. i. 21 The Organs, though defunct

and dead before, Breake vp their drowsie Graue. 1603

JAS. I in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. i. III. 65 To do that and all

other honnor that we may unto the Queene defunct. 1605
BACON Adv. Learn, n. x. 5. 42 The anatomy is of a defunct

patient. 1694 Land. Gaz. No. 2981/3 Two defunct Knights
of the Order. 1828 SCOTT F. M. Perth xx, Now, Simon
. . what was the purport of the defunct Oliver Proudfute's

discourse with you 1 1872 BAKER Nile Tribut. xx. 341 The
stock in trade of a defunct doctor.

b. fig. No longer in existence ; having ceased

its functions ; dead, extinct.

1741 Love ofFame (ed. 4) 74 Defunct by Phcebus' laws,

beyond redress. 1809-10 COLERIDGE Friend (ed. 3) II. 20

This ghost of a defunct absurdity. 1834 MEDWI N A ngler in

Wales I. 24 It appeared, some months ago, in a defunct

periodical. 1878 STEWART & TAIT Unseen Univ. iii. 115

Due to the crashing together of defunct suns.

B. sb. The defunct : the deceased ; hence, with

pi. (rare), one who is dead, a dead person.
1548 HALL Chron. Hen. VIII, an. i (R.) The corps

of the

said defunct [the late kyng] was brought . . into the great
chamber. 1611 SHAKS. Cymb. iv. ii. 358 Nature doth abhorre

to make his bed With the defunct, or sleepe upon the dead.

1663 WOOD LffeiOxt. Hist. Soc.) I. 479 The . . hors-litter. .

where was the defunct, drawne by six horses. 1715 M. DAVIES
Ath. Brit. I. 143 Those two great Episcopal Defuncts.

1771 SMOLLETT Humph. Cl. (1815) 217 Knavish priests, who
pretended that the devil could have no power over the de-

funct, if he was interred in holy ground. 1828 LANDOR
Imar. Convers. III. 392 Indifferent whether the pace with

which the defunct are carried to the grave be quick or slow.

1839-40 W. IRVING Wolfrrt's R. (1855) 251 Accosting a ser-

vant . . he demanded the name of the defunct. 1888 H. C.

LEA Hist. Inguisitionl. 391 A sentence condemning five de-

functs.

Defonction (dfffrjkfan). rare. [ad. I,, de-

function-em execution, discharge, death, n. ofaction

from defungi (see prec.).] Dying, decease, death.

1599 SHAKS. Hen. V, i. ii. 58 Foure hundred one and
twentie yeeres After defunction of King Pharamond. 1617
COLLINS Def. Bp. Ely n. ix. 380 Applying it to the daily
defunctions of our penitence. 1813 T. BUSBY Lucretius in.

Comment, iii, The soul . . in cases of sudden defunction . .

will be entirely . .

dissipated before the body visibly decays.
1859 Punch 2 July8/2 That obnoxious potentate's defunction.

Defrrnctionalize, v. [DE- II. i.] trans. To
deprive of function or office.

1877 COUES Fur Anim. i. 12 Back upper premolar defunc-
tionalized as a '

sectorial
'

tooth. Ibid. xi. 325 The sectorial

teeth are defunctionalized as such.

DEFT.

t DeftVnctive, a. Obs. rare~ l
. [f.

L. dcfunct-

ppl. stem (see DEFUNCT) + -IVE.] Of or pertaining
to defunction or dying.

1601 SIIAKS. Phccnix fy Turtle 14 Let the priest in surplice

white, That defunctive music can, Be the death-divining

Deftructness. [-NESS.]
defunct ;

extinctness.

The state of being

1883 WRIGHT Dogmatic Scept. 7 This gave scepticism its

crowning emancipation, finally hurling the miraculous into

everlasting defunctness.

T" Defu'ild, v. Obs. rare. Also 6 defound.

[ad. L. d~efund?re (or its OF. repr. defondre, des-,

def-), f. DE- I. i +fundere to pour. See also DIF-

FUND.] trans. To pour down.

1513 DOUGLAS SEneis ix. viii. 4 The son scheyn Begouth
defund [v.r. defound] hys bemys on the greyn. Ibid. xn.

Prol. 41 Fvrth. .ischyt PhebusDefundand[r'.r. defoundand]
from hys sege etheriall Glaid influent aspectis celicall.

Defuse, -ed, -edly, Defusion, -ive, obs. ff.

DIFFUSE, etc.

t Defrrst, v. Obs. rare- . [ad. med.L. de-

fustare (Du Cange
1

),
f. T>E-+/us/is cudgel.]

1623 COCKERAM, Defust, to cudgle, or beat one. [1644
Vindex Anglicits 5 How ridiculous ..is the merchandise

they seeke to sell for currant. Let me afford you a few ex-

amples . . Read and censure. Adpugne, Algate, Dajffe . .

Defust, Depex . . Contrast, Catillate, etc.)

t Defy, d. Obs. [a. F. defi, earlier defy

(ijth c. in LittnS), f. deffi-er, defi-er to DEFY.]
Declaration of defiance ; challenge to fight.

1580 SIDNEY Arcadia (1622) 272 Hee . . because he found

Amphialus was inflexible, wrote his defie vnto him in this

maner. 1600 FAIRFAX Tasso vi. xx, Arme you, my Lord, he

said, your bold defies By your braue foes accepted boldly
beene. 1612 BACON Charge touching Duels, When he had
himself given the lie and defy to the Emperor. 1645 EVELYN

Diary (1827) I. 279 There had been in the morning a tour-

nament of several! young gentlemen on a formal defy. 1700
DRYDEN Pal. fy Arc. 1856 At this the challenger with fierce

defie His trumpet sounds : the challeng'd makes reply.

a 1734 NORTH Exam. i. ii. 75 (1740) 69 What becomes of

his Grace's improper Defy to them ?

Defy (dtfai-), v.1 Forms : 4-6 defye, 4-7 -fie,

5- defy, (also 4 defyghe, 4-5 deffle, -fye, dify,

diffle, -fy(e, dyffy(e). [ME. a. OF. des-, def-,

defter (mod.F. defier) Pr. desfiar, desfizar, It.

disfidare,diffidare,mz&.L.diffiiiare (Du Cange):
Rom. *disftddre, f. Dis- privative + *fldare to trust,

give faith to (f. L. fidus faithful). The sense-

development appears to have been 'to renounce

faith, alliance, or amity with, declare hostility

against, challenge to fight
'

;
the later sense ' dis-

trust
'

found in modern F., and occasionally in Eng.,

is, according to Darmesteter, perh. taken over from

L. diffidlre to distrust, of which the OF. repr. was

difier : see sense 7.]

1 1. trans. To renounce faith, allegiance, or

affiance to (any one) ; to declare hostilities or war

against ; to send a declaration of defiance to. Obs.

c 1300 K. A Us. 720i Pors . . saide . . Yeldith him my feute

I no kepe with him have no lewte. Syggith him Y him de-

fyghe, With sweord and with chyvalrye ! Ofhim more holde

Y nulle. <:i330 R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 46 Edmunde bi

messengers p-e erle he diffies. c 1450 Merlin 70 He hym
diffied at the ende of xl dayes, he seide he sholde hym
diffende yef he myght. 1568 GRAFTON Chroti. II. 228 The

King sent other Ambassadors . . to sommon him : and that

if he would not be otherwise advised, then the king gave
them full authoritie to defye him. 1885 C. PLUMMER
Fortescue's Abs. fy Lim. Alon. 258 James Douglas . . defied

the king [of Scotland], and offered his homage to the King
of England.
t b. To repudiate, disavow. Obs.

c 1386 CHAUCER Knt's. T. 746, 1 defye the seurete and the

bond Which that thou seist pat I haue maad to thee.

2. To challenge to combat or battle, arch.

c 1380 SirFerumb. 655 If bov art to fijte bold com on y be

diffye ! 1470-85 MALORY A rthur xm. xv, Tho knyghtes in

the Castel defyen vow. 1595 SHAKS. John ii. i. 406 Defie

each other, and pell-mell Make worke vpon our selues, for

heauen or hell. 1667 MILTON P. L. i. 49 Th
1

infernal Serpent
. .Who durst defie th' Omnipotent to Arms. 1754 RICHARD-
SON Grandison I. xxxix. 291 A man who defies his fellow-

creature into the field, in a private quarrel, must first defy
his God. 1870 BRYANT Iliad I. in. toa Go now, Defy him to

the combat once again.

f b. intr. To utter defiance. Obs.

c 1400 Rowland $ O. 449 Appon sir Rowlande he gan defy
With a full hawtayne Steven.

3. trans. To challenge to a contest or trial of

skill ; esp. to challenge to do (what the challenger
is prepared to maintain cannot be done;. Const.

to and inf.
1674 BREVINT Saul at Endor 366, I defie all the Roman

Preachers to say anything to justifie what they do upon this

account. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Georg. n. 773 The Groom his

Fellow-Groom at Buts defies. 1770 Jimius Lett, xxxvii.

181, I defy the most subtile lawyer in this country to point
out a single instance in which they have exceeded the truth.

1845 DARWIN Vov. Nat. ix. (1890) 211, 1 defy any one at first

sight to be sure that it is not a fish leaping for sport. 1887
BOWEN Virg. Mneid vi. 171 In wild folly defying the Ocean
Gods to compete.
4. To challenge the power of ; to set at defiance ;

to resist boldly or openly ; to set at nought.
1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xx. 65 Mylde men and holy . .

Defyed [C. xxm. 66 Defieden] al falsenesse and folke bat hit
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vscd. f 1386 CHAUCKR Somptt. T. 220 For hir lewednessr

I hem difiyc. 1393 GOWKR Con/. III. 311 Ha, thou fortune,
I the <!cfic, Now nast thou do to me thy werst. 1530 I'AI M,K.

515/3, 1 diffye, I set at naught. 1670 UKYDKN Cony, dranada
I. i. From my walls I italic the Powr's of Spain. 1717 T. TUD-
WAY in Kills Orif. Lett. Ser. u. IV. 313 With a thousand other

insolent speeches defying the Vice-Chancellor and Heads.

1857 MAURICE Ep. St. John xiv. 224 The Apostles could not

defy the witness of the conscience.

b. Said of things : To resist completely, be

beyond the power of.

1715 tr. PancirolluJ Rernm Mtm. \. ll. xix. 116 It

[Naplitha]. .denes to be uuench'd by any Moisture whatever.

1794 MRS. RADCLIPFE Myst. Udolpho xv, Others seemed to

defy all description. 1838 TIIIRLWALL Grtecc III. xx. 125
The fortress defied their attacks. 1871 MORLEY / W/.i/V.-

(1886) 242 Holiness, deepest of all the words that defy defi-

nition.

t 5. To set at nought ;
to reject, renounce, de-

spise, disdain, revolt at. Obs.

csjfo R. BRUNNF. Mid. 743 Y haue be skurged, (corned

dyffyed, Wounded, angred, and crucyfyed. f 1440 J'rvnip.

/'an. 115 Uyffyyn, or vtterly dyspysyn, vilipcndo. 1484
CAXTON Curtail 9 Certes, brother, thou demandest that

whyche thou oughtest todeffye. lynl'vumMOldtLearnyng
To Rdr., Some ther be that do dcfye All that is newe, and
ever do crye The old is better, away with the newe. 1549
OLDE Erasm. far. 1'hcss. 4, 1 defic all thinges in com-

parison of the gospel of Chnst. icoo SHAKS. A. Y. L.

Epil. 3i If I were a Woman, I would kisse as many of you
as had . . breaths that I defi'de not. xcos Down/. Earl

Huntington v. in Hazl. Dodsley VIII. 199 No, lohn, I

defy To stain my old hands in thy youthful blood. 1717-38
GAY Fables l. xxvi. 17 He next the mastiff's honour try'd.

Whose honest jaws the bribe defy'd.

6. ? To reprobate ; to curse. Obs.

cx43p Hymns l-'irg. (1867) 95 Hise deedli synnis he Ran
to dene. 1548 HALL Cnron. 52 b, The faire damoselles

defied that daie [at Aginoourt] in the whiche thei had lost

their paramors.

f 7. intr. To have or manifest want of faith ; to

have distrust of. Obs. [OF. dificr ife, 1 2th c. in

Hatzf.]
c 1380 WYCLIF Wks. (1880) 479 He were a fool out cf

bileue |>at dimede heere of Cristis help, igoa Ord. Crystal
Men (W. de W. 1506) 11. xviii. 136 We sholde

defye
aboue

all of our strength & our merytes. 1613 R. C. Table Alph.
(ed. 3), Defie, distrust.

\jjiefy, v.'l Obs. Forms: 4-6 defye, 4-5
defle, deffye, 5 dyffye, difye, defy, defyyn.

logically, it might answer to L. dJfiecdre, af/ecdre (see DE-
FECATE) ; but the sense oners difficulties. It has been sug-

gested, however, that if i b were the starting-point, it might
conceivably answer to a late L. defxcare stomachum (cf.

dissolvere stomachum Plinyt. But the sense-development
remains uncertain, and the order here followed is provi-
sional. It may be that dissolve

'

was the primary sense.]

1. trans. To digest (food). Said of a person,
of the stomach or other organ, of nature, a sol-

vent, etc.

1361 LANGL. P. PI. A. Pro!. 108 Good wyn of Gaskoyne
And wyn of Oseye, Of Ruyn and of Rochel be Rost to

defye. '377 Ibid, B. xni. 404 More mete ete and dronke
ben kende mijt defie. Ibid. B. xv. 63 Hony is

yuel
to

defye. 1381 WYCLIF i Sam. xxv. 37 Whanne Naabal hadde
defied the wyn [Vulg. digessisset]. 1393 GOWER Con/. III.

25 My stomack may it nought defic. 1400 Lanfranc's

Cirurg. 240 If . . be patient mai not wel defie his mete.

(1440 Prvmp. Parv. 115 Defyyn mete or drynke, digero.

1543 BOORDE Dyetary ix. (1870) 350 The lyuer .. can not

truely decode, defye ne dygest the superabundaunce of

meate & drynke the whiche is in the stomacke.

b. To defy the stomach, a person ; to digest the

stomach : see DIUEST v.

1393 GOWER Con/. III. 41 Nero than . . slough hem, for he

wolde se The whose stomack was best defied. And whan
he hath the sothe tried, He found that he, which goth the

pas, Defied best of alle was. ? c 1475 Sar. Imae Degrt 761
Ye shall have rumney and malmesyne . . Roche!!. The reed

your stomake to defye.

2. intr. Of food: To undergo digestion, to digest.
c 1315 SHOREHAM 28 Ac [hyt]. .defith nanjt ase thy mete. .

Nabyd hy^l nau}t ase other mete Hys tyme of defyynge.

I3a LANGL. P. PI. A. v. 219 For hungur ober for Furst I

make myne A-vou, Schal neuer fysch on Fridai defyen in

my mawe.
3. trans. To make ready by a process likened to

digestion, to
' concoct '.

1380 WYCLIF Serm. xxxiii. Sel. Wks. I. 88 Water., is

drawen in to be vine tree and sib in to be grapis, and by
tyme defyed til bat it be wyn. 1398 TREVISA Bank. De
P. R. iv. vii. (Tollem. MS.), It is seyde bat yf blood is wel

sode and defied, berof men makeb wel talow. c 1400 Lan-

/rone's Cirurg. 222 If bou drawist out be matere bat is

neischebe matere bat is hard is yvel to defie.

b. To dissolve, waste by dissolution.

1393 GOWER Con/. I. 76 filkc ymage Thei drowen out and
als so faste Fer into Tibre bei it caste, Wher be riuere it hab

defied, c 1430 LYDG. ftockas vi. xv. (1554^ 162 b. The honde,

the head . . Were . . Upon a stake set vp . . There to
abydc

where it did shyne or reyne With wynde and wether til they
wer defyed.

O. intr.

< 1410 Pallad. on Hust. in. MOO (Fill. MS t The mlr<<*

bales rype .. hit is to take And honge hem in ihy wyn wessell

ywrie All cloos & long in hit lei hem defie.

4. To defy out : to eject as excrement ; to void.

1381 WYCLIF Deut. xxiii. 13 Whanne thow sittist, thow

shall delue bi enuyrown, and the defied out thow shall

uouor with erthe, in the whych thow art releued.

Defter, obs. form of DKFIKR.

VOL. III.

Defying, vbl. /*.'
[f.

DEFT r.' + -iso'.]
The action of DEFY .' ; a defiance, a challenge.

i 1300 A'. Atis. 7289 Alisaunder. .hath afonge ihydcfTyirii;.

(1440 1'romp. Pan>. 116 Defyynge, or
dyspysynge,

vili-

pent ifl,_flofcipencio. 1483 Catn. Augl. 94 Defiynge, dtspec.
cio, ete.

',
vbt a disspysynge.

i Defying, vbl. sb.'i [f. DEFY v.- + -IRQ'.]
The actionordigcsttng ; digestion.
c 1315 [see DF.FY r. -

aj. c 1400 Lattfrattc'sCirurg. 163 pese
arterys goi j> to . . be lyvere & geveb him vertu ful myche
& makip defiynge. c 1440 Proinp. Pant. 1 16 Defyynge of
mete or drynke, digeitio. 1483 < atk. Angl. 94 A Defiynge.

Defying, ///. a. [f.
DEFY P.I + -INO l

.]
That

defies ; defiant.

1834 MACAL'LAY Pitt Ess. '1854) 309/1 Ills impetuous,
adventurous and defying character.

Hence Defyingly aiiv., defiantly, with de-

fiance.

1831 L. E. L. in Examiner 821/1 The petticoat U defy.

ingly dragged through the mud. 1856 MRS. BROWNING
Aur. Leign l. 504, I looked into his face defyingly.

Defame, Defynicion, etc., ob. ff. DEFINE,
DEFINITION, etc.

Deg, .' dial. [var. of DAG p.*] a. trans.

To sprinkle with water ; to damp. b. intr. To
drizzle. Hence Begging vbl. sb. ;

in comb, deg

ging-can, -cart, -machine (see quots.X
1674 in RAY N. C. Wards 14. 1854 W. GASKELL Lett.

Lane. Dial. 28 (Lane. Gloss.) The word which a Lancashire
man employs for sprinkling with water is

'

to deg ', and
when he degs his garden he uses a deggin-can. 1865 Miss
LAHEE Carter's Struggles vii. 53 (ihd.\ Si' tho' what a

deggin' hoo's gin me. 1874 KNIGHT Diet. Meek., Degging.
machine (Cotton), One for damping the fabric in the process
of calendering. 1885 Manch. Exaw. 14 Aug. 3/6 It was
usual for the degging cart lo go three times over the ground
. .as twice going over would not deg across the road. 1898
Northumk. Was., Deg, to drizzle= Dag.

II Degage (dcgajf), a. fern. -ee. [F. pa. pple.
of dlgager to disengage, put at ease.] Kasy, un-

constrained (in manner or address).

1697 VANBRUGH Relapse iv. vi. 318, 1 do use to appear
a little more de'gagc'. 7ia BUDGELL Spect. No. 377 P 8 An
Air altogether galant and dlgage

1

. 1768 GOLDSM. Cit. W.
xxxix, Mamma pretended to ue as dfgagte as I. 1855
DICKENS Dorrit (Househ. ed.) 203/2 You ought to make
yourself fit for it [Society] by being more dc'gage' and less

preoccupied.
t Degalant, a. Obs. rare. [f. DE- II. 3 +

galant, GALLANT a.] Ungallant, wanting in gal-

lantry.
1778 Hist. Elita Warwick II. 6 The most insensible of

lovers, the most degalant bridegroom.

tDega-mboy. Obs. Short for inol-de-gamboy

(Shaks.) viola-da-gamba, a musical instrument :

see GAMBA and VIOLA.
1618 FLETCHER Chances iv. ii. Presuming To medic wilh

my degamboys.

Deganglionate, Degeneralize: seeDE-II. i.

Degaraish (d/ga-inij), v. rare. By-form of

DI.SGAHNISH : see DE- I. 6.

t Dega'St. Obs. [a. OF. degast ( 1 4th c.), mod.
F. di'gat, 1. OF. degaster to devastate, f. DE- I. 3

+ gaster to waste.] Devastation, ruin, waste.

159* WYRLEY Armorie 116 Ech thine almost we turne

vnto degaste. 1653 H. COGAN tr. Pinto
1

: Tray. liv. 314
He lost in all these degasts eight Thousand of his men.

Degelation (d/'djjV'isn). rare. [f. F. digeler

to thaw, f. ties-, di- (I)E- I. 0) + geler to freeze.]

Melting from the frozen state ; thawing.
In mod. Diet.

t Degen (d^'-gan). Old Cant. Also degan,
dagen. [Ger. ;

= sword.]
a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Degen, a Sword. '785 in

GROSE Diet. Vulg. T. 18*7 LYTTON Pelham (1864) 325

(Farmer) Tip him the degen.

t Dege'nder, v. Obs. [ad. L. degenerarc, F.

dJginirer (ijth c.), after GENDEB z>.]
intr. To

degenerate.
1539 TAVERNER Card. Wysed. n. i8b, He forgatte all

goodnes and degendred quyte & cleane from the renowmed
& excellent venues of hys father. 1596 SPENSER Hymne
Heav. Love 94 So that next off-spring of the Makers love

. . Degendenng to hale, fell from above Through pride.

IS97 I.OWE Chirurg. (1634) 83 If il [Furuncle] .. much in-

flameth, oftentimes it degendereth into Anthrax.

Hence t Dege'ndered///. a., degenerate.
1561 T. NORTON Cah'in's Inst. u. ii. (1634) 117 The

perverted and degendred nature of man.

t Dege'ner, v. Obs. [a. F. dJgentr-er, ad. L.

lit-generiire : see DEGENERATE.] intr. =
prec.

Hence Dege'nered/^/. a.

"545 Jo F-*t- Dax- 'v- G U b, Y' churche . . degenered
much from her first beutye. 1611 ed. Spenser's f. Q. v.

Prol. ii. They into that ere long will be degenered [1596

degendered]. 1614 EARL STIRLING Doomes-day, Fifth Hour
',R.>, Of religion a degener'd seed.

Degeneracy (d/dje'nerasi}. [f. DEGENERATE
<?. : see -ACT.] The condition or quality of being

degenerate.
1604 H. MORE Myst. Infy. 206 This grand Degeneracy of

the Church. 1711 ADDBON Sfert. No. 65 r 9 It is Nature
in its utmost Corruption and Degeneracy. i86a GOULBURN
Pers. R.'lig. 117 A degeneracy from the scriptural theory
of Public Worship. 1883 FROUDE Short Stud. IV. v. 336
The fall of a nobility may be a cause of degeneracy, or it

may only be a symptom.

b. An instance of degeneracy ; something that

is degenerate, rare.

1678 CVUWOKTII Intrll. Syit. 131 (R.) We incline . . lo
account this form of iitlirisin. .to be out a certain degeneracy
fr..m the right Heraclitick and Zenonun cabala 186*
ALFOIU in Lift (1873) 345 The cathedral of Sens U a ad
degeneracy from ours.

Degenerate 'dMsc-ncr.n ,
a. Also 5-6 -at,

6 St. -it. [ad. L. dfgenerdt-us, pa. pplc. of di-

generare : see next.]
A. as fa. pple. - Degenerated. Obs. or arch.

1494 [sec H. i ]. 1500-90 DvNBAR Poems xiv. 43 Sic bral-

laris and botteru, degeneral fra thair nalurim. 1551 Ap.
HAMILTON CattcA. (1884) 19 How matrimony* wmi degenerat
fra the first perfectioun. 1559 in Strype Ann. Re/. I. viii. 13
To what abuses the state of that lyffwas degenerate. 1607-19
HACON F.ss. Great Place (Arb.) 384 Observe wherein and how
they have degenerate. 1733 SWIFT On Poetry 381 Degen'rale
from their ancient brood.

B. as adj.
1. Having lost the qualities proper to the race or

kind; having declined from a higher to a lower

type ; hence, declined in character or qualities ;

debased, degraded, a. of persons.
1404 FABVAN Ckron. vii. ccxxxv. 372 Thou art degenerat,

& growen out of kynde. 1605 SHAKS, Lear \. iv. 276 Lear.

PHIJIIHII Bastard, He not trouble thee ; Yet haue I left a

daughter. 1794 S. WILLIAMS Vermont 196 The Laplanders
are only degenerate Tartars. 1848 MACAULAY Hist. Eng.
II. iw Tyrconnel sprang .. from one of those degenerate
famines of the pale which were popularly classed with the

aboriginal population of Ireland. 1856 FROUIIE Hist. Eng.
(1858) I. Hi. 242 The degenerate representatives of a once
noble institution.

b. of animals and plants : spec in Kiol. (cf.

DEGENERATION i b).
1611 HIBLE

Jer.
ii. 21 How then art thou turned into the

degenerate plant of a strange vine? 1651 N. BACON Disc.

Coyt. II. i. (1739) 4 (As a Plant
transplanted

into a savage

soil) in degree and disposition wholly degenerate. 1*05
T. HERBERT Tray. (16771 Penguins . . the wings or 6m
hanging down like sleeves, covered with down instead of

Feathers . . a degenerate Duck. 1879 RAY LANK> STFR

Degeneration 53 The Ascidian Phallusia shows itself to be
a degenerate Vertebrate by beginning life as a tadpole.

1890 M. MARSHALL in Nature ii Sept., Animals .. wnich
have lost organs or systems which their progenitors pos-
sessed, are commonly called degenerate.

c. fig. of things. (In Geom. applied to a locos

of any order when reduced to the condition of an

aggregate of loci of a lower order.)
"55* (see A]. 1669 GALE Crt. ofGentiles l. I. vii. 36 The

several names . . were al but corrupt degenerate derivations

from lewish Tradilions. 1763 J. BROWN Poetry t, Mas. xi.

193 The degenerate Arts sunk with the degenerate City.

1878 MORLEY Carlyle Crit. Misc. Ser. I. 201 TTie cant and
formalism of any other degenerate form of active faith.

2. trans/. Characterized by degeneracy.
1651 tr. Bacon's Life <l Death 8 In Tame Creatures, their

IVgroerale Life comipteth them. 1715-10 POPE Iliad xn.

540 Such men as live in these degenerate days. 1870 SWIN-

BURNE Ess. <V Stud. (1875)
lot There has never been an age

that was not degenerate in the eyes of its own fools.

Degenerate .d/dje-neVt), . [f. degenerat-,

ppl. stem of L. degenerare to depart from its race

or kind, to fall from its ancestral quality, f. degentr

adj. that departs from its race, ignoble, f. DE- I. I

rgener- (genus] race, kind. So F. aigtnirer

(ijthc. in Hatzf.).]
1. intr. To lose, or become deficient in, the

qualities proper to the race or kind ; to fall away
from ancestral virtue or excellence ; hence (more

generally), to decline in character or qualities,

become of a lower type. a. of persons.
<S53 K I'f.N Treat, ffnue Ind. (Arb.) 31 Degeneratinge from

al kind of honestie and failhfulnes. 1611 1'. TAYLOR Comm.
Titnt L 13 When men degenerate, and by sinne put off the

nature of man. 1651 HOBBES Leviath. i. x iii. 63 '1 he man-
ner of life, which men . . degenerate into in a clvill Warre.

1718 LADY M. W. MONTAGU Let. to Cless cfMar 10 Mar.,
It U well if I do not degenerate into a downright story-

teller. 1863 GEO. ELIOT Komola i. v, In this respect Floren-

tines have not degenerated from their ancestral customs,

b. of animals and plants.
'577 BULL Luther's Comm. Pi. Crad. (1615) 193 They de-

generate, and grow out of kind, and become evil plants.

1616 UACON Syh-a {518 Plants for want of Culture, degene-
rate to be baser in the same kind

',
and sometimes lo far, u

to change into another kind. 1751 CHAMBERS Cfcl. S.T. De-

generation, It is a great dispute among the naturalist*,

whether or no animals, plants, etc. be capable of degenerat-

ing into other species t 1845 FORD Hondo*. Spain I. 53

They have from neglect degenerated into ponies.

O. trans/, andyfp-. of things.

'545 RAYNOLD Ryrtk ofManltyadi 40 When they be en-

tered inlo the nanell, the ii. vaynes degenerat in one. 1605

BACON Adv. Learn, i. Hi. i 3. 12 After that the stale of

Rome was not it selfc, but did degenerate. 1741 BUTLER
Serm. WVs. 1874 1 1. 263 Liberty . . is . . liable . . to degene-
rate insensibly into licentiousness. 1841 D'lsRAELI Amen.
Lit. (1867) 125 The I -atin of the bar had degenerated into

the most ludicrous barbarism.

d. Geom. Of a curve or other locus : To become

reduced to a lower order, or altered into a locus of

a different or less complex form.

1763 W. EMEKSON Metk. Increments, If the parts of the

abscissa be taken infinitely small, then these parallelograms

degenerate into Ihe curve.

f 2. To show a falling-off or degeneration from
an anterior type ; to be degenerate. Obs.

IS*



DEGENERATED.
1548 HALT. Chron. 176 b, JhonTalbot erleof Shrewesbury,

a valeant person, and not degenerating from his noble parent.

1623 BINGHAM Xcnophon 48 Of such Ancestors are you de-

scended. I speak not this, as though you degenerated from

them. 1715-20 POPE Iliad iv. 451 Such Tydeus was..
Gods ! how the son degenerates from the sire. 1739
in Swift's Lett, (1766) II. 255 Dr. Arbuthnot's daughter does

not degenerate from the humour and goodness of her father.

t 3. To become or be altered in nature or char-

acter (without implying debasement) ;
to change

in kind ; to show an alterationfrom a normal type.

Epist. 140 it . .

to be unlike your selfe [i.e. less martial]. 1597 GERARDE
Herbal i. xlii. 62 It is altered . . into Wheate it selfe, as de-

generating from bad to better. 1600 HAKI.UYT Voy. (1810)

III. 186 Some .. followed Courses degenerating from the

Voyage before pretended.

f 4. To fall away, revolt. Obs, rare.

1602 CAREW Cornwall 98 a, The Cornish men . . marched
to ..Welles, where James Touchet, Lord Audely, degene-
rated to their party. 1622 MALYNES Anc. Laiv-Merch.

4^31

His friends forsake him, his wife and children suffer with

him, or leaue him, or rebell, or degenerate against him.

j-5. trans. To cause to degenerate; to reduce to

a lower or worse condition; to debase, degrade.
1645 MILTON Tetrack. 192 It degenerates and disorders the

best spirits. 1653 Cloria 4- Narcissus I. 172 The least de-

jection of spirit . . would degenerate you from your birth

and education. 1710 Brit. Apollo III. 2/1 They. . Degene-
rate themselves to Brutes. 1790-1811 COMBE Devil upon
Two Sticks in Eng. (1817) iv. 16 Her theatric excellencies

. . are impaired by physical defects, or degenerated by the

adoption of bad habits.

f0. To generate (something of an inferior or

lower type). Obs. rare.

1649 G. DANIEL Trinarch., Hen. FxciVj A bastard flye,

Corrupting where it breaths . . Degenerating Putrefaction.

1668 CULPEPPER & COLE Barthol. Anat. i. xxxii. 75 It is

backwards more deep and broad, that the lower and after-

end might degenerate as it were the Ditch or Trench.

Hence Degenerating vbl, sb, and///, a.

1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. vi. xx. i. 105 Young Corn-

modus, his soone degenerating Son. 1693 BRANCARD Phys.
Diet. 140/1 Metastasis, the degenerating of one Disease into

another, as of a Quartans Ague into a Tertian. 1746 W.
HORSLEY The Fool No. 5 f6A Degenerating from this Char-
acter is the Progress towards the Formation of a Beau,

Degenerated, ///. a. [-EDI.] Fallen from
ancestral or original excellence

; degenerate.
1581 PETTIE Gnazzo's^ Civ, Cotiv. 11. (1586) 84 Unknowen

and degenerated posteritie. 1727 DE FOE Hist. Appar. iv.

(1840) 31 The Devil is . . a degenerated, fallen, and evil

spirit. 1808 WILFORD Sacr. Isles in Asiat. Res, VIII. 302
In the present wicked age and degenerated times.

Degenerately (drdse-ner/tli), adv. [f. DE-
r.EXERATE a. + -LY 2

.]
In a degenerate manner.

1645 MILTON Tetrack. (1851) 145 Nothing now adayes is

more degenerately forgott'n, than the true dignity of man.
a 1671 J. WORTHINGTON Misc. 29(T.) A short view of Rome,
Christian, though apostatized and degenerately Christian.

Dege'nerateness. rare. [f.
as prec. + -HBB8.]

Degenerate quality or condition ; degeneracy.
164x0 WILKINS New Planet x. (1707) 272 ADegenerateness

and Poverty of Spirit. 168^ tr. lionet's Merc. Comfit, vi.

156 This degenerateness, which frequently happens to the

bloud in Autumnal Fevers.

Degeneration .d/d^ener^'-Jan). [a. F. dt-

gtneration (i5th c. in Hatzf.), n. of action from L.

degenerare to DEGENERATE : see -ATION.]
1. The process of degenerating or becoming de-

generate ;
the falling off from ancestral or earlier

excellence
; declining to a lower or worse stage of

being ; degradation of nature.

1607 TOPSELL Four-f. Beasts (1658) 460 That so he might
learn the difference betwixt his generation, and his degenera-
tion, and consider how great a loss unto him was his fall in

Paradise. 1658 SIR T. BROWNE Hydriot. \. 3 Others con-
ceived it most natural to end in nre . . whereby they also
declined a visible degeneration into worms. 1661 COWLEY
Prop. Adv. Exp. Pkilos. Concl., Capable (as many good In-

stitutions) . . of Degeneration into any thing harmful. 1845
MAURICE Mor. Philos. in Encycl. MetroJ>. II. 598/1 It is

possible in each case to trace the process of degeneration.
"b. Biol. A change of structure by which an

organism, or some particular organ, becomes less

elaborately developed and assumes the form of a

lower type.
[1751 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., Others hold, that degeneration

only obtains in vegetables ; and define it the change of a

plant of one kind, into that of another viler kind. Thus, say
they, wheat degenerates into darnel . . But our . . best natu-
ralists maintain the opinion of such a degeneration, or trans-

mutation, to be erroneous.] 1848 CARPENTER Anim. Phys.
33 Such a degeneration may take place simply from want
of use. 1879 RAY LANKESTER Degeneration (1880) 32 De-
generation may be defined as a gradual change of the struc-

ture In which the organism becomes adapted to less varied
and less complex conditions of life. Ibid. 32 Elaboration of
some one organ may be a necessary accompaniment of De-
generation in all the others. 1883 Syd. Soc. Lex. s.v., In

many flowers . . the formation of a nectary results from the

degeneration of the stamens.

C. Path. * A morbid change in the structure of

parts, consisting in a disintegration of tissue, or in

a substitution of a lower for a higher form of struc-

ture' (Syd. Soc. Lex.}.
1851-60 in MAYNE ..*/<. Z.w. 1866 A. Tfuvn: Princ. Med.

(1880) 54. 1869 E. A. PARKES Pract. Hygiene (ed. 3) 193 The
gangrenous degeneration rapidly extended. 1883 Syd. Soc.

L,ex. s.v,, Fatty degeneration, .consists in the substitution

146

of oil globules for the healthy protoplasm of cells, or other

structures, by transformation . . of the protoplasmic com-

pound.
2. The condition ofbeing degenerate; degeneracy.
? 1481 CAXTON Oral. G. Flaminens F j, Rather . . with de-

generacion than nobleness, a 1652 J. SMITH Sel. Disc. ix.

446 It speaks the degeneration of any soul . . that it should

desire to incorporate itself with any. . sensual delights. 1865
MERIVM.E Rom. limp. VIII. Ixviii. 368 When the popular
notion of its degeneration was actually realized.

t3. Something that has degenerated; a degene-
rate form or product. Obs.

<: 1645 HOWELL Lett. (1892) II. 475 What Languages ._.
are

Dialects, Derivations, or Degenerations from their Originals.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ef. m. xvu. 147 Cockle, Aracus,

^Egilops. and other degenerations which come up in unex-

pected shapes. 1748 HARTLEY Observ. Man i. iv. 453 The
Degenerations and Counterfeits of Benevolence.

Hence Degrenera-tionist nonce-ivd., one who
holds a theory of degeneration.
1871 TYLOR Prim. Cult. I. 48 The opinions of older

writers . . whether progressionists or degenerationists.

Degenerative (d/"dge-nerctiv), a. [f. L. de-

gcnerdt-, ppl. stem of dcgenerare to DEGENERATE
+ -IVE.] Of the nature of, or tending to, degenera-
tion.

1846 WORCESTER cites Month. Rev. 1879 RAY LANKES-
TER Adv. Science (1890) 46 Degenerative evolution. 1890
HUMPHRY Old Age 149 Other degenerative changes, such as

calcification of the costal cartilages.

Degfeiieratory (d/d^e'neratari), a. rare. [f.

as prec. + -OBY.] Tending to degeneration.
1876 R. F. BURTON Gorilla. L. I. 28 Perhaps six years had

exercised a degeneratory effect upon Rot Denis.

Degenered : see DEGENEB.

Degenerescence (-e-sens). Biol. [a. F. dt-

ginirescence (1799 in Hatzf.), f. degtntrescent,
deriv. of diginh-er to degenerate, after L. inchoative

vbs. : see -ESCENT.] Tendency to degenerate ; the

process of degeneration.
i88 G. ALLEN in St. "James's Gaz. 30 May 3 They have

all . . acquired the same parasitic habits, and . . exhibit dif-

ferent stages in the same process of degenerescence. 1884
H. MACMILLAN in Brit, fy For. Evang. Rev. Apr. 315 The
degenerescence of Decandolle brings all the parts of the

flower back to the leaf.

t Dege'nerize, v. Obs. rare *. [f. L. degener

(see next) + -IZK] intr. To become degenerate,
to degenerate.
1605 SYLVESTER Du Bar/as n. iii. Vocation 104 Degeneriz'd,

decaid, and withered quight.

t Dege'nerous, a. Obs. [f. L. Jegener de-

generate, bastard, spurious (see DEGENERATE v.} +

-ous, after GENEROUS a., of which it is, in some

senses, treated as a derivative : cf. ungenerous, de-

gallant.]
1. Fallen from ancestral virtue or excellence, un-

worthy of one's ancestry or kindred, degenerate.
a. of persons.
1600 DEKKER Gentle Craft Wks. 1873 I. 74 Your Grace to

do me honour Heapt on the head of this degenerous boy
Desertless favours. 1643 PRYNNE Sav. Power Parl. iv. 35

Disclaiming them as degenerous Brats, and not their sonnes.

a 1734 NORTH Lives I. 199 An upstart and degenerous race.

b. of personal qualities, feelings, actions, etc.

1597 DANIEL Civ. Wars \. Hi, The least felt touch of a

degenerous feare. a 1734 NORTH Exam. n. v. 41 (1740)

338 That this Passive-Obedience or Non-Resistance of
theirs is a slavish and degenerous Principle.

c. transf. Characterized by degeneration.
1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. x. (1632) 647 In our effemi-

nate and degenerous age. 1690 BOYLE Chr. Virtuoso n. 39

Especially in such a Degenerous age.

d. Const,from, (rare.)
1657 Bp. H, KING Poetns in. ix. (1843) 91 He n'er had

shew d Himself. . So much degen'rous from renowned Vere.

1693 DODWELL Def. Vind. Deprived Bfs. 36 The Ages he
deals in were very degenerous from the Piety and Skill of
their Primitive Ancestors.

2. transf. and fig. of things (esp. organisms or

organic products).
1635 F.WHITE Sabbath Ep. Ded. 4 A good tree hath some

degenerous branches. 1748 Univ. Mag. Aug. 65 That . . a
new born child should . . be corrupted by the degenerous and
adventitious milk of another.

Hence f Dege neronsly adv., f Dege'nerous-
ness.
1627 H. BURTON Baiting of Pope's Bull 94 No true

Englishman will be . . so vnnaturally and degenerously im-

pious, a 1734 NORTH Lives I. 37t Naming him so de-

generously as he did.
167^8

WALTON Life Sanderson (1681)

2 All the Rubbish of their Degenerousness ought to fall

heavy on such dishonourable heads.

Degentilize, degermanize : see DE- II. i.

Dege^omorphlza'tion. nonce-wd. [f. DE- II.

i
, Gr. 777 (comb. 7<u-) eartli + pofxp-ri form.] The

process of making unlike, or less like, the earth.

1894 Jrtil. Educ. i Jan. 61/2 [They insist] that religious

progress tends towards the de-anthropomorphization of God.
Does it not equally tend towards the de-geomorphization of
heaven ?

Dege'rm, v. [DE- II. 2.] trans. To remove
the germ from ,e. g. wheat).

Dege'rminator. [DE- H. i + 'L.germen germ.]
A machine with iron discs for splitting the grains
of wheat and removing the germ.
In mod. Diets.

DEGLTJTITORY.

Begeroite ;degerju-ait\ Min. [Named 1850
f. Degero in Finland.] A variety of Ilisingerite.
1868 in DANA Min. 489.

Degest, obs. form of DIGEST.

Degging : see DEG v. '

Degh, obs. pres. t. of Dow v. to be of use.

Degise, obs. form of DISGUISE.

I Degla'brate, v. Obs. [f. L. deglabrdt-,

ppl. slem of deglabrare to smooth down, make
smooth, f. DE- I. 3 + glabr- smooth, glabrare to

make smooth.] trans. To make quite smooth.

Hence Degla'brated ppl. a.

1623 COCKERAM, Deglabrate, to pull off skin, hayre, or

the like. 1684 tr. Sonet's Merc. Comfit, xiv. 466 An Eye-
lid inverted .. was amended by cutting the Circle of the

Deglabrated Eye-lid.

Degladiation, obs. form of DIGLADIATION.

Deglaze v. : see DE- II. 2.

t Deglo'ry, v. Obs. rare. [f.
DE- II. 2 + GLOI.V

si/.']
trans. To deprive of its glory.

1610 G. FLETCHER Christ's Viet. i. xvii, To crowne his

head, That was before with thornes degloried. 1653 R.

MASON in Bulwer's Anthropomet. Let. to Author, Neither

his soule nor body (both being so degloried).

t Deglu'bate, v. Obs. rare, [irreg. f. L. degltl-

bere to peel, flay (I.
DE- I. 3 + glfibfre to peel, flay)

+ -ATE.] trans. To flay, excoriate.

1623 COCKERAM, Degliibate, to fley a thing. 1698 FRYER
Ace. E. hid. fy P. 297 To prevent the sharp Winds deglu-

bating us, we housed our selves Cap-a-pee under Felts.

I Deglu'bing, ///. a. Obs. rare~ l
. [f. *de-

glube YD., ad. L. degliiblre : see prec.] Flaying.
a 1658 CLEVELAND Cl. Vind. (1677) 96 Now enter his

Taxing and deglubing Face, a squeezing Look like that of

Vespasianus.

Deglu-tate, v. rare.
-

'. [irreg. f. L. deglfitire :

see next.] =DEGHJTE.
1867 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. Ser. it. III. 11. 639 The chance

of choking does not depend upon hair which is deglutated.

Deglute (d^gltt't), v. Obs. exc. as nonce-ivd.

In 6 di-. [f. L. degtettre, f. DE- I. i down +

glulire, gluttire to swallow.] trans. To swallow,

swallow down. Also absol.

1599 A. M. tr. Galelhouer's Bk. Physicke 101/2 Make
little Pilles, contayne them in thy mouth, and by little and
little diglute or swallowe them. 1820 L. HUNT Indicator
No. 64 (1822) II. 95 They champ, they grind, they deglute.

t DeglU'tible, a. Obs. rare.
[f.

L, deglntl-re

(see prec.) + -BLE.] Capable of being swallowed.
1661 LOVELL Hist. Anim. fy Min. 515 Some are prescribed

in a potable forme . . Others deglutible, as pills and

powders.

Deghrtmate, v.
[f. 'L.deglntinat-, ppl. stem

of deglfitinare to unglue (Pliny), f. DE- I. 6 +

glutinare to glue.]

fl. trans. To unglue; to loosen or separate

(things glued together). Obs.

1609 J. DAVIES Holy Roade (1876) 16 (D.) The Hand of

Outrage that deglutinates His Vesture, glu'd with gore-
blood to His backe. 1727 BAILEY vol. II, Deglutinated.
2. To deprive of gluten, extract the gluten from.

1889 in Cent. Diet.

Hence Deglntina-tion.
1623 in COCKERAM n. s. v. Vnghting. 1721 in BAILEY.

t Deglu'tion. Obs. [a. obs. F. deglution

(Cotgr.).] =next.

1657 TOMLINSON Renou's Disf. 115 Compressed with the

tongue or teeth before deglution.

Deglutition (drglti-Jan). P/iys. [a. F. cU-

glutition (Pare i6th c.), n. of action f. L. deglu-
tire : see DEGLUTE.] The action of swallowing.
1650 BULWER Anthropomet. 118 The action of the Gullet,

that is Deglutition. 1748 HARTLEY Observ. Man I. ii. 135
The Nerves of the Fauces, and Muscles of Deglutition.

199 The , _-

state in which the muscles of the pharynx were placed.
1 86 1 LOWELL Biglovj P. Poems 1890 II. 216 Persons who
venture their lives in the deglutition of patent medicines.

b. Iny?^. senses of swallow.

1764 REID Inquiry vi. 19 As the stomach receives its

food, so the soul receives her images by a kind of nervous

deglutition. 1848 C. BRONTE J. Eyre (1857) 241 Judgment
untempered by feeling is too bitter and husky a morsel for

human deglutition. 1858 FROUDE Hist. Eng. IV. 187 Even
such good Catholics as the Irish chiefs had commenced a

similar process of deglutition, much to their comfort.

Deglntitious (d/gUdi-Jas), a. rare. [f. prec. :

see -ous.] Pertaining or tending to deglutition.
1822 HEBEH in Jer. Taylor's Wks. (18281 1. Introd. p. xci,

With the poor book which is beslavered with such degluti-

tious phrases I have no acquaintance.

Deglutitive (d/'gl-titiv), a. rare. [f.
as next

+ -IVE.] =next.
In some mod. Diets.

Deglutitory (dfglw-titsri), a. rare. [f. L.

deglfitit-, ppl. stem of deglfitire to DEGLUTE + -ORY.]

Pertaining to deglutition; having the function of

swallowing.
1864 in WEBSTER. 1887 Cornh. Mag. Jan. 59 The little

invalid, whose masticatory and deglutitory powers were

now feebler.

Deglyeerln(e v. : see DE- II. 2.



DEGOKDEK.

D&gO'rder. Math. [Made up of

ORDER.] The pair of numbera signifying the

degree and order of any mathematical form.
1880 SVLVKSIKK in Anter. ^rnl. Mathtm* III. When
= 2 we know that the degoider is (4 ; 4).

t Degorge (d/g^uds;), v. Obs. [a. F.

OF. desgorger\ see 1)E- I. 6.]
= PlsooitOE.

1493 Festivall (W. de W. 1515) 143 These people .. made
dragons for to

spytte
& degorge flambcs of fyre out of they r

inouthes. 1586 B. YOUNG Guazso's Civ. Conv. iv. 181 b, It

tteehoveth. .to chew it [a hastie sentence) well in our mindes
before, least it be thought to be degorged . . raw and un-

digested. 1611 Hovs II 'As. 3 We must degorge our malice
before we pray. i6jsIYHSON Varieties I. 24 All other waters
doe degorge themselves into her [the sea's] bosome. 1717
BRACKEN Farriery Impr. (1757) II. 69 The Farrier's DiC'
tionary . . 1726 . .says, that it

proceeds from the dfgoreing^
tho* I suppose he means the disgorging^ of the great Vein.

t DegOU'St,degout. Obs. rare. [a. OF. des-,

degottst) in mod.F. dtgo&t^ DISGUST.
1716 M. IHVIKS At/ten. Brit. u. 150 Brinish . . and of an

Unsavoury Degout. 17*0 WELTON Sttffer. Son ofG&i I. viiL
i .s 4 From hence comes all that degoust and surfeit in Matters
of Religion.

t Degou't, v. Obs. [a. F, dtgoutttr, OF. de-

guttr (I3th c.), Pr. degotar \ Rom, type *c&gut-

tarC) f. L. DE- 1. 1, down +gutta drop ; tf.guttdtus
splashed, spotted.]
X. trans. To spot, besprinkle with drops or spots.
1413 JAS. I Kingis Q. clxi, A mantill . . That turrit was

witn ermyn full quhite, Degoutit with the self in spottis
blake. 1486 Bk. St. Allans A viij b, Ye shall say she is

Degouted to the vttermost brayle.

2. To shed in drops, distil.

1503 HAWKS Exantp. I'irt. iv. 42 The cbambre where she
held her consystory The dewe aromatyke dyde oft degoute
Of fragrant floures. 1509 Past. Pleas. 198 Her rcdolentc
wordes . . Degouted vapoure moost aromatyke.

Degradable (drgr^'dab'l), a. ff. DEGRADE
v. + -ABLE.] Capable of being degraded.
[1867 H. KINGSLEY Silcott of S. xxxvu. (1876) 3^5 The

labourer, .is undegradable, being in a chronic state of bank-
ruptcy.]

De'gradand. rare. [ad. L. digradantt-us to

be degraded, gerundive of degraddrc to DEGRADE.]
One who is to be degraded from his rank or order.

1891 R. W. DIXON Hist. Ck. Enr. IV. 494 The dcgradand
is to be brought in his daily or ordinary dress.

Degradation 1
(degrade

1

-Jan\ [a. F. aggra-
dation (i4th c. in Hatzf.), ad. med.L. degratiatidn-

em, n. of action f. dtgraddre, to DEGRADE : see

-ATION.] The action of degrading.
1. Deposition from some rank, office, or position

of honour as an act of punishment ; esp. the de-

priving of an ecclesiastic of his orders, benefices,
and privileges, of a knight, military officer, etc., of
his rank, ofa graduate of his academical degree.
In Eccl. Law, two kinds of degradation are recognized :

see quot. 1885.
a 1535 MORE IVks. 624 (R.) Vpon . . hys degradacion, he

knclea downe before the byshoppeschauncellour. ,&humbli
besought him of absolution fro the sentence of excoin-
municacion. 1586 Exam, H. Barrett* in Harl. Misc.
(Math.) II. 35 Since his excommunication and degradation
by the Romish church. 1647 CLARENDON Hist. Rcb. i.

(1843)22/2 He saw many removes and degradations in all

the other offices of which he had been possessed. 17*6
AVUFFE Partrgon 206 Degradation is commonly used to
denote a Deprivation or Removing of a Man from his
Office and Benefice. 1779-81 JOHNSON L. /*., Halifax, An
. .active statesman, .exposed to the vicissitudes of advance*
ment and degradation. 1885 Catholic Diet. 253/2 Degra-
dation is of two kinds, verbal and real. By the first a
criminous cleric is declared to be perpetually deposed from
clerical orders, or from the execution thereof, so as to be

deprived of all order and function . . and of any benefice
which he might have previously enjoyed.. Real or actual

degradation is that which, besides deposing a cleric from
the exercise of his

ministry, actually strips him of his orders,

according to a prescribed ceremonial, and delivers him to
the secular arm to be punished.
2. Lowering in honour, estimation, social posi-

tion, etc.; the state or condition of being so

lowered.
f "75* JOHNSON In Bosivcll \ 1887) IV. 382 note,, A Table of

the Spectators, Tailors, and Guardians, distinguished by
figures into six degrees of value, with notes, giving tin-

reasons of preference or degradation. 1794 S. WILLIAMS
Vermont 152 This degradation of the female was carried to

its greatest extreme. 1833 HT. MARTINEAU Brook* Farm
v. 70 They would complain of the degradation of obtaining
their food by rendering service. 1878 JKVOSS Prim. Pot.
RCOH, 85 Knough ought to have been saved to avoid the
need of charity or the degradation of the poor-house.
8. Lowering in character or quality ;

the state or

condition of being degraded morally or intellectu-

ally ; moral debasement.

1697 LOCKE 2nd Vind. Christ. (R.), The lowest degrada*
tion that human nature could sink to. a 1716 SOUTH (J-)
So deplorable is the degradation of our nature. 1856 SIR B.

HnoDIE Fsytkol. /Mf.LtiL 77 Nothing^ can tend more to

every kind of .. degradation than the nee of gin-drinking.
1866 G. MACDONALD Ann. Q. Neighb. xxvii. (1878) 473 She
would not submit to the degradation of marrying a man she

did not love.

4. Reduction to an inferior type or stage of de-

velopment. Also attrib.

1850 H. ROGERS Ess. II. iv. 160 The vocabulary would
be for the most part retained, and the grammatical forms

undergo degradation. 1871 TYLOR Prim. Cult. I. 34 The

147

progression-theory recognizes degradation, and the degra-
dation-theory recognizes progression, as powerful influence*
in the course of culture.

b. spec. Biol. Reduction of an organ or structure

to a less perfect or more rudimentary condition ;

degeneration.
1849 UALFOUR Manual ofBot. f 649 There U thus traced

a degradation, as it is called, from a flower with three
stamens and three divisions of the calyx, to one with
a single bract and a single stamen or carpel. 1871 MIVART
EUtn. Amit. 39 'Degradation*

U a constant character of
the bit vertebra; in all classes of Vertebrates. Ibid, it 59
The maximum of degradation and abortion of the coccyx
is in the Bats.

C. Structural Rot. A change in the substance of

the organized structures of plants, resulting in the

formation of products {dcgradation-pro<hict$} which
have no further use in the building up of new cell-

walls or protoplasmic structures.

1875 HKNNKTT & DYER Sachs' Bat. 628 The substances
which cause nullification, suberi&ation, or cuticularisation

are also probably the result of a partial degradation of the
cellulose of the cell-walls. 1883 Syd. Soc, Lex., Degrada-
tion

products,
a term applied to such compounds as gum

in plants. 1884 HOWKR & SCOTT De Bary's Phaiur. 511
The transformation or degradation of the alburnum into

duramen takes place in some [trees] gradually, in others

suddenly.
d. Physics. The conversion of (energy) into a

lower form, *'. e. one which has a decreased capa-
bility of being transformed.

1871 B. STEWART Heat | 384 When mechanical energy is

transmuted into heat by friction or otherwise there is always
a degradation in the form of energy. 1876 TAIT Rec. Adv.
Pkys. Sc. vL 146 A certain amount of degradation (de-
graded energy meaning energy less capable of being trans-

formed than before).

6. A lowering or reducing in strength, amount,
etc.

1760 STRANGE in Phil. Trans. LIX. 55 This plant was in

the first stage of putrefaction . . hence its degradation of
colour. 1776 ADAM SMITH \V. N. t. v. 11869* f 36 The de.

gradation in the value of silver. Ibid. \. XL I 343 This
degradation, both in the real and nominal value of wool.

1883 Syd. Sac. Lt.r. t Senile degradation^ the gradual
failure of the mental and bodily powers due to age. 1889
J. M. DUNCAN I.at. Dix. Women xvi. (ed. 4) 127 Producing
as its only great indication, degradation of the general
health, and a hydroperitoneal collection.

6. Geol. The disintegration and wearing down of

the surface of rocks, cliffs, strata, etc., by atmo-

spheric and aqueous action.

1799 KIKWAN GeoL Ess. 327 Those of siliceous shistus are
most subject to this degradation and decomposition. 1801
PLAYFAIR lllnstr. Hutton. Th, 156 The great degradation of
mountains, involved in this hypothesis. 1853 PIULLMS
Rivers Yerksk. i. n The chalk .. yields rather easily to

degradation. 1875 CROLL Climate ff T. xvii. 268 Old sea-

bottoms formed out of the accumulated material derived
from the degradation of primeval land-surfaces.

b. transf. Wearing down of any surface.

1849 RASKIN Set'. Lam^s vi. { 17. 179 The materials to
be employed are liable to degradation, as brick, sandstone,
or soft limestone. 1861 FLO. NIGHTINGALE Nursing 62
There is a constant degradation, as it is called, taking
place from everything except polished or glazed articles.

Degradation- (d/'grad/'-bn). [In sense i,

a. F. degradation (Moliere, I7th c.), ad. It. digra-
(fazione, f. digradare to come down by degrees.
Sense i may also be from It. ; but cf. GRADATIOX.]
1. Painting. The gradual lowering of colour or

light in a painting ; esp. that which gives the effect

of distance ; gradation of tint ; gradual toning
down or shading off. ? Ofa.

1706 Art o/
f

Painting (1744' 33 Perspective, .regulates.,
the degradation of colours in all places of the Picture.

i76a-7i H. WALPOLE Vertue's Anecd. Paint. (1786) II. 231
Ihere is great truth and nature in his heads; but the

carnations are too bricky, and want a degradation and

variety of tints. 1817 COLERIDGE Bicg. Lit. 212 Colours . .

used as the means of that gentle degradation requisite in

order to produce the effect of a whole. 1881 C. A. YOUNG
Sun 250 Volet's observations show a much more rapid

degradation of the light.

f 2. Diminution (in size or thickness) by degrees
or successive steps ; the part so reduced. Obs?
1730 A. GORDON Maffets Atnfhith. 385 The internal De-

gradation of the Wall. Ibid. 406 The Retiring of the Wall
.. proceeds by a Degradation above that Stone., and more
largely in the Degradation of the second Story; so that the

third is reduced to a small Thickness. Ibid. 407 There
being no Marks of Vaults on the Degradation of the Wall.

Degradations! (degrade/anal), a. [f. DE-
GRADATION l + -At..] Ofor pertaining to (biological)

degradation ; manifesting structural degradation.
1863 DANA in Amer. JrnL Sc. ^ Arts and Ser. XXXVI.

4 They [Entomostracans] are degradational forms as well
as the Myriapods. Ibid. 5 The distinction of the Ento-
mostracans . . consists rather in their degradational cha-
racters than in any peculiarities of the mouth.

De'grada:tor . rare. [Agent-n. in L. form, from
late L. djgradare to DEGBADE.] One who degrades
or deprives of rank.
1801 R. W. DUON Hist. CM. Eng. IV. 404 From a de-

gnuUnd of archiepiscopal degree the degradator shall first

remove the pall.

t Degradatory, a. Obs.
[f. digrad&t^ ppl.

stem of late L. dt-graddrt -OBY.] Having the

quality of degrading : tending to degrade.

DEGRADE.
'7*3 W. F. MAKIYX Geog. Mag. I. 407 Other d _

tan e*. 1766 frmMt.it tkt I'hiLin. III. 166 A tpedes
of imposition M> degradatory to the republic of I-

Degrade ;d/gr^-d), v. Also 5 degrate, -gmyd,
6 -gratd, 7 di-. [ME. m. OK. degrader (uth c. ,

occasionally desg-* *. Pr. </#-, desgradtr, Sp. de-

gradar, It. dtgrsuiart : late eccl. L. digraddre, f.

DE- I. i, down, from +gradus degree.]
1. trans. To reduce from a higher to a lower

rank, to depose from ,
1 of) a position of honour

or estimation.

<-i3S SoMf of Yetteniay \\ in E. E. P. (1862' 113 Hou
one pat god hem may degrade. 1379 BARBOIK Bn^t i

175 Schir Ihon the balfeoll . . was king bot a
jitill quhile .

drgradyt syne we* he Off honour and off dignite. a 1400-90
Alexander 9670 Darye . . embli* his knyjtis . . And genii
him wele . . to deerayd be grekis muistir. 1604 MASINGVH
Part, Love v. i, Thou do*t degrade thyself of all the
honours Thy ancestors left thee. 1641 SIK E. DKKINC in

Kushw. Hist. Coll. (1693) in. I. 395 Neither you here, nor
Mr. Speaker in the House can degrade any one of us from
these Seats. i66a STH.LINGFL. Orig. Sacr. MI, Ui. | 2 They
degraded him from the very title of a Philosopher. 1788
RKIO Aristotle's Log, iv. | 3. So An affirmative may be

degraded into a negative. 1*74 HOLLAND Mistr. A/ante
xii. 56 Change That would degrade her to a thing Of
homely use and household care. 1876 J. H. NEWMAN Hiit.
Sk. II. in. vil 343 The man who made this bout was him-
self degraded from his high estate.

2. spec. To depose (a person) formally from his

degree, rank, or position of honour as an act of

punishment, as to degrade a knight, a military
officer, a graduate of a university.
Cf. DISGBAUE, which in is-i6th c. was the more usual

word to express legal and formal degradation.
c 1400 /V*/r. Troy 12576 The giekn . . Ordant hym Em-

perour by opon assent. And Agamynon degrated of his degre
|>an. 1508 KKNNKDY Hyting w. Uttnbar 307, I sal) degrmid
the, graceles, of thy greis. 1501 SHAKS. i Hen. W, iv. i. 43
He then . . Doth but vsurpe the Sacred name of Knight .

And should . . Be quite degraded, like a Hedge-borne Swaine.
i6ai Ki SING Pfhatft Ho. Lords (CamdenT 65 Whether Sr

Kra, Michel) shalbe degraded of his knighthood for parte
of his punishment or noe? 16*8 MEADK in E1IU Orig. Lett.
Ser. i. III. 277 Hts censure was to be degraded both from
her ministry and degrees taken in the University. 1709
HI-AKNK Colfat. Oxf. Hist. Soc.i II. 206 The Univer>ity
of Dublin having expell'd and degraded Mr. Forbes. 1875
JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) HI. 351 The soldier who . . is guilty of

any other act of cowardice, should be degraded into the
rank ofa husbandman or artisan.

b. To inflict ecclesiastical degradation upon ; to

deprive of his orders.

1305 PURVEY Remonstr. (1851) 37 He that . . blasfcmith
< ioa in othere manere be deposit] or degratid if he U a
clerk. 1480 CAXTON Ckron. Eng. ccxlvii. 313 The first day
of inarch after was sir william taillour preest dcgrated of
his preesthode. 1555 WATREMAN 1-aritU h'acions n. xii.

268 To the BUbhopite was uiuen authorise, .to put Priestes

from the Prie&thouc : and to degrade theim, when thei

deserve it. 1681 HAXTKR Apol. Konconf. Min. 39 Magis-
trates might degrade ministers. 1781 PRIESTLEY Corrupt.
Chr. II. x. 266 A priest could not be degraded but by eight

bishops. s88a I. H. BLUNT Ref. Ck. *. II. 384 He waa

formally degraded from the priesthood.

8. To lower in estimation ; to bring into dis-

honour or contempt
c 1500 Lancelot 749 Hyme thoght that it his wor^chtp

wi .Id degrade. 1560 ROLLAND Crt. Venus iv. 470 Ladle
Venus je sail ncuer degraid In word, nor deid, nor neuer

dp hir deir 1771 Junius Lett. liv. 285, I will not insult

his misfortunes by a comparison that would degrade him.

1844 EMERSON Lfct. Yng. Amer. Wks. (Bphn) fl. 306 The
aristocracy incorporated by law and education, degrades life

for the unmivilegcd classes.

4. To lower in character or qualitv ; to debase.

1650 V*OYSKLt.Gako/O/p#rt. (1653) Ep. Ded., At thU
news the Ruffler is sodainly dismounted, and his courage
degraded. 1755 JOHNSON, Degrade . . to reduce from a

higher to a lower
state,

with respect to qualities. 176*
GOLDSM. Cit. W. cxviii, How low avarice can degrade
human nature. 177$ ADAM SMITH IK A', iv. viii. (1869) It.

235 English wool cannot be even so mixed with Spanish
wool as to enter into the composition, .without spoiling and

degrading in some degree the fabric of the cloth. 1857
KINCSLEY T-H-O }'. Ago (1877) 433 So will an unhealthy
craving degrade a man. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 3) V. 41
This custom has been the ruin of the poets, and has de-

graded the theatre.

b. To lower or reduce in price, strength, purity,
etc. ; to reduce or tone down in colour (cf. DECKADA-
TICK *).

1844 COBDEN Sfffi-Att (1878) 73 He proposed to degrade
prices instead of aiming to sustain them. 1855 tr. Labartc's

Arts Mid. Ate* it. 72 How to degrade the tones with this

single enamel colour. 1873 *"
.^
roN Workskof Receipts \.

320/1 To prevent its greenish lint degrading the brilliancy
of dyed stuffs, or the purity of whites.

5. a. Biol. To reduce to a lower and less complex
organic type. b. Physus. To reduce (energy to

a form less capable of transformation, o. Optics.
To lower in

position
in the spectrum ; to diminish

the refrangibitity of (a ray of light) as by the action

of a fluorescent substance.

i86a, 1876 (see DKCKAUED /// a, 3\ 1870 ROLLKSTON
Anim. Life 139 Annelids degraded by the special habit of

parasitism.

6. Cent. To wear down (rocks, strata, cliffs, etc.

by surface abrasion or disintegration.
1811 SIR H. PAW Cliim. Pkila. 101 These agents [water

and air] gradually . . decompose and degrade the exterior of

strata. 1(63 A. C. RAMSAY flirt. Gree. i. 11878) 6 The



DEGRADED.

quantity of material dcgradi-d and spread in the sta by
these united means is immense.

7. intr. To descend to a lower grade or type ; to

exhibit a degradation of type or structure ; to

degenerate.
1850 TENNYSON In Mem. cxxvii, No doubt vast eddies in

the flood Of onward time shall yet be made, And throned

races may degrade. 1863 KINGSLEY Water Bab. 77 If he

says that things cannot degrade, that is change downwards

into lower forms, n 1864 WEBSTER (citing DANA) s.v., A
family of plants or animals degrades through this or that

genus or group of genera.

8. Cambridge Univ. To postpone entering the

examination in honours for the degree of I3.A. for

one year beyond the statutory time.

1829 Camb. Univ. Cal. (1857) 24 That no person who has

degraded be permitted, etc. 1860 Daily News 13 Nov., lo

grant permission to students who have degraded or who

wish to degrade to become candidates for University scholar-

ships or for any other academical honours during their

undergraduateship. 1880 Eagle Mag. (St. John s Coll.,

Camb) XI. 189 G. S., Scholar, has obtained permission to

'

degrade
'

to the Tripos of 1881.

Degraded (dfgr,?'-ded), ///. a. [f. DEGRADE
V ' +-ED 1

.]

1. Lowered in rank, position, reputation, char-

acter, etc. ;
debased.

1483 CatA. Angl. 94 Degradid, degradatus. 1614 SYL-

VESTER Bethulia's Rescue v. 499 By long Swathes of their de-

graded Grasse.Well show the way their sweeping Scithes did

pass. 1643 MILTON Divorce ii. xv. (1851) 101 The restoring

of this degraded law. 1781 GIBBON Decl. f, F. III. 235 The

degraded emperor of the Romans. 1858 MAX MULLER

Chips (1880) I. ii. 60 There is, perhaps, no race of men so

low and degraded. 1885 Catholic Diet. 255/2 The consecra-

tion of the Eucharist by a degraded priest is . . valid.

2. a. Biol. Showing structural or functional de-

gradation, to. Physics. Of energy : Changed into

a form less capable of transformation.

1862 DARWIN Fcrtil. Orchids vi. 271 The pollen grains . .

in all other genera, excepting the degraded Cephalanthera.

1876 TAIT Rec. Adv. Phys. Sc. vi. 146 Degraded energy

meaning energy less capable of being transformed than

before. 1883 H. DRUMMOND Nat. Law in Spir. W. iii.

(1884) 101 Degeneration . .by which the organism, .becomes

more and more adapted to a degraded form of life.

3. Geol. Having suffered degradation, worn down.

1869 PHILLIPS Vesuv. viii. 229 Old broken and degraded
crateriform ridges.

4. Of colour: Reduced in brilliancy, toned down.

1877 A. B. EDWARDS Up Nile \. ) The outer robe, or

gibbeh, is generally of some beautiful degraded colour, such

as maize, mulberry, olive, peach.
Hence Degrra-dedly adv. ; Degra-dedness.
1791 PAINE Rights of Man i. (ed. 2) 38 A vast mass of

mankind are degradedly thrown into the back-ground.

1824 LANDOR Imag. CK.Wks. (1846) 1. 185/2 A government
more systematically and more degradedly tyrannical. 1883
Pall Mall G. 19 Dec. 2/2 He sees . . the misery and de-

gradedness of the poor, the callousness of many rich.

Degra'ded, a. Her. [f. DE- i + L. grad-us

step + -ED.] .Of a cross : Set on steps, or having

step-like extensions at the ends connecting it with

the sides of the shield.

1562 LEIGH Armorie (1597) 35 Hee beareth Geules, a

Crosse nowye degraded fitche Argent. 1727-51 CHAMBERS
Cycl. s. v., A Cross degraded is a cross marked, or divided

into steps at each end, diminishing as they ascend towards

the middle, or centre ; by the French called perrunnee. 1882

CUSSANS Handbk. Her. 64 A Cross set on Steps (usually
three) is Degraded, or On Degrees.

t Degra'dement. Obs. [a. obs. F. dtgrade-
inetit (1611 in Cotgr.) = degradation : see -MENT.]

Degradation, abasement.

1641 MILTON Reform, n. (1851) 61 So the words of Ridley
at his degradment . . expressly shew. 1648 Tenure Kings
34 By their holding him in prison . . which brought him to

the lowest degradement.

Degrader (dferfi'dM), [f. DEGBADE v. +-EB 1
.]

1. One who or that which degrades or debases.

1746 W. HORSLEY Fool (1748) No. 51 r> 3 The Degraders
were left to laugh at each other in due Order. 1754 RICH-
ARDSON Grandison Ixiii, What a degrader even of high spirits

is vice. 1804-6 SYD. SMITH Sk. Mor. Phil, xviii. (1850) 255
As the degraders of human nature have said.

2. Cambridge Univ. See DEGRADE v. 8.

1860 G. FERGUSON in Encycl. Brit. (ed. 8) XXI. 465 A
statute was enacted in 1829, by which degraders are not
allowed to present themselves for university scholarships, or

any other academical honours, without special permission.

Degrading (dfgri^dirj), vbl. si. [f. DEGRADE
v.} + -ING '.] The action of the verb DEGRADE.
1646 EVANCE Noble Ord. 2 Elyes degrading, or Gods

revoking of his promise. 1853 KINGSLEY Hypatia xxvii.

(1879) 341 It was a carnal degrading of the Supreme One.

Degra-diug, ppl. a. [-ING '>.]

1. That degrades or debases.

1684 EARL Koscqx. Ess. TransJ. Verse (1709) 43 De-

grading Prose explains his meaning ill. 1773 MRS. CHAPONE
Improv. Mind (1774) II. 15 A . . generous kind of anger^. ,

has nothing in it sinful or degrading. 1814 SCOTT Wav. ix.

Engaged in this laborious and . . degrading office. 1855
MACAULAY Hist. Eng. III. 448 A superstition as stupid
and degrading as the Egyptian worship of cats and onions.

Mod. Boarding School 'Prospectus. There are no degrading
punishments.
2. Geol. Wearing down a surface.

1842 H. MILLER O. R. Sandst. x. (ed. 2) 228 The degrad-

ing process is the same as that to which sandstones . . are

exposed during severe frosts. 1880 HAUGHTON Phys. Geog.
ii. 45 The absence of degrading forces at the sea bottom.
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Hence Degra'dingly adv.
; Depra'dingness.

1707 NOREIS Trent. Humility vi. 289 He that disparages,

or speaks degradingly of himself, may possibly be much

the prouder man of the two. 1803 Ann. Reg. 253 Two men
. . were insulted, imprisoned, degradingly used. 1865 1 >ICKENS

Mnt, Fr. i. iv, We are degradingly poor. 1818 BF.NTHAM

CA. ling. 274 Degradingness : of. .its inherency in the very

essence of a Sinecure, mention has been already made.

t Degra-duate, . 06s. [f. DE- II. i + GRA-

DUATE^.] irons. To depose from rank or dignity;

to degrade from an office or position.

1649 EVELYN Mem. (1857) III. 47 Since (after degraduating
the Lord Mayor) they have voted five more of the principal

aldermen out of the city government. 1814 G. DYER Hist.

Univ. Cambridge II. 414 By mistaking the character, and

degraduating him, we lose sight of the dignity of the poeta
laureatus.

tDegradua'tion 1
. Obs. rare- 1

. [n. of

action i. prec. : see -ATION.] Degradation, abase-

ment from rank or dignity.
1581 RICH Fareivell (18461 85 Besides the degraduation of

her honour, she thrusteth her self into the pitte of per-

petualle infamie.

t De-graduation
2
. Paint. Obs. [f. DE- 1. 1

+graduation^ Gradual diminution to give the

effect of distance : cf. DEGRADATION 2
.

1784 J. BABRV Led. Art\. (1848) 104 Perspective imita-

tions of the aerial as well as lineal de-graduations of the

object. Ibid. 197 In the ancient bas-iehefs there certainly

is not much attention paid to any de-graduation of objects

and their effects.

f Degrandinate, v. Obs. rare-", [i.L.de-

grandinare, f. DE- I. I or 3 + grandinare to hail,

f. grando, grandin-em hail.] (See guots.)
162* COCKERAM, Degrandinate, to haile downe right.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Degrandinate, to hail much.

fDe'gravate, v. Obs. [f.
I,, degravare to

weigh down, f. DE- I. I -rgravare to load, burden :

see -ATE 3.] trans. To weigh down, burden, load.

1574 NEWTON Health Mag. jlThey degravate the tongue

nd hinder the speech. 1717 BAILEY vol. II, Degravate,
to make heavy, to burden.

t Degrava'tion. Obs. [n. of action f. L. ae-

gravare : see prec.] The action of making heavy.

1755 in JOHNSON.

Degrease, v. : see DE- II. 2.

Degree (drgrf), */' Forms: 3-6 degre, (3

de-grece, 4-5 pegre, 5 deere, dygre), 6 degrie,

4- degree ;
also //. 5 degrece, degreoes. See

also GBEE. [ME. degre, pi. -, a. OF. degre,

earlier nom. degrez, obi. degret (St. Alexis, I ith c.)

= Pr. degrat, degra :-late pop. L. *dcgrad-us, -urn,

f. DE- I. i f\wm + grad-ns step.]

1. A step in an ascent or descent ;
one of a flight

of steps ; a step or rung of a ladder. Obs. (exc. in

Heraldry} .

c 1290 S. Eng. Leg. I. 482/44 Huy broujhten him up-on
an he de-grece bat muche folk him i-seijh. 1:13*5 E. E.

Allit. P. A. 1021 pise twelue degres wern brode and stayre,

t>e cyte stod abof. ci4oo MAUNDEV. (i839>xxvii. 276 The

Degrees to gon up to his Throne, a 1400-50 Alexander

5636 And xij degreces all of gold for gate vp of lordis. 1483

CAXTON Cato A v, He sawe a ladder whyche had ten degrees

or stappes. 1598 HAKLUYT Voy. \. 69 There were certain

degrees or staires to ascend vnto it. 1601 SHAKS. Jul.C.
1 1. 1. 26 He then vnto the Ladder turnes his Backe . . scorning

the base degrees By which he did ascend. 1681 WHELEB

Joum. Greece v. 385 Raised upon half a dozen steps or

degrees. 1738 NEAL Hist. Par-it. IV. 171 At the upper
end there was an ascent of two degrees covered with carpets.

1864 BOUTELL Heraldry Hist. $ Pap. vi. 28 When placed

upon steps, .a Cross is said to be on Degrees.

to. transf. Something resembling a step ;
each

of a series of things placed one above another like

steps ; row, tier, shelf, etc.

1611 CORYAT Crudities 201 Goodly windowes, with three

degrees of glasse in them, each containing sixe rowes. 1611

HEYWOOD Gold. Age n. Wks. 1874 III. 28 In chace we clime

the high degrees Of euerie steeple mountaine. 1704 HEARNE
Dtict. Hist. (1714) I. 427 The Ship of excessive Magnitude
with 20 Degrees of Oars built for King Hiero. 1716 LEONI

Albert!s Archit. 11.37 b ,
If the Cupola have a cover on the

outside made with degrees like steps. 1857 G. J. WICLEY
Bommeo's Instr. Ecd. Building xv. 46 On the wooden

degree on the after part of the altar.

2. Jig. A step or stage in a process, etc., tip. one

in an ascending or descending scale.

<: 1230 Hali Meid. 23 pu maht bi be degrez of hare blisse

icnawen hwuch and bi hu muchel be an passed be core.

1550 PAGET in Froude Hist. Eng. (1881) IV. 502 Which re-

cognizance is the first degree to amendment. 1600 SHAKS.

A. Y. L. v. iv. 92 Can you nominate in order now the

degrees of the lye ? 1600 E. BLOUNT tr. Concstaggio 246 The

greatest in Spain aspire . . to be Viceroy of Naples, where-

DEGREE.
1853 LYTTON My

more and

to, esp. in phr. By degrees : by successive steps
or stages, by little and little, gradually.
1563-7 BUCHANAN Reform. St. A ndros Wks. (1892) 12 Thyr

regentis sal pas be degreis the hail cours of dialectic, logic,

etc. 1604 SHAKS. Oth. 11. iii. 377 What wound did euer heale

but by degrees? 1684 R. H. School Kecreat. 31 Fill it by
Degrees. 1700 S. L. tr. Fryke*s Voy. 109 Several of our Com-

pany.. dropt
in by degrees. 1711 ADDISON Spect. No. 123

P 5 His Acquaintance with her by degrees grew into Love.
a 1721 PRIOR Henry fy Emma 430 Fine by degrees and beau-

tifully less. 1814 SCOTT H'av. Iii, The character of Colonel

'albot dawned upon Edward by degrees. 1853 L'

Joitcl iv. iii, By degrees he began to resign her

lore to Jemima's care and tuition.

3. A 'step' in direct line of descent ; in //. the

number of such steps, upward or downward, or

both upward to a common ancestor and downward
from him, determining the proximity of blood of

collateral descendants.
Prohibited enforbidden degrees '. the number ofsuch steps

..'ithin which marriage is prohibited ; degrees of consan-

guinity and affinity within which marriage is not allowed.

1 n the Civil Law the degree of relationship between col-

laterals is counted by the number of steps up from one of

them to the common ancestor and thence down to the other;

according to the Canon Law by the number of steps from

the common ancestor to the party more remote from^ him ;

uncle and niece are according to the former related in the

third, according to the latter in the second degree.
a 1300 Cursor M. 5603 (Gutt. )

A man was of his genealogy
Fra him bot bo tober degre. c 1340 Ibid. 9260 (Fairf.) Qua-
sim wil se fra adam be aide How many degrees to cnste is

talde. c 1450 Golagros fy Gaw. 1044 Na nane of the nynt

degre haue noy of my name. 1512 Act 4 Hen. VIII, c. 20

Preamb., Beyng of kyn and alied unto the said John . .

within the second and third degree. 1540 Act 32 Hen. VIII,
c. 38 titlt. Concerning precontracts and degrees of Con-

sanguinite. c 1550 CHEKE Matt. i. 17 Therfoor from David
unto Abraham theer weer feorteen degrees. 1604.

Canons
Ecclesiastical (1852) 48 No person shall marry within the

degrees prohibited by the laws of God. 1660 JER. TAYLOR
Duct. Dubit. 237 The reasons why the Projectors of the

Canon law did forbid to the fourth or to the seventh degree.

1762 Univ. Mag. Mar. 119 She was the daughter of Margaret,
the eldest sister of Henry VIII .. and .. was one degree
nearer the royal blood of England than Mary. 1824 SCOTT
St. Ronan's xxxi, I thought . . there should be no fighting,

as there is no marriage, within the forbidden degrees. 1848
WHARTON LmuLejr. 406 Marriages between collaterals to the

third degree inclusive, according to the mode of computation
in the civil law, are prohibited. Cousins german or first

cousins, being in the fourth degree of collaterals, may marry.

b. Used, by extension, of ethnological relation-

ship through more or less remote common ancestry.

"799w - TOOKE Russian Emp. II. 104 The nations that. .

stand in various degrees of affinity with the Samoyedes.

4. A stage or position in the scale of dignity or

rank ;
relative social or official rank, grade, order,

estate, or station.

c 1230 Hali Meid. 15 Se pu herre stondest, beo sarre

oflearet to fallen for se herre degre. c 1325 E. E. Allit. P.

B. 92 Ful manerly with marchal mad for to sitte, As he

watz dere of de-gre, dressed his seete. c 1386 CHAUCER Prol.

744 Al haue I folk nat set in here degre. Clerk's T. 369

He saugh that vnder low degre Was ofte vertu y-hid. c 1420

SirA madace (Camden) I, Knyjte, squiere, ;oman and knaue,

Iche mon in thayre degre. 7<ri47S Sgr. lowe Degre i It

was a squyer of lowe degre That loved the Kings doughter
of Hungre. cisio MORE Puna Wks. 11/2 Holding myself
content with my bokes and rest, of a childe haue lerned to

Hue within my degree. 1548 HALL Chron. 186 Men of al

ages & of al degrees to him dayly repaired, a 1645 HEY-

WOOD Fortune by Land i. ii, Do you think I . . would marry
under the degree of a Gentlewoman ? 1746 W. HARRIS in

Priv. Lett. Ld. Malmesbury I. 44 They marched out

with great formality, .every Lord walking according to his

degree. 1851 LONGF. Gold. Leg. 140 None of your damsels

of high degree! i8&t BURTON Scot Abroad I. iii. 125

Regulations . . for settling questions between persons of

unequal degrees.

b. A rank or class of persons. ? Obs.

(13*$ Cursor M. 27715 (Cotton Galba) None .. may fle

enuy, Bot pouer caitefs . . None has enuy till bat degre.

1470-85 MALORY A rthur ix. xxxv, Thenne alle the estates

and degrees hyhe and lowe sayd of syr launcelot grete

worship. 1577 NORTHBROOKE Dicing (1843) 105 So much

practised now a dayes amongst all sorts and degrees. 1585

T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholay's Voy. ii. xiii. 48 b, Without

Wks. 1882 VIL 27 This barbarous custom is peculiar to the

English, and of them only to the lowest degree.

f c. of animals, things without life, etc. Obs.

c 1500 For to serve a Lord in Babees Bk. 370 Thenne the

kerver or sewer most asserve every disshe in his degre, after

order and course of servise as folowith. 1684 R. H. School

Recreat. 8 The Coney is first a Rabbet, and then an Old

Coney. Thus much for their Names, Degrees, and Ages. .

To speak briefly of the proper Names, Degrees, Ages, and

Seasons of the several Chases which we Hunt.

5. Relative condition or state of being ; manner,

way, wise ; relation, respect.
c 1330 R. BBUNNE Chron. (1810) 55 He stombled at achance,

& felle on his kne, porgh be tober schank he ros, & serued in

his deere. c 1385 CHAUCER L. G. W. 1031 Dido, We . . Be

now disclaundred, and in swiche degre, No lenger for to

lyven I ne kepe. c 1420 Chron. Vilod. 963 Bot sone after-

ward he felle into suche dygre, bat gret sekenesse come his

body to. c 1430 Two Cookery-bks. 36 Coloure bat on with

Saunderys, and bat ober wyth Safroune, and be brydde on

I a-nolher degre, so bat bey ben dyuerse. c 1500 Merchant

% Sou in Halliwell Nugx Poet. 28 To see yow come in thys

degre, nere-hande y lese my wytt. 1586 A. DAY Eng. Secre-

tary n. (1625) 106, I say of our Secretorie, that as hee is in

one degree in place of a Servant, so is he in another degree

in place of a friend. 1697 DRVDEM Virg. Georg. iv. 258

Studious of Honey, each in his Degree, The youthful Swam,
the grave experienc'd Bee. 1867 O. W. HOLMES Guardian

Angel 1 1. ii. 35 A simple evening party in the smallest village

is just as admirable in its degree.

6. A step or stage in intensity or amount
;
the

relative intensity, extent, measure, or amount of a

quality, attribute, or action.

(Often closely related to sense 2)
c 1380 WYCLIK Sel. Wks. III. 510 Cristene men . shulde



DEGREE.
have disccrvcd most bank of God in dtrgre possible to hem.
1414 HKAMTTON Pcnit. I's. i. \ How I had synncd, and what
dcgre. 1538 STAKKEY England i. ii. 45 By the reson wherof
felycyte udiiiyuyth . . degres ; and some haue more wele,
and som les. 1586 H. YOUNG Guazzo's Civ. Conv. iv. 192
Judge to what degree or stint he ought to delaie it [wine]
with water. 1601 SHAKO. Twcl. N. i. v. 61 Misprision in the
highest degree. 165* J, WRIGHT tr. Camus' Nat. Parad. t

Who knew themselves greater and more beautiful! many
degrees. 1667 MILTON P. L. v. 490 The latter most is ours,
Differing but in degree, of kind the same. 1739 HUME Hum.
AW. (1874) I. i.v. 323 When any two objects possess the same
quality in common, the degrees, in which theypossess it, form
a fifth species of relation. 1814 LONGF. in Lije(i%g\) I.v. 55,
I have the faculty of abstraction to a wonderful degree.

b. A degree : a considerable measure or amount
of. To a degree ^colloq.)

: to an undefined, but con-
siderable or serious, extent ; extremely, seriously.
To the last degree : to the utmost measure.
1639 T. BRUGIS tr. Camus' Moral Rtlat. 165 Whose fire

was come to the last degree of it's violence. 1665 DRVDEN
ftttiian Em{>. 11. iv, Thou mak'st me jealous to the last de-
gree. 1711 D'URFEY New Opera's, etc, 251 The Cadiz,
raging to degree. 1737 BRACKEN Farriery Impr. (1757) 1 1.

349 Let any one walk in a cold Air, so that his Feet be cold
to a Degree. 1775 SHEHIDAN Rivals 11. i. Assuredly, sir,

your father is wrath to a degree. 1865 CARLYLE Fredk.
Gt, VII. xvn. ii. 18 A Czarina obstinate to a degree; would
not consent. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) IV. 13 Few

philoso-
phers will deny that a degree of pleasure attends eating and
drinking. 1888 Spectator 30 June 878 His argument .. is

far-fetched to the fast degree.

t c. Applied in the natural philosophy of the

Middle Ages to the successive stages of intensity
of the elementary qualities of bodies (heat and cold,
moisture and dryness) : see quots, Obs.
c 1400 Lan/ranf's Cintrg. 1 1 piIke bine bat we seie Is hoot

in be firste degree bat is I-heet of kynoely heete bat is in

oure bodies. 1578 LVTE Dodoens \\. Ixxxiii. 261 Rue is hoate
and dry in the thirde degree. 17*7-51 CHAMBERS CycU
s.v., The degrees usually allowed are four, answering to
the number of the peripatetic elements. In the school

philosophy, the same qualities are divided into eight . . Fire
was held hot in the eighth degree, and dry in the fourth

dagrae,
d. Crim. Law. Relative measure of criminality,

as in Principal in the firstt or second^ degree : see

quots. In ir
. S. Law, A distinctive grade of crime

(with different maximum punishments), as ' murder
in the first degree ', or * second degree '.

a 1676 HALE Picas a/Crown (1736) I. 613 Those, who did

actually commit the very fact of treason, should be first tried
before those, that are principals in the second degree. Ibid.

615 By what hath been formerly deliverd, principals are in
two kinds, principals in the first degree, which actually com-
mit the offense, principals

in the second decree, which are

present, aiding, and abetting of the fact to DC done, 1797

Jacob's LawfJict. s.v. Accessary^ A man may be a principal
in an offence in two degrees . . he must be certainly guilty,
either as principal or accessary. . and if principal, then in the
first degree, for there is no. .superior in the guilt, whom he
could aid, abet, or assist. iSax JEFFERSON Autob. Writings
1892 I. 65 They introduced [1796] the new terms of murder
in the ist and zd degree. 1877 J. F. STEPHEN Digest Crim,
Law art. 35 Whoever actually commits or takes part in the
actual commission of a crime is a principal in the first de-

gree, whether he is on the spot when the crime is committed
cr not.

II. Specific and technical senses.

7. A stage of proficiency in an art, craft, or course

of study : a. esp. An academical rank or distinc-

tion conferred by a university or college as a mark
of proficiency in scholarship ;

also (honorary de-

gree) as a recognition of distinction, or a tribute of

honour.

Originally used of the preliminary steps to the Mastership
or Doctorate, i.e. the Bachelorship and License ;

afterwards
of the Mastership also. (As to the origin, see quot. 1794.)
[1184 Chart. Univ. Paris. I. i. No. 515 Determinate [i.e.

the Disputation for B.A.I t unus honorabilis gradus attin-

gendi magisterium.] c 1380 WYCLIF Wks. (1880) 427 Degre
takun in scole maktb goddis word more acceptable, and
be puple trowib betere perto whanne it is seyd of a maistir.

1481 CAXTON Myrr. \. v. 26 Without hauyng the degree and
name of maistre. 1573 G. HARVEY Lettcr-bk. (Camden) 42
That I shuld . . go well enough forward in lerninge but
never take any high degree in schooles. 1606 SHAKS. Tr.

4- Cr. i. iii. 104. 1614 BP. HALL Recoil. Treat. 772 You have
twice kneeled to our Vice-Chauncellour, when you were ad-

mitted to your degree. 1708 HEARNE Collect. 17 June, This

day Mr. Carter . . accumulated y* Degrees of Bach, and
Doct. of Divinity. 1x1704 GIBBON Antobiog. 29 The use of

academical degrees, as old as the thirteenth century, is visibly
borrowed from the mechanic corporations: in which an ap-

name of some court or guild of minstrels, the degree she had
taken in the Gay or Joyous Science. 1868 M. PATTISON
Academ. Org. v. 128 To pass through the whole of this

course . . whose successive steps were called degrees (graiius\

required at least twenty years.
Comb. 1886 W. HOOPER Sketches fr. Academic Life 51

It [an M. A. degree] had been obtained from one of these de-

gree factories. 1888 BRVCE-4wrr. Commoniv. III.vi. cii. 462

They complain of the multiplication of degree-giving bodies.

b. Freemasonry. Each of the steps of proficiency
in the order, conferring successively higher rank on

the initiated, as the first or 'entered apprentice

degree ', the second or * fellow craft degree ', the

third or '

degree of master mason '.

There are 33 defirees recognized by the Ancient and Ac-

cepted Scottish Rite, besides many others considered more
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or less irregular. Some bodies recognize only three de-
grees.

< 1430 Freemasonry 727 To the nexte dcgre loke wysly, '1 '.

OO hem reverans by and by. 1875 FORT Early Hist. Frtt~
ttianmry, A society comprising three decrees of laborers,
masters, fellows, and apprentices. 1881 Text-bk. I-rce-

masonry 27 There are several degrees in Freemasonry with
peculiar secrets restricted to each,

8. Cram. Each of the three stages (POSITIVE,
COMPARATIVE, SUPERLATIVE) in the comparison of
an adjective or adverb.
[A technical application of sense 6.]

1460-70 Bk. Qninfesstnct 22 pc feuere agu is be posityue
degree, and in pe superlatyue degree. 1530 PAUSCM. Introd.
38 Adjectyves have thre degrees of comparation. 16*1
BURTON Anat. Mel. in. ii. vi. $ 3 If. .any were tnala^pejor,
flessiwa, bad in the superlative degree, 'tis a whore. 1707
J. STEVENS tr. Quevcdot Com. Wk*. (1709) 145 He was the

Superlative Degree of Avarice. 1855 FOKUKS Hindfatdnt
Gram. (1868) 34 The adjectives in Hindustani have no
regular degrees of comparison. 1888 fall Mall G. 31 Oct.
4/1 There are three degrees of comparison in Empire, as in

grammar. The positive is the chartered company; the com-
parative is a protectorate ; the superlative, annexation.

0. Geom. (Astron., Geog. t etc.) A unit of mea-
surement of angles or circular arcs, being an angle
equal to the QOth part of a right angle, or an arc

equal to the 36oth part of the circumference of a
circle (which subtends this angle at the centre).
The sign for degreet is . thus 45 = forty-five degrees.
This division of the circle is very ancient, and appears to

have been originally applied to the circle of the Zodiac, a
degree being the stage or distance travelled by the sun each
day according to ancient Babylonian and Egyptian computa-
tion, just as a sign represented the space passed through in
a month.
c 1386 CHAUCER Syr.*s T. 378 The yongc sonne That in the
Ram is foure degrees vp ronne. c IMS Astrol. i. 6 The
entring of the first degree in which the sonne arisith. Ibid.

. 32 I proue it thus by the latitude of Oxcnford. .the

thre honderd and syxty. 1517 in Arber ist 3 Eng. Bks.
Amer. Pref. p. xiv, We ranne in our course to the North,
ward, till we came into 53 degrees, .and then we cast about
to the Southward, and..came into 52 degrees. 1559 W.
CUNNINGHAM Cosmogr. Glasse 58 Cosmographers do place
the first degre of Longitude in the West fortunate Ilandes.

1500 WEBBE Trav. (1868) 25 Being thus in the land of prester
lohn, 1 trauelled within Eighteene degrees of y* Sun, euery
degree being in distance three score miles. 1663 MANLEV
Grotins' LowC. Warres+Ti A Land full ofgrass, .pleasantly
green, where the Pole is elevated eighty degrees. 1719 DE
FOE Crusoe (1840! II. ii. 26 In the latitude of 27 degrees
5 minutes N. 1823 H. J. BROOKE Introd. Crystallogr. a The
angle at which they meet is said to measure oo ', and is

termed a right angle. 1867 J. HOGG Microsc. 1.1.11 Trans-

mitting a pencil of eighteen degrees.
b. transf. A position on the earth's surface or

the celestial sphere, as measured by degrees (chiefly
of latitude).

Hud.
what Decree it lies. 17*6 Adv. Capt. R. Boyle
Day we discover'd the Magellan Clouds. .These Clouds are

always seen in the same Degree, and the same orbicular
Form.

10. Thcrmometry. a. A unit of temperature,

varying according to the scale employed, b. Each
of the marks denoting degrees of temperature on
the scale of a thermometer, or the interval between
two successive marks.
The interval between the freezing and boiling points of

water is divided in Fahrenheit's scale into 180 degrees in

the Centigrade into 100. in Reaumur's into 80. The symbol
is used in this sense as in prec. ; thus 33 Fahr. means

1

thirty-two degrees of Fahrenheit's scale*.

1717-51 CHAMBERS O'c/.s.v. Thermometer^Various methods
have been proposed . . for finding a fixed point, or degree of

heat and cold, from which to account the other degrees, and

adjust the scale. 1706 HUTTON Math. Diet. s.v. Thermo-
meter^ The distance between these two points he divided

into 600 equal parts or degrees; and by trials he found at

the freezing point . . that the mercury stood at 33 of these

divisions. i8w SIR H. DAVY Chrm. Pkilos. 70 Raised from
the degree of freezing to that of boiling water. 1877 WATTS
Diet. Chetn. V. 762 s.v. Thermometer Thermometers in-

tended to show the -fa
of a degree (Fahr.), should have

degrees not less than -fr inch in length. Ibid. 763 For

meteorological use, the degrees should still be etched on the

glass, but may be repeated on the metal scale,

11. AIus. a. The interval between any note of a

scale (esp. the diatonic scale") and the next note.

b. Each of the successive notes forming the scale.

C. Each of the successive lines and spaces on the

stave, which denote the position of the notes ; the

interval between two of these.

(1597 MOKI.EY Introd. Afus. 12 Those which we now call

Moodes, they teannid degree of Musicke.] 1674 PLAYFORD
Skill Mits. in. 40 The parts part asunder, the one by decree,
the other by leap. 1684 R. H. School Recreat. 115 The Five
Lines and Spaces . . are useful, as Steps or Gradations where-
on the Degrees of Sound are to be expressed. 1717-51
CHAMBERS CycL s.v., The musical degrees are three; the

greater tone, the lesser tone, and the semi-tone. IHd.,

Conjoint degrees, two notes which immediately follow each
other in the order of the scale. 1880 STAINKR C(nuf>ositie>n

iii, All the degrees of a scale can be harmonized by chords
formed by combining sounds of that scale. 1880 C. H. H.
PARRY in Grove Diet. MHS. s. v., The interval of a second
is one degree, the interval of a third two degrees, and
so on.

DEGT7M.

t!2. Arith. A group of three figures taken
together in numeration. Obs.
1674 JmuuArttM. (1696) 1 5 The*e places are distinguished

into Degrees and Periods. Degrees are three
; Once, Ten

times, a Hundred times, a 1677 Cockers A ritk. (1688) L (9A degree consists of three figures, viz. of three places com-

prehending Units, Tens, and Hundreds, so 365 is a degree.
[Hence in JOHNSON, etc.]

13. Alg. The rank of an equation or expression
as determined by the highest power of the unknown
or variable quantity, or the highest dimensions of
the terms, which it contains.
Thus j^+ x*, x^+xy, are both expressions of the third

degree ; the terms -r> and -r'v being each of 3 dimensions.
In algebraic geometry, the aegrte of a curve or surface is

that of the equation expressing it. tPundit degru : see
quot. 1730.

1730-6 BAILEY (folio), Parodic Degree (in Algebra) is the
index or exponent of any power ; so in numbers, i. b the
parodick degree, or exponent of the root or side ; 2. of the

square, 3. ofthe cube, etc. 1796 HUTTON Matk. Diet. s.v.,
Equations . . are said to be of such a degree according to
the highest power of the unknown quantity. 1870 TOD-
Hvmni Algtbra'ix. f 166 An equation ofthe first degree
cannot have more than one root. 1871 B. WILLIAMSON Diff.
Cole. xiv. | 204 When the lowest terms in the equation of a
curve are of the second degree, the origin is a double point.
Itid. { 207 The curves considered in this Anicle are called
parabolas ofthe third degree.

Degree (d/grf), v.
[f. DEGREE si.]

1 1- trans. To advance by degrees ; to lead or

bring on step by step. Obs.

1614 T. ADAMS Dtvifs Banyuet 168 Thus is the soules
death degreed up. Sin gathers strength by custom, and
creeps like some contagious disease.. from joint to joint.
16*7-77 FELTHAM Resolves i. iii. 4, 1 like that Love, which by

last, a 1670 HACKET Abf. Williams n. 189 "(D.I, I will

degree this noxious neutrality one peg higher,

(b. absol. Obs. rare.

1638 HEYWOOD Landau's Gate Wks. 1874 V. 273 There 's

not a stone that's laid in such foundation But is a step
degreeing to salvation.

2. To conler a degree upon, nonce-use.
[1560: see DEGREED.] 1865 MRS. WHITKEY Gaywortkys ii.

(18791 23 A divine, .degreed in due course as Doctor Divini-
tatts. 1891 Sat. Rev. tt Aug. 208 The Demographers, .had
the good fortune to be welcomed and degreed at Cambridge.

Degreed (d/gri-d), a. [f. DEGREE sb. (and v.).}
1. Having an academical degree.
1560 in Strype Ann, Re/. I. xvii. 21; Such as be degreed

in the Universities.

t2. Made or done by gradations, graduated.
1581 MULCASTER Positions xi. (1887) 50 Mustek, .standeth

vpon an ordinate, and degreed motion of the voice.

t 3. Having a (specified ) degree or rank. Obs.
1608 HEVWOOU Rape of Lucree 11. iii, We, that are degreed

above our people. 1656 S. H. Cold. Law 43 Are they not
both (though differently degree'd), servants to one and the
same Lord?

f4. Marked out in successive divisions. Obs.

1664 POWER /f-r/. Philos 23 Her two horns are all joynted
and degreed like the stops in the germination ofsome Plants.

6. Her. Of a cross : Placed upon
'

degrees
'

or

steps ;
- DEGRADED. In mod. Diets.

t Degree'ingly, adv. Obs. rare. [f. degreeing,

pres. pple. of DEGKEE v. + -LY-.] By degrees,

gradually, step by step.
1627-77 FELTHAM Resolves L xcvii. 151 Degreeingly to grow

to greatness, is the course that he hath left for Man.

Degree-less, a. rare. [-LESS.]
1. Without degree or measurement ; measureless.

1839 BAILEY Festut xix. (1848) 218 Deep in all dayless
time, degrceless space.

2. Without an academical degree or degrees.
1815 Nfiu Monthly Mag. XIII. 414 Parliament could not

well refuse a degreeless university to. . Ixjndoners. 189*
Times (weekly ed.) i Jan. 21/4 The case of those who are.,
left degreeless. .is the hardest of all.

tDegre-88, v. Obs. rare-", [f. L. degress-,

ppl. stem of degredi to descend, dismount ; f. DE-
I. i +gradi to step, go.]
i63 COCKERAM. Dcfresse, to vnlight from a Horse.

t Degre-ssion. Obs. [ad. L. digrcssion-tm

oing down, n. of action from degredt(Ke prec.).]

tepping down, descent. Also a textual vai iant of

DIGRESSION.
1486 Hen. VII at York in Surtets Misc. (1800) 55 For

your blode this citie made never degression. 1618 LITHGOW
Pilgrim's Farewell, Thy stifleneckt crew..misregarding
God, fall in degression.

Degrez, obs. pi. of DEGREE sb.

II Degn (de'gtt). Zool. [Native
name in South

America.] A South American genus Octodon of

hystricomorphous or porcupine-like rodents ; esf.
the species 0. Cumingii, abundant in Chili.

1843 List Matnmalia Brit. M*s. 122 The cucurrito or the

Degus, Octodon Degas. 1883 Casselts .\at. Hist. III. 129
The Degu is a rat-like animal, rather smaller than the

Water Vole, the head and body measuring from seven and
a half to eight inches in length.

Deguise : see DISGUISE.

f De-gulate, v. Obs. rare- , [f. L. dfgulare
to consume, devour, f. DK- I. I -rgula gullet.]

in belly cheere.16*3 COCKERAM, Dfgulattt
to consume i

Degum, it. : see DE- II. a.



DEGtJST.

Degust (d/g it), v. rare. [ad. L. degustare,
f. DE- I. 3 +gustdre to taste. Cf. mod.K. dilgusler.}

trans. To taste ; esp. to taste attentively, so as to

appreciate the savour. Also absol.

1623 COCKERAM, Degust, to taste. 1860 READE Cloister ft

H. ii. (D.), A soupe ait vin, madam, I will degust, and

gratefully. 1883 STEVENSON Silverado Sq. 17 Wine. .a deity
to be invoked by two or three, all fervent, hushing their talk,

degusting tenderly.

1599 A. M". tr. Gatelhouer's Bk. Physicke 5/:

can not digustate ether Meate, or Drincke. 1831 T. L.

PEACOCK Crotchet Castle iv. (1887) 56 Which gave the

divine an opportunity to degustate one or two side dishes.

Degustation (digest*
1

'Jan), [ad. L. degustd-
tion-em tasting, making trial of, n. of action from

degustare: see DEGUST. Cf. F. degustation."\ The
action of degusting or tasting.
a 1656 BP. HALL Souls^Fareu'. Wks. 1837 VIII. 314 Carnal

delights ; the degustation whereof is wont to draw on the

heart to a more eager appetite. 1880 Daily Tel. ii Oct.,
The '

tasting bars' devoted to the
'

degustation
'

of all kinds

of alcoholic compounds.

DegUStator (dJgo'stAai). rare, [agent-n. in

L. form from L. degustare : see prec. Cf. mod.F.

degustateur] One who degusts, or tastes as a

connoisseur.

1833 New Monthly Mag. XXXVIII. 223 The numerous
devastators of oysters with which our capital abounds.

Degustatory (d^gzrstatari), a. [f.
L. degustat-,

ppl. stem of degustare : see -OBY.] Pertaining to

degustation ; tasty.

1824 New Monthly Mag. XI. 394 A constant ingurgitation
of degustatory morsels.

Deguyse, degyse : see DISGUISE v.

Deh, obs. 3rd sing. pres. of Dow v.

II Dehache' (deha-JV), a. Her. [obs. F. dihacht
'

hacked, hewed, cut into small pieces
'

(Cotgr.

1611), f. DE- I. i, 2 shadier to
cut.] (See quots.)

1766 PORNY Heraldry v. (1777) 158 If a Lion, or any other

Beast is represented with its limbs and body separated, .it

is then termed Dfhachf or Conped in all its farts, [bid.

Gloss., Dehacht, this is an obsolete French word, .the term

Conped is now used in stead of it. 1880 G. T. CLARK in

Encycl. Brit. XI. 698/2 (Heraldry) In one or two well-

known instances on the Continent he [the lion] is
' dehache ',

that is, his head and paws and the tuft of his tail are cut off.

+ Deliau'st. Obs. rare. [f. L. dehaust-utn, pa.

pple. of dehaurlre to draw or drain off, f. DE- I. 2

+ haurlre to draw, drain.] Drain, exhaustion.

1654 CODRINGTON tr. Hist. lustine 536 He being the cause

of the great Dehaust of moneys in the Exchequer.

Deheathenize, dehellenize, dehistoricize :

see DE- II. i.

Dehisce (dinrs),^. [ad. L. dehisc-ere to open
in chinks, gape, yawn, f. DE- 1.2+ hiscSre, inceptive
of hidre to stand open, gape.] intr. To gape ; in

Bot. to burst open, as the seed-vessels of plants.

1657 TOMLINSON Renou's Disp. 259 Dehiscing with fre-

quent chinks. 1830 LINDLEY Nat. Syst. Bot. 35 Ovarium
consisting of 5 carpella. .dehiscing in various ways. 1859
TODD Cycl. Anat.V. 246/1 The organ. . subsequently dehisces

in four valves. 1882 O'DONOVAN Mem 1 1. xliv. 241 The green
carpels . . dehisce, separating and bending backwards.

Hence Dehivscing ///. a.

1845 LINDLEY Sch. Bot. iv. (1858) 33 Valves ventricose. .

scarcely dehiscing.

Delliscence (d/hi-sens). [ad. mod.L. dehi-

scentia '

quum fructus maturns semina dispergat
'

(Linnaeus), f. L. dehiscent-em, pr. pple. of dehisclre :

see -ENCE. So in mod.F.] Gaping, opening by
divergence of parts, esp. as a natural process : a.

Bot. The bursting open of capsules, fruits, anthers,

etc. in order to discharge their mature contents.

i8a8 WEBSTER cites MARTYN. 1830 LINDLEY Nat. Syst.
Bot. Introd. 29 In Hamamelideae dehiscence is effected by
the falling off of the face of the anthers. 1870 BENTLEY Bot.

243 The anthers, .open and discharge the contained pollen ',

this act is called the dehiscence of the anther.

b. Anim. Phys. Applied to the bursting open
of mucous follicles, and of the Graafian follicles, for

the expulsion of their contents.

18^9 TODD Cycl. Anat.V. 56/1 The ova. .drop by internal

dehiscence into the cavity of the ovary. 1870 ROLLESTON
Anim. Life Introd. 38 The ova are set free by dehiscence
into the perivisceral cavity.

C. fig. and gen.
1853 KANE Grinnell Exp. xxxiii. (1856) 285 The dehiscence

. . of such tensely-compressed floes, must be the cause of the

loud explosions we have heard lately. 1860 O. W. HOLMES
Elsie V. 139 A house is a large pod with a human g_erm or
two in each of its cells or chambers ; it opens by dehiscence
of the front door . . and projects one of its germs to Kansas,
another to San Francisco.

Dehiscent (di'hrse'nO, a. [a.&.'L.dchiscmt-em,

pr. pple. of dehiscere to DEHISCE. So in mod.F.]
Gaping open ; -spec., in Bot. opening as seed-vessels.

1649 BULWER Pathomyot. II. ii. 107 The Mouth, .is Dehis-

cent, yet scarce Dehiscent into a Casme. 1845 LINDLEY
Sch. Bot. i. (1858) 17 If . . [the fruit] splits into pieces when
ripe it is called dehiscent. 1853 KANE Grinnell Exp. xix.

(1856) 145 The period when the dehiscent edges and mountain
ravines, .have been worn down into rounded hill and gentle

valley. 1872 H. MACMILLAN Trite Vine iv. 162 The fruits

of many plants are dehiscent, .they open to scatter the seed.

b. Said of the elytra of insects when they do not

150

meet: at the apices ; also of antennae divergent at

the tips. 1889 in Cent. Diet.

t Dehomina'tion. nonce-wd. Obs. [n. of

action from med.L. dihominare to deprive of the

status of a man (Du Cange), f. DE- I. 6 + homo,

homin-em man.] Deprival of the character or

attributes of humanity.
1647 WARD Simp. Cobler (1843) 5 1 He fears - - a

?
an Angell

denominations ;
as a Prince, dis-common-wealthings.

DehO'uestate, v. rare. [f. ppl. stem of L.

dehonestdre to dishonour, disgrace (f.
DE- I. 6 +

honestus HONEST) : see -ATE 3
.]

trans. To dis-

honour, disgrace, disparage.
1663 JER. TAYLOR Fun. Serin. Abp. Bramhall III. 224

(L.) The excellent, .pains he took in this particular, no man
can dehonestate or reproach. 1823 LAMB Vision ofHorns,
Knaves who dehonestate the intellects of married women.

Hence Dehonesta'tion [ad.L. dchonestation-em\,

dishonouring, dishonour.

CI555 HARPSFIELD Divorce Hen. VIII (1878) 96 The de-

honestation and dishonouring of the brother. 1653 GAUDEN
Hierasp. 482 The infinite shame, dehonestation, and infamy
which they bring. 1661 Anti-Baal-B. 464 (L.) Sacrilege
. .is the unjust violation, alienation or dehonestation of things

truly sacred.

II DellOl'S (d3ho-r),//. and sb. [a. OF. dehors,

prep., mod.F. dehors adv. and sb. ; OF. also defers,

Pr. defers, Cat. defora, Sp. defuera, a late L. or

Romanic comb, of de prep. + I~ fords out of doors,

forth, also in sense of L. forts out of doors, outside,

without. Cf. lt.fuor,fuora,fuori.]
A. prep. (Law.} Outside of; not within the

scope of.

1701 Law French Diet., Dehors, out, without. 1818

CRUISE Digest (ed. 2) VI. 196 The Judge, .was of opinion
that nothing dehors the will could be received to show the

intention of the devisor. 1885 LD. ESHER in Law Times
LXXIX. 445/1 The trustees were named in the deed, but

who they were was a fact dehors the deed,

f B. sb. (Forlif.} See quot. Obs.

1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Dehors...in Fortification, all

sorts of separate Out-works, as Crown-works, Horn-works,

Half-moons, Ravelins, etc. , made for the better security of

the main place. 1721 in BAILEY ; and in mod. Diets.

Deliort (d/Tiput), v. Now rare. [ad. L. de-

hortd-rito dissuade, f. DE- I. 2 + hortari to exhort.]

1. trans. To use exhortation to dissuade (a person)
from a course or purpose ; to advise or counsel

against (an action, etc.). fa. with simple (or

double) obj. Now Obs.

1545 JOYE Exp. Dan. i. (R.), Jermye wel dehorted and
disswaded the peple sayinge [etc.]. 1533 T. WILSON Rhet.

(1580) 29 Wherby we doe perswade . . disswade .. exhorte,

or dehorte..any man. 1611 BIBLE i Mace. ix. o But they
dehorted him, saying, Wee shall neuer be able, a 1631
DONNE Lett, xcvii. Wks. VI. 416, I am far from dehorting
those fixed Devotions. ^ 1656 USSHER Ann. iv. (i658)_24
Exhorting them to observe the law of God. .and dehorting
them the breach of that law. 1682 BURTHOGGE A rgument
(1684) 121 He doth Dehort the Baptizing of Infants. 1696
AUBREY Misc. (1721) 218, I dehort him who adyiseth with

me, and suffer him not to proceed with what he is about,

b. Const, from.
'533 FRITH Another Bk. agst. RastellVto\. Wks. (1829)

207 To dehort thee from the vain and childish fear which our

forefathers have had. 1603 SIR C. HEYDON Jud. Astral.

xiii. 333 They dehorted him from going to Babylon. 1758

JORTIN Erasm. I. 343 No person had taken so much pains
as he to dehort all men from cruelty. 1825 SOUTHEY Lett.

(1856) III. 462 Croker dehorts me from visiting Ireland. 1882

CHEYNE Isaiah xx. Introd., Isaiah had good reason, .to de-

hort the Jews from an Egyptian alliance.

t C- fig- Said of circumstances, etc. Obs.

xvii. (1715) 339 It was unlucky, and dehorted them from

proceeding in what they had designed.

2. absol.

1574 WHITGIFT Def. Aunsm. i. Wks. (1851) I. 156 Christ

doth not here dehort from bearing rule.. but from seeking
rule. 1660 JER. TAYLOR Duct. Dittit. in. iv. rule xx. I 19
S. Paul does, .dehort from marriage not as from an evil but

as from a burden, a 1703 BURKITT On N. T. Heb. xin. 6

The words are a strong reason to dehort from covetousness,

and to exhort to contentedness. 1801 F. BARRETT The Magus
19 The Creator, .dehorting from the eating of the apple.

Hence Deho'rting vol. sb. and ///. a.

1553 T. WILSON Rhet. 34 b, The places of exhortyng and

dehortyng are the same whiche wee use in perswadyng and

dissuadyng. 1586 A. DAY Eng. Secretary i. (1625) 82 After

these Epistles Dehorting and Disswading. 1652 GAULF.

Magastrom. 29 Whan God desists from his gracious and

serious dehorting.

Dehortation (drhfJt^i-Jsn). [ad. L. dehortd-

tidn-em, n. of action from dehortari to DEHORT.]
1. The action of dehortingfrom a course ;

earnest

dissuasion.

1529 MORE Dyaloge iv. Wks. 273/2 Al the dehprtacions
and

commynacions & threts in scripture. 1633 T. STAFFORD
Pac. Hib. xiv. (1821) 164 His Country people vsed loud and
rude dehortations to keepe him from Church. 1737 WHISTON
Josephus' Hist. n. viii. ii Exhortations to virtue, and
dehortations from wickedness. 1860 PUSEY Mitt. Proph. 240
It is the voice of earnest, emphatic dehortation, not to do
what would displease God.

t 2. Power or faculty of dehorting. Obs.rare~ l
.

1655 R. YOUNGE Agst. Drunkards 16 Oh that I had
dehortation answerable to my detestation of it !

DEHYPNOTIZE.

Dehortative (d/"hputativ), a. and sb. [ad. L.

dchortativ-iis, f. ppl. stem of dehortarl : see -IVE.]

A. adj. Having the quality or purpose of de-

horting; dehortatory.
1620 WOODWARD in Gutch Coll. Cur. \. 181 Wryting..a

dehortative letter against the match with Spayn. c 1810

COLERIDGE in Lit. Rent. III. 301 The words of the Apostle
are exhortative and dehortative.

B. sb. A dehortative address or argument.
1671 Trite Nonconf. 431 His words after the usual manner

of dehortatives, do seem some what tending to the contrary
extreme. 1824 Miss L. M. HAWKINS Memoirs II. 12 My
father suggested that the horse-pond might be the best de-

hortative. 1850 L. HUNT A-utobiog. v. (1860) 102 The doctor
..warned me against the perils of authorship ; adding, as

a final dehortative, that 'the shelves were full'.

Dehortatory (dz"bp'itat3ri), a. and sb. [ad.
L. dehortatoi-i-us, f. dehortarl: see -DRY.]
A. adj. Characterized by dehortation ;

dis-

suasory.
1576 FLEMING Paiiopl. Epist. Epit. B, Those places which

are used . . in an epistle Exhortatorie and Dehortatorie.

1644 BP. HALL Kern. Wks. (1660) 103 A dehortatory charge
to avoid the offence of God. 1804 SOUTHEV Lett. (1856) I.

251, I wrote to him in rather a dehortatory strain.

\ B. sb. A dehortatory address. Obs.

1648 MILTON Obscry. Art. Peace (1851) 581 That fair

dehortatory from joyning with Malignants.

Dehorter (di'hputai). [f.
DEHOKT v. + -EK.]

One who dehorts or advises against an action, etc.

1611 COTGR., Desenhortettr, a dehorter, dissuader. 1755
JOHNSON, Dehorter, a dissuader ; an adviser to the contrary.
1866 LOWF.LL Carlyle Prose Wks. 1890 II. 91 So long as he
was merely an exhorter or dehorter, we were thankful for

such eloquence, .as only he could give.

t DehOTtment. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. DEHOBT v.

+ -MENT.] Dehortalion.

16568. HOLLAND Zara (1719) 118 Pantalone was too proud
to hearken to dehortments.

Dehu-man, a. nonce-wd. [DE- II. 3.] Wanting
the attributes of humanity.
1889 L. ABBOTT in Ckr. Union (N.Y.) 31 Jan., The demo-

niacs, .were distinctively, if I may coin the word, dehuman.

Dehumanize (dzhi
-

manaiz), v. [DE- II. i

+ HUMAN, HUMANIZE.] trans. To deprive of

human character or attributes.

1818 MOORE Diary 4 Dec., Turner's face was a good deal

de-humanised. 1889 Pa.ll Mall G. 26 Nov. 1/2 Our great
towns de-humanize our children.

Hence Dehn/manized ppl. a. ; Dehu'manizing
vbl. sb. and///, a. ;

also Dehnmaniza'tion.
1844 N. Brit. Rev. II. 109 These almost de-humanized

creatures. 1856 R. A. VAUGHAN Mystics iv. ii. note. The
mystics . . representing regeneration almost as a process of

dehumanization. 1857 J- PULSFORD Quiet Hours 156^
It

would seem as though the world's method of Education
were dehumanizing. 1860 O. W. HOLMES Elsie V. xxii.

11891) 325 Centuries of de-humanizing celibacy. 1882 F.

HARRISON Choice Bks. (1886) 446 To rehumanise the de-

humanised members of society. 1889 G. GISSING Nether
World III. i. 19 The last step in that process of dehumanisa-
tion which threatens idealists of his type.

t Dehu'sk, v. Obs. rare. [f. DE- II. 2 + HUSK.]
traits. To deprive of the husk.

1566 DRANT Horace Aiij, An hundreth thousande mets of

cornedehuskde. 1567 Epist. vi. Dj, That thy neighbour
should haue more \Vheate . . dehuskd vpon the flore.

Dehydrate (dt'ihardre't), v. Chem. [f.
DE- II.

2 + Gr. votap, in comb. vSp- water + -ATE 3.]

1. trans. To deprive of water, or of the elements

which compose water in a chemical combination.

1876 FOSTER Phyt. n. v. (1879) 388 The sugar becoming. .

dehydrated into starch. 1880 CLEMENSHAW Wnrtz'sAtom
Th. 279 When phosphoric acid is dehydrated. 1886 yrnl.
Microsc. Soc. Ser. n. VI. 350 These are then dehydrated
in 90-96 per cent, alcohol.

2. tntr. To lose water as a constituent.

1886 Jrnl. Microsc. Soc. Ser. H. VI. 350 The celloidin

layers are slow in dehydrating.
Hence Dehydrated///, a. ; Dehydrating///.

a. and nil. sb. ; also, Dehydrater, an agent that

dehydrates ; Dehydration, the removal of water,

or of its constituents, in a chemical combination.

1854 J. SCOFFERN in Orr's Circ. Sc. Chem. 453 The result

of difference between hydration and dehydration. _ 1876
HARLEY Mat. Med. 159 The same complete dehydration fs

effected more slowly by mere exposure to the air. 1884
MUIR & WILSON Thermal Chem. iv. | 175. 140 Those dehy-
drated salts which dissolve in water with evolution of heat.

1884 Pharm. Soc. Prospectus 6 Action of . . dehydrating

agents upon them.

Dehydrogenate(dj|h3rdr0|d;5en>t), v. Chem.

[1)E- II. i.]
= next. Hence -ating///. a.

1850 DAUBENY Atom. Th. viii. (ed 2) 482 note, Through the

dehydrogenating influence of chlorine or oxygen.

Dehydrogenize (dj'ihardroidjenaiz),^. Clicin.

[f. DE- II. i + HYDROGEN + -IZE.] trans. To deprive
of its hydrogen ;

to remove hydrogen from (a com-

pound). Hence Dehydrogenized///, a. ; -izing

vbl. sb. and ///. a. ;
also Dehy drogeniza'tion ;

Dehydrogentzer, a dehydrogenizing agent.

1878 UKE Diet. Arts IV. 77 The oxidations and the

dehydrogenisations play the most important part in the

production of colour. Hid. IV. 932 The action of dehydro-

genisers upon naphthylamine.

Dehypnotize (d/'ihrpmftaiz), v. [DE- II. i.j

To awaken out of the hypnotic state.

Dei, obs. form of DAY, DIE v.



DEICAL.

t De'ical, a. Obs. rare. [ad. med.L. dti^ns

(f.
L. tie-us God) + -AL.] Pertaining to God,

divine.

1661 J. SFARROW tr. Behn,e"s Rein. Witt., Afat. Perfection
52 The Triune Totally perfect Divine or Deicall substance.

Deicidal ^drissidal), . [f. DKICIDE + -AL.]
Of or pertaining to deicide

; god-slaying.
1839 BAILKY J'eslus xix. (1848) 210 And thus (he deicidal

tribes made quit. 1880 SWINBUKNK in h\>rtn. A'rt'. June
762 A deicidal and theophagous Christianity.

Deicide '
(drisaid). [ad. mod. or mt-d.l ,. dei-

cida slayer of a god, f. de-us god + -cida : see -CIDK
I. Cf. K. ,#< (1681).] The killer of a god.
i6j3 GAUDEN Hierasf. 130 Uncharitable destroyers of

Deicides that kill'd him. 1731 Hist. Lilttraria 11. log The
Deicide was immediately conveyed for Refuge to the French
Factory, and the dead God privately buried. i88 Century
Mag. XXIV. 179 In the Middle Ages, the Jews were
believed to be an accursed race of deicides.

Deicide 2
(drisaid). [ad. mod. or med.L. type

"deicldium : see prec. and -CIDK a.] The killing
of a god.
1611 SPEED Hut. 6V. Brit. ix. ix. 50 In. .killing a Prince,

the Traytor is guiltie of Homicide, of Parricide, of Christi-

cide, nay of Deicide. 1688 PRIOR Exad. iii. 14 viii, And
Earth prophan'd yet bless'd with Deicide. 1818 W. TAYLOR
in Monthly Rev. LXXXVI. 4 To slaughter a cow for food
being in their eyes, an act of deicide. 1860 PUSEY Mm.
Profit. 317 Their first destruction was the punishment of
their Deicide, the crucifixion of Jesus, the Christ.

Deictic dai-ktik), a. Also deiktio. [ad. Gr.
SfiKTiK-os able to show, showing directly, f. ttuerot
vbl. adj. of MK-VV-VM to show.
The Greek word occurs in Latin medical and rhetorical

writers as dlcticos, which would give dictic \ but the term is

purely academic, and the form deictic or deiktic is preferred
as more distinctly preserving both in spelling and pronuncia-
tion the Greek form. Cf. afodictic, -deictic.]

Directly pointing out, demonstrative ; in Logic,

applied,
after Aristotle, to reasoning which proves

directly, as opposed to the tlenctic, which proves
indirectly.
1828 WHATELV Rhet. I. ii. i Thirdly into 'Direct' and

'Indirect' lor reductio ad absHrdnnfi the Deictic and
Elenctic of Aristotle. 1876 DOUSE Grimm's L. 9 31. 66 In
meaning, the word originally covered all deiktic action

irrespective of direction.

tDei'Ctical, a. Obs. Also diet-, [f. Gr.
Sfixrix-us (see prec.) 4 -AL.] =prec.
1638 FF.ATLV Strict. Lyndnni. i. 89 Those Arguments

which the Logicians teanne Dicticall.

Hence ( Dei ctlcally adv., with direct indication
or pointing out.

1659 HAMMOND On Pi. Ixviii. 8 Annot. 333 It may also be
set by it selfe, this is Sinai, to denote deictically, when that

shaking of the earth, .was heard, a 1660 Wks. I. 703 (R.)
And he that dippeth, at that time when Christ spake it

deictically, i.e. Judas, is that person.

Deid, Sc. and north, f. DEAD, DEATH, DEED.
tDeid-doar. Sc. Obs. [

= death-doer, or dead-

doer^ Slayer, murderer.

'53$ STEWART Cton. Scat. II. 502 Thir deid-doaris. . War
lane ilkone and hangit.

De-idealize, etc. : see DE- II. i.

Deie, Deiect, obs. ff. DIE v., DEJECT.

Deierie, obs. form of DAIRY.

Deif\f, obs. Sc. form of DEAF.
Deific (d-,i-fik), a. [a. K. dtifiquc (1372 in

Hatzf.), ad. L. dfijtc-us god-making, consecrated,

sacred, in med.L. 'divine', f. de-us god + -fiats

making : see -FIC.] Deifying, making divine ; also

(less properly!, divine, godlike.
1490 CAXTON Eneydos xvi. 64 The grete vysion deyfyque

that he had seen. 1617-77 FEI THAM Resolves 11. xxxii. 22$ Our
Saviour, .putting all the world in the scale, doth find it far
too light for mans Deific soul. 1653 URQUHART Ratelais
u. i, That nectarian, delicious . . and deific liquor. 1706
MOTTF.UX Rabelais iv. liii. (1737) aij O Deific Books ! 1816
T. TAYLOR Ess. VIII. 54 According to a deific energy.
1858 FABKR foot o/Cross (1872) 145 What the hard style of

mystical theology calls deinc transformation. 1878 J. COOK
Leet. Orthodoxy ii. 42 Our Lord displayed a degree of being
that was deific.

t Deifical (di,i-fikal), a. Obs. [f.
L. eeificus

(see prec.) + -AL.]
-*

prec.
1563 Homilies n. Sacrament I. f 1859) 443 The ancient catho-

lic fathers., were not afraid to call this Supper, some of them,
'the salve of immortality', -other,

' a deincal communion '.

158* N. T. (Rhem.> Acts viii. Annot., That he might signe
them .. with the diuine and deifical ointment. 1617 77
FELTHAM Resolves it. xxvii. 215 Those abilities .. beget a
kind of Deifical Reverence in their future Readers.

\ Dei'ficate, ppl. a. Obs. [ad. L. deificdt-us,

pa. pple. of late 1,. deificare to DKIFT.] Deified.

1513 DOUGLAS jEneis x. v. 48 In this figour has ws all

translait, For euirnuiir to be deificat. 1560 ROI.LAND Crt.

I'eiins iv. 53 Scho is deificait. 1628 GAULK J'ract. Tk.

(1629) 52 Ot Alan deificate, of God Incarnate.

f Dei'ficate, v. Obs. [f. ppl. stem of L. deifi-

care to DEIFY.] To deify, to make divine.

1536 BELLENDEN Cron. Scot.dSirt I. 119 Claudius, .quhilk
was laitly deceissit, and deificat be the Romanis. 1565 JEWEL
Kef I. Harding (161 1) 341 It is the Body it selfe of our Lord
Deificated.

151

Deification 'd/llnk^'-Jan'. [n. of action from
L. deificare to DKIFY : so in F. (1556 in Hat/.l.

.]

The action of deifying ; the condition of being
deified or made a deity ; a deified embodiment.
1393 GOWER Con/. II.

158 Lo now, through what creacion
He [Apollo] hath deificacion, And cleped is the god of wit.
1606 HOLLAND Sueton. 82 His deification after death.
1700 DiraH Fables Pytkag. Philos. Argt. i The death and
deification of Romulus. 1878 Bosw. SMITH Carthage 29 The
Phoenician religion has been defined to be a deification of
the powers of Nature.

b. The treating or regarding of anything as a
god or as divine.

1651 Nicholas Pafers (Camden) 227 The other part of that
book, .is the deification of K. Charles. 1709 STEF.LE Tatter
No. 33 F 7 He had the Audaciousness to throw himself at
my Feet . . and then ran into Deifications of my Person.
1848 MRS. JAMESON Sacr. t, Leg. Art (18501 ii The deifica-
tion of suffering. 1875 MANNING Mission H. Ghost iii. 88
The deification of the human reason as the sole rule of life.

O. The rendering of
any one a partaker of the

divine nature ; absorption in the divine nature.
1856 R. A. VAUGHAN Mystics (1860) I. iv. U. 93 All things

have emanated from God, and the end of all is ret urn to God.
Such return deification, he calls it - is the consummation of
the creature. 1857 KEBLE Euchar. Ador. 19 An union of
condescension and power for the deification (so termed by
the fathers' of each one of us.

t De-ifica:tory, a. Obs. [f. deificat-, ppl. stem
of L. deificare to DEIFY 4 -OHY.] Of or pertaining
to deification

; having the function of deifying.
1614 BOLTON Nero 249 Expressed by a deificatorie herse,

or throne. 1619 J. MAXWELL tr. Herodian (1635) 227
margin. The Funeral! Pile, or Dcificatory Throne.

Deified (dfifsid), ///. a. [i. DEIFY v. + -ED.]
Made into a deity, raised to the rank of a god ;

considered or treated as divine.

1603 FLORIO Hfcntaigne<\6}4\ 296 That Eagle is represented
carrying.. up towards heaven, those Deified soufes. 1686
HOENECK Crucif. Jesus ix. 157 Deified vices had their
votaries. 1776 GIBBON Decl. <J F. I. 373 The statues of the
deified kings. i86a STANLEY Jew. Ch. (1877) I. iv. 76 Thrice
a day before the deified beast the incense was offered.

Deifier (dfifeiu). [f. DEIFY v. + -EB.] One
who or that which deifies.

1736 H. COVENTRY Phil, to Hyd. Conv. iii. (R.) The first

deifiers of men. 1874 PUSEY Lent. Serm. 395 His Human
Nature, the Deifier of our nature.

Deiform (dfif/jm), a. [ad. med.L. deiform-is
(Du Cange), f. de-us god : see -FORM.]
1. Having the form of a god ; godlike in form.
164* H. MORE Song of Soul II. I. n. xlvii, Onely souls

Deiform intellective, Unto that height of happinesse can
get, a 16*7 JER. TAYLOR Serm.for Year Suppl. ( 1678) 245We can no olherwayes see God. .but by becoming Deifonn.
1815 New Monthly Mag. XIV. 280 Attempting to arrive at
the deiform nature. 1856 FABEK Creator ft Creature in.

iv. (1886) 383 By these [gifts of glory] we . . become . . deiform,
shining like the Divinity.
2. Con formable to the character or nature of God

;

godlike, divine, holy.
1654 GATAKER Disc. Afol. 68 Admirable and most ravish-

ing Devotions, Deiform Intentions, Heroical acts of Vertu.
a 1715 BURNET Oum Time (1766) I. 261 To consider religion
as a seed of a deifonn nature. 1794 T. TAYLOR Pausanias
III. 330 Hence these souls, .exhibit a deiform power. 1874
PUSEY Lenten Serm. 20 Free-will . . enfreed and Deiform
through grace, or enslaved and imbruted by sin.

t De'iformed, ///. a. Obs. [f. as prec, + -ED.]
Formed in the image of God.
1651 BENLOWES Theoph. n. Argt. 33 The deiform'd Soul

deform'd by Sin, repents.

Deiformity (d,if^jmiti). [f. DEIFOBM + -ITY.]
The quality of being deiform ; likeness to God

;

conformity to the divine nature or character.

164* H. MORE Song ofSoul iv. xxvii. The souls numerous
plurality I've prov'd, and shew'd she is not very God ; But

yet a decent Deiformity Have given her. a 1716 W. REEVES
Serm. (1729) 370 This immediate influx of the Deity, which
the Schoolmen call the Deiformity of the Soul. 1835 SIR A.
Dl VERE in Graves Life Sir W. R. HamiltonU. 163

Deiformity is the Ideal of regenerate Humanity.

Deify (dfifai), . [a. F. dtifier (ijth c. in

Ilatzf.), ad. L. deificare (Augustine and Cassio-

dorus), f. de-us god 4- -ficare : see -FY.] trans. To
make a god of; to exalt to the position of a deity;
to enroll among the gods of the nation or tribe.

'393 GOWER Conf. II . 165 Juno. Neptunus, Pluto, The
which of nice fantasy The people wolde deify. 1430 LYDG.
Chron. Troy i. iii, [They] were both ystellyfyed In the

heauen and there defyed. 1530 PALSGR. 510/1, I dcifye,
I make an erthly man a God, as the gentylles dyd. 1634
HABINGTON Costara (Arb.) 123 The Superstition of those
Times Which deified Kings to warrant their owne crimes.

i?a8 NEWTON Chronol. Amended i. 134 The first instances
that I meet with in Greece of Deifying the dead. 1868
GLADSTONE Juv. Mundi v. (1870) 193 Leokothee, once
a mortal, now deified in the Sea-region.

b. To render godlike or divine in nature, char-

acter, or spirit.
a 1340 H AMI-OLE Psalter txxxi. i t>e gaderynge of halymen

deifide thorgh grace. 1613 R. C. TnHe A //It. (ed. 3,
Deifie, make like God. 1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav.yj No
venue more deified a Prince then Clemencie. 1838 [see

DEIFYING]. 1874 [see DEIFIER].
c. To treat as a god, in word or action ; to regard

or adore as a deity.
1590 SPENSER Teares ofMuses 368 Now change the tenor

of your joyous layes, With which ye use your loves to
deifie. 1600 Sinus. .!. }'. L. in. ii. 381 Oades..and

DEIGWOUS.
Elegies.. all (forsooth) deifying the nameof Roulinde iu
BACON Hen I'/f 38 He did againe to entoll and deifie
the Pope. 1640 BK. RAYHOLD. Hosea iv. 4,, Mai of powerare apt to deifie their own strength, .men of wiidomr to
eifie their owne reason. 1759 JOHNSON Rauelas x >

i. I hr
old man deifies prudence. 1859 SMILES Self.llelf iii. (i8t,)
46 It u possible to over-estimate succeu to the extent of
almost deifying it.

Hence De tfjring- vbl. sb. and ///. a.

"SS3 BUENUE p. Curtius 223 i R. ) The deifying of Hercules
637 NABBES 7/a*,.,A>// + .Vr. H ij R.), A man that . .

merited A deifying by your ijralitude. 1649 MILTON F.ikm.

Deign (<^'n), v. Forms: 3-7 deine, 4-5
deyne, dayne, $-7 daigne, 6 digne. 6-7 data e,

deigne, 7-8 daign, 6- deign, [a. OF. degn-ier
( 3 sing, deigne) , later deignier, deigner, from 1 4th c.

r/aigner,*>pT. denhar, deinar, It. degnare : L. dig.
nare, by-form of dignarl to deem worthy, think fit,
f. ilignus worthy.]
1. intr. To think it worthy of oneself (to do some-

thing) ; to think fit, vouchsafe, condescend.
c 1314 Guy Warw.

(A.) 346* Helman That deined He for
no man. 1340 Ayent. 196 Uolk..bet onworbeb be poure,and ne dayneb n.ru lo speke to ham. c 1450 Mirour Salua-
cioun 3518 Oure lorde godde. . to become man deynyd. c 1477CAXTON Jason 114 He daigneth not to come, ciyxoGnBWE Fr. Bacon vi. Would he daine to wed a Counlrie
Lasse? 1593 SHAXS. 3 Hen. r'l, tv. vii. 39 And all those
fuends. that deme to follow mee. 16*7 MILTOH P. L. v.
271 Raphael, the sociable Spirit, that deign 'd To travel
with Tobias. 1701 Rows Ami. Stef-Moth. i. i. 349 Hardly
daigning To be controll'd by his Imperious Mother 1879M. ARNOLD Ceo. Sand Mixed Ess. 328 (TheJ very dog wifi
hardly deign to bark at you.

fo. impers. Obs.

.
I>97 R- GLOUC. (1724) 557 Him ne deinede nojt to ligge

in be caste! by nijte. 1340 Aytnt. 76 Ham ne daynede nail
to do zenne. c 1374 CHAUCER Axel. $ Arc. 181 That on her
wo ne deyneth him not to thinke. a 1400-50 Alexander
830 Ne heie to dwell with bi douce deynes me na lanzer
tC. reft. Obs.
1500-10 DUNBAR Poems IxxxvL 36 Quhilk deinicit him for

our trespass to de. 1563 WINJET Wist. (1800) II. 42 He
dtln}dt Him aluterlie to do this in deid.

2. trans, with simple oly. a. To condescend to
bestow or grant, to vouchsafe. (Now chiefly with
reply, answer, in negative sentences.)
1589 GREENE Menafhon (Arb.) 36 Rather . . than haue

deigned her eyes on the face, .of so lowe a peasant. 1605
SHAKS. Macb. i. ii. 60 Nor would we deigne him burial! of
his men. i6ai F. MABKHAM Bk. Warre iv. ix. 1 6, I will
not here daigne a recapitulation of the same. 1634 W.WOODNew Eng. Prosf., Ded. Note, I am confident you will

ing no reply.

t b. To condescend or vouchsafe to accept ; to
take or accept graciously. (The opposite of to

disdain.") Obs.

157* FLEMING ranofl. Etist. 50 Those . . who did not re-

ceive and intertaine my father . . nor yet digned other Gentle-
men of much worthinesse. 1579 SFENSER Shefh. Cat. Jan.
63 Shee deignes not my good will, but doth reprouc. 1606
SHAKS. Ant. 4- Ci. i. iv. 63 Thy pallat then did daine The
roughest Berry, on the rudest Hedge. 1637-50 Row Hist.
Kirk (1842) 255 The Lord dained him. 1661 in Hickerin-

gill Jamaica A iij.
This Welcome-home . .Thou wilt accept

from me, And deign it to attend thy smoother Line.

t o. In same sense with of. (Cf. to accept of.}
Obs. rare.

1589 GREENE Menafkon (Arb.) 51 Which if you shall vouch
to deigne of, I shall be . . glad of such accepted seruice.

f3- To treat (a person) as worthy of, to dignify

(him) with. [ =L. dignari.} Obs.

>S79 TWYNE Phiticke agst. Fort. It. cxxxii. 341 a, [They]
had fyen vnburied, had not their most deadly enimie dained
them of a graue. 1591 in De Foe Hist. Ck. Scot. Add. D
( 1844) 57/2 Will ye not daigne his Majesty with an Answer 1

1648 E. BOCGHEN Genre's Case ofConsc. 76 He daines them
with this honour.
T 4. Short for dedain, DISDAIN : see DAIN v.

Deignfull, var. of 1 IAIXFCI., disdainful.

t Dei'gnoua, a. Oh. Forms : 4 deignotue,
4-5 deynoua, 5 deinoua, 5-6 daynous, 6 dayn-
iious, 5-7 deignoua. [app. a shortened form of

dedeignous, DISDAINOUS, K. dtdaigneux, OF. des-

dtignous v i Jth c. in Hatzf.
%

: cf. DAIN v.

(Earlier examples of dcdftinn*i, dedainoas, than of deig-
nous are not yet known ; but the history of DISDAIN shows
that they may well have existed.))

Disdainful, proud, haughty.
ci33p R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 289 Deignouse pride &

ille avisement . c 1374 CHAUCER Troylus I. 200 Her chere.
Which surodel devnous was. c 1430 LYDG. Bochas v. xxiv.

(1554) 138 a. Nothing, .more deynous, nor more vntreatable
Than whan a begger hath dominacion. c 1440 Ipomydon
1122 A proude knyght and a daynous. a 1643 W. CART-
WRIGHT Ordinary in. i, One Harlotha, Concubine To deign-
ous Wilhelme, hight the Conquer -r.

Hence t Del-gnoushede deyn-), disdainfulness,

haughtiness ; t Dei gnonily (deyn-, dayn-; adv.,

disdainfully.
i 1330 R. BRUNNR Chron. (1810 129 For deynoushede &

pride,
t 1440 Partonofe 3434 Many one That loked vpon

hym full deynously. a 1519 SKELTON Bougt ofCourt Prol.

82 And gan on me to stare Ful darnottsly.



DEIL. 152 DEJECT.

||
Dei gratia. [L.] By the grace of God : see

GRACE.

Deih, obs. sing. pres. of Dow v.

Deiktic, var. of DEICTIC.

Deil (df 1, dz'l). [Scotch vernacular form of the

word DEVIL, corresponding to the ME. monosyl-
labic types del, dele, dciule, dale, etc.]

1. The Devil : esp. according to the popular con- :

ception of his appearance and attributes.

(For the Biblical Satan, the usual form is deevil.)

1500-20 DUNBAR Tttrnamcnt 54 Off all his dennar . . His
breist held deill a bitt. 1370 Sempill Balla/es (1872) 117
The mekle Deill. 1715 RAMSAY Gent. Sheph. in. ii, Awa !

awa ! the deil's \z>. r. deel's] ower grit wi' you. 1785 BURNS
Address to the Deil ii, I'm sure sma' pleasure it can gie,
Ev'n to a deil. 1790 Tarn o' Shanter 78 That night a child

might understand, The Dei] had business on his hand. 1816
SCOTT OldMart, xxxiii, Being atween the deil and the deep )

sea.

2. A mischievously wicked or troublesome fellow;
one who embodies the spirit of wickedness or mis-

chief.

1786 BURNS Tiva. Dogs 222 They're a' run deils oriads
thegither. 1802 SCOTT Bonnie Dundee ii, The Guid Toun
is well quit of that deil of Dundee. Mod. Sc. He's an awfu'

laddie, a per6t dei!.

3. For deil a tit, and other phrases, see DEVIL.

Deill, Deim, obs. forms of DEAL, DEEM.
Dein, obs. form of DEIGN.

Dein, deen, Sc. dial, forms of DONE.
t De-incli'nei v. Obs. [f.DE- 1. a + INCLINE

.]

(See quot.) Hence Deincli'ned, Deinoli'mng,
ppl. adjs. ; Deincli'ner.

1717-51 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v. Dial, Secondary Dials, are
all those drawn on the planes of other circles beside the

horizon, prime vertical, equinoctial, and polar circles: or

those, which either decline, incline, recline, or deincline. .

Deinclined Dials, are such as both decline and incline, or re-

cline. Ibid., Deincliners or Deinclining Dials. .Suppose. .

a plane to cut the prime vertical circle at an angle of 30
degrees, and the horizontal plane under an angle of 24 de-

grees, .a dial, drawn on this plane, is called a deincliner.

De-individualize, de-industrialize, etc. :

see DE- II. i.

Deine, obs. form of DENE, sand-hill.

Deing, obs. form of DYING, DYEING.
t Delngra:te, v. Obs. rare. [f. DE- I. 3 +

L. ingratus disagreeable : see INGKATE.] trans. To
render unpopular, bring into disfavour.

1624 BriefInform. AJfairs Palatinate 34 To deingrate the
Prince Palatine, and to make him more odious.

Deinosaur, Deinothere, etc. : see DINO-.

Deinseyn, obs. form of DENIZEN.

De-insularize, -integrate, etc. : see DE- II. i.

Deinte, -ee, -ie, -y, obs. forms of DAINTY.

Deintrelle, var. of DAINTREL Obs., a dainty.

Deip(e, obs. Sc. form of DEEP.

II Deipara (d^i-para). [late L. (Cod. Just. i. i,

6) = mother of God, f. de-us God + -parus, -a, bear-

ing, parSre to bear ; a L. repr. of Gr. flfOToxos.] A
title of the Virgin Mary,

' Mother of God '.

1664 H. MORE Myst. Iniq., Synopsis Proph. 521 He.,
would not allow the most holy Virgin, the Mother of Christ
as to the flesh, .to be called Deipara or the Mother of God.
1860 SOPHOCLES Gloss. Later Greek 334/1 QeoroKiov. .a mo-
dulus addressed or relating to the Deipara.

Deiparons (dz'ii-paras), a. [f. as prec. + -OUS.]
Bearing or bringing forth a god.
1664 H. MORE Myst. Iniq., Synopsis Propk. 520 Nor con-

fess that the holy. .Mary is properly and according to truth

Deiparous, that is to say, the mother of God. 1827 SIR
H. TAYLOR Isaac Comnenus in. iv, Deiparous Virgin ! Holy
Mary mother !

Deipiio- (dsi'pno-), repr. Gr. Seiirvo-, combining
form of Sciirvov dinner, used in nonce-words and
combinations, as deipno-diplomatio of or per-
taining to dining and diplomacy, deipnophobia
dread of dinner-parties.
1827 Brit. Critic I. 475 An interchange of deipno-diplo-

matic correspondence. 185)1 Daily News 23 June 4/3 Peoplewho heartily sympathise with the '

deipnophobia
'

of Gordon.

Deipnosophist (daipnp-s^fist). [ad. Gr.

Sfiirvoo-o^iOT-Tjs 'one learned in the mysteries of
the kitchen ', f. Sfirrvov the chief meal, dinner 4-

atxpttrrfis a master of his craft, clever or wise man,
SOPHIST. The pi. Sfnrvoao<f>iaTal was the title of
a celebrated work of the Greek Athenseus, written
after A.D. 228.]
A master of the art of dining : taken from the

title of the Greek work of Athenseus, in which a
number of learned men are represented as dining
together and discussing subjects which range from
the dishes before them to literary criticism and mis-
cellaneous topics of every description.
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr. , Deipnosophists, Athenams his great

learned books carry that title. 1774 BURNEY Hist. M-us.
I. 229 (Jod.) To render credible the following assertion of a
deipnosophist in Athenseus. 1845 FORD Handbk. Spain I.

I. 70 Spanish Cookery, a . . subject which is well worth the
inquiry of any antiquarian deipnosophist. 1866 LOWELL
Swinburne's Trag. Prose Wks. 1800 II. 135 With about as
much nature in it as a dialogue of the Deipnosophists.
Hence Deipnosophi'stlc a., Deipno-sophlsm.
1661 LUVEI.L Hist, Anim, I) Min. 23 Diverse other things

..belonging to cookery, are here omitted, as belonging to

the dypnosophistick art. 1824 Black-w. Mag. XVI. i Let
me . . luxuriate in the . . paradisaical department of deipno-
sophism. iS&Frnser's Mag. XIII. 336 An elegy, .appended
to that deipnosophistic dissertation.

Deir, obs. form of DEAR, DEER, DERE.

Deirie, obs. form of DAIRY.

Deis(e, deische, deiss, obs. forms of DAIS.

Deishal, -eal, deisul, var. of DEASIL.

Deism (driz'm). [mod. f. L. de-us god + -ISM.

Cf. F. diisme (in Pascal a 1660).] The distinctive

doctrine or belief of a deist
; usually, belief in the

existence of a Supreme Being as the source of finite

extstence,with rejection of revelation and the super-
natural doctrines of Christianity; 'natural religion".
1682 DRYDEN Religio Laid Pref. (Globe) 186 That Deism,

or the principles of natural worship, are only the faint

remnants or dying flames of revealed religion in the pos-

terity of Noah. 1692 BENTLEY Boyle Lect. ix. 306 Modern
Deism being the very same with old Philosophical Pagan-
ism. 1759 DILWORTH Pope 63 There breathes in this inscrip-
tion [ens entiitm miserere mei] the genuine spirit of deism.

1774 FLETCHER Doctr. Grace Wks. 1795 IV. 203 Deism is

the error of those who . . think that man . . needs no Redeemer
at all. 1861 BERESP. HOPE Eng. Cathedr. -iqth c. 260 That
decorous and philanthropic deism which is a growing peril
of the age. 1877 E. R. CONDER Bas. Faith i. 25 Deism
should

etymologically
have the same sense with Theism,

but it is commonly taken to carry with it the denial of what
is called revealed religion. Theism conveys no such im-

plication.

t2. The condition of being a god or as God. Obs.

1726 DE FOE Hist. Devil viii, He [the Devil] set her

[Eve's] head a madding after deism, and to be made
a goddess.

Deist (df'ist). [a. F. diiste, f. L. de-us god :

see -IST.] One who acknowledges the existence

of a God upon the testimony of reason, but rejects
revealed religion.
(The term was originally opposed to atheist, and was inter-

changeable with theist even m the end of the i7th c. (Locke,
Second Vindication, 1695, W. Nichols Conference "with
a

Theist^ 1696) ; but the negative aspect of deism, as opposed
toChristtanity^,

became the accepted one, and deist and theist
were differentiated as in quots. 1878-80.)
['5*3 VIRET Instruct. Chr. II. Ep. Ded., J'ai entendu qu'il

y en a de ceste bande, qui s'appellent Deistes, d'un mot
tout nouveau, lequel ils veulent oposer a Atheiste.] 1621
BURTON Anat. Mel. in. iv. n. i, Cosen-germans to these
men are many of our great Philosophers and Deists. 1670 R.
TRAILL Serm. vi. Sel. Writ. (1845) I07 We have a generation
among us.. called Deists, which is nothing else but a new
court word for Atheist. 1692 BENTLEY Beyle Lect. 6 Some
infidels, .to avoid the odious name of atheists, would shelter
and screen themselves under a new one of deists, which is

not quite so obnoxious. 1711-37 SHAFTEsBURYCflarac.il.
209 Averse as I am to the cause of theism, or name of deist,
when taken in a sense exclusive of revelation. 1748 HARTLEY
Obscrv. Man ii. iii. 347 Unless he be a sincere Deist at least,
i. e. unless he believe in the Existence and Attributes of
God. 1788 WESLEY Wks. (1872) VII. 196 A Deist I mean
one who believes there is a God distinct from matter ; but
does not believe the Bible. 1878 D. PATRICK in Encycl.
Brit. VII. 33 The later distinction between theist and deist,
which stamped the latter word as excluding the belief in

providence or the immanence of God, was apparently formu-
lated in the end of the i8th century by those rationalists who
were aggrieved at being identified with the naturalists. 1880
Sat. Rev. 26 June 820 In sneaking of a deist they fix their
attention on the negative, in speaking of a theist on the

positive aspect of his belief.

Deistic (dz'|i-stik), a.
[f.

DEIST + -1C.] Of the
nature of or pertaining to deists or deism.

1795 G. WAKEFIELD Reply Paine's Age of Reason n. 57
From the mouth of Thomas Paine, the most tremendous of
all possible deistic dunces ! 1880 L. STEPHEN Pope vii. 163
Brought up as a Catholic, he had gradually swung into

vague deistic belief. 1882-3 SCHAFF Encycl. Relig. Kntnol.
I. 728 The deistic controversy . . beginning with Lord Her-
bert of Cherbury (1581-1648).

Deistical (dj',i-stikal), a.
[f.

as prec. + -AL.]
=

prec. ; also, inclined or tending to deism.

1741 WATTS Improv. Mind i. v. 3 To support the deisti-

cal or antichristian scheme of our days. 1796 MORSE Amer.
Geog. II. 314 The ingenious and eloquent, but deistical J. J.
Rousseau. 1809-10 COLERIDGE f'ruttJ(iS6s} 54 Concerning
the right of punishing by law the authors of heretical or
deistical writings. 1871 TYNDALL Fragm. Sc. (1879) II. ix.

168 My object was to show my deistical friends .. that they
were in no better condition than we were.

Hence Dei-stically adv., in a deistical way.
1882-3 SCHAFF Encycl. Relig. Knmol. II. 1608 Nature . .

may be conceived of deistically, as an accomplished fact . .

utterly external to God.

Deit, Sc. f. died, pa. t. of DIE v.

De-italianize : see DE- II. i.

t De'itate, ppl. a. Obs. [repr. an assumed L.
*deitdt-us (tr. Gr. 6ioiOiis), I. deltas, deitdt-em

DEITY.] Made a deity, deified.

1551 CRANMER Ans^u. Bp. Gardiner n. Rem. (1833) III.

450 One person and one Christ, who is God incarnate and
man Deitate, as Gregory Nazianzene saith.

Deith, obs. Sc. form of DEATH.

Deity (drlti). Also 4-6 deite, deyte, 4 deitee,
6-7 deitie, (5 deyite, -yte, dietie, 5-7 diety, 7

dyety) . [a. F. deite, in 1 2th c. deitet, deite (
= Pr.

deitat, Sp. deidad. It. deitcf], ad. L. deitds, deitat-

em, {. de-us god (formed by Augustine, De Civ.
Dei VII. i., after L. divmitds) : see -ITT.]
1. The estate or rank of a god ; godhood ; the

personality of a god ; godship ; esp. with pass

pron.
c 1374 CHAUCER Troylus in. 968 But o bow loue .. Is bis an

honour to bi deite. f 1386 Frankl. T. 319 Though Nep-
tunus haue deitee in the See. c 1440 CAPGRAVE Life St.
Kath, iv. 764 Whi shulde appollo here ony deyte Y 1594
MARLOWE & NASHE Dido III. ii, That ugly imp that shall. .

wrong my deity with high disgrace. 1594 SHAKS. Rich. Ill,
I. i. 76 Lord Hastings. .Humbly complaining to her Deitie,
Got my Lord Chamberlaine his libertie. 1611 Wint. T.
iv. iv. 26 The Goddes themselues (Humbling their Deities
to loue). a 1618 RALEIGH (J.), By what reason could the
same deity be denied unto Laurentia and Flora, which was

given
to Venus? 1619 DRAYTON Man in Moon (R.), Yet no*

isguise her deity could smother, So far in beauty she ex-
celled other. 1844 MRS. BROWNING Dead Pan xxviii, All
the false gods with a cry Rendered up their deity.

b. The divine quality, character, or nature of
God ; Godhood, divinity ; the divine nature and

attributes, the Godhead.
1302 LANGL. P. PI. A. XL 43 l>us bei drauelen on heore

deys be Deite to knowe. c 1394 P. Pi. Crede 825 Freres wyln
for her pride Disputen of bis deyte as dotardes schulden.

1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. i. (1495) 3 The lyghte of the

heuenly dyuyne clarete, couerte, k closid in the deyte or in
the godhede. c 1489 CAXTON Blanchardyn Hv. 213 Whose
eternall dietie raigneth within the highest heauens. 1502
Ord. Crysten Men (W. de W. 1506) Pro). 2 The fader the
sone & the holy ghost, one essence of deite. 1514 BARCLAY
Cyt. Sf Uplondyshm. (Percy Soc.) 17 To honour our Lorde,
& pease his deyte. 1594 T. B. La Prhnaiid. Fr. Acad. n.

Seneca, The creator . . nath set such markes of his diety in
his workes. 1633 Bp. HALL Hard Texts, N. T. 57 In my
. . infinite Deity I will be ever present with you. 1667
MILTON P. L. x. 65. 1736 CHANDLER Hist. Persec. 47 The
same man opposed the Deity of the Son of God. 1835 Gent I.

Mag- Pct > 397/1 Mr- Gurney's work . . is chiefly confined to

the Deity of Christ. There is something open and decided
in saying Deify, rather than Divinity.

\ c. The condition or state in which the Divine

Being exists. Obs.
c 1400 Rom. Rose 5656 And leven alle humanite, And purely

lyve in deite. c 1485 Digby Myst. (1882) in. 1075, I ded natt
asend to my father In deyyte.
2. coner. A divinity, a divine being, a god ; one

of the gods worshipped by a people or tribe.

c 1374 CHAUCER Troylns iv. 1515, 1 swere it yow, and ek on
ech goddesse, On every nymphe, and deyte infernal. 1589
GREENE Menaphon (Arb.) 42 That I helde a supersticious
opinion of loue, in honouring him for a Deitie. 1607 SHAKS.
Cor. iv. vi. 91 A thing Made by some other Deity then

Nature, That shapes man Better. 1641 WILKINS Math.
Magick i. xi. (1648) 69 Temples or Tombes . . dedicated to
some of their Deities. 1794 SULLIVAN View Nat. II. 448
The chief deity, the sun. 1814 CARY Dante, Paradiso
vni. 3 The fair Cyprian deity [Venus]. 1851 D. WILSON
Preh. Ann. (1863) II. in. ii. 71 The Altar appears to be dedi-
cated to one of these obscure local deities.

b. fig. An object of worship ; a thing or person
deified.

1588 SHAKS. L.L.L. w. iii. 74 This is the liuer veine, which
makes flesh a deity. 1630 J.

TAYLOR (Water P.) Wks. 11.

113/1 Tobacco (England's bainefull Diety).
3. (with capital) A supreme being as creator of

the universe ; the Deity, the Supreme Being, God.

(Especially as a term of Natural Theology, and
without explicit predication of

personality.)
1647 N. BACON Disc. Laws Eng. I. iv. (1739) 10 They wor-

ship an invisible and an infinite Deity. 1690 LOCKE Hum.
Und. t. iv. (1605) 30 A rational Creature, who will but

seriously reflect on them, cannot miss the discovery of a
Deity. 1774 GpLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1776) I. 6 We see the

greatness and wisdom of the Deity in all the seeming worlds
that surround us. 1786 HAN. MORE Let. in Mem. Ld.
Gantbier (1861) I. x. 157 Polite ears are disgusted to hear
their Maker called

' the Lord '

in common talk, while serious
ones think the fashionable appellation of ' the Deity

'

sounds

extremely Pagan. 18x2-6 J . SMITH Panorama Sc. fy A rt I.

527 Newton . . had recourse, for one of the forces, to the
immediate action of the Deity. 1860 PUSEY Min. Proph.
193 Men spoke of ' the Deity ', as a sort of first cause of all

things, and . . had lost sight of the Personal God.

Deityship, [f prec. (sense 2) + -SHIP.] The
status or personality of a deity ; godship ( DEITY
\\
1694 ECHARD Pltuttus 46 Why shou'dnt my deityship gi'

me the same priviledge ? 1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa Wks.
1883 VI. 503 With due regard to your deityship. 1834
LYTTON Pompeii iv. xii, If his deityship were never better

served, he would do well to give up the godly profession.

Deive, obs. form of DEAVE, to deafen.

t Deivirile, a. Obs. rare. [ad. med.L. deivi-

nl-is (f. de-us god + virilis manly), transl. Gr.

6(ay5pw6s (f. 6(-6s god + dvSpixos of a man, manly).]
' A term in the school theology signifying some-

thing divine and human at the same time' (Cham-
bers, Cycl.}.
1737-51 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Theandric,t&v&pucri ewpyeia,

thcandric or dei-virile operations, in the sense of Dionysius
(Bp. of Athens) and Damascenus is thus exemplified by
Athanasius . . In raising Lazarus, he called as man, but
awaked him from the dead as God.

Dejausenize: see DE- II. i.

DejC'ct, ppl. a. Obs. or arch. Also 6 -gecte.

[ad. L. deject-us, pa. pple. of dfjicfre (deicfre) to

throw down, f. DE- I. I +jacere to throw. (In OF.
ties-, degiet, -get, -git.}]
1. hs pa. pple. Thrown down, cast down ; feast

away, rejected : see DEJECT v.

1430 LYDG. Chron. Troy H. xvii, Thorowen and deiect in

a pyt horryble. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 37 b/l Lucifer



DEJECT.
whiche was dejecte and caste out of heven. 1560 HOLLAND
Crt. Venus ill. sio He .. was deicct with sch.ime fra all
honour. 1819 H. HUSK Vestriati v. 513 Here on Patroclus'
corse deject he lies.

2. As///, a. Downcast, dispirited, DKJKCTKD.
ija8 Rov R tile me (Arb.) 43 They were so abasshed and

deiccle That once to hisse they were nott able. 1555 |. PHIL-
POT in Coverdalc l.ctl. Marl, (i 564) 2a8 Dearling . . lie not of
a deiect mind for these temptations. 1601 SIIAKS. Ham. in.
i. 163 And I, of Ladies most deiect and wretched. 1639 ( ;

DAM. Kcclus. xi. 59 Be not deiect in Miserie. 1863 W
LANCASTER Prxterita 87 Deject and doubtful thus I forge
quaint fears.

b. Cast down from one's position, lowered in
fortunes ; lowered in character, abject, abased .

1510-10 Everyman in Hail. Dodslry I. 101 Like traitors
deject, 160$ Play Stucley in Simpson Sch. Skaks. (1878) I.

334 Is t possible that Stulcly, so deject In England, lives in
Spain in such respect, a 16x5 FLETCHER Love's Cure n. i,What can be a more deject spirit in man, than to lay his
hands under every one's horse's feet ? 1810 T. L. PEACOCK
Ir-ks. (1875) III. 324 The beggar being, for the most part,
a king deject

t O. ststrol. (See quot.) Obs.
1594 Iln'NDEvn. Exerc. iv. xxxvi. (ed. 7) 494 Such houses

as have no familiarity with the Horoscope or Ascendent. .

are said to be slow and deject.

Deject (d^dje-kt), v. (In Sc., 6 deiekk, 6-
dejeok.) [f. L. deject-, ppl. stem of de/icfre to
throw or cast down : sec prec.]
1. trans. To throw or cast down; to cause to

fall down, overthrow, arch, or Obs.

.
c '*? Pidlad

1

. <"i Hnsk. n. 413 Take of the laures bayes. .

in sethmg water hem dejecte. 1536 BELLENDEN Cron. Scot.

(,1821)
I. no Scho hes dejeckit me at thy feit, 1550 NICOLLS

rhucyd. 125 Their people, .whiche were delected and dryuendowne from the sayd rocke. 1617 SPEED EnglandM. i 71 his Citie . . by the furious outrages of the Scots and Pitts
was delected, a. 1638 MEDE P.irafhr. * Pel. ill. Wits. (1672)
III. 6isTobe exiled and dejected from those high mansions.
1881 [see DETECTED ij.

b. To bend down.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny xvn. xxii. I. 531 What part soeuer of

it [the vine] is dejected and driuen downward, or els bound
and tied fast, the same ordinarily beareth fruit. 1605 HEY-
WOOD Ifyoii knmv not me Wks. 1874 I. 206 It becomes not
You being a Princess, to deiect your knee. 1615 Modell
of Wit 61 b, Delecting her head into her bosomc. 1800 [sec
DEJECTED i b].

C. To cast down (the eyes).'' DRAYTON Poljmlb. xii. (T.), One, having climb'd some
roof . . From thence upon the earth dejects his humble eye.
1737 46 THOMSON Summer 1066 Princely wisdom then De-
jects his watchful eye. 1768 Woman of Honor III. 264
Fixing his eyes on Clara, who modestly dejected her's.

t 2. To cast away, dismiss, reject. Obs.
1530 PALSGR. 510/1, I dejecte, I caste a waye, j't dejecte.

1549 Compl. Scot. Prol. 17 Gyf sic vordis suld be disusit or
deiekkit. 1579 FENTON Guicciard. in. (1599) it8 These
perswasions . . he vtterly dejected. 1633 HP. HALL Hard
Texts 544 Whether your humiliation may not yet . . cause
him to deject and take off his judgements ?

1 8. fig- To cast down from high estate or dignity,
depose ; to lower in condition or character, to

abase, humble. Obs.

153

selues. 1601 F. GODWIN Bfs. of Eng. 503 Being loath to
deiect them whom he had once aduanced. 1660 BOND Scut.
Reg. 165 Where the superior makes an Inferior officer, he
may deject him at his pleasure. 1691 E. TAYLOR Behmen's
Tlteos. Pltilos. 185 Fain Mans dejecting himself may be
called Humiliation.

t4. To reduce the force or strength of, to weaken,
lessen. Obs.

1580 SIDNEY Arcadia iii, Though in strength exceedingly
dejected. 1599 SANDYS Eurofir Sfec. (1632) 190 One disad-
vantage . . impeacheth and dejecteth all other their forces.
i6o VENNER Yia Recta ii. 22 It doth very greatly deiect
their appetite. 1684 tr. Bmeft Merc. Comfit. \. 15 The
Appetite . . is often dejected in Consumptive Persons.

6. To depress in spirits ; to cast down, dispirit,
dishearten. (The ordinary current sense.)
1581 [see DEJECTED 3). 1603 FLORID Montaigne (1634) 491Good Authours deject me too-too much, and quaile my

courage. 1615 MKADE in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. i. III. 104The king was much dejected by a Lcttre received from
Denmark. 1761 STERNE Tr. Shandy in. xx, To deject and
centrist myself with so bad and melancholy an account.
1775 JOHNSON Tax. no Tyr. 8 Nothing dejects a trader like
the interruption of his profits. 1861 LVTTON Sir. Story I. 68
The things which do not disturb her temper, may, perhaps,
deject her spirits.

fb. intr. (for refl.} To be dejected. Oks. rare.
1644 QUARLES Barnabas ft B. 336 Deject not, O my soul,

nor let thy thoughts despair.

6. intr. To bend downwards, nonce-use.
i8jj HONE Every-day Bk. I. 323 It stands, or rather dejects,

over, .a pair of wooden gates.
Hence Deje'cting///. a.
1818 MRS. ILIFF Poems (cd. 2) 20 The mien assuming of

dejecting care.

II Dejecta .dr.djc-kta), sf>. pi.
of diject-us : see DEJECT.] Castin

l<UiQge-KiB), so. ft. [i,., neut. pi.
ee DEJECT.] Castings, excrements.
& BALFOUR tr. De Bary's fungi vii. 357
w on the dejecta of warm-blooded animals,

1887 GAMNSEY o

Fungi which grow .

dung, feathers, etc.

Dejectant (d/^e-ktant),^ Her.
[f. DEJECT

+ -ANT '.] Cast down, bending down.
1889 (see DEJECTED i d],

Vol.. lit.

Dejected (dr,d3e kted), ///. a.
[f. DEJECT p.]

1. lit. Thrown or cast down, overthrown, arch.
i68 WHELER Journ. Greece vi. 437 Huiicd in the KuM.ish

of its dejected Roofand Walls. 1881 H. JAMES Portr. Lady
xxvi, Looking at her dejected pillar.

b. Allowed to hang down.
1809 HKHKK Passage of Red Sea 12 The mute swain..

With arms enfolded, and dejected head.
o. Of the eyes : Downcast.

1600 (see 3 b). 1663 COWLEY 1'indar. Odes, Brutus ii. If
with dejected Eye In standing Pools we seek the Sky
1715-10 POPE Ihad ix. 626 With humble mien and with
dejected eyes Constant they follow where Injustice flies.

d. Her. Cast down, bent downwards; as de-

jected embowed, embowed with the head down-
wards.

1889 ELVIN Diet. Her., Dejected, cast down, as * garb
dejected or dejectant.

t 2. Lowered in estate, condition, or character ;

abased, humbled, lowly. Obs.
1605 SIIAKS. Learn. L

3 The lowest and most deiected
thing of Fortune. 1641 MILTON Reform, n. (1851) 71 The
basest, the I wcrmost, the most dejected . . downe-trodden
Vassals of Perdition. 01680 BUTLER Kern. ^759) II. 14
Able to reach from the highest Arrogance to the meanest,
and most dejected Submissions. 1711 (see DEJECTEDNESSI
8. Depressed in spirits, downcast, disheartened,

low-spirited.
is8i MARBECK Bk. ofNotes 115 So that he was deiected

and compelled to weepe for very many, which had fallen.
i6o8-ii BP. HALL Medit. f, Vows i. 39, I marvell not that
a wicked man is . . so dejected, when hee feeles sicknes. 1667
PEPYS Diary (1879) IV. 369 Never were people so dejected
as they are in the City. 1793 COWPEI Lett. 8 Sept, I am
cheerful on paper sometimes, when 1 am absolutely the most
dejected of all creatures. 1835 LYTTON Kicniix. viii, Thus
are we fools of Fortune ; to-day glad to-morrow dejected I

b. trans/. (Of the visage, behaviour, etc.)
(Often combining i c and 3.)
1600 Disc. Cowrie Consfir., With a very dejected counte.

naunce, his eies ever fixed upon the earth. i6 SHAKS.
Ham. l. ii. 81 The deiected hauiour of the Visage 1710
STEELE Toiler No. 85 ? 2 The Goddess . . is to sit in a de-
lected Posture. 1769 ROBERTSON Chas. V, III. xi. 273 In
a timid dejected silence. i8n SCOTT Piratex\, I could not
but move with a drooping head, and dejected pace.

Dejectedly (d/idae-ktedli), oafc. 1*'.] In
a dejected manner.
1611 COTCR., Bassement, basely, lowly, dejectedly. 1675

BROOKS Gold. Key Wks. 1867 V. 189 As he stood bound
before the palace, leaning dejectedly upon a tree. 1805
SCOTT Last Minstr. i. Concl., Dejectedly and low he
bowed. 1881 Miss BRADDON Asfh. II. 256 Those early
coiners who roam about empty halls dejectedly.

Dejectedness id/^dje-ktednes). [-NESS.]
1 1. The state of being cast down or humbled (in

fortunes, condition, etc.) ; abasement. Obs.
1608 BP. HALL Char. Virtues t, I', i. 27 No Man sets so

low a value ol his worth as himselfe, not out of ignorance. .

but of a voluntary and meeke deiectednesse. 1646 JENKVNKemora 15 Lownes and dejectednes of estate. i7ai R.
KEITH tr. T.A Kemfis's SoliL Sonllv. 139 Behold, O Lord,
the Dejectedness of my State.

2. The state of being downcast or depressed in

spirits.

1633 BP. HALL Hard Texts 88 An heart full of dejected-
ness and dismay, c 1740 MRS. DELANY Autobiog. (1861) I.

'3 The dejectedness of my mother's spirits. 1884 Manch.
Exam. 29 Nov. 5/3 The same spirit of.. dejectedness which
marks the long-suffering Cockney.

Dejecter (d/id^c-kim. [f. DEJECT . + -KB.
Cf. DEJECTOR.] One who dejects.
1611 COTGR., Abbaisseur, an abaser, debase r, deiecter.

Dejectile (dfidje-ktil). [f. L. type *dijeclil-is,
f. ppl. stem of L. dejiclre to DEJECT ; cf. projectile, I

and L. miss-ilis, plect-ilis : see -ILE.] A body
j

thrown or impelled down upon an enemy.
1886 MRS. RANDOLPH Mostly Fools III. x. 297 Harassing

the foe by casting dejectiles into their works.

Dejection (d/^e-kjan). Also 5 deieccion.

[a. OF. dejection (i-fth c, in Godef.1, ad. L. dejec-
tion-cm, n. of action from dejiclre (deidrf) to cast
down :* see DEJECT///, a.]
1. lit. The action of casting down ; the fact of

being cast down.
1681 HALLYWELL Melamfr. 13 (T.) Their [the angels']

dejection and detrusion into the caliginous regions. 1851
RUSKIN

Stones^ Yen. I. xiv. 5 10 A hole between each bracket
for the convenient dejection of hot sand and lead.

t b. The throwing down or precipitation of a
sediment. Obs.

1594 PLAT Jrn'tll-ka. 11. 40 A means how to make deiection
of the Lee or faices of y > best sallet oyle.

t 2. fig. A casting down, deposing or lowering
(in fortunes, condition, quality, etc.) ; humiliation,
abasement. Obs.

(1450 tr. Dt Imitatione in. xxii, Se berfore, lorde, my
deieccion and my frailte. 1545 JOVE Exf. Dan. iv. (R.),
This deiection and humiliacion might not the kynge knowe.
1601 B. JONSON Poetaster Pro!., Such full-blown vanity he
more doth loth Than base dejection. 1641 PRYNNE Antif
35 The Pope writ Letters to all Nobles, .to assist Philip for
the dejection of lohn. 1659 PEARSON Creed i. (1845) 38
Adoration implies submission and dejection ; so that, while
we worship, we cast down ourselves.

fb. Astral. (See quot. 1737.) Obs.
1430 LYDG. Chron. Troy iv. xxxiv, But in the Bull is thy

kingdom lorne. For therein is thy deiection. i77-5x
jCHAMBERS Cycl., Dejection^ in astrology, is applied to the

planets, when in their detriment, i. e. when they have lost

DBJBUNE.
their force, or influence, .by reavm of their heinir in oppou-
lion to some others.. Or, it U used when a planet ii in a Mn
opposite to that wherein it ha> iu greatest tffcu, <,r infill,

ence, which U called its exaltation. Thus, the nKn Ariel
being the exaltation of the sun . .Likra U iu dejection.
8. Depression of spirits ; downcast or deiected

condition.
<- 1450 tr. Delmitatione ll. xi, If ihesu hide him ande a litel

lorsake hem, |>ei falle into a compleynyng or into ouer gret
deieccion. a 1631 UONNE in Select. (18401 120 To link into
tordid melancholy, or irreligious dejection of ipiril, 1667MILTON /'. L

_.

xi. y>, What betides Of sorrow and dejectionand despair Our frailtie can sustain. 1791 BOSWELL^**.
son an. 1755 (1831) I. 283 That miserable dejection of spirit,
lo which fie was constitutionally subject. 18*5 PARKMAN

1 4. Lowering of force or strength ; diminution
or weakening (of the bodily strength or appetite.
165. FRENCH Yorksk. Sfa viii. 78 A manifest dejection of

W5"'- .
* HAMMOND On Ps. cvi. 15 Annot, 537A suddain and almost incredible dejection of strength. 173.

ARBUTHNOT Rules ofDiet 294 Dejection of Appetite. iHi
Syd. Soc. Lex., Dejection . . applied also to depression,
exhaustion, or prostration.
6. Med. Evacuation of the bowels, faecal dis-

charge.
1605 TtMmQiursit. i. xvi. 82 Purgations which work.. by

detections, by vomit, by sweates, and by urines. 1601 RAY
Creation (J. >, Where there is good use for it [the chofer) to
provoke dejection. 1805 Med. Jrnl. XIV. 430 She .. had
frequent vomitings and dejections.
6. concr. That which is dejected : a. Fscal dis-

charge, excrement.
1717-51 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., Dejection is also, and that

more ordinarily, applied to the excrements themselves, thus
evacuated. 1*49 Jnl. R. Agric. Soc. X. n. 522 Fzcal
dejections. 1861 HULME tr. Moouin-Taiuton n. VIL 409
Dr. Hassall also found the Vibnos in the dejection*
cholera.

b. Geol. Matter thrown out from a volcano.
1839 MURCHISON Silur. Syst. I. xxiii. 291 A greenish grey

sandstone, evidently formed of volcanic submarine dejec-
tions. 1849 Siluria iv. 77 By the action of submarine
volcanoes, such igneous dejections are supposed to have
accumulated.

t Deje'Ctive, a. Obs. [f. L. deject- ppl. stem
(see DEJECT ppl. a.) + -IVE.]L Characterized by, or betokening, dejection,
submission, or abasement.
1591 HORSEY Trttv. (Haklnyt Soc.) 160 They yeld (the

city) with a dejective flag oftruce. 161 1 SPEED Hist. Gt.Brit.
ix. iv. | 1 8 Humbling himselfe in a more dejectiue manner,
then either his birth, or owne nature could well brooke.
2. Med. Causing evacuation, purgative.
1605 TIMME Quersit. I. vi. 23 It will be made both dciectivc

and vomitive. 1657 TOMLINSON Renou's Disp. 45 Two purg-
ing medicaments, one a vomiting or ejective, the other
dejective.

t Deje'Ctly, adv. Obs. [f. DEJECT ppl. a. +
-LT 2.] In a '

deject
'

manner, dejectedly.
1611 COTGR., Peneusement, deiectly, heartfesly. 1653

Cloria j Narcissus l. 50 It doth not become a Prince of
your birth, .to entertaine dejeclly these passages, 17*7 H
BROOKE Fool of Qul. (1859) " *37 (D.), I rose dejectly,
curtsied, and withdrew without reply.

tDeje-ctment. Obs. [a. ol*. F. dejectement
' a defecting, bringing low, also contumelious re-

pulse' (Cotgr.), in earlier F. degiete-, deget^ement,
dejet(f)ement, 1. degieter, djjeter, f. DE- I. i +jcter
.L-jattdre freq. of jaclre to throw. Cf. med. or
mod.L. dcjectamentum.] A bringing low, abase-

ment, dejection.
1656 S. HOLLAND Zara (1719) 53 To Solo's extream deject-

ment . .the Inchantress . . demanded of him [etc.). 1660 H.
MORK Myit. Go.it. vi. vi. 229 He .. who in his dejeclmenl
could raise to life not only a faithless but senseless corps.

DejectorC" Med. rare,
[agent-n.

in L. form from L. dejiclre to DEJECT.] A dejectory
agent or medicine ; an aperient
1831 TRELAWKY Adv. Younger Son I. 239 An emelocath-

articus, an enema, or simple dejectors.

Dejectory (dr,d.;e'ktari), a.
[f. as prec. : see

-OBTJ Capable of promoting evacuation of the

bowels; aperient.
1640 E. CHILMEAD Ferramfs Lane Mel. 346 iT.) Easily

wrought upon and evacuated by the dejectory medicines.

Dejectnre (d/.dae-ktiiu). [f. L. type *dejec-
tiira (cf. jactfira a throwing away , f. dejiclre to
throw down : see -URK.] Matter discharged from
the bowels ; excrement.
1731 ARBUTHNOTA liments vi. (R.), Excess of animal secre-

tions, as of perspiration, sweat, liquid dejectures, &c.

tDejerate, P. Obs. [f. L. dejcrari to take an
oath, f. DE- I. 3 + juran to swear.] intr. and
trans. To swear solemnly. Hence tDejtratod
///. a So f DJer-tlon', t D jrtor.

1607 J. KING Serm. Nov. 32 Their vowed and deierated
secresie. a 1641 Br. MOUNTAGU Acts v MOH. (16421 302
Antipater. .dejerated deeply, and called God lo witnes&e of
his innocency. 1619-15 Bp. HALL Content}!., O. T. XXI. viii,
Doubtlesse with many vowes and teares, and dejerations, he
labours to clear bis intentions. 1656 BLOCNT Glossogr.,
Deirration, a solemn swearing. 1613 COCKUUM, Deieratfr,
a great swearer.

Dejenne, dejune. Obs. or arch. [For earlier

desjcune, Dl8JTjn, a. OF. itesjeun (Kroissart), mod.
F. dial. Jfjiin, (. Jesjevner, mo&.Y.dijeuner\.o break
fast, to breakfast, f. des-, df- ,D- I. 6) + >'enti:-



DEJEUNER.

~L.jejrni-u$ fasting. Superseded in mod.F. (hence

also in Eng.) by ilt'jeunt, dt'jeuiicr.'] =next.

[1589 GRKENIV Mcnapkon t Arb.J 35 He had ended his des-

iune.J 1630 13. JONSON Ntm Inn in. i, Take a dejeune of

muskadel and eggs. 1788 Disinterested Love J. 39 He
arrived yesterday about twelve, and, shameful to relate, the

dejeune was not removed. 1810 Sporting Mag. XXXV.
201 To treat them with an elegant dejune. 1837 DICKENS
Piclew. xvitt, For two days after the dejeune at Mrs. Hunter's,
the Pickwickians remained at Eatanswill.

II Dejeuner, t dejeune (d^^on^). [mod.F.

dejeuner, formerly often lUjcune (cf. COUCHEE),

pres. inf. = to breakfast, used subst. = breaking fast,

breakfast.] The morning meal
;
breakfast.

In France, it often corresponds in time more to the English
luncheon, for which dejeuner is consequently used as a

synonym. Dtjeuner A lafonrchette [lit. breakfast with the

fork], a late dtjeuner of a substantial character, with meat,

wine, etc.
',
a luncheon.

1787 MATY tr. Kies/ieck's Trav. Germ. xxxi. II. 47 Every
body now gives dines, soupes,

and dejnnts. 1818 MOORE
Fudge fam. fan's i. 8 This exceeding long letter You owe
to a dijeuner a lafonrchette. l8z6 J. R. BEST Four Years
in France 289 We took our dejune" at which we had deli-

cious grapes and execrable wine. 1849 THACKERAY fen-
dt-nnis vii, At her dejenner-dansant after the Bohemian Ball.

1864 Daily Tel. 31 May, At the tables on which that descrip-
tion of banquet usually called a dejeuner is spread.

Dejudicate, variant of DI.IUMOATE.

1623 COCKERAM H, To Censure. .Determine, Deiudicate.

Dejunkerize : see DE- II. i.

De jure : see DE- I. 5.

t Dejury. Obs. rare- 1
, [ad. L. dejuri-um

nn oath, f. Jcjiirare (earlier dejerare) to take an

oath, make oath, f. DE- I. 3 + jnrdre to swear.]
A solemn oath.

1683 E. HOOKER Prcf. Ep. Pordage's Mystic Div. 15 Com-
mon Oaths, cursed Dejuries, monstrous Perjuries.

Dekadarehy, -drachm, Dekarch, etc. : see

DECA-.

Dekay, dekey, obs. forms of DECAY.

Deken, -in, -on, -un, -yn(e, obs. ff. DEACON.

tDeki-ng, v. Obs. [f. DE- II. 2 + KING.]
trans. To depose (a king) ; to dethrone.

1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xi. 75 Edward being thus

de-kinged, the Embassie rode joyfully backe to London.

Dekle, variant of DECKLE.

Del, obs. f. DEAL s/i. 1
,
and of DOLE, mourning.

t Dela'be, v. Obs. rare. [ad. L. delabi to slip

down, f. DE- I. I + lain to slide, fall.] intr. To
glide down.
1657 TOMLINSON Renoiis Disp. Pref., There is no Jurgia

Mentis to pertarr your Cogitations from delabing through
the Golden Chanels of Experience.

Dela'bialize, i>. [f. DE- II. i + LABIAL a. +

-IZE.] trans. To deprive of its labial character.

1875-6 SWEET in Trans. 1'hilol. Soc, 568 When the of

hano became delabialized into a in Frisian.

t Dela-biate, v. Obs. rare. [Incorrectly f. L.

delabi (see DELABE) + -ATE
">.]

- DELABE.
1633 W. LITHGOW Trav. vn. 318 The abundant Snow ..

dissolving in streames, to the Lake Zembria, it ingorgeth
Nylus so long as the matter delabiates.

I Dela'brate, ^>. rare. [f. F. dllabrer to

shatter, dilapidate, dilabrt dilapidated, tattered ;

of unknown origin : see Littre and Hatzfeld.]
To dilapidate, ruin. Hence Dela'brated ///. a.

1813 FORSYTH Remarks Rxciirs. Italy 292 You can dis-

tinguish at once the three delabrated craters upon which
the city forms a loose amphitheatre.

t Dela'Ce, v. Obs. rare '. [a. F. delacer, in

OF. ties- (DE- I. 6) + facer to LACE.] trans. To
untie, undo.

1581 T. HOWELL Denises (1879) 259 My onely joy regarde
you this my wofull case, Sith none but your disdaine, my
sorrow can delace.

Delaeerate, -ation, obs. ff. DILACERATE, etc.

t Delacrimate, v. Obs.~ In 7 delachry-.

[f.
L. delacrimare to shed tears, weep, f. DE- I. I

,

3 + lacrimare to weep, lacrima tear.]
' To weepe

'

(;Cockeram 1623).

Delacrima'tion. Also 7 delachry-, 7-9
delacry-. [ad. L. delacrimation-em

,
n. of action

from delacrimare (see prec.).] Weeping or shedding
of tears {obs.} ;

a superabundant flow of an aqueous
or serous humour from the eyes ; epiphora.
1623 COCKERAM, Delachrymation t a weeping. 1640 PARK-

INSON Theat, Bot. 223 It prorureth frequent and strong
neesing, often times even unto delacrymation. 17*7 BAILEY
vol. II, Dclacrymation, the falling down of Humours, the

Waterishness of the Eyes, or a weeping much. 1883 Syd.
Soc. Lex.t Delacrytiiation, a synonym of Epiphora.

Dela'crimative, a. Also delacry-. [f. ppl.
stem of L. delacrimare (see prec.) + -IVE.] (a.)
'

Having power to stop the flow of tears ; also, (b.)

applied to substances which produce a great flow

of tears
'

(Syd. Soc. Lex.}.
[i8n HOOPER Jft'if. Diet., Delachrymativa, medicines

which dry the eyes, first purging them of tears.]

Delacta'tioii. [f. DE- I. 6 + LACTATION.]
a. The act of weaning; b. 'artificial arrest of the

secretion of milk
'

(Syd. Soc. Lex.).
1727 BAILEY vol. II, Delactation t a weaning from the

Breast. 1730-6 ~ (folio). Hence in JOHNSON and mod.
Dices.

154

Delai, -ance, -ment, etc. : see DELAY, etc.

Delaine (cUU
7l'n\ [Short for muslin delaine,

F. moussdine de laine lit.
' woollen muslin ', so

called as being a woollen tissue of great thinness

or fineness.] Originally called in full mousseline-

or muslin-de-laine : A kind of light textile fabric,

chiefly used for women's dresses ; originally made
of wool, now more commonly of wool and cotton,

and generally printed.
o. 1840 THACKERAY Shabby Genteel Story iii. Dressed in

a sweet yellow tnonsseline de laine. 1862 Land. Jfer. 26 July
87 These were muslin-de-laines . . made with a cotton weft

and a woollen warp.
&. 1849 Glasgow Exam. 23 June 3/1 A lot of beautiful

De Laine dresses. 1860 O. W. HOLMES Elsie Y. (1887) 78
The poor old green de-laine. 1891 Leeds Mercury 25 May
5/2 Pretty gowns of black delaine figured with coloured

flower sprays.

Delait^e, obs. ff. DELATE, DILATE
; obs. Sc. pa.

pple. of DELETE.

Delaminate (dflse'minfit), v. Biol.
[f.

DE-
1. 1, 2 + L. lamina thin plate, leaf, layer: see -ATE 3.

(Cf. L. delamindre, to split in two.)] trans, and

intr. To split into separate layers.

1877 HUXLEY Anat. Inv. Anim. iii. 157 note. In other

species of Actinia and in Alcyonium, the planula seems to

delaminate.

Delamination (dHeemin^i'/an). Biol. [n. of

action from prec.] The process of splitting into

separate layers : spec, applied to the formation of

the layers of the BLASTODERM (q.v.).

1877 HUXLEY Anat. Inv. Anim. iii. 115 note. The forma-

tion of the gastrula by delamination, or splitting of the

walls of an ova! shut planula-sac into two layers. 1886 H.
SPENCER in V)th Cent. May 764 The next stage of develop-
ment, .is reached in two ways by imagination and by de-

lamination.

Delapidate, etc., obs. form of DILAPIDATE, etc.

[Delapsation : a spurious word in Webster,

copied in subsequent Diets. : see DELASSATION.]
t Dela'pse, sb. Obs. rare. [ad. L. delaps-us

downfall, descent, f. delabi (see next).] Falling

down, downfall, descent.

lapse of humours.

Delapse (^d/lse'ps), v. Obs. or arch. [f. L.

delaps-, ppl. stem of delabi to slip or fall down, f.

DE- I. i + labi to slip, fall.] intr. To fall or slip

down, descend, sink. lit. andyf^.
1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W.de W. 1531) 203 The diuyne fatherly

voyce delapsed & commynge downe from his magnifycent
glory. 1651 BIGGS Nav Disp. F243 Nature is delapsed into

that dotage and folly. 1848 WORN in Lect. Painting by
R. A.'s 79 note, Greece, .delapsed into a Roman province.

Hence Dela'psed ///. a.

1622 DRAYTON Foly-olb. xxviii. (1748) 370 Which Anne
deriv'd alone, the right, before all other, Of the delapsed
crown, from Philip her fair mother. 1631 J. DONE Poly-
doron 183 Those Delapsed Angells. 1730-6 BAILEY (folio>,

Delapseii[vt\i\\ Physicians], a bearing or falling down of the

womb, of the fundament, etc. [An error for DELAPSION of

ed. 1721 ; reproduced in Johnson and some mod. Diets.]

1819 H. BUSK Vestriad in. 423 Am I debas'd, delaps'd, de-

funct, forsooth, My orb eclips'd, or day-star set, in truth?

t Dela'psion. Obs. [f. L. type delapsion-em,
n. of action f. delabi, delaps- : see prec.] A falling

down ;
in Path. = prolapsus.

1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mar. 954 (R.) That the same

rays being carried so great a way, should have their fric-

tions, fluxions, and delapsions. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed.Kersey),

Delapsion, a slipping, sliding or falling down : In the Art

of Physick, a falling or bearing down of the Womb, Funda-

ment, Guts, etc. 1721 in BAILEY (cf. prec.).

1 Dela'sh, r 1

. Sc. Obs. [a. OF. delacher 'to

discharge" (Cotgr.), in OF. deslachier, f.des-,dc'-

(DE- I. 2, 6) + lacker : L. laxare to loosen.]
trans. To discharge, let fly.

1581-8 Hist. James VI (1804) 247 A number of English
bowmen deiashet some arrowes againes the Scptish com-

pany. 1590 R. BRUCE Serm. Sacrament Giijb (Jam.),

Against this ground they delash their artillerie siclike. 1606

BIRNIE Kirk-Bnriall (1838) n To stand out against the

thunder-bolts of death delashed by God.

t Dala-ssable, a. Obs.-" erron. -ible. [ad.

L. dclassabilis] Capable of being wearied out.

1727 BAILEY vol. II, Delassible, that may be tired. 1730-6

(folio). Hence 1775 in ASH.

I Delassa'tion. Obs. rare l
. [n. of action

f. L. delassare to weary or tire out, f. de-, DE- I. 3
-I- lassare to weary.] Fatigue, weariness.

1692 RAY Dissol. WorU n. ii. (1732)
102 [The birds] are

able to continue longer on the Wing without Delassation.

1727 BAILEY vol. II, Delassation, a tiring or wearying.

Dela-ssitude, v. nonce-wd. [DE- II. 2.] trans.

To deliver or recover from lassitude.

1807 W. IRVING in Life /f Lett. (1862) I. 163 The.. method
by wnich you delassilude yourself after the fatigues of an
evening's campaign.

Delate ;d/l*-t\ v. Also 6 Sc. delait, 6-7 di-

late, 7 Sc. deleat. [f. L. delat-, ppl. stem of

i/rfff-re to bear or bring away or down, convey,
deliver, report, indict, accuse, etc. ; with 4, cf.

med.L. delatdrc to bring before a judge, indict,

accuse, freq. of deferre : see DEFEU v.'2 .

DELATION.

(The stem lat- \*-tlat-) belongs to a different root (*//<?-,

Or. rAd-etc to bear), used to supply defective parts of/erre.)}

1 1. trans. To carry down or away, convey to a

particular point ;
= DEFEU v? I. Obs.

1578 BANISTKR Hist. Man i. 15 The bone of the cheeke . .

hath a round hole . . through which is transmitted a portion of
the thyrd comugation of Sinewes, delated to the Muscles of
the nose. 1626 BACON Sytza 209 To try exactly the time
wherein Sound is Delated.

1 2. To tender or offer for acceptance or adop-
tion

J
DEFER V.~ 2. Obs.

c 1555 HARPSFIELD Divorce Hen. VIII (1878) 119 This

food
Bishop did . . refuse the oath delated to him for the con-

rmation of the said divorce. 1875 POSTE Gains n. Cpmm.
(ed. 2) 224 On the incapacitation of the first heres institutus

the inheritance would be instantaneously delated (offered

for acceptance) to the heres substitutus or to the successor
ab intestato.

\- 3. To hand down or over, transfer ; to refer (a

matter to any one). Obs.

1651 HOWELL Venice 201 Which charge and singular trust

was delated unto them for their extraordinary prudence.
a 1659 OSBORN Characters^ fyc. Wks. (1673) 617 The Abstract
of all Delated Dignities. -'1734 NORTH Exam, n. v. 24

(1740) 330 In a Nation that hath Established Laws,
Questions of Right and Wrong are delated to executive

Power. 1858 MASSON Milton I. 342 The King delates them

[Instructions] to the two Archbishops ; each Archbishop is to

see to their execution by the bishops of his own province.

4. To accuse, bring a charge against, impeach ;

to inform against ;
to denounce to a judicial tri-

bunal, esp. that of the Scotch ecclesiastical courts.

1515 in Douglas's H'ks. (1874) I. p. Ixi, Comperit Master
Gavin Douglas . . and schew how . . he was delatit to be ane
evile man in diuers poyntis. 1536 BELLENDEN Cron. Scot.

(1821) II. 414 Ane wikit limmare. .quhilk wasoftimesdilatit

of adultry. 1609 SKENE Reg. Met/., Treat. 132 Gif he jjuha
is suspect, or delated to haue committed treason, is fugitiue.

1637-50 Row Hist. Kirk (1842) 53 He wes delated to the

Presbyterie. 1776 JOHNSON in Boswell, Case Jets. Thomson^
If a minister be thus left at liberty to delate sinners from the

pulpit . . he may often blast the innocent. 1834 H. MILLER
Scenes $ Leg. xix. (1857) 280 They deliberated together . .

on delating her as a witch before the presbytery of Tain.

1863 SALA Copt. Dangerous II. Hi. 119 He will delate me to

the English Resident at Brussels for a Jacobite spy.

b. To report, inform of (an offence, crime, fault).

1582-8 Hist. James VI (1804) 107 He imediatlie come to

Edinburgh, and thair delaitit his turpitude to the judge
criminal!. 1605 G. POWEL Refnt. Epist. Puritan-Papist
28 To punish the crimes delated vnto him. 1605 Ii. JONSON
Volpone n. vi, They may delate My slacknesse to my patron.

1848 J. H. NEWMAN Loss $ Gain 11. ix. 208 Facts like these

were, in most cases, delated to the Head of the house to

which a young man belonged.
6. To relate, report.
a 1639 SPOTTISWOOD Hist. Ch. Scot. iv. (1677) 185 He . . de-

lated the matter to the Queen. 1798'!'. JEFFERSON Writ.

(1859) IV. 246 This party division is necessary to induce
each to watch and delate to the people the proceedings of

the other. 1862 SIR H. TAYLOR St. Clement's ve i, iii, Still

of the art itself I spare to speak, Delating but, in quality of

witness, The art's practitioners as .1 have known them.

Hence Dela'ted///. a., Delating vbl. sb.

XS99 JAS- 1 BacrtX. Awpoc (1603) loo The nature and by-
past life of the dilated person. 1708 J. CHAMBERLAVNF,
St. Gt. Brit. n. n. iii. (1743) 366 When the delated father,
i. e. the man whom the woman chargeth, appears, he is

examined. 1820 Ess. Witchcraft 9 Their delating of one

another, as it is called.

Delate, obs. form of DILATE, DELETE.

Delatinize, -ed, -ation: see DK- II. i.

Delation (dn^-Jsn). Also 6-7 dilation, [ad.
L. delation-em information, accusation, denuncia-

tion, n. of action from delat-
^ ppl. stem of deferre :

see DELATE v.}

f 1. Conveyance (to a place), transmission. Obs.

1578 BANISTER Hist. Man i. 33 Holes in these bones for

the delation of nourishment. 1626 BACON Sylva 129 In

Delation of Sounds, the Enclosure of them preserveth them,
and causeth them to be heard further. Ibid. 149 A plain
Dilation of the Sound, from the Teeth to the Instrument of

hearing. Ibid. 209 It is certain that the Delation of Light
is in an Instant.

2. Handing down (to a new possessor', handing
over, transference. Obs. fexc. in Rom. Law}.
*68i WHARTON Epochs <y Mrx Wks. (1683) 47 The sole de-

lation of the Empire, on Augustus Caesar, became of happy
consequence to the Spaniards. 1875 POSTE Gains u. Comm.
(ed. 2) 190 The only title required . . was the overture or de-

lation of the inheritance and vacancy of possession.

3. An accusing or bringing a charge against, esp.

on the part of an informer ; informing against ;

accusation, denouncement, criminal information.

1578 Sc. Poems i6t/t C. II. 183 Priests, burne na ma, Of
wrang delation ye may hyre . . And let abjuring go. 1604
SHAKS. Otk. in. iii. 123 Such things .. in a man that's iust,

They're close dilations [so F. i, Q. 2
; 3 ; Q. i denotements]

working from the heart, That Passion cannot rule. 1621

Rtliq. H'otton. (1672) 307 Three Gentlemen .. who receive

all secret Delations on matter of practice against the Re-

publick. a 1639 SPOTTISWOOU Hist. Ch. Scot. \\. (1677) 103

Upon some envious delations the King became jealous of

him. 1790 BURKE Fr. Rev. Wks. V. 372 That court is to

try criminals sent to it by the national assembly, or brought
before it by other courses of delation. x86a MF.RIVALK Rom.

Etiip. (1865) VII. ixii. 386 In criminal cases, .the interference

of a mere stranger was unauthorized delation. 1893 Dublin
Rev. July 649 His [Abbe Dupin's] delation to the Archbishop
of Paris by Bossuet.

Delation, obs. var. of DILATION, delay.

Delative, obs. form of DILATIVE.



DELATOR.

Delator (drt^i-Ui). Also 6 delatour, f -later,

-luiter; 6-7 di-. [a. I., delator informer, accuser,

(Unounccr, agent-n. of deferre (ppl. stem delat-) :

\

sec PKI.ATK .]
An informer, a secret or profes-

sional accuser.
n 1571 KNOX ///. A'r/ Wks. (1846) I. 81 Whosoevir wald

debite :my uf lieresyc, he was heard : no respect nor con- .

siderationn had wh.u inyud the delatour Imyrc to the pcrsone
<telntcd. 1598 Slow Sutv. xliii. (1603) 472 In this Court he
heard those that are delators or informers in popular and

penal actions. 1649 l!r. HALL Cases Canst: 11. vii. 1 34 Hence
it is that Delators, and Informers, have in alt happy and

well-governed States, been ever held an infamous and odious
kind of Cattell. 1776 GIBBON Orel. <V /''. I. xiv. 311 A for-

tiiiiUMt: army of sycophants and delators. 1874 FARRAH
Christ II. Ix. 387 There might be secret delators in that

very mob.

Delator, -our, ol>s. forms of DILATOR, a delay.

DelatOTian, a. nonce-tod, [f. DELATOR after

prrrtorian.] Of informers or spies.
1818 MOORK Fudge l-'iim. Paris Pref., That Delatorian

Cohort which Lord S dm th . . has organized.

t Dela'tory, a. 06s. [ad. L. dclatori-us, f.

delator : see prcc. and -OKY.] Of the nature of
;

criminative information or accusation.
1608 UP. HALL Ckar. Virtues * V. II. 83 (Busie-Bodie\

There can no Act passe without his Comment, which is ever

far-fetch't, rash, suspicious, delatorie. 1609 Bp. W. BARLOW
Ansiv. Nameless Calk. 107 Which delight in such Calum-
niations, and vse those Delatory accusations.

Delatory, obs. form of DILATORY.

Delature, obs. var. of DILATUBE, delay.

tDela-vy, des-, di-, dis-, a. Obs. Also

-lavee, lave. [a. OK. deslavi washed away, over-

flowed, like a flood or inundation, f. des- : L. dis-

+ lave washed.
The OF. word had also the sense 'washed (Dr.- 1. 6),

befouled, dirty
1

, retained in Swiss Romance ; and perhaps
this was present in some of the English examples under
sense 2.]

1. Of floods :

Overflowing,
abundant.

a 1400-50 Alexander 1351 (MS. D.) par flowc owl of fresh

wynnc flodez enowe, So largly & so delavy [MS. A. dclauyly].

2 Of speech or behaviour: Going beyond
bounds, immoderate, unbridled, dissolute.

c 1380 WVCLIK tylts. (1880) 306 Wse frcris ben doumbe . .

when bei shulde spcke . . but bci ben dihuy in heere tungis,

in gabbyn^is & other iapis. AW. H'kt. III. 388 [Freris]

ben moste dislavy of hor veyn speche and worldly, c 1386
CHAUCER Pars. T. 555 As seith Salamon, The amyable
tonge, is the tree of lyf . . and soothly a deslauee \v, r, deslaue,

dislave, disselaue ; Vulg. Prov. xv. 4, imtnoderata] tonge
sleeth the

spirites
of hym that repreueth and eek ofhym that

is repreucu. Ibid. 760 Mesure also, that restreyneth by
reson the deslauee [w.r. dislave, delaue, delavy) appetit

of

etynge. .1422 HOCCLEVE Jcreslatis' Iff/if ooi A shipman
which was a foul lecchour . . to his contree Him shoop lede

hire this man delauee.

Hence fDela-vily ajv.
[see above, sense i];

f Dela'viness.
c 1380 WVCLIK Serin. Sel. Wks. II. 208 Dilavynesse of lunge

in spekinge wordis ober ban Goddis is passynge fro good re-

ligioun. 1447 HOKENHAM Seynlys (Roxb.) 156 Mary Maw-
detyn . . hir youthe in dislavynessc Of hir body so unshame-

fasny She dispendyd. a 1500 Prose Legends in AxgliaVIll.
168, I shent

myselfe wi); so grete delauynesse, turnynge to

my-selfe after pe sermon.

Delay (,drl^-), ** Forms: 3-6 delaie, 3-7

delaye, 4 delai, (4-6 dilaye, 5 deley, delee),

3- delay. [ME. a. K. dtlai (nth c. in Little"),

also in OF. tielei, deloi, Cotgr. (1611) delay, f. OF.

tielaur, in mod.F. dilayer : see DELAY v. (Not

immediately cognate with It. cit'tata.)]

1. The action of delaying ;
the putting off or de-

ferring of action, etc. ; procrastination, loitering ;

waiting, lingering.
ia97 R. GLOUC. (1724^421 Somme feynede a delay, & somme

al out wy!> seyde. c 1380WVCHF Irks. (1880) 305 pel seketl

. . fals dilayes to lette knowyne of treube. 1413 LYDG.

Pilgr. S<nvle l. xviii. (1859) 18 Thou shall nought with such

delayes and excepcyons escape. 1548 HALL Citron, 241 b,

Sent Ambassadors .. with faire woordes, and frivolous dc-

laies. 1583 HOLLYBAND Campo di f-'ior 47 To do so great
an enterprise, I make no delay. 1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L. in.

ii. 207 One inch of delay more, is a South-sea of discouerie ;

I pre'thee tell me, who is it quickely. 1601 Ham. III. i. 72
For who would beare . . the Lawes delay. The insolence of

Office, a i68 PRESTON Nnv Crnit. (1634) 435 Delay in all

things is dangerous, but procrastination in takeing ine offer

of Grace, is the most dangerous thing in the World. 1678
OTWAY Friendship in F. 39 Come, come, delayes are dan-

gerous. 1887 BOWEN Virg. SEneid vi. 846 Fabius thou,

whose timely delays gave strength to the state.

comb. 1810 BESTHAM Packing 11821) 264 Observing the

House of Ix>rds to have . . become, in respect of its appellate

jurisdiction, converted into a son of delay-shop.

b. The fact of being delayed or kept waiting for

a time ;
hindrance to progress.

1748 F. SMITH Voy. Disc. N.-\V. Pass. I. 79 These Delays
from the Wind . . were a great Check to [our] Hopes. 1875

JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) I. 384 There will be a delay of a day.

2. Phrases, a. Without delay : without waiting,

immediately, at once.

c 1175 LAV. 17480 [>at
hii come to Ambres-buri wib houte

delaie. 1375 HARBOUR Bruce ill. 388 He thocht, but mar

delay. In-tofw manland tilt arywe. 1381 WvcLir Ads xxv.

17 Withoute ony delay. . I . . comaundide the man for lo be

ladd to. c 1410 Arm'. Artli. (Camden) xxii, He wold pay

my rawnnsone Wilh-owtyn clelccs. 1548 H.M.I. CVm>. 214

Without delay they ;irmed them selfe, and came lo defende

155

thout
must

ihe gales. 1747
WESLEY Prim. Pkysit ( 17621 p. xxvi.Wit

I 't-l.ty to apply to a Physician thai fcar> God. Mod. I i

return without delay.

t b. Toput or set in delay : to delay, defer, put
off. Obs.

1393 GOWER Con/. I. 274 The sentence of thai ilke day
M.iy none

appele
sette in delay. < 1470 HENRY Ir'atlnce

vm. 704 And thus thai put ihe batuiill on delay. 1490
CAXTON Eneydos xxi. 77, I requyre only lhat he putle this

lliyng in delaye for a cerlayn space of tyme.

Delay ,<\f\e>-), f. 1 Forms : 3 delai;on, 3-6
delaie(n, (4 deley, dylaye), 4-6 delaye, 3-
delay. [ME. a. OF. de/aier, delayer v

also deleer,

deleter, deleter, desl-, dell-, dil-, dal-, do!-, to put off

(an event, or person), to retard, to defer; in mod.
F. dilayer (i6th c. in Littre and I I.-u/t. ), but delayer
in Cotgr. 1611.
The derivation of the F. word is difficult. The sense is

that of late L. dlUtdreiDu Cange), freq ofdifferre to defer,

delay, put off; but this does not account for the actual form,
since it could only give an OF. dileer or (with Rom. prefix i

desleer. ]

L trans. To put off to a later time ; to defer,

postpone, f 1o delay time : to put off lime.

c 1190 S. Eng. Lie. 1. 87/30 And bide J>al lie it delate Ane
breo ?er. 1197 R. GLOUC (17241 513 Me nolde nou^t, lhat is

crouninge leng delated were. 1393 GOWER Con/. HI.
^290

For to make him afered,The kinge nis lime halh so delaied.

1489 CAXTON Faytes o/A. i. xxii. 68 To delaye ihe bataylle
vnto another day. 1586 B. YOUNG Cuatto's Civ. Conr. iv.

181 b, Delaie the sentence no longer. 1594 WEST ind ft.

Symbol. Chancerie f 140 Who . . with faire promises delaied

time, and kept ihe said C. D. in hope from yeare
lo ytare.

1611 BIBLE Matt. xxiv. 48 My Lord delayetn his comming.
1737 POPE Hor. Epist. i. i. 41 Th' unprofitable moments . .

'1 hat . . still delay Life's instant business to a future day.
i&ai SHEI.LF.Y Pronteth. Uno. HI. iii. 6 Freedom long desired

And long delayed. 1847 GROTK Greece l. xl. (1862) III. 433
He delayed the attack for four days.

b. with infin. To defer, put off.

a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter vi. 3 How lange dylayes bou to

gif grace. 1611 BIBLE Ex. xxxii. i When Ihe people saw
lhat Moses delayed to come downe. 1799 COWPER Cast-

away v, Some succour . . [they] Delayed not lo beslow. 1847
TENNYSON Prim. iv. 88 Delaying as ihe lender ash delays
To clolhe herself, when all ihe woods are green.

fc. With personal object: To put (,any one)

off, to keep him waiting. Obs.

1388 \\'VCIAV Acts xxiv. 22 Felix delayede hem. 1519 Act

4 Hen. VII I, c. 6 I 2 If. .Ihe same Collet-lours . . unreason-

ably delay or lary ihe said Marchaunles. 1530 PAI-SGR.

510/1, 1 delaye one, or deferre hym, or pul hym backe of his

purpose. 1639 Du VERGER Ir. Camus' Admir. Events 88

II was nol lit shee should delay him with faire wordes.

1768 BLACKSTONE Comm. III. 109 Where judges of any
court do delay Ihe parties.

2. To impede the progress of, cause to linger or

stand still ; to retard, hinder.

1393 GOWER Con/. III. 261. Her wo lo telle thanne as-

saielh, Bui lendre shame her word delaieth. 1634 MILTON
Camus 494 Thyrsis ! whose artful strains have oft delayed
The huddling brook to hear his madrigal. 1709 STEELK
Tatter No. 39 P 4 Joy and Grief can hasten and delay
Time. 1813 SHELLEY Q. Main. 197 The unwilling sojourner,
whose steps Chance in that desert has delayed. 1856 KANE
Arct. Expl. II. xv. 161 To delay ihe animal unlil ihe hunters

come up.
3. intr. To put off action ;

to linger, loiter, tarry.
1509 HAWES Post. Pleas, xvi. Ixix, A woman- guyse is

evermore to delaye. 1596 SHAKS. I Hen. IV, III. u. 180

Aduantage feedes him fat, while men delay. 1667 MILTON
/*. L. v. 247 So spake th' Eternal Father . . nor delaid the

winged Saint After his charge receivd. i8y> TENNYSON In.

Mem. Ixxxiii, O sweet new-year delaying long. .Delaying

long, delay no more.

b. To tarry in a place. (Now only foetit.}
1654 H. L'EsTRANGE Choi. I (1655)3 Paris being., in

his way to Spain, he delaid Ihere one day. a 1878 BRYANT

Poems, October, Wind of the sunny south ! oh still delay,

In the gay woods and in the golden air.

C. To be tardy in one's progress, to loiter.

1690 LOCKE Ham. Und. 11. xiv. t 9 There seem to be cer-

tain bounds lo the quickness and slowness of the succession

of ihose ideas . . beyond which they can neither delay nor

hasten.

t Delay, .
2 Obs. Forms : (6 delaye, deley),

6-7 delaie, delay, (dilay). [a. F. delayer (13th

c. in Hatzf.), in Cotgr. deslayer 'to supple, soften,

allay, soake, steepe ', delayer
' to macerate, allay

or soften by steeping, &c. ; also to make thin ,

in OF. desleier, desioier, app. = Pr. dcslegar. It.

dileguare, Sp. desleir: Rom. *dis-ligare, to un-

bind, disunite, f. L. Dis- with separative force +

ligare to bind. Cf. ALLAY v. 1

Ill, and ALLAY t/.2.]

1. traits. To weaken by admixture (as wine with

water) ;
to dilute, temper, qualify ;

-= ALLAY .
1

14, 15.

1543 THAHERON Riga's Chirtirg. 35 b/i His wyne must be

claret delaied. 156* BULLEYN Bit. Simples 24 b, The same
waler is wholsome lo delaie wine. 1616 SUREL. & MARKH.

Country I-armc 419 Dilay il with sufficient quantilie of

Fountaine waler. 1614 R. DAVENPORT City Nightcap i. in

Hazl. Dodsley XIII. 114 She can drink a cup of wine not

delayed wilh waler.

fig.' 1S*S JEWEL DC/. Apol. ( 161 1) 248 Allowing ihe words,
he thought it best, .to delay, and qualify Ihe same wilh some
Construction.

b. To debase (coin~t by admixture of alloy ;
=

ALLAY v.- i.

158* SIR E. Honv Pol. rise. Truth xlix. 239 They, .which

clippe, waste and delaye coync.

DELAYOUS.
2. To mitigate, a&suayc, quench ;

= ALLAY .'

8. n.
1530 I'ALSCR. 510/2 This is a soverayne mcdyune fr it hath

delayed my paync in ICMC than halfe an hour. 1578 LYTE
HotioeHt iv. Ivii. 518 It dclayelh Ihe swelling of Ihem that

have the Dropsie, 1590 SPEXSER /. <>. III. xii. 42 ThH
dreadtull flames she also found delay! And quenched. 1603
HOLLAND Pltitarck's Mor. 19 The mingling of water wilh

wine, delaieth and taketb away the hurtful! force thereof.

3. To soak, steep, macerate, rare.

1578 LYTE Dodoe'ts \l. xxx. 697 Of ihe same beries [of

Hucklborn] . . soked or delayed in Allom water, they make
a fayre yellowe colour. 1580 HOLI.YBAND Treat, fr. Tons,
DeiUer, and destremfer, to Make, to deley.

Delayable, a. rare. [f. DKLAY v. 1 or sb. +

-AHLK.] That may be delayed ; subject to delay.
1760-7* H. HROOKK Foot c/Quat. (1792) II. 118 Law thus

divisible, debaleable, and delayable.

Delay al. rare. [f. DELAY .' + -AL : cf. bt-

Irayul.] The action of delaying ; retardation.

1890 } HUTCHINSON Arckiva Surf. 128 The delayal of

venous circulation

t Delay ance. Obs. Also 4 delaianoe. [a.

OF. delatance, delayanee (Godef.), f. delayer to

DKLAY : see -ANCE.] Delaying, delay.
a 1300 Cursor M. 26135 (Colt.) Him reu his shines tare.

and Tor-think hU lang delaiance. 16*5 tr. Boccaccio** D<

camera* II. 134 How little delayanee. .ought to be in nich

as would not have an enchantment to be hindered.

Delayed vdfl*i-d), ///. a. 1
[f. DELAY f. 1 +

-Ki> '.] Deferred, retarded, etc. : see the verb.

1551 HULOET, Delayed, comfrrettdinatus, procrasliaatMS,
tardatus. 1879 B. TAYLOR Stud. Germ. Lit. 170 It was

only a delayed, not a prevented growth. 1880 JEKKERIES
Ct. Estate 195 Nothing was said about Ihe delayed visit.

t Delayed, /// a- 2 Oh. [f. DELAY r. +

-KD'.] Diluted, \veakencd by admixture; alio

trans/, of colours.

S43 TRAHKRON I'ito's CUrurr. n. xix. 29 Ye may gyve
hym also delayed wine of small slrenglh. 1J97 Gi ARDE
Herbal I. xcvil. ( 2. 155 A fine delaied purple colour. 1610

HOLLAND Camdeii's Brit. (i6) 476 Somewhat yellowish
like delayed gold. l6W R. HOLME Armoury n. 295 Of
delayed chestnut-colour.

Delayer (d/V'-ai . Now rare. [f. DKLAY i>.'

+ -FB '. Cf. OF. delayeur, dilayeur^ One who

(or that which) delays.
1. One who lingers or tarries ; one who puts off

doing something, a procrastinator.
1531 ELVoT<7otM. xxiv, Called. .Fabins Cuttctator, lhatis

lo saye the tariar or delayer. 1653 HOLCROKT Procopitts HI

81 Being no Souldier, a coward, and an exlream delayer

1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (1811) IV. 92 To quicken ihe

delayer in his resolutions. 1890 Btackn'. Mtr.CX.VHl. 207

The dear delayers Whose part is over, but they do mM go.

f b. with inf. One who delays to do something.
Obs. rare.

1640-1 Kirkciidbr. War-Comm. Min. Bit. 1 1855) 93 Re-

fuisers or delayers lo mak peymcnl. 1653 BAXTER Ckr. Con-

cord xix. B ij b, Delayers or deniers lo consent to the matter.

2. (With obj. genitive.) One who (or that which )

retards or hinders ; one who puts off or defers.

1514 BARCLAY Cyt. + Uplondyskm. (Percy Soc.) 32 Cratchers

of coyne, delayers of processe. 1641 ROGERS Naaman 26

The furlherer or delayer of his owne grace, a 1744 SWUT
Char. Hen. 11, Wks. 1824 X. 391 A delayer of justice.

1888 P,ill Mall C. 16 Jan. 6/1 He was a Yankee inventor.

He had patented early-rising machines, burglar delayers. .

and. .other curious appliances.

t Delayfnl, a. Obs. rare.
[f.

DELAY sb. +

-FUL.] Full of or characterized by delay; dilatory.

1600 HOLLAND Lay xxvii. xxi. 644 By whose cold and

dclayfull proceedings.. Anniball now these ten yeares had

remained in Italic. 1615 CHAPMAN Odrss. iv. 1041 Now
the. .queen Will surely saliale her delayful spleen.

Delaying (dfU
1
in,), vbl. **.' The action of

DKLAY z/.', q.v. ; putting off, tarrying, etc. ; dela^.
a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter xii. i Haly men . . plenand bairn

of delaiynge. f 1440 HYLTON Scala Per/. (W. de W. 1404)

ll. vii. And thenne . . wythoule ony delayenge he forgeuyth
Ihe synne. 1:1500 Melnsine 144 Goo w thenne. .without

dylayeng. 1583 STIBBES Anal. Apm. ll. (1882) o This

deferring and delaieng of poore oiens causes. 1(59 GAUDEH
Tears ofCk, 235 Few do pay them withoul delayings de-

falkings, and defraudingf . Mod. By delaying he has lost

his chance.

t Delaying, vbl. sb* Obs. Allaying, temper-

ing ; alloying : see DELAY v.-

1473 WAIKW. C*nm. 4 The same ryollc was put viij. d. of

aley, and so we>-ed viij. d. more by deUynge. 1549 Latimer s

yd Serm. be/. Edw. I'l (Arb.) 86 margin. Scrupulous . .

in delayinge of hys wyne wylh waler.

Delaying,//'."- That delays: see DILAY r.

1649 BP. GI-THRIE Mim. (1702)74 Yet did his Majesty give

it a fair and delaying answer, until ihe meeling of ihe Peers.

Hence Delay ingly adv.

1864 TENNYSON En.Ard. 465 And yet she held him on

delayingly Wilh many a scarce-believable excuse.

tDelayment. Obs. Also 4 delaiement.

[ME. a. OF. delaie-, delayement valso delee-, delie-,

delate-], (. delayer to DELAY .' + -ME.NT.] The

action of delaying ; delay.

1303 GOWER Con/.U. 9 He made non delaiement, But goth.. ,

hinme. 1483 CAXTON Cold. Let. 7/ He..bUmed

hym greuously of his delaymenl and necligence.

t Delayons, a. Obs. rare. [a. OF. delate**,

f. delai sb., DELAY : see -ofs.] Given to, or char-

acterized by, delay ; dilatory.

1469 SIR J.PASTON in Lett. II. No. 610. 368 Ye dell wythe
20*- 1



DEL CREDERE.

ryght delayous peple. 1494 FAUVAN Chron. vi. cliii. 140
The parlyament or Fraunce . . is lykc vnto the Court of

requestys. .in Englonde. How be it that is ofmoche gretter

resorte of people, and therwith veray delayous.

II Del credere (del kre-der^), attrib. and adv.

phr. Comm, [It.
= ' of belief, of trust/ f. del of the,

credere to believe, believing, belief, trust.] A phrase

expressing the obligation undertaken by a factor,

broker, or commission merchant, when he guaran-
tees and becomes responsible for the solvency of

the persons to whom he sells. Hence del credere

agent* account^ etc.

On del credere terms is a very common heading to invoices

of goods sent to agents in foreign or colonial places. Del
credere commission : see quot. 1849.

1797 Jacob's Law Diet., Del Credere, a commission del

credere is an undertaking by an insurance-broker, for an

additional premium, to insure his principal against the con-

tingency of the failure of the under-writer. 1849 FREESE
Comm. Class-bk. 48 Under the item Charges, must be in-

cluded a charge for guaranteeing the debt,_called
Delcredere

or guarantee commission, when the consignee makes him-

self responsible for the prompt payment of the debt. 1891
Law Times XCI. 224/1 Nor is there any general presump-
tion of law which fixes the broker with liability as a del

credere agent.

II Dele (dt'lt). [L. dele, 2nd sing. pres. imper.
act. of dclere to DELETE

;
but perh. sometimes an

abbreviation of deleatur.~\ =DELEATUR, or imper-

atively,
' Delete (the letter, etc. marked) '.

Commonly indicated by a d with a twisted and crossed

head ().
1841 in SAVAGE Diet. Printing.

Dele, obs. form of DEAL.

t Delea-gue, dele'ffue, v. Obs. [a. F. dl-

Uguer (3rd sing. pres. delegne') t
1 5th c. in Hatzf.,

ad. L. delegdre to DELEGATE.] = DELEGATE v.

1567 THROGMORTON Let. in Robertson Hist. Scotl. (1759)
II. App. 43 A number of persons deleagued, and author-

ized by her. 1623 FAVINE Theat. Hon. i. iv. 26 They
delegued Great Pompey, to goe and make Warre. Ibid.

in. vii. 394 The Gentlemen deleagued by the said Com-
missaries.

Deleat(e, obs. form of DELATE v., DELETE v.

II Deleatur (d/UV l

't&). [L. =Met it be de-

leted
'

; 3rd sing. pres. subj. passive of delere to

blot out, delete.] A written direction or mark on
a printed proof-sheet directing something to be

struck out or omitted ;
hence Jig.

i6oa PARSONS Want-Word, fyc. \\. ix. 70 b (Stanf.\ We
pervert.. the ancient Fathers with the censure of deleatur
when any sentence lyketh us not. 1640 SIR E. DERING Sp.
on Relig. 23 Nov. iii. 7 The most learned labours of our . .

Divines, must bee. .defaced with a Deleatur. 1696 EVELYN
Let. to W. Wotton 28 Oct., Deleatur^ therefore, wherever

you meet It.

t Delea-ve, v. Obs. nonce-wd. [f.
DE- II. 2 +

LEAF, pi. leaves.] trans. To strip off Cleaves) ; to

defoliate.

1591 HARINGTON Orl. Fur. xxxvu. xxxi, Thrise haue the
leaues with winter been deleaued.

Deleble, var. of DELIBLE.

t Dele ct, v. Obs. [ad. L. delectare to DE-

LIGHT.] = DELIGHT v. (trans, and tntr.}

1530 R, WHVTFORD Werkefor Householders H ij, Yfyou
begyn somwhat to delecte in theyr maters, I advyse you

dissymule. 1588 A. KING tr. Canisitts
1

Cateclt. 211 The
thing in this lyf that delects indures bot a moment.

Delectability (drtektabi-liti). [ad. OF. de-

lectablett, f. delectable : see next and -ITY. The
earlier OK. was delitablete", whence DELITABILITY.]
The quality of being delectable ; delectableness

;

coner. (in//.) delectable things ; delights.
4:1440 Gesta Rom. lii. 232 (Harl. MS.) J>e worlde, that

bihotithe to the swetnesse & dilectabilites.
1834^

BECKFORD
Itoty II. 336, I have heard of this court and its delecla-
bilities. 1856 Lamps ofTemple (ed. 3) 119 We will look . .

at the delectabllities of these three volumes. 1886 HOI.MAN
HUNT in Contcmp. Rev. June 827 Looking at the picture as
a picture should always be regarded for its delectability to
the eye.

Delectable (drie-ktab'l), a. [ME. a. OF. de-

lectable, ad. L. delectabilis, f. delectare to DELIGHT :

see -ABLE. The earlier popular form in OF. was
delitable, DELITABLE.
In Shales, and P. Fletcher still stressed deflectable.}

Affording delight ; delightful, pleasant.
Now little used in ordinary speech, except ironically or

humorously ; used seriously in poetry and elevated prose.
c 1400 MAUNDEV. (1839) xiv. 155 A gret contree and a fulle

delectable. 14.. Tundale's Vis. 1782 Musyk clere That
full delectabull was to here. 15*9 MORE Com/, agst. Trib.
in. Wks. 1216/2 Delectable allectiues to moue a manne to

synne. 1555 EDEN Decades 75 Suche newes and presentes as
they brought were delectable to the kinge. \$j%\siiv.Dodoens
iv. Ixxvi. 540 Woodrowe flowreth in May, and then is the
smell most delectable. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep.
i. viii, Athena;us, a delectable Author. 1667 MILTON P. L.
vii. 539 Trees of God, Delectable both to behold and taste.

1684 BUNYAN Pilgr. ii. 165 The Shepherds there, who
welcomed them . . unto the delectable Mountains. 1759
STERNE Trist. Shandy I. xi, Of which original journey..
a most delectable narrative will be given in the progress of
this work. 1838-9 HALLAM Hist. Lit. II. v. 11. 230 note

t

For the beautiful lines in the second eclogue of Virgil we have
this delectable hexametric version. 1871 R. ELLIS Catullus
Ixiv. 31 When the delectable hour those days did fully
determine. 1880 H. JAMES Btn-volio in. 372 The old man
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had told him that he hnd a delectable voice. Mod. Advt.
Delectable Lozenges, for clearing the throat.

Delextableness. [f. prec. + -NESS.] The

quality of being delectable ; delightfulness.
1326 Piigr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 280 b. The swetnes &

delectablenes of this gyfte aboue all y* moost swete thynees.

1555 EDEN Decades 132 Pleasauntnesse of hylles, and delec-

tablenes of playnes. 1651-62 HEVLIN Cosmpgr^ in. (1673)

151/2 The delectableness of the Gardens adjoyning. 1852
HAWTHORNE BlithedaU Rom. I. xiii. 252 A terrible draw-
back on the delectableness of a kiss. 1879 J. BURROUGHS
Locusts $ IV. Honey 16 Half the delectableness is in break-

ing down these frail walls yourself.

Delectably (dfle'ktabli), adv. [f. as prec. +
-LY ^.] In a delectable manner, delightfully.
c 1400 MAUNDEV.fi839) xxvii. 278 Bryddes bat songen full

delectabely. 1550 BALE Set. Wks. (1849) 388 Of myrrh, balm,
and aloes, they delectably smell. 1652-62 HEYLIN Cosmogr.
ii. (1682) 51 A neat Town, and very delectably seated. 1754
SHEBBEARE Matrimony (1766) II. 157 No life could pass
more delectably than his.

t De'lectary, a. Obs. [f. L. type *deleetdri-us,

whence also OF. delitaire delectable, f. dclecta-re

to delight : see -ARY 1.] Delectable, pleasant.
c 1485 Digby Mysi. (1882) in. 751 He hathe made me clene

and delectary, the wyche was to synne a subiectary.

Delectate (dne'kteit, drlekte't), v. rare. [f.

ppl. stem of L. delectare to DELIGHT : see -ATE 3, 5.]

trans. To delight. (Affected or humorous.)
1802 LAMB Curious Fragm.fr. Burton^ The silly man ..

thinketh only how best to delectate and refresh his mtnd.

1841 Fraser's Mag. XXIII. 220, I also delectated myself

greatly in the library. 1871 B. TAYLOR /*'// (1875) II. 11.

lii. 136 His art and favour delectate you [rime create

you].

Delectation (d/lete'-jan). Also 4 -aciun,

4-5 -acioun, 5-6 -acion, -acyon(e, etc. ;
also

dilect-. [a. OF. delectation (i2th c. in Hatzf.),

also delitacion (Godef.), ad. L. delectation-em, n.

of action from delectare to DELIGHT.] The action

of delighting ; delight, enjoyment, great pleasure.
Formerly in general use, and denoting all kinds of pleasure

from sensual to spiritual ; now (since c 1700) rarer, more or

less affected or humorous, and restricted to the lighter kinds

of pleasure.
13. . S. Augustin 730 in Horstmann Altengl. Leg. 74 J?at

luttel delectaciun pat he feled in his etyng. 1382 WYCLIF
2 Mace. ii. 26 Sothely we curiden . . that it were delectacioun,
or lykyng, of ynwitt to men willynge for to reede. 1435
MISYN Fire ofLove v. 9 Wyckyd treuly bis warld lufe, set-

land bere-in be lust of here delectacyone. 1526 TINDALE
2 Cor. xii. 10 Therefore have I delectacion in infirmities.

1570 DEE Math. Pref. 32 To the glory of God, and to our
honest delectation in earth. 1620 YENNER Via Recta iv. 75
It is pleasant to the pallat, and induceth .. a smoothing
delectation to the gullet a 1711 KEN Edmund Poet. Wks.
1721 II. 96 Liking shoots up unheeded to Delight, And
Delectations soon Consent excite. 1779-81 JOHNSON L. P.,

Garth,
* The Dispensary '. . appears . , to want something of

poetical ardour and something of general delectation. 1846
DICKENS Cricket on Hearth i, Reproducing scraps of conver-
sation for the delectation of the baby. 1892 Times 27 Dec.

7/1 A great many other entertainments were provided for

the public delectation.

b. transf. Something that delights ;
a delight.

1432-50 tr. Htgden (Rolls) I. 249 That the citesynnes
scholde dispute of the commune profette yn tylle none : and
not attende to eny other delectacion. 1536 Primer Hen.
y/llt 149 Of mind Thou art the delectation, Of pure love

the insuatipn. 1576 FLEMING Panopl. Epist. 63 If solitari-

nesse and living alone be your delectation.

Delectible, Detection, obs. var. DELECTABLE,
DlLECTION.

|| Delectus (d/le'ktps). [a. L. delectus selec-

tion, choice, f. delig^re to choose out, select ; f.

DE- I. 2 + legere to gather, cull, choose.] A selec-

tion of passages from various authors, esp. Latin or

Greek, for translation.

[1814 R. VALPY (title), Delectus Sententiarum Graecarum.]
1828 F. E. J. VALPY (title), Second Greek Delectus, or New
Analecta Mmora. 1836 Second Latin Delectus, with

English notes. i86sSMiLES Life oj'Watt^512 His first school-

exercises, down to his college themes, his delectuses. i883

BERNARD World to Cloister v. 114 Such a caning as a small

boy gets at school for not knowing his Delectus.

||
Delectus persouce. Law. [Lat.

' choice of

a person'.] The choice or right of selection of a

person to occupy any specific position or relation
;

e.g. of one to be admitted as partner in any firm,

or as tenant in a lease ; the right which each exist-

ing partner or party to a contract has of being
satisfied with the person whom it is proposed sub-

sequently to admit into the firm or lease.

1848 WHARTON Law Diet. s. v ,The delectusfersonx, which
is essential to the constitution ofpartnership. 1861 W, BELL
Diet* Law Scotl.

t Although the delectus persons does not
now exclude the tenant's heirs, yet

without the landlord's

consent, either express or implied, .a lease cannot be volun-

tarily assigned or sublet.

Delee, obs. form of DELAY.
Delee-rit, ///. a. Sc. [pa. pple. of deleer =
DELIBE v., F.

dtflirer.'] Crazed, out of one's wits.

1785 BURNS Halloween xiv, For monie a ane has gotten
fright, An

1

Hv'd an* di'd deleerit, On sic a night.

iDeleet, obs. form of DELETE.

Delegable (dc-1/gab'l), a. [f. L. delega-re to

DELEGATE + -BLE.] Capable of being delegated.
1660 R. SHERINGHAM King's Suprem. viii. (1682} 85 The

Legislative power is delegable.

DELEGATE.

Delegacy (de-l/gasi). [f.
DELEGATE sb. : see

-ACY.]
1. The action or system of delegating ; appoint-

ment of a person as a delegate ; commission or

authority given to act as a delegate.
1533-4 Act 25 Hen. VIIIt c. 21 i Great summes of money

. . haue ben . . taken by the Pope . . for delegacies, & rescriptis
in causes of contencions and appeles. 1614 RALEIGH Hist.

World v. ii. 8 Understanding the majesty of Rome to be
indeed wholly in the people and no otherwise in the senate
than by way of delegacy or grand commission. i6a6 State

Trials^ Dk. Buckhni. (R J, They are great judges, a court of
the last resort . . and this not by delegacy and commission,
but by birth and inheritance. 1882 FFOULKES in Mactn. Mag.
X LV. 204 So much for delegacies and appeals in the abstract.

i888BRYCE^w/^r. Commit). II. ni.lxiii. 459 He is., forbidden
to hope for a delegacy to a convention.

2. A body or committee of delegates ; *t" formerly

also, a meeting
of such a body.

In the University of Oxford, a permanent committee, or

board of delegates, entrusted with special business; as, the

Delegacy of the Non-Collegiate Students: see DELEGATE
b.

1621 BURTON Anat. Mel. Democr. to Rdr. (1657) 64 The
plaintiff shall have his complaint approved by a set delegacy
to that purpose. 1631 LAUD Wks, (1853) V. 49 1'heir pro-
fessed aim was to dissolve the delegacy appointed for the

ordering and settling of the statutes [of Oxford]. 1669
WOOD Life (Oxf. Hist. Soc.) II. 172 The Delegacy for

printing of books met between 8 and o in the morn. 1671
Ibid. II. 216 A conference or delegacy neld in the lodgings
of D r

. Jo. Lamphire, principal of Hart hall. 185* [see

DELEGATE 2b], 1867 Times 13 Dec. 8/6 Youths residing

entirely, .out of College would require special attention, and
therefore it was proposed to create a delegacy that is, an
Academic Board for that purpose. 1875 M. PATTISON
Casanbon oo The town-council of Montpellier proceeded to

appoint a delegacy of eight persons to prepare a scheme for

the college of Arts.

Delegant v de'l/gant). [ad. L. delegant-em,

pr. pple. of delegdre to DELEGATE : so mod.K. dtlt-

gant.] One who delegates ;
in CivilLaw, one who,

to discharge his debt to a creditor, assigns his own
debtor to the latter, in his place.
1627 W. ScLATER.fi'-rjS. 2 Thess. (1629) 128 The lurisdiction

of the delegant and delegate is one. 1644 ] Jr. MAXWELL
Prerog, Chr. Kings iv. 44 Samuel was onely the delegate,
God was the principall and delegant. 1818 COLEBROOKE

Oblig. * Contracts I. 214 The most frequent case of dele-

gation is that of a debtor of the delegant, who, for his own
discharge of a debt due by him, delegates that debtor to his

own creditor.

Delegate (de-I/g/t), sb. Also 5 Sc. diligat(e,

7 delegat. [a. OK. delegat (
= mod.F. dettgiii!,

Sp. delegado, It. delegate}, ad. L. delegat-us, pa.

pple. of dclegare to DELEGATE, used as sb. in Ro-

manic, like L. legdtus.]
1. A person sent or deputed to act for or repre-

sent another or others
;
one entrusted with authority

or power to be exercised on behalf of those by
whom he is appointed ; a deputy, commissioner.
c 1380 Antecrist in Todd 3 Treat. Wyclif 124 Take we

heede to )>e popes & cardinals, .delegates & commyssaries.
1461 Liber Pluscardensis xi.

yiii. (1877) ! 3^5 His [God's]

diligatis dois na thyng heire in vayn. 1614 SELDEN Titles

HOH, 252 The delegate of Bishops in temporall iurisdiction

. .were stil'd Vicedomini. a. 1631 DONNE in Select. (1840) 47

Taught . . by the Holy Ghost speaking in his delegates, in

his ministers. 1725 POPE Odyss. I. 501 Elect by Jove his

delegate of sway. 1876 E. MELL.OR Priesth. vii. 324 He [the

priest] claims simply to stand as delegate of heaven.

to. Now chiefly applied to one or more persons
elected and sent by an association or body of men
to act in their name, and in accordance with their

instructions, at some conference or meeting at which

the whole body cannot be present.
1600 HOLLAND iiVyxxxm. xxiv. 838 There were appointed

ten Commitlees or Delegates [legati]. 1775 JOHNSON Tax.
no Tyr. 71 The delegates of the several towns and parishes
in Cornwal. 1863 H. Cox Instit. i. viii. 107 Where there

was a district of burghs, each Town Council elected a dele-

gate, and the four or five delegates elected the member.

1878 JEVONS Prim. Pol. Econ. 78 Sometimes three or more

delegates of the workmen meet an equal number of delegates
from the masters.

c. A layman appointed to attend an ecclesiastical

council (of which the clergy or ministers are ex

officio members).
1828 in WEBSTER; and in later Diets.

2. spec. a. A commissioner appointed by the

crown under the great seal to hear and determine

appeals from the ecclesiastical courts. These

commissioners constituted the Court of Delegates,
or great court of appeal in ecclesiastical and Ad-

miralty causes.

1554 Act 1-2 Phil, tf M. c. 8 29 All judicial Process

made before any Ordinaries, .or before any Delegates upon
any Appeals. 1591 HARINGTON Orl. Fur. xiv. Ixxiii, In

courts of Delegates and of Requests. 1726 AYLIFFE Parergon

191 The Court of Delegates . . wherein all Causes _of Appeal
by way of Devolution from either of the Archbishops are

decided. 1768 BLACKSTONE Cumin. III. 66 The great court

of appeal in all ecclesiastical causes, viz. the court of tble-

gates, judices delegati, appointed by the king's commission

under his great seal, and issuing out ofchancery, to represent
his royal person.

b. In the University of Oxford : A member of a

permanent committee entrusted with some special

branch of University business ; as, the Delegates of



DELEGATE.

Apj)cals in Congregation and in Convocation, of
the University Press, of University Police, etc.

< 1604 SIH T. BODLEY in Rtlio. flodt. (1703) 196 As the
Delegates have resolved, there shall IK: a Porter for the
Library. 1660 WOOD Life (Oxf. Hist. Soc.) I. 316 In the
same convocation, the Delegates' decree was confirmed by
the regents and non-regents, scil. that the overplus of the
money .. should l>e employed in printing Oregorius Abut-
pharagus. 1668 Clarendon Press MSS., At a Meeting of the
Delegatsfor Printing. 1671 //>/</., Ata Meeting ofy*Delcgats
for the

Physick Garden. 1700 IHil., At a Meeting of y"
Delegates for Acctf of ye

University of Oxford. 17*3 If>ia. t

At a Meeting of the Heads of Houses in y Delegates Room
of the Printing House. 1851 Kef. Oxford Univ. Commission
15 The Standing Delegacies or Committees, which are

appointed
for the purpose of managing various branches of

University business. .There are Delegates of Accounts, of
Estates, of Privileges, of the Press, and of Appeals.
8. U. S. a. The representative of a Territory in

Congress, having a seat and the right of speech in

the House of Representatives, but no vote. Before
1 789 it was the title of the representatives of the
various States in the Congress of the Confederation.
i8ai T. JEKFERSON Autoptog. Wks. 1850 I. 52, I was

appointed by the legislature a delegate to Congress.
D. House of Delegates: (a) the lower house of

the General Assembly in Virginia, West Virginia,
and Maryland ; (*) the lower house of the General
Convention of the Protestant Episcopal Church.
1843 Penny Cycl. XXVI. 368/3 The legisfature consists of

a Senate and a House of Delegates, which are together
called the General Assembly of Virginia, /tut. All laws
must originate in the House of Delegates.

Delegate (de-l/gA), ///. a. Also 6-7 Sc. de-
logat. [ad. L. dclegat-us, pa. pple. of deKgare to

DELEGATE.]
fl. As pa. pple. Delegated, deputed, commis-

sioned.

1530 PALSGK. 510/2 The bysshop hath delegate the deane
in this mater. 1549 Compl. Scot. xiv. 115, I vald god that
fuluius flaccus var diligat mge to puneis them. 1660 R. COKE
t'mvtr I, Subj. 54 Supreme power is delegate from God to
every Prince,

2. As adj. Delegated.
1613 Miu is Treat. Anne. >, Mod. Times 713/2 The King

and the Queen with all their Servants and delegate
Apostles, a 1667 JEH. TAYLOR (}.\ Princes in judgement,
and their delegate judges. 1818 GUNNING Cerem. Cambr.
420 The Party Appellant, .doth desire the Judges Delegate
[ Jitdices Delegati] that they would decree (etc.).

Delegate (de-l/g^t), v. [i. ppl. stem of L.

delegare to send, dispatch, assign, commit, f. DK-
I. a b f llgare to send with a commission, depute,
commit, etc.]
1. trans. To send or commission (a person) as a

deputy or representative, with power to transact
business for another

; to depute or appoint to act.

1613 COCKERAM, Delegate, to assigne, to send in commis-
sion. 1641 R. BROOKE Eng. Episc. n. ii. 71 Will any man. .

think it reasonable my Lord Keeper should, adplacituin,
delegate whom nee will to keep the Scale? 1646 H.
LAWRENCE Comm. Angells 30 Every one from his nativity
hath an Angell delegated for his keeper. 1876 GRANT
Kurgk Sch. Scot!, i. i. 10 Commissioners of the Abbot of
Dunfermline who had been delegated judge by the pope.
2. To entrust, commit or deliver (authority, a

function, etc.) to another as an agent or deputy.
1530 PALSGR. 510/2, I delegate myne auctorite, ./> delegue.

1641 R. BROOKE fcng. fcpisc. n. ii. 72 Can any man think it

tit, to Delegate the Tuition or Education of a tender Prince,
committed to his Charge? 1774 T. JEFFERSON AutoMog.
App. Wks. 1850 I. 138 Those bodies, .to whom the people
have delegated the powers of legislation. 1873 HELPS
Anim. r Mast. v. (1875) 117, I wish we could delegate to
women some of this work. 1883 A. L. SMITH in Law
Reports 12 Q. Bench Div. 95 The defendant delegated to
another to utter the slanderous words.

t 3. In a looser sense : To assign, deliver. Obs.

1633 J. DONE Hist. Septuagini 74 For this was Published . .

a Law, and the reason thereof delegated to the Judges.,
that the Peasants should not sojourne [etc.). 1774 J. BRYANT
Mythol. I. 310 A number of strange attributes, which by
some of the poets were delegated to different personages.
4. Civil Law. To assign (one who is debtor to

oneself) to a creditor as debtor in one's place.
1818 [see DELEGANT]. 1880 MUIRHEAD Gains lit. 130 i

When, for example, I enter to your debit what is due me
by Titius, provided always he has delegated you to me in

his stead. 1887 JUTA Surge's Comm. Law ofHolland 246
It is necessary that there should be the concurrence of the

person delegating, that is, the original debtor, and of the

person delegated, or the person whom he appoints.

Delegated (de-Ug'ted), ///. a. [f. prcc. vb.]
1. Appointed to act as a deputy or representative

for another
; deputed.

1647 CRASHAW Poems 164 The delegated eye of day. 1701
E. DARWIN Bat. Card. i. 109 The delegated throng O'er the
wide plains delighted rush along. 1818 COLEBROOKE <>///*.'.

V Contracts I. 214 If nothing were due by the delegant, the

delegated party need not perform that engagement. 1859
TF.NNVSON Enid 1741 By having . . wrought too long with

delegated hands, Not used mine own.
2. Entrusted or committed (to a deputy).
1654 H. L'EsTRANGK Chas. 7(16551 150 Neither, .his Own,

norTns delegated Authority to his Council. 1735-8 BOLING-7.35-*
inhen

legated Authority tc

On Parties 209 The Peers have an inherent, the

Commons a delegated Right. 1861 W. BELL Diet. Law
.SVtf/., Dfltgatcd jurisdu //<?, as contradistinguished from

frof>er jurisdiction, is that which is communicated by a

jud^e to another, who acts in his name, called a depute or
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deputy. 1867 FREEMAN Norm. Cong. (1876^ I. iv. 247 An
BOgUM K.i!drman ruled only with a delegated authority.

Delegatee*. [f. DELEUATKK. + -BE.] Civil
Law. The party to whom a debtor is delegated by
the delcgnnt.
1875 POSTE Gains (ed. a) 670 When the Delegator U in-

debted to the Delegatee.

De'legateship. [See -SHU-.] The office or

position of a delegate.
1891 Columbus (Ohio) Dispatch 23 Mar., That federal

office holders in the South are put forward for delcgateships.

Delegation (del/g^-Jan . [ad. L. diltgation-
em, n. of action from deKgare to DELEGATE. So
F. diligation (ijth c. in Hatzf.).]
1. The action of delegating or fact of being dele-

gated ; appointment or commission of a person as
a delegate or representative; the entrusting of

authority to a delegate.
i6i SI.I.HEN Draytoris Poly-oU. xi. Notes 193 Government

upon delegation from the King. 1641 R. BROOKE Eng. Episc.
11. ii. 72 To countenance such Delegation of an entrusted
Office, to Deputies. 1775 JOHNSON Tax. no Tyr. 33 The
business of the Publick must be done by delegation. 1867
FRKEMAN Norm. Cony. (1876) I. iii. 77 He is a sovereign,
inasmuch as he does not rule by delegation from any personal
superior.

b. The action of sending on a commission.
^641 SMECTYMNUUS yind. Answ. 5 13. 130 If the greatest

part of Titus his travels had beene before his delegation to
Greet.

t O. The action ofdelivering or assigning a thing
to a person or to a purpose. Obs.
1681 E. SCLATKK Serm. Putney 7 There are two parts of

Moses his power intimated fairly enough in the delegation
of these siluer trumpets.
2. A charge or commission given to a delegate.
1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xii. i 66 Lewis . . re-called

|

his Vicar-ship or delegation, which hee had made to Edward.
]

1690 LOCKE Or. Gov. n. xix. (R.), When . . others usurp the
place, who have no such authority or delegation.
3. A delegated body ; a number of persons sent

or commissioned to act as representatives.
1818 JAS. MILL Brit. India II. iv. vii. 261 The government

of India, .by a delegation of servants. i84sCATLiN N, Artter.

/</.( 1 844) I. i. 2 A delegation ofsome ten or fifteen noble and
dignified-looking Indians . . suddenly arrived.

b. U.S. The bodyofdelegates appointed to repre-
sent a State or district in a representative assembly.
i88 WEBSTER s.v., Thus, the representatives of Massa-

chusetts in Congress are called the delegation, wwholedelc-
gation. 1865 H. PHILLIPS Amer. Paper Curr. II. 43 The
Jersey delegation, .presented to congress a number of the
counterfeits.

4. Civil Law. The assignment of a debtor by his

creditor to a creditor of the delegant, to act as
debtor in his place and discharge his debt.

I7y BAILEY, Delegation [in Civil Law] is when a Debtor

appoints one who is Debtor to him, to answer a Creditor, in
his Place. 1818 COLEBROOKE Oblig. tt Contracts \. 208. 1860
J. PATERSON Compend. Eng. $ Sc. Law 514. 1880 MUIRHEAD
Gains Digest 552 A transaction . . called delegation of his
debtor by the creditor to the third party.
5. A letter or other instrument, unstamped and

not negotiable, used by bankers and merchants in

the place of a cheque, bill of exchange or other

instrument, for the transfer of a debt or credit.
1881 limiELL Counting-ko. Diet. 92 Letters of Credit are

mostly simple Delegations.

||
b. A share-certificate : used csp. in refcience

to Suez Canal shares. [F. d{Ugation^
1881 Daily Tel. 10 Oct. (Cassell), The English government

intended purchasing 200,000 Suez Canal delegations.

t De legative, a. Obs. [f. ppl. item of L.

dclfgdre to DELEGATE -t- -IVE.] Having the attri-

bute of delegating ; of delegated nature.

1641 R. BROOKE Eng. Episc. I. i. 3 Hither also wee may
referre his power Juridicall or Legislative in Parliament . .

And . . his power Delegative. 1690 LOCKE Govt. 11. xi. 141
It [the Power of making Laws] being but a delegative Power
from the People,

Delegator (de-1/grtw). [ad. L. dcligator,

ngent-n. f. delegare to DELEGATE.] One who de-

legates, a delegant.
1875 [see DELEGATEE].

Delegatory (de-l/gat3ri),a. [ad. L. delegatori-

us, f. dilegator : see prec. and -OUT.] Of or re-

lating to delegation ; of the nature of delegation
or delegated power ; f of a person, holding dele-

gated authority.
1599 N ASH B /./ ./!/# in HarLMisc. (1808-13) VI. 170

(I).) Some politique delegatory Scipio . . whom they might
depose when they list. 1615 CROOKE Body ofMan 43 No
where doth he attribute any delegatory power of Sensation
vnto it. I7a tr. Bitschin/s Syst. Gfof.lll. 547 This juris-
diction was conferred on nim by the see of Utrecht, which
the Emperor . . had invested with a delegalory authority.
1787 ANN HILDITCH Rosa de Mont. I. 62 The decrees of an
immutable providence, and its delegatory laws on earth.

Delegue, var. DELEAGUE v. Obs., to delegate.
Deleit, obs. Sc. form of DELETE.
1 Delenda (dfle-nda), si. pi. [L., pi. of dl.

Isndum ,a thing) to be blotted out, gerundive of
dclere to DELETE.] Things to be deleted.

(In early quot. with additional plural -r.)

1645 MRQ. WORCESTER in Bit/. Reeia 11659' 71, I beseech
your Majesty to consider the streiks that are drawn over the
Divine writ as so many dclendies [quoted in C. Cartwright

DELETEBY.
Cert. Relig. i. 6 (1651) a delenJa'i] by such bold hands u

Dolendung, var. of DKLUNLHJHO.
t Dele-mate, v. Obs. rare. Also erron. deli-

neate, [irrcg. f. l_ dll,nirt to soften or soothe

down.] To soothe, mitigate.
1613 COCXHAM, II, To Pacific, Deleniate. 1657 Toxux-

SON Kenan's Disp. 29 That U called Anodynum which de-
lineates and mitigates any paine.

t Deleni fical, a. Obs. rare- ". [f. L. dctctti-

_/u-us soothing, f. dilinire to soothe down + -Jieus

making.] Soothing, pacifying.
1656 HLOUNT GUssogr., Delenifical. that mitigates or makes

gentle. 1711 in BAILEY. 1755 in JOHNSON (' having virtue
to assuage or ease pain ').

Dolorious, erron. form of DELIRIOUS.
Delenrite Wric-sait). Miu. [Named 1850

after the French mineralogist Dclesse: see -ITE.]A dark-green mineral, allied to CULOBITE, but

containing much more iron.

1854 in DANA Min. 296. 1870 RUTLEV Stud. Rocks xii. 2 19
Augite, which is often altered into pseudomorphs of chlorite
or dclessite.

Delete (d/lrt), . Also 5-6 delyte, 6-7 Sc.

deleit, dilate, 7 deleet(e, doleate, 7 St. fa. t.

and pa. pple. delottod, delait : sec next.
[I. L.

delit-, ppl. stem of delert to blot out, efface.]

tL trans. To destroy, annihilate, abolish, eradi-

cate, do away with. Obs.
(The first quot. is on various grounds uncertain.)
1495 Bartk. De P. R. (W. de W.) iv. Hi. 82 Drinesse dy.

stroyeth btxiyes that haue soules, so he dyssoluyth and de-

lyteth the kynde natural! spyrytes that ben of mayst smoke.
1534 SI. Papers I/en. VI//, II. 318 Slryke lhaym..till
they be consumed, and ther generation clene radycat and
dclylil of this worlde. 1545 Act 37 Hen. VIII, c. 17 I i

The Bishop of Rome . . minding . . to abolish, obscure and
delete such Power. 1565 Satir. Poems Rrform. i. 344 Where
no redrcsse in tyme cold dilateThe extreme wrong that Rigor
had tought. 1656 PKVNNE Demurrer to Jems 60 Confede-
rating . . to murder and delete them. 1657 TOMLINSON
Kenan's Disp. 215 It doth perfectly deleate the ulcers which
infest the throat. 1851 SIR F. PALGRAVE Norm. 4- Eng. I.

43 Though Carthage was deleted.

2. To strike or blot out, obliterate, erase, expunge
(written or printed characters).
a 1605 MONTGOMEKIE Misc. Poems I. 6 Sic tytillis in vmr

sanges deleit. 1637-50 Row Hist. Kirk (1842) 522 His Ma-
jestic delctted that clause, a 1657 BALFOUR Ann. Scot.

(1824-5) II* 7^ Her proces [was] ordained to be delait out of
the recordes. 1667 COLLINS in Rigaud C'orr. Sci. AfendZ+i)
I. 127 Here thecorrectpr took out more than I deleted. i86a
BEVEKIDGE /Hit. India II. vi. iii. 641 Thepeerage would be
granted ifthe censure were deleted. 1875 F. HALL in Nation
XXI. 360/2 Here, to make either sense or metre, the and
must be deleted.

b. fig. To erase, expunge,
'

wipe out '.

1650 FULLER Pisgah HI. x. 340 Studiously deleting the
character of that Sacrament out of their bodies. 1785 RKID
Int. Powers in. vii, So imprinted as not to be deleted by
time. 1864 Morn. Star 12 Jan., Kagosima has been deleted
from the list of cities, and there is an end of it.

Hence Dele ting vbl. sb., deletion.

1711 Conntrey-Man's Lett, la Curat 6 They had the popish
missal and breviary with some few Deletings.

tDele -

te,A'.//Vf. Ots. Also 7 deleete, delate,

[ad. L. delit-us blotted out, effaced, pa. pple. of
delt-re to DELETE.] Deleted, abolished, destroyed.
c'SSS HARPSFIELD Divorce Hen. VIII (1878) 87 His

brother's memory was delete and abolished among the Jews.
1641 Declar. Lords f, Com. to Gen. Ass. Ck. Scot. 13 An Ob-
ligation that cannot be delete. i68a Land. Gas. No. 1682/1
His Arms to be. .delate out of the Books of Arms.

t Deleteiial, a. Obt. [f.
as next + -AL.]

-

next.
1611 VENNEK Via Recta, Treat. Tobacco (1650) 397 It hath

a deleleriall or venemous quality. 1684 tr. Sonet's Mm.
Comfit, xix. 701 In his Epistle concerning Paracelsus's
Medicines and their deleterial venues.

Deleterious (del/ti-ri9s;, a.
[f. mod.L. de-

Iftfri-us, a. Gr. SijXijTTfpi-os noxious, hurtful, f. 817-

Xijrr;/) destroyer, f. brf\i-ta<><u to hurt : see -ous.]
Hurtful or injurious to life or health ; noxious.
1643 SIR T. BROWNE Kelit. Med. n. { 10 They were not

deleterious to others onely, but to themselves also. 1646
Pseud. Ep. in. vii. 119 Deleterious it may bee at some dis-
tance and destructive without a corporall contaction. 176*
GOLDSM. Cit. IV. xci. In some places, those plants which
are entirely poisonous at home lose their deleterious quality
by being carried abroad. i8ax BYRON Juan iv. Hi, Tis pity
wine should be so deleterious. For tea and coffee leave us
much more serious. 1869 PHILLIPS I'ctu-.: viii. 213 This gas
was well known to be deleterious.

b. Mentally or morally injurious or harmful.
i83 BYRON fuan xm. i, A jest at vice by virtue's called a

crime. And critically held as deleterious. 1860 EMERSON
Ctmd. Life, Power Wks. iBohn) II. 335 Politics is a dele-
terious profession, like some poisonous handicrafts.

Hence Delete rionily ativ., Delete rioune.
1879 Casselfs Trckn, Educ. IV. 359/1 The solution should

not be deleteriously affected. 189* W. B. SCOTT Antootog.
I. L 15 David was . . deleteriously influenced by studying
these able but imperfect artists.

t Deletery de-Iftcri). a. Obs. Also erron.

-ory, -ary. [a. med.I- diletiri-us Du Cange), a.

Gr. ZrjXrrni/xos DELETERIOUS. In F. diUtire (/
Jicament diUtire, Jonbert,

i6th c.). In the I ;th c.

often erroneously viewed as a derivative of L. cieltrt,

dililum, to blot out, cfface.destroy, and consequently
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both spelt -ory, and used in the sense 'effacing,

blotting out
'

: cf. DELETOBY.

By Butler stressed de'letcry ;
but generally perhaps lie-

le-tery.]

A. adj. Deleterious, noxious, poisonous.

1576 NEWTON Lemnie's Complex. (1633) 101 (Venemous
hearbes] which by reason of their delelory coldnesse bring
destruction unto Creatures, as Henbane, Mandrake, Na-
pellns. 1638 A. READ Chirtirg. xii. 89 The subjects wherein

this deletery propertie is lodged. 1657 TOMLINSON Kenan's

Disp. 10 A certain deletary and poysonous quality. 1663
BUTLER Hud. i. n. 317 Though stor'd with Deletery Med
cines \Which whosoever took is Dead since*. 1684 tr. Sonet's

Merc. Compit. vi. 196 A Patient . . died frantick, as if he had
taken a deletery Medicine.

B. 1. A deleterious or noxious drug ;
a poison.

1638 A. READ Chirnrg. xii. 88 You may aske by what meanes
these poisons and deleteries doe kill. 1649 JER. TAYLOR Gt.

Exemp. (1703! 407 Health and pleasure, deletery and cor-

dial. 1651-3 Serm. for Year i. xvii. 223 [1 o] destroy

Charity . . with the same general venom and deletery as

apostacy destroyes faith

2. A drug that destroys or counteracts the effect

of anything noxious, as a poison ;
an antidote.

b. fig. Anything that destroys, or counteracts the

poison of, sin or evil ; an antidote to orfor evil.

IT In this sense evidently associated with L. dettre, dlletnm,
and so used as= '

destroyer, effacer, wiper out
'

(of evil) : cf.

DELETORY sb.

1642 JER. TAYLOR Episc. (1647) 5 Episcopacy is the best

deletery in the world for Schisme. 1649 Apol. Liturgy
Pref. 34 Inserted as Antidotes, and deleteries to the worst

of Heresies. 1649 - Gt. Exemp. n. xii. xi. I. 9 A proper

deletery of his disgrace, and purgative of the calumny. 1660

Duct. Dubit. i. i. rule ii. 23 Intended to be deleteries

of the sin and instruments of repentance. Ibid. \. iii, My
thinking that mercury is not poison, nor hellebore purgative,
cannot make an antidote or deletery against them.

Deletion Wlrfan). [ad. L. deletion-em, n. of

action from dclere to blot out, efface.]
1. The action of effacing or destroying ; destruc-

tion, annihilation, abolition, extinction. Now arch.

1606 COKE in True
<j- Perf. Rcl. D iij b, Tending not onely

to the hurt . . but euen the deletion of our whole name and
Nation. 1651-3 JER. TAYLOR Serm.for Year I. v. 58 Unlesse
this proceed so far as to a total deletion of the sin. 1677
HALE Point. Atfiais 36 The taking of Alexandria by Au-

gustus, which was the fatal and funeral deletion of Antony.
1845 DAVISON Disc. Prophecy v. (1861) 162 Rome remains,

though Carthage is gone : the similar fate of deletion has
not come. 1881 STEVENSON Virg, Plierisijue, Ordered^South
162 The more will he be tempted to regret the extinction

of his powers and the deletion of his personality.

2. The action of striking out, erasing or obliter-

ating written or printed matter
;
the fact of being

deleted ; a deleted passage, an erasure.

1590 SWINBURNE Testaments 271 Although the deletion

were in the chiefe part of the testament. 1852 SIR W.
HAMILTON Discuss. 38 note, Some deletions, found necessary
in consequence of the unexpected length to which the

Article extended .. have been restored. 1880 MUIKHEAD
Cains I. 31 note, With a dot equivalent to deletion over

some if not all of the letters. 1884 KAY in Lam Times Rep.
LI. 315/1 The deletion was initialed in the margin with the

initials of the persons who signed the agreement.

Deleti'tious, a. rare . [f.
L. delctui-us,

-itius characterized by blotting out or erasure +

-ous.] Characterized by erasure; said of paper
from which writing has been, or may be, erased.

1823 CRABB, Deletitious_ (Ant.\ an epithet for paper on
which one may write things and blot them out again, to

make room for new matter. Hence 1846 in WORCESTER ;

and in later Diets.

Deletive (d/lrtiv), a. rare. [f.
L. delet-, ppl.

stem of delere to efface + -IVE.] Having the pro-

perty of deleting, adapted for erasing.
1662 EVELYN Clialcogr. 9 Save where the obtuser end [of

the stilus\ was made more deletive, apt to put out, and
obliterate.

t Deletcvrious, a. Obs. rare - . = DELETOBY.
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Deletorious (deletorins}, that blot-

teth or raceth out.

Deletory (dflftari), a. sb. [f. L. delet- (see

above) + -ORY.]
A. adj. That is used to delete or efface, effacing.

Also used in i?th c. in sense of DELETERY a. : see that

word and cf. quot. 1679 here.

1612 T. JAMES Corrupt. Script, n. 41 That also must be
thrust away with a deletorie sponge. 1679 PULLER Moder.
Ch. Eng. (1843) 202 The Penances in the Church of Rome,
which . . are counted deletory of sin.

B. sb. That which destroys or effaces.

(Cf. DELETERY sb. z b, with which this ran together.)

i&47_ JER. TAYLOR Dissuas. Popery ii. (1686) 112 The
severity of Confession, which, .was most certainly intended
as a deletory of sin. 1649 Gt. Exemp. VI. i. 23 The
Spirit of Sanctification . . the deletory of Concupiscence.
1699

' MISAURUS* Honour ofGoitt (1720) 35 It is a perfect

Deletory of Folly.

Dele-wine : see DEAL s/>.*

Deley, obs. form of DELAY.

Delf 1
(delf). Now only local. Forms: 5-7

delfe, 6 delff, 7-9 delft, 5- delf, 6- delph ; //.

4- delves, 6-7 delfes, 7- delfs, 8- delphs. [ME.
delf, late OE. dself for delf, trench, ditch, quarry,

occurring in a 1 2th c. copy of a charter, inserted in

the Peterborough OE. Chron. (Laud MS.) anno 963 ;

upp. apbetic f. OE. gedelf digging, a digging, ditch,

158

trench, quarry, mine (stdtt$edclft tiad^edelf], f.

delfan to DELVE, dig.]
I. That which is delved or dug : a. A hole or

cavity dug in the earth, e.g. for irrigation or drain-

age ; a pit ; a trench, ditch ; spec, applied to the

drainage canals in the fen districts of the eastern

counties.
c 1420 Paltad. on Hiisb. iv. 40 In forcnve, in delf, In

pastyne. 1503 ARNOLDS Chron. 168 Make a delf ther

aboute..til thou com to the gret rote. 1557 Tottell's Misc.

(Arb.) 170 Daungerous delph, depe dungeon of disdahie.

1633 P. FLETCHER Purple Isl. in. xiii, Some lesser delfs

[later ed. delfts] the fountains bottome sounding. 1661

MORGAN Sph, Gentry n. vii. 78 Extracting him out of that

Delf or Pit which Reuben put him in. 1675 EVELYN Terra

(1776) 3 In marshes and fenny Delves.
_ 1713 Lomi, Gaz.

No. 5143/4, 44 Acres of Pasture Ground in the Delphs in. .

Haddenham in the County of Cambridge. 1851 jrnl. R.

Agric. Soc. XII. n. 304 The fens are divided by embanked

upland rivulets or '

delphs '. 1877 N. W. Line. Gloss. , Del/,
Delft, a drain that has been delved . . a pond, a clay-pit,

a railway cutting, or any other large hole that has been
delved out.

b. An excavation in or under the earth, where

stone, coal, or other mineral is dug ; a quarry ;
a

mine. The ordinary name for a quarry in the

northern counties.

1388 WVCLIF 2 Chron. xxxiv. n To bie stoonys hewid out

of the delues, ether guarreris. 14.. Vocab. Harl. Jl/S.

1002 in Promp. Parv. 118 note 3
, Auriffdella t a gold delfe.

1588-9 Act 31 Eliz. c. 7 4 Quarries or Delfes of Stone or

Slate. 1598 MANWOOD Lawes Forest xxiv. 5 '1615) 242/1

Any Mine, Delph of Coale, Stone, Clay, Marie, Turfe, Iron,
or any other Mine. 1692 RAY Dissol. World 78 In Coal
Delfs and other Mines, .the Miners are many times drowned
out. 1731 in VpooL Munic. Rec. (1886) II. 156 The quarry
or delf att Brownlow Hill sho'd be cut thorow. 1878 F. S.

WILLIAMS Midi. Railiv, 390 Limestone . . is dug from a quarry,
or 'delph', some 30 to 50 ft. beneath the surface. 1888

S/uffield Gloss., Delf, a stone quarry, 1891 Labour Com-
mission Gloss. , Delphs, terms used to denote the working

places in Yorkshire ironstone quarries.

t C. A grave. Obs.
c 1425 WYNTOUN Cron. vi. iv. 39 The Grafe, quhare |ns dede

Pypyne lay,
Dai rypyd. .Dat Delf J?ai stoppyd hastyly And

away sped J?ame rycht spedyly. (1460 Towneley Myst.
(Surtees) 230 He rasyd Lazare out of his delfe. a 1548 Thric

Priests Peblis 37 (Jam.), The first freind, quhil he was laid

in delf, He lufit ay far better than himself.

f 2. A bed or stratum of any earth or mineral

that is or may be dug into.

1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 409 Obserue the change of euery i

coat, .of the earth as they dig, to wit from the black delfe, [

vntil they meet, .the veins aforesaid. Ibid. II. 415 Under
the delfe of sand they met with salt. 1706 PHILLIES (ed.

Kersey), Delf oj'Coal, Coal lying in Veins under ground,
before it is digged up.

3. Se. A sod or cut turf.

1813 SOUTER Afrit:. Swrv. Btuiffs. App. 42 If a delph be
|

cast up in a field that hath lien for the space of five or

six years, wild oats will spring up of their own accord.

1825-80 JAMIESON, />//J a sod. In this sense the term del/is
used, Lanarks. and Banffs.

t b. Her. A square bearing supposed to represent
a square-cut sod of turf, used as an abatement. Obs.

c 1500 Sc. Poem Heraldry 165 in Q. Eliz. Acad. (1869) 100

5it in armes, pictes and delphes espy. 1562 LEIGH Arniorie

( I 597)?3 He beareth Argent, a delffGeules. To him that
|

revoketh his own challeng, as commonly we cal it eating I

his worde, this is giuen in token thereof. 1610 GUILLIM

Heraldry \. viii. (1660) 43 A Delfe for revocation of Chal-

lenge. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury HI. 343/2 Some term ..

a Tile a Delfe because of its squareness, but in a Delfe there

is nothing of a thickness.

1 4. An act of delving ; a thrust of the spade.
1616 SL-RFL & MARKH. Country Farme 501 You must cut

the vpper face and crust of the earth in A prill, with a shallow

delfe. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury \\. 115 'i Delfe, or Spade-
graft, .a digging into the earth as deep as a spade can go at

once.

5. attrib. and Comb.
179* Trans. Soc. Encoura.%. Arts X. 105 Making a delf-

ditcn, twelve feet wide. 1885 Law Times Rep. LI. 589/1
Certain land called delph land, beyond which were sand-

hills, protecting the property from the sea.

Delf a
, delft (delf, delft). Also delph. [a.

Du. Delf, now Delft, a town of Holland, named
from the delf, delve

'
ditch ', by which name the

chief canal of the town is still known : see prec.
Since the paragogic t was added to the name of

the town in mod. Du., it has been extended also to

the English word, probably with the notion that

delf\ta.s a corruption.]
1. A kind of glazed earthenware made at Delf or

Delft in Holland
; originally called Delf ware.

1714 Fr. Bk. of Rates 121 Certain Goods, called Delph-
Ware, and counterfeit China, coining from Holland and
other Parts. 1743 Land. <$ Country Brew. II. Advt.,
Potters-Work or Delft-Ware. 1859 SMILES Self-Help 40
Large quantities of the commoner sort of ware were im-

ported . . from Delft in Holland, whence it was usually known
by the name of Delft ware.

1723 SWIFT Poems, Stella, at IVoodpnrk, A supper worthy
of herself, Five nothings in five plates of delf. 1840 DICKENS
Old C". Shop xv, A corner cupboard with their little stock of

crockery and delf. 1880 HOWELLS Undisc. Country xvi. 261
From tall standing clocks to the coarsest cracked blue delft.

2. altrili. and Comb.
1756 Contwissenr 103 r 6, I am never allowed to eat from

any thing better than a Delft plate. 1796 MORSE Amer. Geog.
II. 166 Glass works, .delf-houses and paper mills. 1809 W.
IRVING Knichcrb. m. iii. (1849) 161 A majestic delft tea-pot.

DELIBERATE.

1884 MAY CROMMELIN Brtntm-Eycs iv. 33 Rows of blue

china and coarser but valuable old delf pottery.

Delf, obs. form of DELVE v., to dig.

Delfin, -fyn, var. of DELPHIN Obs.

Delful, -fully, obs. var. of DOLEFUL, -FULLY.

Delian (drlian), a.
[f.

L. Deli-us (Gr. AJ^AI-OS)

of or pertaining to Delos, AT/AOS) + -AN.] Of or

belonging to Delos, an island in the Grecian archi-

pelago, the reputed birthplace of Apollo and Ar-

temis (.Diana). Delian problem, the problem of

finding the side of a cube having double the volume
of a given cube (i. e. of finding the cube root of 2) ;

so called from the answer of the oracle of Delos,
that a plague raging at Athens should cease when

Apollo s altar,whichwas cubical, should bedoubled.

Also f Deliacal ./.

1623 COCKERAM, Delian twins, the Sunne and Moone.

1727-51 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v. Duplication, They applied
themselves . . to seek the Duplicature of the cube, which
henceforward was called the Delian Problejn. Ibid., Deli-

acal Problem, a famous problem among the antients con-

cerning the duplication of the cube. 1879 GEO. ELIOT Coll.

Breakf. P. 679 Tis our lot To pass more swiftly than the

Delian God.

t Deli'bate, v. Obs. [f. ppl. stem of L. dill-

ba-re to take a little of, taste, f. DE- I. 2 + libdre

to lake a little of, taste, etc.]

1. trans. To take a little of, taste, sip ; alsoJig.
1623 COCKERAM, Delibale, to sippe, or kisse the cup.

1x1639 MARMION Antiq. in. li, When he has travell'd, and
delibated the French and the Spanish.
2. To take away as a small part, to pluck, cull.

1655-60 STANLEY Hist. Philos. III. 11. 104 The mind is

induced into the soul from without by divine participation,
delibated of the universall Divine mind.

Hence Delibated///. a.

1655 FULLER Serm., Gift for God 13 A soule.. unac-

quainted with virgin, delibated, and clarified joy.

f Dellba'tion. Obs. [ad. L. dellbation-em, n.

of action f. delibare : see prec.]
1. A 'taste' or slight knowledge ^something.
a 1638 MEDE Disc. Acts xvii. 4 Wks. (1672) i. 19 Nor can

it be understood without some delibation ofJewish Antiquity.

2. A portion taken away, culled, or extracted.

1678 CumvoRTH Intell. Syst. 216 Either . . the substance

of God Himself together with that of the Evil Demon, or else

certain delibations from both . . blended and confounded to-

gether. 1794 G. ADAMS Nat. $ Exf. Philos. II. xxi. 420
They considered the principle of motion and vegetation as

delibations from the invisible fire of the universe,

t Deli'ber, v. Obs. Forms : 4-6 deliber, 5

delibere, 5-6 delyber, 6 delybre : see also DE-
LIVER v.~ [ME. a. F. dtiibtrer (ijth c. in Littre),

or ad. L. dfliberare to weigh well, consider ma-

turely, take counsel, etc., f. DE- I. 3 + ttbrare to

balance, weigh, f. libra a balance, pair of scales.

In i5-i6th c. it varied with deliver: cf. the ordi-

nary Romanic v from Latin
6.~\

1. a. iiitr. To deliberate, take counsel, consider.

c 1374 CHAUCER Troylus iv. 169 He gan deliberyn for the

best, c 1386 Mllil. f 760 She . . delibered and took auys
in hir self. 1481 CAXTON Myrr. i. v. 21 The'y deliberid emong
them and concluded.

b. trans. To deliberate upon, consider.

'545 JOVE Exp. Dan. viii. (R.\ In delibering, in decerning

things delybreu.
2. trans. To determine, resolve.

a. with simple obj. or infin.
1482 CAXTON Polycron. Prohemye A iij, I haue delybered

too wryle twoo bookes notable. 1480 Faytes ofA. \. vi.

13 It is not to be delibered ne lightly to be concluded.

c 1534 tr. Pol. Verg. Eng. Hist. (Camd.) I. 204 But hee . .

delibered to withstande the adventure. 1580 STOW flea. V
an. 1417 (R.) He delibered to goe vnto them in his owne

person.
b. refl. (with inf.')

c 1489 CAXTON Sonnet ofAymon xvi. 378, I pray you that

ye wyll delibere your self for to gyve vs a good answere.

15. . f/efyas in Thorns Prose Rom. (1858) III. 25 On a day
he delibered him for to go to hunt.

c. pass. To be determined or resolved.

1470-85 MALORY Arthur \. ii, I am delybered and fully

concluded to goo. a 1529 SKELTON Bk. Three Fooles I. 203

Joseph . . had vii brethren . . the which were delybered of a

longe time to haue destroyed him.

Deliberalize : see DE- II. i.

Deliberant (dHrberant). rare. [a. F. dt'li-

b*>rant, or ad. L. deliberant-em, pr. pple. of F. di-

UUrer, L. dellberare to DELIBEKATE.] One who
deliberates.

1673 O. WALKER Eilnc. 202 Experience, which the De-

liberant is supposed not to have. 1824 T. JEFFERSON Writ.

(1830)
IV. 395 Experience has proved the benefit of subject-

ing questions to two separate bodies of deliberants.

Deliberate (d/li-bert't), a. [ad. L. deliberat-

us, pa. pple. of delibcrare ; see DELIBER.]
1. Well weighed or considered ; carefully thought

out ; formed, carried out, etc. with careful consi-

deration and full intention ;
done of set purpose ;

studied ;
not hasty or rash.

1548 HALL Chron. 182 After . . deliberate consultacion had

among the peeres, prelates, and commons. 1602 SHAKS.

Ha.m. iv. iii. 9 This sodaine sending him away, must seeme

Deliberate pause. 1667 MILTON P. L. I. 554 Such as . . in

stead of rage Deliberate valour breath'd. 1761 HUME Hist.

Eng. III. Ixi. 322 He seems not to have had any deliberate
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plan in il! llust- alter ili<>ns. 1848 KI SKIS ,!/<*/. Paint. II.

IK. i. ii. S 4- 13 '1'he act is deliberate, and determined on be-

furchaml, in direct defiance of reason. 1856 FKDI-DK Hist.
I-'.ng. (1858) II.viii.244 An impatience of control, a deliberate

preference for disorder.

b. Of persons : Characterized by deliberation ;

considering carefully ; careful and slow in decid-

ing ;
not hasty or rash.

1596 SHAKS. Mcrch. l\ n. ix. 80 O these deliberate fooles
when they doe choose, They haue the wLsdomc by their wit
to loose. i8oa MAR. BoanVMfH Moral T. (18161 1. xix. 165
'

I will tetl you, Mr ', replied the deliberate, unfeeling magis-
trate ; 'you are suspected of having', etc. 1874 GRLKH
^hort Hist. viii. i. 450 Striving to be deliberate in speech.
2. Leisurely, slow, not hurried : of movement or

moving agents.
a 1600 HOOKER (J.), It is for virtuous considerations, that

wisdom so far prevaileth with men as to make them desirous
of stow and deliberate death. 1608-11 Bp. HALL Medit. <$

I'tnvs i. S 18 There are three messengers ofdeath : Casualty,
Sickness, Age. . The two first are suddaine, the last ieasurefy
and del il>erate. 1616 BACON Sylva 253 Eccho's are some
more sudden . . Others are more deliberate, that is, giue more
Space betweene the Voice and the Eccho. 1700 J. BRUCE
Source of Nile II. HI. 332 Sertza Denghel ..drew up his

army in the same deliberate manner in wnlch he had crossed
the Mareb. Alotf. He is very deliberate in his movements.

Deliberate (afUrWtfQ, v. [f. L. deliberate

ppl. stem of deltberare : see DELIBEB and -ATE.
The pa. pplc. was in early times deliberate -aft,
from L. : cf. prec.]

tl. trans. To weigh in the mind; to consider

carefully with a view to decision
;
to think over.

Obs. (Now usually to deliberate upon : see 2.)
a 1610 HKALEY Theophrastns^ Unreasonableness 11636) 49

An unseasonable fellow . . obtrudes his owne affaires to be
deliberated and debated. 1611 TOURNEUR Ath. Trag. in. i.

Wks. 1878 I. 83 Leaue a little rooine .. For understanding
to deliberate The cause or author of this accident. 1681

J. SALGADO Symbiosis 14 A thing not to be deliberated.

b. with obj. clause.

1555 EDEN Drcades 83 Deliberatinge therefore with my
selfe, from whense these mountaynes . . haue such great
holowe caues or dennes. 1650 PEARSON Crttdd^ycfi 28 The
stone doth not deliberate whether it shall descend. 1759
ROBERTSON Hist. Scott. I. v. 371 She deliberated, .how she

might overcome the regent's scruples, 1849 W. IRVING

Cong. Granatta. I. x. 8r A council of war . . where it was de-
liberated what was to be done with Alhama.
2. intr. To use consideration with a view to de-

cision ; to think carefully ; to pause or take time
for consideration. Const, f of(obs.) t on, /<>, etc.

1561 T. NORTON Calvin's fust. Table Scripture Quot., The
heart of man doth deliberate of his way. 1591 SHAKS. Two
'.V'//. i. iii. 73 Please you deliberate a day or two. 1624
CAPT. SMITH Virginia iv. 153 Two dales the King deliber-

ated vpon an answer. 1697 STILLINGFL. Serin. II. xi. (R \
If he had time to deliberate about it. 1713 ADDISON Cato
iv. i, In spight of all the virtue we can boast The woman
that deliberates is lost. 1797 MRS. RADCLIFFE Italian

i, Vivaldi shut himself up in his apartment to deliberate.

1894 Daily AVwj 4 May 4/7 They [women] deliberate a
great deal, now-a-days ; we draw no unfriendly conclusion.

b. Of a body of persons : To take counsel to-

gether, considering and examining the reasons for

and against a proposal or course of action.

1551 HULOET, Deliberate or take aduice or counsayle.c0H-
snlto. 1665 MANUET Grothts 1 Ltnv C. War-res IQI When
therefore the Common-Council ofanyTown hath deliberated
at home, concerning matters there proposed. 1745 Col. Kec,
Pcnnsylv. V. n To carry it home to their Council to de-
liberate upon. 1843 PRESCOTT Mexico 11850) I. 145 The three
crowned heads of the empire .. deliberated with the other
members on the respective merits of the pieces. 1858 FROUDK
Hist. Eng. IV. xviii. 28 The future relations of the two coun-
tries could now be deliberated on with a hope of settlement.

f 3. To resolve, determine, conclude ; pass, to be
resolved or determined. Obs.

1550 NICOLLS Thucyd. 187 (R.) They deliberated to con-

strayne theym to fighte by sea
ymmediatly. 1582-8 Hist.

James VI (1804) 260 He was deliberat to resigne his office.

1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nickoiay's Voy. iv. vi. 117, I am
deliberated . . to follow the most auncient, famous, and
moderne Geographers. 1633 J. DONE Hist. Stptuagint la,
I have deliberated to frame unto you by Writing, a thing. .

well deserving to be knowne.
Hence Deli-berating vbl. $b. and ppl. a.

1643 MILTON Divorce n. ix, The all-wise purpose of a de-

liberating God. 1885 Atki'menmi May 573/31 he deliberat-

ing expression of the student's countenance.

Deli-berated, ///. a. [f. prec. + -ED 1.] Care-

fully weighed in the mind : see the verb.

1597 J. KING Jonas (1618) 311 A wise & deliberated

speech, a 1644 LAUD Sertn. 226 (T.) If you shall not be firm
to deliberated counsels. 1704 Col. Rec. Pcnnsyh*. II. 191
After Deliberated and mature Debate thereon.

Deliberately (dfli-'WrAU), adv. [f. DELI-
DERATE a. + -LY *.] In a deliberate manner.
1. With careful consideration ; not hastily or

rashly ; of set purpose.
153* MORE Canftii. Tindale Wks. 575/3 He . . dooeth de-

liberatelye with long deuice and studye bestowed about it,

doe this eeare willingly- 1651 BAXTER Inf. />*<//. 243, 1..

deliberately compared one with the other. 1748 HARTLEY
Ot'Sfn'. Man n. ii. 43. 188 To deceive the world know-

ingly and deliberately. 1893 Law Times' Reft. LXVII.
232/1 Omitted, .through inadvertence and not deliberately
and on purpose.

2. Without haste, leisurely, slowly.
1711 STEKLK Sped. No. 147 r 2 Those that Read so fast. .

may learn to speak deliberately. 1774 PENNANT TonrScotl.
in 1772, 169 They swim very deliberately with their two

15!)

dorsal fins above water. 1871 B. TAYLOR Faust (1875) II.
iv. i. 228, I tread deliberately this .summit's lonely edge.
Deli'berateness. [f.

as prec. i- -NKSS.J The
quality of bcinj; deliberate, or of showing careful

consideration ; absence of haste in decision.
1601 CARRW Cornwall 100 Deliheratenes of vndcrtaking,

& sufficiency of effecting. 1649 Kikon Bas. (1834) 21 The
tmlcr, gravity, and deliberatenesse befitting a Parliament.
1881 W.C. RU&SM.L Ocean Free-Lane* \\. 142 The.. chilling
deliberateness of Shelvocke's manner and voice.

Deliberate!*, var. of DKLIBKKATOR.
Deliberation ]

(d/litxjr^ijSn;. Also 4-6 de-

lyberocioun, -acion, etc. [a. F. deliberation, in

1 3th c. deliberation^ ad. L. deliberation-em^ n. of
action from dellbcrare to DELIBERATE.]
1. The action of deliberating, or weighing a thing

in the mind ; careful consideration with a view to

decision.
c 137* CHAUCER Troylus in. 470 For he, with grete delibera-

cion Had every thing . . Korcast, and put m execucion.

147? KARL RIVERS (Caxton) Dictes 133 A man ought to do
his Werkis by deliberacion . . and not sodaynly. 2548 HALL
Chron. 194 b, Without any farther deliberacion, he deter-
mined with himselfe. 1618 BOLTON Ffornsm. x. 198 Asking
time for deliberation. 1651 HOBBES Covt. fy Sac. xiii. f 16.

207 Deliberation is nothing else but a weighing, as it were
in scales, the conveniences, and inconveniencies of the fact
we are attempting. 1751 JOHNSON Rambler T$o. 184 P4 To
close tedious deliberations with hasty resolves. 1875 TOWETT
Plato (ed. 2) I. 386 Make up your mind then, .for the lime
of deliberation is over.

2. The consideration and discussion of the reasons

for and against a measure by a number of council-

lors (e.g. in a legislative assembly).
1489 CAXTON Faytes ofA. iv. x. 256 Grete bataylles are

entreprysed by delyberacyon of a grete counseyl. 1555
DRN Decades 57 After deliberation they Judged that Nicutsa

could no more lacke [etc.]. 1688 in Somers Tracts II. 290
Their Lordships assembled together . . and prepared, upon
the most mature Deliberation, such Matters as they judged
necessary. 1771 Jnnins Lett, xlviii. 252 The resolutions. .

were made . . after long deliberation upon a constitutional

question. 1851; MACAULAY Hist. Kng. III. xiii. 280 To
protect the deliberations of the Royalist Convention. 1861

GEO. ELIOT Silas M, 9 On their return to the vestry there
was further deliberation. 1871 J. LEWES Digest o/Ctnsns
204 The legislative body [of Guernsey], called the ' States
of Deliberation '.

tb. A consultation, conference. Obs.

1631 LITHCOW Trai'. in. 80 A long deliberation being
ended, they restored backe againe my Pilgrimes clothes, and
Letters. 1648 NKTHEHSOLF. Problems n. title. Advice, .very
applyable to the present Deliberation.

1 3. A resolution or determination. Obs.

1570 FENTON Gnicciard. i. (1599) 18 The timerous man car-

ried by despaire into deliberations headlong and hurtfull.

1631 J.
HAYWARD tr. BiondCs Eromena 10 If the doubt of

shewing himselfe too credulous . . had not confirm*d him in

his former deliberation. 1653 URQUIIART Kabelais i, xxix.

My deliberation is not to provoke, but to appease : not to
assault but to defend.

t b. The written record of a resolution (of a

deliberating body). Obs.

1715 LEONI Palladia'sA rchit. (1742) I. 98 Places . . where
were reposked the deliberations and resolutions of the
Senate.

4. As a quality: Deliberateness of action.
c 1386 CHAUCER ATelib, p 376 Yow oghte purueyen and

apparaillen yow . . with greet diligence and greet delibera*
cioun. 1413 LYDG. Pylgr. Smvle iv. xxix. (18591 6* Al that

they sayde or dyde shold be of suche delyberacion, that it

myght be taken for autoryte of lawe. 15x6 Pilgr. Perf.
I\V. de W- I53 I * 9a b, And this enuy is mortall synnc,
whan it is with delyberacyon of reason and wyll. 154*
R. COPLAND Gnydon's Quest, 2 C iij b/2 Nowe we wyll dys-
pose vs with delyberacyon to speakeof the curacyon of in-

ueterate vlcers. 16*8 EARLE Microcosm , Alderman (Arh.)

27 Hee is one that will not hastily runne into error, for

hee treds with great deliberation. 173* LAW S?n,>Hs C.

xxiii. (ed. 2) 47 You must enter upon it with deliberation.

1794 S. WILLIAMS Hist. Vermont 166 The chiefs consulted
with great deliberation. 1856 EMERSON Eng. 'J raits, Wealth
Wks. (Bohn) 1 1. 73 Every whim . . is put into stone and iron,
into silver and gold, with costly deliberation and detail.

b. Absence ofhurry ;
slowness in act ion or move-

ment ; leisureliness.

1855 H. SPENCER Princ. P&yckol. (1872) I ix. 495 Psychical

changes which . . take place with some deliberation. 1860

TYNDALL Glac. i. xvii. 119 We saw it Jan ice-berg] roll over
with the utmost deliberation.

t Deliberation -. Obs. rare. [ad. med.L.

deliberation-em^ n. of action from dflfberare to DB-

LIVKH.] Liberation, setting free.

1501 ARNOLDS Chron. 160 That we shulde treat with thy
holynesse for his delyberacion.

Deliberative (dl
r

H*WWttr)) a. and sb. [ad.
L. dffiberattv-us, C ppl. stem of defiberare; see

-IVE. Cf. F. dtlibtrattf, -ive (14th c. in Hatzf.).]
1. Pertaining to deliberation ; having the fnnction

of deliberating.
1553 T. WILSON Rhet. (1580)29 An Oracion deliberative.

1586 A. DAY Eng. Secretary n. <i623) 88 In a deliberative
sort we propound divers things, and refute them all one after

another. 1641 SIR E. DERING in Rushw. Hist. Coll. (1692)
IN. 1.393 We neither had a Decisive Voice to determine with
them, nor a Deliberative Voice to Consult with them. 1678
Trans. Crt. SflatH 143 All the Towns which have a delibera-
tive Vote in the State. 1700 BURKR Fr. Rev. Wks. V.

377 Erecting itself into a deliberative body. 1874 MORLEY
Compromise (1886) 105 The growth of self-government, or

government by deliberative bodies, representing opposed
principles and conflicting interests.

DELICACY.
2. Characterized by deliberation, or careful con-

siilvrntion in order to decision.

1659 I >. 1'n.i. Imfr. .\.-a 361 A <ri'<ut meditation, nd de-
libnan poadmaof upon the I'owtr and tciriblc Majesty
oftiod. lit* KAMI s Hltin. Cut. I. ii. i.,o Die slower opera-
tii.ni of ilcliljeracive reason. i8}6 KanJom KrcM Ha.
Lord* xiv. 326 Things to which, in his cooler and more
deliberative moments, he would not on any account K'C
expression.

t b. Habitually deliberate ; not hruty. Obs.

01734 NORTH I.h'ei I. 411 He was naturally very quick
of apprehension but withal very deliberative.

f B. si'. A discussion of some question with a

view to settlement ; a deliberative discourse
;

a matter for deliberation. Oil.

1597 BACON Cantert COOT/+ Kvill (Arli.) 136 In deliber.
atiues the point is what U good and what is cuill. i6ao E.
HLOUNT Hone Suttee. 77 A man so conceited of hinuelfe
can bee no companion in deliberatiues. 1650 K. HIILLIKC-
WORTH Extrf. usurfttt ftnvtrt 52 A person

. . should begin
this section of his with a general) deliberative.

Deli'beratively, adv. [f. prec.
+ -i.v a .l In

a deliberative manner ; with deliberation, deliber-

ately (olis) ; in the way of deliberation or discus-

sion, as a deliberative body.
1651 H. I.'EsTRANCE Chat. / (1655) *<& An omission slu-

diously and deliberatively resolved upon. 1757 BfRKr.
Abriaem. E*g. Hist. Wks. X. 347 Constituent parts of this

assembly . . whilst it acted deliberatively. 1864 CARLYLF
Fredk. Gt. IV. 548 Consulted of and deliberatively touched
upon.

Deli-berativenesa. [f.
as prec. + -NESS.]

The quality of being deliberative.

1653-4 WHITELOCKE "JmL StarJ. Emb. (1772) I. 376
Through the slowness, or rather deliberativeness, of the
old chancellor. 1880 Scribntr's Ma^. May 94 The prayerful
deliberativeness with which New E-ngland made war.

Deliberator d/li-ber^'taj). [ad. L. defihcrator,

ngent-n. from ticliberarc : see -on.] One who de-

literates ; one who takes part in a deliberation.

1781 V. KNOX Kst. 133 (R.) The dull and unfeeling de-

liberators of questions on which a good heart and under-

standingcan intuitively decide. iSi^SiR R.WILSON Diary
II. 265 They pretend that this multiplicity of sujtervisors
and conflicting deliberators is fatal to the common interest.

Delible (de-Ub'l , a. Also 7-8 deleble. [ad.
L. dtlebil-is that may be blotted out, f. deSre (see
DELETE and -BLE) : cf. indelible.'] Capable of being
deleted or effaced (///. and^^.).
1610 W. FOLKINGHAM Art p/ Survey it. v. 55 Base lines

. . for Boundaries or deleble Plant-lines, a 1661 FVLLF.R
ll'crthits l. 215 An impression easily deleble. 1663 tr.

l-.nisjtiiis' Matiae Enc. 95 Distinguishing between a Delible
and an Indelible character. 1715 HENTLEV Scrnt. x. 357
The deleble stains ofdeparted -ouls. f793SMEATON/-rj'x/<m<

>

L. 235 To render the ni.irk ; not easily delible.

t De-librate, v. Obs. rate-", [f. L. dilibrare to

take off the bark, f. DE- I. 6 + li/xr, libr-, bark.]
16x3 COCKRKAM, Dtlibratft to pull off the nude of a Tree.

Delicacy (de-likasi). Also 5 -asie, -aayo,

5-6 -acio. [f. DELICATE a. : see -ACT, and cf.

obstinacy, secrecy.'] I. The quality of being DELI-

CATE ;in various senses of the adj.). II. A thing
in which this quality is displayed or embodied.

I. f 1. The quality of being addicted to pleasure
or sensuous delights ; voluptuousness, luxurious-

ness, daintiness. Obs.
c 1374 CHAUCKR Former Age 58 Yil was nal luppiu r the

lykerou? pat fyrst was fadvr of delicasie. i393(io\\Ku (>/
III. 21 Of the seconds glotony, Which cleped U delicacy.
Ibid. III. 115 He shall be . . lusty to delicacy In every thing
which he shall do. c 1590 Disc. Common }\ 'eal F.nf. (1893)

5 Our dylycasye in requyrynge strangers wares. 1503
NASHE Christ's T. 140 Thus much of delicacy in general;
now more particularly of his first branch, gluttony. 1680

C. BI.OUNT tr. PkilasiratMs 229 (Trench) Cephisodorus, the

disciple of Isocrates, charged him with delicacy*, intemper-
ance, and gluttony. 1741 MIDDLETOM Cifero II. xtl. 503 In
his [Cicero's] cloaths and dies . . avoiding the extremes of
a rustic negligence and foppish delicacy.

t 2. Luxury ; pampering indulgence. Obs.

1393 COWER Co*/ 1. 14 Delicacie his swete tob Hab fostred

so pat it fordob Of abstinence al bat ber is. c 1490 I^ONEUCH
Grail xiii. 554 The Cristene men . . weren Alle ful Richely. .

Ifcd with alle delicasy. 1577 B. GOOCF. licrtsback's HHS&.
\. (1586) 7 The common sort preferreth shameful! and beastly
delicasle, before honest and vertuous labour. 16*9 MAXWF.LL
tr. Htrodian (1635) 127 The glory of a Souldier consists in

labour, not in lazinesse or delicacie. 1665 G. HAVERS Sir T.

Kot's l'iy. E. 1ml. 477 A life that was full of pomp, and

pleasure, and delicacy. I7 POPE OJjra. xx. 82 Venus in

tender delicacy rears With honey, milk, and wine, their

infant years.

t b. Gratification, pleasure, delectation. Obs.

c 1386 CHAUCER Monk's T. 401 He Rome brem' . for his

delicasie. 1667 MILTON /'. /,. v. 333 She turns, on hospitable

thoughts intent What choice to chase for delicacie best.

1 8. The quality of being delightful to the palate ;

delicateness or daintiness (of food). Obs.

1393 GOWER Con/. II. 83 Berconius of cokerie First made
the delicacie. 1650 J ER. TAYLOR Htfy Ltfing ill j Be not

troublesome to thyself or others in the choice of thy meats
or the delicacy of thy sauces.

ft The quality of being delightful, etf. to the

intellectual senses ; beauty, daintiness, pleasant-
ness. Obs.

1509 HAWFS Past. Ptfas. xt. xxit, O redolent well offamous

poetry . . Reflerynge out the dulcet delicacy Of iiii. ryven
in mervaylous wydene*se 1589 GREF.XE J/rtw/A*r (Arb.l

48 Feeding on the delicncie of their features. i6s> DRAVTOM



DELICACY. 160 DELICATE.

Poly-olb. \, 5 Euen in the agedst face, where beautie once
did dwell . . something wil appeare To showe some little

tract of delicacie there. Ibid. vii. 106 The aire with such

delights and delicacie fils, As makes it loth to stirre, or

thence those smels to beare. 1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trtw.
61 Some peculiar Houses . . may be competitors for delicacie

with most in Europe.
6. Exquisite fineness of texture, substance, finish,

etc. ; graceful slightness, slenderness, or softness ;

soft or tender beauty.
rt 1586 SIDNEY (J.), A man . . in whom strong making took

not away delicacy, nor beauty fierceness. 1615 CKOOKE
Body ofMan (1616) 730 Anaxagoras . . marking diligently
. . the postures of the fingers . . and the soft delicacy thereof.

1744 HARRIS Three Treat, in. 11. (1765)217 No Woman ever

equalled the Delicacy of the Medicean Venus. 1756 BURKE
Subl. # B. iv. xvi, An air of robustness and strength is very
prejudicial to beauty. An appearance of delicacy and even
of fragility, is almost essential to it. 1874 GREEN Short
Hist. vii. 3. 363 She [Elizabeth] would play

with her rings
that her courtiers might note the delicacy of her hands.

6. Tenderness or weakliness of constitution or

health ; want of strength or robustness ; suscepti-

bility to injury or disease.

1632 J. HAYWARD tr. BtondCs Eromena 93 Cause to con-

jecture, that the delicacie of her sex kept disproportioned
companie with . . her courage. 1711 ADDISON Spect. No. 3 f 3
Whether it was from the Delicacy of her Constitution, or
that she was troubled with the Vapours. 1759 DILWORTH
Pope 136 From the delicacy of his body, his life had been a
continual scene of suffering to him. 1816 KEATINGE Tray.
(1817) II. 181 The silk-cultivation has been on the decline in

this part of the world, from the extreme delicacy of the
insect. 187* B. CLAYTON Dogs 20 The great drawback [to the
Italian Greyhound] is its delicacy; it requires the utmost care.

7. The quality or condition of requiring nice and
skilful handling.
1785 BURKE Sp. Nabob Arcot Wks. 1842 I. 318 That our

concerns in India were matters of delicacy. 1796 MORSE
Amer. Geog. II. 679 The extreme difficulty and delicacy of

drawing the line of limitation [in a list of eminent men].
1857 WHEWELL Hist. Induct. Sc. I. Pref. 7, 1 was aware . . of
the difficulty and delicacy of the office which I had under-
taken. 1885 L'poolDaily Post i June 5/3 Absorbed in nego-
tiations of the utmost delicacy.

8. Exquisite fineness of feeling, observation, etc. ;

nicety of perception ; sensitiveness of appreciation.
1703 ROWE Tanterl. Ded., Poetry.. will still be the Enter-

tainment of all wise Men, that have any Delicacy in their

Knowledge, a 1704 T. BROWN Sat. Antients Wks. 1730 I.

23 To make the delicacy of his sentiments perceived. 1855
MACAULAY Hist. Eng. III. 60 His principles would be re-

laxed, and the delicacy of his sense of right and wrong
impaired. 1869 E. A. PARKES Pract. Hygiene (ed. 3) 29
Warming the water is said to increase the delicacy of taste.

1884 CHURCH Bacon ix. 216 Their truth and piercingness
and delicacy of observation.

b. transf. Of instruments, etc. : Responsiveness
to the slightest influence or change ; sensitiveness.

1871 B. STEWARTH'eat 29 Such an instrument will therefore
indicate any difference of temperature with great delicacy.
9. Exquisite fineness or nicety of skill, expression,

touch, etc.

1675 tr. Machiavellis Prince (Rt\<\%. 1883"! 198 This double

intelligence was managed with . . slyness and delicacy. 1683
D. A. Art Converse 103 With modest Apologies and deli-

cacy ofexpression, a 171x1 DRYDEN (J.), van Dyck has even
excelled him in the delicacy of his colouring. 1750 ROBERT-
SON Hist. Scotl. I. i. 69 Henry VIII of England held the
balance with less delicacy, but with a stronger hand. 1848
MACAULAY Hist. Eng. I. 66 Scotsmen .. wrote Latin verse
with more than the delicacy of Vida. 1885 Tntf/i 28 May
848/2 The spray is rendered with much lightness and
delicacy.
10. A refined sense of what is becoming, modest

or proper ; sensitiveness to the feelings of modesty,
shame, etc. ; delicate regard for the feelings of
others.

171* STEELE Spect, No. 286 p i A false Delicacy is Affec-

tation, not Politeness. 1733 MALLET in Swift's Lett. (1766)
II. 269, I am sure you will do it with all the delicacy
natural to your own disposition. 1749 FIELDING Tom Jones
xviii. xiii, This . . somewhat reconciled the delicacy ofSophia
to the public entertainment, which., she was obliged to

go to. 183* LYTTON Eugene A. i. x, It would be a false

delicacy in me to deny that I have observed it. 1843 Miss
MITFORD in L'Estrange Life III. x. 171 Nothing can ex-
ceed their cordiality and delicacy, so that their benefactions
are given as a compliment.
til. Fastidiousness; squeamishness. Obs.

1725 POPE Odyss. xix. 397 The delicacy of your courtly
tram To wash a wretched wand'rer wou'd disdain. 1771
MRS. GRIFFITH tr. Viand's Shipwreck 104 It was almost
come to a state of putrefaction, but hunger has no delicacy ;

so having broiled it [etc.]. 1793 BEDDOES Math. Enid. 118
The common old thin 4to. Is not adapted to modern deli-

cacy in books.

II. 12. A thing which gives delight ; something
delightful, arch.

1586 A. DAY Eng. Secretary \. (1625) 24 [To] beleeve that
. . our very senses are partakers of every delicacie in them
contained. 1594 T. B. La Primaud. Fr.Acad. \\. 197 These
delicacies and spirituall delights. 1609 BIBLE (Douay) /so,
li. 3 He wil make her desert as delicacies [WYCLIF delicts].
1650 JER. TAYLOR Holy Ltving(tjvj) 242 God . . encourages
our duty with . . sensible pleasure and delicacies in prayer.
1667 MlLTtmP. L. vin. 526 These delicacies of Taste, Sight,
Smell, Herbs, Fruits, & Flours, Walks, and the melodic of
Birds. 1882 STEVENSON New Arab. Xts. (1884) 22 The
President's company is a delicacy in itself.

b. esp. Something that gratifies the palate, a
choice or dainty item of food

;
a dainty.

c 1450 LONELICH C -ail Iv. 270 The peple . . weren Repleyn-
sched..with alle Maner Metes and delecasyes. 1596

DRAYTON Legends iii. 118 Me with Ambrosiall Delicacies

fed. 1751 JOHNSON Jfott&Srr ZC& 172 p 10 Untasted deli-

cacies solicit his appetite. 1879 FARRAR St.Paut(i%%$) 194
A pig . . was . . the chief delicacy at Gentile banquets. 1884
G. ALLEN Philistia III. 156 Oysters, sweetbreads, red

mullet, any little delicacy of that sort.

^C. A luxury; a sensual pleasure. Obs.

1581 PETTIE Gitazzo's Civ. Com', I. (1586) 19 These lurke

loyteringlie plunged in delicacies .. as Swine in the mire.

1605 VERSTEGAN Dec. Intetl. vi. (1628) 165 A people very
strong and hardy, and the rather for not beeing weakned
with delicacies.

13. A delicate trait, observance, or attention.

17x2 STEELE Spect. No. 491 F2 The Decencies, Honours
and Delicacies that attend the Passion towardsthem[women]
in elegant Minds. 1751 JOHNSON Rambler No. 98 F 5
Those little civilities and ceremonious delicacies. 1779
J. MOORE View Soc. Fr. II. xciv. 418 A woman, and ac-

quainted with all the weakness and delicacies of the sex.

14. A nicety, a refinement.

1789 STOKES Let. in Pettigrew Mem. Lettsom (1817) III.

402 In these delicacies we wish to be confirmed or corrected

by those who are real masters in the profession. 1876
FREEMAN Norm. Cong. V. xxiv. 524 To disregard the gram-
matical delicacies of the written language.

Delicate (de-lik<*t\ a. and sb. Forms : 4-6
delicat, 5 -caat, 5-6 de-,dylycate, 6 .Sir. diligat,

4- delicate, [ad. L. delicat-us t -a, -um alluring,

charming, voluptuous, soft, tender, dainty, effemi-

nate, etc. ; reinforced by later f.d<*licat (isth c. in

Hatzfeld), *daintie, pleasing, prettie, delicious,

tender, nice, effeminate, of a weake complexion
*

(Cotgr.); in mod.F. 'of exquisite fineness* (Hatzf.):
cf. Pr. and Cat. delicaty Sp. delicado^ It. delicato.

The native repr. of L. delicdtus in OF. was delit

'fine, slender, delicate* : see DELIE.
(The etymology of L. delicatns appears to be quite un-

certain : several distinct suggestions are current. Even the

primary sense is doubtful ; but, if not originally connected
with delicix (DELICE), it seems to have been subsequently
associated therewith. The word had undergone consider-
able development of meaning already in ancient Latin ; in

Romanic it received further extension in the line of meaning
1

dainty, tenderly fine, slender, slight, easily affected or

hurt'; these Latin and Romanic senses have at various
times been adopted in English, often as literal adaptations
of the Latin word in the Vulgate, etc. ; and the history of
the word here is involved and difficult to trace. The follow-

ing arrangement is more or less provisional.)]

I. Senses more or less= various uses of DAINTY a.

1. Delightful, charming, pleas&nt, nice. t a-

gen. Obs.

138* WYCLIF Isa. Iviii. 13 If thou. .clepist a delicat sabot

[1388 clepist the sabat delicat, Vulg. vocaveris sabbatnm
delicatum, 1611 call the sabbath a delight], c 1400 MAUNDEV.
(1839) v. 39 Anoynted with delicat thinges of swete smelle.

1513 BRADSHAW St. Werbnrge i. 2560 The Worde of god
was moost delycate seruyse. 1553 EDEN Treat. Newe Ind.
(Arb.) 15 Delicate thinges. .that may encrease the pleasures
of this lyfe. 1665 SIR T. HERBERT Trap. (1677) 175
A spacious Garden, which was curious to the eye and delicate
to the smell. 1683 THORESBY Diary 4 Apr., To Biggies-
worth where is notning observable but a delicate newlnn.
1697 DAMPIER Voy. I. xvi. 458 Which our Carpenters after-

wards altered, and made a delicate Boat fit for any
service. 1712 tr. Pomet's Hist. Drugs I. 152 A ravishing
Smell . . as strong as that of the Quince, but much more
delicate. 1791 COWPER Retired Cat 60 Cried Puss '..Oh
what a delicate retreat ! I will resign myself to rest *.

b. Ot food, etc. : Pleasing to the palate, dainty.
c 1380 WYCLIF Wks. (1880) 13 Delicat metis and drynkis.

1514 BARCLAY Cyt. ff Uplondyshm. (Percy Soc.) p. xlvi,
Then cometh dishes moste swete & delicate. 1535 COVERDALE
Ecclus. xxix. 22 Better is it to haue a poore lyuynge in a
mans owne house, then delicate fayre amonge the straunge.
1624 BP. HALL Rem. Wks. (1660) 18 Let the drink be never
so delicate and well-spiced. 1700 S. L. tr. Fryke's Voy. E. Ind.
21 A very good Dinner of Meat . . and Cheese, ana delicate
Beer. 1^60-72 tr. Juan ff Ulloas Voy. (ed. 3) I. 79 Some of
them [dishes] are so delicate, that foreigners are no less

pleased with them, than the gentlemen of the country.
1845 M. PATTISON Ess. (1889) I. 22 Not to take delight in

delicate meats. 1853 J. H. NEWMAN Hist. Sk. (1876)1!.
i. i. 40 Horseflesh was the most delicate of all the Tartar
viands in the times we are now considering.

fc. Said of the air, climate, or natural features.

1553 BRENDE Q. Cnrtins Liv, The river Hydaspis which
is counted to be a verye delicate water. 1586 A. DAY Eng.
Secretary i. (1625) 26 A soile delicate . . for the aire, and
pleasant for the situation. 1605 SHAKS. Macb. i. vi. TO
Where they much breed, and haunt : I have obseru'd The
ayre is delicate. 1622 DRAYTON Poly-olb. xxi. (1748) 339
Apurer stream, a delicater brook, Bright Phccbus in ms course
doth scarcely overlook. 1697 DAMPIER Voy. (1729) I. 485
Tabago. .still lies wast (though a delicate fruitful Island).

1700 CONGREVE in Lett. Lit. Men (Camden) 209 We had
a long passage, but delicate weather. 1756 NUGENT Gr.
Tour II. 141 There is a small arm of the sea, and another
delicate country joining to it. 17896. WHITE SelbornenyivA.

(1853) 94 The sun broke out into a warm delicate day.

f d. Delightful from its beauty ; dainty to be-

hold ; lovely, graceful, elegant. Obs.

1583 SEMPILL Leg. Bp. St. Andrews 1023 Ane diligat

iv. r. deligat] gowne . . he send him. 1604 SHAKS. Oth.
n. iii. 20 She's a most exquisite Lady.. Indeed she's a
most fresh and delicate creature. 1632 LITHGOW Trai>. vi.

282 Rare Alabaster Tombe . . inclosed within a delicate

Chappell under the ground. 1641 EVELYN Mem. (1857) I.

28 Haerlem is a very delicate town, and hath one of the
fairest churches of the Gothic des'gn I had ever seen.

1759 B. MARTIN Nat. Hist. Eng. I. 367 Oxford . . is a most
delicate and beautiful City.

f 2. Characterized by pleasure or sensuous de-

light ; luxurious, voluptuous, effeminate. Obs.

c 1386 CHAUCKR Merck. T. 402, I shal lede now so myrie
a lyf So delicat with-outen wo and stryf That I shal haue

inyn heuene in erthe heere. 1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. ix. 279
Diues for hus delicat lyf to J>e deuel wente. 1542-3 A ct 34 -5
Hen. VIII, c. 4 Sundrie persons . . consume the substance
obteined by credite . . for their own pleasure and delicate

Huinge. 1576 FLEMING Panopl. Epist. 410 You have your
sweete and delicate sleepes in your comfortable chambers.
1399 SHAKS. Much Ado \. i. 305 Come thronging soft and
delicate desires, All prompting mee how faire yonge Hero
is. 1737 WHISTON Josephus* Antiq. XVH. xii. 2 Softness of

body, .derived from his delicate and generous education.

t b. Of persons : Given to pleasure or luxury ;

luxurious ; sumptuous. Obs.

(71386 CHAUCER Monk's T. 393 Moore delicaat, moore

pompous of array, Moore proud was neuere Emperour than
he. 1393 GOWER Con/. III. 34 He was eke so delicate Of his

clothing, that every day Of purpure and bisse he made him
gay. 1:1440 PromP. Par?'. 117 Delycate or lycorowse,
delicatns (P. lantits). ci^oMirour Salnacionn 1538 Now
glutterie is yfc vice y* the feend first temptis man inne, ffor

rathere a man delicat than abstynent falhs in synne. 1535
COVERDALE Amos vi. {heading). He reproueth the welthy,
ydyll and delicate people. 1613 R. C. Table Alph. (ed. 3),

Delicate^ daintie, giuen to pleasure. 1640 HABINGTON //!>/.

Ediv. IV 196 (Trench) The most delicate and voluptuous
princes have ever been the heaviest oppressors of the people.

j3. Self-indulgent, loving ease, indolent. Obs.
c 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. iv. vii. 149 O ;e slowe and delicat

men, whi fleyje aduersites and ne fy^ten nat a^eins hem by
vertue. 1413 LYDG. Pilgr. Sowle m. ix. 1 1483) 56 Suche folke

haue ben soo delycate and lothe to good werkes. 1533
MORE Debell. Salem Pref. Wks. 931/1 Many men are now
a dayes so delicate in reading, and so lothe to labpure.
1579 TOMSON Calvin s Serin. Tim. 102/2 They which will be
delicate, & persuade themselues y* they shal not suffer much
trouble in doing their dutie faithfully. 1601 CORNWALLYES
Ess. xii, He made choyse rather of a slow delicate people,
then of spirits of more excellency.

+ 4. Tenderly or softly reared, not robust ;

dainty ; effeminate. Obs. or arch.

1382 WYCLIF Deut. xxviii. 56 A tendre womman and a

delicate, the which vpon the erthe my^te not go, ne fitch

the stap of the foot, for softnes and moost tendrenes. 1526
Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W, 1531) 20^ b, The delycate persone
that can suffre no payne in body. 1556 A urelio <y Jsab.

(1608) E viij, And well that \-bien que} the grete colde pene-
trethe youre delicat fleshes. [Of women]. i6pa SHAKS. Ham.
iv. iv. 48 Witness this army. .Led by a delicate and tender

prince. 1611 BIBLE Jer. vi. y, I haue likened the daughter
of Zion to a comely and delicate [COVERD. fayre and tendre]
woman. 1688 S. PENTON Guardian's Instr. 56 This was
the unhappiness of a delicate Youth, whose great misfor-

tune it was to be worth Two Thousand a Year before he
was One and Twenty.
f5. Fastidious, particular, nice, dainty. Obs.

1568 GRAFTON Chron. II. 88 He was more delicate and
deyntle than became a person being so homely appareled.

1649 ^ Pp REVN,OLDS Sernt. Hosea Epist. i, I speake with such

plamess, as might commend the matter delivered rather to
the Conscience of a Penitent, then to the fancy of a delicate
hearer. 1673 Rules of Civility 109 Some people being so

delicate, they will not eat after a man has eat with his

Spoon and not wiped it. 17x2 STEELE Spect. No. 493 f 7
You, who are delicate in the choice of your friends and
domestics. 1773 JOHNSON Lett. Mrs. Thrale 21 Sept., The
only things of which we, or travellers yet more delicate,
could find any pretensions to complain, 1796 MORSE Amer.
Geog. II. 561 They are delicate in no part of their dress
but in their hair.

II. Fine: not coarse, not robust, not rough,
not gross.
6. Exquisitely or beautifully fine in texture, make,

or finish ; exquisitely soft, slender, or slight.
1577 B. GOOGE Heresbach"s Husb. m. (1586) 140 Champion

Feeldes and Downes, are best for the delicatest and finest

woolled Sheepe. 1600 J. PORY tr. Leo's Africa H. 237 Their
women are white, having blacke haires and a most delicate
skin. 1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 100 The people . . weare
little clothing, save what is thin and delicate. 1756 BURKE
Subl. <$ B. iv. xvi, It is the delicate myrtle . . it is the vine,
which we look on as vegetable beauties. 1800 tr. Lagrange's
Ckem. II. 188 A salt . . under the form of exceedingly deli-

cate needles. 1825 J. NEAL Bro. Jonathan III. 175 The
delicate gauze over her bosom shook, 1870 LOWELL Stndy
Wind. (1886) 38 Delicatest sea-ferns.

b. Fine "or exquisite in quality or nature.
a 1533 LD. BERNERS Gold. Bk. M. Aurel. (1546) M vij b,

Such as are of a delicate bloudde, haue not soo much sol-

licitude as the rustical people. 1610 SHAKS. Temp. i. ii. 272
Thru wast a Spirit too delicate To act her earthy, and
abhord commands, a 1631 DONNE Paradoxes (1652)47 Nor
is it because the delicatest blood hath the best spirits. 1794
S. WILLIAMS r>rwo#*ng Like most ofourdelicatepleasures
it is not to be enjoyed but in the cultivated state. 1858
HAWTHORNE Fr. fy It. Jrnls. (1872) I. 9 All the dishes were
very delicate. 1863 GEO. ELIOT Romola n. vi, The meats
were likely to be delicate, the wines choice. 1886 RUSKIN
Praeferita I. vi. 186 My father liked delicate cookery, just
because he was one of the smallest and rarest eaters.

C. Fine in workmanship ; finely or exquisitely
constructed.

1756 J. WARTON Ess. Pope (1782) I. vi. 301 My chief reason
for quoting these delicate lines. 1870 EMERSON Soc. ff Solit.^

C&wrWIu. (Bohn) III. 91 We are delicate machines, and
require nice treatment to get from us the maximum of

power and pleasure.

d. Of colour: Of a shade which is not strong or

glaring ; soft, tender, or subdued.
1822 PRAED Poems, Lillian 1. 12 And wings of a warm and

delicate hue, Like the glow of a deep carnation. 1860
TYNDALL Glac. \. xi. 83 The hole . . [in] the snow was filled

with a delicate blue light.

7. So fine or slight as to be little noticeable or

difficult to appreciate ;
subtle in its fineness.



DELICATE.

1691 URVDEN S/. Krremonfs Ess. 130 He leaves to be
discerned a dclir;ite inclination for the Conspirators. 1700
DRYDKN Fables Prcf. (Globe) 498 The French have a high
value for them [turns of wuiiK) . . they are often what they
call delicate, when theyare inlroduc'd with judgment. 1848
MACAULAY Hist. Eng. II. 71 Caiharine often told the king
plainly what the Protestant lords of the council only dared
to hint in the most delicate phrases. 1855 |!AIS Senses
V Int. ii. i. t 23 Discrimination of the most delicate differ-

ences is an indispensable qualification.

8. So fine or tender as to be easily damaged ;

lender, fragile ; easily injured or spoiled.
1568 TILNF.Y Disc. Marlage E

ij b, A good name . . is so
delicate a thing in a woman, that she must not onely be
good, but likewise must apeerc so. 1604 SHAKS. Oth. i. ii.

74 Thou hast . . Abus'd her delicate Youth, with Drugs or
Minerals. 1664 EVELYN Kal. llort. (1729) 193 The Nectarine
and like delicate mural-Fruit. 1834 MKDWIN Angler in
Wales I. 75 Hut they [trout] are so delicate that they will
not keep, und must be eaten the day they are killed. 1893
H. DALZIEL Dis. Dogs (ed.

j) 104 It [cropping] is cruel . . in

exposing one of the most delicate organs to the effects of
cold, u.i, sand, and dirt.

b. Tender or feeble in constitution ; very sus-

ceptible to injury; liable to sickness or disease;

weakly, not strong or robust.
c 1400 Lnnfranc's Cirtirg. 391 If he be a delicat man or a

feble drie hem with fumygaciouns maad of pulpa coloquin-
tada. 1574 HELLOWES Gueuara's Fain. Ep. (1577) 184 The
old man is delicate and of small strength. 1665 SIR T.
HERBERT TravAid^ 164 The excess [in bathing] doubtless
weakens the Body, by making it soft and delicate, and sub-

ject to colds. 1789 W. BUCIIAN Dont. Med. (1790)93 Robust
persons are able to endure either cold or heat better than
the delicate. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. IV. 532 The
Princess .. was then in very delicate health. 1893 H. DAL-
IIEL Dis. DogsffA. 3) 73 Dogs of a delicate constitution and
unused to rough it.

9. fig. Presenting points
which require nice and

skilful handling; critical; ticklish.

1741 HUME Ets.J'artiet Gt. Brit, init., Thejust balance be-
tween the republican and monarchical part of our constitu-
tion is really, in itself, so extremely delicate and uncertain,
that [etc.]. 1777 BURKE Let. Sheriffs SrisMWks. 1843 I.

215 These delicate points ought to be wholly left to the
crown. 1779 FORREST I'oy. N. Guinea 315, I informed him
it was a delicate affair, advising him to say nothing about
it. 1803 WELLINGTON in Gurw. Desp. II. 8, I saw clearly
that Annul Rao's situation was delicate. 1860 MOTLEY
Netherl. (18681 1. vii. 443 His mission was a delicate one.

HI. Endowed with fineness of appreciation or
execution.

10. Exquisitely fine in power of perception, feel-

tafii appreciation, etc. ; finely sensitive.
a 1533 LD. BERNERS Gold. Bk. M. Aurel. (1546) E iij, He

was But of tender age, and not of great delycate vnderstand-

ynge. 1581 PETTIE Guazzo's Civ. Com, n. (1586) 94 b. To
their delicate cards to hcare what men saie, they lacke [etc.].
c 1680 BEVEIIIXIE Srrni. (1729) I. 338 Then our minds . .

would be always kept in so fine, so delicate a temper. 1711
SI-EKLE Spect. No. 2 f 3 A very delicate Observer of what
occurs to him in the present World. 1856 RUSKIN Mod.
Paint. IV. v. v. 5 A delicate ear rejoices in the slighter and
more modulated passages of sound. 1875 MANNING Mission
H. Ghost \. 36 Let us leam then to have a delicate conscience.

b. Of instruments : So finely made or adjusted
as to be responsive to very slight influences ; finely
sensitive.

i8n IMISON Sc. t, Aril. 34 Very delicate balances are not

only useful in nice experiments [etc.], 1849 MRS. SOMER-
VILLE Connect. Phys. Sc. xxxvi. 386 A structure so delicate
that it would have made the hundredth part of a degree
evident. 1871 B. STEWART Heat $ 193 Our instruments are
doubtless very delicate, but . . the most refined apparatus
is far less sensitive for dark heat than the eye is for light.

11. Endowed with
exquisitely

fine powers of ex-

pression or execution ; finely skilful.

1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesie i. viii. (Arb.) 33 Horace the
most delicate of all the Romain Lyrickes. 1604 SHAKS. Oth.
iv. i. 199, I do but say what she is : so delicate with her
needle: an admirable Musitian. 1611 TIH-KM TK . i'M. Trag.
n. i. Wks. 1878 I. 43 O thou'rt a most delicate, sweete,
eloquent villaine. 1780 COWPER Table T. 653 Pope . . (So
nice his ear, so delicate his touch) Made poetry a mere me-
chanic art. 1884 Public Opinion n July 52/1 The artist is at
his best, at his delicatest and subtlest, m his water-colours,

t b. Characterized by skilful action ; finely in-

genious. Obs.

1577 B. GOOGE HiresbacKs Ifusb. n. (1586) 76 An other
more dclicater way he speakcth of, which is . . laying the
braunches in baskettes of earth . . obtaining Rootes betwivic
the very fruite and the toppes. 1605 SHAKS. Lear iv. vi.

188 It were a delicate stratagem to shoo A Troope of Horse
with Felt. 1673 R. HEAD Canting Acad. n The Budge it

is a delicate trade.

12. Finely sensitive to what is becoming, proper,
or modest, or to the feelings of others.

1634, SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 103 Her . . admirable beautie,
a delicate spirit, sweet behaviour and charitable acts surpass-
ing child-hood. 17*1 TICKELL LifeofAddison in Hr

ks., Mr.
Adclison. .was. .too delicate to take any part of that [praise]
which belonged to others. 1768 STERNE Sent, jfotim. 1 1778)
II. 201 (Case ofDelicacy) We were both too delicate to com-
municate what we felt to each other upon the occasion. 1836
J. GILBERT Chr. Afoneni. ix. (1852) 260 Appearances of a

just ground for the imputation are so unambiguous that it

were treason to truth to be delicate.

b. Of actions, etc. : Showing or characterized

by feelings of delicacy or modesty.
1818 JAS. MILL firit. Imiiti II. iv. vii. 242 All parties re-

commended a delicate anil liberal treatment. 183* HT.
MARTINEAU Ella ofGar. viii. 103 It would not have been

delicate, I warrant, Mr. Angus. 1887 F. M. CRAWFORD
P. Patiiffll. Silt was evident from her few words and from
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the blush which accompanied them that this was a delicate
sulnect.

IV. Comb., as delicate-footed, -handed, -looking

adjs.
1855 TENNYSON Maud \. viii. n The snowy banded, dilet-

tante Delicate-handed priest. 1870 BRYANT Ilitut 1. ix. 393
A delicate-footed dame.
B. sb.

t 1. a. One addicted to a life of luxury, b. One
who is dainty or fastidious in his tastes. Obi.

1381 WYCLIF fsa. xlvii. 8 Now here thou these thingus,
thiiu delicat, and dwellende trosteli. 1381 llaruck iv. 36
My delicatis [Vulg. delicali mei] or nurshid in delicit,
walkiden sharp weies. 1603 HOLLAND Plutarch1

* Mor. 361
(k.) If Lucullus were not a waster and a delicate given to

belly-cheare. 1709 ADDISON Taller No. 148 T 4 The Rules
among these false Delicates are to be as Contradictory as

they can lie to Nature.

2. A thing that gives pleasure (usually in //.) :

t a. gen. A luxury, delight. Obs.
c 1450 tr. De Imitatione I. xxiv, Than shal be flesshe pat

hap l>en in aflliccion, ioy much more ban he bat hap be
norisshed in dclicats. 1489 CAXTON Faytei ofA. lit. xix.
3ii For to knowe and acquyre connyng scoters hauc lefte
and layde asydc ryhesscs, delicates and al eases of body.
"539 CRANMEE in Slrype Life 11. (1694) 247 Such as. .repute
for their chief delicates the disputation of high questions.
'593 SiiAKS.3 Hen. VI, u. v. 51. 1598 BARCKLKV Felic. Man\l.
(1603)345 The pompe and delicates used by the great estates
of other ages. 1637 RUTHERFORD Lett. (1802) T. 347 There
is no reason that His comforts be too cheap, seeing they are
delicates. 1741 YOUNG AY, Th. viii. 819 Her ncctareous cup,
Mixt up of delicates for ev'ry sense.

b. A choice viand ; a dainty, delicacy.
c 1450 Merlin 6 Yef we hadde but a mossell brede, we

haue more ioye and delyte than ye haue with alle the

delicatys of the worlde. 15x6 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531)
70 b, To be admytted to the kynges owne table, and to taste
of his deyntyue delycates. 1650 W. BROUCH Sacr. Print.

(1659) 226 Hunger cooks all meats to delicates. 1676 SHAD-
WELL yirtuoto lit, Cheshire-cheese.. seems to be great
delicate to the palate of this animal. 1710 STF.ELE Taller
No. 351 F4 Reflections, .which add Delicates to the Feast
of a good Conscience. i8jo KEATS Ere St. Arties x v\i,
These delicates he heap'd with glowing hand On golden
dishes. 1870 MORRIS Earthly Par. 1. 1. 204 And many such
a delicate As goddesses in old time ate.

fc. Of a person: The delight, joy, darling. Obs.

rare 1
.

1531 ELYOT G<rv. in. xxiv, The Emperour Titus. .for his

lemynge and vertue, was named the delicate of the worlde
[ti/nttr et delicix humani generis\

t Delicate, v. rare. Obs. [f. DELICATE a.]
To render delicate.

1614 W. B. Philosopher's Banquet (ed. 2) 69 They doe
dillicate and mollifie the flesh.

Hence De-licated///. a.

1851 MRS. BROWNING Casa Cuidi Windows 125 These
delicated muslins rather seem Than be, you think?

Delicately (de-lik<*tli), adv. [f. DELICATE a. +
-LT 2

.] In n delicate manner.

t L In a way that gratifies the senses, esf. the

palate ; sumptuously, luxuriously ; daintily, fasti-

diously. Obs.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. v. 184 Drynke noujte ouer delicatly
ne to

depe noyther. ibid. B. xiv. 350 He . . doth hym nou^te
dyne delycatly ne drynke wyn oft. 1435 MISYN FireofLore.
36 pat I wald not abyde bot wher Irnyght be delicately
fed. 1555 EDEN Decades 117 Bores fleshe wherwith they
fedde them selues dilycately. 1576 FLEMING Panofil. Efist.
293 You have received mee honorably, sumptuously and
delicatly. 1611 BIBLK i Tim. v. 6 She that liueth in plea-
sure [margin, delicately] is dead while she liueth. 1650 JER.
TAYLOR Holy Lning ii. 5 i. 57 Eat not delicately or nicely.

b. With enervating or weakening luxury or in-

dulgence ; effeminately, tenderly.
1381 WYCLIF Prop. xxix. 21 Who delicatli {delicate} fro

childbed nurshith his seruaunt, afterward shal feelen hym
vnobeisaunt. 1551 HULOET, Delicately, laute, molliter,
tnuliebriter. 1856 EMERSON Eng. Traits, Char. Wks.
(Bohn) II. 58 The young coxcombs of the Life Guards deli-

cately brought up. 1893 H. DALZIEL Dis. Dogs (ed. 3) 38 Not
so liable to attacks of cold as the more delicately reared.

2. fa. In a way that gives pleasure or delight ;

delightfully, beautifully (**.). b. 'With soft

elegance' (J.) ; with exquisite or graceful fineness,

softness, etc. Opposed to coarsely.

1577-87 HOLINSHED Ireland an. 1535 (R.) He was . . dcli-

catehe in each limb featured. 1698 FRYER Ace. K. Imlia

4 P. 190 The Moors build with Stone and Mortar .. making
small shew without, but delicately contrived within. 173^
POPE Ef. Lady 43 Ladies . . Tis to their Changes half their

charms we owe; Fine by defect, and delicately weak.

i7oo-7 tr. yuan tr Ulloa's Voy. (ed. 3) I.
54^

The fox here
is not much bigger than a large cat ; but delicately shaped.
1811 CLARE I'ill. Minstr. II. 61 Ye cowslips, delicately pale.

1848 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. II. 407 The more delicately or-

ganised mind of Halifax. 1876 GEO. ELIOT Dan Der. III.
xxxv. 39 The delicately-wrought foliage of the capitals.

8. Softly, lightly ; with light or delicate touch,

gently; with delicacy of feeling. Opposed to

roughly.
1611 BIBLE i Sam. xv. 33 And Agag came vnto him deli-

cately [CovBRD. tenderly, Genev. pleasantly]. 1677 S. LEF.

Triumph ofMercy in Spurgeon Treat. Dor. Ps. cv. 19-31
Joseph s feet were hurt in irons, to fit him to tread more
delicately in the King's Palace. 1815 J. NEAL Bro, Jona.
than III. 318 Death in his great mercy, .had breathed upon
it very delicately. 1845 M. PATTISON Ess. (1880) I. 19 The
thorny subject which they were delicately shunning in their
conversation. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. hrtg. IV. 411 Blame
which, though delicately expressed, was perfectly intel-

ligible.

DELICIATE.

4. In a way that is sensitive or responsive to the

slightest influences; sensitively; with nice exactness.

1791 MRS. RADCLIH-K Rom. Forfit i, Whose mind was
delicately sensible to the Waulies of nature. 1793 BEDDOU
Calculus 195 The lcal degree of heat then produces the
roost violent effects upon the fibres thus delicately irritable.

1841 S. LOVER Handy Andy xx. 179 A very delicately-
balanced Kale of etiuuetle. 1879 Ctutelfs Teflin. I: Jin. I

187 How delicately the adjustment of the pressure can be
made with this apparatus.

Delicateness (dc-likAnes). (f.
as prec. +

-NESS.] The quality of being delicate, delicacy.
I The opposite of roughness, coarseness, grossness.

1530 PALSGR. 212/3 Dc\ycatcnc**e,/riand'iit. 155* HULOCT,
Dclicatencs, mollicia, mollifies, Hiuliebritas. 1555
Decades 49 They fynde the lyke softenes or delicatenes to
bee in herbes. 1598 STOW Sun: x. (1603) So They which
delight in delicalenesse may he satisfied with as delicate
dishes there as may be found elsewhere. 1611 BIBLE Dent
xxviii. 56 The tender and delicate woman .. which would
not aduenture to set the sole of her foote vpon the ground,
for delicatenesse and tenderneue. 1670-98 I.ASSKLS \'oy.

Italy Prcf. 19 Any young traveller should leave behind him
. . all delicateness and effeminateness. 1676 Trans. Crl.

Spain 31 The delicateness of our Young Prince suffered him
not to bear the Fatigue. 1717 BRADLEY fam. Diet. t. v.

EfHefty, Young Children are more subject to the Falling-
Sickness . . by Reason of the Delicateness of the Nerves.

1873 Daily films 31 Aug., To borrow the delicalenea of

[this] French idiom.

II Delicatesse ;delikate-s). [mod.F. cUlicaltsst

(1564 in Hatzf.', f. cUlicat DELICATK : cf. It. deli-

catesza, and older pop. F. words like justesse,
vilesst, etc.] Delicacy.
1698 VANBRUCH Prav. Wife I. ii. 150 But I have too much

tit-titattsse to make a practice on 't. 1704 SWIFT T. Tub ii.

40 All which required abundance otfintsse and delicatesse
to manage with advantage. 1706 FARQUHAR Recruit. Ojjf.

Epil., The French found it a little too rough for their deli-
falette. iBu SYD. DoHELL Balder xxv. 186 Let delicatesse
Weave his thin cuticle, and mesh him in.

t De'licative, a. Obs. In 5 delyoaty f. [a.

QV.deIicatif,-ive, dainty, exquisite.] Of the nature
of delicacies ; dainty.
1491 CAXTOH Vitas Pair. (W. de W. 1495) v. iii. 337 b/3

Scene no metes oucr delyc>
-ous ne delycatyt

t De-licatude. Obs. rare. - DEUCATBNESS.
1717 BAILEY II, Delicatude, deliciousncss. 177$ in ASH.

t Deli'ce. Obs. Forms: 3-7 delioe, 3-6 -yoe,
4 -Ijss, 5 -in, -ys, -yse ; //. 3-7 deliees, 4-5 -ici,

4 -leys, s -yoys, 5-6 -yces. [a. OF. Jelict masc.
: L. delirium, and OF. delicts fern. pi. : L. delicur,

-as, delight, pleasure, charm ; f. deliffrt to allure,

entice, delight. (The L. words have the form of
the neuter sing, and fern. pi. of an adj. *dclicius

charming, alluring. L. had also the fem. sing.

dflicia, whence It. delizia, Sp., Pg. delicia delight.]
1. Delight, pleasure, jov, enjoyment.
a i*s Ancr. K. 340 Vor his deliees, he seiS, beo9 forto

wunien per. __'Kt delicie mee cum nliis hominum.' 1381
WYCLIF Gfn. ii. 8 The Lord God had plawntid paradise of
delice fro bigynnyng. 1430 LYUG. Chron. Troy in. xxviii,

Causinge the ayre enuyron be dclyse To resemble a very

paradyse. 1435 MISYN Fire of l.m-e 96 Je delis of endles
lufe. 1450-1530 Myrr. our Ladye 174 In thy delyces holy
mother of God. 1614 T. ADAMS Derifs Banquet 3 If she
discouers the greene and gay flowers of delice. 1656 JIB
TAYLOR in FourC. Eng. Lett. 104 My deliees were really
in seeing you severe and unconcerned. 1685 EVELYN Mrs.
Godolphin 47 The love of God and deliees of Religion.

b. spec. Sensual or worldly pleasure; voluptu-
ousness.
a 1115 Ancr. R. 368 pet heo gleowcdc & gomede .. &

liuede in deliees? 1340 Ayenb. 24 pe guodes of hap bye|

he saith, and counte we deliees claye. 153* MORE Confut.
Tindalt Wks. 535/3 Panic sayde of wanton wiedowcs, that
the wiedow which liueth in delyces, is dead euen whyle she
liueth. 1669 GALE Crt. Gentiles i. m. x. 106 No smooth and
effeminate deliees for itching ears.

2. Something that affords pleasure ; a delight.
14- P'l. Kel. 4 L. Poems (1866) 248 To don hym sonre

was here delys {rime prysj. 1(64 HAWARD Entrofiut vii.

73 Hee was called the love and deliees of mankynde. 1664
EVELYN tr. Frearfs Archil. Ep. Ded. 15 S. Germain's and
Versailles, which were then the ordinary residence and de-
Itces of the King. 1779 SWINBURNE Trav. Spain xxxiv. (T.),

Zehra, with all its dchces, b erased from the lace of the earth.

b. A dainty, delicacy.
1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 195 b/i She had no thynge but

barly brede and sometvme lienes, the whiche . . she ete for alle

delyces. 1599 Burn* Dyets drie Dinner A a viij, There
with Gates, Deliees, Tabacco, Mell. i<> C. B. STAPVLTON
Herodian 91 Whence, .many Fragrant Spices Are brought
to us, as rare and choise Deliees.

H Spenser stresses dc'lices, perhaps by confusion
with DELICTES.

1590-6 SFENSER F. Q. ll. v. 28 And now he has pourd out
his ydle mynd In daintie deliees, and lavish joyes. Ibid.
iv. x. 6 An island strong, Abounding all with deliees most
rare. Ibid. v. iii. 40.

t Delrciate, v. Obs. rare. (Formed after OF.
dtlicUr ( 1 3-i6th c.), trans, to rejoice, refl. to enjoy
oneself, feast, med.L. delidari to feast, f. L. delicia,

-K : see DKLICE, and -ATE :t

.]

1. intr. To take one's pleasure, enjoy oneself,

revel, luxuriate.

1633 A. H. Fartkeneia Sacra iS iR.) When Flora a dis-

21*



DELICIES.

posed to deliciate with her minions. 1678 CI'DWOBTH Intell.

Syst. 811 These Evil Demons therefore did as it were Deli-

ciate and Epicurize in them.

2. trans. To fill with delight, render delightful,

delight.
1658 R. FRANCK North. Mem. (1821) 77, 1 perceive you dis-

ordered, but not much deliciated. Ibid. 122 Whilst the

birds harmoniously deliciat the air.

t De'licies, sb. pi. Ohs. rare. [ad. L. delicisf^

-as: cf. DELICE.] = DELICES, delights; joys;
dainties.

1597 ist Pt. Return fr. Parnass. \\. m. iv. 1355 Inspire
me streight with some rare delicies, Or lie dismount thee

from thy radiant coach. 1607 WALKINGTON Opt. Glass 9
Charon and Atropos are com'd to call me away from my
delicies.

t Delicio'sity. Obs. rare. In 5 -iosite,

-iousite, diliciousite. [f. DELICIOUS or its L.

or Fr. equivalent. A med.L. *deliciositds and OF.
*deliciou$et were prob. used, though not yet re-

gistered.] The quality of being delicious, or of

affording delight ;
concr. something in which this

quality is embodied ;
a delicacy, a luxury.

c 1440 Gesta Rom. Ixiii, 274 (Harl. MS.) IVj abide still

with J?e deliciousites. Ibid.^ As ofte as the flessh is ouercome
with diliciousites. c 1449 PECOCK Repr. 255 To speke and
write tho wordis in sum gaynes and bewte or in sum deli-

ciosite.

Delicious (d/li-Jas), a. Also 4-6 -yci-, -icy-,

-ycy-, -ous, -owse, dilicious(e, 5 dylycy-, 6 de-

licius, di-, 6-7 delitious, 7 delishous. [a. OF.
and Anglo-Fr. delicious (later F. delicieus, -eux}

Pr. delicios, Sp. delicioso, It. dettzioso, ad. late L.

delicios-us delicious, delicate (Augustine), f. L. de-

licia, -K : see DELICE and -ous.]
1. Highly pleasing or delightful ; affording great

pleasure or enjoyment.
In mod. use, usually less dignified than *

delightful ', and

expressing an intenser degree and lower quality of pleasure.
c 1300 A". Alts. 38 Theo wondres, of worm and best, Deli-

ciouse h:t is to lest, c 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. n. iii. 36 pise
ben faire binges . . and only while J>ei ben herd, .bei ben de-

liciouse. c 1534 tr. Pol. Verg. Etig. Hist. (Camden) I. 20

Plenti of delkius rivers, pleasauntHe wateringe there feldes.

163* LITHGOW Trav, v, 222 A Delicious incircling Harbour,
inclos'd within the middle of the Towne. <zi66x FULLER
Worthies (ifyo} III. 283 [Guy's Cliff] a most delicious place,
so that a man in many miles riding cannot meet so much
variety, as there one furlong doth afford. 1742 COLLINS

Eclog. i. 24 Each gentler ray, delicious to your eyes. 1824
DIBDIN Libr. Comp. 611 A delicious array of Miltonic trea-

sures. 1861 O'CuBRV MS. Materials Anc. Irish Hist. 263
The delicious strains of the harp. 1879 FARRAR St. Paul
(1883) 349 A green delicious plain.

b. Intensely amusing or entertaining.
1643 MILTON Apol. Smect. viii. Wks. (1847) 92/1 Deli-

cious ! he had that whole Beyie at command whether in

Morrice or at May-pole ;
whilst I . . left so impoverish'd

of what to say, as to turn my Liturgy into my Lady's
Psalter. 1851 RUSKIN Stones Ven. (1874) I. App. 362 The
strut of the foremost cock, lifting one leg at right angles to

the other, is delicious. 1853 KINGSLEY Hypatia. vi. (1879) 71
A delicious joke it would have been.

2. Highly pleasing or enjoyable to the bodily
senses, esp. to the taste or smell ; affording exquisite
sensuous or bodily pleasure.
1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 9287 t>at savour sal be ful plen-

teuouse, And swasweteand swa delicious, c 1400 MAUNDEV.
(Roxb.) xv. 71 Ane ober maner of drinke gude and delicious.

r 1440 York Myst. xxix. 76 Itt is licoure full delicious.
f 153* DEWES Introd. Fr. in Palsgr. 921 A quyete slepe is

right necessary and delycious. 1548 HALL Chron. 230 b,
In the same delicious climate. 1634 SmT. HERBERT Trav.
183 Bananas or Plantanes. .the fruite. -gives a most delicious
taste and rellish. 1667 MILTON P. L. n. 400 The soft deli-

cious Air. 1732 BERKELEY Alciphr. i. i We walked under
the delicious shade of these trees. 1847 EMERSON Repr.
Men, Uses Gt. Men Wks. (Bohn) I. 274 In Valencia the
climate is delicious. 1850 L. HUNT Autobiog, n. x. 31 There
is something in the word delicious which may be said to

comprize a reference to every species of pleasant taste.

f3. Characterized by or tending to sensuous in-

dulgence ; voluptuous, luxurious. Obs.
a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter ix. 6 Deliciouse affecciouns of

flescly lust, a 1450 Knt. de la Tour (1868) 54 The flesshe
is tempted by delicious metes and drinkes, the whiche bene
leteres and kindelers of the brondes of lecherye. 1563
Homilies \\. Fasting\. (1859)280 An abstinence, .from all de-
licious pleasures and delectations worldly. 1632 LITHGOW
Trav. I. 22 Forsaking the delicious lives of the effeminate
Affricans. 1651-3 JER. TAYLOR Sernt. for Year < 1678) 339
The habitual Intemperance which is too commonly annexed
to festival and delicious Tables.

fb. Of persons: Addicted to sensuous indul-

gence ; voluptuous, luxurious, dainty. Obs.

1393 GOWER Con/. III. 33 If that thou understode, What
is to ben delicious, Thou woldest nought ben curious, c 1450
Miroitr Saluacioitn 914 Of mete nor drinke was sho neure
yhit diliciouse. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg: 116/2 Thyse
monckes ben ouer delycious. 1530 PALSGR. 309/2 Delyciouse,
daynty mouthed or delycate. 1598 SYLVESTER Du Bartas
n. i. Eden (1641) 84/1 Idleness . . Defiles our body, Yea
sobrest men it makes dilicious. 1680 MORDEN Geog. Rect.

(1685)71 The Gentry are . .Costly in their Apparel, Delicious
in their Diet. 1681 W. ROBERTSON Phraseol. Gen. (1693*448
A delicious mouth or palate.

Deliciously (d/li-Jssir, adv.
[f. prec. -f- -LY 2.]

In a delicious manner.
1. So as to afford intense pleasure ; delightfully.
c 1386 CHAUCER Sqr.'s T. 71 Herknynge hise Mynstrals

hir thynges pleye Beforn hym at the bord deliciously. 1485

162

CAXTON Clias. Gt. 19 He . . repayred the places ryght de-

lycyously. 1747 CARTE Hist. Eng. I. 577 ^ cost being
spared either to purchase the greatest rarities, or to dress

them deliciously. 175(3
A. YOUNG Trav. France 259 There

was something so deliciously amiable in her character. 1863
E. C. CLAYTON Queens of Song II. 322 Her voice was in-

variably pure, true, and deliciously sweet. 1865 LIVING-

STONE Zambesi v. 106 The air was deliciously cool. 1883
Manch. Exam. 19 Dec. 5/3 The explanation is deliciously

grotesque.

b. With intense delight or enjoyment.
1696 STANHOPE Chr. Pattern:(i7ii) 290 Yet does He.. im-

portune us to sit and eat deliciously with him. 1706 Reflex,

upon Ridicule 239 He deliciously imbibes the Elegies that

are given him. 1790 SOUTHEY Lave Elegies iv, O'er the page
of Love's despair, Sly Delia bent deliciously to grieve. 1864
SKEAT UhlantCs Poems 294 Beneath its shade he oft would
sit And dream deliciously.

t 2. Luxuriously, voluptuously, sumptuously.
1303 R. BRUNNE Handl. Synne 207 1. 6617 Anober spyce

ys yn glotonye, To ete ouer delycyusly. 1:1340 HAMPOLE
Prose Tr. iii. 6 A jonge man . . vn-chastely and delycyousely

lyfande and full of many synnys. c 1400 Rom. Rose 6729 If

he have peraventure . . Lyved over deliciously. 1557 N, T.

(Genev.) Luke xvi. 19 A certayne ryche man, which . . fared

deliciously euery day. 1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 102 The
King . . deliciously tooke his pleasure. 1690 J. PALMER in

Andros Tracts I. 54 Did his Excellency lye upon Beds of

Down, and fare DeHshously every day ? a 1800 COWPER Iliad

(ed. 2) xxiv. 56 The lion . . Makes inroad on the flocks, that

he may fare Deliciously at cost of mortal man.

f 3. With fondness, fondly. Obs.

c 1400 Test. Love i. (1560) 275 b/2 She [Love] gan delici-

ously mee comfort with sugred words, a 1440 Found. St.

Barthol. 61 His hors, that so deliciously he louyd, and so

negligently hadde lost. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 143 b/i
An heremyte . . reteyned nothyng but a catte wyth whyche
he playde ofte and helde it in -his lappe delyciously.

Deliciousness (d/lrjasnes). [f.
as prec. +

-NESS.]
1. The quality of being delicious, or highly

pleasing (now esp. to the senses) : see the adj.

1398 TREVISA Barth. DeP, R. vi. xxiii. (1495) 213 Delycy-
ousnes of all that is sette on the borde. c 1400 Test. Love
Prol. (1560) 271 b/2 Many men there been, that with eeres

openly sprad, so moch swalowen the deliciousnesse ofjestes
and of ryme. 159* SHAKS. ROM. % Jul. \\. vi. 12 The sweet-

est honey Is loathsome in its owne deliciousnesse. a 1652

J. SMITH Sel. Disc, \, 12 There is an inward sweetness and
deliciousness in divine truth, which no sensual mind can
taste or relish. 1751 JOHNSON Rambler No. 127 F 4 The delici-

ousness of ease commonly makes us unwilling to return to

labour. 1860 HAWTHOKNE MarbleFann xxiv, There was a

deliciousness in it that eluded analysis.

fb. (with//.) A delight. Obs.

1749 BP. LAVINGTON Enthits. Meth. $ Papists (1754} I. 57
A Woman quite deserted, and the Vein of her Spiritual
Deliciousnesses dried up in her Aridities.

f2. Voluptuousness, luxurionsness, luxury. Obs.

c 1440 Gesta Rom. \. xxvi. 101 (Harl, MS.) He folowithe
deliciousnes of the fleshe. 1579 LYLY Enpknes (Arb.) 179
Philautus, hath giuen puer himselfe to all deliciousnesse,

desiring, .to be dandled in the laps of Ladyes. 1580 NORTH
Plutarch (1676) 37 He thought . . to banish out of the

City all insolency, envy, covetousness, and deliciousness.

1650 JER. TAYLOR Holy Living (1727) 242 Do not seek for

deliciousness and sensible consolations in the actions of

religion.

f 3. Fondness for what gives pleasure. Obs.

1548 UDALL, etc. Erastn. Par. Liike xvi. 25 So great was
the deliciousnes of thy mouth.

t Deli'City. Obs. rare. In 5 -ycyte. [A non-

etymological formation from DELICE : see -ITY.]

Deliciousness, delightfulness.
c 1485 Digby Myst. (1882) in. 72 Martha, ful [of] bewte and

of delycyte. Ibid. in. 2039 And have fed me with fode of
most delycyte.

Delict (d/li-kt). [ad. L. delict-urn fault, offence,

crime, prop, snbst. use of neuter sing, of pa. pple. of

'delinqufre to fail, commit a fault : see DELIN-

QUENT.] A violation of law or right ;
an offence,

a delinquency.
15*3 in W. H. Turner Select. Rec. Oxford 43 Their delicts

and offenses. 1594 PARSONS Confer. Success, n. ix. 209 In
al criminal affayres and punishing of delictes. 1613 R. C.
Table Alph. 'ed. $\ Delicte, fault, small offence. 1649 JER.
TAYLOR Gt. Exentp. n. ix. 117 When the Supreme Power
either hath not power to punish the delinquent, or may
misse to have notice of the delict. 01734 NORTH Exam. n.

v- 43 ( I74) 34 Whereby the proper Officer may be

brought to answer for the Delict. 1832 AUSTIN Jurispr.
(1879) I. 44 Acts, forbearances and omissions which are viola-

tions of rights or duties are styled delicts, injuries or offences.

1871 MARKBY Elem, Laiv 157 The French code . . is no
more explicit on the subject of delicts than Blackstone on
the subject of civil injuries to which they correspond.

b. In flagrant delict', transl. Lat. in flagrante
delicto, Fr. en flagrant dtlit, in the very act of com-

mitting the offence.

[1772 yunins Lett. Ixviii. (1875) 327/1 A person . . taken in

fiagrante delicto^ with the stolen goods upon him, is not
bailable.] 1820 SCOTT Ivankoe xxxvi, Taken in the flagrant
delict by the avowal of a crime contrary to thine oath. 1837
SIR F. PALGRAVE Merck, fy FriardKw) 121 Cases of flagrant
delict . . required no other trial than the publicity . . of the
fact. 1892 G. S. LAYARD Life C. Keene L 4 [She] resorted
to all the time-honoured means of catching scholars in

flagrant delict.

Delictnal (d/li-ktiwal), a. rare. [f. DELICT
or L. delictum, after effectual, etc.] Of or belong-
ing to a delict.

1875 POSTE Gains n. Comm. (ed. 3! 303 Both Mora . . and
Mala fide possessio have a delictual character.

DELIGHT.

t Belie, delye, a. Obs. rare. [a. F. delit

(i3th c. in Hatzf.), early ad. L. delicat-us, on the

analogy of popular formations like plieatus, plig,

(As a living word delicatus passed through to

deVcato, Sp. delgado, Cat. and Pr. delgat,Ql
f
. delgitt,

detgit, deljt*, mod.F. dial, deuge^ dougt. A third

and still later adaptation is dtlicat : see DELICATE.)]
Delicate, fine.

c 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. i. J. 5 Her clobes weren maked of

ry}t delye bredes. c 1425 Govt. Lordschipes 88 Ffor delye
binge ys more worth ban greet, and bynne more worth ban
f>ycke. [1692 COLES, Delyt little. Old word. Hence in Ker-

sey, Bailey, Ash, etc.]

Deligated (de-lighted), ///. a. Surg. [f. L.

deligdt-tts bound fast (see next) + -ED.] Tied with
a ligature, as an artery.
1840 R. LISTON Elem. Surg. (ed. 2^ 204 The immediate

effect of a tightly-drawn ligature is to divide the internal
and middle coats at the deligated point 1859 TODD Cycl.
Anat. V. 330/1 With deligated salivary ducts.

Deligation (delig^-fan). [ad. L. *deligdtion-
em t

n. cf action from deligdre to bind fast, bind up,
f. DE- I. % + ligare to bind. Cf. mod.F. deligation
in Surgery. In sense 2, taken in sense of med.L.

disligare> OF. deslier, mod.F. dtlier to untie: see

DE- I. 6.]
I. 1. Surg. f a. Bandaging ; a bandage. Obs.

1661 LOVELL Hist. Anim. <$ Min. 340 Byreason of tumours
or deligation. 1676 WISEMAN Surg. (J.), The third intention
is deligation, or retaining the parts so joined together. 1798
W. BLAIR Soldier's Frietid 33 Useful for the temporary de-

ligation of wounds. 1857 DUNGLISON Diet. Med. 282 s.v.

Deligation^ The deligation of wounds formerly embraced
the application of dressings, &c. . .Deligation is hardly ever
used now as an English word.

b. The tying of an artery, etc. with a ligature.
1840 R. LISTON Elem. Snrg. n. (ed. 2) 477 For aneurism at

the angle of the jaw, the point of deligation must in a great
measure depend on the size of the tumour 1884 BRAITH-
WAITE Retrospect Med. LXXXVIII. 22 Deligation of large
Arteries by application of two ligatures, and division of the

Vessel between them.

H. t2. An unbinding, loosening. Obs.

1650 ASHMOLE Ckym, Collect. 73 In such a Dissolution
and naturall Sublimation, there is made a deligation of the

Klements.

tDelrgatnre. Obs. [f.L. deligdre (see prec.),
after ligature : see -UBE.] A bandage.
1610 BARROUGH Meth. Physick in. Hi. (1639) 183 He must

use apt and convenient deligatures and trusses.

Deligent, obs. form of DILIGENT.

Delight (dflart), sb. Forms: 3-6 delit, (3

delijt),4-6 delyt(e, -lite, (5 delytte,6 dellyte),
6- delight. [ME. delit, a. OF. delit (-'/), (

= Pr.

deltetj Sp. deleite, It. diletto\ f. stem of deliter vb.

The etymological delite is found as late as 1590,
but earlier in i6th c. it had generally been sup-

planted by delight, an erroneous spelling after light>

flight, etc.]

1. The fact or condition of being delighted ;

pleasure, joy, or gratification felt in a high degree.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 272 So sone so me . . let bene lust gon in-

ward & delit waxen, a 1240 Ureisnn in Cott. Horn, 201 pe
muchele delit of bine swetnesse. (1340 Cursor M. 8164

(Fairf.)pat hailsed him wi> grete delite. c 1386 CHAUCER
Prol. 335 To lyuen in delit was euere his wone, For he
was Epicurus owene sone. 1559 A/irr. Mag. t Dk. Clar-
em:g xxxix, In study set his hole delite. i6to SHAKS. Temp.
in. ii. 145 Sounds, and sweet aires, that giue delight and
hurt not. 1736 BUTLER Anal. \, iii. 72 The gratification
itselfof every natural passion must be attended with delight.

1793 COLERIDGE Poems, The Rose, He gazed ! he thrilled

with deep delight
!_

1860 TVNDALL Glac. i. v. 38, I had read
with delight Coleridge's poem.

b. Phr. To take or have delight (in a thing, in

doing) to do}.
t To have delight was formerly used as = to desire, Fr.

avoir enztie (see quots. 1470, 1477).
c 1230 Halt Meid. j And habbVS mare delit J^ertu ben

anie o3re habbeS i likinge of be worldc. a 1300 Cursor M.
23339 (Colt.) Bot suld bai haf a gret delite, To se bam setlid

in pair site, t: 1470 HENRY Wallace vin. 1626 The nobill

king . . Had gret delyte this Wallace for to se. 1477 EARL
RIVERS (Caxton) Dictes i, 1 had delyte & axed to rede some
good historye. 1483 CAXTON G. de la Tour D vj, The delite

that men take in the savour and etyng of them, a 1569
KINGESMYLL Conft. Satan (1578) 49 When he hath a delite

in that that he doeth. c 1600 SHAKS. Satin, xxxvii. i As a

decrepit father takes delight To see his active child do deeds
of youth. 1652 J. WRIGHT tr. Camus' Natnre^s Paradox
12 [He] took more delight in Arms than at his Book.

1726 Adv. Capt. R. Boyle 28 Gardening was what I always
took delight in. 1875 JOWETT Plato led. 2) III. 184 The
branch of knowledge . . in which he takes the greatest

delight.

f Hence delight-taking.
1619 W. SCLATER Expos, i Thess. (1630) 468 Pleasure or

delight-taking in the partie loued.

2. Anything in which one takes delight, or which

affords delight ; an object of delight ;
a source of

great pleasure or joy.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 102 fes cos . . is a swetnesse & a delit of

heorte. 1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 269 Bot in his delytis
settes his hert fast, c 1400 MAUNDEV. i Roxb.1 xv. 66 It es a

glace
of delytez. 1598 SHAKS. Merry II'. v. v. 158 Why,

ir John, do you thinke . . that euer the deuill could haue
made you our delight? 1697 DRVDEN Virg. Past. v. 65
Daphnis, the Fields Delight. 1709 POPE Ess. Crit. 124 Be
Homer's works your study and delight. 1848 MACAULAY



DELIGHT. 163 DELINEATE.
Itisi. l:ng. I. ;<;6 The poetry anil elo<|UetKc of Greece had
been the delight of Raleigh and Falkland.

3. The quality (in
onjectsj

which causes delight ;

quality or faculty of delighting ; charm, delightful-
ness. Now only poet.
r 1383 CiiAi'i-F.R /.. '.'. ly". 1199 Diiie, With sadyl red en-

broudit with delyt. 1500-20 I-)L:NHAR Thistie ft Rose 145 No
Hour is so perfyt ,

So full of vertew, plesans and delyt. c 1600
SHAKS. Stntn. rii. 12 Sweets grown common lose their dear

delight. i66a( ii HIUI-H 1'rinc. 38 The Louver at Paris, .with

the delight of the annexed Tuflleries. 1804 WORDSW. Poem,
She was a Phantom of delight When first she gleamed upon
my sight.

Delight (dfbi-t), v. Forms : 3-7 delite, 4-6
delyte, (4 delytte, 4-5 dllyte, 6 delyt

x

, 6 de-

lyght, 6- delight. [ME. Jtlile-n, a. OF. dclitier

(-leitier, -leter, -liter) 1'r., Sp. dcledar, Sp., 1'g.

deleitar, It. delettare, dilettare : L. delectare to

allure, attract, delight, charm, please, freq. of deli-

cfre to entice away, allure : cf. DELICIOUS. The
current erroneous spelling after light, etc. arose in

the 1 6th c., and prevailed about 1575 : the Bible

of 1611 occasionally retained if, fit,-.]

1. trans. To give great pleasure or enjoyment to ;

to please highly. Frequently in pass, (const, milk,

at, f in, or with infin.). Also absol.

< 1300 A'. A Us. 5802 So hy ben delited in that art That
wery nc ben hy neuere cert. ("1374 CHAUCER Anel. * Arc.
266 But for I .. was so besy you to delyte. 1535 FISHER
Wks.( 1876) 366 The loueof this gamedeliteth him so muchc.

1576 FLEMING Panopl. Efist. 151, I am mervelously de-

lighted with merrie conceites. 1594 HOOKER Keel. Pol. \.

(1676) 70 The stateliness of Houses . . delighteth the eye. 1671
RAY jfourn. Low C. 395 The Italians are greatly delighted
in Pictures. 1704 POPE Sfringfti If Windsor-shades delight
the matchless maid. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. HI. 496
Charles, .was delighted with an adviser who had a hundred

pleasant . . things to say. 1873 BLACK 1'r. Thule xxii. 371
If the money belonged to me, I should be delighted to keep
it. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) I. 476, I was quite delighted
-it this notion.

b. rcfi.
= i.

1303 R. BRUNME Handl. Synne 3086 5yf pou delyte pe
oftyn stoundes, Yn horsys, haukys, or yn houndes. c 1340
Cursor M. 1560 (Fairf.t A.mong caymys kyn, J>at delitet

ham al to syn. 1361 LANGL. /*. PI. A. i. 20 Lot . . Dilytede
him in drmke. 1477 EAKL RIVERS (Caxtoni Dictts i

A gentytinan . . whiche gretly delited hym in alle vertuouse
. .thynges. 1611 BIBLE Ps. cxix. 16, 1 will delight myselfe in

thy statutes. 1634 SIR!'. HERBERT Trav. 109 He: has many

pleasure to delight himself and to be the delight of others.

2. inlr. (for re/I.} To be highly pleased, take

great pleasure, rejoice : a. in or to do (anything^.

Yet hath he made lewde folke delyte To serue yow. a 1450
Le Morte Arth. 3717 Suche we haue delyted in. 1535 JOHN
AP RICE in Four C. Ext;. Lett. 33 He delited moche in

flaying
at dice and carucs. 1548 HALL Citron. 201 b. An

nne,wherein he delighteo^ muche to be. 1605 SHAKS. Macb.
ii. Hi. 55 The labour we delight in physicks paine. 1611 BIBLE
Ps. Ixviii. 30 Scatter thou the people that delite in warre.

1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 16 They delight to dawbe and
make their skin glister with grease. 1710 STEELE & ADDISON
Tatlrr No. 254 p i There are no Books which I more de-

light in than Travels. 1869 FREEMAN Norm. Conq. (1876)
III. xii. 145 The obsolete titles delighted in by the Latin
writers. 1874 MORLEY Compromise (18861 39 We know the

kind of man whom this system delights to honour.

b. absol. (without const.").

1393 GOWER Conf. III. 243 And she .. So ferforth made
him to delite Through lust. 1509 HAWKS Past. Pit-as, x. ii,

Divers persons in sundry wyse delyght.
C. transf. of things.
1577 B. GOOGE Heresliach'sHusk. i. (1586) 33 b, The Beane

delighteth in riche and wet dounged ground. 1697 l*.\\u n :;

I 'oy. I. iii. 34 The Manatee delights to live in brackish

Writer. 1849 JOHNSTON Exp. Agric. 116 The hop delights
in woollen rags.

f3. trans. To enjoy greatly : - to delight in.

111450 Knt.de la Tour(i&6$) 63 The whiche makithe hym
to desire and delite foule plesaunce of the synne

of lechery.

1591 SYLVESTER Dtt fiartas i. iv. (1641) 34/2 Brave-minded
Mars . . Delighting nought but Battails, blood, and murder.
1601 BASSE Eleg. i. 3 Who lou'd no riot, tho delighted sport.
1618 I. SMYTH Lifts Btrkelrys (1883) II. 285 Shee often went
with ner husband part of those hunting journeys, delighting

Delightable (d/bHab'l), a. rare. [f.
DE-

LIGHT v. or sb. + -ABLE : containing the same ele-

ments as the ME. DELITABLE.] Affording delight
1871 R. ELLIS Catullus xxxiv. 10 Queen of mountainous

heights, of all Forests leafy, delightame.

Delighted (d/bi-ted), ppl. a. [f.
DELIGHT v.

and sb. + -ED.]
1. Filled with delight, highly pleased or gratified.
a 1687 WALLEK On /Us Majesty's Escape (R.), About the

keel delighted dolphins play. 1857 LOWELL Above ft Below

I, What health there is In the frank Dawn's delighted eyes.

f2. Endowed or attended with delight ; affording

delight, delightful. Oi>s.

With the first quot. cf. DELIGHTFUL 2, quot. 1600.

1603 SHAKS. Meas. for ,'/. in. i. 121 This sensible warme
motion to become A kneaded clod ; and the delighted spirit

To bath in fierie floods, or to recide In thrilling region of

thicke-ribbed ice. 1604 Oth. I. iii. 290 If Vertue no de-

lighted Beautic lacke. 1634 SIR T. HERBERT Tnm. 104 By
supping a delighted cup of extreame poysou. 1*67 PMMATT

City ff C. Huild. Ded., Your quick and delighted equitable
dispatch of sm.h I tiflerences as have come before you. 1747
COLLINS Passions 30 But thou, O Hope . . What was thy
delighted measure?

Delightedly, aJv. [-LV 2.] In a delighted
manner.
1800 COLERIDGE Piecohm. n. iv, Delightedly dwells he

'mong fays and talismans. 1879 GEO. ELIOT Theo. Such ix.

161 A man delightedly conscious of his wealth.

Delighter (dfbrtai . [-EH.] One who de-

lights ;
one who takes delight in (anything\

a. 1677 BARROW Strut. Wks. 1687 I. xvii. 250 A dclighter
in telling bad stories. 1715 Lftul. Gas. No. 5360/9 All

Persons that are delighters in Plants nd Flowers. 1705
S i ASHOPE Partiphr. II. 366 To draw a greater Guilt, upon
the Delighter in, than upon the Commiter of, them.

Delightful (d/bi-tful), a. Also 6 delyte-,
delite-. [f. DELIOHT (delite) sb. + -FUL.]

1. Affording delight ; delighting ; highly pleas-

ing, charming.
1530 PALSGK.joo/a Delytefull, that moche delyteth, dc-

liteujc. 15531- WILSON RHet. (1580) 3 ntarg., Oratours
muste use delitefull wordes and saiges. 1590 SPENSER J

1
'. O.

i. iv. 4 Goodly galleries . . Full of faire wmdowes and de-

lightful bowres. 1659 D. PELL Impr. Sea To Rdr. A vij,

What delightfullcr thing canst thou read than a Theam or

Subject of the Sea. 1667 MILTON /'. L. I. 407 Rimmr.i,
whose delightful Seat Was fair Damascus. 1779 COWPER
Lett. 31 Oct., Was there ever anything so delightful as the

music of the Paradise Lost ? 1848 DICKENS Dombey xxxv,
That delightfullest of cities, Paris. 1870 LOWELL Study
Wind. (1871) i One of the most delightful books in my
father's library.

1 2. Full of or experiencing delight ; delighting

in, delighted with. Obs.
a 1569 [see DELIGHTFULLY 2]. 1576 FLEMING Paiiopl. Epist.

392 Shake off that delightful! desire whiche you have to be

conversaunt in the Citie. 1600 C. SUTTON Learn to Die

(1634) 16 Too chilling a doctrine for our delightful dispo-
sitions. i6oa DANIEL Hymen's Tri. %'. i, We arc glad to see

you thus Delightful. 1687 A. I.OVELL Berrtrac'sCottt. Hist.

24The Nymph Eccho is so delightful with their Airs.

Delightfully (dfbi-tluli), adv.
[f. prec. +

-LY 2
.]

L In a delightful manner ;
in a way that affords

delight ; charmingly.
1580 SIDNEY Arcadia l. (R.), The flock of unspeakable

virtues, held up delightfully in that best builded fold, 1615
BACON Ess. Gardens (Arb.) 558 Those which Perfume the

Aire most delightfully. 1788 MAD. D'ARBLAY Diary 2 Jan.,

My dear father was delightfully well and gay. 1848 C.

BRONTE J. A>*jtvi.(i873) 160 She sang delightfully : it was
a treat to listen to her. 1865 MRS, GuO.ni Lett. III. 281

The air tonlay is delightfully fresh.

f 2. With experience of delight, delightedly.
a 1569 KINGESMYLL Confl. Satan (1578) 7 It must shutte

up thine eyes from delightfully seeing sin. i6r8WANLEY
Wand. Lit. World Ded. Aii, These things I have many
times delightfully considered of. 1749 C WESLEY Hymn,
' Forth, in Thy Name ', For Thee delightfully [tol employ
Whate'er Thy bounteous grace hath given.

Delightfnlness (dfbi'tfulnes). [f.
as prec.

+ -NESS.]
1. The state or quality of being delightful.

ofi
PLAYFORU Still Mas. i. 59 WhL . .

and Delightfulness, allayeth the Passions. 1777 SIR W.
JONES Ess. \. 163 The delightfulness of their climate. 1831

GREVILLE Mem. Ceo. /(-'(i875) II. xv. 182, Admiration of

the beauty and delightfulness of the place.

1 2. Of persons : The state of being delighted or

of feeling delight. Obs.

1580 SIDNEY Arcadia (1613) 148-9 But our desires' tyran-

nicall extortion Doth force vs there to set our chiefc delight

fuincsse Where but a baiting-place is all our portion. 1608

MACHIN Dumb Knt. iv. i, The Queen is all for revels ; her

high heart . . Bestows itself upon delightfulness.

Delighting (d/bi-tin), vU. sb. [-ING L] The

action of the verb DELIGHT ; delectation.

a 1315 Prose Psalter xv. 1 1 Delitynges ben in by rijt honde

vnto>e ende. 1500-10 DUNBAR Poems (1893! 3".i/34
Bettir

war leif my paper quhyte, And tak me to vthir delyting.

1581 SIDNEY Afoi. Poetrie (Arb.) 37 Beautifying it both for

further teaching, and more delighting. i4 Sl " R - BAKER

in Spurgeon Treas. Dm. Ps. Ixxxiv. 2 His Tabernacles . .

must needs work in me an infinite delighting.

Deli-ghting, ///. a. [-ING 2.] That delights

(in the different senses of the verb).

1563 form of Medit. in Liturg. Serv. Q. Eli*. (1847) 504
With wines, spices, silks, and other vain costly delighting

things. 1599 T. M(OUFET) SillmKirmes 20 Full of delighting

change, and learning greate. 1814 Forgery iv. ii. Let me
. .praise Heaven for the delighting pledge.

Hence Deli-gfctinfrly aiiv.

1601 CAREW Cornwall 132 b, A walk which . . my selfe

haue oftentimes delightingly seene. 1660 J ER. TAYLOR Dm t.

DiMt. iv. i. (R.), Though he did not consent clearly and

delightingly to Seguiri's death. 1836 Krm Monthly Mag.
XI.V1. 4.25 Readers who delightingly believe, that [etc.].

DelightlOSS (drbi-tles), a. [-LESS.] Void

of ilelignt ; affording no delight. (The opposite
of delightful.-)

1580 SIDNEY Arcadia ill. (1622) 287 Turning away her

feeble sight, as from a dclightlesse obiect, c 1750 SHENSTONE

Elegies XL 8 And we, delightless, left to wander home !

1850 BLACKIK .-KscMus II. 16 For this thou soak keep
watch On this delightless rock.

Delightsome (dfbi'tsflm), a. Also 6 delyt-,

delite-. [f. DELIGHT sb. + -SOME.] -DELIGHTFUL.

,In 1 7th c. in frequent use : now only literary.)

In SHAH /'.fMt Ixiv. a Dclyisnm Ivllic of cvcric

lustyneft. 1576 Kn iv, /'.i/.//. /.//. 409 Up and ;

and delightsome 1760 STERNE Serm. x. (1773) 64 When he

reflected upon this gay delightsome structure. 1844 MBS.
BROWNING Vision o/ Poets, A mild delightsome melancholy.
1878 SIIAIKP in Content}. Rev. 685 AH who care to visit. .

that delightsome land (the Scottish Border). 1891 field 19
Nov. 770/1 This delightsome, if quick-Heeling, season.

Deli'ghtsomely, adv. [f. prec. + -LY -.] In

a dehghtsume manner
; delightfully, joyously.

1576 FLEMING Panopl. Epist. 227 The grasaehopper . . was
dehghtsomly disposed. 1600 Si RPLCT Countne Farme vn.

IxL 892 The misken . . tingeth sweetly and delightsome! y.

.1 1603 T. CARTWRIGHT Cou/ul. Kkem. N. T. (1618)84 A man
is willingly, desirously, and delighlsomly holden vnder linne.

1885 TI-.NNYSOS Balm 6 Balan, 1 have not lived my life

debghtsomely.

DelrghtsomenesB. [f.
as prec. 4 -NESS.]

- DELIGHTFULKKHS.
1576 FUMING Panopl. Epist. 439 1 he delightsomnoM of

his behaviours. 1679 T. SIDEN Hist. Hevariles it. i, A little

Town called by the Inhabitants Cola, from the delightsom-
ness of the place. 1866 RVSKIN Crmm Wild Olive i. 71 To
repent into delight and delighlsomeness. 1883 J. PARKII
Tyne Ck. 334 Tell a stone-deaf man what music is ; dwell on
its delightsomeness.

t De-ligible. a. Obs. [f.
L. dflig-fre to choose

+ -iiLK.j Worthy to be chosen, desirable.

1680 HOLLINGWORTH Penit. y. Marketman 11 Those joys
and pleasures which render humane life any ways deligible.

t Deli'gnate, v. noncc-wd. [f.
DK- II. i +

L. lign-um wood.] trans. To deprive of wood.

1655 FULLER Ck. IIat. ix. iii. I 34 Dilapidating (or rather

delignating his Bishoprick, cutting down the woods thereof'.

t Deli-mate, v. Obs.- [f.
stem of L. detimal-

us filed off, f. DE- I. a + Kmdrc to file.]

1623 COCKK.KAM, Delitnate, to file or shaue from off a

thing. 1656 in BLOL-NT Clotsogr.

Delimit (drli-mit), v. [a. F. Mimit-er (1773
in Hatzf.), ad. L. delimitart to mark out as a

boundary, f. DE- I. 3 + limitdre to bound, limes,

limit-eiH boundary, limit.] trans. To mark or de-

termine the limits of; to define, as a limit or

boundary.
1851 GLADSTONE Glean. IV. v. 144 Other nations are to

delimit fot themselves the possessions and status of the

clergy. 1885 Times 10 Apr. 9 The question of delimiting
the Uusso-Afghan frontier.

Delimitate (drii-mit^t), v. [f. ppl. stem of

L. dettmitare : see prec.]
= prec.

1884 Manch. Exam. 3 Dec. 5/5 The territory of the Asso-

ciation as delimitated on an appended map. 1891 Time* 18

Hay, The Commission to delimitate the frontier between
Burmah and Siam.

Delimitation (dflimity'-Jsn . [a. F. delimi-

tation (1773 in Hatzf.), n. of action from delimiter

to DELIMIT.] The action of delimiting ; the fact

of being delimited ;
determination of a limit or

boundary ; esp. of the frontier of a territory.

1836 SIR H. TAYLOR Statesman xvi. 1 16 The delimitation of

those bounds within which a statesman's dispensation should

be confined. 1868 GLADSTONE Jm. Huxdi iv. (1869) no
They (territorial names) came to signify districts of fixed and
known delimitation. 1884 Leeds Mercury 13 Mar., The de-

limitation of the frontier of Turkestan and Kashgar.

Delimitative (dJli-mittftiv), a. [f. delimitdt-,

ppl. stem of delimitare to DELIMIT + -IVK.] Hav-

ing the function of delimitation.

1887 Spectator} Sept. 1171 A Delimitative Commission is

to mark out the frontier.

Delimitize : see DE- II. I.

f DeliTie, v. Obs. Also 6 delyne. [ad. L.

ilclinea-rc : see DELINEATE. Cf. ALINE v., and mod.

F. dt'linger , littre) .]
trans. To mark out by lines ;

i to outline, sketch; = DELINEATE v. I, i.

1589 IVE Fortif. 36 Proceede as in the delyning of a bul-

warke. a 1734 NORTH Exam. (1740) 523 A certain Plan

had been defined out for a farther Proceeding.

Delineable ^d/li-ni'iabl), a. rare. [(. L. de-

linea-re to DELINEATE: see -BLE.] Capable of

being delineated.
1661 FELTHAM Kcsoh'ts, Ltaoria, etc. Lett. xvii. 85 In

either Vision there is something not delineable.

i Delineament (dni-m.ament). Obs.
[f-.L-

detinea-re: see -MENT ;
cf. lineament] The action

of delineating, or an instance of this ; delinea-

tion.

1593 NASHE Chrisfs T. (1613) 57 The delineament of

wretchednesse. 1611 SELDEN Draylm's Poly-olt. XL Notes

181 For similitude of delineamenls and cotnposture. 1653

H. MORE Antid. Atk. n. v. 11713)52 The more rude and

careless strokes and delineaments of Divine Providence.

Deli'neate, /// " arf>l - or P**'"- tf
d - L-

tKliiieat-tis, pa. pple. of dclineare : see next.] De-

lineatetl ; traced out, portrayed, described, etc.

(Also used as a participle.)
1506 Kd-M. Ill, n. ii. 27 Still do I see in him delineate Hi

1
mother's visage. 1*07 TOPSM.L Four-/. Blasts 11658' 247

I Such an even and delineate proportion. 1*19 BAIXBRIDGE

Descr. late Comet 1 1 That forme which . . is delineate in tin

planispheare. 1773 J. Ross Fratricide v. 508 (MS.
where

f
s the Muse can give delineate life To heavenly Thyrsa.

1848 BAILEY Ftstm Proem (ed. 3' ?/' And for the soul of

man delineate here.
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DELINEATE.

Delineate (dflhuVt), v. Also 6 delineat,

6-7 deliniat(e. [f. ppl. stem of L. delincdre to

outline, sketch out, f. DE- I. 3 + linedre to draw

lines, llnea line : cf. depict, describe^
1. trans. To trace out by lines, trace the outline

of, as on a chart or map.

Hum. Knowl. 127 When therefore I delineate a triangle

on paper. 1860 MAURY Phys. Geog. Sea viii. 400 Other

currents . . delineated on [the] Plates. 1870 F. R. WILSON
Ck. Lindisf. 61 The exact position is delineated on the

2. To trace in outline, sketch out (something to

be constructed) ; to outline ;

' to make the first

draught of (J.).

1613 R. C. Table Alfh. (ed. 3), Delineate, to draw the pro-

portion of anything. 1641 MILTON Ck. Govt. ii. (1851) 103

God . . never intended to leave the government thereof de-

lineated here in such curious architecture to be patch't after-

wards. 1670 MARVELL Corr. cliv. Wks. 1872-5 II. 338 Not

willing nor prepared to deliniate his whole proposall. 1764
REID Inquiry vi. 15. 172, I have endeavoured to delineate

such a process. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) V. 394 Our laws

and the whole constitution of our state having been thus

delineated.

3. To represent by a drawing; to draw, por-

tray.
1610 GUILLIM Heraldry in. vii. (1660) 130 Plants.. de-

lineated with lims, sprigs, or branches. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE
Pseud. Ef. v. xi. 251 With the same reason they may de-

lineate old Nestor like Adonis. 1704 SULLIVAN View Nat.

II. They were accused of being Anthropomorphites ;
deline-

ating the Almighty as they did with hands, with eyes, and
with feet. 1865 GROTE Plato I. i. 17 If horses or lions could

paint, they would delineate their gods in form like them-

selves.

4. fig. To portray in words ; to describe.

a 1618 RALEIGH (J.), It followethj to delineate the region
in which God first planted his delightful garden. 1680 I.

CHAMBERLAYNE (title), Sacred Poem, Wherein the Birth,

Miracles, &c. of the Most Holy Jesus are Delineated.

1791 BOSWELL Johnson Introd., When I delineate him with-

out reserve. 1868 NETTLESHIP Browning Introd. 3 Great

as is his power in delineating all human passion.

Hence Deli'neating vbl. sb. ; also altrib.

1603 DRAYTON Bar. Wars\l. Ix, The Land-skip, Mixture,
and Delineatings. 1823 J. BADCOCK Dom. Ainusem. 142 The

Delineating Ink. .for delineating upon stone.

Delineation (dninzV''Jan). Also 6-7 deli-

niation. [ad. L. deKnedlim-em, n. of action f.

delinedre, to DELINEATE. So in F. (Pare, i6th c.).]

The action or product of delineating.

1. The action of tracing out something by lines ;

the drawing of a diagram, geometrical figure, etc. ;

concr. a drawing, diagram, or figure.

1570 BILLINGSLEY Euclid i. ii. n Whereupon follow diuers

delineations and constructions. 1589 PUTTENHAM Eng.
Poesie III. iv. (Arb.) 159 Declination, delineation, ditnentioH.

are scholasticall termes in deede, and yet very proper. 1646
SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. vi. viii. 314 In the delimations of

many Maps of Africa, the River Niger exceedeth it about
ten degrees in length. 1774 J. BRYANT Mythol. II. 234 The
delineations of the sphere have by the Greeks, .been greatly
abused. 1811 PINKERTON Petral. I. 335 There are generally
several colours together, and these are arranged in striped,

dotted, and clouded delineations.

2. The action of tracing in outline something to

be constructed ;
a sketch, outline, plan, rough draft.

Usually^?-.
1581 MARBECK Bk. of Notes 939 Painters, .when they in-

tend to paint a King, first draw out the proportion upon a

table, .a man may by that deliniation. .easely perceiue that

the Image of a King is there painted. 1678 CUDWORTH
Intel!. Syst. 132 In the Seed is conteined the Whole De-
lineation of the Future man. 1722 WOLLASTON Relig. Nat.
6, 1 call it only a Delineation, or rude draught. 1833
MARSDEN Early Purit. 92 Cartwright's bold assertion, that

the New Testament contains the exact delineation of a
Christian church.

3. The action or manner of representing an object

by a drawing or design ; pictorial representation,

portraiture ; concr. a portrait, likeness, picture.
1594 CAREW Huarles Exam. Wits (1616)90 If with a bad

pensill he draw ill fauoured shapes, and of bad delineation.

1615 CROOKE Body of Man 17 If Galen would not haue
Plants and Hearbes painted . .how would hee haue endured
the delineation of the parts of pur body ? 1801 STRUTT

Sports & Past. I. i. 12 This delineation . . taken from a

manuscript and illuminated early in the fourteenth century.

1831 BREWSTER Nat. Alagic iv. (1833) 86 We shall have

phantasms of the most perfect delineation.

4. The action of portraying in words;

1603 DANIEL Def. Rhime (1717) 19 In these Delineations

of Men. 1664 H. MORE Myst. Iniq. v. 1 1 Let us begin
then with the delineation of the first member of this hideous

Mystery. 1781 COWPER Lett. 10 Oct., My delineations of

the heart are from my own experience. 1870 EMERSON Soc.

$ Solit., Bks. Wks. (Bohn) III. 82 Xenophon's delineation

of Athenian manners.

f 5. Lineal descent or derivation. Obs. rare.

1606 G. W[OODCOCKE] tr. Hist. Ivstine 69 b From him, by
order of delineation and rightfull succession, the kingdom
discended to Arimba.

Delineative (d/li-nz'it-Hv), a. [f. ppl. stem of

L. delinedre to DELINEATE + -IVE.] Pertaining to

delineation ; tending to delineate.

1892 CLERKE Fant. Studies Homer x. 276 The delineative

inlaying of the Shield of Achilles.
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Delineator (drti
-

ni|itaj). [agcnt-n. in L. form

from dellHcare to DELINEATE.]
1. One who delineates, sketches, or depicts.

1782 V. KNOX Ess. 52 (R-) We are tempted to exclaim,
,/ith a modern delineator of characters, 'Alas, poor human
nature'. 1815 W. H. IRELAND Scribbleotnania 202 An un-

biassed delineator of facts. 1865 WRIGHT Hist. Caricature

vi. 11875) I0 1'ne mediaeval artists in general were not very

good delineators of form.

2. An instrument for tracing outlines.

\mSpecif. W. Storcr's Patent No. 1183 An optical In-

strument or accurate delineator. 1844 Civ. Eng. # Archil.

Jrnl. VII. 237 A profile
delineator .. Improvements in ap-

paratus for obtaining the profile of various forms or figures.

Delineatory (dflrnz'iatari), a.
[f.

as prec. :

see -DRY.] Belonging to delineation ; descriptive.

1834 H. O'BRIEN Round Towers Ireland 129, I have
traced from the Irish, .its delineatory name.

Delineatress (dni'ni<?i'tres). rare. [f. DE-
LINEATOR : see -ESS.] A female delineator.

1876 Daily Neivs 22 Aug. 3 Madame Materna, the de-

lineatress of Briinnhilda.

t Deli'neature. Obs. [f. ppl. stem of L. de-

linedre + -UBE.] Delineation ; description.
1611 COTGR., Delineature, the same [as Delineation] ', or,

a delineature. 1635 BRATHWAIT Arcad. Pr. \\. 93 In the

delineature of those features. 1659 A. LOVEDAY in R. Love-

day's Lett. (1663) A vj a, Without any other additional de-

lineature.

f Deli'niment. Obs. [ad. L. dclnilment-um,
f. delin-, delenire.]

1727 BAILEY vol. II, Delinimeat, a mitigating or asswaging.

t Delini'tion. Obs. rare 1
, [irreg. i.'L.de-

lincre to besmear (ppl. stem delit-) : see -TION.]
The action of smearing.
1664 H. MORE Myst. Iniq. xviii. 68 The Delinition also of

the Infant's Ears and Nostrils with the Spittle of the Priest.

fDeli-nque, v. Obs. rare-", [ad. L. delin-

qu-cre to fail, be lacking, be at fault, offend, f. DE-
I. 3 + linyufre to leave: so F. delinque-r (i5th c.

in Littre).] (See quot.)
1623 COCKERAM n., To Leaue, delinque.

t Deli'nquence. Obs. [ad. L. dclinquentia

(Tertullian), f. delinquent-em, DELINQUENT a. :

see -ENCE.] The fact of being a delinquent ; cul-

pable failure in duty.
if&tAddress/r. Hertford in Lond.Gaz. No. 169 5/1 Prayers

. .and. .Vows of Allegiance, .are the best Offerings we have
to attone Heaven for our Delinquence, 1779-81 JOHNSON
L. P., Pope Wks. IV. 103 All his delinquences observed and

aggravated. 1832 Black. Mag. XXXI. 390 Rights . . are

to be sacrificed without either proved delinquence or tendered

compensation.

Delinquency (d/li'rjkwensi). [f. as prec. : see

-ENCY.]
1. The condition or quality of being a delinquent ;

failure in or neglect of duty ; more generally, vio-

lation of duty or right; the condition of being

guilty, guilt.
1648 A rticles of Peace xxvii. in Milton's Wks. (1851) II.,

In case of Refractories or Delinquency, [they] may distrain

and imprison, and cause such Delinquents to be distrained

and imprisoned, a 1661 FULLER Worthies (1840) III. 80

Such as compounded for their reputed delinquency in our
late civil wars. 1751 SMOLLETT Per. Pic. (1779) II. 1. 112

They were old offenders in the same degree of delinquency.

1754 RICHARDSON Grandison (1781) II. xxviii. 256, I know
not any act of delinquency she has committed. 1892 SIR

H. H. LOPES in Law Times Rep. LXVII. 142/1 There must
be moral delinquency on the part of the person proceeded

against.
b. (with//.) An act of delinquency ; a fault, sin

of omission ; an offence, misdeed.

1636 G. SANDYS Parapkr. Job (_P, Can Thy years deter-

mine like the age of man That thou should'st my delin-

quencies exquire? 1651 G. W. tr. CfnveVs Inst. 209 From
these Delinquencies proceed greater crimes. 1854 EMERSON
Lett, fy Soc. A ints, Comic Wks. ( Bohn) III. 205 The yawning
delinquencies of practice. 1876 GRANT Burgh Sch. Scotl.

n. v. 175 If delinquencies be committed in the playground,

they may be reported to the masters.

Delinquent (dHrnkwent), a. and sb. [ad. L.

delinquent-em, pr. pple. of delinquere : see DE-

LINQUE and -ENT. Caxton used a form in -aunt, a.

F. dilinquant, pr. pple. of dtSlinquer.]

A. adj. Failing in, or neglectful of, a duty or

obligation ; defaulting ; faulty ; more generally,

guilty of a misdeed or offence.

1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mar. 93 Having offended or

being_ delinquent in any duetie. 1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit.

ix. viii. (1632) 562 Whensoeuer one Prince is delinquent
against another, a 1640 J. BALL Answ. to Cart i. (1642) 26

The Ministerie may be lawful), though in many particulars

delinquent and deficient. 1709 SACHEVERELL Serm. 15 Aug.
4 He stands delinquent. 1824 W. IRVING T. Trav. I. 276
A delinquent school-boy. 1891 Daily Neivs 5 Feb. 5/4 What
are '

delinquent parishes'?.. parishes that have a provoking
habit of neglecting to hand over the sums that are due from
them on account of the relief of the poor.

\). transf. Of or pertaining to a delinquent.
1657 Burton's Diary (1828) II. 129 A purchaser of this or

any other delinquent lands. 1889 BRUCE Plant. Negro 21"
Sold out by the public auctioneer for delinquent taxes.

B. sb. 1. One who fails in duty or obligation, a

defaulter ; more generally, one guilty of an offence

against the law, an offender.

1484 CAXTON Chivalry 34 To punysshe the trespacers and
' delynquaunts. 1605 SHAKS. JtJace. in. vi. 12 Did he not

DELIQUESCE.

straight In pious rage, the two delinquents teare? 1638
BAKER tr. Balzac's Lett. (1654) II. n. 61 When the Delin-

quent concurs in opinion with the judge. 1709 STEELE &
SWIFT Taller No. 74 r 10 Where Crimes are enormous, the

Delinquent deserves little Pity. 1836 H. CoUHUDGI North.

Worthies (1852) I. 50 Severe prosecution of delinquents.

1865 LIVINGSTONE Zambesi xx. 410 This deliberation how-
ever gave the delinquents a chance of escape.

2. Eng. Hist. A name applied by the Parlia-

mentary party to those who assisted Charles I or

Charles II, by arms, money, or personal service,

in levying war, 1642-1660.
The term was exhaustively defined by an Order of 27

March, 1643. As it practically included all Royalists, it

became in common parlance almost synonymous with

Cavalier.

1643 Ordinance ofParlt. April i Preamb., That the estates

of such notorious Delinquents, as have been the causes or

Instruments of the publick calamities, .should be converted

and applyed towards the supportation of the great charges
of the Commonwealth, c 1643 Ballad ' A Mail World '

in

The Rump i. (1662) 48 A Monster now Delinquent term'd

He is declared to be, And that his lands, as well as goods,

Sequestered ought to be. 1647 CLARENDON Hist. Ret. in.

(1702) I. 212 Hereupon, they [the Commons] call'd whom
they pleased, Delinquents. 1648 D. JENKINS Wks. 7 A De-

linquent is he who adhears to the Kings Enemies; Com.
Siir. Litil. 261. This shewes who are delinquents. 1670
Moral State Eng. 21 The bleeding estates of unhappy de-

linquents. 1761-2 HUME Hist. Eng. (1806) IV. liv. 169.

Deli-nquently, adv. rare-", [f. prec. + -LY 2
.]

In a delinquent manner ;
so as to fail in duty.

1864 in WEBSTER.

t Deli'HC[uisll, v. 06s. [f. L. delinquere (see

DELINQUE), after relinquish. (OF. had a rare d{-

linquir
= dtlinquer : so Pr. and Sp. dclinquir.'}]

intr. To fail in duty or obligation ;
to be guilty of

a delinquency.
1606 J. KING tfh Semi. Hampton Crt. 13 Must all be re-

moued. .because some had delinquished ?

t Delriiqnisliiuent. Obs. [f. prec. + -MENT.]
1. Failure in duty ; a fault, offence, delinquency.
1593 NASHE Christ's T. 23 a, Thou shall be my vninno-

cence, and whole summe of delinquishment. 1633 T. ADAMS

Exp. 2 Peter ii. i Suffering for our delinquishments.

2. = RELINQUISHMENT. (bombastic nonce-use.*)

1603 DBKKF.R Crm;V(Shaks. Soc.)zi Though to my discon-

solation, I will oblivionize my love to the Welsh widow, and
do here proclaim my delinquishment.

t De'liquate, v. Client. Obs. [f. ppl. stem of

L. deliqud-re trans, to clear off, clarify (a liquid),

f. DE- I. 3 + liqudre to liquefy, melt, dissolve.]

1. trans. To dissolve (in a liquid), melt down.

1673 RAY y urn - LowC. 273 It seemed, .to have a mixture

of Sulphur and fixt salt deliquated in it-

2. intr. To deliquesce.
1669 BOYLE Contn. New Exp. i. (1682) 37, I caused an un-

usual Brine to be made, by suffering Sea-salt to deliquate in

the moist air. 1680 Exp. Cheni. Princ. I. 5 Salt of Tartar

left in moist Cellars to deliquate. 1800 Med. Jrnl. IV. 373
A salt crystallized in small needles, easily deliquating.

Hence De'liquated ///. a.

1675 EVELYN Terra. (1729) 9 Precipitated by deliquated
Oil of Tartar. 1691 RAY Creation I. (1704) 50 Oil of Vitriol

and deliquated Salt of Tartar.

t Deliqua'tion. Obs. [n. of action f. prec. :

see -ATION.] The process of deliquating; deli-

quescence.
1612 WOODALL Surf. Mate Wks. (1653) 264 Sometimes

digestion needful is, and deliquation too. Ibid. 270 Deli-

quation is the liquation of a concrete (as salt, powder cal-

cined, &c.) set in an humid and frigid place . . that it flow,

having a watery form. 1657 in Phys. Diet.

t Deli'que. Obs. rare. [ad. L. deliquium : see

below ;
cf. relique.~\

= DELIQCIUM l i
;
failure.

1645 RUTHERFORD Tryal /j-
Tri. Faith (1845! 71 It cometh

from a delique in the affections . . that there is a swooning
and delique of words.

Deliquesce (delikwe-s), v. [ad. L. deliquesc-

?re to melt away, dissolve, disappear, f. DE- I. 3 +

liquescere to become liquid, melt, inceptive of

liquere to lie liquid, clear, etc.] intr.

1. Chem, To melt or become liquid by absorbing
moisture from the air, as certain salts.

1756 C. LUCAS Ess. Waters 1. 14 They attract the humidity
of the air, and deliquesce, or run liquid. 1780 Phil. Trans.

LXX. 349 This pot-ash . . deliquesces a little in moist air.

1876 PAGE Adi'd. Text-tk. GeoL xvi. 299 Pure chloride of

sodium is not liable to deliquesce.

b. Biol. To liquefy or melt away, as some parts

of fungi or other plants of low organization, in the

process of growth or of decay.
1836-9 TODD Cycl. Anat. II. 953 [The brain's] disposition

to deliquesce when exposed . . to the air. 1872 OLIVER Elem.

Bat. n. 292 [Fungi] often deliquesce when mature. 1882

VINES Sac/is' Bot. 272 Zoogonidia which are set free

by the wall of the mother-cell becoming gelatinous and

deliquescing.
2. gen. To melt away (lit.

and fig.}. (Mostly
humorous or affected?}
1858 O. W. HOLMES Aut. Breakf.-t. xi. (1891) 256, I have

known several very genteel idiots whose whole vocabulary
had deliquesced into some half dozen expressions.

1860

Elsie V. 107 Undue apprehensions
. . of its tendency to de-

liquesce and resolve itself . . into puddles of creamy fluid.

1871 JOWETT Plato I. 436 If while the man is alive the body

deliquesces and decays.
Hence Deliquescing vbl. sb. and ///. a.

1791 Phil. Trans. LXXXI. 330 Some of the deliquescing

part of the mass.



DELIQUESCENCE.

Deliquescence (delikwfsens). [f. DELIQUES-
CENT : see -KNOB. (So mod.F. 1792 in Hatzf.)]
The process of deliquescing or melting away; tip,
the melting or liquefying of a salt by absorption of

moisture from the air.

1800 HF.NRY Epit. Chcm. (1808) 118 This change is termed

deliquescence. 1839-47 TODO Cycl. Anat. IIL 503/3 The
nucleated cells . . gradually disappear by a kind of solution
or deliquescence. 1861 HAWTHOHNK Our Old //owe (1883)
I. 259 The English . . nurry to the seaside with red, per-

spiring faces, in a state of combustion and deliquescence.
Jig. 1881 Spectator 19 Mar. 373 The deliquescence .. of

beliefs.

b. concr. The liquid or solution resulting from
this

process.
1756 C. LUCAS Ess. Waters I. 148 This deliquescence or

solution always has an acrid taste. 1860 O. W. HOLMES
Poems, / V \dftfy, Drops of deliquescence glistened on his

forehead.

Deliquescency (delikwe-scnsi). rare. [f. as

prec. + -ENCY.] The quality of being deliquescent ;

tendency to deliquesce.
1756 C. LUCAS Ess. Waters II. 42 Some attribute this de-

liquescency of salt to the redundance of an alcali. 1860
KHSKIN Mod. Paint. V. vi. vii. 63. 53.

Deliquescent (dclikwe-sent ,
a. [mod. ad. L.

dfffMKVMf*MV, pr. pple.
of deliqutsctrc to DELI-

QUESCE. So in mod.F. (1783 in Hatzf.).]
1. Chem, That deliquesces ; having the property

of melting or becoming liquid by absorption of
moisture from the air.

1791 Edin. Ni-iu Disp. 381 Mild fixed alkali is .. consider*

ably deliquescent. 18x1-6 J. SMITH Panorama Sc. $ Art
II. 483 A salt is deliquescent, when it has a greater attrac-

tion for water than the air, as it will in that case take water
from the air. 1845 DARWIN I'oy. Nat. iv. (1873)66 Those
salts answer best for

preserving cheese which contain most
of the deliquescent chlorides.

2. a. Biol. Melting away in the process of growth
or of decay : see DELIQUESCE i b.

1874 COOKE Fungi& It is very difficult to observe the
structure of the hymenium, on account of its deliquescent
nature.

b. Hot, Branching in such a way that the main
stem or axis is, as it were, dissolved in ramifications.
1866 Treas. Bot. t Deliq%tescettt . . as the head of an oak

tree. 1880 GRAY Struct. Hot. iii. 3. 49 Thus the trunk is

dissolved into branches, or is deliquescent, as in the White
Kim.
3. humorously. Dissolving (in perspiration).
1837 SVD. SMITH Let. Singleton Wks. 1859 II. 394/1 Strid-

ing over the stiles to Church, with a second-rate wife dusty
and deliquescent and four parochial children, full of cate-
chism and bread and butter, a 1876 M. COLLINS Pen
Sketches I. 1 80 The dusty and deliquescent pedestrian.

I Deli'quiate, v. Chem. Obs. [irreg. f. L.

dcliquare (J)EUQ.UATB), or f. DELIQUIUM ^.J intr.
= DELIQUATE a, DELIQUESCE.
i78j WEDGWOOD in Phil. Trans, LXX. 333 No crystal*

lization was formed : the dry salt. . deliuuiated in the air.

1810 HENRY Elem. Chem. (1840) II, 397 Urea, .deliquiates,
when exposed to the air, into a thick brown liquid. 1854 J*
SCOFFERN in Orr*s Circ. Sc. Client. 14 Other salts . . become
liquid, or deliqttiate.

t Deliquiation. Obs. [n. of action from

prec.]
= DELIQUESCENCE.

178* WEDGWOOD in Phil. Trans. LXX. 324 A salt, .which
. .would have crystallized long before the alkali became dry,
or remained after its deliquiation.

t Deli'quity. Obs. [f.
L. deliqtt-us lacking,

wanting + -ITY : cf. obliquity] Delinquency, guilt.
1693 Christ Exalted 158 Christ.. hath infinitely more

Holiness than our sins have of Deltquity or Malignity in

them.

Deliquium ]
(d/lrkwi#m). arch. [L. dcli-

i/itium failure, want, f. delinqufre (tfeliqu-) : see

DELINQUE, DELICT, and cf. DELIQUE.]
1. Failure of the vital powers ;

a swoon, fainting
fit. Also^fg*.

.1*597 J- KING On Jonas (1864) i8o<StanD His soul forsook

him, as it were, and there was deliquium aufrnx.] 1621

ButnottAnat. Mel. i. iii i. ii, He. .carries Biskct, Aquavit*,
or some strong waters about him, for fear of deliquiums.
1681 GI.ANVILL Saddttcismus 14 Strange things men report
to have seen during those Deliquiums. 1746 Brit. Mag.
103 He..was seiz'd with a sudden Detiquium. 1867 C-\*
LYLK Rentin, < 1881) II. 10 Jeffrey, .bewildered the poor jury
into temporary deliquium or loss of wits.

f2. A failure of light, as in an eclipse. Obs.

1647 CRASHAW Poems 160 Forcing his sometimes eclipsed
face to be A long deliquium to the light of thee. 1663 I.

SPENCER Prodigies (16651 5 The strange deliquium of Light
in the Sun about the death of Cesar. 1671 SHADWKLL
Humorists ill. 33, I have suffer'd a Deliquium^ viz, an

Eclipse.
3. Confused with DELIQUIUM

*

2
, as if = melting

away, or state of having melted away : usually^'.
a 1711 KEN Psyche Poet. Wks, 1721 IV. 281 Her Pow'rs in

Liquefaction soft exhal'd, She into amorous pcliquium falls

1837 CARLVLE Fr. AVr. (1857) I. i. vn. viii. 212 The As-

sembly melts, under such pressure, into deliquium ; or, as it

is officially called, adjourns. 1858 Fredk.Gt. (1865) I. iv.

v. 312 Stalwart sentries were found melted into actual do
lir,uium of swooning.

t Deli'quium -. Obs. [L. dt/ftttitm flowing

down, dropping du\\n, f. Jt'li<jtMre\ sec DELI-

.]
=- DELIQUESCENCE-:.

1641 FRENCH Distill. L(i65i 9 DtUqnitim, is the dissolv-

ing of a hard body into a liquor, as salt . . in a moist, cold

165

place. 1654 WHITLOCK Zootomia 407 Death is a prc-

->uring Iteliquium, or mthing us down into a M
it for the Chymistry of the Kourrection to work on. t;

jiuring Iteliquium, or melting us down into a Mcustiuuin,
fit for the Chymistry of the Kourrection to work on. 1727
51 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v.. Salt of tartar, or any fixed alcali,
.set in a cellar, .runs, into a kind of liquor, called by the

trhymists, oil of tartar per ddiquimn. 1843 J. lUncoCK
Dotn. AtNusem.id As much hot oil of tartar, per deliquium,
as will saturate the acid.

Deliracy (d/Mi-rasi;. rare, [f. DELIBATE : cf.

accuracy; piracy; and see -ACY.] Subjection to de-

lirium : cf. DELIRANCY.
18x4 SOUTH BY Kit. o/Ch. (1841) 543 By lunacy, deliracy, or

apathy.
Delirameut (d/lrramcnt). Now rare. [ad.

L. delir&nitnt-nitii f. dfllrare\ see DELJKE v.t and

-MENT.] Raving, frenzy, insanity ; a craze.

1440 CAPC;AVE Life St. Kath. iv. 1421 That the! callc

feith, we calle deHrament. 1560 ROLLAND Crt. Venus m.
593 He was delect be daft delyrament. 1605 BELL Motives
cone, Romish Faith Pref. 12 These and like popish dclira-

ments. 1896 FRRRIER fust. Metaph, viu. v. 22^ Some of the
fashionable delirament s of the day, such as clairvoyance and
. . spirit-rapping.

t Deli'rancy. Obs. [f. DELIRANT or L. tK-
rdnt-etnt corresponding to L. type **#/i>dw/w : see

ANCfJ Raving, frenzy, madness.
1659 GAUDEN Tears 208 A Manichean dotage and ucli-

rancy sebeth upon them. 1678 CUDWORTM Intell. Syst. i.

v. 691 This attempt of his was no other than a plain Deli-

rancy, or Atheistick Phrenzy in him. a 1734 NORTH Lives

(1890) III. 144 This was a sort of delirancy.

Delirant .d/Ln-'rant , a. and sb. [ad. L. tfr-

lirdnt-em, pr. pple. of dellrare (see DEHUE .), or

a corresponding F. dtlirant (i8th c. in Hatzf.), pr.

pple. of dflirer]
f A. atij. Raving, mad, insane. Obs.

1600 LODGE in Enelands Helicon D b, Age makes silly
swaines delirant. 1681 GLANVILL Satlducismus \. (1726) 66

What can be imagined more delirant and more remote from
common sense? Ibid. 1 1 This Man .. is either delirant and
crazed, or else plays Tncks.
B. sb. Med. =DELIBIFACIENT.

187* Tanners Mem. Poison Pref. (ed. 3) 8 Neurotics : sub-

divided into Narcotics, Anaesthetics, Incbriants, Del trants

letc.J.

t Deli'rate, v. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. ppl. stem of

L. dfllrdre : see DELIRE v. and -ATE 3.] a. trans.

= DELIBIATE. b. intr. DELIRE a. Hence De-

li-rating///, a.

1601 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mor. n. 393 (L,) They say it

[ivy] nath an infatuating and delirattng spirit in it. 1643
COCKKRAM, Dclirate, to dote.

Deliration (delir^'Jan). [ad. L. detiratidn~emt

n. of action from dellrare \ see DELIRE v.]
1. Delirium, aberration of mind ; frenzy, madness.
1600 Hosp. Inc. Fooles 9 Deliration is oftentimes a Symp*

tome, .of an feucr. Ibid, 10 Frensie being a far more violent

infirmitie than deliration or dotage. 1668 H. MORE Div. '

Dial. 11. xiv. (1713) 132 As idely as those that pill Straws or
|

tie knots on Rushes in a fit of Deliration or Lunacy. 1840
CARLYLE Heroes v. (1858)523 An earnestness, .which, .drove

}

him into the strangest incoherences, almost delirations.

1855 Miss A. MANNING O. Chelsea Bun-house iii. 45 Her
J Miration incessantly finding Vent in an incoherent Babble.

t b. A rendering delirious or temporarily insane.

1656 H. MORE Entkus. Tri. (1712) 19 The Effect U the

deliration of the party after he awakes, for he takes his

Dreams for. .real Transactions.

2. Jig. Wildly absurd behaviour or speech, as if

arising from aberration of mind.

lucinations or delirations concerning it [cogitation^ 1821

.\V;<- Monthly Mag. II. 123 The bombastic deliration of

Lee's tragedy. 1860 EMERSON Cond. Life> Worship 122 In

creeds never was such levity: witness the periodic 're-

vivals'. .the deliration of rappmgs.

t Deli're, v. Obs. [ad. L. dclirdrc to be de-

ranged, crazy, out of one's wits, orig. to go out of

the furrow, to deviate from the straight, go off ; f.

DE- I. 2 + lira rid;e, furrow, in ploughing ; with

sense 2 cf. F. dtlirtr (in Rabelais, i6th c.) 'to

doat, rave, do things against reason
'

(.Cotgr.).]

1. intr. To go astray, go wrong, err.

a 1400 Cov, Myst. (1841* 204 God wyl be vengyd on man. .
,

That wyl nevyr be schrevyn, but evyrmore doth delyrc.
i6o ROLLAND Crt. Venus ti. 339 Sa peirt for to delyre Fra
Venus Court, or thairfra for to gyre ? 1633 T. ADAMS Rxp.
a Peter ii. 5 He repents not as man does,lor he cannot dc-

lire and err as man does.

2. To go astray from reason ; to wander in mind,
be delirious or mad, to rave.

Hence Deli'ring///. a.

z6oo Hasp. Inc. Fooles 10 Franticke and deliring Fooles. .

who . . swarue from all sense. 1634 QUARLES DIT. Fancies
iv. xv. How fresh bloud dotes ! O how green Youth delires !

1675 K. BURTHOGGE Causa Deiiqb He delires, and is out of :

his Wits, that would preferr it [moonlight] before the Sun
by Day.

t Deli'rement. Obs. [a. obs. F. dttiremcnt,
1 a raving or doating

*

(Cotgr.), ad. L. JelirdMtnt-

///.] ^DELIRAMKNT.
1613 H HTWOOD iVAw Age u. i, Thus thou art here, and

there, With me, at home, and at one instant both ! In vain

aie these decrements, and to me Most deeply incredible.

i$y* Dial. iv. Wks. 1874 VI. 179 With fond deliremeni*.

let him others charme. 1633 T. ADAMS E.\p. j Peter \. 4 [

This decrement never came into the holy apostles' mind*.
i

DELIRIUM.

Deliria, occai. pi. of DKLIIIICM.

Deliriant drti-riint), a. and si'. MeJ. [f. I >t -

MUHM : ct. next, nnd anirsfhesiant, etc.]
1883 Syd. Sac. Lex. , />efirranf t having power to produce

delinum. Applied to such drugs as henbane, Indian hemp,
and Mi< h like.

t Deli-riate, v . Obs. [f. L. deliri-um DELI-
BIUM + -ATE ".] trans. To make delirious.

1658 R. FRANCK North. Mem. (1821) p. iii, Now to gener-
ally and epidemically the kingdom was diseased, that de-
linated and distracted, they let one another blood, a 1711
KEM Christofhil I'pet.

Wks. 1731 I. 478 Their Love miv
plac'd dcliriates their Wit.

Delirifacient (cMirie'-fient). a. and il>. MtJ.

[f. L. delirium, DELIHIUM, ailirdre to be crazy +

facient-em making.]
A. adj. Causing or producing delirium.

B. so. An agent or substance that produces
delirium.

187$ H. C. WOOD Thtrap. (1879) 319 In some morphia
acts &l A delirifacient.

Delirious (dfli-rias), a. [f. L. Jeliri-um +

-ous.]
1. Affected with delirium, (if. as a result or

symptom of disease ; wandering in mind, light-

headed, temporarily insane.

1706 SWIKT Diatho/ /'artrufetfTht people. .said, he had
been for some time delirious ; put when I saw him, he had
his understanding as well as ever I knew. 1751 JOHNSON
Rambler No. 153 f 11 He caught a fever, .of which he died
delirious on the third day. 1804 ABERNETHY Surf. Obs. 175
He had gradually become delirious, and. .could scarcely be

kept in bed. 1871 Sit T. WATSON Print. Physic led. 5) I.

xvu'L 350 The patient, complaining probably of his head,
becomes all at once and furiously delirious.

b. Belonging to or characteristic of delirium.

1703 J. LOGAN in Pa. Hist. See. Mem. IX. 188 In what he
has wrote to-day one paragraph may appear almost de-

lirious. 1809 .I/ft/. Jml. XXI. 435 March 2jth . . The whole
of this day he has talked quite incoherently. .March 26th.

The same delirious manner has continued all this day. 1874
CARPENTKR Mrnt. Phys. I. i. 8 7 (1879) 8 The delirious

ravings of Intoxication or of Fever.

2. trans/. anAjfg. a. Characterized by wild ex-

citement or symptoms resembling those of delirium ;

frantic, crazed,
' mad '.

1791 COWPER Iliad xv. 156 Frantic, delirious ! thou art

lost for ever ! i8ao I. TAYLOR Knthus. iv. (1867) 77 The
delirious bigot who hums with ambition to render himself
the enemy . . of the Church. 1855 RRIMLEY Ess., Tennyson
76 Snatches of song that make the world delirious with

delight.
b. Of things, actions, etc.

1599 Broughtons Lett. iii. 15 You. .charge the High com-
mission of Atheisme, for catling you to account for your
delirious doctrine. 1818 BYRON Ch. liar. iv. Ixx, How the

giant element From rock to rock leaps with delirious bound.

1858 CARLYLE f'reiU. Ct. (1865) I. it. vi. 87 The delirious

screech, .of a railway train.

Deliriously, adv. [f. prec. + -LT 2
.] In a

delirious manner ; madly, frantically.
i8ao BYROH Mar. Fal. iv. i. 240 The plague Which sweeps

the soul deliriously from life ! 1863 b. C CLAYTON Querns
of Song II. 380 '1 hey were deliriously dancing, shouting,
singing, .with the most hilarious gaiety.

Deli'riousness. [f. as prec. + -NESS.] The
state of being delirious ; delirium.

1779-81 JOHNSON L. P., l'cfe Wks. IV. 86 Pope, at the

intermission of his deliriousness, was always saying some-

thing kind, .of his. .friends. 1781 HEBERDEN Comment, xii.

Giddiness, forgetfutness, slight deliriousness. 1835 SINGLE-
TON I'irgil 1. 368 What such intense dcliriousncssl

Delirium (d/lrriftn). PI. deliriums, -ia.

[a. L. delirium (Celsus), madness, derangement,
dtriv. of dflirdre to be deranged : see DELI HE .]

1. A disordered state of the mental faculties re-

sulting from disturbance of the functions of the

brain, and characterized by incoherent speech, hal-

lucinations, restlessness, and frenzied or maniacal
excitement.

1599 Broughtcm's Lett. xii. 42 It is but the franlicke de-

lirium of one, whose pride hath made him ^ptiaraTar.
1656 RfDOUTY Pract. Pliysick 141 The signs are a weak
Pulse, .delirinm. 1670 COTTON Esfiemon ill. xn.

6^8
His

Deliriums had far longer intervals than before. 1707 I1 LOVER

Physic. Pnlie.lt'atch 357 The Deliria and Melancholic
Fevers are indicated by this Pulse. 1756 BURKE SxN. < B.
Introd. Wks. 1. 103 Opium is pleasing to Turks, on account
of the agreeable delirium it produces. 1840 DICKENS Old
C. Shop \\

t
In a raging fever accompanied with delirium.

1871 SIR T. WATSON Princ. Physic, (ed. 5) I. xviii. 360 The
delirium you will generally find to be not a fierce or mis-

chievous delirium, but a busy delirium.

2. Jig. Uncontrollable excitement or emotion, as

of a delirious person ; frenzied rapture ; wildly
absurd thought or speech.
1650 Mown i Masaniillo I. 126 He had broken out into

a thousand delirium's and fooleries. 1709 STEELE Toiler
No. 125 P 10 Any Free-thinker whom they shall find publish-

ing his Deliriums. 1791-18*3 ])'|SRAELI Cur. Lit. (1866) a/'

Testimonies of men of letters of the pleasurable delirium

of their researches. 183* W. IRVING Astoria II. 215 He
jumped up, shouted, clapped his hands, and danced in a de-

lirium of joy, until he upset the canoe. 1879 GEO. KLIOT
Theo. Such xiv. 354 The gorgeous delirium of gladiatorial
shows.

Delirium tremens d/li'drm trrmcnz). [mod.
Medical Lat. = trembling or quaking delirium.] A
species of delirium induced by excessive indulgence
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in alcoholic liquors, and characterized by tremblings
and various delusions of the senses.

'The term was introduced by Dr. Sutton, ill 1813, for that

form of delirium which is rendered worse by bleeding, but

improved by opium. By Rayer and subsequent writers it

has been almost exclusively applied to delirium resulting

from the abuse of alcohol.' (Syd. Soc.Le.r.)

1813 T. SUTTON (title), Tracts on Delirium Tremens, etc.,

etc. 1865 TYLOR Early Hist. Man. i. 6 The fiends which

torment the victim of delirium tremens.

fig. 1832 Blackw. Mag. Jan. 123/2 The delirium tremens

of radicalism, in which the unhappy patient, .imagines him-

self haunted by a thousand devils, who are not only men
but Tories.

t Deli'rOUS, a. Obs. [f. L. dehr-us doting,

crazy (f. DE- 1.2 + lira ridge, furrow : cf. DELIUE)
4 -OUS.] =DELIEIOUS; crazy, raving.
1656 H. MORE Enthns. Tri. (1712) 33 The rampant and

delirous Fancies of. . Paracelsus, a 1687 Ibid. 5^ They that

deny this true Enthusiasm, do confirm those wild delirous

Fanaticks in their false Enthusiasm. 1673 RAY Journ. Low
C. 144 We observed in these Countries more Idiots and de-

lirous persons than anywhere else. 1722 Phil. Trans,
XXXII. 25 He became delirous with Convulsions.

Hence t Deli'rousness.
a 1687 H. MORE An/id. Ath, ill. ix. Schol. (1712) 174

Many other circumstances have been told me by them . .

without the least species or shadow of delirousness.

t Deli'ry. Obs. PL -ies. [ad. 1,. deliri-um

DELIRIUM : cf. ministry^ = DELIRIUM.

1669 GALE Crt. Gentiles i. n. ii. 18 The deliries, or dreams
of the Mythologists, touching their Gods. 1677 Ibid. ill. 137

The Dehries or sick Dreams of Origen.

Delisk, var. of DULSE, a sea-weed.

Delit, earlier form of DELIGHT.

t Delitabi'lity. Obs. In 4 delitabilite,

dilat-, diletabilte. [ME. a. OF. delitablett, i.

delitable : see next.] Delightfulness, delight.
a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter Prol., pe dilatabilte of bis gyft.

Ibid. Ixvii. 36 In diletabilte of luf. c 1340 Prase Tr. 43

Gastely joye and delitabilite.

t Delitable, a. Obs. Also 4 delitabUl, -byl(l,

dilitable, diletabile, 4-6 delyt-, 5 delet-, de-

lite-, deleitable, dylitabile. [ME. a. OF. delit-

able (deleit-, delet-, deliet-~), f. delitier to DELIGHT:
cf. DELECTABLE, DELIGHTABLE.] Affording de-

light ; delightful, pleasnnt, delectable.

c 1290 .IT. Eng. Leg. I. 220/26 An yle . . bat delitable was
inou. a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter Cant. 523 pe notis of luf er

delitabylest in the melody bat sho shewys. 1362 LANGL.
P. PI. A. i. 32 Dreede dilitable drinke. 1:1386 CHAUCER
Clerk's T. 6 Wher many a tour and toun thou tnaist by-
holde . . And many anothir delitable [v. rr. de-, dilectable]

sight, c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xii. 51 Appels faire of

coloure and delitable to behald. c 1450 Mironr Salitaciouit

660 A delitable floure. c 1500 Lancelot 1738 Thar giftis mot
be fair and delitable. 1500-20 DUNBAR Goldyn Targe 120

lauus, god of entree delytable.

tDelitably, adv. Obs. [f. prec. + -LY^.]
In a ' delitable

' manner ; delightfully, pleasantly.
c- 1340 HAMPOLE Prose Tr. 18 pe name sowunes in his herte

delitably as it were a saunge. c 1374 CHAUCER Boellt. iv. i.

108 Whanne philosophic hadde songen softly and delitably
be forseide binges, c 1425 WYNTOUN Cron. vi. v. 56 He wes
. .festyd oft delytably. 1450-1530 Myrr. our Ladye 210 He
abydeth. .delytablely with desyre.

t DelHie, sb. Obs. [A derivative, or expansion,
of LITE sb., in same sense.] Delay.
a 1300 Cursor M. 5790 (Gott.) par-to sal be na lang dilite

\Catt. lite, Trin. delay], c 1340 Ibid. 6679 (Fairf.) Dey bai

salle wib-out delite \Cott. lite, rime quite, quitte].

t Deli'te, a. Obs. rare. In 5 delyte. fa. OF.
delit delicious.] Delightful.
c 1430 LYDG. Hors, Shepe fy G. 3 This pascalle Lambe

with-owte spott. .bis lambe moste delyte.

Delite, the earlier form of DELIGHT.

Delitescence (delite -sens) . [f. DELITESCENT :

see -ENCE. (In the medical sense used in F. by
Pare in i6th c.)]
1. The condition of lying hid ; latent state, con-

cealment, seclusion.

1776 JOHNSON Lett, to Mrs. Thrale 22 May, To sooth
him into inactivity or delitescence. 1836-7 SIR W. HAMILTON
Metaph. xxx. (1870) II. 213 The obscuration, the delites-

cence of mental activities.

2. Med. a.
' Term applied to the sudden disap-

pearance of inflammation, or of its events, by reso-

lution, no other part of the body being affected.'

b. ' The period during which poisons, as those of

rabies and smallpox, remain in the system before

they produce visible symptoms' (
= INCUBATION).

Syd. Soc. Lex.

1835-6 Tono Cycl. Anat. I. 513/2 This speedy termination
of the disease has been called by the French writers delites-

cence. 1877 ROBERTS Handbk. Med. (ed. 3) I. 46 Resolution

may take place very quickly, this being termed delitescence.

Delite'scency. [f. aprec. : iee-JWCT.] a.

The quality of being delitescent, b. =prec. I.

1696 AUBREY Misc. Introd. (18571 p. xiii, From 1670 to this

very day . . I have enjoyed a happy delitescency. 1805 PreJ.
to Bratlnvaifs Drunken Barnaby (z&. 5), Republishing this

facetious little book after a delitescency of near a hundred

years. 1821 J. L. ADOLPHUS Let. to Ileber 8 An extra-

ordinary development of the passion for delitescency.

Delitescent (delite-sent, df-), a. [ad. L. deli-

tescent-cm, pr. pple. of delitesclre to hide away, f.

DE- I. 2 + latescfre, inceptive of latere to lie hid.]

Lying hid, latent, concealed.

166

1684 T. HOCKIN God's Decrees 212 The vertue of those

means.. may be long delitescent, and lye hid. 1836-7 SIR

W. HAMILTON Metaph. xxx. (1870) II. 213 The immense

proportion of our intellectual possessions consists of our

delitescent cognitions.

f Deli'tigate, v. Obs. rare . [f.
L. deliti-

gare : see -ATE 3.]

1623 COCKERAM, Delitigate, to skold or chide vehemently.

Hence Delitiga'tion.
1727 BAILEY vol. II, Delitigation, a striving, a chiding, a

contending.

+ DelitOHS, a. Obs. Also 5 delytous. [a.

OF. delitous (Bozon), -eus, f. delit DELIGHT : see

-ous.] Delightful.
c 1400 Rom. Rose 90 In this sesoun delytous. Whan love

affraieth al thing. Ibid. 489 Swich solace, swich ioie, and

play. .As was in that place delytous.

Deli'ver, a. Obs. or arch. Also 4-7 dely-

uer(e, (4 delyure, 5 deliuuer, -liuere, -lyyyr,
6

-liure). [a. OF. delivre, deslivre (cf. It. dilibero),

vbl. adj. from delivrer to DELIVER.]
f 1. Free, at liberty. Obs.

1305 Edmund Con/. 290 m E. E. P. (1862) 78 He ne

mi^te him wawe fot ne bond : his poer him was binome ;
Ac

delyure he hadde al his bo3t.

2. Free from all encumbrance or impediments;
active, nimble, agile, quick in action.

'* c 1350 Will. Palerne 3596 Dou3thi man and deliuer in dedes

j that

armes. 1375 BARBOUR Bruce m. 737 Bot the Kinpis folk,

at war Deliuer off fute. 1387 TREVISA Higden I Rolls) VI .

V 289 Delyvere men strong and swyber. c 1430 LYDG. Bochas
=

III. i. (1554) 70 b, Light and deliuer, voyde of al fatness.

1472 Paston Lett. No. 696 III. 47 He is one the lyghtest,

delyverst, best spokyn, fayrest archer. 1530 PALSGR. 309/2

Delyver of ones lymmes as they that prove mastryes, sortfle.

Delyver, redy, quicke to do any thyng, agile, delitirl. a 1562
G. CAVENDISH Wolsey (1827) 141 A number of the most de-

liverest soldiers. 1580 SIDNEY Arcadia (1622) 326 Pyroctes,
of a more fine and deliuer strength. 1600 HOLLAND Livy
xxvin. xx.683b, Being men light and deliver of bodie. \arch,

1814 SCOTT Wav. xlii, Mr. Waverley looks clean-made and
deliver. 1887 Eng. Illust. Mag. Nov. 72 He is the most
deliver at that exercise I have ever set eyes on.]

f 3. Delivered (of a child). Obs.

c 1325 E. E. A Hit. P. B. 1084 Alle hende bat honestly most
an hert glade, Aboutte my lady watz lent, quen ho delyuer
were, c 1325 Metr. Horn. 168 That this abbas suld paynes
dreght, And be delyuer of hir chylde. c 1400 MAUNDEV.

(Roxb.) xv. 67 Mary was delyuer of Kir childe vnder a palme
tree, c 1460 Toumeley Myst., Purif. Mary 117 Ffourty

dayes syn that thou was Delyuer of thy son.

- Deliver (d/li-vai), v. 1 Also 3-5 deliure, 3-6

delyuer(e, 4 deliuyr, delyuyr, dilyuer(e, 4-5
delyuir(e, 4-6 delyure, diliuer(e, 6 Sc. delywer.

[a. F. dellivrer, in OF. also deslivrer, =Pr. de-,

deslivrar, Cat. desliurar, OSp. delibrar, It. dilibe-

rare : late pop. L. deliberare, in Romanic partly
refashioned as *deslibrdre (DE- I. 6), used in sense

of L. llberare to set free, liberate (see Du Cange).

(In cl. Lat. deliberare had a different sense : see

DELIBERATE.)]
I. 1. trans. To set free, liberate, release, rescue,

save. Const, from, out of,^of. fa. To release

from a place. Obs. (exc. as merged in b, and as a

traditional phrase in reference to gaol-delivery).
c 1325 Cocr de L. 1140 Whenne I am servyd off that fee,

Thenne schal Richard delyveryd bee. c 1400 MAUNDEV.

(Roxb.) xi. 45 Scho delyuerd fe lordes oute of be toure.

1513 MORE in Grafton Chron. II. 798 The Lorde Stanley
was delivered out of ward. 1725 DE FOE Voy. round World
11840) 277 The way turned short east.. and delivered us

entirely from the mountains. 1768 BLACKSTONE Comm. III.

134 That they could not upon an habeas corpus either bail or

deliver a prisoner. 1863 H. Cox Instil, n. x. 534 A com-
mission of general gaol delivery.

b. Now esp. To set free from restraint, immi-

nent danger, annoyance, trouble, or evil generally.
a 1225 Ancr. R, 234 Nolde heo neuer enes bisechen ure

Louerd bet he allunge deliurede hire berof. c 1250 Old
Kent. Serin, in O. E. Misc. 33 pet he us deliuri of alle eueles.

1382 WYCLIF Matt. vi. 13 And leede vs nat in to tempta-

cioun, but delyuere vs fro yuel. c 1386 CHAUCER Moderof
Godn Fro temptacioun deliure me. 1549 Bk. Coin. Prayer,

Litany, From al euill and mischiefe, from synne, from the

craftes and assaultes of the deuyll ; from thy wrathe, and from

euerlastyng damnacion : Good lorde deliuer us. 1611 BIBLE
i Sam. xvii. 37 The Lord that delivered me out of the paw
of the lion, .he will deliver me out of the hand of this Philis-

tine. 1651 Rcliq. Wotton. 199, I fell into these thoughts, of

which there were two wayes to be delivered. 1719 DE FOE

O/<w(i84o) I.xii. 205 God. .had. .delivered me from blood-

guiltiness. 1845 M. PATTISON Ess. (1889) 1. 26 Chilperic was
delivered from the necessity of inventing any new expedient.

1871 R. ELLIS Catullus Ixiv. 396 Stood in body before them,
a fainting host to deliver.

f c. spec. To release or free (any one; from his

vow, by putting him in a position to discharge it
;

to accept combat offered by. [So in OF.] Obs.
? it 1400 Morte Arth. 1688 >if thow hufe alle the daye, thou

bees noghte delyuerede. 1470-85 MALORY A rthur\\\. xiv, I

care not. .what knyghte soo euer he be, for I shal soone de-

lyuer hym. 1475 Bk. Noblesse 77 For to take entreprises, to

answere or deliver a gentilman that desire in worship to doo
armes in liestis to the utteraunce, or to certein pointis. 15*3
LD. BERNKRS Froiss. I. ccclxxiii. 617 Then it was sayd to all

the knightes there about, Sirs, is there any of you that will

delyuer this knight ?. -Sir Wylliam of Fennyton. .sayd. -if

it pleases him a lytelt to rest hym, he shall anone be

delyuered, for I ahaU arme me agaynst hym.
f 2. T-o free, rid, divest, clear (a] of, (b}jrotn.
c 1314 Guy Wanv. (A.) 3248 Deliuer bi lond. .Of alle bine

DELIVER.

dedeliche foil, f 1374 CHAUCER Boct/i. ill. i. 64 Who so wil

sowe a felde plentiuous lat hym first delyuer it of thorties.

1540-1 EI.YOT Image Gov. '15491 32 At last god hath de-

liuered the. .of him. 1562 Homilies II. Good Friday (1850)

411 It pleased him [Christ] to deliver himself of all His

godly honour. 1868 BUSHNELL Serin, on living Subj. 21

he salutation will be quite delivered of its harshness by
just observing that [etc.].

c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 193 ...
wole delyvere him fro icching. 1627 DONNE Scnn. v.

193 Anoynte be pacient & )

Yet we doe not deliver Moses from all infirmity herein.

1632 LITHGOW Tra-u. vll. 323 A stone . . which hath the vertue

to deliuer a woman from her paine in child-birth. 1677 HALE
Prim. Orig. Man. To Rdr., If the Expressions . . be . . de-

livered from Amphibologies.

f b. refl. To free oneself, get clear or rid of. Obs.

c 1300 K. Alis. 1319 Anon they deliverid heom of Mace-

doyne. c 1489 CAXTON Sounes cfAymon ix. 208, 1 counseyll

you that ye . . delyver yourselfe of Reynawde assone as ye
maye. 1530 PALSGR. 511/1, I can nat delyver me of hym by
no meanes. [1709 BERKELEY Ess. Vision 51 [He] may be

able to deliver himself from that prejudice.]

C. To deliver a gaol : to clear it of prisoners in

order to bring them to trial at the assizes.

1523 in W. H. Turner Select. Rcc. Oxford 34 To delivel

any gayole wthin the towne. 1535 Act 27 Hen. VIII, c. 24
16 All suche justices . . shal haue auctoritee . . to deliuer

the same gaoles from time to time. 1890 Spectator 26 Apr.

584/2 The gaol must be delivered before the Judge leaves

the assize town.

fd. transf. To make riddance of, get rid of,

dispel (pain, disease, etc.) ;
to relieve. Obs.

1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 405 b/i A lytel medecyne ofte

delyuereth a grete languor and payne. 1576 BAKER Jewell

of Health 53 b, This water, .delyvereth the griefe of the

stone. 1610 GUILLIM Heraldry iv. v. (1660) 282 That so his

momentany passion . . might by some like intermission of

time be delivered, and so vanish away.
3. To disburden (a woman) of the foetus, to bring

to childbirth ;
in passive, to give birth to a child

or offspring. Rarely said of beasts. (The active

is late and chiefly in obstetrical use.)

1325 Metr. Hoin. 63 For than com tim Mari mild Suld

be dehuerd of hir child, c 1340 Cursor M. 5562 (Fairf.)

perwimmen. .ar deliuered be baire awen slijt. 1480 CAXTON
Ckron, Eng, Ixxi. 53 Tyme come that she shold Ire de-

lyuered and here a child. 1484 Fables ofMsop I. ix,

A bytche which wold lyttre and be delyured of her lytyl

dogges. 1568 TILNEY Disc. Mariage Cviij, To have thy

wyfe with childe safely delyvered. 1611 SHAKS. Wint. T.

ii. ii. 25 She is, something before her time, deliuer'd. 1685
COOKE Marrmv af Chirurg. in. I. i. (ed. 4) 168 The third

time they sent and begged I would deliver her. 1754-64
SMELLIE Midmif. I. Introd. 7oAbetter method of delivering
in laborious and preternatural cases. 1805 Med. Jrnl. XIV.
521 By making an incision in the urethra, .the patient might
be delivered. ciBso Arab. Nts. (Rtldg.) 448 The queen.,
was in due time safely delivered of a prince.

fig. 1634 HEYWOOD Mayden-head well Lost i. Wks. 1874
IV. 108 My brain's in labour, and must be deliuered Of some
new mischeife. a 1640 PEACHAM (JO, Tully was long ere he

could be delivered of a few verses. 1875 JOWETT Plata

(ed. 2) I. 281, I have been delivered of an infinite variety of

speeches about virtue before now, and to many persons.

fb. pass. Of the offspring: To be brought forth

(lit. and_/%.). Obs.

1581 PETTIE Guazzo's Civ. Conv. i. (1586)
12 All beastes so

soone as they are delivered from their dam get upon their

feete. ci6oo SHAKS. Sonn. Ixxvii. n Those children nursed,
deliver'd from thy brain. 1604 Oth. i. iii. 378 There are

many Euents in the Wombeof Time, which wilbe deliuered.

4. To disburden, unload. ? Obs.

1793 SMEATON Edystone L. 1 289 The Weston was delivered

ofher cargo. 1805 in A. Duncan Nelson 231, 26th. Delivered

the Spaniard, and sunk her. 1851 MAYNE REID Scalp Hunt.
xxxiv. 267 The brace of revellers went staggering over the

azotea, delivering their stomachs.

5. rejl. To disburden oneself of vt\ia.i is in one's

mind
;
to express one's opinion or thought ;

to utter

words or sounds; to speak, discourse. (Cf. 10.)

c 1340 Cursor M. 20301 (Trin.), I delyuered me of my ser-

moun. 1654 tr. Martini's Cony. China 217 He delivered

himself thus unto them,
'
I hope by your valour to obtain

the Empire of the world '. 1660 TrialRegie. 42, I now de-

sire to know, .whether it be proper now to deliver my self,

before you proceed to the calling of Witnesses.
_
1713 STEELE

Englishman No. 3. 19 Some Merchants . . delivered them-

selves against the Bill before pur Houses of Lords and Com-
mons. 1752 FIELDING Amelia\\. vii, Amelia delivered her-

selfon the subject of second marriages with much eloquence.

1869 GOULBURN Purs. Holiness x. 91 Delivering Himself . .

in sentiments the very tones of which are unearthly.

II. f 6. trans. To get rid of or dispose of

quickly, to dispatch ; refl. to make haste, be quick.

6-1340 Gam. $ Gr. Knt. 1414 pe mete & be masse watz

metely delyuered. c 1475 RaH/Coilyaryv Deliuer the . .

and mak na delay. 1523 LD. BERNERS Froiss. I. cccxxvi.

510 The Romayns . . sayd, Harke, ye sir cardynalles, de-

lyuer you atones, and make a pope ; Ye tary to longe.

1530 PALSGR. 510/2, I delyver, I rydde or dispatche thynges

.shortly out of handes, jfe dcspeche.

fb. ? To dispatch, make away with. Obs. rare.

a 1400-50 Alexander 3930 pis breme best. .A}t and tuenti

men of armes onone scho delyuird. < 1450 Guy Warw. (C.)

10140 And wyth the grace of god almyght To delyuyr ther

enmyes wyth ryght.

III. 7. To give up entirely, give over, surrender,

yield; formerly often spec, to give up to an evil

fate, devote to destruction, ruin, or the like. Also

with over (obs. or arch.), up.
a 1300 Cursor M. 5012 (Cott.l Him sal deliuer your yongcist

child, c 1340 fMd. 15879 (Fairf.) He deliuered his maister

vp. c 1300 Keket 724 The Kynges baillyf delivri him to

anhonge other to drawe. 1483 CAXTON G. de la Tour
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K vij b, Themoders of them shall lie dclyuered to the dolor-

ous deth of helle. 1513 MORE in Grafton Chron. II. 771

That the goods of a sanctuary man, shoulde be delivered

in j,.i\tii. ni of bis debtcx 1593 SHAKS. Rich. II, ill. i. 29
See them deliuered ouer To execution, and the hand of

death. 1600 E. BLOUNT tr. Conestaggio 321 The French

came from the mountaine, and .. delivered up their armes.

1638 SIH T. HKKBKRT Trar. 90 Hee also assaults Tzinner,
which iho a while well kept, .is in the end delivered. 1771
MRS. (iuniiiH tr. / 'iatttt's Shipwreck 97 To take our chance,

j

and deliver ourselves over into the hands of Providence.

1777 WATSON I'hilif II (1839) '33 'Count Egmont,' said

Alva,
'
deliver your sword ; it is the will of the King that

you give it up, and go to prison.' 1845 M. PATTISON Ess.

(1889) I. 2 When premiers deliver up their portfolios.

f b. re/I. To give oneself up, surrender, devote

oneself. Obs.
n 1533 L. BERNERS Gold. Bk. M. A urel. (1546) B vj, I de.

lyuerea myselfe with greatte desyre to knowe thynges.

8. To hand over, transfer, commit to another's

possession or keeping ; spec, to give or distribute

to the proper person or quarter (letters or goods
brought by post, carrier, or messenger) ; to present

(an account, etc.). Const, to, or with simple dative.

i97 R. GLOUC. (1724) 430 Alle be byssoprycnes, bat de-

lyuered were Of Normandye & Engelond, he }ef al clene

l>ere. 1:1300 A". Alls, ion In a castel heo was v-set, And
was deliverid Hversoon, Skarschliche and nought foisoun.

c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xxv. 119 He delyuers bis currour

be lettres. c 1440 Ipomydon 1382 Delyuere my mayde to

me this day. 1530 PALSGR. 510/2,
I delyver, I gyve a thyng

in to ones handes to kepc. Je liure. 1535 WRIOTHESLEY
Chron. (1875) I. 28 Who had his pardon delyvered him on
the Tower Hill. 1651 HOBBES Leviath. it. xxii. 122 To joyn
in a Petition to be delivered to a ludge, etc. 1745 Col. Rec.

Pauuyto. V. 9 He delivered back the String of Wampum
sent him. 1843 PRESCOTT Mexico (1850) L 255 A message
which he must deliver in person. 1881 GOLDW. SMITH Lrct.

f, Ess. 260 The postmaster had written the letter as well as

delivered it. 189* Law Times' Rep. LXVII. 52/2 No bill

of costs was ever delivered. Mod. Get the address from the

postman who delivers in that part of the town. How often

are letters delivered here T

fig. 'S*-34 TINDALE i Cor. xi. 2 That ye . . kepe the or-

dinaunces even as I delyvered them to you. 1598 SHAKS.

Merry W. iv. iv. 37 The superstitious idle-headed-Eld Re-
ceiu'd and did deliuer to our age This tale of Herne the

Hunter. 1794 SULLIVAN KiVw Nat. II, Seven persons only
were necessary to deliver the history of the creation and fall

from Adam to Moses.

b. Lou.'. To give or hand over formally (esp. a

deed to the grantee, or to a third party) :' see DE-
LIVERY 4 b (ii}.

So '

to deliver
'
seisin of heredita-

ments, or a corporeal chattel.

1574 tr. Littleton's Tenures 153, If a man make a deede
of feoffemente unto another . and delyvereth to him the

deed but no livery of seisin, c 1590 MARLOWH Faust, v. 1 10

Speak, Faustus, do you deliver this as your deed? 1613 in

Ne:v Shaks. Soc. Trans. (1885) 505 W said Indent' was
sealled and deliuered by all the parties thervnto. 1767
BLACKSTONE Comin. II. 306 A seventh requisite to a good
deed is that it be delivered, by the party himself or his cer-

tain attorney. 1844 WILLIAMS Real Prop. vii. (1877) 148
The words '

1 deliver this as my act and deed ', which are

spoken at the same time, are held to be equivalent to de-

livery, even if the party keep the deed himself.

t o. poetic, with weakened sense of ' To hand

over, present '. Obs.
1601 SHAKS. Ttuel. N. i. ii. 43 O that I .. might not be

deliuered to the world Till I had made mine owne occasion

mellow. 1607 Cor. v. iii. 39 The sorrow that deliuers vs

thus chang'd Makes you think so.

IV. 8. To give forth, send forth, emit; to dis-

charge, launch ;
to cast, throw, project : a. things

material.

'597 T. J. Serm. Paules C. 37 The bow, being ready bent

to deliuer the arrowe. 1613 SHAKS. Hen.
["///,

v. iv. 59
A File of Boyes . .deliuer'd such a showre of Pibbles. 1633 T.

JAMES Yoy. 7 1 fI'he pump] did deliuer water very sufficiently.

1701 LUTTRELL Brief Rel. (1857) V. 207 The earl of Kent,
as he was delivering his bowl upon the green at Tunbridge
Wells last Wensday, fell down and immediately died.

1834 MK.DWIN Angler in Wales I. 201 In delivering his

harpoon he lost his balance. 1850 'BAT* Crick. Man. 39
Before a ball is delivered, the umpires station themselves at

their respective wickets. 1885 Manch. Exam. 15 May 5/2
The enemy . . waited till Middleton's volunteers had ap-

proached very close before they delivered their fire.

b. a blow, assault, attack, etc. To deliver battle :

to give battle, make or begin an attack.

1841 ALISON Hist. Europe XI. Ixxv. $ 36. 349 The Emperor
was. .obliged to deliver a defensive battle. 1864 Daily Tel.

19 Nov., The assaults were badly delivered. 1874 GREEN
Short Hist. vii. S 6. 405 When Philip at last was forced to

deliver his blow.

t o. To put forth freely (bodily action, etc.) :

cf. DELIVERY 6. Obs.

a 1586 SIDNEY tj. , Musidorus could not perform any action

. .more strongly, or deliv er that strength more nimbly. 1845

Jrnl. R. Agric. Aoc. V. 11. 530 He [a horse] must . . be taught
to raise his knee and deliver his leg with freedom.

f d. fig. To give out as produce, to produce,

yield. Obs.

1605 VERSTEGAN Dec. In/tell, ii. (1628) 51 The mynes . . do
deliuer gold, siluer, copper.

1O. To give forth in words, utter, enunciate,

pronounce openly or formally. (ft. ;.'

i speec
'

1576 FLEMING Panopl. F.pist. 56 To a question by him pro-

pounded, this answere was delivered. 1589 PUTTENHAM

167

/',VJ/r il. xiii. (xiv.) (Arb.) 134 The vowell alwayes
more

easily
dcliuered then the consonant. 1615 CKOOKK

ll<t,ty t>/ IfmM v. xxxi. (1616) 341 (ialcn dcliuering the pre-

cepts of health. 1667 I'EFYS Diary (1879) IV. 435 Hen.,
bold to deliver what he thinks on every occasion. 1771

Jjiniiis Lftt. liv. 386, 1 am called upon to deliver my opinion.

1804 .l/<-rf. Jrnl. XII. 384 Dr. John Reid ..intends to de-

liver, .a Course of Lectures on the Theory and Practice of

Medicine. 1*73 HAMEHTON Inltll. Lift 150 Like an orator

who knows that he can deliver a passage, and compose at

the same time the one which is to follow. 188* Times 95
Nov. 4 The Master of the Rolls, in delivering judgment,
said [etc.].

b. iilisol. or intr. To 'deliver oneself, dis-

course ; to pronounce an opinion or verdict ; to
' make deliverance '.

1807 ROBINSON Archxol. Graca v. xxi. 515 They first de-

livered on civil affars : afterwards the discourse turned on
war. iBjoSALA Tin. rountiClock^itei) 97 Poor jurymen ..

understanding a great deal more about the case on which

they have to deliver at its commencement than at its ter-

mination.

f
1

o. absol. or intr. To ntter notes in
singing.

1530 PALSGR. 510/2, I delyver quickly, as one dome in

syngynge..! never herde boye in my lyfe delyver more

quyckely.

1 11. trans. To declare, communicate, report, re-

late, narrate, tell, make known ;
to state, affirm,

assert ; to express in words, set forth, describe. Obs.

'557 Order of Hfspitalls H vj,
Goe to the Lord Maior,

antldeliuer unto him the disobedience of the said Constable.

1600 E. BLOUNT tr. Contstagfio 719 The Duke, .himselfu

unto the king, delivered what nee had scene. 1611 SHAKS.
Wint. T. v. u. 4, I.. heard the old Shepheard deliuer ihe

manner how he found it. 1655 60 STANLEY Hist. Philos.

(1701) 114/1 The time of his birth is no where expresly de-

livered. 1664 POWER Exp. Philos. t.
8cj

I will here deliver

one or two Optical Experiments. 1768 STERNE.S'^i;. Jont-n.

(1778) II. i (Fillt dt Chambre) What the old French officer

had delivered upon travelling. 1790 PALEY Ham Paul. \. 5

Particulars so plainly delivered . . in the Acts of the Apostles.
1800 VINCE Hydrostat. (1806) 5 Like his general principles
of motion before delivered.

t b. with obj. clause. Obi.

1586 A. DAY Eng. Secretary I. (1635) 44 It was delivered

hee hung himselte for grie(e. 1658 BROWNE Hydriot. i.

That they held that Practice in Gallia, Qcsar expressly c!e-

livereth. 1608 FRVER Ace. E. India t/ P 161 Who founded

these, their Annals nor their Sanscript deliver not

t o. with obj. and complement. Obs.

i636MAssiNGF.R('/. Dk. Florence i.ii, She is deliver'd . . For
a masterpiece in nature. 1649 MILTON f-.ikan. 11 History
delivers him a deep dissembler, a 1687 PETTY Pol. Arilh.

iv. 11691) 64 The Author . . delivers the Proportion . . to be

as Thirty to Eighty two.

V. 12. Pottery and Founding. To set free from

the mould ; reft, and intr. To free itself from the

mould ; to leave the mould easily.

1781 WEDGWOOD in Phil. Trans. I.XXII. 310 To make
the clay deliver easily, it will be necessary to oil the mould.

1831 PORTER Porceltin * Gl. 50 The ware, .dries in a suffi-

cient degree to deliver itself (according to the workman's

phrase) easily from the mould. 1880 C. T. NEWTON Ess.

Art 9f Archxol. vi. 272 That oil or grease had been applied
. .to make the mould deliver.

t Deli"ver, v.- 0/>s. [A variant of DELIBXR v.,

with Romanic change of L. i to v, as in prec.]
=

DBLIBER, to deliberate, determine.

138* WYCLIF 2 Sam. xxiv. 13 Now thanne delyver, and

see, what word I shal answere to hym. e 1440 CAPGRAVE

Lift St. Kath. I. 966 Deliuer bis mater, so god }our soulys
saue. 1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. 1 1. 520 Oft in his mynd
revoluand to and fro, Syne at the last deliuerit hes rycht

sone, To tak his tyme sen it wes oportnne.

Hence t Deli-vered ///. a., determined, resolved.

1536 BELLENDEN Crm. Sett. (1821) I. 259 With deliverit

mind to assailye thame in the brck of the day. 1551 Aur.

HAMILTON Catech. (1884) 12 We consent nocht with ane de-

liverit mynd.

Deliverable (d/li-varabl), a.
[f.

DELIVER v. i

+ -ABLE: cf. OF. deliverable, delivrable 15-171)1

c. in Godef.).] That can or may be delivered ; to

be delivered (according to agreement) : cf. payable.

'755 MAC.ENS Insurances I. 401 Ten thousand Pounds of

good and deliverable Dutch made Starch. 1877 Act 40-1
I'ict. c. 39 8 5 Where the document . . makes the goods
deliverable to the bearer. 1889 Macin. Mar. Mar. 270/2

So wild and shrill a cry of human anguish, that the like of

it I could never imagine deliverable by human lips.

Deliverance (d/li-vwins). [a. OK. dtlivrancc,

Jcsl- (.nth c. in Littre')
= Pr. delivransa, detl-, f.

cUlivrer, delivrar to DELIVER : see -ANCE.]
L The action of delivering or setting free, or fact

of being set free (t of, from confinement, danger,

evil, etc.) ; liberation, release, rescue.

-1*90 S. Eng. Leg. I. 197/118 A-serued heo hath to alle

be contreie deliueraunce of langour. <~ X33 R* BRUNNB
Chron. (1810) 131 William Marscnalle . . gafibr his delyuer.
ance be castelle of Schirburne. 1340 HAUPOLE Pr. Cause.

3585 For bair deliverance fra payn. 13. . Poetnsfr. Vemon
MS. 926/200 Of alle beos Merueylous chaunces Vr lord hab
sent vs diliueraunces. c 1400 MAUNDEV. (1839) xxiii. 947 It

hath a round wyndowe abouen that, .seruethe fordelyuei-
ance of smoke, c 1450 Mirottr Salttacioun 4074 Sho . . lete

hym out at a wyndowe so making his delyvrance. 1483
CAXTON Geld. Leg. 275 '2 That he shold praye to god for the

delyueraunce of his sekenesse. 1568 GRAFTON Chtvn. II. 408
On the behalfe of king Richard for his delyveraunce out
of prison. 1651 HoBBEsZ-rr'/ViM. in. xxxv. 221 Our deliver-

ance from the bondage of sin. 17x9 DE FOE Cruse* (1858)
1 19 The greatest deliverances I enjoyed, such as my escape
from Sallee. 1871 FRKEMAN AVrwr. Ciwty. (1876) IV. xviii.

144 At no moment, .hail hopes of deliverance been higher.

DELIVERANCE.

tb. '

Delivery' oft gaol : see DBI.IVF.K p.' i c.

i 1400 Gamelyn 745 pat bou urauntc him me Til be nexle

-iliyni; '.f <!!> iirr.niM' r. 1464 .'..-tun,. i:.n/i A'.,. II. 377
1'aied to the Justices of Deliuerance for the Gaole Delyuere
1487 .lit 3 Hen. I'll, c. 3 The next generall gaoleh d-
liveraunce of en y suchc gaole.

O. In the ritual observed at a criminal trial.

1565 SIR 1'. SMITH Commotm. Eng. xxv. 99 No man that

is once indicted can be deliuered without arraignment.
IHit. (Form of proclamation in court when no indictment is

produced], A. B. prisoner standeth here at the barre, if any
man can say any thing against him, let him now tpeuke, fur

Ihe prisoner standelh at hu deliuerance : If no man do then

come, he is deliuered without anie further proceue or

trouble. [In Budden's Latin transl. 1601: ttam vinttxs

liberationetn exptctat : si nsmo turn turn incusarerit, in

librrtatemfristiHamatseritnr.] Ibid. 102 ( Form of procl.

on trial by Jury) If any man can giue evidence, or can

say any thing against the prisoner, let him come now, for he

standeth vpon his deliuerance IBuiklen : Ham at captM
liftratiatt agitr\ 1660 Trial Regie, ai. Cat. Harrison.
*
I do offer myself to be tried in your own way, by God and

my Countrey.' Clerk. 'God send you a food deliverance.'

Ibid. 35 For now the Prisoner (Col. Harrison) stands at the

Bar upon his Deliverance. 1781 Trift Ld. Geo. Care/an 7
Clerk. ' How will you b tried f

' Gonim. By God and my
country.' Clerk.

' God send you a good deliverance.'

(It is possible that this has been m later times associated

with the true deliverance
'

of the Jury : lee 8 b.)

1 2. The being delivered of offspring, the bringing
forth of offspring ; delivery. Obs.

c I3as Metr. Horn. 72 This womane yode wit chylde full

lange . . myght scrip
hane na delyueraunce. c 1350 /('///.

I'alernt 4080 Mi wif . . Deied at be deliueraunce of mi dere

sone. c 1450 Merlin 13 Two women (Tor to helpe hir at hir

delyueraunce when tyme is. i548~9(Mar. ) Kk. Com. Prayer,

Churching of Women, To geue you safe deliuerance. 161 1

SHAKS. L'ymb. v. v. 370 Nere Mother Reioyc'd deliuerance

more. i6s Gonsalvia's Sf. Inonis. 122 Within foure dayes
after her deliuerance, they tooke the childe away from her.

Jig. 1660 WILLSPORD Scales Comm. 100 Sulphurious Me-
teors fir'il in the wombs of clouds, break forth in their de-

liverance with amazement to mortals.

f3. The action of giving up or yielding; sur-

render. Oks.

c 1330 R. BRUNNE Clirmi. (1810) 158, I am not bonden to

mak deliuerance. 1404 in Ellis Vrig. Lett. Ser. u. I. 38

Awyn. .is accordit with all the men that arne thcrinne save

vij, for to have dilyverance of the Castell at a certayn day.

1^48 HALL Chron. 19 b, The kyng openly saied that if they
wolde not deliver them, he woulde take them without de-

liverance. 1568 GRAF i ON Chron. II. 227 I'o make deliver-

ance of the towne of Barwike.

f 4. The action of handing over, transferring, or

delivering a thing to another ; delivery. Obj.

CI340 Cursor M. 5045 iFairf. i He made del[ilueraimce

ber of corne. c 1449 PECOCK Kefir. 404 F.er than the
receyuer

make Execucioun or Delyuerance of the thing or deede bi

him )ouun. iu8 TYBALL in Strype Eexl. Mem. I. App. xvii.

38 After the delyverance of the sayd New Testament to

them. 1631 Star Chamt. Cases (Camden) 35 The Sherifle

did not make deliverance of 400 shecpe.

b. Law. ll'rit ofsecond deliverance : a writ for

re-delivery to the owner of goods distrained or un-

lawfully taken, after they have been returned to the

distrainer in consequence of a judgement being given

against the owner in an action of replevin.
a 156$ RASTELL tr. Fittherberft Nat. Brevinm (1652) 174

The plaintiff may sue a Writ of second Deliverance. 1618

PULTON Star. (1632) 47 marg. t A Writ of Second deliuerance.

1708 Termes de la Ley 508!;, Second Deliverance U a Writ

made by the Filacer, to deliver Cattel distreined, after the

Plaintiff is Non-suit m Replevin. 1845 Sit rues LOTOS Eng.
1 1874) III. v. xL 6i6The Statute ofWestminster 2(13 Kdw. I

c. 2k. .allowed him a judicial writ Issuing out of the original

record (called a writ of second deliverance),

t 6. Sending forth, emission, issue, discharge.
i66 BACOM Syha | 9 This Motion worketh . . by way of

Proofe and Search, which way to deliuer itself; And then

worketh in progres.se, where it findelh the Deliuerance

easiest.

f 6. The action or manner of uttering words in

speaking ; utterance, enunciation, delivery. Obs.

1553 T. WILSON Rhet. (1580) 222 Singyng plaine song, and
counterfeityng those that doe speake distinctly, helpe muche
to have a good deliveraunce. 1593 SHAKS. 3 Hen. I'I, u. i.

97 At each words deliuerance. 1609 HOLLAND Antm.
Marctll. xxx. U. 397 For his speech, readie he was ynough
in quicke deliverance.

J- 7. The action of reporting or slating something ;

that which U stated ; statement, narration, declara-

tion ; DELIVERY 8. Obt.

aunce Of his complaint. "1586 A. DAY Eng. Secretary \.

11625) 7 What confused deliverance is this ? Ibid. n. 44 Doth
not the very deliverance of your own fact condemne you T

1611 T. ADAMS Wnitt Dtvift (1635) in, If there wanted no-

thing in the deliverance.

b. An utterance ; esf. of a formal character.

1859 MILL Liberty u. (18651 ? Things which are not pro-
vided for . . in the recorded deliverances of the Founder of

Christianity. 1879 M. ARNOLD . Critic on Milton Mixed
Ess. 241 Macaulay's writing . . often . . U really obscure, if

one takes his deliverances seriously. 1883 Manch. Cnardian

29 Sept. 7/3 We can complain of no ambiguity in his present
deliverance.

8. Sf. Law. Judgement delivered ; a judicial or ad-

ministrative order in an action or other proceeding.
In its most general sense applicable to any order ^pro-

nounced by any body exercising quasi-judicial
functions.

In the Bankruptcy Act of 1856 (19 & 20 Viet. c. 79 I 41
' de-

liverance
'

is defined as including
'

any order, warrant, judge-



DELIVERANCY.
ment, decision, interlocutor, or decree \ Hence the word
has acquired a quasi-technical application to orders in

bankruptcy proceedings.

C142SWYNTOUN Cron. vii. vi. 90 Of bat [he] Stablysyd,
and mad ordynance . -and full delyverance. 1500-20 DUNBAR
Poems ix. 133 Of fals solisting ffor wrang deliuerance At

Counsale, Sessioun, and at Parliament. 1535 STEWART Cron,

Scot. II. 562 In this mater .. Rycht sone I wald heir jour
deliuerance. c 1565 LINDESAY (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot, (1728)

14 (Jam.) Both parties
were compromit by their oaths to

stand at the deliverance of the arbitrators chosen by them
both, a 1649 DRUMM. OF HAWTH. Skiamachia Wks. (1711)

194 We hope your lordships will give us leave, .to remember

your lordships of your deliverance, June the first, 1642. 1752

J. LOUTHIAN Form ofProcess (ed. 2) 35 The Deliverance on

the Bill is, Fiat ut petitnr, to the Day of next to come.

1833 Act 3-4 Will. IV, c. 46 25 The :aid sheriff shall ..

affix a deliverance thereon finding and declaring, .that this

Act has not been adopted. 1868 Act 31-2 Viet. c. 101 75

The judgment or deliverance so pronounced shall form a

valid and sufficient warrant for the preparation in Chancery
of the writ.

b. In the (English) Jurors' oath, in a trial for

treason or felony, used app. in the sense : Deter-

mination of the question at issue, verdict.

1660 Trial Regie, n Oct. 32 His Oath was then read to

him [Sir T. Allen, juror] : You shall well and truly try and
true deliverance make between our Sovereign Lord the

King, and the prisoners at the Bar, whom you shall have in

Charge, according to your Evidence. So help you God !

1892 S. F. HARRIS Princ. Crint, Law (ed. 6) xiv. 412. [The
current formula : the same words with the last clause

expanded to ' and a true verdict give, according to the

evidence '.]

(The meaning here has been matter of discussion : cf. i c

above, and TOMLINS Law Diet. s. v. Jury.)
C. Formal judgement pronounced, expression of

opinion, verdict.

[1847 DE QUINCEY Wks. XII. 184 Milton v. South*? #
Lanaor, Wordsworth never said the thing ascribed to him
here as any formal judgment, or what the Scottish law
would call deliverance.] 1856 DOVE Logic Chr. Faith v. i.

2. 298 We cannot but attach great value to the deliberate

deliverance of so impartial.. a man. 1871 SARAH TYTLER
Sisters $ Wives 154 Dr. Harris's deliverance was. .that Mr.
Duke was not looking very well,

t d. Used (in Sc,) to render L. senatus consttltum.

1533 BELLENDEN Livy (1822)
212 (Jam.) Thir novelHs

maid the Faderis sa astomst, that thay usit the samen de-

liverance that thay usit in extreme necessite.

f9. = DELIVERNESS ; DELIVERY 6. Obs.
u.. CHAUCER Pars. T. f 378 (Harl. 7334) pe goodes of

body ben hele of body, strengpe, deliuerance [six texts de-

liuerness], beaute [etc.], 1500-20 DUNBAR Thistle $ Rose 95
Lusty of schaip, lycht of deliuerance.

Deli'verancy. rare 1
. [See prec. and -ANCY.]

DELIVERANCE 7 b.

1853 Tait's Mag. XX. 365 Being the accredited organ of

the Government on Scotch topics, his deliverancy neces-

sarily carries more weight than those of any ordinary
member.

t Delivera'tion. Obs. rare- 1
, [a. OF. de-

Hvration ;in earlier and more popular form dc-

livraison, 'Otson, -i$on} t ad. late pop. L. delibera-

tion-em (Du Cange), n. of action from deliberare

to liberate.] Deliverance, liberation, release.

1509 HAWES Past. Pleas. 148 Who is fettered in chaynes
He tninketh long after delyveracion Of his great wo.

Delivered (dHl-vard), ///. al [f. DELIVER i/.
1

+ -ED i.] Set free ; disburdened of offspring ;

handed over ; surrendered ; formally uttered or

stated, etc. : see the verb.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 117 Delyueryd, liberatu$% frutns.

1588 SHAKS. Tit. A. iv. ii. 142 Cornelia, the midwife, and

my selfe, And none else but the deliuered Empresse. 1665
MANLEY Grotius"

1 Low C. Warres 123 Prince of the de-

livered City.
f
1893 Pall Mall G. 13 Jan . 2/1 The additional

cost, .for delivered bread.

f- Delivered, ppl. a,2 : see DELIVER z>.2

Deliveree (cUlrvarr). [f. DELIVER z/. 1 + -EE.]
The person to whom something is delivered.

1887 V. SAMPSON in Cape Law Jrnl. 37 The putting of a
deliveree in possession. Ibid. 43 The deliverer shoulcf point
out the subject of delivery to the deliveree.

Deliveree, obs. form of DELIVERY.

Deliverer (dflrvarai). Also4-6dely-,4-ere,
6 -OUP ; see also DELIVEROR. [a. OF. delivrere

(i2th c. in Hatzf.), in obi. case delivreor, -our, -eur
: late pop. L. deltberator, -orem, agent-n. from de-

liberare >
F. dtlivrer to DELIVER : see -ER i.] One

who delivers.

1. One who sets free or releases ; a liberator,

rescuer, saviour.
a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter Ixix. 7 My helpere & my de

lyuerereertbou. i382WYCLiF/'$. xvii[i]. 2 Myrefut.and my
delyuerere. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 117 Delyuerer, liberator

1555 EDEN Decades Pref. to Rdr. (Arb.) 53 Thou oughteste
to . . bee thankefull to thy delyuerer. 1667 MILTON P. L
xii. 149 Thy great deliverer, who shall bruise The Serpents
head. 1781 GIBBON Decl. $ F. III. Ixv. 622 He stoo<

forth as the deliverer of his country. 1855 MACAULAY Hist
Eng. III. 404 Though he had been a deliverer by accident
he was a despot by nature.

2. One who hands over, commits, surrenders

etc. ; esp. one who delivers letters or goods.
1531-2 Act 23 Hen. VIII, c. 16 The seller, exchaunger o

deliuerer. 1534 Act 26 Hen. VIII^ c. 6 8 By indenture t

be made betwene the deliuerour . . and the receiuour. 162

MISSELDEN Free Trade 104 The Stranger . . would be a de
liuerer heere of money at a high rate. 1766 ENTICK -(?/&?
IV. 295 There is . . a deliverer of letters to the House o

168

Commons, at 6s. %d. per day. 1888 Daily News 25 Aug. 5/3
ach deliverer of milk will possess a share.

3. One who utters, enunciates, sets forth, etc.

rare.}

1597 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. vm, vl. g 12 Thereof God himself

as. .the deviser, the discusser, the deliverer. 1651 Kcliq.
Votton. 202 Among the Deliverers of this Art. 1822 AVrc

Monthly Mag. IV. 195 The public deliverers of song at the

Grecian festivals.

Deliveress (dHi'vares). rare, [Short for dc-

ivreress, f. DELIVERER + -ESS, in F. dglivreresse :

ee -ESS.] A female deliverer.

1644 EVKLYN Mem. (1857) I. 72 At one side of the cross,

neels Charles VII armed, and at the other Joan d'Arc. .as

be deliveress of the town. 1859 Q. Rev. June 98 Nancy
omes like the deliveress of the pious ^neas.

t Deli'verhede. Obs. [f. DKI.IVER a. + -/leife,

HEAD.] Nimbleness, agility.

1496 Dives $ Paup. (W. de W.) m. xiii. 148/2 They shal

:aue delyuerhede of body and Hghtnesse.

Delivering idni*varirj), vbl. sb. [f.
DELIVER

;.i + -ING i.] The action of the verb DELIVER, q.v.;

leliverance, delivery (in various senses).

1320 Seuyn Sag, 1536 (W.) The maister . . hadde man! a

Blessing, For his disciple deliuering. c 1450 St. Cuthbert

Surtees) 5800 Of his delyueryng gled and blithe. 1571
JOLDING Calvin on Ps. Ixv. 6 By thy wonderfull deliver-

nges, thy power may be shewed abrode. 1642 JLR.TAYLOR

Episc. 36 (R.) Excommunications . . were deliyerings over

o Satan. 1889 J. M. DUNCAN Dis. Women vi. (ed. 4) 26

"udgement of the method to be pursued in delivering.
attrio. 1881 Daily News 19 Jan. 5/5 A few heavyrailway

collecting or delivering vans.

Delivering, ppl. a. [f. as prec. + -ING 2
.]

That delivers : see the verb.

1887 Pall Mall G. 29 Nov. 11/1 There was no evidence

hat the delivering company, .were not willing to supply
,he coal at 8$. a ton.

t Deli*verly, ado. Obs. or arch. For forms

see DELIVER a. [f.
DELIVER a. + -LY ^.]

1. Lightly, actively, nimbly, quickly.
c 1340 Gatv. $ Gr. Knt. 2009 Deliuerly he dressed vp, er

/e day sprenged. -1374 CHAUCER Troylus ii. 1088 He ..

sette [his signet] Upon the wex deliverliche and rathe.

c 1440 Partonope 7051 His Swerd he pulleth oute delyuerly.

1549 CHALONER Erasmus on Folly R ij a, The nembher and
more deliverly to goe about theyr charge. 16378. PURCIIAS
Pol. Flying-Ins, x. 50 The claw-tailed Humble Bee . . flyes
as deliverly when great with young as when she is barren.

2. Deftly, cleverly.

1530 PALSGR. 550, I fynger, I handell an instrument of

musyke delyverly. 1612 Two Noble K. HI. v, Carry it

sweetly and deliverly. 1870 EMERSON Sac. $ Sotit., Clubs
Wks. (Bohn) III. 93 We get a mechanical advantage in de-

taching it well and deliverly.

If As adj. (erroneous archaism).
1820 SCOTT Monast. xvii, A deliverly fellow was Hughie

could read and write like a priest, and could wield brand

and buckler with the best of the riders.

Deli'verment. rare. [f. DELIVER v.^ + -MENT.

(Cf. OF. delivrement in Godef.)]
= DELIVERANCE

7 b; open statement, pronouncement.
1893 Nat. Observer 13 May 640/1 Because the Emperor

has heretofore spoken unadvisedly, it by no means follows

that . . Tuesday's deliverment makes for complete inepti-

tude.

t Delrverness. Obs. [f. DELIVER a. + -NESS.]

Lightness, activity, nimbleness, agility, quickness.
1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 5000 Delyvernes and bewte of

body, c 1386 CHAUCER Melib. Figp Crete thinges ben not

ay accompliced by strengthe, ne by delyvernes of body. 1489
CAXTON Faytes ofA . i. xi. 30 To voyde the strokis by de-

lyuernes of body. 1540 ELYOT Image Gov. (1556) 69 b,

Fewe men surmounted hym in strength and dehvernes.se.

a 1607 BRIGHTMAN Revelation (1615) 700 Certainly this . .

deserueth to be called properly by the Latin name, Expe-
dition^ for the deliuernes thereof.

Deliverer (d/Unto/M). [f.
DELIVER z>.* : see

-OR.] A technical variant of DELIVERER, used as

correlative to deliveree : one who makes a legal

delivery of goods, etc.

1887 [see DELIVEREE].

Delivery (d/lrvari). Forms : 5 deliveree,

5-6 delyuery(e, 6 -ere, 6-7 deliverie, 6- -ery.

[a. Anglo-Fr. delivre'e, fern. sb. f. pa. pple. of <

" "

livrer to DELIVE it : cf. livery',
and see -Y.]

f 1. The action of setting free
; release, rescue,

deliverance. Obs.

1494 FABVAN Chron. vii. ccxxxiii. 266 The quene made
assyduat laboure for the delyuerye of the kynge her hus-

bonde. 1555 EDEN Decades 103 Thankes geuynge to al-

myghty god for his delyuery and preseruation from so many
imminent perels. 1638 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 90 A servant

of his . . by force attempting his Lords delivery. 1671
MILTON Samson 1505 Thy hopes are not ill founded, nor
seem vain, Of his delivery. 1766 GOLDSM. Vic. W. xxx,
Here is the brave man to whom I owe my delivery. 1784
R. BAGE Barham Downs II. 58 Some that called upon the

Lord for delivery before there was need.

b. The action of delivering a gaol : see DELIVER
vl 2 c, and GAOL-DELIVERY.
2. The fact of being delivered of, or act of bring-

ing forth, offspring ; childbirth.

Usually of the mother; formerly sometimes of the child ;

cf. DELIVER v. 3.

1577 B. GOOGE HeresbacJi's Huso. in. (1586* 139 For this

poore creature.. is as much tormented in her deliverie, as
a shrew. 1611 BIBLE Isa. xxvi. 17 Like as a woman . .

that draweth neere the time of her deliuerie. 1648 W.
MOUNTAGUE Dtvoute Ess. i. xii. i (R.) As they are

DELIVERY.
twins . . their delivery is commonly after such a manner,
as that of Pharez and Zara. 1676 LADY CHAWORTH in iith

Rep. Hist. MSS. Conuit. App. v. 29 My prayers shall attend

your ladies good delivery of a brave boy. 1868 Chambers'

Encycl, VI. 446/1 Midwife, .a woman who assists in partu-
rition or delivery.
attrit. 1876 tr. Ziemssen's Cycl. Med. XI. 562 That form

of paralysis,
.in newly-born children., which we should call

delivery-paralysis,

to. As the action of the accoucheur or midwife.

[1660 SHIRLEY Andromana m. i. 8, I am with child to hear
the news: Pr'ythee Be quick in the delivery.] 1767 GOOCH
Treat. Wounds I. 323 Injury in a laborious, hasty or in-

ludicious delivery. 1800 Med. Jrnl. III. 483, I therefore

did not conceive myselfjustified . . in proceeding to immediate

delivery. 1889 W. S. PLAYFAIR Treat. Midwifery II. IV. ii.

:63 No other means ofeffecting artificial delivery was known.

C. fig.
1/1639 MARMION Antiquary in. ii, My head labours with

the pangs of delivery. 1823 SCOTT Peveril xlvi, Out started

the dwarf, .and the poor German, on seeing the portentous
delivery of his fiddlecase, tumbled on the Moor.

3. The act of giving up possession of; surrender.

1513 MORE in Grafton Chron. II. 772 The whole counsaile

had sente him to require of her the deliverie of him [her

child]. 1548 HALL Chron. 245 b, The delivery of the Castell

of Barwyke. 1600 E. BLOUNT tr. Cottestaggio 181 The
deliverie of the rocke of Saint Julian and of the fort. 1780

Impartial Hist. War Amer. 147 Marching directly to

Boston, there to demand a delivery of the powder and

stores, and in case of refusal to attack the troops. 1844
H. H. WILSON Brit. India II. 158 The arrest of Trimbak,
and his delivery to the British Government.

4. The action of handing over, or conveying into

the hands of another; esp. the action of a carrier in

delivering letters or goods entrusted to him for

conveyance to a person at a distance.

1480 Wardr. Ace. Edw. 7^(1830) 140 For the deliveree

of the said stuff and bedding. 1556 in Hakluyt I'oy. (1886)

III. 113 Hauing receiued any prime letters, .you shal. .let

the dehuerie of them at your arriuing in Russia. 1634 SIR T.

HERBERT Trav. 124 He might forge other Letters, .else why
kept he them two dayes without delivery. 1679 BURNET
Hist. Ref. I. I. (R.),

The investitures of bishops and
abbots..had been originally given by the delivery of the

pastoral ring and staff. 1709 W. TOOKE View Rmsian Emp.

ire by
Peace

(1877) III. iv. xiv. 139 The convenience of two or three

deliveries of letters per day. 1879 R. M. BALLANTYNE Post

Haste vii. (1880) 74 The delivery of a telegram.

fit. 1605 BACON Adv. Learn, i. v. 9 Another error is

in the manner of the tradition and delivery of knowledge.
attrib, 1720 DE FOE Capt. Singleton xviii. (1840) 316

Our proper delivery port, .was at Madagascar. 1889 Daily
News ii Dec. 3/2 Carmen's wages : Delivery men : Driv-

ing, is, per day and ?d. per ton.

D. Law. (a) The formal or legal handing over of

anything to another ; esp. the putting of property
into the legal possession of another person.
1577 tr. Bnllinger's Decades (1592) 264 Goods are gotten . .

by deliuerie. 1625 GILL Sacr. Pkilos. I. 87 Whereof we
have already assurance, yea deliverie, and seisure. 1818

CRUISE Digest (ed. 2) IV. 47 Acts which have been held to

be a part performance of an agreement . . such as delivery of

possession ; and payment of the whole, or a considerable

part of the consideration. 1887 V. SAMPSON in Cape Law
Jrnl. 38 We now come to the several species of constructive

delivery, of which delivery bra-is tttans, or short-hand is

the first. 1891 Law Times XC. 473/1 After delivery of

defence the plaintiff discontinued his action.

(i>) The formal transfer of a deed by the grantor
or his attorney to the grantee or to a third parly,
either by act or by word : formerly essential to the

validity of the deed.
1660 R. COKE Power fy Subj. 25 Absolute estates of in-

heritance which . . do not pass by livery and seisin, but by
delivery of the deed or feoffment. 1809 TOMLINS Law Diet.

s.v. Deed, If I have sealed my deed, and after I deliver it

to. him to whom it is made, or to some other by his appoint-

ment, and say nothing, this is a g_ood delivery. 1853
WHARTON Pennsylv. Digest 261 Delivery is necessary to

give effect to a bond.

5. The act of sending forth or delivering (a mis-

sile, a blow, etc.) ; emission, discharge ; throwing

delivery of the spear. 1837 W. MARTJN Bk. of Sports 06

If the hand be above the shoulder in the delivery, the

umpire must call
' no ball '. 1882 Daily Tel. 19 May

(Cricket), Crossland at 68 came on with his fast deliveries.

to. founding. See quot. (Cf. DELIVER f.1 12.)

1874 KNIGHT Diet. Mech., -Delivery (Founding), the draft

or allowance by which a pattern is made to free itself from

close lateral contact with the sand of the mold as it is

lifted. Also called draw-taper.

f 6. Free putting forth of bodily action,
' use of

the limbs, activity
'

(J.) ; action, bearing, deport-

ment. Obs.
a 1586 SIDNEY (J.), Musidorus could not . . deliver that

strength more nimbly, or become the delivery more grace-

fully. 1586 A. DAY Eng. Secretary 11. (1625) 127 Men . . for

their severall callings questionlesse of very good delivery.

1634 SIK T. HERBERT Trav. 223 Observing simplicitie in

the Messingers delivery and lookes. a 1639 WOTTON (J.),

The duke had the neater limbs, and freer delivery. 1741
RICHARDSON Pamela 11824) ' xxxii. 319 There is a great

deal in a delivery, as it is called, in a way, a manner, a de-

portment, to engage people's attention and liking. 1818

TODD, Delh'trness, agility . . What we now term delivery.

fig. 1762-71 H. WALPOLE Virtue's Aneed. Paint. 11786?



DELL. 169 DELTA.

II. 177 It has the K^eatest freedom of pencil, the happiest

delivery of nature.

7. The utterance or enunciation (of words), the

delivering (of a speech, etc.).

1581 l

'

u's ( '/'?'. Cam', n. (1586) 58 All their

force and verlue lyeth in the sweete delivcrie of their

wordes. 1586 A. DAY Kiif. Secretary I. (1625) 37 Mis skill
j

and delivery of forraigne languages [was] so wonderful).

1665 LLOYD .SV/i//. Worthies
(16^01

32 One thing he ad- '

vised
yuuilK

men to take care of in their publick deliveries.

1818 JAS. MILL Brit. India HI. ii. 68 Four days were

occupied in the delivery of the speech. 1879 M'CARTHY
O-.vn Times 1 1. xix. 57 The speech occupied some five hours
in delivery.

b. Manner of utterance or enunciation in public

speaking or singing.
1667 PEPYS Diary 19 May, Meriton . . hath a strange

knack of a grave, serious delivery. 1769 JOHNSON in Bos-

well Life an. 1781 (1848) 679/2 His delivery, though uncon*

strained, was not negligent. 1853 HOLYOAKE Rudnn. Public

Speaking 13 The power of distinct and forcible pronuncia-
tion is the oasis of delivery. 1893 Stit. AY.-. 15 Oct. 443/1
Few men of his generation had a greater fund of talk or

a more telling delivery.

\ 8. The action of setting forth in words, or that

which is set forth ; communication, narration, state-

ment ;
= DELIVERANCE 7. Obs.

1586 A. DAY Kng. Secretary i. (1625) 22 The order here-

after to be observed in delivery of examples. 1611 SHAKS.
11 'int. T. v. ii. 10, I make a broken deliuerie of the IJusinesse.

145,
1 will forbear the delivery of many

matters, that possibly might bring much contentment.

Dell '
(del). [ME. delle, corresp. to MDu. and

MLG. delle, mod.Du. del, MHG. and mod.G. telle

: \VGer. *daljA- or *dalj6n- fern., deriv. of *dalo-,

OLG. dal, DALE ; root meaning
'

deep or low

place.' Cf. also Goth, ibdalja, and OE. vfdsel,

descent. (Dell bears nearly the same etymological
relation to dale, that den does to dean.}]

fl A deep hole, a pit. Obs.

1531 ELYOT Gcv. n. ix, Curtius. .enforsed his horse to lepe
in to the dell or pitte. 1579 SPENSER Shepk. Cal. Mar. 51
Thilke same.. Ewe.. Fell headlong into a dell [ftoss. a hole

in the ground]. 1770 I..\Nt;noKNK /Y.v/<zrc/i(i879) II. 889/1
He met withdells or other deep holes. 1783 AINSWORTH Lat.
Diet. (Morellt i, A dell, Ann.
2. A deep natural hollow or vale of no great ex-

tent, the sides usually clothed with trees or foliage.
. *o Bestiary 5 Bi wile weie so he [5e leun] wile To dele

nioer wenden. (1420 Anturs of Artk. i. On a day thay

mourning cypress and sad yew Shall be my cabin. 1634
MILTON Camus 312 Every alley green, Dingle, or bushy
dell. 1794 MRS. KAIKI.II i K Myst. Udolpho xxviii, Disput-

ing, .on the situation of a dell where
they

meant to form an
ambuscade. 1798 COLERIDGE Fear in Solitude, A green and
silent spot, amid the hills, A small and silent dell ! 1845
H'sicss llrssKN in Hare Life II. iii. 86 Miss Gurney's
cottage is in a sheltered dell, with woods on each side.

trnnsf. 1811 SOUTHEY in Omniana I. 54 Young ladies

would do well to remember, that if laughter displays dimples,
it creates dells.

Dell 2
(del). Rogues' Cant. arch. A young

girl (of the vagrant class) ; a wench.
1567 HARMAN Cai'eat 75 A Dell is a yonge wenche, able

for generation, and not yet knowen. .by the vpright man.
i6ai B. JONSOM Gifsies Metamorfk. Wks. (Ktldg.) 634/1
Sweet doxies and dells, My Roses and Nells, Scarce out of

your shells. 1630 TAYLOR (Water P.) Wks. n. 113/1 She's

a Priests Lemman, and a Tinkers Pad, Or Dell, or Doxy,
(though the names be bad). 1688 R. HOLMES Armoury \\.

iii. J68 Dells, trulls, dirty Drabs. 1834 H. AINSWOKTM
Rookivood in. v,

'

Sharp as needles
1

, said a dark-eyed dell.

Dell o, obs. form of DEAL.

II Delia Crusca (d^Ma krw-ska). [It. Acca-

demia dclla Crusca, lit. Academy of the bran or

chaff.] The name of an Academy established at

Florence in 1582, mainly with the object of sifting

and purifying the Italian language; whence its

name, and its emblem, a sieve.

The first edition of its Dictionary, the Vocabolario degli
Accadeniici della Crusca, appeared in 1612, and the fourth,

1729-38, has long been considered as the standard authority
for the Italian lanua;;e. A new edition on more historical

lines was begun in 1881.

Hence Della-Crtvscan a., of, pertaining to, or

after the style of the Academy della Crusca, or its

methods; also, applied to a school of English

poetry, affecting an artificial style, started towards

the end of the i8th c.
;

sb. a member of this

Academy, or English school of poetry. Hence
Della-Crn/Bcanism.
One of the noted writers of this school was Mr. Robert

Merry, who i having been elected a member of the Florentine

Academy) adopted the signature of Delia Crusca, whence
the name was extended to the school as a whole.

[1796 GIFFORD Mm'iad Introd. S-y While the epidemic

malady was spreading from fool to fool, Delia Crusca (i. e.

Merry] came over [from Italy], and immediately announced
himself by a sonnet to lx>ve. .and from one end of the king-
dom to the other, all was nonsense and Della Crusca.] 1815
W. H. IRELAND .V.r//W,v>ai.j 48 Mr. Pratt has certainly

indulged too much in the flimsy Della Cruscan style. 1811

SHELLEY Boat on Serchiobi In such transalpine Tuscan As
would have killed a Dclla-Cruscan. 1857 THENCII Defic.

Eng. Diets. 7 It is for those who use a language to sift the

bran from the flour, t.i reject that and retain this. They are

VOL. III.

to be the true Delia Crnscam. 1881 Athcnxunt 20 Aug.
230/1 The detestable Delia CruscanLsm which makes many
new volumes of verse a positive offence.

Delly (de-li;, a. rare. [f. DELL sb. 1 + -v.]

Abounding in dells.

1861 (1. CALVKRT Univ. Restoration, Delly woods remote.

Delocalize (iin<-kalaiz), v.
[f.

UK- II. i +

LOCALIZE #.] trans. To detach or remove from its

place or locality, or from local limitations.

1855 DE MORGAN in Graves Lift Sir It'. K. Hamilton
(1880) III. 505 The Horning Register I could not UK;
you had better not dclocalize it. itij LowELLA/aa)* H'iiul.,

tit. Public Character, We can have no St. Simons or

Pepyses till we have a Paris or London to delocali/e our

gossip and give it historic breadth. 1870 K. 1!. I>. MORIU
Kef. Land Tenure (Parl. Papers) 208 It was necessary to

find some means of effecting the transfers, .without delocal-

izing the Land Register.

Hence Delo oallid ///. a., Delocallxa tton.

1887 Daily .\Vrt-j 13 Jan. 5/3 A reform in the direction of

what may be called dockyard de.localisation.

II Deloo (d/l'). [Native name in Dor language
(in Soudan) for the gazelle.] A species of antelope,

Cephalolophus grimmia, found in northern Africa,
akin to the duykerbok of South Africa.
1861 J. PKTHERICK Egyft.etc. 482 (Vocab. Dor language)

Gazelle = diloo. 1874 G. SCHWKINFURTH Heart ofA/rxa
1. 344 The Deloo has only one pair of these glands.

t Deloyalty. Obs. rare
-

'. [ad. K. dJloyaut}

formerly rUsloyault} : see DE- 1. 6.J - DISLOYALTY.
1571 AdmoH. Regent 112 in SempilfBallads (1872) ija

Sum hes. . Lyfes losit for thair deloyaltie.

Delph, var. of DELF.

Delphian <le-Hiun). [f. Delphi place name +

-AN.] Of or relating to Delphi, a town of ancient

Greece on the slope of Mount Parnassus, and to the

sanctuary and oracle of Apollo there ; hence, of or

relating to the Delphic Apollo ; and trans/, oracu-

lar, of the obscure and ambiguous nature of the re-

sponses of the Delphic oracle.

1615 HART Anal. Ur. I. ii. 25 (They) are nothing at all

ashamed, by the vrine alone to dcliuer their Delphian oracles

concerning all diseases. 1631 WEEVER Anc. ! HH. Mon. 48
This treasure .. was a pan of the Delphian riches. 1873
LOWELL Amongmy Bks. Ser. n. 332 His eyes had an inward

Delphian look. 1887 BOWEN 1'irg.
&ncid\\. 113 We send,

perplexed, to the Delphian fane, Counsel to ask of the god.
So De'lphlc, f De Iphlcal a.

1599 MARSTON Sco. V'illanie 169 Some of his new-minted

Epithets. as Keall, Intrinsecate, Delphicke). a 1661 HOLYDAY
Juvenal 174 The mathematical table was by the ancients

called the Delphick table. 1741 YOUNG Nt. Th. vii. 595
Pride, like the Delphic priestess, with a swell, Rav'd non-

sense, destin'd to be future sense. 1830 /-'rater's Mag. 1. 60
This delphic fury this preternatural possession. 1879

Daily News 23 Nov. 5/5 This reads rather like a Delphic

J
response. 01603 T. CARTWRICHT Confut. Rhim. N. T.

(1618) 174 No riddles or Delphicall answers.

Dolphin ^le'lfin), sl>. and a. Forms : 4 delfyn,

5 -fyue, 5-6 delphyn, 6-7 -phine, 6- delphin.

! [a. L. delphin, delphm-us, a. Gr. 8X^iV : cf. also It.

, Jelfino, Sp. delfin, Pg. delfim, Pr. dalfin, dolphin,
OF. dolphin, aatilphtn, mod.K. dauphin, whence
DOLPHIN, DAUPHIN.]

1. = DOLPHIN. Obs.

1:1300 K. Atis.6e,j6 A water. .Tiger. . Heo noriceth delfyns,
and cokadrill. 1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) 1.41 Thar buth
oft ytake delphyns, & se-calucs. c 1440 ftvmf. Parr. 54
Brunswyneordelfyne. .delpkinns. 1555 EDEN Decades 131
Of a maruelous sence or memorie as are the elephant and the

delphyn. 1633 P. FLETCHER rise. Eel. vii. xiii. 47 The lively

Delphins dance, and brisly Scales give eare.

t b. A drinking vessel of the shape of a dolphin.
Obs. rare~ l

.

1638 JUNIUS Painting of Ancients 162 Some artificial!

drinking vessels made after the manner of a dolphin, were
called delphines.

2. Cheat. Short for delphinin (see -IN): A neutral

fat found in the oil of several species of dolphin ;

called also dolphin-fat andtAtxenin.

1863-71 WATTS Diet. Cktm. if. 309 Delphin is an oil very
mobile at 17 C.

B. adj.
1. [attrib. use of L. delphtnl in phrase ad mum
Delphini

'
for the use of the Dauphin '.]

Of or

pertaining to the Dauphin of France, and to the

edition of Latin classics, prepared
' for the use of

the dauphin ', son of Louis XIV.
[1711 STEELS Sfect. No. 330. F 4 All the Boys in the

i School, but I, have the Classick Authors I'M ttsum Oelfhini,

| gilt and letter'd on the Back.) 1775 E' HARWOOD Gr. t)

Rom. Classics (177$) 322 Delphin Classics, quarto. i8os

DIDDIN Introd. Classics 10 note. One of the rarest of the

Delphin editions. 1818 Advt. in Valpy's Grk. Grain, (ed. 6)
si c The best text will be used, and not the Delphin. 1877
Globe EncycL II. 361 Valpy's Variorum Latin Classics ..

contain the Delphin notes and Interpretatio.
2. Cktm, A bad form of DELPHINE, DELPHININE.

Delphina, Delphlnate, Cheat. : sec DELPHIK-

INK, DKLPHISIC.

f De-lphlnate, obs. variant of DAFPHINATE.
1619 BRKNT tr. SarpCs Connc. Trent

(16^6) 474 Some new
stirs, nuscd by the Hugonots in the Delphinate.

De Iphine, a. and sb. [See DELPHIX.]
1. A variant of DELPHIN a.

(, Webster, i8a8).
2. Zool. = DELPHININE o. (Webster. 1828).
3. Chtm. DEIPHINIXE, sb.

Delphine-strian. naiu<--u-J. [I.
I.. iiflfhiii-us

dolphin, after equestrian.'] A rider on a dolphin.
1810 I.. Mi NT Indicator No. 17 (1832) I. 134 To the great

1 the young delphinestrian.

Delphinic dvlti-nik), a. [f.
L. delphin-tu

dolphin : see DELPHIN j.] In delfhinic add, an

acid discovered by Chcvreuil in dolphin-oil, and
afterwards in the ripe berries of the Guelder-rose ;

it is identical with inactive valeric acid. A salt of

it is a De'lphinate.

Delphinine (de-lfinjin), sb. Chem. [f. Hot.

I- Delphinium the genus Larkspur.] A highly

poisonous alkaloid obtained from the seeds of

Delphinium Staphesagria or Stavesacrt. Called

also Delphi nia, and formerly De Iphia, Del-

phi na, De Iphine.
1830 LINIILF.Y Nat. Sysl. Bat. 7 The chemical principle

called Delphine. 1838 T. THOMSON Cktm. Orf. Boetilt 340
Delphina was discovered, in 1819, by MM. Lauaigne uid
Fcneulle in the seeds of the. . stavtsacrt. 1840 HKNRV Elem,
Ckem. II. 304 Of Delphia. 1863-7. WATTS Diet. Cktm.
II. 310 Drfphinine produces nausea when taken internally.
It is said to act on the nervous system, and is used aft a

remedy in chronic swellings of the glands. 1876
HARLKY

Mat. fieri. 769 The active properties are due to delphinia or

delphinine.

De'lphinine, a. Of the nature of a dolphin :

in Zool., of or pertaining to the Delphinium or

sub-family of Cctacca, containing the Dolphins and

Porpoises.

t De'lpMnite. Obs. Min.
(f.

L, Delphinatus,
I lauphinc' (f. delphinus. Dauphin), where found.]
An obsolete name of yellowish green Epidote.
1804 Foxnrcy's Chem. II. 426 This is the . . delphinile of

Saussure.

DelphiTiity. A humorous nonce-wd. after

humanity : Dolphin-kind, the nature of dolphins.
1860 LEVER Days Ridt x. History has never told that

the dolphins . . charmed by Orpheus were peculiar dolphins
. .they were. .fish, .taken

' ex medio acervo
'

of delphinity.

II Delphinium (deln-niftn). Hot. [Hot. l.at.

Delphinium, a. Gr. StA^ifioKlarkspnr (Dioscoridts),
dim. of ttKifiv dolphin (so named from the form of

the nectary).] A genus of plants, N.O. Kanuntu-

lacctf, with handsome flowers of irregular form,

comprising the common Larkspur and many other

species. The name is in ordinary horticultural use

for the cultivated species and varieties.

1664 EVELYN Kal. Hart. '17291 300 Sow divers Annuals . .

a-s double marigold, Digitalis, Delphinium. i88a 1'ke Gar-
den 3 June 384/1 Another fine group is formed by a row of

tall-growing Delphiniums .. in front of Clematises and
Roses.

De'lphinoid, a. and sb. Zool. fad. Gr. ftVX^i-

nidSijs like a dolphin, f. 8\./.iV dolphin.]
A. adj. Like or related to n dolphin ; belonging

to the DelphinoiJea, a division of the Cetacea,

which includes the dolphins and seals.

In mod. Diets.

B. sb. A member of the Delfhinoidea.

Delpbinoidine (delfmoi-dain). Chem. [f. as

DELPHIMNE f -on
i.] An amorphous alkaloid ob-

tained from the same source as delphinine.
1883 in Syd. Sac. Luc.

|| Delpbinua (delfai^n^s). The Latin word for
'

dolphin
'

: in Zool., the name of the cetacean genus

containing the Dolphin and its co-species; in

Astron., one of the ancient constellations of the

northern hemisphere, figured as a dolphin.
01671 Wiu.t-c.HBY/MMwf>. (1686) Tab. A j, Delphinus

1838-6 TODO Cycl. Anal. I. 566/2 The Delphini. .have also

a narrow rostrum.

De'lphisine. Chem.
[f. delphint, DELPHININX,

by insertion of -is-
repr.

Gr. la-ot equal.] An alka-

loid akin to delphinoidine, obtained from the same

source, in warty crystals. Also called Delphisia.
1883 in Syd. Sx. Lei.

Delta (delta). [Gr. 8&ra (ad. Pha-nician

nVi daleth), name of the fourth letter of the

Greek alphabet ; also the land at the month of the

Nile (Herod.), the Indus (Strabo), etc.]

L The name of the fourth letter of the Greek

alphabet, having the form of a triangle (A), and the

power of D.
c 1400 MAUHDEV. (1839) iii. 30 Jifjee wil wile of here A, B,

C. .thei clepen hem. .a Alpha. .S Dcllha. . Omega, rfoi

HOLLAND I'liny I. 96 Many haue called jEgypt by the name
of the Greeke letter Delta. 1860 T. A. G. BALFOUR lyf.
Char. Nature 118 In Botany the symbol of a perennial

plant is a Delta.

2. Hist. ( The Delta.'} The tract of alluvial land

enclosed and traversed by the diverging months of

the Nile; so called from the triangular figure of

the tract enclosed between the two main branches

and the coast-line.

iSSS EDEN Decades 350 The goulfe of Arabic . . from whense

they determyned to brynge a nauigable trench vnto the

ryuer of Nilus where as is the fyrtt Delta, root HOLUUID
I'liny 1.6; As in /Egypt Nilus maketh that which they call

Delta. Ij6 SIR H. BLOUKT I'oy. J. trail (16371 57, I en-

quired of the Delta, and the Niles seven streames. 1732
I.EUI ARU Seines 1 1. ix. 354 The most convenient port of the

22"



DELTAIC.

Delta. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) III. 529 At the head of

the Egyptian Delta, where the river Nile divides.

b. Geog. The more or less triangular tract of

alluvial land formed at the mouth of a river, and

enclosed or traversed by its diverging branches.

1790 GIBBON Misc. Wks. (1814) III. 453 The triangular
island or delta of Mesola, at the mouth of the Po. 1794
SULLIVAN View Nat. I. 94 The earthy matter, borne down

by the floods, is.. thrown back upon the shores, into bays
and creeks, and into the mouths of rivers, where it forms

deltas. 1830 LYELL Princ. Geol. I. 13 Islands have become
connected with the main land by the growth of_

deltas and
new deposits. 1836 MARRYAT Olla Podr. xxvi, The two
rivers, .enclose a large delta of land. 1893 Nation 16 Feb.

125/1 The villages are situated on small deltas, buitt_ by tor-

rential streams that descend from the neighboring hills.

3. Any triangular space or figure ; f the- constel-

lation of the Triangle.

1638 C. ALEYN Hist. Hen. VI t, 134 But if the nobler souls,

as they maintein'd, Were fixed in the body of some starre,

Then Edwards murder'd sonnes and Warwickes are In those

call'd Delta, of Triangle fashion.

4. attrib. and Comb., as delta-formation, -land;

delta-metal, an alloy of copper, zinc, and iron in-

troduced about 1883, and named in allusion to its

three constituents.
1806 FORSYTH Beauties Scoll. IV. 225 The Carse.. con-

sidered as the finest sort of alluvial or delta land. 1858
GEIKIE ////. Boulder\x. 172 The process of delta-formation

remains essentially the same, both in lakes and at the sea.

1862 DANA Man. Geol. n. 647 Stratification of delta deposits.

1883 Engineers Feb. 140 Mr. Alexander Dick [has] suc-

ceeded in producing an alloy which he calls
' Delta metal '.

1884 Times 14 June 8 ' Delta metal '. .is an alloy of copper,

zinc, and iron. .A steam launch, .has., been built entirely of

this metal [by Mr. A. Dick],

Deltaflca-tion. [f.
DELTA + -FICATION.] The

formation of a delta at the mouth of a river.

1864 in WEBSTER.

Deltaic (delt?Hk), a. [mod. f. Gr. S/Ara + -1C :

cf. algebraic] Of, pertaining to, or forming a delta ;

of the nature of a delta.

1846 WORCESTER cites Edin. Rev. 1878 C. J. ANDERSON
in Macm. Mag. Jan. 251/2 A deltaic tract of country tra-

versed by a number of arms of the Cauvery. 1882 SIR R.
TEMPLE in Standard 26 Aug. 3/3 The deltaic population of
the Lower Ganges.

t Deltaii, a. Obs. rare
-

'.
[f.

DELTA + -AN :

cf. Roman] Of the Delta of Egypt.
1600 TOURNEUR Trans. Metamorph. Ixv. Wks. 1878 II. 211

Throughout the Deltan soile.

Deltation (delt^'Jan). [mod. f. DELTA.]
Formation of a delta at the mouth of a river.

1886 tr. Pellcschls Argentine Rep. 185 Effects produced
by the deltation or deposition, .of sediment from the rivers

of the Gran Chaco.

Deltic (de'ltik), a. rare. [f.
DELTA + -ic: cf.

Indie] = DELTAIC.
1865 PAGE Geol. Terms 171 Deltic, of or belonging to

a delta. 1876 Adv. Text-bk. Geol. xiv. 240 Their plants
seem to have grown in marshes and deltic jungles.

II Deltidium (delti-di#m). Conch, [mod. L.

dim. of Gr. S(\ra DELTA, in reference to its shape.

(Cf. Gr. KuviSiov little dog, from KW-.)] The trian-

gular space, usually covered in by a horny shell or

operculum, between the beak and the hinge, of

brachiopod shells.

1851 RICHARDSON Geol.
yiii. (1855)232 The form and struc-

ture of the area and deltidium afford good generic charac-
ters. 1888 ROLLESTON JACKSON Anim. Life 693 The
groove is usually converted into a foramen by a ' deltidium'
which consists of two calcareous pieces.

Deltohedron ideltohJ-drjJn). Crystall. [f.

5\To-, taken as combining form ofnext + -HEDRON.]
1879 ROSSITER Diet. Sci. Terms, Deltohedron, a solid

figure the surface of which is formed by twenty-four deltoids.

Deltoid (de'ltoid), a. (sii.) [mod. a. Gr. 8X-
roftSrjs delta-shaped, triangular : see -oin. So F.

deltoide (in Pare, i6th c.) ; mod.L. deltoides (Lin-

nseus\ and deltoideus]
1. Resembling the Greek letter A in shape ; trian-

gular; esp. in Bot., of a leaf; also triangular in

section, as the leaf of Mcsembryanthemum deltoi-

deuni also in comb., as deltoid-ovate, of an ovate

outline but somewhat deltoid
;
so deltoid-hastate,

etc.

specific characters. 1845 LINDI.EY Sch. Bot. vii. (1858) 122
Leaves ovate, acute, somewhat deltoid. 1870 HOOKER Stud.
Flora 240 Cicendia . . calyx campanulate, teeth deltoid.

b. Deltoid muscle (Anat.) : the large muscle of

triangular shape which forms the prominence of the
shoulder

;
it serves to raise the arm and draw it

from the body. Deltoid ligament : see qnot. 1835.
1741 MONRO Anat. (ed. 3)237 Some Part of the deltoid

Muscle. 1835-6 TODD Cycl. Anat. I. i52The internal tiliio-

tarsal ligament, is also called the internal lateral, and by
Weithecht, the deltoid ligament. 1877 ROSENTHAI. Muscles
fy Nerves^ 92 The elevator of the upper arm, which on ac-
count of its triangular shape is called the deltoid muscle.

C. Entom. Deltoid moth : a moth which in re-

pose spreads its wings over the back in a triangular
form

;
also absol.

1859 H. T. STAINTON Manual Brit. Butterflies ff Mot/is
II. 125 Deltoides, these insects form a sort of connecting

170

group between the Noctuse and the true PyralidEe . . Any
one who has seen that insect in repose will recognize the

resemblance in the form of the wings to the Greek Delta,

A, whence the name. 1869 E. NEWMAN Brit. Moths Pref. 3

It was intended to include the Deltoids, Pyrales, Veneers,
and Plumes.

2. Of the nature of the delta of a river.

1837 Penny Cycl. VIII. 376/1 The whole of Holland is

a formation of deltoid islands, created by the anastomosing
branches of the Rhine, the Meuse, and the Scheldt. The
deltoid form of the mouths of the Petchora is no longer

recognizable in the group of islands at its embouchure. 1861

DARWIN in Life ft Lett. (1887) 1 1. 364 The French superficial

deposits are deltoid and semi-marine.

B. sb. 1. The deltoid muscle. Also in L. form

deltoides, deltoidetis.

[1681 Jr.
Willis' Kem. Med. Wks. Vocab., Deltoides, a

muscle in the top of the arm, having the figure of a Delta,
the Greek D.) 1758 J. S. Le Drag's Otserv. Surf. (1771)

149 The Deltoid was elevated by it and much tumihed.

1860 O. W. HOLMES Elsie V. iii. (1891) 32 The deltoid, which

caps the shoulder like an epaulette.
attrib. 1881 MIVART Cat 91 External to this is a slightly

roughened and elevated tract called the deltoid ridge.

2. (,See quot.)
1879 ROSSITER Diet. Sci. Terms, Deltoid, a four-sided

figure formed of two unequal isosceles triangles on opposite
sides of a common base.

3. A Deltoid moth : see A. I c.

Deltoidal (deltoi-dal), a.
[f. prec. + -AL.] a.

Pertaining to the delta of a river, b. = DELTOID
a. i. c. Of the shape of a DELTOID (sb. 2\
1837 Penny Cycl. VIII. 375/2 The alluvial tract is frequently

intersected by a great many deltoidal branches. 1873 W.
K.SuLLlVAN CfLurry's Anc. Irish I. Introd. 505 Square,

rectangular or deltoidal instruments of the harp kind.

Deltoideo-, combining form of mod.L. deltol-

deus adj., used to express
' with deltoid tendency ',

' deltoid and ', as deltoideo-hmate.

1850 DANA Geol. App. i. 707 Aperture deltoideo-Iunate,
a little dilated either side.

II Delubrum (dn'-br#m). [L., f. delu-lre to

wash off, cleanse, with instrumental suffix -BEUM.]
1. A temple, shrine, or sanctuary.
2. Eccl. Arch. a. A church furnished with a font.

b. A font.

1665 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (1677) 164 The Ethnique Ro-
mans, .at the entrance into their Temples had tanks or like

places to wash in : Delubra they called them. 1698 FRYER
Ace. E. India

Sf
P. 265 Attributing Divine Honour to the

Fire, maintaining it always alive in the Delubriums, or

Places set apart for their Worship.

I Delu'CC, dely'S. 06s. A shortening of

flower deface, a former anglicized form of Y.Jleur
<le Us (OF. lys), i.e. lily-flower, the ensign of the

Bourbons. Also deluceflower.
c 1450 LONELICH Grail xliii. 253 Owt of the delys, A rose

Owt sprang Of Riht gret pris. 1586 W. WEBBE Eng. Poetrie

(Arb.) 84 Kyngcuppe and Lillies. .and the deluce flowre.

1594 PLAT Jewell-ho. in. 44 The purple part of the leafe of

the flower deluce.

Delucidate, -itate, obs. ff. DILUCIDATE.

Delndable (dn>-dab'l), a. [f. DELUDE v. +

-ABLE.] Capable of being deluded.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. \. ii, He is not so ready to

deceive himself, as to falsifie unto him whose Cognition is

no way deludaVIe.

Delude (dH^-d), v. [ad. L. deliid-ere to play

false, mock, deceive, f. DE- I. 4 + ludere to play.

(Cf. rare obs. F. deluder, 1403 in Godef.)]

f 1. trans. To play with (any one) to his injury

or frustration, under pretence of acting seriously ;

to mock, esp. in hopes, expectations, or purposes ;

to cheat or disappoint the hopes of. Obs.

1494 FABYAN Chron. vn. ccxxxiv. 270 The Cristen prynces

seinge that they were thus deluded. 1543 in W. H. Turner
Select. Kec. Oxford 170 A man that, .hadde deluded wyth
delayes the. .commissioners. 1596 NASHB Saffron Walden

35 There is no Husbandman but tills and sowes in hope of

a good crop, though manie times he is deluded with a bad

Haruest. 1630 DEKKER wd Pt. Honest Wh. Wks. 1873
II. 138 Yet sure i'th end he '11 delude all my hopes. 1671
MILTON Samson 396 Thrice I deluded her, and turned to

sport Her importunity. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Past. vi. 30
For by the fraudful God deluded long, They now resolve to

have their promis'd Song.
b. To disappoint or deprive of by fraud or de-

ceit ;
to defraud of.

1493 Pctronitta 99 Of his purpos Flaccus was deludyd.

1:1585 Fairs Em III. 904 Whose ransom.. I am deluded of

by this escape. 1586 A. DAY Eng. Secretary 11. (1625) 83

Yong men . . cautelpusly. .deluded of that, whereunto both

their parents and birth do commend them. 1594 MARLOWE
& NASHE Dido v. Wks. (Rtldg.) 272/2 Thou for some petty

gift hast let him go, And I am thus deluded of my boy.

t 2. To deride, mock, laugh at. Obs. rare.

1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 300 b, Thus beaten and
deluded Annas sent the bounde to Cayphas. 1586 [cf. DE-
LUUER],
3. To befool the mind or judgement of, so as to

cause what is false to be accepted as true
;
to bring

by deceit into a false opinion or belief ; to cheat,

deceive, beguile; to impose upon with false im-

pressions or notions.
c 1450 HENRYSON Compi. Creseide (R.), The idol of a thing

in case may be So depe emprinted in the fantasie That it

deludeth the wittes outwardly. 1526 TINDALE Acts viii. n
With Sorcery he had deluded their wittes. 1532 FRITH
Mirror (1829) 272 God.. cannot be deluded, although the

DELU&E.
world may be blinded. 1687 T. BROWN Saints in Uproar
Wks. 1730 I. 81 They are seven as arrant imposters as ever

deluded the credulous world. 1745 De Foe's Eng. Trades-
man I. xxii. 211 The world are taken in, deluded, and im-

posed upon by outside and tinsel. 1853 BRIGHT Sp. India 3

June, A system which obscured responsibility and deluded

public opinion.
b. with extension (on, to, into).
a 1643 W. CARTWRIGHT Lady-Errant iv. i, Go, and delude

them on. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe (1840) I.
xy. 259 The many

stratagems he made use of, to delude mankind to their ruin.

1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) V. 512 Let no one be deluded by
poets . . into a mistaken belief of such things.

f 4. To frustrate the aim or purpose of; to elude,

evade. Obs.

1536 Act 28 Hen. VIII, c. 5 Diuers . . haue . . practised to

defraude and delude the sayd. .statutes. 1600 Hasp. Inc.

Fooles 58 Thus did he delude the last blow of this despiteful
Foole. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny x. 1, There was a starting hole

found to delude and escape the meaning thereof. 1638 SIR

T. HERBERT Trav. (ed. 2) n The 7. of June she againe de-

luded us, after two houres chase. 1647 N . BACON Disc. Govt.

Eng. I. xli. (1739) 66 The entailing of Estates.. was very
ancient, although by corrupt custom it was deluded. 1680

DRYDEN Ovid's Ep. vii. (R.), Tyber now thou seek'st . . Yet
it deludes thy search.

f- 6. To beguile (time). Obs.

1615 Val. Welskm. (1663) B ij b, I need not here delude The
precious time. 1660 R. COKE Power if Subj. Pref. i In

entertaining worldly pleasures, thereby to delude, and spend

Deluded (drt'-ded ),///. a. [f. prec. + -ED.]
Deceived by mocking prospects, beguiled, misled :

see the verb.
a 1628 SIR J. BEAUMONT Transjig. Our Lord in Farr S. P.

III. 237 Their deluded votaries.

Hence Delu'dedly adv.

1830 Blackm. Mag. XXVIII. 364 So deludedly stupid as

to believe himself Apollo.

Deluder (d/l^-daj). [f.
DELUDE v. + -ER.]

One who deludes.

(In quot. 1586, one who mocks or derides.)

1586 A. DAY Eng. Secretary n. (1625) 122 That he be no

ordinary scoffer, or frivolous deluder of other mens speeches,

gestures, reasons, or conditions. 1629 PRVNNE (title), God
no Impostor nor Deluder. 1713 ROWE Jane Shore v, Thou
soft deluder, Thou beauteous witch. 1725 POPK Odyss. xu.

221 Thus the sweet deluders tune the song. 1840 BARHAM
Ingol. Leg., Look at Clock, Gin's but a snare of Old Nick

Deluding (d/l'S-din), v6I. si. [-ING'.] The
action of the verb DELUDE : cheating.
1645 MILTON Tetrach. (1851) 184 No Covnant . . intended

to the good of both parties, can hold to the deluding or

making miserable of them both, a 1650 Bp. PRIDF.AUX Eucli.

228 (T.) Annanias and Sapphira's dainty deludings with a
smooth tie.

Deltrding, ppl.a. [-ING2.] That deludes.

1596 SHAKS. I'atn. Shr. IV. iii. 31 Thou false deluding
slaue, That feed'st me with the uerie name of meate. 1649
MII.TON Eikon. xxviii, Not as a deluding ceremony, but as

a real condition. 1727 DYER Grongar Hill 120 Ey'd thro
1

hope's deluding glass.

Hence Delu'dingly adv.

1641
' SMECTYMNUUS '

Vind. Ansvj. | 5. 63 To performe
the contrary to what hee hath deludingly promised.

Deluge (de-liwd,?), sb. Also 4-5 (7) diluge,
6 diludge, (7 dyluge). [a. F. deluge (i 2th c. in

Hatzf.), early ad. L. diluvium (see DILUVIUM),
modified after the example of words of popular
formation (Hatzf.). OF. forms nearer to the L.

were Jeluve, delouve, diluve : cf. Pr. diluvi, Sp. and

It. diluvio. An earlier ME. form was DILUVY. In

the 1 5th c. it rimed with huge]
1. A great flood or overflowing of water, a de-

structive inundation. (Often used hyperbolically,

e.g. of a heavy fall of rain.)
c 1374 CHAUCER Boeth, n. vi. 51 Ne no deluge ne dob so

cruel harmes. c 1393 Scogan 14 Thow cawsest this diluge

\v. r. deluu'ye] of pestilence. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 39
There happen, together with earthquakes, deluges also, and
inundations of the sea. 1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 54
A violent storme of raine . . caused such a sudden Deluge. .

that a Carravan of two thousand camels perisht. 1720 GAY
Poems (1745) 1. 139 When the bursting clouds a deluge pour.

1748 F. SMITH Voy. Disc. N.-W.Pass. I. 121 A Harbour.,
where they might go free from the Ice and the Spring
Deluge, which sometimes happens . . by the Suddenness of

the Thaw. 1855 MOTLEY Dutch Rep. (1861) II. 270 The
memorable deluge of the thirteenth century out of which
the Zuyder Zee was bom. 1878 HUXLEY Physiogr. 131
Where the rain comes down as a deluge.

2. spec. The great Flood in the time of Noah

(also called the general or universal deluge^.
CI386 CHAUCER Pars. T. p 765 God dreynte al the world

at the diluge [v. r. diluve]. 1483 CAXTON G. de la Tour

PENTER Geog. Del. ii. i. 8 In the general! deluge allmankinde
suffered for their sinnes a plague of waters. 1725 DE FOK

Vcy. round H'orld 11840! 289. From the days of the general

deluge. 1880 OUIDA Moths 1. 46 It must have been worn
at the deluge.
3. Jig. and transj.
c 1430 LYDG. Min. Poems 251 (Matz.) That worldly wawes

with there mortal deluge Ne drowne me nat. 1555 EDEN
Decades Pref. to Rdr. (Arb.) 51 Drowned in the deluge of

erroure. 1632 LITHGOW Trav. x. 446 The general deluge



DELUGE.
of the Gothes, Hunne.s aii'l Vandalcs. 1667 MII.TON /'. L.
i. 68 A fiery Deluge, fed With ever-burning Sulnhur uncon-
suiu'd. 1760-7* tr. Jnatt $ Ulloa's fay. (ed. 5)

I. 253 The
whole city and. . country were often, as it were, buried under
.1 fleluyp of ,-islics. 1871 HI.AI K A<h>. riuicton xxvi. 359 When
the waters of thU delude of rhetoric had abated.

f4. The inundation <of}, Alsoy^. Obs.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 65 In the ccnerall deluge of the

countrey by raine they only remained aliue. 1631 WKKVEK
Attc. FHH. Won. 768 Demolished long before the violent

deluge of such buildings, which happened in the raigne of
King Henry the eight.

Deluge C'lc-li^l/ ,
v. [f. the sb. : cf. tojltxxi.]

1. trans. To flow or pour over (a surface) in a

ilt-lutfc; to flood, inundate; also absoL* (Often
used hyperbolically.)

,, _ _jrge, and dclug'd
him with blood. 1787 DB FOB tyst. Magic i. iv. ( 1840) 104
Sufficient to deluge the World, and drown Mankind. 1787
Gtnervns Attachment HI. BaThe Heavens now deluged in

good earnest. 1790 MAD. D'AHRLAV Diary Aug., He left

me neither more nor less than deluged in tears. 1869 PHIL*
LII-S I'eswt. iii. 48 Hot water from the mountain deluged the

neighbourhood.
2. fif. and transf.
1654 E. COKK Loeick (1657) A vij h, Truths that before

deluged you, will take you now but up to the Ancles. 173*
PorE Ep. Hathnrst 137 At length Corruption, like a gen ral

flood .. Shall deluge all. 1833 Hi. MARTINEAU Loom ff

Lugger \. i. 3 The market was deluged with smuggled silks.

1850 W. IRVING Goldsmith xxi. 227 The kingdom was
deluged with pamphlets.
Hence Do luged //>/. a. ; De'luger, one who de-

luges (nonce-wd.^ ; Do'luging vbl. sb. and///, a.

1711 HI.ACKMORF (JAThe delug'd earth. 18*4 Afiss MIT-
FORD Village Ser. i. (1863) 177 The sky promised a series
of deluging showers. 1834 Ceoreian Era IV. 463/2 He
vented his reproaches upon the deluger. 1887 BOWEN Virg.
A*eid\\\, 625 The deluged threshold in gore Ran. 1890
W. C. RUSSELL Ocean Trag. II. xxi. 183 These darkening,
glimmering, green delugtngs.

t Deltrmbate, v. Obs. rare. [f. ppl.
stem of

L. dclumbare to lame in the loin, f. DE- I. 6 +
lumbus loin, flank.] tratts. To lame, maim, emas-
culate.

1609 HP. W. BARLOW Aiunv. -Vamt/ess Cath. 316 His cut-

ting of Fathers when hee cites them for his aduantage ; de-

lumbating the positions of Protestants to make their doctrine
odious. 1613 COCKERAM, Dcltimbate^ to beate, weaken, to
breake. 16x4 Br. MOUNTACU Gagg Pref. iSTertultian, Basil,

Chrysostome . . we neither geld nor delumbate for speaking
too plaine nor use them like you.

II Delundung" (de'bndz^n). Also delendung.
[Native Javanese name.] The weasel-cat of Java
and Malacca, belonging

to the civet family.
1840 tr. Cnru'rs A HIM. Kittgd. 93 Delundung. A rare

,f .ivanese animal, of slender form, very handsomely streaked
and spotted. Allied to the Genets.

t Delu'sible, a. Oh. rare.
ff.

L. delus-, ppl.
stem of dcludfrt to DELUDE : see -BLE.] Capable
of being deluded ; deludable.

1665 BOYLE Occas. Rtfl. i. viii. (1845) 93 After they have
been admitted by the more delusible faculty we call Fancy,
I make them pass the severer scrutiny of Reason.

Delusion (d/l^an). Also 5 deluciou [ad.
L. delHsidn*enit

n. of action from deludgre to DE-
LUDE : see -ION. (Cf. rare obs. F. delusion, i6th c.

in Godef. }] The action of deluding ; the condition

of being deluded.

f 1. The action of befooling, mocking, or cheating
a person in his expectations ; the fact of being so

cheated or mocked. Obs.

1494 FABVAN CkroH.\\i. 438 Whan kyng Charlys was as*

sritaynyd of this delusyon, newasgrcuouslyc dyscontentyd
attayne the (Jascoynes. 1542 HKN. VIII Declar. Scot$ 107
We haue paciently suffred many delusions, and notably the
laste yere, when we made preparation at Vorke for his re-

palre to vs. 1624 CAPT. SMITH Virginia iv. 158 They saw
all those promises were but delusions. 1656 BLOUNT Glossofr.,
Delusion^ a mocking, abusing or deceiving.

2. The action of befooling with false impressions
or beliefs

;
the fact or condition of being cheated

and led to believe what is false.

c 1420 Lvnc. Story of Thebes i. (R.\ But he her put in

delusion As he had done U for the nonet. 15*6-34 TINDALE
a Thess. \\. n God shall sende them stronge delusion, that

they shutd beleve lyes. 15*9 MORE Dyafage i. Wks. 177/2
Thinges . . done by the deuill for our delusion. 1671 MILTON
P. K. i. 443 God hath justly giv'n the nations up To thy
delusions. 1769 FOOTE Liar in. Wks. 1799 I. 519, Y. W. By
all that's sacred, Sir . O. IV, I am now deaf to your delu-

sions. 18^3 BRIGHT Sf. India ^ June, This concealment . .

this delusion practised upon public opinion. 1876 FRHKMAN
Nornt. Cong. V. xxui. 331 In all this there was something
of the willing delusion of a people that takes its memories
for hopes.
3. Anything that deceives the mind with a false

impression ;
a deception ; a fixed false opinion or

telicf with regard to objective things, esp. as a

form of mental derangement.
tS5 HL-I.OI-:J, Delusion wrougbte by enchauntmente./r.r-

stigittw. 1588 FRAL-XCF. Latviers Log. \. \\. 5 For that there-

by men . . fell headlong into divers delusions and erroniou-s

conceiptes. 1638 JI*NU s rainting ofAnc. 117 It shall re-

semble a juglers delusion. ITO (l.\v POCMIS (1745) II. 163

Some dark delusion swims before thy sight. 18740 C.KIKIK

Life in IVoo-ts xvi. 275 The poor fellow was only labouring
under a delusion.
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1 4. Elusion, evasion. (Cf. DELUDE v. 4.) Otis.

1606 HOLLAND Siuton. 10 That none ever alter should by
uch delusion of the law seckc evasion.

Delusional '<!/]</, .^iKil), a. [-AL,] Of the
nature of, or characterized by, delusion.

1871 ). K. KKVNULDS Sytt. Mcd. (1878) 11. 29 Delusional

depend upon false judgments of existing facts.

Delusionist
^drt'/J-jpnist). [-IHT.] a. One

who is addicted to deluding, b. One given up to

delusions.

1841 A. W. FoNBLAxguE in 1-iftli /,oAwn (18741 iji The
great delusionist is to make believe that he is pledged to the
one (etc.). 1845 CARLVI.E CromiveildSji) IV. 25 Day-dream-
ing Delustomsts.

Delusive (dM'S-iiv), a.
[f. dtliis-, ppl. stem

of L. diluJfre to DELUDE : see -:VE.]
1. Having the attribute of deluding, characterized

by delusion, tending to delude, deceptive.
1605 I'.. JONSON I'otfont l. i, A fox Stretch'd on the earth,

with fine delusive sleights Mocking a gaping crow. 1638
SIR T. HUBERT Trim. (ed. 2) no In it (Arabia) was hatch!
the delusive Alcaron. 1736 BUTLER AtttL Rrlig. l. L :6

Imagination, .that forwaradelusive Faculty. 1759 JOHNSON
Kasselas XX, Appearances are delusive. 1855 PRKSCOTT
Philip //, I. IV. IV. 440 Holding out delusive promises of
succour. 1869 PHILLIPS Vttitv. iii. 88 The lava had a de-
lusive aspect of yielding to any impression.
2. Of the nature of a delusion.

1645 MILTON Tetrack. (1851) 156 The breed of Centaures
. . the fruits of a delusive manage. 1833 LONCF. Coplas tif

Manriqnc xiii, Behold of what delusive worth The bubbles
we pursue on earth.

Delusively (drti-sivli), <uiv. [-LY
2
.]

In a
delusive manner.
1646 GAULI Caul Const. 46 God utterly deserting, the

Devill delusively invading. 1648 A, BVRRKLI. Cord. Calen-
ture 5 The Officers of the Navie did delusively cause Seaven
great Frigots to be buil!. 1818 MAD. D'ARBLAY Diary 17
Nov., How sweet to me were !hose words, which I thought

alas, how delusively ! would soothe and invigorate re-

covery. 1885 blanch. Exam. 6 June 5/3 The senses act

delusively and uncertainly.

Delusiveness (dfl'-sivnes). [-NESS.] De-
lusive or deceptive quality.
a 1651 I. SMITH Sri. Disc, vi 308 The wiser sort of the

heathen have happily found out the lameness and delusive-
nessof it. 1811 LAMD Trag. .S'/mfo., This exposure ofsuper-
natural agents upon the stage is truly bringing in a candle
to expose their own delusiveness. 1873 M. ARNOLD Lit. -V

Doema (1876) 183 It is needful lo show ihe line of growth
of this Aberglaube, and its delusiveness.

t DelUBOTlOUS, ". Ots. rare, [f. med. or mod.
L. delusori-us DELUSOKY + -ot's.] =next.
1625 JACKSON Creed v. xliii, Delusorious imaginations of

brotherly love's inherence in hearts wherein [etc.).

Delusory (d/1'u-sari), a. [ad. med. or mod.l ,.

dtlusSri-us, f. ppl. stem delis- (see DELUSIVE) : cf.

obs. F. delusoirt (ijth c.".] Having the character

of deluding ; of deluding quality ; delusive.

1588 J. H \KVEV Discottrs. t'robl. ^i Practises deuised onely
. .as delusorie experiments, and wilie sleights to make fooles.

1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. ix. { 85 His errand was in

shew glorious, but in truth both delusory and unprofitable.
t686 GOAD Celest. Bodies i. iii. 10 Are all Pretences to a Pre-
science, .delusory and impossible? 1753 HERVEV Thcron A>

Asfasio Ded.d786) 4 Beguiled by delusory pleasures. 1814
MAD. D'ARBLAY Wanderer III. 430, 1 had some hope, .but
I had already given it up as delusory.

t Delirte, v. Obs. rare- ". [ad. L. dilutare, f.

DE- I. 3 + lutare to daub with lutuin moist clay.]
16*3 COCKERAM, DelHte.\ci cover with clay.

Deluvian, -ate, Deluvy : see DI-.

t Delvaffe (de-lvt-d^.
Ots. [f. DKLVE v . +

-AGE.] Delving ; the digging, ploughing, or turn-

ing up of the soil in process of tillage.
1610 W. FOLK INCHAM Art ofSurvey i. vii. 14 Deluage is

ap_plyed about preparing, and putrifying of the Earth by
stirring, tossing and turning of the same. 1688 R. HOLME
Annonry in. 333/2 Dclvage. .is. . Vertillage.

Delve (delv), sb. [Partly a variant of DELF si.

(cf. staff, stave}, partly n. of action from DELVE v.]
1. A cavity in or under the ground ; excavation,

pit, den; -DELFJ^. I. (The pi. delves is found

with either sing.)
1590-6 SPENSER /".

CJ.
11. vii. Argt , Guyon findes Mammon

in a delve Sunning his threasure hore. Ibi'i. iv. i. ao It is

a darksome delue farre vnder ground. 1789 SAVAGE
Wanderer 1IT. 303 The delve obscene, where no suspicion

pries. 1748 THOMSON Cast. lujol. n. 6Si There left thro'

delves and deserts dire to yell. 1815 MOORE Laila K. IV.

(1850) 226 The very tigers from their delves Look out. x8ao
SHELLEY Hymn to Mercury xix, And fine dry logs and roots
innumerous He gathered in a delve upon the ground.
2. A hollow or depression in a surface ; a wrinkle.
1811 in 1'all MallC. 4 Oct. 1893, 3/1 If it be the same

lx>ttle 1 found under his bed, there is a ' delve
'
in it into

\\hiv h I can put my thumb. 1860 Daily News 8 July, The
pursed up mouths, the artificial lines and delves, the half-

closed eyes of (hose [marksman) lo be seen sighting, and
'

cocking ', and aiming for the Queen's to-day.
3. An act of delving ; the plunging (of a spade)

into the ground.
1869 Daily AVrt'f i Mar., He quickly learns that every

delve of his spade in the earth means money.
t 4. .See quot.) Obs.-"
1706 PiiiLLirs (ed. Kersey), Dehv, as a Delve ofCoals, Lc.

DELVE.
a certain quantity of CoaU digged in the Mine or Pit. 1711
in HAII.KV ; hence in Johnson, etc.

Delve (ilelv), v. Kornis : i dolf-an, . doluen,
( j dalfen, Orm. dellfenn), 3-7 delue, 4 deluyn,
5 delvyn, 4- delve, (5-6 .Si-, delf, delfe). fa. t.

and pa. pple. 4- delved : earlier forms cc below.

[A Common WGer. vb. originally strong: OE.
Jelfan ; deal/, Julfon ; dolvcn ; correi]>. to OFrii.

delva, OS. (bi-)deltian, MDu. and Du. dclvett, LG.
dolben, OHG. (bi-,telban, MHG. /*# :-OTeut.
ablaut series dclb-,ilatti-, dult- : not known In Norse,
nor in Gothic; but having cognates in Slavonic.

The original strong inflexions were retained more
or less throntjhout the ME.

period, though with
various levellings of the singular and plural
forms, dalf, dulvcn. in the

pa.
t.. and replace-

ment of the plural form by that of the pa. pple.
i/olven

; they arc rare in the i6fh c. ; the weak
inflexions arc found already in the 141)1 c., and
are now alone in use. The verb has itielf been

largely displaced by DIG, but is still in common use

dialcctally.]
A. Forms of past tense and pa. pple.

1. Past tense. Strong; a. sing, i dealt, 3-5
dalf, 4-5 dalfe, dalue

; 4 delf, delue ; 6 (9

arfh.} dolve.
c 1000 /r-'i.FRic Gen. xxi. 30 Ic dealf bisne

pytt.
c itjet Gen.

* Ex. 2718 Stille he dalf him (in] oe sona. a 1300 Cursor
flf. 21510 (Cot t.) Lang he delffr. rr. delue, dalue) hut noght
he fund. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 48 3 He dalfe a pit fce-

hynde the cyte. 1489 Faytes ofA. l. xvii. 50 He. .dalue
the erth. 1598 BAICKLF.Y h'elic. Man n. (1603) 66 Wo worth
the wight that first dolve the mould.

b. //. o. i dulfon; 2-3 dulfen, 3 duluen; 3-4
dolfen, 3-5 dolue(n, dolve n.

aiooo Martyrol. 138 pa dulfon hi in bare ylcan stowe.
c 1*05 LAV. 21998 Alfene hine dulfen [c 1*75 dolue]. a ia*s

! Ancr. R. 292 Heo duluen mine vet. c ivjp Gen. -V Ex.
3180 Dor he doluen . . and hauen up-broal oe bones, c 1*90

)

5". Eng. Leg. 1.427/239 Huydoluenand beoten faste. 01400
Prymer{i&)t\ 107 They dolfen myn handes and my feet.

1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 57/1 Thegypciens wente and doluen

pities for water. 1865 S. EVANS lira. Fabian 59 They dolve
a grave beneath the arrow.

. 4 dalfe, dalue, dalf, 5 dalff; 4 delf.
a 1300 Cursor M. 7786 iGutt.) Pai dalf [v. r. dalue] it in a

wodis side. Ibiti. 21 146 iCott.) pe cristen men ^ar delf [v. r.

dalue, Gtitt. delued, Triit. buryed] him ban. 1489 CAXTON
Faytes ofA. II. xxxv. 153 They dalff the erthe.

Weak sing, and pi. 4-5 delued (//. -eden),
4 -id, delfd, 5 deluyde, 4- delved.
a 1300 CursorM. 16877 <Cott.\f>ai delued him . . in a yerd be

be tun. ll'iil. 18562 iC.r'.tt.) pai him hanged . . And deluid him.
Ibid. 10256 (Cott.) t>ai . . bat right nu delfd bi ded husband.

1381 WVCLIP Gen. xxi. 30, 1 deluyde this pit. 1388 Pi.
Ivi. 7 Thei delueden [138* doluen] a dicbe bifore my face.

1605 ROWLANDS Hell's firoke Loose 15 For when old Adam
delu'd, and Euah span, Where was my silken veluct Gentle-
man?
2. Pa. pple. Strong. 1-4 dolfen, 2-6 doluen,

3-4 duluen, dolfe, 3-6 dolue, 4 dollin, -yn,

delluin, 4-6 dolven, (-yn , dolve, (5 doluyn,
-wyn); 6 delfe. Weak. 6-7 delued, (6 Se.

deluet), 6- delved.
c 1000 Ags. /'*. xciii. 12 Deop adolfen, cleorc and cSystre.

c 1150 Gen. <f Ex. 1895 Starf ysaac . . was doluen on 6at stede.
a vynCursorM. 5428 'Cott. 1

, 1 be noght duluen in bis land.
Ihid. 5494 iGAtt.) Dede and doluie [C. duluen, F. dolue, /.

doluen] par war bai. c 1340 Ibtii. 3214 (Fairf. ) In ebron
dalue hir sir abraham, ber formast was dollyn aide adam.
i 1315 !-'f. Kand (it j it 113 Queu he ri;t depe bad <lellui(n]

sare. a 1400 /'ryw/cr (1891) 77 He
hat[h| opened the lake

and dolfe nym. c 143 LVDC. Bockas iv. li. 11554) 102 a, She
was ydolue lowe. a 1459 Le Morte Arth. 3604 Dolwyn
dede. 1587 GOLDING Oe Mornay xi. 159 To seeke Death
where it seemeth to be doluen most deepe. ?a 1600 Mtrline

733 in Percy Folio 1. 445 Her one sister quick was delfe.

1581 (see B i, quoL 1398). 1596 PAI RVMru: tr. Leslie's

Hist. Scot. 11885) 7 In sum places of Ineland. .is deluet upe
na small quantitie of Leid. 1756 [*ee B 7].

B. Signification.
1. trans. To dig ; to turn up with the spade ; up.

to dig (ground) in preparation for a crop. Now
chiefly north, and Se., where it is the regular word
for

'

digging
'
a garden. In Shropshire, according

to Miss Jackson, to delve is spec, to dig two spades

deep.
c 888 K. /ELFBI. D Boetk. xl. I 6 Swelce hwa nu delfe eorban
& finde bter Bonne goldhord. 1398 THEVISA Bank. De P. R.
xiv. L iTollem. MS.) pe more londe is doluen (1581 delved]
and erid and ouerturnid, be virtu bat is berin is be more
medlid with all be parties berof. c 14x0 PoJlad. on Hnso.
it. 74 Thi lande unclene alle doluen uppe mot be. c 1440
HVLTON Seal* Per/. (W. de W. 1404) i. xlii, Vntyll this

grounde be well ransaken & depe doluvn. 1576 GASCOIGNE
Stetlt Gl. ( Arb.) 58 To delue the ground for mines of glister-

ine gold. 1577-95 Dftcr. Isles Scotl. in Skene Celtic Scott.

III. App. 431 Thay use na pleuchis, but delvis thair corn

land with spaiddis. a 1610 HABINGTOS H'bs. (1622) 269 We
ouer and ouer . . plow our land, and delue our gardens.

1799 J. ROBKRTSON Agric.Pertk 247 He directs the moss to

be deh'td or dug up with spades and the manure to be

chiefly lime. 1845 K. W. HAMILTON /V/. Ed*c. iii. (ed. 2)

37 Time was when our countrymen united every employ-
ment ; they delved the soil, they wove the fleece.

fig. 1611 SIIAKS. Cymb. i. i. 28 What's his name, and
Birth ? . I cannot delve him to the route : His Father Was
call'd Sicillius.



DELVE.

b. trans/, of burrowing animals.

1484 CANTON Fables of
'

j&sop n. v, Of a hylic whiche he-

ganne to tremble and shake by cause of the molle whiche
delued hit. isgzSiiAKs. yen. ^ Ad. 687 Sometime heruns. .

where earth-delving conies keep. 1861 LVTTON & FANE
Tannhauser 49 The blind mole that delves the earth.

2. To make ; a hole, pit, ditch, etc.) by digging ;

to excavate, arch.

c8t$ Vesp. Psalter vii. 16 SeaS ontynde & dalf. ciooo
J^LFRIC Dent. vi. 1 1 Wseterpyttas ba be ge ne dulfon. c 1205
LAV. 16733 Pe king lette deluen senne dich \c 1275 dealue
one dich]. a 1300 Cursor M. 21063 (Cott.) First he did his

graf to deluen. 1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. xxn. 365 To delue
and dike a deop dicne. 1513 DOUGLAS JEneis XL ix. 68 Sum
. . Befor the portis delvis trynschis deip. 1549-62 STERNH.
& H. Ps. vii. 13 He digs a ditch and delues it deepe. 1659
D. PELL Imfr. ofSen 338 Sextons to delve the graves of
the greatest part

of his Army. 1795 SOUTHEY Joan ofArc
vii. 477 Underneath the tree . . 1 hey delved the narrow
house.

_

1821 CLARE I'ill. Minstr. I. 65 Delving the ditch
a livelihood to earn. 1872 AUSTIN DOBSON fiookivorm,
Vignettes.(1873) 2O9 To delve, in folios' rust and must The
tomb he lived in, dry as dust.

b. transf. a.nAJig.
r 1600 SHAKS. Sonn. Ix, Time . . delues the paralels in

beauties brow. 1833 SINGLETON Virgin. 81 The moles have
delved Their chambers. 1872 GEO. ELIOT Middlem. xi. 169
Mrs. Vincy's face, in which forty-five years had delved
neither angles nor parallels.

f3. To put or hide in the ground by digging;
esp. to bury (a corpse). Obs.
c 1200 ORMIN 6484 t>att lie batt smeredd iss baerwibb Biforr

dede, dolven, and ascendid. 1481 CAXTON Reynard (Arb._) 36
My fader had founden kyng ermeryks tresour doluen in a
pytte. 1587 GOLDING De Mornay xi. 159 Consider how often
men go to seeke Death where it seemeth to be doluen most
deepe, and yet finde it not. transf. 1735 SOMERVILLE
Chase n. 38 In the dry crumbling Bank Their Forms they
delve, and cautiously avoid The dripping Covert.

4. To obtain by digging ; to dig up or out ef(lhe
ground) ; to exhume, arch, or dial.

c 1000 Ag.s. Gasp. Matt. vi. 19 pair Seofas hit delfaS &
forstelab. 1374 CHAUCER Bocth. 11. v. 51 He bat first dalf

vp be gobets or be wey^tys of gold, couered vndir erbe.
c 1386 Sqr.'s T. 630 Now can nought Canace bot heroes
delve Out of the grounde. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 1 18 Delvyn*

- ^1887) 207 Delteing vpe
reliques. 1777 Rarmby Inch*. Act 26 To cut, dig, delve,
gather and carry away any turves or sods. 1866 NEALE
Sequences A Ilymns 35 In the valleys where they delve it,

how the gold is good mdeed. 1870 HAWTHORNB Eng. Note-
nks. (1879) I. 226 Minerals, delved, doubtless, out of the
hearts of the mountains.

t 5. To pierce or penetrate as by digging. Obs.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 292 Heo duluen mine vet & mine honden.
He ne seide nout bet heo burleden mine vet & mine honden,
auh duluen. Vor efter bisse lettre . . be neiles weren so dulte
bet heo duluen his flesch. c- 1340 Ayenb. 263 Yef be uader
of be house wyste huyche time be byef were comynde,
upr-zobe he wolcle waky and nolde najt bolye bet me dolue
his hous. 1382 WVCLIF Ps. xxi[i]. 17 Thei dolue [v.r.
delueden] myn hondis and my feet, c 1450 fik. Curtasye
327 in Bailees Kk. 308 Ne delf thou never nose thyrle With
thombe ne fyngur.
6. To dint or indent, dial.

1788 W. MARSHALL East i 'orks. Gloss., Delve, to dint or
bruise, as a pewter or a tin vessel. 1876 Whitby Gloss.,
Delve. . to indent, as by a blow upon pewter ; which is then
said to be delved. 1877 Holderness Gloss.

, Delve, to indent
or bruise a table, or metal surface, by a blow.
7. alisol. or intr. To labour with a spade in hus-

bandry, excavating, etc. ; to dig. arch, or poet.,
and dial. (In most dialect glossaries from Lin-
colnsh. and Shropsh. northward.)

ia<5

HAMI-OLE in Relig. Piecesfr. Thornton MS. 79 When Adam
dalfe and Eue spane ..Whare was ban be pride of man?
CI430 Filer. Lyf Manhode in. viii. (1869) 140 Folk how-
weden and doluen aboute be cherche. 1512 Act 4 Hen. VIII,
c. i 4 To digge and to delve, .for erth, stones and turfes.

1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. III. 41 [He] saw ane aid man . .

Delfand full fast with ane spaid in his hand. 1602 SHAKS.
Ham. HI. iv. 208, I will delve one yard below their mines.
1756 C. LUCAS Ess. Waters III. 113 Men have.. delved into
the bowels of the earth. 1858 LONGF. M. Standish viii,When he delved in the soil of his garden.

b. transf. of animals.

1727-38 GAY Fables I. xlviii. 31 With delving snout he
turns the soil. 1855 LONGF. Hiaiv. xiii. 130 Crows and black-
birds . . jays and ravens. .Delving deep with beak and talon
For the body of Mondamin.

c. To delve about: to excavate round. (With
indirect passive.")
1515 Scot. Field 19 in Clutham Misc. (1856) II., Yt was so

deepe dolven with ditches aboute.

8. fig. To make laborious search for facts, infor-

mation, etc., as one who digs deep for treasure.

1649 G. DANIEL Trinarch., Rich. II ccxliv, Gloucester..
Delves for himselfe, pretending publick right. 1650 FEATLEY
Pref. in 6". Neivman's Concord, i Why delve they con-
tinually in humane arts and secular sciences, full of dregs and
drosse ? 1836 O. W. HOLMES Poems, Poetry iv. iv, Not in the
cells where frigid learning delves In Aldine folios moulder-
ing on their shelves. 1864 SIR F. PALGRAVE Norm, fy Eng.
III. 32 The Norman Antiquary delves for the records of
his country anterior to the reign of Philip Augustus.
9. To work hard, slave, drudge, dial, or slang.
1869 Miss L. M. ALCOTT Lit. Women \. ii. 171 Delve like
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slaves. 1876 IWiitliy Gloss, s. v.,
'

They're delving at it
',

going ahead with the work. 1879 Miss JACKSON Shropsh.
IVord-bk., Delve, .to slave, to drudge, itoi FARMER Slang.
Delve it (tailors';, to hurry with one's work, head down and
sewing fast.

flO. To dip with violence, plunge down into

water. Obs. rare
~

*.

1697 DAMPIER Voy. I. xiii. 367 He was bound, .on a Bam-
bon . . which was so near the Water, that by the Vessels

mptiori, it frequently delved under water, and the man along
with it.

11. Of the slope of a hill, road, etc. : To make
a sudden dip or deep descent.

1848 LYTTON Arthur vi. Ixxxi, The bird beckoned down a
delving lane. &$*,Chamb. Jrnl. III. 329 The combs delve
down precipitously. 1862 LVTTON Str. Story II. nj; The
path was rugged . . sometimes skirting the very brink of
perilous cliffs

; sometimes delving down to the sea-shore.

Hence Delved ///. a., Delving vbl. sb. and

PPL a.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. vi. 230 In dykynge or in deluynge.
1576 FLEMING Panopl. Epist. 356 Let us., fall to delving.
1625 MILTON Death Fair Inf. v, Hid from the world in a

low-delved tomb. a. 1659 CLEVELAND Count. Coin. Man
Poems (1677) 98 One that hates the King because he is a
Gentleman, transgressing the Magna Charta of Delving
Adam. 1883 J. SHIELDS in Trans. Hiehlatui Sac. Aerie.
Ser. iv. XV. 38 The delved and ploughed portion, arjout

2$ acres. 1888 Athenaeum 25 Aug. 249/1 Weary delvings
among a heterogeneous mass of documents.

Delver (de lvai\ [f. prcc. + -KR.] One who
delves, as a tiller of the ground, or excavator.
c888K..ffiLFRED.C<x'M.xl. 6 jif se delfere Saeorban none

dulfe. 1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. Prol. 102 Dykers, and Deluers
bat don heore dedes ille. 1413 LYDG. Pilgr. Sowle iv. xxxvii.

(1483) 84 More necessary to the land is a diker and a deluer
than a goldsmyth. 1602 SHAKS. Ham. v. i. 15 Nay but
heare you Goodman deluer. a 1619 FOTHERDY Atheom. II.

xii. 2 (1622) 338 The Delver bound and clogd in clowted
buskin. 1787 BURNS Twa Dogs 90. 1859 TENNYSON Enid
774 As careful robins eye the delver's toil.

fig. 1859 HOLLAND Gold. F. v. 75 The delver in the
stratified history of the race.

Dely-, obs. form of words in DELI-.

Delyte, obs. f. DELETE, DELIGHT ; var. DELITE a.

Dem, v. 1 Obs. exc. dial. [OE. -dynntan in

fordfinman : see DAM sbJ] trans, or absol. To
dam, obstruct the course of water, etc.

\c 1000 Aft. Ps. (Spelm., Trin. MS.) Ivii. 4 (Bosw.) Swa swa
nsedran deafe, and fordemmende earan heora.l c 1*25 E. E.
^ H!A 7> tj -0. 17_!-_ _ -l_t_ __ J L . .1 . TT . I

Trying to dem the stream.

Hence De mining vbl. sb. and///, a.

a 1300 Cursor M. 1908 (Cott.) [Noe] baid seuen dais in

restj
for doute if ani demmyng brest. 1340 Ibid. 11934

(Fairf.) Ihesu and othir childryn . . went hem by the rever

togamyn-.And demmynges [Cott. lakes] vij made of clay.

Dem, v.'2 ; formerly demn. Minced form of
DAMN ; so clemd for damned.
1 1. To damn, condemn. Obs.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. v. 144 (MS. C.) )>ise possessioneres
preche and dempne freres. 1650 BAXTER Saints' R. i. viii.

(1662) 132 He is dead and demned in point of Law.
2. In profane use. (So dem-me, demmy =
DAMME, damn me ! ; dem, for demd adv. =
DAMNED 4 b.)

1695 CONGRF.VE Lcrvc for L. 11. ii, Oh, demn you, toad!
1720 Humourist 50 A Beau cries Dem me. 1753 Scots
Mag. Oct. 491/1, I now advanced to By Jove, 'fore Ged,
Geds curse it, and Demme. 1755 Gent/. Mag. XXV. 374
Give me your person, dem your pold ! 1801 Sporting Mag.
XVII. 23 Swear in a commanding military dcm-mc. 1838
DICKENS Nich. Nick, xvii, Two demd fine women : real
Countesses. 1849 THACKERAY Pendennis iii, What a dem
fine woman Mrs. Jones was. Ibid, liii, Miss Bell's a little

countrified. But the smell of the hawthorn is pleasant,
demmy.
Dem, obs. form of DEEM v.

Demagnetize (dz'mse-gnetaiz), v. [DE- II. i.]
1. trans. To deprive of magnetic quality.
1842-3 GROVE. Corr. Phys. Forces (1887) 56 We must

magnetise and demagnetise in order to produce a continuous
mechanical effect. 1887 Times 9 Sept. 14/5 Hot air travers-

ing the discs and rolls demagnetizes the discs.

fig. 1875 SEARS Serin. Chr. Life 43 People whose wills
have been demagnetized.

t 2. To free from '

magnetic
'

or mesmeric in-

fluence
;
to demesmerize. Obs.

1850 W. GREGORY Lett. Anim. Magnetism 106 This she
ascribed to her not having been demagnetised, and it con-
tinued next morning.
Hence Demagnetizing vbl. sb.

;
Dcma gnet-

iza'tion, the action or process of demagnetizing.
1843 Rep. Brit. Assoc. 27 The de-magnetizings produced

by operations which serve also to magnetize. 1864 WEBSTER,
Demagnetization. 1872 F. L. POPE Electr. Tel. ii. (1872) 23
The act of demagnetization requires time, but is effected
more rapidly than magnetization.

Demagogic Vdeagf7
-

gik, -gc'd^ik^, a. Also
-goguic. [mod. ad. Gr. trjuayojyiKi'js, f. oijpayaryus,
DEMAGOGUE. So mod.F. demagogi-yue (in Diet.
Acad. 1835).] Of, pertaining 'to, or of the nature
of a demagogue ; characteristic of a demagogue.
1831 Fraset's Mag. IV. 374 That Spirit which is as far

superior to the democratic or demagoguic, as the heavens
are to the earth, a 1834 COLERIDGE Sltala. Notes (1875) 126
Thersites. .is the Caliban of demagogic life. 1866 FKLTON
Ane. I, Mod. Gr. II. v. 78 He [Solon] gained, without the
need of demagogic arts, the affections of the people.

DEMAIM.

DemagO'gical, a. [f. as prcc. + -AL.] =prec.
n 1734 NORTH Lives I. 118 The principles of the former,

being demagogical, could not allow much favour to one who
rose a monarchist declared. 1853 LYTTON My Novel y.\. ii.

(D.), A set of demagogical fellows who keep calling out,
' Farmer this is an oppressor, and Squire that is a vampyre '.

1867 J. GARFIELD in Century Mag. Jan. (1884) 411/1 There
seems to be as much of the demagogical spirit here as in our
Congress.

Demagogism, -goguism (de-magpgiz'm).
[f. DEMAGOGUE + -ISM.] The practice and prin-

ciples of a demagogue.
1824 Blackiu. Mag. XVI. 480 In a government depending

on popular support, the vices of demagogism (let us take a
Trans-Atlantic privilege of coining a word) will be found.

1831 Fraser"s Mag. III. 478 His dissolute and detestable

demagoguism. 1870 LOWELL Study Wind. (1886) 181 The
demagogism which Aristophanes derided.

Demagogue (de-mag(>g\ sb. [mod. ad. Gr.

Sijfia-yay-us a popular leader, a leader of the mob,
f.

Srj^ios people, populace, the commons t d-yoryds

leading, leader.

In French, demagogc was used by Oresme in i4th c.
',
but

in the i7th Bossuet wished that it were permissible to em-
ploy the word. Demagogue was not admitted by the

Academy till 1762.]

1. In ancient times, a leader of the people; a

popular leader or orator who espoused the cause of

the people against any other party in the state.

1651 HOBBES Goi't. <r Soc. x. 6. 153 In a Democraty, look
I how many Demagoges (that is) how many powerfull Oratours
I

there are with the people. 1683 DRYDEN Life Plutarch 99
|

Theirwarriours, and senators, and demagogues. 1719 SWIFT
To Yng. Clergyman, Demosthenes and Cicero, though each
of them a leader (or as the Greeks called it, a demagogue 1 in
a popular state, yet seem to differ. 1832 tr. Sismondis Ital.

Rep. x. 224 He was descended from one of the demagogues
who, in 1378, had undertaken the defence of the minor arts

against the aristocracy. 1874 GREEN Short Hist. viii. 6. 520
He [Pym] proved himself, .the grandest of demagogues.
2. In bad sense : A leader of a popular faction,

or of the mob ; a political agitator who appeals to

the passions and prejudices of the mob in order to

obtain power or further his own interests ; an un-

principled or factious popular orator.

1648 Eikon Bos. iv, Who were the chief demagogues and
patrons of tumults, to send for them, to natter and embolden
them. 1649 MILTON Eikon. iv. (1851) 365 Setting aside the

affrightment of this Goblin word [demagogue] \ for the King
by his leave cannot coine English as he could mony, to be
current . . those Demagogues, .saving his Greek, were good
patriots, a 1716 SOUTH Serin. II. 333 (T.) A plausible, in-

significant word, in the mouth of an expert demagogue, is a

dangerous and a dreadful weapon. 1835 LYTTON Rienzii.
viii, I do not play the part of a mere demagogue. 1848
MACAULAY Hist. Eng. I. 243 He despised the mean arts
and unreasonable clamours of demagogues.
3. attrib. and Comb.
1812 SOUTHEY in Q. Ren. VIII. 349 The venom and viru-

lence of the demagogue journalists. 1878 LECKY Eng. in
i8MC. (1883) III. 61 He stooped to no demagogue art. 1887
Brit. Mercantile Gaz. 15 June 29/1 The overheated dema-
gogue-fired imagination of the masses.

De'magogne, v. nona-iud. [f. prec.] intr.

To play the demagogue.
1696 HARRINGTON Oceana. 143 When that same ranting

fellow Alcibiades fell a demagoging for the Sicilian War.

DemagOgUery (de-magpgri, -gp:geri). Chiefly
U. S. [f. DEMAGOGUE sb. + -BY, -EBY.] Demagogic
practices and arts ; demagogism.
1866 .M V. Nation 4 Oct. 271/2 At this period the House

wholly abandoned itself to
'

demagoguery . 1888 BELLAMY
Looking Backward 84 The demagoguery and corruption of
our public men.

De'niagogfuisll, -gish, a. rare.
[f. as prec.

+ -I8H.] Like or of the nature of a demagogue.
Hence De'iuagc g~uishness.
1860 Chamb, Jml. XIV. 218 Its most prevalent feature is

its unblushing demagogishness.

De-magoguize, v. nonce-wit,
[f. DEMAGOGUE

+ -IZE.] intr. To play the demagogue.
1889 Sat. Rev. Dec. 696/1.

Demagogy (de-mag<7gi, -gpd,?!). [mod. ad. Gr.

Srjiiayaiyia leadership of the people, abstr. sb. f.

8r;/ttz-yary<Jr DEMAGOGUE.]
1. The action or quality of a demagogue.
1655 M. CASAUBON Enthus. (1656) 197 A consideration of

the efficacy of ancient Rhetorick, I will not insist upon
Demagogic, so called anciently, though it be the chiefest.

1835 Blackw.Mag. XXXVIII. 382 This insane demagogy.
1849 GROTE Greece n. xlvi. V. 488 The arts of demagogy
were in fact much more cultivated bythe oligarchical Kimon.
1880 Daily Tel. 4 Oct., The men least suspected of dema-
gogy, the least revolutionary.
2. The rule of demagogues.
1860 HUXLEY in Darivin's Life ft Lett. (1887) II. 284

Despotism and demagogy are not the necessary alternatives
of government.
3. A body of demagogues.
1878 A'. Amer. Rei>. CXXVI. 156 The defeat .. of the

greenback demagogy. 1883 Century Mag. 570 The economy
of an ignorant demagogy.

t Demaim, v. Obs. [f. DE- I. i
, 3 + M AIM v.]

trans. To maim, mutilate.
a 1670 SPALDING Troub. Chtis. I (1829) 20 His head to be

stricken frae his shoulders, and his body demaimed and
quartered, and set up on exemplary places of the town.

Demain, obs. form of DEMEAN v.'1

Domain e, an early form of DOMAIN, DEMESNE.



Rii,

DEMAND.
Demand (<l/mcrnd), ^.I Also 36 demaunde,

t .s domande. [a. F. demande (lath c. in Littre),
S.>leniander\.a DEMAND.]
1. An act of demanding or asking by virtue of

right or authority ;
an authoritative or peremptory

request or claim
;

also trans/., the substance or
matter of the claim, that which is demanded.
<ri9o ,V. Eag. Leg. I. 130 823 Alle bat heordcn beos de.

maunde In grete wonder stoden bere. 1300-1 in Colding.ham Corr. I.Surtees 18.11)67 'I'hc quylk bischop mad hym
richt rcsonable demaundes as we thoucht. 1393 COWER Cottf.
I. 259 But he.. Withstood the wrong of that demaunde.
1484 CAXTON Fables a/sHsof v. xiii, A fayrer demaunde or
request than thyn is I shalle now make, a 1533 LD. BERNERS
Illicit Ixvi. 220 Graunt to Gerard your brothernis demaunde.
'593 SIIAKS. Kick. 11, m. iii. 123 All the number of his faire
demands Shall be accomplish'd without contradiction. 1654
WHITEI.OCKE Jrnl. SnvJ. Eml>. (1772) I. 41 A desire, that
Whitclockc would putt down his demand^ in wrilini;. 1769
KOBKHTSON Chat. V, V. iv. 377 Henry's extravagant de-
mands had been received at Madrid with that neglect which
they deserved. 1883 FROUDE Short Stud. IV. i. vii. 81 The
king's demand seemed just and moderate to all present.

b. fig.

t79 BnuaAm. Wks. 1874 11.71 Compassion is a call,
a demand of nature, to relieve the unhappy. 1816 I.. HUNT
"iminim. 83 He made.. A sort of fierce demand on your
spect. 1885 F. TEMPLE Relat. Kelig. } Sc. viii. 228 The
:nsc of responsibility is a rock which no demand for com-

pleteness in Science can crush.

2. The action of demanding ; claiming ; peremp-
tory asking.
i6o SHAKS. Ham. in. i. 178 He shall with speed to

England For the demand of our neglected Tribute. 1606
Tr. , Cr. in. iii. 17 What would'st thou of vs Troian ?

make demand? 1643-3 EARL OF NEWCASTLE Declar. in
Rushw. Hiit. Cell. (1751) V. 134 So a Thiefmay term a true
Man a Malignant, because he doth refuse to deliver his
Purse upon demand. 1781 COWPER Truth 93 High in de-
niand, though lowly in pretence. 1874 GREEN Short Hist.
iv. $ i. 161 The accession of a new sovereign . . was at once
followed by the demand of his homage.

b. On (t<tfl demand: (payable) on being re-

quested, claimed, or presented: said of promissory
notes, drafts, etc.

1691 Lon/i. Gas. No. 2636/4 A Note, signed Samuel Lock
to Isaac Stackhouse on Demand, for is8/. 7*. yf. 1715 Ibid.
No. 5299/4 They may have their Mony. .at Demand. 1880
J. W. SMITH ManiialCom. Lamm. vL(ed. 9)287 If a bill or
note is payable on demand, the Statute of Limitations runs
from the date of the instrument, without waiting for a de-
mand. 1893 J. ADAM Commercial Corr. 24 A Bank Note is

a Promissory Note payable to Bearer on Demand.
3. Lam. The action or fact of demanding or

claiming in legal form ; a legal claim
; esp. a claim

made by legal process to real property.
\a 1481 LITTLETON Tenures 39 Si homme relessa a un

auter toutz maners demandes.) 1485 Act i Hen. VII, c. i

As if his ancestor had dyed seised of the said lands and
tenements so in demand. 1568 GRAFTON Chron. II. 351
Aucthoritie to enquire, intreate, defyne and determine of all

maner of causes, querels, debtcs and demaundes. 1638
COKB On Litt. 291 b, There bee two kinde of demands or

1. limes, viz. a demand or claime in Deed, and a Demand or
claime in Law. 1875 POSTE Gains iv. Comm. (ed. 2) 564 In
a demand of a heritage, security must be given.
4. ' The calling for a thing in order to purchase

it
'

(JO !
a call for a commodity on the part of

consumers.

1711 STEELE Spect. No. 262 f3 The Demand for my Papers
has increased every Month. 1780 Impartial Hist, ll'ar
Amer. 35 The English, finding a great demand for tobacco
in Europe. 1883 Times 27 Nov. 1 1 The demand for tonnage
at the Rice Ports has decidedly increased.

b. Pol. Mcon. The manifestation of a desire on
the part of consumers to purchase some commodity
or service, combined with the power to purchase ;

called also effectual demand (cf. EFFECTUAL I c).
Correlative to supply.
1776 ADAM SMITH //". N. i. xi. (1868) I. 197 The average

produce of every sort of industry is always suited, more
or less exactly, to the average consumption ; the average
supply to the average demand. 1776-1868 (see EFFECTUAL
id 1848 MILL Pol. Ecoit. in. iii. 2 Demand and supply
govern the value of all things which cannot be indefinitely
increased. 1878 TEVONS Prim. PoL ECOH. 99 The Laws
of Supply ana Demand may be thus stated: a rise of
price tends to produce a greater supply and a less demand ;

a fall of price tends to produce a less supply and a greater
demand.

c. In demand: sought after, in request.
1835 M'CuLLOCH Pol. Econ. 11. iv. 178 Labourers would

be in as great demand as before. 1838 WEBSTER s. v., We
say, the company of a gentleman is in great demand ; the

lady is in great demand or request. 1868 ROGKRS Pol. Econ.
iii. (1876) 2 It is necessary m order to give value to any
object, that it should be, as is technically said, in demand.

6. An urgent or pressing claim or requirement ;

need actively expressing itself.

c 1790 WILLOCK V-'oy. 259 We found the garrison had very
urgent demands for provisions. 1856 SIR B. BKODIE Psychal.
Inq. I. l. 3 He had sufficient fortune to meet the reasonable
demands of himself and his family. 1875 JOWKTT I'lato

(ed. 2) HI. 184 The demands of a profession destroy the

elasticity of the mind.

6. A request ; a question, arch.
< 1386 CHAUCER Matt ofLett's T. 374 Men myghten askcn

\\ liy .she was nat slayn . . I answere to that demande agayn
Who saued danyel in the horrible Cine. <r 1477 CAXTON
Jason 61 b, I wolde faynnxe yow a demande if it were your
playsir. 1553 T. WILSON Rltct. i Every question or de-

maunde in tnynges is of two surtt;,. 1634 CANNK Access.

173

.S,yt,ir. 11841)' 15 There follows an exhortation again, with
oilier demands and answers. 1766 Coi.nsu. Vie. W. xxv,
'I ask pardon, sir..!* not your name Kuhraim Jenkinson?'

demand 1
'

replied the Baronet :

'

undoubtedly
1811 SHKLI.EV Prometh. lint. 11. iv. 114 One more demand ;

and do thou answer me As my own soul would answer, did
it know 'I h.it which I ask.

7. attrib., as demand note, a note payable on de-
mand (i b) ; also, a formal request for payment.
1866 CRUMP Banking v. 129 On a 'demand' note the

statute [of Limitation] would run from the date of the instru-
ment. 1899 I. ADAM Commerc. Corr. 22 The most common
form is the Demand Promissory Note. 189* Daily News
19 Dec. 6/3 Demand money was valued at 10 to 25 per
cent.

t Dema-nd, sb:- Sc. 06s. [a. OF. *dtsmande
(not in Godef.), f. OF. desmander, mod.F. dial. cU-

maniier to countermand, f. dts-, di- (Dis-) + mander
: L. mandare, to order.] Countermand ; opposi-
tion to a command, desire, or wish ; demur.
c 1500 Lancelot 191, I that dar makine no demande To

quhat I wot It lykith loue commandc. Ibid. 3052, I fal at
hir command Do at I may, withouten more demand. 1535
STCWAIT Cm. Scat. II. 598 In the passage with drav.m
sword in hand, Still thair he stude, and maid thame sic

demand, Neuir ane of thame he wald lat furth by.

Demand (dAncrnd), v. Also 5-7 demaund o.

[a. F. demander ( =Pr. ( Sp., Pg. dcmandar. It. di-

mandare) :\J.dimamiarc to give in charge, entrust,
commit (f. DK- I. 3 + mandare to commission,

! order), in med.L. -foscere to demand, request (Du
! Cange).

committing to any one a
duty to be performed, oftAatgiuga servant, or officer, with the performance of something,

whence of requiring" its performance of him, or auth&rita-
\

tively requesting him to do it. Hence the notion of asking
in a way that commands obedience or compliance, which the
word retains in English, and of simple asking, as in French.

]

An indirect personal object (repr. the L. dative) would
thus be a necessary part of the original construction, but it

had ceased to be so before the word was adopted in England,
where the earliest use, both in Anglo* Fr. and English, is i

to demand a thing simply. The verb probably passed into
;

the vernacular from its legal use in Anglo-French.)
I. To ask (authoritatively or peremptorily) for :

*d thing,
1. trans. To ask for (a thing) with legal right or

authority ; to claim as something one is legally or

rightfully entitled to.

[129* BRITTON vi. iv. $ 16 Si. .le pleintif se profre et de-
maunde jun'ement de la defaute, le pleintif recovera seisine
de sa demaunde, et le tenaunt rcmeindra en la merci.) 1489
CAXTON Faytes ofA . m. xiv. 199 Hys heyre myght haue an
actyon for to demande the hole payement of nys wages.
1568 GRAFTON Chron. II. 114 He was compelled to demaund
an ayde and taske of all England for the quieting of Ire-
lande. 1504 R. CROMPTON ISA uthoritie dft Courts 8 The
Serjeant of the Parliament should . .demaund deliuery of the

prisoner. i6a8 COKE On Litt. 127 at He shall defend but
the wrong and the force, & demand the Judgement if he
shall be answered. 1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 182 And
for every tun of fresh water, they demanded and was payed
..foure shillings and foure pence. 1670 Trgal of Penn
* Meatl in Pkenix (1721) 321, I demand my Liberty, being
freed by the Jury. 1763 Gentl. Mag. Sept. 463 The peace
officer .. demanding entrance, the door was opened a little

way. 1894 MIVART in Eclectic Mag. Jan. 10 To all men
a doctrine was preached, and assent to its teaching was
categorically demanded.

b- with inf.phrase or suhord. clause.

1588 SHAKS. /.. /-. /,. n. i. 143 He doth demand to haue
repaid A hundred thousand Crownes. 1751 JOHNSON Ram-
bler No. 161 p o The constable . . demanded to search the

garrets. 1834 L. RITCHIE Wand, by Seine 40 The diocese ,

of Paris . . had the cruelty and injustice to demand that the
hones, .should be returned to their care.

2. spec, in Law. To make formal claim to (real

property) as the rightful owner. Cf. DEMAND sb. 3
and DEMANDANT i.

1485 Act i //*//. /-*//. c. i That the demandant in euery
such case haue his action against the Pernour or Pernours
of the profits of the lands or tenements demanded. 1531
Dial. Lii-t's

Ettf. ix. 18 b, If the demandaunt or plaintyffe

hangyng his writ wyll entre in to the thyng demaunded his

wryt chal abate. 16*8 COKE On Litt. 127 b. Demandant, ',

f-cteur, is hee which is actor in a reall action because he :

demandeth lands etc. 1783 BLACKSTONK Comvi. (ed. 9)
II. App. xviii, Francis Guiding Clerk in his proper per-
son demandeth against David Edwards, Esq., two mes-

3. To ask for v
a thing

1

! peremptorily, imperiously,
urgently, or in such a way as to command attention.

t But formerly often weakened into a simple equi- i

valent of '
to ask

'

(esp. in transl. from French, etc.).
Const, ^"or from a person.
1484 CAXTONt"nW/ 1 , Butwhatdemaundeslthou? Thou

sechest the way to lese thy self by thexample of me. 1548
HALL Ckron. 236 When Piers Cleret had paied the penuon
to the lorde Hastynges, he gently demaunded of hym an
acquitaunce. for his discharge. 1600 E. BLOVNT tr. Cones-

tageio 273 By his letter, hee had demaunded pardon of the

Catholique King. 1631 ). HAVWARD tr. Biondi's Eromena
108 He was to intreate his father to demand for him a wife.

|SI HOBBES Leviatk. m. xl. 255 They demanded a King,
after the manner of the nations. 1813 MAR. ELK.KWORTH
/ 'ivian xi, The physician qualified the assent which his

lordship's peremptory tone seemed lo demand. 1887 Bow ts

DEMAND.
Vi"I; sEntiJit. 71 Trujaiu eye me in wrath, and
my life a* a foe!
b. with object expressed by inf. flu-aie or meant, c

1534 Li>. HH.NIKS tr. C.otden Ilk. M. Anrrl. (1546) 56,
I demaunded then to haue a comple of the people.
1600 E. Dun-NT ir. Conettaefio 242 They demaunded
secretly.. to borrow beds of silke, silver vessels, and other
things fit for a kings service. 1754 HUME Hilt. Eiif. I v.

304 Anselm . . demanded positively, that all the revenues of
his see should be restored to him. 1769 GOLDSM. Hist.
Same (1780) I. 39 Two ruffians . . demanded to speak with
the king. 1798 Invasion II. 239 He . . demanded to speak
with SherlandT

O. aosot.

1509 HAWKS Peat. Pleat. XXXMI. xxii, Whan I had o
obteyned the victory, Unto me than my verlet well syd :

You have demaunded well and worthely. 1597 SHAKS.
Lover1

! Comfl. 149 Yet did I not, as some my e<|uali did,
Demand of him, nor being desired, yielded. i<oi Altt
Wetl\\. i. 21 Those girlei of Italy, take heed of them, They
say our French lacke language to deny If they demand.

1 4. To make a demand for (a thing) to (a per-
son). [

= Fr. demandtr a.~\ Obs.

1483 CAXTON G. de la Tour D vj, Of whiche god thalle
aske and demaunde to them acompte the day of his grete
Jugement. 1500 Melusine 134 The kinge receyuetl hym
moche benyngly and demanded to hym som tydynges.
6. To ask for (a person

N to come or be produced ;

to ask to see
;
to require to appear ; to summon.

1650 FULLER Pitgak ll. xii. 257 And first in a fair way the
offenders are demanded to justice. 1848 C. BRONTR J. F-yrt
xxxiv. While the driver and Hannah brought in the boxes,
they demanded St. John.
6. fig. Said of things : a. To call for of right or

justice ; to require.
[9> BUTTON I. ix. I I Et poet estre treysoun graunt et

petit ; dunt acun demaund Jugement de mort, et acun amU-
sioun de membre [etc.).] 1703 POPE Thetais 3 Th' alternate

reign destroy'd by impious arms Demands our song. '779
COWPER Lett. 2 Oct., Two pair of soles, with shrimps which
arrived last night demand my acknowledgments. 1836 J.
GILBERT Chr. Atonem. vi. (1852) 168 Holiness may demand,
but not desire the punishment of transgressors. 1871 FREE-
MAN Norm. Cong. (1876) IV. xvii. 03 The piety of the Duke
demanded that the ceremony should be no longer de-

layed.

b. To call for or require as necessary ; to have
need of.

1748 F. SMITH Voy. Disc. N.-W. Pau. I. 145 Keep the
Water . . from going down faster, than the [Beaver] Dams
which are below the House demand it. 1855 BAIN Senses t,

Int. n. ii. g 6 Sensibility everywhere demands a distribution
of nerve fibres. 1878 M on LEY Carlyle Crit. Misc. Ser. 1. 109
Government . . more than anything else in this world de-
mands skill, patience, energy, long and tenacious grip.

** a person for or to do a thing.
t7. To ask (a person) authoritatively, peremp-

torily, urgently, etc, for (a thing) ; to require (a

person) to do a thing. Obs.

1634 LITHGOW Trav. x. 482, I intreated Sir Richard Hal-
kins to goe a shoare to the Governour, and demand him
for my Gold. 1653 J. WADSWOHTH tr. Sandoval's Civ.
Wan Spain 22 Hee demanded the Catatanes to receiv,
and acknowledg him their King. 17*6-7 SWIFT Gulliver I.

iii. 49 After they were read, I was demanded to swear to

the performance of them. 1795 Cicely I. 37 He demanded
the traitor to give up his lovely prize.

*** intrans.

t 8. To make a demand ; to askyfrr or afttr ; to

call nrgently/iw. Ots.
a 1533 LD. BARKERS ftHtm Ix. 208 Huon approchyd to the

shyppe
and demaundyd for the patrone and for the mayster

of tnem that were in the shyppe. 165 SHAKS. Lfar in. ii.

65 Which euen but now, demanding after you, Deny'd me
to come in. 1654 R. CODRINCTON tr. Justine 200 I'o free

himself of it, he demanded for a sword.

II. To ask (authoritatively) to know or be told :

* a thing.
9. To ask to know, authoritatively or formally ;

to request to be told.

[laoa BRITTON i. v. | 9 Qe il vcrite dirrount de ceo qe horn
les demaundera de par nous.] 1548-9 (Mar.i Bk. Com.
Prayer, /fo//uw,Then the prieste shall uemaur.de the name
of the childe. 1593 SHAKS. Lticr. Argt, They . finding
Lucrece attired in mourning habit, demanded the cause of
her sorrow. 1600 E. BLOL'NT tr. Cflntstaggic 262 The Por-

ttigals demaunded the state of the realme. 1634 SIK T. HER-
BERT Trav. 77 In braver)* and shew of insolence, demanding
her bnsinesse. 1818 SHELLEY Kev. /slam III. vii. Ere with

rapid lips and gathered brow I could demand the cause.

1859 TENNYSON Enid 193 And Guinevere, .desired bus name
and sent Her maiden to demand it of the dwarf.

b. with the object expressed by a clause.

1494 FABYAN Ckrm. L xiv. 14 V* fader . . demaunded of

Ragan, the seconde doughtcr, how wel she loued hym. 1596

Piffr. Perf. (W. de WT 1531) 2oob, Demaundyng & en-

quiryng, where is he y* is borne the kyng ofy iewes. ij68
GRAFTON Ckron. II. 226 She demaunded howe her Uncle
the French king did. 1615 SIK E. HOBY Cttrry-camlv So You
should rather demand from him What likencsse there is

between 34 and 42. 1766 GOLOSM. I'ic. W. xiv, The old

gentleman, .most respectfully demanded if I was in any way
related to the great Primrose. 1845 M. PATTISON j. (1889)
I. 23 All the members demanded with one voice who it was
who was charged with the crime of theft.

1 10. With cognate object : To ask (a question,

etc.). Obs.

ijoa Ord. Crysttn Men (W. de W. 1506) i. iii. 16 Which de-

maundeth a questyon. 1577 NORTHBROOKR /?iV/Xf (1843)62
Saye on . . what you haue to demande, and I will answere

you. 1603 FI'LBFCKE ist Pt. ParmlL 50 Then I know your
opinion as touching this question, now let me demaund
another. 1605 BACON Adv. Learn. 11. Ded. { 1 5 It asketh
some knowledge to demand a question, not impertinent.



DEMANDABLE.
* * a person (as to a thing].

\ 11. To ask (a person) authoritatively or formally
to inform one (of, how, etc.). Obs.
c 1450 Crt. of Love (R.), And me demaunded how and in

what wise I thither come, and what my errand was. c 1477
CAXTON Jason iSShe. .demanded him how he felte him self

and how he ferde. a 1536 Calisto fy Mel. in Hazl. Dodsley I.

85 I demand thee not thereof. 1611 SHAKS. Cymb. in. vi. 92
When we haue supp'd Wee'I mannerly demand thee of thy
Story. 1632 LITHGOW Trav. i. 38, I demanded our depen-
dant, what was to pay?

b. without extension.

1490 CAXTON How to Die n Yf there be none to demaunde
hym, he oughte to demaunde hymselfe. 1555 EDEN Decades

5 They declared the same to me when I demanded them.

C. in passive.
1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W . de W. 1 53 1 } 1 6 Demaunded by Pharao

of what age he was, Jacob answered. is68GRAFTON Chron.
II. 277 They were demaunded why they departed. 1635
SIBBES Soul's Conji. Pref. (1638)9 Philip, .being a long time

prisoner . . was demanded what upheld him all that time.

1643 PRYNNE Sov. Power Parl. \. (ed. 2) 91 Had our Ances-
tors., been demanded these few questions. 1722 SEWEL
Hist. Quakers (1795) II. vii. n Being demanded in the
Court why he did not tell his name.

*** intrans. 12. To ask, inquire, make inquiry.
a. of, t at the person asked ; t b. of the object asked

about.

1382 WYCLIF Bible, Pref. Ep. iv. 65 The Saueour. .askynge
of questiouns of the lawe, more techeth, whil he prudentli
demaundeth [1388 while he askhh wisely questiouns]. 1526
TINDALE Lnke iii. 14 The soudyoures lyke wyse demaunded
of hym sayinge : and what shall we do ? 1568 GRAFTON
Chron. II. 205 The king .. helde her still by the^ right

hande, demaundyng right gently of her estate and businesse.

1588 KING tr. Canisius' Catech. 208 Quhen God sal rise to

iudge, and quhen he sal demand at me quhat sal I answer ?

1611 BIBLE Job xlii. 4 Heare . . I will demand of thee, and
declare thou vnto me. 1821 SHELLEY Prometh. Unb. n. iv.

141 The immortal Hours, Of whom thou didst demand.

Hence Dema'nded ///. a.

1552 in HUI.OET. 1769 OxfordMag. II. 143/2 The demanded
qualification is a merciful soul, if we would experience
mercy. 1815 MARY PILKINGTON Celebrity III. 152 The
demanded drugs were sold without exciting the smallest

suspicion.

Deuiandable (d/mcrndab'l), a. [f. prec. +

-ABLE.] That may be demanded or claimed.

1576 JLEMING Panppl. Epist. 62 We did no lesse. .in the
behalfe of our countrie, then ofdutie wasdemaundable. 1602
FULBECKE Pandectes 43 Certaine ministeries or dutifull re-

spectes were by reason of such Leagues due and demaund-
able. 1666 PEPYS ^?/ary(i879)III.4i6,^2ooo. .demaundable
at two days' warning. 1720 Land. Gaz. No. 5894/3 The. .

Interest. . shall be demandable by the Bearers. 18x8 CRUISE
Digest (ed. 2) V. 328 Any writ by which lands are demand-
able. 1884 SIR R. BAGGALLAY in Law Rep. 28 Ch. Div. 472
A rate due and demandable at the time it was made.

Demandant (d/mo/ndant). [a. Anglo-Fr. (and
Fr.) demandant (i^th c.), sb. use of pr. pple. of

demander to DEMAND.] One who demands.
1. Law. a. spec. The plaintiff in a real action

;

b. gen. a plaintiff or claimant in any civil action.

[1344 Act 18 Edit). ///, c. 7 Pour quoi tieux dismes a les

demandauntz ne deivent estre restitutes transI. wherefore
such dismes ought not to be restored to the said demand-
ants.] 1485 Act i Hen. l^ff, c. i The Demaundants shuld
not knowe ayenst whom they shall take their accion. 1405
Act :i Hen. VII c. 24 i The demaundaunt or playntif in
the same Atteynt hath afore be nonsute. 1614 SELDEN Titles
Hon. 234 The Karle excepted also to the Jurisdiction, .and
the Demandants repHe. 1641 Tertnes de la Ley 107 b, De-
maundant is he that sueth or complaineth in an action- Reall
for title of land, and he is called plaintife in an Assise, and
in an action personal. 1767 BLACKSTONE Coittm. II. 271 In
such cases a jury shall try the true right of the demandants
or plaintiffs to the land. 1832 AUSTIN Juris^r. (1879) I. vi.

295 A sovereign government . . may appear in the character
of defendant, or may appear in the character of demandant
before a tribunal of its own appointment.
2. One who makes a demand or claim ; a de-

mander.
1590 SWINBURNE Testaments 62 It is to bee presumed that

the testator did answer, yea, rather to deliuer himselfe of
the importunitie of the demaundant, then vpon deuotion or
intente to make his will. 1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mor.
204 To reproch the demandant, as though hee had little

skill and discretion, to aske a thing of him who could not
give the same. 1780 BURKE Econ. Reform Wks. 1842 1.234
Which will give preference to services, not according to the

importunity of the demandant, but the rank and order oftheir
utility or their justice. 1888 Co-operative News 26 May 486
Rights equitably claimed by the demandant for himself.

3. One who questions or interrogates.
1656 f . BOURNE Def. Scriptures 52 Read Mr. John Deacon,

a solid and sharp Questionist, Replyant and Demandant.
1826 DISRAELI Viv. Grey vi. vi, It was evident the demand-
ant had questioned rather from systems than by way of
security. 1854 SYD. DOBELL -/<&> Pref. 6 Perhaps it would
be considered too general a reference if I were to remit my
demandants to the whole history of intellect.

t Dema'ndate, v. Obs.
[f. ppl. stem of L.

demandare to give in charge, entrust, commit : see
DEMAND v. and -ATE.] trans. To commit, dele-

gate, entrust. Hence Dema-ndated///. a.

1641
' SMECTYMNUUS' Vind. Ansiy.-x.iv. 174 The Church,

which did first demandate this Episcopall authority to one
particular person. 1640 UP. HALL Efisc. \\. \. 90 Out of his
owne peculiarly demandated Authority.

Dema-iulative, a. rare. [f. ppl. stem of L.
demandare to DEMAND + -ATIVE.] Of the nature
of a demand or legal claim

; made by or on behalf
of the demandant.

174

1820-27 BICNTHAM Judicial Proc. xiii, jj i Wks. II. 74
Statements, demandative or defensive.

t Dema:ndee', demande. 0&. nonce-wd.

[See -EE.] One uf whom a question is demanded.
1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's filer, 205 Allowing a competent

space of time betweene the demand and the answere : during
which silence, both the demandermay have while to bethinke
himselfe and adde somewhat thereto, if he list, and also the
demande* time to think of an answere.

Demander (d/mtrndajj. [f.
DEMAND v. + -ER.

Cf. F. dentandeiir (ijth c.).] One who demands.
1. One who asks with authority, urgency, etc. ;

one who claims, requests, calls for.

a 1533 LD. BERNERS Gold. Bk. M. Anrel. (1546) D vij, The
requeste was pittfull. .and he to whom it was made, was the

father, and the demaunder was the mother. 1556 Anrelio
ff Isab. (1608) A ij, Unto none of the foresayde demaunders
wold he never geveher in mariage. i638CHiLLiNcw. Relig.
Prof. i. iv. 19. 201 He hath intreated his Demander to

accept of thus much in part of paiment. 1754 JOHNSON Life
of Cave, A tenacious maintainer, though not a clamorous
demander of his right.

f 2. One who asks or inquires ; one who puts a

question. Obs.

1548 UDALL, etc. Erasm. Par. Lnke xvuL 146 The de-

maunder of the question. 1583 HOLLYBAND Campo di Fior
157 O what an importunate asker of questions is here . . O
what a troublesome demander. 1692 LOCKE Toleration m.
i. Wks. 1727 II. 304 The Majority . . shall give any forward
Demander Occasion to ask, What other Means is there left?

3. One from whom there is a demand for an
article of commerce ; a buyer, consumer.
a 1620 CAREW (J.), And delivereth them to the demander?'

ready use at all seasons. 1776 ADAM SMITH IV. N. \. vii.

(1868) I. 58 Those who are willing to pay the natural price
of the commodity, .may be called the effectual demanders.
1821 New Monthly Mag. 1. 0,6 Demanders and not suppliers.
1885 J. BONAR Malthas n. i. 233 The power of buying the
food that feeds new demanders.

t Dema'nderess. Obs. [a. F. demanderesset

fam.ofi/emandeur: seeprec.] A female demandant.
1611 COTGR., Demanderesse, a demaunderesse, a woman

that is a Plaintife or Petitioner. 1828 WEBSTER, Dentan-
dress.

Demanding (d/mci*ndin), vbl. sb. [-ING !.]

The action of the verb DEMAND.
1530 PAI.SGR. 212/2 Demaundyng of counsayle, consulta-

tion, 1556 A urelio fy Isab. (1608) C, Moderate demaund-

ing^es
and accustomed requestes. 1642 Protests ofLords I.

13 The demanding by this House of some to be left to justice.

Dema'nding, ///. a. [-ING -.] That demands.
Hence Dema'ndingly <n/z>., in a demanding man-

ner, as a demandant.
1873 L. WALLACE Fair God v. v. 289 And what if the Fate

had come demandingly?
Demane, obs. Sc. f. DEMEAN .', to treat, etc.

Demarcate (drmaak^'t), v. [Back-formation
on DEMARCATION ; see -ATE 3 ; cf. Sp. and Pg. de-

marfar.'} trans. To mark out or determine the

boundary or limits of; to mark off, separate, or

distinguish from ; to mark or determine, as a

boundary or limit ; to define, a. lit. in reference

to spatial limits, as of territory.
1816 KEATINGE Trav, (1817) I. 214 The marine deposits . .

appear to demarcate its extreme undulation here. x88a St.

James's Gaz. Apr., The region thus demarcated is . .the only
part of Wales described, .in Domesday. 1884 Pall Mall

'

G.

9 June i i/i An Anglo-Russian Commission will proceed
. .to demarcate the northern frontier of Afghanistan.

b. Jig, in reference to other than spatial limits.

1858 LEWES Sea-Side Stud. 314 How shall we demarcate

Reproduction from Growth? 1883 Athenaeum 20 Jan. 79
Sharp distinctions of national flavour which demarcate one

European literature from another.

Hence De-marcated, De'marcating//A adjs.
1840 GLADSTONE Ch. Princ. 34 For the preservation of the

demarcating lines. 1862 H. SPENCER first Princ. \\. xxi.

169 The demarcated grouping which we everywhere see.

Demarcation (diinadc^jan). Also demark-
ation. [ad. Sp. demarcation (Pg. detnarca^ao]^
n. of action from demarcar to lay down the limits

of, mark out the bounds of, f. de- = DE I. 3 + marcar
to MARK. So F. demarcation (1752 in Hatzf.), from

Spanish. First used of the linea de demarcation

(Pg. linha de demarca$ao} laid down by the Pope
in dividing the New World between the Spanish
and Portuguese.]
The action of marking the boundary or limits of

something, or of marking it off from something
else ; delimitation ; separation. Usually in phr.
line of demarcation.

a. lit. (a) originally in reference to the meridian

dividing the Spanish from the Portuguese Indies.
The bull of 4 May 1493

' sobre la particion del oceano
'

fixed the Line of Demarcation at 100 leagues west of the Cape
Verde Isles \ the '

Capitulacion de la particion del Mar
Oceano entre los Reyes Catolicos y Don Juan Rey de

Portugal ', of 7 June 1494, definitely established it at 370
leagues (17$ to an equatorial degree) west of these isles, or
about 47 long. W. of Greenwich in the Atlantic, and at the
anti-meridian of 133 E. long, in the East Indies. The word
occurs in the latter document '

dentro de la dicha limitacion

y demarcacion '. Navarrete Viages II. 121.)

1727-52 CHAMBERS Cycl., Line ofDemarcation, or Alexan-
drian Line. 1760-72 tr. jnan fy Ulloas Voy. (ed. 3) II. 142
Eastward it extends to Krasil, being terminated by the meri-
dian of demarcation. 1777 ROBKRTSON /list. Atuer. (1778)
I. in. 206 The communication with the East Indies, by a

DEMATBKIALIZE.
course to the westward of the line of demarkation, drawn

by the Pope. 1804 SOUTHEY in Ann. RW. II. 6 Ruy Falero
wanted to bring the Moluccas on the Spanish side of the line

of demarcation. 1849 tr. Huntboldfs Cosmos II. 655 As early
as the 4th of May (1493) the celebrated bull was signed by
Pope Alexander VI, which established 'to all eternity' the
line of demarcation between the Spanish and Portuguese
possessions at a distance of one hundred leagues to the west
of the Azores.

(b} of other lines dividing regions.
1801 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Mag. xi. 646 As if the whole

North of Germany, within the line of demarcation might
very convenientlybecome aseparate empire. 1809 W. IRVING
Knickcrb. (1861) 25 Nothing but precise demarcation of

limits, and the intention of cultivation, can establish the

possession. 1856 STANLEY Sinai fy Pal. vi. (1858) 267 So
completely was the line of demarcation observed, .between
Phoenicia and Palestine, that their histories hardly touch.

\>.fig.
1776 BENTHAM Fragm, Govt. iv. 36 Wks. I. 290 These

bounds the supreme body . . has marked out to its authority :

of such a demarcation, then,
what is the effect? 1790 BURKE

Fr. Rev. 43 The speculative line of demarcation, where
obedience ought to end, and resistance must begin, is. .not

easily definable. 1875 LYELL Princ. Geol. II. in. xxxvii. 327
Where the lines of demarcation between the species ought
to be drawn. 1883 Century Mag. Dec. 196/2 A strange
demarkation between the sexes was enforced in these cere-

monies.

Demarch (drmaik). [ad. L. demarckus, a. Gr.

5iJ/ia/>x$ governor of the people, president of a

deme, f. STJUOS district, deme, common people +

dp\6s leader, chief.] In ancient Greece : The pre-
sident or chief magistrate of a deme. In modern
Greece : The mayor of a town or commune.
1642 Coll. Rights $ Priv. Par/. 10 At J.acedemonia, the

Ephors: at Athens, the Demarches. ci6^MaJcinies Un-

folded 38 Demarchs, or popular Magistrates, to moderate
their supposed Monarchy. 1838 THIRLWALL Greece II. xi.

74 The newly incorporated townships, each of which was

governed by its local magistrate, the demarch. 1884 J. T.
BENT in Macm, Mag. Oct. 431/2 These eparchs again look

after the demarchs or mayors of the various towns.

II Demarche (dema'rf). (In mod. Diets, de-

march.) [a. F. demarche (i5-i6th c. in Hatzf.),

vbl. sb. f. ettmarcher (i2th c.J to march, f. *#- = L.

DE- I. 3 + marcher to MARCH. In the i8th c.

nearly anglicized ; now treated as a French loan-

word.] Walk, step; proceeding, manner of action.

1658 tr. Bergerac*s Satyr. Char. p. v, As much deceived as

those are that . . expect to learne Comportment from a Come-
dians Demarche. 1678 TEMPLE Let. Ld. Treas. Wks. 1731
II. 479 By the French Demarches here and at Nimeguen, .

I concluded all Confidence irreparably broken between Us
and France. 1711 Collect. Lett, in Land. Jrttl. x. fT.\

Imagination enlivens reason in its most solemn demarches.

1885 L. MALET Col. Enderby's Wife m. viii. 139 (Stanf.)

Tired out, past caring whether her demarche had been a wise
or a foolish one.

Demarchy (drmajki). [ad. L. demarchia, a.

Gr. dr)fjtapx'ia the office of a DEMARCH : see -T.]

The office of a demarch; a popular government.
The municipal body of a modern Greek commune.
1642 BRIDGE Wounded Consc. Cnred*.Q Such. .were the

Ephori that were set against the Kings of Lacedemonia. .or

the Demarchy against the Senate at Athens, c 1643 Maximes
Unfolded 38 If the people in Parliament may choose their

Lawes, the Democracy will prove a Demarchy, and that

spoiles and destroyes Monarchic.

t Dema'rk, clema'rcjue, ^. T Obs. [a. F. <#-

marque-r to deprive of its mark or marks, f. <#-,

des- (^DE- I. 6) + marqner to mark. Cf. DISMARK.]
trans. To remove the marks of, obliterate, efface.

1654 H. L'EsTBANGE Chas. 7(1655) 168 To form their de-

portment in so supple a posture, as might de-marque and
deface all tokens of so horrid an imputation [as rebellion J.

Demark (d/ma-ik), v.~ [Deduced from DE-
MARCATION after mark vb. : cf. Sp. and Pg, demar-

car and DEMARCATE.] = DEMARCATE.
1834 H. O'BRIEN Round Towers Ireland 242 Nor are their

[myriads of ages'] limits demarked by the vague and in-

definite exordium of even the talented, .legislator, Moses
himself. 1883 F. HALL in (N. V.) Nation XXXVII. 434/3

Distinguishing traits . . such as everywhere demark the

denizens of a colony from those of its mother country.

Deiua'rtialize, v. nonce-wd. [f. DE- II. i +
MARTIAL . + -IZE.] trans. To deprive of warlike

character or organization.
1882 W. E. BAXTER W'inter in India xjv. 133 The whole

population being disarmed and demartialized.

Dematerialize (drmati^rialaiz), v. [f.
DE-

II. i + MATERIAL . + -IZE.] a. trans. To deprive
of material character or qualities ; to render im-

material, b. intr. To become dematerialized.

Hence Demate'rialized ///. #., -izing
1

///. a. and

vbl. sb.j Demate^rializa'tion.
1884 H. SPENCER in igth Cent. Jan. 3 The gradual de-

materialisation of the ghost and of the god. 1890 Spectator
it Oct., The seeds of that spiritual development which was
to culminate in the completely dematerialised God of Chris-

tianity. tflpxCaOfNgto/mmXlI. 114/1 He has dematerialized

everything into a memory. 1892 Scot. Leader 29 Jan. 4 She
will gradually demateria'lise, and fade away like a vapour
before the eyes.

Demath, dial. var. of DAY-MATH.
1559 Lane. Wills III. 125 One demathe of

hey.
1820

WILBRAHAM Gloss. Dial. C/tes/t.
t Dctnat/t, generally used

for a statute acre, but erroneously so, for it is properly one-

half of a Cheshire acre. . the Demath bears [the proportion]
of 32 to soi to the statute acre. 1887 DAKLINCTON South
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Chesh. Clots. 8. v., \Vc speak of a '

nve-denuuli
'

or a '
seven-

<lcmath field '.

Dofflauncli o, ohs. form of DEMAND.
Domay, obs. vnr. of DISMAY v.

fDemayn, short for PAIN-DKMAI.NE '

panis do-

minifut), bread of the finest quality : see DKMKINK.

Demayn e, obs. f. DEMEAN t/.i, DEMESNE.

Demd, -on, obs. f. deemed, from DEEM v.

I Deme, J*. 1 Obs. Forms: i drama,, 1-1

diima, 2-3 dome. [OE. tid'ma, dfnta OHG.
tiit'tno, Gotliic type dtmja : OTeut. damjon-, I.

ilfim- judgement, doom.] A judge, arbiter, ruler.

t 8j Vesp. Flatter xlix. [I.) 6 Foroon god doema is. c 1175
Lamb. ItI'm. 95 pc helcnd is allcs moncunnes dema. c 1*05
LAY. 9634 pcrol he wes deine & due feole )ere. a 1150 <M'/

V Night. 1783 \V,i schal linker spechc rede And telle tovore

unker deme?

Deme (d/"m), sb? [ad. Gr. 817/10; district, town-

ship.]
1. A township or division of ancient Attica. In

modern Greece : A commune.
[1618 HOIIHKS Thacyd. (1821) 86 Acharnas, which is the

greatest town in all Attica of those that are called Demoi.\

1833 THIKLWALL in Philol. Afris. II. 290 The procession . .

is supposed to take place in the detne of Dicseopolis. 1838
Greece II. 73 The ten tribes were subdivided into districts

of various extent, called denies, each containing a town or

village, as its chief place. 1874 MAHAFFY Soc. Lijc Greece
xii. 383 He was made a citizen and enrolled in the respect-
able Acharnian deme. 1881 Black. Mag. Apr. 542 (Greece

ff her Claims) Elementary schools in most of the denies.

2. Rial. Any undifferentiated aggregate of cells,

plastids, or monads. (Applied by Perrier to the

tertiary or higher individual resulting from the

aggregate integration of merides or permanent
colonies of cells.)

1883 P. GEDDES in Encycl. Brit. XVI. 843/1 The term

colony, corm, or ilcine may indifferently be applied to these

aggregates of primary, secondary, tertiary, or quaternary
order which are not, however, integrated into a whole, and
do not reach the full individuality of the next higher order.

Ibid. 843/2 Starting from the unit of the first order, the

plastid or moiia*l, and terming any nndifferentiated aggre-
gate a deme, we have a titonqd-demc integrating into a

secondary unit or dyad, this rising through dyad^iemes into

a triad, these forming tria*i-dentes, etc.

Deme, obs. form of DEEM v., DIME.

t Demea'u, s/>. Obs. Also 5 demene, 6 de-

mayue. [f.
DKMKAN f.'l

1. Bearing, behaviour, demeanour.
r 1450 Crt. ofLove 734 But somewhat strange and sad of

her demene She is. 1534 MOKE Oft tkt Passion Wks. 1302/2
For which demeane, besyde y sentence of deth condition-

ally pronounced . . god . . declared after certeyne other pun-
ishmentes. 1590 SFKNSE.R /'. Q. it. ix. 40 Another Damsel!
. . That was right fayre and modest of demayne. 1607
BEAUM. & Fu Woman Hater III. iv, You sewers, carvers,
ushers of the court, Sirnamed gentle for your fair demean.

1691 J. SALTER Triumphs Jesus 2 She was a Virgin of severe

demean. 01756 G. WEST On Travelling (H..), These she. .

would shew, With grave demean and solemn vanity.

2. Treatment (of others X
1596 SPENSER /'. (>. vi. vi. 18 All the vile demeane and

usage bad, With which he had those two so ill bestad.

Demean (d/tarn),!".! Forms: 4-5 demeyn(e,
demein(e, 4-6 demene, (5 dcmeene, dymene ,

4-6 (chiefly Sc.) demane, 4-7 (chiefly Sc.) de-

mayn(e, demain(e, 5 demesne, 5-7 demeane,
6 demean. [a - OF. demenc-r (in Ch. de Roland
nth c.), also t/eminer, -maner, -moner (pres. t. il

ilemeine, demaine] to lead, exercise, practise, em-

ploy, trent, direct, etc., se dcmener to carry or con-

duct oneself, = Pr. demenar. It. diinenare, a Romanic
deriv. of DE- pref. + menare, F. metier to lead, con-

duct, etc. : L. minare, orig. ( mittdrf) to threaten,
in post-cl. L. ' to drive or conduct

'

cattle, and, by
|

transference, ships, men, etc. The dcmaine, demane

forms, found chiefly in Sc., are perhaps derived from

the OK. tonic form demeitu, Jemaine. Demesne is

taken over from the sb. so spilt.]

f 1. trans. To conduct, carry on (a business,

action, etc.) ; to manage, deal with, employ. Obs.

c 1315 SKORKHAM i67Thajhy[t] be thorj senne demeyned.
. 1330 K. liKt'NNK Chran. H'ace (Rolls) 3196 Scheo . . well

coupe demeyne richeyse. c 1440 LYDG. Secrets 4 Alle
_his

Empryses demenyd wernand lad By thavys. .Of Arystotiles
wilt and providence, c 1449 PECOCK Refr. HI. vi. 312 Cristis

. . abstenyng fro temporal vnmovable possessiouns lettilh

not preestis for to hem take . . and weel demene into gode
vsis. 1490 CAXTON Eneydos iv. 19 For to demeane this to

effecte. 1523 L. BF.RNF.RS Frtriss. I. clxxxv. 219 So often

they went bytwene the parties, and so sagely demeaned
their busynesse. 1519 MORE Com/, agst. Trib. n. Wlcs.

1207/2 Euen for hys riches alone, though he demened it

neuer so wel. 1613 SIR H. FINCH I.am (16361 21 These VM-S

being turned into estates shall be demeaned in all respects
as estates in possession. 1644 MILTOM Areof. (Arb.) 68

As our i. lxlui.it Clergy have with violence detnean'd the

matter.

f b. To lead (one's life, days).

1413 LYOC. I'ilgr. Smulf iv. ii. (1483) 59 How they demenen
the dayes of theyr lyues.

f o. To express, exhibit (sorrow, joy, mirth,

etc.). Obs. (
= ME. lead TO. same sensed

[Cf. Cotgr. demcner le dueil </.-,
to lament, or mourne for ;

dtmener ioye, to rejoyce, make merrie, be glad.]
c 1400 Ktu. Rose 5238 For hert fulfilled of gentilnesse. Can

yvel demene his distresse. c 1477 CAXTON JOSOH 69 They
began to crye and demene the urcttotc sorowe of ihc world.
< 1489 litanchartiyn iv. 21 SutTryng theym to demayne
theire rewthis and complayntes. 1564 HAWARIJ Eulropiits
III. 31 There was great myrth demeaned at Home after theese

newes. l56sGoj.uiN<: Ovi'tfs Met. vtn. -15931 195 Then all

the hunters shouting out demeaned joie ynough. 1607 HKV-
woon Woman Killed v. iv, With what strange venue he
demeanes his grcefc.

fcL To produce, or keep up (a sound). Obs.

[So in OF.]
1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 407/2 The Icuys

of the trees de-
mened a swete sounde whiche came by a wynde agre-
.,!.!..

1 2. To handle, manipulate, manage (instruments,

tools, weapons, etc.). Obs.
c 1300 A'. Alii. 663 The fyve him taught to skyrme and

ride, And to demayne an horsis bride [
- bridle}, c 13*5

Coer de L. 456 What knyght . . coude best his crafle For to

demene well his shafte. c 1384 CHAUCER //. J-'ame 959 Lo,
is it not a grete myschaunceT'o lat a fool han gouemauncc
Of thing that he can not demeyne T

f8. To manage (a person, country, etc.); to

direct, rule, govern, control. Obs.

1375 HARBOUR Bruce xx. 396 The kyng . . Wes enterit in

the land of span;e, All hail] the cuntre till (delman^e. la 1400
Morte A rth. 1988 The kynge . . Demcnys the medylwaroe
menskfully hyme selfene. c 1440 Generdes 4622, 1 am your
child, demeane me as ye list, c 1470 HARDING Chnm. CXL.

ii, (He gave] lerusalem to Henry. .With all Surry [= Syria],
to haue and to demain. 1513 MORE in Urafton (. htvu. II.

766 To the ende that themselves would alone demeane and
goveme the king at their pleasure.

1 4. To deal with or treat (any one) in a specified

way. b. esp. (chiefly in Sc. writers) To treat badly,

illtreat, maltreat. Obs.

1393 GOWER Cm/. I. 106 And thought he wolde upon the

night Demene her at his owne wille. c 1485 Digfy Mysl.
(1882) ill. 1582 Lord, demene me with mesuer ! 1509-10 vl. /

i Hen. I'llI, c. 20 I i Merchauntz denysyns . . (shall) be
well and honestely intreated and demeaned. 1595 SMCHSER
Col. Clout 681 Cause have I none . . To quite them ill, that

me demeand so well. t68a Loud. Gaz. No. 1683/1 The
Lords Commissioners of Justiciary. . Decerne and Adjudge
the said Archibald Karl of Argile to be Execute to the

Death, Demained as a Traitor, and to underly the pains of

Treason. 1685 Arfflfi Declar. in Crookshank Hist.Ch.

Scetidjsi) II. 3i6(Jam.) Demeaning and executing them. .

as the most desperate trailers.

b. 1375 BARBOUR Bruce xi. 609 Full dyspitfully Thair fais

demanit thaim rycht stratly. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 238/2
In the fornais of fyre of fayth he was destrayned, smeton,
demened and beten [L. /eriebatur and ferdMcebatHr}. 1513
DOUGLAS /Eneis ix. viii. 52 Sail I the se demanyt on sik wys?
1596 SI'KNSKK /'. Q. vi. vii. 39 That mighty man did her de-

meane With all the evil! termes, and cruel! meane, That he
could make, a 1651 CALDERWOOD Hist. Kirk 11842-6) III.

69 Putt a barrel) of powder under me, rather than I would
be demained after this manner.

t 5. To deal, distribute, hand over. Obs.

1439 E. E. lr"illt (1882) 114 The thirde pane to be de-

menyd and yoven . . to pore peple. a 1656 USSHER Ann.
(1658) 461 In lieu of Cyprus, to demeane unto him certain

Cities with a yearly allowance of corn.

6. refl. [from i] To behave, conduct or comport
oneself (in a specified way). The only existing
sense : cf. DEMEANOUR.
c 13*1 Sir Beuet 3651 So Beues demeinede him bat dai.

c 1375 Sc. Lee. Saints, Egifciane 557 Hot I lefit nocht )>ane

myne syned, Bot me demaynyt as I dyd are. 1413 LYDG.

Pilgr. Smule I. xv. (1859) 12, I haue none experyence of

wysedom, how my selue to demene. c 1450 Crt. ofLove 731
Demene you lien a maid With shamefast drede. 1530
PALSGR. 511/1, 1 demeane, or behave my selfe . . ye meforte
. .jt me demayne. 1568 GRAFTON Clirou. II. 349 Your sub-

jectes have lovyngly demeaned themselves unto you. 1590
SHAKS. Com. rr. iv. iii. 83 Now out of doubt Antipholus
is mad. Else would he neuer so demeane himselfe. 1614
CAPT. SMITH Virginia in. i. 43 So well he demeaned him-

selfe in this businesse. i68> NORRIS Hierofles 31 We should

..demean ourselves soberly and justly towards all 1711
SHAFTESB. Ckarac. (1737) I. I. iii. 101 To demean himself

like a Gentleman. 1811 SotTHEY in Q. Rei: XXV. 305

No man who engaged in the rebellion demeaned himself

throughout its course so honourably and so humanely. 1858

HAWTHORNE Fr. * It. Jrnls. I. 109 The Prince Borghese

certainly demeans himself like a kind and liberal gentleman.

b. fig.. of things.

1581 J. BF.LL Haddon's Amw. Osor. 150 b margin. How
willdemeaneth itselfe passively and actively. 1(44 MILTON
A reof. (Arb.) 35 To have a vigilant eye how Bookes deraeane

themselves as well as men. i8*4 jJ.ScoFFERNintfrr'* Cin.
iV.Chem.287 In many of its relations it [hydrogen] demeans
itself so much like a metal, that (etc.).

t c with an object equivalent to the refl. pronoun. Ots.

Til .

Troy 3925
wroght. 1633 FORD Broken H. i. ii, How doth the youth-
ful general demean His actions in these fortunes ? 1649 J F.
TAVLOR Gt. K.remf. Pref. i> That man demean and use

his own body in that decorum which (etc.).

td. ahsol. (Cf. BEHAVE 3.) Oh.
1703 PENN in fa. Hist. Soe. Mem. IX. 206 How to demean

towards them, least there should be any alterations in their

tempers. 1703 Rules o/Ch'ility ix, How we are to demean
at our Entrance into a Noblemans House.

f 7. pass. To be behaved, to behave or conduct

oneself: =prec. sense. Obs. Cf. DEMEANED.
1375 HARBOUR Bruce v. 229, I wald ga se . . how my men

demanit are. c 1450 Merlin 79 We pray yow to yeve us
counseile . . how we rayght beste be demened in this matere.

1586 A. DAV/.W. Secretary I. (1625160 It was affirmed (th.it

being with loyalty demeaned) you should at length receive

the reward of . . glory.

H 8. afp. To bear or have in niiud ; to re-

member. Obs. (? Associated or confused vutli

MEAN v.)
1:1460 J. Rrsstu. /(*. Nurture 1163 (A menhall] When-

ftoeuer youre sovereyn a fe*t make shall, demeene what
estates sh.ille sine in the hall. 1494 FAHYAN C4n'M. Vll. 635
But it is to demeane and presuppose that the entent cf hym
was nat good, f 1530 II. RHODES lit. Nurture 1/1 in

Baoeet Bk. (1868) Bi^Tien giue good care to heare some
grace, to washe your selfe demeane.

Demean 'd/mrn
,
v .'* [f. Dr.- 1. 1 + MEAN a.,

prob. after debase: cf. also BORA* v.3

It ha> been suggested that this originated in a miscon-

ception of DF.MEAN T'.' in certain conitructioru, such a> that

of quot. 1596 in 4 b, and 1590 in sense 6 of that vb. (Johnson
actually pun the latter quot. under the sense

' debase '. ) It

is rare before 1700, and the only 171)1 c. quots. (1601, 1659
below) arc somewhat doubtful. Quol. 1751 in sense 2 shows
how in certain contexts demean may be taken in eil her sense.

See monograph on the word by Dr. Fiuedward Hall in (A'nu
York) Nation, May 7, 1891.]

1. trans. To lower in condition, status, reputation
or character.
1601 K. ABBOT Kinidom of Christ 5 (L.) In his birth and

life and death, far demeaned jeneath all kingly state. 1715
JANK BARKER Exilius \. 59 By it (jealousy) we demean the

Person we love, through unworthy Suspicion. 1716 M.
\1n\\f.* Athen. Brit. II. 140 The Author (is] demean'd,if not

actively and passively
ridicul'd. 1734 Ir. Rollins Anc. Hist.

(1827) 1. II. ill. 306 Without any way demeaning or aspers-

ing poverty. i86a HAWTHORNE Our OldHome;(i883) f. 106

There is an elbow-chair by the fireside which it would not

demean his
dignity

to fill.

2. esp. refl. 1 o lower or humble oneself.

1659 Burton's Diary (1828) IV. 373, I incline rather to

have Masters of Chancery attend you, and go on errands

on both sides. It will cut off all debates about ceremonies,
of your members going up and demeaning themselves, or of

their demeaning themselves here. 17*0 Lett. fr. Misfs
Jrnl. (1722) 1. 306 That Men of Honour and Estate should

demean themselves by base condescension, it 1751 Doo*
DRIDGK fam. Extol. S 169 (T.I It is a thousand times filter

that I should wash thine (feet); nor can I bear to see thee

demean thyself thus. 1754 RICHARDSON Graxdison I V. xviii.

140 A woman is looked upon as demeaning herself, if she

gains a maintenance by her needle. 1(48 THACKFRAV I '.in.

Ftiir\\. (1856) 40 It was. of course, Mrs. Sedley's opinion
that her son would demean himself by a marriage with an
artist's daughter. 1876 BLACK Madcap V. xxix. 260 Could
a girl so far demean herself as to ask for love?

b. Const. /.' or to do (what is beneath one).

1764 FOOTE Mayor of G. u. ii, Have I, sirrah, demean'd

myself to wed such a thing, such a reptile as ihee ! 17*7
S. PATERSON Another Trtnt. 1. 427 This lesser philosophy

engagingly demeans itself to all characters and situations.

1859 GEO. ELIOT A. Bede 15 This woman's kin wouldn't like

her to demean herself to a common carpenter. 1861 Sat.

Rev. 30 Nov. 551 They would not demean themselves to

submit to this sort of paltry tutelage.

fDemea'n, a. Obs. [app. an extended form of

mean adj. ; perh. from confusion gf mcsne, demesne]
Of middle position, middle-class, middling.
c 1380 Sir Ferumo. 382 Y am her bote a demeyne kni)t

of be realme of fraunce [orig. draft V am her a meyne
knyjt],

Demean, Demeane, earlier forms of DKMEHNK.

tDemea'nance. Obs. Also 5-6demenaunce.

[f. DEMEAN v. + -ANCE. Prob. formed in Anglo-

Balettei Wks. 1 . 25 Demure demeanaunce, womanly of porte.

153 W. WALTER Guiscard ^ .9. (1597) B ij. Your vertnous

talke and carefull demeanance. 1647 H. MORE SongofSoul
l. it Ixxxvii, Fair replying with demeanance mild,

t Demea'nant, a. Obs. In 5 demenaunt.

[ad. OF. demenant, pres. pple.
of denuner : see

I DEMEAN r. 1 and -AKT '. Cf. F. demener marchan-

dise, to trade or traffique. Cotgr.] Dealing,

\ trading.
1467 in Enf. C/Wj (1870) 401 None other citeien withyn

the seid cite demenaunt. laid. 393 No citeren resident

withyn the cite and demenaunt.

Demeaned <\rmi-m\,,fpl. a. [f. DEMEAN p.'

! + -D.] Conducted, behaved, -mannered (in a

specified way). Cf. DEMEAN t>.> 7.

14.. LYDG. Temple of Glot 1051 For so demeyned she

was in honeste, That vnavised nobing hir asicrl. c 1450
> Merlin 106 Whan the! sawgh hym thus demened. 1586
A. DAY Eng. Secretary L 11635) 142 Vilde, lewd, and ill

demeaned. 1634 MASSINGE* Very Woman ill. v, A very
handsome fellow, And well demeaned !

Demeaning 'd/raPnirj', vol. sb. [f. as prec. +

-ING >.]

fl. Managing, ordering, governing, directing, etc.

14*9 in Rymer Frdera (17101 X. 426 In Demesnyng of

the which Trctie. 1431 I'aston Lett. No. 18 I. 32 The
reule, demesnyng, and governance . . of the Kinges persone.
< 1440 Generydes 2052 Thre thowsand knyghles alt his de-

memng. 1450-1530 IHyrr. our Ladye 177 They se clerely,

after the demenyng of goddes sufferannce, al thynghes that

were to come.

2. Conduct, behaviour, demeanour. Obs. exc. in

demeaning of oneself, comporting oneself.

14.. LYDG. Temple ofClot 750 Hir sad demening. ofwil

not variable. 1461 Fasten Lett. No. 405 II. 31 For cause

of his K-ght demeanyng towmrdi them. 1580 NORTH Plu-

tarch To Rdr., The particular affairs of men .. and their

demeaning of themselves when (etc.). c 1640 J. SMYTH Lives

Berkeley (1883) M. 66 Other misgovemances, and unruly

demeanmgs.



DEMEANING.

Demea'ning, ///. a.
[f.

DEMEAN v.- + -INS 2.]

That demeans
; lowering in character, repute, etc.

1880 Dorothy 70 That is uncommonly odd, very demean-

ing to him I 1889 Pall Mall G. 7 May 2/3 Where are the
men to whose memory it would be demeaning to place
their bones, .beside those of Nelson and Collingwood ?

Demeanour (dtornaj). Forms : 5-7 de-
me aiiure, 6 -er, (-ewr, 7 -eure), 6-9 -our, -or,

(6 cure) ;
also 6 demen-, demeinour, demain-,

demaner, 6-7 demanour, (6 demesner, de-

measnure, 7 demeanour). [A derivative of

DEMEAN .', app. of English or Anglo-Fr. forma-

tion : the corresponding OF. words are demene-

ment, dement, demenie. It is not certain from the

evidence whether the suffix was originally -ure,

OF. -eiire : L. -atiira, as in armour, or the Fr. -er

of the infinitive, taken snbstantively, as in demurrer,
disc/aimer, dinner, supper, user, etc. In either case

the ending is assimilated to the -our of Anglo-Fr.
words like honour, favour, etc., and -or (favoured
in U. S.) a further alteration of this after honor,

favor. Cf. BEHAVIOUR.]
1. Conduct, way of acting, mode of proceeding

(in an affair) ; conduct of life, manner of living ;

practice, behaviour. Formerly often with a and //.
1494 FABYAN Chroii. n. xlviii. 32 The kynge disdeynynge

this demeanure of Andragius. 1535 FISHER IVks. (1876) 419
His shameful demainer. 1543-4 ^c/ 35 Hen. VIII, c. 6 t

Mayntenaunce, imbracery, sinister labour and corrupt de-

meanours. 1^50 CROWLEV Way to Wealth 185 If you be
found abhommable in thy behavioure towardes thy neigh-
boure, what shall thou be founde . . in thy demaners to God
ward ? 1634-5 BRERETON Trav. (1844) 157 The Junior Judge
told me of a very wise demeanour of the now mayor of
Ross. 1661 BRAMHALL Just Vind. iv. 59 Unlesse they would
iue caution by oath for their good demesnour. 1677 K.
MITH in \itk Rep. Hist. MSS. Comnt. App. v. 40 A com-

mission is appointed to examine Lord Shaftsb[ury's] de-

meanours. 1783 W. F. MARTYN Geog. Mag. I. 34 Rewards
or punishments due to its [the soul's] demeanor on
earth.

) b. Wrong conduct, misdemeanour. Obs. rare.

1681 Trial S, Colledge 20 You cannot think we can give
a priviledge to any Friend ofyours to commit any Demeanor
to offer Bribes to any person.
2. Manner of comporting oneself outwardly or

towards others ; bearing, (outward) behaviour.

(The usual current sense.)
1509 FISHER Fun. Serm. Ctess Richmond Wks. (1876) 292

In fauour, in wordes, in gesture, in euery demeanour of her-

self so grete noblenes dyde appere. 1577-87 HOLINSHED
Chron. III. 1188/2 Nine Frenchmen apparelled like women
. . and counterfeiting some like demeanor to the apparell
wherein they were disguised. 1640 G. WATTS tr. Bacon's
Adv. Learn. 384 Pliant demeanure pacifies great offences.

1667 MILTON /*. L. vm. 59 With Goddess-like demeanour
forth she went, c 1820 S. ROGERS Italy, Gt. St. Bernard a

Two dogs of grave deme_anour welcomed me. 1876 J. H.
NEWMAN Hist. S&. I. I. ii. 71 The Turks . . are . . remark-
able for gravity and almost apathy of demeanour.

1 8. Treatment of any one. Obs.

1548 HALL Chron. 200 b, The! were sore beaten, wounded,
and very evil intreated. Good men lamented this ungodly
demeanure.

f 4. Management, direction. Obs.
16. . MILTON Webster), God commits the managing so

great a trust . . to the demeanour of every grown man.

Demeasne, obs. form of DEMESNE.

Demegoric (d*m%>-rik), a. [ad. Gr. 817^17-

yoniK-oj, f. SrifH)f6pos popular orator, f. Si}/>s

common people -rayopfvfiv to harangue.] Of or

pertaining to public speaking.
1892 J. B. BURY in Fortn. Rev. 651 The controversy . . is,

like most other controversies of the day. .carried on in such
a demegoric atmosphere, that [etc.].

Demeigne, demeine, obs. ff. DEMESNE.
tDememe. Obs. Also demayn, -demaine.

[Short for P.UN-DEMAINE, AF. pain demeine, L.

panis dominicus, i.e. 'Lords bread': see DEMESNE.]
Bread of the finest quality.
ia88ilerAl/ms(Ro\k)l. 353 Panis dominicus qui dicitur

demeine ponderabit wastellum quadrantis. 1420 Attturs
oArth. xxxvii, Thre soppus of demayn . . For to cumford
his brayne. 1859 RILEY Liber A Ibus (Rolls) I. p. Ixvii, The
very finest white bread, it would seem, was that known as
Demeine or lords' bread.

Dernein(e, obs. form of DEMEAN w.l

Demelaunce, obs. form of DEMI-LANCE.

l|D6m14 (ilne-k). [Fr. ;
=

quarrel, contest,
debate ; cf. demeUr\.o disembroil, disengage, f. des-,
de- (DE- 1. 6) + mesler, mller to mix.] Discussion
between parties having opposite interests

; debate,

contention, quarrel.
1661 EVELYN Land. Smed. Ami. Diary (1892) II. 487

During this demeslif. .a bold and dextrous fellow . . cut the

ham-strings of 2 of them. 1818 SCOTT Br. Lamm, xxii, At
the risk of a dftneU with a cook. 1834 GREVILLE Mem.
Geo. /K(i874) III. xxiii. 69 (Stanf.) There is a fresh cUinUt
with Russia.

t Deineile, v. Obs. [A derivative of MELL v.,
or OF. mesler, meller to mix ;

OF. desmeller, -me/ler

was to disperse, f. des-, de- = L. dis- + mesler,
meler to mix.] trans. To mix, mingle.
1516 Will of R. Peke of Wakcjfceld 4 June, A veste-

ment . . with myn armes and my wyffes demellede to-

gedder.

176

t Deme'mber, v. Ob$. [ad. F. dtmcmbrer

(OF. dtsm-}t or med.L. dtmembrare, var. of dis-

membrare to DISMEMBEB, f. L. de-, dis- (see DE- I.

6) + membwun limb.] By-form of DIRMEHBKR.
1491 Sc. Acts Ja$. 7K, 9 (1814) II. 225Quhare ony man

happinis to be slane or demembrit within the Realme. c 1575
BALFOUR f'racticks (1754) 47 Be ressoun of the pane of deith,
or demembring.
Hence Deme-mbrer ; Deme'mbringf -vbl. sb.

1491 Sc. Acts Jos. /yt 9 (1814) II. 225/1 He sail pass
and persew the slaaris or Demembraris. 1566 ed. 6V. Ads,
Jas. Il t̂ c. 50. 91 b heading^ Anent slauchter or demem-
bring.

Demembration (dmiembr^-J^n). [ad. med.
L. dcmembrdtion-em j n. of action f. demembrare to

DISMEMBER : see prec. Cf. OF. demanbration

(Godef.).] The cutting off of a limb ; mutilation ;

dismemberment. (Chiefly in Sc. Law.')
1597 ed. Sc.Acts, Jos. /K, 28 heading^ Anent man-slayers

taken, or fugitive : and of Demembration. 1609 SKENE
Reg* Maj. Treat. 134 Mutilation and demembration is

punished as slauchter. 1746-7 Act 20 Geo. //, Any juris-
diction inferring the loss of life or demembration is abro-

gated. 1857 JEFFREYS Roxburghshire II. iv. 269 The
slaughter and demembration of a number of Turn bulls. 1861
W. BELL Diet. Laiv Scot1. 1 Detnembratioft . . is applied to
the offence of maliciously cutting off, or otherwise separating

any limb, or member, from the body of another.

^tg. 1828-40 TYTLER Hist. Scot. (1864) I. 221 Demembra-
tion of the kingdom could not for a moment be entertained.

||
Demembr6, Her. [Fr.] DISMEMBERED.

1727-51 in CHAMBERS CycL

Demenaunt, obs. form of DEMEANANT.
t De'mency. Obs. Also -cie, -ay. [ad. L.

dementia madness, f. demens, -ment-cm out of one's

mind, f. DE- I. 6 + mens mind. Cf. F. dhnence

(i 5th c. in Hatzf.).]
1. Madness; infatuation.

1522 SKELTON Why not to Court 679 The kynge his

clemency Despenseth with his demensy. 1559 W. CUNNING-
HAM Costnogr. Glass? 71 That were a poynt of demency or
madnes. 1627 W. SCLATER Exp. 2 Thess. (1629) 225 Saint
Paul . . imputes to them no lesse than franticke demency.
2. Med. = DEMENTIA, [tr. F. dtmenee (Pinel).]
1858 COPLAND Diet. Med. 0.441 M. Pinel arranged mental

diseases into i rt Mania . . 2d Melancholia . . 3
d Demency, or

a particular debility
of the operations of the understanding,

and of the acts of the will.

t De'mend. Obs. [OE. demend, f. pr. pple. of

diman to DEEM.] A judge.
Beowulf'364 Metod hie ne cubon, daeda demend. c 1200

Trin. Coll. Horn. 171 For bat hie shulen cnowen ure de-
mendes wracSSe.

Demene, obs. form of DEMEAN z., DEMESNE.
Dement (d/me'nt), a. and sb. [a. F. dfment

adj. and sb., ad. L. demens^ dement-em out of one's

mind, f. DE- I. 6 + mens, mentem mind.]
A. adj. Out of one's mind, insane, demented.

Obs. or arch.

1560 HOLLAND Crt. Venus in. 290 With mind dement vneis
scho micht sustene The words. 1856 J. H. NEWMAN Callista

(1890) 248 Speak, man, speak ! Are you dumb as well as
dement T

B. sb. A person affected with dementia
; one out

of his mind.
1888 H. A. S[MITH] Darwin 43 A dement was known to

the writer who could repeat the whole of the New Testa-
ment verbatim. 1800 MERCIER Sanity <$ I?is. xv. 379 An old
dement begins to whimper because his posset is not ready.

Dement (dftne'nt), v.1 [ad. L. denicntare to

deprive of mind, drive mad (cf. OF. dfmcnter,
Godef.), f. demen$y dementem, DEMENT a.] trans.

To put out of one's mind, drive mad, craze.

1545 JOYE Exp. Dan. v. (.R.), He was thus demented and
bewitched with these pestilent purswasions. 1550 BALE
Apol. 80 Minysters of Sathan, whych thus seke to demente
the symple hartes of the people, a 1662 BAILLIE Lett. II.

255 (Jam.) If the finger of God in their spirits should so far

dement them as to disagree. 1703 D. WILLIAMSON Serm.
bcf. Gen. Assembly 50 The Heathens used to say, whom the

gods would destroy these they demented. 1890 W. C.
RUSSELL Ocean Trag. I. viii, It would not require more than
two or three incidents of this sort to utterly dement him.

Hence Deme*nting///. a.

1877 Miss YoNGEGwwtttSer. m. xxxi. 315 The dementing
demon of the Stewarts,

Deme'Ut, v rare- 1
, [a. F. dementir, in

OF. desmentir, f. des-, dt- (DE- I. <5) + mentir:
L. menttrt to lie.] trans. To give the lie to ;

to
assert or prove to be false.

1884 H. S. WILSON Stud. Hist. 330 With firmness, she de-
mented and disproved the lie.

t Deme'ntate, - Obs. [ad. L. denientat-us,

pa. pple. of dementdre to DEMENT.] Driven mad,
crazed, demented.
1640 Intentions of Armie Scotl. 7 The plots of our de-

mentat adversaries. 1675 J. SMITH Chr. Relig. Appeal n. i

Raving and dementate Persons.

Dementate (d/me-nt^t), v.
[f. ppi. stem of

L. dementdre to DEMENT.] = DEMENT v.l ? Obs.
i52i BURTON Anat, Mel. Democr. to Rdr. (1676) 44/1

Daphnis insatta, which had a secret quality to dementate.
1664 H. MORE Myst. Iniq. 566 To .. inflame you, and de-
mentate you to your own ruine. 1722 WOI.LASTON Relig.
Nat. v. 107, I speak not here of men dementated with wine.
1829 SOUTHEY Sir T. More (1831)1!. 86 Those whom the
Prince of this World, -dementates.

DEMERGE.
Hence Deme-ntated ///. a. ^ DEMENTATE a.,

DEMENTED; Deme-ntating ppl. a.

1652 GAULE Magastrom. 195 In the dementating furies of
divination. 1716 M. DAVIES At/ten. Brit. III. Dissert.

rhysick 38 Thinking the dementating Disaster of those

young Ladies was caus'd . . by their being drunk. 1726
DE FOE Hist. Devil \. xi. (1840^ 172 The blind dementaied
world. 1813 Q. Rev. IX. 419 Some, .seem to have been per-
fectly dementated.

Dementation (d/ ment^'-Jan). [ad. med.L.
dementdtion-em (Du Cange), n. of action from dc-

mentdre to DEMENT.] The action of dementing ;

the fact or condition of being demented ; madness,
infatuation.

1617 DONNE Serm. cxxxviii, Wks. 1839. v - 469 An4 lken
lastly, .they come to that infatuation, that Dementation, as
that they lose [etc.]. 1680 BAXTER Cath, Commun. (1684)35
Dementation goeth before Perdition. 1879 FARRAR St. 1'anl
I. 610 note> The '

strong delusion
'

of the English version
is a happy expression ; it is . . judicial infatuation, the de-
mentation before doom. 1889 GLADSTONE in Contemp. Rev.
Oct. 486 This policy may be called one of dementation.

t Deme'ntative, a. Obs.
[f. ppl. stem of L.

dementare + -IVE.] Characterized by madness.
1685 H. MORE Paralip. Prophet. 398 Their dementative

Anger and Rage.

Demented (d/me-nted),///. a. [f. DEMENTI.
+ -ED*; corresp. to L. dementdtus DEMENTATE.]
Out of one's mind, crazed, mad ; infatuated.

1644 J. MAXWELL Sacr. Regwn Maj. 105 Who can be so

demented, as . . to . . runne the hazard of totall ruine. 1726
DE FOE Hist. Devil n. x. (1840) 343 All their demented
lunatic tricks. 1828 SCOTT F. M. Perth xn, Is the man de-
mented ? 1885 J. PAVN Talk of Town II. 248 He threw
himself out of the room like one demented.

b. Affected with dementia.

1858 COPLAND Diet. Med. II. 462 Maniacs and mono-
maniacs are carried away . . by illusions and hallucinations
. . the demented person neither imagines nor supposes any-
thing. 1878 J. R. REYNOLDS Syst. Med. II. 33 There is a

group of demented patients, in whom the mind is almost

extinguished. 1883 QUAIN Diet. Med. s. v. Dementia, Fewer
are left to reach the demented stage.

Hence Deme'iitedly adv., Deme'ntedness.
1841 Melbourne Punch 4 June 365/4 Those behind ..

hurled themselves dementedly against those in front. 1876
G. MEREDITH Beaitch. Career 228 A delusion amounting to

dementedness.

Dementholize, -ed: see DE- II. i.

[| Dementia (dfrne-nfia). [L. n. of state from

demensj dcmentem : see DEMENT a. First used to

render the term dtmence of Pinel. Formerly Eng-
lished as DEMENCY.]
1. Med. A species of insanity characterized by

failure or loss of the mental powers ; usually con-

sequent on other forms of insanity, mental shock,
various diseases, etc*

1806 D. DAVIS tr. Pinets Treat. Insanity 252 To cause

periodical and curable mania to degenerate into dementia
or idiotism. 1840 TWEEDIE Syst. Pract. Med. II. 107
A state . . which French writers after Pinel have denomi-
nated dltnence, English writers have translated this term
into dementia. 1851 HOOPER Vade Mecnm (1858) 131 The
sudden attacks of dementia produce a state of mind nearly
allied to idiocy. 1874 MAUDSLEY Respons. in Ment. Dis. iii.

73 When his memory is impaired, his feelings quenched, his

intelligence enfeebled or extinct, he is said to be suffering
from dementia.

2. gen. Infatuation under the influence of which
the judgement is as it were paralysed.
1877 MORLEY Crit. Misc. Ser. n. 130 Emissaries . . suc-

ceeded in persuading them such the dementia of the night
that Robespierre was a Royalist agent.

t Deme'ntie, sb. Obs. [a. obs. F. dementie

(1587 in Godef.) = mod.F. dementi giving of the

lie, f. dimentir DEMENT z/.2] The giving any
one the lie. (Now only as French, dementi (d^-

mantz').) Hence t Dementie v. trans.
y
to give

the lie to, belie
;
= DEMENT z/.2

1594 SAVIOLO Practice \\. Vja, To come to the ende of
this Treatise of Dementies or giuing the lie. Ibid. V ij a,
I come directly to bee dementied, and so consequentlye
muste become Challenger. [1698VANBRUGH Prov. Wife\. ii,

The very looking-glass gives her the dementi. 1707 LD.
RABY in Hearne Collect. (Oxf. Hist. Soc.) II. 42 As for his

Person, he did not dementir [sic] y* Description I had of him.

1771 H. WALPOLE Lett, to //. Mann 8 May, I will run no
risk of having a dtmenti. 1883 Times Dec. (StanD, That
elaborate affectation of candour which distinguishes the
official d/ntenti^\

, v. rare. [f.
L. dement-em DEMENT

a. + -FY.]
= DEMENT #.'

1856 OLMSTED Slave States 420 Dementifying bigotry or

self-important humility.

Demension, -tion, obs. forms of DIMENSION.

Demeore, ME. form of DEMUR vb. and sb.

Deiue'phitize, v. rare , [f. DE- II. i +
MEPHIT-IO + -IZE.] trans. l To purify from foul

unwholesome air* (Webster 1828). Hence De-
mephitiza'tion (Med. Repository, cited ibid?).

Demer, obs. form of DEEMER, judge.
1510 LOVE Bonavent, Mirr. xv. E vj, A presumptuous . .

demer of other men.

Demere, ME. form of DEMUR, delay.

t Demerge (dAnaudg), v. Obs. [ad. L. de-

mergcre to plunge down into, submerge, f. DK-
I. i + mergfre to plunge, dip. Cf. also OF. de~



DEMERIT

inergier (14-ijth c.).] trans. To plunge, im-
niursc.

c 1610 DONNS H^ti. 1830 VI. 347 Our Soules demerged into
those bodies are allowed to partake Earl hiy pleasures. 1669
ItoYLE Cait/n. Nov. E.vt. 11. (rSSz) 23 Air breaking forth

through the Water, in which it was demerged.

Demerit (d/me-rit , sb. [a. K. dtmtrite, or ad.

L. dfmcritufii. f. ppl. stem of L. demereri to merit,
deserve, f. DE- I. 3 + mcrcri to deserve, mtritum
des.-rt, merit. In Romanic the prefix appears to

have been taken in a privative sense (I)E- I. 6),
hence med.L. demtritutn fault, It. demcrito, F.
Jciiic'rite (141)1 c. in Littre') 'desert, merite, descru-

ing ; also (the contrarie) a dissernice, demerite,
misdeed . . (in which sence it is most commonly
used at this day) ', Cotgr.J

) 1. Merit, desert, deserving (in a good or in-

different sense). Freq. in pi. Obs.

1399 Kalis a/Parlt. III. 434/1 Your owne Worcles . . that

ye were not worthy, .ne able, for to goveme for your owne
Demeritej. 1447 Will a/ lint. VI in Carter King's Call.

Cknpel\. ij His most fcreful and last dome when every man
shal . . be examined and dcmed after his demeritees. 1490
CAXTON Entydos, xxiv. 91 A mercyfull god and pyteous
wylle retrybue hvm iustely alle after his demtryte. 1548
HALL Chron. 1510, For his demerites, called the good duke
of Gloucester. 1548 UDALL Erasm. Paraphr. Luke 38,
Your demerites are so ferre aboue all prayses of man. 1601
HOLLAND Plutarch's Mar. 233 Worldly happines beyond all

reason and demerit. 1607 SHAKS. Cor. 1. 1. 276 Opinion that
o stickes on Man-ins, shall Of his demerits rob Cominius.
163* J. HAYWARD tr. Biottdt's Eromena Ep. Ded. A iij b,

Considering your known noble demerits, and princely cour-
tesie. 1731 GAY in Swift's f.etl. Wks. 1 841 1 1. 605 Envy not
the demerits of those who are most conspicuously distin-

guish, -<1.

t b. That by which one obtains merit ; a meri-
torious or deserving act. 06s.

1548 W. PATTEN Expert. Scotl. Pref, What thanks then. .

for these his notable demerits ought our Protector to receive
of his? 1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 456 It is reputed a singular
.1,-merit and gracious act, not to kill a citizen of Koine. 1655
M. CARTER lien. Rediv. (1660) 8 The first atchiever in any
Stock whatever, was a new man ennobled for some demerit.

2. Desert in a bad sense : quality deserving blame
or punishment ; ill-desert ; censurable conduct :

opposed to merit. In later use, sometimes, defi-

ciency or want of merit.

1509 BARCLAY SkypofFolys (1570) FF iij, To assemble these
fooles in one bande, And their demerites worthily to note.

1643 SIR T. BROWNE Relig. Mai. (1656) I. 53 The one '

being so far beyond our deserts, the other so infinitely below
our demerits. 1673 TRAHKKNK Cftr. Ethics xiv. 193 The
least sin is of infinite demerit ; because it breaketh the
union between God and the soul. 1700 DRYOEN Habits,
Meleagtr ff Atal. 327 Mine is the merit, the demerit thine. <

1741 RICHARDSON Pamela 11824) I- '55 God teach me hu-

mility, and to know my own demerit ! 1851 DIXON W. Peim
\

xxxii. (1872)308 It is no demerit in Penn that he did not see -

at once the evil. 1865 LECKY Ration. (18781 I. 357 The !

rationalistic doctrine of personal merit and demerit.

t b. A blameworthy act, sin, offence. (Almost
always in//.) Obs.

1485 Act i Urn. l-'/f, c. 4 Priests . . culpable, or by their
Demerits openly reported of incontinent living in their
Bodies. 1494 FABVAN vn. 507 Some there were that for

tlieyr demerytys were adiugyd to perpetuall prysone. 1549
Coinpl. Scot. iii. 27 That samyn boreau is stikkit or hangit
eftiruart for his cruel demeritis. 1605 SHAKS. Macb. iv. iii.

.126 Not for their owne demerits, but for mine Fell slaughter I

on their soules. a 1637 B. JONSON Undtrwoods, Misc. Potms
Ivi, There is no father that for one demerit, Or two, or three,
a son will disinherit.

C. transf. As a quality of things : Fault, defect.

1831 LEWIS Use <f A P. Pal. Terms VL 62 The merits or
demerits of hereditary royalty. 1855 SINGLETON Virgil
I. Pref. 2 Which has, it may be, the demerit of being new.

1 3. That which is merited {tsp. for ill doing) ;

desert ; punishment deserved. Ots.
iii CADE Strm. 12 But Ahab. .had quickly his demerits,

being destroyed, and al his seed. 17*8 tl'odrow Corr. (1843)
III. 393 Many members of the Assembly thought deposition
the demerit of what was already found.

Demerit (d/me'rit), v. Obs. or arch. [f. L.

demerit-, ppl. stem of dcmereri to deserve (see

prec.) ; partly after F. tlimi-ritir (iCth c. in

Hatzf.), to merit disapproval, fail to merit.]

1 1. trans. To merit, deserve, be worthy of (good
or evil ; sometimes spec, the latter, and opposed to

merit}. Obs.

1538 J. HUSEK Let. I'isct. Lisle n Jan. in Lisle Papers
V. 19 The caitiff . . shall suffer such pains ns he hath de- !

merited. 1548 UDALL Erasm. Par. Pref. 5 If I have de-

merited any love or thanke. i6ia T. TAYLOR Conim. Titus \

iii. 7 Any matter or meanes dementing the fauour of God.

1619 H. HUTTON l-.tllies Attat. (1842) 26 These are the sub-
|

jects which demerit blame. idoToMUNSoN Kcuou's Disf. \

570 Those that compose. . Antidotaries. .think they demerit
much praise. 1711 Bp. WILSON in Keble Life ix. (1863) 983
Such sentence . .as the nature of your crime shall demerit.

f b. To obtain by merit, to earn (favour, love,

etc.). Obs.

'5$5 EDEN Decades 25 They browght with them . . to de-

merite the fauour of owre men great plentie of vytayles. 161 1

SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xv. i to His Princely desire to

aduance their weale. and demerit their loue. 1613!'. GODWIN
A\<m. Antiq. (1674) 96 Noblemen . . sometimes, to demerit

the Emperour his love endangered their lives in this fight,

t c. To earn favour of (a person). Obs.

IS97 J KIMG On Jonas (1618' 389 A Priest of Baal will cut
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and launce his owne fle>h to demerite hi itlull. i6 T.
TAYLOR Connn. '1 itHI iii. 5 The likeliest thine* to demerit
God: as workes of righteousncsse. a 1656 HALES Coid.
Rem. ( 1688) 37 To demerit by all courtesie the men of meaner
Rank.

t2. To deprive of merit, to take away the merit

of, disparage. Obs.

1576 WOOLTON Car. Manual C iv. (L.\ Faith by her own
dignityand worthiness doth not dement justice and righteous,
ness, a 1643 W. CAKTWRIGHT Siege i. i, My lofty widdow.
Who, if that 1 had dignity, hath promts'd T accept my per-
son, will be hence demented.

8. To fail to merit
; to deserve to lose or be with-

out. Obs. or arch.

1654 COKAINR Dinnea \\\. 317 Wherein hath the unfor-
tunate Doricia demeritcd thy affections? 1754 RICHARDSON
Grandison (1781) V. xxxii. 208 A blessing that once was de-

signed for him, and which he is not accused of dementing
by misbehaviour. 1865 TRKKCH Synon. N. T. f 47 (1876) 163
It is unearned and unmerited, or Indeed demented, as the
faithful man will most freely acknowledge.
1 4. intr. To incur demerit or guilt ; to merit

disapproval or blame, deserve ill. Obs.

1604 PARSONS yd Ft, Three Convert, Eng. na The soules
in Purgatory may mcritt and demerit! ; nor are sure yet of
their saluation. 1605 It. JONSON Volftme iv. ii, I wilt be
tender to his reputation. How euer he demerit, a 1677
BARROW Sertn. (16871 I. 478 For us, who deserved nothing
from him, who had demented so much against him. a 1734
NORTH Lives (1826) I. 96 For he was .. the kings servant

already, and had not demeritcd.

T~ b. trans. To earn or incur in the way ofdemerit.

1635 SHELFORD /.earned. Ditc. 140 <T.) Adam demented
but one sin to his posterity, viz. original, which cannot be
augmented.

Demeritorious (dAnerit6>riM). a. [f. DE-
MERIT after meritori&us : cf. f.dfmMtoirt (15th c.

in Hatzf.).]
L Bringing demerit, ill-deserving, blameworthy ;

opp. to meritorious.

1605 T. |!KI.L Motrt'ts conf. Romith Faith g-2 Good works
are meritorious to such as be viatores and Hue in this world ;

and likewise euill workes demeritorious. 01670 HACKET
Cent. Strnt. (1675)939 The ill use of it. .in those that perish
is demeritorious. 1871 ALABASTER Wheel of Law 46 The
demeritorious kind is illustrated by a wilful breach of the
law. x88a L. STEPHKN Science Ethics 379, 1 deserve blame,
and my conduct is de- meritorious.

f-2. Failing to deserve, undeserving. Obs. rare.
a 1640 JACKSON Creed x. xli, Some kind of endeavours are

. .as effectual, as others arc idle and impertinent or demeri-
torious of God's grace to convert us.

Hence Demerito'rloTuly adv., according to ill-

desert.

ft 1703 BURKITT On N. T. Rom. viii 6 The end and con-
dition of all carnally-minded persons, .is death ; always de-

meritoriously, that which deserves death.

t Demerlayk. Obs, Forms : 3 dweomerlak,
-lac, 4 demorlayk, 4-5 demerlayk(e. [f. MK.
diveomer\Q&. divimer in gediuimor, -tr, illusion,

phantasm, gdzvimere juggler, sorcerer + ME. layk,
LAIK play, a. ON. Uikr (-OE. Me). Cf. DWEO-
MERCB^FT.] Magic, practice of occult art, jugglery.
(1*05 LAY. 370 |>a seiulc Asscanius . . After heom )end bat

loud, pe cuben dweomerlakes song. Ibid. 11326 Tuhten to

da;8e mid drenche o3er mid dweomerlace ooer mid steles

bite. ri35 E. E. Allit. /*. B. 1578 Deuinorcs of demor-

laykes bat dremes cowV>e rede. (11400-50 Alexander 414
All bis demcrlayke he did bot be be deuyllis craftis.

t Demerse (<l/m5-Js), v. Obs.
[f.

L. denurs^

ppl. stem of dimergStrt : see DEMEBGE.] trans.

To plunge down, immerse, submerge.
i66a J. SPARROW tr. Bthrne's Rem. Wks.^ ist Afol. to B.

Tylcken 73 When it demersed it self into the Center, to hide
it selffrom the Light of God. 1669 BOVLK Contn, New. Exj>.
11. (1682) 23 The Recieverwas demersed under the water all

this night. 1691 E. TAYLOR tr. Behme's Theos. Philos. 369
And demerse itself solely into the single Love of God.

t Deme'rse, a. Bot. Obs. [ad. L. d'emersus,

pa. pple. of demerg?rt^\ =next.

1793 MARTYN Lang. Bot. % Deuterium folium* a demerse
leaf, .frequent in aquatic plants.

Demersed ^d/m5ust), ppl. a. [f. prec. vb. +

-ED.] Plunged down, immersed. In Bot. (repr. L.

demersus\\ Growing beneath thewater,submerged.
1866 Treas. Bot. % Demerged* buried beneath water.

Demersion (d/mSMJan). Obs. or rare. [ad. L.

e&mersi&n-em. n. of action from dimcrg?re\ see

DEMERGE. (Occurs also in I5~i6th c. French. ]

Plunging in, immersion; submergence, drowning.
1691 RAY Diswl. H 'orld in. v. 1 1 733) 360 This Sinking and

Demersion of buildings. 17*7 BAILEY vol. II, Dtmersion,
(with Chymists) the putting any Medicine into a dissolving

Liquor. 1807 ROBINSON ArchaoLGrmca i. xx.
9^

Kararoi-

TricK, demersion, or drowning in the sea. i8ao \V. TAYLOR
in Robberds Mem. II. 507 He was .. muddled with mathe-

matics, to whom they were always a sentence of intellectual

demersion.

Deme'smerixe, :-.
[f.

DE-H.I. + MESMERIZE.]
To bring out of the mesmeric state. Hence De-
me-smerizing vbl. sb. and ///. a. ; also Dmi-
meriza'tion.

1855 SMFDLEY Occult Scienctt 933 note. The eyelids . . re-

quired to be set at liberty by the demesmerizing process.
1866 Guide Elgin Cathedral ii. 158 The demesmerising
reappearance of the sheriff released the party from their

rigidity. 1870 Eng. Mech. 4 Feb. 508 'i He will find it very
difficult to <Jcmesmerise his subjects.

DEMESNE.

Demesne ./mf^n,dfmfa\ Forms: 4-7 de-

meyn, -e, 48 deraayii, -e, 5 demene, -eigne,
5-6 demeino, 6- demain(, 6-8 demean , 7-8
deraeaine, demenn, 7- demesne, [a. Anglo- F.

demtynt, -tine, -et^ne,
-cnet later demesne - i 1

dtmcint, -aint, -oinc
t originally a suUt. use of the

adi. dementi, demtignt, aemeint, -ainc, -oint
t etc.,

belonging to a lord, scigncurial, domanial, of
the nature of private property, own, proper :

L. dominif~us
t
-urn of or belonging to a lonl nr

master, f. dominus lord ; see in Du Cange domini-
cits

*

proprius *, dominicum
l

proprictas, domanium,
quod ad dominum spectat '. l)cmc$nt is thus a
differentiated spelling of the word DOMAIN, q.v.

Though the correct Latin equivalent was domini

cum, in med.L. it was often represented by domi-

nium, or by domanium t a latinized form of the ver-

nacular word.
The Anglo-French spelling demesne of the law-books, and

i7th c. legal antiquaries, was partly merely graphic (the
quiescence of original t before a consonant leading to the
insertion of a non-etymological i to indicate a long vowel',
as in ntfsne = QV. meien, /<<-//, mean, mod. F. moyrn;
partly perhaps influenced by association with mesne itself,
in

' mesne lord ', or with metnie ;-ntanii<ulta house, house-
hold establishment. Demesne land was app. viewed by tome
as terra mansionatica, land attached to the mansion or sup-
porting the owner and his household. Perhaps also Bracton's
words {see sense 3) gave the notion that the word had some
connexion with menttt. The prevailing pronunciation in the
dictionaries and in the modern poets is dJm/'n ; but dJm/i'n
Is also in good legal and general use, and. is historically
preferable : cf. the variant form domain.}

I. Possession.

[In Germanic, including English, law, the primary idea in

relation to property is fotteitiim^ not ownerthi} ( = Roman
domininnt\ as we now understand it. Hence, derivatives
of L. dominium and J>r<>prietns became in mediaeval law
chiefly or even exclusively associated with povtesuon. (Sir
F. Pollock.))

L Law. Possession (of real estate^ as one's own.

Chiefly in the phrase to hold in demesne (tenure in

dominifo), i.e. in one's own hands as possessor by
free tenure. (Formerly sometimes in //. by con-
fusion with senses in II.)

Applied either to the absolute ownership of the king, or
to the tenure of the person who held land to his own use,

mediately or immediately from the king. Opposed to 'to
hold in service' (tent-re in ttrvitior. if A held lands, im-

mediately or mediately of the king, part of which he retained
in his own hands, and pan of which were in turn held of him
by B, he was said to hold the former

'

in demesne ', and the
Utter 'in service'. B, in his turn, might hold his portion
wholly

*
in demesne ', or partly also

'
in service

'

by admitting
a tenant under him. In every case, the ultimate (free)

holder,
'

the person who stands at the bottom of the scale,

who seems most like an owner of the land, and who has
a general right of doing what he ple&ses with it, U said to

hold the land in demesne '. Prof. F. W. Mail land.

[1193 HRITTON in. xv. $ t Car en demcync porrount estre

tenuz terres et rentes en fee, et a terme de vie. M es demeyne
proprement est tenement qe chescun tient severalment en
fee. .Et demeyne si c->t dit a la difference de ceo qe est term
en seignurie ou en service, ou en commun ovekes autres.

transf. Fur in demeyne may be held lands and rents, in fee

and for term of life. But demeyne is properly a tenement
which Is held severally in fee . . The word demeyne is also used
in distinction from that which is holden in seignory or service,
or in common with others.) c 1330 R. BRUKNE CArwi. (1810)7
Romcyns, That wan it [Britain] of Casbalan in to ber

demeyns. c 1449 PtcocK Refr. \\\. iii. 390 Tho whiche thci

helden in her owne demenys. 15*3 I.n. BERNERS Eroitt. \.

ccxii. 257 All other thynges comprised in this present
article of Merle and of Calais we. .hold them in demayn.
1570-6 LAMDARDK f'eramb. AV/(i8a6) 466 The Manor of
Hethc . . which the King now hath in demesne. 1611 DAVIES
H'hy Ireland^ etc. (1787) 120 When the Duke of Normandy
had conquered England, .he. .gave not away whole shires
and counties in demesne to any of his servitors. 1655
FULLER Ck. Hist. iv. xiv. f 32 Had not some Laws of Pro-
vision now been made, England had long since been turned

part of S* Peters Patrimony in demeans, ttos LKYCESTCK
in Ormerod Chethirei i88ot I.n The names of such towns. .

as Earl Hugh held in demaine at that time. 1976 FREEMAN
Norm. Conq. V. xxii. 8 A terrier of a gigantic manor, setting
out the lands held in demesne by the lord.

b. In his demesne as offee (in dominico suo */

defeodo) : in possession as an estate of inheritance.
Not applied to things incapable of physical possession,

such as an advowson, for which the phrase is */ dt Jeotto,
or utdefeodoetjurt. . Klphinstone, etc. Interpr, tjf Herds,

1885,571-3.)
The phrase is quite erroneously explained by

Cowell, Inter}. s.v. Demaine.
[1*9* BRITTON I. xxi. { 4 Terres. .qe il ne avoint en lour

demeyne cum de fee. front/. Which they held in their

demesne as of fee.] 1491 Act j Hen. I'll, c. 12 f 5 A*
code . . as if the King were seised of the premises in his

demesne as of fee. 1511 Act 4 Hen, I'///, c. 13 Preamk,
[They] enleryd into the sayd Manen . . & thereof wer
seased in (her demean as of Fee in Cooparcencry. 1574
tr. LittUtenft Tenures 4 b, Suche one was seised in hi*

demeane as of fee. i6a0 COKE On Litt. IT a, In his

demesne as of fee. in domimico rrtff tit in fwdo. 1642
PERKINS Prof. Bk, ix. f 612. 965 Hee . . died icued of the

Land in his demeasne as of fee.

O. In anfient demesne : see 4.

f2. /nw^andy^r. Possession; dominion, power.
< 1300 A". A its. 7561 That sorTred theoduyk Hirlcan To have

yn demayn othir woman. 4:1386 CHAIT.FR Monk"1

* T. 675
Allsandre. .That all the world weelded in his demeyne [r.r.

clcmetgne, demeygne]. c 1400 Rom. Rose 3310 To bidde me
my thought refreyne, Which Love hath caught in bb

23*
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demeyne. 14.. Epiph.m Tundale's Vis. 113 Schc that hath

heven ill hur demeyn. 1508 Will ofPayne (Somerset Ho.)

[Goods that Jesu] hath snffred me to haue in my demayn
in this worlde. a 1541 WYATT Poet. Wks. (1861)56 Since

that thou hast My heart in thy demain, For service true.

1747 CARTE Hist. Eng. I. 32 Such was the place the Druids

chose for their habitation, and they seem to have enjoyed it

in demesne.

II. A possession ; an estate possessed.
3. An estate held in demesne : land possessed

or occupied by the owner himself, and not held of

him by any subordinate tenant, a. In the wider

sense, applied to all land not held of the owner by
freehold tenants, i. e. including lands held of him

by villein or copyhold tenure, b. In a more re-

stricted sense, excluding the land held by the vil-

leins or copyholders, and applied only to that

actually occupied or held '

in hand
*

by the owner.

(Cf. Vinogradoff, Villainage in Engl. 223-4.)

Hence, c. in modern use, The land immediately
attached to a mansion, and held along with it for

use or pleasure ; the park, chase, home-farm, etc.

pro voluntate sua & rev ocare. 1192 BRITTON i. xix. i Queus
demeynes nous tenoms en nostre meyn en eel counte". transl.

What demeynes in the same county we hold in our hands ]

1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. K. xiv. 1. (Tollem. MS.),
' Prae-

dium '
is a felde ober demayn, |>at an husbonde ordeyneb for

him selfe, and cheseb tofore all ober. 1513 FITZHERB. Sum. 2

It is to be inquered how many feldes are of the demeyns and

howe many acres are in euery felde. 1541 Act 33 Hen. VIII,
c. 32 The tenauntes. .vpon the demeanes of the saide late

monasteri. 1562 Act 5 Eliz. c. 21 i Noblemen, have im-

parked, invironed and inclosed many Parcels of their said

Demeans. 1613 SIR H. FINCH Lam (1636) 145 Land in the

Lords hands (whereof seuerall men hold by suite of Court)
is termed a Mannor : the land considered apart from the

seruice, is termed demesnes. 1641 Termes de la Ley 107 b,

Demaines, or Demesnes, generally speaking according to

the Law, be all the parts of any Manor which be not in

the hands offreeholders of estate of inheritance, though they
be occupied by Copiholders, Lessees for yeeres or for life,

as well as tenant at will . . Yet in common speech that is

ordinarily called Demesnes, which is neither free nor copy.
1818 CRUISE Digest (ed. 2) I. 47 Two material causes of a
manor are demesnes and services.

b, C. 1538 LEI.AND Itin. I. 71 Sokbourne where as the

Eldest House is of the Coniers, with the Demains about

of it, a Mile Cumpace of exceding plesaunt Ground. 1623

COCKERAM, Demaynes, the Lords Manor house. 1670
COTTON Espernon i. in. 128 This Castle with the demean
and territory belonging to it. 1731 SWIFT Proposal for Act

ofParl. Wks. 1841 II. 123 Applying 100 acres of. .land that

lies nearest his palace as a demesne for the convenience of

his family. 1844 DISRAELI Coningsby HI. iv, A grassy de-

mesne, which was called the Lower Park. 1866 GEO. ELIOT

F.Holt viii, Except on the demesne immediately around the

house, the timber had been mismanaged. 1878 MAINE Hist.

Inst. vii. 19^ Reserving to himself only the mansion and the

demesne in its vicinity.

d. Demesne of the Crown, Royal demesne : the

private property of the Crown, Crown-lands. De-
mesne of t/ie State, State demesne : land held by
the state or nation, and of which the revenues are

appropriated to national purposes.
1292 [see 4]. c 1460 FORTESCUE Abs. ff Lim. Mon. x,

The Kyng off Ffraunce myght not sumtyme dyspende off

his demaynes, as in lordesnippes, and ober patrimonie
peculier, so mich as myght tho the Kynge off England.
a 1577 SIR T. SMITH Commtu. En%. (1609) 69 The revenues
of the crowne, as well that which came of patrimonie,
which we call the demeasnes. 1580 NORTH Plutarch

(16761 684 Part also they [tl.e Romans] reserved to their

State as a demean. 1650 FULLER Pisgah n. 57 Converting
them into demeans of his Crown. 1698 SYDNEY Disc,

titrf't. iii. 29 (1704) 360 According to the known maxim
of the State, that the demeasnes of the Crown . . cannot
be alienated. 1759 ROBERTSON Hist. Scotl. I. in. 226
These were part of the royal desmesnes. 1832 W. IRVING
Alhambra I.

4_o
The Alhambra continued a royal demesne,

and was occasionally inhabited by the Castilian monarchs.

1838 ARNOLD Hist. Rome (1846) I. xiv. 271 The mass of
the conquered territory was left as the demesne of the State.

1874 GREEN Short Hist. ii. 6. 89 The bulk of the cities

were situated in the royal demesne.

4. Ancient demesne : a demesne possessed from

ancient times ; spec, the ancient demesne of the

crown, i.e. that property which belonged to the

king at the Norman Conquest, as recorded in

Domesday-book, called in I Edw. VI. c. 4 'his

ancient possessions '. The tenants of such lands

had various privileges, hence the phrase came to

be applied elliptically to their tenure, as in tenants

in or by ancient demesne, to plead ancient demesne.

[1292 BRITTON in. ii. 12 Auncienes demeynes sount terres

de nos veuz maners annex a nostre Coroune, en les queles
demeynes demurent acunes gentz fraunchement par charti-e

feffez, et ceux sount nos frauncs tenauntz. transl. Ancient

demeynes are lands which were part of the ancient manors
annexed to our Crown, in which demeynes dwell some who
have been freely enfeoffed by charter, and these are free

tenants.] 1522 Act 13 Hen. VfIf,Stat. Ireland (1611) 73
Any person, .seised of lands, .in fee simple, fee taile, or for

terme of life, copyholde, and auncient demeane. 1577 HANMER
Anc. Eccl. Hist. (1619) 177 The sundry and ancient demaines
of husbandmen were quite done away. 1651 G. W. tr.

Cornells Inst. 94 The service of ancient Demesn is that

which the tenants of the ancient Demesnes of the King
performed. Now ancient Demesne is all that which was
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immediately held of the King St. Edward, or William the

Conquerour. 1708 Termes tic let Ley 40 Ancient demesne_ or

demayn is a certain Tenure whereby all Manners belonging
to the Crown in the days ofWilliam the Conqueror were held.

1810 in Risdon's Sam. Devon App. 17 Places, .priviledged,

and free from Tax and Toll . . some by ancient Demesne.

1817 W. SELWYN Law Nisi Prius(f&. 4) II. 693 Application
was made for leave to plead ancient demesne. 1818 CRUISE

Digest (ed. 2) V. 116 Tenants in ancient demesne could not

sue or be sued for their lands in the King's courts.

fig' 1553 T. WILSON Rhet. 18 b, Custome encreaseth

natures will, and maketh by auncient demeane thynges to

bee justly observed whiche nature hath appoyncted.

5. By extension : a. The land or territory subject

to a king or prince ;
the territory or dominion of a

sovereign or state ;
a DOMAIN.

1387 TRF.VISA Higden (Rolls) I. 201 A lond in be myddel
bitwene |>e demeynnes of Rome and Apulia. 1659 B. HARRIS

Pa-rival's Iron Ae$3l'he Low-countries,which had formerly
been of the Demaynes of France. 1670 COTTON Espernon i.

i. 3 Jane Albret Queen of Navarre, a great Fautress to

those of the Reformed Religion . .desirous to draw all places

within her demean into the same perswasion. 1871 BROWN-
ING Balaust. 1464 And I was son to thee, recipient due Of

sceptre and demesne.

b. Landed property, an estate; usually pi.

estates, lands.

1584 POWEL Lloyd's Cambria 123 Borough townes with

the Demeanes of the same. 1591 SHAKS. Ram. f; Jul. in.

v. 182 A Gentleman of Noble Parentage, Of faire demeanes.

1598 KARCKLEY Felic. Man (1631) 359 Whose house should

contain no greater circuit than Cincinnatus' demaines. 1607
G. WILKINS Mil. Enforced Marriage in Hazl. Dodsley IX.

473 Our demesnes lay near together. 1735 SOMF.RVILLE Chase
I. 104 By smiling Fortune blest With large Demesnes, here-

ditary Wealth. 1844 DISRAELI Coningsoy n.
ii,

The noble

proprietor of this demesne had many of the virtues of his

class. 1856 EMERSON Eng. Traits, Manners Wks. (Bohn)
II. 48 If he is rich, he buys a demesne, and builds a hall.

6. fig. A district, region, territory ;
DOMAIN.

1392 SHAKS. Rom. fs fill.
11. i. 20 By her Fine foote,

Straight leg, and Quiuermg thigh, And the Demeanes, that

there Adiacent lie. 1659 HAMMOND OnPs. Ixxxiii. 12 Annot.

416 These pastures and fat demeans of God. a i8ai KEATS
Sana., Chapman's Homer, One wide expanse . . That deep-
browed Homer ruled as his demesne [rime serene]. 1851
NICHOL Archil. Heal'. 99 Alas ! that the demesne of know-

ledge is so uncleared,

t 7. //. Estate, means. [Probably associated with

the latter word.] 06s.

16*7-77 FELTHAM Resolves \. Hii. 84 In this fall of their

melted demeans, they grow ashamed to be publicly seen

come short of their wonted reuelling. 1629 MASSINGER
Picture i. i, You know How narrow our demeans are. 1650
W. BROUGH Sacr. Print:. (1659) 323 Can he want demeanes
that is such a Prince?

III. attrib. or as adj.
[The original OF. adjective use,='own', does not appear

to have come into English ; it was common in Anglo-Fr.

(e.g. 1192 BRITTON in. xx. 3 Ne tint mie les tenementz en

soen noun demeyne transl. Did not hold the holdings in

his own name), and it persisted down to modern times, also,

in a few technical phrases, e.g. son assault demesne,
'

[it

was] his [the plaintiff's] own assault ', the common
p_lea

in

justification on the ground of self-defence to an action for

battery.

1809 TOMLINS Law Diet. II. 3 H.b/l s.v. Pleading, In an
action of assault and battery [a man with leave of Court

may plead] these three [pleas] : Not guilty, Son assault

demesne, and the Statute of Limitations.]

8. Of or pertaining to a demesne (,V : demesnial.

'533 SI. Papers Hen. VIII, IV. 634 We brynt theis

townes. .with many oder bysteadinges, and demayn places.
1801 SnvrrSforts $ Past. i. i. 14 Excepting only the king's
own desmean park. 1839 T. STAPLETON Plumpton Corr.

(Camden) p. xviii, Allowed to assart the demesne woods. 1861

Times 10 Oct., Extensive demesne farms are occupied, .by
the larger proprietors.

I), esp. in demesne lands, lands of a demesne.

14. . Tretyce in IV. of Henley's Husb. (1890) 44 Come is

sowen upon your demayn londis. 1558-9 Act i Eliz. c. 19
2 Any the Demean Landes commonly used or occupyed

with any suche Mansion or Dwelling House. 1654 FULLER
Two Serm. 49 King William, .caused a Survey-Booke to

be made of all the Demesne Lands in England. 1710
PRIDEAUX Orig. Tithes iv. 193 The Grant of Tithes was
not only for the King's demain lands, but for all the

lands of the whole Kingdom. 1846 ARNOLD Later Hist.

Rome II. x. 275 The State never lost its right of re-entering

into the possession of its demesne lands, ifthe tenants . . ceased

to occupy them. 1861 Times 16 Oct., Most of the large

farms, not demesne lands farmed by the proprietor, are

under lease.

Demesnial (diW'nial, -mf-nial), a. [f. DE-

MESNE, after manorial, etc. : see-IAL.] Of or per-

taining to a demesne ; domanial.

1857 SIR F. PALGRAVE Norm. $ Eng. II. 442 Austrasia con-

tained the chief demesnial towns and cities . . of the Carlo-

vingian Sovereigns.

t Deme'SS. v. Obs. rare. [f.
L. demess-, ppl.

stem of demetere to mow down, reap.] To cut

down (corn), to reap.
1657 TOMLINSON Kenan's Disp. 315 Found in many fields

when the segetives are demessed.

Demester, obs. f. DEEMSTER, DEMPSTEH.
Demetallize, demetricize : see DE- II. i.

Demeuer, -meure, -mewre, etc., obs. ff. DE-

MURE, etc.

Demeyn(e, obs. f. DEMEAN .i, DEMESNE.
Demi (de-mi), si., a., prefix. Also 5-6 dimi.

[K. demi-.L. dimidium half: see DIMIDIATE.

The Fr. word is a sb. and adj., and much used in

combination. It began to be used in English in

DEMI-.

the I5th c. attrib. in Heraldry, and in the i6th c.

in names of cannon, and soon passed to other uses.

At first it was often written separately ; hence it

was also treated as a simple adj., and occasionally
as a sb. (In certain uses the separate word survives

as DEMY, q.v.) But demi- is now almost always

hyphened to the word which it qualifies, and it has

become to a large extent a living element, capable
of being prefixed to almost any sb. (often also to

adjs., and sometimes to verbs).]
A. As separate word. (Formerly also demy.)
I. adj. (or adv.} Half; half-sized, diminutive.

Now rare.

1418 E. E. Wills (1882) 36 Also a bed of red and grene
dimi Selour. 1486 [see B. i]. 1556 J. HEYWOUV Spider % F.

Hi, Cannons, double and demie. 1565 JEWEL Def. Apol.
(1611) 202 Upon these few words, M. Harding is able to

build up his Dimi Communion, his Priuate Masse. 1587
M. GROVE Pelops <$ Hipp. (18781 43 Ere that demi the way
The course had ouerpast. Ibid. 48 Ere that The day was
demi past. 1594 T B. La Primaua.fr. Acad. n. 377
From hence spring demy and double tertians and quartanes.

1603 KNOLLES Hist. Turks (1621) 688 The complaints of this

barking demie man. 17*2 DE FOE Plague (1884) 218 This

demy Quarantine. 1891 Daily News 29 June 2/7 For wools
' '

s demi class there is a good demand . . In single demi

See

of the t

wefts there is an average turnover.

t II. as s6. A half. Chiefly ellipt. Obs.

also DKMY.
1501 Will of Stoyll (Somerset Ho.\ A girdell callid a

Demye weying ij vnce large by Troye. 1604 E. GRIMSTONE
Hitt. Siege Ostend 90 Two whole Canons and three demies.

1761 Bill ofFare in Pennant London (1813) 562, i Grand

Pyramid of Demies of Shell fish of various Sorts.

B. Demi- in combination.

Among the chief groups of compounds are the

following :

1. In Heraldry, etc., indicating the half-length

figure of a man or animal, or the half of a charge
or bearing; e.g. demi-angel, -figtire, -forester,

-horse, -lion, -man, -monk, -moor, -ram, -virgin,

-wyvern ; demi-belt, f -pheon, -ship, etc. ;
deml-

vol, a single wing of a bird used as a bearing.
1486 Bk. St. A loans, Her. B v a, Demy is calde in armys

halfe a best in the felde. 1883 Academy No. 513. 161 [Conse-

cration] crosses . . consisting of *demi-angels holding shields.

1864 BOUTELL Heraldry Hist. <$ Pop. xxviii. i (ed. 3) 434
Two *demi-belts pale-wise. Ibid. x. 55 In the Arms of the

See of Oxford are three *demi-figures. 1856 Farmer's Mag .

Jan. 68 A pair of . . flower vases, with *demi-horses as

handles, standing on square plinths. 1610 GUILLIM Heraldry
ill. xv. (1660) 193 He beareth . . a "Demy Lyon Rampand.
1696 Lond. Gaz. No. 3229/4 Crest a Demy-Lion Regardant.

1864 BOUTELL Her. xvii. 2. 26o_A *demi-monk graspii

scourge of knotted cords. 1686 PLOT Staflordsh. 344 With
an iron hook or *demi-pheon ingrail'd within, a 1661 FULLER
Worthies n. (1662) 299 A *Demi-ramme mounting Argent,
armed Or. 1791 W. BOYS Hist. Sandwich 797 The old seal

of mayoralty [of Dover] . . with four *demi-ships conjoined
with four demi-lions. 1864 BOUTELL Her. xxi. n. 368
xdemi virgin, couped below the shoulders. 1857 H. AINS-

WORTH M. Clitheroe n. 277 A *demi-wyvern carved in stone.

2. In Costume, indicating an article of half the

full size or length ; hence a definitely shorter or

curtailed form of the article, as \demi-cap, ^-collar,

t -coronal, ( -gown, -robe, ( -shirt, train ; t demi-

crown, a coronet. See also DKMI-CEINT, -GIRDLE.

1568 NORTH Guevara's Diall Pr. iv. (1679) 627/1 To see

a foolish Courtier weare a *demy cappe, scant to cover the

crowneof his head. 1613 SHAKS. Hen. VIII, iv. \. (Order

ofCoronation). Marquesse Dorset . . on his head, a *Demy
Coronall of Gold. 1638 BAKER tr. Balzac's Lett. I. 99 And
if you doe nothing but change your cloath of gold for a

russet coate ; and your cut-work band for a *demy collar.

1641 Hist. Rich. Ill 219 Having on his head a *demy Crown

appointed for the degree of a Prince. 1480 Wardr. Ace.

Edw. IV (1830) 124, Vj *demy gownes and a shorte loose

gowne. 1721 STRYFE Eccl. Mem. II. i. 7 Every of their

footmen in demigowns, bare-headed. 1807 in Pall Mall

Budget 7 Oct (1886) 30/1 A *demie robe of white Albany
gauze. 1634 SIR!'. HERBERT Trav. 146 Under this garment
they weare- a smocke . . in length agreeing to our *demi-
shirts. 1818 La Belle Assemblee XVII. 36 Hessian robe of

white satin, with *demi-train. 1801 Daily Nms 20 May
3/1 Demi-trains are ordained by French couturiers to be

worn in the street.

3. In Arms and Armour, indicating a piece of

half the size of the full piece, or a reduced variety

of the latter, forming a less complete covering ;
as

demi-brassard, -gardebras, a piece of plate-
armour for the upper arm at the back ;

demi-

ehamfron, a piece covering the face of the horse

less completely than the chamfron ;
demi-ouirass

(see quot.) ; demi-jambe, a piece covering the

front of the leg ; demi-mentonniere, a menton-

niere or chin-piece for the tilt covering the left side

only; demi-pauldron, the smaller and lighter

form of pauldron or shoulder-plate used in the end

of the 1 5th c. ; demi-pike = HALF-PIKE; demi-

placard, -placate, =demi-cuirass ; demi-suit, the

suit of light armour used in and after the I5th c. ;

demi-vambraoe, a piece of plate-armour protect-

ing the outside of the fore-arm. See also DEMI-

LANCE, -PIQUE.

1874 BOUTELL Arms It Arm. viii. 147 A corslet of iron,

formed of two pieces . . which enclosed and protected the

body, front and back, above the waist, and as low down as
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the tiips ; thi-. may be called a *t{c)ni-cittrai&, 1881 J,
HATION in Itarftr's Mag. Nov. 849/1 The armor . . is a
Memt-suit worn in the days of Henry VIII.

4. In Artillery, distinguishing a piece of defi-

nitely smaller size than the full-sized piece so

named, as ilftui bombard: see also DEMI-CANNON,
-CTI.VKKIN, -IIAKK.

6. In Fortification, as dcmi-caponier, -distant c,

-parallel: see quots. Also DEMI-BASTION, -OOKGK,
-LUKE, -HEVKTMENT.
1874 KNII;MT Diet. Mtch.

f

"

Demi-ciiponnierf, a conntruc-
tion across the ditch, having but one parapet and glacis.
1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), *Dtmi-JittaiKe of Polygons ..

is the distance between the outward Polygons and the
Flank. 1851 J. S. M ACAULAY FifMFortif. 333 When arrived
at about 150 yards from the enemy's covered way, he forms
other places of aims, called *

dam-parallels. 1874 KNIGHT
Diit. Mi-clr., D^mi-parallfl, shorter entrenchments thrown
up between the main parallels of attack, for the protection
ofgu;irds of the trenches.

6. In Military tactics, the Afaalge, etc., as

t deini-hcarse, -pesatie, -pommada ; demi-brigade,
the name given, under the first French Republic, to

a regiment of infantry and artillery (Little") ; sec

also DEMI-BATEAU, -SAP, -VOLTE.
1790 Hist. Europe in Ann. Reg. 7/1 The sons of the Mam-

malukes . . he brought into the *demi-brigades to supply
the place of the French drummers. 1635 BARRIFPK Mil.
Discip. Ixxvi. (

164^3)
210 The next firing m Front which I

present unto you, is the "Demie-hearsc. 1884 E.L.ANDERSON
Mod. Horsemaftskif\i.xv\\. 154 The Greeks,

.practised
their

horses in leaping, in the career . . and even in the *demi-
pesade. 1761 STERNE Tr. Shandy V. xxix, Springing into
the air, he turned him about like a wind-mill, and made
above a hundred frisks, turns, and Memi-pommadas.
7. In Weights, Measures, Coins, etc., as t demi-

I'arrel, t -galonier, t -groat, -mark, -secotul, \ -sex-

tier, t -sovereign ; demi-ame, half an AAM
;
demi-

farthing, a copper coin of Ceylon, of the value of
half a farthing.
1494 Act ii Hen. VII, c. 23 No such Merchant ..should

put any Herring to Sale by Barrel,
*
Demy-Barrel, or Firkin.

(1740 SHENSTONK Economy \. 44 Ev'n for a *demi-groat,
this open'd soul . . Kevibrates quick. 1863 A. J. HORWOOD
Year^bks. 30-1 Ed-w. /, Pref. 26 note, Mr.Bootn's quaere . .

as to the reason for the tender of the *demy.mark in a
writ of right. 1816 KIRBV & Sp. Entomol. (1843) II. 248
Mr.

Dclisje observed a fly . . which ran nearly three inches
in a v

demi-second, and in that space made 540 steps. 1617
COBBETT // X-.v. XXXII. 142 Under the old-fashioned names
of guineas and half-guineas, and not, as the newspapers told
us . . under the name of sovereigns and *demi-sovereigns.
8. With names of fabrics, stuffs, etc., usually in-

dicating that they are half of inferior material ; as

t demi-buckram, -lustre, \ -worsted. Also DEMI-
CASTOR.
a 1568 ASCHAM SchoUm. (Arb.) 100 Clothe him selfe with

nothing els, but a *demie bukram cassok. 1880 Daily News
8 Nov. 2/7 *Demi-lustres and Irish wools being relatively
higher in price. 1536 A. BASSET in Mrs. Green Lett. R. t;

luust. Ladies II. 295 Send me some 'demi worsted for a
robe and a collar.

9. Music, f demi-cadence, an imperfect cadence,
a half-close; t deml-crotehet, a quaver ; fdemi-
ditoue, a minor third fsee DITONE) ; f demi-
quaver, a semi-quaver. (All obs. and rare.) See
also DKJIISEMIQUAVEB, -SEMITONE, -TONE.
1818 BUSBY Mtu. Maiiual,

"
Demi-Cadcnce, an expression

used in contradistinction to Fttll-Cadfiice . . so a demi-
cadence is always on some other than the key-note. 1659
LEAK Watcruiks. 28 If you will you may put on *Demi
Crochets, or Quavers. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed Kersey), *Deii-
ditotu . . the same with Tierce Minor. 1753 CHAMBERS
Cycl. .//., Demiditont, in music, is used oy some for a
third minor. 1669 COKAINE Death T. Pilkington Poems 79
Whose Loss our trembling Heart such wise lament As they
like Semi- and *Demi-quavers went. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed.

Kersey), Demi-quaver, a Musical Note ; see Semi-quaver.
10. With names of material or geometrical

figures : Half, semi- ; as demi-canal, -column,

-cylinder (hence dcmi-cylindrical adj.), demi-

dome, f -hill, -metope, -orbit, -pillar, -plate, -tube ;

t demi-globe, -sphere = hemisphere ;
deml-

octagonal, -octangular, of the shape of half of

an octagon. See also DEMI-CIRCLE.
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and-half; hence sometimes with the sense 'of equi-
vocal quality or character

'

; as demi-atheist, -Atlas,

-beast, 'bean, -bisque (BlSK sb.}, -bntte, -centra,

-canon, crack (CRACK sb. 1 1-1 5), -Christian, -critit,

-dundiprat, -deity, -devil, -doctor, -gentleman, -king,

-lawyer, -millionaire, -Mohammedan, -Afoor, -owl,

-pagan, -Pelagian (so -Telagianism , -priest', -pro-

phetess, -savage, -urchin, -votary, -wolf; t demi-
damsel, -lady, -laas (rendering Sp. semidonceila ;

f demi-male, a eunuch. See also DEMI-OOD,
ISLAND, -ISLE, -MONDE.
1856 HOKKK Calaynos i.

i, Why talk you thus, you M mi-
atheist ? 1606 SHAKS. Ant. * Ct. \. \. 23 The Memy Atlas
of ihu Earth. 1849 J- W. DONALDSON Theatre Greeks 952
The composition of demigods with Mem ibeasts formed a

diverting contrast, a 1700 It. K. Diet. Cant. Crfiv, Sub-bean ,

or *De.utibtau, a wou'd-be-fine. 1799 W. TOOKE View
Russian />//. II.- 606 Destitute of the finer feelings of our

nature, and a Memi-brute. 18*4 L. MURRAY Eng. Gram.
(cd. 5) I. 383 This semi-pause may be called a *denti-tzsura,
i7i i COOK K I 'oy. to S. Sea 396 To the Cathedral belong ten
Canons, .six 'Demi-Canon*, and six half Demi-Canons fete ]

1622 MASSINGER Virg, Mart. H. i. Herein thou shewed'st

thyself a perfect *aemi-Christian too. 1674 S. VINCENT
Yng. Gallant** Acad. To Rdr. Avjjb, Nay the Stationers
themselves are turned *Demi-Criticks, vM&Grtty's'Inn frttl.
I. 167 We the . . Demi-critics of the City of London, in

Coffee-houses assembled. 16*0 SHELTON (_">/.r. iv. xvi. II.

aoi To this Hole came the two * demi-DamseK. i6aa
MASSINGER V'irg. Mart. ir. iii, Adieu. *demi-dandiprat,
adieu t 1640 T. RAWLINS Rebellion in Hazl. Dothley XIV.
74 A religious sacrifice of praise Unto thy *demi-deity . iSso

BYKON Mar. Fal. it. i. 390 The demy-deity Alcides. 1604
SHAKS. Ofh. v. ii. 301 Demand that Memy-Diucll, Why he
hath thus ensnar'd my Soule and Body. 18*3 W. IRVING in

Life $ Lett. (1864) IV. 109 What derm-devils we are to mar
such scenes of quiet andioveliness with our passions ! 1777
BRACKEN Farriery fntfr. (1757) II. 90

*Demi- Doctors, who
do more Mischief than all the right-knowing of the Pro-

fession do good. 1611 SPEED ///'*/. Gt. Brit. ix. vi. | 14
But a "Demi- King, depriued of all Soueraignty ouer one half*

deale of his Kingdoms. 174* JAKVIS Qui.v. i. iv. xvi. (D.\
At this hole then this pair of "demilasses [rendered by
MOTTEUX and OZF.LL, 1757, *demy-ladiesj planted them-
selves. 1825 T. JEFFERSON Autobiog. Wks. 1859 I. 45
Chicaneries . . and delays of lawyers and *demi-lawyers.
1601 R. JOHNSON Kined. <y Comttnv. (1603) 235 Being a *demi
Mahumetan. 1718 MORGAN Algiers II. v. 294 He was

always called Aga, as are generally those 'Demi-Males:

every Eunuch is an Aga. 1614 SYLVESTER Du Bartas,

DEMICEINT.

'tlerny simple. 1891 ll'cttitt. t.-t . Kxiraclinfi
verdicts from semiKlisfrauchised and 'deini-unenfranchUed
curiHtitiP

14. \\ithverbsandvcrbaldcrivatives: asf^////-

(orpsed, t -deify* t -digesttdt t -/;<</, t -//// nftt.

f. XX I V. 286 He (the rider)i8a8 J. WILSON in Rlacfav.

entire pillar of this form must have suggested the *demi-
column. 1781 GIBBON Decl. $ F. (1846) III. xl. 621 The altar

. . was placed in the eastern recess, artificially built in the
form ofa *demicylinder. 1879 SmG. G. SCOTT Ltct. Archit.
I. 51 The most normal and readily invented vault is. .of the
continuous barrel or *demi-cylindrical form. i86a R. H.
PATTERSON Ess. ffist. fy Art 410 Beneath an apex or *demi-

dome, stands the relic-shrine. 1794 G. ADAMS Nat, Exf.
1'hilos. III. xxxii. App. 327 The flat side of this *demi-

globe. *66sJ. V?vB&Stotte~HeHg (1725) 131 Amighty Heap
in Form of a *Demi-hill. 1774 T. WKST Antiq. Furness
(1805) 362 The ruins of the chapter-house, with four Memi-
octangular buttresses in front. 1875 CROLL Climatt * T.

App, 537 The Memi-orbit, or . . the 180 comprehended be-

twixt the two equinoves. 1776 Lond. <y Westttt. Guide 13
Four Gothic *Demi Pillars painted with blue Veins, and

gilt Capitals. 1885 Atkeuatum 28 Feb. 284/1 A "demiplate
. . is never the second plate [of the ambulacra]. i8a6 KIRBV
& SP. Entomol. 11828) III. xxxv. 571 A deep channel or

*demitube.

11. With ordinary class-nouns, indicating a person
or thing which has half the characteristics connoted

by the name
;
or is half this and half not, half-

.. hath Arminius .. with the *Demipelagians? Ibid.

D ij, *Demipelagianisme is Pclagianisme. 1500 L. LLOYD
Dialt Dates iB So inspired by god Phrcbus, that she was
accompted and taken for a *deraie Prophetesse. 1800
HELENA WELLS C. Neville III. 318 The little *demi-savage

g
lined so many friends. 16*7 DRAVTON Aeincfutrt, etc. 173
ther like Beasts

yet
had the feete of FowTes, That *Demy-

Vrchins weare, and Demv-Owles, 1663 COWLEV Complaint
vii, My gross Mistake, My self a "demy-Votary to make.

1605 SHAKS. Mach. in. 1.94 As. .Mungrels, Spaniel's Curres . .

and *
Demy-Wolues are clipt All by the Name of Dogges.

12. With nouns of action, condition, state ; as

demi-assignation, -atheism, -bob t -jlexion, -incog-

nifOj -nudity^ -premisses , -pronation* -relief̂ -result,

-sacrilege, -translucence ; demi-metamorphosis
(Entom.}) partial metamorphosis, hem i-metabol-

ism
; demi-toilet, half evening (or dinner) dress,

not full dress.

1667 G. DIGBV Elvira in Hazl. Dodsity XV. 61 Such
words imply Little less than a *demi-assignation. 1710
BERKELEY Print. Hum. Kmrwl. 155 Sunk into a sort of
*
Demy-atheism. 1844 BARHAM Ingot. Leg., Auto-tin-ft,

Returning his how with a slight Memi-bub. 1808 Mtd.

yrnl, XIX. 81 *Demi-fiexion becomes at length as painful as
the extension at full length. 1836-9 TOUD Cycl. Anal. II.

76/3 The fore-arm was in a state of demi-flexion. 1891 Pall
Mall G. s Mar, 1/2 When a Royal personage comes to

Paris in Menu-incognito. 1816 GtntL Mag. LXXXVL i.

227 Loosely attired in the *demi-nudity of the Grecian
costume. 1597 HOOKER Eccl* Pol. v. Ixxx. (1611) 400 They
iudge conclusions by Mem!premises and halfe principles,

1836-9 TODD Cycl. Attat. II. 76/2 The fore-arm was in

a state of *demi-pronation. 1874 KNIGHT />/. Meek.,
*
Detni-rclie/ . . half raised, as if cut in two, and half only

fixed to the plane. 1611 W. SCLATER Minister* Portion 20

Popish
*
Demi-sacrilege had made setsure of tithes. 1818

SCOTT Diary 17 May in Lockkart^ I contrived to make a
'demi toilette at Holland House. 1880 DISRAELI Etuiytn.

xxii, The sisters were in demi-toilet, which seemed artless,

though in fact it was profoundly devised. 1849 C. BRONTE
kiruy v. 47 Dawn was just beginning to . . give a *demi-Ski\

translucence to its opaque shadows.

13. With adjectives : as demi-heavenlyt -high,

-human, -Norman, -official, -pagan, -pectinate,

-savage, -simple, -unenfranchised', demi-equitant

(Bot.)
= OBVOLUTB. (With most of these semi-

is now the usual prefix.)
1616 SYLVKSTER DM Bartas*T0bacc0 Battered 536 *D*m\-

heav'nly, and most free by Birth. 1871 Figure Training
120 We may go far before we meet with anything superior
to the plain Vlemi-high button-boot now so much worn.
1822 O'CONNOR Chron. Eri I. p. Ixvii, These wretched
mortals .. considered but *demi-numan, the link between
man and monkey. 1876 TENNYSON Harold in. i, Our dear

England Is *demi-Norman. 1804 W. TAYLOR in Ann. Rev.
II. 275 These, .are surely inferior to the 'demi-official letters

of the second volume. 1818 COBBETT Pol, Reg. XXXIII.
201 The publications in the demi-official newspaper of this

country. 1833 CHALMKRS Const. Man (18351 * * I04 The
warfare of savage or ^demisava^e nations. 1591 F. SPARRY
tr. Cattan"s Gtontan^te 166 The one U simple, the vthcr

dcmications against them. 1602 SHAKS. Ham. iv. vii. 88
And to such wondrous doing brought hi* horse. As had he
beene encorps'd and dcmy-Natur'd With the braue Beast.

"793 J- WILLIAMS Calm Exam, 74 HM the sphere of recti-

tude been "demi-turncd, and what was yesterday upright-
ness, now antipodic?
Demi-Atlas : see DEMI- 1 1 .

II Demi-bain de-mitx'n). [Kr. ;
*= half bath.]

I

DEMI-BATH. 1847 in CRAIG.

t De'mi-bar. Obs. [BAK^. 1

21.] Name for

a kind of false dice.

isos Nfbody -V Sonteb. (18781 337 Those are called high
Fulloms. , low Ftilloms . . Those Demi-bars, .bar Si/eaces.

D6mi-bastion(de'ml|bae'sti3n). Fortif. [DEMI-
1

5.] A work of the form of half a bastion, having
i
one face and one flank. Hence De mi-ba Btioned

a., having demi-bastions.

1695 Lond. Cat. No. 3100/4 The Dutch were not able to

maintain themselves in the Demi-Bastion. 1813 Chron. in

Ann. Rtg. 198/2 Against the demy-bastion on the south -

|
eastern angle and the termination of the curtain of the

! southern face. i8i SOUTHEY Hitt. Penitu. War III. 935
Their efforts had Deen misdirected agatn&t the face of a

I demibastion. 1851 J. S. MACAULAY Field Fortif. 22 Of
Demi-bastioned Forts.

II Demi-bateau (de-mi, ba-t^). [Fr. ; half-

boat : see BATEAU.] A half-bateau used in con-

structing pontoons.
1853 SIR H. DOUGLAS Milit. Bridges ied. 3) 08 Tho*e

[pontoons] of greater breadth are formed by uniting two
demi-bateaux at the broader ends so as to constitute an
entire bateau.

Demi-bath (de*miba)>\ [transl. Fr. demi-bain.}
A bath in which the body can be immersed only

up to the loins. 1847 in CRAIG.

Demi-bombard, -brassard, -brigade : sec

DKMI- 4, 3, 6.

Demlo (dc'mik), a. nonce-wd. [f. Gr. 8^/1-01

|

district, country, people + -ic.] Belonging to or

characteristic of the
people.

1834 ME^WIN Angler in Wales II. 263 Perhaps beauty is

demic or epidemic here.

Demi-cadence : see DEMI- 9.

t De:mi-ca*nnon. Obs. Also -canon, [a.
F. demi-canon (i6th c. in Littre') : see DEMI- 4.!

A kind of large gun formerly used, of about 6]
inches bore : see CANKON sb.^ 2.

1556 [see DKMI a.].

1577-87 HoLiNSHKoCArwi. III. 1 188/3 They were answered

agame with foure or five canons, and demi canons, 1587
HARRISON England n. xvi. (1877) ' 2^' ^ nc "amcs of our

greatest ordinance. . Demje Canon six thousand pounds, and
six inches and an halfe within the mouth. Cannon, seauen
thousand pounds, and eight inches within the mouth. 1673
PhU. Trans. VIII. 6040 In the Year 1672. July 9, there wa*
cast a Demy*canon ; weighing 34 hundreds of weight. 1707
FARQUHAR Beaux Strut, in. 11, Her eyes. .Are demi-canotu
to be sure ; so I won't stand their batter)'. 1739-6 CARTE
Ormonde I. 341 There were three demi-canon, two saker>,
and one minion.

b. attrib., as in demi-cannon cut, drake. (See
CUT sb? 30 a, DRAKE.)
1634-5 BRERETON Trav. (18441 165 She carries 16 pieces of

I
ordinance, .four whole culvenn drakes, and four iron demi-

j
cannon drakes. 1642 in Kushw. Hist. Coll. in. (1692) 1. The

1 Walls . . are singularly well fortified with Brass and Iron
1

Guns, both Culverins and Demi-Cannon-Cuts.

Demi-caponier : see DEMI- 5.

t De mica'stor. Obs. Also -caster, [a. F.

\

demi-castor *

chapcau dc poil de castor melange
*

(Racine 1 7th c.) : see DEMI- 8, CASTOR V] a. An
inferior quality of beaver's for, or a mixture of

beaver's and other fur : usually attrib., as in demi-

castor hat. b. A hat made of this.

1637 Lane. Wills II. 142 To W" Nickson one demicastor

!
halt, c 1645 HOWEU. Lett. III. xi, In that more subtill air

I of yours tinsel! sometimes passes for tissue, Venice Beads
i for Perl, and Demicastors for Bevers. 1711 C. KING Brit.

j

Merck. II. 236 Beaver, Demicastor, and Felt Hats, made
in.. Paris.

j

fig. a 1658 CLEVELAND Sir /. Presbyter 58 Pray for the
1 Mitred Authors, and dene Those Demicastors of Divinity.

Demication : see DIMI-.

tDe*miceint. Obs. Forms: 5-6 demycent,
sent, dymyceynt, -sent, dymisent, dymysen,
-son. [a. F. demi-ceint, demi-feinci, *a halfe-

girdle; a woman's girdle, whose forepart is of

gold or siluer, and hinder of silke, &c, (Cotgr.);
f. demi- half -f OF. ceint : L. cinctum girdle-] A
girdle having ornamental work only in the front.

1483 in Arnolde Chron. <i8n) 116 A dyroysen with a red

crosse harnossid with siluer wrought with golde. 1303 Will

of Tympcrley (Somerset Ho-X A dymysent gyrdell of siluer

& gut. Ibid,, A dymycent without c any corse of siluer &
gilt. 15*4 Churchw. Ace. St. Maryhill, London (Nichols

1797) 128 A demysent with a cheyne and a pommander and
a pendent. ! Bury l*7//r(tSso> 136 My best harnyMd
gyrdyll of goldcallyd a dymy>cMt. 1543 Xottingkam Ret.
III. 397 My dymj-sot gyrdylle and my loralle bej-des,

23* -2



DEMI-CIRCLE.

Demi-chamfron : see DEMI- 3.

Demi-circle (de'miis&ik'l). [DEMI- 10.]
1. A semicircle. Now rare.

1654 KVELYN Mem. (1857) 1. 308 Mathematical and magical
curiosities . . a balance on a demi-circle. 1662 GERBIER
rrinc. 2 How a Point, Line, Angle, Demi-circle . . must be
made. 1726 CAVALLIER AJetti. m. 185 The Hill being in

the form of a Demi-Circle. 1864 BOUTELL Heraldry Hist.

c$- Pop. xxi. n. 370 A demi-circle of glory edged with clouds.

2. Surveying. An instrument of semicircular form
used for measuring angles.
1874 KNIGHT Diet. Mech., Demi-circle, .a modest substitute

for the theodolite.

Hence Demi-ci'renter a., semicircular.
iSzl LOCKHART Valerino I. ix. 146 The party might consist

of about twenty, who reclined along one demi-circular couch.

Demi-coronal : see DEMI- 2.

t De -mi-cro:ss. Obs. [DEMI- i, 10.]
1. The title of one of the degrees among the

Knights of Malta.

1788 Pict. Tonrthrt? PartofEnrope 19 There are also some
Demi-crosses, who, by express permission, are authorized
to wear the golden cross with three points.

2. An instrument for taking altitudes : see quot.
1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Snpp., Demi-cross, an instrument

used by the Dutch to take the sun's altitude, or that of
a star at sea. .The Demi-cross is of this figure : J_-

Demi-crotchet, -cuirass : see DEMI- 9, 3.

Demi-cnlyerin ;de:mi,k-lverin). Obs. exc.

Hist. [ad. F. demi-coulevrine : see DEMI- 4 and

COLVERIN.] A kind of cannon formerly in use, of
about 4^ inches bore.

1587 HARRISON England n. xvi. (1877) i. 281 Demie Cul-
uerijn weigheth three thousand pounds. 1598 B. JONSON
Ev. Man in Hum. in. i,They had planted mee three demi-
culuerings, just in the mouth of the breach. 1611 CORVAT
Crudities 104 One . . was exceeding great . . about sixteene
foole long, made of brasse, a demy culverin. 1627 CAPT.
SMITH Seaman's Gram. xiv. 70. 1693 LUTTRELL BriefRel.
11857) U- 37 2 Ihe feild train of artillery in the Tower for
Flanders . . are to consist of 23 pounders, 10 sakers, and
8 demiculverins. 1771 SIMES Mil. Guide, Demi-cnlverin.
It is a very good field piece. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng.
III. xvi. 685 Demiculverins from a ship of war were ranged
along the parapets.
attrib. 1634-5 BRERETON Trait. (1844) 165 She carries.,

six iron demiculverin drakes. 1647 CLARENDON Hist. Rel).
vn. (1703! II. 219 Retiring about Demy Culveringshot behind
a Stone Wall.

Demi-damsel,-deify, -devil : see DEMI- 11,14.
Demidiate: see DIMI-.

Demi-distance, -ditone, -farthing, -galo-
nier, -gardebras : see DEMI- 5, 9, 7, 3.

Demi-equitant : see DEMI- 13.

tDemi-galliot, -galleyot. [DEMI a. -. cf.

F. dtmi-gatirt, It. mezzo, galea (Jal).] A small-
sized galliot or brigantine formerly used in the
Mediterranean.
1631 W. LITHGOW Trow. B. v. 180 This Tartaneta, or Demi

galleyot, belonged to the He of Stagiro, aunciently Thasia.

t Deani-gaxriitlet. Surg., Obs.
1706 PHILLIPS Demi-gantlet, a sort of Bandage us'd in the

selling of
disjointed lingers. 1823 in CRABBE Techn. Diet.

t Demi-girdle. Obs. = DEMICEINT, q.v.
1501 [see DEMI A. II.]. 1533 in Weaver Wells W/V/jfiSjo)

155 A dymye gyrdell. 1535 Ibid. 170 A demye gyrdell.

Demigod (de-migpd). [DEMI- n : rendering
L. semi'deus.] In ancient mythology, etc. : A being
partly of divine nature, as one sprung from the
intercourse of a deity and a mortal, or a man
raised to divine rank

; a minor or inferior deity.
53 PALSGR. 366 What so ever goddes or demye goddes

that they be. 1580 NORTH Plutarch (1676)278 They did
sacrifice, .unto the demy-gods, Androcrates. .and Polyidus.
1596 SHAKS. Mcrch. V. in. ii. 115 What demie God Hath
come so neere creation? 1667 MILTON P. L. i. 796 The

haunt our mountains. 1874 SAVCE Compar. Philol. viii. 307The gods and demi-gods of pagan antiquity. 1878 EMERSON
Misc. Paters, Fort, of Kefut. Wks. (Bohn) III. 388 Ark-
wnght and Whitney were the demi-gods of cotton.

De:migO'ddess. rare, [DEMI- \\+ goddess:
rendering L. scmitlca.] A female demigod.
1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mar. 498 The most antique

demi-goddesses that ever were. 1788 MRS. HUGHES Hen.
*r Isal*. I. 74 Her whole appearance, .reminded the beholder
of a nymph or demy goddess. 1836-48 B. D. WALSH Aris-
toph., Clonds i. iv, Or am I to thiiik that the musical maids
Are certain divine demigoddesses?
Hence Deniig-o-ddess-ship.
1858 in Grosarfs Spenser (1882) III. p. xciii, Upon Rosa-

linde . . an affection of the demigoddess-ship . . is . . charged.

Demi-gorge (de-miig^jd:;). Fortif. [DEMI-
5.] That part of the internal polygon from the

angle of the curtain to the centre of the bastion
(or point where the lines of the two adjacent cur-
tains intersect) ; forming half of the gorge or en-
trance of the bastion.

180

side of the re-entering angle of the counterscarp for iheir

demi-gorges.

t Demigraine. Obs. [a. OK. demigraine
pomegranate : cf. F. grenade pomegranate, also

name of a stuff.] Name of some textile fabric.

1540 Ld, V'rcas. Accts. Scot, in Pitcairn CViw. Trials I.
V

302 To be ane cote to tlie Fwle, vi quarteris Deme-grane
and vi quarteris Frenche gallow.

t Deiuigra'iie. Obs. [a. F. demigraine
(Cotgr.), var. of migraine, med.L. demigrania, for

L. hetuicrama, a. Gr. ^^ntcpaviov pain on one side

of the head.] ^HEMICBANIA.
c 1400 Lanfranc's Cinirg. 301 And for demigrania }>ou

schalt lete blood in be templis of his heed . . I hadde a Jong
man . . bat hadde demi^rayn of hoot cause.

t De-migrate, V. Obs. [f. ppl. stem of L.

demigrdre to migrate from, depart, f. D- I. 2 +

migrare to MIGRATE.] intr. To remove 19 another

place or dwelling; to migrate.
i6i3CpCKERAM t Denti^rate^ to change houses. 1651 BIGGS

New Disp. F 288 Hath it detnigrated to another place?
Hence f Demigra'tion.
1623 COCKERAM, Demigration, a changing of places, or

houses. 1628 BP. HALL Quo I
7adi$ ? 22 Are wee so foolish

that . . wee will needs bring upon our selues . . the curse
of Cain . . that is, of demigration? 1759 STERNE Tr. Shandy
II. v, The reason . . of this sudden demigration.

Demi-groat: see DEMI- 7.
i De*mi-lia:ke,-h.aque. Obs.e\c.Ifis. Also

9 demy-hag. [DEMI- 4.] A fire-arm used in the
i6thc. ; a smaller kind of HAQUE or HACKBUT.
Also called half-haque, half-hagg.
1541 Act 33 Hen. !////, c. 6 No person . , shall shote in

anie crossebowej handgunne, hagbut or demy hake. [1549
Compl. Scotl. vi. 41 Hagbutes of croche, half haggis, cul-

, verenis,] 1581 LAMBARDE Eiren. iv. iv. (1588) 477 If any
! person have . . used or kept . . any hagbut or demyhake.

1801 STRUTT Sports A Past. n. i. 52 In addition to the hand-

j
guns, I meet with other instruments of like kind . . namely
demy hags, or hag butts. 1834 Penny Cycl. II.

373/1 The
demihaqitc was a kind of long pistol, the butt-end of which
was made to curve so as almost to become a semicircle.

Demi-hearse : see DEMI- 6.

De:mi-h.u'nter. Watchmaking, [DEMI- n.]
1884 F. T. BRITTEN IVatck $ Clockm. So [A] Demi Hunter

. . [is] a Watch case in which a glass of about half the
diameter of the hunting cover is let into it.

t Demi-island. Obs. Also -iland. [DEMI-
ii.] A peninsula.
1600 HOLLAND Li-vy xxxn. xxi. 822 Peloponnesus is a demie

island \.p<?mnsula\. 1614 RALEIGH Hist, World II. iv. vi.

8. 245 He was kept vnder sure guard in a demie-IIand.

1653-62 HEYLIN Cosntogr. in. (1673)2/2 It is a demy-Island,
or Peninsula, environed on all sides with waters.

Hence f Demi-i slander, an inhabitant of a

peninsula.
a 1649 DRUMM. OF HAWTH. Fam. Epist. Wks. (1711) 146

j

We can hardly repair unto you demi-islanders, without
dancing and tossing on your arm of the sea.

t Denii-isle. Obs. =
prec.

1609 HOLLAND Amm. Marcell. xxn.viii. 200 That Biland,
or demy Isle which the Sindi inhabit. 16x0 Cawdcn's
Brit. i. 189 From S. Michaels mount southward . . there is

thrust forth a bi-land or demi-Isle. 1776 MiCKLEtr. Catnoen's
Lnsiad 284 Southward sea-girt she forms a demi-isle.

Demi-jambe : see DEMI- 3.

Demijohn (de'miids^n). Forms: 8 demijan,
9 demijean, demi-john, demijohn. [In F. dame-

jeanne (1694 Th. Corneille dame-jane, 1701 Fure-
tiere DameJeanne, lit. 'Dame Jane') ; soSp. dama-

j

juana (as if Dama Juand} ; mod.Pr., in different

dialects, dama-jana, damajano, damojanOj dame-

janOy dabajano, debajano ; Cat. damajana ; It.

damigiana\ mod. Arabic ijLsr*^, ijLs^b dama-

jdnak) damajanaH, etc. in igth c. lexicons.
The current ling, form is the result of popular perversion

I as in
(

sparrow-grass
'

; the earlier demijan, demijean^ ap-
proach more closely to the F. and Romanic, whence the

I word was adopted. The original nationality and etymology
of the word are disputed : see Rev. A. L. Mayhewin A cademy

\ 14 Oct. 1893. Some have assumed the Arabic to be the source
of the Romanic forms, and have sought to explain this as of

I

Persian origin, and derived from the name of the town

j

Damghan or Damaghdn^ ^lio, a commercial em-
i porium S.E. of the Caspian. But this is not supported by
any historical evidence ; moreover, the word does not occur in

.cholars, to its recent adoption from some foreign language,
probably from Levantine use of It. damigiana. Assuming
the word to be Romanic, some have taken the Provencal

I

and Catalan forms as the starting-point, and conjectured For
these either a L. type *dlmidiana from dimidiiim half (Alartm Rw. Lang. Rom, Jan. 1877!, or the phrase de mediana of
middle or mean (size) (in illustration of which Darmesteter

DEMI-MONDE.

gallons, and usually cased in wicker- or rush-work,
with one or two handles of the same, for convenience
of transport.
An ordinary size is 5 gallons. Demijohns of clear glass, of

ovate-quadrilateral section in the body (14 X 16 inches diam. i,

are ^employed to export vinegar and spirits to the West
Indies, and are in common household use in the is

and the Demigorce of the Bastions about eighty. 1851
J. S.^

MACAULAY Field Fortif. 29 Vauban strengthened the
continued line with redans placed 260 yards apart, having
30 yards of demigorge, and 44 yards of capital. 1850 K. A.
GRIFFITHS Artil. Man. (1862)267 Set off 40 yards on each

-
. ,

J I
" -

J- * "ff>- 1"H \t*U*

bellarmme, greybeard, etc.). This is also most in accord-

|

ance with the historical evidence at present known, since
: the word occurs in French in the i7th c., while no trace of it

equally early has been found elsewhere.]A large bottle with bulging body and narrow neck,
'

holding from 3 to 10 ,or, in extreme cases, 2 to 15)

The name is sometimes also given to vessels of earthenware
or stoneware similarly cased.

1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine (1776', Damc-jeanne, a de-

mijan, or large bottle, containing about four or five gallons,
covered with basket-work, and much used in merchant-ships.
1803 CAPT. FELLOWES in Naval Cliron. X. 183, I perceived
one of the seamen emptying a demijean . . containing five

gallons. [Not in TODD 1818, nor in Pantologia 1819.] 1828

WEBSTER, Demijohn, a glass vessel or bottle enclosed in

wicker-work. 1842 DICKENS Atncr. Notes (1850) 122/2 Two
large stone jars in wicker cases, technically known as demi-
johns. 1859 Leisure Hour No. 406. 626 Archy paraded
round the table with a huge demijohn made of unglazed
brick-earth. 1880 Times 7 May 3 The price paid for them
was said to be a '

demijohn
'

of rum. 1894 Letterfr. Messrs.
Scnttton, Sons, fy Co., We have at present 500 demijohns
filled with vinegar going by one of our steamers to the West
Indies.

Comb. 1884 L. OLIPHANT Haifa (1887) 134 Cisterns, .some
of them demijohn-shaped.
Demi-lance (de'mi,lans). Forms : 5 demye

launce, 6 demy-, deme-, demi-, dimilaunoe,
dimilance, 6-7 demy-, 6-8 demilance, 7 demi-
launce, 6-9 demi-lance, [a. F. demie lance ( 1 5th
c. in Littre) : cf. DEMI- 3.]
1. A lance with short shaft, used in the isth and
i6th centuries.
c 1489 CAXTON Sonttes ofAymon xxii. 487 Charlemagn . .

helde a demye launce in nys nande. 1563-87 FOXE A. fy M.
(1596) 307/1 Who in the waie stroke the lord Gilbert Hum-
sard such a blow with his demilance, that he feld both him
and his horsse to the ground. 1598 DELONEY Jacke Newb.
ii. 43 Fiftie tall men . . demilances in their bands. 1697
DRYDEN J 'irgil vn. 1010 Light demi-lances from afar they
throw, Fasten'd with leathern thongs, to gall the foe. 1877

MissYpNCE Cameos III. xxx. 301 He struck him such a
blow with his demi-lance as to unhorse him.
attrib. 1658 J. BURBURY Hist. Christina Alessandra 358

His Holinesse likewise ordered that five of his demy-lance
men should every day wait by turns on her Majesty.
2. A light horseman armed with a demilance.

In the literal sense, obs. by 1 600, exc. as historical ;

in 1 7th c. often used humorously like 'cavalier '.

1544 CRANMER in M. Burrows Worthies AllSonls v. (1874)
65 To send up one demy-launce well furnished. 1560 Diurn.
Occnrrents (1833) 56 Vm fute men and xviij

c
lycht horsemen

and dimilances. 1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xxi. 48 Nine-
teene Knights, sixe hundred demi-Lances. 1631 SHIRLEY
Loire's Cruelty m. ii, Be not angry, demi-lance. 1755 CARTE
Hist. Eng. IV. 55 The forces under his command consisting
of 600 demilances, 200 archers on horsebacke, 3000 on foot.

1849 J. GRANT Kirkaldy ofGr. ix. 82 Kirkaldy with his troop
of demi-lances accompanied this column of the army.
Hence Demi-la'ncer = DEMI-LANCE z.

155* HULOET, Dimilauncer or bearer of a dimilaunce,
lancearins. 1625 MARKHAM Sonldiers Accici. 40 The
second Troope of Horse were called Launders or Denti-
laitnciers. 1767 ENTICK London I. 452 A large body of
demi-lancers in bright armour.
Demi-lass: see DEMI- n.
Demilitarize, v. [f. DE- II. i + MILITARY
+ -IZE.] trans. To take away the military organ-
ization from. (In quot. referring to the organization
of the Austrian 'military frontier'). Hence De-
ml:litariza,-tion.

1883 A. J. PATTERSON in Pall Mall C. 2 Oct. 1/2 Two out
of the Croatian frontier regiments were demilitarized. But
. .the Hungarians, .delayed the process of demilitarization.

Demilune (de'mil'wn), sb. (a.) [a. F.demilune,
in i6-i7th c. demieltme half moon : cf. DEMI- 10.]

\ 1. gen. A ' half-moon
',
a crescent. Obs.

a 1734 NORTH Lives (1808) I. 228 (D.i An immense mass of
stone of the shape of a demilune, a 1734 Exam. in. vii.

95/1740) 578 These stately Figures were planted in a
Demilune about an huge Fire.

2. Fortif. An outwork resembling a bastion with
a crescent-shaped gorge, constructed to protect a
bastion or curtain.

1717-51 CHAMBERS Cycl., Dcmi-Lune, Half-Moon, in for-

tification, an outwork . . consisting of two faces, and two
little flanks. 1870 Daily News 26 Sept., Demi-lunes have
been constructed before the gates of Paris.

3. Physiol. Demilunes (crescents) of Giannuzii
or Heidenhain : certain crescent-shaped proto-
plasmic bodies found in the salivary glands.
1883 Syd. Soc. Lex., Demilune of Giannnzzi, a granular

mass of protoplasm, of semilunar form, which forms part of
the cell-contents of the salivary cells.

B. adj. Crescent-shaped, semilunar.

1885 Proc. K.Soc. 19 Mar. 215 The demilune cells and the
serous cells, which are present . . in the sub-maxillary gland
of the cat.

Demi-lustre, -mentonniere, -metamor-
phosis, -metope : see DEMI- 8, 3, 12, 10.

Demi-man : see DEMI a.

II Demi-monde (dpm/imJnd, de'miimfndj. [Fr. ;

lit.
' half-world ',

' half-and-half society ',
a phrase

invented by Dumas the younger. Cf. DEMI-REP.]
The class of women of doubtful reputation and

social standing, upon the outskirts of 'society.'

(Sometimes, though improperly, extended to in-

clude courtesans in general.)



DEMI-OSTADE.

1855 I-'raser's MaK . 1,1. 57,, His (Dumas') Demi-Monde u
the link between good and bad society, .the world of com-
I
ji unused women, a social limbo, the inmates of which.. are
perpetually strum-ling to emerge into the paradise of honest
anil rapecuble bum. 1884 MRS. C. PRAED Zero xiv, The
RMMTMMM overflowed the Hfitel cie Paris. 1893 X. J '.

Nation 27 Apr. 3:10/1 His province is the demi-monde, the
Halieine of the modern Milrger, the Paris of Zola and the
Nalllr.ilisls.

b. attrili. or as
<KJ>'. 1864 SALA Quite AUna I. i. 10 '

Is she
demi-monde ?

'

. .

'

Nobody knows .

Demi-natured : see DEMI- 14.

Deminish, etc. : see DIMINISH, etc
t Demi-o-stade, -ostage. OAt. Also 6 .sv.

damyostage. [a. OK. </<;*'< ostaiie, hostadt, estate,
(. dtmi, -e half + ostade, hostadt, aiistade,

'
the stuffe

worsted or woosted' (Cotgr. 1611).] A stuff:

apparently half-worsted half-linen, linsey-woolsey.
-

390

, .

'537 Ld. Treat. Acctt. Seal, in Pitt-aim Crim. Trial, \.

90 Twa stcikis of double Damyostage to hing about the
Quein [at her funeral]. 1538 Aberd. Rig. V. 16 (Jam.), A
hogtone of deniyostage bcgareit with vcluol. (1503 tr.

Gutcciardini's Deter. Law Comtrtyt 33 b, Sarges or Saycs,
Wostcds, Demi-wostcds [It ottati, mette ostate] or Russels.
17*4 ANDERSON Orig. Comment (1787) II. na To England,
Antwerp sent . . linen both fine and coarse, serges, demy
ostadej (quzre if not worsteds ?), tapestry. 1881 CAULI-EILD
& SAWARD Did. Needlework, Demyostaie, a description of
laminy, or woollen cloth, formerly used in Scotland.]
Domi-parallel : see DEMI- 5.
t Demi-parcel. 06s. [DEMI- 7.] The half.
" 'S9 GREENE Alpkonsus (1861) 133 My tongue denies for

to set forth The demi-parcel of your valiant deeds.

Deml-pauldron, -pectinate, -pesade,
-pike: see DEMI- 3, 13, 6.

Demi-pique (de-mi,pk),a. (st.) Also 7 -pick.
[DEMI- io.l

A. adj. Of a saddle :
'

Half-peaked
'

; having a
peak of about half the height of that of the older
war-saddle.

B. as $b. A demi-pique saddle.
1695 Loitd. Gaz. No. 3104/4 He had on a Demy-Pick

Crimson Velvet Saddle. 1761 EARL PEMBROKE Milit. Eqiiit.
(1778" 9 To be as firm, to work as well, and be quite as much
at his ease [on the bare back] as on any demipique saddle.

1771 SMOLLETT Humph. Cl. 11815) 3 Send Williams thither,
with my saddle-horse and the demi fiaite. 1819 Scorr
Legout Montrose ii, His rider occupied his demipique, or
war-saddle, with an air that shewed it was his familiar seat.

1833 M. SCOTT TomCringle xvii.(i8jo) 450 Twostout ponies
. . ready saddled with old fashioned demipiques and large
holsters at each of the saddle bows.

De'mi-piqued (-p<kO, a. Also 8 -peak'd.
[f. prec. + -ED.] prec. A.
1759 STERNE Tr. Shandy I. x, He was master of a very

handsome demi-peak'd saddle, quilted on the scat with green
plush. 1761 EAKL PEMBROKE lililit. Equil. (1778) 17 Nobody
can be truly said to have a seat, who is not equally firm on
flat, or demipiqued saddles.

Demi-placard, -placate, -pommada, -pre-
misses: see DEMI- 3, 6, n.
t De:mi-ptrppet. 06s. [DKMI- 10.] A half-

sized or dwarf puppet.
1610 SHAKS. Temp. v. i. 36 You demy-Puppets, that By

Moone-shine doe the greene sowre Kinglets make
Demi-quaver, -relief: see DEMI- 9, it.

Demi-rep (de-mi|rep). Also -rip. [f. DEMI- n
*

'

rep, for reputation,' mentioned by Swift Polite

Conversation, Introd.
p. li, among 'some abbre-

viations exquisitely refined," then in current use.
Cf. also reputable, in common use in i8th c. in
sense 'honourable, respectable, decent', and dis-

reputable.} A woman whose character is only
half reputable ; a woman of doubtful reputation
or suspected chastity.
1749 FIELDING Tom Janes xv. ix. He had yet no knowledge

of that character which is vulgarly called a demirep, that is
to say, a woman that intrigues with every man she likes,
under the name and appearance of virtue.. in short, whom
every body knows to be what no body calls her. 1754 Con-
ttoissfur No. 4, An order of females lately sprung up . .

usually distinguished by the denomination of Demi-Reps;
a word not to be found in any of our dictionaries, a 1764LLOYD Poems, A Talc, Venus . . The greatest demirep above.
1831 I.VTTON Godolph. 57 A coaxing note from some titled

demirep affecting the De Stael. 1887 A t/irnxiim 13 Nov.
631 His heroine appears . . more of the demirep than has
been commonly known.
attrik. 1784 Nnv Spectator XX. 4/1 Adepts in the derni-

rip language. 1841 Edin. Kev. LXXIII. 383 Women of the
demirep genus, trans/. 1863 A. GlLcnRiSTZ(/5r II'. Blake
I. 99 The now dingy demi-rep street.

Hence Demire-pdom, the domain or world of

demi-reps ; the demi-monde.
1839CARLVLE in Froude Lift in London \. vi. 118, 1 do not

see well what good I can get by meeting him much, or Lady
B. and dcmirepdom.

De:rui-reve"tment. for/if, [a. F. demi-re-
Vftetitcnt : see DEMI- 5.] A revetment or retaining
wall for the face of a rampart, which is carried not
to the top, but only as high as the cover in front

of it, leaving the rest as an earthen rampart at the
natural slope. So Demi-reve tted ///. a. (sec

quot.).
1857 BIRCH Am: Pottery (1858) I. 106 At Mespila and

1 arissa, the walls were demi-revetted, or faced with stone

only halfway up ; namely about 50 feet from the bottom of
the ditch. 1874 KNIGHT />/V/. .!/<</(., Demi.rt-vettnet.

181

Demisable (d/inai-zib'l;, a.
[f. DEMISE v. +

-ABI.I:.] Capable of being denn-cd.
1657 SIR H. OtntnoM in Croke Retorts \. tna The land

. .was. .copyhold land, and demisable in fee. 1767 BLACK-
STOME Comix. II. 07 That they have been demised, or de-

DEMISSION.

rm&able. by copy of court roll immemorial! >. 1818 Cm ISK

Digest (ed. 3) IV. 306 It was contended that the manor and
fishery were not demisable under the power, as no rent was

[f.
I IKMIM -.] What is

-. am. r. a
1 1575-1708 Termet de la Ley (as Anglo-Fr

bloode. Demy sancke ou sangue.J 1797-18Lava Diet. Demy^angue, half-blood (as in] br

thenpuid for them.

t Demi-sal. Obs.

demised : - DEMISK i b.

1709 Brit. Apollo II. No. 53 3/3 He only got a Broken
Pate. Tum'd out to Grew from all Demials. Ibid. No.
56 i/i Or on the Sex spent your Demisals, And therefore
seek to make Reprisals,

De mi-sang. Law. [Fr.l Half-blood.
Anglo-Frenchi Halfe

-i8ao TOMI.INS
-f i i. ..., brothers of the

half-blood, because they had not both one father and mother.
1813 CKABBE Teckn. Diet.

Demi-sap. Fortif. [DEMI- 5.] A SAP. or
trench of approach, with a single parapet.
\r*Lond. Go*. No. 4351/3 We began the Demi-Saps on

the R!ght and Left. 1708 /*/,/. No. 4467/3 A Demy-Sapwa begun from the Right of the Attack on the Right.
Demise (d/mai-z), sb. [app. of Anelo-Kr.

origin : demise or desmise is not recorded in OF.,
but is regularly formed as the fern. sb. from pa. pple.
oidesmettre, dtmettrc, to send away, dismiss, refl.
to resign, abdicate : cf. F. mist, remise. In Eng-
lish, the prefix being identical with L. de-, there
is a manifest tendency to treat it as DE- I. I, as if

to ' hand down' or '

lay down' were the notion.]L Law. Conveyance or transfer of an estate by
will or lease.

1509-10 Act i Hen. Vlll, c. 18 I 3 All Dymvses, Lesei,
releses. .made, .by her or to her. 1587 LADY STAFFORD in
Collect. (Oxf. Hist Soc.) I. 310 Nor (shall) any hinderaunce
growe to theim by this demize. 1638 SANDERSON Serm. II.

94 In a demise a man parteth with more of his interest ; he
transmitted! together with the possession, the use also or
fruit of the thing letten or demised. 1817 W. SF.LWYN Lean
Niti Print (ed. 4) II. 1130 Plaintiff held by virtue of a de-
mise, 1876 DIGBY Real Prop. v. ( i. 306 The proper mode
of granting an estate for years at common law U by words
of demise followed by the entry of the lessee,

t b. The estate demised. Obs. rare.
a i6o HAMMOND Hfkt. I. 735 (R.I, I conceive it ridiculous

to make the condition of an indenture something that is

necessarily annext to the possession of the demise.
2. Transference or devolution of sovereignty, as

by the death or deposition of the sovereign ; usually
in phr. demise ofthe croion.

(1547 Act i Edw. VI, c.
i Preamb., Which Actions, .by the

Death or Demise of the Kings of this Realm have been dis-
continued. 1660 BOND Scut. Keg. 58 The King hath a per.

, petual succession, and never dyeth ; For in Law it is called
the demise of the King, and there is no Inter-regnum ] 1689
EVELYN Mem. (1857) II. 399 That King James .. had by
demise abdicated himself and wholly vacated his right.
1714 SWIFT Present State ofAffairs, The regents appointed
by parliament upon the demise of the crown. 1765 BLACK-
STONE Comm. I. 349 When Edward the Fourth . . was
driven from his throne for a few months . . this temporary
transfer of his dignity was denominated his demise. 1848
MACAULAY Hist. Eng. I. 534 The unexpected demise of the
crown changed the whole aspect of affairs. 1857 SIR J. F.
W. HKRSCHEL Essays 615 Demise of the chair.

8. Transferred to the death or decease which
'

occasions the demise of an estate, etc. ; hence, !

popularly, Decease, death.

I7S4 RICHARDSON Grandison (1781) I. ii. 7 Her father's con-
siderable estate, on his demise. . went with the name. 1799
Med. "Jrnl. I. 306 We lament the earlydemise ofthis favourite
friend of science. 1846 M cCvLLOcnAcc. Brit. Empire(i&$4)
I. 4i7t To trace their lives from the moment of their birth,

'

marking the exact period of the demise of each individual.

1878 GLADSTONE Prim. Homer 43 The Odyssey does not
bring us to the demise of Odusseus.
fig. 1839 Times 13 May, After the ostensible demise of

the outward cabinet. 1860 T. L. PEACOCK H'ks.
(1875) III.

473 The demise of that periodical prevented the publication.

Demise (dtamX v.
[f.

DEMISE A]
1. Law. (trans.) To give, grant, convey, or trans-

fer (an estate) by will or by lease.

1480 Bttry ll'ilts (1850)64 By oure chartre beryng the date
of thees presentes have dimised, assigned, deliuered . . to
Henri Hardman clerk, William DurTeld..the forseid mancr.
1495 Act ii Hen. VII, c. 6t J i To lette and demyse fermcs
ther for the terme of vii yere and undir. 1587 LADY STAF-
FORD in Collect. (Oxf. Hist. Soc.i I. 308 Woods . . to be
demized to a yong man. 1661 J. STEPHENS Procurations 38
Afterwards Q. Eliz. . . did demise the said Commandery
and Rectory to Dr. Forth. 1733 NEAL Hist. Pitrit. 11.7
For demising away the Impropnations annexed to Bishop-
ricks and

Colleges. 1844 WILLIAMS Real Prof. (1877)445
This word demise operates as an absolute covenant for the
quiet enjoyment of the lands by the lessee.

b. 1 o convey or transfer ;a title or dignity) ; esp.
said of the transmission of sovereignty, as by the
abdication or death of the sovereign.
^1670 COTTON Espernon i. i. 37 His Majesty would have

given them in Sovereignty, and have demisd to him the
Title of the Crown. 176$ BLACKSTONI Comm. \. 349 When
we say the demise of the crown, we mean only that . . the
kingdom is transferred or demised to his successor. 1891
G. B. SMITH Hist. Exg. I'arlt. 1 1. ix. ii. 20 He therefore

recommended the Convention to declare that James 1 1 had
voluntarily demised the crown.

c. inlr. To puss by bequest or inheritance.
1813 GREVILLE .Vein. (18741 I. 64 Now arose a difficulty-

whether the property of the late King demited to UK King
or to the Crown.
t 2.

'>nvey, transmit ; to '
lease'. Obs.

1594 SHAKS. Kuh. Ill, iv. iv. 147 What Honour, Canst
thou demise to any childe of mine ? 1660 HAMWOKU Wk,.
IV. xiv.ik.), tppn which condition his reasonable soul u at
his own conception demised to him.

t 3. To let go ; to dismiss. Obs.
a 1541 WYATT Defence Wks. H86D p. xxnir, (What) the

King and his Council thought in this matter when they de.
mised Mason at his firMexamination, and for the small weight
there wai either against him or me. 1541 UDAU. Era,,,,
Apoph. I9i a, Ilie Thebanes he demised and let go at their
ibertee. < 1610-15 Lives Women Saint, 141 That wcarie
bones may be refreshed, And watted minde. redre-ed, And
griefe demisd that it oppreued.
4. tntr. To resign the crown ; to die, decease, rare.

mj A. HAMILTON tfew Ace. K. Ind. I. x. 103 When Shaw
Abbai demised, his Son Shaw Tomas succeeded him. 1783Cown-R Lett. 31 May, The Kings, .mutt go on demising to
the end of the chapter.
Hence Domi-aed///. a., Demi-sing vbl. so.

1547 in 1'Uary-t Anal. (1888) App. iii. 131 The ordering.-,
bestowmge, sellinge, dymysyng ..of the late uaruhe
churches.

1587 R. HOVENDEN in Collect. (Oxf. Hist. Soc.1
I. sit The demising of Alsolne Colledg Woodes. ifc ?.
Meet. Sheriffs 33 It is plainly implyed in the Demised and
Confirmed things and customs. 1871! DlGBY Real Prop. \ i.

380 To pay the rent or to repair the demised premises.
De-mi-sea son, a. [ad. F. demi-saison also

in Eng. use), as in robe de demi-saison, a dress in-

termediate between a winter and a summer dress.]
Of costume : Of a style intermediate between that
of the

past and that of the coming season.
(1760 in Jesse G. Sehvyn t, Contempt. II. (1883) 380

(Slanf.l, I . .wish to know . if it ii to be a demi saison or
a winter velvet. 1883 Daily Tel. 18 Jan. j (ibid.). The

I demi-seuton costume.) 1890 Daily Neva 34 Mar. 6/1 The
derm-season cape that is most largely worn. 1891 Ibid. 15
OcbT/} Bonnets, .are still demi-Keason in style.

Demi-semi (de-mi,se-mi), a.
[f. DEMI- 13

SEMI- half: prob. taken from demisemiifuaver :

see next.] lit. Half-half, i.e. quarter ; but usually
a contemptuous diminutive.

1805 W, TAYLOR in Ann. Ker. III. 313 The demi-semi
statesmen of the present age. 1841 MIALL in Konconf. II.

499 Demi-semi-sacramentarianism. 1874 HELPS Soc. Preti.
vii.

(1875^ 98 Half men, 'demi-semi' men, were, .ofno use.

Demisemiqnaver (de-mi.seini.kw^vai).
Music. [DEMI- 9.] A note of half the value of
a semiquaver ;

the symbol for this note, resembling
a quaver, but with three books instead of one. Also
atlrib., as in demiscmiquaver rest.

1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kerseyl, Demi-semiquaver, the least
N ote in Mustek. iSai T. L. PEACOCK Maid Marian 1 1837)
176 The song of the choristers died away in a shake of
demisemiquavers. 1848 RIMBAULT First Bk. Piano 55 The
Demisemiquaver Rest has three crooks turning to the left.

Demi-stvmitone. Music, rare. [DEMI- 9.]
Half a semitone; a quarter- tone.
1866 ENOEL Nat. Mm. ii. 37 Councillor Tilesius informs

us that the natives of Nukahiva . . distinctly intone dcnii-
semitoncs (quarter-tones) in their vocal performances.

Demi-sheath ;de-mi,j7jo. Entom. [Cf. DEMI-
3.] A half-sheath ; i.e. one of the two channelled

organs of which the tubular sheaths, covering the

ovipositors or stings of insects, arc composed.
Demi-sphere, a hemisphere : see DEMI- to.

Demiss (d/mi-s), a. [ad. L. dfmiss-us let

down, lowered, sunken, downcast, lowly, pa. pple.
of demittfrt to DEMIT. Cf. It. demisso '

demisse,
base, submisse, faint

'

Florio, F. dt'mis out of joint,
OF. desmis, also '

submitted, humble, submissiue
'

(Cotgr.).]
fl. Submissive, humble, lowly; also in bad sense,

Abject, base. Obs. or arch.

'S7 J- JONES n.itkcs of Balk it. loa. So demisse of
nature. 1581 SAVII.F. Tacitus' Hist. i. Iii. (1591) 30 Among
the seuerer son Vitellius was thought base and demisse.
1596 SPENSER Hymme Heavenly Loft 136 He downe de.
scended, like a most demisse And ahiect thrall. i6i> R.
SHELDON Serm. St. Martin's 9 Spoken vnder correction of
faith, and with demis.se reuerence. 1649 JER. TAYI.OI Cl.
Exewp. Ad Sec. xv. | 6 Sullen gestures or derails be-
haviour. (1888 cf. DEMISSNESS.)
1 2. lit. Hanging down. Obs.
a 1693 URO.UHART Rabelais in. xxviii. 337.
f8. Of the head or countenance : Hanging down,

cast down, downcast. Obs.
1586 BRIGHT MeUuttk. xx. 131 Countenance demisse, and

hanging downe. 1634 PEACHAX Genii. Exert. I. vii. 33
Giving nim a demisse and lowly countenance.

f4. Of sound : Subdued, low. Oos. rare.

1646 GAULE Cases Consc. 129 A demisse hollow muttering.
6. Sat. Depressed, flattened.

Demission 1

(d/mi-jV. [a
n. of action from demittfre : see DEHIHS, DEMIT'.]
L Abasement, lowering, degradation. Now rare.
a 1638 MSDE />/*. Matt. . 39 Wks. (i67a) i. 158 Adored

with the lowest demission of mind. 1691-8 NORRIS Pract.
Disc. 171 This Demission of the Soul. [1883 American VI.
314 Their omission or their demission to a lower rank.]
1 2. Dejection, depression, lowering of spirits or

vitality. Obs.

1656 BLOUNT Glotsogr., Demission, an abasement, faint-

ness, abating. 1678 NORRIS Coll. Misc. < 1699) 141 Heaviness
and demission of Spirit. 1719 WODROW Corr. (1843 ' 11.4:1
Temptations to demission.



DEMISSION. 182 DEMOBILIZE.

1 3. lit. Lowering, putting or bending down.

1708 /ifif. Apollo No. 73. 2/1 A . . Demission of his Leg.

1741 *BETTERTON* Eng. Stage v. 65 The Demission or

h.inging down of the Head.

Demi'ssioii y
. [a. F. demission^ in OF. des-

mission,
' a demission, deposition, resignation, dis-

mission, forgoing* (Cotgr.), n. of action from OF.

ilesmetre, answering to iate L. *disnrissio, for dl-

missiOt whence the equivalents DJHISSIOX, DIS-

MISSION. From the identity of the prefix with L.

<-, there is a tendency in English to take the literal

sense as *

laying down
'

(DE- i).]

1. The action of putting away or letting go from

oneself, giving up, or laying down (esp. a dignity
or office) ; resignation, relinquishment, abdication.

1577-87 HOLINSHED Chron. II. 39i/fa Concerning the

tjueenes demission of hir crowne, and resignation thereof

made to hir sonne king James the si.vt. Ibid. III. 504/2,
I shall neuer repugne to this resignation, demission or

yeelding vp. 16. . R. L'EsTRANGE (J.), Inexorable rigour is

worse than a lasche demission of sovereign authority. 1736
CARTE Ortnonde II. 539 Apply to his Majesty for a demis-
sion of his charge. 1855 MILMAN La/. Chr. (1864^ VI. xi.

vi. 466 That the
t

Cardinals were at liberty to receive that

voluntary demission of the popedom.

t b. fig- Relinquishment of life
;
death. Obs.

1735 THOMSON Liberty m. 458 And on the bed of peace
his ashes laid ; A grace which I to his demission gave.

f2. lit. Letting down. Obs.

11664 F. HICKS in Jasper Mayne tr. Lucan n, 305 Being
King of the Gods, and able, by the demission of a coard, to

draw up earth, and sea.

3. Sending away, dismission, rare.

1811 Chron. in Ann. Reg. 428 No particular period is

fixed for a demission. 18*4 LABY GRANVILLE letters (1894)
I. 296 Chateaubriand's demission was., sudden and un-

expected.

1 4. ? Order for release. Obs.

1554 Church. Ace. Yatton (Somerset Rec. Soc.) 166 The
demyssyons of y

'

corte for y ' men that where putt in there.

Demi'ssionary, a- 1 rare~. [See DEMIS-
SION i and -AKY.]

'

Tending to lower, depress, or

degrade* (Webster 1864).

Demi'ssionary, a.- rare-*. [See DEMIS-
SION -and -ARY. C.i.Y.dfrnissionuaire.] Pertaining
to the transfer or conveyance of an estate.

1664 in WEBSTER.

Deiui'ssionize, v. [DE- II. i.] trans. To
deprive of its character as a mission.

1883 St. James's Gaz. 19 Apr. 3 To prevent them from fall-

ing into foreign hands and becoming de-missionized.

< Demi'ssive, a. Obs. [f. L. demiss-, ppl.
stem of demittb-e (DEMIT 7;.!) + -IVE.] Downcast

;

humble, submissive ;
= DEMISS I, 3. Hence

Demi ssively adv.
1611 Relat. MoguVs Kingd. in Harl. Misc. (1808) I. 259

But Sir Thomas Roe . . would not so much derogate from his

place, to abase himself so demissively. 1630 LORD Banians
72 They pray with demissive eyelids, a 1763 SHENSTONE
Essays t A Vision, Wks. 1764 II. 121 The subjects, very
orderly, repentant, and demissive.

t Demi'ssly, adv. Obs.
[f.

DEMISS a. + -LY 2
.]

Submissively, humbly ; abjectly, basely.
1598 FLORIO, Kemissamente, demislie, remislie, basely,

cowardly. 1617 HIERON Wks. 1 1. 390 To thinke so demissejy
and vnworthily of it selfe. 1610 HOLLAND Catnden's Brit.
n. 139 He most demisely beseecheth . . he might now haue
experience of her merciful lenity.

t Demi'SSness. Obs. or arch. [f. as prec.
+ -NESS.] Dejectedness, submissiveness, humility,
abased manner.
1603 FLORIO Montaigne 147 Cato . . blamed them for their

demissnesse. 1649 BULWER Pathomyot. n. v. 168 Exhibiting
an humble reverence, with a sweet demisseness. 1888 BRYCE
Amer. Commui. III. Ixxxvii. 161 A kind of independence
of manner . . very different from the demissness of the hum-
bler classes of the Old World.

t Demi'SSOry, a. Obs. Variant of DiMissoRY :

cf. DEMIT .-

<ii6yL DONNE Ignat. Concl (1635)115 Accompany them
with Certificates, and Demissory letters. 1708 T. CHAMBER-
LAVNE St. Gt. Brit. i. in. i.(i743> 143 He must have Letters

Demissory from the Bishop.
Demi-suit : see DEMI- 3.

Demit (d/mi-t), vl [ad. L. demittSrt to send,

put, or let down, to cast down, lower, sink, f. DE-
I. i + mittere to send, etc. Cf. OF. demetre in same
sense.]
1. trans. To send, put, or let down ; to cause to

descend ; to lower.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Psend. Ep. in. xxv, If they decline
their necke to the ground, they presently demit and let fall

the same [their train]. 176* VALCORBB&t&w. i. 226 These
soon demitted stay-sails next ascend. 1885 R. W. DIXON
Hist. C/i. Eng. III. 442 This bill seems not to have been
demitted by the peers.

f2. fig. To bring down, lower; to let down,
humble, abase. Obs.
1611 W. SCLATER Key (1629)64 To whose capacitie though

it haue pleased the Lord to demit himself [etc.], a 1619
FOTHERBY Atheoin. Pref. (1622) 18 The highest points,
which I haue carefully indeauoured to stoop and demitte,
euen to the capacitie of the very lowest. 1656 JEANES
Mixt. Sckal. Div. 103 By taking on him the nature of man

j

. . he demitted, or humbled himselfe. 1688 NORRIS Theory
Love 173 When she, being Heaven-born, demits her noble
self to such earthly drudgery.

t 3. ? To lay down as a supposition ;
to suppose.

1556 J. HEVWOOD Spider <$ /'". xlii. 29 Let vs here demit :

one spider and ten flise All lyke honest : who seeing two
sew at law, [etc.].

Demi't, z>.- [ad. ^.dtmett-re, in OK. desmet-re,

desmett-rC) f. de$- t dl- : L. dis- + mcttre to send,

put, etc, : taking the place of L. dimittere to send

away, dismiss, release, put away, let go, lay down
(office), renounce, forsake, etc. ; cf. DISMISS and
DIMIT. Chiefly used by Scottish writers.]
1. trans. To let go, send away, dismiss, arch.

1529 FRITH Ep. Chr. Rdr. Wks. (1829) 473 That
they,

.be

compelled (as Pharaoh was) to demit thy chosen children.

1582-8 Hist. James I'I (1804) 168 Thairefter he demittit
thame frielie to pas quhair they list. 1649 Bp. GUTHRIE
Mem. (1702) n Mr. John was demitted, and Balmiranoch
sent Prisoner to the Castle of Edinburgh. 1690 J. MAC-
KENZIE Siege London Derrv 47/1 Walker [was] demitted,
and Hamil reduced. 1829 CARLYLK Misc. (1857) II. 33 Poor

Longchamp, demitted, or rather dismissed from Voltaire's

service,

t b. fig. To send away, remit, refer. Obs.

1646 S. BOLTON Arraignm. Err. 123 To the Scriptures
doth God demit and send us for the tryall of opinions.

f 2. To put away, part with, let go. Obs.

1563 WINJET Four Scoir Thre Quest. Wks. 1888 I. 109
He geuis ane expres command to the innocent woman de-
mittand hir husband, to remain vnmariit or to be reconcilit

to hir husband \marg. i Cor. 7], 1678 R. BARCLAY Apol.
Quakers ii. 10. 45 These, though they cease not to call

upon God, do nevertheless demit the Spirit,

3. To let go, resign, give up, lay down (an office

or dignity) ; to abdicate.

1567 in Balfour Practicks (1754} 6 We [Mary Stewart] . .

haue renuncit and demittit . , the gydmg and gouerning of
this our realme of Scotland, cxoio SIR J. MELVIL Afetn.

(1735) 185 The Queen's Majesty had demitted the Govern-
ment. 1678 Trans. Crt. Spain 26 [He] willingly demits
his charge of President of Castile. 1798 DALLAS A mer. Law
Rep. I. 107 We will, .not demit any part of her sovereignty.
1855 NEiL/?tfjWsZion*s Flowers Introd. 36 His cousin, .had
demitted the Principalship of the University. 1876 GRANT
Burgh Sch. Scotl. 361 An Office which he demitted in

1606.

b. absol. To give up office ; to resign.
1719 WODROW Corr. (1843! II. 451 Greatly tempted to

demit. 1818 SCOTT Rob Roy ix, I advise him to get another
clerk, that's all, for I shall certainly demit. 1865 CARLYLE
Fredk. Gt. VI. xvi. ix. 238 La Mettrie had to demit ; to get
out of France rather in a hurry. 1880 Daily Tel. 30 Nov.,
But the Ritualists will neither submit nor demit.

1 4. To convey by lease, demise. Obs.

i-jj+Petit. in A. McKay Hist. Kilmarnock App. iii. 304
In feu-farm let and demitted.

+ 5. To send out. Obs.

[Perhaps belongs to DEMIT v.l, from DE- I. 2.]

167* SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. in. xvi. (ed. 6 i6i\ This. ,

is rather generated in the head, and perhaps demitted and
sent from thence by salival conducts and passages. 1756
P. BROWNE Jamaica, 191 The rib . . tapers from the base to

the top . . demitting its connected ribs or foliage equally on
both sides.

De'mi-tint. Painting. ? Obs. [DEMI- II.]
A half tint; a tint intermediate between the ex-

treme lights and strong shades of a painting ;

applied also to broken tints or tertiary colour-

shades.

1753 Gray's-Inn Jrnl. No. 59 The Touch, which so skil-

fulljTblends different Colours, .is called by the Painters the ;

Demi-tint. 1798 Trans. Soc. Encourag. Arts XVI. 287 ;

Those demi-tints which conduce so much to the brilliancy (

of a picture. ci8n FUSELI Lect. Art v. (1848) 467 He
j

does not sufficiently connect with breadth of demi-tint the
two extremes of his masses. 1824 Blackw. Mag. XV. 146
They have none of the demi-tints to study.
Hence De-mi-tinted a.

1828 Examiner 357/1 Cream-coloured and demi-tinted city
and mid-distance.

Demi-toilet: see DEMI- 12.

De'mi-tone. ? Obs. [DEMI- 9, 1 1 : cf. Fr. demi-

ton.] a. Painting. = DEMI-TINT, b. Music. =
SEMITONE.
1812 R. H. in Examiner 4 May 283/1 The yellowish grey

demi-tone which covers the trees across the middle of the

canvass. 1828 in WEBSTER.
r De'iuitune. Obs. -DHMI-TONEK
1598 FLORIO Semitone^ a demilune, or halfe note in

musicke.

Demiurge (de'miwdg, d/-mi-). [mod. ad. Gr.

STjmovp-y-os i Latinized demiiirgus~}, lit. public or

skilled worker, f. tyfuos of the people, public +

-fpyos, -working, worker : cf. F. demiurge. The
Gr. and Lat. forms demiurges, -urgus (dfmi-,

demiidugos), were in earlier use. (So in i6th c. F.

demiourgon, Rabelais.)]
1. A name for the Maker or Creator of the world,

in the Platonic philosophy; in certain later systems,
as the Gnostic, conceived as a being subordinate
to the Supreme Berng, and sometimes as the author
of evil.

1678 CUDWORTH Jntell. Syst. 259 Zeus . . in Plato . . some-
times . . is taken for the Demiurgus or Opificer of the World,
as in Cratylus. 1793 T. TAYLOR Plato, Introd. to Timgeus
402 By the demiurgus and father of the world we must
understand Jupiter. 1840 BROWNING Sordello v. 400

'

Better,'
\

-say you,
'

merge At once all workmen in the demiurge.' 1867
J. H. STIRLING tr. Schweglcrs Hist. Philos. (ed. 8) 83
(Plato) Demiurgus, by model of the eternal ideas, has
fashioned it [the world] in perfection, 1873 WHITNEY Orient. \

Stud. 94 The Hindu supreme God is. . separated by a whole
series of demiurges from all care of the universe. i88a
FARRAR Early Chr. II. 356 The Manichees subsequently
argued, that there were two Godsone the supreme and
illimitable Deity . . the other a limited and imperfect De-
miurge.
2. Gr. Hist. The title of a magistrate in certain

ancient Greek states, and in the Achaean League.
[1600 HOLLAND Livy xxxn. 823 (Stanf.), He was a de-

miurgus.] 1844 THIRLWALL Greece VIII. Ixi. 102 The num-
ber of the demiurges seems, .to have been limited to ten.

transf. 1885 SIR H. TAYLOR Autobiog. II. 39 Such pres-
sures of official work . . had become frequent since the
retirement of the Demiurge, James Stephen.
Hence (nonce-wds.} DemltrrgeouB a.

y
of the

nature of a demiurge ; Demiu rgism, the doctrine

of a demiurge ; Demivrrgus-ship.
1882 STEVENSON Familiar Studies Pref. 15 Our demiurge-

ous Mrs. Gnmdy smiles apologetically on its victims. 1880
A. GRAY Lett. (1893) 695, I am amused at Professor . . .'s

substitution of demiurgism for evolution. 1886 in Century
Mag. XXXII. 116 The prowling theosophies and demiur
[isms that swarm in from the limbo of unreason.
CARLYLE Past <V Pr. iv. viii. (1872) 253 Unheard-of
gisms that swarm in from the
CARLYLE Past <$ Pr. iv. viii. (i

miurgus-ships, Priesthoods, aristocracies.

Demiurgic (demi|f)-jdgik, d?-), a. [ad. Gr.

fhjfuovpyiK-us, f. Srjfuovpyos : see -ic.J Of or per-

taining to the Demiurge or his work
; creative.

1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. 306 Amelias . . supposeth
these three Minds and Demiurgick Principles of his to be
both the same with Plato's

' Three Kings
' and with Orpheus

his
'

Trinity'. 1793 T. TAYLOR Plato, Introd. to Timzns
370 He places over the universe a demiurgic intellect and
an intelligible cause. 1819 G. S. FABER Dispens. (1823) I.

63 Adam will have been created in the course of the sixth

demiurgicday. 1869 FAKRAR Fam. Speech \. (1873) n That
the creation was the result of a fiat articulately spoken by
the demiurgic voice. 1879 J. J. YOUNG Ceram. Art 86 The
scarabseus was the emblem of the demiurgic god Phtha.

t Demitrrgical, a. Obs. = prec.
1601 BP. W. BARLOW Defence 92 The demiurgical or in-

strumentall meanes, the word of God read or preached. 1653
H. MORE Conject. Cabbal. (1713^ 172 These two Principles
. . the one Active or Demiurgical, the other Passive or
Material. 1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. 306 It is one and
the same demiurgical Jupiter that is praised both by Orpheus
and Plato. 1792 T. TAYLOR tr. Comment. Procltts I. 58
Demiurgical medicine.

Hence DemiuTgically adv.
1816 G. S. FABER Orig. Pagan Idol. III. 67 He demiurgi-

cally renews the whole appearance of nature. 1851 Many
Mansions^ (1862) 102 God acted demiurgically through the
intervention of a Material Body.
Demiurgos, -us : see DEMIURGE.
Demi-vambrace : see DEMI- 3.

Demi-vill. Constit. Hist. rare. [AF. demie
vile half town or vill.] A half-vill or * town *

;

the half of a vill (when this was divided between
two lords) as a

political unit.

The Anglo-French word occurs frequently in the Statute

cited, but in the Record ed, is translated half-town.
c 1200 Stat. Exeter <? 14 Edw. I) Stat. I. 210 Les nuns de

totes les viles, demie viles, e hamelez, ke sunt en son Wap',
Hundred e Franchise \transl. The names of all the Towns,
Half-towns, and Hamlets, within his Wapentake, etc.]. 1765
BLACKSTONE Comm. \. Introd. iv. in The statute of Exeter,
which makes frequent mention of entire vills, demi-vills, ami
hamlets.

Demi-vol: see DEMI- i.

Demi-VOlte (de-mi|VJ<lt). Mattige. [DEMI- 6.]
One of the seven artificial motions of a horse :

a half- turn made with the fore legs raised.

a 1648 LD. HERBERT Life (1886) 74 Having a horse that
was excellent in performing the demivolte. 1808 SCOTT
Marm. iv. xxx. And making demi-volte in air. 1884 E. L.

ANDERSON Mod. Horsemanship u. xli. 121 The horse may
be made to traverse in lines and demi-voltes to the left.

t De*mi-vow;el. Obs. rare. A semi-vowel.
16x1 FLORIO, Seminocale, a demie vowell.

Demi-wolf: see DEMI- n.
De*mi-wo:rld. nonce-wd. = DEMI-MONDE.
1862 Times 3 Sept. 5/5 The bye-world . . which the French

call the demi-monde . . The demi-world or bye-world is an

alluring theme.

Demi-wosted : see DEMI-OSTADE.

t Demi'xture. 06s.
[f. DE- I. 5 + MIX-

TURE.] Mixture of things which are themselves
formed by mixture : cf. DECOMPOSITION I, DECOM-
POUND.
1697 J. SERGEANT Solid Philos. 337 The Intermediate

Colours are made by the Mixture and Demixture of those
Extreams.

Demme, obs. form of DIM v.

Dem-me, demmy, demn : see DEM v*
Demmyt, obs. f. dammed-, see DEM z/.

1

Demobilize (dJnw-bil9iz), v. [DK- II. i.]

trans. To reduce from a mobilized condition ; to

disband (forces^ so as to make them not liable to

be moved in military service.

i88a Standard 23 Oct. 5 '3
It has been decided to de-

mobilise those Reserve men. 1892 Times 15 Aug. 6/1 The
mobilized ships having first been inspected, will return to

their respective ports and be demobilized forthwith.

Hence Demo^biliza'tion, the action of demobiliz-

ing;, reduction of forces to a peace footing.
1866 Spectator 14 Apr. 397/2 Austria has demanded the

de-mobilization of the Prussian army. 1885 Manch, Exam.
26 Aug. 5/4 An order . . for the demobilisation of the First-

class Army Reserve.



DEMOCRACY.

Democracy (d/m<rkrasi). Forms : 6-7 de-
mocracie, 6-7 (9) -oratie, 7 19) -oraty, 7- -craoy.
fa. F. dfmocrctiie (-si), (Oresmc 1410 c.), a. med.
L. lifmocrat/a (in ijth c. L. transl. of Aristotle,
attrib. to William of Moerbeke), a. Gr. onpo/nTi'a
popular government, f. 8r//u>t the commons, the

|>eople + -xparta in comb. - xparot rule, sway,
authority. The latinized form is frequent in eariy
writers, and democratic, -craty, in l6-i7th c.]
1. Government by the people ; that form of go-

vernment in which the sovereign power resides in
the people as a whole, and is exercised either

directly by them (as in the small republics of anti-

quity) or by officers elected by them. In mod. use
often more vaguely denoting a social state in which
all have equal rights, without hereditary or arbitrary
differences of rank or privilege.
(1531 ELVOT Got'. \. ii, An other publique weale was amonge

the Atheniensis, where equalitie was of astate amonge the
people . . This maner of gouemaunce was called in greke
Demxratia, in latin*, Popularis potentia, in englisshe the
rule of the comminaltie.J 1576 FLEMING Panopl. Epist. i.

"

Democracie, when the multitude have governement. ij
T. B. La Primatitt. h'r. Acatt. 549 Democratie, where nx_
and poore men being the greater number, are lords of the
estate. i6a8 WITHER frit. Remenib. 267 Were 1 in Switzer-
land I would maintaine Uemocrity. 1664 H. MORE Myst.
fniff. 514 Presbytery verges nearer toward Populacy or De-
mocracy. i8ai BYRON Diary May (Karenna\ What is . .

democracy? an
aristocracy of blackguards. 1836 (!EM. P.

THOMPSON Exert. (1842) IV. 191 Democracy means the
community's governing through its representatives for its
own benefit. 1890 Pall Mall G. 25 Nov. 3/1 Progressof all

through all, under the leading of the best and wisest', was
his [Mazzini's] definition of democracy.

b. A state or community in which the govern-
ment is vested in the people as a whole.
'S74 WHITGIFT Def. Aunsw. iii. Wks. (1851) I. 390 In re-

spect that the people are not secluded, but have their interest
in church-matters, it is a democraty, or a popular estate.

1607 TOPSELL Foar-f. Beasts (16581 97 Democralies do not
nourish game and pleasures like unto Monarchies. 1614
l'>i: HALL Recoil. Treat. 732 Nothing . . can bee more dis.

orderlie, then the confusion of your Democracie, or popular
slate. 1671 MILTON P. R. iv. 269 Those ancient whose re-
sistlcss eloquence Wielded at will that fierce democraty.
1794 S. WILLIAMS Vermont 342 In the ancient democracies
the public business was transacted in the assemblies of the

people. 1804 Svn. SMITH Mar. Philos. xvi. (1850) 237 In the
fierce and eventful democraties of Greece and Rome. 1881

JOWETT Thucyd. I. 117 We are called a democracy, for
the administration is in the hands of the many and not of
the few.

1607 WALKINCTON Opt. Glass 82 Tyrannizing as it were
over the Democratie of base and vulgar actions, a 1651
J. SMITH Sel. Disc. ix. xi. (1821)410 Inwicked men there is

a democracy of wild lusts and passions. i88jj MARTINEAU
Types Etlt. Th. I. 27 All these tliij .. are not left side by
side as a democracy of real being.
2. That class of the people which has no here-

ditary or special rank or privilege ; the common
people (in reference, to their political power).
1817 HALLAM Const. Hist.

(1876)
II. xii. 453 The power of

the democracy in that age resided chiefly in the corporations.
1841 GEN. P. THOMPSON Exerc. (1842) Vl. 151 The portion
of the people whose injury is the most manifest, have got or
taken the title of the '

democracy '. For nobody that has
taken care of himself, is ever, in these days, of the demo-
cracy. .The political life of the English democracy, may be
said to date from the aist of January 1841. 1868 MILL in
Ertr. q Ireland Feb., When the democracy of one country
will join hands with the democracy of another.

3. Democratism, rare.

1856 Miss Mui OCK J. Halifax 244 It seems that demo-
cracy is rife in your neighlwurhood.
4. U. S. politics, a. The principles of the Demo-

cratic party ; b. The members of the Democratic

party collectively.
1815 H. CLAY Prh: Corr. 112. I am [alleged to be) a de-

serter from democracy. 1848 A . Y. Herald 13 June tliart-

lett), The election of 1840. .was carried by.. false charges
against the American democracy. 1868 in G. Rose Gt.

Country 354 That resolution adopted by the Maine Demo-
cracy in State Convention at Augusta. 1891 Lowell's Poems,
Biglmv P., Note 301 One of the leaders of the Northern

Democracy during the war, and the presidential nominee
against Lincoln in 1864.

Democrasian, var. of DEMOCRATIA N Obs.

Democrat (de'nu^krxt). Also 8 -orate, [n.
F. cUmocrate 1790 in Hatzf.), formed from dimo-
cratie DEMOCRACY, on the model of aristocrate.~\
1. An adherent or advocate of democracy ; orig.

one of the republicans of the French Revolution of
1 790 (opposed to aristocrat}.

1790 Hist. Europe in Ann. Ref. 119.2 The democrates
had already stripped the nobility of all power. 1791 GIBBON
Mii<. Works (1814) I. 340 Even our democrats are more
reasonable or more discreet, a 1794 A utobwg, Wks. 1 796
1. 181 The clamour of the triumphant demnrates. 1840
CARLYLE Heroes vi. Napoleon, in his first period, was a true

Democrat. 1851 HELPS Comp.Solit. ii. (18741 15 Too affec-

tionate a regard for the people to be a democrat.

2. I'.S. politics. A member of the Democratic

party : see DEMOCRATIC a.

1798 WASHINGTON Let. Writ. 1893 XIV. 105 Vou could as

soon scrub the blackamore white as change the principle of

a profest Democrat. 1809 KENDALL Trar. 1 1 1. Ix. 5 A demo-.

crat is an anti-federalist. 1847 H. CLAY Prfi'. Corr. 544
He must say whether he is Whig or Democrat. 1(88

183

BKYCK Amer. Comnm. II. til. li.i 33; One of these two
parties carried on, under the name of Democrats, the dognu-,
and traditions of the Jeflcrsonian Republicans.
8. U.S. A light four-wheeled cart with several

seats one behind the other, and usually drawn l,y

two hones. 'Originally called democratic wagon
(Western and Middle U.S.) '. Cent. IHit.
1890 S. J. DUNCAN Sac. Departure 26 The vehicle was, in the

language of the country, a ' democrat ', a high four-wheeled
cart, painted and varnished, with double seats, on* behind
the other. 1894 Auctioneer's Catal. (New York>, Demo-
crat Wagon in good order.

4. altrib. = DEMOCRATIC, rare.

1817 COLERIDGE Riff. Lit. I. z. 186 He . . talked of pur-
pose in a democrat way in order to draw me out. 1890
Spectator 15 Nov. 676 Whether a little farmer, .is going to
rule the Democrat Party in America.

t Democra-tian, a. and /*. Obs, Also7-*lan.
[f. med.L. democratia DEMOCRACY + -AS.]
A. adj.

- DEMOCRATIC.
574 J' JONES Nat. Beginning Grow. Things 33 The Demo-

cratian commen wealth . . is the gouernment of the people :

where all their counsell and aduise i had together in one.
1803 Sussex Ckron. in Spirit Public Jrnls. (1804) VII. 248
Under the Democratian flag.

B. s/>. = DEMOCRAT.
1658 R. FRANCK A'orM. Mem. (1821) 36 When Democra.

Mans dagger the Crown.

Democratic (demoikne-tik), a. (sb.) [a. F.

dSmocratiijtie, ad. med.L. dfmocratic-us, a. Gr.

thjpioitpaTiit-vt, (. optionparla DEMOCRACY : ice

-1C.]

L Of the nature of, or characterized by, demo-
cracy ; advocating or upholding democracy.
1601 WARNER Alb. Eng. x. Ivii. (1612) 250 Aristocratkk

gouernment nor Democratick pleas'd. 1790MANN in Lett. Lit.
Men (Camdcn) 433 All is in a flame between the Aristocratic
and Democratic parties [in France]. 1837 HT. MARTIHEAU
Sac. Amer. HI. 255 The most democratic of nations is

religious at heart. 1874 GREEN Short Hist. viii. I 5. 508
No Church constitution has proved in practice so demo-
cratic as that of Scotland.

2. U. S. politics. (With capital D.) Name of the

political party originally called Anti-Federal and
afterwards Democratic-Kcpublican, which favours
strict interpretation of the Constitution with regard
to the powers of the general government and of
individual States, and the least possible interference

with local and individual liberty ; in opposition to

the party now (since 1854) called Republican
(formerly called Federals and Whigs'), b. Pertain-

ing to the Democratic party, as 'a Democratic
measure '.

c 8oo T. TWINING Trav. America in 1796 (18941 51 One
of the principal members of the opposition or of the anti-
federal or democratic party. i8xa in Niles' Register 96
Harford, Baltimore, Washington and Queen.Anns have re-

turned 4 Democratic members. . Federal majority [in Mary-
land House) 32. 1839 W. L. GARRISON in Lift ft. an Both
the Whig and: Democratic parties have consulted the wishes
of abolitionists. 1860 BARTLETT Diet. Amer. 507 What was
Whig doctrine in 1830 may be Democratic doctrine in 1850.
Ibid. 508 The three Democratic presidents, Jackson, Van
Buren, and Polk. 1888 BRVCE Amer. Comnrtv. II. in. liiL

340 The autonomy of communities . . has been the watch-
word of the Democratic party,

t B. sb. = DEMOCRAT I . Obs.

1658-9 Burtons Diary (1828) IV. 232 The democraties of
our age went upon another principle. 1681 G. VERNON Pref.
to Htylin's De jfne Paritatis Episc., This argument Is

known too well by our Anti-Episcopal Democraticks.

Democratical 'demoikne'tikal), a. (sb. [f.

as prec. + -AL.1 = DEMOCRATIC I.

1589 Hay any Work 26 It is Monarchical!, in regarde of
our head Christ, Aristocraticall in the Eldership, and
Democraticall in the people. 1608 D. T. Ess. Pol. 4- Mor.
4 1), Ostracismes

practiced
in those Democraticall and

Popular states of elder times. 1686 in Somers Tracts I. 1 1 1

The Democratical Man, that is never quiet under any
Government. 1791 HOSWELL Johnson 21 Mar. an. 1775
I abhor his Whigglsh democratical notions and propensities.

1849 GROTE Greece 11. Ixiv. (1862 1 V. 501 The levy was in tact

as democratical and as equalising as. .on that memorable
occasion.

fB. so. = DEMOCRAT I. Obs.

1651 HOBBES Leviath. it. xxii. 121 AristocratkalU and
Democraticalls of old time in Greece. 1679 Behemoth i.

Wks. VI. 199 The thing which those democraticals chiefly
then aimed at, was to force the King to call a parliament.
1714 . LEWIS Lettt-r to Stvt/t 6 July, He is in with the
democraticalv

Democratically (demokre-tikali), adv.
[f.

prec. + -LV
2,] In a democratic manner

; according
to the principles of democracy.
1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mor. 647 They were not sum-

moned aristocratically, .but invited democratically and after
a popular manner to Supper. 1791 R. BURKS in B.'i Corr.
(1844) III. 300 He is supposed to be very democratically in-

clined. 1839 Prater's Mag. XIX. 149 He talked demo-
cratically with Lord Stanhope, conservatively with Mr. Pitt.

1888 HRYCK Amer. Comnrtu. \. 36 Persons so democratically,
minded as Madison and Edmund Randolph.

Democratiflable, a. nonce-^ud.
[f. 'Jemocra-

tify (f. DEMOCRAT + -FT" + -ABLE.] Capable of

being converted into a democmt.
i8ia SHELLEY Let. in Dowden Life I. 245, I have met with

no determined Republicans, but I have found some who are
democratinable.

DEMOOOROON.
Democratism

I HAT -r -ISM.] I
I' '.:.

'r:i-l,i /'in .

[f. 1)KMO-

racy as a principle or \tnn." '

Ml. 138
~

I ..iidor. eti-m, Mon...
or Democratism or (ederalum, on the one tide, and the

8M Tmif,fundamental laws of Franc* on the other.
Mar. 1. 655 The red cap of democratism.

t Denio-cratiat. Obs.
[f.

as prec. + INT.]A partisan of democracy; *>DXMOCHAT I.

1790 BURKE f'r. Rev. 83 You will smile here at the con-
sistency of those democratism. 1791 Hist, in Ann. Reg. 113
!'> the arts of the democratism they oere plunged into
a civil war of the most horrid kind.

Democratization (<l/iiykrataiz/i-Jn). [f.

next +
-ATIOM.]

The action of rendering, or pro-
cess of becoming, democratic.
1865 Pall Mall G. 24 Apr. 10 The art has not improved

under this democratization. 1888 HRVCE Amer. Comnm.
II. ii. xxxviii. 53 It is a period of the democratization of all

institutions, a democratization due . . to th influence.. of
French republican ideas.

Democratise (d/nykratsiz , p. fa. F. demo
cratiser, {. dfmocrate, -cratie : see -III.]L trans. To render democratic ; to give a de-
mocratic character to.

1798 W. TAYLO. in Mtnthly Rev. XXVII. 583 Not to
democratize any one of the great continental powers. 1831
Blachvi. Mag. XXX. 398 The tendency of the measure was
to democratize, .the constitution. itKK*\<f. Amer. Comnm
II. n. xl. 85 The State Government, which is nothing but
the colonial government developed and somewhat democra-
tized.

2. intr. To become democratic, '.rare.}
1840 Tail's Mar. VII. 506 The fact that we are democra-

tising must be evident.

Hence Demo crUid ///. a. ; D*mo cratlEing
vbl. sb. and ppl. a. ; Dmo cratlwr, one who de-
mocratizes.

1859 Xat. Rev. 316/1 The democratizing of the House of
Commons. i88a rail Mall G. 6 Oct. 3 A new and democra-
ti/ed Reform Club. 1888 BRVCE Amer. CommVf. II. it. xlii.

113 The democratizing constitution of 1846. 1893 Kation
21 Sept. 207/3 Nothing more democratic and democratizing
. . has ever emanated even from the Tories in the days of
their greatest distress.

Democraty, early variant of DEMOCRACY.
Democritean (d/m^kritr&n), a. [f. L. Df-

mocritf-us for -ins, Gr. An/iox/x'rfi-ot) of or per-

taining to Ucmocritus + -AM.] Of, pertaining to, or
after the style of Democritns, a Greek philosopher
of the 5th century B.C. (known as 'the laughing
philosopher '), or of his atomistic or other theories

So f Demo-critaJ a., Dmocri tic a. [L. Demo-
critic-us], t Demoorltlli a

, in same sense ;

t Democri'tlcal a.
, after the style or theories ofDe-

mocritus; D. stories
'

fabulie DemociiticK , incredi-

ble stories of Natural History; t D*mo crltlam
the practice of Democritus in laughing at every-
thing.
a 1617 BAVNE Diocesans Trtall (16211 80 As all but

Morehus and such Democrilafl spirits doe affirme. 1650
Bi LUER Anthropomet. Ep. Ded., To summon Democritical
Atomes to conglobate into an intellectual Form. 1696
Hun XT Glossogr., Democritick, mocking, jeering, laughing
at every thing. 1668 H. MORE I)i-.: Dial. i. xxvi. .1713) 53
The Existence of the ancient Democritish Vacuum. 167*
SIR T. BROWNE Lett, friend xxiv. . 1881 143 His sober con-

tempt of the world wrought no Democtftism or Cynicism,
no laughing or snarling at it. 1678 CIUWORTH Intel/. Syil.
Pref.,The Uemocritick Fate, U nothing but 'Ihe Material
Necessity of all things without a God. 17*5 BAILEY r.rasm.
Colloq. 11877) 394 (D.) Not to mention democritical stories,
do we not find . . that there is a mighty disagreement between
an oak and an olive-tree? 1845 MAURICE Mar. n Mel. Philes.
in EncycL Metrop. II. 627 i Ihe Democritic concourse of
atoms. 1855 MILMAN Lai. Chr. (18641 IX. xiv. iii 137 The
Democritean notions of actual images which . . pas* from the

object to Ihe sense. 1888 J. MARTINEAU Study Relig. I. n.

i. 214 A physiologist so Democritean as Haeckel.

Demo ded, ppl. a. [f. F. demode, pa. pple. of
dtmoder to pot out of fashion (.f. DK- I. 6 + mo<le

fashion) + -ED.] That has gone out of fashion.

1887 Temple Bar Mar. Mar. 436 Despite its demoded
raging Romanticism. 1891 Sat. Krr. 17 Oct. 457/2 Any-
thing so demoded as bustifying.

II Demodez di'-modeki). Zool. [mod.L. ; f.

Gr. 8n/ios fat -r Jr)f wood-worm.] A genus of

parasitic mites, of which one species, D. follicu-

lorum, infests the hair follicles and sebaceous
follicles of man and domestic animals.

1876 Beneaen's Anim. Parasites 134 The dog harbours
a demodex which causes it to lose its hair. 1870 DUHRIMG
I)it. Skin 585,

Demoere, obs. form of DEMI-R.

Demogorgon d> m^p-Jgsn). Myth. [lateL.
Drmogorgon, naving the form of a derivative of
Gr. Sijfiot people + yopyos grim, terrible, whence
7o/ryi Gorgon ; bnt of uncertain origin : see below.]
Name of a mysterious and terrible infernal deity.
First mentioned (so far as known) by the Scholiast (Lac-

t.in tins or Lutatius Placidus,? 1-4501 on Statius Thet*. iv. 516,
as the name of the great nether deity invoked in magic rites.

Mentioned also by a scholiast on Lucan Phartalia \ i. 742.
Described in the Repertornun of Conrad de Mure (1273) as
the primordial God of ancient mythology; RO in ihcGrnra.
login Deorm of Boccaccio. The latter appears to be the
source of the word in modern literature lAriosto, Spenser,
Milton, Shelley, etc.).



DBMOGBAPHEB.
[By some supposed to be a corruption of STjju

urgus; but this is very doubtful. The mediaeval writers con-

nect it with dxmon (DEMON), and explain it as meaning
either dxmonibiis terror (terror to demons), or terribilis

dxmon (terrible demon). From its connexion with magic,

it may be a disguised form of some Oriental name.]

1590 SPENSER F. Q. i. v. 22 Othou [Night] most auncient

Grandmother of all . . Which wast begot in Dzmogorgon's
hall. 1667 MILTON /'. L. n. 965 And by them stood Orcus

and Ades, and the dreaded name Of Demogorgon. 1681

DRYDEN Sp. Friar v. 1 1 He's the first begotten of Beelzebub,

with a face as terrible as Demogorgon. 1705 PURSHALL

Mech. Macrocosm 85 The Saline, and Sulphunous Vapours,
I take to be the True Demogorgon of the Philosophers, or

Grandfather of all the Heathen Gods, i. e. Mettals. 1821

SHELLEY Prometh. Unb. i. 207 All the powers of nameless

worlds . . And Demogorgon, a tremendous gloom. 1850

KEIGHTLEY Fairy Mythol. 452 According to Ariosto, Demo-

Demographer (dznygrafai). [f.
DEMO-

GRAPHY: see -GRAPHER.] One versed in demo-

graphy.
1881 P. GEDDES in Nature No. 622. 524 The economic

labours of the geographer, .and the demographer.

Demographic (demcigrse-fik), a. [f. next:

see -GRAPHIC.] Of or pertaining to demography.
1882 Land. Med. Record No. 86. 311 This proportion .. has

no demographic interest. 1891 Scott. Leader 11 Aug. 4 In

the demographic section there are to be investigated some

social problems of more than usual intricacy.

Demography (dznvgrafi). [mod. f. Gr. 877/10$

people + -jpaipia writing, description (see -GRAPHY) :

cf. F. dUmographie, Journal des conomistes, April

1878.] That branch of anthropology which deals

with the life-conditions of communities of people,
as shown by statistics of births, deaths, diseases, etc.

1880 Libr. Univ. Kntnul. V. 560 Two sections of general

anthropology, viz. : i, anthropology proper. .2, demography,
which, .treats of the statistics of health and disease. 1882

Athenienm 16 Sept. 374/1 The fourth International Congress
for Hygiene and Demography was held last week at Geneva.

Demoid (drmoid), a. [ad. Gr. Sij/ioeiSijs vulgar,

f. 5%os the commons, the people : see -OID.] Used

of a type of animal or plant which by its common-
ness or abundance characterizes a geographical

region or a period of time ; especially of the

characteristic fossil type of a geological formation.

1884 H. G. SEELEY Phillip's Man, of Geol. i. 437 The

recognised L, ., ..--.-
which in the Primary rocks are generally brachiopods.

1885 W. H. HUDLESTON in Geol. Mag.^A The relations of

a thoroughly demoid type are pretty wide.

II Demoiselle. [mod.F. (dwnwazj'l), from

earlier damoiselle : see DAMSEL.]
1. A young lady, a maid, a girl.
Occurs in i6th c. for earlier damoiselle, damisell (see

DAMSF.L) ; in modern writers, in reference to France or

other foreign country.
1520 Caxton's Chron. Eng. i. 8 b/i A gentyl demoysell

[eaiij&o damisell] that was wonder fayre. 1762 STERNE
Lett. Wks. (1839) 750/2 (Stanf.), A month's^play with a
French Demoiselle. 1824 BYRON yuan XV. xlii, A dashing
demoiselle of good estate. 1884 HUNTER & WHYTE My
Ducats iii. (1885) 38 One student, skating along with his

demoiselle, has cannoned against another.

2. Zool. a. The Numidian Crane (Anthropoids

virgo) ; so called from its elegance of form.

1687 Phil. Trans. XVI. 374 Six Demoiselles of Numidia,
a Kind of Crane. 1766 Ibid. LVI. 210 The next I shall

mention is the Grus Numidica, Numidian crane, or De-
moiselle. 1862 Chambers' Encycl. 484 The Numidian
demoiselle is remarkable .. for elegance and symmetry of

form, and grace of deportment.
b. A dragon-fly.

[1816 KIRBY & SP. Entomol. (1818) I. 276 The name given
to them in England,

'

Dragon flies ',
seems much more ap-

plicable than
' Demoiselles '

by which the French distinguish
them.] 1844 GOSSE in Zoologist II. 709 Thus I contracted

an acquaintance with these demoiselles.

Demolater (dz'mp'latoi). nonce-wd. [f. 5ij>>-s

people + -LATER: cf. idolater.} A worshipper of

the common people. So Demoma'niao, one madly
attached to the common people.
1886 Sat. Rev. 22 May 704/2 Friendly portrait of a demo-

cracy by democrats, by demagogues, by demomaniacs even,
and demolaters.

Demolish, (dftnjrlij), v. [a. F. dimoliss-,

lengthened stem of ddmolir (1383 in Littre), ad.

L. demoliri to throw down, demolish, destroy, f.

DE- 1.6 + moliri to build, construct, erect, f. moles

mass, massive structure.]
1. trans. To destroy (a building or other struc-

ture) by violent disintegration of its fabric ;
to pull

or throw down, pull to pieces, reduce to ruin.

1570-6 LAMBARDE Peramb. Kent (1826) 285 The Chapell of

Hakington . . wasquite and cleane demolished. 1606WARNER
Alb. Eng. xiv. Ixxxv. (1612) 353 Both twaine made hauock
of their foes, demolishing their Forts. 1641 J. JACKSON True

Evang. T. in. 181 Christ did. .demolish and breake downe
that partition wall. 1776 GIBBON Decl. <|-

F. I. xvi, 422 They
completely demolished the remainder of the edifice. 1825
MACAULAY Milton Ess. 1854 I. n/i The men who de-

molished the images in cathedrals have not always been

able to demolish those which were enshrined in their minds,

f b. To break down or ruin partially. Gel.

1645 EVELYN Mem. (1857) I- "7 Behind this stands the
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great altar of Hereule*, much demolished. 1656 Ibid. I. 331

A fair town, but now wretchedly demolished by the late

siege.

fc. intr. with passive sense. Obs. rare.

1609 BIBLE (Douay) Joel ii. 8 Through the windowes they
shal fal and shal not demolish [ Vulg. et non demolieninr}.
7 Archaic const. : demolishing a-demolishing, in demoh-

tion=being demolished: cf. building in BUILD v. 7.

1686 Land. Gaz. No. 2118/2 The House Gulicke lived in

is demolishing. 1706 Ibid. No. 4199/3 The Castle of Nice
is demolishing.
2. fig. To destroy, make an end of.

1620 VENNER Via Recta viii. 193 They lesse resist extrinse-

call and intrinsecall causes that demolish their health. 1651

BAXTER Inf. Bapt. 201 Demolishing the Church by division

and contempt. 1735 BERKELEY Def. Free-think. Math. 32

It is directly demolishing the very doctrine you would

defend. 1878 STEWART & TAIT Unseen Univ. vii. 214. 21 1

To demolish any so-called scientific objection that might be

raised. 1882 A thenseiun 23 Dec. 844 The author demolishes

most of those fanciful etymologies.

b. humorously. To consume, finish up.

"1639 MASSINGER Unnat. Combat III. i, As tall a trencher-

...an . . As e'er demolished pye-fortification.] 1736 FOOTF.

Eng. fr. Paris I. Wks. 1799!. 106 They proceed to demolish

the substantials. 1879 BEERBOHM Patagonia iii. 41 It is

on record that he demolished the whole side of a young
guanacho at one sitting.

Hence Demolished///, a.

1623 DONNE Encxnia 34 That demolished Temple. 1742
YOUNG Nt. Th. vii. 833 Beneath the lumber of demolish d
worlds. 1840 THIRLWALL GreeceVlI. 347 On the site of the

demolished theatre.

Demolishable, a. [f. prec. + -ABLE.] That

can be demolished.

1856 RUSKIN Mod. Paint. III. iv. x. 10 Only a glass

house, frail, hollow, contemptible, demolishable.

Demolisher (Afmp-lifoi). [f. as prec. + -EK l
:

cf. F. demolisseur (.1547 in Hatzf.).] One who
demolishes.

1615 CROOKE Body of Man 247 Melancholy that enemy
of the light and demolisher of the principles of life it selfe.

1732 BERKELEY Alciphr. v. 25 Whatever merit this writer

may have as a demolisher, I always thought he had very
little as a builder. 1798 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Mag, V. 354

The demolishes of the Bastille. 1827 SCOTT Napoleon
Introd., Collot d'Herbois, the demolisher of Lyons.

Demolishing (dftn^-HJin.), vbl. sl>. [-ING*.]

The action of the verb DEMOLISH : demolition.

1632 LITHGOW Trav. vl. 260, I saw many ruinous lumpes
of the Wals, and demolishings of the old Towne. 1684
BUNYAN Pilgr. n. 159, I will therefore attempt . . the de-

molishing of Doubting Castle. 1691 T. H[ALE] Ace. Neiu

Invent, p. Ixxxi, The immediate demolishing of Nusances.

Ibid. p. Ixxxii, The demolishing some particular New En-
croachments.

Demolishing, ///. a. [-ING^.] That de-

molishes.

1726 AMHERST Tcrrx Fil. 253 The same unrelenting, de-

molishing spirit reigns in all monkish societies.

Demolishment. Now rare. [f. DEMOLISH

v. + -MENT : cf. F. dlmolissement (1373 desm- in

Godef.).] The act of demolishing ; the state or

fact of being demolished.
1602 FULIIECKE ind Pt. Parall. 51 Waste may bee com-

mitted in the decay or demolishment of an house. 1702

ECHARD Eccl. Hist. (1710) 465 The . . demolishment of fifty

of their strongest cities. 1884 Bookseller 6 Nov. ii9ob/2
The author has succeeded in the complete demolishment of

Messrs. Darwin, Huxley and Co.

t b. //. Demolished parts or remains, ruins. Otis.

1627-77 FELTHAM Resolves l. c. 155 If no man should repair

the breaches, how soon would all lye flatted in demolish-

ments? 1670 CLARENDON Contempl. Psalms Tracts (1727)

372 To repair those breaches and demolishments.

Demolition (demfii-fen,di-). [a. F. demolition

(i 4th c. in Littre), ad. L. demolition-em, n. of action

from demoliri to DEMOLISH.]
1. The action of demolishing (buildings or other

structures) ; the fact or state of being demolished.

1610 HEALEY St. Aug. Citie ofGod 125 Before this demo-

lition the people of Alba were all transported unto Rome.

1780 JOHNSON Let. to Mrs. Thrale 9 June, The outrages

began by the demolition of the mass-house by Lincoln's Inn.

1852 CONYBEARE & H. St. Paul(iS6i) I. v. 136 Its demolition

was completed by an earthquake.

b. //. The remains of a demolished building ;

demolished portions, rains. Alsoy?f.
1638 BAKER tr. Balzac's Lett. (1654) IV. 56 Out of their

demolitions, Trophies might be erected. 1641 EVELYN Mem.

(1857) I. 20 Being taken four or five days before, we had

only a sight of the demolitions [of the castle]. 1668 CLAREN-

DON Contempl. Psalms Tracts (1727) 734 All the breaches and

demolitions they had made in his Church.

2. fig. Destruction, overthrow.

1549 Compl. Scot. xx. 184 There querellis tendit to the de-

molitione of the antiant public veil. 1775 Gouv. MORRIS in

Sparks Life ft Writ. (1832) I. 49 Such controversies fre-

quently end in the demolition of those rights and privileges

which they were instituted to defend. 1871 MOHLEY Vol-

taire (1886) 243 The demolition of that Infamous in belief

and in practice.

Demolitionary (dem^r/anad), a. rare. [f.

prec. + -AY.] Of or pertaining to demolition ;

ruining.
1865 W. G. PALGHAVE Arabia I. 454 Too solid for the de-

molitionary process of hypercritical writers.

Demolitionist (dem^i-Janist). [See -IST.]

One who aims at or advocates demolition.

1837 CABI.YLE Fr. Rev. n. in. v, Lafayette, .is marching
homewards with some dozen of arrested demolitionists. 1852

DEMON.
leaser's Mag. XLVI. 28 The Ultra-democratic party (not

yet Republicans, only Demolitionists).

Demomaniac : see DEMOLATER.

Demon (drmsnX Also 6-9 daemon. [Inform,
and in sense i, a. 'L.dxmon (med.L. demon) spirit,

evil spirit, a. Gr. Sai/^ojv divinity, genius, tutelary

deity. But in senses i b and 2, put for L. dxmonium,
Gr. Scuftoviov, neuter of Sai/iowos adj.

'

(thing) of

divine or daemonic nature or character ', which is

used by the LXX, N. Test., and Christian writers,

for '

evil spirit '. Cf. F. demon (in Oresme I4th c.

demones) ;
also I3th c. demoygne fr. demoni, It.,

Sp. demonic, repr. L. diet/ionium, Gr. Saipoviov.']

natural being of a nature intermediate between that

of gods and men ; an inferior divinity, spirit, genius

(including the souls or ghosts of deceased persons,

esp. deified heroes). Often written daemon for dis-

tinction from sense 2.

1569 J. SANFORD tr. Agrippa Van. Aries 2 Grammarians
. .doo expounde this woord Daemon, that is a Spirite, as if it

were Sapiens, that is, Wise. 1587 GOLDING De Mornay xix.

303 And vnto Cratylus again [Plato] saith, when the good
man departeth this world, .hee becommeth a Daemon. 1638

MEDE Gt. Apost. iii. Wks. (1672) in. 627 et seq. 1680 H.
MORE Apocal. A foe. 252 Daemons according to the Greek

idiom, signify either Angels, or the Souls of men, any Spirits

out of Terrestrial bodies, the Souls of Saints, and Spirits of

Angels. 1774 J. BRYANT Mythol. I. 52 Subordinate daemons,
which they supposed to be emanations and derivatives from

their chiefDeity. i846GROTEGVm^ 1.11(1862)1.58 InHomer,
there is scarcely any distinction between gods and daemons.

b. Sometimes, particularly, An attendant, minis-

tering, or indwelling spirit ;
a genius.

(Chiefly in references to the so-called
' daemon of Socrates '.

Socrates himself claimed to be guided, not by a tatMuv or

dxmon, but by a Samovtov, divinum guiddam (Cicero),

a certain divine principle or agency, an inward monitor or

oracle. It was his accusers who represented this as a per-

sonal daman, and the same was done by the Christian

Fathers (under the influence of sense 2), whence the English
use of the word, as in the quotations. See tr. Zeller's

Socrates iv. 73; Riddell, Apology ofPlato, Appendix A.)

1387 TREVISA Higden III. 279 We haveb i-lerned of

Socrates, bat was alway tendaunt to a spirit bat was i-cleped

demon. 1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mor. 1222 The soule. .

that obeieth not nor hearkeneth to her owne familiar and

proper daemon. 1606 SHAKS. A nt. $ Cl. n. iii. 190 Anthony !

. .Thy Daemon, that thy spirit which keepes thee, is Noble,

Couragious, high vnmatchable. 1758 HOME Affis n, In-

spiration, The guardian god, the demon of the mind, Thus
often presses on the human breast. 1768-74 TUCKER L t. .A at.

(1852)!. 222 If the moral sense does not check, if the demon
does not warn. 1865 LECKY Ration. (1878) 1. 378 note,

M inu-

cius Felix thought the daemon of Socrates was a devil.

2. An evil spirit.

a. (Representing Sai/ioVioi/ of the LXX and N.T.

(rarely Saliaav); in Vulgate dxmonium, daemon).

Applied to the idols or gods of the heathen, and

to the 'evil' or 'unclean spirits' by which demoniacs

were possessed or actuated.

A Jewish application of the Greek word, anterior to Chris-

tianity. A<ujima is used several times by the LXX to

render W\W shldim '

lords, idols', and D^V'S? setlrtm

:d

generally rendered dxmonium, pi. -ia, but once in O. T.

(Lev. xvii. 7), and in 10 places in N.T. (8 in St. Matthew)

dxmon pi. -es. These words are indiscriminately translated

deofol in the Ags. Gospels, fund or deuil in Wyclif, and

in all the i6-i7th c. versions de-ail; the Revisers of 1881-5

substitute demons in Deut. and Psalms, but in the N. T.

retain devil, -s, in the text, with the literal translation de-

mm, -s, in the margin. Quite distinct from this is the word

properly translated
' Devil ', Sia/3oAos, which is not used in

the plural. It is owing to this substitution of devil in the

Bible versions, that demon is not found so early in this,
as

in the popular sense b, which arose out of this identification.

1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Demon., in Holy Scripture,

the Word -is always taken for the Devil or a Bad Genius.

17Z7-5I CHAMBERS Cycl., Dzmoniac is applied to a person

possessed with a spirit or daemon. 1767 T. HUTCHINSON

Hist. Mass. II. i. 16 A young woman, .supposed to be pos-

sessed with daemons. 1865 MOZLEY Mirac. 201 note. The
relation in which these persons stood to daemons and evil

spirits. 1881 N.T. (R.V. ) John x. 20 He hath a devil \.marg.

Gr. demon] and is mad; why hearye him? 18850. T.(R.V.)

Deut. xxxii. 17 They sacrificed unto demons, which were

no God. Ps. cvi. 37. . .

b. In general current use : An evil spirit ;
a

malignant being of superhuman nature ;
a devil.

[1398 TREVISA Earth. DeP.R.n. xix. (1495) 45 For Demon
is to vnderstonde knowynge And the deuyll hyghte soo for

sharpnesse . . of kyndely wytte.] a 1400 COT. Myst. (Shaks.

Soc.) 399 Blow flamys of fer to make hem to brenne, Mak

redy ageyn we com to this demon. 1599 SHAKS. Hen. V, n.

If that same Daemon that hath gull'd thee thus,

the old Itemon that tney say innaous meic iu uiu.y F-

Seamen. 1782 PRIESTLEY Corrupt. Chr. I. i. 8 A malignant

dscmon had brought [them] into his power- '813 SCOTT

Trierm. II. Concl. vii, But wouldst thou bid the demons fly

Like mist before the dawning sky. 1865 WRIGHT Hist.

Caricat. iv. (1875) 69 The three special characteristics of

mediaeval demons were horns, hoofs, .and tails.

C. Applied to a person (animal or agency per-

sonified), of malignant, cruel, terrible, or destructive

nature, or of hideous appearance. (Cf. devil.)



DEMONACHIZE.

1614 B. JONSON R.irth. /''air m. v. Wk*. (Rtldg.) 323/2
' A caveat against cut-purses ! '. . 1' faith, 1 would fain see

that demon, your cut-purse you talk of. 1821 T. G. WAINE-
WKK;IIT in F.ss. -V Crit. <iB8o) 127 The ^rim demon ofa
Imll-dog who interrupts the cat. 18*1 SCOTT Piratt xl. The
|io .t-,w:tin used to be staunch enough, and so is Goffe,

though an incarnate demon. iSa^C'Avi.VLK J//JCT. (1857) 1 1-4

The Tartar Khan, with his shaggy demons ofthe wiluernesH.

d. fig. An evil passion or agency personified.
171* APDIBON Sfiect. No. 387 F 1 1 Melancholy is a kind of

Demon that haunts our Island. i754CiiATHAM Lett. Nephew
v. 39 Beware, .of Anger, that dxmon, that destroyer of our

peace. 1809 PINKNEY Trav. h'ranct 86 The djrmon of

anarchy has here raised a .superb trophy on a monument of

ruins. M>><{. Led astray by the demon of intemperance.

3. attrib. and Comb. a. appositive (
= that is a

demon), as demon-fompanion, -god^ -hagt king,

-lover^ ~mole t -snake ; spec, applied colloq.
to one

who seems more than human in the rapidity, cer-

tainty, destructiveness, etc. of his play or perform-
ance, as a demon howler at cricket, b.

simple
attrib. and attrib. comb, (of, belonging, or relating
to a demon or demons), as demon altar, -doctrine^

herd, -land, life^ -trap t -ship, -worship ;
demon-

bird UEVIL-BIBD; demon-kind [after man-
kind

\ t
the nature of demons; the race of demons;

also c. demon-like adj.

1863 W. PHILLIPS Speeches iv. 57 The "demon altar of our

land. 1840 J. FORBES ii Year$ trt Ceylon (1841) 357, I first

heard the wild and wailing cry of the caulawa, or demon-
bird. 1883 Harper's Mag. Nov. 900/1 We do not want our

boys.. "demon bowlers. 1814 BYRON Corsair 11. iv, Some
Afrit sprite,Whose "demon death-blow left no hope for fight.

1677 GALE Crt. Gentile* in. 177 Al those Memon-doctnnes
. .introduced by Antichrist ana his Sectators. 1638 MEDE
Gt. Aposi. vi. Wks. (1672) ill. 635 A worshipper of "Dacmon-

fods.
1814 Prophetess in. iv, Like the 'demon-hag* of

artarus. 1774 J. BRYANT Mytkol. I, 141 Among all the

"daemon herd what one is there of a form . . so odious . . as

Priapus. 1890 E. H. BARKRR Wayfaring in Fr. 15 That
small "demon-insect, the mosquito. 1857 Tail's Mag.
XXIV. ^78 The sentences, on all mankind and Mempnkind.
1859 G.WILSON Life E. Forbes i. 29 Grim or gentle visitants

from *Demonland or Fairyland. 1831 MAYNE REID Scalp.
Hunt. xi. 82 They seem endowed with "demon life. i8aa

!

E. NATHAN Laiigreath III. 416 "Demon-like horrors. 1757
COLERIDGE Kubla Khan 16 Woman wailing for her *demo
lover. 1811 KEATS Isabel xlv, And let his spirit, like

demon-mole, Work through the clayey soil and gravel hard.

1677 GALE Crt. Gentiles ill. 56 The "Demon-theology, .was

brought into the Christian Church first by the Gnostics

Ibid., Ity this their "demon-worship.

Demoiiacliize (d/mfnakaiz), v. [f. DE- II.

i + L. monach us monk + -IZE.] trans. Todeprive
of monks.
iSao D.TURNER Tour in Normandy II. 24 So thoroughly

. . had the Normans demonachised Neustria.

Demona-gerie. noncc-wd. [f. DEMON, after

menagerie.} An assemblage of demons.

1848 Tail's Mag. XV. 433 Slavery . . unless it had been
now and then checked, would have transformed the earth

ere now into a demonagerie.

t DeniO'nagOgUC. Obs.
[f.

as next + d-yoryos

drawing forth.] A means of expelling a demon.

1786 FERRIAR in Mem. Lit. $ Phihs. Soc. Manchester

(1790) III. 74 Dr. Thoner extols mercttrius vitae, as remark-

ably useful in expelling preternatural substances from the

body. . Almost every man had his favourite demonagogue.

t De'monarch. Obs.
[f.

as next + Gr. o.p\t>s

chief] A ruler of demons ; a chief demon.

1778 H. FARMER Lett. Worthington ii. (R.), The false sup-

position, that the Jews held only one prince of demons ; and
that demonarch was a term never applied by them to any
but to the Devil.

t De'inonarchy. Obs. [f. Gr. Salfuav, Saifuiv-

(see DEMON) + -a/>x<a > fyxh sovereignty, rnle.] The
rnle or dominion of a demon.
c 1643 Maximes Unfolded 8, Demonarchie, or the Domi-

nion of the Divell. 1677 GALE Crt. Gentiles ill. 731 Al that

pretended Hierarchic or Demonarchie which the Emperor,
as supreme Head in al maters Civil and Ecclesiastical,

assumed.

Demoness (drm8nes). [f. DEMON + -ESS.]

A female demon ;
a she-devil.

a 1638 MEDE Apost. Later 7Yw(i64i) 31 The Sichemiles

. . had a Goddesse or Daemonesse under the name of

Jephla's daughter. 1856 Titan Mug. Aug. 190/2 That

smiling demoness, his mother. 1879 M. D. CONWAV /'.--

monol. I. n. iv. 117 A demoness who sometimes appears just

before the flood

Demonetization (il/m^nrtaiz^'Jan). [f.
next

+ -ATION.] The action of demonetizing, or condi-

tion of being demonetized.

1852 T. HANKEY (title'), Faucher's Remarks . . on the

Production of the Precious Metals, and on the Demonetiza-

tion of Gold in several Countries in Europe. 1851 A.

JOHNSON Observ. Supplies ofGold 3 The demonetization ol

the Dutch Gold coin was effected at that time. 1863 FAWCETT
Pol. Econ. III. xv. (1876) 488 Partial demonetization of silver.

Demonetize (il/mfnftaiz), [ad. mod.F. i!e".

monetise-r ^Dict. Acad. 1835), f. DE- I. 6 + I-

monlla money: see -IZK.] trans. To deprive ol

standard monetary value
;
to withdraw from use as

money. Hence Demo-netized///. a., -izing vbl. sb

1851 T. HANKEY tr. f.iucnrr's Product. Precious Metals

31 On August 6, 1849, the Government laid before the As-

sembly the scheme of a law to
' demonitise' the pieces o

five and ten florins. 1853 T- WII.SON Jottings m Monty
83 Merchants not understanding the demonetising of gold

by the Dutch in 1850. 1876 FAWCHTT Pol. Econ. in. xv

VOL. III.

185

487 Germany has, within the last few yean, demonetised

silver. '879 Daily Neva 4i May 3/1 To keep up the price
of the demonetised metal.

Demonette <l/"ni6ne-t). ntnce-wd. [dim. of

DEMON : see -ETTE.] A little demon.

1854 CAROLINE Fox Mem. Old 1-ricnds (1882) ao8 Baby
Aloises, roost exquisite black demonettes, an inch and a

alf long, with long tails.

Demoniac (d/hw'nik), a. and sb. Forms :

4-5 demoniak (-yak), 5-7 -aoke, 5-8 -aok, 6-7

-ake, 7 -aque, (d-), 7- demoniac, [ad. late 1-.

dxmoniac-us
(in

Tertullian c zoo), a. Gr. type

*lainovtajc-vi, f. Sai/ioViof : see DEMON.]
A. adj.

1. Possessed by a demon or evil spirit.

f 1386 CHAI-CER Sompn. T. 532, 1 hold him certeinfy de-

.loniak. 1483 CAXTON G. de la Tour C vij, The lady wente

oute of her wvtte and was al demonyak a long tyme. i4>
BOORDE Dyetaiy xxxvii. (1870) 298 Lunatycke, or frantycke,
or demonyacke. a 1611 DONNE Bioi-aT<K (1644! 217 That
the Kings of Spaine should dispossess Dcmoniaque persons.

1647 H. MORE Song of Soul i. n. xxix, Magick can onely

quell natures I Izmoniake. <- 1811 FI'SELI Leet. Arty. (1848)

71 The demoniac boy among the series of frescoes at Grotta

. errata. 1813 Examiner 15 Mar. '65/1 This . . idea . .

operated upon the demoniac spirit of the wretch.

b. Pertaining to demoniacal possession.
1674 MILTON P. L. (ed. 2) xi. 485 Demoniac phrenzy,

moping melancholy, And moon-struck madness, a 1814

Prophetess ll. vii, As with demoniac energy possess'd !

2. Of or pertaining to demons.
1641 MILTON Apol. Smect. (1851) 275 This is the Demoniack

. . . i
' n n --- * n *- ^1 II _! .!.__

Spirits, for the death of their great God Pan. 1881 FARRAR

Early Chr. II. 266, I agree with those who lee in this

vision a purely demoniac nost.

8. Characteristic ofor befitting a demon; devilish.

1810 HAZLIIT.-/. Dram. Lit. 179 Wrought up to a pitch

ofdemoniac scorn and phrensy. 1854 MRS. GASKELL ftortk

t, S. xxii, It was as the da-moniac desire of some terrible

wild beast for the food that is withheld from his ravening.
1861 TVNDALL Mountaineer. L 3 The spirit of life . . is ren-

dered demoniac or angelic.

4. Of the natnre of a daemon or in-dwelling spirit ;

- llKMoNtr 1.

1844 MASSON Ess., Three Devils (1856) 171 Goethe and
Niebuhr generalised in the phrase 'tne demoniac [ed. 1874

p. 288 demonic] element' that mystic something which thev

seemed to detect in all men of unusual potency among their

fellows. Ibid., The demoniac element in a man .. may in

one case be the demoniac of the etherial and celestial, in

another the demoniac of the Tartarean and infernal. 1856
W. E. FORSTBR in T. W. Reid Li/e(im) I. viii. 306 Denying
. .that demoniac element in man which is the very fire of God.

B. sb.

1. One possessed by a demon or evil spirit.

c 1386 CHAUCER Sompn. T. 584 He nas no fool, ne no

demoniak. 1483 CAXTON Cato E viij b, And helyth the

demonyackes or madde folke. 1546 LANCLEY Pol. Verg. De
Invent, i. xviil 33 a, To banish the Spirit out of y De-
moniake. 1665 BOYLE Occas. Ref. iv. x. (1845) rid Possessed

by it as Dccmoniacks are possessed by the Divel. 1717 liiRKf
-

LEV in Fraser Life (1871) 580 The demoniacs ofS. Andrea
della Valle. 1845 DARWIN Voy. Nat. x. (1870) m They
looked like so many demoniacs who had been fighting.

1 2. Eccl. hist. (See qnot.) Obs.

'7*7-5' CHAMBERS Cycl., Dxmmiacs, are also a party <"

branch of the Anabaptists, whose distinguishing tenet it is,

that the devils shall be saved at the end of the world. '847

in CRAIG, and later Diets.

Demoniacal (dfmSnsrSkil), a. (si.) [f.
as

prec. -i- -AL.] a. Of or pertaining to demons, b.
= DEMONIAC I, I b. C. Befitting or of the nature

of a demon ; devilish, fiendish.

Demoniacal possession : the possession
of a man by an

indwelling demon or evil spint, formerly held to be the

cause of some species of insanity, epilepsy, etc.

1614 BP. HALL Recoil. Treat. 883 In the Popish Churches

. . their ridiculous, or demoniacall service, who can endure ?

1611 51 Bt'RTON Aiiot. Mel. I. i. in. 35 Exlaticall and dtemo-

niacaU persons. Ibid. i. ii. ll. vii, Imaginary dreams are of

divers kinds, natural, divine, demoniacal, etc. 1681 HAL-

LYWELL Mclampr. 78 (T.) A notable instance of demoniacal

possession. 1741 WARBURTOK Div. Legal, ix. Notes Wks.

1811 VI. 391 The Possessions recorded in the Gospel, .called

demoniacal 1856 KANE Ant. Expl. I. xxviii. 367 Menacing
and demoniacalexpressions. 1858 LYTTON IHiat mil He
do n. xi, His quarrels with a demoniacal usher. 1877 BLACK

Green Past. xl. (18781 323 The temper of the mistress of the

house, .of such a demoniacal complexion.

Hence Demoniacally adv.

1810 G. S. FABEH Dispens. (1823) I. 345 Demoniacally

possessed. '865 L. OuifHAKT PiccadiUy (1870) 102 She

looked at me. .demoniacally.

Demoniacism (dfm&nai'asiz m). rare.-"

state of being a demoniac ;
the practice of de-

moniacs
'

(Craig 1847).
1848 WEBSTER cites MILMAN.

r Demoniacle. a. Obs. Also -yakyl. fa.

OF. demmiacle, the usual representative of L.
dsmoniac-us : cf.OF. triaclt, TBKACLE, L. ikfriaca.]

cDKMONIAO.
i- 1500 Mflusint^n Whiche, thrugh artc demonyacle, hath

myserably suffred deth. 1503 KalenderofShepn.,OjYre,
The man yrews ys lyk to oon demon^yL
Demo'nial, . rare. [a. OF. dentonial, prob.
med L. *<fam<mial-is, (. dsmonium : see DEMON
and -AL.] Of or relating to a demon or demons ;

also, of the nature of a demon, demoniacal.

167$ R- BURTHOCCE Causa Dei 310 To hear Diotima de-

DEMONISM.
cribing the Demonial Nature. t67>CfnwoiH l*trll..Sjnl.

i. iv. | 14. 364 No one who acknowledges Demonial things,
can deny Demons. 1840 Sitttntus 1 1 . 287 Because of toe

i

- :l which the dcnionial sorcerew laid on them.

Demoniality '(l^mi:ni,ie-llti). rare.
[f. prec.

+ -ITV.] 'I'he nature of demons; the realm of

demons, demons collectively. (.Cf. spirituality.)

1879 (////*), Demoniality; or Incubi and Succubi . . bv the

Rev. rather Sinistrari, of Ameno . . now first translated into

English. 1891 Sal. Ka: i M ay 543/3 I'he old viva' Cables

. . are those of demoniality, Mack matte*, etc.

Demonian (dftm-nian), a. [f. L. diemoni-um

(see DEMON} + -AN.] Of, relating to, or of the

nature of, a demon or demons.

1671 MILTON P. R. ll. 122 Princes, Heaven's ancient sons,

ethereal thrones, Demonian spirits now. 1790 H. BOYD
.<Hepli. Lebanon in Poet. Reg. (1808) 146 Demonian visions.

1833 THIULWALL in Pkilol. Museum II. 582 So faru we can
find our way in this truly dzmonian twilight. 1(40 Taifs

Mag. VII. 410 Against inch dmonian manifestations.

Hence t Demo-nlanlim, the doctrine of demo-

niacal possession.
741 WARBURTOH Dn: Ligat. w. Wks. 1788

III. 775 An
error, which so dreadfully affected the religion they were

entrusted to propagate, as Demonianism did, if it were an

error. 17*1 Doctrine a/ Grace n. vii. (1763) II. 161 To
ascribe both to Enthusiasm or Demonianism.

[Here some modern edd. have Demoniatm, which has

thence passed into I-atham and later Diets.]

t Demo'niast. Ota. rare- 1
, [f. after Gr.

agent-nouns in -affrr/s, f. -&tar, -a^i?.] One who
has dealings with demons, or with the devil.

1716 DE FOE Hist. Devlin. >. (1840) 339 His disciples and

emissaries, as witches and wizards, demoniasts, and the like.

t DemO'niat, a. Obs. [corresp. to Pr. de-

moniac, OCat. aimoniat, from L. drmetiiac-us :

see DEMONIAC.] Demoniacal, devilish.

1613 Lrraoow. Trav. x. 201 This grim demoniat spight.

Demonia-tic, a. rare- prec.
1880 P. GILLMORE On Duty to Tragedies as cold-blooded

and demoniatic as ever occurred.

Demonic (dftiynik), a. Also dm-. [ad.

L. daemonic-us, a. Gr. Saiporiic-fa of or pertaining
to a demon, possessed by a demon, f. taiiuan,

Sattiov- : see DEMON and -ic.l

1. Of, belonging to, or of the nature of, a demon
or evil spirit ; demoniacal, devilish.

1661 EVELYN Chalcogr. 68 Convulsive and even Demonic

Cures.
17380. SMITH Curious Relot. I. iv. 518 So many

lonick Delusions. 1840 CARLVLE Heroes (1858) 197

"J3tunsj Giants, huge shaggy beings of a demonic character.

1886 Q. Rel>. Oct. 53 The traditional demonic proposal,
'
I

will be your servant here, and you shall be mine hereafter'.

2. Of, relating to, or of the nature of, superna-

tural power or genius
= Ger. damonisch (Gbthe) :

cf. DEMON I. (In this sense usually spelt da-manic

for distinction.)

1798 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Rev. XXVI. 491 In his im-

mature youth he had detected within himself a something
daemonic. 1854 I-OWELL Cambridge 30 Yrs. Ago Pr. Wks.

1890 1.87 Shall I take Brahmin Alcott's favorite word, and
call him a Dzmonic man? ('874 see DEMONIAC 4.) 1879

FITIOERALD Lett. (1889) I. 447 ITiere is enough to show

the Daemonic Dickens : as pure an instance of Genius as

ever lived. 1887 SAINTSBUEY Hist. Elitab. Lit. vii. (1890)

258 If they have not the daemonic virtue of a few great

dramatic poets, they have . . plentiful substitutes for it.

Demonical Wnynikll), a. Now rare or Obs.

[f.
as prec. + -AL.)

L =prec. i.

1388 J. HA%IY Discours. Probl. 79 Without any.. mix-

ture of demonicall, or supernatural! Magique. 1603 Hot-

l AND PlutarcKt Mor. 1299 That Typhon was some fiend

or daemonicall power. '607 TOPSELL Four-/. Beasts (1658)

127 Falsly imputing this demonical illusion to divine revela-

tion. '65* GAULE Magastrom. 334 Examples of demonicall

familiars. iDao Examiner No. 621. 148/1 To attribute de-

monical properties to God. 1836 I. H. NEWMAN Par. Serm.

(ed. 2) IK iii. 38 This divine inspiration was so far parallel

to demonical possession.

f2. = DEMONIAC i. Obs.

i66 L. OWEN Sfte. Jesuit. (1629) 43 Tn* people. . . made
no more account of her words than of a Demonical creature.

t Demoni-craty. Obs. rare-".

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Demmicratie, th Government of

DemoTiiculture. nonce-tod. [See CDLTCBE.]

Demon-worship, demonolatry.
1879 M. D. CONWAY Demonol. i. II. x. 239 Much . . is but

elaborate demoniculture.

Demonifnge (drnynififidj'
1

. notue-wd. [f.

L. dxmon (DEMON) + -FOGE, L. -fugus chasing

away.] Something used to drive away demons ;

a charm against demons.

1790 PENNANT London (1813! 271 Isabella.. I hope was

wrapped in the friar's garment, for few stood more in need

ofa daJmonifuge. 1848801 rrO..//. Bk. III. 77' Salt

a demonifuge.

Demonish (drmsnij\ a. ran. [f. DMON +

ISH.] Of the nature ofa demon ;
demonic.

1863 DRAFER fulfil. Devel. Euraft vii. (1865) 159 He
evoked two visible demonUh imps.

b. as adv. ^humorous.}
' Devilish .

1867 O. W. HOLMES Guard. Angel iv. \ 1891! 49
' H ws a

demolish hard case ', he said.

Demonism drmoniz'm). Also cUo-. [f.

DEMON + -ISM.] Belief in, or doctrine of, demons.

1699 SHAFTESB. F.mf. cone. Virtue i. i. (1709) 2 Theism
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stands in opposition to da;monism, and denotes goodness in

the superior Deity. 1789 T. JEFFERSON Writ. (1859) II. 553
The comparative merits of atheism and demonism. 1865

Spectator 4 Feb. 130/2 The ridicule of the devil and his imps
never penetrated Kngland, demonism never having had any
hold upon the masses. 1891 Antidote 5 May 139 A belief in

demonism and witchcraft.

Demonist (dfmonist). Also dee-, [f. DEMON j

+ -18T.] A believer in, or worshipper of, demons,
j

1641 Dialogue Answered 6 One Marke a great Daemonist. i

1699 SHAFTESB. Enq. cone. I'irtne i. i. (1709) 2 To believe

the governing Mind, or Minds, not absolutely and neces-

sarily good . . but capable of acting according to mere will

or fancy, is to be a dsemonist.

Demonization (drmonaiz^'Jan). [f. next :

see -ATION.] The action of turning into, or repre-

senting as, a demon.
1799 W. TAYLOR in Robberds Mem. I. 305, 1 hope to atone

to them for my demonizations. 1879 M. D. CONWAY De-
monol. I. ii. v. 140 The demonisation of the forces and
dangers of nature belongs to the structural action of the
human mind.

Demonize (drmonaiz), v. [f. med.L. d#nw-
nizdre : cf. Gr. Saipovif-fffOcu passive, to be pos-
sessed by a demon : see -IZE.]
1. trans. To make into, or like, a demon ; to

render demoniacal ; to represent as a demon.
1821 Examiner 579/1 That subdued superstition, espion-

age, and persecution . . more adequately demonises active

hypocrisy and oppression. 1879 M. D. CONWAY Demonol.
I. i. iv. 26 In Persia the asuras demonised in India re-

tained their divinity. 1888 Morning Post 12 Sept., Where
men are brutalized, women are demonized, and children
are brought into the world only to be inoculated with cor-

ruption.

2. To subject to demoniacal influence.

1864 in WEBSTER. 1888 Sat. Rm, 2 June 674 An alligator
becomes ' demonized ' and works the wicked will of a witch.

Hence De-mortized, De'monizing///. a.

1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev. ii. v. iv, Black demonised squad-
rons. 1857-8 SKARS At/tan, xi. 90 Demonizing passions.
1883 MONIEK WILLIAMS Relig. Th. in India ix. 234 Tenanted
by . . demonized spirits of dead men, superhuman beings.

Demono-, before a vowel demon-, repr. Gr.
j

Sac/tow, combining form of Saipcw DEMON; oc-

curring in various modern formations, as Demono*-
cracy, the rule ofdemons; a ruling body ofdemons

(truot. 1827). t Demono'machy, fighting with a

demon, f Demono'magy, magical art relating to

demons, f De monoma:ncy, divination by the

help of demons. Demono pathy, a mental disease

in which the patient fancies himself, or acts as if,

possessed by a demon. De monopho bia, fear of

demons. Demouo'sopher (nonce-wd.\ one in-

spired by a demon or by the devil (controversially

opposed to theosopher}. Also DEMONOGBAPHY,
etc. : see below.

1730-6 BAILEY (folio), Dcmonocracy, the government of
devils. 1815 W. H. IRELAND Scribblcomania 282 A spirit
. . By foul demonocracy wholly subdu'd . 18*7 SIR H. TAYLOR
Isaac Coninemis u. iii, A demonocracy of unclean spirits
Hath govern'd long these synods of your Church. 1718
D. CAMPBELL (title\ Dxmonomachie or War with the Devil,
in a short Treatise, a 1808 BP. HURD (L.), The author had
rifled all the stores of demonomagy to furnish out an enter-

tainment. i6ga GAULE Magastrom. 165 Dasmonomancy,
divining by the suggestions of evill dxmons or devils. 1863
Corn/i. Mag. Apr. 475 But what is demonopathjr the Mor-
zinois might reasonably have asked? What was it that had
come to their valley? 1883 Syd. Soc. Lex,, Demonopathy,
daemonomania. 1888 J. MURDOCH Women ofIndia 16 This
demonophobia was learned from their mothers. 1780 WESLEY
Wks. (1872) IX. 518 [Behmenl . . ought to be styled a de-

monosopher rather than a theosopher. 1881 OVERTON
W. Laiv 198 Behmen was no 'Demonosopher' (to adopt
Wesley's happy phrase).

Demonographer (d/monp-grafaj). [f. mod.
L. d&Dionograph-us, F. dtmonographe (i7th c.\

answering to a Gr. type *8atfAovoypa<f>os : see

-GRAPH.] A writer on demons.
1736 BAILEY (folio) Appendix (9 N 2) D&monographer.

1877 tr. Lacroix' Sc. 4- Lit, Mid. Ages (1878) 201 Plotinus
. . and his disciple Porphyrus . . who may be looked upon as
the first demonographers of the Middle Ages. 1883 Miss
R. H. BUSK in N. $ Q. 24 Nov. 401/2 Italian demonographers
do not make any distinction between, .a fairy and a witch.

So Demo'iiograph (
=

prec.), Demono'grapliy.
1865 Cornh. Mag. XI. 485 Both these celebrated demono-

graphs concurring in the opinion. 1889 Cent. Dict, t De-
monographyt the descriptive stage of demonology. O. T.
Mason.

Demonolatry (d/~monfrlatri), [f. Gr. type
*5at/ioi/o-A<iTpta (see -LATRY) : in mod.F. d^nton-
olatrie (Littre).] Demon-worship.
1668 M. CASAUBON Credulity 38 (T.) Nicholaus Remigius

.. in his books of demonolatrie, doth profess [etc.]. 1678
CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. 593 Creature-worship, now vulgarly
called idolatry that is, for their cosmo-latry, astro-latry,
and demono-latry. 1850 ROBERTSON Serin. Ser. n. ii. (1864)
24 Somewhat like what we might now call demonolatry.
1879 M. D. CONWAY Demonol. I. n. xi. 258 The number
seven holds an equally high degree of potency in Singhalese
djemonolatry.

So Demonolater, a demon-worshipper ; Demo-
nolatri acal a., -la'tric a., Demouo'latrons a.,

of, pertaining to, or of the nature of demon-wor-

ship ;
Demono-latrously adv.

1816 G. S. FABER Orig. Pagan Idol. I. 394 A religion . .

186

so far as its demonolatriacal part is concerned. Ibid. III.

290 The first authors of the great demonolatric apostasy.

1835-- Recapit. Apostasy 106 The later or demonolatrously
Christian Roman Empire. 1846 Lett. Tractar. Secess.

Popery 240 The predicted Demonolatrous Apostasy. 1875
E. WHITE Life in Christ iv. xxvi. (1878) 434 Jerome and

Augustine, those intolerant doctors of the demonolatrous

'apostasy', as Mr. Isaac Taylor has
truly

described them.

1876 Br. CALDWELL in Contemp. Rev, Feb. 370 Certain de-

monolators in the present day . . display as plain signs of

demoniacal possession as ever were displayed eighteen hun-
dred years ago.

Demonology (tlfmon^'lod^i). Also 7 -gie,

7-9 dee-, [mod. f. Gr. Sal^iajv + -Ao-yta -LOGY : cf.

F. dcmonologie (i6th c. in Littre).] That branch

of knowledge which treats of demons, or of beliefs

about demons ;
a treatise on demons.

1597 JAMES I (title), Daemonologie, in Forme of a Dia-

logue, diuided into three Bookes. ' 1645 HOWELL Left.

(1650) III. 37, I return you the Manuscript you lent me of

Daemonologie . 1651 HOBBES Leviath. HI. xl. 256 The Greeks

(from whose Customes, and Dsemonology . . their Religion
became .. corrupted). 1775 H. FARMER Demoniacs N. T.

i. vii. 135 Demonology composed a very eminent part of the

Pythagorean and Platonic philosophy. 1857 WHEWELI. Hist.
Induct. Sc. I. 215 An imaginary mythology or demonology.
1875 E. WHITE Life in Christ in. xxi. (1878) 310 The apos-
tolic demonology alone explains that paradox.

So Demono'loger, Demono"log-ist, one who
studies or is versed in demonology ; Demonolo'gic
a.

t
of or pertaining to demonology ;

Demonolo--

gical a., concerned with demonology ; Demono-
lo-gically adv.

a. 1734 NORTH Exam. in. ix. 7 (1740) 652 If the Devil
himself . . could . . have supplied more livid Defamation . .

I am no Dsemonologer. 1740 BP. G. LAVINGTON Enthus.
Meth. fy Papists (1754) II. 36 The former suffer purely (as

Daemonologists write) from the Operation of Satan himself,
or his Imps. 1801 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Mag. XI. 44
A metrical romance, of which his dsemonological studies

were to supply the machinery. 1833 CARLYLE Misc. (1857)
III. 194 Working quite demonologically. 1834 H. MILLER
Scenes $ Leg. xx. (1857) 291 He replied in the prescribed
formula of the demonologist. 1844 -A

r
. Brit. Rev. 1. 153 The

demonologic contest, in which the Evil One is . . driven

off by the mystical artillery of the priest. 1886 ROGERS
Soc. Life Scotl. III. xx. 269 Engaged in demonological
inquiries.

Demonomachy, -magy, -mancy: see DE-
MONo-.

Denionomania (^mon^m^i-nia), [a. med.
L. dwmonomania, f. Gr. Sat/zwv, daifjLovo- + MANIA.
Acu/ioyo/iai/t'a was used in eccles. Gr. in a some-
what different sense : see next.] (See quot.

1883.)
1880 Sat. Ret'. No. 1295. 249 Outbreaks of the epidemical

demonomania to which every age is liable. 1883 Syd. Soc.

Lex., Dsemonotnaniti, a kind of madness in which the

patient fancies himself possessed by devils ; it is a variety
of melancholia, originating in mistaken views on religious

subjects.

) Demono'manie. Obs. [a. F. dilmonomanie

(1580 in Hatzf.), ad. med.L. demonomania, a.

eccles. Gr. oaiftovoirnvia foolish belief in demons,
f. navia MANIA.] Foolish belief in demons

;
de-

votion to the subject of demonology.
1613 FAVINE Theat. Hon. it. xiii. 208 Excelled in Demon-

omanie all them that had gone before them.
x_638

SIR T.
HERBERT Trav. (ed. 2} 231 They . . abolisht their celestial!

worship, and (as Strabo relates) received Deraonomanie,
continued till Mahomet.

t Demcrnomist. Obs. [f. as DEMONOMV +

-1ST.] A believer in or worshipper of demons.

1638 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (ed. 2) 302 The idolaters be.

yond all measure grosse Demonomists. Ibid. 329 Celebes
. . well peopled, but with bad people ; no place ingendring
greater Demonomists.

t DeMOnomy (dftnp'nomi). Obs. [app. short-

ened from demononomy ,
t. Gr. Sai/Muv DEMON, with

ending of astronomy, etc.] Belief in demons,
demon-worship.
1638 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (ed. 2) 8 Howbeit the divell. .

has infused demonomy and prodigious idolatry into their

hearts. Ibid. 306 Drunk with abominable demonomy and

superstition. 1665 Ibid. (1677) 3^5 These Javans are drunk
in Demonomy.
Demonopathy, -phobia : see DEMONO-.

De-monopolize (Aim^nfpSlsii), v.
[f.

DE-
II. i + MONOPOLIZE.] trans. To destroy the

monopoly of, withdraw from monopoly.
1878 H. A. WEBSTER in Encycl. Brit. VI.

154/1
Since the

expiry of the contract the mines [of Colombia] have been

demonopolized.

Demonosopher : see DEMONO-.

Demonry (drmanri). [f. DEMON + -BY : cf.

devilry^ Demoniacal influence or practices.
a 1831 JOANNA BAILLIE (O.), What demonry, thinkest thou,

possesses Varus ?

DemonsMp (df-manjip). rare. [f. as prec. -t-

-SHIP.] The rank or condition of a demon.
a 1638 MEDE Apost. Later Times (1641) 18 They com-

menced Heroes, who were as Probationers to a Daemonship.

Demoiistrabrlity. [f. next + -ITY.] The
quality or condition of being demonstrable.
1825 COLERIDGE Aids Refl. (1873) i6t note. The Demonstra-

bility required would countervene all the purposes of the
Truth. 1870 M. WILLIAMS Fuel of Svn 170. 115 Their

spectroscopic demonstrability.

DEMONSTRATE.

Demonstrable (dftnp'nstrab'l, de'm^nstrab'l),
a. [ad. L. demonstrabil-iS) f. demonstrate : see DE-
MONSTRATE and -ULE.] Capable of demonstration.

L Capable of being shown or made evident.

fb. offas. = Evident, apparent (obs.}.
c 1400 Rom. Rose 4691 I wolde . . Shewe thee wlthouten

fable A thyng that is not demonstrable. 1530 PALSGR. 309/2
Demonstrable, demonstrable. 1604 SHAKS. Oth. in. iv, 1^2
Some vnhatch'd practise, Made demonstrable heere m
Cyprus to him, Hath pudled his cleare Spirit. 1647
CLARENDON Hist. Reb. \\. (1843) 292/1 That it should be
more demonstrable to the kingdom, than yet it was, that
the war was, on his majesty's part, purely defensive. 1739
CIBBER Apol. (1756) I. 46 In what shape they wou'd severally
come out. .was not then demonstrable to the deepest fore-

sight. 1867 J. HOGG Microsc. it. i. 263 This body without

any demonstrable influence of a nucleus is capable of sub-

dividing. 1875 H. C. WOOD Therap. (1879) 158 Upon the
vaso-motor nerves, .[it] has no demonstrable Influence.

2. Capable of being proved clearly and conclu-

sively.
1551 RECORDS Pathiu. Kncnvl. i. xxiv, This is a certaine

waye to fynde any louche line, and a demonstrable forme.

1597 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. v. Ixiii. (1611) 334 All points of
Christian doctrine are either demonstrable conclusions or

demonstrative principles. i66z H. MosE-PAi'/os. Writ. Pref.

Gen. (1712) 13 It being so mathematically demonstrable that

there is that which is properly called Spirit. 1745 FIELDING
Trite Patriot Wks. 1775 IX. 334 With numberless other

propositions equally plain and demonstrable. 1864 BOWEN
Logic xi. 374 Propositions are also said to be demonstrable,
if they require or admit of proof.

Hence Demo'nstra'bleness = DEMONSTRABILITY.
1675 J. SMITH Chr. Relig. Appeal I. 30 The irrefragable

demonstrableness thereof. 1706 S. CLARKE Evid. Nat. fy

Rev. Relig. 282 (L.)The natural demonstrableness both of
the obligations and motives of morality.

Demo'nstrably, adv.
[f. prec. + -LY 2.]

1. In a way which admits of demonstration ; so

as to be demonstrable.

1642 CHAS. I Declar. at York n June 6 Orders Evidently
and Demonstrably contrary to all known Law and Reason.

1659 HAMMOND On, Ps. xxxiii. 7 Annot. 180 Demonstrably
of a gibbous, circular form. 1732 BERKELEY A Iciphr. vn. i

A thing demonstrably and palpably false. 1873 M. ARNOLD
Lit. fy Dogma(ityb) 143 They were also demonstrably liable

to commit mistakes in argument.
2. In the way of demonstration ; by demonstra-

tion.

1649 JER. TAYLOR Gt. Exemp. n. vi. n He who beleeves

what is demonstrably proved, is forced by the demonstra-
tion of his choice. 1754 EDWARDS Freed. Will\\. viii. 73 It

will demonstrably follow, that the Acts of the Will are never

contingent, or without Necessity. 1794 SULLIVAN View Nat.
I. 76 Ihe calcareous and volcanic matters found in them. .

prove it demonstrably.

t Demcrnstrance. Obs. Also 5 -aunce.

[a. OF. demonstrance (still in Cotgr.), orig. de-

mustrance, demostrance^ f. stem of L. demonstrdnt-

em y pr. pple. of demonstrare : see -ANCE.]
1. A showing forth or pointing out

;
manifesta-

tion, indication ;
a sign,

1430. LYDG. Chron. Troy iv. xxxy, A fynall demon-
straunce Sothfast shewing, and signifyaunce [that] . . hap
of olde fortune, .might not contune. <r 1430 Min. Poems
(1840) 60 (Matzn.) The hevenly signe makith demon-
straunce How worldly thynges goo forwarde. c 1477
CAXTON Jason 27 b, They shewid him so many demon-
straunces that he . . toke upon him the charge. 1481

Godfrey 246 For demonstraunce that oure lord and his dere
moder oure lady shold gyue to them vyctorye, [they] toke
the baner ofTancre, and sette it on hye vpon the chirche

of oure lady. 1594 CAREW Tnsso (1881) 12 He plaine de-

monstrance gaue, TV allowance longs to you, sole t' adde
I haue. 1627 BP. M. WREN Serni. n What demonstrance
withall he must make of the same. 1704 D'URFEY Royal
Converts 252 Blessings sublunary prove The kind demon-
strances of Gracious Love.

2. Demonstration ; proof.
1481 CAXTON Myrr. in. xviii. 175 In lyke wyse preuyd

they, .by very demonstraunce and by reson, that the Sonne
is gretter than alle therthe is. 1603 HOLLAND Plutarchs

j

Mor. 303 (R.) Good reasons and demonstrances of how
many calamities peevish obstinacy is the cause. 1646 R.

I JUNIUS Cure Misprision (L.), If one or a few sinfull acts

were a sufficient demonstrance of an hypocrite, what would
become of all the elect?

3. Setting forth of a plaintiff's case; = DEMON-
STRATION 4.

[1292 BRITTON HI. xxvi, 6 Par variaunce del bref et de
la demoustraunce seroit le bref abatable.] 1625 DARCIE
Annales A iij [transl. from Fr.], The aduises and counsailes,

the requests and demonstrances.

DeniO'listrant. [f.
L. demonstrant-em, pr.

pple. of demonstrare : see -ANT.] One who de-

monstrates or takes part in a public demonstration.
1868 Pall Mall G. 18 Aug. 3 The demonstrants would, in

any case, have been obliged to seek shelter. 1887 Scott.

Leader 14 Nov. 5 Mingling with the more respectable part
of the demonstrants are a great many roughs.

De-monstratable, a. rare. [f. DEMONSTRATE
v. + -ABLE.] = DEMONSTRABLE.
1865 HERSCHEL in Fortn. Rev. July 440 (Origin ofForce]

It is a fact dynamically demonstratable.

t Demonstrate, a. and $b. Obs. [ad. L.

demonstrat-iis t pa. pple. of demonstrare : see prec.]
Demonstrated, a. as pa. pple.

1571 DIGGES Pantoni. iv. xxv. Ggb, Manyfolde mo.. pro-

portions than may. .(I will not saye be demonstrate, but onely

by Theoremes) be declared. 1605 BACON Adv. Learn, i. v. 2

The propositions of Euclyde. .till they bee demonstrate, they
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seeme strange to our assent. 1671 True Nonconf. ,05, 1 have

already dcnionstrat, in the second Dialogue, that [etc.].

1707 h. WAKI> lludibras AW/r'. i. xv, Human knowledge
first commences From Things demonstrate to our Senses,

b. as <nlj.

1509 HAWKS Past. Pleas, vin. viH, And by scripture wyll
make demonstrate Outwardly accordynge to the thought.
163* LITHCUW Trav. i. 7 O ! a plainc demonstrate cause,

ml resolution.

sb. A demonstrated proposition or truth.

1655*) STANLEY Hist, Phiios. (1701) 181/3 Of Analysis
there are three kinds, one. .whereby we ascend by demon*
*ir.ur-> ami subdemonslrates, to indemonstrable immediate
)>! .)). I'.lllUnSi.

Demonstrate (dftnp'nstr/'t, de-m^hstr^t), v.

[f. L. dt-rnonstrdt-, ppl. stem of demonstrart to

point out, show, prove, f. DK- I. 3 -f monstrare to

show, point out. For the shifting of the stress sec
CONTEMPLATE. Both pronunciations appear in

Shaks.]
fl. trans. To point out, indicate; to exhibit,

set forth. Obs. Const, simple obj* or obj. clause.

(So in the other trans, senses.)
1551 HULOET, Demonstrate, imiito, monslro. 1563 Sin; u:
An hit. Dijb, In the which bodyeof the pedestal, is demon-
strated Ichnographta. 1599 SHAKS. Hen. Vt iv. ii, 54 Descrip-
tion cannot sute it selfe in words, To demonstrate the Life
of such a Battaile. a 1633 AUSTIN Mtdit. (1635) 90 That the
Starre stooped downe to Earth and sent forth greater and
clearer Iteames then before to demonstrate not onely the Place,
but the very Child. 1650 CROMWELL Let. 4 Sept., Coming to
our quarters at night, and demonstrating our apprehensions
to some ofthe colonels, they also cheerfully concurred. 1684
R. l&StkootRtcnat, 148 We come next to demonstrate the
Time not proper, i. e. Unseasonable Angling . . U when [etc.].

(
2. To make known or exhibit by outward indi-

cations ; to manifest, show, display. Obs.

159?
A. M. tr. Gabi'lkoner** Bk. Physicke 312/1 If. .it be

the Canker, it will after the third time demonstrate it selfe
j

with a little knobbe or tumor. 1600 SHAKS. . /. Y, L, in.

ii. 400 Euerie thing about you, demonstrating a carelesse
desolation. 1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 157 They be very

Queen ofthe fiery sphear. 1734 tr. Rollings A nc. Hist. (1827)
1. 99 No people ever demonstrated such extent of genius.
1803 WELLINGTON in Owen Dtsp. 234 His Highness has de-
monstrated the most implicit confidence in the protection of
the British power.

b. To express (one's feelings) demonstratively.
1855 THACKERAY Newcomes II. 339 Paul was a personage

who demonstrated all his sentiments, and performed his
various parts in life with the greatest vigour.
3. To describe and explain by help of a specimen

or specimens, or by experiment, as a method of

teaching a science, e.g. anatomy, chemistry; also

absoL to teach as a demonstrator.

1683 ROBINSON vnRay'sCorr. (1848)133 Monsieur Tounie-
fort, a Languedoc man . . demonstrates now the plants in
the King's Garden here. 1856 DOVE Logic Chr. Faith Introd.
2.2 note. The anatomist demonstrates, when he points out

matters of fact cognisable by the senses, a 1850 DE QUINCEv
in H. A. Page Ltje (1877) U. a. 307 They will do me too
much honour by 'demonstrating

1

on such a crazy body as
mine.

4. To show or make evident by reasoning ; to

establish the truth of (a proposition, etc.) by a

process of argument or deduction ; to prove beyond
the possibility of doubt.

1571 PIGCES Pantont. i. xx. Fiijb, This Lemma .. or

proposition I minde to demonstrate. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE
Pscttd. Ep. i. ix, Archimedes demonstrates, .that the pro-
portion of the Diameter unto the Circumference is as 7
almost unto 22. 1691 RAY Creation (1701) 43 The best
medium we have to demonstrate the Being of a Deity.
1754 SHERLOCK Disc. (1759) I. iv. 153 Few Workmen can de-
monstrate the mechanic Powers of the Instruments they
use. 1814 D'ISRAELI Quarrels A nth. (1867) 355 What others

conjectured, and some discovered, Harvey demonstrated.
1860 TVNDALL Glac. u. xxx. 404 The existence of this state
of strain may be demonstrated.

b. absol.

1604 SHAKS. Oth, in. Hi. 431 This may helpe to thicken
other proofes, That do demonstrate thinly. 1669 GALE Crt.
Gentiles i. Introd. 4 A Mathematician, whose office it is

to demonstrate. 1867 J. MARTINRAU Ess, II. 46 Euclid
had to demonstrate before there could be a philosophy of

geometry.
O. Of things : To prove.

1601 SHAKS. AlTs \l'ell\. ii. 47 A copie to these yonger
times ; Which followed well, would demonstrate them now
But goers backward. i8oa PALEY Nat, Tktol. iii. (1819) 18
It is a matter which experience and observation demonstrate.
1860 TYNDALL Glac. u. xvii. 324 The crevassing of the eastern

side of the glacier, .does not. .demonstrate its slower motion.

5. itttr. To make a military demonstration ; to

make or take part in a public demonstration.

i87 Examiner 297 'i The Spanish army has been so long
allowed to demonstrate on the Portuguese frontier. iSfta

Blackw, Mag, July 13
There is not water enough for us to

go and demonstrate inside the bay. 1888 BRYCE Atncr.
Cantm-v. II. in. Ixxiii. 604 The habit of demonstrating with
bands and banners and emblems.

fb. trans, (causal.} Obs.rare~ l
.

1803 NFLRON in Nicolas Desp. V. 71, I have demonstrated
the Victory oft* Brest, and am now going to seek the Admiral
in the ocean.

Hence Demonstrated ///.<?., Demoustratedly

Oi/v., Demonstrating vbl. sb. and///, a.

1650 B. Discoliiniinium 20 There are demonstrating and

determining Providences. 1676 NKWTON in Phil. ZfVMb

187

XI. 703 To examine a demonstrated proposition. 1676 Cti>-
WOUTII Intcll. Syst. 145 (R.i A clear foundation for the de-

monstrating of a Deity distinct from the corporeal world.
1881 KKOUOK High Ch. Revivalt Sfart Stint. Scr. iv. 11883)
Ji3 A holy life, it was demonstrated Iy plain to me, was no
monopoly of the sacramental system. 1888 Daily Newt
4 June 3/1 Demonstrating bodies from all parts of London
. .assembled un the Embankment
Demonstration fdfnJhibftjte). [ad. L.

AHHUMUfihMM, n. of action from demonstrarc
to DEMONSTRATE : perh, immed. a. F. Jjrtwnstra-
tion (i-fth c. in Oresme), a refashioning of OK.
demustreison

t -aison, intermediate form demon-

t 1. The action of showing forth or exhibiting ;

making known, pointing out ; exhibition, mani-

festation; also an instance of this. Ohs.

1393 GOWER GOT/ II. 368 By demonstration The man was
founde with the good. 14.. Epipk. in TitndatSt I'is. 117
Of a schynyng by demonstration Is fanes &eyd. 1530
PALSCR. 146 Ofadverbes. .Some betoken demonstration &
serve to shcwe or poynt to a dede. 1568 GHAKTON Ckron.
II. 172 For the open apparaunce, and demonstration of this

godly concorde. a i633\V. AVSTIN MY/I/. (163^) 177 Christ

preaching to save him [St. Thomas) .. shewes himselfe (by
demonstration) unto him. 1668 R. WALLIS (title-. Room
for the Cobler of Gloucester and his Wife, with Severut
Cartloads ofAbomjnable, Irregular, Pitiful, Stinking Priests,
bo a Demonstration of their Calling.

b. Outward exhibition of feeling.
1873 H. SPENCER Stud. Social, xv. 358 Demonstration, be

it in movements that rise finally to spasms and contortions,
or be it in sounds that end in laughter and shrieks and
groans.

T C. That by which something is shown or made
known ; an illustration ; a sign, indication. Obs.

'559 W. CUNNINGHAM Coitnogr. Glasse Pref. A vj b, Divisingc
sundry newc Tables, Pictures, demonstrations and pra;-

ceptes. 1563 SHUTE Archit. Bija, Makynge demonstra-
tions to a Latinc worke with Greke letters. 1684 R. H.
School Rfcreat. 130 Cock Fighting.. A .Scarlet Head is a
Demonstration of Courage, but a Pale and Wan of Faint*
ness.. (These qualities) are Demonstrations of Excellency
and Courage.

2. A display, show, manifestation, exhibition, ex-

pression. fa. absol. fofa.) b. with of.
a. 1556 Anrclio

<fr /tab. (1608) C, With my tormented
demonstrations and great boldnes..! overcame hir. 1632
J. HAYWARD tr. BiondCs Erotntna 136 Beleeving those

affectionate-seeming
demonstrations to be

really
true. 1653

H. COGAN tr. Pinto s Trav. iv. n We gave them a great
peal of Ordnance, .beating our Drums, and sounding our

Trumpets, to the end that by these exterior demonstrations

they might conclude we regarded not the Turks awhit.
b. 1605 SHAKS. Lear iv. iii. 12 Did your letters pierce

the queen to any demonstration of grief? 1769 ROBERTSON
Chas. 1^, II. iv. 2 Great were the outward demonstrations
of love and confidence between the two Monarch*. 1855
PRESCOTT Philip //, I. ii. 14 She seemed to think any de-
monstration of suffering a weakness.

3. The action or process of demonstrating or

making evident by reasoning; the action of prov-
ing beyond the possibility of doubt by a process of

argument or logical deduction or by practical

proof; clear or indubitable proof ; also (with//.)
an argument or series of propositions proving an
asserted conclusion.
To demonstration : to the certainty of a demonstrated and

indisputable fact ; conclusively.
c 1386 CHAUCER Sompn. T. 516 In ars metrik schal b*r no
man fynde. .of such a questioun Who schulde make a tie-

monstracioun. 1553 EDEN Treat. New Ind. To Rdr. (Arb.)
10 Most certayne and apparente demonstracions of Geomc*
tt ye. 1563 MAN MHSCHIUS* Commonfl. 141 a, Not meete for

any wise body to beleue the word of matters vnknowen, set

forth without any Syllogisticall demonstration. 1650 T.
Ruon Pract. Geottt. Biv, A Hundred Questions with their

Solutions and Demonstrations. 1690 LOCKE Hum. Und.
iv. ii. (1695) 305 Those intervening Ideas, which serve to
shew the agreement of any two others, are called Proofs ;

and where the agreement, or disagreement is by this means

plainly
and clearly perceived, it is called Demonstration, it

being shewn to the Understanding, and the Mind made see
that it is so. 1730 SOUTHALL Kngs 25 'Tis apparent to a
Demonstration, that from every Pair, .about two hundred
Eggs, .are produced. 1876 JKVONS Elcm. Logic (1880) 335
A demonstration is either Direct or Indirect. In the latter

case we prove the conclusion by disproving the contra-

dictory, or shewing that the conclusion cannot be supposed
untrue. 1878 Bosw. SMITH Carthage 336 He proved to
demonstration the soundness of the judgment he had formed.

b. That which serves as proof or evidence ; an
indubitable proof.
< 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. u. iv. 44 1 1 hab ben shewid and proued
by ml manye demonstraciouns as I wool wel bat be soules of
men ne mowen nat dien in no wise. >6S9 Vulgar Errors
(Vi. 31 The Circulation of the Blood U a Demonstration of
an Eternall Being. 1606 tr. Du Mont's Voy. Levant 18

Found nothing.. but a Book of Psalms, which was a suffi-

cient Demonstration . . that I had been a Hugonot. 17x6
Adv. Copt. R. Boyle 269 Told me. . I should have Demon-
stration of her Infidelity. 1804 WELLINGTON in Owen Dfsf.
630 Additional demonstrations of those views have appeared
since the renewal of the war.

4. Rom. Law. The statement of the cause of
action by the plaintiff in

presenting his case.

1864 J. *N. POMEROY Introd. J/ww/V. Law L ii. 107 The
formula commenced with a pan called . . Demonstration
(tttrnfmstratio) which contained a short statement of the

plaintiffs cause of action. 1880 MUIRHEAD Gains iv. 9 40
The demonstration is that part of the formula which is

inserted at the outset on purpose to show what is the matter
in dispute.

DEMONSTRATIVE.
5. Tlie exhibition ami explanation of t>|>ccin>eni

and practical operations, as a method of iiisliuclion

in a science or art, ,-sp. in anatomy. Also atlrib.

1807 ,!/.,/. Jrnl. XVII. 95 Mr
Winter Course of lectures ami Demonstrations on Anatomy,
Physiology, Pathology, and Surgery. |}J I. \,iin, ncr 395/1On Monday there was a demonstration on the viscera by
Mr. Grainger. 18*3 Longmmit'i Notes on Bki. vl 204
(Buchton's AM* llomt Cookery), The coune consist! of
fifteen lessons, twelve to be given by demonstration followed
by practice . . Every girl who attends the whole course will
have twelve Demonstration and fourteen Practice lessons.
Mod. Miss II. v. ill give a Cookery Demonstration.
6. Mil. A show of military force or of offensive

movement ; esp. in the course of active hostilities

to engage the enemy's attention while other opera-
tions are going on elsewhere, or in time of peace
to indicate readiness for active hostilities.

1835 BURKES Trav. P>okhara(tA. a) III. 265 He made last

year a demonstration against Julalabad, a district between
Cabool and Peshawur. 1853 SIR H. DOUGLAS Alilit.

liridfti (ed. 3) 205 Prince Eugene . . made demonstrations
to attack the post of Masi, and to cross the Adige to
Hadia .. [He] continued his demonstrations at Masi, until
he heard that Colonel Battl had succeeded in throwing 500
men across the river. 1861 Lu. BROUGHAM /int. Const, xiii.

178 The Barons having, by an armed demonstration, com-
jielled the King to allow the appointment.
7. A public manifestation, by a number of persons,

of interest in some public question, or sympathy
with some political or other cause; usually taking
the form of a procession and mass-meeting.
1839 Britannia in Spirit Metropol. Consent. Press (1840)

I. 42r Whig emissaries have been employed to get up what,
in their own conventional cant, they call a demonstration,
to mark the national joy [etc. ]. 1861 Sat. Rev. 22 June 6*>
Then, besides ' ovations ', there are ' demonstrations ', the

Q. . D. of which is not always very easy to see. We read
how the students of such an L niyersity

' made a demonstra-
tion '. This we believe means, in

plain English, that the
students kicked up a row. 1884 Cnr. World 16 Oct. 781/1
The demonstration ofdemonstrations took place on Saturday
at Chatsworth, when, .about 80,000 people came together.

Demonstrational (-^-/anal), a.
[f. prcc. +

AL.l Of or
jxirtaining

to demonstration.
i860 Pall Mall G. i Dec. 13 A leaning to the demonstra-

tional view both of literature and oratory. 1886 GURNKV
Phantasms ofLiving II. 3 [It] connects the

sleeping
and

the waking phenomena in their theoretic and psychological
aspects, it. .separates them in their demonstrational aspect.

t Demonstra'tioner. Obs. rare- 1
,

[f.
as

prec. + -EB.] One who favours or practises demon-
stration.

1589 Almondfor Parrat 15 Your olde soaking Demon-
strationer, that hath &crapte vp such a deale of Scripture to
so lyttle purpose.

Demonstrationist (-f ijanist). [f. as
prcc.

i -IST.] One who takes part in a demonstration.

1871 Echo 15 Augj.,
A riot between the Orangemen and the

demonstrationists is considered likely. 1890 Times 28 Jan.
5/i Demonstrationists nowadays dislike wet weather.

Demonstra'tionize, : [Sec -IZE.] ialr.

To make a public demonstration.

Hence Demonstra'tionizing vbl. sb.

i88a SI. yatnes's Gas. 38 June, The history of our recent

demonstrationizings.

Demonstrative (d/hifnstrativ , a. and si.

In 5 -If. [a. F. tUmonstratif, -ive V i4th c. in

Hatzf.), ad. L. demomlrativ-us, i. ppL stem of L.

tSmonftrare : see -IVE.]
1. Having the function or quality of clearly

showing, exhibiting, or indicating ; making evi-

dent; illustrative.

Demonstrative legacy: see quot. 1893.

1530 PALSGR. 309/2 Demonstralyfe, demonstratif. 1551
T. \VILSON /-(W<i*(i5So) 27 b, A demonstrative, or shewyng
reduction. 1016 R. WALLER in Lismore Papers (1887) Ser.

IL II. 19 Some demonstrative token proportionable to the

large favor wherwithall you haue vouchsafed to giue me.
a 1700 DRYDF.M (J.X Painting is necessary to all other arts,
because of the need which they have of demonstrative
figures, which often give more light to the understanding
than the clearest discourses. i8pa GOODEVE Mod. Lam of
Real Prop. 394 A demonstrative legacy is one which is in
its nature a general legacy, but is directed by the testator to
be paid out of a particular fund.

2. Khet. Setting forth or describing with praise
or censure.

IS53 T. WILSON Khet. ob, The oracion demonstratiue
stanoeth either in praise or dispraise of some one man, or of
some one thyng. 1576 FLEMING Paitopl. Epist. Epit. A, An
epistle demonstrative consisteth in these two points, namely,
commendation and dispraise, a 1677 HARROW Pope's Sufrem.
(1687) 72 Eloquent men do never more exceed in their indul-

gence to fancy, than in the demonstrative kind .. in their

commendations of persons. 1783 H. BLAIR Rhetoric xxvii.

1 1. 46 The chief subjects of Demonstrative Eloquence, were

Panegyrics, Invectives, Gratulatory and Funeral Orations.

3. Gram. Sen-ing to point out or indicate the

particular thing referred to : applied esp. to certain

adjectives (often used pronominally) having this

function.
Demonstrative not : a linguistic root which appears to

have had no other signification than that of pointing to
a near or remote object, as the /- in Sanskrit tat, tada, Gr.

70, Tort, L. tarn, tune, or its Teutonic representative /, th,

in the, then, then.
1590 WMITINTON I'ltlg. (ip7> 5 ", Whan a nowne demon-

strative is referred to y" hole sentence folowynge. 1530
PALSCR. Introd. 39 Pronownef dcmonstnuyves they have
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DEMONSTRATIVELY. 188 DEMOUNT.
but thrc //, It and on or Icn. 1668 WILKINS Real Char, in.

ii. 3- 305 As this or that man or book, .in these cases the
Pronouns are commonly called Demonstrative. 1835 MKS.
MARCHT Mary's Gram. \\. ix. 250 When we use the demon-
strative pronoun, it seems as if we were pointing our finger
to show the things we were speaking of. 1865 TYLOR Early
Hist. Man. iv. 61 The demonstrative roots, a small class cf

independent radicals. 1892 DAVIDSON Heb. Gram. (ed. 10)
81 The letter , having demonstrative force, is often inserted.

4. That shows or makes manifest the truth or exist-

ence 0/" anything ; serving as conclusive evidence.
c 1386 CHAUCERSompn. 7\564Yeshulseen, . By preeue which

that is demonstratif, That equally the soun of it wol wende
..vn-to the spokes ende. 1570-6 LAMBARDE Peramb. Kent
(1826) 301 The vertue of holy water lin putting the Divell to

flight) was confirmed at Motindene by a demonstrative

argument. 1647 N. BACON Disc. Govt. Eng. i. iii. (1730,1 5
The first of which is cried down by many demonstrative
instances. 1691 RAY Creation(iji^) 18 A demonstrative proof
. . of the fecundity of His wisdom and Power. 1807 G.
CHALMERS Caledonia I. i. iv. 117 These military works, .are

equally demonstrative of their skill, and creditable to their

perseverance. 1855 Ess. Intuit, Mor, ii. 43 Another point
. .demonstrative of God's providence.
6. That serves to demonstrate logically ; belong-

ing to logical demonstration.

1477 EAKI, RIVERS (Caxton) Dtcfes 124 Galyen . . in hys
youth he desired greetly to knowe the science demonstratiue.

1581 MULCASTER Positions xli. (1887) 244 Logicke, for her
demonstratiue part, plaieth the Grammer to the Mathe-
maticalles. 1624 DE LAWNE tr. Du Moulin s Logick 163
A demonstrative Syllogisme as that which prooveth that the
attribute of the conclusion is truely attributed unto the

subject. 1736 BUTLER Anal. Introd. Wks. (1874) I. i

Probable evidence is essentially distinguished from demon-
strative by this, that it admits of degrees. 1864 BOWEN
Logic ii. 34 Logic, as it proceeds from axiomatic principles,
. .is a purely demonstrative science.

6. Characterized or produced by demonstration ;

evident or provable by demonstration.
x6xa T. WILSON Chr. Diet., To bee infallibly assured of a

thing, by demonstratiue certainety. 1665 SIR T. HERBERT
Tra-u. (1677) 188 'Tis demonstrative that salt waters have
much more heat than fresh waters have. 1798 MALTHUS

Poful*(i$j$} 295 It is a demonstrative truth. 1863 MRS. C.
CLARKE Shaks. Char. iv. 106 We have passed into an age
ofpracticality and demonstrative knowledge.
7. Given to, or characterized by, outward exhibi-

tion or expression (of the feelings, etc.).

1819 Metropolis III. 252 No fulsomeness of public and
demonstrative tenderness, on his part, ever puts me to the
blush. 1832 Examiner 241/2 The middle party in the
House have been sufficiently demonstrative of their purposes.
1863 MRS. C. CLARKE Shaks. Char. v. 124 The demonstra-
tive gratitude of his heart. 1872 DARWIN Emotions xi. 265
Englishmen are much less demonstrative than the men of
most other European nations.

8. That teaches a science by the exhibition and

description of examples or experiments, rare. Cf.

DEMONSTRATOR 2.

1814 Philos. Mag, XLIV. 305 (title) Demonstrative Course
of Lectures on Drs. Gall and Spurzheim's Physiognomonical
System.
B. sb. Gram. A demonstrative adjective or pro-

noun.

1530 PALSGR. 75 Demonstratives simple is only cc. 1591
PERCIVALL Sp. Diet. Biva, Of pronounes. .some are called

demonstratiues, because they shew a thing not spoken of
before. 1833 M^HENRY Span. Gram. 42 Possessives and
demonstratives are used in Spanish both as adjectives and
as pronouns. 1873 R. MORRIS Eng. Grain. (1877) 114 The
Demonstratives are t/ie, thaty t/tis, suck, so, $ame> yon.

Demonstratively, adv. [f. prec. + -LY 2
.]

In a demonstrative manner.

fl. In a manner that points out, shows, or ex-

hibits
;
so as to indicate clearly or plainly. Obs.

1571 GOLDING Calvin^ on Ps. Iii. 9 The adverb behold is

taken here demonstratively as if David shuld bring forth

upon a stage the miserable end that remayneth for the

proud despysers of God. 1676 MOXON Print Lett. 52 The
Letters . . are . . demon strat

ively_
laid down on the Plain.

1677 HALE/VWW, Orig. Man, n. iv. 152 The new discoveries
of Stars and Asterisms . . by the help of the Telescope,
demonstratively and to the sense.

2. In a way that makes manifest, establishes, or

proves the truth or existence of anything ; spec, by
logical demonstration.
1584 FENNER Def. Ministers (1587) 63 What soeuer bee

demonstratiuelie concluded out of the Scriptures. 1678
CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. 234 Able to discourse Demonstra-
tively concerning the same. 1772 SWINTON in Phil. Trans.
LXIII. 214 As I have elsewhere demonstratively proved.
1885 Majich. Exam. 22 June 5/4 The thing can be done . .

as . . Pel has demonstratively shown.

f3. With clear or convincing evidence, conclu-

sively. Obs.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. 39 Plato and Aristotle ..

demonstratively understanding the simplicity of perfection,
and the indivisible condition of the first causator. 1764
WARBURTON Lett.(i8og) 353, 1 was as demonstratively certain
of the Author, as if I had stood behind him.
4. With strong outward exhibition of feeling.
1871 HOLME LEE Miss Barrington I. x. 149 Met them with

a demonstratively agreeable air, and tried to engage them
in talk.

Demcrnstrativeness. [f. as prec. + -NESS.]
The quality of being demonstrative.

i66o HAMMOND Wks. II. iv. 178 (R.) [It] supersedes all

demonstrativeness of proof from this text for the criminous-
ness of will-worship. 1664 H. MORE Myst. Iniq. xii. 40 Nor
can the demonstrativeness of this Reason be eluded. 1863
J. C. MORISON St. Bernard n. i. 183 There was no. .weak,
undisciplined demonstrativeness in their joy.

Demonstrator (de'in^nstr^'ts-O. [ad. L. de-

monstrator, agent-n. from dcmonstrare to DEMON-
STRATE

; partly after F. dtmonstrateur> i4th c. in

Hatzf. (So pronounced by Smart 1836; Walker

gave demo'nstrator in the general sense, demon-

stra'tor in the technical.)]
1. One who or that which demonstrates, points

out, or proves.
1611 COTGR., Demonstrateur, a demonstrator; one that

euidently shewes, plainely declares, perspicuously
deliuers

things. 1666 J. SMITH Old Age 66 (T.) The instruments of
them both are the best demonstrators of human strength.

1775 JOHNSON Tax. no Tyr, 2 The demonstrator will find,

after an operose deduction, that he has been trying to make
that seen which can be only felt. 1823 COLERIDGE Aids
Reft. (1848) I. 140 In all these demonstrations the demon-
strators presuppose the idea or conception of a God.

2. One who exhibits and describes specimens, or

performs experiments, as a method of teaching a

science ; an assistant to a professor of science, who
does the practical work with the students.

1684 RAY Corr. (1848) 1.39 [A book] to facilitate the learning
of plants, if need be, without a guide or demonstrator. 1758
J. S. Le Draft's Observ. Sttrg. Introd. (1771! 5 Six Demon-
strators in Surgery, at the Amphitheatre of St. Co.sme. 1792
A. YOUNG Trav. France 137 Mr. Willemet, who is demon-
strator of botany, shewed me the botanical garden. 1887
Men ofthe Time 234 He [Sir Andrew Clark] was demonstra-
tor of anatomy to Dr. Robert Knox.
3. One who takes part in a public demonstration.

1870 Daily News 9 Oct., Another demonstration took

place to urge the Government not to make peace . . An
evasive answer was given to these demonstrators. 1890
Times 13 Feb. 5/2 The demonstrators, .assembled in front of
the statue of Henry IV, in order to place a wreath on it.

4. * The index-finger '. Syd. Soc. Lex.
Hence De-monstra torship, the office or position

of a scientific demonstrator.

1870 Athenmim 14 May 642 A Syndicate . . recommended
the establishment of a Professorship and Demonstratorship
of Experimental Physics,

DemO'nstratory, a. [ad. L. demonstratori-
us (Isidore), f. demonstrator', see -ORY.] That
has the property of demonstrating.
1727 BAILEY vol. II, Demonstrateryt belonging to demon-

stration. 1817 COLEBROOKE A leebra xxvi, The gloss of Ran -

finatha
on the Vasana, or demonstratory annotations of

_hascara. 1880 MUIRHEAD Gains iv. 60 The matter in

dispute is first set forth in a demonstratory manner.

Demont, obs. form of DEMOUNT, q.v.
De'monu rgist. rare. [f. Gr. type *5m;*oi>-

ovpyu? demon-working + -IST. Cf. metallurgist,

etc.] One who practises magic by the help of

demons. So De-monurgy, the practice of magic
by the help of demons.
X797 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Rev. XXIV. 509 Agrippa and

his friends had a taste for the occult sciences, for alchemy,
divination, daemonurgy, and astrology. 1798 Ibid. XXV. 502
Dasmonurgists and other professors of occult science.

Demonyuiic (d/"m0|ni'mik), a. and sb.
[f.

Gr.

Sij/ios people, DEME + -ojvvfjttfcvs adj. formative, f.

6vofM name : cf. patronymic^ adj. Named from
the deme. sb. The name (of an Athenian citizen)

according to the deme to which he belonged.
1893 J. E. SANDYS Aristotle's'b.Byvo.itav IIoAirei'a no The

demonymic of the former would be "QaBtv J of the latter

Ol^Qfv.

Demoore, obs. form of DEMUR v.

Bemophil (de'nwfil). [mod. f. Gr. 5$/i-c$

people + <f>i\os friend.] A friend of the people.
1884 HUNTER & WHYTE My Ducats xxvii. (1885) 416
A man may be a democrat without being a demophile.
Hence Demophilism.
1871 LD. HOUGHTON in Li/e(iSgo) II. xvii. 253 A demon

not ofdemagoguism, but ofdemophilism. 1893 P. MILYOUKOV
in Athetnettnt i July 27/2 A vague interest in the lives and
habits of the masses, a sort of archaeological demophilism.

Demor(e, Demorage, etc., obs. ff. DEMUR, DE-

MURRAGE, etc.

Demoralization (dftn^rabiz^'-Jan). [f. next

J--ATION: so mod.F. demoralisation^ admitted by
the Acad. 1878.] The action of demoralizing ; the

state or fact of being demoralized.

1809 SOUTH EY in Q. Rev. II. 115 It would be easy to
shew, .that the religion of the Koran necessarily produces
this demoralization. 1877 Daily News 5 Nov. 5/5 His army
is in a state of utter demoralisation and disorganization.

Demoralize (d/rnp'ralaiz), v. [a. F. dtmoral-
ise-r

(f.
DE- II. i -f MORAL a. + -IZE), a word of

the French Revolution, condemned by Laharpe,
admitted by the Acad. 1798.]
1. trans. To corrupt the morals or moral prin-

ciples of ; to deprave or pervert morally.
c 1793 WEBSTER in Lyell Trav. N. Amer. I. 65 When . .

Noah Webster . . was asked how many new words he had
coined, he replied only

'

to demoralize ', and that not in his

dictionary, but long before in a pamphlet published in

the last century [about 1793}. 1808 SOUTHEY Lett. (1856)
II. 105 One of the worst principled men who ever lent his

aid to debase, demoralize, and debilitate human nature.

1874 MORLF.Y Compromise (1886) 102 People . . demoralised

by the habit of looking at society exclusively from the

juridical point ot" view.

b. To deprive (a thing) of its moral influence or

effectiveness.

1869 Spectator 24 July 863 In a case where this sort of

protestation of innocence, tending to demoralize the

gallows, appeals to the passions of the people.
2. To lower or destroy the power of bearing up

against dangers, fatigue, or difficulties (F. le moral:
see MORALE) : applied esp. to an army or a people
under arms

;
also transf. lo take from anything its

firmness, staying power, etc.

1848 GALLENGA Italy II. ii. 39 Foscolo was intended for

a man of action and strife : ease and fortune unnerved and
demoralised him. 1874 GREEN Short Hist. vi. i. 270 The
long series of English victories had. .demoralized the French
soldiery. 1894 Daily News 2 June 3/7 The market became
demoralized owing to foreign advices, heavy liquidations,
foreign selling, and better crop news.

Hence Demo'ralized, Demo*ralizing ///. adjs.
1808 Crit. Rev. Aug. (T.), The pernicious influence of

their demoralizing creed. 1817 J. SCOTT Paris Rein sit.

(ed. 4) 401 The demoralized state of the public character.

1871 MORLEY Voltaire^ (1886) 133 Miracles .. have neces-

sarily a very demoralising effect.

Demoralizer (dftn^rltoizAi), [f. prec. + -ER.]
A person or thing that demoralize?.
1881 K<MV*(N.Y.) 25 Aug. i It [rum traffic] Is the general

demoralizer. 1892 Catholic News 8 Oct. p. vi/6 Licenced
demoralizers surrounded by admiring crowds.

Demoranee, -aunce, Demore : see DEMUR-
RANCE, DEMUB.

Demorlayk: see DEMERLAYK Obs. y magic.
II Demos (d/~m^s). Occas. demus.//. -i. [a. Gr.

Sfjpos district, people.]
1. One of the divisions of ancient Attica ;

=
DEME 2 I.

1776 R. CHANDLER Trav. Greece 19 (Stanford) A demos or

borough-town. Ibid. 36 Hipparchus erected them in the
demi or borough-towns.
2. The people or commons of an ancient Greek

state, esp. of a democratic state, such as Athens ;

hence, the populace, the common people : often

personified.
1831 Westm. Rev. Jan. 245 The aristocracy have had

their long and disastrous day ; it is now the time of the
Demos. 1847 GROTE Greece \\. xxxvi, The self-acting Demos
assembled in the Pnyx. 1886 TENNYSON Locksley Hall Sixty
Yrs. After 90 Celtic Demos rose a Demon, shriek'd and
slaked the light with blood.

Demosthenic (dem^be'nik), a. [ad. Gr.

Arjfj.oaOti'itc-ts.'] Of or pertaining lo Demosthenes,
the great Athenian orator; resembling Demosthenes
or his style of oratory. So also Demosthene an

[cf. Gr. Atjuoff&wdos*], Demosthe'nian adjs.
1846 WORCESTER cites Blackw. Mag. for Demosthenic.

1874 MAHAFFY Soc, Lift Greece xi. 343 The Demosthenic
public. 1880 MCCARTHY Own Times III. xlvi. 406 Some
critics found fault with Lord Palmerston for having spoken
of Cobden's as * Demosthenic eloquence*. 1882 Athcnxnm
ig Aug. 244/3 The reviewer considers that pamphlets such as
the 'Drapier Letters' and the 'Conduct of the Allies' are
1 Demostnenian in style and method 1

.

Demot (drm^t). [a. Gr. br^tr-i]* one of the

(same) deme, f. $rjfto$ DEME y
, people, etc.] A mem-

ber of a Greek deme.
1847 GROTE Hist. Greece \\. xxxi. IV. 180 The inscription

of new citizens took place at the assembly of the demots.

Demotic (dtmp'tik), a. [ad. Gr. STJ^OTIK-OS

popular, plebeian, common, democratic, f. S^/AGTJ/S
one of the people (the deme).]
1. Of or belonging to the people : spec, the dis-

tinctive epithet of the popular form of the ancient

Egyptian written character (as distinguished from
the hieratic, of which it was a simplification) :

called also enchorial. Also absol. ~ The demotic
character or script.
1822 Q. Rev. XXVIII. iSgTo prove, that neither the hieratic

or sacerdotal , nor the demotic or vulgar, writing is alphabetic.
1880 SAYCE in AWwwXXI. 380 The only change undergone
by Egyptian writing was the invention of a running-hand,
which in its earlier and simpler form is called hieratic, and
in its later form demotic.

2. In general sense : Of, pertaining or proper to,
the common people ; popular, vulgar. Somewhat
rare.

1831 SYD. SMiTH_^Kfej.(i859) II. 220/1 Demotic habits will

be more common in a country where the rich are forced to
court the poor for political power. 1871 O. W. HOLMES
Poet Breakf.-t. viii. (1885) 189 The one . . does what in de-

motic phrase is called the '

sarsing '. 1881 Times 26 Apr. 4/1
There is nothing in the position that the demotic mind can

apprehend.

Deinou'nt, v. Also 6 Sc* demont. [ad. F.

dtmonter : cf. DISMOUNT.]
fl- intr. To dismount. Obs.

'533 KELLENDEN Livy 361 (Jam.) All horsmen .. demont
haistilie fra thare hors.

2. nonce-wd. [f. DE- + MOUNT
v.~] To descend.

1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rei'. i. ii. vi, Beautiful invention ;

mounting heavenward, so beautifully .. Well if it do not,

Pilatre-like, explode ; and demount all the more tragically !

Demour, -oyre, Demourage, -ance : see

DEMUR, DEMURRAGE, -ANCE.

[Demple : app. scribal error for kemple =
CAMPLE v. to wrangle, sb. wordy conflict, wrangling.
C 133/0 R. RRUNNE Chron. (1810) 196 (Petyt MS. If. 153 b)

pe maister of (ie Temple com procurand be pes, No more of

f>is to demple, tak Jrat bat ^e first ches. Lambeth MS. 131

p. 130 No more of this comple, tak bat bat $e first chees.]

Derupne, obs. form of DAMN.



DEMPSTER.

Dempster <le-mi'stai). Forms : 4 domstere,
domeatre, -ter(e, domistor o, (deramepstor,
dcmaistro), 4, 7 demstor, 6 domstar, 4, K-tj

dempator. Ser also DKKMSTEH. [ME. <ltmestre,
in form Cum. of Jf-mere, DKKMEH, judge : see -8TEB.
The root-vowel was originally long ; cf. the modern
form PKKMSTEK, used in the Isle of Man

; but in

general use it was shortened at an early date in

consequence of the elision of the short vowel of the
second syllable, and the collocation of consonants
in demstre

; whence the forms demster, dempster.
Dempster is also a surname.]
1 1. A judge. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 5585 (Cott.) Prist and demmepaler sai i

[v. rr. MffiMtn, dennster, domesman). Ibid. 7005 Aiolh was
ban \>e dempsler [r. rr. demcster, dcmUtcr]. Ibid. 23930
[He] sal cum befor be demstere [v. rr. demestcre, demisterc,
dcmester] ? c 13*0 A nlicrist 550 Kfor drcdncs o bat demster.

b. for DEKMSTEB 2. (/. ofMan. \

l8
J?

SCOTT Pevcril xv, One of the dcmpsfers at the time.

t 2. In Scotland, formerly :
' The officer of a

court who pronounced doom or sentence definitively
ns directed by the clerk or judge" (Jamieson).
'513-iTS Diunt. OccHrrmts (1833) "7 [They] crcatit bail-

lies, serjantis, ctcrkis, and deimtaris. 1751 LOVTHIAN Form
of Process 57 The sentence is read by the clerk to the

by the whole judges, was read by the clerk, and, in the
usual manner, repeated pronounced by the dempster to the
pannel as follows. 1825 JAMIESON Diet. R.V., As the repeti-
tion of the sentence after the judge has been of late years
discontinued, the office of Dempster in the Court [Edin-
burgh] is also laid aside.

Hence I De mpstery, demstary, the office of

dempster.
iSSi Aberdeen Reg. V. 21 (Jam.) The office of demstary.
Dcmpt, obs. pa. t. and pa. pple. of DKEM v.

tDe'mption. Obs. rare '. [ad. L. demption-
em, n. of action f. dimfre to take away.] The action
of taking away or suppressing.

S5" HULOET, Colysion, abiection, contraction, or demption
of a vowel . .syinphottesis.

t Demulce (dime-Is), v. Obs. [ad. L. dentukt-
re to stroke down, to soothe caressingly, f. D- 1. 1

+ mulcere to soothe.] trans. To soothe or mollify
(a person) ; to soften or make gentle. Formerly
said also of soothing medicines : cf. DEMULCENT.
1530 KLVOT Cor', i. xx. (init.), Whcrwith Saturne was

eftsones demulced and appayscd. 1656 BAXTER Ref. Pastor
301 As Seneca saith to demulce the angry. 1684 tr. Baiut's
Merc. Comfit, xix. 690 Nervine Medicines . . demulce the
Part, and take away the preternatural acrimony. 1831
T. L. PEACOCK Crotchet Castle viii. Before I was demulced
by the Muses, I wzs/erocis ingeniifuer.
Hence Demuioing ///. a.

1619 H. HUTTON Follies Anat. (1842) 22 His belly is a
cistern of receit, A grand confounder of demulcing meate.
a. 1670 HACKET Al'f. Williams i. (1692) 70 The Earl's de-

mulcing and well-languaged phrases.

t Deruu'lceate, v. Obs. nonce-wd. [irreg. f.

L. dcmulcerc (see prec.) + -ATE 3.]
=

prec. So
t Demulcea tion, Obs.

1617-77 FELTHAM Resolves II. Ixxvi. 321 Those soft and
smooth demulceations that insensibly do stroke us in our
gliding life. 1817 Blaclnv. Mag. I. 470 Gallantry . . or the
exalted science of demulceating the amiable rcservedness . .

of the gentler sex.

Demulcent (d/in-lsent), a. and si. Chiefly
Med. [f. L. demulcent-cm, pr. pple. of dcmulcere
to UEMULCE.]
A. adj. Soothing, lenitive, mollifying, allaying

irritation.

1731 ARBUTHNOT Rubs of Diet 264 All insipid inodorous
Vegetables are demulcent. 1854 S. THOMSON Wild ft in.

(ed. 4) 302 The Unseed and the mallows, both valuable
for their demulcent properties.

13. sl>. A demulcent medicine.

1731 ARBUTHNOT A'lilrs of Diet 418 Demulcents, or what
abates Acrimony. 1875 H. C. WOOD Therap. (1879) 576.

t Demu-loetive, a. Obs. [irreg. f. DEMULCK
z/.]

= DEMULCENT.
1756 P. BROWNE Jamaica 115 The oil is opening and de-

mulcetive.

t DeniTTlsion. Obs. rare-*, [f. L. *demuls-,

ppl. stern of denntlccre : see DEMULCE.] The action

of soothing ; a means of soothing.
16*7-77 FELTHAM Resolves 11. Ivii. 276 Vice garlanded with

all the soft demulsions of a present contentment.

Demur (d/mSu), so. Forms : 3-7 demure,
4 demere, demoere, 6 demoure, demourre, de-

moyre, demerge, 6-7 demurr(e, 7- demur, [a.
K. demeure, vbl. sb. from demeurer: see next.]

fl. Delay, lingering, waiting. Obs.
a 1300 Fhri* ff Bl. 591 Itlauncheflur heo atwist pat he

makede so longe demure [v.r. demoere : rime iferej. c 13*0
.SVr liettes raj Thcder wardes he gan gon Wilhouten de-
mere. 15*9 m Burnet Hist. Ref. II. 97 His Highness had
cause . . to marvel of your long demor, and lack of expe-
dition. 1660 HICKERINGILL Jamaica (1661) 51 Timely
alarum'd by Jacksons Demurres, at the Harbours mouth,
for four days Space. 1675 Essex Papers (Camden) I. 311
Causing a most unnecessary demurre.

t b. Stay, abode, residence. Obs.

1444 in Coll. Hist. Staff. (18911 XII. 318 During the tyme

189

of his demure in the presence of the scid Erie. 1514 in
Houich. Or,/. (1790) 159 In his demurre or j-.is ii.^ fronipUn
to place. iS3*-3 ^ if *4 //f* V//J, c. 13 Comyngc into llie

Kyngesreafme.. and not minded to make lunge or com MUM!
dcmoyre in the same. 1673 RAY Jour*. Lmv C. 378 We
saw thisTown only in transitu.but it merited alittledemurr.

f C. Continuance, duration. Ofo.

1533 in Strypc A"< t /. .Mem. I. xx. 148 Neither unjust matry-
mony shall nave his unjust and incestuous demoure and
continuance, as by delaycs to Rome it is wont to have.

f2. Hesitation; pause; state of irresolution or
doubt. Obs.

1581 T. HOWELL Dtuiu$ (1870) 334 No doubifull drift

wbereon demurre depcndcs, 1677 W. HuuiiAKnAWrvi/ /':-< n.

49 They were upon some demurre. whether to march directly
toward Ossapy. 1683 TEMPLE Mem. Wks. 1731 I. 379 He
did not expect any Demurr upon such an Offer. 18*4 LAMB
Elia. Ser. u. dipt. Jackson, You were positively at a demur
what you did or did not see,

3. The act of demurring ; an objection raised or

exception taken to a proposed course of action, etc.

1639 MAYNB City Match iv. ii, Sister, 'tis so projected,
therefore make No more demurs. 1770 LANCHORNE Plutarch
(1879) I. 154/3 Camillus. .invented demurs and pretences of

delay. 1791 MAD. D'ARIILAY Diary 4 June, He then said
it was necessary to drink the Queen's health. The gentle-
men here made no demur. 1838 DICKENS Nick. Nick, xxii,
After a little demur, be accepted the offer.

f4. Law. = DEMURRER 1
. Obs.

c 1555 HARPSPIELD Divorce Hen. / "/// (1878) 36 The ad*

yersancs. .made thereupon . .a special demurre. a 1577 SIR
T. SMITH Commiv. Kttg, (1609) 51 If they cannot agree, then
is the matter referred to a demurre in the Exchequer cham-
ber. 1660 WILLSFORD Scabs Com/ft. A

vj b. To procras-
tinate with Demurs, or Fines and Recoveries without end.

1713 SWIFT CadtKut $ V. izo But with rejoinder* and replies
. .Demur, tmparlance, and essoign, The parties ne'er could
issue join.

Demur (d/m^-j), v. Forms: 3 demeore, 4
demere, 6 domore, demoore, demour(e, 6-;
demurre, 7-8 demurr, 7- demur, [a. F. de-

mcurcr, in OF. demorcr, -mourer ( Pr. and Sp.

_ iee.

1778 Miss BUBNEY Evelina li, You arc the first
lady who

ever made me even demur upon this subject. 1818 W.TAYtoR
in Monthly Rtv. LXXXVH. 534 All the Yorkists could
thus co-operate, without demurring between their rightful

sovereigns.

f b. To be of doubtful rnind ; to remain doubt-

ful. Obs. rare.

1611 T. TAYLOR Comm. Titus \. 3 And demurre with the

Philistines whether God or Fortune smite vs. a x6a8
,

F. GREVILLE Sitinty (1653) 937 To have demurred more
;

seriously upon the sudden change in his Sonne.

f- c. trans. To hesitate about. OAs. rare.

1667 MILTON P. L. ix.
558

What may this mean? Lan- i

gunge of Man pronounc't By Tongue of Brute, and human
sense exprest ? The first . . I thought deni'd To Beasts. .The I

latter I demurre, for in thir looks Much reason, and in thir

actions oft appeers. a 1730 E. FENTON Horn. Odya. XL
Imit. 'Scagerl, Let none demur Obedience to her will.

ittfr. To make scruples or difficulties ; to raise

objection, take exception ^(occas.<i/,0). (The cur-

rent sense ; often with allusion to the legal sense, 5.)

1639 FULLER Holy War it. xxxvL (1840^ 98 I'he caliph de-
murred hcreat, as counting such a gesture a diminution to

his btate. 1751 LAUELYE Westtn. Br. 93, 1 . . gave my Direc-

dtmorarC) It. dimorare) : pop, L.

denwrari to tarry, delay, f. DE- I. 3 + morart to

delay. The OF. demor- t dcmour-^ proper to the
forms with atonic radical vowel, was at length
assimilated to the tonic form demeur-

; the latter

gave the ME, forms demeore, demere : cf. PEOPLE,
and the forms meve, preve (F. rnettve, preuve] of

MOVE, PROVE.]
1 1. intr. To linger, tarry, wait ; fig. to dwell

upon something. Obs.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 242 Auh jif ich hie swu5e uorSward,

demeore 50 ^e len.gre. c 1300 A". A Us. 7295 He n'ul nought
that ye demere [rime derej. 1550 NICOLLS Thucyd. 73 (R.)

'

Yet durst they not demoure nor abyde vpon the campc. !

1559 BALDWIN in Mirr, Mag. (1563! 39 b, Take hede ye de-
murre not vpon them. 1595 SOUTHWELL St. Peters Comfl.
19 But d, how long demurre I on his eyes. 1604 T.WRIGHT
Passions \\ 213, 1 demurre too long in these speculative dis-

courses. 1653 URQUHART Rabelais i. ii, If that our looks on
it demurre.

f b. To stay, remain, abide. Obs.

1513 St. Papers Hen. VIU* IV. 34 She cannot dcmore there
!

without extreme daunjur and peril. 1536 Act 28 Hen, Vf//t

'

c. 10 Any person . . dwellyng, demurryng, inhabitinge or re-

slant within this realme. 1550 NICOLLS Thucyd. 72(R.)Tne
sayde Peloponesyans demoured in the land,

t C. To last, endure, continue, Obs.

x<47 HOOPER Declar. Christ ill Wks, < Parker Soc.) ai This
defence, .shall demour for ever till this church be glorified.

f* 2. trans. To cause to tarry ; to put off, delay.
1613 Pt'RCHAS Pilgrimage n. xviii. 174 Whose judgement

is demurred until the day of Reconciliation. 1635 QUARLES
Embl. iv. x. (1818) 239 The lawyer . . then demurs me with
a vain delay. 1682 D'URFEY Butler's Ghost 69, I swear. .

Henceforth to take a rougher course, And, what you would
demur to force.

f3. intr. To hesitate; to delay or suspend action;
to pause in uncertainty. Obs.

1641 MILTON Ch. Govt. vii. (1851) 135 This U all we get by
demurring in Gods service. 1654 CODRINCTON tr. Hist,
fastine 418 He found the King to demur upon it, 1655
FULLER Ch. Hist. n. ii. $ 40 Kjng Edwine demurred to em

DEMURELY.
n ,11, .. which being in ome Mcuure demurred to, the
Matter was brought before the Board. 1775 >m MIMM
Kit-ail u. ii. My proccw wu always very Mmpie- in their

younger day, 'twas Mack, do lhi' if he demurred, I

knocked him down. 1607 hxjLimv KifrielLi's I.ellert III.
o They arc so unreawnable a to demur at finding IUTII for
them. 1855 lUowxiNC. Let. la Rusliin, I cannot Wgln writing
poetry till my imaginary reader ruu conceded licences to
me which you demur at altogether. iMo TYMDAU. G/ae.
' / 40 My host at firat demurred ..but I iiuuled. 1*75M*LAM Serm. Ser. ii. ix. ijo We can aflbrd loncognae
the fact, though we demur to the inference.

b. trans. To object or take exception to. rare.

i8aj
H. H. WILSON Burmese War (1851) 15 Ai the de-

mand was unprecedented, the Mugs, who were British
subjects, demurred payment 1*76 GLADSTONE Homeric
SrxcAr. 59, I demur the inference from these bets.
5. Law. (intr.) To put in a DKVURKEB.
{a 1481 LITTLETON Teuxrts 1 96 Et fuist demurre en judge-

;

mcnt en mesme le pier, le quel ies xl. iours serront accompu
de le primer iour del muster de host le Roy.] 16*0 J.
WILKINSON Coroners * Shtrifet 60 It was demurred on
in Law. i8 COKE On Litl. 70 a. And it was demured
m ludgement in the same plea, whither the 40 dayes should
bee accounted from the first day of the muster of the kings
host Ibid, ii a, He that demurrcth in Law confeuelh all

such matters of fact as are well and sufficiently pleaded.
1641 in Rushw. Hist. Coll. in. (i6oa) I. 334 To which Plea
Mr. Attorney-General demurred in Law, and the said
Samuel Vassal! joyned in Demurrer with him. 1660 Trial

o/ Reric. 107, I must demur to your Jurisdiction. 1681
rrituS, Colledee 10 And if so be matter of Law arises upon
any evidence^tnat is given against you.. you may demurr
upon that Evidence, and pray Counsel of the Court to argue

j

that demurrer. 1848 MACAVLAY Hist. Enr. II. 84 The
plaintirT demurred, that is to say, admitted Sir Edward's
plea to be true in fact, but denied that U was a sufficient
answer.

Demurante, obs. form of DKMURBA.VT.
Demure (d/niiu*-j}, a. (sb.) Abo 4-5 dimuuir,

5 demeuer, -uere, -ewre, 6 -eure. [A derived or
extended form of meure, mewre, MURE a., used in

j

same sense, a. OF. nieur, now m&r,
'

ripe, mature,
I
mellow; also, discreet, considerate, aduised, setled,

] stayed' (Cotgr. 1611). The nature and history of
the prefixed de- are obscure.

(Palsgrave, 1530. hasp. 841/1 'Sadly, vrrity,dtmenrtmait',
i p. 841/2

'

Soberly, sadly, nteiirtmmt
f

\ but dtmnrement
is not otherwise known as French. 1]

A. adj. fl. Calm, settled, still. Obs.

1377 Deatk Edw. Ill in Pol. Poems (Rolls) I. 316 Thoui
the see were rou;, or elles dimuuir. Code havenes that schip
wold geete.

2. Of persons (and their bearing, speech, etc.) :

Sober, grave, serious; reserved or composed in

demeanour. (Cf. history of SAD.)
14.. Efifk. in Tundale's Vis. 131 This Anna come de-

mure and sad of chere. 1470 85 MALOHY Arthur xui. i,

The yonge squyer. .scmcly and demure as a douue. 1511
SKELTON Cart. Laurel 902 Demure Diana, womanly and
sad. 1538 KALE Tlire Lowes 338 A face demure and sage.
a 1568 ASCHAM Scholent. (Arb.) 53 If a yong ientleman be
demeure and still of nature, they say, he U simple and lacketh
witte. i6ja MILTON Penseroso 32 Come, pensive Nun,
devout and pure, Sober, steadfast, and demure. 1653 H.
MORE Antia. Alk. in. 1(1711)87 Notwithstanding heTared
no worse than the most demure and innocent. 17*8-46
THOMSON SfringiSs Come with those downcast eyes, sedate
and sweet, Those looks demure. 1835 MARRYAT ?.T< . Faithf.
xxiv. Her conduct was much more staid and demure. >89X
M. PATTISON Ess. (1889) I. 390

' Like an angel, but half
dressed ', thought the demure dons.

8. Affectedly or constrainedly grave or decorous ;

serious, reserved, or coy in a way that is not natural
to the person or to one of his years or condition.

1693 SHADWELL Volunteers in. i, This Gentleman, and hu
demure Psalm-singing Fellows. 1705 STANHOPE I'arafikr.
II. 166 Can they pursue the demure and secret Sinners,
through all the intricate mazes of their Hypocrisy. 1735
THOMSON Liberty iv. 69 Hell's fiercest Fiend ! of Saintly
Brow demure, a 1771 GRAY Death Favourite Cat 4 De-
murest of the tabby kind, Thepensive Selima. 1844 THIRL-
WALL Greece VIII. livL 417 The threadbare mantle of its

demure hypocrisy. 1876 BLACK MaJcapl', xix. 176,'! thought
he was a friend of yours ', she said, with demure sarcasm.

t B. As sb. Demure look or expression. Obs.

rare.

1766 J. ADAMS Diaiy 4 Nov. Wks. 1850 II. 200 He has
an hypocritical demure on his face,

t Demu're, v. Obs. rare.
[f. prec. adj.]

1. intr. 1 To look demurely,
' to look with an

affected modesty
*

( J.). But cf. DEMUR v. 3 b.
1606 SHAKS. Ant. trCL iv. xv. 29 Your Wife Octauia, with

her modest eyes, .shall acquire no Honour Denmring vpon
me.

2. trans. To make demure.
1651 HEKSHAW Daily Thoughts 187 (L.) Zeal mad, and

voice demur'd with godly paint.
Hence DmnTd ///. a.

1613 U.ncasinrofMacha'ils Instr. 11 With demured looke
wish them good specdc.

Demure, obs. form of DEMI-R.

Demurely ;d/miuuH\ adv. [f. DEMI-BE a.

+ -LT 2.] In a demure manner ; gravely, modestly,
meekly, quietly : with a gravity, meekness, or

modesty that is affected or unnatural.
c 1400 Rom. Rote 4627 She, demurely sad of chere. c 1430

Stans Putr 18 in Baoees fit. 11868) 27 Walke demurely bi

streetis in he toun. 1489 CAXTON Faytes ofA. iv. xiii. 268
The prynce or his lieutenant oughte to aduyse demewiery
herupon. c ijoo Consecration of fftins in Masked Mm.
Kit. II. 314 The virgyiis shall demeurely arryse and make



DEMUBENESS.
a reverence to the bisshop. 1596 SHAKS. Merck. V. II. ii.

01 If I doe not put on a sober habke . ^eare prayer DOOkM

- trH IV. l, iv- .\J\JT* vi j\j *.*. ..~.j, -

butter would not haue melted in his mouth. 1768 BEATTIE

Minstr. i. xvi, And now his look was most demurely sad.

1848 C BRONTE 7. Eyre xi, Folding her little hands demurely

before her. iSMMaucA. Exam. 27 Feb. 5/3 Theysat down

demurely in opposite corners of the carriage and observed

a dignified silence.

f b. Of things : In a subdued manner. Obs.

1606 SHAKS. Ant. % Cl. iv. ix. 30 Hearke the drummes de-

murely wake the sleepers.

Demureness (dftniu>jnes). [f.
as prec. +

-NESS.] The state or quality of being demure.

c 1510 BARCLAY Mirr. Gd. Manners (1570) G iii, With all

demurenes behaue thee in the same, As not led by malice

but rather of good loue. 1582 N. T. (Rhem.) i Tim. n. 9 ,

In like maner women also in comely attire : with demure-

nesse and sobrietie adorning themselves. 1659 GAUL-EN
|

Tears of Ch. 349 A most supercilious demurenesse and

affected zelotry. 1821 SCOTT Kenilw. vii, The prim de- ,

mureness of her looks.

Dem.Trri.ty. rare. In 5 demeurte. [Answers
to OF. meurtt, as DEMURE does to OF. meur : cf.

quot. 1483.]
1. Demure quality, demureness.

1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 34/1 Joyne . .demeurte to thy

gladnes, and humylyte to thy demeurte [Fr. et inenrte a
leessement et hnmilite a la meurlel a 1704 T. BROWN Wks.

(1760) II 182 (D.) They pretend to such demunty as to form

a society for the Regulation of Manners. 1889 BKSANT Bell

ofSt. Pants III. 271 The demurity went out of her face.

2. An embodiment of demureness; a demure

character or person. (Cf. oddity.")

18 . . LAMB Let. to Southey (L.), She will act after the fashion

of Richardson's demurities.

t Demtrrmurate, Obs. [f. ppl. stem of

L. demurmurare to mutter over, f. DE- I. I +

jHurmurdre to MURMUR, mutter.] trans. To

murmur, mutter.

1641 R. BAILLIE Parall. Liturgy w. Mass-Ik, 43 To de-

murmurate a number of words on the elements.

Hence t Demu'rmuratory a.

1617 COLLINS Def. Bp. Ely n. x. 417 The demurmuratorie

words, which they vse in Poperie, and call Consecration.

Demurrable (dttnS-rab'l), a. [f.
DEMUR v. or

sb. ( -ABLE. For form, cf. OF. demorable durable.]

That may be demurred to ; to which exception may
be taken (esp. in an action at law).

_
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Demurral (dfnw ral). rare. [f.
DEMUR v. +

-AL : cf. OK. dcmorail,demoral, retardation, delay.]

The action of demurring ;
demur.

1810 SOUTHEY in Edin.Ann. Reg. 1.1.413 This was a n
,

ee?
-

lessdemurral. 1814 Lett. (1856) II. 370 Second thought in

matters of feeling, usually brings with it hesitation, and de-

murral. 1890 Spectator 22 Mar., I crave a small portio!

your space to express my demurral as well to the reasoning

as to the accuracy of
' A Churchman ', who writes to you.

t Demtrrran.ce. Obs. In 4 demorrance, 6

demoraunce, 7 demourance. [a. OF. demorance

retardation, delay, f. demorer, -mourer : see DEMUR

o.and-ANCE.] a. Delay, lingering, b. Abiding,

abode, dwelling.
c 1300 K. Alls. 4123 He wolde wende, writhe snel . . saun

demorrance. a 1529 SKELTON Bk. 3 Foles Wks. I. 201 1 he

man is a very fole to make his demoraunce upon such an olde

wyfe. 1625 Modell Wit 76 b, Here is my demourance, and

from hence I purpose not to part.

Demurrant (d*"m-rant), a. and sli. Also 6

demur-ante, 9 (erron.} demur-rent, [a. OF. de-

mourant, pr. pple. of demorer, -mourer, now de-

meurer: see DEMUK v.] A. adj.

1 1. Abiding, staying, dwelling, resident. Obs.

1529 Supplic. to King 32 To com pell the same [ministers]

to be demurante, abydmge, and resydent vpon their cures.

1577-87 HOLINSHED Chron. II. 24/3 A friend of mine, being

of late demurrant in London.

f 2. Delaying, putting off. Obs.

1633 T. ADAMS Exp. 2 Peter Hi. 12 God is no judge dormant,

nor oemurrant, nor rampant.
3. Demurring, hesitating, rare.

1836 F. MAHONEY Relig. Father Front (1859) 390 Why
hangs he back demurrent To breast the Tiber's current J

B. sb. One who demurs, or puts in a demurrer,

in an action at law.

1809 TOMLINS Law Diet. s.v. Demurrer, A demurrer is

to be signed, and argued on both sides by counsel..The
demurrant argues first. 1885 L. O. PIKE Yearbks. 12-13

Edm. Ill, Introd. 85 There was no complete demurrer un-

less the demurrant did abide judgment on the point of law.

Demurrer 1 (diinTM). Also 6 (errort.) de-

murrour, 7 demourer. [a. Anglo-Fr. demurrer
= OF. demourer, pres. inf. (see DEMUR v.) used as

sb. : cf. refresher, user.~\

1. Law. A pleading which, admitting for the

moment the facts as stated in the opponent's plead-

ing, denies that he is legally entitled to relief, and

thus stops the action until this point be determined

by the court.

MI_ __^ j _ _ let.

LXVnT 439/1 The'statement of claim would be demurrable.
j

Demurrage (d/mTedj). Also 7 demourage,

7-8 demorage. [a. OF. demorage, demourage, f.

demorer, -mourer : see DEMUH v.]

1 1. Stay ; delay ;
hesitation ; pause. Obs.

<li6s6 USSHER Ami. (1658) 20 That long demourage of
j

theirs in Kadesh. 1702 C. MATHER Magn. Chr. u.
App. (1852)

171 Powerful enemies dogged his affairs with such demur-

rage:, and such disappointments as would have wholly dis-

couraged his designs. 1711 ADDISON Sped. No. 89 P3,

I shall endeavour to shew the folly of Demurrage. .1 would

have them seriously think on the Shortness of their Time.

1823 Neui Monthly Mag. VI I. 231 A demurrage, for a second,
succeeded the shock, and then on we went again,

t b. Constrained delay, detention. Obs. rare.

1810 BENTHAM Packing^-Aii) 226 In the allowance to jury-
men distinguish two parts : one for demurrage', viz. at the

place of trial ;
the other for journeys, viz. thither and back.

!8i7 Plan Parl. Reform Introd. cxlvii, The expense of

journeys to and from, and demurrage at, the Election town.

2. Co/am, a. Detention of a vessel by the freighter

beyond the time agreed upon ;
the payment made

in compensation for such detention.

1641 Rebels' Remonstr. in Rushw. Hist. Coll. ill. (1692) I.

389 A certain Summ, for the doing thereof within such a time ;

and if they stay'd longer, to have so much per diem for

demurrage. 1694 tr. Milton's Lett. State July an. 1656,

A considerable Sum of Money owing from certain Portugal
Merchants . . to several English Merchants, upon the account

of Freightage and Demorage. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe 11. 153
If I stay more, I must pay 3/. . .per Diem Demorage, nor can
I stay upon Demorage above eight Days more. 1755
MACENS Insurances II. 116 If the Delay was occasioned by
the Merchant, he shall be obliged to pay for the Days of

Demurrage, to the Captain. 1833 MARRYAT Jac. Faithf.

viii, There had already been considerable loss from demur-

rage. Mod. The Ship
' Flora

'

is on demurrage.
b. A charge for detention of railway trucks.

1858 REDFIELD Law Raihy. (1869) II. 191 Demurrage is

a claim by way of compensation for the detention of property
which is subsequently restored. 1892 Labour Commission
Gloss., Demurrage, charges on overdue railway trucks.

c. A charge of i{d. per ounce made by the Bank

of England in exchanging gold or notes for bullion.

1875 JEVONS Money x. 116 Including the above charge of

lirf. per ounce for demurrage. 1882 BITHELL Counting-Honse
Diet., The metallic value of standard gold is ^3 17*. lojrf.

per oz. At the Bank of England ,3 171. gd. is given for it

without any delay. . .The difference of iirf. per. oz., by which

this delay is avoided, is called demurrage.
3. The act of demurring, or raising objection to

something, rare.

1822 COLTON Lacon II. 147 Without the slightest dissent

or demurrage of the judgment.

Commw. Eng. (1609) 67 If the question be of the law. that

is, if both the parties doe agree vpon the fact, and each doe

claime that by law hee ought to haue it. .then it was called

a demurrer in law. 1660 TrialRegie. 107 Ifyou demur to the

Jurisdiction ofthis Court, I must let you know that the Court

doth over-rule your demurrer. 1794 GODWIN Cal. Williams

43 By affidavits, motions, pleas, demurrers, flaws, and appeals,

to protract the question from term to term and from court

to court. 1809 TOMLINS Law Diet. s. v., Demurrers are

general, without shewing any particular causes ; or special,

where the causes of demurrer are particularly set down.

1861 MAY Const. Hist. (1863) II. x. 230 He pleaded Not

Guilty to the first fourteen counts, and put in demurrers to

the others. 1864 BOWEN Logic ix. 299 A Demurrer has been

happily explained to be equivalent to the remark '

Well,

what of that?'

b. transf. An objection raised or exception taken

to anything ;
= DEMUR sb. 3.

1599 MARSTON Sco. Villanie II. vii. 205 Slowe-pac't dilatory

pleas, Demure demurrers, stil striving to appease Hole
zealous loue. 1873 H. SPENCER Stud. Social, ii. (ed. 6) 45 This

reply is met by the demurrer that it is beside the question.

f 2. A pause, stand-still ;
a state of hesitation or

irresolution; = DEMUR rf. 2. Obs.

'533 MORE Dcbcll. Salem Wks. 945/1 The matter b at

a demurrour in this poynt, and we at your iudgement. 1627

F. E. Hist.Edm.lKifAo) 42 The greenness of the Disgrace

kept him in a long demurrer. 1645 WITHER Vox Pacif. 93
Not well discerning whether Griefe, Shame, or Anger, that

demurrer caus'd.

f3. = DEMURRAGE a a. Obs. rare.

1612 MALYNES Anc. Law-Merch. 117 If the Master doe

not stay out all his dales of demourer agreed vpon by the

charterpartie of fraightment.

Demurrer 2
(drmw-raa). [f. DEMUR v. + -ER

*.]

One who demurs.

1711 ADDISON Sped. No. 89 F i, I shall distinguish this

Sect ofWomen by the Title of Demurrers. 1742 YOUNG Nt
Til. IX. 1364 And is Lorenzo a demurrer still? 1812 Ex
aminer ^ Sept. 565/1 It is .. customary .. to hear the de

murrer's reasons.

Demurring (d/mo-rin), vbl. sb. [f.
DEMUR v

+ -ING i.] The action of the verb DEMUR,
q_.v.

1593 NASHE Christ's T. gob, There is no demurring, or

cxceptioning against his testimony. 1682 D'URFEY Butter's

Ghost no Famous was he for Procuration, Demurrings, and
Continuation. 1873 Miss BROUGHTON Nancy II. 23 But, say
I with discontented demurring, you have been away often

before !

Demu-rring, ///. a.

see the verb.

1607 WASHINGTON Opt. Glass 118 His demurring judge-
ment. 1742 YOUNG Nt. Th. in. 35 Are there demurring wits,

who dare dispute This revolution in the world inspir'd ?

Hence Deimvrriiigly attv.

1890 I. D. HARDY New Othello I. viii. 187
' But . .

'

she

observed demurringly.

DEN.

Demy (dftn3i-),^.(and a.) H. demies. Also

5-6 demye, 6 demie, deamy, dymye. [An

early spelling of DEMI- half, retained when this

s used as a separate word. The uses are all

illiptical, and quite independent of each other.]

1 1. A gold coin current in Scotland in the i jth

century : apparently, originally, the half-mark

(Demi-mark: see DEMI- 7), but rising in value

with the depreciation of the silver coin from 6s. Sd.

to 12s. (Scotch). 06s.

1440 J. SHIRLEY Dethe K. James (1818) 9 That whoso

myght slee or tak hyme . . shuld have iii thousand demyes of

;old, every pece worth half an Englissh Noble. 1451 Sc.

lets 8 Jas. If, 33 (1597) The Demy that now runnis for

nine shillenges. 1455 13 Jos. II, Sg It is thocht expe-
dient that the Demy be cryed to ten shillinges. 1489 Ld.

Treas. Ace. Scot!., Item to Inglis pyparis that com to the

Castel ?et and playt to the King xij demyss. 1497 Ibid.,

Giffen to the cartes [cards] agane xxxij Franch crovnis,

Scottes crovnis and demyis, thre [ridaris], tua vnicornis.

f 2. ' A short close vest
'

(Fairholt) : cf. DEMI-

2. 06s.
a 1529 SKELTON Bmuge of Courtc 359 Of Kirkby Kendall

?as his shorte demye. 1540 Lane. Wills I. 189 To my
doughter Katheryn my best demye. 1509 NASHE Lenten

Stuff* in Hurl. Misc. (1808-12) VI. 166 (D.) He. .stript him
out of his golden demy or mandillion, and flead him.

3. Paper Manuf. Name of a certain size of paper,

tProperly adj. ;
also fllift. as rf. = demy paper.)

Demy printing paper measures lyixaaj inches; demy
writing paper is in Great Britain 15^X20, in United States

16x21.

1546 LANGLEY Pol. Verg. De Invent. H. vi. 45 b, There be

diuerse maner of papers, as paper royal, paper demy, blot-

ting paper, marchauntes paper. 1589 Marprel. Epit. B, An
hundred threescore and twelue sheets, of good Demie paper.

[-ING -.] That demurs :

i s. &d. 1790 WOLCOTT (P. Pindar) Benev. Epist. Sylv. (

Wks. 1812 II. 251 His nice-discerning Knowledge none

deny On Crown, Imperial, Foolscap, and Demy. 1878

Print. Trades Jrnl. xxv. 9 A demy 8'. pamphlet of about

a dozen pages.
4. A foundation scholar at Magdalen College,

Oxford.
So called because their allowance or

* commons
' was

originally half that of a Fellow : the Latin term is umi-
comtnunarius.
a 1486 Stat. Magdalen Coll. (MS.) 6 De electione schola-

rium voc' Dymyes. Ibid., Pro communis cujuslibet tn-

ginta pauperum scholarium, qui Demyes vulgariter nuncu-

pantur dimidium summae illius quam pro quolibet alio socio.

1536 Act 27 Hen. VIII, c. 42 i in Oxf.^Camb. Enactm.
12 Felawes, Scolers, Dymyes. 1615 HEYLIN Memoranda 22

July in Mem. Waynftete (1851), I was chosen Demie of

Magdalen College. 1691 WOOD AtA. Oxon. I. 14 William

Lilye was. .elected one of the Demies or Semi-commoners
of St. Mary Magd. Coll. 1769 De Foe's Tour Gt. Brit. II.

246 Magdalen-College . . has a President, 40 Fellows, a

School-master, 30 Scholars called Demies. 1880 GREEN Hist.

Eng. People IV. vnl. iii. 20 The expulsion of the Fellows

was followed, .by that of the Demies.

5. Short for DEMI-BAR, q.v. : A kind of false dice

used in cheating.
1591 GREENE Disc. Coosnage (1859) 38 The name of their

Cheates, Bard-dice, Flattes, Fargers, Langrets, Gourds,

Demies, and many others. 1801 Sporting Mag. XVIII. 100

A bale of demies.

f 6. A half-grown lad, a youth. Obs.

1389 WARNER Alb. Eng. v. xxyii,
Next but demies, nor

boyes, nor men, our dangerous times succeede.

Demy- : see DEMI-.

Demycent, -sent : see DEMI-CEINT 06s.

Demyd, obs. pa. t. of DEEM v., DIM v.

Demyse girdle : see DEMI-GIRDLE 06s.

Demyship (d/inai-Jip). Also 6 dimi-, 9 demi-.

[f. DEMY 4 + -SHIP.] A scholarship at Magdalen

College, Oxford.

1536 Act 27 Hen. VIII, c. 42 i in Oxf. ff Camb. Enactm.

13 Felowshippes, Scolershippes, Dimishippes. 1687 Royal
Mandate 18 July in Magd. Coll. (Oxf. Hist. Soc.) 78 Any
Fellowship, Demyship, or other place, .in our said College.

1869 Echo ii Oct., The demyships are worth ,83 per

annum, and are tenable for five years. 1884 COURTHOPE
Addison 29 Dr. Lancaster, .used his influence to obtain for

him a demyship at Magdalen.

Demyt, obs. form of DIMITY.

Den (den), s6.l Forms : 1-4 denn, 4-7 denne,

(4-5 deen), 3- den. [OE. de_nn habitation of a

wild beast : OTent. type *danjo
m

, corresp. in form

to OHG. tenni neut., MHG. tenne neut. fern., Ger.

tenne f. floor, thrashing-floor, OLG. *denni, early

mod.Du. denne 'floor, pavement, flooring of a ship,

also cave, cavern, den
'

(Kilian) : cf. also MDu.
dan(n m. forest, abode of wild beasts, waste place,

open country. The same root dan- appears in

dean, OE. deitu (:-dani-) vale : the root-meaning

!
is uncertain.]
1. The lair or habitation of a wild beast.

Beowulf 5512 Geseah [he] . . wundur on wealle, and bses

wyrmes denn. ciooo Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 187/1 Lustra,
wllddeora holl and denn. c 1220 Bestiary 13 De leun . .

driueS dun to his den Sar he him berjen wille. a 1300
Cursor M. 16762+110 (Cott.) pe fox has his den and ilk

foghel is nest, c 1380 WYCLIF Wks. (1880) 15 And so dide. .

be prophete danyel in be deen of lyonys. a 1400 Octonian

582 The lady wente..To the tygre denne. 1585 J. B. tr.

Viret's Sck. Bcastes B ij b, It is a signe of rayne. .when the

Ante bringeth out of her hole and denne al her esges. 1611



DEN.

BIBLE Job xxxyii. 8 Then the Waste* goe into dennes : and
n in. tine in their places. 1808 SCOTT Mann. \i. xiv, And
l.ircst thuu then To beard the lion in his den, The Douglas
in hi* hall '

2. A place hollowed ont of the ground, a cavern

(f offas. a pit). Obs, or blended with i or 3.
a 1300 Cursor flf. 4185 (Cott.) Tac we him out of yon den

(Joseph in the pit]. 1381 WYCLIF Htb. xi. 38 Thei erringe
in. .dennys and cauys of the crthe. 1387 TREVISA Higdut
(Hulls) I. 315 pe lond of Sicilia is holow and ful of dennes
[L. MMrww]. 1530 PALSGR. 212/2 Den, a hole in the

groumlc, cautrne. 1548 MALI. Chron, 191 [They) lurked in

dennes and wholes secretly. 1588 SHAKS. Tit. A. u. ill. 215
Aaron and thou looke downe into this den. 1676 BUNYAN
PHfr* i. i, I lighted on a certain place, Where was a Denn

;

And I laid me down in that place to steep. 17*6 CAVALUER
Mint. i. 101, 1 . .had already search'd into several Dcnnsand
Caverns of the Mountains. 1847 EMERSON J'cu-nis, Saadi
Wks. iBohn) I. 473 No churl, immured in cave or den.

3. transf, and Jig, A place of retreat or abode

(likened to the lair of a beast); a secret lurking-

place of thieves or the like (cf. Matt. xxi. 13).
c 1175 Pains of Ifell 176 in O.K. Misc. 152 Vvrber per beo)>

olde men pat amon^ neddren habbej> heore den. c 1340
Cursor M, 14745 (Trin.) Je hit make.. A den to reset inne

pcucs. c 1430 Hinu wiie Man taught Son 132 in Babces
Bit. 52 How litil her ^ood doo|> hem availe Whanne \*-\ be
doluen in her den. 1588 SPENSKR I'irgifs Gnat 96 No such
sad cares..Do ever creepe into the shepheards den. 1719
DE FOE O*<v (1840) II. viii. 186 [They would have] made
the island n den of thieves. 1810 SCOTT LadyofL. i. iv, The
Cavern, where, 'tis told, A giant made his den of old. 1860
TVNDAI.L Glac. i. xxiii. 167 The very type of a robber den.

b. A small confined room or abode ; /. one
unfit for human habitation.

1837 DICKRNS Picfav. ii, The musicians were securely
confined in an elevated den. 1840 T. A. TROLLOPE ,Vw/.
Rrittatty I. 315 The frightful dens ofsome of the Manchester

operatives. 1891 E. PEACOCK N. Brendon II. too The filthy
den where her mother lived.

c. colloq. A small room or lodging in which a

man can seclude himself for work or leisure
; as,

'a bachelor's den '.

1771 SMOLLETT Humph, Cf. 5 June F 3 So saying, he
retreated into his den. 1816 SCOTT Lttt. (1891) IT 372
A little boudoir .. a good eating-room, and a small den for

me in particular. 1882 Blackw. Maf. Dec. 709 [He] went
off in the direction of his own den, a little room in which he
smoked and kept his treasures.

4. The name given in the Lowlands of Scotland,
and north of England, to the conventional enclosure

or place of safety in boys' out-of-door games, called

elsewhere the home, bay, or base.

5.
' A deep hollow between hills ;

a dingle
'

(Jam.). Sf. local.

['Often applied to a wooded hollow' (Jam.), and then

nearly synonymous with DEAN'-* ; but not the same word.]

1551 A i'. HAMILTON Catech. (18841 33 I" tne vail or den

quharin thow usit to commit ydolatrie. 1785 BURNS To W.
Simpson x, We'll sing auld Coila's .. banks an' braes, her
dens an* dells, a 1800 Ballad^

' The dowie dens of Yarrow.'
1806 SIR W. FORBES Btattic II. 51 (Jam.), I have made
several visits of late to the Den of Rubislaw. Note. A Den,
in the vernacular language of Scotland, .is synonymous with
what in England ts called a Dingle.
(In many place names, as Dura Den near Cupar Fife, Tht
Den near Kirkcaldy, Haivthornden in Mid Lothian ; but as
a termination often representing earlier dene, dean.)

f6. Anat. A cavity or hollow. Obs.

1398 TREVISA fiartk. De P. R.i\\. xxii. (1495)70 Oute of a
denne of the lyfte syde of the herte comyth a veyne. 1615
CROOKE Body ofman 609 The implanted Ayre concluded
within the dennes or cauities of the Eares. 1685 SNAPE
Anat. Iforsc in. xiv. (1686) 140 The Caverns or Cavities, by
some called Dens.

7. Comb.j as f den-dreadful adj. (
= dreadful with

dens of wild beasts).
x6ai G. SANDYS Ovid's Met. i. (1626) 6 Now past den-

dreadfull Maenalus confines [J/,r;m/<i . . fatebris horrenda

/frarunt}.

t Den, sb. 2 Also dene, deyn. Obs. Sc. variant

of DAN l
, sir, master.

ri37S ^ * Saints, Egipdant mo To jour abbot,
dene lohne, say. ri4*sWYNTOUN Ctvtt, vin. x. 92 (Jam.)
The Abbot of Abbyrbrothok than, Den Henry, c 1450
HOLLAND H&tvfat 199 Gret Ganeris. .That war demyt, but

dowt, denyss douchty. 155* LYNDESAV Monarch? 4670-2
All Monkrye. , Ar calfit Denis, for dignite; Quhowbeit his

mother mylk the kow, He man be caliit Dene Androw.

Den ',
in the salutationiw/f&;f : see GOODEN.

Ben (den), v.i [f. DKN *M]
1. rfft. (or passive). To ensconce or hide oneself

in (or as in) a den.
ri2io Bestiary 36 Wu he dennede him in Sat defte

meiden, Marie bi name. 16131 HKYWOOD Silver Age in.

VVks. 1874 III. 129 If he be den d, Il'e rouze the monstrous
beast. 1631 LITHGOW Trar. vn. 315 A pic digged to hide

the Gunner, .the Gunner lay denned, and durst not stirrc,

t83 GALT Entail II. xvii. 157
' Hae ye ony ark or amrie. .

where a body might den himsel till they're out o* the gate
and away?'
2. intr. To live or dwell in a den ;

to escape into,

or hide oneself in, a den.
To den > : to retire into a den for the winter, as a hiber-

nating animal. (US. colloq.)
1610 G. FLETCHER Chrisfs Viet. xiv. The sluggish

saluages, that den belowe. IT DUDLEY in /'*//. Trans.

XXXII. 295 They generally den among the Rocks in

great Numbers together, c 1860 TOM TAYLOR in Thorn-

bury Tii'o Cent, of Song (1867* 261 In a dingier set of

chambers no man need wish to stow, Than those, old

friend, wherein we denned, at Ten, Crown Office Row.

191

1894 ll"if Milt, i N.V.i Jan. 463 Our |ople. .are inclined
to

' den up
'

in the hot weather, as certain animals, .do in

the cold season.

f 3. To Jen out : to drive (a beast) out of its den ;

to unearth. Obs.

1571 HANMKH Ckron. Irtl, (1633) 203 (They] burned their

CaDDans and Cottages, and such as dwelt in caves and
rockes underground (as the manner is to denne out Foxes)

they fired and smothered to death.

Hence Denned (dend) ///. a., Denning vbl. sb.

i6aa S. WARD Wot to Dntnkards (1697)45 Insuchtowncs
this Serpent hath no nestling, no stabling, or denning.
i854/Vi//'j Mag. XXI. 165 Arousing a denned lion.

tDen,f.2 Oh. rare- 1
. [Etymol. doubtful : cf.

DEM p.l] trans. To dam up.

'375 HARBOUR Struct xiv. 354 This fals tratour his men had
maid . . The ysche of a touch to den [rime men].

Den, obs. form of DEAN '
(decanus), DESK 2

.

Den and Strand : see DEMS -.

Denaer : see DINAR.

Denalagu (OE.) : see DANELAW.
t Dena'me, v. Obs. [f. DE- L 3 + NAME v.,

after OF. dtnenur, dcnommcr, L. denomindre.]
trans. To denominate.

iJSS ABP. PARKER />. cxix. 365 These fiftene Psalmes next

followyng Be songs denamcf of steps or stayers, a 1640
JACKSON Crttd x. notes Wks. IX. 268 The exorbitance of
a diseased appetite in man is therefore denamed ' caninus

appetitus '.

Deiiar, denare (dpnli, dina'j, -eu). Forms :

6 denaire, 68 denare, 6- demur. . [Modification
of ME. dener, denere (from OK. dener}, DENIER,
assimilated to I., denarius. It. denaro, danaro, and
the adaptations of these in other languages.]
A coin : the Roman DENARIUS ; the Italian denaro

or Spanish dinero of the i6-i7thc. ; the Persian

and East Indian DINAR, q.v.

1547 BOORDK Introd. Kiunvl, 179 In Italy . . in bras they
haue kateryns & byokea & denares.

Iffjj
\st Pt. Rrtxnt

Denares to every private Soldier. 187* YEATS Grtnvth Comm.
367 The solid! . . were reckoned as equal to twelve silver

denars. Ibid. 368 Smaller gold pieces were also coined . .

under the name of gold pennies, gold denars or oboluses.

Denarcotlze: see DE- If. i.

t Dena'riate, sb. Obs. or Hist. [ad. med.L.
dftidriat-us (in I.mvs of Edw. Confessor, Du
Cange), f. L. denarius penny: see below.] A
portion of land worth a penny a year.
1610 W. FOLKINGHAM Art ofSurrty 11. vii. 58 There be

also other quantities of Land taking their denominations
from our

ysu.il
Coine ; as Fardingdeales, Obolates, 1 )ena-

riates, Solidates, Librates. 1670 in BLOUNT Law Diet. s.v.

Fardingdeal.

tDena'riate, a. Obs. [f.
L. dfnari-us (see

below), in med. sense 'money': see -ATE 'A] Of
or pertaining to money ; monetary.
163* LITHGOW Trav. x. 441 The Host perceiving their

denariat charge, he entered their chamber, when they were
a sleepe.

Denarie, obs. form of DENARY.

|] Denarius (d/he'ri#s). PI. denarii (-i (ai).

[L., for denarius nnmus denary coin, coin con-

taining ten passes), f. dent every ten, ten by ten :

see -ARY '.]

L An ancient Roman silver coin, originally of

the value of ten asses (about eightpence of modem
English money).

Hist. in. xv. (R.), In the early times of Rome, the price of a

sheep was a denarius, or eight pence. 1840 ARNOLD Hist.

Rome II. 534 The silver coinage [of Rome] was first intro-

duced in the year 485 ; and the coins struck were denarii,

quinarii, and sestertii. 1877 C.GEIKIK Christ Iiv.(i879) 650
when they came . . who were hired at the eleventh hour,

they received each a denarius.

2. A gold coin [denarius atireus) of the ancient

Roman empire, worth 35 silver denarii.

1661 LOVXLL Hist. Anim. ft Min. 8 The fourth part of a

golden denarius. 1817 COLEBROOKE Algebra Ixxxiv, We
read in Roman authors of golden as well as silver denarii.

8. The weight of the silver denarius used as a

measure of weight, nearly equivalent to the Greek

drachma.
1398 TREVISA Earth. Dt P. K. xtx. cxxxi. (1495) 040

Scrupulus that is the eyghtenthe Huolus is callyd Dcnanus
and is acountyd for ten pans. 1771 RAPER in Phil. Trans.

LXI. 493 The Romans did not use the Denarius for a weight
. . till the Greek physicians . . prescribed by it, as they
had been accustomed to do by the Drachm in their own
country.

U In English monetary reckoning used for '

penny ,

and abbreviated d. ; see D III. i.

f Dena-rrable, a. Obs.~ "
[f.

L. denarra-rt to

narrate + -BLE.]
'
Proper to be related, capable of

l>eing declared '.

17*7 B.MI.EY vol. II. 1730-6 (folio
1

.

So t Denarra'tion, 'a narration
*

(Bailey, 1727).

t Denary, denarie, sfi. 1 Obs. [ad. L. rfr-

narius.']
= DENARIDS, the Roman penny.

i- 1449 PKCOCK Kefr. n. ii. 140 The! offriden to htm a de*

DENATUHE.
naric. 1541 UpAUL, etc. Eraim. I'ar Malt, xviii.

pi
An

hundreth denarie*. 1550 I^TIMKH Stria. Stanford Wic. ].

279
' Shew me . . a penny uf the tribute money . . and they

Drought him ft denari. 1615 HIIICHTMAW KcvtlatioH 213 Let
thre such measures of barly bee void for a denary. 1674
JEAKK Aritk. (1696) to; 'llii> ii lometime called l>rachmal
Denary for distinction sake.

Denary <l''i>un
,
a. and !/>.- [ad. \..d,-niiri-us

containing ten.]
A. adj. Relating to the number ten ; having ten

as the basis of reckoning ; decimal.

184! C. WolDCWOITH /Inltran Lfct. Afxatjrfu 524 Being
toe* they must be ten. .in other succcuive prophecies this

denary number i* retained. 1*7* Enfytl. Brit. 1 1. 463 To
convert 8735 of the denary into the duodenary scale. 1891
I'all MallC. 4 Aug. 6/1 The ten denary symbols.

i B. St. Obs.

1. The number ten ; a group of ten, a decad.

1615 CHOOKE /Sixty o/Manyn Three Denarie! or Decades
of weeke*. 01648 SIR K. DIGBY in Snffl. to Cabala 148
(T.) Centenaries, that are composed of denaries, and they of
units. i68a H. MOKE A niu<t. Ulatn'ilft Lux O. 180 Sup-
pose. .Denary, is such a sctled number and no other.

2. A tithing or tenth part.

1577 HARRISON Ett^latul \\. iv. (1877) I. 91 He diuided ..

lathes into hundreds, and hundreds into tithlngs or denarie*.

Denationalization 'd/na; Janaloutf '\p>n). [f.

next + -ATION. Also in mod.F.
(-itatfon), Littre.]

The action of denationalizing, or condition of being
denationalized.

1814 SIR R. WILSON Diary II. 363 Is not the advantage
. .counterbalanced by the extinction of Poland and Italy, by
the denationalisation of two such interesting portions of

Europe t 1868 DILKE Greater Brit. \. \. iv. 45 Americans
are never slow to ridicule the denationalization ofNew York.

Denationalise (d/hx-janabiz), v. [a. F. it{-

nalionaliscr (a word of the French Revolution), f.

Dl- II. I + national, nationalistr.]

L Irons. To deprive of nationality; to take his

proper nationality from (a person, a ship, etc.) ; to

destroy the independent or distinct rationality of

(a country).
1807 Ann. Kff. 779 By these acts the British government

denationalizes snips of every country in Europe. 1841
Blaclnv. Mag. L. 773 To denationalize themselves, and to

endeavour to forget that they have a country. 1880

M'CARTHY Ovnt Tintei 111. 365 New steps were taken for

denationalising the country and effecting its. .subjugation.

2. To make (an institution, etc.) no longer na-

tional ; to divest of its character as belonging to

the whoie nation, or to a particular nation.

1839 Times 29 June in Sfiril Metrofol. COHUTV. Pna
(1840) II. 122 The attempt to. .denationalise the education
of the infant poor. 1878 N. Amer. Ret'. CXXVI. 266 That
this crime against humanity [slavery], .should be denation-

alized.

Hence Dena-tionalined ffl.a., Dena'tionaliier,
Denationalizing vbl. sb. anAffl. a.

i8ia O. Rev. VIII. 205 Those denationalised neutrals have
no right to resist. 1848 Tail's Mag. XV. 826 A hotrid

system of denationalizing has roused in them terrible pas-
sions. 1860 Sat. Rev. X. 471/2 The

cosmopolitan
and de.

nationalizing character of the Church. 188* J. H. UM sr

Kef. CA. Eng. 1 1 . 206 A long train of foreigners or denation-

alized Englishmen.

Denaturalization (dftisc'tiuralaiz^'-Jan). [f.

next + -ATION. So in mod.F.] The action of de-

naturalizing, or condition of being denaturalized.

1811 Chrm. in Ann. Keg. 347 Every person, a subject of

this kingdom, who leaves it without a passport, .shall incur

the punishment of dcnaturalisation. 1881 Scribnn1! Mirf.
XXII. 94 He must submit to letters of denaturalization, if

he is to be passed.
b. =DKNATL-RATTON.
i88a Ckemilt 4- Druggist XXIV. 51/2 A Commission in

Germany has reported on the processes of denaturalisation

of Alcohol for manufacturing purposes.

Denaturalize v d/nse'tiuralatz), v. [f. DE- II.

i + natural, naturalitt: so in mod.F. (Littre').J

L trans. To deprive of its original nature; to

alter or pervert the nature of; to make unnatural.
iSia SOUTHEY Omttiana I. 34 All creatures are, more or

leu. denaturalized by confinement. 1853 H. ROGERS Eel.

Faitk 140 This '

spiritual
'

faculty . . denaturalised and dis-

abled. 1881 PALORAVE t-'isimu Ettg. Pref. 13 The lyrical
ballad . . like certain wild flowers, is almost always de-

naturalized by culture.

2. To deprive of the status and rights of a natural

subject or citizen ; the opposite of naturalise.

1816 KEATINGK Trav. (18171 II. 119 TheUuque d' Aveiro,

having been degraded and denaturalized previous to con-

demnation. 1838 PRESCOTT Ferd. 4- Is. (18461 I. Introd. jo

They also claimed the privilege, when aggrieved, of de-

naturalizing themselves or, in other words, of publicly re-

nouncing their allegiance to their Sovereign.

Hence Dena'turalized, -izing ffl. adjs.
1800 SOUTHEY Life (1850) II. 45 By residing in that huge

denaturalised city' i8ii
'

EeIiH~. K'ev. XIJC 375 Cast off

without ceremony as denaturalized beings. i8ao Lena.

only a degraded nature.

Denature ^d/'n^-tiuj'l, r. [. F. dtnaiurer,

OF. desnoturer, f. des-, J(- (DK- I. 6 * nolvrt ;

a doublet of DISSATUBE.]
f L trans. To render unnatural. Obs.

1685 COTTOH tr. Mentaignt III. 158 Fanatick people, who
think to honour their nature by denaturing themselves.
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2. To alter (anything) so as to change its nature ;

e.g. to render alcohol or tea unfit for consumption.
Hence Denatured ppl. a,

;
also Denatnra'tion.

1878 J. THOMSON Plenip. Key 7 If your liquor be. .not of
the denatured nature of London milk, .chicory coffee. 1882
Athen&um 25 Mar. 385/1 A paper

' On the Denaturation of
Alcohol by the Action of Wood-Spirit '. 1888 Manck. Exam,
3 July 6/5 Regulations authorising the removal from bond
ofwhat was termed denatured tea.

Denaur, var. of DINAR, an eastern coin.

Denay, obs. variant of DENY z/. and sb.

Dendelion, obs. form of DANDELION.

Dendrachate, etc. : see under DENDRO-.

De'lldral, a. rare. [f.
Gr. &&8p-ov tree + -AL.]

Pertaining to or of the nature of a tree ; arboreal.

1874 H. W. BEECHER in Christian Union 28 Jan. 72 Such
trees as that dendral child of God, the elm.

Dendranatomy, -anthropology : see under

DENDRO-.

t De'ndrical, a. Obs. [f. as prec. + -ic + -AL.]
Of the nature of or resembling a tree

;
dendritic.

1758 MENDES DA COSTA in Monthly Rev. 454 The said

author took a dendrites fresh dug . . scraped all the black or

dendrical substance from it.

Dendriform (de*ndrif^im), . [f. as prec. +

-FORM, L. -form-is ;
after cruciform, etc.] Of the

form of a tree
; branching, arborescent.

1847 *n CRAIG. 1869 NICHOLSON Zool. 89 A dendriform
mass. 1888 ROLLESTON& TACKSON Anim. Lz/efgi Asponge
may be. .leaf or fan-like, branched or dendriform.

Deiidrite (de'ndroit). Also in Lat. form den-
drites (dendrai'tfz), pi. deudritee (-tt). [ad. Gr.

SfvSptrijs of or pertaining to a tree, f. SfrSpov tree :

see -ITE. In F. dendrite (1732 in Trevoux).]
1. A natural marking or figure of a branching

form, like a tree or moss, found on or in some
stones or minerals ;

a stone or mineral so marked.

1727-51 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., In some dendrites, the figures,
or signatures, penetrate quite through. 1774 STRANGE
in Phil. Trans. LXV, 35 It is also variegated by frequent
dendrites. 1825 COLERIDGE Aids Reft. (1848) I. 27 As den-
drites derive the outlines, .from the casual neighbourhood
and pressure of the plants. 1863 LYELL Antig. Man\'\\.

(ed. 3) 116 Those ramifying crystallizations called dendrites

usually consisting of the mixed oxyds of iron and man-

fanese,
forming extremely delicate brownish sprigs, resem-

ling the smaller kinds of sea-weeds.
Comb. 1856 STANLEY Sinai fy Pal. i.(i8s8) 45 The older

travellers, .all notice what they call Dendrite-stones, i. e.

stones with fossil trees marked upon them.

2. A crystalline growth of branching or arbor-

escent form, as of some metals under electrolysis.
188* A. S. HERSCHEL in Nature No. 642. 363 After a few

hours of charging, the rough dendrites of humus-coloured
substance acquired frond-like form.

Hence Dendri'tlform a., having the form or ap-

pearance of a dendrite.

1890 in Cent. Diet.

Dendritic (dendri'tik), a. [mod. f. DENDRITE

(in F. dendritique) : see :
ic.] Resembling or of

the nature of dendrite : said ofvarious structures or

formations, chiefly mineral and animal.
1. Of a branching form

; arborescent, tree-like.

1816 P. CLEAVELAND Mineral. 445 This variety.. is reni-

form, dendritic, in membranes, c. 1841 TRIMMER Pract.
Geol, 74 Dendritic native silver and copper. 1870 ROL-
LESTON Anim. Life Introd. 102 This structure ..may be
either dendritic or foliaceous.

2. Having arborescent markings.
1805-17 R. JAMESON Char. Min. (ed. 3! 77 Steatite and

dendritic calcedony. 1872 H. MACMILLAN Trite Vine iii.

no Imitations of ferns and foliage. .in moss-agates, or in

what are called dendritic pebbles.

Dendritical (dendrrtikal), a. [f. as prec. +
-AL.] =

prec.
1822 G. YOUNG Geol. Snrv. Yorksh. Coast (1828) 183 The

dendritical impressions .. observed in the parting of sand-
stone. 1823 FARADAY Exp. Res. xviii. 82 The Hydrate is

produced in a crust or in dendritical crystals.
Hence Dendri'tically adv.) like a dendrite.

1884 E. KLEIN Micro-Organisms^ $ Disease xiii. 60 In some
species [of Bacteria] the zooglsea is dendritically ramified.

Dendro-, before a vowel dendr-, combining
form of Gr. 84v8pov tree, as in De'ndrachate
(-ak^'t) [see ACHATE j. 1

], a variety of agate with
tree-like markings, f Dendrana'tomy, the ana-

tomy of trees (obs.}. Dendraiittropology (nonce-
wd.},

'

study based on the theory that man had

sprung from trees' (Davies). Dendrocla'stlc a.,

breaking or destroying trees, sb. a destroyer of

trees. Dendrode*ntine, 'the form of branched
dentine seen in compound teeth, produced by the

iuterblending of the dentine, enamel, and cement
*

(Syd, Soc. Lex. 1883) ; cf. DENDBODONT below.
Dendro graphy, description of trees (Syd. Soc.

Lex.}. Dendroheliopha Hio a., said of a sym-
bolic figure combining a tree, a sun, and a phallus.
Dendrolatry, worship of trees. De'ndrolite, a

petrified or fossil tree or part of a tree. Dendro -

meter, an instrument for measuring trees. De*n-

drophil, a lover of trees. Dendro-pliilons a.,

tree-loving; in Bot. growing on or twining round
trees. De'ndrostyle (Zool.) t

one ofthe four pillars

by which the syndendrium is suspended from the

umbrella in the Rhizostomidw.

[1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Dendrachates (Gr.), a kind of

Agate-stone, the Veins and Spots of which resemble the

Figures of Trees and Shrubs.] 1865 PAGE Handbk. Geol.

Terins, Dendrachate . . moss-agate ; agate exhibiting in its

sections the forms or figures of vegetable growths. 1697
Phil. Trans. XIX. 558 Dendranatonte may, tho' more
remotely, advance even the Practice of Physick, by the Dis-

covery of the Oeconomy of Plants. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl.

Supp.^ Dendranatomy^ a term used by Malpighi and others
to express the dissection of the ligneous parts of trees and
shrubs, in order to the examining their structure and uses.

a 1843 SOUTHEY Doctor ccxv. VII. 168 He formed, therefore,
no system of dendranthropology. 1856 Chatnb. Jrnl. VI.

352 Are we not afflicted by dendroclastics? 1854 OWEN in

Circ. Sc. (c. 1865) II. 96/2 We find not fewer than six leading
modifications in fishes, i. Hard or true dentine. .5. Dendro-
dentine. 1891 T. J. JEAKES in N. ffQ. 7th Ser. XII. 395 The
dendroheliophallic 'Tree of Life

1

, probably. 1891 tr. De
La Saussaye's Matt. Sc. Relig. xii. 89 The impressions
which have given rise to dendrolatry. 1828 WEBSTER, Den-
drolite> a petrified or fossil shrub, plant, or part of a plant.
Diet, ofNat. Hist. 1865 ~Pkw.Handhk.Gfol. Terms, Den-
drolite. .a general term for any fossil stem, branch, or other

fragment of a tree. 1768 Gentl. Mag. 552 An account of
the new invented Dendrometer. 1874 KNIGHT Diet. Mech..

Dendrometer, an instrument for measuring the height and
diameter of trees, to estimate the cubic feet of timber therein.

It has means for taking vertical and horizontal angles, and
is mounted on a tripod stand. 1888 Pall MallG. 21 Dec.
3/1 This is the statement of a wild dendrophil. 1886 GUIL-
LEMARD Cruise ' Marchesa' II. 188 Dendrophilous plants
swarmed up the tree-trunks and shrouded them with their

fleshy, fenestrated leaves. 1841-71 T. R. JONES Anim.
Kinga. (ed. 4) 88 The main trunks of the dependent polypi-
ferous root or stem unite above into a thick quadrate disk

(syndendrium\ which is suspended by four stout pillars

(idendrostyles\ one springing from each angle.

Denctrobe (de'ndr<?ub). [ad. mod.L. Dendro-
bium t f. Gr. StvSpov tree + *oy life.] Anglicized
form of Dendrobium^ name of a genus of epiphytal
orchids, of which many species are cultivated for the

beauty of their flowers.
1883 The Garden 7 Jan. 9/3 One word in praise of this old

and dear Dendrobe. 1891 Pall Mall G. 2 Nov. 3/2 The
discovery of what the Anglo-German importers call the

'Elephant Moth Dendrobe '. .the Dtndrooinm PJialsenop-
sis SchrSderiawtiH,

Dendroclastic : see under DENDRO- .

Dendroccel, -coele (de-ndr^sfl), a. Zool.
[f.

DENDRO- + Gr. xoi\ia the body-cavity, abdomen.]
Having a branched or arborescent intestine ; be-

longing to the division Dendroc&la of Turbellarian

Worms. Also Dendrocoe Ian, Dendrocce'lous,
in same sense.

1869 NICHOLSON Zool. xxiv. d88o> 242 The Nemerteans ..

make a near approach to the dendrocoelous Planarians.

1877 HUXLEY Anat. Inv, Anim, iv. 194 Sometimes a simple
sac.. and occasionally branched, like that of the dendro-
ccele Turbellaria.

Dendrocolaptine (de'ndr^kolse-ptsin, -in),

a. Ornith. [f.
DENDRO- + KoKaTrr-fw to peck, etc.]

Belonging or allied to the genus of birds Dendro-

colaptes, or South American tree-creepers.
1892 W. H. HUDSON La, Plata 147 There is in La Plata

a small very common Dendrocolaptine bird Anumbins
acnticaudatns.

Dendrodentine : see under DENDRO-.
Dendrodic (dendrp'dik), a. [f. Gr. Sfvo'puS-rjs

tree-like + -ic. Cf. also mod.L. Dendrodus^ Hav-

ing a branching or arborescent structure, as the teeth

of the genus Dendrodus of fossil fishes : see next.

1854 H. MU.LER Footer. Great, v. (1874)78 The dendrodic
or tree-like tooth was, in at least the Old Red Sandstone, a
characteristic of all the Celacanth family.

Deiidrodont (de-ndn?clpnt),jA and a. Palseont.

and ZooL [f.
DENDRO- + Gr. 65oi>T- tooth.]

A. sb. A fish of the extinct fossil genus Dendro-
\

{/us, characterized by teeth of dendritic structure.

(Cf. dendrodentine under DENDRO-.)
1849-52 OWEN in Todd Cycl. Anat. IV. n. 869 The seem-

ingly simple conical teeth of the extinct family of fishes

which I have called
* Dendrodonts '. 1865 PAGE Handbk.

\

Geol. Terms.

B. adj. Having, or consisting of, teeth of den-

dritic internal structure.

1872 NICHOLSON Palxont. 326 Dentition dendrodont. 1880
GUNTHER Fishes 365 Dentition dendrodont.

Dendrography, etc. : see under DENDRO-.

Dendroid ide-ndroid), a. [f. Gr. Stv8p-ov 4-

-oiD: cf. Gr. SfvSpworjs, contr. from SfvSpoftdfjs.'j

Of the form of a tree ; dendritic, arborescent.

1846 DANA Zooph. (1848) 544 A dendroid specimen in the
coral collections of Peale's Museum. 1869 NICHOLSON Zool.

105 Dendroid, or tree-like, corals.

Dendroi'dal, a. [f. as prec. -f -AL.] =prec.
1840 Penny Cycl. XVIII. 372/2 (Corals) Polyparium den-

droidal, dichotomous.

Dendrolatry, -lite : see under DENDRO.

Dendrology (dendrfrlodgi). [f. DENDRO- +
Gr. -\oyta discourse, -LOGY.] The study of trees ;

the department of botany which treats of trees. So
Dendrolo-gic, DendrolO'ffical, Dentiro-logons

adjs.}belonging to dendrology; Dendro 'legist, one
versed in dendrology, a professed student of trees.

1708 KERSEY, Dendrology, a Treatise, or Discourse ofTrees.
1825 P. W. WATSON Dendrol. Brit. Introd. i That no person

. . since the time of Evelyn . . should have taken up . . the

Dendrologic Department of the science. Ibid. Introd. 10
This . . work . . includes about 100 Trees and Shrubs for the

Dendrologist, indigenous to the British Isles. 1869 W.
ROBINSON Parks $ Gardens Paris (1878) 344 There is a
school of Dendrology here. 1875 LOWKLL Lett. (1894) II.

137 The sonnet is ..susceptible of a high polish', as the

dendrologists say of the woods of certain trees. 1884 Science

4 July 10 Dendrological science has met with a great . . loss

in the death of Alphonse Laval lee.

Dendrometer, -phil, -style : see DENDRO-.
Dene (dm), sb. 1 Another spelling of DEAN sb?,

a (wooded) vale.

Dene ^dm), s&% Also den, deine, deane. [Of
uncertain derivation.
The sense seems to make it distinct from dene, DEAN 2

,

and suggests affinity to LG. dune (now also mod. Ger.),
E.Fris. and N.Fris. diine, ditn

t Du. duin^ sand-hill on the
coast : also F. dime in same sense. But its relationship to
these words is phonetically uncertain, and rendered more
so by the existence of the form den. Relationship to Ger.
tenne floor, perh. orig.

' a flat ', has also been suggested ; but
the history of the word does not go back far enough to admit
of any certain conclusion.]

1. A bare sandy tract by the sea ; a low sand-hill ;

as in the Denes north and south ofYarmouth, Dene-
side there, the Den at Exmouth, Teignmouth, etc.

a. in form den.

1278 [see 2]. 1599 NASHE Lenten Stnffe (1871) 26 There
being aboue flue thousand pounds worth of them at a time

upon her dens a sunning. 1776 WITHERING Brit. Plants

(1796) III. 563 On the sandy den at Teignmouth, plentiful.

1847 HALUWELL, /V, a sandy tract near the sea, as at

Exmouth, and other places.

. in form dene.
1816 KEATINGE Trav. (1817) I. 7 Quitting Calais for St.

Omars, the deines or sand-hills . . begin. 1845 Blacfav.

Mag. Apr. 424/2 A ' broad
'

. . separated from the sea by a
narrow strip of low sand-banks, and sandy downs or deanes
as they are there termed. 1855 KINGSLEY Westw. Ho ! xvi,
Mrs. Leigh, .watched the ship glide out between the yellow
denes. 1857 Two Y. Ago 50 Great banks and denes of

shifting sand.

f2. Den and strand'.
* Den . . is The Liberty the Ports Fishermen shall have to

beet or mend, and to dry their Nets at Great Yarmouth,
upon Marsh Lands there, yet called The Dennes, during . .

all the Herring Season. Strand . . the Liberty the Fisher-
men have to come to the Key at Great Yarmouth, and
deliver their Herrings freely' iJeakeX Obs.

1278 Charter Edw. I in Jeake Charters Cinque Ports

(1728) 12 Et quod habeant Den & Strond, apud magnam
Jernemouth \transl. in Hakluyt Voy. (1598) I. 117 And that

they shall haue Denne and Strande at Great Yarmouth].
1331 Charter Ediu. ///, ibid. 13 Nous .. voillouns qu'ils

ayount lour eysementz en Strande & Den saunz approprie-
ment del soil. 1706 in PHILLIPS.

t Dene, sb$ Obs. A fictitious sb. made by
separating the adv. BEDENE, bydene

'

together,

straight on, straightway
'

into be dene, by dene ;

whence, by varying the preposition, with dene.
c 1575 Sc. Leg. Saints, Vincentins 328 As Jai had sene It

bat par downe wes done with dene, c 1450 St. Ciithbert

(Surtees) 7804 Nine jere . . And twa moneths, all' be dene.
?r 1475 Sqr. lowe Degre 272 Take thy leue of kinge and
quene, And so to all the courte by dene.

f Dene, a. Obs. rare '. [ad. L. den-i."\ Ten.
c 1420 Pallad. on Husb. i. 587 Whenne the moone is daies

dene Of age is good, and til she be fiftene.

Dene, var. DAIN s6., DEN sb.'^
;
obs. f. DEAN 1

,

and DIN.

t De'negate, v. Obs. [f. ppl. stem of L. dene-

gdre to deny.] To deny.
1623 in COCKERAM. 1632 F. KIRKMAN Clerto -\ L. 124,

I cannot denegate any thing unto thee.

Denegation (denijgpi'Jan). [a. r\ dentgation

(desn-}> I4th c. in Hatzf., ad. L. dtnegation-em, n.

of action from denegdre to deny.]

f 1. Refusal to grant, denial of what is asked.

1489 Will of J. Welbeke (Somerset Ho.), Withouten any
delay fraude denegacion or troble. 1548 HALLCA?. (1809)

849 Denegacion of lustice. 1651 BIGGS New Disp. F 273
A denegation of that, to which she hath had a strong op-
tation.

2. Denial, contradiction.

1831 SOUTHEY in Q. Rev. XLV. 199 The base and beaten

Jath
of denegation. 1889 STEVENSON Master of B. vi. 220,

thought to interrupt him with some not very truthful

denegation.

Denegatory (d/he-gatsri), a. rare. [f. L.

dtnegat-, ppl. stem of detiegare to deny -f -OBY : cf.

F. denegatoire (1771 in Hatzf.).] Having the effect

of denying ; contradictory.
1823 BENTHAM Not Paul 255 Denied by the opposite dene-

atory assertion. Ibid. 259 A denegatory declaration a
eclaration denying the fact charged in the accusation,

t Deneger. Obs. = DENIER.
(App. an error for deneyer, but perh. intentionally f.

*aenege, ad. L. dtnegdre.)
1583 STURBES Anat. Abus. i. (1879) 115 An infidell, and a

deneger of the faith. 1592 Motive Good Wks. (1593) "7
Heathen people and infidels, denegers of the faith.

Dene-hole, Bane-hole (drn-, d (
7
i-n,h<?l).

Also 9 Danes' hole. [app. from the national name

Dane, Danes, ME. Dene, OE. D$ne + HOLE.
There is no doubt that this is popularly and traditionally

the local interpretation of the name : see the first quot. In

various parts of the country, e . the county of Durham,
other ancient caves and excavations are attributed to the

Danes, and called Danes' holes or Dane-holes. It is not

quite certain that dene-hole is a genuine popular form any-



DENEBEL.
where; but if so, it may possibly represent a MI 1

',. Dftu-
Dtna-h"t, D.mcs' hole (cf. OK. /Va-/a<*,

MK. /',-//,-. /,/.<',-, mod. />(*' law, Dane-linv), or it limy
he merely a local pronunciation. But it has suggested to
recent writers connexion with DENE so. 1

, or with other of
the sbs. so spelt, or with Dus (which is phonetically im-

possible) ; and either on this account, or because it docs not
countenance any theory about the Danes, it has been gener-
ally adopted by the arclueologists who have investigated
these holes since c 1880. Some have very reprchensibly
h. i iciied the name dene-hole into dene, conformably to their

erroneous conjectures as to its connexion with etene and den. ]

The name applied to a class of ancient excava-

tions, found chiefly in Essex and Kent in England,
and in the Valley of the Somme in France, consist-

ing of a narrow cylindrical shaft sunk through the

sui>erincurabent strata to the chalk, often at a depth
of 60 or 80 feet, and there widening out horizontally
into one or more chambers. Their age and purpose
have been the theme of much discussion.

a letter from Derham to Ray 17 Feb. 1706. For later history
sec Mr. Spun-ell's paper cited below, and Traru. Essex
Field CM, 1883 III. 48, Journal xxviii, Ivi.

1768 MOHANT Hilt. Essex I. 228 (The Dane-holes at Grays)
The Danes are vulgarly reported to have used them as
receptacles or hiding-places for the plunder and booty
which they took from Ihe adjoining inhabitants during
their frequent piracies and descents upon this island,
and hence they have been styled Dane or Dau holes.
1818 Cfunbrian Reg. III. 31 The controversy relative to
the original intention of the Deneholes. 1863 Murray's
HamibK. Kent tf Sussex^ (ed. a) 16 They are here called
' Daneholes' or ' Cunobcline's Gold Mines '. Ibid. 20 In a
chalk-pit near the village of E. Tilbury are numerous exca-
vations called Danes' Holes . . Similar excavations . . exist
in the chalk and tufa on either bank of the Somme . . The
tradition still asserts that these caverns were used for retreat
and concealment in time ofwar, whence their ordinary name
Let sonterrains ties guerres. 1871 R. MBESON in Palm
Stifford * its Neighbourhood 41 The Dane-holes as they
are called by the country people. 1881 F. C. J. SPURRELL
in A rchxol. Jrnl. (title), On Deneholes and Artificial Caves
with Vertical Entrances. 1883 Trans. Essex Field Club
III. Jrnl. 17 June 1882, An account of the Club's first visit

to the 'Denes' in Hangman's Wood. 1887 T. V. HOLMES
in Essex Naturalist I. 225 (title) Report on the Denehole
Exploration at Hangman's Wood, Grays, 1884-1887. 1891
Proc. Soc. Antiq. 5 Feb. 245 On the discovery ofa dene-hole

containing Roman remains at Plumstead.

Denelage, -lawe : see PANE-LAW.
Dener, -e, obs. form of DINNER, DUNIER.

II De-nerel. [OK. (i jth c. in Godef.) ; in form
dim. of dener, denier.'] A measure of capacity in

Guernsey : see quot.
1861 ANSTED Channel Isl. iv. App A (ed. 2) 567 In

Guernsey the denertl or dundrel is the common small unit
of dry measure. Three denerels . . make one cabot

; two
cabots or six denerels, one bushel.

t Denerva-tion. Obs. rare. [!.
DE- I. i +

L. nervus string, etc., as if f. a verb *dencrvarc
to tie down with a string.] A marking or groove,
such as is produced by a string tied round.
1657 TOMLINSON Renou'f Disp. 469 Worms . . are like ob-

long fibres whose parts are not discriminated, save by some
. . denervations.

Dengerous, obs. form of DANGEROUS.
Dengue (den-g). Also dengue-fever, denga.

[Immediately, a. West Indian Spanish dengue;
ultimately, according to Dr. Christie, in Glasgtnu
Med. Jrnl. Sept. 1881, a Swahili word, the full

name of the disease in Zanzibar being ka dinga
fefo (ta partitive article, 'a, a kind of, dinga,
dyenga, denga,

' sudden cramp-like seizure ', fefo
'
evil spirit, plague '). On its introduction to tne
West Indies from Africa in 1837, the name was, in

Cuba, popularly identified with the Spanish word
dengue

'

fastidiousness, prudery '. In this form it

was subsequently adopted in the United States, and

eventually in general English use.
In the British West Indies, called by the Negroes dandy.

Roth names appear to be popular adaptations, of the

'sparrow-grass type. of the Swahili name, with a mocking
reference to the stiffness of the neck and shoulders, ana
dread of motion, exhibited by the patients ; whence also
another name of ridicule, the '

Giraffe
'

See DANDY 3
.)

An infectious eruptive fever, commencing sud-

denly, and characterized by excruciating pains,

especially in the joints, with great prostration and

debility, but seldom proving fatal ; it is epidemic
and sporadic in East Africa and the countries sur-

rounding the Indian Ocean, and (since 1817) in the

West Indies and adjacent parts of America. Also
called Dandy, and Break-honefever.
(The name has apparently been sometimes given in error

to other epidemic fevers.)

1847 in CRAIG. 1854-60 MAYNR A'.i/cs. Lex., Dengue,
name for a fever which

prevailed
in Charleston, summer

of 1850 . . Also called . . the Break-bone fever. 1866 Har-
vard Mem. Biog, I. 37 Having had a severe attack of

dengue or break-bone fever. 1881 DR. CHRISTIE Dengue
Fever in Glasgow Med. yrnl. Sept. 165 Three epidemics of

denfrue are reported as having occurred within the eastern

hemisphere, the first during the years 1779-84, the second
from 1823 to 1829, and the third from 1870 to 1875. Ibid.

165 In 1870 the older inhabitants [of Zanzibar] recognized
the disease as one which had been epidemic about 48 . . years

Voi. III.
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before, and they gave to it the former designation ka-Jixfa-
/>./.'. 'he name under which I described it in my fint com.
iiitnii, .itii.n. ///./. i'-j DciiKa was prevalent in /
1823. 1885 Times 4 Dec. i.| What connexion there may be
between the troncasaor dengue fever and the recent invasion
of cholera [at Gibraltar).

Deniable (d/nsi-abT, a. [f. DENY v. + -ABI.K.]
That can be denied.

1548 GF.ST Pr. Masse 98 This is denyable. 1671 PEXN
Spirit Truth Vind. 27 The first Proposition is purely Scrip-
tural, and therefore the consequent not deniable. 1760
LAW

Sfirit ofPrayer n. 49 A maxim that is not deniable.

1865 K. I.L'CAS in Manning Ess. Kelig. * Lit. 354 It U not
deniable that even the inferior officers in an army . . have
certain rights.

Denial (d/hai-il). [f. DENT v. + -AL II. 5.]
1. The act of saying

' no '

to a request or to a

person who makes a request ; refusal of anything
asked for or desired.

1518 GARDINER in Pocock Kec. Rtf.1. li. 122 To colour the
denial of the king's purpose. 1548 UDALL, etc. Erasm. Par,
Matt. xv. (R.), 'Ihe woman was not weryed with so many
repulses and denyals. 1596 SMAKS. Taut. Stir. u. i. 381
Neuer make deniall ; I must and will haue (Catherine to my
wife. 1631 GOUGE Goifs A rrtnus iv. f 8. 385 Torture . . De-
niall of burial!, and other external! crosses. 1736 BUTLER
Anal. \. v. 136 Resolution, and the denial of our passions.
1806-7 J- BF.RESFORO Miseries Hum. Life (1826) it. xl. Pe-
remptory orders of denial to all comers whomsoever. 1847
TENNYSON Princess v. 324 To learn if Ida yet would cede
our claim. Or by denial flush her babbling wells With her
own peoples life.

b. = SEI.P-DENIAL.
18*8 WEBSTER s.v., A denial oferne's stlf, is a declining of

some gratification ; restraint of one's appetites or propen-
sities. 1873 Miss I. E. A. BROWN Thoughts thro' Year 78
The denials of obedience.
2. The asserting (of anything) to be nntrue or

untenable ; contradiction of a statement or allega-
tion as untrue or invalid ; also, the denying of the
existence or reality of a thing.
1576 FLEMING Panopl. Epist. 107 Cicero laboureth in his

owne purgation, and that any such thing was of him com.
milted, maketh flat denyall. 1651 HAXTER Inf. Baft. 38
That this is a Mercy . . is plain, and freouently past denyall.
a 1704 T. BROWN Periius Sat. i. ProL Wks. 1730 I. 51 Tis
true, nor is it worth denial. 1841 MYERS t'<iM. Th. III. xxi.
So The denial of these difficulties, or the ignoring of them.
1845 WHATELY Logic in Encycl. Metrop. 197/1 The dental
of the suppressed premiss . . will at once invalidate the argu-
ment. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) IV. 134 The denial of
abstract ideas is the destruction of the mind.
3. Refusal to acknowledge a person or thing as

having a certain character or certain claims ; a dis-

owning, disavowal.
1590 N.T.(L.Tomson)Jt/rt//. xxvi. heading, Peters deniall.

1651 HIIIIIIKS Lmiath. II. xxvii. 158 All Crimes that contain
not in them a denyall of the Soveraign Power, a 1716 SOUTH
(J.), Those are the proper scenes, in which we act our
confessions or denials of him.
4. Law. fa. = DENIER 2

: see quot. ; b. The
opposing by the defendant or accused party of a

pica, claim, or charge advanced against him.
1018 COKE On I.itt. 161 b. Denial! U a disseisin of a Rent

Charge, as well as ofa Rent secke. 1738 YOUNG LoveFame
vii, Kv n denials cost us dear at court. 1828 SCOTT /'. .V.
Perth xx. Of course the charge will be rebutted by a denial.
1861 W. BELL Diet. Law Scot. s. v., Denial in law imports
no more than not confessing. It does not amount to a posi-
tive assertion of the falsehood of that which is denied.

5. dial. A drawback, disadvantage, detriment,
hindrance.

1736 PEGGK Kenlicisms, A denial to a farm ; i. e. a pre-
judice, a drawback, hindrance, or detriment. 1876 .V.

Wanvicksh. Gloss., Denial, hindrance, drawback. '

It's

a great denial to him to be shut up in the house so long.*

1883 Hampshire Gloss., Denial, an encumbrance. ' His
children be a great denial to 'un.' Also in Glossaries of

Worcestersh., Gloncestersh., Surrey, Sussex, Leicester,

Shntpshire, Cheshire.

t Deni-ance. Obs. [f. DENT v. + -AHCB : cf.

OF. denoiance, f. denoier, var. of denier to DENY.]
Denial.

1548 HALL Chron. 244 Either for the aflfirmaunce or de-

niance of the same. 1568 GRAFTON Chron. II. 749.

Denied (d/nai-d), ///. a. [f. DENY v. + -ED.]
Said not to be true or not to exist ; refused.

1859 S ALA T-.n. round Clock (1861) 281 Dying of that com-
mon, but denied disease, a broken heart.

Hence Denle-dne, the quality of being denied ;

f self-denial (obs^.

1671 True Non-conf. 357 Their deniedncss unto all things,
their absolute resignation unto. .God.

Denier 1 d/hai-ai). [f.
DENY v. +-ER'.] One

who denies (in various senses of the verb).
i- 1400 Afal. Loll. 09 And )et bey deny to men be under,

stonding of be gospel . . bei wel hi deniers [/nWrV</dencris].
1530 PAI.SGR. 212/2 Denyer of a t^ynge,tscotidisseur. 1558
Ksox f-'int Blast (Arb.) 46 Deniers of Christ lesus. 1660

JER. TAYLOR Duel. Duoil. I. ii. rule UL J 12 He must 1*
a despiser of the world, a great denier of himself. 1741
WARDURTON Dh-. Legal. II. Ded. 23 The Deniers of a
future State. 1876 BANCROFT Hist. U. S. VI. xxvi. 33 One
state disfranchised Jews, .another deniers of the Trinity.

t Denier -'. Lam. Obs. [a. F. denier
pre. inf.,

taken snbst. : cf. disclaimer, and see -EB *.] The
act of denying or refusing.

JS3-3 ^f'24 Hen. ("///, c. 6 Anyof the kynges snbiectes,
to whom any oenyer of sale . . shall be made. 1618 COKE ( >M

/-///. 153 b. Without a demand there be no denier of the rent
in law. 1641 I. M. Argt. cone. Militia 24 This in effect
was a denier of justice.

DENIGBATION.

Denier '

(dfiii-M, Ud>nyf). Ots.orarfk. Forms :

5-7 denere, 6 Sf. deneir, 6-7 deneere, 7 denser,
care, -ire, -iere, dinnaere, 6- denier. See alio

I IKS AH. [a. OK. dener, later denier I'r. Jener,
denier, dinier. Cat. diner. S|>. Jineio, I'j;. dinhein,
It. denaro, danaro] :\.. dennrium : nee DcNAltn M.

The form deneer{e (cf. musketeer, etc.) prevailed
about 1600.]
1. A 1- tin. h coin, the twelfth of the son

; origin-

ally, like the Roman denarius and English penny,
i.l silver; but from l6th c. a small copper coin.

Hence (esf. in negative phrases) used as the type
of a

very
small sum.

Originally, from reign of Charlemagne till ulh c., * silver
coin of about 2? Troy grains or rather less than a penny-
weight ; from the ih c. to the

reiijn
of Chas. IX (d.

1574',
usually of billon or base silver (denier toumois , and weigh-
ing at different times from 10 to 14 gr. ; under Henry III
* > 574-89) it became a copper coin of about 22 gr. (less than 1
of the current bronze farthing), and to continued till the
death of Lonu XIV. (B.V. Head."
c i4s WYNTOUK Crtn. VL v. 60 To be kyrk ilka yhere Of
Rome he hcycht a denere To pay (a penny bat U to say).
1580 H. GIFFORD GiUctflmixrs 11875) 132 And in his purse,
to serue his neede, Not one deneere he had. 1994 SHAKE.
Rich. Ill, i. ii. 252 My Dukedome to a Beggerly denier I

1 do mistake my person all this while. 1607 WALKINUTON
Opt. Glass 45 Then Hue in wealth and giue not a dinneere.
1611 COTGR., Denier a penny, a deneere : a small copper
coin valued at the tenth pan of an English pennie ; also,
a pennie-weight, or 24 grains, a 1670 HACKET Af>f.

Williams
I. (1692) 104 The Lord Treasurer, I know well, had.. not
drawn a denier out of the King's purse. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed.

Kersey^, Denier, a French Brass-Coin, worth three Tenths
of an English Farthing, of which Twelve make a Sols. Also
a Penny-weight in Silver; thus an Ounce of Silver. .u of

24 Deniers. 1873 HALE In Hit Nmmt vi. 55 A slave whom
I have bought with my deniers. 1876 BROWNING I'acchia.
ratio 79 Let the blind mole mine Digging out deniers 1

ta. Used to translate Lat. denarius : see DE-
NAKIUS i. Obs.

1598 GREMIWEY Tacitus' Ann. i. v. (1622) 9 The Pretorian

bands, which receiued two deniers a day. 1606 HOLLAND
Sueton. 66 Gallus his scribe, had receiued 500 deniers.

fS. A pennyweight; * DENARICS 3. Obt.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 79 Take of wild running Thyme

the weight of two deniers . . Ervil floure twelue deniers or
drams, a 1656 USSHER Ann. (1658) 219 Counting here, as
his manner everywhere is, a denecre, for a drachma. 1706
[see i).

Denigrate (de-nigrf't
,
v. Now rare. ff. ppl.

stem of L. dfnigrare to blacken, f. DE- I. 3 4-

nigrare to blacken, f. niger, nigr-, black
; cf. F.

denigrer (I4th c. in Hatzf.). Apparently disused
in 1 8th c., and revived in iqth c.J
1. trans. To blacken, make black or dark. lit.

1613 COCKERAM, Denigrate, to make blacke. 1646 SIR T.
BROWNE Pseud. Kp. vi.xii. 336 Thefuliginousand denigrating
humor. 1657 TOMLINSON Kenou's Disp. 191 This Lotion wiU
denigrate the hairs of hoary heads. 1716 AYLIFFE Parergott
231 Drunkenness, .denigrates the Colour of the Body. 1849
CUL. WISEMAN Ess. (1853) III. 603 How the north wind
should always drive a down-draught, with its denigrating
consequences, into the drawing-room. 1857 J.

RAINE Mew.
J. Hodgson I. 89 note. The.. smoke of pits and manu-
factories, with . . a . . dash of denigrated fog from the river.

2. Jig. To blacken, sully, or stain (character or

reputation) ; to blacken the reputation of (a person,

etc.) ; to defame.
15*6 Pilgr. Perf.

. W. de W. 1531) 93 To mynysshe, deny-
grate, or derke his good name or fame. 1696 TRAPT Comm.
mark \. 24 This he spake, not to honour Christ, but to deni-

grate him. 1665 BOYLE Oecas. Rejft. lit. v. (1845' 41 (They]
do. .so denigrate the Reputation of them that oppose them.
1871 MORLEY Voltaire (1886) 352 Napoleon. . paying writers
for years to denigrate the memory of Voltaire, whose very
name he abhorred. 1889 PLUMPTRE in Antiquary Apr.
146/2 The character he is at such pains to denigrate,

t b. To darken mentally, obscure. Obs. rare.

1583 STUBBES Anal. Aha. (1877) 78 These, .smells, .do
rather denigrate, darken, and obscure the r.pirit and
sences.

Hence De-nigrated ///. a., De'nigrating ppl. a.

1646, 1849, 1857 [see i].

Denigration (denigr^i'lsn). Now rare. [ad.
L. denigralion-em, n. of action from denigrare : so

in OF. (!4-i6th c.). As to use, see prec.]
L The action of blackening, or process of becom-

ing black (literallyX
1046 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Kf. vi. xii. 336 These are the

advenient and artificial! wayes of denigration . . These are
the waies wherby culinary and common fires doe operate.
a 1691 BOYLE Wits. I. 714 iR.) In these several instances of

denigration, the metals are worn off.

2. Jig. lilackening of character, defamation.
1868 HELPS Realmah xvii, I should not care so much about

this denigration, if there were not always people ready to

repeat to the person blackened all the dark ana unpleasant
things which others have said about him or her. 1884 C. K.

PLUMPTRE G. Bruno II. 13^ The denigration of those right-

fully held in esteem for their learning and virtue,

f b. A stain, a dark spot. Obs. rare.

1641 J. JACKSON True Erang. T. n. 149 Let (this) be the

denigration, and such a spot in the. .Turkish religion, as no
Fullers sope can wash out.
r

, In the following (with a hyphen) app. used for
'

blackening, whitewashing . [See DE- II. I .]
1868 J. H. BLUNT Ref. Ch. Eng. I. 290 A (alien angel

whose de-nigration is beyond the power of an impartial
i i ! :

25*



DENIGRATOR.

Denigrator (denigre'taiX [agent-n. in L.

form from d?nigrare to DENIGRATE : see -on.]

1. Something that blackens.

1658 SIK T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. vi. xii. (ed. 4) 413 Iron

and Vitriol are the powerful Denigrators.

2. One who blackens another's character or re-

putation.
1874 HELPS Soc. Press, xii. 156 The denigrator had in

view the abundant malice and envy of mankind. 1882

Remin. old Bohemian (1883) 40 Most of bis denigrators and

assailers.

Denigrature. rare~. DENIGRATION.

1727 BAILEY vol. II, Denigrature, a making black.

Denim (dzrii'm, de'nim). [Shortened from serge

de Niin, F. serge de Ntmes or Nismes, serge of

Nismes (a manufacturing town of Southern France).

See Savary des Bruslons, Diet. gen. de Commerce

(Geneva 1742),
'

serges et cadis de Nimes". Cf.

DELAINE.] A name originally given to a kind of

serge ; now in U. S. to a coloured twilled cotton

material used largely for overalls, hangings, etc.

1695 E. HATTON Merchant's Ma%. 159, 18 Serge Denims
that cost 61. each. 1703 Loud. Gas. No. 3885/4 A pair of

Flower'd Serge de Nim Breeches. 1864 WEBSTER, Denim,
a coarse cotton drilling used for overalls, etc. 1868 Mobile

Daily Tribune 4 Nov. 4/6 Dry Goods . . Blue Denims . .

Brown Denims. 1875 Miss BiiD,?amAwfet Isl. (1880)79 She
wears . . a scanty, loose frock of blue denim down to her knees.

Deuitrate (d/nsi-tr^t), v. [DE- II. I.] trans.

To free from nitric or nitrous acid.

1863 RICHARDSON & WATTS Chcm. Technol. I. ill. i. 94
A limited quantity of sulphurous acid passed upwards to

denitrate the acid. 1893 Brit. Jrnl. Photog. XL. 797 Gun-
cotton, .loses its solubility as it becomes denitrated.

Hence Deni'trated ///. a., Deni'tratinff///. a.

and vbl. sb. ; also, Denitra'tion, the process of

denitrating ; Deni'trator, an apparatus for deni-

tration.

1863 RICHARDSON & WATTS Chem. Techiwl. I. in. i. 89
A close reservoir, .placed, .above the denitrating column.

Ibid. 93 The denitration was then attempted. 1873 Chemical
Nnvs XXVII. 135 There are two methods..on the Tyne
for the denitration of the nitro-sulphuric acid : the Glover

towers and denitration by steam. 1880 LOMAS Alkali
Trade 73 The framework of the denitrator is formed of 10 in.

square timber.

Denitrify (d/nai'trifai), v. [DE- II. i.] trans.

To deprive of nitrous or hyponitric acid. Hence
Deni'trifled ///. a., Deni'trifying vbl. sb. and

ppl. a. ; Deni'trifler, a denitrifying agent ; Denl>
trifica'tor, nn apparatus used in sulphuric acid

works to remove the nitrous vapours (nitrous or

hyponitric acids) from the sulphuric acid previously
'nitrated' in the Gay Lussac tower.

1891 G. LUNGE Mannf. Sulphuric Acid I. 562 Another

apparatus, constructed on the same principle . . is the
4 Denitrificateur

'

proposed by Gay-Lussac himself. 1892 W.
CROOKES lVancr's Chem. Technol. 266 Gay-Lussac's
denitrificator consists of a tower of sheet lead. Ibid. 272 The
excess of sulphuric acid acts here at the wrong place as

a denitrifier. Ibid. 266 [This] conveys it into the denitrify-

ing apparatus.

Denitrize (dz'nai'troiz), z>. [DE- II. I.] =prec.
Hence Deui'trizing vbl. sb. and///, a.

1892 W. CROOKES Wagner's Chem. Technol. 267 Passing
out denitrised at the bottom of the tower. Ibid., The deni-

trising apparatus devised by J. Glover of Wallsend. .used

under the name of the Glover tower.

t De'nizate, v. Law. Obs. [f. ppl. stem of

med. (Anglo-)L. denizare : see DENIZE z>.] traits.

To constitute a denizen.

1604 in Spottiswood Hist. Ch. Scot. VH. (1677) 485 His

Majesties Prerogative Royal to denizate, enable and
prefer

to such offices. 1628 COKE On Litt. 1293, An alien tnat is

enfranchised or denizated by letters patent.

Denization (deniz^''j3n^. Law. [a. Anglo-F.
denization (Littleton Inst.~), n. of action from DE-
NIZE v. : in i6-i7th c. Anglo-L. denizdtio (Du
Cange).] The action of making a person a deni-

zen, or condition of being made a denizen.
1601 Act 43 Eliz. c. iii, An Act for the Denization of

William Myllet. 1697 EVELYN Quinism, vi. 203 What
famous Cities had Privilege of Roman denization. 1755
CARTE Hist. Eng. IV. 327 He. .gave all the Scots in Ulster,
born before the death of Q. Elizabeth, the privilege of
denization. 1868 E. EDWARDS Raleigh I. i. 13 A merchant
of Genoa, who had Letters Patent of denization from King
Henry.
+ Denize, v. Obs. [f. DENIZ-EN, by dropping

the termination : probably representing an AFr.

denizer; in med.(Anglo-)L. denizare.]
1. trans. To make (a person) a denizen.

1577 HANMER Anc. Eccl. Hist. (1619) 240 Which things
when this free denized Cubricus had gotten. 1579 J. STUBBES

Gaping GiiZfCj, If he be not denized, the laws can not
abide him to be mayster of one foot of ground. 1602
CAREW Cornwall 653, Sundry of those now inhabiting are

lately denized Cornish. 1708 J. CHAMBERLAYNE St. Gt.
Brit. i. m. v. (1743) 181 If a foreign Lady .. marry an

English man and sne herself be not denized, she is barred
all privileges and Titles due to her husband.

2. Jig. To admit into recognized use (as a word,
a custom, etc.) ; to naturalize.

1577-87 HOLINSHED Chron v. 1 1. 10/2 The Irish language
was free dennized in the English pale. 1594 PLAT Jewell-ho.,
Diverse New Expcr. 6 This secrete is as yet merely
French, but it had beene lon^ since cither denized or made
Knglish if, etc.
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Deilizen (de'nizen), sl>. and a. Forms: 5

deynseyn, -seen, deinseyn, deynesin, 5-6

denesyn, -zen, denysen, -zen, 6 denezan, deni-

sine, denysyn, -oen, 6-7 denisen, -zin, 6-8

denison, -zon, 7 -zan, 6- denizen, [a. AF.

lieinzein, denzcin, denssein = OF. deinzein, f. AF.

deinz, denz, dens, mod.F. dans (: L. de intus)

within + -ein: L. -Snens: cf. foreign, forein, L.

1. A person who dwells within a country, as op-

posed to foreigners who dwell outside its limit-;.

(In this, the original sense, including and mainly

consisting of citizens.") Now rare in lit. sense.

14.. Chalnurlain Ayrm. (Sc. Slat. I>, Alswel forreyns as

deynseens [tarn inhabitants g/iam/orinseci}. 1488-9 Act

4 Hen. VII, c. 23 Coin, .conveied into Flaundres. .as well

by merchauntes straungers as by deynesins. 1628 COKE
On Litt. 129 a, He that is born within the king's liegeance
is called sometime a denizen, quasi deins nee, born within.

right of its own Denisions, not Strangers. 1664 Pennsylv.
- " .... ---, -. J :ns and

388 To
e born

of a father and mother both free and Athenians. 1841 JAMES

Brifmul i, The towns of that age and their laborious

denizens. 1847 LVTTON Lucretia, 374 The squalid, ill-

favoured denizens, lounging before the doors.

b. transf. anAfig. An inhabitant, indweller, oc-

cupant (of a place, region, etc.). Used of persons,

animals, and plants : chiefly poetic or rhetorical.

1474 CAXTON Chesse n. iii. C iij, We be not deynseyns in

the world but straungers, nor we ben not bom in the

world for to dwelle and abyde alwey therin, but for to

goo and passe thrugh hit. a 1711 KEN Hymns Evang.
Poet. Wks. 1721 I. ii Bless'd Denizon of Light [an angel].

1712-4 POPE Rape Lock it. 55 He summons strait his

Denizens of air. 1816 SCOTT Antiq. viii. Winged denizens

of the crag. 1860 MAURY Phys. Ccag. Sea xix. 806 As if

the old denizens of the forest had been felled with an axe.

2. By restriction : One who lives habitually in a

country but is not a native-born citizen ;
a foreigner

admitted to residence and certain rights in a coun-

try ;
in the law of Great Britain, an alien admitted

to citizenship by royal letters patent, but incapable
of inheriting, or holding any public office.

[1467 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 391 Eny citizen or denysen. Hid.

303 Yf eny citezen denesyn or foreyn departe out of the seid

cite.] 1576 FLEMING Panofl. Efist.is* Ciesar had made many
"ihat came from Gallia transalpina, free denizens in Rome.

1667 E. CHAMBERLAYNE St. Gt. Brit. \. (1684)81 The King
by his Prerogative hath Power to Enfranchise an Alien,

and make him a Denison. 1719 W. WOOD Sun'. Trade 135
In our Colonies, .all Foreigners may be made Denizons for

an inconsiderable Charge. 1765 BLACKSTONE Comtit. I. 374
A Denizen is an alien born, but who has obtained ex
donations regis letters patent to make him an English

subject. 1830 D' ISRAELI Chas. 7, III. vi. 94 Charles seemed
ambitious of making English denizens of every man of

genius in Europe. 1873 DIXON Two Queens I. m. iii. 153
Carmeliano, who had become a denizen, was his Latin

secretary.

b. fig. One admitted to, or made free of, the

privileges of a particular society or fellowship ;
one

who, though not a native, is at home in any region.

1548 UDALL, etc. Erasm. Par. Matt. v. 36 For they be

made denisens in heauen. a 1653 GOUGE Ccmim. Heb. xi. 21

in. (1655) 88 Naturalized by lacob, and made free Denisons

of the Church. 1857 H. REED Lect. Eng. Poets II. xiv. 185
He was a denizen of ocean and of lake, of Alpine regions,
and of Greek and Italian plains.

c. Used of things : e. g. of foreign words natural-

ized in a language, etc. In Nat. Hist., A plant or

animal believed to have been originally introduced

by human agency into a country or district, but

which now maintains itself there as if native, with-

out the direct aid of man ; cf. COLONIST 3.

1578 LYTE Dodoens v. Iviii. 623 Tarragon.. was allowed

a Denizon in England long before the _time of Ruelius

writing, a 1626 Bp. ANDREWES Sertrt. vi. (1661) 148 The
word Hypocrite is neither English nor Latin, but as a
Denison. 1878 HOOKER Stud. Flora Pref. 7 To the doubt-

fully indigenous species I have added Watson's opinion as

to whether they are *
colonists' or 'denizens'. Mod. Meli-

lotus officinalis is widely diffused in Great Britain, but is

probably only a denizen.

B. adj. or attrib.

\&$Act\ Rick. Ill, c. 9 5 i All merchauntes of the nacion

of Italic., not made deinseyn. 1509-10 Act I Hen. VIII
c. 20 i Merchaundises of every merchaunt denyseyn
and alien. 1580 HOLLYBAND Treas. Fr. Tonf, Hobeine. .

the right which the prince hath vpon the goods of a

stranger, not Denizen. 1613 SIR H. FINCH Law (1636) 41
The wife is of the same condition with her husband.

Franck if he be
free,

Denison if he be an Englishman,
though she were a nief before, or an alien borne. 1766
ENTicK/.tfwrVwIV. 377 This house was. .accounted a priory
alien till the year 1380, when Richard II. .made it denizen.

Denizen (de'nizen), v. [f. prec. sb.]

1. trans. To make a denizen ; to admit (an alien)

to residence and rights of citizenship ;
to naturalize.

Usually^.
1577 B. GOOGE Heresbach's Husb. Ep. to Rdr. (1586) 3

They [trees, etc.] may in short time be so denisend and
made acquainted with our soile, as they will prosper [etc.].

a 1631 DONNE Scrm, xxxviii. 364 Can in an instant denizen
and naturalize that Soule that was an alien to the Covenant.

1636 HEYWOOD Challenge n. Wks. 1874 V. 21 To have you

DENOMINATE.
denison'd in Spaine. ^1711 KEN Hyinnar. Poet. Wks. 1721
II. 132 These rather might be found . . Denizon'd in a Star

good Days to see. 1832 SOUTHEY Lett. (1856) IV. 298 The
cholera is not a passing evil. It is denizened among us.

1868 LOWELL Drydcn Pr. Wks. uSoo.) III. 130 note. So feiv
has long been denizened.

2. To furnish with denizens
;

to people with

settlers from another country or district, rare.

Hence De'nizened///. a.

1556 SIR J. CHEKE Let. to T. Hoby in Aschatn's Scholcm.
Introd. (Arb.) 5 If the old denisoned wordes could content

and ease this neede we wold not boldly venture of vnknown
wordes. 1607 CHAPMAN Hussy D'Ambois Plays 1873 II. 19
Some new denizond Lord.

De'nizenship. [f.
DENIZEN sb. + -SHIP.]

The position or status of a denizen.

1603 FLORIO Montaigne III. ix. (1632) 564 An authenticke

Bull, charter or patent of denizonship or borgeousship of

Rome. 1807 W. TAYLOR in Ann. Rev, V. 568 The_conces-
sion of denizenship. 1871 A thenziim 4 Feb. 137 Denizenship
is a mongrel state, not worth preserving when the process
of obtaining naturalization is so simple.

Dennar, -er, obs. forms of DINNER.

Denne, obs. form of DIN v.

Dennet (de-net). [Supposed to be from the

Eng. surname Dennet.] A light open two-wheeled

carriage akin to a gig ;
fashionable in England

c 1818-1830.
1818 Sporting Mag. II. 193 The Dandies of our days. .Are

wont to bask in fashion's blaze, In Tilbury or Dennet. 1826

Hull Advertiser 9 June 1/2 To be sold, a handsome light

Dennet, calculated for a horse or poney. 1843 LEVER

J. Hinton xvi, A certain gig and horse, popularly known
in this

city
as the discount dennet.

Denning : see DEN v. 1

Denny (de-ni), a. Olis. or rare. [f.
DEN rf. 1 +

-y.] a. Having or abounding in dens, cavities, or

hollows, b. Of the nature of a den.

1398 TREVISA Earth. DC P. R. v. xxxvi. (1495) 148 The herte

is aenny and holowe. 1656 W. D. tr. Comenins' Gate Lat.

Unl. p 164 Hiding themselves in denny places and holes, as

wilde beasts.

Denominable (d/np'minab'l), a. [f. L. deno-

mind-re to denominate + -BLE.] That may be de-

nominated or named.
1658 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ef. (ed. 4) iv. iii. 182 Inflam-

mation . . denominable from other humours, according to

the predominancy of melancholy, flegme, or choler. 1818

BENTHAM Ch. Eng. Introd. 165 The so often mentioned,
and no otherwise denominable, T. T. Walmsley, Sec.

DeiiO'iuinaiit, sb. rare. [ad. L. denomindnt-

em, pr. pple. of denomindre : see next.]
= DENO-

MINATOR 3. 1889 in Cent. Diet.

Denominate (dftifmint't),///. a. and sb. [ad.

L. dtnominat-us, pa. pple. of denomindre]
A. fa. pple. Named, called, denominated. Obs.

or arch.

1579 G. HARVEY Letter-bit. (Camden) 63 By what name or

names, title or titles . . they . . may be calhd, termid . . or

denominate. 1665 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (1677) 43 Whether
Gusurat . . be denominate from Gezurat, which in the Arabick

signifies an Isle. 1689 tr. Buchanan's De Jure Regtti 10 It

is no great matter how it be denominate. 1814 SOUTHEY
Roderick xviii, The walls of Salduba . . by Rome Cffisarian

and August denominate, Now Zaragoza.

t B. adj. Arith. Said of a number when used

adjectivally with the name of the kind of unit

treated of
(
= CONCRETE a. 4) ; opp. to abstract.

X579 DIGGES Stratiot. 33 These kinds of concrete or De-
nominate numbers. 1674 JEAKE Arith. (1696) 207 Abstract

and. .denominate Numbers.

C.SO.

f 1. That which something is called ; n name,
denomination, appellation. Obs.

1638 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (ed. 2) 343 After that it varied

into other denominats, as Roderigo ; Cygnaja ; and now, by
the Hollanders, Mauritius.

1 2. Gram. A word derived from another word,

esp. from a noun ; a denominative. Obs.

1628 T. SPENCER Logick 142 Aristotle . . thus . . writeth ;

Those [words] are called denominates, which haue the ap-

pellation of a name from some other.. as from Grammar,
man is called a Grammarian. 1654 HAMMOND Answ.

Anintady. Ignat. ii. i. 34 The nature of the word being
a denominate from a yong man, vewrtpucij from yewrepou

Denominate (dfivmine't), V. [f. L. denomi-

ndt-, ppl. stem of denomindre to name, specify by

name, f. DE- I. 3 >. nomindre to name (see NOMI-

NATE).]
1. trans. To give a name or appellation to ; to

call by a name, to name (orig. from or after some-

thing). Now usually with complement : To give

(a thing) the name of . ., to call.

1552 HULOET, Denominate, dettotnino. 1597 MORLEY Introd.

Mus. 91 Quadrupla and Quintupla, they denominated after

the number of blacke minimes set for a note of the plamsong.

1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 209 The Portugals, who (not

unhke a second Adam, denominating all _new places^
and

things) gave it the name. Ibid. 223 Americus Vespucius.
.

'----- -*
. vast and spacious Continent from hisowne

1639 FULLER Holy War \\. ix, (1840) 6p
From him [Guelpho] they of the papal faction were denomi.

nated Guelphes. 1774 BRYANT Mythol. I. 89 Phi is also

used for any opening, .whence, .the head of a fountain is

often denominated from it. 1781 COWPER Ep._ Lady Hcskcth

18 This is what the world . . Denominates an itch for writing.

1805 FoSTEli Ess. III. iii. 51 Who have hardly words to de-

nominate even their sensations. 1876 E. MEI.LOR Priestn.



DENOMINATION. 195 DENOTATE.
i. 16 They (the apostle*] du not denominate him [the
Christian minister) a priest.

fb. intr. Jor rtjl.} To give oneself a name,
take one's name (front . Obs. rare.

1651 Si'AKKic i'rtin. Dcvot. (16631 136 Thou that 1

the master, and denominates! frum the hcrv.uit.

fc. To express in some arithmetical denomina-
tion. Obs. rare.

1788 Pinhsii -i-.v Ltd. Hist. in. xiv. 120 These methods of

denominating time.

f 2. Of things : To give a name to, as a quality
or attribute ; to give (a thing) its name or char-

acter, to characterize ; to make what it is, consti-

tute; (with complement) to constitute, give the

right to be called. Obs.
1616 S. WARD Coalefr. Altar (1627) 36 The same vcrtuc

denominated Jacob a Prince with God. 1618 DONNK Scrtn.
\.\iii. 225 The Divine, the Physitian, the Lawyer are not

qualified nor Denominated by the same Kindu of Learning.
1664 POWER A'.rA Pkilos. m. 184 The numerous Rabble.,
have nothing of trie nobler part that should denominate their

Essences, 1698 W. CHILCOT Evil Thoughts vi. (1851) 74
This will denominate us of the number of Christ's true dis-

ciples. 1783 JOHNSON Let. to Susanna ThraU (1788) II.

390 Our general course of life must denominate us wise or
foolish ; happy or miserable. 1816-17 BKNTHAM Chrcsto*
tnathia \Yks. VIII. 19 That sort of acquaintance with the

Greek and Latin classics which denominates a man a good
scholar.

t b. tibsol.

1614 SKI.DKN Titles Hon. 126 The Abstract tastes as if it

were more honorable. For that quality denominate 1621
BURTON A nut. Mel. ti. iii. n. (1676) 197/2 It is wealth alone
that denominates, money which maintains it, gives asc to

it [' gentry ']. 1691 BAXTER Nat. Ch. xii. 51 The Form de-

nonunateth ; and is Essential.

C. Logic. Of an attribute : To give a name to

(a subject).
1599 [see DENOMINATORS). ai6i6 BACON J/<M. -y I'scs

Com, /.arc xxiii. (1636) 84 One name and appellation doth
denominate divers things. 1843 MILL Logic I. ii. $ 5 The
.itt ributc, or attributes, may therefore be said to denominate
those objects, or to give them a common name.

f3. To point out, indicate, denote. Obs.

1710 in Somers Tracts 111. 5 Our Credit in this Case, .is

riKntly called by some of our Writers, National Credit ; the

Word denominates its Original. 1756 C. LUCAS Ess.
Wafers I. 88 The portion ofsalt which, .suffered the greatest

change, denominates the most impure water. 1791 J.
BBI.K-

NAP Jtist. New Hampshire III. 130 There is a difference

sufficient to denominate the soil from the growth.

Hence Deno'minated, Deno*minating ///. tutjs.

1614 SELDEN Titles Hon. 235 At this day. .in the denomi-

nating Countie the Earle hath but only his Name. 1750
CARTK Hist. Eng. II. 469 They were forced to take Flemish
florins at a denominated rate much higher than the intrinsick

value. 18*5 BENTHAM hniic. Ld. Eldon 83 The business

of all denominated Offices.

Denomination (d/h^min^ijan). [a. OF. de*

nominacion (I3th c. in Godef. Suppl.\ ad. L.

ilt'nomination-em, n. of action from dtnominare

(in cl.Lat. in the sense of '

calling by another than

the proper name, metonymy').]
1. The action of naming from or after some-

thing ; giving a name to, calling by a name.
c 1400 Test. Love \\. (R.), Of whiche worchlngs and pos-

session of hours, y* daies of the week haue take her names,
after denomination in these seven planets. 1593 NORDEN
SJec. Brit. t

Afst'j? i. 18 To cor.troul mine obseruations. .in

regarde of the vncertaine distances, vntrue denominations
of places .. which (I confesse) are faultcs. a 1616 BACON
Ma.r. $ Uses Com. Latu xxv. (16361 89 A farther sort of

denomination is to name land by the attcndancy they have
to other lands more notorious. 1739 HUME Hum. Nat. 1. 1.

vii, The reference of the idea to an object being an ex-

traneous denomination. 1860 Aer.THOMSON Laws Th, 48.

76 Denomination is the imposition of a name that shall

serve to recall equally the Genus or Class, and the Common
Nature.

fb. A mentioning or specifying by name. Obs.

1398 THEVISA Barth. De P. R. n. iii. (1495) 30 By de-

nomynacion of lymmes that ben seen, vnseen werkinges of

heiienly inwyttes ben underslonde. 1600 HAKLUVT Voy.
i iSiot III. 538 Vpon whose denomination I was apprehended
for the same words here rehearsed.

2. A characteristic or qualifying name given to

a thing or class of things ; that which anything is

called ; an appellation, designation, title.

1434-50 tr. Hijgden (Rolls) I. 267 Storyes expresse that

Gallia or Fraunce hathe denominacton of the whitenesse of

pcple. 1563 Homilies n. Fasting i. (1859) 284 Works ..

which, .arc. .neither Root! nor evil, but tak their denomin-
ation of the use or end whereunto they serve. 1659 PEARSON
Creed (1839) i The first word Credo, -giveth a denomination
to the whole confession of faith, from thence commonly
called the Creed. 1778 BURKE Corr. (1844) 1 1. a7, I niost

luartily disclaim that, or any other, denomination, incom-

patible with such sentiments. 1815 SCOTT Guy Af. vii, The
tribes of gypsies, jockies, or camls for by all these de-

nominations such banditti were known. <i 1871 GROTE Eth.

Fragin. i. 11876) 17 The virtuous man or vicious man of our

own age or country, will no longer receive the same de-

nominations if transferred to a remote climate or a different

people.

fb. (Seequot.) Obs.

1737 AMP. BOULTER Lett. II. 231 Five, six, or seven

parishes (denominations we commonly call them' be-stowed

on one incumbent.

3. Arith. A class of one kind of unit in any

system of numbers, measures, weights, money, etc.,

distinguished by a specific name.
'.Ti. S* 8 And so uH with-

draw the di^it multiplying, vrulcr the ..MI, !e of hi dcnomin-
actoun. 1541 kmoHDE (>r. Aries (15751 52 Of the first

tcrnaryc, the
'

i - vnitics, and of the tecondc

Icrnaryc, the denomination is thousandes. 1557 Whetit.

Rjbff 1 will, fur ease, turtle the other into a fraction of the
same denomination. 1594 HLLNDKVII, E.rerc. i. vi. (ed. 7) 19,

1660 \Vn.i M i in 1 1 Scales Lotnm, 9 The price by which tw.i->

bought, and likewise the rate at which 'twas sold must be
reduced into one denomination. 1795 UHADLEY Fatn. />/..',,

Troy Weight^ a Weight in which the smallest Denomination
is a Grain. 1868 ROGERS Pol. Econ. iv. (1876) 47 When . .

the paper money is of small denominations. Moa. Reduce
the two quantities to the same denomination.

4. A class, sort, or kind ;of things or persons)

distinguished or distinguishable by a specific name.

1664 POWER Ex}, f*kilos, in. 187 Civil dissent ton . .'twixt

men of the same denomination and
principles. 17*7 A.

HAMILTON AVw Ace. E. htd. I. xxviii. 350 The Country . .

produceth good Cotton Cloth of several Qualities and De-
nominations. 1814 D. H. O'BRIEN Capth'. ff Escape 154
A punishment equal to six years, with all denominations
of malefactors in the galleys.

5. A collection of individuals classed together
under the same name ;

now almost always spec.

a religious sect or body having a common faith

and organization, and designated by a distinctive

name.
n 1716801. in

(J. ), Philosophy. . has divided it intomanysct'
and denominations ; as Stoicks, Peripatclicks. Epicureans,
and the like. 1746-7 HERVCV Medit. <i8i8> 195 Who.when he
had overcome the sharpness of death..opened the kingdom
of heaven to all generation*, and to every denomination of

the faithful. 1788 FMANKLIN Autobiog. Wks. 1887 I. 206

The multitudes of all sects and denominations that attended
his sermons. 1888 HKYO; Amtr.Comnnv. III. vi. civ. 496
All denominations are more prone to emotionalism in religion
. .than in England or Scotland.

Denominational (d/hp'min^-Jonal.
1

, a. [f.

prec. + -AL.]
1. Belonging to, or of the nature of, a denomina-

tion or ecclesiastical sect; sectarian, as a denomina-

tional schoolm college
'

t hence denominationalsystem

of tducatiw, one providing or recognizing such

schools, etc.

1838 GLADSTONE State in Rel. iv. Ch. (1839) 274 We have
no fear for the Church of England in her competition with

the denominational bodies around her. 1861 M. ARNOLD
Pop. Educ, France 71 Under the dominion of the new law
denominational schools are the rule. i88j.Yffi/n/*m/ioOct.

5/1 Denominational Colleges in Universities which are now
undenominational need no apology or excuse.

2. Pertaining to a denomination'or name. ran.

189* Daily News 15 Oct. 5/4 Not counters, like our silver

and bronze coins, but pieces intrinsically worth their de-

nominational value.

Hence Denomina'tionalism, adherence to or

advocacy of denominational principles or a deno-

minational system v e.g. of education) ;
Denomi-

na tionaliat, an adherent or advocate of these ;

Deuominationality, the state or condition of

being denominational; Denomina*tionaliez'., t"

make denominational ; Denominationally adv.,

according to a denominational method.

1855 TKENCH Eng. Past fy /'res, iv. (1870) 120 We have
'inflexional', 'seasonal',

* denominational ', and on this.,

the monstrous birth, 'denominational ism'. 1870 .V/. AY:-.

3 Apr. 431 This plan, .concedes the whole
principle

of De-
nominationalism. 1870 Daily News ^ Oct., In the country
districts, the Denominational ists are evidently preparing to

occupy the ground. 189* E. L. STANLEY Ibid. 16 Nov. $/6
Denominational!ty would not he believed suffer from a
.sudden exodus of the masses of their scholars to the Board

Schools. 1869 Nation N. Y.) n Mar. 190 (Cent.) The
religious sentiment somewhat, .denominationajized to coin

a new word. 1893 Daily News 32 June 4/7 To denationalise

Trinity [College)
would be, if possible, a greater calamity

than to denominationalise it. 1845 Eclectic Kev, Dec. 622

Religious education is taken up denominationally.

Denominative (d/n?"nainAiv), a. and sb. [ad.

L, tffndMfttativ-ust f. ppl. stem of denomindrc : sec

-IVK. Cf. . <#;w/ma/*/(Catholicon, 15111 c.).]

A. adj.
1. Having the quality or function of naming ;

characterized by giving a name to something.
1614 T. JACKSON Comment. Apost. Creede in. 6a The

same name [Cepha] giuenvnto Simon, .must imply no more
then a denominatiue reference vnto the rocke. 1658 W.
BURTON /tin. Anton. 151 The petty stream that runs thereby
was denominative of the place. 18*6 MRS. I!RAY De Foix
xviii. (1884) 209 High-spiced wines, that the medical monk
thus fenced with the denominative armour of physic.

b. Of a word or term : Having the function of

naming, denominating, or describing, as an attri-

bute ; characterized by denomination.
a 1638 MEDE Due. ii. Wks. (1672) i. 6 The first we may call

his Personal, the other his Denominative or Participated
Name. 1674 OWF.N //</! Spirit (1693* 9 A Name.. not dis-

tinctive with ic-!>cvi unto His Personality, but denominative
with respect unto His Work. 1843 MILL f^eic i. ii. $ Cpn-
notative names have hence been also called tiVwiwi /'<!//: r,

because the subject which they denote is denominated by,
or receives a name from, the attribute which they connote.

f2. Having or called by a distinctive name;
constituting a DENOMINATION (sense 3). Obs. rare.

(11677 Co*:KKR Aritk.(\fy%) 29 The least denominative

part 01 time b a minute, the greatest integer being a year.

3. G'mm. Formed or derived from a noun.

(Cf. PHISCIAN Inst. iv. L ' Denominativa snni, id est, a

nominilms derivantur'. The I* word was used by early
translators of Aristotle to render Gr. jrapwrvfifK derivative.]

i^lg Ar.-.woviu /.'if. I'ut. (M> -i.'ll. v, I\,
uljTuenoaunative, that i, derived uf a noun, as fr.^m dtnt
comes tffntatuj. 1839 tr. Gtienius" //(/>r. drum. 85 /)(.
nominative nouns, i. Such arc all m.un* which are formed
immediately from another noun. 1875 WHITS* Y /.//( Lang.
yii. 131 Such i/<-N^mf/M;i ;v vcrL,u they arc tmllcU, abound
in every member of our family,

t b. Derivative. Obs. rare.

16*4 P. WHIT* AY//. Fisher 336 Thu holincue being only
relatiue. tran&itorie, and denonuuatiuc, and not inherent or
durable.

B. sb. f 1. A ' denominative
f

or attributive

term : see A. i b. Obs.

1589 PUTTKNHAM Ettg. /Vvj/V 111. xvii. (Arb.). He that said
thus of a fuire Lady; '<) rare beautie, d gface, and cur-
teste !' Whereas if he had fuid thus, () gratiouR, courteous
and beautiful) woman : , . it bad bene all to one effect, > t

not with such force . . to apeake by the dcnutmuaiiuc, a& by
the thing it svlfc. 1590 [see DENOMINATOR 3).

2. Gram. A worn formed or derived from a noun.
a 1638 Mn>r. ll'its. I. ii. (K.t, For sanctity and to sanctific

being conjugates or denominatives, as logicians call them:
the one opcneth the way to the knowledge of the other.

1899 tr. Ceseniui J/tbr. Cram. 45 A peculiar kind of second-

ary verbs . . are those denominative)*, one of whose conso-

nants, originally a servile, has become a radical 1885 tr.

Sot-in'* Aralnc C.rnm. 26 Denominatives with a concealed
transitive meaning.

I

Denominatively (d/hfminAivli), adv.
[(.

jircc. -f -i.v -.] In a denominative manner ; by wny
of denomination ; t attributively, dcrivativily.
1563 87 FOXE X. ft M. (15961 1303/2 Sudttantia may \x
Dedicated denominatiucly. . or in a fieuratiue locution, 1656

, BANKS //*. Christ 118 There u
only an extrinsccall, and

accidcntall union betwixt a man and his garment : and the

garment is predicated of the man, only denominatively.
Homo ttititiir tvj///*, nan rtstit. 1660 T. GOUGK Chr.
Dirtctiotu xx. (1831) 108 Whatsoever in holy writ U said to
be the Lord's denominatively, of that Chri*t is the author
and institutor, as, for instance, the Lord's Supper.
Denominator ^dAymfawtai). [n. mcd.L.

dfnorttiiiator, agcnt-n. from lifnominat e to DENO-
MINATE. In F. il^noiniitateur occurs 1484 JlaUf.)
in the arithmetical sense.]
1. One who or that which denominates or gives

a name to something. Now rare.

1577 HARRISON Ettglami iv. xiv. (1878) II. 91 The Latins
ana Aegyptians accompted the :r daies after the seauen

planets, choosing the same for the denominator of the dale,
that [etc.]. 1641 HF.YI.IN lltlf lo Hist. 11671) 331 In this

part stands the City of Lincoln, the chief denominator of
the County. 1876 .V. Amtr. Her. 352 That inconvertible

paper may serve as an accurate denominator of values.

2. Artth. and Alg. The number written below
the line in a vulgar fraction, which gives the de-

nomination or value of the parts into which the

integer is divided
;
the corresponding expression

in

an algebraical fraction, denoting the divisor. (Cor-
relative to numerator.)
154* KECORUK Gr. Artes (1575) 333 The Denominator doth

declare the number of partes into whiche the vnit is diuided.

1557 H7i,-.'sf. F iv b, Here haue 1 sette the lesser side as

the numerator and the greatere side as the denominator.

1674 JKAKE Arith. (1696) 211 If the Numerator be given to

find a Denominator. 1763 W. EMERSON Mtth. /Hfemtnts
29 Reducing them to a common denominator. 1864 BOWEN
/- X/V xii. 4u6 The resulting fractions fall into a scries, any
one of which has for . . its denominator the sum of the two

preceding denominators.

Jig. 1831 CARLYLE .Sari. Rts. ll. i\, The fraction of life

can be increased in value not so much by increa>ing your
Numerator as by lessening your Denominator. 1893 H. H.
GIBBS Collog. Currtmy 62 How is that capital, .measured?
What is the Denominator of which price is the Numerator?

1 3. An abstract noun denoting an attribute. Obs.

(Cf. DENOMINATIVE A. : b, B. ii)

1509 BLVMUBVIL Art ofLagUk vii. 14 Peter is said to he
valiant

J
here valiantnes is the Denominator, valiant the

Denommaliue, Peter the Denominated ; for Peter is the

subject whereunto the Denominator doth cleaue.

Denotable (d/h<m-tab'l), a.
[f.

DENOTE ;. +

-ABLE.] That can be denoted or marked.
a i6Ba Sin T. BROWNE Tracts (1684)25 In hot Regions, and

more spread and digested Flowers, a sweet savour may be

allowed, denotable from several humane expressions.
i8S>

Mii.ni. Mag. Feb. 327 His painter's habit of presenting

every motive as translated into form denotable by lines and
colours.

t Denotate (J<-not
|

t), v. Obs. [f. ppl. stem

of L, dinotare to DENOTE : cf. (emulate vb.]
L To note down, particularize, describe ; to mark

out, indicate ;
= DENOTE I, t.

l<99 A. M. Ir.C.aMhmtr'i S/t. Pkfticlci Contents, In the

fifth . . Pane, are sett downe, and denotated vnlo us certaine

kindes of precious Mcdicamentes. l6jj SvBTHOHrE Afott.
Ottd. 7 Those duties . . are . . denotated in this word,

'

give ',

or ' render '. 1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 79 And Temcriske,
to denotate himselfe a thankful! person, requites with many
favours such Persians as accompanied him. 1*38 /Mr/, led. 2)

214 More I have not to denotate, save that many severall

conjectures .. have passed, whence the Magi or wise men
came. 1*53 R- BAILI.IE nisrumsn* \'i*d. 11 If it fitly de-

rotated their principal position.

2. Of things : To serve as a mark, sign, or indi-

cation of ; to indicate, signify ;
= DENOTE j, 4.

1597 MOKLKY Inlrad. Hut. 170 Short notes and quicke
motions, which denotate a kind of wantonnes. 1610 W.
FOLXINCHAM Art o/Surrrr I. iii. 6 The high timbring Oake
. . denotates a rich and battle soile. i6 BOLTON flfna
To Rdr.,The yeeres

' from Rome built
'

which these letters.

A.U.C.. do denotate. ijo HUBBZRT Pill Fortnmiity<* All

which denotate and set forth the Almighty power of God.
26* -a



DENOTATION.

Denotation (dflwt2**feli). [ad. L. denotativn-

em t n. of action from dendtare to DENOTE. Cf. K.

denotation (i5th c. in Hatzf.).]
1. The action of denoting ; marking, noting ;

ex-

pression by marks, signs, or symbols ; indication.

c 1532 DEWES Introd. Fr. in Palsgr. 900 Dyuers wordes,
whiche for denotation or signifycation of pluralite doth endc
with an s. 1623 COCKERAM, Denotation, a marking, a noting.

1631 BP. WEBBE Qnietn. (1657) 12 A short denotation ot

that method which we will observe in the unfolding. 1659
PEARSON 0^^(1839)275 One who was called 'ETTWCU/AO?,

because his name was used for the denotation of that year.

1803 LD. ELDON in
Ifesey's Rep. VI. 307 By that denotation

ofintention the Creditor has a double Fund. 1825 PottWOKC
Encycl. Antiq. (1843) I. in The idea of Julius Caisar's

building round towers out of vanity, in denotation of con-

quest, certainly prevailed in the middle ages.

2.
i,
with a and pi.) A mark by which a thing is

made known or indicated ;
a sign, indication.

1633 BP. HALL Hard Texts, N. T. 97, 1 had no knowledge
of him by any outward denotations. 1638 SIR T. HERBERT
Trav. (ed. 2) 47 The thred tripartite hung about their neck
as a mysterious denotation of the Trinity, a 1650 MAY Satir,

Puppy (1657) 39 After many denotations of a troubled spirit,

he charmed attention with this speech. 1837 WHITTOCK
Bk. Trades (1842) 302 An assertion we are willing to credit

as a denotation of effeminacy.
3. A term employed to denote or describe a thing ;

a designation.
1631 WEEVER Anc. Fun. Mon. 595 The Germans called an

Esquire . . knaue, a denotation of no ill qualitie in those

dayes. 1644 HAMMOND Of Conscience (T.), Mind and con-

science are distinguished . . that former being properly the

denotation of the faculty merely speculative, or intellectual ;

this latter, of the practical judgement. 1659 On. Ps.

Ixxxix. 12 Annot. 446 Being here a denotation of a particular

quarter of the world. 1742 FIELDING J, Andrews i. xi, To
indicate our idea of a simple fellow we say he is easily to be

seen through ; nor do I believe it a more improper denota-

tion of a simple book.

4. The meaning or signification of a term.

1614 SELDEN Titles Hon. 341 Time hath brought the word
knaue to a denotation of ill qualities. 1692 F. EDWARDS
Further Enq, Texts O. fy N. T. 35 But after all that I have

said, concerning this so remarkable etymology and denota-

tion of the word, I leave every one to his liberty. 1882 Pall
Mall G. 21 June z Can we limit the denotation of the term
coffee to the produce of a certain berry? 1893 F. HALL in

Nation LVII. 450/1 The term drya .. may have a wider

denotation than that which was long attached to it.

5. Logic. That which a word denotes^ as distin-

guished from its connotation ;
the aggregate of

objects of which a word may be predicated ; exten-

sion. Cf. DENOTE v. 5, CONNOTATION 2 b.

1843 MILL Logic \. viii. 7 Stripping it of some part of its

multifarious denotation, and confining it to objects possessed
of some attributes in common, which it may be made to

connote. 1866 FOWLER Deduct. Logic (1887) 22 The larger
the denotation or extensive capacity, the smaller is the con-

notation or intensive capacity. 1870 ROLLESTON Anitn. Life
Introd. 20 The quantitative relations which the correspond-
ing divisions in almost any two of the animal sub-kingdoms
hold to each other as wholes of 'extension 'or of 'denotation'.

Denotative (d/rnJu-tativ), a. [f. L. denotat-,

ppl. stem of denotare + -1VE : cf. connotative^}

Having the quality of denoting; designative, indi-

cative.
161 i COTGR., Designatifi designatiue, denotatiue. 1751

Lett. Physiognomy 121 (T.), What are the effects of sick-

ness? the alteration it produces is so denotative, that _a
person is known to be sick by those who never saw him in

health. 1862 F. HALL Hindu Philos, Syst. 225 Non-differ-

ence from the subject of right notion is not here denotative

of oneness with it. 1871 NAPHEYS Prcu. $ Cure Dis. n. i.

363 The half-opened eye during sleep is not necessarily de-
notative of any trouble.

b. Logic. Of a word : Having the quality of

designating, as distinguished from connotative.

1864 LATHAM Diet. s.v. Denotation^ Proper names are

preeminently denotative \ telling us that such an object has
such a term to denote it, but telling us nothing as to any
single attribute. 1869 J. MARTINEAU ss> II. 327 He must
have resorted to . . names more purely denotative still.

Hence Denotatively adv., in a denotative

manner.
1864 BOWEN Logic iv. 65 If used connotatively, it Is called

a Mark
;

if used denotatively, it is called a Concept. 1881
VENN Symbolic Logic ii. 36 The classes, whether plural or

individual, are all alike represented denotatively by literal

symbols, w, x t y, z.

Denote (d/h<J-t), v. [a. F. dnote-r (Oresme,
1 4th c.), ad. L. denotare to mark out, f. DE- I. 3 +
notare to mark, NOTE.]
f L trans. To note down ; to put into or state

in writing; to describe. Obs.
1612 W. PARKKS Cmtaine-Dr. (1876) 40 A most copious

Regester, wherein are denoted and set downe the Hues and
actions of all the inhabitants of the earth. 1632 LITHGOW
Trav. vi. 255 Which particulars, by my owne experience,
I could denote. 1638 H. RIDER Horace^ Odes n. vi, Who
worthily can with his pen denote Mars? 1697 C^tcss

D'Aunoy's Tra">. (1706) 32, I cannot find Words to denote
to you the Horror of this Spectacle.
2. To mark

; to mark out (from among others) ;

to distinguish by a mark or sign.
1598 SHAKS. Merry W. iv. vL 39 Her Mother hath in-

tended (The better to denote her to the Doctor) . . That

quaint in greene, she shall be loose en-roab'd. 1646 Sin
T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. v. xviii, Sun Dialls, by the shadow
of a stile or gnomon denoting the hours of the day. 1703
MOXON Mech. Exerc. 343 This line shall be the Equi-
noctial line, and serve to denote the Hour Distances, as the

196

Contingent Lines does on other Dyals. c i8zo S. ROGERS

Italy^ Lttigi 40 The latin verse, Graven in the stone that

yet denotes the door Of Aripsto. 1885 Act 48 Viet, c. 15

Sched. n. 6 Such entry shall in the register be denoted by
an asterisk.

t b. To point out as by a mark, to indicate, to

designate. Obs,

1632 LITHGOW Trav. x. 435 The Priests as fearefull of the

Ministers apprehending, or denoting theni. 1701 tr. Le
Clcrcs Print, If

athers (1702) 131 [Athanasius] had been de-

noted several times by this Bishop for his Successor.

3. To be the outward or visible mark or sign of,

to indicate (a fact, state of things, etc.).

1592 SHAKS. Rom. $ Jul. in. iii. no Thy wild acts denote

The vnreasonable Furie of a beast. 1632 J.
HAYWARD tr.

Biondi's Eromena 182 The appearances which denoted her

greatnesse. 1666 PEPYS Diary 29 July, We keep the sea,

which denotes a victory. 1766 ANSTEY Bath Guide n. x.

(1779) 90 What can a man of true fashion denote Like an ell

of good ribbon ty'd under the throat? 1814 SOUTHEY
Roderick xm, A messenger .. whose speed denoted well

He came with urgent tidings. 1858 HAWTHORNE Fr. $ It.

Jrnls. (1872) I. 22 Medals . . denoting Crimean service.

Mod, A quick pulse denotes fever, A falling barometer de

notes an approaching storm.

b. To indicate, give to understand, make known.
1660 WILLSFORD Scales Comm. 13 In this 'tis Moneths, as

the Letter M denotes, a 1677 BARROW \Vks. (1687) I. 423
He hath given to the poor. These words denote the freeness

of his bounty. 1703 MAUNDRELL joitrn. Jems. (1732) 139
All which serve only to denote the resort which the Romans
had to this place. 1749 SMOLLETT Regicide iv. vii, Thou
hast enough Denoted thy concern. 1812-16 J. SMITH Pano-
rama, Sc. fy Art II. 524 Horizontally [in a table] opposite
the sulphuric acid is placed magnesia, to denote that it is

presented to that acid.

4. To signify ; to stand for as a symbol, or as a

name or expression ; also, b. l^of a person) to ex-

press by a symbol.
1668 VfiLKitts XeatCAar. 405 The two strokes denoting

an Hyphen. 1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst, 262 (R.) Deus

Ipse, God himself, denotes the Supreme God only. 1711
HEARNE Collect. (Oxf. Hist. Soc.) III. 227 The Sun is some-

times put upon Coyns to denote Providence. 178* PRIEST-

LEY Corrupt, Chr. II. x. 262 The word clerk ..came to

denote an officer in the law. a 1804 W. GILPIN Serm. I.

xviii. (R.), The filthiness of flesh and spirit, is a general

expression to denote wickedness of every kind. 1871 I!.

STEWART Heat 63 Then D V P (according to Boyle's law)
will denote the mass, 1873 Act 36-7 Viet. c. 85 3 The
number denoting her registered tonnage shall be cut in on
her main beam.
b. 1871 B. STEWART Heat 24 Let us denote by unity the

whole volume of [etc.]. 1882 MINCHIN Unipl. Kinentat. 92
Denote by (X} the area of the path of P,

6. Logic. To designate or be a name of; to be

predicated of. (Used by Mill, in distinction from

connote?)
1843 MILL Logic i. u. | 5 The word white denotes all white

things, as snow, paper, the foam of the sea, etc. and . . con-

notes the attribute whiteness. Ibid.^ A connotative name

ought to be considered a name of all the various individuals

which it Is predicable of, or in other words denotes, and not

of what it connotes. 1862 H. SPENCER First Princ. 11. H.

42 We can do no more than ignore the connotation of the

words, and attend only to the things they avowedly denote.

Hence Deno'ting ///. a.

1887 Athen&uin 29 Jan. 157/3 The denoting difference

between class i and class 3 is the same as the denoting
difference between class 2 and class 4.

Denotement (d/h^u-tment). [f.
DENOTE v. +

-MENT.] The fact of denoting or making known ;

indication ; cotter, a means or mode of denoting ;

a token, sign.
1622 SHAKS. Oik. Qo. i [see DELATION 3]. 1653 E. CHISEN-

HALE Cath. Hist. 128 To adde to their temporall styles, some
denotement of their ecclesiasticall power. 1829 Blackiv.

3fag' XXVI. 192 These outward denotements ofa perturbed

spirit. 1875 M. A. LOWER Eng. Surnames (ed. 4) I. v. 69
note,

Bush was formerly the common denotement, and some-
times the sign, of an inn.

Denotive (d/Wu tiv), a. [f. DENOTE v. + .IVK]

Having the quality of denoting ; serving to denote ;

denotative ; indicative.

1830 W. PHILLIPS^//. Sinai n. 460 Not so aught else Of
Him denotive. 1830 HERSCHEL Stud, Nat. Phil. n. v. (1851)

140 [Names] denotive of species too definite to admit of

mistake. 1881 A. M. FAIRBAIRN in Brit. Q. Rev. Oct. 404
The term Church He uses . . once . . as denotive of a single

assembly.

II Denouement (doiw'man). [F. denouement,

dt*notimcnt, formerly desnouement^ f. denouer, des-

nouer, in OF. desnoer to untie Pr. denozar, It.

disttodarg) a Romanic formation from L. dis- +
nodare to knot, nodus knot.]

Unravelling; spec, the final unravelling of the

complications of a plot in a drama, novel, etc. ;

the catastrophe ; transf. the final solution or issue

of a complication, difficulty, or mystery.
1752 CHESTERF. Lett, cclxx. (1792) III. 237 Had the truth

been extorted from Varon . . by the rack, it would have been
a true tragical denouement. 1771 SMOLLETT Humph. Cl.

(1815) 160 The particulars of the ' denouement '

you shall

know in due season. 1851 MAYNE REID6c# ///<; xxii.

163 Up to the present time we had all stood waiting the

denouement in silence. 1871 B. TAYLOR Faust (1875) I. 228
These lines suggest, -the moral denouement of the plot.

Denoumbre : see DENUMBEU.
Denounce (dAiairns), v. Also 4-5 denounse,

4-6 denunce, 5 denouns, Sc. deuwns, 6 de-
nonce, fa. OF. denoncicr

t
-noncer (in 12th c.

DENOUNCE.

demtntier] : L. denunti&re (-ciare) to give official

intimation (by a messenger, etc.\ f. DE- I. 3 +
nuntidre (iiunciare] to make known, report.]
1. To give formal, authoritative, or official in-

formation of; to proclaim, announce, declare ;
to

publish, promulgate : f a. a matter of fact, tidings,

information, etc. Obs.

1382 WYCLIF 2 T/tess. iii. 10 This thing we denounsiden . .

to }ou \Rhem. this we denounced to you ; Vulg. hoc dcnun-
ciabamns vobis\ for if ony man wole not worche, nether etc

he. c 1449 PECOCK Repr, \. xii. 60 The Kuangelie of God . .

which to alle men ou^te be denouncid. c 1500 Melusine 188

Anthony & Regnald came to theire fader & moder, and de-

nounced to them these tydmges. 1563-87 FoxE^f. 3- M.
41684) I. 488/2 The same reconcilement [was] publickly de-

nounced in the Church of Westminster. 1609 BIBLE (Douay)
Ps. Ixxxvii. comm., When I shal be dead and buried, I can
not denounce thy praises as now I can to mortal men.
a 1677 HARROW ll'ks. (1686) II. 62 By this man remission of

sins is denounced unto you. 1726 AYLIFFE Parergon 70 All

Beadles and Apparitors . . are forbidden . . to denounce or

publish any such Sentence.

b. an event about to take place : usually of a

calamitous nature, as war or death, and thus passing
into 3. Obs. or arch.

1536 BELLKNDEN Cron. Scot. (1821)
I. 53 That the king sail

nothir denonce weir, nor treit peace, but advise of the

capitanisof tribis. 1597 DANIEL Civ. Wars (i6og) iv.lxxxiv,
Whose Herald, Sickenes, being employd before With full

commission to denounce his end. 1609 BIBLE (Douay) f*s.

cxviii. comm., Geving thanks.. at the Cocke-crowing, be-

cause at that time the coming of the day is denounced. 1631
WEEVER Anc. Fun. Mon. 683 An Officer at Armes, whose
function is to denounce warre, to proclaime pence, a 1665
DIGBY Priv. Mem. (1827) 199 To. .denounce them war. 1718
freethinker No. 16 r 6 An approaching Comet, denounced

through every Street, by the noisy Hawkers. 1855 MILMAN
Lat. Chr. (1864* II. iv. i. 197 Mohammed himself, .had not

only vaguely denounced war against mankind in the Koran
but contemplated, .unlimited conquests.

to. Const, \i\ti\snbord. clause. Obs.

1388 WYCLIF Num. xviii. 26 Comaunde thpu, and denounse
to the dekenes, Whanne je han take tithis of the sones of
Israel, .offre }e the firste fruytis of tho to the Lord, c 1500
Melusine 19 A forester cam to denounce to the Erie Emery
how there was within the fforest of Coulombyers the moost

meruayllous wildbore that euer was sen byfore. 1581 J.
BELL Haddon's Ans^u. Osor. in First of all I suppose no
man will deny, but that Paule doth denounce men to be

Justified by fayth. 1611 BIBLE Dent, xxx. 18, I denounce
unto you this day, that ye shall surely perish. 1660 tr.

Amyraldns' Treat, cone. Relig. in. v. 396 God denounced
that he would cause the Deluge to come upon the Earth.

1793 Objections to War Examined 27 Scarcely a sitting

passes.,
but some Department, .or Town is denounced to

be in a state of insurrection. 1818 JAS. MILL Brit. India
II. v. vii. 596 To denounce to him that a failure in this respect
would be treated as equivalent to an absolute refusal.

y2. transf. Of things : To make known or an-

nounce, esp. in the manner of a sign or portent ;
to

portend. Obs.

1581 J. BELL Hnddon's A raw. Osor. 5 Then should your
three Invectives have vomited lesse slaunders and reproches,
and denounced you a more charitable man & farre deeper
Divine. 1595 SHAKS. John in. iv. 150 Meteors, prodigies,
and signes, Abbortiues, presages and tongues of heauen,
Plainly denouncing vengeance vpon John. 1667 MILTON
P. L. n. 106 His look denounc'd Desperate revenge, and Battel

dangerous To less than Gods. 1706 ESTCOURT FairExamp.
in. i, A yellow or dark Spot upon the middle Finger, with
me denounces Trouble, and a white one promises Joy. 1751

JOHNSON Rambler No. 155 f 6 They would readily . . catch

the first alarm by which destruction or infamy is de-

nounced.

3. To announce or proclaim in the manner of a

threat or warning ^punishment, vengeance, a curse,

etc.).
1632 J. HAYWARD tr. Btondis Eromena 4 He delivered

the norse into his charge, as a special! steed of the Kings :

denouncing him his Majesties indignation, if he permitted
any one [etc.]. 1687 T. BROWN Saints in LtyroarVJks. 1730
I. 73 There's nothing but fire and desolation denounc'd on
both sides. 1721 BERKELEY Prevent. Ruin Gt. Brit. Wks.
III. 201 Isaiah denounced a severe judgment against the

ladies of his time. 1837 W. IRVING Capt, Bonneville III.

121 Captain Wyeth..had heard the Crows denounce ven-

geance on them, for having murdered two of their warriors.

1875 E. WHITE Life in Christ \\. xiv. (1878) 158 The Curses
were to be denounced from Mount Ebal.

4. To proclaim, declare, or pronounce (a person)
to be (something) : a. usually cursed, outlawed,
or something bad. To denounce to the horn (Sc.

Law) : publicly to proclaim a rebel with the cere-

mony of horning. Obs. or arch.
a 1300 Cursor M. 29251 (Cott.) e [man] bat brekes kirkes

grith, and es denunced cursd bar-wit, c 1425 WYNTOUN Cron.
vn. ix. 534 Schyr Willame Besat gert for-]n Hys chapelane
. . Denwns cursyd wyth Buk and Bell All bei, pat had part
Of bat brynnyn, or ony art. c 1555 HARPSFIELD Divorce
Hen. J-Y//(i878) 182 She. .was denounced, .contumas, and
a citation decerned for her appearance. 1579 i5V. Acts. Jos.
V! (1597) 75 The disobedience of the process of horning
is sa great.. that the persones denunced rebel les takes na
feare theirof. Ibid.> The partie swa denunced to the Home.
1581 J. BELL Haddott's Ansiu. Osor, 466 He accurseth and
denounceth himselfe for a damned creature. 1709 STRYPE
Ann. Ref. I. xxv. 281 He was solemnly denounced ex-

communicate by the President. 1802 ELIZA PARSONS Myst,
Visit IV. 50 Her . . dislike to the late Mrs. Clifford led her

to denounce her a base, false woman. 1861 W. BELL Diet.Law
Scotl, 274/2 A messenger-at-arms. .thereafter denounced the

debtor rebel, and put him to the horn, as it is termed, by
three blasts of a horn. 1879 DIXON Windsor II. vii. 76
A safer plan was to denounce him as a public enemy.



DENOUNCE.

fb. To proclaim /;/v, emperor^ etc. Obs.

1494 F MivANrAw*. vLctxiv. 1*4 The sayde pope, .crovmyd
Iiyin with y* impcryall dyadvmc and denounced hyin as

cmpcrowre. r 1534 tr. 7V/. /Vr^-. /'"A'. ///. (Camd- I

102 CoMtftOtifM was denounced ciiiperowre of the Koinain<-
."Mi.irs. 1610 HOLLAND Canittcn's Jirit. (1637) 85 (D.) His
sotine Conslans, whom..he had denounced Augustus or

Kmpen>r.
6. To declare or make known (an offender) to the

authorities; to inform against, delate, accuse.

1485 AW/ /<.. r/// in Canuicn Misc. (1847). To de-

mince, and declare or cause to be denunccd and declared allc

suche umtrary t.'-crsand rekelles. 1533 MORU APol. Wks.
886/1 Those tnerfory th.it speake heresies, euery good man
that hcrcth them is bcundcn to denounce or accuse them,
and the bishoppes are bounden vpon thcire wordcs proued to

putte them to pcnaunce and reforme theym. 17*6 AYI.IFFB

{'iinrgon 09 Archdeacons, .shall, .denounce such of them
as are negligent . . to the Bishop. 1883 /'/;//.. 3 Apr. 4 She
had h.ilf a mind to denounce him that she miyht save the

lives or the liberty of the tools who nii.^ht be compromised.
1887 I!O\\I:N V'ire. /Enetd \\. 83 Palamedes. . Falsely de-

nounced, and to death unjust by the Danaans done.

6. To declare (a person or thing) publicly to be
wicked or evil, usually implying the expression of

righteous indignation ; to bring a public accusation

against ; to inveigh against openly ; to utter denun-

ciations against.
1664, 182 1 [see DENOUNCER c]. 18*5 J . N KAL Bro.JoHaikax

III. 443 Humanity! I forswear it I denounce it! what
ave I to

'

have I to do with humanity? 1863 GEO. ELIOT A'

I. In trod. 8 Savonarola . . denounced with a rare boldness

the worldliness and vicious habits of the clergy. 1875 HKYCK
Holy Rom. EM}, xvi. (ed. 5) a8o Others scorned and
denounced him as an upstart, a demagogue, and a rebel.

7. To give formal notice of tne termination of

(an armistice, treaty, etc.). [So F. d4noncerf
~\

1842 ALISON /fist, Europe (1850) XII. Ixxx. 7. 90 The
armistice was denounced on the nth, but, by its conditions,
six days more were to elapse before hostilities could be
resumed. 1879 Times 16 June, The French Government
has 'denounced* the existing commercial treaties. 1885
Afanck. Exam. 20 May 5/2 Either party would be at liberty
. .to denounce the arrangement upon giving a year's notice.

8. Mining. (In Mexico and Spanish America.)
To give formal notice to the authorities of the

discovery of (a new mine) or of the abandonment
or forfeiture of (an old one) ; hence, to claim the

right to work (a mine) on the ground of such

information or discovery. [-Sp. denttnciar^
1881 E. G. SQUIBR in Etteycl. Brit. XII. 132/1 (Honduras)

Opals are frequent, principally in the vicinity of Krandique.
where as many as sixteen mines have been * denounced 'in

a single year. 1886 Mining Circular, One mining claim

denounced and occupied in conformity with the mining laws
of Mexico.

If 9. ?To renounce. Obs. rare.

c 1315 E. E. Allit. P. B. 106 Certez byse ilk renkez bat me
rcnayed habbe St. denounced . . Schul neuer sitte in my sale

my soper to fele.

Hence Denotvnced ///. a.

1551 HULOET, Denounced, denuttciatMS, ituiictus. 1593
Sc. Acts Jos. K/(i597) $ 143 The denuneed persones landes,

sudes or
geir. 1754 ERSKINE Princ. S?. Law (1809) 38 He

had also right . . to the single escheat of all denounced per-
sons residing within his jurisdiction. f845 T. W. Coir
Puritanism 521 This poor denounced Virginia.

t Denou'nce, sb. Obs. rare. [f. DENOUNCE v.

Cf. obs. F. dtnonfe in Godef.l - DENOUNCEMENT.

197

b. One who informs against, accuses, delates.

1533 MORE DcbelL Salem Wks. 1013/1 So dooelh euery
denouncer, ciicryc accuser, and in a maner euerye witness*

too. 1648 MILTON Observ. Art. Place (1851) 576 These
illiterate denouncers. 1867 S.MILKS llufiienots hug. x. 159
Delected fugitives were, .condemned to th galleys. . while

their denouncers were, .rewarded with half their goods.

c. One who publicly inveighs against, or ex-

presses condemnation of (a person, practice, etc.).

1664 EVELYN Sylva (1776) 568, 1 am no advocate for iron-

works, but a Declared Denouncer. iSai Examiner i Apr.

193/1 Not to be lost sight of. .by the denouncers of corrup-
tion. 1876 MOHLHY CarlyU Crit. Misc. Ser. 1. 185 The chief

denouncer of phantasms and exploded formulas.

d. One who denounces a mine in order to obtain

possession of it. (Mexico and
Spanish America.)

Denounciation, obs. form of DENUNCIATION.

Denouncing (d/numisin), vbl. sb. [-INU '.]

The action of the verb DENOUNCE in various senses.

1551 HULOET, Denouncyng, dennnciatio. 1561 J. SHUTE
Cambine's Turk. Wan 15 b, Without any other denouncing
of warres. .he presented his arinie. 1647 MAY Hut, Part.
n. vi. 100 When the first apparent denouncing ofWar began.
leVSlCAKUYLF. />./*.

C/.xtll.i.(l87jl V.s Oh the pamphlet-
eerings, the denouncings, the complainings.

Deuoirncing, ///. a. [-INO
2
.] That de-

nounces.
1661 COWLEY Disc. Gc/vt. O. Cromvxl Verses & Ess. (1669)

60 Let some denouncing Jonas first be sent To try if Eng-
land can repent. 1746 COLLINS Odes, Possums 43 The War-

denouncing trumpet.
De novo : see DE I. 6.

t De'nsate, v. Obs.
[f. ppl. stem of L. densare

to make dense, thicken, f. densus DENSE.] tram.

To thicken, condense.

1604 R. CAWDREY Taklt Alph., Densateii. made thickc.

1657 TOMLINSON Kenan's Disp. 651 Oyl of Roses, .densatcs,

tempers the hot ventricle.

t Densa"fcion. Obs. [ad. L. densatiSn-em, n.

of action from densiire : see prcc.] Thickening,
condensation.

1615 CROOKE Body ofMan 363 The Densalion, Rarefaction,

and Contraction of the matter ofthe parts. i6-6p STANLEY
lliit. PkUos. 11701) 7/1 Densalion, or rarefaction. 17*9
SHELVOCKE A rtillery iv. 261 This Densation . . being a Priva-

tion of the natural property of Fire, which is Rarifaclion.

||
Dens canis, the Dou's TOOTH VIOLET, q.v.

Dense (dens), a. [ad. L. dcns-us thick, dense,

crowded. Cf. F. dense (1'arc, i6th c., in I3th c.

dempse), perh. the immediate source of the Eng.]
L Having its constituent particles closely com-

pacted together; thick, compact, a. Of close

molecular structure. Opp. to rare.

1599 A. M. tr. Gabellwuer's lit. Phyiicke 56/1 When as

theCataracte is so dense and of such a crassitude that heer-

with they will not be soackede. 1671 R. BOHUN Wind 191
The Earth, being a dense body, retaines the Calorifique

impressions. 1794 SULLIVAN View .Vat. I. 145 It pervades
all bodies, dense as well as rare. 1860 TYNDAI.I. Glac. I. x.

66 Dense fog settled upon the cascade. 1878 HUXLEY

Physiogr. 227 The dense Bones resist decay longer.

b. Having its '.perceptibly separate) parts or

constituents closely crowded together ;
in Bot. and

Zool. closely set..

1776 WITHERING Brit. Plants (1796) III.

Jense tufts. 1793 MARTYN Lcuig. Hot., Dense
.

se panicle. 1835

ITOJ rkoBlNS//<-mo/^<ri.vi. 7 ButHaughtyLouishop'd SOUTIIEY Talc ofParaguay i. 7 Marshes wide and
woodj

the Fate to Mock, Seems to deride her brave Denounce of !
lands dense. 1836 MARRYAT Midsh. F.air xxv, The crowd

Wir . .was so dense that it was hardly possible to move. 1846War.

Denorrnceable, a. rare. [f. DENOUNCE v. +

-ABLE.] Capable of being denounced.

1837 CARI.VLE Fr. Rev. n. n. ii, It is embodied ; made
tangible, made denounceable.

Denouncement (d/hau-nsment). [a. obs. F.

dcnouccmcnt ' a denouncing
'

(Cotgr.), f. tiiliuncer:

sec -MENT.]
1. The action of denouncing ; denunciation ;

t declaration ; t announcement (of evil) ; public
accusation or expression of condemnation.

1544 HALE Chrm. Sir J. Oldcastell in Harl. Misc. (Malh.)

I. 272 At the laufull denouncement and request of our vni-

uersall clergye . . we proceeded against him [Oldcastell]. 1641
MILTON Ch. Gmit. u. iii. 51 This terrible denouncement. 1646
SIR T. HROWNE Pseud. Ep. \. ii. 6 Upon the denouncement
of his curse. 1836 New MaittMi/ Ma?;. XLV11. 94 Of the

vengeance that overtook criminals of this sort, and of dread-

ful denouncements against their posterity. 1870 G. MAC-
DONALD /'. Fabcr 1 1. xii. 236 She sat listening to tne curate's

denouncement of hypocrisy.
2. The fact of denouncing a mine or land : cf.

DENOUNCE v. 8. (Mexico and Spanish America.)

1864 MOWRY Arizona vi. 112 The title to these deposits
is a ' denouncement

'

as discoverer, of four pcrteneticias.

1884 America* VII. 296 Under the law of denouncement,
a sirecies of pre-emption by which unoccupied lands are

acquired [in Mexico).

Denouncer (dfiKwniM). [f.
DENOUNCE v. +

-KB'; =(}]?.,ieiion(cor,-eur.] One who denounces,

in various senses of the verb. a. One who an-

nounces, proclaims, declares, threatens.

I490CAXTON Euiytim'xxii. 82 The pwlc is a byrdc mortalle

or otherwysc denouncer of mortalite. 1611 COTGR., fr*-

dicateur. .denouncer of things to come. 1690 DHVDEN DM
Sebastian v. Wks. (1883! VII. 466 Here comes the sad dc-

nouncer of my fate. 1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa 1 181 1)V ,

xli 164 I undertook to be the denouncer of her doom. 18*4 Q

LAMM* Imag. Con-: (1846) II. 39 Denouncer of just

vengeance, recall the sentence !

M'CULLOCH Aa. Brit. Emfirt(ii^) I. 393 Their popula-

tion, which in most instances is very dense, amounts to

about 45,000.

C. Crowded,
' thick

'

(with), rare.

184* TENNYSON Morti d"Arthur 196 All the decks were

dense with stately forms.

2. fig. a. gen.
1731 lliit. Littcraria III. 249 Sometimes the Author is not

so properly concise, as dense, if I may use the Word.

When the Subject is limpid of it self, he frequently inspu-

sates it. 1760 FRANKLIN Litt. Wks. ( 1887) 1 1 1 . 42 Six weeks

of the densest happiness I have met with. 1858 HAWTHORNE
t'r. * //. Jrnls. 11872) II. 156 If his character were suffi-

ciently sound and dense to be capable of steadfast principle.

b. esf. Of ignorance, stupidity, etc. : Profound,

intense, impenetrable, crass.

1877 BLACK Green fast. vii. (.878) 55 The dense ignorance
in which they have been allowed to grow up.

C. trans/. Of persons: Stupid, 'thick-headed .

1811 L*MB Llia Ser. i. Arlif. Comedy Last Ctitt., More

virtuous than myself, or more dense. 1887 Poor Nellit

1 1 888) r 14 He will . . put notbns into her dense head.
_

3. Photography. Of a negative : Opaque in the

developed film, so as to
yield prints in which the

lights
and shades are well contrasted.

4. Comb.
1861 Miss PRATT F/imer. Pi. V. 208 Dense-headed Rush.

1870 HOOKKR .V/W. flora 381 Heads dense-flowered. 1874

I.ISLK CAKR Jud. linyan.- I. iv. 123 How quicksighted do
the most dense-minded men become when in love !

Hence (iionce-wd?) Dense v, to make dense;

De-using -M. sb.

1888 F. H. STODDARD in Andavtr Rev. Oct., It is the

densing of the slight, the fleshing of the spiritual.

Densely (de-nsli), adv. [f.
DENSE a. + -LT -.]

1. In a dense manner; thickly, closely, crowdedly.
1836 MAM;ILLIVK.\Y tr. f/uniM,/t's Trav. x.\iv. 353

Countries that have long lieen densely peopled. 1860

TYNBALL Glac. i. xxv. 184 Clouds . . densely black. 1875

DENSITY.

Jowrrr Plata (ed. 2) III. 683 The citadel .. was dcruely
crowded with dwellings.
2. fig. Intensely, ^ro^sly.
1883 J. I-'ISKK in Harper's Mttf. Feb. 490 a The people

were densely ignorant.

Do-nson, v . rare. [f. DKHHK a. + -KM
.]

trans.

To make dense, or intr. To become dense. Hence
Do nseniriK vbl. sb., thickening, condensation.

1884 llarfer't Afaf. June 113/1 In 1800 there Is MOM
densening of population within the old lines.

Denseness deTisow). [f. DiNSia. + -H.
The quality of being dense ; density.

1669 W. SIMMON Hydrtl. Ckym. 325 The denMIMH of
some

interposing globe. Mod. The denseneo of the log.
The fellow s dcnseneas tries my patience sorely.

Denshire (de'njai), v. Also 7 devonshire,
sher, deniher, donnuro, 9 donnhare. [A syn-

copated form of Devonshire Died as a vb. ; the

method having been originally practised there.

c 1630 RlSDON Sitr-,'. Devon (1810) 2 Dtvomkin ; now, by
a vulgar speech, Denskirt. Ibid. \ 96 (1810) 92 In our
Denshire speech called Pohitt. 1654 VILVAIH Efit. Kit. v.

x, Two Denshire Rivers neer contermining.)
trans. To clear or improve (land) by paring

off turf, stubble, weeds, etc., burning them, and

spreading the ashes on the land; - BUBM-BEAT.
Hence De oshiring vbl. sb.

1607 NoRptN^xrv. Dial. 228 They.. call it in the West

parts. Burning of beate, and in the South-Kast parts, Devon-

shiring. c 1630 RISDON Sttrc. Devon (1810) 11 Which kind
of beating and burning . .seems to be originally peculiar to

this county, being known by the name of Denske'ing in

other countries. 1609 WORUDCE Syst. Agric. (ifcBil

About three Acres, Denshired, or Burnt-beaten. 1671 St.

Feint Improved 8 The good husbandry of Densunng or

Devonshering of Land. 1709 Tram. Hoc. Encoitretg. Arts
XVII. 160 Tne land.. was denshired, and one crop of oats

taken from it. 1887 ROGERS Apric. ft Prices V. 62 The
system of densharing or devonshiring old and poor pasture
had made considerable progress.
[By R. Child, 1651 lin Hartlib Legacy, 165;, 371 erroneously

guessed to be from Denbighshire : thence in some Diets.]

Density (dcTisifsi), v. rare. [f. L. dens-us

DKN8E + -FY.J trans. To make dense, condense.
i8ao Rlackai. Mag. VIII. 129 To densify the Lunar

atmosphere. 1874 Conlemf. Rev. XXIV. 421 To
'

densify
'

into substantial existence the misty conceptions.

Densimeter donsi-mrtsj. Also denso'meter.

[f.
L. dens-tu dense + -METKB.] An apparatus for

measuring the density or specific gravity of a solid

or liquid.
1863 tr. (ioMof's Physics (i 886) 112 Rousseau's densimeter . .

is of great use. .in determining the specific gravity of a small

quantity of a liquid. 1883 Fisheries Exhib. Catal. 210

Ocean salinometer and optical densomcter.

Density (de-nslti). [a. F. dcnsiti (Pare, i6th

c., in 1 3th c. demfsitf), ad. L. densitas, -totem

thickness, f. densus DENSE.]
1. The quality or condition of being dense; thick-

ness ; closeness of texture or consistence.

1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mor. 1187 The densitie and
thicknesse of the aire. i66 BACON Sjrtret I M2 As for the

leaves, iheir density appeareth in that, either they are

smooth and shining.. or in that they arc hard and spiry
of the

III. 366 Grows in K
i i.... t. ..,;. i.. .R.I- - 11

..

'7SS Mem. Caft. P. Drake I. xvii. 185 A Fogg
reatest Density I ever remember to have seen. 1796
ORSE Amer. Geof. II. 311 It was. .necessary to

supply
the

defect of density by more frequent inspirations. 1864 BOWEM
Logic xi. (1870) 361 The additional qualities of weight,

attraction, impenetrability, elasticity, density.

2. Physics. The degree of consistence of a body
or substance, measured by the ratio of the mass to

the volume, or by the quantity of matter in a unit

of bulk.

1604 Phil. Trans. I. 31 There is in the Air. .such a variety
..both as to their density and rarity. 1696 \Vmsios Th.

Earth u. 117221 221 More than four times the density of

Water. 17*0 tr. Gregory's Astrvn. \. 147 The quantity of

Matter is as the Magnitude and Density conjunct!)-. 1831
BREWSTER Optics iii. 25 The bodies contained in these

tables have all different densities. iMi WILLIAMSON in

NatMrt No. 618. 415 To determine the vapour densities and
rales of diffusion of those which could be obtained in the

gaseous state.

b. Eltctr. The quantity of electricity per unit

of volume or area.

iSTjCLtRKMAXwmLLfifrf/r. ^v1/i^>i.(i88i >|64 The electric

density at a given point on a surface is the limiting ratio of

the quantity of electricity within a sphere whose centre is

the given point to the area of the surface contained within

the sphere, when its radius is diminished without limit.

1885 WATSON & BL-RBURY Math. Th, Eltctr. >, Mufn. I.

IMA uniform ring of electricity of density - 1.

8. Crowded state ; degree of aggregation.
1851 WKHOI. Archil. Heav. 154 Not.. to sound depths by

ordinary rules founded on the numbers of the stars, but

rather to unfold densities. 1888 l)Rvc^-r. Cfi*im: II.

xxxvi. 5 Not only these differences in size, but the differences

< in density of population.
b. concr. A dense mass or aggregation, rare.

1858 HAWTHORNE fr. , It. Jmls. 1. 144 Stems, support-
; ing a cloud-like density of boughv
4 Photogr. Opaqueness of the developed aclin-

ized film in a negative.

1879 Caatlls Techn. Educ. 111. 143 (Photffr.) A rapid

acquisition of density will be the result.

5. Jig. Stupidity, crassitude.

1894 A. PIRRELL in Wtstminst. Budget 37 July 48/2 The

density which U sometimes, .attributed to your party.

Denso-meter, another form of DENSIJIETEB.
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Densure, obs. form of DKNSHIRJB v.

Dent (dent), sb.^ [A phonetic variant or col-

lateral form of DINT, OE. dynt ;
in sense 4 app.

influenced by indent and its family, and thus con-

nected with DENT sb.-]

fl. A stroke or blow, esp. with a weapon or sharp
instrument : usually a blow dealt in fighting (

DINT^. i). Obs.

ci35 Coer de L. 291 With a dente amyd the schelde.

c 1350 Will. Palerne 1215 Ac he wi(> dou^ti denies defended
him long. 1435 7'orr. Portugal91$ Therschalle no knyght
come nere bond, Fore dred of denttes ylle. c 1485 Digby
Myst, (1882) in. 272 The dent of deth is hevyar than led.

c 1570 PRKSTON Cambyses in Hazl. Dodsley IV. 215 He
shall die by dent of sword. 1596 SPENSKR F, Q. iv. vi. 15
Plates yrent, Shew'd all his bodie bare unto the cruell dent.

1603 DRAYTON Odes xvii. 95 And many a cruell Dent Bruised
his Helmet.

f b. A 'stroke
*

or clap of thunder
;
a thunder-

bolt. Obs.
a 1300 Froffm. Pop. Sc. (Wright) 147 The lifting, That..

cometh after the dente. c 1320 Sir Benes 2738 A made a cri

and a wonder, Ase hit were a dent of Bonder, c 1386 CHAUCER
Miller's T. 621 As gret as it had ben a thundir dent, c 1430
LYDG, Bochas VIH. i. (1554) 177 b, By stroke of thundre dent
And fyry lightning.

t 3. Striking, dealing of blows
; vigorous wield-

ing of the sword or other weapon (
= DiNT sb. 2).

a, 1400 Octouian 1555 Here son was doughty knyght of
dente. 1548 HALL Chron.^i b, With mortal warre and dent
of sworde. 1556 J. HnrwooDj^USrrg ^ ^x - 32 Tosubdew
the flies by the swoords dent, a 1600 Tonrn. Tottenham 48
For to wynne my dorter wyth dughtynesse of dent.

f b. Striking distance, range or reach of stroke

. ad). Obs.

1567 MAPLET Gr. Forest 78 There is no birde that escapeth
liim that commeth in his dent, but she is his owne.

1 3. - DINT. Obs.
15y? J- PAYNE Royal Exch. 3, I am slurred by dent of

Christian dutie.

4. A hollow or impression in a surface, such as

is made by a blow with a sharp or edged instru-

ment ; an indentation, DINT.
1565 JEWEL Reft. Harding: Wks. (1611) 425 We haue

thrust our fingers into the dents of his nailes. 1612 BRINSLEY
Litd. Lit. 16 Mark it with a dent with the nayle, or a
pricke with a pen. 1620 SHELTON Qnix. iv. xix. II. 233
O the most noble and obedient Squire that ever had Sword
at a Girdle, .or Dent in a Nose. 1691 T. H[ALE] Ace. New
Invent, p. viii, Taking his Hammer, he again beat out the
dent. 1722 CHAMBERLAYNE in Phil. Trans. XXXII. 98 The
fat Particles had such a Pinch, or Dent, in them, as I have
shewn, that there were in the Globules of Flower of Wheat.
1848 THOREAU Maine IV. i. (1867) 51 The rocks .. were
covered with the dents made by the spikes in the lumberers'
boots. 1837 GEO. ELIOT Scenes Cler. Life, Janets Repent.
\\, Dents and disfigurements in an old family tankard.

Dent, sb* [a. F. dent tooth
;

but sense i

perh. originated as an extension of sense 4 of prec.
sb.. under the influence of the Fr. word, or of indent
and its family.]

fl. An indentation in the edge of anything; in

pi. applied both to the incisions and the projections
or teeth between them. Obs.

1553 HULOET, Denies about a leafe lyke a saw, crenx.
1660 BLOOME Archit. A a, Denticuli, a broad plinth in the
cornish cut with dents. 1700 DRYDEN Fables, Cock <$ Fox
50 High was his comb, and coral-red withal, In dents em-
battl'd like a castle-wall.

2. A tooth, in various technical uses :

a. A burnishing tool used by gilders: sometimes an actual
tooth. lObs. b. Weaving. One of the splits or parallel
strips of metal, cane, etc. forming the reed of a loom.
C. Carding. The wire staple that forms the tooth of a card.
d. A tooth in a gear-wheel, or in the works of a lock.

1703!". S.ArfsIinprov. 51 This is commonly practised upon
Black and Coloured Wood, Polishing them with a Dent. 1831
G. R. PORTER Silk Manuf. 221 This saves the labour of pass-
ing the new threads through the mails and dents of the reed.

1846 G. WHITE Treat. Weaving 53 The reed is made to con-
tain a certain number of dents or splits in a given space.
V&ftTtxtilt Maniif. 15 May 196 The satin may be reeded
four in a dent if desired.

Dent, $&.'*> local. A tough clay or soft claystone ;

e$p. that found in the joints and fissures of sandstone
or other strata.

1864 A. JEFFREY Hist. Roxburghshire IV. iii. 162 The walls
of these houses . . were cemented with pounded dent.

Dent, ///. a. [short for dented]
f 1. Embossed [see DENT v. 3], Obs.

^1450 Golagros <J-
Gaiv. 66 The sylour deir of the deise

dayntely wes dent With the doughtyest in thair dais dyntis
couth dele.

f2. Her. = INDENTED. Obs.
1610 GUILLIM Heraldry i. v. (1660) 27 Wrapt with dent

bordure silver shining.
3. Dent corn : a variety of Indian corn having a

dent or depression in each kernel. U.S.

Dent, v. [A variant of DINT v. : see DENT j^. 1
]

1. trans. To make a dent in, as with a blow upon
a surface

;
to mark with a dent or dents

; to indent.

1388, 1398 [see DENTING vbl. sb. 2, i]. 1440 Promp.
Parv. 118 Dentyn or yndentyn, indento. 1530 PALSGR.
511/2, I dente, Jenfondre .. se howe it hath dented in his
harnesse. 1559 SACKVILLE Induct, xii. 7 So denied were her
cheekes with fall of teares. 1691 T. H[ALE] Ace. New Invent.

p. viii, With which blow it was not broken but dented. 1703
T. N. City <$

C. Purchaser 161 Jumping upon it with the
Heals of ones Snooes will dent it. 1845 DARWIN Voy, Nat.
iti. 11879) 6a The fragments had been blown off with force

sufficient to dent the wall. 1881 Mi^s BRADDON Asph I.

204 Armour that had been battered and dented at Cressy.
2. To imprint, impress, implant with a stroke or

impact.
f 1450 Golagros $'Gaiv. 824 Suppose his dyntis be deip

dentil in your scheild. 1533 BELLENDEN Lvvy HI. (1822) 246
This yoik wes maid of thre speris, of quhilkis twa war dentit
in the erdc. 1820 W. IRVING Sketch Bk, II. 407 The tracks
of horses' hoofs deeply dented in the road.

f3. To emboss, set, inlay. Obs.
c 1440 Bone Flor. 326 The pyllers that stonde in the halle,

Are aentyd wyth golde and clere crystalle. c 1475 Rauf
Coilyar 667 Dyamountes full dantely dentit betwene.

4. intr. a. To enter or sink in, so as to make
a dent or indentation, b. To become indented, as

a plastic surface when pressed with something
pointed or edged.
1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. VH. Hx. (1495) 274 Yf thou

thrystest thy fyngere vpon the postume it dentetn in. ibid.
xvii. Ixxiv. 648 Yf the fynger dynteth in therto and finde it

nesshe. 1611 STAFFORD Niobe 40 His cheekes, denting-in,
as if he were still sucking at a bottle. 1869 Eng. Mech.
3 Dec. 271/1 You will see it dent, for it is elastic.

f 5. To aim a penetrating blow (at*). Obs,

1580 LYLV Enphues (Arb.) 373 So my heart . . dented at with

y
' arrowes of thy burning affections.

Dental (de'ntal), a. and sb* [ad. mod. or ?med.
L. dental-is, f. dens, dent-em tooth

;
cf. F. dental

(1611 in Cotgr.). Ancient L. had dentdle (in form
the neuter of dentalis} = f share-beam of a plough *].

A. adj. 1. Of or pertaining to the teeth ; of the

nature of a tooth.
Dental arch) the arched or curved line of the teeth in the

mouth ; dental cavity, the natural hollow of a tooth, which
is filled by the dentalpulp. Dentalformula, a formula or
concise tabular statement of the number and kinds of teeth

possessed by a mammal ; the numbers in the upper and the
lower row are written above and below a horizontal line, like

the numerator and denominator of a fraction : see DENTI-
TION 2.

1599 A. M. tr. Gabt'lhouer's Bk. Physicke 77/2 To vse this,
and the other dentalle poulders. 1650 BULWER Anth.ro-

poinet. Pref., To sway It downwards, and the Dental root

display. 1658 SIR T. BROWNE Card. Cyrus iii. 53 Dentall
sockets. 1860 HAKTWIG Sea <$ IVond. vi. 72 The cetaceans
are either without a dental apparatus, or provided with
teeth. 1894 7Y (Weekly ed.) 16 Feb. 133/4 Dental disease
. . became reduced to a minimum.

b. Dealing with the teeth
;
of or pertaining to

dentistry. Dental apparatus, chisel, drill, file,

forceps, hammer, etc., apparatus and instruments
used in dentistiy.
1870 (title), Dental Diploma Question. 1874 KNIGHT Diet.

Mech., Dentalchisel, .drill, .^/t'letc.]. Ibid..Dentalpump,
an apparatus for withdrawing the saliva from the mouth
during dental operations. 1878 L. P. MEK EDITH Teeth

p. viii, Opening the doors of dental knowledge to the people.
1890 Times 20 Aug. 11/2 A Dental School is attached to the

Hospital.
2. Phonology. Pronounced by applying the tip

of the tongue to the front upper teeth, as the con-
sonants t, d, ]>, ft, n.

In some languages, as in English, /, /, n are not strictly

dental, but alveolar', i.e. the contact is with the gum close
behind the teeth.

1594 T. B. La Primaud. Fr. Acad. n. 87 The Hebrewes
name their letters, some guttural!, because they are pro-
nounced more in the throat : others, dentall, because a man
cannot wel pronounce them without the teeth. 1626 BACON
Sylva 198. 11794 SIR W. JONES in Asiat. Res. (1799)
I. 12 Each of the dental sounds is hard or soft, sharp or
obtuse. 1855 FORBES I/ittci-usfdnfGratii. (1868' 5, j is much
softer and more dental than the English el. 1877 SWEET
Handbk. Phonetics 31-2 This class is commonly called

'dental', but the point of the tongue is not necessarily
brought against the teeth.

B. sb. 1. Phonology. A dental consonant.
i' 1794 SIR W.JONES in Asiat. Res. (1799) I. n Next came

different classes of dentals. 1884 American IX. 105 Such
a phonetic law does not account for the word under dis-

cussion, no dental being present.

2. humorously. A tooth.

1837 LANDOR Pentameron Wks. 1846 II. 344, I would not

voluntarily be under his manifold rows of dentals.

3. Arch, ss DENTIL.
1761 KIRBY Pers/>ect. Architect. 39 From the dentals

already drawn the others are to be taken, and also the den-
ticles. 1857 BIRCH Anc. Pottery (1858) II. 195 The abacus

red, the dentals yellow, with a red boss.

4. Zool. A mollusc of the genus Dentalium or

family Dentaliidw ; a tooth-shell.

1678 PHILLIPS, Dental, a small Shelfish .. hollow like a
little tube, and acuminated, a 1728 WOODWAKD (J-)> 1'he

shell of a dental.

5. A sea fish of the Mediterranean, belonging
to the genus Dcntex.
1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Sttppl,, Dentale is a name given by

some to a fish caught in the Mediterranean, and common in

the markets of Italy. .11850 ROSSETTI Dante fy Circ. u.

Months Mar., Salmon, eel and trout, Dental and dolphin.

Dentalite (de-ntalaitX Pafaont. [f. Dentalium

(see prec. 4) + -ITE.] A fossil tooth-shell.
1828 in WEBSTER. 1847 CRAIG, Dentalite, Dentalithe, a

fossil dentalium.

Bentality (dentarliti). [f. DENTAL + -ITY :

cf. nasality^ Dental
quality.

Mod. In Irish, the dentahty of/ and rfis very marked.

Dentalize (de-ntabiz
s

,,y. [f.
DENTAL f -IZB.]

trans. To make dental, change into a dental sound.
Hence Deutaliza'tion.

1861 F. II ALL in Jrnl. Asiatic Sec. Bengal$'$ The element
rt . . was probably lengthened and dentalized. 1875 in

N. Y. Nation XX. 116/2 The letters d, n, and t, where
lingual, were, we surmise, first dentalized. 1876 DOUSE
iirimnis L. 55. 135 Cases of dentalization.

t De11tar (dc'ntai), a. Obs. rare, [irreg. ad.

F. dentaire, ad. L. dentari-us : see DENTARY.] =
DENTAL i.

1831 R. KNOX CloguefsA fiat. 39 The superior and anterior
dentar canal. Ibid. 461 The posterior and superior dentar
branches.

t Dentarie. Obs. rare. Anglicized form of

Hot. L. Dentaria (Toothwort), a genus of cruci-

ferous plants.
1578 LYTE Dodocns n. v. 153 The other kind [of Dames

Violets or Gilofloures] is known by the name of Dentarie,
and is not otherwise known to us.

Dentary (de'ntari), a. and sh. Zool. and Attat.

[ad. L. dentdri-us (4th c.), f. dens, dent-em tooth :

see -AKY. (In F. dentaire, 1700 in Hatzf.J]
A. adj. Of, pertaining to, or connected with the

teeth ; dental. Dentary bone\ DENTAKY sb.

1830 R. KNOX Bfalanfs Anat. 136 As far as the dentary

papilla
or pulp. 1870 ROLLESTON Anitn. Life Introd. 44

The dentary bone of the Crocodile.

B. sb. A bone forming part of the lower jaw in

the classes of Vertebrates below Mammalia, and
:

bearing the teeth when these are present.
1854 OWEN in Circ. Sc. (c 1865) II. 67/1 The anterior

piece . . which supports the teeth, is called the 'dentary'.
1880 GUNTHER Fishes 54 The largest piece is tooth-bearing,
and hence termed dentary.

De 11tata (dent?''ta). Anat. [L. fern, of den-

tatus adj. 'toothed
1

(sc. vertebra}^ The second

cervical vertebra, also called axisi see Axia i 2.

1727-5* CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Vertebrse, The vertebree of
the neck . . The second is called . . also -vertebra dentata.
1811 HOOPER Diet. 852/1 The second vertebra is called

tientata. 1847 YOUATT Horse ix. 211 The second bone of the

neck is the dentata, having a process like a tooth, by which
it forms a joint with the first bone. 1881 MIVART Cat 43.

Dentate (de'nt^U), a. [ad. L. dentat-us, f. dens,
dent-em tooth: see -ATE- 2.] Having

* teeth* or

tooth-like projections along the edge ; toothed.

Chiefly in Zool. and Hot.
;
in Bot. spec, of leaves

having sharp teeth directed outwards.
1810 W. ROXBURGH in Asiat. Res. XI. 350 With the

margin elegantly laciniate-dentate. x8a8 STARK Elem. Nat.
Hist. II. 34 Shel! gibbous -. outer lip generally dentate.

1835 LINDLEY Introd. Bot. (1848) I. 271 The leaf is merely
toothed (dentate 1

*. 1846 DANA Zooph. (1848) 157 Lamellae
of the cells dentate or denticulate.

b. In comb., as dentate-crenate, etc. : see DEN-
TATO-. Hence De'Jitately adv.

1847 in CRAIG.

Dentated (dc-nte'tcd), ///. a. [f. as prec. +

-ED.] =prec.
'753 CHAMBERS Cycl Snj>pL, Dentated Leaf. 1761 GAERTNEH

in Phil. Trans. LII. 78 Nor has it a dentated margin. 1835
KIRBY Hab. 4- Inst. Anitn. I. vi. 204 A beautifully dentated

suture, resembling the dog's tooth of a Gothic arch. 1865
LUBBOCK Preh. Times ^33 Saws, .with their edges somewhat
rudely dentated.

Dentation (deotf
l
*Jbn)i [n. of condition, f.

stem of 1,. deniat-us : see prec. and -ATION. Cf.

L. tabuldtio, f. tabuldt-ns^\ The condition or fact

of being dentate ; toothing.
1802 PALEY Nat. Theol. xiii, How in particular did it [the

woodpecker's bill] get its barb, its dentation ? 1852 DANA
Crust, i. 253 The same species varies much in the dentation
of the arm. 1880 GRAY Struct. Bot. iii. 4. 97 Dentation
relates to mere marginal incision.

Deuta'tO-, combining adverbial form of L.

dentatus, prefixed to other adjs. in the sense ' den-

tately ', 'dentate and *, as dentato-angulate,

having dentate angles ; dentato-dliate
, having the

margin dentate with cilia ; dentato-coslate, having
dentate or toothed ribs ; dentaio-crenate, crenate

but approaching dentate ; dentato-sei-rate, having
serrations approaching the character of teeth ;

dcntato-setaceous, having the margin dentate, with

seise or bristles; dentato- sinuate, 'having points
like teeth on excavated borders' (Syd. Soc. Lex.}.
In these combinations dentate- is often used, as denfatc-

crenate, -serrate, -sinuate, etc.

i8z8 WEBSTER, Dentato-sinnaie. 1846 DANA Zooph. (1848)

594 Margin .. with dentato-setaceous calicles. 1866 Treas.

Bot., Dentato-laciniate, when toothings are irregularly ex-

tended into long points.

Dent de lion, dentdelyon : see DANDELION.

Dente, obs. form of DAINTY.

Dented (de-nted), ///. a. [orig. f. DENT v. +
-ED ; but afterwards identified with, and assimi-

lated in sense to, L. dentatus, F. dentt toothed.]

fl. Bent inward
; incurved, hollowed. Obs.

1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. xvm. xcv. (1495) 842 The
teeth [of a serpent] ben dentyd Inwarde and ben crokyd
[transfigit acnleo q dtntc Jiectitur in se}. 1583 STANY-
HURST JEneis \. (Arb.) 28 His ships hee kenneld . . vnder an

angle Of rock deepe dented [sub rnpe cavata}. 1607 TOPSELL

Four-f. Beasts ^1658) 340 This vulgar kinde of hyruna . . in

the middle of his back, .is a little crooked or dented.

f 2. Hollow, sunken. Obs.

1540 SURREY Poems, How no aff<' is content 16, I saw my
withered skin How it doth shew my dented chew?, the flesh

was worn so thin.
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3. Having cluntsor indentations, indented, toothed ;

fin Her. -- IM>I MI n obs.}*

1551 HUI.OET, Denied, tr.-natm, 157* BossHWELL^-lV/wrjV
it. 30 Ennync on a chiefe dented, Gules. 1578 LYTE /fe-

t/tvfis it. vi. 151 His leaves be .. dented or tothed. 1601

lUsisTKR in /'//. Trans. XVI I. 672 There is a small [shell ]

of the Land-kind, with a dented Aperture. 1776 WITIIKHINC;

Brit, Plants (1796) II. 371 Leaves . . slightly dented at the

end. i8aa J. FLINT Lett. Amer. 87 The ragged, and dented

edges of the strata.

De'ntel. Arch. [ad. F. dentelU (formerly -tie),

now used in sense of i6th c. dentillc.] =PENTIL.

1850 I.KiTCiitr. Mullet*sAnc. Art 189, 170 Hlcndingofthe
Ionic dentels with the Doric trig.yphs. 1876 GWILT Encycl,
. I n hit. Gloss., Dentils or Dtntelst the small square blocks

or projections in the bed mouldings of cornices in the Ionic,

Corinthian, Composite, and occasionally Doric orders.

Dentelated, dentellated (dc-ntel^ted),

///. a. [Formed after F. iienttU
'

toothed, toothic ;

lull of iags resembling little teeth', Cotgr. (in

Thierry 1564), f. OF. dcntelc, mod.F. dentelle,

dim. of dent tooth.] Having small teeth, inden-

tations, or notches ; finely indented.

1797 W. TOOKK Calk. 7/d798) III. xiv. 409 tule, Ankar-
stni:in was armed with a dentelated poignard. 1804 HEBKR
yrnl. (ed. 2) 1 1. xxi. 398 The wall is hi^h, with dentellated

battlements and lofty towers. 1885 A<;NES M. CLKRKR Pop.
Hist. Astrcm. 90 A very fine red band, irregularly dente-

latcil, or as it were crcvassed.

Dentelle (dente-1, Fr. dantfl). [a. F. dentelle,

orig. little tooth, hence lace, a triangular facet,

etc., in OF. dentele (Mth c.), dim. of dent tooth.]

||1. Lace [Kr.].

1859 S.M.A Tw. round Clock (1861) 40 That delicate border

of dentelle.

2. Bookbinding.
' An ornamental tooling resem-

bling notching or lace
*

(Knight Diet. Alech.).

3. attrib.

1891 J. T. BENT Ruined Citifs of Maskonaland iv. 116

Two feet Itelow begins the dentelle pattern.

Dentelure t,(!e'nteliu-u\ Zool. rare. [a. F.

dentclure denticulated border, toothing, f. denteli

denticulated : see -UBE. In qnot. app. associated

with chaussure, coiffure, etc.] Set or provision
of teeth.

1877 COUKS Fur Anim. xi. 335 The whole dentclure is

modified in adaptation to a piscivorous regimen.
Denter : see DKNTUBE.
Denteuous, var. of DAINTEOUS a. Obs.

Denti-, combining form of L. dens, dent-em,

tooth, dent-es teeth. De-ntlfaotor, a machine for

making artificial teeth. Dentila'blal a., having
relation to both teeth and lips. Dentili n^ual a.,

of or formed by teeth and tongue ; also used as sb.

(sc. consonant, sound, etc.). t Denti-loqnent a.,

speaking through the teeth (Blount, 1656); so

f Denti-lociuist,
' one that speaks through the

teelh'; f Denti loquy, 'the act or habit of

speaking through the teeth
'

(Ash), f Dentirao -

lary a., belonging to the molar teeth or grinders.

Denti-parous a., producing teeth. De'ntiphone,
an instrument for conveying sound to the inner ear

through the teeth, an At'DiPHONE.

1875 WHITNEY Life Lang. iv. 64 A dentilabial instead of

a purely labial sound. Ibid. 65 Real dentilinguals pro-
duced between the tongue and teeth. 1651 BIGGS New
Disf. p 284 Dentimolary operations. 1849-53 TODD Cycl.
Anal. IV. 897/1 The vascular dentiparous membrane which
lines the alveolar cavities.

t Dentiate, v. Obs. [irreg. f. L. ctentire.]

1613 Coc KF.RAM . Dtnliate, to breed teeth.

t De'ntical, a. Obs. rare. [f. dens, dent- tooth

* -to + -
AL.] = DENTAL a. \ b.

1776' COURTNEY MELMOTH' Fnfilo/Flecu. II. 216 ATrea-
tise on Toothpicking. wherein 1 show the precise method of

holding, handling, .and replacing the dentical instruments.

De-nticate, v. rare. [f.
late L. denticare to

move the teeth (1'apias) ; cf. It. denticare to pinch,
to nible, or brouse with one's teeth.] To bite or

crush with the teeth.

1 790 Xfa rting Mag. XIII. 37 Masticate, denticate, chump,
grind and swallow.

Denticete de'ntisft), a. [f. L. dent-em tooth

i cet-us whale.] Toothed (as a whale 1

.

1885 WOOD H'liale in Longtn. Mag. V. 550 The two halves

nf the lower jaw, instead of being pressed closely against
each other, as in the Denticete whale, arc strongly bowed

outwards, much in the form of a parenthesis ( ).

Denticle (de'ntik'l), sb. (a.} [ad. L. denti-

culus, dim. of dent-em tooth. Cf. DENTIOULB.]
L A small tooth or tooth-like projection. (In

quot. 1 391, a pointer on the 'rete' of the astro-

labe.)
c 1391 CHAUCER Astnl. I. 13 Thin Almury is cleped the

denticle of capricorne or elles the kalkuler. 1578 LYTE
Dotloens I. xcix. Xio Leaves dented round aboute with small

denticles. 1761 GAERTNER in Phil. Traia.LlI. 81, 5 small

denticles, that surround a cavity placed in their middle.

1877 HUXLEY Anal. far. Anita, v. 237 Twopowcrful teeth

..besides minute accessory denticles. 1881 MIVART in

Nature No. 615. 337 A sharp tooth, or denticle, at the inner

side of the base of each claw.

2. Arch. -- DKNTIL.
1674 BLOUNT Glossosrr., Denticle, .also that part of the

Chapiter of a Tillar, which is cut and graven like teeth.

i73 CHAMBERS tr. I.t Clm's Treat. Archil. I. 40 Tlie

distancesof the Columns, .are adju-ted byacertain number
of Denudes .. the firM Denticle A, and the hut II, belli*

each cut . . by the . . Axes of the Columns. /<W. 43 The
Denticle is that Urge square Moulding underneath the

Ovolo. 1761 KIKBV Frrsftct. Architect. 30 From the
denials already drawn the others are to be taken, and also

the denticle*.

fB. adj. Toothed, denticulated. Obs.

1574 Km.s tr. Taisntr's He Natura Magnetit Ded.,
Turned or moued with certayne title denticle wheeles.

Denticular sdenti'kilaJ', a. [f.
I. dentiail-

us see prec.) + -AB. Cf. mod.F. denticttlairc.]
1. Resembling, or of the nature of, a small tooth.

1878 BELL Gegenbauer't Comf. Anal. 160 Converted into

a gizzard by the development of denticular processes.

2. Arch. Characterized by having dentils.

1841-76 GWILT Encycl. Archil, in. i. 817 The difference

between the mutular and denticular Doric lies entirely in

the entablature.

Denticulate ,denti'ki71A), a. [ad. L. denticu-

liit-us, (. denticul-us : see DKNTICI.K and -ATB *
a.]

1. Having small teeth or tooth-like projections ;

finely toothed.
1661 LOVELL //<. A<tim.$ Mm. Introd., Of a denticulate

asperity- ^OOD ** Nal- <l83> !' V The bi" d<!"'

ticulate or toothed. 1870 HOOKER Stud. flora 18 .Sepal.'.

denticulate.

2. Arch. DENTICULAR 3. 8. In comb.

1856 8 W. CLARK Van cttr Hotven's Zool. II. 383 Bill

subulate.. with margins denticulate-serrate. 1871 OLIVER
Elem. Hot. App. 308 Leaves. . denticulate.serrate.

Hence Dentl-culately adv., in a denticulate

manner, with dcnticulation. 1847 in CRAIG.

Often in Bot. and Zool., as denticulately serrated, cili-

Denticulated (denti-kirflftcd), ///. a. [f. as

prec.
+

-Ei>.] 1. " prec. I.

1665 GLANVILL Scefsit Sti. 48 Supposing both wheels to

be denticulated, the little wheel will with its teeth describe

lines. 18*6 KIRBY & Sp. Entotnol. (1828) IV. xxxviii. 49
With a denticulated margin. 1860 I'HII-SON tr. Gttillemin s

The Smt (1870) 944 The passage of the Sun's rays along the

denticulated edge of the moon.

2. Arch. = prec. i.

1833 P. NICHOLSON Pratt. Build. 447 They are called

Dentils ; and the cornices are said to be denticulated.

Dentioulation (denttkiwl^'Jan). [f. L. denti-

cul-us (see DENTICLE) *- -ATION : cf. dentation.']
The condition of being denticulate or finelytoothed ;

usually concr. an instance of this ; a series of small

teeth or tooth-like projections (mostly in//.).
1681 GREW J\ftts.rum(J.>, The denticulation of the edges of

the bill, or those small oblique incisions made for the better

retention of the prey. 18*9 LofOOK Encycl. Plants 609
Branches flat, linear, leafless. Denticulations flower bearing.
1869 DANA Man. Gtol. 477 The teeth have a smooth margin
without denticulations. 1874 MOGGRIDGR Ants ff Sfiaert

Supp. 259 The denticulation of the tarsal claws, .is similar.

Denticnle (de
-

ntikil). Arch. [a. F. denticule

(1545 in transl. of Vitruvius), ad. L. denticul-us

little tooth, dim. of dots, dent-cm tooth : see -CTLE.

Also used in Latin form.] = DENTIL b.

1563 SHUTE A rchit. Cj b, In Corona, ye shal make Denti-

culos. Ibid. C iv a. They haue added Echinus, and Den-
ticuli. 1846 WORCESTER, Denticule (Arch.), the flat pro-

jecting part of a cornice, on which dentils are cut. Francis.

Dentie, obs. form of DAINTY ; esp. in phrase Jly

Gods dentie, by God's dignity or honour.

1564-78 BULLEYN Dial. agst. Pat. (18881 62 V. Gods
dentie. Jacke sauce, whence came you? R. How pretely

you can call verlet and sweare by Gods dentie !

t Dentient (de'npcnt), a. Obs. rare. [ad. L.

dentient-em
'

teething ', pr. pple. of dcntlre to cut

the teeth.] Teething.
1651 BIGGS AVw Disf. r 248 An Infant of a year old, who

is dentient and febricnt.

Dentifactor : see under DKNTI-.

Dentification (denitifik^-JsnX [f. L. dens,

dent-em tooth + -FICATION. The
cojjnate

verb

would be dentify. So in mod.F. (Littre\)] Con-

version into the substance of a tooth, formation of

dentine. (Cf. ossification?)

1878 T. RRVANT /'raft. Surf. I. 564 A change in form of

the dental pulp prior to its dcntincation.

Dentiform ^de-ntif^im), a. [f. L. type *denii-

form-is V used in mod.L,), f. dent-em tooth : sec

-FORM. So F. dtntiforme (Littri).] Of the form

of a tooth, tooth-shaped,
odontoid.

1708 MOTTEUX Raktlais v. xxi. (1737) 93 Their Dentiform

Vertebra. 1843 PORTLOCK Cecil. 213 Carbonate of lime .. in

prismatic, rhomboidal, and dentiform crystals.

t De-ntiformed, a. Obs. -
prec.

1578 BANISTKR Hist. Max \. 19 The cause of the second

Vertebres mouyng, and of the dentiformed Processe.

t Denti'fric, a. Ots. rare. =next.

1760 I.t-nd. ->At. XXIX. 304 The Dentifrick Elaboratory
of the celebrated Professor Webb.

t Denti'frical, a. 06s. rare. [f.
L. type

*Jentifric-us (cf. DENTIFRICE) + -AL.] Of or per-

taining to a dentifrice, teeth-cleansing.
1806 R. WINSTAXLEY in Monthly Mag. XXI. 389 As to

its dentifrical proi>crties.

t Denti&icatOP (de-ntifrik^tai). Obs. [f. L.

dent-em tooth + fricator one who rubs, after L.

dfntifriciwn.] A professional cleanser of teeth.

c 1700 D. G. llaranfxes a/ Quack Doctors
ij Doctor,

ificalpr. I7J1 A. Mi nrnv (.>.i/i-/

yrnl. No. 13 The Profession I have taken up. .is that of a
1 1- iiiifn< .r, or what the Vulgar call a Cleaner of Teeth.

Dentifrice nk-nlifris). [a.
F. dentifrice , ijth

c. in Hat/f.), ad. I* denlifrinum, (. dent cm toolh

+fricarc to rub.] A powder or oilier preparation
for rulibing or cleansing the teeth ;

a tooth-powder
or tooth-paste ; also applied to liquid preparations.
1558 WARDS tr. Alexis Seer. \. fol. 53 a, Dentifrices or rub-

berl for lh teeth of great perfection, for to make them cleane.

IJ94 1'LAT Jevull-ho., liiueru AVro Exftr. 74 Sweet and
delicate dentifrices or rubbers for the teeth. 1601 HOLLAND
I'liny II. 501 The best dentifrices for to cleanse or whiten
the teeth, be made of the pumish. 1694 Lomi. Cat. No.

3985/4 An excellent Denlrtfice, or Powder, for cleansing
'I eeth. 1718 OUINCY Comfl. Disf. 91 Myrrh is also an ex-

cellent Denlrince. 1876 BARTHOLOW Mat. .'/../. 1 1879) 323
Camphor enter!, into the composition of many dentifrices.

DentigerOUB (dentrdjeras), a. Zool. and

Anal. [I. L.
type "denti-ger tooth-bearing +

-ous : in mod.F. dentigere.'] Bearing teeth.

1830-47TODD Cycl. A lust. III. 979/2 The . . membrane lining

the dcntiserous cavity. 1847-9 /*** Iv -

'88/
1 I

1

** *"
of the denligerous Saurian, .reptiles are. .simple. 1870 ROL-
i.rsroN Amm. Lift 6 The jaws are generally dentigeroin.

Dentil (dc-ntil). Arch. Also 7 dentilo. [a.

obs. F. dentille (i6th c. in Littri) ; a fem. deriv. of

dent; cf. Pr. dentilh innsc. : I,, denticulus, dim. of

dens, dent-em tooth. See also DBNTICUU, DEKTIL.]
Each of the small rectangular blocks, resembling

a row of teeth, under the bed-moulding of the

cornice in the Ionic, Corinthian, Composite, and

sometimes Doric, orders.

1663 GERBIU Counsel 71 The Dentilcs at three pence per
foot. 1783 AINSWORTH I.al. Diet. (Morelli I, Dentles [in

architecture), dentuli. 1849 FRIMAN Archil. 113 The
dentils introduced just under the cornice, .are a great source

of richness. 1865 C. T. NEWTON Trav. Levant xxviiL 307
A stone forming the angle of a small pediment, with dentils

coarsely executed.

f b. trans/. That memlier of the entablature in

which the dentils (when present) are cut. Obs.

1716 LKONI Albert?! Arckit. II. 40 b, An upright cyma-
tium ; and over that a plain dentil. 1789 P. SMYTH tr.

AUrick's Arcnit. (1818) 89 A reglet divided, its pans alter-

nately omitted, is called a dentil.

O. attrib.

1754 in Willis & Clark Camhridee (1886) I. 38 That .. a

Parapet Wall be erected, adorned with a Dentil Cornice.

1812 6 J. SMITH /'aiurrarrm Sc. 9f Art I. 180 Under the

modillions is placed an ovolo, and then a fillet and the dentil

face, which is often left uncut in exterior work. 1813 P.

NICHOLSON I'ract. Build. 474 The dentil-bands should re-

main uncut. 1865 J. G. NICHOLS in Herald 4 Gtneal. July

254 The classical dentil moulding.
Dentilabial : see under DENTI-.

De'ntilated, ///. a. [Variant of DENTSLATKn,
after DENTIL.]

' Formed like teeth; having teeth.'

So Dentils,tlon, 'the formation of teeth, denti-

tion' v Worcester, 1846); denticulation (of a mar-

gin), perforation
of postage stamps.

i87 rhilattlist I. 29 The regulation and perfection of the

dcntilation.

Dentile (de-ntil). Conchol. [var. of DENTIL,
obs. F. dentillc] (See qnots.)
1864 WEBSTER, Dentile (Conch.), a small tooth like that of

a saw. 1883 Syd. Sot.
-., Dentile, a term applied to a

small sharp tooth-like projection on the border of a shell.

Dentilingual.-loquent, etc.: seeunder DEKTI-.

Dentinal (de-ntinal), a. [f. DENTINE + -AL.]

Pertaining to or of the nature of dentine.

1847-4 TODD Cycl. A mat. IV. 382/2 The calcification of the

dentmal pulp. 1870 KOLLKSTON Anim. /.//< Introd. 45 The
dcntinal tissue is free from anchylosis with the alveolus.

Dentine, dentin (de'ntin). Ana/, [f.
L.

dent-em tooth + -istE.l The hard tissue, resem-

bling bone but usually denser, which forms the

chief constituent of the teeth.

in the form of extremely minute tubes and cells, and of

earthy particles. 1878 T. BRYANT Pract. Sure. L 565 Well-

formed dentine U uniformly dense and ivory-like.

De'nting, vbl. sb. [f.
1 )E.NT v. + -ING '.]

1. The action of the verb DENT, q.v.

1398 TREVISA Barth. Dt P. R. xvn. clxii. (1495' 79
many manere caslyng<^nge, hewynge, dentynge, ana p

ff. Diet., AMlaflura, denting

and pUnynge.
'

in Wllh1591 PERCIVALL Sf.
blowes, beating in, conlKtii>.

1 2. The result of this action : an indentation.

1388 WYCLIF x. xxvi. 17 Twei dentyngis [1381 rabitis)

schulen be in the sidk of a table, bi which a table schal

be ioyned to another table.

f8. Arch. = DENTIL. Ots.

1730 A. GORDOH MajfetiAmfkitk. 367 Tke great CornUh,
with Modilions and Denting*.

De'nting, ///- [f-
a* prec. + -wo -.] That

dents ; f that strikes a blow.

57S Affiut * Virginia EpiL in Had. Do&lejr IV. IM
But denting death will cause them all to grant this world

De'-ntinoid, a. [f. DENTINE + -OID.] Like or

of the character of dentine.

1883 .Sr.i Soc. Lfx^ Dtntnurid Inmntr, a dental osteom*

arising from the crown of the tooth ; so called from its struc-

ture being like dentine covered with enamel.



DENTIBOSTEB.

Dentiparous, -phone : see under DKNTI-.

Dentiro'ster. Ornith. rare. [a. F. denti-

rostre, ad. mod.L. dentirostr-is, f. L. denti- tooth

+ rostrum beak, of which the pi. Dentirostres was
introduced by Cuvier as the name of a family of

birds.] A member of the Dentirostres or Passerine

birds having a tooth or notch on each side of the

upper mandible. By Cuvier applied to an immense

assemblage of birds having no natural relations ;

by more recent naturalists restricted to the Turdoid

or thrush-like Passeres or Insessores.

[1839 JARDINE Brit. Birds II. 53 The first of the great
tribes into which the insessorial birds are separated, the

Dentirostres.] 1847 CRAIG, Dentirosters, Dentirostres.

Hence Dentiro'stral, Dentircrstrate aJjs., be-

longing to the Dentirostres
; having a toothed beak.

1841 Proe. Berw. Nat. Club I. 251 The Dentirostral tribe.

1847 CRAIG, Dentirostrate. 1876 Amer. Cycl. XV. 727
A very large family of dentirostral birds. 1883 Syd. Soc.

Lex., Dentirostrate, having the characters of the Denti-
rostres.

De'ntiscalp. [ad. L. dentiscalpium toothpick,
f. DENTI- + scalp-Ire to scrape, scratch.]
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Deittiscalp, an instrument to scrape

the teeth, a tooth-picker. 1708 W. KING Cookery iii, Re-
marks from the ancients concerning dentiscalps, vulgarly
called tooth-picks. 1874 KNIGHT Diet. Meek., Dentiscalp,
an instrument for scaling teeth.

[Dentise, -ize, v. : see List ofSpurious Words.'}
Dentist (de'ntist). [ad. F. dentiste, f. L. dent-

em, F. dent, tooth: see -1ST.] One whose pro-
fession it is to treat diseases of the teeth, extract

them, insert artificial ones, etc. ; a dental surgeon.
1759 Edin. Chron. 15 Sept. 4 Dentist figures it now in our

newspapers, and may do well enough for a French puffer ;

but we fancy Rutter is content with being called a tooth-

drawer. 1760 Land. Mag. XXIX. 204 This distinguished
Dentist and Dentologist. 1808 Med. Jrnl. XIX. 192 Mr.
Moor, Surgeon Dentist to Her Royal Highness the Duchess
of York. 1855 O. W. HOLMES Poems 149 No ! Pay the
dentist when he leaves A fracture in your jaw.

Denti-stic, a.
[f. prec. + -ic.] =next.

In mod. Diets.

Denti'Stical, a. rare. [f. as prec. + -AL.]

Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of a dentist.

1851 H. MELVILLE Whale xlvii. 303 Little boxes of den-

tistical-looking instruments. 1853 LYTTON My A^^ARtldg.)
164 The crocodile . . opens his jaws inoffensively to a faith-

ful dentistical bird, who volunteers his beak for a toothpick.

Dentistry (de-ntistri). [f.
as prec. + -RY.]

The profession or practice of a dentist.

1838 Tait's Mag. V. 197 Dentistry, as we find it called, is

growing into a profession. 1886 Act 49-50 Viet, c. 48 26

Rights . . to practise dentistry or dental surgery in any
part of Her Majesty's dominions.

Dentition (denti-Jan). [ad. L. dentition-em

teething, n. of action from dcntlre to teeth. (So
in mod.F. in Diet. Trev. i8th c.)]
1. The production or '

cutting
'

of the teeth
;

teething.
1615 CROOKE Body ofMan 969 Dentition or the breeding

of the Teeth begins about the seauenth yeare, sometimes
sooner. 1666 J. SMITH Old Age (ed. 2) 140 Dentition and
Locution are for the most part Contemporaries. 1801 Med.
Jrnl. V. 567 Latest Theories of difficult Dentition. 1870
LOWELL Among my Bks. Ser. i. (1873) 365 With many con-
stitutions it is as purely natural a crisis as dentition. Mod.
The second dentition is to some children as critical a period
as the first.

2. The arrangement of the teeth, with regard to

kind, number, and order, proper to a particular

animal, or to an animal at a particular age.
1849 Sk. Nat. Hist., Mammalia IV. 25 The dentition is

as follow : Incisors, J ; molars, J^J. 1855 OWEN Teeth
285 The dentition of the genus Elepkas includes two long
tusks. 1880 HAUGHTON Pttys. Geog. vi. 273 Of all distin-

guishing characters, the dentition of an animal is one of the
most important.

t De'utity. Obs. nonce-wd. [f.
L. dens, dent-

em tooth + -ITY.] The age of teething.
1638 T. WHITAKER Blood of Grape 43 Infancy, Dentity

and another . . age, and then pubenty itselfe.

Dento-, an incorrect combining form of L.

dent-em tooth, as in Dento-li-ngual, etc. : see

DENTI-. Also in Dentologist, Dento-logy.
1760 [see DENTIST]. 1835 Tait's Mag. II. 538 The purely

ornamental branch of dentology.

De'ntoid, a. rare. [Bad formation, from L.

dent-em tooth -r Gr. -oaSr/s, -DID.] Tooth-like,

dentiform, ODONTOID. 1828 WEBSTER cites BARTON;

Dentor, dentour : see DENTURE 1

,
indenture.

t De-ntulated, /// Obs. = DENTICULATED.
1796 STEDMAN Surinam (1813) II. xxiv. 220 Its leaves ..

dentulated with hard prickles.

tDe'nture'. Obs. Also dentor, dentour.

Aphetic form of INDENTURE.
<ri4oo Beryn 2791 An entre [Ml as a dentour wriythe.

1481-90 Hmuard Househ. Bks. (Roxb.) 348 As it perith be
dentor . . lix. bales of Gene wode. 1541 Schole-ho. Women
837 in Hazl. E. P. P. IV. 137 Of you I haue no denture.

De'nture 2
. rare. Also 7 denter.

[f.
DENT

v. + -UBE.] Indentation, indent.

1685 Act i Jas. II, c. 22 (Parish St. James's, Westm).
Crossing from the south-west corner of the wall of the said
house in the said Portugal Street to the middle denter
thereof. . Proceeding from the said middle denter westwards.

200

iSzz Rlackw. Mag. XII. 532 Those clear atmospheres ..

allow every denture of the chisel to be conspicuous.

Denture 3
(deirtWi). [a. F. denture (14-15111

c. denteure in Hatzf.), f. dent tooth : see -URE.]
A set of teeth ; esp. of artificial teeth.

1874 KNIGHT Diet. Meek. I. 685/2 An instrument for match-

ing the dentures of upper and lower jaw. 1882 Worcester
Exhib. Catal. iii. 58 Specimens of dentures in wax, before

vulcanizing. 1891 Pall Mall G. 21 Aug. 5/2 Method of pre-

venting anterior and lateral movements in artificial dentures
in edentulous cases.

Denty, obs. form of DAINTY.

Dentyuous, var. of DAINTEOUS a. Obs.

Denuoleate, -ed: see DE- II. i.

Denndate (d/hi-dt
v
t, de-nidtyt), a. [ad. L.

denndat-us, pa. pple. of deniidare to DENUDE.]
Denuded ; naked, bare.

1866 Treas. Bot., Denudate, when a surface which has

once been hairy, downy, etc., becomes naked. 1883 Syd.
Soc. Lex., Denudate, stripped ; naked. Applied to plants
whose flowers have no flower-cup.

Denudate (de'niwde't, d/hitt'de't), v. [f. ppl.
stem of L. deniidare, to DENUDE. All the diets,

down to Smart 1849, stress dcnu-date : see note to

CONTEMPLATE.] trans. To strip naked or bare ;
=

DENUDE.
1627-77 FELTHAM Resolves \\. xi. 182 Dionysia, a Noble

Matron, was denudated and barbarously scourged. 1634
SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 147 Painted . .as be their feet and

legs, both which are denudated in their dances. 1657 TOM-
LINSON Renou's Disp. 261 The elder . . is last denudated of

its leaves. 1667 Decay Chr. Piety xix. 2. 363 Till he have
thus denudated himself of all these encumbrances. 1816

KIRBY & SP. Entomol. (1843) I. 218 note, A perfect skeleton

denudated of every fibril of muscle.

Hence Deimdated ///. a., De-nudatiug vbl. sb.

and///, a.

1672 Phil. Trans. VII. 5032 In the denudated parts of the

lobe. 1840 DANA Geol. vii. (1850) 355 The denudating agents
that could scoop out valleys. 1876 DAVIS Polaris Exp.
App. 661 Glacial scratches . . upon denudated surfaces.

Denudation (deniad^'-Jan). [a. F. dinuda-

tion, in I4th c. -acion (Hatzf.), ad. L. denudation-

em, n. of action from deniidare : see prec.]

1. The action of making naked or bare ; a strip-

ping off of clothing or covering; denuded con-

dition.

1584 R. SCOT Disctrv. Witchcr. xv. xxiv. 371 Denudation
and unction with nolle oil. 1714 MANDEVILLE Fat. Sees

(1725) I. 59 To be modest, we ought . . to avoid alt unfashion-

able denudations. 1816 KEATINGE Trav. (1817) I. 44 The
inns . . in a state of denudation of furniture. 1884 Mandi.
Exam. 10 July 5/3 Ireland, once a land offorests, has suffered

enormously from the process of denudation.

t b. fig. The action of laying bare ; exposure.
1593 NASHE Foure Lett. Confut. 62 All this he barely re-

peates without any disprouement or denudation. 1621

DONNE Serin, cxviii. V. 74 The Denudation of your Souls

and your Sins by a humble confession.

c. The action of
divesting

or depriving.
1633 T. ADAMS Exp. 2 Peter iii. 10 Such a destitution of

succour, and denudation of all refuge. 1644 Up. HALL Devoitt

Soul 10
(T.)

There must be a denudation of the mind from
all those images of our phantasy . . that may carry our

thoughts aside. 1871 EARLE Philol. Eng. Tongue 579 The
subjunctive is distinguished from the indicative merely by
the denudation of flexion.

2. Geol. The laying bare of an underlying rock

or formation through the wearing away or erosion

of that which lies above it, by the action of water,

ice, or other natural agency.
1811 FAREV in Phil. Trans. 242 (title), Account of the

great Derbyshire Denudation. 1823 W. BUCKLAND Reliq.
Dilnv. 118 rate, This gorge is simply a valley of denudation.

1845 DARWIN Voy. Nat. xviii. (1852) 345 Considering the

enormous power of denudation which the sea possesses.

1878 HUXLEY Physiogr. 149 At the present rate of denuda-

tion, it would require about si million years to reduce the

British Isles to a flat plane at the level of the sea.

Denudative (dfaiw-d^tiv), a. [f. denndat-,

ppl. stem of L. denudare to DENUDE : see -IVE.]

Having the quality of denuding ; causing denuda-

tion (e.g. of strata).
Mod. The denudative action ofwater; denudative agencies.

Denu'datory, a. rare. [f. ppl. stem denudat-

of L. denuJarc : see -OBY.] = DENUDATIVE.
1845 NEWBOLD in Jrnl. Asiatic Soc. Bengal XIV. 293 This

continuity . . violated by . . denudatory aqueous causes.

Denude (dfniu'A), v. [ad. L. dennda-re to

make naked, lay bare, f. DE- I. 3 t nut/are to make

naked, nfidus naked. (Cf. mod.F. denuder 1790 in

Hatzf. The earlier F. verb is dinuer, OF. denuer,

desnuer.y]
1. trans. To make naked or bare; to strip of

clothing or covering; spec, in Geol. of natural

agencies : To lay bare (a rock or formation) by
the removal of that which lies above it.

1658 EVELYN />. Card. (1675) 88 Some when they alter

their cases, denude them of all the earth. 1691 RAY Crea-
tion i. (1704) 120 If you denude a Vine-Branch of its Leaves.

1845 DARWIN I'oy. Nat. (1852) 12 That any power . . could
have denuded the granite over so many thousand square
leagues? 1866 LIVINGSTONE Jrnl. (1873) I. v. 124 The long
slopes are nearly denuded of trees. 1880 A. R. WALLACE
Isl. Life vii. in Rapidly denuded by rain and rivers.

2. Jig. To strip, divest, deprive (ofany possession,

,
attribute, etc.).

DENUNCIANT.

1513 DOUGLAS /Ends vill. ix. 65 Nor this burgh of sa tnony
citesanis Left desolat and denudit. 1536 BEI.LF.NDEN Cron.

Scat/. (1821) I. 95 To denude him of the Romane lady, and
to adhere to his lauchfull wiffe. 1637 GILLESPIE Eng. Pop.
Cerem. III. i. 6 He denudes himselfe of all right and title,

which . . he might claime vnto it. 1862 MAURICE Mar.
fy

Met. Philos. IV. viii. 53. 492 Denuded of much of his wit

and cleverness. 1874 J. STOUGHTON Church tt/Reyol.
xvii.

395 Denuding them of political rights, they denied them

political duties.

b. intr. (for reft.} To divest oneself.

1880 MUIRHEAD Cains Digest 496 An heir . . fraudulently

giving a secret promise to denude in favour of one to whom
trust-gift was prohibited rendered himself liable to penalties.

Ibid. 497 The heir denuding did not thereby cease to be heir.

f3. To lay bare to the mind, disclose, make
clear. Obs. rare.

1572 FORREST Theophilus 128 in AngliaVH, Then appro-
bation the case dyd denude.

Hence Denvrded, Denwding///. adjs.

1639 in Maidment Sc. Pasquil (1868) 85 Denuding motions

wer not entertained. 1813 J. THOMSON Lect. Inflam. 467 The
denuded muscles were amazingly enlarged. 1849 MURCHISON
Siluria vii. 125 From the denuded valley of Wigmore.
1878 HUXLEY Physiogr. 131 Its power [tropical rain] as a

denuding agent is almost incredible.

t Demrde, /// a- Sc. Obs. [Short for denuded,
denudit: cf. devoid] Denuded, deprived, bereft,

devoid (of).
1553 LYNDESAY Monarche 5430 Sonne and Mone ar, boith,

denude Off lycht. 1560 HOLLAND Crt. Venus in. 512 He. .

was denude of his Kingdome. 1570 Satir. Poems Reform.
xvni. 75 Gylouris

of godlynes denude 1

Derm-dement, rare. [-MENT.] = Denudation,
denuded condition.

1831 SOUTHEY in Q. Rev. XLV. 424 He continued to live

in privations and denudement.

t Dentrll, v. Obs. [f.
DE- I. 3 + L. null-us

none, null : cf. DJSNULL, DISANNUL.] trans. To
reduce to nullity ; to annul, make void.

1494 FABYAN Chron. vii. 402 After the deth of Kynge
Edwarde that banysshement was soone denulled. 1552

Bury Wills (Camden) 141, I denull, disalow, and sett att

nothing all former wills and testaments.

t Demrmber, v. Obs. In 4-5 denoumbre.

[a. F. dtnombrer (in Littre and Hatzf. only of ifith

c.), f. DE- I. 3 + nombrer to number, after denu-

merare, erroneous scribal variant of L. dlnumerare

to count out, enumerate, f. iii-, Dis- + numrrdre
to count.] trans. To number, count, reckon up.
1382 WYCLIF Ps. Ixxxix. [xc.] 1 1 Who knew} the power of

thi wrathe ; and for thi drede thi wrathe denoumbren?

t Deiiu'inberment. Obs. [a. F. dtnombre-

ment (1376 in Hatzf.), f.d<!nombrert.o DENUMBEB:
see -MENT.] The act of numbering or reckoning

up ; a reckoning, enumeration.

1455 Paston Lett. I. No. 263. 360 For the value and de-

nombrement of iiij ml saluz of yerly rent. 1633 J. DONE
Hist. Septuagint 29 He commanded Demetrius, .to deliver

him the denomberment of the Hebrew Volumes. 1657 North's

1'lutarch, Addit. Lives (1676) 47 By the denumberment of

the Roman Consuls, we find that he lived long before.

Denu'meraut. Math. [a. L. dSnumerant-em

pr. pple. : see next.] The number expressing how

many solutions a given system of equations admits

of. Hence Denumerantive, a.

1859 SYLVESTER Out!. Lect. on Partitions ofNumbers I. 2

Denumeration and Denumerant defined. Ibid. II. 4 To find

the denumerant of 5+2^+42 = n. Hid. III. 4 Denumer.
antive function distinguished from denumerant.

t Denu-merate, v. Obs. rare-", [f. ppl.

stem of L. dihiumerdre : see DENUMBEB.]
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Denumerate, to pay ready money,

to pay money down.

Denumeration (dthiu-.meie'-fou). [ad. L.

de-, dlnumeration-em, n. of action from de-, dlnu-

merare : see prec.]

fl. A reckoning up, enumeration. Obs.

1623 FAVINE Thcat. Hon.\\. ix. 152 As it is written in the

denumeration of the Constables. 1651 Lp. DIGBY Lett. cone.

Relig. iv. 48 A place in their denumeration of Hereticks.

b. Reckoning by numbers, arithmetical calcu-

lation, rare.

1851 Mf^NSKLPrttleg-am. Log-tea (1860) 115 note. Subtraction

may be demonstrated from Addition . . though it is simpler
to regard Subtraction as an independent process of denu-

meration.

c. Math. The determination of the dennmerant

of an equation. 1859 [see DENUMERANT.]

1 2. (See quots.1 Obs.

1727 BAILEY vol. II, Denumeration, a present paying down
of money. 1848 in WHARTON Lain Lex.

|| Denuncia (d<rn-n)>ia, -sia). [Sp. ;
= denun-

ciation ;
f. denunciar to denounce.] In Mexico

and Spanish America : The judicial proceedings

by which a mine, lands, etc., are denounced, and

the rights issuing from this action are secured ; see

DENOUNCE v. 8.

In mod. American Diets.

Demrnciable, a. [f.
L. denuntiare (see next)

+ -BLE.] That can be denounced, proper to be

denounced : see DENOUNCE v. 8.

In mod. Diets.

Denuuciant (dftio-nsiant, -fiant), a. [ad. L.

dcnuntiant-em, pr. pple. of denuntiare (see next)

to DENOUNCE.] Denouncing.



DENUNCIATE.
1837 CARI.YI.E />. Rev. (18571 1 1- " v. v. 66 Of all whi.-li

taun . . Patriot France is informed : by dcnunciam
by triumphant foe.

Denunciate dl/hzrnsi/t, -fu-T, v.
[f. p.,1.

stem of I. dfintntiai-c, -iinmiarc to give official

information, I IK.NOUNCE, I. ]>K- 1. 3 + ntintidre
( unit, itii < to inak-L- known, narrate, report.] trans.
and intr. To denounce ; to utter denunciation

against.
"593 NASIIK Christ's T.

(1613) 46 Should I not so haue
pronounst

and denunciatcd against thec, thy blood would
hauc hene required at my bands. i6<6 BLOUNT Closscgr.,
/'situ/it :,ilr, to denounce or give warning, to proclaim 1796
UURKK Regk. Peace \. Wks. VIII. 189 An exigent interest,
todenun. iate this new work. 1865 DE MORGAN in Atheiiteum
No. 1987. 729/1 He only enunciated and denunciated. 1890
Church (). Km. XXX. 183 Some rabid Irish Protestant
lecturer denunciating the Church of Rome.
Hence Denirnciuting ///. a.

1847 Lo. G. BENTINCK in Croter Papers (1884) III. xxv.
161 An altar - denunciating priest fin Ireland). 1893
Columbus ' Ohio) Dispatch 15 Sept., Other denunciating ex-
pressions are employed against the special pension examiners.

Denunciation UUtoaiLjl'fo). Also 6 de-
nunti-, 8 denounoi-. [ad. I., denunti-, denuncia-
tion-cm, n. of action from denuntiarc to denounce,
etc. Cf. F. dinonciation (isth c. in Littre"), which

may be the immediate source.]
fl. Official, formal, or public announcement;

declaration, proclamation. Obs. (exc. in senses in-

fluenced by a).

1548 Act 2-3 Ediu. I'I, c. 13 S 13 Upon Denunciation and
Publication thereof (sentence of excommunication] in the . .

Parish where the Party so excommunicate Is dwelling. 1583
Exec, for Treason (1675) 37 Finding this kind of denunci?
lion of War as a defiance. 1603 SHAKS. Meets, for M. i. ii.

152 She is fast my wife, Saue that we doe the denunciation
lacke Of outward Order. 1649 Bp. HALL Cases Consc. Iv.
ix. (1654) 366 This pnblique and reiterated denunciation of
Itannes before matrimony. 1765 BLACKSTONE Comm. I. 258
Why . . a denunciation of war ought always to precede the
actual commencement of hostilities. 1803 JANE PORTER
Thaddeus i. (1831) 8 Anxious to read in the countenance of
my husband the denunciation of our fate. 1859 Sat. l\cv.
Vll. 29/1 A denunciation of coming hostilities.

2. Announcement of evil, punishment, etc., in the
manner of a warning or threat.

1363 Homilies n. Rebellion (1850) 550 With denunciation
of death if he did transgress and break the said law. i6ia
BBINSLEV Lud. Lit. xxix. (1627) 292 That severe denunci-
ation of our Saviour for this undiscreet anger, .may humble
us continually. 1737 WHISTON Josephus' Anlio. x. vii. 4
The prophet . . by the denunciation of miseries, weakened
the alacrity of the multitude. 1751 JOHNSON Rambler No.
195 P 6 Full of malignity and denunciations against a man
whose name they had never heard. 1856 FROUDE Hist.
Eug. I. 375 But if he still delayed his marriage, it was
probably neither because he was frightened by her denun-
ciations nor from alarm at the usual occurrence of an equi-
noctial storm.

1 3. .SV. Law. The action ofdenouncing (a person)
as a rebel, or to the horn. See DENODNCE v. 4 a.

1579 Sc. Acts Jos. ('7(1507) 75 After their denuntiation
of ony personcs to the home. itta Ibid. 138 In case onie
denunciationes of Horninges, sail happen to be made at the
said mercat Croce o( Edinburgh. 1758 J. LOUTHIAN Form
of Process (ed. 2) 141 That. .ye. .relax the said ,

and from the Process of Denounciation led against
them. 1861 W. BF.I.L Diet. Law Scotl. 274/2 The conse-
quences of denunciation, whether on account of civil or
criminal matters, were formerly highly penal.
4. Accusation before a public prosecutor ; dela-

tion.

1588 FRAUNCE Lcaviers Log. i. xii. 53, 1 take a presentment
to bee a meere denuntiation of the jurors themselves, or of
some other officer without any other information. 17*6
AVLIFFK Parergoti 210 There are three ways of Proceeding
in Criminal Causes, viz., by Accusation, Denunciation, and
Inquisition.

6. The action or nn act of denouncing as evil
;

public condemnation or inveighing against.
i84a Mech. Mag. XXXVI. 6 Denunciation on denuncia-

t ion has been fulminated from the press and yet the com-
panies have adhered, .to their life-and-Iimb-destroying prac-
tices. 1874 GREEN Short Hist. vii. J 5. 395 A hot denun-
ciation of the Scottish claim.

6. The action of denouncing (v. 7) a treaty, etc.

i88j Act 48-9 Viet. c. 49 Sched. Art. xvi, If one of the
Signatory Powers denounce the Convention, such denunci-
ation shall have effect only as regards that Power.

Denunciative d/ncns-, d/iurnfi,iv), a.
[f.

L. denuntiat- (see IJENUNCIATE) + -WE.] Given
to or characterized by denunciation ; denunciatory.
Hence Denunciatively cttfv.

a i6a6 W. SCLATER Three Sermons (1629) 21 It's spoken . .

Denunciatiuely. 1860 Sat. Rev. X. 521/2 They must be of
a denunciative turn of mind. 1860 FARRAR Language iv.

(L.\ The clamorous, the idle, and the ignorantly denunci-
ative.

Denunciator (d/h-ns-, dfiizrnJV'toj). In f

denonciatour, 6 denounoiator. [a. K. dfnon-
ciatfur (1408 in HntzO, ad. L. dcituntiatar-em,

agent-n. from denitntiare to denounce.] One who
denounces or utters denunciations ; a denouncer ;

in Civ. Law : One who lays an information against
another.

1474 CAXTON Chesse in. i. (1860^ E iij b, His accusers or

denonciaiours. 1563 FOXE A. % M. 700 a, Concerning
Wytliam Lattymer and John Hooper, the prctenced dc-
nounciators of this matter. 1694 HAI.LF Jersey iv. 104 Two

Vol.. III.
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I Denunciators, or Under-Sheriffs. 1716 Avtirrr. I'anrrm,
210 Ihe Denunciator does nut inscribe himself, nor make
himself a Party in Judgment as the Accuser docs, 1813LAM Elia (1860) 402 The denunciators have been fain to
postpone the prophecy. 1885 Spectator 29 Aug. 1125 i Mi.
Pintail, the- denunciator of evicting landlords.

Denunciatory dfiitrns-, d/iurnjiatari ), a.

[(. L. type *dtnuntiillpri-iis, (. tifnuntidlor: see

prec. and -OHY.]
f 1. Of or pertaining to official announcement.
Letter denunciatory : a letter or mandate authorizing

pul'ln.ation or announcement. Obs.

I76 AVLIFFK I'artrgon 70 All Beadles and Apparitors . .

are forbidden . . to denounce or publish any such sentence
pronounced by Deans and Archdeacons, without the special
Mandate or Letters Denunciatory of their Masters.
2. Oforptrtainingtodenunciation; characterized

DENY.
159* - i He. n; n. iv. 544. I deny your Maior. i6oBAOW Undid II. i. Schol ,

Holt II. xxii. 112 His talk had been pungent and denunci-
atory. 1866 MRS. STOWE Lit. faxes Si Housekeepers are
intolerant, virulently denunciatory concerning any depar-
tures from their particular domestic creed.

Denou-rishment. rare. [DE-II. i.] =next.
i8o Chamt. Jnit. XIV. 76 On this hypothesis coffee

would not nourish, but it would prevent clenourishment.

Denutrition ,d/hitrijan'. [See DE- I. 6, or
II. 3.] The opposite to nutrition ; reversal of the
nuti itivc process ; in Med. treatment by deprivation
of nourishment. Also atlrili.

1876 BARTHOLOW Mat. Med. (1870) 31 From these data we
are enabled to form an estimate of the amount and kind of
food necessary to maintain life in those cases of disease in
which it is desirable to apply the method of denutrition.
Ibid. 45 The hunger or denutrition cure.

Deny (d/nai- ,
v. Forms: 4-6 denye, 6-7

danie, 4- deny ; also 4-5 denoyfe, 4-7 denay(e.
[a. F. de'nier (OF. also deneier, -noier, -r) = Pr.

dencyar, dentgar, Sp denegar, It dinegart : L.

dentgdre, f. Dr.- I. 3 + ntgare to say no, refuse,

deny. In OF. the atonic stem-form was denei-er,
denoi-er (iOfntgd-rc), the tonic deni-c (i-denieie

.dene'gaf) ; by carrying each of these through,
there arose two forms denei-er {denoi-er), deni-er,
whence ME. deney, denay (denoy), and deny. By
1 6th c. writers, to whom denay was more or less of
an archaism, it was apparently associated with

nay : cf. the following :

1501 ARNOLDR Chron. ( 181 1) 279 Y" state ofcardynal, whiche
was naied and denayed hym by y" Kyng.]

I. To say 'no' to a statement, assertion, doctrine.
1. To contradict or gainsay (anything stated or

alleged) ; to declare to be untrue or untenable, or
not what it is stated to be.
a. Const, with simple object (formerly sometimes a person}.
c 1300 K. Alls. 3999 Antiochus saide . . Thow hast denied

thyself here, c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 249 pis was
certified, & sikere on ilk side. It myght not be denied, c 1374
CHAUCER Boeth. III. xii. 81 (Camb. MS.) That may nat he

denoyed,quod I. tUfoAffi Loll. 40 Heli)b, bat. .denaib
bat, anermtb be contran. 1509 BARCLAV Shyp of Folys
( 1570) 27 And woorthy they were, what man can it denay?
[rime betray]. 1548 nALLC/inm. Introd. 2 b, Deniyng fiersly
al the other new invencions alleged and proponed to his

charge, c 1600 SIIAKS. Sonn. xlvi. 7 But the defendant doth
that plea deny. 1749 FIELDING Tom Jones vi. xi, Jones
could not deny the charge. 1846 TRF.NCH Mirac. Introd.

(1862) 71 Hume does not. .absolutely deny the possibility of
a miracle. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) I. 207 You may have
to deny your words.

fig- '*S4 SIR T. HERBERT Trov. 63 The Duke was set at the

very end crosse-legged like a Taylour, but his fierce aspect
and bravery denied that title.

b. Const, with that and clause, or obj. and infin. (after

Lat.) ; formerly also with simple injin. Formerly some-
times with ttegativt or but in the clause.

1340 HAMPOI.B Pr. Ctmsc. 3572 Men shuld not denye. .pat
be saules of bam bat er dede here Of payn may rclesed be.

c 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. 11. v. 49, I denye bat bilke bing be

good bat anoyeb hym bat hab it. Ibid. in. x. 88 It may nat
ben denoyed pat bilke goode ne is. c 1400 -{/<'/.

/-''//. 44.
I denoy me not to have seid bis. 1436 Pot. Poems (Rolls)
II. 180 1'he chefare . . noman may denyene. Is not made
in Braban. 1513 MORE in Grafton Chron. II. 773 No man
dcnieth..but that your grace.. were most necessary about

your children. 1542 UDAI.L tr. Erasm. Apophth. 157 b Deny-
ing the arte of geometric . . to bee to veraye title use or i

purpose. 1581 PETTIE Guazzo's Civ. Conv. it. (1586) 49, j

I denie not but that there have bene amongst us . . manic
corrupt customer. 1589 Pi TIKVIIAM Exe.Potsie in. xix. I

(Arb.) 218 Then is a picture not denaid. To be a muet Poesie.

1614 CAPT. SMITH I'irrinin iv. 157 Taxing the poore king
of treason, who denied to the death not to know of any
such matter. 166$ Sm T. HERBERT Trtai. (1677) 310, I

cannot deny but it [rice] is a solid grain. 1791 MRS. RAD-
CLIFFK Rom. Forest x, You can't deny that your father is

cruel. 1818 CRUISE Digtst led. 2) II. 414, I beg leave to

deny this to be law. 1871 MORLEV Voltaire 14 It is hard
to deny that St. Bernard was a good man.
O- absol.

zj8a WVCUF Gen. xviii. 15 Sara denyede, seiynge, I low}
not. (1440 Promp. Part'. 118 Denj-yn or naytyn, xeee.
dcntfo. -l4SO St. Cuthbcrt (Surtees's644 Ilk man for him
self denyed. 15.. ?DfMBAR Frtiris of Kerntik 383 Scho
s iw it wes no bute for to deny.
2. Logic. The opposite of affirm ; to assert the

contradictory of (a proposition).
i- 1415 WVKTOUM Cron. viu. iii 68 And [I] grantis, he sa>-d,

|e antecedens; Bot I deny be consequens. 1591 SHAKS.
Tnv Gent. i. i. 84 i/. Nay, that I can deny by a circum-
stance. Pro. It shall goe hard bat ile prone it by another.

i He. n; n. .

Undid II. i. Schol , Ut 4- A be to be multiplied
B-C; then becauie + A it not affirmed of all It but

only of a
jmrt of it, whereby it exceed* C, theref."

murt remain denied. 1715 WArrs Logic in. ii. \i If the
middle term be denied of either part of the .

may shew that Ihe terms of the i ^rce. but it

can never ihew that they agree. 1866 T. K..n 1 1 k f'tdnct
Logic (1869) no If we affirm the antecedent, we mun affirm
the consequent, or, if we deny Ihe consequent, we mutt deny
the antecedent ; but, if we deny the antecedent or affirm the
consequent, no conclusion can be drawn.
3. To refuse to admit the truth of (a doctrine or

tenet) ; to reject as untrue or unfounded ; the oppo-
site of assert or maintain.
1630 PRVMNE Anti-Armin. 137 Thu were to deny either

the vmuersalityor the equality of original! corrupiion. 1643
SIR T. BROWNE

Rili^. Med. 1. 1 20 That doctrine of Kpicunn.
that denied Ihe Providence of God, was no Atheism . .Those
that heretofore denied the Divinity of the Holy (ihost
1681-6 J. SCOTT Chr. Lift (1747, ill. 494 To deny the
Resurrection of Christ.

1733 HK.KKLBV Th. I'iiion I'ind.
16 They who deny the Freedom and Immortality of the
soul in effect deny iti being. 1838 SIR W. HAMILTOM LogicKm. (1866) II. 58 Those who (till denied the apparition of
. I : .

b. To refuse to admit the existence of; torejec-
as non-existent or unreal.
16*1 BfrroM Anat. MlL i. ii. 1 1. iii. (1676)33/1 Many

deny Witches at all, or (say] if there be any, they can do
no harm. \&f) Standard *<) Nov. 5/4 The Albanian I-eaguc.
so often denied, has again been proved to have a real ex-
istence.

II. To say 'no' to the claims of.

4. To refuse to recognize or acknowledge (a
person or thing) as having a certain character or
certain claims

;
to disown, disavow, repudiate,

renounce.
c 1340 Cursor M. 20871 (Trin. I Denyinge he [Peturjfel,

wepynge he ros. 138. WVCLIF Lt*ki xii o Fonwth he that
schal denye me bifor men, schal be denyed bifore the aungeli*
of God. c 1400 M AUSIII v. ( Koxb.) xi. 45 [>are denyed Petre
oure Lord. 1533 GAU Richt I'ay 16 Thay that denisi lhair
dettis and wil noth pay lhair crediturs. 15(3 STAKVHVRST
jKneis ll. (Arb-i 46, I wyl not deny my Greecian ofspring.
1604 JAS. I Countrrbl. (Arb.) loo Why do e not denie God
and adore the Deuill, as they doe ? >6z> WITIIKR XI. Peter's
Day, For if thy great apostle said He would not thce denie,
Whom he that very night denayd, ( )n what shall we relie?

1716 SHBLVOCKE I'cy. round World (1757) 232 Some of his
men.. happening to be taken separately, he denied them,
and suffered eight of them to be hanged as pyrates. 1848
MACAULAV Hist. Eng. I. 176 He could not deny his own
hand and seat 1867 FREEMAN Norm. Cona. 118761 I. v. 289
Swegen, the godson of Cjesar, had denied his fatlh.

b. with complement.!) obj. or phrase. (Often blending
with i b. i

1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. iv. iii. 119 Thou for whom loue
would sweare. .And denie himselfe for lone. 1595 John
l. ii. 251 Hast thou denied thy selfe a Faulconbndge? 1634
SIR T. HERBERT Trar. 123 Letters of Credence signed by
the King. .who. .denied them for true.

IH. To say 'no' to a request or proposal, or
to him who makes it ; to refuse.

5. To refuse or withhold (anything asked for,
claimed or desired) ; to refuse to give or grant.
c 1374 CHAUCER Trtylus n. 1489 Deiphebus. .Come hire to

preye-.To holde hym on Je morwe companye At dyncr,
which she wolde not denye. 1494 FABYAN Olron. I.cc.iR.t,
He asked a great summe of money of Seym Edmundes
landes, whiche the rulers denayed. c 1590 MARLOWE f'attst.

(Rlldg.) 98/1 Not to deny The just requests of those that
wish nim well. 1618 WITHER lirit. Rtntemb. 368. I will

1.33: _
a 1839 PRAED f'ocmi 11864*1 II. 161 Thou art very bold' to
take What we must still deny.
b. Const, (a.) To deny a thing to a person, or (6.) a per-

son a thing. The latter connects this with sense 6 ; but the
personal object was here originally dative, while there it

appears to be accusative. In the passive either object may
be made subject.
fa. i 1398 TREVISA Karth. De P. R. vi. xii. (1495) 106

Aucloryte of techynge and soueraynte is graumed to men
and denyed to wyramen. 1309 BARCLAV ShrpflfFplys(i&ni
I. 3 To vs may no hauen in Englonde te denayd. 1509
FISHER Fun. Serm. Ctrss Richmond Wks. (18761 297 Mete
and drynke was denyed to none of them. 1610 SHAKS.
Tin/on iv. iii. 537 Giue to dogges What thou denycst to men.
iTia STEKLE Sped. No. 278 P2 You will not deny your
Advice to a distressed Damsel. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2)
V. 73 Experience will not allow us to deny a place to an.

(b,\ 1340 Cursor M. 1586 tFairf.i He wende bat god of
mi;t walde deny ham heyuen bri}l. '57* GASCOICNE Philc-
mene (Arb.' 95 To denay His own deare child and sonne in
lawe The thing that both did pray. 1593 SHAKS. 2 lien. VI,
I. iii. 107 Then let him be denay'd the Regent-ship. 1649
H. LAWRKNCE Some Considerat. 36 No man that considers
the premises will deny me this. That (etc.]. t6u NEEDHAM
tr. Selden's Metre Cl. 3 It is unjust to denie Merchants or

Strangers the benefit of Port, Provisions, Commerce, and
Navigation. 1814 D'lsRAFXl^warrf/r Anth. 11867) 474 AH
the consolations of fame were denied him during his life.

1863 H. Cox Instit. in. vii. 701 Parliament was denied its

proper control over an important branch of public expendi-
ture.

O- fig- fpredicated of things. l

1633 J. HAVWARD tr. Bttmdis Eromena 78 Finding no
armour that . . denied entrance to the fine edge of his damask
blade. 1667 MILTON /*. L. rv. 137 A steep wilderness, whose
hairie sides. Access deni'd. 1736 BI-TLM Anal. i. iii. Wits.

1874 I. 66 The known course of human things, .denies to
virtue its full scope. 1874 GREBM Short Hist. iii. ( 6. 146
Their [the Friara'l vow of poverty, .would hare denied them
the possession of books.

IK



DENY.

6. To say
' no

'

to, to refuse (a person who makes

I denayea were. itna. 1497 ^jii any were bo vnanuu*. pui

vow denaye wolde. c 1400 Dcstr. Troy 7097 He denyet

hym anon with a nait wille. c 1440 Gesta Rom. Ixxxv. 405

(Add. MS.), I niay not denye you of that ye aske. 1591

GREENE Maiden's Drear t
The poor were never at their need

denaid. a 1592 H. SMITH Serin. (1637) 508 A number that

will denie a poore body of a pennie. 1676 WOOD Li7e(Ox(.
Hist. Soc.) II. 338 Richard Healy .. stood for Bachelor of

Arts and was denied. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Past. v. 141 In

his Beauty's Pride ; When Youth and Love are hard to be

deny'd. 1773 GOLDSM. Stoops to Cong, in, This is but

a shallow pretence to deny me. 1851 LONGF. Gold. Leg.^

Village Church, Firmly to deny The tempter, though his

power is strong. 1858 HAWTHORNE Fr. <$
It. Jruls, I. 256

Where everybody begs, everybody, as a general rule, must
be denied.

7. 70 deny oneself: to withhold from oneself, or

refrain from, the gratification of desire ; to practise

self-denial, self-renunciation, or self-abnegation.
1382 WYCLIF Matt. xvi. 24 5>f eny man wole cume after

me, denye he hym self, and take his crosse, and sue me.

c 1450 tr. De Imitatione in. xxxvii. 107 Sonne, ^>ou maist

not haue parfit liberte, but bou denye piself utterly. 1827
KEBLE Chr. Y. t Morning xiv, Room to deny ourselves.

f 8. To refuse to do (be, or suffer] anything. Obs.

(Formerly sometimes with negative clause, and elliptically

with pronominal substitute (/'/,
ivhich t etc.) for ;>//?.;.

a 1400 Pistill of Susan 140 jjif )x>u f>is neodes deny.
c 1400 Ywaine $ Gaiv. 80 Ne for us denyd noght for to

rise, a 1450 Knt. de la Tour (1868) 85 The king sent vnto

her onis, tuyes, thries, and she denied not to come. 1577-

ny other Answer. 1725

(1726) 125 He absolutely denyed to curse Israel. i78iCRABUE
Poems, Library^ Why then denies the studious man to share

Man's common good.
absol. 1805 SCOTT Last Minstr. n. xxix, And how she

blushed, and how she sighed, And, half consenting, half

denied, And said that she would die a maid.

t 9. To refuse permission to, not to allow ; to for-

bid (to do anything, the doing of it). Obs. or arch.

<zi533 LD. BF.RNERS ffnon Ixxxiv. 264 [He] herde how
Gerarde offred to goo. .how he had denyed hym to go. 1588
SHAKS. Tit. A. H. iii. 174 One thing more, That woman-
hood denies my tongue to tell. 1593 Rich. //, n. iii. 129,

I am denyde to sue my Liuerie here. 1614 RALEIGH Hist.

World 1. 176 This place denieth dispute. 1649 CHA& \Answ.
Declar. Both Houses i July 55 Inforced..to deny a good
Law, for an ill Preamble, a 1687 PETTY Pot. Arith. x. (1691)
1 16 The Laws denying Strangers to Purchase. 1715-20 POPE
Iliad xvi. 463 Patroclus shakes his lance, but fate denies.

'759 JOHNSON Rasselas xiv, You may deny me to accompany
you, but cannot hinder me from following.

1 1O. To refuse to take or accept. Obs.

1590 SPENSER F. Q. in.
yii. 57 What were those three, The

which thy proffred curtesie denayd? 1593 SHAKS. Rich. //,

ii. i. 204 If you. .denie his offer'd homage. 1691 WOOD Life

(Oxf. Hist. Soc.) III. 362 Dr. Beveridge did lately denie the

bishoprick of Bath and Wells. 1723 POPE Odyss. xvn. 78
Their false addresses gen'rous he deny'd.

11. t a. To refuse admittance to (a visitor) ; to

be * not at home *

to. (Akin to 6.) Obs.

1596 SHAKS. i Hen. JV, n. iv. 544 If you will deny the

Sherife, so : if not, let him enter. 1709 STEELE Tatter
No. 89 p 9 When he is too well to deny Company, and too

ill to receive them. 1736 SWIFT Proposal* etc. Wks. 1824
VII. 373 At doors where they expect to be denied.

b. To refuse access to (a person visited) ; to

announce as * not at home*. (Akin to 5.)

1665 WOOD Life (Oxf. Hist. Soc.UI.44,I was at Gasington
to speake with Mrs. H. . . but she denied her selfe. 1689
Ibid. III. 317, I inquir'd after him; he denied himself.

1711 STEELE Sped. No. 96 F 8 Denying my Lord to im-

pertinent suitors and my Lady to unwelcome visitants.

1777 SHERIDAN Sch. Scand, v. ii, He is now in the house,

though the servants are ordered to deny him. 1869 TROLLOPE
Ph. Finn (Tauchn. ed.) III. 76, I had told the servant to

deny me. 1885 Law Times Rep. LII. 614/2 When a debtor

keeps house and denies himself to a creditor.

"i" Deny, sbJ- Obs. Also denay(e. [a. F. dtni,
OF. <.?'; dsodenoiyCksnoyi from stem of denier

to DENY, orig. denei-er, denoi-er.'} Act of denying.
1. Denial, contradiction of a statement; negation.
I53S JoYE-4A>/. 7*Wa&(Arb,)6The Saduceis in denying

the lyfe aftir this, denied by the same denye but only those
two.

2. Refusal (of what is asked, offered, etc.V

1530 Proper Dyaloge (1863) 6 Their chefe lordshippes &
londes principall . . Unto the clergye they gaue . . Winch to

receiue without exception
The courteous clergy made no

denay. 1600 FAIRFAX Tasso xvi. xxv.(R.), Of mild denaies,
of tender scornes, of sweet Repulses. 1601 SHAKS. Tivel. N.
ii. iv, 127 My loue can giue no place, bide no denay. 1611

SYLVESTER Du Bartas n. iv. Schisme (1641) 218/1 Yet use
no Threats, nor give them flat Denies. 1622 ROWLANDS
Good Newes 35 The second widow gaue him the denie.

t De'ny, denye, sb Obs. rare 1
, [a. OF'.

dtienty deent, dent, mod.F. doyenn^ orig. OP'.

deienet : L. decandt-m.] = DEANERY.
[1292 BRITTON n. xvii. 6 Sicum dene* ou thresorie ou

chaunterie.] 1340 Ayenb. 42 Dyngnetes of holi cherche, ase

byeb bissopriches, abbayes, ober denyes [F. deenez\

Denying vd/harirj), vbl. sb. [f. DENY v. + -ING i
.]

The action of the verb DENY; denial, refusal,

abnegation.
c 1450 tr. De Imitatione n. ix, No better remedie ban

pacience & denyeng of myself in \>e wille of god . 1483 Cath.

Angl. 95 A Deniynge, abdicacio. .abnegacio. .negacio. 1525
LD. FERNERS Froiss. II. cci. [cxcvii.] 613 There demaundes
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and denyenges were longe a debatyng. 1592 WYKLEY
Artnorie 90 He sent me the denaying. 1785 PALEY Mor.

P/tifos.(i&i8)l. 184 There are falsehoods which are not lies. .

as.. a servant's denying his master. 1847 EMEKSON_AY/>r.
Men, Montaigne Wks. (Bohn) I. 340 Not at all of universal

denying, nor of universal doubting.

Denying, ///. a. [-ING -.] That denies.

1600 K. BI.OUNT tr. Conestaggio_ 117 He was accounted

sparing, giving rather than denying. 1874 MORLEY Com-

promise (1886) 190 The controversial and denying humour.

Hence Denyingly adv., in a way that denies or

refuses.

1824 Miss MITFORD Village Ser. i. (1863) 51 May shakes

her graceful head denyingTy. 1859 TENNYSON Vivien 336
How hard you look and how denyingly !

f Deny'te, v. Obs. rare. [app. associated with

DENY, and NAYTB, NYIT, to deny.] = DENY v.

<ri4io Sir Amadacc (Camden) 56 Say wa haue togethir

bene, I hope fulle wele he haue me sene, He wille hitte

neuyr denyte [rimes tite, quite].

Deobstrtrct, v. [f. ppl. stem deobstruct-, of

mod.L. type *deobstrulre : see DEOBSTBUENT, Ou-

STBUCT. Cf. raod.F. dtsobstruer (Tissot 1/78).]
trans. To clear of obstruction.

1653 H. MORE Antid. Ath. n. vi. (1712) 57 Hypericon . . is

a singular good Wound-herb, as useful also for de-obstruct-

ing the pores of the Body. 1647 J ER - TAYLOR Dissnas.

Popery Pref., To de-obstruct the passages of necessary truth.

1732 ARBUTHNOT Rules of Diet 274 Such as carry off the

Faeces and Mucus, deobstruct the Mouths of the Lacteals.

Hence Deobstru-cted, Deobstru'ctinjr ppl.

adjs. ;
also Deobstrn-otion sb. [F. dtsobstruction},

the action of deobstructing ; Deotstru'ctive a.

[in F. dtsobstntctif\, having the quality of deob-

structing ; deobstruent.

1664 EVELYN tr. Freart's Archit. Ep. Ded. o The de-

obstruction of Encounters. 1698 Phil. Trans. XX. 432 For

rendering it more de-obstructive. 1702 SIR J. FLOYER ibid.

XXIII. 1160 Both in its discussing quality and deobstruct-

ing- X757 JOHNSTONE ibid. L. 548 From the de-obstructed

duct. 1782 ELPHINSTON Martial in. xlvii. 153 But, above

all, the deobstructive beet.

Deobstruent (clj^'bstrwent), a. and sb. Med.

[ad. mod.L. type deobstruent-em (pr. pple. of *de-

obstrutre), modern f. DE- I. 6 + ot>strnfre to ob-

struct. Cf. mod.F. disobstruant (Tissot 1778).]
A. adj. That removes obstructions by opening

the natural passages or pores of the body.
17x8 QUINCY Compl. Disp. 81 A subtile detergent Oil,

which makes them universally deobstruent and opening.

1830 LINDLEY Nat. Syst. Hot. 65 Valuable on account of Us

aperient, deobstruent, and cooling properties.

B. sb. A deobstruent medicine or substance.

a 1691 BOYLE Wks. V. 118 (R.) A diaphoretic, a deob-

struent, a diuretic. \6mPhil, Trans. XIX. 403 They gave
her also Vomitives and Deobstruents. 1844 T. J. GRAHAM
Dom. Med. 14 As an alterative and deobstruent. .it [calomel]
is employed . . in indolent inflammation of the liver.

t Deo-bturated, pa. pple. Obs. [DE- I. 6.]

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Deobtnrated, shut or stopped
from. Dr. Charl[eton] in his Physiohgia.

t Deoxcate. Obs. rare
-

. [f.
L. deoccare to

harrow in, f. DE- I. i + occare to harrow.]
1623 COCKERAM, Deoccaie, to harrow, or clod the Land.

t Deo'cular, a. Obs. [f.
L. tie- privative (cf.

DE- I. 6, II. 3) + oculus eye, oculdris of the eyes :

cf. L. deformis shapeless, deprandis without dinner,

fasting.] Not using the eyes ;
blind.

1632 LITHGOW Trav. I. 22 It is a deocular error. Ibid. x.

5o6]Zetland, and the adjacent lies there; have found such

a sting of deoccular government within these few yeares.

Deo'culate, v. nonce-tad, [f. DE- II. i + L.

ocul-us eye + -ATE 3.] trans. To deprive of eyes,

or of eyesight.
1816 LAMB Let. to Wordsworth, Final Mem. I. 188

Dorothy, I hear, has mounted spectacles ;
so you have de-

oculated two of your dearest relations in life.

Deodand (drodtend). [a. AFr. deodandc, ad.

med.(Anglo-)L. deodandum, i.e. Deo dandum that

is to be given to God.] A thing forfeited or

to be given to God ; spec, in Eng. Law, a per-
sonal chattel which, having been the immediate

occasion of the death of a human being, was given
to God as an expiatory offering, i.e. forfeited to

the Crown to be applied to pious uses, e.g. to be

distributed in alms. (Abolished in 1846.)
[1292 BRITTON i. ii. 5 14 Volums ausi qe le vessel et quant qe

leynz serra trove" soit prise" cum deodande et enroule par le

Corouner.] 1323 in W. H. Turner Select. Rec. Oxford 34
The . . Chauncelor . . shall have deodands. 1529 MORE Dyaloee
in. Wks. 235/2 The kynges almoygners, to whome the

goodes of such men as kyll themselfe be appoynted by the

lawe ., as deodandes to be geuen in almes. 1613 SlR
t
H.

FINCH Law (1636* 214 If a man being vpon a Cart carrying

Faggots, .fall downe by the moouing of one of the horses in

the Cart, and die of it ; both that and all the other horses

in the Cart, and the Cart it selfe, are forfeit. And these are

called Deodands. 1627 SIR R. BOYLE Diary (1886) II. 222

[A] boat . . being forfeicted to me for a deodant. 1705
HICKERINGILL Priest-cr. i. (1721) 42 The Sinners did be-

queath these Estates, -to Ecclesiastical Locusts and Cater-

pillars, calling them Deodands, or given to God, that's the
Priest-craft Word. 1755 Gentl. Mag. XXV. 232 The
inquest . . brought in their verdict accidental death by an ox,
and found the ox a deodand. 1765 BLACKSTONE Comtn. I.

302 If a man falls from a boat or ship in fresh water, and is

drowned, it hath been said, that the vessel and cargo are in

strictness of law a deodand. 1827 Gentl. Mag. XCVII. n.

13 Apprehensive that the diamonds, if they entered the

DEONTOLOGY.
church, might be claimed as a deodand to the altar. 1845
STEPHEN Laws Kng. II. 551. 1882 Times 3 Aug. 7/4 Deo-
dands are also things of the past.

b. loosely. The amount to be forfeited as the

value of a deodand.

1831 THEI.AWNY Ath'. Younger Son I. 58 The master with-

out appealing to me, laid a deodand on the gun. 1838 Met'h.

Mag. XXIX. 368 The jury levy a deodand of 1500, upon
the boiler or steam engine of the Victoria. 1842 Iln<i.

XXXVI. 6 Deodand after deodand has been imposed by
honest and indignant juries.

II Deodar (dfadai). Also in mod.L. form deo-

dara (d;~|0da'ra). [a. Hind! dfodar, dewddr:
Skr. deva-dara divine tree, tree or timber of the

gods. vThe name occurs already in Avicenna

c 1030 as ,Wj diildar. It is given in various

parts of India to other trees besides this with which
it has come into Europe.)]
A sub-species of cedar (Ct8rU3 Libani, var. Dco-

dara), a large tree closely allied to the cedar of

Lebanon, found native in the Western Himalayas
from Nepal to Afghanistan, and now largely grown
as an ornamental tree in England. The wood is of

extreme durability.
[1804 GOTT in Roxb. Flora Indica III. 652 The only-

account I can give you of the Devdar pine is from .. enquiries
. .made of the natives. 1814 W. ROXBURGH Hort. Bengal
69 Pimu Deodara. Hindoostani, Deva-aano. 1833 Penny
Cycl. I. 34/1 Abies Deodara, the Sacred Indian Fir. The
Hindoos call it the Devadara or God-tree, and hold it in

a sort of veneration.] 1842 P. J. SELBY Brit. Forest Trees

539 The timber of the deodar employed in buildings. 1871
Sat. Rev. 29 Apr. 53 A ton of deodar seeds was ordered
from India, and twelve hundred pounds' worth of deodar

plants stuck into a heathy bank. 1884 Q. VICTORIA Mori-

Leaves 370, I afterwards planted a deodara on the lawn.

t Deodate (dr-od^t), sb. and a. Obs. [ad. L.

tied datum given to God : in sense 2, taken as -

a deo datum given by God.]
A. sb. 1. A thing given to God.

,11600 HOOKER Eccl. Pot. vn. xxii. 4 Their Corban ..

wherein that blessed widows deodate was laid up.

2. A thing given by God, a gift from God.
a 1633 G. HERBERT in Vfz\lonLifedfyo)(>5 All myTythes
d Church-dues are a deodate from Thee, O my God.

B. adj. Given by God.
and

1654 GAYTON Pleas. Notes iv. 248, I gather'd up the Deo-
date good Gold.

Deodorant (dz'iOu-doranO, sb. [Formed as if

from a L. *deodorant-em, pr. pple. of *deodorare,

f. odor-em smell, ODOUR, on analogy of decolordre :

see DE- I. 6. (The long o is taken over from

odour : cf. next.)] A substance or preparation that

destroys the odour of fetid effluvia, etc. ;
a deodorizer.

1869 KOSCOE Elem. Chem. 106 Employed as a disinfectant

and deodorant.

Deodorize !d/V doraiz), v. [f. DE- II. i +L.
odor ODOUR + -IZE.] trans. To deprive of odour,

j
esp. of offensive or noisome odour ; to take away
the (bad) smell of. Also^/??.
1858 Sat. Rev. V. 632/1 To defecate and deodorize the

sewage of London. 1870 Observer 13 Nov., Liquid portions
ofthe sewage, .when deodorised being allowed to flow away.

Jig. 1863 Sat. Km. 203 Sin and wickedness are carefully

deodorised now-a-days before they can get into print.

Hence Deo'dorized, Deo'dorizing ppl. adjs. ;

also Deodoriza'tion, removal of (bad) smell.

1856 Engineer II. 671/3 (Sewage of towns) The deodoris-

ing system has. .achieved a perfect success at Leicester.

Ibid. 672/1 Deodorisation, in its practical sense, does not

simply mean the removal of offensive smell, but the purifica-

tion of the water by the abstraction of all extraneous matter.

c 1865 LETHEBY in Circ. Sc. I. 97/1 A bleaching and deodor-

ising agent. 1875 H. C. WOOD Therap. (1879) 226 The de-

odorized tincture of opium. 1876 HAKLEY Mat. Med. 179
The essential properties ofchlorinated compounds are bleach-

ing and deodorising.

Deo'dorizer. [f. DEODORIZE + -EH.] Some-

thing that deodorizes ; a deodorizing agent.
1849 J. F. JOHNSTON Exper, Agric. 265 Both as a fixer of

ammonia, and as a deodoriser or remover of smells. 1892
Pall Mall G. 7 Sept. 2/1 The deodorizer is run through a

six-inch pipe to the great sewer.

Deol, -ful, ol<s. forms of DOLE, DOLEFUL.

t DeO'lierate, v. Obs. [f.
L. deoneriire to

disburden, f. DE- 1. 6 + onerare to load, onus, oner-

load.] trans. To disburden.

1623 COCKERAM, Deonerate, to unload. 1651 Raleigh's
Ghost 80 To deonerate and disburden the body of the

excrementalt part of meat and food.

Deontological (dite^tt^fdykHy, a. [f. as

DEONTOLOGY + -1C + -AL.] Of, pertaining to, or

according to deontology.
a 1831 BENTHAM Deontology (1834) I. i. 20 Let the moralist

regard the great Deontological Law, as steadily as the

Turnsole looks upon the Sun. 1867 J. H. STIRLING tr.

Sehwegler's Hist. Philos. (ed. 81 129 The special theory of

ethical action was completely elaborated by the later Stoics,

who were thus the founders of all deontological schemes.

Deontologist (dtynV-lWjirt). [f.
DEONTO-

LOG-Y + -IST.J One who treats of deontology.
a 1832 BENTHAM Deontology ( 1834

'

I. ii. 27 [ It] separates the

dominions of the Legislator from those of the Deontologist.

Deontology (d/^ntp-lodgi). [f. Gr. Siov, Seovr-

that which is binding, duty (neuter of pr. pple. of

S(T it is binding, it behoves) -i- -Ao-ym discourse.]



DEOPERCULATE.

The science of duty ;
tliat brunch of knowledge

which deals with moial obligations; ethics.

1826 HKNIHAM in It'ist. A'cr. VI. 448 Kthics lias received

the muir i M'fvivr name of
Offfntffejfjf.

<( iB^J /V.v*-

tology (1834) I. ii. 28 Deontology or Private Kilin ., may lie

considered the science by which hiippim-ss is created out of

motives cxtra-legislatorial. 1866 (ii AIJSTONE 'Jrt\'. Afttmti

vii. (1870) 214 A system which may be called one of deonto-

logy, or that which ought to be, and to be done. 1883 .s r,/.

A,-, . /..-I. >.. v., M,- ttkal deontology^ the duties and rights of
inriin .il pi. n utioners.

Deoperculate (d/Vp.vjkWlA), a. Bot. [f.

DK- I. 6 + L. operculatus, pa. pple. of operculare
to cover with a lid : see OPEHCULATE.] Having
lost the operculum : see also quota.
1866 Trfas. Bot., Deopercitlate, a term used in describing

mosses,when the upercnlum will not separate spontaneously
from the spore-cases. 1883 Sytl. Sot. Lex. t Deoperculate. ,

Also, without an operculum.

Deope'rculate, v. Bot. [See prec. and
-ATE 3

.]
intr. To shed the operculum.

Mod. Liverworts with deoperculating capsules.

t Deoppilate (d/ijj'piU't), v. Aled. 06s. [f.

DE- II. i + OrpiLATE : in mod. medical L. dtoppi-

fare, (. L. oppilare to stop np.] trans. To free

from obstruction ;
absol. to remove obstructions.

i6ao VKNNEK I'in Recta vii. 134 It .. deoppilateth or vn-

.stoppeth the veines. 1710 T. FULLER Pkariii. Exttmp. 214
For Raisins of the Sun . . deoppilate more than Malaga.
///./. 431 Aperitives ought to. .deoppilate the Interstices.

So Deo ppilant ,/., that removes obstnictions ;

Deoppila'tion, the removal of obstructions ;
De-

o ppilative a., tending to remove obstructions, de-

obstrueiit; st. a medicine or drug having this

quality.
1615 HART .hint. Ur. i. ii. 31 Cordiall and deoppilatiuc

medicines. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pumi. Kp. in. xxii. 165
It becomes effectual! in deopilations. 1684 tr. ftonet's Mtrc.

Comfit. MIL 313 An excellent deoppilative. 1711 tr. Pomet's
HUt. Drugs I. 162 It is an universal Digestive _and Deop-
pilative. 1854 MAVNK Expos. Lex. 264 Aperient, deob-

struent, deoppilant ; applied to medicines. i86j MAKSII

Eng . Lanq. 89 To produce that salutary deopilation of the

spleen which the French hold to be so serviceable to the

health of sedentary gentlemen.

Deor, ulis. form of DEAR, DEER.

t DeO'rdinat6| a. Obs. [ad. med.L. deordi-

nat-us, 1. 1 )E- 1. 6 + ordinatus ordered. A doublet

of disordinate.] Perverted from the natural order ;

inordinate.

1613 T. AILESIIURY Sertn. (1634) 13 The Idolatry consisted

. .in the deordinate intent of the Sacrificers. i7o WELTON
Suffer, .fan ofGod II. xxiv. 641 The Principles of a Deordin-
ate and Excessive Self- Love.

t Deo'rdinate, v- Obs. [f.
med.L. verbal type

*<itordinare '. see prec. and -ATE 3
5.] trans. To

pervert from the natural order.

1688 NIIRKIS Theory Love n. ii. 107 A sensual pleasure
deonlinated from the end. .for which it was designed.

Deordination (di/SdWJ>B). Now rare or

Obs. [ad. med.l.. dcordindtidn-em (T)u Cange),
n. of action f. verbal type *deordindrc Jl.disordi-

ttare, OK. desordcner} to disorder, f. DE- I. 6 +
ordinare to order, ordin-tm order. A doublet of

Jisordiiialion.]
1. Departure from or violation of order, esp. of

moral order ; disorder.

1596 BELL Surf. Popery HI. ix. 378 The guilte and the

deordination. 1635 SIUBES Sanies Conjl, xii. ? 3.^166
This

sheweth us uhat a wondcrfull deordination and disorder is

brought upon mans nature. 1647 JKR. TAVI.OR Dissttas.

ropery i. (16861 90 She refuses to run into the same excess

of riot and de-ordination. 1688 NORRIS Tluory Lwe n. ii.

101 Adeordination from the end of Nature. 1891 MANNING
in Dublin A'i-7'. July 157 It denotes an abuse, an excess, a

de-ordination inhuman society.

2. Departure from ordinary or normal condition,

as in physical deformity, decomposition, etc.

1686 (.IOAIJ Celest. Bodies ni. Hi. 472 A Token of the Dis-

solution, and as it were the Deordination of the Compound.
lUd. in. iv. 505 Under these years, the same Deordmalion
is found in Animals, Lambs, Hares, Calves.

Deore, obs. form of DKAII a. and a>iv.

De-organize, de-orientalize : see DE- II. i .

Deorling, deoreling, early ff. PAULINO.

|| DeoTSUm, adv. nonce-use. [I ,. downwards.]
Downward.
1770 J. CUUBBE Physiognomy 19 There is the same stupidity

. .the vuiu: deorsum tendency in the one as in tlie other.

DeorwurSe, var. DKABWORTII a. Obs. precious.

\ Deo'SCtllate, v. Ots. rare . [f. L. de-

tsculdri to kiss warmly or affectionately, f. DE- I. 3

+ oscular! to kiss.] To kiss affectionately. Hence

f Deomcula'tion, kissing.

DC

viz. processions, genuflections, thurincations. and deoscuU-

tioni. 1755 AMORV Memoirs 440 **' '783 AISSWORTII

Lat. Diet. iMorclU l, Deosculation, ounla/io.

De-ossify, -fioation : see DE- II. i.

Deoxidate (<lV'ksid't), v. Chem. Also 8-9

deoxy-. [f.
DK- II. I + OXIDATE v.'] trans. To

reduce from the state of an oxide, to remove the

oxygen from v
an oxide or other compound) ; ititr.

to undergo deoxidation. Hence Decvxldated

203

///. a. ; Doo'xidatiug ///. a., causing or suffering
deoxidation.

I799SIK H. l>Awin Beddoes Contrib.Phyt.ff Med. Kntrwl.

73 RMMOamBHI is jinxhmd, ..ml Ihe metals dcoxydaled.
1808 in 1 hit. Trans. XC1X. 90 Dark brown matter was

separated at the deoxydating sinfaic. 1801 HM< MI 1 1 in

PHI Trans. XCII. 66 The white oxide, .may be ileoxid-ilrd

to a certain decree. 1837 R. BtltE Prttct. Ckein. lo The
latter [Dame of a blow-pipe] is called oxidating, the former

deoxidating.

Deoxidation (i'/n'ksi(l<
7
i'J.i'). [n. of action f.

prec. vb.] The removal of oxygen from an oxide

or other compound.
1799 SIR H. DAVY in Beddoes Contrie. Phys. ft Me<i.

Knmol. 70 It is necessary that the temperature of de-

oxydation be greater than that of oxydalion. 1801 WOL-
LASTON in Phil. Trans. XCI. 430 The pile of Volla decom-

poses water, and[produces other effects of oxidation and
de-oxidation. 1883 G. ALM.S in Nature 8 Mar. 439 The
function of a leaf is the

absorption
of carbonic acid _from

the air, and its deoxidation under the influence of sunlight.

Deo'xidator. [agent-n. f. DEOXIDATE v. : see

-uii.] A deoxidating agent or apparatus.
<- 1865 J. WM I>E in Cin. Ac. 1. 396/2 '1'he charcoal is em-

ployed as a dcuxidator.

Deoxidize (dt'^'ksidaiz), v. Chem. Also 9
deoxy d-.

[f.
DE- II. I + OXIDIZE.] ^DEOXIDATE.

1794 (see DEOXIDIZING below]. 1800 HF.NRY Epit. Chem.
(1808)50 Its action is. .exerted in de-oxidizing bodies. 1810

Klein. Chem. (18261 I. 533 The silica, also . . is partly de-

oxidized. 1869 K. A. PAHKEK Pratt, llyeicne 'cd.
3_) 357

Whether disinfectants act by oxidising, or by deoxidising.

Hence Do%ldixed />//. a., Deo'xidiilng- ///. a.

and vl'l. st. ; also Deoxidixa tion, Deo xidizc-

ment, Deo xidizer.

1794 G. ADAMS AVif. 4- Ext. Philos. I. App. 527 The de-

oxidizing power of Ihe solar rays. 1805 LANE in Phil.

Trans. XCV. 282 The deoxidising property of light. 1847
CRAIG, Deoxydization, deoxydation. c 1860 FARADAY
Forces Nat. vi. 200 note, A colourless deoxidised indigo.
i86a H. SPENCER First Princ. u. viii. ji 70 Animals, in some
of their minor processes, are probably de-oxidizers. 1877
W. THOMSON I'oy. Challenger I. iv. 279 Due to some de-

oxidizing process.

Deoxygenate (d^fksidjjenf't), v. Chem. [f.

DE- II. i + OXVGENATK v.] trans. To deprive
of (free) oxygen ; also --DEOXIDATE, DEOXIDIZE.

1799 KIRWAN <;>/. Est. 150 By deoxygenating the vitriolic

contained in the Epsom salt. 1804'!'. TROTTER Drunkenness
iii. 58 Alkohol certainly deoxygenates the blood in some

degree. 1808 SIR H. DAVY in Phil. Trans. XCVIII. 336
Potassium may partially de-oxygenate the earths.

Hence Deo xygenated ppl. a., Deo xygenating-
vtl. st. and ///. a. ; also Deoxyfrena tion.

1799 SIR H. DAVY in Beddoes Contrit. Phys. % Med.
Kntnvl. 86 A deoxygenated atmosphere. 1803 in Phil.

Trans. XCI 1 1. 271 The deoxygenation of skin. 1831 BAB-
BACK Econ. Manitf. xxiii. ted. 3) 239 An oxygenating or a

deoxygenating flame. 1834 MRS. SOMERVIU.E Connect.

Phys. Sc. xxiv. (1849) 224 The most refrangible extremity of

the spectrum has an oxygenizing power and the other that

of deoxygenating. 1878 FOSTER Phys. n. i. 2. 210 The

ordinary deoxygenation of the blood.

Deoxygenixe ^di'ip'ksidjenaiz , v. Cheat, [f.

DE- II. i -f OXYGENIZE v.]
= DEOXYGENATE.

1881 GONTHER in Encycl. Brit. XII. 687/1 Until the air is

so much deoxygenized as to render a renewal of it neces-

Deozonize, lo deprive of ozone: see Dt- II. i.

Dep, obs. f. DEEP ; (dep.) abbrev. of DEPUTY.

t Depa'ct, ///. a. OPS. [ad. L, iff
:

fact-its, pa.

pple. of dcpangcre to drive down, fix into the

I ground, etc.] Fixed down, fastened.

1634 T. JOHNSON Party's Chirnrg. XI. XX. (1678) 293 If

the Weapon be so depact and fastned in a Bone that you
cannot drive it forth on the other side.

Depaganize, depantheonize : see DE- II. I.

I Depai'nt, st. Ots. rare -'.
[f.

DEPAINT v.]

Painting, pictorial representation.
1594 Zepkeria xvii. in Arb. Garner V. 73 How shall I deck

myLove in love's habiliment And her embellish in a ri^ht

depaint?

t Depai'nt, ppl- a. Obs. Forms : 3-4 depeint,
I 4-5 -peynt, 4 6 -paynt, 6 depaint. [ME. de-

peint, a. F. depeint, pa. pple. of depeindre (1 3th c.

! in Hatzf.), ad. L, eJcpiiigtn to depict, after F.

i peindre to paint. After the formation of the verb

(^sce next) gradually superseded by the normal de-

painted] Depicted, painted, delineated; orna-

mented ; coloured : see the verb. Chiefly as

fa. pple.
a 1115 Ancr. R. 306

' In manibus meis descripsi te
'

[Isa

xlix. 16). Ich habbe, he seiS, depeint be in mine honden.

1303 k. BRUNNE llandl. Synne 8719 pey shul be leyde yn
loumbe of stone And hys ymage nil feyre depeyntc Ry?l as

he were a cors seynt.
< 13*5 E. E. A Hit. P. A. noi, it Co-

ronde wern alle of be same fasoun, Depaynt in perlez & wedel

qwyte. 1430 I.VDG. Chron. Tray I. v, Vnder flowers dc-

peynt of stablenesse. 1-1500 Lancelot 1703 Bot cherice

them with wordis fair depaynt. 1557 Tattell s Misc. (Arb.)

215 Her handes depaint with veines all blew and white.

t Depaint (.dVp^'-nt),!". Ots. or arch. Forms:

4-5 depeint, e, -peynt(e, -paynt(e, 6-7 depaynt
(5 depant, 7-8 depeint), 6- depaint. [ME.
Jepeint-cn, f. depeint pa. pple. ; taken as Eng. repr.

of )'. depeindre (3rd sing. pres. /'/ depeint ,
: see prec.

Depeint was connected with DKPICT by the transi-

tional forms DEPELXCT, depinct]

DEPANCE.

1. trans. To rcprc:ciit or portray in colours, to

paint ; lo depict ; to delineate.

a ins, 1303 (vee Dp.rAiKT///. a.). riyttCorr Je L. 1963
OIT red sendcl were her bancres, Wich llirce gryflouns de-

i>.iyiityd wcl. c 1340 ii'i-i'. -V '' A''/.'. t\^ f p,.- kny^l com-

lyche hade In be more half of his scheme hir ymage de-

|>aynted. c 1350 Will. Palernt 3573, & berelh in his blaioon
uf a brit hewe A wel huge werwolf utcd.

i 1440 (/Vj.'rt Koin. xxxix. 362 'Add. MS.) He did make a
walle white, and with rede Coloure he depeyntcd the Image
of the woman. 1570 I!. O<;r Pop. Kinfit. \. 1 1880) 10 With
cioiao depainted braue upon his backe and eke his brea.

1604 T. WRIGHT Pasiimu vi. 294 TheOeographers. .depunt
in theyr Cardcs. .the Countries and Cities adioyning. 1699
T. PECKE Pamassi Pttsrp. 77 Apelles could not depaint
Motion. 1748 THOMSON Cast. Inaol. \.jaA

Those pleased
the most, where, by a cunning band, Dtpcinlen \.pstudo.
archaic pa. ppU.\ was the patriarchal age.

.Ar* >S95 DANIEL Sonnets 4 No colours can depaint my
sorrows. 184! J. A. CARLVLE tr. Dante's lu/erno (18491 37
The anguish of the people who are here below, on my face

depaints
that pity, which thou ukest for fear.

2. To depict or portray in words; to describe

graphically, or by comparison.
1381 WvcLlf BiHt Pnf. Ef. iii. 63 A bishop, whom in

short sermoun he depeynted. 1555 A HI-. PAKXKR /'(. cxlii.

406 My troublouse state I did de|>aynt. 1664 MARVELL
Corr. Wks. 1872-5 I'- lf'7 There are no words sufficient to

depaint so real an affection. 1714 GAY Sheph. Week Prol.

61 Such Ladies fair wou'd I depaint In Koundelay or Son-

net miaint. 1771-1 Batchelor (1773) II. 13 Her lips jrou
may in sort depaint By cherries ripe. 1808 J. M AVSK Hitler

Gun II. 129 Amid the scenes, depainted here, U' love, and

war, and social cheer,

b. Const. t>ut,/orth.

'553 Slurt Cattch. in Liturg. Q DK. Kaw. VI 11844)^513
Canst thou yet further depaint me out that congregation,
which thou callest a kingdom or commonweal of Christians ?

1578 TIMME Caluiiu on Gen. 333 The slate of the Church
could not be more lively depainted forth. i6ss J. REYNOLDS
GoeFs Rcvenft ll. vi. 42 In their speeches drpainting forth

the ioves of heaven. 1679 G. R. tr. Koyatuau's Theal.

ll'orla ti. 147 Depainting them out in lively colours.

8. To set forth or represent, as a painting or

picture docs.

1598 YONG Diana 87 This sumptuous Palace . . that this

table doth depaint vnto vs. 1607 WALKINGTUN Oft. Glass

XV. 11664) 152 This temperature must be dcpainted forth of

us. .according to a kind of exigency, c i66o\ViiAiiTON ll'ks.

116831357 If then success be it which best depaints A glorious

Cause, Turks are the only Saints.

4. To paint or decorate with colours or painted

figures ; sometimes, to paint, colour (a surface).
c 1310 Cast. Love 704 pis Caslel is siker and feir abouten,

Andis al depcynled w'-outen Wib breo heowcs b> wel beb

sene. 1400 MAUNDEV. (1839) xxvii. 277 Faire chambres

depeyntcd all with gold and azure. 14 . . Prose LfgtnJs in

Anglia VIII, 151 A cote, .depeynted wib alle maner of vcr-

tues & floryshed wib alle the floures of gotldes gardens.

1513 BRADSIIAW St. tt't-rOHrge i. 1577 Clothes of golde and
arras were hanged in the hall Depaynled with pyclures.

1530 PALS<;R. 512/2, I depaynte, I coloure a thynge with

colours . . This terme as yet is nat admylled in comen

spetche. 1005 CA.MDKN Kim. (1637) 129 'ITiey were wont lo

depaint themselues with sundry colours. 1706 [see DE-

TAINTED].

b. trans/, and Jig. To adorn as with painted

figures.
<r ijas [see DsfAtsr///. .]. e 1374 CHAICIK Batik, n-. L

1 1 1 pe cercle of be sterres in alle be places bcre as be shvnyng
nyjt is depeynted. 1381 WYCLIP Lev. xi. 30 A ileflioun,

that is a wermc depeyntid as with stems, c. 1450 Crt. of
Love xv Depeinted wonderly, With many a thousand daisies,

rede as rose And white also. 1509 HAWKS Past. Pleat.

tPercySoc.)4 A roedowe tx>th gave and nlrious, Whichc
Flora depainted with many a colour. 1598 YONG Diana

468 Let now each meade with flowers be depainted, (If

sundrie colours sweetest odours glowing.
6. To stain, distain.

c 1374 CHAUCEK Troytus v. 1611, I have eke seyn with lerLs

al depeynted, Your lettre. 1600 FAIRFAX Tasso n. xliii. 38

Few siluer drops her vermile cheekes depaint.

Hence Depai'ntcd ///. a., painted, depicted.

1413 LYDG. Pilgr. Soivlt u. xlvt. (1859) 53 Al this erdely

fyre is but thyng depeynted in regard of that other. 1706
MAVLE Hist. Ptctt in Mite. Scot. I. 18 By reason of their

de-painted bodies.

t Depai'nter. Obs. [f.
DEPAIXT v. + -ER ]

One who or that which depaints, or paints.
1513 DOUGLAS sEntis xn. Prol. 261 Welcum dcpayntar of

the blomyt medis.

tDepai'r, v. Ots. Also depeyre, depcire.

[a. OF. ties-, depeire-r, to despoil, f. des-,de- (DK- 1.

6) + -peirer :-L. peiorare: cf. APPAIB, IJIPAIII,

and DISPAYBE so.] trans. To impair, injure,

diUpidate.
a 1460 LYDGATE Lyfe a/our LaJye i Caxton) E. 5, c. i , R. I

As the tryed syluer LS depeired. 1501 DouOLU I'al. f/im.

11. xxii, ?5a wretchis word may depair Jour hie name. isi3
BRADSIIAW St. H'ertnrgt L 338 '1'he corps hole and soun t |e

was fuiule, verely . . Nolhyng depaired that ther cuude be

seen. 1568 T. HowtLL Art. Amilie (18791 63 Depaire uo

Church, nor auncient acte, in building be not sloe.

t Depa'lmate, v . Ots. rare - '. [f. ppl. stem

of L. depalmare, f. DK-+faJma palm of the hand.]
1 To ginc one a box ou the care

'

(Cockeram i<>!.\

tDepance. Obs. rare- '. [a. F. dc'pens (in

nth c. despans], ad. L, dispens-um, or F. dSpense

,
in i jth c. dcspanse) ,

ad. L, dispensa : tee DISPENSE

it.] Payment, disbursement.
c 1450 Paper Koll'm \rJRep. Hist MSS. Comniss. 179/1

Which he complesshed wiihoutc other payements uf Ky-

nauncc, raunceoun, or depance.
26-a



DEPABAYLL. 204 DEPARTABLE.

t Deparay'll, a. Ol>s. iaie. [a. OK. desparcil

different, dissimilar, f. des-~L. Dis- + pareil like,

of the same kind = Pr. parelh, Sp. parejo, It. parec-
chio : Rom, *pariculo- dim. of L. //- equal.]

Unlike, dissimilar, diverse.

1413 LYDG. Pilgr. Smvlc i. x. (1859) 7 There ben here

many dyuerse pilgrymes deparayll of habyte.

t Depardieir, interj. Obs. [a. OF. phrase de

CDieu,
by the authority, or in the name, of God.]

jod's name
; by God: used as an asseveration.

( 1290 Beket 1352 in S, Eng. Leg. I. 145 Nov de pardeus
[MS. Harl. 2277 deperdeus] quath b pope, doth ase ?e
habbeth i-bou?t. c 1374 CHAUCER Troylus n. 1058 Quod
Troylus, depardeu, y assente. c 1380 Sir Fcntnih. 1452

' Wei
depardieux qua)> be kyng

' ne schal he no$t gon al-one.'

1634 W. CARTWRIGHT Ordinary \\, ii, in Hazl. Dodsley XII.
240 [arch.} Depardieu, You snyb mine old years, sans fail,

I wene you bin A jangler and a golierdis.

t Depa'rdon, v. Obs.
[f.

DE- + PARDON -o. :

perh. after part, depart*] trans. To excuse, forgive.
1501 Bitry Wills (1850) 90, I will that my tenaynts . .

be depardond of ye half of all ther rents that xall be due on
to me to the Mychelmesse next after my decesse.

Deparo'chialize, v. nonce-wd. [f. DE- II. i

+ PAKOCHIALIZE
v.~\

trans. To deprive of paro-
chial character. Hence Deparo

1

dualizing vbl.

sb. and ppl. a. ; also Deparochialization.
1862 Sat. Rev. XIII. 211/1 We must not think of turning

an impassable ditch into a passable road, for fear England
should thereby be 'deparochlalized'. Ibid. 211/2 The new
formula of deparochialization. /bid., The

'

deparochializing
'

cry will, .do equally well for both.

t Deparo'chiate, v. Obs. nonce-ivd, [f. DE-
1. 2 H- L. parochia parish + -ATE 3

; after dcpatriate]
intr. To depart from one's own parish.
1762 FOOTE Orators i. Wks. 1799 1. 196 The culture of our

lands will sustain an infinite injury, if such a number of

peasants were to deparochiate.

Depart (d/paut), v. Also 3-6 departe, 5-6
deperte, 6-7 Sc. depairt. Pa.pple. 4-5 depart(e,
6 St. depairt. [a. OF. dcpart-ir (depp-, desp- %

dip-} = Pr. departir, Sp., Pg. departer, desparter,
It. di-, dis-partirey spartire^ Rom. compound of
de- or dis~ (des-} +partire> for L. disperfire to divide,
f. Dl&-+partir& to part, divide. See DE- I. 6.]

I. To divide or part, with its derived senses.

fl. trans. To divide into parts, dispart. Obs.

1297 R. GLOUC. (1724) .394 Hii departede vorst her ost as
in foure partye. 1387 I'RKVISA Higden (Rolls) I. 27 pis
werke I departe and dele in seuene bookes. c 1400 MAUNDEV.
(Roxb.l xi. 43 pe ^erde of Moyses, with be whilk he departid
t>e Reed See. ^1430 LYDG. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 219
Departe thy tyme prudently on thre. 1551 TURNER Herbal
i. 11568) H iv a, Leues - . very deply indentyd, euen to the
very synewes whiche depart the myde leues.

fb. intr. To divide, become divided. Obs.

1387 TREVISA Higtten (Rolls) 1 . 63 pe Rede see [i. e. Arabian
Sea] streccheb for]?, and departed in tweie mouthes and sees,

pat oon is i-cleped Persicus . . (,-at ober is i-cleped Arabicus.

1548-77. VICARY Anat. v. (1888) 37 [The sinews] depart
agayne into two, and eche goeth into one eye.

t c. Her. See DEPARTED 2. Obs.

t 2. trans. To divide or part among persons,
etc. ; to distribute, partition, deal out

; to divide
with others, or among themselves, to share

; some-
times (with the notion of division more or less

lost, as in DEAL v.} to bestow, impart. Obs.
a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter xx\. 18 pai departid to bairn my

clathes. 1388 WYCLIF Prov. xi. 24 Sum men departen her
own ihingis, and ben maad richere. c 1430 LYDG. Bochas \

x. (1544) 21 a, This Kingdom . . Should haue be departed of
right betwene us twein. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. j6\t/2 Yf
thou haue but lytyl, yet studye to gyue and to departe therof
gladly. L 1530 H. RHODES Bk. Nurture in Babecs Bk. (1868)
io He content to departe to a man wylling to learne suche
thmges as thou knowest. 1557 N. T. (Genev.) ?Vmxix. 24
They departed my rayment among them. 1582 N. LICHK-
FIELD tr. Castan/uda'sConq. E. Ind. 55 a, He departed with
him both money and other rewards, 1651 Reliq. Wotton.
22 He could depart his affection between two extremes,

fb. To deal (blows). Obs. rare.
ci477 CAXTON Jason i6b, Whan the kyng apperceyued

that Jason departed suche strokes.

t C. absol. To share, partake (with a person in
a thing). Obs.
c 1440 Gencrydes 3418, I shall . .in wurchippe the avaunce,
And largely departe with the also. 1499 Plumpton Corr.
137, I am willing to depart with him in lands & in goods.
1549 COVERDALE Erosni. Par. 2 Cor. viii. 14 Whyles eche of
you departeth with other, so that neyther of you lacke
anye thyng.

1 3. trans. To put asunder, sunder, separate,
part. Obs.

1*97 R- GLOUC. (1724) 466 King Lowis .. And Elianore is

quene, vor kunrede departed were. 1393 GOWER Con/. II.

129 That deth shuld us departe attwo. ,1400 MAUNDEV.
(1839) iii. 16 A gret Hille, that men clepen Olympus, that
departeth Macedonye and Trachye. c 1400 Lanfranc's
Ciritrg. 265 Departe lijtli be tooband be fleisch of be gomis.
1483 CAXTON G. de la Tour D j, That god hath ioyned man
may not departe. 1530 LD. BERNEKS Artk. Lyt. Bryt,
(1814) 67 There began a great and a sore batayle betwene
these two knightes. And Arthur dyd his payne. .to depart
them. 1548-9 (Mar.> Bk. Com. Prayer, Matrimony, Till
death vs departe \altd. 1662 to do part]. 1601 Downf. Earl
Huntington n. ii. in Hazl. Dodsley VIII. 134 The world
shall nat depart us till we die. a 1677 BARROW Serin. (1810)
I. 199 The closest union here cannot last longer than till

death us depart.

f b. To sever or separate (a thing) from
(anotherX
1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 3710 f>ai er . . Departed halely

fra be body of Criste. ('1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 10 It is

impossible to departe bo qualitees from bodies. Ibid. 142
Whanne a membre is depertid from J>e bodi. ijjzfiTiNDALE
Rom. viii. 39 To departe [so CRANMER and 1557 Geneva ;

Khan, and 1611 separate] us from Goddes love. 1574 HYLL
Planting 78 You must translate them, and depart them
farther from other. 1590 SPKNSER F. Q. n. x. 14 Which
Seuerne now from Logris doth depart.

t c. To separate in perception or thought ; to

discern apart, distinguish. Obs.
c 1180 WYCLIF Sel. Wks. III. 340 As bes Jjree persones of

GodtenoGod . . so alle dedes and werkes of J?e Trinite mai not
be departid from ober. 1485 CAXTON Chas. Gt. 248 We. .had

egally departed his good dedes and his euyl. c 1510 MORE
Picus Wks. 2/2 Straunge tokens . . departing (as it wer) and
. .seuering the cradles of such special! chyldren fro the com-

pany of other of the common sorte.

t d. intr. To separate, make separation. Obs.

1388 WYCLIF fsa. Hx. 2 3 ure wickednesses han departid
bitwixe ^ou and joure God. 1480 CAXTON Descr. Brit. 8

The Seuarn departed somtyme bitwene Englond and Wales.

t e. Old Chcm. To separate a metal from an

alloy or a solution.

1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Techn. s. v., Depart farther, and get
your Silver out of the Aqua Fprtis. 1751 CHAMBERS Cycl.
s. v., The water of the first recipient serves for the first opera-
tion of departing, and the rest for the subsequent ones.

t4. trans. To sever, break off, dissolve (a con-

nexion or the like). Obs.
c 1386 CHAUCER FrankI. T. 804, I have wel lever ever to

suffre woo, Than I departe the love bytwix yow tuo. c 1400
Apol. Loll. 70 Mariage mad in brid & ferd degre . . is so
confennid bat it mai not be departid. 1470*85 MALORY
Arthur viu. xxxviii, Ye departed the loue bitwene me and
my wyf. 15. . HACKET Treas.ofAtnattiszj^ So sweeteand
so faithfull aconjunction can not be departed withoutagreat
heart breaking. iyj$'Y\\WE.Pfii$ickeagst. Fortune \\. Ivii.

233 b, With staues to depart their nightly conflictes.

fb. intr. (for refl^} Of a connexion, etc.: To
be severed, dissolved, or broken off. Obs.

1375 BARBOUR Bmce n. 169 Thusgat maid thai thar aquen-
tance That neuir syne. , Departyt quhill thai lyffand war.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xx. 138 Thanne cam coueityse . . For
a mantel of menyuere, he made lele matrimonye Departen ar
deth cam, and deuors shupte. i$ Lp. BERNERS Froiss. I.

Ixxxi. 103 Than the bysshoppe sayd, Sirs, than our company
shall depart.

II. To go apart or away, with its derived senses.
The perfect tenses (intratts.) were formerly formed with

be : cf. is gone.

t 6. intr. To go asunder
;

to part or separate
from each other, to take leave of each other. Obs.
c 1390 S. Eng. Leg. I. 121/527 So departede be court bo,

and euerech to is In drou}. c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810)

52 In luf f>ei departed,
Hardknout home went, c 1500

Nitt'Brown A/aid 33. 1 here you saye farwel : nay, nay, we
departe not soo sone. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 208 The
putrifaction of the flesh ready to depart from the bone.
ti 1605 MONTGOMERY Misc. Poems xxxix. 12 Adeu nou ; be
treu nou, Sen that we must depairt. 1641 HINDE J. Bruen
xlii. 133 So loth wee were to depart asunder.

6. intr. To go away (from a person or place) ;

to take one's leave. (The current sense, but chiefly
in literary use ; to departfront

= to leave.)
a 1225 [see DEPARTING vbl. sb. 4]. i 1340 Cursor M. 11893

(Fairf.) lie bat we fra )>e depart [earlier texts part].
<f 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter vi. 8 Departis fra me all |>at
winces wickednes. c 1477 CAXTON Jason 68 He departed
out of temple and also from Athenes. 1526 TINDALE
John xvi. 7 Yf I departe, I will sende him vnto you.
1547 8 Ordre of Communion 16 Then shall the Prieste..
let the people depart. 1697 DRYDEN f^irg. Oeorg. in. 818
The Learned Leaches in Despair depart. 1841 LANE^ro/'.
Nts. I. 113 She then said to him, Depart, and return not
hither.

b. To set out
l,
on a journey), set forth, start.

Opp. to arrive. (Now commonly to leave.}
c 1489 CAXTON Sonnes ofAytnon \. 52 Whan the mornyng

came, departed well erly from Parys the sayd Guenelon and
his felawes. 1548 HALL Chron. 208 b, He entered the ship
with the other, which were redy to depart. 1625-6 PURCHAS
Pilgrimes II. 1081 The Negui was departed. And every
man hastened to follow after. 1792 M RS. C. SMITH Desmond,
III. 61 In case the Duke should be departed, he directs her

instantly to set out for Paris. 1817 W. SKLWYN Law Nisi
Prim fed. 4) II. 969 If the ship did not depart from
Portsmouth with convoy. Time-table. The train departs
at 6.30.

T C. To go away to or into (a place) ;
to go

forth, pass, proceed, make one's way. Obs.
c 1400 Lanfranc's Ciritrg. (MS. A) 305 To defende bat

mater schal not departe into al be lyme. 1586 B. YOUNG
Guazzo's Civ. Conv. iv. 227 He had a desire to depart home
to his lodging. 1611 BIBLE Matt. ii. 12 They departed into
their owne countrey another way.

t d. To depart ones way : to go one's way. Obs.

1535 COVERDALE i Esdras ix. 51 Departe youre waye then,
& eate the best, & drynke the swetest.

7. intr. To leave this world, decease, die, pass
away. (Now only to departfrom ,M*V life.}
1501 Bury Wills (1850) 85 My body, if it happyt me to de-

parte w'in vij. myleofgret Berkehamstede, to beburyed ther.

1526 TINDALK Luke \\. 29 Lorde, now lettest thou thy
seruaunt depurte in peace. 1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. I.

576 Constantius departit in Eborac throw Infirmitie. 1576
FLEMING Panoj>l. Epist. 39 That Marcellus a little before
day, was departed. 1605 STOW Annales 39 He departed
out of this life at Yorke. 1702 J. LOGAN in Pa. Hist. Soc.
Mem. IX. 94, I went to visit him the day before he departed.
^1862 BUCKLE CiviKz. (1869) III. iv. 227 When a Scotch
minister departed from this life. .

8. trans. To go away from, leave, quit, forsake.

Now rare, exc. in phr. to depart this life ( 7),
(1340 Cursor M. 20266 (Br. Mus. MS.) Rewe on vs,

departe vs nou^t. 1536 in W. H. Turner Select. Kcc. Oxford
138 Nicholas Hore paid for the wine and departed their

company. 1548 HAI.I, Chron. 114 All the Wclshemen were
cummaunded . . to depart the toune. 1597 HOOKICR Keel. Pol.
v. i. <i6n) 186 The soules of men departing this life. 1647
N. BACON Disc, Goi-t. Eng. i. lix. 11739! 112 No Clergyman
or other may depart the Realm, without the King's Licence.

1712 ADDISON Sped. No. 517 i Sir Roger de Coverley
is dead. He departed this life at his house in the country.
1734 tr. Rollins Anc. /fist. (1827) II. n. 126 Jugurtha was
commanded to depart Italy. 1839 KEIGHTLKY Hist. Eng.
II. 33 The clergy were ordered to depart the kingdom.
1861 DICKENS Gt. Expect, xxxiv, Mrs. J. Gargery had de-

parted this life on Monday last.

f9. To send away, dismiss. Obs.

1484 CAXTON Chivalry 73 Charite. .departeth euery vyce.
c 1500 Chron. Gr. Friars (Camden) 28 The Kynge . . made
them grete chere and so departyd them home agayne. 1614
RALEIGH Hist. World Pref. 17 The abolished parts are

departed by small degrees.

1 1O. intr. To start, spring, come forth, or issue

from ;
to come of. Obs.

6-1477 CAXTON Jason 56 b, By theyr countenaunce and
habyfements . . they ben departed from noble and goode
hous. i 1489 Blanchardyn xliv, 173 Of churles, bothe
man and wyn, can departe noo goode fruyte.
11. intr. (transf. andySjg'. from 6.) To withdraw,

turn aside, diverge, deviate ; to desist (from a course
of action, etc.). To departfrom : to leave, abandon ;

to cease to follow, observe or practise.
1393 GOWER Conf. III. 103 The. .Nile. .Departeth fro his

cours and falleth Into the see Alexandrine. 1535 COVERDALE
Prov. iii. 7 Feare y' Lorde and departe from euell. 1590
SPENSER F. Q. in. ii. 41 Shameful! lustes .. which depart
From course of nature. 1651 HOBBES Leviath. in. xl. 255
It was not with a design to depart from the worship of God.

1732 BERKELEY A Iciphr. vu. 24 They depart from received

opinions. 1867 FREEMAN Norm. Coitq. (1876) I. App. 673
The fourth narrative departs in several important points
from the Chronicles. 1893 Law Times XCV. 27/1 Dis-
inclination, .to depart from the long-established practice.

III. f!2. Depart with. a. To take leave

of; to go away from. (Cf. 5, 6.) Obs. rare.

1502 Ord. Crysten Men(W. de W. 1506) i. iii. 22 Cursed
& dampned spyrite, departe than forth with this creature.

1563 FOXE A . 4- M. 763 b, And so departed I with them.

f b. To part with ; to give up, surrender ; to

give away, bestow. (Cf. 2.) Obs.
c 1485 Digby Myst. (1882)111. 102 O ye good fathyr of grete

degre, thus to departe with your rycnes. 1505 SHAKS. John
ii. i. 563 lohn. . Hath willingly departed with a part. 1642
PERKINS Prof. Bk. \. 47. 21 Shee hath departed with her

right by the feoffment. 1792 CHIPMAN Atner. Law Rep.
11871)41 The officer had a lien on the cattle. On receipt
I do not consider that the officer wholly departs with that
lien.

f!3. So Depart from, in the same sense (12 b).

1548 CRANMER Catcc/t. 81 b, Neyther by threatnyng. .cause
him to depart from any portion of his goodes. 1612 T.
TAYLOR Comm, Titus i. 5 With what difficultie depart they
[stones] from their naturall roughnesse ? 1681 BURNET
Hist. Ref. \ I. 88 The inferior clergy departed from their right
of being in the House of Commons.

t Depart, sb. Obs. [a. F. depart (i3th c. in

Godef.), f. dtpartir to DEPART. Partly treated as

directly from the English verb ; cf, the sbs. leave,

return^ etc.]
1. The act of departing, departure, a. Parting,

separation, b. Departure from this life, death.
c 1330 Artk. fy Merl. 4539 For depart of his felawes, And

for her men that weren y-slawe. 1590 SPENSER /''. Q. in, vii.

20 That lewd lover did the most lament For her depart.

brought me of your Losse, and his Depart. 1642 H. MORE
Song of Soul n. n. n. xxxviii, The plantall hfes depart.
1724 RAMSAY Tea-t. Misc. (1733) I. 99 For her depart my
heart was sair. 1840 Sportsman in Irel. $ Scott. II. iv. 71,
The salmon having long since made his depart.
2. Old Chem. The separation of one metal from

another with which it is alloyed.
a 1616 BACON (J.), The chymists have a liquor called water

of depart. 1686 W. HARRIS tr. Lemerjfs Course Chym.
(ed. 2* 79 The Depart, or parting of Metals, is when a Dis-
solvent quits the Metal it had dissolved to betake itself unto
another. 1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Techn. s.v., A certain Opera-
tion in Chymistry is called the Depart^ because the Particles

of Silver are made by it to depart from Gold when they were
before melted together. 1751 CHAMBERS Cycl., Depart,
a method ofrefining, or separating gold from silver by means
of aqua fortis. . . if you again filtrate this water, and pour on
it the liquor of fixed nitre, you will have another depart, the

calamine precipitating to the bottom.

tDepa-rtable, -ible, a. Obs. [a. OF. de-

partable (13-1410 c. in Godef.), f. depart-ir vb. :

see -BLE. The form in -iblc follows L. analogy :

cf. L. parttbilis from parliri.]
1. That may be parted or separated ; separable.
1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xvn. 26 pe Trinite, Thre persones in

parcelles departable fro other, And alle bre but o god.
c 1449 PECOCK Repr. in. ii. 282 Rijt of vce is dyuers and
departable fro the ri3t of lordschip. 1450-153 Myrr. our
Lfitiye 104 Yf eny of them were departable from other.

2. That may be, or is to be, divided or distri-

buted ; divisible.

[1292 BRITTON in. viii. 4 Qe le heretage soil departable
entre touz les enfauntz.] 1483 Cat/i. Angl. 96 Departiabylle,
dinisibilis, 1535 Act 27 Hen. K//7, c 26 8 35 Landes. .to



DEPABTANCE.
bi '

L
I'.nh >I anil ilrpari.iMeamongesisMiesand heircs males.

1574 tr. Littleton & 1'enures 139 b, The wliichc tcnementes be

d'-pait.tlilr amuutf the brethren. 1741 T. KOHINSON Havel-
kifnt\\. -j6 They li;i'l always been dcpartible.

fDepa'rtal. 06s. ran:
[f.

DKTAHT v. + -AL,

after arrival.] Dcpartuir.
1823 (;.\i .1 Entail I. xi. 82 When my father took his

dt paital to a l>ctter work!. 1836 in Taifs Mag. III.

193 Speaking of my depart.il from Glasgow.
t DepaTtan.ee. Ofa. [a. OK. departance, f.

dt-fhirt-ir\ set- -ANOK.] Departure.
1579 Wills * fnv. N. C. (Suttees) 15, I will, that after the

depart cni-t: of this mortal liff. .my bodie l>e buried. 159*
WYKLKY Armorit: 61, I license crane for tliis departaunce.

fDepa'rte. In phrase lay a departs (? error)
for lay aparte, lay aside.

(-1489 CAXTON Rlanchardyn iii. 17 All rcwthis layde a

dt-partc, as well for his fader as for his modre.

Departed (dfpauted), ///. a. [f. DEPAHT v.

t -KD 1
.]

+ 1. Divided into parts, etc. : see DKPAWT v. i, a.

(1386 CHAUCER Pars. y.pBpSiH.) Eytherthayforletin her
contessours al utterly, or ellis thay departen here schrifte

in divers places ; but sothely such departed schrifte hath no

mercy of God. 1463 Bury Wills (1850) 36, I beqwethe ..

a doubyl ryng dcpartyd of gold, with a ruby and a turkeys.

f2. Separated, parted; severed from the main

body, schismatic, apostate ; in Ifer, separated by
a dividing line (cf. PARTY a.}. Obs.

439 C'TESS WARWICK in E. E. K7//r(i883)ii7 ASkochen
of myn Armcs departyd with my lordys. f 1511 ist E"g.
/>'&. Amer. (Arb.) Introd. 31/1 These ketter*. . is departed of
the holy Koines chyrche. 1633 EARL MANCH. Al Mondo
(1636) 14 If wee consider Death aright, It is but a departed
breath from dead earth.

8. That has departed or gone away; past, bygone.
155* HULOET, Departed, dissitns t frxteritus, 1845 J.

SAUNDERS Cabinet Pictures 20 Antiquity and departed
greatness.
4. spec. That haa departed this life; deceased.

1503-4 Act io lien. K//, c. 25 Pream-, Lyfe [is] as un-

certayne to such as survyve as to them now departed. 1599
B. JONSON Ev. Man out of Hunt. v. iv, Shedding funereal
tears over his departed dog. 171* AIUMSON Spect. No. 419
P i Magicians, Demons, and departed Spirits. 1863 FAW-
CETT Pol. Econ. in. ii. 311 The works of a departed artist,

b. In this sense often used absolutely, the departed

{sing, and//.) : cf. deceased.

ij* WOLLASTON Relig. Nat. ix. 208 The seats and circum-
stances of the departed. 1794 MRS. RADCLIKFE Myst.
Udolpko ii, A prayer for the soul of the departed. 1875
MANNING Mission H. Ghost ix. 249 The Catholic Church. .

cherishes with loving memory all her departed. 1887 BOWEN
ALneid vi. 220 The departed is placed on the funeral bed.

Departer l

(dJpft'Jtai). [f.
DEPART v. + -KB i

:

probably a. OF. departeur (nom. case orig. de-

parttreioty. departeor}, f. etfyartirto DEPART.]
J

1
1. A divider, distributor ; discerner. Obs.

1381 WYCLIF Luke xii. 14 A ! man, who ordeynede me
domesman, ether departer, on 3011? Hebr. iv. 12 The
word of God is.. departer or deiner of thou^tis and inten-

ciouns of hertis. c 1400 .//W. Loll. 61 He is not ordeind

juge ne departnr vp on men.

1 2. Old Ghent. One who separates a metal from
nn alloy ;

a refiner of gold or silver. Cf. PABTEK.
1656 BLHUNT Glossogr. s.v. finonr

t
Kinours of Gold and

Silver .. A[ct] 4 H[en.] 7. ca. a. They be also called

Farters in the same place ;
sometimes Departers.

3. One who separates or secedes from a body or

cause
;
a seceder. (Now merged in sense 4.)

1586 FKRNE Blax. Centrie 311 A departer from his Cap-
taynes Banner. 1820 Examiner No. 652. 644/1 Iidy
Charlotte Lindsay, another of the departers. 1860 PUSEV
Mitt, Proph. 61 They are all departers, i.e. .. before they
were cast out visibly in the body, they departed in mind.

4. One who departs or goes away.
1673 O. WALKER Education 223 The Patron leaveth the

rest and accompanieth the departer. 1705 Col. Rec, Penn-

sylv. II. 231 An Act about Departers out of this Province.

1747 FRANKLIN Ess. Wks. 1840 III. 13 The hurry and dis-

order of departers, carrying away their effects.

t Depa'rter 2
. Law. Obs. [subst. use of AF.

departer (Britton in. iv. 25) = OK. departir pres.
inf. to depart, departing.] ^DEPARTURE 6.

16*8 COKE On Lift. 1393, A departer in despight of the

Court . . when the Tenant or Defendant after appearance. .

makes departure in despight of the Court ..It is called

a rt tra.\-it, 1751 CHAMBERS CycLt Departure or Departer^
in law, a term properly applied to a person, who first plead-
ing one thing in bar of an action, and that being replied to,

he waves it, and insists on something different.

Departible, var. form of DEPAKTABLE a. Obs.

Depa'rting, vbl. sb. [f. DEPART v* + -ING '.]

The action of tnc verb DEPART, in various senses.

fl. Division (in various senses); distribution,

sharing. Obs.
a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter cxxxv. 13 He departyd be redd

see in departynges. -1380 WYCLIF Wks. (1880) 81 In de-

partyng of merit'is to whom |>at hem likib. 1383 i Cor.

xii. 6 Departing!* of worchingis. 1398 TREVISA Barth. Dt
P. A', xv. xlvi. (1495) 504 Dalmacia is a prouynce of Grece

by olde departynge of londe. c 1449 PECOCK Repr. 407
In summe cuntreis the departing

was mad other wise and
into iii parties, c 1450 Merlin 236 Ech man toke at his

wille of that hym liked, and made noon other departyng^.
1513 DOUGLAS /Kneis vi. Prol. 90 The sted of fell turmentis,

With seir departing^*. 1599 HAKLUYT Voy. II. i. 93 In de-

parting of the bootie.

f 2. Separation. Obs. or arch.

c 1300 A". A Us. 912 And makith mony departyng Rytweone
knyght and his swetyng. c 1340 Cursor Jlf. 895 > Fairf. f Fra
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bis day sal departynge be for-so^ betwix wommon and be.

( 1400 .-//('/. I. oil. 72 Be ware of making of mariagU. & of
diuursis or departing!*. 1530 PALJBGR. 213/1 Departynge
of wan and wyfc, rt'ftniiatwn> diuorse. 1593 SHAKS. 3
fffn, /'/, u. vi. 43 A deadly grone like life and deaths de-

partini;. 1851 5 H. ARNOLD Poetns t Faded Leavef, At this

hitter departing.

t b. concr. Place of separation ; division, boun-

dary. Obs.

1460 70 ttk. Qitintestenee 5 And bat erbcly watir wole first

come out jut is in be necke, and so til it be come out vnto
be departinge bitwixe it and be quinte essence.

3. The action of leaving, taking one*s leave or

going away ; departure. (In early use '

leaving
each other, separation ', as in 3. Now rare or

Obs. ; replaced by DKPARTCRB.)
a iu Ancr. R. au> pis was his driwerie bet he bileauede

and $cf ham in his departunge. 1340 HAMPOLE Pr. COH&C.

6113 pe day of departyn^ fra God away, c 1386 CIIAL'CKK

Man ofLaw's T, 163 The day is come of hire departyng.
1481-90 Howard Househ. Bks. (Roxb.) 186 At my Ixirdes

departynge from London, f 1500 Three King* Sons 73 Athis,

my frende, the tyme is come now of oure departynn. 1644
MILTON Judgm. l>ncer( 1851) 335 Not ..the mis-belecving
of him who departs, but the departing of him who mis*

beleevs.

fb. DEPARTURE 3 b ; decease, death. Obs.

1388 WVCLIF a Tim. iv. 6 The lyme of my departyng is

nW *535 STEWART Cron. Scot. II. 486 How King Donald
was crownit . . and of his worthie Deidis . . and his Depart-
ing. 1633 BP. HALL A//#. 4- Pawr, Passing Belt (1^51 >, 87
It calls us . . to our preparation, for our own departing.
attrtb. a 1618 RALEIGH Rent. (1664) 114 If you were laid

upon your departing bed.

t c- fig> Departure from a given state or coarse ;

falling away; secession, desertion, apostasy.
I5J6 TINDALE a Tkess. ii. 3 Except theie come a

depart-
ynge fyrst. 1594 T. B. Larriniaud.h'r.Ac&d. u. 563 The
departing and declining of the soule.

f-
4. Departing with : parting with, giving up.

15*9 WOLSRY in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. i. fi. n Of the

frankke departyng with of all that I had in thys world.

Depa'rting, ///. a. [f. DKPAHT v. + -ING*.]
That departs, goes away, or takes leave ; parting ;

Jig. vanishing ( often wilh reference to sense b).

1751 JOHNSON Rambler No. 187 r 3 She stood awhile to

gaze upon the departing vessel. 1855 MACAULAY Hist, Eng.
III. 57 The opposite streams of entering and departing
courtiers. 1875 JOWKTT Plato (ed. 2) III. 155 Reflecting
the departing glory of Hellas. 18.. THRING Hymn ' The
Radiant worn

, The shadows of departing day.

DEPARTMENTAL.

b. Dyinjj.
1603 KNOLLES Hist. It is the only sacrifice.

that my old depart ing ghost desircth of thee. 1633 I!r. HALL
edit. tf yoivst Passing-foil^1851) 87 It calls us . . to ourMedit.

rayers, for the departing soul. 1848 MACAULAY H ist,praye,
II. 183 While the prayer for the departing was read at his

bedside.

t Depa'rtingly, adv. Obs. rare. [f. prec. +
-LY -.1 In a divided manner ; separately.

1388 WVCLIF Num. x. 7 Symple cry of trumpis schal be,

and the! schulen not soune departyngli [i3&a not stownd-

meel ; Vulg. non conctsf ululabitnt].

t Depa'rtising, vbl. sb. Sc. Obs. [? from a

vb. dcpartise (cf. ^jy .departissemcnt^ departissettr} t

or ? corruption of departison^ Partition.

1478 Act. Audit. 86 (Jain.) The said breve ofdepertisinjj of

the said half land is of Blith. 1480 ,-/r^. Dom. Cone. 66 (ibid.)

The divlsioune & departising made, -the xx day of Julij.

t Depa'rtison. Obs* In 5 -ysoun, -own, -on,

iaonne ; also 5-6 departson. [a. OK. departison t

f. dtparter* after partisan -.I*, partition-cm, n. of

action from partire to divide.] Earlier form of

DEPARTITION.
1. Division into parts ; distribution, partition.

1444 Pol. Poftns (Rolls) II. 217 Make a departysoun Of
ther tresours to folk in indigence, c 1450 Miroitr Saluacioun

4176 And taken hire half his kyngdome be twypart de-

jiartisonne.

2. Separation.
1x440 LYDG. Secrees 29 Thou must first Conceyven . . un-

kouth divysion, Walir from Eyr by a dysseuerance, And
fTyr from Eyr by a dcpartyson.

_ . Departure ; transf. decease.

c 1450 LOKELICH Grail xliii. 423 Aftyr here deth and de-

p.irtysown. r 1475 Parttnay 104 At ther departson had

thaygret dolour.

i Departition (d/pxiti'Jsn). Obs. Also 5

ycyon, -isyon, 6 -ysion, -icion. [n. of action

f. DEPART z/., on L. analogies: cf. L. partitio,

dispfrtitio, f. partire, disperttre. The earlier form,

from OF., was DKPAHTISON, of which thb may be

considered an adaptation to the Latin type.]

1. Distribution, partition; =prec. i.

? c 1530 in Pol. Rtl. <V /-. Potms (1866* 33 Peraventure thei

seke departysipn
of ther heritage.

2. Separation ; severance.

c 1400 Tttt. Love in. 11560) 294/1 The same law that

joyneth by wedlocke . . yeveth libel of departicion bycause
of devor^c. 1430 LYIK;. Ckron. Troy in. xxv, Now hast thou

made a departisyon Of vs that were by hole affection Yknyt
in one. 1470-85 MALORY Arthur xni. vii, Hit shall greue
me ryghte sore the departycyon of this felauship.

3. Departure.
1470-85 MALORY Arthur tx. xxxvi, Ye putte vpon me that

I shold ben cause of his depart ycyon.

Departitor (dtoBJteHfli). rare. [Agent-n.
from DEPART v. with L. suffix : cf. L. ptirtitor,

dispertitor.] One who divides or distributes.

1884 J. PAYME 1001 Night* IX i

titor (rum the
'

the Cadi's Court and he divided ngU u

.

Departizanizo : see DE- II. t.

Department 5/i'a'jtmcnt), sb. Also 5 de-

partement. [MK. a. V. i/t'/tirU-mcnt
i uth c. in

Hnt/f) Tr. dt
forte-

. department, It. difarU-
wento, a Romanic deriv. ol dtpartire, K. departir:
see DEPART v. and -MENT.
The senses in I from OF. were apparently obsolete before

those in II were introduced from modern trench.]

t L The action of departing. Obs.

fl. DEPARTURE, in various senses : a. Mpara-
tiun; b. going away, leave- talc ing, withdrawal;
c. decease.
c 1450 Afirour Salttacioun 1800 Yt we come to thi joy*

with out departrment. c 1477 CAXTOM Jawn 65 Alai Jason
. . prolonge ye and tarye your departeroent c 1500Mftmine
97 i'hanne he toke letie of them and they were sorowfull of
tneire dcpartcment. 15711 Lament. Lady Scotland in .Vi .

Poems i6M C. It. 250 Defoir her last department. 1586
A. DAY Eng. Secretary 1. 1 1625) 87 By meaner whereofgrew
this . . unkinde department l>etweene us. 1614 WOTTOM
Archit. (16721 61 Our Sight is not well contented with those

sudden departments from one extream to another, a 1677
BAKROW Wks. (1686) II. 382 The seperation, department and
absence of the soul from the body.

f2. Division, partition, distribution. Obs.

1677 GALE Crt. Gentilts iv. 18 Making the distribution*

and departments of his rayes.

II. 3. 'Separate allotment; province or busi-

ness assigned to a particular person
'

(J.) ; hence in

wider application : A separate
division or patt of a

complex whole or organized system, esp. of activi-

ties or studies ; a branch, province.
[Johnson, 1755, calls it

' a French term '.]

a 1735 ARBUTHNOT (J.), The Roman fleets .. had their

several stations and departments. 1764 FOOTE Patron u.

Wks. 1799 I. 349 The highest pitch of perfection in every

department of writing hut one the dramatic. 1831 G.
DOWNKS Lett. Ctmf. Countries I. 528 Among the professors
. . Messrs. Manlier and Ficot,whose departments are severally

astronomy and
history. 1856 SIR B. BRODIE Psychol. Iny.

I. v. 173 Hitherto . . little progress has been made in thts

department of knowledge. 1883 Nature 17 May 56 To judge
. .whether the co-operation of scientific men would have ren-

dered the English department more instructive than it is.

b. spec. One of the separate divisions or branches

of state or municipal administration.
In the U. S. the word is used in the titles of the great

branches of administration, of which there are eight, the

Departments (/>#//*.) of State (one. Foreign Affairs)^
War

} Treasury. Navy* Post-office^ Justice, Interior* and

Agriculture. The Deft, of Labour is subordinate to that

of the Interior.

In Great Britain, the great departments of State are not so

named titular!y,
but the word is used in naming subdivisions

or branches of these, e.g. the Factory Deft., and Prisons
/ V/A of the Home Office, and for certain other branches of

administration as the Paymaster Generafs Defrt,, Science

and Art /V//., Exchequer and Audit Deft., etc. ; also in

the Gas, Water, Electric Lighting', Trantways, and other

Departments of a municipal Corporation.

1769 Juniifs Lett. \. 3 Only mark how the principal de-

partments of the State are bestowed. 1791 WASHINGTON
Writ. (1802) XII. 81 Statements from the proper depart-
ment [of the United States] will . . apprize you of the exact

result. 1863 H. Cox Instit. Pref. 7 A general account of

the Britisn Government, of the powers and practice of its

several departments. Ibid. in. vii. 696 The regulation of

other departments subordinate to the Treasury. 1890 M.
TOWNSEND U. S. 274 The Department of State was esta-

blished by Act of Congress July 27, 1789,
which act deno-

minated it as the Department of Foreign Affair*. 1891 A.

B. HART Form, of Union 144 In establishing the Treasury
Department a strong effort was made to create a Secretary
of the Treasury as an agent of Congress,

4. One of the districts into which Finnce is divided

for administrative purposes, and which were sub-

stituted for the old
provinces

in 1 790. Also ap-

plied to administrative divisions in some other

countries.

179* F.xplan, New Terms in Ann, Reg. p. xv. Depart-
tnentSi the general divisions of France. 1703 Objections to

War Examined \$ Its States broken up ana converted into

French Departments. 1841 W. SPALDING Italy * It. Is!

III. 383 Corsica .. is still a province of that Kingdom
[France). It forms a department, called by its own name
1850 JEPHSON Brittany xvi. 253 Situated on the confluence
of the lie and the Vilaine, from whence the modern depart-
ment derives its name.

b. A part, portion, section, region, rare.

1832 HT. MARTINKAU Detnerara i. 2 In the richest regions
of this department of the globe.

Department, v. ncmt-iud. [f. prec. sb.]

trans. To divide into departments, or branches.

1885 Miss BRADDON Wyllard's Weird III. 961 Everything
was to be classified, departmented. Organisation was to be
the leading note.

Departmental (d/pajtmc-ntal), a. [ad. mod.
F. dipartemental'. sec prec. sb. and -AL.]
1. Of or pertaining to a French Department.
1791 MACKINTOSH F/W. Gallic* Wks, 1846 III. in The

series of three elections was still preserved for the choice of

Departmental Administrators. 1861 Frasfr't Mag. July
128 The municipal and departmental archives and public
libraries in France.

b. gtn. Of or pertaining to a particular district

or region.
1883 F,. Ci-ono in h'ntm'ledge is June 352/2 Indra ., god

of the bright sky . . a departmental or tribal deity.
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DEPARTURE.

2. Of or pertaining to a department or branch of

government, or of any organized system.

1832 SOUTHEV in Q. Rev. XLVIII. 256 It has found an

active auxiliary in the departmental process. 1854 Times,

Let. War Correspt. 31 Mar., Needless departmental cti-

luette. 1883 American VII. 65 The new Commissioner of

nternal Revenue m his first departmental report to the

Secretary of the Treasury.

Hence Departme-ntally adv. \
also Departmen-

talism, attachment to departmental methods;

Departme'ntalize z>., to divide into departments ;

Departmentalization.
1846 R. FORD Gatheringsfr. Spain 31 It was found to be

no easy matter to carry departmentalization. 1878 Fraser's

Mite. XVIII. 636 We have., been, geographically speaking,
in the Jura, though departmentally in the Doubs. 1886

Pall Mall G. i Jan. 4/1 The . . crippling diseases of official

red tape and departmentalism.

Departson, var. DEPABTISON, Qb$.> departure.

Departure (d/pautivu). [a. OF. *departeure,

desparteiire : late L. type *dispartttura, f. dispar-

tire> F. depart-ir to DEPART : see -UBE.]

f-
1. Separation, severance, parting. Obs.

ft 1533 LD. BERNERS Huon clxii. 631, 1 shall make a depar-
ture of your two loues.

1555)
SCOT m Strype Ann. Re/. I.

App. vii. 17 The departure ofGascoygne. 1581 LAMDARDE
Eiren. \\. vii. (1588)201 Controversies, betweene masters and

servants, touching their departure. 1643 MILTON Divorce

viii. (1851) 40 Much more can no other remedie or retire-

ment be found but absolute departure.

t b. cowr. A boundary separating two regions ;

a separation, division. Obs.

1523 LD. BERNEKS Froiss. I. cccxxiv. 505 By the ryuer of

Aude, the whiche was the departure of bothe realmes.

t C. Old Chem. Separation of a metal from an

alloy or a solution. Obs.

1727-51 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v. Depart^ If the aqua fortis,

having quitted the silver, and being united with the copper,
be then filtrated, it is called aqua secnnda \ in which if you
steep an iron plate some hours, you will have another de-

parture ; for the menstruum will let go the copper, and prey
on the iron.

fd. Departure with', parting with, giving up.

(Cf. DEPARTING vbl. sb. 4.)
01563 G. CAVENDISH Wolsey (ilg^) 177 A bare andsymple

departure with another's right.

2. The action of departing or going away.
a 1533 LD. BKKNERS Huon Ixxxv. 268 After his departure

Kynge Charlemayn made redy his company. 1611 SHAKS.
Wint. T. in. ii. 78 You knew of his departure, as you know
What you haue vnderta'ne to doe in's absence. 1667 MILTON
P. L. xi. 303 Departure from this happy place. 1875 JOWETT
Plato (ed. a) I. 375 The hour of departure has arrived.

b. The action of departing this life ; decease,

death. Obs. or arch.

1558 Bury Wills (1850) 150 All the'ise .. things to him
before bequeathed to be delyvered to him . . win a quarter
of one yeare after my departure. 1611 BIBLE 2 Tim. iv. 6

The time of my departure is at hand. 1751 JOHNSON
Rambler No. 203 F 7 The loss of our friends, .impresses. .

upon us the necessity of our own departure. 1811 MAD.
D'ARBLAY Lett. Nov., I had thought him dead, having
heard, .a report that asserted his departure.

3. transf. andy?^. Withdrawal, divergence, de-

viation (from a path, course, standard, etc.).

rti694*TiLLOTsoN(J.\ The fear of the Lord, and departure
from evil. 1705 C. PURSHALL Mcch. Macrocosm 122 Their
. .Departure North, and South, are sometimes Greater, and
sometimes Less, than that of the Sun. 178* PRIESTLEY

Corrupt, Chr. I. Pref. 15, I have not. .taken notice of every

departure from the original standard. 1832 Examiner'261/2
Every departure from truth is a blemish. 1875 MAINE Hist.
Inst. ii. 52 Partial and local departures from the Brehon
Law were common all over Ancient Ireland.

4. The action of setting out or starting on a

journey ; spec, the starting of a railway train from
a station. Also attrib. (Opposed to arrival.}
1540 Slat. 32 Hen. K/77, c. 14 [They] intende to make . .

their departur from the said porte . . as soone as wynde and
wether wyl serue. 1598 HAKLUYT Voy, I. 421 (R.) At their

departure was shot on all the ordinance of the ship. 1776
GIBBON Decl. $ F, i. 11838) 1. 17 Whenever the trumpet gave
the signal of departure. 1871 MORLEY Voltaire (1886) 101

The period of twenty years between Voltaire's departure
from England and his departure for Berlin. 1887 W. E.
NORRIS Major tf Minor II, 138 Miss Huntley was standing
on the departure side of the little Kingscliflf station. Mod.
The Booking Office is open 15 minutes before the departure
of each train.

6. Jig. The starting or setting out on a course of

action or thought. New departure : a fresh start ;

the beginning of a new course of procedure ; cf. 7 b,

1839 CALHOUN Wks. (1874) III. 399 My aim is fixed, to

take a fresh start, a new departure on the States Rights
Republican tack. 1876 GLADSTONE Homeric Synchr, 9 To
begin by stating my point of departure. 1883 CIIAI.MKRS &
HOUGH Bankruptcy Act Introd. 9 The present Act makes a
fresh departure in bankruptcy legislation.

6. Law. a. A deviation in pleading from the

ground taken by the same party in an antecedent

plea, f b. Departure in despite of the court : see

quot. 1641 (pbs,)*

1548 Act 2-3 Edw. Vf, c. 2 6 The Justices . . shall . . de-

termine . . the said Offences concerning every such Departure.
1628 COKK On Lift. 304 b, A departure in pleading is said

to be when the second Plea containeth matter not pursuant
to his former. 1641 Terines de la Ley nob, Departure
from a plee or matter. f/>ie/., Departure in despight of the

Court, is when the Tenant or Defendant appeareth to the

action brought against him, &. .is called after, .in the same
term, if he do not appeare, but make default, it is a depar-
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ture in despight of ihe Court, and therefore he shall be con-

demned.

7. Navigation, a. The distance (reckoned in

nautical miles) by which a ship in sailing departs

or moves east or west from a given meridian ;

change of longitude. (Abbreviated dep.) b. The

bearing of an object on the coast, taken at the

commencement of a voyage, from which the dead

reckoning begins.
1669 STORMY Mariner's Mag. hk. iv. 158 Retain the ob-

served Difference of Latitude . . and thereby find the

Departure from the Meridian. 1699 HACKE Coll. Voy.

I. 42 Next day we took a new Departure from thence

[Isle of Ascension]. 1810 J. H. MOOKK Pracl. Navigator

52 Easting or westing, in Plane Sailing, is called Departure
or Meridian Distance. Ibid. 66 Suppose a ship takes her

departure from the Lizard. 1837 Penny Cycl. VIII. 414 The
number of miles in the course multiplied by the sine of the

angle which it makes with the meridian gives the departure

in miles. 1884 Encycl. Brit. XVII. 270 When clear of the

harbor . . a bearing is taken of one known object and the dis-

tance estimated . . the result . . is entered in the log-book with

the exact time. This is called the departure (i. e. from the

land).

Hence (twnce-wds.) Depa rturism, Depa'rturist,

in the expressions new departurisiii, new dcpar-

turist, the principle, or the advocate, of a ' new

departure
'
in any movement or coarse of action.

1887 J. E. DWINELL Suit Lights 10/3 The argument for

the presence of New Departurism. 1887 G. W. VEDITZ in

Amcr. Annals of DeafJuly 163, I did not mean him, but

only the new departurists, Rossler, Arnold.

Depascent (dipae'sent), a. rare. [ad. L.

depdscent-em, pr. pple. of tCfdsttn, dcpascl, to eat

down, consume, waste.] Consuming.
1651 BIGGS New Disf. T 295 By the vigour of the di-

festible,
esurine, and depascent ferment. 1717 BAILEY vol.

I, Depascent, feeding greedily. 1755 in JOHNSON. iBii

QaaaStud. Med. 11834) P- 430 American Yaws Depascent;
and destroying progressively both muscle and bone.

DepasS (dJprrs), v. rare. [a. K. dipasser, in

OF. <tcsp-, f. at-, des- (see DIS-) +passer to PASS.]

t a. intr. To go, pass away, depart. Obs. b. trans.

To pass beyond.
1559 in Burgh Rec. Peebles 5 May (Jam. Supp.l, The

sojarris. .to depas incontinent of the toune. 1880 Blacfni'.

Mag. CXL. 505 Having depassed the height of 1800 metres

. .above which fir-trees do not thrive.

t Depa'stiou. Obs. rare. [ad. L. depastion-em

eating down, feeding of cattle, n. of action from L.

depascb-e : see DEPASCENT.] Consumption.
1658 BP. REYNOLDS Lord's Supper xvii, A wasting depas-

tion and decay of Nature. Ibid, xviii, That continual

depastion of his radical moysture by vital heat.

f Depa'Stor. Obs . noncc-iad. [agent-noun from

L. depasclte (see DEPASCENT), after pastor.] One
who feeds upon, eats away, or consumes.

1583 STUBBES Anat. Abus. n. (1882) 91 The wicked Hues

of their pastors (or rather depastors). Ibid. 95 No more is

he a good pastor or minister, but rather a depastor and

minisher.

Depasturage (d/pa-stiuredg). [f.
DEPASTURE

v. + -AGE.] a. The eating down of pasture by

grazing animals, b. Right of pasture.

1765 Projects in Ann. Reg. 144/1 The plants were all in a

condition for depasturage. 1797 BURN Keel. La'.o (ed. 6)

1 1 1. 477 The value or usual price of the depasturage of such

beasts per week upon such eddish or after-grass. 1807 VAN-

COUVER Agric. Devon (1813) 218 The inhabitants . .have the

right of a free depasturage for their sheep upon the moor.

1875 J. FISHER Landhtlding in Eng., The profit which arose

from sheep-farming led to the depasturage of the land.

Depasture (dfpa-stiiu), v. [f.
DE- I. i +

PASTURE v.
; cf., for sense, OF. depaistre (Cotgr.

desp-}, ad. L. depasclre to eat down, consume.]
1. trans. Of cattle : To consume the produce of

(land) by grazing upon it ; to use for pasturage.

1596 SrENSEK State Irel. Wks. (Globe ed.) 630/1 To keepe

theyr cattell . .pasturing upon the mountayn. .and removing
slill to fresh land, as they have depastured the former.

a 1796 VANCOUVER in A. Young Ess. Agric. (1813) II. 284

The sheep and cow cattle, with which the pnmest of the

grass lands through the county are generally depastured.

1799 J. ROBERTSON Agric. Perth 303 The cows are fed in

summer on cut clover, without allowing them to depasture
it. 1858 CAKLYLE Fredk. Gt. (1865* II. vn. iii. 264 Clayey

country, dirty-greenish, as if depastured partly by geese.

trans/, ffjie. 1610 G. FLETCHER Christ's Viet, xl, Nor

Hibla, though his thyme depastured, As fast againe with

honie blossomed. 1864 Sat. Rev. XVIII. 381/1 If Austria

is forced to depasture the land with hordes of soldiery.

2. intr. To graze.
1586 Willt % Im\ N. C. n. Surtees (1860) 131 My cattel!

shall remayne and depasture, uppon my groundes_.
. as they

are at this instante. 1618 COKE On Litt. 96 a, To sheere

all the sheep depasturing within the manor. 1785 PALEY
Afor. Pliilos. (1818) I. 114 Whilst his flocks depastured upon
a neighbouring hill. 1840 Jrul. R. Agric. Sac. I. I". 263
Ovr this vast open field, .no cattle can depasture.
fig. 1600 FAIRFAX 'fossa xin. Ixxix. 250 The bait and food

Whereon his strange disease depastred long.

3. trans. To put (cattle) to graze ;
to pasture or

feed (cattle).
1713 DERHAM Phys. Theol. v. i. 307 Depasturing their

Cattel in the Desarts and uncultivated World. 1809 AVi<

Hist, in Ann. Reg. 799/2 The country on which the shee]
are depastured . . is set out into divisions. 1844 WILLIAMS
Real 1'rop. (1877) 324 A right of depasturing cattle on lh<

land of another.

Jig- X8fi9 I- TAYLOR Logic in Theol. 240 The human spin

DEPAUPERIZE.

depasturing itself in the fat levels of the Greek literature.

865 ALEX. SMITH Suuim. Skye 1 1. 147 We could pleasantly

epasture our eyes on the cultivated ground.

4. Of land : To furnish pasturnge to (cattle).

1805 LUCCOCK Xat. Wool 196 This part of the county . .

low . . depastures flocks in whose frame and fleece are visil ile

ome strong symptoms of a more fashionable breed. 1844

I'ort Phillip (Austral.) Patriot 22 July 3/6 The run will dc-

>asture about 4000 sheep.

Hence Depastured ///. a. ; Depa-stnring vbl.

st>. and ///. a. ;
also Depasturable a., capable of

jeing depastured ; Depastura'tion, Depasture sb.,

depasturing.
1704 GISBORNE Walks Forest v. (1796) 85 The bare worn

rack, and close-depastured plain. 1807 VANCOUVER Agric.
Devon (1813) 382 The depasturable parts of the forest. 1823evon (113 32 e epasturae pars o e ores. 1

SURTEES Durham III. 239 note, Bees were of so much im.

jortance that, .the depasturing of bees was one article of a

imes
JR

)ortance that, .the depasturing of bees was one article ol

iolemn concordat between two religious houses; 1841 Jr
R. Agric. Soc. II. II. 216 It [the winter tare] is sometin

are mooes 01 cropping, cuinpicucnucu m n; tim ini*. 6e-

nent of meadows. 1856 Jnil. K. Agric. Sac. XVII. i. 282

[f you watch cows on depasture, you observe them select

their own food. 1858 CAKLYLE Freilk. Ct. II. vn. iii. 183

This is memorable ground, .little as the idle tourists think,

or the depasturing geese, who happen to be there.

t Depa-triate, v. 06s. [f.
DE- I. a + L. fatria

fatherland: cf. med.L. dispatriare in same sense.]

intr. To leave or renounce one's native country ;

to expatriate oneself.

a 1688 VILLIERS (Dk. Buckhm.) Chalices Wks. (1714) 154

If they should hear so odious a thing of us, as that we
should depatriate. a 1797 MASON Deau ff Squire (R.),

A subject born in any state May, if he please, depatriate.

t Depau'per, v. 06s. \&.O.depaupcrer,z&.
'L.depauperare: see next.]

= DEPAUPERATE v.

1561 WINJET Cert. Tractates Wks. 1888 I. 8 The depau-
-'.r*,* it... t , , i , T , . . > . 1 1 .. KB inui- f- u ! ^ n ii (rmpnt^t innis and

Depau-perate, ///. a. Also 5-6 -at. [ad.

I., dcfaufcrat-us, pa. pple. of depauperate : see

next.] Made poor ; impoverished (obs. in general

use); b. Bot., etc. DEPAUPERATED.

1460 CAPGRAVE Chron. 103 Alle tho that were depauperat
and spoiled be his predecessoure. a ijya KNOX Hist. Kef.
Wks. 1846 I. 404 The depauperat saullls that this day dwell

thairin. 1670 Lex Talionis 36 It loses much of its vivacity,

and becomes depauperate and affect. 1863 A. GRAY Lett.

(1893)308 Inclosed are depauperate specimens [of the seeds].

1883 Syd. Sac. Lex., Depauperate, impoverished; as if

starved ; diminished in size for want of favourable condi-

tions of nourishment, and such like. Also.. having no, or

Depauperate (dfpg-pereil), v. [f. ppl. stem

of med.L. dfpauperare to impoverish, reduce to

poverty, f. DK- I. I -t pauperare to make poor, f.

pauper poor.] trans. To render poor, to im-

poverish ; to reduce in quality, vigour, or capacity.

1613 COCKERAM, Depauperate, to impouerish. 1647 JER.
TAYLOR Dissuas. Popery n. n. ? 7 To represent God in a

carved stone, or a painted Table, does depauperate our

understanding of God. 1668 Phil. Trans. III. 891 The
blood is now . . depauperated of the spirituous and finer

particles. 1708 MOLYNEUX ibid. XXVI. 59 Liming . . doth

not so much Depauperate the Ground. 1752 CARTE Hist.

Eng. III. 728 Bishops.. had made shameful depredations
on the church and depauperated many of the sees. 1886

Ch. Times 5 Nov. 173/2 By depauperating the national creed.

Hence Depau'perating vol. st>. and ///. ar

1770 Monthly Rev. 20 In this depauperating and attenu-

ating course the patient, .persevered.

Depauperated, ppl. a. [f. prec. + -ED.]

Rendered poor, impoverished ; reduced or deterio-

rated in quality, vigour, capacity, etc.

1666 J. SMITH Old Age (1752)95 The best blood itself, .be-

comes weak and much depauperated. 1756 G LUCAS Ess.

Waters II. 261 A languid, depauperated and broken state

of the juices. 1870 C. B. CLAKKE in Macm. Mag. Nov. 48/2

The feeble, the sickly, and the depauperated should be

weeded out in the struggle for existence. 1881 HUXLEY in

Nature XXIII. 611 The fish is left in that lean and de-

pauperated state.

b. Hot., etc. Stunted or degenerate from want

of nutriment; starved; imperfectly developed from

any cause that produces results analogous to in-

nutrition.

1830 LINDLEY Nat. Syst. Bot. 275 Flowers hermaphrodite,
surrounded by bractez, the outer of which are petaloid

and herbaceous, the inner depauperated and coloured. 1888

A theiamm i Sept. =93/3 The rocks of this age present only

a depauperated flora and fauna.

Depauperation (d/p^per^'Jan). [ad. med.L.

depauperation-cm, n. of action f. depatipcrare to

impoverish : see DEPAUPERATE.] The process or

condition of being depauperated ; impoverishment.
1664 BAXTER in Life t, Times I. (16961 106, I fell into

another fit of Bleeding, which . . after my former depauper-

ation, did weaken me much. 1750 CARTE Hist. Eng. II.

320 Getting the great seal put to blank charters, to the de-

pauperation of the Crown. 1830 LINDLEY Kat. Syst. hot.

59 Flowers axillary, or in terminal spikes or racemes, m
Consequence of the depaupjeration

of the upper leaves. Ibid.

233 A singular depauperation of the calyx . . in which that

ors;an is reduced sometimes to a mere obsolete ring.

Depauperize KUpfrp&air), z'.
1

[f- DE- I. i

+ pauperize, after L. depauperare : see prec.] =
DEPAtl'EKATE, PAUPERIZE.



DE-PAUPERIZE.

1873 HrxLP.v Crit. f, .1,/,/r. 106 This immense fauna of
Miocene Arclogjea is shrunk and depauperized in North
A^P*

II. are Depauperlza tion, depauperation, pau-
perization.
1844 LiSGARn Aitf/K-Sar: Ck. (1858) I. vi. 218 heading,

Depauneriz.-uion of the Church. 1877 H. WOODWARD in

Kncycl. Km. VI. 656/1 After such extreme retrogression,
the depauoerization of certain parts and organs . . in the
Aii'inuwra is easily to be understood and admitted.

De-pauperize (d/pg'ptr.ii/ , v *
[f. DE- II. i

+ pauperize.] trans. To raise or free from pauper-
ism ;

til PlHPAUPEIUZE.
1863 W. U. JERROI.D Signals t/ Ditlrta 303 The boy* in

this union will never be depauperized ; they have to mix
with the men, most of whom are gaol-birds. 1883 igM Cent.

May 909 The neglected children, .must tie depauperised
before they can be received into good and respectable
tl':ll.|- ,.

I Depe,- Olis. [OE. (Anglian) <iV/a-OFris.
tUfa, OS. dipian (MDu. d&ptn. Da. deepen, LG.
diipen, whence Sc. dtipa, Da. diibe), OHG. toufen,

touffan (\-toufjan, MHO. tint/en, loufen, Gcr.

taufen\ Goth, daupjan, 'to
baptize';

in MHC.,
MDu. (and Goth.ti/t/attfy'an) with the wider sense
' to immerse, to dip

'

; OTeut. *daitpjan causal of

*deupan, daup, dupan- to be deep, *dcupoi, Goth.

diups, deep. But in ME. this verb ran together
with the cognate depe, I)EP, OE. dlepan, dypan,
to make deep, to submerge.]
1. To immerse as a religious rite, to baptize.
rote Rttshtu. Gosp. Matt. Hi. n Ic eowic depu vet dyppc

wxtlre. I!*!.!, i} piette he ware depid. //'/</. 14 Ic sceal
fram be beon vr/wesa deped rr/fullwihted. c 1313 SHORK-
MAU 11 Olepi me mot hym depe inc the water. 1340 Ayenb.
107 Vor depe and cristni is at on.

2. To immeise, submerge, plunge deeply, dip.
See also DEW v. 4.

' 950 Lintiisf. Gosp. Matt. xxvi. 23 Se 8e depe3 mec mifi
bond in disc. 1340 Ayi-nb. 83 Kfterward he depb ine blod.

1395 IVnvKY Rcnunstr. (1851) 69 Otherc bisshopis that ben
not so depid in errour. 1565 T. STAM.KTON Fortr. Faith 34
Protestants are now a days so deped in darcknes. [a 1608
SIR F. VERE Comment.

(1653) 3* ^e measure and time . .

which they were to observe in the deeping of their oares. ]

Dope, obs. form of PEEP a. and v.

t Depea'Ch, sfr. 06s. Also 6 doposeho,
depech, peaohe, 6-7 -peche. [a. K. dlpfchc, in

OF. despeche, -csche (1495 in Godef.), f. c&pfcfitr :

sec
next.J Dispatch : a. of messengers, messages ;

b. of business, c. A message or messengers sent off.

u. ijjS GARDINER in Pocock Kec. Ref. I. I. 116 We
dirTerred the depech of this post. 1547 Privy Council Acts
(1890) II. 83 At their late dcpeache over the sees. 1577-87
HOLINSHED Chrtin. III.oiS/i Hauing his depeach, he tooke
his leauo of the king at Richmond about noone. 16*4 Brief
Inform. Affairs Palatinate 34 The depeach and the instruc-

tion of the said Emliassade.
b. 1968 NORTH Gueuara's DiallPr. IV. 158 b, Shee onely

did continue al the prouisions & depeches of the affaires

of the weale publike. a 1563 CAVENDISH Wohey (1893)
190 Resort to liyme for the depeche of the noblemens and
others patents.
O. 1551 in Strype Eccl. Mem. II. n. xi. 337 We send this

Depeche, not by thorow Post from hence. 1568 DK. SUFFOLK
in H. Campbell Love Lett. Mart

(J.
Scots App. (1824) 28

Till . .they heard from the Quene tneir mistress by their next

d'-pci he.

t Depea'cll, "'. Oh. Forms : 5 depesshe, 6

-peohe, -peeoh, -peache, 6-7 -posohe, -peach ;

also DESPECHE q.v. [a. F. dfpfcher, in OF. tie-,

des-, pecchicr, -pechier, -peeschier, -pcschitr, etc.

(1325 in Godef.), repr. a late L. type dis-(ot de-ex-')

pcdicare, with the same radical as IHPBACH, F.

emptcher, L. impedicare.
The OF. forms of dt'pfcher are entirely parallel to those of

entpfcker, OF. empeechier, which goes back through the re-

corded
early OF. empedecer, Pr. empedegar, to L. impedi-

ctlre to catch, entangle (f. pedica fetter, snare for the feet*,

used in late I,, and Romanic for L. impedlre (Du Cange).
Parallel to this is *(dt-*ejrfiedicare, for L. expedlre, to free

the feet, disengage, send away, dispatch. But though DIS-
PATCH (q.v.) is synonymous, it is not etymological!)* con-
nected with ttepfchfr, depeach.
(In i6-i;thc. the form (fV/tv/r, -peach, visa mostly English,

depesche (r\mzfteschew Scotch, t]

trans. To send away, get rid of, dispose of,

finish off expeditiously ; to dispatch.
1474 CAXTON Chesse (1860) A ij, I dyde doo tette in en-

prynte a certeyn nombre of theym, wbichc anone were

depesshed and soldo. 1513 St. Papers Hen. I'[II, IV. u,
1 . .haue this daye by noone depeched hym with other letters.

15*7 in Strype Eccl. Mem. I. App. xiv. 32 She said that our
demand was reasonable and that we shold reason unto the

Chancellor therfore who shold depeache it out off hand.

1540-1 ELYOT Image (rov. (1549) 160 He depeached those

deponentes for that time. 1556 LAUDER Tractate 990 All

sic ae suld frome "jow depesche. 1566 I'AISTHR /W. Pleas.

l. 36 The Senators depeached ambassadours to the King
commaunding them to say nothing of Simocharis. a 1651
CALDEKWOOD Hist. AVr*(iS4:i-6> III. 706 That the French
Ambassador . . may be dcpesched. 1655 DIGGFS Comfit.
Ambass.

jot
This I do depeach, without knowledge of the

Queens Majestie.
b. rtjl.

To rid or disembarrass oneself of (any

one). Also, to make haste, to use dispatch.

1485 CAXTON Chas. Gt. 53 Depesshe the, or by the god on

whome I byleue, I shalle smyte the there asthou lyest. 1513
DOUOLAS jKneis I. v. 28 Comment. Wks. 1874 II. 289 For
hit sone Glaucus followit Paris he depecliit him ofliim.

Hence fDepea-ching vtl. sh.

1540-1 Ki.vnT /mat: <"'' (ii<-j) 5'' Where one man hath
the depeachyng of many matters. 1551 H< LOF.T, Depeach-
>'"g. nbsolutio.

[Dopoctiblo, inispr. for I )KFKHTim.E, in Johnson,
copied by subseq. Diets: sec List ofSpurious ll'Js.]

t Depe-culate, v. obs.
[f. ppi. stem of L.

(It'ptculiiri to despoil, pillage, plunder, f. DE- I I

f ptfularl to embezzle, peculate.^]
trans. To

plunder by peculation : said of public officials.

a 1641 HP. MOUKTAGU Acts ff Mfln. (1642) 319 He.. left

Syria in his short Lieutenancy miserably exhausted and
depeculated. 1648 C. WAI.KKR flit!. Intitt'CHd. I. 155 The
Pnctor of Sardinia being sentenced for depeculating and
Robbing that Province.

t Depecula-tion. Obs. [n. of action f. prec. :

see -ATION.] Plunder by peculation (esp. by an

official).
1617 COCKERAM, Pfpeculatwn, robbing of the common*

wealth. 1651 HOHHKS l.er'iath. n. xxvii. 160 Robbery and
Depeculation of the Publique treasure, or Revenues. 1656
in ItLoL'NT Glossogr.

Depe-ditate, v. noncc-wd. [f. L. pes, ptdis
foot, after decapitate] trans. To deprive of one's

feet (or the use of them).
1808 Satirist in Xfir. I'iM. Jrnls. (1809) XII. 338 Almost

depeditated by the amicable contest with Thrale, in which
we overleaped a Roman sellula.

So Depedita-tion. [after decapitation] Ampu-
tation of a foot.
a 1773 JOHNSON in Tour Hebrides 30 Aug., Dr. Johnson. .

said, 'George will rejoice at the depeditation of Foote'; and
when I challenged that word, laughed, and owned he had
made it.

t Depei-nct, depinct, v. [Intermediate forms
between DEPAINT, depeint, and DEPICT: cf. OK.
depeinct, var. dtpeint, and It. depinlo."\

- DEPICT.
1579 SPENSER .Y*,//r. Cal. Apr. 69 The Redde rose medled

with the White yfere, In either cheeke depeincten liuely
chere. 1590 /'. (J. in. xi. 7 The winged boy in colours
cleare Depeincted was. 1690 LKVBOL-RN Cttrs. Math. 356
Upon the Celestial Globe is depincted the several Constella-
tions of the fixed Stars.

Depeint, obs. form of DEPAINT v.

Dopeinten, pseudo-arch, f. depaintcd, pa. pple.
of DEPAINT.

t Depe-1, depell, v. Obs. [ad. L. depcll-lrt
to drive out, cast down, f. DB- I. i, 2 + pellfre to

drive.] trans. To drive away, dispel, expel.
1533 COVERDALE Treat. Lord's Supper Wks. 1844 I. 449
Who ought to be admitted, and who to be depelled. 1568 !, .

TYLNEY Mower ofFriendship, Allevill suspicions depelled,
angers avoided. 1664 POWER Exp. Fhiles. it. 114 Water by
its weight onely, and no innate Elatery, did depel the
Succimitient Quicksilver in the Tube. 1768 TriftcrKo. 24.

324 The application . . will infallibly depell all his ills.

Hence Depe Uing rbl. sb. ; also Depe'ller, one
who or that which drives away ; a

dispeller.
597 MIDOLETOM Wisd. Solomon Par. vu Hija, The

very thought of her is mischiefes barre, Depeller of misdeeds.

1657 TOMLINSON RCHOH'S Disp. 51 To the depelling of our
distempers.

tDepeTlcil, v. Obs. Also 7 depensil. [f.

DE- + PENCIL v. : cf. depict, describe] trans. To
inscribe with a pencil or brush ; alsoyfj'. to depict.
1631 WEEVER Anc. Fun. Mon. 137 Vpon the forefront or

some other places within these Abbeyes. this sentence U
most commonly dcpensild, grauen, or painted. 1658 J.
COLES Cleopatra, ^th Pt. 39 If mine [my astonishment] was
easie to be observed in my countenance, Adallas's was no
lesse depencilled out in his. 1708 E. HATTON New View
/.on,i. II. 496/1 But the Decalogue, etc. are not there de-

pencil'd. i*r66 ENTICK London IV. 287 The names . . are

depencilled in gold letters.

Depend (drpe-nd), c.' [a. OF. defend-re (nth
c, in HatzO, f. DK- I. I +pendre to hang, after L.

defendere,
f. P;:- I. I + ptndere (intr.) to hang.

i,The F. pendre in form represents L. pendfre
trans., to hang, suspend.)]
1. intr. To hang down, be suspended. (Now

chiefly in literary use.)

(-1510 BARCLAY Mirr. Gd. Manners (1570) Aij, An olde
man. .with bearde like bristles depending on his chin. 1579
SPENSER Sheph. Cal. Jan. 42 As on your Doughes the ysiclos

depend. 1695 HLACKMORE Pr. Arth. ix. 373 Whence a deep
Fring depends of Silk and Gold. 1711 Pop Temp. Fame
144 And ever-living lamps depend in rows. 1751 HOGARTH
Anal. Beauty xi. go The drapery, .that depends from his

shoulders. 1764 COWPER 7Vij.fr n. 450 With handkerchief
in hand depending low. 1880 JCFFEKIES Gt. Estate 146 The
branches of the damsons depended so low.

b. trans. To hang down. rare.

'793 SOCTHEY Lett. (1856) I. 15 The mountain-ash .. De-
pends its branches to the stream below.

2. intr. fig. To hang upon or from, as a result

or consequence is contingently attached to its

condition or cause ; to be contingent on or con-
ditioned by. Const, on, upon formerly of, rarely

from, to, in \ Also absol. (elliptically) in colloquial
use in that depends, i.e. on circumstances, or on
some circumstance not expressed.
1413 I.VDG. Pilgr. Stmle v. xiv. (1483) 108 The werk that

he werketh dependeth of fortune and not of hym 1509
H AWES Past. Pleas, xvi. xiv, The vii. Scyences. .tche upon
other do full well depende. 1516 Filgr. I'erf. (W. de W.
1531) 164 b. For in the loue of God & of our neyghbour. .

dependeth all y* lawe & prophecyes. 1547-64 HACLDWIN

DEPEND.
"' ' i". ii. If rulers U negligent, & looke
HOC to small things wheieunto grealci iftjj
I. il \ . --. M " ir / :.*>, '. i f M .* 153 Hee waited MM
receive her commands, whereon
and departure. 01645 FtAtiv in Fuller"! AM Ke.li::,
Rein.tUs I. 482 Howsoever the spirituall power be more
excellent and noble than the temporall, yet they both an
from Cod, and neither dependelh of the other. 1730 A.

Oo*Oatf<tf*flAmfUai.t From a right undrrManding
of this, depends the Knowledge of many Places in both
sacred and profane Writers. 1714 SHERLOCK l>isc. 1750) I.
iv. 141 This it a Matter depending on the Evidence c/
History. 1763 C JOHXSTOM Krtvriel. 236 Forming a reio-
lution on his steadiness, in which depends the eruts of his
f.ilc. 1847 FITZGKIAUI Lett. (18891 ' l8 '. I ">' then
go to Naseby for three days: but this depends. 1848
MACAUI.AY Hist. xr. II. 253 Whether the bond should be
enforced or not would depend on his subsequent conduct.
1869 J. MAKTIMKAU Ess. II. 46 The psychological lam on
which moral phenomena depend. iN6 J. R. RE Pleas.
Bk.-Worm L 33 The value of a book be it intrinsic or
adventitious, .does not depend on its size.

t b. Formerly sometimes meaning little more
than : To hang together with, to be connected

with, to pertain or be pertinent to. Obs.

1515 I .n. HERNERS Froiss. 1 1. ccii. (cxcviii.) 623 That, .ye
may write it in your Croniclc, with many other hysloms
that depende to the same mater. 1581 SIONKY/I/O/. Poetri*
(Arb.) 21 The . . beautie depended most of Poetrie. ifol
HOLLAND Pliny II. 2^3 And therefore this my present dis-

course. .howsoeuer it is in nature different, yet it dependeth
of the other.

to. To follow or flow from, result from. Obs.

1655 CULPEPFKR Khtrius x. vi. 205 A Dysentery . . with
pain and torment depending upon the ulceratioo of the
Intestines.

3. With on, upon (t of, etc. : see 3) : To be con-
nected with in a relation of subordination ; to belong
to as something subordinate

; to be a dependant of.

c 1500 Melusine 333 Partenay, Merment. Vouant & al

Iheire
appurtenaunces . . with the Castcl Kglon with al that

therof dependeth. 1576 BANISTER Hist. Man \. 10 Those
I Vertebres) that are appertinent, or depend upon Os Sacrum.
1639 GF.NTILW Servita's Inquit. (1676) 840 The Office of the

Inquisition within these Dominions, doth not depend from
the Court of Rome. <xi66i FULLF.R Worthies (1840) II. 419
Hereupon a story depends. 1710 WHITWORTH Ace . ofRussia
(1758) 48 They have no more freehold left, and their peasants
or

subjects,
now immediately dejiend upon the Czar's officers.

1818 CRUISE Digest (ed. 2) V. 1 1 An estate tail, and all the
remainders over, and the reversion depending on it.

t b. absol. To be dependent ; to have or take a

position of dependence. Obs. rare.

1673 Ess. Educ. Geiiflenrom. 26 Maids that cannot subsist
without depending, as Servants, may chuse their places.
4. To rest entirely on, upon (f of) for mainten-

ance, support, supply, or what is needed ; to have
to rely upon ; to be a burden upon, to be sustained

by ;
to be dependent on.

1548 HALL Chron. 151 b, The whole waight and burden of
the realme, rested and depended upon him. 163* J. HAY-
WARD tr. Biondfs Eromena 151 The house not being any
whit fortified, but depending altogether on the fortune of
the walls below. 1691 T. H[ALE) Ace. fk'eta Invent, ill The
effect of depending upon forraign Countries for Hemps.
1802 MAR. EDGF.WORTH Moral T. (1816) I. 202 A father and
mother . . who depended on me for their support. 183* Hi
MARTINEAU Life in Wilds viii. 103 Well directed labour is

all we have had to depend on. 1865 TROLLOPE Helton Est.
xxii. 957 Clara must, .depend entirely on the generosity of
some one till she was married.

6. To rely in mind, count, or reckon confidently
on, upon (\of, etc.). (Now chiefly in colloq. phr.
depend upon it, used parenthetically.)
1500-10 bi'NBAR Pivmt Ixxxi. 107 And on the

prince de-

pend with heuincly fcir. 1563 Homilies U. Faitls IL (1859)
40 Depending lor hanging' only of the help and trust that

they had in God. 1638 SIR T. HERBERT Tratt. led. >) 27;
The superstitious, who depended upon some supernatural!
helps. 1693 Mem. Ct. Teckely IV. 60 If so be they had
been defeated, one might have de|iended upon seeing the
Affairs of the Ollaman Empire restored. 1738 SWIFT Pol.
Convertat. 53 Faith Miss, depend upon it, I'll give you as
good as you bring. 1745 ELIZA HEYWOOD Fern. Sped. (1748)
319 It may be depended on that, .we shall advertise. 1748
F. SMITH Voy. Disc. ff.-W. Fats. I. 30 If they can eat Seal,
there is such a Plenty of them . . that they may depend upon
Food be their Voyage ever so long. 1855 MACAULAY Ifist.

Eng. III. 496 He could no longer depend on the protection
of his master. 1885 G. ALLEN Babylon v, Depend upon it,

Churchill, over-education's a great error.

b. ellipt. with following clause : To be sure or

confident ;

' to depend upon it
'

(sec 5). colloq.
1700 ASGILL^|^<-.' 95. I .. do as much depend that.

I shall not go hence by returning to the Dust. 1747 FRANKUM
Plain Truth Wks. 1887 H. 49 No man can with certainty
depend that another will siand by him. 1789 Triumphs of
Fortitude 1 1. 150 Depend, it will not be ill conducted by one
of such skill 1791 MRS. INCHBALD Simp. Story II. x. 187
From the constancy of his disposition, she depended much,
that sentiments like these were not totally eradicated. 1879
I. C MOKHOM GiHvn 128 We may depend that a swift

blight would have shrivelled his labours.

1 6. To wait in suspense or expectation on, upon.
(Cf. to bang upon any one's lips.) Obs.
c 1430 I.VDG. Bochas VIIL 1 1 1 554 1 178 a,The heartesof men,

depending in a traunce. 1500 ao DVMBAR Poems Ixxi. 38
Off gyd and gouimance we ar all solitair, Dependand ay
vpoun thy stait and grace. l6i Proe. I 'irfinta 41 in Capt.
Smith's ll'ks. lArb.) 385 Captain. Bartholomew Gomoli. .at

last prevailed with some Gentlemen., who depended a yeare
vpon his protects, but nothing; could be effected. 1697
DRVDEN I irf. &neid 4 >T.) The hearer on the speaker's
mouth depends. 1704 STEELX Lri'f Lover it. L 20 Have
not I, Madam, two lung Years, .depended on your Smiles?



DEPEND.

7. To be in suspense or undetermined, be waiting
for settlement (as an action at law, a bill in parlia-

ment, an appointment, etc.). (Usually in pres.

pple. pending : see also DEPENDING///, a. 5.)

1430 LYDG. Story of Thebes m. (R.), The fatall chance
Of life and death dcpendeth in balance. 1532-3 Act 24
Hen. VIII, c. 12 8 Euery matter, cause, and contention

nowe dependynge. .before any of the sayde archebishops.
c 1575 Leg* Bp. St. Androis 131 (Satir. Poems Reform.)
Becaus St. Androis then dependit, To heich promotione he

pretendit. iQjpSteirCfMwb. Cases (Camden) 123 The same
demurrer hath been on both sides often argued, and now
depends readie for the Judgement of y Court. 1765 T.
HUTCHINSON Hist. Mass. I. 185 Whilst these disputes, .were

depending, the. . Indians made attacks, a 1859 MACAULAY
Hist. F.ttg.V. 480 Bills of supply were still depending. 1883
Law Reports 1 1 Q. Bench Div. 559 The resolution was filed

in the court m which the bankruptcy was depending.

f 8. To be ready or preparing to come on
; to

impend, to be imminent. Obs.

1712 SWIFT City Shower 3 While rain depends, the pensive
cat gives o'er Her frolicks. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe i. xii. (1858)

184, 1 had not the least notion of any such thing depending,
or the least supposition of it being possible.

f 9. To have a leaning. (Cf. penchant.} Obs, rare.

1586 Let. Earle Leycester 15 It might then be suspected,
in respect of the disposition of such as depend that way.

*t" DepG'lld, ^.- rare. [ad. "L. dependfre to pay
down or away, spend, expend, f. DE- I. i, 2 +

pendere to weigh, pay. Cf. DISPEND.] trans. To
expend, spend.
1607 Barley-Breake (1877) 12 To whom Dame Nature lent

so rich a port, That all her glory on her was depended.

Dependable ;d/pe*ndab'l), a. Also -ible.

[f. DEPEND v. + -ABLE.] That may be depended
on ; trustworthy, reliable.

1735 POPE Let. to Gay xxi. Wks. (1717) VI. 1 86 That desire

was, to fix and preserve a few lasting, dependable friendships.

1840 HERSCHEL Ess. (1857) 92 Calculations, with more

dependable data. 1842 Murray's Handbk. N. Italy 91 Le
Quattro Nazioni, good and reasonable, and kept by very
dependable people. 1864 SIR F. PALGRAVE Norm. $ Eng.
IV. 642 Flambard was thoroughly dependable. 1880 Bovn
CARPENTER Permanent Elan. Relig. Introd. 30 We have

dependable material on which to base our study.

Hence Depe'ndafeleness ; Depe'ndably adv.
1860 PUSEY Min. Prof>h. 554 Alexander saw and impressed

upon his successors the dependibleness of the Jewish people.
1862 MRS. CARLYLE Lett. III. in The accounts I get of
Mr. C. from himself, and (still more dependably) from my
housemaid. 1874 Miss HULOCK My Mother <$ / xi, One
of his characteristics was exceeding punctuality and depend-
ableness.

Dependant, -dent (d*"pe-nd&it\ sb. [a. F.

dependant adj. and sb., properly pr. pple. of d-

pendre to DEPEND. From the iSth c. often (like
the adj.) spelt dependent, after L. (both forms being
entered by Johnson) ; but the spelling -ant still

predominates in the sb. : cf. defendant, assistant.

1755 JOHNSON Pref. to Diet., Some words, such as de-

pendant, dependent ; dependance, dependence^ vary their

final syllable, as one or another language is present to the

writer.]

j*!. Something suboidinately attached or belong-

ing to something else
;
a subordinate part, appur-

tenance, dependency. Obs.

1523 LD. BERNERS Froiss. I. clxxvii. (R.), The Frenchemen
. .demaunded. .to haue the sygnorie of Guysnes..and all

the landes of Froyten, and the dependantes of Guysnes vnto
the lymyttes of the water of Grauelyng. 1548 HALL Ckron.

98 With all incidentes, circumstaunces, dependentes, or
connexes. 1643 PRVNNE Treachery of Papists \. 32 (R.) The
parliament, .repealed this parliament of 21 R. II. with all

its circumstances and dependents. 1716 Loud. Gaz. No.
5425/9 The Lease for the . . Copper-Works . . with its Depend-
ants. 1721 BRADLEY Wks. Natjtreyi Monsieur de Reaumur
. . discover'd certain Parts which might reasonably be
esteem'd Dependants of Flowers. 1837 F. COOPER Recoil.

Europe I. 174 [Versailles] was a mere dependant of the
crown.

2. A person who depends on another for support,

position, etc. ; a retainer, attendant, subordinate,
servant.

1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. in. i. 134 The best ward of mine
honours is rewarding my dependants. 1632 LITHGOW Trav.
i. 38, I demanded our dependant, what was to pay? 1647
CLARENDON Hist. Reb. \. (1843) 5/1 Almost all of his own
numerous family and dependants. 1750 JOHNSON Rambler
No. 28 F 8 An error almost universal among those that con-
verse much with dependents. 1752 Ibid. No. 190 F 7
Convinced that a dependant coulcf not easily be made a
friend. 1786 BURKE W. Hastings Wks. 1842 II. 105 Her
female dependants, friends, and servants. 1830 D'ISRAELI
Chas. /, III. v. 76 Such a personage as Laud is doomed to
have dependents, and not friends. 1855 MACAULAY Hist.

Eng. IV. 55 Other people could provide for their dependants.
1858 FROUDE Hist. Eng. III. xiii. 118 The gentry were stir-

rounded by dependents. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 21 I. 309
A poor dependant of the family.

Dependence (d/pe-ndgns). Forms: 6-aunce,
6-9 -ance, 7- -ence. [a. F. dependance (isth c.

in Littre, in i4th c. despendence, Oresme), f. depen-
dant : see prec. and -ANCE. Like DEPENDENT a.,

subseq. assimilated to the L. type, the form in

ance being rare after 1800.]
1 1. The action of hanging down ; concr. some-

thing that hangs down. Obs. rare.

1697 DRYDEN Virg. Georg. iv. 806 Like a large Cluster of
black Grapes they show, And make a large dependance from
the Bough.
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2. The relation of having existence hanging
upon, or conditioned by, the existence of some-

thing else ; the fact of depending upon something
else.

1605 VFRSTEGAN/?W. Intell. n. (1628) 27 Words, .thatseeme
to haue dependance on the Latin. 1613 J. SALKEI.D Trent.

Angels 5 Without beginning or dependence of any other

cause. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. i. xi. 45 There was no
naturall dependance of the event upon the signe. 1677 PLOT

Oxfordsh. 196, I dare not suppose there was any dependence
between the medicin and disease. 1754 EDWARDS freed.

Will i. iv. 23 The Dependence and Connection between
Acts ofVolition or Choice, and their Causes. 1860 TYNDALL
Glac. i. xxvii. 199 The chain of dependence which runs

throughout creation. 1864 BOWEN Logic x. 348 That which
comes next it in the order of dependence.

f b. Connexion of successively dependent parts ;

logical sequence. Obs. for merged in prec.).
a 1535 MoRE '**** Cl1 <R -) H >'s woordes. .be so dark and

so intriked of purpose withoute any dependence or order.

1638 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (ed. 2) 236 The Father next,
and as they are in blood the other follow in a just depend-
ance; the rest promiscuously. 1681-6 J. SCOTT C/tr. Life
(1747) III. 252 The Discourse, .from Verse to Verse runs all

along in a close and continued Dependance.
f c. In wider sense : Relation, connexion (cf.

DEPEND 2 b). Obs.
a 1633 AUSTIN Medit. (1635) 226 As their [St. Philip and

St. Bartholomew] being of that Society of the Twelve
hindred them not from being of the great Societie the
Church ; so their other Dependances, as being of the Church,
or being of the seventy, or being married men . . hindred
them not from being of the Twelve.

3. The relation of anything subordinate to that

from which it holds, or derives support, etc.; the

condition of a dependant; subjection, subordina-

tion. (Opp. to independence^}
1614 RALEIGH Hist. World in. 72 Those two great Cities,

Athens and Sparta, upon which all the rest had most
dependance. 1660 R. COKE Power $ Subj. 147 How far the
Britanick Churches were from any dependence upon the
Church of Rome. 1699 BENTLEY Phal. 488 A dependance
upon the most Brutal of Tyrants. 1751 JOHNSON Rambler
No. roi P 4, I lived in all the luxury of affluence without

expence or dependence. 1765 BLACKSTONE Comm, Introd.

4. 101 Dependence being very little else, but an obligation to

conform to the will or law of that superior person or state,

upon which the inferior depends. 1874 GREKN Short Hist.
viii. 2. 469 To free the Crown from its dependence on the
Parliament. 1886 STEVENSON Kidnapped xviii. 172 The
other four were equally in the Duke's dependance.

f 4. concr. That which is subordinate to, con-

nected with, or belonging to, something else
; an

appurtenance, connexion, dependency. Obs.

1540 Act 32 Hen,. VIII^ c. 25 To committe the state of his

said mariage, with all the circumstances and dependaunce
thereof vnto the prelates. 1581 SAVILE Tacitus' Hist. in.

xiii. (1591) 122 As though eight Legions were to be the de-

pendance of one nauy. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 127 The
great riuer Indus . . issueth out of a part or dependance of
the hill Caucasus. 1794 Hist, in Ann. Reg. 54 Coblentz,
a dependence of the electorate of Mentz.

fb. A body of dependants or subordinates ; a

retinue. (Usually -ance.) Obs.
1606 FORD Honor Tri. 10 Deseruing to be beloucd ; of

whome ? Ofpopular opinion or unstable vulgar dependances?
1631 WEEVER Anc. Fun. Mon. 273 He feasted, .two kings,
two Queenes, with their dependances, 700. messe of meate
scarce seruing for the first dinner. 1638 RAWLEY tr. Bacon's

Life $ Death \ 1650) 19 A numerous Family, a great Retinue,
and Dependance. 1692 SOUTH Serm, (1697) I. 33 Encumbred
with Dependances, throng'd and surrounded with Peti-

tioners.

5. The condition of resting in faith or expectation

(upon something) ; reliance ; assured confidence

or trust.

1627 SANDERSON 12 Serm. (1632) 530 Faithful dependance

vppn the providence . . of God. 1754 Hist, Yng. Lady
Distinction II. 10 Thoroughly sensible what little de-

pendence I ought to make on my own strength. 1763 ELIZ.

CARTER Mem. etc. (1816) I. 295 1 he waters, I shall continue

drinking, without much dependance of getting better. 1801

GABRIELLI Myst. Hnsb. II. 205 There was no dependance
to be placed in the word of a woman who [etc.]. 1841 LANE
Arab. Nts. I. 68 It is the only branch of divination worthy
of dependance. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) V. 19 Living . .

in dependence on the will of God.

b. transf. That on which one relies or may rely;

object of reliance or trust ; resource. ? Obs.

1754 RICHARDSON Grandison IV. v. 44 Your honour, your
piety, are my just dependence. 1803 WELLINGTON in Owen
Desp. 784 The seamen from the East India fleet were the

only or principal dependence for manning the navy. 1827
J. F. COOPER Prairie II. iv. 59 Take the Lord for your de-

pendance.

fc. Reliableness, trustworthiness. Obs. rare.

1752 HUME Ess. fy Treat. (1777) I. 22 So little dependance
has this affair. 1790-1811 W. COMBE Devil on Two Sticks

(1817) VI. 44 The philosophy of poets .. is not of very
sterling dependence.
6. The condition of waiting for settlement ;

pending, suspense. (Now only in legal use.)
1605 Burgh Rcc. A berdeen 4 Dec. (Jam. SuppU, That anes

the actioune may be put under dependance befoir onie

parliament. 1679-1714 BURNKT Hist. Ref.* After a long
dependance it might end as the former had done. 1816
SHELLEY Let. in Dowden Life II. 8 Engagements con-
tracted during the dependence of the late negotiation. 1861
W. BELL Diet. Laio Scot.^ Depending Actiwt, an action is

held to be in dependence from the moment of the citation,
until the final decision of the House of Lords. 1874 Act
37-8 Viet. c. 94 68 Nothing herein contained shall affect

any action now in dependence.

DEPENDENT.

t b. A quarrel or affair of honour '

depending
'

or awaiting settlement. Obs.

1598 U. JONSON Ev. Man in Hutu. l. v, The bastinado !

a most proper, ami sufficient dependance, warranted by the

great Caranza. 1616 Devil an Ass iv. vii, H' is friend to

him, with whom I ha' the dependance. 1820 SCOTT Monast.

xxi, Let us pause for the space of one venue, until I give you
my opinion on this dependence. [Note. Dependence, a phrase
among the brethren of the sword for an existing quarrel.)

Dependency xd/pe'ndensi). Also 6 7 -encie ;

6 -anoye, 7 -ancie, 7-9 -anoy. [f. as prec. : see

-ASCT, -EJICY.]

1. The condition of being dependent ;
the relation

of a thing to that by which it is conditioned ; con-

tingent logical or causal connexion ;
=

prec. 2.

1597 HOOKER Eccl. Fol. v. (1632) 376 That dependencie
and order, whereby the lower sustaining alwayes the more
excellent [etc.]. 1603 SHAKS. Meas.for M. v. i. 62 Such a de-

pendancy of thing, on thing, As ere I heard in madnesse.

1647 SPKIGCE Angliti Rediv. iv. vii. (1854) 286 All threaded

upon one string of dependency. 1748 HARTLEY Observ. Man
i. iit. 336 The Dependency of Evidences makes the resulting

Probability weak. 1864 BOWEN Logic viii. 245 In this Un-

figured Syllogism . . the dependency of Extension and
Intension does not subsist.

2. The relation of a thing (or person) to that

by which it is supported state of subjection or

subordination ;
= prec. 3.

1594 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. i. x. (1611)26 Hauing no such depen-
dency upon any one. 1634W. TIRWHYT tr. Balzac's Lett. 251,
I have no servile dependancy upon their conceptions. 1724
SWIFT ffrafier's Lett. Wks. 1735 V. n. 64 Ready to shake
off the dependency of Ireland upon the crown of England.
1848 C. BRONTE J. Eyre xiv. (1873) 133 That you care

whether or not a dependent is comfortable in his dependency.
1856 FROUDE//W/. .( 1858) 1 1. x. 456 They found England
in dependency upon a foreign power ; they left it a free

nation.

fS. Reliance; =prec. 5. Obs. rare.

11600 HOOKER (J.), Their dependancies on him were
drowned in this conceit. 1627-77 FEI-THAM Resofoes i. Ix.

98 As if God . . would lead us to a dependency on Him.

4. Something dependent or subordinate ;
a sub-

ordinate part ; an appurtenance, a. gen.
1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xxi. (1632) 1004 Many de-

pendancies of Story had their euents in the Acts of this man.

1690 LOCKE Hum. Und. n. xii. 4 Modes I call such com-

plex ideas, which . . are considered as dependancies on, or

affections of substances. 1741 WARBUHTON Div. Legat.ll.
4 The Knowledge of human Nature and its Dependencies.
1852 S. R. MAITLAND Ess. Various Subj. 155 A thorough
sifting of this subject, and its dependencies.

t b. A body of dependants ;
a household estab-

lishment. Obs.

16156. SANDYS Trail. 61 This mans Serraglio. .answerable

to his small dependancie. 1670 G. H. Hist. Cardinals n.

I. 112 The Dependencies and Relations of the Popes and

Cardinals, do not suffer the poor Prelats to act according to

the Dictates ofEquity. 1701 SWIFT Contests ofNoblesXfCom.,
Men, who have acquired large possessions, and consequently
dependancies.

c. A dependent or subordinate place or territory;

esp. a country or province subject to the control of

another of which it does not form an integral part.

1684 Scanderbeg Reiiiv. iii. 49 The Kingdom of Poland
and great Dutchy of Lyffland, together with all their

Dependencies. 1684-90 T. BURKET Th. Earth (J.), This

earth, and its dependencies. 1848 MACAULAY Hut. Eng. I.

342 This is that Sheffield which now, with its dependencies,
contains a hundred and twenty thousand souls. 1864 R. A.

ARNOLD Cotton Fam. 464 There is a wide difference between
a dependency and a colony. The one is held in trust, the

other in absolute fee-simple.

d. An appurtenance (to a dwelling-house, etc.).
1822 W. IRVING Braceb. Hall ii. 12 To visit the stables,

dog-kennel and other dependencies.

f5. A quarrel 'depending' or awaiting settle-

ment ;
=

prec. 6 b. Obs.

a 1625 FLETCHER Elder Kro. v. i, The masters of depen-

dencies, That by compounding differences 'tween others,

Supply their own necessities. 1632 MASSINGER Maid of
Hon. i. i, Your masters of dependencies to take up A drunken
brawl.

t b. 'gen. An affair pending or awaiting settle-

ment. Obs. rare.

1809 W. TAYLOR in Robberds Mcin.\\.iv) In consequence
of disagreeable commercial dependencies, which I did not

succeed in liquidating.

Dependent (d;"pe-ndent), a. Also 5-6 -aunt,

6-9 -ant. [Originally dependant, a. F. dependant

(i4th c. in Hatzf.), pr. pple. of dtpendre to hang
down, depend : from the i6th c. often assimilated

to L. dependent-em, and now usually so spelt, the

form in -ant being almost obs. in the adj. , though
retained in the sb., q.v.]

1. Hanging down, pendent.
c 1420 Pallad on Husb. in. 1060 So thai be wombed we!,

dependannt, syde, That likely is for greet and mighty stoore.

1514 BARCLAY Cyt. q Uflondyshm. (Percy Soc.) p. Ixxii,

With glistering eyes & side dependaunt beard. 1591

GREENE Maidens Dreamt xxviii, Mourning locks depen-
dant. 1796 MORSE Amer. Geog. I. 378 A regular rock, from

the upper part of which are dependent many excrescences.

1880 C. & F. DARWIN M<n-em. PI. 128 [The leaves] partially

assume their nocturnal dependent position.

2. That depends on something else ; having its

existence contingent on, or conditioned by, the

existence of something else.

1594 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. I. viii. (1611) 20 On these two

generall heads . . all other specialties are dependent. 1623



DEFENDENTIAL.
COCKKHAM, !)e/ic'it/nii>, which liangeth vpon another thin;;.

1664 I'UWKH A.i/. f'/iitin. ii. nja Effects dependent on ihc

..ime. .Cau-.cs. 1707 NIIRRIS Treat, Humility iii. 77 A crea-

ture is a dependent being, that is it i> essential lu a creature

to depend upon ihc author of its being. 1830 M'CoMl Div.

Govl. I. i. ('874' " Animal life, again, is dependent on

vegetable life, and vegetable life is dependent on the noil

and atmosphere. 1875 JOWETT Plata (ed. 3) I. 265 All

things in nauirc are dependent on one another.

fb. Annexed, appertaining. Obs.

1574 ir. Littleton's 'tenures 62)1, The reversion that U de-

pendaunt unto the same franltelenement is severed from the

jointure.

3. That depends or has to rely an something else

for support, supply, or what is needed.

a 1643 W. CARTWRICIIT Commend. Verses in Fletcher's

H'ki., Whose wretched genius, and dependent fires Hut to

their benefactors' dole aspires. 1741 YOUNG A7. T*. ill. 448

Life makes the soul dependent on the dust. 1791 MRS.

KM.. I.IFFK Rom. forest , She found herself wholly depen-

dent upon strangers. 186$ TxoLLorE Helton Est. xxvn. 332

It washer destiny to lie dependent on charity. 1874 GREKN
Short Hist. ii. i 6. 93 The vast estates, .were granted out to

new men dependent on royal favour.

4. Attached in a, relation of subordination ; sub-

ordinate, subject ; opp.
to independent.

1616 BRENT tr. Sarffl Count. Trent (1676) 574 One

I'.ishop instituted by Christ, and the others not to have any

authority but dependant from him. 1614 FISHEK in F. While

AY//, Fisher Mediators subordinate vnto, and dependent
of Christ. l6<4 tr. Scttdery's Curia Polit. 93 Soveraignes

are not subordinate and dependant to them [the Lawes).

1716 Adv. Capt. K. Boyle 364 The Assembly meet here,

which is in the nature of a dependant Parliament. 18*9 I.

TAYLOR Enthns. vii. 178 The tcm|ier of mind which is proper

to a dependant and subordinate agent. 1863 BRIGHT -S/.

Amer. 26 Mar., They ceased to be dependent colonies of

England.
b. Math. Dependent variable: one whose varia-

tion depends on that of another variable (the intte-

pcndcnt variable}.
180 TODHUNTEH Diff. Cole. \, A dependent variable is a

quantity the value of which is determined as soon as that

of some independent variable is known.

t 5. Impending. Obs. rare.

1606 SHAKS. Tr. t, Cr. n. iii. 21 That me thinkes is the

curse dependant on those that warre for a placket.

t Depende-ntial, a. Obs. [f. med.L. depen-

dentia dependence +
-AL : cf. confidential] Relating

to, or of the nature of, dependence.
1646 S. BOLTOM A rraignm. Err. 14 God doth it to exercise

a dependcntiall faith upon God.

Dependent!? (dfpe-ndentli), adv. [f. DEPEN-

DENT a. + -LV j In a dependent manner ;
in a

way depending on something.
1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. nl.xxv. 178 These, .act but

dependantly on their formes. 1677 HALE Prim. Ong. Man.
i iii. 73 Whether there be an utter impossibility of any
material Being to be either independently or dependenlly
eternal. 1793 BKATTIE Moral Sc. 1. 1. 5 3 (K .) If we altir

..relatively, conditionally, or dependently on something

else, it is the subjunctive.
Also 6-7 Sc. -M. [f.

ese, s .

Depender (d/pc-ndsj).

DEPEND W.I + -ER '.]

1 1. A dependant. Chiefly Sc. Obs.

c IJ6J LINDESAY (Pitscottie) Clitoii. Scot. (17281 8 Through
the vain flattery of his dependers. 1577-95 Descr. Isles

Scotl. in Skene Celtic Sfolf. iii. App. 438 Ane dcpendar on

the Clan Donald, a 1639 SPOTTISWOOD Hist. Ch. Scot. iv.

(1677) 186 lleing all vassals and dependers of Huntley. 1714

SWIFT Poems, A Riddle, I'm but a meer Depender still:

An humble Hanger-on at best. 1716-31 TINDAL Rafin s

Hist. Eng. (1743) II. xvn. 78 He drew together a number

of Lords of his Dependers.
2. One who depends or relies on something, rare.

1611 SHAKS. Cymt. i. v. 58 To be depender on a thing

that leanes. 1617 HIERON U-'ts. II. 306 Art thou a con-

tinuall depender vpon teaching? 1837 Examiner 470/2

A set of puny dependers upon a British soldiery.

Dependible, var. of DEPENDABLE.

Depe-nding, vbl. so. rare. [f.
DEPEND .i +

-ING f In sense 2, jicrli.
a subst. use of the///, o.]

1. The action of the verb DEPEND ; dependence ;

in quot. t waiting, suspense (see DEPEND v. 1
6, 7).

1616 B. JONSON Epig r., To William Roe, Delay is bad,

doubt worse, depending worst.

2. Something depending on or belonj

something else ; an appurtenance ;
= DEPENDENCE

4, DEPENDENCY 4 a. Obs.

1436 Pol. Pxuis (Rolls) U. 181 Conclusion of this dep.

pendinge of kcpinge of the see. 1641 in Rushw. Hut. Coll

in. (1692) I. 665 The said Commissions or Writs, with all

iheir Dcpendings and Circumstances.

Depending (d/pe-ndirj), ///. a. (prep.} [f. DE-

PEND V. 1 + -ING
'''I

A. atij.
That depends : see the verb.

1. Haiurinir or inclining downwards ; pendent.
-,

&
.__ f**. . . . T~ ...,;,,. *lrt clnrw* l~)*MWt

,8.9 \VwwAonian H.'ursdtoo) 39 Locked in the twiligh

of Spending toughs. 1860 GOSSE Rom. Nat. Hist. 176 On

or two depending vines.

2. That depends on something else ; contingen

conditioned, etc. ; dependent.
,814 L. MURRAY Enf. Cram. (ed. 5) I. 44 A number o

depending circumstances distinctly and advantageously ar

"t'^J 'Subordinate, dependent, subject. Obs.

,705 STANHOPE Pampkr. 1. 37 [Persons] of a mean depem

ingCondition. 1735 BERKELEY Querist \ 419 Either king
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om or republic, depending or independent, free or en-

laved.

t 4. Relying, trusting. 1 Obs.

1746-7 1UJHEY Meiiit. (1818) 113 A lesson of heaven-

cpending faiih. i8i9K. It-ran Strm. II. 372 A praying,

'ailing, depending frame of mind.

6. Awaiting settlement, [muling.
1679 Hist. Jetter 34 To hear and determine the depending
ause. 1754 KRSKINE Print. Sc. Lem>(iBoc,) 35 Letters of

liliuence . . granted in a depending process.

S.prep. [Originally the pres. pple. agreeing with

he sb. in absolute construction, as in L. pcntiente

ite ; cf. during, notwithstanding.'] During the

continuance or dcjiendence of ; pending.

,503-4 Act 19 Hen. (-V/, c. 31 Pream., Knyghthode . .re-

-eyved eny tymc dependyng the seid accions or suelys, shall

ilate the wriltes. i6o KULBKCKK ist Pt. Parall. 61 Ihc

ihiintifc is put out of seruice depending the plea.

Depe-ndingly, adv. rare. [f.
DEPENDING a.

+ -LY *.] In a depending or dependent manner ;

with detxjndence on some person or thing.

1655 GURNALL Chr. in Ann. xi. I 5 (1669) 100/1 Walk dc-

icndingly on God. 1676-7 1 1 ALE Contemfl. it. On Lonl s

frare-r(K.\ I will use it thankfully, and nevertheless de-

tending!)'.

t Depe*nsion. O/'S. rare
-

. [nd. L. dcpen-

sion-cm t\\m\\Vxe,l. dfpende're to spend, expend.]
1656 BLOUNT Clossogr., Depetisim (deftnsio), a weighing,

Depeop'le vdVp;-p'l),. arch. [aA.Y.dfpeuple-r

(13(14 in Hatzf.), despeupler (1611 Cotgr.) ; after

people. See DE- I. 6, and cf. DISPEOPLE, DEPOPU-

LATE.] trans. To deprive of people, destroy the

people of, depopulate.
<ri6n CHAPMAN Iliad xix. 146 Achilles in first fight de-

peopling enemies. i6ij Oetjm. ix. 75, I
depeopled it,

Slew alf the men, and did their wives remit. 1848 LYTTON

Harold (1862) 297 The town, awed and depeopled, sub-

mitted to flame and to sword.

t DepeTdit, -ite, and sb. Now rare or Obs.

[ad. L. depcrdit-us, -urn, corrupt, abandoned, pa.

pple. oidtperdlre to destroy, ruin, lose, f. DE- I. 3

+perd!re to destroy, lose.]

A. adj. Lost, abandoned, involved in ruin or

perdition.
1641 J. JACKSON True Evang. T. in. 198 Such miscreants,

and deperdite wretches as they proved. 1641 Bk. Con-

science, 7 Some notable deperdite wretch.

B. sb. Something lost or perished.
iBoa I'ALEY Nat. Theol. v. 5 4 (1819) 58 No reason..

why,
if these deperdits ever existed, they have now disappeared.

Hence Depe-rditely adv.

1608 J. KINO Serm. 5 Nov. 17 The most . . deperditely

wicked of all others.

Deperdition (dfpajdijan). Now rare. [a.

F. d<!fe>diiitn (Pare l6th c.), n. of action from L.

diperdfrt: see prec.] Loss, waste, destruction l.y

wasting away.
1607 \. KING Serm. Nov. 31 Wherin was prodmon, per-

dition, deperdition, al congested and heaped vp in on. c 1645

HOWELL Lett. I. I. xxxi, The old [flesh] by continual de-

perdition, .evaporating still out of us. 1646 SIR 1. BKOWXK

Pseud Ep. 11. v. 86 It may be unjust to deny all efficacie of

uold, in the non-omission of weight, or deperdition of any

Sonderous particles. 1794 tr. Mercier
1

* fngmtnts
1 1. 63

At its horrid deperdition every citizen is alarmed. 1881 An-

nihilation 6 Alas I who will henceforth be afraid of sin, if it

only, .end in painless deperdition J

Deperition (d/peri-fon).
rare. [n. of action

f L diperire to perish, be lost utterly, f. DE- I. 3

+ perJre to iwrish.] Perishing, total wasting away.

1793 EARL OP BUCHAN Anon. Ess. (1812) 363 That all

nature was in a constant state of deperition and renovation.

1808 HENTHAM Sc. Reform 76 Deperition of necessary evi-

dence dcperilion of the matter of wealth, in the hands of

the adverse party . . deperition viz. with reference to the

party in the right by dissipation, by concealment.

t Depe-rpey!. v - obs- ta - OF- 'iefarf"lller>

desf-, to disperse.] =DISPARPLE, to scatter.

Psalter [xliv. 11) xliii. 13 In genge bou

ALIZE.] trans. To deprive of personality ; to make,

or regard as, no longer personal.

i8 i LOWELL Birlow P. Introd., He would have enabled

me to depersonalize myself into a vicarious egotism. 188}

W 'S LILLY Century oj Revol. 170 An artificial mechanism,

which destroys individuality and depersonalises man.

t Depe-rsonate, v. Obs. [f.
DE- II. i +

PEBSON + -ATE \ Cf. med.L. dfpersonare^disffr-

sondre.] trans. To deprive of the status of a person

or of personal rights.

ifrj K. DIXON TIM Tat. 336 A Bond-man, a Slave, .being

wholly decapitated and depersonated from the common con-

dition of a humane person.

Depe rsonize, v. [DE- II. + PEBSON + -IZE.]

- DEI'EBSOXALIZE.
1888 F H. STODDARD in Andover Rev. Oct , The one

aims to visualise the ideal, the other to depersonize the God

conception itself.

Deperte, obs. form of DEPAKT.

t DepeTtible, a. Obs. [f. as if from L. vb.

*J?pertire
= dispertire to divide, distribute + -BLK.

The prefix follows F. dfpartir, Eng. DEPART.]

Capable of being divided into
parts ; divisible.

1616 BACON Syhia 8 857 Some Bodies have a .. more

Depertible Nature than others; A we see it evident in

DEPHIjOGISTICATE.

.tiun; F .r a -null l.iiuniiiy of Saffion will I

more llien a vciy gieat (Jiianlily (if Bra-il or Wine.

Dopcscho, MU. c.l lin'hAUi, Ubs.

tDepe-ster, v. Obi. [a, OF.
defeslrer,

desfestrer (13-14'^ c. in Hatzf.), mod.
Jfftlrer,

in same tense, f. cU; d{s- (DlH-) -r -pestrer in eni-

pestrer : ec EJIPETKB, I'j^iTEB.] nfl. To di-
-

,

i-ntanglc or rid oneself (J.

1685 COTTUH ir. Mtmtaifne I. 449 One vie* .. to deeply
rooted in us, that I dare not determine whether any one
ever clearly dcpcstred himself from it or no.

Depeter (de-pftai). fiuililing. Also depreter.

[Derivation obscure.
It looks like a formation of \..de and petra stone; possibly

from a med. L. dlpetran to dreM with Hone. I n that ox
deprettr is an erroneous form.] (See quod.)
1851 Buns Glass.. Depreter or Vcpelcr, plaslerinf

done
to represent tooled stone. It is first pricked up and floated

the same as for set or stucco, and small stones are then

forced on dry from a board. 1876 Notes on Buildinf Conitr.

(Kivington) II. 409 Depetcr consists of a pricked up coat

jof plaster) with small stones pressed in while U b oft,o as

to produce a rough surface. 1886 SEI>IN UniUer'i Work
248 Depeter, is somewhat similar to rough casting, except
that small stones are pressed dry into the toft plaster by
means ofa board. Itid.Jlepretrrj* a term sometimes used

to denote plaster finished in imitation of tooled stone.

t Depe'X, v. Obs. rare
~

". [f. L. drpex-, ppl.

stem ol dfpeftfrt to comb down.J To comb down.

i63 COCKERAH, J>rpf.r, to kemb. [1644 Kidiculed in

Vindex Anfliens : tec quot. s. v. DEFUST. J

Dopheazance, dephezaunce, obs. ff. DE-

FEASANCE.
1558 in Vicary'i Anal. (1888) App. v. 183 Withoute eny

maner of vse, condicion or dephezaunce.

Dephilosophize : see DE- II. i.

tDephlegm (d/fle-mt, v. Old Chem. [ad.

mod.L. dcphUgnunc, F. deflegmcr (1698 in I latzf.) : -

see DEPHLEXIHATE.] - DEPHLEOMATE.
1660 BOYLE Nrtu. Ejcp. Pkys. Meek. xxiv. 191 We took

also some Spirit of Urine, carelesly enough deflegmed.
1668 Ess. It Tracts (1669) 48 We have sometimes token

of the better sort of Spirit of Sail, and having carefully de-

phlcgm'd itletc.]. 1683 Fkil. Trans. XIII. 298 Very strong

Vinegar, dephlegm'd by freezing.

Hence Depnle groed, daphlegm'd ///. a. ;
D-

phlc grnednesa.
1660 HOYLK New Exf. Pkys. Meek. xxx. (1682! 115 Well

dephlegm'd Spirit of Wine is much lighter than Water. 1669

Hist, firmness, AM. * Treats 291 The proportion ..

depends . . upon the strength of the former Liquor, and the

dephlegmedness of the latter. 1676 New Exper. I. In

/'*/'/. Trans. XI. 777 We gently poured on it some highly

dephlegm'd Spirit of Wine.

t DephlegmatO (.d/fle-gm^t), v. Old ( hem.

[f. ppl. stem of mcd. or mod.L. ttephlcgmart, I.

DE- I. 6 + plilegma, a. Gr. ^XtTf^a (^X^Tf/iar-)

clammy humour: see PHLEGM.] trans. To free

(a spirit or acid) from '

phlegm
'
or watery matter ;

to rectify.
1668 BOVLE Ess. <t Tracts (\66tfi6s We dephlegmated some

[spirits) by more frequent, and indeed tedious Rectifications.

1686 W. HARRIS Ir. Lemeiy's Chym. (ed. 21 186 You may use

either a little more, or a little less, according to the strength

of the spirit, or according as it is more or less dephlegmated.

7S7 A. COOPER Distiller i. xxiii. (1760) 95 Thu luuldhnl
cleanses and dephlcgmates the Spirit considerably. ij9
J. KEIR Diet. Ckem. 96/2 The contained matter must be de-

phlegmated.
b- fin- To rid of admixture, punfy, refine.

1796 IIURKE Let. Nokle Ld. Wks. VIII. s The principle

of evil himself, incorporeal, pure, unmixed, dephlegmated,
defecated evil.

Hence Dephle'gmated///. a., Dephle'gmatlng
vfil. sb. and ///. a.

1641 FRENCH Distill. v.(i65i)ii5The pure dephlegmated

Spirit. 1711 tr. Pemefs Hist. Drugs I. 102 To know
whether it is truely deflegmaled, or Proof-Spmt. 1807

OriE Lect. Arti. (1848) 253 'ITie ancients . . produced those

concentrated, dephlegmaled, and highly rectified personifi-

cations of strength, activity, beauty.

tDephlegmation v di"flegmr''Jan . OldChcm.

[n. of action Irom prec. vb. ; in mod.F. diflegmation

(Trevoux 1733).] The process of dephlegmating
a spirit or acid.

1668 BOYLE Ess. I, Tracts (i66a\ 48 To separate the aqueous

parts by Dephlegmation. 1718 gi-iscv Compl. Vispens.^o
The same thing is constantly observ'd in the Dephlegmalion
of acid Spirit. 1758 ^.laboratory laid Open Introd. 46 t

lorts must be provided for the dephlcgmation.

DepUegmator (dfflegnv'tai\ [Agent-n. i

L. form f. mod.L. dephlegmare to DEPHLEOMATE.]
An apparatus for dephlegmation ; a form of con-

densing apparatus in a still.

1818 S. F. GRAY Operative Ckemist 767 This dephlegmalor

U formed of two broad sheets of tinned copper, soldered

together so as to leave only Ith of an inch between them.

1876 .S\ Kens. Mns. Catal. No. 4376.

tDephlogistic d/n^ai-stik), a. Old Chem.

[f. DK- I. 6 + PnLooisT-om--ic: cf. PHLOGISTIC.]

DlPBLOOISTICATEn.
,787 DARWIN in Pkil. Trans. LXXVIII. 52 CombinUon

of dephlogistic and inflammable gaset.

Dplilogi-8ticat,f. [f.
DE- II. i + PHLOOIS-

TICATE.]
1 1. trans. Old Ckem. To deprive of phlogiston

(the supposed principle of inflammability in

bodies\



DEPHOSPHORIZE.

^779 Fhtt* Trans* LXIX. 441 The power . . of deplilogisti-

cating common air. 1782 KIRWAN ibid. LXXII. 212 The
nitrous acid., is well known to dephlogisticate metals as

perfectly as possible. 1788 CAVENDISH ibid. LXXVIII. 270
We suppose that the air . . was intirely dephlogisticated.

2. To relieve of inflammation. (Cf. ANTIPHLO-

GISTIC 2.)

1842 Fraser's Mag. XXVI. 452 The^sheriflTs
. . were fun-

Hence Dephlogi'sticated ///. a. (esp. in

gisticated air, the name given to oxygen by Priest-

ley, who, on its first discovery, supposed it to be

ordinary air deprived of phlogiston); Dephlogis-
ticatinff , ///. a. ; Dephlogi'stica'ticra.
1775 PRIESTLEY in Phil. Trans. LXV. 387 This species may

not improperly be called, dephlogisticated air. This species
of air I first produced from mercurins calcinatus j>er

se.

1789 ibid. LXXIX. 146 The dephlogisticating principle.

1784 CAVENDISH ibid. LXXI V. 141 There is the utmost reason

to think, that dephlogisticated and phlogisticated air (as M.
Lavoisier and Scheele suppose) are quite distinct substances,
and not differing only in their degree of phlogistication ;

and that common air is a mixture of the two. 1791 HAMILTON
Berthollet's Dyeing 1. 1. 1. i. 7 Oxygenated (dephlogisticated)
muriatic acid. 1794 SULLIVAN View Nat. II. 86 From the

greater, or less dephlogistication of the ores, or the stones

in which it is contained. 1807 VANCOUVER Agric. Devon

(1813) 459 Vegetables . . again in turn, and during the day-

time, exhale and breathe forth that pure dephlogisticated

air, so essential to the support of animal existence.

Dephosphorize (d/Tp'sforaiz), v. [DE- II. i.]

trans. To deprive of or free from phosphorus.
1878 URE Diet. Arts IV. 451 Without attempting to de-

phosphorize the ore more completely. 1879 Daily Nevvs

31 Dec. 5/4 [This] so effectually dephosphorises the Cleve-

land ore as to allow it to be manufactured into steel.

Hence Depho-sphorized///. ., Dephosphoriz-
ing vbl. sb.

;
also Dephosphoriaa'tion, the process

of freeing from phosphorus.
1878 Rep. A nnitalMeetingofIron $ Steel fust.,The dephos-

phorization of iron. 1883 Athenxum 24 Feb. 253/1 The slag
obtained in the basic dephosphorizing process. 1885 Harper's
Mag. Apr. 819/1 The dephosphorization process, by which

phosphoric pig-iron can be converted into steel.

Dephysicalize : see DE- II. i.

fDepi'Ct, ppl. a. Obs. [ad. L. di'pict-us, pa.

pple. Qidepingere\ see next] Depicted.
c 1430 LYDG. Min. Poems 177, I fond a lyknesse depict

upon a wal. 14.. Circumcision in Tnndale's Vis. 94 And
letturs new deplete in every payn. 1598 STOW Snrv. xl.

(1603) 416 Embrodered, or otherwise depict upon them.

Depict (d/pi-kt), v. [f. L. depict-, ppl. stem of

L. depingZre to represent by painting, portray, de-

pict, f. DE- I. 3 + pingcre to paint : cf. DEPAINT
and prec.
(Godefroy has a single example of OF. depicter of 1426 ;

but the word is not recorded later, and cannot be supposed
to have influenced the formation of the Eng. vb.)]

1. trans. To draw, figure, or represent in colours ;

to paint ; also, in wider sense, to portray, delineate,

figure anyhow.
1631 WEEVER A tic. Fun. Mon. 136 This old Distich, some-

times depicted vpon the wall at the entrance into the said

Abbey. 1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 10 Which Bird I have
here simply depicted as you see [here is fig.]. 1639 FULLER

Holy War iv. xii. (1840) 199 The history of the Bible as

richly as curiously depicted in needle work, a 1667 JER.
TAYLOR (J.), [They] depicted upon their shields the most
terrible beasts they could imagine. 1794 SULLIVAN View
Nat. II, The solar progress is depicted by the Hindoos, by
a circle of intertwining serpents. 1867 LADY HERBERT
Cradle L. iv. 121 The accuracy with which the painter has,

perhaps unconsciously, depicted the room. 1871 YEATS
Growth Comm. 33 Victims of the slavedealer as depicted
on the earliest Egyptian monuments.

"b. transf. To image, figure, or represent as if

by painting or drawing. Alsoy?^.
1817 BP. R. WATSON Anecd. II. 401 (R.) Why the man has

. . an idea of figure depicted on the choro'ides or retina of

the eye. 1834 MRS. SOMERVILLE Connect. Phys. Sc. xviii.

(1849) 176 He . . saw . . a windmill, his own figure, and that

of a friend, depicted .. on the sea, 1839 G. BIRD Nat.
Philos. 396 The membrane, on which the images of objects
become depicted, a 1870 LONGFELLOW Birds ofPassage i

,

Discov. North Cape xxi, With doubt and strange surmise

Depicted in their look.

2. To represent or portray in words ; to describe

graphically.
a 1740 FELTON (J.), When the distractions of a tumult are

sensibly depicted . . while you read, you seem indeed to see

them. 1856 KANE Arcl. Expl. I. xiv. 159 No language can

depict the chaos at its base. 1873 SYMONDS Grk. Poets ix.

294 Sophocles aims at depicting the destinies, and Shakspere
the characters of men.
3. To represent, as a painting or picture does.

1871 MACDUFF Mem. Patmos_ iv. 45 Cartoons . . in bold

outline depicting the ever-varying and diversified features

in church life and character. 1872 YEATS Techn. flist. COMM,
45 Their oldest monuments depict women spinning.

Hence Depi'cted///. a., Depleting vbl. sb.

a 1762 in H. Walpole Vcrtufs Anecd. Paint. (1786) I. 93
A depicted table of Colonia. 1885 Atitnmwm 14 Mar.

532/1 His . . gay and luminous coloration, and sparkling de-

picting of Hght are not obtainable with ink.

Depi'Cter, -or. [f.
DEPICT v. + -ER

;
the form

in -OB is after Latin.] One who depicts, portrays,
or sets forth in words.

1837 LOCKHART Scoff, Depicter (F. Hall). 1865 Daily Tel.

10 Aug., The mournful depicters of Calcutta life. 1892 A.
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HAMLYN in Atalcmta Dec. 165/1 So brilliant a dcpictor of

animal life.

Depiction (d/pi'kjan). [ad. L. depiction-cm,

n. of action from depingtre : see DEPICT v. (Cf.

OF. depiction, 1426 in Godef., but not known

later.)] The action of depicting ; painted repre-

sentation, picture ; graphic description.
1688 R. HOLME Armoury HI. 176/2 The true shape and

depiction of a Bishop in his Pontificals. 1882 A. W. WARD
Dickens v. 130 Dickens' comic genius was never so much at

its ease . . as in the depiction of such groups ns this. 1884

E. FOSTER in Elocutionist Dec. 7/2 Mr. Denbigh had

hitherto restricted his art to depictions of the fleshly school.

Depictive (tttpi-ktiv), a. [f. L. depict- ppl.

stem (see DEPICT v.) + -IVE.] Having the function

or quality of depicting.
1821 New Monthly Mag. II. 392 The depictive art and

power with which it is written. 1892 WHITNEY Mnx MML'r
40 The signs lost their pictorial or depictive character.

Depi'ctment. rare. [f.
DEPICT v. + -MENT.]

Pictorial representation ; a painting, a picture.
1816 KEATINGE Trail. (1817) I. 136 Hung with gay depict-

ments, in glowing colouring . . of those who have suffered.

/IM. 1 1 . 76 Trajan's Pillar and various depictments give the

representation.

Depi'Cture, d. In 5 Se. -our. [f.
L. depict-

ppl. stem of depingfre ;see DEPICT v.) + -URE.]
= DEPICTION ; depicting ; painting.
1500-20 DUNBAR ToQucyiie ofScottis 14 Ma[i]stres ofnurtur

and of nsbilnes, Of fresch depictour princes[s] and patroun.

183* Fraser's Mag. X. 118 He is lost in amazement .. to see

genius employed upon the depicture of such a rasctiiUc

rattlement I 1882 JVMwvXXVl. 534 The depicture of the

. . revolution which Darwin has accomplished in the minds

of men.

Depicture (dfyi-ktifu), . [f. DE- prefix +
PICTUUE v. (in use from 141)1 c.); formed under

the influence of DEPICT pa.pple., and of L. depin-

glre, depictum.]
1. trans. To represent by a picture ; to portray

in colours, to paint ; also, more widely, to draw,

figure, or portray ;
= DEPICT v. i.

1593 Rites $ Man. Ch. Dnrh. (Surtees) 40 The starre ..

underneth depictured. 1631 WEEVER Anc. Fim. Man, 50
The glasse-windowes wherein the effigies of . . Saints was

depictured. 1781 GIBBON Dccl. $ F. III. li. 183 A paradise
or garden was depictured on the ground. 31847 MRS '

SHERWOOD Lady of Manor III. xviii. 9 A course of little

lectures . . on the subjects depictured upon the tiles.

b. To image or figure as in a painting ;
= DEPICT

v. I b.

1742 tr. AlgarottioH Newton 1

s Theory 1. 106 The Images
. . are depictured upon the Membrane of the Eye. 1849
Tail's Mag. XVI. 210 The .. tableau depictured itself in-

delibly upon the mind.

2. To set forth or portray in words ;
= DEPICT

V. 2.

1708 COLERIDGE Satyrane's Lett. iii. in Biog. Lit. (1882)

268 It tends to make their language more picturesque ; it de-

pictures images better. 1844 DISRAELI Coningsby in. v, You
have but described my feelings when you depictured your
own. 1868 BROWNING Rixf i) Bk. vni. 752 Oh ! language
fails, Shrinks from depicturing his punishment.
3. To represent, as a picture, figure, image, or

symbol does ;
= DEPICT v. 3.

1650 BriefDisc. Fat. Hist. Enrofe 30 The Iron Leggs and
the Clay Toes depictured the Roman Empire. 1834 LYTTON

Pompeii 133 Features which but one image in the world can

yet depicture and recall. 1852 J. WILSON in Klackw. Mag.
LXXII. 151 The Outward expresses, depictures the Inward.

4. Jig. To represent or picture to one's own mind

or imagination ; to imagine.
1775 ADAIR Ainer. /</. 209 They speedily dress a woman

with the apparel of either the god, or goddess . . as they

depicture them according to their own dispositions. 1800

MRS. HERVEY Monrlray Fain. II. 213 Chowles was
;
in his

eyes, a contemptible object ; and, as such, he depictured
him. 1876 Miss BRADDON J. Haggard's Dau. II. i. 5 Any
idea about the Greeks, whom they depictured to themselves

vaguely and variously.

Hence Depi'ctured///. a., Depi'otnring vbl. sb. ;

also Depicturement.
1850 MRS. BROWNING Seraphim, I have beheld the ruined

things Only in depicturings Of angels sent on earthward

mission. 1886 J. PAYNE tr. Boccaccio's Decani, in. vii. I. 321

Terrifying the mind of the foolish with clamours and de-

picturements.

Deprgmenta'tion. [f.
DE- II. i + PIGMENTA-

TION.] The condition of being deficient or wanting
in pigment (in the tissues).

1889 I. TAYLOR Origin ofAryans 42 Here depigmentation
or albinism is very prevalent.

Depilate (de-pik't), v. [f. L. depilat-, ppl.

stem of dcpilare to pull out the hair, f. DE- I. 2 +

pilus hair, pilnre to deprive of hair. Cf. F. df-

piler (Pare, i6th c.). (Pa. t. in Sc. depilat for

defiUotit.)]
1. To remove the hair from ;

to make bare of hair.

1560 ROLLAND Crt. Venus in. 29 The hair . . Fra hir Father
throw slicht scho depilat. 1657 TOMLINSON RCHOH'S Disp.
205 Which places they much desire to depilate and glabrify.

1853 HICKIE tr. Aristoph. (1872) II. 427, 1 am an old woman,
but depillated with the lamp.

f 2. To deprive of its skin, decorticate, peel. [So
in Lat.] 06s. rare.
1620 VENNER Via Recta v. 90 Made of Rice accurately de-

pilated and boyled in milke.

Hence De'pilated, De-pilating ///. atljs.

DEPLENISH.

1876 DviwsGSkin Diseases,The extraction ofthe diseased

hairs [in tinea sycosis}, for which purpose a pair of depilat-

ing forceps should be used.

Depilation '

.depil^'Jan). [ad. med. or mod.

L. dcpilation-em, n. of action from depilare to DE-

PILATE. So in F. ; in I3th c. depilacion (Hatzf.).]

1. The action of depriving or stripping of hair
;

the condition of being void of hair.

1547 BOORDE 5n^7/. //frt/Mcci. 69 b, Depilacion of a mannes
lieare. 1650 BL'LWER Anthropomct. iv. 67 (They] pluck off

all the haire of their Eye-brows, taking great pride . . in that

unnaturall depilation. 1861 WRIGHT Ess. Archxol. 1. vii.

131 The practice of depilalion prevailed generally among
the Anglo-Saxon ladies. 1877 COUES & ALLEN A'. Amcr.
Rod, 616 The depilation of the members is not always com-

plete ; younger specimens . . show . . hairy tail and feet.

\ 2. The action of spoiling or pillage. Obs.

1611 SPEED Hist. Ct. Brit. ix. x. (1632) 661 Orders for

brideling their excessive depilations [i. e. of the Pope and
his agents]. 1687 T. K. Veritas Evang. 37 The Depilations
of Promoters, and other Under Officers.

tDepilative ;de-pil'tiv), a. Obs. [f.
L. de-

pilat- ppl. stem (see DEPILATE v.) + -IVE. Cf.

mod.F. dtpilatif, -ive (1732 in Hatzf.).]
= DE-

PILATORY.

1562 TURNER Herl>al\\. 168 a, All herbes that are depilatiue
or burners of hare. 1567 MAPLETGV. forest 10 They say it

is vsed to Oyntments depilatiue.

Depilator (de-piWtai). [agent-n., on L. type,

f. L. dipilare to DEPILATE.]
1. One who deprives of hair

;
a shaver.

1836 E. HOWARD A'. Reefer Ivi, The hungry depilator
seized the razors.

2. An instrument for pulling out hairs.

1889 in Cent. Diet.

Depilatory (dipi-latari), a. and sb. [f.
L. type

depilatorius, f. depilat- : see DEPILATE v. and -ORY.

In F. dtpilatoire (Parc5 i6th c.).]

A. adj. Having the property of removing hair.

1601 HOLLAND Pliny II, Bats bloud hath a depilatorie

facultie to fetch off haire. 1766 PENNANT Zool. (1776) IV.

59 (Jod.) jElian says that they were depilatory, and. .would

take away the beard. 1835 KIRBY Hab. 4- Inst. Anim. II.

xxii. 424 It emits a milky saliva, which is depilatory.

B. sb. A depilatory agent or substance ;
a pre-

paration to remove (growing) hair.

1606 HOLLAND S-ueton. Annot. 12 A Depilatorie, to keepe
haire from growing. 1650 BULWER Anthropomet. 129 Who
because he would never have a Beard, used depilatories.

1830 LINDLEV Nat. Syst. Hat. 76 The juice of its leaves is

a powerful depilatory ; it destroys hair . . without pain.

t Depi'led, ppl. a. Obs. [Formed after L. de-

pilat-us, F. depili: see DEPILATE .] Depilated.
i6soBi-Lwr.R/lMro/OT/i'/. n. 48 [Shaving is] uncomely,

because allied unto depiled
baldnesse.

Depilous (de'pibs", a. [f.
assumed L. type

*depilos-us : cf. L. depilis without hair, and //7<wwi

hairy.] Deprived or void of hair.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. in. xiv, A quadruped cor-

ticated and depilous. Ibid. VI. x, How they [dogs] of some
Countries became depilous and wjthout any hair at all. 1822

T. TAYLOR Apuleius vn. 156 Striking me with a very thick

stick, he left me [the ass] entirely depilous.

Depinct v. Obs. : see DEFEINCT, DEPICT.

t Depinge (d/prndj
1

!, v. Obs. rare. [ad. L.

di-pingfre to DEPICT.] trans. To depict, portray,

represent by a picture or image.
1657 TOMLINSON Kenan's Disp. 263 That same that Garcias

depinges in other lineaments.

t Depi'nged, ppl. a. Obs. (app.) Stripped of

wings and legs.

1658 R. FRANCK North. Mem. (1821) 112 To bait for trout. .

I commend the canker . . or, if with a depinged locust, you
will not lose your labour ; nor will you starve your cause, if

to strip off the legs of a grasshopper. 307 Let the Angler
then have recourse to. .the depinged grasshopper.

Deplaxe, v. rare. [a. mod.F. cUplacer, in OF.

desp-\ = DISPLACE v.

1839 J. ROGERS A ntipopop. xii. 5 Purgatory deplaces hell.

Deplanate (drplans't), a. rare. [ad. L. de-

flanat-us levelled down, made plain.]

1883 Syd. Soc. Lex., Dtplanate, flattened, smoothened.

t Depla'ne, v. Sc. Obs. [f. DE- I. 3 + L.

plan-us plain : cf. de-dare] To make plain, show

plainly, declare (to).

1572 Satir. Poems Reform, xxx. 136 The day is neir ; as

I dar weill deplane ;ow.

t Deplant (d/'pla-nt), v. Obs. [a. F. dtplant-cr

(i6th c. in Littre) to transplant, L. deplantare to

take off a shoot, also to plant, f. DE- I. I, a + plan-
tare to plant, planta plant.] 'To transplant'

liailey 1721. (Thence in mod. Diets.)

Hence tDeplanta'tion. [So in mod.F. (Littre).]

1656 BLOI'NT Glossogr., Deplantation, a taking up Plants.

(Hence in BAILEY, JOHNSON, etc.).

Deplenish (d/ple-nijj, v. [f.
DE- II. I +

PLENISII (Sc.} to furnish a house, to stock a farm ;

cf. DISPLENISH, REPLENISH.]
1. trans. To deprive (a house) of furniture, or (a

farm) of stock ; to DISPLENISH.

1887 Pall Mall G. 9 Mar. i/i The tenants have sold their

stock, deplenished their farms.

2. gen. To empty of its contents : the opposite of

replenish.
1859 SALA Tiv. roiiMdCfoc&(i86i)i44 Theirown deplenished

pockets.



DEPLETANT

Depletaut d/|.l;Mant ,
. aiul ib. Mid. \\.

I h ri.i-.ru v. : see -ANT
'.]

A. <z</)'. Having the property of depleting (see
|)KI'],KTK v. j). B'. j*. A drug which has this pro-
perty.
1880 l.ilir. I'uhi. Knmvl. VIII. i i Tunici are often of more

service [in inflammation] than depletams.

Deplete (d/plrt), a. [ad. L. dfplet-us cinptin I

nut, exhausted, pa. pple. of depll-re : see next.]
Depleted, emptied out, exhausted.
1880 K. DOWLINU Sport of F. III. 305 The brain was

remarkably deplete of blood. 1885 L. OLIPHANT Let. in

Life (1801) II. xi. 277 Creating openings in the deplete
organism fur access of spirits.

Deplete WftdTt), v. [f. L. depict-, ppl. stem
of deplcre to bring down or undo the fullness of,

empty out, let blood, f. DE- I. 6 +
-flirt

to fill.]

1. trans. To reduce the fullness of; to deprive of
contents or supplies ; to empty out, exhaust.
1859 SAXE Poems, Progress 36 Deplete your pocket and

relieve your purse. 1880 Times 13 (Set. 5/5 The garrison is

somewhat depleted of troops at the present time. 1884
Ibid. 8 July 11 The demand for coin. .will.. help to deplete
the Bank's stock of gold.

2. Mai. To empty or relieve the system or
vessels when overcharged, as by blood-letting or

purgatives.
1807 [see DEPLETING below]. 1858 COPLAND Diet. Pract.

Med. I. 105/2 To deplete the vascular system. 1875 H. C.
WOOD Tltrrnp. 1 18791 465 Whenever, in inflammation, it is

desired to deplete through the bowels.

Hence Depleted///. a., Depleting vbl.sb. and

///. a.

1807 Med. frill. XVII. 501 Depleting and antiphlogistic
remedies were continued. 1870 Daily Neva 39 Nov.. To
fill her depleted magazines. 1885 M.inJi. Exam. 39 June
5/3 The overcrowded village might be even worse to live in
than the depleted town.

Deplethoric (d',ple-b8rik, -pltyvrik), a. [f.

DE- II. 3 + PLETHORIC.] Characterized by the
absence of plethora.
1837!'. DoUBLEOAYinfiAiofrui. Mag. XLI. 365 In order to

remedy this [plethoric state of plant*], gardeners and florists

are accustomed to produce the opposite, or '

deplethoric
state ', by artificial means. This they denominate '

giving
a check '. 1881 Pop. Sc. Monthly Nov. 39 Doubleday at-

tempted to demonstrate that . . the deplethoric state is

f.iv. >rahle to fertility.

Depletion ;d/plfJan), [ad. L. type *depletion-
<m (perh. used in med. or mod.L.), n. of action

from deplere, dcplet- to DEPLETE. Cf. mod.F. di-

plftion (term of medicine) in Littre. (The cl.L.

equivalent was defKtfira.y]
L The action of depleting, or condition of being

depleted ; emptying of contents or supplies ; ex-

haustion.

1656 BLOUNT Glossoffr., Dtpletioti, an emptying. 185* D.
G. Mm in i i. i'~itttc Summer 214 With coders in the last

stages of depletion. 1889 Spectator 14 Sept., The depletion
of London to the benefit of other English cities.

2. Med. The emptying or relieving of over-

charged vessels of the body ; reduction of plethora
or congestion by medicinal agency ; bleeding.

rt 1735 ARBUTHNOT ij.\ Depletion of the vessels gives room
to the fluid to expand itself. 1803 Med. ")rnl. X. 471 The
mode of treatment . . was depletion, followed by a mercurial
salivation. 1874 Van Buna's Dis. Genii. Org. 83 The
acute symptoms . . yield rapidly to local depletion and seda-
tives. 1890 Times i Sept. 7/3 Some blood letting was neces-

sary and natural ; but apparently it has gone on so long
that a period of depletion has set in.

Hence Deple'tionist, an advocate of depletion.
1883 Sat. Rev. 14 Apr. 464 Two general views on that

question [Scotch crofters] . . may be summarized by the two
words '

impletionist
' and '

depletionist '.

Depletive (d/p!rtiv), a. and .f*. Aled. [mod. f.

L. depict- ppl. stem of deplere to DEPLETE + -IVE.

Cf. mod.F. (Vpk'tif (medical term) in Littre.]
A. adj. Characterized by depletion. B. sb. A

drug having the property of producing depletion.
1835 WARDROP Weeding (L.), Depletive treatment is contra-

indicated . . She had been exhausted by depletives. 1885
W. ROBERTS Treat. Urin. Diseases in. i. (ecu 4) 410 Active

depletive measures are indicated.

Depletory (d/plrtari), a. Med. [f. as prec. +
-OKY.J Traducing depletion, depletive.
1849 CLARIDCE Cola Water Cure no Leeching and severe

depletory measures are decidedly wrong. 1875 H. C. WOOD
Tkcrap. (18791 535 In the one case depletory medicines are

indicated, in the other case tonics are no less essential.

t Deplica'tion. Obs. rare. [n. of action f.

ined.L. deplicare to unfold, f. DE- I. 6 + plicarc
to fold.] Unfolding, display.
1648 W. MOUNTAGUE Devout Ess. i. xv. 3 (R.) An un-

folding and deplication of the inside of this order. 1656
BLOUNT Glossogr., Deplication^ an unfolding.

Deplorability(d/plo:rabi'Htil. rare, [f.next:
see -ITY.] The quality of being deplorable ; an

instance of this, a deplorable matter.

1854 Tait's Mag. XXI. 167 It does not prevent occasional

uUcnrities and deplorabilities. 1856 Times 18 Jan. (L,),The

deptorability of war in general.

Deplorable (dfplLw-rab'l), a. [mod. f. L. de-

plc<rare to DEIT.OBE: see -BLE. Cf. F. deplorable

(t 1600 in Hatzf., not in Cotgr. 1611).]
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1. To be deploied or lamented
; lamentable, very

sad, grievous, miserable, wretched. Now chie/ly
used of events, conditions, circumst :

1

It u sometimes, in a more lax and jocular sense, used for

contcmptililc ; ilrsmcable : as, deplorable nonsense
; deplor-

able stupidity
'

( Johnson-.
i6u K. (UixsiusK {title), Malhieu's Heroyk Life and

I ii pliM.ible Death of The most Christian King Henry the
Fourth. 1631 MASSIX<;KK tteleeve as yoit list iv. ii, I i,.

sturic of Vour most deplorable fortune. 01687 COTTON
I'indar. Ode, Beauty (R.I, He . . does betray A deplorable
want of sense. 1710 SWIKT Toiler No. 330 r 3 The deplor-
able Ignorance that . . hath reigned among our English
Writers. 1759 KOBKK isuN Hut. Scot/. I. iv. 330 The people
beheld the deplorable situation of their sovereign with in-

sensibility. 1860 TvNUALL Glac. i. xxii. 160 If climbing
without guides were to become habitual, deplorable con-
sequences would, .ensue.

t b. Formerly said of persons or things of which
the state is lamentable or wretched. Obs.
164* J. M.Argt. forte. Militia 13 Our deplorable brethren

and neighbours. 1646 Sin T. BROWNE I'seud. Ep. vl. v. 391
A deplorable and comfortlesse Winter. 1681 BUNYAN Holy
War 113 Thou pretendesl a right to the deplorable town of
Mansoul.

t 2. Given up as hopeless; DEPLOHATE. rare.

1684 tr. lionet's Merc. Comfit, vul. 300 That not deplorable
persons, but such as have strength, be tapped.

B. as ib. pi. Deplorable ills.

1830 SCOTT Jrtil. II. 157 An old fellow, mauled with rheu-
matism and other deplorable*.

Deplo'rableness. [f. prec. + -NEBS.] The
state or condition of being deplorable ; misery,
wretchedness.

1648 HAMMOND Serin, x. Wks. 1684 IV. 536 The sadness
and deplorableness of this estate. 1679 J. (,o- " " -'

Pardoned ill. iv. (1713) 331 He.. hath Know
perience the deplorablencss of that condition.

. (JOODMAN Ptnit.

Deplorably, adv. [f. as prec. + -LY *.] In a

deplorable manner, or to a deplorable degree;
lamentably, miserably, wretchedly.
1653 H. MORE Antid.Atk. in. xiv. (1713) 130 If he be not

desperately wicked or deplorably miserable. 178* V. KNOX
Ess. i34(R.)EditionsofGreek and Latin classics, .deplorably
incorrect. 1878 LECKY Eng. in iSta C. II. viii. 453 The
defences had been so deplorably neglected.

t DeplO'rate, a. Obs. [ad. L. dfplordt-us bc-

wept, given up as hopeless, pa. pple. of deploraie
to DEPLORE.] Given up as hopeless; desperate.
1519 Supplic. to King 46 This deplorate & miserable sortc

of nlynde shepherdes. 1615 CROOKE Hody of Man 93 In
a deplorate or desperate dropsie. 1691 BAXTER JVVz/. < '//. xiiL

54 1 hose that, .are not deplorate in Diabolism. 1695 /'/*//.

Tram. XIX. 73 Many other Mysteries in Mathematicks,
which were before held as deplorate.

Deploration (UfAonP-bai). Now rare. In

5 -acyon, 6 -atiouu. [Ultimately ad. I., deplora-
lim-em, n. of action f. depldrare to DEPLORE

;
but

in Caxton and early Sc. perh. from French.]
1. The action of deploring ; lamentation.

1533 BELLENDEN Lhy i. 11621) 3 The deploratioun of sie

miseryts. 158* BKNTLEY Mon. Matrones ii. 151 The bitter

deploration of mine onences. 1627 Bp. HAM. Gt. Impostor
507 The meditation and deploration of our owne danger and
misery. 1831 Examiner 482/2 We cannot run over a tenth

part of the deplorations that occur.

t b. Formerly, a title for elegiac poems or other

compositions ; a lament. [So in French. ]

1537 LYNDESAY (title). The Deploratioun of the Deith of

Queue Magdalene.
f2. Deplorable condition, miser)'. Obs. rare.

1490 CAXTON Eneydos ii. 16 It shulde be an harde thynue
. . to putte in forgetynge her swete firste lyf and now her

deploracyon.

t DeploTative, < Obs. [f. Jfplordt-, ppl.
stem ofL. dcplorare to DEPI.OIIE + -IVE.] Charac-

terized by or expressing deploration.
1610 HUALEY St. Aug. Citie of God vni. xxvi. (1630) 315

Hermes himself in his deploratiue passage . . doth plainly
auerre that the Egyptian gods were all dead men.

Deplore (cUU6**jt), v. Also 6 St. deploir,

[Ultimately ad. L. dfplarare to wee]) bitterly, wail,

bewail, deplore, give np as lost, f. DE- I. 3 +plorare
to weep, bewail. Cf. F. dfplerer, in OF. desplorer,

tieplourer, depleurer. It. deplorare,\a deplore, bewail

(FlorioX The Kng. was possibly from F. or It.]

1, trans. To weep for, bewail, lament ; to grieve

over, regret deeply.
1567 Siitir. rocms Reform, vii. 75 Quhat dutiful! mynde

mycht dcwlie this deploir? 1591 SPENSER Kaiftes of Time
658 He. .left me here his losse for to

deplore. 1659 B. HARRIS
Partvafs Iron Age 77 He was killed by a Musket bullet.

He..was much deplored, by the whole Party. 18x4 GARY
Dante's In/. XI. 44 He. must aye deplore With unavailing

penitence his crime. 180 TKNNYSON Ode Dk. of Wellington
ii, Where shall we lay the man whom we deplore ?

t b. To tell with grief or lamentation. Obs.
1601 SHAKS. 7 :iv/. .V. in. i. 174 Ncuer more Will I my

Masters teares to you deplore.

t C. To shed like tears,
'

weep '. Obs. rare.

1601 CIIESTKK l-o-.v's Mart., Dial. Ixv, The Turpentine that
sweet iuyce doth deplore.

2. intr. To lament, mourn. Now rare or Obs.

l63 LITHGOW Trav. x. 485 My Muse left to mourne for

my Liberty, deplored thus: [verses follow). 1638 SIR T.
HERBERT '/Vor. led. 2' 45 Bid him fulfill the ceremon tall law
of deploring for ten dayes. 1776 MICKLE tr. Cainoens'
Lttsiad 262 Along the shore The Halcyons, mindful of their

fate deplore.

DEPLUMATED.
1 3. // \iin. To give up 01 hopeku, to despair oi

Obs. rare.

Sl--e DMLOKKDJ). l6og IlACOH A,h: '.earn. II. x. | 7
I he physicians . . do make a kind of Kruple and reliK
stay with the patient after Ihe disease is depleted. 1719Canon I'otmi, To Ld. llal(faj, ,9 A true IVxtick Slate
we had deplor'd.
Hence Dcplo-rlng vtl. st. and ppl. a. ; also

Deplo'ringly adv.
1591 SHAKS. T-.UO C.ent. \\\. ii. 85 To their Inuninienli

I une a deploring dump. . 1847 CRAII., DeflariiiL-lr. 1865
DICKIHI Hut. hr ill. xni, Mr. KledKcby sh,*,k his heail de-

plormgly. 1880 O. MEREDITH True. Com. xix. (1892) 356As little was he the vanished God whom hii working people
haded deploringly.

Deplored (d/plo-jd, -ri-d ),//>/. a.
[f. prec. +

-KII '
: rendering L. deplorat-us Dei'l.OKATE.]

1. Lamented, mourned for.

t2. Given up as hopeless; desperate; -D-
PLOBATE. Ots.

.'S59 K.smr.mifte.latr'iUxitu, Wodr.Soc.Muc.(il44\ri<>
The maist dep!6rit hcretykis quhilk eucr wet. l6ao VLNX.U
I'm Recta Introd. 12 Who with deplored distaio. .resort to
our Baths. tdssGeuNAlxCAr. m Arm. xiv. (1669)300/1 His
affairs were in such a desperate and deplored condition.

Hence Deplo redly adv., Dcplo redneu.
1656 Art,/. Handtorn. 72 To be deplorcdly old, and

affectedly young, is not only a great lolly, but a grouc
deformity. 1608 11 Bp. HALL Medit., J^X'e o/ Ckrtit | 3
The deplorcdncss of our condition did but heighten that

holy flame. 1675 BROOKS CoU. Key Wk. 1867 V. 301.

t DeplOTement. Obs. rare. [f. DEPLOBK v.

+ -MENT.] The act of deploring ; lamentation.

iJ93 NASHE Chrisfi T. (1613) 9 O that I did weepe in

vainc, that your defilements & pollutions gaue mee no true
cause of deplorement. l*j COCXERAM, Deploremcnt, weep.
IBLIamciiting.

Deplorer (drpl6-roa). [f. as prec. + -EH
'.]

One who deplores.
1687 BOYLE Martyrd. Theodora xi. (1703) 167 All the

other spectators of her sufferings, were deplorcrs of them too.

Deploy, sb. Mil.
[f. DEPLOV v. Cf. OF.

desptoi, -puy, DISPLAY.] The action or evolution
of deploying.
1796 Instr. 4. Keg. Cavalry (1813) 126 From this situation

i of the flank march, it is that every regiment is required to

begin the deploy, when forming in line with others. 1870
i

tr. ErckmaHH-Chatrian's Waterloo 245 When they began
to talk of the distance of the deploys.

Deploy (d/ploi-), v. [a. F. employer, in OF.
desployer, orig. despleier : L. displicarc (in late and

med.L.) to unfold. In its AFr. form regularly
adopted in ME. as desplay, DINPLAY. Caxton used
the forms deploye, dysploye after Parisian Fr., but
the actual adoption of deploy in a specific sense

! took place in the end of the iSth c.]
f 1. (in Caxton} trans. To unfold, display. Obs.
c 1477 CAXTON Jason 112 Anon they deployed their saylle.

1490 Eneydos xxvN. 96 To sprede and dysploye the sayles.
2. Mil. a. trans. To spread out v troops) so as

to form a more extended line of small
depth.

1786 1'roeress ofWar\n Europ. Mag. IX. 184 His columns
. . are with ease and order soon deploy'd. 1818 TODD, /'-

C,
a military word of modern times, hardly wanted in our

uage ; for it is, literally, to display. A column of troops
is deployed, when the divisions spread wide, or open out.

1863 Life in theSonlh II. i. n Other companies were de-

ployed along the stream.

fig. c 1819 LANDOR Wks. (1868) 1 1. 206/3 But now deploy
your throats, and cry, rascals, cry

' Vive la Keine '. 186$
M. ARNOLD Ess. Crit. ii. (1875) 97 An English poet deploying
all the forces of his genius.

b. intr. Of a body of troops : To open out so
as to form a more extended front or line. Alsuyfr.
1796 Instr. <t Keg. Cirt'alry (1813) 117 Before the close

column^deploy*, its head division must be on the line into
which it is to extend. 1799 WELLINGTON in Gurw. Desp.
I. 32 The right wing, having deployed into

line, began to
advance. 1870 DISRAEU Lothair IviiL 109 The main columns
of the infantry began to

deploy from the heights.
fie. 1848 DICKENS Domley v, Mrs. Chick was constantly

deploying into the centre aisle to send out messages by the

pew-opener. 1873 <Ji IKIE Gt. Ue Age xix. 249 None of these

[glaciers] ever got out from the mountain valleys to deploy
upon the low-grounds.
Hence Deployed ppl. a., Deploying vbl. ib.

and///, a.

1851 MAYXK REID Scalp Hunt, xxxviii. 393 They behold
the deploying of the line. 1863 KINCLAKE Crimea II. 316
Able to show a deployed front to the enemy.

Deployment. Mil. [ML F. 4ANMmMtf (1798
in Diet. A(ad.\, {. diployer: see DEPLOY v., and

-MENT.] The action of deploying ; DEPLOY sb.

1706 Instr. r Reg. Cavalry (1813) 117 The close column of
the regiment forms in line, on its front, on Us rear, or on any
central division, by the deployment or flank marrh by three's
and by which it successively uncovers and extends its several
divisions. 1868 KINCLAKK C n'wcuied. 6)111. i. 18 Those divi-

sions were halted, and their deployment immediately began.

Deplumate (d/pl'-m1,., a. [ad. metl.L. de-

plumiit-iis, pa. pple. of dtpliimart to DKPU'MK.]
Stripped of feathers, deplumed.
1883 Syd. Stc. Lex., Deplumate, without, or having lost,

its feathers.

Deplvrmated, ///. a. [-ID '.]
=

prec.
I77 IS.MLiv vul. II, /';/////.!/*/, having the Feathers

l.iken off. 1819 U. S. KAI.I-.K
Disfcnt. (1821) II. 424 Shut

up i*i the prison of gross flesh, with deplumatcd wings and
scanty opportunities, .the soul is compelled to toil.



DEPLUMATION.

Deplumation (d/pl<uu''-j3n). [a. F. dcplum-
atioit (Cotgr. 1611), n. of action from diplumcr to

DEPLUME.] The action of depluming, or condition

of being deplumed : loss of feathers, plumes, oijig.

of honours, etc.

(In quot. 1834 humorously for
'

plucking
'

in examination.)

1611 COTGR., Deplumation, a deplumation, pluming, vn-

feathering. 1662 R. W[ALDEN] (title). The Deplumation of

Mrs. Anne Gibbs, of those furtivous perfections whereof she

was supposed a Proprietary. 1662 STILLINGFL. Orig. Sacr.

in. iii. 15 (ed. 3) 512 Through the violence of her moulting

ordeplumation. 1827 G. S. FABER SacredCal. Propliccy(TZi,^
II. 34 Notwithstanding the downfall produced by this de-

pluniation, it [the first Wild-13east] afterward became erect

upon its feet, like a man. 1834 Oxf. Univ. Mag. I. 289 Lest

..we recall to painful remembrance the forgotten miseries

of deplumation.
H Path. (See quots.)

1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Deplumation . in Surgery, a

swelling of the Eyelids, accompany'd with the fall of the

Hairs from the Eye-brows. 1883 Syd. Sac. Lex., Depluma-
tion. .old term for a disease of the eyelids which causes the

eyelashes to fall off (Gr. TmAaxris).

Deplume (dipl'<Tn), v. [ad. F. diplnmer (in

OF. desplumer'), or med.L. deplnmarc, f. DE- I. 6

+ L. pluwa feather.]
1. traits. To strip of feathers; to pluck the feathers

off.

212

I

c 1420 Pallad. on Husb. 1. 698 Twies a yere deplumed may
thai be. 1575 TURBERV. Faulconrie 310 Ye must cast your ,

hawke handsomly, and deplume hir head behinde . . and

anoynt it with butter and swynes bloud. 1651 N. BACON
Disc. Govt. Eng. II. xxx. (1739) 141

Thus was the Roman
Eagle deplumed, every Bird had Its own Feather. 1651-3

'-fo

~>isc. Govt. Eng. II. xxx. (1739) 141
Thus was the Roman

iagle deplumed, every Bird had Its own Feather. 1651-3

IER. TAYLOR Serin,for Year i. xv. 188 Such a person is like

Homers bird, deplumes himselfe to feather al! the naked
callows that he sees. 1774 PENNANT Tour Scot, in 1772, 237 |

from the circumstance of its depluming its breast. 1847
Gossi: Birds of Jamaica 293 [The pigeons] are. .deplumed
and drawn, .before they are sent to market.

b. To strip off (feathers . rare.

1599 Broughtoifs Lett. viii. 28 There are that will . . de-

plume your borrowed feathers.

c. transf. To pluck or cut off hair from. rare.

1775 AUAIR Amer. Intt. 6 Holding this Indian razor be-

tween their fore-finger and thumb, they deplume themselves,
after the manner of the Jewish novitiate priests.

2. fyf. To strip or deprive of honour, ornament,

wealth, or the like.

[1567 DRANT Horace Epist. 11. ii. H ij, Thence lighted I in

Thessalie of fethers then deplumde.] 1651 Fuller's Abel

Rediv., Atidmves (1867) II. 174 [The bishopric] of Ely
(before it was so much deplumed), a 1661 FULLER Worthies m.

(1662) 168 This Scotish Demster is an arrant rook, depluming
England, Ireland and Wales, of famous Writers, meerly to

feather his own Country therewith. 1779 GIHBON Misc. Wks.

(1814) IV. 588 His favourite amusement of depluming we.

1883 L. WiNGFiELD A. Rome I. xi. 258 [They] kept gaming-
tables, .where the unwary were speedily deplumed.
Hence Deplu-med. ppl. a., Deplu'ming vbl. sb.

1638 SHIRLEY Mart. Soldier in. iv. in Bullen O. PI. I. 219
The live taile of a deplum[e]d Henne. 1655 FULLER CIt.

Hist. v. iii. 63 Thus on the depluming of the Pope every
bird had his own feather. 1793 Residence in France (1797)

I. 170 A fowl . . dressed without any other preparation than

that of depluming. 1890 H. A. HAZEN in Science 23 May
313/2 The most singular fact is that the fowl lives'under the

Icpluming process [in a tornado!.

Depnes, obs. form of DEEPNESS.

Depoeticize (d/ipoic'tisaiz'', v. [DE- II. i.]

trans. To deprive of what is poetic; to render

prosaic.
1813 Examiner 10 May 300/1 Pope's villa, .still survives. .

though much depoeticized with improvements. 1887 Temple

JiarMag. Sept. 73 Depressing and stale reflections upon the

depoeticising influence of humanity.

Depoetize (d/pou'itsiz), v. [DE- II. i.] trans.

To deprive of the character of a poet; also, to

deprive of poetic character ; =prec.
1865 Pall Mall G. No. 192. 4/2 The presence of cottages. .

dfuoetizes the scene. 1886 AthenKum 24 July 117 Such
writing is a relief after reading the men of the decadence,
the pessimists who endeavour to dtpoetize life for us.

Depois, obs. Sc. form of DEPOSE.

Depolarize (d/pou-iaraiz), v. [DE- II. i.]
trans. To deprive of polarity ; to reverse or destroy
the effect of polarization.

a. Optics. To change the direction of polarization
of (a polarized ray) so that it is no longer arrested

by the analyzer in a polariscope.
1819 Edin. Rev. XXXII. 180 The light becomes depolar-

ised. 1854 J. SCOFFERN in Orr's Circ. Sc., Chem. 76 The
interposition of the mica must have depolarized the ray.

b. Electr. and Magn. To deprive of polarity.

Alsoyij?.
1860 O. W. HOLMES Prof. Breakf..t. i, To depolarize every

fixed religious idea in the mind by changing the word which
stands for it. 1866 E. HOPKINS in Athetixum 22 Sept. 369/3
The iron is hard, and requires to be depolarized like a steel

bar.

Hence Depo'larized///. a, Depolarizing vbl.

sb. and///, a. Also Depolariza'tion, the action

or process of depolarizing.
1815 BRRWSTER in Phil. Trans. 29 (title} Experiments on

the Depolarization of Light. 1818 WHEWELL in Todhunter
Ace. W^s Wks. (1876) II. 31 The neutral and depolarizing
axes. 1860 O. W. HOLMES Prof. Breakf.-t. i, Scepticism is

afraid to trust its truths in depolarized words. 1871 B.

STEWART Heat 193 Forbes was able to prove the circular

polarization and depolarization of heat.

Depolarizer (dfpflj'lareizM) . [-Kit
1
.]

That

which depolarizes ; an instrument or apparatus for

producing depolarization.
1846 JOYCE Set. Dial, xxiii. 336 In this case the thin film

K called a depolarizer. 1894 DailyNews 22 May 5/2 Voltaic

combinations with a fused electrolyte and a gaseous de-

polariser.

Depolish (d/iylij\ v. [f.
DE- II. I + POLISH,

after F. depolir, dcpoliss-ant (in Furetiere, 1690).]

trans. To remove the polish from, deprive of polish.

Hence Depo'lished ///. a.

1873 TYNDALL Fragm. Sc. I. vii. Niagara, Glass may be

depolished by the impact of fine shot. 1873 UKE Diet. A rts

II. 639 s. v. Gilding, The surface [prepared for gilding]

should now appear somewhat depolished ; for when it is very

smooth, the gold does not adhere so well. 1884 Public

Opinion 5 Sept. 305/1 A depolished bowl with cut facets.

Depoliticalize : see DE- II. i.

t Depoli-tion. Obs. rare-", [ad. L. depoti-

tion-em, n. of action from depollre to polish off.]

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Depolition, a polishing, perfecting,

or finishing.

Depone (dtpovn), v. Chiefly Sc. [ad. L. de-

ponire to lay away or aside, to lay down, put

down, depose, deposit ;
in med.L. to testify (Du

Cange) ; f. DE- I. i, 2 +fdnSre to put, place ;
cf.

DEPOSE v
.]

fL trans. To lay down (a burden, an office) ;

to deposit. Obs.

1533 BELLENDEN Livy iv. (1822) 357 He had causit the

maister of chevelry to depone his office. 1649-50 FOORD in

M. P. Brown Suppl. Dec. I. 394 (Jam.) Who had deponed
his money in David his hand. a 1843 SOUTH EY Inscriptions

xli, The obedient element Sifts or depones its burthen.

f 2. To remove from office ;
= DEPOSE v. 3. Obs.

1533 BEI.LENDEN Lay n. (1822) 106 Gif he . . had deppnit
ony of the kingis afore rehersit fra thair empire and king-
dome.

3. To state or declare upon oath ; to DEPOSE.
a. with simple object ; also t to depone an oath (sentient).

'549 Compl. Scot. xv. 136 lunius brutus gart them depone
ane serment that thai suld al concur. 1637-50 Row Hist.

Kirk (1842) 26 He himself hes confessed all that they de-

poned. 1834 H. MILLER Scenes <? Leg . xxi. (1857) 312 Any
thing they could have to depone anent the spulzie.

b. with clause.

1600 Cowrie's Conspir. in Select. Harl. Misc. (1793) 198
Andrew Hendersoun . . Depones, that the earle enquyred of

him what he would be doing vppon the morrow. 1681

GLANVILL Sadducismus n. 297 Andr. Martin Servitour to

the Lord of Pollock . . Depones, that he was present in the

house. 1830 SCOTT Dernortol. viii. 265 Who deponed that he

saw a cat jump into the accused person's cottage window.

1842 BARHAM Ingol. Leg., Dead Drummer, One Mr. Jones
Comes forth and depones That fifteen years since he had
heard certain groans.

4. intr. To declare upon oath ; to testify, bear

testimony. t\\sojig.
1640 R. BAILUE Canterb. Self-Convict. 34 Two witnesses

. . deponing before all England to King James. 1680 G.
HICKES Spirit ofPopery 26 Prosecuted for not deponeing
in the matter of Field-Meetings. 1793 TrialofFysltc Palmer
66 He was the more difficulted to depone to the letter, as, etc.

1835 ALISON Hist. Europe (1849^50) III. xiv. 30. 164 He
could not depone to one fact against the accused.

fig- *833 CHALMERS Bridgewater Treat. \. i. 61 This fact

or phenomenon . . depones strongly both for a God and for

the supreme righteousness of his nature. 1856 FERRIER Inst.

Metaph. 414 We cannot be ignorant of what is deponed to

in the opposites of the axiom.

Deponent* (d/pJu'nent\ a. and sb. [ad. L. de-

ponent-em, pr. pple. of deponere (see prec.), spec.
used by the late L. grammarians as in sense I.]

A. adj. Gram. Of verbs : Passive or middle in

form but active in meaning : originally a term of

Latin Grammar.
Both form and meaning were originally reflexive (e. g. utor

I serve myself, fruor I delight myself, projiciscor I put

myself forward, etc.), as in the Middle Voice in Greek; as,

however, in ordinary verbs the reflexive form had become a

passive in Latin, these verbs were erroneously regarded as

having laid aside or dropped a passive meaning, whence
the name. In reality, what was laid aside, or lost sight of,

was the reflexive sense.

1528 TINDALE Obed. Chr. Man (1573) 130 [He] maketh a
verbe passive of a verbe deponent. 1669 MILTON Accedence
Wks. (1847) 467/1 Of verbs deponent come participles both

ofthe active and passive form. 1850 DONALDSON Grk. Gram.

433 A deponent verb is one which though ^exclusively pas-
sive or middle in its inflexions, has so entirely deponed or

laid aside its original meaning, that it is used in all respects
like a transitive or neuter verb of the active form. 1871
GOODWIN Grk. Gram. (1882) So Deponent verbs are those

which have no active voice, but are used, in the middle or

passive forms with an active sense.

B. sb.

1. A deponent verb.

1530 PAI.SGR. Introd. 34 All such verbes as be used in the

latm tong, lyke neuters or deponentes. 1612 BKINSLEY Pos.

Parts (1669) 36 Are Deponents and Commons declined like

Passives? (1790 COWPER Comment, on P. L. ii. 506 Wks.

(1837) XV. 320 The verb dissolve in the common use of it is

either active or passive, and we should say, either that the
council dissolved itself, or that it was dissolved ; but Milton
here uses it as a deponent. 1871 GOODWIN Grk. Gram. (1892)

91 Deponents generally have the aorist and future of the
middle form*

2. One who deposes or makes a deposition under

oath ; one who gives written testimony to be used

as evidence in a court ofjustice or for other purpose.

DEPOPULATE.

1548 HALL CArou. Hen. VIII, an. 6 (R.), The sayde de-

ponent sayeth, that on Saturdays, .he toke the charge of the

pryson. 1621 ELSING Debates Ho. Lords (Camden) 1 4 1 The

.dy to attest ..That ev'ry i

those deponents knew. 1803 WELLINGTON in Gurw. Dap.
II. 493 These depositions do not contain one word^of truth,

excepting that the deponents deserted from the service. 1878
LECKY Eng. in i8//t C. II. vi. 165 Dean Jones himself was
the deponent.

tDepO'ner. Obs. [f.
DEPONE z*. + -ER'.] One

who depones : in Sc. Law = DEPONENT sb. 2.

1600 Sc. Acts Jas. VI (1814) 203 (Jam.) The Duik of Lennox
. .deponis, that, .this deponar for the tyme being in Falkland

..he saw maister Alexander Ruthven [etc.]. 1634 State

Trials, Ld. Balmerino 7 June, Before he had ended it, he

sayd to the deponer, Mr. John, I entreat you [etc.]. 1752

J. LOUTHIAN Form ofProcess (ed. 21 107 That the Pannel's

Presence may over-aw the Deponer.

tDepO'nible, a. Obs. rare-", [f.
L. type

*depombilis, f. deponere : see DEPONE and -BLE.]

Capable of being deposed (from office, etc.).

Hence t Depo^niW'llty. Obs. rare.

1635 T. PRESTON Let. in Foley Eng. Province Sac. Jesus
I. i. 257 They intend at Rome . . that deponibility, which is

the only chief thing denied in the oath, must not be meddled
withal.

t Deponi-tion. Sc. Obs. rare. = DEPOSITION 5.

1492 Act. Dom. Cone. 284 (Jam.) The deponitiouns of the

witnes now takin.

Depoost : see DEPOST.

t Depo'pulacy. Obs. [f. DEPOPULATE ///. a.

(see -ACY) : cf. degeneracy] Depopulated condition.

16. . CHAPMAN Batrachom. 405 O Jove, neither She nor I . .

can keep depopulacy From off the Frogs !

Depopularize (d/p^pizinarsiz', v. [f. DE- II.

i + POPULARIZE v.] trans. To deprive of popu-

larity, render unpopular.
1834 Blachlv. Mag. XXXVI. 227 Not to depopularize a

new-born power endeavouring to strengthen itself. 1840
GROTE Greece u. Ixxii. (1862) VI. 365 But Sparta had not yet
become depopularized. 1883 Daily Neivs 3 July 5/7 There
is nothing that tends so much to depopularise a Minister.

DepO'pulate, /// a. [ad. L. depopulat-us , pa.

pple. of depopuldre {-art), in its med.L. sense.]

Laid waste ; deprived (wholly or partly) of inhabit-

ants. Used t a. as pa. pple. in which use it was at

length superseded by depopulated; b. as adj. now
arch, or poet.
a. 1531 ELYOT Gov. I. ii, The kynge of Mede had de-

populate the countrey. 1580 NORTH Plutarch (1676) 377

By spoil of Wars depopulate, destroyed and disgrast.

b. 1622 F. MARKHAM Bit. War m. iv. 94 [A] Country that

is poore and wasted or barren or depopulate. 1737 N. CLARKE
Hist. Bible ii. (1740) 127 Locusts, which left the earth as

naked and depopulate. 1818 SHELLEY Lines Enganean Hills

127 When the sea-mew Flies, as once before it flew, O'er

thine isles depopulate. 1855 CHAMIER My Trav. Ill, ii. 51

The people, .are half starved, badly clothed, and depopulate.

Depopulate (d/pp-pi/fle't), v. [f. ppl. stem of

L. depopuldre (usually deponent -art) to lay waste,

ravage, pillage, spoil ;
f. DE- I. 3 +popular* (-art)

to lay waste, ravage, spoil (f. populus people), lit.

to spread or pour in a multitude over (a region) ;

but in med.L. to spoil of people, depopulate, in

sense associated with the Romanic parallel form

*dispopulare, whence It. despopolare (dipopolare \,

Sp. despoblar, Pr. despovoar, OF. des-, de-peupler,
now depettpler, English DISPEOPLE, DEPEOPLE.]
f 1. trans. To ravage, plunder, lay waste. Obs.

1548 HALL Ckron. 56 He set furth toward Caen, .depopu-

latyng the countrey, & destroiyng the villages. 1622 BACON
Hen. yil (J.), He turned his arms upon unarmed and un-

provided people, to spoil only and depopulate. 1641 G.

FITZGERALD in Lismore Papers Ser. n. (1888) IV. 246 The
enemy, .robbed, .my servants and Depopulated my Lands.

1670 MILTON Hist. Eng. vi. Ethelred, He .. euter'd into

Mercia. .depopulating all places in their way.

2. To- deprive wholly or partially of inhabitants ;

to reduce the population of.

1594 Privy Council in Arb. Garner I. 301 Many towns and

villages upon the sea coasts are. .wonderfully decayed, and
some wonderfully depopulated. 1607 SHAKS. Cor. in. i. 264.

1634 SIK T. HERBERT Trav. 216 A Village . . lately depopu-
lated from her Inhabitants, by commancl from the Spanish
King. 1690 CHILD Disc. Trade (1694) 50 The late Plague,
which did much depopulate this Kingdom. 1777 WATSON

by th<

and ravage'd the whole of Europe.
b. transf. andyS^.

1607 TOPSELL Fonr-f. Beasts (1658) 361 [Lions] excell . . in

cruelty, .depopulating the flocks and herds of cattel. 1686

F. SPENCE tr. Varilla's Ho. Media's 422 Whole forests and

valleys were . . depopulated ofgame. 1700 T. BROWNAmuscm.
Ser. *r Comic 96 The other Knaves will . . Depopulate your
Mouths . . and take as much for drawing out an Old Tooth,
as [etc.]. 1725 BRADLEY Fam. Diet. s.v. Rabbit, Turn 'em

[Does] loose, that you may not depopulate your Warrens.

1771 GOLDSM. Hist. Eng. I. 282 An enterprize that, .had, in

a great measure, depopulated Europe of its bravest forces.

f 3. To reduce or lessen the number of (people,

etc.) ; to thin. Obs.
154S JOYE Exp. Dan. xi. (1547) 182 The lewes were euer

ouerrunne and depopulated of both y" hostes. c 1611 CHAP-

MAN Iliad XI. 173 The soldier-loving Atreus' son . . Depopu-
lating troops of men. 1798 R. P. Tour in Wales 34 (MS.)



DEPOPULATION.
The modern spirit of dr]K>piilatiii>; irtt-s having here left a

1'J.njiny house on a ^liavui lawn.

4, intr. To become less populous,
In the first two quots. prob. for ivas a-tiepopulating ^ was

fa tut? </i-/"'/>rt/tttrd.

(1761 Ht'MK Hist. l*.n\>. II. App. iii. 521 The kingdom was
dftpOfralatilUZ from the increase of enclosures. 1770* ioi.bsM.

/Vj. Vill. Ded., An inquiry whether the country be de-

populating or not.J x88a STEVENSON Stnd. Men y Bks. 195
Our Henry Sixth made his Joyous Entry disaially enough
into disaffected and depopulating Paris.

t 6. trans. To destroy, cut off. Obs.

1576 HAKKU JeiutlttfHealth 215 With this Ucour may you
depopulate or cut of any member. 1650 BULWFR //wMr^/tf-
///('/. 131 With Depilatories burn up and depopulate the
Genital matter thereof.

1 1 once Depopulated, Depopulating, ///. culjs.
1613 SANOEKSON Strut. (1637) "43 In these hard and de-

populating times. 163* LITHUOW Trav. x. 450 In that narrow
depopulated street. 1649 PRVNNE Sop. Power Parl. HI. 84
The Kings Popish depopulating Cavaleers. 1674 K. GODFREY
//. fy Ab. Fkysic 7 A depopulating Plague. 1799 J. ROBERT-
SON Agric.Pertk 419 A depopulated, neglected, mountainous
country. i8i Examiner \ Apr. 206/2 A depopulating war
was scattering its horrors throughout all Europe. 1875
HAMERTON Intell. Life xu. iii. 448 The depopulated deserts
of Rreadalbane.

Depopulation (d/p^pWI* 1

-Jon ). Also 5-6
-iieion. [ad. I depopulation-em, n. of action from

depopulare (-art). In ancient L. used in sense

'devastation, pillaging'; so in French in 1500
(Hatzf.). The modern sense in Fr, and Eng. fol-

lows that of DEPOPULATE.] The action of de-

populating ; depopulated condition.

f 1. Laying waste, devastation, ravaging, pillaging.
Often including the destruction ofpeople^ and so gradually

passinginto 2.

1462 EDW. IV in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. n. I. 127 Warre,
depopuhcion, robberye, and manslawghtar. 1543-4 ^c/ 35
Hen. F///, c. 12 The same Scottes. .make. . incurses, inua-

sjons, spoyles, burnynges, murders, wastinges and depopula-
tions in this his realme. 1655 FULLER Hist. Camb. (1840) 237
The Jewish law provided against the depopulation of birds'

nests. 1665 MANLEV Grotitts
1 Low C. IVarres 68 Committing

Rapes, Murthers, and daily depopulations. 1670 MILTON
Hist. Eng. iv. Wks. (1851) 188 The Danes . . infested those

parts with wide depopulation. 1741 J. LAWRY in Athenian
Lett. (1792) II. 44 Amidst tumults, depopulations, and the
alarms of war. 1816 BYRON Ck. Har. in, xx, In vain years
Of death, depopulation, bondage, fears, Have all been borne.

2. Reduction of population ; depriving of in-

habitants ; unpeopling. In i yth c. esp. the clear-

ance of the peasantry from their estates by the
land-owners.
c 1460 FORTKSCUE Abs. r Lint, Mon. v, To the gretc

abatynge of his revenues and depopolacion of his reaume.
1611 SPEED Hist, Gt. Brit. n. liv. 12. 189 For the depopu-
lation of the Hand. 1619 JER. DYKE Cottnterpoyson (1620)
37 Extortion, inclosures, depopulations, sacriledge, impropri-
ations. 1643 FULLER Holy q Prof. St. u. xiii, ico He detests
and abhorres all inclosure with depopulation. 1765 GOLDSM.
Trav. 402 Have we not seen ..Opulence, her grandeur to

maintain, Lead stern Depopulation in her train. 189* Daily

employed, but here it will he used as denoting a diminution
in the number of the inhabitants of a district, as compared
with those enumerated at a preceding census.

b. The condition of being depopulated or de-

prived of inhabitants.

1697 DRYDEN Virgil d?**) * 37 Eighteen other Colonies,
pleading Poverty and Depopulation, refus'd to contribute

Mony. 1731 DEFoEAfrw. Cavalier (i 840) r 88 There never
was seen that ruin and depopulation . . which I have seen
.. abroad. 1816 KEATINGE Trav. (1817) I. 85 Castile and
Arragon realize what strangers are told concerning Spain.
Denudation, depopulation, and desiccation reign throughout
them. 18*7 SOUTHEY ///. Penins. War 11. 339 The fright-
ful silence of depopulation prevails.

DepO'pnlative, -
[f. L.

defopulat- ppl. stem
+ -IVR.] Tending to depopulation.
1861 ]. M. LUDLOW in Macrn. Mag. June 170 The evidence

. .goes to show that American slavery is essentially wasteful
and depopulative.

Depopulator (dApp-pWl/taj). [a. L. dtpopu-
liitor spoiler, marauder, pillager, agent-n. from

dtpopuldre (-art}.]

f 1. A waster, spoiler, devastator. Obs.
c 1440 I.vix;. Starves 30 Callyd prodigus which is nat honour-

able, Depopulator A wastour nat tretable. 1607 TOPSELL
Four-f. tieasis Pref., />Vj/;Yx, i. a. vastando, for that they were
wilde and depopulators of other their associates. 1610 HOL-
LAND Camdfti's Brit. i. 427 Those wast full depopulators did
what they could, .many a time to winne it by siege.

2. One who depopulates a district or country.
In 1 7th c. esp. one who cleared off the rural popu-
lation from his estates.

1613 T. SCOT Highways ofGod $ A'. 77 The Depopulator
. .to tnhanse his Rents, puls downe all the petty Tenements
and Farmes, and will naue none dwell neere him. 1626 in

Rushw. Hist, Coll. (1659) I. 356 Covetous Landlords, In-

closer*, Depopulators. 164* FULLER Holy State 237 (T.)
Our puny depopulators allege for their doings the king sand
country's good. 1798 MALTHUS /*<yW. n. U. (1806) I. 339
Wars, plagues or that greater depopulator than either, a

tyrannical government. 1817 SCOTT Napoleon Introd.,
Collot d'Herbois, the demolUher and depopulator of Lyons.

Depo-pulatory, a. rare. [f.
as prec. : sec

-OKY.J Characterized by or tending to depopulation
1864 G. A. S.U.A in Daily Tel. 29 Sept., The Richmonc

Sentinel calls the depopulatory decree 'an event un
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paralleled
in the American war '. .'Sherman ', it continues,

hasgiven the war a new feature '.

t DepO'rt, s/>. Obs.
[a.

OF. deport, desporl,

bodily manner of being, joyous manifestation, di-

VCIMOII, ]ileasurc, in mod.!", ddfort nction of de-

porting oneself; f. deforter, desporter, mod.F.

dcjiorler
to DEPORT.]

1. Joy, pleasure ; DISPORT.
c 1477 CA.XTON Jason 33 b, Alas my dere lady all good and

honour cometh of you, and ye be all my deport and fortune.

2. I 'ehaviour, bearing, deportment.
(The Caxton quotation doubtfully belongs here.)

1174 CAXTON Chesse u. ii. B v b. Whan thys emperoun sone
had seen and advertysed her deportes, her countenaunce,
her manere, and her beaulte, he was alle ravysshed and
esprysed with her loue forthwith. 1665 J. SFENCER I'utf.

Prophecies 22 A Doctrine, which the deport of the Soul,
while a prisoner to its own house, seems a little to encourage.
1667 MILTON /'. L. ix. 389 But Delia's self In gate (she)

surpass'd and Goddess-like deport. 1716 GIBBER Love
Mokes Man IV. i. He seem'd, by his Deport, of France, or

England. 1740 SOMERVILI.E Hobtinol in. 171 Her superior
Mien, And Goddess-like Deport.

Deport (dlj>0*a). v. [In branch I, a. OF. de-

porter (mod.F. <#-), f. de- ^DE- 1. I or 3) v porter
to carry. In branch II = mod.F. diporter (1798
in Diet. Afad.), ad. L. diportare to carry off, con-

vey away, transport, banish, f. DE- 1.1+ porlare
to carry. The two branches arc treated by Dar-
mesteter as historically distinct words in French.]

I. tl. trans. To bear with, to be forbearing to-

wards ; to treat with consideration, to spare. Obs.

1474 CAXTON Cficsse n. v. D v, Saynt Austyn de ciuitate

del sayth thus ; Thou emperour . . dcportc and forbere thy
subgettis. 1481 Godfrey 18 That ye depone and honoure
my poure lygnage.

1 2. reft. To abstain, refrain, forbear. Obs.
c 1477 CAXTON Jason. 14 b, I me deporte from hensforth

for to spcke ony more of this mater. 1483 (/' tic la Tour
N iii 1), [I] myght wel haue deported my self of takyng of

thonyce. 1613 Trcas. A ttnc. V Mod. Times 698/1 To deport
himselfe from any further mollestation of the Christians,

f b. absol. in same sense. Obs.
c 1477 CAXTON Jason 67. I shall deporte and tarye for this

present tyme to speke of the faytes ofJason. 1489 Faytes
ofA. I. i. 9 To deporte and forbere tempryse warre.

1 8. trans. 1 To raise, lift up. Obs.

1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 33/2 Synge ye to hym in deportyng
your voys I psallitc ei in viKiferatione\
4. refl. To bear or conduct oneself (with reference

to manner) ; to behave
;

COMPORT v. 3.

1598 BAKKET Tkeor. ll'arn-s i. U. 11 He shall deporte him-
selfe neither cruell nor couetous. a 1661 FULLER Worthies
II. (1662) 239 He so prudently deported himself, that he soon

gained the favour and esteem of the whole Court. 1741
RICHARDSON Pamela, (1742) IV. 62 How to deport myself
with that modest Freedom and Ease. 1840 GEN. P. THOMP-
SON F.xerc. (1842) V. 38 They always deported themselves
like gentlemen. 1885 f.n-w

Trrrifs-jo May 83/2 Throughout
his career he has deported himself as became The Mac-
dermot.

t b. absol. To behave. Obs. rare.

1667 WATERHOUSE Fire Loiui. 113 Mercy abused and in-

gratefully deported to.

II. 5. trans. To carry away, carry off, remove,

transport ; esp. to remove into exile, to banish.
a. 1641 Bp. MOUNTAGU Acts 4 Men. (1642) ^31 Archelaus. .

was.. deposed and deported to Vienna. 1800 Edin. Rev.

Apr. 237 Tron^on Uucoudray. .was deported to Cavenne.

1856 GROTE Greece n. xcv. XII. 377 To., punish this

sentiment by disfranchising or deporting two thirds of the

citizens. 1886 Manch. Exam. 8 Jan. b[\ Brushing the snow
and slush into little mounds, from which it was easily col-

lected into carts and deported to the Thames.

Hence Depo rtod />//. a., carried into exile.

a 163* SIR D. CARLETON in CaUala (K.), Better dealing
then was used to the deported House of Saxe. 1880 K.

JOHNSTON Land. Ga>f. 88 A very small military force, chiefly
of deported convicts.

fDe-poTt, v. Obs. Honce-wd. [f. DE- II. a +

POUT sb.] trans. To deprive of the character of

a port ; to make no longer a port ;
to dis-port.

1691 BEVERLEY Mem. Kingii-Christ 5 ItsConslantinoplitan

port shall not be de-ported.

t Depo'rtate, v. Obs. rare. [f. ppl. stem of

L. depot-tare.'} trans. To carry or convey away ;

-= DEPORT v. 5.

1599 tr. Gabelhmier's Bk. Physickt 172/1 Akornes which
the mise have deportatede into their domicilles.

t DepOTtates, sk. pi. Obs. rare. [cf. incd.L.

deportus in same sense (Du C.inge', deport det bene-

fices (Cotgr.). For the form cf. annates.]
' The

first fruits, or one yeres reuenue of vacant benefices

^lue vnto the Prince, Patron, or Prelate)
'

(Cotgr.).
loa Address fr. Convoc. in Strype

Eccl. Mem. App. xli,

Nothing at al . . should bee exacted in the Court of Rome,
by the reason of letters, hulls seals, annates. .first fruits, or

deportates,
or by whatsoever other title, -they be called.

Deportation ^d* parts'/an). [ad. L. deporta-

tion-em, n. of action from diportaie to carry off,

convey away, transport : see DSPOKT v. II. Cf. K.

deportation (I5~l6thc. in Hatzf., not in Cotgr.),
the modern common use of which has influenced

that of the English word.]
L The action ofcarrying away ; forcible removal,

esp. into exile ; transportation.
1595 in Cramond Ann. Banff II. 21 Rescrvand the tua

pairt to the present Viccare to his death or deportatione.

DEPOSE.

1605 G. POWIL Ke/ul. Kfitl. /'t,ril.iH I'afiil 112
in. in among the Konuuiei was 3-fold, Interdiction, Krlega.md Deportation. 1633 Br. HAI.L /Air./ I'extt Ejck.
1. 2 'Hie first de|-i!t.iiiii int< Babylon. 17*6 Avnitt.

Parerfon 15 An Abjuration, whkh u a 1 >eijrtalion for
ever into .1 foreign Land, was anliently with us, a tivil

Death. 1860 Sut. Ktv. X. 510/2 Wholesale deportation to
Cayenne. i86a MERIVAI.K Horn. Kmf. (1865) VI. liv. 443 The
mass of the Jewish residents . . had been more than once

swept away by general edicts of exile or deportation. 11177
C. GEIKIE C*r/>/ xxxi. (1879) 364 After the deportation of
the ten tribes to Assyria.

H 2. Deportment, pseudo-archaism.
1616 J. LANE Cont. Syr.'i T. IX. 144 The vulgar admira-

tion Stoode stupified att Horbills deportation.

t Deporta-tor. Obs. rare, [agent-n. in L.
form from L. deportare to DEPORT.] One who
deports or transports.
1619 T. ADAMS Serm. Hek. vi. 8 Wks. 1058 Oppressors,

Inclosers, Depopulators, Deportators, Deptavaton.

Deportment (d/p5-jtmnt). [a. OF. deporte-
ment (mod.F. di-), {. OF. deporttr to DKPOBT.]L Manner ofconducting oneself; conduct (</lifc);
behaviour. Obs. or arch, in general sense.
1601 Br. W. BARLOW Defence 206 Heretickes will bee ex-

ceeding holy, both in the deportment oftheir life, and in [etc].

1603 KNOLLES Hist. Turk* (1621) 1255 The honor and the
shame that was to ensue unto them, by the different deport-
ment of themselves in this action. 1637-50 Row Hist. Kirk
(1842) 385 This Antichristian deportment, How unlike it U
to the Cartage of Christ's Apostles. 1719 YOUNG Revtngt
v. i, She forgives my late deportment to her. 1839 YEOWELL
Anc. Brit. Ck. xiii. (1847) 150 Luidhard. .whose saintly de-

portment reflected a lustre on the faith which be professed.
t b. //. Obs. (Cf. manners, loafs.)

1603 rloLLAND riitturtlts Mor. 400 By his deportments
and carnage in all actions. 1665 G. HAY IKS / '. it, tin Voile's
Trav. E. India 26 The King, .was slain for his evil deport-
ments. 1751 SMOLLETT Per. Pic. xxiii, He humbled his de-

portments before her.

2. Referring to merely external manner : Carriage,

bearing, demeanour, address.

1638 SIR T. HERBERT Trot;, led. 2) 150 The bridge was
full of women . . many of them in faire deportment unnuuqued
their faces. 1641 BHU.MM Jov. Crew l. Wks. 1873 III, 360
Provided your deportment be gentile. 1689 SHAUWELL Bury
/'. ll, His air, his mien, his deportment charm 'd me so. 1761
CHURCHILL Kosciad Wks. 1707 I. 29 What's a fine person or
a beauteous face. Unless deportment gives them decent
grace? 1881 Daily Tel. 27 Dec,, In the character of . . a

dancing-master, in which capacity he gives a comical lesson
in deportment.
3. fig. The manner in which a substance acts

under particular conditions ;

' behaviour '.

1830 II i ksrini. Stud. Nat. Phil. 38 The identity of their

deportment under similar circumstances. 1863 TYNUALL
llc.it v. 146 This is illustrated by the deportment of both
ice and bismuth on liquefying.

Hence DepoTtmented/y/.a. (nonct-'wd.), taught

deportment.
1861 J. PVCROFT Agony Point I. 209 Frenched, and

musicked, and deportmented.

tDeportract, v. Obs. rare.
[f.

DE- (as in

next) +portract var. of POBTIIAIT .]
- next.

1611 SPEEU Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. viii. 26 Whose Image was
erected in a stately seat, wherein before the Trinitee was
deportracted.

t Deportray, v. Obs.
[f.

DE- (as in depaint,

describe, + POKTBAY z>.]
trans. To portray, depict.

1611 SPEEU Hist. Gt. Brit. v. vii. { 13. 42 The Picture of
this British woman here hist deportraied.

[Deporture, in Jodrell and mod. Diets., error

for departure : see List of Spurious Words^\

Deposable i

'l'"|
><"''.. -/alj'l , u. Also 7 -ible.

[I.

I >KI'I '.sK v. + -ABLE.] That may be deposed ; liable

to be deposed.
1643 PKYNHE Sov. Power Parl. ill. 117 Kings . . deposible

at the peoples pleasures. < 1645 HOWKI.L Lett. I. iv. viii.

Keepers of the Great Seal, which, for Title and Office, are

deposable. 1849 Blaclan. Mag. LXVI. 338 One ofthemselves,
elected by themselves, deposable by themselves.

Deposal (drp^i'zal). Also j depoia&le, de-

poaayle, -ayll, 6-7 -ejl. [prob. a. AFr. deposaille.

f. deposer to DEPOSE : see -AL 5, and cf. disposal.}
The act of deposing from office ; deposition.
1397 Rolls of Parlt. III. 379/1 It was communed and

spoken in manere of deposal of my liege Lourd. c 1470
HARDING Chron. CLVII. iv, By depoisale and plaync corona -

cion. 1568 GRAFTON Cknn. II. 405 (Rich. Ill It was be-

hovefull and necessary for the weale of the realme to pro-
ceede unto the sentence of his deposall. 1631 I. BURCIS
Answ. Rejoined 110 T\K places voydcd by the deposall of
inconformablc Ministers. i8 MILMAM Lot. Ckr. (1864)
IX. xiv. i. 7 All the acts of John XXIII till his deposal
were the acts of the successor of St. Peter.

t DepO'Se. sb, Obs. Also 5 depos, St. depot*,

[f. DEPOSE v.]
L The state of being laid up or committed to

some one for safe keeping; custody, keeping,

charge ; concr. that which is so laid up, a deposit.

1393 GOWER Con/. I. 218 For God . . Hath set him but a
litel while That he shall regne upon depose, c 1430 Lvoc.

Bockas It. xxii. (1554) 580, The sayd herd, .[and) His wyfe
. .This yong child toke in their depos. c 1440 Promf. Pan:
119 Depose, depasitnm. 1488 In-.: in Tytler Hist. Scot.

(1864) II. 390 The gold and silver . . jowellis and uther stuff

. that he had in depois
the tyme of hi> deceis.

2. Deposition from office or authority.

ISS9 FERHERS in Mirr. Mag,, XM. ll vii. To helpe lb*

Percyes plying my depose.



DEPOSE.

Depose (<'""p<>'''z)> v. Also 6 Sc. dopoia. [a.
. ttfpose-r (i 2th c. in Littre), f. I)E- I. I +foser to

place, put down : Rom. posarc late L. pausare
to cease, lie clown, lay down, etc. : see POSE, RE-
POSE. Through form-association with inflexions

of L. fSucre, posui, positmn, and contact of sense,
this -poser came to be treated as synonymous with
OF. -pondre (: -L. ponlre) and took its place in

the compounds, so that deposer is now used instead

of OF. depondre, L. deponlre to depose, and associ-

ated in idea with deposit, deposition, depositor, etc.,
which had no original connexion with depose.]
1. trans. To lay down, put down (anything

material) ; to DEPOSIT, arch.
c 1420 1'allad. on Ihisb. XI. 460 Take leves . . of Citur tree

. . And into must . . Depose, and close or faste it closed se.

15*6 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 223 b, Saynt Peter &
Saynt Paule. .by martyrdome deposed there the tabernacles
of theyr bodyes. i6zx B. JONSON Gypsies Metamorpli.,
Face ofa rose, I pray thee depose Some small piece of silver.

1658 SIR T. BROWNE Hydriot. 33 The ashes of Sacrifices . .

were carefully carried out by the Priests, and deposed in a
clean field. 1718 PKIOR Solomon n. 607 The youthful Band
depose their glitt'ring Arms. 1855 MILMAN Lat. Chr. (1864)
III. vi. iii. 419 A paper which he solemnly deposed on the

high altar.

t b. To put, lay, or place (somewhere) for safe

keeping ;
to place or put in some one's charge.

1583 STUBBES Altai. Abits. n. (1882) 18 We must depose
and lay foorth ourselues, both bodie, and goods, life, and
time . . into the hands of the prince, a 16x2 DONNE BiaSai/aro?

(1644) 108 [Josephus] sayes, our Soule is, particula Dei,
and deposed and committed in trust to us. 1750 CAKTE
Hist. fcng. 11.643 [He] left them [writings] in the monastery
where they had been deposed.

t C. Of fluids : To deposit (as a sediment). Obs.

1758 HUXHAM mPhil. Trans. I. 524 The urine was. .turbid,
and . . deposed a great deal of latcritious sediment. 1816
ACCUM Cltem. Tests (1818) 246 A blue precipitate will be
deposed.

1 2. Jig. To put away, lay aside (a feeling, quality,
character, office, etc.). Obs.

1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 73 Depose or put from
you the olde man . . and be ye renewed in the spiryte of your
mynde. 1620 VENNER Via Recta vii. 139 Being" sodden . .

they depose all their hurt. 1628 HOUBES Thucyd. II. Ixv,

They deposed not tlieir anger till they had fined him in a
sum of money. 1677 Govt. Venice 50 The General . . can
hardly bring himself to depose an Authority that he can so

easily keep.
3. To put down from office or authority ; esp. to

put down from sovereignty, to dethrone. (The
earliest and still the prevailing sense.)
c 1300 A". Alis. 7822 Theo kyng dude him [a justise] anon

depose, c 1470 HARDING Chron.
cxcyi, The parliament then

for his misgouernaunce Deposed him [Richard II]. 1535
COVERUALE Dun. v. 20 He was deposed from his kyngfy
trone, and his magesty was taken from him. 1368 GRAFTON
Chron. II. 157 The Aldermen that before were deposed,
were agayne restored to their wardes and offices. 1651
HOUBES Lcviath. in. xi. 254 In deposing the High Priest . .

they deposed that peculiar Government of God. 1718 LADY
M. W. MONTAGU Lett. 10 Mar., The late emperor .. was
deposed by his brother. 1848 MACAULAY Hist. Eitg. I. 23
Shortly after the battle of Hastings, Saxon prelates and
abbots were violently deposed. 1856 FROUDE Hist. Eng.
tiSsS) 1. ii. 108 Sir Thomas More . . declared as his opinion
that parliament had power to depose kings if it so pleased.

b. gen. To put down, bring down, lower (from
a position or estate). Obs. exc. as, fig. from prec.
1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xv. 514 Rijt so ?e clerkes for jowre

coueityse, ar longe, Shal bci . . }owre pryde depose. 1483
CAXTON Gold. Leg. 77/3, 1 that am an only sone to my fadtr
and moder I shold depose theyr olde age with heuynes and
sorow to helle. 1671 MILTON /'. R. I. 413 He before had
sat Among the prime in splendour, now deposed, Ejected,
emptied. 1873 HOLLAND A. Bonnie, xviii. 281, I had never
seen Mrs. Belden so thoroughly deposed from her self-

possession.

t4. a. To take away, deprive a person of (au-

thority, etc.) ;
also to remove (a burden or obliga-

tion
; opp. to impose*). Obs.

1393 GOWER Con/. III. 200 In sory plite .. he lay, The
corone on his hede deposed. 1593 SHAKS. Kick. II, iv. i. 192
You may,my Glories and my state depose, But not my
Griefes, still am I King of those. 1617 MORYSON Itin. in.
iv. iii. 195 Princes know well to impose exactions, and know
not how to depose them.

f b. To divest, deprive, dispossess (a person of
something that enhances). Obs.
1558 KNOX First Blast (Arb.l 29 If a king shulde depose

himself of his diademe or crowne and royal estat. 1606
G. W[OODCOCKE] tr. Hist, [vstiiie 98 a, He was content to
depose him[self J of such a trouble as to be a soueraigne. 1649
LOVELACE Poems 10 Depose your finger of that Ring, And
Crowne mine with't awhile. 1681 NEVILE Plato Rcdiv. 257
It would be very preposterous to believe, that the Peers
would depose themselves of their Hereditary Rights.
5. To testify, bear witness ; to testify to, attest

;

esp. to give evidence upon oath in a court of law,
to make a deposition.

u. techn.

(a) frafts, with simple obj. {usually pronominal).
'((11500 Chester PI. (Shaks. Soc.) 219 And blynde was

borne undpwtedlye And that we will depose. 1566 in
Peacock Kng. Ch. Furniture 43 And that we will depose
vpon a book. a. 1626 BACON (J.), To depose the yearly rent
or valuation of lands. 1742 YOUNG Nt. T/i. vii. 340 Each
much deposes; hear them in their turn. 1873 BROWNING
RedCott. Nt.-cap 1347 And what discretion proved, I find

deposed At Vire, confirmed by his own words.
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with obj. clause (or obj. and iii/ln.).
zC/it'Ai-.lfam'tigcs (E. K.T. S.) 106 They cold not depose

JILT to be of honest name. 1602 T. FITZHKKDEKT Apol. 2oa,
[He] offred to depose that he knew that one of the prisoners
. .was otherwhere then was sayd in his inditement. a 1715
BURNET Own Time II. 396 The earls of "Clare, Anglesey
and some others . . deposed what Lord Howard had said.

1802 MAR. EDGEWOKTH J/or<z/7\(i8i6j I. 236 The workman
. .deposed, that he carried the. .Vase, .to the furnace. 1871
MORLEY Voltaire (i886j 231 It was deposed that La Barre
and D'Etallonde had passed within thirty yards of the
sacred procession without removing their hats.

(c) intr. {for or against a person, to (^for) or against a

thing or fact.)
c 1400 [see DEPOSING vbl. si?. 2.]

I54*~3 Act 34-5 Hen. VI'//, c. i Other witnes. .of as good
. .credence as those be whiche deposed against them, a 1569
KINGESMYLL Man's Est. xi. (1580)74 Pilate could not but
thus depose for his innocence, saying, I finds no faulte in

hym. 1593 SHAKS. 3//6-. F7, i. iu 26 Then seeing 'twas he
that made you to. depose, Your Oath .. is vaine, 1623 T.
SCOT Highiv. God 57 The honest Heathen or Turke, for

whose truth the Christian dares depose. 1841 D I

!SRAELI
Amen. Lit. (1867) 416 He dreaded lest the spectators of his

dexterity should depose against his own witchcraft. 1848
MRS. GASKELL M. Barton xix, The shot, the finding of the

body, the subsequent discovery of the gun, were rapidly de-

posed to. 1862 MRS. H. WOOD Mrs, Hallib. in. x, He
deposed to having fastened up the house at eleven o'clock.

b. gen. To testify, bear witness, affirm, assert.

1529 MORE Dyaloge in. Wlcs. 211/2 Than should either the
newe proues depose the same that the other did before, or
els thei shoulde depose the contrary. 1634 W. TIRWHVT tr.

Balzac's Lett. Pref. A b, [I] have knowne the Author from
both our infancies, and . . can depose in what fashion he
effecteth his labours. i66z EVELYN Chalcogr. n We shall

not with Epigenes in Pliny, depose that this Art had its

being from Eternity, a 1840 J. H. NEWMAN Paroch. Serin.
Rom. iv. 23 When our memory deposes otherwise.

f C. To promise formally upon oath
; to swear

(to do something). Obs.
1610 In Picton LpoolMunic. Rec. (1883) I. 122 You shall

depose to be true liege man unto the Queene's Majestic.

f 6. causally. To examine on oath, to take the

evidence or deposition of; to cite as a witness,
call to give evidence. (Cf. to swear a witness.)

pass. To give evidence, testify, bear witness. Obs.

1562 Act 5 Eliz. c. 9 5 No Person, .so convicted, .to be
. . received as a Witness to be deposed and sworn in any
Court. 1593 SHAKS. Rich. //, i. lii. 30. 1623 MASSINGKK
Dk. Milan iv. i, Grant thou hadst a thousand witnesses To
be deposed they heard it. 1642 JEK. TAYLOR Episc. xxxvi.

(1647) 225 S. Cyprian is the man whom I would choose, .to

depose in this cause. 1721 STRYPE Eccl. A/em. \\. Jx. 69
The said bishop got leave for certain of the clergy to be

deposed on his behalf.

f7. To set, put, or lay down in writing. Obs.
1668 Excellency ofPen <V Pencil A iij, This little Tract . .

where the requisites for Limning in Water-Colours are de-

posed .. the Colours particularly nominated [etc.]. 1698
Phil. Trans. XX. 287, I put here the Differences by me
computed . . and deposed according to the Order of the
Excesses.

Deposed (d/p^-zd), ///. a. [f. DEPOSED. +
-ED '.J Put down from office or authority.
1552 HULOET, Deposed, abactus, depositus^ depulsns.

1790 BURKE /*>. Rev. 124 A deposed tyrant. 1864 BURTON
Scot Ahr. I. ii. 100 The families who had lost their estates

adhered to the old title with the mournful pride of deposed
monarchs.

Deposer (d/p0'z3j). [f. DEPOSED. + -En 1
.]

1. One who deposes or puts down another from
office or authority.
1639 R. BAILLIE Let. in Macdonald Covenanters Moray <y

A*<?w(i875) 1. 23 A deposer of godly ministers. 1699 BENTLEY
Phal. 45 One of Phalaris's Deposers.
2. One who deposes or makes a statement on

oath
;
a deponent.

1581 State Trials^ E. Campion (T&..\ To be duly examined
. .whether they be true and their deposers of credit.

Deposing (d/pJ'i-zin), vbl. sb. [-ING *.] The
action of the verb DEPOSE

; deposition.
1. Putting down from authority.
1480 CAXTON Chron. Eng. ccxliii. (1482) 283 After the de-

posynge of kyng Rychard. 1548 HALL Chron. 15 When
newes of kyng Richardes deposyng were reported, c 1630
RISDON Suru, Devon 68 (1810) 65 The deposing of the lord

mayor. 1827 HALLAM Const. Hist. (1876) III. xiv. 100 The
deposing of kings was branded as the worst birth of popery
and fanaticism.

attrib, 1662 Jesuit's Reasons (1675) 117 The Popes de-

posing power. 1827 HALLAM Const. Hist. (18761 I. iii. 147
A few . . disclaimed the deposing power of the Roman see.

2. Giving testimony on oath.
c 1400 Apol. Loll. 60 Npyber be deposing of be witnes, nor

be sentens seuing of be juge, be it self makib a J>ing netful.

1580 HOLLYHAND Trcas. Fr. Tang.) Deposition dt tesmoings,
a deposing of witnesses.

Deposit (dfpp-zit), sb. Also 7-9 deposite.

[ad. L. depositMti) that which is put down, any-
thing deposited or committed for safe keeping,
a deposit, sb. use of neuter of depositus-, pa. pplc.
vtdeponerc'. see DEPONK, DEPOSE.]
1. Something laid up in a place, or committed to

the charge of a person, for safe keeping. Alsoy%r
.

a 1660 HAMMOND IVks. II. i. 677 (R.) It seems your church
is not so faithful a guardian of her deposit. 1755 ROBERTSON
Hist. Scotl. I. v. 332 To bring him this precious deposite
[the casket containing Cj. Mary's letters], 1806 A. DUNCAN
Nelson's Fun. 22 The . . barge contained the sacred deposit
of the body. 1865 SEKLBV ticce Homo ii. (ed. 8) 12 He de-
clines to u*e for his own convenience what he regards as a
sacred deposit committed to him for the good of others.

DEPOSIT.

b. spec. A sum of money deposited in a bank

usually at interest.

X753 HANWAY Trav, (1762) II. i. vii. 35 No coin or specie
.. is paid out again, unless in cases of deposites. 1855
MACAULAY Hist. Eng. IV. 493 The bank of Saint George. .

had begun to receive deposits and to make loans before

Columbus^had crossed the Atlantic. 1887 Spectator $ Sept.
1 177 The increase of 40 per cent, in Savings-Banks' deposits.

C. Something, usually a sum of money, committed
to another person's charge as a pledge for the per-
formance of some contract, in part payment of a

thing purchased, etc.

1737 CotiiMon Sense (1738) I. 151 What is not subject to
Chance is foreign to a Lottery ; it is a mere useless De-

posite. 1766 ENTICK London IV. 262 The conditions of
insurance are zs. per cent, premium, and IDS. deposit on
brick houses. 1771 CUMBERLAND West Ind. in. iii, Not ..

necessary to place a deposit in my hands for so trifling a
sum. 18x8 M. BIRKBECK yottrn. Anu'r. 37 With this they
may pay the first deposit on farms of eighty or a hundred
acres. 1858 Ln. ST. LEONARDS Handy Bk. Prop. Law vii.

42 Where the deposit is considerable, and it is probable that
the purchase may not be completed for a long time.

2. The state of being deposited or placed in safe

keeping; in phr. on, upon (fz) deposit.
1624 BACON Consid. war 'with Spain, They had the other

day the Valtoline, and now have put it in deposite. 1701
C. LYTTELTON in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. n. IV. 220 The king's
body is here at the English Benedictines in deposit, there
to be kept . . till they can have an opportunity to send him
to Westminster to be buried. 1866 CRUMP Banking \. 19
No interest being allowed by [the Bank of England] for

money that is placed there upon deposit. 1883 Times 10

July 4 The sum to be paid into Court, and invested or placed
on deposit for the benefit of the infant.

3. Something deposited, laid or thrown down;
a mass or layer of matter that has subsided or been

precipitated from a fluid medium, or has collected

in one place by any natural process.
In Geol. t any mass of material deposited by aqueous

agency, or precipitated from solution by chemical action.
In Mining^ an accumulation of ore, esp. of a somewhat
casual character, as when occurring in

*

pockets '. In

Electro-plating $ Electro-typing^ the film of metal deposited
by galvanic action upon the exposed ground or surface.

1781 CowrER C/tarity 249 The swell of pity . . throws the

golden sands, A rich deposit, on the bordering lands. 1794
KIRWAN Min, I. 469 We now recur to the dried deposite.
1836 MACGILLIVRAY tr. Hmnboldt's Trav. vi. 80 Covered
with recent deposites of sandstone, clay, and gypsum. 1870
ROLLESTON A trim. Life 32 A membrane laden with deposits
of fat. 1872 YEATS Growth Comm. 39 The rich brown de-

posit of the Nile. Mod. Rich deposits of gold found in
South Africa.

4. The act of depositing, laying down, placing in

safe keeping, etc. : cf. prec. senses, and various

senses of DEPOSIT v.

the deposit of all kinds of . . merchandise and effects. "1823
J. BADCOCK Dom. Amnsem. 151 A deposit of white powder
soon takes place. 1841 CATLIN N. Amer. Ind. (1844) I. xii.

89 This cemetery or place of deposite for the dead. 1848
WHARTON Law Lex. t Deposit . . a naked bailment of goods
to be kept for the bailor without recompence, and to be
returned when the bailor shall require it. 1861 W. BELL
Diet. La-w Scot., Dcpositation or Deposit ; is a contract, by
which a subject, belonging to one person, is intrusted to the

gratuitous custody of another, to be re-delivered on demand.
6. A place where things are deposited or stored ;

a depository, a depot, i, Chiefly U. S.}
1719 DE FOE Crusoe i. xii. (1840) I. 194 After I had thus

secured one part of my little living stock, I went about . .

searching for another private place, to make such another

deposit. 1783 J. HUNTINGTON in Sparks Corr. Amer. Rei>.

(1853) 'Y- 27 A safe deposit where every military article may
be kept in good order and repair. 1786 T. JEFFERSON Writ.

(1859) II. 61 The advantages of Alexandria, as the principal
deposit of the fur trade. 1808 A. PARSONS Trav. x. 207 It

is the great magazine or deposit for the goods which they
bring from those parts. 1858 HAWTHORNE Fr. fy It. Jrnls.
II. 60 The Church of Santa Croce, the great monumental
deposit of Florentine worthies.

6. attrib. and Comb., as deposit account, -house,

-money, -warrant (see quots.) ; deposit-receipt,
a receipt for anything deposited, spec, one given
by a banker for money deposited with him at

a specified rate of interest for a fixed time.
X 79S SOUTHEY Lett. fr. Spain (1808) II. 216 The bodies

soon after death are placed in a deposit-house. 1822 T.
MITCHELL Aristoph. II. 129 The losing party also being
obliged, beside the payment of other charges, to restore the

deposit-money to his adversary. 1866 CRUMP Banking iii.

77 Deposit accounts . . are sums placed at stated rates of
interest with a bank, for which receipts are given, called de-

posit receipts. 1893 }$rrHV.i.i.C0unting-house Diet., Deposit

Warrant^ an acknowledgement, receipt, or certificate snow-

ing that certain commodities have been deposited in a certain

place for safe keeping, as security for a loan, or some other

Mod. Tdefined purpose,
for re-enfacement.

The deposit-receipt was returned

Deposit (d/pp-ziO, v. Also 7 deposite. [a.

obs. F. depositer
' to lay downe as a gage . . to com-

mit vnto the keeping or trust of (Cotgr.) ; ad.

med.L. depositors to deposit, freq. of L. ticponere,
used in med.L. to represent OF. deposer]
1. trans. To lay, put, or set down

; to place in

a more or less permanent position of ret.

1749 FIELDING Tom Jones xn.x, He deposited his reckon-

ing . . mounted, and set forwards towards Coventry. 1833
L, RITCHIE \\'and. by Loire 196 We deposit our person
in the stern of a little loat. 1858 HAWTHORNE Fr. 4- //'.



DEPOSIT.
Ji-nls. (1873)1. 2 At Fulk. -tune we were deposited at a
railway station. 1891 /.aw Ktforts Weekly Notes 120/1HM

dtftpdutl. .dnugcd the plaintiff's landbydcpositimi
thereon dredging* from the river.

b. To lay feggs).
1691 Bnmn /:,>,/. /,./. iv, He.. observed that no other

species were produced, but of such as he saw go in and dc-
posit their eggs there. 1774 GOLIISM. Nat. Hist. (1776) VII
333 She flies to some neighbouring pool, where she depositcs
her egg*. 1797-1804 BcWKI lint. Birds <iS17) I. 368 The
author could never tinil the egg of the Cuckoo deposited in
liny nest but in that of a Lark. 1834 M'MuRTRlK Cmier's
Ariim. Kingd. 334 These Insects . . deposit in the ground a
great number of eggs.

c. Said of the laying down of substances held in

solution, nnd of similar operations wrought by
natural agencies : to form as a natural deposit.
1671 GKKW Anal. Plants l. i. ! 48 (1683) 10 The greaterand grosser part of the Sap may be . . deposited into those

(leaves). 1794 SULLIVAN Vim Nat. I. 54 The vapours, de-
positin . . a slimy substance mixed with sulphur and salts
1878 HUXLEY Pkftlcfr, 53 The evaporation of any dew that
may have been deposited. Ibid. 143 (The water) depositsmore or less of the matter which it holds in suspension
fig. 1818 JAS. MILL Brit. India I. n. vii. 303 Society as

it refines, deposits this [grossness] among its other impuri.
ties. 1877 I,. TOUBUCBI in Fortn. Rev. Dec. 855 A myth
[may be] deposited from a misunderstood text.

d. intr. To be laid down or precipitated, to
settle, rare.

(In its origin app.
like ' the house is building

'

(for a-htild.
i'ig}=' being built'.]

1831 BREWSTEK Nat. Mafic vi. (1833) 155 Moisture mightne depositing in a stratum of one density. 1845 DAR-
WIN V~,. Nat. vi.

(.873) ,09 When the great calcareous

Tr**" "M ii|c *-W|^K;I, me upcrauon is completed
1 2. fig. (trans.) To lay aside, put away, give

up ; to lay down (one's life, etc.). Obs.
1646 SIR J. TEMPLE Irish Retell. I4 Animosities, .seemed

now to be
quite deposited and buried in a firm conglutina-

tion of their affections. 168* Address from Barnstatle in
Land. Gaz. No. 1713/4 We arc so far from any thought of
. .impairing . . the Grandeur of this . . Monarchy, that we
will rather deposite our Lives in aggrandizing it 1740riELMNG Tom Jones i. x, Though .. his countenance, a'
well as his air and voice, had much of roughness in it yethe could at any time deposite this, and appear all gentlenessand goiid-humonr. 1804 Miniature No. 31 P 3 When stripped
of the buskin, he necessarily deposits his dignity.
3. To place in some repository, to commit to the

charge of any one, for safe keeping ; spec, to place
(money) in a bank at interest.

iS9 B. HARRIS Pariral's Iron Age 377 [He] had de-
posited his wife in the hands of that most vertuous Prin-
rcsse, the Cardinal! Infanta. 1735 BERKELEY Querist 44
1 he silver supposed to be deposited in the bank. 1700 I

ROBERTSON Aerie. Perth 365 Into this island, in time? of
Linger, the inhabitants deposited their most valuable effects
to secure them from plunder. 1815 W. H. lauatDSerONu!.mania 190 1 he Egyptian stone relic deposited in the liritish
Museum. 187* GEO. ELIOT Middlcm. xxiii, Fred had taken
the wise step of depositing the eighty pounds with his
mother.

b. To place in the hands of another as a pledge
for the performance of some contract, in part pay-
ment of a purchase, etc.

1614 MASSINCER Parl. Love n. i, Let us to a no taryi Drawthe conditions, see the crowns deposited. 1687 in Scott
/ mrH xi. natt, Euery person that puts in either horse,
mair, or gelding, shall .. deposit! the stime of fine shill.

apiece. 1714 LADY M. W. IrfoNTAGU Lett, to W. Monta
(1887) I. 89 The best way, to deposit a certain sum in some
friend s hands, and buy some little Cornish borough. i8i
KEATINGE\Tntr. ( 1817) II. 70 In making agreement for hire i

of cattle the money was required to be deposited.
O- fig-

i634'E. K.*mrr-Cli,iritrMmntaincd'\\.%n The Apostles
have, .deposited in her [the Church], as in a rich storehouse,
all things belonging to truth. 1671 MILTON Samson 439 To
violate thc sacred trust of silence Deposited within thee
'739 BUTLER Strm. Matt. xxiv. 14 Christianity is . . a trust
deposited with us in behalf of others, .as well as for our own
instruction. 1837 J. H. NF.WMAN Par. Serm. (ed. 3) I. ix.
136 You will be depositing ypur good feelings into your
heart, and they will spring up into fruit.

td. To commit, entnist (to a person). Ots. rare.
1733 SWIFT Advice Freemen Dunlin, Some employments

are still deposited to persons born here.

4. absol. To make or pay a deposit, rare.
'799 Pit" o/Fam. Biitg. III. 103 He bid, 'twas knock 'd

down to him. he deposited, and it was sent home.
Hence Depo'sited ///. a., Dcpo -siting vbl. sb.

and///, a.

1667 Decay Chr. Piety xix. ?3 The greater difficulty will
be, to perswade the depositing of those lusts. 11693
UKQUHAHT Katclais in. xxxiv. 385 That deposited Box
1841 H. MILLER O. K. Sandst. xiv. 301 Thc transporting and
depositing agents. 1861 M. HOPKINS Hawaii 420 Based
upon a deposited substratum of rock, c i86g G. GORE in Circ.
Sc. I. 315/3 The depositing vessels (in electro-plating) are
made of various materials.

Deposit, obs. Sc. form of deposed (DEPOSE v.).

Depositable (dfyfzitab'l), a . rare. [f. DE-
POSIT v. + -ABLK.] That may be deposited.
1807 W. TAYLOR in Ann. Rev. V. 196 Notes at hand at a

long date, which, if not negotiable, are depositable.

Depositary fiI/"lY-7itari'i,rf. [ad. L.atpositari-
iis one who receives or makes a deposit, K. de-

positaire (14- 15th c. in Hatzf.) ;
f. L. deposit- ppl.

stein of dfponere (I)EFuNE, DEPOSE): see -AByl.
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Often confounded with DEPOSITORY, when that i s

Died of a person, or this of a thing.]
1. A person with whom anything is lodged in

trust ; a trustee ; one to whom anything
' material

or immaterial is committed or confided. In J.mi<
a bailee of personal property, to be kept by him
for the bailor without recompense.
1605 SHAKS. Lear ii. iv. 254, 1 gaue you all. . Made you my

Guardians, my I tepositaries. i;u AimisoN Steel. No. 405
r 10 They (Jews) . . arc the Depositaries of these . . Prophecies.
'77 7nius r.elt. Dcd., I am the sole depositary of my own
secret, and it shall perish with me. 1850 MBS. JAMESON
Leg. Monast. Ord. fntrod. (1863! 17 The Evangelists and
Apostles are still enthroned as the depositaries of truth.
1853 C. BRONTE Vitttttt xviii, I have never been the de.
positary of her plans and secrets. 1864 H . AINSWORTII JehuLaw i. iv, Voisin was induced . . to deliver up the codicil to
the king s will, of which he was the depositary.
2. A place or receptacle in which something is

deposited; DEPOSITORY I.

'797 GODWIN Enquirer I. v. 31 Books are the depositary

,,L
Vty lng lhal is mo5t honourable to man. 1860 MAURY

/ Itys. Grog. Sea i 466 The ocean then is the great depositary
of everything that water can dissolve and carry down from

',T:,;
urfrlce of thc Continents. 1871 H. AINSWORTH Tower

ftiff ii. x, Used . .as a depositary for State records.

Depositary, a. rare. ff. DEPOSIT**. 4. -ARY!.]
1. Geol. Belonging to or of the nature of a deposit.

[Cf. sedimentary.']
1839 Mi RCIIISON Silur. Sysl. i. xx. 259 Before the beds

entirely recover their natural depositary characters. IHd.
l. xxxv. 468 The other trap rocks of this district, instead of
having a depositary character, have ail been intruded.
2. Receiving deposits : said of a bank.
1886 Reft. Sec. of Treasury 88 (Cent. Diet.) A number of

failures have taken place among the depositary banks
t Depo'sitate, ///. a. Sc. Obs. [ad. med.L.

dfpositat-us, pa. pple. of dtfositare.] Deposited.
1713 Wodrmu Carr. (1843) HI. 86 His corpse is depositatc

within. 1756 MRS. CALDERWOOD Jrnl. (1884! 398 The skill-
ing being first depositate in a neutral! person's hand
t Depositate, v. Obs. [f. ppl. stem of med.L.

depositare to DKPIISIT; or t obs. F. defositer: see
-ATE 3

7.] =DKPOSITZ>.
1618 NAUNTON in Fortescne Paffrs 65 What teares and

complaints he depositated in my bosome. 1650 HOWELL
Masamello i. 102 All the furniture and goods that were
there depositated. 1781 A. MowtoAnat. 13 The Marrow
is. .depositated in these cells.

Depositation (drryzit/i-Jsn). Chiefly St. [n.
of action f. med.L. depositare to DKPOSIT : see
-ATION.1 The action ot depositing ; a deposit.
16*1 MAI.YNES Anc. Law-Merch. 316 Forbidding any

execution, depositation of moneys, or other courses ofjustice
to be done thereupon. 1707 Invent. K. Wardr. (1815) i

(Jam.) The delivery of the Regalia of Scotland by the Earl
Manschal, and their depositation in . . the castle of Edin-
burgh. 1754 ERSKINE I'rinc. Sc. Law (1809) 288 Deposita-
tion is a contract, by which one who has the custody of a
thing committed to him (the depositary), is obliged to restore
it to the depositor. 1806 FORSYTH Beauties Scotl. III. 305A spontaneous depositation of ochre. 1833 Act 3-4 WiltIV, c. 46 82 To deposit the same with the procurator fiscal
. .who shall, .grant a certificate of such depositation. 1847
L.D. COCKBURN Jrnl. II. 167 No such stream can pass
through the soil of a good mind without enriching it by its

dyKjsitations.
1861 (see DEPOSIT si. 4).

Depositee (dippidtr). [f. DEPOSIT v.+ -EE :

correlative to depositor.] A person with whom
something is deposited or placed in charge.
1676-7 HALE Contemfl. \. (16891 '^5 Thou art but an ac-

countant, a steward, the Depositee ofwhat thou bast received
1891 Law Times' Kef. I.XIII. 693/3 The deposit of this
lease gave the depositee a right to its possession.

Deposition ;d/~pozi-Jr>n, dep-\ Also 5 -yoion,
5-7 -ioion, 6 -ioyon. [a. <_>!'. deposition, also

desp- (lath c. in Hatzf.), ad. L. deposition-em, n. of
action from deponere: see DEPOSE. Used as the
noun of action from depone, depose, and deposit^

I. The action of putting down or deposing.
1. The taking down of the body of Christ from

the cross ; a
representation

of this in art.

[Cf. L. de/Qnere in Vulgate, Mk. xv. 46, Luke xxiii. 51. 1

IS* Pilfr. Per/. (W. 3e W. ,531) 306 i>, The mane, ot . .

his deposicyon or takynge downe from the crosse. 1848
MRS. Jf.HEScniSacr.4r Leg. Art (1850)317 In the Descent or
Deposition from the cross, and in the Entombment, Mary
Magdalene isgenerally conspicuous. 1859 JGFII.SON Brittany
viii. 118 The figures .. represent the Judgment of Pilate, the
Bearing the Cross, the Deposition, the Entombment, the
Resurrection.

1 2. The action of laying down, laying aside, or

putting away (e. g. a burden) ; usually/?"-. Ots.
1577 FULKE Can/ut. Purg. n6 The day of Christian metis

death is the deposition of pajne. 1615 HIERON Ir'ks. I. 653As it were, the quitting himselfe ofa burthen, by the deposi-
tion whereof the soule is after a sort eased and lightened.
1616 CHAPMAN Hymne to Afella 43 Why sit ye here . nor
deposition make Of navall arms? 1748 HARTLEY Ooserv.
Man n. iv. 403 The Soul is reduced to a state of Inactivity
by the Deposition of the gross Body.
1 8. Surf.

' Old term for the depressing of the
lens in the operation of couching' (Syd. Sec.

Lex.}. Obs.

4. The action of deposing or putting down from
a position of dignity or authority ; degradation,
dethronement.
'399 Kails of Parlt. III. 453/1 If (they) evere be adher-

aunt to Richard that was Kyng and is deposed, in counsel.

DEPOSITOR.
helpe, or comfort agayn thai deposi t ion . 1411-50 1 r. //ifden
( RolU) 1. 383 After the depoucion of kynge Hildericu*. i4iHALL fkron. Introd. 8 To resigne . . all the hom.ges and
fealticj dcwe to him as kyng . .But er thu deposition w
executed I'tc.l. 1660 k. CORK Power t, SHOJ. 15., Henrythe Fourth his unjust usurpation, and deposition of. . Richard
the Second. 1716 AvLirre Parerton 306 The word Depo-
sition properly signifies a solemn depriving of a Man of nU
Clerical Orders by the way of a Sentence. 1838 FROUDX
Hilt. Enf. III. xv. 387 Kings are said to rind the Hep a
short one from deposition to the scaffold.

court

state-

6. The giving of testimony upon oath in a
of law, or the testimony so given ; spec, a
ment in answer to interrogatories, constituting evi-

dence, taken down in writing to be read in court
as a substitute for the production of the witness.

4t FABYAN Ckron. vn. 334 Mychaell Tony, was, by de.
posycion of the aldermen, founde g) Ity in the saydc cryme
of penury, ijfa Act 5 Eli*, c. 9 I 6 If any Person, commit
. . Perjury, by his. . Deposition in any of thc Courts i6
T. STAFFORD Pac. Hib. i. .1831) 34 At well by deposition of
witnesses as by all other kinde of proofes. 1716 AVLIFPC
Parergm 149 A witness U obliged to swear pro forma, other-
wise his Deposition is not valid without an Oath. 1848WHARTON Law Lex. s.v.. It is a . . rule at common law, that
when the witness himself may lie produced, his deposition
cannot be read, for it is not the best evidence. 1863 H. Cox
Instil, n. x. 544 The statements of the witnesses are reduced
to writing, and are then termed depositions.

b. trans/, and fig. Testimony, statement iesp.
of formal character), c. Allegation ((/something).
1587 GOLDINO De Mornay Pref. 9 Others whose deposi-

tion* or rather oppositions against vs, I thinke men wil
wonder at, 1648 W. MOUNTAGUK Devout Ess. ix. ii, The
influence of Princes upon the disposition of their Courts,Midi not the deposition of examples. 1699 BKNII.EY I'kal.
Pref. 13, I will give a clear and full Answer to every part of
their Depositions. 1885 J. MARIINEAU Ttfes Etk. ThTll.gTM depositions of consciousness on this matter.

II. The action of depositing.
6. Thc action of depositing, laying down, or

placing in a more or less permanent or final posi-
tion ; spec, interment [med.L. deposilio in liturgical
language], or placing of a saint s body or relics in
a new resting-place.
1659 Vulgar Err. Censured 78 True Christians., allow that

which Christ hath redeemed a civill deposition, a decent
Know. Adam had a worthy Sepulchre. 1793 SMKAION
haystme L. \ 167 After being wrought, to be returned to its

place of deposition. 1833 WHEWF.LL^J/VOO. L 37 The ripen-
ing of the seed, its proper deposition in order for the repro-
duction of a new plant. 187$ W. HOVCIITON St. llrit. In-
sects ITO The deposition of the eggs by these insect cuckoos.
I l8 4 J- T. FOWLER Adamnan Intr. xW, The defositio or
burial being in these cases commemorated rather than thc
natalis or birthday to the future life.]

7. The placing of something in a repository, or
in charge of a person, for safe keeping ; concr.
a deposit.
iS9> WEST ist Pt. Symbol. , ( 16 A, Deposition is a Contract

reall in which a thing moueable is freelie giuen to be kept,
that the selfe same thing be restored whensoeuer it shall
please him that so leaueth it. 1651 C. CARTWRII;WT Cert.
Relig. i. 140 The depositions committed to the Churches
trust. 1798 MALTHUS Poful. (1817) III. 379 Every fresh
deposition (in a savings bank).
8. The process of depositing or fact of being de-

posited by natural agency ; precipitation.
1799 KIRWAN Get,/. Ess. u The crystallization, precipita-
lon, and deposition of these solids 1830 HERSCMFL .Stud.
Vat. Pkil. n. vi. 11851) 163 A deposition of dew presently
begins. 1880 A R. WALLACE 1st. Li/en^fhe average rate
of Deposition of the Sedimentary Hocks.

b. The result of this process ; a deposit, preci-
>itate, sediment.

1797 M. BAILLIE More. Anat. (1807)430, 1 have found (the
nneal) gland without anydeposilion of earthy matter. 1831luwim O^/Vr* xiii. in A common pane of crown glass.,
hat has on its surface a fine deposition of moisture. 1867
1. HOGG Microsc. i. ii. 133 The symmetrical and figurate de-
Hjsilions of siliceous crystals.

Depositive (d/pp-zltiv), a. [f. DEPOSIT v. (or
its L. etymon) + -IVE. Cf. OK. ttepositifin similar

sense.] Having the quality of depositing, tending
to deposit. In Path, see quot.
1857 DTOGLISON Med. Lei. 386 Defosilire . . an epithetused by Mr. Erasmus Wilson to express that condition of

the membrane in which plastic lymph U exuded into the
ti-ssue of the derma.

Depositor (d/pfiitai). [In form = L. depositor,
agent-n. from L. depdntre (DEPOJTE, DEPOSE) ; but
taken as agcnt-n. from DEPOSIT v. : so mod.?", df-

positeur, connected in sense with cUptt deposit.]
I. One who deposes.

fl. One who makes a deposition, a deponent.
S*S Si* T. SMITH Conrmw. Eng. (1633) 196 That all men

may hear from the mouth of the depositors and witnesses
what is said.

H. One who or that which deposits.
2. One who deposits or places something in

charge of another ; spec, one who deposits money
in a bank.
16*4 T. SCOTT folfr* Anglix 36 Bavaria is but Spaines

Depositor, and the King of Spayne, Bavaria's Patrone and
protector. 1781 SIR W. JONES Law ofBailments Wks 1799
VI. 679A depositor shall carefully enquire into the character
of his intended depositary. 1831 Examiner 55I/3 All persons
were entitled to become depositors ofgoods. 1835Penny Cycl.
III. 385/3 Where a depositor has . . a drawing account, the
balance is struck every six months. 1880 ML-IRHEAD Gains



DEPOSITORY.

Digest 486 The deposit still left the legal possession in the

depositor, the depositary being merely his agent in pos-

sessing.

3. a. An apparatus for depositing some substance.

b. A workman who coats articles with silver in

electro-plating.
i&y^Brit.IIusb. I. 264 A 'depositor', which consists merely

of an addition to the coulter of any common plough by wings
fixed in the beam, c 1865 G. GORE in Circ. Sc. I. 216/1 The
depositor should provide a large number of pieces of copper
wire . . for suspending the . . articles to be coated.

III. )
4. One in whose hand something is de-

posited ;
= DEPOSITABY sb. i. Obs.

1604 E. GRIMSTONE Hist. Siege Ostend 145 That the sayd
goods be put into the hands of the depositor of the armie.

Depository (d^pji-zitari). [f. (or on the same

type as) ined.L. depositorium, f. ppl. stem deposit-

or agent-n. depositor-em : see -DRY.]
1. A place or receptacle in which things are de-

posited or placed for safe keeping ;
a storehouse,

a repository.
1750 BEAWKS Lex Mercat. (1752) 5 Alexandria . . the de-

pository of all merchandizes from the East and West. 1840
H. AINSWORTH Tower ofLondon n. x, The Jewel Tower . .

the depository of the Regalia. 1858 LD. ST. LEONARDS

Handy Bit. Prop. Law xx. 158 The Act. .directs that con-

venient depositories shall be provided . . for all such wills. .

as shall be deposited therein for safe custody.

ft. 1841 MYERS CaUi. Th. m. 1.2 [The Bible] is. .a Pro-

vidential Depository ofcertain Revelations of truth and duty
which have been made at sundry times.

2. A person (a body of persons, or a thing per-

sonified) to whom something is committed for safe

keeping; usually fig. (with reference to immaterial

things); = DEPOSITAKY sb. I .

1656 HAMMOND Axsw. to Schism disarmed vn. ii. F3 Ifwe
hold these doctrines deposited in the Church . . we must hold

..that the depository is so trusty, as it cannot deceive us.

1779 JOHNSON Lett. Mrs. Thrale 8 Nov., I think well of her

judgment in chusing you to be the depository of her troubles.

1862 MF.RIVAI.E Ram. Kinp. (1865) VI. liv. 456 The preten-
sions advanced, .for the Roman Church, .to be the sole de-

pository of all moral principles and practice. 1878 S. Cox
Sail'. Mnndi\\\\. (ed. 3) 174 Even in those early days when
one man, one family, one nation were successively chosen to

be the depositories of Divine Truth.

II Depositum (<l/p(>'zitm). Obs. PL -a, -urns.

[L. depositum ; sb. use of neuter pa. pple. of de-

pontre to lay down : see DEPONE, DEPOSIT.]
1. Something placed in a person's charge or laid

up in a place for safe keeping ;
= DEPOSIT sb. i.

a. lit.

1593 WEST \st Pi. Symbol. 16 B, The thing left is called

Receptum, Commendatum or depositum. 1617 COLLINS Def.
Bp. Ely 81 Two depositums of like nature. 1669 WOODHEAD
St. Teresa n. 272 She. .had foretold of a certain Depositum,
that was to be reserved in that place ; and the event follow,

ing declared her meaning concerning her Body. 1673 Lady's
Call. II. i F 2. 57 Testaments and other depositums of the

l account ot the least tarthing (

as a depositum in her hands.

b. fig. of immaterial things : esp. of the faith or

doctrine committed to the keeping of the Church.
158* N. T. (Rhem.) j Tim. vi. 20 O Timothee, keepe the

depositum [ Vulg. custody dcposituw], 1583 FUI.KE Defence
xxi. 569 Affected novelties of terms, such as neither English
nor Christian ears ever heard in the English tongue : Scandal,
prepuce, neophyte, depositum, gratis, parasceve, paraclete.

1642 ROGERS i\'aaman To Rdr., Unto whose hands, the

great depositum of Truth is put. 1656 HAMMOND Answ. to

Schism disarmed vm. ii. I That depositum . . that the

Apostles thus deposited in all Churches, the several articles

ofthe Apostolick faith or Creed, a 17x1 KI-:N Dedicat. Poet.

Wks. 1721 I. 7 And rather dye glad Martyrs at the Stake,
Than the Depositum he left, forsake. 1731 STACKHOUSE
Hist. Bible 11767) III. v. iii. 348 His life was a sacred de-

positum of God's.

2. Something given as a pledge ;
= DEPOSIT

si. i c.

1623 COCKERAM, Depositum, a pledge. 1711 LUTTRELI.
liriefRel. (1857) VI. 704 To pay down . . half of that as a
depositum for the remaining parts.

8. A place where things are deposited or stored
;

a depot, depository, 'storehouse' (lit. andy?^-.).
1644 EVELYN Diary 19 Nov., Towards the lower end of

the church . . is the depositum and statue of the Countess
Matilda. 1646 J. HALL llorx Vac. 78 It is a fit depositum of

knowledge. i756NuGENTc7r. Tour II. 227 By means of these
famous fairs, Leipsic is the depositum of a great part of the
merchandize of Europe and the Indies. 1796 MORSEA mcr.
Geof. I. iv, The. .most complete depositum of facts relating
to the history of America, to be found in the United States.

Depositure ((UpfritflSl). rare. [In form

corresp. to a L. type *dcpositiira, f. ppl. stem of

defonfre (DEPONE, DEPOS:;) ; in sense associated

with deposit vb. : see -UBE.] The action of deposit-

ing or placing.
1635 JACKSON Creed vm. xxxiii. Wks. VIII. 179 The in-

terring or depositure of his body in the .. sepulchre. 1658
SIR T. BROWNE Hydriot. Introd., By precious embalments,
Depositure in dry Earths. 1884 ROGERS Soc. Life Scotl. II.

x. 1 6 The depositure of the national records in the Register

tDepO'St, depoost. Obs. [a. OF. depost

(I4th c. in Littre and Hatzf.), mod.l''. dtftt, ad. L.

DEPOSITUM : see above.] An earlier equivalent of

DEPOSIT sb. sense i.
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1381 WYCI.IF i Tim. vi. 20 Thou Tympthe kepe the depoost,
or thing bitakun to thee. 2 Tim. i. 12, I wool to whom
I haue bileuyd, and I am certeyn for he is myjti for to kepe

my depoost, or thing putt in keping. 1735 DYCHE & PARDON,

Depost or Depositum [ed. 3, Deposit}.

\ Depo'sure. Obs. rare. [f. DEPOSE v. + -URE :

cf. composure, exposure.] The action of deposing
from office

;
= DEPOSITION 4.

ciSso DRUMM. OF HAWTH. Mem. State'WVs. (1711) 130
After the deposure of king Richard II. 1648 FAIRFAX, etc.

Remonstrance 28 An utter rejection, expulsion, and de-

posure . . of his whole race.

Depot (de-rxm, dfpffr; drp0). Also dep8t,

d6p6t. [a. F. dtpfa (depo), in OF. depost (14th c.

in Littre and Hatzf.), (
=

It., Sp. deposito), ad. L.

(Kfositttm : see DEPOSITUM, DEPOSIT, DEPOST, all

forms of the same word.
As in the case of other words from modern French, the

pronunciation varies widely. The French depfl, with short

e and o and undefined stress, is foreign to English habits of

utterance. The earlier English rendering, as shown by the

dictionaries down to 1860-70, was, according to the French
historical stress and quantity, or the English conception of

it (cf. bureau, chateau, Titssaiid), d/pd
u% or, with a con-

scious effort to reproduce the first vowel in French, dcp<5
u '

;

these pronunciations are still heard, but the stress is now
more usually on the first syllable, and the quantity of the ft

doubtful, giving de'po, dfpo, in Engla_nd, di'po, d''p0, in

U.S. (where the word is much more in popular use, and

d/'p^t, d/pf t, are mentioned by Longfellow, Lowell, etc., as

popular vulgarisms). The form de'p^ comes as
near^the

French depo as English analogies admit. The earlier Eng.
spelling omitted the accent-marks, and this is now usual ;

the spelling depot belongs especially to the pronunciation

d/pfl
1 "

; the actual F. spelling deptt goes together with the

attempt to pronounce as in French.]

1 1. The act of depositing ; deposit, deposition.
Obs. r<ire.

1794 SULLIVAN View Nat. I. 72 Some [mountains] have . .

been formed by successive depots in the sea. 18315-$ TODD
Cycl. Anat. I. 515/2 Depots of matter take place m the dis-

organized tissue.

1 2. A deposit or collection (of matter, supplies,

etc.) ;
=DEPOSIT sb. 3, i. Obs.

1835 SIR J. Ross Narr. 2nd Voy. xxxvii. 513 To fetch a

third depot of fish. 1850 W. B. CLARKE Wreck Favorite

133 The nelleys had discovered our depot of blubber and
had eaten a portion of it.

3. Mil. a. A place where military stores are

deposited, b. The head-quarters of a regiment,
where supplies are received and whence they are

distributed, c. A station where recruits are as-

sembled and drilled, and where soldiers who cannot

join their regiments remain, d. attrib. Applied
to a portion of a regiment which remains at home
when the rest are on foreign service.

1798 BERESFORD in Ld. Auckland's Corr. III. 412 Large
quantities of arms are in their possession. Dublin is the

great depot. 1812 W. C. in Examiner 25 May 334/2 Bar-

racks and Military Depots are building. 1844 Regnl. % Ord.
A rmy 80 By the continual transit of Officers between the

Service and Depot Companies. 1853 STOCQUF.LER Milit.

Encycl. s. v., Regiments embarking for India usually leave

one company at home, for the purpose of recruiting, which

is called the depot company. 1859 Musketry Jnstr. 85 When
men leave a depot battalion to join the service companies.
1861 SWINHOE N. China Camp. 7 The island [of Chusan] . .

from its central position, would form a good depot for troops.

6. A place of confinement for prisoners of war.

The name used both in France and England during the

War with Napoleon.
1806 J. FORBES Lett.fr. France I. 231 Prisoners of war . .

[at] Fontainbleau and Valenciennes, the two principal depots

appointed for that purpose. 1814 D. H. O'BRIEN Captiv. <$

Escape 87 We were safely lodged in Sarre Louis jail. This

is a depot for seamen, and one of punishment for officers who
may transgress. 1839 36 Years Sea-faring Life 29 Fearing
death almost as little as a life of misery in a French depot.

4. A place where goods are deposited or stored ;

e. g. a coal depot, grain depot, furniture depot ;
a

store-house, depository, emporium.
1801 Edin. Rev. I. 142 Lake Winipic. .seems calculated. .

to become the grand depot of this traffic. 1804 H. T. COLE-

BROOKE flnst. Bengal (1806) 184 It is not practicable to

render Great Britain the general de'pSt of saltpetre. 1863
SIR G. G. SCOTT in A rchieol. Cant. V. 7 note. The church was
used as the coal depot for the castle. 1871 YEATS Grmtith

Comm. 154 Grain brought down to the maritime depots, .in

the Crimea.

6. U.S. A railway station.

(In Great Britain formerly, and still sometimes, a goods
station at a terminus : cf. sense 4.)

[1830 BOOTH L'pool # MJcliester Railway 46 This Railway
will cost above , 800,000 including the. .stations and depots
at each end. 1837 F. WHISHAW Anal. Railways 286 When
there are warehouses attached to a station the whole is called

a depot.] 1843 LONGF. in Life (1891) I. 415 To borrow the

expression of a fellow-traveller, we were ' ticketed through
to the depot

'

(pronouncing the last word so as to rhyme with

78 You cannot pa!
room of the depot till you have secured your ticket. [1893
Camdcn Town Directory, 71 London and North-western
Goods Depot, Chalk Farm Road.]

6. Forlif. (See quot.)
1823 in CRABB Techn. Diet. 1853 STOCQUELER Milit.

Encycl. s.v., In fortification, the term is likewise used to

denote a particular place at the trail of the trenches, out of

the reach of the cannon of a besieged place. It is here that

besiegers generally assemble, when ordered to attack the

outworks or support the troops in the trenches.

DEPRAVATION.
7. attrib. (See spec, use in 3d.)
1881 Chicago Times 16 Apr., The company is constructing

a depot building .. at Leaf River. 1884 C. R. MARKIIAM
in Pull Mall G. 20 Aug. 1/2 The party should never have
been left without a depot ship wintering within accessible

distance.

Depotentiate (d/'pote-nJVt), v. [f. DE- II.

i + L. potentia power: cf. potentiate] trans. To
deprive of power or potency. Hence Depote 11-

tiated ///. a., Depotentia'tion.
1841 Frasers Mag. XXIII. 144 Productive powers, which

unite together, combine not as dead materials by addition,
but multiply into and potentiate one another, as in separating

they do not merely subtract from each other, but utterly de-

potentiate. 1882-3 SCHAFF Encycl. Relig. Knowl. I. 463
A temporary self-exinanition or depotentiation of the pre-
existent Logos. 1886 A. B. BRUCE Mime. Elcm. in Gospels
viii. 275 Christ's life on earth in reference to the divine

aspect was a depotentiated life.

Depoulsour : see PEPCLSOR.
t Depo'verisli, v. Obs, [f.

DE- I. i, 3 +

radical of impoverish : cf. OF. apovrir, apovrisS',
F. appauvrir, f. povre> paitvre poor ; also DE-

PAUPER, DEPAUPEIIATE.] trans. To make poor,

impoverish.
I568GRAFTON Chron. 1 1. 350 So is your power depoverished,

and Lordes and great men brought to infelicitie.

Depper, -est, obs. comp. and sup. of DEEP.

Depravable (d/pr^-vab'I), a.
[f.

DEPBAVK v.

+ -ABLE.] Liable to be depraved.
1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. i. iv. 631 Humane Nature is

so mutable and depravable.

t De'pravate, ppl. a* Obs. [ad. L. depra'vat-
us. pa. pple. of depravare to DEPRAVE.] Depraved,

corrupted, demoralized.

152. BARCLAY Sallusfs Jugurth 15 b, A great part of the

Senatours were . . so deprauat that they contemned and set

at nought |?e words of Adherball. 1538 HEN. VIII \\\ Select.

Harl. Misc. (1793) 137 Thynges . . which, nowe beinge de-

prauate, are lyke . . to be the vtter mine of Christen relygyon,
a 1555 BRADFORD Wks. 166 Seeing my corruption and de-

pravate nature. 1665 G. HARVEY Advice agst. Plague 15

Contributing to the generation of depravate bloud.

Hence t De'pravately adv.
1666 G. HARVEY Morb. Angl. ii. 15 A consumption of the

parts of the body, weakly, or depravately, or not at all

attracting nutriment.

*t" Depravate (de'pi ave't), v. Obs. or arch. [f.

L. depravat- y ppl. stem of depravare to DEPRAVE.]
trans. = DEPRAVE.
1548 HOOPER Declar. 10 Connnandm. vn. Wks. (Parker

Soc) 345 To depravate the use of the sacraments otherwise

than they be taught in the scripture. 1581 MARBECK Bk. of
Notes 625 The Pharesies Saduces, which with their

gloses deprauated the Scriptures. 1609 J. DAVIES Holy
Roode xxiii, The rest, in depth of scornc and hate, His
Diuine Truth with taunts doe deprauate. 1847 BUSHNELL
Ckr. Nnrt. i. (1861) 27 The belief that a child's nature is

somehow depravated by descent from parents.

Depravation (d/prav^'Jan, dep-\ [ad.L. de-

pravation-eMi n. of action from depravare to

DEPRAVE. Cf. F. depravation (i6th c. in Littre).]

1. The action or fact of making or becoming de-

praved, bad, or corrupt ; deterioration, degenera-

tion, esp. moral deterioration ;
an instance of this.

1561 T. NORTON Calvin's Inst. i. xiv. 16 This malice

which we assigne in his [the Devil's] nature, is not by
creation but by deprauation. a 1667 COWLEY Ess,, Dangers
in Muck Company, The total Loss of Reason is less de-

plorable than the total Depravation of it. 1775 JOHNSON
Tax, no Tyr. 48 We are as secure from intentional deprava-
tions of Government as human wisdom can make us. 1795
BURKE Tracts on Popery Laws Wks. 1842 II. 442 If this be

improvement, truly I know not what can be called a de-

pravation of society. 1850 H. ROGERS Ess. II. iv. 204
Causes of depravation . . to which the language had in

a measure adapted itself. 1862 EI.LICOTT Destiny of
Creature ii. (1865) 26 Depravations of instincts.

b. Deterioration or degeneration of an organ,

secretion, tissue, etc.

1661 LOVELL Hist. Anim. $ Min. 334 Trembling, which
is a depravation of voluntary motion. ^1720 W. GIBSON
Farriers Guide n. xxviii. (1738) 101 The beginning of the

Distemper did proceed from the Corruption or Depravation
of the Blood. 1749 BP. LAVINGTON Enthits, Methodists

(1820) 225 Some depravation of the organs of the ear.

1851-60 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Depravation, term for a deteri-

oration, or change for the worse ; applied to the secretions,

or the functions of the body.
2. The condition or quality of being depraved ;

corruption. Formerly, in 7/w, DEPRAVITY c.

1577 tr. Bullinger's Decades (1502) 495 Originall sinne is

the vice or deprauation of the whole man. 1587 GOLDING
De Mornay xvii. (1617) 305 Notwithstanding all this de-

prauation, yet the soule liueth and abideth pure and cleane

in God. 1633 BP. HALL Hard Texts, Row. vi. 6 That by
. . his death the whole bulke of our maliciousness and depra-
vation might be so far destroyed. 1725 R.TAYLOR Disc, on the

increased. i86a MERIVALE Rom. Emp. (1865) V. xlv. 350

Contrasting the most exquisite charms of nature with the

grossest depravation of humanity.
b. (with//.) An instance of this.

1621 BURTON Anat. Mel. \. i. in. i, Calling it [Melancholy]
a depravation of the principall function. 1669 GALE Crt.

Gentiles i. i. xii. 79 Those Leters, which the Jews now use

. . being but depravations of the Syrinc. 1675 THAHERNE
Ckr. Ethicks xxvii. 429 All the cross and disorderly things
..are meer corruptions and depravations of nature, which



DEPRAVATIVB.
free agents have let in upon themselves. 1846 MAURICR I

Kdig. World i, iii. (1861)71 I would by no means support
a paradox . . that Buddhism was the original doctrine of
which Hrnhininism was a depravation.

fo. A depraving influence or cause. Obs.

1711 ADDISOM Sped. No. 99 F it When the Dictate* of
Honour are contrary to those of Religion and Equity, they
are the greatest Depravations of human nature.

f3. Perversion or corruption (of a text, writing,

etc.). Obs.

1566 T. STAPLETOM Ret. Untr, Jawl Epist. ij,
You note

that for Vntruthe, yea and for a foule deprauation of holi

sciipture which is the very saying ..of S. Hilary. 16x4
GATAKEH Trnnsubst. 90 The next Division hee makcth
entrance into with a grosse and shamelessc Depravation
[sul'stitution of

*

any thing
'

for * no thing '}. 1699 BENTLEY
riint. xiii. 396 This is the common Reading., but if wo
examine it, it will be found to be a manifest Depravation.
1768 JOHNSON Pref. to Shafts, Wks. IX. 277 This great poet
..made no collection of his works, nor desired to rescue
those that had been already published from the depravations
that obscured them. 1849 w. FITZGERALD tr. Wkitakcr 1

*

Dispttt. 157 To persuade us of the depravation of the original
scriptures.

f 4. Vilification, defamation, detraction, back-

biting, calumny. Obs,
[So It. depravaziont.']

(Perhaps the earliest sense in Eng. : of. also DEPRAVE.)
1516 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 338 All y* crymes ofy*

tonge, as scl.iumlers, detraccyons, deprauacyons or dis-

praysynges. 1605 HACON Adit. Lfam. i. ii. 9 8. 10 Ameerc
deprauation and calumny without all shadowe of truth.

1606 SHAKS. Tr. AT Cr. v. ii. 133 Stubbornc Criticks, apt
without a theame For deprauation.

t Depra*vative, a. Obs. [f. L. dtpravat-

ppl. stem + -IVE.] Tending to deprave.
i68a H. Wowz Annof.Glanriffs Ltt.r O. 37 A dcbi.ttative,

diminutive, or privative, not depravative deterioration.

t De'pravator. Obs. rare~ l
t [Agent-n, in

L. form from L. depravare to DEPRAVK. Cf. F.

depravateur (1551 in Hatzf.).] A depraver.
16*9 T. ADAMS Serin. Heb. vi. 8 Wks, 1058 A great number

of these Field-brycrs. .Oppressors, Inclosers, Depopulators,
Deportators, Depravators.

tDepra*ve, sb. Obs. rare.
[f.

DEPRAVE v.]

Detraction, slander.
1610 W. FOLKINGHAM Art of Survey* Author to Work 23

Whose iustly-honourd Names Shield from Depraue, Couch
rabid Blatant*, silence Surquedry. 1615 CHAPMAN Odyss.
xxu. 585 That both on my head pour'd depraves unjust, And
on my mother's, scandalling the court.

fDepra've, a. Obs. rare. [An extension of

PRAVE = L. pravus, after deprave vb. and its deri-

vatives: cf. DEPRAVITY.] Depraved.
(11711 KEN Hymnotheo Poet. Wks. 1721 III. 96 Ah me,

even from the Womb I came deprave.

Deprave (d/pivi'v), v. [ad. L. dcpravare to

distort, pervert, corrupt (f. DE- I. 3 -f promts
crooked, wrong, perverse : perh. immediately from
F. depraver 04th c. in Hatzf.). Sense 4 was

perh. the earliest in Kng. : cf. also the derivatives.]
1. To make bad

; to pervert in character or

quality; to deteriorate, impair, spoil, vitiate. Now
rare, exc. as in a.

a 1533 I .; '. BERNERS Gold. Bk. Af. Anrel. xlvi, Olde folkes

wyll depraue [printed depryue, L. depravabunt} thy mynde
with their couetousnes. 155* HCLOET, Depraue, peruert,
or make yll, depraito. 1558 WARDE tr. Alexis* Seer. (1568)

43 b, Sorowe, sadnesse, or melancholic corrupte the bloude
. . and deprave and hurt nature, c 1630 DONNE Serrn. viii.

83 A good worke not depraved with an ill Ende. 1685 BOYLE
Saint*. Air 14 The air is depraved . . by being impregnated
with Mineral Expirations. 171784 JOHNSON in Croker's

R0fwett(i%y)'V. 410,, I believe that the loss of teeth may de-

ve the voice of a singer. x8oj Trans. Soc.Encourag. Arts
X. 222 It [sea-salt] rather depraves than improves the oils.

b. To corrupt (a text, word, etc.). arch.

138* WYCLIF Jw Prol., The thingis.
.bi the vice of writeris

depraued. 1599 H. BUTTES Dyets drie Dinner G ij,

Whence in tract of time the name is depraved : and B put
for C. 1663 CHARLRTON Chorea Gigant. 25 He was forced

to deprave the Text. 1710 PRIDEAUX Orig. Tittus iv. 179
But the second Paragraph being so depraved by after

Transcribers, as not to be made Sense of. 1844 LINGAHO

Anglo-Sax. Ch, (1858) II. xi. 187 Restoring the true reading
where it had been depraved. 1859 F. HALL Vdsavadattti
Pref. 9 (/<*, If bis text has not been depraved at the hands
of the scribes.

f c. To debase (coinage), falsify (measures,

etc.). Obs.

1581 W. STAFFORD Exam. Cow//, ii. (1876) 68 And if our
treasure be farre spent and exhaust . . I could wish that any
other order were taken for the recouery of it, then the

deprauing of our coines. a 163* T. TAYLOR G&fs Jitdgeut.
1. 1. xxxL (1642) 140 Among earthly princes, it is accounted
a crime, .to counterfeit or deprave their scales, ifeo FULLER

f'isgak 397 The Levites were esteemed the fittest keepers of

measures, .which willingly would not falsitie, or deprave the

same. 1733 NEAL Hist. Pnrit. II. 424 Some Ministers in

our state . . endeavoured to make our money not worth

taking, by depraving it.

fd. To desecrate. Obs. rare J
.

11519 SKELTON Wart tke Hnuke [42 He wrought amys
To hawke in my church of Dis ] 301 Dys church ye thus

depravyd.
2. spec. To make morally bad ; to pervert, de-

base, or corrupt morally. (The current sense.)

1481 Monk of Evesham (Arb.) 59, I neuyr . . hadde any

suspycyon hethirto that the kynde of wemen hadde b

deprauydanddefoyledbysucheafoulesynnc. 1594 s '

Awsretti xxxi, A hart ..Whose pryde depraues each other

better part. 1667 MILTON P. L. v. 471 One Almightie is,

from whom All things proceed, and up to him return. If not
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deprav'd from good. 1736 BUTLER Anal. i. v. Wks. 1874
1. 101 Vicious indulgence.. depraves the inward constitution
and character. 1890 Sfcclntitr i Mar., The belief that

a witi h was a person who leagued herself with the Devil to

defy God and deprave man.

f3. To pervert the meaning or intention of, to

[>ervert by misconstruing. Oi>s.

1384 \Vv( i ii' 2 ret. iii. 16 Sumnic harde thinges in vndcr-

stondinge, the whiche unwiise. . men deprauen. .to her owne
perdicimin. 15*6 I'ilgr. I'er/. (W. d- W. 1531) 93 By . .de-

pravynge and mysiudgyng his entent in thynges that be good.
1581 J. KKI.L t/attifoit's Anrtv. Otor. 3440, What can be

spoken so sincerely, but by sinister construing may be de-

praved? 1643 MILTON Divorce ll. xiii. Wks. 1738 1. 198 Our
Saviour here confutes not Moses' Law, but the false Glosses
that dcprav'd the Law. 1660 H. MORE Myst. Godliness vi.

xvii. 214, 1 must confess they have not depraved the meaning
of the seventh verse. 1703 [see DEPRAVING vl>l. tb.\

f4. To represent as bad; to vilify, defame,

decry, disparage. Obs. [So It.
'

depraxare . . to

backbite' (Florio).]
136* LANCL. /'. /'/. A. in. 179, 1 com not to chyde, Ne to de-

Taue bipersone with a proud herle. 1388 WYCIJP /><*'. 1.29

-['heidenrauedenalmynamendyngtijiBabacbitidenJ. 1432-50
tr. lligden( Rolls) 1 1. 159 The peple of Englonde deprauengc
theire owne thyngencommende other straunge. i8i J. BELL
liatldon's Answ. Otor. ib, How maliciously and wickedly
Kngland hath bene accused and depraved by her cursru

VOMKj Osorius. 164* ROGERS Naawan 97 Perhaps I dull
heare the godly depraved, jeered at. 1667 MILTON P. L. vi.

174 Unjustly thou deprav'st it with the name Of Servitude,

fb. at/sol.

1599 SHAKS. Much Atfff v. i. 95 Fashion-monging boyes,
That lye, and cog, and flout, depraue, and slander. 1816

HYRON Monody OH Sheridan 73 Behold the host I delighting
to deprave, Who track the steps of Glory to the grave . .

Distort the truth, accumulate the lie, And pile the pyramid
of Calumny !

1 5. inlr. To grow or become bad or depraved ;

to suffer corruption. Obs. rare.

1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. n. iii. f 28 A Self-sufficiency, that

soon improved into Plenty, that Quickly depraved into Riot,
and that at last occasioned their Ruin.

H Formerly often confused with, or erroneously
used for, DEPRIVE.
IS7 J. JONES Bathes of Bath Ep. Ded. j Sicknesse

. . depnvetn, deminisheth or depraveth the partes acci-

dentally of their operations, c 1614 DRAYTOX Legend c/
Duke Robert (17481 194 O that a tyrant then should me
deprave Of that which else all living creatures have ! i6ai

UURTON Anat. Mel. I. ii. I. iv, Lunatick persons, that are

depraved \eitJ. 1660 and later deprived] of their wits by the

Moones motion. 1631 LITHGOW Trav. ix.
407^ John the 17.

who after he was depraved his Papacy, had his eyes pulled
out. 1731 ARDUTHNOT A*w/

oj^
Diet 263 OiU entirely

deprav'd of their Salts are not acrid.

Depraved (d/prJi'vd\///. a. [f. prec. + -EI>,

repr. L. dspravatus, F. djpravi]
1. Rendered bad or worse; perverted, vitiated,

debased, corrupt. Now chiefly of taste, appetite,
and the like.

1610 GUILI.IM Heraldry ill. iv. (1660) 113 We take no

363 She corrected a depraved place in Cyprian. \j\* STEELK

Spect. No. 268 P 4 If they would but correct their depraved
Taste. 1736 BAILEY Househ. Did. 34 A depraved Appetite,
is when a person desires to eat and drink things that are unfit

for food; as.. earth, mortar, chalk, and such like things.

1807 OPIE Led. Art iv. (1848) 321 A moderately lively red

. .will appear brilliant, if surrounded by others of the same
class but of a more depraved quality.

1816 KEATINGE Trar.

(1817) I. 37 Fruit, .every species here is dwindled in growth
and depraved in flavour. 1889 J. M. DUNCAN Left. Dis.

Women xvi. (ed. 4) 1 19 The women are always in what may
be vaguely called, depraved health.

2. spec. Rendered morally bad ; corrupt, wicked.

1594 HOOKER Eccl. Pal. I. x. i Presuming man to be, in

regard of his depraued minde, little better than a wild beast.

1667 MILTON P. L. Xl. 806 So all shall turn degenerate, all

dcprav'd. 1736 BUTLER Anal. i. v. Wks. 1874 I. 102 De-

praved creatures want to be renewed. 1798 F t RRIAR lllustr.

Sterne i. ii The morals of the Court were most depraved.

1836-9 DICKENS Sk. Boz (C. D. ed.)22i A place of resort for

the worst and most depraved characters

Depravedly (drpw'-vedli, -^-vdli^, adv. [f.

prcc. + -LY. a.]In a depraved manner ; perversely,

corruptly.
1643 SIR T. BROWNE Rtl. Med. To Rdr., The writings . .

denravcdly, anticipatively countcrfeitly imprinted. 1651

J. WRIGHT tr. Camus' Nature's Paradox 298 Sodepravedly

reprobate, a 1693 URQUHART Rabflais ill. xxiii. 186 What
moved . . him to be so .. depravcdly bent against the good
Fathers?

DepraTredness; [f.
as prec. + -HESS.] De-

praved or corrupt quality or condition ; depravity.
1611-15 BP. HALL Cmtrmfl., t). T. xvnl. iv. No place

could be too private for an honest prophet, in so extreame

depravednes&e. 1641 ROGERS Naaman To Rdr. fa The
depnvedncsse and disorder of the appetite. 171$ Hisl.

Remark. Tryals A, The Depravedness of Human Nature.

1885 L. Gum ANT Sympnenmttta xv. 224 His unsoundness,
and insanencss, and depravedness of outer structure.

Depravement (d/pr''vme'nt). arch. [f. DE-
PRAVE v. + -SIKXT.] Depravation, perversion, cor-

ruption ; t misinterpretation.
1645 MILTON Tetrarch. Pr. Wks. (1847) 112/2 That such an

irreligious dcpravement . . may be. .solidly refuted, and in

the room a better explanation given. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE
fst-ntf. /if. l. x. 42 That apparitions, .are either deceptions
of sight, or melancholy depravements of pliancy. 1677
GILPIN Demand. (1867) 120 Our thoughts do not naturally

DEPRECANT.
delight in spiritual things because of their depravement.
1779 SWINBURNE 'frar. A/,I/ xli. (H ,

A period, .when all

arts and sciences were fallen to the low: i ebb of deprave-
menu 1(39 J. K. DAHI.KV InlraJ. ISeauni. t, H. II ki. I.

35 Is the fraziou of Correggio an improvement on the

grandiou of Kalfael, or a voluptuous depravement of it f

Depraver (d/pr^-vai). Also 7 -our. [f. Dr-
PHAVK v. + -KB '.] One who depraves.
1. One who corrupts, perverts, or debases ; a cor-

ruptcr, perveiter.

'SSTJsee DEPRAVERS*!!. 1563-87 Foxi A. < M. (1506)
39/2 TIM deprauers of the uerilie. 1633 T. ADAMS Ejcf.
2 I'ettr ii. i The devil, that .. depraver of all goodness.
'79 J- JOHNSON CUrnm. Vads HI. u. 247 'Iliey that tear,
or cut the books of the Old or New Testament .. or sell them
to Depravers of books . . are excommunicated for a year.
1878 DowDinSlnJ. Lit. 34 The great depravers of religion.

1 2. One who vilifies or defames ; a defamer,
traducer. Oh.
1584 WHITCIFT Let. la Bvrrkley, A defender, not a de-

praver, of the present slate and government, a 1634 CHAP-
MAN Sonn. xxi, So shall pale Envy famish with her food,
And thou spread further by thy vain depravours [rime
favours]. 1641 CIIAS. I .S>. 97 Sept. in Rushw. Hist. Coll.

in. 1 1. 22 Brownists, Anabaptists, and publick Depravers of
the Book ofCommon Prayer. 1709 STHVPE Ann. Kef. I. ii. 71
Penalties appointed for depravers of the said book, and such
as should speak in derogation of anything contained in it.

t Depra~vereSB. Obs. nonce-wtl. In 6 -let.

[f. prcc. + -K8S.1 A female depraver.
1557 Tottelts Misc. (Arb.l 177 (I'nsted/ast Woman) O

temerous (aunties that delightes in toves . . I angling iestres,

depraueres \ed. 9 deprauers] of swcte loves.

Depra-ving, vbl. sb.
[f.

DEPRAVE v. + -iso '.]

The action of the verb DEPBAVR in various senses.
a 1500 Cttckovt <V Night, xxxv. Thereof comcth . . anger

and envie, Depraving, shame, untnist, and jelousie. 1548
Act i <V 2 Edw. VI, c. L } 2 If any manner of

person,
.shall

preache, declare or speake any thinge in the uerogacion or

depravinge of the saide Booke [of Common Prayer). 1583
BABINGTON Commandm. ix. (1637) 87 Telling and hearing
the depraving* of the wicked. 1703 J. BARRETT Attalctta

48 It would be a manifest depraving of that sacred Text. .

to turn it thus.

Depra-ving, ///. a. [-IKO 2.] That depraves ;

t defaming, traducing (0&>.).
1606 HOLLAND Sueton. 152 Some depraving backe-friendes

of hers. 1686 W. DE BRITAINE Hum. Prd. vi. 20 A clear

Soul, like a Castle, against all the Artillery of depraving

Spirits,
is impregnable. 1881 Athfmeum 24 Dec. 847/2

The story has not a depraving tendency.
Hence Depra'vingly atlv.

1665 J. WEBD Stone-Heng (1725) 71 His Words, .as this

Doctor, .both inelegantly and aepravingly renders them.

Depravity (dJpne-vHi). [An extension of

PRAVITY (ad. L. pravitas) previously used in same

sense, after DEPHAVK and its derivatives. (No

corresponding form in Latin or French.)] The

quality or condition of being depraved or corrupt.

t a. Perverted or corrupted quality. Obs.

1643 SIR T. BROWNE Rtl. ^fed. n. 8 7 An humorous de-

pravity of mind. 1758 J. S. Le Dnut's Otscn: Surf-Hni)
398 A depravity in the Fluids may have a great Snare in

producing these Symptoms.
b. Perversion of the moral faculties ; corruption,

vicionsness, abandoned wickedness.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE I'smd. /'/. vn. i, By aberration of

conceit they extenuate his depravitie, and ascribe some

goodnesse unto him. 1791 MRS. KAUCLIFFE Kent, forest

I, Such depravity cannot surely exist in human nature.

1830 MACKINTOSH Elk. I'hiloi. Wks. 1846 I. 232 The wind-

ing approaches of temptation, the slippery path
to depravity.

1883 t'novDKSforlStHa
1

., Origen IV. ill. 300 The conscience

of the ignorant masses.. was rising in indignation against
the depravity of the educated.

c. Theol. The innate corruption of human nature

due to original sin. Often total depravity.
In common use from the time of Jonathan Edwards : the

earlier terms were gravity and depravation.

[1735 J. TAYLOR Doctr. Orig. Sin ill. 184 Inquiring into

the Corruption and Depravity of Mankind, of the Men and
Women that lived in his limes.] 1757 EDWASDS Doctr.

Orig. Sin L { i By Original Sin, as the phrase has been
most commonly used by divines, is meant the innate sinful

depravity of the heart. But . . it is vulgarly understood in

that latitude, which includes not only the depravity of

nature, but the imputation of Adam's first sin. 1794 A.

FULLER Lett. \. 3 July Wks. 302 On the total depravity of

Human Nature. 1874 J. H. BLUNT Diet. Sects s.v. Cat-

vinisfSt Both the elect and non-elect come into the world in

a state of total depravity and ajicnation from God, and can,

of themselves, do nothing but sin.

d. A depraved act or practice.
1641 MILTON Reform, i. (1851) 4 Characterizing the De-

pravities of the Church. 1865 GLANVILL Setft. Sci. xiv. 90
As some Regions have their proper Vices, .so they have
their mental depravities, which are drawn in with the air of

their Countrey. 1808 J. MALCOLM XstM London i8/*C.

iTiile-p.), Anecdotes ofthe Depravities, Dresses and Amuse-
ments of the Citizens of London.

t De'precable, a. Obs. rare, fin form ad. L
ilfprecatilis that may be entreated (Vulgate" ; but

in sense from DEPRECATE v.] Capable of being,

or to be, deprecated.
1633 T. ADAMS Ejrf. Peter ii. 19 A detestable sin, a de-

precable punishment ! 1648 Eikat Bos. 149, 1 look upon the

Temporal Destruction of the greatest King as tar less de-

precable than the Eternal Damnation ofthe Meanest Subject.

t De'precant, ///. a. Obs. [ad. L. li'-prtcant-

em, pr. pple. of dfprtcart to DIPBECATE.] 1 >epre-

cating.



DEPRECATE.

1624 F. WHITE Refl. Fisher 541 Meanes and cau*es impe-
trant, or deprecant, to' appease Gods wrath. Ibid. 549 liy
Satisfaction he vnderstandeth deprecant Satisfaction, not

compensant.

Deprecate (de-pr&A), v. [f. I- &precat~ 9

ppl. stein of deprecart to pray (a thing) away, to

ward off by praying, pray against, f. DE- L 2 +

precan to pray.]
1. trans. To pray against (evil) ;

to pray for de-

liverance from ; to seek to avert by prayer, arch.
1628 EAKLE Microcosm*, Meddling Man (Arb.) 89 Wise

men still deprecate these mens kindnesses. 1631 GOUGK
GotCs Arrows \\. 3. 135 The judgements which Salomon
..earnestly deprecateth and prayeth against. 1633 Ur.
HALL Medit. (1851) 153, I cannot deprecate thy rebuke :

my sins call for correction : but I deprecate thine anger.
1778 LOWTH Transl. Isaiah xlvii. n Evil shall come upon
thee, which thou shalt not know how to deprecate. 1833
HT. MARTINEAU Three Ages ii. 47 While the rest of the
nation were at church, deprecating God's judgments.
f2. intr. To pray (against^. Obs. rare.

1652 GAULF. Magastrom. 37 Where we are to deprecate. .

against dangers of waters, let us commemorate the saving
cf Noah in the flood.

3. trans. To plead earnestly against ; to express
an earnest wish against (a proceeding) ; to express
earnestdisapproval of (a course, plan, purpose, etc.).

1641 J. SHUTE Sarah fy Hagar (1649) 133 Saint Paul
underlaketh . . that he shall return and deprecate his fault.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. vn. xix. 385 Other accounts . .

whose verities not onely, but whose relations honest minds
doe deprecate. 1659 BP. WALTON Consid. Considered v. 2

Cappellus. .no where that I know affirms this, but rather

deprecates it as a calumny. 1742 FIELDING J. Andrews
iv. vi, I-be!ieve . . he'd behave so that nobody should depre-
cate what I had done. 1808 Mcd. Jrnl. XIX. 389, I cannot
help deprecating the conduct of the other two anatomists.

1875 OUSELKV Mns. Form xiii. 60 Such a method of pro-
ceeding is greatly to be deprecated. 1882 Times 5 Dec. 7
To deprecate panic is an excellent counsel in itself.

f4. To make prayer or supplication to, to be-
seech (a person). Obs.

1624 F. WHITE Repl. Fisher Pref. 10 You haue libertie to

deprecate his Gratious Maiestie to forget things past. 1715-
ao POPE Iliad ix. 236 Much he advised them all, Ulysses
most, To deprecate the chief, and save the host. 1758 JOHN-
SON Idler No. ir F 7 To deprecate the clouds lest sorrow
should overwhelm us, is the cowardice of idleness. 1822 T.
TAYLOR Apnleitts 75 But the most iniquitous woman, falling
at his knees, deprecated him as follows : Why, O my sone
I beseech you, do you give [etc.].

tb. absol. To make supplication. Obs.

1625 DONNE Serm. 24 Feb. (1626) 8 He falls vpon his face
. .and laments, and deprecates on their behalfe.

f 5. To call down by prayer, invoke (evil). Obs.

1746 W. HORSLEV Fool(\-]a& \. No. 16. 114 Deprecating
on unhappy Criminals, under Sentence of Death, all the
Mischief they can think of. (71790 FRANKLIN Antobiog.
442 Upon the heads of these very mischievous men they
deprecated no vengeance.
Hence De'precated ///. a.

y Deprecating vbl.

sb. and ///. a.

1768 C. SHAW Monody vii. 61 Why. .strike this deprecated
blow? 1839 Times n July in Spirit Metropol. Conttrv.
Press ("1840) I. 158 To persist in such a deprecated and
odious innovation.

Deprecatingly (de-prflc^tinll), adv.
[f.

DE-
PRECATING ///. a. + -LY -.] In a deprecating
manner.

i&SjWL*xsxta Doe-fitHdi. 10 'O Lord, sir 1 let meoff this

time, it's only a sohUer\ said S. deprecatingly. 1863 GEO.
ELIOT Rotnola in. xix, She put up one hand deprecatingly
to arrest Romola's remonstrance.

Deprecation (deprJk^'-Jan). [a. F. dfyrtca-
tion (i ath c. in Hatzf.\ ad. L. deprecation-em, n.

of action from deprecdrl to DEPRECATE.] The
action of deprecating.
t 1. Intercessory prayer, Obs. [So in L.]
1556 LAL-DER Tractate (1864) 19 The deprecatioun of the

maker for all Catholyke kyngls and prencis and thnre liegis.
2. Prayer for the averting or removal (of evil,

disaster, etc.).

1596 J. NORDEN Progr. Pietie (1847) 12 Deprecation, or a
Prayer to prevent evils, whereby we desire God to remove sin
from us and whatsoever punishment \ve have in justice de- i

served. *6yStarCbawl>.Ca$es(Camden)8 7 Uy Lord Keeper I

answered with a deprecation : God forbid that Norfolke
should be divided in custome from all England. 1649ROBERTS Claris BibL 342 His Deprecation of two things,
viz. Present evils, and Future feares. 1673 True WorshipGod 8 A Confession of sin, Deprecation of Gods displeasure,
Imploring his Mercy. 1754-8 T. NEWTON Prophecies,
Danielx.iv. 221 If there shall be need of greater intercession
and deprecation. 1856 I. H. NEWMAN Callista xvi, No
reversal or respite had followed their most assiduous acts of
deprecation. 1892 W. B. SCOTT Antob. I. xxiv. 343 The
processional deprecations of the Devil Worshippers.
t b. Formerly : Prayer for forgiveness. Obs.

1604 R. CAWUREY Table Alph., Deprecation, supplication,
!

or requiring of pardon. 1633 T. ADAMS Exfi. 2 Peter ii. 6
'

They may then run on their impious courses without any
!

repentance or deprecation.
3. Entreaty or earnest desire that something may

be averted or removed ; earnest expression of feel-

ing against (a proposal, practice, etc.).
1612-5 BP. HALL Contempt.* O. T. xx. ix, Deprecacions of

evil to a malicious man are no better than advices. 1752
JOHNSON Rambler No. 208 F7 The censures of criticism,
which, however, I shall not endeavour to soften by a formal
deprecation. 1863 GKO. ELIOT Romola i. i, [He] turned his
. . glassy eye on the frank speaker with a look ofdeprecation.
1870 DICKENS E. Drood ii. In a tone of gentle deprecation.
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f4. Imprecation: curse. Obs. rare.

1634 BRERETON Trait. (1844)48 Her sister denied, and with
this deprecation, wished if she had any bread, that it might
be turned into a stone, a 1804 W. GILPIN Serin. III. xi.

1 R.), We may .. apply to him the scriptural deprecation,
1 He that withholdeth his corn, the people shall curse him.'

Deprecative (de-pr/k^tiv), a. [a. F. dtprt-

catifj -ive (i3th c. in Britton, i-ith c. in Hatzf. \
ad. L. dt'precafiv-us, f. ppl. stem of dcprecarl to

DKPRECATE : see -IVE.] Having the quality of de-

precating ;
of or pertaining to deprecation, f a.

Intercessory, precative (o&s.*}. b. Praying for de-

liverance from evil. c. Expressing earnest dis-

approval (of a proposal).
1490 CAXTON Eneydos ix. 37 To the, thenne . . I addresse

my thoughte deprecatyue . . that it maye playse the to

entende to the correction of the maners . . of our matrones.
a 1617 BAYNE Diocesans Trya.ll (1621) 58 They imposed
hands even on Deaconesses, where it could not be otherwise
considered then a deprecative gesture. 1672-5 T. COMBER

Conif. to Tetufle I. 752 (R.) The form itself is
very ancient,

consisting . . of two parts, the first deprecative, the second
indicative ; the one intreating for pardon, the other dispens-
ing it. 1884 Century Mag. XXVIII. 588 It better pleased
his deprecative soul to put them in an empty cigar-box.
Hence De'precatively adv. t in a deprecative

manner ; in the way of entreaty for deliverance.

1638 Pcnit. Con/, viii. (1657) 270 The form of absolution is

expressed in the third person deprecatively. 1879 I
J

- R-
DRUMMOND Perthshire i. xiv. 80 Looking up to him depre-
catively, he said [etc.].

Deprecator (de-pr/k^tw). [a. L. deprecator,

agent-n. from L. deprecarl to DEPKECATE.] One
who deprecates ; fa petitioner (obs.}.

1656 TRAPP Comm. John xiv. 16 And he shall give you
another Comforter. Or, pleader, deprecator, advocate. 1794
T. TAYLOR Pansanias I. 220 That they should propitiate
Jupiter, and employ ./Eacus . . as their deprecator.

Deprecatory (de-pr^k^tari), a. (sb.} [ad. L.

depreciilori'US, f. deprecator \ see prec. and -DRY.

Cf. F. dtprecatoire (isth c. in Hatzf.).]
A. adj. 1. Serving to deprecate ; that prays for

deliverance from or aversion of evil.

1586 A. DAY Eng. Secretary i. (1625) 21 Deprecatorie t in

praying for pardon of a thing committed. 1622 HACON
Hen. VII, 190 Bishop Fox . . sent many humble and depre-
catorie letters to the Scottish King, to appease him. (71630
DONNE Senn. \. 504 All his Prayer .. is but Deprecatory,
he does but pray that God will forbeare him. 1738 WAR-
BURTON Div. Legat. I. ii. i. 89 Deprecatory Rites to avert
Evil.

2. Expressing a wish or hope thnt something
feared may be averted ; deprecating anticipated

disapproval.
1704 SWIFT T. Tub iii. (T.>, Before I had performed the

due discourses, expostulatory, supplicatory, or deprecatory,
with my good lords the criticks. 1838 LYTTON Leila i. v,
The Israelite did . . seem to hear this deprecatory remon-
strance. 1871 H. AINSWORTH Tower Hill i. viii, 'Your

that we sometimes have dancing.'

fB. sb. A deprecatory word or expression. Obs.

1654 GAYTON Pleas. Notes iv. i. 171 To convey his Con-
solatories, Suasories, Deprecatories. a 1734 NORTH Exam.
(1740) 343 Now he is passive, full of Deprecatories and
Apologetics.
Hence De'precatorily adv., in a deprecatory

manner, in a way that expresses a prayer or desire

against something.
1873 Brit. Q. Rev.

388,
'
I do not know ', said Sir William,

deprecatorily,
'

that it is necessary to go down so low as
that.'

ft

tDepre'Ce, v- Obs. rare. [See note below.]
trans. ? To set free from confinement or restraint

;

to release.

c 1340 Gaiv. fy Gr. Knt. 1219 Bot wolde }e, lady louely,
(>en letie me grante, & deprece your prysoun [prisoner], &
pray hym to ryse.

[Of uncertain etymology. Deprece occurs in the same
poem as a spelling of DEPRESS z',, but no sense of that word
suits here. OF. had despresser to free from a press, free

from pressure. OF. desfriser to let out of prison, release
from confinement, app. agrees in sense, but not in form.]

Deprece, var. of DEPRESS v.

Depreciant (d/prfjiant\ a. [ad. L. depre-
tiant-em, pr. pple. of depretiare : see next.] De-
preciating.
1885 F. HALL m Nation XL. 466/2 Who is so superfluously

self-depreciant and lowly-minded.

Depreciate (d/prf-jl^t), v. Also dopretiate,

[f. L. dcpreliat- (-/-), ppl. stem of depretiare (in
med.L. commonly spelt depreciare}^ f. DE- I. i +

pretium price. Cf. mod.F. ddprtcier 'Diet. Acad.

1762).]
1. trans. To lower in value, lessen the value of.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. iv.x. 205 A method, .which
much depreciates the esteeme and value of miracles. 1664
POWER Kxp. Philos. i. 53 As these dioptrical Glasses, do
heighten and illustrate the Works of Nature, so do they . .

disparage and depretiate those of Art. 1739 GIBBER Apol.
v. 102 Booth thought it depreciated the Dignity ofTragedy
to raise a Smile. 1862 Fraser's Mag. Nov. 631 Our archi-
tectural reputation, never high, is still more depreciated by
the building at South Kensington.

b. spec. To lower the price or market value of;
to reduce the purchasing power of (money).

DEPRECIATORY.
1656 BI.OUNT Glossogr.^ Depredate^ to make the price less,

to make cheaper. 1719 W. WOOD Sttr?', Trade 358 That
we shall .. Depretiate our Silver Standard. 1782 PAINE
Let. Abbf Raynal\\H)\] 25 Every man depreciated his own
money by his own consent. 1848 MILL Pol. Econ. in. xiii,
It is true that suspension of the obligation to pay in specie,
did put it in the power of the Bank to depreciate the cur-

rency. 1893 BITHELL Counting-Honse Diet. s.v. Depre-
ciation, Bank Notes or State Notes are depreciated in value
when issued against a small reserve of bullion.

2. To lower in estimation
;
to represent as of less

value ; to underrate, undervalue, belittle.
1666 BOYLE Orig, Formes $ Qua I. To Rdr., Where . .

I do indefinitely depretiate Aristotle's Doctrine, I would be
understood to speak of his Physicks. 1704 HEARNE Dnct.
Hist. (1714) I. 262 Alexander .. began to extoll his own
Actions, and to depritiate those of his Father Philip. 1769
ytiHi'iis Lett. ii. 13 His bounty . . this writer would in vain

depreciate. 1865 DICKENS Mut. Fr. in. ix, I don't like to
hear you depreciate yourself. 1875 JOWETT Plato led. 2)
IV. ii Pleasure [by Plato] is depreciated as relative, while

good is exalted as absolute.
(ibsol. 1^51 JOHNSON Rambler No. 93 F 13 The duty of

criticism is neither to depreciate nor dignify by partial re-

presentations. 1804 Man in Moon No. 24. 189 He de-

preciates from the merits of the
verjr

man he had praised
before. i88a A. W. WARD Dickens iii. 54 At the bottom
lay a desire to depreciate.

3. intrm To fall in value, to become of less worth.
a 1790 FRANKLIN Auto&iog. (1889) 118 The wealthy inhabi-

tants oppos'd . . all paper currency, from an apprehension
that it would depreciate. 1796 MORSE Amer. Geog. I. 439
This breed of horses has much depreciated of late. 1858
DE QUINCKY Wks. (1862) V. 62 Actually to have depreciated
as he grew older and better known to the world. 1884
Manck. E.vattt. 8 May 5/3 Conditions which caused property
to depreciate.

Depreciated (d/prrji^'ted;, ///. a.
[f. prec.

+ -ED.] Lowered in value or estimation.

1790 BUHKE Fr. Rev. 345 Receiving in money and account-
ing in depreciated paper. 1796 MORSE Amer. Geog. I. 323
Old specie debts were often paid in a depreciated currency.
1836 H. COLERIDGE North. Wort'hies^(1852) I. 38 The depre-
ciated value of estates and personal effects. 1860 MOTLEY
Nethert. (1868) II. ix. 33 Growing rich, .on his profits from
paying the troops in depreciated coin.

Depreciating, vbl. sb. [-ING
iJ The action

of lowering in value, price, or estimation
; depre-

ciation.

1705 STANHOPE Paraphr. I. 141 A wilful depredating of
one's own Worth. 1767 BLACKSTONE Comm. II. 282 What-
ever tends to the destruction, or depreciating the value, of
the inheritance. 1768-74 TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1852) II. 403
Open depreciatings and ridicule can do no good.

Depreciating, ppl. a. [-ING
2
.] That de-

preciates : that lessens or seeks to lower the value
of anything ; that is declining in value.

1796 MORSE Amer. Geog. I. 323 This depreciating paper
currency was almost the only medium of trade. 1837 WHF.W-
ELL Hist. Induct. Sc. (1857) I. iii. 130 The depreciating
manner in which he [Delambre] habitually speaks of. astro-
nomers. 1860 RUSKIN Mod. Paint. V. ix. xii. 4, I never
heard him say one depreciating word of living man.

Hence Depreciatingly adv
.,

in a depreciating
manner; disparagingly.
1837 Fraser's Mag. XV. 328 That gentleman spoke of the

National Gallery very depreciatingly. 1859 F. HALL
Vdsavadattd Pref. 22 note, A poet self-depreciatingly de-
clares [etc.]. 1868 M.^PATTISON Academ. Org. ii. 35 Literary-
men . . are apt to think depreciatingly of the clergy as a
class.

Depreciation (d/pn-JV-Jan) [n. of action
from DKPHECIATK v. : so mod.F. dtprtciation (i 784
in Hatzf.).] The action of depreciating.
1. Lowering of value ; fall in the exchangeable

value (of money).
1767 FRANKLIN Wks. (1887) IV. 90 A depreciation of the

currency. 1796 MORSE A mer. Geog. 1. 323 The depreciation
continued . . until seventy, and even one hundred and fifty
nominal paper dollars, were hardly an equivalent for one
Spanish milled dollar. 1829 I. TAYLOR Entkits. ix. 225
A great depreciation of the standard of morals among the

people. 1879 H. FAWCETT in igtk Cent. Feb. 200 Within
the last few years there has been a most serious depreciation
in the value of silver when compared with gold.

2. Lowering in estimation ; disparagement.
1790 Bp. T. BURGESS Serin. Dimn. Christ, Note iii, Dan-

gerous . . to form comparisons, .where the preference of one
tends to the depreciation of the other. 1831 LAMB Elia,
Ellistoniana^ Resentment of depreciations done to his more
lofty intellectual pretensions. 1872 GEO. ELIOT Middlent.

Ixxxvi, She never said a word in depreciation of Dorothea.

Depreciative (d/prf'Ji^tiv), a. [f. L. depretiat-

(see DEPRECIATE v.} + -IVE.] Characterized by
depreciating ; given to depreciation ; depreciatory.
1836 in SMART, and in mod. Diets.

Depreciator (d/prrjVtaiV [a. L. depretiator

(deprtc-} (Tertull.), agent-n. f. depretiare to DE-

PRECIATE.] One who depreciates.
1799 V. KNOX Consid, Lord's Snpper(R..\ The depredators

of the Eucharist. 1868 FREEMAN Norm. Coy.(ed. 3) II.

ix. 387 Depreciators of Harold. 1875 JEVONS Money vii. 66

Kings have been the most notorious false coiners and de-

preciators of the currency.

Depreciatory (d/prfjiatari), a. [f. L. type
*dcpretiatori-u5, f. depretiator : see prec. and

-OUT.] Tending to depreciate; of disparaging
tendency.
1805 W. TAYLOR \nAnn. Rev. III. 57 This account, .is too

depretiatory. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) V. 59, 1 have a word
to say . . which may seem to be depreciatory of legislators.



DBPREDABLE.

t Depre'dable, a. 0/>s.
((. sum i>i I , ,/

i/iire or V. tUfrntr (sex- I:I P

KKDATK) + -BLE.]
Liable to be preyed upon or consumed.
1640 C. WAI is tr. Hatou'i Adv. I.mru. iv. ii. 201 The

juycc anil mccatmdM of the body, arc made less dcpred-
aide, if either

they
be made more indurate, or more dewy,

and oyly. 1656 BLMTHT Gltuso.fr., Depredable, that may
In: rol.hcd or spoiled.

t Depre'dar. Sc. Ol>s. [agent-n. f. a vb. *,lc-

freJc, a. F. dt'prlder, ad. L. depmedare to DK-
1'iti.HATK; perh. directly rcpr. a F. *dtprtdeur]- DEHIKDATOII ; ravngcr.
'535 STEWART Cron. Scat. 1 1. 304 Tua vncrislin kingis . .

1 V|>i. d.uis alss of halie kirk also.

Depredate idc-pr/d<; t), v.
[[. ppl. stem of L.

licpnrdiire to pillage, ravage, f. DE- I. 3 +prsdarc
(art) to make booty or prey of, f. prada booty,
prey. Cf. F. d<fpr&/er.]

t 1. trans. To prey upon, to make a prey of; lo

plunder, pillage. Olis. (or nonce-tvd.)
1651 N. BACON Disc. Gm<t. Eug. u. vi. (1739) 30 That cor-

rupt custom or practice of depredating those possessions
given to a holy use. 1654 H. L'ESTRANGE Choi. /(i6s5) "*
Such tilings as had been depredated and scrambled away
from the Crown in his Fathers minority. 1677 HALF. Prim.
One. .Man. iv. viii. 369 Animals .. which are more obnoxious
to be preyed upon and depredated. [1886 /'alt italic.
2 Oct. 4,1 These animals

[timers
and leopards] are column, i

in Curu.i, and depredate the inhabitants in winter.]

t b. fig. To consume by waste. Obs.
1616 HACON Sylva 9 309 It [K.xercise] maketh the Substance

of the Body more Solid: and Compact ; and so less apt to be
Consumed and Depredated by the Spirits. 1661 H. STUIIIIM
fnd. Nectar iii. 65 They do depredate, and dissolve, by way
of colliquation, the flesh.

2. itilr. To make depredations, (affected.)
1797 MRS. A. M. BENNETT Beggar Girl (1813) I. 250 If

none are allowed to depredate on the fortunes of others.

1799-180$ S. TI'KNKR Anglo-Sax. (1836) I. iv. iii. 283 Rag-
nar Lodbrog depredated with success on various parts of
Europe. 1888 Kostmt (Mass.! Irnl. 20 Oct. 2 4 Wolves . .

invade farm yards and depredate upon chickens and calves.

Depredation (deprta/Han), [a. F. dtprMa-
tioii, in 1 5th c. depreciation (Hatzl.), ad. L. deprit-
liation-ein plundering, n. of action from deprstdarc :

see prec.]
1. The aetion of making a prey of; plundering,

pillaging, ravaging; also, f plundered or pillaged
condition

(ot>s.*).

1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 343/2 Somnie . . seyng his depre-
dation cntryd in to his hows by nyght and robbed hym. 1494
FABVAN Chroii. VH. 354 By y depredacion & brcnnynge
of pur manours. 1618 JAS. I in Fortesc. i'affrs (Camdcn)
58 Touching his [ Raleigh's] actes of hostilitie, depredation,
abuse . . of our Commission. 1783 JOHNSON Lett, to Mrs.
Tkrale i July, Tijl the neighbourhood should have lost its

habits of depredation. 183* HT. MARTINEAU Ireland vi. 92
When he heard of the acts of malice and depredation.

b. Sc. Law. (See quot.)
1861 W. BKLL Diet. Law Scot. 278 Depredation or Her-

ship, is the offence of driving away numbers of cattle or
other bestial, by the masterful force of armed persons. .The
punishment is

capital.
C. An act of spoliation and robbery; //. ravages.

'495 Act 'I lit*. I-'//, c. 9 Preamb., Robberies, felonycs,

depredacions,
riottes and other greate trespaces. 161 1 SPEED

Tlteiit. Cit. Brit, xxviii. (1614) 55/1 In the depredations of
the Danes. 1688 in Somers Tracts II. 383 For redressing
the depredations and robberies by the Highland Clans. 1798
FKRRIAR lllustr. Slerae vi. 169 Sterne truly resembled
Shakespeare's Biron, in the extent of his depredations from
other writers. 1867 LADY HERBERT Cradle I., vii. 202
Subject . . to continual depredations at the hands of the
Bedouins.

2- fig- t a Consumption or destructive waste of
the substance of anything. Obs.
'6a6 BACON Sfbti 91 The Speedy Depredation of Air

upon Watery Moisture, and Version of the same into Air,
appeareth in . . the sudden discharge . . of a little Cloud of

Breath, or Vapour, from Glass. 1650 tr. Bacon's L(fe ff

/VM_ Prcf. 3 The one touching the Consumption, or De-
predation, of the Body of Man ; The other, touching the

Keparation, and Renovation of the same. 1651 BIGGS IVeiv

Disp. P 124 The depredation of the strength, and very sub-
stance of our bodies.

b. //. Destructive operations, ravages i^of disease,

physical agents).
1663 Cowi.tr / 'eath Mrs. A', Philips 4 Cruel Disease ! . . the

fairest Sex . . thy Depredations most do vex. 1750 JOHNSON
Rambler No.

74 P 2 Peevishness . . may be considered as
the canker of life, that creeps on with hourly depredations.
1875 LYELL Princ. Geol. II. n. xxvii. 51 (They] perished ..

by the depredations of the lava.

Hence Depreda tionist, one who practises or

approves of depredations.
i8>8 HKNIHAM ll'tt. (1843) X. 581 The enemies of the

people may be divided into two classes ; the depredationists
..and the oppressionists.

Depredator vde-prVtai). [a. L. dfprirdator,

agent-n. from di-pntdare (see DKPHEDATK) ; perh.
immed. ad. F. dfprfdatcur (i-tth c. in Hatzf.,
not in Cotgr. 1.611, in Diet. Acad. 1798).] One
who, or that which, preys upon or makes depreda-
tions ; a ravagcr, plunderer, pillager.
1626 BACON Syh'a 492 They be both great Depre-

datours of the Earth. 1640}. HALI. Hory Vac. 143 Hawking
. . is . . a generous exercise, as well for variety of deprw-
dators as preys. 1799-1805 S. TCRNIR Anglo-Sax. (18361
I. in. i. 154 They had been but petty and partial depre-
dators. 1614 SCOTT War. xv, The depredators were twelve

.M!)

Highlander*. 1851 /ieilft Utrist luo If you should be
unoywl by a small black insect .. use every means t

courage the plants . . by brushing the depredators from the
points of the shoots.

Depredatory (dfpre-datari, de-pr/d^Wri ,
a.

[f.
L. type *dffnti/,ilari-us, f. dcpnrjator : see

prcc. and -oKY.j Characterized by depredation ;

plundering, laying waste.

1651 tr. Bacon's Lifcfi Death 38 That the Spirits and Aire
in Iheir actions may be the lew depredatory. 1771 MAC-
rilERKON Introd. Hut. Gt. Brit. 29 The irruption of the
Cimbri was not merely depredatory. 1799-180$ S. TURNER
Anglo-Sax. (1836) I. in. i. 149 More fortunate than their de-

predatory countrymen who had preceded them.

t Depre'dicate, v. Oks. rare. [f. DK- 1. 3 +
PiiEDicATB z/.] To proclaim aloud ; call out

;

celebrate.

Go,lly Saying! (1846) 148 Do not nowe the

enemyes of the truth . . as they are syttyng on thcyr ale

benches, depredycate and save : Where is extorlyon,
bryberyc and pyllyngc nowe a dayes most used? 1630
HAMMOND On Ft. Annot. i The Hebrew., which in Piel

signifies to praise, or celebrate, or deprxdicate. 1674 HICK-
MAN Quiittfitart. I

list;
led. 2) 237, I wish . . that he had not

depredicated the invincible constancy of Mr. Barret, as he
doth.

tDeprehend (dcprrtie-nd), v. Obs. [ad. I..

ilefre/tenJ-fre to take or snatch away, seize, catch,

detect, etc., f. DE- I. i + preheud-Sre to lay hold

of, seize.]
1. trans. To seize, capture ; to arrest, apprehend.
'53" MORE Ctmfut. liames VIM. Wks. 758/1 He would

. . cause them to be deprehended and taken, a 1579 KNOX
Hist. Re/. Wks. 1846 I. 6 About the year of God 143', was
deprehended in the Universitie of Sanctandrose, one named
Paul! Craw, a Bohame . . accused of heresye. a 1639 SPOT-
TISWOOD Hist. C*. Scot. vi. (16771 390 With him were de-

prehended divers missive Letters . . signed by the Karl. 1657
S. PURCHAS I'ol. Flying Ins. \. v. n Least they should be
deprehended for theeves. 1834 Houo Mora Lamjoellf>J&
Two wives at once to depreheud him.

2. To catch or detect (a person) in the com-
mission of some evil or secret deed ; to take by
surprise.
1519 MORE Com/, ags/. Trill, i. Wks. 1148/1 [Achan]

it. Wks. 1851 I. 272 Touching the woman deprehended ...

adultery. 1611 DONNE Serm. i. 6 When Moses came down
from God, and deprehended the people in that Idolatry to
the Calfe. 1677 CARV Chront'l, n. it. in. iii. 228 Being de-

prehended a Confederate with So, King of /Kgypt . . this

stirred up the King of Assyria against him.

b. To convict or prove> guilty (of}.
1598 GRENKWKV Tacitus' Ann. m. xi. (1622)80 Noting the

countenance, and the feare of euerie one of such, which
should be deprehended of this shameful) lauLshing.

3. To detect or discover (anything concealed or
liable to escape notice).

1513 in Burnet Hist. Re/. 1 1. 105 The more the said Breve
cometh unto light . . the more falsities may be deprehended
therein. 1*07 TorsEi.i. Four-/. Beaits(i6s$) 430The fraud. .

is easily deprehended, for both the odour and the colour are
different from the true amber. 1636 BACON Sylva $ 08 The
Motions of the Minute Parts of Bodies . . are Invisible, and
incurre not to the Eye ; but yet they are to be deprehended
by Experience, a 1683 WHICHCOTE .Serw. (1698) 22 If it lour
Religion] had been a Cheat and an imposture it would have
been deprehended in length of Time,
b. With sitbt'rd. cl.

'53' ELYOT Gov. I. xiv, In the Irokes of Tulli, men may
deprehende, that in hym lacked nat the knowlege of

geometrye, ne musike, ne grammer. 1663 BLAIR Atol>iog.
vii. (1848) 89 We deprehended it to be a mere delusion. 1675
R. VAUGMAN Coinage 30 Easily dcprehend if there be mixture
of allay amongst it.

Hence fDeprehe-nded///. a., caught in the act.

1655 JKR. TAVLOR Uuiim Necess, ix. $ i (R.) Of the thief
on the cross and the deprehended adultress. 1660 Duct.
Dnbit. ill. i. rule i 9 12.

t Deprehe'ndible, ". Obs. [(.\..J?preheu-
dcre -i -BLK.] Capable of being detected.
'6o H. MORE M)st.Godliness\\\. ii. 288 The foolery of it

[is] still more palpably deprehendible.

t Deprehe'nsible, a. Ob$. ff. L. diprehens-,

ppl. stem of defrehend-fre + -BLE.J l
>rcc-

1653 H. MORE Antid. Atlt. in. iii. (1712) 94 His presence
was palpably deprehensible by many freaks ana pranks
that he p!ayed. 1660 N. INCELO Bentirolio ff Ureutia n.

(1682) 61 Operations which are Regular and deprehensible
by Reason.

Hence t Deprehe nsiblene
; t Deprehe u-

sibly adv.

1664 H. MORI-: Mytl. fin'-/, i. n. viii. F 13 Which if they doe
very grossely and deprehensibly here. 17*7 BAII.EY vol. II,

Dt'prehcnsiblentssi capableness of being caught or under*
stood.

t Deprehe-nsiou. Oh. [M\.}..dfpreliension-
t'Hi, n. of action from lisprehetittifi'e to DEPHEHEM>.]
The action of catching or taking in the act ; de-
tection ; arrest.

15*7 KNIGHT in J. S. Brewer Kcign Hen. I'///, xxviii.

(1884) II. 190 That it be not in any wise known that the
said . . deprenension should come by the King. i6z*-5 Br>.

HALL Contempt., ff. T. iv. xv. To be taken in the rery act
was no oart of her sin . . yet her deprehension is made an
aggravation of her shame. 1630 SANDERSON Serm. II. 269

DEPRESS.

t Depre 'nsible, a. Ola. [(.!..</
' d form of dtprehtttdfret etc]

I )i I'liKiiKN.sini.K
; capable of being detected.

1648 SIR W. PETTY Advice to llartlib , <, Such (<jualilie>1
as are not discernible by sense, or depreiiMble by Ccrtaine
Kxperimcntx.

t Depre-naion. Obs. [ef. prec.]
- DETBKHKA-

HIOV.

1654 GAVTON I'/cat. Notti iv. vL-vii 214 Shame and
dcprenslun is a bcUcr friend.

Depress (tl/pre-t), v. Abo 4 deproi'e, de-

preoe, 5-7 depreue, (6 dypreaae). [a. OK.
dtprcsscr (Godef.), ad. L. type *dffressare (It. de-

prestart), freq. of deprimfre lo press doHii.

(Cl. pretsart freq. of frcmfrc in I~ uic.) In Ki g.
taken as the repr. of L. deprimfre, ppl. stem

depress-^
fl. trans. To put down by force, or cruh in

a contest or struggle ; to overcome, subjugate,
vanquish. Obs.
c ius J-:. E. Allit. P. A. 777 And boo con alle ^o dere

oul-dryf, And fro bat maryax al o^er depres. c 1340 (,,i

-V Gr. Ant. 6 Knnias be apel and his highe kinde, *^it sibcn

depreced prouinces. 1431-50 tr. Iligden (Rolls) I. 145 The
dogges..bc so greete and feer&e that thei deprr&xc bulles
and

peresche lyones. 1519 FRITH 1'istle to CJtr. Rdr. ( 1829)

S'4
Her seed shall depress & also break thy head. 1671

ILTOtt Samion 1698 So virtue . . Depressed and overthrown,
as Keem'd .. Revives, reflourishes. 1675 tr. Machialvllti
Prince iii. (Ktldg. 18831 20 '-'he kingdom of the Macedonians

I was depress'd and Antiochus driven out.

t b. To press hard ; to ply closely with ques-
tions, entreaties, etc. Obs. rtre.
c 1340 Gmu. ff Gr. A'nt. 1770 )>al mince [-princess] of

pro depresed hym so bikke . .bat mile hym bi-houed Ober
lach her hir luf, ober to-day refuse.

2. To press down (in space . Often more widely :

;

To force, bring, move, or put into a lower position
by any physical action ; to lower.
I$j6 PUgr. Ptrf. (W. de W. 1531) ,34 b, As the Ijelowes,

the more they deprcsse llie flame, the more the fyre en-
creasetb. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE 1'send. If. n. ii. 6t Needles
which stood before . . parallel unto the Horizon, being
vigorously excited, incline and bend dnwiu aid. de|>ressing
the North extrcame below the Horircn. i6s HOOKE
Microgr. 17 The globular figure.. will be depn-l into the
Ellirjtico-sphcrical. 1691 in Caft. SmUh't Seaman's Gram.
n. ill. 92 A Gunner's Quadrant to level, elevate, or depti >s

his Gun. 1751 CHAMIIIRS Cycl., Defressim of the Potr,
So many degrees as ymi . . travel from the pole towards the
equator; so many you are said to depre- s the pole, because
it becomes . . so much lower or nearer the horizon. 1774 J.
BRrANT Mythol. I. 321 The Palm was supposed to rise under
a weight ; and to thrive in proportion to its being d pressed.
s8u IMISON Sc. f, Art I. 184 Alternately raising and de-

pressing the I'iflon. 1855 BAIN Senses t, Int. n. ii f ij
The sensation of a weight depressing the hand. 1880
GUNTHER Fishes 41 The spines can be erected or depressed
at the will of the fish.

3. fig. To lower in station, fortune, or influence ;

to put down, bring low, humble. Now rare.

ltt6l'itgr.i'er/.(W. deW. 15311 i s b, Now they lyfle up
man to honours & dignitees, & anone they depresse h)m as
lowe in mysery. 1648 MILTON Tenure A ings Wks. 1738 I.

321 l!y depressing . . their King far below the rank of a
Subject to the condition of a Captive. 1701 Sum Contests
A'optes^ Com. .

ii,M arius . . used al I endeavours for depressing
the nobles, and raising the people. 1777 ROHERTSON Hist.
Amer. (1778) II. vii. 280 A people depressed into the lowest
state of subjection. 1857 BCCKLE Ch'itix. I. vii. 457 Each
of these vast measures has depresssed a poweiful parly.

fb. To keep down, repress, restrain from ac-

tivity ;
to put down, suppress ; to oppress. Obs.

111561 in G. Cavendish H olsey 11818' I. 543, I request his

grace, .that he haue a vigilant eye lo depress this newe sorle
of Lutherans, that it doe notencreasc. 1604 VERSTEGAN /'. .

lute/!,
yi.

. 1628) 182 The Conqueror . . had no reason by still

depressing the Engli-h to prouoke them lo Lreake all

bounds of obedience. 1617 VLETCHER Vulentinion \. iii,

Pray, Depress your spirit. 1679 I'JNN Addr. t'nt. i. 52
Therefore depress Vice and cherish Virtue. 1773 J. Ross
FrtUricide iv. 544 (MS.) He. .stands. .Depressing the keen
stragglings ofhis breast. 1861 OX'i KRV /.-; t. .I/A. Materials
263 The descendants of the earlier colonists, depressed and

< enslaved by their conquerors.

1 4. To bring down in estimation or credit ; to
i depreciate, disparage. Obs.

1550 CROWLEV Efigr. 898 But other mens doynges they
wyll euer dyprease. For other can do nought that may the) r

mynde please. 1594 HOOKER Kut. I'ol. iv. vii. ( i Thty
which disgrace or depresse the credit of others. 1659 Itr.

WALTON Lonsid. Considered n. xv. He . . seeks lo. . . . .

the worth of the book. 1699 BENTLEV I'kal. 423 Raise or

depresstheCharactcrofaManofLetlers. 1791 MACKIXIOSH
Vtnd. Gallic* 310 The frantic loyalty which depressed
Paradise Lost.

+ b. To lower in dignity, make undignified ;
to

debase. Obs.

1654 GAVTON Plrea. .Vo.Yt i. vi. 31 Ifsmh iibiliiiesdcprc' ^
not themselves by mcane subjects, but keep up the gravity of
their stiles. 1711 ADDISON Sfect. No. 39 P6, I prefer a noble
-Sentiment that is depressed with homely Language, infinitely
before a vulgar one that is blown up with all the Sound and
Energy of Expression.

5. To lower or bring down in force, vigour,
activity, intensity, or amount ; to render weaker or
less ; to render dull or languid.
Now usually in relation to trade, etc, in which tue it is

often associated with sense 6.

1647 M.\y Hist. far/, i. ix. no Which must needs
depresse the strength of England, and keepe it from
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DEPRESS.

so much greatnesse. 1710 STEELE Tatler No. 241 P i Wine
. . raises the Imagination, and depresses Judgment. 1802

Med. Jrnl. VIII. 78 That accumulation of faxes, which
tends to depress and greatly impede the functions. 1851
BKEWSTER Optics xxviii. 233 It depresses the tints in

t he two quadrants which the axis of the plate crosses. 1878

JEVONS Prim. Pol. Econ. 122 When the trade is depressed,
and when wages and interest are low.

b. To lower in pitch, to flatten (the voice, or a

musical note).
1530 PALSGR. 48 Whan the rcdar bath lyft up his voyce at

the soundyng of the said vowel, .he shal, whan he commeth
to the last sillable, depresse his voyce agayne. 1824 SCOTT
Redg&ttntlet Let. xi. He commenced his tale, .in a distinct

..tone of voice, which he raised and depressed with con-
siderable skill. 1878 W. H. STONE Set. Basis Music v. 53
If then we make each of the four fifths one-fourth of a comma
flat, the resulting third is depressed a whole comma.

6. To bring into low spirits, cast down mentally,

dispirit, deject, sadden. (The chief current use.)
1621 BURTON Anat. Mel. n. iii. m. (1676) 209/1 Hope

refresheth as much as misery depresseth. c 1698 LOCKE
Cond. Underst. % 39 Others . . depress their own minds,
despond at the first difficulty. 1712 ADDISON Spect. No. 249
P 5 The Gloom which is apt to depress the Mind and damp
our Spirits. 1806 J. FORBES Lett. fr. France II. 321 We
came . . amidst rain and wind, and depressed by ill-forebodings.

1858 DICKENS Nick. Nick, xi,
' This house depresses and

chills one ', said Kate.

1 7. Alg. To reduce to a lower degree or power.
1673 WALLIS in Rigaud Corr. Sci. Me* (1*41) II. 561 The

method of depressing biquadratic equations to quadratic.

1674 JEAKE, Arith. (1696) 372 The Quotients beinij depressed
by Reduction in Species, may be brought to. .33 + ? 1816
tr. Lacroijfs Diff. $ Int. Calculus 193 This formulafurnishes
the means of depressing to unity the index of the denom-
inator.

t Depre'SS, ///. a. Obs. rare. [ad. L. depress-

us,pa..pple.ofJeprimt
fre: seeprec.] = DEPRESSED.

c 1660 HAMMOND Wks I. 259 (R.) If the seal be depress or

hollow, 'tis lawful to wear, but not to seal with it.

Depressant (d^pre-sant), a. and sb. Med. [f.

DEPRESS v. : see -ANT!.]
A. adj. Having the quality of lowering the

activity of the vital functions
;
sedative.

1887 Athen&um 13 Aug. 217/1 The depressant and narcotic
action. 1892 N. MOORE in Diet. Nat. Biog. XXIX. 221/1
The depressant treatment of fever.

B. sb. A medicine or agent having this quality ;

a sedative.

1876 GROSS Dis. Bladderzfy The heart's action is reduced
with aconite and other depressants. 1890 Standard 19 Nov.
3/6 Malaria and heat are remarkable depressants.

Depressed (d/pre'st, poet, d/pre'sed), ppl. a.

Also 7-9 deprest. [f. UEPBESS v. + -ED
i.]

1. Pressed down
; put or kept down by pressure

or force.

1609 DANIEL Civ. If^ars v. i, Close smothered lay the lowe
depressed fire.

177^
GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1776) I. 191 The

deeper any body sinks, the greater will be the resistance of
the depressed fluid beneath.

b. Her. =DEBBUISED. (In mod. Diets.)

2. Lowered, sunken, or low in position ; lower
than the general surface : opp. to elevated,

1658 WILLSFORD Natures Secrets 71 High exalted places,
and low depressed dales. 1823 CRABB Technol. Dict. t De-
Pressed Cntt

t any piece of ordnance having its mouth
depressed below the horizontal line. 1869 PHILLIPS Vestw.
ii. 13 In the centre of the old depressed crateral plain.

3. Having a flattened or hollowed form, such as

would be produced by downward pressure ; spec.
said of convex things which are flattened verti-

cally (opposed to COMPRESSED) ; e.g. a depressed
arch.

I7S3 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp.*.v. Leaf, Depressed Leaf,
one which has the mark of an impression on one side. 1828
STARK Elem. Nat. Hist. I. 266 Chelidones. Bill very short,
much depressed. 1845 LINDLEY Sch. Bot. v. (i 858) 56 Legumes
snail-shaped, depressed-cylindrical. i874LuBBocK Orig. fy

Met. Ins. i. 17 The larva of Coccinella . . is somewhat de-

pressed.

4. fig. Lowered in force, amount, or degree.
1832 DE LA BECHE Geol. Nan. 7 Alternately .. under the

influence of a raised and a depressed temperature.

t b. Astrol. Opposed to exalted. Obs.
c 1430 LVDG. Thebes i. (1561) Venus directe, and contrari-

oits and depressed in Mercurious hous.

*|-C. Low in moral quality, debased. Obs.

1647 JER. TAYLOR Lib. Proph. xx. ^7 These Propositions
[e. g.

' the Pope may Dispense with all oaths '] are so deprest.
1661 BOYLE Style ofScript. (1675) 182 That doth much more
argue a depressed soul than an elevated fancy.
5. Brought low, oppressed, dejected, downcast,

etc. ; esp. in low spirits.
1621 BURTON Anat. Mel. \\. ii. vi. ii, A good Orator alone . .

can comfort such as are afflicted, erect such as are depressed.
c 1790 WILLOCK Voy. 28 America . . stands ready to receive
the persecuted and depressed of every country. 1792 Cow-
PER Let. to Bagot 8 Nov., My spirits have been more
depressed than is common, even with me. 1818 Miss FER-
RIES Marriage xxi, Mrs. Lennox . .seemed more than usually
depressed. 1843 S. AUSTIN Rankes Hist. Rcf. II. 199 The
fall of the Council of Regency, and the depressed state of
the nobility in general. 1872 GEO. ELIOT Middlem. Ixxxi,
1 thought lie looked rather battered and depressed.

Depressedly (d/pre'stli, -pre'sedli), adv. [f.

prcc. + -LY 2.] In a depressed manner.
1842 SOWERBY in Proc. Benu. Nat. Clnb II. No. x. 33

Shell clypeiform or depressedly conical. 1880 F. H. BUR-
NETT Louisiana 9

*

Yes', the girl replied depressedly.
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Depressible (dfpre'sib'l), a. [f. L. depress-,

ppl. stem of deprimere (see DEPRESS z/J + -BLE.]

Capable of being depressed (lit. andy?^
1

.).

1860 O. W, HOLMES Poet Bnakf.-t. v. 121 She is one of

those young persons . . who are impressible and of necessity

depressible when their nervous systems are overtasked. 1881

GUNTHF.R in Encycl. /Jr/V.XII. 654/2 They[the hinged teeth

of fishes] are, however, depressible in one direction only.

Depressing (d/pre
-

sirj),
vbl. sb.

[f.
DEPRESS

v.+ -ING!.] The action of the verb DEPRESS;

depression.
1641 WiLKiNsAfaM. Magick i. iv. (1648)25 In the depress-

ing, or elevating . . of any weight. 1660 BOYLE New Exp.
Phys. Mcch. ix. 69 Upon the quick depressing of the

Sucker.

Depressing, ///. a- [-ING
2
.]

That depresses

(see the verb) ; usually in fig. senses, esp. 6 ;
caus-

ing depression or lowness of spirits.

1789 W. BUCHAN Dom. Med. (17901 467 Excessive fear,

grief, anger, religious melancholy, or any of the depressing
passions. 1814 SCOTT Wait, viii, The whole scene was

depressing. i88a NARES Seamanship (ed, 6) 205 A lower

studding-sail, .is a depressing sail.

Hence Depre'ssingiy adv.

1847 in CRAIG. 1869 E. A. PARKES Pract. Hygiene (ed. 3)

369 The lowering of the external temperature, .acts very
depressingly on the very young and old. 1893 Nat, Observer

23 Dec. 137/2 An effect of profound isolation, .depressingly
real, suddenly encompassed me,

Depression (d/prejon). [ad. L. depression-em,
n. of action f. deprimcre to press down, depress :

perh. immed. a. F. depression (i4th c. in HatzfA]
The action of depressing, or condition of being

depressed ; a depressed formation
;
that which is

depressed: in various senses. (Opp. to elevation.}

L lit. The action of pressing down, or fact of

being pressed down ; usually more widely : The
action of lowering, or process of sinking ;

the con-

dition of being lowered in position.
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr.^ Depression, a pressing or weighing

down. 1697 P TTER Antig. Greece in. ix. (1715) 78 Flags,
the Elevation whereof was a Signal to joyn Battle, the

Depression to desist. 1803 Med. Jrnl. X. 245 With fracture,

fissure, or depression of a portion of bone. 1855 LYELL
Elem. Geol. vi. (ed. 5) 72 Movements of upheaval or de-

pression. 1882 ViHKsSacAs' Bot. 825 The curve of growth
follows all the elevations and depressions of the curve of

temperature.
2. spec. a. Astron.)Z\.z. (a) The angular distance

of a star, the pole, etc., below the horizon (opp. to

altitude] ; the angular distance of the visible hori-

zon below the true horizontal plane, the Dip of the

horizon ; in Surveying, etc., the angular distance

of an object below the horizontal plane through the

point of observation (opp. to elevation}. (/>) The
lowest altitude of a circumpolar star (or of the sun

seen from within the polar circle), when it is on
the meridian beneath the pole (opp. to culmina-

tion], (c) The apparent sinking of the celestial

pole towards the horizon as the observer travels

towards the equator.
c 1391 CHAUCER Astrol. \\. 25 And than is the depressioun

of the pol antartik, that is to seyn, than is the pol antartik

by-nethe the Orisonte the same quantite of space. 1594
BI.UNDEVIL Exerc. \\\. i. xxxiii. (ed. 7) 346 The depression or
lowest Meridian Altitude of the starres. 1605 BACON Adv.
Learn, i. vi. 10 (1873) 48 He takes knowledge of the de-

pression
of the southern pole. 1667 Phil. Trans. II. 438

The degree of its [the Needle's] depression under the Horizon.

1727-31 CHAMBERS Cycl. t Depression oj'the pole, . Depression
of the visible horizon. 1856 KANE Arct. Expl. I. viii. 79
The sun's lower culmination, if such a term can be applied
to his midnight depression.

b. Gunnery. The lowering of the muzzle of a

gun below the horizontal line.

1853 STOCQUELER Milit. Encycl.^ Depression, the pointing
of any piece of ordnance, so that its shot may be projected
under the point-blank line.

c. Sttrg. The operation of couching for cataract.

1851-60 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Depression..*, term for one
of the operations for cataract.

3. concr. A depressed or sunken formation on a

surface ;
a hollow, a low place or part.

1665 Phil. Trans. I. 42 Of the Nature of the Ground, .and
of the several risings and depressions thereof. 1789 W.
BUCHAN Dom. Med. (1790) 591

A dislocation of the humerus
may be known by a depression or cavity on the top of the
shoulder. 1855 LYELL Elem. Geol. xxix. ted. 5) 520 The
Curral is. .one of three great valleys, .a second depression
called the Serra d' Agoa being almost as deep. 1884 BOWER
& SCOTT DC Bary's Phaner. 53 The leaves of the above
Crassulacea; have round spots or depressions easily seen
with the naked eye. 1885 Manch. Exam. 13 June 5/3 The
depressions, which are of course warmer . . than the plateaus.
4. Jig. The action of putting down or bringing

low, or the fact or condition of being brought low

t,in station, fortunes, etc.). Now rare.
a 1535 FRITH IVks. 5 (R.) Aduersitie, tribulation, worldly

depression. 1631 MASSINGER Emp. of East Ded., When
the iniquity of those times laboured the depression of ap-
proved ^goodness. 1741 MIDDLETON Cicero I. v. 368 The
depression of the family, and the ruin of their fortunes. 1872
YEATS Growth Coinm. 136 The depression of the barons,
during the Wars of the Roses.

fb. Suppression. Obs.
i6s6HoBBEs5z>Z,^w^\Vks. 1845 VII. 278 You. .profess

mathematics, and theology, and practise the depression of
the truth in both.

DEPRESSOR.

f* C. Disparagement, depreciation. Obs.
1628 FELTHAM Resolves \\. Ixxiii, Thus depressing others,

it [pride] seeketh to raise it selfe, and by this depression

angers tht-m. 1659 Br. WALTON Consid. Considered 286

Things which tend to the depression of the esteem of the
Hebrew Text.

5. A lowering in quality, vigour, or amount; the
state of being lowered or reduced in force, activity,

intensity, etc. ;
in mod. use esp. of trade.

1793 VANSITTART Refl. Peace 57 The depression of the

public funds, .began long before the war. 1826 Ann. Reg.
i A continuance of that depression in manufactures and
commerce. 1837 WHITTOCK Rk. Trades (1842) 392 The
consequence has been a general depression in price for all

but the best work. 1845 STODDART in Encycl. Metrop. I.

64/1 There is not in actions, as there is in qualities, a simple
scale of elevation and depression. 1886 {title), Third Report
of the Royal Commission appointed to inquire into the De-
pression of Trade and Industry.

b. Lowering in pitch, flattening (of the voice,
or a musical note).
1845 STODDART in Encycl. Meirap. I. 176/1 Aslight degree

of elevation or depression, of length or shortness, of weak-
ness or force, serves to mark a very sensible difference in the
emotion meant to be expressed. 1878 W. H. STONE Set.

Basis Music v. 66 The present music should be carefully

gone over, .and the modified notes marked, .with a mark of
elevation or depression, according to their specific key
relationship.

c. A lowering of the column of mercury in the

barometer or of the atmospheric pressure which is

thereby measured
; spec, in Meteorol. a centre of

minimum pressure, or the system of winds around
it

(
= CYCLONE i c).

1881 R. H. SCOTT in Gd. Words July 454 Barometrical

depressions or cyclones. Mod. Weather Report^ A deep de-

pression is forming over our western coasts. The depression
of yesterday has passed over England to the German Ocean.

d. Path. Lowering of the vital functions or

powers ; a state of reduced vitality.

1803 Med. Jrnl. X. 116 Great depression.. has without
doubt lately shewn itself in a very remarkable manner in the
influenza. 1843 LEVER y. Hinton ii, I aroused myself from
the depression of nearly thirty hours' sea-sickness. 1875
B. MEADOWS Clin. Ohserv. 38 The inflammatory nature of
the local affection was much more severe, and the constitu-

tional depression . . more marked.

6. The condition of being depressed in spirits ;

dejection.

1665 Baker's Chron. an. 1660 (R.) Lambert, in great de-

ression of spirit, twice pray'd bim to let him escape. 175275*
JOHNSON Rambler No. 204 f 7 He observed their depression
and was offended. 1857 MRS. CARLYLE Lett. II. 326 Such
horrible depression of spirits. 1876 GEO. ELIOT Dan. Der.
Ixix, He found her in a state of deep depression, over-
mastered by those distasteful miserable memories.

t 7. Alg. Reduction to a lower degree or power.
1727-51 CHAMBERS Cyc/., Depression of equations. 1823

CRABB Technol, Diet., Depression ofan Equation (Algeb.\
the reducing an equation to lower degrees, as a biquadratic
to a cubic equation, or a cubic to a quadratic.

t Depre-ssity. Obs. rare- .

1727 BAILEY vol. II, Depressity, a lowness.

Depressive (d/pre-siv), a. [f. L. depress-, ppl.
stem of deprimfre to press down, DEPRESS + -IVE.]
1. Tending to press or force down. rare.

1620 VENNER Via Recta vii. 112 By reason of their com-

pressiue and depressiue force, they protrude and driue downe
the meats from the stomacke.

2. Jig. Tending to produce depression, esp. of the

spirits ; of depressing nature.

1727 THOMSON Britannia 274 Even where the keen de-

pressive North descends. 1787 Misc. in Ann. Reg. 157
A compliance, .would lead her friends into some depressive
sensations, a 1847 MRS. SHERWOOD Lady of Manor V.
xxix. 114 In regions so depressive both to the bodily and
intellectual powers. 1862 Cornh. Mag. VI. 607 It is a kind
of stimulation, .which is not followed by any unhealthy de-

pressive reaction.

Hence Depre'ssively aiiv., Depre ssiveness.
a 1670 HACKET Cent. Serin. (1675) 424 If I bad a thousand

tongues and inventions, I should speak faintly and depres-

sively of that supernal Palace. 1832 CARLYLE Ess. (1872)
IV. 112 Ill-health, and its concomitant depressiveness.

Depressor (d/pre'sai). Also 7 -er, -our. [a.

L. depressor, agent-n. from deprimere, depress- to

press down, DEPRESS. In OF. dtpresseur.']
1. One who or that which depresses (in various

senses : see the verb).
1611 COTGR., Abbaissenr, an abaser. .depresser, humbler.

1621 BP. MOUNTAGU Diatribae 112 That, .would haue raised

it selfe against all depressors and detractors, a 1639 WOTTON
in Gutch Coll. Cur. I. 210 Those that rayse stand ever in. .

hazard to be thought . . the fittest depressours. 1868 BAIN,
The causes of pain and the depressors of vitality.

2. Anal, and Phys, a. A muscle which depresses
or pulls down the part to which it is attached ;

also attrib. as depressor muscle, b. Depressor
nerve ; a branch of the vagus, the stimulation of

which lowers the pressure of the blood.

1615 CROOKE Body of Man 741 Euery leuator or lifting

muscle hath a depressor or sinking muscle. 1748 HARTLEY
Observ. Man i. ii. 148 The Depressors of the lower Jaw.
1872 HUXLEY Phys. ix. 234 The lower [eye-] ltd has no

special depressor. 1875 H. C WOOD Therap. (1879) 132 The
vagi and depressor nerves did not appear to be affected.

3. Surg. An instrument for pressing down some

part or organ.
1874 KNIGUT Diet. Mcch., Depressor (Surgery^ an instru-

ment like a curved spatula, used for reducing or pushing



DEFRESSURE.
into pluce an obtruding part. Such are used in oj* i

on the skull . . and in couching a cataract. 1883 .\i ,/. Soc.

L*X.
i Ttniglti- if,/" t vi. 'r, a fl.ittcni.-il metallic p[ate for de-

i : the tongue, in order to see the throat.

t Depressure (d/pre'/iiu). 06s.
[f. I., ppl.

stem depress- + -UKK : cf. L. pressura pressure, f.

prcmUrt, fress-.']

1. The notion of pressing down ;
= DEPRESSION I.

1699 1C. TV.OM in Phil. Trans. XXI. 432 That this tie-

pn-ssiire happened whilst the Hones were Cartilaginous.
2. foncr. A depressed or sunken part of a surface ;

. DEPRESSION 3.
x6ai G. SANHYS Ovid's Met. xlll. (1626) 978 The purple

blood from that dcnressure fled. 1675 EVELYN Terra (1776)

38 To fill up the hollows and Depressures of the ground.
1677 PLOT Oxforttsh, 106 Those uniform eminencies and de.

pressures, those waved and transverse lineations.

3. fig. The action of putting down, bringing low,
or humbling ; debasement ;

^ DEPRESSION 4, 5.

1656 JF.ANES Jin*/. Sc/tal. Div. 60 Earthly mindedness,
though it doth no' quite degrade the soule of its immortality

yet it is a great deprcssure and embasemcnt thereof. 1768-74
TUCKER /./. Nat (1852) II. 137 To give them an eminence
. .above others, which is as well answered by the depressure
of everything else above them, as by their own advance*
ment.

Pepreter (HuiltKngt : see DEPETEB.

Dopretiate, obs. form of DEPRECIATE.

tDepre've, v. Obs. [a. OF. des-, dcprcuvc,
stressed stem-form of desprffver to disprove : cf.

PEPROVE.] Hy-form of DISPROVE.
c 1450 LoNKi.icn Grail xlv. 726 What they Cowden seyn

to Cnsten lawe
;
Owther it depreven In Ony Sawe. 1465

MARG. PASTON in Lett. No. 506 II. 196 Ye have up an en-

quest to deprevu ther wytnesse.

Depreve, obs. form of DEPRIVE.

t De'priment, a. (s/>.) Obs. rare. [ad. L. dt-

frimcnl-cm, pr. pple. of ifefn'mfre to press down,
DEPRESS, f. DE- I. I +pretn!rc to press.] Depress-

ing ; pressing or forcing down.
1713 DFRHAM Phys. '/ heol. iv. ii. 99 The Attollent and Dc-

piinient Muscles. 1711 BAILEY, Detriment [in Anatomy] is

one of the straight Muscles which moves the Ball of the

Eye.
b. as si'. Something that depresses or lowers.

n 16*4 HP. M. SMITH Serm. Job xxix. 14 Praises they
e-steeme for bubbles, and applauses for babies . . robes of

scarlet or purple for depriments and detriments.

Depriorize : see DE- II. i.

I Depri'se, v. Obs. rare. [a. F. d< :friser in OF.
tiesfriser, f. dV-, dcs-, L. i/is- +friser to PRIZE. Cf.

DI.-IPKIHE.] (raits. To depreciate, undervalue.
f 1550 LYNPESAY Satvrt in Pinkerton Sc. Poems Rffr.

(1792) II. 206 Now qufiill the King misknawis the veritie

Be scho ressavit, then we will be
deprysit.

t Depri'sure. Obs. rare.
[f. prec. + -URE.]

Lowering in value or esteem, depreciation.
1648 \V. MOUNTAGVE Devout Ess. vi. $ 2 (R.) A great abate-

ment and deprisure of their souls in the account of God.

Deprivable (d/prai-vab'I), a.
[f.

DEPRIVE v.

+ -ABLE.] Liable to be deprived ; subject to de-

privation.
1593 ABP. BANCROFT Dating. Posit, 11. xii. 61 They [the

Bishops] . . are . . depriuable. 1597 HOOKF.R Eccl. Pol. v.

Ixxxi. 10 The persons that enjoy them, possesse them

wrongfully, and are depriuable at all howcrs. 1660 K.

SHERISGHAM King's Sufrem. viii. (1682) 70 They may
thereby make him deprivable at their pleasure. Mod. Ad-

vantages of which he is not deprivable.

t Depriva-do. Obs. rare. [f. DEPRIVE v., or L.

deprivatus deprived, after nouns in -ADO from Sp.]
One deprived (of office, commission, licence, etc.).

1718 NORTH Mem. Musick (1846) 133, I .. being for many
years an alien to the faculty, and at present a deprivado.

Deprival ^Uprai-val). [f.
DEPRIVE v. : see

-AL j.l The act of depriving; DEPRIVATION.
i6ii\V. SCI.ATER AVy(i6ao)86 For argues it not a denial!, or

dcprivall, of crace? rtlojS MEDK Disc. I Cor. x. 5 Wks. (1673)
I. 258 A wofufl sign of. .deprival of Eternal life. 1875 JOWETT
Plato (ed. 2) V. 1 18 Punishing the citizen who offends with

temporary deprival of his rights. 1886 L. O. PIKE year-Ms.

13-14 Kthv. Ill, Introd. 66 The King, .had thus the
power

of

instiimion. .and consequently the power of deprival.

t De'private, ppl. a. Obs. rare. (ad. med.L.

ilfpni'at-us, pa. pple. of deprivare.'] Deprived.
1560 HOLLAND Crt. yearn I. 252 In vertcous werk, scho

l>eand depriuate. .quhill I may bruik my Hue, Hir from my
hart I will near depriue.

De'private,"'. rare.
[f.

mcd.L. dfprmal-, ppl.

stem rfdcprivare : see DEPRIVE.] To deprive.

1831 CARLYLK in h'raser's Mag. V. 357 Never . . has Man
been, .dcprivated of any faculty whatsoever that he in any
era was possessed of.

Deprivation (deprivt"
l

'Jan). [ad. med.L. <iT-

privation-em, n. of action from deprivare to DE-

PRIVE.]
1. The action of depriving or fact of being

deprived ; the taking away of anything enjoyed ;

dispossession, loss.

1533-4 Ac* "5 HtH. f'fJf, c. 12 In ieopardie of loss and

depnuacion of his crownc and dignitec roial. <i 1635 NAI'S-

TON Fragm. Keg. I.Arb.) 15 All her deprivations either of life

or liberty, being legall, ami necessitated. 1731 dumu u

tr. LimtorcKs Hist. Inqnis. II. 2 Excommunication, De-

privation of Ecclesiastical Burial. 1794 G. AHAMS .V,if. f,

Erf. Philos. II. xvii. 250 [Of evils] there is none more justly

dreaded than a deprivation of siijht. i83oD'IsnAELiCA<K. /

III. vi. 79 He accounted these deprivations not among the
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t the many he now endured. i87$Juwtn /Ya/c^cd. a)
J 1 1. 360 The loss of a son or brother, or the deprivation of
fortune.

t b. Const. from. Ob*.

1570-1 A(t ofAssembly in Row first. Kirk (1842) 43 Also
the suspension and deprivation of them therefra. 1579 FULKB
Hcskins" faff. 317 She .. was punished with dcpriuation
from Iroth kimles [in the sacrament). 1586 T. It. La
r>inui,tti. l-'r. Atiitt. i. (1589) 654 Danger of deprivation
from all authoriti by them.

2. spec. The action of depriving any one of an

office, dignity, or benefice ; dispossession, dcixwi-
tlon

; esp. the depriving an ecclesiastic of a benefice

or preferment as an act of punishment or discipline.
1551 CKANMER Annv. to Gardiner 2 The occasion of your

worthy depriiiation and punishment. 1587 FLEMING (>/.
H^linshea\\\. 1357/2 Sufficient force whereby the bull of
hir maicstics depriiiation might be publikelie executed. 1641
Ttrmts tff la Ley 1 10 b, Deprivation is when an Abbot.

llishop, Parson, Vicar, Prebend, &c. is deprived or deposed
from his preferment for any matter in fact or in Law.
a 1715 Hutmrr Own Time (1774) J. 102 Sheldon, .seemed to

apprehend that a very small number would fall under the

deprivation, and that the gross of the party would conform.

1839 KEIGHTLEV///*/. Eng. II. 90 A sentence of deprivation
. . was pronounced. 185$ MACAULAY Hist. Eng. IV. 49
Several month* had been allowed him [Sherlock) before he
incurred suspension, several months more before he incurred

deprivation.

Deprivative (d/pri-vativ
x

,
a. [f. med.L. de-

t.] Of, pertain-ppl. stem + -IVE : see next.

ing to. or characterized by deprivation.
i77 BAILEY vol. II, /V/rfoa/Av, of Deprivation. 1865

J\fiiatr 3 June 632/2 A man . . entirely lo*t his sight by the

excessive use of tobacco. He was. .cured by adopting a mild

antiphlogistic and dcprivative treatment.

Deprive (d/proi-v), i>. Also 4-6 -pryve, 5

-prove, -priff. [a. OK. deprivtr (Godef.), ad.

late L. *dfprivare (sec deprivatio in Du Cange),
f. DE- I. 3 +privare to deprive.]

I. 1. trans. To divest, strip, bereave, dispossess

of (formerly tfront) a possession. 7*o deprive (a

j^erson) of'(a thing) to take it away from him.
* 1330 R. Bni-NNKCAr<Mi, 11810)355 Depriued bei our Kyng

of ailc be tenement of londes of Gascoyn. n 1400-50 Alex-
ander 1469 |>us was laudes of ioy and ioliie depryued [v.r,

ilepreuett). 14*6 AUDELAY Poems 24 These prelelus of her

prevelache thay deprcvon. c 1430 LYDG. Bochas (ed. Way-
land) 68 b, He was assented to deprive Worthy Anchus from
his estate royal. 1548 HALL Chrc-n. I. 17 Kyng Koberte . .

first e deprived the Erie George of all his dignitees and pos>
sessions. 1586 T. li. La Frittmud. fr. Acad. \. 218 Henry
the fift by force deprived his father from the empire. 163*
SANDERSON Serm. 30 For his obstinate refusall of Con-
formitie justly depnved from his Benefice in this Diocesse.

1660 HOYLE New Exp. rhys. Meek, Concl. 395, I have for

diverse Yeares been deprived of His Company. 178* PRIEST-
LEY Corrupt. C/tr. I. i. 83 Arius was deprived of his office,

and excommunicated. 1793 MRS. E. PARSONS Woman as

skf should be IV. 72 Your uncle .. being deprived from

managing your business. 1875 JOWETT /'/n/<7(ed. 2) IV. 283
To deprive life of ideals is to deprive it of all higher and

comprehensive aims.

t b. with two objects, either of which might in the passive
become the subject. Ol'S. Cf. sense 5, in which the personal

object disappears.
c 1450 tr. De fntitationt in. xlv, He is depryued very

vertues. i539ToxsTALL*SYr///. /Ww-S"</. (1823)45, I wyl
curse him and depriue hym his kyngedome. a 156* in G.

Cavendish Wobey (1893) 240 All is dcpryved me. i6ai

LADY M. WROTH Urania 352 Why was sweet and dainty
PhiHstelta depriucd mine eyes ? 1667 MILTON /'. L. ix. 857
Thee I have missed, and thought it long, depriv'd Thy pre-
sence. i8oj MARIAN MOORE Lascelles II. 240 To deprive
themselves the pleasure of her company. 1814 MRS. JANE
VfVST Alicia III. 141 Mychild !..Lven in thy early infancy

Deprived my care.

2. To divest of office ; to inflict deprivation upon ;

esp. in reference to ecclesiastical offices.

c 1315 E. E. Allit. /'. B. 1738 De-parted is by pryncipallc",

depryued bou worbes, J>y rensjne
rafte is pe fro. c 1400

MAUNDEY. (1839* in. 20 The Kmpcrour of Costantynoble
maketh the Palriarks . . and depryueth hem . . whan he

fyndeth ony cause. 1513 MORE in Grafton Ckron. (1568) II.

758 Edward rvvengyng his fathers death, deprived King
I Icnry, and attayned the Crowne. 1630 K. joknions King.i.

fy Cotmmv. 561 He [an officer] is sometime deprived, and
sometime strangled. 1706 HKARSK Collect. 15 Feb., The Up.
. .depriv'd him for three years. iSajr

HALLAM Const. Hist.

(1876) I. vli. 31^4 Archbishop Ilancroft deprived a consider-

able number of puritan clergymen.
absol. ri$3ft DR. I.AYTON in Lett, on Svfpr. Monait.

(Camden) 76\'e shall not deprive or visile but upon sub-

stanciall growndes.
3. To keep (a person) out of (tfront] what he

would otherwise have ; to de

1374 CHAUCER Trvylut iv. 341 (269 Why wiltow me fro

loyc thus depryvc? c 1500 MARI.OWK l-'anst, iii. 82 In being

depriv'd of Everlasting blivs. 1611 HIBLE fsa. xxxviii. 10,

I am depriucd of the residue of my yccres. 1651 HOBBKS
Govt, <J-

Stv. x. 5 a Subjects, -deprived from all possibility to

acquire . .by their industry, necessaries to sustain the strength
of their t>odie* and minds. 1663 GERBIER Coxnstl Biva,
A Monster, which deprived also me from a publick imploy-
ment, during the space of seaventeen years. 1771 Junius
Lett. Utv. 327 The mode of trial. -deprive(sj the subject of all

the benefits of a trial by jury. 1884 LOWELL in Daily AVw*
7 Oct. a/7 Is it prudent to deprive whole classes of it (the

ballot] any longer?
t b. absol. Obs. r/inr"* 1

.

1605 SHAKS. Lea* \. ii. 4 Should I . . permit The curiosity
of Nations to depriue me.

\ 0. Const, with two objects. OPS.

1590 M Mti.owE -2nd /'.'. Tawourf. v. iii, My soul doth

weep to see Your sweet desires depriv'd my Company. 1671

DEPEOSTHATE.
. /'. A', in. 33 \VI. ' " Iicr

wonder at thy actT 1694 tr. MilLin'i l.rtt.

1657, Tlial K> >igiul a (irowcu and fortitude ma>; never, .be

deprived the fruit and due applauie of all yuur piotti under -

i

'

1 4. To remove (front) or cut off from acceu. Obi.

1541 Ikxt l>ytla>y viii. 1 1870) 949 Chaml>re> the whiche
be depryiied clene from the *umie and open ayre. 1594
CAIKW Tiuta (Mi i 41 Kmaiu a Cilie, which small spate
Doth from royal) Hicruftalem depriue.

i b. To keep off, avert. Obs. rart~ '.

1617 HAKEWILL AffL (16)0) 166 Alt wal hit meate. hi.

drinke t hiA cloth, Ale did hi* death deprive; And, could
IRC still have drtinlce his ale, He had beetle Mill alive.

II. t B- T t^e away (a pouenion) ;
to carry

off, remove. Obs.
c ijij K. K. Allit. P. B. 185 For . . depryue dowrie ofwydocz,
Man may mysse be myrbe, bat much i* to praysc t 1430
I.YIX;. Mix. /' (1840) 63 Thb bliuid name . . That, fitM

of alle, our thraldom can deprive, c 1510 I: \i*< i AV Mirr.
Gd. ^/<virr>(i;7o)Eiijb, He sodenly Mriketh with worde,
or eU knife, And . .

deprivcth
name or life. 1993 SHAKS.

Lucrece iiSo(Globe) ''1 is honour to deprive di>honour'd life.

1605 STOW Attttalet 1408 His head was scuered from hi* txxly

by the Axe at three stroakes, but the first deadly, and abso-

lutely depriuing all sense and motion. i6aj COCKERAM,
Jlsfriite, to take away. 1654 tr. Scudtry't C nria I'ol. 06
An inheritance, which.. fortune or ill event* have deprived
from them.

Deprived (d/prat-vd), ///. a. [f. DK.NIIVK v.

+ -El).] Dispossessed, divested ; bereft ; subjected
to deprivation ; tsp. dispossessed of a benefice.

>5$a HfLOKT, Depriued, atattxt, dettctut til fraitu. .fri-
vatttt. 1710 HEARNR Colltct. a Mar, No Conjuring or

depriv'd Bp. a 1774 GOLDSM. Surv. Exf. rhifat. 11776) II.

168 Birds, .are deprived of this apparatus. i855Mv \ti \v

Hist. Enf. IV. 39 The deprived Archbi&hop showed no dis-

position to move.

t Dcprivement ('lAprai-vment). Ohs. [f. DE-
MtivK v. + -MENT. J The action of depriving or fact

of being deprivetl ; deprivation.
1630 A'. Jaknsim's Kiiigii. H Commw. 561 Five have died

natural! deaths after dcprivcmtrnt. 1657 G. STARKKV //./-

ittont't ViHft. 3 The dcprivement of that knowledge lisj in-

tolerable and not to be rested in. 1691-8 NOKHIS t'ract. Ditc.

223 If. .by DeprivcmenlK or positive Inflictions he diminish

our Happiness. 1703 D. WILLIAMSON .SVrw. Iv/. Gt*. A*,

sftnbly 48 The Deprivement of Presbyterian Ministers has
been double the lime of theirs [the Episcopal Clergy).

Depriver (d/prai'vaj). [f.
as prcc. + -EB 1

.]

One who or that which deprives, or takes away
possessions, lights, etc.

c 1440 Jacob's WV//(E. E. T. S.) 61 pise dyffoulerys
& lie-

pryucres of
holy

cheiche. n 1541 WVATT 1'oft. Whs. (1861)

ii Ix>ve slayetn mine heart, while Fortune is depriver Of
all my comfort, a 1658 CLEVKLANU I'otms 38 iT.) Depriver
of those solid joys Which sack creates. 1711 STRVTE Kcfl.

Mtm. HI. xii. 109 These dcprivers were so quick, -that they

stayed not for the appearances of the priests to answer for

themselves.

Depriving (d/proi-virj),
o. + -ING '.] The action ofof DEPRIVE v. ; depriva-
tion.

1475 flit. Noblesse 74 Upon the dcpryvyng or yelding up of

that dukedom. 1376 BAKKR Jcn-tll of flealtk 6sb. This
water . . prevayleth against the Apoplcxie or depriving of

senses. 1MI FlTZ-GtFKRAVftiska's /.amritt.(i(ny)i(> Double
our lamentation for him at his depriving [= our d. of him J.

1705 HEAKNK CoUfCt. 26 Aug., Against the I>epriving
of

lli". by the Civil Magistrate. 1749 FIELDING Tan Jants
viii. xiv. The depriving it of that power.

t Deproelia-tion. Ohs. [n. of action from L.

dffrn-liari to war violently, to battle ; f. DK- I. 3
i prcrliari to fight, frtrlium a fight, battle.]

1693 COCKFRAM, Dfpnrlititiott, a battell.

Deprofessionalize : see DE- II. i.

Do proftindis : see DE I. 7.

t Depro'me, v. Obs. rare. fad. L. dffrfmfit
to draw out, fetch away, f. DE- I. J + framfn to

bring forth, produce.] traits. To draw out or

forth ; to produce.
a. 165* BROMK City It'it u. i. Wks. 1871 I. 397, I will only

deprome, or take out a little Muffing first. 1654 /. COKE
/.^/V* (1657) A viij, From it, as from a spiritual! Artillery-,

you may dcpromc all weapons of reason. 1657 TOXLINSON
AYfftfM'f ^'sf- 333 I^oth [artichocks] indeed are depromed
from that tribe.

t Deproinpt, v. Ois. ran- '. [f. L. ttifrotn/t-,

ppl. stem of (Uprvmlre : sec prcc.] prcc.
1586 FERNE Bins. Gcntrit 56 From a vayled and couered

speech did deprompt the hidden secrets arid witty sentencvs
of philosophy.

t Depro'mption. Obs. rare~". [n. of action

f. L. dtprontfrc : see prcc.]
1656 I'.LOI-NT Gloafgr., n.'fromptiim, a drawing or bring-

ing forth.

t Depro-perate, v. 0/>s. rare-", [f. ppl.

!
stem of L. ifffroperare to make great haste, f. DE-

i 1.3 +proptrart to make haste. ]

1613 COCKERAM, Dtfraftmtt, to make too much speed.

Hence t Depropra-tlon.
1717 HAII.RV, / V/r<>/<T/T//<, a making haste or speed,

t DeprO'trtrate, - Obs. rare -
.

[t. DE- I. J
+ PROSTRATE a.~\ Extremely prostrate ; grovel-

ling.
1610 G. FLETCHER Christs I'ict. i. xliii, His unsmooth

tongue, and his deprostrate stile.

Deprotestantize, deprovincialize : seeDE-
II. i.



DEPROVE.

t DeprO've, v. Obs. [Early var. of desprove,
DISPROVE : cf. DEPUEVE.] trans. To disprove,

refute, contradict, disapprove.
1450-1330 Myrr. our Ladye 8 The more presumptuous

wyll he be to fynde defaulte and to deproue . . tho thynges
that he vnderstondyth not.

Deptford Pink : see PINK.

Depth (depj>). [In \Vyclif depthe ; not found in

OE. or earlier ME. : cf. ON. dypt (dypd], corresp.
to Goth, diupfya depth, f. diup-, ON. djiip-,

= OE.

d<!op DEEP. But the formation might be English
after length, etc. : cf. the similarly late breadth, and
see -TH suffix.]

I. The quality of being deep.
1. Measurement or distance from the top down-

wards (or from the surface inwards) ; also_/i.
1393 GOWER Conf. 1 1 1. 90 Geometric, through which a man

hath the slei-lit Of length, of brede, of depth, of height.
1413 LYDG. Pilgr. Scnvle v. xiv. (1483) 107 Alle these thre

dymensions . . that is to seye lengthe, brede and depthe.
1577 B. GOOGE Hercsback's Husb. n. (1586) 98 Trenches of
a cubite in depth and breath, 1635 N. CARPENTER Geog.
Del. ii. vii. 104 To find out the absolute depth of the Sea.

1665 HOOKE Microgr. 235 Filling a Glass of some depth half
full with it. 1796 C. MARSHALL Garden, v. (1813) 64 The
proper depth at which seed is to be sown. 1858 LAKDNEK
Handbk. Nat. Phil. 98 It will be . . necessary to find the

depths at given intervals . . from bank to bank. Mod. The
arrow penetrated to a considerable depth.

b. Measurement from front to back or inward
Jrom the outer part ; spec. (A///.) the distance from
front to rear of a body of soldiers as measured by
the number of ranks.

1664 EVELYN Kal. Ifort. (1729^229 Whatsoever Length his
Green-house be, the Depth should not much exceed twelve
or thirteen feet. 1667 MILTON P. L,. i. 549 Serried Shields
in thick array Of depth immeasurable. 1703 MOXON Meek.
Excrc, 127 What width and depth soever you intend your
Rooms shall have. 1760-73 tr. Juan $ Ullods I'oy. {ed, 3)
I. 157 It is furbeloed with a richer stuff, near half a yard in

depth. 1832 Regul. Instr. Cavalry in. 46 Depth, distance
from front to rear.

2. The quality of being deep, or of considerable

extension or distance downwards, or inwards.

1526 TINDALE Malt. xiii. 5 Because it had no depth of
erth [WYCLIF, CRANMER, depnesse]. 1697 DRYDEN I'irg.

Gt'org. n. 399 Requires a depth of Lodging in the Ground.
1823 SCOTT Nigel xv\\, The frequency, strength, and depth
of his potations. Mod. The depth of the snow prevented
our passage. We could not reach it from its depth beneath
the surface.

3. fig. Of subjects of thought : Profundity, ab-

struseness.

^1590 MARLOWE Faustns i, Settle thy studies, Faustus,
and begin To sound the depth of that thou wilt profess.

1605 Bi', HALL Medit. $ Vows \\. 53 The humility of those

great and profound wits, whom depth of knowledge hath
not led to bypaths in judgement. 1613 SIR H. FINCH Law
11636) 57 A great part of the depth and learning of the
Law. 1850 M-Cosn Div. Govt. iv. ii. (1874) 490 There is a
great depth of meaning in the saying.

b. Of persons, or their mental faculties or actions :

Profundity, penetration, sagacity.
1605 BACON Adv. Learn. \. iv. 2 (1873) 29 Life of inven-

tion, or depth of judgement. 1711 HEARNE Col'cct. (Oxf.
Hist. Soc.) III. 108 A Man of extraordinary Depth. 1781
COWPER Charity 392 He talks of light, and the prismatic
hues, As men of depth in erudition use. 1871 MORLEY Vol-
taire (1886) 86 If it is often necessary to condemn him for

superficiality, this lack of depth seldom . . proceeds from
painstaking.

4. Of feelings, moral qualities, or states : Inten-

sity, profundity.
1596 SHAKS. Tarn. Shr. v. i. 141 To sound the depth of

this knauerie, 1598 DKAYTON Heroic. Ep. xxiii. 23 The
depth of Woe with words we hardly sound. 1640 GLAP-
THORNE Lady's Priv. iv. i, This cruelty exceeds The depth
of tyranny. 1738 WESLEY Ps. fy Hymns (i765)cxxxvii, The
Depth of sympathetic Woe ! 1869 FREEMAN Norm. Cone}.
(1876) III. xiii. 303 Tostig alone did not stick at this depth
of treason.

5. Of physical qualities or conditions, as silence,

darkness, colour : Intensity.
1624 DAVENPORT City Nt.-Caf> in, In depth of silence, you

shall confess, c 1820 S. ROGERS Italy (1830) 132 Cedar and
cypress threw Singly their depth of shadow. 1873 TYNDALL
Lect. on Light iv. 157 A splendid azure, which .. reaches
a maximum of depth and purity, and then., passes into
whitish blue.

6. Logic. The sum of the attributes contained in

a concept; = COMPREHENSION 4.

physical or Forma! whole has Intension, Depth, Compre-
hension.

II. Something that is deep.
7. A deep water

;
a deep part of the sea, or of

any body of water. Usually in pi. ; now only
poetic and rhetorical.

1382 WYCLIF Ex. xv. 5 The depe watris couerden hem ;

thei descendiden into the depthe as a stoon. 1388 Ps.
cxlviii. 7 Herie 56 the Lord ; dragouns, and alle depthis of
watris [1382 depnessis]. c 1400 Prymer 67 Depbe clepij?

depj[e, in be vois of J>i wyndowis. 1580 SIDNEY Psalms
xviii. 5 Ev'n from the waters depth, my God preserv'd me
soe. 1611 BIBLE Ex. xv. 5 The depths haue couerecl them.
1816 J. WILSON City ofPlague n. iv. 152 lint I have gazed
with adoration Upon its awful depths profoundly calm.

SHELLEY Cloud 24 In the depths of the purple sea.
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fb. The great abyss of waters ;
the DEEP. Obs.

1382 WYCLIF Isa. H. 10 Whether not thou driedist the se,

water of the huge depthe. 1611 BIBLE Prow, via. 27 When
he set a compasse vpon the face of the depth.
8. A deep place in the earth, etc. ;

a deep pit,

cavity, or valley (0AO J //. the deep or lowest part
of a pit, cavity, etc. (rhet.^.

1523 LD. BURNERS Froiss. I. xviii. 20 Thus rode forthe all

that daye, the yonge kyng of I nglande, by mountaignes and

deptis. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Gcorg. iv. 690 Kv'n from the

depths of Hell the Damn'd advance. 1852 MRS, STOWE
Uncle 'J'out's C. xv, Miss Ophelia, suddenly rising from
the depths of the large arm-chair. 1871 MORLEY Voltaire

(1886) 4 A demon from the depths of the pit.

9. A vast or unfathomable space, an abyss ;
the

deep or remote part (of space, the air, the sky, etc.).

Usually in pi. (poet, and rhet.)

1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage i. ii. 6 An Earth without forme,
and void, a darkened depth and waters. 1697 DRYDEN
Virg. Georg. ii. 678 The Depths of Heav'n above, and Earth
below. 1712 ADDISON Spcct. No. 420 p 3 Those unfathom-
able Depths of Either. 1849 LONGF. Kavanagh v. 32
Measureless depths of air around. 1883 PROCTOR Myst.
Time ty Sj>ace 57 With Briarean arms science thrust back
the stars into the depths of space.

10. The inner part far from the surface or outside.

Also in //.
c 1400 Lanfranees Cirurg. 60 (MS. B) Brennynge of hole

eyren to be depbe of the wounds ys most proffytaole. Ibid.

91 If bat a festre perse . . into depjje it is an imperfi^t cure.

1732 POPE Ess. Man 1. 101 Some safer world, in depth ofwoods
embrac'd. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1776) V. 354 In the

depth of those remote and solitary forests. 1820 SHELLEY
Honors Hymn to Merc, xxxi, The sacred wood, Which
from the inmost depths of its green glen Echoes the voice
of Neptune. 1887 BOWEN Virg. JEneid i. 311 Compassed
with trees of the forest and depths of shuddering shade.

11. The middle (of winter, of night), when the

cold, stillness, or darkness is most intense.

1605 CHAPMAN Al Fooles i. ii, You meet by stealth In depth
of midnight. 1618 BOLTON Florns (1636) 273 Though it were
the depth of Winter, a 1764 LLOYD Poems, New-River
Head, Nor finish till the depth of night. 1863 FR. A.
KEMBLE Rcsid, in Georgia 19 In full leaf and beauty in the

very depth of winter.

12. fig. A deep (i.e. secret, mysterious, unfathom-

able, etc.) region of thought, feeling, or being ;

the inmost, remotest, or extreme part. Now often

in//.
1382 WYCLIF Ps. cxxix. i Fro depthis I criede to thee, Lord.

1540 COVERDALE Fmitf. Less. v. Wks. 1844 I. 409 God's
word is even as a two-edged sword, and entereth through to

the depth. "1592 MARLOWE Mass. Paris i. viii, Having
a smack in all, And yet didst never sound anything to the

depth. 1592 SMAKS. Rom. $ Jnl. n.iv. 104, 1 was come to the
whole depth of my tale. 1665 J. SPENCER Vul^. Prophecies
96 Not a cloudy expression drops from them but it is christned
a depth and a great mystery. 1813 SHELLEY Q. Mabvi, 187
From the depths of unrecorded time. 1874 HELVS^VK:. Press.

iii. 54 Imagine that there were no such depths of degradation.

III. 13. Phr. Beyond or out of oiu?s depth :

lit. in water too deep for one to reach the bottom
without sinking ; fig. beyond one's understanding
or capacities.
1613 SHAKS. Hen. VIII, in. Ji. 361, I haue ventur'd Like

little wanton Boycs that swim on bladders . . in a Sea of

Glory, But farre beyond my depth. 1709 POPE Ess. Crit.

50 Launch not beyond your depth, but be discreet. 1712
ADDISON Spect. No. 403 f 7 Finding them going out of my
Depth I passed forward. 1892 PallMallG. 19 Jan. 4/3 He
remained three hours in the water, afraid to move, lest he
should get out of his depth.
IV. Comb, depth-gauge, a gauge used to

measure the depth of holes ; depth-wise adu.t in

the way or direction of depth.
1814 W._TAYLOR m Monthly Mag. XXXVIII. 214 A viola-

tion of unity of scene, not sidewards, but depthwise.

De'pthen, v. rare.
[f. DEPTH : cf. lengthen,

strengthen, heighten, etc.] trans. DEEPEN.
1587 FLEMING Contn. Holinshcd III. 1547/1 One pent of

water had so scowred and depthened the same [hauen's

mouth]. 1723 Lond. Gaz. No. 6148/1 An Act for depthning
. . and improving the Haven and Piers of Great Yarmouth.

Hence De'pthening vbl. sb. and ///. a. ; depth-
eiiing-tool (see next).

De'pthing, vhl. sb.
[f.

assumed vb. depth =
DEPTHEN + -ING 1

.] In depthing or depthening-
tool : a. a countersink for deepening a hole ; b.

a watchmaker's tool for ganging the distances of

pivot-holes in movement plates.
1788 Trans. Soc. ArfsVl. 188 Description of the sector

depthing tool [in Horology]. 1879 CasselCs TecAH. Ednc.
IV. 325^ Supposing we place a wheel and pinion into the

depthing tool, with sixty-four teeth and eight leaves respec-

tively. 1884 F. J. BRITTEN VVatck $ Clockm. 81 Accuracy
of construction is absolutely essential in the depthing tool.

Depthless (de-pbles), a. [-LESS.]
1. Of which the depth cannot be sounded ; fathom-

less
; abyssal.

1619 H. HUTTON Follies' Anat. 22 A sabariticke sea, a

depthlessegulfe. 1620 DEKKER Drea?tte(iB6o) 13 Were. .My
pen of pointed adamant . . Mine inke adepthlesse sea. 1654
E. JOHNSON IVond. ivrkg. Provid. 132 The depthlesse ditches
that blind guides lead into. 1828 lilackw. Mag. XXIV. 159
The salt flood's limitless depthless waters.

2. Without depth actually; shallow, superficial.
1816 COLERIDGE Biog. Lit.,etc. (1882) 318 The depthless

abstractions of fleeting phenomena, the shadows of sailing
vapours. 1825 A ids Reft. (1854) 122 The bread thless lines,

depthless surfaces, and perfect circles of geometry.

DEPURATE.

t Depu'cel, -elle, v. Also 5 des-, dispuselle.

[a. F. depucder, in OF. desp- (I2th c. in Liltre), f.

*#-, <&r- : L. Dis- + F. pucelle maiden : see Pu-

OELLE.] trans. To deflower.

1440 J. SHIRLEY Dethe A". James (1818) 5 Yn dispusellyng
and defowlyng of yong madyns. 1480 CAXTON Ovid's Aid.
xin. xv, How she was despucelled by a Gyante. 1483
G. de la Tour E vj a, Of the doughter of lacob that was

depuceled.

T" Depu'celate, v. Obs. rare. Also 7 depu-
silate. [f. F. dtpuceler : see -ATE 3

7.] prec.
1611 COTGR., Depnceler, to depucelate, or deflower a

virgine. 1635 BROMK.S'/rtr. Garden iv. iv, She is depusilated
by your sonne. A 1693 URO.UHART Rabelais in. vi. 58 The
unmaidening or depucelating of a hundred Virgins.

t Depu'dicatc, v. Obs. rare , [f. ppl. stem
of L. Ofpudlc&rt to debauch, f. DE- I. 6 +pudie-m
chaste.] trans. To violate the chastity of, deflower.

1623 in COCKERAM. 1656 in BLOUNT Glossogr.

t Depu'dorate, v. Obs. rare. [f. DE- II. i +

L. puaor shame, modesty.] trans. To deprive of

shame, make shameless.

1678 CUDWOKTH Intcll. Syst. i. iv. 193 Their Minds are. .

Depudorated or become so void of Shame, as that [etc.].

Depullula'tion. nonce-wd. [noun of action

f. L. DE- I. 2 +pulluldre to sprout out, f. pulhiltts

chick, sprout.] Removal or plucking off of sprouts.
1839-40 DE QUINCEY Casnistry Wks. VIII. 252 It is . . by

the everlasting depullulation of fresh sprouts and shoots from
old boughs, that this enormous accumulation takes place.

Depulper (d/jpylpfti). [f. *depulp vb. (in

med.L. depulpare ;

*

deptilpo &iroffapKw
'
in L.-Gr.

G/oss.) +-EK 1

.]
An apparatus for removing pulp.

1882 SPON Encycl. Mannf. 1839 (Beet-sugar} The term
'

depulpers
'

has been applied to a class of apparatus rendered

necessary by the inability of the ordinary filters to com-

pletely remove the fine pulpy matters from the juice. They
are really nothing more than effective mechanical filters.

t Depulsa'tion. Obs. rare , [n. of action

from L. deptdsare to thrust away : sec DEPULSE ]

1737 BAILEY vol. II, Depnlsation, a thrusting or driving
away or repelling.

t Deptl'lse, v. Obs. [ad. L. depulsare lo thrust

away, freq. of dfpettere^ f. DE- I. 2 ^pel/ere, pitls-^
to drive, push : see DEPEL.] trans. To drive or

thrust away, thrust down.
c 15,55 HARPSI IELD Divorce Hen. /*/// (1878* 87 He that

married his brother's wife . . depulsed the shame and ignominy
of barrenness. 1563-87 FOXE A. $ M. (1596) 535/1 Which
. . not oulie thrust into heauen . .saintes of your owne making
. . but also depulse downe from heauen . . Gods welbeloued
seruants. 1623 COCKERAM, Depnlse, to driue away, to thrust

one often away.

t Depulsion (d/pzrljan). Obs. . [ad. L. dc-

pulsion-eniy n. of action from depellcre to drive

away : see DEPULSE.] The action of driving or

thrusting away ; expulsion ; repulsion.
1611 SPEED///*/. Gt. Brit. ix. xvi. 94 (After her Husbands

depulsion from his regall Throne) her forces being vanquished
at the battell of Tewksbury. 1638 WILKINS New World i.

(1684) 163 [They] cannot have any Power of Attraction or

Depulsion in them.

1615 C. MOKE Life Sir T. More (1828) 326 The whole-
some depulsive triacle. .against this, .deadly infection.

t Deptrlsor. Obs. In 6 depoulsour. [a. L.

depulsort agcnt-n. from depettire: see DEPULSE.
Cf. OF. depulsetir (Godef.).] One who drives

or thrusts away ;
a repeller.

1542 UDALL Erasm. Apoph. (1877) 130 (D.) Hercules was
in olde time worshipped vnder the name of aAeucaKO$, that

is, the depoulsour and driuer awaye of all euills.

t Deptl'lsory, a. Obs. [ad. L. depulsori-us, f.

dcpulsor : see prec. and -OBT.J
= DEPULSIVE.

1609 HOLLAND ./J ////. Marcell. xxv. ii. 263 Making sup-
plication, .unto the gods by themeanesof certainedepulsorie
sacrifices.

t DepU'lye, v. Sc. Obs. In 6 depute, -uil^ie.

[ad. F. depouiller^ in OF. dtsp-.]
= DESPOIL.

1513 DOUGLAS &neis iv. vii. 80 Lyk emetis . . Quhen thai

depute the meikle bing of quheit.

DepTirant(dq:>ifi->'rant,de'piu-),a. and sb. Aled.

[ad. med.L. depurant-ein} pr, pple. of depurare
(see below).]
A. adj. Purifying; Med. Having the quality of

purifying the blood or other fluids of the body.
B. sb. A medicine or substance which has this

I. C. WOOD T/ierap. (1879) 588 Water acts not only
as a diluent, but also as a depurant. 1883 Syd. S(>c. Lex. t

Dcpuranl, purifying ; cleansing. Applied to medicines, or

to any kind of diet, that purifies the fluids of the body.

t Depu'rate, ///. a. Obs. [ad. med.L. depu-
rat-ns, pa. pple.. of depurare (see next): in F.

depart.] Purified, cleansed, refined, clarified.

1657 W. COLES Adam in Eden clxv, The said depurate
juice. 1661 GLANVILL Van. cf Dogm. xi. (R.), A material

attribute, and incompatible with so depurate a nature. 1686

GOAD Celest. Bodies in. ii. 428 Sulfur refin'd and depurate.

Depurate (d/piu^t, de-piur?it), v. [f. ppl.
stem of med.L. depfirare, f. DE- I. %+pilrare to

purify, filrits pure. Cf. F. dtpitrer (i3*h c. in

Hatzf.), Pr. and Sp. depurar, It. depurare.]



DEPURATION.
1. trans. To free from impurities, purify, cleanse.
1610 VKNNKK I'ia Krcta Intrixl. 8 II [water) is the better

depurated with the morning Sunne, and pure oriental!
Windes. 1685 DIIVI.K Effects Motion Suppl. 156 Let the
(mms be depurate I with the Vinegar of Squills. 175! BAYLY
in r/nt. Trout. XLVI I. 29 Sufficient to depurate the blood.
1800 HOWAID Mil. XC. 218 It had been depurated from
excess of alkali. 1880 HAI-CHTON I'kyi. Geog. iii. 78 The
luxuriant Flora of the Coal period which served to dcpu-
i. iii ilie atmosphere of its Carbonic Acid.
fig. 1681 ( !I.ANVII -i. Saddncismut 148 Their Imagination

i-. not sufficiently defecated and depurated from the filth
of

Corporeity. 1780 liumcE Sferch at /trittol Wks. 1841
I. 263 It was long before the spirit of true piety . . could be
depurated from the drugs and feculence of the contention.
183. J-raser't Mag. VI. 603 Will you not feel your being
depurated of its accustomed weaknesses?
2. tnlf. for reft.) To become free from impurities.
1767 MONHO in Phil. Trans. LVII. 407 After it had stood

for a month to depurate, it was again filtered.

Hence Depurated ///. a.. Depurating vbl. si.
nn<1 ///. a.

1651 Bices Hem Disf. r 124 The depurated bloud from
|he vena faro. 1761 Ir. OuK/iiiif's Syst. Geog. I. 170
Sulphur is also found . . but the melting and depurating of
it is too chargeable. 1781 /*,'/. Trans. LXXI. 41 The
quantity of depurated salt they will afford. 1840 BARIIAMAM* Leg., Sfectre of Taff., They had come under the
valet s depurating hand. 1844-57 C. BIRD Urim. Detosils
(ed. 5) 63 The depurating functions of [the] kidneys.

Depuration (depintf'-Jfon). [a. F. depuration
(I3th c. in J.ittre), or ad. med.L. depuration-cm
(It. depiirazione, Sp. depuration, Pr. depuracio],
n. of action from dfpfirare to DEPURATE.] The
action or process of freeing from impurities ; puri-
fication, refining; mMecf. the removal of impurities
from the humours or fluids of the body.
1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mar. 603 (R.) This manner of

depuration and clarifying of it by a strainer. 1641 FRENCH
Distill, i. (1651) 33 The depuration of Manna for this use.
'7S3 N - TORRIANO Gangr. Sort Throat p. xii, This critical
Depuration of the Blood by Eruptions on the Skin. 1789MRS. PIOZZI Journ. franee I. 195 The depuration of gold
may be performed many ways. 1880 HAUGIITON Phys.
Gtof. iii. 8 1 I'he Upper PaUeozoic age, in which the chief
dcpnr.ttion of the atmosphere took place.

Depurative .d/pifi.>-rativ, de-piur<ritiv;, a. nnd
si.

[f. med. or mod.L. depurativ-tts, {. ppl. stem
ofiiffurare: cf. F. cUpuralif ( 1 792 in Hatzf.) ]
A. adj. Having the quality of cleansing from

impurities. B. sl>. A
purifying agent or medicine.

Depurative disease, a name given by Dickinson to lartla-
ceous disease.

1684 Ir. Ronet's Merc. Commit, vi. 167 A depurative fer-
mentation of the humours. 1830 LINDLEY Nat. Syst. Rnt,
'47 T_he depurative properties ascribed . . to Viola canin.i.
1801 Technologist II. 30 Sarsaparilla . . as a depurative and
restorative in disorders of the blood.

Depurator (de-piurrta.i). [agent-n. f. DEPf-
RATB ?'. on Latin analogies.] An agent or apparatus
tliat purifies or cleanses

; spec, see quot. 1874.
1835 KIRBV Hah. f, Inst. Anim. I. 159 Similar to what

devolves upon the larves of certain insects, with regard to
stagnant waters, they may be depurators. .^_ ..,
Depiirator, a French machine for cleansing and preparing

1858 SlMMONDS,

cotton for spinning. 1874 KNIGHT Diet. Mrcli., Defurator,
apparatus to assist the expulsion of morbid matter bymeans of the excretory ducts of the skin. .The dtfura/m-

is described in Nathan Smith's English patent, 1802. 1885
Alien . * Neural. Oct. 540 The remedies indicated ..are
chiefly depurators and nutrients.

Depnratory (d/piu'-ritari), a. (to.) [mod.
f. ppK stem of depnrare : sec -DRY.]
A. adj. =I)KPi'RATivKa. ; formerly spec, 'ap-

plied to certain diseases which were supposed to

carry off impurities from the system
'

(Syd. Soc. Lex.).
1676 Phil. Trans. XI. 569 The Continual Depuratory

Feaver. 1733 CHEYNE Eng. Malady n. xi. i 3 (1734) 233
Nervous Fevers, as distinguished from Hot and Depuratory
ones. 1870 ROU.ESTON Anim. Life 356 A water-vascular
or depuratory system.
B. sl>. DEPURATIVK s/>.

t Depu-re, v. Ofo. [ad. F. Jtyurcr or med.L.
depurare: see DEPURATE.] trans. To free from im-

purity, cleanse, purify (/;'/. andyf^.) ;
= DEPURATED.

a 1400-50 Alexander 2768 Send . . Sum pured pelloure dc-
pond to put in cure wedis. 1447 BOKENHAM Seyntys (Roxb )

2< My soule depuryd from vyce. 1599 NASHK Lenten
Sliijffe Ep. J)cd., He sends for the barber to depure, decur-
tat.:, and sponge him. 1699 EVELYN Ace/aiia (1729) 156
Ingredients . . [which] depure the Blood.
1 lencc Depu-red, Depu-ring ///. adjs.
150JHAWES Examf. I'irt. vi. 74 And lyke crystal! depured I

\v.is Bony wyndowe. 1508 DUNBAR Goldyn Targe i, With !

cleir depurit bcims christalyne. 1545 RAVNOLD Byrth Man-
i-yniie 133 Confycte them with claryfied and depuryd hunny.
'S4* LANGLEY Pel. I'erg. De Invent, n. i. 35 b, Lawes promul-
gate by God, confirmed after the moste depured and perfecte
maner. 1873 \\'. S. MAVO Never Again xxxii. 417 Spirit of
Night .. Alreadydoth thy soft deputing light Mine eyes unfilm.

t Deptrrgatory, a. Obs. rare-", [f. ppl.
stem of L. ilfpurgare to clean ont : see -OKY.]
Having the quality of purging or cleansing.
161 1 COTCR., Depnr%atc>irf, depurgatorie ; purging.

t Depu'rge, v. Ola. [ad. L. depurgare : see

prec.] trans. To purge or cleanse from impurity.
1657 in Physical Diet.

Depurit, Sc. f. DKIHJRED///. a.

Depuration, bad form for DF.ITRATIOX.
1847 in CHAM:.

223

t DepuTse, -' A. Obs. [f. DE- II. j .
i

cf. cUbursc, disburse.] ^ DI.SHI I:SK.
a 1648 Sc. A^s ULS. I

(1814)
V. 479 (Jam-X With power

..to borrow, vplak, and leavic moneyes .. and lo give
directionei for depurseing thairof. 1655 in Z. Boyd /.wit's
Flomeri (1855) App. 39/1 Halfe of Ihe expenses depursedm legall pursutc. 1676 W. Row Contn. Hlair's Atttokioe.
xii. (1848) 380 Which monies Mr. Blair did most willingly
depurse. 1733 P. LINDSAY Interest Scat. 203 The Money
depurst for their Expence and Provisions.

Hrnce Depursement DISBURSEMENT.
1636 RUTHERFORD Lett. (1862) I. 158 Write up your de.

pursements . . and keep the account of what ye give out,
'643 St. ActtCaai. 1 11870) VI. 16 Necessarie depursements
bettowed be him. 1774 Petit, in A. M-Kay Hist. Kit-
manack 303 To. .expend the hail! necessary depurscment.

Deputable a/pi-tab'l, de-pi/7-1, a. [f. DEPUTI:
v. + -ABLK.] Capable of being, or fit to be, deputed.
ifes W. SCLATER Tytkes (1633) 220 A fifth or tenth of Time

deputable to the scruice of God. laid. 234 A sixth or eighth
of time deputable to Godi seruice. 1841 CARLYUC Bailtie
Misc.

(1888) VI. 307 A man depuiable lo the London Par-
liament and elsewhither.

t De-putary, a. Obs. ran: [irreg. f. DEPUTE v.
+ -ART

i.] Acting as a deputy ; deputed.
,,'tf

1 J-.B|1"- Haddtm's Answ. Osor. 391 b. His [Ihe Pope's]Bulks of Pardons and his deputary Comissaryes.
t De putate, ///. a. Obs. [ad. L. deputat-us,

pa. pple. of dfputare to DEPUTE.] (pple. and adj.)
Deputed ; appointed, assigned.
01440 Found. St. Bartholomew's 33 Holy place, whiche

deputat ys only to dyuyne vse. 1560 ROLLAND Crt. Venus
in. 181 Rhamnusia, quhilk [r/>/r. quhill] was luge depulate.

Deputation (depim^i-Jsn), sb.
[f. L. type

'deputation-cm, n. of action from dfputare to DE-
PUTE : cf. F. deputation (i6th c. in Littre), It.

i dt-putazioiit(dtputatwne,\oriol!,<)%).] The action

|

of deputing, or fact of being deputed.
tl. gen. Appointment, ordination, assignment

(to an office, function, etc.\ Obs.

'393 S?""
CmS- IM - '78 He shall. .Ordeigne his depu-

tation Of suche juges, as ben lerneil. c 1449 PECOCK Refr.
if. xii. 220 The depulacioun and the assignyng bi which the
visible eukanst is ordeyned and assigned forto represent?
the bodi of Crist. 1509-10 Act i Hen. F///.C. 9 The Chaun-
celler . . [shall] have the Dcputacion and Assignement of . .

Pcrsones . . that they shall take and receyve the seid Toule
and Custome. 1640 Bp. HALI. Efisc. n. xxi. 207 One Bartolo-
mzus the Bishop of the Hereticks . . taking upon him the
Deputation of that Anti-pope, yeclded unto him a wicked and
abhommable reverence. 01647 F'LMER Patriarcha (1887)
32 It seems they did not like a king by deputation but desired
one by succession. 1650 R. HOLLINGWORTH Usurped Powers
68 None can take it in hand but by deputation from him.
2. spec. Appointment to act on behalf of another

;

delegation.
['534 Act 26 Hen. F///, c. 3 5 4 Any person, .to whome

any deputacion shalbe made by commission.] 1551 HULOET,
Deputation, subsortitio, siwstittttio, surrogatio 1507
HOOKER Eccl. Pol. v. Ixxxi. 7 Vnto all these . . the
law hath . . given leaue, while themselues bear wainhtier
burthens, to supply inferiour by deputation. 1698 KORRIS
Treat. Sei'. Subjects 280 That we Feed them our selves
and not by Proxy or Deputation. 1799 J. ROBERTSON
Agrtc. / erth 44 Ihe king .. grants this deputation to a
person regularly bred to the law. 1863 A. J. HORWOOD
J ear-Ms. 30-1 Edm. /, Pref. 29 An attorney might l>e

appointed for a particular suit or generally for all suits, and
the latter kind of deputation was common in Eyre.
fb. A document conveying such an appoint-

ment; a commission, warrant. Obs.
1618 DIGBY * V/. Mfdit. (1868) 4 This same day I sealed

to Sir Edward Stradling a deputation of being my Vice-
admirall. 1691 Land. Gat. No. 2608/4 A black Hair'd
Man, who went about the Countries with a false Depu-
tation. 1798 JANE AUSTEN Lett. I. 162 James Digweed
called to day, and I gave him his brother's deputation.
1 3. An appointment by the lord of the manor to

the office and rights of a
gamekeeper ; a document

conveying such appointment under statutory au-

thority. Oes.

(The deputation was necessary' to constitute a gamekeeper ;

but it was also frequently used as a means of giving to

fnendsjhe privilege of shooting game over an estate.)
red . . he

mom-

.

1749 FIELDING Tom Jones iv. v, The suuire declare
would give the game-keeper his deputation the next

AI'STEN Persuas. iii. (D.X He . . had
manor ; would be glad of the deputation,
e no great point of it ; said he sometimes

ing. c 1815 JANE AI'STEN

inquired about the

certainly, but mad
took out a gun, but never killed. 1869 Daily News 23 Apr.,
Formerly the Woods and Forests gave what were called
'

deputations
'

to gentlemen to shoot over the Crown lands.
1880 S. WALTOLE Hitt. Eng. III. 63 Country gentlemen
who were desirous of doing a neighbour a good turn were
in the habit of giving him a '

deputation
'

as a gamekeeper.
4. A body of persons appointed to go on a mission
on behalf of another or others. Often a small

company ^or a single person) deputed by a society
to visit various places on behalf of the society.
(The chief current use.)
'73* LKDIARD Selhos II. IX. 344 They propos'd to send

a deputation of four senators. 1818 DMsRAF.Li (.'Has. I, I
vi. 186 A deputation of the Houses waited on the King
1879 M'CARTHY Omt Times II. xxii. 146 The deputations
represented certain metropolitan parishes, and were the
exponents of markedly Radical opinions.
Hence Depnta tion, Deputation!!* v., to visit

with a deputation ; Depnta-tional a., ofor belong-
ing to a deputation : De.pn.ta tionirt, one who
belongs to or supports a deputation.

DEPUTE.
IMS .1Ai*f*. Exam. 18 Mar. 5/1 'I he Iru.tte. aie on the

Udeof theilepulaliiiuists. 1888 Ha/am f .SA.-, / .!./ krlttr
Ck. of h. Temt. Sac., Travelling and Deputational Kx.
Denies 1888 Lane. Knnimf t'oit 3 Feb 34 I hr Prime
Minister has been depuutionised bywme of the mot expert
among^ our sociologists. 1891 Siott. Leader u Jan. 4 The
LmonisU. . but week deputationed

' Mr. Gotchcu.

Deputative drpfalMtT), & [f. L. ,/;//,//-,
ppl. stem of depiMrt to DEPUTE 4- -IVE.] Charac-
terized by deputation or by being deputed ; of the
nature of a

deputy.
i6s 8 tr. Camdens Hist. Eli,. HI. (1688) 362 A Parlia-

ment . . begun by a depulalive Commuaion granted by the
Queen to the Archbishop of Canterbury, the l-ord Treasurer,and Ihe Karl of Derby. 1646 LILBURNI Game Scotck *
Eng. 20 Wherein Ihe joynl nulitary interest of both King-domes u represented . . and both thereby incorporated int..
one deputative body. 01653 Gowm Comm. lleb. ii. j If
authority be yielded un-to Angrls, yet that authority u only
deputauve in reference to. .work which is injoyned by them
Hence De -pntatlvelr ativ., by way of deputa-

tion.

'653 GAI-DEN Hierasf. 472 To pay Tithe* to Christ .. by
the hands of his Ministers, who are deputalively and
ministerially himself. 1818 G. S. FABEH Hor. Mos. II. 43And who can have authority lo send, unless God imme-
diately, or certain of bis previously appointed messengers
deputatively t

Deputator (de-pi/fte'taj). rare, [agent-n. from
L. dfputare to DEPUTE.]
1. One who deputes another to act for him.
1669 LOCKE LawsofCarolina i 56 All such deputations. .

shall be revocable at the pleasure of Ihe deputalor. 1884
io/* Cent. Jan. 84 The deputy necessarily disappeared with
the deputator.
2. A member of a deputation, (nonce-use.)
1894 A/. Cttserver6}*n. 181/1 The philanthropic projects

of Professor Stuart, .and other 'deputaton'.

Depute (de-piwt), ppl. a. and sb. Now only Sc.
Also 5-6 deputte, 6-7 deput ; see also DKBITE.
[Found as pa. pple. before the appearance of any
other part of DEPUTE v. ; app. repr. OF. depute
(mod.F. dfputi) pa. pple., the final e having become
mute, as in assign, awrtoe, etc. After the verb
came into use, depute, deput, continued to be used
as its pa. pple., and even as its pa. t (esp. in Sc.,
where perhaps it was viewed as short for depulit,
deputed). Only Sc. since the i ;th c.]
fA. as /a. pple. Deputed; imputed, ascribed ;

appointed, assigned : sec DEPUTE v.

1381 WYCLIF Rom. ProL 299 The apostil . . shewilh . . al
. .to be depute to the grace of God. 1413 Pilgr. Smir
(Caxton) I. xxii. (1859) 24 Grace.quene and heuenly pryncesse.As depute by the souerayne kyng eterne. c 1440 Gesta Rom.
hv. 235 (Harl. MS) The! . . hadde I-putle sheldes in a
certeyne place deputte berefor. 1513 DOUGLAS sKtuit \i. ix.
180 Quhat sort of pane is deput ay For ilk trespas. 1613CAMDEN in Lett. Lit. Men iCamden) 126 Some such as were
deput for mee in this yceres Visitation.

B. sb. One deputed; =DKPI'TV. i N'ow only Se.)
'405, 1490 [see DEPUTY i b. ,\. 1530 in W. H. Tumei

Select. Rec. Oxford 73 The seyd Chaunseler, hys Deputl's,
and Scolers. 1563-7 BUCHANAN Ke/orm. St. Andros Wks.
(1893) 15 The conservatour or hys deput being present.a 1605 MONTGOMERY: Misc. Poems xxvu'i. i Melancholic,
grit deput of

Disipair.
i8ai JOANNA BAILLIE Metr. Leg.,

Lord John xxiv. Twas no depute's task your guest lo ask.
1868 Act 31-2 Viet. c. 101 i 36 Such decree shall be re-
corded by the director of Chancery, or his di-pute
O. In comb. (Sc.)

1640-1 Kirkcndkr. War^omm. Min. Bk. (1855) 56Ressamt by the Commissar depute, the rentalles of the
pretcndit bischopes' rentes. 1681 Act Secur. Peace t/A iMgd. (Scotl.) in Land. Gaz. No. 1648/4 To nominate
SherifT-Deputs, Justices of Peace, or other Commissioners.
'753 Stnvart's Trial App. 4 Mr. Archibald Campbell of
btonefield, sheriff-depute of the shire of Argyll. . 1860
Pail Mail G. 6 July j The Lord Advocate, .the Solicitor^
General . . Subordinate to these are four advocate-deputes.

Depute (d/pit\. [a. F.
djfulcr (1328 in

Hatzf.), ad. L. dfputare to consider as, destine,
allot, f. DE- I. a b + putare to think, count, con-
sider, etc.]

fL trans. To appoint, assign, ordain (a person or

thing) to or for a particular office, purpose, or
function. Obs.
c 1415 WYNTOUN Crou. vil. vi. 361 And als he depute hys

Counsale The erle of Fyfe mast specyale. 1483 CAXTON GM.
Leg. 89 b/i Thys chylde was taken prysoner and deputed
to serue the kynee. 1489 _ Fajrtes ofA
sj-gne of the Egfe U deputed for the dv

to serue the kynge. 1489 _ Fayteso/A. iv. xv. 374 The
cle is deputed for the dygnyle Imperyal.

'S>3-4 Act 5 Hen. y/if, c. . Pream., The Kyng . . hath
deputed and ordeyned in the seid Citie . . divers officers
and ministres. <i 1533 LD. BERXERS Gold. Kk. M. Attrtl.
(15461 I ij, He depured two howres for the matters of Axie.
1631 Gouee Gotft Ammi in. Ep. Ded. 4 Faithful . . in de-
puling to the Lords service men fit for their function. 1683
Brit. Sfec. 139 Westminster, .was.. from its fir.t foundation
deputed for the burial of our Kings.
t 2. To assign, impute, ascribe, attribute. Obs.
138* [see DEPUTE ftl. a.]. 1485 CAXTON St. Wenefr. 10

They myght depute it to Ihe pryde of her. a 1501 H. SMITH
Sernt. Pkil. i. 23 The Apostle . . doth depute their strange
rln<ei and sudden death to none other cause,

1 3. To consign, deliver over. Obs.
a 1440 found. St. Bartkolometv's 44 Lette nat me be

deputid to euerlast>-ng flammys. 1480 CAXTON Ovid's Met.
xu xut. But some..seased t>inbre & boordes which were
broken of the shipp, whyche the flodes deputed at theyre
playsire. 1483 Gold. Leg. 264 'i This bleid saint . . was
deputed unto an hard and slrayte pryson.



DEPUTERY.

4. To assign (a charge) ; now, spec, to commit,

give in charge (authority, etc.) to a deputy or

substitute.

1495 Act IT Hen. VII, c. 35 Pream., The Kyngis Grace. .

depuled to hym than and sithen offices of charge. 1526

Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 28 b, Spiriluall talentes, whiche

our lorde hath deputed to our credence. 1727 DE FOE
Hist. Appar. vi. (1840) 59 The Devil may depute such and

such powers and privileges to his confederates. 1833 HT.

MAKTINEAU Berkeley i. iv. 73 She could not depute it to

anybody to judge when was the righl time.

5. spec. To appoint (a person) as one's substitute,

delegate, or agent ; to ordain to act on one's behalf.

[1494 FABYAN Ckron. iv. Ixiii. 42 Caraucius . . was by ihe

Senale of Rome depuled for a Substilute or a Ruler vnder

the Romaynes. 1530 PALSGR. 513/1, 1 muste nedes departe,
but I wyll depule some bodye in my romme. 1540 Act 32

Hen. VIII, c. 35 The Juslice and Justices . . shall make

assigne depule and appoincle as many depulie or depulius
..as..shalbe Ihoughl convenienl ] 1552 HULOET, De-

pute . . snrrogo, delego. 1604 SHAKS. Oth. iv. ii. 226 To
depule Cassio in Olhellos place. 1687 in Magd. Coll. ff

Jas. //, Ixviii, The vice Presidenl and olhers Fellows . .

being depuled by Ihe resl of Ihe Fellows of ihe said College,

to answer. 1709 STEELE Taller No. 55 P 5 The Deputies
of Ihe Six Canlons who are deputed lo delermine the Affair

of Tockenburg. 1833 HT. MARTINEAU Manch. Strike iv. 54

Allen, Clack, and "Gibson were depuled to wail on ihe

masters. 1874 GREEN Short Hist. iv. 2. 172 They were

elecled. .by a few of the principal burghers deputed for ihe

purpose.

t b. absol. To send a deputation. Obs. rare.

1768 Woman of Honor II. 94 Soon afler, a borough de-

puted lo_ him, with an entreaty to do it the honor of repre-

senting it.

f6. (See quot., and cf. DEPUTATION 3.) Obs.

1832 in Pall Mall G. 13 Aug. (1889) 3/2 There lies before

me a copy of an old local newspaper of Augusl, 1832, which

contains numerous ' Notices lo Sportsmen
'

lhal ihe game
on such and such a manor is now reserved or

'

deputed'.

Hence Depu'ted///. a., Deputing vbl. sb.
;
also

Depivter, one that deputes.
1548 GEST Pr. Masse Ij, There is no sacrament which

halh nol.. bothe hys deputed element, word, and com-

mandement. 1603 SHAKS. Meas. for M. n. ii. 60 Nol Ihe

Kings Crowne; nor the depuled Sword, The Marshalls

Truncheon, nor ihe ludges Robe. 4x1641 BP. MOUNTA<;U
Acts ff Moil. (1642) 369 No depulalion deprivelh the Depuler
of his right. 1651 G. W. Ir. Cornel's Inst. 41 Wee have

somelimes Tutores Dativi, or depuled Guardians amongsl
us. 1742 YOUNG Nt. Th. ix. 228 Already is begun Ihe

grand assize. .Depuled conscience scales The dread Iribunal.

'795 Pate o/Sedley II. 70 Suelonius Paulinus, Ihe depuled
Commander of Nero.

t De'putery, deputrie. Obs. Sc. [DEPDTE
sb. + -RY.] The office of a depute, deputyship.
1584 Sc. Acts Jos. VI (1814) 300 (Jam.J

The office of

depulrie and clerkship in Ihe said office of 'Ihesaurarie.

Deputize (de-pi;?taiz), v. [f.
DEPUTE sb. or

DEPUTY + -IZE.]
1. trans. To appoint as a deputy. Chiefly U.S.

1730-6 BAILEY (folio) Pref., Deputize, lo consiilute or

appoinl one a Depuly. i8n Port Folio ]a.n. (Barllelt),They
seldom Ihink il necessary lo depulize more lhan one person
lo atlend lo their inlerests al the seat of government. 1828

WEBSTER Deputize, to appoinl a depuly ; lo empower to acl

for anolher, as a sheriff. 1877 SPARROW Serm. xix. 248 Those
who were depulized . . did Ineir masler's work failhfully.

2. intr. To act as a deputy ; usually in reference

to musical engagements, colloq.

1869 Athenaeum 27 Mar. 445/3 Mr. Perren depulized ere-

dilably for Mr. Sims Reeves. 1884 Musical Times i May
297/1 A London organisl, who has relinquished regular

work, will deputise upon nominal terms.

Deputrie, see DEPUTEBY, Obs.

Deputy (de-piz/li\ sb. Forms. 5 depute, de-

putee, Sc. depwte, 6 deputye, 6-7 deputie, 7-

deputy. [a.
F. diSputi, subst. use of pa. pplc. of

dtputer to DEPUTE. Originally spelt depute ; in

one form ofwhich the final e became mute (though

usually retained in writing) ;
in another form it

continued to be pronounced, and then as in CITY,

etc., it passed through -ee, -ie to -y. (Cf. f assigne,

assign, assignee?) The ME. examples of depute are

placed here, but might as well stand under DEPUTE
sb. See also the corrupted forms DEBITE, DEBITY.]
1. A person appointed or nominated to act for

another or others, esp. to hold office or exercise

authority instead of another; a substitute, lieu-

tenant, vicegerent.
c 1425 WYNTOUN Cron. v. x. 381 And Deputis be-hynd hym

he left To keipe Breltayne. 1511 HEN. VII in Ellis Orig.
Lett. Ser. ll. I. 170 That . . ye . . paye unlo Iheim, or lo their

depulie in their names, the summes aforesaid. 1624 Lr>. KEN-
SINGTON ibid. Ser. I. III. 174 Bul Ihe case is noutadifferenl,

sayd she, for Ihere the Prince was in Person, neer is but

his deputy. But a deputy, answerd I, that represents his

person. 1660 WOOD Life (O. H. S.) I. 361 For the Greek

lecture, the reader therof. .got a deputy to do it. 1727
SWIFT Gulliver I. vi. 70 In the presence of a professor, or

one of his deputies. 1818 JAS. MILL Brit. India II. iv. viii.

283 They sent to the army two members of council, as field

deputies, withoul whose concurrence no operalions should

be carried on. 1841 W. SPALDINO Italy r It. Isl. III. 338
The. .universily of Padua, .besides depulies and assistants,

has 35 professors.

fig . 1717 L. HOWEL Desiderius 58 Those two Deputies of

Pride, Ihe Lusl of Ihe Flesh, and Ihe Lusl of ihe Eye. 1783
MAD. D'ARBLAY Diary 19 Jan., I found her . . not merely
free from pride, but free from affability its most mortifying

deputy.
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b. Law. A person authorized to exercise on be-

lalf of another the whole of his office (general

deputy'}, or some special function of it (special

deputy), but having no interest in the office.

1405 Rolls of Parlt. III. 605/1 Our generalls and

specialls Attornes and Deputes. 1602 FUI.BECKK -znd Pt.

Para.ll. 46 There is greal difference belwixt a bailie, &
a depulie. 1607-72 COWEI.I. Interpr. s. v., A Deputy halh

not any inleresl in Ihe Office, but is onely the shadow of

Ihe Officer, in whose Name he dolh all Ihings. 1642 PERKINS

Prof. Ilk. i. too An assignee is such a person who dolh

occupie in his own righl, and a depulie such a person who
doth occupie in the right of another. 1833 Act 3^-4 Will.

IV, c. 42 20 The Sheriff of each County, .shall, .name. .

a sufficient Depuly, who shall.. have an Office within One
Mile ofIhe InnerTemple Hall, for Ihe Receipl ofWrils [elc.].

C. A person delegated or sent (alone or as a

member of a deputation) to act in the place of

those who send him.

1769 ROBERTSON Chas. V, V. i. 222 Charles artfully

avoided admilting their deputies to audience. 1838 THIRL-

WALL Greece IV. 347 Three deputies were sent back with

them to Sinope, to fetch Ihe vessels. 1862 LD. BROUGHAM
Brit. Const, vi. 87 The lesser barons were called to send

deputies, inslead of atlending personally.

d. Phr. By deputy : by another person in one's

stead, by proxy.
1625 BACON Ess., Studies (Arb.) ii Some Bookes also may

be read by Deputy, and Exlracls made of Ihem by Olhers.

1764 FOOTE Mayor ofG. n. Wks. 1799 I. 180 He is suffered

to do that by deputy. 1868 FREEMAN Nortn. Cony. (1876)

II. vii. 23 His wars were waged by deputy.

2. Special applications.

t a. One deputed to exercise authority on behalf

of the sovereign or of the sovereign power; a

proconsul, a viceroy, a Lord Lieutenant (of Ireland).
c 1490 in Gairdner Lett. Rich. Ill f, Heu. VII (Rolls)

App. A, Our right gode lord Gerald erle of Kildare your

depule lieulenaunl of ihis your land of Irland. 1568 BIBLE

(Bishops') i Kings xxii. 47 There was Ihen no kyng in

Edom, Ihe depulie was king. Acts xviii. 12 WhenGallip
was Ihe deputie of Achaia. 1613 SHAKS. Hen. VIII, HI. ii.

260 You senl me Deputie for Ireland. 1606 Land. Gnz.

No. 3190/3 My Lord Capell, Lord Depuly of Ireland. 1851

ROBERTSON Serm. Ser. iv. (1863) I. 7 There was there a

depuly, that is, a proconsul.

b. In the City of London, a member of the

Common Council, who acts instead of an alderman

in his absence ;
a deputy alderman.

1712 STEELE Sped. No. 503 P2 The deputy of Ihe ward sal

in lhal pew. 1772 Ann. Keg. 79/2 Mr. Alderman Peers,

with Mr. Depuly Judd. .presented a petition. 1837 Munic.

Corp. Inq. Commission, Every alderman, except the

alderman of Bridge Without, appoints a Deputy, who must

he a Common-Councilman of the Ward. 1894 /'. O. London

Directory, Common Council. The first-named in each Ward
is the Deputy.

C. An officer in a coal-mine. (See quots.)

1851 GREEK-WELL Coal-trade Terms fforthumo. $ Diirh.

22 Deputies, a set of men employed in selling limber for Ihe

safely of Ihe workmen ; also in pulling in braltice and
brallice stoppings. They also draw the props from places
where they are nol required for further use. 1893 Daily
News 20 Nov. 5/4 The depulies . . lest Ihe beams and other

protective appliances pul up, examine ihe passage walls and

roofs and the slale of the atmosphere, and tell Ihe de-

tallers
' what lo do.

d. The manager of a common lodging-house.
1851 MAYHEW Land. Labour I. 249 In some places knives

and forks are nol provided, unless a penny is left wilh_
ihe

'depuly', or manager, lill they are returned. 1888 Times

13 Oct. 12/1 She acted as depuly lo the house in queslion

[a common lodging-house].

3. A person elected to represent a constituency ;

a member of a representative legislative assembly.

Chamber of Deputies: the second house in the

national assembly of France, and some other coun-

tries.

1600 E. BLOUNT tr. Conestaggio 76 The three estales of

the Realme, lhal is, the Clergie, the Nobililie, and ihe

Depuliesof ihe Cities and lownes. .at Lisbone. 1777 WATSON
Philip II (1839) 381 William . . meant . . to remove Ihe

assembly of Ihe Slales (which was summoned to meet at

Middleburgh) to a silualion in which Ihe depulies would

not be so much influenced by Ihe emissaries of Spain. 1792

now frequently denominated representatives. They were

ancienlly called committee-men. 1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev.

III. n. vi, Depuly Thuriol, he who was Advocale Thunot.

1863 MARY HOWITT F. Bremer's Greece I. viii. 264 The

Deputies are chosen by the people for three years.

4. atirib. and Comb. Deputed; acting or ap-

pointed to act instead of . . ; vice- . . .

1548 HALL Chron. 211 b, Eilher chief Capilain of Caleis or

els depulie Capilain. 1624 SANDERSON Serm. I. 243 The
poor you shall alwayes have with you, as my depuly-re-
ceivers ; bul me (in person) ye shall nol have always. 1645
RUTHERFORD Tryal ft Tri. Faith (1845) 379 Christ's love to

us was not depuly-love..he loved us nol by a vicar. 1695
Land. Gaz. No. 3099/3 Mr. Godfrey, Deputy Governor of

Ihe Bank of England. 1805 WELLINGTON in Gurw. Desp.
III. 659 To appoinl Caplain Bellingham lo be Depuly
Quarter Masler general in Mysore. 1843 MACAULAY Ess.,
Mad. D'A rblay, Singing women escorted by depuly hus-

bands. 1863 H. Cox Instil, i. vii. 92 The deputy-speakers
are usually Ihe chief judges of the courts of Westminster.
1881 RT. HON. A.W. PEEL in Times t Feb. 6/4 That Standing
Order is enabling only, and provides for the appointment

DERAIGN.
ind duties of the Deputy-Speaker during the unavoidable

ibsence of the Speaker.

De'puty, "v. rare. [f. prec. sb.] trans. To ap-

point or send as deputy ; to depute.
1605 SYLVESTER Dii Bartas \\. iii. ill. Lam 1126 Frail

Aaron, Deputi'd During his [Moses'] absence, all the Flock

to guide. 1867 Quiver 186 Thrush, linnet, blackbird . .

deputied the lark with praise to heaven.

De'putyship. [f.
DEPUTY sb. + -SHIP]. The

iffice, terra of office, or position of a deputy.

ngreg<
in his deputieship. 1624 CAPT. J. SMITH Virginia v. 190

They would not be gouernlesse when his Deputiship was

expired. 1765 COWPER Let. to J. Hill 8 Nov., I heartily

wish him joy of his deputyship. 1881 MRS. OLIPHANT

Harry Joscelyn II. 281 The state into which his work
must have got, but for the strenuous and anxious deputy-

ship of his clerk.

l-Dequa-iititate, v. 0/>s. rare- 1
, [f.

DE-
II. i + L. quantitat-em quantity; see -ATE 3

7.]

trans. To diminish the quantity or amount of.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. n. v. 86 This we affirme of

pure gold, for that which is currant . . by reason of its allay. .

is actually dequantitated by fire. 1656 in BLOUNT Glossogr.

t Dequa-ss, deqna-ce, v. Obs. rare- 1
, [a.

OF. dequasser, decasser to break down, crush, f.

DE- I. I + quasser, easier to break : see CASS,

QUASH, DECASS.] trans. To break down, crush.

c 1400 Test. Love \. (1560) 276 b/i Thus with sleight shall

thou surmount and dequace the yvell in their hens.

De quoi, dequoy, obs. forms of DECOY s/>.2

Der, obs. form of DARE v., DEAR, DEER.

Deracinate (dftarsine't), v. [f.
F. dfracine-r

(in OF. desr-), (. di-, des-, L. Dis- + racine root ;

see -ATE 3
7.] trans. To pluck or tear up by the

roots ; to uproot, eradicate, exterminate, lit. and_/?-.

1599 SHAKS. Hen . V, v. ii. 47 The Culler rusts, That should

deracinale such Sauagery. 1606 Tr. Sf Cr. i. iii. 99.

1659 Ii. HARRIS Par-mil's Iron Age 27 But neilher Arms,
nor Viclories . . [were] able to deracinale or rool out this

Doctrine. 1788 Loud. Mag. 477 To deracinate and anni-

hilate the whole syslem of moral, hislorical and revealed

asseveralions. 1883 STEVENSON Silverado Set. (1886) 80

Disembowelling mounlains and deracinaling pines 1

b. transf.
1843 E. JONES Poems, Sens. !j Event 167 Chill every river

inlo stagnancy, Deracinate the fruitful earth of growth.

Hence Deracina-tion, eradication, extirpation.
c 1800 tr. Sonaiuft Trav. I. 227 (L.) Nothing can resist

an extreme desire to appear beautiful. The women submit

to a painful operation lo a violent and total deracination.

t Dera'de, v. Obs. rare. [ad. L. derad-Zre to

scrape or shave off, f. DE- I. 2 + ratlfre to shave.]

trans. To scrape off or away.
1657 TOMLINSON Renoifs Disp. 378 Zopissa is Pitch de-

raded from off maritimous ships. Ibid. 658 Quinces, .musl

be. .not brayed, bul deraded.

t Deradiate (dfivi-di^t), v. Obs. rare.
[f.

DE-

I. 2 + L. raiiiare, radidt- to emit rays, f. radius

ray.] intr. To radiate forth.

1650 CHARLETON Paradoxes Prol. 3 Those three Lines,

perpelually deradiating from the Center of Truth.

Hence t Deradia'tion, radiation from a point.

1650 CHARLETON Paradoxes Prol. 13 The Slarres trans-

mitting their Influence, by invisible Deradiations. 1704

J. HARRIS Lex. Teclm. s. v. Actiiwbolism, The Diffusion

or Deradialion of Lighl or Sound.

Derai, obs. spelling of DERAY.

t Derargn, sb. Obs. In 4-5 dereyne, 5 de-

renje, -rayn, 6 derene. [a. OF. des-, der-, de-

raisne, -resne, -raigne, regne, -rene, f. dcsraisnier

to DEBAIGN. In Laws of William I. latinized as

disraisnia.] The action ofvindicating or maintain-

ing one's right, esp. by wager of battle ; hence, a

challenge to single combat ; a combat ;
a duel.

[1292 BRITTON v. xii. 2 Ces plays soint comensables el

pledables sicum en le graunl bref de dreil overt, mes nient

par dfsreyne [transl. These pleas shall be commenced and

tried in the same manner as the great writ of right patenl,

bul not by dereyne].] 1:1300 K. Alls. 7353 This dereyne,

by the barouns Is y-mad, by alle bothe regiouns. 1375
BARBOUR Bruce xm. 324 On sarisenis Ihre deren^eis did

he ; And [in-till] ilk derenje of thai He vencusl sarisenis

Iwa, c 1470 HARDING Chron. ix. iv, Turnus Ihen was slayn :

Eneas did lhat dede and that derayn With mighty slrokes.

c 1500 Lancelot 2313 I have o frend haith o dereyne ydoo,
And I can fynd none able knycht lharto. 1513 DOUGLAS
Mneis xn. vi. 15 Suffir me perform my derene by and by.

1658 PHILLIPS, Derein. .signifielh the proof of an action

which a man affirmeth lhat he hath done, and his adversary
denies. Hence in KERSEY, BAILEY, ASH, etc.

Derai'gn, z'.
1 Obs. exc. Hist. Forms : 3 de-

renne, 3-4 dereyne, 4 deren}e, -eine, 4-6 de-

rayne, -aine, 5 derreyne, darreyn, darayne,

5-6 darreyne, -rayne, 5-7 darreine, 6 derene,

darrein, -raine, -reigne, 6-7 dereigne, derraine,

darraigne, 7 darrayne, deraigne, 7-8 darrain,

7- deraign. [a. OF. deraisnier, -resnicr, -rainier,

-reiner, -regner, desr-, to render a reason or account

of, explain, defend, etc., f. de-, des- (see DE- I. 6) +

raisnier to speak, discourse, declare, plead, defend

: late L. type *rationdre, f. ration-em reckoning,

account, rendering of reason. The compound may
have itself been formed in late I,. : cf. the med.L.
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forms (if-, ifl-, dirralionarc in Pu Cnnge ; disrais-

n, in-, ,lin;iiiiHiiire, were latinize<l from OK. Cf.

also AKIIAION (OK. aratsnic-r).]

1. trans. Law. To prove, ji'stify, vindicate ; esp.

to maintain or vindicate (a right, claim, etc. , by

wager of battle ; to dispute, contest (the claim,

etc., of another, asserting an
opposing claim).

[1991 KHITTON l. xxiii. n Si felonie, adunc doune le

defendour gage a sey defendre, et le apclour gage pur la

cause desrcyncr \transl. If felony, then let the defendant

give security to defend himself, and the appellor security to

prove the cause].] c I3S Cofr tie L. 7008 That hymself

agayn fyve and twenty men, In wylde field wolde fygme,
To dcrayne Codes ryghte. 1340-70 Alisaunder 124 To
lache hym as Lorde belond for to haue, Or deraine it with

dimes & deedes of armes. 1375 BAKBOUR Krttce IX. 746

In-to playn fichting, >he suld press till dcrenje jour richt.

c 1400 Dtstr. Troy 13084 There was no buernc with pat bold

the batell to take, The right to derayne wilh the rank duke.

'539 Act 31 lien. VIII, c. i 2 Euery of the saide lomt

tenantes . . male haue aide of the other . . to the intent to

dereigne the warrantie paramount. i8CoKE OH Lilt. 6 a.

a 1680 BUTLER Kim. (1759) I. 333 Y u bestow much Pains

to prove . . that the King is not above the Law . . And this

you deraign, as you call it, so far, that at length you say,

the King hath not, by Law, so much Power, as a Justice

of Peace, to commit any Man to Prison. 1741 T. ROBINSON

tiat'MiuJ vi. 129 Who shall deraign that Warranty.

2. trans. To vindicate or maintain a claim to

(a thing or person) ; to claim the possession of,

esp. by wager of battle ; to challenge.
a 1140 Wohnnge in Cott.Hom. 285 Ihesu swete ihesu. .bu

me derennedcs wi8 like, and makedes of me wrecche bi

leofmon and spuse. c 1330 R. BRUNNE Citron. (1810) 330

Agcyn Kyng Edward. Scotland to dereyne, With werre &
batail hard, c 1386 CHAUCER Knl.'t T. 751 Thou art a

worthy knycht And wilnest to darreyne (v. r. derreyne,

darreyn, darrcine, dereyne] hire by bataille. 1893 J. C.

BLOMPIEI.D Hist. Souldern 12 Richard de Middelton came
and deraigned that Manor in the King's Court.

8. To settle or decide (a claim or dispute) by

judicial argument and decision, by wager of battle,

etc. ; to determine.
c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. lW<(Rollsl 12629 5yf bou sette

chaiange ber-ynne . . porow bataille schal hit be dcreynt. 1387

TREVISA fligden (Rolls) VII. 341 P use schulde be de-

reyr.ede by dent of swerd. c 1430 1.vuc. Kochas n. XXH. (1554!

59 b, God and trouth was atwene them tweine Egall mdge
their quarel to darayne. 1513 DOUGLAS<> *" l84

Lai me stand to my chance, I tak on hand For to derene

the mater with this brand, iftoi F. TATE Hmteh. Ord.

F.div. II, i 89 (1876) 53 After the! have dereigned before the

steward thresorer, and the serjantes of lhaccount what fee

thei shal have for such a present. 1809 HAWUWEN Domesday
Bk. 460 The jury of the Wapentake have deraigned them to

the use of the King.

f 4. To deralgn tattle (combat, etc.) : a. 1 o

maintain (a wager of battle or single combat) in

vindication of a claim, right, etc. Otis.

^1380 Sir Fcrumt. 265 ?if he mrjte ffor bat batail to

dereyne profry hym forb to fafs, c 1386 CHAUCER Knt. t J.

773 Two harneys .. suflisaunt and mete to darreyne The
bataille in the feeld bitwix hem tweyne. 1548 HALL Citron.

(1800) 4 Henry of Lancastre Duke of Herflbrde Appellante
&

Thomas Duke of Norfolke Defendante have . . been redy
to darraine the batteill like two valiant Knyghtes & hardy

I. 7 Combats personal that are derrained for causes capital,

t b. To engage in battle, do battle ;
whence (in

Spenser, etc.
N
. to set the battle in array. Obs.

'

1534 tr. Pal. Vcrg. Eng. Hist. (Camden 1844) 88 When
DukeRichard had hearde the ambassadours . . he was afeard

to darraigne battaile. 1548 HALL Citron. 47 TM Kyng of

Englande . . chose a place mete and convemente for twoo

armies to darrayne battail. 1590 SPENSER F.Q. n. n. 26

Three valiant knights to see . to darraine A triple
warre

with triple enmitee. 1593 SHAKS. 3 Hen. VI, 11. il. 72 Dar-

raigne your battell, for they are at hand. i6o CAREW
Cornwall'(1760) 125 Then darrayning a kinde ofbattell (but

without armes) the Cosarians got the overhand. 1608 HEY-

wooo Satlusfs lugurth. (1609) ao This happened towards

the evening, no fit time to darraigne a battaile. 1654 VlL-

VAIN Epit. Ess. l. 54 The . . Kings . . darraind battle with

4 Forreners. a 1756 G. WEST Abuse Trar. xx. 8 (imitating

Spenser] As if he meant fierce battle to darram.

f c. To dispose ^troops, etc.) in battle array ;
to

array ; to order. (Loose applications of the word

by the Elizabethan archaists.) Obs.

1591 SYLVESTER Yvry 100 Every Chief, apart, Darrains

his Troups with order, speed and art. 1596 SPENSER f-Q.

Kine amongst them that might deraine them to battaile.
' -'' Bartas 472 To serve Thee, as Hee

alogy of

amongst the Descendants of Adam.

t Derai'gn, v.- Obs. Also 6 derene, derain,

darrayne, 7 dereign. [a. OF. desrtgncr, variant

oidesrcngier, mod.K. granger to put out of ranks,

DERANGE.]
1. To put into disorder ;

to derange, disarrange.

icoo-io DUNBAR Now Cnmis A ige 56 Befoir no wicht I did

complene, So did her denger me derene. 1530 PALSGR.

506/2, I darrayne (Lydgat), I chaunge or alter a thing from

one purpose to another. Je trausmue. 1 his worde is nat

yet admytted in our comen spetche. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed.

Kersey , Drraignt. .to disorder or turn out of Course.
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2. passive. To be discharged from 'religious)

orders: see DKIIAXINMKNT -.

1574 tr. Littleton's Tenures 42 b, He that is professed

monke etc. shalbe a monke, and as a monke shallie taken

for tenne of his natural life, except he le detained by the

lawe of holye churche (Fr. Xinon fe il soil dereigne y la

leyde saint esfliif]. 1601 FULBECKE lit PI. Parall. , i If

in auncicnt time a Monke. Fryer, or Cannon professed,

which was no Soueraigne of an house, had graunted to one

an annuitie, this was a voyd graunt, though he had beenc

after dereigned, or made Soueraigne of the same house, or

some other. i68 (see DERAICNMENT >). 1661 J. STEPHENS

Procuration! 39 Those Religious persons being deraigned

and dispersed, were not. .subject to Visitation.

b. trans/. 1778 Love feast 26 Invested once, no Saint

can be deraign d.

Derai'gnment
'

. //"' [ OF - aesraisne-

inent, Jcraim-ineiit, (. desraisnier : see DEBAION .'

and -MEST.l The act of deraigning ;
=- DEKAIOK sl>.

1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Derailment, a deraigning or

proving. 1865 NICHOLS Britton II. 292 These pleas shall

be commenced and tried in the same manner as the great

writ of right patent, but not so as to admit of dcraignment

[AFr. disrryne}.

t Derai'gnment -. Obs. [z.Of.desrenemcat,
f. desreg>ier : see DERAIGN i>.

2 and -VENT.] Dis-

charge from a religious order.

109 Act 31 Hen. VIII, c. 6 The same religious persons,

and euery of them shall be made able . . to sue, and be sued

in all manner of actions . . after the time of their seueral

deraignements, or departinge out of their religion. i6a8

COKE On Lilt. 136 b, DeraigHinent, a displacing, or turning

out of his order. So when a Monke is derained, he a de-

graded and turned out of his order, and become a lay man.

1668 Hu.t.l're/.Kolte'sAMdgnient 4 Profession, Deraign.

ment, and the several Appendixes relating thereto, made
considerable Titles in the old Year Books.

Derail (dfiv'-K v. [ad. mod.K. dt'rtaller (in

Bescherelle's Fr. Diet. 1845, adm. by Academic in

1878)
' to go off the raiU ', f. di- (

= DE- II. 2) +

rail RAIL. Introduced from French about 1850,

but app. teceived into general use first in U.S.]

1. intr. To run off or leave the rails.

1850 LARDNER Railway Economy )i6/oot-uote, Derailment

I have adopted this word from the French . the verb to de-

rail or to If derailed may be used in a corresponding sense.

1864 WEBSTER, Derail, to run off from the rails of a rail-

way, as a locomotive. Lardner. 1883 A. CRA<E in Leisure

Hour 284/2 It (the locomotive] had 'derailed'. 1883 in

CASSEI.L [the only sense given : characterized as American}.

2. trans. To cause (a train, etc.) to leave the

rails ; to throw off the rails.

1850 LARDNER Railway Economyw On the i6th Septem-
ber 1847, on the Manchester and Liverpool Railway, the last

carriage of the express train, having two passengers
in it,

was derailed. Ibid., The displacement only became great

enough to derail the wheels on the arrival of the last coach

at the point. 1881 Philad. Record No. 3416. i ( They]

stoppedfour cars forcibly, derailed them. 1881 M REYNOLDS

Engine-driving Life 32 Having their engines de-railed.

i8o> Daily Neivs 4 Apr. 2/4 The faster a train ran, the more

likely would it be to derail any impediment on the track.

Hence Derailed ///. a., Derailing vbl. sb.

1881 Nature XXV. 246 A ballasted floor of sufficient

strength to hold up a derailed locomotive. 1884 CttrittiaH

World 5 June 419/5 The cause of the derailing of the

carriages. 1891 Times 26 Sept. 5/1 The telegraph pole

having been broken down . . by the derailed carriages.

Derailment (dW-lment). [ad. mod.K. dlrail-

lemenl (cited by Hcschtrelle 1845, from F. Tour-

neaux 1841), f. tUrailler: see prec. Introduced

from French c 1850 : at first chiefly used in U. S.]

Said of a railway train, etc. : The fact of leaving

or being thrown off the rails.

1850 LARDNER Rail-May Economy 326 In most cases of

derailment*, it is the engine which escapes from the rails.

[fmil-iiotf*, 1 have adopted this word from the French :

it expresses an effect . . for which we have not yet had any

term in our railway nomenclature. By derailiement is

meant the escape of the wheels of the engine or carnage from

the rails.) 1864 WEBSTER, Derailment, the state of being

off the rails of a railway, as a locomotive. Laraner. 1880

Timet 20 Jan. (Swat Kailways\ The number of accidents

was 177, of which 55 are classed as derailments, 55 as

collisions. 1880 St. -James's Gaz. 17 Aug. 12, I do not now

refer to the influence of speed in producing a derailment.

I Derai-n,-. Obs. rare. [f.DE- I. i +RAINI>.]

intr To rain down, fall as rain.

c 1163 CAVENDISH Metr. Visions, Ld. Seymtxr, in Life

HW>(i825> II. 109 When I the teares shold se from hir

face derayn.

Derain(e, variants of DERAIGN v. Obs.

Derange (dW-ndj\ f. [(i8th c.) a. mod.K.

del-artier, in Cotgr. (1611) Jcsranger
' to disranke,

disarray, disorder ',
in OK. dcsrengier, f. des-, de-,

L. dis- + rent, reng, mod.K. rang RANK, order.

Not in Johnson ; considered by him as Krench :

'
It U not easy to guess how Dr. Warburton missed this

opportunity of inserting a French, word, by reading, and

the wide arch Of dcrangd empire fall I Ant. \ U. i. i,

which, if deranged were an English word, would be pre-

ferable both to mined and ranged'. Snots, lids VII. 107.]

1. trans. To disturb or destroy the arrangement

or order of; to throw into confusion ; to disarrange.

1777 ROBERTSON Hist. Amer. (1778) II. vi. 173 Lest the

order of the procession should be deranged, he moved so

slowly, that the Spaniardsbecame impatient. 1793 CRAUFURD

in La. Aackland-sCorr. III. in The approach of an army
would probably derange what has been decreed in regard

10 the Vendee. 1836 MACGILUVRAY tr. Humbold(s Trar.

11 31 A country recently deranged by volcanic action. 1848

DERAY.

AY Iliit. F.ng. II. 531 ThU letter deranged all tl.*

projects of James. 1889 .Sfeitator 12 Oct., If a dancing-

girl deranges her drens too much.

t b. ' To remove from place or office, as the

personal staff of a principal military officer'

(Webster 1828). Obs.

I79 MORIB Amer. Ceag. I. 244 Th officer! who have

been deranged by the several resolutions of Congress, upon
the different reforms of the army.
2. To disturb the normal state, working, or func-

tions of; to put into a disordered condition; to

cause to act abnormally.
1776 ADAM SMITH W. N. IV. L (1868) II. 314 Both these

kinds of monopolies derange more or ! the natural dis-

tribution of the stock of the society ; but they do not always

derange it in the same way. 17*9 MIILS in PHI Trans.

I.XXX. 89 The hill Knock Renestle is a magnetic max
of rock, which considerably deranges the compass. 1804

ABERNETHY Surf. Obs. 130 His constitution was so deranged

by the irritation of the sore. i86 SIR II. HRODIE Psyckal.
/a. II. ii. 39 Habits .. which tend in any degree to de-

range the animal functions, should be scrupulously avoided.

3. To disorder the mind or brain of ;
to unsettle

the reason of.

1815 SOUTHEY Tale of Paraguay IV. 60 The trouble which

our youth was thought to bear Wilh such indifference

hath deranged his head. 1855 MACAULAY Hitt. Eng. IV.

532 Minds deranged by sorrow.

4. To disturb, interrupt.
1848 /'raser's Jtfaf. XXXVIII. 273, I ventured to derange

your leisure. i88a STEVENSON New Arab. Nts. 851, I am

sorry to have deranged you for so small a matter.

Hence Dera'nging vbl. sb. and fpl. a.

'79S Jemina II. 30 Her share in this deranging incident.

1870 Daily News 5 Oct., All kinds of deranging influences

are at work.

Derangeable (rUW-ndjlbT), a. [f. prec. +

-AiiLE.] Liable to derangement.
1843 SYD. SMITH Lett. (D.), The real impediment. .is

that derangeable health which belongs to old age.

Deranged (d/r^-nd^d),///. a. [f. DERANGE p.]

1. Put out of order; disordered, disarranged.

1796 MORSE Amer. Ceog. I. 246 Measures .. to recover

them [commercial affairs] from their deranged situation.

1809-10 COLERIDGE hriend (18651 84 A deranged state of

the digestive organs. 1875 LVEI.L I'riac. Ceo/. I. I. vii. 125

The deranged and the horizontal formations.

2. Disordered in mind ; insane.

r 1790 WILLOCK Voy. 319 When I came to mention . . they

imagined I was still deranged, as there was no such place,

as I described. i8s J- " NF.WWAN Callista xii. 14 The

few persons whom he met . . thought him furious or deranged.

,875 JOWETT Plato (ed. a) III. 465 A man who is deranged
and not right in his mind.

Derangement (dWndjment). [a. mod.K.

derangement (1671 in Hatzf.), f. dcrangtr: see

DERANGE and -MENT.]
1. Disturbance of order or arrangement ; dis-

arrangement, displacement.
1780 T. JEFFERSOS Corr. Wlcs. 1859 I. 276 A strange

derangement, indeed, our riders have got into, to be nine

days coming from Hillsborough. 1854 STOCQUELER HandM.
Brit India 417 They could not le incorporated in their

proper places without a very extensive reprint and a de-

rangement of the entire work. 1875 I.VELI. Princ. Leal

I. i. vii. 116 Time must multiply the derangement of strain.

in the ratio of antiquity.

2. Disturbance of normal or regular order or

working ;
the condition of being out of order ;

disorder ; disorganization.
I7J7 BERKELEY Querist 5 457 Whether this folly may not

produce, .an entire derangement of domestic life, .a general

corruption in both sexesf 17*6 CIIESTERF. Lett, cccxcvm.

(1792) IV. 231 It is a total dislocation and derangement.

1805 W. SAI-NDIRS Min. Waters 502 Without any con-

siderable derangement in the digestive organs. 1856 FROI-DE

Hill. Eng. (1858) I. ii. 146 The derangement of the woollen

trade, .was causing distress all over the country.

3. Disturbance of the functions of the mind ;

'

mental disorder ; in-anity.
1800 Act 39-40 Ceo. Ill, c. 94 S 3 (Jod.) Apprehended

under circumstances, that denote a derangement of mind.

1811 G. D. COLLINSON Law cone, taiots I. l. iv. (Jod.',

Many actions bear too marked a character of illusion, of

derangement, of alienation of mind, that a man in his senses

could not by any possibility commit them. 1815 SOUTHFY

Tall of Paraguay iv. 56 Mark of passion there was none ;

None of derangement. 1874 M AUDSLKY Kesftms. m Ment.

Dis. vii. 233 Supplying the interpretation of the previously

obscure attacks of recurrent derangement.

t Deration. Obs. rare- 1
,

[n.
of action from

L. deradfre to shave off.] A scraping or shaving off.

1684 tr. Bonefs Men. Comfit, in. 79 The derasion made

at the foresaid time is sufficient.

Deray (i'w-). ** a' ch - Also * deral> *~P

derrayle, dray, 5 derei ; 0. 4~5 deray(e. See

also DISBAY. [a. OK. desrei, desrai, later ifetroi,

derei, derai, deroi, f. tonic stem of desrter : see

DEBAT v., also AKBAT v., DISARRAY.]

fl. Disorder, disturbance, tumult, confusion.

To make deray : to create a disturbance, act vio-

lently and noisily. Obs. (01 arch.}.

Cto A'. Alls. 1177 He tok Alisaundre this deray, For to

amende gef he may. ciyaSir Tristr. 3165 On canados

sche gan crie And made gret deray. c 1410 Anturs o/A rt

xl, Querto draues thou so drejghe, and mace suche deray
T

< 1470 HENRY ll'allace vi. 239 The schirreff cryt : Quha
makis that gret deray? is3 DOUGLAS .f.neis vn x. 7

Tumus was by, and amyd this deray, Thtt halt fury of

slauchtyr, and fell afray.



DERAY.

grete noyse and desraye.

f b. Impetuosity; display of vigour or prowess.
c 1300 A". A Us. 2721 Sone he say A yong knyght, also of

gret deray. .Ageyns him he gynneth to nde. c 1325 Cocr
de L. 502 The aventerous with gret deray So hard to our

knyght he droff, Hys schelde in twoo peses roff.

C. Disarray, confusion, modern archaism.

1831 HOGG in Fraser*s Mag. IV. 425 Whose beauty, form,
and manners bland, Have wrought deray through all the

land. 1850 BLACKIE SEschylns II. 196 Him struck dismay
I n wild deray. 1872 Lays Hie hi. 82 They rove the vest,

and in deray They flung her on the floor.

1 2. Disorderly action towards any one
; violence,

injury, insolent ill-treatment. To do or make deray
to : to do violence to ; to disturb, molest. Obs.

111300 Cursor M. 23346 (Cott.) If bai suld for baa feluns

prai, It war gain godd and gret derai. 1340 IHd. 15568
(Trin.) pou sal se hem 3itt to ny}t do me greet deray. 1375
BARBOUR Bruce xv. 438 Lordyngis, it war my will Till mak
end of the gret deray That dowglass makis vs ilk day.
i 1440 York Myst. xxvii. 121 Peter I have prayed for the

So that thou schall nojt drede his dray, c 1450 Guy IVaiiu.

(C.) 4336 Who hath done be all bys deraye. 1480 CAXTON
Ovid s Met. xn. xix, Achylles was full of desraye and

inyquyte, and drewe the body of Hector by grete woodenes.

1x1550 Freiris of Berwik 536 In thy depairting se thow
mak no deray Vnto no wicht, hot frely pass thy way.

3. Disorderly mirth and revelry as in a dance or

similar festivity. Chiefly in the alliterative phrase

dancing and deray. arch.

1500-20 DUNBAR Poems Ixxviii. 14 For din, nor danceing,
nor deray, It will nocht walkin me no wise. 1513 DOUGLAS
SEneis i. xi. lieading, Off the bancat, and of the greit deray,
And how Cupide inflambes the lady gay. a 1550 Christis

Kirke Gr. i, Wes nevir in Scotland hard nor sene Sic

dansing nor deray. 1807 J. STAGG Poems 65 Wi' lowpin',
dancin' and deray. 1824 SCOTT Redganntlet Let. xi, There
was . . dancing and deray within. 1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev.
I. II. i. xii, So have we seen fond weddings, .celebrated with
an outburst of triumph and deray, at which the elderly
shook their heads. 1892 Daily Nems 2 Dec. 5/2 The
dancing and deray were so public that all classes had their

share of the fun.

H 4. crron. for ARRAY.
1538 Aberdeen Reg. V. i6(Jam.) To be in thair best deray

ilk persone.

t Deray (dW-)> Obs. Also dray. [a. OF.

desrcer, -reier, -rayer, later desroier, derroyer, de-

rayer, = Pr. desreiar, It. disredare : Rom. type
*des-rcdare, f. L. Dis- + -reiiare, f. *redo preparation,
order : see ARRAY. (The atonic stem in OF. was

desre-, the tonic desrei-, -rai-, -roi-, which was
afterwards extended to the inf. and other atonic

forms.)] rejl. and intr. To act or behave in a dis-

orderly manner ; to rage.
1340-70 Alisannder 883 Nectanabus . . graithes him sone

Dcraide as a dragoun dreedful in fight, c 1350 Will. Palerne
1210 pus despitusly be duk drayed him banne. Ibid. 2061

He deraied him as a deuel.

H Used for DERAIGN z/.
1

[Confusion of derayne
with infin. deraye(n.']
-1314 Guy IVarw. (A.) 391 5 Finde a Sarrazin ober a kni}t,
& he schal anober finde, "pat schal deray[ne] his ri^t kinde.
c 1325 Coer de L. 5456 Wylt thou graunt with spere and
scheeid Deraye the ryght in the feelde.

Derayn^e, variants of DERAIGN v. Obs.

Derb, a. rare. 1 nonce-wd. [a. Ger. derb com-

pact, solid, rough.] Rough, uncrystallized, massive.

1825 COLERIDGE Aids Refl. 329 If. .1 oppose transparent
chrystallized Alumen to opake derb (itnchrystallized)
Alumen.

Derby (daubi, d5-abi). The name of a town

(in OE. named by the Northmen Dforaby, Diorby)
and shire of England, and of an earldom named
from the shire or county. See also DARBY. Hence
1. Proper name of the most noted annual horse-

race in England, founded in 1780 by the twelfth

Earl of Derby, and run at the Epsom races, usually
on the Wednesday before, or the second Wednesday
after, Whitsunday (the actual date being fixed each

year in connexion with those of the Newmarket
and Ascot meetings, by the Jockey Club).
1844 W. H. MAXWELL Sports fy Adv. Scotl. xxxix. (1855)

305 What care I about Oaks or Derbys? 1848 DISRAELI in

Harper's Mar. Aug. (1883) 340/2 'You do not know what
the Derby is . 'Yes I do. It is the Blue Ribbon of the
Turf. 1871 M. COLLINS Mrq. tf Merck. II. vi. 161, I had
been to the Derby.

b. Hence attrib. and in comb., as Derby day,
the day on which the '

Derby
'

is run
; Derby dog,

the proverbial dog on the race-course, after this

has been otherwise cleared
;
hence allusively, some-

thing sure to turn up or come in the way.
1862 Times 6 June, It was a real Derby gathering, and, if

possible, a Derby gathering exaggerated with all its queer
melange of high and low. 1871 M. COLLINS Mrq. fy Merck.
I. vi. 100 On a Derby Day the hill at Epsom is thronged
with them. 1885 Times 4 June 10/2 The reputation which
invariably attaches to a Derby winner.

C. transf. Of similar important races in other

countries, as The French Derby.
1890 Wkitaker's Aim. 584/1 The winner of the French

Derby. 1894 Daily News 20 Feb. 5/3 The great
' Snowshoe

Derby
'

took place on Sunday and yesterday at Holmen-
kollen near Christiania.
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2. Short for Derby hat : a stiff felt hat with a

rounded crown and narrow brim. U.S.
1888 Pall Mall G. 12 June 14/1 Girls or young ladies are

seen with their hands thrust deep into the ulster pocket. .

the derby tipped on one side. Ibid. 24 Sept. 11/1 Low felt

hats Derby hats, as they are generally called here [U. S.]

were universal.

3. Plastering.
= DABBY 5.

1823-42 [see DARBY 5]. 1876 W. PAPWOKTH in Encycl.
Brit. IV. 504 He is furnished with . . a hand float, a quirk

float, and a derby or darby, which is a long two-handled

float for forming the floated coat of lime and hair.

4. Derby neck = DERBYSHIRE neck.

1769 T. PROSSER (tille\ An Account of the Method of Cure
of the Bronchocele, or Derby-neck. 1771 BARRETTI Jlmrn.
Loud, to Genoa II. 148 Gavays mean a Derby-neck or a

man that has a Derby-neck.

Derbyshire (da-ibi-, daubijai). [In OE.

Diorby-sclr, Dtorbi-sclr : see prec.] The shire or

county of Derby in England. Hence
1. Derbyshire neck : a swelling of the thyroid

gland ; bronchocele, goitre ;
so called as being

endemic in parts of that county.
1802 BEDDOES Hygeia vi. 67 The water of melted snow has

been held by many authors to be the cause of the broncho-

cele or Derbyshire neck. 1836 SIR G. HEAD Home Tour
1 17 The malady, -called the '

Derbyshire neck' an endemic

protuberance in the throat, or goitre. 1878 T. BRYANT Pract.

Surg. I. 191 Goitre, or Derbyshire neck, is very common.
2. Derbyshire spar, t drop : fluor-spar.
1772 GII.PIM Lakes Cumberland (1788) II. 217 It . . is

known in London by the name of the Derbyshire drop. But
on the spot it is called Blue John. 1788 Cronsledfs Jlh'n.
_e T\. _* Ti i L: . _ .1 t .. i : i. .u~ i: .1.. ~t

Derche, obs. form of DIRGE.

t Der-do'ing, ppl. a. Obs. rare~*. A pseudo-
archaism of Spenser, app. from dare-do taken as a

compound verb, with pple. in -ING (cf. DEKBING-DO)
taken in the sense *

Doing daring deeds '.

Dere-dotngas a legitimate combination would mean
' harm-

doing, mischief-working '.

1590 SPENSER F. Q. n. vn. 10 Me ill befits, that in derdoing
armes And honours suit my vowed daies do spend, Unto thy
bounteous baytes

. . to attend.

t Dere, W. Obs. Forms : 3-6 dere, 4-5 der,

5 (darr), deire, derre, deerre, 5-6 deere, 5-7
St. deir, 6 deare, 7 dial. dare. [f. DERE v. :

perhaps a continuation of OE. daru (whence ME.
darr} with the vowel assimilated to the vb. : cf. MDu.
dere^ in Kilian den, deyre 'nocumentum, offensa,

noxa'. See next.] Harm, hurt, injury, mischief,

csp. in phr. to do (a person} dere.

c ia$o Gen. ff Ex. 3214 Pharaon bannede vt his here, Israel

he 8hojte to don dere. c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. Wace
iRolls) 8904 Now may ge lygndy bere |>e stones to schip

wybouten dere. 14.. Grene Knt. 401 in Sir Ga-wayne

(Bannatyne Club) App. 237 If itt be poynt of any warr,
There shall noe man doe you noe darr. c 1460 T<nvneley

Myst. (Surtees) 149 Wylle ye do any dere to my chyld and
me? t 1485 Digby Myst. (1882) n. 192, I shall the socor in

euery dere. c
1570

Pride $ L<nvl. (1841) 13 Many a vice . .

Which do, and nave done this land mickle deere. 1603
Philotits Ixxiii, 5ow mon first to me sweir, That je to me
sail do na deir. 1674 RAY N. C. Words 13 Dart; harm or

pain . . It does me no dare, i. e. no harm.

t Dere, v. Obs. Forms: I dorian, 2-4 derie(n,

(4 deri, derye), 2-3 deren, 3-6 dere, 4-5 der,

(4-7 deere, 5 deire, dayre, 5-6 deyre, 6 dear(e,
Sc. deir, 6-7 dare). [OE. dyian, d^rigan

= OFris.

dera, OS. derian
t
MDu. deren (daren), Du. deren,

OHG. terjan, teren, MHG. tern: \VGer. *darjan,
f. WGer. *dara str. fern., OHG. tara, OE. dam,
hurt, harm, injury, damage.]
1. trans. To hurt, harm, injure.
In OE. intrans. with dative,

'
to do harm to'.

c888 K. ALFRED Boetk.\i\. 3 J>a;t him 3a stormas derjan
ne mahan. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 13 Ne f>et ecu seal derien

nou5er here ne hunger. c iwx> Trin. Coll. Horn. 79
Flesliche lustes J>e derieS ure sowle. c 1300 Havelok 574
Leoun or wlf . . Or ojr best, J?at wolde him dere. 1380 Lay
Folks' Catcch. (Lamb. MS.) 831 Fals wytnesse bow noon
beere J?y ney5bore wyttyngly to dere. 1:1470 HENRY
Wallace ix. 164 He gert him suer Fra that day furth he suld

him neuir der. (1510 BARCLAY Mirr. Gd. Manners (1570)
D iv, Who is without trespasse, what can him hurt or dere.

1573 TUSSER Husb. \\. (1878) 8 Great charge so long did dare
me. ci6n CHAPMAN Iliad xi. 406 The wound did dare him
sore. 1615 T. POTTS Disc, Witches (1845) K ij a, The stick

nor the stake shall never deere thee.

b. absol. To do harm,
' hurt '.

a 1100 O.E. Chron. an. 1032 Gehwffirhit [bat wildefyr] de-

rode eac on manegum stowum. a 1300 Cursor M. 10014
(Cott.) pat nathing mai cum in bat ders, c 1386 CHAUCER
Sgr.'s 1\ 232 And of Achilles for his queinte spere, For he
coube wib it bobe hele and dere. c 1400 Destr. Troy 1293
Ffor to dere for the dethe of his dere cosyn.
2. To trouble, grieve, vex, annoy, incommode.
(1340 Cnrsor M. 7377 (Trin.) To be king not wol him

dere. ci4ooMAUNDEv. (Roxb.)iii. 9 Stagez. .ilkaneabouen
ober, to see be iustyng, so bat nane schall dere ober, ne lett

oper to see. < 1400 Destr. Troy 13550 Now me bus, as a
beggar, my bred for to thigge At doris vpon dayes, that

dayres me full sore. 1481 CAXTON Reynard xxxix. (Arb.)
106 That dered hym so moche that he wyste not what to

saye . . he was so angry in his herte. 1559 Afirr. Mag.^ Dk.
Suffolk x, When we [envoys] shewed wherein eche other
dered, we sought out meanes al quarels to haue clered. 1674
RAY S, fy E. C. Wards 64 It dares we, it pains or grieves me.

DERELICTION.

Hence De'ring vbl. sb.; De'ring (deretiti, de-

riynde) fpl. a., doing harm, hurtful.

a 1325 Prvu Psalter liv. [lv.] 3 Hij were derend to me in ire.

1340 Ayenb. 63 per byeb leazinges helpinde, and leazinges

likynde, and leazinges deriynde. c 1400 Dcstr. Troy 11003

Dyng horn to dethe for deyring of other, c 1440 Promp.
Parv. 118 Derynge or noyynge, nocnmentnm^ gravamen.

Dere, obs. form of DARE v.*, DEAR, DEER.

Derect, obs. var. of DIRECT.

t De'refn.1, a. Obs. [? f. DERE sb. + -FUL.]
Full of grief, sorrowful.
? a 1400 Morte A rth. 4054 Thane drawes he to Dorsett . .

Derefulle dredlesse with drowppande teris.

Dereign(e, dereine, var. DEHAIGN. Obs.

Derelict (de'rnikt), a. and sb. [ad. L. (Kre-

lict-us, pa. pple. of derelinqucre to forsake wholly,

abandon, f. DE- I. 3 + relinquOre to leave, for-

sake.] A. adj.
1. Forsaken, abandoned, left by the possessor or

guardian ; csp. of a vessel abandoned at sea
; trans/.

said of land left dry by the recession of the sea.

1649 JER. TAYLOR Gt. Exem/>. i. i. F 10 The affections

which these exposed and derelict children bear to their

mothers. 1700 LUTTRELL Brief
'

Rel. (1857) IV. 640 A tryal

before the barons of the exchequer . . about derelict lands

left by the sea in Yorkshire. 1848 HAI.LAM Mid. Ages L

Notes iii. (1855) I. 106 Gaul, like Britain .. had become
almost a sort of derelict possession, to be seized by the occu-

pant. 1888 Times 21 Aug. 9/3 Massowah, which, having
been abandoned and left derelict by Egypt . . was seized by
Italy as a res mtllius.

Jig. 1774 BURKE Amer. Tax. Wks. (1842) I. 171 They
easily prevailed, so as to seize upon the vacant, unoccupied,
and derelict minds of his friends.

2. Guilty of dereliction of duty; unfaithful, de-

linquent (U.S.). Hence Derelictness.
1864 Daily Tel. 13 Sept., Probably you will think that

United States Commissioner Newton was very
'
derelict

'
in

his duty. 1888 The Price (N.Y.) 4 Oct., The derelictness

of many officials in Kansas.

B. sb.

1. A piece of property abandoned by the owner

or guardian ; esp. a vessel abandoned at sea.

1670 Land. Gaz. No. 534/1 A small Virginia ship laden

with Tobacco, which they seised as a Derelict, pretending
the men had forsaken the ship. 1727-51 CHAMBERS Cycl.,

Derelicts, in the civil law, are such goods as are wilfully

thrown away, or relinquished by the owner. 1838 DE
QUINCEV Mod. Greece Wks. Xiy. 320 Often . . plague . .

would absolutely depopulate a region . . In such cases, mere

strangers would oftentimes enter upon the lands as a dere-

lict. 1877 W. THOMSON Cruise Challenger iv. 61 On the

morning of March 23rd we steamed in search of the derelict.

b. A person abandoned or forsaken.

1728 SAVAGE Bastard Pref, I was a Derelict from my

2. One guilty of dereliction of duty (/..$'.). Cf.

A. 2.

1888 The Voice (N.Y.) 3 Jan., The Republicans renomi-

nated and triumphantly re-elected the derelicts.

Dereli'ct, v. rare. [f.
L. derelict-, ppl. stem

of derelinquSre : see prec.]

f 1. trans. To abandon, forsake. Obs.

1622 DONNE Serm. John xi. 35 Friends . . must not be

derelicted, abandoned to themselves. 1691 T. H[ALE] Arc.

New Invent. Ixxiii, Grants . . of Lands derelicted.

2. Jig. To fail to keep or observe ; to fall short

of. nonce-use.
1881 MACFARREN Connterp. iv. p Exceptions can only be

understood by students who are thoroughly conversant with

the rules they [the exceptions] derelict.

Dereliction (derjli-kjsn). [ad. L. dereliction-

em, n. of action from derelinquere : see DERELICT.

Cf. obs. F. (i6th c.) dereliction (Godef.).]
1. The action of leaving or forsaking (with in-

tention not to resume) ; abandonment. (Now rare

exc. in legal use.)
a 1612 DONNE Biaftn-aio? (1644) 121 The next species of

Homicide . . is Permission, which when it is toward our-

selves, is by the schoolemen usually called Desertion, or

Dereliction. 1649 JER. TAYLOR Gt. Exemp. i. viii. ! 5 Re-

pentance and dereliction of sins. 1782 GIBBON Decl. ty F.

xxxvi. (1836) 586 This wise dereliction of obsolete, vexatious,
and unprofitable claims. 1818 JAS. MILL Brit. India. II. v.

iv. 442 He recommended, if not a dereliction, at any rate a

suspension of the design. 1875 BRYCE Holy Rom. Emf.
xi. (ed. 5) 176 Imposts., by long dereliction apparently
obsolete.

b. The condition of being forsaken or aban-

doned. Now rare.

1597 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. v. xvii. 2 Dereliction in this

world, and in the world to come confusion. 1675 BROOKS
Gold. Key Wks. 1867 V. 98 That Jesus Christ did suffer

dereliction of God really ; that he was indeed deserted and
forsaken of God. 1771 Juntas Lett. Ixvii. 330 The unhappy
baronet has no friends . . you are not reduced to so deplor-

able a state of dereliction. 1807 VANCOUVER Afric. Devon

(1813) 85 These mansions .. whether their dereliction arises

from the caprice or folly of their owners, etc.

C. Jig. The ' abandonment
'

or leaving dry of

land by the sea ; concr. the land thus left dry.

1767 BLACKSTONE Comm. II. 261 Lands newly created . .

by the alluvion or dereliction of the sea. 1804 COLEBROOKE
Husb. Bengal (1806) 8 Land which has been gained by the

dereliction of water. 1866 ROGERS Agric. tf Prices I. iv.

106 Norfolk has gained largely on the eastern side by the

dereliction of the sea.



DEBELINQUISH.
2. In modern use imphing n morally wrong or

reprehensible abandonment or neglect; chiefly in

the plir.
dereliction of duty.

1778 BURKK Corr, (1844) II. 217 A dereliction of every

opinion and principle that 1 have held. 1836 J. GILBERT
Chr. Attmem. iv. 11852) 90 He will not accept of compli-
ments paid to his power at the expense of a dereliction of

his royal
claims. 1840 H. AINSWORTH Tower of London

viii, They would be answerable with their lives for any
further dereliction of duly. 1860 PUSEY Mm. Proph. Mai.
ii. ii. Idolatry, the central dereliction of God. 189* Ln.
KSIIF.R in Lam Times Kef. LXVII. 211/2 The plaintiffs

have been guilty of a dereliction of duty, but for which the

sewage matter would not flow into the stream.

b. Hence absol. Failure in duty, delinquency.
1830 HEUSCHEI. .Stud. Nat. Phil, n In this case it was

moral dereliction which gave to ridicule a weight and power
not necessarily . . belonging to it. 1841 EMRRSON Led.,
Ainu the Reformer Wks. (Bohn) II. 216 The employments ;

of commerce . . are . . vitiated by derelictions and abuses at

whirh all connive. 1881 S. H. HODGSON Outcast Ess. 396
What ! on thy guiltless children wilt thou call Lightly the

curse of such a dereliction? 1881 HINSDALE Garfield ff

Educ. \. 396 Each pupil felt . . that he owed her a personal

apology for any dereliction or failure on his part.

1 3. Failure, cessation
; esp. sudden failure of the

bodily or mental powers, fainting.
Obs.

1647 H. MORE .SongofSoiil in. App. Ixxix, Of brasen sleep
and bodi's derelictions. 1749 Bp. LAVINGTON Enthus.
Methodists (1820) 23 Derelictions, terrors, despairings. 1794
G. ADAMS Nat. >, Exp. Philos. IV. xl. 91 The word eclipse
. . signifies dereliction, a fainting away, or swooning. 1797
E. M. LOMAX Philanthrope 169 All at once, by some un-

fortunate dereliction of mind, he made a full stop,

f b. Failure, defect, shortcoming. Obs.

1801 FUSELI in Lect. Paint, ii. (Bohn 1848) 383 Michel-

angelo . . no doubt had his moments of dereliction. 1807
OriE ibid. i. 265 Michelangelo had derelictions and defi-

ciencies too great to be overlooked.

Dereligionize, -Ing: see DE- II. i.

Dereling, -yng, obs. forms of DARLING.

t Dereli-nque, v. Obs rare-", -^next.

1623 COCKBRAM, Pcrclintjuc, to leauc.

t Derelinquish (dW1i'nkwlf}i v. Obs. [f.

KKUNIIUISH, after L. direKngufre: see DERELICT.

Cf. OF.
derelaincjtrir

in same sense (Godef.).]
trans. To relinquish utterly, forsake, abandon.
a 1611 DONNF. BiaSafoTO! (1641) 106 That it were deadly

sinne in him to de-relinquish the Church. 1679 J. SMITH
Narrat. Pop. Plot Ded. B. That you will not . .both desert

your Self, and de-relinquish the care of three Kingdoms.
1799 KIRWAN Gtol. Ess. 81 This vast continental depression,
whose derelinquished space was occupied by water.

Derene, -renne, -reyne, variants of DERAIGN
j

v. Obs., to prove, etc.

tDere're, adv. Obs. [a. OF. dericre, now

derriere, behind = Pr. dereire, It. dietro, drieto :

late pop. L. de-relro 'from backwards'.] liehind.

<r 1386 CHAUCER Rene's T. 181 (Harl.) This seely clerkes

ronnen vp and doun, Wib keep, keep, stand, stand, lossa,

ware dcrcre, Ga wightly pou and I sal keep him heere.

t Derfi sb. Obs. [app. shortened from OE.

Ifdeorf labour, trouble, tribulation, f. deorfan
to labour : see DERVE.] Trouble, tribulation,

hurt.

[ciooo /ELFRIC Colloquy r 16 Hig, hij, micel gedeorf ys
hit 11 c 1105 LAY. 10943 Nas na man . .pit dursten him derf

makien. 1112*5 ^ ncr. R. 80 Strong uorte drien derf ine

Godes seruise. Ibid. 106 Heo wolde pet derf buldelichc

bolien. Ibid. 180 Sicnesse, meseise..and euench licom-

fiche derf bet eileb be vlesche. cityHaliMeid. 17 Abeore
blioeliche be derf bat tu drehest.

t Derf, a. (adv.) Obs. Forms: 3 (Orm.) derrf,

deorrf, 3-4 derue, 3-6 derf, 4-5 derff, 4-6 derfe,

5-6 derffe, darf(e, 6 dearfe. [app. a. ON. djarfr

(tderfa-z) bold, daring, audacious, impudent : cf.

OSw. diarver, disrver, Sw. djerf. Da. diserv;

cognate with OS. dcrtii, OFris. derfe ; not recorded

in OK. where the forms would be deorf, dierfe ;
cf.

deorrflikt in Ormin.]
1. Bold, daring, courageous, brave.

riaoo ORMIN 16780 He [Nicodemus] nass nphht derrf inoh

all opennli? to sekenn pe Laferrd Crist. Ibid. 19598 Wib|>

ten& openn spaiche. 1375 BARBOUR lirucc xvui. 307 The
frer . . wes derrf, stout, and ek hardy, c 1400 Dcstr. Troy
12800 His derf knightes. 1513 DOUGLAS SEneis ix. ix. 22

Turnus the prince, at was baith darf and bald.

b. In a bad sense : Bold, audacious, daringly
wicked.
a 1300 Cursor M. 12936 (ColO pat derf o ded, bat fats

traitur. Ibid. 27749 (Cptt. ) Wreth . . wentes man fra goddis
will and mas him derf to dedis ill. ? 01400 Alorte Arth.

3779 Thow salle be dede and undone for thy derfe dedys.
c 1460 Tomneley Myst. (Surtces) 305 Fulle darfe has been

oure dcede for-thi commen is our care. 1570 LEVINS Manip.
31 Darfe, stubborn, fertinax,

obduratus.

2. Strong, sturdy, stout.

c 1340 Gain. $ Gr. Knt. 1233 pe dor drawen, & dit with

aderfhaspe. t a 1400 Alorte A rth. 312 No more dowte the

dynte of theire derfe wapyns. c 1450 HF.NRYSON Mar. FaJ:

78 His darf oxen I compt them not a flee.

b. Vigorous, forcible, violent.

(1440 York Myst. xlvi. 17 That drewe all tho domcsmen
derffe indignacioun. c 1450 Gc-lagms tf Gam. 350 Delis thair

full cloughlely mony derf dynt. 16.. Earl Westmorland

291 in Furniv. Percy Folio 1. 311 Blowes that were both derfe

and dire.

3. Painful, grievous ; terrible, dreadful ; cruel.

O.HK Let. Kath. 565 Ich hire wule don to be deruesto

dea3. e IJ5 E. E. A/lit. P. B. 862 Dotr .away your ferf

227

dyn & dercz neuer my gesles. (-1470 HENRY Wallace vn.

217 Mony.. Off Wallace part, thai putt to that derff deid.

b. Troublesome, hard, difficult.

a 11x5 L'K* Kath. 948 For nift him no dcrure for to ad-
weschen feole ben fcwe. c 1*30 /lati Mci<t. i<> Hisreades..
derue bco3 to fullen. 1535 STEWART Cr:>n. Scot. III. 394
The darfast way. .Tha tuke the gait without rangat till go.

B. as adv. Grievously, terribly.
i 1315 Mctr. Horn. (1862) 23 Slic wordes said CriM of thir

wers '1 hat folc in werd ful derf dcres.

Derfde, pa. t. of DEHVE v. Obs.

t De'rfful, it. Obs. In 4 derful, 6 dorfful.

[?f. DEKK sb. + -FUL.] ? Troublous, hurtful; or
= DEUF a. Hence D'rfftilly adv.
c 1340 Cursor M. 22544 (Edin.) Wod and wal al doun sal

draw of demster bat derful aw. [Other MSS. dredfut. ] 1535
STEWART Crem. Scot. 2338 The dartis flew lyke fyre out of
the flint Darfful and dour. a ia>5 Leg. Kath. 1090 Deien
se derfliche \oe MS. derffulliche).

tDe/rfly, a. Obs. f?f. DEBPO. + -LY i
: cf.ON.

djarjiigr bold, daring.] Grievous, terrible, dread-

ful ;
- DERF a. 3.

a.iynCursorM. ii43<CotO pi derfli dede has liknes nan.
l/'id. 7182 To derfly ded bai suld him bring.

t De'rfly, adv. Obs. Forms : see DERF a. [f.

DEBF a. + -LY *. Cf. ON. djarfliga boldly.]
1. Boldly; fiercely.
c 1200 ORMIN 9752 Forrbi toe hem Sannt lohann Deorrf-

like to begrippen. cmo Bestiary 411 For to winnen fode

derflike wiSulen dred. c 1340 Gaw. ty Gr. Knt. 2334 How
bat dojtydredlesdenielyberstondcz. a 1400-50 Alexander
2942 pan has ser Dary dedeyne, & derfely {Dublin MS.
darfly) he lokes.

2. Forcibly, violently.
< iaoo ORMIN 16195 patt tuss derrfliche drifesst alle bis

follc ut off biss minstre. ciypCursorM. 19712 i Edin.) pai
toke bair rede derueli [v.r. derfli] do him to [< dede. c 1400

Melayne 1033 So darfely bothe thaire dynttis thay driste.

1535 STEWART Cron. .Scot. I. 41 Eolus . . In Yrland cost rycht
darflie did thame dryve. rt 1605 POI.WAHT Flyting w. Atont-

gomerie 542 To dreadful! dolour dearfly or }e dryue him.

b. Quickly, promptly.
113*4 E. E. Allit. P. B. 1641 Derfly benne Danyel deles

byse wordes. a 1400-50 Alexander 3006 Derfly on be tobir

day a douth he assembles, c 1475 Rauf Coifyar 798
To the Montane he maid him full boun . . Derflie ouir Daillis.

3. Grievously, terribly.
amffAncr. ft. 114 pus was lesu Crist .. in alle his fif

wittes derfliche ipinecf. ? (11400 Morte Arth. 3278 And
there-fore derflyche I am dampnede for ever 1

t De'rfness. Obs. [f. DERF a. + -NESS. Sense i

appears to be related to DERF sb.]

1. Trouble, hardship ;
- DERF sb.

c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 21 pes bu hefdest mare deruencsse

on bis.se liue of bine licome, pes bu scoldest hersumian be

bet bine leofe drihten. a 1300 Cursor M. 3996 (Cott.) Man
bat pou will help in nede Thar him neuer na derfnes drede.

2. Boldness, audacity.
(1400 Destr. Troy 5110 He, bat warpes thies wordes in

his wild foly, Shuld degh, for his derfenes.

t De'rfship. Obs. [f.
DERF a. + -SHIP.] Auda-

city.
a i>>5 Leg. Kath. 978 pis is nu be derfschipe of pi dusi

onsware and te deopnesse.

Dergie, obs. form of DIRGE.

Deric ,de-rik), a. Biol. [mod. f. Gr. Sipos skin

+ -1C.] Pertaining to, or constituting, the skin or

outer integument of the body.
1878 BELL Gegenbaut's Camp. Anat. 36 The outer ger-

minal layer (deric layer or ectoderm) forms the outer limit-

ing layer of the body.

Derlck, var. spelling of DERRICK.

Deridable (dftoi-dab'l), a. [f. DERIDE v. +

-ABLE.] That may be derided or ridiculed.

1804 JEFFREY Let. in Ld. Cockbum Life II. xliv, You . .

have yet to learn that everything has a respectable, and
a deridable aspect.

Deride (dtoi-d), v. [ad. L. deride-n to laugh
to scorn, scoff at, f. DE- I. 4 + L. rtdcre to laugh.

Cf. OF. derire and rare derider (Godef.).]

1. trans. To laugh at in contempt or scorn ; to

laugh to scorn : to make sport of, mock.

1530 [see DERIDING below). 1545 JOVE Exp. Dots. iii. 44
In al tymes haue the tyrants derided the godly while they

paciently waited for Gods helpe. 1581 PKrrin(,uaisza's Civ.

i Conv. I. (1586) 30 b. Mockers and flouters, who . . deride

everieman. 1611 BIBLE ZwXVxxiii. 35 And the rulersalso..

derided him. 1611 BURTON Anat. Mel. III. iv. I. i. Ii6s2l

633, I knowe not whether they are more to be pitied or de-

rided. 1667 MILTON P. L. XI. 817 Of them derided, but of

God observ'd The one just Man alive. 1763 J. BROWN

Poetry ft MHS. v. 75 A Bagpipe lan Instrument which an

Englishman derides'. 1781 GIBBON Decl. ft F. II. xxviii. 99
He justly derides the absurd reverence for antiquity. 1853

J. H. NEWMAN Hist. St. (1873) II. n. vii. 272 Doctrines

which, as an orator, he does not scruple to deride.

f2. intr. To laugh contemptuously or scornfully.

1619 H. HUTTON Fellies Altai. (Percy Soc-) 43 The hang-
man . . Began to scoffe, and thus deriding said. 1663WOOD
Life (Oxf. Hist. Soc.) 1 . 466 A dub . . where many pretended
wilts would meet and deride at others. 1675 TRAHERNE
Chr. Ethics App. 562 When they deride at our profession.

Hence Deri ded ///. a., Deri-ding vbl. sb. and

///. a. ; Deri'der, one who derides, a mocker ; De-
ri dingly adv., in a deriding way, with derision.

1530 PALSCR. 213/2 Dendyng, laughyng to skome, derition.

1543 Xeccss. Doctr. H iij, A dissembler or rather a deryder

ofpenance. 1563-87 FOXE A . f, M. (1596) 635 (R.) In the

same epistle [he] deridinglie commendeth them. 1504
HOOKER Eccl. Pol. iv. i. i Prophane and deriding adver-

DERISORIOU8.

Uriel. 1671 Life 1 Death J. AlUitu vi. (1837) 71 I

ine and menacing language. 1680-90 TIMFI.K Kit. Heroic,
iVr/;/^\VI<>. 1731 I. 221 Their decayed and derided Idolatry.

1695 WUOI>WARI> .Vat. Hist. Kartk IL (1723) 116 HU indU-
creet . . Derideing . . of his Father. 1^91 MAIL I >'ARBLAY

niary Jan.,' What do you mean by going home!' tried she,
wtnewhat dcridingly. 1815 '" C*urwu.l.Cxa*cr/ifn(i&ji>
IV. Ixxiv. 8 He dcridingly called the swan on his badge,
'

goose'. 1857 HL-GHU Tern Btvuin i. iii. (1871) 6j (He)
smote his young derider on the note.

t Deri'dent, a. noiue-wd. Obs,\tA.\^.derldint-

em, pr. pple. of L. deridert to DEHIDK.] ? Deriding,
or smiling.
1609 Ev. Woman in Hum. i. i. in Bullen O. PL IV. 306

Basse. Most sweete mistriss, most derydenl starre. Acttt.

Then most rydenl starre faire falle ye.

Dorige, obs. form of DIRGE.

Dering : sec under DERE v.

Derisible <l/ri-/it;i), a. [f. L. type +dcrlsi-

bilis, f. deris-, ppl. item of drridire : see -BLJS.

Cf. It. derisibile 'that may be derided' (Florio

i6n)J To be derided ; worthy of derision.

1657 TOMLIWSON Renau's Disp. 712 The Pharmacopolist
that wants Sugar, Is not so derisible, as be. 1885 STEVENSON

Dynamiter 45, I was his hopeless and derisible inferior.

Derision (d/i i'j?an). Also 5 dyrislon, 6 dlre-

aioun. [a. F. derision ( 1 3th c.), ad. L. derisiSn-tm,

n. of action from diridere to DERIDE.]
1. The action of deriding or laughing to scorn ;

ridicule, mockery.
a 1400 Cm. Myst. (Shales. Soc) 191 Of thi wurdys I have

skorne and derysone. 1470 HENRY Wallace vm. 646 It

were but derysioun To croun him king but woice off the

parlyment. 1484 CAXTON Curtail 4 That sholde be a grete

Icsyngc and worthy of derysion. 1590 SHAKS. Mids. N.lti.

it 123 Scorne and derision neuer comes in teares. 1601

T MARSTON Pasijuil t, Kath. ll. 244 Scourg'd with the whip
of sbarpe derision. 1614 DE LAWNE Du Moulin's Lttgick

70 Sometimes names are given by contraries, and by way of

derision. As, whenadwarfeiscalledaGoliah. ITTJWATSOM
Philip //(I793) III. XIX. 16 She had regarded It rather as

an object of derision than alarm. 1851 CONYBEARE & H.
St. Paul (1862) I. iv. 118 The people of Antioch were noto-

rious for inventing names of derision.

b. with pi. An instance of this, a deriding.
'535 COVF.RDALE "}cr. xx. io For why I herde so many

derisions and blasphemies. 1844 MRS. BROWNING Lady
Geraldine's Courtship xci, Out of reach of her derisions.

C. Phrases. In, t by, If/or, t to derision.

c 1477 CAXTON Jason 17 And thus saide to him by derision.

1404 r ABYAN Chron. vi. cxcviii. 205 In dyrision and despyte
of the Danys. 1514 BARCLAY Cyt. r Uplondyshm. (Percy

Soc.) 25 Than do they laughe us unto derysyon. 1516 Pilgr.

Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 205 His tytle for derysyon wrylen
and set oner his heed. 1549 Compl. Scot. xx. 169 He vald

laucht and scorn vs be gnt derisione. 1655-60 STANLEY
Hist. Philos. (1701) 77/1 Scarce able to write, which when

upon any occasion he did, it was to derision. 1747 WESLEY
Char. Methodist 1 1 Those who are in Derision to called.

1847 DE QUINCEY Sf. Mil. Nun vii. (1853) 14 In derision of

the gay colours.

d. To hold or have in derision : to treat with

scorn and mockery. To be in derision : to be sub-

jected to mocking ridicule, to be a laughing-stock ;

so to bring into derision.

(With hold, have the action is prominent, with be the con-

dition of the derided.)

1494 FABYAN Chrou. vi. clviii. 147 Bernulphus
. . badde

thisEgbert in derysyon. 1517 R. THORNF. in HaHuyt I'oy.

(1589)258 Among wise men it should be had in dcnsion.

'535 COVERDALE Job xxx. i Now they that are . . yonger
then 1, baue me in derision, a 1571 1 MROGMORTON Let. to

Cecilm Froude Hist. Enf.(iS8i)\l. xxxix. 439 W begin
to be in derision already for the bruit only.

i6i T. TAYLOR
Comm. Titus ii. 8 He was in daily derision, euery one

mocked him.
1770

BURKE Pres. Discmt. (R.), British policy

is brought into derision.

2. concr. An object of ridicule ; a laughing-stock.

1539 BIBLF. (Great) Ps. Ixxix. 4 We are become . . a very
scorne and derysyon to them that are rounde aboute vs. 161*

T. TAYLOR Comm. Titus ii. 8 His word was a reproach and

derision to the profane. 1746 HERVEY J/*'/i/. (1818) 270 The
venerable patriarch is the derision of scoundrels.

t Deri-sionary, a. Obs. [See -ART.] Of the

nature of derision, expressing derision, derisory.
a 1704 T. BROWN Lett. Dead to Livinf Wks. 1759 1 1. 215,

All hell applauds you mightily for . . that deruionary festival,

which you keep.

Derisive (d/rai-siv\ a. [f. L. deris-, ppl. stem

of dfridtrc to DERIDB + -IVB. Cf. OF. tUrrisif,

-tve.y
Characterized by derision ; scoffing, mocking.

aim GAUDEN Sacrament 98 (L.) His derisive purple
stained ..with blood. 7s POPE Odyss. n. 364 Derisive

taunts were spread from guest to guest. 1871 H-.\IKSWORTH

Timer Hill i. ii,
'

Sob. ! you are come !

'

he exclaimed, in .1

deep, derisive tone. Mod. Kewspr. Kept, of I'arlt. ITic

statement of the hon. member was received with derisive

I cheers (i.e. Heart hear! uttered in derisive tones).

Hence Dri-lvely adv., in a mocking manner,

with derision ; Deri'ivenes.
1665 SIR T. HERBERT Tren: (1677) 220 That hyperlwle

which derisively term(s) Cairo and Damascus villages. Ibid.

| 243 (R.) The Persians (were) ihence called Maguvuei de-

! ristvely by other ethnicks. 1838 DICKENS Kich. Nick, xlv,
' Never you mind ', retorted that gentleman, tapping his nose

derisively. 1847 CRAIG, Derisiveness, the stale of being

derisive.

t Derisoiious, a. [f. as next + -ocs..

1664 H. MORE Autid. Idolatry 73A derisonous Alhmon

i
to the occasion of the name of that City. 1681 Poslscr. in

Glanvill SMducismus i. (1726) 34 His unworthy Usage of

the Holy Writ, and his derisonous Interpretations of it.



DERISORY.

Derisory (d/rarsori), a. fad. L. densori-tts,

f. dcrlsor derider, mocker, agent-n. from derldere.*\

Characterized by derision
; mocking, derisive.

1618 CHAPMAN Hcsiod n. 325 The garrulous grashopper
. . Sits pouring out her derisory song, a 1700 B. E. Diet.

Cant. Crew, Cold Iron, a Derisory Periphrasis for a Sword.

1 791-1823 D' ISRAELI Cur. Lit.,Pol. Nicknames, The derisory
nickname [Roundhead]. 1853 GROTE Greece 11. Ixxxiii. XL
51 Occasions for derisory cheering. 1888 Times 6_Sept. 7/2

They prefer decorous obscurity to a derisory notoriety.

Derivabi'lity. rare, [f. DERIVABLE : see

-ITY.] The quality of being derivable.

1865 MASSON Rcc. Brit. Phitos. 352 The existence which
each man predicates of himself is, according to Mr. Mill,

derivability from that neutrum.

Derivable (d/rervabl), a.
[f.

DEBIVE v. +
ABLE. Cf. mod.F. derivable.] Capable of being
derived: in various senses of the vb.

fl. Capable of being transmitted or passed on
from one to another ;

transmissible. Obs.

1640 BP. HALL Episc. ii. vi. 118 Those works which are

. . derivable to all successions, to the end of the world. 1649
Cases Consc. (1650! 416 This incest . . was permanent, and

derivable to her posterity, a 1716 SOUTH (J.), The eternal

rule and standard of all honour derivable upon me.

2. Capable of being drawn or obtained (from
some source) ; obtainable.

a. 1711 KKN Christophil Poet. Wks. 1721 I. 521 Fi'Fd with

all Plenitude Divine, Derivable from Godhead Trine. 1799
WELLINGTON in Owen Desp. 158 The collateral benefits de-

rivable by the Company. 1869 PHILLIPS Vesnv. v. 150 The

singular product, derivable from some organic bodies, called

petroleum. 1884 Law Times 31 May 75/1 The income
derivable from a capital sum of . . twenty-six millions.

3. Capable of being obtained or drawn as a con-

clusion, deduction, or inference ; deducible// om.

i653WiLKiNS0/V*ywiv. (T.), The second sort of argu-

ments, from ourselves, are derivable from some of these

heads. ^1677 BARROW Serin. Wks. 1716 II. 57 The right
sense thereof seemeth best derivable from . . the nature of

the subject he treateth on. 1873 PROCTOR Expanse Heaven
81 The main inference derivable from these hurricanes does
not relate to their effects but to their cause.

4. Capable of being traced up to } or shown to

proceedfrom (a source) ; traceable.
a 1682 SIR T. BROWNE Tracts 137 Derivable from the com-

mon Tongue diffused through them all. a 1716 SOUTH Serm.
VI. 226 (T.) All these lamentable accidents were both subse-

auent
upon, and derivable from a sin, which was fully par-

oned. 1862 H. SPENCER First Princ. n. iii. 50 All other

modes of consciousness are derivable from, experiences of

Force.

Hence Derivably adv., in a derivative manner.

1847 in CRAIG.

tDerivage. Obs,rare~ l
. [f.

DEBIVE + -AGE.]

Derivation, tracing.
1610 W. FOLKINGHAM Art ofSurvey n. iii. 69 Deriuage of

Pedegrees from Auncestrie.

Derival (d/rsi-val). rare. [f.
DERIVE v. : see

-AL '*

5.] Derivation ; e. g. of one word from
another.

1871 EARLE Philol. Eng. Tongue 533 Of the deriva! of
a conjunction from a preposition, we have a ready instance
in the old familiar '/'. 1878 Ibid. 257 Postscr., Instances
of Derival rather than of Combination.

Derivaut (d/rai-vant), a. and sb. [a. F. dtri-

vant, pr. pple. of dtriver to DERIVE : see -ANT.]
A. adj. Med. Drawing off or away (inflamma-

tion, fluid, etc.) ;
= DERIVATIVE i b. B. sb. Math.

A term applied to derived function ofa special kind.

1876 BARTHOLOW Mat. Med. (1879) 546 His conviction that
the chief utility of cupping and leeching consists not in the
blood withdrawn, but in the derivant and counter-irritant

effect which they produce.

Derivate (deTivtf), ppl a. and sb. [ad. L.

dcrivat-us, -#///, pa. pple. of derivare to DERIVE.]
A. as pa. pple. and a. Derived.

1494 FABYAN Chron. vn. 293 Portgreuis, whiche worde is

deriuat or made of .ii. Saxon wordis, as port and greue.
c 1532 DEWKS Inirod. Fr. in Palsgr. 900 Tenir, uenir with
all them that be derivate of them as contenir, preiienir,
1679 Kin in G. Hickes Spir, Popery 9 Supremacy, and
everything Original upon and derivate from it. i8z6 J.
GILCHRIST Lect. 44 Correlative, derivate, and hereditary
holiness. 1842 SIR H. TAYLOR Edwin the Fair i. vii. (D. ',

Him From whom the rights of kings are derivate.

B. sb. Anything derived ; a derivative.
1660 JER. TAYLOR Duct. Dnbit. i. ii. rule iii. 22 Those

things that are derivates from heauen. 1838 Blackiv. Mag.
XLIV. 550 We maintain that consciousness meets the
given, the derivate in man, at every point. 1889 JACOBS
j*Esop 95 Which of them is the original, which the derivate ?

1892 Daily News 2 Nov. 7/3 The new Ammonia derivate

Piperazine.

t De'rivate, v. Obs. rare.
[f. ppl. stem of L.

denvdre to DERIVE.] = DEBIVE v. trans, and intr.

1541 R. COPLAND Guydorts Quest. Chirurg., Peraduenture
it wold deryuate to other membres and do more harme than
was before. 1552 in HULOHT. 1643 R. O. Marts Mort. i. 3
Thus Mortallity is derivated to all Adams posteritie.

t De'rivately, adv. Obs. [f. DERIVATE a. +
-LY 2

.] In a derived capacity or way.
1636 PRYNNE Unbish. Tim. 106 This power is secondarily

and derivately in the whole Church.

Derivation 1

(deriv^jan). [a. F. derivation

(1377 in Lanfranc's Chirurg,, Littre), ad. L. den-

vatic/Hem, n. of action from dertvare to DERIVE.

(The more usual OF. word vw&derivaisojii -oison^\
f 1. The action or process of leading or carrying
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a current of water, or the like, from a source, lo

another part ; concr, a branch of a river, etc. by
which such a drawing off is effected. Qbs

1607 TOPSELL Four-f. Beasts (1658) 525 They bite all the

vessels reaching to the stomach, making a derivation of all

those ill humors into the belly and other parts. 1612

BREREWOOD Lang, fr Relig, xiii. 139 Pliny in the derivation

of water, requireth one cubit of declining, in 240 foot of pro-

ceeding. 1691 RAY Creation \. (1704) 82 Plenty of Vessels

for the derivation of Air to all their Parts. 1737 BRACKF.N

Farriery Impr. (1756) I. 93 This, .will cause a greater Deri-

vation . . of Blood to that Leg. 1776 GIBBON Decl, $ F. I.

xxiv. 693 The fleet passed from the Euphrates into anartificial

derivation of that river. 1800 E. DARWIN Phytologia 417
The necessary moisture . . which was formerly supplied by
artificial derivations of water. 1835 DE QUINCEY in Taifs

Mag. II. 80 The great national fountain shall not be

a stagnant reservoir, but by an endless derivation, (to

speak in a Roman metaphor !,) applied to a system of

national irrigation.

b. The action of conveying or leading away (in

a current) ;
diversion ; an instance of this ; in

Electr, cf. derived circuit (DERIVED c).

1855 BAIN Senses $ Int. n. i. 12 The derivation of

blood from the brain reduces the cerebral excitement. 1883

Syd. Soc. Lex., Derivation wire, the wire along which a
derived electric current is drawn. 1885 CULLKY Pract.

Telegr. 41 The new path opened to the current is called a
derived circuit or deriv>a.tion, or, properly, &.Jetitlt.

C. Med. The withdrawal of inflammation or

morbid humour from a diseased part of the body,

by blistering, cupping or other means.
1600 W. VAUGHAN Direct, Health (1633) 165 To use revul-

sions and derivations to withdraw some of the fumes and

vapours. 1656 RIDGLEY Pract. Physick 85 By. .derivations,
as opening a vein and Ligatures to takeaway the flux. 1676
R. WISEMAN Chiriirg. Treat. 7 Derivation differs from Re-
vulsion onely in the measure of the distance, and the force

of the medicines used. 1813 J. THOMSON Lect. InJJam, 185
These effects of topical blood-letting are expressed in some
of the older medical writings by the terms Derivation and
Revulsion.

f2. A passing or handing on; transmission (from
a source) ; communication. Obs.

1597 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. v. Ivi. (1611)309 What communion
Christ hath with his Church is in him by originall deriuation.

1602 WARNER Alb. Eng. Epit. (1612) 387 He therefore

plotted.. a deriuation to himselfe of the Kingly Diademe.

1659 PEARSON Creed (1839) 196 In human generation the

son is begotten in the same nature with the father, which is

performed by derivation or decision of part of the sub-

stance of the parent. 1699 BURNET 39 Art. ix. (1700! 108

There is both a derivation of Righteousness, and a Com-
munication of Inward Holiness transferred to us through
Christ.

3. The action of drawing, obtaining, or deducing
from a source.
1660 WILLSFORD Scales Comm. 39 But suppose this pro-

portion not known, but by derivation, to be collected from
others, a 1703 BURKITT On N. T. Matt. v. 14 Christ him-
self is the light of the world, by way of original : his

ministers are lights by way of derivation, and participation
from him. 1835 I. TAYLOR Sftir, Despot, v. 214 A continued
derivation of doctrines from the Apostles. 1876 FREEMAN
Norm. Conq. V. xxiv. 396 There was no real derivation of

English law from Normandy.
4. Origination or coming forth from a source

;

extraction, origin, descent.

1599 SHAKS. Hen. V, in, ii. 141 As good a man as your
selfe, both in the disciplines of Warre, and the deriuation of

my Birth. 1608 Per. v. i. 91 My derivation was from
ancestors Who stood equivalent with mighty kings. 1669
GALE Crt. Gentiles i. i. ii. 14 That al Languages and
Leters had their derivation from the Hebrew. 1791 COWPER
Iliad-xx\, 186 Why hast thou asked My derivation? 1805-17
R. JAMESON Char. Min, (ed. 3) 123 If. .we attend to its rela-

tion with the other crystals of the same mineral, and also to

Its derivation from these, it is described derivatively. 1850
ROBERTSON Serm. Ser. in. iv (1872) 56 'The Son was of
God ', showing his derivation.

6. A derived product ;
a derivate, a derivative.

1641 MILTON Prel. Episc. 17 The Father is the whole

substance, but the Son a derivation, and portion of the

whole. 1669 GALE Crt. Gentiles i. i. i. 6 Al human Arts and
Sciences are but beams and derivations from the Fountain
of Lights. rti68o GLANVILL (J.) Most of them are the

general derivations of the hypothesis they claim to. 1800

W. TAYLOR in Monthly Mag. X. 410 The Nicolaitans, who
were a derivation from the Gnostics.

6. Gram. Formation of a word from a more

primitive word or root in the same or another

language ; origination as a derivative.

1530 PALSGR. 68 Derivatyon or formation, that is to saye,

substantyves somtyme be fourmed of other substantyves.

1590 SIR J. SMYTH Disc. Weapons 2 b, As though our

language were so barren, that it were not able of it selfe,

or by derivation to affbord convenient words, a 1704 LOCKE
(J.), The derivation of the word Substance favours the idea
we have of it. i8z* HONE Anc. Myst. 147 Better qualified

j i ._! ,1. i __,__ i _ _r

DERIVATIVE.

part of our vocabulary.
b. The tracing of the origin of a word from its

' root
'

or radical elements
;
a statement or account

(or, improperly, a conjecture) of the origin and
formation of a word .

1596 SPENSER State Irel. Wks. (Globel 625/2,
I knowe not

whether the woordes be English or Irish, .the Irishmen can
make noe derivation nor analogye of them. 1605 R. CARKW
in Lett. Lit. ;)/<? (Camden) 99 His derivation of the English
names doth not please me least. 1707 Curios, in Httsb.

tf Card. 10 The learned Abbot . . will not allow these Deri-
vations to be well grounded. 1823 SCOTT Peveril App. i.

proposed by him are far more absurd than this.

7. Math. The operation of passing from any
function to any related function which may be con-

sidered or treated as its derivative ; spec, the opera-
tion of finding the derivative or differential co-

efficient, differentiation.

1816 tr. Lacroix's Diff. If Int. Cafe, 608 We have already
determined the law of derivation in the most common func-

tions.

8. Biol. The theory of evolution of organic forms :

see EVOLUTION 6 c.

1874 J. FISKE Cosmic Philos. I. II. ix. 442 According to

the doctrine of derivation, the more complex plants and
animals are the slowly modified descendants of less complex
plants and animals, and these in turn were the slowly
modified descendants of still less complex plants ^and
animals, and so on until we converge to those primitive

organisms which are not definable either as animal or
as vegetal.

Deriva'tion -'. Gunnery, [a. F. derivation 2

(Furetiere, 1690), n. of action from deriver (ifcrtver*
in Hatzf.) to drift, found in ]6-i7th c. as driver,
and (according to Darmesteter Diet. 6V.) an

adoption of the Eng. vb. DRIVE, in its nautical

sense ' to drift with the stream or wind
'

(cf. Acts

xxvii. 15), subseq. associated and identified in form
with the pre-existing F. verb ilerivcr to DEKIVE.

In F. applied both to the drift or driving of a ship,
and (recently) to the drift or deviation of a pro-

jectile, and in the later use taken into mod.Eng.]
The deviation of a projectile from its normal

course due to its form, motion, the resistance of the

air, or wind ; spec, the constant inclination of a

projectile to the right due to the right-hand spin

imparted by the rifling ; drift.

1873 URE Diet. Arts II. 386 The bullet in its improved
form . . has no tendency to_

the gyrations which appear to

have so puzzled French artillerists, and for which they have
inventecf the word '

derivation
' and wasted much learned

disquisition. 1882-3 Cassell's Encycl. Diet., Derivation,
the peculiar constant deviation of an elongated projectile
from a rifled gun.

Derivational (deriw'-Jsnal), a. [f. DERIVA-
TION 1 + -AL.] Of, belonging to, or of the nature

of derivation.

1843 CAYI.EY Theory of Determinants, Derivational

functions. 1873 S. K. JAMES in Leisure Hour 495
'

Canting
arms' are .. arms that, .'chant '.. I can think of no other

derivational explanation. 1880 EABLE En%. Plants Introd.

93 Weigand treats the termination, .as derivational.

Hence Deriva'tionally adv
,
as regards deri-

vation.

1883 E. C. CLARK Pract. Jurisfr. 45 Derivationally, then,
it [9>xis] means that which is appointed or ordained.

Derivatiomst (deriv^-Janist). [f. as prec. +

-1ST.] 1. Biol. One who holds the theory of deri-

vation or evolution of organic types. 2. One who

occupies himself with the derivation of words.

1875 DAWSON Nature $ Bible 134 The derivationist tries to

break down the line between species
and varieties. 1888

Gffll. Hist. Plants 266 Allied forms, some at least of which
a derivationist might claim as modified descendants. 1891
ATKINSON Moorland Par. 242 The amateur derivationists

ofplace names.

Derivatist (dfri-vatist), sb. [f. DERIVAM
///. a. + -IST.] =prec. I. Also attrib. or as adj.

1887 E. D. COPE Orig. Fittest vi. 215 The doctrine o{

evolution of organic types is sometimes appropriately called

the doctrine of derivation, and its supporters, denvatists.

Ibid., To accept the derivatist doctrine, and to reject the

creational.

Derivative (ol/rrvativ), a. and sb. [a. F. cU-

rivatif, -ive (ijth c. in Hatzf. 1, ad. L. derlvativ-us

(Priscian), f. ppl. stem of derroare : see -IVE.]

A. adj. f I. Characterized by t

passing from one to another. Obs.

Characterized by transmission, or

1637 LA-UD Sp. Star-CItamb. 14 June Ded. Aiv, What
Honour can You hope for, either Present, or derivative to

Posterity if you attend your Government no better ? 1640
Bp. REYNOLDS Passions xxx, A derivative and spreading
injury . . dishonouring a man . . in the eyes of the world.

b. Med. Producing derivation ;
see DERIVA-

TION l i c.

1831-60 MAYNE Exp. Lex., Derivative, having power to

turn aside, or convert, as it were, from one disease to

another : applied to certain medicines which seem to act in

this manner, as blisters, rubefacients, epispastics. 1881 W.
Ii. HUNTER in Encycl. Brit. XII. 544 {Hydropathy) It is

stimulative, derivative, depurative, sudorific, and alterative.

1883 Syd. Soc. Lex., Derivative^ bleeding, a term applied to

that method of treatment of a disease by bleeding when the

blood is removed from a part of the body far away from the

seat of the disease, as in bleeding from the toe in head
affections.

2. Of derived character or nature ; characterized

by being derived, drawn, obtained,or deduced from

another ; coming or emanating from a source.

1530 PALSGR. 310/1 Deryvatyfe, deriitatif. 1570 DEE Math.

Pref. in Rudd A'r/;'rfii65il E ij b, The.. use of Geometry:
and of his second, depending, derivative commodities. 1630
PRYNNE Anti-Annin. 133 It must be either an acquisite,
a deriuatiue, or an infused quality. 1691-8 NORRIS Pract.

Disc. (1707) IV. 52 Not an original but a derivative Passion.

1712 STF.EI.E Sflcct. No. 432 p 7 They can only gain a

secondary and derivative kind of Fame. 1817 BSNTHAH



DERIVATIVE.
far/. Kef. Catec/i. (18181 18 The distinction between a self- I

formed and a derivative judgment. 1866 AKGVI.L AV/V" '

/.mil ii. (ed. 4) 64 The secondary or derivative senses of the
|

wi. ii I have supplanted the primary signification. 1883 Syd.
Sex. Lex., Derh'ative circulation, term applied to the

direct communication which exists between arteries and

veins in some parts of ihe body, so that all the blood does

not necessarily p;iv^ through the capillaries of these parts.

b. Deriving authority, etc. from another.

1845 STEPHEN Laws Eng. I. 67 The courts of the arch- >

bishops and bishops and their derivative officers.

0. Gram. Formed from another word
;

not

primitive.
1530 PALSGR. 79 The pronownes derivatyves have thre

accidentcs. 18x4 L. MURRAY Eng. Gram. (ed. 5) I. 55
A derivative word is that which may be reduced to another

word in English of greater simplicity. 1856 R. A. VAL-GHAN

Mystia (1860) I. 18 To have a distinction in the primitive

and not in the derivative word is always confusing.

d. Law. ;See quots.)

1791 CHIPMAN Amer. Law Kef. (1871) 21 The title of S.

being void, the subsequent or derivative titles must likewise

be void. 1848 WHARTON Law Lex., Derivative Convey-

ances, secondary deeds which presuppose some olher con.

veyance primary or precedenl, and only serve to enlarge,

confirm, alter, restrain, restore, or transfer the interest

granted by such original conveyance. They are releases,

confirmations, surrenders, assignments, and defeasanses.

1871 MARKBY Elem. Law 350 Derivative possession is the

possession which one person has of the property of another.

1891 Law Times XCIII. 458/2 The plaintiff was a deriva-

tive mortgagee, lieing a mortgagee of one A. E. P , who
was a mortgagee of the defendant.

8. Of or pertaining to a theory of derivation ;

derivational.

1871 DAKWIN Desc.Man \. iii. 97 Philosophers of the deriva-

tive school of morals formerly assumed that the foundation

of morality lay in a form of selfishness; but more recently

in the ' Greatest Happiness
'

principle.

B. sl>.

1. A thing of derived character ; a thing flow-

ing, proceeding, or originating from another.

IS93 NASHE Ckrist's T. 81 b, 'Ihe third deriuatiue of

Dclicacie, is sloth. 1611 SHAKS. tl'inl. T. ill. ii. 45 Honor,
'Tis a deriuatiue from me to mine, And pnely that I stand

for. i6J DARCIE Annales P vb, Vnskilfulnesse and her

deriuatiues, Doubl and Falsity. i66j SIR T. HERBERT Trav.

(1677) 103 The Arabick . . Howbeil, 'lis no original, but

a derivative from the Hebrew. 1774 J. BRYANT Mythol. I.

52 Subordinate daemons, which they supposed to be emana-

tions and derivatives from iheir chief Deity. 1865 MOZLEV
Mirat. v. 98 Testimony is thus reduced to a mere derivative

of experience.
2. Gram. A word derived from another by some

process of word-formation ; any word which is not

a primitive word or root.

1530 PALSGR. 74 Of pronownes some be primitives, some

be derivatives. 161* BRINSLEY Lud. Lit. xxi. (1627) 247

Sonic marke would be given under every derivative in each

roote. a 1637 B. JONSON Eng. Gram. Wks. (Rtldg.) 768/2

In derivatives, or compounds of the sharp e . . as agreeing,
of agree. 1755 JOHNSON Pref. to Diet. $ 20 The derivatives

I have referred to their primitives, with an accuracy some-

times needless. 1861 BURTON Bit. Hunter (1863) 2 The use

of a Greek derivative gives notice that you are scientific.

1868 GLADSTONE Jin'. Muiidi ii. (1870) 55 When we turn

from Argos to its derivative Argeioi we find [etc.).

3. Math. A function derived from another ; spec.

a differential coefficient

1674 JEAKE Aritk. (1696) 456 Derivatives of the third Sort

..are next to be exhibited. 1846 CAYLEY U'ks. I. 95 Tha
derivative of any number of the derivatives of one or more

functions . . is itself a derivative of the original functions.

1881 MAXWELL Elittr. tr Magn. 1. 8 The first derivatives of

a continuous function may be discontinuous.

4. A/us, a. A chord derived from a fundamental

chord, esp. by inversion, b. ' The actual or sup-

posed root or generator, from the harmonics of

which a chord is derived
'

(Stainer & Barrett Diet.

Afus. Terms'}.
1818 WEBSTER, Derivative. .In music, a chord not funda-

mental. 1871 BANISTER Music xi. (1877) 45 These chords,

with their mutations or inflexions, their inversions and

their derivatives, .are all the chords used in music.

6. Cheni. A compound obtained from another,

e.g. by partial replacement.
1863-71 WATTS Diet. Ckem. I. 46 Amic acids . . can de.

compose either as hydrates (derivatives of water', or as

amides (derivatives of ammonia>. 1869 PHILLIPS Vesuvius

v. 152 Ferric oxide has been of late regarded as a derivative

from ferric chloride. 1880 Act. 43-4 Viet. c. 24 I 130 Ihe

use of methylated spirits, or any derivative thereof, in the

preparation of. .chloroform.

6. Med. A method or agent that produces DE-

RIVATION (.q.v., i c).

1843 Kef- ^nt ' ^ ssoc- 7s He had . . found it useful as

a derivative, removing, when worn on the head, obstinate

chronic ophthalmia. '1858 COPLAND Diet. Pract. Med. III.

n. 1170 External derivatives and exutories have been ad-

vised for phthisis.

Deri-vatively, adv. [f. prcc. + -LV -.] In

a derivative manner ; by derivation.

1630 RISDON Sun: De-Mi 145 (>8io) 161 Derivatively

from him is this game. 1768-74 TUCKER LI. Nat. (1852) II.

252 Fundamentals are of two sorts ; those essentially such. .

and those derivatively fundamentals. 1837 SIR f . PaUUVB
Mereli. f, Friar Ded. (1844! 13 Thence it was acquired,

either primarily or derivatively, by the Chinese.

Deri-vativeness. ran. [f.
as prec. + -NKSS.]

The state or minlity of being derivative.

1668 Wit KINS Kcal Ckar. II. L 4- 3J
Transcendental

Relations of Quality at large . . Denvativeness. 1847 in

CRAIG.
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t Derivator. Obi. rare ', [agent-n. from I..

dtrivare to I)KI:IVK.] I IKIIIVKK.

i6s (lAU K MapistrtiHi. 14 It may sound and signifie well,

or ill; as the derivator pleases to fancy, or labour* lo allude.

Derive (dftoi-v), v. Forms: 5 dir-, dl-, dy-

ryve, 5-6 deryvo, 6 -ryfe. [a. K. cUrive-r (nth
c. in I.'ittre = Pr., Sp. dtrivar, It. derivare), ad. I.

derivare to lead or draw off (water or liquid), to

divert, derive I words , f. Du- I. i r rivus brook,

stream of water.

There are 4 distinct verbs dtr'aier in French. One of

these, if/river 3, OF. desrh'er, to cause to overflow its bank.*,

f. rive, L. rifa river-bank, possibly sometimes influenced

earlier Eng. use (cf. senses i b and c). Dirti-tr* to drift or

drive, as a ship, with wind or current, todrift a* a projectile

ifor earlier driver, from Eng. drive),
has given DERIVATION ',

DERIVOMETER. Dt'river*, to unnvet, is not represented in

English.)]

I. Transitive senses.

f 1. To conduct (a stream of water or other fluid)

from a source, reservoir, main stream, etc. to or

into a channel, place, or destination ; to lead,

draw, convey down a course or through a channel.

Obs. or arch.

1483 Calk. Angl. 96 To deryue, deriuare. 1530 PALSGH.

513/1, I deryve. or bringe one thynge out of another, as

water is brought whan it is brought from the spring, je

dcriue. 1538 LELAND Itin. V. 92 The Pities be so set abowte

with Canales that the Salte Water is facily derivid to every
Mannes Howse. 1555 WATREMAN Faritltfacions Pref. 10

From them [springes] thei deriued into cities and 1 ounes,

the pure freshe waters a greate distaunce of. 1571 DIGGES

Pantom. \. xvii. F, Ye may conclude that this water may be

deriued thither. 1606 N. BAXTER Man Created in Fan-

S. P. 7as. I (1848) 238 And so through conduits, secretly

contriu'd, Is blood to euerie humane port deriu'd. 1631

SANDERSON Serm. II. 24 Little trenches, whereby .. bus-

bandmen used to derive water from some fountain or cistern

DERIVE.

Ckrul i. Wkn. (Parker Sot.) 15 'I '

rived into nil his posterity. 1964 / /'/ 1 >"
if pri/phcsying . . v. .' "lfe>.

into our Churches. IJ93 UILIION i.i*'t, Ckiitl > C li. fi From
him IJod lineally derived it unto Abraham. 1607 DIKKKK
///. .S/V /. H'yatt Wlu. 1873 III. 83, I will Iicnue the

Crowne vnto your Daughters head. i47 CLAMHDO*
//i>t. Krt. v. (1703) 1. 549 HU Name would be derived to

Posterity, as the Preserver of his Country. i$i-J )'*
TAYLOR Serm./or 1 'rar Ep. Ded., That this Book udenvcd

upon your Ixnrdship almost in the nature of a legcy from
In r. a 1661 Fi I.II.R 'I 'iv-Mirf (1840)1. 208 Parent! .. rich

enough lo derive unto him the hereditary infirmity of Ihc

gout. 1681-6 J. SCOTT Ckr. Life (1747) III. 124 JXB ...

when he ascended . . derived that divine Spirit upon hn

Apostles. 1699 HumitT 39 A rt. xxxii. (1700) 35* Tta High-
Priest . . was to marry, and he derived to his taMMMM*
that Sacred Office. 1760 1 .AW Stir. Prayer I. 38 The life

of the vine must be really derived into the branches 1835
PAUL Anita. Greece l. it. xi.li \ festival first instituted at

Athens, ana from thence derived to the rest of the Ionian*.

1848 HAMPDEN Ramft. Led. (ed. 3) 184
The definition of

Predestination, as given in the Scholastic writers, and from

them derived to modem Theology.

fb. To hand down (esp. by descent
1

. Obs.

1561 NorroN & SACKV. Gorhnliic 86 What their father. . .

Have with great fame derived down to them, a 1646 J.

GREGORY TVrrM/rrW (;/<* (1650)168 Th Turkish Histories

are not so completely derived oWn to us as to Describe the

Territories by Longitude or latitude. l8i-6 I. SCOTT Ckr.

/.!/* (1747) III. 407 Another evident Instance of the Apostles

deriving down their Apostolick Authority. 1818 SOLTHKY

in Q. Kev. XXXVII. 708 The hatred of popery, .which has

. . been derived down from father to son.

t c. refl. To pass by descent or transmission.

1597 SHAKS. 1 Hen. IV, iv. v. 43 This Imperial! Crowne,
Which (as immediate from thy Place and Wood) Deriues it

selfe to me. 1654 Ir. StmJtrfl Curia Pol. 126 Which Con-

ditions did not (with his succession! derive themselves on

Mineral springs. .Externally used, either by immersing the

whole body, or by deriving a stream to some particular part.

T b. with various constructions, and adverbial extensions.

1548 R. HUTTEN Sum of Diuinitie I. viij b, Thy foun-

taynes shall be deriued, & the ryuers shall runne into the

streetes. 1594 -2nd Rep. Dr. Faustus in Thorns Prost Rom.

(1858) III. 334 Danuby is derived in two arms, which .. meet

at length again in the same channel. 1633 HP. HALL Hnrd
Tejcti, N. T. 411 Cyrus .. drained the channel! of Eu-

phrates and derived the streames the other way. 1650 FULLER

Pisgak iv. iii. 48 The pillar conducting them such
by-ways,

in levels or declivity of vales . . where the water had a con-

venicncy to be derived after them, a 1713 SIR C. WREN in

L. Phillimore Family f, Times (1881) App. iii. 343 They de-

riv'd the River when it rose, all over the f lat of the Delta.

1800 E. DARWIN Pkytologia 417 In some parts . where rice

i.s cultivated, they are said not to derive the water on it, till

it is in flower.

t C. refl. To flow (in, into, through channels).

(Chiefly^.) Obs.

1614 DONNE .Serin, cxiii. IV. 576 From all
Eternity

he clc.

rived himself into 3 Persons, a 1651 J. SMITH .Set. Disc. ix.

iv. (1821) 410 When God made the world, he did not . . leave

it r.lone lo subsist by ilself . . but he derived himself through

the whole creation, a 1661 FULLER Worthies (1840)11!. iao

The stream of her charity . . found other channels therein to

derive itself.

f2. To cause (water, etc.) to flow away; to

draw off, carry off, divert the course of
; spec, in

Med., cf. DERIVATION i c. Obs.

1508 STOW Sun: vii. (1603) 29 Intending to haue denued

the riuer ofThames, .to hauc flowed about it. 1601 HOLLAND

Pliny I 544 To water them, or to dcriue & diuert water

from them. Ibid. II. 469 To lade out the water that riseth

vpon the workemen, for fcare it choke vp the pits ; for to

preuent which inconuenience, they deriue it by other drains.

1656 Rmci.EY Pract. Physic* 17
The matter must be de-

rived and voided from the head. 1691 RAV Diaol. World

iii (1712) 37 Water the which to derive and nil away. 1771

T. PF.RCIVAL Ess. Med. Exfcr. (1777) I..
==o They derive

the febrile matter from the brain, and assist, .the other c

,
_. ., carry, lead, extend (a watercourse,

canal, or channel of any kind). Obs.

<-i4tr. Pol. I'erg. Ens. Hist. (Camden 1844) II.ioAfter-

wardTderiving a trcnche from fort lo forl, he environed the

lowne, and . .T>eganne to annoy the same. 1600 J. PORV tr.

Leo's Africa u. 113 So soone as the said water-conduct was

derived unto the towne, he caused it to be divided and

sent into sundry places. i63 BINGHAM .\enofhoni6 Media,

where the Channels begin, that are denned out of the Riuer

Tygris. 1777 WATSON Pkilip 11 0793> U. xm. 133 Fro"1

this stream, .an infinity of canals are derived.

fb. To extend by branches or ramifications ;
to

divide by branching, lit. and/^f.
c ism HAKINGTOS ill .V/* AtUia. (1804) I. 188 It may In-

derived into three kyndes. ,. 1631 DONSE Serin, c. IV 3."
Rooted in some one beloved Sin but derived into infinite

I branches of temptation. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ef.

in xxv 174 At the other end, by two branches [it] denvcln

! it selfe into the Lunges. 1677 HALE Prim. (.Irig. Man. I.

1

ii. 65 Olher ramifications of this nervus intertostalis are

derived into the Chest and Diapkragma. (Cf. 1760 in 4.]

f 4. trans/. anAJig. To convey from one (treated

as a source) to another, as by transmission, descent,

etc. ; to transmit, impart, communicate, pass on,

I
hand on. Const, to. into, unto, rarely upon the

recipient. Obs. or arch, {rare, after 1750"

^bjects, who will not pen

t 5. trans. To cause to come ; to draw, bring,

turn, direct ; to bring down. Obs.

a. Const. In, vnto, into.

f 1534 tr. Pol. I'crg. Eng. Hist. (Camden 1846) I. 102

ThcnHonorius, retaininge the lirittishc armie, did againe
derive and trainc the llande lo the empire. 1601 SHAKS.

All's Well v. iii. 265 Things which would deriue me ill

will to speake of. 1613 //<*. K///. II. iv. 32 What
Friend of mine That had to him deriu'd your Anger, did

I Continue in my Liking. 1647 CLARENDON Hist. Kefi. iv.

^795 L 76 Those wKo" derive putrefaction into iheir bonev,

for the momentary gratification of a >hameful appetite. 1774

T. JEFFERSON AtttMog. App. Wks. 1859 I. 144 Toundergo
the great inconvenience that will be derived to them from

stopping all imports whatever from Great Britain.

D. Const, on, uficn.

1611 SPEED l/ilt. C,l. liril. IX. xvi. (1612) 852 Hereby he

deriued vpon his enemy all the enuic of the people. 1671

J. DAVIES Silylls n. ii. 87 The firsl Persecution was raised

by Nero, to derive upon the innocent Christians the Indig-

nation of the Romanes, ijof STANHOPI Parafkr. III. 65

Such Apostacy derives a double Dishonour upon Religion.

1741 RICHARDSON Pamela (1824) I. ix. 245 Such an example,

as will derive upon you the ill-will and censure of other

ladies. 1808 W. TAYLOR in Montkly Mag. XXVI. 224 They
would derive on themselves a solid glory.

6. To draw, fetch, get, gain, obtain (a thing/rw
a source). Const from, rarely \ out of.

1361 T. HOBV tr. Castiglione's Courirer (1577) E v b,

Deriuing them [ncwe wordcs] feally from the Latins, as

y* latins, in old time, deriued from the Grecians. 1581

PETTIE Guatto't Civ. Com: Pref. (1586) A vij, If one

chance to derive anie word from the I .aline, which is insolent

to their eares . . they forthwilh make a jesl at it, and terme

it an Inkhorne terme. 1596 SHAKS. Merck. V. ll. ix. 42

O that estates, degrees, and offices. Were not derm d cor-

ruptly. IMS B. JONSON Ev. Man. in Hum. n. v. Honour-

able worship, let me dcriue a small piece of siluer from you.,

SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (1677) 140 The Uomans . . led

Horses in honour of the Sun, a custome derived from the

Persians. 1667 MILTOM P. L. ix. 837 Sciential sap, deriv'd

From Nectar, drink of Gods. 1751 HARRIS llertnrs Wks.

(1841) 234 If all minds have them (their ideas) derived, they

must be derived from something, which is iuelf not mind.

1781 GIBBON Ded. t, F. II. 32 The power of the przfVct

of Italy was not confined to the country from whence he de-

rived his tille. 1811 B. CORNWALL Misc. Poems, Headland

Hay Panama, And Cheops hath derived eternal fame Be-

cause he made his tomb a place of pride. 1856 FROUDE Hut.

Eng. (1858) I. iii. 219 The archbishop . . derived no personal

advantage from his courts. 1878 HI-XLKV Pkysiogr. 181 The

solid mailer derived from the waste of the land.

b. Const. with/nw and to. rare.

1771 GOI.DSM. Hist. finf. I. 204 A ki "t:. from llie wemk -

ness of whose title they might derive power lo lhemselve>.

1785 PALEY Mar. Pkilos. (1818) II. 44
'

1
'

he cl"" advan-

lage which can be derived to population from the inter-

ference of law. 1844 LIXGA>II Anrio-Sa.r. Ch. (1858) I. v.

191 From his labours, the most valuable benefits were derived

to his countrymen. v

o. To derive (ancestry, origin, pedigree, etc.; ;

also refl.

1599 H. HUTTES Dyetsdrie Dinner B viii. ForMalum'an

apple) derivtlh his line of Ancestry from th Greeke Melon,

of great antiquity. l6it DRAVTON Pfly^ilo.

181 Prester John, sometimes denning himselfe very n<

from the loines of Salomon. 1634 SIR T. HERBERT /r,rr.

10 The Mountaines of the Moone . . whence seven-mouthed

Nyle, derives his Origen. i66 EVELYN Ckalcogri i Sodp.
ture may derive its Pedegree from the infancy of the World.



DERIVE. 230 DEBMAT-.

d. absol. or itttr.

163* QUAHLES Div. Fancies Ded., That like the painful
r>ee, I may derive From sundry Flow'rs to store my slender

Hive. 1649 in Def. Rights Univ. Oxford^ 16510) 25 Erected

by the city and those who derive from their title. 1796
BURKE Let. Noble Ld. Wks. VIII. 39 The grantee whom
he derives from.

e. Chem. To obtain (a compound) from another,
as by partial replacement.
1868 WATTS Diet. Chem. V. 554 This compound, derived

from ethylsulphurous acid by substitution of Cl for HO.
7. To obtain by some process of reasoning, in-

ference or deduction
; to gather, deduce.

1509 HAWES Past. Pleas. 75 Loke what ye saye ; loke it

be deryfyde Frome perfyt reason well exemplyfyde. i6z4
N. DE LAWNE Du Moulltfs Logik 89 Rules to live well,
derived from nature. 1690 LOCKE Hum. Und. n. xiv. 4
Men derive their ideas of duration from their reflections on
the train of the ideas they observe to succeed one another
in their own understandings. 1752 JOHNSON Rambler No.
203 F 7 In age, we derive little from retrospect but hopeless
sorrow. 1874 GRF.EN Short Hist. vii. 7. 426 It is difficult

. .to derive any knowledge of Shakspere's inner history from
the Sonnets. i875jowETT/Yrtta(ed. 2) IV. 269 The higher
truths of philosophy and religion . . are derived from ex-

perience.

8. refl. To arise, spring, come from something
as its source; to take its originfrom.

x(56a STILLINGFL. Orig.Saer. n. ii. 9 Sem from whom he
derived himself, was one of the persons who escaped it in

the Ark. 1665 SiRT. HERBERT Trav. (1677) 127 Sheraz then

probably derives it self from Sherab, which in the Persian

Tongue signifies a Grape. 1690 LOCKE Hum. Und. ii. i. z

Experience ; in that all our Knowledge is founded, and from
that it ultimately derives itself. 1734 tr. Rollin's Anc. Hist.

(1827) I. 115 Hence comedy derives itself. 1833 LAMB//JZ
Sen n. xxiv. (1865) 40^ If the abstinence from evil ..is to
derive itself from no higher principle.

9. passive. To be drawn or descended ; to take
its origin or source

;
to spring, come front (rarely

^ of̂ out of}.
c 1386 CHAUCER Knt.'s T. 2180 (Ellesm. Si Camb. MSS.)

Conuertynge al vn to his propre welle fFrom which it is

dirryued sooth to telle. 1530 PALSGR. 513/1 His lynage is

deryved out of the house of Melysyn. 1610 GUILLIM
Heraldry \\. vi. (1611)58 A Couple-close is a subordinate

charge deriued from a cheuron. 1701 DE FOE Free-born

Eng. ii A Race uncertain and unev n, Deriv'd from all the
Nations under Heav'n. 1737 WHISTON Josefhus* Antiq.
xin. xiii. 5 They also reviled him, as derived from a captive.
1892 GARDINER Student's Hist. Eng. 6 No European popu-
lation now existing which is not derived from many races.

b. spec. Of a word : To arise or be formed by
some process of word-formation from (some more

primitive or earlier word).
1567 MAPLET Gr. Forest. 60 A rmido^ sayth he, is deriued out

of the Adiectiue Aridmn, for that it so spedily drieth and
withereth. 1596 SPENSER State Irel. Wks. (Globe) 639/2
Stirrops. .being derived of the old English woord styt

which
is, to gelt up. 1676 Port Royal Art ofSpeaking n From
one single Word many others are derived, as is obvious in
the Dictionaries of such Languages as we know. 1751
WESLEY Wks. (1872) XIV. 48 A Participle is an Adjective
derived of a Verb. 1791 Gentl. Mag, 27/1 The word
Tontine is only a cant word, derived from the name of an
Italian

projector. 1881 SKEAT Etym. Diet. 150/2 From this

O.F. dars is also derived the Breton darz
t
a dace.

10. trans. To trace or show the derivation,

origin, or pedigree of; to show (a thing) to pro-
ceed, issue, or comefrom ; to trace the origination of

(anything) from its source; also, more loosely, to

declare, assert, or state a thing to be derived/hw/.
1600 E. BLOUNT tr. Concstaggio 4 Some derive the originall

of this Count Henrie from Hungarie, others from Aragon,
and from other places. 1604 Meeting ofGallants 4 Bastard
..Thou knowest I can deriue thee. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE
Pjseiid.Ep. vi. jx.321 The observations of Albuquerque, .de-
rive this rednesse from the colour of the sand and argillous
earth at the bottome. 1662 STILLINGFL. Orig. Sacr. in. iv.

13 Prometheus (from whom the Greeks derived themselves 1
.

1683 Brit. Spec. 38 From whence Sir Edward Cook derives
the Law of Englam
who kill their Husbands. 1749 FIELDING Tom Jones xvn.

nd at this day for burning those Women

vii, An action which malice itself could not have derived
from an evil motive. 1874 DAWSON Nature fy Bible 202
These men derive all religion from myths.

b. spec. To trace the origin of (a word) from
(f to} its etymological source ; to establish or show
the derivation of; also, less correctly, to offer a

conjectural derivation for (a word).
1.559

w - CUNNINGHAM Cosmogr. Glasse 186 Africa. . Festus
saith it came of the qualitie of th' Acre . . deriving it of
00&V. as who should say, 'A^>pj} that is, without horrour
of coldenes. 1680 H. DODWELL Two Lett. Advice (1691)
207 This, .way of deriving unknown words to their primi-
tive Originals. 1755 JOHNSON Pref, to Diet. 25 That
etymologist, .who can seriously derive dream from drama,
because life is a drama, and a drama is a dream. 1851
TRENCH Stud. Words vii. (ed. 13) 264 He derives the name
of the peacock from the peak or tuft of pointed feathers on
its head. 1884 N. $ Q. 6th Ser. IX. 207, I should be much
obliged if any of your readers could

help
me in deriving the

name of the village of Allonby, in Cumberland.

II. Intransitive senses (arising out of reflexive

uses in I.).

11. To flow, spring, issue, emanate, come, arise,

originate, have its derivation front) rarely out of
(a source).
6-1386 CHAUCER Knt?s T. 2148 (Ellesm. MS.) Wei may

men knowe but it be a fool That euery part dirryueth
from his hool. 1634-5 BREKETON Trav. (1844) 65 A mighty
revenue derives out of the excise paid for beer and
wine. 1649 Bounds Pttbl. Obed. (1650) 17 We all derive

from him. 1684 Scanderbcg Redh 1
. i. 3 To understand

the Family he derives from. 1706 DE FOE Jure Div, v. ii

The Right to rule derives from those that gave, And no
Men can convey more Power than that they have. 1768-74
TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1852) II. 12 Happiness, which does not
derive from any single source. 1803 SYD. SMITH Wks. (1859)
I. 54/2 In the third class, nobility derives from the person,
and not from the estate. 1850 TENNYSON In Mem. LV. 3.

1863 KINGLAKK Crimea II. 74 There was an authority not

deriving from the Queen or the Parliament.

12. To proceed, descend, pass on, come (to a

receiver, receptacle, etc.).

1559 MORWYNG Evonym. Pref., The study of this Art. .de-

rived unto the Remains and Grekes somewhat late. 1647

JER. TAYLOR Lib. Proph. xv. 212 If the Church meddles
with them when they doe not derive into ill life. 1655-60
STANLEY Hist. Philos. 1. 1. i Thales..Who first introduc'd
Natural! and Mathematical! Learning into Greece, from
whence it derived into us. 1768 Woman ofHonor III. 130
All that is the most excellent, in our . . laws, derives to us
from those very, .savages. 1858 M. PATTISON Ess. (1889) 1 1.

16 Puritanism, .derives to this country directly from Geneva.
13. Of a word: To originate, come as a derivative

(from its root or primitive).
1794 MRS. Piozzi Synon. I. 90 Indignant meantime de-

rives from a higher stock. 1804 W. 1 AYLOR in Ann. Ret'.

II. 632 Upholsterer is declared against as a corruption.
Whence does it derive? 1866 J. B. ROSE Virg. Eel. $
Georg. 154 The words Comns and Encomium derive thence.

Hence Deri'ving vbl, sb.

1607 HIERON Wks. I. 420 Whosoeuer is a man by the

propagation of Adams nature, the same is also a sinner by
the deriuing ouer of his corruption. 1626 BACON Sylva 176
(R.) For our experiments are onely such as do ever ascend
a degree to the deriving of causes and extracting of axiomes.

Derived (dtoi-vd), ///. a.
[f. DERIVE v. +

-ED 1
.] Drawn, obtained, descended, or deduced

from a source : see the verb.

1590 SHAKS. Mids. N, i. i. 99, I am my Lord, as well de-

riu d as he, As well possest. 1638 HEYWOOD Wise Woman
in. Wks. 1874 V. 313 A gentleman, and well deriv'd. 1661
BOYLE Style ofScript, (1675) 157 Words and phrases, whose
pithyness ana copiousness, none in derived, .languages can
match. 1668 WILKINS Real Char. 353 Derived Adverbs are

capable of Inflexion by degrees of Comparison. 1881 Nature
No. 615. 352 The derived albumins noted as acid-albumins.

b. Derivedfunction (Math.} : a differential co-

efficient (sec COEFFICIENT 2 c).

1873 B. WILLIAMSON Diff. Cafe. (ed. 2) i. 6 notet The
method of derived functions was introduced by Lagrange.

C. Derived circuit, current (Electr.) : a circuit

or current in part of which a second conductor is

introduced so as to produce a derivation ; a shunt
;

so derived conductor,
. Soc. Lex. s.v. Current^ Derived current, the

current obtained in a circuit made by the addition of a
second conducting wire. 1893 Mnnro fy Jamieson's Pocket
Bk. Electr. Form. (ed. 9) (Currents and Derii>ed Circuits)
A current

splits among derived circuits in proportion to their

conductivities.

Derivedly (d/rarvedli), adv. [f. prec. + -LY 2.]
In a derived way, by derivation.
1621 &RCH&QI.Q Beauty Holiness 8 Men are holyderivedly,

and by participation from God. a 1641 BP. MOUNTAGU Acts
fy Mon. (1642) 54 By nature, derivedly from Adam.

t Derrvement. Obs. rare. [f. DERIVE v. +

-MENT.] The fact of deriving ;
derivation

; concr.

that which is derived.

1593 BILSON Govt. Christ's Ch. Pref. 6 Much lesse anie
deriuement from them. 1654 W. MOUNTAGUE Devout Ess,
n. iv. 4. 77, I offer these derivements from these subjects,
to raise our affections upward.

Deriyer (d/rai'vaj). [f. DERIVE z*. + -ER 1
.]

One
that derives.

1613 T. MILLES Treas. Anc. % Mod. Times 21/2 The
Children that came from Parents of such rich perfection. .

must needs resemble their first Derivers. 1653 ASHWELL
Fides Apost. 197 Such a Conveyance will argue the
Church only for the Denver, .not the Originall Composer of
the Creed, a 1716 SOUTH Semi, II. vi. (R.), Not only
a partner of other men's sins, but also a deriver of the whole
entire guilt of them to himself.

t DerivO'meter. Obs. [a. F. ctirivometret f.

deriver to drift (see DERIVATION -) + -(O)METEB.]
An instrument invented to show a ship's lee-way.
1842 Meek, Mag. XXXVII. 84. Another invention of M.

Clement's, which he calls a Derivometer, is an instrument
to ascertain a ship's leeway . .When at anchor, the instrument
will show clearly the direction of the currents.

Derk(e, -ly, etc., obs. ff. DAKK, -LY, etc.

Uerling, -lyng, obs. forms of DARLING.

Derm (doim). Anat. [mod. f. Gr. Sfppa skin :

cf. F. (ferine (1611 Cotgr.), mod.L. derma (Pare
(ri 55)-] The layer of tissue (chiefly connective

tissue) lying beneath the epidermis, and forming
the general integument of the organs ; the true

skin or corium.

1835-6 TODD Cycl. Anat. I. 589/2 The derm or corium..
which, .protects all the other parts of the skin. 1861 HULME
tr. Moquin-Tandon \\. vi, i. 317 The vesicle is beneath the
derm orcutis. 1880 OKD & SEWELL in Med. Chirurg. Trans.
LXIII. 4 Projections of the derm into the epidermis, having
the appearance of distorted papilla;.

b. Comb, derm-skeleton : see DERMOSKELETON.
11 Derma (dauma). Anat. [mod.L. : see prec.]
=

prec.
1706 in PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey). 1737-51 CHAMBERS Cycl. Slv.,

The derma consist of two parts ; the corpus reticulare, and
papillae pyramidales. 1846 PATTERSON Zool. 42 The word
'derma 1

,
a coat or covering. 1875 H. WALTON Dis. Eye 137

A Httle slough or core of mortified cutaneous tissue, a portion
of the substance of the derma.

Derinad (dirimad), adv. [f. Gr. Scpfta skin +
-ad suffix applied in the sense

* toward ',

' -ward
'.]

Toward the skin or outer integument.
1803 in DR. J. BARCLAY New Anatomical Notnencl,

1851-60 MAYNE Expos. Lex.> Dermad .. towards the skin.

1883 Syd. Soc, Lex.) Dcrmad) an adverbial term applied
by Dr. Barclay to signify towards the Dermal aspect.

Dermahaemal, bad form of DERMO-.
Dermal (daumal , a. [f. DERM, DERMA + -AL.

(Not on Gr. analogies : the Gr. adj. is Sfp/icmtfoy,)]
1. Anat. Pertaining to the skin or outer integu-
ment in general ;

cutaneous. Rarely in restricted

sense, Pertaining to the derma or true skin, as

opposed to epidermal.
Dennal muscle, a cutaneous or subcutaneous muscle, one

attached to or acting upon the skin : dermal skeleton =
DERMO-SKELETON.

1803 in DR. J. BARCLAY New Anatomical NomcncL
1828 in WEBSTER. 1841 G. PILCHER in Dufton Deafness 31
The dermal membrane of the meatus auditorius. 1861 J. R.
GREENE Man. A nim. Kingd., Ccelent. 136 An inner or dermal

layer in immediate contact with the muscular substance,

187* DARWIN Emotions iv. 05 Hairs, feathers, and other
dermal appendages. 1875 H. C. WOOD Therap. (1879) 164
Producing intense dermal irritation. 1878 BELL tr. Gegt-n-
banr's Comp. Anat. 453 The dermal muscles are of great
functional importance in the Ophidii, as they produce a
movement of the scales, which is of use in locomotion.
Ibid. t The dermal musculature is more highly developed
in the Mammalia.
2. Bot. Of or belonging to the epidermis, epi-

dermal.

1874 COOKE Fungi 19 The dermal membrane, or outer
skin. 1884 BOWER & SCOTT De Bary*s Phancr. 135 Bodies
of a nature similar to the secretions of the dermal glands. .

such as mucilage, and gum, resin, ethereal oils.

Derma'lgia. Path. = DERMATALGIA.
1842 BRAITHWAITE Retrospect Med, V. 104 Dermalgia of

the skin of the pelvis. 1866 A. FLINT Princ. Med. (1880) 803
Neuralgia, .limited to the skin, .has been called dermalgia.

f Derma*logy. Obs. = DERMATOLOGY.
1819 in Pantologia.

Dermaneural, bad form of DERMO-.

II Dermaptera (dgimre-ptera), sb. pi. Enlom.

[mod. f. Gr. Slppa. skin, hide, leather + irrtpuv

wing; in mod.F. dermapere\ cf. Gr. HtppoirTfpos

having membranous wings.]
An order of orthopterous insects, comprising the

Earwigs. Hence Derma'pteran ., belonging to

the Dermaptera ; sb. one of the Dermaptera ; Der-

ma-'pterons a., belonging to the Dermaptera.
i835KiRBY//aA fy Inst. A nim. II.xx. 31 8 The Dermaptera

(Earwigs) have two elytra and two wings of membrane
folded longitudinally. 1839 WESTWOOD Mod. Classif.
Insects 406 Raised them to the rank of a distinct order to

which the name of Dermaptera was misapplied.

De'rmat-, de*rmatO-> combining stem of Gr.

SfpfjaT' skin, hide, leather (e.g. Gr. bfp^aro-
clothed in skins) entering into numerous

technical terms, as ||Dermata-lgla Path.) neuralgia
or pain of the skin. De'rmatin Mitt., a variety
of hydrophite, forming an olive-green crust on

serpentine (1832 Shepherd Min. 214). Dermatine

(daumatin), a. [Gr. SfpftaTtvos of skin, leathern],
= DERMATIC (Craig 1 847). De'rmatiue sb., name
of an artificial substitute for leather, gutta-percha,
etc.

|| Dermati'tis, inflammation of the skin.

Dermatobra'nclLia : see DEBMO-. De rmatogen
Bot. [-GEN *], the primordial cellular layer in the

embryo plant, from which the epidermis is deve-

loped. Dermato'graphy [-GBAPHY], description
of the skin. De'rmatol Chem. (see quot.). Der-

matology [-LOGY], the branch of science which
treats of the skin, its nature, qualities, diseases,

etc.
;
hence Dermatolo-gicala., Dermatologist.

||
Dermatolysis [Avats loosening], a relaxed and

pendulous condition of the skin in the face, abdo-

men, etc.
|i Dermatomyco sis [HVHIJS fungus +

-OBIS], skin-disease caused by a vegetable parasite,
such as ringworm. j|

Dermatono'sis [v6aos

disease], skin-disease. De=rmatopatlio'logy, the

pathology of the skin, the subject of skin-diseases.

Dermato-pathy [iraOos suffering, affection], cuta-

neous or skin-disease (Syd. Soc. Lex?). De*rma*

topfcone [</><wi7 voice],
' a kind of flexible stetho-

scope, the two extremities of which are covered by
a tight membrane of thin india-rubber* (Syd, Soc.

Lex.}. Dermato'phony, the use of the dermato-

phone applied to the surface of the living body ;

the observation of the sound, thus heard. De-rma-

tophyte = DERMO-(//yte)- De'rmatopla^sty

[TrXatrrds moulded, formed],
' the remedying of skin

defects by a plastic operation' (Syd. Soc. Lex.).

Dermato-ptera = DERMAPTEBA. De-rmatopsy,
' skin vision ', sensitiveness of the animal skin to

light. Dermato'ptic a, Zool. [oim/fos, of or for

sight], having the skin sensitive to light, having
'skin vision'.

||
DermatorrliCB'a [/Sofa flow], a

morbidly increased secretion from the skin.
||
Der-
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matosolero'lli [an\ripa>ait hardening], hardening
or induration of the skin ; sclerodermia.

|| Der-
mato sis

[ ->IH], the formation of bony plates or

scales in the skin ; also a skin-disease (Syd. Soe.

J.ex.}. Dermato-ske leton = PEKMO-I skeleton).

Dcrmato'tomy - T)EHMO-(/0;jO. ||
Dermatozo a

[fyof animal], animal parasites of the skin ; hence

|| Dermatozoono'sia, skin-disease caused by animal

parasites.
1851 60 MAVNE Expos. Lex., Dtrmatalgia. .neuralgia of

the skin ; pain of the skin ; dermatalgy. 1876 UUHBINC
t>is. Skin 510 Dermatalgia is an affection characterized by
|.!iii having it* scat solely in the skin .. unattended hy
structural change. //'/(/. 6u Dermatitis, resulting from con-
tinued exposure to a high temperature. 188* VINES S<ufa'
Rot. 952 It is only in certain cases that the root-cap of

I'li.mcrogams is derived from the dcrmatogen. 1851-60
MAVNR Kxpos. Lex., Dermalocraphy, term for a description
of the skin. 1803 Brit. Meil. Jrnl. i Apr. 703/2 Dermatol
is a yellow powder, insoluble in water and odourless ; chemi-

cally it is a suhgallate of bismuth. //;'</., Dermatol dusting
powder, a preparation intended to serve as an appropriate
application to moist or irritable conditions of the skin. 1891
Times 14 Jan. 14/1 Read at the Dermatological Society in

Paris. 1861 BUMSTEAD fV. Dis. (1879)815 This eruption
has . . been studied hy a number of dermatologists. 1819
Fantokgia, Dermatology, a treatise on the skin. 1847 in

CRAIG. 1851-60 in MAYNF. 1876 DUHHING Dis. Skin 80

Dermatology, rightly viewed, is but a department of general
medicine. AW. 371 Dermatolvsis consists of a more or less

circumscribed hypertrophy of the cutaneous structures, .and
a tendency to hang in folds. 1883 \ntnre ay Feb. 309/2
Experiments with regard to the

'

skin-vision
'

of animals . .

of the earthworm, as representing the eyeless (or 'derma-

toptic ') lower animals, and the Triton as representative of
the higher >

'

ophthalmoptic ') eyed animals. 1866 KAGCE tr.

lletira s Dis. Skin I. it. 33 Dermaloscs . . have long been
divided, in reference to their etiology, into the symptomatic
. .and into the idiopathic.

Dermatic (da-imx'tik), a. [ad. Gr.

!. Sfpfia(r- skin : see -ic.] Of or pertaining to the

skin ; dermal, cutaneous.

1847 in CHAIG. 1883 in Sjrti. SIK. Ltx.

Derniatoid (daumatoid), a. [f. Gr. iff/tar-
skin : see -OID. Cf. Gr. fapimTabrp, contr. for

*Ji/>/iTo-fi8i;s.] Like or resembling skin, skin-

like; = DKBMOID.
1851-60 in MAVNE Expos. Ltx. 1857 DUNGLISOM Mtd.

Lex. 988 Dcrmatoid . . that which is similar to the skin.

II Dcrmestes (daime'stiz). Entom. [irrcg. f.

(Jr. tippa. skin, leather + laSitiv to cat.] A genus
of beetles (the type of the family DermestiJir^, the

larva: of which are very destructive to leather and
other animal substances. Hence Derme'stid a.,

belonging to the family DcrmestiJx ; sb. a member
of this family; Derme stoid a., resembling the

genus Dermcstes belonging to the Dermesti/Jir.
iSoa BINGLRY Anim. Bioe. (1813) III. in When touched,

these insects counterfeit death ; hut they do not contract
tluir legs, in the manner of the Dermestes, and some other
Beetles.

Dermic (d5-jmik\ a. [mod. f. DERM or Gr.

Sipfm 4- -1C : cf. F. dermique (Littre') .] Of or re-

lating to the skin ; dermatic, dermal.

1841-71 T. R. JONES Anim. Kingd. (ed. 4) 388 The dermic

system becomes fully developed in all its parts. 1857 DUN-
CLISON Mt-it. Lex. 988 Dermic. .relating to the skin.

I Dermis (daumis). Anat. [mod.L. deriv. of

Or. oVp/ui skin, on analogy of imStp/tii epidermis.]
The true skin ;

= DKKM.
1830 R. Ksox Bfcltsrifs Anat. 149 The Dermis, Corium,

or Cntis Tera, is a fibro-cellular membrane, which forms the

deeper and principal lamina of the skin, and of itself con-
stitutes almost its whole thickness. 1878 I . I'.KV \\i Pract.

Sttrff, I. 172 The subjacent dertnis appears of a rose colour.

Dermi-tia- dermatitis: see DERMAT-.

Dermo-, rt-pr. Gr. Sippo-, shortened combining
form of Stpfii, StpfjiaT., skin, etc. (as in KtpfjuJVTtpoy

having membranous wings\ used in numerous
modern formations, as Dermobranchia (d;um<v
l.i.r'i]kifil, -branchia'ta /,,/. [Bu.vNCHiA ; in F.,

Jcrinobranch(S~\, a group of molluscs, having ex-

ternal gills in the form of dorsal membranous tufts ;

hence Deriuobr.viichiate ./. Dermoga'strlc a.

[yaarrip belly, stomach], pertaining to the skin and

stomach, as in the d. canals, pores, which open
both into the alimentary cavity and on the skin.

Dermo (fraphy = PERMATOGRAPHY. Dermo-
hsamal (-Ii/-mal1 a. [H.KMAL], pertaining to the

skin of the ha?mal or ventral aspect of the body ;

applied by Owen to the ventral fin rays of fishes,

in their relation to the ha'mal arch. Dermohce mia,

hyperrcmia or congestion of the skin. Dermoluv-
nieral a, [HuMKRAL], pertaining to the skin and

hnmerus, as in the (/. muscle by which in some
animals the humerus is indirectly attached to the

skin. Dermo logy, Dermomyco'sia : see DEH-

M.VTO-. Dermomircular a., of skin and muscle.

Dermoneu rol a. [NEURAL], pertaining to the skin

of the neural or dorsal aspect of the body ; applied

by Owen to the dorsal fin rays of fishes, in their

relation to the neural arch. Dermo-o sseous a.

[OssEoi's], of the nature of bone developed in the

231

skin or integument, pertaining to a dermo-skeleton,
exoskcletal ; so Dermo-o lr> v., to ossify der-

mally, form a dermo-skelcton ; Dermo-oifica -

tlon. Derruopa thlc, -o pathy ; see T'KHMAT" .

De rmophyte (tpvray plant ,
a parasitic vegetable

growth In the skin ; hence Dermophy tic a.

|| Dermo'pter*//. /.col. [Gr. Sipnvxripos, {. mpuv
wing], a sub-order of Inscctivora, containing the

Caleofithecus or Flying Lemur of the Moluccas

(from the extension of skin, which enables them to

take flying leaps from tree to tree). Drmo
pteroni a., having membranous wings (or fins).

Dermopteryglan it., having membranous fins.

Dermorhy nchon a. [fvyx* snout, bill], having
the bill covered by an epidermis, as in the duck.

Darmoiole-rltc [<rAnpu? hard], a mass of calca-

reous or siliceous spicules in the outer layer of the

tissue ofsome Actinozoa. Dermok-leton, dnn-
keleton, the external bony, shelly, crustaceous, or

coriaceous integument of many invertebrates and
some vertebrates (e. g. crabs, tortoises) ; the exo-

skcleton ; hence Drmoske'letal a. Dermo-
t nor, a tensor muscle of the skin. Dermo tomy
[-rofua cutting], the anatomy or dissection of the

skin.

1878 BELI. tr. Gtgtntaur's Cmtf. Anat. in In the Pori-
fera . .The number of these pore-canals (dermo-ga-stric pores ,

which have con-setjucntly a dermal and gastric orifice, is

generally very great. 1851-60 MAVHE jS'^/oj. Lrx. Dtrmo-
gritphy, DermolOfy, improperly used for Derntatograpky,
Dermatology. 1835-6 TODD Cycl. Anat. I. 171/2 Pores. .

which traverse directly the clermomuscular envelope. 1878
BELL tr. degenbaur^t Comp. Attat. 36 Where the ctrlom is

present, the integument, with the muscles, forms a dermo-
muscular tube. 1854 OWF.H SM. f, Itetk (1855) 183 Both
dermoneural and aermohxmal spines may present two
structures. 1836-9 TODD Ov/.s-t/Mr". II. 880/1 1'he exterior
of the body becomes hardened . . and forms . . the Dermo-
skeleton. 1854 OWEN Skfl. 4 Teeth (1855) 181 The bones of
the dermoskeleton . . which constitute the complex skull of
osseous fishes.

Dermoid (d5-imoid), a. [mod. f. Gr. Hpim
skin i -OID: in mud.F. dcrmoidc. (Not on Gr.

analogies; see DERMATOID.)] Hesembling or of

the nature of skin. (Sometimes loosely, Of or be-

longing to the skin, dermal.)
Dermoid cyst,

'

a sebaceous cyst having a wall with struc-

ture like that of the skin
"

(Syd. Soc. Lex. s. v. Cyst).
1818 Chron. in Ann. Reg. 460 Those nations who have the

dermoid system highly coloured. 187* PEASLEE Ovttr.

7 ww/iK 35 In the case of dermoid cysts, the more common
contents are produced by the true skin, which constitutes a

part or the wnole of their internal surface. 1877 I'.i HM i i

AVir 4 i The skin of the canal is extended over the drum-
head, forming its dermoid or outer layer.

Dermoi'dal, a.
[f. prec. + -AL.]

^
prec.

1818 Chron. in Ann. Reg. 458 The instantaneous pene-
tration of the dermoidal systttm by the blood.

t Dern, a. and sb. Ubs. or arch. Forms: I derne,
WS. dierue, dyrne, 2 s.w. dyrne, 2-7 derne,

2-3,7 dearne, 3 deorne, Orm. deerne, 3-4 durne,

4-9 dern, {dial. darn). [OE. derne, durne, dyrne
- OS. derni, OFris. dern, hidden, secret, obscure,
OHG. tarni lying hid : OTeut. *darnjo-.'\
A. *//.

1 1. Of actions, etc. : Done or proceeding in

secret or in the dark ; kept concealed ; hence, dark,
of evil or deceitful nature. Obs.

Beowulf4341 (Thorpe) Swa sceal nuex don, nealles inwit-

net odrum brejdan dynmm cnefte. c 897 K. ALFRED Gre-

gory's Fast. xlii. 78 Dyhcs 8a smyltnesse oes domes hine
xewemme [o8oe] se dynia [r. r. dierna] aefst, o5oe to hned
irre. c IMO Bestiary oo Old in hise sinnes derne. c 1*50
Gen. 9f Ex. 1950 Vdas oor quiles gaf hem red, dat was fulnlt

of derne sped, c 1300 Beket 23 The Princes doubter . . lovede

him in durne love, c 1386 CHAUCER Miller's T. 14 This
clerk. .Of derne love he cowde and of solas, c 1400 Destr.

Troy 478 Dissyring full depcly in her derne hert. c 1460

Townctey Myst. iSurtees) 310 Now bese unlokyn many dern
dede. [a 1643 W. CAKTWRIGHT Ordinary v. iv. in Hatl.

Dodsl. XII. 311 [arck.] Hent him, for dern love, bent him.]

t b. Of persons : Secret in purpose or action ;

reserved, close ; hence, underhand, sly, crafty. Obs.

a loco Ciramon's Gen. 490 iGr.) Dyrne deofles boda wearp
hine on Wynnes lie. c 1*05 LAY. 13604^ Uortieerne be swikc
wes ful deme [1*75 deorne]. a 1300 C ursor M. 7334 (Colt.)

Traitur dern and priue
thcif. c 1386 CHAUCER Millers T. 1 1 1

Ye moste been ful deerne as in this cas. c 1400 Destr. Troy
13615 Deruyst & deme, myn awne dcre cosyn, I graunt (>e

be gouernanse of bis grete yle.

t2. Not made known, kept unrevealed or private;
not divulged. Obs.
c looo Ags. Gosp. Luke viii. 47 Da bxt wif xeseah beet hit

him n.cs dyrne, neo com forht. c 1100 ORMIN 9336 Forr
Crist wass i batt time )el All unncub & all lUcrne. a 1115
Ancr. R. 154 God his derne runes, & his heouenltche

priuitez scheawcde his leoue freond. f 1330 Assnmp. 1'irg.

(HM. MS) 856 No man mai wite ne se What is >i deme
priuete. c 1380 WYCLIF Wks. (1880) 353 Poule. .herd derne
wordes of God.

t b. Of a person : Treated as a confidant ; en-

trusted with hidden matters ; privy. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 6509 (Cott.) pis moyses was ful dern and

dere To drighten . . He taght him labels of be lai.

t O. Phr. To hold, keep (a thing) dern. Obs.
c 1000 Ags. Ps. cxviiL [cxix.] 19 Ne do bu me dyrne bine

ba deoran bebodu. 1508 DI-NBAR Ttia MarM H'em. 450

DEBN.
We dule for na euill deid, u it be derne h*ldin. a 1575
/Am/ Mtrrhnwtt dyd Wif< l!r.,y 175 in Ha/I. /-. /'. /'. I.

04, 1 pray the . . As thou art my trewe weddyd fere, In thy
chaumber thou woldest kepe me dern.

3. Of places, etc. : Secret, not generally known,
private, arch.

Bfvuml/ 46*9 (Thorpe) Se ru8-*ce8 . . hord eft xcceal,

ilr>;ht-Mle dyrnne. 1000 Kltnt 1081 iGr.ifect 8u fuitde, ^a
6e in foldan ^cn deope bedolfen dicrne undon. c 1*05 I.AV.

6750 pe king bin lette don in to ane deme \c im deorne)
bure. c 1314 Gtty Warn*. (A.) 1189 On a dm Oede he ded*
hem hide, a 1400-90 AUxatuttr 404$ Uarke in dennei vn-
dire dounet & in derne holii. 1584 Sc. Actt J<u. I '/

(1814) 3<>S O*"1 -) Gun pulder . . placet! . . within the volti,
latche and darncparlex and placet! lhairof. ito6 KOWHTTM
Bfantift Scott. IV. 360 At the south-east comer U the

darn, or private gate. 1814 SCOTT H'av. xii, Thai Davie
GelUtly should meet them at the dern path. M*V/. xviii,

There
*

not a dern nook, or cove, or corri, in the whole

country, that he *s not acquainted with.

4. Of
places

: Serving well to conceal, as lying
out of the way, dark. etc. ; hence, dark, sombre,

solitary, wild, drear, arch.
c 1470 HENRY Wallace tv. 430 Fast on to Tay his busche-

merit can he draw. In a dern woode thai slcllit tbaim full

law. 1508 DUNDAK '/'<i Mnriit II 'SM. 243 Thai drank, and
did away dule, vnder derne bewU. 1608 SHAKS. Ptr. in.

Prol. 15 By many a dern and painful perch Of Pericles the

careful search. . Is made. 1611 SHELTON Quix. HI. xii. 1. 340
He searching Adventures blind Among these dearn Woods
and Rocks. 1647 H. MOHK Song ofStmlu. tit. in.xli, Sing
we to these wast hills, dern, deaf, forlorn. 1674-91 RAY
N. C. Worth, l),-aftiy t lonely, solitary, far from neighbor*.

Dtam, signifies tne same. 1813 HOGG Qnttn's wakt 96
Mid wastes that dern and dreary lie.

6. Dark, drear, dire. arch.

1570 LEVIKS M&nifi, 211/4
lH'anie . fffrus. 1613 W. LEIGH

Drnmmt D<vot. 35 The light of Israel was put out for a

time, Oueene Elixaoeth died, a dearne day to Kngland, had
it not beene presently repay red with as cleare alight from
Scotland, loid. 39 Prognostications "f our dearne light.

1650 H. Discottimimttm 46 These derne, dreery. direfull

dayes condunghill'd and uglified me into a darke dense

lumpe. 1845 T. CoorKR l^urg-it. SufcifffS (1877) 16 It was
a crude excess Of all things dern and doleful, dark and drear.

1856 DOBELL ny. in Time Wart Evtnittg Dream, The
awful twilight dern and dun.

f 6. Deep, profound, intense, lit. and
fig.

Obs.

1400 Dtstr. Troy 3060 Hir chyn full chylse was the

chekys benethe, With a dympull full derne, daynic to se.

c 1500 .S//r. Rtmtd. in Halltw. Nugx Pott. 64 My myddelle
woundys they

bcne deme and depe, Thi-r ys no plaster that

persyth arygnt. 1504 Warres ofCyrus \i(.\ Who, wounded
with report of beauties pride, Unable to restraint his derne
desire.

B. sb. f 1. A hidden thing; a secret. Obs.
a 1000 Gnom, I'ers. 2 (Gr.) Nelle ic be min dyrne ^ese

a 1300 K. K. Psalter I. 8 (li. 6] (Matz.) Derne of
|

wiuiam
bou opened unto inc. a 1340 HAMPOLK /'xa//Vrxliii. 23 God
. .knawis all be dern in oure hcrt.

t 2. Secrecy, concealment, privacy. Chiefly /

dem, in secret. Obs.
a 1150 Owl <$ Night. 608 Ich can nimen mu at berne. An

ek at Chirchc in pe derne. a 1300 Cursor M. 2935 (Cott.)

Sister, to be in dern i sai, pou seis be folk er all a-wai. Ibid.

2i25o(Cptt.) Marc, men sais, it wratie in dern. e 1410 Arotv.

Artk. Hi, I am comun here loe In derne for to play. 1308
I IINBAB Tua Mariit ll'tm. 9, 1 drew in derne to the dyk to

dirkin < ftir myrthts.

1 3. A secret place ; a place of concealment.
a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter xxx. 25 pou sail hide bairn in dern

of bi (ace. c 1450 HHSKVSON Mar. Fab. 27 Unto ane derne
for dread hee him addrcst. c ioo Lt**tx true /,<rr/(W. de
W.

, To a derne I me droughe Her wyll to know e.

f4. Darkness. Obs.

isoo-ao DUNBAR Baltat our Lady 3 Haile, sterne superne
.. Lucerne in derne. 15 , RantMtync Poems (1770) 98(3^am.)

My dule in dern, bot gif thow dill, DouUess but dreid I dc.

Dern, a door-jx)st : sec DUBN.

Dern, var. of DARN, vulgar |*rversion of DAMN.
1893 MCCARTHY AW Diamonds I. 69 Ef U had been Noah

I shouldn't have cared a dern.

t Dern, darn, v. Obs. exc. dial. Also 2-3
daornen, doorne. [OK. r//V; /;</, .(yrntin, dernan
* OS. dtrnjan, OHG. tarnan, tamtn> MUG.
ternen to hi<!e : OTeut. *darnjan, f. *darnjo-t OE.
dime, DEUN a.~\

1 1. trans. To hide, conceal, keep secret. Oh.
(893 K. ,/ELFRXD Qrot. v. x, pen hie hit .XT swi(e him

bctweonum diernden \later MS. dyrndon). c loco JLFRIC
iicn. xlv. i Da ne mihte loseph nine leng dyrnan. 1*05
LAY. 7694 Alle hine gr.ctten & Veore gramc dxrnden [1*75
deornej. Ibid. 18549 Nacs be king noht swa wis. . ba:t iinong
his duiepe his boht cuoe dernen. 1 1315 SHOREHAM 79

And
he ondede hym cristendom. No lenge he nolde hyt demy.
2. rtfl. To hide, conceal oneself, dial.

1604 in Pitcairn Criw. Trials Soft. II. 438 The said George
darmt htm selfTand his servandls in ane out-hou*. 1837 K.

NICOLL Potms (1843) 118 We dern oursel's down 'mang the

fresh aiten strae. 1854 H. MILLER Sck. \ Stkm. x. 11856)

211 He. .escaped them by derning himself in a fox-earth.

3. intr. To seek concealment ; to hide. dial..

1584 HUDSON Du Bartas" Juditk (1611) 31 Their courage
quailed and they began to dcm. ioo J. MEI.VILL Diary
(1842) 318 The enemies fled and darned. 1813 HOGG
Queen's Wake 79 Ane nycht he darnit in Maisry*t cot.

1847 J. HALLIDAY Rustic Kurd 261 We *ve. .dern'd amang
its green.

f 4. trans. To cause to hide, to run to earth.

1584 HUDSON Du Barta? Judith 86 (Jam.) Holopheme,
Who did a hundred famous princes derne. 1637 R. MONRO
Exted. Matkay's Keg. IL 112 (Jam.) The cunning hunter,

giving one sweat after another, till he kill or derne, in

putting the fox in the earth, and then houkc him out.
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Dern, obs. and dial, form of DARN v.

t Derne, adv. Ol>s. Also 1-3 dierne, 6 dern,

7 darne. [OK. rferne, dierne t djpntt~Q&. darno,
adv. from dern, etc. adj.]

'

Dernly ', secretly.
(f 1200 Moral Ode 77 In Trin. Coll. Horn. 222 Ne bie hit

no swo derne idon. c 1325 E. E, A Hit. P. B. 697, I compast
hem a kynde crafte & kende hit hem derne. c 1440 Bone
Flor. 1958 They . . went forihe, so seyth the boke, Prevely and
derne. 1631 A. CRAIGE Pilgr. $ 11eremite 5, I drew me
darne to the doore, some din to heare.

t Derned, ///. a. Obs. or dial. Also darned,

[f.
DERN #.] Hidden, concealed ; secret, privy.

1600 Cowrie's Consptr. in Select. Harl. Misc. (1793) 190 He
privatly. .took the fellow, and band him in a pnvie denied
house, and, after lokking many durres vppon him, left him
there. 1616 JAS. I, Disc. Powder Treason Wks. 242 That
rightly-damned crew, now no more darned conspirators, but

open and avowed rebels. 1631 A. CRAIGE Pilgr. $ Heremite

7 When at the colde Caue doore darned I stood. 1725
RAMSAY Gent. Shepk. i. ii, A little fae Lies darn'd within

my breast this mony a day.

Dernel, -al, obs. forms of DARNEL.
t De'rner. Obs. Also dirner. [Etymology
unknown: ? connected with dern, Duim, door-

frame.] The lintel of a door.
a 1300 Cursor AT. 6078 (Cott.l pis lamb blod. .par-wit yee
mak ban takning, On aiber post ber bus to smer, A takin o
tav on pair derner [v. r, dernere]. Ibid. 6103 _(Cott.) On
pair post and on dirner.

t De'ruful, a. Obs. [f. DERN sb. + -FUL. A
pseudo-archaism.] Mournful, dreary.
?i59t L. BRYSKETT Mourn. Muse Thest. 90 in Spenser

Astroph.) The birds., this lucklesse chance foretold, By
dernfull noise.

t De'rnhed.6. Obs. rare 1
. [f. DERN a. +

-hede : see -HEAD.] Secret matter ; privity ;
a secret.

a 1300 Cursor AL 18454 (Cott.) Noght we dere O baa dern-
hede tell you namar.

Dernier (da'iniaj, \\fymy6} ta, [a. K. dernier \

OF. derrenter, deriv. of derrein : see DARKEIN.
The suffix is as in prem-iert

L. prim-arms^
Last

; ultimate, final. Obs. exc. as in b.

1602 R. T. Five Godlie Serin. 45 The latter day. .wherein
we must take our dernier adewe. a 1688 VILLIERS (Dk.
Buckhm.) Chances, Sir, I am in the derniere confusion to

avow, that [etc.]. (71734 NORTH Lives I. 109 While this

dernier writ of error hung in the House of Lords undeter-
mined. 1751 MRS. K. HEYWOOD Betsy Thoughtless I. 149
Everything but the dernier undoing deed. 1797 MRS. A. M.
BENNETT Beggar Girl (1813) III. 96 On how many chances
did this dernier hope hang !

b. Dernier resort (now always in F. form der-

nier ressori] : last resort ; orig. (in reference to

legal jurisdiction) the last tribunal or court to

which appeal can be made, that which has the

power of final decision ; hence, a last or final

resource or refuge.
1641 AP. WILLIAMS Sp. in Apol^fiishops (1661) 89 Here

I have fixt my Areopagus, and dernier resort, being not like

to make any further appeal, a 1709 ATKYNS Parl.
fy

Pol.
Tracts (1734) 97 The High Court of Parliament is the
dernier Resort. 1709 Reft. SacJieverelFs Serin. 3 The
People, .were the dernier Resort of Justice and Dominion.
1711 Vind. Sachwi-rcll 73 The Pretender is your dernier
Resort, 1778 FOTHKRGILL in Phjl. Trans. LXIX. 2, I re-

commended, as a dernier resort, a trial of electricity. 1792
J. BEr.KNAp Hist. New-Hampshire III. 256 The dernier
resort was to a court of appeals, consisting of the Governor
and Council. 1893 Nation (N. Y.) 9 Feb. m/i The word
elementnm. .hithertofore, as a dernier restart* has been
referred in some way to alimentum.

t De'mly, W. Obs. Also 2-3 derneliche,
3-6 dernely, compar. 3 dern(e)luker. [f.

DRKX
a. \ see -LY^. It is properly the adv. of an O.K.
derived adj. *dernettc^
1. In a secret manner, with secrecy.
c ivj$ Lamb. Horn. 153 Nedre smu^eS derneliche. (11225

Ancr. R. 128 Vorte. .donderneluker berinne fleslichefulSen,

^1300 Cursor M. 2517 (Cott.) Dernlik he did bam bide.
c 1300 Beket 27 This Maide longede sore And lovede him
dumeliche. 1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. xiv. 164 Menye of bo
bryddes Hudden and heleden durneliche here egges, For
no foul sholde hem fynde. c 1400 Destr. Troy 13700 pe
schalke, that, .so dernely hym did dere & dispit.
2. So as to be concealed or hidden.
c 1305 St. Kcnelm 283 in E. E. P. (1862) 55 pe holi bodi :

bat durneliche lai bere. 1513 DOUGLAS ALneis VIM. i. 146
So dernly hyd none wyst quhair he was gone.
3. Dismally. [A Spenserian archaism.]
1590 SPENSER F. Q. in. L 14 Their puissance, whylome

full dernely tryde. Ibid. HI. xii. 34 Had not the lady..
Dernly unto her called to abstaine. 1591 Daphn. xxviii.
Thus dearnely plained. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage n. xx.

223 A Lion, .roared so dernely, that all the women in Rome
(foure hundred miles from thence) for very horror proued
abortive.

t De'rnship. Obs. In 3 darnscipe. [f. DERN
a. + -SHIP.] Secrecy ;

= DKRNHEDE.
(1205 LAY. 258 Mid darnscipe he heo luuede. a 1225

Ancr. J?. 152 [Cott. MS.] Niht, ich cleopie dearneschipe
{other MSS. priuite].

t DerO'b, v. Obs. Also derobbe, -rube, -robe.

[a. F. dtrober (OF. also desrober, I3th c. in Littre),
i. de- (ffes-) , L. dis~ -f OF. rober to rob, take by stealth

or force : see ROB. (In the second quot. perh. asso-

ciated with robe : cf. divest and derobeX\ trans.

To rob, plunder.
1546 St. Papers Hen. F//7, XI. 46 He wold preferre

captaynes to Your Highnes service, but they wyl derobbe

al. 1616 BUDDP;N tr. Aerodins Parents' Hon. Ep. Ded. 4
Methinks Lucius Brutus his seueritie well allated. .that

derobed himself of all respect of a Father.

Derobe (d/Vu-r/i, v. rare. ff. DE- II. i +

ROBE v.] trans. To disrobe ; to doff.

1841 Tait's Mag. VIII. 155 We quickly derobed our
'

dusty apparelling '.

t De'l'Ogailt, a. Obs. [ad. L. det-ogant-em^

pr. pple. ot derogare to DEROGATE.] Derogating,

derogatory.
cifaoT. ADAMS Wks. (1861-2) I. 12 (D.)The other is both

arrogant in man, and derogant to God.

De'rogate, /// ft. Now rare, [ad, L. dcrogdt-

us, pa. pple. of derogare : see next.]

(
1. pa. pple. Annulled or abrogated in part ;

lessened in authority, force, estimation, etc. Obs.

1430 LYDG. Chron. Troy in. xxvii, And leest through
tongues to his hygh estate Through false reporte it were

derogate. 1548 HALL Chron. 117 The chief ruler beyng in

presence, the authoritie of the substitute, was clerely dero-

gate. 1563-87 FOXE A. $ M. (1684) III. 311 The once made
oblation of Christ is hereby derogate, when this Sacramental
. .offering of thanksgiving is believed to be propitiatory.
2. adj. Deteriorated ; debased.

1605 SHAKS. Lear i. iv. 302 And from her derogate body
neuer spring A babe to honor her ! 1849 Eraser's Mag*
XL. 533 They are i like all his poetry) made derogate by vile

conceits.

Derogate (de-r^t), v. [f. ppl. stem of L.

derogare to repeal in part, take away or detract

from, diminish, disparage, f. DE- 1. 2 + rogdre to ask,

question, propose a law. Cf. prec., and see -ATE 3

3-5-]

1 1. trans. To repeal or abrogate in part (a law,

sentence, etc.) ; to destroy or impair the force and
effect of; to lessen the extent or authority of. Obs.

1513 BRADSHAW St. Werbnrge i. 3199 There may be no

counseyll. -To derogate or chaunge deuyne sentence. 1559
Fabyan's Chron. vn. 717 The EngUshe seruice and the
communion boke was derogated and disanulled, and
a generally submission . . made to the sea of Roome. 1677
HALE Print. Orig. Man. (J.), By severall contrary customs

..many of these civil and canon laws are controuled and
derogated.

1 2. To detract from
;
to lessen, abate, disparage,

depreciate. Obs.

1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 217 He dothe. .as moche
as is In hym, to derogate and destroy the autoritie of holy
scripture. 1561 DAUS tr. Bulliuger on Ai>oc. (1573) 19 b,
There be some at this day, which doe playnly derogate
the manhode of Christ. 1570 BILLINGSLEY Euclid yi\. Def.
xii. 316 Which thing is not here spoken, any thing to dero-

gate the author of the booke. 1642 MILTON Apol. Smect.

(1851) 260 To derogate the honour of the State.

1 3. To curtail or deprive (a person) ^/"any part
of his rights. Obs.

1540-1 ELVOT Image Gov. 24 Marcus Aurelius, whom no
man can derogate of anie parte of honour and wisedome.

1570 BUCHANAN Adntonitioun Wks. (1892) 30 Ye lordis wald
not consent to put down y* quene or derogat hir of Mr
authoritie in ony maner.

4. To take away (something from a thing) so

as to lessen or impair it. arch.

1561 T. NORTON Calvin's Inst. \\. 105 Is that bicause their

purpose is to derogate any thing from the law. 1577 HOLIN-
SHED Chron. II. 134 To derogat things meerely preiudiciall
to the kings roiall prerogative. 1593 ABP. BANCROFT Dating.
Posit. \. vi. 26 [He] made Actes to derogate the free passage
of the Gospell. 1623 BINGHAM Xenofhon 141 Not to dero-

gate credit from your owne word. 1755 YOUNG Centaur i.

Wks. 1757 IV. 119 Nor can the diminishing imagery of our
notions derogate less from Him. 1822 LAMB Elia Ser. i.

Mod. Gallantry^ Just so much respect as a woman dero-

gates from her own sex . . she deserves to have diminished
from herself.

6. absol. or intr. To take away a part from ; to

detract, to make an improper or injurious abate-

menty>w. Now chiefly from an excellency ; also,

from a right, privilege, or possession.
c 1560 Calvin's Com, Prayer Bk, in Phenix (1708) II. 206

Other Sacrifices for Sin are blasphemous and derogate from
the Sufficiency hereof. 1583 STUBBES Anett.Abns. n. (1882)

59 It derogateth greatly
from the glorie and maiestie of God,

to saye, [etc.] i64oWiLKiNS New Planet i. (1707) 155 Fear
of Derogating from the Authority of the Ancients. 1726-31
TINDAL Rapines Hist. Eng. (1743) II. xvn. 124 This present
Treaty shall in no way derogate from former Treaties.

1874 STUBBS Const. Hist. (1875) II. xiv. 88 This award is

not intended to derogate from the liberties of the realm.

b. from a person : i. e. in respect of his excel-

lency, eminence, authority, rights, etc. Now arch.

1586 WARNER Alb. Eng. in. xvi. (1612! 71 How captiously
he derogates from me, and mine estate, a 1617 BAYNR On
Epk. (1658) 78 This is a wicked Doctrin derogating from
Christ. 1711 ADDISON Spect. No. 101 F3 \Ve can now allow
Caesar to be a great Man, without derogating from Pompey.
1870 ROSSETTI Life of Shelley p. xiv, This vile stuff capable
only of derogating from the typical Shelley.

t C. with to. Obs. rare.
a 1670 HACKET^J^/. Williams n. 218 This fell into a harsh

construction, derogating much to the Archbishop's credit.

6. intr. To do something derogatory to one's

rank or position ; to fall away in character or

conductfrom ;
to degenerate.

[Cf. F. deroger, deroger a noblesse^ to do anything entail-

ing loss of the privileges of nobility, e. g. to engage in a
profession incompatible therewith.]
1611 SHAKS. Cyntb. \\. i. 48 You cannot derogate, my Lord.

1706 ESTCOURT Fair Examp. \\. i, The World grows extra-

vacant and derogates, .from the Parsimony of our Ancestors.
n 1830 HAZLITT (O.), Would Charles X derogate from his

ancestors? Would he be the degenerate scion of that royal
line? 1856 MRS. BROWNING Attr. Leigh HI. 439, I'm well

aware I do not derogate In loving Romney Leigh. 1862
TROLLOPE Orley F. Ivii. (ed. 4) 416 In these days, too,
Snow pere had derogated even from the position in which
Graham had first known him. 1888 Temple Bar Mag. Oct.

183 A nobleman derogates if he marries a lady who on her
side has less than sixteen quarterings.
^1 Reproducing a barbarism of the Vulgate.
1609 BIBLE (Douay) Ezek. xxxv. 13 You. .have derogated

[1611 multiplied] your wordes against me. \l'ulg. derogastis
adversum me verba vestra.]

Hence De'rogated ///. a., De'rogating vbl. sb.

and///, a.

(1629 LAYTON Syoft's Plea (ed. 2) 17 Their derogating
from the King, their injury to his Lawes. 1654 SIR E.
NICHOLAS in N, Papers (Camden) II. 55 The most mis-

chievous scandals and derogating Defamations. 1674
PRIDEAUX Lett. (Camden) n Whatsoever harsh or derogate-
ing expression be found in any part of his booke.

t De'rogately, adv. Obs. [f.
DEROGATE ///.

a. + -LY 2.]
= DEKOGATOKJLY.

1606 SHAKS. Ant. $ Cl. H. ii. 33 More laught at, that
I should Once name you derogately.

Derogation (der^g^'-Jan). In 5 -acion. [a.

F. derogation (i4th c. -acion t
in Hatzf.), ad. L.

derogation-em ,
n. of action from derogdre to DE-

ROGATE. In L. used only in the sense '

partial

abrogation of a law '

: but in the mod. langs. in

all the senses of the vb.]
1. The partial abrogation or repeal of a law, con-

tract, treaty, legal right, etc.

1548 HALL Chron. Hen. y, An. 8. 72 b, Long sufferaunce is

no acquittance, nor prolongyng of tyme derogacion to right.
1628 COKE On Litt. 282 b, New and subtile inuentions in

derogation of the Common Law. 1691 RAY Creation \. 32 .

In derogation to the precedent Rule. 1692 SOUTH Serai.

(1697) I. 430 The Scripture that allows of the Will, is

neither the Abrogation, nor Derogation, nor Dispensation,
nor Relaxation of that Law. 1792 CHIPMAN Ainer. Law
ReP> (1871) 13 A privilege in derogation of the common law

right of the creditor. 1885 Act 48-49 Viet. c. 38 i This
section shall be

jn
addition to and not in derogation of any

powers . . vested in the Committee of. . Council on Education.

2. The taking away (in part) ofthe power or autho-

rity(<7/"a person, etc.) ; lessening, weakening, curtail-

ment, or impairment of authority ; detraction from.
c 1450 tr. De Imitatione in. Ixiii, He bat dobe hindringe

to eny of my seintes, dobe derogacion to me, 1494 FABYAN
Chron. vn. 304 One thynge he dyd to y" derogacion of y'
munkys of Canterbury. 1533 BELLENDEN Lh>y 11. (18221 195
It maid plane derogacioun to the Faderis to creat ony
tribunis in times cumming, be votis of thair assessouris or

clientis. 1536 Act 28 Hen. VIII (1621 in Bolton Stftt. Irel.

i i8),Actsand Statutes made, .in derogation, extirpation,
and

extinguishment of the Bishop of Rome. 1^61 T. NORTON
Calvin's Inst. iv. xix. (1634) 717 ntarg., With derogation
from Baptisme, force [is] given unto confirmation which doth
not belong unto it. 1750 CARTE Hist. Eng. II. 511 Papal
usurpations, to the derogation of the Crown. 1779 BURKE
Corr. (1844) II. 269, I hope, too, that you will not think it

any. .derogation from the deference I ought to pay to your
judgment.
3. Detraction from the honour, or reputation of ;

lowering or lessening in value or estimation, dis-

paragement, depreciation.
1520 Caxton"s Chron. Eng. iv. 31/2 Nero thought it sholde

be great derogacion to his name and he were slayne ofKarles.

1549 Compl. Scot. Epist. 5 As this nobil prelat hes dune. .

vytht out dirrogatione of his speritual dignite. 1596 SPENSER
State Irel. Wks. (1862) 516/2 He is a very brave man, neither

is that any thing which I speake to his derogation. 1641
MILTON Reform. \\. (1851) 37 Clogs, and indeed derogations,
and debasements to their high calling. 1656 CowuvAtefar.
Odes Notes (1669) 10 He does it in derogation from his ad-

versary Bacchihdes. 1690 LOCKK Hunt. Und. i. Hi. (1695)

15 This is no Derogation to their Truth and Certainty.

1713 ADDISON Ct. Tariff r 8 He had heard the Plaintiff

speak in derogation of the Portuguese. 1873 H. ROGERS
Orig, Bible^

vii. 279, I am far from saying this in derogation.

4. Falling off in rank, character, or excellence
;

loss of rank; deterioration, debasement.

1838-9 HALLAM Hist. Lit. II. iv. ii. 56. 155 He discusses

also the-derogation to nobility by plebeian occupation. 1847
L. HUNT Jar Honey (1848) 197 The sweets of the wild

flowers, the industry of the bee, will continue without

change or derogation. 1855 THACKERAY Neivcomes I. 227
He might pretend surely to his kinswoman's hand without

derogation. 1864 SALA in Daily Tel. 27 July. Men.. who
shudder at the derogation and degradation of the Northern
American clergy.

Derogative ^dfrp-gativ), a. [a. OF. derogatif,
-j've (1403 in Godef.), f. L. type ^derogativ-us^ f.

ppl. stem of derogare : see -ATIVE.] Characterized

by derogating; tending to derogation.
1477 ^n *' Gilds (1870) 305 Prejudiciall or derogatyve

to the lyberties. .ofthe bisshop. 1542-3 Act 34-5 Hen. VIII,
c. 13 i Actes and statutes .. derogatiue vnto the most
auncient . . priuileges of your said countie Palatine. 1646
SIR T. BROWNE Psettfi. Ep. i. xi. 47 A conceit derogative
unto himselfe, 1888 Cornhill Mag. Jan. 73 Too derogative
of the intelligence of Londoners.

Hence Dero-gratively adv. In mod. Diets.

Derogator '

Vde'r^g^t3a\ Also -our, -er. [a. L.

derogator^ ngent-n. from derogare to DEROGATE.]
One who derogates ;

one who diminishes or takes

from the authority of anything.
1580 LUPTON Swqila. 120 The derogaters of Christes

merits and passion. 1623 COCKERAM u, Which Diminisheth,

Derogatonr. 1684 I'ind. ofCaseoflndiff. Things cj
It may

be thought he is a Champion f.r the perfection and

sufficiency of Scripture, and we the derosators from it.



DEROGATORILY.

Derogatorily (tlfyvgatarili), at/-:
[f. DEBO-

(i.vToiiv T -I.Y 2
.J In a derogatory manner ; with

derogation or disparagement.
1603 SIR C. HEYDON Jud. Astral, xxii. 481 Without

speaking vnreuerently or derogatorily of God. 1648 PRYNNE
1'leafor Lords 17 He writes, .derogatorily of the Commons.
i87 HARE Guesses (1859) 337 By speaking derogatorily and
slightingly of some other power.

Dero'gatoriness. rare.
[f.

as prec. + -NESS.]

Derogatory quality.

1717 in HAILEY vol. II.

t Derogato'rious, a. 06s. [f. L. dcrogatori-
HS I )KItOOATOBY + -OU8.] =neXt.
ci555 HARPSFIELU Divorce Hen. VIII (1878) 234 His

doings were derogatorious. .to the supremacy of the Pope.
1601 DEACON & WALKER Spirits fy Divels 186 Your speech
is derogatorious to the efficacie. .of Christ's death.

Derogatory (dfrp-gatari), a. and sb. [ad. L.

dfrogatori-us, f. ittrogdtor: see prec. ana -OBY.

Cf. F. dfrogatoire (1341 in Hatzf.).]

A. adj.
1. Having the character of derogating, of taking

away or detracting from authority, rights, or stand-

ing, of impairing in force or effect. Const, to. from
(t?/).
\3om-$PlumptonCorr. 174 Not intending to have his grant

derogatorie unto justice. 1638 CHILUNCW. Relig, Prot. i.

vi. 4. 326 Ifyou conceive such a prayer derogatory from the

perfection of your faith. 1637-50 Row Hist. Kirk (18481

501 That none be chosen, or no course be taken derogatory
thereto. 1651 HOBHES Govt. <$ Soc. xiv. $ 17. 221 Provided
there be nothing contain'd in the Law . . derogatory from
his supreme power. 1730 SWIFT Drapier's Lett. \\. Kef.
Comm. Wkitck.) A just, .exercise of your, .royal prerogative,
In no manner derogatory or invasive of any liberties. 1788
V. KNOX Winter Even, \\, iv. x. 60 An opinion derogatory
from the value of life. 18*5 SCOTT Talism. xx, Incidents

mortifying to his pride, and derogatory from his authority.

1863 H. Cox Instit. i. vi. 34 This Act was annulled as dero-

gatory to the King's just rights.

2. Having the effect of lowering in honour or

estimation ; depreciatory, disparaging, disrespect-

ful, lowering.
1563-87 FOXE A. 4- M. (1596) i/a The 2"* [was] derogatorie

to \ings and emperors. 159* NASHE P. Penilesse (ed. a)

13 a, All holy Writ warrants that delight, so it be not

derogatory to any part of Gods owne worship. 1776 SIR

J.
REYNOLDS Disc. yiL (1876) 48 Who probably would think

it derogatory to their character, to be supposed to borrow.

1838-9 1 1 AI.I.AM Hist. Lit. III. iv. in. fi 34. 151 It would be
. . derogatory to a man of the slightest claim to polite
letters, were he unacquainted with the essays of Bacon.

1839 JAMBS Louis XIY, I. 292 Conduct .. derogatory to

his rank. 1849 DICKENS Dav. Copp. (C.D. ed.) 181 To have

imposed any derogatory work upon him. 1860 FARRAK
Orig. Lane. (1665) 40 What plans are consonant to, and
what are derogatory of God's.. Infinite Wisdom.

f 8. Derogatory clause : a clause in a legal docu-

ment, a will, deed, etc., by which the right of sub-

sequently altering or cancelling it is abrogated,
and the validity of a later document, doing this,

is made dependent on the correct repetition of the

clause and its formal revocation. Obs.

15*8 in Strype Eccl. Mem. I. App. xxx. 89 As doth

appear by composition made, .and also confirmed by Iloni-

face the IV .. with clauses derogatory- *S9 SWINBURKK
Testaments 266 What maner of reuocation is to be made
in the second testament, that it may suffice to reuoke the

former testament, wherein is a clause derogatorie of the will

of the testator, a i6a6 BACON Max. * Uses Com. Law xix.

(1636) 70 A derogatory clause is good to disable any latier

act, except you revoke the same clause before you proceed
to establish any later disposition or declaration.

fB. sb. Obs. rare" .

1611 COTGR., Derogatoire> a derogatorie, or act of deroga-
tion.

t DerO'ge. v. Obs. rare. [a. F. droge-r (Oresme
1 4th c.) aa- L. derogdre.]

= DEROGATE.
14*7 Rolls ofParlt, IV. 326/2 It was nought youre entent

in any wyse to deroge or do prejudice unto my Lord.

Derotremate (derptr/~m<?t)l a. Zoo/. [ad.
mod.L. derotrcmat-us (in neuter pi. Derotremata
name of the group), f. Gr. Mprj neck + Tpfifui(r-

hole, boring.] Of or pertaining to the Derotre-

tafa, a group of urodele batrachians, having gill-

slits or branchial apertures, instead of external

gill-tufts. So Derotre-matons a., De'rotremo
a. and sb.

1849-51 TODD CycL Anat. IV. 828/2 [Supra-renal capsules]
have not been found among the Derotremate. .orders.

Derout (dfrau-t), sb. [a. F. dtroute
* a rout,

a defeature, or flight of men '

(Cotgr.), f. dtrouter :

see next.] An utter defeat, a ROUT.

1644 R. BAILLIE Lett. 4- Jmls. (1841) II. 188 We trust to

hearc shortly of their totall derout. c 17*9 EARL OP AILES-

BURY Mem. (1890) 591 [Ramillies] was called a derout rather

than a battle. 1803 E. HAY Insnrr. Wtxf. 150 This derout

was . . occasioned by the example of one of the divisional

commanders.

Derout (d/rau-t), v. [a. F. dtrwte-r, OF. des-

router (-rotcr, -niter; -rottptcr) : late L. *disrup-
tare y

f. di(s}rupt-us^ pa. pple. of dlrumpfre to break

in pieces: cf. DISRUPT.] trans. To put completely
to flight ; to ROUT. Hence Derovrted ppl. a.

1637 GILLKSPIE Eng. Pop. Ctrem. Ord. Ciij, Untill not

only all their blowes be awarded, but themselves also all

dcrouted. 1808 T. BARLOW Columb. vt. 537 Till dark de-

routed foes should yield to flight. 1839 W. H. MAXWELL
VOL. III.
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Wellington f, Brit. Armies (1877) 147 The Spanish being
utterly derouted.

Derraine, -reyne, var. of DERAIGN v. 06s.

Derrar, -ere, obs. compar. of DAB a.

Derre, obs. f. DEAR a. ;
obs. inflexional form of

DABE v.

Derrick (de-rik), sb. Also 7-9 derick. [from
the surname of a noted hangman at Tybum c 1600.

The name is orig. the Du. Dirk, Dierryk, Diederik
= Ger. Dietrich, Theoderif.}

fl. A hangman; hanging; the gallows. (Cf.

Jack A'elck.)
c 1600 RalladDeath KarlEssex (N. I, Derick, thou know'st

at Coles I sav'd Thy life lost for a rape there done. 1606
DKKKER&V. Sinnes i. (Arb.) 17, 1 would there were a Derick
to hang vp him too. 1607 W. S. Puritan iv. i, Would Der-
rick had been his fortune seven years ago. 1608 DEKKER
Kellman of Lend. (N.), He rides circuit with the devil, and
Derrick roust be his host, and Tyborne the inn at which he
will light. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Deric . . is with us

abusively used for a Hang-man ; because one of that name
was not long since a famed executioner at Tiburn.

b. attrih. derriek-jastro.
td 1610 HEALEV Disc. AVw World 174 (N.) This is in-

habited only with Serjeants, beadles, deputy-constables, and
Derrick-jastroes.

2. A contrivance or machine for hoisting or

moving heavy weight! : t * ""if- A tackle used
at the outer quarter of the mizen-mast. Obs. b.
A spar or boom set up obliquely, with its head
steadied by guys and its foot secured by lashings,
or pivoted or socketed to the deck, floor, etc., and
furnished with suitable tackle and purchases; orig.
and chiefly used on board ship. c. A kind of crane

(more fullyderrick-crane} in which the jib is pivoted
to the foot of the central post, so that it may take

various angles with the perpendicular; a 'jib and
tie

'

crane. Also often applied to any outstanding
jib or arm with a pulley at the end, e. g. those

outside the lofts of stables, warehouses, etc. d.

Floating derrick : one erected on a kind of boat,
with a horizontal boom supported by stays from
the top of the central post. e. A tall structure

used to support telegraph wires.

a. IJ*7'S* CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Skip(P\M), Mizon Mast
.. Derrick and Spann. 1794 Riggiitg ff Seamanship L 165
Derrick, a tackle used at the outer quarter of a mizen-yard,
consisting of a double and single block, connected by a fall.

b. 1756 Genii. Mag. XXVI. 429 Lightning . . cut out a

piece of what they call the Derrick, at least 18 inches
diameter and 15 or 16 feet long. 1800 COLQUHOUN Comm.
Thames 626 Get up and rig a Derick for the purpose of

discharging the Cargo. 1878 BESANT & RICE Celia's A ro.

xxii.
(1887) 161 They had jurymasts to serve as derricks on

occasion.
O. 1856 EMERSON En/>. Trait:, Stonehrnge Wks. (Bohn)

II. 126 Swinging a block of granite .. with an ordinary
derrick. x88i RAYMOND Mining^Gloss., Derrick, the hoisting-
tower over an artesian well-boring. 1885 DUCANE Punishm.

4- Prev. Crime 179 The construction of the large cranes and
derricks fn the quarries.
d. 1874 KNIGHT Diet. Meek, s.v., Bishop's floating-derrick

. . used in 1850 . . is capable of self-propulsion by means of

paddle-wheels, and thus removes its suspended load to a

position of safety for repair or other purpose.
e. 1886 Daily Nrtvs 28 Dec. 5/6 They have . . a very large

derrick here holding up an immense number of wires and a

good many cables.

8. attrip., as derrick-floor, -pole, etc. ; derrick-

oar, a railroad truck on which a small derrick is

mounted, for use in clearing lines from any ob-

struction ((/.S.); derrick-crane : see ic.

1865 Pall Mall G. ai June p About the same depth from
their derrick floors. 1881 Times 27 Dec. o/a Unlike the

derrick pole of an ordinary turret ship. 1883 KOSHER Treat.

Rating 4,1 To lay down moorings and moor a derrick hulk

to them.

t De'rrick, v. 06s. rare.
[f. prec. sb.] trans.

To hang.
1600 WT KEMP Nine Days' H'. in Arb. Garntr VIII. 37

One that . . would pol his father, derick his dad ! do any-

thing.

Del-ring do, derring-do, pscuth-archaism.
In 4-5 dorryng, (dorynge, duryng) don (do,
to do), 5 doryng(e do, 6 derrynge do, derring

doe, 9 derring-do. The two words durring,

dorryng, daring, vbl. sb. from durran, dorren to

DAI K, and don, do. pres. inf. of Do v., literally

daring todo, which, bya chain ofmisunderstandings
and errors, have come to be treated as a kind of

substantive combination, taken to mean, Daring
action or feats,

'

desperate courage '.

The words come incidentally in their ordinary sense and
construction followed by the object 'that' (=whal, that

which) in Chaucer's Troylus ; whence, in an imitative pas-

was picked up by Spenser and misconstrued as a subst.

phrase, explained in the Glossary to the Skef>k. Col. as
manhood and chevalrie '. Modern romantic writers, led by

Sir W. Scott, have taken it from Spenser, printed it derring-
do, and accentuated the erroneous use.

c 1374 CHAUCER Troylia v. 837 Troylus was neuere vn-to

no wight . . in no degre secounde, fn dorrvng don [r. rr.

duryng do. dorynge to do] bat longeth to a knyght .. His
herte ay wib be firste and wi)> be beste Stod paragal, to dorr*

DERVISH.

don (r. rr. durre to do, dore don] that hym !c*ie. 1430 Lmc.
Ckron. Trof n. xvi.(MSS. Ditby j 32 If. 56 a/a ; 230 IF. 81 a/i).
And parygal, of manhode AIM of oede, he [TruylusJ was to

any bat I can of rede. In dorrynz |r. rr. duryng(e] do, thi>
nook woc^y wyght, Ffor to fult'ille bat longeb to a knyv,
The necounde Eclor . . he called wax. \eaa. 1511, 1555
In derrynge do, this noble worthy wyght.] 1579 Sr
Skeplt. Col. Oct. 65 For ever who in derring doe were dreade,
The loftie verse of hem was loved aye. \Gtoit., In dtrring
doe. in manhood and chevalrie.] IbU. Dec. 43, 1 durat
in derring do \mispr. to] compare With thepheardt swayne.
1590 F. Q. il. iv. 41 Drad for hii derring doe and bloody
deed. 1390 Ibid. vi. v. 37 A man of mickle name, Renowned
much in armes and derring doe. i8ao SCOTT Ivaxhat xxix,
Singular . . if there be two who can do a deed of such derring-
do. (Note. Derrinf^lo, desperate courage.) 1843 LYTTOK
Last Bar. i. vi, Such wonders and derring-do are too solemn
for laughter. 1866 G. W. UASEMT Citli 107 Such a deed of
derring-do would long be borne in mind. 1885 BURTON Arae.
Ntt. (1887) III. 433 Who is for duello, who b for derring-do,
who is for knightly devoir?

So f Derring don, daring doers ; t Derrlng-
ded ; t DEB-DOINO, q. v.

1596 SPENSER F. Q. rv. li. 38 Dreadful derring dooen. 1633
P. FLETCHER Purple Isi. vi. v. 66 That Mantuan swain, who
chang'd his slender reed . . From Corydon to Turnus derring-
deed.

Derringer (de-rindjaj). U.S. [from the sur-

name of the inventor, a gunsmith in U.S.] A small

ive at sno
Also attrib.
pistol with Urge bore, very effective at snort range.

1856 B. HAUTE Petmi, Davis Flat, With a shovel and pick
on his shoulder, and a derringer hid in his breast. 1876
BESAKT & RICI Gold. Butterfly Pro!., To hare both bowie

'land. 18

..^ JO]

head [of Pres. Lincoln].

and Derringer ready to hand*. 1890 Century flfaf.Jtai.
435/1 A large derringer bullet had entered the back of the

/ig. 1800 Daily News 4 Dec 5/2 Tiny tomes, literary der-

ringers for the waistcoat pocket.

Derry (de'ri). A meaningless word in the

refrains of popular songs ; hence, a ballad or set

of verses.

a "553 UDALL Royster D. n. iii. (Ar!i.) 36 With chip and

cheneHeyh dene derie. 1860 BORROW Steeping Bard 50
I f one can patch together any nonsensical deny, he is styled
a graduate Dard.

Derth(e, obs. form of DEARTH.
Derue : see DEICF a., DEBVE v.

t Derrrncinate, v. Obs. rare-", [f. ppl.
stem of L. dirunfinare to plane off.]

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr. , Deruncinate, to cut off or pill away
that which is superfluous.
Hence t Dernncinatlon.
1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Dfruncinatioti (in Husbandry),

a cutting off Trees, Bushes, etc. or any thing that incumbers
the Ground. Hence in BAILFV, ASH, etc.

Deruralize : see DE- II. i.

Derure, compar. of DERF a. Obs.

t Derve, v. Obs. Forms : i deorfan, 2-4
dorue(n ; pa. t. 3 dorfde, 4 deruede ; pa. pple. 3

idoruen, idorve, iderued, 4 deruet . [M E. aervcn

str. and weak ; the str. vb. app. =OE. deorfan (pa.
t. dearf, durfon, pa. pple. dorfen] to labour : besides

this there probably existed a causal weak vb. dier-

fan (dierfJe) to cause to labour, afflict, grieve;
confusion of this with the strong vb., as in Britx,

etc. would account for the MEL forms and sense.

OE. deorfan was app. cognate with the stem of

Qfns.fordenta, and OLfrankishfardunxm, transl.
'

perierunt
'

ft. Ixxii. 19.]
1. intr. To labour. (Only in OE.)
a 1000 in Thorpe Horn. II. 516/26 (Bosw.l Nc wiScweoe

ic to deorfenne x.y t, ^if ic nydbehefe com jy t oinum folce.

2. trans. To trouble, grieve, hurt, afflict, molest.
c iao$ LAV. 8731 Hunger him derfde. Ibid. 18715 SwiSe

he murnede, his mod wes iderued. a sa*$ Ancr. R. 106 He
was idoruen in alle his odre wittes. a 1*40 Lofsong in Catt.

Horn, an pinge bat me derueS mest. c 13*0 Last. Love 676
None kunnes asaylvng Ne may him deruen. a 1375 Josepk
A rim, 47 Beo bou no ping a-dred, for non schal pe denie.

absol. a ia>5 Ancr. R. 1 12 A lutel ihurt i ben eie derueo
more ben dc3 a muchel iSe hele.

tDe'rverye. Obs. ran. [a. OF. derverie,

desverie, madness, f. derver, desver, to lose one's

reason, go mad. i,Cf. Kcerting, 1441.)] Madness.

1480 CAXTOM Omft Met. x. vii, Withdrawe thyn herte fro

such rage and derverye.

Dervish (dsuvij). Forms : 6-9 derria, 7-9
dervise, (7 dervloe, dervys, derviase, -iche,

dervizo, derwis, dorvish, derveosh , 7- der-

vish, (8 derwlsh, 9 dirvcsh, darwesh, dur-

waysh, -weesh). [a. Pers.
LjiJj^J darvesk, darmsh

poor, a religious mendicant, a friar, in Arab, dar-

wesh, darwtsh, Turkish dervish, the latter being
the immediate source of the European forms : cf!

It. dervis, F. dervis, dervicke (in 1559 derviss), Sp.

deroiche, Ger. derurisch. Some of the variant

spellings represent Arabic and Persian forms of the

word. (The native Arabic equivalent is
^u/ayir

poor, fakir.)]
"^

A Mohammedan friar, who has taken vows of

poverty and austere life. Of these there are various

orders, some of whom arc known from their fan-

tastic practices as dancing or whirling, and as

hcftuling dervishts.
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DEBWENTEB.
1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholay's Voy. HI. xvii. 102 The

|

thirde sect of the religious Turkes called Dervis. Ibid.

102 b, These devoute Dervis live of almes. 1625 PURCHAS '

Pilgrims II. ix. 1611 An order of Derueeshes, that turne .

round with Musike in their Diuine Seruice. 1632 LITHGOW
|

Trav. vn. 316 Priests called Darvishes. 1635 PAGITT Chris-

tianogr. i. iii. (1636) 200 A Dervice, or religious man of

theirs. 1665 SIR T. HERBERT Trail. (1677) 307 The Dervisse

an order of begging Friar. 1728 MORGAN Algiers I. vi. 186

A wandering Derwish, a devout Moor. 1744 Trav. C.

Thompson III. 267 They are not the dancing Dervises, of

which Sort there are none in Egypt. 1818 JAS. MILL Brit.

India I. in. iii. 510 A Dirvesh, or professor of piety. 1821

BYRON Juan in. xxix, Like dervises, who turn as on a pivot.

1832 G. A. HERKLOTS tr. Customs Moositlmans 206 The first

class of Durwayshes is denominated Salik. 1847 EMERSON
Poems, SaadiWks. (Bohn) I. 475 Barefooted Dervish is not

poor, If fate unlock his bosom's door. 1852 E. B. EASTWICK
tr. Bagh o Bahdr 10 Adventures of the Four Darweshes.

1869 Pall Mall G. 7 Jan. 10 Whirling about all round you
like dancing dervishes. 1877 A. B. EDWARDS Up Nile ii. 37
And now, their guttural chorus audible long before they
arrived in sight, came the howling dervishes.

attrib. 1704 J. PITTS Ace. Mahometans vii. (1738) 125
Give themselves up to a Dei-vise sort of Life. 1882-3 SCHAFF

Encyd. Relig. Knowl. III. 1810 This pantheistic dervish

system.

Hence De'rvishliood, the estate or condition of

a dervish. De-rvishism, the principles and prac-
tice of the Dervishes

;
the Dervish system. De r-

vish-like a.

1850 MRS. JAMESON Leg. Monast. Ord. Introd. (1863) 22

Asceticism . . strangely uncouth, and dervish-like. 1865
Sat. Rev. 4 Feb. 144/2 Dr. Vambery wandered, because he
has the genuine wild spirit of Dervishism strong within him.

1884 BROWNING Ferishtah 9 Half-way on Dervishhood, not

wholly there.

Derwenter (dS-jwentai). Australia, [named
from the river Denvent in Tasmania, on the banks
of which was a convict settlement.] A released

convict.

1884 BOLDREWOOD Melb. Mem. xx. 140 An odd pair of

Sawyers, generally
' Derwenters

'

as the Tasmanian expirees
were called. 1892 in LENTZNER A ustralian Word-bk. 20.

Dery, Deryge, obs. forms of DAIRY, DIRGE.

Derye, var. DEHE v. Obs., to hurt.

Des, obs. form of DAIS, DICE.

Des- in obs. words: see DEC-, DESC-, DESS-, Dis-.

DeS- prefix. Regular Romanic form of L. dis-,

in Olt., Sp., Pg., Pr., OFr. ; in mod.Fr. retained (as

dis-) before a vowel or silent h (dhhabillf), other-

wise reduced to d(- (OF. descharge, mod. ddcharge^.
In some cases apparently representing a late L. de-

ex-, for L. ex-. Partly from the frequent substitution

of dis-, des-, for L. de- in late L. and Romanic (see

DE- prefix 6), partly through the phonetic reduction

of des- to di- in later French, the two prefixes have

in that language largely fallen together under the

mod.F. dt-. Early OF. words passed into English
with the prefix in the form des- (descharge, ME.
descharge) ; here it was sometimes, in conformity
with later OF. prominciation, reduced to de- (OF.
desmcmbre, demembre, ME. demembre] ;

but usually
the s was retained, and the prefix at length changed
back to the L. type dis- (discharge, distnembre, also

spelt dys-) as was also done to some extent in

French itself (descorde, now discorde).

In English, therefore, des- is merely the earlier

form of Dis- in words from OF., e g. desarm, des-

blame, descharge, desclaundre, descolour, desdain,

desembogtte, desere
(
= desheir), deserite (disherif),

desgyse, deshonour, desinteressed, desjoyne, desjune,

desniail, desmay, desmesure, desordein, desordere,

desparage, dcsparple, despcnd, despense, despeople,

desplay, desport, despreve (
=
disprove), despute,

desray, destempre, desturb, destribute, etc. All
these have a later form in Dis-, under which they
are treated in this Dictionary. Only a few words
became obsolete before dis- forms appeared. The
prefix is exceptionally retained in descant, and it

is occasionally found for DE- before a vowel, in

chemical terms from modern French, as desoxalic,

desoxybenzoin, f desoxydate. In despatch, modem
var. of DISPATCH, the spelling des- is not historical,
but originated in an iSth c. etymological error.

There are many words beginning with des- in which the
s belongs to the root-word, and the prefix is de-, as descry,
describe, descend, deserve, despair, despite, despoil, destroy.
From confusion of these with words in which des- is the pre-
fix, they also were in late ME. often spelt with dis- (discr)',

discribe, etc.). And, on the other hand, words in di- followed

by s- were sometimes confused with words in dis- prefix,
and so also written des- (destinct, destress, etc.). Both these
errors have been corrected in the later orthography.

I Desacrate, T'. Obs. rare-". [(."L.desacrat-,

ppl. stem of di-sacrare to consecrate.]
1727 BAILEY vol. II, To Desacrate, to consecrate or dedi-

cate.

Desaife, Desait(e, obs. ff. DECEIVE, DECEIT.

t Desa-rcinate, v. Obs. rare
~

. [f. DE- II. i

+ L. sarcina bundle, burden, *sarcinare to burden

(sarcinatus burdened).]
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Desarcinate, to unload, or un-

burlhen, to unfraught.
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Hence Desarcination.
1730-6 BAILEY (folio), Desarcination, a taking of baggage,

an unloading. Hence in ASH.

Desarde, obs. form of DICER.

1538 BALE Thre Lames 1396 Counterfet desardes.

Desart, obs. form of DESERT, ] JESSERT.

Desaster, obs. form of DISASTER.

Desate, Desave, obs. ff. DECEIT, DECEIVE.

Desaxonize : see DE- II. i.

Desayue, Desayvabel, obs. forms of DECEIVE,
ABLE.

Desblame, var. of DISBLAME v. Obs.

Desc-, obs. spelling of DEC-, DES-, Disc-, Diss-.

II Descainisado (deskamisa-dc). [Sp. ;
=

shirtless, f. des- = Dis- + camisa shirt + -ADO. Cf.

sans-culotte."] A nickname given to the ultra-

liberals in theSpanish revolutionarywar of 1820-23,
and still sometimes used in an analogous sense.

1823 Blackw. Mag. XIV. 514 Men of liberal ideas, and . .

members of the Descamisados. 1827 HARE Guesses Ser. n.

(1867) 542 What is the folly of the descamisados but man's

stripping himself of the fig-leaf. 1877 WRAXALL Hugo's
Miserables in. xxiii. 12 We are going to the abyss, and the

descamisados have led us to it.

Descant (de-sksent), sb. Forms: 4-5 des-

chaunt. 5-6 dyscant, 6-9 dis-, 6- descant, [a.

OF. deschant (13* c. and in Cotgr.), also ONF.
descaunt, descant, rarely dis-, msAjf.tUekUlt, =Pr.

desc/ians, Sp. discante, 1'g. descante, ad. med.L.

discant-us part-song, refrain, descant, f. L. dis-

asunder, apart + cantus singing, song. The form

directly from OF. was used by Wyclif ; a form in

dis- immediately from L. occurs from the 15th c.,

and would be normal for English (see Dis-).]

I. Music. Now only Hist., or poet.

1. A melodious accompaniment to a simple
musical theme (the plainsong}, sung or played,
and often merely extemporized, above it, and thus

forming an air to its bass : the earliest form of

counterpoint.
1380 WYCLIF Wks. (1880) 77 Crete crying of song as

descnaunt, centre note and orgene. ?ci475^r. lerwe Degre
700 Your quere nor organ songe shall wante, With_countre
note, and dyscant. 1501 DOUGLAS Pal. Hon. \. xlii, 1 play
and sing, Fabourdoun. pricksang, discant, countering. 1591
SHAKS. Two Gent. i. ii. 94 You are too flat, And marre the

concord, with too harsh a descant. 1595 SPENSER Epithal. v,

The merry Larke hir mattins sings aloft ; The Thrush re-

plyes ;
the Mavis descant playes. i683CHALKHiLL Thealtna

ft Cl. 100 Sweet lays Wrought with such curious descant as

would raise Attention in a stone. 1762 CHURCHILL Poems,
Profh. Famine, The youth . . skill'd in rustic lays. Fast by
her side his am'rous descant plays. 1881 MACFARREN
Counterp. \. i Descant seems to have been the art of im-

provising a melodic accompaniment to a fixed song.

Jig, 1641 WITHER in R. Palmer Bk. of
'

Praise xxvii. 28

To this Concert when we sing Whistling winds your descants

bring. 1659 ROWBOTHAM Gate Lang. Unl. Pref. (1664)

Evij, The descant of meeter hath often corrupted the plain-

song of truth. 1865 F. G. LEE Direct. Angl. 116. no
Canticles (a descant of praise on the Lessons).

( b. Base descant, binding descant : see quots.
Double descant : double counterpoint. Plain des-

cant : plain or simple counterpoint. Obs.

1597 MORLEY Introd. Mils. 76 Two plainesong notes for

one in the descant . . is commonlie called binding descant.

Ibid. 86 Base descant . . is that kinde of descanting, where

your sight of taking and vsing your cordes must be vnder
the plainsong. Ibid. 105 Double descant . . is verie neere the

nature of a Canon, .which being sung after diners sortes, by
changing the partes, maketh diuers manners of harmonic.

2. The soprano or highest part of the score in

part-singing.
1569 J. SANFORD tr. Agrippa's Van. Artes 30 While the

children braie the Discante. 1609 DOULAND Ornithop.
?.

h

Composed for three voices descant, tenor, and bass.

3. gen. A warbled song, a melodious strain.

1576 GASCOIGNE Philomene 6 To heare the descant of the

Nightingale. 1615 WITHER Sheph. Hunt. i Juvenilia (1633)

393 The cage doth some birds good, And. .Will teach them
sweeter descants than the wood. 1742 GRAY Sonnet on
Death of West 3 The birds in vain their amorous descant

join. 1877 BRYANT Poems, Waiting by Gate ii, I hear the

wood-thrush piping one mellow descant more.

4. The art of singing or writing music in parts ;

musical composition, harmony ; also, a harmonized

composition.
1565-73 COOPER Thesaurus, Asymphonia, discord in des-

cant. 1579 LYLY Eufhues (Arb.) 93 If thou haddest learned

. . the first noat of Descant thou wouldest have kept thy
Sol. Fa. to thyselfe. 1597 MORLEY Introd. Mns. Annot.,
The word descant signifieth, in our toung the forme of set-

ting together of sundry voices or concords for producing of

harmony. . But in this signification it is seldome vsed. 1649

JF.R.
TAYLOR Gt. Exemp. i. iv. 42 The whole chorus joined

in descant and sang a hymn. 1674 T. CAMPION {title}, The
Art of Descant, or composing Musick in Parts. 1795 MASON
Ch. Mns. ii. zoo A descant of thirtie-eight proportions of

sondry kind. 1825 SOUTHEY Tale of Paraguay in. xxxix,
Into a descant of her own Hath blended all their notes.

1871 Q. Rev, No. 261. 158 The notion of playing two different

notes in successive harmony to one of longer duration, or

the art of descant, had not yet occurred to any one. 1882
ROCKSTRO in Grove Diet. Music III. 269 [Counterpoint] was
. . evolved by slow degrees, from Diaphonia, Discant, and
Organum.

DESCANT.

5. An instrumental prelude, consisting of varia-

tions on a given theme.

1644 MILTON Ednc., Exercise, While the skilful Organist

plies his grave and fancied descant in lofty Fugues. 1795
MASON Ch. Mus. i. &foot-n., By Discant, the Musicians of

Milton's time meant preluding on a given ground. 1813
SCOTT Rokeby v. xii, And then a low sad descant rung, As

prelude to the lay he sung. 1882 SHORTHOUSE y. Inglesant
II. 378 Mr. Inglesant being pressed to oblige the company,
played a descant upon a ground bass in the Italian manner.

fig. 1806-7 J. BERESFORD Miseries Hum. Life (1826) xvm.

204 That peculiar species of prelusive flourish, or descant,

with whicn Reviewers are accustomed to usher in the Per-

formance under immediate examination.

II. Transferred uses : often with distinct refer-

ence to the plainsong or ground, and in the phrases
run or sing descant.

t 6. Variation from that which is typical or

customary ;
an instance of this. Shift ofdescant ;

a change of ' tune
',

i.e. of argumentative position.

1563-87 FOXF. A, ft M. (1684) III. 621 Whereas you say,

they eat it spiritually, that is but a blind shift of descant.

1381 J. BELL Hadrian's Answ. Osar. 119 Osorius lacketh

not a shift of descante here, thinkyng thereby to craze the

force of veritie. 1633 P. FLETCHER Purple 1st. VIM. xliv. 117
Runnes nimble descant on the plainest vices. 1642 FULLER

Holy fy Prof. St. ill. xiii. 184 Running, Leaping, and Danc-

ing, the descants on the plain song of walking, a 1661

Worthies (1840) I. 224 Their [basket] making is daily im-

proved with much descant of art. 1712 ADUISON Spect. No.

543 F4 Providence has shewn ..Wisdom, .in the multiplicity

of Descants which it has made on every Original Species.

7. Varied comment on a theme, amplification of

a subject ;
a comment, criticism, observation, re-

mark ; f occas. censorious criticism, carping (a/is. ).

1594 SHAKS. Rich. Ill, in. vii. 49 On that ground He make
a holy Descant. 1599 NASHE Lenten StiyHltijl) 36 The
wantoner sort of them sing descant on their mistress's glove.

1630 BRATHWAIT Eng. Gentlein, (1641) 320 Let not calumny
runne descant on your tongue. 1639 FULLER Holy War 11.

xlvi. (1840) 114 Roger Hoveden's witty descant on the time.

1642 ROGERS Nataium 209 If thy Religion should cost thee

some disgrace, scorne and descant. 1654 H. L'ESTRANGE
Chas. 7(1655)7 It doth. .render King Charles obnoxious to

untoward and sinister descants, a 1677 BAKROW .SVrw.Wks.

1716 I. 29 Neither shall I make any descant or reflection

thereon. 1710 Moderation fy Loyalty of the Dissenters

Exempli/yd 3 Rendering Things worse than they were
by

Partiallity and Discant. 1784 COVVPER Task iv. 77 With

merry descants on a nation s woes. 1820 SHELLEY Let. to

Maria. Gisborne Poet. Wks. (1891) 373/1 There are themes

enough for many a bout Of thought-entangled descant.

b. A disquisition, dissertation, discourse.

1623 DONNE Serm. xvi. 162 The fathers have infinitely

delighted themselves in this Descant, the blessed effect of

holy teares. 1667 WATERHOusE/Vrc Loud. 177 O remember
the Prophetical descant of glorious King James. 1713
ADDISON Guardian No. 102 After this short descant on the

uncertainty of our English weather. 1791 PAINE Rights of
Man(ed. 4)46, I have now to follow Mr. liurke through, .a

sort of descant upon governments, 1841 D'ISRAELI Amen.
Lit. (1867) 196 He instructed the world by ethical descants.

III. 8. attrib. and Comb, desoant-olef, the

soprano or treble clef; descant-viol, the treble

viol, or violin, which plays the air or soprano part.

1728 NORTH Mem. ofMnsick (1846) 67 No wonder . . that

organs . . with the descant manner, at last entered the

churches.

Descant (deskse-nt), v. Also 6-9 dis- (6-7

dys-). [a. OF. deschanter, descanter, = Pr. des-

chantar, Sp. discantar, Pg. descantar, in med.L.

discanlare (ties-, de-), f. the sb. : see prec.]

1. Music, a. intr. To play or sing an air in

harmony with a fixed theme ; gen. to warble, sing

harmoniously ; also in phr. to descant it.

1538 [see DESCANTER]. 1597 MORLEV Mns. 76 In descant-

ing you must . . seeke true cordes. 1607 TOPSELL Serpents

(1653) 772 They will, .sing so sweetly, and withall descant it

so finely and tunably. 1611 COTCR. s.v. Contre, To. ._sing
the

Plainesong whereon another descants. 1879 PARRY in Grove
Diet. Mus. I. 670 This new mode of descanting. 1887 BOWEN
Virg. Eclogue vi. 8, I with a meadow reed upon sylvan
themes will descant.

t b. trans. To sing in
' descant

'

(words, etc.).

1538 STARKEY England \. iv. 134 The wordys [of Church

music] be so straunge and so dyuersely descantyd.

2. intr. To make remarks, comments, or observa-

tions ; to comment (on, upon, f of a text, theme,

etc.).
c 1510 MORE Pirns Wks. 15/1 The company of the court. .

descanted therof to his rebuke. 1571 GOLDING Calvin on Ps.

SON Greene in Cone. (1878) 160 Nor presumptuously descant

of the vnknowen proceedings of the almighty. 1624 CAPT.

SMITH Virginia I. 13 Many began strangely to discant of

those crosse beginnings. 1649 MILTON SaftkU, To descant

on the misfortunes of a Person fall'n from dignity is not com-

mendable. 1738 WAEBURTON Dh. Legal. I. Ded. 23 To
descant upon their very Hats and Habits. 1791 BOSWEI.L

Johnson 5 Aug. an. 1763, He used to descant critically on

the dishes which had been at table. 1850 KINCSLEY yl//.

Locke vi, He ran on descanting coarsely on beauties.

b. To discourse at large, enlarge (upon, on a

theme). Also with indirect pass.
a 1661 FULLER Worthies (1840) I. 68 The friar rather des-

canted than commented, a 1782 KAMICS in M. Donovan
Dtim. ROM. II. 73 The young champion .. discants upon
his address in catching the animal. 1791 Gouv. MORRIS
in Sparks Life 4- Writ. (1832) I. 353 Abbe Syeyes. .descants

with much self-sufficiency on government. 1836 Jolinsoinami



DESCANTER.

363 John -nil never arcustomed himself to descant on the

ingratitude of mankind. 1878 ( '!..U.SIONK t'l-iin. llmnero
It was the bard's duty to descant upon the freshest ana
HIM I imerestinR subjects.

f3. trans. To comment on, discourse about,
discuss ; occas. to criticize, carp at. Obs.

1617 I''. K. Ilist. Ethtt. //(i68o) 53 Where they might des-

cant llu-ir griefs. 1643 ROGERS Naainan 376 Such secrets as

these must be . . adored, not descanted, a 1649 DRUMM. op
HAWIH. Poems \V'ks. (1711) 31 Hut who can descant right

your grave aspects ?

f 4. intr. To work with intricate variation on ;

to fashion with artistic skill. Ol>s. rare.

n 1661 FULLER H'iJrMi{i84o) I. 397 Lace, costing nothing
save a little thread descanted on by art and industry. Ibid.

III. 90 The God of nature is pleased to descant on a plain
hollowncss with such wonderful contrivances.

Descanter (deskae-ntaj). [f. prec. + -ER '.]

1. One who sings or plays the ' descant '. Obs.

exc. Hist.

1538 STARKEY England I. iii. 80 Curyouse dcscanterys and

deuysarys of new songys. 1597 MOKJ.KY lutrod. Mas. 70
A Descanter. .[is] one that can extempore sing a part upon
a playne song. 1879 PARRY in Grove Diet, fifus.l. 671 De
Muris. .speaks with great bitterness of extempore descanlers.

2. One who holds forth or discourses.

1805 FOSTER Kss. iv. iv. 180 A dcscanter on the invisible

world who makes you think of a popish cathedral.

Descanting (di'skarntirj), vil. sl>. [f. as prec.
+ -ING!.] Tlic action of the vb. DESCANT: a.

singing in
' descant

'

; b. commenting, disquisi-

tion.

1538 STARKEY F.ngland\. iv. 137 Our Curyouse dyscantyng
andconteryng \printed canteryng] in Churchys. 1561 DAUS
tr. Bullinger OH Afoc. (1573) 12 A wonderfull descantyng
vpon letters. 1573 Bricff Disc. Troubles FraHckford{iv+(i)
206 The trollinge and descantinge off the Psalmes. 1680

BURNET Rochester iT.\ The descantings of fanciful men
upon them [the Scriptures]. 1851 GLADSTONE Glean. VI.
xxi. 14, I waive descanting on personal qualities.

Desca-nting, ///. a. [f.
as prec. +-INQ2.]

Commenting, criticizing : in quot. criticizing cen-

soriously, carping.
'594 J' DJCKENSON Arisbai (1878)28 To shield me from

the descanting verdites of such vnfriendly readers.

Descater, obs. form of DISSCATTER v.

Desceoe, -ces(s, obs. forms of DECEASE.

Desceit, desoeiue, obs. ff. DKCKIT, DECEIVE.

f Desce'nce, desce'nse. Obs. Forms : 4

dissence, 5 desoeiis, dysoens, 5-6 descense, 6

diaoenoe, 6-7 descence. [Two forms : ME.
descens, a. Or. descens masc., ad. L. dcscensus

descent, descending, f. descendfre; also ME. de-

scense, a. OF. descense fern., ad. late L. type dcscensa

(dfscesa), fern. sb. f. dcscensus, pa. pplc. of descen-

dfre, analogous to sbs. in -a/a, -ada, -{e : cf. It.

descesa. The spelling descence app. represents the

descent form : see DEFENCE.]
1. A going or coming down

;
DESCENT i .

IJ43 Recess. Doctr. in Formul. Faith 234 lesu Christ's

life, death, burial, and descense to hell. 1581-8 Hist.

Jaines yf (1804) 978 In his discence . . he come foment the

Colledge of Justice. 1600 ABP. ABBOT Exf. JonaJi 219 We
all do Bold the anicle of Christ's descense into Hell.

b. Extension downwards : cf. DESCEND f. 2.

1578 BANISTER Hist. Man I. 8 The descense of y Sagittal
Suture is not common either in man or woman.

2. concr. A downward slope ; a way down ;
=

DESCENT t, t b.

01440 Found. St. Bartkoloniflu's 40 From the highe
descense of heuynnes . . hedir 1 descende. 1618 BOI.TON

Florus n. vi. 108 The very jawes of the first descence from

the Alps into Italy.

8. fig. a. ? Dejection, depression of spirits.

1516 Pilgr. Per/: (W. de W. 1531) 166 b, In suche descense

it [the mynde] is moost apte to distraccyons & waueryng
fantasyes.

b. Bringing down or lowering in estimation ;

depreciation.
1560 HOLLAND Crt. Venus \. 287 That hir honour distres

thoilt nor ruine : Nor suffer it in na way haif discence.

4. a. Genealogical extraction ;
= DESCENT 7.

c 141} WYNTOUN Cron. ix. xxvi. 106 In lineale Descens fra

Sanct Margret. 1431-50 tr. Higtlen (Rolls) I. 281 Soe the

linealle descense of the prosapy or kynrede of Feramundus

genealogy.
b. Transmission by inheritance ;

= DESCENT 10.

c 1380 WYCLIE Sel. H'ks. II. 402 Dissence of heritage.

Descend (d/se'nd), v. Also 4 dessende, di-

send, dyssente, decend, 4-7 discend(e, 4-6

desoende, ,5-6 dyscend , (6 desend). fa. t.

and pple. descended ; 4-5 descend, 5 disoent,

6 disoend. [a. F. descciid-re (nth c. in Littre)

= Tr. deissendre, It. dcscendert, Sp. descender :-L.

descendlre, (. DE- I. i + scandlre to climb. In

early times often treated as if the prefix were DES-

(q.v.^ and the stem -(end, -send, -end, whence the

variant spellings in dis-, dys-, dc-."\

I. Intransitive senses.

* To move down or into a lower position.

1. To move or pass from a higher to a lower

position in space ;
lo come or go down, fall, sink.

235

(The general word, including all kinds of down-
ward motion, vertical or oblique ; the opposite of

ascend.)
n 1315 l'>nse Psalter xlviii. 18 (xlix. 17) His glorie ne shal

noujt descenden wyb hym. ri35 A. K. A I/it. I'. A. 626
As sonc as pay am borne bylyue 1 n be water of baptem bay
dyssente. a 1330 Roland 4- K. 131 pan decended a lijtneue,
I limn rifles fram be heuen blis. 1393 GOWER Con/. HI. 94
The moist droppes of the rein Descenden into middel erthe.

.1400 Lou/rone's Cirurg. 143 pal he may not discende

downward, c 1450 Mirour Saluacionn 505 A man some

lyme fro Jerusalem descendande. 1590 SIR J. SMYTH Ditc.

Weapons 35 b, Those furious Rebefls . . descended downe
their hil with suth a furie. i6ia J. HAYWARD tr. Biondi's

F.romena 193, I passed to the Nile descending on it at my
leasure to the sea. 1653 H. COGAN tr. I'into's Trav. xxiii.

86 The water rebounded up so high that when it came to

descend again it fell as small as dew. Ibid. Ixi. 251 The
two Priests descended from their Pulpits. 17*8 PEMBERTON
Newton's Philos. 194 The earth in moving round the sun

is continually descending toward it. 1790 W. WRIGHTE

Grotesque Archit. 7 The two wings, .are each descended to

by a flight of four steps. 18*3 F. CLISSOLD Ascent Ml.
Blanc 19 From the heights of the mountain . . immense
avalanches often descend. 1875 BRYCE Holy Rom. Emf.
iv. (ed. 5) 44 In the autumn of 799 Charles descended from
the Alps once more.

b. Jig. said of immaterial agents, influences, etc.

a 1300 Cursor M. 10884 (Cott.) And godds might in be [sal)

descend, f 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) ix. 36 Intill his awen
heued his wikkidness schall descend, la 1500 H'yftret(i8i&)

p. xiv, Ye say that the manhoode of Christe descended] into

eche part of euery boost. 1715 POPE Odyss. iv. 1012 And on

the suitors let thy wrath descend. 1806 J. FORBES Lelt.fr.
France 1 1. 400 The shades of evening began to descend.

1871 R. ELLIS Catullus \. 10 Sleep nor quiet upon my eyes
descended.

fC. To disembark, land from a vessel; to alight

from a horse, carriage, etc. Obs. (as a specific sense).

1477 CAXTON Jason 73 b, They ben in entencion for to

descende in colchos. (1489 |see DESCENDING vol. it. i].

1513 DOUGLAS JEneis vm. i. 22 To schaw..How Troianis

war discend in Lalium. 1548 HALL Chron. 176 b, They left

their horses, & discended to figlit on fote. icoo E. BLOUNT

ll.Conestaggio 263 Having viewed the Hand forlified on all

parts where he might descend.

d. Astron., etc. Of a heavenly body : (a] To
move towards the horizon, sink. (*) To move

southwards; see also DESCENDING///, a. 5.

c 1391 CHAUCER Astral, n. 1 12 Than fond I the[2) degree
of libra, .dessending on my west Orisonte. c 1500 Lancelot

972 The sone distending closil in Ihe vest. 1559 W. CUNNING-
HAM Cosmogr. Glasse 23 The signes in equall tymes do
ascend and descende. 1667 MILTON P. L. iv. 541 The selling

Sun Slowly descended. 1690 LEYBOURN Curs. Math. 832
Mars . . from ihe Northern limit . . toU . . is North descending.

1830 HOGG Floddfn Field, Sol with broadened orb descend-

ing Left fierce warriors still contending. l88a SHARPI.KSS

Astron. 21 Ifthese northern or circumpplar stars be watched
. .such as are to the west of the pole will descend.

t e. To descend into or within oneself': to betake

oneself to deep meditation or consideration. Obs .

I57 KNOX Hist. Re/. Wks. (1846) I. 338 To move the

hnrtis..of the trew servandis of God.. to discend within

DESCEND
a thing in general, descend unto particulars. 1797 BURKE
K.Xu. /'.,!,. iii. Wki. VIII. 380 Hut let tu descend to par.
titular*. it*] M.v Aft AY An., Matkiarrlli (i8s4) 32/1

Historians rarely descend to thc*e detaiU from which alone
the real state of a community can be collected.

6. To come down ideally, mentally, or morally ;

to condescend, itoop (to do something) ; usually in

bad sense, to stoop to something uiiwoithy.
'5S4-9 T. WAIERTOM in Sonfs 4 Ball. I'k. * Mary

(1860) 9 Hath made wronge ryghl, and from the truth

desendyd. 160* Rr. HALL Char. Virtues + I'. \. 54 If.,

he deyend to disport* of chance, his games shall never
make him., pale with feare. i6a6 in Kushw. Ilist. CM.
(1659) I. 225 He hath descended to make this Explanation.

1707 NORKIS Treat. Humility iii. 99 To tee men . . descend
to the meanest and unworthiest compliances. 175* JOHNSON
Rambler No. 208 r 3, I have seldom descended lo the aits

by which favour is obtained. 1813 BYRON detour xxxii.

Not oft tosmile descendeih he. \tiaBlacktv. Mar. XXVI.
509 Wordsworth, .descends to such babyisms 1853 LYNCH
Sil/.lmfrov. v. 129 A man should never descend to hi*

company, but he should condescend to it.

7. To go or come down, fall, or sink, in any scale.

1608 ii Bis HALL Medit. I, Vov>a ll. I 78 Winter comes
on softly, first by colde dewes. then hoare frosles untill at

last it descende to the hardest weather of all. a i6a<

FLETCHER False One v, ii, Thy glories now have louth'd

the highest point. And must descend.

b. Music. To proceed to a lower note ; to go
down the scale.

1597 MORLEY Introd. Mus. 81 It is vnpossible lo atcende

or descende in continuall deduction without a discord. 1674
PLAYKORD Skill Mus. in. 4 If the Notes descend a second.

1706 A. BEDFORD Temple Mus. ix. 176 A Tune, which con-

sulted of only Three Notes in Compass, Rising gradually in

the first Part, and descending, .in the Second. 1848 KiuriAi LI

First Bk. Piano 35 In the Major Scale the two semitones

retain their situations, both ascending and descending.

C. Math. Of series : To proceed from higher to

lower quantities or powers. See DIHCKNIMNG ///.
a. 3.

1876 E. BROOKS Pkilos. Arith. 347 The sum of the terms

of an infinite series descending equals the first term divided

by i minus the rate.

** To come down by generation or inheritance.

8. To be derived in the way of generation ; to

come of, spring from (an ancestor or ancestral

stock), a. simply to descend (front or of . Now
rare in active voice.

1375 HARBOUR Bruce i. 61 Ony male That were in lyne

ewyn descendand. c 1415 WYNTOUN Cron. \. xvii. 3 Fra

Sem discendand lynealy. 1509 FISHER Fun. Serm. Ctest

Richmond Wks. (1876) 290 They. . which descended of noble

lygnage. 1600 SHAKS. .-I. )'. /.. i. ii. 241 Thou should'st hauc

better pleas'd me with this deede, Hadst thou descended

from another house. 1780 JOHNSON L. /'., Congreve, William

Congreve descended from a family in Staffordshire. 1788
GIBBON Decl. $ F. (1846) IV. xli. 36 Although Theodatus
descended from a race of heroes.

b. Now nearly always in passive, lo In descended

(from, t of).
ijW CHAUCER Reeve's T. 64. 1399 Rolls ofParlt. III.

themselues, to know themselues and their nature. 1671

MILTON P. R. n. in The while her Son.. with holiest

meditations fed, Into himself descended, and at once All his

great work to come before him sel.

2. trans/. To have a downward extension, direc-

tion, or slope ; to slope or extend downwards.
c 1391 CHAUCER AstroL I. 5 4 A lyne

bat cometh dessend-

inge fro the ryng down to the netnercste bordure. c 1400

MAUNDEV. (i839)xxv. 259 It strecchethe toward the West

. .descendynge toward Ihe litille Armenye. 1600 J. PORY

Ir. Leo's Africa ll. 236 Their streetes either descend or

ascend, which is verie troublesome. 1684 R. H. School

Recreat. 120 The dash Lines.. are added only when the

Notes ascend above the Staff, or descend below it. 1798

H. SKRINE Tours Wales 155 With a gateway at each ex-

iremily, as ihe hill descends. 1894 Christian World 27 Sep.

712/1 To your right . . the fields descend from your feet lo

Ihe Chesil Beach.

jig. 167* CUDWORTH Intell. Sysl. 445 See, how the order

and chain of this government descends down by sleps and

degrees, from the Supreme God to the Earth and Men.

8. To come down with or as a hostile force ;
to

make an incursion or attack ; to fall violently upon.

(Cf. COME down g.)

C1430 LYDO. Bochas I. viii. (1544) ijb, Zisara. which was

discendid doun With a great hoost. 154* HALL Chrm. 221 b,

The kyng of England your master, is neither descended in

these paries of his owne fre mocion, nor yet of us requyred.

6oo E. BLOUNT tr. Conestagrio 188 That the Turke would?

descend upon his realme of Naples 1887 BOWEN I'irg.

.Kntid l. 527 Not upon Libya's hearths to descend with

sword and with fire.

1 4. fig. To submit, yield. Oh. rare.

f 1330 R. BRUNNE Ckron. (1810) 134 In pes with }ow to

lyue, & at jour conseil descend. Ibid. 270 To what manere

of pesbe parties wille descend.

5. To proceed \\n discourse or writing"! to some-

thing subsequent in time or order, or (ftp.) from

generals to particulars.
1340 Ayciib. 113 Erban ich decendi to be uirtues bcl

byeb
tontrarics lo be zeue zennes. < 1380 WYCUF Set. Wks. III.

513 To discende doun in specialte, fful mane articlis. .ben

openly conlrarie lobe
apostlis

rculc. 1576 FLEMING I'tiutifl.

Descend we unto Edward the VI his pious Raigne. 1657

J. SMITH Myst. RHet. Ab, Whereby we having spoken of

423/1, I Henry of Lancastre . . am disendit by right lyne
of the Blode comyng from the gude lord Kyng Henry
therde. c 1470 HARDING Chron. (Lansd. MS. 200 fol. i) So

lynyall of his generacioun, ?e bene discent. si}DoUGLAS
jfneis ill. ii. 54 O je dour pepill discend from Dardanus.

1581 PETTIE Cuaizo's Civ. Coxa. n. (1586) 82 b, Sayd to bee

descended of Gentlemen. 1616 SURKL. & MARKII. Country

(ed. 2) HI. 357 Such other collateral relations as were de-

scended from the person who first acquired it.

O. fig. To be derived, originate. (Const, as in

a and b.)
i 1400 Afol. Loll. 21 Contumacy descendend of swilk

crime. 1645 N. STONE Emkir. Fartif. Sill would be vain

to write ihe Elymologies of each word, much lesse lho*e

descended of the Greeke. a I7a6 COLLIER Agst. Despair
(J.V Despair descends from a mean original ; the offspring

of fear, laziness, and impatience.

t d. trans. To trace down ;lineage). Obs. ran.

iS7 J- JONES Bathes of Bath, Whose Genealogie . . may
lineally be descended to your Honour.

9. tntr. Of property, privileges, etc. : To come-

down by way of inheritance ; to pass to an heir.

1486 Bk. St.Alban's, Her. C viij b, Bot the possessionis &
the patrimonyes descendid to other men. t$ia Act 4 Hen.

I'll/, c. 13 The premisses wilh ther appurtenaunces de-

cended unto John last Duke of Norff. 1*31 COUGK Coifs

Arrows iii. J 93. 353 The Crowne and Kingdomc by jusi

and unquestionable title descended on her. tttrj DUCHESS
OP NEWCASTLE Life Dk. N. (1886) 138 A good estate in Ow

west, which afterwards descended upjn my Lord. i

HALE Pref. Rolle's Abridfem, ^ Lands in Fee-simple di>

cend to Ihe Uncle and not immediately to the Father. 1818

CRUISE Digest (ed. 2) II. 445 The defendant . pleaded . .

that the said reversion descended.

b. trattsf. Of personal qualities, etc. : To pass

by heredity ;
to be transmitted to offspring.

1548 HALL Ckron. 226 Of a certayne privie canker engen-

dered in the hartes of Iheir forefathers . and after by lyneall

succession descended into Ihe slomackes of their nephew t..

1713 STEELE Englishman No. 28. 182 The eternal Mark of

having had a wicked Ancestor descends lo his Posterity.

1843 LEVKR 7. IIMon iv. (1878)
20 Our principles may come

from our fathers; our prejudices certainly descend from the

female branch.

II. Transitive senses. [Not in L. ; both in t r.
;

1 1O. (causal.) To cause to descend ;
to bring or

send down. Obs.

1483 CAXTON Cold. Ltf. ai/l Assoylle the synnars whan
30 2



DESCEND.
thou descendest into helle them of thy partye. 1509 HAWES
rast. Picas, xxvn. xxi, I shew my power in every sundry

wyse, Some to descende and on some to aryse. 1627-77
FELTHAM Resolves i. xiii. 22 As steps that descend us

towards our Graues. 1677 HALE Print. Orig. Matt. in. iv.

267 The Seminal Tincture of the Herb . . being again de-

scended by Dews or Rain upon the . . Earth.

fig' '598 EARCKLEY Felic. Man in. (1603) 265 Christ . . de-

scended himselfe of the greatest nobilitie that ever was in

this world.

tb. Old Chem. To distil 'by descent'; see

DESCENT i d. Obs.

1471 RIPLEY Comp. Alch. Ep. in Ashm. (1652) 115 First

Calcine, and after that Putrefye, Dyssolve, Dystill, Sublyme,
Descende, and Fyxe,
11. To go or come down (a hill, wall, flight of

steps, etc.) j to pass downwards over, along, or

through (a space).
1607 TOPSELL Foitr-f. Beasts (1658) 49 Descending the lists

of a second combate. 1632 J. HAYWAHD tr. Biondts Ero-
mena 122 With a ladder of cords . . speedily descended the
walls. 1667 MILTON P. L. xn. 606 They both descend the
Hill. 1799 COLEBROOKE in Life (1873) 437 Laden on canoes
and small boats, to descend the Mahanadi. 1807 HUTTON
Course Math. II. 151 To find the space descended by a body
in 7 seconds. 1891 E. PEACOCK A^. Brendan I. 221 The two
women descended the steps.

t Desce'nd, sb. Obs. rare. In 6 dyssende.

[f. prec. vb.] A descent ;
a downward slope.

1519 Presentm. Juries in Snrtees Misc. (1890) 31 All

wattersewers and the dyssendis |?er off. . be dykid.

Descendable : var. of DESCENDIBLE.

Descendance, -ence (d&e-ndans). Now rare.

[a. F. descendance (i3th c. in Littre), f. descend-re

to DESCEND: in earlier use often spelt -ence as in

med.L. descendentia : see -ANCE, -ENCE.]
1. The action or fact of descending or springing

from a particular ancestor or origin ;
= DE-

SCENT 7.

1599 MINSHEU Sp. Gram. 12 Etymologic . . this searching
out of originall and descendence of words. 1630 BRATHWAIT
Eng. Gentlem. Ep. Ded., Lineall descendence. 1875 N.
Amer. Rev. CXX. 238 With Mr. Darwin's Theory of De-
scendence. 1885 H. KENDALL in i<)tk Cent., The fact that

Jesus Christ had descendance from King David. 1891
Black. Mag. CL. 712/2 A descendance that is not lineal

either of mind or spirit.

2. concr. Descendants. (App. a corruption : cf.

DESCENDANT B. i, quot. 1023, and ACCIDENCE.)
(Sir T. Elyot has inkabitance=in/iabitants.)
1x661 FULLER Worthies m. (1662) 60 In some descend-

ance from the Duke of Norfolk, in the Stanhops and the
Arundels.

t Desce'ndancy, -eiicy. Obs. [f. as prec.
+ -ANCY. Also spelt -ency after med.L. descen-

dentia^\ a. The condition or quality of being de-

scended, b. A stage in lineal descent, a generation ;

DESCENT 9. c.*= DESCENDANCE.
1601 R. JOHNSON Kingd. $ Comm-w. (1603) 257 The unfor-

tunate successes hapned in his proper descendencie. 1630
Ibid. 251 Placentia was not granted absolutely to the house
of Farnesi but only to the fourth descendencie, after which
it returnes againe to the King of Spaine. a 1641 BP. MOUN-
TAGU Acts

<jr
Mon. (1642) 86 From Father to Son, in a con-

tinued descendency. x66i MORGAN Sph. Gentry n. i. 6 To
distinguish the degree of decendency. 1790 W. COMBE Devil
on Two Sticks (ifa-j) I. 78 Their descendancy from the com-
mon mother, Eve.

Descendant, -out (d/se*ndant), a. and sb.

Also 6 discendant. [a. F. descendant (i3th c. in

Littre), pr. pple. of desccndre to DESCEND, used as

adj. and sb. Also spelt -ent after L. dcscendent-em :

see -ANT, -ENT.

Johnson gives Descendant sb., Descendent
adj.,

and re-

marks *

It seems to be established that the substantive should
derive the termination from the French, and the adjective
from the Latin '. In the sb. sense i, and the related sense 2
of the adj. -ant is now always used ; in the other senses of
both, -ent is perhaps preferable, but these are either obsolete
or so rarely used as to make the distinction one of little

practical moment.]
A. adj.

1. ///.Descending; coming or going down. rare.

1644 DIGBV Nat. Bodies i. (1645) 99 Theaire. .makethone
descendent body together with the dish. 1658 R. WHITE
tr. Digby^s Powd. Symp. (1660) 59 The ascending water
becoming more heavy then the descendant on the other side.

1691 RAY Creation (J.), This descendent juice is that which
principally nourishes both fruit and plant. 1839 BAILEY
Fcstus (1848) 59/2 The descendent city of the skies.

fb. Astron. (Cf. DESCENDS, i d.) Obs.

1594 BLUNDEVIL Exerc. in. i. xi. (ed. 7) 296 The Descen-
dent [Signs] are these, Cancer, Leo, [etc]. 1631 WIDDOWES
Nat. Philos. 14 The Ascendant [node] is higher where ( . .

doth come nearest unto us. The descendant, when the ( is

removing from us. 1690 LEVBOURN Curs. Math. 818 The
Descendent Node of the Moon.

C. Her. Descending towards the base of the
shield.

1578 BossEWELL^(?7/wmii.42 Their tayles. . descendante,
percussed, and contercoloured.

2. Descending or originating from an ancestor ;

alsoy?^. (See DESCEND v. 8.)
1594 PARSONS Confer. Success, n. viii. 184 Of the right

discendant line of K. John, a 1641 Bp. MOUNTAGU Acts fy

Mon. (1642) 26 His Son . . descendent and extracted from
his loines. 1725 POPE Odyssey n. 313 Were not wise sons
descendent (ea. 1758 descendant] of the wise. 1857 RUSKIN
Pol. Econ. Art \\. (1868) 112 The best and greatest of de-
scendant souls.
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1. One who * descends
'

or is descended from an

ancestor (see DESCEND v. 8) ; issue, offspring { in

any degree near or remote) : a. of persons.
1600 E. BLOUNT tr. Conestaggio 8<; All the descendents of

Beatrice. 16x3 in Rushw. Hist. Coll. (1659) I- 86 Thcir

Servants, Children, and Descendens. a 17*9 S. CLARKE
On the Evidences Prop. 14 (R.J Abraham's descendents ac-

cording to the flesh. 1794 SOUTHEY Poems, Retrospect^ The
last descendant of his race. 1871 MORLEY Voltaire (1886)

54 A descendant of the conquering Franks. 1875 POSTE
Gaius 265 From the rules of caducity ascendants and
descendants of the testator to the third degree were ex-

cepted.
b. of animals and plants.

1866 DARWIN Orig. Spec* Hist. Sk. 13 The existing forms

of life are the descendants by true generation of pre-existing
forms. 1867 H. SPENCER Princ. Biol. II, vi. 431 The descen-

dants of a wheat plant . . will have become numerous.

c. fig. and transf.
1869 FARRAR^VIW. Sfeech\\. (1873) 74 The Gothic language

is absolutely dead . . it has left no direct descendants. 1871
A. R. WALLACE Nat. Select, viii. 295 Are not improved Steam
Engines or Clocks the lineal descendants of some existing
Steam Engine or Clock ? 1894 Chr. World 23 Aug. 629/2
The descendants of the Puritans the Nonconformists of

to-day.

f 2. Astron. The part of the heavens which at any
moment is descending below the horizon (opposite
to the ASCENDANT). Obs.

1690 LEYBOUKN Curs. Math. 385 The Descendant, or Angle
of the West, or the Cuspis of the Seventh House.

f 3. Typogr. A letter that descends below the

line ;
= DESCENDERS b. (Cf. ASCENDANT B. 7.)

1676 MOXON Print Lett. 6 Descendents are those that

stand lower than the Foot-line : such as are^,A q^y.

Descended (d/se-nded), ///. a, [f. DESCEND
v. + -ED l.J Derived, sprung from a person or stock.

Usually as pa. pple. (see DESCEND v. 8 b) ;
used as

adj. only in combination.

1640 SIR E. DERING Carmelite (1641.) 46 Your Troy-dis-
cended Romanes. 1665 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (1677) 2

A well descended Gentleman.

Descendental (dfsende-ntal), a. nonce-wd.

[f. L. descendent-emt pr. pple. ot descendere to

DESCEND + -AL : after transcendental^ That de-

scends to matter of fact
; naturalistic, realistic.

1850 WHIPPLE Ess. fy Rev. II. 342 Square, lover of Plato
and Molly Seg^rim, with his brain full of transcendental

morality, and his heart full of descendental appetites. 1860

J. YOUNG Prov. Reason 54 Since the days of Locke . . the

philosophy of England has been only descendental. 1863
Reader 1 . 376/3 Mr. Mill belongs to what has been variously
named the Empirical . . Sensational, or Descendental School
of Philosophy.
Hence Deacende'ntalism, -1st (nonce-ivds.').

1831 CARLYLE Sari. Res. i. x, With all this Descendental-

ism, he combines a Transcendentalism no less superlative.
i88a WHIPPLE in Harper's Mag: LXV. 579 He belonged to

the respectable race of descendentalists, and was evidently
puzzled to understand how a transcendentalist could acquire
property.

t Desce'nder '. Law. Obs. Also 6 decendre,
6-7 diaoender. [a. F. desccndret pres. inf. used

subst. : cf. attainder
i remainder', cf. -EB *.] De-

scent ; title of descent.

1485 Act i Hen. K/7, c. i Subjects having cause of Action

by Formedon in the descender, or else in the remainder.

1513 FITZHERB. Sitrv. 13 To sue his pleynt in y nature of
theTcynges writ of formdowne in decendre at the commen
lawe. [1590 SWINBURNE Treat. Testaments 94 If the issue

do recover the same in formdon in the discent.] 1598
KITCHIN Courts Leet (1675) 250 Formedon in Discender

lyeth where the Donee in Tail or free Marriage aliens that

Land so given. 1768 BLACKSTONE Ov;. III. 192 The heir

in tail shall have this writ of formedon in the descender, to

recover these lands, so given in tail, against him who is then
the actual tenant of the freehold.

Descender 2
(d&e'ndw). [f. DESCEND v. +

EB 1
.] One who or that which descends.

1667 DENHAM Direct. Paint, iv, ix. 3 Horrors and Anguish
of Descenders there, May teach thee how to paint Descenders
here. 1855 GROTE Greece n. xcvi. XII. 507 An altar erected

in honour of Demetrius Katabates or the Descender. 1863
MURPHY Comm. Gen. xiii. loThis river [Jordan] may well

be called the Descender.

b. Typogr. A letter or character that descends

below the line ; cf. DESCENDING ppl. a. 2 b.

1883 Are we to read backwards ? 39 The modern Arabic

figures uniform in linage [are] more legible than the 'old

style
'

figures, with their many ascenders and descenders.

Descendibi'lity. rare. [f. next + -ITT.] The

property of being descendible.

1765 BLACKSTONE Comm. I. 200 He must necessarily take
the crown . . with all it's inherent properties ; the first and

principal of which was it's descendibihty.

Descendible, -able (d/se-ndib'l, -ab'l), a.

[In 1 6th z. descendable, a. GV . descendable \ subseq.
conformed to L. analogies, as in ascendibilis from

1. That descends or may descend to an heir;

capable of being transmitted by inheritance.

1495 Act it Hen. VI1^ c. 49 The Lordshippes . . [shall be]
descendable and discend to the heires att Commen Lawe.
1574 tr. Littleton's Tenures n6a, Wher tenements bee dy-
scendable to the yonger sonne after the custome of borough
Englishe. i6za CALLIS Stat. Sewers (1647) I9 I ^ tne sott had
attained this Freedom by the death of his father, as a thing
descendible. 1765 BLACKSTONE Comm. I. 404 Which title is

..usually descendible to the issue male. 1822 W.TAYLOR in

DESCENSION.

Monthly Mag. LIII. 103, I make their whole property de-
scendable only to the first-begotten son. 1868 Sat. Rev.
17 Oct. 521 The Derwentwater earldom was only descendible
to heirs male.

f 2. Having the property of descending or moving
downwards. Obs. rare.
1622 CALLIS Stat. Servers (1824) 164 He may make a trench

in his own grounds to let the water run downwards, and to
descend upon his neighbour's grounds, for water is an ele-

ment descendiblejure naturae.

3. Capable of being descended
;
down which one

may go. rare.

1730-6 BAILEY (folio\ Descendable, which may descend or
be descended, or gone down. 1755 JOHNSON, Descendible,
such as may be descended ; such as may admit of a passage
downwards. 1863 Sat. Re^>. 418 Descendible by zigzag
Indian paths, traversing the face of the rocky walls.

Descending (drse-ndin), vbl. sb.
[f.

DESCEND
V. + -I2TG 1

.]

1. The action of the verb DESCEND (q.v.); descent,

going down.
c 1489 CAXTON Blatichardyn. xviii. 56 At the descendyng

of theyr enemyes to lande. 1572 J. JONKS Bathes of Bath
Pref. 2 Some with . . Descendings, Ascendings the partes
wasted, etc. 1638 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (ed. 2)146 A preci-

pice, downe which is no descending. 1690 LOCKE Govt. i.

xi. (Rtldg.) 1 19 The descending and conveyance down of
Adam's, .dominion to posterity. i8oa SOUTHEY Poems

%
Ode

Astron.) All Ether laugh'd with thy descending.

f2. concr. A downward slope, declivity, descent.

1490 CAXTON Eneydos Iv. 152 Atte the descendynge of the
hille. 1585 J. B. tr. Virefs Sch. Beastes B iij, The first de-

scending, .is. .croked and with many turninges.

t b. Extension downwards. Obs.

1627 CAPT. SMITH Seaman s Gram. x. 50 The height or
eleuation. .should answer the descending or depth.

Descending (d/se-ndin\ ppl. a.
[f.

DESCEND
v. + -ING 2

.]
That descends.

1. lit. Moving downwards, coming down.
a 1700 DRYDEN (J.), He cleft his head with one descending

blow. 1799 CoLEBROOKEin.yfc(i873)423 The resin exudes
from the descending sap. 1858 LARDNER Hand bk. Nat*
Phil. 215 The descending column, .falls, .in a closed cistern.

2. transf. Directed or extending downwards ;

esp. in Anat.j Bot.> etc., as descending aorta, colon,

axis, ovule
t
etc. (opp. to ASCENDING///, a. 3).

1737 BRACKEN Farriery Impr. (1756) I. 92 The ascending
or descending Trunk of the Aorta. 1810 SOUTHEY Kehatna
xvr. viii, Descending steps, which in the living stone Were
hewn. 1869 OLIVER Indian Bot. 1. 1. 15 The root being the

descending^ the stem the ascending portion of the axis.

b. Typogr. Applied to letters that have a tail

or stem extending below the line. (Cf. ASCENDING

ppl. a. i b.)
1676 MOXON Print Lett. 6 The Bottom-line is the line that

bounds the bottom of the Descending Letters. 1889 T.
MACK.ELLAR Amer. Printer 61 There are .. descending
letters in both Roman and Italic.

c. Her. = DESCENDANT a. i c ; esp. having the

head turned toward the base of the shield.

3. fig. Proceeding to what is lower in position or

value, or later in order (cf. DESCEND v. 5) ; in Math.
of series : Proceeding from higher to lower quanti-
ties or powers ; thus 8, 4, a, i, , etc. is a descend-

ing series in geometrical progression.
1642 JER. TAYLOR Episc. (1647) 41 Schisms and Heresies

. . should multiply in descending ages. 1816 tr. Lacroi*?s

Diff, fy Int. Calculus 234 If we wished to have a descending
series with respect to -r, we must give the proposed differ-

ential the form [etc.]. 1822 SHELLEY Hellas 350 To stem the

torrent of descending time. 1874 MORLEY Compromise (1886)
28 The establishment .. of an ascending and descending
order among the facts.

4. Falling in pitch, stress, or other physical quality.
Descending rhythm, a rhythm composed of feet in which

the accented syllable is followed by the unaccented as in

the trochee, dactyle, etc. Descending diphthong= falling
DIPHTHONG q. v.

5. Descending node (Astron.) : that node of a

planet's orbit at which it passes from north to south

of the ecliptic.
i696WHiSTON Th.Earth\\. (1722) 188 Its descending Node

was then also in.. due Position. 1727-51 CHAMBERS Cycl. t

Descending latitude
i
is the latitude of a planet in its return

from the nodes to the equator. 1755 B. MARTIN Mag. Arts
fySc. n.vii. 159 The Descending Node, marked thusS- '868
LOCKYER Hea-vens (ed. 3) 170.

Hence Descc'ncling-ly adv.

1614 SYLVESTER Du Bartas^ Bet/tulips Rescue iv. 368
Two twinkling Sp&rks, Two sprightfull Jetty eyes . ,'Twixt
these two Suns, down from this liberal front, Descendingly
ascends a pretty Mount. 1882 PROCTOR in Knowledge 24
Mar. 449 The Feast of Tabernacles was . . ruled by the

passage of the sun over the equator descendingly.

Descens(e : see DESCENCE.
Desceusiou (d&e'nfan). Now rare. Forms :

4-6 descen-, discen-, dyscen-, -cio(u)n, -cyo(u)n,
-sioun, -syon, (6 decension), 6-7 descention,

(7 desention), 6- descension. [a. OF. descen-

sion (i4th c. in Godef.), ad. L. deseensidn-em going
down, n. of action from descendttre to DESCEND.]
1. The action of descending ; going or coming
down, descent (lit. and _/#;). Now rare.

a 1420 HOCCLEVE De Reg. Princ. 31 For she knewe no lower

descensioun, Save onely dethe. 1526 Pilgr. Pcrf. (W. de W.
1531) 261 The blessed descensyon of his soule to Limbo.

1549 COVERDALE Erasm. Par. Eph. iv. 10 The descencion is

before, and the ascencion after. 1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. IV^ H.

ii. 193 From a god to a bull? a heavy descension ! It was



DESCENSIONAL.
I . .1 . 1616 K. C.M.I I -ill /'./i.'. <//,!,;,;.-, 'I i ,!

sccnsiun of the holy Ghost vpon the Apostles. 1651 PEYTON
Catastr. lie. Stuarts (1731) 16 This Bishop maintained
Christ's personal Dcsccnsion into Hell. 1657 AUSTKN />////
Trttt i. 101 As a Tree increaseth by ascension of sap, so it

would decrease by its dcscension. 1881 KAYMOMI Mining
Gloss., Dtsctniion-theory, the theory that the material in
veins entered from above.

tb. cotur. The alleged term for a flight of
' vvoodwiiles

'

(woodpeckers). Obs.
a nip in Caxton Hon, Shtpt ty G. etc. (iSaa) 30 A disccn-

cion of wodewalis.

1 2. Descent from an ancestor ; lineage. Oh.
1447 BOKENIIAM Scyntyt (Roxb.) 45 For more cler undur-

stonuynge Of this cencalogyal descencyoun. 15^3 LD.
HKRNERS Praia. I. Ixtv. 86 htailing,1\a duke dyed without
heyrc, wherby the dyscencion fell.

t 8. A falling in dignity or importance ; a coming
down from dignity or high station ; condeicension.
1609 MIDOLETON Shirlty Ambaa. Wks. 1886 VIII. 31^

Whatsoever it dishonourable hath a base dcsccnlion, and
sinks beneath hell. 1641 StR E. DKRING A/, on Kilig. 108
Wherefore is this descension from a Parliament to a People?
1692 R. L'ESTRANGB yostfhus' Antiq. yili. iii. (1733)215X0
treat them with Courtesy and Descension.

1 4. Old Chem. = DESCENT I d. Obs.

1393 GOWER Conf. II. 86 Forth with the congelation, Sola-
cion, discention. 1559 MORWVMG Evottj/m. Pref.. The oyl
Capnistrum. .that is destilled by descention. i6ia WOODALL
Surg . Mate Wks. ( 1 653) 270 Descension is when the essential

juyce dissolved from the matter to be distilled, is subducted
and doth descend. 1657 in Phyt. Diet.

f5. Astron. The setting, or descent below the

horizon, of a celestial body. Right deseension,

oblique descension of a celestial body : the degree
of the celestial equator, reckoned from the first

point of Aries, which sets with it in a right, or

oblique, sphere. Obs, (Cf. ASCENSION 3.)
1551 KECORDE Cast. Knmol. (1556) 200 In the Righte Sphere

. .the descensions or settinges vnder the Horizont are equall
with the Ascensions. 1594 BLUNDEVIL Extr;. in. i. xxix.

(ed. 7) 337, 1 will proceed to the ascention and descention of
the starres, both right, meane, and oblique. 1658 SIR T.
BROWNE Hj/Jriat. v, Our longest sun sets at right descen-
sions. 1716 tr. Gregory's Astron. I. nt, There will be no
rising or setting at all by the diurnal Motion, and therefore no
Ascension or Descension in this Sphere. 18760. F. CHAMBERS
Astron. 012 Ascension, oblique . . the converse word is 'de-
scension , but it is obsolete.

1 8. Astral. The part of the zodiac in which a

planet was supposed to have least influence (opp.
to exaltation}. Obs.
c 1391 CHAUCER Astral, n. f 4 That he [the lord of the

ascendant] be nat in his descencioun, ne ioigned with no
planete in his discencioun. 15 .. 'Almatiakjfor the Year
1386 ', a On be 7 syne fro be exaltacion of euerilk a planyte,
in like degre es made his descensyon.

Desce'nsional, a. rare. [f. prec. + -AT..] Of
or pertaining to descension.

1717-51 CHAMBERS Cycl., Descensiotuil difference, is the
difference between the right and oblique descension of the
same star, or point of the heavens, etc. 1840 HERSCHEL

tt._(i857) 137 There must be constantly in action.. a dis-

censional force
producing subaqueous

currents. 1883 Nature
XXVII. 177 The ascensional and descensional movements
of the atmosphere.

Descensive (dfte-nsiv), a. [f. L. descent-, ppl.
stem of descendfre : see -IVK.]
1. Having the quality of descending (Jit. andyf,f.) ;

characterized by downward movement or tendency ;

the opposite of ascensive.
1611 COTGR., Descensoire, descensiue, descending. 1658

MANTON Exp. Jude 3 There is in man a natural desire to do
his posterity good : love is defensive. 1811 W. TAYLOR in

Monthly Mag, XXXI. 425 Either from ascensive or descen-
sive opinion. 188* OWEN in LottgtH. Mag. I. 68 The mam-
mals who fallow next after Bimana in the descensive series

of mammalian orders.

2. Gram. Diminishing the force; cf. ASCEN-
SIVE 2.

1854 EI.LTCOTT Ep. Gat. 39 Kai has also what may be termed
a descensive force.

t Desce'nsory, sb. Old Chem. Also 6 dec-,
disc-, [ad. OF. desccnsoire,-oir, med.L. type i/fsfen-

sorium, f. ilfsfensorius adj. : see next.

<Cf. M'huyle du mcsme bois destillc par ce que les alche-

mistes appellent descensoir' of 1555 in Godefroy.)]
A vessel or retort used for distillation

'

by de-

scent
'

: see DESCENT i d.
c 1386 CHAUCER Can. Yeom. Prol. <l T. 239 Sondry vessels

maad of erbc and glas Oure vrinals and oure descensories.

1584 R. SCOT Discor. Witckcr, xiv. i. 205 Also their lamps
their urinalles. discensories, sublimatones, alcmbicks, viols,

crpslets, cucurbits, stillatories, and their ibrnace of calcin-

ation. 1594 PLAT Ckem. Contl. 31 Some commend the dis-

tillation . . that is performed by a descensorie. 1678 R.

K[i ^SELL] Gt^er n. l. iv. xii. 112 A chymical Desccnsory.

I Desce'usory, a. Old Chem. [ad. L. des-

censori-tts, (. dcsceiu-, ppl. stem of descendfre to

DESCEND : see -DRY.] Relating to, or of the nature

of, distillation by descent.

1678 R. RtussELL] Gtbtr v. iv. 275 The Descensory Fur-
nace is made as before described. 1684 tr. Bontt's Merc.

Comfit, v. 146 The specifick properties of Liquors perish in

descensory distillation.

Descent (d/se-nt). Also 5 flessouto. 5-6 dis-

sent, 5-7 disoent, 6 disconte. [a. F. descend

(1304 in Hatzf.), formed from descendre after

altente, vente, etc. from atlenJre, vendre, etc., the

etymological form being DEICENCE, -ENSE.]
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1. The action of descending ;
a going or coming

down
;
downward motion (of any kind).

1590 SIR J. SMYTH Disc. Weapons 28 In their discents and
fall. 1606 SHAKS. Tr. 4 Cr. v. ii. 175 Not the dreadful!

spout . . Shall dizxie with more clamour Neptunes care In hi*
distent. 1659 J'KAiLSONO-*/(i839) 319 It is to be observed,
that the descent into hell was nut in the ancient creeds or
rules of faith. 1608 K ILL Exain. Th. Earth (1714) 163 The
crcat resistance they met with in their descent through the
Air. 1866 G. MACDONALD Ann, Q, Ntigkb. vii. (1878) 135,
I do not think the descent to Avernus is always easy.
b- fix- (of an immaterial agent or influence).
c 1374 CHACCER Troylus \. 319 Lest fully the descente Of

scorne fille on himself. 1875 JOWKTT Plato <pA. 2) 1. 159 The
descent of a great storm may make the pilot helpless.

C. Corresp. to trans, sense of the verb (DESCEND v. i
ij.

1611 CORYAT Crttiiitift So The descent of the mountame
I found more wearysome. .then the ascent. 1748 F. SMITH
Voy. Disc. N.-W. Past: I. 95 The Sides high Marble Clifts,
not difficult of Descent. Mod. A new descent of the SchrorT-

spitze has been effected.

f d. Old Chem. A method of distillation : see

quot. 1727. Obs.

1655 CULPEPPER Rivtrius vi. L 133 The Oyl is made of
Box cut in sinal pieces, and then Distilled by descent, in

two Vessels. 17*7-51 CHAMBERS Cvcl. s.v. Distillation, Dis-
tillation by descent is where the fire b applied on the top,
and all around the vessel, whose orifice is at the bottom ;

and, consequently, the vapour not being able to rise up-
wards, it U forced to precipitate, and distil down to toe
bottom.

6. Her. In descent: said of an animal represented
as leaping or flying downwards.
17*7-51 CHAMBERS Cycl. 17*7 BAILEY vol. II. s.v., A lion

in descent.

t. Dynamics. The downward motion of a body
under the influence of terrestrial

gravity.
1700 J. CRAIG in Phifot. Trans. Abridg. IV. 543 (title\

The Curve of Quickest Descent. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed*. Kersey',
Descent t>/heavy Bodies (in Pkifos.) is the tendency of them
to the Center of the Earth. 17*7-51 CHAMBERS Cycl., s v.,

Laws of the descent of bodies . . Line of swiftest Descent*
is that which a body falling by the action of gravity, de-
scribes in the shortest time ; which is proved by geometri-
cians to be the cycloid.

2. concr. A downward slope, a declivity.
1591 SPENSER V'irgits Gnat 77 Spread themselves farre

abroad through each descent, 1611 BIBLE Luke xix. 37 At
the descent of the mount of OHues. 1726 LEONI Albtrti's
Archit. I. 10/2 If it stands upon a Descent 1887 BOWKN
I'irg. sEncid\\. i8a Massive ash-trees roll from the moun-
tains down the descent.

b. A means of descending; a way, passage, or

flight of steps leading downwards.
Descent into the Ditch {Mil.) : see quot. 1803.

1614 MASSING ER Very Woman iv. ii, Fitting his chamber
With trapdoors and descents. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey*,
Descent into the Moat or Ditch. 1734 tr. Rollin sAnc. Hist.

(1837) 1 1. 111.144 Descents by steps to the river. 1745 POCOCKE
Descr, East II. n. 73 There were about fourty three degrees
of seats, and eleven descents down from the top . . those
descents are made by dividing each seat into two steps. 1803
JAMES Milit. Drct.(iBio) s.v., Descents into the Ditch (tics-

i cults dans lefoss\ cuts and excavations made by means of

saps in the counterscarp beneath the covert way [i. e. to
enable the besiegers to cross the ditch}. 1887 RUSKIN
Prseterita II. 199 The rampart walk, unbroken except by
descents and ascents at the gates.

to. That to which one descends; the lowest

part. Ohs. (n0nce~use.)
1605 SHAKS. Lear \. Hi. 137 From th' extremest vpward of

thy head, To the dUcent and dust below thy foote.

3. A sudden hostile invasion or attack, esp. from
the sea, or from high ground : cf. DESCEND v. 3.
1600 E. HLOUST tr. Conestaggio 194 Some small peeces of

artillery, to hinder their descent. 1697 DRYDEN I'irg.

Georg. n. 710 He hears, but hears from far, Of Tumults,
and Descents, and distant War. 1698 T. FROCER I'oy. 26 It

was determin'd to make a Descent upon the Country, to

take the King prisoner. 1816 SCOTT Old Mart. Introd.,

Argyle was threatening a descent upon Scotland. 1874
GREEN Short Hist. vii. J 8. 430 A daring descent of the

English forces upon Cadiz.

4. Jig. A coming down to a lower stale or con-

dition ; fall, decline, sinking ; progress downwards
to that which is lower or subordinate.

1667 MILTON /'. L. ix. 163 Oh, foul descent ! that I, who
erst contended With gods to sit the highest, am now con-

straind Into a Beast, and mixt with bestial slime. 11704
LOCKE (J.*, Observing such gradual and gentle descents

downwards, in those parts of the creation that are beneath

men. 1889 Sftctator 26 Oct. 540 Since the descent to house-

hold suffrage.

b. A stage or step downward in any scale ; a

degree below. ? Obs.

1589 GREENE M,-fiafhcx (Arb.) 43 Her birth was by manic

degrees greater than mine, and my woorth by mante discerns

lesse than hers. 1667 MILTON P. /,. vui. 410 Infinite de-

scents Beneath what other Creatures are to thee. 17*8
YOUNG Lffvt Faint i. (1757) 84 With what a decent pride he
throws his eyes Above the man by three descents less wise?

5. With reference to physical qualities: A fall,

lowering (of the pitch of sound, temperature, etc.).

1581 Mi' i,CASTER Positions x. (1887) 58 Their perorations,
and closinges, with a discent, and fall of the voice. 1836
MACGILLIVRAV tr. Hvtnbotdfs Trent. L 34 The proximity of
a sand-bank is indicated by a rapid descent of the tempera-
ture of the sea at its surface. Mod. A sudden descent ofan
octave in the melody.

6. ffl- The action of proceeding in sequence,
discourse, or argument, to what is subsequent ;

subsequent part or course ; succession. Obs. b. The
action of descending from generals to particulars.

DESCENT.

o. Logic. An inference from a projtosition contain-

ing a higher to one containing a lower term.
164* JEM. TAYLOR A//JC. (1647) 3; What aUo the faiih of

Christendom* was concerning the Mini-ler , f confirmation
. . I shall make evident in the descent of this discourse.

1655-^0 STAMLY Hist, rkilo*. (1701)73/1 These five.Thmk*.
Anaximander, Aruuimenes, Anaxagora*, Archelaiu, by con-
tinul Descent succeeding one another, coropleat the fonick
Sect.

7. The fact of '

descending
'
or being descended

from an ancestor or ancestral stock ; lineage.
c 1330 R. BRUNNE Ckrtm. (1810) 349 JHs ilk bre Urom,

borgh descent of blode, Haf right & resons to ^e corotine.

1393 GOWEK Conf. III. 330 Which rightfutl heire was by
descent 1 1430 LYDO. l/ert, Skefie, * G. 9 in /V/. Ret. $ L.
Poem* ( i 866) 1 5 Cryste whiche lynall y dour* came Be duwnt
conveyed the pcdegrewc Frome the patryarke Abrahame.
i$y> PALSCR. ait/i Descent of \yr>*ft,deuent<. i&fiMirr.
Mag. t Fall R. Tresilian v, By discent a gentleman. 1634
W. TIRWHYT tr. Balzac's Lett. 133, 1 would draw his descent
from Hector, or Achilles. 17*8 Yot NG L0t>* frame HI. (1757)
104 A Welch descent, which well-pud heralds damn ; Or,
longer still, a Dutchman's epigram. 1830 YIOWELL An.
MX, Ch. xiii. (1847) MI A chieftain of imperial descent.

1856 FROUDB Hist. Eng. (1858) I. ii. 107 The descent in the
female tine was not formally denied.

b. transf. of animals and plants ; in Biol. ex-

tended to origination of species (
* EVOLUTION 6 c).

1638 SIR T. HERBERT Trap. (ed. a) 193 Many Camel I*

abound here . . The Dromodarie and it are of one descent,
but varie according to the Countrie. 1859 DARWIM Orig.
Site. (1871) 317 On the theory of descent with modification.

1871 (tif/r-), 1*he Descent of Man and Selection in relation
to Sex. x88* VINES Sat As' Bot. 776 Descent determines the

specific character of the growth. 1884 J. FISKE Evolutionist
xiv. 366 The researches . . into the palaeontology of the horse
have established beyond question the descent of the genus
equus from a five-toed mammal not larger than a pig, and
somewhat resembling a tapir.
attrih. 1871 DARWIN Desc. Man xi. 368 In accordance

with the descent-theory, we may infer that [etc.).

G.J!g. Derivation or origination from a parti-
cular source.

ci$y Retnediee>/Lou*(R.\ Ransake yet we would.. Of

1803 Med. Jrni. IX. 108 Its visitation . . in the present year,
is deducible from a similar descent.

f 8. a. A line of descent, lineage, race, stock.
c 1330 R. BRUNNE Ckron. fiSiol 306 Elizabeth be gent, fair

lady was sche, Tuo sons of per descent, tuo doubters ladies
fre. 1605 VERSTECAN Dec. intell. iii. (1638) 63 ( >f whose de-
scents are since issued the greatest Princes at this present
in Germanic. 1618 CHAPMAN Hesiod i. 228 Then form'd our
Father Jove a Third Descent, Whose Age was Brazen.

fb. A descendant (lit. and fig. ) ; also, descen-

dants collectively, offspring, issue. Obs.

1475 Gk. Noblesse (1860) 33 The noble actys of the seyd
erics ofAngewwyth her lynealledessentys. 1601 HOLLAND
I'liny I. 67 Augusta of the Taurines, an ancient descent
from the Ligurians. 1615 CHAPMAN Odyss. vi. 33 She went

Up to the chamber, where the fair descent Of great Alcinous

slept. 1667 MILTON /'. L. x. 970 Our decent . .Which must
be born to certain woe, devouru By Death at last.

9. A stage in the line of descent ; n generation.
1513 MORE in Grafton Chron. 11568) II. 8og Which house

..enjoyed the same (crown] three di&centcs. 1593 BILSON
Gorf. Christ's Ch. 7 Euen twclue descents after the flood.

1673 RAY Journ. Low C. 308 Such as can prove their

Gentility for three or four Descents. 1765-9 BLACKSTONK
Comfft. (1793) 352 After a breach of the succevsion that con-

tinued for three descents. 1818 HALLAM Mid. Ages (1873)
II. 67 A lineal succession of four descents without the least

opposition.

10. Law. The passing of
property (in England

only of real property) to the heir or heirs without

disposition by will ; transmission by inheritance.
c 1330 R. BRCNNECAnm. (1810)343 To haf be schcld borgh

heritage descent, c 1460 FORTESCUB Abs. Lim. Mon, ut,
The grete lordis of be londe, by reason off nev DUaentcs
flTallyng vnto ham, by reason also off mariages, Purchasses,
and

oper titles, schal often tymcs growe to DC gretter than

thay be now. 15*3 FITZHERB. Surv. Prol., Than if the
owner make a true pee degre or conueyaunce by dixcente
or by purchace vnto the said landcs. i6a8 COKE On Lift.

13 b, Discent significth when lands do by right of blood fall

unto any after the death of hisanccstors. i8i8CRt'tSE Digest
(ed. a) I. 303 That fines should be paid upon admittance, as
well upon alienation as descent. 1858 l.i>. ST. LEONARDS
HondyJik. rrof. Low xxiii. 177 No real property .. can

pass otherwise than by grant by deed . . or by descent or

devise, whereas mere personal property will pass by delivery
from hand to hand.

tb. Descent cost", transmission by inheritance

actually effected (with special reference to its bear-

ing on an outstanding adverse claim) ; cf. CAST v.

36. Obs.

\a 16*6 BACOM Max. 4 Uses Com. Law i. (16361 3 If I make
a feoffment in fee, upon condition that the feoffee shall in-

fcoffc over, and the feoffee be disseised, and a discent (he)

cast) a 1845 STEPHENS Comment. Laws Etift. (1868) III.

518 An Act was passed in the year 1833 (3 & 4 Will. IV. c a?)

containing, .the provisions, .that no descent cast or discon-

tinuance happening after 3ist Dec. 1833, should toll or
defeat any right of entry or action for the recovery of land.

C. transf. and Jig. Transmission of a title, dig-

nity, personal quality, etc, to heirs or to offspring.
1413 Pilgr. Stm'U iv. vii. (Caxton 1483) 61 The synne of

Adam hath atteyned to men by . . descent of kyndely hcry-

tage. c 1611 CHAPMAN Iliad, it. 156 His incorrupted sceptre
. .his sceptre of descent, a 1704 LOCKK < J.\ If the agree*
mcnt and consent of men first gave a sceptre into any one's

hand, that also roust direct its descent and conveyance.



DESCENTIVE.

t DeSCe'Jltive, Obs. rare. In 6 disc-, [f.

prec. + -IVE.] Descending ;
= DESCENSIVE.

1599 NASHE Lenten Stiijfc 7 The notable immunities, fran-

chises, priuileges she is endowed with . . by the discentiuc

line of Kings from the Conquest.

Desceptation, obs. var. of DISOKPTAHON.

t Desce'rcle, Obs. rare. [a. OF. des-, decer-

cler, f. des-, d{- (DE- I. 6) + cerde circle, hoop.
The mod. repr. would be decircle.'] trans. To

deprive of its circle or circles.

To descercle a helm : cf. CIRCLE sb. 10 b.

1485 CAXTON Ckas. Gt. 102 Holland . . araught maradas

vpon his helme, that he descerkled and departed it.

Descern, Desces, -ceise, Deseharge, De-
scide, Desoipher, Descition, obs. ff. DISCERN

(DECKBN), DECEASE, DISCHARGE, DECIDE, DE-
CIPHER, DECISION.

1644 PRYNNE & WALKER Fiennes' Trial 118 Thesupreame
Councell of the Realme to whose descition it belongeth.

t Desci'de, v. Obs. rare. [f. L. dc-scindSre or

dl-scindcre to divide, or dis-cldere to cut in pieces.]
To cut, indent. ,

1657 TOMLINSON Renou's Disp. 324 Its leafs are variously
descided and serrated in their circuit.

Descl- : see DISCL-.

Descloizite (dekloi-zsit). Min. [named from

Descloizeaux, a French mineralogist.] A vanadate

of lead and zinc, an orthorhombic mineral, of olive-

green colour, occurring in small crystals on a sili-

cious and ferruginous gangue from South America

(Dana).
Desconfite, -ure, obs. ff. DISCOMFIT, -UBE.

Descrial (dftkrai-al). [f. DESCRY z.l + -AL

II. 5.] Discovery of something obscure or distant.

1605 Answ. Discov. Rom. Doctr. i The strange Discriall of

this great Discouerer.

Describabrlity. [f.
next : see -ITY.] Capa-

bility of being described.
a 1866 J. GROTE Exam. Utilit. Philos. ii. (1870) 38 A defi-

niteness or describability as to happiness.

Describable (dz'skrai-bab'l), a.
[f.

DESCRIBE
v. + -ABLE.] Capable of or admitting description.
1802 PALEY Nat. Theol. ix. (R.), Keill has reckoned up, in

the human body, four hundred and fourty-six muscles, dis-

sectible and describable. 1877 LADY BRASSEY Voy. Sunbeam
XV. (1878) 269 Another shade, only describable by the term
molten lava colour.

Descri'bble, v. nonce-wd.
[f.

scribble after de-

scribe^ trans. To scribble an account of.

1794 Miss GUNNING Packet IV. 275, 1 can, as you find,
describble Richard and Sarah Adams ; but . . to describe
would be absolute presumption.

Describe (d/skrai'b), v. Also 6-7 desorybe,
discrybe, 8 discribe. [ad. I,, describ-ere to copy
off, transcribe, write down, write off, sketch off in

writing or painting, mark off, etc., f. DE- I. 2 +
scrlblre to write. Preceded in ME. use by descrive

(through OF.), of which describe may be considered

as an assimilation to the orig. L. form. The spell-

ing dis- arose from confusion with words having the

prefix Jes-, dis- : see DES-.]
fl. To write down, set forth in writing or in

written words
;
to transcribe, copy out. Ol>s.

igz6 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 233 So Peter Bercharius
in his dictionary describeth it. 1607 TOPSELL Serpents (1653)

625 Whose verses I will here describe \yersesfollffiu], 1649
JER. TAYLOR Gt. Exemp. Exhort. 12 Christ our Lawgiver
hath described all his Father's will in Sanctions and Signa-
tures of laws.

f b. To write down in a register ; to enrol. Obs.

1535 COVERDALE i Chron. iv. 41 These that are now de-

scrybed by name. 1614 RALEIGH Hist. World II. IV. v. 6.

L-i8 He was indeed gone into ./Egypt . . describing a royall
Army. (11667 JER. TAYLOR Wks. (1835) I. 262 (Cent. Diet.)
His name was described in the book of life.

t c. To write down as one's opinion ; to declare,
state. Obs. rare.

1771 FLETCHER Checks Wks. 1795 II. 300 Is it modest to
describe ecathedra, that the dead Ephesians . . could not
work for life ?

2. To set forth in words, written or spoken, by
reference to qualities, recognizable features, or cha-

racteristic marks; to give a detailed or graphic
account of. (The ordinary current sense.)
1513 BRADSHAW St. Werturge i. 203 As auncyent Cronycles

descryben it full playne. 1538 STARKEY England n. i. 144
Hys perfayt state . . of vs before descrybyd. 1697 DRYDEN
Virg. Gcorg. IV. 220 Describe we next the Nature of the
Bees. 1727 SWIFT Gulliver n. viii. 173 Discribing the rest
of his household-stuff. 1833 LAMB Elia Ser. n. Wedding,
I am ill at describing female apparel. 1874 MORLEY Com-
promise (1886) 38 He was described for us . . by a master
hand.

b. with complement.
1594 HOOKKR Eccl. Pol. I. iii. (1611) 7 The institution

thereof is described as being established. 1600 E. BLOUNT
tr. Conestaggio 314 That the Hand was no lesse fortified

then had beene described unto them. 1818 CRUISE Digest
(ed. 2) V. 71 Glanville describes a fine to be an accommoda-
tion ofa . . suit. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) IV. 23 Pleasures
as well as opinions may be described as good or bad.

3. To set forth in delineation or pictorial repre-
sentation

;
to represent, picture, portray ; in quot.
Obs. or arch.

1526 TINDALE Gal. iii. i To whom Jesus Christ was de-
scribed before the eyes. 1535 COVERDALE Ezek. iv. i Take

238

a tyle . . and descrybe vpon the cite off Jerusalem. 1600

J. PORY tr. Leo's Africa n. 149 Then describe they certaine

signesupon the hands and forehead. 1620 E. BLOUNT Horse
Subsec. 352 A Gladiatore . . admirably described in Marble.

1665 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (1677) 362 Accept the preceed-

ing Map . . This describing India on the other side Ganges.
177-4 J- BRYANT Mytltol. II. 123 We find the Sun to be de-

scribed under the appearance of a bright star.

fb. Of things: To represent or stand for pic-

torially. Obs.

1643 VICARS Looking-glass Malign. 13 The picture of a
man in a tub . . to describe a Roundhead. 1703 MOXON
Mech. Exerc. 317 These twelve Divisions are to describe

the twelve Hours of the Day. 1793 SMEATON Edystone L.

121 A second model . . to describe the external form.

4. To delineate, mark out the form or shape of,

trace the outline of (a geometrical figure, etc.) : a.

said of personal agents.
1552 HULOET, Describe, circnwscribo. 1559 W. CUNNING-

HAM Cosmogr. Glasse 122 Describe the like arck from B to A.

1570 BILLINGSLEY Euclid i. i. 8 A triangle . . set or described

vpon a line. 1669 DRYDEN Tyrannic Love iv. i, With chalk
I first describe a circle here. 1703 MOXON Mech. Exerc. 126

To measure and describe the Ground-plot. 1831 BREWSTER
Optics i. 15 Describe arches of circles.

to. said of things.
1559 W. CUNNINGHAM Cosmogr. Glasse 55 A lyne, moved

. . can but describe a plat forme . . And a plat forme moved

. . describeth a Body. 1570^6 LAMBARDE Peramb. Kent
(1826) 239 It beginneth to divide it selfe two waies, and to

describe the He of Thanet. 1821 CRAIG Lect. Drawing i. 7

Representing objects by lines which describe their contours
or dimensions.

5. To form or trace by motion ; to pass or travel

over (a certain course or distance).
1559W. CUNNINGHAM Cosmogr. Glasse 34The most northely

circle which the Sonne describeth. 1662 HOBBES Seven Probl.

Wks. 1845 VII. 10 The arches are the spaces which these

two motions describe. 1713 BERKELEY Hylas $ Phil. \.

Wks. 1871 I. 281 A body that describes a mile in an hour.

1869 PHILLIPS Vesuv. ix. 252 They describe parabolic curves.

1869 TYNDALL Notes Lect. Light 29 The white-hot particles
of carbon in a flame describe fines of light.

6. To mark off or distribute into parts ;
to map

or parcel out. rare.

1535 COVERDALE Josh, xviii. 6 Descrybe ye the londe in

seuen partes [so 1611 and R.V. ; WYCLIF, discryue].

f to. To apportion, assign under limits. [So in

Lat.] Obs, rare.

1531 ELYOT Gov. i. ii, I wyll therfore kepe my penne
within the space that is discribed to me.

^[7. = DESCRY t/.
1 Cf. DESCBIVE v and the

converse confusion in DESCRY .
a

1574 RICH Merc. $ Soldier H viij, Venus was first de-

scribed, sittynge in her Waggon. 1592 GREENE Titllies Lave

(1609) G, As soone as she had discribed him, and for cer-

tainty knew that it was he, yonder quoth she comes that

oddemanof Rome. 1620 SHELTON (?r. IV. xxii. 185 Over-

night we described this Wharf. 1667 MILTON P. L. iv. 567,
I describ'd his way Bent all on speed, and markt his Aerie
Gate. 1781 GIBBON Decl. $ F. xlvii. (1792) VIII. 312 The
smallest olemish has not been described by. .jealous, .eyes.

Hence Described ppl. a.

1552 HULOET, Described, circumscriptus. 1703 MOXON
Mech. Exerc. 196 Their described width. 1865 TYLOR Early
Hist. Man. iv. 64 In the described position of the three
relations of speech.

Describee (d/skra^br). [f.
DESCRIBE v. r

-EE.] One to whom a thing is described.

1830 DISRAELI in Home Letters (1885) 50 Description is

always a bore, both to the describer and to the describee.

1885 Punch 23 May 243/2 Describee is a happy specimen
of a whole series of words much required in our language.

Descri-beless, a. nonce-wd. [f. DESCRIBE v.

+ -LESS.] Incapable of description, indescribable.
a 1850 W. THOM in D. Jerroltfs Shilling Mag.> Come,

though no verdure on your describeless and ruined limbs.

Describent (d/skrsi'benf), a, and sb. [ad. L.

descrlbenteni) pr. pple. vi descrlhere to DESCRIBE.]
A. adj.

'

Describing, marking out by its motion*

(Ash 1775). B. sb. Geom. A point, line, or sur-

face, producing by its motion a line, surface, or

solid ; a generatrix.
1704 in J. HARRIS Lex. Techn.

Describer (d&krai-bai). [f.
DESCRIBE v. +

-ER i.] One who describes, or gives a description.
1550 BALE Apol. 18 (R.) The descrybers of y* primatiue

church, Egesippus and Eusebius. 1603 KNOLLES Hist.

Turks (1638) 2 Pomponius Mela the describer of the world.

17*7 DE FOE Syst. Magic \. ii. (1840) 47 Our wise describers

of the magic of the ancients. 1878 BAYNE Purit. Rev. v.

160 The historical describer has always to regret that he
must show events not. .simultaneously, .but in succession.

Describing (d&krai-bin), vbl. sb.
[f.

DE-
SCRIBE V.+-ING i.] The action of the vb. DESCRIBE ;

description.
1559 W. CUNNINGHAM Cosmogr. Glasse 120 By the makinge

and describyng of this onely Mappe. 1581 SIDNEY Apol.
Poetrie (Arb.) 22 Their passionate describing of passions.

1817 COBBETT Taking Leave g Greater powers ofdescribing.

Describing, ///. a.
[f.

as prec. + -mo 2.]

That describes ; descriptive.
1581 SIDNEY Apol. Poetrie (Arb.) 29 The right describing

note to know a Poet by. 1599 THYNNE Attimadv. (1865) 66
This describinge defimtione.

Descrier (d&kzgtai). Also 7 descryer. [f.

DESCRY z/.l ; -ER. 1

] One who descries, or dis-

covers.

1599-1623 MINSHEU Span. Diet. A Descrier, Descubridor.

1614 T. ADAMS Devil's Banquet 58 Foxes . . if they bee

DESCRIPTION.
scene stealing the Grapes, fall a biting their descryers by
the shinnes. 1647 CRASHAW Poems 120 The glad descryer
shall not miss To taste the nectar of a kiss From Venus'

lips.

Descri'pt, ///. #. [ad. L. descript-us, pa.

pple. of describere to DESCRIBE.] Described.
Also t a. Properly arranged (

= L. descriptus} (but

perh., in quot. 1665, for L. discriptus divided,

apportioned), b. Inscribed, engraved, chased (not
a L. sense). B. as sb. (see quot. 1731).
1665 J. WEBB Stone-Heng (1725) 219 They commixt set

Forms, and descript Orders in one and the same Temple.
1731 BAILEY vol. II, Descripts (with Botanic Writers), such

plants as are described. 1775 ASH, Descript', described. 1820
SOUTHEY Wesley II. 260 Sectarians of every kind, descript
and non-descript. 1863 P. S. WORSLEY Poems <$ TransI. 8

Two huge valves, embossed with graven gold . . and descript
with all Which earth and heaven. . Foster in wave or field.

Description (d/skri-pjan). Also 4-6 de-

discryp-, discrip-, -cion, -cioun, -cyon,

-cyounj -tyon, -tyowne, -sion, etc. [a. F. de-

scription, in OF. also -cripcion, -crition, -crision,

ad. L. description-em, n. of action from describere

(ppl. stem descript-} to DESCRIBE. (See there as

to the spelling dis-.}] The action of describing ;

the result or product of this action.

tl. The action of writing down; inscription.
Obs. rare.

1480 CAXTON Chron. Eng. ccxxv. 231 Vnder the descrip-
cion and writing of the name of Englond and of Fraunce.

f b. Writing down in a register, enrolment.
c 1380 WYCLIF Sel. Wks. I. 316 Syryne. .bigan to make J>is

discripcion. 1609 BIBLE (Douay) 2 Sam. xxiv. o Joab gave
the number of the description of the people to the king.

2. The action of setting forth in word's by men-

tioning recognizable features or characteristic

marks
;
verbal representation or portraiture.

c 1380 WYCLIF Last Ageof Chirche 26 pis also [he] schewijj

openly hi discripcioun of tyme. 1387 TREVISA Higdcn
I. 29 (Matz.) With descripcloun of pe lasse world. 1447
BOKENHAM i0W&f (Roxb.l J3 If the crafth of descrypcyoun
1 cowde as weel forge . . As cowde Bpyce. 1559 W. CUN-
NINGHAM Cosmogr. Glasse 6 Geographic is the . . discriptioOn
of the face, and picture of th' earth. 1606 SHAKS. Ant. $ Cl.

ii. ii. 203 For her owne person, It beggerd all discription.
1806 WoLCOTT(P. Pindar) TVif&tWkl. 1812 V. 335 Descrip-
tion on your pencil waits. 1845 M. PATTISON Ess. (1889) I.

2 Writers . . gifted with strong imaginations, are masters of

description.

b. (with //.) A statement which describes, sets

forth, or portrays ;
a graphic or detailed account

of a person, thing, scene, etc.

1340 HAHPOLE Pr. Consc. 8875 Yhit wille I imagyn . . Ffor

to gyf it a descripcion. c 1470 HENRY Wallace ix. 1911
Thai send . . The discriptioune Off him tane thar. 1553 T.
WILSON RJiet. 95 A description or an evident declaration of

a thyng as though we sawe it even now doen. 1676 RAY
Corr. (1848) 122 Clusius . . had . . better descriptions of them

[species of birds]. 1794 SULLIVAN View Nat. II. 186 Poly-
bius . . takes notice of Vesuvius, in his description of Italy.

1834 MEDWIN Angler in Wales II. 108 An old man answer-

ing the description of Humphrey. 1878 MORLEY Carlyte
Crit. Misc. Ser. i. 198 The more correct description of what
has happened.

c. Logic. (See quots.)
1628 T. SPENCER Logick 193 A description is a sentence

which setteth out a thing, even by other arguments. 1751

JOHNSON Rambler No. 143 F 3 Descriptions, .are definitions

of a more lax and fanciful kind. 1843 MILL Logic^
\. viii.

5 The second kind of imperfect definition, in which the

name of a class is defined by . . attributes which are not

included in its connotation . . has been termed Description.

3. The combination of qualities or features that

marks out or serves to describe a particular class.

Hence, b. A sort, species, kind, or variety, capable
of being so described.

\c 1391 CHAUCER Astrol. i. 21 Shapen in maner. .of a lop
webbe aftur the olde descripcioun. 1535 COVERDALE Ezek-
xliii. ii The commynge in, the goinge out, all the maner and

descripcion therof.] 1596 SHAKS. Merck. V. HI. ii. 303 Pay
him sixe thousand. .Before a friend of this description Shall

lose a h^ire. 1864 D. G. MITCHELL Sev. Star. 306 The
man must be a roue of the worst description.

b. 1781 T. GILBERT Relief Poor 6 That all Descrip-
tions of poor Persons should be sent thither. 1785 PALEY
Pol. Philos. (ed. 8.) I. 303 The invitation, or voluntary
admission, of impure thoughts . . falls within the same de-

scription. 1844 MRS. HOUSTON Yacht l
r
oy. Texas II. 278

The Volante. .is a description ofvehicle, peculiar, .to Cuba.

j* 4. Pictorial representation ;
a picture, painting.

Obs. rare.
1620 E. BLOUNT Horz Subsec. 366 The high Altar is set

out by Michael Angeloes curious description of the day of

ludgement. a 1646 J. GREGORY Posthwna 257 (T.) The

description is. -of the earth and water both together, and it

is done by circles.

5. Geom. a. The 'describing' of a geometrical

figure : see DESCRIBE -v. 4 ? Obs.

1655-60 STANLEY Hist. Philos. (1701) 9/1 Whence may be

deduced the description of a Rectangle Triangle in a Circle.

1751 CHAMBERS Cycl.* Description^ in geometry.

b. Tracing out or passing over a certain course

or distance.

1706 W. JONES Syn. Palmar. Mathescos 294 The Times.,
of Description shall be as the Square Roots of the Altitudes

. .of the Cones. 1728 PEMBERTON Newton's Philos. 91 The
time taken up in the description of the arch EF. 1858
HERSCHEL A strati. 490 Equable description of areas is

itself the ssential criterion of a continual direction of the

acting force towards the centre.



DESCRIPTIVE.

Hence Descri-ptionate a.
t characterized by de-

scription, descriptive. DeEcri-ptioniBt, one who
professes to give a description. Descri'ptiouless
a., without or beyond description.
1593 NASHE Cftrisfs T. (1613) 16^ SuUble descriptionate

politu res. 1817 /-'..v,miitier 211/2 A mere connoisseur and
rlc-.cription.st. 1838 /''reiser*s Mag. XVII. -ji These loco-
motive descriptionists. .and thirty mile an hour travelling

penmen. 185* Ibid. XLVI. 454 That broiling and dusty,
but beautiful and quite descriptionless road.

Descriptive (d/skri-ptiv), . [ad. (late) L.

Ater^MftHM containing a description, f. de$cript- t

l. stem of dcscribtre : see-lVK.pp .

Having the quality or function of describing;
serving to describe; characterized by description.
i75 JOHNSON Rambler No. 94 Pi The sound of some

emphatical and descriptive words. 18*0 HAZLITT Ltd.
Dram. Lit. 141 They are lyrical and descriptive poets of
the first order. 188* A. W. WARD Dickens i. 18 A de-

scriptive power that seemed to lose sight of nothing. Mod.
A handbook of Descriptive Anatomy.

b. const, of.

1794 SULLIVAN I'iew Nat. II. 176 Circumstances descrip-
tive of similar connections. 1876 HUXLEY Phytiogr. 71A name sufficiently descriptive of its construction.

Hence Desert- ptively cufv., Descri-ptiveness.
1796 MORSR Amer. Gear. I. 183 The Allegany. .has ten

descriptively called the back bone of the United States.

'834 {A Ret*. L. 296 Represented with, .lively and attractive

descriptiveness. 1870 SPUHGEON Trtas. Dav. Ps. i. i The
term '

stood
'

descriptively represents their obstinacy.

t Descri'ptory, a. Obs. [f, descript~> ppl.
stem of L. dfscribjrt : see -OBY.] nrec.

1586 A. DAY Rn%. Secretary \. (1625) 23 Epistles meerely
Descriptorie. Ibid. 24 A letter Descnptorie, wherein is

particularly described an ancient Citie.

Descrive, v. Obs. exc. Sc. Forms: 3-9
desorive, 3-5 disoreve, 4-5 dyscreve, 4 de-
scryfe, 5-6 dyscryve, discryve, -ive, desoryve.
[a. OF. descriv-re (i3th c.\ later descrire, full

stem descriv- (mod.F. d&rire, dtcriv-'} - Pr. des-

criure, Cat. descriMcr
t
It. descrivere \-~L. dcscribtre.

In the course of the i6th c. gradually superseded
(exc. in Sc.) by the latinized form DESCRIBE.
Dfscrwe was in ME. reduced to descrie ( DESCRY v."*\ and

thus confused in form, and sometimes in sense with DESCRY
?'. 1 Hence tffscrn'e also occurs as a form of the latter.)

1. To write down, inscribe ; to write out, tran-

scribe.

1381 WVCLIF fsa. xlix. 16 Lo ! in myn hondis I haue dis-

criued thee. 14. . Circumcision In Tundale"s Vis. 90 Thys
name which may not be dyscreved. c 1450 LYDG. Compl.

\

Lmwrts Life xxviii, To discryve and write at the fulle The
woful compleynt. 1483 CAXTOM Gold. Leg. 284/1 Mathewe
and Luke descryue not the generacion of Marye but of

Joseph.
b. To write down in a register, enrol

; cf. Vulg.
Luke ii. i ut describeretur universus orbis.

1197 [see DESCRIVING rM. sJ>.]. 138* WVCLIF Num. xi. 26
There dwelten forsothe in the tentis two men. .for and the!
weren discryued [Vulg. descriptifucrant \ 1611 and they
were of them that were written]. Luke ii. r That al the
world schulde be discryued. 1460 FORTKSCUK Abs. ff

Lfrn. Man, xvi. (1714) 120 Theyr secund Emperor, com-
aundyd al the World to be discrivyd [v.r. (1885) 149 dis-

cribed.J

2. = DESCRIBE v. a.

a iaS Attcr. R. 10 pus seint lame descriueS religiun & j

ordre. .1380 WYCLIF Serm. Sel. Wks. II. 318 pel ben J>es
;

bat Ysay discryveb bat bei seien good is yvel. c 1400 Rom.
Rose 865, I wot not what of hit nose I shal descryve ; So
faire hath no womman alyve. 155* ABP. HAMILTON Cateck.

(1884) 45 It is expedient to descrive quha is ane heretyk.
1671 True Non-conf. 134 Which we finde descrived in the \

Scriptures of the New Testament. 1785 BURNS To W.
Simpson xvi, Let me fair Nature's face descrive. 1858 M.
PORTEOUS *Souter Johnny' 15 Hamely chiels .. Wha
Tammy's haunts can weel descrive.
absot. 1393 GOWER Con/. III. 120 So as these olde wise

men Descrive.

3. a. To represent pictorially or by delineation ;

also absol. b. To draw geometrically (figures,

etc.). C. To trace out or pass over (a definite

course). Cf. DESCRIBE v. 3-6.
c 1391 CHAUCER Astral, i. 17 The plate vnder thi Riet is

descnued with 3 [principal] cerclis. 1393 LANGI,. P. PL C.
xxi. 214 Ho coupe kyndeliche with colour discriue, Yf alle

be worlde were whit. 1398 TRKVISA Karth. De P. R. vui.
XL (1495) 317 Epiciclis is a lytyll cercle that a planete dis-

cryueth. 1565-73 COOPF.H Thesaurus* Abacus, .a counting
table such as. .Astronomers descriue their figures in.

d. To map out, set forth the boundaries of.

(But also often including the general sense a.)

1387 TKKVISA Higdtn (Rolls) I. 7 pat in stories meteb and
discryuep all be worlde wyde. 1480 CAXTON Dtscr. Brit.
20 Kyng william conquerour made alle these, .shires to be
descreued and inoten. 1536 BELLENDF.N Cron. Scot. (1821)
I. p. xlvi, We will discrive the samin [the His] in maner and
forme as followis,

IF 4. -DESCRY v.* [Cf. etymol. note above.]
c 1340 Cursor M. 6544 (Fairf.) For to discriue [v. r. to se]

baire cursed dede. 1377 LANCL. /'. PI, B. xx. 03 penne
melte his man..ar heraudes of armes hadden descreued
lordes. c 1440 Gesta Rom. \xiii. 84 (Harl. MS.) No man
cowde discryve wheber of hem shuld be Emperour. 1551
ROBINSON tr. More's Utof>. (Arb.) 50 Also flyinge he shoulde
be discriued by the roundyng of his heade.

Hence Descri'ved///. a.

f 1449 PECOCK Repr. u. xvii, 248 Bi the now discriued and

tau;t maner. Ibid. 408 The. .bifore descryued tymes.

239

t Descri'ving, vbl. sb. Obs.
[f. prec. -r -iso

'.]

Describing; description.
1*97 R. CLOI-C. (1714) 60 pi* August . . let make a descriu-

yng, pat y mad nas neuer er. 1384 WVCLIF l.nkt ii. 3 This
firste discryuyng was maad of

Cyryne. 1486 Kk. St. A Itani
K i v a, The dixcreuyng of a BUCKC. 1530 PALSCR. 165 Bltuthi,
a blasyng or discryvyng of ons armcs. 1792 BURNS AMM
Rot Morris v. How past dcscriving had then been my

DeSCiy (drskrai-), v.l Forms: 4 diacryghe,
4-6 disorye, 5 dyory(e, 6 deaorye, 6-7 descrie,
discrle, 4- desory. [app. a. OF. dtscricr to cry,

publish, decry, f. des-, dl-, L. Dis- + crier to cry.
The sense-development U not altogether clear ; it was per-

haps in some respect influenced by toe reduction ofDESCRIVE
to descry (see next), and consequent confu-Mon of the two
words : cf. DESCRIVE v. 4, also DSKRIBE v. 7. In several in-

stances it is difficult to say to which of the verbs the word
belongs : thus
c 1300 K, Alis. 138 For astronomye and nygremauncye
No couthe ther non so muche discryghe.)

I. To cry out, declare, make known, bewray.
fl. trans. To cry out, proclaim, announce, as

a herald. Obs. rare.

[Cf. quot. 1377 in DESCRIVE v. 4.) a 1440 Sir Eglam.
1178 Harowdes of armes than they wente, For to dyscrye
thys turnayment In eche Mhdys penile.

1 2. To announce, declare
; to make known, dis-

close, reveal : a. of persons, b. of things. Obs.
a. c 1460 Tffivneley Myst. (Surtees) 203 My name to you

wille I descry. 1549-61 STERNHOLD & H. Pi. xxv. 3 Thy
right waies unto me, Lord, descrye. 16x1 BURTON Anat.
MtL i. ii. i. i, At length Jupiter descried himself, and Her-
cules yielded. 1655-60 STANLEY Hist. Pkilos. (1701)190/2
Diogenes, thou . .Who to content the ready way To fol-

lowing Ages didst descry.
b. c 1430 Freemasonry 323 Hyt [the seventhe poynt J dys.

cryeth wel opunly, Thou sch.il not by thy maystres wyf ly.

1590 SPENSER /'. Q. I. x. 34 Whose sober lookes her wisedome
well descride. 1591 H. SMITH Wks. (18671 II. zoo This
light, .doth not only descry itself, but all other things round
about it. i6 COWI.F.Y Dmuttu iv. 331 A thoughtful Eye
That more ofCare than Passion did descry. 1639 DRUMM.
OF HAWTH. Fatn. Efisllis Wks. (171 1) 140 His cheeks scarce
with a small down descrying his sex.

) c. With a sense of injurious revelation : To
disclose what is to be kept secret ; to betray, be-

wray ;
to lead to the discovery of. Obs.

cij4o Cursor M. 7136 (Trin.) pat was a greet folye hir
lordes [i. t. Samson's] counsel to discrye. ? c 1475 Sor. tmvc
Degre no Thy counsayl shall i never dyscry. 1596 NASIIF.

Saffron Walden 131 lhat he be not descride by his alleadg-
ing of Authors. 1606 HOLLAND Suelori. oo Hcc had like to
have descried them [his parents) with his wrawling. 1614
BP. HALL Recoil. Treat. 500 In notorious burglaries, oft-

times there is . . a weapon left behinde, which descrieth the
authors. 1670 MILTON Hist. Eng. u. His purple robe he
[Alectus] had thrown aside lest it should descry him.

II. To cry out against, cry down, decry.
) 8. To shout a war-cry upon, challenge to fight ;

= ABORT v. i b.

c 1400 Rmaland H O. 273 No kyng in Cristyante Dare..
discrye hym ther with Steven. 1480 CAXTON Chron. F.ng.
cxcvii. 175 The gentil knyghtcs fledden and the vileyns
egrely hem discryed and gradan high

'

yelde yow traytours !

'

1 4. To denounce, disparage ; DECBT v. i. Obs.
c 1400 1 'ark Manual (Surtees) p. xvi, We curse and descry

. .all thos that thys illys hase done. 1677 GILPIN Damonol.
(1867) 407 They contemn and descry those, as ignorant of
divine mysteries.

t 5. To cry down, depreciate (coin) ;
= DECRY.

1638 SIR R. COTTON Abstr. Ric. Tomer 13 The descrying
of the Coyne.

III. To get sight of, discover, examine.
6. To catch sight of, esf. from a distance, as the

scout or watchman who is ready to announce the

enemy's approach ; to espy.
c 1340 Gtttv. ff Gr. A'nt. 81

J*s
comlokest [lady] to discrye.

c 1430 Sir Tryatn. 1053, Xii fosters dyscryed hym then,
That were kepars of that fee. 1569 STOCKER tr. Diod. Sic.
ill. viii. 114 He might descry a miuhtie and terrible Nauie
. . sayling towards the citie. 1605 Tiny Stucley in Simpson
Sch. Shaks. (1878) 190 The English sentinels do keep good
watch ; If they descry us all our labour's lost. 1791 Cow n K

Iliad in. 38 In some woodland height descrying
A serpent

huge. 1868 Q. VICTORIA Life Highl. 39 To meet Albert,
whom I descried coming towards us. 1877 BLACK Green
Past, xxxiii. (1878) 367 At intervals we descried a maple.
7. To discover by observation ; to find out, de-

tect ; to perceive, observe, sec.

CHIP Syr Tryam. 783 Hors and man felle downe..And
sone ne was dyscryed. 1581 I. BKLL Hodden's Aitsw.
Osor. 401 b, There is no man . . that will not easily descry. .

want of Judgement . . in you. 1659 HAMMOND On Ps. xxxiv.

Paraphr. 181 Being by them deserved to be David. 1667
MILTON P. L. I. 290 To descry new Lands, Rivers or Moun-
tains in her

spotty Globe. 1797 SOLTHEY Ballad A". Ckarte-
tnain i All but the Monarch could plainly descry From
whence came her white and her red. i8ta J. WILSON Isle

of Palms u. 582 He can descry That she is not afraid.
i'86* La BROUGHAM Brit. Const, xvi. 349 The bounds which
separated that school from Romanism were very difficult

to descry.
absol. 1670 NARBOROL-GH Jrnl. in Act. Sev. Lalt V'oy.

(1711)33, 1 could not see any sign of People., but still Hills
and Vallies as far as we could descry.

t b. intr. To discern, discriminate. Obs. rare.

1633 P. FLETCHER Purple IsL vui. viii. 108 Pure Essence,
whonast made a stone descrie Twixt natures hid.

t 8. trans. To investigate, spy out. explore. Obs.
1506 DRAVTON Leeends iii. 175 He had Judicially descryde

The cause. 1611 BIBLE ?4f. 123 The house of loseph

DESECRATED.
sent to descry Bethel. 174* SliemTom Schoolmistress 145
Right well .she knew each temper to descry.

t DeCry, .-' Obs. [apj>. a \ariar,t of descryve,
DEBCBIVE v., partly pcrb.. originating in the later
form of the Fr. infinitive descri-rt, and pro. t
Jestri, -cris, -ctit; but mainly due to confusion in

Eng. of desorve and descry vb. 1

]
.. DESCBIVE,

DESCRIBE.
c 1330 R. BIUHNE Ckron. Wact (Rolls) 0747 Some of hit

bcwes y wil descrye. c 1450 .Vf. CulMert (Surteesui In the
thyrd parte ar discryed Cuthbert mirakyls. 1571 BOUIWELL
Armorie u. 63 b, This Serpente I haue descried, u wringled
into a wreathe. 1613 WITHER Sat., Occasion, He . . de-
series Elenchi, full of subtile falacies.

atsal. c i4 St. CutMrrt (Surtees) 6546 Cuthbert bai
chese as bede dncryse. 1571 Damon + 1'illiias I'rol. in
Hail. Dodsley IV. it A thing once done indeed, as histories
do descry.

t Descry, discry, sb. Obs.
[f. IJEHCRY .']

1. Cry, war-cry ; -AscBY.r*.
c 1400 Rowland t, O. 1476

' Mount Jove
'
was thaire dis-

2. Discovery of that which is distant or obscure ;

perception from a distance.

1605 SHAKS. I.tar \\. vi. 217 The maine descry Stands on
the hourely thought. >6n SPEED Hut. Gt. /Int. x. i. (16321
'"53 Without danger of descry.

Descrying, vbl. sb.i
[f. DESCHY .i] The

action of the vb. DESCBY '
; perception from a dis-

tance, discovery ; also attrib.

577-*7 HOI.IKSHED Hilt. Scot. (RAVpon the first descrieng
of the enimies approach. 01710 S. CLARKE Serm. I. cxuT
(R.), Now we see through a glass darkly, as through a

MMntqfvML
t Descrying, vbl. sb? Description, enrol-

ment, etc. : see DESCRY f.2

c Ufa Tkree Kings Cologne 10 pis discryingwas first made
vnder Cirinus. r 1440 Promp. Part'. 119 Descrynge, dr-

scriptio.

Deacure, var. discure, obs. f. DISCOVER v.

Desdaine, -dayn, -deigne, obs. ff. DISDAIN.
Dese, obs. form of DAIS.

Desea8(e, obs. form of DISEASE.

t De'secate, v. Obs.
[f.

L. desecart to
cut off or away, f. DE- I. a + secure to cut. (The
regular form is DESECT; but in L. cKsecatio for

desectio is in Cassiodorus.] trans. To cut off, cut

away ; to cut free from entanglement or obstruction.

Hence De-secated ///. a.

i6a3 COCXF.RAM, Deiecate, to mow or cut off. 1651 Reliq.
Wotton. 334 So as the Soul hath a freer and more desecated

operation. 1656 in BLOUNT Glossegr. ; and in mod. Diets.

So f DMeca-tton. Obs.

1613 COCKERAM, Desecation, mowing or cutting off.

Desece, -es e, -ease, -eyce, obs. ff. DECEASE,
DISEASE.

Desecrate (de-s/kre't), v.
[f.

DE- H. i + stem
of con-secrate. In L. desecrare or dcsacrare meant
to consecrate, dedicate. OF. had des-sacrer (des-
= L. Jit-) still in Cotgr. (161 1 )

'
to profane, violate,

unhallow ', It. dissacrare 'to nnconsecrate, nn-
liallow

'

(Florio) ; these may have suggested the
formation of the English word.]
trans. To take away its consecrated or sacred

character from (anything) ; to treat as not sacred
or hallowed ; to profane.
a 1677 BARROW Serm. Wks. 1687 I. xv. 213 Ifwe do venture

to swear, .upon any slight or vain, .occasion, we then dese-
crate Swearing, and are guilty of profaning a most sacred
Ordinance. [Not in PHILLIPS. COCKF.R, KERSEY.] 167$ [see
DESECRATING///, a.}. 1711 BAILEY, Desecrate, to defile or
unhallow. 1741 MIDDLETDN Cicero I. VL 416 What Licinia
had dedicated . . could not be considered as sacred : 10
that the Senate injoined the Praetor to see it desecrated and
to efface whatever had been inscribed upon it. 1776 HORKE
On Ps. Ixxiv. (R.) When the soul sinks under a temptation,
the dwelling-place of God's name is desecrated to the
ground. 1837 J. H. NEWMAN Par. Semi. (ed. 2' III. xxi.

333 More plausibly even might we desecrate Sunday. tS6o
PUSEY Mm. Profk. 204 The. .vessels of the Temple, .were
desecrated by being employed in idol-worship.

b. To divert from a sacred to a profane pur-
pose ; to dedicate or devote to something evil.

18.5 Blafkvi. Mag. XVIII. 156 With a libation of un-
mixed water, .did he devote us to the infernal gods or . .

desecrate us to the Furies. 1849 SIR J. STEPHEN Eccl. Biog.
(1850) I. 312 Particular spots .. were desecrated to Satan.
1860 PVSEY Min. Profk. 76 Desecrating to false worship the

place which had been consecrated by the revelation of the
true God.

c. To dismiss or degrade from holy orders.

arch.

1674 BLOUNT Glossegr., Desecrate, to discharge of his

orders, to degrade. 1676 in COLES, c 1800 W. TOOKE Russia
(W.i, The [Russian] clergy can not suffer corporal punish,
ment without being previously desecrated.

De'secrate, fpl- a. rare. - DESECRATED.
1873 BROWNING Red. Colt. Kt.<af 934 Than that her

dignity be desecrate By neighbourhood of vulgar table.

Desecrated (de-s/krrtl\///. a,
[f. prec. vb. +

-ED.] Deprived of its sacred character; treated

as unhallowed, profaned.
a 1711 KEN ffymnarixm Poet. Wlcs. 1721 II. 68 Thou, O

most holy, dost detest A desecrated Breast. 1833 L. RITCHIE
H'anJ. (r Loirte 48 The desecrated temple forms the stables
and coach-houses.

Deeecr&ter, var. of DKSICBATOR.



DESECRATING.

De'secrating, ppl. a. [f.
DESECRATE v. -r

-ING 2.] That desecrates or deprives of sacredness.

1675 L. ADDISON State of Jnvs 190 (T.) The desecrating

hands of the enemy. 1862 TRENCH Poems, Visit to Tus-

culum 100 The rude touch of desecrating time.

Desecration (desnerc'-jan). [n. of action from

DESECRATE : see -ATION.] The action of desecrat-

ing, deprivation of sacred or hallowed character,

profanation ; also, desecrated condition.

a 1717 T. PARNELL Life Zoilns (T.), They sentenced him

[Zoilus] to suffer by fire, as the due reward of his desecra-

tions. 1727 BAILEY vol. II, Desecration, an unhallowing, a

profaning. 1779 in Brand Hist. Newcastle (1789) II. 124

note, The oratory . . has been . . shut up to preserve it from

future desecrations, a 1808 BP. PORTEUS Profan. Lord's

Day(R.\ Various profanations of the sabbath .. threaten

a gradual desecration of that holy day. 1858 FROUDE Hist.

Eng. III. xiii. 99 The desecration of the abbey chapels.

1870 EMERSON Soc. f, Solit., Domestic Life Wks.(Bohn) III.

55 Does the consecration of Sunday confess the desecration

of the entire week ?

Desecrative (de-sHcreHiv), a. [f.
DESECRATE

+ -IVE.] Calculated or tending to desecrate or

deprive of sacred character.
a 1861 MRS. BROWNING Lett. R. H. Home (1877) I. ii. 18

of Bamberg and desecrative individualities.

Desecrator (de-stkrdHaj). Also -er [agent-n.
from DESECRATE : see -OB, -EB.] One who dese-

crates or profanes.
1879 MORLEY Burke vii. 131 The desecrators of the church

and the monarchy of France. 1882 Harper's Mag. LXV.
74 Man, the desecrater of the forest temples. 1884 Non-

conf. $ Indep. 27 Mar. 300/3 Desecrators of the Sabbath.

t DeSO'Ct, v. Obs.- [f. L. desect-, ppl. stem

of desecare to cut away or off, f. DE- I. 2 + secure to

cut.] trans. To cut away, cut down.

1604 R. CAWDREY Tattle Alfh., Desect, cut away from any
thing.

t Dese'ction. Obs. [ad. L. desection-em,

n. of action from desecare : see prec.] The action

of cutting off or cutting down.
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Desection, a cutting down. 1663

F. HAWKINS Youth's Behav. 102 Desection, a mowing or

cutting off.

Desederabill, var. DESIDERABLE Obs.

Desegmentation d^sement^i'an). Bid.

[f.
DE- II. i + SEGMENT.] The process of reducing

the number of segments by the union or coalescence

of several of these into one, as in the carapace of

a lobster, cranium of a vertebrate, etc. ; the fact or

condition of being thus united.

1878 BELL Gcgenbaur's Comp. Anat. 228 A number of

metameres may be united to form larger segments . .

This state of things results in a desegmentation of the

body.

Dese'gmented, ppl. a. Biol. [f.
as prec.]

Having the number of segments reduced by coale-

scence ;
formed into one by coalescence ofsegments.

Deseite, Deseive, obs. ff. DECEIT, DECEIVE.

Desembogue, Deseminate, obs. ff. DISEM-

BOGUE, DISSEMINATE.

Desemiticize, Desentimentalize, -ed : see

DE- II. i.

Desend,desention,obs. ff. DESCEND, -CENSION.

Desere(n, Deserite, obs. ff. DISHEIR v., Dis-
HER1T.

Desert (d/zavrt), sb\ Forms : 4- desert, 3-6

deserte, 4 desserte, 4-5 decert(e, dissert, 6

dyserte, 6-7 desart. [a. OF. desert masc., de-

serte, desserte fern., derivs. of deservir, desservir to

DESERVE. The Fr. words are analogous to descent,

descente, etc., and belong to an obs. pa. pple. desert

of deservir, repr. late L. -servtt-um for -servlt-um^\
1. Deserving; the becoming worthy ofrecompense,

i. e. of reward or punishment, according to the

good or ill of character or conduct ; worthiness of

recompense, merit or demerit.

1297 R. GLOUC. (1724) 253 Vor be sobuast God. .De)>e after

oure deserte. c 1325 E. E. A Hit. P. A. 594 pou quytez
vchon as hys desserte. 1483 CAXTON G. de la Tour E vij b,

God rewarded eche of them after their deserte and meryte.
a. 1541 WYATT Poet. Wks. (1861) 168 Such sauce as they have
served To me without desart. 1615 CHAPMAN Odyss. i. 75

Algisthus past his fate, and had desert To warrant our in-

fliction. 1633 G. HERBERT Temple, Sighs fy Grones \, O do
not use me After my sinnes ! look not on my desert. 1752

JOHNSON Rambler No. 193 F i Some will always mistake
the degree of their own desert. 1861 MILL Utilit. v. 66
What constitutes desert ? . . a rjerson is understood to de-

serve good if he does right, evil if he does wrong.
b. In a good sense : Meritoriousness, excellence,

worth.
c 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. m. pr. vi. 78 It semeb bat gentilesse

be a maner preysynge bat comeb of decert of auncestres.

c 1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 473 For be childes hye desert,
God shewed meruaile in apert. 1590 MARLOWE 2nd Pt. Tarn-
burl. v. iii, If you retain desert of holiness. 1655 FULLER
C4. Hist. in. vi. 3 The Crown . . due to him, no less by
desert then descent. 1704 ADDISON Poems, Campaign,
On the firm basis of desert they rise. 1798 Trans. Soc.
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cannot be pleaded in answer to a charge of the slightest

transgression.
c. personified.

c 1600 SHAKS. Sonn. Ixvi, To behold desert a begger borne

And needie Nothing trimd in iollitie. 1608 D. T. Ess. Pol.

* Afar. 38 To hinder Desert from any place of eminencie.

1866 G. MACDONALD Ann. Q. Neighli. xii. (1878) 234 Desert

may not touch His shoe-tie.

2. An action or quality that deserves its appro-

priate recompense; that in conduct or character

which claims reward or deserves punishment.

Usually in//, (often
=

I.)

c 1374 CHAUCER Troylus in. 1218 (1267) If thi grace passe

alle oure desertis. 1393 GOWER Conf. III. 154 He mote..Se

the desertes of his men. 1549 COVERDALE Erastn. Par.

2 Cor. 51 As every mans deseartes have been . .such shall his

rewardes be. 1555 WATREMAN Fardle of Facions i. v. 56

Punisshing thoffendour vnder his desertes. 1606 HOLLAND
Sueton. 42 That neither himselfe nor the olde beaten soldiers

might be rewarded according to their desarts. 1782 COWI'ER

Lett. 6 Mar., The characters of great men, which are always

mysterious while they live . . sooner or later receive the

wages of fame or infamy according to their true deserts.

1861 MILL Utilit. v. 92 To do to each according to his

deserts.

b. A good deed or quality ; a worthy or meri-

torious action ; a merit. 1 Obs.

[c I374CHAUCER Boetk. H. pr. vii. 56 Or doon goode decertes

to profit of be comune.] 1363 Homilies H. Rogation Week i.

(1859)472 Alwaies to render him thanks, .for his deserts unto

us. 1657 J. SMITH Myst. Rhet. 143 It. .serves for Amplifi-

cation, when, after a great crime, or desert, exclaimed upon
or extolled, it gives a moral note.

3. That which is deserved ;
a due reward or re-

compense, whether good or evil. Often in phr. to

get, have, meet with one's deserts.

1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. iv. 293 Mede and mercede. .bobe

men demen A desert for som doynge. 1483 CAXTON G. de

la Tour F vij, For god gyueth to euery one the deserte of

his meryte. 01533 LD. BERNERS Huon lix. 204, I shall

nother etc nor drynke tyll thou hast thy dysert. 1599

Warning Faire Worn. II. 1508 Upon a pillory . . that al the

world may see, A just desert for such impiety. 1663 BUTLER
Hud. i. u. 40 But give to each his due desart. 1758 S.

HAYWARD Serm. i. 10 This is the proper desert of Sin. 1756
BURKE Vind. Nat. Sac. Wks. 1842 1. 18 Whether the greatest
villain breathing shall meet his deserts. 1853 C. BRONTE
Villette xli. (1876) 474, I think I deserved strong reproof;
but when have we our deserts? 1882 OUIDA Maremma I.

41
' He has got his deserts ', said Joconda.

Desert (de-rait), sb?- Forms : 3- desert ;

also 3 deserd, diserd, 4 dissert, desarte, dezert,

4-5 disert, 5 dysert, 5-6 deserte, 5-9 desart

(which was the regularly accepted spelling of the

i8th centuryV [a. OF. desert (12th c. in Littre),

ad. eccl. L. desertum (Vulgate, etc.), absol. use of

neuter of dcsertus adj., abandoned, deserted, left

waste : see DESERT a.]

1. An uninhabited and uncultivated tract of coun-

try; a wilderness: a. now conceived as a desolate,

barren region, waterless and treeless, and with but

scanty growth of herbage ;
e. g. the Desert of

Sahara, Desert of the Wanderings, etc.

1x1225 Ancr. J?. 220 I5e desert, .he lette ham bolien wo
inouh. c 1250 Gen. <y Ex. 2770 Moyses was. . In oe deserd

depe. a 1300 Cursor M. 5840 (Gott.) Lat mi folk
a-parte

Pass, to worschip me in desarte [v. rr. desert, dishert].

Ibid. 6533 (Gott.) Quen [moyses] was comen into dissert.

1484 CAXTON Fables of A Ifonce (1889) 2 He doubted to be

robbed within the desertys of Arabe. 1634 SIR T. HERBERT
Trav. 65 Barren Mountaynes, Sand and salty Desarts. 1691
RAY Creation i. (1704) 94 More parched than the Desarts of

Libya. 1768 BOSWELL Corsica ii. (ed. 2) 117 [tr. Tacitus]
Where they make a desart, they call it peace. 1771

SMOLLETT Humph. Cl. 12 Sept., She fluttered, and

flattered, but all was preaching to the desert. 1815 ELPHIN-

STONE Ace. Caitbul (1842) I. Introd. 25 He could live in his

desart and hunt his deer. 1823 BYRON Island n. viii. note,

The '

ship of the desert
'

is the Oriental figure for the camel

or dromedary. 1856 STANLEY Sinai # Pal. i. (1858) 64 The
Desert, .a wild waste of pebbly soil.

\ b. formerly applied more widely to any wild,

uninhabited region, including forest-land. Obs.

1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. xiv. li. (1495) 486 Places of

wodes and mountayns that ben not sowen ben callyd de-

sertes. c 1511 ist Eng. Bk. Amer. (Arb.) Introd. 33/1 In

our lande is also a grete deserte or forest. 1600 SHAKS.

A. Y. L. n. vii. no In this desert inaccessible, Vnder the

shade of melancholly boughes. 1643 DENHAM Cooper's H.
186 Cities in desarts, Woods in Cities plants. 1834 MEDWIN

Angler in Wales I. 69 Moors covered with whinberry
bushes. .A more uninteresting desert cannot be conceived.

2. transf. a.n<\Jig.

1725 POPE Oifyss. iv. 748 To roam the howling desart of

the Main. 1813 BYRON Giaour 058 The leafless desert of

the mind. 1827 SOUTHEY Hist. Penins. War II. 752 What
in monastic language is called a desert ; by which term an

establishment is designated where those brethren whose

piety flies the highest pitch may at once enjoy the advan-

tages of the eremite and the discipline of the coenobite life.

1871 MORLEY Voltaire (1886) 243 The middle age between
himself and the polytheism of the Empire was a parched
desert to him.

t 3. abstractly. Desert or deserted condition ;

desolation. Obs.
c 1450 Merlin 59 He was in a waste contree full of diserte.

1523 LD. BERNERS Froiss. I. cclxxxiv. 424 The distructyon
and conquest of the cytie of Lymoges, and how it was left

clene voyde as a towne of desert.

1 4. An alleged name for a covey of lapwings.
1486 Bk. St. All'ans F vj b, A Desserte of Lapwyngs. 1688

in R. HOLME Armoury.

DESERT.

5. Comb. a. attrib., as desert-air, -bird, -circle,

-dweller, -pelican, -ranger, -troop ;
b. locative and

instrumental, as desert-bred, -locked, -wearied adjs. ;

C. similative, as desert-world, desert-like, -looting

adjs. ;
also desert-chough, a bird of the genus

Podoces, family Corvidse, found in the desert regions
of Central Asia ; desert-falcon, a species of falcon

inhabiting deserts and prairies, a member of the

subgenus Cenaaa, allied to the peregrines ;
desert-

rod, a genus of labiate plants (Eremostachys) from

the Caucasus (Treas. Hot.}; desert-ship, 'ship of

the desert ', the camel or dromedary; desert-snake,
a serpent of the family Psammophidse, a sand-snake;
and in various specific names of plants and animals,
as desert-lark, -mouse, -willow.

1750 GRAY Elegy xiv, And waste its sweetness on the *desert

air. 1813 BYRON Giaour 950 The "desert-bird Whose beak
unlocks her bosom's stream To still her famish'd nestlings'

scream. 1862 M, L. WHATELY Ragged Life Egypt x. (1863)

88 It [is] hard for any who are not desert-bred to find their

way. 1879 DOWDEN Sonthey vii. 193 The *desert-circle

girded by the sky. 1810 SCOTT Lady of L. in. iv, The
desert-dweller met his path. 1883 Miss C. F. GORDON
CUMMING in loM Cent. Aug. 302 *Desert-larks, wheat-ears,

and other . . birds do their best to diminish the locusts.

1621 LADY M. WROTH Urania 441 In the *Desart-Hke

wildernes. 1872 BAKER Nile Tribnt. xxii. 384 These
desert-locked and remote countries. 1844 Mem. Babylonian

fcess. II. 121 A sandy desert-looking tract. 1845 MRS.
NORTON Child of Islands (1846.1 113 A "desert-pelican,whose
heart's best blood Oozed in slow drops. 1822 J. MONTGOMERY

Hymn,
' Hail to the Lord's Anointed' iv, Arabia's desert-

ranger To Him shall bow the knee. 1824 BYRON De/.
Trans. I. i. 116 The . . patient swiftness of the *desert-ship,

The helmless dromedary ! a 1845 HOOD An Open Question

.xiv, That desert-ship the camel of the East. 1821 SHELLEY
Prometh. Unb. iv. 352 The brackish cup Drained by a

desert-troop. 1827 KEBLE Chr. Y. 2nd Sund. after Easter,
The *desert-wearied tribes. 1833 ROCK Hientrg. (1892) I.

182 Pilgrimage through this desert-world.

Desert, obs. form of DESSERT sb.

Desert (de-zait), a. Also 4-6 deserte, 6-8

desart. [ME. dese-rt a. OF. desert, mod.F. dt-

(nth c.)
= Pr. and Cat. desert, Sp. desierto,

It. deserto : L. desert-us abandoned, forsaken, left

or lying waste, pa. pple. of deserere to sever con-

nexion with, leave, forsake, abandon, etc. : in later

use treated as an attributive use of DESERT s6.~,

and stressed de'sert
;
but the earlier stress is found

archaically in iS-igth c. in sense i.]

1. Deserted, forsaken, abandoned, arch.

Sometimes as pa. pple. : cf. DESERT v. 4.

1480 CAXTON Chron. Eng. ccxxvi. 233 Wyde clothes des-

tytut and desert from al old honeste and good vsage. 1540
HYRDE tr. Vives' Instr. Chr. Worn. (1592) Mvj, Noemy
had beene a widow and desert in deede. 1633 P. FLETCHER
Poet. Misc., Elisa n. iv, Her desert self and now cold Lord

lamenting. 1774 S. WESLEY in WestttuMag. 11.654 When. .

lies desert the monumented clay. 1792 S. ROGERS Pitas.

Mem. i. 69 As through the gardens desert paths I rove.

1868 MORRIS Earthly Par. i. 254 In that wan place desert

of hope and fear.

2. Uninhabited, unpeopled, desolate, lonely.
(In mod. usage this sense and 3 are freq. combined.)

1297 R. GLOUC. 232 pe decyples . . Byleuede in a wylder-
nesse. .pat me clepub nou Glastynbury, bat desert was bo.

,11340 HAMPOLE Psalter Cant. 514 He (and him in land

deserte. 1494 FABYAN Chron. I. ii. 9 This He w* Geaunts

whylom inhabyt . . Nowe beynge deserte. 1577 B. GOOGE
Heresbach's Husb. m. (1586) 127 They seeke the secretest

and desartest places that may be. 1697 DRYDEN fire.

Georg. i. 94 When Deucalion hurl'd His Mother's Entrails

on the desart World. 1711 ADDISON Spect. No. 85 F 2

Fallen asleep in a desart wood. 1856 BRYANT Poems, To a
Waterfowl iv, The desert and illimitable air.

3. Uncultivated and unproductive, barren, waste ;

of the nature of a desert.

1393 GOWER Conf. III. 158 Prodegalite . . is the moder of

pouerte, Wherof the londes ben deserte. c 1460 FORTESCUE
Abs. $ Lim. Mon. xiii, The centre, .was tho almost diserte

ffor lakke off tillers. 1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 52 The
Countrey..is desart, sterile and full of loose sand. 1697
DRYDEN Virg. Georg. IV. 147 A thirsty Train That long
have travell'd thro' a Desart Plain. 1716 LADY M. W.
MONTAGU Let. to C'tess of'Mar 17 Nov., The kingdom of

Bohemia is the most desert of any 1 have seen in Germany.
1839 THIRLWALL Greece VI. li. 243 A cross-road leading over

a desert arid tract.

4. Jig. Dry, uninteresting, rare.

a 1674 MILTON Hist. Mosc. Pref. (1851) 470 To save the

Reader a far longer travail of wandring through so many
desert Authors.

Desert (dftauO, v. [a. mod.F. dtscrter to

abandon, in OF. to make desert, leave desert, =
Pr. and Sp. desertar. It. desertare ' to make desart

or desolate
'

(Florio), late L. desertare (Du Cange),

freq. of deserere to abandon.]
1. trans. To abandon, forsake, relinquish, give

up (a thing) ; to depart from (a place or position).

1603 in Grant Burgh Sch. Scott, ii. xiii. 365 He., was
resoluit to obey God calling him thairto, and to leave and

desert the said school. 1651 HOBBES Leviath. n. xxx. 175

He that deserteth the Means, deserteth the Ends. 1715-20
POPE Iliad xiv. 488 His slacken'd hand deserts the lance

it bore. 1784 COWPER Task I. 392 The languid eye, the

cheek Deserted of its bloom, c 1790 WILLOCK I'oy. 250
We resolved to run every risk rather than desert her [a

ship]. 1798 H. SKRINE Two Tours Wales 6 Here desert,

ins its banks, we climbed the hills. 1875 JOWETT Plato

(ed. 2) IV. 8 Here . . Plato seems prepared to desert his
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ancient ground. 1879 LLBHOCK .SV/. Lcct. \\. 36 Such a plant
\\ould soon 1>e deserted.

2. To forsake (a person, institution, cause, etc.

having moral or legal claims upon one) ; spec, of

a soldier or sailor : To quit without permission,
run away from (the service, his colours, ship, post
of duty, commander, or comrades).
1647 CI.ARKNDON Hist. Keb. n. (1843) 44/1 His affection to

the church so notorious, that he never deserted it. 1654 tr.

Martini's Cany. China 182 Kiangus seeing himself deserted
of the Tartars, .returned to the City. 1700 S. L.tr. Frykt's
Voy. E. hut. 277 The Dutch lhat sometimes desert us, and go
over to the King of Candi. c 1790 WJLLOCK Voy. 175 The
rhristian merchants .. totally deserted him. 1791 MRS.
RADCUKFK Rom, l<'ore$t xii, The offence you have com-
mitted by deserting your post. 1891 SIR II. C. IX>PES in

Law Times' Rep. LXV. co-j/i A husband deserts his wife
if he wilfully absents himself from her society, in spite of
her wish.

b. To abandon or give up to something, arch.

1658 J. WKBB tr. Cleof>atra VIII. n. 53 The Princess*
..deserted her soul to the most violent effects of Passion.

1673 MILTON Trite Relie. Wks. 11647) 563/2 It cannot be

imagined that God would desert such painful and zealous
labourers . . to damnable errours. i8ia LANUOR Connt
Julian Wks. 1846 II. 508 Gracious God ! Desert me to my
sufferings, but sustain My faith in Thee !

C. Of powers or faculties : To fail so as to

disappoint the needs or expectations of.

1667 MILTON P. L. vin. 563 Wisdom.. deserts the* not.

1748 Anson's I'oy. u. x. <ed. 4* 322 The infallibility of the

Holy Kather had. .deserted him. iSyxJowicTT Plato (ed, 2)
I. 260 In the presence of Socrates, his thoughts seem to
desert him.

fd. To fall short of (a standard). Obs. rare,

1664 POWER Exp. Philos. u. 91 The Quicksilver, .will not
much desert nor surmount the determinate height.. of 29
inches

3. intr. (or absol.) To forsake one's duty, one's

post, or one's party; esp. of a soldier or sailor:

To quit or run away from the service in violation

of oath or allegiance.
1689 Jrnl. Ho. Lords, The Lords Spiritual . . who Deserted

(not Protested) against the Vote in the House of Peers.

1693 W. FMEKE Art of ll'ar v. 247 Hannibal finding his
Souldiers desert. 179* Cttitl, Maf. LXII. i. 561 The fourth

regiment .. deserted in a body with their Colonel at their

head. 1802-1 tr. Pallas' 7V?/.(i8i2) II. 299 The Kozaks..
deserted to the Turks. 1840 THIRLWAU. (

He deserted in the mitlst of the battle.

c VII. Ivii. 230

4. Sc. Law. a. trans, (with pa. pple. in 6 desert.)
To relinquish altogether, or to put off for the

time (a suit or 'diet ') ; to prorogue ^Parliament).
b. intr* To cease to have legal force, become

inoperative.
539 Xc. Acts Jos. Fti8i4) 353 (Jam.) That this present

parliament procetde . . quhill it pleiss the kingis grace that
the samin be desert. 1569 Dinrn. Oe.urr. (1833) 152 Thair
foir that the said is lettres soutd desert in thameseln". 1752
J. LorTHiAN Fornt of Process (ed. 3) 251 For deserting a
Diet, orassoil/ieinga Pannel. 1773 KRSKINK fnst. iv. iJam.

1

,

If any of the executions appear informal, the court deserts
the diet. 1861 W. BELL Diet. Law ScotI. s.v. Dtstrtion,
To desert the diet simpliciter .. will .. put a stop to all

further proceedings.

Hence Deserting vbl. sb. and ///. a.

1646 J. WHITAKF.R UzziaJi 23 His just deserting of them.

1700 DRVDEN Palam. <$ Arc. 111.411 Bought senates and
deserting troops are mine. 1883 Times 27 Aug. 3/6 Colonel
Rubalcaba. .almost single-handed, had pursued his desert-

ing regiment.

Deserted (oYzauted),///. a. ff. DESERT v. +

-ED.] Forsaken, abandoned, left desolate.

i69 J. MAXWELL tr. Herodian (1635) 413 The deserted

Villages. 1667 MILTON P. L. iv. 922 Thy deserted host.

1751 JOHNSON Rambler No. 107 p 8 The hospital for the

reception of deserted infants. 1760 GOLDSMITH (title) The
Deserted Village : a Poem. 1855 fcuCACfcAY Hist. Eng. IV.
212 The deserted hamlets were then set on fire.

Dese-rtedness. [f. prec. + -NESS.] Deserted

condition, forlorn desolation.
1818 filacfatt. flfag. III. 219 The . . unexpected deserted-

ness . . of this romantic city. 1866 AI.CER S&lit. Nat. <$

J/rt 11. 37 True desertedness and its pangs.

Deserter (d/z5ut3J). Also 7 deserter, -our.

[f.
DESERT v. + -ER I

; after F. i^sertettr^ L. dtscrtor

one who forsakes, abandons, or deserts, agent-noun
from itescrSre to leave, forsake.]

1. One who forsakes or abandons a person, place,
or cause ; usually with implied breach of duty or

allegiance. Const, of.

1635 A. STAFFORD Fern. Glory (1869) 80 A base Desertour
of my Mother Church. 1697 DRVDEN I'irg. Ctorg. iv. 91
Streight to their ancient Cells . . The reconciled Deserters
will repair. 1769 Jnnitts Lett. xv. 64 A submissive admin-
istration . . collected from the deserters of all parties. 1885

ActtA-f) I'ict.c. 6o 15 The extradition of offenders (includ-

ing deserters of wives and children L

2. esp. A soldier or seaman who quits the service

without permission, in violation of oath or alle-

giance.
1667 Decay Cht. Piety tii. 7. 219 We are the same de-

sertors whether we stay in our own ramp, or run over to

the enemy's. 1700 S. L. tr. Fryke's I "<>r. E. Ind. 91 These
we immediately hung up . . as it is the constant custom,
which the Dutch observe whenever they catch any of their

Deserters. 1841 ELPHISSTONE Hist. Ind. II. 165 Deserters
of different ranks came in from Cdbul.
\ittrib. 1871 Daily AVrw 13 Jan., The deserter officers,

Vol.. III.

Desertful U/> Jtful), a. tObs. [f. DESERT
.r/'.i + -iri,.] Of great desert

; meritorious, deserv-

ing. Const, of.

1583 (lOLDiNO Cairin OH Dent. Ixxxiv. 518 To shewe that

God is Iwholden to vs, that our wprkes are desertfull. 1691

FLETCHER Wild-Goose Chasf v. vi, Till I be more desertful

in your eye. 1638 ow Lady's Trial \\-. i, Therein He shews
;

himself desertful of his happiness.

t Dese'rtful, a? Obs. rate. [f. DKSIRT sb.~

+ -PI'L.] Desert, desolate.

1601 Cm si i. R Louts Mart. 21 Enuie, go packe the*. .To
some desertfull plaine or Wilderness*.

Dese'rtfully, adv. [f. DKSEBTFUL a. 1 + -LY.]

By desert, di-servingly, rightfully.

1598 MUNDAY Si CHKTTLK D&wnf. Earl Jluntington u. ii.

in Had. Dodiley VIII. 132 As Lacy lies, Desertfully, for

pride and treason stabb'd. 1619 Time s Storehouse 58/4 (I,.),

Aristotle (and very desert fully icalleth the commonwealth of !

the Ma&silians oligarchic 1635 Modtll Wit 6a Wherefore !

dcsertfulty. .a fault of diners conditions . . ought not to bee
j

censured with one and the same punishment.

Desertion (dASulao). Also 7 dissertion.

[a. F. desertion (1414 in Hatzf.), ad. L. desertion-

em, n. of action from deserfre to forsake, abandon, |

f. DK- I. 3 + serere to join.]

1. The action of deserting, forsaking, or abandon-

ing, esp. a person or thing that has moral or legal
claims to the deserter's support ; sometimes simply,
abandonment of or departure from a place.
1591 W. PKRKINS (title). Spiritual Desertions, serums to !

Terrific all Drowsie Protestants. 1611-15 Kr. HAM C0w-

ttin/il., X. T. iv. vi, Season, and sea, and wind, and their

Master's desert ion.had agreed to render themperfectly miser-

able. 1651 DA\'ENAMT('MU//&f-/ii. 111. Ixiv, Hiesc scorn the
Courts dissert ion of their age. 1671 MII.TON Sawsott 632
Swooning* ofdespair, And sense of Heaven's desertion. 1683
Brit. Spec. 178 After the Desertion of this Island by the
Romans. IMS JOHNSON Rambler No. 170 P 13 Mingled his

assurances of protection . . with threats of total desertion.

1856 KANE Arct. Expl. II. xxviii. 278 A desertion of the

coast and a trial of the open water. 1875 JOWETT Plato
1. 341 He is certain that desertion of his duty is an evil.

2. Law. The wilful abandonment of an employ-
ment or of duty, in violation of a legal or moral

obligation ; esp. such abandonment of the military
or naval service. Also, wilful abandonment of the

conjugal society, without reasonable cause, on the

part of a husband or wife.

1711 W. ROGERS I'oy. Introd. 18 In case of Death, Sick'
ness or Desertion of any of the above Officers. 1811 WEL-
LINGTON in Gurw. Desp. VIII. 292 They have nearly put a

stop to desertion from the enemy's ranks. 1840 THIRLWAU.
Gretce VII. Ivii. 231 Ranks thinned by frequent desertions.

1891 SIR H. C. I.OI-ES in Law Times' Rtp. LXV. 603/1
To constitute desertion the parties must be living together
as man and wife when the desertion takes place.

3. Sc. Law. Desertion of the diet : Abandonment
of proceedings on the libel in virtue of which the

panel has been brought into court ; which may be

timpRetier* altogether, or pro lofo ff tempore, tem-

porarily. See DESERT v. 4.
1861 W. BRI.I. Diet. Lau'Scotl. 281/1 The effect of such

a \simplicittr\ desertion of the diet is declared to be, that

the panel shall be for ever free of all challenge or question
touching that offence.

4. Deserted condition ; desertedness,

1751 JOHNSON Rambler No. 174 F 13, I was convinced, by
a total desertion, of the impropriety of my conduct. iSai
SOUTHEY I 'it. yndgtM. Hi, That long drear dream of deser-

tion. 1876
FARRAR JAtr/A. SVr/. vi. 51 The College build-

ings wilt oe almost melancholy in their desertion and silence.

+ b. Tkeol. *

Spiritual despondency ; a sense of

the dereliction of God*
(Johnson). Obs.

a. 1716 SOUTH i J.), The spiritual agonies of a soul under
desertion.

t Desertive (dfidutirX a. Obs. rare.
[f.

DE-
SERT s&. }

-P-IVE.] Meritorious, worthy.
1596 NASHK Saffron Waldtn 124 Master Bodley, a Gentle-

man . . of singular desertiue reckoning and Industrie.

Desertless ('!/"/, Jtl-'o, rt .i [f. DKSFRT .</>.'

+ -LESS.]
1. Without desert or merit ; undeserving.
1601 CORNWALLYRS F.ss, it. U. (1631) 329 If desertlesse the

begger and you differ but in the quantitie. 1631 Hevwoon
Mattl <>/ It'fst u. i. Wks. iC74 II. 353 Priie me low And of

desertlesse merit. 1700 ASTKV tr. Saavedra-Fajcardo II. 108

He promis'il to reform the Militia, and afterwards admitted
Persons wholly desertless. 1891 Pall Afall G. 23 Dec. 2/3
Constant to her descrtle&s husband.

1 2. Unmerited, undeserved. Obs.

1556 J. HEVWOOD Stidfrf F. xv. 47 This augmenteth my
greefe, Thus to be chargde, with desertles repreefe. 1600
DEKKER Gentle Craft WKS. 1873 I. 74 Your Grace . . Heapt
on the head of this degenerous boy, Desertless favours.

1613-31 Printtr our Lady 366 The mother wailing For her
Sons desertlesse paine.

f3. Involvingnorccompenseorreward; thankless.

1607 TorRNEfR A'rt p
. Trag, MI. vi, I am allotted To that

descrtlesse office, to present you With the yet bleeding head.

1615 T. ADAMS Lycantkrc-ty Ep. Ded. i It is no desertlesse
cmce to discover that insatiate oeast.

Hence Dese rtlesly cuh< .. undeservedly.
1611 BEAUM. ^ FL. King ft na King in. ii, People will call

YI'U \.di.uit: desertlessly I think.

Desertless ^Ic'/.-utUs , <r.- rare. [f. DESEKT
$k - + -LESS.] \Vithout or devoid of desert land.
18*1 Xf.f Monthly Mag. IV. 374 We recogniire the lion

.11 having some other relation to our desertless island.

Desertiiess (de-zaitncs). [f.
U>:NEI;T a +

N }

**>.] \ '( sc-rt condition ; barren desolation.

''1400 ( >;- .>/)i/. 'Shales. Soc.) 203 In whyUum place of
deertn-^ 1548 I'n.M i , -i< . Rnum. /'./'. Luke v. 64 The
deMrteneue of the countrey liyiiu :i-te. a 1696 VuMrx
Ann. (1658) 773 The desertneftM of the Country, .did much
afflict them. 1860 RiHKIM Mod. Paint. V. ix. i 701 True
descrtness U not in the want of leaves, but of life

t DeeTtriC6. Obs. rare.
[f.

DK.HKHTKK : on
the type of K. ferninines, e.g. Oftt-itr, otttice : ace

-TKicE.l A female deserter.

1645 MiLTpM Tttr.uk. (1851) 166 Cleave lo a Wife, but let

her lice a wife . . not an adversary, not a de\crtrice.

So also D*M'rtr, DM'rtrix. [sec -THIX.]
In mod. 1 'i t -,

1 Dese rtnous,desa'rtuous, <? rAj. [irreg.
f. L. dtsfrtitm DKKEUT sh:- t -.L'H.] Of the nature

of a desert
;
of or pertaining to a desert.

1631 I.mu.ow Trav. vl. 253 I nail this deformed Countrey,
wee saw neyther house, nor Village, for it is altogether de<

sartuous. Ibid. vn. 320 The Isthmus, ami Confine of De-
sartuous Arabia. Ibid. rx. 378 My Detartuous wnndring.

De'serty, a. [f. DESERT sb? -r-r.] Having
the quality of a desert.

1891 W. S. HAWKKsinrA/
deserty of deserts, where there U not a green thing.

t Dese*rvably, adv. Obs. rare. [f.
*destrvaMe

(f. DESERVE v. + -ABLE).] Deservedly, justly.

1593 Q. ELIZ. ftottkittt iv. 86 Want of punishment, which

descrueaMy thy self hast confest is the greatest yll Iniquitie
can haue.

Deserve ^d/z5-jv), v. Forms: 4- deserve;
also 4 de>, des-, discerve, desserve, 4-6 dis-

serve, 6 dyserve. [a. OF. deserv-ir t now (for
sake of pronunciation dfssenrir: L. dtservtre to

serve zealously, well, or meritoriously, f. Ds- I. 3
+ seruire to serve : hence, in late pop. L., to merit

by sen-ice.]

1 1. trans. To acquire or earn a rightful claim,

by viitue of actions or qualities, to (something" ;

to become entitled to or worthy of (reward or

punishment, esteem or disestecm, position, desig-

nation, or any specified treatment). Obs. or arch.

[1*9* BRITTON v. x. | 5 Si ele ne puisse averrcr . . qe ele

pout dowaric aver deservi.] c 1315 /*. /-'. A Hit. P. B. 617
$yf euer by mon vpon niolde merit dissented, c 1340 Cursor
M. 10350 ( rrin.jCnildrcbnl. .oftedeseruen [Artwrfdecer\-j-n]
muchel mede. c 1400 Koin. Rose 3093, 1 drede youre wrath
to disserve. 1495 Act n Hen. lit, c. 22 | 4 Artificers . .

waste moch part of the day and deserve not their wagis.
" '533 '-'' HFKNKKS linen Ixiii. aig Honoure is dewe to

them that dy^erueth it. 1390 SHAKS. Mid*. A", u. ii. 124
When at your hands did I deserue this scorne ? 1713 ADDI-
SON Cato i. ii, *Tis not in mortals to Command Success, But
we'll do more, Sempronius ; we 11 Deserve it.

t b. Const, with inf. Obs. or arch.
c 1385 CHAIXKR L. G. It'. Prol. 502 That hast deseruyd

sorere for to smerte. ^1400 MAUNDCV. (1830) ix. 200 Men
that han disserved to liendede.

t c. with indirect obj. and subord. clause. Obs.

15*9 MORE f)yaloff iv. Wks. 268/1 Nor neuer deserued
we vnto him y

l he should so much doe for vs.

2. To have acquired, and thus to have, a rightful
claim to ; to be entitled to, in return for services

or meritorious actions, or sometimes for ill deeds

and qualities ; to be worthy to have. (Now the

ordinary sense, in which to mttfrvt is the result of

having deserved in sense 1.)

[t- 1400 MAU SUEv.(Roxb.) Prol. i Hedesserued neuer nanc
cuill ; for he did neuer euill, ne thoght neuer euill.) c 1440
Protnp. Parv. 120 Deaervyn . . be worthy to havyn (KX
tntreor. c tjoo AVw .\'0t-t>r, Mayd in A nt. Pot. Trmcts

(Percy Soc-t *6 Mercy or cruce, A fore your face. He none
deserueth in dcdc. 1599 ^- I'VTTKS Dyetsdrie DimttrG v,
We have many other nerbes which deserve that name. 1599
SHAKS. Much Ado in. L 45 Doth not the Gentleman Deserue
as full as fortunate a bed? 1631 SIIIRLKV /.orv Tricks \. U,
He gave me two or three kicks, which I deserved well

***"^g^i 1651 HOBBES Levitith. u. xxviL 156 All Crimes doe
eiiuafly deserve the name of Injustice. 1668 LADV CHA-
WORTH in 12/A AV/. Hist. MSS. Contm. App. v. 10 Mr. Ho.
. .deserves a better fate than to he ever of the loosing side.

1676 I.ISTFR in Kay's Corr. (18481 124, I am well pleased
your Catalogue of Plants is agni'i to be printed : it certainly
deserves it. 1716 LADY M.W. MOKTACU Lttt. 10 Oct. (1887)
1. 128, 1 deserve not alt the reproaches you make me. c 1850
A rah. Nts. 546 Do you think that you deserve the favour?
Mod. The subject deserves fuller treatment than can be

given to it here.

fig. or trans/, a 1631 DONSK Lttt. t To Mrs. B. Jt'Ai/f

(1651) 6 Not to return till towards Christmas, except the

DVMBM deserve him not so long.
b. Const, with inf.

1585 J. a tr. I'in-t's Sfh. Bttutts A iv b, Yf the bcutes
do better their office . . then men doe theirs, they deserve
more to be called reasonable, then men. 161* BCIMSUCY
Lud, Lit. xiii. 11627) 174 Herein many a Master deserves
rather to be beaten then the scholler. 1841-4 EMERSON*
/-'., .S//V. Laws Wks. Bohnt I. 65 Only those books come
down which deserve to l;i*t. 1856 FROI'DE Hist.Emg. ( 1858)
I. ii. oo The clergy had won the battle then because they
deserved to win it.

3. absol. or intr. t sw To become entitled to the

fitting recompense of action, character, or qualities.
b. To be so entitled ; to have just claims for reward
or punishment; to merit, be worthy. Often in phr.
to dtservc ill or toell of.
c 1300 Treat. /V/. Seiffice 140 And went wheder heo hath

descn-cd, to joye other to pyne. a 1340 HAVPOLK Psalter
xvi. i Here me as my rightwisnes deerre*. t

-

1400 /Vi/r.
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DESERVE.

Troy 12029 Ryches. .To be delt to be dughti. .As J?ai sothly

desseruyt. 1535 COVKRDAI.I-; Keel. ix. 5 They yl be deed,
knowe nothinge, nether deserue they eny more. .11669
TKAPP in Spurgeon Trcas. Dav, Ps. vii. 16 Executed at

Tyburn, as he had well deserven. 1697 DKYDEN Virg.
Georg. iv. 136 That he, who best deserves, alone may reign.

1709 HEARNE Collect. (Oxf. Hist. Soc.) II. 234 He deserves
well of the Publick. 1811 GENL. FLOYD in Southey Life
/>W/n844* II. 640 You would, indeed, to use the French

phr.ise,
' Deserve well of the country.' 1840 THACKERAY

Paris Sk. Bk.> Fr. Fashion. Novels, Deputies who had de-

served well of their country. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) V.

348 Slaves ought to be punished as they deserve.

C. in implied good sense.

1608 MIDDLETON Trick to catch Old One i. i, Find him so

ofiicious to deserve, So ready to supply ! 1752 YOUNG
jirothers iv. i, While you deserved, my passion was sincere.

t 4. trans. To secure by service or quality of

action; to earn, win. b. Const, to (
= for): To

earn or win for (another). Obs.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xiv. 134 Selden deieth he out of

dette iat dyneth ar he deserue it. 1393 GOWER Conf. III.

299 He . .which had bis prise deserved. .Was made begin a
middel horde. 1440 Gesta Rom. x. 29 (Harl. MS.) Me
most euery day nedis laboure, and deserue viij pense. c 1500
Lancelot 1027 Tharfor y red hir thonk at bow disserue. 1590
MARLOWE Edw. //, iv. ii, But by the sword, my lord, 't

must be deserv'd.

b. 1398 TRICVISA Barth. DC P. R, n. xvii. (1495) 43 And
In prayenge the angel desceruyth mede to vs. c 1449 PECOCIC

Rcpr. n. xix. 266 A cros. .was the instrument wher yn Crist

..deserued to us at oure good. 1628 GAULE Pract. Th.

(1629) 10 How. .could the humane Nature of ours deserue
that to vs which his own could not deserue vnto it selfe?

1 5. To serve, do service to ;
to be serviceable or

subservient to; to serve or treat well, to benefit. Obs.
c 1340 Cursor M. 8405 (Trin.) pat neuer did ne disserued

\Cott. seruid] vileny. 1382 WYCLIF I/eb. xiii. 16 By suche
oostis God is disseruyd. 1501 DOUGLAS Pal. Hon. Prol. 93
How Inng sail I thus foruay Quhilk $ow and Venus in this

garth deseruis? 1625 MASSINGER New Way\\. ii, Of all the
scum that grew rich by my riots, This . . and this . . have
worst deserved me. 1634 Very Woman \\. iii, You in this
Shall much deserve me.

t b. intr. with to, for, or infinitive in same sense. Obs.
c 1380 WYCLIF Serin. Sel. Wks. II. 250 Loue techi|> to for-

}eue hem and disserue to hem. c 1450 tr. De Intitatione in.

Iv, Thou knowist. .hov muche tribulacion deserui)> to purge
|>e

rust of my vices, c 1460 BJ>. Grossetest*s Ifonseh. Stat,
in Babces Bk. (1868) 330 The vessels deseruyng for ale and
wyne. 1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 109 D, For these
vertues . . deserueth to the gyfte of pite, and thexercyse of
them disposeth. .man to the perfeccyon of the same.

f 6. trans. To give in return for service rendered ;

to pay back, requite. Obs.
c 1385 CHAUCER L. G.

llf. 1624 Medea, My might, ne rny
labour, May nat disserve it in myn lyvys day. 1393 GOWER
Conf. III. 156 But other, which have nought deserved
Through vertue . . A king shall nought deserve grace.
1470-85 MALORY Arthur \\. ix, I am moche beholdyng vnto
hym, &. I haue yll deserued it vnto hym for his kyndenes.
1523-5 LD. BERNERS Froiss. II. 638 (R.) Whereof we shall
tlianke you, and deserve it to you and yours.

Deserved (d&a-jrvd, -ed),///.a. [f. prec. + -ED.]
1. Rightfully earned ; merited.

1552 HULOET, Deserued, meritns. 1579 SIDNEY Apol.
Poetric (Arb.) 20 His deserued credite. 1607 SHAKS. Cor.
in. iii. 140 Giue him deseru'd vexation. 1709 STEELE Tatler
No. 9 P r The Old Batchelor, a Comedy of deserved Repu-
tation. 1828 SCOTT F. M. Perth xxxii, The day of thy de-
served doom. 1859 F. HALL Vdsai'adattd> Pref. 46 Com-
mentaries which are held in deserved esteem.

1 2. That has deserved [L. mcritus] ; meritorious,

worthy; = DESERVING ///. a. Obs. rare.

1607 SHAKS. Cor. m. i. 292 Rome, whose Gratitude To-
wards her deserued Children, is enroll'd.

Deservedly (drzauvedli), adv. [f. DESERVED
+ -LY 2. Cf. L. tnerito.] According to desert or

merit ; rightfully, worthily.
1548 THOMAS Ital. Gram., Meritamente, woorthely or

deseruedly. 1576 FLEMING Panopl. Epist, 415 It may de-

servedly challenge immortalitie. 1671 MILTON P. R. i. 407
Deservedly thou griev'st, composed of lies. 1709 ADDISOM
Tatler No. 122 p i A People of so much Virtue were de-

servedly placed at the Head of Mankind. 1872 JENKINSON
Guide Eng. Lakes (1870) 176 Some of the views are much
and deservedly admirea.

Dese'rvedness. [f. as prec. -f -NESS.] The
quality of having deserved ; desert, worthiness; in

good sense, excellence.
a 1628 F. GREVILLE Sidney (1652) 24 No exterior Signe of

degree, or deservedness. 1643 T. GOODWIN Aggrav. Sin 31
Daniel would convince Balsliazzar of his deservednesse to
lose his Kingdome. 1889 A. P. FOSTER in Chicago Advance
28 Mar., The deservedness of his cause.

Dese'rveless, a. rare.
[f. DESERVE v, +

-LESS.] Undeserving.
1648 HERKICK Hesper. t To his Bk. (1869! 79 Deserveless of

the name of Paragon.
Hence Dese'rvelessly </?.'., undeservedly, un-

justifiably.
1654 VILVAIN Epit. Ess. iv. 77 Henry put to death deserve-

lesly [printed deservdlesly], Two Noblemen.

Deserver (dftaMvai). In 6 -our. [f. DESERVE
Z/. + -ER*. Cf. OF. deserveor, -eur (Godef.).] One
who deserves or merits

; esp. one who deserves well.

1549 UDALL, etc. Erasin. Par. i Tim. vi. 2 More is to
be done for y deseruour than for the exactour, more for

thelouyngmaistertetc.]. 1606 SHAKS. Ant. $ Cl. \. ii. 193
Whose Loue is neuer link'd to the deseruer, Till his deserts
are past. 1623 BINGHAM Xenofhon 139 Kinde remembrers
of your well deseruers. 1631 LAUD Wks. (1853) V. 256 The
man certainly is an ill deserver. 1704 SWIFT T. Tub iii.Wks.

242

1760 I. 48 Other great deservers of mankind. 1829 E.

BATHER Serin. II. 364 Christ is the deserver of everything
for sinners.

t Dese'rveress. Obs. [f. prec. + -ESS.] A
female deserver.
1612 SHKLTON Cjiti.v. 1. 1. i. 3 Make you Deserveress of the

Deserts that your Greatness deserves. i7ioSrEELE Tatler
No. 178 F i.

tDese'rvice. Obs. rare~ l
. In 5 -yce. [f. !

DESERVE ^., after service. (OF. had dcservice -
\

DISSERVICE.)] = DESERT sb.^ ; deserving.
1480 CAXTON L'/tron. Eng. Ixxviii. 64 He reproued. .lyther

tyrants and hem chastysed after hir deseruyse.

t Dese'rvient, ppl* a- Obs. [ad. L. determent-

em, pr. pple. of deservire to serve zealously, etc.]

Of service, helpful.
1578 BANISTER Hist. Man i. 22 Passages . . desennent to

the transmitting of Sinewes. 1661 Sir H. Vane's Politicks
12 More salable to the Time, then deservient to Necessity.

Deserving" (d&S'jvlg), vbl. sb.
[f.

DESERVE
V. + -ING '

.] Desert, merit ;
= DESERT j.1

1388 WYCLIF P$. vii. 5 Falle Y, bi disseruyng. 1482 Monk
of Eves/tarn (Arb.) 37 Aftyr ther olde merytys and de-

seruynges . . holpe . . or lettyd. a 1541 WYATT Poet. Wks.
(1861)185 Chastise me not for my deserving According to

thy just conceived ire. 1600 E. BLOUNT tr Conestaggio 94
Striving to make knowne his better deserving. 1721 CIBBER
Love in Riddle H. i, My weak Praise would wrong his full

Deservings. 1814 MRS. J. WEST A licia de Lacy 1. 181 Was
he, indeed, .ignorant of his own deserving? 1866 KINGSLEY
I/erew. iii, An, that he would reward the proud according
to their deservings.

Dese*rving, ///. a. [f. as prec. + -ING 2.]

That deserves (good, ill, etc.) ; used contextually
with either sense knplied ; but esp. in a good sense,

meritorious, worthy.
1576 FLEMING Panopl. Epist. 117 Your meritorious and

wel deserving behaviour. < 1610 MIDDLETON, etc. Widow
I. i, To the deservingest of all her sex. 1676 DKYDEN
Aurengz. v. \. p. 77 Cease to grieve And for a more de-

serving Husband live. 111685 OTWAY (J.), Courts are the

places . . Where the deserving ought to rise. 1828 G. W.
BRIDGES Ann. Jamaica II. xv. 224 Severer punishment
upon the deserving culprits. Mod. The problem of the
relief of the deserving poor.
b. Const, of (rarely omitted 1

.

1769 GOLDSMITH Rom. Hist. (1786) II. 259 He was highly
deserving this distinction. 1813 J. THOMSON Led. Inflam.
171 Observations the more deserving of your attention. 1854
J. S. C. ABBOTT Napoleon (1855) II. xii. 206 They all appeared
deserving his attention. 1855 MACAULAY///J/. Eng. III. 405
Delinquents, .deserving of exemplary punishment.

Deservingly (d/zouvinli), adv.
[f. prec. +

-LIT -.] In a deserving manner
; meritoriously.

155* HULOET, Deseruingly, tnerito. f 1561 VF.RON Free-
will 51 b, lustlye and deseruinglye put from those thinges.
1650 R. STAPYLTON Strata's Loiu C. Warres vm. 3 Had
often (and deservingly) the experience of ill fortune. 1737
Clorana 125 Bellmont had placed his Friendship very de-

servingly.

Dese'rvingness. [f. as prec. + -NESS.] De-

serving quality, desert, merit
; worthiness.

1631 Celestina xn. i45Growne to. .a better deservingnesse
in your selves. 1865 J. GROTE Treat. Moral Ideas ^.(1876)
21 That virtue consisted in moral beauty, or in deservingness
of human approbation.

TJesese, obs. var. of DISEASE, DISSEIZE v.

t Desespei'r, sb. Obs. Also 5 dess-, dis-,

-peyr(e. [a. OF. desespeir (mod.F. djsespoir\ vbl.

sb. from dtsesptrer to DESPAIR, q.v.] By-form of

DESPAIR sb.

c 1374 CHAUCER Troylus i. 605 With desespeir \v.rr. des-

sespeir, disespeyr] so sorwfully me offendeth. 1393 GOWER
Conf. II. 125 In desespeire a man to falle.

t Desespei're, v . Obs. Also disespeyre. [a.
OF. desespere-r.~\ By-form of DESPAIR v.

c 1380 CHAUCER Compl. to his Lady 7 So desespaired I am
from alle blisse. c 1430 LYDG. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 236
A verray preef of his mercy, that no man disespeyre.
ibid. 179 Disespeyred.

t Dese'sperance, -aunce. Obs. AUo die-.

[a. OF. dtsesptrance (12th c. in Hatzf.) = Pr. des-

esperansa, a Romanic compound of des-, L. dis- +

esperantia,) -za, -ee, i.esperare^ esperer\ L. sperare
to hope.] Despairing, despair.
c 1374 CHAUCER Troylitsu, 1258 (1307 1 That lay . . By-twixen

hope and derk desesperaunce. c 1460 Pol. Ret, # L. Poems
(1866) 68 His suerte he putteth in disesperaunce.

t Dese'sperat, a. Obs. In 4 dis-. [ad. OF.
desesper^ YT.desesperat^'L. despcrat-us despaired,
DESPERATE.] Desperate, hopeless.
c 1384 CHAUCER //. Fame m. 925 And wost thy selfen

outtirly Disesperat of alle blys.

Deseue, -seuy, -seve, obs. ff. DECEIVE v,
c 1350 Will. Palerne 3307 A-drad to J?e deth bei deseuy

here wold.

Desever, obs. form of DISSEVER v.

Deseyt, -te, Deseyve, obs. forms of DECEIT,
DECEIVE, etc.

Desgise, -guise, -gyse, obs. ff. DISGUISE.
Deshabille: see DISHABILLE.
Desherit, etc., obs. form of DISHEHIT, etc.

Deshese, Deshight, obs. ff. DISEASE, DE-
SIGHT.

Deshonour, obs. form of DISHONOUR.
Desi, obs. form of DIZZY a.

Desiatin, var. of DESSIATINE.

DESICCATIVE.

Desiccant (d/srkant, de'sikant
,

a. and sb.

[ad. L. dcsiccdnt-em, pr. pple. of desiccare : see

DESICCATE, and note there as to stress.]
A., adj. Having the property of drying ; serving

to dry; esp, of a medicinal agent.
1775 ASH, Desiccant) drying, drying up humours. 1875

H. C. WOOD Thcrap. (1879) 39 Litharge . . used as a desic-

cant astringent powder for ulcers.

B. sb. A drying or desiccating agent ; a medicine
or remedy which dries up.
1676 WISEMAN Surgery vni. v. (K,\ We endeavour by

moderate detergents and desiccants, to cleanse and dry the
diseased parts. 1866 Pall Mall G. No. 492. 739/1 Dry air

is the most effective desiccant.

De'siccate, ///. a. arch. [ad. L. dcsiccat-its

dried up, pa. pple. of desiccare : see next.] Desic-

cated, dried.

c 1420 Pallatt. on Husb. iv. 179 But daies thre this seede
is goode bewette In mylk or meth, and after desiccate Sette
hem ; thai wol be swete. 1626 BACON Sylva 842 Bodies

desiccate, by Heat, or Age. 1840 BROWNING Sordello \\. 313
Juicy in youth or desiccate with age.

Desiccate (d/Vk^t, de-sik^t), v. [f. L. desic-

cat-, ppl. stem of desiccare to dry completely, dry
up, f. DE- I. 3 + siccdre to dry, siccus dry.
(For changing stress see note to CONTEMPLATE : desi'ccate

is the only pronunciation in Diets, down to 1864, and' in

Ogilvie 1882, Cassell 1883.)]

1. trans. To make quite dry ;
to deprive thor-

oughly of moisture ; to dry, dry up. Alsoyf^.
In U.S. applied to the thorough drying of articles of food

for preservation.

1575 TUKBKKV. Fanlconrie 261 They doe molHfie, and de-
siccate the woundeor disease. 1626 BACON Sylva 727 Wine
helpeth to digest and desiccate the moisture. 1657 TOMLIN-
SON Renou'sDisp. 181 This . . will desiccate an ulcer. 1808

J. BARLOW Colnmb. iv. 426 No . . courtly art [shall] Damp
the bold thought or desiccate the heart. 1832 I. TAYLOR
Saturday Even. (1834) 297 Atheism in all its forms desiccates
the affections. 1839 BAILEY Festns Proem, Though we
should by art Bring earth to gas and desiccate the sea. 1883
PROCTOR in Knowl. 3 Aug. 74/1 The shock was of sufficient

intensity to . . partially desiccate the muscular tissues.

2. intr. To become dry. rare.

1679 RYCAUT Grk. Church 277 Bodies of such whom they
have Canonized for Saints to continue unconsumed, and . .

to dry and desiccate like the Mummies in Egypt.
Hence Desiccating

1

vbl. sb. and ppl. a.

1651 tr. Bacon's Life fy Death 7 They speak much of the

Elementary Quality of Siccity or Drienesst-; and of things
Desiccating. 1866 J. MARTINEAU Ess. I. 388 The very things
which this desiccating rationalism flung off. 1871 B. STEWART
Heat 63 The . . air was . . thoroughly dried by being passed
through a desiccating apparatus. djpgXwiMWM i Apr.
402/2 That desiccating of the Anglo-Saxon in North America
which Humboldt and others have commented upon.
Desiccated (d/si-k^ted, de-sik^ted), ppl, a.

[f. DESICCATE v. + -ED.] Deprived or freed of

moisture
; dried ; (of food) dried for preservation.

1677 HALE Prim. Orig. Man. n. vii. 193 By elevation ..

from the Sea or some desiccated places thereof. 1847-8 H.
MILLER Firstlmpr. xvii. (1857) 330 The livingsouls. .which
had once animated these withered and desiccated bodies.

1884 Health Exhib. Catal. 9/1 Preserved Potato and Desic-
cated Soup. Ibid. 1 8/1 American Breakfast Cereals, .hulled,

crushed^ steam-cooked, and desiccated.

Desiccation (desik^'
i

'Jon). [ad. L. desiccation-

em, n. of action from desiccare : see DESICCATE v.]
The action of making quite dry ; depriving or free-

ing of moisture
; dried up condition.

1477 NORTON Ord. Alch. vii. in Ashm. (1652) 104 Another
Fier is Fire of Disiccation. 1541 R. COPLAND Gnydon's
Forniularye Tivb, Composed woundes apostemate with

venym requyrethstrongedesiccacyon. 1684!'. UUKNET Th.
Earth \\. 26 A great drought and dessication of the earth.

1803 W. SAUNDERS Min. Waters 352 To finish the desicca-
tion of the residue over a water bath. 1836 MACGILLIVRAY
tr. Humboldt's Trav. iii. 44 Mummies, reduced to an extra-

ordinary degree of desiccation. 1865 LIVINGSTONE Zambesi
iv. QI The general desiccation which Africa has undergone.

D. attrib.) as desiccation-crack, in Ceol.
9
a crack

produced in a bed of clay in the process of drying,
and subsequently filled by a new deposit of soft

matter.

1865 PAGE Geol. Terms 173 Appearances . . known as de-
siccation cracks . . not to be confounded with *

joints ',

'

cleav-

age' and similar phenomena. 1880 A. R. WALLACE hi. Life
vi. 85 Irregular desiccation marks, like the cracks at the
bottom of a sun-dried muddy pool. 1882 GEIKIE Text-bk.
Geol. iv. i. 485 These desiccation-cracks or sun-cracks . . prove
that the surface of rock on which they lie was exposed to

the air and dried before the next layer of water-borne sedi-

ment was deposited upon it.

Desiccative vd/srkativ, de'sik^'tiv), a. and sb.

Also 5-6 desyccatif, dyssyccatiue. fad. med.L.

desiccativ-itS) f. L. desiccat- : see above and -IVE.]
A. adj. Having the tendency or quality of dry-

ing up.
1541 R. COPLAND Galyen's Tera.fi. 2 Aivb, The faculte

of medycyns ought to be desyccatyfe. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny
xxxi. x, Astringent it is, desiccative, binding, and knitting.

1796 MOUSE Anter. Geoff. I. 60 Warm winds, as the Sirocco,
Harmatan, etc., are more desiccative than coid winds. 1838
T. THOMSON Chem. Org". Bodies 429 It is more desiccative
than linseed oil.

B. sb. A desiccative agent ; a desiccant. ? Obs.
c 1400 Lattfranc'sCiriirg. 57 A moist discracie. .bou schalt

help wi|? desiccativis. 1541 R. COPLAND Gityfon s Forutn~

larye R iij b, Medycyns that be colde, dyssycatyues, and
infrigidatyues. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny 1 1. 138 Wheat is such
a desiccatiue, that it wil draw and drie vp the wine or any



Dcsi-

DESICCATOR
..thiT liquor in :\ Iran. -II which is buried within it. 1708
/.';//. .//.'//c Nu. 72. 3/1 CofTe is a very great Desiccativc.
1758 I. S. l.e Drtut'lOhtro, Surg. {1771)301 The Wound..
tt'as ilrcsscd with . . 1 >csircativc->, < :il< im:(l Alum [etc.).

Desiccator (ilrsi-k<njj, dc-sikiuu). [agcnt-n.
iii I., form from dfsucare to DEBICX'ATE.] One
who or that which desiccates or dries ; a name
given to a chemical apparatus used to dry sub-
stances which are decomposed by heat or by ex-

posure to the air (
=
KXHICCATOK) ; and, in later

coiniiierci.il use, to contrivances for the desiccation
of fruit, milk, or other articles of food, also of tan-

bnrk, etc.

1837 K. B. EDK/VVK/. Chcm. 173 Occasionally evaporations
arc performed with much benefit by aid of desiccators. 1883
in tusyel. DM, (Casscll'.

Desiccatory (.d/si-katari), a. [f. as DESICCATE
v. + -OKY.] Desiccalive.
c 1800 Travels ofAnacnarsis II. 467 (L.) Pork is desic-

catory, but it strengthens and passes easily. ttytAt/icnxiini
30 Jan. 145/3 Beneath the desiccatory influences to which
Central Asia has been subject for centuries.

Deside, obs. form of DECIDE.
t Desiderabi'lity. Obs.

[f. next : see -ITY.]
The quality of being desirable

; desirableness.
i*35 HEVWOOD Ilierarch. n. Comm. 97 Amabilitie,

deramlitie . . Pulchritude, 1 ucunditie.

t Desi'derable, a. Obs. Also 4 desoder-,
desyder-. [ad. L. dfsideralitl-is desirable, f.

deslderare (see DESIDERATE) : cf. rare OF. deti-

dtra/ile, and see DESIUABLE.] To be desired ;

desirable.
a 1340 KAMI-OLE Psalter xviii. ii pe domes of God are

desiderabile abouen all riches, c 1340 I'rose Tr. a Sothely,
Ihesu, desederabill es thi name. (-145011. De Imitatione
in. v, Verily bc-re is non oter binge here laudable ner de-
siderable. 1540-54 CROKK I's. (Percy Soc.) 33 More then
gold desiderable Or stones most precious to se. 1611
CORVAT CrtuliHes 32 Myselfe hauing had the happinesse to

enjoy his desidcralile commerce. \(yj$Art dwtetitin. x. x.

333
'

Tis sure no such desiderable guest that we should go
out to meet it.

Hence f Desi derably adv. Obs.

1635 QUARLES KuM. v. v. 363 O . . most holy fire ! how
sweetly doest thou burne ! . . how desiderably doest thou
inflame me !

Desiderant (dfti-derant). a. and so. rare. [ad.
L. dfsjderaiit-tm, pr. pple. ofdfsTtteran to DESIKE.]
A. adj. Desiring, desirous : (implied in next adv.).
B. i/>. One who desires a thing.
1860 J. R. BAI.LANTYNK Bible for ike Pandits m When

one writes up
' The smallest donation thankfully received ',

it is tacitly implied that the donation shall not be what the
dcsiderant does not care to have.

t Desi'derantly, <*iv. Obs. rare- '.
[f. prec.

+ -i.Y *
: cf. L. aesideranter, and OF. deside-

ramnteiit, similarly foimed.] Desiringly, desir-

ously.
' '450 tr. /V/'/V<i//Wlll.liv,t>atbeiaskesodesiderantly

of god.

Desiderata, pi. of DESIDEKATUM, o.v.

t Besi'derate, a. anil sb. Obs. [ad. L. dfsi-
dcrdi-tis desired : see next.]
A. ndj. Desired; desirable.

1640 (i. WATTS tr. Kacoris Adv. Learn, iv. ii. 199 So these
are the Parts which in the knowledge of Medicine, touching
the cure of Diseases, are desiderate.

B. sb. A thing that is desired ; a desideratum.
1640 G. WATTS tr. Kacon's Adv. Learn. Pref. 33 Where i

we deliver up any thing as a Desiderate. 1664 EVELYN Sylva
('77<S) 558 Those who shall once oblige our nation with a full

\

and Absolutely Complcat Dictionary, as yet a Desiderate
amongst us. 1670 Mtm. (18571 'II. 3 When 1 shall

j

have received those other desiderates, I may proceed to the
'

compiling part.

Desiderate (d/i-de't;, v.
[f. L. dfsTderal-,

ppl. stem of desttlcrare to miss, long for, desire, f.

df- (Ds- 1. I, 2) -i- a radical also found in con-sidt-r-

dre, perhaps connected with sidus, sidcr- star, con-

stellation; but the sense-history is unknown: cf.

CONSIDER.]
trans. To desire with a sense of want or regret ;

to feel a desire or longing for
; to feel the want of

;

to desire, want, miss.

1645 R. BAII.I.IK Di'snvasnt Vind. (1655) 39 In that pas- |

lorall freedome I desiderate these three things. 1646 SlRT.
BROWNE Pseud. Ef>. Pref. Avja, If any way. .wee may ob-
tninea worke, so much desired, at least, desiderated of truth.

1730 T. BOSTON Mem. App. xii. 453, I desiderated satisfying
impressions. 1788 GIBBON /,/. Misc. Wks. 1796 I. 670 In an
evening I desiderate the resources of a family or a club. 1819
Soinil v in t>. Rev. XXXIX. 133 The great step which is

now desiderated in education. 1836-7 SIR W. HAMILTON
Melaf/i. xxxix. 1 1870) 1 1. 384 He evacuates the phenomenon
of all that desiderates explanation. 1839 Jahn Bait 1 1 Aug.,We desiderate to know whether murder Itself be considered
one [an offence). 1865 TU.IM..M-K Helton Kit. xxvii. 331 In-

capable of enjoying the kind of life which he desiderated.

243

Desideration (d/si.i, r.-i-Jm;. [.-.d. i.. desi-

<UritiSn*tm, n. ( action from desiderare : see
IJKMIIKHATE and -ATIO.V.] 1. The action of desi-

derating ; desire, with feeling of want or regret.
JciSas Cm. Myst. (Shaks. Soc.f38<5 Vif it like youre be-

nygnyte Nouth to l>en displesid wyth my desideracyon Me
longilh to youre presense now conjunct to the unyte. 1633
T. ADAMS K*f. i Peter iii. 18 Thus it |i. e. Amen) u a note
of confirmation, as well as desideration. 1813 W. TAYI.KR
K'lf. Synon. (1856) 393 Desire U aroused by hope while de-
sideration is inflicted Tiy reminiscence. 1861 G. M> *i i.mi

Harrington I. iv. 53 He will assuredly so dispose of
his influence as to suit the desiderations of his family.
t 2. Thing desired, desideratum. Obs. rare.
1836 LANDOR Pcric. >r Asf. Ixxviii, Coriander-seed might

correct it. .The very desideration !

Desiderative (d/si-dcrAiv ,
a. and sb. [ad.

L. desidtrativ-ns (in late L. grammarians), f. desi-
derat- ppl. stem : see -IVE. (In mod.K. itisidt'ra-

//)] A. adj.
1. Having, expressing, or denoting desire; per-

taining to desire.

1655-00 STANLEY Hist. Pliilos. (1701) 307 'i That to every
apprehensive faculty, there might be a desiderative; to
embrace what it judgeth good, to refuse what it esteemelh
evil. 1816 T. TAYLOR Kss. VIII. 50 The liver signifying
that he lived solely according to the desiderative part of his
nature.

2. Gram. Of a verb or verbal form : Formed from
another verb to express a desire of doing the act

thereby denoted ; of or
pertaining to such a verb.

1551 HULOET H v b/i It is to be noted how all verbcs end-
yng m Tvrio . . be verbes desideral yue, as desierynge or
entendynge to perfourme the act of their significations. 1711
tr. Wertnfels" l)isc. Logomacltys 336 Verbs . . frequentative,
inchoative, imitative, and desiderative. 1857 M. WILLIAMS
.Sanskrit Gram. (1864) 303 Nouns and participles derived
from the desideralive base are not uncommon. 1879 WHIT-
NEY Sansk. Cram, f 1026 By the desiderative conjugation
is signified a desire for the action or condition denoted by
the simple root.

B. sb. Gram. A desiderative verb, verbal form,
or conjugation : see prec.
1751 HARRIS Hermes i. vii. (1786) 137 A species of Verb*

called . . in Latin Daiderativa, the Desideratives or Medi-
tatives. 1855 FORBES Hindustani Gram. (1868) 65 Desider-
atives, as . . 'to wish, or to be about, or like to speak '.

1*57 M. WILLIAMS Sanskrit Cram. (1864) 305 Desideratives
may take a passive form by adding ya to the desiderative
base after rejecting final a.

;i Desideratum (d/sider?i-tftn). I'l.-ata. [a.
j. dcsiiieriittim thing desired, neuter of dfstderat-us,

Desiderated ^l/si -dewiti-d), ///. a. [f. prec.
vb. + -Kn.] Desired, wanted, required.

ii 1743 CiirvNE (J-X Eclipses are of wonderful assistance
toward the solution of this so desirable and so much de-
siderated problem. 1836'!'. HOOK Gumey Married 11839) ,

306 Kitty returned . . bearing in her hand . . the desiderated

(I liki- the word, it U so long and so new) basin of broth.

1854 H. MILLER .fM. GScttHi. xxv. ( 1857) 550 The desiderated
want was to be supplied by its writer.

L. desi

pa. pple. of dfsiderare : see DESIDERATE v. The
subst. use belongs to med.L. Also used in the I,,

form in mod.K. and Sp.] Something for which
a desire or longing is felt

; something wanting and
required or desired.

i6sa N. CULVERWEL Ligkt of Nat. 33 (Stanf.) All De-
siderata shall be suppli'd. 1654 WHITLOCK Zootomia 454
Here that Desideratum my Lord Hacon speaketh of .

is supplyed. 1668 WILKINS Real Cliar. Ep. to Rdr. 63 'ITie
various Desiderata, proposed by Learned men, or such
things as were conceived yet wanting to the advancement
of several parts of Learning. 1781 A. MONRO Co/afar.
Anat. Introd. (ed. 3)6 A .. technical dictionary . . is one of
the desiderata in anatomy. i8oa PLAYFAIR Illustr. Mutton,
n. 338 The explanation of them was still a desideratum in

geology. 1807 SOUTHEY Lift (1850) III. 105 One of the
greatest desideratums in modem Oriental literature. 1875
JOWETT Plate (ed. a)

III. 161 The fitness of the animal lor

food is the great desideratum. 187* MOZLEY Univ. Strut.
iii. (1877) 47 A great number of people in every age, do want
morality without religion : it U a great desideratum.

Beside rium. [L.;
=

longing, sense of want,
desire, f. stem of desiderare : see DESIDERATE.]
An ardent desire or wish

;
a longing, properly for

a thing once possessed and now missed ; a sense
ofloss.

1715 SWIFT Let. to Pcfe 38 June, When I leave a country
. . I think as seldom as I can of what 1 loved or esteemed
in it, to avoid the desideristm which of all things makes life

most uneasy. 1789 G. WHITE Stlbonu (1853) II. xxxiii. 349
This strange affection probably was occasioned by that
dcsiderium. 1883 Sat. Rev. 31 Apr. 485/3 Many Liberals

regard the memory of Lord Beaconsfield with a desideriitm
which has not been exhibited towards that of any English
political leader within the memory of living man.
t Desi-dery. Obs. rare. [a. OF. desiderie

(nth c. in Godef.), ad. L. dcsiderium longing,
desire : see prec.] Desire, wish.
r 1450 Craft of Lovers (R.), My name is True loue of

cardinal desidery . . the very exemplary. 1513 HKAMSHAW
St. l\',-rl<Hrge i. 14981*0 brynge his doughter to the hous of
Kly . . after her desydery. Ifid. 3899 There to be tumy'.ale
after her desydery.

t Desiditvse, a. Obs. -next
1717 BAII.EY vol. \\.Desidiou.desidioia. idle, slothful,

lajry, sluggish. 1755 JOHNSON, Desidiote, idle, Uuv, heavy.
i8a> MRS. E. NATHAN Lnngreatk III. 290 From the lower
orders Incoming desidiosc. [Used jestingly.)

t Desi'diotlS, a. Obs. Abo 7 dlas-. [ad. I,.
\

d<-sidii>s-tfs slothful, f. dfsidia sitting idle, indolence,

slothfulness, f. desidfre to sit long, sit idle, f. DK- 1.
j

3 + stiiert to sit.] Idle, indolent, slothful.

01540 [implied in next). 1608 R. CRAKANTHORI>K Serm.
(1609) A iij

a, Some, .blamed both him and other Bishops, as

being desidious. 1637 R. HUMPHREY tr. St. Ambrose ii. 5
To be desidious and defectiue in pious workes. 1647 WARD
Simt. OW-(i843) 75 Yee fight the battells of the Lord, bee
neither desidious nor perfidious. 1656 in BLOUNT Gbxsogr.

DESIGN.
t Desi dionsness. Obs. [L prec. +

Mli msx, indolence, ilothfulnex.
"1540 I.HM.I) /.,/. to Cromwell in Wood Atn. Oiou. I

68 The Germane* perceiving our desidioubnc** and neali-
I gence do tend daily young Scholars hither, that spoileththem (ancient authors) and cuttrth them out of libraries,

returning home and putting them abroad as monument! of
then-own country (etc). 1647 N. BACON l>is< . l^vt. Knf. i.

xxxviii. (1739' 58'! his dUsidiousnen of the greater lort made
one step further to the full perfection of that manner of
1 rial. 1651 ItU. u. vi. 1 17,9) 33 He found the People . .

vexed at his Grandfather's duidiousneu.
Dosie n, obs. form of Dt/./v.

Desight (d/sai-t). [f. DK- + SIGHT ; prob. orig.a variant of dessight, DIHKICHT, q.v.] A thing un-

sightly,
an ugly object to look at, an eyesore.

(Bui in the Brut quot. perhaps a misprint for dfififH.,
(1589 PUTTENHAM Ear. I'oesit 111. xxiv. i Arb.) 393 (If he)come sodainly to be pold or shauen, it will teeme onely to

himselfe, a deshight and very vndecenl.) 18346. Cox Oxkni
'" '834, v. 65 A splendid error and a grand de.ight, Gro-
tesquely Gothic, blunderingly bright. 1851 Miss VOMCE
Cameoi II. vi. 68 Three emeralds, three pearU, and one
large rough pebble, which was such a desighl to the others,
that [etc.l

Desi'ghtment. ran.
[f. as prec. + -Mem.]The act of making unsightly ; disfigurement.

a 1864 Times (Webster, Substitute jury-masts at whatever
desightment or damage in rule.

Design (dtoi-n), sb. Also 6 da-, des-, di-
scigne, diaaeine, 7 designe, (dessein, dissecne,
8 deseign). [In l6th c. des(s]eigne, a. i."(-i6lh c.

Y.desseing (in i6th c. also dessing, desing} 'de-

signe, purpose, proiect, priuat intention or deter-
mination' (Cotgr.), f.Jeiseigner to IH:.sn;.v. In
l6th c. It. disegno (also dissegno, designo) had the
senses '

purpose, designe, draught ; mo<lel, plot,
picture, pourtrait' (Horio). Hence the artistic

sense was taken into Fr., and gradually difTerrn-
tiated in spelling, so that in mod.F. dessein is 'pur-
pose, plan ', dcsu'n '

design in art '. F-ng. on the

contrary uses design, conformed to the verb, in both

senses.] I. A mental plan.
1. A plan or scheme conceived in the mind and

intended for subsequent execution ; the preliminary
conception of an idea that is to be carried into effect

by action ; a project
IJ93 HOOKER Keel. Pol. i. xv. | 4 (Spencer's ed. 1611 p. 46)What the lawe of God hath, either for or against our dis-

seignes. 1596 Sl'ENSF.n /'. Q. \. viii. 35 By counterfet dis-
guise lo their deseigne to make the easier way 16x5
Pl-RCHAS Pilgrims 11. 1303 Tlie Emperor vnderlaketh no
high design without his approvement. 1738 WKSI.EY Psalms
ii. i Why do the Jews and Gentiles join I'o execute a vain
Design? a 1843 SpUTiitv Inscriptions xli, What inexhans-
tive springs of public wealth The vast design required. 1848
MACAL-LAV Hist. Enf, I. 534 Grey . . had concurred in the
design of insurrection.

b. 'A scheme formed to the detriment of an-
other' (J.); a plan or purpose of attack upon
or on.

a 1704 LOCKE ij\ A sedate, settled design upon another
man s life. 1704 CIKBEK Careless /fust. n. i. To be in love,
now, is only to have a design upon a woman, a modish way
of declaring war against her virtue. 1848 MACAI LAY Hist.

Knf. I. 508 It was thought necessary to relinquish the
design on Bristol. 1858 LVTTON H 'hat Will kf do 1 i. i, He
had no design on your pocket.
2. In weaker sense : 1'urpose, aim, intention.
1588 SHAKS. /.. /.. /,. iv. i. 88 (Armado writes) Thine in the

dearest designe of induslrie. ll'id. v, i. 105. 1594
Rich. Ill, I. IL 311 That it may please you leaue these sad
designes To him that hath most cause to be a Mourner.
1659 B. HARRIS Purivafs Iron Age 108 They who ask
relief, have one designe : and he who gives it, another. 1697
DRYOEN I 'irg-. Past. vi. 37 He . . demands On what deaign
the Boys had bound his hands. 1734 tr. Rollins Am:
Hist. (1827 > I. 344 With design to besiege iu 1736 Bin i k

Anal. i. iii. Wks. 1874 I. 50 The design of this chapter is to
inquire, how far this is the case. 1791 /;. MundihaHSeH't
Trav. xxx. 135 They extended an elephant's hide, tanned
and prepared for the design, across the summit of the lower.
1866 G. MACDONALD Ann. Q. \eiffto. xxxiii. (1878) 564 My
design had been to go at once lo 1/ondon.

b. =- Intention to go. (Cf. I>KHH;X v. 13.";

IT'S DE FOE .Vrn> I'oy. (1840) 57 My design was to the
north part of the island.

O. phr. Jiy (\out of, on, ufm} dtsign: on
purpose, pur|>o?ely, intentionally.
16*8 HOUSES Thxcyd. ( 1822 '

65 The man being upon design
gone..into Sanctuary. 1650 KLIKR 1'isgah n. xii. 261 On
design to extirpate all the smiths in Israel. 1665 MANIIY
Crotixs' Lorn C. H'arres 141 Kither out of Design, or him-
plicity. 01715 Bl-SNtr f>K* Time (1766) I. 4. I have, on
design, avoided all laboured periods. 1867 KRFEMAN \oriu.
Coxa. (18761 I. App. 628 William, whether by accident or

by design, was not admitted.

8. The thing aimed at; the end in view; the
final purpose.
[1605 SHAKS. Macl>. IL i. 5; Wither'd Murther. .towards hi

designe Moucs like aGhoxi.) 1657 C'ROMW i I.L in FotirC.
F.ng. Lett. 86 We desire . . thai the design be Dunkirk rather
than Grauclines. 1697 I>RVICN I'irg. Geory. Hi. 604 If Milk
be thy Design ; with plenteous Hand Bnng Clover grass.
1711 LADY M. W. MONTAGU Lett, to W. Montagu 24 Mar..
Happiness is the natural design of all the world. 1833
CHALMERS Const. Man (1835) I. iv. 187 Virtue was the de-

sign of our Creation.

4. Contrivance in accordance with a preconceived
plan ; adaptation of means to ends ; pre-arranged

81* -i



DESIGN.

purpose ; spec, used in reference to the view that

the universe manifests Divine forethought and
testifies to an intelligent Creator (the argument
from design^.

1665 MANLEY Grotius Linv C. ll'tirres 141 Either out of

Design, or Simplicity. 1736 [see DESIGNER i]. 1802 PALEY
Nat. Thtol. ii. 3 The argument from design remains as it

was. Ibid, ii. 4 The machine, which we are inspecting,
demonstrates, by its construction, contrivance and design.
1831 HREWSI ER Neiaton 1 1855) \ xiii. 359 The arrangements,
therefore, upon which the stability of the system depends,
must have been the result of design. 1855 TENNYSON Maud
n. II. i, What a lovely shell . . With delicate spire and whorl,
How exquisitely minute, A miracle of design ! 1883 HICKS
(tflfr), Critique of Design.Arguments.
6. In a bad sense : Crafty contrivance, hypocri-

tical scheming ; an instance of this. Cf. DESIGNING
ppl. a. 2. arch.

passions, sullenness, or designs. 1738 WESLEY Hymns,
'Almighty Maker, Cod!' vi,Thy Glories I abate, Or praise
Thee with Design. 1796 Br. WATSON Afal. BiHc 276 If this
mistake proceeds from design you are still less fit. 1871 H.
TAYLOR Faust (1875) I. v. 99 Twas all deceit and lying, false

design.

II. A plan in art.

6. A preliminary sketch for i picture or other
work of art

;
the plan of a building or any part of

it, or the outline of a piece of decorative work,
after which the actual structure or texture is to be

completed ; a delineation, pattern.
1638 Jvmn JffMiHg' ofAncicnis 270 What beauty and

that designe that showes the side . . of any work. 1703MOXON Mech. F.xerc. 252 'Tis usual..for any person before
he begins to Erect a Building, to have Designs or Draughts
drawn upon Paper, .in which Designs, .each Floor or Story
is delineated. 1793 SMEATON Edystonn L. 278 The neces-
sary designs for the iron rails of the balcony. 1821 W. M.
CRAIG Drawing, Painting, etc. lect. 1. 29 That theseitinerant
workmen had a certain set of designs, or rather patterns,
handed down from generation to generation. Mod. The
Committee appointed .to report on the designs sent in for
the new Corn Exchange.
7. The combination of artistic details or archi-

tectural features which go to make up a picture,
statue, building, etc.

; the artistic idea as executed ;

a piece of decorative work, an artistic device.
1644 EVELYN Mein. (1857) I. 73, I was particularly desirous

of seeing this palace, from the extravagance of the design
1670 SIR S. CROW in i 2M Kff. Hist. A1SS. Cuinm. App. v.

IS Their ordnary designes [in tapestry] . . beeing deformed
and mishapen. 1797 MRS. RADCLIFFE Italian Prol. (1826)
3 Simplicity and grandeur of design. 1831 D. WILSON Pnli.
Am. (1863! II. in. v. 133 A silver bracelet of rare and most
artistic design. 1863 GEO. ELIOT Ko/noltt n. vii, To admire
the designs on the enamelled silver centres. 1884 Times
< weekly ed.) 26 Sept. 4/1 It is the design that sells the cloth.

b. transf. of literary work in this and prec.
sense.

1875 EMERSON Lett, t, Sec. Aims, Poet. % Imag. Wks.
(Bohn) III. 153 Great design belongs to a poem, and is
better than any skill of execution, but how rare ! 1879
B. TAYLOR Stud. Germ. Lit. 262 His design is evidently
greater than his power of execution.

8. The art of picturesque delineation and con-
strnpHon nnrrinal ^w^rt- in o m-i*-Jiin n* .il.*.-..:,, ~..t

specially taught.
1638 JUNIUS PaintingofAncients 271 [From] Designe and

Proportion, .we should proceed to Colour. 1735 BERKELEY
Querist 68 The art of design, and its influence in most
trades or manufactures. 1850 LEITCH Mailer's Anc. Art
25.9 Design or the graphic art .. produces by means of

light and shade the appearance of bodies on a surface 1854RUSKIN Two Paths i. (18581 44 Design, properly so called, is
human invention, consulting human capacity.

Design (dftsi-n), v. Also 6 desyne, 6-7 de-
signe, 7 disseigne, dissigne. [a. F. designer
(i6th c. in Rabelais, in I4th c. desinner Godef.
Sufpl.)

'
to denote, signifie, or shew by a markc

I. 2 and Dis- + signai-e to mark, signiim mark,
SIGN. C{.Yr.desigitar,deseSHar,S\y.,fg.elesi^,ar,
It. disegnare fin iftth c. also dis-segnare, designare, \

Florio). In It. the vb. had in i6th c. the senses
' to designe, contriue, plot, purpose, intend

; also to

1 6th c. designer, 171(1 c. dessigner, to design in the
artistic sense. In Eng., design combines 'all these
senses.]

I. [after L. designare, F. designer} To mark
out, nominate, appoint, DESIGNATE.
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happy letters ! . . With which that happy name was first

desynd. 1610 DONNE Pseutio Martyr 313 The Sunne, which

designes priesthocl, is so much bigger then the Moon.
1614 SELDEN Titles Hon. 117 The Forme . . being vsuall
.. with such Substantiues to designe out the subiect

denominated of the Adiectiue. 1641 T. WARMSTRY Blind
Gitide Forsaken 37 Designing forth unto us the place whither
hee is ascended. 1668 SEDLEY Mulb. Card. i. ii, Those
Cravats that design the Right Honourable.
absol. 1606 WARNER Alb. Eng. xiv. Ixxxviii. (1612) 360

Euen so As had their Oracles of them dissigned long ago.

2. To point out by name or by descriptive phrase ;

in Law, to specify (a person) by title, profession,

trade, etc.
; to designate, name, style. Sometimes

with double obj. (direct and complemental). arch.

1603-21 KNOLLES Hist. Turks 1311 Willing the Tuiks
to designe the partie which had thrown the stone. 1614
RALEIGH Hist. World II.

ly.
iii. i. 178 He left his King-

dom to the worthiest, as designing Perdiccas. 1794 SULLIVAN
View Xat. II. 393 Voltaire, .in designing Geneva, called it

!a petite Rc*publique voisine de ses terres. 1814 SOUTHEY
Roderick xvm, The plains Burgensian . . ere long To be

design'd Castille. 1874 Act 37-8 Viet. c. 94 38 The writer
. .is not named or designed.

f3. Of names, signs, etc. : To signify, stand for.

1627 HAKEWILL Apol. (1630) Bbbiijb, The numeral! ..

then designeth so many hundred thousand, a 1631 DONNE
Serin. (1839) IV. cvii. 466 A few lines of ciphers will design
. .that number. 1642 JER. TAYLOR Episc. (16471 '38 Names
which did designe temporary offices.

f4. To appoint to office, function, or position ;

to designate, nominate. Const, as in 2. Obs.

1596 BELL Sum. Popery m. xii. 509 The priest was de.

signed ouer the penitents in euerie church. 1607 Tot'SELL

the Successor, a 1649 DRUMM. OF HAWTH. jfas. K'Wks.
(1711) 113 The commission . . in which he is designed lieu-
tenant. 1668 DAVENANT Man's the Master \. i, When you
design'd your man to court her in your shape. 1701 ROWE
AmbiL Step-Moth, n. i. 555 Great, just and merciful, such as
Mankind, .would have design'd a King.
5. To appoint or assign (something to a person) ;

to make over, bestow, grant, give. Const, to or
dative. Ois. exc. in. St. Law.
1572 Sc. Acts Jas. I7! (1597) 48 They haue appoynted,

marked, and designed the said manse, with foure acres, .to
1
thevseof the Minister, .that sail, .minister at the said kirk.

1592 DAVIEJ Imiuart. Soul x.vxiii. (R.), Three kinds of life

to her designed be. 1608 J. KING Scrm. 'St. Mary's 8
Afterwardes when Michal was designed to him [David].
1650-60 TATHAM Wks. (1879) 169 He is the challenged and
justly may Design the way of fighting. 1651 Fuller's Abel
Rtattin Uliiscttlits 257 Designing unto Musculus one of the
principallest Churches. 1681 GlMWiLLSadtfucisiuus n. 296
The Spirit's name which he designed her was Locas. 1784
COWI-ER Task vi. 580 Nature . . when she form'd, designed

i

them an abode. 1864 Daily Review 14 Nov., The minister
ofDalgetyin 1862. .stating, .that in terms of the Act 1663,
chapter 21, he was entitled to have grass designed to him
for the support of a horse . . and praying the Presbytery to
make the necessary designation accordingly.
6. Hence, with mixture of II, and ultimately

fusing with 10: To set apart in thought for the
use or advantage of some one ; to intend to bestow
or give. Const, for, ^to, \ on.

1664 DRYDEN Rival Ladies Ded., This worthless Present
was design'd you, long before it was a Play. 1666 Ann.
Slirat. Ix, Their mounting shot is on our sails designed :

Deep in their hulls our deadly builds light. 1673 Essex
Papers (Camden) I.

153 Trear. designes the place to Orrery,
but I am confident it will never be. 1701 Pcnnsyl-'. Archives
I. 142, I fully design'd you a visit. 1723 DE FOE / "<y. round
World (1840) 245 What present I had designed for her.

1833 HT. MARTINEAU Brooke Farm ii. 22 Hearing what
favours were designed for his boy. 1861 M. PATTISON Ess.
(1889) I. 30 These fragments are designed for the German,
rather than the English reader.

7. To appoint, destine, devote (a thing or person)
to a fate or purpose. Now merged in i o.

"593 NASHE Christ's T. 233, Because I am Christ the iust,
therlore you will designe me to the Crosse vniustly. 1623MASSINGER llondman iv. ii, This well-built city, not long
since designed To spoil and rapine. 1662 GERBIEK Princ. 15The Duke . . designed in his Will ten Thousand Gilders . .

to . . alter what he had Built amisse. 1691 RAY Creation
(1714) 174 Neither yet need those who are designed to
Divinity itself fear to look into these studies. [1747 Col. Rec
Pennsyhi. V. 139 The Goods design'd as a Present to the
Indians.]

II. [allied to DESIGN sb. I, obs. F.
ifesseigner]To plan, purpose, intend.

8. To form a plan or scheme of; to conceive and
arrange in the mind ; to originate mentally, plan
out, contrive.

1548 HALL Chron. 215 When all thing was redy, accord-
ing as he desyned. 1594 CAREW llnarte's Exam. H'its
11616) 218 The matters which they disseigne and worke

DESIGN.
Chas. /, HI. v'i. 82 [Charles] designed inviting great artists

to England.
b. with inf. phr.

1655-60 STANLEY Hist, Pkihs. (17011 106, 2 Great Queens,
if you are design'd to speak to Mortals, Make me acquainted
with your rumbling voice. 1678 BUTLER ////</. in. i. 1386
How does the Devil know What 'twas that 1 design'd to
do? 1724 DE FOE Ah-m. Cavalier (1840) 162, 1 design to

go with you. 1874 MicKLETinvAnE Mod. Par. Churches
224 Those objects which we design to bequeath to posterity.

C. with subord. clause as obj.
a 1704 T. BROWN DeclaM, Praise \l~calth Arguin., A pro-

clamation, that she design'd her smiles should no more fall

on the unworthy. 1715 DE FOE 1-am. Instruct. I. vii (1841)
I. 125, I did not design you should have heard.

1O. With complement (a. inf. or sli.. b. prep,
phr. ) : To purpose or intend (a thing^ to be or i/o

(something! ; to mean (a thing) to serve some

purpose or fulfil some plan.
a. 1703 MOXON Mech. Exerc. 137 So far as you design

the Balcony to project. 1713 ADDISON Calo i. iv, Other
creatures, Than what onr nature and the Gods design'd
us. 1733 LD. ORRERY in Ditticontbc's Lett. (1773) II. 35
The wood-walk, which I designed a labyrinth, is almost
finished. 1779 COWPER Lett. 21

Sep_t.,
I have glazed the

two frames, designed to receive my pine plants. 1802 MAR.
KDCEWORTH Moral T. (1816) I. xiv. 116 With one . . kick,

designed to express his contempt. 1860 HOOK Lives Abps.
(1869) I. i. 18 The emperors designed it to be a general
council.

b. a 1700 DRYDEN (J.), You are not for obscurity designed,
But, like the sun, must cheer all human kind. 1746 in

Leisnre Hour (1880) 23 A pewter teapot, but I believe it

i was designed for silver. 1756 BURKE Viiul. Nat. Soc. Wks.
i

1808 I. 67 Ask of politicians the end for which laws were

originally designed ; and they will answer, that the laws
were designed as a protection for the poor and weak. 1766

! GOLDSM. I'ic. iy. xxi, The morning I designed for our de-

parture. 1882 J. H. BLUNT Ref.Ch. Eng. II. 21 The palace
which Somerset designed for this splendid site.

U. intr. To have purposes or intentions (of a
! specified kind), rare.

1749 FIELDING Tom Jones xiv. vii, To persuade the mother
. . that you designed honourably.
12. trans. To have in view, contemplate.
1677 HALE Prim. Orig. Man. I. i. 18 Before he come to

the Subiect it self which he designes. 1784 Cowi'ER Task
in. ii So I, designing other themes, and call'd T' adorn
the Sofa with eulogium. 1877 W. BRULE Cointn. Revelation
87 Tell him that his natural Enemies are not designed in
the promise.
13. intr. and quasi-pass, (usually with for) : To

intend to go or start; to be bmmd/or (a place/.
1644 EVELYN Mem. (1857) I. 75 Within sight of Tours

where we were designed for the rest of the time. 1684
LADY RUSSELL Lett. I

""

1 1. trans. To point out by distinctive sign,
iark, or token

;
to indicate. Also with forth,

utit. Obs. , ,

J!9S^^^^Si^SKiA :

, ery, or s
good Alike design'd. i8IZ S. ROGERS Colmt,,s vii. 46 Hecan suspend the laws himself designed.
9 In weaker sense : To purpose, intend, mean.

t Karely, to be designed (obs.), like to be purposeJ,
resolved, determined, minded, etc

Voyages. 1712 E. COOKE Voy. S. Sea 360 From Guam
we design for Batavia. 1819 R. CHAPMAN Life Jas. V 129
This convinced them all that the king designed for France.

1823 SCOTT Quentin^ D. viii, On the succeeding day we were
designed for Amboise. 1845 CARLYLE Cromwell (\%-ji) II,

133 The new Lord Lieutenant had at first designed for
Munster.

b. transf. To intend to start upon a certain
course ; to mean to enter upon a pursuit.
1694 GIBSON in Lett. Lit. Men (Camdem 225 And if he

designs for Law, 'tis high time to begin.
III. [allied to DESIGN sb. II, It. disegnare, F.

dessiner] To sketch, delineate, draw ; to fashion

artistically.
14. trans, f a. To make a sketch of (an object

or scene); to sketch, draw. Obs. b. To trace the
outline of, delineate.

(DESIGNMENT, implying the vb. in this sense, is quoted of
1570.)

1635 COWI.EY Davideis i. 747 The Prophet Gad in learned
Dust designs Th' immortal solid Rules of fancy'd Lines.
1638 TuKIUI Painting of Ancients 290 A good invention
well designed and seasonably coloured. 1644 EVELYN Diary
(1871)69 The prospect was so tempting that I designed it

with my crayon. 1699 LISTER yonrn. Paris 53 In the
Flore. .they have designed, .an Universal Map. 1782 MANN
in Lett. -Lit. Men (Camden) 421 Designing, painting, .and
describing every Fish. 1879 STEVENSON Trav. Cevetmes
2i_i

The monstrous ribs and gullies of the mountain were
faintly designed in the moonshine.

C. To' make the preliminary sketch of (a work
of art, a picture, statue, ornamental fabric, etc.) ;

to make the plans and drawings necessary for

the construction of ;a building, ship, machine,
etc.), which the workmen have to follow out.

1697 KVELYN Numism. vii. 240 Mons. Morelli, who both
Designets (? designes] and Ingraves the Medals. 111700
DRYDEN (J.), The prince designs The new elected seat, and
draws the line;

---- - - -

and superintend the construction of the docks in question.
15. To plan and execute (a structure, work of

art, etc.) ;
to fashion with artistic skill or decora-

tive device
; to furnish or adorn with a design.

1666 DRYDEN Ann. M.iral>. clii, The weaver, charmed with
what his loom designed. 1697 I 'trg-. Past. v. 102 Behold,
four hallow'd Altars we design. 1703 STEELE Tend. HHS{<.
in. ii, However my Face is very prettily design'd today.
1853 KINGSLEY lly/iatia v. Did Christians . . design its

statues and its frescoes'? 1865 J. FERGUSSON Hist. Archil.
I. I. iv. v. 346 The Roman bridges were designed on the
same grand scale as their aqueducts. 1874 C.RKKN Short
Ifist. i. 6. 52 A lady summons him. .to design a robe which
she is embroidering.



DESIGNABLE.

16. iii/r. a. To trace the outline of a figure or

fotm; to put a graphic representation on paper,
i.invas, etc.

;
to draw, sketch, b. To form or

fashion a work of art
; in a narrower sense, to form

decorative figures, devise artistic pattrins.
1662 KVM.YN Chalcvgr. 128 Unless he that Copies, Design

perfectly himself. 1665 SIK T. HKKHKIIT Tra-.<. (1077 i jg
Onclur knew could both design and copy well. 1854 Hi SKIS
T-.i'o 1'tiths i. 118581 44 A painter designs when fie cj:

some things, refuses others, and arranges all. 1885 H. V.
I! MINK i r in Mac. ofArt Sept. 454/1 She., began to design
and to paint with delicacy, taste, and truth.

Designable, a.
[f. L. designS-re (sec DI>H;-

NATE v.) + -BI,E. In sense 2 f. DKSIG.N v. + -ABLE.]
fl. (de-signab'l) That can be distinctly marked

out
; distinguishable. 06s.

1644 DIGRY
'five

Treat, i. 85 The mover .. cannot passe
over all these infinite designable degrees in an instant. 1666
BOYLE l>rig. Formes ft Qinil. (1667) j Matter . . must have
Motion in some or all its designable Parts. 1716 M. DAVIES
.\tlun. lii-it. II. 242 Book-Ware-HouseSj furnish'd with
such an Ideal, optable or designable Arianuing Library.
2. (d/zsi'nab'l) Capable of being designed.

Designate (de-signA), ppl. a. [ad. L. desig-

niil-ns, pa. pple. of dcsigtiare to DESIGNATE.]
Marked out for office or position; appointed or

nominated, but not yet installed, as in bishop desig-
nate.
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his birth. 1855 MILMAN Lai, CIu: \il.vi. (1664) IV. 202
Men.

.e<|Ually designated for perdition in this world and the
next. 1855 M \< ,\i I.AV Hist. l-'.tig. 111. 394 A clause de-

signating Ine smxcssur by name.
1 k'lice De-signated ///. a.

1868 FREEMAN .Varw. Cany. (1876) II. ix. 436 Harold was
viitnally. .the <!<-^naled successor to the crown.

Designation 'Us-, dezign^i-Jan). [ad. I..

iffsi^ndtioii-em, n. of action from dcsignare (sec

I)KIGNATE). Cf. F. ilt
!

sig>taliott(\4\.\i c. in llatzf.,
and in mod.F.

;
not in Cotgr. 161 i).]

1. The action of marking or pointing out ; indi-

cation of a particular person, place, or thing by
gesture, words, or recognizable signs.

The husband designate was
present. 1888 Times 27 June

12/4 Tl LcW Bishop of Bedford Designate will preach.
Hence De-signatehood, the condition of being

designate.
1862 Sat. Rev. XIV. 705/1 The period of De<ignatehood.

Designate (de-s-, de-zigi>t), v. [f. ppl. stem
of L. dcsignare to mark out, trace out, denote by
some indication, contrive, devise, appoint to an
office, f. lie- (Dii- I. 3) + signare to mark. Some of
the senses of the L. verb, having come down
through It. and Kr., are expressed by DESIGN

;

designate is a modern formation taking up the
other senses : cf. F. designer as distinct from ties-

si/icr and obs. desseigner.']
1. trans. To point out, indicate

;
to particularize,

specify.
1801 Krit.Crit.

July (T.), Of these [faults] so few examples
occur, that it would be invidious to designate them. 1808
J. BARLOW Calami', vm. 522 Its faults designate and its

'

merits prize. 1828 WEUSTKR s.v., The limits are designated
on the map. 1839 40 W. IRVING ll'ol/ert's K. (1855) 107

;

He need only designate to me the way to his chamber. 1846
TRENCH Miracles xxx. (1862) 430 The man. .designates the
channel in which he desires that this mercy may flow. 1861
MRS. H. WOOD East Lyitne I. xi. 170 It had four post
horses . . the number having been designated by Lord
Mount-Severn.

2. Of things : To serve to point out ; to be an
indication of. With compl. : To point out, specify
as being so and so.

1807 SOUTIIEY Esprit/la's Lett, II. 251 A black Triton ..

meant.. by his crown of feathers, to designate the native
Indians. 4-1829 LANDOR ll'ks. (1868) II. 93 Her

lips [in a
picture] were half-open ; her hair flew loosely behind her,
designating that she was in haste, a 1831 A. KNOX Rent.

(1844) I. 65 Those interior effects of Divine grace, which
designate their nature, .to the. .possessor. 1870 ROGERS
Hist. Gleanings Ser. n. 200 A man's dress designated his
rank and calling. 1884 tr. Lotze's Kletaph. n. iv. 293 The
only function of the mathematical symbol is to designate
/ and '/ as absolutely equal in rank.

3. To point out by a name or descriptive appel-
lation

; to name, denominate, entitle, style.
1818 JAS. MiLL/fnY. India II. v. ix. 693 The coalition ..

gave existence to the ministry which that circumstance has '

served to designate. 1831 CARLYLE Sart. Krs. n. v. (1838)
161 The title Illumine, whereby she is here designated. 1868
LOCKYER Elem. Astroit. i. (1879) 29 Clusters and nebula;
are designated by their number in the catalogues. 1871
MORLEY / 'ollaire (18861 79 Two very distinct conceptions. . .

equally designated by the common name of civil liberty.
b. with double obj. or compl. : To name, describe,

or characterize (as).
1836 Kandom Kecoll. l/o. Lords xvi. 397, I designate them

tinker of Klstow. 1862 STANLEY 7?'- C. (1877) ' j-~
i

Miriam is almost always designated as the 'prophetess', i

1879 M. ARNOLD Guide Kug. Lit. Mixed Ess. 194, I wonder
j

at his designating Milton our greatest poet.
4. Of things : To serve as a name for, stand for

;

to be descriptive of.

1816 SINGER Hist. Cards 45 The term continued to de-

signate hired troops. 1842 AltfOH Hist. Europe (1849-50)
X. l.vix. 20. 438 The celebrated saying.. 'If these books
[etc.] '. .designates the whole system of their, .government.
5. To appoint, set apart, select, nominate for duty

or office ; to destine or devote to a purpose or fate.

Const. yip/-, to.

1791 J. BARLOW Ad-.-. Pri-.t. Orders i. 27 A mere savage. .

u'ould decide the question of equality by a trial of bodily
.trength, designating: the man that could lift the hea\ !<--.

beam to be the legislator. 1828 WEIISTKR s. v., This captain
w:is designated to that station. 1853 MAnurr. I'rot-tt. ff

AYi'i \xii. .178 Josiah..was designated to his task before '

letter tokenyth one. iw HOOKER Eccl. Pol. v. Ixix. (1611)

374
i
Wherefore was it said vnto Moyses by particular desig-

nation, This very place, .is holy ground. 1677 HALE Prim.
Orig. Man. iv. vii. 357 The designation of an end in work-
ing is the great perfection of an intelligent Agent. 1731
BAILEY vol. II, Designation.. a\so the marking the abut-
ments and boundings of an estate. 1784 COWPER Tirac. 640
With designation of the finger's end. 1794 PALEY Evid.
(1825) II. 224 The designation of the time would have been
more determinate. 1860 TRENCH Serin. H-'est/it. Abl>. xv.

164 The intention with which he thus designated Jesus unto
them : they understand it. .not at the first designation.

b. concr. A distinctive mark or indication.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Kp. iv. xiii. 224 Those stars. .

were indeed but designations of such quarters and portions of
the yeare, wherein the same were observed. 1831 J. DAVIKS
Manual Mat. Med. 26 The word ana. .is placed before the

designation of the quantity.

2. The action of appointing or nominating a per-
son for a particular office or duty ;

the fact of being
thus nominated ; appointment, nomination.
160$ BACON Adv. Learn, n. Ded. 14 There hath not been

..any public designation of writers or inquirers. 1640 Br.
HALL Episc. u. xvi. 176 It was in the Bishops power to raise
the Clergie from one degree to another, neither might they
refuse his designations. 1674 OWEN Holy Spirit (16931 83
His Designation of God unto his Kingdom. < 1689 in

Somers Tracts I. 315 Till the King in Designation be
actually invested with the Regal Office. 1791 COWPEK
Iliad. IV. 458 By designation of the Greeks was sent Am-
bassador. 1868 FREEMAN Norm. Cong. (1876) II. ix. 378
This quasi designation of Eadward to the crown.

t b. The appointment of a thing ; the summon-
ing of an assembly. Obs.

1638 .M HUE Disc. Ext. xx. 20 Wks. (167211. 56 The
designation or pitching that Seventh upon the day \ve call

Saturday. 1649 JER. TAYLOR Ct. Kxtmp. ii. g 9 By desig-
nation of Conventions for prayer. 1697 lip. PATRICK Camm.
Ex. xvi. 5 The Designation of this seventh Day was. .from
their wonderful Deliverance. 1777 BURKE Let. Sheriffs
Bristol Wks. 1842 I. 218 At the first designation of these
assemblies.

t C. The qualification of being marked out or
fitted for an employment; vocation, bent (of mind),
'call'. Obs.

1657 Burton's Diary (1828) II. 14 That man that has
a designation to that work" [preaching]. 1736 BOLINGBROKK
Patriot.

(174^9)
12 These are the men to whom the part

I mentioned is assigned. Their talents denote their general
designation. 1779-81 JOHNSON L. P., Cmvley Wks. II. 6
That particular designation of mind, and propensity for
some certain science or employment, which is commonly
called Genius.

3. The action of devoting by appointment to
a particular purpose or use ; an act of this nature.
arch.

1637 Gii.LF.spiE Eng. Pop. Ccrem. in. i. 6 Designation or
deputation is when a man appoints a thing for such an use.

1767 BLACKSTONE Camm. II. 329 To make various designa-
tions of their profits. 1796 C. MARSHALL Garden, xii. (1813)
136 The designation of trees to a wall necessarily occasions

cutting.

b. Sc. Law. The setting apart of manses and

glebes for the clergy from the church lands by the

presbytery of the bounds.
1572 Sc. Acts Jos. ;-Y(i597) 48 Vpon the said marking

and designation, the Arch-bishop, .sat giue his testimonial!,
bearing how he

(etc.],
1861 in W. BELL Diet. Law Scoll.

s.v., After a designation by the presbytery. 1864 [see DE-
SIGN v. 5].

C. U. S. The authoritative allotment of ground
for oyster-culture ; concr. the ground thus allotted.

f 4. Purpose, intention, design. Obs.
1662 STII.LINGFL. Orig. Sacr., The end of his life in

Hannahs designation. 1690 LOCKE Hurn. Und. MI. i. 7
So far is there a constant Connection between the Sound
and the Idea and a Designation that the one stand for the
other. 1737 WHISTON joscpkus' Antiq. xvm. vi. 9 God
proved opposite to his designation. 1763 MRS. BROOKE
Lady J. Mattdeville 11782' II. 2 This mutual passion is the

designation of heaven to restore him.

f 5. Sketching, delineation. Obs. rare.

DESIGNING.

Designative (do s , de'zign^tiv , a. and sb.

[ad. ined.l.. iKsignaliv-tts, f. ppl. stem dfsignal-
see -IVE. In mod.K. Jt'sig/iatif.]
A. atij. Having the quality <>l designating.

1611 COTGR., Designattf. designatiue, denotatiue. 1812

J. HENRY Camp. agst. Quebec 91 Merely designative of the
raw soldier. 1818 lti:x i HAM Ch. Hug. 35 Then are the words
designative of the sort of act first mentioned. 1845 K. BAR-
IUM An Odd Medley 8 The (Hebrew) designative preposi-
tion at It.

B. sb. Anything used to designate.
1824 J. GILCHRIBT Etym. Iiitrrfr. 77 I Vi liaps the scientific

purpose intended is as well accomplished by these as by
any designatives that could be invented.

Designator dc-s
, devign^tsj). [a. L. desig-

nator, agent-n. from dcsignare to DESIGNATE.]
1. One who designates or points out.

2. Rom, Anliij. An officer who assigned to each

person his rank and place in public shows and
ceremonies.

1706 in PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey). 1727 51 CIIAMUERS Cfcl.
s.v., There were designators at funeral solemnities, and at
the games, theatres, and shews.

De-signatory, a.
[f. L. type *</fsignatdri-us,

(. designator : see prec. and -onv.] Of or pertain-

ing to a designator or designation.
1885 SIR L. W. CAVE in l.atu Times' Kef. LII. 518/1 That

the indefinite article has the same de-signatory force as the
definite.

Designed (d/zoi'nd), ///. a.
[f. DESIGN v. +

-ED.] fa. Marked out, appointed, DESIGNATE.
b. Planned, purposed, intended, c. Drawn, out-
lined

; formed, fashioned, or framed according to

design.
a. 1609 BULK (Douay) Num. viii. Comm., Their designed

offices. 1622 BACON Hen. VII, Wks. (1860) 331 His two
designed generals. 1701 W. WOTTON Hist. KOHI? ii. 28
He was designed Consul for next Year. 1751 CIIAMUERS
Cycl. Sup?I. s.v. Hishop, Bishop designed, fpiscopits desig-
ttattis.

f
b. 1586 B. YOUNG Gnazzo's Civ. Cauv. iv. 180 b, Fortify-

ing my designed purpose. 1660 BARKOW Euclid Pref. (1714)
3 A Si/e beyond the design'd Proportion. 1717 LADY M. W.
MONTAGU Lett, i Jan. (1887) I. 139 Making my designed
return a mystery. 1865 MOZLEY flfirac. vii. 291 note. That
this failure, .should be designed.
0. 1870 EMERSON Sot. ff Solit.,Art Wks. (Bohm III. i

An oak-tree . . being the form in nature best designed to
resist a constant assailing force.

t To be designed, to be purposed or minded :

s.e DESIGN v. 9.

Designedly (dftai-nedlil, adv.
[f. prec. +

-LY -.] By design, on purpose, intentionally.
1658 9 Burton's Diary (1828) III. 394 You need' not be

their enemies, directly or designedly. 1^10 STEELE Tatter
No. 234 F i An Art of being often designedly dull. 1875
JOWETT Plato led. 21 I. 343 Designedly irritating the judges.
Desi'gnedness. [f. as prec. + -NESS.] The

quality of being designed or purposed ; intentional

character.

1864 in LATHAM. Mad. The designedness of the
' co

incidence
'

was obvious.

Designer (d^zai-naj). Also 7 designer, [f.

DESIGN v. + -Eitl.] One who designs.
1. One who originates a plan or plans.
1670 G. H. Hist. Cardinals n. n. 151 Thoughtful and

cogitative, a great designer. 1736 BUTLER Anal. u. Concl.
Wks. 1874 I. 307 Ten thousand thousand instances of design
cannot out prove a designer. 1863 J. G. MURPHY Camm.
Gen. i. 2 The Great Designer.
2. In bad sense : One who cherishes evil designs

or is actuated by selfish purposes; a plotter,
schemer, intriguer.
1649 PKYNNE Demurrer 83 The greatest designers, plotters

and lifters up of themselves against the interest of Christ.
a 1704 T. BROWN Praise of lt'eatt/i Wks. 1730 I. 84 The
cunning designer gets into the princes favour. 1726 in H.
Campbell Lovc-lett. Mary Q. Scots (1824 20 Where is one
faithful friend to be chosen out among a thousand base
designers?
3. One who makes an artistic design or plan of

construction ; a draughtsman ; spec, one whose
business is to invent or prepare designs or patterns
for the manufacturer or constructor.
1661 EVELYN Ckalcogr. 147 Where the Workman is not

an accomplished Designer. 1752 JOHNSOX RamUer No.

1796 JANE WEST Gossip's Story I. 4 A mere novice in

landscape designation, 1 confine myself to the delineation
of. .human character.

6. A descriptive name, an appellation ; spec, in

Law, the statement of profession, trade, residence,
etc., added for purposes of identification to a per-
son's name.
1824 I.ANI.OR Imag. Conv. 11846' 8 A designation which

I have no right to. 1868 GLADSTONE Jin'. Mutuiin. (1870)
4 i The name Argeioi . . as a designation of the army before
Trny. 1876 K. Mixi.oK I'riest/t.i. 15 The name '

priest-
hood'. . became a designation of the whole Church of
God.

plastering trade. Mod. A designer in a textile factory.

Designfal (dftarnfel), a.
[f.

DESIGN sb. +

Ft-i,.] Full of design; purposed, intentional.
/i 1677 [see next). 1867 J. H. STIRLING Crit. Ess. (18681

206 The ascription to Kant of designful reticence and
intentional obscurity. 1890 Gifford Left. iv. 73 The .,

designful contrivance of the world.

Desi'gnfolness. [f. prec. + -KESS.] Design-
!

ful quality : a. craftiness, scheming ; b. fullness

I
of design, intentional or prearranged character.
a 1677 BARROW Serin. Wks. 1716 II. 83 Drawn over with

..features of base designfulness. 1890 J. H. STIRLING
Gifford

J-cct.
v. 94 The designfulness is but contingent.

Designing dtoi-nirj), ?#/. sb.
[f. DESIGN v.

\ -INC '.] The action of DI:SIC\U. ; marking out,
nomination

; planning, preliminary sketching, etc.
.f 1618 RALEIGH J/.i.r/w* St. (1651) 77 Upon the design

infi of his successour. 1756 NuuENT(7n T<>ttr IV. 92 The
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designing was by Michael Angelo. 1884 Atlifnxniti 12 Jan.

59/1 Both the Dublin cathedrals are of English designing.

b. Evil design, plotting, scheming.
1658-9 Barton's Diary (1828) III. 55 Petty designings.

1795 Jemima II. 18 Her suspicions were excited by his

detected disguise, and probable deep designings.

C. dttrib.

1711 SHAFTESB. Charac. (1737) III. 403 The designing
Arts .. such as Architecture. 1864 Daily Tel. 29 June,
It has a 'designing class' at South Kensington.

Designing (d/zai-nirj),///, a. [-ING
2
.]

1. That designs, plans, etc.
;

characterized by
constructive forethought.
1653 H. MORE Antid. Ath. ii. xi. 13 (1712)78 A knowing

and designing Providence. 1711 STEELE Spect. No. 43 f 3
We are all Grave, Serious, Designing Men, in our Way.
1850 M cCosH Div. Govt. in. i. (1874) 299 The order and
adaptation of nature suggest a designing mind.

2. That cherishes evil designs or is actuated by
ulterior motives ; scheming, crafty, artful.

a 1671 LD. FAIRFAX Mem. (1699) 100 The sad consequences
that crafty and designing men have brought to pass. 1711
ADDISON Spect. No. 131 f6 The old Knight is impos'd upon
by a designing Fellow. 1887 BOWEN Virg. AZneidii. 196
Feigned tears and designing sorrow.

Designingly, adv. [f. prec. + -LY 2.] In-

tentionally ;
with evil design or selfish purpose,

craftily.

1684 H. MORE Ansiv. Bj b, Over prone cunningly and
designingly to serve their turns. 1879 BARING-GOULD
Germany II. 2^9 Trades'-unions are an excellent institution,
if not ignorantiy or designingly misdirected.

Designless Wzai-nles), a. [f. DESIGN^. +

LESS.] Void of design or plan ; purposeless.
1643 HAMMOND Serin, at Oxf. Wks. 1683 IV. 513 That

designless love of sinning. (7x691 BOYLE Hist. Air xii,

(1602) 65 These Wounds must have been made by some
designless Agent. 1883 JEFFERIES Story of my Heart 59
The designless, formless chaos of chance-directed matter.

Besi'gnlessly, adv. [f. prec. + -LY 2.] With-
out design or plan ;

with no specific purpose.
1648 BOVLE Seraph. Love xiii. (1700) 77 His [the Sun's]

visits are made designlessly. a 1691 w^fef.VI. 8o^R.) Not
rashly or designlessly shuffled by a blind hazard.

t Desi'gninent. Obs.
[f.

DESIGN v. + -MENT.]= DESIGNATION, DESIGN.
1. Indication by sign or token.

1623 GILL Sacr. Philos. ii. 156 No Scripture is so direct. .

as this for the ceriaine designement of the time, a 1684
LEIGHTON Connn. i Pet. ii. 14 The them that are sent . . is

a very clear designment of the inferior governors of those
times.

2. Appointment ornominationtooffice orfunction;

consignment or destination to a fate.

1582 N. T. (Rhem.) Lu&evl. 12 Annot., Asa preparation to
the designement of his Apostles. x6ia T. TAYLOR Comm.
Titus i. 7 Designements to offices and places. 1642 JEH.
TAYLOR Episc. (1647) 93 Paul & Barnabas .. went to the

Gentiles, by. . special! designement made at Antioch. 1668
H. MORE Div. Dial. iv.

xyiii. (1713) 326 No designment of
them to Sin and Damnation. 173' LAW Serious C. xxii.

(1761)420 It is by the express designment of God, that some
beings are Angels, and others are men.
3. Appointment, arrangement, or ordination of

affairs
; planning, designing ; hence, that which is

planned ; an enterprise, undertaking, design.
1583 HARSNET Sernt. Ezek. (1658) 135 Had he had freedome

to haue altered Gods Designment, Adams liberty had bene
aboue the designment of God. 1594 Ord. Prayerm Litnrg.
Serv. Q. Eliz. (1847) 654 Cruel designments so closely
plotted against her innocent life. 1604 SHAKS. Oth. n.
i. 22 The desperate Tempest hath so bang'd the Turkes,
That their designement halts. 1611 CORYAT Crudities 205A very disastrous accident .. frustrated his whole designe-
ment. 1639 Gentl. Calling (1696) 139 Many hours . . inter-

vening between the Designment and the Execution [of a
Duel]. 1738 WARBURTON Div. Legat. I. 216 A strange
Jumble as well as Iniquity in this Designment.
4. Artistic representation, delineation

; an out-

line, sketch
;
an original draught or design.

1570 DEE Matk. Pref. in Billingsley Enclide A j, Of all

these, huely designementes . . to be in velame parchement
described. 1638 DRYDF.N Death O. Cronnvellg6 For though
some meaner artist's skill were shown . . Yet still the fair
designment was his own. 1667 Ess. Dram. Poesie (R.\
Shall that excuse the ill painture or designment of them?
1703 T. N. City ff C. Purchaser^ A neat and full Expres-
sion of the ist Idea or Designment thereof.

pesUicate(<1zsHikd't\7;. [f.DE-II, i.] trans.
To deprive of silica. Hence Desrlicated //)/. a.
In mod. Diets.

Desili-cify, Desilicize, v.
[f. DE- II. i.]

/rafts. To free from silex or silicon; =DESILI-
CONIZE. Hence Desili cifica'tion.
In mod. Diets.

DesillCOnize (dzsHikonarz), v.
[f. DE-II. I.]

trans. To deprive of or free from silicon. Hence
Desi'liconized///. a. ; -izintf vbl. sb. and///.rt. ;

Desiliconiza'tion.
1881 C. R. A. WRIGHT in Encycl. Brit. XIII. 333 /i (Iron)

I he decarbonizing and desiliconi/ins of iron by the action of
an oxidizing atmosphere is the essential feature of the
processes of refining pig iron and of making natural steel.

1891 Twtt 8 Oct. 14/6 They had suffered more from desili-
conization than from desulphurization.
Desilver .di'sHvai), v.

[f. DE- II. 2.] trans.
To deprive of its silver, remove the silver from.
1864 in WEBSTER. 1886 FENN Master ofCeremonies I. ii.

9 The over-cleaned and de-silvered plated pot.

246

Desilverize (d/sHvaraiz', v.
[f.

DE- II. i.]

trans. To extract the silver from (lead or other

metal).
1873 RAYMOND Statist, Mines fy Mining 450 Two systems

. .desilverizing and refining two charges of [lead] in twenty-
four hours. 1886 A. J. BALFOCR Question 1239 Gold <$

Silver

Cotnm.j The cost of desilverismg the copper.

Hence Desilverized ppl.a., Desilverizing^/.
sb. and ppl. a.

;
also Desilveriza'tion.

1870 J. PERCY (title\ The Metallurgy of Lead, including
Desilverization and Cupellation. 1872 RAYMOND Statist.

Mines fy Alining 449 The desilverizing kettle holds 22,000

pounds of lead. 1875) Casselfs Techn. Ednc. IV. 49/2 In

lead pipes the soft desilverised lead is considered best.

Desinence (cle'sinens). [a. F. desinence (i6th
c. in Hatzfeld) It. desinenza f a desinence or ter-

mination' (Florio), ad. mccl.I* desinentia, f. de~

sinent-em : see next.] Termination, ending, close ;

Gram, a termination, suffix, or ending of a

\vord.

1599 Bp. HALL Sat. Poster., Fettering together the series

of the verses, with the bondes of like cadence or desinence
of rime. 1623 FA VINE Theat. Hon. ii. i. 67 The Romaine
desinence or ending. 1814 BKRINGTON Lit. Hist. Mid.

Ages v. (1846) 273 The ear was thus flattered by a certain

musical desinence, nor could it a moment doubt where every
verse closed. 1873 BAPDSLEY Surnames i. (1875) 13 The
Saxon added *

son ', as a desinence, as ' Williamson '.

Desilient (de-sinent\ a. ? Obs. [ad. L. de-

sinent-em^ pr. pple. of desin&re to leave off, close,

f. DE- L i, 2 + sinfre to leave.] Forming the end,
terminal

; ending, closing.
1605 B. JONSON Masqiie Blackness, Six tritons. .their

upper parts human.. their desinent parts fish. 1677 GARY
Chronol. n. 11. ill. Hi. 227 The State was left in Confusion
..until the 38th desinent of Azariah. Ibid. 228 An. 39 of
Uzziah desinent.

Desine'litial, a.
[f.

med.L. desinentia (see

DESINENT) + -AL.] Pertaining to, or of the nature

of, a desinence or ending.
1818 Monthly Mag. XLVI. 322 The desinential charac-

teristics of the Latin noun. 1869 F. HALL in Lander's
Tractate 24 The desinential -//, for -cd [in Scotch pa. pples.)

Desiner, var. of DECENEB, Obs.

1591 GARRARD Art Warre 14 Under the charge of a
Desiner or chiefe of a chamber.

Desines, obs. form of DIZZINESS.

Desinterressed, var. of DJSINTERESSED a. Obs.

t Desi'piate, v. Obs- [irreg. f. L. d'esi-

pere (desipio) to be foolish, f. DE- I. 6 + sapPre to

be wise.] intr. To become foolish.

1623 in COCKEBAM. 1663 F. HAWKINS Youth's BeJiav.
IO2.

Desipience (d/si-piens). [ad. L. desipientia,
f. desipicnt-cin DESIPIENT : see -ENCE.] Folly ;

foolish trifling, silliness.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr.^ Desipience is when the sick person
speaks and doth idly ; dotage. 1882 A. W. WARD Dickens
ii. 24 Occasional desipience in the form of the wildest
farce. 1887 Spectator 17 Sept. 1251 The maturity of sweet
desipience.

Desi'piency. [see prec.,and -ENCT.] =prec.
1673 SIR T. BROWNE Lett. Friend 22 Many are mad but

in. .one prevalent desipiency. 1856 Titan Mag. Dec. 496 If
the desipcre be but in loco, religion itself will not forbid
the seasonable desipiency.

Desipieut (d/si-pient), a. rare. [ad. L. desi-

pient-em, pr. pple. of desippre to be void of under-

standing, f. DE- I. 6 + sapcre to know.] Foolish,

silly ; playing the fool, idly trifling.

1727 in BAILEY vol. II. 1894 STEVENSON \\\ Times 2 June
17/4

In his character of disinterested spectator, gracefully
desipient.

Desirability (dftoi^ribvliti). [f. next + -ITY.]
The quality of being desirable; desirableness;

quast-AWif. (with//.) a desirable condition or thing.
1824 SOUTHEY Life <$ Corr. (1850) V. 189, 1 see possibilities

and capabilities and desirabilities. 1859 FAKRAR Eric 95
Of this school he often bragged as the acme of desirability.
1861 BERESF. HOPE Eng, Cathedr. iqth C. in. 68 Any de-
cision upon the distinctive possibility or

desirability of new
cathedrals. 1873 SYMONDS Grk. Poets iii. 87 The desirability
of consorting with none but the best company.

Desirable (d/zaia-rab'I), a. (sb) Also 7-8
desireable. [a. F. desirable (i2th c. in I^atzfeld),
f. desirer to DESIRE, after L. dcstderabilis]
1. Worthy to be desired ; to be wished for. In

early use often standing for the qualities which
cause a thing to be desired : Pleasant, delectable,
choice, excellent, goodly.
1382 WVCLIF Prov. xxi. 20 Desyrable tresor and oile in the

dwelling place of the rijtwis. c 1480 CAXTON Blanchardyn
xxiii. 80 Blanchardyn . . as that thmge whiche most he
desyred in this world, dyde accepte this gracyouse and de-
syrable ansuere. 1573 G. HARVEY Letter-bk. (Camden) 126

arietye of desirable flowers. 1611 BIBLE Ezek. xxiii.

Orfa
,

b chosen. 1783 WATSON Pkittb 7/7(1839)169 It was surely
desirable to put a period to these calamities. 1833 J. HOL-
LAND Manuf. Metal II. 301 This exceedingly convenient
and desirable machine. 1891 H. MATTHEWS in Law Times
XCII. 96/1 Some general modifications in the rules .. are
now desirable.

f 2. To be regretted or desiderated
; regrettable.

1650 T. FROYSELL Gate of Opportunity (1652) i He lived
amiable and dyed desirable,

DESIRE.

f 3. Characterized by or full of desire. Obs.

1759 SARAH FIELDING C'tess of Dellivyn II. 23 With the

desireable View of rendering her Smiles or Frowns of Con-

setjuence.

B. sb. That which is desirable
;

a desirable

property or thing.
1645 E. WILLAN in Spurgeon Trcas. Dav. Ps. xvi. n All

these desirables are encircled within the compass of the first

remarkable. 1721 WATTS Serin, ii. Wks. 1812 I. 18 He..

despises fame . . pleasure and riches, and all mortal desir-

ables. 1797 MRS. A. M. BENNETT Beggar Girl (1813) V.

52 Besides the desirables it would purchase [etc ]. 1873
Miss BROUGHTON Nancy II. 82 At that time, you see, he
had not all the desirables.

Desirableness, [f. prec. + -NESS.]
1. The quality or fact of being desirable.

1647 CLARENDON Hist. Reb. i. (1843) 34/1 Discourses upon
the thing itself, and the desirableness of it. a 1665 J. Gooi>
WIN J'iltediv, the Spirit (1867) 125 Matters of lighter con-

cernment or less desirableness. 1817 MALTHUS Popnl. III.

App. 229 The desirableness of a great and efficient popula-
tion. 1856 FKOUUE Hist. Eng. I. 384 To discuss . . the

desirableness of fulfilling the engagement into which he had
entered.

f 2. In active sense : Desirousness. Obs.

1649 St. Trials, Lieut. -Col. John Lilbnrne (R. \ To declare

my desireableness to keep within the bounds of reason,

moderation, and discretion.

Desirably (d/zaio'rabli), adv.
[f.

as prec. +
-LY -.] In a desirable manner ; according to what
is desirable.

1823 J. BADCOCK Dom. Amuscnt. 70 The ground where you
would most desirably dig a well.

t Desi'rant, ///. a. Obs. [a. F. dhirant, pi .

pple. of dtsirer to desire ; repr. L. desldcrant-em^\

Desiring, desirous of.

(1450 Merlin 73 That I sholde remembre the thinge that

I beste loved . . and that I am moste desiraunte.

Desire (d/z3i'u),j/;. Forms: 4-5 desir, desyr,

(desijr, dessire, dissire, -yre), 4-6 desyre, de-

sier, (5 desyer, desere, 6 desyir), 4- desire.

[ME. a. OF. desir (i2th c. in LiUre), mod.F. dtsir

Pr. dezir
y desire. It. dcsio, desire, deriv. f. the vb.

desirare, F. dlsirer to DESIEE : see next.]
1. The fact or condition of desiring ;

that feeling
or emotion which is directed to the attainment or

possession of some object from which pleasure or

satisfaction is expected ; longing, craving ;
a parti-

cular instance of this feeling, a wish.

1303 R. BRUNNE Handl. Synne 3410 5>*f bou haue grete
desyre To be clepyd lorde or syre. (1380 WYCLIF Wks.
(1880) 147 Gret desir of heuenely bynges. 14. . Why I can't
be a mm 303 in E. E. P. (1862) 146 Thy fyist desyre and
thyne entent Was to bene a nune professed. 1513 MOKE in

Grafton Chron. (1568) II. 757 The execrable desyre of
sovereintie. 1633 J. HAYWAHD tr. Biondis Eromena 92,
1 have a great desire to get a sight of him. 1653 J. WRIGHT
tr. Camus' Nat. Paradox 353 Seeing the cards thus shuffled

to his own desire. 1653 H. MORE Antid. Aih. n. xii. 15

(1712) 83 An unsatiable desire after that just and decorous

temper of Mind. 1752 JOHNSON Rambler No. 206 ^4 This
conflict of desires. 1759 Rasselas xxxvii, His predomi-
nant passion was desire of money. 1841 LANE A rob. Nts. I .

2 The elder King felt a strong desire to see his brother. 1853
J. H. NEWMAN Hist. Sk. (1873) II. i. i. n Objects of desire
to the barbarian. 1856 EMERSON Eng. Traits, Relig. Wks.
(Bohn) 1 1. 100 The new age has new desires. 1875 JOWETT
Plato (ed. 2) V. 51 A man should pray to have right desires,
before he prays that his desires may be fulfilled.

b. personified.
1575 GASCOIGNE Pr. Picas. Kenilw., That wretch Desire
Whom neither death could daunt [etc.]. 1821 SHELLEY
Prometh. Unb. I. i. 734 As fleet As Desire's lightning feet.

1876 GEO. ELIOT Dan.Dcr. H.xxvii. 170 Desire has trimmed
the sails, and Circumstance brings but the breeze to fill

them.

2. spec. Physical or sensual appetite ; lust.

c 1340 HAMPOLE Prose Tr. 3 This name Ihesu. .dose away
greuesnes of fleschely desyris. 1398 TREVISA Barth. De
P. R. vii. xliv. (1495) 257 The appetyte of the stomak is

callyd desyre. 111400-50 Alexander 4289 To blemysch
oure blode with bodely dissires. a 1535 WYATT in Tottflfs
Misc. <Arb.) 224 If thy desire haue oner thee the power,
Subiect then art thou and no gouernour. 1611 SHAKS.

Cymb. i. vi. 47 That satiate yet vnsatisfi'd desire. 17x1
STEELE Spect. No. 151 F 2 A constant Pruriency of inordinate
Desire. 1756 BURKE Snbl. <y B. HI. i, Which shows that

beauty, and the passion caused by beauty, which I call love,
is different from desire. 1867 BAKKK Nile Trihnt. viii. 166
The flesh of the crocodile is eaten greedily, being supposed
to promote desire. 1887 UOWEN Virg. Ai.neid\\. 91 Against
enkindled desire Honour itself was feeble.

f3. Longing for something lost or missed;
regret; DESIDEKUTM. Obs.
c x6n CHAPMAN Iliad xvn. 380 So unremoved stood these

steeds, their heads to earth let fall, And warm tears gushing
from their eyes, with passionate desire Of their kind manager.
4. A wish as expressed or stated in words; a re-

quest, petition.
c 1340 Cursor M, 10513 (Tiin.) J>y desire and py preyere

Is comen togodclesere. 1404 Rolls ofParIt. III. 549/1 The
Kyng thanketh hem of here gode desire, willyng put it in

execution als sone as he wel may. 1523 Lix BERNERS Froiss.
I. cxiii. 135 The erle sent thyder, at their desyers, Jolin > f

Norwyche, to be their Captayne. 1670 MARVELL Corr.
clxxxvi. Wks. 1872-5 II. 377 The House hath been in con-
ference with the Lords upon their desire, about the Addressu
. . concerning Popish Recusants. 1794 NELSON in Nicolas

7>wA(i845) I. 428 The Agents have written desires from me
to land everything as fast as possible. 1842 BiscuOFF
Woollen Rlannf. II. 83, I also send, at your desire, a

general list of articles used in the woollen manufacture.
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5. tmiisf. An object of desire ; that which one
desires or longs for.

(Originally only contextual).
1340-70 Alisaundcr

\<>^j
lite hopcdto haue there of his

hertcs dcsyrcs. 1413 1'ilgr. tlowle i. xxxix. (Caxton, repr.
185914;! Hcsaweth.it henemyght nought achtuenhyidwyrt.
ttjgCanmu K /'*. liii. Iliv.J 7 So that mynecye seyth 'his

desyre vpon myne enemies. 1611 Blm.K Haggtii ii. 7 The
<t<-Mre of a!! nations shall come. 1699 DAM PIER / 'oy. II. n. i.

We steered off to the North expecting a Sea-Breez at
E.N.E. and the third day had our desire. 1709 SIMM:
littler No. 159 p 5 Farewel my Terentia, my Heart's De-
sire, farcwel. 1731 FIELDING Mock Doctor Ded., That
politeness which ..lias made you the desire of the great, am]
the envy of the whole profession. 1863 TKSNVSON Welcome
. l/c-r., Welcome her, welcome the land's desire.

Desire d// >!), v. Also 3-7 desyre, 4 de-
sirre, 4-5 disire, -yre, 4-6 desir, 5 dissire, -yre,
dosier, desyr, disero, 5-6 dessire, -yro, dyssire,
yre, 6 disaier. [ME. a. OF. desirc-r (earlier

ilaitircr, Jesitrer) = 1'r. i/esirar, It. Jcsiare, disirare,
kom. type i/esirare : L. desijerare to miss, long
for, desire : see DESIUEKATB .]

1. trans. To have a strong wish for ; to long for,

covet, crave, a. with simple obj.
< 1130 Halt Meid. ii Ant |>enne wile .. pe king of alle

kinoes deMre be to leofmon. 1340 Ayenb. 244 per is. .al bet
In -i !, may wyinj, and of guod desiri. a 1400 Jo Alexander
922 To be kyng he kest slik a hate, bat he desiris his deth.
1538 STARKEY Kiiglaml I. i. 21 Of al thyng best and most to
be desyryd. 1607-11 BACON Ess., //);>< Arb.) 294 It is a
miserable state of minde to have few thinges to desier, and
manie thinges to feare. 1670 MILTON Hist. Kng. iv. Wks.
(1851)169 OBa.. .i comely Person., much desir'd ofthe people;
and such his virtue . . as might have otherwise been worthy
to have reigned. 1831 TENNYSON '

Of old sat Freedom on
the heights' Her open eyes desire the truth. 1871 R. ELI. is
Catullus Ixii. 50 Many a wistful boy and maidens many
desire it. 1875 JOWETT Plata (ed. 2) I. 201 Do not all men
desire happiness?

b. with iii/in. : To wish, long (to be, have, do}.
a 1300 Cursor At. 10486 (Cott.) Suilk a worthi sun. . Alssco

desird for to haf. c 1400 MAUMDEV. (Roxb.) xiv. 62 Desirand
to see bare wifes and bare childer. c 1415 llampole's Psalter
Metr. Pref. 29 Who so desires it to know. 1509 HAWKS
Past. Pleas, xvm. vi, To speke wyth her gretly desyrynge.
1601 SHAKS. Ham. iv. v. 140 If you desire to know the
certaintie. 1697 DRYDEN sEueid it. init., Since . . Troy's
dJMt'rooi end [you] desire to know. 1875 JOWETT Plato
(ed. 2) IV. 30 They do not desire to bring down their theory
to the level of their practice.

C. with obj. clause.
c 1340 Cursor M. 1801 (Trin.) penne desired bocaitifs badde

Pat T>ei had ben by noe ladde. ri6oo SHAKS. Sonn. Ixi. 3
Dost thou desire my slumbers should be broken? 1784
COWPER Tine. 811 To you .. Who wise yourselves, desire
yuur sons should learn Your wisdom. 1850 TENNVSON In
Mfiu. LI. i Do we indeed desire the dead Should still be
near us? 1859 - Lancelot f/ Elaine 1089 You desire your
child to live.

2. intr. (or absol.} To have or feel a desire.

1393 GOWER Con/. II. 5 For she, which loveth him to-fore,
Desireth ever more and more. 1611 HIBI.E Prov. xiii. 4 The
soule of the ihuraud desireth, and hath nothing. 1610
SHtl.TollOKi.r. 1 1 1. v, He that will not when he may, when
he desireth shall have nay. a 1831 A. KNOX Keni. I. 37
In moral matters, to desire, and possess, differ in degree,
rather than reality. 1875 JOWETT Plain (ed. a) 1. 68 He who i

desires, desires that of which he is in want.
t b. Const, after, to, etc. Obs.
a 1300 Holy Kode 347 in Leg. Rooti 46 po desircde

| e
quene rnuche after be nailes ]>re War-wib our lord was
Inailed to be tre. a 1315 Prose Psalter xh[i]. i As be hert
lle-siret to be welles of waters, so de-sired my soule to be
Lord. 1477 NORTON Ord. Akh. Proem in Ashm. (16521 6
Every estate desireth after good. 1549-61 STERNHOLD& H.
/ s. cxhii. 6 My soule desireth after thee.

fS. trans. Of things: To require, need, demand.
1577 M. CIOOGE Ileresbach's Huso. i. (1586' 29 It desyretha mpyst ground, riche and good. 1587 GOLDINO Dt Mornay

xxvi. 397 True beautie desireth no painting. 1591 SPENSER
Tears of Musts 541 A doleful case desires a dofefull song.
1607 lorsKi.i. Four-/. Beasts 292 There be many kindes
of M ise, and every one of them desireth a particular tractate.
4. To long for (something lost) ; to feel the loss

of, miss, regret, desiderate. (In quot. 1614, pass.,
to be missed, to be wanting.) 0/>s. or arch.
1557 NORTH tr. Oueuara's Dial! Pr. 231 b/j On the death
thy child Venssiinus, thy sonne so much desired.

1011 BIBLE a Chron. xxi. 20 He reigned in lerusalem
eight yeeres, and departed without being desired. 1614SELDEN Titles lion. 142 Otherwise.. Pharaohs discretion
would have lieen much desired. 1658 ROWLAND Mniftft
theat l,,s. Ep. Ded., That the Reader, .may not desire an
tpistle, or complain that there is one wantin" 1869TnmnoN /f,,fy Grail 897 And now his chair desires him
here m \ am.
6. To express a wish for (an object) ; to ask

for, request.
Const, a. with simf-lc obj. : to d. a thing ; b. to d. a thing

of, from ,t at) a person (arch.) ; 0. with inf. obj. ; to d. to
know, hare, etc., something ; d. with obj. cl., to d. that . . .

i?V
c *3 '4 C' !'y ">'''" (A- ' 399 Erls, doukes of be best . .Me

fehcej haue desired aplijt, pat neuer of me hadde 5(31.
< 1350 II ,11. 1'attrne 4583, I desired bis damisele . .To haue
hire to Ji broker . . Ac hire moder in no maner hire nold me
graunte. , 1450 Merlin 27 When thei wiste that Vortiger

i

c
ofi pees' tlley were g |?dclc - "OS8 Burton's Diary

828) I. 39, 1 move that his Highness's advice may be de-
sired in it. 1754 CHATHAM Lett. Nefliew iv. 21 If you are
lorced to desire farther information . . do it with proper
apologies. 1841 I.ANK Aral'. Nts. I. 97, I had spared thee,
but thou desiredst my death.
b. c 1400 Destr. Troy 7897 pai . . sent to bat souerain . .

Uessirond fvill depely delyuerans of hir. 1535 COVERDALK
I htitfs n. 16 Now desyre I one peticion ot the. Jot
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xxxi. 16 When the poore desyred eny thinge at me, haue I

denyed it them? 1651 SIR E. NICHOLAS in N. Papcjs
(Camden 282 What you desire from mec. 1666 i

Diary 5 Dec., I gave him my sonu . . which he has often
desired of me.

O. c 1400 Vestr. Troy 1022 To these kynges he come . .

And to haue of hor helpe hertely dissyred. 1450 W. SOMNKR
in Four C. F.tig. Lett. 4 The maister deyr>'d to wele yf the
shepmcn wolde holde with the duke. 1563 Anr. PARKFR
Corr. (Parker Soc.) 191, I .. thereupon desired to have the
Council's letters. 1784 Mod. 'Junes I. 16 He desired
never to hear any thing of me. 1818 SCOTT F. M. Perth
xxxiii, He alighted at the Dominican Convent, and desired
to see the Duke of Albany. 1887 ItowEN Virg. sneid lit.

358 Speech I crave of the seer, and desire his counsel to
learn.

d. 1404 Rolls of Parlt. III. 540/1 The Comunes dcsiren
that the Kyng shuldc leve upon his owne. 1656 Burton's
Di*ry(\US)l. 80, I desire it may not die. 1689 Tryal
ftps. 19 We desire it may be read in English for we don't
understand Law- Latin. 1738 SWIFT Pol. Convcrsat. 98 Run
to my Lady M ; and desire she will rememlier to be here
at Six. 1813 Sot'THEV Hist. Penins. War I. 176 He desired
Velarde would write to the court.

6. To express a wish to (a person" ;
to request,

pray, entreat.

ta. with simple object: to make a request to (ots.) ;

t b. to d. a person a thing, or of a thing (_obs. I ; O. to d. a
person to do something (the most freq. construction' ; d. to
d. a person that, or 0/a person that . . .

t a. 1516-34 TiNDALE John. 21 Certayne Grekes. .cam
to Philip . . and desired him, sayinge : Syr we wolde fayne
se Icsus. 1563-87 FOXE A. f, M. (1596) 32/2 John spake
unto him, and desired him in like maner and contestation
as before.

some fond or euill thing. 1596 SHAKS. Mercn. V. iv. i. 402,
I humbly doe desire your Grace of pardon.

C. 11533 Lu. BEKNERS Huon Ixi. 212, I desyre you to
shew me where ye have ben. c 1563 CAVENDISH Metr. Vis.
in Life Wolsey (18251 II. 124 Desyryng me vouchesalve for
to consent To Wright their myshappe. 1681 TEMPLE Mem. in.
Wks. 1731 I. 3^2 The Duke of Mormiouth being Chancellor,
I desir'd the King to speak to him. 1710 SWIFT Lett. 10 Oct.
(1767)111. 21 He desires me to dine with him again on Sun-
day. 1747

Col. Rec. Ptnnsrh. V. 138 Thomas McGee . .

who was desir'd to do it. 1786 Sus. HASWELI. Victoria II.

07 Lady Wealthy. . desired her to. .desire the steward give
her twelve guineas. 1833 MAKRVAT P. Simple ix, He de-
sired us to

'
toe a line,' wmch means to stand in a row.

d. 1513 LD. BERNERS Froiss. I. cviii. 130, I desyre you
that we may abyde in composicyon. 1539 CRANMER Mutt.
xvi. i The Pharises also with the Saduces . . desyred him
that he wolde shewe them a sygne from heuen. 1585 T.
WASHINGTON tr. bicholay's l-'oy. i. xxi. 27 The Bascha sent
to desire the Ambassador that the next day he would come
to his solemne dynner. 1611 BIBLE Dan. ii. 16 Then Daniel
went in and desired of the King, that hee would giue him
time. 1822 SHELLEY Chas. /, n. 456 Go desire Lady Jane
She place my lute.

1 7. To request to know or to be told ; to ask.
c I477CAXTON Jason 95 b, lascn . . desired the waye. 1708
HEARNE Collect. (Oxf. Hist. Soc.) II. 107 Mr. Watts came
to me.. and desir'd of me whether I were a Congregation
Man.

1 8. To request the presence or attendance of; to
invite. Obs.
f I3S Corr de L. 6871 Sayc, that I hym desyre, And al his

cursed cumpany in fere. 1530 PALSXIR. 513 '2, I desyre to

dynner, or to a feest, or any repast, je teutons. 1554
BRADFORD in Strype Eccl. Mtm. III. App. xxxi. 85, I was
desyred by a neighbour . . ayenst this day to dyner. 1583
Satir. Poem Reform, xlv. Leg. Bf. Si. Androis 259 This
bischop, beand present thair, Desyrit him haine. 1606 SHAKS.
Tr. A Cr. iv. v. 150, I would desire My famous Cousin to
our Grecian Tents. 1606 G. W[ooncocKE] tr. Hist, h'stine
88 b, Arsinoe. .desired Phillip into her Citty Cassandria.

t b. To invite to a course of action, etc.

c I3IA Ctity ll'ativ. (A.) 634 pow dost me litel worbschipe,
When pou me desirest to schenschipe. 1513 LD. BERNERS
Froiss. I. cxv. 136 Ye haue desyred vs to a thynge that is

great and weygntie. 1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. v. ii. 145 But
shall we dance, if they desire vs too 't? 164$ CROMWELL
Lett. 4 Aug., I sent one Mr. Lee to them, To certify the

peaceableness of my intentions, and to desire them to peace-
ableness.

Desired (dftai.vjd), ///. a.
[f. prec. + -ED '.]

1. Wished for, longed for, etc. : see the vb.

1382 WYCI.IF llaggai'u. 8 The desirid to alle folkis shal cume.
a 1440 Found. St. Bartholomew's 43 To Jeue the a ;eifte of
desirid helth. 1611 SHAKS. Cymb. in. v. 62 To her desir'd
Posthumus. 1611 BIBLE Ps. cvii. 30 So he bringeth them
vnto their desired hauen. 1655 EARL ORRERY Parthen. 1 1676)
21 At last, the long desired day appear'd. 1855 MACAULAY
Hist. Eng. IV. 266 The long desired title of Elector of
Hanover.

1 2. Missed, regretted, desiderated. Obs.
a 1533 LD. BKRNERS Gold. Bk. M. Aurel. 11546) Dd j a,

Of the death of suche an entierly desyred husbande.

1 3. Affected with desire ; longing, desirous.

OL. cupiittts.] Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 28505 (Cott.) Gerndand i haf oft ben

desird o bire wymmcn seen, c 1489 CAXTON lilan^Jianfru
xlif. 158 She . . was sore desired to know of hym som gode
tydynges. 1598 YONG Diana 318 If thy sweete voice . .

might sound in our desired eares with some happie song.
Hence Desi'redly adv., in a desired manner;

t according to one's own desire, con amore (obs. ;

cf. DESIHUI-SLY) ; Desi redness, the condition of

being desired.

1615 Bp. MOUNTACU App. C*sar6s He being Pater miseri-
cerdiarutn, and wholly, freely, and desiredly, giving, oc-
casioning, procuring, effecting our salvation. 1666 G. AI.SOP
Maryland (1869)46 Every man lives quietly, and follows

DESIROUS.
hi labor and imployment dciredly. 1888 P H. WicKSTr.l.n
Alfhotel Han. ,SV. 8, 1 Bm not uware of any recogmned
word, however, which signifies the quality of being desired.
'

Desirableness' conveys the idea that the thing not only is
but deserves to be desired.

' Desirednew '

is not English,
but I shall nevertheless use it at occasion may require. 1889Sat. Rev. 16 Feb. 198/1 His introduction into the English
language of '

desirednesl'.

Desrrefnl, a. Now rare. [f. DCBIUI sb +

-PL'L.]

fl. Greatly to be desired, desirable. Ohs.otaich.
1381 WYCLIP Dan. x. 3 Y eete not deiirelu! brcede. 1438mam fin of Love rf Delectabyl & desirefull it i> in bi

praysingc to be. c 1510 MOBR Picas Wks. 15 More desire-
full is it. .to be condemned of the worlde. and exalted of God,
then to be exalted of the world and condemned of god. 1580
SIDNEY Arcadia (1622) 434 Euery thing wa either veh7
mentlydesirefull, or extreamely terrible. 1877 BLACKIE ll'iu
Men 68 A brood of desireful maidens immortal.

2. Full of desire
; desirous

; wishful, eager.io. BARCLAY Sallusl's Jugutth 553, To suche desyrenill
myndes as they had, nothyng coude to fast be hasted 1540
HIORYSINR fives' Introd. W)sd. Pref. A ijb, Alway helpyngc
some, ^and stylle desyrcfull to helpe mo ij GRIMALDE
Cicero's Offices I. 68 So desireful of . . learning y nature
of things. 1891 C. E NORTON Dante's Paradise v. 29
Beatrice, .all desireful turned herself again to that region.
Hence tDesi-refalneu, Obs., the state or quality

of being desirous
; eagerness.

1548 UDALL etc. Erasm. Par. Lute Pref. 8 He with greate
desirefulncsse useth to reade. Ibid. ix. 56 Toke out of
their stomakes all desierfulnesse of doyng vengeaunce.
Desireless (dfzai 'Mies), a.

[f.
as prec. + -LESS.]

Devoid of desire or longing.
1607 TopsELLi>f7>rti/j(i653) 758 Desirelesse it seeks these

drinks and meats. 1640 lip. REYNOLDS /'ass/Ms xl. 524 The
Will is left Hopelesse, and therefore Desirelesse. 1856
R. A. VAUCHAN Mystics (1860) I. 254 Our spirit becomes
desireless, as though there were nothing, .of which we stood
in need.

Desirer (d/zai- -rai). [f. DESIRE v. + -ER '.]
One who desires.

/ 1450 tr. De Imitatione in. xxxvi, There are many de-
sircres of contemplacion. 1548 R. HUTTEN Sum of Diui-
uitie A vj b, It is expedient that ther be many desirers
of the office. 1579 COVERDALE Bk. Death xiii. 58 Earnest
desirers of innocency. a 1613 OVERBURV A Wife (1638) 108
A desirer of learning. 1665 l\tx\xiCntius' LoiuC. Ir'arres

105 Yet never ceased to admonish all desirers of novelty.
n 1691 BAXTER in Tulloch Kng. Purit. iii. (1861) 366 He was
a great desirer of such abatements as might restore us all to
serviceableness.

Desiring (d/zai^-rirj), vbl ill. [f. DESIRE v. +
-ING

'.] The action of the verb DESIRE
; longing,

desire. (Now rare or Obs. cxc. as gerund.)
1377 LANGL. /'. PI. B. xin. 356 porw coueityse and vn-

kynde desyrynge. 1491 CAXTON I'ital Pair. (W.de W. 14951
n. 235 b/i The dcsyrynges of the flesshe. 1593 '' WATSOM
Tears of Fancie xx. Poems (Arb.) 188 If Tie at first had
banisht loues desiring. 1677 GILPIN Demonol. (1867) 63 By
'
lust

'

I mean those general desirings of our minds after any
unlawful object which arc forbidden in the tenth command-
ment. Mud. One cannot gain honour merely by desiring it.

Desi'ring, ///. a.
[f.

DESIRE v. + -INO *.] Thai
desires ; longing, desirous.

(1386 CHAUCER Melib. ?6n A man that is to desirynge
for to gete riches, c 1489 CAXTON Sanues ot Aymon xxiii.

497 They were sore desyrynge for to see theyr wyves, theyr
chyldren, and theyr londes. 1552 HULOET, Desirous or de-

.sirynge, appetens, auidus. 1593 SHAKS. Kick. II, v. ii. 14
So many greedy lookes of yong and old, Through Case-
ments darted their desiring eyes Vpon his visage. <t 1700
DRVDEN (J.) Jove beheld it with a desiring look.

Desrringly, adv.
[f. prec. + -I.Y-.] \Vith

desire, desirously, longingly.
I$S HULOET, Desirously, or wyth desyre, or desiringly,

cupide. i66a J. CHANDLER t-'titi lltlmont's Oriat. PreL to
Rdr., My Spirit, .desiringly' desiring thorowly to know the
whole sacred Art. 1891 COLERIDGE Lett, tourers. *c. II.

35 The voice within, whenever the heart desiringly listens
thereto.

Desirous il/V>i" rss , a. Also 5 desirotue,
-rose, desyrows, dessyrous, -run, dissyrns,
dysslrus, 5-6 desyrous(e, 6 desyreous, -rug,
-rowns, desierous, dissirous, 7 desireous. [a.
AFr. desirous = OF. desireus 'earlier tiesidros, lie-

sirnis, mod.F. dcsireux) - Pr. deziros, It. desiJeroso
: late L. or Rom. desideros-vs

,
f. stem of dfsider-are

to DESIRE : see -ots. Orig. with stress on third

and first syllable.]
1. Having desire or longing ; characterized by or

full of desire : wishful
; desiring.

a- with of; also t to fobs. rare).

ciyx A". Alls. 416 Olimpias stont byfore Neptanabus. Of
hire neowe love wel desirous, c 1400 Destr. Troy 8003 More
dessyrous to the dede, ben I dem can. 1489 CAXTON Faytes
of A. III. i. 169 A dyscyple desyrouse of lernynge. 1508
DUNBAR Goldyn Targe 54 As falcounn swift desyrouse of
hir pray. 1561 T. NORTON Cah'in's lust. ill. 221 They that
haue a desirous mind of amendment. 1611 BIBLE Transl.
Pref. 4 TheGrecians being desirous of learning. 1735 YOUNGCentaur t Wks. 1757 IV. 125 Man is not only desirous, but
ambitious too, of happiness. 1891 Law Reports Weekly
Notes 78/2 The lessor was desirous of pulling the house
down and building a new one.

b. with inf.
c '374 CHAUCSR Former Age 59 Ne nembrot desyrous To

regne had nat maad his towres hye. c 1489 CAXTON lilan-

ckardyn vii. 29 Ryght desyrouse to here tydynges of her
louer. isss EDEN Decades 158 Owre men. . were desyrous to
see the towne. 1651 HOHBES Leviath. iv. xlv. 360 He is de-
sirous to save himselfe from death, ijs* JOHNSON RamHer



DESIROUSLY.
No. 207 Pg We never find ourselves so desirous to finish, as

in the latter part of our work. 1860 TVNDALL Glue. r?\vi. 66

Being desirous to learn something of its [the glacier's]

general features.

C. with ol>j. clause.

1601 SHAKS. Twel. N. in. \. 83 My Neece is desirous you
should enter. i6S BACON Ess., Revenge (Arb.) 503 Some. .

are Desirous the party should know. 163* J. HAYWAKD tr.

Bwndis Eromena 18 That I, desirous we might recover

againe our liberty. 1828 SCOTT F. M. Perth iii, He averted
his face, as if desirous that his emotion should not be read

upon his countenance.
d. simply.
1:1485 Digby Myst. (1882) in. mo To shew desyrows

hartes I am full nere. 1535 COVERDALE 2 Sam. xxiii. 15
Dauid was desyrous, and sayde : Wolde God y 1 some man
wolde fetch me a drynke of water. 1667 MILTON P. L,. v.

631 From dance to sweet repast they turn Desirous.

1 2. Of feelings, actions, etc. : Characterized by,
of the nature of, or expressing, desire or longing ;

sometimes in bad sense, covetous. Obs.
a 1420 HOCCLEVE De Reg. Pr'mc. 1403 The desirous talent

Ye han to goode. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 272/2 Thou hast

brought me into a desyrous affection. 1509 BARCLAY Shyp
ofFolys (1570) 178 Alas note well thy desirous vanitie. 1580
SIDNEY Arcadia (1622) 166 With a desirous

sigh. 1651 L. S.

People's Liberty ii. 4 The word for desire . . implieth a de-

sirous affection.

1 3. Full of eagerness or spirit ; eager, ardent

(esp. in deeds of arms). Obs.

(1386 CHAUCER Sqr?s T. 15 Vong, fressh, strong, and in

Armes desirous, As any Bacheler of al his hous. 1393 GOWKR
Conf. I. 89 Of armes he was desirous, CMvaferous and
amorous, c 1450 tr. De Imitatione in. xii, J>at J>ou be not a
louer of J>iself, but a desirous folower of my wille. '1470
HENRY Wallace ii. 2 In prys of armys desirous and sauage.
1470-85 MALORY Arthur iv. iii, A good knyght and ful de-

syrous in armes. [Alodertiized reprint of 1634 desirous.]

t4. Longing for something lost ; regretful. Obs.

rare. (Cf. DESIRE sb. 3, v. 4.)

-1485 Dtgby Myst. (1882) iv. 1077 My swete lorde of be
which desirose I am, and nedes must be.

f 5, Exciting desire ; desirable; pleasant, delect-

able. Obs.

1430 LYDG. Ckron. Troyi. viii, The lusty season fresbe and
desyrous. 1556 in Strype Eccl.Mem. \. App. l.\i. 219 Whiche
most desirous daye of thy comfortable commynge hasten,
deare Lorde. 1684 BUNYAN Pilgr. n. 96 They make the

Woods, and Groves, and Solitary places, places desirous to
be in. 1728 GAY Begg. Op. it. i, Wine inspires us, And fires

us. .Women and Wine should Life employ. Is there ought
else on Earth desirous? [i796cf. PEGGE^//0y/.(i8o9)434.]

Desirously ^3&w**raBii), adv. Now rare. [f.

prec. + -LY 2
.]

1. With desire or longing ; wishfully, eagerly,

longingly. (Frequent in i6-i;th centimes.)
c 1400 Test. Love in. (1560) 301/1 By which ye be draw

desirously any thyng to wilne in coveitous manner. 1504
ATKYNSON tr. De Imitatione in. ii, I beseche the humbly &
desirously . . that thou vouchesaue to speke to me thy selfe.

1556 J. HKYWOOD Spider ty F. Ixxi. title, Desirously deuis-

ing: by what meane to get peace. 1603 KNOLLES Hist.
Turks (1621*62 Which courtesie the Count ie desirously em-
braced. 1692 SOUTH Serm. (16971 I. 326 Do they hasten to
their Devotions. .Or do they not rather come hither slowly,
sit here uneasily and depart desirously? 1836 W. IRVING
Astoria (1849) 37 ^ na^ been . . desirously contemplated
by powerful associations and maternal governments.

fb. With earnest desire, earnestly. Obs.
1502 Ord. Crysten Men (W. de W. 1506) iv. ix. 192 The

confessour ought to be well aduysed and hym enfourme
desyrously. Ibid. iv. xxii. 291 Righte desyrously euery
relygyous ought for to kepe hym from the tellynge of
lesynges. 1647 F. BLAND Sottldiers Jl/arc/i 44 One short
Observation more would I desirously commend to your
Christian piety.

1 2. Of one's own desire or wish
; willingly,

readily. Obs.

1531 ELYOT Gov. n. xiii, Suche one as desirously will par-
ticipate with bis frende all his good fortune. 1589 COGAN
Haven Health ccxv. (16361 233 The superfluities, .with the

wine, shall be drawne off the stomack. .but nature doth not
so desirously draw Ale. 1635 EARL STRAFFORD Lett. (1739)
I. 399 If, . I could have avoided meddling with him, I should
not desirously have begun with a Gentleman . . of so . . tur-
bulent a Disposition.

Desi'rousness. Now rare.
[f. as prec. +

-NESS.] The quality of being desirous
; wishful-

ness, eagerness.
1571 GOLDING Cahnn on Ps. vii. 5 As though his desyrouse-

nesse too reigne had moved hym too trayterous rebellion.

1665 BOYLE Occas. Rcfi. (18451 366 My desirousness of
piety in a Preacher. 1872 A. RALEIGH in Spurgeon Trcas.
Dav. Ps. cxix. 20 Dr. Chalmers . . summed up his own at*
tamments in the word '

desirousness.'

Desist (d/zi-st), v. Also 6 -syste, -cist, 7 dis-
sist. [a. OF. desister (1358 in Littr<5

; mod.F. <//-),
ad. L. desist-ere, f. DE- 2 + sistHre to stop, stand

still.]

1. intr. To cease (from some action or proce-
dure} ; to stop, leave off, give over, forbear.

1530 PALSGR. 514/1, I counsayle you desyst from this pur-
pose. 1549 Comfl. Scot. vi. 62, I pray the to decist fra that
tideus melancolic orison. 1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicho.
lay's Vo}<. i. xv. 16 Notwithstanding [they] did not desist
of their enterprise. 1632 J. HAYWAHD tr. Kiondis Era-
i/ie>ta loo At last, quite wearied with kissing and weep-
ing, they were faine to desist. 1751 FIELDING Amelia 121
Men should therefore desist from this enormous crime.
a 1859 MACAULAY Hist. Ens;. V. 51 The Peers desisted from
urging a request which seemed likely to be ungraciously re-
fused. 1866 KINGSLEY Uermi. iii, He shouted to the com-
batants to desist.
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t b. Const, in. Obs.
a 1774 GOLDSM. tr. Scarrons Comic AVw. (1775) H 176

Request that he would desist in his gallantries to me. 1795
Fate of Settley II. 140 He only begged me to desist . . in

thinking of such an union. 1842 C. WHITEHEAD R. Savage
(1845) II. viii. 275, I desisted in the attempt ;

more properly
to speak, I declined it.

t C. Const, inf. with to. Obs.

1539 Act 31 Hen. VIII, c. 12 Diuers idell. .persons, .haue

not desisted to take egges of faucons . . out of the nestes.

1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. IV, i. iii. 49 What do we then, but. .at

least, desist To builde at all? 1647-8 COTTERELL Davila's

Hist. Fr. (1678) 19 Never desisted to persecute them, 1655-
60 STANLEY Hist. Philos. (1701) 160/1 Gods always were, to

be desisted never.

d. To cease to prefer a claim.

i&]-$Penn$ylv. Arc/tives I. 32 We doe hereby dissist off

the same land.

2. To come to an end, cease, terminate. Obs.

rare.
a 1657 SIR J. BALFOUR Ann. Scot. (1824-5) II. 254 The

vrging of the Perth artickells must ceasse and desist.

t 3. trans. To leave off, discontinue. Oh.
1509 BARCLAY Shyp of Folys (1570) 107 Thou foole desist

thy wordes vayne. 1599 in Bevendge Hist. India. 1. 1. x. 225

They shuld be required to desist their viage. 1679 OATKS
Narr. Popish Plot 53 He ordered the said Blunclef, not to

desist the business in hand. 1753 SttWjti^t Trial 209 The
uncle desisted further inquiry. 1784 New Spectator xi. 6/1
Unless they desist their attacks on the fair milliner.

f4. To withstand (? error for resist}. Ob$.rare~ l
.

1548 BODRUGAN (Adams) Epit. King's Title H iv, Who of

you by reason or otherwise is able to desist my persuasion
of this vnion,

Hence Desrsting vbl. sb.

1607 HIERON Wks. I. 270 There was no desisting from
former courses, no breaking off of olde sinnes. i7p9HKARNE
Collect. 13 Mar., Mr. Lhuyd. .has carried his Point, .owing
to my desisting.

Desistance (d/zi-stans). Also -ence.
[f.

DE-
SIST v. : cf. OF. desistance, -ence (1300 in Godef.) :

see -ANCE.] The action of desisting, leaving off, or

forbearing to proceed ; cessation, discontinuance

of action.

1632 LITHGOW Trav. \. 4, 1 partly forbeare. .and reconciled
times pleading desistance, moderate discretion inserteth

silent patience. 1648 BOYLE Seraph. Love xiii. (1700) 78
Men..make it both the Motive and the Excuse of their

Desistance from giving any more, That they have given
already. 1768 IVomau of Honor III. 48 It is an argument
the more for your desistence. 1803 S. PEGGE Anecd. Eng.
Lang.) A word commanding cessation and desistance. 1879
H. SPENCER Data of Ethics vi. 33. 79 Life is maintained

by persistence in acts which conduce to it, and desistance
from acts which impede it. 1884 in igf/i Cent. Nov. 837,
I must here close the discussion, so far as my own desistence
enables me.

t Desi'stency. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. \..dcsistent-

crn, pr. pple. of aesistert : see DESIST and -KNCY.]
Cessation.

1615 Marr. fy Wiving i. in Harl. Misc. (Malh.i III. 255
Knd of the world and desistency of all things.

Jdesi'stive, a. rare. [f.
DESIST v. + -IVK.]

Ending, concluding. 1836 in SMART.

Desition (d/si-jan). [f. L. type *desition~em>
n. of action f. desinere, desit- to leave ofT, cease : see

DESINENT.] Termination or cessation of being;
ceasing to be; ending.
1612 R. SHELDON Sertn. St. Martin's 35 The consecra-

tions, oblations, consumptions, desitions of Christ,which they
make daily . . vpon their prophane altars. 1645 Scuts Im-
mortality Defended 27 (L.) The soul must be immortal and
unsubject to death or desition. 1867 BP. FORBES Explan.
39 Art. xxviii. (1881) 550 The plain words of Scripture, in
that they freely use the word ' bread

'

to describe the Blessed
Sacrament after consecration, go against the desition of the
signum therein. Ibid. 551 Such a change, .as would involve
a physical desition of what before existed. 1890 A. L. MOORE
Hist. Ref. 139 note. Nor does the statement . . on the doc-
trine of the Sacrament expressly assert the desition of the
natural substance of the elements.

t Desitive (de-sitivl, a. and sb* rare. Obs. [f.

L. desit-, ppl. stem of dcsincre to cease + -IVE.]
A., adj. Logic. Of a proposition : Having refer-

ence to the end or conclusion of a matter.

1725 WATTS Logic \\\. ii. 4 Inceptive and desitive propo-
sitions ; as, the fogs vanish as the sun rises ; but the fogs
have not yet begun to vanish ; therefore the sun is not yet
risen.

B. sb. A desitive proposition.
1725 WATTS Logic n. ii. 6 Inceptives and desitives, which

relate to the beginning or ending of any thing ; as the Latin
tongue is not yet forgotten.

Detune, var. of DISJUNE, Ofa. 9 breakfast.

Desk (desk), sb. Also 5-6 deske, (5-7 desque,
6 dexe, dext), 6-8 Sc. dask. [ME. deske, app.
immed. ad. med.L. desca ' cum descis et scamnis,
et aliis ornamentis' (^1250 in Du Cange). The
latter is to be referred ultimately to L. discus

(also used in med.L. in the sense * table '), of which
the regular Romanic form remains in It. desco l a
deske, a table, a boord, a counting boord ; also
a forme, a bench, a seat, or stoole

'

(Florio). Prob.
from this It. desco, the med.L. desca fern, (like
mensa, tabula*} was formed.
Desk was in no way actually connected with ttts&

t OE.
disc, ME. disch, although OE. disc, WGer. disk, was itself
an ancient adoption of L. discus. The OFr. repr. of L.
discus, Rom. desco, Pr. des, was deis, Eng. DAIS. Thus
dais, desk, dish, disk, all originate in the same word.]

DESK.

1. An article of furniture for a library, study,
! church, school, or office, the essential feature of

which is a table, board, or the like, intended to

serve as a rest for a book, manuscript, writing-

paper, etc., while reading or writing, for which pur-

pose the surface usually presents a suitable slope.
The name is applied to articles differing greatly

in details of construction and in accessories, ac-

cording to their particular purpose, which, is often

indicated by a qualification, as litany-^ music-,

prayer-) reading-, school-, writing-desk, etc.

It may be a simple table, board, or shelf fixed at a con-
venient height for resting a book, etc., while reading or

writing, or fitted on a small frame so as to be placed on a

table, or upon a taller frame, with legs, etc., so as itself to

stand on the floor, or it may be more or less elaborately

provided with shelves for books, and with drawers and re-

ceptacles for papers, documents, etc., such as are required
for use in a library, study, school, or office.

a. As a requisite for reading or writing on, or

studying at.

c 1386 CHAUCER Frank!. T. 400 At Orliens in studie a book
he say Of Magyk natureel, which his felawe, .Hadde prively
vpon his desk [v.r. deske] ylaft. c 1440 Promp. Pa-rv. 299
I.eterone or lectorne, deske, fectrinum, etc. a igoo Oral.

Sap. in Anglia X. 356 Lenynge hym vpon a deske. 1581
MULCASTER Positions v. (1887) 34 Incke and paper .. a

,

deske and a dustboxe will set them both vp [L e. a scholar
to learn to draw as well as to write]. 1594 PLAT Jewell'

>

ho., Dinerse Exper. 39 You must have a deske of the

j

cleerest and evenest glasse that is to be bought . . Upon
I this Deske you must fasten the patterne at the foure endes

j

with a little wax. 1615 STEPHENS Satyr. Ess. (ed. s) 333
i Lawyers Clarke. . Hee doth relye upon his maisters practise,

large indentures, and a der.ke to write upon. 1666 Pn-vs

Diary (1879) IV. 213, I observed the desk which he hath

[made] to remove, and is fastened to one of the armes of

his chayre. 1711 STEELE Sped. No. 109 f 5 He sits with
one Hand on a Desk writing. 1773 JOHNSON i? Aug. in

Bosweli, Composing a Dictionary requires books and a
desk : you can make a poem walking in the fields, or lying
in bed. 1838 DICKENS Nick. Nick, ii, Nickleby closed

an account book which lay on his desk. 1842 TENNYSON
Aitdley Court 43 Oh ! who would cast and balance at a

desk, Perch'd like a crow upon a three-legg'd stool. 1847
Princ. n. 90 To Lady Psyche's . . There sat along the

forms. .A patient range of pupils; she herself Erect behind
a desk of satin-wood. 1850 In Mem, cxxviii, To cramp
the student at his desk. 1871 MORLEV Voltaire (1886) in
He seems to have usually passed the whole day at his desk.

l>. As a repository for writing materials, letters,

etc., as well as for writing on. In modem use

often a portable box or case opening so as to pre-
sent a sloping surface.

1548 COOPER Bibliotheca Eliotae, Pluteus^.
a littell holowe

deske lyke a coffer, whereupon men do write. 1590 SHAKS.
t'.AVr.iv. 1.103 * n the Deske That's couer'do're with Turkish

Tapistrie There is a purse of Duckets. 1626 BACON Syfoa
658 Some, .for Tables, Cupboards and Desks, as Walnuts.

1692 WASHINGTON tr. Milton's Def. Pop. Pref. (18511 13
Vour Boxes and Desks stufft with nothing but Trifles.

a 1744 POPE (J.i, I have been obliged to leave unfinished in

my desk the heads of two essays. 1865 TROLLOPE Belton
Est. xviii. 216 She got out her desk and prepared herself for

her letter. Mod. The prisoner had forced the desk open
and taken the money out of it.

t C. In early use, applied also to a shelf, case,
or press, on cr in which books stand in a library
or study. Obs.

[c 1440 Promp. Paru, 120 Deske, plntenm. 1483 Cath.

j

Angl.g-j A Deske ; platens [a book-shelf, book-case, desk].]

1538 LELAND Itin, I. 55 At the Toppe of every Square was
a Desk ledgid to set Bookes on Bookes on Gofers within

; them. 1557 NORTH Gneuara's Diall Pr. Gen. Prol. A lij,
1 One that for his pastime is set round with deskes of bookes.

1669 HACKETT Let. in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886)

II. 554 Expended .. upon the College Library, either for

bookes, ordesques. 1717 BERKELEY Tour in Italy Wks. 1871
IV. 511 The books are all contained in desks or presses,
whose oacks stand to the wall. These desks are all low, of
an equal height, so that the highest books are within reach
without the least straining.

2. In a church or chapel : In the general sense

of i
,
a sloping board on which books used in the

service are laid, as the book-board in a pulpit.
Hence formerly (and still in U.S.) applied to the

seat, stall, or pulpit of the minister, or, (as still in

Scotland) to that of the clerk or precentor; in

England, to the stalls or choir-seats, and to the

reading-desk in the now obsolescent arrangement
of pulpit, reading-desk, and clerk's desk, one above

another; where this has been abolished, and a

special stall is provided for the reading of the

prayers, the latter is sometimes called the *

prayer-
desk '.

1449 Churchw. Ace. St. Georges, Stamford (Nichols 1797)

j

132 Making of pleyndesques and ofapleyne rodelofte. 155*
1 Berksh. Ck. Goods 32 A old clothe of baulkyn for the dexe.

1565 HARDING in Strype Ann. Re/. I. App. xxx. 72 Clappe
1 me not they the bare Bible on the dext. 1604 Vestry Bks.

(Surtees) 140 For a desk to lay the byble on. a 1640 W.
FENNER Christ's A?ann(i6$o) 18 How reverently should ye
sit in your Pewes ? how sacredly should we stand in our
desks ? 1653 G. FIRMIN Sober Reply 28 My friend when he
had done preaching . . went downe out of the Deske. 1706
A. BEDFORD Temple Mits. iv. 90 Their Singers stood in the

Desks. 1784 COWFER Task \, 94 Sweet sleep enjoys the

curate in his desk, The tedious rector drawling o er his

head. 1809 KENDALL Trav. I. I. 4 The pulpit, or, as it is

here [in Connecticut] called, the dek was filled by three, if

not four clergymen ; a number which, by its form and
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dimensions, it was able lo accommodate. 1830 TENNYSON
'

Sonnet lo J. .'/. A"., The humming of the drowsy pulpit-
drone while the worn-out clerk Brow-beats his desk below.

1846 PARKER WDM. /!/. (18751 M<5 s - v - Ltttm, At Debt-

linn is one [a lectern I
of Decorated date ; it is made with

a desk for a book on four sides. 1870 F. R. WILSON

Ch. Linitisf. 79 The pulpit, litany desk, and stalls are

oaken.

f b. A seat or pew in a church. Cf. DAIS 3 b.

Oh. Sf.

1560 in Edgar Ch. Life Scoll. (1885) I. 15 Neither the

<la-ks, windocks nor durls be ony wise hurt. 1603 Ibid., To

big ane removabill dask for his wyflf. 1678 in Old Church

Life ISallinxiy (1890) II. 20 Fill up with deskes the emptie
.1 the Church. 1701 in Scott. N. q Q. I. 12 [To

farm] the linill d:i-.ks in both churches. 1885 EDGAR Ch.

I. iff Scott. I. 16 Down to about the middle of the i/th cen-

tury there were very few desks or seats in Church.

3. fig. a. Used typically for the functions or

office of the occupant of a desk, esf. in sense 2.

1581 J. BKI.I. [fmttton's AnFtu. Osor. io8b, Luther doth not

take upon him the person of a schoolemaister, nor hath

challenged to himselfe the dignitie of high deske, nor ever

taught any Schooles of new factions. 1811 DWICHT Trav.

II. 277 He [Dr. Backus, a professor of divinity] educated

between forty and fifty for the desk. 1836 W. ANDREW
//isl. Winterton, etc., 107 At a time when the pulpit and

n,,,linj;-desk were generally at variance. 1838 Brit. Critic
,

XXIII. 294 Their tendency is, to exalt the Pulpit too far

above the Desk ; to make the performance of man the very
life and soul of all public worship.

b. Work at the desk in an office, etc. ;
clerical

or office work.
1797 BURKE Regie. Peace lit. (R.), Never can they who

from the miserable servitude of the desk have been raised

to empire, again submit to the bondage of a starving bureau.

1844 EMERSON Led., Yng. Amer. Wks. (Bohn) II. 296 He
who merely uses it [the land] as a support to his desk and

ledger, .values it less,

4. transf. A meeting of those who occupy the

choir desks of a cathedral.

1691 in Macray Catal. Kami. MSS. Dii. 26 The sub-

chanter and vicars [of I.ichfield] desire to know whether he

wishes to renew the lease . . as the matter will be settled at

the next meeting, or deskc as they call it.

5. altrib. and Comb., as desk-board, -closet,

drudge, -fellow, -gong, -officer; desk-book, a

book for constant use at the desk, a handbook,
vade-mecum ; desk-oloth, a cloth to cover a read-

ing-desk or lectern ; desk-knife, a pen-knife with

fixed handle, an eraser ; desk-man, a minister,

clergyman, or preacher ; desk-work, work at a

desk, as clerk, book-keeper, etc.

1614 SELDEN Titles Hon. 1 10 Fastned with long nailes to

the Meskboards. 1891 Literary World 22 Jan. 82/3 This
*desk-book may be highly recommended. 1879 E. GARRETT
House by IV'orks I. 62 In the little oak *desk-closet at the

back of the shop, stood a young woman. 1880 BROWNING
Dram. Idylls Ser. u. Clan 92 *Desk-drudge, slaving at St.

David's, one must game, or drink, or craze. i8as LAMB
F.lia Ser. n. Superannuated Man, To visit my old desk-

fellows. 1833 J. HOLLAND Maniif. Metal II. 9 Pen-knives
..f^tened into the hafts, in the manner of what are now
called "desk-knives. 1893 K. GRAHAME Pagan Ess. 105 The
"Desk-men have a temporary majority. 1885 Public Opinion
9 Jan. 38/2 A scientific and what is popularly known as

a "desk officer. 1864 TENNYSON Sea Dreams 78 A dozen

years Of dust and *deskwork.

t Desk, v. Obs. [f.
DESK

si.]
1. trans. To fit up or furnish with desks.

1509 HKN. VII. IVitl'm Willis & Clark CVtmMfcrdBM)
I. 498 That the said Chapell be desked.

2. To place in or as in a desk.

1615 Allumazar i. Hi. in Hazl. Dodsley II. 311 A leaf of

that small Iliad That in a walnut-shell was desVd. 1646 J.

HALL Poems I. 2 Then are you entertaind, and deskt up by
Our Ladies Psalter and the Rosary. 1670 LASSELS Vof.
Italy II. 164, I .. saw many curious relicks desked up in

the side of the wall.

8. To desk it: to work at a desk, do clerical

work, nonce-use.

1846 J. MACKINTOSH Let. in Mem. (1854) 109, I have been

busy, sometimes desking it 13 to 15 hours per diem.

Deskater, obs. form of DISSCATTEB v.

Deskeletonize : see UE- II. i.

Deskever, obs. form of DISCOVER v.

Deskful (de-skful). [f. DESK si. + -rut.] As
much as a desk will contain.

1877 BESANT & RICE Harp !, Cr. ix. 67 The. .letters. .

There was not a word of love in a deskful of them. 1894 H.
TAYLOR in Amer. Ann. Deaf Apr. 117 The teacher finds

he c:m get along better without a deskful of switches.

Deslavee, -av6, var. forms of DELAVY a.

fDeslay, obs. form of DELAY v. [So OF.
deslcer for deleer.]
1393 GOWER Conf. II. 60 For I may say.. That idel man

have I be nought, For how as ever that I be deslaied, Yet
evermore I have assaied. Ibid. 115 Every joy him is

deslaied.

Bosnia (de-sma). Biol. PI. desmata, desmas.

[a. Gr. Sto-jiu (pi. -a.ro) bond, fetter, head-band, f.

Bi-fiv to bind.]
1. A bandage ; a ligament.
1857 in DUNGLISON. 1883 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

2. A kind of spicule which unites with others

to form the skeletal network in a particular group
of sponges.
1887 SOLLAS in Encycl. Brit. XXII. 418/2 (Sponges)

In

the Lithistid sponges a skeleton is produced by the articula-

tion of desmas into a network.
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Desmachyme (de-smakaim;. Biol.
[f.
DKSWA

+ CHYME (Gr. xu^"' s animal or vegetable juice.

X(V*CI(T- liquid).] A suggested name (now aban-

doned for the connective tissue of sponges, formed

of desmacytes. Hence Desmachymatons (-ki--

matas) a., of, pertaining to, or of the nature of

dcsmachyme.
1887 SOLLAS in Encycl. Brit. XXI 1. 422/1 A layer ofthickly

felted desmachyme. Ibid. 420/2 A desmachymatous sheath

surrounds the whole.

Desmacyte (de'smasait). Biol.
[f.

DESMA +
-CYTE cell.] A name suggested for one of the

fusiform cells of connective tissue in sponges. Now
called INO-CYTE.

1887 SOLLAS in Encycl. Brit. XXII. 419/2 Connective-

tissue cells or desmafytes are present on most sponges ; they
are usually long fusiform bodies consisting of a clear colour-

less, .sheath, surrounding a highly refringent axial fibre.

II Desman (de-sman). Zool. [In Fr. and Ger.
;

desman, from Sw. desman-ralta musk-rat, f. desman

(Da. desmer, Icel. des-) musk.] An aquatic in-

sectivorous mammal, of the genus Myogale, nearly

allied to the shrew-mouse, but larger ; esp. M. mos-

chala, the musk-shrew or musk-rat, which inhabits

the rivers of Russia, chiefly the Volga and Don,
and secretes a sort of musk. Another species (M.

pyrenaica) is found in parts of the Pyrenees.
I774GOLDSM. Nat. /to/. (1862) I. vi. i. 454 The Desman.,

has a long extended snout, like the shrew-mouse. 1861

HULME tr. Moouin- Tandon n. ill. ii. no The tail of the

Desman of Muscovy, or Musk Rat of Russia, .is sought for

as a perfume. It owes its odour to a substance which is

secreted by two small follicular glands placed at its base.

Desmid (de-smid). Bot. [ad. Bot. L. Desmi-
ditun (generic name), f. Gr. type *haitihov, dim.

of folios band, chain.] A plant of the genus
Desmidium, or order Desmidiacest of microscopic
unicellular algae; so called because sometimes

found united in chains.

1862 DANA Matt. Ceol. 271 Desmids..are microscopic

plants, consisting of one or a few cells. 1867 E. NARES
(title). Handy Book to the Collection and Preparation of

Freshwater and Marine Algae, Desmids, etc. 1871 FARRAR
Witn.Hist. i. 34 Look through the microscope, .at some
desmid gleaming like an animated opal with living irides-

cence.

Hence Desmidia ceous a., of the N.O. Desmi-

diaceiK, containing the desmids ;
Desmi dian a.,

of the desmids ;
s/>. a desmid ; Desmidio'logy,

the scientific study of desmids ;
De*midio logrlit,

one who pursues this study.

Desniine (de-smin). Min. Also desmin.
[f.

Gr. STfif/ bundle + -INE.] A synonym of STILBITE,
a zeolitic mineral occurring in tufts or bundles of

crystals.
1811 PINKERTON Petral. II. 14 A substance in silky tufts,

which he calls desmine. 1814 ALLAN Min. Xcmen. 16. 1844
DANA Min. 328.

Desmo- (de'smol, combining form of Gr. 8<r/i<is

bond, fastening, chain, ligature, an element in

scientific words of Greek derivation. Desmo brya

//. [Gr. ppvov; see BRYOLOGY], name for a group
of ferns : hence Desmo bryoid a., belonging to

or resembling the Dcsmobrya. De'smodont a.

and si. [Gr. oSovr- tooth], belonging to, or one

of, the Desmodonta, a group of bivalve mol-

luscs. Desmo'gTiathous a. [Gr. yvaffos jaw],

having the type of palatal structure shown in the

Desmognaths;, a group of birds in Huxley's classi-

fication, in which the maxillopalatine bones are

united across the median line ;
so Desmo'grna-

thism , this type of palatal structure. Desmo'gra-

phy Anat.,
' a description of the ligaments of the

body' (Craig 1847). Desmo log-y, 'the anatomy
of the ligaments of the body; also, a treatise on

bandages' (Syd. Soc. Lex.). Desmonoso logy

[Gr. vio-os disease],
' the description of the diseases

of the ligaments '. Desmopatho-lofry, 'the doc-

trine of diseases of ligaments '. Desmo'pathy,
disease of the ligaments' (Dunglison 1857).

Desmope'lmous a. [Gr. irtX^a sole of the foot],

Ornith. having the plantar tendons connected, as

some birds, so that the hind toe cannot be moved

independently of the front toes. Desmo-stichcma

(-kas), a. [Gr. OTI'XOS row, line], belonging to or

having the characters of the Desmosticha, a group
of echinoids or sea-urchins having the ambulacra

equal and band-like. Desmo'tomy [Gr. -TO/UO

cutting], the dissection of ligaments (Dunglison

1857).
1854-67 HARRIS Diet. Mcd. Terminal., Desmology, a

treatise on the ligaments. 1875 PARKER in Encycl. Brit.

III. 711/2 (Birds) The desmognathous type of skull.
_

Ibid.

712/1 It is possible to make several important divisions in

the kind and degree of desmognathism.

Desmoid (de'smoid), a. [f. Gr. 8<r/ios band,

ligament, etc. and Setr/xiJ bundle + -OLD.] Resem-

bling a bundle, a. Path. Applied to the tissue of

certain tumours which contain numerous fibres

DESOLATE.

closely interwoven or arranged in bundles, b.

'/.ool. and Anat. Lagamentous ;
tendinous.

1847 SOUTH \x.Ckeliur Surg. II. 712 Desmoid, sarcomatous,
stt.itnmatous, chondroid and fibroid swellings, have been
classed together as fibrous tumours. 1876 tr. Witgntr't Gin.
Patkol. 27iThe fibrin-like appearance of this desmoid tissue.

De'smous, a. rare-",
[f.

as prec. + -ous.]

Ligamcntou^. 1883 in Syd. Sac. Ltx .

II DesO'bligeant. Obs. [ad. F. disobligeantc
in same sense, fem. (sc. venture carriage) of dis-

obligeant disobliging.]
' A chaise so called in

France from its holding but one person.' (Note to

Sterne, in ed. 1 794.) Cf. sulky.
1768 STERNE Sent. Journ. (1778) I. 20 (Desotlieeant) An

old Desobligcant . .hit my fancy at first sight, so I instantly

got into it. 1770 J. ADAMS Diary 12 July Wks. 1850 II.

246 Got into my dcsobligeant to go home.

Desocialize, -ation : sec DE- II. i.

II Desoeuvre (d6-vr*), a. [Fr.] Out of work,

unemployed, unoccupied ; languidly idle. So
D^sceuvrement, lack of occupation.
1750 CHESTKRF. Lett, n J.tn. (1774) I. clxxxi. 541 If..

some charitable people . . being detcemrt themselves, came
and spoke to me. 1794 Miss GUNNING Packet IV. 258 In

a tone perfectly desantvre . .calling her a fine old quiz. 1839
LONGP. in Life (1891) I. 348 Drowsy, dull, desaeuvrt, not

having a book in press.
1818 Eng. in France II. 41 (Stanf.) The Baronne looked

for a friend, .for dfsamremetit, for amusement, not excite-

ment. 1849 LONCF. in Life (1891) II. 154, I have nothing
to write you, and write, .from mere descenvrcment.

Desolate (de-siflA), ppl. a. (so.) Also 4 deso-

laat, 4-5 disolat, dissolate, 4-6 desolat. [ad. L.

desolat-us left alone, forsaken, deserted, pa. pple. of

desdlare to leave alone, desert, f. DE- I. 3 + solare

to make lonely, solus alone, lonely. The earliest

uses were more or less participial.]

t A. as pa. pple. Brought to desolation, laid

waste ; see DESOLATE v.

1381 WYCLIP Luke xi. 17 Euery rewme departide ajens it

silt, schal be desolat \dcsolabitur\ Wisd. iv. 19 Vnto
the newest thei shul ben desolat [desolabuntur].

B. adj. 1. Left alone, without companion, soli-

tary, lonely.
^1386 CHAUCER Merch. T. 77 He which hath no wif .

lyveth helples, and is al desolate, c 1450 Merlin 596 Many
a gentill lady be lefte wedowe, and many a gentill mayden
dysolat. 1548 HALL Chron. 202 b, Leavyng the erle of

Pembroke almoste desolate in the toune. 1657 COKAINE
Obstinate Lady v. iv, I should live a desolater life Than
e'er the strictest anchorite hath done. 1860 TYNDALL Glac.

l. xi. 85 A position more desolate than his had been can

hardly be imagined. 1863 GEO. ELIOT Romola in. xii, No
soul is desolate as long as there is a human being for whom
it can feel trust and reverence.

f2. Destitute or deprived of, lacking. Rarely
with inf. : Without means, quite unable to. Obs.

1386 CHAUCER Man of Law's T. 838 So yong, and of

armurc so desolate, c 1430 LVDG. Bochas xl. i. (155.1) '44 b,

John Bochas.. dissolate I'o determine such heauenlyhid
secrees. 1535 COVF.RUAI.E Ruth i. 5 The woman remayned
desolate of both hir sonnes. 1544 PHAER Regim. Lyfe ( 1 560)

(J iij b, The tender babes are oftentymes affected, and de-

solate of remedy. 1631 LITHGOW Trav. x. 500 By dissolute

courses.. leave theniNelves deservingly desolate, of Lands,

Meanes, and Honesty. 17*0 DE FOE Caff. Singleton vni.

(1840) 135 The place. .was desolate of inhabitants.

1 3. Left without a king ; kinglcss. Obs.

1375 BARBOUR Unice l. 40 The land vi }er. .Lay desolat

eftyrhysday. 1393 GOWER Conf. I. 248 Thelordes. .wolden

save The regne, which was desolate.

4. Destitute of inhabitants ; uninhabited, unpeo-

pled, deserted.

(This sense and 5 are often combined in actual use.)

c 1374 CHAUCER A net. >t A re. 62 So desolate stode Thebes
and so bare, c 1450 LYDG. Compl. Lm'cres Lyfe 167 He
thus lay on the grounde in place desolate. 1555 EDEN
Decades 42 Many Ilandcs very fruitefull yet leftc desolate.

1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 138 He allured out of Babilon

sixe hundred thousand soules, so that the late triumphant
Citie became halfe desolate. 1735 BERKELEY Querist (418
Roads untrodden, fields untilled, houses desolate. 1887
BOWEN Virg. sEneidiv. 588 Desolate shores and abandoned

5. Having the characteristics of a place deserted

or nninhabited : a. in ruinous state or neglected

condition, laid waste; b. without sign of life,

bare of trees or herbage, barren ; c. dreary, dismal,

cheerless.

1413 Pilgr. Sffivle IIL i. (Caxton 1483) 49 A derker place,

the moost wretchyd and desolate that euer men come ynne.

'55? w - CUNNINGHAM Cosmotr. Glasse 195 Ninivie, a great

Citie, but nowe desolate. 1655 H. VAUGHAN Silex Stint. \.

oo Will thy secret key Open my desolate rooms. 1779

NEWTON in R. Palmer lit. ofPraise 86 This land through
which His pilgrims go Is desolate and dry. 1838 DICKENS

Nick. Nick, ii. No man thinks of walking in this desolate

place. 1847 JAMES Convict ii, There was a cheerless, deso-

late sound about it.

fd. Of the head: Bare of hair, bald. Obs.

1:1500 Lancelot 366 It semyth that of al his bed ye bore

Of fallith and maid desolat.

6. Destitute of joy or comfort, like one bereft of

friends or relatives ; forlorn, disconsolate ; over-

whelmed with grief and misery, wretched.

14. . Why I can't it a Nun 96 in E. E. I'. (180*1 140 For

now I am alle desolate, And of gode cownesayle
destitute

c 1477 CAXTON Jason 45 b, Gyue confort to a desolate hert.

1598 YONG Diana 73 Yet did Arscnius . . leade the most

sorrowful! and desolate life. 1653 H. COCAN tr. Pintt's

82*
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Trav. xii. 36 Having heart! what this desolate Queen said

openly unto him. 1738 WESLEY Ps. <$ Hymns cxxxvii. 5

() England's desolate Church. 1852 MRS. STOWE Uncle

Tow's C. ix. 67, I must feed the hungry, clothe the naked,

and comfort the desolate. 1857 H. REED Led. Eng. Poets

II. xiii. 129 That desolate craving after the departed.

f 7. Destitute of good quality, evil, abandoned.

(Sometimes app. confounded with dissolute.} Obs.

^1386 CHAUCER Pard. T. 270 A comun hasardour. .ever

the neyer he is of astaat The more is he holden desolaat.

1579 TOMSON Calvin's Serm. Tim. 82/2 Nor glutton, nor

thefe, nor man of wicked and desolate life. 1782 ? VAUGHAN
Fashionable Follies I. 153 Unhappy men of desolate and

abandoned principles,

8. Comb., as desolate-looking adj.

1833 L. RITCHIE WatuL Loire 78 The lonely and desolate-

looking wanderer. 1872 JENKINSON Guide Eng* Lakes(ifyq)

154 The barren and desolate-looking valley, .in front,

B. absol. or sb. A desolate place or person.
a, 1400-50 Alexander 4354 Duells here in disolatis, in

dennes & in cauys. 1610 G. FLETCHER Christ's Viet. (R.\
A poor desolate, That now had measured many a. weary
mile. 1793 SOUTHEY Joan of Arc vi. 433 Travelling the

trackless desolate.

Desolate (de-s^l^t), v. [f. prec., after L. deso-

lare, F. disoler in same sense.

Wyclif has only the pa. pple. desofat (see prec.), and

desolatid, immediately f. L. desolat-its; by the help of these

a passive voice was formed ; the active to desolate (though

implied in the pa. pple. desolatetT) does not occur till much
later; even in Palsgrave 1530, it is only a dictionary

equivalent of F. dholer^ without example.]

1. trans. To deprive of inhabitants, depopulate.
(This sense and 2 are often combined in use.)

1382 WYCLIP Ezek. xii. 19 That the loond be desolatid

\desoletur\ fro his multitude. 1530 PALSCR. 514/1, I deso-

late . . I make a countrey unhabyted, Je desole. x6oi R.

JOHNSON Kiagd.fy Contmw. (1603) 114 [Tarentum] is now

by their civill dissentions almost desolated. 1701 COWPF.R

Iliad v. 582 And desolate at once your populous Troy. 1875
LYELL Princ. Geol. II. ii. xxix. 140 As if the city had been
desolated by the plague.

2. To devastate, lay waste ; to make bare, barren,

or unfit for habitation.

1388 WYCLIF Matt. xii. 25 Eche kingdom departed ajens
it silf, schal be desolatid \desolabitnr\ 1583 T. WASH-
INGTON tr. Nicholay's Voy. in. ii. 71 b, His countrie being
desolated. 1606 G. W[OODCOCKE] tr. Hist. lustine 104 a,

All his fortunes being desolated and as it were melted from
him. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe n. v. (1840) 106 Would quite
desolate the island, and starve them. 1796 H. HUNTER tr.

St. Pierre's Stud. Nut. (1799) III. 441 The revolutions of

Nature which had desolated France. 1868 J. H. BLUNT

Ref. Ch. ting. I, 299 To desolate the houses, .of the monks
and nuns by such plunder.
absol. 1795 SOUTHEY Joan ofArc \. 177 Thy bitter foes

Rush o'er the land, and desolate, and kill.

3. To leave alone, forsake, abandon ; to make
desolate, deprive of companions or friends.

1330 PALSGR. 514/1, 1 desolate, I forsake one and leave hym.
conifortlesse..y<? desole. 1605 BACON Adi'. Learn, n. xxiii.

17 (1873) 231 He did desolate him, and won from him his

dependances [/'. e. adherents]. 1809 [see DESOLATED///. a.\.

f 4. To turn out of, so as to leave without habita-

tion. Obs.

1393 NASHE Christ's T. (16131 41 ATabernacle. .which he
shall not be vndermined and desolated out of.

5. To make joyless and comfortless; to over-

whelm with grief; to render wretched.
I53<> [

Sfie 3]. 1533 COVERDALE Dan. ix. 18 Beholde how
we DC desolated. 1653 H. COGAN tr. Pinto*s Trai>. Ixxii.

292 Altogether desolated as he was in this last affliction.

1887 Spectator 3 Sept. 1176 Buoyed up by constantly re-

newed hope or desolated by continuous despair.

Desolated (de-s^ted),///. a. [f.prec. + -ED.]
Made or left desolate

; see prec.
1380 SIDNEY Ps. xxn. xii, Save . . My desolated life from

dogged might, a 1700 DRYDEN Ovid's Mctam, i. (R.), Tell
how we may.. people desolated earth. 1793 J. WILLIAMS
Mem. JK. Hastings 41, 1 am a stranger to the private man-
ners of this desolated gentleman. 1806 J. FORBES Lett.
France II. 64 The entangled walks of the desolated gar-
dens. 1809 CAMPBELL Gertr. Wyom. i. xvii, In vain the
desolated panther flies. 1818 BYRON Ch. Har. iv. xxi,
Bare and desolated bosoms.

Desolately (de-sl#li), tzdv. [f. DESOLATE a.

+ -LY -.] In a desolate manner ; solitarily, by
oneself (obs.} ; drearily, dismally, cheerlessly.
1548 HALL Chron. 218 b, That kyng Henry her husband,

was desolately left post a lone, a 1699 BATES Wks. IV.
Serm. iv. (R.), Nehemlah. .all the pleasures of the Persian
court could not satisfy, whilst Jerusalem was desolately
miserable. 1831 Q. Rev. Jan. In Byron's Wks. (1846) 470^
note, There is . . nothing more mournfully and desolately
beautiful, a 1851 MOIR Poems, Des, Churchyard vii, The
wind amid the hemlock-stalks Would desolately sing,

f b. Abandonedly, dissolutely. Obs.
1608 J. KING Serin. 5 Nov. 17 The most abominably,

desolately, deperditely wicked of all others.

De'solateness. [f.
as prec. + -NESS.] The

state or quality of being desolate; desertedness,
dismal barrenness; cheerlessness, dreary misery.
01626 BACON Wks. VI. 38 (L.) In so great discomfort it

hath pleased God some ways to regard my desolateness.

1639 BAKER in Spurgeon Treas. Daw. Ps. cxliii. 5 A comfort
to the desolateness of my heart. 1668 H. MORE Dfo, Dial,
H. xv. (1713) 135 The forlornness and desolateness of that
forsaken Habitacle, the Body of a natural Fool. 1818
SHELLEY Re!'. Islam v. xxviii, The swift fall Of one so great
and terrible of

yore.
To desolateness. 1863 GEO. ELIOT

Romola n. xxx, He had so weary a sense of his desolate-
ness. 1877 H. A. PAGE De Qnincey II. xix. 249 To face
the desolateness of Wales,

250

Desolater : see DESOLATOR.

Desolating (de-s^Wtirj), vbl. sb. [f. DESOLATE

v. + -IKG i.] The action of the verb DESOLATE.

1501 PERCIYAIX Sp. Diet., Ermadura, wasting, desolating.

1722 DE FOE Plague iRtldg. 1884) 29 A mere desolating of

some of the Streets.

De'solating, /// a. [f.
as prec. + -INO^.J

That desolates (in various senses ; see the verb).

1625 R. SKYNNER in Ussher's Lett. (1686) 36! The deso-

lating Abomination. 1794 MATHIAS Purs. Lit. (i?98) 4?.9

Desolating tyranny. 1813 BYRON Br. Abydos n. xvn,

Whose desolating tale Would make thy waning cheek

more pale. 1853 TRENCH Proverbs 124 The desolating

curse of Mohammedan domination.

Desolation (desol^-Jan). [a. F. desolation

(i 2th c. in Hatzf.), or ad. L. desolation-em, n. of

action from des'olare to DESOLATE.] The action of

desolating ;
the condition of being left desolate.

1. The action of laying waste a land, etc., de-

stroying its people, crops, and buildings, and

making it unfit for habitation ;
titter devastation ;

an act or occasion of this kind. Also personifitd.

1382 WYCLIF 2 Chron. xxxvi. 21 Alle the days of desola-

cioun he dide saboth. c 1400 Apol. Loll. 58 What more

abhominacoun of desolacoun in holi place ban bat a swyn
do vpon be holy vestiment. 1526 TINDALE Klark xiii. 13

When ye se the abominacion that betokeneth desolacion

[WYCLIF of discomfort]. 1599 SHAKS. Hen. V, in. iii. 18 All

fell feats, Enlynckt to wast and desolation. 1722 WOLLASTON

Relig. Kit. ix. 201 Wars and all those barbarous desolations

which we read of. 1774 PENNANT Tour Scotl. in 1772, 58

The general desolation of the place by the Danes. 1814

BYRON Lara. n. x, And Desolation reap'd the famish'd

land. 1821 Two Foscari i. i,
I have follow'd long Thy

path of desolation.

fig. 1893 Chicago Advance 30 Nov., The financial panic
. . the desolations of which are by no means yet overpast.

2. The condition of a place which by hostile

ravaging or by natural character is unfit for habita-

tion ; waste or ruined state ; dreary barrenness.

c 1430 LYDG. Min. Poems (1840) 144 (Matz.l In a dirk

prisoun of desolacioun. 1490 CAXTON Eneydos i. 14 Now
was that pyetous cyte alle brent and putte in desolacyon
suffretous. 1632 LITHGOVV TraT. vn. 318 Least he impede
. . the course of Nylus . . and so bring Egypt to desolation.

1667 MILTON P. L. I. 181 Yon dreary Plain, forlorn and

wilde, The seat of desolation. 1791 AIRS. RADCLIFFE Rom.
Forest i, Such elegance . . contrasted with the desolation of

the house. 1856 STANLEY Sinai
fr

Pal. i. 16 The general
character . . of the mountains of Sinai, is entire desolation.

If the mountains are naked Alps, the valleys are dry rivers.

b. A thing or place in this condition ;
a desolate

place ;
a dreary waste or ruin.

i6n BIBLE Jer. xxii. 5 This house shall become a desola-

tion. 1856 EMERSON Eng. Traits, Aristocracy Wks. (Bohn)
II. 76 Many of the halls . . are beautiful desolations.

8. Deprivation of companionship ;
the condition

or sense of being forsaken ; solitariness, loneliness.

1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. v. ii. 357 You haue liu'd in desola-

tion heere, Vnseene, vnuisited. 1628 WITHER Brit. Rememb.
viii. 1046 Loathsome desolation, In stead of company. 1818

SHELLEY Rev. Islam x. xliii, As near one lover's tomb Two
gentle sisters mourn their desolation. 1871 R. ELLIS Ca-

tullus Ixiv. 57 Sand-engirded, alone, then first she knew
desolation.

4. Deprivation of comfort or joy ; dreary sorrow
;

grief.

1382 WYCLIF Ezek. xii. 19 The! schulen drynke her watir

in desolacioun. c 1477 CAXTON Jason 22 b, I am cause of

alle the desolation oj Oliferne. 1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L.
III. ii. 400 Euerie thing about you, demonstrating a care-

lesse desolation. 1752 WARBURTON Lett. (1809) 118 Poor
Foster, .is overwhelmed with desolation for the loss of his

master. 1759 ROBERTSON Hist. Scotl. I. vi. 480 Desolation

and astonishment appeared in every part of the Scottish

Church. 1871 MORLEY Voltaire (1886) 274 The hopeless
inner desolation which is the unbroken lot of myriads.

6. That which makes desolate, rare.

1608 Yorksh. Trag. i. ix, Ruinous man ! The desolation

of his house.

t De'SOlative, Obs. rare. [f.
L. desolat-,

ppl. stem : see -IVE.] Having the quality or ten-

dency of desolating.
1593 NASHE Christ's T. (1613) 54 The full blast of this

desolatiue-trumpet of lerusalem.

Desolator, -er (de's^le'tai). [a. L. desoldtor,

ngent-n. from desoldre to DESOLATE : see -ER !
.

Cf. F. dlsolateur (1516 in Hatzf.).] One who or

that which makes desolate.
a 1*38 MEDE On Daniel 44 (T.) A desolater, or maker of

desolations. 1786 Hist. Europe in Ann. Rcg._ 129/2 The
plunderers of mankind, the desolators of provinces. 1814
BYRON Ode to Napoleon v, The Desolator desolate ! The
Victor overthrown ! 1894 EDNA LYALL To Right tfie Wrong
I. 43 War is the desolater.

t De'SOlatory, a. Ob!, rare. [ad. L. desold-

tori-us that makes lonely or desolate, f. desoldtor :

see -OKT.] Characterized by causing desolation ;

= DESOLATIVE.
1606 Bp. ANDREWES Serjn. 5 Nov., 96 Serm. (1629) 894

This so abominable and desolatorie a plott. 1641 Bp. HALL
Rent, 55 These desolatory judgments are a notable improve-
ment of his mercy, a 1656 Revel. Unrev. (R.) This deso-

latory abomination.

Desolute, Desolve : see DISS-.

De:sophi'sticate, v.
[f.

DE- II. i
.]

trans. To
free from sophistication, clear from sophism. Hence
Desophrsticating- ///. a., Desophistica'tlon.
1827 HARE Guesses (1859) 143 Selden . . in sound, sterling,

DESPAIR.

. __ ophis

Desordeine, -ordeynee, var. DISOBIHHXK a.

Desoxalic (despksce'lik), a. C/iem. [ad. K.

dgstixaUque : see DES- and OXALIC.] Foimed by
the deoxidation of oxalic acid. Desoxalic add,
a synonym of raceme-carbonic acid, C 5 H 6 O8.

Hence Deso-xalate, a salt of this acid, a racemo-

carbonate.
a 1868 WATTS Did. Cliem. V. 40 Probably formed by the

deoxidation of oxalic acid, whence the name licsoxalic acid.

Desoxy-. Chem. [f.
as prec. -t- OXY- combining

|

form of oxygen] Without oxygen, deoxidated
;

I

as in Deaoxy-a'msoin, Desoxy-be'nzoin, Des-

oxy-gluta'ric acid, etc.

1882 Athenxnm 16 Dec. 818/2 The desoxybenzoin of phe-

nanthrene.

t Desoxyda-tion. Oft. [Ft. : see DES-.]
= DEOXIDATION.
1709 Mcd. fnil. I. 200 Pelletier . . passed over the desoxy-

dation of that metal by tin.

Despair (dt'speju), sli. Forms: see the verb.

[ME. des-, Jis-feir, -fair, a. OF. *Jespeir, despair,

vbl. sb. from dcsperer (tonic stem despeir-, despair-}.

\
Cf. also F. desespoir (isth c.) whence DESESPEIK.]
1. The action or condition of despairing or losing

hope ;
a state of mind in which there is entire want

of hope ; hopelessness.
c 1325 Metr. Horn. 170 No man in dyspayr thar [=need]

be .. If they wyll call on cure Lauedy. 1385 CHAUCER
L.G. W. 2557 Phyllis, She for dispeyr [i>. rr. dis-, dyspayre]
fordede hyre self, alias ! c 1386 Pars. T. P 619 Now come|>

vanhope )>at is despair [r>. rr. dis-, despeine, dispeyr] of

expedicion of ther suetes. 1583 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicho-

lay's Voy. I xix. 23 Seeing theyre matters too be in despaire

of succour, and not able to holde out any longer. 1667
MILTON /'. L. l. 191 What reinforcement we may gain from

Hope, Ifnot what resolution from despare. 1690 LOCKEHum.
Und. 11. xx. (16951 122 Despair is the thought of the unat-

tainableness of any Good. 1726 Adv. Caft. K. Boyle 256

This . . drove me almost to Despair, and I lost all Hopes of

ever procuring my Liberty. 1769 Juntas Lett. xii. 48, 1 give

up the cause in despair. 1843 PRESCOTT AfenVo vi.
vjii.

JEneid ii. 298 Wails of despair broke over the town.

b. Rarely in plural.

1560 A. L. tr. Calvin'* Fonre Serm. 11, Our spirit is wrapped

spairs.
C. personified.
a. 1610 Mirr. Mag. 66 (R.), I am (quoth she) thy friend

Despaire. 1667 Ulii/roN P. L. xl. 489 Despair Tended the

sick busiest from Couch to Couch. 1781 COWPER Hope 58

Hollow-eyed Abstinence, and lean Despair. 1811 SHELLEY

Prometh. Unk. i. 576 Till Despair smothers The struggling

world, which slaves and tyrants win.

2. trans/. That which causes despair, or about

which there is no hope.
1605 SHAHS. M<ub. iv. iii. 152 Strangely-visited people, All

swolne and Vlcerous .. The meere despaire of Surgery, he

cures. 1821 SHELLEY Hellas Pref., Those faultless produc-

tions, whose very fragments are the despair of modern

art. 1876 E. MELLOR Priesth. viii. 390 If the adult popu-
lation are the despair of the priests, the children are their

13. Used by Wyclif app. for : False or mistaken

hope. (Cf. DESPAIR v. 4.)
c 1380 WYCLIF Serm. Sel. Wks. I. 42 Eche man shal hope

for to come to blisse ; and if he lyve febly and make bis

hope fals, himsilf is cause whi his hope is suche. Ffor (>is

fals hope, |>at
sum men do clepen dispeir, shulde have

anoj>ir qualite.

f4. Without any dispayre : a metrical tag, mean-

ing apparently
' without doubt, without fail, cer-

tainly, iwis
'

: perhaps an alteration of ' without

diswere, disware ', of earlier use.

v, Isabel! the tayre _ _ -

Despair (desptjou), v. Forms: 4-6 des-, dis-,

dys-, -peir(e, -peyr(e, -payr(e, dispar(e, -paire,

5 disspare, -paire, dyspere, despeyer, 5-7 des-

pere, -pare, -paire, -payr, 5-8 dispair, 6 dys-

payer, 4- despair. [ME. ties-, dis-peircn, -payren,

a. OF. despeir-, stressed stem-form of desperer :

L. desperare to despair, f. DE-1. 6 + sperare to hope.

(Displaced in F. by des-csperer, a Romanic compound
of cspirer to hope : so Pr. and Sp. desesperar^\
1. intr. To lose or give up hope ;

to be without

hope. Const, of (with indirect passive to be de-

spaired of) ; rarely t in (ofa.1, to with inf.

a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter cxviii. 156 Of synful men peryss

nane thare [
= need] dispayre. 1382 WYCLIF 2 Cor. n. 7 Lest

perauenture he that is such maner man . . dispeire. c 1400

theyr cunning to helpe her. 1588 A. KING tr. Canisms

Catech. Confess. 3 To dispaire in Gode his mercy. 1606

EARL NORTHAMPTON in True i, Perfect Re/at. Hh ivb, He



DESPAIBABLE.
." ! 111 CinN protection. 1651 HoimKS Lcviatli. m.

xl. 255 Despairing of the justice of Ihc sons of Samuel, they
wouhl h.ive a King. 1680 BI'KNKT Rochester 13 He almost

dispaired to recover it. 1709 SIKKI.K Tatter" No. 150 f 6
As long as you hope, I will not despair. 1718 LADY M. \V.
MONTAGU Lett. (1887) I. 241 His life was despaired of.

1770 LuMBOm riutarcll (1879) I. 117/1 Tarquin, despair-
ini; to reascend the throne by stratagem, applied [etc.).

1838 THIUI.U-AI.I. Greece IV. 81 He did not despair of being
able to find excuses. 1856 KMKRSON Kug. Traits, Times
Wks. (Holm) II. 117 When Cobden had begun to despair,
it announced his triumph.

) b. refl. in same sense. Obs.
f 138* CHAUCER Merck. T. 425 Dispaire yow nought.

Pars. T. F 624 He that despeireth hym, is lyke the coward
campioun recreant. 1483 CAXTON Calo F vi b, Thou ought-
est not to

dyspeyre
the. 1491 Vitas Pair. (W. de W.

1495) U.*ati/* He woldc dyspere hymselfe. 1501 Orii.
CrysUn Men (W. de W. 1506) n. x. 116 Suchc lecherous
people dyspeyre them whan y houre Cometh of theyr de.
partynge.

t c. To be despaired, in same sense : see DE-
m'.vniKi)///. a. I. Obs.

1 2. trans. To deprive of hope, cast into despair.
Obs. rare.

1393 LANGL. P. PL C. x. 38 That no deuel shal ?ow dere
ne

despeir
in

joure deyinge. a 1595 SlK R. WILLIAMS Actions
Ltnv C. y> (;i\) Having no hope to despair the governour
to deliver it [the fortj into their enemies' hands, a 1618
KALEIGH Dialogue, To despaire all his faithful! subjects.
f 3. trans. To cease to hope for, to be without

hope of ;
= despair of in I . Obs. or arch.

c 1485 Digby Myst. (1882) v. 467 The! that despeyer mercy
haue grett conpunccion. 1597 J. KING On Jonas (1618)
597 Rotten members, whose cure is despaired. 1605 SHAKS.
Mad.

y.
viii. 13, Macbeth. I beare a charmed \Jih..Mac-

(inff. Dispaire thy Charme. 1667 MILTON f. L. i. 660 Peace
is despaird, For who can think Submission f 1706 WATTSHont Lyr. in. 269 How are his curtains drawn For a long
evening that despairs the dawn ! 1731 LD. LANSDOWNE Kss.
Uimat. flights (T.), Love, despairing in her heart a place,
Would needs take up his lodging in her face. 1773 Hist.
L(t. Ainsivorth I. 31, I had almost begun to despair ever
meeting her again.

H 4. Used by Wyclif app. in sense : To hope
amiss, to indulge false or mistaken hope. (Cf. prec.
sb. J.)

(1380 WVCLIF Wks. (1880) 339 He . . is folily disceyued in
hise bileue and in hope, and }ms he dispeyrep.

t Despai-rable, a. Obs. [ad. L. desperabilis
to be despaired of, desperate, OF. desperable ;

assimilated to DESPAIB v.] To be despaired of;
desperate.

WVCLIF Jer. xv. 18 Whi mad is mysorewe perpetucl,
and my wounde despeirablc [1388 dispeirid) forsoc to be
cured? 1611 COTGR., Desesperable, despaireable, vnhope-
full. 1633 T. JAMES Voy. 10 Pieces of Ice . . put vs into
despayrable distresse.

Despaired (despeud), ///. a.
[f. DESPAIB v.,

corresp. in use to OF. dtsperi, desesperi, L. dcspe-
ratus : see DESPERATE.]
1 1. In despair, despairing, desperate. To be

despaired, to be desperate or in despair, to be with-
out hope, to despair. (Frequent 14-161)1 c.). Obs.
cijft E. E. Allit. P. C. 169 penne b'-speke be spakest

dispayred wel nere. c 1386 CHAUCER Frankl. T. 215 He
was despeyred, no thyngdorste heseye. 1483 CAXTON Gold.
Leg. 92/1 The gloryouse vyrgyne Marye whyche is con-
foorte to dysconforted and hope to dispayred. Ibid. 425 b/a
I'o thende that for their synnes . . they shold not be de-
speyred. 1494 FABYAM Chron. i. xvi. 16 She beynge dy-
spayred of the recouery of her astate. 1515 LD. BERNERS
l-'roiss. II. cxliii. [cxxxix.] 397 They shulde haue been so

many things haw I offended . . but jit I am nocht despered.
1 2. Of conditions, circumstances, etc. : Charac-

terized by absence of hope ; hopeless, desperate.
1381 WVCLIF Micnh i. 9 For plage, or wounde, therof is

dispeirid. 1393 COWER Can/. 1 1 1. 376 All though the weder
be

despeired. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. jc^b/i He toke it .

as all dyspayred and wold haue slayn hym self. 1561 T. !

NORTON Calvin's lust. i. 9 Men in despaired states are re-
stored to good hope. ijSi J. BELL Haddon's Ansm.
Osor. 488 Relieving the dispeired cause of his distressed
Church.

t b. Of persons : Desperate, reckless. Obs. rare.
1571 Satir. Poems Reform. x\\: 29 These despaired tv. r

dispard] birdis of Beliall.

f3. Despaired of; no longer hoped for; cf. DE-
SPAIR v. 3. Obs.

'597 J. KING On Jonas (1618) 284 Two singular and
almost despaired deliuerances. 1647 CHASHAW&V/. d'Hcro
llv.Ofth Hebrew's royal stem, That old dry stock a de-
spair'd branch is sprung. 1654 R- CODRINGTON tr. Irstine 293Sometimes.. more certain is a dispaired then a presumed
Victory.
4. Despaired of : see DESPAIR v. I.

1635 A. STAFFORD fern. Glory(i%6o) 129 The fruit whereof
she reaped in her dispair'd of Fertility. 1884 J.H. STIR-
LING in Mind Oct. 531 Heretofore despaired-of philo-
sophy.

Despairer vdespej-raa). [f. DE8PAIBK.H--EB
1

.]
One who despairs or is without hope.
1610 J. PVPER tr. Hitt. Astrea I. ll. 28 These great de-

.spaircrs. ,666 DRVDEN Aim. Jlfirat. ccxlii, He cheers the

despairer, wherefore wilt thou go?
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Despairful (dispcVjfun, a.
[f. DESPAIR sb.

-r -FUI..] Full of despair ; hopeless, desperate.
Marked by Johnson as 'Obsolete' ; revived in igth c.

1580 SIDNEY Arcadia (1622) 72 That sweet, but sowre
ircfull care. 1614 RALKIGII Hist. Worldu. 285 That

despairefull worke, of joining it
(Tyre) to the Continent.

1631 Celeslina vi. 67 Peace, thou despairefull fellow, lest
Calisto kill thee. 1817 J. F. PENNIE Royal Minstrel in.

343 Thus to raise Expectancy in my despairful breast. 1891
Eng. Illust. Mag. IX. 177 His short, passionate, almost
despairful cry.

Hence Despairfully adv., Despairfnlnesa.
1601 BABINGTON Com/. Notes Exod. xvi. Wks. 11622) 258.

To haue men depend vpon his prouidence . . and not
wretchedly and

despairefuJly to mucker vp what shall
neuer doe them good. 1885 W. C. RUSSELL Strange Voy.
I. iii. 32 Thinking despairfully of the lonely hours. 1888
VEITCH in J. C. Knight Principal Shairp if friends 203
His despairfulness regarding human reason in the theo-
logical sphere.

Despairing (dispeVrin), vbl. sb. [f. DESPAIB
v. + -INU!.] The action of the verb; = DESPAIB si.

'375 BARBOUR Bruce in. 194 Throw mekill disconfortingMen fallis off in-to disparyng. 1633 P. FLETCHER /Yre. Eel.
in. xv. 17 My wants.. me in despairing drown. 1749 Bp.
LAVINGTON Enthus. Meth. >, Papists (1820) 23 Derelictions,
terrors, despairings.

Despai'ring, ///. a.
[f.

as prec. + -ING -.]
That despairs, or ceases to hope ; hopeless,
desperate. (Of persons, or of actions, condi-
tions, etc.)

'59' SHAKS. TJVO Gent. m. L 247 Hope is a loners staffe,
walke hence with that, And manage it against despairing
thoughts. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Past. vni. i The mournful
Muse of two despairing Swains. 1718 Freethinker No. 88.

229 This Despairing Lover stood on the Bank. 1818 SHEL-
LEY Rev. Islam n. xlii, I will pour For the despairing.,
reason's mighty lore. 1884 J. M. GRANVILLE in Time* 17
Apr., The physician . . gives a despairing opinion.

Despairingly, adv. [f. prec. + -LY 2.]
1. In a despairing manner

; hopelessly.a
1633, AUSTIN Medit. (1635) 167 Rather prophetically than

despairingly he [St. Thomas] desired to see them [Christ's
wounds]. 1810 SOUTHKY Kehama xvi. xvi, Yielding, with
an inward groan, to fate, Despairingly. 1881 Miss BRADDON
Asplt. II. 5 'How can I convince you?'. .she asked
despairingly.

1 2. Hopelessly, desperately. Obs. rare.
1838 New Monthly Mag. LIII. 414 The shopman was

discovered, .despairingly drunk.

Despai-ringness. [f. as prec. + .NESS.] De-
spairing condition ; hopelessness.
1717 BAILEY vol. II, Dcspairinguess, a being without

Hope, a 1719 S. CLARKE is cited by OCILVIE.

Desparity, obs. form of DISPARITY.

Desparple, var. DISPABPLE v. Obs., to scatter.

Despatch., variant spelling of DISPATCH : so

Despatchful, etc.

tDespe'che, v. Obs. Also 6 dyspesche.
[A variant of depeche, depeach, after i6th c. F.

despecher, in OK. despeechier : see DEPEACH.]
trans. To send away, get rid of, dispatch.
1531 ELYOT Gov. n. ii, The capitaynes. .despeched the

multitude from them. laid. in. x, Despechynge of sondry
great affayres.

/tie/, in. xxvii, Sufficient to despeche
matters of weyghtye importaunce. 1542 UDALL Erasm.
Apoph. 218 b, I'o have thesame Mithridates by the backe,
and to despeche hym out of the waye. 1550 NICOI.LS
Thucyd. 223 (R.), They dyspesched a brigantyne [Fr.
despescherent ung brigantin] by the which they aduertysed
the Athenyans of that same victorie.

De speci'ficate, v. rare. [f. DE-II. i.] trans.
To deprive of its specific character. Hence De-
pecifioa'tiou.
1871 J. GROTE in Jrnl. Philol. IV. 63 Despecification (i. e.

the word s becoming less specific and significant) which we
might express by various metaphors, as degradation, detri-
tion., is

simply
the want of point, sharpness, and definite

significance which results from common, .use of the word.
1873 F. HALL Mod. Eiigl.y,$ Inaptitude and ineptitude
have been usefully despecificated ; and only the latter now
imports

'

folly '. 1874 in N. A mer. Ret: CX IX. 327 With
exceedingly few exceptions, our so-called synonyms . . are
distinctly despecificated.

t Despect (d/spe-kt\ sb. Obs. Also 7 dig-, [ad.
L. despectiis a looking down upon, f. ppl. stem of

dcspicfre: see next. Cf. OF. despectc contempt :-L.
type *dispecta; also Kouchi dialect despect con-

tempt, want of respect.]
1. A looking down upon ; contempt.
1614 F. WHITE Kept. Fisher 383 The high conceit youhaue of your Roman Seruice, and the partiall respect, or

rather despect, you Carrie against ours. 1682 SCARLETT
Exchanges 126 Its no dispect or discredit to any to suffer
a Bill to oe protested for Non-acceptance, a 1834 COLF.RIDGF
Lit. Rent. 1. 357 A jeweller may devote his whole time to
jewels unblamed ; but the mere amateur, who grounds his
task on no chemical or geological idea, cannot claim the
same exemption from despect.
2. nonce-use. Downward view.
1663 BAXTER Divine Life 362 A larger prospect and verti-

ginous despect of the lower grounds.

t Despect (dfspe-kt), a. Obs. [ad. L, dtsfed-
its, pa. pple. of di'spice're to look down upon, f.

DE- I. i +*speccrc to look.] Looked down upon ;

despised.
t 1450 tr. DC Imitatione in. vi, Vile & despecte to hymself

1447 lioKENHAM Scyntys (Roxb.i 280 pe more despect thyng
were. .And be more contemtyble.

DESPERATE.

Despe-Ctant, ppl. a. Her. [ad. L, desptctanl-
em, pr. pple. of dfipeddre to look down upon,
ircf\.o( aesfitfre : see prec.] (See quot.)
1688 K. II, ji MI. Armoury n. 144/1 A Bout Despeaant,

Uejectaut, looking downwards.

t Despe-Ction. Obs. Also -eooyon, -exion.
[ad. L. dfspectiSn-em, n. of action from detpitfre
to look down

upon,
DESPISE. Cf. OF. <kspection

1 4th c.] A looking down upon ; despising.
1481 Monk of Evesham (Arb.) 62 Who euer wolde haue

wende that the worschyppe and fauour. . sculde be turned to
seche confusyon and despexion. iga6 Pilgr. Ptr/. (W. dcw - '53') a2 b

, Suflrynge many wronges and despeccyons.
1654 W. MOUNTAGUE Devout Ess. n. u. i iR.) Christian
humilitie is a clear inspection into, and a full dcspection of
ourselves. 1636 BLOUNT Clostogr., Despexion, a looking
downwards.

t Despe'Ctuons, a. Obs. rare. [a. OF. de-

spcclueux, f. L. despectu-s (w-stem), looking down
upon, despising : see -ous.] To be despised ; con-
temptible.
1541 BARNES Wks. (1573) 243/1 Hee may recken that S.

Peter and b. Paule were starke fooles & ryght mad men
that lined so despectuous a lyfe.
Hence f Depe ctuoune. Obs.
1447 BOKENHAM Seyntys (Roxb.) 297 If ony lyf of more

despecteuousnesse She coude ban fondyn..Shc hyt wold
han chosyn.

t Despee-d, v. Obs. [f. DB- I. a -t- SPEED v.
Perh. influenced in formation

by expede, or despeche]
trans. To send with speed or haste

;
to dispatch.

1611 SPEED Hist. Ct. Brit. ix. viii. (1632) 548 He forthwith
despeeded into England, .three of the choisest men of the
state. Itid. ix. viii. 31 (R.) Out of hand they despeeded
certame of their crue, lo craue. .pardon. Ibid. ( 51 King
John.

; despeeding_ his charters and safe conducts to the
Archbishop and his fellow exiles, hec as speedily arriucd.

Despence, -pend, -pense : see DISP-.

Despeple, obs. form of DISPEOPLE v.

t De'speracy. Obs.
[f. DESPEBATE : see -ACY.]

Desperateness, desperation.
1618 GAULE Pract. Th. (1620) u Downe to the nether-

most depth beyond recoueric : Let vs there take our portion
of desperacie. 1798 Hist, in Ann. Reg. 155 Such deeds
of desperacy and revenge. 1800 W. E. JT Oil 231 Deeds of
desperacy and cruelty.

Desperado (despenF'-dp).
Also 7 (erron.)

desparado. [In form, identical with QS\>.dcsperado
out ofhope, desperate (:-L. dcsperdtus), pa. pple. of

desperar to despair: L. despfrare. (In mod.Sp.
dcsesperado from Jesesperar.) The word does not

appear to have been nsed sttbstantively in Spanish,
and in English use it is perhaps merely a sonorous

refashioning, after Sp. words in -AUO, of DESPEBATE
sb., used in same sense.]

fl. A person in despair, or in a desperate con-
dition ;= DESPERATE sb. i. Obs.
1610 G. FLETCHER Christ's Viet. i. Ixix, The holy Desperado

wip't her swollen eyes. 1686 GOAD Ctlat. Bodies in. iv.

507 Grief, Lunacy, and the Melancholly desperado are
carryed forth on the same Weekly Sheet to be buryed. 1710DE FOE Duncan Campbell viii. (1841) 164 Poor and miser-
able desperado.
2. A desperate or reckless man ; one ready for

any deed of lawlessness or violence ;
= DESPE-

KATE sb. 2.

1847 WARD Simp. Cooler 69 Peevish Galthropes and
rascall desparadoes which the Prince of lyes imployes. 1651
Animadv. MacdonneCs Amiu. Eng. Amkass. 56 Our
English Fugitives and Desperado's. CITOO WILLOCK \'oy.
95These desperadoes had taken some rich Portuguese vessels
from the lirazils, which they had plundered and sunk. 1807
T. JEFFERSON Writ. (1830) IV. 97 He found himself left with
about thirty desperadoes only. 1818 JAS. MILL An/. India
I. in. iv. 606 He had associated with himself, .another
desperado, .in a conspiracy . . lo assassinate the Ameer. 1877
BLACK Green Past, xxxii. (1878) 255 One of the wild des-
peradoes of Colorado, attrio. 1805 HOLCROPT Btyan Per-
due I. 39 The desperado bully.
Hence Despera doisrn nome-wd.
1874 Nation (N.Y.) XIX. 207/2 The sort of sneaking

desperadoism of the disguised bands of thieves infesting the
rural neighborhood.

t Desperance. Obs. Also dis-, -aunoe. [a.

OY.desferaiice, (. desperer to DESPAIB: see-AKCE,
and cf. the by-form DESESPEBANCE.] Despair.
am^Aucr. R. 8 Je muhten soneuallen. .in desperaunce,

pet is, in unhope & in unbileaue forte beon iboruwen. c 1400
Rom. Rose(K.)ifyi So nigh I drow to desperaunce, I rough!
of dethe, ne of lyf. 1481 CAXTON Gotlfrey 268 They had
longe don alle theyr power And the werke was not moche
amended, but were falle in a desperaunce. 1560 ROLLANU
Crt. Yatus i. 183 His Name hecht Disperancc. Ibid. i. 790
5one waryit wicht Hecht Desperance.

Desperancy, erroneous f. DESPERACY.

Desperate (de-spern), a., sb., and adv. AHo
5 dysperate, 6-7 desperat, 6 despert, 7 dis-

perate, (erron.) deaparate, 9 dial, des-, disport.

[ad. i..desfcrat-us, given up, despaired of, desperate,
pa. pple. of dfsperare to DESPAIR. Cf. parallel use
of OF. desperi, desesperif, It. disperato, Sp., 1'j;.

desesperoAlo, and of DESPAIRED ppl. a.]
A. adj.

I. fl. Of a person : Having lost or abandoned

hope; in despair, despairing, hopeless. ^Const. of.
Obs. or arc/t.
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DESPERATE.

1483 CAXTON Cato I vij, Thenne the good man woofull and

as desperate wente toward his thyrdde frelide. 1489

Faytes ofA. I. xviii. 55 Men thus desperate of mercy _and

pytie. 1529 MoKii Dyalage iv. Wks. 266/1 The deuil js

desperate and hath not nor cannot haue faith and trust in

gods promises. 1548 HALL Citron. 91 b, The citezens..

desperate of all aide and succor. 1591 SHAKS. Two Gent.

in. ii. 5, I am desperate of obtaining her. 1621 BURTON
Anal. Mel. lit. iv. 11. v. 781 Bede saith, Pilate died despe-
rate eight years after Christ. 1678 SHADWELL Timon n,

Marry'd like some vulgar creature, which Snatches at the

first offer, as if she Were desperate of having any other.

1865 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. VI. xv. xiv. 109 Bruhl still refuses

to be desperate of his bad game.

f b. Of actions, etc. : Expressing or indicating

despair, despairing. ? Obs.

'555 TRAVES in Strype Ecd. Mem. III. App. xxxiii. 87
Without desperate voices, thoughts, gronyngs or woes.

*593 SHAKS. Liter. 1038 She starteth To find some desperate
instrument of death, a. 1656 HALKS Tracts (1677) 18 If St.

Paul, in this place, meant the sin against the Holy Ghost,
then this were the only desperate text in the whole Bible.

1826 DISRAELI Viv. Grey n. xi, He was answered only with

desperate sobs.

2. Of conditions, etc. : That leaves little or no

room for hope ;
such as to be despaired of ; ex-

tremely dangerous or serious.

1555 EDEN Decades Pref. (Arb.l 57 ThEeJ expert phisitian
vseth vehement remedies for desperate diseases. 1598
SHAKS. Merry W. III. v. 127 My suite then is desperate ;

You'll vndertake her no more ? 1659 B - HARRIS Pnrival's

Iron Age 211 The affaires of the North growing more

desperate. 1683 Brit. Sfec. 31 A Man.. in a desperate
Sickness. 1720 SWIFT To Yng. Clergyman, Younger
brothers of obscure families, and others of desperate for-

tunes. 1747 WESLEY Prim. Physic (1762) 807 This has

cured in a most desperate Case. 1827 POLLOCK Course T.

I, Agony and grief and desperate woe. 1875 JOWETT Plato

ted. 2) V. 56 Their case seemed desperate, for there was no
one to help them.

f3. Of things (and persons) : Despaired of, given

up as hopeless ; whose recovery is past hope ;

incurable, irretrievable, irreclaimable. Desperate
debt, a ' bad' debt ; so desperate debtor. Obs. (exc.
as associated with 7.)

lijSl MULCASTER Positions xxxv. (1887) 126 The Physician
deliuereth the desperate sicke bodie to the Diuines care.

1615 HEYWOOD P'oure Prentiscs Wks. 1874 II. 223, I haue
bene the meanes to saue your desperate Hues. 1651 HOBBES
Levia-tlt. I. xi. 48 The estate of a desperate debtor. 1674
tr. Scheffer's Lapland 125 So as to loose all hope of recovery
. . When they perceived him to be desperate [etc.]. 1770
LANGHORNE/YKterc/^iS/g) II.Sig/2 Receiving debts which

they had given up as desperate. 1819 J. GnF.iGRep. Affairs
Edin. 17 After deduction ofdesperate arrears. 1866 HOWELLS
Vetiet. Life vi. 84 Those desperate scraps of meat which are

found impracticable even by the sausage-makers.

b. Of an undertaking, etc. : That is, or may be,

despaired of ; which there is no hope of carrying
out or accomplishing.
1642 FULLER Holy ff Prof. Si. n. xix. 126 If he throws up

his desperate game, he may happily winne the next. 1647
CLARENDON Hist. Reb. v. (1702) I. 393 He saw his Journey
into Ireland desperate, a 1871 GfiOTE^TM. Fragtn. v. (1876)

133 Aristotle regarded the successful prosecution of ethical

enquiries as all but desperate.

II. 4. Of persons: Driven to desperation, reck-

less or infuriated from despair. Hence, Having the

character of one in this condition ; extremely reck-

less or violent, ready to run any risk or go any
length.
(-1489 CAXTON Sonnes ofAymon ix. 245 Reynawde setted

noughte by his lyffe . . for he was as a man dysperate. c 1535
DR. LAYTON in Lett, on Suppress. Monast. (Camden) 76

Villains knocked at the door. 1653 H. COGAN tr. Pm,
Trav. iv. 9 He used me so cruelly, that becoming even
desperate . . I was . . upon the point to have poysoned my self.

1718 Freethinker No. 42 T 5 Want makes Men desperate.
1848 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. I. 173 Plotters, many of whom
were ruined and desperate men.

fb. Reckless, utterly careless (of). Obs. rare.
1601 SHAKS. Twel N. v. i. 66 Heere in the streets, des-

perate of shame and state, In priuate brabble did \ve ap-
prehend him. a 1625 FLKTCHER Love's Cure v. iii, Be'st
thou desperate Of thine own life ? Yet, dearest, pity mine !

5. Of actions, etc. : Characterized by the reckless-
ness or resolution of despair; applied esp. to actions
done or means resorted to in the last extremity,
when all else fails, and the great risk of failure is

accepted for the sake of the small but only chance
of success ; hence often connoting extreme violence
of action such as is exercised in such conditions.
1579 LYLY Eufhiics (Arb.) 64 In battayles there ought to

be a doubtfull fight, and a desperat ende. 1623 in Rushw.
Hist. Coll. (1659) I- 12 According to the usual Proverb,
A desperate Disease must have a desperate remedy. 1667
MILTON P. L. n. 107 His look denounc'd Desperate revenge,
and Battel dangerous To less than Gods, a 1800 COWPER
Needle, s A larm 132 Beware of desperate steps. 1832 HT.
MARTINEAU Hill If Valley ix. 134 This desperate pursuit of
money. 1840 THIRLWALL Greece VII. 233 Alcetas made
a desperate attempt to dislodge the enemy.. but was re-

pulsed. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. III. 225 A desperate
conflict against overwhelming odds.

fb. Involving serious risk
; very dangerous to

undertake or enter upon. Obs.
1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L. v. iv. 32 This Boy. .hath bin tutor'd

in the rudiments Of many desperate studies, by his vnckle,Whom he reports to be a great Magitian. a 1654 SELDEN
Table T. i,Arb.)69 .Marriage is a desperate thing : the Frogs

wicked from joining in their Worship. 1766 GOLDSM. Vic. I.
xxviii, I wounded one who first assaulted me, and I fear des-

perately. rtiSoSHtiRD Wks. VI. xvi. ( R.) No man becomes
at once desperately and irretrievably wicked.
4. Kecklessly; with utter disregard of risks

or consequences, or of how far one goes; with
extreme energy or violence : cf. DESPERATE a. 4, 5.
a 1547 SURREY /Eneid ii. (R.), Whom when I saw . . So des-

perately the battail to desire. 1632 LITHGOW Trav. in. 130
Foure French Runnagats . . hearing these words, fell des-
peratly upon me. Ibid. v. 188, 20 sallies . . desperatly
adventured to tow her away against the wind. 1724 DE FOE
Mem. Cavalier (1840) 179 The foot on both sides were
desperately engaged. 1885 Manch. Even. News 23 June 2/2
I he. .seats for which they have fought so desperately.
5. To a desperate degree ; extremely, excessively.

(Cf. DESPERATE a. 7.1 Chiefly colloq.
IS3 H. COGAN tr. Pluto's Trav. Ixviii. 277 She was des-

perately in love with him. 1697 COLLIER En. Afar. Sakj n.
11709) 136 He looks so desperately Pale and Thin 1700STRYPE Ann. Kef. I. xiii. 183 They were desperately afraid
the people should have too much knowledge. 1843 FOSTER
in L,fe tf Corr. (1846) II. 463 How desperately rapid the
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ould not leap into the Well, because they could

not get out again.

1 6. Of a quality denoting recklessness ;
out-

rageous, extravagant. Obs.
a 1568 ASCHAM ScJwlem. (Arb.) 54 If som Smithfeild Ruffian

,

take vp. .som fresh new othe . . som new disguised garment,
j

or desperate hat, fond in facion, or gaurish in colour. 1657

J. SMITH Myst. Rhet. 48 Catachresis . . is an improper kinde

of speech, somewhat more desperate than a Metaphor. 1661

SANDERSON Ussher's Power Princes Pref. (1683) 19 The :

desparate Principles and Resolutions of Quakers., who

utterly refuse to take the Oath of Supremacy.
7. Of such a quality as to be despaired of;

hopelessly or extremely bad; extreme, excessive,

'awful' : cf. A 3, C, and DESPERATELY 5.

1604 SHAKS. Otk. n. i. 22 The desperate Tempest hath

so bang'd the Turkes, That their designement halts.

1615 STEPHENS Satyr. Ess. (ed. 2) 18 But among all base

writers of this time, I cannot reckon up more desperate
j

rime. 1709 POPE Ess. Crit. 271 Concluding all were des- i

p'rate sots and fools, Who durst depart from Aristotle's ;

rules. 1711 STEELE Spect. No. 113 F4 She is such a des- '

perate Scholar, that no Country Gentleman can approach i

her without being a Jest. 1814 D. H. O'BRIEN Captiv. ff
\

Escape 156 It rained blew thundered and lightened,
j

I never recollect a more desperate night,

f B. 5^. Obs.

fl. a. A person in despair, b. One in a desperate

condition, a wretch.

1563 FOXE A. fy M. 477 Laborious and painful to ye de-
j

sperats, a precher to the prisoners and comfortles. a 1598
BURLEIGH in Hart. Misc. (Malh.) II. 278 It sufficeth to

weaken the discontented, but there is no way but to kill

desperates. 1622 MASSINGER & DEKKER Virg. Mart. in. iii, |

Miserable tatterdemallions, ragamuffins, and lousy des- '

perates. 1854 EMERSON Lett. fySoc. Aims Wks. (Bohn) III.
]

i7^[He] whosits among the young aspirants and desperates,

quite sure and compact.

f 2. One habituated to or ready for desperate ;

deeds ;
= DESPERADO 2.

ct6n CHAPMAN 7/iVw/xxiv. 159 The deadliest desperate Of
all about him. 1633 J. DONE Hist. Septnagint 204 Theeves, j

and Adulterous desperates, shaken off and damned by the

Word of God. 1683 Apol. Prot. France iii. 9 This young
Desperate confessed, that he heard them say, That it was
lawful to kill the King. 1718 Freethinker No. 32 F 3 The

j

Zeal of these frantick Desperates.

t "b. In good sense : One who engages in a des- I

perate or extremely perilous undertaking.
ci585?J. POL.MON Famous Battles 17 Three hundred.,

young men who for commendation gotten by extreame
i

perill are called the Desperates, the Forlorne hopen.
C. adv. Desperately, hopelessly ; usually (colloq. \

and dial.} as an intensive : Excessively, extremely,

'awfully' (cf. A. 7).

1636 SIR H. BLOUNT Voy. Levant (1637) 109, I noted them ,

so desperate malicious towards one another. 1655*60
STANLEY Hist. Philos. (1701) 59/2, I shewed them how des-

perate ill I was. 1830 GALT Laurie T. in. ii. (1849) 86 The
;

road .. was desperate bad. 1852 DICKENS Bleak. Ho. II.

xxvi. 341 It's a desperate sharp night for a young lady to be
out in. 1860 BARTLETT Diet. Amer. s.v.,

' I'm despert glad
to see you.'

Desperate (de-sper^t), v, rare. [f. DESPERATE

<z.] trans. To render or drive desperate.
1801 W. TAYLOR in Robberds Mem, I. 376 My ideas of

perfection desperate attempt. 1842 MRS. CARLYLE Lett. I.

159 Desperated by the notion of confessing myself ill.

Desperate, var. of DISPARATE at.

Desperately (de*sper/tli), adv.
[f.

DESPERATE
a. + -LY2.] In a desperate manner. (See the adj.)

1 1. In despair, despairingly. Obs.

1552 HULOET, Desperately, desperanter^ insolabiliter. 1555
EDEN Decades 53 They had desperatly consecrated them
selues to death. 1605 SHAKS. Lear v. iii. 292 Your eldest

Daughters haue fore-done themselues, And desperately are
dead. 1615 G. SANDYS Trav. 45 Taken at length by Tam-
berlaine . . hee desperately brained himselfe. 1634 CANNE
Necess. Separ. (1849) 133 All these died desperately.

t 2. In a desperate condition, wretchedly, rare.

1630 R. Johnson's Kingd. <$ Comnnu. 233 The descen-
dants of them, that have, .beene condemned by the Inquisi-
tion, .live in Spaine most desperately.
3. Hopelessly, irretrievably, incurably.
1570-6 LAMBARDE Peramb. Kent (1826) 171 A young Child

. .lay desperately sjcke
in a cradle. i6ti BIBLE Jer. xvii. 9

DESPICABLE.

flight of time. 1872 BLACK Adv. Phaeton xxxi. 418 She
pretends to be desperately concerned about the horses.

De'sperateness. [f.
as prec. + -NESS.] The

state or quality of being desperate.

f 1. The state of being in despair. Obs.

1581 PETTIE Gnazzo's Civ. Corn', m. (1586) 149 They will

. .be to rough . . to their children . . [which] driveth them to

desperatenesse. a 1639 W. WHATELY Prototypes i. iv. (1640)
21 Caine was possessed with a mixture of desperatenesse
and murmuring.
2. The state or quality of being beyond hope (or

of having extremely small chance) of recovery or

improvement ; hopelessness, irremediableness.

1571 GOLDING Cahnn 011 Ps. xxxvii. 4 When a man re-

fuseth understanding, it is a signe of desperatenesse. a 1603
T. CARTWRIGHT Confut. Rheni.N. 7'. (16181571 You bewray
the desperatenesse of your cause. 1659 HAMMOND On Ps.
Ixxxviii. 4 Paraphr. 435 The deplorablenesse and desperate-
nesse of my condition. 1876 BANCROFT Hist. U. S. V. xxi.

575 He awoke to the desperateness of his situation.

b. The state or quality of being beyond hope of

attainment or accomplishment.
1667 Decay Ckr. Piety viii. p 5 Hope being equally out-

dated by the desperateness or unnecessariness of an under-

taking. 1677 W. HUBBARD Narrative 54 The desperateness
of the attempt.
8. The rashness or fury of despair ; recklessness

^DESPERATION 2.

1549 CHEKE Hurt Scdzt. (R.\ If for desperatenesse ye care
not for yourselues, yet remember your wmes, your children,

your countrie. 1600 DEKKER. etc., Litsfs Dominion n. iv,

You are too rash, you are too not, Wild desperateness doth
valour blot. 1639 FULLER Holy War ii. xvii.ti84o) 72 Loath
to anger their enemies' valour into desperateness. 1677 GIL-
PIN Demonol. (1867) 448 It is rashness or desperateness, and
not true courage.

Desperation (desper^jbn). Also 4-6 dis-

peracion. [a. OF. desperation, -acion (Godef.),
or ad L. desperation-em , n. of action and condition

from despcrare to DESPAIR.]
1. The action of despairing or losing all hope

(of anything) ;
the condition of having utterly lost

hope; despair, hopelessness. Now rare.

(-1366 CHAUCER A, B. C. 20 A greevous accioun Of verrey
riht and <Iesperacipun. c 1375 XI Pains of Hell 226 in

O. . Misc. App. ii, Disperacion of godis mercy, Of al be

payns in hel hit is most, c 1386 CHAUCER Pars. T. p 983
Wniche thyngesdestouiben penaunce. .drede, schame, hope,
and wanhope, that is, desperacioun. 1490 CAXTON How to

die 4 To thende that he drawe him into disperacion. 1548
HALL Chron. 134 b, For feare of losyng honor, and desper-
acion of gain. 1551 T. WILSON Logike (1580) 60 Unbeleef,

Desperation, whereby a man falleth from God. 1588 A. KING
tr. Canisins* Gatech. 131 Horrour of deathe..and disper-
ation of seternal blisse. 1664 POWER Exp. Pkilos, i. 190
A diffidence and desperation .. of ever reaching to any
eminent Invention. 1750 JOHNSON Rambler No. 52 PS Sunk
yet deeper in the dungeon of misery, .and surrounded with
darker desperation. 1846 TRENCH Mirac xxvi. (1862) 363
The gracious Lord, .could, .[not] cure him so long as there
was on his part this desperation of healing.
2, spec. Despair leading to recklessness, or reck-

lessness arising from despair ;
a desperate state of

mind in which, on account of the hopelessness or

extremely small chance of success, one is ready to

do any violent or extravagant action, regardless of

risks or consequences. (Cf. DESPERATE a. 4, 5.)

1531 ELVOT Gou. in. ix, In desperation can nat be forti-

tude, for that, beinge a morall vertue, is euer voluntarye.

Desperation is a thinge as it were constrayned. 1581 PKTTIE
Guazzo's Civ. Conv. in. (1586) 131 She is then readie to

follow, whatsoever wrath and desperation shall put in her
head. 1602 SHAKS. Hant. i. iv. 75 The very place puts toys
of desperation. Without more motive, into every brain That
looks so many fathoms to the sea And hears it roar beneath.

1703 ROWE Fair Penit. iv. i. 1322 A Deed of Desparation.
"751 JOHNSON Rambler No. 150 F 4 Strength which would
be unprofitably wasted in wild efforts of desperation. 1841-4
EMERSON ss.

t Hist. Wks. (Bohn) I. 10 Needy and hungry
to desperation. 1847 JAMES J. Marston Hall xi, There
was no use in driving him to desperation.

Despere, obs, form of DESPAIR.

Desperse: see DISPERSE.

t Desperview. Obs. rare. [a. OF. d$pourveit>

mod.Y.&tyourvu,
(

vnprouided,vnfurnished, devoid

of, without
'

(Cotgr.), f. des~ t (L. dis-} + poitrvti

provided.] An indigent man, a poor beggar.
c 1600 DAY Beeg. Bednall Gr. n. i. (1881) 32 Come, you

desper-view, Deliver me the Jewell or I'll hang thee.

Despetous: see DESPITOUS.

Despexion, var. f. DESPECTION.

Despeyr(e, obs. form of DESPAIR.

Despicabi'lity. [f. next : see -ITY.]
The

quality of being despicable ; despicableness,
1830 CARLYLE J/w, (1857) II. 122 Languishing amid bound-

less triviality and despicability. 1838 Ibid. III. 04 A life

full of falsehood, feebleness, poltroonery, and despicability.

1873 WAGNER tr. Teujffcfs Hist. Row. Lit. I. 70 Servile

covetousness and moral despicability.
b. A specimen of this; a despicable person.

I837CARLYLE />. Rev. in. n. v, The convention . .dismisses

these comparative miseres and despicabilities.

Despicable (de-spikab'lt, a. [ad. L. despica-

bil-is^ f. despicarl to look down upon, f, DE- i

+ *specan't from same root as spectre to look.]

1. To be looked down upon or despised ; vile,

base, contemptible.
1553 EDEN Treat. AVw* Ind. (Arb.) 14 The byldingefs]

are despicaHe. /Hit. 35 All thinges with them are despic-



DESPICABLENESS.

able and vile. 1667 MILI..S /'. /.. xi. 340 Al! ih
1

Karth he

cave thee lo possess and rule, No dupicmuU ilt. 1699

Ktiinn I'i'V. H. ' v '"- "*2 'I'heir insolent masters tMtiinn i'V. . ' v '"- " 2

PortuKUCM :
lh.ni wli.nn ih. i. :.re not a mole dtspicabli;

leODUnOW ill all llie I'lasteill Nations. I7IO LADY M. W.

MONTAGU /-<'. to /:/>. Km-ntt so July, There is hardly

i , li it ictcr in the world more deqiil able, or Mum: liable to

universal ridicule, than lhat of a learned woman. 1781

JVAUC.HAN FaihioiuMt Follies II. loj A little despicable

looking house honoured with the name of an inn. 1848

MACAULAY Hist. Kig. I. 164 The most despicable of
-

Y s. . .

,874 ( : 1 1 KS Sliurt Hist. viu. S 2. 473 1 he immo-

rality of James's Court was hardly more despicable than the

unlu'i ilityiif his government.

t b. Miserable, wretched. Obs.

1635 PAOITT Christiaiwgr. 317 These ppore despicable

wrelches have hardly sustenance to keepe life and soule to-

Kcther. 1690 CHILD 1'isc. Trade (1694) 13 The people are

poor and despicable, their persons ill clothed. 11704 I.

lm*Pi "is* "/ Wealth Wks. 1730 1. 85 Despicable in cir-

i uiiisUince.

f 2. Exhibiting or expressing contempt ; con-

temptuous. Obs.

(Qualifyiii;.; opinion, affellation, and the like: cf. CON-

i66a H. STUBBE Ind. Nectar Pref. 5, I have a very des.

picable opinion of the present ac;e. 17*7 FIHLDING Love itt

tfasifiits Wks. 1775 I. 34 To persuade us into so des-

picable an opinion of your reason. 17*7 SWIFT Gulliver n.

viii The comparison gave me so despicable a conceit of

myself. 1756 HURKK SiM. f, B. 11. v, Though we caress

docs we borrow from them an appellation of the most

despicable kind. 1775 ADAIR Amer. Ind. j Distinguished
. .by the despicable appellative, Tied Arse.

De'spicableness. [f. prec. + -NESS.] The

quality of being despicable ; contemptibleness, vile-

[if.s, worthlessness.

1653 MANTON E.vf. James ii. i Apt to despise excellent

things because of the despicableness of the instrument.

(11691 I!OVLE IC/C-j. II.i3(R.)Themaker'sart shines through

the despicableness of the matter. 1717-1800 BAILEY, Des-

fi it/'.'i ;/. -v.v, contemptibleness.

De-spicably, adv. [f. as prec. + -LY ^.]

I. In a despicable manner; contemptibly, meanly.
a 1691 BOYLE IVts. 1 1. 68(R.) He. . may, with due diligence

anil industry, not despicably improve his anatomical know-

ledge. a 1719 ADDISON (J.), Nor vainly rich, nor despicably

poor. 1755 YOUNG Centaur \. Wks. 1757 IV. 228 To-day

crawling out of the earth ; and to-morrow more despicably

still, crawling into corruption.

1 2. With contempt ; contemptuously. Obs.

1637 P. HEVLIN Antitiot. Lincoln, i. 40 Since you speake
so despicably of his Majesties chappcll. 1665 PEPYS Diary

13 Feb., To see how despicably they speak of us. 1748

RICHARDSON Clarissa (1811) II. 243, I should think as de-

spicably of his sense.

t DJ8pication. Obs. rare. [ad. L. despica-

tiffit-em, n. of action from despicari : see DESPIC-

ABLE.] Despising, contempt.

1837 WHITTOCK, etc. Bk. Trades (1842! 268 Senecca, who
died for philosophy, and despicalion of Nero.

t Despi'Ciency. Obs. [ad. L. despicientia

despising, contempt, f. dfspicient-em, pr. pple. of

dcspicfrc to look down : see DESPISE, and -ENCY.]

Looking down upon or despising ; contempt.
1613 COCKERAM, Desfitiencie, despite, hatred, a 1638

MCDK Disc. Mart xi. 17 Wks. (1672) l. 45 To show their des.

piciency of the poor Gentiles. 1658 W. BURTON /tin. Anton.

67 A gallant despiciency . . of all human affairs. 1671 H.

MORE Brief Rsply 103 His answer is marvellous lofty and

full of despiciency towards his Antagonist.

Despioion, var. DISPICION, Obs., discussion.

t Despie'Ce, v . Obs. [a. OF. despiecer, earlier

despeder, mod.F. dtpecer, dlpiicer, f. des-, (L. dis-}

+picce PIECE.] To cut in pieces.

1491 CAXTON Vitas Pair. (W. de W. 1495) i. Ixiv. 1143/2

M.my marlers had ben despieced in to pyeces.

Despight, etc. : see DESPITE, etc.

Despiritnalize (d/spi-ritiwalai-z),
v. [DE-

II. i.] trans. To deprive of spiritual character ; to

render material.
1868 Ct>ntcm/>. A'iv. VIII. 609 Virtually de-spiritualizing

that which it is the very business of literature to clearly re-

involve in the spiritual. 1874 H. R. REYNOLDS Jokn Baft.
v. f i. 238 A way has been made by the perversity of man
for despiritualizing Christianity.

1 Icnce Despi- ritualized, Despi'ritualizintr///.

atljs. ; also Despi-ritnaliza'tiou.
1840 Tail's Mag. VII. 27 Sensuality of this dc-spiritualiz-

in,' description. 1874 H. R. REYNOLDS Jchn Bapt. iii. i

150 A melancholy despiritualization of Christianity.

Despisable (d/spoi-zab'l\iz. [In ME. desfis-

a-blc, a. OF. tlespif-, despisable, f. stem despis- of

despire to DESPISK.]
1. To be despised or treated with contempt ; con-

temptible, despicable. Now rare.
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t Despi'sableness. Obs. [f. i>reo. + -HESS.]

a. I >cs|>]cnl)U;
condition, b. Contemptuousness.

1613 SIIKRI.KY Trar. Persia gg A direct dcspuableneue of

In, IVrson and Authority. 1671 ViMt.i. /aiiHt.a/Li/exxx.

gi '1'he outward Meanness and Dcspiseableness of His Con-

'

Despisal (dftp-ii-zal). [f.
DESPISE v. t -AL 5 :

cf. rcvisal.] The act of despising ; contempt.

1650 KAKI. MONM. tr. Renault's Matt become Guilty 199

Then-very looks.. sufficiently witnesse their despisal. 01707
Mr. PATRICK < oniiii. Pn<n. xi. 12 (L.) No man is so mean,
but he is sensible of despisal 1887 H. KARJKON GfUa Sleep

s ; 1 1. would look down upon him in scorn and despisal.

t Despi'Sant, a. Obs. [a. OF. dcspisant de-

spising, contemptuous, pr. pple. of despire, used

as adj.] Despising, showing contempt. Hence

t Despi'santly adv., despisingly, insolently.

1389 Kiie. Gilds So If any brober or sistere. . dispisantliche

lie on his brober or on his sister.

Despise (dftpsi'z), v. Also 4-5 dispioe, 4-6

des-, dispyse, 4-7 dispise, 5 dess-, disspice,

5-6 dyspyse. [f.
stem despis- of OF. despire

(despis-ant, qu'il despise, etc.), also dcspiss-, Je-

spisc-,despi(-:-'L.dfspift
1re to look down (upon),

t DE- I. I + spectre to look. (There was also a later

OF. despicer, despiser, after the L. verb.) The s

was originally spirant in F. and ling., whence the

spelling -.]
1. trans. To look down upon ; to view with con-

tempt ; to think scornfully or slightingly of.

1197 R. GLOUC. (1724) 31 pou ne louest me no^t . . Ac de-

spiscst me in myn olde liue. 1393 LANGL /'. PI. C. in. 84

To be prynces of prude and pouerte
to dispice. c 1400 Apol.

Loll. 6 Crist sety . . he bat dispicib ?ow dispisib Me. 1483

Catk. Angl. 101 To Disspice : conlemfiiere. 1590 SHAKS.

Mids. N. ill. ii. 235 This you should pilie, rather then de-

spise. 1601 WEEVEH Mirr. Mart., Sir J. Oldcaslle iij b,

Thus foolesadmire what wisest men despistth. 1611 BIBLK

Isa. liii. 3 He is despised and reiected of men, a man of

sorrows, and acquainted with griefe. 1701 DE FOE True-

torn Bug. 1. 178 These are the Heroes that despise the Dutch.

1714 il/em. Cavalier (1840) 43 This was not an enemy to

be despised. 1871 MORLEY ^oltaire(iSB6> 153 The foremost

men of the eighteenth century despised Joan of Arc . . for

the same reason which made them despise Gothic architec*

ture. Moil. A salary not to lie despised, as things go.

t b. with inf. or clause. To scorn or disdain

to do, that. Obs.

1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 231/2 They dyspyseden to make

sacrefyse. 1&6 1'ilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 285 b, You

denyed and despysed to come. 1551 ABP. HAMILTON ( atech.

(1864) 32 Despisand to do as the servand of God Samuel

commandit him. 1605 BACON Aoh'. Learn, n. xx. 5 2 Men
have despised to be conversant in ordinary and common
matters. i6 LADY M. WROTH Urania 164 Thus the

strange Princesse departed, .dispising any passion but loue

should dare to thinke of ruling in her.

f2. intr. To look down (on, upon; up, above).

a 1315 Prase Psalter liii[i] 7 Myn e}e despised VD myn
enemys [K/^. = super inimicos meosdespexitj. 1388 WYCLIF

i&id., Myn i}e dispiside on myn enemyes. a 1400 Prynier

(1891) 30 A bouen myn enemyes despisede myn eye.

1 3. trans. To exhibit contempt for
;

to treat

with contempt in word or action. Obs.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xv. 54 A^ein such Salomon speketh
and dispiseth her wittes. cijS$ CHAUCER L. (,. lv.ro\.

135 (Fairfax MS.) To singe of him, and in hir song dispyse

The foule cherl. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 127/2 The poure
man . . began to chyde and dyspyse hym in his vysage by
cause he had no more almesse. 1557 A'. T. iGeney.) Luke
xxiii. n And Herode. .with his men of warre, despised him,

and mocked hym. [So WYCLIF, TINDALE, etc. ;
Kliem. and

1611, set him at naught.]

fb. Jig. Of things: To set at nought, dis-

regard.
1398 TREVISA JSarth. DeP.K.X\l. viii. (1495)557 Though the

adamas.. dyspyse fyre and yren : yet it is broke wyth newe

hole blode. 1 14*0 Pallatl. on Husk. 1. 170 In bareine lande

to sette or foster vyncs Dispiseth alle the labour and ex-

pence. 1666 STILLINOI L. Strut. Fire Loiut. Wks. 1710 I. 6

(The fire]., despised all the resistance [which] could be made

by the strength of the buildings.

[' To look upon ; contemplate . An error of mod.

Diets. See List of Spurious Ifonls.']

tDespi'Se, sb. Obs. [prob. a. OF. despiz,

despis, nom. of despit, DESPITE, but taking the

form of an Engl. deriv. of DESPISE v.]
= DESPITE ;

contempt, despising.

VVTUdr I t,Cr. 1. SO IJlXl tllCCS lllC VUIlVUMl MM* "

pis;iMe thingisof the world. 1483 CAXTON Gold Leg, 357':
He was of vyle habyte and dc-;pysable of chere. 1604 T
WRIGHT Passions v. 4. 203 K at her despiseablc then com-
uiendable. 1600 Lond. Gas. No. 2582/3 111 Armed, and in

;i very despisable Condition. 1783 Miss BURNEY CVc/V/nlV.

260 Business is no such desniseable thine- 1873 J.M. l'>

Life in Danbttry 6 Brought up . . to look upon a liar as the

most despisable of earth's creatures.

1 2. Contemptuous. - 1 >KHPICABLE 2. Obs.

1644 Qt-AKt.Ks Kantahas $ K. 208, I. .sun now rejected by
the dc*pUcable name of a widow.

DESPITE.

t Despi'sement. <>l>s. [* OK. despiiemtut

(i2th c. in (jotlcf. ,
f despire, Jesfis- : see -MKNT.]

The action of despising ; contempt, scorn.

1603 HOLLAND I'lutarcn't Mar. 155 Contempt and de-

spiscmcnt of worldly wtallh.

Despiser (d/spoi-t-u). [
DMHM v. + -EK".

< [.OV. despiseor,nom.despisicrc, -sere.] One who

despises ; a contemner, scoraer.

a 1340 HAMRII.K I'salter Comni. Cant. 500 V* corner &
despiscrs of pore men. 138* WYCLIK Acts xiii. 41 Se }e, di-

piscris, and wondrc }e, and be }e scaterid abrood. ['I'is

Keholde ye despiscrs and wonder and peiwlie ye. ) 1485
CAXTON St. H'eiie/r. 20 A despysar of my wordes. 1535
COVEBDALE I'm', xiii. 15 Harde is ihc way of the deapysers.

1709 HKAKNI Collect. (Oxf. Hist. Soc.) II. 351 A Dopiser
of modem Commentators, a 1745 SWIFT ij.i, Atheists,

libertines, and despisers of religion, usually pass under the

name of free-thinkers. 1891 Bookman Oct. 37/3 A despiser

of physical force.

Despi-seress. rare-' [f. prcc. + -BBS.]

A female despiser.
1611 COTGR., Veifriureue, disesteemeresse, despiieres.se,

or dispraiseresse of.

Despising dfspsi-zirj) , vbl. sb.
[f.

DBSPISE v.

+ -INC. l.] Ttie action of the vb. DESPISE ; con-

tempt, scorn.

1381 WVCLIF Ps. cxxii[i]. 3 Myche wee be fulfild with dispis-

ing. I53S COVERDALE Nell, iv. 4 Y' thou mayest geue them

ouer in to despisinye in the londe of their captiuitc. 1659

Genii. Catting (1696) 33 Flatteries and Despising* being the

two contrary elements, whereof he, whom they call a r me
Gentleman, is to be compounded. 1681 6 J. SCOTT Car.

Life (17471 III. 391 The despising of him was a despising of

God, by whom he was sent.

Despisingly (d/spai-zirjli), adv. [!. despising

pr. pple. + -LY -.] With contempt ; scornfully,

contemptuously.
1591 PKRCIVALL St. Diet., Menosfreciantlo, dcspisingly.

1820 Rlackw. Mag.\\\. 251 Still speak despisingly of them.

1843 Ifria. L1V. 441 That son of Sparks's, as you so despis.

ingly call him.

tDesprsingness. 06s. [f. as prec. + -NESB

Contemptuousneis.
1625 F. MARKHAM Bk. Hon. i. vi. \ 8 Riches rightly vsed,

rather with a despisingnesse then a desire.

Despite (dftpai-t
1

,
sb. Forms: 3-5 despit,

(3-4 -yt, 4 despitt(e, -lit, -yt, -ijt, -ijt, -ithe),

4-6 despyte, (5- -spyjte), 6-8 despight, 4- de-

spite ; also 3-7 dis-, 3-6 dys- with same variants,

6 Sc. dispyit. [ME. despit, a. OF. despit (:-*<&-

spieit\, mod.F. depit,
= OCat. despeit, Sp. dcspecho,

It. dispel/o-.-L. deipectu-m v -stem) a lookingdown
on, f. ppl. stem of despiclre to look down on, DE-

SPISE. Down to 1 7th c. often spelt dis-, dys-, by

confusion with words in the prefix Jcs-, Dis-. The

i6th c. dis-, desfight (cf. spisht, SPITE) was under

the influence of sight, right, etc.]

1. The feeling or mental attitude of looking down

upon or despising anything ; the display of this feel-

ing; contempt, scorn, disdain. Obs. or arch.

a 1300 Cursor M. 2037 (Cott.) If o bi fader bou haue de-

spite IT. rr. -it, -ithe, -yte]. 1340 Aytnt. 19 pe
ober boj bel

to dispyt. c 1440 yaeoffs lfelt(E. E.T. S.i 73 pe firste fote

is dyspy^te ; bat is, in doyng no worschype to gode men

dewly, but in dyspysing hem. uf^Cath. Angl. 101 A Uis-

pile, or a dissnisynge, desfeccio, conteniftus. 1503 Sc.

Aletr. Ps. x. 5 He pufletr^with despight: Sf_jE-

'

1586 H. YOUNG Guana's Chi. Conv. iv. 226 b, Occasion of

despise and laughter.

Despised (d/spoi-zd), ppl. a. [f.
DESPISE

v. + -ED.] Looked down upon, contemned,

scorned.

[c 1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 750 Hated and despysyd was

..'ingC/ir. ,

Goes to meet danger with despite.

tb. To hold or have in (f to) despite: to hold in

contempt ; to have or show contempt or scorn for.

a 1300 Cursor M. z6ioiCott.) Yone lasce. .als in despit sco

haldes me. c 1386 CHAUCER Mtlib. r 453 Perauenture Crist

hath thee in despit. c 1400 ApaI. Loll. 74 Scho . hab me to
:

despit. 1483 CAXTON CoU. Leg. 162/2 He had in despyte

fader and moder. 1516 1'itgr. 1'rrf. ( W. de W. 1531) 122 b,

;
The good man sholde haue them in despyte. .in comparyson

i of the thynges to come.

t c. The object of contempt or scorn. Obs.

a 1300 Cursor M. 18332 (Cott) SkominK bou art o god

angel, Despit (v. r.dis-Jof al rightwis and lei. 01340 HAM :

POLE /'falter cxviii. 33 Now til proude men and enuyouse i

am despite and hethynge.
2. Action that shows contemptuous disregard ;

contemptuous treatment or behaviour; insulting

action ; outrage, injury, contumely. To do despite

to : to treat with injury and contumely ;
to outrage.

1197 R. GLOUC. (1724) 464 Alle bulke, bat clerkes such

despyt dude & wo. a 1300 Cursor M. 7825 (Cott.) For to do

him despitte or schame. c 1340 AW. 6785 i Fairf.) To childer

do se na dispite. c 1385 CHAUCER L. G. H . 1822 Lurntia,

Whi hast thou don despit to
Chivalrye.

c 1400 Dcstr. froy

A vulgar and despised -

Tom's C. ix. 68 There was the impress of the despised race

on her face.

tDespi-sedness (-lnes). Obs. [f. pvec. +

-XKSS.] Despised condition.

1587 HOLDING De Momay xxxi. (1617) 54^1 Jesus could not

haue shewed his . . glory (belter] than in despisednesse.

1641 MILTON Ch. Gavt. n. i. (1851) 151 Therefore he sent . .

Despisednes to vanquish Pride.

Mm. 24 Loath he was that his dead bodie should either

suffer despight, or receive fauour from his enemies. 1671

MARVELL Reh. Trantf. I. 335 There is not one Person of

the Trinity that he hath not done despight to. 1803WOMOT.
Sum. Liberty i. xviii, To work against themselves such fell

despite 1869 FREEMAN Norm. Cong. (1876) III- xiu. 319

The despite done by him to the holy relics.



Despight, in comprehending the Marquess so well satisfied.

1752 HUME Ess. $ Treat. (1777) II. 418 Formed by the

gods merely from despight to Prometheus. 1816 SCOTT

DESPITE.

b. Disregard of opposition, defiance. Obs.

1380-1601 [see 5 c]. 1638 SIR T. HERBERT Trm>. 93

Chardges so furiously and so close, that in despight he

mounts the wall. 1706 E. WARD Hud. Retilv. 1 1. vii, That
all who see.. may triumph, in Despite to Rome. 1719
YOUNG Revenge iv. i. ^yks. 1757 II. 170 What think you
'twas.. But doing right in stern despite to nature?

3. (with//.) An act that shows contempt, hatred,

malice, or spite; an outrage, a shameful injury.

1297 R. GLOUC. (1724) 547 The Londreis ther biuore a gret

despit wro3te To the quene. 1382 WYCLIF Rom. i. 24 That :

thei ponysche with wrongis or dispitis [Vulg. continueHis}

her bodies. 1450-1530 Myrr. our Ladye 230 Herynge hys
frende greued wyth repreues and dyspites. 1480 CAXTON
Cron. ting, ccxxv. 230 Many harmes shames and despytes

they dyden vnto the Quene. 1523 LD. BERNERS Froiss. I.
'

cxlvi. 174 They of Calays hathe done hym suche contraryes
j

and dispyghtes. 1654 WHITLOCK Zootomia 336, I think
I

I could not do him a greater Despite, than t j bestow a i

woman on him. 1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (1811) II. xii.

76 My declared aversion, and the unfeigned despights I took

all opportunities to do him. 1820 WORDSW. Sheep-washing^
The turmoil that unites Clamour of boys with innocent

despites Of barking dogs. 1870 LONGF. tr. Daniels Inf. xiv.

71 His own despites Are for his breast the fittest ornaments.

4. Indignation, anger, evil feeling, especially such

as arises from offended pride, vexation, or annoy-
'

ance. In later use, esp. The entertaining of a grudge,
evil feeling with a desire to harm or vex ; ill-will, |

aversion
;
settled malice or hatred ; SPITE.

1325 E. E. Allit. P. C. 50 What dowes me be dedayn, |

o^er dispit make? 1375 BARBOUR^K^ 11.455 And for dispyte
bad drawand hing All the prisoneris. c 1386 CHAUCER Frankl.
T. 667 Sith that maydens hadde such despit To ben defouled ;

with mannes foul delit. ^1400 Destr. Troy 10684 [He] put
hym of horse, With a spar of a speire in dispit felle. 1483
Cath. Angl. 98 A Despite, auersio. 1523 LD. BERNERS Froiss.

I. xxv. 36 The kyng had great dispyte, that the duke shuld

so dele with hym. 1548 HALL Chron. 202 b, After many :

greate woordes and crakes, .the Lorde Stafford . . in greate I

dispite departed with his whole compaignie. 1579 TOMSON
Calvin's Serm. Tint. 52/2 For they are at despite fret,

bicause they see God so against them. 1590 SPENSER F. Q.
J

i. i. 50 He thought have slaine her in his fierce despight.
j

1598 HAKLUYT Voy. I. 64 A man full of all malice and '

despight. 1603-21 KNOLLES Hist. Tnrks 1231 Two Monkes,
whom the soufdiors in despight cut into many pieces. 1697
Otess D1

Aittioy's Trav. (1706) 27 Don Lewis had a secret

.

Antiq^. xxiv, He died soon after ..of pure despite and
vexation. 1846 TRENCH Mirac. xix. (1862) 326 Wounded
pride, disappointed malice, rancorous despite.

5. Phrase. In despite of . fa. In contempt or

scorn of; in contemptuous defiance of. Obs. De-

parture in despite of the Court : see DEPAHTURE 6.

[1292 BKITTON i. v. i En despit et damage de nous et de
noster poeple.] 1:1290 Beket 1903 in S. Eng, Leg. I. 161

peos |>reo bischopus . . to be kinge heo come . . And tolden
. . hov in despit of him, he dude swuch lut>er dede. c 1380
Sir Ferumb. 5807-9 He . . haj? now in dispyt of me My
bysshop y-bete sore : And afterward, in pe dyspyt of

crysst, Spet on be fant. 1494 FABYAN Chron. cxcviii. 205
In dyrision and despyte of the Danys, 1548 HALL Chron.

183 b, And sent all their heddes. .to be set upon poles, over
the gate of the citie of Yorke in despite of them, and their

lignage. c 1592 MARLOWE Massacr. Paris i. vii, In despite of !

thy religion, The Duke of Guise stamps on thy lifeless bulk !

1628-1641 [see DEBAKTBB*; DEPARTURE sb]. #1735 AR- !

BUTHNOT John Bull Swift's Wks. 1751 VI. 140 Let it never
|

be said, that the famous John Bull has departed in despite I

of court.

fb. In anger or indignation at; in punishment
of. Obs. rare.

[1292 URITTON n, xv. 2 En despit de lour defaute. transl.

By way of punishment for the default of the parties.] 1528
LYNDESAY Dreme uoo In dispyit of his Lycherous leuyng, :

The Romanis wald be subiect to no kyng.

t c. In open defiance of, in overt opposition to.

Cf. 2 b. Obs.

CX3&0 Sir Ferumb. 2192 Now hap he my dore y-broke ;

ous alle in dispyte. c 1425 WYNTOUN Cron. viu. xii. 67
A gret ost . . in pe north of Ingland past In dyspyt of bat
Tyrand. 1601 BP. W. BARLOW Serm. Panics Crosse 40 To
see Gods word alleadged in despight of Gods ordinance.

d. Notwithstanding the opposition or adverse
efforts of (a person). Now rare except with reflexive

pronouns (in despite ofhimself, etc.).

1570-6 LAMBARDE Peramb. Kent (1826) 121 They [the
Danes] landed in despight of the people. 1603 KNOLLES
Hist. Turks (1621) 1159 Collonitz in despight of the
enemie, in safetie brought backe his souldiors. 1639 FULLER
Holy IVarv. xii. (1647.1 250 At last this warre ended it self
in despite of the Pope. 1820 SHELLEY To Alar. Gisborne
318 We . . in despite of God and of the devil Will make our
fdendly philosophic revel Outlast the leafless time. 1876
OUIDA Winter City\'\\. 198 The lottery tries to allure in

very despite of themselves the much wider multitude.

e. Notwithstanding, in spite of (opposition,some

opposing force).
11 J533 LD. BEKNERS Huon Hi. 175 In dyspyte of his teth

I wyll Re my nece. 1598 SHAKS. Merry IV. v. v. 132
A receiu'd beleefe, in despight of the teeth of all rime and
reason, that they were Fairies. 1600 E. BLOUNT tr. Cones-

iaggio 132 To assaile th*e entrie of the mouth of Lisbone, in

despite of all the fortresses that were there, a 1631 DONNF.
Poems (1650) 17 Love which in dispight of darkness brought
us hither, Should in dispight of light keep us together. 1664
BUTLER Hnd. \\. i. 23 Some force whole Regions in despight
O' Geography to change their site. 1747 CARTE Hist. fcng.
I. Pref. 6 Learning, .cultivated by private persons in despight
of all difficulties. 1824 W. IRVING T. Trav. I. 116 Seized

my hand in despite of my efforts to the contrary. 1868 Miss

254

BRADDON Dead Sea Fr. I. i. 2 In despite of its solemn Iran-

quility, this Villebrumeuse is not a dreary dwelling-place.

f. archaic const. In his, her, their, others\ one's

own despite : in the various preceding senses.

1588 SHAKS. Tit. A. \. 361 What would you bury him in

my despight. 1591 SPENSER Daphn. 442 Why doo I longer
live in lifes despight. ?<zi6oo Beggars D. of Bednall
Green xxxiii, Thus was faire Bessey matched to the knight
And then made a lady in others despite. 1681 DRYDEN
Abs. ff Ac/tit. 539 Born to be sav'd, even in their own

despight. 1735 POPE Odyss. ix. 250 Some^rustic wretch,
who lived in heaven's despight, Contemning laws, and

trampling on the right. 1791 COWPKR Odyss. m. 272 Much
evil perpetrate in thy despight. 1794 BLAKE Songs Exper.,
Clod <y Pebble, Love seeketh only self to please . .And builds

a hell in heaven's despite. 1849 SIR J. STEPHEN Eccl. Biog.
Pref. (1850)5, I am thus an author in my own despite. 1871
BLACKIE Four Phases i. 127 Bearding two of the thirty

tyrants, and pursuing quietly his labours of love in their

despite.

6. In later use often despite of (senses 5 d, e) ;

whence by further shortening DESPITE/?-^., rarely

in despite (without of}.
CISQQ MARLOWE Faust Wks. (Rtldg.) 123/2 If this Bruno

..sit in Peters chair, despite of chance. 1655 Theofhania
181 Having, despight of all opposition, .forced their way
through. 1820 KEATS Hyperion i. 226 His Voice leapt out,

despite of godlike curb. 1847 MRS. A. KERB Hist. Servia

420 Despite of her favouring his opponents, the guard of

honour had been taken from her also. 1868 MORRIS Earthly
Par. II. 92 Flushed and joyful in despite her fear.

Despite (d/spart), v. Obs. or arch. [a. OF.

despite-r (I3thc. ), mod.F. dtpiter, app. f. despit',

dtpit DESPITE sb. Cf. Cat. despitar, Pr. despeytar,

-peckar, Sp. despechar^ It. dispettare, which may
directly represent L. despectare, freq. of despitfre to

look down on, DESPISE.]
L trans. To express or show contempt for, treat

with contempt, set at nought ;
to do despite to.

1375 BARBOUR Bruce iv. 596 Ynglis men, That dyspitit,
atour all thing, Robert the bruce. 1481 CAXTON Godfrey
cliii. 227 They blamed and Iniured our barons, And de-

spyted them and alle thoost. 1594 DRAYTON Idea 527 Reason
. . Despiieth love, and laugheth at her Folly. 1614 T. ADAMS
Dwits Banquet 181 And despiteth, which is more than

despiseth the spirit.. of grace. (71619 FoTKBRBY^Mwwifc
i. iv. i (1622) 20 Who . . both despise the Temples, and

despite the gods. 1652 COTTEHELL Cassandra vi. (1676) 555
Have you let 'scape an enemy who despites you ? 1828
LANDOR Wks. (1868) I. 353/2 The great founder of Rome . .

slew his brother for despiting the weakness of his walls.

1869 SPURGEON Treas. Da7>. PJ. iv. 4 One reason why men
are so mad as to despite Christ.

t b. with inf. Obs.

1596 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie's Hist. Scotl. in. xxvii, A certane

noble man dispytes to hear that edicte.

1 2. To vex or provoke to anger ;
to spite. Obs.

1530 PALSCR. 520/2, I dispyte a person, I set hym at naught,
or provoke hym to anger, Je despite. .It dispyteth me to se

his facyons. 1586 T. B. La Primand. Fr. Acnd. 670
Whose sonne he had murdered, and abused his wife to

despite him therewith. 1586 A. DAY Eng. Secretary n.

(1625) 49 It is not the shew you beare, but the pride where-
with you are carried that despiteth me. 1599 SHAKS. Much
Ado n. ii. 31 Onely to despight them, I will endeauour any
thing. 1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. in. vi. 43 A vexatious deed,

meerly to despight them. 1658 Whole Ditty Man ii. 13
We bring . . a train of his enemies to provoke and despite him.

f3. intr. To show despite, contempt, or ill-

will. Obs.

1530 PALSGR. 520/2 You neuer sawe man dispyte agaynst
an other on that facyon. 1627 Lisander ff Cat. ix. 185
Lisander despiting at Lidian's long resistance, gave him
so violent a thrust. 1736 FRANKLIN Poor Richard's^ Aim.
Wks. (1887) I. 461 note, Ihese ill-willers of mine, despited at

the great reputation I gained.

Despite (d/spai't), prep. [Shortened from

despite of, orig. in despite of: see DESPITE sb. 6.]
In spite of.

1593 SHAKE. 2 Hen. Vf
t

i. i. 179 Or thou, or I Somerset
will be Protectors, Despite Duke Humfrey, or the Cardinal!.

1602 MARSTON Antonio's Rev. iv. v. Wks. 1856 I. 130 Man
will breake out, despight philosophic. 1613 HEYWOOD Silv.

Age m. Wks. 1874 III. 159 Il'e . . Ransncke the pallace
where grim Pluto reignes. .Despight his blacke guard. 1810

SCOTT Lady of L. n. xxxii, I love him still, despite my
wrongs. 1876 Miss BRADDON J. Haggard's Dan. II. 25
The attraction that draws me to her despite myself.

Despiteful (dfspsrtful), a. [f. DESPITE sb. +

-FUL.] Full of or abounding in despite.

fl. Contemptuous; insulting, opprobrious. Obs.
c T45o LONELICH GrazVxxxvii. 185 Ha, dispitful Creature

.. Vnhappy a}ens al good aventure. 1533 MORE Anstv.

PoysonedBk. Wks. 1038/2 Whoso dishonor god in one place
with occasion ofa false fayth. .allhonoure thathedooeth hym
anye where beside, is odious and dispightefull, and reiected
of god. 1549 COVERDAI.E Erastn. Par. \ Pet. iv. 14 In the

myddes of your dispightfull handlinge. the glorious spirite
of god is kyndled againe in you. 1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit.
vi. xxix. (1632) 125 They slew them, and left their bodies to

despightfull ignominy. 1676 BP. GUTHRIE in Burton's Diary
(1828) III. 90 note, Having prefaced awhile with despightful
exclamations,

' a pape ! a pape! Antichrist! pull hid down !'

threw the stools they sat on at the preachers.
2. Cruel, fierce ; cherishing ill-will ; malignant,

malicious
; spiteful.

(1470 HENRY Wallace \. 207 The constable a felloun man
ofwer .. Selbye he hecht, dispitfull and owtrage. 1500-20
DUNBAR Poems xx. 45 And be no wayis dispytfull to the
peure. 1558 KNOX First Blast (Arb.) 9, I shalbe called

foolishe, curious, despiteful!, and a sower of sedition. 1570
LEVINS Manip. 187 Dispiteful, innidiosns. 1600 SHAKS.
A. Y. L. v. ii. 86 It is my studie To seeme despightfull and

DESPITEB.

vngentle to you. 1663 BUTLEK Hud. i. m. 662 This..
Inflamed him with despightful Ire. 1667 MILTON P.L.x. i

The hainous and despightfull ;ia < >f S:it;in done in Paradise.

1748 THOMSON Cast, Indol. n. Ixxviii, The other was a fell

despightful fiend. 1852 KINGSLEY Poci>is t Andromeda 125
False and devouring thou art, and the great world dark and

despiteful.

Desprtefolly, adv.
[f. prec. + -LY -.] in a

despiteful manner.

1. Contemptuously, opprobriously, insolently,

shamefully, arch.

1535 COVERDALE Job xvi. io They haue. .smytten me vpon
the cheke despitefully. 1552 HULOET, Despitefully, con-

tempting opprobriose. 1611 BIBLE Matt. v. 44 Pray for

them which despitefully vse you, and persecute you. 1614
RALEIGH Hist. World \\. 335 The bodies of Saul and his

sonnes : which hung despightfully over the Walls of Beth-
san. 1694 F. BRACGE Disc. Parables v. 197 Using those

spiritual persons contumeliously and despitefully. 1872
YEATS Growth. Comnt. 260 Members of the reformed faith,

to use whom despitefully was thought to be doing God
a service.

2. Angrily, maliciously, cruelly ; with malicious

cruelty or ill-will
; spitefully.

1470 HENRY Wallaces. 193 My faithfull
fadyr dispitfully

thai slew. 1487 Harbour's Bruce xi. 608 iCamb. MS.) Full

dyspitfully [Edinb. MS. dispitously] Thair fais demanit
thaim rycht st

rally. 1678 WANLF.Y Wotui. Lit. World v.

ii. 68. 471/2 His beautiful Empress, whom a young Bnr-. . 4712 ,
-

undian had most despitefully mangled, cutting off both
her Nose and Ears.

Despi'tefulness. [f. as prec. + -NESS.] The

quality of being despiteful ; conternptuousness,
malicious feeling or action, cruelty.

1535 COVERDALE Ps. cxxii[i]. 4 Oure soule is fylled . . with

the despitefulnesse of the proud. Esthcri. 18 Thus shall

there aryse despytefulnes and wrath ynough. 1611 BIBLE
Wisd. ii. 19 Let vs examine him with despitefulnesse and
torrture. 16330. HERBERT Templct Sacrifice xx\\

t
The Jews

accuse me with despitefulnesse.

Despi'tely, adv. In 7 despightly. [f. *de$pitc

adj. (
= OF. de$pit angry, despiteful) + -LY -.]

Despitefully.
1619 DENISON Heavenly Bang. i. 6 When the Lord of

glory, .was despightly apprehended.

Despiteous (despi't&s), a. Forms : 5 dispi-

tious, -pyteous, 5-6 despituous, 5-7 dispiteous,
6 dispit-, -pytuous, -pighteous, despyteous,
6- despiteous. [Late ME. variant of DESPITOUS,
from its spelling specially associated with piteous

(\pitttoiis), and so giving rise to a differentiated

form, DISPITEOUS.]
1. orig,

= DESPITOUS: full of despite, contempt,
or ill-will; contemptuous, opprobrious, arch.

14.. Chaucer's Knt.'s T, 919 (Harl. MS. a 1425) A proud
dispitious man. [6 /c.r^rdes-, dispitous.] 1483 CAXTON Gold.

Leg. 14/1 Derysions despituous. 1495 Trevisa's Barth. De
P. R. vi.xi.(W\deW.jio,6 Prowde andstouteanddyspiteous.
1529 MORE Supplic. Sonlys Wks. 289/1 Despyteous and de-

spiteful persone. 1529 Dyaloge iv. ibid. 258/1 Now is it

to pyghteouse a sight to se the dispytuous dispyghtes done
there.. to god and al good men. 1532 Conjut. Tindale
ibid. 354/2 Tindalles develishe prowde dispituouse hearte.

1548 UDALL etc. Erasm. Par. Luke xx. u With much
despiteous language. 1621 BP. MOUNTAGU Diatribae 412
A rayling and despighteous speech of Scaliger. 1888 MORRIS
Dream of John Balliv. 30 The proud, despiteous rich man.

b. (erroneous.)
1623 COCKERAM, Despitnons, contemptible, vile.

2. Spiteful, malevolent, cruel; passing gradually
into the sense : Pitiless, merciless, DISPITEOUS.
c 1510 MORE Ficits Wks. 25 To thy moste vtter dispiteous

enemies. 1513 in Grafton Chron. II. 758 He was close

and secret . . despiteous & cruell. 1520 Caxtons Chron.

Etig. v. 47 b/2 They shall.. put them to dyspyteous dethe

[1480 dyspitous detfj]. 1549 CHALONER tr. Erasm. Moris
Enc. Pijb, Warre is so cruell and despiteous a thyng.

MRS. M. BASSET Mores Treat. Passion Wks.(t *33/ J.HK3. 1*1. l>rt3R.l jiii/rt,

1372/2 The dyspighteous and horrible ende of Judas.

1568 C. WATSON Polyb. 92 b, The Carthaginenses having

knowledge of the Crueltie shewed to their citizens, .bewailed

the despituous death and cruel torments they susteined.

1595 -SHAKS. John iv. i. 34 Turning dispitious torture out of

doore? 1596 SPENSER F. Q. i. ii. 15 Spurring so hote with

rage dispiteous. 1600 HOLLAND Liiy xxvm. xx. 683 b, For

very despiteous anger and deepe hatred, [igth c. see

DISPITEOUS.]

Despi'teonsly, adv. [f. prec. + -LY 2.] In a

despiteous manner, with despite: a. Contemptu-

ously; insultingly, b. With bitter ill-will or enmity;

spitefully, cruelly, pitilessly, mercilessly.
[c 1400 (MS. p. i4so)Destr. Troy 47w The grekes. .With

speris full dispitiously spurnit at the yates.] <;I 45 Merlin

257 Eche of hem hurte and wounded other dispiteously.

1500-20 DUNBAR
' Amang t/ier frcirts

'

29 Thai .. Dispitu-
ouslie syne did him smyt. 1529 MORE Coin/, agst. Trio. i.

Wks. 1164/2 That so dispiteously put hym to hys payne.

1563 SACKVILLE Compl. Dk. Buckhui. xxvi, Howe Lord

Hastings . . Dispiteously was murdered and opprest. 1611

SPEED Hisft Gt. Brit. ix. viii. (1632' 561 Whom .. he had

caused to bee dispiteously dragged at horse-heeles. a 1641

Up. MOUNTAGU Acts # Mon. 11642) 26 The Dcvill, out of

malice and envie, had despiteously emppysoned all mankind.

1808 SCOTT Marm. v. xxi, Lord Marmion said despiteously.

1885 Sat. Rev. 18 July 87 We should be sorry to be thought
to write despiteously of Sir Philip Perring.

t Despi'ter. Obs. [f. DESPITE v. + -EK i
: cf.

OF. despiteur^ One who treats with contempt or

contemptuously defies.

1601 DEACON & WALKER Spirits $ Dwelt 8 Pneumato-
machus is as much to say, as a despiter of spirits. 1640



DESPITINGK

A. HASNi'.T(7f.V/m. 198 Despisersand Despighters of

the Spirit of < Jrace.

Despitesoun, -usioun, var. of DISPUTISOUN,

(i/it, disputation.

Despitiency, var. of DwnoilMCT.

Despi'ting, vbl. sb. [f.
DESPITE v. + -nro'.J

The action ol the vb. DESPITE; a doing despite

to ; entertaining a grudge.
a HIO.SKKI.ION rivnaagst. Garnesche in. 114 \our dyrty

odytyng, Ami your spyghtfull despyghtyng 15.9 MORE

Drafa'u. Wks. 198/1 It is not of worshipping, but dispityng
.m .| .INwor-lnppinK of saints. 1677 G.L.MN /. (18671

199 The devpitini! and discrediting of truth.

t Despitons, a. Obs. Forms : 4-7 despitous ;

4-5 des-, dis-, dys-pitous, -pytous, -pitus,

-petous, -pytws, -pytuws. [MK. a. AF. despi-

tous-VV. despitos, despiletis (mod.F. tUpitcux), (.

(lespit DEHIMTK sb. : see -OU8. After 1400 asso-

ciated with piteous, \pitiious, and spelt -tuns,

ions, -eotts : see DKSMTEOUS. Originally stressed

on last or first syllable; subsequently on second.]

1. orig. Full of despite ; exhibiting contempt or

haughtiness ; hence, insulting, vexing.
a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter Comm. Cant. 517 pai bat ere

proude and despitus. 1375 HARBOUR Bruce \. 196 Sa hawtane
|

and dispitous. c 1386 CHAUCER Prel. 516 (Harl.) He was to

scnful man nought dispitoiis (6 texts He was nat to synful
men despitotu] Ne of his speche daungerous ne dune.

I'ars. T. r32i Despitous is he bat hab desdayn of his

neighebour. 1387 TRKVISA Higden (Rollsi I. 241 Meny
dispitous worde \inultx corttnme/i.-e]. 1494 r ABYAN L/tron.

vii^ioTheprouocacyon&dispytouswordesofyFrenshmen.
2. Cruel ; exhibiting ill-will, or bitter enmity,

malevolent.
< 1340 Cursor M. 23235 Mony harde dispitous dynt shul

be wrecches bcre hynt. c 1374 CBAVCnTrty&H "I. M9
(1458) Dispitous day byn be pe pyne of helle ! c 1400 Rom.

XMTUII Keyewas. .Of word dispitous and cruelte. 1:1400

Destr. Troy 6404 Two speirus full dispitus he sparet to cast.

14 . HOCCLF.VE Compl. Virgin 131 His despitous deeth with

me compleyne. 1567 TURBERV. CMfi Ep. 68 Then . .with

dispitous nayles I re.it my face. 1571 CAMPION Hist. Irel.

ll. ix. (1633) 120 Except that one despitous murther at Tar-

taine. 1578 T. PROCTOR in HtHernia 1. 99, 1 sterve through

thy dispitous fault.

b. transf. Violent.

c 1450 LONEI.ICH fira.il xii. 356 Vndir wheche ?ate ran

there Ryht a wondir dyspetous ryvere.

tDespitonsly, adv. Obs. [f. prec. + -LT-.]

In a '

despitous
'

manner, with despite.

L Contemptuously, scornfully, despitefully; hence,

shamefully, ignominiously.
c 1310 R. BHUNNE Medit. 615 Some dispoyle hym oute

dyspetusly. c 1340 CnrsorM. 16951 (Trin.) He. .Dispitusly

\atrlier texts vfll, vilelik] for vs was lad buffeted & beten

sare. 1-1380 Sir Ftrumt. 17) Myn enymys Despyseb me
her dispytously. 1 1400 Destr. Troy 3889 Ector. .spake

neuer dispituosly, ne spiset no man. is3 Q- MARC. m
M. A. E. Wood Lett. K. f, llliist. Ladies I. 285 They

speak right plainly & dyspytwsly.

2. Angrily, sharply; cruelly, maliciously; vio-

lently.

1340 Cursor M. 5082 (Trin.) pe coupe in to soure secke

him told
put ^And pursewed }ou dispitously [Gilt. And presuned
Jou ful spitusly]. c 1350 ll'ill. Palerne 1137 [He] him told

how despitously be duk of bat dcde him warned. 1375

HARBOUR Brace n. 137 He that him in ;hemsell had, Than

warnyt hym dispitously. c 1374
CHAUCER Troylw v. 1806

(t8i8i Dispitously hym slough the fiers Achille. c 1386

Keire't T. 354 By the throte-bolle he caught Aleyn, And he

hent him dispitously agcyn. 1398 TREVISA Earth. deP.R.
xiii. viii.iTollem. MS.', >e ryuer aros with so gret strengbe

and violence, bat he all to-brake dispitously be bngge. 1480

CAXTON Chron. Eng. 2 He spak unto hem of theyr wyk-
kednesse and despitously hem reproued. a 1500 Orol.Sap.
in Anglia X. 338 Takynge me despiteslye & byndynge

cruelye.

Despituous, obs. form of DESPITBOUS.

Desplay, obs. form of DISPLAY.

Desplesance, var. of DIST/LEASANCE, Obs.

Despoil d/spoH), sb. [ME. a. OK. despoille,

-pmille (
= Pr. despttelha\ ,

verbal sb. from despoillier:

see next.]
1. The action of despoiling ; plundering, robbery.

arch.

1483 CAXTON Geld. Leg;. 24b/2 Stronge in his despoylle. .

wel armed in the batayll. a 1530 WOLSEY to Hen. VIII

(in Alhenxiim 12 Sept. 1840*, My houses be, by the over-

sight, dispoil, and euill behaviour of such as I did trust,

in ruyn and decaye. 1390 GREENE Never too
fegr

(ifiool J7

Thou hxst had my despoyle. 1807 WORDSW. White Doe

vii. iS 'Tis done ; despoil and desolation O er Rylstone s

fair domain have blown.

1 2. (oner. Plunder, booty, SPOIL. Obs.

1474 CAXTON Chesse ll. iv. Cvij, So shold the dispoyle and

botye be comune vnto them. 1481 Godfrey 296 tuery
man laden and charged with despoylles. 1551 HULOET,

Dvspoyle, sfolium, trapheiim. 1619 Time's Storehouse 55

(L.) Hercules.. covered with the despoyle of a lyon.

3. (See quot.)
i$Sa HULOET, Despoyle, or place where mischiefe or

robberye is done, dispolialtnlntn.

Despoil d/spoH),w. Forms: 3-4 despuile(n,

3-7 despoile, -oyle, 6-7 despoyl, 6- despoil;

also 4 des-, dispoyly, dispuile, -uyle, 4-5 dys-

poyle, 4-7 dispoile, -oyle, 5 des-, dis-, dys-

poillo, -oylle, dispole, disspoylle, 6-7 dispoil ;

Sc. 4-^ dispute, -puil;e. [ME. despttilen,

255

-spoilt-n, a. OF. despitillier, -oillier, -oilier (mod.
! . JJpouUltr)

- Pr. despolhar. Cat. despullar, Sp.

despojar, It. dispogliare :-\ .. despoliiire to plunder,

rob, despoil, I. DE- I. 3 -t- spoliare to strip of

clothing, rob, spoil. Formerly spelt dis- by con-

fusion with words in dfs- from Dis- prefix.]

1. trans. To strip of possessions by violence ; to

plunder, rob, SPOIL : a. a person.

i>97 R. Gtouc. (1724) 212 pe obere after vaste, And slowe

& despoylede, and to grounde hem caste. 1340 Ayenb. 45

pe uerste [zenne] is couaytise uor to Wynne and uor to

dispoyly his uela?e. 1393 LANGI.. P. PI. C. xiv. 58 Robbours

and reuers bat riche men dispoilen. 1484 CAXTON l-'ables of

sKiop i. iv, The euylle hongry peple which .. robben and

dcspoillen the poure folkc. 1519 MORE Dyaloge I. Wks.

1 53/2 The Ebrues well dispoile the Egypcyens. 1795 SOUTHEV

"Joan a/An in. 176 We are not yet bo utterly despoil'd but

we can spread The friendly board. 1871 FREEMAN Norm.

Conq. (1876) IV. xvii. 36 To despoil thosewhom theConqueror
himself had spared.

b. a place; also transf. ia\AJ!g.

1375 BARBOCR Bruce xlil. 502 Qwhen the feld . . Wes dis-

pufleit, and left all bair. 1393 GOWER Con/. III. 37' Dcs-

pulled is the soraer fare. 1-1400 MAUNDEV. (1839) x. 114

Oure Lord descended to Helle K despoylcd it. 1601 WEEVER
Afirr. Mart. F ij, Enuie. . Despoil's his name and robs him

of his merits. 1840 DICKENS Ram. Rndge xvi, The coach

despoiled by highway-men. 1845 STEPHEN Laws Eng.

(1874! II. 219 '1 hough guilty in general of waste, ifhe despoils

the freehold. 1873 DIXON Two Queeta IV. xxn. vuu 215

Wolsey had set the fashion of despoiling and suppressing

convents. .

2. To strip or deprive (a person, etc.' violently^

(some possession) ; to rob : a. of arms, clothes, or

something material ; also transf.
c 1300 K. Alls. 4028 That he a knyght of Grece slowgh.

And dispoyled him of his armes. c 1386 CHAUCER Pars. T.

r 591 He was despoyled of al that he hadde in this lyf, and

that nas but his clothis. 1470 HENRY Wallace xl. 1396

Bot than he was dispuil^eit off his weid. 1600 FAIRFAX

Tasso xlll. I. 244 An others hands Of these her plants the

wood dispoilen shall. 1603 KNOLLES Hist. Turks 11638)

300 Theeues. .dispelling him of his appaiell. 1614 RALEIGH

Hist. World ll. 450 Athalia being thus dispoyled of

her Son. 1659 B. HARRIS Parivafs Iron Age 172 The

Swedes, being.. despoiled of the Isle of Usedon. 1695 WOOD-
WARD Nat. Hist. Earth v. (1723! 257 These formed Stones

being by this Means despoil'd of their Shells. 1775 JOHN-
SON Lett, la Mrs. Thrale 12 May, You talked of despoiling

his book of the fine print. 1776 GIBBON Decl. t, /'. I. xvii.

440 The cities of Greece and Asia were despoiled of their

most valuable ornaments. 1870 BRYANT Iliad I. iv. 132 He
could not despoil The slain man of his armor.

b.
(j/' things immaterial; also/%*,

r 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xxxii. 145 We bene in peess, of be

whilk bou will now dispoile vs. 1581 J. BELL Haddons
Ansiu Osor. 212 b, We do not despoyle will of her litertye.

1503 SHAKS. 2 Hen. VI, ll. iii. 10 Desooyled of your
Honor. 1667 MILTON /'. /,. ix. 411 Despoild of Innocence,

of Faith, of Bliss. 1878 B. TAYLOR Dcnkalion I. iii. 30

They., despoiled thy head Of separate honor.

f 8. spec. To strip of clothes, to disrobe : a. orig.

as an act of violence, spoliation, or robbery. Obs.

am< Ancr. R. 2<x> Vor steorc naked he was despuiled

oSe rode, c 1380 Sir Fcnimt. 3031 To Gy tok he bat cors :

1

Uispoille bis body ', ban gan he save ;
' & arme be on ys

wede '. 1485 CAXTON Chas. Gt. 88 Take these frensshe men

and despoyle them.

f b. without the notion of spoliation : To un-

dress; to strip of armour, vestments, etc. Obs.

c 1340 Caw. t, Gr. Knt. 860 per he watz dispoyled, wyth

specTiez of myerbe, pe burn of his bruny, & of his bry}t

wedez. CI386 CHAUCER Clerk's T. 3-8 He bad That

wommen schuld despoilen hir right there, cut/a Merlin

463 Thei made dispoile the quene to go to hir bedde. 1515

LD. BERNERS Praia. II. ccxlv. [ccxh.] 753 Bfor the aulier

ther he was dispoyled out of all his vestures of estate. IS4O

in vaine, with napkyns next at hande. 1700 DRYDEN

Palamon t, Arc. in. 725 The surgeons soon despoiled them

of their arms, And some with salves they cure, and some

with charms.

t C. refi.
To disrobe or undress oneself, put off

one's clothes. Obs.

1188 WYCLIF i Sam. xviii. 4 Jonathas dlspuyhde him sil

fro the coote. 1470-8?
MALORY AMur vii. xii, Pryuely she

dispoylled her & leid her doune by hym. c 1477 CAXTON

Jason 106 Dispoylle you and entre in to this bathe. 1483

- Gold. Leg. 856/1 He dyspoylled and unclad hym and gaT

hys clothys unto the bochyers.

t d. To take (^(clothes).
Obs.

1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 62b/i Moyses toke Aaron upon

the hylle & despoylled of his vesture. -f>ff jb,
The

lord commaunded to despoylle and take of his clothes.

) e. with double obj. : To strip (a person) of

i6 SIR T. HAWKINS tr. Mathieu*s Vnkapfy Pnsf.i
When the play is ended . . they are dispoyled the gawdy

garments of the personage represented.

f 4. To strip of worth, value, or use ; to render

useless, mar, destroy ;
to SPOIL. Obs.

; ,< 1400 Mortt Artk. 4127 Paynymes . . With speres diss-

petousely disspoylles our knyghttes. c 1S39 Hnmfton
Corr. 235 A action of Irespas against . . Robart Oliver for

dispoyling my gras. 1685 (see DEPOILED].

f 5. To make a spoil of (goods, etc.) ; to carry

off by violence, rob, plunder. Obs.

1483 CAXTON Cato Biij, To dyspoyle and rauisshe hys

neyghbours goodes. 1604 R. CAWDREV Table Alfk., Da-

foyte, take away by violence.

DESPONDENCY.

+ b. To remove forcibly, take away. Obs.

IJ33 I.l>. BKKNUS (.',./,/. lit. M. Aurel. (1546) K ij, It U

necessary to dispoyle the opilacions and leattes of the

stomake.

Hence Despoi-led, Despoi-ling///. ajljs.

1570-6 LAMBADK Percuno. Kent (1826) 146 A poore,

private, and despoiled person. 1685 TBAVESTIN Sim Nrw-
Hfusel^ The besieged . .again put in order the late dispoiled

Battery. 1849 MACAII.AY Hist. Kiif. II. 130 Despoiled

proprietors. 1859 *-'. BARKER Associative Prtnc. i. 17 'I*he

despoiling hands of the first reformers.

Despoiler (drspoi-laj). [f. DESPOIL v. + -IR'.

Cf. OF. despoiileur.'] One who despoils ;
a plun-

derer, spoiler.
1467 K. E. GilJs 389 PiUoan, Robbers, dwpoyler*.

1591 WYRLEV Annorii 151 Dispoiler of my worldly uleas-

aunce. 1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. IX. ii. I 57, I.. forbid

that the Body of my dispoiler, be covered in my Earth.

1811 BYRON C*. liar. n. fxxvi, They may lay your proud

despoilers low. 1848 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. I. 186 The

despoilcrs and the despoiled had for the most part been

rebels alike. i8ss SINGLETON Virgil II. 418 A less merciful

despoiler of floral beauties.

Despoiling (dftpoi-lirj),
vbl. sb. [f.

as prec. +

-INO'.f
1. The action of the verb DESPOIL ; robbing.

i$f? HULOET, Despoylinge, dcsfoliatio, sfalialio. 1793
BI.RKE Corr. (1844) IV. 143 The despoiling a miniHer of

religion.

f 2. Spoil, plunder ; esp., the arms or slothes of

an enemy, the skin of a beast.

c 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. iv. met. vii. 147 He rafte be de-

spoylynge fro be cruel lyoun, bat is to seyne he slouj be

lyoun and rafte hym hys skyn.

Despoilment (dftpoi'lment). [f.
DESPOIL v.

+ -MENT. Cf. OK. despoillemtnt, mcxl.F. depouille-

tnent.'] The action of despoiling or fact of being

despoiled ; spoliation.
1811 MOIR Stanzas on Infant i, As yet by Earth's de-

spoilment undcfaced. 1859 LD. BROUGHTON Italy II. xii. 4

The first despoilment is . . to be attributed to the piely or

rapacity of Stilicho. 1873 I.. WALLACE Fair God m. xiv.

541 The city, beautiful in its despoilment.

t DespO'liate, v. Obs. [f. ppl. stem of L. di-

spoliare to DESI-OIL.]
= DESPOIL v.

1610 VBNNER Via Recta ii. 40 It doth . . enfeeble and dis-

poliate [the liver) of it's sanguifying facultic. 1656 BLOUNT

Glossogr., Desfoliate, to spoil, rob, or pil.

Despoliation (dfcpJ"
!
li|J'

>

jail). [ad. L. despo-

liation-em, n. of action from despoliiire to DESPOIL.]
The action of despoiling ; despoilment.
1657 PHII LIPS, Despoliation, a robbing or spoiling. 1830

J. G. STRUTT Sykm Brit. 136 The Wallace Oak seems

destined, .to share their fate of despoliation. 1894 J. BATTEN

Hist. Coll. S. Somerset 1 10 The despoliation of alien priories

in the time of Henry V.

Despond (dftpfnd), v.^ [ad. L. desponde-re

to give up, yield, resign, despondire aniinum, later

simply despondere to lose heart, despond ;
f. DE-

I. 2 b + spondere to
promise.

The form follows

\ respond which came through French.]

intr. To lose heart or resolution ; to become de-

pressed or dejected in mind by loss of confidence

i or hope. (Distinguished from despair as not ex-

! pressing entire hopelessness.)
Sometimes with of

(cf. to despair of).

1655 CROMWELL Sftecn to Parlt. 22 Jan., I did not at all

despond but the stop put upon you . . would have made
'

way for a blessing from God. i6slS B. OUST Closicgr DCS-

fontl . . also to fail in courage or despair. Lord Protectors

Speech 1696 TATE & BRADY i's. cxxvi. 6 'I hough he de-

I spond that sows the grain. 1607 DRYDEN Virf. Georg.m.
810 The Learned Leaches, .shake their Heads, desponding

oftheirArt. 1765 H. WALTOLE O/raK/o v. . 1798)79,
J
thought

it right not to let my young lady despond. 1855 MACAULAY

Hist. Eng. III. 686 The friends of the government de-

sponded, and the chitfs of the opposition
were sanguine.

1860 Lit. Churchman VI. 222/1 Are we, then, to despond

of the victory ?

f Despo-nd, v? Obs- "
[f.

L. despondere ,sce
'

prec ) in sense ' to promise in marriage, betroth,

engage '.] (See quot. Perh. never used in Eng.).
1656 BLOL'NT Glossogr., Despond, to betroth or promise in

marriage. IHd., Despondency, a promise in mamage.

Despond Wspp-nd), sb. arch. AUo 7 dis-. [f.

DESPOND v. '

] The act of desponding ; despondency.

1678 BUNYAN Pilgr. i. 12 This Miry slough . . called the

Slough of Dispond [called p. 10 Slough of Dispondency].

1684 Ibid I! 21 But when Christiana came up to the Slow

1 ofDespond, she began to be at a stand. Ibid. n. 200 Our

Disponds, and slavish F
,

Despondence atfftOui). [f.

dert, pr. pple. despondtnt-cm : see -ENCE.J

action of desponding ; also (less correctly)

SPONDENCY.
,676 HALE Contemfl. I. Of Afflictions (R.), *V

thyself.. from fainting and despondence 1708 Brit. Afella

No. 76. i/i Affront him not .. by a Despondence of his

Mercy. 1704 GODWIN Col. Williams 260 My fits of

despondence^.Sja LYTTON Eurene A. "-I*SSTSS!
forbid despondence. 1845 LD. CAMPBELL Chancellor,:l>85;

IV Ixxvi. 34 Instead of indulging in despondence . . he em-

ployed his time with well-directed industry-.

Despondency l
(dftjv ndensi). Also 7 dis-_

[f as prec.
-i -F.SCT.] The state or condition of

being despondent ; depression or dejection of spirits

through loss of resolution or hope.

I6S3 H. Mo K Con/Kl. Cabbal (1662) i6t Anger, Zeal.



DESPONDENT.
Indignation . . Despondency, Triumph or donation. 1656

Artif. Handsoin. (1662^ 76 Religion is no friend, .to supine
and sottish despondencies of mind. 1684 BUNYAN Pilgr. II.

161 They fell to demolishing Doubting-Cattle . . and in it . .

they found one Mr. Dispondencie. .and one Much-afraid his

Daughter. 1748 Anson's Voy. i. ii. 16 The peevishness and

despondency which, .contrary winds, and a lingring voyage
..create. 1838 THIRLWALL Greece IV. xxxiv. 326 The de-

spondency wuh which the Greeks viewed the situation.

1866 GEO. ELIOT /'". Holt I. iv. 94 In a tone of despondency.

Despo-ndeney 2. Obs.- See DESPOND v.-

Despondent (dfsp^ndent), a. and st. [ad. L.

ilfspondent-em, pr. pple. of despondere to DESPOND !

see -EXT.]
1. Characterized by loss of heart or resolution

;

labouring under mental depression ; desponding.
a 1699 W. BATES Fear ofGod xv. (R.*, For a despondent

sinner to think, .that God will triumph in the mere torments
of his creatures . . is a sin equal to atheism. 1730-46
THOMSON Autumn 080 Congregated thrushes, .now shiver-

ing sit On the dead tree, a dull despondent flock. 1800
MRS. HERVEY Monrtray Fant. I. 272 She sat despondent,
lamenting her own extravagance. 1849 GROTE Greece n.

xlii. V. 215 Many . . chiefs were not merely apathetic but

despondent in the cause.

2. Of or belonging to despondency.
1844 DICKENS Chimes ii, He then made a despondent

gesture with both hands. 1888 Miss BRADDON Fatal Three
i. v, He sat in a despondent attitude.

B. sb. One who desponds.
1812 SOUTHEY in Q. Rev. VIII. 347 A war which, .the de-

spondents have pronounced hopeless, a 1845 MRS. BRAY
Warleigk xxxi. (1884) 242, I am no despondent.

Despcrndently, adv.
[f. prec. + -LY 2.] in

a despondent manner or state.

a 1677 BARROW Serin. I. ix. 112 (R. Supp.) St. Chrysostom
.. thus despondently concludes. 1795 LD. AUCKLAND Corr.
III. 281, I was thought . . to have talked too despondently.
1881 Miss BRADDON Aspk. II. 117 Edgar consented to be
led despondently back to the house.

Desponder (.dftpp-ndaj). rtre. [f. DESPONDZI.I
+ -KK'.] One who desponds.
1689 EVELYN Mem. (1857) II. 288 More could scarce be

said to encourage desponderfi. 1737 SWIFT Prop. Badges
Bcgg. Wks. 1761 III. 344, I am a desponder in my nature.

Despo'iiding, vn. sl>. [f. as prec. + -ING '

.]

The action of the verb DESPOND, q.v.
1818 Blackiv. Mag. IV. i The . . gloomy despondings, which

deform and darken the na'tive majesty of Byron.

DeSpO'nding,///.. [f.asprec. + -ING2.] That

desponds ; losing or having lost heart or resolution.
1688 DRYDEN Brit. Rediv. 258 Desponding Peter sinking

in the waves, a 1690 E. HOPKINS Expos. Lonfs Prayer
( R.\ With no tormenting, carking, and desponding thoughts.
1746-7 HERVEY Medit. (t8i8) 195 Why should desponding
fears oppress your souls ? 1828 SCOTT F. M. Perth viii, The
Glover seemed particularly desponding. 1843 J. MARTINEAU
Chr. Life (1867) 63 The desponding are generally the indo-
lent and useless. 1868 MH.MAN St. PauCs 348 The weak
and desponding defence of a lost cause.

b. Causing despondency, dispiriting, rare.
1800 Invisible Man I. 113 Accounts the more desponding

to me, as he informs me he shall be here to-morrow.
Comb. 1803 BEDDOF.S Hygeia x. 5 His desponding-mad

Ophelia, his raving-mad Lear, his jealous-mad Othello.

DespO'ndingly, adv.
[f. prec. + -LY

-'.]
In

a desponding manner ; with dejection of spirits.
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Despondingly, desperately, out of

hope. 1706 Loud. Gaz. No. 4226/1 We begin to talk very
despondingly of its Success. 1840 MARRYATT Olio. Podr.,
S.lf. and by W. 5 W., 'I sha'n't get any', replied Jack,
despondingly. 1879 CasselCs Techn. Educ. IV. 7/1 A friend,
who despondingly expressed his fears that the huge ship
would never reach the water.

[Desponsage, in recent Diets., error for de-

spousage: see List of Spuridus Words^
\ Despo'nsate, a. Obs. Also dys-. [ad. L.

dfsponsat-us, pa. pple. of desponsare to betroth,

freq. of despondere : see DESPOND
v.~~\

1. Contracted or given in marriage, betrothed,
espoused.
1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 285 b/2 He shold be the man that

sholcT be desponsate and maryed to the Vyrgyne Mary.
2. fig, (Alch.) Chemically combined.
1471 RIPLEY Camp. Alch. I. in Ashm. (1652) 133 Yet must

theyr Elements, .wyth Elements of perfyt Bodys be dyspon-
sate. Ibid. vi. 167 Make them then together to be Dysponsat
t Despo-nsated, ppl. a. =

prec.
1623 COCKERASI, Desponsated, betrothed.

I Despoiisa-tion. Obs. Also dis-, dys-.
[ad. L. desponsation-em (also in OF. desponsa-
tioti) betrothal, n. of action from desponsare : see

prec.]
1. The action of contracting in marriage ;

be-
trothal.
a 1400 Cov. Myst. ix. (Shaks. Soc.) 89 Now xal we precede

to here dissponsacion.
_ 1649 JER. TAYLOR Gt. Exemp. i. 5For all this desponsation of her.. she had not set one step

toward the consummation of her marriage. 1656 BLOUNT
Glossogr., Desponsation, an affiance or betrothing.
2- fig- (Alch.~) Chemical combination.
1471 RIPLEY Comp. Alch. in Ashm. (1652) 187 The lesse

of the bpryts there be in tliys dysponsation The rather
thy Calcynatyon. .shall thou make.

t Despo-nsion. Obs. rare. [ad. L. despon-
sion-cm, n. of action from despondere to DESPOND,
despair.] Desponding, despondency.
1640 BURGES Serin. (1641) 2 To cure them, .of this desper-

ate desponsion of mind.
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tDespo'nsories, sli.pl. Obs. Also 7 despon-
sorios, desposories. [ad. Sp. ilesposorios espous-

al, Betrothal, f. desposar to affiance: L. iKsponsare

(after which the word is modified in English).

Chiefly used in relation to the proposed Spanish

marriage of Charles I.]

1. Betrothal, or a ceremony in celebration of it.

<ri645 HmvKLL Lett. I. in. xxii, The eighth of. .Septem-
ber is appointed to be the day of Desponsories, the day of

affiance, or the betrothing day. 1659 RUSIIW. Hist. Coll.

I. 105 The delay of the Desponsorio's will grieve the

Princess.

2. A document formally declaring a betrothal.

1626 in Rushw. Hist. Coll. (1659) I. 253 The Prince . .

left the powers of the Desponsories with the Earl of Bristol,

to be delivered upon the return of the Dispensation from

Rome, which the Kingof Spain insisted upon. 1647 CLAREN-
DON Hist. Reb. i. (1702) I. 30 The Prince having left the

Desponsorios in the hands of the Earl of Bristol, a 1670
HACKET Abp. Williams \. (1692) 155 Mr. Edward Clerke,
who was sent, .to the Earl of Bristol, to stop the powers he
had for the dispatch of the expected desposories.

Desport, obs. form of DISPORT sb. and v.

t DespO'Se, v. Obs. rare. [a. OF. desposer,
occas. var. of dfposer, from the F. confusion of

des-, de- : see DE- 6.] trans. To depose, put down,
lay down.
1587 GOLDING De Mornay xvi. 255 What would he thinke

but tnat he were desposed from the Throne ? 1^98 E. GILPIN
Skial. (1878) 43 And now their box complexions are des-

pos'd. 1603 FLOKIO Montaigne III. ix. (1632) 536 Into whose
hands I might despose, and. .resigne the. .managing of my
goods.

Despose, obs. form of DISPOSE v.

Despot (de'sppt). Also 6 dispotto, 7 despote.

[a. OF. despot (I4th c.), modF. despote, ad. Gr. Sta-

ITOTIJS (med.L. despota, -tus) master, lord, despot.
In sense I partly after It. dtspoto, in Florio despo'ta,
' a lord, a lordlike govemour '.]

1. Hist. A word which, in its Greek form, meant
' master' or 'lord' (e.g. of a household, of slaves),
and was applied to a deity, and to the absolute ruler

of a non-free people ;
in Byzantine times it was used

of the Emperor, and, as representing Lat. magister,
in various official titles, also as a form of address

( domine my lord) to the emperor, to bishops, and

especially to patriarchs ; from the time of Alexius
Comnenus it was the formal title of princes of the

imperial house ; in the sense 'lord' or 'prince', it

was borne, after the Turkish conquest, by the petty
Christian rulers of dependent or tributary provinces,
as the despots of the Morea or of Servia (

= Servian

liospoJar). It was in this later application that the
word was first known in the Western languages.
(In modern Greek, SecjTrdrrjs is the ordinary appellation of

a bishop.)

1562 J. SHUTE Cambinfs Turk. Wars (tr. from Italian)
20 Thomas Paleologo. .abstained from that title, .and con-
tented himselfe with the only title of the Dispotto ofMorea.
1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholay's I 'oy. in. ii. 71 b, Taken
awaye from his father John Castriot Despot of Servia. 1588
GREENE Perimedes n The Despot of Decapolis and his

]

wife .. lost their way. 1603 KNOLLES Hist. Turks (1638) 112
jHe was both by the Patriarch and the yong Emperor

honored with the title of the Despot, another step vnto the
[

Empire. 1614 SELDEN Titles Hon. 122 The Despot was the
heire or successor apparant of the Constantinopolitan Empire
{vnderstand, of the times since Alexius Comnenus, though
before him it were a generall name, as Afy Lord\ 1656
BLOUNT Glossogr., Among the ancient Greeks, he that was
next to the Emperor, was, by a general name, called

Despotes. 1755 JOHNSON, Despot, an absolute prince ; one
that governs with unlimited authority. This word is not in

use, except as applied to some Dacian prince ;
as the despot

of Servia. 1788 GIBBON Decl. fy F. liii. V. 485 To their
favourite sons or brothers, they imparted the more lofty
appellation of Lord or Despot, which was illustrated with
new ornaments and prerogatives, and placed immediately
after the person of the emperor himself. 1819 T. HOPE
Atiastasius (1820* II. x. 203 (Stanf.), I am bearer of letters
to the despots [bishops of the Greek Church] and proestis
of our different islands.

2. After ancient Greek use : An absolute ruler of
a country; hence, by extension, any ruler who go-
verns absolutely or tyrannically ; any person who
exercises tyrannical authority; a tyrant, an op-
pressor.
(The modern use, which is usually hostile, according to

Mason, quoted by Todd,came into prominence at the period
of the French Revolution : 'the French revolutionists have
been very liberal in conferring this title '. I

[1611 COTGR., Despote, & Despote ; the chiefe or soueraigne
Lord of a Countrey. 1755 (see sense i).] 1781 COWPER
Expost. 370 Hast thou . . returned . . A despot big with
power obtained by wealth? 1784 Task\. 311 But is it

fit . . that a man .. Should be a despot absolute, and boast
Himself the only freeman of his land ? 1795 SOUTHEY Joan
ofA re x. 444 When pouring o'er his legion slaves on Greece,The eastern despot bridged the Hellespont. 1795-6 BURKE
Regie. Peace iv. Wks. IX. 104 The friends of Jacobins are no
onger despots ; the betrayers of the common cause are no
longer traitors! 1841 W. SPAI.DING Italy $ It. Isl. II. 181
Which coincided in date with several other plots against
Italian despots. 1841 ELPHINSTONE Hist. hid. II. 159 The
intercourse between those princes was highly characteristi
of Asiatic despots. 1841-4 EMERSON Ess., Compensatio

DESPOTISM.

1857 HUGHES Tom Brmvn Pref. (1871) 12 Which divides

boys into despots and slaves. 1871 MOKLKY Voltaire (1886)
82 Voltaire .. never rose above the simple political concep-
tion of an eastern tale, a good-tempered despot with a sage
vizier.

3. Comb.
1846 C. G. PROWF.TT Prometh, Bound'34 Is not our despot-

lord In all things framed to violence?

Despotat (de'sp^ts*). Also -ate. [a. F. des-

potaty ad. med.L. type *despotatis : see DESPOT and

-ATE.] The dominion of a Greek despot under the

Turks; a principality.
1866 FELTON Anc. $ Mod. Gr. I. in. 312 There was the

despotat of Epirus.
*

1883 Jrnl. Hellenic Stitd. Oct. 2
A semi-independent despotat of Epirus continued to exist
for more tlian a hundred years after that time.

t Despotee*. Obs. [cf. OF. despotce court of a

despot, despotic lordship, despotat; cf. Gr. Stairo-

rtia lordship, despotism.] =prec.
1656 EARL MONM. Advt.fr. Parnass. 361 In the Grecian

Empire, whose division into several despotees.,did. .throw
open the gates to me.

Despotic ^*ksp^tik\ a. Also 7 despotique,
8 despot ick. [a. F. despotique (Oresme, i4th c.) f

ad. Gr, fifffirortKos, f. SfffTruriys DESPOT : see -ic.]

Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of a despot, or

despotism ; arbitrary, tyrannical.
1650 HOBBES De Corp. Pol. 58 From whence proceedeth

Dominion, Paternall, and Despotique. 1720 GAY J'oents

(1745) II. 31 Where guardian laws despotic power restrain.

1751 JOHNSON Ranibler No. 142 F 10 Bluster has therefore
a despotick authority in many families. 1825 LAMB Elia
Ser. n. Convalescent, He lay and acted his despotic fancies.

1844 EMERSON Lect., Yng. Amer. Wks. (Bohn) II. 298 The
patriarchal form of government readily becomes despotic.
1856 GROTE Greece 11. xciv. (1869) XII. lowarg., Hebe-
comes Asiatized and despotic, a 1863 AUSTIN Jnrispr. (ed.

4) I. 283 The epithet free importing praise, and the epithet
despotic importing blame, they who distinguish govern-
ments into free and despotic suppose that the first are better
than the second.

Hence Despo'ticly adv. = DESPOTICALLY.
169. Ad Popitlnm Phalerae i. 13 That Noah's Heirs

despoticly might rule.

I Despo'tical, a Obs. Also 8 -all.
[f. as

prec. -f -AL.] --^ DESPOTIC.
1608 D. T. Ess. Pol. <$ Mor. 68 FreeM themselves whollie

from that Despotical kind of government. 1641 MILTON
Reform, n. (1851) 53 Under the despoticall rule of the
Monarch. 1690 LOCKE Gwt. n. xv. 172 Despotical Power
is an absolute, arbitrary Power one Man has over another.

1776 ADAM SMITH W. N. \\. ii. (1869) I. 326 Of the most
free as well as of the most despotical [governments]. 1839
J. ROGERS Antipopopr. iv. iii. 183 Despotical speaking and
acting of the clergy.

Despotically (desp^-tikali), adv.
[f. prec. +

-LY *.] In a despotic manner
;

with absolute

power.
1681 Whole Duty Nations 53 Despotically to command,

or compel, is not of'the nature of'True Christian. . Religion.
1763 BLACKSTONE Comm. I. 234 A monarchy absolutely and
despotically regal. 1814 SCOTT Wav. xix, The great man of
his neighbourhood . . ruling despotically over a small clan.
1860 Sat. Rev. IX. 137/2 In despotically governed mon-
archies.

tDespp'ticalness. Obs. [f. as prec. + -NESS.]
The quality of being despotic ; despotic mode of

action ; despotism.

the Grand Seigniors of the Republick. 1698 R. FERGUSSON
View Eccles. 106 Tools of Despoticalness or Democratical

Demagogues in Politicks.

Despotism (de-sp^tiz'm). [a. F. despotisme
(Diet. Acad. 1740) : see DESPOT and -ISM.]
1. The rule of a despot ; despotic government ;

the exercise of absolute authority.
17*7-51 CHAMBERS CycL, Despotism, despotic government.

1756 BURKE Vind. Nat. Soc. Wks. I. 36 The simplest form
of government is despotism, where all the inferior orbs of

power are moved merely by the will of the Supreme. 1817
BENTHAM Swear not at alt Wks. 1843 V. 222 Next to the
evils of anarchy, are the evils of despotism. 1857 TOULM.
SMITH Parish 364 The worst form of despotism is the silent

enslaving of a nation by Functionarism and Bureaucracy.
a i86a BUCKLE Chnliz. (1873) III. iv. 192 These very circum-

stances, which guarded the people against political despotism
exposed them all the more to ecclesiastical despotism. 1869
RAWLINSON Anc. Mon., Hist. 22 Despotism is the simplest,

coarsest, and rudest of all the forms of civil government.
1871 MORLEY Voltaire (1886) 29 In France the first effective

enemy of the principles of despotism was Voltaire.

2. A political system under the control ofa despot ;

a despotic state; an arbitrary government.
1856 SIR B. BRODIE Psychol. Ing. I. v. 205 It is. .dangerous

suddenly to change a despotism for a free constitution. 1867
FREEMAN Norm. Conq. 11876) I. v. 297 A free country has

greater difficulty than a despotism in the mere setting
about of a war. 1879 FROUDE Cxsarxx. 347 They saw that

a civil war could end only in a despotism. 1881 JOWETT
Thncyd. I. 190 Your empire is a despotism exercised over

unwilling subjects.

3. Jig. Absolute power or control
; rigid re-

straint.

1797 GODWIN Enquirer i. vii. 60 All education is despotism.

1807 8 W. IRVING Salmag. xi. (1860) 243 With what - . des-

potism do empty names and ideal phantoms exercise their

dominion over the human "mind ! 1836 EMERSON Nat. t

Idealism Wks. (Bohni II. 160 The first effort of thought
tends to relax this despotism ofthe senses. 1859 MILL Liberty
ii. 63 An old mental despotism had been thrown off.



DESPOTIST.

De'Spotist. [f. as prec. 4- -IST.] An advocate

or supporter of despotism.
1857 MN'.si.KY I. iff. $ Lt-n. (1879) II. 66 And I must

her. -me as thorough a despotist and imi*:ri;ilist as Strafford

himwlf. 1863 K. WARD Captiv. Poland \. 129 Mr. Cariyle

. .a pliil potist.

Despotize .dc-sp/tsiz), v. [f.
as prec. + -IZE;

in moil.F. t/t's/w/iser 'Uttrc).] intr* To act the

part of a despot ; to rule as a despot.

*799 < '''"'''" '" '""
J^'X"-

3^ Dcspotj/ing over those

iMii'-ns which will not submit. 1809 G>u .UN '<;K rWrw/(x866)
i j/ril in all the pomp ofpatriotism. i876MozLKY

s>>-w. i. ifi Kin ;sand Emperors., anxious to despotic
over their brethren.

Despoto'cracy. nonce-wd. [-CBACY.] Govern-

ment by n despot ; the lule of a despot.
a 1860 T. PARKER f/'&r. V. 363 (D.) Despotocracy. the

\\or-,t institution of t lie middle nges . . came over the water.

f Despotomaniac. nonce-wd. [See -MANIA.]
One who has .1 mania in favour of despots ; attrib.

having such a mania.

1815 Blarkw. Mug. XVIII. 690 We value liberty too highly
to cram it like a nauseous potion down the throat of any

to-maniac patient.

t Despotrsage. Obs. [f. DESPODSEV.+ -AGE:

cf. cspousage, spousage.] lietrothal ; espousal.
^1587 FOXF. A. fy M. (1596) 103/2 Ethelbert King of the

flutes, .went, .to King Offa for despousage of Athilrid

his daughter.

fDespOtl'Se, v. Obs. [ad. L. desponsdre to

betroth (see DKSFONSATS), on the model of spouse
: OK. tsposer: L. sponsare.] tram. To promise
in marriage, to betroth ; to give or take in marriage,
to marry; - EHPOUSE v. I, a. Alsoyf^.
1387

TREVISA Iligden (Rolls) VII. 203 Ly wi> me, for to

day pow despousedest and weddest me. c 1440 CAPGRAVE

Life St. Kath. in. 1028 She desireth |>at Jxni shall now
wyth a ryng Despouse hir to thi-self for euere-more. 1516
/ V/V- Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 187, I haue despoused you to

a noble man. 1543 Nfcess. Doctr. in Formul. I''aitk B iij,

A virgin, which was despoused or ensured to a man, whose
name was Joseph. 1609 HiBLE(Douay) i Mace. x. 56 Meete
me at Ptolemais, that. . I may despouse her to thee.

1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 3 Whan he de-

'p'>u>ed theyr soules in fayth & ledde them in hope out of

Itj
\pt.

Llence Despou'sed ///. a., Despoirsing vbl, fb
;

also Despou'ser, one who gives in marriage.
1609 BIBLE (Douay) Seng. Sol. iii. n In the day of his

despousing. 1635 HEYWOOD Hierarch. v. 308 Chastitie the

Contract, Vertue the Despouser.

Despoyl(e, -poyly, -puile, obs. ff. DESPOIL.

Despraise, Despread, Desprise : see DIS-.

Despxvmate, ///. a. [ad. L. dcspumat-us pa.

pplc. of despitmare : see next.]

1883 Syd. Stic. Lex., Desfiumat?, freed from froth and im-

purities; clarified; purified.

Despuiuate (d/spi/7'm^t, de'spiwnw't), v, [f.

L. dcsprimat-, ppl. stem of despnmare to skim, f.

DE- I. a + spunia foam, froth, scum, spumare to

froth.]

1. trans. To skim ; to free (a liquid) of the scum,
froth, or other impure part ;

to clarify by removing
the scum.

1641 FRENCH Distill, iv. (1651) 95 Take of Honey well

despumatod as much as you please. 17x8 QUIKCY Contpl.

Di$p. 34 The Honey is order'd to be clarify'd or despu-
mated. 1756 P. BROWNE Jamaica 112 Used among the
French to despumate and granulate their sugars. 1757
WALKER in Phil. Trans. L. 128 When it was despumated,
a new cremor always succeeded.

2. intr. (for reft.) To throw off its froth or scum ;

to become clarified by this process.

1735 CHEVNI: /:"? Malady 30* (L-> That discharge ..will

help it the sooner and faster to despumate and purify. 1883
in Syd. Soc. Lex.

3. trans. To throw off as froth.

1733 CHEVNK Eng. Malady 360 (L.) They were thrown
on and de&pumated upon the larger emunctory and open
glands.

Hence Despumated///. a.

1661 LOVELL Hist. Anim. <$ Min. 83 The sanies of it rested,
with despumated Honey, helps the Glaucoma. 1883 Syd.
Soc. Lex., Desptunated honey.

Despnnia'tion. [ad. L. dcspumation-em^ n.

of action from d?spumart \ see prec. In F. despu-
ination (1616 in Hatzf.).]
1. The removal of froth or scum from a liquid ;

the condition of being freed from scum ;
clari-

fication.

1611 WOODALL Surg. Mate Wks. (1653) 270 Despumation
is when spume or froth floating on the top, is taken away
with a spoon, feather, or by eolation. 1710 T. FULLER
I'h^nn. E. i-temp, 215 Honey, .boil'd to a perfect Despuma-
tii'n. 1883 in Sj't/. Sfc, f.i'.v.

2. The expulsion of impure matter from the fluids

of the body ;
the matter thus despumated.

1684 tr. lionet's Merc, Comfit, vi. 164 By . . Despumation
I would have nothing else understood, than the Expulsion
or Separation of the febrile matter now brought under and
as it were conquered. 1733 CHEVNK Ettg. Malady \\. v. 8

(1734) 164 The.. Glands become loaded with the Despuma-
ttoo of the whole Habit. 1801 PALEV Nat. Tkeol. xxvi,
The tluids of the body appear to possess a power of separat-
iiiK and (spelling any noxious substance which may have
mixed itself with them. This they do, in eruptive fevers, by
a kind.of despumati<m, a Sydrnham call' it. i8oa BEDDOFS
Hygein viii. 158.
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3. //. Skimmings, scum, froth, foam.

1669 Addr. Yng. Gentry AV<'. 51 Here you sec another
Cythcrea born cut of the despumations of our seas of wine.

i Despunie 'd/spi-m , v. Obs. [ad. \..despft-
mare (see DESPUMATE), or a. F. despumer ( 1 6th c.).]

1. trans. To skim; to clear of froth or scum.
c 1400 Latifranc's Cirttrg. oo Of hony despumed [v. r. di-

spumed) oz. iiij. c 1553 in Hartlib Legacy (1655) 232 Take
your Alewort. .and into it put of good Honey despumed. .

pound and a half,

the scum of a thing.
Let the tryall be made

spume It. 1743 Lond. fy Country llrew. n. (ed. 2} 146 Salting
the Water, and despuming as fast as it appears.
2. intr. Of a liquid : To cast up a scum or froth.

1613 R. CAWDREV Table Alph. (ed. 3), Dtsfttmtt fome, or

cast vp a scumme.
Hence Despumed ppl. a.

1601 HOLLAND Pliny xxu. xxiv, Made . . of despumed and
clarified hony.

Despute, obs. var. of DISPUTE.

Despyne inperke despyne : see PORCUPINE.

Desquamate (de-skwam/t^ v.
[f.

L. desqita-
mdt- t ppl. stem oldtsquamare (trans.) to remove the

scales from, to scale, f. DE- I. 2 4 sqnama scale ^of
a fish, reptile, etc.).]

fl. trans. To take the scales off, clear from

scales, peelings, or loose cuticle ; to scale, peel.

1740 DVCHE & PARDON Desquamate, to scrape off the fins

from fish ; and in Surgeryt
to scale off the corrupt or shat-

tered part
of bones.

2. intr. To come off in the form of scales; to

scale off, exfoliate,
*

peel
1
.

18x8 COMBE Const, Matt iii. (1835) 99 As anatomists call it,

desquamating ; by which they mean, that the cuticle., comes
off in squama? or scales. 1878 T. BRYANT Pract. Surg. I.

53 The cuticle always desquamates.
Hence De'squamated ///. a., scaled off

;
freed

from scales or cuticle, peeled.
1717 BAILEY vol. II, Desquamated^ scaled, having the

Scales taken off. 1845-6 G. E. DAY tr. Simon** A nun.
Chew, II. 107 Piutti removed all the desquamated cuticle.

1884 BOWER & SCOTT DC Bary's Fhaner. 556 They traverse
and support each desquamated zone surrounding the peri-

phery of the stem.

Descpiamatioii .deskwamr'JanV [noun of

action from prec.: see -ATION. (In French, in

Diet. Tre"voux
f 1752).]

1. The removal of scales or of any scaly crust.

17*1 BAILKY, Desquamation (in Surgery) is a scaling of

foul bones. 1787-51 CHAMBERS Cycl., Desguatnation^ the

act of slaking or scaling carious Bones. 1755 in JOHXSON.
2. A coming off in scales or scaly patches; esp.

that of the epidermis, as the result of certain

diseases; exfoliation, 'peeling
1

.

i7J5 HOXHAM in Phil. Trans. XXXIII. 389 The De-

squammation was very slow, the black Crusts adhering
several Days. 1805 W. SACNDKRS Min. Waters 105 Obsti-

nate cases of dry desquamations. 1813 J. THOMSON Lect.

htflam. 147 Exfoliation or desquamation of the internal

membrane. 1839 MUKCHISON Sifur. Syst. i. xxxix. 540
Granite is so prone to desquamation, that nearly all granitic
chains are topped with rounded masses, which, though
really in situ, have often the appearance of being bowlders.

1880 BEALE Slight A tint. 28 The desquamation and falling

off of a good deal of epithelium. 1888 Times 14 Apr. n
Another child, .was in the stage of desquamation.
attrib. 1883 QLAIN Diet. Med. s. v. Scarlet j-'cver, The

desquamation-period . . is also spoken of as occupying the

second week.

3. That which is cast off in scales.

1565-73 COOPER Thesaurus, Aposirmata Phisitions call De~

squamations. 1755 JOHNSON, A'//, the red desquamation
of old iron.

Desqua'niative (d/skwse'mativ), a.
[f. L.

dfsqttamat- ,see above) -t- -IVE.] Tending to or

characterized by desquamation, as in desquamative

nephritis, pneumonia, etc.

1847 DR. G. JOHNSON in Mcdico-Chirurg. Trans. XXX.
170To the form of renal disease here described as occurring
in connection with scarlatina I propose to give the name of

acute desqnamativc nephritis. 1876 tr. Wagners Gen.

Pathol, 285 Cheesy pneumonia, .proceeds .. from true dc-

squamative pneumonia.

Desqua'matory, <* & sb.
[f.

as prec. + -DRY.]
A. adj. Of or pertaining to desquamation.

1634 T. JOHNSON Party's Chirurg. x. v. (1678) 231 This
shall be done with a scaling or Desquamatory Trepan.

183^ PLUMBE Dis. Skin (L.), The desquamatory stage now
begins.

B. sb. A desquamatory trepan.
1668 R. L'EsTRANGE I'is. Qufv. (1708) 28 In the tail of

these, came the Surgeons, laden with Pincers, Crane-bills,

Catheters, Desquamatories. 1883 Syd. Soc, Lex.^ Desqna-
matoryt an old form of trephine for removing exfoliations

from bones.

t Desq.ua*me, v. Obs~ [ad. L. desquamd-re
(see DESQUAMATE).] trans. = DESQUAMATE i.

1613 COCKERAM, Dtsquatnt, to scale a fish. 1731 BAILEY,

Dt'st/uafHt, to take off, or scrape off Scales.

Desray, obs. form of DEBAY.

t Bess, J*. 1 Obs. Also dease. [a. OF. deis,

dais, DAIS.] 1. Obs. form of DAIS.
2. A desk.

155* HULOET, Desse or lecturnc to lay a boke on, OW^MHJ.
1596 SPENSER F. Q. iv. x. 50 A bevie of fayre damzels

..Wayting when as the Antheme should be sung on hye.
The first of them did seeme of ryper yeares . . And nejct to

her sate goodly Shamefastnesse, Ne ever durst her eyes

DESSERT.

from ground upreare, Ne ever once did looke up from her
,

, .

Dess (<les), s/>* .SV. and north, dial. Also daaa.

[Of doubtful origin : cf. Iccl. des in hey-des hay-
rick ; but the sense '

layer* suggests that the wor<l

is identical with prec. (OF. aeis, dais raised plat-
form or floor.)]
1. A stratum, a layer.
1674-91 RAY N. C. Words 130 First they take the mine

picked from the Desse or ROCK. 1795 Statist. Ace. .Stir-

lings. XV. 327 (Jam.) Then 15 strata of muirsione rise above
each other to the summit of the Fells . , in the face of the

braes, they go by the name of ttasses or gerrockt. 1818 HOGG
Brownie ofB. II. 61

j
Jam.) They soon reached a little da-*-

in the middle of the linn, or what an Englishman would call

a small landing-place. 1876 ROUINSOM H'kitly Glass., Deis,
a layer of piled substances ; a course in a building.

' Laid
up in desses ', laid tier upon tier. 1891 ATKINSON Moorland
Parish 55 He'd getten a haill de*s o' shafts . . and was rife

for another dess.

2. See quots. ^

1788 MARSHALL Provincialisms of E. Yorksh. in Rural
Economy (E. D. S.\ Dtss, a cut of hay. 1875 Lancask.
Gloss., Dess (Fylde distr.i, a pile, applied to straw. 1878
Cumbrld. Gloss., Dess, a pile, a heap ; a truss of hay.

Dess, v. north, dial.
[f.

DESS
j/>.*]

1. trans. To arrange in a layer or layers ; to

pile up in layers.
1641 BEST farm. Bks. (Surtees) 139 The usuall way for

dessinge of strawe. 1674-91 RAY N. C. Words 20 Desse,
to lay close together: to desse Wool, Straw, &c. 1787
GROSE Prov. Gloss., Desse, . . in Cumb., to put in order. 1788
MARSHALL Provincialisms ofE. Yorksh., Dess up, to pile

up neatly. 1851 Cumbrld. Gloss., Dess, to lay carefully

together. 1855 ROBINSON Whitby Gloss.,Dcssduf, piled up.

2. To cut (a section of hay) from a stack.

1787 GROSE Prov. Gloss. 1847-78 in HALLIWELL.

8. intr. To work in a stratum or strata ; to hew out

particular strata or layers from the face of a

cliff.

1876 ROBINSON Whitby Gloss, s.v., 'They're dessing for jet ',

i. e. hacking it out of the layers or desses, when it occurs. .

on the face of the cliff. i8Ba Good Cheer 61 You knew he
was getting jet, dessing in Helabeck Bight yonder.

De'ssably, adv. north. Jial. [Cf. DESSANTLY.]
1674-91 RAY -V. C. Words, Dessably, constantly. 1855

ROBINSON Whitby (tftrss., Dt-ssaftly, orderly in point of

arrangement.

Dessait, -ate, -ayte, obs. ff. DECEIT.

t De'SSantly, aiiv. Oh. rare. [Etymol. un-

certain
;

cf. DKSH v., DESSEI.Y.] Continuously.
c 1400 Beryti 790 In whose tyme sikirlich, be vii. sagis

were In Rome dwelling dessantly. IHit. 1563 Fforthre dayis

dessantly be dcrknes a-mong hem was.

Dessaue, -ayfe, -ayue, obs. ff. DECEIVE.

Dessayse, -seize, obs. ft". DISEASE, DISSI:I/K.

Desse, var. of DESS sl>. 1

Dessece, -eit, obs. ff. DECEASE, DECEIT.

t Dessely, atlv. Obs. Also-lio, -li. [Cf. DESS

v., DESSABLY.] Continuously.
a 1300 Cursor M. 11406 (Colt.) Did bam in a montain dern

Desselic to wait be stern, ll'id. 17719 (Colt.) Desseli to god
iraiand, Wit sacrifijs and wit offrand. Ibid. ioo33(Cott.)
'.ii . . desseli bath late ami are War tentand to be apostels
lare. Ibid. 26881 (Cott.) Als if he desseli did ill.

Dessende, -ente, obs. ff. DESCEND, DESCENT.

Dessert (<U''z5ut . Also 7-8 desert, 8 des-,
ditart. [a. F. dessert , Estienne 1539)

' removal of

the dishes, dessert ',
f. desservir to remove what has

been served, to clear (the table), f. Jts-, L. tfis- +
scrvir to serve.]

1. A course of fruit, sweetmeats, etc. served after

a dinner or supper ;

' the last course at an enter-

tainment' (J.).
1600 W,VAUGHAN Direct, Health ( 1633) n. ix. 54 Such eating,

which the French call tlesert, isunnaturall. t666 PEI-YS Diary
1 2 July, The dessert coining, with roses upon it

(
the Duchesse

hid him try. 1708 W. KING Cookery 261 1"is the dessert

that graces all the feast. 1739 R. BULL tr. Dedekindus'
GrobioHus 96 If the (iuests may pocket the Desart. 1834
1 .YTTON Potnpeii iv. iii. The dessert or last course was already
on the table. 1846 J. BAXTER Litr. Pratt. Agric. (ed. 4)

II. 69 The Medlar . . when in a state of incipient decay is

employed for the dessert. 1875 JOWKTT 1'lato led. a) III.

696 Pleasant kinds ofdessert, with which we amuse ourselves

after dinner.

b.
' In the United States often used to include

pies, puddings, and other sweet dishes' {Cent. 7>iV/.\

1848-60 in BARTLETT Diet. Anter. 1887 .SYr/VWr'j .)/*.

(Farmer\ The pastry-cook [in Paris] is very useful. He
supplies.. such dessert (I use the word in the American

sense) as an ordinary cook could not be expected to make'.

2. attrib. and Comb. Dessert-knife, -plate,

-spoon, etc., those used for the dessert ; a dessert-

spoon is intermediate in size between a table-spoon
and a tea-spoon; dessert-service, the dishes,

plates, and other requisites nsed in serving
dessert.

1773 DOUGLASS in Phil. Traits. LXIII. 294 It is a common
desert wine. 1860 All I'car Round No. 40. 564 An eye

as

large as a dessert-plate. 1861 DF.LAMER Kitch.Gard. 144
Dessert applesand kitchen apples can hardlybe distinguished.

1870 RAMSAY Remix. vi.(ed. 18) 103 The servant, .put down
. . a dessert-spoon. 1875 Farn. Hfraki 1 3 Nov. 30/2 Take
..one dessertspoonful of allspice.

Desseyse, -eyt, -eyue, obs. ff. DECEASE, D-
CKIT. DECKTVF.

88*
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DESSIATINE.

II Dessiatiiie, desyatin (de-syatm). Also

dessatine, desaetine, dessjaetine. [ad. Russ.

atina lit.
'

tenth, tithe'.] A Russian

superficial measure of 2400 sq. sazhens.

*799 w - TOOKE View Russian Einp. II. 345 A desaetine

and a half of land was bought, with the boors upon it. 1814
W. BROWN Hist. I'ropag. Cltr. II. 542 A dessatine contains

117,600 English sq. feet. 1889 tr. Tolstoi's Anna. Karenina
166 Instead of sowing down twenty-four desyatins, they
had only planted six. 1893 Times 3 Mar. 3/3 Some 15,761
dessiatines of grain-growing land, or . . over 40,000 acres.

(A
'

dessiatine
'

being about 2$ acres.)

Destai'n, v. Archaic variant of DISTAIN.

Destance, obs. f. DISTANCE, variance, disagree-
ment.

Destane, -anye, -ayne, obs. ff. DESTINE,
DESTINY.

t Desta'te, v. Obs. [f.
DE- II. 2 + STATE

st>.~\

trans. To divest of state or grandeur.
16 . . T. ADAMS Wks. (1861) I. 430 (D.) The king of eternal

glory, to the world's eye destating himself . . was cast down
for us that we might rise up by him.

Deste, obs. pa. t. of DASH v.

c 1320 Sir Tristr. 2396 Ouer be bregge he deste.

Destemper, obs. form of DISTEMPER.

Desten(e, -nie, obs. ff. DESTINE, DESTINY.

t De'Ster. Obs. rare. [a. OF. desire right hand
: L. dextra.'] The right hand.
a 1300 Body ff Soul 35 (Matz.) Thi proude palefreys and thi

stedes that thou? haddest in dester [OF. en desire] leddes.

f Desternute, v. Obs. ran-", [f. L. de, DE-
I. 3 + sternuere, sternut-, or sterniitare, to sneeze.]
So Desternvrtament.
1623 COCKERAM ii, To sneeze, Desternute. A sneezing,

Destemutainent.

f Deste-rt, v. Obs. rare-". [cf.'L.destertc'relo
cease snoring.]
1623 COCKERAM, Desterting, snorting.

Destestable, obs. var. of DETESTABLE.

Desteyne, -nye, obs. ff. DISTAIN, DESTINE,
DESTINY.

tDe'sticate, v- Ola. rare-", [f. ppl. stem
of L. desticare to squeak as a shrew-mouse.]
1623 COCKERAM, Desticate. to cry like a rat.

Hence Destica tion, (rare) squeaking.
1820 Sporting Jfa-g- VII. 119 It was the dedication of

a mouse, who. -had got himself an unwelcome visitor in the

cage of my favourite maypye.
Destill, -ation, obs. ff. DISTIL, DISTILLATION.

t De'Stiii, destine, sb. Obs. [a. F. deslin

masc. =
It., Sp., Pg. destine, or OF. destine fern.

destiny, f. desliner to DESTINE.] = DESTINY sb.

1575 CHURCHYARD Chippes (1817) 211 Makes an ende,
as destine hath assignde. 1590 1 . WATSON Death Sir F.

Walsingham, Poems (Arb.) 151 By Destins fatall knife Sweet
Melibceus is depriu'd of life. 1599 MARSTON Sec. Vill. n.

viii. 211 The Destin's adamantine band. 1616 DRUMM. OF
HAWTH. Song Poems 14 This hold to brave the skies the
Destines framed. Statue of Adonis, She sighed, and
said :

' What power breaks Destine's law i

'

t De'Stinable, a. Obs. [a. OF. destinable

fatal, f. desliner to DESTINE : see -ABLE.

(Occurs once in MSS. of Chaucer's Boethius, but in i6th
c. edd. is substituted five times for DESTINAL of the MS.)]
Of, pertaining to, or fixed by destiny ; fated, fatal.

Hence De'StinablyOi/z^in printed edd.ofChaucerX
c 1374 CHAUCER Roeth. iv. pr. yi. (Skeat)l. 251 He chaseth

out al yvel fro the boundes of his comunalitee by the order
of necessitee destinable. 1530 PALSGR. 310/1 Destynable,
apoynted to be ones destenye, destinable. 1550-61 Chau-
cer's Boeth. iv. pr. vi. 219 b/2 (Sk.l. 70) The destinable [MS.
destinal] ordinaunce is wouen and accomplished. Ibid.

(Sk. 1. 56), The order destinably [MS. destinal] proceedeth of
the simplicitie of purveighaunce.

t De'stinacy. Obs.
[f. L. destinat-us, desti-

ndt-io : see -ACY.] Destination, appointment.
1490 CAXTON Eneydos xix. 70 The successyon is unto hym

due of ryghte heredy talle and by veraye destynacy after my
deth.

t Destinal, a. Obs.
[f. DESTIN sb. or F.

deslin + -AL.] Of, pertaining to, or according to

destiny or fate.

streineth the movinges of the corages of men? [And three
other examples.]
(In the i6th c. printed edd. altered to DESTINABLE.)
Destina-rian. nonce-wit,

[f. DESTINE v., after

predestinarian."] A believer in destiny.
1838 Ne^o Monthly Mag. LI I. 52 They seem to be desti-

nanans to have a dull apprehension that everything moves
on in its preordained course.

t De'stinate, ppl- a. (si.) Obs. or arch. [ad.
L. deslinat-as, pa. pple. of destinare to DESTINE.]
1. Fated, ordained; = DESTINED i. a. zspple.a 1400-50 Alexander 692 So was me destinate [A shin. MS.

destaned] to dy. 1480 CAXTON Chron. Eng. ccxxxii, That
northeren winde that is ever ready and destynat to all evel.
1561 T. NORTON Calvin's Inst. ill. 315 They are destinate
to destruction. n6n CHAPMAN Iliad xxiv. 468 The Gods
have destinate That wretched mortals must live sad. 1634
HABINGTON Castara (Arb.) 107 A small flye By a fooles
finger destinate to dye.

b. as adj.
1605 Load. Prodigal i.

i, That a bad conscience may
bring him to his destinate repentance, a 1659 Bp. MORTON

258

Episc. Asserted 99 (T.) Walo Messalinus, a destinate adver-

sary to episcopacy.
2. Set apart for a particular purpose ; ordained ;

intended ;
= DESTINED 2. a. as fa. pple.

i6ioW. FOLKINGHAM^ of Survey i. xi. 38 Dry stony

layers are destinate to white Saxifrage, Bugle, Lauender.

1671 F. PHILLIPS R eg. Necess. 199 Admitted into an Inns of

Court, heretofore only destinate and appropriate to the sons

of Nobility.

b. as adj.

1583 STANYHURST Aeneis n. (Arb.) 63 See that you doe

folow youre moothers destinat order, a 1619 FOTHERDY
Atheom. \. Pref (1622) 8 The destinate end, and scope of

this worke. 1660 GAUDEN God's Gt. Denwnstr. 35 Wilful

murther and destinate villany.

B. sb. That which is destined ;
a fated or ap-

pointed event, etc.

1675 R. BURTHOGGE Causa Dei 153 Destinates are said to

be in vain, if either they are insufficiently, or not at all,

referred to their Ends.

Destinate (de'stin't\ v. Now rare. [f. L.

destinat-, ppl. stem of destinare : see DESTINE v.]

1. trans. To ordain, appoint : = DESTINE v. i.

1490 CAXTON Eneydos xiii. 47 To doo sacrefyces destynated
vnto the noble goddesse Ceres. 1586 FERNE Blaz. Gentrie

94 Vsurping that facultye and vocation at the first destinated

as peculiar to gentlemen. 1638 BAKEK tr. Balzac's Lett. i.

(1654) 7 You are destinated to fill the place of that Cardinal.

1712 LD. KING Primitive Church n. 5 He that read the

Scriptures, was particularly destinated to this office, c 1870

J. G. MURPHY Comm. Lev. i. 4 Laying the hand on is the

solemn act of designating or destinating to a certain purpose.

\ b. To doom, sentence (to a punishment) ;
to

ordain or appoint (a punishment) to be inflicted.

1579 FENTON Guicciard. v. (1618)211 Destinated to a more

slow, but to a greater punishment. 161 1 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit.

vin. i. (1632) 393 Whom the Priest by casting of lots had
destinated to death. 1621 G. SANDYS Oyitfs Met. xm. (1626)

269 | She] Still Queen-like, destinates his punishment. 1652
L. S. People's Liberty x. 24 To preserve their Bishop Euse-
bius from banishment, to which Valens their Emperour had
destinated him.

2. To appoint or predetermine in the way of fate

or of a divine decree ; pass, to be divinely appointed
or fated ;

= DESTINE v. 2.

1548 UDALL, etc. Erasin. Par. Matt. i. (R.) That name
that God.. did destinate and appoynt vnto hym, before the

creation of the worlde. a 16x7 BAYNE On Ephes. (1658) 156
Christ is a head of those only whom God hath destinated to

convert. 1618 BOLTON Florus IV. i. 260 The man. .to whom
soveraignty was destinated in Sibylls verses. 1651 WITTIE
Primrose's Pop. Err. II. viii. 105 The Turks . . doe not

regard the Pestilence, because they thinke that God hath
destinated to every one his manner of death.

b. To determine the destiny of.

1839 BAILEY Festus viii. (18481 91 It is love which mostly
destmates our life.

3. To devote in intention to a particular purpose
or use ; to intend, design, allot; = DESTINE v. 3.

1555 EDEN Decades 157 Suche as they destinate to eate

they geld. 1615 G. SANDYS Trav. 83 Decking their houses
with branches of cypresse : a tree destinated to the dead.
1621 BURTON Anat. Mel. I. ii. in. xv, We that are bred up
in learning, and destinated by our parents to this end. 1745
tr. Colicmella's Hnsb. n. xviii, Having plowed up. .the place
we have destinated for a meadow. 1826 SOUTHEY Vind.
Eccl. Angl. 303 If they were not destinated to their pro-
fession from childhood.

t b. pass. To be designed by nature. Obs.

1578 BANISTER Hist. Man Vlll. 108 Nature .. prouided for

the safe conduict of this Nerue, since to the midreif it was
destinated. 1635 SWAN Spec. Al. iii. 3 (1643) 53 The night
. . is destinatedor appointed for quiet and sleep. 1660 tr.

Ainyrcilitiis' Treat, cone. Rclig, I. vi. 91 The action of see-

ing, to which the eye is destinated. 1691 RAY CreatioiL

(1714)262 Birds, .being destinated to fly among the branches
of trees. 1743 Lond. $ Country Breiv. I. (ed. 4) B, Our
Mother Earth . . is destinated to the Service of Man in the
Production of Vegetation.
Hence De'Stinating vbl. sb. and ppl. a.

1633 PRYNNE Histrio-Mastix i. ii. (R.), The destinating,
and denoting of vnprofitable . . and vnnecessary inven-
tions. 1652 GAULF. Magastrom. 130 To depend upon the

destinating stars.

Destinated (de-stin^ted), ///. a. arch, or Obs.

[f. prec. vb. -i- -ED 1
.] Appointed, predetermined;

destined, fated : see prec. vb.

1604 R. CAWDREY Table AIM., Destinated, appointed.
1615 CROOKE Body ofMan 216 The destinated corruption of
the matter. (11649 DRUMM. OF HAWTH. Hist. Jas. Ill,
Wks, (1711) 59 The rendevouz and destinated place of

meeting. 1688 BOYLE Final Causes Nat. Things iv. 214
That this . . is the particular destinated use of such a thing.

Destination (destin^'jVm). [ad. L. destina-

tion-em, n. of action from destinare to DESTINE":
cf. F. destination (i 2-1 3th c.) perh. the immediate
source, It. destinazione.]
1. The action of destining, appointing, foreordain-

ing, or setting apart to a particular use, purpose,
or end

; the fact of being destined. (In mod. use
influenced by sense 2.)
1598 FLORIO, Destinatione, destination. 1623 COCKERAM,

Destination, an appointment. 1628 SPENCER Logick 208
The flesh of man and beasts doe differ in their proper being,
and Gods destination. 1755 YOUNG Centaur i. Wks. 1757
IV. 114 It is said, there must be heresies. .And why? There
is .no fatal necessity for them, from God's destination.

DESTINE.

b. transf. The end or purpose for which a

person or thing is destined
;
in quot. 1 749, the pro-

fession or business for which a person is destined.

i6s6 BP. J. HALL Kern. Wks. (1660) II. 258 Relative,
I say, not inherent in themselves but in reference to their

use, and destination. 1749 CHESTERF. Lett. II. ccvii. 293
In your destination you will have frequent occasions to

speak in public. 1755 YOUNG Centaur ii. Wks. 1757 IV.

160 There is not a fly, but has had infinite wisdom concern'd

not only in its structure, but in its destination. 1795 CHRIS-

TIAN in Blackstone's Comm. (1809) IV. 82 Sending intelli-

fence
to the enemy of the destinations and designs of this

ingdom. in order to assist them in their operations against
us . . is high treason. 1876 MOZLEY Univ. Semt. xiii. 235
A destination above the objects, the employments, and the

abilities of this world.

2. spec. The fact of being destined or bound for

a particular place ; hence, short for place of desti-

nation, the place for which a person or thing is

destined ;
the intended end of a journey or course.

^Now the usual sense.)

1787 CANNING Microcosm. No. 32 F 2 That traveller will

arrive sooner at his place of destination. 1797 MRS. RAD-
CLIFFE Italian vi, Anxiety as to the place of her destination.

a 1813 SOUTHEY Nelson I. 199 (L.)
'
It [the fleet] has as

many destinations
'

he [Nelson] said 'as there were coun-

tries'. 1828 WEBSTER, s.v., The ship left her destination
;

but it is more usual to say, the place of her destination.

1832 HT. MARTINEAU Ireland iii. 45 She.. held by his arm
till they arrived at their destination. 1885 Act 48-49 Viet.

c. 60 20 Ships, .whose last port of clearance or port of des-

tination is in any such possession. 1891 Leeds Mercury 27

May 5/1 [He] has at length arrived at nis destination.

3. Sc. Law. a. The nomination, by the will of

the proprietor, of successors to heritable or movable

property in a certain order, b. The series of heirs

succeeding to such property, whether by will or by
the course of law.

1754 ERSKINE Princ. Sc. Law (1809) 130 Subjects origi-

nally moveable become heritable : i. By the proprietor's
destination. Thus, a jewel, or any other moveable subject,

may be provided to the heir. 1861 W. BELL Diet. Law
Scot, s.v., A destination

'

to A. and his heirs of line ', carries

the property to the heir in heritage, exclusive of the heir of

conquest . . A destination to heirs-male excludes females.

1884 Lam Reports 9 App. Cases 325 Destinations in favour

of such third persons, .are presumed to be testamentary and
revocable.

Destinator (de
-

stinitai). rare. [a. L. desti-

ndtor, ngent-n. from destinare to DESTINE.] One
who destines; one who fixes or pronounces a des-

tiny ;
a dealer in destinies.

1579 J. JONES Preserv. Bodie <y Soul \. xli. 94 Detestable

Southsayers, and dissembling destinators. 1610 Bp. WEBBE
Posie Spir. Flowers, Time's Creator and destinator.

Destine (de-stin), v. Forms : 4-5 destayn(e,

4-6 -ten, 5 -tan(e, -teyne, 5-6 -tyne, 6 -tyng,
6- destine, [a. F. destiner (i2th c. in Hatz.-

Darm.l, ad. L. destinare to make fast or firm,

establish, destine, f. DE- I. 3 + *stanare, causal

deriv. of stare to stand.]

1 1. trans. To ordain, appoint (formally or de-

finitely). Obs. (or merged in 3.)
c 1400 Destr. Troy 2673 It was desteynid by dome, & for

due holdyn . . Thay affermyt hit fully. 1613 J. SAIKELD
Treat. Angels 80 [Angels] destined for the perpetuall motion

of the heavens. 1761 HUME Hist. Eng. I. x. 105 His ap-

panage, which the late king had destined him. 1881 DUF-
FIELU Don Quix. I. xxv. 344 This is the place, O ye
heavens ! which I destine and select for bewailing the

misfortune.

2. As the act of the Deity, Fate, or a supernatural

power : To appoint or fix beforehand, to predeter-
mine by an unalterable decree or ordinance. Now
chiefly in pass. : To be divinely appointed or fated ;

often in weakened sense, expressing little more than

the actual issue of events as ascertained by subse-

quent experience, without any definite reference to

their predetermination. (Usually with inf.)
c 1300 [see DESTINING below], a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter

Ixvin. 33 pe boke of life is |>e knawynge of god, in JK
whilke he has destaynd all goed men to be safe, a 1400-

50 Alexander 518 A barne . . bat drijtyn after )>i day has

destaned to regne. c 1489 CAXTON Sonncs of Aynton vn.

176 Yf god destyneth hym, he shall wynne the pryse.

1583 G. BUCKE Commend, verses, Watson's Centnrie oj

Lone, The Starr's, which did at Petrarch's byrthday

Academ. Ore. v. 120 That the destination given to these
:s oy their founders was wise and politic.

endowments 1

ments
; (As if th' were destin'd to miscarry). 1719 YOUNG

Revenge iv. i, Lovers destin'd for each other. 1816 WILSON

City of Plague n. ii. 95 Two such souls Are not by God
destined to live apart. 1856 EMERSON Eng. Traits, Result

Wks. (Bohn) II. 134 Their [the English] speech seems

destined to be the universal language of men. 1870 E.

PEACOCK Ralf Skirl. III. 213 He was, however, not

destined to escape so easily. 1874 GREEN Short Hist. vn.

i. 343 One who was destined to eclipse even the fame of

Colet as a popular preacher.

b. <y.\asi-impers. (passive or active) with in-

direct obj. and infin. (subject).
? a 1400 Morle Arth. 664 If me be destaynede to dye at

Drygbtyns wylle. a 1400-50 A lexander 602 So was me
destaned to dye. Ibid. 4115 pat ober dai be desert bam
destaned to ride.

3. To fix or set apart in intention for a particular

purpose, use, end, course of action, etc. ; to design,

intend, devote, allot. (Most commonly in pass.)
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DESTINED.

, 1530 l.n. lIuiMus Arlh. Lyt. Bryt. (1814)408 Kyn
i;clyfcr ilyd <le.*tyng hym sclfc to come on GOIICI:
I.. ,l I ^it Hector met him fyrst.and. -ouerthrew
liini. IJ4 1 K- Coi'i.AND tiirlyin's Tcrn/>cittykt: zllijh,
Iliiiiny must be medled in all mctlicamaites destined &

-i! in the vlcere of the Thornx. 1658 KYKI.YN />.
<<iiri{. (1675) 227 Some of these beds you must destine to be

wim;; iiinl L;rccn. 1707 Curias, in J/itsl'. .y CrarJ. ji
Tin- liul': Holfl .. toward* the .. Extremity of the IJean, is

i'<l fur the Kntrance of .. aqueous I'arts. 1718 I

M. \V. MONTAJIU /--;. to < Vrji of Bristol 10 Apr., The
aj-artnicut (k-siim;<l for Audiences. 1818 JAS. MILL Brit.
Iiittitj III. ii. 68 The time which was destined for re-

,'ilinv; the parliament. 1822 SCOTT I'lrate xxiii, With
li.iw little security man can reckon upon the days which he
,i ..i in,-, t<j

happinn*. 1844 LINGARD Angla^ax. Ch. (1858)
1 1. \iv. y>2 Tliu ship destined to transport the missionaries.

4. pass. To be dtstined: to be bound {for a
]>:ir-

ticul:ir place) : see DKSTINKD///. a. ab.
1 luice t Do'stining vbl. st>. 06s.
c 1300 A". Alls. 6867 Of God hit was thy destenyng. 1 1440

(,<<.". \ (rt'/. 270 Dede be my destenyng.

Destine, <>l>s. f. DKHTIH, DESTINY.
Destined (de'stiml -.///. a. [f. prec. vb. + -ED '.]

1. Appointed or fixed by fate, or by a divine decree
or purpose; foreordained, predetermined, fated.

(Now often in weakened sense = '

that is (or was)
to be

'

; cf. prec. 2.)

1597 SHAKS. Lmifr'sComfl. 156 But ah, who ever shunn'd
by precedent 'Hie destined ill she must herself assay?
1637 MM. ION L\ii<tas 20 So may some gentle Muse With
lucky words favour my destined urn. 1697 DRYDEN yirr.

'/ I, Before he won the Latian realm, and built the
(U-stin'd town. ^1703 PRIOR Ode Col. G. I'illiers 92 The
infernal judge's dreadful pow'r, From the dark urn shall
throw thy destin'd hour. 1810 SCOTT Lady of L, i. xxiv,
A destined errant knight I come. Announced by prophet
sooth and old. 1887 BOWEN K/rf. sltneiii in. 145 When
this burden of woe to its destined end will be brougnt.

f b. ' Devoted ', doomed. 06s.
a 1711 PRIOR CP, May Heav'n around this destin'd head

The choicest of its curses shed.

2. Fixed in human intention ; intended, designed :

of. prec. 3.
1661 BRAMHALL Jnst 1'ind. iv. 87 Their long destined

;rojcct.
1709 STEELK Tatter No. 58 p i To restore her to

cr destined Husband. 1754 DODSLEY Agric. III. (R.), To
reach the destin'd goal.

b. spec. Fixed or appointed to go to a particular
il.i iiintion; = BOUND ///. n.' 2.

e 1790 WILLOCK Voy. 20 [They] proceed to whatever ship
they are destined. 1853 PHILLIPS A* ivcrs Yorksh. ix. 230
Tlir troops destined for Britain, usually marched through
(l.uil. 1888 /'<i// Mail G. 3 Apr. 13/3 There were some
railway phrases then [1838-9] introduced . . You were asked
the place to which you were 'destined', the place itself

being your 'destination'.

Destines (de :

stinr). jioiue-wd. [see -EE.] The
person for whom something (as a message, etc.) is

destined.

1881 Blackw. Mag. Apr. 472
' Meet me at half-past seven

'

often reaches the destinee as ' Meet me at half.past eleven'.

Deatinee, destinie, obs. forms of DESTINY.

Destinezite ((Iestiiu
7| -Z3it\ Mia. [Named

1881 after M. Dcstinez: see -ITE.] A phosphate
of iron, a variety of diadochite, from Vise in

Belgium.
i88a DANA Min. App. iii. 36.

Destiriist (de-stinist). rare.
[f. DESTINY +

-1ST.] A believer in destiny, a fatalist. So De's-

tiniam, belief in destiny, fatalism. (In mod. Diets.)
1846 WORCESTER, Drstiniit, a believer in destiny ; fatalist.

Fkrcn, Jflnr.

t Destinour. O6s. [a. AFr. destinour, OF.
Jtslinear, ad. L. destinator DESTINATOK.] He
who destines

; the Author of destiny.
< 1400 tr. Kcit-fta Secret. (E.E.T.S.\ Gffot. Lordsch. 65 Men
oghte wyth byse prayers bysek be heghe destynour. .pat he
wille ol>crwyse ordeyne.

Destiny (de-stini), $b. Forms: 4 destine,
-ene(6\ -ane(e, 4-5 destyne, -ynie, -any(e,
4-Ci destonie, -onye, 4-7 -eny, 5 -inee, -ynee,
eyno, -enye, -ayno, disteyne, -yne, 5-6 des-

tyny, -onie, -onye, 6-7 destinie, 6- destiny.
[ME., a. OK. dcstinie (i2th c.in Littrc)

= Pr. desti-

tiaiia, It. dcstiuata, fern. sb. from L. pa. pple. des-

tiiiillus, -a : see -ADE suffix.]
I. As a fact or condition.

1. That which is destined or fated to happen ;

predetermined events collectively ;
= FATE sb. 3 a.

>34O 7 AlisaiiitJtr 1026 Hee shall bee doluen ami tin!

lenie falles. 1:1425 WYNTOUN Croti. vi. xiii. 134 And
MUI ware brokyn Destyne. c 1440 /Vf/A Par: 1

. 120 Des-
teyne, or happe . . fatum. 1717 tr. Leibnitz in Clarke &
Leibnitz Collect. Paftn v. 165 There is t'atum Chrisliit-

Hum, A certain destiny of every thing, regulated by the

foreknowledge and providence of God. 1849 WHITTIER
Voices ofl-'rcettottt, C r/v/s x, This day we fashion Destiny,
our web of Fate we spin.

fb. A declaration or prognostication of what is

fated to happen. 0/>!. rare.
i6oa Kui.nixKK P.wdccta \o jEneas commeth into Italic

t>> maintaine warre by destinies, and oracles.

2. That which is destined to happen to a parti-
cular person, country, institution, etc. ; (one's)

appointed lot or fortune
; what one is destined to

do or suffer ;
= F'ATE sb. 3 b.
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1325 /;. K- ll/il. I'. C. 49 }if me be dyV a deslync due
l, i h. tin-. , 1386 CIIALCF.R Knt.'i 7'. 350 If so be myde-.lynee
be sliapcn Hy etcrne WDrd to dyen in prlsoun. c 1450 Mtrlitt

582 On mondny by goode distyne we Khali meve alle to go
lowarde Clarence. 1548 HAI.L Chron. 91 '1'he common
people lamented their miserable destiny. 1583 SIUIJHI s
Altai. Abut. n. (1882)63 Oli, I was bume to it, it was my
destonie. 1596 SHAKS. Mcnli. V. il. ix. 83 The ancient

saying . . Hanging and wiuing goes by destinie. 1605
Macf. in. v. 17 Thither he Will come, to know his Destinie.

1665 SIR T. HKRBERT Trav. (1677) 63 The reward and destiny
;
due to Traytors overtakes them. 1811 J. WILSON Istt of
1'alms n. 586 Sublimely reconciled To meet and bear her

destiny. 1841 Miss MITKORD in L'Estrange Life III.
yiii.

! 117 All literary people die overwrought; it is the destiny
;

of the class.

8. In weakened sense (cf. DESTINE v. 2) : What
in the course of events will become or has become
of a person or thing ; ultimate condition ;

= FATE
sb. 4. (Also in //. ; cf.fortunes.)
'5SJ5

EIIEN Decades 58 The vnfortunate destcnie of Petrus
de Vmbria. 1665 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (1677) 273 Jacob
was murdered, .and Issuff died of an Imposthume. Their
Children also had little better destiny. 1716 LADY M. W.
.MONTAGU Lit. to Lady X t Oct., They seem worthy of
another destiny. 1855 H. REED Led. Eng. /fist. iv. 120
That battle which settled the destiny of Saxon independence.
1887 BOWKS

I'irp. /EneUl in. 53 Troy's strength broken,
her destinies waning.

II. As an agency or agent.
4. The power or agency by which, according to

various systems of philosophy and popular belief,
all events, or certain particular events, are unalter-

ably predetermined ; supernatural or divine pre-
ordination ; overruling or invincible necessity ;

=
FATE sb. I. (Often personified ; see also 5.)
c 1340 Gtnv. ft Gr. A"/. 1752 How bat destine schulde bat

day [dyjt] his wyrde. c 1385 CHAUCER L. G. W. 952 Dido,
, He., sayleth forth. .Towarde Ytayle, as wolde deslanee.

^1530 MORK Atom. Fritk Wks. 839/2 Some ascribing all

\
thyng to destyny without any power of mannes free wyll
at alT. 1600 K. ULOUNT tr. Cf*tustageio 19 It seemed that
some furious destinie lead him headlong to his end. 1610
SHAKS. Temp. m. iii. 53 Three men of sinne, whom destiny
That hath to instrument this lower world .. the .. Sea Hath
caus'd to belch vp. 1667 MILTON P. L. iv. 58 Had his

powerful Destiny ordaind Me some inferiour Angel. 1791
CowrER//m./xvill. 678 The force Of ruthless Destiny. 1866
G. MACDONALD Ann. Q. Neighb. i. 11878) i That

destiny

cried.

fb. With possessive pronoun: The power or

agency held to predetermine a particular person's
life or lot. Obs.

ci3as E. E. Allit. /'. A. 757 My dere destyne Me ches to

hys make al-ba) vnmete. c 1374 CHAUCER And. $ A re. 339
Thus holditlie me my destenye a wrechche. a 1668 DENHAM
(J.', Had thy great destiny but given thee skill To know, as
well as pow'r to act her will.

5. Mythol. The goddess of destiny ; //. the three

goddesses held, in Greek and Roman mythology,
to determine the course of human life ; the Fates :

see FATE sb. 2.

14. . Lat. <V Eng. Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 573/35 Cfafa, on of
thre shapsisterys ve^ shappystrys [?'<*^ destynyes], 1593
SHAKS. Kick. //, I. ii. 15 Seuen faire branches . . Some . .

dride by natures course, Some.. by the de*tinies cut. 16*3
LISLE sElfric on O. <y A

r
. Test, Ded. 27 So charge the

Destinies their spindle runne, 1711 ADDISON Sptct. No.

523 F 7, I shall not allow the Destinies to have had an hand
in the deaths of the several thousands who have been slain

in the late war. 1814 SOI'THEV Roderick xxt. 345 We, p^oor
slaves, .must drag The Car of Destiny, where'er she drives
Inexorable and blind. 1857 WHEWELL Hist. Induct. Sc. I.

125 The adamantine distaff which Destiny holds.

III. attrib.

i55j HULOET, Desteny readers or tellers, Fatldici.

t De*stinyf v. Obs. [f. prec, sb. Cf. tofate.]
Irans. To destine, foreordain, predetermine.
(1400 Test* L'.n-e in. (1560) 298/1 If in that manner bee

said, God toforne have destenied both badde and her bad
werkes, x$ao Caxton's Chron. Etig. n. job/i That lande is

destenyed and ordeyned for you and for your people. 1591
CHETTLK Kindf-harts Dr. (1841) 58 Hidden treasure is by
spirits possest, and they keepe it onely for them to whome
it is destinied. 1651 J. WRIGHT tr. Camus' Nature's Para-
dox 63 The high Providence of Heaven . . destinying me to

misfortune.

b. To devote to some fate by imprecation.
a 1450 A"/. de la Tour (1868) 108 It is gret penile for

fader and moder to curse her children ne forto destenic hem
vnto any wicked thinge.

c. To divine or prognosticate (what is destined

to
happen). i,Cf. prec. i b.)

1548 HOOPER Declar. Ten Commandm. iv, Such as give
faith unto.. such as destinieth what shall happen.. com-
mitteth idolatry.

t Destiny*. ///. a. Obs. rare. In 5 destyne,
6 deatany. [a. F. dtstin4> pa. pple. of destiner to

DESTINE.] Destined.
c 1474 CAXTON Traye 198 (Sommer 397) Shewyng hym by

ccrtayne signes that hit was destyne that another shold
make the

Cyte. 1513 DOUGLAS /Efteis vii. iii. 36 AH haill,

thou ground and land, quod he in hy, By the fatts vnto me
dittany.

t De'Stitue, v. Obs. rare. Pa. t. destitut.

[a. F. destititer to deprive (of something sustain-

ing), ad. L. destitute : see next and cf. CONSTI-

TTK.] trans. To deprive. (Tn quot. reft.}

DESTITUTE.
c 1400 Dt-ttr, Troy 728 Soche a maiden to mar ^al pe moot

louct..And dawly hir distitut |/r/Av/ -urjof hir den ;

t Desti'tuent, a, Obs. [ad. L. ttistitttfttt-em,

pr. pple. vt&stitutre (see next).] Wanting, lacking.
1660 JKK. TAVI.OK Duct. Dnf-it. n. iii. Rule xi. f 15 When

any condition . . is destituent or wanting, the duty it self falls.

Destitute (de-stitim), a. (and sb.} Also 5
destitut, -tuyt, -tud, distytute, 6 destytude,
diatitute. [ad. L. i,'fstitiit-us abandoned, forsaken,
pa. pple. of destitute to forsake, abandon, desert,
f. DE- I. i, 2 + staJufre to set up, place.]
fl. Abandoned, forsaken, deserted. Obs.
xjSa WYCLIP Rev, xviii. 17 For in oon hour so many

richcssis ben destitute |
/ 'w/^ . destituta; sum], 1480 CAX-

TON Chron. Eng. ccxxvi. 233 Long large and wydc clothes
destytut and desert from al old honc&te and good vsage.
159* Nobody ^ Sowce. (1878) 350 (Ireat houses long since
built Lye destitute and wast, because inhabited by Nobody.
*593 SHAKS. Lucr. 441 Left their round turrets destitute
and pale.

b. Of persons : Forsaken, left friendless or help-
less, forlorn. (Blending at length with sense 3.)

x$"3\IoRB in GraftonCAww. (1568)11. 757 If devision',and
dissencion of their friendes, had not unarmed them, and left

them destitute. 1530 PALSGM. 310/1 Dcstytut forsaken,
destitut. 163* SHERWOOD, To leaue destitute, dfitttutr.
abandonner en detrasc. 1704 COCKER, Destitute^ left

forsaken. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey\ Destitute, deprived,
bereaved, forsaken, forlorn. 1740 DYCHE & PARDON, Desti-
tuff, helpless, forlorn, forsaken ; in want and misery. 1755
JOHNSON, Destitute.. 2. Abject, friendless.

2. f a. Deprived or bereft of (something for-

merly possessed). Obs. b. Devoid of, wanting or

entirely lacking in (something desirable).
a. 1413 />/jf- .SVWf iv. xx, ( Caxton. 1483) 67 Thou art of

comforteuestytuyt I see And so am I. O careful now ben we.

14.. Why / can't be a .\*un 97 in E. E. P. (1862; 140,
I am alle desolate. And of gode cownesayle destitute. 1455
DK. OF YORK in Ellis Orig. Lttt. Ser. n. L 125 Ye stande
destitut and unpourveyed of a Marshall within the town of

Calyis. 1491-1 riuntj>ton Corr. 102, 1 am distytule of

money.
b. t 1500 Lancelot n?8 Shortly to conclud, Our folk of

help had ben al destitud. 1516-34 TINDAI.K Jas. ii. 15 If

a brother or a sister be naked or destitute of dayly food.

ciSjQ HORDE The bvkefor to Lenu A
ij b, Not destytude

of such commodyties. 1597 MORLEV Introd. MHS. Pref.,
To further the studies of them who . . are destitute of suffi-

cient masters. 1608 SHAKS. Per. v. i. 57 That . . we may
provision have Wherein we are not destitute for want, But
weary for the staleness. i68a HUNVAN Holy War <Casse!1)
208 If you were not destitute of an honest heart you could
not do as you have done. 1718 freethinker No. 27 p 2 The
Age we live in is not wholly destitute of Manly refined

Spirits. 1802 MAR. EDGKWORTH Moral T. (1816) I. iv. 20
A species of fashionable dialect, devoid of sense, and desti-

tute of . . wit. 1875 JowETT/VaA?(ed. a) III. 518 A barren
waste destitute of trees and verdure.

f c. Bereft of power to do something. Obs. rare.

1645 MILTON Tetrach. 60 If any therefore demand which
is now most perfection

. . I am not destitute to say, which is

most perfection.
3. Itereft of resources, resourceless,

'
in want and

misery
'

; now, without the very necessaries of life

or means of bare subsistence, in absolute want.
The i6th c. quotations from the Bible have perhaps pro-

perly the sense '
forlorn

'

( i b i

; but they appear to have led

the way to the modern sense, which is not recognized by
Johnson, and is only approached in other i8th c. Diction-
aries.

US3S COVERDALE /V. cii. 17 He turncth him vnto the

prayer of the poore destitute [1611 He will regard the

prayer of the destitute}. 1539 BIBLE (Great) Heb. \\. 37
Other . . walked vp and dpwne in shepes skynnes, and
goates skynnes, beyng destitute (so 1611, other versions in

need], troubled, and vexed.] 1740 DYCHB & PARDON [see
i bj. 1784 COWPER Task iv. 455 Did pity of their sufferings
. .tempt htm into sin For their support, so destitute. 1813
SHELLEY Q. Mob in. 35 The deep curses which the destitute

Mutter in secret, 183* HT. MARTINKAU L^fe in Wilds viii.

101 He had left his companions in a destitute state. 1838
LYTTON Alice 6, I was then so poor and destitute. 1875
JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) III. 101 There is one class which has
enormous wealth, the other is entirely destitute. Mod.
Help for the destitute poor.
transf. 1764 REID Inquiry ii. 6. 109 These ideas look

pitifully naked and destitute.

f4. Civil Law. Of a will: Rendered of no effect

by reason of the refusal or incapacity of the heirs

therein instituted to take up the inheritance (testa-

mentum destitutnm} ; abandoned. Obs.

1774 BP. HALLIFAX .!/, Rotu. Law(\jg^)^& If a Testator
. . had given freedom to slaves, and the Testament after-

wards became destitute, the slaves lost their freedom.

B. as sb. One who is destitute, without friends,

resources, or the means of subsistence.

1737 P. ST. JOHN Sfrm. 224 (R. \ O, my friends, have pity
on

this poor destitute, for the hand of God hath touched her.

1784 Unfort. Sensibility II. 12 Considering them as two

poor destitutes. 1863 FR. A. KI-:MBLK Rtiid. in Georgia j

Ask the thousands of ragged destitutes.

Destitute (de-stitit), v. Now rare. Pa. t.

-ed ; in 6 sometimes destitute. [Partly f. DES-
TITUTE a., partly taken as Fng. repr. of L. dtsti-

tutre (ppl. stem destitiit-) to put away from oneself,

forsake, abandon : see prec. adj. Cf. F. destituer,

ad. L. destitutrt.]

1 1. traits. To forsake, desert, abandon, leave to

neglect. Obs.

1530 PALSGR, 514/1, 1 destytute, I forsake or leave a thyng
or persone,_;> destitue. 1550 CROWLEY Way to Wealth 362
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DESTITUTELY.

Oppressed on the one side and destituted on the other.

1627 BACON Ess. t
Plantations (Arb.) 534 It is the sinfullest

Thing in the world, to forsake or destitute a Plantation,

once In Forwardnesse. 1673 Lady's Call. 11. i r 16. 62

Ciod, who permits not even the brutes to destitute their

young ones.

2. To deprive, bereave, divest of (anything pos-

sessed) ;
to render destitute, reduce to destitution.

c 1540 BORDK The boke to Lerne A ij b, Yfhe be destytuted of

nnyofthepryncipalles. 1545 JOVE E.vp.Dan. v. (R.), Sothat
the chirches and ciuile ministracion be not destituted lerned

men at any tyme. c 1561 VKKON Free-will 44 b, The mercye
of God whereofthey be al together destituted. 1605 HIERON
Short Dial, 61 That which desti[t]uteth so great a number
of whole families. 1612 T. TAYLOR Comitt. Titus i. n Let
it take any one part, and destitute it of heate and vitall

spirits. 1820 SHELLEY Let. to Godwin 7 Aug., I have given
you the amount of a considerable fortune, and have desti-

tuted myself, .of nearly four times the amount.

3. spec. Todepriveof dignity or office; fo depose.

[mod.F. destituer,']

1653 BAXTER Chr. Concord 70 Where are the Cardinals
and Bishops communicating with one excommunicated,
instituted by one destituted? 1716 M. DAVIES Athen. Brit.

I. 131 Let not the Patriarch think . . to destitute or depose
me. 1889 B. M. GARDINER in Academy 16 Nov. 314/3 He
was destituted by the General Council of the Commune.
4. To leave destitute or waste, to lay waste.

1593 NASHE Christ's T. (1613) 40 By none shall the

Sanctuary be defended, but those that wold haue none
destitute or defloure it but themselues. 1890 A. RIMMER
Suitini. Rambles Manchester p. v, He would have thought
that his country had been overrun by foreign foes and
destituted.

f5. To make void, frustrate, defeat, disappoint.
^1550 BALE K. yohun (Camden) 100 Examples we have

in Brute, In Catilyne, in Cassius,andfayer Absolon, Whome
of their purpose God alwayes destytute. 1593 NASHE Fonre
Lett. Cottfitt, 42 If you haue anie new infringement to desti-

tute the inditement of forgerie that I bring against you.
^1619 FOTHERBY Atheoni. i. ii. i

(1622) 8 Lest .. he be

needlesly offended, when his expectation is destituted.

Hence De'stituted///. a., De-stituting vbl. s/>.

1530 VERON Godly Saiyngs (1846) 139 He that seeth his
brother or his syster naked or destituted of daylye fode.

1580 HOLLYBAND Treas. Fr. Twig, Destitution <y dclaisse-

ment) Destituting or disappointing. 1587 FLEMING Contn.
tlolinshed III. 1027/2 This monasterie for sundrie yeares
was left destituted. 1662 J.BARGRAVE/V/<M/?.r. K//(i867 )

95 He was a destituted young lad, out of all conversation.

De'stitutely, adv. [f. DESTITUTE a. + -LY^.]
In a destitute condition.

1548 UDALL, etc. Erasni. Par. i Tim. v. (R.\ She beyng
destitutely lefte withoute comforte of husbande, of children. .

of all the worldes solace.

De'stituteness. [f. as prec. + -NESS.] The
state or condition of being destitute.

1657 GAULE Sapient. Jitstif. 70 The destituteness and
desperateness of the Disease. 1668 H. MORE Div. Dial.
n. vi. (1713) 107 The weakness and destituteness of the
Infant. 1818 BENTHAM Ch. Eng. 19 Its utter destituteness
of all warrant from Scripture. 1835 GRESWELL Parables II.

293 The child, in the literal sense of the word, is the emblem
of weakness, destituteness, ignorance, imperfection.

Destitution (destiti^'Jan). [a. F. destitiition

(1316 in Godef. Suppl.}, ad. L. destitution-em for-

saking, abandoning, n. of action from destitute

(see above) ; in Romanic usually a noun of con-

dition.]

f
4 !. The action of deserting or forsaking. Obs,

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr.^ Destitution, a leaving or for-

saking. 1678 PHILLIPS, Destitution, an utter forsaking or
deserting. 1727 BAII.ET vol. II, Destitution, a leaving, or

forsaking, an utter abandoning; also, a being left, forsaken,
etc.

2. Deprivation of office
; discharge ; dismissal.

ISS4 Act 1-2 Phil, ff M. c. 8 33 The Institutions and
Destitutions of and in Benefices and Promotions Ecclesi-
astical. 1644 H. LESLIE Blessing of Jttdah 27 In Law,
Institution and Destitution belong both to one. 1683 FITZ-
WILLIAM in Lady Russell's Lett. \\\. (1773)8 Want of leisur
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COBDEN Spceclics 33 Left in a state of destitution. 1863
MARY HOVHTT F. Krciitcr'sGncccll. xiv. 108 The Christian

inhabitants of Thessaly would he reduced to destitution.

1872 YEATS Growth Contm. 62 He put an end to his life as

the only means of escaping destitution.

Destonie, -nye, obs. forms of DESTINY.

Destorb, destourb, obs. forms of DISTURB.

!l Destour, dastur (destu-i). Also 7 dis-

tore(e, distoore, destoor, dustoor. [Pe

dismissal] follows.

3. a. The condition of being abandoned or left

helpless, of being deprived or bereft (of anything^.
b. The condition of wanting or being lacking (of
or f in anything) ; want.
a 1440 Found. St. Bartholomew's 59 A certeyne woman .

was smyte with a Palsy . . And yn that destitucyoun of her
lymmys duryd nat a litill tyme. 1594 HOOKER Eccl. Pol \

x. (1611) 25 Destitution in these [food and clothing] is such
an impediment. 1597 J. PAYNE Royal Exch. 12 Theire
destitucion of zeale to Gods glorie. 1684 FITZWILLIAM in

Lady RnsseWs Lett. xii. (1773) 19 The destitution of bis
real self, will . . cause a stronger sense of your loss. 1727
BAILEY vol. II [see i]. a 1768 STERNE Lett. xci. (R.), Thy
mother and thyself at a distance from me. .what can com-
pensate for such a destitution ? 1790-1810 COMBE Devil on
Two Sticks ^1817) IV. 242 A destitution of all principle,
honour, sentiment, and feeling. 1838 PRESCOTT Ferd. fy /s.

(1846) I.
yii. 336 This, .does not necessarily imply any desti-

tution ofjust moral perceptions. 1853 KANE GrinneH Exp,
xv. (1856) 116 That . . destitution of points of comparison,
which make[s] the pyramids so deceptive.
4. spec. The condition of being destitute of re-

sources ; want of the necessaries of life.
a 1600 HOOKER (J.), They, .are not left in so great destitu-

tion, that justly any man should think the ordinary means
of eternal life taken from them. 1639 HAMMOND On Ps.
xxv. 17 Paraphr. 142 My anxieties and destitutions daily
increase. 1775 ASH, Destitution, want, poverty. 1849

dastur, prime minister, vizier :-Pahlavi
juji^i

dastobar, prime minister, councillor of state, high

priest of the Parsees.] A chief priest of the Parsees.

i6y> LORD Banians f, Pcrsccs viii. (Yule), Tlieir Distoree

jr high priest. 1663 SIR T. HERBERT Trim. (1677) 55 The

1776 GIBBON Dec!. $ F. 11836) VIII. 81 If the destour be

satisfied, your soul will escape hell. 1777 J. RICHARDSON
Dissert. East. Nations 10 The wretched rhymes of a modern
Parsi Destour. 1809 M. GRAHAM Jrnl. (1812) (Yule), The
Dustoor is the chief priest of his sect in Bombay. 1862 M.
HAUG Ess. Satr. Lang. Parsees 52 The Dustoors, as the

spiritual guides of the Parsee community, should take a

chief part in it. 1878 Kelig. o/ Parsees (ed. 2)
17

He
bribed one of the most learned Dasturs, Dastur Darab, at

Surat to procure him manuscripts arid to instruct him in the

Avesta and Pahlavi languages.

Destourn, obs. form of DlSTtJEK v.

Destrain, -ayn, -ein, etc., obs. ff. DISTRAIN v.

Destraught, obs. f. DISTRAUGHT pa. pple., dis-

tracted.

t Destrayt. Obs. Also -te, -tte. [a. OF.
destreit (-ait, -oif), mod.F. dltroit 'a strait, a

narrow place or passage, a defile, a confined place
'

: late pop. L. district-urn, from districtus tight,

strict, severe, pa. pple. of distringlre to DISTRAIN :

cf. DISTRICT.] A narrow pass or defile.

1481 CAXTON Godfrey clxv. 244 The day after passed they
by a moche sharp & aspre way, & after descended by a

destrayt in to a playne. c 1500 Mdiisiuc Ivii. 336 On the

mornehe passed the destraytte & mounted the mountaynes.

t Destre'die, 11. Obs. rare
~

'. [app. irreg. f.

T)E-J>ref.+ STRETCH v. : perh. after stray, destroy,

strain, destrain, etc.] intt: To stretch out, extend.
<: 1475 How ivyse man taught Sonc 30 in Q. Eliz. Acad. 53

Als ferre as mesure wyll destreche.

De'strer, de'strier (de-straj, -iw, destrl^u).
arch. Also 4-5 destrere, 5 deistrere, dextrer(e,

(9 dexter, 9 dextrier, destri&re). [ME. dcstrer,

a. AF. dcstrer'=OF. destrier ft. destrier. It. tle-

striere, -ero : late L. dcxtrari-us, in full cqtnts

dcxtrarhis, (. dextra right hand : so called from

being led by the squire with his right hand.]
A war-horse, a charger.
a. in contemporary use.

4:1300 K. Ails. 801 The Knighttes hunteth after dere, On
fote and on destrere. Ibid. 4924 The querie may lode Twenty
thousande maidens upon destrers. c 1314 Gity IVarvj. (A.)

2356 Sir Gii him smot to Gaier, And feld him doun of his
destrer. c 1330 R. BRUNNE Ckron. (1810) 124 To ded ^an gon
he falle doun of his destrere. c 1386 CHAUCER Sir Thopas
202 By hym baiteth his dextrer [?'. r. destrer, dester, deistrere,
dextrere]. r 1450 LONELICH Grail xu\. 87 Faste preking vp-
pon a destrere. c 1477 CAXTON Jason 9 b, Two right fayr
and excellent destriers or horses, c 1500 Melusine xix. 82
Then descended Raymondin fro the destrer.

8. historical or archaistic. (Chiefly in Fr. spelling.)
1720 STRYI-E Stow's Sun'. (1754) I. n. ii. 354/1 So far into

the Thames, as a horseman at low wate:, riding upon his
Destrier into the river could dart his lance from him. 1803
S. PEGGE Anecd. Eng. Lang. 287 Dexters seem to have
been what we should call Chargers. 1820 SCOTT Ivan/we
.\1, Some palfrey whose pace may be softer than that of my
destrier. 1845 T. B. SHAW in Rlackw. Alaff. LVIII. 146
The Prince pricks along on his faithful destrere. 1845 J.
SAUNDERS Pict. Eng. Life, Chancer 76 The war horses
were led by the squires, who always keeping them in their

light hand, they were called dextriers. 1858 MORRIS Sir
Galahad Poems 51 Needs must roll The proudest destrier
sometimes in the dust. 1869 FREEMAN Norjn. Cong. (1876)
III. xii. 175 The knight on his destrier. 1894 A. LANG in

Longtn. Mag. June 214 The Maiden called for her great
destrier, But he lashed like a fiend when the Maid drew near.

Destreyn(e, obs. forms of DISTRAIN.

Destribute, obs. var. of DISTRIBUTE v.

t Destri-ction. Obs. rare
-

. [app. f. DE- 1. 1

+ L. strictio binding, STRICTION.]
1727 BAILEY vol. II, Destruction, a binding.

Destrie', obs. form of DKSTROY v.

fDestri-gment. Obs. rare-", [f. L. destrin-

gere to strip off, strigmentuin that which is scraped
or scratched off.]

1727 BAILEY vol. II, Destrigment, that which is scraped
or pulled of any thing.

i Destri'tion. Obs. rare. ^jtK.QV.destruision
destruction, f. destruire to DESTROY (cf. destrie\]
Ravaging, ruin.

TL+.-ChildeofBristowt 328 in Hazl. E. I'. /'. I. 123 Where
"is fader dud destrition to man or womman in any toun . .he
shal make aseth therfore, and his good ayen restore.

Destroer, obs. form of DESTROYER.
t Destrou-ble, v. Obs. [a. OF. destroubUr,

detrmtbler (Godef.;, f. dcs-, L. dis- + troublcr to
TROUBLE. Cf. DISTURBLE.] trans. To trouble

;
to

make it troublesome for.

DESTBOY.
a 1450 Knt, dc l<i Tour (i868> 43 Ye haue destroubltd the

pnris^hencs to here masse. 1474 CAXTON Chesse 94 Auarice
destroubleth fayth.

Destroy (d/stror), v. Forms: 3-4 deslrui-e(n,
3-5 -struy-e(n, -stru-e(n, ,-stru, -striu", 4-5
-stry(e, 4-6 -stroye, (5 -stroge. 6 -strowe}, 6-7
-stroie, 5- destroy; also 4disstrie,dysbtrye, 4-5
distruyfe, -truie, -truy3e, -tro3e, -trou, 4 6 dis-

troy(e, 4-7 distroie, 5 distrie, distroi,5~6 dys-
troy.e, dis-, dystrow(e, -true

5 distrye. [MK.
destruy-eny etc., a. OF. dcstrui-re (mod.F. ttttruiri
= Pr. and Sp. destruir^ It. distruggere} : late pop.
L. ^destrftgere, ppl. stem dcstntct-^ for cl. L. dcs-

truere, f. DE- I. 6 -f strttcrc to pile up, construct.]
1. trans. To pull down or undo (that which has

been built) ;
to demolish, raze to the ground.

1297 R, GLOUC. (1724) 242 Edwyne. .dcstrude wyde aboute
. . Alle ys stedes, ver and ner, and to grounde caste.

a 1300 Fall ff Passion 85 in E, E. P. (18621 15 He wolde
destru temple an chirche. 171300 Cursor HI. 22348 (Cott.>
Bath destrui JKUTI tun and tur. c 1380 WYCLIF Serm. Sel.

Wks. I. 25 y\ wallis al distried. r 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) v.

15 pare was. .a faire citee of Cristen men, but Sarzenes base

destruyd it. 1489 CAXTON Faytes ofA. \\. xxxvii. 157 The
cite of rome shulde haue be dystroyed. 1513 BRAUSHAW
St. Werbitrge n. 694 This kyng entended by mortall enuy
The cite of Che.stre to spoyle and distrye. 1526-34 TINDAUE
JoJin ii. 19 lesus answered and sayd vnto them, dtslroye
this temple, and in thre dayes I will reare it vp agayne.
1632 J. HAYWARD tr. Biondfs Eroinena 78 To undergoe the
brunt of destroying Epicamido's whole campe. 1760-72
tr. Juan fy Ulloa's Voy, (ed. 3) II. 82 Another earthquake
happened, by which several houses were destroyed. 1834
L. RITCHIE IVanti. by Seine 237 The English destroyed
[the monastery] and half a century afterwards rebuilt it.

b. Said of the action of water in dissolving and

demolishing or washing away.
1632 LITHGOW TVvrz'. vn. 317 For the nature of violent

streames. .[is to] destroy all that they debord upon. 1659
B. HARRIS Pari-uaFs Iron Age 67 Like a Torrent, which
carries away, and destroies all. 1760-72 tr. Juan fy Ulloa's

Voy. (ed. 3) I. 201 The rain utterly destroys all the trenches.

1835 CRUISE Digest (ed. 4) I. in. ii. 24 If the banks of a
river are destroyed by a sudden flood it is not waste.

f 2. To lay waste, ravage, make desolate. Obs.
a itt$Ancr. R. 388 A lefdi. .mid hire uoan biset al abuten,

and hire lond al destrued. c 1320 Sir Benes 2442 And al

he contre, saun doute, J>ai distruede hit al aboute. (1440
Pronip, Parv, 120 Destroyyn a cuntre (or feeldis P.), dc-

populor, deprcdo, devasto. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 202/1
That same tyme attila destroyed Italye. 1584 POWELL
Lloyd's Cambria 11 Destroied the province of Chester. 1611
BIBLE Kzek. xxx. xi The terrible of the nations shall be

brought to destroy the land.

f.b. To ruin (men), to undo in worldly estate.

1297 R. GLOUC. (1724) 376 He destrude (?at pouere vole,
& nom of hem hys preye. 1621 BOLTON Slat. Irel. 9
(an. 25 Hen. VI) The Irish enemies, .destroy the common
people by lodging upon them in the nights.

3. To undo, break into useless pieces, or reduce

into a useless form, consume, or dissolve (any
material structure or object). (Now the leading

sense.)
c 1314 Guy Wa-nv. (A.) 1120 Mi bodi destrud and leyd on

bere. 1382 WYCI.IF Prov, xxi. 20 An vnprudent man schal

distrie it. 1393 LANGL. P. PL C. I. 212 For meny mannys
malt we mys wolde distrye. 1700 S. L. tr. Fryke's I'oy,

E. India 245 That day we destroy 'd about nooof their

Skiffs, little and great. ^1790 WILLOCK Voy. 154 Plunder-

ing and destroying whatever they can lay hands on. 1798
H. SKRINE Tivo Tours IVaks 155 A fire, by which most
of the old houses were destroyed. 1828 AMBLER Reports
(ed. 2} I. 147 A deed which was charged in his bill to have
been destroyed and lost by Roger. 1884 GUSTAFSON Found.
Death ii. (ed. 3) 25 All the ancient Egyptian works on

alchemy, .were ruthlessly destroyed by the Roman Emperor
Diocletian, 1887 BOWEN Virg. SEneid v. 700 The vessels of

Troy, .are saved from flames that destroy.

b. To render useless, to injure or spoil utterly.
'

1542 BOORDE Dyctary xi. (1870) 260 God may sende a man
good meate, but the deuyll may sende an euyll coke to

dystrue it. 1355 EDEN Decades 115 Locustes whiche de-

strowe the fieldes of corne. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Georg. iv.

468 With Elites destroy my Corn. i774Goi,DSM. Nat. Hist.

(1776) VII. 8 Shells assume every colour but blue ;
and that,

sea-water, .would be apt to destroy. 1806 J. FORBES Lett.

France II. 60 The long drought and extreme heat have de-

stroyed their vegetables.

4. To put out of existence (living beings) ; to

deprive of life ; to slay, kill.

(Now chiefly said of war, pestilence, intemperance, etc.,

which destroy multitudes, also of the destruction of noxious

animals, and of suicide (self-destruction).)

a-iynCiirsorM. 22i33(Cott.) First hesaldoalledestruf-V.V.
Edin. destriu,(7<W. distrou]pat halud was of ur lauerd iesu.

a 1323 Prose Psalter \\\i}. 5 per-for shal God destruen J?e on

ende. a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter ix. 40 When antecrist is dis-

troid all goed sail regne. ^1385 CHAUCER L.G. W. iiiSUiifo,
These lordis. .Wele me distroyen only for goure sake. 1473
WARKW. Chron. 20 The Bastarde . . hade purposed to have

distruyt Kynge Edwarde. 1535 COVERDALIC Bel ff Dr. 26,

I shal destroye this dragon without swearde or staff, a 1547
in Lanehani's Lett. (Pref. 1871) 130 Haue youe drunkune

any contagius drynke to dystrowe your chyld. 1700
S. L. tr. Fryke's Ifoy.

E. Ind. 291 Rat-Catchers . . destroy
the Rats and Mice as much as any Cats would. 1712
HSARNE Collect. (Oxf. Hist. SocJ III. 368 Of whose destroy-

ing himself I have made mention. 1726 Adr, Cafit.^
R.

Boyle 1 31, I was . . going to destroy myself . . in the height
of my Despair. 1794 SULLIVAN I 'few Nat. 11.252 A deluge
in Friezeland covered the whole coasts, and destroyed the

greatest part of the inhabitants. 1839 T. BEAM: Hist.

Sperm Whale 160 Those young bulls . . are perhaps the



DESTROY. 261 DESTRUCTIVE.
i ililfkult to ilrstn>y. 1887 JJowt.s /'/>;... . A'wt'/rf HI. i

1 1 It.n! pliMMid the Immortals . . to destroy Priam's innocent

! ,|ilt-

5. To bring to nought, put an end to ; todoaway
with, annihilate any institution, condition, state,

quality, or thing immaterial).
a 1300 L'ttrsor M. 25239 (Colt.) Destru [r.tr. destruy,

destroy] JK>U laiicrd ! wit poustc bin |>c mlghtei <i |is wifccr-

\\iti. 1340 UAMI-OI.I-: /'r Consc. 4453 pan sal he destruy
,

i Kim bwo. 138* Wvt 1.11 Frw. xxi. 22 [They] destro^ide

|i388distriede] the strengthe of the trout of it. c 1400 Dtstr.

13240 All Mr note of Nigromansy naitly distroyet.

'535 COVKHI>AI,K %>/' \iv. 18 So destroyest tbou the hope of
mini. 1611 \Vf HSIER Dntchesse of Mal/i iv. ii, So pity
\\-iuld destroy j>ity. 1714 M us. CENTUVRK Wonder iv. i,

One tender word destroys a lover's rage. 1751 JOHNSON
Kainhli't' No. 193 Pg Kvery other enjoyment malice may
<!' .Ln.y. 1833 I .. RITCHIE Wantt. by Loire 17 To wait . .

would destroy the little chance we appeared to have. 1841-4
KMKKSON Aw., Intellect Wks. (Bohn) I. 143 Silence is a
solvent that destroys personality. 1893 Law Times XCIV.
603/2 He.. had been heard to express a determination to

destroy his life.

fb. Math. To cancel, eliminate, cause to disap-

pear. Obs,

1706 W. JoNES-Vyw. ralmar. ilfathfseosiy) After the same
rii.LMticr any other Term in this. .Kquation may he destroyed.
1763 \V. KMI-KSON M<th. Increments 123, 2 series, where all

tne terms destroy one another except the first.

C. Law. To nullify, invalidate, do away with.
1818 CKUISE Digest (tti. 2) II. 353 A person who has only

;\ trust estate, cannot, .destroy a contingent remainder ex-
:ii on his estate. Ibid. V. 217 A power collateral to

ilu land, .cannot be barred or destroyed by a fine levied

[etc.}. 189* GOODEVE Pers. Property(t&, o.) 361 The statutes
above cited do not destroy the right.

6. To counteract or neutralize the effect of; to
r of no avail.

17*9 BUTLEK Serm. Wks. 1874 II. no These
contrary

I'.i ions, .do not necessarily destroy each other. 1739 W.
HILLARY Diseases Barbados 181 If they are of opposite and
contrary Natures, they must at best only destroy each
other. 1760-72 tr. yuan $ Ulloas Voy. (ed. 3) I. 61 The
medicine has destroyed the malignity of the poison. 1860
TVNDALL Glac. n. vi. 253 A red glass . . is red because . . it

ill n\>ys the shorter waves which produce the other colours.

f7. To destroy into or to (reproducing perderc. in

?na/n of Vulgate} : to consign or give over to

perdition in. Obs.
c 1380 WVCLIF l^'ks. (1880) 265 It is grett memaile pat god

. .distroieb not alle J>is cursed peple to helle. 1526 34
TINDALE tlfatt. x. 28 Winch is able to destroye both soule
ad body into hell. [SOCOVERD.,CRANM., Rhemi&h ; WYCLIF

lese in to; Geneva & 1611 in.]

I-fence Destroyed (d/stroi'd) ///. a.
t despoiled ;

ravaged ; slain ; ruined
; reduced to a useless

condition.
c 1440 Pr$tnj>. Parv. 123 Destroyydc, destrncttts, di$st/>a-

tus. 1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. j6 Being a Lady of
faithfull memory to her destroyed husband. 1640 (////*),

md's Petition to their King; an Humble Petition of
the distressed and almost destroyed subjects of England.
1801 G. S. FADER fforz Mas. (1818) I. 82 The destroyed
book of the Sibyl. 1821 SHELLEY ffellas 494 One cry from
the destroy'd and the destroyer Rose.

t Destroy, J*. Obs. rare
-

>. In 7 distroie.

|f. DKSTHOY v.\ Destruction.
1616 LANE Cont. Sgr's T. ix. 476 The sweete boy, wail-

ingi: most rufullie his frcndes distroie.

Destroyable (d/stroi-ab'l), a. [f. DESTROY v.

+ -Aiii.M.] Capable of being destroyed.
155* HULOET, Destroyable, or able to be destroyed, de*

strnctilis, 1654 FULLER Two Sertn. 41 Foundations of

Religion destroyed (so farre-forth as they are destroyable).
1678 CUDWORTH Intelt. Syst. i. ii. ix. 70 The Accidents
ilu ill-selves, .are all makeable and destroyable. 1851 Rus-
K\X Mod. Paint. II. in. i. iv. 9 Destroyable only by the
same, .process of association by which it was created.

Destroyer (dfctrorai). Also 4-5 destrier.

distriere, 5 distruyere, destroor. [f. DESTROY
v. f -KB ; prob. orig. a. OF. destruiere^ -eort -eour,
f. (tt-strtti-re to DESTROY.] A person or thing that

(U'suoys.

138* WYCLIF Rev. ix. n Appolion, and by Latyn hauynge
the name Destrier [i388adistrierel. 1398 TKI \ i^ \ Barth.
Pe P. K. n. xix. (1495) 45 Also the fende hyghte Appolyon
in Grewe, A destroyer, c 1410 Hymn Virg. v. in Warton
Hist. fine. Poetry x, Heyl distruyere of ever! strisse.

1483 Cath. Angl. 98/1 A Destroer, vbi a waster, c 1530
/W. Rel. % L. Poems (1866* 30 Covetyse is distroyer of
hym selfe. 1535 COVERDALE i Chron. xxi. 15 The Lorde
.. sayde vnto the angell y destroyer : It is ynough, holdc
now tliy hande. 1630 in Dtscr. Thames (1758) 65 They are

.

x. 54 Were it a crime if thy more mighty force Destroy'd
the fell destroyer ? 1807 >'(fed. Jrnl. XVI I. 102 A neutralizer
or destroyer of contagion. 1804 Daily News ii June 6/5
The torpedo-boat destroyer bum by the same firm fast ^ear
for the Admiralty. .This type of boiler . . is being put into

of the '

destroyers
'

which are being bunt for the
Government.

Destroyeress. Ob: rare. [f. prec. + -ESS.]
A female destroyer.
i66a J. SPARROW tr. Bekmfs Rent. 1Kb., Catal. Extant

\'o. 4 The Turba or Deslroyeresse of the Image.

Destroying (d/stroi'irj\ vbL sb. [f.
DESTROY

IN~<;
'.] Thcactionof the verb DESTBOY; DE-

srurcriMN ; now chiefly gerund ial.

< 1300 A". Alt's. 2888 Never siththe that destroying N'as in

Thebes wonying. ri38o WYCLIF IVks. (1880) 322 To telle

h.i-sty (Icstriyitfi of hem. c 1400 Ap&l. l.oll. 69 Forsob if he
I.iy dottfl I

1 Mfd In- opunib |?e di*tro)inxis. 1659
IV H.uKis /',<>-/, w/'.v fn"t .;.,,-ij8 I'hcy. .consented to Ine

destroying dtjwn of tlic fair Gardens about the Town, to

the I-'.-riitii iilion .. 1667 MILTON /'. L. ix. 129 For
onely in destroying 1 find ease To my relentless thoughts.
1805 l.i'. ( OLUNGWOOU in A. Duncan Nelson (1806) 771,
1 determined no longer to delay the destroying them.

Destroying, ///. a. [f. as prec. + -INC 2.]
Thai destroys, destructive.

1535 COVKRUALK Ezek. xxi. 8 The deslroyenge j>laffof my
soime, shal brinye downe all wodde. 1728 R. MORRIS F.ss.

Aw. Archit. 21 Novelty and Singleness were as destroying
. .to Art, as. . lt.irb.irism. 1781 GIBBON Decl. <$ /''. 1 1. 93 To
oppose the inroad of this destroying host. 1814 Soinm.v
Roderick xxv. Replete with power he is, and terrible, Like
some

destroying Angel ! 1894 LD. WOLSELEY Life of
Marthorough II. xci. 437 Soul-and-body-destroying de-

bauchery.

Destroyingly, adv.
[f. prec. + -LY 2.] AS

a destroyer, destructively.
1821 SHELLEY Prometh. Unb. \. \. 781 Tho' Ruin now LoveV

shadow be, Following him destroyingly. 1869 Daily News
23 Jan., Dire forms of disease winch occasionally sweep
destroyingly over our towns.

t Destru'Ct, v- Obs. rare
-

'. [f. L. dtstruct-

ppl. stem of destruZrt to DESTIIOY: cf. construct.]
= DESTROY.
a 1638 MEDE i'arafkr. y Pet. iii. (1642) 12 Either wholly

destructed, or marvellously corrupted from that they were
before. [So ed. 2 ; cd. 3

'

1653) destroyed.]

Destru'ctant, sb. rare, [irreg. f. L. destruct-

(see prec.) + -ANT.] A destroyer, a destroying agent.
1889 T. D. TALHAGE in The Voice (N. Y.) 25 July, There

is such a thing as pretending to be r rapport with others,
when we are their dire destructants.

t Destrrrctfal, a.
[f. L. dtstntct- (see prec.)

+ -FUL.] = DESTRUCTIVE.
1659 SPRAT riagne ofA thttis (1667)2 We fear A dangerous

and destructful War. Ibid. 10 The circulation from the

heart, Was mo*t dotructful now.

Bestructibi'lity. [f. next : see -ITY.] The
quality of being destructible

; capability of being
destroyed.
1730-6 FtAI LEV i folio 1

, DestrtictiHlity, acapableness of being
destroyed. 1805 HATCHKTT in Phil. Trans. XCV. 309 The
varieties of tannin do not accord in the degree of deslmcti-

biljty. 1841 THIMMKK Fract. Ccol. 257 The greater destructi-

bility of the absent tribes by long immersion in water.

Destructible (ctfstrirktib'l), a. [ad. L. dc-

stmctibilis, f. dcstruct- ppl. stein of dcstrucre to

DESTROY : see -BLE.] Capable of being destroyed ;

liable to be destroyed.
1755 JOHNSON, Destructible liable to destruction. 1768-74

TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1852) II. 667 Simple substances, not con-

sisting of parts, nor destructible by all the powers of
nature. 1783 PRIESTLEY in Phil. Trans. LXXIII 412 Wood,
or charcoal, is even perfectly destructible, that is, resolvable

into inflammable air. 1871 TVSDAI.L Fragtn. Sc. (1879) I.

xx, 483 Forces are convertible but not destructible. 1878
JEVONS Prim. Fol.Econ. 107 Destructible things, like eggs,
skins, etc., are always rising or falling in value.

Hence Destra ctibleiiess, destructibility.
1846 in WORCESTER.

f Destrirctify, v, rare. [f. L. destruct-us de-

stroyed + -FY.] trans. To reduce to destruction.

1841 Fraser's Ma%. XXIV. 280 Enough to contaminate,
poison, degrade, and destructify tne whole race.

f Destrirctile, a. rare - . [ad. L. destnutilis^
f. dcstruct- ppl. stem : sec -ILE.]

^= DESTRUCTIBLE.

1727 BAILEY vol. II, Destrnctite^ that which may be

destroy'd.

Destruction (dftfrrkjan). Also 4-5 de-

struccioun, (5 -uxion.-tyoun ; 4-6 dis-, 5 dya-.

[a. OF. destntctiun {lath c.), -cton, -tion (mod.F.

^-) = pr. destmcetOt Sp. destruction, It. distntzione,

ad. L. destruction-em, n, of action from dcstrufre

to DESTROY.] The action of destroying ;
the fact

or condition of being destroyed : the opposite of

construction.

1. The action of demolishing a building or struc-

ture of any kind, of pulling to pieces, reducing to

fragments, undoing, wasting, rendering useless,

putting an end to, or doing away with anything
material or immaterial ; demolition.

1340 HAMPOLE Fr. Consc. 4049 Aftir |>e destruccion sal be

Of be empyre of Rome, c 1386 CHAUCER Matt ofLaw's T.

138 In destruccioun ofmawmetrye And in encresse of Cristes

lawe deere, They ben acordid. -1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.)
xvi. 74 He asked be destruccioun and be vndoyng of his

order. 1481 CAXTON Myrr. nt. xi. 158 That after the first

destruxion of the world ther shold be other peple. 1510
CaJfton's Chron. Entc. in. 19/2 He prophecyed the dys-

trucyon of Jerusalem. 1553 EDEN Treat. A*irov Ind. ( Arb. i

13 marg., The destruction of the citie of Aden. 1604
SHAKS. Oth. i. iii. 177 If she confesse that she was halfe

the wooer, Destruction on my head, if my bad blame Light
on the man. 1651 HOBBES Let-lath, in. xxxvii. 233 There
should be no more an universall destruction of the world by
Water. 1736 BUTLER Ana!. \. i. \Vks. 1874 I. 28 There is

no presumption . . that the dissolution of the body is the de-

struction of our present reflecting powers. 1813'!'. FORSTKR
Atmosph. Phtnom. (1815) 3 Theory of the formation and
destruction of clouds. 1875 HAMERTON Intfll. Life- 1. iv. 24
The work of repairing so great a destruction of muscle.

b. The action of ravaging or laying waste
;

havoc, ruin. Obs. as distinct from the main sense.)
c 1330 R. BRUNNK Chron. (1810)203 Destruction he makes

of rentes and feez, 1400 Yivaineff Can'. 416 He . . said.

i had, ogayne resowne, Done him urctc tlestrucciriwtic. 1480
C'AMON Cfirott. A'*V- cxxniv. 114 He did pretc (ksi

to holy chirche. c 1500 Latuflot 1383 Of hu realnic the opin
distruccioune.

c. The action of putting to death, slnu^htei ;

i
now chiefly said of multitudes of men or animal*,
and of noxious creatures.

1518 I'ilgr- 1'crf. (W. dc W. 1531) 4 The dcsiruccyon of
Pharan & all his hooM. 1791 MKS. RAIX.I.IIIK K"i
fares/ ix, I looked round for the instrument of dextructinn.

1837 DICKKNS riilna. ii, Snodgrau bore under his [cloak]
the instruments of destruction. Mod. Rewards for the
destruction of beasts of prey.

d. personified.

J35 CCIVKKIMLE Job xxviii. K> Destruccion |Wvcl.lK per-
dicloun] & death saie, we hauc herde tell of her with oiirc
cares. 1505 SHAKS John v. vii. 77 To push destruction and
potpetuall shame. Out of the weake door of our fainting
l~-ind. 1810 SCOTT Lady of L. in. xi, Quench thou his

light, Destruction dark !

2. The fact, condition, or state of being destroyed ;

ruin.

c 1314 City Warw. (A.) 6077 Wende we wille to J*e dotik

Otoun, And bring him to deslruccioun. 1375 I'.AKHOIH
Bruce I. 204 To put hym to destructione. a 1450 Knt.
tie la Tour 118681 6 She thanked God humbly that had
kepte her from shame and distruccion. 1535 COM HUM j

."rev. x. 14 Y" mouth of y" foolish is nyc destruction.

1667 MILTON /*. L. i. 137 All this mighty Host In horrible

destruction laid thus low. 1841 LANK Arab. \ts. I. 01
When the Prince heard their words, he felt assured of de-

struction.

3. A cause or means of destruction.

1536 DR. MAGNUS Lett, to Jas. V., 13 Feb. The Armc-
strongges. .had avaunted thaymselves to be the destruction
of twoe & fifty parisshe churches. 1548 HAI.I. Chroii. 99 b,

Not forseyng before, that this prcfermem should be his de-

slruccion. 16x1 I!IBLE /'roz1
. x. 15 The destruction of the

poore is their pouertie. 1798 CANNING, etc. l.m'CS of Tri-

angles in A Hti- Jacobin 7 May (1852) 126 Watch the bright
destruction as it flies. 1833 HT. MARTINEAU fr. Wines
ff rot. iv. 58 The deplorable mistake which was likely to

prove the destruction of the whole family.

t 4. //.
= Ruins. Obs. rare.

1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholay't Voy. i. xxi. 26 b,

Neere that are the destructions of a high tower, which in

times past was. .the great temple.

t Destra'ctionable, <*. Oh. rare.
[(. prec.

t -ABLE in active sense.] Addicted to destruc-

tion, destructive.
c 1575 tr. //. Nicholas' First Exhort. (1656) 228 Posses!

of the seven horriblest and destructiunablcst devils. 1660

H. MORE Mystery of Godliness 269 IntimatinR that the

rest of the Vices are Devils also, but not sodestructionable.

t Destrtrctioner. Obs. rare. [f. as prec. t

-Eli'.] One that causes destruction or ruin ; n de-

stroyer.
i6ai BOI.TON Slat. Ircl. 10 (an. 25 Hen. Vf> Destruc-

tioners of the King our Souveraigne Lords liege people.

Destmctionist (d/itrc-kjsnist). [f. as prec.

-H -1ST.]
1. An advocate IT partisan of a policy of destruc-

tion, (sp. that of an existing political system or

constitution. (Chiefly dyslogistic.'

1841 Mtickw. Mag. L. 407 The intestine warfare l>etwcen

the Destructionist and the Conservative. 1845 T. W. Con
Puritanism 64 Church-breakers : ecclesiastical destruclion-

ists of the straitest sect. 1888 R. DOWI.ING Miracle Gold
II. xix. 107 A regular out-and-out Fire-eater, Iconoclast,

Destmctionist.

2. Tlieol. One who believes in the final destruc-

tion or annihilation of the wicked; an annihila-

tionist.

1807 Sot TIIKY Espriella's. Letters II. 28 Universalists,

Calvanists, Materialists, Destructionists, Brownists (etc.).

Destructive (d/str-ktiv\ a. and sb. [a. OK.

dcstntctif, -ivt (1372 in Hatzf.) ;
= Pr. Jcstrucliu,

Sp. destructive, It. distmttivo, ad. L. iKstructiv-us,

i. destntct- ppl. stem of destrufre to DESTROY : sec

-1VE.]
A. adj. Having the quality of destroying ; tend-

ing to destroy, put an end to, or completely spoil;

pernicious, deadly, annihilative. Const, to, of.

1490 CAXTON F.neydos vi. 32 In all destructyue of theyr

personis, honoures, goodes, and chyuaunches. 1555 EDEN
Decades 265 One of these two . . shulde be destructiue to

lyuyng^e creatures. 1*47 CLARENDON Hist. Ret. i. (1843) 28/2

318 The Apostle's sence is not the same with yours (but de-

structive to it). I7i STEKLE Sfect. No. 466 F 7 Vice is in

itself destructive of Pleasure. 1751 JOHNSON Kambler No.

163 r 2 Destructive to happiness. 1794 SOUTHEV H'at Tyltr

i, These destructive tyrants Shall shrink before your ven-

geance. 1856 EMERSON Kng. Traits, Urst I'isit to Eng.
Wks. (Bohn) II. i The conditions of literary success are

almost destructive of the best social power. 187$ KIKGLAKE
Crimea (ed. 6) V. i. 252 A rapid advance . under destructive

fire. 1881 Daily Tel. 10 May, Palmer's bowling Droved

extremely destructive, and he look no less than eight wicket-.

b. In political and philosophical use, opposed
to constructive and conservative.

1834 Oxf. Univ. Mag. \. 108 The two distinct lines of

conservative and destructive policy. 1841 44 EMERSON Ess.,

I'o/itics Wks. (Bohn) I. 241 The spint of our American
radicalism is destructive and aimless. 1861 F. HAU. in

Jaurnal Asiatic.Soc. Rettgai 148 After so much destructive

criticism, to have little of instantly helpful truth to Mih-

stitute in the room of what has been swept away. 1866

J. MARTINEAU Ess. I. 36 His position, therefore, is simply



DESTRUCTIVELY.
destructive. 1878 MOKLEY Cr/'t. Misc. Ser. i. Carlyle 198 I

Most of us would probably
find the importance of this

epoch in its destructive contribution.

c. Chem. Destructive distillation : see quota.

1831 T. P. JONES Confers. Chem. xxviii. 281 When organ-

ized substances are decomposed at a red heat in close vessels,

the process is called destructive distillation. 1854 RONALDS
& RICHARDSON Chem. Tecknol. fed. 2) I. 284 Distillation may
involve the decomposition of the substance heated, and the

condensation of the products of decomposition, when it is

termed destructive distillation.

d. Logic. Applied to conjunctive (or, as they
are sometimes called, conditional) syllogisms and

dilemmas, in which the conclusion negatives a

hypothesis in one of the premisses.
Thus: If AisB. CisD; C is not D, .'. A is not B. If A

is B, C is D, and if E is F, G is H ;
but either C is not D or

G is not H, .'. either A is not B, or E is not F.

1827 WHATELY Logic n. iv. 7 (L.) In a destructive sorites,

you go back from the denial of the last consequent to the

denial of the first antecedent :
' G is not H ; therefore A is

not B.'

B.J&
1. A destructive agent, instrument, or force;

a destructive proposition or syllogism.
1640 E. DACRES tr. Machiavellts Prince Ep. Ded., Poysons

. . as destructives of Nature . . are utterly to be abhord.

1644 BP. MAXWELL Prerog. Chr. Kings Ded. 3 It hath been
a preparatorie destructive to Royaltie. 1646 Burd. Issack.

in Phenix (1708) II. 299 Their confession of Faith . .is more
in Negatives and Destructives, than Affirmatives and Posi-

tives. 1674 PENN Just Rebuke g Giving, for Antidotes, De-
structives to the Souls of Men. 1827 WHATELEY Logic
n. iv. (1836) 118 Which is evidently a simple Destructive.

1856 Chamb. Jrnl. VI. 56 The grand destructives of nature

are the winds and the waves.

2. A person whose theory or practice tends to

overthrow existing institutions or systems. (Chiefly

dyslogistic.)
1832 Exajniner 786/1 The Radicals (or Destructives, as you

are pleased to describe them'. 1871 MORLEY Voltaire (i^b)

4 To the critic of the schools, ever ready with compendious
label, he is the revolutionary destructive.

Destru-ctively, a.

destructive manner.
[f. prec. + -LT 2.] Jn a

t66i Grand Debate 122 Which lookt upon our hopes of

Reformation, almost as destructively as the Papists Doctrine
of Infallibility doth. 1663 ^$8lXt<*retilU? LowC. Warres
255 The French Wars raged destructively, both at Sea and
Land, a 1714 M- HENRY Wks. (1835) I. 37 Nothing really
and destructively evil. Mod. Fluoric acid acts destructively

upon glass.

Destrtrctiveiiess. [f.
as prec. + -NESS.]

The quality of being destructive
; tendency to

destroy.
1647 SALTMARSH Spark. Glory (1847) 195 Far from bearing

witness to any destructiveness or persecution of them. 1738
WARDURTON Div. Legat. I. 35 The Destructiveness of
Atheism to Society. 1795 SOUTHEY Joan ofArc vui. 179
A weapon for its sure destructiveness Abominated once.

1869 EcJio 30 Oct., An epidemic fever unparalleled for de-

structiveness. 1875 KINGLAKE Crimea (1877) V. i. 335
The .. rashness, or rather self - destructiveness of the

charge.
b. Phrenol. The name of a faculty or propensity

having a bump or (

organ* allotted to it.

1815 Edin. Rev. XXV. 235 To the Order of Feelings . .

belong the following species . . 6. Destructiveness. 1828
COMBE Constit. Man ii. 5 Destructiveness serves also to

give weight to indignation, a 1875 KINGSLEY in Four C.

Eng. Lett. 568 These same organs of destructiveness and
combativeness.

Destru'CtleSS, a. rare. [f.
L. destrutt- ppl.

stem (see above) + -LESS.] Indestructible.

1845 T. B. SHAW in Blackiv. Mag. LVIII. 32 The bond. .

is fair and true \ Destructless as the soul, and as eternal.

Destructor (d&tnrktai\ [a. L. destructor

destroyer, agent-noun from destruere to DESTROY.
In F. destructeur (1420 in Hatzf.).]
1. A destroyer ; one who destroys.
a 1691 BOYLE Wks. I. 527 (R.) Helmont does somewhere

wittily call the fire the destructor and the artificial death of

things. 1882-3 SCHAFF EncycL Rclig. Know I. II. 1212 A
decree ordered, .all destroyed [temples] to be rebuilt at the
cost of the destructors.

2. A furnace or crematory for the burning of
refuse. Also attrib.

1881 Scribner's Mag. XXII. 799 To dispose of the refuse
in a quick and cleanly manner, a small cremator, or de-

structor, has been introduced. 1885 L'pool Daily Post
7 May 4/8 The abattoir will be a greater nuisance in Green-
lane than the refuse destructor. 1891 Daily Neivs 16 July
4/4 Responsible for the working of the dust destructors.

1892 Pall Mall G. 4 Oct. 2/1 One hundred tons are extracted
per week and burned in a destructor furnace.

t DestrU'Ctory, a. and sb. Obs. [f. L. type
*d?strucfffri~us

t
f. destructor', see prec. and -ORY.]

A. adj. Of the nature of a destroyer ;
= DE-

STRUCTIVE.
1614 Bp. ANDREWES Serin. onProv. x.\iv. 21-23 IV. (1853)

312 It is destructory, a destroying sin. 1627 H. BURTON
Baiting of Pope's Bull 13 So destructory of that most
precious, and

peerelesse ransome. 16.. SwntfBURMB.SjfowaZc
(1686) 228 Which impediment . . is not only prohibitory, but
destructory.
B. sb. = DESTRUCTIVE sb.

^1621 S. WARD Life of Faith. (1627) 09 Subtilties of
School-men, sentences and conceits of Postilers, rosaries, de-

structories, Anthologies. 1644 BP. MAXWELL Prerog. Clir.

Kings viii. 94 You have point blanke the contrary, a virtual!

destructory of this imagined and conceited right.

262

Destrircturalize, v. [DE- II. i.] trans. To
undo the structural character of; to disorganize.

Hence Destructuralization.
1880 Liln: Unhi. Ktwvil. I. 494 A literal destruction (i. e.

de-structuralization), an utter and final disorganization.

Destrust, -turb, -turble, obs. IT. DISTRUST, etc.

t Destuted, pa. ffle. 06s. rare. [perh. a cor-

rupt form of destituted, f. L. destitute, which had

the sense
' to neglect, omit '. But the verb DESTI-

TUTE is not known till much later.] Omitted, left

out.

c 1300 K. Alls. 2199 This batail destuted is, In the French,
we! y-wis, Therfor I have, hit to colour, Borowed of the

Latyn autour How hent the gentil knyghtis.

Destyne, var. of DESTINY///, a. Obs.

Destyne, -nie, -ny, obs. ff. DESTINE, DESTINY.

Desubstantiate ^sobstse-njM't),*/. [f.Ds-
II. i + L. substantia SUBSTANCE + -ATE : after sub-

stantiate.} trans. To deprive of substance.

1884 MRS. H. WARD tr. Ataieft Jrnl. (1891) 255 The
mind is not only unclothed but stripped of itself and so to

speak de-substantiated.

t Desu-bulate, v. Obs. rare -. [f. L. desubu-

Idre to bore in deeply, f. DE- I. 3 + snbula an awl.]
1623 COCKERAM, Desubulate, to pierce with a nale.

Desudation (dafarffHw). Med. [ad. L. de-

sudation-em violent sweating, n. of action from

dcsuddre to sweat greatly, if. DE- 3 + sudare to

sweat. So in mod.F. (Littre
1

.).]

1727-51 in CHAMBERS Cycl. 1857 DUNGLISON Med. Lexicon

289 Desudation means a profuse and inordinate sweating,
a muck sweat.

t Desu-datory. Obs. rare -". [f. L. type *de-

siiifdtorium, f. desuddre : see prec. and -ORY.]
1727 BAILEY vol. II, Desndatory, an hot House or Bagnio.

fDesue-te, a. Obs. rare-", [ad. L. desuet-us

pa. pple. : see next.]

1727 BAILEY vol. II, Desnete, out of use.

Desuetude (de-swftid). [a. F. desultude

(1596 in Hatzf.), ad. L. desuetndo disuse, f. desutt-

us, pa. pple. of desuescere to disuse, become unac-

customed, f. DE- 6 + suescHre to be accustomed, to

be wont.]
fl. A discontinuance of the use or practice (of

anything); disuse; f protracted cessationfrom.
1623 COCKERAM, Desuetude, lacke of vse. 1620 tr. Herodiatt

(1635) 131 A generall lazinesse and desuetude of Martiall

Exercises. 1652-62 HEYLIN Cosmogr.^ To Rdr., My de-

suetude from those younger studies. 1661 BOYLE Style

of Script. (1675) 139 By a desuetude and neglect of it.

1677 HALE Prim. Orig. Man. n. iv. 160 Desuetude from
their former Civility and Knowledge. 1706 J. SERGEANT
Account

of^ CJiapter (1853) Pref. xv, By a desuetude of

acting, expire, and be buried in oblivion.

b. The passing into a state of disuse.

1821 LAMB Elia. Ser. i. AVw Year's Eve, The gradual
desuetude of old observances.

2. The condition or state into which anything
falls when one ceases to use or practise it ; the

state of disuse.

1637-50 Row Hist. Kirk (1842) 14 To revive acts buried

and brought in[=into] desuetude by Prelats. 1678 R. BAR-
CLAY Apol. Quakers x. 22. 315 The weighty Truths of God
were neglected, and, as it were, went into Desuetude. 1703
Land. Gaz. No. 3914/4 Reviving such [Laws] as are in

desuetude. 1820 SCOTT Monast. 1,
The same mode of culti-

vation is not yet entirely in desuetude in some distant parts
of North Britain. 1826 Q. Rev. XXXIV. 6 This beautiful

work . . fell {as the Scots lawyers express it) into desue-
tude. 1874 GREEN Short Hist. iv. 2. 168 The exercise of

rights which had practically passed into desuetude,

Desulphur (dzsc-lfatX v. [f.
DE- II. 2 + SUL-

PHUR. So mod.F.
disulfurer,~\

trans. To free from

sulphur ;
to desulphurize.

1874 W. CROOKES Dyeing ff Calico-printing 85 Wool de-

prived of naturally adhering grease, and heated to i6ou ,

assumes a yellow tinge, which is deeper when the wool
has previously been de-sulphured.

Desulphurate (dz'sc'lfiure't}, z>. [f.
DE- II. i

+ SULPHURATE z>.]
=

prec. Hence Desu Iphnrated

///. a., Desulphnr'atinff vbl. sb. and ppl. a., De-

sulphura-tion.
1757 tr. Henckets Pyritol. 109 To which the pyrites-iron

must, by the desulphuration, be reduced. 1791 PEARSON in

Phil. Trans. LXXXI. 361 The difference of the times re-

quired for desulphurating the antimony. 1875 H. C. WOOD
FJicrap. (1879) 619 Not really a desulphurating compound.

Desulphuret (ds-lfiiiret), v. [f. DE- II. a

+ SULPHUHET.] trans. To deprive of sulphurets or

sulphides. Hence Desu Ipnnretted ///. a.

1878 URE Diet. Arts III. 847 Soda which contains sul-

phides is preferred for making the mottled, .soap, whereas
the desulphuretted soda makes the best white-curd soap.

Desulphurize (dz'su-Ifiursiz), v. [f. DE- II. i

+ SULPHURIZE
v.~]

trans. To free from sulphur.
1864 WEBSTER, Desulphurize. 1892 Pall Mall G. 4 June

7/3 To induce them to desulphurize all their waste.
Hence Desulphurized ///. a.

; Desulphuriz-
ing vbl. sb. and///, a.

;
also Desnlphuriza-tiou,

Desu'lphurizer.
1854 RONALDS & RICHARDSON Chem. Technol. I. 106 In

this sense the production of coke may also be called die de-

sulphurization. 1870 J. ROSKHI.I. in Kng. Mec/i. 18 Mar.
647/1 It is also a flux and a desulphuriser. 1883 Cassetfs
Fam. Mag, Dec. 59/2 Desulphurised silicates. 1892 Dailv

DESULTORY.
fffaa 23 Sept. 3/2 A very powerful desulphurising agent.

1894 IVestw. Gaz. 6 Feb. 6/3 The desulphurisation of

Cleveland ironstone so as to convert it straightway into

steel will be an accomplished fact.

Desult (dftc-lt), v. nonce-wd. fad. L. desuliare

to leap down, f. DE- I + saltare to leap.] intr.

To proceed in a desultory manner.

1872 M. COLLINS Pr. Clarice I. vi. 95, I digress, I desult.

1873 -Miranda II. 143 Having heretofore been accused
of desulting and digressing. 1876 MABEI. COLLINS Black-

SJnitli ff Scholar I. 201 We must not desult.

Desultor (d/fO-Itjd). rare. [a. L. desiiltor

leaper down, vaulter, agent-noun from dcsilirc,

desult- to leap down.] A circus horse-leaper.
[1727 BAILEY vol. II, Desultores, dfsnltorii, Persons of

agility of body, who used to leap from one horse to another,
at the Horse Races in the Circensian Games.] 1880 M.
COLLINS Th. in Garden I. 183 Clowns and desultors in

ragged jackets were hanging about.

Desultorily (de-scltarili), ativ. [f. DESULTORY
+ -LY 2

.]
In a desultory or random manner; un-

methodically.
1664 EVELYN Mem. (1857) ^^ M^ Or else he had not

passed so desultorily our Universities and the Navy. 1803
Med. Jrnl. X. 306 The late influenza . . proceeded desul-

torily in some cases, in others it was more regularly pro-

gressive. 1812 SHELLEY Let. in Hogzl,ifc 118581 II. v. 140
Have I written desultorily? 1891!'. HARDY Tess 1. vi,

They had spent some time wandering desultorily. 1891
ATKINSON Moorland Par. 324 Birds hopping slowly and de-

sultorily about.

De'Sultoriness. [f- as prec. + -NESS.] The

quality of being desultory ; scrappy discursiveness ;

disconnectedness ;
lack of method.

1661 BOYLE Style a/Script. Pref. (1675) 10 The Seeming
Desultorinesse of my Method. 1727 BAILKY vol. II, Desitl-

toriness, the Skipping from one Thing to another. 1788
REID Act. Powers n. iii. 538 There is a desultoriness of

thought in man. 1816 BUCHAN in Singer Hist. Cards 360
Excuse the desultoriness of these observations. 1870 Pall
MallG. 9 Aug. 12 Accidental defects of desultoriness and
sketchiness.

Desultorious (dessltoo-rias), a.
[f.

L. desul-

tori-tts DESULTORY + -ous.]
= DESULTORY a. i .

1637 GILLESPIE Eng. Pop. Cerem. n. ix. 52 O desultorious

Declamation ! O roving Rethorike ! a 1638 MEDE Rein.

Apoc. Wks. (1672) HI. 582 Our desultorious and shifting In-

terpreters. 1703 BP. PATRICK Cotntn. 2 Sain. vi. 10 David
danced with composed and decent, not desultorious and

light motions, such as vain fellows are wont to use. 1719
WATERLAND Vind. Christ's Divinity 459 Fixing the Sense

of Scripture, and preventing its being ill-used by desultorious

Wits. 1819 H. BUSK Vestriad in. 525 Tripping with loose

and desultorious toe.

Desultory (de'scltari), a. (si.) [ad. L. desul-

tori-us of or belonging to a vaulter, superficial, de-

sultory, f. desultor: see DESULTOR.] A. adj.

1. Skipping about, jumping or flitting from one

thing to another; irregularly shifting, devious;

wavering, unsteady, lit. and Jig.
1581 MULCASTF.R_ Positions xxxix. (1887) 220 Not resting

vpon any one thing, but desultorie ouer all. 1594 BP.

ANDREWES Serin. II. 68 'Winter brooks' as Job termeth

flitting desultory Christians. 1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. in. ii.

31 The Crown, since the Conquest, never observed a

regular, but an uncertain and desultory motion. 1699
BKNTLEY Phal. 86 Persons of a light and desultory temper,
that skip about, and are blown with every wind, as Grass-

hoppers are. 1699 BURNET 39 Art. xx. (17001 195 AH men

ought to avoid the Imputations of a desultory Levity. 1748

J. MASON Elocnt. 19 To cure an uneven, desultory Voice
. . do not begin your Periods . . in too high or too low a

Key. 1754 EELES in Phil. Trans. XLIX. 132 That de-

sultory motion, by which it flies off from an electrified body.

1784 H.ELLIOTT in Dk. o/Leeds's Pol. Mem. (1884) 259 There

is also a peculiar desultory motion in His Royal Highnesses

eye. 1789 G. WHITE Seltorne xv. (1853) 63, I shot at it but

it was so desultory that I missed my aim. 1825 SOUTHEY

Paraguay Proem., Ceasing here from desultory flight.

2. Pursuing a disconnected and irregular course of

action ;
unmethodical.

1740 WARBURTON Let. 2 Feb. (R.\ This makes my reading
wild and desultory, 1773 BURKE Corr. (1844) 1. 427 Writing ._.

not in a desultory and occasional manner, but systemati-

cally. 1779 MAD. D'ARBLAY Diary 14 June, She is a very

desultory reader. 1827 HARE Guesses (1859) M^ Desultory

reading is indeed very mischievous, by fostering habits of

loose, discontinuous thought. 1855 MILMAN Lat. Chr.

(1864) IV. vll. i. 3 A desultory and intermitting warfare.

1872 GEO. ELIOT Middlem. xxix. (1873)104 Guests whose

desultory vivacity makes their presence a fatigue. 1876

STUBBS Med. 3- Mod. Hist. ii. 41 The temptation to desultory

research must in every case be very great, and desultory re-

search, however it may amuse or benefit the investigator,

seldom adds much to the real stock of human knowledge.

b. Of a single thing : Coming disconnectedly ;

random.
n 1704 R. L'ESTRANGE (J.), 'Tis not fora desultory thought

to attone for a lewd course of life. 1822 HAZLITT Table-t.

Ser. n. vi. (1869) 131 He no sooner meditates some desultory

project, than {etc.].

c. Irregular and disconnected in form or appear-

ance; motley, rare.

1842 ALISON Hist. Europe (1849-50! XIII. Ixxxviii. 42.

148 They . . shuddered when they gazed on the long and

desultory array of Cossacks . . sweeping by. 1866 HOWELLS
I'enet. Life ii. 19 A beggar in picturesque and desultory

costume.

B. sb. A horse trained for the ' desultor in a

i circus. Obs. rare
~

]
.

1653 UHQUIIART Ratelais u xxiii, These horses were called

I desultories.
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fDesu-lture. Obs. rare- ". [ad. L. desultfira,

leaping down, vaulting.]
1717 HAILKY vol. II, Demltnrt, a vaulting from one horse

to another.

t DeSTrme, v. Oh. [ad. L. d:-sfini-fre to take
from a mass, pick out, cull, f. DK- 2 + snntfre to

take.] trans. To take or obtain (from some
source

1

! ;
to derive, borrow, deduce.

1564 HAWAII!) Etitropius To Rdr. 7 A language more rife
ana familiare than those from whence he [ fully] dcsumed
them. 1613 H.M<I Ari-auHin. Ur. Ep. to Rdr. Aij, Some
thuui .I' sum, (I iroin mine owne experiment*!! kDowledn
1646 SIR 'I'. BlOwm Psfiid. Kf. in. xiv. 140 Nor is this Sala-
tuodol wooll desumed from any Animal, but a Mineral!

lance. 1697 POTIKR Anti</. Greece II. xiii. (17151 304
I i.im this Sjin ics, tli whose profession it was to inter*

!
t Dreams, have desumed their Names.

I Desu mption. Obs. rare. [n. of action f.

I.. <t,-iiiin?re, ppl. stem desitmpt-^ Taking (from
some source).

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Drsumption, a chusing, or taking
out. 1775 AMI, licmmfitioH, the act of taking from others.

Desupernaturalize : see DE- II. i.

t Desvoy, v. Oh. rare
-

'. [a. OF. desvoy-er,
var. of dfsrier: late L. type *disvi,ire for L. tie-

ware : see DE- I. 6.] intr. To go out of the way,
to deviate.

1481 CAXTON Myrr. in. xiv. itifi By which they desuoy and
goo out of the waye.
Uoswade, obs. form of DISSUADE v.

t Deswarre, ///. a. Obs. [a. AFr. *<ifswarf,
OF. *Jesguari<, *dtsgar{ = OF. tsguart, eswarf,

,', mod.F. c'gnrd.] Gone out of the way ; that
has lost his way, gone astray, stray. Another form
of the word is in the title Sir rjfgarri = knight
deswarri, in the quotation.
c 1314 Guy Warm, i A.) 6003 A knijt icham deswarre, tot

in Ir. r. herborough] y bid par charite.

Desy, obs. var. of DIZZY.

Desynonymization (dfisin^nimsiz^-Jsn).
[n. of action f. next : see -ATION.] The process
by which words originally synonymous come to be
differentiated in use.
i86a H. Si'F.NCF.R First Princ. n. xix. 153 It has been re-

marked . . that with the advance of language, words which
were originally alike in their meanings acquire unlike mean-
ings a change which he [Coleridge] expresses by the formid-
able word,

'

desynonymization '. Ikid.. The desynonymi?a-
tion of words is the ultimate effect.

Desyiiouymize (dfisinp'nimaiz), v. [f. DE-
II. i 4- SYNONYM + -IZE.]
1. trans. To differentiate in meaning words pre-

viously synonymous.
1817 COLERIDGE Biog. Lit. iv. (1870) 42 In all languages

there exists an instinct of rowth . . working unconsciously
to desynonymize those words originally of the same meaning.
l8>7 HARK Guesses Ser. I. (1873) 220 His (Coleridge's) word
to tujnuttjrmitt . . is a truly valuable one, as designating
a process very common in the history of language. 1881
KARRAR Early Chr. I. ix. 205 There had been a rapid ten-
dcncy to desynonymize the words '

bishop
'

and '

presbyter '.

b. To free from synonyms.
1873 F. HAI.L Mod. Eiig. 169 To form an idea of the

extent to which our language has been desynonymizei
2. intr. To cease to be synonymous.
i86 BI-CKLK Misc. Wks. (1873) I. 547 Remarks on the

tendency of words to desynonymize.
Hence Desyno'nymized ///. a., -izing vbl. s6.

and ///. a.

l833 J- C. HARE in Philolog. Museum II. 224 From the
(k-synonymizing tendency before spoken of. 1851 TRENCH
.yady of Worth \\.( 1869) 225 The process of '

desynonymiz-
ing'. 1884 FARRAX I.iikc 359'Ara^a is onlyadesynonymised
form of the same word [onifqpa].

t Desyte, v. Obs. rare. [? f. L. desit-, ppl. stem
of desinfre to cease : cf. DESITION.] 1 To leave off.
a 1519 SKEI.TON Cot. Chute 8 Eythyr for to endyte or else

fur to desyte.

Dot, earlier spelling of DEBT sb. and a.

Detach (d/tartf), v. In 5 distaohe. [a. F.
MftUM-r, earlier dcstacher, destachier (i2th c. in

Godef.) = Pr., Sp. destacar, It. dtstaccare, {. Rom.
dcs-, L. tiis- (Dis-) 4- Kom. tatca, F. tache nail,
tack, fixed point, spot. Cf. ATTACH. Used by
Caxton in form distaehe from OF. des- (see DES-) ;

but the existing word appears to have been adopted'
from modern F. late in the I 7th c.]
1. d.ins. To unfasten and separate; to disconnect,

disengage, disunite, lit. and/i?;
io'4 7 CAXTON 7'"'"' "5 b, He d'istachcd and ripte it of.)

i i 'I?'"'"'?
""' '

'

arilla
'

s "" Medkit 75 Coglione de-
d himself out, for the viewing him the better 1601 8

NORRIS Prmet. Disc. IV. 2 I9 We must now Detache and
lismgageour Hearts from the Creatures. 1736 BfTLER Anal.

II. vn. 335 ihe testimony of S. Paul is to be considered as
facbed from that of the rest ofthe Apostles. 1794 SIM LIV\N

' /.re. Mi.1 1. 6 The flints . . I can readily conceive to have
*n detached from mountains \ try distant from them. 1797MANN in Lett. Lit. Men iCamden) 446 The French have

long sought to detach Austria from England. 1798 LAMB
A osamun.ldray xi. [ It] only tends to soften and tranquillise
my mind, to detach me from the restlessness of human pur-
suits. 1800 tr. Lagraiife's Chem. I. 335 The caloric en-
deavours to detach carbonic acid from the lime. 1847 MRS.
A. KKRR Hist. Serria 258 Nor could Kara George venture
to detach himself from the Russians. 1868 FREEMAN Norm.
Cong. (t876) II. App. 575 Northamptonshire and Hunting.
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donshire were afterwards again detached fiom Norlhumber-
and. 1874 KM,. in /),./. .!/<</,. I. ;M ,\ f.ulure to detach
both hooks simultaneously may lead to the swamping of the

2. Mil. and Naval. To separate and send off

(a part from a main body) for a special purpose ;

to draw off (a regiment, a ship, or the like) for some
special mission. Also

tratisf.
1684 Scanderbeg Rediv. vi. 145 A Body of Foot and Dra-

goons was Detached to Attacque their Cannon. 1697 POTTER
Antiq. Greece i. xxvi. (1715) 181 The Chivalry hall be
detacht out of the most puissant and wealthy Athenians.
1706 PHILLIPS fed.

Kersey), To detach (Fr. in the Art of
Warl, to make a Detachment, to send away a Party of
Soldiers upon a particular Expedition. 1717 H. BI.AND
Milit. Disc. xix. 287 When Battalions are Detach'd for the
covering of the General's Quarters, it only goes for a Tour
of Fatigue. 1748 SMOLLETT Rod. Katid. (1845) 148 She was
immediately detached to look out for a convenient place
1796-7 Instr. * Kef. Cavalry (1613) 257 During this the
front line detaches skirmishers. 1855 MACAUI.AY Hist. Kng.
III. 678 Several regiments, .detached from the army which
had lately besieged Limerick.
aasol. 1809 WELLINGTON in Gurw. Desf IV. 400 If they

should venture to detach, they will lose both kingdoms.
3. intr. (ior re/I.) To disengage and separate one-

self, to become disconnected.
1841 TENNVSON Vision ofSin iii, Detaching, fold by fold,From those still heights, and slowly drawing near.
Hence Detaining vbl. sb. and ///. a.

1865 CARLYLP. Fredk. Gt. (1873) VI. xv. xi. 62 Stronger
than they by their detachings. 1874 KNIGHT Diet. Mcch.
Boat-detaching Hook, one adapted to be suddenly cast
loose when a boat lowered from the davits touches the
water. 1884 Pall Mall G. 25 July n/i The detaching
shaft springs back. 1890 Athenxum 2: June 795/3 That
detaching and absorbing interest which from time to time is

necessary to physical and mental well-being.

Detachabi'lity. [f. next : see -ITY.] Capa-
bility of being detached.
1825 COLERIDGE Aids RejJ. (1861) 255 Its singleness, its

detachabihty for the imagination. 1878 Scrifotcr's Mag.XVI. 434/1 We only realize the detachability of things whenwe see a baby at work.

Detachable (dftartjab'l), a.
[f. prec. vb. +

-ABLE.] Capable of being detached or separated.
1818 HENTHAM Ch. Eng. 406 This detachable mass of pay.

1834 Fraser's Mag. X. 700 Poetry yet intrudes in separate
and detached or detachable passages. 1867 MACGKEGOR Voy
Alone (18681 22 The chart frame is also detachable from its

place. 1878 DOWDF.N Stud. Lit. 241 Many good things in

particular passages of her writings are detachable. 1883Standard 6 Apr. 5/2 The detachable spear point of the
Fraser River savage.

Deta'chableness. [f. prec. + -NESS.] Capa- :

hility of being detached.
1855 H. SPENCER Princ. 1'syelwl. (1870) I. 564 The detach. ,

ableness which distinguishes ideas that are fully developed.

Detached (d/t-e-tjt), ///. a.
[f. DETACH v. +

-ED.] Disconnected, disengaged, separated ; sepa- ,

rate, unattached, standing apart, isolated.

1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Bastion detached or cut off,
that which Ls separated from the Body of the Works. 1711
J. JAMES tr. Le Blond's Gardening 29 The House stands de-
tached. 1717-51 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., In painting, the figures
are said to be well detached, or loosened, when they stand
free, and disengaged from each other. 1791 BOSWELL 7i>4.i
Advt., Innumerable detached particulars. 1794 SKLLIVAN
View Nat. II. 77 Ore found in large detached masses. 1801
MRS. CH. SMITH Solitary M'antlcnr II. 38, I took a small,

'

but elegant, detached house. 1860 TVNDALL Glac. i. vii. 47
In the centre . . stands a detached column of granite. 1868
FREEMAN Nonn. Cottq. (1876) II. ix. 400 A few detached
events must be mentioned. 1879 SIR G. G. SCOTT Led.
Arcliit. I. 149 Attached and detached shafts may be used
alternately. 1879 CasseIts Tec/in. Eiluc. IV. 27/2 The villa
stands alone, or as it is termed ' detached '.

Deta chedly, adv.
[f. prec. + -tr 2.] jn a

detached manner
; disconnectedly ; apart from

others of the same kind, or from context, etc.

1707 E. M. LOMAX Philanthrope 252 The tree, the rock,
or the meadow, considered detachedly from one another.

1814 SIR E. BRYDGKS Lett, on Byron, Some of the senti-
ments {in

' Cain '], taken detachedly . . are . . dangerous.
1847 Ln. LINDSAY Chi: Art I. 122 We are at liberty . . to
consider them detachedly.
Detachedness (dftx-tjtnes, -ednes). [f. as

prec. 4- -NESS.] The quality of being detached or
of standing apart ; separation ; isolation.

1768 Worn, ofHonor III. 214 So complete had his detach-
edness been from his family. 1893 Athen.rtttil 17 Sept, 392/2 '

It may be that this
' detachedness

'

unkind persons call
it selfishness . . is an element of a noble strain.

Detacher (dftartjsa). [f. DETACH v. + -ER
i.]A person or thing that detaches; an apparatus or

instrument for detaching.
1884 Rath Herald 27 Dec. 6 '5 After being carried through

certain
apparatus called detachers, the wheat passes through

centrifugal dressers.

Detachment (dftwHmfat), [a. F. dltaehement

(1642 in Hatzf.\ f. detacher: see -MEXT.]
1. The action of detaching ; unfastening, discon-

necting, separation.
i9 WOODKEAD St. Teresa I. Pref. 35 A perfect Detach-

ment, and clearing of our affections from the friendships of
the creature. 1699 J. WOODWARD in Phil. Trans. XXI. 208
So continual an Emission and Detachment of Water, in so
great Plenty from the Parts of Plants. 1783 POTT >>ry.
Wks. II. 17 A detachment of fibres from the fascia lata of
the thigh. 1876 W. H. POLLOCK in Ccmtemp. Rev. June 55 I

The growth of the drama has . . gone hand in hand with
its detachment from the sen-ice of its parent. 1880 CAR-

DETAIL.
i! in toM Cent. No. 38. on Bergs which ihow leant

signs of change since their first detachment from the parent

2. Mil. and Naval. The separating and dispatch-
ing of part of a body of troops, etc, on special
si tvicc.

1678 PHILLIPS, Detachment, a word now very much
brought into use, in relations of I he affairs of the French

Army,
and signifies a drawing off of a party from one placetor the relief or assistance of some party, upon occasion, in

another place. 1693 I.UTTRELL Brief R,l. (1857) III. 116
J hey confirm the detachment of the dauphine with 25,000men to the Rhine. 1714 DE FOE Mem. Cavalier (1840. 107
I he army, after so many detachments, was not above nine-
teen thousand men. 1748 CHESTERF. Lett. II. clx. 75 Whichwould have . . caused a great detachment from their army in
Flanders. 1841 KI.PHINSTONE Hist. Ind. I. M3 [They] had
become tenants on condition ofservice instead ofmere officers
on detachment.
8. toner. A portion of an army or navy taken

from the main body and employed on some sepa-
rate service or expedition; any party similarly
separated (rom a main body.
1678 BUTLER Hud. in. iii. 35 Haunted with detachments,

sent From Marshal Legion s regiment. 1681 LOTTRELL
Brief Kel. (1857) I. 89 He has sent out a detachment of six

wjtnesses, to confound Fitzharris's discovery. 1714 DK FOE
Mem. Cavalier (1840) 68 Detachments were made out of

every regiment to search among the dead. 1739 CJBBER
Apol. x. 273 A Detachment ofActors from Drury-Lane 1781
GIBBON Decl. , F. III. Iii. 256 A detachment of cavalry in-

tercepted his march. 1838 1 HIRLWALL Greece II. xv. 291 He
sent a detachment of his fleet to seize the island of Cythera
1859 F. A. GRIPHTHS Anil. Man. (1862) 112 A gun detach-
ment consists of one non-commissioned officer and nine
gunners.
aitrio. 1881 J. GRANT Cameronians I. i. 3 The smartest

officers are usually selected for detachment duty. 1881 MRS.
ALEXANDER Freres iii, He was almost immediately told off
for detachment duty.
4. A standing apart or aloof from objects or cir-

cumstances; a state of separation or withdrawal
from connexion or association with surrounding
things.
1861 MAURICE Mor. I, Met. Philos. IV. iii. J 36. 88 This
etachment from Italian feelings might have fed one to

(1886) nsOxford,
' the sweet city with her dreaming spires',

where there has ever been so much detachment from the
,

world. 1883 Brit. Q. Rev. Oct. 392 An apartness or detach-
ment from self. 1888 BRYCE Anu-r. Cotmmv, II. in. Ijii.

335 The detachment of the United States from the affairs of
the Old World.

b. A condition of spiritual separation from the
world. (Cf. 1669 in I.)

1798 LAMB RosaniiindGrayxi, The stronger I feel this de-

tachment, the more I find myself drawn heavenward. 1853M. KELLY tr. Gosselin's Pmver ofPope I. 91 To inspire an
the faithful with the spirit of detachment. 1856 J. H. NEW-
MAN Callista 199 A most heroic faith, and the detachment
of a saint. 1865 T. F. KNOX Lift Henry Suso 152 I.et all
who suffer with detachment rejoice. 1891 Daily \e7vs 3 Apr.
5/2 There is no such excellent cure for 'detachment '

as an
attachment.

H Erroneously for ATTACHMENT 1-2.

1706 PHILLIPS (cd. Kersey), s.v.ZV/<jM/<wr,Toseireortake
into custody another man's goods or person by writ of
Detachment or other course of law. 17*7 BAILEY vol. II,
Detachment, in I.aw, a sort of Writ.

Detail (d/tf'-l, d?t*l) , sb. [a. F. Mail (i 2th c.

in Hatzf.) the action of detailing, the result of this

action, retail, f. stem of tUtailler see next. App.
first adopted in the phrase in detail, F. en detail,

opposed to en gros in the gross, wholesale. Sense

5 represents the F. Mail du service, distribuer
forart en dj/ail, Fcuquieres, a. 1711.]
1. The dealing with matters item by item ; de-

tailed treatment ; attention to particulars. Esp.
in phrase in (f thc*^ detail, item by item

; part by
part ; minutely ; circumstantially. So to go into

detail, i. e. to deal with or treat a thing in its

individual particulars.
1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mar. 306 (R.) As if a man would

say, that necessary it is for him to offer wrong in detaile,
who mindeth to do right in the gross. 1706 PHILLIPS Detail
i Fr.X the particular Circumstances of an Affair

; as These
advantages need not be offered in Detail to your View.
1734 POPE Ess. Matt, Introd., I was unable to treat this

part
of my subject more in detail. 1769 GOLDSM. Rom. Hist.

(1786) I. 320 They . . perhaps condemned them in the gross
for defects, which they thought it not worth while to mention
in the detail. 1785 COWPER lVks. (1837) XV. 163 The conse-

3uences
need not, to use the fasliionablephrasc, be given in

etail. 1840 GLADSTONE C/i. Princ. 69 The fear of punish-
ment in the gross or in the detail. 1847 EMERSON Repr. Men,
S-wedenoorg Wks. (Bohn) I. 332 His revelations destroy
their credit by running into detail. 1868 M. PATTISON
Academ. Org. iv. no Relieved from the drudgery of detail.

1870 FREEMAN Norm. Cony. led. 2) I. App. 558 The tale, which
is told in great detail, is doubtless mythical in its details.

1884 Law Times Rep. 16 Feb. 773/3 We had to go into

detail, so as to make the case clear.

b. Mil. In detail : by the engagement of small

portions of an army or force one after another.
War of detail, a war carried on after this fashion,
instead of by general engagements. (Often fig.)
1841 MIAI.L 'Noneonf. 1. 1 Their war has been one of detail,

not of principle. 1842 H. ROGERS Introd. Bttrke's U'ks. 85
Pursuing a war of detail instead of acting on some uniform
scheme. 1845 FORD Handbk. Spain a Being without union
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[it] is also without strength and has been beaten in detail.

1858 FROUDE Hist. Kng. III. xiii. 116 Without concert ..

without a leader they would be destroyed in detail. 1886

STOKES Celtic Ch. 293 He [Brian Boru] defeated his enemies

in detail.

2. A minute or circumstantial account; a detailed

narrative or description of particulars.

1695 WOODWARD Nat. Hist. Earth iv. (1723) 238 But

I must be forced wholey to wave and supersede the Detail of

these. 1726 Adv. Capt. R. Boyle Pref A iv, The following

Sheets are a detail of Fortunes I have run through. 1810

(title), A Chronological detail of events in which Oliver

Cromwell was engaged, from 1642 to 1658. 1815 T. FORSTER

Attnospk, PJixnom. p. ix, Aristotle . . appears to have given

a more minute detail of the various appearances of clouds

..and other phsenomena. 18*5 LYTTON Falkland g But my
detail must be rather of thought than of action.

3. An item, a particular (of an account, a process,

etc.) ;
a minute or subordinate portion of any (esp.

a large or complex) whole. (See also 4 a.)
1 But that is a detail !

'

is a current phrase humorously

making light of what is perhaps really an important element

in the matter in question.

1786 T. JEFFERSON Writ. (1859) I. 560 It has given me de-

tails . . which are very entertaining. 1832 HT. MARTINEAU
Demerara ii. 16 The details of the management of a plan-

tation. 1851 J. S. MACAULAY Field-Fortif. 267 Hedges . .

skirted by details of ground that may render them obstacles.

1853 J. H. NEWMAN Hist. Sk. ( 1873) 1. 1. iv. 194 In the details

of dress, carriage, and general manners, the Turks are very
different from Europeans. 1863 FK. A. KKMBLE Resid. in

Georgia 17, I shall furnish you with no details. 1868 DICKENS

Lett. (1880) II. 393 Be particular in the minutest detail.

b. collective sing. The particulars or items of

any whole considered collectively.
1861 MILL Utilit. v. 71 Nobody desires that laws should

interfere with the whole detail of private life. 1886 Law
Times LXXX. 193/2 Legal questions . . full of dry and un-

interesting detail.

4. Fine Arts. a. A minute or subordinate part
of a building, sculpture, or painting, as distinct

from the larger portions or the general conception.
b, collective sing. Such minute parts collectively,

or the manner of treatment of them. (Also transf.

in reference to natural objects.)

1823 P. NICHOLSON Pract. Build. 309 The detail of both

sculpture and masonry on the building. 1846 RUSKIN Mod.
Paint. I. n. n. v. 15 The detail of a single weedy bank

laughs the carving of ages to scorn. 1870 F. R. WILSON
Ch. Lindisf. 85 There are no architectural details of interest.

1882 HAMERTON Graphic Arts iv. 29 The most careful study
of antiquarian detail is united to an artist's vivid recollection

of the colour and sunshine of the South. 1865 J. FERGUSSON
Hist.Archtt.\.\.\\\. 11.232 The Assyrian honeysuckle, .forms

as elegant an architectural detail as is anywhere to be found.

C. Arch. Short for detail drawing^, working

drawings.
1819 P. NICHOLSON Archit. Diet. I. 383 Detail, the de-

lineation of all the parts of an edifice, so as to be sufficiently

intelligible for the execution of the work. The detail is

otherwise denominated the working (trait-ings. 1876 GWILT
Encycl. Arc/lit. Gloss., Details, a term usuajly applied

to the

drawings on a large scale for the use of builders, and gene-

rally called working drawings. 1892 Archit. Publ. Soc,

Diet. VIII. s.v. Working Drawings, Working drawings . .

consist of plans, elevations, sections, details of construction
. . many being to the full size.

5. Mil. a. The distribution in detail, to the

different officers concerned, of the Daily Orders first

given in general, with apportionment to each di-

vision and subdivision of the force (and finally to

individual officers and men) of the share of duty

falling upon them in their order ; hence, the list or

table showing the general distribution of duty for

the whole force (general or fgrand detail}^ or the

particular distribution of that falling upon any
division or subdivision of it (particular detail"}.

Office ofDetail^ U.S. Navy Dept.\ the office where the
roster of officers is kept, and from which orders as to duty
are issued.

1703-8 Order Dk. J\Iarlboroitgh in Kane Camp Disc. (1757)
4'! he Adjutant-General is to keep all the Details and an
account of all things that happen in the Army. 1708
Order ibid. 4 Of Details, Whereas great Inconveniences have
happened in changing the Details after made, it is agreed
. . by all the Generals of the Army, that all Details made at

orderly Time should stand, though several other Details
came afterwards; and that they should march accordingly,
though the others made before did not march, a 1711 Ibid.

3 The Brigadier of the Day is to distribute the Orders he
received immediately to the Majors of Brigade ; and see
that all the Details are made upon the Spot. 1727 H.
BLAND Milit. Discip. 281 (ch. xix, Title) Of the Method in

Flanders for the Receiving and Distributing of the Daily
Orders ; General Detail of the Army (by which is meant the
General Duty to be perform'd by the Officers and Soldiers)
with the Form of a Roster, or Table, by which the Duty of
Entire Battalions, and the Officers, is regulated. Ibid, in

Simes Milit. Medley (i 768) 69 Our late Monarch, the glorious
King William . . was perfectly knowing in the small as well
as the grand detail of an army, c 1745 KANE Camp. Disc.

(1757) 16 Whenever the Quarter-master General demands
a Detachment, to go along with him to reconnoitre, they
are to be furnished immediately from the nearest Troops, and
it will be allowed them in the next Detail. 1778 Orderly
book, MarylandLoyalists, 28 Aug. ,

Detale for outline pickett
this evening. 1779 U. S. Army Regulation, [The adjutant]
must assemble the first Serjeants of the companies, make
them copy the orders, and give them their details for the
next day. 1779 CAPT. G. SMITH Univ. Milit. Diet, s.v.,
Detail ofDuty is a roster or table for the regular . . per-
formance of duty, either in the field, garrison, or canton-
ments. The general detail of duty is the proper care of the
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majors of brigade, who are guided by the roster for the officers,

and by the tables for the men to be occasionally furnished.

The adjutant of a regiment keeps the detail of duty for the

officers of his regiment. 1781 T. SIMES Milit. Guide (ed. 31

9 The Major of Brigade is charged with the particular detail

in his own brigade in much the same way as the Adjutant-

general is charged with the general detail of the army. 1833

STOCOUELER Milit. Encycl. s. v. Detail of Duty. 1894

master : 2nd Ches. R. Drums : 2 Lein. R. Company for

Fire Screen Drill : none. Duties No. i Canteen : 2nd Ches.

R. Duties No. 2 Canteen : 2nd Lein. R. Visitor to Bde.

Schools (a Captn.) : 2nd Ches. K.

b. The detailing or telling off a small party

for a special duty. C. concr. A small body de-

tached for a particular service or duty ; a small

detachment. Originally military, but extended to

the police, etc.

[1708 see under a above.]

1780 GEN. WASHINGTON Order 14 Mar., The fatigue party
for finishing the new orderly room is to be furnished by
detail from the line of the army. 1828 WEBSTER, Detail 2,

A selecting of officers or soldiers from the rosters. 1862

BEVERIDGE Hist. India. II. v. vii. 458 A small body ofcavalry,
and a detail of European artillery. 1884 Daily Nm's 3 Mar.,

The ground . .was explored . . by the Mounted Infantry and

of police is always made . . and the crowd is not allowed to

block the exit.

Detail (Aii?-\\ v. [a. F. dttailler (i2th c. in

Hatz.-Darm.), to cut in pieces, retail, deal with or

relate circumstantially, f. DE- I. 3 + tattler to cut

in pieces. Adopted in English only in the trans-

ferred uses.]

1. trans. To deal with, give, relate, or de-

scribe minutely or circumstantially ; to give par-

ticulars of; to enumerate, mention, or relate in

detail.

1637-50Row IIUt.Kirkd 842) p. xliii.The proceedings . . are

too long to be here detailed. 1751 JOHNSON Rambler No.

177 f 3 When I delivered my opinion, or detailed my know-

ledge. 1802 MRS. E. PARSONS Myst. Visit I. i He was too

modest to . . detail news and scandal from house to house.

1875 LYEI.L Princ. Gcol, II. n. xxvii. 62 From the whole of

the facts above detailed, it appears [etc.]. 1875 SCRIVENER
Led. Text N. Test. 10 Certain peculiarities to be detailed

hereafter. 1879 Casselfs Tec/in. Educ. IV, 90/1 We have now
detailed all the various coverings ordinarily put upon books.

ahol. 1841 D'IsRAELl Amen. Lit. II. 7 There were

occasions when they [monastic writers] were inevitably

graphic, when they detail like a witness in court.

2. Mil. To appoint or tell off for a particular

duty. (See DETAIL sb. 5.)

1793 Laws ofMass. c. i 32 Whenever a detachment is

made, the officers, non-commissioned officers and privates,

being able of body, shall be detailed from the rosters or rolls

for the purpose. 1810 Ibid. c. 107 31 The officers, ordered

to be detailed to serve on courts martial shall be detailed in

the following manner. 1828 WEBSTER, Detail, to select, as

an officer or soldier from a division, brigade, regiment, or

battalion. 1861 SWINHOE N. China Camf. 329 The First

Division, under General Michel, was detailed for this work
of destruction. 1861 \V. H. RUSSELL in Times 14 May 10/3
His cartridges were out, and he was compelled to detail

some of his few men to make them out of shirts, stockings
and jackets. 1868 SIR R. NAPIER in Morn. Star 30 June,
I trust she is now recovering under the care of the medical

officer . . who has been detailed by me to provide for her

comfort. 1885 GEN. GRANT Pers. Mem. I. xxi. 293 Soldiers

who had been detailed to act with the navy. 1886 Mancli.

Exam. 19 Jan. 5/6 The field officers of the Royal Horse
Guards detailed for the escort of Her Majesty.

b. transf.
1837-40 HALIBURTON Clockm. (1862) 248 We propose de-

tailing you to Italy to purchase some originals for our gal-

lery. 1868 Daily Neivs 2 Sept., The dry dock . . will start

on its . . voyage across the Atlantic, being towed by five

vessels to be detailed for the purpose. 1874 M. COLLINS

Transinigr. III. xviii. 269 A trim little waiting-maid.,whom
I detailed to wait upon Grace.

3. Arch. To detail on the plane : to be exhibited

in profile by abutting against the plane ; said of a

moulding. (Ogilvie.)
1875 Encycl. Brit. II. 403/2 At the base they detail on the

pavement or floor of the stylobate. Ibid. 404/1 The glyphs
detail on the ta-nia of the architrave, but are variously
finished above.

H 4. ? Confused with ENTAIL v.- (sense 4).

1794 GODWIN Cal. Williams 289 Who had. .sworn to detail

upon me misery without end.

Hence Detailing vbl. sb. and///, a.

1810 Laws of Mass. c. 107 31 In case of inability . . of

any officer.. to serve.. the detailing officer shall certify such
circumstance to the officer who ordered the court martial.

1866 CARLVLE Ediu. Irving 94 Considerable gossiping and
quizzical detailing. 1883 CLODD in Knowl. 7 Sept. 147/2
[These] need no detailing here.

Detailed (d/te'-ld), ///. a. [f. DETAIL v. +
-ED 1.] Related, stated, or described circumstan-

tially ; abounding in details ; minute, particular,
circumstantial.

DETAIN.

b. Fine Arts. Executed in detail ; furnished with

all its details.

1867 A. BARKY Sir C. Barry viii. 283 A fully detailed cor-

nice of the order.

c. transf. Of a writer : Given to detail, circum-

stantial.

1871 FREEMAN Norm. Conq. (1876) IV. xviii. 153 Described

by the most detailed historian of this campaign.

Hence Detai'ledly adv., Detai'lcdness.
1806 J. PVTCHES in monthly Mag. XXII. 210 He regrets

that I have not gone more detailedly into my design. 1842

J. STERLING Ess. fy Tales (1848) I. 439 Its positiveness,

shrewdness, detailedness, incongruity. 1887 BENSON Land
104 The. .extent and detailedness of the criticism.

Detailer (dzV-laj). [f.
DETAIL v. + -ER 1

.]

One who details or relates circumstantially.

1794 Crit. Rev. Jan., The detailers of anecdotes, a 1809

SEVVARD Lett. VI. 135 (T.) Individuality was sunk in the

number of detailers.

De-tailism. nonce-ivd. [f.
DETAIL sb. + -ISM.]

A system of attention to details.

1863 LEWES in Fortn. Rev. I. 588 There has been a re-

action against conventionalism which called itself Idealism,

in favour of detailism which calls itself Realism.

Detain (dft^'n), v. Forms: 5-7 deteyn(e,

6-7 detein(e, deteign(e, detayn(e, detaine, (7

deten), 7- detain. [Late ME. deteine, deteync,

a. OF. detenir (I2th c. in Littre), delener (Britton)
= Pr. and Sp. delener, Cat. detenir, It. ditenere :

Rom. type *de-tenere for L. detinire, to hold off,

keep back, detain, f. DE- I. 2 + tenere to hold. For

the root-vowel cf. contain, maintain, sustain, retain.']

1. trans. To keep in confinement or under re-

straint
;
to keep prisoner.

[129* BRITTON i. v. 3 Ou si maliciousement le fet detener.]

1485 CAXTON Chas. Gt. 145 The peres of fraunce beyng thus

assyeged and deteyned. 1548 HALL Chrm. 10 A traytor. .

wh'che is apprehended and deteigned in prisone for his

offence. 1605 CAMDEN Kem. 16 When King Richard first

was deteined prisoner. 1761 HUME Hist. Eng. III. lix. 279
He was detained in strict confinement. 1884 Miss BRADDON

Flmucrff Weed 139
'

Beg your pardon, sir,' said the constable

..'I shall be obliged to detain you till this business is

settled.'

t b. pass. To be ' holden
'

or possessed with

(infirmity, disease, etc ). Obs.

a 1440 Found. St. Bartholomew's 18 With this so grcte A

j-. iv. 419 noueiaiieu report 01 ine evidence nas come
down to us. 1857 RUSKIN Pol. Econ. Art 6, I will not lose
time in any detailed defence. 1867 FREEMAN Norm. Conq.

254 In my more detailed narrative of English

Corinthia. .detained with sicknesse, dyed.

2. To keep back, withhold
; esp. to keep back

what is due or claimed. ? Obs.

<ri535 in Froude Short Stud. 11876) I. 422 The said abbot

hath detained and yet doth detain servants wages, a 1625
FLETCHER & MASSINGER Elder Bro. v. i, My sword forced

from me too, and still detained. 1670 MARVELL Let. to

Mayor ofHull Wks. 1. 153 To call to account^such persons
as detained money in their hands given charitably. 1710
PRIDEAUX Orig. Tithes v. 221 These Tithes . . have been

granted by the King, .but afterwards by the instinct of the

Devil many have detained them. 1715-20 POPE Iliad xxiv.

172 No longer then . . Detain the relics ofgreat Hector dead

. . restore the slain. 1768 BLACKSTONE Comm. III. 855 The
form of the writ . . is sometimes in the debet and dctinet, and

sometimes in the dctinet only : that is, the writ states . . that

the defendant owes and unjustly detains the debt or thing in

question, or only that he unjustly detains it. 1840 MACAULAY
Hist. Eng. iii. I. 288 The interest of the sum fraudulently
detained in the Exchequer by the Cabal.

fb. To keep <a person) from his right. Obs.

1583 STUBBES Anat. Ahis. II. (1882) 80 Hereby the poore

pastors are deteined from their right, and almost beggered.

1 3. To keep, retain (in a place or position, in

a state or condition, or in one's possession). Obs.

(exc. as associated with 4.)

1541 WYATT Defence Wks. (1861) p. xxv, That in all accu-

sations the defendant mij>ht detain unto him counsel. 1578
BANISTEK Hist. Mail v. 66 Some [glandules] are strewed as

heddes vnto -Veynes, and Arteries, to deteine them from

hurt. 1606 BIRNIE Kirk-Bnriall xix. (Jam. Suppl.), To
dedicate the same thing a Kirk, and yet deteene it a burial!.

1632 LITHGOW Trav. v. 195 Rivers mentioned in the Scrip-

tures, which to this day detayne their names. 1635 PAGITT

Christianogr. I. ii. (1636) 41 The inhabitants of Spaine^are
detained in superstition, by the vigilancy of the Inquisition.

1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist.(in(>) II. 159 When we fix and

detain them [our eyes] too long upon the same object.

t b. To hold, hold down : transl. dctinere of

the Vulgate. Obs.

1582 N. T. (Rhem.) Rom. i. 18 Those men that deteine the

veritie of God in iniustice [1611 hold : WYCL., TIND., CRANM.,

Geneva, withhold : Rev. V. hold down: Gr. tine-ndvvav\ 1593

BILSON Gcrvt. Christ's Ch. too That,
.they might learne not

to detaine the trueth of God in unrighteousnes. a 1694

(18761 I.

affairs.

unrighteousness '.

f c. To hold or occupy with an armed force. OtS.

1632 LITHGOW Trav. III. 103 A large and strong Fortresse

. . now detained by a Garison of Turkes. 1642 Lane. Tracts

(Chetham Soc.) 56 Thus the Lord hath preserved an un-

wallcd Towne from being destroyed or detained by a great

Armie.

fd. To hold, engage, keep the attention of.

Obs. (or merged in 4.)
c 1585 C'lT.ss PEMBROKE Ps. Ixxiii. 7 No good on earth doth

my desires detaine. 1621-51 BURTON Anat. Mel. n. ii. vl. in.

301, 1 am mightily detained and allured with that grace and

comeliness. 1780 HARRIS Philol. Eng, Wks. 11841) 429 It
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wants those striking revolutions, those unexpected discover-

ies, so eisMcnlial to engage ai 1 to d' 'ain a spectator.

fe. To constipate,
* bind

,
also absol. to cause

constipation. Obs.

1580 FKAMPTON Dial. Yron ^ Stale 158 The water that

cooleth. the yron, docth detayne the bellie. Ibid. 158 b, It

i* byndyng, and therefore it doeth deteyne.

4. To keep from proceeding or going on; to

keep waiting; to stop. (The ordinary current

sense.)

159* SIIAKS. Ven. ff Ad. 577 For
pity

now she can no more
detain him. 1644 MlLTOH Ednc. WKS. (1847) 99/2, I shall

detain you no longer in the demonstration of what we should
not do. a 1665 SIK K. DIGBY Private Mem. (1827) 89 Here

Theagenes resolved to detain him self some time. 1790
P\u v Horx Paul. Rom. ii. 12 The business which then

detained him. 1825 G.WBKTT Rnr. Rides 424, I was de-

tained .. partly by the rain, and partly by company that

I liked very much. 1861 DUTTON COOK P. Fosters D. i,

Don't let me detain you. 1891 E. PEACOCK N. Brendan
I. 113 We will not detain our readers. 189* TV/w* (Weekly
Ed.) ai Oct. 2/4 The vessel, .is detained in quarantine.

f6. To keep back or restrain from action; to

hinder ; to delay. Obs.
1600 E. BLOUNT tr. Conestaggio 54 But he resolved not

any thing, deteined by his blinde commission, and the

advise ofsome other Capteines. 16*1-51 BURTON Anat. Afel.

in. ii. in. (1676) 326/1 Modesty would detain them from

doing amiss. 1681 DRYDEN Abs, ff Achit. 244 How long wilt

tliou the general joy detain : Starve, and defraud the People
of thy Reign?

i Detarn, ;
. Obs. rare- 1

, [f. DETAIN v.l The
action of detaining, or fact of being detained; de-

tention.

1596 SPENSER F. Q. v. vi. 15 And gan enquire of him with

mylder mood The certaine cause of Artegals detaine.

Detainable (dft^'-nab'l), a.
[f.

DETAIN v. +

-ABLE.] Capable of being detained.
iSox W. TAYLOR in Monthly Mag.^\\. 581 It seems. .de-

tainable, like water, by an attraction of cohesion, on the

surface of certain bodies.

Detai'nal. rare.
[f.

DETAIN v. + -AL 5.] The
net of detaining ;

detention.
1806 W. TAYLOR in Ann. Rev. IV. 116 The injustice of the

detainal is a disgrace to Bonaparte.

t Detainder. Obs* Also deteinder, detain-

dor. Variant of DETAINER 2, perhaps influenced

by attainder* remainder.

1672 Essex Papers (Camden) I. 35 Y 1
' deteinder of moneys

byy Farmers upon pretence ofdefalcations. 1701 BEVERLKY

Afoe. Quest. 32 There is also.. in it the Detaindor of a

Disease, a Catochtts* and a Catoche^ a Dead Sleep, or In-

sensibility with Pungency, or Vexation.

Detainer * (d/V-noi). Also 6 deteiner, -our,

deteynour, 7 detayner. [f. DETAIN v. + -F.R '
:

pern. orig. a. AF. *detenotir = QY. deteneor, -ettr.~\

One who or that which detains ; see the verb.

1531-* Act 23 Hen. '///, c. 5 8 3 To punisshe tlie

dettours and deteiners of the same by fines. 1547 Act i

Edw. y/t c. 3 2 To punish . . the deteinour. 1586 J.
HOOKER Girald. Irel. in Holinsjied \\. 51/1 The deteiners
of the kingdome of England against the lawfull heire. 1647
R. BAILLIE Lett, ff yrnls. (1842) III. 14 It pleased God to

make his detainers let him goe. 1689 Def. Liberty agst.

Tyrants 120 He, .is. .an unjust detainer which takes another
Mans goods against the Owners will. 1850 CHUBB Lo^ks

ff Keys 10 This lock, .contains, .several independent move-
able detainers of the motion of the bolt, any one of which
would alone prevent that motion ; tbe key was adapted to

move and arrange all those detainers simultaneously.

Detai'uer . Law. Forms: 7 deteiner, de-

teigner, detoyner, 7- detainer
;
erron. 7 -or, 8

-our. fa. Anglo-Fr. detener inf. used subst. Cf.

cesser, disclaimer, retainer: see -ER*.]
The action of detaining, withholding, or keeping

in one's possession; spec. a. The (wrongful) de-

taining of, or refusal to restore, goods taken from
the owner for distraint, etc.

1619 DALTON Conntr. Just. vii. (1630) 27 By distress or

deteyner of the defendant's goods. 17*8 BLACKSTONE i

Comm. III. 150 Deprivation of possession may also be by
an unjust detainer of another's goods, though the original <

taking was lawful. 1817 W. SELWYN Law Nisi Prius (ed. 4)
,

II. 1123 If the tenant, before distress, tender . . the arrears
of rent, the taking of the distress becomes wrongful . . but if

the distress has been made, and before impoifhding the
arrears are tendered, then the detainer only is unlawful.

1865 NICHOLS Britton II. 249 In like manner shall widows
recover damages for the wrongful detainer of dower.

b. Forcible detainer : see qnot. 1 769.
1619 DALTON Conntr. Just. xxii. 11630) 61 One Justice of

Peact may proceed in . . cases of forcible entry or Deteiner.

1769 BLACKSTONE Cow;//. IV. 147 An eighth offence against

the^ public peace is that of a forcible entry or detainer ;

which, is committed by violently taking or
keeping posses-

sion, with menaces, force, and arms, of lands and tenements,
without the authority of law. 1800 ADDISON Attter. Law
Rep. 41 Indicted for a forcible entry and detainer.

c. The detaining of a person ; esp. in custody or

confinement.

1640 in Rusliw, /list. Coll. (1692) in. I. 20 That the Cause
of their Detainer may be certified, a 1719 BP. SMALLRIOGE
(J.\ St. Paul sends him back again, that Philemon might
have no reason to be angry at his longer detainour. 1795
CHRISTIAN in Rlackstone's Comm. (1809) I. 425 Lord Mans-
field granted a habeas corpus, ordering the captain of the

ship to bring un the body of James Somerset!, with the
cause of his detainer. 1884 /,?<< Times Rep. 16 Aug. 750/2
There was no evidence, .of the detainer of the chilu either

by force or fraud.

Vnr,. III.

d. A process authorizing the sheriff to detain

a person already in his custody; spec, a writ

whereby a prisoner arrested at the suit of one

creditor might be detained at the suit of another.

1836-9 DICKENS Sk. Roz
(1850) 274/1 Unless the gen'Im'n

means togoupafore the court, it s hardly worth while waiting
for detainers, you know. 1848 WHAKTON Law Lex. .v.,

A process lodged with the sheriff against a person in his

custody is called a detainer. 1855 THACKERAY Newcomes
I. 248 The detainers against him were trifling.

Detaining, vbl. sb. [f. DETAIN v. + -ING i.]

The action of the verb DETAIN ; detention, with-

holding, f seizure, etc. (Now usually gerundial.)
a 1535 MORE Wks. 386 (R.) That their patne in the fire wer

but adetaining therin bysome stronger power then themselfc.

157* Sc. Acts Jas. '7(1597) 50 Taking and deteining of

prisoners, ransounes, buitinges. 1600 E. BLOUNT tr. Cones-

taggio 125 He then conceived the cause of his detaining.

i63 tr. Brnefs Praxis Met/. 97 Catalepsis is a sudden de-

taining both of soule and body. 1768 BLACKSTONE Comm.
III. ix. (R.l, To shew the cause of his detaining in prison.

1705 Jemima I. 165 He scorned your detaining*.

Detaining, ///. a.
[f.

as prec. + -ING -.] That
detains

; see the verb.
i8 T. TAYLOR Apuleius vi. 121 The detaining earth.

1865 Bt'SHNELL Victtr, Sacr, Introd. (1868) 25 The detaining
power of a dogmatizing effort.

Hence Detoi'ningly adv.

1856 Titan Mag. Aug. 119/2 He gazed at her entreatjngly
and detainingly. 1880 Argosy XXIX. 38"

"

detainingly upon his arm.
. 388 Laying her hand

Detainment (d/t^'nment). Now rare. [f.

DETAIN v. + -MENT: cf. OF. detcnement.'] The
fact of detaining, or of being detained ; detention.

1586 Death Earl Northumberl. in Somers Tracts (17$i)
iv. III. 422 As well of the Cause of the Earl's Detainment, as

ofthe Manner of his Death. 1621 MALYNES Anc.Laiv Merck.
159 The danger of generall or particular Embargo* of Ships,
the likelihood of detainements of Kings and Princes. 1641

yrnls. Ho. Com. II. 151 His Detainment close Prisoner.

1755 MACENS Insurances I. 456 The unjust . . Detainment of
their Ships. 1883 LD. BLACKBURN in Law Reports 8 App.
Cases 398 Arrests, restraints and detainments of princes. .

involve such a taking of the subject insured out of the
control of the owners.

Detainer, -our, erron. ff. DETAINER a
.

t Detainure ((Ift^'niiu . Obs. [f.
DETAIN v.

+ -URE : cf. OF. dfteneurc.] DETAINER- (of

which it may be a refashioning).
1641 in Rushw. Hist. Coll. (1692) in. I. 340 Unlawful

Seisure and Detainure. 1710 PRIDF.AUX Orig. Tithes v. 315
A Sacrilegious detainure of that which is . .due unto God.

Detane, -nie, -ny, obs. ff. DITTANY.

Detailt (d/trc'nt). [A variant of DETENT,
affected by the pronunciation of mod.F. dtteitte

(dtftant) trigger ; established in this sense in gun-
smiths' use.] In the mechanism of a gun-lock, an

oscillating tongue pivoted over the half-cock notch

in the tumbler, to prevent the sear from catching
therein when the cock falls.

1884 T. SPEEDY Sf>ort v. 60 Rifles which are generally
made with a very light pull not exceeding two or three

pounds, and on the tumbler of which a detant is attached,
in order to carry the scear over the half-cock. 1894 W. A.
GREENER (in letter), Detant not Dttent is the usual spelling
. . the German technical word for the gun-lock detant is

SckUudtr.

t Deta'rd, v. Obs. [a. OF. detardsr^ also dcs-,

to retard
, delay, f. des- (U dis: \ + tarder to delay :

L. tardare, f. tardtts slow.] trans. To retard, delay.

1675 TEONGK Diary (1825) 46 Leave to com on shoare . .

was detarded. 1693 W. FREKK Art of War ix. 264 Let
them detard their pursuers, and save their lives by scatter-

ing their Treasures.

t Detaste, v. Obs. rare. [var. of DISTASTE :

see DE- I. 6.]
= DISTASTE; to dislike, loathe.

1614 EARL STIRLING Doomes-day vii. clii, Who now in dark-

ness do detaste the day.

fDet-bound, var. of DEBT-BOUND,///, a. Obs.

Mortgaged, pledged.
1541-1 Bnrgh Rec. Kdin. 20 Jan. (Jam. Suppl.), The hous

..wes detbound to the said Jhone.

Dete, obs. form of DEBT, DITTY.

Detect (d/le-kt), ///. a. [ad. L. deUct-us, pa.

pple.
of dftegtre to DETECT. After the formation

of DETECT v.
t
used for some time as its pa. pple.]

Detected ; disclosed ; discovered ; open, exposed,

fa. as pa. pple. Obs. b. as adj. arch.

a. 1387 TKEVISA Higdcn i Rolls) V. 243 Thei were detecte

by the olde moneye y-schewede. 1460 CAPGRAVE C/irott. 134
He was that same day detect that a strumpet was in his

chaumbir. 15*6 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 273 b, [I] haue
detecte & declared the errours. 1555 ADP. PARKER /V.

cxix. 346 Detect I haue my wayes to thee.

b. 1061 LOVELL Hist. Anim. $ Min. Introd., Their gills

are detect. 1854 SYD. DOBELL Balder xix. 81 Detect, dis-

owned, detested, and despised, There is no power to which

ye can be true.

Detect fd/le'kt), v. [f. ppl. stem detect- of L.

ditegtre to uncover, discover, detect, f. DE- I. 6 +

ttgere to cover. The earlier ppl. adj. DETECT (see

prec.) was retained as pa. pple. of the verb, till

gradually displaced by detected^
1 1. trans. To uncover, lay bare, expose, display

{something covered up or hidden). Obs.

1447 HOKFNHAM Seyntys (Roxb.) 7, I preye . . that ye de-
tecte It in no wyse wher that vylany It myht haue. 1526

..,
1

as it was detected & brought to lyght ..anone it auoyded.
1563-87 Foxu A.jAf. (1684) II. 73/2 Secret Confession,
wherein Men do detect their sins in the Priest* ear. 1594
Ord. ofPrayer in Litnrg. Serv. Q, Eliz. (18471 664 Detect
and reveal Mill the foundations ana buildings of all treasons

\

and conspiracies. 1668 CL-LI-EPPFH & COLE Barthol. Anat.
i. iii. 5 On one side the Fat besprinkled with its Vessels,

;

and on the other side certain Muscles Detected. 1691 Case
of Exeter Coll. Pref. Aij, The badness of his cause wan
sufficiently detected by the weakne*s of his defence. 1739
LABELVK Short Ace. Pier* H'estm. Bridge 41, 1 cannot
Answer this Objection, without detecting a gross Ignorance
in those that proposed it.

1 2. To expose (a person) by divulging his secrets

or making known his guilt or crime ; to inform

against, accuse. Obs.
c 1449 PECOCK

Rtfr.
i. xvi. 88, I detecte here no man in

I special. 1577-87 HOLINSHKD Chron. I. 41/1 Whose last

word;* . . detected him of manifest ambition. 1594 HOOKFR
Red. Pol. (1676) 342 The Gentlewoman goeth forward, and
detecteth herself of a crime. 1603 SIIAKS. Meat, for M. in.

,

ii. 129, 1 neuer heard the absent Duke much detected for

Women. 1604 R. CAWDREY Table Alfk. % Detect, bewray,
disclose, accuse. 1645 PACITT Heresiogr. (1646) 9 And he
also cut a young wenches throat, lest she should detect him.

fb. To divulge, reveal, give information of (a

thing). Obs.
c 1465 Hist. Doc. Rock. (E. E. T. S.^ 7 But if it shall hap so

to know any such (heresies], I shall detecte them to myn
i

ordinarie. 17*5 DK FUE Voy. round If-lwA/ (1840) 314 One
' of the lieutenants discovered and detected this villanous

contrivance.

3. To find out, discover (a person) in the secret

possession of some quality, or performance of some

act; to find out the real character of.

1581 PETTIE Guazzo's Civ. Cow. I. (1586) 28 b, In processe
of time she was detected to be one of a naughtie slan-

derous tongue. 1711 Medley No. 39 If he is detected of the

grossest Calumnies, he goes on to repeat them again, as

if nothing had
happened. 1774 GOI.DSM. Grecian Hist.

I. 99 Cleomenes .. being detected of having suborned the

priestess, slew himself. 1789 BENTHAM Princ. LfgisL xi.

g 24 You have detected a baker in selling short weight, you
prosecute him for the cheat. 1870 E. PEACOCK RalfSkirl.

;

III. 214 Like a schoolboy detected in robbing an orchard.

1875 JOWF.TT Plato (ed. 2) III. 209 Your dishonesty shall

do you no good, for 1 shall detect you.
4. To discover, find out, ascertain the presence,

existence, or fact of (something apt to elude observa-

tion).

1756 C. LUCAS Ess. Waters III. 263 The former obstacles

must be abolished as soon as detected. 1797 GODWIN En-

qitirer \. vi. 43 We detect all the shades of meaning. 18*3
J. BADCOCK Dam. Atiutsent. 25 It is a capital good test for

detecting arsenic in any liquid whatever. 183$ BROWNING
Paracelsus ii, What use were punishment, unless some sin

Be first detected ? 1847 EMERSON Refr. Men^ Najwlcon
Wks. (Bohn) I. 373 Napoleon examined the bills of the

creditors himself, detected overcharges and errors. 1849
MURCHISON Silitria iii. 45 Sandstone in which no other

remains but fucoids have been detected. i88a PEBODV Kng.
Journalism xvi. 120 He was a man. .with an eye that de-

tected a false note in an article.

Hence Dete'cted///. a., Detecting -vbl. sb.

x6oa SHAKS. Ham, in. ii. 95 Well my Lord. If he steale

ought the whil'st this Play is Playing, And scape detecting,
I will pay the Theft. 1654 CODRINUTON tr. ///*/. Ivstine

518 To collect the detected Oar t=ore]. 1660 MILTON Aw
Comnnv. (1851) 449 The detected Katshood and Ambition
of som. 1694 tr. Milton's Lett. State Aug. 1656 The vilest

and most openly detected Assassinates. 1836 J. GILBERT
Chr. Atonem. ii. (1852) 52 Who would not . . frown it away
as a detected cheat ?

Detectabi'lity. rare.
[f. next : see -ITY.]

1805 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Mag, XIX. 219 With far

feebler detectability.

Detectable (drte-ktab'l), a. Also -ible. [f.

DETECT v. + -ABLE. The spelling -ible is accord-

ing to L. analogies, but L. -tettibilis does not occur.]
', Capable of being detected.

1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. vn. ii. 419 More were concealed

l>y parties not detectable. 1831 Blackw. Mag. XXX. 192

No heel-tap was detectable. 1845-6 < i. E. DAY tr. Stwtm't
Anint. Ckem. II. 151 The amount of phosphates .. is ex-

tremely minute, and no longer detectible by the ordinary
: test*. 1871 R. H. HUTTON Ess. I. 340 The real link not

j
being detectable without a special and individual insight.
1888 HRYCE Atiter. Ciimnrw. II. 124 Where illegitimate

expenditure is more frequent and less detectible.

Hence Det ctably tuiv.

1887 Standard i June 3/3 The result is a '

detectably
'

dirTerent liquid.

Detection (d/te-kfsn). [ad. L. dftection-em

(Tertullian\ n. of action from detegtrt to DETECT.]
The action of detecting.

1 1. Exposure, revelation of what is concealed :

criminal information, accusation. Obs.

1471 RIPLEY Contf. AUh. Rec. xi. in Ashm. '1652* 189
That Oylysh substance . . Raymond Lully dyd call Hys
Basylyske, of whyche he made never so playne deteccyon.

1539 MORE Dyaloge in. iv. Wks. an/i Wherfore it were
not reason in a detection of heresy, to suffer, . . the crime
wel proued, any new witnesses to be receyued. 1541 PAY-

NEL Catiline xxxvi. 54 b, The Senate decreed Tarquinius
detection to be false. 1547 A. GILBY (title). An answer to

the devillish detection of Stephane Gardiner, Bishoppe of

Wynchcster. 1564 Brief Kjram. A ij b, The detection and
detestation . . of the whole Antichrist of Rome. 1570-6 LAM-
BARDB Ptramb. AV/(i826 200, 1 will not sticke to bestow
a few wordes for the detection thereof. 1691 Casf o/Exetfr
Coll. 30 But this fallacy. .must not escape without a detec-

tion. 1709 STEELE Ttttler No. 76 P 4 When by a publick
Detection they fall under the Infamy they feared. 1807



DETECTIVE.
CRARBE Par, Reg. i. 710 In all detections Richard first

confessed.

2. Discovery (of what is unknown or hidden) ;

finding out. Obs. exc. as in b.

1623 COCKERAM, Detection, a discouerie. 1702
C. MATHER

Afaen. Chr. \. i. 3 Americus Vesputius, a Florentine, who
in the year 1497, made a further Detection of the more
Southern Regions in this Continent.

b. spec. The finding out of what tends to elude

notice, whether on account of the particular form

or condition in which it is naturally present, or

because it is artfully concealed ; as crime, tricks,

errors, slight symptoms of disease, traces of a sub-

stance, hidden causes, etc,

1619 NAUNTON in Fortesc. Papers 105 Whether . . safe for

him to attend him selfe in person, without danger of de-

tection. 1751 JOHNSON Rambler No. 183 ^7 It is easy for

the author of a lie, however malignant, to escape detection.

1791 MRS. RADCLIFFE Rom, Forest viii, She wondered to

what part of the abbey these chambers belonged, and that

they had so long escaped detection. 1798 FERRIAR Illnstr.

Sterne vi. 175 One of the most curious detections of his

imitations. 1856 DOVE Logic Chr. Faith v. i. 2. 278 The
utmost stars of our present faint detection. 1874 MORLEY
Compromise (1886) 29 The detection of corresponding
customs, opinions, laws, beliefs, among different communities.

1884 GUSTAFSON Found. Death i. (ed. 3) 2 Adulteration, now
perfected almost beyond the possibility of detection.

Detective (d/te*kliv), a. and sb. [f.
L. detect'

ppl. stem : see DETECT v. and -IVE. (The sb. has

been adopted in mod.F. from English.)]
A. adj. Having the character or function of de-

tecting ; serving to detect
; employed for the pur-

pose of detection.

1843 Chamb. Jrnl. XII. 54 Intelligent men have been

recently selected to form a body called the
'

detective police
'

. . at times the detective policeman attires himself in the
dress of ordinary individuals. 1862 SHIRLEY Nugse Crit.

vii. 303 Every author now looks after his mind, as if he were
a member of the detective police. 1882 E. P. HOOD in

Leisure Hour Apr. 227 Instances of the detective power of
ridicule. i88z SPURGEON Treas. Dav. Ps. cxxii. i [It] is

detective as to our character. 1893 T. BENT Ethiopia 62

Regardless of. .strangers, and my wife's detective camera.

B. sb. One whose occupation it is to discover

matters artfully concealed ; particularly (and in the

original application as short for detective police-

man, or the like) a member of the police force

employed to investigate specific cases, or to watch

particular suspected individuals or classes of of-

fenders. Private detective, one not belonging to the

police force, who in his private capacity, or as

attached to a Detective Agency or Bureau, under-

takes similar services for persons employing him.
1856 Ann. Keg. 185 Some London detectives were de-

spatched, to give their keen wits to the search. 1871 B.
TAYLOR Faust (187 5) I. Pref. 12 There are critical detectives

on the track of every author. i875jowF.TT/Yrt/0(ed. 2) III.

39 The criminal turned detective is wonderfully suspicious
and cautious. 1876 D. R. FFARON School Inspection 59.

90 If the inspector is to be anything more than a mere de-
tective of faults. attrib. 1883 ANNA K. GREEN (title)

X Y S, a Detective Story.
Hence Dete ctivesMp, the office or function of

a detective; De+e'ctivist, nonce-wd. t one who
professedly treats of detectives.

1877 J. HAWTHORNE Garth III. ix. Ixxv, 184 In my amateur
detectiveship. 1892 W. WALLACE in Academy 24 Sept.
261/1 It may be hoped that Dick Donovan is the last of the
detectivists in fiction.

Detector (dfte-ktai). Also -er. [a. L. de~

te&r (Tertull.
1

*, agent-n. from L. detegtrt to DE-

TECT.] He who or that which detects.

fl. A person or thing that discloses, brings to

light, or reveals ; one who informs against or ac-

cuses; a revealer; an informer, an accuser. Obs.

1541 PAYNEL Catiline xxxiv. 52 The detectour is false and
corrupted with mede. x6n COTGR., Encnsettr, a detecter,
discloser, appeacher, accuser. 16x4 RALEIGH Hist. World
v. Hi. 18 (R.) As a reward unto the detectors of lands
concealed. 1637 HASTWICK Litany iv. 3 Those should be
punished, that were detectors and manifesters of them.
1680 BAXTER Cath. Commnn. (1684) 30 This is to comply
with the World, that taketh the detecter only for the
sinner. 1742 YOUNG Nt. Tk. ii. 641 A deathbed's a detector
of the heart. Here tir'd dissimulation drops her masque.
2. One who finds out that which is artfully con-

cealed, or which tends to elude observation.
1605 SHAKS. Lear in. v. 14 O Heauens ! that this Treason

were not ; or not I the detector ! 1657 EVELYN Diary 7 Jan.,
Dr. JoylifTe.. first detector of the lymphatic veins. 1735
JOHNSON, Detecter^ a discoverer, one that finds out what
another desires to hide. 1791 BOSWELL Johnson (1887) 1.407
Rev. Dr. Douglas, now Bishop of Salisbury, the great detector
of impostures. 1840 MILL Diss, $ Vise., Bent/tain (1859) '

352 The keenest detector of the errors of his predecessors.
3. An instrument or device for detecting the pre-

sence of anything liable to escape observation,
for indicating any deviation from normal conditions,
or the like.

a. An arrangement in a lock by which any attempt to
tamper with it is indicated and frustrated, b. A low-water
indicator for a boiler, c. A small portable galvanometer,
which indicates the flow and direction of a current of
electricity, used for testing purposes, d. An apparatus for

detecting the presence of torpedoes under water, a torpedo-
detector, e. attrib. in various senses, as dftcctor-bar^
*gah>anontetert -lock* -spring^ etc.

1833 J. HOLLAND Mannf. Metal U. 275 His success in

266

this attempt was not better than before, for he overlifted the

detector of each lock. 1850 CHUBB Locks $ Keys 13 /'is the

detector-spring. 1874 KNK;HT Diet. Meek, s.v., Chubb had
a detector in his lock of 1818. 1889 G. FINDLAV Eng. Rail-

way 75
' Detector Bars' are employed on parts of the line

which cannot be seen by the signalman, to prevent the

signals being lowered when the line is occupied by a train.

Ibid.,
' Detector Locks

'

are applied to facing points, and
are worked by the wire that works the signals. 1893 MUNRO
etc. Pocket Book ofElectrical Rules (<sA. 9) 395 Cells should

be tested on the thick wire of a detector. Ibid. 396 For
fault inspection, a detector or galvanometer, a battery, knife,

etc. 1894 Cafaaftu. Galvanometers and Measuring Instru-

ments : Detector Galvanometer, wound for intensity, re-

sistance up to 500 Ohms.

Detei(g n(e, etc., obs. forms of DETAIN, etc.

t Dete*nebrate, v. Obs. rare. [f.
DE- II. i

+ L. tenebr darkness, tenebrare to darken. ]

trans. To free from darkness or obscurity.
1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. vi. vi. 296 To detenebrate

and cleare this truth. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr. t Detenebrate^
to dispel or drive away darkness, to bring light.

Detenewe, obs. form of DETINUE,

Detent ;d/te-nt), sbl (Also 7 detton.) [a. F.

dStente, OF. destente (Froissart, I4th c.), deriv.

of dttendre 'to slacken, unstretch, undo', in OF.

destendre, f. des-y
L. dis- privative (cf. DE- 6) -f

tetidre to stretch. (In L. distcndgre the prefix had
a different force : see DISTEND.)
The earliest application of the word in French was to the

destente of the arbalest or cross-bow, whereby the strained

string was released and the bolt discharged ; hence it was
transferred to the analogous part in fire-arms. In English,
the word seems to have been viewed as connected with
L. detineret detent-^ and so with detain^ detention^ and to

have been modified in meaning accordingly. The fact that

the same part which allows of the escape of that which is

detained or held tense, is also often the means of detention,
favoured this misconception of the word.)

1. gen. A stop or catch in a machine which
checks or prevents motion, and the removal of

which brings some motor at once into action.

1831 BREWSTFCR Nat. Magic xi. (1833) 283, When a spring
was touched, so as to release a detent, the figure immediately
began to draw. 1832 BABBAGE Econ. Mannf. viii. (ed. 3) 59
Leaves a small dot of ink on the dial-plate whenever a
certain Stop or detent is pushed in. 1860 Proc. A mer. Philol.
Soc. VII. 339 A detent shoots the slate back and a new
record begins. 1869 Daily News 16 Mar., The handle, on

being pulled, releases a detent in the guard's van, which
allows a weighted lever to drop and pull up the slack of
a chain which communicates with the engine whistle. 1869
Atkenseitm 25 Dec. 874 A Christmas recollection, .more than

fifty years old . . These boxes . . had each a little slit, into

which, a halfpenny being dropped, a detent was let go, the
box would open, and the pipe might be filled. 1871 TYNDALL
Fraein. Sc. (1879) I. xx. 488 An engineer, .loosing a detent,
can liberate an amount of mechanical motion [etc.]. Ibid.

II. vii. 97 When these crystals are warmed, the detent is

lifted, and an outflow of light immediately begins.
2. spec. a. In a gun-lock : see DETANT.
b. In clocks and watches : The catch which

regulates the striking.
1688 R. HOLME Armoury in. 374/1 In the Clock.. the

two Dettons with their Notches, that strike into two Wheel
Detton Latches. 1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Teckn., Detents^ in

a Clock, are those stops, which by being lifted up, or let fall

down, do lock and unlock the Clock in striking. 1825 J.
NICHOLSON Of>erat. Mechanic 509 When the oil thickens,
the spring of the pivot-detents become so affected by it, as

to prevent the detent from falling into the wheel quick
enough, which causes irregular time, and ultimately a stop-

page of the watch. 1884 F. J. BRITTEN Watch $ Clockm.

85 The detent of a chronometer escapement is the piece of
steel carrying the stone which detains or locks the escape
wheel.

C. In locks.

1850 CHUBB Locks $ Keys 28 If any one of the tumblers
was lifted too high, it overset the detector detent, which by
a spring action fastened the bolt.

3. attrib. and Comb., as detent-wheel* -catch,

-work
; detent-joint, the '

trigger-joint
'

by which
the pectoral spine of a siluroid fish is kept erect.

1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Tcchn. t s. v. Watch-work* The
Detent-wheel moves round every Stroke the Clock striketh

or sometimes but once in two Strokes. 1822 IMISON Sc.

$ Art I. 93 Regard need only be had to the count-wheel,

striking-wheel, and detent-wheel. 1874 KNIGHT Diet. Mech.
I. 600/2 A detent-catch falls into the striking-wheel of a

clock, and stops it from striking more than the right number
of times. 1881 GRF.ENF.R Gun 244 The furniture filer also

fits the detent work for the hair-triggers.

t Detent, si>.
z Obs. [?f. L. detent- ppl. stem

dtdetinert to DETAIN.] ? Restraint.

^1465 Pel. Rel. $ L. Poems (1866) io_
Gabull of the

chancery begynyth
' heu mihi!' that is his preve bande,

and detent of treson.

t Dete*nt, ///. a. Obs. [ad. L. detent-US^ pa.

pple. of detinere to DETAIN.] DETAINED ; kept
back ;

' holden
'

(with infirmity, etc.).
(In quot. 1494 perhaps past tense.)

1432-50 tr. Higdcn (Rolls) I. 361 After that thei be detente
with longe infirmite thei be brou^hte to another yle. 1494
FABYAN Chron. vn. 591 And yet for that his mynde nothynge
detent All goostly helthe for his soule to prouyde.

Detention (dfte-njan). [?a. F. detention (i3th
c. in Godef. SuppL, = Pr. detention* Sp. detention*
It. detenzione), ad. L. detention-em, n. of action from
detinere to DETAIN. The word is late in Eng. and

may have been taken immed. from L.] The action
of detaining, or condition of being detained.

DETER.

1. Keeping in custody or confinement
; arrest.

House of detention* a place where arrested persons are

kept in custody, before being committed to prison ; a

lock-up.

71570 in'Spottiswood /list. Ch. Scot. (1655) 247 Her [Q.
Mary's] detention under safe custody. 1793 VANSITTART
Rejt. Peace 37 The state of detention in which the King and
Royal Family of France were. 1831 LYTTON Godolph. 12

Offering twenty guineas reward for his detention. 1871
MORLEY I'oltaire (1886) 204 The detention of a French
citizen by a Prussian agent in a free town of the Empire was
a distinct . . illegality.

f b. Bodily restraint by infirmity, etc. Obs.

rare.

1650 FULLER PisgaJi iv. v. 86 Darkness for three days, not
. .from the suspension of the sun-beams, or detention of the

Egyptians eyes.

2. The keeping back or withholding of what is

due or claimed.

1552 HULOET, Detencion or witholdinge, detentio. 1607
SHAKS. Timon 11. ii. 39 The detention of long since due
debts. 1640-1 Kirkcitdbr. War-Comm. Mitt. Bk. (1855) 21

Such monie . . shall be frie of any common burden by
detentione of any pairt of the annual rent. 1727-51
CHAMBERS Cycl.* Detention . . is chiefly used in an ill

sense, for an unjust withholding, etc. 1861 STANLEY East.
Ch. vii. (1869) 238 We can hardly suppose that his opponents
really believed him guilty of the. .detention of the corn.

3. Keeping in a place ; holding in one's possession
or control ; retention. ? Obs. exc. in Law.
1626 BACON Syfoa 343 In Bodies that need Detention of

Spirits, the Exclusion of the Air doth good. 1788 PASQUIN
Childr. Thespis \\. (1792) 139 With ditties and puns he holds

thought in detention. 1809-10 COLERIDGE Friend (1866) 173
Had the First Consul acquiesced in our detention of Malta.

1871 MARKBV Elem. Law 365 Possession sometimes means
the physical control simply, the proper word for which is

detention. 1875 POSTE Gains iv. Comm. (ed. 2) 643 The
depositary has mere detention, the depositor has possession.

4. A keeping from going on or proceeding;
hindrance to progress ; compulsory delay.
1600 HAKLUVT I'oy. III. 150 (R.) Minding to proceede

further south without long detention in those partes. 1793
R. HALL Apol. Freedom Press Pref. i The accidental

detention of the following pamphlet in the press longer than
was expected. 1818 M.BiRKBECK^wrw.^wffr. 83 Benighted,
in consequence of accidental detention, at the foot of one of

these rugged hills. 1833 SIR J. Ross Narr. -znd Voy. vi. 81

In spite of all the detention we had suffered.

Dete'ntive, a. rare. [f.
L. detent-* ppl. stem

of detinere to DETAIN: see -IVE.] Having the

quality or function of detaining.
1881 PATRICK GEDDES in Encycl. Brit. XIII. 139/1 The

detentive surface [of the pitcher in Nepenthes] is represented

by the fluid secretion.

II Detenu ;d*#n/V). [Fr. ;
subst. use of detenu

detained, pa. pple. of detenir to detain. (The Fr.

fem. is dtfenne.)] A person detained in custody.
Applied especially to the English subjects detained as

prisoners in France, and the French subjects detained in

England during the Wars 1793-1815.

1803-1810 JAMES Military Diet. s.v., That these detenus

(we are borne out by the public prints for using the term)
would remain as hostages to secure to men in open
rebellion all the rights and privileges of fair warriors.

1815 Sporting' Mag. XLVI. 84 He was a detenu for eleven

years at Verdun. 1819 B. E. O'MEARA^jr/. Trans. St. He-
lena 139 The inhabitants, .are in general greatly benefitted

by the arrival of the detenus. 1889 Athenseum 13 July 65/3
Down to the release of the dltenus at Verdun.

Deter (dttau), v. 1

[ad. L. deterrere to frighten
from or away, f. DE- J. 2 + terrere to frighten. (Cf.

rare OF. deterrer* in Godef., which does not ap-

pear to have influenced the Eng. word.)]
1. trans. To discourage and turn aside or restrain

by fear
;
to frighten from anything ;

to restrain or

keep back from acting or proceeding by any con-

sideration of danger or trouble.

1579 LYLY Euphues (Arb.) 106 If the wasting of our money
might not dehort vs, yet the wounding of our mindes should

deterre vs. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. \. i. (1686) 2

He. .had thereby Example and Punishment to deterr him.

ijq&.AnsorSs Voy. \\\. x. 405 They [sailors] were rather

animated than deterred by the flames and falling buildings

amongst which they wrought. 1766 tr. Beccarias
^
Ess.

Crimes xxviii. (1793) 101 That degree of severity which is

sufficient to deter others. 1832 HT. MARTINEAU Ella of Gar.
ix. 113 The farmer, .was not deterred by the dreary weather.

1855 MiLftAX Lat. Chr. (1864) II. in. vii. 141 note* Maurice
. .had been deterred by the alarming prophecy of a monk.

1877 ]. D. CHAMBERS Div. Worship 308 To deter instead of

to invite communicants.
b. Const, from a place, purpose, action, doing anything ;

t formerly, to do.

1594 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. \. x. (i6ni 28 Punishments which

may more deterre from euill, than any sweetnesse thereto

allureth. 1599 HAKLUVT I'oy. II. u. 9 Whereby other may
be deterred to doe the like, and vertuous men encouraged to

proceed in honest attempts. 1667 MILTON J\L. \\. 449 If

aught propos'd And judg d of public moment, in the shape
Of difficulty or danger, could deterre Me from attempting.

1696 BP. PATRICK Comm. Exod. xxiii. (1607) 437 The Judges
were not to be deterred . . to pronounce a false judgment. 1709
PRIOR Celia to Damon 55 When my own Face deters me
from my Glass. 1759 JOHNSON Rasselas 34 Do not seek to

deter me from my purpose. 1777 WATSON Philip II (1839) 9
This undutiful behaviour did not deter the emperor from

resolving to resign to his son all the rest of his dominions.

1858 FROUDE Hist. Eng. III. xvi. 411 Superstition had be-

come powerless to deter from violence.

2. f To terrify, alarm.

1604 DANIEL Civ. Wars v. cvi, Who, to deter The state

the more, named himself Mortimer. 1634 WITHER Emblems
Ep. Ded., The storms which late these Realmes deterred.



DETEH.

h Dete r
'-', dete'rre, v. Olis. [a. !'. djtci-rer,

UK. r/iM/ivviv ijith. e. in II.il/. -Dmni.
,

f. tt<!-,iics-

(l>i.- I. (>) i Avvr cartli : cf. INTKK v.] trans. To
disinter.

1632 Ll muuw 7'rai 1

. ix. 407 To deterre his dead body.

Deterge ;<l/t.>ud/,>, v. [ad. I.. <teterge-rc to

wipe offer away, f. I IK- I. 2 -t- tcrgere to wipe:
perhaps after K. deterger (I'arc i6th c., not in

Ciller. ; in Diet. Acad. from 1740).]
trans. To wipe away; to wasli offer out, cleanse;

chiefly, in Medical use, to elear away foul or offen-

sive matter from the body, from an ulcer, etc.

1613 COCKKRAM, Deterge^ to rub out. 1634 T. JOHNSON
Parry's Cliirurg. xxvi. xiv. (1678) 638 Detersive is de-
fined to be that which doth deterge or cleanse an ulcer.

1651 WIMIK tr. PrtHtmt'i Pop. Efr. iv. 268 They fur-
ther the working of the purge, and deterge and cleanse the
slomarh from hinimurs. 1717 BRADLEY Pant. Diet. I. U ij,
If externally used, it [Balm of Gilcad] gently deterges and
incarnates, a 1734 NORTH Exam. \. ii. 133 (1740) 104 To
deterge some of the frothy foul slaver he has spit at it. 1787
J. COLLINS in Med. Commini. II. 364 The fauces were de-

terged with gargles. 1857 DUNCLISON Meii. Lex. 289 Medi-
cines which possess the power to deterge or cleanse parts.
Hence DeteTffingr///. a. ; also Dete rger DE-

TKIKiKNT Sb.

1651 Wmm tr. Primrose's Pop. Err. i. v. 30 A Surgeon,

in a small degree.

Dete'rgency. [f. next: see -ENCY.] Deter-

gent quality ; cleansing power.
1710 1'. FULLER Pharm. Extemp. 3 Ale, by reason of its

. . Detergency . . is not adviseable. 1748 De foe's Tour Gt.
Brit. II. 290 (D.) Bath water, .possesses that milkiness, de-

tcrgency, and middling heat, so friendly adapted to weak-
ened animal constitutions.

Detergent (dnS-Jdjent), a. and sb. [ad. L.
detergent-em, pr. pple. of detergire : sec DETERGE.
Cf. mod.F. detergent (161 1 in Cotgr., in Diet. Acad.
from 1835).]
A. adj. Cleansing, purging.

1616 SURFL. & MARKH. Country faring^t By vertue and
force of a detergent facullie, wherewith barley is greatly
furnished. 1718 QUINCY Couipl. Disp. 80 Sage is undoubtedly
a very good Cephalick, of the detergent kind. 1805 W. '

SAUNUP.RS Min. Waters 434 Sufficient to give it a very soft

soapy feel, and to render it more detergent than common
'

water. 1875 H. C. WOOD Therap. (1879) 648 A detergent
antiseptic in various ulcerated..conditions of the mouth.
B. sb. A cleansing agent; anything that cleanses.

1676 WISEMAN Surgery n. vi. (R.), If too mild detergents
caused the flesh to grow lax and spongy, then more powerful
driers are required. 1718 QUINCY Compl. Disp. 127 Deter- !

gents differ only in Degree of Efficacy from the former i

Class. 1888 CAVE Intpir. O. Test. v. 274 He believes in
a possible Divine detergent.

Deterior (d/tl'riai), a. rare. [a. L. deterior

worse, meaner, poorer, compar. of an obs. adj.
*iletcr, f. a? down.] Inferior in quality, worse.
1839 BAILEY Festus (1848) 64/2 Some of downward and

deterior lot.

t Dete'rior, v. Obs. [a. F. detMorcr (\^,\\ in

IIatz.-l)arm.), L. deteriordre to make worse, f.

deterior : see prec.] trans. To make worse, de-
teriorate.

1646 Br. MAXWELL Biird. Issach. in Phcnix (1708) II. 270He will . . deterior his condition.

t Dete-riorate, -at, pa. pple. Sc. [ad. L. di-

teriordl-us, pa. pple. of deteridrdre (see prec.).]
Made worse, deteriorated.

157' Sc. Acts y,is. VI (1814) 76 (Jam.) That all houses,
c., rewimt, cassm doun, distroyit, or deteriorat. within . .

the said burghe sail be reparit. 1598 in Row Hist. Kirk
(1842) 190 If he hcs meliorat or deleriorat his benefice any \

w.iy lo the prejudice of his successor.

Deteriorate (dftio-riorc't), v. [f. ppl. stem of
j. dfli'riSrare to make worse : see prec.]
1. trans. To make worse or of inferior quality ;

to lower in character or excellence ; to worsen.
.
>S7-8 [See prec. J. 1644 Bi'. MAXWELL Prerog. Chr. Kings

l. 10 How much more they deteriorate and depresse Kings.
1673 O. WALKER Educ. 46 Not onely not bettered, but
much deteriorated. 1784 COWPER Let. 10 Feb., A long line
of grandsires, who from generation to generation have been
employed in deteriorating the breed. 1813 WELLINGTON in
Gurw. Desp, X. 380 Mainlained by means . . which will
deteriorate the discipline of the troops. 1847 C. G. ADDISON
La:u of Contracts 11. iii. 2 (1883) 603 To deteriorate the
value of the property. 1879 M. ARNOLD George Satui Mixed
I;.ss. 343 Equality, as its reign proceeded, had not dete-
riorali-d but improved them.
2. uitr. To grow worse in character ; to become

lowered or impaired in quality or value; to de-

generate.

'758-65 GOLDSM. Ess. (L.), Under such conditions the
mind rapidly deteriorates. 1841 D'IsRAELl Amen. Lit. \

1867) 269 Elyot had a notion that, for the last thousand
years, the world had deteriorated. 1856 FROUDE//<. Eng. i

(1858) I. i. 22 The condition ot the labourer was at this
J

period deteriorating rapidly. 1891 KATH. TYNAN in Speaker
3 Sept. 290/1 The roses . . will deteriorate year after year,
returning gradually to wildness.

Hence Dete'riorated ppl. a., Dete'riorating
vtl. sb. and ///. a.

1656 BLOUNT Glossoffr., Deteriorated, made worse, im-
i

paired; spoiled, a 1691 HOVLE H'<ts. IV. 367 (R.) Which
|we concluded to have proceeded from the deteriorated i

L.

im tal. 1836 J. GILBERT CAr-. Atotum. vi. 1 1852)1 70 CkuticalMm y has
imperceptibly Unt its deteriorating influence. 1837

Sin. .S.iimi /.,/. to Munition Wks. 1859 'I- 92/" Judging,
that the Church is a very altered and deteriorated pro-
f.;ssion. 1883 F. HALL in Nation (N. V.I XXXVII. 434/3The deteriorating, if not debasing, mode of existence.

Deterioration (d/tl:ri6r,?'-pn). [a. F. <#-
li'rioration (151)1 c. in Godef. Supfl.\ n. of action
f. dtleriorcr, L. dctcriordre to DETERIORATE.]
The action or process of deteriorating, a growing

or making worse ; a, deteriorated condition.
1658 PHILLIPS, Deterioration, a making worse. 17*7-51

CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v., When the deterioration of a com-
modity, seized by an officer, arises from the fault of the
keeper, he is answerable for the same. 1813 J. UADCOCK
Dom. AntHSem, 28 To preserve the article from deterioration.

1841 W. SPALDINC Italy tr It. Isl. I. 24 In our floating
notions of Italian character, we grievously exaggerate the
extent of its deterioration. 1841 MANNING Serin. (18481 I.

i. 7 (Except in penitents! the whole life of a man from birth
to death is a deterioration. He is ever becoming worse.
1875 SCRIVENER Lect. Text N. Test. 5 The process of de-
terioration may be carried on for many generations |of MSS. J.

Hence Deteriora'tiouist, one who holds that

deterioration, not progress, is the order of things.
i8i6T. L. PEACOCK Headlong Hall i, Mr. Escot, the dc-

teriorationist. 1861 Ir'islm. Kev. Apr. 591 In the true tone
of the deteriorationist who amused everyone so much thirty
years since. 1873 Contemp. JicT'. XXV. 740 Mr. Foster
..the

perfectibilist,
and Mr. Escot.. the deteriorationist,

take sides so opposite on the subject of human life.

Deteriorative (dni-ri6rAiv\ a. [f. L. de-

teriorat-, ppl. stern of deteridrdre (see above) +
-1VE.] Causing or tending to deterioration.
1800 BENTHAM Wks. (1838-43) X. 346 The deteriorative ex-

pedient of removal of moisture by neat. 1808 G. EDWARDS
t'ract. Plan ii. 13 Pretended plans of improvement, .which
are actually ruinous, or deteriorative. 1870 RICHARDSON in
Nature 23 Oct. 618/2 The whole course of life had under-
gone a deteriorative change.

Deteriorator (dftiTi6reHai':. [agent-n. in
L. form, from deteridrdre to DETERIOBATE.] One
who or that which deteriorates.

1857 H. MILLER Test. Rocks vi. 234 It is man. .that is the
deteriorator of man. 1885 Daily Tel. 35 Apr. 3 Cities arc
great deteriorators of physical strength.
DeteTiorism. nonce-tad, [f. L. delerior (see

above) + -ISM.] The doctrine that the tendency of

things is to grow worse.
1880 (MH.MW. SMITH in At/. ;lftM/yNo. 268. 212 Meliorism

and the opposite theory, which we suppose must be called
dcleriorism.

Deterio'rity.
rare.

[f. L. deterior + -ITY : cf.

superiority] The being of worse or inferior

quality ; poorer or lower quality ; worseness.
1691 RAY Dissol. World 43 Their holding out for some

Generations against the inconveniencies of the Air, or de-

teriority of Diet. 1719 W. WOOD Sum. Tratle 358 The
Exchange to all the Parts of the World would alter in pro-
portion to the Deteriority of our Standard.

t Dete'rm, v. Obs. [f. DE- prefix + TERM,
after L. determindre : cf. also OF. termer to end,
fix, determine.] liy-form of DETERMINE v.

14*3 JAS. I Kitifis Q. xiii, Determyt furth therewith in

myn entent.,1 tnke conclusion Sum new thine to write.

1513 DOUGLAS Aineis x. v. 62 Bot Turnus hes

ig of thare legatis fra the tempil of

Delphos. 1535 COVERDALE Dan. ix. 24 LXX wekes are
determed oner thy people and ouer thy holy cite. 1551
TURNER Heroal i. (15681 D vj b, I dare not plainly determe,
that it was the right clematitis. 1573 TWYNE sEneid xn. Kk
iv b, Therwith I am determd. 1647 H. MORE Song ofSoul
n. i. II. lix, For to determ The hid conditions of vitalitie.

Hence Dete'rming vbl. sb.

1535 COVERDALE i Esdras ix. 17 And so the matter was
a determynge. .vntill the new moone.

Determent (.dftrjment). [f.
DETER v. ' +

-MENT.] The action or fact of deterring; trattsf.
a means of deterring, a deterring circumstance.
1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. vi. viii. 319 Nor will the ill

successe of some be made a sufficient determent unto others.

1653 HAMMOND On i Cor. i. 23. 542 A mighty deterrement
and discouragement. 1661 BOYLE Style of Script, Pref.,
But these. Sir, are not all the Deterrments that Oppos'd my
Obeying You. 1684 BUNVAN Pilgr. n. in That also shall

be so far from being to my Determent. 1764 Mem. G.
/'Salmanazar 24 Rather a determent than an effectual

means. 1876 J. GRANT Hist. India I. Ivi. 284/1 Cornwallis
executed nine for the determent of others.

Deterininabi'lity. [f. next : see -ITY.] The
quality of being detenninable.

1815 COLERIDGE Aids Reft. (1848) I. 195 The power of pro-

posing an ultimate end, the determinability of the will by
ideas. 1877 E. CAIRO Philos. Kant 11. xviii. 624 Beyond
this mere formal principle of determinability^ there is a
transcendental principle of complete determination.

Determinable (dftauminab'l , a. [In ME.,
a. OF. determinable fixed, determinate, ad. I* de- \

tcrmindbilis (Tertull.) that has an end, finite. In

later use. following the ordinary analogy of adjs.
in -able, in which sense it has also been revived in

'

mod.F. (Not in Cotgr. ; 1878 in Diet. Acad.)]
fl. Fixed, definite, determined. Obs.
,1315 E. E. A Hit. P. A. 593 In sauter is said a verce

ouverte pat spekez a poynt determynable. 1486 Bk. St.
A /eans, Her. A v a, Ther be ix. vices contrary to gentilmen
of the wiche v. ben indetermynable and iiij. determynable.
1525 LD. BERNERS t'roiss. II. ccxxii. [ccxviii.] 686 The

DETERMINANT.
kyngc haih i .'inniaunded me to.:\u-- v " > 'leterinynable
answere to your requrstts. 1646 SIR'!'. BKOWNK I'ltud. Ep.
M. i. 280 \ et were there no small difficulty to set downc
a detenninable Chronology.
2. Capable of l*ing determined ; proper to be

determined, a. Capable of being, or proper to be,
legally or authoritatively decided or settled.
1485 Act i Hen. VII, c. 7 The name Reicous and D-

pbeysance shall be Felony, enquirable and detenninable as
a aforesaid. 1570-6 LAMUARDE Peramt. Kent (1826) 165
Certaine principal! points concerning the Port townes, be
determmable at Shipwey onely. 1594 HOOKHR Keel. Pol.
U. (1633) no Affairs, .which were not detenninable one way
or other by the Scripture. 1 164$ HOWEI.L Lett. (1655) IV.
iv. xn. 39 A Forest hath her Court . .where matters are as
plcadable and determinable, as at Westminster-Hall. 168$
Col. Kec. Pennsyhi. I. 248 All Cause* not Ueterminable by
y- Respective County Courts. 18*7 H ALLAM Const. Hht.
(18761 III. xvii. 307 To prepare all mailers determinable in
parliament. 1845 LD. CAMPBELL Chancellors (1857) I. xix.
281 Matters detenninable by your common law.

b. Capable of being definitely limited, fixed, as-

signed, or laid down.
1581 MULCASTER Positions xlii. (1887! 2i The Elemcntarie

lime, detenninable not by yeares, but by sufficiencie. 1611
R. FENTON Usury i. iii. 15 Every intention. .Is detenninable
by the act it selfe to be good or bad. 1794 G. ADAMS Nat.
r Exp, Philos. III. x.xvl. 96 Standards of space and velocity
are also determinable.

o. Capable of being definitely ascertained

(a) as to fact or identity, (b} as to meaning or
character.

1658 SIR T. BROWNE Card. Cyrta Wks. II. 522 \Vhat is

the most lasting herb or seed, seems not easily determinable.
1748 HARTLEY Otserv. Man i. iii. 274 These words being de-
terminable only by means of the known words lo which they
are joined. IHJ. 3^8 Relations . . not determinable with

Tyre was the most ancient, seems not determinable. 1880
GUNTHER Fishes 314 Some of the earliest determinable fish
remains.

3. Liable to be terminated or to come to an end ;

terminable (esp. in Law).
1584 R. SCOT Discov. Witchcr. vm. iii. 130 The divels death,

whose life he held to be determinable and mortall. 1677
HALE Prim, Orig. Man. iv. viii. 376 It presents all our en-
joyments as determined or determinable in a short time.

1707 Land. Gaz. No. 4382/4 1 n Lease
forjM Years, determin-

able on one, two and three Lives. 1815 T. J EFFERSON Writ.
(1830) IV. 260 A truce determinable on the first act of im-
pressment. 1848 WHAHTON Lalu Lex., Dttfrminaole Free-
holds, estates for life, which may determine upon future
contingencies before the life for which they are created
expires. 1876 DIGBY RealProp. v. 229 note. Here the estate
would be an estate determinable upon the specified event.
Hence Dete rminableness. r,iii\

1717 BAILEY vol. II, DeterminavleHess,capMmcsiof being
determined or decided. 1775 in ASH ; and in mod. Diets.

Determinably (d/tduminabli), adv.
[f. prec.

+ -LY 2
.] In a determinable manner.

( a. De-

finitely, precisely, b. In a way or to a degree that
can be determined ; ascertainably.
'375 BARBOUR Bruce iv. 677 It wes vounderfull, pcrfay.How

ony man throu steris may Knaw the thingis that ar
to cum Determinabilly. 1609 SIR E. HOBY Let. to T. Higgins
60 Augustine.. doth plainly and determinablie conclude that

they are not Dittini Canonis. Mod. A substance of which
the granules are determinably smaller.

Dete'rminacy. rare.
[i. DETERMINATE a -.

see -ACY.] The quality of being determinate ; de-

terminateness, definiteness.

1873 ATKINSON Ir. Helmholtx's Pop. Sci. Lect. 80 Vet
the ear solves its problem with the greatest exactness, cer-

tainty, and determinacy.
Determinant (dftauminant), a. and sb. [ad.

L. ditermindnt-em, pr. pple. of determindre to

DETERMINE: cf. F.
determinant (Trevoux 1752).]

A. adj. Determining ; that determines ; deter-

minative.
1610 W. FOLKINCHAM Art ofSurvey iv. v. 84 Determinant

Valuation concludes and determines the Right and Interest
of the Possident by Alienation of the Fee or Possession.
1686 UOAD L'elest. Bodies n. L 152 The Sun and Moon alone
..cannot be the Causes preparatory or determinant of a
Showre. 1815 COLERIDGE Aids Reft. 280 Some other
Principle which has been made determinant of his Will.
1860 RUSKIN .I/i/Y. Paint. V. vnl. iv. $ 8 His usual draw-
ings from nature . . being both commemorative and deter-
minant . . determinant, in lhat they record an impression
received from the place there and then, together with the

principal arrangement of the composition in which it was
afterwards to be recorded. 1888 J. MARTINKAU Study of
Relig. I. n. i. 211 He rightly appropriates the word Cause
to the determinant act. i8oa Current Hist. (Detroit, Mich.)
II. 73 A new determinant factor of unknown power.
B. sb. One who or that which determines.

1. In University Hist. (repr.
med.L. deterini-

ndns . A determining Bachelor : see DETERMINE
v. 13, DETERMINATION 4.

[1449 (2 Jan.) in Registr. Univ. Ox/. (O. H.S.i I. 2

Magistri determinantium. 15. . Ibid. II. I. 52 (Title of
Official List} Nomina determinantium.] 1864 I) LAING in

Pref. to Lander's Deivti* ofKyngis^ 6 Two years later, in due
course of his academical studies, this Guillelmus Lauder ap-
pears among the Determinants in that College ; which shows
that he had qualified himself for taking his .Master's degree.
1887 A. CLARK Reg. Univ. Oxf. II. i. 53, 12 Mar. 1586 this

Committee decided that .. Whereas in times past collectors
had exacted unfairly large sums from the determinants,
they should in future exact only iai/. from each deter-
minant.
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DETERMINANTAL.
2. A determining factor or agent ;

a ruling ante-

cedent, a conditioning element
;
a defining word

or element.
1686 GOAD Celest. Bodies H. i. 150 Not because they have

|

no determinant, but because 'tis unknown. 1809-10 COLK-
unxii: Friend11865) 173 We should . . make Malta the direct^

object and final determinant of the war. 1825 Aids Rrfl. ]

67 His own will is the only and sufficient determinant of all he !

is, and all he does. 1836-7 SIR W. HAMILTON Metaph. xxxiii.
\

(1859) II. 266 Considering the Representative Faculty in

Subordination to its two determinants, the faculty of Repro-
duction, and the faculty ofComparison or Elaboration. 1869
FARRAR Fam. Speech iii. 89 In Aryan the determinant pre-
cedes the thing determined. 1882 PAI.GRAVE in Grosart

Spenser's Wks. IV. p. evil, Points.. taken as determinants
of date. 1887 F. HALL in Nation (N. Y.) XLIV. 07/3 Good
usage the sole determinant, in general, of what is accept-
able in language. 1894 Pop. Sci. Monthly June 180 Am-
phimixis alone could never produce a multiplication of the

determinants.

3. Math. The sum of the products of a square
block or ( matrix

'

of quantities, each product con-

taining one factor from each row and column, and

having the plus or minus sign according to the

arrangement of its factors in the block.
A determinant is commonly denoted by ai rt2

writing the matrix with a vertical line on b\. b%
each side, thus c\ c% ._,

Originally applied (in Latin form), in 1801, by Gauss
(Disqitis, Arithmet. 180 v. 154) to a special class of
these functions on the nature of which the properties of
certain quadratic forms depend J thence adopted in French

by Cauchy.
1843 CAVLEY (title), On the Theory of Determinants. 1853

SYLVESTER in Phil. Trans. CXLI1I. i. 543-4 Determinant.
This word is used throughout in the single sense, after

which it denotes the alternate or hemihedral function the

vanishing of which is the condition of the possibility of the
coexistence of a certain number of homogeneous linear

equations of as many variables. 1885 SALMON Higher
Algebra 338 Cauchy introduced the name 'determinants',
already applied by Gauss to the functions considered by
him, and called by him '

determinants of quadratic forms'.

Determina'ntal, a. Math. [f. prec. +-AL.]
Relating to determinants : see DETERMINANT B. 3.

1879 THOMSON & TAIT Nat. Phil. 1. 1. 337 Roots . . of a
determinantal equation. 1893 Daily News 24 Mar. 3/5
Essay on * Determinantal Theorems '.

Determinate (d#5-imin#), ///. a. [ad. L.

determinat-us
, pa. pple. of determinare to DETEI:-

MINK.] That has been or is determined : in the
chief senses of the verb.

A. as pa. pple. -DETERMINED. Obs. or arch.

'1391 CHAUCER Astral, i. 21 Sterres fixes with hir longi-
tudes & latitudes determynat. Ibid. n. 18 heading, To
knowe the degrees of the longitude* of fixe sterres after that

they ben determinat in thin astrolabie. 1471 RITLEY Comp.
Alch. Ep. in Ashm. (1652) in By Raymond and others de-

termynate. 1560 in Strype Ann. Ref. I. xvii. 216 So that
their causes be determinate within three weeks, c 1600
SHAKS. Sonn. Ixxxvii, My bonds in thee are all determinate.
1885 BRIDGES Nero \\. iii. 8/2 The seasons, lady, Of divina-
tion are determinate By stars and special omens.

B. adj.
1. Definitely bounded or limited, in time, space,

extent, position, character, or nature ; definite,
fixed ; clearly defined or individualized ; distinct,
as opposed to vague^ undefined^ or indefinite.
c 1386 CHAUCER Friar s T. 161 Han ye figure thanne deter-

minat In helle ther ye been in youre estat? 1398 TREYISA
Batth. De P. R. xni. i. (Tollem. MS.), Water hab no de-
terminate qualite, nober coloure, rioter sanoure. X43*~5
tr. Higden (Rolls) I. 287 A determinate place in the ryuer
that isabowte Lincoln. 1532 MORE Confnt. Tinda/e'Wks.
721/2 The saluacion of any determinate persone yetliuying.
1548 HALL Chron. 245 b, Taken and concluded for a deter-
minate season. 1613 J. SALKELD Treat, Angels 22 They
seeme to define some determinate number of Angels. 1626
BACON Sylva 602 Plants are all figurate and determinate,
which inanimate Bodies are not. 1663 HcBBEs6Vtv Prob.
Wks. 1845 VII. 16 A certain and determinate distance.
1705 BERKELEY Commonpl. Bk. Wks. 1871 IV. 443 The
clear and determinate meaning of my words. 1767 BLACK-
STONE Comm. II. 140 The possession of lands or tenements,
for some determinate period. 1777 PRIESTLEY Matt. <y Spir.
(1782) I. i. ii [It] must be. .round, or square, or of some
other determinate

form._ 1818 HALLAM Mid. Ages (1841) I.
vii. 522 Consecrated bishop without any determinate see.
1845 H. ROGERS Ess. I. iii. 102 He has clothed the deter-
minate quantities of arithmetic in the universal symbols
of algebra. 185* Eel. Faith (1853) 201 In time, my
doubts, as usual, assumed a determinate shape. 1871
B. STEWART Heat 112 Determinate vapour pressure cor-
responds to determinate temperature. 1875 MAINE Hist.
Inst. xii. 351 The sovereign is a determinate human superior.

b. Limited, restricted, finite : opposed to in-

finite* unbounded.
1586 FERNE Bias. Gentrie 33 The determinate glory of an

earthly prince. 1604 T. WRIGHT Passions \\. i. 50 Our soule
being of a determinate power and activitie cannot attend
exactly to twoo vehement and intensive operations together.
1608 J. KING Serm. St. Mary's 6 A superiority .. over
limited and determinate chardges.

C. Math. Having a fixed value or magnitude.
(Opp. .to indeterminate] ; determinate number,
problem : see quots.

1722 WOLLASTON Relig. Nat. i. 13 As determinate and im-
mutable as any ratio's are in mathematics. 1727-51 CHAM-

finite solutions. Ibid. s. v. Number, A determinate Number
is that referred to some given unit

; as a ternary, or three ;

268

which is what we properly call a number. 1879 THOMSON
& TAIT Nat. Phil. I. r. 327 This problem is essentially de-

terminate, but generally has multiple solutions. 1885 WAT-
SON & BURB. Elcctr. ff Magn. 59 There exists one determi-

nate function K which has the given value at each point of S.

d. Bot. Of inflorescence: In which the terminal

flower bud opens first, followed by those on the

lateral branches; definite, centrifugal.
1880 GRAY Struct. Bot. v. 144 The kinds of Inflorescence

are all reducible to two types.. Indeterminate and Deter-

minate.

2. Settled, fixed, so as not to vary.
1526-34 TINDALE Acts ii. 23 The determinat counsell and

foreknoweledge of God. 1543-4 Act 35 Hen. K///, c. 9
The which order., shall stande..for a full determinate order.

1559 Primer in Priv. Prayers (1851) 10 A determinate
fourme of praiyng. 1581 PETTIE Gnazzd's Civ, Coni>, i.

(1586) 21 There can be no certaine and determinate science,
from particular to particular. 1625 K.. LONG tr. Barclay's

Argents \\. xvii. 120 To what end is the freedome of man,
if he cannot avoid the determinate order of the starres?

1726 BUTLER Sfrm. /////. Nat, ii, Virtue and religion
. . require . . that every action be directed by some determinate
rule. 1855 BRIMI.EY Ess. 22 (Tennyson i Smitten with a
determinate aversion to popularity. 1861 MILL Utilit. i. 4
There should be a determinate order of precedence among
them.

3. Finally determined upon or decided ; express-

ing a final decision ; definitive
; conclusive, final.

1533-4 Act 25 Hen. VII'I, c. 12 The determinate and plaine

iudgementes of the said sondrie vniuersitees. 1540-1 ELYOT
linage Gov. 25 Not onely myne opinion herein, but also

my determynate sentence. 1566 PAINTER Pal. Picas. I. 29
To consulte vppon some determinate aunswere. 1589 NASHE
\nGreeue

t

sMenaphon'Prtf.(Pi.r\>.')i4, 1 had rather referre it, as
a disputatiue plea to diuines than set it downe as a determi-
nate position. 1609 BIBLE (Douay) Jer. xv. Comm., He con-
firmed the same determinate sentence of their punishment.
1711 SHAFTESB. Charac. (1737) III. v. iii. 303 The Reason-
ableness of a proportionate Taste, and determinate Choice.

1803 WELLINGTON in Gurw. Desp. II. 151 note. No deter-

minate reply could be given to the letter.

4. Determined upon, intended.

1586 T. B. La Primand. Fr. Acad. \. 235 To drive him
from his determinat purpose. 1601 SHAKS. Tivel. N. n. i. ii

My determinate voyage is meere extrauagancie.
5. Fixed in mind or purpose, determined, re-

solved, resolute.

1587 HOLINSHED Chron. 1 1. Hist. Scot. 316/1 That thing the
heart thought and was determinat to dp. 1598 BAHRET
Tkcor. ll'arres I. i. 8 Men . . of determinate minds and
courage. 1686 F. SI-ENCE tr. Varillas 1 Ho. Media's 309 The
most active and determinate adventurer of his age. 1727
FIELDING Love in Sev. Masq. Wks. 1775 I. 46 Nor am I per-
fectly determinate what species of animals to assign him to.

1779-81 JOHNSON L. P., Prior Wks. III. 143 A Tory so
ardent and determinate that he did not willingly consort
with men of different opinions. 1827 CARLYLE Misc. (1857)
I. 58 Men of cool judgment, and determinate energetic
character.

t Determinate, v. Ol>$. [f. ppi. stem of L.
detcrminare : see prec.]
1. trans. To determine in time, space, or com-

pass; to terminate, end, bound, limit.

i<5fi$WivfyKr FonrScotrThre Quest. Wks. 1888 1. 125 Gifwe
. .limitatis and determinatis nocht the wisdum of God be our
phantasie. 1593 SHAKS. Rich. //, i. iii. 150 The slye slow
[Fol. 2, flye slow] houres shall not determinate The datelesse
limit of thy deere exile, a 1638 MEDE Rem. Apoc. Wks.
(1672) in. 602 Who would have them [prophetic months]
taken for bare days, and determinated in the persecution of
Antiochus. 1671 CROWNE JitltanalLy. Ded., I have nothing
to determinate my sight, but a bright and serene sky.

2. To determine or decide (a controversy or issue).
1647 H. MORE SongqfSouln. in. iv, vii, But let more hardy

wits that truth determinate. 1653 Antid, Ath. i. ix. 4.

27 They do plainly determinate the controversy. 1715 MRS.
J. BARKER ExiLhts I. 83 Sent for. . to give my determinating
Voice before the Senate.

b. intr. To decide, come to a decision.

1639 MRQ. OF HAMILTON Explan. Oath fy Covenant 15 To
treat, consult, or determinate in any matter of state. 1652
EARL MONM. tr. Bentivoglio's Hist.Relat. 6 The absolute

authority of determinating residing in the chiefmagistracies
of every City.

3. trans. To ordain, appoint.
1636 E. DACRES tr. MachiaveCs Disc. Livy I. 83 The free

government propounds honours and rewards upon some
worthy and determinated occasions. 1652 GAULE Maga-
strotti. 151 Although nature and every naturall agent be.,
determinated to one effect.

4. To direct to some end ; to determine the course

of; to guide authoritatively or decisively.
1626 FENNER Hidden Manna (in Spurgeon Treas. Dav.

Ps. xxv.), A determinating of the very will. 1653 H. MORE
Antid. Ath. i. xi. (1662) 35 To determinate the course of
the Spirits into this or that part of the Body. 1659
PEARSON Creed I. 43 If we should apprehend more
Gods than one, I know not what could determinate us in

any instant to the actual adoration of any one. a 1683
WHICHCOTE Disc. (1703) III. 36 'Tis no disparagement to
the Highest and wisest to be ruled and determinated by
the reason of things. 1686 GOAD Cclest. Bodies i. xii. 61
This Aspect, apt to cause Winds, is apt also to determinate
them to the West and to the South.
6. To fix upon definitely, define, individualize,

identify.
1681 H. MORE F.xp. Dan. iv. Notes 123 The person is

determinated in Artaxerxes. 1681 CLANVILL Saddiiciswns
n. 237 Though the Sir-name of the party be wanting, yet he
is determinated so by other circumstances.
6. To render determinate or definite.

1672 GREGORY in Rigaud Corr. Set. Men (1841) II. 236 The
most ready general method . . for determinating all equations.

DETERMINATION.

7. To ascertain definitely.

1665-6/^*7. Trans. I. 297 The more precise determinating
of the Difference of Meridians. 1788 PKII-STLKY Lett. /list.

n. xii. 96 As nearly .. as their coarse observations would
enable them to determinate.

Hence Dete-rminated ///. a., DeteTminating
vbl. sb. and///, a.

1626 [See sense 4], 1635 PAGITT Christlanogr. \. iii. (1636)

137 A prefixed and determinated time of monthesor yeeres.
a 1693 URQUHART Rabelais in. xliii. 353 His final judging
and determinating of Suits of Law, by the meer Chance . .

of the Dice. 1715 [See sense 2].

Dete'rminately, adv. [f. DETERMINATE a.

4--LY 2
.]

In a determinate manner.

1. By way of final decision ; conclusively, finally.

1509 FISHER Fun, Semtt. C^tess Richmond Wks. (1876) 293
She sholde the morowe after make answer of her mynde
determynatly. 1669 WOODHEAD St. Teresa i. xxxv. (1671)

260, I did never determinately conclude. 1729 BUTLER
Serrtt.Wks. 1874 II. 24 Conscience .. pronounces determin-

ately some actions to be in themselves just, right, good . 1736
Anal. n. vii. 270 Those Persons .. insist upon it as de-

terminately conclusive. 1792 R. BURKE in Burkes Corr.

(1844) III. 489 The ministers had made up their minds

determinately to a strict neutrality.

2. Definitely, distinctly, exactly, precisely.
1539 MORE Com/, agst. Trib. in.Wks. 1225/2 Yet can not the

vse of them lightly stand indifferent, but determinately must
either be good or bad. 1551 T. WILSON Logike \ 1580) 21 b,

Wordes, whiche . . deternunatly doe betoken some one cer-

taine thyng. a 1653 GOUGE Comm. Hub. xiii. 8, i. Indefi-

nitely, time after time. 2. Detenninatly, to the end of the

world. 1759 WARNER in Phil. Trans. LI. 307 A discovery of
the fact

t
could it be determinately made, wo'u Id prove of very

little consequence. 1830 GLEIC Country Curate I. xiv. 274,
I cannot pronounce the night . . the most determinately miser-

able which it has been my lot to spend.

b. With a definite purpose, purposely.
1862 DARWIN Fertil. Orchids v. 203 All these parts seemed

determinately contrived that the plant should never be
fertilised.

3. With settled purpose; resolutely, determinedly;
with determination.

1556 J. HEYWOOD Spider <$ F. xiv. 60 When he sawe . .

The spider, thus bent determinately, He thought it foly
him to contrary. 1653 H. MORE Antid. Ath. in. xvi. (1712)

140 Observed to fight determinately over such and such
a City. 1724 SWIFT Wood's Execution, Determinately bent

to take revenge upon him. 1755 Fox in H. Walpole Mem.
Gco. II (1847) II- App. 386 The Duke of Devonshire is . .

determinately against it. 1860 FROUDE Hist. Eng. V. 69
A servant determinately idle. 1881 E. COXON Basil PI. II.

176 For all her weakness, she spoke determinately.

Dete'rminateness. [f. as prec. + -NESS.]
The quality of being determinate.

1. Definiteness, distinctness, preciseness.
1692 Covt. Grace Conditional 14 No way evacuating

either the efficacy or determinateness of God's Election.

1846 POE N. P. Willis Wks. 1864 III. 30 The word fancy is

used with very little determinateness of meaning. 1884^
ir.

Lotze's Metaph. 31 Each of their marks.. has been limited

to a completely individual determinateness.

2. Decidedness of judgement or choice ; resolute-

ness; determination.

1651 GAULE Ma$astrom. 22 He repropves . . their . .

peremptory determmatenes,
' Ye say, it will be to day '.

1814 JANE AUSTEN Mansf. Park (1851) 83 His determi-
nateness and his power seemed to make allies unneccessary.

Determination (dft^-imin^'Jsn). [a. F. de-

termination (Oresme i4th c.), or ad. L. determina-

tion-em, n. of action from detcrminare to DETKK-

MINE.] The action of determining, the condition

of being determined.

1. A bringing to an end ;
a coming to an end ;

ending; termination, arch. (exc. as in b).

vn. xv. 123 The determination and ceasing of oracles. 1586
A. DAY Eng. Secretary \. (1625) 63 By reason of the over-

hasty determination of his life. 1634-5 BRERETON Trav.

(1844) 153 After the determination of the thirteen years. 1659
Burterts Diary (1828) IV. 324 After the end or other deter-

mination of this Parliament. 1668 CULPEPPER & COLE
Barthol. Anat. iv. i. 336 All other Bones save the Teeth
have a certain determination of their growth : but the Teeth

grow continually. 1794 PALEY Evid. n.
yi. (1817) 151 A date

subsequent to the determination of Pilate's government.
1874 STUBBS Const. Hist. II. xvi. 465 The war continued

. .seeming year by year further removed from a determina-

tion.

b. Law. (esp. in Conveyancing) The cessation

of an estate or interest of any kind.

1495 Act 11 Hen. VII', c. 54 4 After the . .

dettermynacions
of the states . . by deth without heires male or eny other wise.

1581 W. STAFFORD Exam. Compl. i. (1876) 18 Such landcs

as come to our handes . . by determination, and ending of

such termes of yeares. 1818 CRUISE Digest (ed. a\\l. 465

To take effect on the determination of the estate tail. 1827

JARMAN Powells Devises II. 321 A devise of real estate to

the heirs of a person living at the determination of the prior

estates. 1875 Act 38-9 Wet. c. 92 4 Determination of

tenancy means the cesser of a contract of tenancy by reason

of effluxion of time or from any other cause. 1891 Law
Reports Weekly Notes 79/1 Immediately after the deter-

mination of defendant's tenancy.

2. The ending of a controversy or suit by the

decision of a judge or arbitrator ; judicial or authori-

tative decision or settlement (ofz. matter at issue).

1494 FABYAN Chron. vii. 396 To abyde all suche deter-

mynacion and iudgement. 155^ T. WILSON^//^. 6 The

Judges before whom he knoweth the determinacion of his



DETERMINATION.
cause resteth. 1651 NKEDIIAM tr. .Selilfn's Marc ('/. 21
The Nations to |K.M- determination the matter was com-
mittee]. 1737 (',/. Kcc. I'fiinsylv. IV. 187! 'p.m i lie- final Deter-
mination of our Disputes. 1875 JCIWKIT I'lata (eel. 2) I. 116
In the determination of this question the identity of virtue
and knowledge is found to be involved. 1891 SIR R. V.
WILLIAMS in I.n-.v Times' Kef. LXV. 609/1 The general
question of the right of the licensee was not essential to the
determination of that case.

b. The decision arrived at or promulgated ; a
determinate sentence, conclusion, or opinion.
'395 PURVEY K,-ii/,'ust>: 1 1851) 73 That ech determinacioun

of the chlrche of Rome is trewe on ech side. 1460 CAPGRAVE
Ckron. 306 The delerminacion of the Cherch and the
Doctouns . . ar plcynly ageyn Holy Scripture. 150 AHF.
HAMILTON Calteh. (1884) 5

The dccisiouns and determina-
nouns of general connsallis. 1648 MILTON Tenure Kings
11650) 59 '1'hc cleer and positive determination of all who
have writt'n on this argument. 1711 AnmsoN Sfect . No. 123
f 5 I hey were neither of them dissatisfied with the Knight's
Determination.

1785 T. BALGUY /Use. 75 To listen to our
Saviours determination,

' He that is without sin'. 1875
JOWKIT Plato (ed. 2) V. 8o We must run a risk, .in coming
to any determination about education.

1 3. The settlement of a question by reasoning
or argumentation ; discussion. Obs.
c 1400 Jest. Lore i. (R.), These clerkes sain, and in deter-

minacion shewen, that three things hauen the names of
Goddes been cleapcd. 1593 B r. ANDREWES (tille), A Deter-
minntion concerning Oatns.

t 4. The resolving of a question or maintaining of
a thesis in a scholastic disputation ; spec, in Uni-
versity history, the name of certain disputations
which followed admission to the degree of Bachelor
of Arts, and completed the taking of that degree,
qualifying the student for proceeding to the resi-
dence and exercises required for the Master's
degree. Obs. exc. Hist.
Determination took place regularly in the Lent following

presentation for the B.A., and consisted originally in the
determining by disputation of Questions in grammar and
logic. It was originally, it would appear, a voluntary dis-
putation got up by the Bachelors themselves ill imitation of
the magisterial INCEPTION, but it was early recognized and
enforced by the Universities.' (Rev. H. Rashdall.)
[1408 in .Miinini. Acad. Oxm.

(Rolls) I. 241 Quia per
solemnescleterminationes Bachillariorum in facilitate artium
nostra mater Oxonian universitas multiplicitcr honoratur.
1517 Statutes of Corpus Chr. Coll., Oxon., c. xxiv, Bacca-
laurei artium, complete prius post gradum baccalaureatus
et determmationes tnennio . . ad gradum magistratus . . pro-
moveantur.) 1605 J. BUCK in Peacock Stat. Cambridge
(1841) App. 879

The Vice-chancellor dismisseth the Answerer
..then he begmneth his Determination. 1693-4 GIBSON in
Lett. Lit. Mat (Camden) 219 There is a Statute . . which
upon extraordinary occasions allows twice Austins instead
of Determinations. 1716 AMHERST Term Fit. xlii. 223 Themanner of this determination is as follows. All persons,
that have taken their bachelor of arts degree since the Lent
preceding, are obliged to dispute twice in one of the public
schools . . and go to prayers at St. Mary's Church every
Saturday morning. i8u in Fowler Hist. Corpus Chr. Coll.
302 The whole business and ceremony of Determination
having been now by competent authority abolished in the
University. 1866 ROGERS Agric. ft Prices I. v. 121 The
Determination Feast, that is the festival following the as-
sumption of the Bachelor's Degree, generally took place on
shrove luesday. 1868 H. ANSTEY Munim. Acad. Oxen.
(Rolls! Introd. 82 It was undoubtedly from the superior
importance attached to logical studies that the name 'de-
termination' took its rise, the examination for the bachelor's
degree consisting mainly of questions to be determined by
the candidate. 1887 A. CLARK Kegr. Univ. O.rf. (O.H.S.)
II. I. 63 All traces of determination have now disappeared
from the procedure of the University. The last relic of it
was abolished in 1855. .. To such a base end had '

deter-
mining

'

come.
6. The determining of bounds or fixing of limits

;

delimitation
; definition ; a fixing of the extent,

position, or identity (<y anything).
1594 HOOKER Ecrl. Pol. \. x. (i6n)28The particular deter-

mmation of the reward or punishment. 1606 SHAKS. Tr. t,
Cr. ii. li. 170 To make vp a free determination Twixt rightnd wrong. 1651 HOBBES Lcviath. iv. xlvi. 373 The Circum-
scription of a thing, is . . the Determination, or befining of its
Place. 1665 HOOKE Microgr. 54 Adetermination of Light and
ladow. 1744 HARRIS ThretTrtat.i. 117651 37 Is our Account

still too loose and in need of stricter Determination? 1794
). WILLIAMS / cruimt 283 The determination made by Co"

)f the boundary lines. 1860 M ANSEL t'rolcg. Logic* iv.
Under such determinations as the conditions of my

sensibility require. 1866 J. G. MURPHY Comm. Exod. xif
ntrod., i he determination of the parties who are admissible,

r t. CAIRO FAili>s. Kant i. 165 The determinations of
:e are not consequences, but reasons, of the positions of

different parts of matter in relation to each other.
b. Logic. (<i) The rendering of a notion more

determinate or definite by the addition of characters
or determining attributes. (t) A determining
attribute.

I&44 niGBY .V,..'. nodi,, t.
(16451 87 To be a Quality i,

nothing else but to be the determination or modification of
the thing whose quality it is. 1838 SIK W. HAMILION LogicM.

(;866) I. 194 Every series of concepts which has been
JUtamed by abstraction, may be reproduced in an inverted
oxter, when . . we, step by step, add on the several characters
Iron which we had abstracted in our ascent. This process
. .is called Determination. 1860 MAXSEI. I'ntig. Ltgica vi.

i Determination . . consists in the reunion of attributes
sviously separated by definition. 1864 BOVVEN Logic v. 107

Unless one is regarded as an attribute or determination of
the other. 1875 JOWETT rInto (ed. 3) III. 595 The finite
and infinite of Philolaus have become logical determinations
in the Philebns. IHd. IV. 266 A multitude of abstractions
arc created, .which become logical determinations.

6. The action of definitely ascertaining the ]msi-

DETERMINE.
1655 BnAMHALL Agt. l/oMei(\.), That individual action. .

cannot proceed from the special influence and determinative

^- >/.>"' *" * "c A^cicriiimaiion or ine vis
hlaslica was the Thought of the learned John Bernouli
1793 hNr;L^iELn </,//<>, On the Determination of the Orbits

it o
m

!;-w'
l84S ' l; ' K "AV tr "'>"'* Anim. Chr,,,.

- - "" ^j w v.. .. uni 11. .iirritiri i s\nim. ^ntltl.
II. 181 The quantitative determination of earthy-phosphate
sediments. 1881 L. B. CARLL Treat. Calculus Variation

,!"",
determination "^ lhese collstanls not. .difficult.

p.
The result ascertained by this action

; that
which has been determined by investigation or
calculation

;
a conclusion, a solution.

1570 BIM.INGSLKY Euclid i. i. 9 The determination, which
is the declaration of the thing required. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE
if" v^'

IV ' V '' ''* lhat P"^ "8 drowned arise and float
the ninth day . . is a questionable determination. 1807 T
I HOMSON Chem. (ed. 3) II. 163 The differences between their
determinations were too great, 1831 BREWSTER Oflies iii. 25As philosophers have determined the index of refraction for

-. .. ut . i. .05 Generally f<

determinations.

7. Fixed direction towards some terminal point ;

decisive or determining bias. lit. andyfc
1660 BOYLE New Exf. Phys. Meek. i. 35 Others, whose

motion has an opposite determination. 1710 I. CLARKE
Rohault's Nat. Phil. [ 1739) I. 78 When a Body moves any
particular way, the Disposition that it has to move that way
rather than any other, is what we call its Determination.
1713 ADDISON Guardian No. 100 F 7 The whole tribe of
oglers gave their eyes a new determination. 1717-51 CHAM-BERS Cj/el. s. v. , Heavy bodies have a determination towards

iirt
centre of th<! eartn - 1754 EDWARDS Freed. Will \. ii. 5When we speak of the Determination of motion, we mean

causing the Motion of the Body to be such a Way, or in such
a Direction, rather than another. 1798 MALTHUS Popul. (1806)
II. HI. x. 253 The real price of corn varies during periods
sufficiently long to affect the determination of capital. 1836blR W. HAMILTON Discuss. (1852) 336 The determination
8iX

en ' Vnurcl1 of Scotland . . was not one of erudition.
1881 Daily AVrui 10 Mar. 5/3 An increasing determination of
historic and genre painters towards landscape.

b. spec. A tendency or flow of the bodily fluids,
now esp. of the blood, to a particular part.

737 BRACKEN Farriery Imfr. (17571 H. *>3 The Distem-
pers which proceed from an irregular and disorderly Deter-
mination of the animal Spirits. 1805 W. SAUNDERS Min.
/* aters 242 On account of the property of this natural
water . . and from its rapid determination to the kidnies.
1831 SCOTT Let. to A.Dm 31 Mar. in Lockhart, Threatened
with a determination of blood to the head. 1883 Syd. Soc.
/.<.!., Dctermittation, the active direction to a part ; as of
blood to a special organ with increased vascular action.

t8. The final condition to which anything has
a tendency. Obs.

1646 SlRT. BROWNE Fund. F.f. II. i.soThe determination of
quick-silveris properly fixation, that ofmilke coagulation, and
that of oyle and unctious bodies onely incrassation. 1707
Curios, in Hush, ff Card. 340 Each Corpuscle ofSalt returns
into the primitive Determination which it holds from Nature.

9. Mctaph. The definite direction of the mind
or will toward an object or end, by some motive,
regarded as an external force.

1685 SOUTH Serti,., Will for Deed (17151 389 Homage
which Nature commands all Understandings to pay to it,

by necessary Determination. 1690 LOCKE Hum. Und. n.

xxi._ 50 The determination of the will, upon inquiry, is fol-

lowing the direction of that guide : and he that has a power
to act or not to act, according as such determination directs,
is a free agent ; such determination abridges not that power
wherein liberty consists. 1717-51 CHAMBERS Or/., Deter-
minations, _again, are either moral or physical : a moral
determination is that proceeding from a cause which operates
morally. 1788 REID Act. Pou'ers in. n. vi. 571 Dr. Hutche-
son, considering all the principles of action as so many de- !

terminations or motions of the will.

10. The mental action of coming to a decision ;

the fixing or settling of a purpose ; the result of I

this ; a fixed purpose or intention.

1548 HALL Chron. an. 8 Edw. IV. 303 Havyng a sure deter-
j

mmacion, fixed in their myndes. 1570-6 LAMBARDE/VT<IW((.
'

Kent
(1826) 237 King Alfred was in Kent when he made

determination of this journey. 1577 B. GOOGE Hereshach's
Htisb. i. (1586) 8 Cato would have a man long in determin-
ation to builde, but to plant and sowe out of hand. 1630
R. yohnson's Kin^d. if Commw. 107 The English had no
determination to leave them 1704 MRS. RADCLIFFE Myst. !

l r
dolj>lio xxvi, Agitated with doubts and fears and contrary

determinations. 1883 SIR T MARTIN Lit. Lyiuihurst xvii.

416 Lord Lyndhurst left office with the determination never
again to return to it. Mod. From this determination no
reasoning could move her.

11. The quality of being determined or resolute
;

determinedness, resoluteness.
i8u SCOTT Nigel xxvii, Elizabeth possessed a sternness of

masculine sense and determination which rendered even her
weaknesses, .respectable. 1819 LVTTON Dtvc>~cji.\- n. ,\i, If
I had less determination in my heart, I could not love you
so well. 1853 SIR H. DOUGLAS Mint. Bridges led. 3) 145
Never was . .

operation executed with greater intelligence
and determination. 1866 GEO. ELIOT F. Holt (1868) 32
There was an expression of acuteness and determination
about him. 1875 F. HALL in Liffincott's Meig. XV. 345/2
In the same

spirit
of determination.

Determinative (.dft3-jminAiv\ a. and sb.

[a. K. determinatif, -ive Osth c. in Godef. Safpl.\
i. ppl. stem of L. Jclerminart to DETERMINE : see

-IVK.] A. adj.
1. Characterized by determining, deciding, or

fixing ; serving or tending to determine or decide.

! TKEI.L Brief Rel. (,857) I. 205 The day appointed for.

nouncmg the determinative sentence in the cause in* tr

DtfU, Eccl.Hist.l. in. vi. , The determinative Voice
of the Head of the Church. 1865 HOLLAND Plain T v 181
Determinative of the character of life. 1884 FA.RBAI.K in

Cmtemf. Rn. Mar. 360 The underlying conception, the
determinative principle or idea.

t b. Characterized by being determined or fixed.nK? C""'"K/''-. CM" Cnay. (R.I, Our Lord
Christ s body could not be longer detained under the power
ofdcath, then the determinative time of three days.
2. Serving to limit or fix the extent, or the

specific kind or character of anything : said of attri-
butes or marks added with this purpose. Cf. B. i.

1607 J- SERGEANT Solid I'kilos. 310 The one. .is Common
or Determinable

properly by the other, and the other U
Particular or Determinative of it. 171, SHAFTESB. Charac.
('737) HI. vi. vi. 385 If. .we wou'd needs add some exteriour
marks, more declaratory and determinative of. .Virtue and
Pleasure. 1715 WATTS Logic n. ii. | 5 The term . . is deter-
minative and limits the subject to a particular part of its
extension. 1865 TYLOR F.arly Hist. Man. v. oo The
tgyptians do not seem to have got rid of their determi-
native pictures. 1881 Anthrofol. vii. 171 These examples
. .give some idea of the principles of its [Chinese writing!
sound-characters and keys or determinative signs.

B. sli.

1. A determinative agent ; that which determines,
decides, or impels in a given direction.

1831 AUSTIN Jurisfr. (1879) I. xxvii. 521 A right of action
is not merely considered as an instrument or means of redress
but as a restraint or determinative from wrong.
2. That which serves to determine or define the

character or quality of something else. a. In

hieroglyphic writing, an ideographic sign annexed
to a word phonetically represented, for the purpose
of defining its signification. Thus in the ancient

Egyptian hieroglyphics there were generic deter-
minatives which indicated the class of notions to
which the word belonged, de,tcrminatives of Hum-

:

her, etc. b. In Science of Language, a spoken
j

syllable having an analogous function in some
languages ; also, a determinative or demonstrative
word.
i86a MARSH F.ng. Lang. iv. 67 Very many of the native

Mono-syllables are mere Determinatives. 1862 RAWLINSON
Auc. ,Mon I. iv. 81 The '

determinative
'

of a god the sign,
that is, which marks that the name of a god is about to fol-
low. 1875 RENOIF Egyptian Gram, n Plural nouns and
adjectives usually . . take the sign

: or 111 after them as a
determinative of plurality. 1881 TVLOR Anthrofol. vii. 173Even where they spelt words by their sounds, they had a
remarkable way of adding what arc called determinatives,
which are pictures to confirm or explain the spelt word.
1883 SAVCE Frtsh Light Anc. Man. \. 18 Determinatives . .

characters which have no phonetic value, but which deter-
mine the class to which the word they accompany belongs.

Dete'rminatiyely, adv.
[f. prec. + -LY

-'.]

a. In a determinative manner
;
so as to determine.

t b = DETEBMINATELY.
1641 Argument Law in Jlarl. Miu. (Malh.i V. 63 Such

things as are intended immediately, directly, and determin-
atively against the life and person of the King. 1643 MAR-
SHALL Let. 14 To judge every person., in the Nation deter-

mmatively and conclusively, so as from that judgement
there is no appealing. 1661 EVELYN Chakogr. 124 For the
symmetrically conducting of his hatches, determinative!}-,
and with certitude.

Dete'rminativeness. [f. prec.
-

-MS.-,.]

;

a. The quality of being determinative. b= D-
TERMINATEUESS 2 ; determination.
i8i Black-.t'. Mag. X. 76 A due proportion of the organ

of determinativeness in our peasantry and mechanics mightmake our subjugation a matter of absolute impossibility.
1851 I. TAYLOR H'tsley (1852) 131 [Wesley) whose letters
are eminent samples of succinct determinativeness.

Determinator dftaumin^tai). [a. L. ileler-

minalor, agent-noun from L. dtterminare to DK-
TEBMINB: with quot. 1556 cf. obs. F. dttermi-

naiftir.'] He who or that which determines (in
various senses of the verb) ; a determiner.
1556 Aurelio * [sat. (1680) D v, Of that they ware the

juges, and determinateurs. 1641 SIR E. DERING Sf. on Ktlig.
xiv. 44 The proper determinators of this point. 1646 SIR
T. BROWNE Pseud. Ef. in. v. 115 Three determinators of
truth, Authority, Sense and Reason. 1855 Kss. Intuit.
Mar. 146 If a man set forth Moral pleasure as the deter-
minator of his Will. 1879 H. GEORGE I'rogr. &. I'm'. 18 To
make the ratio with production, and not the ratio with capital,
the determinator of wages.

Determine dA.vjmin ,->. [y..Q.determi>u->-
(lath c. in I.ittre\ = Pr., S]).. It. determinar, ad.
L. delerminare to bound, limit, determine, fix, f.

L. DE- I. 3 + ttrminare to set bounds to.]
I. To put an end or limit to ; to come to an end.

L trans. To put an end to (in time) ; to bring to

an end
;
to end, conclude, terminate. (Now chiefly

in Law.)
1483 Cath. A ngl. 98 To Determyn. determinate:, diffinire,

distingere,Jinirf. 1404 KABYAN ( 'hrtm. 5 At the Conquest
I haue eke determyned The vi. part, c 1510 MORE 1'iius
Wks. 9/1 Death determineth the manifolde incommodities. .

of this life. <* 1533 I,:x BERNERS llucn Iviii. 190 It behoueth
vs shortely to oetermyne oure besynes. 1651 SMITH in



DETERMINE.
FullersAbclRcdiv., Wiltet 573 Here also God determined

his travails. 1709 STEEI.K Taller No. 167 ? 5 Her Husband's

Death . . would certainly have determined her Life. 1785
PAI.EY Mor. Philos. (1818) I. 326 To determine a connexion

which is become odious to both. 1818 CRUISE Digest (ed. 2)

IV. 444 A warranty . . may be defeated, determined, or

avoided, in all or in part. 1845 STEPHEN Lau-s Engl.J&d,. 6)

I. 298 The lessee . . hath determined his estate by his own
default. 1874 STUBBS Const. Hist. (1875) II. xvi. 441 The
death of Edward III determined the crisis.

f b. To cause to end in (some conclusion). Obs.

a 1668 DENHAM Poems 98 The people join'd In glad con-

sent, and all their common fear Determine in my fate. 1673
TEMPLE Observ. United Frov. Wks. 1731 I. 25 Albert bent

the whole Force of the War upon France, till he determined

it in a Peace with that Crown.

2. intr. (for reft.} To come to an end; to cease

to exist or be in force ;
to expire, to die. (Now

chiefly in Law,}
c 1374 CHAUCER Troylus in. 330 (379) That rather dye I

wold, and determyne, As thinkith me, stokkid in prisoun.

1571 Ludltnv Churchw, Ace. (Camden) 147 His interest in

the said pewe to determyne. 1607 SHAKS. Cot. in. iii. 43

6th Olympiad did Determine. 1770 LANGHORNE Plutarch

(1879) I. 422/2 The changes we have to experience only de-

termine with our lives. 1794 MATHIAS Purs. Lit. (1798)289
The custom ceased and determined at Sir Matthew Mite's

election. 1818 CRUISE Digest (ed. 2) V. 56 In fact the estate

of Martin did not determine by his death, surrender, or for-

feiture, but by the death of King Charles II. 1883 GLAD-
STONE Sp. in Parl. 19 July, The privileges . . do not deter-

mine with the life of M. de Lesseps.

b. To end in (a termination, conclusion, or re-

sult) ;

' to end consequentially
'

(J.). Obs. or arch.

1605 CAMDEN Rent. (1637) 143/4 As long as issue male con-

tinued, which determined in John Moubray Duke of Nor-
folke. a 1631 DONNE in Spurgeon Treas. Dav. Ps. Ixvi. 3
As long as their rage determined in his person, he opened
not his mouth. 1654 TRAPP Comm. Job xxi. 13 Their merry
dance determineth in a miserable downfall. tfA^Contempl.
State of Man i. vii. (1699) 71 The Misery wherein all the

Felicity of this World is to determin. a 1716 SOUTH Serm,

(1744) X. 78 But that which begins in vanity, must needs

determine in vexation of spirit. 1767 Byron's Voy. r. World
114 The head is small . . and determines in a snout. 1875
STUBBS Const. Hist. III. xviii. 4 The crisis, .is to determine
in that struggle between the crown and the commons which
the last two centuries have decided.

1 3. trans. To set bounds to ; to bound, limit.

1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. xix. i. (1495) 861 Colour is

the vttermest party, .that is determyned fro the vtter party

is called a Circumference. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny 1, 128

Many of the Geographers set not downe Indus the riuer,

for to determine the marches of the Indians Westward. 1654
CROMWELL Sp. 22 Jan. (Carlyle>, It determines his power.

1689 Col. Rec. Pennsylv. I. 311 The Two Countyes shall

have the Moors of the sayd Countyes otherwise determined.

^1733 ATTERBURY (J.), That hill which thus determines
their view at a distance.

b. Logic. To limit by adding differences ;
to

limit in scope.
[1555 WATREMAN Fardle Facions \\. iv. 141 Determinyng

the Tradicions of Moyses, by certein ordenaunces and de-

crees, whiche thei them selues [Phariseis] sette vp.] 1838
SIR W. HAMILTON Logic xi. (i866j I. 194 When we deter-

mine any notion by adding on a subordinate concept, we
divide it. 1849 ABP. THOMSON Laws Th. Ixxxvii. (1860) 158
Some mark may be added . . which narrows the extent of

both, but renders them more definite better determined.

f O. To limit to, restrict to, Obs.

1450-1530 Myrr. our Ladye 101 Soche a fredome as is de-

termyned to nothynge in certeyne, but yt may be applyed
generally. 1659 HAMMOND On Ps. xix. n Annot. 115 The
context seems rather to determine it to the first . .sense. 1690
LOCKE Hum. Und. in. ix. jj 17 No one has Authority to

determine the signification of the word Gold . . more to one
Collection of Ideas . . than to another. 1691 RAY Creation
n. (1704) 380 Not. .necessarily determined to one manner of

Respiration.
II. To bring to an end a dispute, controversy, or

doubtful matter
;
to conclude, settle, decide, fix.

4. trans. To settle or decide (a dispute, question,
matter in debate), as a judge or arbiter.

1380 WYCLIF Sel. \Vks. III. 345 pat jif^e pope determine
ou;t, banne it is sol|> & to bileue. f 1440 Generydes 1695 To
determyne [MS. -mytte] this mater, Generydes was brought
owt. is*6TiNDALE Acts xix. 39 Itt may be determined in a
lawfull congregacion. 1530 PALSGR. 514/2, I determyne, I

make a conclusion in a mater. 1576 FLEMING Pauopl. Epist.
246 Sitting in his long gowne, or riche robe, is occupied in
suche matters as are of him to be determined. 1588 SHAKS.
Tit. A.\.'\. 407 Let the lawes of Rome determine all. 1660
Trial Regie. 9 Authorized by the King's Majestic to hear,
and determine, all Treasons, Felonies, and other Offences.

i:i7ioC. FIENNES Diary(iB88)z6o Matters of Lifeand death
are not here tryed or determined. 1868 MILMAN St. Pant's
vii. 133 The Dean.presided in all causes brought before the

Chapter, and determined them. 1868 M. PATTISON Academ.
Org. iv. 114 This ambiguity should be determined in one
direction or in the other.

b. with an object expressing the sentence, con-

clusion, or issue.

1647 CLARENDON Hist. Rcb. I. (1843) 6/1 He would under-
take .. that his presence would in a moment determine the
restitution of the palatinate to his brother and sister.

1751 JOHNSON Kambler'Nv. 181 fs'fhe time at which every
man's fate was to be determined. 1752 HUME Ess. fy Treat.

(1777) I, 108 The laws will . . determine the punishment of
the criminal. 1832 HT. MARTINEAU Each $ Ally. 67 The
circumstances which determine the recompense of each.

1853 J. H. NEWMAN Hist. Sk. (1873) II. i. ii. 86 It was an
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era which determined the history of the world. 1875 JOWETT
Plato fed. 2) V. 63 The law will determine all our various

duties towards relatives,

c. with subordinate clause, expressing the matter

at issue.

1399 Pol. Poems (Rolls) I. 385 And whedir the grounde of

;iste were good other ille, trouthe hathe determyned. 1561

UwsBullingcrotiApoc. (1573) 192 Lucius the third, .deter-

mineth playnly, that heretickes are stricken with an euer-

lastyng curse. 1568 GRAFTON Chron. II. 227 To determine

what was meetest to be done in this matter. 1589 R. HARVEY
PI. Perc. (1590) 15 As senseles, as they which determine

vpon an Ale uench whether the passenger . . be a Saint or

a Diuell. 1611 BIBLE Acts xxvii. i When it was determined

[earlierw. demed, concluded, decreed] that we should saile

into Italy. 1747 Col. Rec. Pennsylv. V. 105 It might now be

determin'd whether the Council's Speech to the Assembly
. .shou'd be Printed. 1834 SOUTHEY Doctor Ixv. (1862) 137

Far happier are they who always know what they are to do,

than ttiey who have to determine what they will do. 1887
RUSKIN Prxterita II. 179, I determined that the Alps were,

on the whole, best seen from below.

5. intr. To come to a judicial decision ; to give
a decision ; to decide, t Const, of {on}.
c 1384 CHAUCER //. Fame i. 343 Wayte vpon the conclusion,
Ana eke how that ye determynen, And for the more part

diffynen. c 1477 CAXTON Jason 72 Smale thinges of which

they shall haue the knowleche for to determine. 1579
TOMSON Calvin's Serm. Tim. 41/2 Suche men . . although

they affirme, yet can they certemely determine of nothing.

1598 HAKLUYT Vcy. 1. 68 Neither . . to speake of any affaires,

after they haue beene determined of by the Emperour. 1613
SHAKS. Hen. F//7, i. i. 214 You shall to th' Tower, till you
know How he determines further. 1634 W. TIRWHYT tr.

Balzac's Lett. 244 Who have reason enough to doubt, but

not science sufficiently to determine rightly. 1709 STRYPE

Ann. Ref. I. xxxix. 447 Cox, Bishop of Ely, determined on

both questions. 1751 JOHNSON Rambler No. 155 F4 The

general inability ofman to determine rightly concerning his

own. 1759 FRANKLIN Ess. Wks. 1840 III. 268 The repre-
sentatives of the people have an undoubted right to judge
and determine . . of the sum to be raised. 1767 Jmtius Lett.

xxxv. 166 What . . remains, but to leave it to the people to

determine for themselves?. .They alone ought to determine,

t b. To decidefor. Ot>s.

1634-35 BP. MOUNTAGU Corr. J. Cosin (1869) I. 42, I deter-

mine next weke for Pettworth. 1750 BP. HURD in War-
burtoii's Lett. (1809) 52 He has determined for the Law.

C. To decide or fix upon-, on. (Blending with

1 8 c, q. v.)

f6. To lay down decisively or authoritatively;
to pronounce, declare, state. (Const, as in 4, 5.)

1393 GOWER Con/. III. 86 Of theorique principall The

philosophre in speciall The propretes hath determined.

c 1400 Rom. Rose 4885 Of ech synne it is the rote . . As
Tulius can determyne. 1486 Bk. St. A loans, Her. Aja,
Here in thys booke folowyng is determyned the lynage of

Coote armuris.

fb. To decide or declare to be ; to term. Oh.
1653 H. MORE Antid. Ath. \\. xi. (1712) 161 This he de-

termines primogenious moisture.

t 7. trans. To settle or fix beforehand; to ordain,

decree ; to ordain what is to be done. Obs.

1381 WYCLIF Acts xvii. 26 Determynynge tymes ordeyned,
ana termes of habitacioun. 1535 COVERDALE Isa. x. 23 Y*
Lorde . . shal perfectly fulfil the thinge, that he hath deter-

myned. 1586 A. DAV Eng. Secretary i. (1625) 121 His
hours was come, so was it determined, which way could he

shun it? 1611 BIBLE i Sam. xxv. 17 For evil is determined

against our master. 1677 HALE Prim. Orig. Man. in. iii.

263 Some superintendent Intellectual Nature, that by cer-

tain election and choice determined things. 1758 S. HAY-
WARD Sertn. xiv. 408 God . . determined holiness to be the

way to everlasting happiness.

8. trans. To fix or decide causally ; to condition

as a cause or antecedent.

1651 HOBBES Lwiath. i. x. 42 As in other things, .not the

i seller, but the buyer determines the Price. 1751 JOHNSON
Rambler No. 141 F 2 The whole tenor of his life has been

j

determined by some accident of no apparent moment. 1839
! MURCHISON Silnr. Syst. i. xxxvi. 505 These divergences

have . . been determined by the eruptive forces which evolved
the trap rocks. 1856 EMERSON Eng. Traits, Wealth Wks.

;883 Gi
xviii. 213 His religion . . determines for him the colour and
cut of his coat.

0. To decide upon (one of several) ; to fix (which
or what it is to be\
1659 PEARSON Creed (1662) 195 The apertion of the wombe

determineth the first-born. 1720 OZELL Vertot's Rom. Rep.
II. x. 155 To rob his Enemy of the cruel Pleasure of deter-

mining the kind of. .Death. 1771 MRS. GRIFFITH tr. Viand's

Shipwreck 37 Let us then determine the first passengers by
lot. 1850 M'CoSH Div. Govt. HI. i. (1874) 269 It is the will

which determines what is to be preferred or rejected. 1886

SIR J. STIRLING in Law Times' Rep. LV. 283/2 Determining
what particulars of objections ought to be allowed.
b. with alternative clause.

1773 llist. Rochester 33 Whether in this tower. . I cannot
determine. 1818 CRUISE Digest (ed. 2) VI. 325 To deter-

mine whether he should or should not consider it as his own.

1 10- To conclude from reasoning, investigation,
etc. (a thing to be, or that it is). Obs.

1494 FABYAN Chron. iv.lxxv.53 Whiche length of tyme is of
someAuctour determyned to be longe and of some but shorte.

1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 163 b, Rosell, Angelus,
|

& other doctours determyneth & concludeth that [etc.].

|

'559 W. CUNNINGHAM Cosmogr. Glasse 26 Stadium . .which

length Plinie determineth to be 125 pases. 1621 BURTON
Anat. Met. n. ii. in. (1676) 162/2 Thus Clavius and Maginus,
etc., with their followers, vary and determine of these celes-
tial orbs and bodies. 1788 PKIF.BTLEY Lect, /list. in. xvi. 139
Bishop Fleetwood has determined, .that five pounds in this

DETERMINE.

reign was equivalent to twenty eight, or thirty, now. 1814
MRS. JANE WEST Alicia tie Lacy IV. 218 Hereford deter-

mined him to be an audacious knave.

11. trans. To ascertain definitely by observation,

examination, calculation, etc. (a point previously
unknown or uncertain) ;

to fix as known.
1650 FULLER Pisgah i. vii. 18 It is hard to determin their

exact habitation. 1696 \VHISTON Th. Earth n. (1722) 121

The entire Circle may still be describ'd, and its Original
Situation determin'd. 1715 DESACULIERS Fires Impr, 24
We shall in the third Book determine the. .Bigness, .and

Situation of those Cavities. 1737 WHISTON Joseptiitss
Hist. Pref. 10 The measures of those edifices., all accur-

ately determined. 1806 HUTTON Course MaiA. 1. 367 Having
given the Area . . of a Rectangle, inscribed in a given Tri-

angle ; to determine the Sides of the Rectangle. 1811

PINKERTON Petrol. I. 357 A rock very difficult to determine.

1824 DE QUINCEV Pol. Econ. Dial. v. (1860) 553 As when
I say that the thermometer determines the heat, viz., that

it determines or ascertains it to my knowledge. 1860 TYN-
DALL Clac. i. viii. 60 We also determined both the velocity
and the width of the Glacier. 1861 F. HALL in Jrtil. Asiat.

Soc. Bengal 147 He has determined him to A. D. 490. 1878
Bosw. SMITH Carthage 201 Some difficulty in determining
the route by which he approached it.

12. Geom. (trans.) To fix or define the position of.

1840 LARDNER Gectn. xiii. 159 To determine a similar

system of points. 1885 LEUDESDORF Cremona's Proj. Geaui.

175 Two projective ranges of points determine an involution ;

for they determine the straight line s
t which determines the

involution.

b. itttr. To be defined as to position.
1885 LEUDESDORF Cremona's Proj. Geom. 285 All straight

lines passing through U determine on the circumference.

13. To discuss and resolve a disputed question

(determinare quxstionenf) , or maintain a thesis

against an opponent in a scholastic disputation, es-

pecially in a disputation by which a student entered

upon the degree of B.A. ; hence, absolutely, To per-

form the exercises of DETERMINATION (sense 4)

which completed the degree of Bachelor of Arts,

and enabled the student to proceed to qualify himself

for the Master's degree. Obs. exc. Hist.

[1267 in Miinitn. AcaJ. Oxon. (Rolls)!. 34 Ut certa forma

provideretur sub qua Bachillarii artium determinaturi ad

determinandum forent admittendi.] 1570-6 LAMBARDE
Peramb. Kent ( 1826) 193 That a young Novesse should thus

boldly determine at their disputations. 1649 Order 26 Jan.
in Wood Life (Oxf. H. S.) I. 149 That all Bachelaurs of this

University who have not determined the last yeare do deter-

mine this Lent. 1691 Ath. Oxm. II. 413 After he had

taken the degree of Bach, of Arts and determined, a 1695

Life 11.517 Every bachelor was to determine twice be-

tween the 17 Feb. to 7 March. 1708 J. CHAWBERLAVNE St.

Ct. Brit. i. in. xi. (1743)281 He is obliged ,. to propose a

question in the publick. Schools within a Year after he hath

taken the said Degree [D.D.], and to determine upon the

same. 1878 A. CLARK Reg. Univ. 0.r/(O.H.S.) II. i. 50 In

some cases the University bound over the
' admissi

'

to de-

termine next Lent under a money penalty. Ibid. , On 17 Feb.

1599 a committee was appointed to provide a scheme by
which bachelors presented might be compelled to determine.

III. To direct to some end or conclusion; to

come to some conclusion.

14. trans. To give a terminus or aim to
;
to give

tendency or direction to
; to direct ;

to decide the

course of; to impel to (some destination).
a 1430 LVDG. Bochas ix. xxxii. (1554) 211 b, He . . Can his

compleint to Bochas determine. 1711 ADDISON Spcct. No.

121 T i Such an Operation .. as . .determines all the Portions

of Matter to their proper Centres. 1751 JOHNSON Rambler
No. 151 f 4 Accidental impulses determine us to different

paths. 1753 N. TORRIANO Gangr. Sore Throat 71 Determin-

ing the morbific Matter from the internal to the.. external

Parts. 1798 MALTHUS Popnl. (1806) II. in. x. 252 Thus de-

termining a greater quantity of capital to this particular

employment. 1842 GROVE Corr. Phys. Forces 80 A power
. .of determining the oxygen of the liquid to its surface.

b. fig. To direct, impel, give a direction or defi-

nite bias to.

1529 MORE Dyaloge i. Wks. 164/2 Ye shoulde not haue

wyste on which parte to determine your byleue. 1613 J.

SALKELD Treat. Angels 221 Are by reason of the same

beatitude so prevented and determined to all good, .that in

no wise they can sinne. 1662 STILLINGFL. Orig. Sacr. III. in.

7 If this power of determining its self either way must be

taken away, a 1670 RUST Disc. Truth (16821 189 It is no

imperfection in God to be determined to Good. 1090 LOCKE

Hum. Unit. II. xxi. 50 We are endowed with a power to

suspend any particular desire, and keep it from determining

the will, and engaging us in action. 1772 W. CUI.LEN Jnst.

Med. iv. 202 Animals are determined to take in aliment by
the appetites of hunger and thirst. 1836-7 SIR W. HAMIL-
TON Metafk. (1877) I. ii. 23 Speculative truth is valuable only

as it determines a greater quantity of higher power into

activity. 1842 GROVF. Corr. PAys. Forces 86 It only deter-

mines or facilitates the action of chemical force.

15. intr. To take its course, go, tend to (a par-

ticular terminus or destination), arch.

1651 Life Father Sarpi(\(n6) 61 Until it might be dis-

cerned whether the malady would determine to life, or

death. 1656 SANDERSON Serin. (1689) 542 They all determine

and concentre there. 1805 W. SAUNDERS Min. Waters 295

A dose of this water . . will generally determine pretty

powerfully to the kidnies. 1839 BAILEY Festal xxi. (1848)

272 To these they all determine. 1858 SEARS A than. in. iv.

290 When the separating judgment shall come on, and each

[human being] determines to the place he loves.

t b. intr. To be directed upon (anything) as a

goal or final object. Obs.

1649 JEK. TAYLOR Ct. Exemp. n. Ad 12. 94 The hopes of

a Christian ought not to determine upon any thing lesse

than heaven. Itid. iv. 18 To suffer corporal austerities



-KI)1.]
1. Te

DETERMINED.
with thoughts determining upon the external action or ima-

ginatioi" of sanctity inherent in the action.

16. trans. To decide the course of (a person);

to bring to the deteimination, decision, or reso-

lution (to do something .

i67\Vn,Kiss \'at.Relig,-X) He. .shall not be able to deter-

mine himself to the belief or practice of any thing. i7i

HritBLK Spect, No. 278 F 2 A distressed Damsel, who
intends to be determined l>y your Judgment. 1741 MIDDLK-

ios* ('/'><> -1743) IH. ix. 56 All these informations de-

termined him :it l:ist not to venture to the Senate. 1788 '!'.

JKFFKRSON J/V/V. (1859) II. 520 Determining the fishermen

to carry on their trade from their own homes. 1818 MKS.

SMRLLI-V l''ranksnst. vi. (1865) 97 These reflections deter-

mined me and I resolved to remain silent. 1821 SCOTT

AV/I//W'- xx, A step to which Janet by farther objections

only determined her the more obstinately. 1886 DOWDKN
Shelley II. i. 7. IShe] took credit to herself for having
determined Shelley to travel abroad.

f!7. refl.
To bring oneself to a decision; to

come tn the resolve (to do something). [ F. se

determiner^ Obs.
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< ( >wi'-R Conf. I. 267 They upon this medicine Ap.

pointen hem and determine That. .They wolde [etc.]. 1477
EARL RlVUfl (Caxton) Dictes i, I determyned me to take

that voyage. 1490 . lei 7 Hen. I- '//, c. i Preamb., The King
. . hath determined himself to pass over the Sea. 1701 tr. Le
Clerc't Prim. Fathers (1702) 57 Tis the part ofa Witty Man,
to Determine himself speedily upon all sorts of Questions.

18. intr. (for reft.} To come to the decision, re-

solve definitely (to do something). 1 1" early use

often to determine with oneself.

1450-1530 .l/yrr. our Ladye 226 The moste meke wylle of

the Vyreyn vtterly determyned to sarue
fjod. 1509 HAWES

J'ast, Pleas, n. vi, I have determyned in my judgement,
For La Bell Pucell. .To passe the waye of so greate jeopardy.
1526 34 TINUALE Acts xx. 16 Paul had determined [WVCLIF, I

A'//,-;//., purposed] to leave Ephesus as they sailed. 1530
PAI.SGR. 514/2 Whan I determyne with myselfe todoa thyng. I

1548 HALL Chron. 187 b, He in the meane season determined
to make hys abode in Scotland. Ibid. 194 b, He determined
with him selfe clerely to marye with her. 1590 MARLOWE
2</ rt. Tambitrl. n. ii, Determines straight 1 o bid us battle

for our dearest lives. 1769 ROBERTSON Chat. ^ V. iv. 375
He determined to set the highest price upon Francis's free-

dom. 1808 Mcd. Jml. XIX. 437 The obstinacy, .of the

fever made me determine . . to administer some remedy.
1891 K. PEACOCK N. Brendan I. 310 Narcissa determined to

go at once.

b. with subordinate clause or equivalent.
1583 N. LICHEFIELD, tr. Castankfda's Cong. E. tnd. i. 3

Taking order and determining with Pedro. ., that at a time

appointed they shuld meet. 1594 MARI.OWE & NASHE
/'/,/<> v. i, That have I not determin'd with myself. 1736
BUTLER Anal. i. i. Wks. 1874 I. 24 A man determines, that

he will look at such an object.

C. To resolve upon, on, f of (some course of

action). With indirect passive, To be determined

on or upon.
This appears to combine senses 5 and 18, and to pass im-

perceptibly from the sense decide to that of resolve,

1607 SHAKS. Or. iv. i. 35 Determine on some course. 1636
tr. Ariana 307, I could not as yet determine of what I was
to doe. '754 J- SHEBBEARE Matrimony (1766) I. 19 [This]
seduced him to determine on the Life ofa Gentleman, when
his Uncle should die. 1801 MRS. CH. SMITH Solitary Wand.
1. 33 Unable to determine on what answer they were to give.

1883 FROUDE Short. Stud. IV. i. vi. 69 The bishops, .deter-

mined on a further Appeal to the pope. 1885 Ma-nch. Exam.
26 June 5/4 Not at present definitely determined on.

d. impersonal passive.
1851 MRS. STOWE Uncle Tom"s C.xxix, It was determined

to sell the place.

19. To be determined, to have come to a decision

or definite resolve (/o do something) ; to be finally
and firmly resolved. (Cf. DETERMINED^//, a.}

1513 MORE in Grafton Chron. (1568) II. 771 If she finally
were determined to kepe him. 1599 Dyaioge i. Wks. 161/2
One, whom she is determined neuer to mary. 1594 SHAKS.
Kit /i. ///, i. j. 30 Therefore, since I cannot proue a Louer. .

I am determined to proue a Villaine. 1601 Jul. C. v. i.

100 What are you then determined to do? 17*5 DE FOE
I'oy. wind World (1840) 10 If I had been otherwise de-
termined. 1793 SMKATON Edystone L. 208 Being now i

determined as to the composition of the mortar for the

Kdystone. 1866 GKO. ELIOT F. Holt (1868) 17 No; I'm
determined not to sleep up-stairs.

t b. To be bound^/br.
Obs.

1784 R. BACK ttiirham Dtr.vns I. 222 Sir George is deter-
mined for Switzerland in a few days.

Determined vdA5umind) f ///. a. [f. prec. i-
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divinity. 1836 J. GILBERT Chr. Atontiit. ix. < 1852) 361 Some
j

determined bias inuvt have existed.

4. Appointed, ordained ; fixed beforehand.
?<i 1500 liyc&et (1828) 3 The chosen . . shalbe made whyt-:

tyll a tyme determined. 1359 W. CUNNINGHAM Cosmogr.
Glasse 25 Not any determined, or appointed measure, as

a yardc, a furlong. 1580 LYI.Y Eufhttes (Arb.) 284 Caused
al the company to breake off their determined pastimes.
1591 SHAKS. i Hen, yf, iv. vi. g To my determm'd lime

thou gau'st new date. 1611 T. TAYLOR Cmnm. Tilut i. 3

They are so by the determined counsel! of God.

5. Defined, definite, exact ; distinctly marked or

laid down
;

fixed.

1570 DEE Math. Pref. 3 If a Poynt moue from a deter-

mined situation. 1581 BATMAN Tnvittft Barfh. dc P. K.
in. xx. 3i If it had a determined savour, .it might not take

the savour of another thing. 1690 LOCKE Hunt. Und. ill. v.

74 Names.. when they have any determin'd Signification.

17*6 LEONI Albert?* Archil. II. 553, Others set apart
a certain determined place of burial. 1733 NKAL Hist.

Purit. II. 375 Oaths ought to be explicit, and the words
as clear and determined as possible. 1789 GILPIN //>, 10

A body of water . . wearing any determined form. 1796-7
Instr, fy Rtg. Cavalry (1813) 77 The determined line on
which the pivots of the column are to stand. 1891 RPSEBEHY
Pitt xi. 194 Some cynical offer . . of his interest for a deter-

mined price.

6. Definitely ascertained or identified.

1817 CHALMERS Astnat. Disc. L (1852) si A round ball of

a determined magnitude. 1881 Entomol. Mag. Mar. 335

Specimens, .either determined or undetermined.

7. a. Of persons: Characterized by determination

or final and fixed resolve ; resolute ; not to be

moved from one's purpose.
1771 Ann. Reg. 26/2 Because they were determined deists.

1803 G. ROSE 2>mn(i86o) II. 46 The King. .is a deter-

mined Antigallican. 1847 EMERSON Repr. Men, Goethe
Wks. (Bonn) I. 391, I meet the eyes of the most determined
of men. 1883 FROUUE Short Stud. IV. i. ii. 24 Intimating
that the king would find him a most determined antago-
nist. 1885 F. TEMPLE Kelat. Relig. 4 Sc. i. 4 Science and

Religion seem very often to be the most determined foes Co

each other. 1887 Times 10 Oct. 3/3 Two determined look-

ing men, were charged with being suspected persons.

b. Of personal properties, actions, etc, : Show-

ing determination, unflinching, unwavering.
1604 SHAKS. Oth. 11. iii. 227 Cassio following him with

determin'd Sword To execute vpon him. 1765 STERNE Tr.

Shandy VII. ix, With as determined a pencil as if I had
her in the wettest drapery. 1791 Anecd. W. Pitt I. xvii.

277 There was a determined resolution . .against any vigorous
exertion of the national power. 1837 DISRAKLI l-'enetia i.

ii, Gave a determined ring at the bell. 1856 EMERSON Eng.
Traits, Times Wks. (Bonn) II. 119 Courage, not rash and

petulant, but considerate and determined.

c. (For the predicative use in to be determined,
see DETERMINE v. 19.)

Dete'rminedly, adv. [f. prec. + -LT *.] In

a determined, decided, or resolute manner.
c 1540 Deposit, in Old Ways (1892) loo Her mynde was

determynedly fyxttt that she wolde not marrye with hym.
1790 Hist_. Europe in Attn. Reg. 2o/r The . . club, so deter-

minedly inimical to monarchy. x8ii Chron. ibid. 7 After

fighting 25 minutes most determinedly. 1849 RUSKIN Sfz'.

Lamps v. 6. 141 In every style that is determinedly pro-

gressive. 1870 Miss BRIDGMAN Ro. Lynnc II. xiii. 268 She
tied on her bonnet grimly and determinedly.

Dete'rniinedness. [f.
as prec. -t -NESS.]

The quality of being determined or resolute.

1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa 11811) I. iii. 12 So much deter-

minedness ; such a noble firmness in my sister. 1771
T. HULL Sir W. Harrington (1797) IV. 25 With a deter-

minedness, in his looks, that made me tremble. 1883 Chicago
Advance 15 Mar., A persistent determinedness that has

known no discouragement.

Determiner l
(drta-jminai). [f. DETERMINE

V. + -ER '.]

1. He who or that which determines, in various

senses, a. He who or that which decides.

1530 PALSCR. 213/1 Determyner, delemtinnr. 1584

erminated, ended.
<58i J- BELL t/addon's Answ. Osor. 444 Albeit the thing

itsetfe. .!* past, and y j tyme thereof determined.

2. Limited, restricted : a. as to extent ; b. ns

to freedom of action or choice ; conditioned.

1603 SHAKS. M,-as. for M. HI. i. 70 Perpetual durance,
a restraint. .To a determin'd scope. 1805 Wososw. Prelude
i. 641 'Tis a theme Single and of determined bounds.

1871 R. H. HUTTON Ess. (1877) I. 53 Falls to render such
a fact ns free-will in the offspring of absolutely determined
natures even conceivable.

3. Decided, settled, fixed; decided or resolved

upon.
1561 T. NORTON Cafaiu's Inst. n. 113 Let vs hold for

determined, that the life of man is instructed in the law.

1576 FLEMING /'.>//. F.pist 193 He mangled him selfe to

cloake his determined mischiefe. 1601 T. FITZHERBERT
Apol. a: a. So farre as my determined breuity wil permit.
1603 OWEN Pembrokeshire 1 1891* 107 [I] fall into my deter-

myned matter to speake of 1'embrokshire. 1650 J. TAYLOR
Holy Living iii. 4 (1727) 173 It is a determined rule in

1659 MILTON Civ. Power Wks. 1738 I. 547 No Man or body
of Men in these times can be the infallible Judges or Deter-

miners in matters of Religion. 1754 RICHARDSON Grandiscn

(1781) III. xvi. 125 Miss Grandison must be the sole deter-

miner on this occasion. 1884 Century Mag. XXVIII. 122

The determiner of the future policy of the Church.

b. That which decides the course of action, or

determines the result.

1754 EDWARDS Freed. Will l. ii. (1762) 5 If the Will be

determined, there is a Determiner. T his must be supposed
to be intended even by them that say the Will determines

itself. Ibid. 11. vii. 90 The opportunity that is left for the

Will itself to be the determiner of the act.

O. One who ascertains definitely.

1846 GROTE Greece I. xviii. II. 18 The original determiner

of this epoch.

1 2. A determining bachelor of arts ;
= DETER-

MINANT B i. Obs. (exc. /fist.}

1574 M. STOKYS in Peacock Slat. CamMJte dS^i* App.
A. 6 (The bell shall] be tolled in every Colledge, Howsc,
Hall or Hostel! where eny Determiners be. 1716 AMHKRST
Terrse Fit. xlii. 224 The collectors . . draw a scheme . . in

which the names of all determiners are placed in several

columns, and over against them, in other columns, the days
when, and the schools where, they are to respond.

f Determiner -. Law. [subst. use of F. deter-

miner pres. inf.] The final determining of a judge
or court ofjustice : in oyer and determiner, a variant

of oyer and terminer. (Obs. exc. Hist.)

DETERMINING.
1450 Peuton Lett. No. 103 1. 138 Th:tt y h:ulde sued hym

for an especial! asiise, ana an oier and determiner. 1548
HALL Chron. 169 b, A commission of oyer and determiner,
for the punishemcnt of this outragious offence & sedicious

crime. 1^83 STUBBES Anat. Abut. 11. (1882) 106 lustices of

Attues, Ewer, Determiner, and the tyke. 1633 T. STAFFORD
Pac. Hib. L (1821) 16 Of Oyer, Determiner, and Goale de-
liverie. 1848 WIIARTON Law Lex., Oyer and Terminer . .

sometimes written determiner.

Determining (drt3-jminin), vtl. sb.
[f.
D-

TERMINE v. + -150 '.] The action of the verb

DETERMINE
; determination. (Now chiefly gerun-

dial.)

1530 PALSGR. 213/1 Determyning, tenninattce, determina-
tion. 1580 HOLLYBAND Treat, Jr. Tong, Determinance . .

the determining or ending of a thing. 1607 HIERON Wks.
I. 117 The determining of all cases and questions in religion.

1670 EACHARD Cont. Clergy 22 The . . inconsiderate deter-

mining of youths to the profession of learning. 1716 LEONI
tr. Atoertis Archit. I. 93, We must have regard to the ..

Use of every Edifice in the determining of its Situation.

[1771 C. HUTTON Bridges 4 Their spans are still necessary
for determining their figure.]

b. In academic use = DETERMINATION 4.

1675 (25 Feb.) in A. Wood Life * T. (O. H. S.) II. 309
Officers that have fees for determining. 1887 [see DETER-
MINATION 4).

Dete'rmining, pfl. a. [f. as prec. + -INO 2
.]

1. That determines ; esp. that decides, or leads to

a decision ; that fixes the course or issue.

1711 STKELE Sped. No. 158 f 3 A certain positive and

determining manner in which you talk. 1849 GROVE Corr.

Phys. Forces 45 The force of heat seems more a deter-

mining than a producing influence. 1856 FROUDE Hist. Eng.
(1858)1. ii. no The determining principle of their action.

1884 A thtmcum 23 Feb. 241/1 What was the determining
motive ?

b. Terminating, ending.
1893 ZW/y Neivs 21 Feb. 7/6 What is called the determining

school year (that is the school year ended last before the ist

Jan. 1891).

1 2. Performing the academic exercise of DETER-
MINATION : determining bachelor, a bachelor of arts

who had to determine in the Lenten disputations
of the year. Obs. exc. in University Hist.

1649 Order-26 Ian., in Wood Life t, T. <O. H. S.) 1. 149 That
all determining Bachelaurs do meet at St. Marie's at 12 of the

clock . . and be conducted to the Schooles by the bedells.

1709 STEELE & SWIFT Tatter No. 71 p8 Not a Senior Fellow

lwifi] make a Pun, nor a determining Batchelor drink

a Bumper. 1711 AMHERST Terrx Fit. No. 42 (1726) 232 The
collectors, .are chosen out of the determining batchelors by
the two proctors. 1887 A. CLARK Rcgistr. Univ. Oxf. II. i.

52 To arrange the determining bachelors into groups, so that

each determining bachelor might dispute twice at least.

Hence Determiningly adv.
a 1641 BP. MOUNTAGUE Acts f, Man. (1642)489 We dare

not determiningly resolve, wee ought not boysterously to

rush upon it.

Determinism (d/lS-jminiz'm). [f. DETER-
MINE V. + -ISM ]

1. The philosophical doctrine that human action

is not free but necessarily determined by motives,

which are regarded as external forces acting upon
the will.

1846 SIR W. HAMILTON Reid's Wks. 87 note, There are two
schemes of Necessity the Necessitation by efficient the

Necessilation by final causes. The former is brute or blind

Fate ; the latter rational Determinism. 185$ W. THOMSON
in Oxford Essays 181 The theory of Determinism, in which
the will is regarded as determined or swayed to a particular
course by external inducements and formed habits, so that

the consciousness of freedom rests chiefly upon
an oblivion

of the antecedents to our choice. 1860 MANSEL Proleg.

Logica App. Note D. 334 The latter hypothesis is Deter-

minism, a necessity no less rigid than Fatalism. 1866

Conteuip. Km. I. 465 He arrived at a system of absolute

determinism, which entirely takes away man's free will,

and with it his
responsibility.

1880 W. L. COURTNEY
in Abbot Hellenica (18801 257 Epicurus . . was an opponent
of Fatalism, not of Determinism.

2. gen. The doctrine that everything that happens
is determined by a necessary chain of causation.

1876 MARTINEAU Materialism 71 If man is only a sample of

the universal determinism.

Dete'rminist, sb. and a. [f.
as prec. + -IST.]

A. sb. One who holds the doctrine of deter-

minism.
1874 MIVART in Contemf. Rev. Oct. 784 The objections

of our modern Determimsts. 1881 Spectator 30 Apr. 574
He is an Agnostic and a Determinist, with no reserves.

1887 J. C. MORRISON Service ofMan ix. 298 The determinist

Is not less but more resolute in teaching morality than his

free-will opponent.
B. adj. Of or pertaining to the theory of deter-

minism.
1860 MANSEL Prvltf. Logica App. Note E. 348, I believe

the scheme of liberty is inconceivable only if the determinist

argument is unanswerable. 1874 SIDCWICK Alcth. Ethics v.

55 A Determinist scheme of morality. 1885 R. H. HUTTON
in Contemf. Rev. Mar. 388 The necessarian or determinist

theory of human action. 1887 FOWLER Princ. Morals 11. ix.

308 The theory of Hobbes [on Volition] may most
appro-

priately be called Determinist. The actions of men, he holds,

are, like all other events, determined, and determined

wholly, by antecedent circumstances . . The will is
' the last

desire in deliberation', and our desires are the necessary
result of their various antecedents.

Deterministic (dftaamini-stikj, a. ff. prec.

+ -1C.] Of or pertaining to determinism or deter-

minists.

1874 W. G. WARD Ess. (1884) I. vi. 248 That which



DETEBMISSION.

motives to use deterministic language affect is most evi-

dently the will's spontaneous inclination. 1880 W. G. WARD
in Dublin Rev. Oct. 300 Mr. Hodgson maintains that the

Deterministic theory is_ by no means inconsistent with * the

existence of guilt and sin '.

t Determission. Obs. 1 Corrupted form of at-

termination or OF. determineson : see DETERMINA-

TION.
c 1400 Test. Love II. (1561) 291 b/i This dualitie, after

Clerkes determission, is founden in every creature.

t Deterra'tion. Obs. [f.
L. de down + terra

earth + -ATION. (Not connected with modF. di-

terrer, OF. desterrer to disinter.)] The carrying
down or descent of the surface of the earth from

hills and higher grounds into the valleys, by the

action of rain, landslips, or other physical process :

a frequent term of physiographers about 1 700 ;
cf.

DEGRADATION i 6.

1686 PLOT Staffordsh. 113 By the delegation or sinking of

a hill between the Church and place of view. 1686 /'/;//.

Trans. XVI. 210 A Marish . . being buried in Earth, by
those frequent Deterrations from the adjoyning Hills. 1695
WOODWARD Nat. Hist. Earth i. (1723) 57 Deterrations, or

the Devolution of Earth down upon the Valleys, from the

Hills and higher Grounds. 1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Techn.,
Deterration is a Removal of the Earth, Sand, &c., from the

Mountains and higher Grounds down into the Valleys and
Lower Parts : This is occasioned by Rains.

Deterred, pa. t. and pa. pple. of DETER v.

Deterrement, obs. form of DETERMENT.

Deterrence (dfte'rens). [f. next : see -ENCE.]

Deterring or preventing by fear.

1861 T. B. L. BAKER in War with Crime (1880) 124 That

punishment is to be preferred which combines the greatest
deterrence with the least pain. 1875 POSTE Gains I. Intr.

(ed. 2)8Thedeterrence of future wrongdoers by. .punishment
of a past offender. 1884 F. PEEK in Contemp. Rev. July 77
The main objects of imprisonment should be . . deterrence
from crime and the reformation of offenders.

Deterrent (drte'rent), a. and sb. [ad. L. de-

terrent-em, pr. pple. of dcterrere to DETER : see

-ENT.]
A. adj. Deterring ;

that deters, or has the power
or tendency to deter.

1829 Bentham's Ration. Punishments (L.), The deterrent

effect of such penalties. 1861 W. L. CLAY Mem. J. Clay
210 The influence of a deterrent policy is the greatest on

professional criminals. 1884 Times 16 Oct. 10 The influence

of favourable or deterrent weather.

B. sb. Something that deters ;
a deterring agent.

1829 Bcnikam's Ration. Punishments^.}, No deterrent is

more effective than a punishment which . . is sure, speedy,
and severe. 1829 SOUTHEY in Q. Rev. XLI. 196 Operating
as a provocative to many as a deterrent, perhaps, to none.

1855 H. SPENCER Princ. Psychol. I. n. ix. (1872) 281 Feel-

ings that serve as incentives and deterrents. 1892 Speaker
3 Sept. 277/1 The death penalty is no deterrent of adventure,
nor even of Dastime.

Deterring ',dAS'rin\ vbl. sb.
[f.

DETER v. 1
-t-

-ING l.] The action of hindering through fear.

1642 in Clarendon Hist. Reb. iv. (1843) 161/2 The deterring
of others from discharging their duties. 1648 W. MOUN-
TAGUE Devout Ess. i. x. i (R.) The deterring* and dis-

abuses appeare together with the delectations.

Dete'rring, ///. a. [f. as prec. + -TNC
'*.]

That deters
;
thnt keeps off through fear.

1638 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (ed. 2) 323 A new deterring
name, of Kill abundance. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1862)
I. ii. 10 The internal parts of the country are still more
desolate and deterring. 1872 GEO. ELIOT Middlem. Ixxiii.

188 Their highest qualities can only cast a deterring shadow
over the objects.

tDetCTSC, v. Obs. rare.
[f.

L. deters-, ppl.
stem of detergere."] By-form of DETERGE.

1684^ tr. Sonet's Merc. Compit. III. 84 The matter being
thus incided, detersed and attenuated . . may more easily be
carried off.

Detersion (dftsujsn). [a. F. detersion (Pare
i6th c.) or ad. L. detersion-em, n. of action from

detergere to DETERGE.] The action of cleansing
(a sore or the like).
1607 TOPSF.LL Four-/. Beasts (1658) 22 The substance of it

is fitter for detersion then nutriment. 1684 tr. Bonet's Merc.
Compit. \. 13 A Gargarism of Hydromel used often is good
for Detersion. 1775 SIR E. BARRY Observ. Wines 294 Leave
to others the active parts of the perfusions, detersions, etc.

Detersive (dftSusiv), a. and sb. [a. F. ditersif,
-ive (1545 in Hatzf.), ad. medical L. detersiv-us,
f. deters-, ppl. stem of detergere : see prec. and
-IVE.] A. adj.
1. Having the quality of cleansing or scouring ;

tending to cleanse.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 37 The same pouder is detersiue

and scouring, and therefore put into sope and washing-balls.
1756 P. BROWNE Jamaica 226 The foliage of the tree is of
a very detersive character, and frequently used to scour and
whiten the floors. 1835 F. MAHONEY Rel. Father Front
(1859) 59 The recording angel, .no doubt dropped a deter-
sive tear on an oath the decided offspring of monomania.
1886 Pall Mall G. 7 Aug. 3/2 Without experience of the
detersive influences of common soap.
2. Med. and Surg. Having power to cleanse or

purge the body, or to remove corrupt matter from
a sore ; detergent.
1586 BRIGHT Melanch. xli. 276 No detersive medicine is

272

open the wound, and applying a detersive plaister. 1818

COOPER & TRAVERS Surf. Ess. i. (ed. 3' 167 Stimulant deter-

sive applications which have been made to the part.

B. sb. A cleansing agent : in the general and

medical senses.

1634 T. JOHNSON Parey's Ckirurg. xxvl. xiv. (1678) 638

Neither, .with a painful and drie ulcer doth any other than

a liquid detersive agree. 1665 G. HARVEY Adv. agst Plague
26 A Dysentery is stopt by a Detersive mixt with a Nar-

cotick. 1756 P. BROWNE Jamaica 199 The pulp is a warm

pungent detersive. 1843 Blackw. Mag. LIII. 228 Serving

as detersives of the grosser humours of commercial life.

1862 S. LUCAS Seen/aria 114 note, Bristol was celebrated for

its soap . . Richard of Devizes refers in his history to Us

manufacture of this famous detersive.

Hence Dete'rsively adv., Dete'rslveness.

1727 BAILEY vol. II, Detersiveness, cleansing Quality. [Also

1775 in ASH], 1742 BAILEY, Detersively, cleansingly. [Also

1864 in WEBSTER, etc.]

t Dete'rsory, and sb. 06s. rare. [f.
L.

deters- : see prec. + -OBY.]
= DETERSIVE a. and sb.

1657 TOMLINSON Return's Disp. 97 From the commistion of

these two will proceed one moderate detersory.

Detest (dtte-st), v. [a. F. deteste-r (Villon,

I Jth c.), ad. L. deles/are (-art) to execrate while

calling God to witness, to denounce, abhor, re-

nounce, f. DE- I. I, down + testari to bear witness,

call to witness.]

fl. trans. To curse, calling God to witness; to

express abhorrence of, denounce, execrate. Obs.

'533-4 Act 25 Hen. VIII, c. 12 The saide mariage. .was

Erohibited
and detested by the lawes of almighty god. 1536

ELLENDEN Cron. Scat. (1821) 1. 62 He.. began, be lang

orisone, to detest the insolence, avarice and unnatural

hatrent of the kingis sonnis. 1563-87 FOXE A . $ M. (1684)

I. 733/2 All that were about him being amazed, utterly
detested the fact. 1627 HAKEWILL Apol. n. vii. 5 The
fearefull inhabitants of Putyole flying through the dark . .

crying out and detesting their Calamities. 1632 LE GRYS
tr. Velleius Paterc. 254 All posteritie shall.. with execra-

tions detest thy fact. 1653 H. COGAN tr. Pinto's Trail.

xxxvii. 147 We did not a little detest amongst ourselves

both the Fonsecas and the Madureyras, but much more the

Devil, that wrought us this mischief, a. 1745 SWIFT Hen. f

Wks. 1768 IV. 275 With bitter words, detesting the pride
and insolence of Henry.
2. To feel abhorrence of; to hate or dislike

intensely ;
to abhor, abominate.

a 1535 MORE H'ks. 422 (R.\ I findein Erasmus my derlyng
yt he detesteth and abhorreth the errours and heresies that

Tyndall plainly teacheth. 1555 STEWART Cron. Scot. II.

528 To caus all man for to detaist sic thing. 1550 CROWLEY
Last Trump. 1292 A vile slaue that doth all honestie

deteste. 1579 LYLY Euphnes (Arb.) 1 1 1 Learn . . of Diogenes
to detest women, be they neuer so comely. 1601 SHAKS.
Twel. N. II. v. 220 A colour she abhorres, and.. a fashion

shee detests. 1638 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (ed. 2) 240 His
owne pallat detested them. 1792 BURKE Corr. (1844) III.

391 My party principles . . must lead me to detest the French

revolution, in the act, in the spirit, in the consequences, and
most of all, in the example. 1833 HT. MARTINEAU Tale of
Tyne vii. 130, I detest the very name. Mod. To marry
a man whom she detests 1

b. with in/in, or clause, rare.

a 1553 PHILPOT Wks. (1842) 410 Why dost thou so much
detest to grant that we obtain the divine justice through
faith. 1647 G. PALMER Sectaries Unm. 52, I detest to

think of it. 1655 FULLER Ck. Hist. IX. vi. 51 The Justice
of the Land detesteth that the Judge should himself be an
Accuser.

^ 3. To renounce solemnly or under oath ; to

abjure. Obs. rare.

1688 A Jtc. Talon's Plea 23 They openly detested their

faults either by themselves or by their Ambassadours.

"U Misused for attest, protest, testify.

1562 PHAER SE-neid. vin. Y iij b, He shewd also the sacrid

groue of Argilethus heath, Detesting in that place where
Greekish gest was done to death. 1598 SHAKS. Merry W.
I. iv. 160 But (I detest) an honest maid as euer broke bread.

1606 Sir G. Goosecafpe i. ii. in Bullen O. PI. 1 1 1. 17, 1 detest,
Sir Cutt, I did not thinke he had bin halfe the . . scholler he is.

Hence Detecting tibl. sb. and///, a.

1591 PERCIVALL Sp. Diet., Abomination, detesting, a 1622
AINSWORTH Annot. Ps. Ixix. 25 Powre out upon them thy
detesting ire. 1625 Bp. MOUNTAGU App. Cxsar 57 In their

Abhorring and Detesting of it. 1711 SHAFTF.SB. Charac.

(1737) III. vi. iii. 366 Virtue wou'd. .be seen with this Hand,
turn'd. .downwards .. as in a detesting manner, and with
abhorrence.

t Dete'st, sb. Obs. rare. [f. prec. vb.] De-

testation, hearty hatred.

1638 R. BAIU.IE Lett. $ Jrnls. (1841) I. 74 With the in-

crease of detest of the authors. 1671 True Nonconf. 33
One cause, sufficient to produce a just detest.

Detestabrlity. [f.
next : see -ITY. In med.

L. detestabilitas (Du Cange).] The quality of being
detestable

; detestableness.

DETESTED.

331 What saist thou, fole destestable ? 1526 Pilgr. Per/.

(W. de W. 1531) 34 Theyr presumpcion is to god moost
detestable & hatefull. 1548-9 (Mar.) Bk. Corn. Prayer,

detestable sight. 1702 PENN in Pa. Hist. Soc. Mem. IX.

132 Busy at that detestable work, privateering. 1771 Junius
Lett. xhx. 256 That detestable transaction . . ended in the

able to pare and wipe away the blemish. 1704 J. H
Lex. Teckn., Detersive Medicines, are such as are m
cleanse the Body from sluggish, viscous, and glutinous
Humours. 1782 W. F. MARTYN Geof. Mag-. I. 734 Laying

ARRIS
,sed to

young ge .

bility. 1868 BROWNING King f, Bk. vi. 1943 There let..

Both teach, both learn detestability !

Detestable (dfte-stab'l), a. [a. F. detestable

(1380 in Hatzf.), ad. L. detestabilis
,

{. detestdn;
see -BLE. Originally detesta'ble

;
in Spenser and

Shaks. de-testable.]
1. To be detested

; intensely hateful or odious ;

execrable, abominable.
1461 Liber Pluscardensis XI. viii. (1877) I. 387 To mak ws

till oure Makare detestabile. c 1477 CAXTON Jason 75 The
terrible dragon cast upon me a gobet of the most detestable
infeccion that euer was. c 1489 Sonnes of Aymon xiv.

granular ice.

2. quasi-arff. Detestably.
1610 Histrio-m. n. 108 O detestable good !

Dete'stableness. [f. prec. + -NESS.] The

quality of being detestable ; extreme hatefulness

or odiousness.
1612'!'. TAYLOR Comm. Titus ii. n Oh these sinnes cannot

be brooked for the foulenesse and detestablenesse of them.

1681 H. MORE Exp. Dan. Pref. 80 To instruct the people

touching the Solidity of our Reformed Religion and of the

Detestableness of Popery, a 1729 CLARKE Serni. I. xl. (R.),

The unfitness and abominableness, and detestableness and

profaneness of any uncleanness or impurity appearing in the

Temple of God. 1883 H. KENNEDY tr. Ten Brink's E. Eng.
Lit. 280 Now the theme is the baseness, the detestableness,
of this earthly world.

Dete'stably, adv. [(. as prec. + -LY *.] In

a detestable manner ; execrably, abominably.
1331-2 Act 23 Hen. VIII, c. 3 Periurie is .. detestably

vsed to the disheritaunce and great damage of many. 1593
NASHE Christ's T. (1613) 14 It would sauour so detestably
in Gods nostrils, hee were neuer able to endure it. a 1716
SOUTH (J.), A temper of mind rendering men so detestably

bad, that [etc.]. 1863 GEO. ELIOT Romola 1 1 1. 61 God grant

you are mad ! else you are detestably wicked !

t Dete'Stant, a. and sb. Obs. [f.
DETEST v.

after F. dttestant, L. detestant-em pr. pple. : see

-ANT.]
A. adj. Detesting, full of detestation.

1650 W. BROUGH Sacr. Princ. (1659) 16 He that is detes-

tant of the corruption.

B. sb. One who detests ;
a detester.

1648 T. HILL Truth f, Love Ep. Ded., He is a Detestant

of divers Opinions of Rome, a 1670 HACKET Al'p, Williams

i. (1692) 121 (D.) Detestants of the Romish idolatry.

t DetC'State, v- Obs. rare. [f. L. detestat-,

ppl. stem of detestare (-dri) to DETEST : see -ATK '*

5.] By-form of DKTKST v.

1348 UDALL, etc. Erasm. Par. John Pref. 6 a, This worlde.

whiche as a mortall enemy the doctrine of the Ghospel
dooeth detestate and abhorre. 1649 State Trials, Col. J.

Lilbumc (R.t, Well therefore might the lord president ..

detestate star-chamber examinations.

Detestation (dileai^-Jsn). [a. F. detestation

(i4th c. in Godcf. Stiff!.}, ad. L. detestation-em,

n. of action from detestari to DETEST.]

f 1. Public or formal execration (of a thing) ;

formal testifying against anything. Obs.

1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) I. 285 For the detestacion of

that dede, the Frenche men made a statute that noo woman
after here scholde reioyce the realme of Fraunce. 155)0

SWINBURNE Testaments 274 In these cases the testament is

void, in detestation of such odious shiftes and practises.

a 1633 AUSTIN Mtdit. (1635) 216 St. Paul rent his Garments

in detestation of it. 1658 T. WALL Charac. Enemies Ch.

(1659) 5 The unreasonable creature . . in detestation of the

sinner whom it serves, is made obnoxious to temporal

Sinishment.
1683 Brit. Spec. 108 [Galgacus] by his rough

ratory in detestation of Servitude and the Roman V oke,

having [etc.].

2. The feeling or mental state of detesting ;
in-

tense dislike or hatred
; abhorrence, loathing.

1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 12 To the great detes-

tacyon & uttermost despysyng of all the transitory goodes
. .of this worlde. 1553 T. WILSON Rhct. 40 Induce theim

to the feare of God, and utter detestation of al synne. 1660

R. COKE Justice Vind. Pref. 15, I did in detestation of th

thing, .set myself to make these observations upon it. 1688

in Gutch Coll. Cur. I. 436 Something, .which he had. .some-

time call'd a Dislike, sometime an Abhorrence, sometime a

Detestation of the Pr. of Orange's proceedings. 1779-81

JWETT Plato (ed. 2) III. 189 His detestation of priests and

iwyers.

b. To hold or have in detestation : to regnrd

with hatred or abhorrence, to abominate. To be in

detestation : to be held in abhorrence, to be detested.

1576 FLEMING Panopl. Epist. 65, I have the state of these

times in great detestation. Ibid. 155 Such as told you
truth . . were in contempt, disdain, hate, and detestation.

1607 ROWLANDS Famous Hist. 46 Let God and man hold

me in detestation. 1777 ROBERTSON Hist. Amir.(rfllSl I

6 They held all sea-faring persons in detestation. 1847

MARRYAT Childr. N. forest xii, One who is joined to a party

which I hold in detestation. .

3. concr. That which is detested ; the object ol

intense dislike.

1728 SWIFT MtMinix f, Timothy, Thou art grown the de-

testation of all thy party. 1792 T. JEFFERSON Writ. (1859)

III. 343 This .. business is becoming more and more the

public detestation. 1849 C. BRONTE Shirley i. i As if 11

were the darling of the neighbourhood . . being, as he is, its

detestation.

Dete sted, ///. a. [f.
DETEST v. + -ED.] In-

tensely disliked or hated ;
abominated ;

held in

abhorrence; odious.

1552 HULOET, Detested, abominatits. 1588 SHAKS. L.L.L.



DETESTEB. 273 DETONSURE.

iv. i. 31 Guiltie of detested crimes. 1634 SIK T, HKRBERT
Trav. 73 With such heathenish and detested Oratory. 1701

COWTEK Ilind\\. 438 Both Paris and my most detested self.

1805 Sin Tiii-Y Afadoc in Azt. xx, Let a curse.. For ever

follow the detested name.

Uci.ctt Dete-stedly mlv.
t
wiih detestation.

1836 K. HOWARD A'. A' ,,/nr xxxiii, Who viewed the West
India station, .detestedly.

Dete'ster. [f.
as prec. + -KB1

.} One who de-

tests ; a cordial hater
;
an abhoirer, nbominator.

1611 COTGR-, Abhorrant, an abhorrer, detcster, leather.

1651 1'Vi I.KR AM AW/7-. (1867) II. 09 A detester of con.

troverMcs. 1779 SIIKRIDAN Critic 1. h, A detester of visible

brickwork. 1863 SALA Ca/V. Dangerous I. ix. 254 Known
us stanch detesiers of the House of Hanover.

Dete'stful, a. rare. [f. DETEST v. (or 1 sb.}

+ -KUL.] Hateful, odious.

t654CoKAiNE Dianfa 11. 116 Thou hast tormented them
with a lihost, with a I'hantasme so noyous, so detest full.

t Detestine, f Detestiue, a. Sc. Obs. [irreg.

f. DKTKST v.] Detestable.

1560 HOLLAND Crt. Venus \\. 975 But bad me soue pas
hine Vnto the nine nobillis of excellence, Quhair I gat not

be ansueir detestine. Ibid. ill. 369 The law positiue It did

suspend, and haldis as detcstlue.

fDete-xt, ///. a. Obs- [In form, ad. L. de-

textus, pa. pple. of detexfrc to weave off, finish

weaving ;
but with the prefix taken as DE- I. 6.]

1623 COCKERAM, Detext, vnwouen.

Deteyn e, -nour, obs. fF. DETAIN, DETAINER.

Detful(l, obs. form of DEBTPUL.

Deth(e, obs. form of DEATH sb. ; also of DEATH
a. and z/. = deaf.

Detheorize : see DE- II. i.

Dethronable (drbrJu-nab'l), a. [f. next +

-ABLE.] Liable to be dethroned.

1644 UP. MAXWELL Prerog. Chr. Kings Introd. 3, Kings
are .. censurable, punishable,

and dethronable. Ibid. i. 11

They are deposame and dethronable by the people.

Dethrone (d/"brJ'n), v. [f. DE- II. a +
THRONE : cf. F. dJtrdner, in 1 6th c. detroner (Littre),

Cotgr. destkroner 'to disthronize'; cf. also Dis-

THRONK, DlSTHUONIZE.]
trans. To remove from the throne ; to deprive of

royal or sovereign authority and dignity ;
to depose

(a ruling prince).
1609 Bp.W. BARLOW Answ. Nameless Caf/t. 153 Authoritie

to de-Throan and de-Crowne Princes, a 1649 DRUMM. OF
HAWTH. Poems, Wks. (171 1) 15 Then let them do their worst,
since thou art gone 1 Raise whom they list to thrones, en-

thron'd dethrone. 1790 BURKE Fr. Rev. 43 The question of

dethroning, or, if these gentlemen like the phrase better,

'cashiering', kings. 1839 THIRLWALL Greece VI. 121 That
Artaxerxes whom Cyrus attempted to dethrone.

b. transf. and fig.

1648 BOYLE Serajm. L0ve\\, (1700) 42 Love, by dethroning
Reason . . doth kill the Man. 1761 HUME Hist. Eng. III.

Ixi. 310 The republicans being dethroned by Cromwell.

1879 I-ARRAR St. Paul 11883) 604 Dethrone the sin that
would rule over your frail nature.

Hence Dethro'ned///. a., Dethro'ning vbl. sb.

1648 PRVNNE Speech in Parlt. 4 Dec. (1649) 75 By
a speedy publique dethroning and decolling of the King . .

as the Army-Remonstrants advise. 1705 J. PHILIPS Blen~
kfim (R., His dethron'd compeers. 1809 10 COLERIDGE
Friend (1865) 136 Compensations for dethroned princes.
189* Athcnxum 27 Aug. 299/1 The story .. is that Nero's
wife Poppam . . is the head of a plot for her husband's

dethroning and slaughter.

Dethronement (dfbr<?-nment). [f. prec. vb.

+ -MENT: cf. mod.F. d&rdnement^ The action
of dethroning, or fact of being dethroned; deposi-
tion from kingly authority.
1707 Lend. Gaz. No. 4565/1 The News, .of the Dethrone-

ment of the Grand Signior. i8ao KEATS Hyperion u. 315
In midst of this dethronement horrible. 1849 H. ROGERS
Ess. (1860) III. 179 The boasted prerogative of Reason is

also that of a limited monarch ; and its attempt to make
itself absolute can only end in its own dethronement. 1851
GROTE Greece \\. Ixxvi. X. 66 The frequent dethronements
jirnl ;i";i>MM;\tions of Kings.

Dethroner (cU)nv'nAO. [f. DETHRONE +-ERI.]
One who dethrones (a king, etc.).

1649 ARNWAY Tablet (if&i) 176 iT) The hand of our de-
throners. .hath

prevailed. 1817 SOUTHEY Fun. Song Princess
Charlotte^ Passive as that humble spirit, Lies his bold de-
throner too. 1833 MRS. BROWNING Promcth. Bound Poems
1850 I. 186 The name of his dethroner who shall come.

t Dethronrze, v. Obs. rare. [See DETHRONE
and -IZE, and cf. DISTHRONIZE.] *= DETHRONE.
I lence t Dethronlza-tiou DETHRONEMENT.
1611 SPEED Hist. Ct. Brit. ix. xi. (1632) 682 The Queene

. .aduertised of her husbands dethronization. 1656 S. HOL-
LAND Zarti (1710) 66 We are in daily danger of dethrontzing
by the malevolent combinations of Cursed spirits. 1691
WOOD Ath. Oxon. (R., To persuade the king, .to consent to
the 4 votes of dethronizing nim.

Detie, obs. form of DITTV.

Detinue (de'tini/7). Law. Also 5 detenewe,
detunue, -now, detynu(e, 7 detinu (detiny).
[a. OF. dctenue (1313, Godef.) detention, (: Rom.
type *di-tenHta) f. pa. pple. of detcnir to detain.]
The act of detaining or withholding what is

due (see DETAIN v. a) ; spec, unlawful detention of
a personal chattel belonging to another. Obs. exc.

as in b.

1563-87 in Fo\.; .-I. % ,!/. (1596) 348/1 Philip dc Valous . .

VOL. III.

we haue gently requested you . . to that intent you should
haue rendered unto us our lawful! right and inheritance to
the Crowne of Kraunce, which from us. .you haue by great
wrong and force detained . . we well perceiue you meane to

persevere in the same your purpose and injurious detinue.

1598 KITCHIN Conrts Leet (1675) 148 Detinue of Goods may
be sued. 16. . T. ADAMS Wks.( 1861-2) I. 145(0.) There are
that wilt restore some, but not all. .let the creditors be con-
tent with one of four. But this little detiny is great iniquity.

1643 I'KYNNE Sov. Pmver Part. in. 46 [citing Act n Rich.
// c. i] Taking, leading away, or detinue of any horses or
of any other beasts. 17*7-51 CHAMBERS Cycl. &. v., The
damages sustained by the detinue.

b. Action ofdetinue : an action at law to recover

a personal chattel (or its value) wrongfully detained

by the defendant. So writ of detinue.

1467 in Eng. C,ilds (1870) 376 Acciouns of dette, trespass
and detenewe. 1*514 FITZHKKH. Just. /Vrt*(i538J 123 Every
man maye sue for the same by accion of detinue. 1601

FUI.BKCKK ?nd Pt. Parall. 20 One of the parties may haue
an action of dette for the money, and the other a wntte of
Detinue for the wares. 1677 WYCIIERLEY Plain Dealer m.
(Routl.) 123/2 I'll bring my action of detinue or trover.

1768 BLACKSTONE Comm. III. 151 If I lend a man a horse,
and he afterwards refuses to restore it. .the regular method
for me to recover possession is by action of detinue. 1845
LD. CAMPBELL Chancellors( 1857) VI. cxxviii. 143 The remedy
was at law by an action of trover or detinue.

C. Also detinue =* action or writ of detinue.
a 16*6 BACON 71/o.r. $ Uses Com. Law iii. (1636) 20 In

a detinue brought by a feme against the executors of her
husband. 1803 J. MARSHALL Const. Ofin. i. (1839) 21 The
judgment in detinue is for the thing itself or its value. 1875
POSTE Gains iv. Comm. (ed. a) 650 Trover and Detinue,
which were brought to recover movable property . . were
kinds of Trespass, that Is of action on delict.

t Detrtnonize, v. Obs. [f.
DE- II. i t-

TITHON-IC
(f. Gr. TiGwvfa, the spouse of Eos or

Aurora) + -IZE.] trans. To deprive plight) of

actinic or chemical power.
1843 Mech. Mag. XXXIX. 170 As if the light, being

detithonized in passing through the larger mass, lost its

energy in producing chemical action.

t JJetO'inb, v. Obs. nonce-wd. [f. DE- II. a b
-I- TOMB sb.] trans. To deliver from the tomb.
1607 SIR R. AYTON Pref. Verses in Karl of Stirling's

Monarch. Trag., Crownes, throwne from Thrones to

Tombes, detomb'd arise To match thy Muse with a Monar-
chicke thcame.

Detonable (de'WnabT, a. [f. L. dttonare

(see next) + -BLE.J Capable of detonation.

1884 EISSLER Mod. High Explosives iii. 68 These grades
of dynamite are only rendered detonable by the admixture
of explosive salts.

Detonatd (detdWNt, d/~-}, v. [f.
L. detonat-^

ppl. stem of dctonare to thunder down or forth (f.

DE- I. I, i+tonare to thunder), after F. dttoner

(1680 in Hatz.-Darm.) in the modern sense.]
1. intr. To produce a loud noise by the sudden

liberation of gas in connexion with chemical de-

composition or combination ; to explode with

sudden loud report (as when heated or struck).

i79 SHELVOCKE Artillery \\. 89 Saltpeter, .detonates, or

makes a Noise in the Fire. 1807 T. THOMSON Cheni. ted.

3) II. 140 Hydrogen gas and nitrous oxide gas detonate

violently, .when a strong red heat is applied, or when the

electric spark is made to pass through the mixture. 1859
R. F. BURTON Centr. Afr. in Jrnl. Gtog. Soc. XXIX. 78
Metals are ever rusty ; . . percussion caps . . will not detonate ;

gunpowder, .refuses to ignite. 1864 H. SPENCER Biol. I. 8

Iodide of nitrogen detonates on the slightest touch.

b. fig. To give vent to sudden anger or other

violent feeling; to 'explode*. (Also trans.).

1836 Blackw. Mag. XXXIX. 309 He.. is notoriously

choleric, and detonates upon the object nearest to him like

one of his own chlorides. 1859 Chamb. Jrni. XI. 258 It

seemed to me that it would be quite a natural conclusion. .

that Blodger should detonate :
' Committed as a rogue '.

c. To make a thundering noise, to 'thunder
1

.

rare.

1853 Miss E. S. SHEPPARD Ch. Anchester III. 190 The
drum detonated and was still.

2. trans. To cause to explode with sudden loud

report, in the act of chemical decomposition or

combination.
1801 Phil. Trans. XCI. 378 By detonating sulphuret of

antimony and nitrate of potash, in a ciucible, he obtained

a mass, which [etc.], 1808 HENRY ibid. XCVIII. 290 Deto-

nate the mixturej and observe the amount of the diminution

after the explosion. 1880 Daily A'eifs 27 .Mar. 5/4 The
destruction of the reef known as Hell Gate, in Kast River,
New York, when something like 49,915 Ib. [of dynamite) was
detonated at once. 1890 NOBLE in Nature 18 Sept., One . .

cause which has made gunpowder so successful an agent for

the purposes of the artillerist is that it is a mixture, not

a definite chemical combination ; that it is not possible to

detonate it.

f3. To convert (a flint gun) into a 'detonator*.

Obs. nonce-use.

1814 Co i- P. HAWKER Jnstr. Y. Sportstn. 69, I have since

had a double gun detonated to my order.

Detonating
1

(det^n^tirj), ///. a.
[f. prec. +

-ING 2.] That detonates, a. That explodes with

sudden loud report, explosive, as detonating gas ;

b. That causes, or is used in producing, detonation,

as detonating primer, tube ; c. esp. That explodes

by a blow, or is used in explosion by percussion,
as detonating hammer\ powder,

glass bulb also called rrtncc Rufert't </'"/, u hich flie* to

pieces on a (.light scratch : ditmialinggun, a lire-arm win. li

is fired by means of a detonating agent (as a perctission<ap)
instead of by the application of a match or spark.
1808 Hhsi'V /.//V. Cfieni. <ed. 5) 131 Ily firing it in a detona-

ting tulje over mercury. Ibid. 334 A new detonating com-
pound of silver. 1814 Ann. Rig. 324 These del.mating.balls
were calculated to effect abundant mischief. 1817 Sportittf
Mag. L. 357, I got from Joseph Manton a detonating gun.
1814 COL. I'. HAWKER Intlr. J'. Sforttm. 67 To fire with
detonating powder, the gun requires to be much stronger
than that used for a flint. 1840 HLAINB EncycLSfortsdVfn)
752 The Percussion or Detonating System of Gun Firing.
1856 Kngineer 438/2 (lietulmg) Detonating Arms. Itid.,
A cap containing detonating powder, covered by a prepara-
tion of shellac. 1869 Echo 9 Oct.,

'
It is dangerous to play

with edged', and still more with detonating 'tools'. 1870
LOCKYEK Elan, Astrctt. iii. 138 At times meteors, .are heard
to explode with great noise; these are called detonating
111. :< : .

Detonation det^n^'Jan, d-)- [a- F. detona-

tion, noise of explosion, n. of action from ditoner to

DETONATE.] The action of detonating.
1. Cheat. 'The noise accompanying the sudden

decomposition or combination of substances, and
due to the concussion of the air resulting from the

sudden production of a large quantity of gas'

(Watts Diet. Chem.) ; hence, explosion accom-

panied with a sudden loud report.
1677-86 W. HARRIS Lottery's Ckym. fed. a) 41 Detonation

is a noise that is made when the Volatile parts of any mix-
ture do rush forth with impetuosity : it is also called Fulmina-
tion. 1686 PLOT StaJfordsH, 55 Common Niter in its de-

tonation or alcalisation with coales, acquires a green colour.

1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Techrt., Detonation is a Chymicnl
word expressing the Thundring Noise that is often made by
a mixture being enkindled in the containing Vessel. 1800

tr. Lagratige's Chetrt. I. 107 This experiment is dangerous,
as it is often accompanied with violent detonations. 1864
SPENCER Biol. I. 8 Percussion produces detonation in sul-

phide of nitrogen.

2. gen. A loud noise as of thunder; n violent

explosive report, e.g. in a volcanic eruption.
1830 LVELL Princ. Seal. (1875) II. u. xxvi. 28 The great

Crater . . testified by its loud detonations [etc.]. 1834 MRS.
SOMERVILLE Cottnfjc. Phys. Sc. xxvi. (1849) 283 The detona-
tions [from the eruption in Sumbawa 1815] were heard in

Sumatra. 1869 PHILLIPS Vesur. iv. 112 After each detona-

tion globes of white vapour were formed. 1875 // 'onders

Phys. World ll. ii. 201 They attribute the movements and
detonations to the expansion of the ice.

b. The action of causing a substance to detonate.

1727-51 CHAMBERS Cycl., Detetiatwn denotes the. .opera-

tion, of expelling the impure, volatile, and sulphureous part,
out of antimony. 1758 Ela&mtory laid Oft" Introd. 58
The chemists have called the operation, detonation, or

deflagration. 18*7 FARADAY Chetn. Manip. xvii. 433 A tube

for detonation.

3. jig. A sudden utterance or expression of anger
or other violent feeling ; an '

explosion '.

1878 IjRowsisc La .S'ai'st'az 79 As Rousseau, then eloquent,
as Byron prime in poet's power, Detonations, figurations,
smiles. i88a STEVENSON AVw A rob. Nts. (1884) 296 Detona-
tions of temper were not unfrequent. 1891 ROSEBERY Pitt

XL 179 It was impossible for Pitt after his detonations and

activity of the autumn to prevent the agitation of the

Catholic Question.

Detonative (de-WiwUiv), a. [f.
L. dctonal-,

ppl. stem of ditondre to DETONATE + -IVK.] Having
the property of detonating ;

of the nature of a de-

tonation.

1875 C. F. CHANDLER in Eissler Mod. High Ejrfletivts

(1884) iii. 69 When the gunpowder is exploded by nitro-

glycerine, its explosion becomes instantaneous ; it becomes
detonative ; it occurs at a much higher temperature. 1888

Evening Standard n Feb. 4/4 The water which runs

through the factory is highly detonative.

Detonator (de'tAw'tw). [Agent-noun, in L.

form, f. iletonarc to DETONATE : sec -ou ] Some-

thing that detonates ;
a contrivance for producing

detonation, as a percussion-cap; a railway fog-

signal. t spec. A detonating gtm (obs.) : see

DETONATING.
i8 Sfurling Mag. IX. 156 Somewhat of a contrast this,

to our expensive detonators. >8>( COL. P. HAWKER Diary
(1893) I. 283 An old flint gun which put me out, after the

detonators. 1845 FORD Handbk. Spain i. 104 Bringing his

own double barrel detonator with a good supply of caps and
cut wadding. 1871 TYNDALI. Frag^n.Sc. (1879) I. x. 319 By
the ignition of a fuse associated with a detonator, the gun-
cotton should be fired. 1887 rallMallG. 10 Jan. 6/1 When
the signal is placed on the railway plate the ends of the

band are drawn out and bent under the surface of the rail.

upon which the detonator (as the fog signal is also called)

then rests securely.

fDeto-nd, v. Oh. rare- ". [ad. L. <BtoiuG-re,

(. DE-I. 2 + torn/ere to clip.] trans. To shave, poll.

1613 COCKERAM, Defended, poled.

t De"tonize, v. Obs. [f.
F. Montr to detonate

+ -IZE.]
= DETONATE (trans, and /r.X Hence

i73 S. HALE Stat. Ess. I. 277 The fumes of detonized

nitre. 1804 tr. Ftmrcrtn (Webster 18281, This precipitate. .

detonizes with a considerable noise. 18*8 WEBSTER, De-

,
tonization, the act of exploring, as certain combustible

i bodies.

Deto-nsure. ntmce-wd. [f.
L. detons-, ppl. stem

i of detondere : see DETOND and -CBE.] Shaving,

polling, (affected or humorous.)
Detonating "tall, a toy "ball filled with a fulminating 1819 Blac&v. Mag. V. 639 That able-bodied barber.,

powder, exploding on percussion; detonating biilh, the small insisting upon the immediate detonsure of you.
36*



DETORT.

Detorsion, var. of DISTORTION.

t Detort ',(!? Jt), v. Obs. [f.
L. detort-, ppl.

stem of dttorqucre to twist or turn aside, twist or

turn out of shape, distort, f. DE- I. 2 + torquere to

twist. Cf. F. dltordre^
1. trans. To turn aside from the purpose; to

twist, wrest, pervert (esp. words or sayings).

(Common in lyth c.) ,

c 1555 HARPSFIELD Divorce Hen. VIIJ (1878) 54 How
miserably doth Tertullian wrest and wring the Levitt : to

detort it to the confirmation of his heresy. 1609 BP. W.
BARLOW Ansiv. Nameless Cath. 41 Schoolemen blasphem-
ously detorting Scriptures. x6zo BRINSLF.Y Virgil 39
Detorting to that purpose those things which Sibyl had

prophecied. 163* LITHGOW Trav. I. i And Lorets Chappell
. .On Angells backes, from Nazareth detorted. 1682 DBVDEN
Relig. Laid Pref. (Globe) 187 The Fanatics . . have detorted
those texts of Scripture. 1829 SOUTHKY Sir T. More I.

87 In these days good words are so detorted from their

original and genuine meaning.
b. To extract (by perversion of the sense).

a 1612 DONNE UiaBavaToi (1644) 185 The Donatists. .racked
and detorted thus much from this place, That [etc.]. 1824
SOUTHEY Bk. o/Cti. (1841) 355 Conclusions as uncharitable
as ever were detorted from Scripture.

2. To derive by perversion of form ; fa. fple.

perverted, corrupted (of words).
1605 CAMDEN Rent. 54 Garret, for Gerard, and Gerald :

see Everard, for from thence they are detorted, if we
beleeve Gesnerus. 1657 TOMLINSON Renon's Disf. 705
"A-ypiTrirbc is wilde succe, whence its nomenclature is de-

torted.

Hence Deto'rted ///. a., Deto'rting vbl. sb.

1550 BALE Apol. 129 Nowe wyll I shewe some of hys
detorted scriptures. 1579 FULKE Heskins' Parl. 306 By
miserable detorting of a worde or two. 1692 WAGSTAFFE
Vind. Carol. Introd. 2 Under the false detorted Names of
Law, Justice, and Honour of the Nation.

Detortion, -siou (drt^-ofsn). Now rare or
Obs. [n. of action f. L. dl-torquere, ppl. stem de-

tori- and dctors- : see DETORT. Cf. OF. iletorsion.]

f 1. The action of '

detorting
'

; twisting, wrest-

ing, perversion of meaning. 06s.

1598 Orii.for Prayer in Litnrg. Serv. Q. F.liz. (1847) 681

By a blasphemous application or rather detortion of that
excellent Scripture Unntit necessarium, One thing is neces-

sary. 1652 GAULE Magastrom. 69 A depraving adultera-

tion, a sacrilegious detorsion. 1728 EARBERY tr. Bnruct's
St. Dead\. 135 A rash and bold Detorsion of the sacred
Scriptures.

2. In physical sense : Distortion, rare.

1853 KANE Grinncll Exped.(-&cfj) 512 Refracted detortion

very great.

Detour, II detour (drtiU-i, || drtr), sb. [a.
nuxl.F. dttour turning off, change of direction, in

OF. destor, -tour, orig. *destor>i
;

f. destorner now
dftourner turn away, f. tfes-, L. dis- + tourner to

turn.] A turning or deviation from the direct
road

; a roundabout or circuitous way, course, or

proceeding. In 1 8th c. mostlyyfj-., now usually lit.

1738 WARBURTON Div. Legat. 1. 63 After many Detmirs, Mr.
Bayle is at length brought to own [etc.]. 1780 H. WALPOLE
Let. to If. Mason i Nov., We are above dttours. 1704
R. H. LEE in Washington's Writ. (1891) XII. 4:7 note,
Upon our guard against all the arts and dftonrs of the
subtlest policy. 1807 SIR R. C. HOARE Tour in Ireland*?],
I was

amply recompensed for this detour. 1809 SCOTT Fam.
Lett. 14 June (1894) I. 137, I ought in conscience to have
made ten thousand pretty de'tours about all this. 1825 nid.
22 Jan. II. 230 Perhaps they may make a detour in their

journey to see you. 1870 LOWELL Study Wind. (1871) 242
Rhyming [words] . . sometimes . . have driven the most
straightforward of poets into an awkward detour. 1877BLACK Green Past. xliv. (1878) 357 To avoid these ruts we
made long detours.

Hence Detour v. intr., to make a detour; to

,. ..,-., =. ng and detouring. 1837 Nnu
Monthly Mag. LI. 192 We. .detoured again to the right.

Deto-xicate, v. nonce-wd. [f. DE- II. i + L.
toxic-urn poison, after -intoxicate.] trans. To de-
prive of poisonous qualities.

'5*?
p ll

.
MallG- NO- 729. 2043/2 Defecated, detoxicated,and deodorized.

tDetra-Ct, sb. Obs. rare. [ad. L. dctractits
a taking away, f. detrahcre: see DETRACT v~\
Protraction, delay : cf. DETRACT v. 6.

1363-87/?XE A. f, M. (1596) 353/1 Without delay and otl-er
detract of time.

tDetra-ct,///.a. Obs.
\?&.~L.detrcut-us,

pple. oldStrahlre to draw off or away : see next.l
Extracted, taken out.

1:1420 Pallad. on Hnso. XH. 17: The bonys Detracte of
Duracyne.

Detract (dftra-kt), v. Also 6 Sc. detrack.
[f. L. detract- ppl. stem of detrahSre to draw off or
away, take away, pull down, disparage, etc , f. DE-
I. a + trahSre to draw. Cf. F. ditracter (1530 in
Hatz.-Darm.). In some senses app. directly'repre-
senting L. detractdre or detrectdre, to decline, re-

fuse, pull down violently, depreciate, freq of de-
trahlre.
(The chronological order of the senses in English is not that

of their original development ; sense 3 being the earliest )]

I. To take away, take from, take reputation
from.
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1. trans. To take away, withdraw, subtract, de-

duct, abate : a. some part from (rarely t to~)
a

whole. (Now usually with a quantitative object,

as much, something, etc.)

1509 BARcLAY.Sy/j'^tf/Y'Wys (1874) 1.17 Some timeaddynge,
somtymedetractingeand takinge away such thinges assemeth
me necessary and superflue. 1571 DIGGES Pantom. n. xxiii.

Pij b, Then 36 detracted from 48 leueth 12. 1591 SHAKS.
i Hen. VI, v. iv. 142 Shall I . . Detract so much from that

prerogatiue, As to be call'd but Viceroy? 1622 S. WARD
Christ is All in All (1627) 25 All defects detract nothing
to the happiness of him that [etc.]. 1677 HALE Prim.

Orig. Man. iv. iv. 326 To which there can be nothing added.,

nor detracted, without a blemish, a 1696 E. JSCARBURGH
Euclid (-i-jo^} 207 Let the magnitude AB be equimultiple of

CD, as the part detracted AE is of the part detracted CF.

1870 DISRAELI Lothair Ixix, That first great grief which ..

detracts something from the buoyancy of the youngest life,

t to. somethingfrom a possessor, etc. Obs.

1607 Schol. Disc. agst. Antichr. I. ii. 97 They vilifie it and
detract much authoritie from it. 1709 STOLE Tatter No.

13 F i A Lady takes all you detract from the rest of her Sex
to be a Gift to her. 1710 PRIDEAUX Orig. Tithes i. 17 We
rob him, whenever we detract from his Ministers any part of
that Maintenance.

2. absol. or intr. To take away a portion. Usually
to Jetractfrom : to take away from, diminish, lessen

(a quality, value, authority, etc.X
a 1592 H. SMITH Wks. (1866-7) L 65 To the testament of

him that is dead, no man addeth ordetracteth. 1699 BURNET
39 Art. vi. (1700) 89 This may be urged to detract from its

Authority. 1799 COLEBROOKE in Life (1873) 446 The sight
. . detracted from the pleasure with which the landscape
might be viewed. 1827 JARMAN Powell's Devises II. 101
These circumstances detract from the weight of the decision.

1863 D. G. MITCHELL My Farm of Edgclvood 47 This
alteration was of so old a date as not to detract from the
venerable air of the house.

b. Connoting depreciation : cf. 3 c.

1593 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. m. viii. (1611) 100 To detract from
the dignity thereof, were to iniury euen God himselfe. 1603
KNOLLES//JS/. Tnrkes (1638) 212 Our late Historiographers
. . detracting from his worthy praises. 1765 BLACKSTONE
Comm. I. 5 Without detracting . . from the real merit which
abounds in the imperial law, I hope I may have leave to
assert [etc.]. 1882 B. D. W. RAMSAY Recoil. Mil. Serv. I.

viii. 172 There were always some ready to detract from his
fair fame.

to. quasi-/ra.?. (in loose const.X Obs. rare.

1654 WHITLOCK Zootomia 452 In Revenge he would have
Detracted, and lessen'd his Territories. 1785 JEFFERSON
Corr. Wks. 1859 I. 417 To detract, add to, or alter them as

you please.

3. trans. To take away from the reputation or
estimation of, to disparage, depreciate, belittle,

traduce, speak evil of. Now rare.
c 1449 PECOCK Rcpr. iv. i. 417 Thei bacbiten and detracten

the clergie. 1533 GAU Richt Vay 91 Lat wsz forgiff thayme
quhilk detrackis and spekis euil of wsz. 1603 B. JONSON
Scjanits i. i, To . . detract His greatest actions. 1618
BOLTON Floriis iv. ii. 265 Cato . . detracted Pompey, and
found fault with his actions. 1632 MASSINGER& FIELD Fatal
Doivry i. ii, Such as may Detract my actions and life here-
after. 1890 [see DETRACTED below]. 1891 SMILES Jasmin
vii. 93 Jasmin, like every person envied or perhaps detracted,
had his hours of depression.

fb. absol. To speak disparagingly; to use or

practise detraction. Obs.

1605 BP. HALL Medit. $ Vmvs i. 7 So would there not
be so many open mouthes to detract and slaunder. 1610
SHAKS. Temp, ii, ii. 96 To vtter foule speeches, and to
detract. 1777 SHERIDAN Sch. Scand. Portrait, Adepts, .who
rail by precept, and detract by rule,

f C. intr. -withfrom (t of).
nsoo GREENE Fr. Bacon vii. 66 Dar'st thou detract and

derogate from him ? 1609 BIBLE (Douay) Num. xiii. 33 They
detracted from the Land, which they had viewed. 1683
D. A. Art Converse 106 They detract generally of all Man-
kind.

t II. To draw away, off, out.

+ 4. trans. To draw away or aside, withdraw,
divert {from an action or undertaking) ; reft, and
intr. To withdraw, refrain. Obs.
1548 PATTEN Exped. Scotl. in Arb. Gamer III. no My

Lord Marshal . . whom no danger detracted from doing his
enterprise. 1637 GILLESPIE Eng. Pop. Cerem. Ep. C, There
are too many Professours who detract themselves from
undergoing lesser hazards for the Churches liberty. 1643
SLINGSBY Diary (1836) 104 Long experience hath taught
their General wisely to detract from fighting. 1802 Hatred
I. 211 [To] detract their attention from every thing foreign.
1 5. To draw or pull off. Obs. rare.
1607 TOPSELL Fonr-f. Beasts (1658) 486 The skins of sheep

.

.when^the wool is detracted and pulled off from them.
to. fo draw out, lengthen in duration, protract,

delay ; usually in phr. to detract time. Obs.
1569 SIR J. HAWKINS in Hawkins' Voy. (1878) 73 To de-

tract further time. 1579 CHURCHYARD in Arb. Garner IV.
206 The French Horsemen . . offered a skirmish, to detract
time. 1604 EDMONDS Obsera. CxsaSs Comm. 59 To lineer
and detract the war. 1605 Play Stucley in Simpson Sch.
Shots. (1878) 188 Some let or other to detract our haste

"JV-V* Wolsey in Select. Hart. Misc.djm) 132, I would
not have you to detract the time, for he is very sick.

T D. absol. or intr. To delay. Obs.

, ere an army to Compel! hi
thereto. a*&p GREENE % fy ,. i( My zeal and ruth
. .Make me lament I did detract so long.

.
.

t7. trans. To draw back from, decline, refuse,
; to give up, relinquish, abandon. Obs.

DETRACTION.

1572 [see DETRACTING vbl. sb.} 1577 HOLINSHED Chron. II.

B b vij I,N.)> The English men . . minding not to detract the

battel, sharply encounter their enimies. 1595 Locrine in.

iv, And if Thrasimachus detract the fight . . Let him not
boast that Brutus was his earn. 1600 ABP. ABBOT E,\f.
Jonah 634 lonas detracting his Masters businesse. 1600
HAKLUYT Voy. u8io) III. 135 The winde comming faire,
the captaine and the master would by no means detract the

purpose of our discovery. 1606 HOLLAND Snetoti. 25 Neither
held he off, and detracted fight.

Hence Detracted ppl. a. (see the various senses

above) ; also as sb. a calumniated person.
1552 HULOET, Detracted, dctractits, rosns, suggillatits.

1890 T. J. DUN'CAN Social Departure 289 The detracted':*

enemies follow him.

t Detracta'tioii. Obs. rare.
[f. DETRACT v.

+ -ATION : perhaps ad. L. detractatio or detrec-

tdtiO) from detractdre, -trectare to decline, refuse,

also to detract from, depreciate, freq. of detrdhtre^
= DETRACTION 2.

1563-87 FOXE A. ff M. (1596) 283/1, I cannot speake unto

you, but to your detractation. 1646 J. MAINE Serttt. (1647) 8

So much Libell, or holy Detractation.

Detra'ctatory, a. rare.
[f.

DETRACT -v., or

L. detractdre : see prec. and -OEY.] Of detracting
or disparaging nature or tendency.
1860 Chamb. Jrnt. XIV. 251 It is harsh and detractatory

towards the author's equals and superiors.

Detracter, var. of DETRACTOR.

Detracting (dttrse'ktirj), vbl. sb. [f. DETRACT
v. + -ING *.] The action of the verb DETRACT,
q.v. ; t protraction {obs.}\ t shunning, avoiding
(obs.) ; disparagement, detraction.

1572 BOSSEWELL Annorie n. 83 b, Fabius . . so tempered
Prudence with . . prowesse, that by detracting of battayle,
and trayning Anmball from place to place, and . . skirmish-

ing with hym, he minished hys puissaunce. 1581 SAVILE
Tacitus* Hist. i. i. (1591) i Detracting and envyous carp-
ing. 1581 STYWARD Mart. Discifl. n. 164 The detracting of
time shall enforce vs to take counsaile when it is to late.

1599 HAKLUYT Voy. II. ii. 135 The detracting of the time of
our setting out. 1613 JACKSON Creed i. 331 The lewes de-

tractings of our Sauiour.

Detracting (dttne-ktig), ///. a. [f. as prec.
+ -ING 2

.] That detracts ; given to detraction ;

disparaging, depreciative.
1530 PALSGR. 310/1 Detractyng, belongyng to detractyon,

detractoire. 1599 MARSTON Sc. Villante n. vi. 201 Hence
ye big-buzzing, Tittle-bodied Gnats . . With your malignant,
weake, detracting vaine. 1674 tr. Sc^cffer"s Lapland v. 14

They are . . of a censorious and detracting humor. 1718
PRIDEAUX Connection \\. \\. 78 He had criticised in a very
biting and detracting style. 1824 L. MURRAY Eng. Gram.
(ed. 5) I. 398 A man who is of a detracting spirit, will mis-

construe the most innocent words.

Hence Detra'ctingly aitv.

1598 FLORIO, /Va;ww/e', wickedly . . detractingly. 1761
MURPHY All in Wrong v. i, I am not fond of speaking de-

tractingly of a young lady. 1818 COLERIDGE Treat. Method
in Encycl, Metrop.^ Mental Phifas. (1847) 16 Why Bacon
should have spoken detractingly of such a man.

Detraction (dAne-kJan). [a. F. diffraction, in

1 2th c. detractiun <,Ph. de Thaun\ ad. L. detrac-

tion-em, n. of action from d^'trahere: see DETRACT

v.] The action of detracting.

f 1. A taking away, subtraction, deduction, with-

drawal. Obs. or arch. exc. as in b. (Cf. DETRACT
v. i, 2.)

1528 GARDINER in Pocock Rec. Rcf. I. 1i. 130 Wherein . .

we saw the additions, detractions, and corrections. 1541 R.
COPLAND Galyen's Terapeittyke 2 G iv, The detraction of
blode. .ought to be doone in the partye. .moste dystaunt, &
then in the vlcerate parties. 1648 BOYLE Seraph. Lwe xx.

(1700) 127 With less detraction from their true Magnitude.
168$ tr. Sonet's Merc. Compit. vi. 243, I approve, .rather of

Incision, than of Detraction of the Callus. 1817 SCORESBY
in Ann. Reg". Chron. 555 A detraction of vapour from the

circumpolar regions.

b. A detracting, or part to be detracted from
(merit, reputation, or the like) ; cf. sense 2.

1633 MILTON Arcades n Fame. .We mayjustly now accuse
Of detraction from her praise : Less than half we find ex-

pressed. 1809 PINKNEY Trav. France 263 There is one

heavy detraction . . from the excellence of the Avignonese
climate. 1848 DICKENS Dombey v, Let it be no detraction
from the merits of Miss Tox.
2. The action of detracting from a person's merit

or reputation ; the utterance of what is deprecia-

tory or injurious to his reputation ; depreciation,

disparagement, defamation, calumny, slander. (The
earliest and the prevalent sense : cf. DETRACT v. 3.)

1340 Ayenb. 10 po bet misziggeb giiode men behinde ham
. .pet me clepej> pe zenne of detraccion. c 1400 Rom. Rose

553i With tonge woundyng . . Thurgh venemous detrac-

cioun. c 1440 Gesta Rom. xxxvi. 145 Lesynges, & bac-

bitinges, and detracciouns. c 1510 BARCLAY Mirr. G4.
Manners (1570) G. j, Be no tale bearer, vse not detraction.

1599 MARSTON Sco. Villanie 165 Enuies abhorred childe,

Detraction. 1659 B. HARRIS Parivafs Iron Age 53 By
occasion of petty envies, and shamefull detractions. 1709
ADDISON Tatter No. 102^5 Females addicted to Censorious-
ness and Detraction. 1827 HARE Guesses Ser. n. (1873' 527

Flattery and detraction or evil-speaking are, as the phrase

is, the Scylla and Charybdis of the tongue. 1875 MANNING
Mission H. Ghost v. 139 To listen to detraction is as much
an act of detraction as to speak it.

t3. Protraction (of time}; delay. Obs. (Cf. DE-
TRACT v. 6.)

1579 FENTON Gnicciard. m. (1599) 141 Mens.-mindes
[began] togrow cold for the detraction and negligence which



DETBACTIOUS.

the king used. 1588 HOWAKH L<-i. t<> H'alsyngham 14 June,
|

The C'tmmiissionei s cannot perceive whether they, .use the >

to ilc tract a lime fur a further device ; and if our Com- '

mi' sionci '! <ii cover any tit traction in them [etc.]. 1637
K. Mi Mrnki:v tr, -V/. . J/;.'//-( 'jv i. i -j8 Lest through detraction

..[ lime, those sugrcd Uiits. .ingage too far.

f4. Withdrawal, declinature, rcliuquishmcnt.
Obs. rare. (Cf. DETRACT v. 7.1

1655-60 STANLEY Hist. Philos. 11701; 620/3 For want of
this renouncing '"' detraction.

t Detractions (dftrsc-kjss), a. Obs. [f.
DE-

TIIAUTION : sue -Tloi'8.] Given to detraction ;
dis-

panfiiUF, calumnious.
1616 T. H[ u\ K\*^\Caussins HnlyCrt. 202 (jiuu detractions

tongues leaue . . to litcjkc up du..t. 1755 JOHNSON, Dcroga-
tory, dctnctioiu.

Detractive (d/tne-ktiv), a. [a..O.delraclif,
-ive, {. L. type *tictractiv-us, t. iktract- : see DE-
TRACT v. and -IVE.]
1. Conveying, of the nature of, or given to, de-

traction ; disparaging, depreciative, defamatory,
calumnious.

1490 CAXTON Entyitcs vi. 23 To saye wordes detracliues.

1618 CiiAi'MAN Hfsiod, Bk. of Days 40 Whispering out
detractive obloquies. 1633 T. MOKTON Discharge 276 (T.) I

An envious and detractive adversary. 1767 Gol.DSM. Ront.
j

Hist. (1786) II. 342 Envious and detractive. i8aa Exami- \

ner 1 541 Walpule shines mure in the detractive and satirical,
than in the candid and urbane.

2. Tending to detract/tt7ff : see DETKACT v. 2.

1654 W. MOUNTACUE De-.'<mte Ess. n. iii. 2 (R.I Admitting
ilir being of evil not at all detractive from God. 1830
f-'.-iffminer 5/2 Looked upon as detractive from the merits of
a production.
r3.

'

Having the power to take or draw away'
'

(T.). Obs.

1580 E. KNIGHT Trial! of Truth 28 (T.) [The surgeon]
straightway will apply a detractive plaistcr.

Hence Detractively .I-/';
1

. . Detra ctiveneas.
1717 BAILEY vol. II, Detra:tivetuss. detracting Quality or

Humour. Mod. A review detractively written.

Detractor (dftrre-ktaa). Also 4-7 -tour, 5
towre, 6-8 -ter, 6 Sc. clctrakker. [a. AFr. de-

traclourQ. detracteur, ad. L. detractor, agent-
uoun from JetrahZre ^see DETRACT v.) : see -OB.]
1. One who detracts from another's merit or re-

putation by uttering things to his prejudice ;
a

person given to detraction; a defamer, traducer,

calumniator, slanderer.

1383 WYCLIF KOIH. i. 30 Detractouris, or opyn bacbyteris.
1474 CAXTON Chesse n. v. D viij b, They ben . . right mordent
and 1'ytyng detractours. 1537 Inst. Lkr. Man in Fonttvl.
Faith M iv. The detractour is not glad to tell, but to hym,
that is glad to here. 1549 Compl. Scot. Prol. 9 Toconfound
ignorant detrakkers. 1563-87 FOXE A. fy M- (15961 108/1
A malicious detractor of Gregorie. 1598 UARCKLEY Felic.
Mat iv. (1603) 287 Instead of favourers he shall have de-
tracters. 1633 J. DONE Hist. SeptHagint 147 You will not
suffer your selfe to be perswaded by the reports of detractors.
1710 WELTON Suffer. Son ofCod II. xxi. 577 That which a
I1 riend would excuse . . or Wink at . . the Detractor publishes
without sparing or Reserve. 1755 JOHNSON, Detractcr.
1858 DORAN Crt. Fools 51 Every fashion has its detractors.
1860 I'LSKY Mitt. Profit. 281 The detractor preys on his
brother's flesh,

tb. Const./ro/K. Obs. (Cf. DETRACT v. 3 c.)

1599 MAUSTON.YCO. VilUuiie\v. 151 Vaineenuious detractor
from the good, a 1610 HEALEY Efictetus (1636) Life, Lucian
. -a perpetual detractor from all the Philosophers. 1660 R.
COKE Ptnwr fy Suly. 141 If Sabinianus were so malitious
.i detractor from the works of St. Gregory. 1809 LANDOR
ll'i-s. (1868) I. 6o/2 It exhibits him as a detractor from
Shakspeare.

II
2. Aiuit. A DEPRESSOR muscle, [prop. mod. L.]

1811 HOOPER Mea. Diet. s. v. 1813 CKABBE Techxol. Diet.,
Detractor, .a muscle whose office it is to draw down the
part to which it is attached. 1883 Syd. Sac. Lex., Detractor
. . old name for a muscle whose office is to draw the part
to which it is attached away from some other part,

Detractory (dftne-kt3ri\ a. [ad. L. detrac-
tt'i'i-its disparaging, slanderous, f. detractor: see

prec. and -ORY. Cf. OF. detractoire ifth c. in
j

Godef.] Tending to detract; depreciatory, dis-
j

panging, defamatory ;
= DETRACTIVE i.

1585 PARSONS Chr. Exerc. n. i. 157 An excuse most dis-
honourable and detractorie to the force of Christe hys grace.
1646 SIR T. BROWNE PscuJ. Ef. i. v. 17 This is not only de-
rogatory unto the wisdome of God .. but also detractory unto
the intellect. I7ia SWIFT Art Political Lying, The detrac-
tory, or defamatory, is a lie which takes from a great man
the reputation that justly belongs to him. 1805 Miniature
No. 26 p 3 Others . . have divided them [lies] into the Addi-
tory, Detractory, and Translatory.

b. Const,from : cf. DETRACT v. 2, 3C, DETRACTIVE 2.

1648 BOVI.F. Straf/i. Love xx. (17001 126, I use the expres-sions I find less detractory from a Theme, as much above
our Praises, as the Heav'n. .is above our Heads.

Detractress (dftrae-kta-s). [f. DETRACTOR:
see -KSS.] A female detractor.
1716 ADDISON Free/wider No. 2 i The said detractress shall '

lie. .ordered to the lowest place of the room. 1788 PASUUIN
C hilitr. Thesfit 11.11792) 141 With a terrific tongue to assist
a detractross.

tDetrai-n, z>.' Obs. In 6 detrayne. [Cf.
OF. Jetraincr to drag away, draw.] trans. To I

draw.

1587 M. GROVF. Pelofs ft Hipp. (1878) 112 If that thou list

. .with pensell to detrayne A picture that all other shews of
pictures aye should suyne.
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Detrain il/u, '-n
, v.* [f.DK-11. 2 b + TRAIN

sb. t alter tlelxirk t etc.]

1. trans. To discharge from a railway train : the
converse of entrain, (Orig. a military term.)
1881 Glebe o July 5 The corps travelling by the Great

Northern ana Great Eastern railways . . are '

detrained
'

at
Ascot. i88a Times 20 Nov. 7 The horses were rapidly ami
safely detrained. 189* // 'kitby Gaz. 26 Aug. 4 A prand total
of 4794 persons were detrained at the Town Station.

2. intr. To alight from a railway train.

1881 Graphic 3 Sept. i The Regiment detraining. i8Sa
IV. Chester (Pa.) Republican V. No. 142 The English are

using a new word. Soldiers going out of railway cars 'de-
train'. 1888 Times 31 Mar., These Easter manoeuvres give

great practice to the Volunteers in entraining and detrain-

ing. 1890 Daily Tet. 18 July, The train . .was blocked [by
a flood] and the passengers had to detrain.

Hence Detrai ning vbl. sb. (also attrib?).

1885 A, FORBKS in xgM Cent. XVII. 635 Their trained
labourers are deftly building detraining platforms. 1887
Times 8 Apr. 4/3 Strict silence is to be maintained during
entraining and detraining.

tDetray*, v. Oft. [ad. OF. detrai-re (de-

tray-anf] = Pr. dttraire, Pg. detrahir^ It. detrarre
: L. detraktre to draw off or away, DETHACT .]

1. trans. To take away, subtract, remove ;

DETRACT v. i, >.

1509 HAWKS Past. Pleas. 56 The walles . . dyd . . expres,
With golde depaynted, every perfyte nombre, To adde, de-

traye, and to dcvyde asonder. Ibid. xxx. xx, That she your
sorow may detray or slake, c 1510 WOLSEV in Burnet Hist,

Ref. II. 90, Ye be put at liberty to add, detray . . chuse or

mend, as ye shall think good.
2. To disparage, calumniate; DETRACT v. 3.
c ny$Babees Bk. 205 (1868) 8 Prayyng. .Of this labour that

no wihte me detray.
3. To withdraw; = DETRACT v. 4.
1517 H. WATSON Shyppe ofFooles Aij, And you be of the

nombre of the fooles moundaynes that yc may lernc som-
what for to detraye you out of the shyp stultyfere.

t Detre'Ct, v. Obs. [ad. L. detrectd-re (also

-tractdre} to decline, refuse, also to detract from,

depreciate, freq. of detrahlfre: see DETRACT v.]
1. trans. To draw back from, decline, refuse ;

DETRACT v. 7. (With simple obj. or inf.}
1543 HENRY VIII Declar. Scots D ij b, They detrected the

doing of theyr duetie. 1543 BECON Policy of War Early
Wks. (1843) 235 Whosoever detrecteth and refuseth to do
for his country whatsoever lieth in his power, a 16x9
FOTHERBY Atheom. n. i. 8 (1622) 194 Hee detrected his

going into Egypt, vpon a pretence, that he was not eloquent.
1629 H. BURTON Isabel no Bethel 75 We detrect not to hold
communion with her. 1661 G. KUST Origen in Phenix
(1721) I. 85 A Testimony of that great Power your Com-
mands have over me, which you see I have not detrected.
absol. 1630 B. JONSON New fn n. vi, Doe not detrect :

you know th' authority Is mine.

2. To disparage, depreciate, speak evil of, blame ;

= DETRACT v. 3.

1563 WINJET Four Scoir Thre Quest. $ 64 Wks. 1888 1. 1 16

Quhy detrect je and rebukis ws Catholikis for the obserua-
tioun thairof.

Detrectation (dltrektf*"Jan). rare. [ad. L.

detrectdtion-ctUt n. of action from detrectare\ see

prec.] A drawing back, refusal, declinature.

1613 COCKERAM, Detrectation^ a refusing to doe a thing.
a 1647 B P- HALL Kent. Wks. (1660) II. 308 The more hate-

ful is the detrectation of our observance. 1789 BENTHAM
Prine. Legisl. xvi. 27 (1879* 237 If he was [in possession],
It may be termed wrongful abdication of trust ; if not,

wrongful detrectation Qrn0n*assuinption.

t Detre'nch, v. Obs. [a. OK. dttrtnckicr, -cher

(also -tranchier to cut, cut away, cut off, f. DE- I.

a + trencher, trancher to cut.]

1. trans. To cut asunder or through.
1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. v. bt. (1495) 176 A synewe

whyche is kytte asondre and detrenchyd growyth
neuer

after. 1491 CAXTON Vitas Pair. (W. de W. 1495) i. xxxvi.

39 a/i Wyth his teeth he detreuched and bote his tonge.
( 1500 Mt'lusine xxii. 146 He detrenched & cutte the two
uiaister vaynes of his nek.

2. To cut up, cut or hew in pieces ; to inflict

severe slaughter upon,
* cut to pieces

*

in battle.

1470-85 MALORY Arthur v. vi, Sir Launcelot with suche

knyghtes as he hadde . . slewe and detrenchid many of the

Romayns. c 1477 CAXTON Jason 1 1 1 We shall rendre to

the thy sone slayn and detrenched by pieces, c 1489

Blanchardyn xx. 63 He detrenched and kutte bothe horses

and knyghtes, he cloue and rent helmes and sheldes.

3. To cut off, sever by cutting.

1553 T. WILSON Rhet, 38 b, If your hande were detrenched,
or youre bodie maimed with some soubdaine stroake.

4. fig. To cut away, cut down, retrench, curtail.

1654 H. L'EsTRANGE Ckas. /. (1655) 183 Had the king
yeelded to a detrenching some luxuriances of his Preroga-
tive. 11' la. 216 Many would detrench from them their secular

tDetre-ssed,///. a, Obs. [f. F. Mtresst* OF.
destrcdt (i 3th c.), f. de-t des- (DE- I. 6) + tresst

arranged in a tress or tresses, f. tresse TBESS.]
Of hair : Out of '

tress
*

or
plait ; hanging loose.

1500-90 Di'NBAR Poems Ixxvii. 43 Syne come thair four

and twentie madinis jing . . With hair detressit, as threidis of

gold did hing. 1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Rom. Quest, (ityw
22 With their hatres tie tressed and hanging downe loose.

Detriment (dc'lriment ,
sb. Also 5-6 detry-

ment. [a. K. detriment ,1236 in Hatzf.-Dann.),
ad. L. detrlmentum loss, damage, detriment, f.

deterfre (dttrivi, detrtt-} to wear away, impair.]

DETRIMENTAL.
1. Loss or damage done or caused to, or sustained

by, any person or thing.
ti 1440 round. St. Bartholomew** 34 Dumme he wa>

i know . . berynge heuyly the dctrimcnte of his tonge. 15*9
I
Act si Hen. VI//, c. 16. | n To the great Detriment of
our own natural Subjects. 1533 ELVOT Cat/. Helthe \\. iii.

; (i539) 1 7 * Nature shulde susteyne treble detriment. 1542
BOOHDK Dyetary vii. (1870) 243 Yf he . . lesc hym selfe. and
bryng hym selfe to a dctrymcnt. 1548 STAUNFORD King's
Prerog. v. [1567)25^ Note that sometymes the king U to
take a detriment by the liuere with y* partition. 1616 R. C.
Times' Whistle in. 1032 Thinkst thou Fcetera chaire. .Can
free thee from eternal) detriment ? 1663 KUTLKK Hna. i. ii. 929
Sole author of all Detriment He and his Fiddle underwent.
1756-7 tr. Keysler's Trav. (1760) III. 410 Lest any detri-
ment might accrue to the heirs. 1859 MILL Liberty iii.

'

(1865)40/1 The luxury of doing as they like without detri-

j

mcnt to their estimation. 1873 LYELL Prime. Ceol. II. HI.
x

': 393 (Seeds] may be carried without detriment through
climates where the plants themselves would instantly perisn.

b. That which causes or embodies a loss; some-

thing detrimental.

1504 ATKYNSON tr. DC Imitation* i. i v, Those thynges that

66/r EVELYN Kal. Hort. (1720) 187 Some of them must of

Necessity be neglected .. which is the greatest Detriment to
this Mystery. 1855 HT. MARTINEAU Aufobiog. I, 400 Their
advocacy of Woman's cause becomes mere detriment.

2. Astrol. The position or condition of a planet
! when in the sign opposite its house ; a condition
of weakness or distress.

1632 MASSINGKK City Madam n. ii, Saturn out of all digni-
ties, in his detriment and fall, combust. 1660 H . MORE Afyst.
Godliness vu. xv. 342 Saturn, Jupiter and Mars from their

conjunction to their opposition with the Sun are Oriental,
and gain two fortitudes ; but from their Opposition to their

Conjunction are Occidental, and incur two detriments.

3. Her. Eclipse (.of sun or moon) ; also, the in-

visible phase of the moon at her
change.

i6ioGuiLLiM//ira/</rr]ii.iii.(i66o> no (see DECREMENT icj.
Ibid. 112 He beareth, Argent, a Moon in her detriment or

Eclipse, Sable. 1688 K. HOLME Armoury it. 22/1 This is. .

a Moon in her detriment or Eclipse. 1839 BAILEY Fcstus

(1872) 121 Nor moon's dim detriment.

4. //. The name of certain small charges made
by colleges and similar societies upon their mem-
bers.

The 'detriments' at Cambridge corresponded to the 'de-
crements

'

at Oxford, and appear to have been originally
deductions from the stipends of foundation members on
account of small extras for the table, etc., not included in

their statutory or customary commons ; the charge was
afterwards extended to all members and students of the

colleges. See Fowler Hist. C.C.C. (O. H.S.I 354.
1670 EACHAKD Cont. Clergy 20 A solemn admu^sion, and a

formal paying ofColledge- Detriments. 1686 Kenvon AfSS. in

i4th Rep. Hist. AfSS. Comm. App. iv. 185 His bill ofJune 24

i June to i November. We'll think of a Method in the
meantime.

6. pi. Ruins (of buildings).

1633 LITHCOW Trav. v. 200 fhe stony heapes of Jericho,
the detriments of Thebes, the relicts of Tyrus. Ibid. ix. 402
We came . . to the detriments of Messina.

De'triment, v. [f. prec. sb.] trans. To cause

loss or damage to ; to damage, injure, hurt.

i6ai W. SCLATER Tythes (1623)
226 His losse of reserued

time, already so detrimented in his hallowed substance.

1659 FULLER App. //. Jnnoc. i. 7 That others might be de-

trimented thereby. 1678 MARVELL Grovvth Popery 35 Upon
the Ballance of the French Trade, this Nation was detri-

mented yearly oooooo/. or a Million. 1743 Lond. ff Coun-

try Breiv. n. led. 2} xia This ill forceable usage, .clogs and
detriments the fine penetrating Particles. 1841 D'!SRAKLI
Amen. Lit. (1867) 122 The disuse of the French would de-

triment their intercourse abroad.

Detrimental (detrimental) ,
a. and sb. [f.

DETRIMENT sb. + -AL.]
A. adj. Causing loss or damage ; harmful, in-

jurious, hurtful.

1656 BLOUNT Gfassoer., Detrimental^ hurtful, dangerous,
full of loss. <zx66i FULLER Worthies (1840) I. 281 A gift
indeed, .loaded with no detrimental conditions. 1719 W.
WOOD Surf. Trade 84 That the Trade . . is most detrimental
to the Nation. 1801 Med. Jrnl. V. i Particularly detri-

mental to the constitution. 1871 YEATS Growth Cotnm, 271
Their admission was detrimental to French industry. 1875

JOWKTT Plato (ed. 2) IV. 53 Paradoxes .. which [are] ..

detrimental to the true course of thought.

B. sb. A person or thing that is prejudicial ; in

Society slang, a younger brother of the heir of an
estate ; a ineligible suitor.

1831 Westm. Rtv. XIV. 424 The eldest son is pursued by
..damsels, while the younger are termed ' detrimentals '..

and avoided by
* mothers and daughters

'

as more dangerous
company than the plague. 183* MABRYAT .V. Forsttr xxv,
These detrimentals (as they have named themselves) may
be provided for. 1854 LADY LYTTON Behind the Scenes I.

11. iii. 188 There were also plenty of detrimentals, such as

younger brothers, unpaid red tapeists, heiress-seekers, and

political connection-hunters. 1870 C. F. GORDON-CLMMING in

C,d. H'ords 137/1 The sisters of the wife being considered

detrimentals, are placed in Buddhist convents. 1886 Honseh.
Words 13 Mar. 400 (Farmer) A detrimental, in genteel slang,
is a lover, who, owing to his poverty is ineligible as a hus-

band ; or one who professes to pay attentions to a lady
without serious intention of marriage, and thereby discour-

ages the intentions of others. 1893 MRS. C. PRAKD Outlaw
V Lawmaker II. So Mrs. Vallianl. .thought that the detri-

mentals kept off desirable suitors.
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DETRIMENTALLY.
Hence Detrimenta'lity, Detrime'ntalness.

1727 BAILKV vol. II, Detrimcntalness, prejuclicialness.

1873 Daily Ncivs 5 Aug., When you are hinting to your
fair daughter the detrimentality of Charlie Fraser. .who has

his subaltern's pay and about so/, a year thrown in.

Detrimentally (detrime-ntali), adv. [f. prec.

+ -LY -.] In a manner causing detriment or harm
;

hurtfully.

1879 H. SPENCER Data of Ethics iv. 22. 60 The loss of

character detrimentally affects his business, 1886 Law
Times Rep. LIII. 674/1 The exercise of the franchise by
its servants cannot prejudicially or detrimentally affect the

Crown.

Detrime'ntary, a- rare. [f. DETRIMENT sb. +

-ARY. Cf. ELEMENTARY.] = DETRIMENTAL a.

i(Ui Fraser's Mag. XXV. 27 An internal commotion . .

detnmentary to the high trust he held.

t Detrime'ntous, # Obs. [f.
as prec. + -ous.]

= DETRIMENTAL a.

1648 J. GOODWIN Right % Might 24 It . . would be detri-

mentous and destructive to it. Ibid. 40 Counsels . . detri-

mentous and destructive to the generall. .interest.

Detrital (d/Lrai-tal), a. Physiogr. [f.
DETRIT-

US + -AL.] Of or pertaining to detritus
; consisting

of particles worn away from some solid body.
1832 DE LA BECHE Geol. Man. (ed. 2) 249 The detrital de-

posits of the country. 1853 KANE Griiuicll Exf.x\\\\\. (1856)

455 The valleys were studded with . . rocks, and a detrital

paste resembling till. 1869 PHILLIPS Vesitv. vii. 173 Where

atmospheric vicissitudes have produced detrital slopes. 1878
HUXLEY Pkvsiogr. 132 The detrital matter which is worn

away from the land and carried along by rivers.

t Detri'te, /// a. Obs~ [ad. L. detritus, pa.

pple. of deterfre to wear away.] Worn down, worn

away.
1656 ELOUNT Glossogr., Detrite, worn out, bruised, or con-

sumed.

Detlited (drtrai'ted\/>//. a. [as prec. -f -ED.]

1. Worn down.
1697 EVELYN Nnmism.iv.io Some of our worn-out and

detrited Harry Groats. 1887 N. $ Q. ?th Ser. 3 Sept. 194/2
A halfpenny detrited.

2. Geol. Disintegrated ;
formed as detritus.

1853 KANE Grinnell Exp. xlviii.(i856) 448 A long earthen

stain, garnished probably with detrited rubbish, extended
down like the lines of a moraine. 1856 Arct. Expl. II.

xv. 157 Impregnated throughout with detrited matter.

Detri'tic, a. rare. [f. DETRIT-US + -K\] =
DETRITAL.
1843 PORT LOCK Geol. 514 The stream, .runs through a deep

detritic ravine.

Detrition (cUlri'Jan). [n. of action f. L. de~

tcrfre, ppl. stem tietrit-, to wear away, rub away.
Cf. mod.F. detrition (in Cuvier).] The action of

wearing away by rubbing.
1674 PETTY Disc. Dupl. Proportion 125 Gross tangible

Bodies being very mutable by the various Additions and
Detritions that befa.1 them. 1741 MONRO Anat. Bones (ed. 3)

55 The Uses of Cartilages . . are, to allow. . Bones . . to slide

easily without Detrition. 1890 Nature 27 Nov. go Detrition

has made it as smooth as the shingle pebbles on our shores.

1893 Dublin Re^|. July 733 What remains after centuries of
detrition and denudation.

DetlitUS td/trei't^s). Physiogr. [a. L. detritus

(w-stem) rubbing away.
The proper meaning of the L. word appears in sense i.

The etymologically improper sense 2 may have been taken
from French, in which detritus is cited of date 1780 by
Hatz.-Darm. Earlier in the century, according to the Diet,
de Trevoux, the more correct dttritmit was used in F.]

f 1. Wearing away or down by detrition, disin-

tegration, decomposition. Obs.

1795 HUTTON Theory of Earth (1797) 1. 115 Such materials
as might come from the detritus of granite. Ibid. 206, I have
nowhere said that all tbe soil of this earth is made from the

decomposition or detritus of these stony substances. i8oa
PLAYFAIR Illustr. Mutton. Th. Wks. 1822 I. 63 The effects

of waste and detritus. Ibid. 113 Proofs of a detritus which
nothing can resist. Ibid. 123 The waste and detritus to
which all things are subject.
2. Matter produced by the detrition or wearing
away of exposed surfaces, especially the gravel,
sand, clay, or other material eroded and washed

away by aqueous agency ; a mass or formation of
this nature.
1802 PLAYFAIR Illustr. I/niton. Th. Wks. 1822 I, 409 The

quantity of detritus brought down by the rivers. Ibid. 425
The distance to which the detritus from the land is con-

fessedly carried. i8oa in Edin. Rm. I. 207 When the
detritus of the land is delivered by the rivers into the sea.

1823 W. BUCKLAND Reliq. Diluv. 26 Deposits of diluvial

detritus, like the surface gravel beds of England. 183* DE
LA BECHE Geol. Man. (ed. 2) 210 The whole is evidently
a detritus of the Alpine rocks, and in it organic remains are

by no means common. 1851 MAYNE REID Scalp Hunt, xli,

We entered the canon, and galloped over the detritus. 1862
DANA Man,. Geol. 643 The fine earthy material deposited by
streams or their sediment, is called silt or detritus. 1876
PAGE Adv. Text-bk. Geol. xix. 389 That broad valley.,
covered to an immense depth with an angular detritus.

3. transf. and/g*. Waste or disintegrated material

of any kind
; debris.

1834 J. FORBES Lacnncc's Dis. Chtst (ed. 4) 189 The walls
of this abscess had . . no surface, the pus being observed

gradually to pass into a purulent detritus, and this into
a firmer tissue. 1849 H. ROGERS Ess. II. vi. 306 The loose
detritus of thought, washed down to us through Jong ages.
1851 SIR F. PALGRAVE Norm, fy Eng. I. 701 The detritus of

languages covering the Northern Gauls. 1876 tr. Wagner's
Gen. Pathol. 192 The red blood-corpuscles and fibiinous
detritus, .are reabsorbed.

276

b. An accumulation of debris of any sort.

1851 LAVAKD Fop. Ace. Disrin.'. Nineveh vii. 134 We found

ourselves at the foot of an almost perpendicular detritus ot

loose stones. 1866 R. CHAMBERS Ess. Scr. i. 185 There i

a detritus of ruin in every corner, composed of broken toys,

sofa-pillows, foot-stools.

De trop : see DE II.

Detrude (dterd), v. [ad. L. detrfidlre to thrust

away or down, f. DE- I. I, t + trfidSrt to thrust.]

1. trans. To thrust, push, or force down. (lit.

'

1548 HALL Chron., Rick. Ill, an. 3 (R.) And theim to cast

and detrude sodaynly into continual captmltie and bondage.

1638 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. led. 2) 216 His wife Sermramys
detruded him into prison. 1644 H. PARKER Jits Pap. 51

This want detrudes them into a condition below beasts.

1728-46 THOMSON Spring 567 The torpid sap, detruded to

the root By wintry winds. 1885 W. ROBERTS Treat. Urinary

Dis. III. xiv. (ed. 4) 673 The right kidney, .could be detruded

downwards.

2. To thrust out or away ;
to expel or repel forci-

bly. (lit.

1555 ABP. PARKER Ps. xxxviii. 109 Detrude me not. a 1575

Diitrn. O<ror/i(i833)i52[They]detrudit the ministane of

Goddis word. 1627-77 FELTHAM Resolves II. Ivi. 274 To be

detruded Heaven for his meerlv pride and malice. 1664

POWER Erp. Philos. 11. 138 The included Ayr . . striving to

dilate itself, detrudes the Quicksilver. 1751 HARRIS Hermes
II iii. (1786) 266 Not a word . . is detruded from its proper

place. 1847 TODD Cycl. Anal. IV. 83/2 Tartar, .sometimes

detrudes this [tooth] from its socket.

Detruncate (d/tre-rjk^t), v. [f. ppL stem of

L. detruncare to lop off, f. DE- I. 2 + truncdre to

cut off, maim.] trans. To shorten by lopping off

a portion (lit. andy?^.) ; to cut short,
' cut down '.

Hence Detrrrncated ///. a. = TRUNCATED.

1623 COCKERAM, Detruncate, to cut or lop boughs. 1727
BAILEY vol. II, Detruncated, cut or chopped off; beheaded.

1846 LANDOR Wks. (1868) I. 537/2 Which, .would detruncate

our rank expenditure. 1877 BURNETT Earafi Inthewideend
of a detruncated cone. 1885 H. CONWAY Family Affair vl,

He had not yet detruncated a [china] Chelsea figure.

Detruncation (dftrcgW'Jsn). [ad. L. di-

truncation-cm a lopping off, n. of action f. detrun-

care : see prec. Cf. mod.F. ddtroncalion] The
action of cutting off or cutting short

;
the fact or

condition of being cut short, (lit. andy?^.)
1623 COCKERAM, Detrimcatim, a lopping or cutting. 1651

BIGGS New Disp. P 287 Detruncation or diminution of their

strength. 1751 JOHNSON Rambler No. 88 T n This detrun-

cation of our syllables. 1845 Blackiu. Mag. LVII. 523 Not
a perilous gash, but a detruncation fatal to the living frame.

1877 BURNETT Ear^ Two detruncated cones placed together
at tneir points of detruncation.

b. Obstetric Surg. (See quot.)
1847 CRAIG, Detruncation, The separation of the trunk of

the foetus from the head, the latter remaining in ntero.

1883111 Syd. Soc. Lex.

i DetrU'nk, v. Obs. [ad. L. dttruncare to lop

off; after TKUNK.] trans. To cut off. lop off.

1566 DRANT Horace" Sat. iii. G vj b, When she of dolefull

chylde The head detruncte dyd beare about. 1654 H.
L'EsTRANGE Chas. 1 (1655) 80 This Petition they thought
would detrunck too much, and some thought strike at the

very root of that Prerogative.

t DetrU'Se, Sc. Obs. [f. L. deti-iis- ppl.
stem of detrfidtre.] By-form of DETRUDE.

1571 Sempitt Battates (1872)
126 Gif ye neglect, than God

. .Will from
yat

rowme thoill
you

to be detrusit.

Detrusion (dftrS-gan). [ad. late L. detrusion

-cm, n. of action f. detriidfre, ppl. stem detriis-,

to thrust down or away.] The action of thrusting
down or away (lit. and Xf.) ;

cf. DETRUDE.
Force ofdetrusion in ^/e<rA.=downward thrust.

1620 Bp. HALL Hon. Mar. Clergie III. 6 Insolent detru-

sion of imperiall authority. 1655 SWAN Spec. M. v. 2

(1643) 180 By. .violent detrusion Trom the cloud wherein it

was enclosed. 1707 NORRIS Humility vii. 306 A detrusion

into the bottomless pit. 1835 MILMAN Lat. Chr. (1864) IX.
xiv. i. 51 The detrusion from its autocratic, -throne.

Detrusor (dftrSiai). Also 6 Sc. -ar. [agent-
noun from L. detrudere, detrus- to DETRUDE.]
fl. One who thrusts away or rejects. Obs.

1571 Sempill Ballates (1872) 121 Detrusaris, refuisaris Of
hir authentic.

2. Anat. [mod.L. ;
in full detrusor urinse."] Name

for the muscular coat of the bladder, by the con-

traction of which the urine is expelled.
[1706 in PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Detritsor Uriny.] 1766

PARSONS in Pliil. Trans. LVI. 215 The detrusor muscle of
the.. urinary bladder. 1876 GROSS Dis. Bladder 55 The
internal fibres of the detrusor muscle.

t Detruss (dftnrs), v. Obs. Also 5 destruss.

[a. OF. destroitsser, detroucer, mod.F. detr-, to de-

spoil one of his trousses, i.e. baggage, to rob, pil-

lage, f. A'-, des- ,
L. dis-+ trousse bundle, pi. baggage.]

trans. To spoil, plunder (of baggageX
J475 Bk' Noblesse 65 Wyth grete aventur he scapyth . . but

he_ levyth hys felyshyp destrussed. 1598 BARRET Theor.
U'tirres IV. i. 100 That the enemy detrusse him not thereof
[munition]. Ibid. v. ii. 142 To detrusse the enemies conuoy.
Dette, detter, -our, etc., obs. ff. DEBT, DEBTOR.
Detton, obs. var. of DETENT sl>.

t De'tty, a. Obs. [a. OF. detf, dettf, f. dete :

L. type *del>itdtus, f. debita debt.]
1. Owed, due.

1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) V. 7 To ;elde nou^t what is

detty \quod debelnr\. Ibid. VI. 225 pe detty travaylle of

DEUCE.

service and of psalmes [debituin psalmodiz pensum. ] 1483
CAXTON Cold. Leg. 392 b/2 Detty trauayle of seruise.

2. Indebted.

1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. xv. Ivii. (1495) 509 She

shewyth herselfe detty to wise men and vnwise.

+ Detu-mefy, T- Ofrs. [DK-II. i.] intr. To
lose swollen condition, subside from being swollen.

1684 tr. Bond's Merc. Compit. xiv. 485 If it be fomented
with very cold Water, it will detumefie.

Detumescen.ce (cUtiwme'sens). [f. L. detit-

mescHre to cease or subside from swelling (f. DE-
I. 6 + tumesclre to begin to swell) : see -ENCE. So
in mod.F. (1792 in Hatzf.-Darm.)] Subsidence

from swelling, or (Jig.} from tumult.

1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. 581 The Wider the Circulat-

ing Wave grows, still hath it the more Subsidence and
Detumescence. 1704 W. COWPER in Phil. Trans. XXV.
1584 Unfitness for its retraction till there is a detumescence
of its Glans. 1883 FABRAR & POOLE Gen. Aims Teacher
10 The School was in the detumescence of a most ruinous

rebellion. 1885 Syd. Soc. Lex., Detumescence, the subsi-

dence of a swelling, or the absorption of a tumour.

Detunow, -nue, obs. ff. DETINUE.

Detnr (dj-t&i). [L. detur let there be given

(dare to give).] A prize of books given annually at

Harvard College, U.S., to meritorious students :

so called from the first word of the accompanying
Latin inscription.
(The prizes are provided from the bequest of the Hon. Ed-

ward Hopkins who died in 1657.)

1836 LOWELL Lett. (1894) I. 10 The 'deturs' have been

given out, and I have got Akenside's Poems. 1883 flaward
Univ. Catal. 1 10 A distribution of books called Deturs is

made, .near the beginning of the Academic Year, to meri-

torious students of one year's standing. Deturs are also

given to.. members of the Junior Class who.. have made
decided improvement in scholarship. Last year twenty-
nine Deturs were given in the Sophomore Class and five in

the Junior Class.

t DetUTb, v. Obs. [ad. L. deturb-are to thrust

down, f. DE- I. I + turbare to disturb, disorder.]
trans. To drive or beat down ; to thrust out.

1609 BP. W. BARLOW Ansio. Nameless Cath. 243 That
thou be . . deturbed or tumbled out of the possession of thy

Kingdome. 1630 VENNER Via. Recta, ii. 24 They deturbe
the meats from the stomacke. 1636 BRATHWAIT Lives Ram.

Kinp. 303 Hee deturbed the aforesaid Pope from the seate.

1652 BP. HALL Invisible World iv. (L.) As soon may the

walls of heaven be scaled and thy throne deturbed, as he

can be foiled that is defenced within thy power. 1637
TOMLINSON Rcnon's Disp. 640 These Trochisks. .potently
deturb such humours.

t Detu'rbate, v. Obs. rare~ l
. [f.'L.deturbdt-

ppl. stem of deturbiire : see prec.] =prec.
"563-87 FOXE A.

ff
M. (1684) I. 662/1 This your rejecting,

expelling, .deturbatmg and thrusting out of Anatholius.

So T Detnrba'tion Obs. rare~.
1727 BAILEY vol. II, Detnrbation, a casting or throwing

down from on high ; also a troubling or disturbing.

t Deturn (dftSun), v. Obs. [a. F. dftottmt-r

(in OF. desturner, whence DISTUKN), f. dt-, des- :

L. dis- (Dis- i) + tourner to TURN.] trans. To
turn away or aside ; to divert, cause to deviate.

a 1450 Kiit. de la Tour ci. 134 To deturne hym from

eueri euelle dede. 1607 Sc. Act Jot. J-V(i8i6> 388 Cam.)
To alter and deturne a litill the said way to the . . better

travelling for the lieges. 1644 DIGBY Nat. Bodies xi. (1658)

117 The force that can deturn a feather from its course down-

wards, is not able to deturn a stone. 1745 CHESTERF. Lett.

I. cii, Let nothing deturn you from the thing you are about.

t Detu'rpate, ppl- a. Obs. In 6 -at. [ad. L.

diturpat-us, pa. pple. of deturpdn.] Defiled.

c 1532 DEWES Introd. f'r. in Pahgr. 1046 The sayd glasse

is nat deturpat nor made foule.

t Deturpate (dftSups't), v. Obs. [f. ppl. stem

of L. dcturpare to disfigure, f. DE- I. 3 + turpare
to make unsightly, pollute, deform, disgrace, f.

turpis foul, disgraceful.]
1. trans. To defile, pollute ;

to debase.

1623 COCKERAM, Deturpate, to defile. 1628 PRYNNE Lme-
lockcs 52 These Vnchristian cultures, which Defile, Pollute,

Deturpate and deforme our Soules. 1647 JER._ TAYLOB
Dissuas. Popery i. (1686) 99 The heresies and impieties
which had deturpated the face of the Church. 1657 TOMLIN-

SON Kenan's Disp., Nigritude deturpates them [the Teeth).

2. intr. To become vile or base.

1691 WOOD Ath. Oxon. II. 484 He did nothing but detur-

pate, and so continued worse and worse till his death. 1833
Fraser's Mag. VII. 635 He afterwards deturpated, and
became idle, dissipated,

and reckless.

t Detnrpa'tion. Obs. [n. of action f. prec.:

see -ATION.J Defilement, debasement.

1490 CAXTON Eneydos xxviii. no Alle the deturpacyons
and the hardenesse of olde age. 1660 JER. TAYLOR Duct.

Ditbit. n. iii. rule xiv. 29 The corrections and deturpations
and mistakes of transcribers.

Detynu ve, obs. form of DETINUE.

Deu, obs. form of DEW, DUE.

Deubash, obs. form of DUBASH.
f Deu-bert. Obs. [? f. DEW.] One of the old

appellations given to the hare.

a 1323 Names of Hare in Ret. Ant. I. 133 The scot, the

deubert, The gras-bitere, the goibert.

Deuce 1
(dis). Forms : 5-6 deux, 6 dewse,

deuis, 6-7 dewoe, deuse, 7 dews, deus, 7~9

duce, 6- deuce, [a. F. deux, OF. deus two. The
-ce regularly represents earlier -s, as in peace, pence,

defence, etc.]



DEUCE.

1. The two at dice or cards, a. nice. That side

of the die that is marked wilh Iwo pips or spot, ;

a throw which turns up this side.

1519 HOKMAN ''/*:. --^<>li, l^uce and synke were nat in

the oldc dycc. 1598 FLORID, Ditini, two dewscs at dice.

1605 CAMI>I:N Rein. 148 Two in a garret casting dews at
dice, a 1680 BUTLER Rein. (17591 I. 81 Or settling it in
Ini.! to I'scs, Out of his Pow'r, onTrays and Deuses. 1773
Fooric .\'af><>f> n. Wks. 1799 II. 301 Tray, ace, or two deuces,

b. Cants. That card of any suit which is marked
with two spots.
1680 COTTON Gamester in Singer Hist. ( 'nrt ls 343 They. .

1.11 ry about .. treys, deuces, aces, &c. in their pockets. 1775
GOUCH in Archxolngia (17871 VIII. 154 On the duce of
acorns besides the card-maker's arms is [etc.]. 1853 LYTTON
.I/i' .Y.c'.Vi. xii, My partner has turned up a deuce deuce
of heart*.

2. Tennis. [
- It. a due, F. ,i deux tie jeu.] A term

denoting that the two sides have each gained three

points (called 40) in a game (or five games in a

set), in which case two successive points (or games)
must t>e gained in order to win the game (or set).

(See ADVANTAGE sf>. i.) Also attrio.

1598 FLOKIO, Aiiitu..^ dewce, at tennice play. 1816
' '

'

.it two (-? fta] ns it is called when the game is reduced or
'

set
'

to two strokes to be gained, in order to win it. The
term.. <></ is still preserved in the French form A dexx,
corrupted in Knglish into deuce. 1882 Daily Tel. 18 July
2 The game ran to 30 all, and then deuce was called twice.

1885 Pall Mall G. 12 May n/i The concluding game was
so close that deuce and advantage were repeatedly called,
and the set more than once hung on a single difficult stroke.

1 8. Klus. The interval of a second. Obs. rare.
1829 K. II. FROUUE Rent. (1838'!. 237, I also can acknow-

ledge a discord in a deuce and a seventh.

4. slang. Twopence.
a 1700 11. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, A Duce, two Pence.

1851 MAYIIEW Loiul. Latourl. 256 Give him a ' deuce
'

and
'

stall him off*.

6. Comb, deuce-ace, two and one (i.e. a throw
that turns up deuce with one die and ace with the

other) ; hence, a poor throw, bad luck, mean estate,
the lower class (cf. Ger. daus es, s.v. Daus in

(iiimm) ; deuce-point, the second point from
cither end of the board at backgammon.
1481 (-'AVION A'<Trtnr'(Arb.)47 Hewas a pylgrym of deux

aas [Fl. i-fti pellegrym van doys aes], 1588 SHAKS. L.L.L.
l. ii. 49 You know how much the groase summe of deus-ace
amounts to . . Which the base vulgar call three. 1596 GOSSON
in lla/l. E. P. P. IV. 254 Deuse-ace fals still to be their
chance. 1609 En. H'oinan in Hum. iv. i. in Bullen O. PI.
IV, Twere better, by thrice deuce-ace, in a weeke [etc.).

1658 J. JONES Ovid's llns 75 Deuce Ace cannot pay scot
and lot, and Sice Sink will not pay : Be it known to all, what
payments fall must light on Cater Tray [i.e. the middle
classes). 17*6 GOLDSM. Vic. W. ii, I threw deuce-ace five
times running. 1778 C. JONES Hoylfs Games Impr. 179 Sup-
pose, that 14 of his Men are placed upon his Adversary's
Ace Point, and one Man upon his Adversary's Deuce Point.

1894 F. S. V.L\.\sRey,uir,ttheFojc 336 That which is likened
to deuce ace Hath in esteem the lowest place.

Deuce 2
(dis). colloq. or slang. Also 7 dewce,

7
S dense, 7-9 duce, 8 dewse, 9 dial, doose.

[Prob. from LG. in i ?th c. : cf. Ger. daus, LG. duus,
used in precisely the same way, in the exclamatory
der dans ! was dcr dans . . .! LG. de duus ! mat
ifc duns !

The derivation of German tiaus is disputed : but there is

reason to think that it is the same word as das dans the
DEUCE ' at dice (where

' two
'

is the lowest and most unlucky
throw), the gender being changed when the gambler's ex-
clamation of vexation ' the deuce 1

'

was metamorphosed
into a personal expletive. A parallel development is known
in Danish where the plural sb. fokker

'

pocks, pox ',
has

come to be felt as a singular, and to be taken for
'

the devil ',

from its use in imprecations such as Gutpokker havde del 1

Would that a pox had that !, 1'okkcr staa i del I A pox on
that ! Hvadfokker er del > What the pox (devil) is that 1

(See Pox.) (On other conjectural identifications see Rev.
A. L. Mayhew in Academy 30 Jan. 1892, p. ni.)]

a. Bad luck, plague, mischief; in imprecations
and exclamations, as a deuce on him ! a deuce of
his cane ! b. The personification or spirit of mis-

chief, the devil. Originally, in exclamatory and
intcrjectional phrnses ; often as a mere expression
of Impatience or emphasis : as, -<i'h<it l/ic (t what a)
deuce.', so, v/io, hcnv, where, u-hen the deuce?
(t/ie) deuce take it !, the deuce is in it ! Later, in
other phrases parallel to those under DEVIL : to

play the deuce (;t'i(A\ the deuce and all, the deuce to

pay, a deuce ofa mess, etc.
In the quotations under a 'to which the earliest instances

belongi, 'plague 'or 'mischief is evidently the sense: cf.

[he
parallel and earlier A mischief (a pox, or a plague) on

mm! Mischief lor plague) take you !'
' What a mischief

e
, appca

a. >6$i RANDOLPH, etc. Hey for Honesty i. i, But a deuce
on him, it does not seem so. 1677 OTWAV Cheats of S<apin

277

in. i, A dewce on't. a 1679 I.n. OKHEBV Gasman n, Who,
a duce, are those two fellows? 1708 MRS. CKSTIHKI
Hutie Body (1732) 41 A Duce of his Cane ! 1719 D'UPIY
PtUt(ltn1 II. 66 A-duce take their chat ! a 1711 Pio
Poems, T/iiefty Cordelier, What a duce dost thou ayl ? 1796
BI/HNS Let. to Cunningham 7 July, The deuce of the
matter is this ; when an exciseman is off duty, his salary is

reduced.
b l

. 1694 CONGRPVK Double Dealer i. i. The deuse take
me, if there were three cood things said. i76Swirr To a
Lady, Duce is in you, Mr. Dean. 1757 SMOLLETT Reprisal
i. viii, What the deuce are you afraid of? 1776 S. J. PRATT
rtipil rfPleasure II. 34 How the duce came she to marry?
1816 DISRAELI l'ir. Grey v. xii, What the deuce is the
matter with the man? 1861 HUGHES Tarn Broivn at Oxf.
iii. (1884) 28 How the deuce did you get by the lodge, Joe?
b ''. 1708 MOTTKI-X Kabelais v. xix, The Dewse take 'tin

[ K. Miiis
qiity diantre 1] ; (they flatter the Devil here, and

smoothifie his Name, quoth Panuree). 1761 STERNE Tr.
Shandy V. xxviii, There has been . . the deuce and all to do.

1763 COLMAN Deuct is in Him Prol., If our author don't
produce Some character that plays the deuce ; If there's no
frotick, sense, or whim. Retort ! and play the dev'l with him !

1793 COWPER Let. Wks. 1837 XV. 250 If the critics still

grumble, I shall say the very deuce is in them. 18x4 BYRON
Juan xv. Ivii, He had that kind of fame Which sometime*
plays the deuce with womankind. 1830 LAY GKANVILLE
Lett. 9 Nov. (1894) II. 65 An unpopular one. .would have
been the deuce to pay. 1840 THACKERAY Catherine ii,

Love is a bodily infirmity . . which breaks out the deuce
knows how or why. 1848 DICKENS Dombey ii, The child is

..Going to the Deuce. 1851 D. MITCHELL Fresh Glean-
*"X* 19 Tearing away at a deuce of a pace, a 1860 G. P.
MORRIS ftvms (ed. 15) 251 Here'll be the deuce to pay !

1861 DUTTON COOK P. Poster's D. iii. A gipsy, rollicking,
deuce-may-care sort of bird. 1862 THACKERAY Four Georges
iv. 196 To lead him yet farther on the road to the deuce.

C. As an expression of incredulous surprise; also,
as an emphatic negative, as in (the) deuce a bit !,

etc. (Cf. plague, sorrow, devil,)iend.}
1710-11 SWIFT Lett. (1767) III. 89 We were to dine at Mr.

Harley's alone, about some business of importance., but the
deuce a bit, the company staid, and more came. 171*

Jrnl. to Stella 22 Mar., The deuce he is ! married to
that vengeance ! 1718 VANBR. & CIB. Prcv. Hnsb. 1. i. 26
Man. He has carried his Election . . L. Town. The Duce !

what ! for for . 1774 FOOTE Cozeners it. Wks. 1799 II.

171 Me? ha, ha, ha ! the deuce a bit. 1789 MRS. Plozzi
journ. France II. 26 At Florence and Milan, the deuce a
Neapolitan could he find. 1805 S. & HT. LEE Canterb. T.
V. 56 The old lady glanced at her . , but deuce a bit did she
desire her to sit down. 1831 Examiner 354/1

' Lord Eldon
was not one of those

'

. . The deuce he's not !

Deuced (di;7st, diw'sed), a. colloq.ot slang. Also
8 duced, 9 (humorously) doosed, doosid. [f.

DEUCE * + -ED -
; app. after ppl. adjs. like con-

founded, cursed, ciamn(t/,etc.] Plaguy, confounded;
' devilish

'

; expressing impatient dislike, or as a
mere emphatic expletive.
178* MRS. E. BLOWER G. Bateman II. 215 Wife puts me

into sitch a duced passion sometimes. Ibid. III. 21 What
a duced pother thee art in, Captain ! 1791 MAD. D'ARBLAY
Diary^ 4 June, If it was not for that deuced tailor, I would
not stir. 1819 BYRON Juan i. clxvii, When we call our old
debts in At sixty years. . And find a deuced balance with the
devil. 1876 F. E. TROLLOPE Charming Fellow I. ii. 18
She's a deuced deal cleverer than lots of men. 1887 Poor
Nellie 57 That's why I came off in such a deuced hurry.

b. Often adverbially : = next.

1779 MAD. D'ARBLAY Diary 20 Oct., A clever fellow, .got
a deuced good understanding. 1840 THACKERAY Bedford-
Row Consp. i, She's a deuced fine woman ! 1866 A. TROL-
LOPH Claverings xi,

'

Upon my word she's a doosed good-
looking little thing', said Archie. 1881 LADY HERBERT
Edith 245 She's so deuced obstinate.

Dencedly (diK-sedlil, adv. [f. prec. + -LY 2
.]

In a deuced manner ; plaguily, confoundedly ; ex-

cessively.
1819 The Prffttincials I. i7Deucedly lucky. 1844 THACK-

ERAY Little Travels i, Why people . . should get up so
deucedly early. 1884 E. L. BYNNER in Harper's Mag. Aug.
467/1 I'.ile does upset a man deucedly.

fDeu-ding. Obs. One of the appellations
anciently given to the hare.
a 13*5 Names ofHare in Ret. Ant. I. 133 On oreisoun In

the worshipe of the hare. -The deudinge, the deu-hoppere.

Deue, obs. form of DEAF (pl.\ DEAVE.
Deuedep, var. of DIVEDAP, Obs.

Deuel, obs. form of DEVIL.

Deuel, deul, -e, obs. var. (assimilated to later

Fr.) oftiulc, DOLE, Dooi,, grief, mourning.
Deuers, obs. form of DIVEES, DIVERSE.

Deuice, deuis(s, obs. ff. DEVICE, DEVISE.

Deuin(e, obs. form of DIVINE.

Deuis, obs. form of DEUCE 1.

t Deuit, pa. pple. Sc. Obs. [f. deu, DUE + -it,

-ED.] Owed, due.

1587 HOLINSHED Chron. II. Hist. Scot. 206/2 For deuit
& postponit justice to our lieges.

Deuitie, Deulie, obs. forms of DUTY, DULY.
Deure, obs. form of DEAR o.i, DEER.
t Dens. Obs. Also 5 dewes. [OF. deus, nom.

of deu God, in common use as an exclamation : cf.

Chanson de Roland xxv, 'Dient Franceis : Deus!

(jue ponrrat-ce estre?' (Littre) ; Home and Rimenh.
3848 Ohi! deus'.]
The French interjcctional deus!, ohi'.dcus, God I,

ah God ! occasionally retained in translation, or

ascribed to foreigners, fiends, etc., but not appa-
rently in native Knglish use.

DEUTEBOCANONICAL.
f 1300 Havelok 1930, and 2096

' Deus !

'

quoth ubbe,
'

V

may \ru, be!' lUd. 1312, 1650, 1114. < 1330 R. Hie
Ckron. (iBio) 254 Philip seysed Hurdews, bori-h Sir Kdv

hwat
may (>is be!' lUd. 1312, 1650, 2114. < 1330 R. HIUNNE
Ckron. (iBio) 254 Philip seysed Hurdews, borgh Sir Edward
scrite, be tober, as so say deus ! >,ald bam also lite. . 1440
York Myst. i. 92 Owe ! dewes ! all goes downe I

Deus e, obs. forms of 1

tDeusan, deuzan. Obs. Also dewsant,
dewzin, deux ana. [for F. deux ans two years.]A kind of apple said to keep two years;

- AITLK-
JOHN.
1570 in Gulch CoU. Car. II. 8 For xx Dewsant*. .viijrf.

For xij Pipnines. .xij</. 1609 N. K. Fruit,rers' Seer. 24
l '

tally Pippins, John Apples, or as some call them
Dewzms. i6ao VENNER I'ia Recta vii. 109 Such are our
ueene-apples . . and next our Kosiars, Pear-maines and
ippins, Deusans, &c. 1635 QUAKLKS KmH. v. ii, TU not

the lasting deuzan I require, Nor yet the red-cheek'd queen-
ing. 1741 Comfl. Fam. Piece n. iii. 377 Apples (June),
Oaken Pin, Deux Ans or John Apple.

'

Deusing : see DOUSING, divining.

Deuteragonist (diutene'gonist). [ad. Gr.
Zf vrfpayaiyicfTTit one who plays the second part in

a drama, f. fevrcpo-s DEUTEBO- second + iyunarfo
combatant, actor.] The second actor or person
in n drama : distinguished from the protagonist.
1855 LEWES Goethe I. in. viii. 290 In the first scene [of the

Prometheus] the protagonist would take Power and the
deuteragonist Vulcan. 1893 ZIMMERN ffoitte Life Anc.
Greeks xii. 422 The next [part] in importance viz. the one
which was brought into the closest connection with the chief

person, fell to the deuteragonist.

t Deu'teral, a. Obs. rare. [f. Gr. Mrip-ot
second + -AL.] Of or pertaining to the second ;

second-class.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Deiiteral, pertaining to a weak or
second sort of Wine, or to the second of any land. Dr. Br.

Deu-tero-, before a vowel deuter-, a.
G_r.

Sfvripo- combining form of tivrtpos second, as in

SeuTp-a7oi>'io-T^j one who plays second, Sturipo-
rufuov second law. Hence in Eng. in DEUTEB-
AGONIST, DEUTERONOMY, and several words of
modern formation, as DEUTEHOCANONICAL, etc.

Also Deu terocol nonce-wd. [after protocol], a
second dispatch. Deu terodome (Ctystallogr.),
a secondary dome. Denteroge nic a. [Gr. i<vtn

race], of secondary origin : in Geol. applied to the

rocks of secondary formation derived from the

primary or protogenic rocks. Dentero-Iialah, a

second or .later Isaiah ; a later writer to whom c.

xl-lxvi of the book of Isaiah are by some critics

attributed. Denterome sal a. Entom. [Gr /'cro!

middle], applied to certain cells in the wings of

hymenopterous insects, now usually called the first

and third discoidal and first apical cells. Dntero-
ZTicene a., belonging to the second Nicene council.

Dentero-Panliue, of or pertaining to a second or

later-Paul, or later writer assuming the character
of St. Paul. Deutero stoma Biol. [Gr. <rro/ia

mouth], a secondary blastopore ;
hence Dntro-

to'matoni a., characterized by having a secondary
instead of a primary blastopore. Deuteroy-
tematic a., belonging to a secondary system.
Deuterozo old (/to;/.), a secondary zooid, produced
by gemmation from a zooid.

1858 HOGG Life Shelley I. 477 Diplomatic notes with-
out stint ; protocols, deuterocols, ana chiliostocols. 1878
GURNEY Ctystattof. 52 The latter [dome Is] known as the

deuterpdome. 1844 MOSES STUART O. T. Canon tv. (1849)
102 Did we know that such a person lived and wrote, we
might call him Deutero-Isaiah. 1891 DRIVER Inlrod. Lit.
O. Test. (ed. 2) 210 There are features in which it is in ad-
vance not merely of Isaiah, but even of Deutero-Isaiah.

1859 /,//. Churchman 43/1 The Deutero-Nicene defence of

images. 1885 tr. PJlciderers Influence rant Ckr. vi. 256
The authors of the Deutcro-Pauline and the Ignatian
Epistles. 1877 HUXLEY Anal. Itrv, Anim. xii. 684 The re-

sulting organism would be a deuterostomatous gastrula.
1870 ROLLESTON Anim. Life Introd. 126A sexual protozooid
has been observed to give origin by gemmation to a sexual
deuterozooid.

Denterocanonical (ditero lkan^-nikal>, a.

[f. mod.L. deutero-canonicus (used by Sixtus

Senensis 1566: see quot.) ; see DEUTEBO- and

CANON, CANONICAL.]
Of, pertaining to, or constituting a second or

secondary canon : opposed to protocanonical.
Applied historically to those books of the Scripture Canon

as defined by the Council of Trent which are regarded by
Roman Catholic divines as constituting a second Canon,
accepted later than the first, but now of equal authority.
In the Old Testament they include Esther and most of the

'Apocrypha* of English Bibles; in the New Testament
the Epistle to the Hebrews, the Epistles of James, and of

Peter, 2nd and 3rd of John, Jude, and the Revelation, and
certain verses of Mark, Luke, and John.
[1566 A. F. SIXTUS SENENSIS Biol. Semctal. f I (1575)

14 Canonici secundi ordinis (qui olim Ecclesiastic! voca-

bantur, nunc a nobis Deutero-canpnici dicuntur) illi sum,
de quibus, quia non statim sub ipsis Aposlolorum tem-

poribus, sed longe post ad notitiam totius Eccles'ue per-
uenenint, inter Catholicos fuit aliquando sententia anceps.)
1684 N. S. Crii. xf. Edit. Bible App. 263 In the
other Classis he places those which he calls Deutero

Canonical, or Canonical of the second Order. 17*7^51
CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., The deuterocanonical books are, with
them [Roman Catholics] as canonical as the proto-canonical.



DEUTEROGAMIST.

1859 F. HALL VdsavadattA n Among orthodox records,

the deutero-canonical Revdinahiitmya . . consents to this

aberration. 1864 PUSEY Lett. Daniel vi. 295 This describes

a portion of the deuterocanonical books of the Old Testa-

ment ; books held in estimation among the Jews as well as

by Christians, but not received by the lews into their Canon.

1882 FARRAR Early Chr. I. 99 The Catholic Epistles . . re-

eludes the so-called deutero-canonical books of both Tes-

taments . . Dentero-canonical does not mean Apocryplial
but simply

'
later added to the Canon '.

Deuterogamist (di?7terp-gamist). [f.
next +

-1ST.] One who marries a second time, or who

upholds second marriages.
1766 GOLDSM. Vic. \V. xviii, He had published for me

against the Deuterogamists of the age.

Deuterogamy fdiwterfgami). [ad. Gr. Sew-

Tf/>o7a/u'asecond marriage, n. of state f. Sivrtpoyapos

marrying a second time, f. DEUTEBO- + 70/10$ mar-

riage.] Marriage a second time
; marriage after

the death of a first husband or wife.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Deitteroganty, second marriage, or

by death or divorce.

Deuteronomic (diz<ter0|n>'mik), a. [f. DEU-
TERONOMY (or its Gr. elements) + -ic.j Of or per-

taining to, or possessing the literary or theological

character of, the book of Deuteronomy.
i8S7 J- W- DONALDSON Chr. Orthodoxy 202 The Deutero-

nomic view of the matter was the only tradition . . at that

time, recognised as Mosaic and divine. 1867 MARTINEAU tr.

Ewald's Israel I. 162 Sins against Jahveh, repentance, and

amendment, are the three pivots on which the Deutero-

nomic scheme turns. 1882 SEELEY Nat. Relig. 133 We have

even framed for ourselves a sort of Deuteronomic religion

which is a great comfort to us. 1891 DRIVER Introd. Lit.

O. Test. (ed. 2) 180 Deuteronomic phraseology.

Deuterono'micali <* [ as prec. + -AL.]
= prec.
1533 MORE Let. to T. Croiimiell\fks. 1425/1 Concerning

the woordes in the law leuitycall and the lawe deutronomi-

call. 1681 H. MORE in Glanvill's Sadducismns I. Poster.

(1726) 20 This Deuteronomical List of abominable Names.

1887 MIVART in iqfh Cent. July 39 This is the second code,

and is called the Deuteronomical Code, because it makes

up the bulk of the book of Deuteronomy.

Deutero'nomist. [f.
as prec. + -IST.] The

writer of the book of Deuteronomy, or of the parts

of that book which do not consist of earlier docu-

ments.
1862 S. DAVIDSON Introd. to O. Test. I. 370 The Deutero-

nomist's style is diffuse, and his language unlike that of the

other writings traditionally ascribed to the same individual.

1867 MARTINEAU tr. Kwalii's Israel I. 117 The work of an

autnor whom we may briefly call
' the Deuteronomist '.

1882-3 SCHAFF Encycl. Relig^. Knoiyl. III. 1792 The final

compiler is not to be identified with the Deuteronomist.

1888 CHEVNE Jeremiah 70 The Deuteronomist (if we may so

for convenience term the author, or joint-authors, of the

original Deuteronomy).

Hence Deuterouomi'stlc a., of the nature or

style of the writer of Deuteronomy.
1862 S. DAVIDSON Introd. to O. Test. I. 363 Let us now

compare the Deuteronomistic with the Jehoyistic legisla-

tion. 1881 ROBERTSON SMITH O. T. in Jauis/i Clt. (1892)

425 Judges, Samuel, and Kings, in the Deuteronomistic
redaction. 1888 CHEYNE Jeremiah 71 A Deuteronomistic
writer composed Deut. i-iv. 40 as a link between his own
and the earlier work.

Deuteronomy (diterj>
-

nomi, di/7'teronpmi).

Also 4-5 Deutronomye, -ie, 6 Deutronome.
[ad. eccl. L. Deuteronomium, a. Gr. AtvTfpovo/uov,
f. SivTtfo! second + va/tos law, etc. : in 1 3th c.

OF. deutronome, F. deutlronome.
The name is taken from the words of the LXX in Deut.

xvii. 18 TO &fvTepov6fj.tov TOUTO, a mistranslation of the

Heb. n^P rninn
np.tpO >*& hattlrah hazzotk

' a copy or duplicate of this law ', for which the Vulgate has
Deuteronoinium legis liujits.\

The name or title of the fifth book of the Penta-

teuch, which contains a repetition, with parenetic
comments, of the Decalogue, and most of the laws
contained in Exodus xxi-xxiii, and xxxiv.

1388 WYCLIF/V0/. to Dent., In this book of Deutronomye
ben contened the wordis which Moises spak to al Israel.

Rubric. Here begynneth ^the bok of Deutronomie. 1549
CotttpL Scotl. (1872) 24 It is vrityne in the xxviii. ofdeutro-

nome, thir vordis. 1609 BIBLE (Douay) Dent. xvii. 18 He
shal copie to him selfe the Deuteronomie of this Law in a
volume. 1649 ROBERTS Clavis l>iol. 63 Deitteronomie . .

Thus denominated by the Greek, because this book con-
taineth a Repetition of Gods Law given by Moses to Israel.

1878 Helps to Study of Bible 17 Deuteronomy consists

mainly of three addresses by Moses to the people who had
been born in the wilderness, and had not heard the original

promulgation of the Law. 1891 DRIVER Introii. Lit. O.
Test. (ed. 2) 85 Deuteronomy may be described as the pro-

phetic re-formulation, and adaptation to new needs, of an
older legislation.

b. trails/.

1827 SOUTHEY in Q. Rev. XXXVI. 306 A fourth volume,
containing her latter writings and certain new develope-
ments . . being the papers which M. Genet speaks of a:

a kind of Deuteronomy.

Either by a deutero-
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Deuteropathy (di?7ter^-pabi). [f.
DEUTEUO-

+ Gr. -imOem suffering : cf. -PATHY.]

f 1. gat. A being affected at second hand. Obs.

1647 H. MORE Song ofSoul Notes 161/1 Deuteropathie,

At-vTepoffaSeia, is a being affected at second rebound, as

I may so say. We see the sunne not so properly by

sympathie as deuteropathie. Ibid. 163/2 If the air ^be
struck aloof of, I am sensible also of that but by circulation

or propagation of that impression into my eare i
and this is

Deuteropathy. 1650 CHARLETON Paradoxes 60 The body
also cannot but submit to compassion and deuteropathy.

2. Med. A secondary affection, sympathetic with

or consequent upon another, that is,
' where the

second part suffers from the influence of the part

originally affected '. Syd. Sac. Lex.

1651 BIGGS Ncvi Disp. r 248 Whether
or no

there^
be

De
wounc
proper
medial-.^,
1660 W. SIMPSON Hydrol. Ckyin.

patny. .or by an idiopathy.

Hence Deuteropa'tllio a., of or pertaining to

deuteropathy.

Deuteroscopy (diwterp'skiifpi). [f.
DEUTERO-

+ Gr. -dKon'ia, a/toiria look-out, watch, view.]

fl. The second view; that which is seen upon
n second view ;

an ulterior meaning. Obs.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. i. iii. 9 Not attaining the

deuteroscopy and second intention of the words. 1650

CHARLETON Paradoxes 49 Truth itself interprets this., text

literally, and without enfolding any mystery or deuteroscopy.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Denteroscopy, the second end, aim,

or intention, a second consideration or thought.

2. ' Second sight
'

; clairvoyance, rare.

1822 SCOTT Nigel Introd. Ep., The Highland seers, whom
their gift of deuteroscopy compels to witness things unmeet
for mortal eye.

Hence Deuterosco-pic a., of or pertaining to

second sight.

1841 Eraser's Mag. XXV. 270 The deuteroscopic, or

thanatomantic faculty.

t DeuterOSy. Obs. rare. [ad. Gr. SfVTfpaicrts

repetition, iteration, a name of the Jewish tradi-

tions. The Gr. form also occurs.] A ' tradition

of the elders
'

among the Jews.
a 1641 Bp. R. MouNTAGL' Acts ff Mon. (1642) 477 Those

Deuterosies, those Traditions of the Elders, and Additions

to the Law. 1650 J. TRAPP Clavis Bible iii. 83 The lews

have added their Deuteroseis.

Deutery, obs. var. of DEWTHY Datura.

Deuto-, before a vowel deut-, a shortened form

of DEUTERO-, used

1. Iff Chemistry to distinguish the second in

order of the terms of any series. Thus Deut-

o'zide, the second of the series of oxides of

a metal, etc., that which comes next to the prot-

oxide, containing the next smallest quantity of

oxygen. So deut-iodide, deulo-bromide, deuto-car-

bonate, deuto-chloride, deuto-sulphide, etc. The

prefix has sometimes been improperly used to in-

dicate the constitution of a compound, as compared
with that of the proto- or mono- compound of the

same series; but it is now obsolescent, being

usually replaced by such prefixes as sesqui-, di-,

tri-, etc., which properly indicate the constitution.

1810 HENRY Elem. Chem. (1826) I. 263 Deutoxide or

Peroxide of Hydrogen. Ibid. 310 This gas . . examined by
Dr. Priestly, and called by him nitrons air, a term after-

wards changed to nitrous gas, then to nitric oxide, and
more lately to deutoxide ofazote, or deutoxide of^nitrogen,
which last appears to be its most appropriate title. 1822

IMISON Sc. ff Art II. 20 The smallest quantity of oxygen
forms the protoxide of the metal, the second quantity of

oxygen makes the deutoxide. i8S4 J. SCOFPERN in Orr's

Circ. Sc. Chem. 489 Binoxide, sometimes called deutoxide

of copper (Cu 02). 1857 BULLOCK Cazeaitx' Midwif. 137

Precipitated by the deuto-chloride of mercury. 1864 H.
SPENCER Illust. Univ. Progr. 40 Later in the Earth's

history, are the deutoxides, tritoxides, etc. 1864 Biol.

I. 6 Deutoxide of nitrogen is a gas hitherto uncor.densed.

2. In many terms of Biology ; as Deutence'-

phalon [Gr. i-jKtcpaXos brain], the second of the

three primary cerebral vesicles of the embryo.
Hence Dentencepha'lic a.

[|
Deutoma'la [L.

mala jaw] ,the second pair ofjaws of the Myriapoda ;

hence Dentoma'lar a. Deuto'merite [Gr. picas

part], the second or posterior cell of a dicystid gre-

garine, as distinguished from the smaller anterior

cell oiprolome-rite. Deu'toplasm [G r. ir\aaua any-

thing formed], term applied by Rcichert to the food-

yolk of the mero-blastic egg, e.g. the yellow yolk
of a bird's egg; also, the special form of protoplasm
which composes the granules seen in the centre of

the protamceba (Syd. Sac. Lex.) ;
hence Dento-

pla-smic, -pla'stic a., of, pertaining to, or of the

nature of deutoplasm ;
Deu toplasmi'genous a.,

producing deutoplasm ; Deutopla'smog'en, that

which forms or is converted into deutoplasm.
Deutoscle'rous a, [twAr/pos hard], in deutosclerotts

tissue, Laurent's term for osseous tissue. Deuto-
sco'lex [o*/ewAn worm], a secondary scolex, or

daughter-cyst of a scolex or cystic worm ;
the cysti-

DEVALL.

cercus of the Titnise. Deutote'rgrite [L. tergutn

back], the second dorsal segment of the abdomen
of insects. Deuto'vum [L. ovum egg] pi. -ova, a

secondary egg-cell, as contrasted with the protovum
or normal and usual egg-cell ; also called metmjum,
and after-egg.
i88t MIVART Cat 358 The fore-brain, called also the

deutencephalon. 1884 SEDGWicKtr. Claus' Zool. I. in The
contents of every egg consist, .(i) Of a viscous albuminous

protoplasm ;
and (2) of a fatty granular matter, the deuto-

fa

1881 Smithsonian Report 425 The development alike of ex-

cretory and deutoplasmigenous functions, at certain times of

the year, of the genital glands. 1872 E. R. LANKESTER
Adv. Science (1890) 265 The others disappear as deutoplas-

mogen or vitellogenous cells. 1877 HUXLEY Anat. Inf.

Anini. vii. 383 The proper vitelline membrane bursts into

two halves.. and the deutovum emerges. 1881 At/tenxitin

31 Dec. 904/2 The occurrence of a deutovum stage in the

egg is recorded.

3. In some other words ; as Deutosystema'tio
a.

,
of or pertaining to a secondary system ;

DEUTEKO-
SYSTEMATIC.

1878 GURNEY Crystallogr. 72 The deutosystematic planes
which bisect the angles between the [protosystematic].

Deutoxide : see DEUTO- i.

Deutro, deutroa : see DEWTHY.

||
Deutzia (di7/'tsia, doi'tsia). Bot. [mod. Bot.

L.
;
named in 1781 after J. Deutz of Amsterdam.]

A genus of shrubs (N.O. Saxifragacex ), natives of

China and Japan, cultivated for the beauty of their

white flowers. D. gracilis is a well-known spring
flowerer.

1837 Penny Cycl. VIII. 444/2 Deutzia .. inhabiting the

north of India, China, and Japan. 1880 Miss BIRD Japan
I. 5 Deutzias with their graceful flowers. 1882 Garden
11 Feb. 104/2 Where Deutzias are forced there will be a fine

crop of young shoots.

Deux, deux ana : see DEUCE ', DETJSAN.

|| Deux-temps (detail). [F. ;
in full, valse a

deux temps lit.
' two-time waltz '.]

A kind of waltz,

more rapid than the ordinary or trois-temps waltz,

the step consisting of two movements, a glissade
and a chassi.

1860 All YearRonndWo. 74. 568 O golden-haired, but yet

hungry heroine ofa thousand deux-temps ! 1862 CALVERLEY
Verses ff Tr. 17 But oh 1 in the deuxtemps peerless, Fleet of

foot, and soft of eye 1

Deuyce, deuys(e, obs. ff. DEVICE, DEVISE.

Deuzan, var. DEDSAN, Obs., a kind of apple.

Dev, variant of Div, a demon or evil spirit in

Persian mythology.
II Deva (d^i-va). [Skr. deva a god, orig.

' a bright
or shining one' from *div- to shine.] A god, a di-

vinity; one of the good spirits of Hindu mythology.
1819 T. HOPE Anast. (1820) III. x. 251 (Slanf.) A palace,

a mosque, and a bath, whose architecture, achieved as if by
magic, seemed worthy of the Devas. 1834 Baboo II. viil.

157 (ibid.) By the Deva, who is enshrined in this temple !

1878 MAX MULLER Orig. Relig. (1891)
280 When the poets

of the Veda address the mountains to protect them, when

they implore the rivers to yield them water, they may
speak ofrivers and mountains as devas, but even then, though
ticva would be more than bright, it would as yet be very far

from anything we mean by divine. 1879 ^E.
ARNOLD Lt.

Asia i. 2 The Devas knew the signs, and said,
' Buddha will

go again to help the World '. 1888 GELDNER in Encycl.
Brit. XXIV. 821 In the older Rig-Veda, .a god is spoken
of as deva, but not every deva is an asnra. . . Asura is

ethically the higher conception, deva the lower : deva is the

vulgar notion of God, asnra is theosophic.
altrib. and Comb. 1878 HAUG Religion of

'

Parsis (ed. 2)

287 A vital struggle between the professors of the Deva and
those of the Ahura religion. Ibid., The Deva-worshippers
combated by the Zoroastrians.

Devalgate (dtoe-lget), a. rare ", [ad. mod.

L. dcvalgatus, f. valgus bow-legged.]
1851-60 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Devalgatns, having bowed

legs ; bandy-legged ; devalgate. 1883 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Devall(d/vj?'l),w. Now only Sc. Forms: 5-6

deuale, 6 deuaill, dewall, 7-9 devall, 9 deval,

devaul, devawl. [a. F. dealer, OF. devaler to

descend = Vt.devalar, davalar, It. divallare : Rom.

*devallare, f. L. DE- I. I down + vallis valley : cf.

AVALE v.] Hence Devalling vbl. sb. and///, a.

tl. intr. To move downwards, sink, fall, de-

scend, set (as the sun). Obs.

c 1477 CAXTON Jason 25 b, The sonne began to deuale in to

the Weste. 1481 Myrr. n. ix. 88 He. .deualeth down into

the water. 1501 DOUGLAS Pal. Hon. I. vi, Thy transitorie

plesance quhat auaillis? Now thair, now heir, now hie, and

now deuaillis. 1597 MONTGOMERIE Cherrie ff Sloe 83, I saw

an river rin. .Dewalling and falling Into that pit profound.

1632 LITHGOW Trav. ix. 392 marg.. The combustions deval-

ling of yEtnass fire. Ibid. x. 506 Devalling floods.

T b. To lower the body, stoop. Obs.

1513 DOUGLAS Mneis x. vii. 58 As onwarhe stowpyt, and

devalyt.

t O. To slope downwards : as a line or surface.

1633 LITHGOW Trav. v. 210 This Petrean Countrey.. de-

valling even downe to the limits of Jacob's bridge. Ibid.

vni. 365 The . . devalling faces of two hills. 1645 Siege of

Newcastle (1820) 14 A number of narrow devalling lanes.

f 2. trans. To lower. Obs.

1501 DOUGLAS Pal. Hon. n. liii, And euerie wicht . .

Thankand greit God, their heidis law deuaill.



DEVANAGARI.

3. intr. To cease, stop, leave off. mod. Sc.

a 1774 FERM-SSUN /W;j (1789) 11-99 'Jam.) Devall then,

Siis and never send For daintiths to resale a friend. 1822

( ; \ i r -S A . It 'ytie 1 1. x. 92 She ne'er devauls jeering me.

18*7 SCOTT Let. a6 Apr. in Lo, /;/!<(, \ have not till
to-day

dtvaiilcd from my task. 1891 H. HALLIBURTON Ochil Idylls
30 Sair dings the rain upon the road, It dings, an nac
dcvallin' o't.

Hence Devall sb. Sc.
t 'a stop, cessation, inter-

mission' (JamicsonX
iSoa SIHHAI.D (/Vci-i-., ll'it/wnt diinilif, without ceasing.

|| Devanagari ((l^va^a-garnjrt.and si'. [Skr.,
I liiuli, Moritnl devandgarl (in Bengali devanagar\
n compouml npp. of Skr. deva gotl + Nagari an

earlier or a more generic appellation of the same

alphabet ; lit.
(

Nagarl (? town-script) of the gods'.
Nilgari is app, the fern. adj. meaning 'of the city or town,

urban, urbane, refined' <sc. lift writing, script), f. Skr.

na&ira city. Its application to a particular written char-
.1- t-T can be traced back to the nth c., when Albirfml
mentions an alphabet called Ntigara t and of a derivative
from it called Ardka-nagarl, i.e.

*
half-NugarT '. The

;i'tual origin and history of the compound Deva-mlgarl
has not been ascertained, any more than that of Nandi-
ntieuri, applied to the South-Indian form of the N.lgarT.
Unas been noted that the terms deva-lipi 'writing of the
cods ', and nu^a-lipi 'writing of the serpents', occur side

by side in a list of 64 kinds of writing enumerated In the
Buddhistic Lalitavistara of the 7th c. ; but whether these
terms have any connexion with dfrva-nagarl is unknown.
The iSth c. European scholars who adopted the word, have
variant forms from Bengal! or other Indian vernaculars.]
The distinctive name of the formal alphabet in

which, throughout northern, western and central

India, Cashmere, and Nepal, the Sanskrit has, for

some centuries, been written, as are also the verna-

cular languages of those regions. Also called

simply Nagari, though the latter is often used in

a wider sense, to embrace various local forms taken

by the same original alphabet. Used both as adj.
and absolutely as sb.

1781 SIR C. WILKINS in Asiatic Res. (1799) I. 294 It differs
hut little from the Dewnagur. 1764 W. CHAMBERS Ibid.
I.

1^2
It resembles neither the Drvjm-nagrc nor any of the

various characters connected with. .it. 1785 SIR C. WILKINS
Ibid. I. 279 In the modern Dcwnigar character. 1786 SIR
W. JONF.S IHd. 1. 423 The polished and elegant Dt-vanagari.
1789 Ibid. I. 13 We may apply our present alphabet so . .

as to equal the DeVanagarl itself in precision and clearness.
1801 Coi.i.iiKooKE Ibid. (1803) VII.

22^ foot-note^ Prdcrit
and Hindi books are commonly written in the DeVanagarf.
1820 W. YATES Gram. Str. Lang, vii, The character In which
Sunscrit works are usually printed is called Daivii-nagiiree.
1845 STOCQUELER Hamibk. Brit. India (1854) 55 The trans-
lation to be written .. both in Persian and Deva Nagree.
1876 Tiittes 15 May (Stanf.), His alphabet was founded on
the Devanagan, which he accommodated to the needs of the

I ii'ft.in tongue. 1879 BURNELL.S'. Indian Palxog. (ed. 2) 52
The South-Indian form of the Nagari character . . the Nan-
dinagarl is directly derived from the N. Indian Devamlgarl
<f ahnut the eleventh century. 1886 EGGELING in Encyc.
l>rit, XXI. 272/2 The character . . is the so-called Devattti*

garl, or utigart (* town-script ') of the gods.

Devance (d/Vo/ns),^. [a. F. devancer to arrive

before, precede, outstrip, f. devant before, on the
model oiavaneer (ADVANCE). Became obs. early
in i ;th c., but has been again used by some in the
1 9th c.] trans. To anticipate, forestall; to get
ahead of; to outstrip.
1485 CAXTON Ckas. Gt. viii. 72 Olyuer whyche sawe the

stroke cornyng deuaunced hym in such wyse that he gaf
two euyl strokes to Fyerabras. 1598 HARCKLEY Felic. Matt
v. (1603) 489 In his owne conceit he lacketh so much as he
seeth himselfe devaunced by another that hath more. 1615
Trade"& Incr. \nltarl. ^/;Vc.(Malh.' II 1. 203 Our neighbours

Ithe
Dutch] . . have devanced us so far in shipping. 1863 R. F.

JURTON Abcokttta II. 72 So far from '

caving in
*,
"he de-

vanced me on one occasion. 1864 DahonternX, 9 Com-
modore Wilmot, R.N.. .accompanied by Capt. Luce. .de-
vanced me. 1880 Ginevra 86 My wish devanced the hour.

H Catachrestic uses.

1646 J. HALL Horse Vac. 123 Tis hard to keepe these two
equally ballauc't, especially those that devance. 1653
Paradoxes 108 Some Crazy Phylosophers. .have endea-
voured to devance them [women] from the same Species,
with men.

t Deva*nt, devau'nt, adv. and sb. Obs. [a.
F. devant prep, and adv., before, in front, Pr.

da-can, devant^ Cat. devant, davant, It. davanti, f.

J -. n't' prep., from, of + late L. abante before : see
Av.\r.\T adv.]
A. adv. Itefore, in front.

1609 HOLLAND Amm. Marccll. xxv. vi. 270 His beard..
was uagged and rough, with a sharpe peake devant.

B. sl>. Front ; e. g. of the body or dress.
i4ii E. E. Wills (1882) 19 A boorde clo}>e with -ij. towelles

of deuaunt ofoosute. 1599 B. JONSON Cynthia** Rn>. v. ii,

C^me, sir, perfume my devant.

Devant, v. Obs. : see DEVAUNT.

tDeva-porate,^. Obs. [f.DE-H.i+L.zw/<5r-
ft vapour, after KVAPOKATE.] a. trans. To bring
out of the state of vapour; to condense, t). intr.

To become condensed, or deprived of vapour.
Hence t ^evaporation.
1787 E. DARWIN in Phil. Trans. LXXVIII. 49 The priva-

tion of heat may be esteemed the principal cause ofdevapora-
tion. Ibid. 50 The deduction of a small quantity of heat
from a cloud or province of vapour . . will devaporate the
whole. //'/(/. 52 The air. .by its expansion produces cold and
devaporates. 1789 Ann. Keg. 127 The vapour, .is brought
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to the summit of mountains by the atmosphere, and being
there dcvaporated slides down Between the strata.

Deva'St, v. Now rare. [a. F. cttvaster (1499
in Ilatzf.-Darm.), ad. I,, devastarc to lay waste,
f. DE- I. i, 3 + vastiirc lo lay waste, vaslus waste.

Frequent in 1 7th c. ; not recognized by Johnson,
and said by Todd to be ' not now in use

'

; but

occurring in end of igth c.] trans. To lay waste,
DEVASTATE.
'537 -W. Papers Hen. VIII, I. 553 The yere soo ferre

spent, and the countrey soo devasted. 1613 HEYWOOD Sitvtr
Age in. i, An uncouth, savage boar Devasts the fertile

plains
of Thfssaly. a 1751 BOLINGHROKE Study ofHist, vi,

The thirty years war that devasted Germany. 1887 / 'dec
(N.

t
Y.) 13 Jan. 5 A statute, .which, in prohibiting an in-

jurious business, devasts property previously existing. 1890
W. F. RAE Maygrove III. vii. 254 The mountain slopes
have been devasted by lava.

absol. 1652 GAULE Magastrom. 6 To devast according
to the predictions of vain numane art.

t b. To waste (time, etc.}. Obs. rare.

1632 LITHCOW Trav. u. 44 After my returne from Padua to
Venice and 24 days attendance devasted there for passage.
Hence Deva'sted, Deva'sting ///. adjs.
1632 LITHGOW Trav. v. 214 Time.. running all things to

devasted desolation. 1659 T. PECKE Parnassi Pucrp. 39
Love prudent Laws ; devasting Arms neglect. 1789 [see
DEVASTER].

Devastate (de-vaste't), v. [f. L. devastat- ppl.
stem of devastarc (see DEVAST). Used by Sir T.
Herbert and in Bailey 1727, but not recognized by
Johnson 1755, and app. not in common use till the
i gth c.] trans. To lay waste, ravage, waste, render
desolate.

1638 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (ed. a) 77 Jangheer. .subjects
Berar, and devastates the Decan Empire unto Kerky.
"727. BAILEY vol. II, To Devastate, to lay waste, to spoil.
[Omitted in ed. a, 1731, and not in Folio 1730.] 1818
TODD s.v. Devast, Not now in use. But devastate supplies
its place. 1841 MACAUI.AV f'redk. Gt. Ess. (1854) 683/2
A succession of cruel wars had devastated Europe. 1847
EMERSON Poems, ^//>A/Wks.(Bohn)I.483 We invade them

impiously for gain ; We devastate them unreligiously. 1874
GREEN Short Hist. v. 8 4. 241 [Black Death) devastating
Europe from the shores of the Mediterranean to the Baltic.

fig. 1856 DOVE Logic Chr. Faith v. i. a. 298 Kant com-

pletely devastates the cobwebs and sophistries. 1864 LONGF.
in Life (1891) III. 31 Went to town, which devastated the

day.
Hence Devastated, De'vastating ///. adjs.
1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 81 Those devastating and

mercilesse Infidels. 1813 SHELLEY Queen Mab iv. 112 The
bloodiest scourge Of devastated earth". 1815 Alastvr 613
Thou, colossal Skeleton, that . . In thy devastating omnipo-
tence Art king of this frail world, a 1859 MACAULAY Hist,

Kng. V. 105 An exhausting and devastating struggle of nine

years.

Devastation (devast/i-fsn). [prob. a. F. d{-

vastation, n. of action f. dfvaster, and L. devastare,
used in 1502, but not in Cotgr. 161 1

; Florio, 1599
and 161 1, has It. devastations,

' a wasting, spoiling,

desolation, or destruction '.] The action of de-

vastating, or condition of being devastated ; laying
waste ; wide-spread destruction ; ravages.
1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mor. 1190 The mine and devas-

tiation [st'c] of so many . . great cities. 1677 HALE Prim.
Orig. Mnn. n. ix. 213 The great Devastations made by the

Plague . . in Forein Parts. 1770 GOLDSM. Des. Vill. 395
E'en now the devastation is begun And half the business of
destruction done. 1794 MRS. RADCLIFFE Myst. Udolpko xv,
Over the beautiful plains of this country the devastations of
war were frequently visible. 1809-10 COLERIDGE friend
(1865) 72 Devastation is incomparably an easier work than
production. 1878 HUXLEY Physiogr. 188 The terrible devas-
tation wrought Dy the great tidal wave which followed the

earthquake at Lima.
b. Law. (See quot. 1848.)

1670 BLOUNT Law Diet. s.v. Devastaveritn!, The orderly
payment of Debts and Legacies by Executors, so as to

escape a Devastation, or charging their own Goods. 1848
WHARTON Law Lex., Devastavit, a devastation or waste of
the property of a deceased person by an executor or adminis-
trator being extravagant or misapplying the assets.

Devastative (de-vasU'tiv), a. [f. L. devastat-

ppl. stem (see above) + -IVE.] Having the quality
of devastating ; wasting, ravaging.
1802 Triads of Bardism in Kouthey Madoc L 2 (note)

To collect power towards subduing the adverse, and the
devastative. 1839 CARLYLE Ckartisin v. (1858) 34 Devas-
tative, like the whirlwind 1884 J. G. PYLE in Harper's
Mag. Sept. 619/2 The devastative power of floods.

Devastator (de-vaste'tai). [a. late L. de-

vastator ^Cassiodorus), agent-n. from devastarc to

devastate.] He who or that which devastates
;

a waster, ravager.
1818 E. BLAQUIERE tr. Patiantts Algiers vi. 136 All is to

no purpose with these devastators. 1849 LANDOR Imag,
Conv. < 1846) 1 1. 6/i This devastator of vines and olives. 1855
MACAULAY /list. Eng. III. 437 He marched against the
devastators of the Palatinate.

II Devastavit (dfva-st^'-vit). Law. [L. devas-

tavit he has wasted, jrd sing. perf. oidfvastdre : see

DEVASTATE.] A writ that lies against an executor
or administrator for waste or misapplication of the
testator's estate.

(1579 RASTKI.L Exf. termes lames, Dciiastaxerunt boaa
tfstatoris, is when Executours wyl deliuer the legacyes that
their Tcstatour hath geeuen, or make restytutyon forwronges
done by him, or pay hys del due vpon contracts or other
detcs vpon specialties, whose dayes of paymentes are not yet

DEVELOP.
I come, etc.] i6$l in Piclon L'taol Manic. Rec. (1883) 1. 176
The ShcriflTc shall be solizited for a Devastavit. 1739 GILES

t JACOB La Diet. *.v., His Executor or Administrator is
1 made liable to a dnastavit, by Stat. 4 & 5 W. & M. c. 24.'

1817 W. SXLWYN Law Nisi 1'riui led. 4) II. 743 A writ of
i fi.Ja. having been sued out on the judgment, to which the
!

sheriff had returned a devastavit.

b. The offence of such waste or misapplication.
17*9 GII.FS JACOB Lain Diet. s. v., Where an executor, &c.

payeth legacies before debts, and hath not sufficient to pay
both, 'tis a aevastimit. Also where an Executor sells the
Testator > Goods at an Undervalue, it n a Devattavit. 1893
ROME* in Law 7V/XCV. 54/2 The rule that an executor
who pays a statute-barred debt b not thereby committing
a devastavit.

Devaster. rare.
[f. DEVAST K. ; -ERI.]=DK-

VASTATOK.
1789 MKS. Piozzi Jtmrtt. France I. 127 In eight hours no

trace was left either of the devasters or devasted.

[Devastion, Devastitatlon, Devastor,
errors for DEVASTATION, DEVASTATOR, in some
editions and Diets.]
t Devatrnt, v. Obs. [app. a. OF. desvantcr

to vaunt excessively, make one's boast, f. Jet-, L. dis-

+ vanter to vaunt, boast.] To vaunt, boast.
c 1540 Surr. Northampton Priory in Prance Adiiit. Narr.

Pop. Plot 36 To the most notable slaunder of Cbrists Holy
Evangely, which., wee did ostentate and openly devant to

keepe most exactly. [1655 quoted by FULLER Ch. Hist.
vi. 320 with spelling devaxnt, mod. ed. aJvaunte.]

Deve, obs. f. DEAVE v. to deafen and of DIVE v.

t Deve-ction. Ol>s. rare
~

". [n. of action from
L. devchtre to carry down.]
1656 BLOCNT Clossogr., Drvectim, a carrj'ing away or

down.

Deveer, obs. form of DEVOIB, duty.

Deve'hent, . [ad. L. dfvchcnt-tm, pr. pple.
of dfvehfre to carry down.] (See qnot.)
1883 S)d. Soc. LeJC. t Devekent, carrying away, efferent.

Devel (deVl), sb. Sc. Also dewel, devle.

j [Derivation unknown.] A severe or stunning blow.

j

Hence De'vel v., to strike or knock down with
a stunning blow

; De-veller, a boxer; also 'a dex-
trous young fellow" (Jamieson).
1786 BURNS Tain Satttson's Elegy iii, Death's gien the

Lodge an unco devel, Tarn Samson's dead. 1807 TANNA-
HII.L Poems 1 16 (Jam.) Guile soud be devel'd i' the dirt.

1816 SCOTT Antiq. xxv, Ac gude downright dewel will

split it.

t De'veling, adv. Obs. Also 3 duvelunge.
[f. dime, tieve, DIVE v. + -LINO.] Headlong, as

with a dive.

a 1225 Juliana 77 Ha beide hire & beah duuelunge adun.
a 1225 St. Alarltcr. ao Ant te mciden duuelunge feol dun to
be eorSe. c 1320 Sir Beues 648 Into his chaumber he gan
gon, and leide him deueling on be grounde. c 1330 Artlt.

ff Alerl, 7762 (Matz.) Mani threwe duun deueling riht.

Develop (di've'lop), v. Also 7 devellop, 7-
developo. [a. F. dfuelopfe-r, OK. (ia-i3th c.)

desvoleper, -volosper, -volopcr, I4th c. desvcloppcr

(whence an earlier Eng. form DISVELOP), = Pr. des-

volopar, -volupar, It. svihifpare
' to unwrap, to

disentangle, to rid free
'

(Florio), f. des-, L. dis- +
the Rom. verb which appears in mod.lt. as

viluppare
'
to enwrap, to bundle, to folde, to roll

up, to entangle, to trussenp, to heape up ', viluppo
' an enwrapping, a bundle, a fardle, a trussc, an

enfolding
'

(Floriol.
The oldest form of the radical appears to have been

volufarr, volopare ; its derivation is uncertain : see also

ENVELOP.]

f 1. trans. To unfold, unroll (anything folded or

rolled up) ; to unfurl (a banner) ; to open out of

its enfolding cover. Obs. (in general use.)
1592-1611 [see DISVELOP]. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., De.

veloped (Fr. demeloj>e^ unwrapped, unfolded, undone, dis-

plaied, opened. Ed. 1670 [adds] It is the proper teim for

spreading or displaying an Ensign in war. 1692 COLES,
unfolded.Developed^ 1730-6 BAILEY (folio), Developed,

794
_, . r I to

the contents of the packet in the same hurry of spirits with
which he first developed them. 1814 MKS. JANE WEST
Alicia.de Lacy III. 94 The red rose banner was developed
in front of the Lanca^erian army. 1868 CUSSANS Her. xx.

265 So depicted on the Standard as to appear correct when
it was developed by the wind.

b. Gcom. To flatten out (a curved surface, e.g.
that of a cylinder or cone) as it were by unrolling
it ; also, in wider sense, to change the form of (a
surface) by bending. See DEVELOPABLE b.

1879 THOMSON & TAIT Nat. Phil. I. I. 139 The process
of changing the form of a surface by bending is called
1

developing '. But the term '

Developable Surface
'

is

commonly restricted to such inextensible surfaces as can be

developed into a plane, or, in common language,
' smoothed

flat
1
.

1 2. To lay open by removal of that which enfolds

(in a fig. sense), to unveil; to unfold (a tale, the

meaning of a thing) ;
to disclose, reveal. Obs. (exc.

as passing into 3.)

174* POPE Dune. iv. 360 Then take him to devellop, if you
can, And hew the Block off, and get out the Man. 1756
Monitor No. 35 Flattering his sagacity in developing the
concealed meaning. 1789 T. JEFFERSON ll'rit. (1859) II.

554 To appeal to the nation, and to develop to it the ruin of



DEVELOP.

their finances. i8 J. J. HENRY Camp. agst. Quebec 156

The steam would search for a vent through the crevices of

the door, .and develop our measures. 1837 DICKENS Ptckiv.

xvii, Nathaniel Pipkin determined that, come what might,

he would develope the state of his feelings.

f b. To unveil or lay bare to oneself, to discover,

detect, find out. Obs.

1770 C. JENNER Placid Man I. 53 This circumstance was
of singular use to me in helping me to develope her real

character. 1785 MRS. A. M. BENNETT Juvenile Indiscre-

tions (1786) I. 172 No great penetration was required to

develope the writer of this friendly billet. 1787ANN HILDITCH
Rosa de Montmorien 1, 74 His principles were unimpeached,
because none could ever develope their real tendency. 1796

J. MOSER Hermit oj'Caucasus I. 27 'Here,' said Ismael,
'is a recess which I hope is impossible to be developed.'
1802 tr. A. La Fontaine's Reprobate I.

15^3
To live amidst

men whose real characters you will find it difficult, some-

times impossible, to develop. 1822 MRS. E. NATHAN Lang-
reatk \. 202 He did not possess the tact of developing in an
instant the weakness of the human heart.

T" C. To unroll or open up that which enfolds,

covers, or conceals. Obs.

1779 Sylph I. 192 Nor will the signature contribute to

develop the cloud behind which I chuse to conceal myself.
/bid. II. 41 If he should have .. developed the thin veil

I spread over the feelings I have laboured . . to overcome.

1785 MRS. A. M. BENNETT juvenile Indiscretions (17^) III.

41 Nor is it necessary they should have the trouble of de-

veloping the obscurity of my character.

3. To unfold more fully, bring out all that is

potentially contained in.

1750 WARBURTON Julian Wks. 1811 VIII. xxviii, To
Instruct us in the history of the human mind, and to assist

us in developing its faculties. 1790 SIR J. REYNOLDS Disc.

xv, To develope the latent excellencies, .of our art. 1827
HARE Guesses 11859) a85 One may develope an idea .. But
one cannot add to it, least of all in another age. 1864
BOWEN Logic ix. 268 To ascertain, develop, and illustrate

his meaning. 1873 M. ARNOLD Lit. fy Dogma v. (1876) 129
Learned religion elucidates and developes the relation of
the Son to the Father. 1885 Manch. Exam. 10 Julys/3 The
trade might be developed to almost any extent. 1890 SIR

R. ROMES in Law Times' Rep. LXIII. 685/2 For working
and developing the property to the best advantage.

b. Mil. To open gradually i^an attack).

1883 STEVENSON Treas. Isl. iv. xxi, The attack would be

developed from the north.

c. Mus. See DEVELOPMENT 10.

1880 STAINER Composition ix. 161 A melody is rarely de-

veloped without frequent .changes of key, or of harmony.
Ibid. 162 A fragment of melody is said to be developed
when its outline is altered and expanded so as to create new
interest. Ibid.

t
Exercises. Develope by various methods

the following subjects, as if portions of a Pianoforte Sonata.

4. Math. To change a mathematical function or

expression into another of equivalent value or

meaning and of more expanded form
; csp. to ex-

pand into the form of a series.

1871 E. OLNEY Iiifinit. Calc. 67 It is proposed to discover
the law of development, when the function can be developed
in the form y ~/(x) = A +x+Cx*+Dx3+.i*+etc.

5. To bring forth from a latent or elementary
condition (a physical agent or condition of matter) ;

to make manifest what already existed under some
other form or condition.

1813 SIR H. DAVY Agric. Chem. (1814) 66 Acids are

generally developed. 1831 BKEWSTKR Optics vii. 73 Such
a white light I have succeeded in developing. 1834 MRS.
SOMERVILLE Connex. Phys. Sc. xxx. (1849) 35 1 ne same me-
chanical means which develope magnetism will also destroy
it. 1839 G. BIRD Nat. Phil. 279 This mode of developing
electricity was discovered, .by Prof. Seebeck. 1842 GROVE
Corr. Phys. Forces 59 Heat is developed in some proportion
to the disappearance of light. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. i. xx.

144 We thus develop both attraction and repulsion.
b. Photogr. To bring out and render visible (the

latent image produced by actinic action upon the
sensitive surface) ; to apply to (the plate or film) the
chemical treatment by which this is effected. Also
absol.

1845 Athenxum 22 Feb. 203/1 It is evident then, that all
bodies are capable of photographic disturbance, and might
be used for the production of pictures did we know of easy
methods by which the pictures might be developed. Ibid.
14 June 593/1 The paper used by Mr. Fox Talbot is the
iodide of silver, and the picture is developed by the action
of gallic acid. 1859 JEPHSON & REKVE Brittany 48 He
went to and fro to develope the plates and prepare new
ones. 1861 Photogr. News Aim. in Circ. Sc. I. 160/2 The
plate can be developed for hours or days. 1863-72 WATTS
Diet. Chem. II. 693 In order to develop the latent image,
the [Daguerreotype] plate was exposed to the action of
the vapour of mercury. 1873 TRISTRAM Moab xi. 203 All
our photographs, .have failed, from an accident before they
were developed. 1876 G. F. CHAMBERS Astron. 719, 1 prefer
to develope with an iron solution. 1893 ABNEY Photogr i

(ed. 8) 3.
C. intr. for reft.
1861 Photogr. News Aim. in Circ. Sc. I. 160/1 A plate

well washed .. developes cleaner than one washed insuffi-

ciently.

6. trans. To cause to grow (what exists in the

germ), a. Said of an organ or organism.
1857 HENFREY Bot. 40 In the Banyan tree adventitious

roots are frequently developed on the outstretched woody
branches. 1863 HUXLEY Man's Place Nat. 65 In the
floor of which a notochord is developed. 1866 ARGYLL
Reign Laiv ii. (ed. 4! 106 They grow, or, in modern phrase-
ology they are developed, a 1871 GROTE Kth, Fragm. i.

(1876) 15 Ethical sentiment tends to develop the benevolent
impulses. 1878 BROWNING Poets Croisic 19 We need . .

benevolence Of nature's sunshine to develop seed So well.

280

b. Said of a series of organisms showing pro-

gression from a simpler or lower to a higher or

more complex type ; to evolve.

1839 Penny Cyd. XIII. 281 He [Lamarck] supposed that

all organized beings, from the lowest to the highest forms,

were progressively developed from similar living microscopic

particles. This may be called the theory of metamorphosis.

1857 H. MILLER Test. Rocks v. 200 The Lamarckian affirms

that all our recent species of plants and animals were

developed out of previously existing plants and animals of

species entirely different. 1880 HAUGHTON Phys. Geog. vi.

273 Forces have been at work, developing m each great

continent animal forms peculiar to itself.

7. transf. To evolve (as a product) from pre-

existing materials; to cause to grow or come into

active existence or operation.
1820 SHELLEY Witch of A tins xxxvi, In its growth It

seemed to have developed np defect Of either sex. 1834

HT. MARTINEAU Moral \. 5 Fresh powers .. which .. de-

velop further resources. 1841-4 EMERSON ACT., Politics

Wks. (Bohn) I. 242 Wild liberty developes iron conscience.

Want of liberty, .stupefies conscience. 1847 Repr. A/eu,

Napoleon ibid. I. 369 The times . . and his early circum-

stances combined to develop this pattern democrat. 1866

ROGERS Agric. % Prices I. xxiii. 601 In the hope that a new
set of customers might be developed. 1868 BAIN Ment. $
Mor.Sc. Ethics (1875) 630 The^situations^of

different ages
and countries develop characteristic qualities.

b. To exhibit or display in a well-formed con-

dition or in active operation.
1834 MEDWIN Angler in Wales II. 180 His organ of

veneration was strongly developed. 1874 HELPS Soc. Press.

iv. 63 It is astonishing what ambulatory powers he can

develop. 1878 HUXLEY Physiogr. 169 The hardest rocks of

Britain are developed in the western and northern parts
of the island. *88$Manc/i. Exam. 6 Apr. 5/3 Indignant

jurymen have recently developed a quite unusual tendency
to write letters to the newspapers.
8. refl. To unfold itself, come gradually into

existence or operation.

1793 W. ROBERTS Looker-on (1704) III. No. 67. 36 This

prominent part of their character began to develope itself.

1830 D'ISRAELI Chas, /, III. ii. 16 The faculties of Charles

developed themselves. 1841 TRENCH Parables^ Tares 96 We
learn that evil . . is ever to develop itself more fully. 1847
L. HUNT Jar Honey x, (1848) 132 New beauties successively

developed themselves. 1860 RUSKIN Mod. Paint. V. vii.

lii. 8. 130 The quiet, thoroughly defined, infinitely divided
and modelled pyramid [of cloud] never develops itself. 1875
BUCKLAND Log-bk. 276 A serious fault had developed itself

1879 MCARTHY Own Times II. xxii. 122 Our constitutional

system grows and developes itself year after year,

9. intr. (for reft.) To unfold itself, grow from a

germ or rudimentarycondition ; to grow into a fuller,

higher, or maturer condition.
a 1843 SOUTHEY Inscriptions xxxv, How differently Did

the two spirits. .Develope in that awful element. 18457.
H. NEWMAN Ess. Den>elopm. \. i. (1846) 37 An idea, .cannot

develope at all except either by destroying, or modifying
and incorporating with itself, existing modes of thinking
and acting. 1859 KINGSLEY Misc.) Swift $ Pope (1860) I.

285 The man.. goes on, .developing almost unconsciously.
1874 GREEN Short Hist. vii. 5. 387 London developed into

the general mart of Europe. 1880 MCCARTHY Own Times
IV. liv. 179 It seems certainly destined to develope rather
than fade. 1884 L. MALET Mrs. Larimer n Such women
. .do not develop very early either spiritually or mentally.

b. Of diseases: To advance from the latent stage
which follows the introduction of the germs, to

that in which the morbid action manifests itself.

1891 Law Times XCII. 131/2 The time swine fever takes
to develop.
Hence Developed ppl. a.

t Developing vbL sb.

and///, a.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr. t Developed [see i above]. 1775 ASH,
Developing^ disentangling, disengaging, uncovering. 1859
MILL Liberty iii. (1865) 37/2 To snow, that these developed
human beings are of some use to the undeveloped. 1861

Photogr. Ng7vs Aim. in Circ. Sc. I. 160/1 Take a sufficient

quantity of the. .developing solution, c 1865 J. WYLDE in
Circ. Sc. I. 148/2 The result of developing depends, .on the

strength of the silver solution. 1879A thenaenm 83/2 Develop-
ing animals may at any stage in embryonic history become
more or less profoundly modified. 1880 A. WILSON in Gentl.

Mag. CCXLVI. 45 It..might be ranked as a developing
snail. 1882 TYNDALL in Longm. Mag. \. 32 The photo-
grapher, .illuminates his developing room with light trans-
mitted through red or yellow glass.

Developable (dfve-lopabl), a. and sb. [f.

prec. vb. + -ABLE : in mod.F. diveloppable.]
A. adj. Capable of being developed or of de-

veloping.
1835 R. F, WILSON in Neivtnan's Lett. (1891) II. 130 Prin-

ciples . . only developable under one form. 1865 WILKINS
Pers. Names Bible 360 It is the nature of symbolical names
used sacramentally to possess a developable significance.
1875 WHITNEY Life Lung. xiv. 292 Instinctive gesture,
developable into a complete system of expression. 1879
JEVONS in Contemp. Rev. Nov. 537 It now becomes a
moving and developable moral sense.

b. Math, (a) Of a function or expression : Cap-
able of being expanded, (i) Of a curved surface :

Capable of being unfolded or flattened out : (see
DEVELOP v. i b).
1816 tr. LacroU' Diff. 4. Int. Calc. 479 If/(A) be a func-

tion of A developable in a series of powers of A .. then [etc.].
1840 LARDNER Geom. 247 Two developable surfaces will
intersect in a right line, if the right lines, by the motion of
which they are generated, coincide in any one position.
1865 ALOIS Solid Geom. ix. 146 Ruled surfaces in which
consecutive generating lines lie in one plane are called
dmlofaUt surfaces., while all other ruled surfaces are
called skew surfaces. 1866 PROCTOR HanMk. Stars 16 note,

DEVELOPMENT.
In reality .. even such narrow strips of a globe are not

developable, and the chord and arc of five degrees are not

equal, as they are assumed to be.

B. sb. (Math.} A developable surface ;
a ruled

surface in which consecutive generators intersect.

1874 SALMON Geom. three Dimens. 305 The locus of

points where two consecutive generators of a developable
intersect is a curve.. which is called the cuspidal edge of

that developable.

Developer (d/ve'lopai), v. [f. as prec. + -ER.]
He who or that which develops.
1833 WHEWELL in Todhunter Ace. WhewelFs ll^j it, (1876)

II. 164 That you should think I have done any injustice
to the mathematical developers. 1846 G. S. FABER Lett.

Tractar, Secess. 98 A developer of the Adoration of the

Host from the unestablished doctrine of Transubstantiation.

1850 MAURICE Mor. <$ Met. Philos. (ed, 2) 85 Developers
of a certain set of theories about gods, men, and nature.

1894 Chicago Advance 4 Jan., The home is the great de-

veloper of individuality and character.

b. Photogr. A chemical agent by which photo-

graphs are developed.
1869 Eng. Mech. 3 Dec. 281/3 By judicious management

of the developer, an over-exposed and under-exposed plate
can be made to work equally well. 1870 Cassell's Tec/in.

Educ. IV. 323/2 The iron developer and the pyrogallic acid

solution for intensifying. 1890 ABNEY Photogr. (ed. 6) 20
The chemical agents which are utilized in order to allow

the development of the latent image to take place . . are

technically called developers, a term which, critically speak-

ing, is a misnomer, as in the majority of cases the part they
play is a secondary one.

Deve'lopist. nonce-word,
[f.

as prec. + -IST.]

An evolutionist.

1854 H. STRICKLAND Travel Thoughts 12 You are a Ves-

tiges of Creation developist, and think that a Frenchman
may, by cultivation, be developed into an Englishman.

Development (d/ve-lopment). Also 8-9 de-

velope-. [f.
DEVELOP v. + -MENT, after F. d&ve-

loppement) in I5th c. desv-.] The process or fact

of developing; the concrete result of this pro-
cess.

1. A gradual unfolding, a bringing into fuller

view
;
a fuller disclosure or working out of the de-

tails of anything, as a plan, a scheme, the plot of

a novel. Also qunsi-c^wcr. that in which the fuller

unfolding is embodied or realized.

[1752 CHESTERF. Lett, cclxxvi. (1792) III. 263 A dfoeloppe-
ment that must prove fatal to Regal and Papal pretensions.]

1756 J. WARTON Ess. Pope I. 49 (T.) These observations on
Thomson . . might still be augmented by an examination
and developement of the beauties in the loves of the birds, in

Spring; a view of the torrid zone in Summer ; [etc.]. 1759
STERNE Tr. Shandy I. xiii. (R. 1

,
A map . . with many other

pieces and developements of this work will be added to the

end of the twentieth volume. 1786 Francis the Philan-

thropist I. 155 Congratulations .. on the developement, so

much to his honour, of this intricate and confused affair.

1851 GLADSTONE Glean. IV. v. 5 Essential to the entire

development of my case.

2. Evolution or bringing out from a latent or

elementary condition ; the production of a natural

force, energy, or new form of matter.

1794 SULLIVAN View Nat. 1. 176 How slow is the develope-
ment of heat. 1863 E. V. NEALE Anal. Th. $ Nat. 214
The development discernible in nature, is only the bringing
to light a new manifestation of forces already existing, with
the same characters, under some other manifestation. 1863
TYNDALL Heat i. 6. (1870) 5 Experiments which illustrate

the development of heat by mechanical means.

3. The growth and unfolding of what is in the

germ ;
the condition of that which is developed :

a. of organs and organisms.
1796 JHFFEHSON in Morse Amer. Geog. I. 92 The develope-

ment and formation of great germs. 1813 SIR H. DAVY
Agric. Chem. (1814) 213 The various stages of the develop-
ment and decay of their organs. 1835 KIRBY & SP. Entomol.
Let. iii, The transformations of insects, .strictly, they ought
rather to be termed a series of developments. 1846 DANA
Zooph. (1848) 686 The latter also differ in their modes of

developement. 1862 SIR B. BRODIE Psychol. Inq. II. i. 5

Watching the development of buds and flowers. 1875 BEN-
NETT & DYER tr. Sachs* Bot. 527 As the development pro-

gresses the cells .. become differentiated. 1877 HUXLEY
Anat. Inv. Anim. iii. in The development of the sponges
has been carefully investigated. 1880 HAUGHTON Phys.
Geog. i. 16 Some are now in their infancy ; others in the full

vigour of their development.
b. Of races of plants and animals : The same as

EVOLUTION ; the evolutionary process and its result.

Development theory or hypothesis (fiiol.} : the doc-

trine of Evolution
; applied especially to that form

of the doctrine taught by Lamarck (died 1829).

1844 R. CHAMBERS Vestiges ofCreation 791 (title\ Hypo-
thesis of the Development of the Vegetable and Animal

Kingdoms. Ibid. 202 The whole train of animated beings
..are then to be regarded as a series of advances of the

principle ofdevelopment^ which have depended upon ext^r-
nat physical circumstances to which the resulting animals
are appropriate. 2849 H. MILLKR Footpr. Creat. xiii. (1874)

243 1 he development visions of the Lamarckian. 1851 G. F.

RICHARDSON Introd. Geol. 306 The theory of progressive de-

velopment receives no support from the facts unfolded by
the history of fossil reptiles. 1866 ARGYLL Reign Law i.

(ed. 4) 32 All theories of Development have been simply
attempts to suggest . . the physical process by means of

which, this ideal continuity of type and pattern has been

preserved. 1871 TVLOR J'rim. Cult. I. i Its various grades

may be regarded as stages of development or evolution,
each the outcome of previous history. 1878 STEWART & TAIT
Unseen Univ. iv. 151. 156 Creation belongs to eternity and

development to time.



DEVELOPMENT.

C. The bringing out of the latent capabilities (of

anything) ;
the fuller expansion (of any principle

or activity).

1865 R. W. DALE Jew. Tentfi. xii. (1877) 131 A promise
the final developement and fulness of which we are still

waiting for. 1874 GRICKM Short /list. v. 2. 225 A yet

larger development of their powers was offered to the Com-
mons by Edward himself. Ibid. ix. 697 A mightier and

more rapid development of national energy. 1878 LKCKV

Eng. M i8/A C. II. v. 50 The real development of Scotch

industry dates from the Union of 1707. 1879 LUHBOCK Addr.

Pol. ff Educ. iv. 85 Natural science, as a study is perhaps
the first in development of our powers. 1879 Cassetfs Ttchn.

Educ, IV. 34/2 Tnis extraordinary development of the iron

manufacture.

4. Gradual advancement through progressive

stages, growth from within.

1836 J. GILBERT Chr, Atonent. iv. (1852) 104 Only where
those means exist.. is there a development of holy character.

1845 J. H. NEWMAN Ess. Developm. \. i. (1846) 37 The de-

velopment of an idea, being the germination, growth, and

perfection of some living . . truth. 1861 GARBE rr Koyle
Lect, 46 This scheme . . exhibits a progressive development,
in which there is not a missing link. 1861 S. LUCAS Seen/ana
6 Nations proceed in a course of Development, their later

manifestations being potentially present in the earliest ele-

ments. 1867 FRKKMAN Norm. Cr?^. (1876) I. iv. 251 Gradual

developement without any sudden change.

5. A developed or well-grown condition ; a state

in which anything is in vigorous life or action.

1851 G. F. RICHARDSON Introd. Geol. 258 The genus Ser-

pula . . attained its greatest development in the oolitic seas.

1851 MANSI;L/VV/<. Log, (iSooyiS His disciple, .has carried

the doctrine to its fullest development. 1870 ROLLKSTON
Attim. Life Introd. 49 The great development of the

sternum whence the muscles of flight take origin. 1871
SMILES Ckarac. xii. (1876) 366 The highest development of

their genius. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. a) I. 76 The Laches
has more play and development of character.

6. The developed result or product ; a developed
form of some earlier and more rudimentary or-

ganism, structure, or system.
1845 J. H. NEWMAN Ess. Dwlopm. \. iii. (1846) 58 The

butterfly is the development ..of the grub. 1856 FROUDE
Hist. Rng. (1858) I. i. 2 The last orders of Gothic architec-

ture were the development of the first. 1871 R. W. DALE
Ciwinttindnt. Introd. 4 The Christian Faith may be spoken
of as, in some sense, the development of Judaism. 1873
M. ARNOLD Lit. fy Dogma Pref. (1876) 22 Attacking Romish
developments from the Bible, which . . were evidently . .

false developments. 1877 E. R. COHDER Bos. Faith i. 5

Natural to man only as a development, not as an original
clement in his nature.

II. Technical uses.

7. a. Geom, The action of unrolling a cylindrical
or conical surface, the unbending of any curved

surface into a plane, or of a non-plane curve into

a plane curve, fb. Applied to the unrolling
of a papyrus or other roll which has become

rigid (0Ar).
1800 J. HAYTER Herculanean fy Pompeian MSS, 12 About

thirty years ago, His Sicilian Majesty ordered the Develope-
ment, the Transcription, and the printing of the Volumes
[rollsj..to be undertaken. 1817 (title), Herculaneum Rolls.

Correspondence Relative to a Proposition made by Dr.

Sickler, of Hitdburehausen, upon the Subject of their De-

velopment. 1878 HUXLEY Physiogr. xix. 333 Let the out-

line of the country be projected on this cone : then on un-

folding the paper,
it may be spread out on a flat surface :

hence the method is known as that of conical development.
Ibid. 336 The polar regions are not brought within Mer-
cator's projection, for the poles are supposed, by the cylin-
drical development to be indefinitely distant.

o. See quots.

1874 KNIGHT Diet, Meek.) Development, The process of

drawing the figures which given lines on a curved surface

would assume, if that surface were a flexible sheet and were

spread out flat upon a plane without alteration of area and
without distortion. 1879 CassclCs Techn. Educ. IV. 195/1
To draw the various forms required in 'development

'

that
is the covering of surfaces.

8. Math. The process by which any mathematical

expression is changed into another of equivalent
value or meaning, and of more expanded form ; the

expanded form itself.

18x6 tr. Lacroix' Diff. ff Int. Cafe. 148 This develope-
ment has been obtained by first putting x+h instead of jr.

1837 t't-nny Cycl, VIII. 445/1
The mathematical use of an

expression is frequently facilitated by employing its develop-
ment. /(>, The usual form ofdevelopment is into infinite

series.

9. The action of developing a photograph ; the

process whereby the latent image on the exposed
film is rendered visible by the chemical precipita-
tion of new material on the surface.

1845 Atken&itm 29 Mar. 312/3 If an impressed Daguerreo-
type plate . . be exposed to the vapour of chlorine, iodine,
Or bromine . . the nascent picture is obliterated, so as to be
no longer capable of developement by the vapour of mercury.
1861 1'hoti'gr. Av7<'$ Aim. in Ct'rc, Sc. I. 160/2 Add more
silver, till tne development is complete. 1881 Eng. Mech.
No. 874. ^82/1 The exposed plates, after development and
before fixing, should be put (etc.].

10. A/us. The unfolding of the qualities or capa-
cities of a musical phrase or subject by modifica-

tions of melody, harmony, tonality, rhythm, etc.,

esp. in a composition of elaborate form, as a sonata ;

the part of a movement in which this takes place.
Also attrib.

1880 PARKY in Grove Diet. Mus. s.v., The most perfect

types of development arc to be found in Beethoven's works,
VOL. III.
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with whom not seldom the greater part of a movement is

the constant unfolding and opening out of all the 1

possibilities of some simple rhythmic figure. 1880 S i AINFK

Composition ix. 156 This splendid musical form [sonata-

form] differs . . chiefly in having a Development-portion.
Ibid. 166 A figure, or rhythmic motive, or melodic phrase
from any part preceding the double bar (of a movement in

sonata-form] may be chosen for development. 1889 H. A.

HARDING Analysis of Form 5 The Coda begins with a de-

velopment of the figure taken from the tst subject. Itia.,

The development commences in C major.

11. attrib. See also 3 b.

1885 Pall Mall G. 12 Feb. 5/2 No development work has

been done whatever, not a shaft has been sunk.

Hence Developmenta-rian, Ecve'lopmentist,
nonce-wds., one who holds a theory of develop-
ment or evolution in biology, theology, etc. ; an

evolutionist.

1865 Morn. Star 2 Sept., The most curious part of the

business is that some polygenists
are also developmental-fans.

1870 Sal. Rev. XXIX. 807 If Mr. Proctor were a develop-
mentist, and boldly laid it down that out of elementary
substances of proved identity with those of our earth . . life

. . must of necessity be engendered in forms much the same
as those we know. 1888 Indian Churchman 26 May 144
No loophole of escape is here left for the '

developmen-
tarians '.

Developmental (d/ve
:

16pme-ntal), a. [f. prec.

+ -At.] Of, pertaining, or incidental to develop-

ment; evolutionary.
Developmental disease, a disease which is associated with

a stage or process in the development of the body.

1840 OWEN Parthenogenesis 8 So much of the primary
developmental processes. 1859 DARWIN Orig. Species xiv.

(^73) 39 Sometimes it is only the earlier developmental
stages which fail. 1864 Daily fit. 27 July, Deaths by con-

vulsions rose from 38 to 71 .. by developmental diseases of

children from 24 to 42. 1883 Rirm. Weekly Post n Aug. 3/6
One of the diseases, so called, of the developmental class

viz., senile decay. 1884 Knowledge No. l6b._42i They
are interesting from a developmental point of view. 1890
HUMPHRY OldAge 5 A developmental or physiological death

terminates the developmental or physiological decay.
Hence Developme'ntalist, noncc-wd., an evolu-

tionist.

1861 Temple Bar Mag. V. 215 According to the develop-
mental ists . . the various races of men. .gradually developed
themselves in the progress of ages, from, lower forms of

animal life.

Developme'ntally, adv. [f. prec. + -LY 2.]

In relation or reference to development.
1849-52 OWEN in Todd Cycl.Anat. IV. 873/1 The investiga-

tion, .of this vast subject zootomically, developmentally, and

microscopically. 1863 HUXLEY Man's Place Nat. iii. 148
The base of the skull may be demonstrated developmentally
to be its relatively fixed part. 1874 CARPENTER Afent. Pkys.
11. xv. < 1879) 571 The retina may be developmentally regarded
as a kind of off-shoot from the optic ganglion.

t Deve-nerate, v. 06s.
-

. [ad. L. devener-

ari to reverence, f. DE- ,s
+ venerari to worship.]

i6 COCKERAM, Deuenerate, to worship.

t Devenu-state, v. 06s. rare
-

'. [f. late L.

devenustdre ^Gellius) to disfigure, deform, f. DE- 6

+ venustare to beautify, vcnustus beautiful : see

-ATE 3.] trans. To deprive of beauty or comeli-

ness ; to disfigure, deform.

1653 WATERHOUSE Apol. Learning 245 (L.) To see what

yet remains of beauty and order devenustated, and exposed
to shame and dishonour.

t Dover, sb. 06s., ME. form of DEVOIB, duty.

t DevCTgence. 06s. rare
-

. [ad. late L.

devergentia vGellius) an inclining downward, a

sloping, f. devergSre, f. DE- l + vergfre to incline,

turn.] Downward slope, declivity.

1717 BAILEY vol. II, Divergence, a devexity or declivity,

by which any thing tends or declines downward. 1755

JOHNSON, Devergettce, declivity, declination. (Diet.) 1847

CRAIG, Divergence, Divergency, declivity ; declination. Obs.

[1864 WEBSTER, Divergence, Divergency, the same as Di-

vergence.}

Devers, deverslon, -itie : see DIVEKS-.

t DeveTSary. Obs. rare. [? ad. L. dtver-

sdrium lotlging-house, inn.] ? A lodging-house,

inn, tavern : see DIVERSOBY.
c 148$ Digty Myst. (1882) in. 754, I was drynchyn In synne

deversarye.

Devest (d/Ve-st), v. arch. [a. OF. devester

(i.^th c.X also desvestir (lath c. in Hatrf.), i.des-,

di- = L. fits- (see DE- 6, DIS-) + vestir, mod.F.

v$tir:-L. vestire to clothe. The Latin dictionaries

cite a single instance of drvestire to undress, from

Appuleius ;
but in Romanic, the prefix is dis-, des- :

cf. Pr. desveslir, devestir, It. divestire, med.L. dis-,

dt-, de-vestire, from OFr. In later English the

prefix is conformed to classical L. analogies as

DIVEST, q.v., and devest now survives only in

sense 5 (in which divest also
occurs).]

f L trans. To unclothe, undress, disrobe (a per-

son) ; reft, to undress oneself. Obs.

1598 YONG Diaaa 13 If that she was alone, deuesting her.

1509 SHAKS Hen. V, 11. iv. 78 That you deuest your selfe,

and lay apart The borrowed Glories. 1604 OtH, n. iii.

181 Like Bride and Groome Deuesting them for Bed. 1693
COCKERAM, Deuest, to vncloath one. 01615 FLETCHER
Woman's Prizei.u, Leave it Maria : Devest you with obe-

dient hands; to bed! \6ipAkoran 41-1 Whose filthy naked-
ness must appear When he is devested.

fb.yff . i o dismantle, reduce toa defenceless state.

DEVKSTTJRE.

160 GAI-I.E Magastrom. 335 The City of Rome being
mightily devested by the Gaulcs, the Senators began to

deliberate, whether they should repaire their ruined walls,
or flee to Vejus.

t 2. To strip (a person) of clothes, armour, etc. ;

to strip or deprive of anything that clothe* or

covers, or is/lg. considered to do so. Obs.

1583 S ANYHURST sEneis l. (Arb.) 33 Troilus hee marcked
running, deuested of armour. 1683 (ADBURY in Wharttrn's
Wks. Pref., Left naked, and devested of every thing. 1687
DKYDEN Hindff P. 1. 187 And Aaron of hisEpbod to devest.

17*1 WOLLASTON Kelig. Nat. v. 122 Thoughts in their naked
state, devested of all words. 1809 KEHUALL Trav. II. xlvii.

148 One crab devested of its shell.

T 3. Jig. To strip (a person or thing) of (front)

possessions, rights, or attributes ; to denude, dispos-

sess, deprive ; rarely in good sense, to free, rid.

1563 SACKVILLE in Afirr. Mag., Buckingham xxix, The
royall babes deuested from

theyr
trone. 1640 SANDERSON

Serin. II. 155 We will speak of things, .considered in them-

selves, and as they stand devested of all circumstances. 1641
MILTON Ch. Govt. n. iii. (1851) 158 With much more reason

. . ought the censure of the Church be quite devested and
disintat'd of all jurisdiction. 1647 WARD Simp. Cooler 15
What a Cruelty it is to devest Children of that onely externall

priviledge
! 1647 JKR. TAYLOR Dissuas. Popery n. i. f n

How to devest it from its evil appendages. 1660 Duct.
Kubit. n. i, To say that God. .had devested them of their

rights. 1671 Trite Nonconf. 268 To devest Preaching of this

Authority. 1686 GOAD Celest. Bodies \. xviii. 117 The Aspects
are not whollydevested of Influence when under the Horizon.

f4. a. To take or pluck off (the clothing of

any one), b. To put on (clothing, anything worn,

borne, possessed, or held); to throw off, give up,

lay aside, abandon. Obs.

1566 DRANT Horace To Rdr. 2 Few or none doo attempt
to deuest or pluck of her vaile of bypocrisie. 16*5 DONNE
Strut, bcvi. 667 As those Angels doe not devest Heaven by
coming, so there, Soules invest Heaven in their going. 1616

Ibid. iv. 33 No man that hath taken Orders can . . devest

his orders when he will, a 1631 Ibid. i. (1634) 5 The highest
cannot devest mortality. Poems (1650) 252 Who. .made
whole townes devest 1 heir wals and bulwarks. 1673 S. C.

Art ofComplaisance 5 Perswading them that we have de-

vested our own enmity. 1675 Art Cotitentm, ix. S 4- 224
That ugly form . . by use devests its terror. 1765 BLACK-
STONE Comm. I. 370 This natural allegiance . . cannot be

devested without [etc.].

f c. refl. To devest oneselfof: to strip or dispos-
sess oneself of; to put or throw off, lay down, lay
aside. Obs.

1633 I. DONE Hist. Septtiagint 2 His Father . . devested

himselfe of all Authority. 1651 HOBBES Leviath. n. xxvt.

147 Tobeable. .todevest himselfeof allfear. 167* MARVELL
Keh. Transp. i. 239 The same day that they took up Divinity,

they devested themselves of humanity. 1707 Curios, in

Hnsb. 4. Card. 330 Salt . . cannot devest it self of the Im-

pression it had received from Nature. 1791 BOSWELL Johnson
an. 1783 (1816) IV. 273 The Reverend Mr. Shaw, a native

of the Hebrides . .devested himself of national bigotry.

5. Law. a. To take away (a possession, right,

or interest vested in any one), to alienate ; to annul

(any vested right), to convey away. To devest out

of: the opposite of to
' vest in '.

1574 tr. Littleton's Tenures 323, They cannot deveste

that thing in fee which hath beene vested in theire house.

1613 SIR H. FINCH Law (1636) 43 Ifa woman hauing chattels

personall take a husband, the Law deuesteth the property
out of her, and vesteth it in her husband onely. 1767
BLACKSTONE Comm. II. 184 The interest, which the survivor

originally had, is clearly not devested by the death of his

companion. 1818 CRUISE Digest (ed. 2) II.
36^

Where ..

the freehold is not conveyed away or devested. 1840 S.

WARREN 10,000 a Year ix. in Blacfav. Mag. XLVIII. 92
The estate had once been vested, and could not subse-

quently be de-vested by an alteration or blemish in the

instrument. 1841 STEPHEN Laws Eng. (1874) 1 1. 687 The title

of any person instituted, .to any benefice with cure of souls

will be afterwards devested unless he shall publicly read . .

the 39 articles. 1848 ARNOULD Mar. Insur. (1866) I. I. iii.

104 A mere pledge of the property, as a collateral security,

does not devest all his insurable interest out of the property

originally insured. .

T b. To
dispossess (a person) of any right, au-

thority, etc., with which he is invested. Obs.

1644 H. PARKER Jus Pop. 17 It invests the grantee without

devesting the grantor. x66 CRESSY ReJI. Oatkes Suprem.
4- Alleg., He [Hen. VIII) devested the Pope, and assumed
to himself the power of Excommunication. 1671 in Picton

L'Jool Mvnic. Rec. (1883) I. 268 Persons which beare ..

offices . . and are not legally devested. 1810 J. MARSHALL
Const. Ofin. (1839) 133 The same power may devest any
other individual of his lands.

Hence Deve sted ///. a., Deve'sting vbl. sb. ;

also Deve stment.
1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mor. 1303 The devesting of

trees, which . . begin to shed and lose their leaves. 1647
M. HUDSON Div. Right Govt. Introd. 6 By the General!

devestment of the creature of all its native graces and bless-

ings. i6o BOYLE New Exp. Phys. Mec/i. xxii. 164 They
. . lay aside the disguise of Air, and resume the devestnl

form of Liquors. 167? PETTY Pol. Anat. 42 The people of

Ireland are all in Factions . . called English and Irish, Pro-

testants and Papists : Though indeed the real distinction is

vested and devested of the Land belonging to Papists, ann.

1641.

Devestiture, obs. var. of DIVESTITURE.

Deve'Sture. ran. [a.
OF. des-, devesture,

eure
(,

1 4th c. in Godef.) : Rom. type *desvestitura,

f. desvestirt: see DEVEST and -UBK"; cf. DIVESTUBE.]
The action of devesting : putting off (as clothes) ;

dispossession (of property).
1648 W. MofSTAGUE Devout Ess. l. xiv. 3 (R.) The
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DEVEX.

very disadvantage we have . . in the devesture of self-respects.

1798 COLEBKOOKE tr. Digest Hindu Laiu (1801) 111. 52

Devesture of properly happens three ways ; hy degradation,

by abdication or renunciation, and by natural death.

t Deve'X, a. and sb. Obs. [ad. L. devex-vs in-

clined or sloping downwards, pa. pple. of devehfre,

{. DE- I. i + -vehere to carry, convey.]

A. adj. Bent or bending down, inclined or

sloping downward.
1:1420 Pallad. on Husb. in. 920 Thai love lande devexe

and inclinate. 1669 BADDILY & NAVLOR Life T. Morton
To Rdr., In hisdevex old age. 1727 BAILEY vol. ll^Dcvex,
hollow like a valley ; bowed down, bending. 1775 in ASH.

B. sb. Downward slope, declivity ; DEVEXITY.
1627 MAY Lucati x. 47 Vpon the Westerne lands (Follow.

ing the worlds deuexe) he meant to tread.

Hence t Deve-xness.
1727 BAILEY vol. II, Devexness, devexity, bendingness

downwards.

tDeve'xed, ppl. a.

Bent or bowed down.
Obs. [f. prec. + -ED.]

1562 Wills q- Inv. N. C. (Surtees 1835) 205 Yf he shalbe

by aidg or other wyse devexed or blynd,

t Deve'xion. [irreg. f. L. devex-us: seeDEVEX.]
1727 BAILEY vol. II, Devexion, devexity, bendingness or

shelvingness. 1775 in ASH.

t Deve'xity. Obs. Also 7 di-. [ad. L. de-

aexitds, f. devexus : see DEVEX and -ITY.] Down-
ward slope or incline ; concavity : see quots.
iCoi HOLLAND Pliny I. 32 No man doubteth that the water

of the sea came euer in any shore so far as the deuexitie

would have suffered. Ibid. 34 So far as the other deuexitie

or fall of the earth. 1611 COTGR., Dmexite, deuexitie
;
a

hollov/nesse, bowing, bending, hanging double, a 1618

DAVIES Wittes Pilgrimage (1876) 30 (DJ His haire . . Doth

glorifie

that Heau n's Divexity, His head. 1636 BLOUNT
lossogr., Devexity, the hollowness of a valley, a bending

down, 1678 in PHILLIPS. 1775 in ASH.

fDeveyn. Obs. rare. In phrase in deveyn(e,
in vain.
c 1400 Lanfranc's Cintrg. (MS. B) 17 pat he traveylle

no;t in deveyne [MS. A, in veyn]. Ibid. (MS. A) 120 pei

speken in devyn [MS. B, deveyn].

t De'vianti /// Obs. rare. [ad. late L. de-

viant-em, pr. pple. of devidre : see next and -ANT.]
1. Deviating; divergent.
1400 Rom. Rose 4789 From youre scole so devyaunt

I am. 1623 COCKERAM, Dcniant, farre out of the way.
2. That diverts or causes to turn aside.

1471 RIPLEY Camp. Alck. Pref. in Ashm. (1652) 121 O de.

viaunt fro danger, O drawer.

f De'viate, ppl. a. Obs. rare. [ad. late L. de-

viat-us, pa. pple. of devidre to turn out of the way :

see next.] Turned out of the way ; remote.

1560 HOLLAND Crt. Venus i. 208 Thow art far deuiat For
to conforme thy lufe to sic estait. 1638 SIR T. HERBERT
Trav. (ed. 2) 196 In the way no doubt, or not farre deviat
to Rages.

Deviate (drvi|'t), v. [f.
L. deviat- ppl. stem

of devidre (Augustine and Vulgate), to turn out of

the way, f. DE- I. 2 + via way. Cf. F. dh/ier

(Oresme, i-jth c.).]
1. inlr. To turn aside from the course or track

;

to turn out of the way ; to swerve.

1635 QUARLES Embl. iv. iii. (1718) 199 Neither stand still,

nor go back, nor deviate. 1675 OGILBY Brit. Pref., Some
have deviated more than a whole Degree. 1748 Ansons
Voy. in. vi. 348 Nor did they deviate in the least from their

course. 1749 FIELDING Tarn Jones xn. xi, Our travellers

deviated into a much less frequented track. 1860 TYNDALL
Glac. i. xviii. 127 We hewed our steps, .but were soon glad
to deviate from the ice.

2. Jig. To turn aside from a course, method, or

mode of action, a rule, standard, etc. ;
to take a

different course, diverge.
a 1633 AUSTIN Medit. (1635) 8 We had not onely deviated,

and like Sheepe gone astray, but were become Enemies.
1659 B. HARRIS Parwafs Inn Age 28 They had deviated
from their duty. 1682 DRYDEN Mac Fleckrtoe 20 The rest

rrlnj ucvlrilcu, u.

Catholic faith. 1824 MACAULAY Ess., Mitfortts Greece
Wks. 1866 VII. 684 By resolutely deviating from his prede-
cessors he is often in the right. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. I. xvi.
108 Why I deviated from my original intention.

b. To digress from the subject in discourse or

writing.
1638 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (ed. 2) 241, I have deviated,

this was discourse at dinner, not yet ended. 1823 BYRON
jfiian ix. xli, I am apt to grow too metaphysical . . And
deviate into matters rather dry.

c. To diverge or depart in opinion or practice.
1660 BARROW Euclid Pref. (1714)3 It seem'd not worth my

while to deviate .. from him. 1811 L. M. HAWKINS Ctess
fy Gertr. II. 79, I say nothing of sectaries : as they profess
to deviate from us, they do not belong to us.

d. Of things (usually abstract): To take a
different course, or have a different tendency; to

diverge or differ (from a standard, etc.).
1692 BENTLEY Boyle Lect. v. 149 If ever Dead Matter

should deviate from this Motion. 1770 Jitniiis Lett, xxxvii.
181 As far as the fact deviates from the principle,' so far the
practice is vicious and corrupt. 1801 STRUTT Sports iff Past.
i. ii. 33 Particulars, .deviating from the present methods of
taking fish. 1870 MAX MULLER Sc. Kelig. (1873) 301 Sans-
krit and Greek have deviated from each other.

3. trans. To turn (any one) out of the way, turn
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aside, divert, deflect, change the direction of. (lit.

1660 "WILLSFORD Scales Comm. A viij b, None shall be. .

deviated with doubtfull directions. 1685 COTTON tr. Mon-

taigne xxxv. (D.), To let them deviate him from the right

path. 1879 NEWCOMB & HOLDEN Astron. 63 The eye-lens

receives the pencil of rays, ancj deviates it to the observer s

eye. 1894 Pop. Sci. Monthly June, If the angle of vision in

one eye be deviated even to a slight degree..we see two

images.

1 4. trans. To depart from. Obs. rare.

1757 MRS. GRIFFITH Lett. Henry f, Frances (1767)
II. 222

This primitive reason is the great criterion, which may be

deviated, according as reason or conscience instructs the. .

mind.

Hence De'viating ///. a.

1883 Pall Mall G. 13 Sept. 11/2 Ten batteries, ten deviat-

ing points, and ten induction coils have about six times the

power of one battery.

Deviation (dJVi|?H>B). [n. of action fromL.

devidre to DEVIATE : cf. med.L. deviatio, F. dfvia-

iion (1461 in Godef. Suppl. ; not in Cotgr.; in

Acad. Did. only from 1 762).]
1. The action of deviating; turning aside from

a path or track ; swerving, deflexion.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Psend. Ep. vi. iv. 288 The dayes
encrease or decrease according to the declination of the

Sun ;
that is, its deviation Northward or Southward from

the ./Equator. 1697 DAMPIER Voy. I. x. 287 According as

the Ship deviated from its direct course, .such deviation is

fb. Astron. The deflexion of a planet's orbit

from the plane of the ecliptic : attributed in the

Ptolemaic astronomy to an oscillatory motion of

the deferent. Obs.

1727-51 CHAMBERS Cycl., Deviation, in the old astronomy,
a motion of the deferent, or eccentric, whereby it advances
to, or recedes from, the ecliptic. The greatest deviation of

Mercury is sixteen minutes ; that of Venus is only ten.

C. Comm. Voluntary departure from the intended

course of a vessel without sufficient reason.

1809 R. LANGFORD Introd. Trade 131 Deviation, a depar-
ture from the regular course of a voyage without cause,
which renders the assurance irrecoverable If the ship is lost.

2. Divergence from the straight line, from the

mean, or standard position ; variation, deflexion
;

the amount of this ; f the declination or variation

of the magnetic needle (o&s.).

1675 OGILBY Brit. Pref. 3 Measuring even the smallest
Deviations of the Way. 1690 LEYBOURN Curs. Math. 607
This Deviation of the Needle is called by the Mariners, the

North-Easting or North-Westing of the Needle. 1858
GREENER Gunnery 375 The mean deviation on the target
from the centre of the group of 10 hits being only '85 of
a foot at 500 yards' range.

b. spec. The deflexion of the needle of a ship's

compass, owing to the magnetism of the iron in

the ship or other local cause.
1821 A. FISHER *Jrnl. Voy. Disc. 3 An experiment, .for. .

ascertaining the effect of local attraction on the compasses ;

or, to use the term that has been lately adopted, to deter-

mine the deviation of the compass, or magnetic needle,
with the ship's head brought to the different points of the

compass. 1834 Nat. Philos.^ Navigation HI. Ixiii. 3o
> (Useful

Knowl. Soc.) The deviation of the compass was first ob-
served by Mr. Wales, the astronomer of Capt. Cook.

c. Path. Divergence of one or both of the optic
axes from the normal position. Conjugate devia~

tion : see CONJUGATE a. 5.

3. Jig. 'Divergencefrom any course, method, rule,

standard, etc. ; with a and//., an instance of this.

(The earliest and most frequent sense.)
1603 HOLLAND PlutarcKs Mor. 1307 The obscuration or

ecclipse of the sunne, the defect of the moone . . be as it were
the excursions, deviations out of course. 1651 HOBBES
Leviath. n. xxvii. 151 All manner of deviation from the
Law. a 1665 J. GOODWIN Filled iv. the Spirit (1867) 236
To walk in ways of righteousness, .without any scandalous
or self-allowed deviation. 1713 STEELE Englishman No. 3.

18 His Ministers are responsible for all his Deviations from
Justice. 1793 Trialof'Fy-she Palmer 14 This trifling devia-

tion in the spelling could not possibly be of any consequence.
1842 GROVE Corr. Phys. Forces (ed. 2) 27 A deviation from
the plain accepted meaning of words. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. \.

xviii. 129 There was no deviation from the six-leaved type.

1872 J. G. MURPHY Comm. Lev. v. i Iniquity, that is devia-
tion from equity. 1881 WESTCOTT & HORT Grk, N. T.
Introd. 7 Inherited deviations from the original.

fb. Formerly sometimes absol. Deviation from

rectitude, moral declension, or going astray.
1625 SIR S. D'EwEs Jrnls. Par/. (1783) 32 He [Jas. I]

had his vices and deviations. 1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa

(J.), Worthy persons, .inadvertently drawn into a deviation.
a 1831 A. KNOX Rent. (1844) I. 79 A feeling, .which years of

subsequent deviation did not wholly destroy.

tc. A turning aside from the subject, a digres-
sion. Obs. rare.

1665 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (16771 159 Fearing I have

(dz-vij/tiv),
a. [f. L. deviat- ppl.

stem + -rVE.] Causing or tending to deviation or
deilexion.

1878 LOCKYER Stargazing 400 A crown-glass prism is

DEVICE.

cemented on a flint one of sufficient angle that their deviative

powers reverse each other.

Deviator (cU'vi/to-i). [a. late L. deviator

(Augustine), agent-n. f. devidre to DEVIATE.]
1. One who deviates, goes astray, digresses, etc.

;

see the verb.

1651 FULLER Abel Rediv. 220 Though Latimer was in

his heedlesse youth A deviator. 1756 W. TOLDERVY Hut, z

Orphans III. 48 Here we are obliged to be, in some mea-
sure, deviators. 1851 P. FAIRBAIKN tr. Hengstenberg*s
Revel. S. John i. 7 The deviators are quite at variance

among themselves.

2. An appliance for altering the course of a

balloon.
1886 Pall Mall G. 14 Sept. 8/2 Their deviator had ceased

to act.

Deviatory (drviatsri), a, [f. L. type dcvia-

tori-us from deviator : see prec. and -OBY.] Char-

acterized by deviation.

170* S. PARKER tr. Cicero De Finibns 20 The Deviatory
Motion of the Atoms.

Device (diVars). Forms: 3-5 deuis, 4 Sc.

deuiss, 4-5 deuys, Sc. dewis(e, -ys(s, -ice,

yce, 4-6 deuyae, diuis(e, dyuys(e, 4-7 deuise,

devise, 5-6 deuyce, 6 Sc. devyiss, 6-7 divice,

5- device. [Here two original OF. and ME.
words devis and devise have run together. The
actual form device represents phonetically ME.
devis, Jevfs, a. OF. devis masc.,

*

division, parti-

tion, separation, difference, disposition, wish, desire,
will

*

(Godefroy) ;

*

speech, talke, discourse, a con-

ference, or communication ; deuising, conferring, or

talking together ; also, a deuice, inuention ; dis-

position or appointment of* (Cotgr.) ; in mod.F.
* action of discoursing, conversation, talk, speci-
fication (of work to be done) '. But the form de-

vise (when not a mere variant spelling of device :

see below) represents OF. devise fern.
*

division,

separation, difference, heraldic device, will, testa-

ment, plan, design, wish, desire, liking, opinion,
conversation, conference, manner, quality, kind

'

(Godefroy); 'a deuice, posie, embleme, conceit,
coat or cognizance borne ;

an inuention
;
a diuision;

bound, meere, or marke diuiding land
'

(Cotgr.) ;

in mod.F. * action of dividing, that which divides

or distinguishes, the motto of a shield, seal, etc.,

an adage '. The two French words correspond to

Pr. devis, devisa, It. diviso, divisa, Romanic derivs.

of divls- ppl. stem of dividere to divide : see

DEVISE v.

The older word in ME. appears to have been devis, devys,
but devise also appears from Caxton onward, and prob.
earlier, at least in the phrase, to devise F. A devise

(sense 12). It is however very difficult to distinguish the

two words, since devise, devyse occurs not only as the

proper spelling of the repr. of OF. devise, but also, in

northern and late ME., and in the i6th c., as a frequent

spelling of ME. devis, mod. device. In rimes it is gener-
ally possible to separate devise devis, device^ from devise

proper, but in other positions it is often impossible ; nor
does the sense give much help, because in OF. devis and
devise partly coincided in meaning, while the English dis-

tinctions dp not always agree with the French. In later

times device gradually became the accepted form in all

senses, except in that of '

testamentary bequest ', which
still remains DEVISE, q. v. There is also some reason to

think that in the i7th c. devises (-aizez) was, in the south
of England, used in the plural, when device (-sis) was
written or at least pronounced in the singular : cf. house

sing., houses (-zez) pi. The sense-development had to a great
extent taken place before the words were adopted in English,
so that here the historical and logical orders do not agree.]

1. The action of devising, contriving, or planning ;

the faculty of devising, inventive faculty ; invention,

ingenuity. Now arch, and rare. (orig. devis}.
c iqaoRoM. Rose 1413, 1 ne canthenombretelle Ofstremes

smale, that by devys Mirthe had don come through condys.

1513"
MORE Rich. Ill, Wks. 58 The deuise of some con-

venient pretext. 1563 SHUTE Archit. Bj b, A pillour of

their owne deuise. 1568 BIBLE (Bishops') Acts xvii. 29
Golde, siluer.or stone grauen by art and mans deuice. 1594
SPENSER Amoretti xxx, That fire, which all thing melts,
should harden yse; And yse, which is congeald with sence-

lesse cold, Should kindle fyre by wonderful devyse ! 1600

SHAKS. A. Y.L.\.\. 174 Hee's gentle, .full of noble deuise.

1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 459 As touching the deuise and
inuention of mony. 1611 BIBLE Rccles. ix. 10 There is no

worke, nor deuice, nor knowledge, nor wisedome in the

graue whither thou goest. 1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 196

By device, tis so made to open, that [etc.]. 1858 T. PARKER
Historic Americans (1871) 15 Much of our social machinery
. .is of his [Franklin's] device.

b. The manner in which a thing is devised or

framed ; design, arch.

71400 Destr. Troy 1576 The sydes . . of sotell deuyse.
1611 SHAKS. Cymb. \. vi. 189 'Tis Plate of rare deuice.

1810 SCOTT Lady ofL. i. xxvi, It was a lodge of ample size,

But strange of structure and device. 1870 BRYANT Hind I.

v. 136 Who knew to shape all works of rare device, a 1881

ROSSETTI Rose Mary, A chiming shower of strange device,

t c. A contrived shape or figure. Obs.
a 1400-50 Alexander 359 pis grete god .. In a dredfull

deuys, a dragons forme.

1 2. Purpose, intention. Obs. (orig. devis).
< 1320 Sir Benes 1887 To sire Beues a smot therwith A

sterno strok..Ac a failede of his diuis And in the heued
smot Trenchefis. c 1440 Prowp, Parv. 120 Devyce, purpose,



DEVICE.

stria. 1548 HALL Chron. 75 b, When he had thus ordered

his -iflaire-; accordyng to his device and ordrc.

3. Will, pleasure, inclination, fancy, desire. In

earlier use chiefly in phr. at one's (own) device

[OK. (I won, (on, etc. devis] ; later only in pi. ;

now only in phr. left to one's own devices^ etc.,

where it is associated with sense 6. (orig. devis}.
n 1300 Cursor M. 11576 (Cott.) pat he ne sufd rise, Al at

his nun deuise. 1303 U. HUUNNK Handl. Synne 11786 Hyt
y; sloghenes and feyntcs To take penaunce at by dyuys.
c 1450 Crt. of Ltrve xii, No sapphire of Inde, no ruby rich

of price There lacked than, .ne
thin^

to my devise. 1513
LD. HKKNERS Froiss. I. cccxcviii. 6qi_They. .toke a place of

grounde at their dciiyse, abyding their enemycs. 1551 Bk.

i'.nn, r>u\cr Gen. Conf., We haue folowed to much the

1607 devices] and desyres of our owne heart es.

1599 SANDYS l-'.un^x S^ec. (1632) 38 Loosing and knitting

marriages, by devise at pleasure. 1611 BIBLE Jer. xviii. 13

We will walk after our own deuices. 1648 MILTON Ps.

Ixxxl 52 Their own conceits they follow'd still, Their own
devises blind. 1870 MRS. H. WOOD G. Canterbury's Will

xv, What would you do, if left to your own devices?

f b. Will or desire as expressed or conveyed to

another; command, order, direction, appointment.

Chiefly in phr. at (some one's) device. Obs. (Cf.
1 >K\ ISK v. 3.1 (ME. devis ; OF. devise,"}

1307 AY,v.y Edw. I iv, That hit he write at mi devys
[
rime prisj. c 13*5 Coer de L. 1430, Lokes that ye doo be

my devys. 1*1440 ipomydon 716 Full feyre he dyd his ser-

vyse,
And servyd the quene at hyr devyse. c 1470 HENRY

Wallace vm. 1150 Scho gralthit hir apon a gudlye wis,
\\'itti gold and ger and folk at hir dewis. Ibid. x. 473 The
Bruce askyt;

' Will thowdomydewyss?' 1523 LD. BERNERS
Froiss. I, cxlv. 173, I am natte determynedde to folowe his

deuyse and ease \faire d sa devise ne A son aist], 1535
STEWART Cron. Scot. II. 396 God . . At his

devyiss
all thing

in erth is done. 1535 COVERDALE Dan. iv. 24 It is the very
deuyce of him y* isnyest of all.

1 4. Opinion, notion ; what one thinks about

something. Sometimes it may mean '

opinion
offered, advice, counsel'. Obs. (In 1510 c. devis

and devise. OF. devise, opinion, sentiment.)

(1325 E. R. Allit. P. A. 199 Bounden bene Wyth be

myryeste margarys at my deuyse Jat euer I se} 3et with myn
Conf. I. 27 f

'

f the bette

For certes at my devys Ther is no place in Paradys So
good. 14*0 Sir Amadace (Camden) xxix, Thenne iche

y^en. i393GowERC<7/ I. 278 Asthou shalt here my devise,
Thou might thy self the better avise. c 1400 Rom. Rose 651~" '

i So

mon sayd thayre deuise. c 1430 LYDO. Hors
t

86 Pees to profyr, as to my Devyce, Makythe no delaye.
c 1435 Torr. Portugal 779 Now wolle ye telle me your
devyce > That how I may govern me? c \qtpSt.Cuthbert
(Surtees) 2698 As a woman war vnwyse |>us sho spird him
hir deuyse. 1568 GRAFTON Chron. II. 395 When the Duke
of Nornolk had heard fully his device, he tooke it not in

Sxxl
parte. 1594 ?./ I't. Contention (1843) 125, I prethe

tcke let me heare thy deuise.

f 5. Familiar conversation, talk, chat. Obs. [OF.
and mod.F. devise.}

1489 CAXTON BlancJuirdyn xli. 153 Blanchardyn. -talked

wyth the kynge . . his fader And as they were thus in de*

uyses [etc.], c 1500 Melusine lix. 348 After many playsaunt
deuyses and joyfull wordes, they wesshed theire nandes and
setle them at dyner. 1581 PETTI B Guazzo's Civ. Conv. in.

(1586) 127 To entertaine them with familiar device, as the
fashion in Fraunce and other places is. 1600-10 in Shaks.
C. Praise 40 What for your businesse, news, device, foolerie

and tibertie, I never dealt better since I was a man.
6. Something devised or contrived for bringing

about some end or result ; an arrangement, plan,
scheme, project, contrivance ; an ingenious or

clever expedient ; often one of an underhand or
evil character; a plot, stratagem, trick.

c 1*90 S. Eng. Leg. I. 381/156 'Sire/ he seide, 'mi deuis
bou schalt here i-seo: pe haue ichullc furst arere.' 1494
FABYAN Chron. VH. 358 All was done according to theyr
former deuyse. 1535 COVERDALE Ps. xxi. 1 1 They . . ymagmed
soch deuyces, as they were not able to perfourme. 1548.
HALL Ckron. 12 This devise so much pleased the sedicious

congregation. Ibid. 48 b, This device of fortifying an armye
was at this tyme fyrst invented. Ibid. 158 b, To set open
the fludde gates of these devises. 1553 T. WILSON Rket. ^
His pollicies and wittie devises in behove of the publique
weal. 1568 BIBLE (Bishops') a Ccr. ii. n We are not ignor-
ant of his deuises (1611 deuices], 1601 SHAKS. Twel. N. it.

iii. 176 Excellent, I smell a deuice. 1603 K.NOLLES Hist.
Turk* (1638) 140 The Captaine . . declared to him his whole
deuise. 1781 PRIESTLEY Corrupt. Chr. I. i. 104 By this

happy device . . (they] screen themselves. 1843 MACAULAY
LaysAnc. Kowe Pref. (1864125 The device by which Elfleda
was substituted for her young mistress.

7. concr. The result of contriving ; something
devised or framed by art or inventive power ; an
invention, contrivance ; esp. a mechanical contri-

vance (usually of a simple character) for some
particular purpose.
c 1325 E. E. Allit. P. A. 139, I hoped be water were a de-

uyse Bytwene myrbez by merez made. 1570 "Dm Math.
Pref. 35 He alone, with his deuises and engynes . . spoyled
and discomfited the whole Army. 1577 B. GOOGE Heres-
hick's Hifsb. i. (1586) 41 b, The devise was, a lowe kinde of
Carre with a couple of wheeles, and the Front armed with
sharpe Syckles, which forced by the beast through the

Corne, did cut downe al before it. 1665 SIR T. HERBERT
Tra?. (1677) 120 To remedy which they have devices like

Tdmts upon the tops of their Chimneys to suck in the air
for refreshment. 187* KNIGHT Diet. Meek. I. 218/1 The
devices for baling cut hay. 1884 [See DEVIL sb. 8].

b. Used of things non-material.
15*9 MORE SufipKc. Soulys Wks. 326/2 This exposicion is

nether our deuise nor ani new founden fantasy, but a very
trueth well perceiued. 1587 GOLDING De Mornay Ep, Dea.
5 It is not a deuise of man as other Religions are. 16x4

283

lip. HALL Rtcoll. Treat, Ep. Dcd. A iii, It was a mad con-

ceit . . That an huge Giant beares up the earth . .If by this

devise he had meant onely an Embleme of Kings.

8. Something artistically devised or framed ; a

fancifully conceived design or figure.

1399 LANGL. Rich. Redeles iii. 178 In quentise of clothinge
flbr to queme sir pride..and iche day a newe deuyse, it

dulleth my wittis. 1465 Mann. * Hottsch. Exp. 490 My
master bout of Arnold gooldsmylhe a dyvyse of goold for

.

g|__ ________ ^

and 'devices as the Jews usually make for ornament. >8ai

CRAIG Lect. Drawing!, 21 A practice of painting, in curious

devices and figures, the coffins destined for the dead. 1879
H. PmLLir* Wetft Coins i The most modern [coins] present

complicated and intricate devices.

9. spec. An emblematic figure or design, esp. one

borne or adopted by a particular person, family,

etc., as a heraldic bearing, a cognizance, etc. :

usually accompanied by a motto.
c 1350 Witt: Palerne 3222 pat i haue a god schelfd] . .& wel

& faire wib-inne a werwolf depeynted . . pe quen pan _dede
comaunde to crafti men i-nowe, pat deiiis him were di)t er

bat day cue. c 1385 CHAUCER L. G. W. 1272 Dido, And beryn
in hise devysis for hire sake, N'ot I nat what. 1489 CAXTOM
Faytes ofA. iv. xv. 276 They take armes att tneyre owne

wylle and suche a deuyse as them plaiseth, wherof som

grownde. .thesame upon theyre name. 1581 PETTIvGnazzo's
Civ. Conv. n, ( 1 586) 108 b, A Carcanet ofgolde . . whereon . . is

bravelie set forth the devise or armes of the Academic.
i6oa MARSTON Ant. $ Mel. v. Wks. 1856 I. 55, I did send

for you to drawe me a devise, an Imprezza, by Sinecdoche
a Mott. I wold haue you paint me for my device a good
fat legge of ewe mutton. 1608 SIIAKS. Per. u. ii. 10 The
deulce he beares vpon his shield Is a blacke Ethyope,
reaching at the sunne. The word, Lux tua vita irttki.

1651 HOBBES Leviath. i. x. 45 Shields painted with such
Devises as they pleased. 1790 PENNANT London 116 (R.)
With the hart couchant under a tree, and other devices of

Richard II. i86a BURTON Bk. Hunter (1863) 63 The devices

or trade emblems ofspecial favourites among the old printers.

b. A motto or legend borne with or in place of

such a design.
1714 SWIFT Drafter's Lett, vi, I observed the device upon

his coach to be Liberia* et natale solum. . 1759 ROBERTSON
Hist. Scot.\\\. (an. 15871, Repeating, .sentences which she

borrowed from some of the devices then in vogue : autfer,
autferi [etc.]. 1851 LONGF. *

Excelsior', A banner with the

strange device,
'

Excelsior !

*

10. A fanciful, ingenious, or witty writing or

expression, a 'conceit'. Obs. or arch.

1576 GASCOIGNE Notes making ofverse i in Steele Gl.

(Arb.) 31 By this aliquid salts, I meane some good and fine

deuise, shewing the quicke capacitie of a writer. 1576
FLEMING Panopl. Epist. 342 In versifying . . his devises are

not darkened with mystie cloudes . . the conveiaunce of his

matter is manifest. 1645 Kingdom's Weekly Post 16 Dec.

76 This is the man who would have his device alwayes in

his sermons, which in Oxford they then called conundrums.

1768 BE^TTIE Minstr. \. lit, Ballad, jest, and riddle's quaint
device. 1834 M EDWIN Angler in Wales II. 193 Some droll

and merry device.

11. Something devised or fancifully invented for

dramatic representation ;

' a mask played by pri-

vate persons,' or the like. arch, or Obs.

I588.SHAKS. L. L. L. v. u. 669 But 1 will forward with my
deuice. 1590 Mids. N. v. i. 50 The riot of the tipsie

Bachanals . . That is an old deuice, and it was plaid When
I from Thebes came last. 1607 Tinion \. ii. 155 You
haue. .entertain'd me with mine owne deuice. 1635 SHIRLEY
Coronat. (T.) Masques and devices, welcome ! 1789 BURNEV
Hist. Mus. III. iv. 273 Baltazar de Beaujoyeux .. having
published an account of his devises in a book. i8 BYRON
Ch. liar. i. Ixvii, Devices quaint, and frolics ever new.

Phrases. At device, to device [OF. b devis,

& devise] : at or to one's liking or wish ; perfectly,

completely, entirely, certainly. At all device^ in

all respects, completely, entirely (cf. point-device}
Obs.

1375 BARBOUR Bruce iv. 264 For mynerfe ay wes wont to

serfe Hym fullely at all deuiss. Ibid. xi. 348 The king . .

wes vicht and viss And richt vorthy at all deuiss. 1375
Sc. Leg. Saints, Clemens 628 Clement . . empleysit wele in

godis serwice In althinge, at al dewise. c 1385 CHAUCER
L. G. W. 1206 Dido iTanner), Up on a courser . . Sit Eneas
lik phebus to deuyse So was he freish arayed in his wise.

a 14x0 HOCCLEVE De Reg. Princ. 404 He is a noble prechour
at device. 1:1450 Mirour Saluacionn 4141 With thire

Armures this knyght faght so wele at devis. c 1475 Partenay
470 A litel his colour cam, vnto deuise. 1500 Melusine
xxi. 126 He is moche fayre & wel shapen of membres, &
hath a face to deuyse, except that one of his eyen is hyer
sette than the other is. 1513 DOUGLAS SEneis x. ix. 85 The
Troiane prynce . . with his brand hym brytnys at devys, In

maner of ane offerand sacryfys.

Device, obs. form of DEVISE v. and sb.

Devi'ceful, a. Now rare. [f. prec. + -FUL.]
Full of, or characterized by, device, ingenuity gr

invention; ingenious, 'cunning',
* curious*.

1590 SPENSER Team ofMuses 385 The device-full matter
of my song. 1596 F.

^>.
v. iii. 3 To tell the glorie of the

feast . . The goodly service, the devicefull sights . . Were
worke fit for an lierauld. 1606 MARSTON Parasitaster in. i,

( >h quick, deviceful, strong-hrain'd Dulcimel.Thou art too full

of wit to be a wife. 1615 CHAPMAN Odyss. i. 206 A carpet,
rich and of deviceful thread. i6ai QUARLES Argalus
4- P. (1656) 24 The quaint Impresas their deviseful snows.
1681 H. MORE in Glanvill Saddncismns i. Poster. (1726) 18
In his deviceful imagination.
Hence Devi'cefully (+ devisefully) adv., in-

geniously,
'

cunningly
*

; Devicefnlness.
n 1631 DONNE Poems (1650) 77 The Alphabet Of flowers,

DEVIL.
how they devuefully being set And hound up, might . .

Deliver errands mutely, and mutually. 1894 Literal 17

Nov.
3_/a

It was from the Germans that the Japs derived
all their discipline and devicefulness.

Devi'celess, a. [f. as prcc. + -LESS.] With-
out a device (in various senses : sec the sb.).
1866 RL-SKIN Crmvn Wild Olivt Pref. a? To teach that

there U no device in the grave may . . make the devicelcM

person more contented in his dulness. 1884 TRAILL New
Liician 130 That coin of language which . . has been worn
down to an unmeaning counter, deviceless and legendleu.

t Devi'Ct, /// a. Obs. [ad. L. devict-us, pa.

pple. of divinclrc to subdue, f. DE- I. 3 + vinefre to

conquer.] Subdued, overcome.

1439-50 tr. Hidden (Rolls) I. 305 A region . . where the

WandaTynges were devicte. 1541 BECON Ntws ovt o/Heaveii
Early Wks. (1843) 4 fj Ready to be devict and overcome.

(-1550 Knighthood t, Battle (MS. Colt. Titus, A. xxiii. 1)6
For mightily what man may renne and lepe. May well

devicte and saf his party kepe. [But here perhaps a verb],

Devide, devident, etc., obs. ff. DIVIDE, etc.

Devil (de'v'l, de'vfl), sb. Forms : i diobul,

diol'ul, dfioful, i-a d<5ofol, 3-3 deofel, 2-5

deouel, 3-5 deuel, 4-7 deuil, devel, 6-7 divel,
6- devil. Also I dfoful, d6oful, north, diowul,

diowl, dioul, diwl, deuil), 3 diefel, Orm. de(o)-

fell, 3-4 dieuel, 4 dyevel, 5 dewill, -elle, dyuell,

5-6 devell, devyl, -yll(e, deuyl(l, 5-7 deuill, 6

diuill, 6-7 diueld, divel(l, 8-9 dial, divul, St.

deevil; monosyllabic 4-5 deul, dele, del, 5 dewle,
dwUl, dwylle, delve, 5-6 dule, 7 de'el, 8 9 Sc.

deil, Exmoor doul, Latuash. dule. Plural I

ddoflu, 2 deoflo, deoflen, deflen, 2-3 deulen,

5 develyn ;
1 north, diules, 2 deofles, deoules,

deuules, denies, doules, 3 Orm. doio fless, 4
devles, devels, etc. ; gen. pi. 1-3 dgofla, 3-4
devele ; dot. pi. I deofivun, 2 deoflan, -en.

[OE. (Mofol, etc., corresponding to OKris. diovtl,

OS. diutul, -M, diobol, diabol, diuvil (MDn.
diivel, dievel, Du. duivel, MLG., LG. diivel~],

OHG. tiuval, tioval, tiufal (Notker), diteual,

a'(/ii/(Tatian,Otfrid'), MHG. liuvel, ticvel, titiftl,

tiefel, Ger. teufel; ON., Icel.
djofull (Sw. djcfvul,

D&.djtevel); Goth. diabaulu$,diabulus, immediately
a. Gr. 5ia0o\os, in Jewish and Christian use ' the

Devil, Satan', a specific application of &a/3o\os
'
accuser, calumniator, slanderer, traducer ', f. 8ia-

jSaAAdf to slander, traduce, lit. to throw across, f.

8ia through, across + 0a\\(iv to cast. The Gr. word
was adopted in L. as diabolus, whence in the mod.
Romanic lungs., It. dimiolo, Sp. diablo, Pg. diabo,

Pr. diablo, diable, F. diable; also in Slavonic, OSlav.

diyavoltt, dlyavolfi, etc. In Gothic the word was

masc., as in Greek and Latin ;
the plural does not

occur ; in OHG. it was masc. in the sing., occasion-

ally neuter in the plural ; in OE. usually masculine,

but sometimes neuter in the sing., regularly neuter

in the plural deofol, deojlu ; but the Northumbrian

Gospel glosses have masculine forms of the plural.
The Gothic word was directly from Greek ; the forms

^in

the other Teutonic langs. were partly at least from Latin,
and prob. adopted more or less independently of each other.

Thus ON. djdfull regularly represents an original diaHulz.

OE. diobul, cuo/ul, <#<vWcan also be referred to an earlier

diaftul, diavol (cf. It. aiai<oh\ fo coming, through to, from

earlier* {a. The OE. dto- would normally give modern dl-,

exemplified in isth c., and in mod. Sc. and some Eng.
dialects, but generally shortened at an earlier or later date

to dcv- or dry-. In some, especially northern, dialects, the

v was early vocalized or lost, leaving various monosyllabic

forms, of which mod. Sc. dtil, and Lancashire dule are types.
The original Greek Jid^oAo? was the word used by the

LXX to render the Heb. JOB' satin of the O.T. ; in the

Ps. cviii. 'cix.)6 (the Psalter in the Vulgate being the Galli-

can version from the LXX). Wyclif translating the Vulgate,
has in this place

' the deuell ', but elsewhere in O .T.
' Sathan

'

;

the i6-i7th c. Eng. versions have ' Satan
'

throughout after

the Hebrew.]
1. The Devil [repr. Gr. & S,<i0o\os of the LXX and

New Test.] : In Jewish and Christian theology, the

proper appellation of the supreme spirit of evil, the

tempter and spiritual enemy of mankind, the foe of

God and holiness, otherwise called Satan.

He is represented as a person, subordinate to the Creator,
but possessing superhuman powers of access to and influ-

ence over men. He is the leader or prince of wicked

apostate angels, and for him and them everlasting fire is

prepared (Matt. xxv. 41).

Besides the name Satan, he is also called Brelzcbub,

Lucifer, Apallyon, tht Prince of darkness, Ike Evil One,
Iht Eiamy ofCod and Man, the Archenemy, Arch-fiend,
the Old Serpent, the Dragon ; and in popular or rustic

speech by many familiar terms as Old Nick, Old Simmic,
Old Clootie, Old Teaser, the Old One, the Old lad, etc.

8S
Vesp. Hymns xiii. 4 Done dioful biswac. a loco Juliana

460 (Gr.) Hyre j>aet deofol oncwzS. a 1000 Solomon * Sat,

iza (Gr.) Him biS |aet deofol la(>. c loco Ags. Gosf. John
viii. 44 Ge synd deofles beam, c 1160 Hatton Gosf. Matt.

iv. 5 Da jebrohte se deofel hine on ba hal^an ceastre. a 1175
Cott. Horn. 237 Al folc ?ede in to ]>ts diefles muSe. c uoo
Trin. Coll. Horn. 35 To luste be defies lore. Ibid., |>a

86* -a
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wurnlichc weden be be dieuel binoin ure forme fader adani

c 1250 Moral Ode 98 in E. E. /'. (1862) 28 Die5 com in pis

middenerd burh |
ealde deofles onde. (.1290 6". *f.

Leg: I. 62/294 pat was ^>e Deuel of helle. 1310 in Wright

LyrU P. xxxix. in Ichot the cherl is def, the Del hym to-

drawe ! <: 1380 WYCLIF Se/. IMs. III. 442 pen God and be

devell were weddid tosedre. 1382 Ps. cviii. [cix.] 6 Sett

vp on hym a synere ;
and the deuell stonde at his rijt side

( I535 COVERDALE, Let Satan stonde at his right hande ;

1611 Satan, marg. or, an aduersary; 1885 (R.V.) adversary,

ntarg. Or Satan, or an accuser}. Matt. xxv. 41 Euer-

lastynge fijr, the which is maad redy to the deuyl and his

angelis. Kev. xii. 9 And the like dragoun is cast doun,

the greet olde serpent, that is clepid the Deuel. c 1400 Destr.

Troy 4392 pe folke . . vnder daunger of be dule droupet full

longe. c 1450 MYRC 364 Hyt ys a sleghl>e of the del. ^1450
St. Cutkbert (Surtees) 7170 Oft to gydir hai did euill, And

gaf occasion to ]K deuill. a 1535 FISHER Wks. (1876) 402 To
forsake the diuel and all his works. 1571 CAMPION Hist.

IreL iv. (1633) 13 So wee say. .dile for divilL 1576 FLEMING

PanopL Epist. 277 As mad as the divel of hell. 1577 U.

GOOGE Hereshactts Hnsb. i. (1586) 46 b, Where a man
must deale with the Devil. 1596 SHAKS. Merch. K i.

(ed. 2) 302 The Samoreen . . black as the devill, and as

treacherous. #1652 BROME Queene's Exch. 11. iii. Wks.

1873 III. 490 He looks So damnably as if the Divel were at

my elbow. 1738 SWIFT Polite Confers, 97 That would have

been a Match of the Devils making. 1817 COBBETT Wks.
XXXII. 150, I defy the Attorney General, and even the

Devil himself, to produce from my writings any one essay,

which is not written in the spirit of peace. 1828 CARLYLE

Misc., Burns (1857) I. 212 The very Devil he cannot hate

with right orthodoxy. 1846 TRENCH Mirac. v. (1862) 159
All gathers up in a person, in the devil, who has a kingdom,
as God has a kingdom.

b. According to mediaeval notions : cf. 3.

c 1290 S. Eng. Leg. I. 245/165 In fourme of a fair womman
J>e deuel cam heom to. Ibid. 372/174 And J?e Aungel heom
scheuwede al a-brod bene deuel ase huy stude, pe fourme
of a grislich ma.i bat al for-broide were And swarttore bane
eueri ani bloujman. . Fuyrie speldene al stinkende out of is

mouth he blaste And fuyr of brumston at his nose. 1563
W. FULKE Meteors (1640) iob, There was newes come to

London, that the Devill . . was scene flying over the Thames.

1603 SHAKS. Meas.forM, n. iv. 16 Let's write good Angell on
the Deuills home Tis not the Deuills Crest. 1681 GLANVILL
Sadducismus 11. in, The Devil .. appeared to her in the

shape of a handsome man, and after of a black dog. Ibid.

xxviii, Declares that the Devil in the shape of a black man
lay with her in the lied . . that his feet were cloven. 1805
NICHOLLS Let. in Corr. iv. Gray (1843) 45 He thought that

Milton had improved on Tasso's devil by giving him neither

horns nor a tail, c 1850 J. W. CHOKER in Croker Papers
(1884) III. xxvii. 215 By his bad character and ill-looking

appearance, like the devil with his tail cut off. 1868 BROWN-
ING Ring fy Bk, iv. 1296 The devil appears himself, Armed
and accoutred, horns and hoofs and tail !

c. In plural applied to ( the Devil and his

angels', the host of fallen and evil spirits for

whom hell was prepared : see 3.

2. From the identification of the demons, Satpovia,

Saiftovfs, of the Septuagint and New Testament
with Satan and his emissaries, the word has been

used from the earliest times in English, as equiva-
lent to or including DEMON (sense 2), applied a.

(in Scripture translations and references) to the

false gods or idols of the heathen ; b. (in Apo-
crypha and N. Test.) to the evil or unclean spirits by
which demoniacs were possessed ; c. in O. Test,

translating Heb. D'H^B' hairy ones,
'

satyrs'.
In the Vulgate, as in Gr., diabolus and daemon are quite

distinct; but the Gothic of Ulfilas already uses nnhittya
(Ger. untold) to render both words, and in all the modern
languages, devil, or its cognate, is used for daemon as well
as for diabolus '. see DEMON.
a cSag Fr/. Psalter xcv[i]. 5 ForSon alle godas Sioda

ftioful, dryhten so&lice heofenas dyde. a 1175 Cott. Hoin.

227 An me^ie cynn be nefer ne abeah to nane deofel ?yld.
c 1340 Cursor M. 11759 (Trin.) Alle bo deueles [Cott. idels ;

Fairf, mawmettes] in a stounde Grouelynge fel to be grounde.
1382 WYCLIF PS, cvi. 37 Thei offriden ther sones and ther

dojtris to deuelis. [16x1 deuils, 1885 (R.V.I demons. So
Dent, xxxii. 17], Acts xvii. 18 A tellere of newe

. . , ____ __. ., nge gods (Gr. demons)].
Rev. ix. 20 Thei worschipeden not deuels, and simu-

lacres golden, treenen, the whiche nether mowen see, nether
heere, nether wandre. 1555 \VATREMAN Fardle Facions n.
x. 210 He. .abolished all worshjppe of deuilles. 1638 SIR T.
HERBERT Trav. 335 This Devill (or Molech) is of concave
copper . . double guilded. Ibid.^ 70 Temples, wherein they
number 3333. .little guilded Devils. 1667 MILTON/*. L, i. 373
Devils to adore for deities. 1881 N. 1. (R.V.) i Cor. x. 20
The things which the Gentiles sacrifice, they sacrifice to
devils \tnarg. Gr. demons}, and not to God.
b. 950 Lindisf. Gosp. Matt, ix. 34 In aldormenn diowbla

[he] fordrifes diowlas. c 975 Rushw. G. ibid., In aldre deofla
he ut-weorpe3 deoful. c 1000 Ags G, ibid., On deofla ealdre
he drifo

1

ut deoflu. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 39 Ure drihten
drof fele denies togedere ut of a man . . and pe swin urnen
alse deulen hem driuen. 1382 WYCLIF Matt. ix. 34 In the

prince of deuelis he castith out deuilis. John x. 20 He
hath a deuel, and maddith, or wexith wood. i Tim. iv.

i 3yuynge tent to spiritis of errour, and to techingis of
deuels. Rev, xvi. 14 Thre vncleene spirites .. sotheli
thei ben spirites of deuelis, makinge signes. 1548 UDALL
etc., Erasw. Par. John 73 b, He hathe the Deuell (say
they) and is madde. 1604 Canons Ecclesiastical Ixxii.

Neither shal any Minister not licensed . . attempt .. to cast
out any deuill or deuils. 1611 BIBLE John x. 20 He hath a
deuill and is mad. a 1656 UP. HALL Rein. Wks. (1660)
18 The ejection of Divells by fasting and prayer. 1881
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N. T. (R. V.) Matt. ix. 34 By the prince of the devils

casteth he out devils \marg. Gr. denions\
C 1381 WYCLIF Isa. xxxiv. 14 And a?en come shul deueles

[1388 fendis], the beste party an asse, and a party a man.

Rev xviii, 2 Greet Babilon fel doun fel doun, and is maad

the habitacioun of deuelis [1611 deuils]. (Cf. Isa. xiu. 2.)

(1607 TOPSELL Four-f. Kcasts u The Satyre, a most rare

and seldome seene Beast, hath occasioned others to thinks

it was a Deuill . . and it may be that Deuils haue at some

time appeared to men in this Hkenes ]

d. fig. A baleful demon haunting or possessing

the spirit ;
a spirit of melancholy ;

an apparition

seen in delirium trcmcns : sec BLUE DEVIL.

3. Hence, generically, A malignant being of

angelic or superhuman nature and powers ; one of

the host of Satan, as '

prince of the devils ', sup-

posed to have their proper abode in hell, and thence

to issue forth to tempt and injure mankind ;
a fiend,

a demon. Also, applied to the malignant or evil

deities feared and worshipped by various heathen

people (cf. 2 a).
In mediaeval conception, devils (including Satan himself)

were clothed with various hideous and grotesque forms;

their usual appearance, however (still more or less retained

in art), was derived from the satyrs of Roman mythology,
r from the figure attributed to Pan, being a human form

irnished with the horns, tail, and cloven foot of a goat.

iVt//757 Wolde on heolster fleon, secan deofla RedrEEJ.

Ibid. 1680 Hit on a;ht jehweaif aefter deofla hryre, Deni^ea
frean. a 1000 Crist 1531 (Cod. Ejron. 30 b) On baet deope
da;l deofol ftefeallaS. c 1175 Lamb. Ham. 87 Ure ifan bet

beoS ba deofles beoS bisencte in to helle. c noo Trin. Coll.

Horn. 69 WiteS 36. .in bat eche fur bat is Jarked to deuules

and here fereden. Ibid. 173 Hie iseS bineSen hem deflcn

be hem gredeliche kepeS. <rizoo OKMIN 1403 Alle |>a batt

fellenn swa bej5 sirmdenn labe deolless. Ibid. 10565 Deofle

flocc. cixyo S. Eng. Leg. I. 37/104 )>ere nis no deuel bat

dorre noube nei} be come, for drede. c 1380 WYCLIF Sel.

\l'ks. III. 450 A veyn blast of a fool, and, in cas, of a devyl.

'393 LANGL. P. PI. C. xxn. 21 For alle deorke deoueles

dreden hit to huyre. 1:1430 Hymns Virg. (1867) 121 Develyn
schall com oute off helle. 1530 PALSGR. 214/2 Divell she,

itiaUau. a 1535 FISHER Wks. (1876) 428_
Thou shall

pay thine owne debtes amongest the diuils in hell. 1563

WINJET Four Scoir Thre Quest. 70 Wks. 1888 I. 118

a man. a 1646 J. GREGORY Posthuma (1649^ 9^ This Lilith

was., a kinde of shee-divel which killed children. 1698
FRYER Ace. E. India ff P. iv. v. 180 The visible appear-
ance of a Devil or Daemon which they say is common
among them. 1842 TENNYSON St. Simeon Stylites 4 Scarce

meet For troops of devils. 1879 M. D. CONWAY Dcmoiiol.

I. I. iv. 36 A devil. -a being actuated by simple malevolence.

4. transf. Applied to human beings, a. A human

being of diabolical character or qualities ;
a malig-

nantly wicked or cruel man
;

a ' fiend in human
form

'

; in ME. sometimes a man of gigantic stature

or strength, a giant.

C96o Lindisf. Gosp. John vi. 70 Ic iuih tuelfo ^eceas & of
iuh an diul [Rnshw, diowul] is. a 1154 O.E.Chron. an 1137

J>a fylden hi mid deoules & yuele men. c 1205 LAY. 17669 He
. . wende anan rihte in to Winchsestre swulc hit weore an hali

mon, be hxSene deouel. c 1400 Rom. Rose 4288" An olde

vecke . . The which devel, in hir enfaunce Hadde lerned

of Loves arte. c 1470 HENRY Wallace iv. 407 At thus

with wrang, thir dewillis suld bruk our land, t 1500
Melusine xxxvi. 256 Ayeynst this strong dyuell I ne may
withstand. 1509 HAWES Past. Pleas, xxix. (Percy Soc.) 136
Some develles wyll theyr husbandes bete. 1604 SHAKS.
Oth. v. ii. 132 Thou do'st bely her, and thou art a diuell.

1608-11 Bp. HALL Medit. % Vovis I. 6 That olde slaunder
of early holiness : A young Saint, an olde Devill : sometimes

young Devils have prooved olde Saints : never the contrary.
1611 BIBLE Johtivi. 70 Haue not I chosen you twelue, and
one of you is a deuill ? 1642 FULLER Holy ff Prof. St. v.

xvii. 426 Devils in flesh antedate hell in inventing torments.

1716 Adv. Caft. R. Boyle 82 Thou Devil ! said he to Susan,
and hast thou betray'd me. 1867 PARKMAN Jesuits N. Amer-
ica xxii. 319 He was a savage still, but not so often a devil.

b. In later use, sometimes, merely a term of

reprobation or aversion
;
also playfully connoting

the qualities of mischievous energy, ability, clever-

ness, knavery, roguery, recklessness, etc., attributed

to Satan.
1601 SHAKS. Tuiel. N. n. v. 226 Thou most excellent

diuell of wit. 1651 Life Father Sarpidb-jb) 29 An Angel
in his behaviour, and a Devil . . in the Mathematicks.

1774 GOLDSM. Retal. 57 So provoking a devil was Dick.

1775 SHERIDAN Rivals in. iv, An ill-tempered little devil !

She'll be in a passion all her life. 1849 THACKERAY Pen-

s day:
'

queer devil ',

( rum devil ') had a modified signification,

intimating more of the knave than of the fool, but not with-
oift a strong dash of the humourist.

C. Applied in contempt or pity (chiefly with

poor) : A poor wretched fellow, one in a sorry

plight, a luckless wight. [So in It., Fr., etc.]
1698 T. FROGER Voy. 160 The poor Devil was condemned

to have his head chopped off. 17*8 STERNE Sent. Journ.
077.5) 36(MontriitI), I am apt to be taken . . when a poor
devil comes to offer his service to so poor a devil as myself.
1816 SCOTTA ntiq. xxi,

' What can we do for that puir doited
deevil of a knight-baronet ?

'

1850 LD. BEACONSFIELD Lit.
16 Nov. in Corr. iv. Sister (1886) 250 Riding the high Pro-
testant horse, and making the poor devils of Puseyites the

scapegoats. 1876 F. E. TROLLOPS Charming Fellow I. xiii.

167 Why should he do anything . . for a poor devil like me ?

DEVIL.

d. Applied also to a vicious, evil-tempered, or

mischievous beast.

1834 MEDWIN Angler in Wales II. 44 He was the fastest

trotter in the cantonment, but a restive devil. 1884 Hath

Jrnl. 26 July 6/5 That tusker there (pointing to the l.irje

elephant), .is a devil. He has killed three keepers already

5. spec. a. Printers devil: the errand-boy in

a printing office. Sometimes the youngest appren-
tice is thus called. (In quot. 1781 a girl or young
woman.)
1683 MOXON Mechanic Exercises 1 1, The Press-man fome-

times has a Week-Boy to Take Sheets, as they are Printed

off the Tympan : These Boys do in a Printing-House,
commonly black and Dawb themselves : whence the Work-
men do Jocosely call them Devils ;

and sometimes Spirits,

and sometimes Flies. 1709 STEELE Taller No. 31 P 13 Mr.

Bickerstaff's Messenger, or (as the Printers call him) Devil,

foing
to the Press, a 1764 LLOYD Dialogue Poet.Wks. 1774

I. 4 And in the morning when I stir, Pop comes a Devil

'Copy Sir'. 1781 JOHNSON 20 Apr. in Bamitll, He had
married a printer's devil. . . I thought a printer's devil was
a creature with a black face and in rags. . . Yes, sir : but

I suppose he had her face washed and put clean clothes

on her. 1836 SMART s. v. Sematology, Mr. Woodfall's

men, from the devil up to the reader. 1849 E. E. NAPIER
Excurs. S. Africa I. p. xxviii, As neither space, time, nor

printers devils are tinder control, I must therefore content

myself with the above brief, .review.

b. A junior legal counsel who does professional
work for his leader, usually without fee. Attorney-
General's Devi!, a familiar name of the Junior
Counsel to the Treasury.
1849 LD. CAMPBELL Lives Chief Justices II. xxxiv. 437
He [Lord Mansfield] had signed and forgotten both opinions,
which were, perhaps, written by devils or deputies. 1871

Echo 14 Nov. (Farmer), Sir James Hannen, we are told,

was a Devil once. 1884 Kath Jrnl. 12 July 8/1 Mr. Clarke

was offered the post of '

devil
'

to the Attorney General, and

his declining may be said to have been without precedent.
1888 Pall Mall G. 29 Dec. 3/1 It is by no means an un-

common thing for an Attorney-General's
'
devil ', or point

and case hunter, to be offered a judgeship.

c. One employed by an author or writer to do

subordinate parts of his literary work under his

direction ;
a literary

' hack
'

;
and generally one

who does work for which another receives the

credit or remuneration or both.

1888 Star 8 Aug.. Certain societies, the Early English

Text, Chaucer, Shakspere, etc., though large employers of
'
devils ', pay the highest wages. 1891 (see DEVIL v. 3 c].

6. Jig. Applied to qualities, a. The personifi-

cation of evil and undesirable qualities by which

a human being may be possessed or actuated.

(Usually with some fig. reference to sense 2.)

1604 SHAKS. Oth. n. iii. 297 It hath pleas'd the diuell

drunkennesse, to giue place to the diuell wrath. 1606

Tr. fy Cr. n. iii. 23, I haue said my prayers and diuell,

enuie, say Amen. Ibid. v. ii. 55 How the diuell Luxury
.. tickles these together. 1701 DE FOE True-born Eng.

104 Ingratitude, a Devil of Black Renown. 1810 SHELLEY
Cenciu. i. 45 The devil was rebuked that lives in him. 1828

SCOTT F. M. Perth xxx, The devil of sophistry, with which

thou art possessed. 184* TENNYSON Walking to Mail 13

Vex'd with a morbid devil in his blood. T&C& SailorBoy
24 A devil rises in my heart, Far worse than any death to

me. 1884 H. BROADHURST in Fortn. Rev. Mar. 347 The devil

of short-sighted greed is powerful enough if left alone.

b. cofioq. Temper, spirit, or energy that can be

roused ; fighting spirit ; perplexing or baffling

strategy of attack (as in cricket).

i&2$Gentl. Aftig.Nov. 434/2 They must have Devil enough
. . to do gallant things. 1847 LD. G. BENTINCK in Croker

Papers (1884) III. 156 That any nation was so without

'devil
'

in it as to have laid down and died as tamely as the

Irish have. 1884 HON. I. BLIGH in LiHywUtt't Cricket

Ann. 5 Evans bowled steadily, but without much 'devil '.

7. Used (generally with qualifications) as the

name of various animals, on account of their char-

acteristics, e. g. Tasmanian devil, a carnivorous

marsupial of Tasmania (Sarcophilus ursimts} ;
Sea

Devil, the DEVIL-FISH : cf. also SKA-.

1686 RAY WUtonghby's Hist. Piscinm lit. in. i. 85 heading,

Rana piscatrix, the Toad-fish or Frog-fish or Sea-Divel.

1700 S. L. tr. Fryke's Voy. E. Ind. 286 There is a sort of

Creature here . . called . . by the Dutch, The Devil of Ne-

gombo . . because of its qualities . : It hath a sharp Snout,

and very sharp Teeth. 1799 Naval Chron. I. 67 The

among their sheep and poultry.

b. A local name of the Swift (Cypselus apus} ;

formerly also of the Coot.

1580 HOLLYBAND Trias. Fr. Tong, Foiilqne, a bird called

a Coute, & because of the blackenesse, is called a Dinell.

1885 SWAINSON Prov. Names Brit. Birds 95 From its im-

petuous flight, and its dark colour, it is called Devil

(Berks) . . Swing Devil (Northumb.), Skecr Dn'il (Devon,

Somerset), Dvifsicmcher(T>ev<m),Devilshrieter(CrSLVt!D}.

C. A collector's name of a tropical shell, Cyno-
donta turbinellus. Oh.
1776 DA COSTA Elau. Cmchcl. 291 (Plate V, fig. 5), A

Murex, The Devil.

8. A name of various instruments or mechanical

contrivances, esp. such as work with sharp teeth or

spikes, or do destructive work, but also applied,
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with more or less obvious allusion, to others.

Among these arc

a. A machine used for tearing open and cleanin,' wool,
cotton, flax, and oilier fibres, preparatory

to spinning; also
called willmv, willower, willy. b. A machine used to tear

up old cloth and reduce it to 'shoddy
1

, to be worked up
again into cloth ; also one used to tear up linen and cotton
I.IKS, <!<

,
for manufacture into paper, c. An instrument

used for feloniously cutting and destroying the nets of
fishermen at sea. d. An instrument of iron wire used by
goldsmiths for holding gold to be melted in a blow-pipe
flame, e. An iron grate used for fire in the open air.

1831 J. HOLLAND Mann/, Metal, Certain implements
I ting with a hoss and a slit block of iron, called a devil.

1836 SIR (1. HI:AI> Ihmc Tour 144 The town of Dewsbury
. .celebrated for. .grinding old garments into new ; literally
tearing in pieces fusly old rags . . by a machine called a
'devil

, till a substance very like the original is reproduced.
1851 MAVUKW Lent/. Labour (1861) II. 30 'Shoddy

1

..
.ts of the second-hand wool manufactured by the tear-

in;; up, or rather grinding, of woollen rags by means of
coarse willows, called devils. 1860 All Vear Round No. 57.
160 Where the 'devil

'

first beats the cotton from the bale
1867 O. W. HOLMES Guard. Angel xxv. (1891) 304 To the
taper factory, where they have a horrid machine they call the
devil, that tears everything to bits. 1870 Eng. Meek. 31 Dec.
610/1 The machine . . is called a willow, or willey, vulgarly
a devil ;

it is used principally for opening raw cotton. 187*M
:
IKI-II. Guardian 24 Sept. (Farmer), Mr. Powell's Bill con-

tains abundant powers for suppressing the vile nuisance
known as the American Devil [steam whistle or hooter). 1874
KNIGHT Diet. Mech., Devil, a. machine for making wood
screws. 1879 CasseII i Techn. Educ. IV. 349/2 [ HeJ dives into
the recesses of his skin for the 'devil

'

which is a bunch of
malted iron wire. 1880 Tima 13 Dec., An instrument called
the Devil' used by foreign fishermen for destroying the

fishing nets of English boats on the East coast. 1883
Stonemason Jan., Dried by means of sundry coke fires

kept burning in iron grates called 'devils ', similar to those
used by the Gas Company's men in our streets. 1884
Snt. Rat. 12 July 61/1

'

Devils'. . are used to catch saa-
tiout in America, but Mr. Fitch justly regards 'devils'
as an unsportsmanlike device. 1886 Pall Mall G. 7 Dec.
lo/i There were exhibited in the court room three Belgian
devils

'

and three Belgian grapnels which had been captured
by Lowestoft fishermen. 1887 Harper's Mag. June no/j
I he devil, a hollow cone with spikes projecting within
against which work the spikes of a drum, dashing the rags
about at great speed. 1893 Star 15 July 3/2 The machine
for unloading grain .. not inaptly named a 'devil', will ..
do the work of four gangs of dock laborers of 12 men each
1895 Daily Chronicle 7 Jan. 8/3 The match was only brought
off at Cardiff by the extraordinary precautions for warming
the ground by means of 'devils'.

9. A name for various highly-seasoned broiled or
fried dishes; also for hot ingredients.
1786 CRAIG Lounger No. 86 Make punch, brew negus and

season a devil. 1788 WOLCOTT (P. Pindar) Peter to Tom
Wks. 1812 I. 530 By Devil .. I mean a Turkey's Gizzard
ao christen d for its quality, by man Because so oft 'tis
loaded with Kian. 1820 W. IRVING Sketch-bk., L'Envoy
(1865) 458 Another holds a curry or a devil in utter abomi-
nation. 1818 SMEATON Doings in London (Farmer), The
extract of Capsicums or extract of Grains of Paradise is
known in the gin-selling trade by the appellation of the
Devil. 1830 G. GRIFFJN Collegians xiii, The drumstick of
a goose or turkey, grilled and highly spiced, was called
a devil, c 1844 THACKERAY Mr. t, Mrs. Berry ii. The de-
villed fowl had . . no devil in it. 1848 Padtliana (ed. 2) I.
50 Devils were his forte : he imparted a pungent relish to
a gizzard or a drumstick that set the assuaging power of
drink at defiance. 1889 BOLDREWOOD Robbery under Arms
T\K 3

-?-u
S ' ' havc a ^evil and a glass ' champagne.

10. 1 he name of various forms of fireworks
; also

' a sort of priming made by damping and bruising
gunpowder' (Smyth Sailors' Word-bk.\
1741 FIELDING 7. Andrews in. vii, The captain . . pinned

a cracker or devil to the cassock. 1807 W. IRVING Salmag.
'824) '35 Like a nest of squibs and devils in a firework.

'o ? ,"l''
llc>"v - XXII. 203 Rockets, infernals, fire-devils.

1830 1 . HOOK C. Gurney vii, Four devils or wild-fires, such
as we were in the habit of making at school.
11. The name given to sand-spouts or moving
columns of sand in India and Eastern countries.
1835 liURNES Trav. Bokhara (ed. 2) III. 40 Whirlwinds

that raised the dust to a great height, and moved over the
plain like water-spouts at sea. In India these phenomena
arc familiarly known by the name of devils. 1886 BURTON

j j! j " note' Devils . or pillars of sand, vertical
and inclined, measuring a thousand feet high, rush over the
plain. 1889 Daily Ne-.us 8 July (Farmer), Clouds of dust. .

went whirling across the common in spiral cones like desert
Hcvils 1893 EAKL DUNMORE Pamirs I. 269 The amount
of devils we saw was surprising. (Note) Common in the
plains of India, where they are called by the natives Bagoola
English people in India call them 'devils'.
12. Short for devil-bolt : see 14.
1873 PLIMSOLL Our Seamen, an Appeal 37

'

Oh, devils are
sham bolts, you know

; that is, when they ought to be cop-
per, t,,e head and about an inch of the shaft are of copper

i the rest is iron '. . Seventy-three devils were found in
one snip by one of the surveyors of Lloyd's.
13. A'aut. ' The seam which margins the water-
ways on a ship's hull

'

(Smyth Sailor's \Vord-bk.~] ;' a seam between the garboard-strake and the keel
'

(tunk and Wagnall).
Hence various writers derive the phrase

'

the devil to payad no pitch hot '; but this U prob. only a secondary and
humorous application of '

the devil to pay
'

: cf. 22 j.
14. A Jevil of a . . . : a diabolical example or

specimen of a . . ., one (of the things in question)
'f a diabolical, detestable, or violently Irritating
kind; passing into a mere intensive, = a deuced,
confounded, very violent. [So F. diable de.~\
[1749 FIH.UING Tom Jones xn. vii, You don't know what
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;
a devil of a fellow he is.) 1767 S. PATERSON Another Trav.
' 345 Running downhill at the devil of a rate. 1794 SCOTT
Lei. to Miss A' utlu-rford 5 Sept. in 2.ockhart. lioth within
and without doors, it was a devil of a day. 1819 BYRON
Juan 11. xi, A devil of a sea rolls in that bay. i8u SHEL-
LEY in r.L.i'eatock't Wks. (18/5. II I. 477 A devil of a nut
U is to crack. 1826 J. WILSON Noel. Amkr. Wks. 1855 I.
180 What an outlandish toozy.headed wee sunbrunt deevil
o' a lassie that, 1851 R. S. SURTEKS Sponge's Sf. Tour
llv. 313 We had a devil of a run I don't know how many
miles. 1869 THOLI.OPE He Knew, itc. liv. (1878) 299 Lead
him the very devil of a life. 1800 BESANT Demoniac v. 531 here will be a devil of a fight when the time comes.
15. predicatively : Something as bad as the devil,

I

as bad as can be conceived, the worst that can
happen or be met with. [F. c"est bien le diable, U
diaf'le est que .

.]

1710 Brit. Afolio III. No. 60. 2/3 To quit a Yielding
Mistress is the Devil, a 1735 GRANVILI.E (J.), A war of
profit mitigates the evil; But to be tax'd, and beaten, is the
devil. 1798 SOUTHEY Ballad of Cross Roods 7 In such a
sweltering day as this A knapsack is the deviL 18*7 SCOTT
Jrnl. 28 June, To be cross-examined by those who have
seen the true thing is the devil. 1885 Scribner's Mag.XXX. 734/3 I hese Southern girls are the very devil.

16. Like the devil, like devils [F. conime le diable,
commc tous les diables}, beside the more literal

! sense, sometimes means : With the violence, des-

peration, cleverness, or other quality attributed to
the devil ; extremely, excessively : cf. DIABOLI-
CALLY. So in similes, e.g. as drunk as the d.,

diabolically drunk.

IM9.SHAKS. Hen. V. ill. vii. 162 They will eate like Wolues,and fight like Deuils. 1631 LITHGOW Trav. vin. 345 The

Urunk as the devil. 184, EMERSON
Wks. (Bohn) I. 378 He disputed like

points.
a devil on these two

II. In Imprecations, exclamations, proverbs,
and phrases.
17. In imprecations, wishes of evil, and the like,

as The devil take him, etc. (Cf. similar uses with
deuce, mischief, pest, plague, pox, etc.)

1300 Havelok 1188 Godrich hem hatede, be deuel him
hawe! <Ti4io Sir Cleges 515 The styward seyd . . the

cxxi. 113/2 The deyell spede hem, bothe bodey and
bon. 1513 DOUGLAS Mneis i. Prol. 260 A twenty devill
mot fall his werk at anis. 1548 HALL Chron. 14 b, Saiyng,
the devill take Henry of Lancastre and the together. 1600
SHAKS. A. Y. L. in. ii. 225 Nay, but the diuell take mocking
speake sadde brow, and true maid, a 1651 BROME Queenc's
Exch. U. ii. Wks. 1873 III. 485 Now the Dee'l brast crag
of him. 1738 SWIFT Polite Com. 129 Here take it, and the

.r~I.
do V u good with it. 1749 FIELDING Tom Jones vn.

xn, I he devil take my father for sending me thither. 1833
TENNYSON The Goose, The Devil take the goose, And God
forget the stranger !

'

18. To go to the devil : to go to ruin or perdition.
In the imperative, expressing angry impatience, and
desire to be rid of the person addressed. So to wish
any one at the devil, etc. [F. aller, envoyer, donner,
etre au diable.']

j If "394 J- MALVERNE Conln. HigdenCRo\\s) IX. 33 Excan-
duit rex [Rich. II] et..dixit ei [comiti Arundel], 'Quod si
tu mihi imponas . . vadas ad diabolum '.] c 1460 Towneley
z/xj/.(Surt.)ioGotpthedeville,andsaylbad. <ri489CAXTON
Sonnes ofAymon iii. 102 Lete theym go to a hundred thou-
sand devils f 1553 T. WILSON R/tet. ( I s8o) 178 All his Super-
stition and Hypocrisie, either is or should be gone to the
devill. 1508 GRAFTON Chron. II. 367 They curssed them
betwene their teeth, saiyng : Get ye into England, or to the
devill. 1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 102 Ere they could
strangle him, he sent three of them to the Devill. 1811
HAZLITT Table-t., Disagreeable People (1852) 121 Whether
they are demons or angels in themselves, you wish them . .

at the devil. 1813 BYRON Juan x. Ixvi, When a man's
country's going to the devil. 1859 H. KINGSLEY G. Hamlyn
xxxii, Tom . .having told her . . to go to the devil. 1881
W. H. MALLOCK Rom. jg/A Cent. I. 219, I wish .. the little

animal was at the devil.

f!9. A devil way (adv.'}: originally an impatient
strengthening of AWAY (a being the prep., varying
with on, in, and devele the genitive pi., OE. deofla) ;

further intensified as a twenty devil way, on aller
or alther (corrupted to all the) devil way, on aller

twenty devil way. 06s.

ciiga S. Eng. Leg. I. 203/124 pov worst lif and soule
a deuele wei al clene i-nome. c 1310 Seuyn Sag. (W.) 2298And bad hire go. that ilche dai, On alder twenti deuel wai !

c 1385 CHAUCER L. G. W. 2177 Ariadne, A twenty develewey
the wynd hym dryue. <r 1386 Reeve's T. 337 And forth
he golh a [3 JAVX on, Harl. in] twenty deuel way. c 1460
Tawnelcy Myst. (Surt.) 130 Go hens, harlottes, in twenty
dewille way, Fast and belyfe ! Ibid. 176.

t b. In later times it appears to have been taken
more vaguely, as an expression of impatience, and
sometimes = '

in the devil's name.' Obs.
c 1386 CHAI CER Miller's Prol. 26 Tel on, a deueleway [v.r.

a delewey]. Somfn. T. 534 Lat hym go honge hymself
a {Harl. on] deuel way. Milltr's T. 527. Can. } 'eom.
Prol.f, T. 329. a 1440 Sir Degrev. 776 Go and glad thi
gest, In alther \friniid all the] devyl way ! c 1460 Towneley
Myst. (Surt.) 10 Sit downe in the dewille way, With thi vayn
carpyng. Ibid. 18 Com downe in twenty deville way.
?<z 1500 Chester PI., Deluge 219 Come in, wife, in 20 devills
wave, or els stand there without, a 1519 SKELTON Wits. I.

DEVIL.

336 That all the worlde may say, Come downe, in the devyll
way. 1530 PALSCR. 838 In the twenty devyll way, au nom
du erant diakle.

20. As an expression of impatience, irritation,

strong surprise, dismay, or vexation, a. After an
interrogative word ,

as who. what, how, where, w/itii
lApp. taken directly from Fr. ; cf. I2lh c. OF. commentdt,<Hes ! dist Ii rois au vis fier; diablrs l>eing in the nomi-

nativc(=vocativecase); mod.F. o,ut diable/a,re I
; in ME.

also what devil, about 1600 often what a devil. Also in
Oer., Du., Da. and other langs.)
f 1385 OtAucKR /,. <;. II'. 3694 Hyfrrmestre, What devel

have I with the knyfe to doot c 1440 I'm* Myst. xxxi. 337What the deuyll and hii dame nchall y now doo? ,-1460
lowneby Myst. tSurleesl 1,4 What the deville is thiT Te
ias a long snowte. 1470-85 MALORY Arthur*. x|viii. What
deuylle doo ye in this Countrey? c 1489 CAXTON Sonnet of
Aymo,, 408 How the devyll dare ye thus spekef iuo
MORK Dialogue in. v. Wks. 214 Why. quod he, what denUI
rigour could tliei more haue shewed? 1561 J.' HEYWOODr
??'J *'** < l867) '83 When the diuell will ye come in T

1568 ORAFTON Chron. 1 1. 355 Who the devill hath seme for
them? 1589 PUTTENHAM Kng. Poesie in. xxiii. (Arb.) 274What a diuell tellest thou to me of justice? 1506 SHAKS
i Hen. IV, i. ii. 6 What a diuell hast thou to dcTwilh the
time of the day? 1670 O. H. Hist. Cardinals \. 11.40 How
a Devil will the Pope observe the Decrees of a Councel ?
1691 WASHINGTON tr. Milton's Def. Pop. viii. (18511 184What the Devil is it to you? 1749 FIELDING Tom Jones
xv. v, Why, who the devil are you? 1803 tr. I.etrun't
Mons. Botte I. 155 What the devil business had she in the
store-room ? 1819 BVRON Juan i. c. And wonders why the
devil he got heirs, a 1845 HOOD Lullaby ii, What the devil
makes him cry?

b. Used
interjcctionally, or prefixed to a predi-

cation.

./o14^ T v>'"l'y Mytt. (Surt.) 67 Dwylle ! what may this
be? Out, harow, fulle wo is me ! . . A, fy, and dewyls !

whens cam he That thus shuld rcyfe me my pawste 1589
Papfe 7v. Hatchet B iii, She is dead : the diuell hee
is. 1590 SHAKS. Com. Lrr. iv. iv. 130 Will you be bound
for nothing, be mad good Master, cry the diuell. 1700
STEELE Taller No. 107 T 13 The Devil! He cried outTWho can bear it ? 1831 Blacktv. Mag. Jan. 63/1

' The Pacha
has put twelve ambassadors to death already.' The devil
he has ! and I'm sent here to make up the baker's dozen !

'

1854 EMERSON Lett, f, Soc. Aims, Comic Wks. (Bohnl III.
209 That is W,' said the teacher. ' The Devil !

'

exclaimed
the boy,

'

is that W?'
21. Expressing strong negation : prefixed to a

substantive, as the devil a bit, the devil a penny.
1508 KENNEDIE Flyting w. Dunbar 441 The deuill a gude

thou hais! 1541 ODALL Erasm. Apoph. .1877) 132 The
Ueuill of the one chare of good werke they doen. 1579FULKE Con/ut. Sanders 697

'

Godly images leade vs to spiri-
tual! deuotion.' The Diuel they doe. But if they did,
yet not more then the ceremonies of the olde law. c 1590MARLOWE Faust. Wks.(Rtldg.) 90/1 The devil a penny theyhave left me, but a bare pension. 1601 SHAKS. Twel. N.
ii. in. 159 The diu'll a Puritane that hce is, or any thing
constantly, a 1661 FULLER Worthies (18111 I. 386 We have
an English expression,

' The Devil he doth it, the Devil he
hath it

; where the addition of Devil amounteth only to
a strong denial, equivalent to,

' He doth it not, he hath it
not. 1708 MOTTEUX Rabelais (1737) V. 321 The Devil-a-
Bit he 'II see the better. 1710 Brit. Apollo III. No. 78. 3/1
The D 1 was Sick, the D 1 a Monk would be, The D 1

was Well, the D I a Monk was he. 1818 SCOTT F. M.
Perth xxvii, The deil a man dares stir you within his
bounds. 1831 Examiner 349/1 Devil another word would
she speak.

22. In proverbs and proverbial phrases.
a. The devil andall : Ever) thing right or wrong

(especially the wrong) ; the whole confounded lot ;

all or everything bad : cf. also g. below. (But
sometimes a strengthened form of sense 15.)
1543 BALE Yet a Course, Baptyzed bells, bedes, organs.,

the devyll and all of soche idolatrouse beggery. 1591NASHE P. Penilesse Aiij, Masse thats true: they say the
Lawyers haue the deuill and al. 1606 WARNER Alb. Eug.
xvi. ciii, Be Lawyers, get the Diuell and all. 1689 HICKEK-
INGILL Ceremony-Monger Wks. 1716 II. 507 He may get
the Devil and all of Money, and a Purse as large as his
Conscience. 1703 MRS. CFNTLIVRE Love's Contrn. v, If
she cou'd steal a husband, she'd have stole the Devil and
all of Gallants. 1811 EARL GOWER 18 Dec. inC. K.Sharpe's
Corr. (1888) I. 508, I begin to fear that the rheumatism has
taken possession of your right arm . . which would be the
devil and all, as the vulgar would say. 1838 DICKENS
O. Twist xx, I needn't take this devil-and-all trouble to
explain matters to you.

D. Between the d. and the deep (formerly also

Dead} sea.

1637 MONRO Exftd. ll. 55 (Jam.), I, with my partie, did
he on our poste, as betwixt the devill and the deep sea.
1690 W. WALKER Idiomat. Anelo-Lat. 394 Between the
devil and the dead sea. 1711 KELLY Sc. Prov. 58 (Jam.)
Betu-een the Deel and the deep sea ; that is between two
difficulties equally dangerous. 1816 [see DEIL i]. 1894
H. H. GIBBS Colloquy on Currency 199 You must remember
that he was between the devil and the deep sea.

0. Black as the d., to paint the d. blacker than
he is, and kindred expressions. Give the devil his
due : see DUE.
1596 LODGE Marfarite Amer. 84 Divels are not so blacke

as they be painted . . nor women so wayward as they seeme.
1641 HowELL For. Trav. (Arb.) 65 For the Devill is not so
black as he is painted, no more are these Noble Nations and
Townes as they are tainted. 1654 WHITLOCK Zootomia 371
They use their Adversary according to the Proverb, painting
the Devill blacker then he is. 1837 A. FONBLANQUE Eng.
under ^ Administ. I. 226 That the Ijevil of Charles X could
be painted blacker than his complexion would prove.

d. mm the d. is blind: at a date infinitely
remote, c.t the Greek cnlends, or '

latter Lammas .



(a
b

DEVIL.

i66a Rump Songs (i^T^ 1. 9 But when this comes to passe,

say the Devil is blind, c 1702 Bagford Ballads (\fyb) 74 For

we will be Married, When the Devil is Blind. 1725 BAILEY

Erasm. Colloq. (1877) 216 (D.) They will bring it when the

devil is blind [id Jint ad Calcndas Grsecai,}. 1738 SWIFT
Polite Convers. i.(IX), Nev. I'll make you a fine present one
of these days. Miss. Ay, when the Devil is blind, and his

eyes are not sore yet.

e. The devil's hostility to theCffltr; sometimes

with a play upon
* cross

'

as a coin.

a 1529 SKELTON Bowge of Courts 365 The deuyll myghte
daunce therm for any crowche. 1612 SH ELTON Quix. 1. 1. vi,

44 It is a common saying 'The Devil lurks behind the

Cross'. 1627 DRAVTON Agincourt 82 Ill's the precession
and foreruns much losse,) Wherein men say, the Deuill

beares the Crosse. 1636 MASSINGER Bashf. Lover in. i,

The devil sleeps in my pocket : I have no cross To drive him
from it. 1726 Adv. Capt. R. Boyle 209 Leaving Room in

all our Pockets for the Devil to Dance a Saraband, for we
had not one Cross to keep him out.

t f. The date of the devil is opposed to the date

of our Lord ; but in the devil's date is also *= ' in

the devil's name *. Obs.

1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. n. 81 In Jre Date of be deuel be
Deede wasa-selet. 1526 SKELTON ^/<i^7yyC 954 What needed
that, in the devyls date? a 1529 Sp. Parrot 439 Yet
the date of ower Lord And the date of the Devyll dothe

shrewdlye accord. Bowge of Coiirte 375 In the devils

date, What arte thou ?

g. Thed. (and all} to do : much ado, a world of
trouble or turmoil.

1708 MOTTEUX Rabelais v. iii, There was the Devil and all

to do. 1711 SWIFT Jrnl. to Stella 17 Nov., This being
queen Elisabeth's birthday, we have the d- and all to do
among us. 171* ARBUTHNOT John Bnil in. v, Then there
was the devil and all to do : spoons, plates, and dishes flew
about the room like mad. 1716 SWIFT Phillis 39 See here

again the devil to do. a 1774 GOLDSM. tr. Scarron's Comic
Rom. (1775) I. 42 Here had been the devil and all to do.

h. The devil's aversion to holy water.

1570-6 LAMBARDE Peramb. Kent (1826) 301 The olde
Proverbe how well the Divell loveth holy water. 1738 SWIFT
Polite Convers. 140, I love Mr. N , as the Devil loves

Holy Water. Mod. To hate
,
as the devil hates holy

water.

i. As the devil looked over Lincoln.

(Popularly referred to a grotesque sculpture on the exterior
of Lincoln Cathedral.)
1562 J. HEYWOOD Prov. ty Epigr. (1867) 75 Than wold ye

looke ouer me, with stomake swolne, Like as the diuel
lookt ouer Lincolne. a 1661 FULLER Worthies Oxf. & Line.
Prov. (D.). 1737 POPE Hor. Epist. n. ii. 245 Yet these are

wights who fondly call their own Half that the Devil o'er-

looks from Lincoln town. 1738 SWIFT Polite Convers. 86
She looked at me, as the Devil look'd over Lincoln.

j. The devil to pay.
Supposed to refer to the alleged bargains made by wizards,

etc., with Satan, and the inevitable payment to be made to

xpanded form ' the devil to pay
and no pitch hot \ But there is no evidence that this is the
original sense, and it has never affected the general use of
the proverb.
1711 SWIFT Jml. to Stella 28 Sept. (Farmer), And then

there will be the devil and all to pay. 1728 VANBK. & CIB.
Prov. Husb. v. i. 03 In comes my Lady Townly here . .

who. .has had the Devil to pay yonder. 1738 SWIFT Polite
Convers. 179, I must be with my Wife on Tuesday, or there
will be the Devil and all to pay. 1820 BYRON in Moore
Life % Lett. (1833' III. 63 There will be the devil to pay,
and there is no saying who will or who will not be set down
in his bill. 1837 MRS. CARLYLE Lett. I. 72 Had he been
laid up at present, there would have been the very devil to
pay. 1892 A. BIRRELL Res Judic. xii. 272 Then, indeed
to use a colloquial expression there would be the devil to
pay.

k. To play the devil (the very d., the d. and all] :

to act diabolically, do mischief, make havoc or ruin.

1542 BOORDE Dyetary ix. (1870) 250 The malt worme
playeth the deuyll so fast in the heade. a 1592 GREENE
Alphonsus i, Burning towns, and sacking cities fair, Doth
play the devil wheresome'er he comes. 1594 SHAKS. Rich.
Ill, i. iii. 338 Seeme a Saint, when most I play the deuill.
1656 JEANES Mixt* Schol. Div. 119 The word was incar-
nate, and shall we play the incarnate Divels? 1811 in
Col.-Hawker Diary (1893) I. 35, I should have played the
devil with his pheasants. 1826 SCOTT Jrnl. 15 Apr., A bad
report from that quarter would play the devil. 1833 MARRYATP. Simple xxxviit, Salt water plays the devil with a uniform.
1838 DICKENS Nick. Nick, xvi, Your firm and determined
intention . . to play the very devil with everything and
everybody.

1. Speak or talk of the d., and he will appear.
1672 Cataplits t a mock Poem 72 (in Hazlitt Prov.) Talk

of the Devil, and see his horns, aijxi PRIOR /fans Carvel
71 Forthwith the Devil did appear, For name him and he's

appear. 1893 G. ALLEN Scallyivag 1. 10
' Talk of the devil 1

Here comes Thiselton !

'

m.
^
The d. among the tailors : a row going on

- ..... .^i uui/ 4 i. iv. yu ixcpui is iuc various as 10 me state ol
the enemy's camp, but all agree that there is the devil amono-
the tailors. 1831 MAVHEW Land. Latotir (1861) II. 17A game known as the '

Devil among the tailors
'

. . a top was
set spinning on a long board, and the result depended uponthe number of men, or '

tailors ', knocked down by the
'

devil
'

(top) of each player.
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stump (V, S.) :
'
to get round or dodge a difficulty or dilemma

by means of a fabricated excuse or explanation
'

(Cent. Diet.)

'553 T. WILSON Kket. (1580) 26 Every mnn for himselfe,
and the Devill for us all, catche that catche maie. a 1535
RIDLEY Wks. 10 It is also a true common proverb, that it is

even sin to He upon the devil. 1562 J. HEVWOOD Prw. <$

Kpigr. (1867) 60, I will not beare the diuels sacke, by saint

Audry. 1581 PETTIE Guazzo's Civ. Conv, \\. (1586) 79 The
Proverbe, That the divell is.full of knowledge, because he is

olde. 1593 Pass- Morrice 74 Like will to like, quoth the Devell
to the Collier. 1599 MINSHEU Dial. Sp. <$ Eng. (1623) 35/2
Let us not give the divell his dinner. 1611 COTGR. s.v. Re-

tirer, To giue a thing and take a thing ;
to weare the diuells

gold-ring. 1615 SWETNAM Arretignm. Worn. (1880) p. xvi,

They will finde that they haue but the Deuill by the fopte.
1687 CONGREVE Old Bach. i. iv, Ay there you've nicked it

there's the devil upon devil. 1690 W. WALKER Idiotnat.

Anglo-Lai. 49 What is got over the devil's back is spent
under his belly, a 1704 T. BROWN Wks. (1760)

II. 164 (D.)
We became as great friends as the Devil and the Karl of

Kent. Ibid. III. 245 (D.) The devil and nine-pence
go with her, that's money and company, according to the. .

adage. 1738 SWIFT Polite Conv. 182 Well, since he's gone,
the Devil go with him and Sixpence ; and there's Money and
Company too. 1708 MOTTEUX Rabelais

ly.
xxxiii. (1737) 138

There will be the Devil upon Dun. This is a worse Business
than that t'other Day. ci7<>8W. KING Art ofLove in. 82
She'd run, As would the Devil upon Dun. 1709 Brit. Apollo
II. No. 56. 3/2 At Play 'tis often said, When Luck returns
The Devifs dead. 1720 DE FOE Copt. Singleton i. (1840)
8 He that is shipped with the devil must sail with the devil.

1738 SWIFT Pol. Convers. 13 It rain'd, and the Sun shone at

the same time . . Why, then the Devil was beating his Wife
behind the Door, with a Shoulder of Mutton. Ibid. 159,
I beg your Pardon : but they say, the Devil made Askers.
Ibid. 200 As great as Cup and Can . . Ay, Miss ; as great
as the Devil and the Earl of Kent. 1832 BYRON Werner
\. i. 427 Father, do not raise The devil you cannot lay be-

tween us. a 1832 BENTHAM Wks. (1838-43) X. 25 So fond of

spending his money on antiquities, that he was always
pulling the devil by the tail. 1840 BARHAM Itigol. Leg.^
St. Dunstan ', The Devil, they say, 'Tis easier at all times
to raise than to lay. 1846 WHATELY Rhetoric (ed. 7) Addi-
tions 14 Various evasions and equivocations, such as are

vulgarly _
called 'cheating the Devil'. 1855 TENNYSON

Maud i. i. xix, I will bury myself in myself, and the Devil

may pipe to his own. 1857 N. Y. Evening Post (Bartlett),

There, you are now whipping the devil around the stump !

1892 HON. E. BLAKE in Z>a//y News 5 Aug. 3/4 Time enough
to bid the Devil good morning when you meet him.

O. Other phrases see under leading words, as

to hold a CANDLE to the d., the d. and his DAM, the

d. in the HOROLOGE, etc.

III. attrib. and Comb.
23. General combinations, a.

( devil
'

in apposi-
tion^ as devil-gody -jailor; -monk, -porter, etc. Hence
as vb. to devil-porter it, to be devil-porter.
1605 SHAKS. Macb. \\. iii. 19 lie Deuill-Porter it no further.

1610 HEALEY St. Aug. Citie ofGod iv. xvi, Such a rable of

divill-gods, 1613 SHAKS. Hen. VIII, n. i. 21 That Diuell

Monke, Hopkins. 1625-6 SHIRLEY Maid's Rev. v. iii, My
eldest devil-sister ! 1629 Wedding in. i, Thy devil jailor

May trust thee without a waiter. 1892 B. F. C. COSTELLOE
Church Catholic 13 A Devil-giant coercing hapless lives.

b. attrib. and objective genitive^ as devil-hive,

-master, -work
; devil-conjurer, -drawer, -driver,

-extractor.

1535 COVERDALE Dan, ii. 27 The sorcerer, the charmer
nor the deuell coniurer. 1682 HICKERINGILL Black Non-
Conf. Wks. 1716 II. 42 The Pope would be a Devil-driver
too. a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Devil-draxuer, a sorry
Painter. 1727 DE FOE Syst. Magic \. ii. (1840) 51 Any
sorcery or devil-work. 1749 Bp. LAVINGTON Entkits. Meth.
5- Papists (1820) 319 These men, who are called enchanters,
devil-drivers, and prophesiers. 1823 BENTHAM Not Paul
321 Fear of the more skilful devil-master. 1849 SOUTHEY
Comin.-pl. Bk. Ser. u. 400 They struggled till fire issued
from eyes, nostrils, and mouth of the poor devil-hive. 1886
Pall A/all G. 29 Dec. 6/2 A refusal to pay the fee charged
by a '

devil extractor
'

for the cure of a mental disease,

c. instrumental &cu\ parasynthelic, as devil-born,

-haired, -inspired, -ridden, etc.

1607 TOPSELL Four-f. Beasts (1658) 17 The Asse .. is ..

phrased with many epithets .. as slow .. idle, devil-haired.

1829 SOUTHEY Sir T. More II. 108 Men become priest-
ridden or devil-ridden. iSgo'TENNYSON In Mem. xcvi, You
tell me, doubt is devil-born. 1860 Lp. LYTTON Lucile n.

v, Scorn and hate .. are devil. born things. 1888 Catholic
Press 16 June 125/1 A devil-inspired cult.

d. objective, as devil-driving, etc.

1707 J. STEVENS Quevedo's Com. Wks. (1709) 327 There is

a Devil ferking Priest.

24. Special combinations. Devil-bolt, a sham
bolt (see 12) ;

* a bolt with false clenches, often in-

troduced into contract-built ships
*

(Smyth Sailor s

Word-bk^} ; devil-carriage, -cart, a carriage for

moving heavy ordnance; \ devil-cleper (0&O,
one who invokes the devil, an enchanter ; devil-

dancer, an Indian votary, akin to the Dancing
Dervishes ; so devil-dancing ;

devil-dare a. =
DAKE-DEVIL

; devil-dealer, one who has dealings
with the devil, a sorcerer ; devil-in-a-bush, a

garden flower, Nigella damascena, so called ' from
its homed capsules peering from a bush of finely-
divided involucre' (Prior) ; devil-monger = devil-
dealer

\ devil-on-both-sides, a local name of the
corn crowfoot {Ranunculus arvensis), in allusion
to its prickly horned capsules; devil on two
sticks, a wooden toy in the form of an hour-glass
or double cone, which is made to spin in the air

by means of a string attached to two sticks held

DEVIL.

in the hands; devil-shrieker, -skriker, local

name of the Swift : see DEVIL 7 b ; devil-tree,
an apocynaceous tree {Alstonia scholaris] of India,

Africa, and Australia, having a powerfully bitter

bark and milky juice ; devil-ward a. and adv.,
towards or in the direction of the devil

;
devil-

wise adv., after the manner of a devil
j devil-

wood, Osmanthus americanus, N.O. Oleacex,
a small N. American tree with wood of extraordi-

nary toughness arid heaviness
; devil-worship,

the worship or cult of the devil, or of a demon
or malignant deity ;

so devil-worshipper, -wor-

shipping ; devil-wort, a plant. Also DEVIL-

BIIID, -DODGER, -FISH, etc.

1894 Daily News 30 Nov. 7/5 The '
*devil-bolt

'

swindle
must have been the death of many a brave crew. 1828

J. M. SPEARMAN Brit. Gunner 50 *Devll Carriages, large,

limber, small. Ibid. 426 Devil carriage, 7 ft. ; Sling cart,

5 ft. 6 in. 1797 NELSON in Nicolas Disfi. VII. p. cxxxix,
I want . . two or three artillerymen to fix the fusees, and
a Mevil-cart. 1382 WYCLIF Isa. xlvii. p The huge hard-
nesse of thi *deuel-cleperes. 1887 Pall Mall G. 14 Sept.
14/1 They were followed by the *devil-dancers, who were
terribly affected. 1871 MATEEH Travancore (1872) 214 Con-
nected with this is what is called *devil-dandng, in which
the demoniacal possession is sought. 1857 tr. Dumas Three
Musketeers ii. 14/2 His soldiers formed a *devil-dare legion.

1727 DE FOE Syst. Magic i. i. (1840) 32 The magicians were
not all sorcerers and *devil-dealers. 1767 J. ABERCROMBIE
Ev. Man his own Gardener Index, *Devil-m-a-bush. 1813
ELPHINSTONE Ace. Caubul(\^^) I. 05 A plant very common
about Peshawer, which much resembles that . . called Devil
in the bush. 1843 LYTTON Last Bar. i. vii, Those *devil-

mongers can bake ye a dozen such every moment. 1878
BRITTEN & HOLLAND Plant-it. 148 *Devil on both sides or
Devil o' both sides, Ranunculus arvensis L. Bucks. ^Durk.,
Warw. 1864 ATKINSON Prov. Names Birds, *Devil.skriker

(Yorks.). 1866 Treat. Bot. 45 Alstonia scholaris^ called

*Devil-tree or Pali-mara about Bombay. 1837 CARLYLE Fr.
Rev. (1857) I. n. i. iv. 250 And tended either godward or
else *devilward. 1631 CORNWALLYES Ess. n. xhx, 308 And
*devill-wise labour for nothing but to make all soules levell

ship in the world. 1879

wionology <$ Devil-lore I. 137 The *devil-worshippers of
Travancore to this day declare that the evil power ap-

proaches them in the form of a Dog. 1726 DE FOE Hist.
Devil n. xi. 353 Wormwood, storax, devil-wort, mandrake,
nightshade.

25. The possessive, devil's, has somewhat spe-
cialized uses as expressing things supposed to be-

long to or be in the power of the devil ; hence it

is used in opposition to Go<fs, as devifs martyr,
MATINS, PATERNOSTERS; and sometimes, like

DEVILISH, as an intensive qualification of that wh ich

is evil, violent, or excessive. [Cf. F. un froid de

diable, un vent de tons les diables.']
It is also used of natural or prehistoric works attributed

to Satanic agency, as Devifs bridge^ diket punch-b(nvlt
etc.

? 12. . Charter in Cod. Dipt. IV. 231 purgh Ses defies lore.

1297 R. GLOUC. (1724) 475 Foure of the deueles limes, [hjis

kni^tes hurde this. 1530 PALSCR. 214/2 Divelles worke,
diablerie. 1675 BROOKS Gold. AVy Wks. 1867 V. 592 Balaam
. . who was toe devil's hackney. 1820 SCOTT Ivan/toe xx,
What devil's matins are you after at this hour? 1827
yrtil. 16 Mar., I had the devil's work finding them. 1854
WHYTE MELVILLE Gen. Bounce xv. (Farmer), His wives ..

yowlin',
and cryin', and kickin'up the devil's delight. 1859

H. KINGSLEY G. Hamlyn v, We had better be as comfort-

able as we can this devil's night. 1863 READE Hard Cash
I. 278 (Farmer) What business have you in the Captain's

cabin, kicking up the devil's delight? 1884 E. M. BEAL
in Gd. Word* Itiay 323/1 The newly discovered

'

devil's

liquor ', starch.

b. Special phrases. Devil's advocate (L.actvo-
catus diabolt), one who urges the devil's plea

against the canonization of a saint, or in opposi-
tion to the honouring of any one

; hence, one who
advocates the contrary or wrong side, or injures

a cause by his advocacy ;
so devil's advocacy ;

devil's bedpost (see quots.) ; devil's bones, an

appellation of dice
;
devil's cow, a black beetle ;

devil's darning-needle (C7.S.}
= deviFs needle

(see also c) ; devil's dirt, devil's dung, asafce-

tida; devil's dozen : see DOZEN; devil's finger,

abelemnite; devil's fingers, the star-fish; devil's

mint, a succession of things hurtful or offensive,

as if the devil himself were at work coining them

(Forby); devil's needle, provincial name of the

dragonfly; 'Devil's Own', a pet name of the

88th Foot (the DeviTs own Connaught boys} ; also

of the Inns of Court Rifle Corps of Volunteers;
devil's sheaf : see quot. ; devil's tattoo : see

TATTOO ; devil's toe-nail, a belemnite. Also

DEVIL'S-BIRD, CLAW, etc.

1760 Impostors Detected II. 128 By .. playing the true

part of the *Devil's advocate. 1885 J. BONAR Maltkns t. i. 7
The father made it a point of honour to defend the En-

quirer\ the son played devil's advocate. 1887 R. BUCHANAN

Proclus to canonisation in spite of our *devii-advocacy.

1892 A. BIRRELL Res Judic. iv. 108 There is just enough of

. . truth in it, to make it one of the most powerful bits of

devil's advocacy ever penned. 1873 Slang Diet.) *DeviVs

bedposts, the four of clubs. 1879 N. $ Q. 5th Ser. XII, 473,
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I have always heard the four of clubs called the devil's bed-

post, and also that it is the worst turn-up one could have.

iMt ETNEREDGI Comical Revenge u. iii (Farmer), I do not

understand di< e . . !I.HK l ' ll< ''l'\il\ l"'ins. i8aj Scoyrr

Nigel xxiii. A gumcstcr, one who deals with the devil's

bones. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury \\. 213/1 Blind Beetles ..

are generally known to us by the name of . . "Devils cows.

1854 Putnam's Monthly )\u\v (Hartletl', Now and then..

B Mevil's-darning-needle would pertinaciously hover about

our heads. 1578 LYTE Dodoeas II. cxii. 304 Called . . in

Englishc also Asia fetida ; in high Douche Teufcls dreck,

that is to say *Deuilloi durt. 1604 Dnotn Honest Wh.

1864 MARK LEMON Jest Bk. 211 1 Farmer) At a review of the

volunteers . . the "devil's own walked straight through.

1893 l'<ill Mall G. 21 Jan. 2/3
' What 1 what I

'

exclaimed

his Majesty [George III. in 1803), 'all lawyers! all law-

yers ! Call them the Devil's Own call them the Devil's

Own* . . the fighting gentlemen of the long robe have been

the
' Devil's Own '

ever since. 1496 Dives ff Paup. (W. de

W.) v. Introd. 25/1 Make ye the poore men your frendes of

the "deuyllessheyf eyther richesses of wyckednesse. 1847
ANSTED Anc. World ix. too The liclemnite has . . various

local names (such as thunderbolt, "devil's toe-nail).

c. csp. in popular names of plants ;
devil's

apple, the thorn apple (Datura Stramonium) ;

devil's apron, a popular name in the United States

of species of Laminaria and other olive-brown

sea-weeds with a large dilated lamina; devil's

brushes, a general name for ferns in the ' Black

Country
'

(Kritt. & Holl.) ;
devil's candlestick,

the fungus Phallus impudicus ; the ground-ivy

(Midland Counties); devil's club, a prickly aralia-

ceous plant, Fatua horrida, found in the north-

western U.S. ; devil's coach-wheel, d. curry-

comb, corn crowfoot (Hants) ; devil's cotton,

an East Indian tree, Abroma, the fibres of which are

made into cordage ; devil's darning-needle,
Scandix Pecten Veneris; devil's ear (,U.S.\ a

cus ; devil's leaf, a very virulent species of stinging

nettle, Urtica urentissima, found in Timor; devil's

oatmeal, d. parsley, wild chervil, Anthriscus syl-

vestris ;
devil's posy, ramsons, Allium ursinum;

devil's snuff-box, the puff-ball ; devil's stink-

pot, Phallus impudtcus. Also DEVIL'S-BIT, CLAWS,
MILK.

1846 SOWERBV Brit. Bot. VI. 104 "Devil's Apple. 1858
O. W. HOLMES Aut. Breakf.-t. vii. (1883) 142 Washed up
on one of the beaches in company with "devil's-aprons,

bladder-weeds, dead horse-shoes. 1891 Proc. R. Geog.
Soc. Feb. 78 That unpleasant plant, growing to the height
of a man's chest, known as the "devil's club, and covered

with fine loose barbed prickles. i8ji S. Juno Margaret (ed.

2) 1 1 . v. 66 There are berries in the woods, the scarlet "devil's

said . . to last for a year, and even to cause death.

R. TURNER in G<t. Words Sept. 589/2 The puff-balls are

known in Scotland as'de'il's sneeshin' mills' ("devil's snuff-

boxes). 1884 Cheshire Gloss., Devtfs snuff-box, puff-ball.

Devil (deVl, de-vil), v. [f.
DEVIL j.]

1 1. To devil it : to play the devil, to act like the

devil. Obs,

1593 NASHE Christ's T. (1613) 158^
In the euillest of euill

functions, which is, in diuelling it simply.

f b. trans. To play the devil with, to ruin. Obs,

1651 BRNLOWES Theoph. n. xv, The Serpent devil'd Eve.

c. allusive nonce-tud.

1698 VANHRUGH Prov. Wife iv. iv. 89 Lady B. The devil's

hands ! Let me go ! Sir J. I'll devil you, you jade you I

2. trans. To grill with hot condiments.
1800 [see DEVILLED a). 1817 T. L. PEACOCK Melin~

court xxiii, If the carp be not caught, let me be devilled

Hke a biscuit after the second bottle. 1831 TRELAWNY^^V.
)\>anger Stm I. 291 Come Louis, devil us a biscuit, a 1845
HOOD Tale of Temper \\> He. .felt in his very gizzard he was
devill'd ! 1870 RAMSAY Rcnrin, iv. (ed. i8j 83 One of the

legs should be deviled.

3. intr. To act as ( devil
'
to a lawyer or literary

man
; to do professional work for another without

fee, or without recognition.
1864 Athcnyum No. 1921. 232/2 He devils for the counsel

on both sides. 1880 Social Ni>tfs 20 Nov. 243/2 This unjust
system is termed '

devilling ', and those who appear in c:tses

for which others are retained, at the sole request of the

latter, are called 'devils', whilst the original holders of
transferred briefs may be styled

'

devilees.'. . As long as
briefless barristers consent to 'devil', so long will the abuse
nourish, to the disadvantage of the public and the Bar.

1889 Sat. A'fT'. 9 Feb. 159/2 He must have chambers and
a clerk, or a share of both. He must be ready and willing
to

'

devil '.

b. trans. To do (work) as a ' devil '.

1887 Cor>t/t. Mag. Jan. 62 Allowing me to devil his work
for him for ten years.

C. To entrust to a ' devil
'

or private deputy.
1891 LEACH Southwell Minster (Camden) 22 note^ Of

course he '

devilled
'

his duties, and equally of course the
'devil

'

neglected them.

287

4. trans. To tear to pieces (rags, old cloth, etc.)

with a machine called a devil. See DEVII.I.INC 2.

t Devila'de. Oi's. nonre-wd. after matgmradt.
I 77S GAKRICK lion Ton 4 Coteries, Masquerades, and all

the Deviladcs in this town.

De'vil-bird. A name popularly given to

various birds, from their appearance, flight, cry,

etc. ; especially a. A local English name of the

Swift ;
= DEVIL 7 b.

1885 SWAINSON Prov. Names Brit. Birds 95 It is called

. . Devil bird (West Riding).

b. The BrownOwl of Ceylon (Syrnium Indrant).

1849 PHIDHAM Ctylon 737 (Y.) Devil's Bird. .The wild and

wailing cry of this bird is considered a sure presage of death

and misfortune, unless fete.]. 1860 in Tennent Ceylon I. 167

Note, The brown owl, which, from its hideous yell, has ac-

quired the name of the
'

nevil-liint'. 1876 Ceylon II. 145
The ' oolanna ', or devil bird of the Sinhalese, whose horrid

shriek at night terrifies the natives, .some think it is not an

owl, but a black night-raven.

c. A name of the East Indian drongo-shrikes,

family Dicruridx.

De*vil-dodger. humorous. [See DODGE #.]

One who tries to dodge the devil (see quot 1893);

also, a nickname for ranting preachers, or preachers

generally. So De p

vil-dodgingr vbl. sb. and ppl. a.

1791 LACKINGTON Mem. vi (D.), These devil-dodgers hap-

pened to be so very powerful (that is, noisy).
1801 Under

the Spell III. in So you have taken to 'devil-dodging',

sermonizing^, or whatever you call it. 1886 G. ALLEN Mai-
mie's Sake i. He has a rabid objection to the clergy the

black brigade and the devil-dodgers, he calls them. Itid.

v, A pack of trumpery superstitious devil-dodging nonsense.

1893 M. WEST Born Player Kit Unbiassed people who_went
to church in the morning and to chapel in the evening
dn'il-dodgers as they were coarsely called, who were deter-

mined to DC right one way or another.

Devildom (de-v'ldam). [f. DEVIL + -DOM.]
1. The dominion, rule, or sway of the (or a) devil ;

exercise of diabolic power.
1694 S. JOHNSON Notes Past. Lett. Bp. Burnet I. 5 The

true Art of spelling all the Oppressions and Devildoms in

the World out of the pregnant word King. 1856 MRS.
BROWNING Aur. Leigh 11. Poems 1890 VI. 73 A commina-

tion, or, at best, An exorcism against the devildom Which

plainly held me. 1803 R. KIHLING Many Invent. 207 It

was witchcraft, witchcraft and devildom.

2. The domain of the devil ; the realm or estate

of devils ; the condition of devils.

__.-gian Devildom. iBaB Mi. A. KEMBI.E Let. in Kecorit of
Girlhood 11878) I. viii. 226, I have been revelling in that

divine devildom,
' Faust '. 1847 O. BROWNSON Two Brothers

Wks. VI. 268 All motleydom and all devildom had broken
loose. 189* T. WRIGHT Blue Firedrake 197 Never surely
were more repulsive hags in all devildom.

Devilee 1
. nonce-ivd. See DEVIL v. 3 quot. 1880.

Deviless (de-v'l,es). [f.
DEVIL + -ESS : cf. F.

diablessc] A she-devil.

a 1693 URQUHART Rabelais iv. xxvii. 226 There was not

Angel, Man, Devil, nor Deviless, upon the place, who would
not [etc.]. 1761 STERNE Tr. Shandy (1802) III. xx. 318

Though we should abominate each other ten times worse
than so many devils or devilesses. 1881 A thenxum 9 July
45/3 But a commonplace woman, with little of either the

saint or the '
deviless

'

in her composition.

Devilet (de-v'l,et). [f.
DEVIL + -ET.]

1. A little devil, in various senses.

1794 MATHIAS Purs. Lit. (1798) 135 To meet the Printer's

devMet face to face. 1841 DE QUINCEY Homer Wks. i86a

V. 297 To the derision of all critics, compositors, pressmen,
devils, and devillets. a 1845 BARHAM Ingot. Leg., Truants,
And pray now what were these devilets call'd ? These three

little fiends so gay ! c 1876 SIR R. BURTON in Lady Burton

Life (1893) I. 21 We boys became perfect devilets.

2. The Swift ;
= DEVILING a.

1828 WILSON in Blackw. Mag. XXIV. 277 The long-

winged legless black devilet, that, if it falls to the ground,
cannot rise again. 1828 SOUTHEY in Q. Rev. XXXVIII.
238 The merry Dominican . . continued to eat devilets on
fast days.

De'vil-fish. A name popularly given to

various large and formidable fishes or other marine

animals ; especially a. In Great Britain, a large

pediculate fish (Lophius piscatorius) also called

ANGLER (q.v.), frog-fish, sea-devil, toad-fish, b.

In U.S., a gigantic species of eagle-ray, Cera/optera

vampyrus, having expanded sides gradually passing
into flappers or pectoral fins, the expanse of which

is sometimes 20 feet. Less commonly, o. The
Califoniian grey whale, d. Thepiranhaof Uruguay,
e. The octopus, cuttle-fish, or other cephalopod.
1814 Sporting Mag. XLIV. 94 That species, called by

Dr. Goldsmith the Devil Fish. 1839 T. BEALK Nat. Hist.

Sperm Whole 351 Enormous sting-rays, or 'devil fish'.,

from five to six feet across. 1860 Merc. Marine Mag. VII.

213 They [' California Grey 'Whale) have a variety ofnames

among whalemen, as . .

' Hard-head ',
'
Devil-fish '. 1861

HULME tr. Moquin-Tandon n. iv. i. 214 The Piranha or

Devil-fish discovered by M.de Castelnau in Uruguay. .When
any object is thrown into the water inhabited by the Piran

possesses
and a pair of huge fins, or flappers, one of which rises

above the water as the creature moves below the surface.

1867 Chronicle 5 Oct. 669 The Devil Fish.. This giant of

the Cephaloptera is simply a monstrous Ray ; and though
Sea-Devil and Vampire are assigned to it as trivial names.
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it . .ii in no way formidable save from its enormous strength
and bulk. 1883 O. L. F'ABEB Fisheries Adriatic 185 Mytio.
balls miuila L. . . I >evil fish, Sea-Devil, Toad-fish. 1885

UIII.DI-.K Mm-.vls Aniui. Lift 162 (The squid] was
to fully justify its popular name of devil ft h. 1889

Catholic Nevis
15 June 5/5 The octopus, popularly known

as
'

the devil fish .

De villiead. [SCC-IIKAD] I>KVII.IIOOI>.

a 1350 Life of Jesus (ed. Horstm.) 499 (Mali.) No deuel-

hede I ne habbc in me. 1870 MORRIS Harthly I'ur. 111.

iv. 300 A swallowing dread, A curse made manifest in

devil-head.

Devilhood (de-v'lhud). [f.
DEVIL + -HOOD.]

The condition and estate of a devil.

1618 WITHER Motto, Nee Haoeo Wks. (1633) 521 Except
the Devill, and that cursed brood Which have dependance
on his Devilhood. 1880 SWINSURNK Study Shaks iii. 173
Her imperious and dauntless devilhood. 1894 J. BRAND in

Chicago Advancet^ May, A downward development toward
devilhood.

t De-vilified, ///. a. Obs. [see -FY.] Made
into or of the nature of a devil.

1645 PAGITT Heresiogr. Ep. Ded., Unpure Familists, who
blasphemously pretend to be godined like God, whereas
indeed they are devillified like their Father the Devil. 1647

J. HEYDON Discov. Fairfax a Devils and devilified men
would be glad to have any thing against him.

So De vilificr.

1793 Regal KamHer 37 The emendator, corrector, and
DeviTifier. .of my bank.

Deviling (deVliin). [f.
DEVIL sb. + -LINO or

-INO ; the suffixes being here confounded.]
1. A young devil; an imp or mischievous little

creature.

['S7SG. HARVEY Lctter-ok.(Clun&tn) 98 Close to the britche

like a Divelinge. ] a 1616 HEAUM. & FL. Knt. ofMalta v. ii,

And engender young devillings. 167* R. WILD Declar. Lib.

Cause, o His Divelings, the Officers and Clarks of that won-
drous Kitchin. 1806 SOUTHEY in Ann. Rev. IV. 540 He
received the little deviling in a basket. 1849 SIR J. STEPHEN
Eccl. Biog. (1850) I. 310 The deviling . . was about twelve

years old and looked exactly like any other boy.

2. A local name of the Swift ; also of the Pied

Wagtail. (See quots.)
a 18*5 FORBY East Ang. Voc,, Devilin, the species of

swallow, commonly called the swift. 18*6 Sporting Mag.
XVIII. 312 The bird called a Swift .. more commonly a
Devilin. 1837 MACGILLIVRAY ///*/. Brit. Birds III. 614
Black Marten, Swift, Develing. 1885 SWAINSON Prov.

Names Brit. Birds 45 Pied Wagtail . . Devil's bird or

deviling (Ireland). From the constant uncanny motion
of its tail. Ibid. 95 Swift . . It is called Deviling (E. AngL,
Lane., Westm.),

3. The third or lowest vat used in the manufac-

ture of indigo ; called in French diablolin.

1731-7 MILLER Card. Diet. (ed. 3)
s.v. Anil, The second

is call'd the Battery . . And the third, which is much less

than the second, is call'd the Deviling. As for the Name..
I do not see how it agrees with it ; unless it be because

this Vat is deeper colour'd than the others.

Devilish. (de-v'l,ij), a. [f. DEVIL + -ISH.]

1. Of persons : Having the nature or character of

the devil ; like a devil in character or actions.

1494 FABYAN Chron. iv. Ixv. 44 By styryngeofdisclaunderous

and deuylysshe persones. a 1554 LATIMER Serm. (1845) 301

What marvel is it, if they call you devilish persons and

heretics? 1587 TURBERV. Trag. T. (1837) 151 The divilish

Oueenes devise. 1604 SHAKS. Oth. n. i. 249 A diuelish

knaue ! 1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 8 A Monster not

a little esteemed of amongst these Devillish Savages. 1*53
H. COGAN tr. Pinto's Trav. xxviii. 113 Who. .censed those

twodivelish Monsters. 1868 BROWNING Ring * Bk. i. 247
We pronounce Count Guido devilish and damnable.

2. Of things, actions, or qualities : Characteristic

of the devil ; worthy of or befitting the devil ;

diabolical ;
execrable.

c 1496 Serm. Episc. Puer. (W. de W.) B iij, Euyll fasshened

garmentes, & deuyllysshe shoon & slyppers of frensmen.

1516 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 93 Whiche is moost deuyl-

lysshe synne. 1553 EDEN Treat. Newe Ind. (Arb.) 18 They
make certayne deuylishe ge_stures lyke vnto madde men.

1631 GOUGE God's Arrffivs iii. 9 94. 360 The matchlesse,--
hanler 127 By some devilish cantrip slight. 1827 OL

LOK Course T. ix. 266 Indistinct and devilish whisperings.

b. Expressing the speaker's strong detestation.

1604 R. L ESTRANGE Fables cccxxxii. (ed. 6)345 The Devel-

ish People would keep such a Snearing and Pointing at me.

1800 HIRS. HERVEY Mourtray Fam. II. 101 Hold your
devilish tongue.
3. Of or belonging to the devil.

1526 34 TINDALE i Tim. iv. i Geue hede vnto spretes of

erroure and dvuelysshe doctrine. 1548 HALL Chron. 135 b,

Therto bydevilishe instigacion incensed and procured. 1569
BULLEVN Bk. Sicke Men 75 b, Ingratitude [is] sprang of a

deuelishe petigree. 1864 BURTON Scot Abr. I. v. 287 So
skilled in devilish arts of magic.
4. loosely. Violent, virulent, terrible ; extremely
bad ; enormous, excessive.

iii WOODALL Surf. Mate Wks. (1653) 241 It b a divellish,

deadly, coarse medicine. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury n. 198 '2

[Lice] are devilish Biters, especially the little ones. 1738
SWIFT Polite Comwi. 187 Mr. N got the devilishest Jail

in the Park To-day. 1831 FONBLANQUE Eng. under ^ Ad-
minist. (1837) 1 1. 93 The Six Acts, hurried, with such devilish

speed, through Parliament. 1849 THACKKSAY Pendennii xl,

She has a devilish deal more than ten thousand pound.

6. Comb.

1705 HicKERiNGiLL Priest-Cr. Wks. 1716 III. no Such
a Dcvilish-like Black-guard.
B. adv. = DEVILISHLY 2 ; excessively, exceed-



DEVILISHED.

ingly, enormously : originally of things bad, but

in later use a mere coarse intensive.

1612 ROWLANDS Kitanc of Harts 14 Because we finde. .

Mony makes fooles most diuellish proud in mind. 1631
MASSINGER Beleevi: as you list iv. iii, The cur is di velishe

hungrie. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe (1840) I. xx. 353 Taking
devilish long strides. 1768 FOOTE Devil on 2 SnCft i.Wks.

1799 II. 251 They are devilish, rich, devilish poor, de-tiilisk

ugly, devilish handsome. 1807 BYRON Let. to Miss Pigot
ii Aug., I should he devilish glad to see him. 1843 LEVER

y. Hinton viii, Devilish pretty girl, that she is. 1886

STEVENSON Dr. Jekyll ii, I have seen devilish little of the

man.

t De'vilished, ///. a- Obs. rare. [f. prec. +
-En ; or (?) with the suffix -ish = -ise, -ize, as in

ancntish, ANIENTJSE : cf. &\so publish."] Demonized,

possessed with a demon or ' devil '.

1601 DEACON & WALKER Ausw. to Darel 13 Dxinoitizo-

tnetios. .one Diuellished, or one afflicted, tormented, or vext

with a Diuell. Ibid. 20 A man, hauinef the spirit of an
vncleane diuell . .a djuelished vncleane spirit. 1601 Spirits

# Divels 39 Demoniakes, or diuellished persons.

Devilishly (de-v'l ,ijli),
adv. [f. prec. + -LY 2.]

1. In a devilish manner, diabolically.
1531 TINDALE Exp. i John (1537) 18 We synne not

diuellishlye agaynst the holy goost. 1641 FULLER Holy
ff Prof. St. v. xi. 405 None but devils and men devilishly
minded. 1830 ARNOLD Lit. to Hare 24 Dec. in Stanley

2. Excessively, exceedingly : originally of things

bad, but becoming at length a strong intensive.

1668 SHADWELL Sullen Lovers iv, How devillishly imper-
tinent is this. 1687 SETTLE Refl. Diydcn 13 The Poet lyes

Divellishly if he tells you [etc.]. 1782 MRS. E. BLOWER
Geo. Bateman II. 140 She's devilishly pretty. 1845 MRS.
CARLYLE Lett. I. 360, I think it devilishly well done.

Devilishness (deVl^Jhes). [f. DEVILISH +

-NESS.] The state or quality of being devilish
;

diabolical or infernal character.

1530 PALSGR, 214/2 Divellysshnesse, diablerie. 1549 ALLEN
Jade's Par. Rev. 13 Very wicked and abhominable super-
sticions and diuillyshnes. 1620 MELTON Astrolog. 80 The
diuellishnesse of your Diuination. 1733 LORD M. in Swift's
Lett. (1766) II. 185, I have betrayed to you the devilishness

of my temper. 1844 MASSON ss., The Three Devils iii.

(1856)74 Mephistophiles's nature .. complete, confirmed,
irrevocable devilishness.

Devilism (de-v'l|iz'm). [f.
DEVIL sb. + -ISH.]

1. A system of action or conduct proper to a devil;

devilish quality.
1652 Bp. HALL Rem. IVks. n. (1660) 150 Did ever any seek

for the greatest good in the worst of evils? This is not

heresie, but meer Divilisme. 1691-8 NORRIS Pract. Disc.

(1711) III. 173 To the highest pitch of Impiety, to the very
ridge of Devilism. 1726 DE FOE Hist. Devil

(1822) 203
Such a perfection of devilism as that of the Inquisition.
1820 Examiner No. 619. 113/1 The deliberate devilism of
the tortures. 1892 PEYTON Memorab. yesnsw\. 451 The de-
vilism in human nature is that which wants bread by which
to live in the body, and seeks not the interests of the soul.

2. A system or cult, the object of which is the
Devil ; devil-worship.
1773 E. IVES Voy. Eng. to India 317 The Sanjacks. .once

professed Christianity, then Mahometanism, and last of all

Devilism.

tDevi-lity. Cbs. In 6-7 divil(l)itie. [f. DEVIL
sb. + -ITY : formed with mocking reference to civil-

ity and divinity^} Devilism, devilry.
1589 Marpnl. Epit. Fiij, Whom the D. of diuillitie..

affirmeth to haue beene Arch, of Greet. 1598 R. BARCKLEY
Fclic. Man iv. (1603) 317 A formal kind of strangers civilitie
. .which, .may rather bee called Divillitie. 1601 DEACON &
WALKER AHSIV. to Darel 113 These are but quick-sands
wherewith you doe grauell your deepe skill of Diuillitie.

1609 BP. W. BARLOW Ansvi. Nameless Cath. 39 [He] must
also bee his Diuilitie Reader or Schoole-man.

Devilize (de-v'l^iz), v. [f. DEVIL s6. + -IZE.]
1. trans. To make a devil of

; to render devilish
in character. (Cf. canonize.}
1624 BP. HALL Rem. Wks. (1660) 13 He that should deify

a _Samt should wrong him as much as he that should
Divellize him. 1888 Chicago Advance 12 Apr. 232 The
native heathenism of the Dark Continent devilized by rum
from the lands of Christendom,

f 2. intr. To play the devil ; to act as a devil.

1647 WARD Si'i>- CMer 48 The worst they [Englishmen]
doe, is to keep their Kings from Divelizing, and themselves
from Assinj*. 1720 T. GORDON Cordialfor Low Spirits 69
Let loose his inclinations, and devilized with all his might.
Hence De-vilized ppl. a., converted into a devil,

rendered devilish.

1701 FLAVEL tfitsb. Spirit. (1770) 282 How full of devils
and devilized men is this lower world. 1726 DE FOE Hist,
Devil (1822) 208 To consider human nature devilized. 1890
J. PULSFORD Loyalty to Christ I. 238 The highest and most
reputable members ofsociety . . have come through a devilized
line of ancestry.

DevilMn (de-v'lkinV [f. DEVIL sb. + -KIN.] A
little devil

;
an imp. Also_/fj.

1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (1811) VI. 14 That a Beelzebub
has his devilkins to attend his call. 1833 T. HOOK Widow
r ^Marquess iii, Attendant devilkins of an inferior class,
with hoofs, horns, talons and tails. 1851 D. JERROLD St.
Giles xxii, Now shout, ye imps ! Scream, ye devilkins . . for
it is done! 1893 Pall Mall Mag. II. 118 Black itch,

ing marks, left by the stings of these imperceptible little
devilkins.

f The following is an example of DEVIL 20 a,
with what-kins of what kind, what kind of.

288

c 1510 Robin Hood 290 in Arb. Garner VI. 430 What
devilkyns draper, sayd litell Much, Thynkyst thou to be.

Devilled (de-v'ld), ppl. a. [f.
DEVIL + -ED.]

1. Possessed or afflicted with a devil : see DEVIL

sb. 2 b.

c 1550 CHEKE Matt. viii. 16 In y evening yei brought him

maniyt was develled. Ibid. viii. 28 Yeer mett him i j
develds

. . ven fiers men. Ibid. xv. 22 Mi doughter is veri evel de-

velled. 1645 RUTHERFORD Tryal ft
Tri. Faith (1845) 47

Kakos daimonizetai, she is exceedingly devilled.

2. Grilled with hot condiments.
1800 Oracle in Spir. Publ. Jrnls. (1801) IV. 253 At half

past two [I] ate a devil'd kidney. 1845 DISRAELI Sybil it.

x, His table cleared, a devilled biscuit placed before him,
a cool bottle and a fresh glass. iBjS MRS. GASKELL North

ft S. xlii, The devilled chicken tasted like saw-dust. 1881

J.-GRANT Cameronians I. xviii. 276 An aroma of coffee and
devilled bones.

3. Prepared by a devil, or unrecognized profes-

sional helper: see DEVIL sb. 5 b, c.

1893 Alhenxiim 5 Aug. 182/1 We imagine that Mr. Robin-

son got his authors ' devilled
'
for him, for hardly any single

brain could have extracted all this material.

Deviller (de-v'l|3i). [f. DEVIL + -ERI.] a. The
workman who attends to the machine called a
' devil

'

in a cotton or other factory, b. The
name of a machine used for the shaking of rags.

c. A ' devil
'

or literary hack.

1874 Manch. Guardian 3 Aug. 6 The term is applied to

those persons who tend hard-waste breakers in cotton manu-
factories. The machines are termed devils, and in this

district the person who tends them a deviller. 1885 Leeds

Mercury 23 June 3 A rag-shaking machine called a ' de-

viller'. *&)$ Athenaeum $ Aug. 182/1 Sometimes the delver,
or

'

deviller', nods.

De'vil-like, a. and adv. [See LIKE : cf. DE-
VI LLY,]
A. adj. Like a devil ; diabolical.

c 1470 HENRY Wallace vm. 895 His dewyllyk deid he did
in to Scotland. 1610 HEALEY St. A itg. Citie of God iv.

xxxii, Devil-like Princes perswaded their people to their

owne vaine inventions. 1722 MRS. E. HAYWOOD Brit.
Recluse 73 With more than Devil-like cruelty. 1869 W. P.
MACKAY Grace $ Truth (1875) 225 What a devil-like inten-

tion !

B. adv. Like, or after the manner of a devil
;

diabolically.
1688 BUNYAN Jerusalem Sinner Saved (1886) 129 Who

has.. thus horribly and devil-like contemned and trampled
upon Him. 1717 L. HOWEL Desideriits 104 Themselves,
Devil-like, are never the better for doing us this Mischief.

Devilling (de-v'l,irj), vbl. sb. [f. DEVIL v. +
-ING '.]

1. Working as a devil or hack : see DEVIL sb.

5 b, c ; v. 3.

1880 BESANT & RICE Seamy Side xiv. 114 The young
barrister was engaged in some devilling. 1888 Star 8 Aug.,
Devilling is the term used in the literary trade for sweating.
1894 Wtstm. Gaz. 7 Feb. 8/1 After all, devilling at the
Bar has the same consolation as fagging at school. First,

you fag for others \
but in the end you have other devils to

fag for you.
2. Tearing to pieces by the machine called a

devil.

1891 Labour Commission Gloss., Devilling, the same pro-
cess as willeying.

tDe-villy, devily, a. Obs. [OE. deofollic, f.

diofol devil + -lie ^-LY '), contr. dioflic, whence in

ME. deoflich, later devily : rarely in ME. with
second /, devetty. Cf. OHG. titifalUk, MHG. tiu-

vel/ick, ON. djofulligr.]
= DEVILISH.

ciooo J^LFRIC Hotn. (Thorpe) I. 102 (Bosw.) Mid deofelli-

cum wi^lungum. Ibid. I. 62 Underjeat se apostol 8as deo-

flican facn. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 105 penne ma^e we fordon
swa J?a deofliche sitsunge. 1481 CAXTON Reynard (Arb.) 73
Alway to mysdo and trespace. .that is euyl. and a deuely
lyf [Flem. een duuelic leven]. 1483 Cato H iv b, Certaynly
suche thought is wycked and deuylly. c 1485 Digby Myst.
v. ii. heading, Entreth lucyfere in a deuely a-ray. a 1628 F.
GREVILLE Sidney x. (1652) 131 The devily characters of so

tyrannical a deity.

t De'villy, devily, adv. Obs. [f. as prec.
+ -LY 2

.] Devilishly, diabolically, excessively (in
a bad sense).
a 1300 Cursor M. 14392 (Cott.) Ful deueli [v. r. deuelly]

war ^ai luus thra, pair blisced lauerd for to sla. c 1400
Sotvdone Bab. 265 The Dikes were so develye depe. -Ouer
cowde thai nother goo nor crepe. Ibid. 2193 Ther to he
was devely stronge, His skynne was blake ancf harde.

De'vil-may-ca're, a. Also erroneously devil-

me-care. [The exclamation devil may care ! used
as an attribute.] Wildly reckless ;

careless and

rollicking.
[1793 Regal Rambler 9$ Deel care, said Dr. Leveller, loud

enough to be heard.] 1837 DICKENS Pickw. xlix, He was
a mighty free and easy, roving, devil-may-care sort of person.
[1858 M. PORTEOUS Souter Johnny 8 But deil-ma-care ! my
facts are clear.) 1858 LYTTON What mill he do II. ii, He. .

looked altogether as devil-me-care, rakehelly, handsome,
good-for-nought as ever swore at a drawer. 1861 HUGHES
Tom Brown at Oxf. xi. (1889) ro3 A face radiant with devil-

may-care delight. 1870 Miss BROUGHTON Red as a Rose i. 3
The salt of a racy, devil-me-care wit. 1887 W. M. ROSSETTI
Life ofKeats vi, Without any aggressive or

(

devil-may-care
'

addenda.

Hence Devil-may-ca'reness (erron. -ca-reless-

ness) ; Devil-may-ca'rlsh a., -ca'risluiess,
-ca-rism, nonce-wds.
1833 Eraser's Mag. VII. 693 Similar attempts at a jaunty

devil-me-carishness. 1841 Tail's Mag. VIII. azi From

DEVIL'S-BIRD.

them he dates that devil-may-carism, that recklessness of
the world and the world's law. 1842 LYTTON Zanoni iv. v,
A devil-me-carish. air. 1890 MCARTHY Fr. Rev, I. 22 The
wantonness, the licence, the devil-may-careness of the

Regency. 1891 Blackiv. Mag. CXLIX. 510/1 There was
more of Hibernian devil-may-care-lessness than of Saxon
foresight.

Devilment (deVlment). [f. DEVIL v. + -HENT.]
Action befitting a devil, or of devilish character;
mischief: also humorously like DEVILRY 4 b.

1771 Contemplative Man \. 130, 1 thought some Devilment
or other would befal us. 1840 THACKERAY Paris Sk.-bk.

(186^) 6^ So little sign of devilment in the accomplishment
of his wishes. 1843 LEVER J. Hinton xxxi, Courtship, fun,

frolic, and devilment. 1886-7 froc. Amer. Convent, on
Instruct. J}eafz2o A certain amount of superfluous animal

spirits devilment I have heard it called.

2. concr. a. A devilled dish, b.' A devilish

device or invention.

1775 GARRICK in G. Colmatt's Postk, Lett. (1820) 309 Hot
cakes and devilments at breakfast. 1871 SteuidardiQ Jan.,
Greek fire and fifty other molten devilments may be corus-

cating among her chimney pots.

f De-vilness. Obs. rare. [f. DEVIL sb. + -NESS.]
A thing diabolical or of demonic character, a
demon : = DEVILRY |.

a 1300 E. E. Psalter xcv. 5 For alle goddes of genge
develnesses ere J>a. a 1448 Note in A'. Clone. Chron. (MS.
Coll. Arms) (1724) 415 The monekes toke holywater, and
drof a way the maner deuelnesse.

Devilry (deVlri). Also 4 dewilry, 7 de-

uillary. [f. DEVIL sb. + -BY.]

fl. A demon; a demoniacal possession. (Cf. F.

diablerie?} Obs.
c 1380 WVCLIF Last Age ofChirche p. xxiv, Chaffare walk-

ynge in derkenessis and myddais deuylrye J>at is to seye
antecrist. 14. . Prose Legends \n Anglia VIII. 143 Temptyd
of J>e deuelry bat walkes in derknesse. Ibid. 144 pis maner
of deuilry myghte not anoon be casten oute. c 1450 Mirour
Salitacionn 2023 Fforto cast out Dyvelleres he gaf the auc-
toritee. 1483 CatA. Angl. 98 A Devylry. .dcmonium.
2. Magical operation performed by the supposed

help of Satan ; dealing with the Devil ; diabolical

art.

1375 BARBOUR Bnice iv. 690 Throu thair gret clergy, Or
elhs throu thair deuilry. 1*1425 WYNTOUN Cron, ix. xxiv.

48 Be Wichcraft or Devilry. 1583 STUBBES Anat. A bus.

ii. (1882) 5 Art magike, witchcraft, and all kind of diuelrie.

1596 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslies Hist. Scot. I. 287 The king
throuch the arte of Maglk, Witchcraft, and deuilrie was
consumet. 1793 SOUTHEY Joan of Arc vii. ^56 Witch
though she be, methinks Her devilry could neither blunt

the edge Of thy good sword, or mine. 1867 Miss BRADDON
Rupert Godwin III. iii. 44 By what devilry did he stumble

upon the truth.

3. Works or operation of the devil.

1533 TINDALE Supper of Lord Wks. (1573) 463 They be

proued starke lyes and very deuelry. 1581 Satir, Poems
Reform, xliv. 316 Double sonnls of Deuilrie 1 a 1876 G.
DAWSON Biog. Lect. 38 He fought for light against dark-

ness, for God's truth against Devilry.
4. Devilish action or conduct; extreme wicked-

ness, cruelty, or perversity ; wicked mischief.

1637 BASTWICK Litany i. 19 Greater cruelty .. (to say
nothing of deuillary, atheisme and popery) I know no
where. 1831 CARLYLE Sart. Res. n. viii, What devilry
soever Kings do, the Greeks must pay the piper ! 1851
HELPS Comp. Solit. x. (1874) 180 Finding that such is the

devilry of circumstances. 1859 THACKERAY Esmond i. xiv,
I took to all sorts of devilries out of despair and fury. 1870
Daily News 24 Sept- :

A sight of misery, chaos, disorganisa-

tion, and general devilry,

b. Jmmorously. Reckless indulgence in mischief,

hilarity, or daring.
1840 DICKENS Barn. Ritdge Ixvii, A fellow . . who has the

daring and devilry in him of twenty fellows. 1842 S. C.
HALL Ireland II. 340 The reckless

'

devilry
1 of a former

time, and the decent hilarity of the present. 1843 LYTTON
Last Bar. i. i, Too sober and studious for such men-a^-arms'
devilry. 1887 Miss BRADDON Like 4- Unlike ix, What
devilry has brought you here, in that get-up.

5. A system of devils ; demonology.
1844 MASSON ss. t

The Three Devils iii. (1856) 80 The
second part of Faust is devilry all through, a tissue of be-

wilderments and devilries. 1871 TYLOR Print. Cult. 11.230
The evil demon Aeshma Daeva. .becoming the Asmodeus
of the book of Tobit, afterwards to find a place in the

devilry of the middle ages.

6. Devils collectively, a company of devils. (Cf.

cavalry, yeomanry.^)
1832 Examiner 453/2 The carrying-off of Don Juan was

managed by the same identical red-and-yellow gauze winged
devilry. 1856 R. A. VAUGHAN Mystics vm. ix, The swarm-

ing devilry that everywhere attends him.

De'vil's-bird. A name popularly given to

various birds. (See also DEVIL-BIBD.)

f 1. The Stormy Petrel, [app. transl. Fr. oiseau

du diable] Obs.

1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 18 Upon view of this Bird

(which Sea-men improperly call Devils Bird) an infallible

tempest and storme in lesse then two dayes, assailes the

ship. 1832 A. WILSON Amer. Ornith. II. 383 They have
been called Witches, Stormy Petrels, the Devil's Birds,
Mother Carey's Chickens.

2. The Yellow Hammer.
1837 MACGILLIVRAY Hist. Brit. Birds I. 445 Yellow-

Hammer. .Skite, Devil's-Bird.

3. The Pied Wagtail.
1885 SWAINSON Prov. Names Brit. Birds 44 Pied Wagtail

. . Devil's bird or Deviling (Ireland). From the constant

uncanny motion of its tail.



DEVIL'S-BIT.

Devil's-bit. Herb. [A tran-1. of mcil L.

morsiis iliaMi, devil's bite, in Or. Teufels-aM>is:.]

1. A species of Scabious (fkahiosa succisa), a

common meadow plant with blue flowers, having

athickish premorse root ; also Devil 's-l'it Scabious.

c 1450 Alphitti (Anecd. Oxon.) 121 Morsus diaboli. .ang.

,i.-ui(lr\sfrite. 1568 TUKNMR llrrliatm. 43 The devils bite

;.. , .JIM in o ion l.:iiim- itorsus dinboli ft media,

1578 I.YIK /','./<>.'/* i. Ixxiv. no Deuels bit groweth in dry
mcdowes. 1616 SURFL. & MARKII. Country Farme 203
Diuek-bit (so called, because it sheweth as though the

middle, or the heart of the root, were gnawed or bitten by
MIIIIC Diuell.. as though the Diuell did enuie the good which

it bringeth vnto men by the incredible vertues that are

therein). 1671-3 GHEW Anal. Reals I. i. (1682)61 That Plant

superstitiously called Devils-bit '. because the end of it [i. e.

the Root] seems to be bitten off. 1747 WKSLKV Prim. I'hysu-

(1762) 78 Half a Pint of strong Decoction of Devil's bit.

1854 S. THOMSON Wild /'/. in. (ed. 4) 347 The root which

seems to be '
bitten

'

off is the natural appearance, .and. .

has given rise to the appellation
'
devil's bit scabious '.

2. Yellow Devits-bit, a composite plant, Apargia
aiitumnalis, also called Autumnal Hawk-bit, fre-

quent in meadows in autumn.

1758 PULTNEY in Phil. Trans. L. 514 Hawkweed with

t.itu-n roots, or Yellow Devil's-bit. 1779 LIGHTFOOT Fl.Scot.

(1789) I. 433-

3. Transferred in U.S. to several American plants,

hiving roots of similar shape, as CAamn'lirium

Itileum, the Ulazing Star, N.O. Liliacae ;
Liatris

spicata, the Button Snakeroot, N.O. Composite.
Swamp D., Ptelea trifoliata, a shrub or small

tree, so called from its bitterness.

Devil's books. An appellation of Playing
Cards (also called by Swift Pluto's Books).
i7o SWIFT Intelligencer No. 4 'ed. 2) 43 (Farmer) Cards

are the devil's own invention, for which reason, time out of

miml, they are and have been called the devil's books. [1730
Death ft Daphne 80 For cards, we know, are Pluto's

books.] 1738 Polite Convers. iii. 194 Damn your Cards,
said he, they are the Devils Hooks. 1786 BURNS Twa Doj>s
6 They, .wi' crabbit leuks Pore ower the devil's pictnr d

beuks. 1801 Sporting Maf.XVll. 144 They all voluntarily
declared they would never more touch the Devifs Books on
the Lonfs Day. 1861 THACKERAY Four Georges iv. (1876)

119 What hours, what nights, what health did he waste over
the devil's books !

Devil's claw.
1. Naitt. a.

' A very strong kind of split hook
made to grasp a link of a chain cable, and used as

a stopper' (Smyth Sailor's IVti.-bk.). b. A grapnel.
2. Conchol. A species of Scorpion shell (Ptero-

ftras Scorpio) from the Indian Ocean.
3. Devil's claws, Herb. a. The Corn Crowfoot ;

b. The Bird's- foot Trefoil.
1878 BRITTEN & HOLLAND Plant.n. 148 Deytfs Cltuys,

(i) Ranunculus ari'ensis, so called from the dislike which
farmers have for one of the worst of weeds and from the
hooks which terminate each seed. Wight. (2) Lotus corni.

culatus. Somerset.

Devil's coach-horse. A popular name of

the large rove-beetle (Goerius ofens), from the

rearing and defiant attitude which it assumes when
disturbed. The name is sometimes extended to

other cock-tail beetles.

1840 WESTWOOD in Cuvier's Anint, Kingd. 506 Well known
under the name of the Devil's coach-horse, 1850 KAVANAGH
Ji-nl. in Biog. (1891* 86 Lots of scorpions, devil's coach-

horses, and large spiders. 1869 BLACKMORE Lorna D. (1889)
25 This atrocious tale of lies turned up joint by joint before
her like a devil's coach-horse. 1881 W. E. MORRIS Matrim.
III. iii. 51 One of those little beetles known to children as
the devil's coach-horses.

Devil's dust. 1. The flock to which old cloth

is reduced by the machine called a devil
; shoddy.

(Originally the dust made in this process.)
1840 CARLYI.K Misc. (1857) IV. 239 (D.) Does it beseem

thee to weave cloth ofdevil's dust instead of true wool ? 1851
GLADSTONE Let. Ld. Aberdeen 7 Apr., Very like the cloth
made in this country from what is called devil's dust. 1851
MAVIU-\V Loud Labour (iftfa) II. 30 The operation . . sends
forth choking clouds of dry pungent dirt and floating fibres

the real and original
'
devil's dust '. 1864 A thenaeum

No. 1925. 364/3 Made up of as much devil's dust as (lax.

2. Applied rhetorically to dust or powder of

devilish invention or use.

1856 FROVDE Hist. Eng. I. 42 [They] were to take care . .

thai cloth put up for sale was true cloth, of true texture and
weight, .wine pure, .flour unmixed with devil's dust. 1883
H. SMART Hani Lines i. (Farmerl The snow-white walls . .

what a mess the devil's dust, as used by modern artillery,
would make of them in these days.
t Devil's gold ring. Obs. Popular name

of a destructive caterpillar.
155* HULOET, Canker worme which creapeth . . on cole-

wortes. Some do call them the deuyls goldrynge, & some
the colewort worme. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny I, 547 margin.
1611 COTGR., l-'rotc, the Vine-Fretter, or Devill's Gold-ring ;

a worm. 1693 EVELYN DC la Quint. Contpl. Card. Gloss.,
Devils Gold King, in French, Lisette, a sort of a Worm or

Cater-piUar infesting the young shoots of Vines. 1783
AINSWORTH Lat. Diet. (Morell) I. s. v. Devil, The devil's

gold ring (a caterpillar).

Devil's-jfttts. Herb. A popular name of the

Dodder (Cuscuta), from its pale slender stems
which wind round and strangle other plants.
1670 RAV Cattily. /'/. Angl. 88 In Sussexia rustici et

agricola; cam execrantur, odiosis nominihu* HeUwCfd et

Derils gut* nppellantes. 1878 BRITTEN & HOLI~ Plant-it.

Vol.. 111.
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149 Devil's Guts, Cnsctita, various species, especially C.

b. Transferred to the Bindweeds, Convolvulus

arvensis and sepium, and the creeping Crowfoot,
Ranunculus repens.
1879 Miss JACKSON Shropshire Wordbk.

t De'vilslline. Obs. \\nQtmmdeofcllshinc,

repr. OE. deofolscin, (. Jc'ofol devil + seine a phan-

tom, in comp. magic art, illusion.] A demon ;

demonic power or skill :
- DKVILKY i, 2.

a 1050 Liber Scinlill. vii. (1889) 35 Deofulscinnu [ctruionia]

burh xebed beoS oferswybede. c 1200 OR.MIN 81 to And }ct

he didc mare inoh off deofellshine o life. (-1290 .V. Eng.
Leg. I. 204/13 All false godes so beoth deueUchine, i-wis.

Devilship (de-vljip). [f. DEVIL sl>. + -SHIP.]
The office, condition, or quality

of a devil.

1644 SIR E. DERING Prop. Sacr. C ij b, It were a devilship
of mind to forge such report. 1871 H. MARSHALL For very
Life I. v, Cleverness is an attribute of devilship as well as

orGodhood.
b. humorously. As a title : cf. lordship.

1624 GEE Foot out ofSnare 63 His Deuil-ship raues and

struggles. 1668 DRYDEN Evenings Love v. i, Bless his

devilship,
as I may say. 1760 Impostors Detected \. 52 If

her devilship of a wife of his was in such a hurry. 1885 T.

HAWTHORNE Miss Cadogna iv. 45 His delectable little

devilship, Sefior Asmodeus.

Devil's milk. Htrb. [tr. by Lyte of Ger.

Teuftlsinilch, Du. Duyvels nielfk.'] A name given
to plants with acrid milky juice, a. The Sun-

Spurge (Euphorbia Helioscopia} and Pelty Spurge

(. Peplus).
1578 LYTE Doitoens in. xxxii. 363 We may cal it after the

Greke Peplos, or following the Douche, Dyuels milke. 1611

FLORIO, Pepilio, Wilde-purcelaine, some take it for Diuels-

milke or Pety-spurge. 1783 AINSWORTH Lat. Diet. (Morell)

i, Devil's milk (herb 1
, Tithymallus. 1878 BRITTEN & HOLL.

Plant-u., Devil's milk:.. Euphorbia Helioscopia. Middlesex.

b. The Celandine, Chelidonium majus.
1878 BRITTEN & HOLLAND Plant-n. ^orlcshire.)

Deviltry (deVltri!. [Corruption of DEVILRY :

perh. after such words as harlotry, gallantry,

etc.]
= DEVILBY. (Dial. Eng. and U.S.)

.11825 in FORBY Voc. E. Anglia. 1825 J. NEAL Bra.

Jonathan III. 257 All sorts of bloated she things attracted

by the sharp odour of his deviltry. 1827 I. F. COOPER
Prairie II. i. 3 The imps will lie for hours . . brooding their

deviltries. 1863 READE Hard Cash liii, Dr. Sampson rushed
in furious.

' There is some deviltry afloat.' 1876 HOLLAND
Sev. Oaks xxiii. 324 What deviltry there is in it, 1 don't know.

1893 Cath. Nevis 5 Aug. 4/6 Imposture combined with a

good deal of deviltry.

Devily, var. of DEVILLY a. and adv. Obs.

Devin;e, -al, -or, etc., obs. ff. DIVINE, etc.

t Devi'net, /// a. Obs. rare. [ad. L. devinct-

tts obliged, devoted, greatly attached, pa. pple. of

devinclre to bind fast, lay under obligations, f. df

(DE- I. 3) +vincire to bind.] Bound, bounden.

1571 Sc. Acts Jos. F/(i8i4) 81 Qam.) The said lady being
. . obleist and devint to be cairfull of his hienes preserua-
tioun. 1614 R. WILKINSON Paire Serin. Ep. Ded. Aiijb,
His majesties euer denoted, and now of late more deuinct
and obliged Chaplaine. 1643 SIR J. SPELMAN Case ofAffairs
21 Devinct and obliged to the person of the King.

Devious (drviss), a. [f.
L. devi-us out of the

way (f. de = DE- I. 2 + via way) + -ous.]
1. Lying out of the way ;

off the high or main
road ; remote, distant, retired, sequestered.
1599 H. Bt'TTES Dycts drie Dinner I vii, They [wild

swine] pigge,
in desart, streytc, craggie and devious places.

1667 MILTON P. L. in. 489 A violent cross wind .. Blows
them transverse ten thousand Leagues awry Into the devious

Air. 1771 MRS. GRIFFITH tr. I'taud's Shipiureck 256 Where
1 thought . . to provide myself . . better than in so devious

and desolate a place as St. Marks. 1826 SCOTT H'oodst. xi,

Showing . . upon how many devious coasts human nature

may make shipwreck. 1856 KANE Arct. Expl. I. xx. 250
These devious and untrodden ice-fields.

2. Departing from the direct way; pursuing a

winding or straying course ; circuitous.

1628 MAY in Le Grys tr. Barclay's Argons 181 The foes

disranked fled Through deuious paths. 11633 AUSTIN
Mettit. (1635) 61 Neither had they, so devious a Journey,
nor so long a time, to travel! in. 1727-46 THOMSON Summer
80 The wildly-devious morning-walk. 1817 COLERIDGE

Poems,
' The Picture ', Alone, I rise and trace its devious

L. MORRIS To an Unknown Poet i, Along

b. Of persons or moving bodies : Following
a winding or erratic course ; rambling, roving.

1735 SOMERVILLE Chase ill. 344 But whither roves my
devious MuseP 1744 AKENSIDE Pleas. Imag. i. 197 The
long career Of devious comets. 1868 LOWELL Willtnvs v,

A skoal Of devious minnows wheel from where a pike Lurks
balanced.

3. Jig. Deviating or swerving from the straight

way ; erring, straying.
1633 PRYNNE Histrio-.IT. I. vi. xii. (R.), Whose heart is so

estranged from reason, so devious from the truth through
perverse error. 1638 COWI.EY Lore's Riddle iv, Yet still

this devious Error draws me backward. 1650 Cattssins

Atif. Peace 53 Those men ..
precipitate

themselves into

devious enormities. 1847 LONGF. hr. II. iii. 143 Like the
sweet thoughts of love on a darkened and devious spirit.

4. quasi-arfz*. With wandering or straying course.

1782 COWPER Progr. Err. 60 Seek to . . lead him devious
from the path of truth. 1764 Tiroc. 309 To pitch the
ball into the grounded hat, Or drive it devious with a
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dext'rous pat. 1848 C. BKON i L J. '>"' xxvii, I sought the

Continent, and went devious through all its lands.

lit noc Devioualy adv., in a devious manner or

course, with deviation ; Deviousncss.
1717 HAM-BY vol. II, Pn'tousnets, swervingncs*, or going

out of the way. 174* WARBI KTOS Cotnni. /'<'/<', /-.H. Man
\VU->. 1811 XI. 34 God . . deviously turns the natural bias of
its malignity to the advancement of human happiness, 1791
J. WIIITAKKK ('.ibbon's Dtcl. t? F. 252 (R.) No words can
fully expose the astonishing deviousne&s of such a digression

1 as this. 184* C. WmTEHtAD A*. Savage (1845) II. ix. 288
1 Money that comes deviously into a mail's pocket goes
i

crookedly out of it. 1870 LOWELL Study Wind.
,
Good word

\ for /JVrt/Vr 11871 '40 A nuthatch scaling deviously the trunk

I

of some hard-wood tree.

Devire, obs. form of DEVOIB.

t DeyiTginate, pa. pple. Obs. rare. [ad. L.

i drvirginat-us, pa. pple. of deuirginart : see next.]

Deprived of virginity, deflowered.
i 1470 HARDING Chroti. LXIII. xx. And for they would not

be dcuirgynate, They slewe theim all. 1600 CHAIMAN
Mnsxns in. Argi., Fair Hero, left devirginate, Weighs, and
with fury waits her state.

t Devi'rginate, v. Obs. [f.
L. dsvirginat-

ppl. stem ot deuirginare to deprive of virginity,

deflower, f. DE- I. 6 + virgin-em virgin, maid.]
trans. To deprive of virginity ; to deflower, violate.

Also^. Hence BeviTginated///. a.

1583 STUBBES Anat. Abut. i. (1879) 145 To deverginat
I
MaydK, to defluur honest Wyues. 1614 DONNE Strut, li. 19

I That Virgin Soule devirginated in the blood of Adam but
'

restored m the blood of the Lamb, n 1639 W. WIIATELV

K. ALLESTREE Senn. (1684) II. 96 L.) To make use of
watchfulness over ourselves, that sin do not devirginate us.

Devirgina*tion. [ad. L. devirgination-em,
n. of action from L. devirginart : see prec.] The
action of devirginating ; deflowering of a virgin.
1606 HOLLAND Sueton. 192 Maidens, when they bee forced

and suffer devirgination. 1650 BULWER Anlhrofomet'. 226.

1704 D'URFEY Nt. Advent. 187 A devirgination Was justice

upon this occasion. 1883 Sy'd. Soc. Lex., Dcvirginatum,
the loss of the signs of virginity from sexual connection.

Devi'rgfinator. rare. [a. L. agent-n. from

devirginare to DEVIBGINATE.] A deflowerer,

ravisher. In qnot.yf^.
1889 R. ELLIS Comment, on Catull. Ixii. 32 An attack on

Night, the Devirginator, the foe of sun and daylight.

Devisable (diVarzab'l), a. Also 6 devysable,

diuisable, 6-9 deviseable. [a. OF. devisable,

that can be divided ; in AF. that can be assigned

by will
;

f. deviser to DEVISE.]
I. Law. That can be devised or bequeathed, as

real property : see DEVISE v. 4.

[1292 BRITTON in. xx. 7 Si . . le tenement soil devisable

i par usage et custume del lu, sicum est de burgages.)
; 1535 Act 27 //<. VIll, c. 10 i By the common lawes . .

landes, tenementes and hereditamentes, be not diuisable

by testamente. 1590 SWINBVRNE Testaments 91 Whether
! come growing on lande morgaged, bee deuiseable. 1628

;

COKE On Lilt. 322 Tenements dcuisable to another for

|

life, or for yeares. 1755 MAGENS Insurances II. 369 The
Shares in the capital Stock shall be transferable and devis

1875 POSTE Gains in. Comm. (ed. 2) 422 Land held in empliy-
teusis was alienable, devisable, descendible by intestacy.

2. That can be devised or contrived ; contrivable.

1649 SADLER Rights ofKingdom 189 (T.) If there (>e no

records, there is scarce devisaole a legal traverse or a trial.

a 1677 BARROW Senn. Wks. 1686 II. 36 Exceptions or cavils

devisable by curious or captious wits. 1795 Jemima II.

39 Every devisable method for obtaining her. 1889 MRS.

j

LYNN LINTON Thro' Long Night n. ix, Any folly devisable

[ by man.

1 3. Of deceitful contrivance, of feigned nature.

1659 MILTON Civ. Pmver Wks. 1848 II. 547 The more they
will, -find how false and deviseable that common saying is,

'

which is so much relied upon.

Devisal (d/vsi-zal). rare. [f.
DEVISE v. + -AL.

Cf. OF. dcvisaille device.] The act of devising ;

contrivance, invention.

1854-6 PATMORE Angel in Ho. \. tl. vi. (1879) oi If aught
of your devisal prove Too hard or high to do or be. 1875
WHITNEY Life Lang. xiv. 309 Each word . . has its own
place, mode, and circumstances of devisal.

Deviscerate(d/vi-se'K
l

t),i'. rare. [f. DK-II.

i + L. viscera entrails + -ATE.] To disembowel,
eviscerate. Hence Devl scerated ppl. a., Devls-
cera tion,

' the removal of the abdominal viscera
'

(Syd. Soc. Lex.).
1727 BAILEY vol. II, Deviscerated, imbowelled.

Devise (dfvarz), v. Forms : 4-5 deule-n, 5-
devise ; also 4 deuis, -iss, 4-5 dyuyse, 4-6

deuyse, diuise, -yse, deuice, 5 dyuise, Sc. de-

wioe, dyuys, 5-6 deuys, dewyssfe, Sr. dewyse,
6 devize, Sf. dewyiss, diwyse. [aJIF. devise-r

to divide, etc. = Pr. and OSp. devisor. It. divisare

: late pop.L. *dtvJsare, freq. of dividfre to DIVIDE,
which by dissimilation became tfevisare in Romanic.

The sense-development was far advanced before the

word was taken into English ; OF. had the senses,
' to divide, distribute, dispose in portions, arrange,

array, dispose of, digest, order, form a plan or
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design, invent, contrive, express or make known
one's plan or will ', whence in later use,

* to confer,

discourse, commune, talk, chat\ the last the chief

sense in modern French. It. divisare has in Florio,

1611, the senses 'to deuise, to invent; also, to

deuide or part a sunder ;
to discource, to talke or

confer together ;
to blazon armes ; also, to surmise,

to thinke, to seeme vnto '.]

+ 1. trans. To divide
;
to separate, part ;

to dis-

tribute. Obs.

CX330 R. BRUNNE Chron, (1810) 187 In J>re parties to fight

his oste he did deuise. 1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 349 pis

buk .. In seven partes divised es. la 1400 Morte Art/i.

1389 The knyghte one J>e cpursere he clevede in sondyre,

Clenlyche fro f>e croune his corse he dyvysyde. c 1400
MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xvii. 79 Inde es diuised in three partys.

1483 CAXTON Cato E v, A waye whyche is deuysed in thre

wayes.

\ b. To separate mentally, distinguish. Obs.

c 1340 CursorM. 22929 (Fairf.) Wele can he deuise be tane

fra fe tober. 1483 CAXTON Cold. Leg; 237/2 Thou hast

thought in thy corage . . how thou myghtest deuyse the

reliques of eche.

f 2. To arrange, set in battle array. Obs.

c 1325 Coer de L. 3928 Kyng Richard . . devysyd hys hoost

in the feeld. (Cf. quot. 1330 in sense i.)

1 3. To assign, appoint, order, direct, (absol. or

trans, with simple obj. or obj. clause.) Obs.

1303 R. BRUNNE Handl, Synnc 9510 But he were .. In

fonte stone and watyr baptysede As lesu cryst hab dyuy
sede. ci-&,$E.E.Allit.P.'R.-2.-$ per pryuely in paradyshis

place watz devised. 1375 BARBOUR Bruce vn. 265 As scho

deuislt, thai haue done, c 1420 Paliad. on Hitsb. in, 21

Chiches sowe afore as I devysed. c 1450 Merlin 58 What
wilt thow that I do, for I will do euen as thow wilte devise.

1597 MONTGOMERIE Cherrie $ Stae 927 Cum on. .And do as

we deuyse. 1606 G. W[OODCOCKE] tr. Hist. Ivstine 26 b,

They were forced to deuise and let out their Citty vnto

strangers.

4. Law. To assign or give by will. Now techni-

cally used only of realty, but formerly of all kinds

of property that could be disposed of by will, = be-

queath.
[In inz&L. divider?= testamento disponere : seeDuCange.

The primary sense was literally
'

to divide or distribute one's

possessions', but the word had apparently passed into that

of 'assign or ordain by will
'

before its adoption in English.
Cf. quot. 1375 in sense 5 b.]

{1347 Test. Ebor. (Surtees) I. 44 (Will of Earl Warenne)
Jeo devys a Isabelle de Holland ma compaigne mon anel

dor.] 1395 E. E. Wills (1882) 4, I deuyse to Thomas my
sone, a bed of tapicers werk. c 1422 HOCCLEVE Mitt. Poems

(1892) 219 Y to thee dyuyse lewelles .iij'. a ryng brooch &
a clooth. 1574 tr. Littleton's Tenures 35 b, A man may
devise by his testament hys lands and tenementes. 1647
N. BACON Disc. Govt. Eng. \. Ixii. (1739^ 126 Richard the first

devised the Crown
to_ King John. 1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa

(1811) I. xix. 136 Giving up to myfatners controul the estate

devised me. 1818 CRUISE Digest (ed. 2) VI. 17 Persons under
the age of twenty-one years are incapable of devising their

lands. 1827 jARMAN/VH't7/'.r Devises II. 12 Lands or goods
cannot be devised to superstitious uses, within stat. 23
Hen. VIII. c. 10, by any means whatsoever. 1837 Act 7

Will. IV $ i Viet. c. 26 33 Any person . . to whom any real

or personal estate shall be devised or bequeathed, a. 1845
STEPHEN Laws Engl. (ed. 61 I. 620 Where a man devises

lands to his heir at law. 1862 TROLLOPK Orley F. i. (ed. 4) 2

This codicil .. devised a sum of two thousand pounds to

a certain Miriam Elsbech. 1895 POLLOCK & MAITLAND Hist.

Eng. Laio II. 336 The modern convention which sets apart
' devise

'

for
'

realty
' and '

bequeath
'

for
*

personalty '.

5. To order, appoint, or arrange the plan or de-

sign of; to plan, contrive, think out, frame, invent ;

a. something material, as a work of art or a
mechanical contrivance. (Formerly including the

notion * to construct, frame, fashion
*

; now ex-

pressing only the mental process of inventing or

contriving.)
01300 Cursor M. 9960 (Cott.) Suilk a bald .. neuer bes

wroght wijt mans wijt, Forgodd him-self deuised it. c 1340
Ibid. 8311 i Fairf.) pis werk . . bou salle deuise hit in bi bo}t
And borou salamon hit sal be wro^t. 1393 LANGL. P. PI. C.
xxn. 331 Grace deuysede A cart .. to carien home peers
sheues. c 1400 Rom. Rose 923 In his honde holdyng Turke
bowes two, fulle wel devysed had he. 1486 Henry VII at
York in Snrtees Afisc. (1890) 55 A convenient thing divisid

wherby . .schall rayne rose water. 1526 Pitgr. Perf. (W. de
W. 1531) 17 b, The moost .. delicate dysshes, that can or

may be deuysed for a kynge. 1548 HALL Chron. 131 b, To
tel . . what engynes were devised, what harneis was provided.
1577 B. GOOGE HeresbacWs Hmb. i. (15861 9 b, This Court
I thus devised mee selfe. Ibid. iv. 173 Ponds for Oysters,
were first devised by Sergius Grata. 1603 KNOLLES Hist.
Turks (1638) 187 More ingenious than his father in deuising
warlike engines. 1784 COWPER Task 1.211 The artist whose
ingenious thought Devised the Weatherhouse, that useful
toy ! 1860 TVNDALL Glac. \\. xxx. 404 [An] instrument . .

exceeding in accuracy any hitherto devised. 1863 GEO.
ELIOT Romola. i. iii, Marble inlaying and statued niches,
which Giotto had devised a hundred and fifty years before.
1879 Casselfs Techn. Educ. IV. 62/2 The ingenuity with
which he devised tools for . . lock-making.

b. something immaterial or abstract, or a pro-
duct of the mind. (The chief current sense.)

1300 A". Horn 930 A writ he dude deuise, Abulf hit dude
write. 1375 BARBOUR Bruce xx. 309 His testament deuisit

he, And ordanit how his land suld be Gouernit. 14. . LYDG.
Temple of Glas^ 927 pi woordis so deuyse, That she on be
haue compassioun. 1530 PALSGR. 523/2, I can devyse
a thing wel, but I can nat penne it. 1538 STARKEY Eng-
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latidi. \. 12 Meruelus gud lawys. .deuysyd by
man. 1555

EDEN Decades (Arb. ) 45 The mynde of man. .taketh pleasure
in diuisynge or excogitatynge sume honest thynge. _

1601

SHAKS. Jill. C. in. i. 246 Speake all good you can deuise of

Cxsar. 1661 BKAMHALL Just ISiild. iv. 63 Then Pope
Paschalis the second had devised a new Oath for Arch-

Bishops. 1791 COWPER Odyss. xiv. 600 So I.. the remedy
at once Devised. 1833 HT. MARTINEAU Briery Creek v. 115

Whatever occupation might have been devised for their

leisure evening hours. 1862 SIR B. BKODIE Psychol. Ing. II.

iii. 105 It is impossible to devise any sanitary measures

which would do all that is required. 1870 LUBBOCK Orig.

Civiliz. iv. (1875) 167 Having devised words for father and

mother,

c. absol. or with clause : To contrive, plan

(that . .
.,
how . . ., etc., or to do something).

c 1325 E. E. Allit. P. B. i ioo Wei clanner pen any crafte

co\vj>e deuyse. 1:1400 Rom. Rose 7362 At the last they

devysed, That they wolde gone in tapmage. c 1420 Paliad.

on limb, I. 784 Dyversed wittes dyversely devyse. 1568

GBAHTON Chron. II. 313 He.. devysed to set great taxes

and impositions upon the people. 1598 SHAKS. Merry W.
iv. iv. 27 Deuise but how you'l vse him when he comes,

And let vs two deuise to bring him thether. 1667 MILTON
P. L. vin. 207 How suttly to detaine thee I devise. 1725

Poi'E Odyss. ix. 377 Thus.. I thought, devis'd, and Pallas

heard my prayer. 1832 TENNYSON ' 4M thou thy land '

x, For Nature also, cold and warm. .devising long. .Matures

the individual form.

t d. To design, draw, represent by art. Obs.

a 1400-50 Alexander 280 In (MS o(>ir drajt ware deuysid
a dusan of bestis. c 1400 Destr. Troy 1678 Twenty pase vp

pight all of pure cristali, pat were shynyng full shene shalkes

to deuyse. 1500 SPENSER F, Q. n. i. 31 That deare Crosse

uppon your shield devizd.

f 6. a. refl. To plan, determine, resolve. Obs.

'393 GOWER Con/. III. 248 He all hole the cite lad Right
as he wolde him self devise, c 1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees)

6342 pe seruand sees many penys Lig on the toumbe, he

him deuys To stele of bairn belyue.

f b. intr. To resolve or decide upon. Obs.

1548 UDALL, etc. Erasm. Par. Pref. 18 Lyke a man that

had deuised upon it afore. 1598 BARCKLEY Felic. Man in.

(1603) 161 Devising upon a man that might see this treason

punished.

f c. with
inf.

To design. Obs.

1714 GAY Sheph. Week v. 19 Of Patient Grissel I devise to

sing.

7. trans. In a bad sense: a. To plot, scheme,

lay plans to bring about (evil), arch. (Const, with

simple obj. or infin.)
c 1400 Deslr. Troy 9478 To deire hym with dethe he duly

deuyset, With an arow. 1513 MORE in Grafton Chron. II.

788 Under pretext of her dune to Godward, she divised to

disturbs this manage, a 1533 LD. BERNERS Huon Ixv. 223
These .ii. traytours deuysyd and concluded the deth ofHuon.

1633 G. HERBERT Temple, Sacrifice v, Korthirtie pence he

didmy death devise. 1791 COWPER 7/iWvlli. 533 Devising
..calamity to Troy. 1864 TENNYSON Aylmer's field 783
And knew not what they did, but sat Ignorant, devising
their own daughter's death !

b. To contrive or make up deceitfully or falsely ;

to feign, forge, invent, arch.

1513 MORE Rich. Ill, Wks. 56 Much mater was ther..

.

109. r 2 The Eldest . . devised a monstrous Calumny to ruin

his Brother. 1820 SOUTHEY Ode St. George's Day i The
tales which fabling monks of old Devised. 1887 BcnvEN

Virg. SEneid IV. 51 Devise fair pleas for delay.

t C. with obj. cl., or absol. To feign, pretend.
1600 E. BLOUNT tr. Conestaggio 208 Incouraging them,

sometimes devising that the French succours were on the

way, sometimes shewing the.. forces to bee greater then

they were. 1609 HOLLAND A mm. Marcell. xxx. iv. 386 If

thou shouldest devise [fiiixcris] and say, That wilfully
thou hadst murthered thine owne mother. 1610 Camden's
Brit. (1637) 8 He . . deviseth first that this Brutus was
a Consul of Rome.

f 8. trans, (or absol.'} To ' contrive
'

successfully ;

to achieve, accomplish,
'

manage '. Otis.

1340-70 Alex, fy Dind. 670 Hercules.. Diuisede here. .a

dosain of wondrus. 1415 HOCCLEVE To Sir J. Oldcastle 511
Thee hie as faste as bat thou canst dyuyse. 1553 T. WILSON
Rhet. (1580) 214 [He] could not devise the makyng of some

Letters, in his Crosse rovve. .whereas before, .he wrote both

fast and faire. 1:1592 MARLOWE Mass. Paris i. viii, Could
we devise To get those pedants from the King Navarre,
That are tutors to him.

f 8. To prepare with skill, make ready, provide,

purvey. (Also absol.} Obs.

c 1385 CHAUCER L.G.W. 1453 Hyfsifyle, Anoon Argus his

shiopes gan devyse. c 1400 Lanfranc's Cinirg. 87 It

suflrap bat a man divise be medicyn after f>e complexioun
mai bee. c 1500 Three Kings Sons 182 The kynge was the

best diuiser that any man coude fynde : he deuised not as

a pore caitif, but as a kynge.
1 10. trans, (or absol.) To conceive, imagine ;

to

conjecture, guess. Ot>s.

c 1325 E. E. Allit. P. B. 1046 Also red & so ripe & rychely
hwed, As any dom nryjt device of dayntyez oute. 1340
Ayenb. 73 Ine helle bou sselt yzi mo zorjes panne me moge
deuisy. ^1350 Will. Palerne 2985 Makende be most ioye bat

man nri^t deuise. c 2440 Ipomydon 94 Full riche, I wot, were

hyr seruice, For better myght no man devyse. 1592 SHAKS.
Rom. <y Jitl. in. i. 72, 1 do protest I neuer initir'd thee, But
lou'd thee better then thou can'st deuise : Till thou shalt

know the reason of my loue. 1754 EDWARDS Freed. Will
n. v. 53 If Liberty don't consist in this, what else can be
devised that it should consist in. 1814 MAD. D'ARBLAY
\Vamiercr\. 358 Little enough devizing I should ever meet
with [etc.].

fll. intr. (or trans, with obj. cl.} To think,

meditate, consider, deliberate. Obs.

DEVISE.

c 1400 Deslr. Troy 4938 Ses now your seluyn . . And deuys
of bis dede as you dere think, c 1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees)

4411 He deuysed what he suld do. c 1533 L D. BERNERS
Huon cxxii. 435 Thus as ye haue harde Huon deuysyd by
hymselfe at the fountayne. 1548 HALL Ckron. 105 Vieuyng
the cite and devisyng in what place it was best assautable.

1598- 9 E. FORDE Parisifiits I. (1661) 34 Thus by devising
what should be become of him she could enjoy no quiet nor
content.

)
12. trans. To consider, scan, survey, examine,

look at attentively. Obs.
c 1320 Sir Benes 3872 J>e castel ase he }ede aboute, For to

diuise be toures stoute. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xix. 273 He
shulde ar he did any dede deuyse wel be ende. a 1400-50
Alexander 5099 Sone as bis princes of pris bis pistyll had

deuysid. c 1470 HENRY Wallace in. 101 The worthi Scottis

. .Dewysyt the place. 1509 BARCLAY Sltyp ofFolys (1570) 9
Beholde vnto your prince : Consider his sadnes, his honestie

deuise.

fb. To perceive, discern, observe. Obs.

a 1300 Cursor HI. 9895 (Gott.) Baylis has bis castel thre,

wid wallis thrinne, semly to se, As 36 sal siben here diuyse.
a 1400-50 Alexander 3053 Sone as ser Dary it deuysid, and

se}is his foke faile. ^1430 Syr Gener. (Roxb.) 1148 That
no man youre counsel devise. 1620 SHELTON Qitix. iv. vii.

II. 88 We Phcebus may devise Shine thro' the rosal Gates
of th' Orient bright

f 13. To set forth in detail, recount, describe.

a 1300 Cursor M. 8979 (Cott.) Salamon be wys, His dedes
coth naman deuis. 1:1300 K. Alis. 7377 N'is no nede heore
armes to devyse. 1393 GOWER Con/. I. 206 And tho began
he to devise, How he the childis moder fonde. 1481 CAXTON
Alyrr. I. iv. 16 We shal deuise to yow herafter the fourme
of the world and the facyon. 1513 DOUGLAS sEneis xm. ix.

no Lang war to devys Thair hasty fair, thair revellyng and

deray. 1:1570 Pride # Lowl. (1841) 18 And foorth they
went, as I shall you devise.

) b. intr. or absol. To give an account. Obs.

CI400 Rom. Rose 888 His beaute gretly was to preyse:
But of his robe to devise I drede encombred for to be.

1430 Pilgr. Lyf Manhodel. 0.11869) 54 Ryght as grace
dieu spak and diuised of these belles. 1601 R. JOHNSON
Kingd, % Commlv. (1603) 194 Hitherto have we devised

of Siam and Pegu (as they stood) before the comming of the

Portugals into India. Ibid. (1603) 207 Of whose originall

and fortunes.. it shall not bee amisse to devise.

1 14. To confer, commune, discourse, converse,
talk. Obs. [So in mod.F.] a. reft.

c 1477 CAXTON Jason 34 b, And we shall deuise us to geder
of oure auentures. 1:1489 Blanchardyn xvi. 52 The
proude pucelle. .talked and deuysed her self sore harde and

angerly wyth her maystres.

fb. intr.

c 1477 CAXTC-N Jason sib, Knowyng that he was moche

pensif. .he deuised to him of many thinges and meruailes.

1530 PALSGR. 514/2, 1 devyse, I talke or fynde conmnycacion.
a 1533 LD. BERNERS Huon xx. 54 After they had dynyd and

deuysed too gether a grete space. 1596 SPENSER State Irel.

2 Let us . . a little devise of those evils, by which that

country is held in this wretched case. 1600 HOLLAND Livy
XLV. xii. 1208 He answered that he would devise with.,

his friends and consider what was best to be don. 1614
RALEIGH Hist. World v. iii. i His father, and other

friends, had long time deuised of this businesse.

(C. trans, with cognate obj.

1538 STARKEY England i. i. 25, I schal now at thys leser. .

some thyng wyth you, Master Lvpset, deuyse, touchyng the

ordur of our cuntrey and commyn wel.

Devise (cl/vai'z), sb. Law. Also 6-7 device,

[a. OF. devise, devis (in same sense) : Romanic

deviso, devlsa, for L. divisus, and (late) dlvisa,

from ppl. stem of dividere to divide, distribute,

apportion, also, in meA.L., = t/isfonere testamento,

to dispose by will. In med.L., dtvisa was in

common use = divisio, originally
' division of

goods by testament ',

' whence also the testament

itself is called dlvisa [and divisid]
'

(Du CangeX
The same word as DEVICE sb., and formerly also

sometimes spelt device ; the eventual victory of the

form devise may be partly due to the influence of

the med.L. divisa in wills, but is prob. more owing
to the influence of the verb, and the close association

of the sb. with it in this special sense.]

The act of devising, apportioning, or assigning,

by will ; a testamentary disposition of real pro-

perty ; the clause in a will conveying this.

lish 1;

f f r
\ gift by \

personal property is called a bequest.' (Sir F. Pollock,

Land Lams (1887) v. 126) But this distinction is modern :

cf. quot. 1641, and DEVISE v. 4.

[1182 HENRY II Will in Gervase of Cant., Notum facio

quod apud Waltham. .fed Divisam meam de quadain parts

pecuniar meae.]

1542-3 Act 34-5 Hen. VIII, c. 5. 9 Any suche person,
that shall make any . . deuise by his last will in writing.

1574 tr. Littleton's Tenures ^b, He to whom such devise

ys made after the death of the devisour, may enter in the

tenementes. 1641 Termes de la Ley 114 Devise is where

a man in his testament giveth or bequeatheth his goods or

his lands to another after his decease. 1709 Case ofHeirs

at Lam to G. Monke 12 The Devise in that Will, by Chris-

topher to his Dutchess. 1765 BLACKSTONE Comm. I. n. vii.

84 It does not extend to devises by will. 1817 W. SELWYN
Lain Nisi Prim II. 813 The devisor wrote upon a sheet of

paper a devise of land, and subscribed the paper, but did

not seal it. 1841 STEPHEN Laws Engl. (ed. 6) I. 609 The
law of testamentary disposition . . as it affects estates of

freehold duration and tenure; or as it is commonly ex-

pressed, the law of devises. 1858 LD. ST. LEONARDS Handy
I!/;. Prof. Lam xx. 151 A general devise or bequest . . will

pass any real or personal estate which you have power to



DEVISED.

appoint in any manner you think proper. 1876 FKKKMAN

V,'/-;/;. (.'OIK/. V. xxiii. 339 For the first time in our story,

a devise of the Crown made before the aUual va. .UK y

took effect. 1895 POLLOCK & MAITI.AND Hist. KMR. l.a-.u

II 332 In the year 1182 .. the king made, not indeed his

i.clll, but his division or device (JMuum stiant) of a

i,,l.,in portion of hi-, fortune.

B 1589 PUTTKNHAM Eng. Pot'sie ill. xix. (Arb.) 241 No
man can say i^ his by heritage, Nor by Legacie, or Testa-

tours deuice. 1618 HOI.TON Fiona it. xx. 157 The people..

cntring upon the whole estate, retained it . . by vertue of

his doi< i;, and Testament, a 1616 HACON /IM-r. f, Uses

Coin. f.awxtv. (16361 58 If I devise the mannour ofD .. of

which al that lime ' am not seised., this device is void.

Devised (d/Vai zd), ///. a. [f.
DEVISE v. +

-EI> i.] I'lanned, contrived, invented, feigned, etc.:

see the verb.

i Hui OET, Deuised, cogitatiu . . Delllsed in thought,
,1 precisely,

nteililalits. 1553 T. WILSON Khet.

'"Dories, and darke devised sentences. 1611

16 Wee have not followed cunningly dcuised

or p

IllHI-K 2
580) 179 Allegories, nnj darke devised sentences. 1611

IBLE 2 1'el. i. 16 Wee have not followed cunningly demscd

fables. 1634 CANSE A'mss. Sefar. (1849) 82 Worthily

8

bpl
Comi

speakelh M. Perkins . .when men set up a devised worship,

they set up also a devised God. a 1850 CALHOUN Wks.

(1874! IV. 26 What is it but a cunningly devised scheme,

to replenish the treasury of some of the states.

Devisee (dAwzr). Law. [f. DEVISE v. + -EK.]

The person to whom property is devised by will :

see DEVISE v. 4. (Correlative to devisor.)

1541-3 Act 34-5 Hen. VIII, c. 5 17 The right and title

of the donees, feoffes, lessees, and deuisees therof. i6oj

FULBECKE vid ft. Parall. 33 The deuisee cannot take the

goodes without the deliuerie of the executor. 1767 BLACK-

STONE Coinm. II. 108 If the devise be to a man and his

],, without annexing words of perpetuity, there the

devisee shall take only an estate for life. 1813 Examiner
'

~*eb. 95/2 The nephew was to be heir or devisee and

Uee of . . the uncle's property. 1875 POSTE Guilts n.

uv.nm. (ed. 2) 227 In the language of English jurisprudence.
Heir denotes a successor to real estate by descent, Devisee

denotes a successor to real estate under a will.

Devisely, obs. var. DIVISELY adv.

Devrseiueivt. rare. [a. OF. devisement, i.

deviser to DEVISE : see -MENT.]
1. Description. (Cf. DEVISE v. 13.)

(-1315 E. E. Allit. P. A. 1019, I knew hit by his deuyse-

ment. In be apocalyppez be apostel lohan. As lohan

deuysed jet sa3 I bare.

2. The act of devising or contriving ; a device.

1541 WYATT Defence Wks. (1861) p. xxvi, For the invent-

ing, for the setting forth, for the indictment, for devisement

of the dilating of the matters. 1879 IS. MOSES] Spirit.

Identity 97 App. it. 5 Cunning devisements of curious

brains.

Deviser (d/vsi-zai). Also 4 Sc. dewisowr,

4-6 deuysour, 4-7 diviser, 6 deuisour, deuy-
sar, -er, 6-7 (9) devisor. [ME. devysour, a. AF.
devisour=OV. deviscor, -eur, f. deviser to DEVISE.

In mod.Eng. (exc. in a special sense : see DEVISOR)
the suffix is changed into the common agent-

ending -ER.]
One who devises ; a contriver, inventor, framer,

forger, plotter, schemer, etc. : cf. the verb.

1513 Lu. BERNERS froiss. \. ccxxxi. 316 The prince of

Wales was a mean bytwene them, and chefe deuysour therof.

1538 STARKEY England n. iii. 80 Curyouse descanterys and

deuysarys of new songys. 1571 GOLDING Calvin on Ps. vii.

16 Devisers of mischeefe perish through their own devises.

1577 NORTHBKOOKE Dicing (1843) 116 Who was the firste

deuisour of dyce playing? 1614 RALEIGH Hist. World in.

94 The deviser of the mischiefe against Cyrus. 1646 SIR

T. BROWNE Psend. Ef. \. iii. n They are daily mocked
into errour by subtler devisors. 1671 EACHARD Hobbes'sState

Nat. (1705) M As very a deviser, as if you had found out

gun-powder or printing. 1791 COWPER Iliad iv. 398 And
thou, deviser of all evil wiles 1 1867 FREEMAN Norm. Conq.

(18761 1. App. 629 The first deviser of the scheme.

t b. One who makes ready, plans, or arranges

(a feast, etc.) : cf. DEVISE v. 9. Obs.

1375 BARBOUR Bruce xx. 72 Devysouris of that fest till be.

1 1500 Three Kings Sons 182 The kynge was the best diuiser

that any man coude fynde.

t c. One who prepares the plans of a building,
etc. ; an architect. Obs.

1548 PATTEN Exfed. Scotl. in Arb. Garner III. 76 Sir

Richard Lee Knight, Devisor of the fortifications to be
made. 1581 MULCASTER Positions xli. (1887) 242 What
should .. maryners, deuisours, architectes. .do with latin,

1647 HAWARD Crou'tt Rev. 23 Devisor of the Buildings.

Devising (dJvoi-zirj), vol. sb. [f. DEVISE v. +

-l\ol.] The action of the verb DEVISE; contriv-

ing, planning, invention, etc.

c 1400 Lanfranc'sCirurg. (MS. B) 106 Aftere be devysinge
of my symple wytt. 1530 PALSGR. 213/2 Devisyng, dcnis.

1594 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. n.
yiii,

That in them God hath . .

left his intent to be accomplished by our diuisinges. <r 1610

HEALEY Theophrastus, Newesforging (1636) 32 A devising
of deeds and words at the fancy or pleasure of the Inventor.

1879 M'CARTHY C'' Times II. xxiii. 190 He sometimes
rode in a curious little cab of his own devising. 1885
BRIDGES Nero l. i. 2/2 The curse of life is of our own dc-

MMIV, Born of man's ignorance and selfishness.

fb. Conversation, talking (DEVISE v. 14). Obs.

1586 B. YOUNG Gnazso's Civ. Com', iv. 178 He thought . .

such a companie ..would have passed the time in some
manner of devising, and discourses, but now perceaved
himselfe to be rather in a . . silent place.

c. Law. The bequeathing of real property (DK-
VISE v. 4).
1868 ROGERS Pol. Kcon. xvii. (18761228 That which relates

to the Kiting, devising, and settlement uf land.

291

Devision, obs. form of DIVISION.

Devisor (d/varz^i). Law, Also 6-7 -our.

[a. AK. dei'isour, OK. deviscor, -eur, (. deviser to

DEVISE. Formerly used in all senses of the vb.,

for which DEVISER is now the general form.]
One who devises (real property) by will ; one who
makes a devise. (Correlative to devisee.)

1541-3 Act 34-5 lien. VIII, c 5 i ii After the death of

any such owner or deuisour which shall make any such

. .deuice by his last will in writing. 1574 [sec DEVISE si.].

1657 SIR H. GRIMSTONE in Crete's Ref. 1. 476 The intent of

the devisor. 1767 BLACKSTONE Comnt. II. 379 No after-

purchased lands will pass under such devise, unless, sub-

sequent to the purchase or contract, the devisor re-publishes
his will. 1876 DIGBY Keal I'rof. viii. 351 No liability

attached to the lands in the hands of the devisee for the

debts of the devisor.

Devisor, -our, obs. forms of DEVISER.

t Devitable, a. Obs.~ [f.
L. dtvitare DEVITE

v. + -BLE.]

ijij
BAILEY vol. II, Drvitablc, easy to be shunned or

avoided.

Devitalize (d/Voi-talaiz), v. [f.
DE- II. r 4-

VITALIZE.] trans. To deprive of vitality or vital

qualities ; to render lifeless or effete.

1840 I. TAYLOR Loyola , Jrs. (1857) 359 The philosophy

ated air, defective sewerage, bad water, or an inadequat

Lam in Sfir. W. (ed. 2) 86 The biologist cannot devitalise

a plant or an animal and revivify it again.

Hence Devi tallied, Devi-talizinjr /// "djs. ;

also Devi talizn, tion, the action of devitalizing.
1866 Reader i Sept. 770 Fungi . . flourish on . . surfaces. .

which belong to devitalized beings. 1871 Sat. Rev. i Apr.

398/2 New preparations of concentrated food . . to meet the

Mevitalization
' which seems increasing in what we suppose

to be the well-nourished class of families. 1875 H. C. WOOD
Therap. (18791 340. The poison exerts no destructive chemical

or devitalizing influence upon the tissues. 1875 B. W.
RICHARDSON Dis. Mod. Life 385 Devitalized air finds its

entrance into human habitations.

t Devita'tion. Oh. rare. [ad. L. devitation-

em, n. of action f. dtvitdre : see next.] Shunning,

avoiding ; exhortation to shun : the opposite of

invitation.

1614 T. ADAMS De-Ms Banquet 45 If there be any here

that . . will venture himselfe a guest at the Deuils Hanket,

maugre all devitation, let him stay and heare the Reckon-

ing. 1613 COCKERAM, Denitation, an eschuing.

tDevrte, v. Obs. rare- 1
, [f.

L. daiJtare to

shun, avoid, f. DE- I. 3 + vilare to shun. Cf. IN-

VITE ] trans. To shun.

1549 CHALONER Erasm. Morix F.nc. R iij a, I exhorte you
. . to devite or shonne the company of heretikes.

11 nonce-use. To ask not \to do) : the opposite
of invite.

1831 LAMB Let. to Cary in Life * Lett. Wks. (1865) 174

I am de-vited to come on Wednesdays.

Devitrification (dMttrifiWJjn). [a. mod.

F. devitrification (1803 in Hatz.-Darm.), f. ddvi-

trifter : see next.] The action or process of de-

vitrifying ; deprivation of vitreous character ; esp.

change (of rocks) from a glassy to a crystalline

condition.

183* G. R. PORTER Porcelain ft Gl. xvi. 317 heading, On
the Devitrification of Glass. Ibid. 326 The devitrification

was by no means perfect. 1865 Eceletielogist XXVI. 269
The process of de-vitrification in ancient painted glass.

1879 RUTLEY Stud. Rocks x. 163 The development of micro-

liths is one of the causes of devitrification in glassy rocks

and in artificial glass. 1881 JUDD I'olcanots ix. 258 These

glassy rocks easily undergo
'

devitrification '.

Devitrify (d/vi-trifsi), v. [f.
DE- II. i +

VITRIFY; app. after F. dtvitrifier (1803 in Hatz.-

Darm.).] trans. To deprive of vitreous qualities

or properties ;
to cause (glass or a vitreous sub-

stance) to become opaque, hard, and crystalline in

structure. Hence Devi-trifled///, a.

1831 G. R. PORTER Porcelain 4 Gl. 325 Experiments made

to devitrify stained glass taken from church windows. Ibid.

326 Glass, when devitrified, becomes a much more perfect

conductor of heat and electricity. Ibid. xvi. heading, Power

of devitrified glass to bear sudden changes of temperature.

1879 RUTLEY Stud. Rocks x. 170 In most instances this

impure or devitrified matter is opaque.

Devi-ve.w. nonce-wd. [f. DE- II. I
,
after revive.]

trans. To render lifeless, devitalize.

1869 OWEN in Micnsc. Jrnl. May 294 Organisms which

we can devitalise and revitalise devive and revive many
times.

Devize, obs. form of DEVISE.

Devocalize (dAv-kabiz), v. [f.
DE- II. i +

VOCALIZE.] trans. To make (a vowel or voice con-

sonant) voiceless or non-sonant.

1877 SWEET Phonetics 142 1 IK] often becomes (M) and even

(?\ which, when a voiceless consonant follows, is devocalised

(to./"]. 1888 Eng. Sounds 18 The more primitive Sanskrit

usage, .devocalizes finally only before a pause or a breath

consonant.

Hence Devocaliza'tion.

1879 SWEET in Trans. Philol. Sx. 484 Before voiceless

stops there is always devocalization.

DEVOID.

t De'VOCate, v. Ol'S. rare. [f.
L. dtvocat-

ppl. stem of dt-vocare to call off, away, or down, f.

1 )K- I. i, 2 4- vocare to call.]

trans. To call down.
(In quot. 1570 perhaps to make calls or demands ', if not

a misprint for lii-K'zate.)

1570 PRESTON Cainbyies in Hail. Dotislry IV. 188 The
Commons of you do complain. From them you devocate.

1633 W. STRUTIIER Trite t/apfinest 52 Superstitious wor-

shippers thinke by their prayers, as charmes, to devocat and
draw God out of heaven.

t Devoca'tion. Obs. [n. of action f. L. devoc-

dre: sec prec. and -ATION.] A calling down or

away.
1613 COCKERAM il, A Calling downe, deuocation. 1661

RUST Origin in Phenix (1721) I. 33 All corporeal Pleasure

having something of Confusion and Disturbance in it,

together with a strong magical Devocation of the Animad-
version of the sense of it. 1680 HALLYWEI l Melamfr. 97

(T-)To be (reed and released from all its (sorcery's) blandish-

ments and flattering dcvocations.

Devoid (dJVoi-d), a. Also 5-6 devoide,

-voyde, 5 -vode, 6 -voyd. [Originally pa. pple.
of DEVOIRS., short for (or collateral variant of)

devoided: see next.]
With of: Empty, void, destitute (of some attri-

bute) ; entirely without or wanting. (Originally

participial, like bereft, and, like the latter, only
used predicatively, or following its substantive.)

< 1400 Rout. Rose 3723 Devoid of pride certaine she was.

1430 LYDG. Citron. Troy l. v, So is my meaning cleane

devoyde ofsyn. c i^Pol.Rel. ft L. Poems (1866) 2 Devode
of vices. 1509 HAWF.sCoxi'. Swearer* 47 Go lytell treaty e

deuoyde of eloquence. 1530 PALSGR. 310/1 Devoyde, with-

out or delyvered of a thyng, vnytle. 1603 KNOLLES Hut.
Turks (1638) 101 He lay speechlesse, deuoid of sence and

motion. 1660 BOYLE firm Exp. I'hys. Meclt. xxxiii. (1683)

126 Though it be not quite devoy'd of all body whatsoever.

1761 FALCONER Sltipwr. in. 181 A wretch deform 'd, devoid

of ev'ry grace. 1863 W. G. PALCRAVE Arabia I. 410 A very

simple style of dress, devoid of ornament or pretension.

b. without of: Void, empty, rare.

1590 SPENSER /'. Q. i. ix. 15 When I awoke, and found her

place devoyd. And nought but pressed gras where she had

Fyen, I sorrowed all so much as earst I joyd.

t Devoid, #. Obs. or rare. Forms: 4-7 devoyde,

4-6 -vode, 5-6 -voyd, -vyde, 5-7 -void(e, (4-5

dewoyde, 5 -voyede, 6 -wod, -woyd, -wld).

[a. OF. de-, desvoidicr, -vuidier, -voydcr, in mod.

F. divider, (. de-, des- ^L. dis-) + wide, mod. vide,

empty. Cf. med.L. disvacuare, in same ?ense.]

(In is-l6th c. sometimes confused in form with DIVIDE.)

1 1. trans. To cast out, get rid of, do away with,

remove, expel ; to void. Obs.

c 1315 E. E. A Hit. P.\. 15 Wyschande bat wele pat wont

watz whyle deuoyde my wiange. Ibid. B. 544 De-voydynge
be vylanye pat venkquyst his bewez. c 1400 Rom. hose

2929 Right so is al his woo fulle soone Devoided clene.

a 1400-50 Alexander 4 (27 Auyrice & errogaunce & all we

devoide. c 1410 Liter Cocoritm (18621 45 Devoyde bo worine-

etone alle bydene. c 1485 Dighr Atyst. lit. 787 Wexnl gete

yow leches, jower peynes to devyde. ijo8 DUNBAR 1 ua

Mariit H'em. 166, I sail the venome devoid with a vent

large, And me assuage of the swalme, that suellit wes grct.

1509 HAWES /'ait. Pleas. 45, 61, 63, 64.

f b. To destroy, annihilate. Obs.

f c. To empty out, pour out, discharge. Obs.

c 1450 Bk. CitrtasyeT& in Babees Ilk. (1868) 123 For a pype

ber is insyde so clene, pat water deuoydes, of seluer schene.

1513 DOUGLAS jEneis xm. i. 10 The Latyn pepyll..gan

devoid [i'. r. devode), and hostit owt full cleyr Deip from

thar brestis the hard sorow smart.

1 2. To vacate ; to leave. Obs.

c 1315 Coer de L. 1228 He took hys doughter by the hand,

AndTad her swythe devoyde hys land, a 1450 Le Morte

Arth. 1167 There-fore devoyede my companyc. 1545

Aberdeen Reg. V. 19 (Jam.)
He is ordanit to dewid the

tovnn within xxiiij hourts.

+ b. reft. To withdraw (oneselfX Obs.

a 1400 Cm: Myst. (Shaks. Soc.) 243, I am with low at alle

tymes whan je to councel me calle, But for a short tyme

myself I devoyde. 1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. 1 1. 123 Or tha

culd diuyde thame of that land, Tha war baith tane and fast

bund fit and hand.

t c. intr. (for re/I.) To go away, withdraw.

(-1485 Digby Myst. v. 380 Here lucyfere devoydeth, and

commyth in ageyne as a goodly gaiaunt. 1497 in / nil.

Trans. XLII. 421 That they devoyd and pass with

thame. - ,

1 3. trans. To avoid, shun ; to get out of the way

1509 HAWES Past. Pleas, xxxv. xviii, I ful swyftly dyd

gevVback ful oft, For to devoyde his great strokes unsoft.

1530 PALSGR. 5:5/1 It shalbe harde to devoyde this mater :

seroyi'forte fXose de euiter ceste matitrt.

1 4. To empty ; to make void or empty. Oos.

a 1400-50 Alexander 2938 Alexander, clekis vp be coupe
& putis in his bosom. Anobire boll was him bro?t & bathe

he deuoydid. .71430 LYDC. in Turner Dom. Arcktt. 111.39

The canell scoured was so clene. And deuoydcd into secrete

wyse.

f b. To empty, clear, rid, free (of). Obs.

.*\11U IIIC UtwWJ v\ *,*- J " *nr* T*^ a f~<

Scot 111 163 To devoid Scotland Of I nglismen. IJ48GEST
Pr. Moist 80 How.e coulde the bread and wyne serve to hy



DEVOIDEB.

purpose, yf they were utterly divoided of theyr acco>lumed

nature?

f 5. To lender void or of none effect, rare

1601 BP. W. BAKI.OW Defence 225 Least.. the Apostles

labour, by their carelesse leuitie, or airnall securitie, should

bee deuoyded and abased.

6. To make devoid ; to divest, rare, nonce-wj.

1878 N. Amer. Ken. CXXVI. 372 In any minds, so de-

voided of their religious sentiments.

f Hence Devoi'ded///. a., divested, made void.

c 1430 LVDG. Bt'chas I. ii. (1544) 4 b, As a prince devoyded
of all grace Against God he gan for to compasse. 1605

TIMME Qiierfit. i. iii. 10 Those things which are made by
arte. .are deuoidc-d of all sense and motion.

t Devoi'der. Obs. rare
-

'. [f.
DEVOID v. +

-ER = OF. type i/esvuiileor, of which the fem. des-

vuideresse, devoyderesse, is recorded by Godcfroy.]

An expeller, a driver out.

14. . LVDG. Temfle ofGlass 329 O blisful sterre. .deuoider

of derknes.

Devoir isce below), sb. Forms: a. 3-6 dever,

(4 deverre), 4-5 devere, (5 deveer, -yr, -ire,

-yer, deyver, deflfere, 6 debuer). /3. 4-6 devor,

4-7 devour, 5 divour, 5-6 devoure, 5-7 Sc. de-

vore, 6-7 deavour. 7. 5- devoir, 5-7 devoire,

devoyr(e, devoyer, 6-7 devoier. [ME. dever,

a. OF. deveir (
= Pr. dever, Sp. dcltcr, It. devere,

ilaveri), substantive use of pres. inf. of verb : L.

iletere to owe. In Eng. the stress was shifted from

(deve'r) to (de'ver, de'ver), and this subsequently
often spelt tievoiir, devor, deavour : cf. ENDEAVOUR.

In the isth c., and esp. by Caxton, the spelling was

often co'nformed to Parisian Fr. devoir, though,
even thus, the stress was still often on the first syl-

lable, de'voir being treated merely as a variant spell-

ing of de'vor, devour. De-vet-occurs as late as the

Psalms of Sternhold and Hopkins ; but the English
tradition of the word died out before 1600, leaving

devoir, in 16-17* c. often anglicized as devoyer,

but now commonly treated as if adopted from

modern French, and pronounced (d^vwa'r, devwg'J,

de'vw^i) ; though it would be more correct, his-

torically, to pronounce it (de'vai) as in endeavour]
1. That which one ought to do, or has to do;

(one's) duty, business, appointed task. i^Chiefly

in phr. to do one's devoir}, arch.

a., a 1300 Cnrsc.rM. 21901 iCott.) All liueand thing on sere

maners dos bair deuer [v. r. deuerre]. c 1315 SHOREHAM 54
And 5yf hy [clerkes] douth wel hare dever Ine thysse heri-

tage. 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810)71 Als knyght did

his deuere \rime austere], c 1400 Dcstr. Troy 234 Do bl

deuer duly as a duke nobill. c 1430 filler. LyfManhoile l.

xli. (1869) 25 To do alwey my deueer. 1462 DAVUENEY in

Paston Lett. No. 452 II. 103 The Lords . . thynk they do

ryght well her devyer, and be worthey moche thanke of the

Kyng.
ft. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xiv. 136 Til he haue done his

deuor and his dayes iourne. a. 1470 TIPTOKT C.vsar iv. (1530)

5 Doyng the devoure of myne offyce. 1489 (MS.) BARIIOI R

Hrnce xi. 430 Thai stalwardly sail stand, And do thair

deuour as thai aw. 1532 ABP. HAMILTON Catcch. (1884) 35
Do your devore and dewtie. a 1605 MONTGOMERY: Flytitig

443 Whan thae dames deuoutly had done their devore. .Of
that matter to make remained no more. 1606 HOLLAND
Sueton. 56 In the Cirque he brought forth to doe tlieir

devour Charioteers, Runners and Killers of savage beasts.

v. a 1430 (MS.) CHAVCER Man of Law's T., Head-link 38

{Ellesm.) Thanne haue ye do your deuoir attc leeste [so

Hengwrt, devoire Petw., deuer Corp. & Lansd., deny?
Canib., deiionr Harl. ]. 1483 CAXTON C/ias. Gt. 29 He faylled
not to doo gretely hys deuoyr. l$7_3

Satir. Poems Reform.
xxxix. 236 And Drurie deulie did his ful deuoir. 1589
GRKENE Menaphon (Arb.) 90 Democles commanded the

deathsman to doo his devoyre. 1608 L. MACHIN Diiinbe

Knight i, What devoyre Drawes you within these lists?

1682 N. O. Balkan's I.utrin n. 16 The Rhine shall first his

streams mix with the Loire, E're I forget the sence of my
Devoire. 1738 WAUBURTON Dip. Legat. I. 28 Exactly per-
form to one another the Devoirs of Citizens. 1828 SCOTT
F. M_. Perth viii, I think the Knight of Kinfauns will do his
devoir by the burgh in peace or war. 1875 W. S. HAYWARD
Love nest. World 37 Did my worthy bi other do his devoir
as a gallant knight should ?

t 2. That which one can do, (one's) utmost or
best ; endeavour, effort. Chiefly in phr. to do one's

devoir, to put oneself in devoir = to do what one
can, to endeavour (to do something). Obs.
o. 1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. xli. 2, I have do my deuer be

dowel to teche. c 1460 J. RUSSELL Bk. Nurture 659 in

Babees Bk. (1868) 162 pus y shalle do my devere To enforme
yow. 1482-8 Pluinpton Corr. 59, I shall put me in dever
to fullfill your intent. 1537 T. CUMPTUN in Ellis Orig. Lett.
Ser. n. II, 91, I have.. don my debuer accordyng to the
teneur of hit. 1549 62 STERNHOLD & H. Ps. xxii. 26 And
those that doe their deuer To know the Lord shall prayse
his name.

ft. c 1400 Song Roland 498 Trist us neuer If we in this

mater do not our deuour. 1451 Paston Leit. No. 1141.154,
I. .wolput me in devour for to execute yourcomaundements.
1502 ARNOLDE CAn>. (1811)240 Lerne of me and do thybesy
deuor From my folke al rauen to disseuor. 1513 MORE Rich.
Ill, Wks. 66/2 He woold doe his vttermost deuor to set the
realm in good state. 1533 Answ. Poysoned Bk. ibid.

1072/2 Wening that his owne deuour wer in vaine. 1664
/' lodden F. iii. 22 Your deavours here are all in vain.

Y- 1470-85 MALORY Arthur vn. xxiii, lam moche behold-

ynge vnto that knyght, that hath put soo his body in deuoyre
to worshippe me and

my_ courte. 1509 BARCLAY Shyp of Folys
(1874) II. 251 Doynge his deuoyr for the same ay to prouyde.
t 1534 Ir. Pel. I \ rg. Eiig. Hist, \Camden 1844) 15 The Duke

292

of Bedford exhorted them to defend with all their devoire

the dignitie and high reputation of King Henry. 1602

MARSTON Ant. $ Mel. II. Prol., May we be happie in our

weake devoyer. 1671 MRS. BF.HN Fared Marriage I. iv,

No, my Erminia, quit this vain devoir, And follow Love

that may preserve us all.

t 3. Service due or rendered to any one. Oil.

1386 i MSS. after 1400) CHAICER Pars. 7". P 690 (Ellesm.)

As Reson is and skile it is that men do hir deuoir ther as it

is due [!'. rr. deuoire, devoyre, deuere, deuyr). 1502 (Jrrt.

Ctysten. Men iW. de W. 1506) II. v. 98 Yf . . she yeldeth the

deuoure of man-age ayenst her wyll. 1500 MARLOWE Edw.

II v. i, To do your highness service and devoir. . Berkeley

would die. 1642 CHAS. I in Rushw. Hist. Coll. in. '1692) \
633 [They] shall in no wise be excused of their Service and

Devoiers due of their said Lands and Possessions. 1698

Devoirs, but we must equip their Ships. 1742 YOUNG fit. in.

vi. 292 Monarchs, and ministers, are aweful names ;
Who-

ever wear them, challenge our devoir.

4. A dutiful act of civility or respect ; usually in

//., dutiful respects, courteous attentions, addresses ;

chiefly in phr. to do or pay one's devoir(s (to some

one). (The current sense.)

o, /3. 14 . . Epiph. in Tundale's Vis. 107 That he hym selffe

[Herod] wold after goo Vnto the chyld and hys deyver doo.

a 1845 HOOD Faithless Nelly Cray iv, He went to pay her

his devours, When he'd devoured his pay '.

y. 1513 BRADSHAW St. Werburge 1. 655 This royall mary-

age was solempnysed ..Theyr frendes, cosyns redy on

euery syde To do theyr deuoyre. 1669 DRVDEN Wild
Gallant IV. i, I beseech your ladyship instruct me where

I may tender my devoirs. 1673 Matr. a la Mode II. i,

O, my dear, I was just going to pay my devoirs to you. 1676

SHADWEI.L I 'irtuoso i. i, He's come to pay his devoir to you.

1754 RICHARDSON Grandison Let. 14 Oct., I am come down to

pay my devoirs to Miss Byron. I hope for acceptance. 1782

European Mag. I. 248 She . . resisted the devoirs of the

tender and pious Lord George Gordon. 1816 I. SCOTT V is.

Paris 37 In the inn-yards of our great North-road, when
the passing coachmen pay their devoirs to the expectant
chambermaids. 1873 BROWNING Red Colt. Nt.-cap 14 1 w hen

he paid devoir To Louis Quatorze as he dined in state. 1880

DISRAELI Endym. Ixiy,
Prince Florestan paid his grave de-

voirs, with a gaze which seemed to search into Lady Roe-

hampton's inmost heart.

to.//. Moneys due; dues; duties. Obs.

_ ,ys.i

1 , 125 The said" William Herris sued a ple'e from the

courte Xpian too the court of Rome in a cause of deuors

hanging bewixt oon Alis Doughtirlawe of R. S. and the

said William. 1503-4.!^ 19 Hen. YIl, c. 27 i The Kinges
duetie called the devours or Custume of Calays. 1641

Teriaes de la Ley 116 b, [tr. quot. 1378] Customes and sub-

sidies, and other devoires of Caleis.

t Devoir, v. Ol>s. rare. In 6 dever, devoyre.

[f. prec. sb.] intr. and > -eft.
;-- ENDEAVOUR v.

1530 PAI.SGR. 514/2 I dever, I applye my mynde to do a

thing .. I shall devoyre my selfe to the best that I maye.

Devoit, obs. Sc. form of DEVOUT.

DevO'ke, v. Obs. rare-", [ad. L. dcvocdre

(see DEVOCATE) : after convoke, invoke, which go
back to French originals.]

1623 COCKERAM, Deuolie, to call downe.

Devolatilize : see DE- II. i.

t Devo'lt, -vOU'lt, pa. pple. Obs. [a. Anglo-
Fr. devolt = F. divoln, repr. L. divolutus, pa. pple.

of devolv?re.~\
= DEVOLVED.

1531 Dial, on Laws Eng. n. xxxvi. (1638) 124 If he.. pre-

sent not, then the presentment is devolt \ed. 1721 devoulte]

to the Patriark.

t De'VOlute, ///. a. Obs. [ad . L. devolilt-us

pa. pple. of devolvere : see DEVOLVE.] Devolved,
transmitted down.
1460 CAPGRAVE Chron. 53 Alisaundre rejoysed the kyng-

dam of Babilon, that was thanne . .devolute to the kyngdam
of Perse. 1513 MORE Rich. Ill, Wks. 63 Y right and title

of [the crown of England]., is., deuolute & comen vnto y"

most excellent prince y lord protector. 1531 Dial, on Lau's

Eng. xxxi. (1638) 54 If a Title.. be once devolute to the

heire in the taile. 1621 R. JOHNSON Way to Glory 41 The
monarchic of the Romans . . became devolute to Julian the

apostate. [1721 St. German's Doct. ff Stud, 261 Specially if

the collation be devolute to the Pope.]

Devolute (de'vJl'f/t), v. rare. [f. L. devohlt-

ppl. stem of dcvohi-re : see DEVOLVE.]
1. trans. To pass or transfer by devolution ; to

DEVOLVE.
1-1534 tr. Pal. I'erg. Eng. Hist. iCamden 1846) I. 127 At

the lengthe the monarchic was devoluted to one onlie. 1548
HALL Chron. 182 The saied Crowne .. should immediatly
bee divoluted to the Duke of Yorke. 1570-6 LAMBARDE
Peramb. Kent (1826) 229 The right of the Advowson was
devoluted unto him. 1586 FERNE Blaz. Gentrie 31 The
coat deuoluted to the bearer from his auncestours. 1891
Pall Mall G. 28 July 2/2 The House will devise means of

devoluting some of its work to more leisured bodies.

2. intr. To lapse.
1893 A. KENEALY Molly fy Man 24 Some dusky potentate,

whose entity and powers had devoluted through the ages.

Devolution (devcli-/3n). [ad. med. L. devo-

lution-cm, n. of action f. L. devolvere to roll down :

see DEVOLVE and -ION.]
I. From the intrans. senses of the verb.

1. lit. Rolling down ; descending or falling with

rolling motion, arch.

1623 COCKERAM Dtuolutum, a rolling downe. 1695 WOOD-
WARD

(
JW>/. Hist. Earth i. (17231 57 Deterrations, or the De-

volution of Earth down upon the Valleys, from the Hills.

DEVOLUTION.
Ibid. (1713) 257 This Deten-ation . . or Devolution of Earth

and Sand from the Mountains.

2. fig. The rolling or passing on of time ; descent

or passing on through a scries of revolutions or

stages, in time, order, etc.

c 1630 JACKSON Creed vl. xviii, The possible devolutions

or alternations of the reasonable creatures from his antece-

dent will to his consequent. 1651 Raleigh's Ghost 157 After

a long devolution of years fulfilled. 1826 C. BUTLER Life

Grotitts I. 3 heading, Boundaries and Devolution of the

Empire of Germany during the Carlovingian Dynasty. 1841
Blactnu. Mag. L. 400 Everybody's price of corn must de-

pend on this descent, or devolution as we call it, through
ranges of different machinery. 1843 Ibid. LIV. 541^ The
' devolution

'

of foreign agriculture upon lo\\ er qualities of

land and consequently its permanent exaltation in price.

3. Descent by natural or due succession from one

to another, of property, orjig. of qualities, etc.

1545 UDALL, etc. Erasin. Par. Pief. n By a moste just

and right deuolucion, and dyscent of inheritaunce of the

crounes of Englande, Fraunce, and Irelande. 1590 SWIN-

BURNE Testaments 291 The legacie is lost without hope
of deuolution thereof to the executors or administrators.

a 1631 DONNE in Select. (1840) 130 Now for the riches them-
selves, .he may have them by devolution from hispaients.

1706 DE FOE Jure Dh'. ix 194 If Kings by Jus Divinum
wear the Crown, By nat'ral Devolution handed down. 1827
HALLAM Const. Hist. (1876) III. xiv. 95 The party of

lord Danby,. asserted a devolution of the crown on the

princess of Orange. 1842 GROVE Ccrr. Phys. Forces (ed. 6)

10 A force cannot originate otherwise than by devolution

from some pre-existing force or forces.

4. The passing of any nnexercised right to the one

upon whom it devolves if allowed to lapse.

*593 BILSON Govt. Christ's Ch. 349 To loose their right ..

by devolution, when they neglected their time aboue sixe

monethes. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr , DtPolntiox.,1 falling

into lapse. 1661 BRAMHALL Just. Vind. vi. 129 A thousand

other artifices to get money. As provisions, Collations,

Exemptions, Canonisations, Involutions, Revocations. 1707
HEARNE Collect. (Oxf. Hist. Soc.) I. 337 An Empty Fellow

..whom the Archbp. of Cant. Dr. Tennison, put into the

Society upon the Devolution to him of that Power. 1712
Ibid. 1 1 1. 331 If it [election of Warden of New Coll.] be not

determin'd within 12 Days there will be a Devolution. 1769
BLACKSTONE Coinm. IV. 62 Vacating the place or office,

and a devolution of the right of election for that turn to the

crown. 1818 HALLAM Mid. Ages (1872) II. 212 The popes

lion of their own. 1872 JERVIS Gallican Ck. I. Intiod. 23

note,
' Devolution

'

signifies the lapse of a benefice to the

Pope, by reason of failure on the part of the patron to pre-

sent a clerk duly qualified.

t b. The passing of jurisdiction upon appeal. 0/>s.

IS93 BILSON Govt. Christ's Ch. n All matters without ex-

ception pertaine to Christ's tribunal originally, and not by

way of devolution, a 1676 HALE (J.), The jurisdiction ex-

ercised in those courts is derived from the crown of England,
and the last devolution is to the king by way of appeal.

1706 tr. Dupins Eccl. Hist. i6/A C. II. iv. xx. 363 Nor shall

any Devolution or Appeal be lodged with the Apostolical
See. 1726 [see DEVOLVE 3 b).

c. St. Law.
(,
See quot.)

1861 W. BELL Diet. Law Scot!., Devolution is a term

sometimes applied to the reference made by two or more

arbiters who differ in opinion, to an oversman or umpire, to

determine the difference. To confer this power on arbiters,

an express clause in the submission is necessary. The term

_. highu - -

price within the time limited by the articles.

5. The passing of the power or authority of one

person or body to another.

1765 BLACKSTONE Comm. I. 162 This devolution of power,
to the people at large, includes in it a dissolution of the

whole form of government established by that people. 1875

BRYCE Holy Ron. Emf. xiv. (ed. 5) 236 The complete
exclusion . . of any notion of a devolution of authority from

the sovereign people.

6. Biol. (opposed to EVOLUTION) : Degeneration.
1882 H. S. CARPENTER in Homilet. Monthly Sept. 688 If

there be e-volution, there surely is de-volution, a degradation
of the species. 1892 Fop. Sc. Monthly XLI. 709 Psychical

disease, the progress of which in contrast with evolution is

called devolution.

II. From the transitive senses of the vb.

f 7. The action of throwing down. Obs.

1663 BP. PATRICK Para/. Pilgr. 303 In those submissions

and devolutions of ourselues before our Lord.

8. fig. The causing of anything to descend or fall

upon (any one) ; the handing (of anything) on to

a successor.
1621 SANDERSON Serin. I. 169, 2. The suspension

of his

judgment for his time; 3. And the devolution of it upon

Jehoram. 1702 C. MATHER Magn. Chr. v. n. (1852) 255

A devolution of certain burdens on the heads of such as

were treated with it. 1858 GLADSTONE Homer I. 489 A de-

volution of sovereignty either partial or total, by aged men

upon their heirs.

9. The causing of authority, duties, or the like

to fall upon a substitute or substitutes; esp. the

delegation or leaving of portions or details of duties

to subordinate officers or committees.

1780 T. JEFFERSON Lett. Writ. (1893) II. 305 Disappoint-

ments which flowed from the devolution of his duties on

Deputies acting without a head. 1878 N. Amcr. Kev.

CXXV1I. 189 To lighten the cares of the central Legis-

lature by judicious devolution. 1880 GLADSTONE SJ>. t't

Parlt. 28 Feb., The day when there may be wisely devised,

and successfully carried through the House an important

and effectual measure for the devolution of such portions of

its powers as may be safely devolved, with the view of
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lightening its duties. 1888 in Daily AVr 6 Nov. 6/a

They were piissed by thetirand Conun ittees passed by the

inclliuil '.f what ii called devolution. 1889 (1. FisuLAY

/-.//<>. A' (!//'(v 15 The management f tliis great service is

iiulliiii^ more than a carefully arranged system of devolu-

tion combined with watchful supervision.

+ 10. Math. = EVOLUTION 4 b. Obs.

1690 I.i-.MtouKS Curs. Mnth. 343 Eduction of the Lesser

Kwt by Devolution.

Devolu'tive, <*
[f-

L- dcvolttt- (see DEVOLUTE)
+ -IVK.] Of. pertaining, or tending to devolution.

1873 Ji'.RUS Gtillican Ch. I. Introd. 76 Whether the //W
fomnte tf.il'tis had a '

suspensive ', or only a * devolutive
'

Devolve (d/Vfi'lv), v. [ad. L. (iwolv-fre to roll

down, f. DK- I. I +volv?re to roll.]

I. irans.

1. To roll down ; to cause to descend with rolling
motion ;

also to unroll (something rolled up), to

unfurl (a sail), arch.

c 14x0 Falltitl. on I/nsb. xi. 497 Thenne hem to the

pics-e^ they iluvolve. 1613 COCKKHAM, Denolne^ to role

ilmMii-. 1641 MKHVIN in Kushw.
HJst.

Coll. m. (1692) I. 217
The.-.*; like Stra%vs and Chips play'd in the Streams, until

they are devolved in the Ocean of their deserved Ruine.

1700 PRIOR Carmen Secnla>e 283 His Thames, With gentle
course devolving fruitful Streams. 1758 MURPHY Orphan
ofChina ti. ii. 18 Where the Tanais Devolves his icy tribute

to the sea. 1765 HUATTIE Judgm. of Paris lix, Who. .All

to the storm the unfetter'd sail devolve. 1846 DK QUINCEV
Sysf. Heavens Wks. III. 171 Where little England. .now
devolves so quietly to the sea her sweet pastoral rivulets.

fig. 1610 BAMOUGH Mtth. Physick Pref. (1639) a Whose
h.uiin are devolved and brought unto us by the succession
of ages. 1830 TKNNYSON Character, He spake of virtue . .

And with . . a lack-lustre dead-blue eye, Devolved his rounded

periods.

fb. To roll over so as to cause to fall ; to over-

turn, overthrow. Obs.

c 1470 HARDING Citron, xcvm. iv, All his nacyon Deuolued

were, and from
theyr ryght expelled. 1608 HEYWOOD Rape

if [.twece v. iv, Tney behind him will devolve the bridge.

1658 CLEVELAND IVtes. (1687)215 That
pious

Arch whereon
tne building blood, Which broke, the whole's devolv'd into

a Flood.

t C. To roll away {from a person). Obs.

1654 GATAKER Disc. Apol. 10 He was solicitous to devolv
Mid depel from himself, .the note of avarice.

t d. To roll (to and fro). Obs. rare.

1715 POPE Otiyss. xx. 35 Ulysses so, from side to side de-

volv'd, In self-debate the Suitors doom resolv'd.

2. fig. To cause to pass down by the revolution

of time (into some state or condition).
1533 BKLLENDEN Livy\\. (1822) 145 AH the soumes, quhilkis

war afore devolvit in dett, war commandit to be restorit to

thair creditouris. 1545 JOYE >/. Dan. xi. (R.) Thus was
the worlde 47 veris lfore

Crystis
birthe deuolued into the

fourth monarchic called the Humane and last empyre. 1644
HUNTON I'ind. Treat. Monarchy viii. 57 That State was
then devolved into a Monarchy by Conquest.
3. fig. To cause to pass to or fall upon (a person\

a. To cause to pass down by inheritance or legal
succession (to another).
1538 LELAND /tin, VI. 31 The Dykes Landes by Heyres

generalles is devolvid now to Mr. Goring and to Mr. Deringe.
1590 SWINBURNE Testantenfs 291 The legacie is not devolved
to his executors. 1631 WEEVER Anc. Fun. Mon. 569 The
inheritance diuolued l>y marriage vnto the Maynards. 1650
B. HARRIS ParwoTs Iron Age 20 They grew to be devolved
under the House of Burgundy. 1751 JOHNSON Rambler
No. i3i PS Students . .can seldom add more than some small

particle of knowledge, to the hereditary stock devolved to
them from ancient times.

f b. To cause to pass (to or into the hands of an-

other) ; especially through the failure or forfeiture

of the
previous holders. Obs.

1579 JENTON Gnicciani. \. (1509) 6 They were diuolued to

the sea Apostolike by the disposing of the lawes. i6oa FUL-
DECKE Pandectes 32 The State being now. .deuolued to the

dregges of the people. 1603 KNOLLES Hist. Turks (1621)
1239 Pronouncing their lives, their goods .. to be confiscate
and devolved unto the Emuerour his cofers. t6u DONNE
i- i.. \n t>_. it. _

*
: ._!__.. __j_

tt. civ. VI. 212 By their connivence that power was de-
volved into a foreign prelate's hand. 1690 LOCKE Govt. u.
viii. (Rtldg.) 108 War.. naturally devolves the command into
the king's.. authority. 17*6 AYLIFFE Parergon 74 The Ap-
peal operates the Effect ofa Devolution ; because it devolves
the cause to a Supcriour Judge.
t C. To cause to fall or alight (on or upon an

object). Obs.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 460 The denomination of these

criminall ludges . . being thus deuolued vpon them, there
continued. 1649 MILTON Eikon. 30 The King envying to see
the peoples love devolv'd on another object. 1667 P. L.
x.

13^
Least on my head both sin and punishment.. be all

Devolv'd. a i68a SIR T. BROWNE Tracts 172 The last excuse
devolveth the errour . . upon Crcesus. 1703, DE FOE Shortest

Way w. Dissenters Misc. 429 When our Government shall

be devolv'd upon Foreigners.
d. To cause (a charge, duty, or responsibility)

to fall upon (any one) ; esp. to throw upon or de-

legate to deputies duties for which the responsibility

belongs to the principal. (Now a chief sense.)

1633 HP. HALL Hard Texts 316 All affaires, .of the King's
household, .shall be devolved upon his fidelity. 1641 SMEC-
iVMNi'i-s t'in,t. Aus-.i.>. x. 1:653) 42 He gives this charge
not to his Chancellor or Commissary, or any other man
upon whom hte had devolved his power. 1754 HUME///W.

K"g. I. xiv. 352 He was obliged to devolve on others (he

weight of government. I777ROBERTSON Hist.Atner.\i^^
I. 183 The Spanish court, .was extremely willing to devolve
the burden of discovery upon its subjec's. 1818 JAS. MILL
/>V/V. /<//,( II. v. ii. 354 The muster, .becomes too weak
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to resume (he power which he has imprudently devolved.
|

1847 AnuisoN Law of Contracts I. i. fi a (188 3) 114 A mere
,

honorary churchwarden who . . devolves all the duties of

this office upon a paid colleague. 1860 C. H. PEARSON in

I 'ictttriait Rev. a Feb. 540 Those who, because they are

too busy or too ignorant to discharge the higher duties of

self-government, Tiave been glad to devolve them upon their

representative-,.

t 4. To throw (a person) upon (some resource).

1636 Wu sos alias KNOTT Direction to be observedby -V. .V.

ii. 17 If the true Church may erre . . we are still deuolued
either vpon the private Spirit . . or else vpon naturall wit

and judgement, a 167* WHEN in Gutth Coif. Cur. I. f

I am now devolved upon that unparalleled villainy. 1675
BURTHOGGK Causa Dei 166 He. .then intirely devolves him-
self on Jesus Christ for it.

II. intrans.

6. To roll or flow down from (a source", arch.

1630 LOHD Battiafts 18 (L.) Streams that had in rolling

currents, from the tops of the mountains, devolved into the

rivers below. 1715 POPE Oiiyss. iv. 34 Two youths whose
semblant features prove Their blood devolving from the

source of Jove. 1771 SMOLLETT Ode to Lcven-Water

17 Devolving from tny parent lake, A charming maze

thy waters make. 1783 W. K. MARTVN Ceog. Mag. II. 320
The quantities of snow which devolve from the superior

parts of the mountain have sometimes proved fatal to travel-

lers. 1847 R. CHAMBERS Traditions Edin. 188 It was a

goodly sight to see the long procession devolve from the close.

6. fig. To roll or flow on to or into (some con-

dition).

1579 FENTOM Gufcciani. v. (1618) 107 That the matters . .

would with speed diuolue to their perfection. Ibid. (1618)299
The affaires of the Pisans . . did daily diuolue into greater
straits. 1678 MARVELL Grenvt/t Popery Wks. 1875 IV. 300 To
raise, betwixt the King and his people, a. rational jealousy cf

Popery and French -government, tilt he should insensibly
devolve into them, a 1859 DE QUINCF.Y Tktbm* Sphinx
Wks. X. 238 Four separate movements through which this

impassioned tale devolves.

7. To pass to the next in natural or conventional

order, a. To pass or fall to another, esp. through
the failure or forfeiture of the earlier holder.

CI555 HARi'SFiELD Divorce /fen. ^///(i8;8) 184 That it

should not devolve from himself and his colleague to the

court of Rome. 1683 Brit. Spec. 66 Yet does not the Suprem-
acy devolve to the multitude, who never yet had right to

Rule, or choose their Rulers. 1754 HUME Hist.Eng, III.

Ixi. 322 To him the benefit of all forfeiture devolved. 1765
BLACKSTONE Connn. I. za Being then entirely abandoned by
the clergy, .the study and practice of it (civil law] devolved
. . into the hands of laymen. 1786 BURKE Warren Hustings
Wks. 11842) II. 145 By the death of Colonel Monson, the

whole power of the government of Fort William devolved
to the governour and one member of the council.

b. To pass down, descend, or fall in course of

succession to (0, upon} anyone.
1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. vt. xliv. 150 The Empire thus

deuolued to Dioclesian. 1655-60 STANLEY Hist. Pkilos.

\ 11701)38/2 He had a Brother, who dying without Issue, his

Estate devolved to Pittacus, 1689 in Somers Tracts II.

341 If a King dies, he hath a Successor, and the Right de-

volves upon him. 11713 ELLWOOD Autobiog. (1765) 3
This Friendship devolvinefrom the Parents to the Children.

175* JOHNSON KambUr^Q. 198 P 13 He died without a will,

nnd tne estate devolved to the legal heir. 1806 SURR Winter
in Lond. III. 93 A considerable estate in the Cape of Good
Hope, which had devolved to us through a relation of my
wife's mother. 1885 Law Times LXXIX. 175/1 A service

of plate bequeathed by a baronet to devolve with his

baronetcy.
c. To fall as a duty or responsibility on or upon

anyone.
1769 ROBERTSON Chas. K, V. iv. 418 After Bourbon's death,

the command . . devolved on Philibert de Chalons. 1791
COWPER Odyss. ii. 440 To us should double toil ensue, on
whom the charge To parcel out his wealth would then de-

volve. 1819 J. MARSHALL Const. Opin. (1839) 208 By the

revolution, the duties . . of government devolved upon the

people of New Hampshire. 1860 TYNUALL Clac. \. xvi. 107,

I knew that upon him would devolve the chief labour. 1884
Manch. Exam. 9 May 5/2 They recognise the obligation
which devolves upon them.

8. Of persons: a. To have recourse to (for sup-

port"
1

; come upon as a charge, b. To fall or sink

gradually, to degenerate. ? Obs.

1748 JOHNSON L. />., Savage Wks, III. 748 His conduct

had . . wearied some.. but he might. .still have devolved to

others whom he might have entertained with equal success,

1751 Rwnbler No. 149 P 9 Multitudes are suffered by
relations equally near to devolve upon the parish. 1830

J. BEE Ess. on Foot* Foote's Wks. p. ii, A gentleman and

scholar devolving into the buffoon . . is an unseemly sight.

Hence Devolving vbl. sb.

1675 TRAHERNE Chr. Ethics xxvii. 427 Tidings cf his

father's death, and the devolving of his crown and throne

on himself.

Devolvemeat (d*Vlvment). [f. DEVOLVED.
+ -MENT.] The action of devolving; devolution.

1847 in CRAIG. x8oa Miss BROUGHTON Mrs. Biigh xv. 336
Arrangements for the temporary devolvement 01 her phil-

anthropical labours upon a fellow-worker.

Devonian (d/wn'nian\ a. (s&.) [f. med.L.

Devonia, latinized form of Devon^ OE. Defena- y

Dcfna-scir Devonshire.]
1. Of or belonging to Devonshire.
i6ia DRAYTON/Wy-<w. 1. 284 Easelyamblingdowne through

the Deuonian dales. 1880 Miss BRADDON Just as I cun n,

A younger branch of a good old Devonian family tree.

1887 Like ff Unliks xt, The hedgerows were budding in

the soft Devonian air.

b. as sb A native or inhabitant of Devonshire.
i88iC. K. MAI HEWS in Alhcttrnm 23 Dec. 848/1 A treasure

not only to IVtonians, but to book lover* generally.

DEVOTE.

2. Gt-ol. Name civen to a geological foiination

or '

system' of rocks lying below the Carboniferous

and above the Silurian formations : hence, of or

pertaining to this formation and the geological

period during which it was deposited.
The name was given in reference to the great development

of these rocks as a marine formation in Devonshire. '1 be
rocks called 'Old Red Sandstone* in Scotland, West of

England, and South Wales, are held to be lacu>trii:e de-

posits of contemporary age, and included in the Devonian
System; and the term u applied all over the world to

a system of rocks having the same stratigraphical position,
and containing organic remains similar to those of the
Devonshire strata.

1837 SKUGWICK & MURCHISON in Trans. Gcol. Sot. Ser. it.

V. 701 We purpose therefore for the future to
designate

these groups (the Cornish Kiiltu and the Devonian Mate>]

collectively by the name Devonian system, as involving no

hypothesis and being agreeable to analogy. 1846 Expos.
Outline of Yesliges Xat. Hist. Creation 34 The Old Red
Sandstone or Devonian System comes next. 1871 I.yri r.

.V/W. Elem. GV0A 421 The name Devonian was given by Sir

R. Murchison and Professor Sedzwick to marine fossiliferpus
strata which, in the South of England, occupy a similar

position between the overlying coal and the underlying
Silurian formation. 1873 DAWSON Earth fif

Atari v. 84 The
Devonian, or, as it may De better called in America, from the

vast development of its beds on the south side of Lake Erie,
the Erian formation. 1885 Lyell's Stud. Ellin. Ceol. 418
The number of American Devonian plants has now been
raised.. to 160. Ibiti. 419 There were no .. Reptilia during
the Devonian age.

Devonic (<]/vf>
-

nik), a. Geol. rare. [f. as DE-
VONIAN + -ic.]

= DEVONIAN 2.

1876 DAVIS Polaris E.rf. xv. 339 The slaty overhanging
layers of Devonic limestone.

Eevonite (de'v&wit). Min. [f.
Devon * -ITE.]

A synonym of WAVEI.LITE, from its having been

first discovered near Barnstaple in Devonshire.
1826 EMMONS Min. 314.

Devonport : see DAVENPOBT.

Devonshire, v. : see DENSHIRE.

Devor, obs. form of DEVOIR.

t Devora'tion. Obs. [a. obs. F. Jevoraiion,

-acton, ad. L. drt'oralion-em (in Vulgate", n. of

action from Jtvorare to DEVOUB.] The action of

devouring or consuming.
1518 Rov KeJi me (Arb.) 04 [Poverty], .is the goulfe of

devoracion And fountayne of desolacion. 1614 T. ADAMS
Dtt'its Banquet 72 The decoration of the body is the de-

uoration of the Substance.

t Devoratory, a. Obs. rare. [ad. L. Jevora-

*- (Tertull.), f. dTw/tf/orDEvouREB: see -OBY.]
Of devouring or consuming quality.
1647 TRAPP Comm. Matt. vL 13 Deliver us from those

devoratory evils. 1650 (Jantin. f'etitat. ill. 112 These de-

voratory evills, as Tertullian calleth them.

Devorce, -vors(e, obs. ff. DIVORCE.

Devore, obs. ff. DEVOIB, DEVOUB.

Devoste, Devot, obs. ff. DEVOUT.

Devot, ob?. var. of DIVOT, a sod.

II Devot, devote : see DEVOTE sb. 0.

II
Devo'ta. 06s. [It. and Sp., fern, of DEVOTO,

q.v.] A female devotee, a devote.

1644 EVELYN Mem. (1879) I. 134 The church of St. Pru-

dentia in which is a well.. visited by many devotas. 1685
EVELYN Mrs. Cotiolphin 63 This Act of those Devolas.

( DevO"tary. Obt. [ad. med.L. dcvotarius,

-aria, ;Du Cange), f. divot- ppl. stem : see DEVOTE

v., and cf. VOTARY.] A votary; a devotee.

1646 J. GREGORY .\'0tet 4 Oos. (1650) 50 Diana . . to whose
shrine there went up a more famous, .pilgrimage of devo-

taries. a 1670 HACKET Cent. Sena. (1675) 149 Religious
honour is done unto them by some superstitious devotaries.

Devote (d/V<5
-

t), a. and si* arch. [ad. L. de-

vot-us devoted, consecrated or dedicated by vow,

pa. pple. of dcvoverc to DEVOTE. In Eng. it ap-

pears partly as a continuation of ME. devot, -te,

variant of DEVOUT, OK. devot, devote. As a sb. it

was generally superseded 1675-1725 by DEVoitz,
and when retained later is usually identified with

mod.K. devote fern., and applied only to a female

devotee, the corresponding
F. divot masc., being

occasionally used of the male.]

A. ///. a. = DEVOTED, a. with to.

1506 SHAKS. Tom. Shr. I. t. 32 So deuote to Aristotle's

Elhickes \frintcii checkes). 1597 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. v.

(1632)2091116 places where Idols have beene worshipped are

. .deuote to vtter destruction. 1613 SHERLEY Trap. Persia 4

The glory of God, to which his excellent religious
mind was

evermore devote. 1*67 MILTON /'. L. in. Jo8 To destruction

sacred and devote. 1747 COLLINS Passions 105 Where is thy
native simple heart Devote to Virtue, Fancy, Art ? 1839

BAILEY Festus (1854) 107, I am devote to study,

b. without to.

.599 HAKLUYT I'ty. I. 148 We . . as your perpetual and

deuote friends. 1599 Warn, fain Worn. \\. 750, I will be

to you a husband so devote. lial BURTON Anal. Met. in.

i. n. i. (1651) 417 He is thy slave, thy vassal!, most devote,

aflectioned, and bound in all duty.

B. adj.
= DEVOUT.

(1115-1551: see DEVOUT n.] a 16*5 BOYS Wks. (1630) 124

By meditation and deuote prayer. 1651 Stria. Coron. Ckas.

II. in Phcnix I. 344 Trajan the Emperor was, I. Devote at

home. II. Courageous in war. 1839 .\'nu Monthly .I/.i ,

LV. 550 The deep drawn sigh the devote interjection.



DEVOTE.

C. sf>. A devotee, t a- in form devote. Obs.

i6w> DAVEXANT Just Italian iv. Wks. 1872 I. 252 Two
f-,ces more allied In all devotes of view I have not seen.

1660 BLOUNT BtKdbel 8 Sectaries, who through a Fanalique

zeal were become Devotes to this great Idol. 1662 J. BAR-

CLAVE Pofe Alex. VII. (1867)71 He is a devote of the house

of Austria. 1673 Lady's Call. .. v. 18 Ihose who from

great voluptuaries have turned devotes. 1717 LADY M. W.

MONTAGU Let. to C'tess Mar 18 Apr.,
The difference be-

tween an old devote and a young beauty. 1720 WELTON

Sti/Ter. Son ofGod I. x. 255 He who seeks to do his Own
Will.. has no Claim.. to the Peace or Merit of a Devote.

/3. in mod.F. form divot, fern, devote.

1702 W. J. Brnyn's Voy. Levant xl. 156, I..saw a great

many of those Devots pass along the Streets. 1746 LADY M.
W. MONTAGU Let. to W. Montagu 24 Nov., I know not how
to acknowledge enough my obligations to the countess ; and

I reckon it a great one from her who is a devote, that she

never brought any priest to me. 1779 J. ADAMS Diary 14

Dec. Wks. 1851 III. 232 Numbers of divots upon their

knees. 1808 SCOTT Lett. 22 Jan. (1894) I. 92 In her own
character as a sort of demote. 1866 MRS. H. WOOD St.

Martin's Eve xxxi. (1874) 395 Maria, poor thing, had no

hand in it ; she is not a devote.

t Devote, d'-* Obs. [f.
DEVOTE v.] Act of

devoting, devotion.

1659 R. EEDES Christ's Exalt. Ep. Ded. , Some manifesta-

tion of a reciprocation in this devote.

Devote (dAwi-t), v . [f.
L. devot-, ppl. stem of

devovere to vow, dedicate by
a vow, devote, f. DE-

I. 2 + vovere to vow, dedicate : cf. also the L.

frequentative devotdre, in med.L. much used for

devovere.']
1. trans. To appropriate by, or as if by, a vow ;

to set apart or dedicate solemnly or formally ;
to

consecrate (to).

1586 A. DAY Eng. Secretary i. (1625! 16 Yours devoted till

death. 1399 H. BUTTES Dyels dric Dinner A iv, Love
and friendship, .urgeth mee particularly to devote my selfe

unto you. 1611 BIBLE Lev. xxvii. 28 No deuoted thing

that a man shall deuote vnto the Lord. 1665 SIR T.

HERBERT Trail. (1677) 262 A chalice of gold also he de-

voted. 1732 LAW Serious C. iv. (ed. 2) 48 All Christians

are by their Baptism devoted to God. 1802 LD. ELDON
in Vesey'sRep. VII. 73 The Will, .devoting the property to

charity was producible. 1856 STANLEY Sinai $ Pal. i. (1858)

53 Each of the thirty-six chapels was devoted to the worship
of a separate sect.

2. To give up, addict, apply zealously or exclu-

sively (to a pursuit, occupation, etc., or to a parti-
cular purpose) ; esp. refl. to devote oneself.

1604 SHAKS. Oth. n. iii. 321 He hath deuoted, and giuen

vp himselfe to the Contemplation, .of her parts and Graces.

1703 ROWE Fair Pcnit. i, Devote this day to mirth. 1798
H. SKHINE Two Tours Wales 72 Having devoted some

days to the objects in the neighbourhood of Swansea, we
left that place. 1868 M. PATTISON Academ. Org. 3 Had
these endowments . . been devoted to national education.

1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 21 III. 672 [Hel who devotes himself

to some intellectual pursuit. 1894 J. T. FOWLER Adainnan
Introd. 66 Hill sides now devoted to pasturage.

3. To give over or consign to the powers of evil

or to destruction ; to doom
;

to invoke or pro-
nounce a curse upon.
1647 Ptnver of Keys vi. 133 The Senate.. did devote or

Anathematize even a whole Country or Region at once.

a 1718 ROWE lj.1, Let her.. Devote the hour when such
a wretch was born. 1776 GIBBON Decl. $ F. I. ix. 181 The
hostile army was devoted with dire execrations to the gods
of war and of thunder. 1821 LOCKHART Valerius II. ix. 267

May Jove devote me, if I had [etc.]. 1871 B. TAYLOR Faust

(1875) I. xxiii. 206 A witches' guild. They scatter, devote,
and doom !

f b. To invoke or pronounce (a curse). Obs.

1749 FIELDING Tom Jones xvi . i, A hearty curse hath been
devoted on the head of that author.

Hence Devo'ting vbl. sb.

1640 O. SEDGWICKE Christ's Counsell 222 What was our

baptisme but a devoting.. of our selves to be faithfull to

Christ ? 1677 GlLriN Demonol. (1867) 434
' Sons of Belial

',

a name very significant, shewing, .their devoting of them-
selves to the devil's service.

tDevot6. Obs. [An erroneous form ofDEVOTE
jA. 1

,
or of DEVOTEE, with pseudo-French spell-

ing-]
1729 FIELDING Love Sev. Masques in. vi, We must all be

proud of so elegant a devote ! 1824 Miss L. M. HAWKINS
Mem. I. 231 My father was a devote of Titian.

Devoted (d^wu-ted), ppl. a. [f. DEVOTE v. +
ED!.]
1. Vowed

; appropriated or set apart by a vow
or formally; under a vow; dedicated, consecrated.

1594 SHAKS. Rick. Ill, i. ii. 33 To stop deuoted charitable
deeds. 1611 HEYWOOD Gold. Age II. Wks. 1874 III. 27 All

deuoted To abandon men, and chuse virginity. 1623
COCKERAM, Deuoted, vowed. 1638 BAKER tr. Balzac's Lett.
II. 113 A Societie of devoted persons, who continued in

meditation so many houres a day. 1663 J. SPENCER Pro-

digies (1665) 381 The Ethnick Temples and devoted places
at Rome. 1829 N. WORCESTER Atoning Sacr. iv. (1830) 16

Laying the hands on the head of the devoted sacrifice.

2. Characterized by devotion
; zealously attached

or addicted to a person or cause ; enthusiastically

loyal or faithful. (Of persons, their actions, etc.)
1600 E. BLOUNT tr. Conestaggio 261 Being a devotee

servant to the Prior. 1606 MARSTON Parasilaster III. i

When you vow a most devoted love to one, you swear no
to tender a most devoted love to another. 1777 SHERIDAN
Sch. Scand. i. i, Sir, your very devoted. 1888 BRYCE A trier

Cointiiw. III. xcvi. 348 These democratic institutions havi

cost the life work of thousands of devoted men.
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b. with to.

1600 E. HLOUNT tr. Cmestnggio Ded. A ij, A Gentleman

Host sincerely devoted to your Honor. 1634 PEACHAM

iciitl. E.tcrc. 13 A Gentleman of this Land wholly devoted

o Puritanisme. 1791 MRS. RADCLIFFE Rom. Forest l,
Her

leart was devoted to La Motte. 1848 MACAULAY Hist. b.ng.

I. 115 Devoted as Queensberry had always been to the

:ause of prerogative.
3. F'ormally or surely consigned to evil or de-

itruction ; doomed.
1611 BIBLE Dent. xiii. 17 There shall cleave nought of the

cursed [timrg. deuoted] thing to thine hand. 1667 MILTON

P L v. 890 These wicked Tents devoted. 1700 DRYDEN
Theodore ff Hon. 124 He cheered the dogs to follow her who

led, And vowed revenge on her devoted head. 1718 PRIOR

Solomon n. 543 Round our devoted heads the billows beat.

1741 MIDDLETON Cicero II. vl. (ed. 3) 59 He leaves him ..

a devoted victim to Milo. 1777 PRIESTLEY PAiles. Necess. 183

All your violent declamation falls upon, .my devoted head.

01862 BUCKLE Civiliz. (1869) III. i. 16 Another storm burst

on the devoted land. 1862 TROLLOPE Orleyf. xiii, Though
the heaven should fall on her devoted head.

Devo'tedly, adv. [f. prec. + -LY 2
.]

In a de-

roted manner ; zealously, enthusiastically.

1812 SHELLEY in Hogg Life (1858) II. 137 Believe how

devotedly and sincerely I must now remain yours. 1820

SOUTHEY Ode Portrait Bp. Heber 4 For this great end

levotedly he went, Forsaking friends and kin. 1840 Miss

..llTFORD in L'Estrange Life III. vii. 109 M^ry Duff, one

of the Maries to whom Lord Byron was so devotedly at-

tached. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) I. 47 He is a lover, and

ery devotedly in love.

Devo'tecliiess. [f.
as prec. + -NESS.] The

quality of being devoted or zealously addicted.

1668 H. MORE Dm. Dial. \. xii. (1713)23, I have very much
wondred at the devotedness of some

t
Mens Spirits to the

pretence of pure Mechanism in the solving of the Phx-
nomena of the Universe. 01714 M. HENRY in Spurgeon
Trens. Dav. Ps. xxv. 5 To live a life of devotedness to God.

1827 HOOD Nat. 'J ales, Fall of Leaf, [She] cherished him
with all a woman's devotedness. 1872 LIDDON Elem.
Relif. i. 19 This idea of religion as personal devotedness to

God.

Devotee (devotr). [An Eng. formation, from

DEVOTE v. or a. + -EE, after words like assignee,

refugee, etc., in which this suffix came historically

from Fr. -( of the pa. pple. Devotee may be looked

upon as a re-fashioning of the sb. DEVOTE, which

was formerly used in the same sense : devote and

devotee were used indifferently from c 1676 to J 7 2 5-

(Cf. assign and assignee?} In early instances,

writers or printers sometimes made devotee, as if

a French feminine : cf. DEVOTE.]
1. gen. A person zealously devoted to a particular

party, cause, pursuit, etc.
;
a votary.

1657-83 EVELYN Hist. !\eligion(^a)l. 22 Our atheistical

devotees to Dame Nature. 1669 HACKET Let. in Willis &
Clark Cambridge (1886) II. 553, I was once an vnworthy
member of your Bodie, and will be euer a most affectionat

deuotee vnto it. a 1670 Abp. Williams 11. 212 (1693)

230 A great Devotee to publick and private Prayer. 1676
D'URFEY Mad. Fickle v. ii, Come, my witty Devottees of

Venus. 1691 WOOD Alh. Ofon. (R.) He [Edward Dyer]
was esteemed by some a Rosie-crucian, and a great devotee

to Dr. Job Dee. 1788 REID Aristotle's Log. iv. 6. 98 A
devotee of Aristotle. 1862 BURTON Bk. Hunter (1863) 284
As fanatical a devotee of vegetarianism. 1878 H. M.
STANLEY Dark Cont. II. xiii. 377 He was a devotee to his

duty.
2. spec. One zealously devoted to religion, or to

some form of worship or religious observance ; one

characterized by religious devotion, esp. of an ex-

treme or superstitious kind.

1645 EVELYN Diary (1879) I. 208 As much trudging up
and downe of devotees. 1698 FRYER Ace. E. India $ P. 220

Those Vessels set out to carry Devotees to Mahomet's Tomb.

1713 STEELE Spect. No. 354 Fi You have described most
sorts of Women, .but I think you have never yet said any-
thing of a Dcvotte. A Devotee is one of those who disparage

Religion by their indiscreet and unseasonable introduction

of the Mention of Virtue on all Occasions. 17^48
SMOLLETT

Rod. Rand. xxv. (1812) I. 171 A set of devotees in some parts
of the East Indies who never taste flesh. 1780 HARRIS
Philol. Enq. Wks. (1841) 503 He grew older, became . .

from a profligate a devotee. 1832 ROBERTSON Serin. Ser.

in. xvi. 202 The highest form of religion was considered to

be that exhibited by the devotee who sat in a tree until the

birds had built their nests in his hair.

Hence Devotee-ism, the principles or practice of

a devotee.
1828 J. HUNTER in C. More LifeSir T. MvrtPret. 56 The

spirit of religious devoteeism which appears in his work.

1852 STONE A. Bailouts Spirit Manif. vii. 93 Victims of
these popular devoteeisms.

t Devo'teless, a. Obs. [f. DEVOTE v. (?or
.si. ) + -LESS.] Without devotion ;

undevout.
1650 W. BROUGH Sacr. Princ. (1659) r ^9 He shall do God

and thee good service in these devote-lesse times. 1738 G.
SMITH Ctiriotts Relat. II. 216 To. .bend thy knees twice in

thy Prayer, with a hundred devoteless wandring Thoughts.
Devotely, obs. form of DEVOUTLY.
Devotement (d;v<J-tment). [f.

DEVOTE v. +

-MENT.]
1. The action of devoting, or fact of being de-

voted ; devotion, dedication.

[1604 SHAKS. Oth. n. iii. 322 He hath deuoted, and giuen
vp himselfe to the Contemplation, marke, and denotement
of her parts and Graces. (So Fol. i ; Qq. and Fol. 2

denotement.)] 1621 AINSWORTH Annot. Pottat. Lev. xxvii.

29 A devotement was more than a simple vow, where-
of there mijjht be redemption, but things devoted had

DEVOTION.
no redemption, a 1678 WOODHEAD Holy Living (1688) 217
A clevotement and a dedication of themselves . . to God is

then made. 1749 HURD Notes on Hor. Art. ofPoetry (T.),

Her [Iphigenia's] devotement was the demand of Apollo.

1809 SOUTHEY in Q. Rai. I. 223 The self-denial and the

self-devotement of apostles. 1827 SIR W. HAMILTON in Life
I. 272 A moderate devotement of time. 1852 WAYLAND
Man. Jiidson (1853) I. i. 29 His own personal devotement

to the missionary cause.

t 2. concr. Something devoted ; a votive offering.

Obs. rare.

1799 E. KING Miininicnta Antiq. I. Pref. 19 'Ava^M-ara,
consecrated devotements. .inscribed with Greek Letters.

t Devo'teness. 0/>s. [f. DEVOTE a. + -MESS.]

Dcvoutness, devoteclness.

1606 G.W[OODCOCKE] tr. Hist. Inline Gg j a, There are two

things which are desired of excellent Princes, Deuotenesse

at home, valor in Warre.

Devoter (d/v^-taj). [f. DEVOTE v. +-EE'.]

1 1. A votary, a devotee. (Cf. DEVOTKESS.) Obs.

rare.

[1599 SANDYS Etiropz Spec. (1632) 4 Where one doth pro-

fesse himselfe a Dcvoto or peculiar servant of our Lord ;

whole Townes . . are the Devati of our Ladie ] Quoted
1634 by SIR M. SANDYS Ess. 196 Where one doth professe

himselfe a Devoter, or peculiar Servant of our Lord, whole

Towns, .are Devoters of our Lady.
2. One who devotes.
1828 in WEBSTF.H ; and in later Diets.

Devoterer, corrupted form of advotcrer, ADUL-
TERER. (Cf. DEVOUTOUR.)
1550 BECON Gffv. Virtue Early Wks. (1843) 450 The man

that breaketh wedlock with another man's wife. .let him be

slain, both the devoterer [ed. 1566 advoterer] and the ad-

vouteress.

t Devote'SSe. Ots. rare. [f. DEVOTE st.> +

-ESS : cf. DEVOTA, DEVOTE.] A female devotee.

1658 BRAMHALL Consecr. Bps.vm. 193 Are not Governants,
and Devotesses, besides ordinary maidservants, women ? . .

Let themselves be Judges whether a Woman a wife, or a

Woman a Governant or a Devotesse, be more properly to be

ranged under the name.

Devotion (d/V^-Jan), sf>. Also 3-6 -eion,

-oun, -un, -oyon, etc., 5-6 -tioun(e, 6 -syon.

[a. OF. devotion, -dun, -tiiin (I2th c. in Littre),

mod.F. devotion = Pr. devotio, Cat. devocii, Sp.

devocion. It. devozione, all early ad. L. devotion-em,

n. of action from devovere to devote.
_

The order of development of the senses in L. was (i) the

action of devoting or consecrating (to good or evil) by vow,

(2) the condition of being devoted (to something good), de-

votedness, loyalty, fealty, allegiance, (3) (in Christian use)

devotion to God and his service, piety, religious zeal. Only
the Christian use passed from ecclesiastical L. into the

Fr. , and Eng., at first only in reference to religious matters j

in the i6th c. the word was extended to secular^persons and

things ;
this is specially noticed as a novelty in French in

1578 by H. Estienne (see Hatz.-Darm.). As all the senses

are now in Eng., a logical arrangement without regard to

history would follow the order, 8 (including 4) ; 5 (with 6) ;

i (with 2, 3) ; 7.]

I. In religious use : appearing in ME. worn

ecclesiastical L., through OK.
1. The fact or quality of being devoted to religions

observances and duties
; religious devotedness or

earnestness ; reverence, devoutness.
a 122$ Ancr. R. 368 pet oSer bing is heorte beauwes, de-

uociun, reoufulnesse, mere! .. and oSre swuche uertuz.

rtijoo Cursor M. 10123 heading (Gott.) Listens now wid

gode deuocion. 1340 HAMTOLE Pr. Consc. 3459 When bou

says praier or orison With over litel devocion.
_

it 1400

MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) x. 40 pai syng baire messez with grete

deuocioun. c 1400 Rom. Rose 5147 But unto Love I was so

thralle . . So that no devocioun Ne hadde I in the sermoun

Of dame Resoun. 1550 W. CUNNINGHAM Cosmogr. Glassc

195 The Sepulcher of Mahomet, which the Turkes go to

visile wyth great devotion. 1602 SHAKS. Ham. in. i. 47

With Deuotions visage, And pious Action, we do sugar o re

The diuell himselfe. 1710 PRIDEAUX Orig. Tithes iv. 171

Ethelwulf took a journey of Devotion to Rome. 1848

MACAULAY Hist. Eng. I. 199 The austere devotion which . .

means a particular propension ol tne soul to v_>ou, i

it devotes itself to the worship and service of God.

b. Constr. to, toward a deity, etc.

1384 CHAUCER H. Fame n. 158 In somme recompensacion
Of labour and devocion That thou hast had . . To Cupldo.

1483 CAXTOS G. de la Tour H vj, This good lady had grete

deuocion toward this hooly man and prophete. 1685 H.

MORE Paralip. Prophet. 244 Extravagant Devotion towards

the Martyrs and their Reliques. 1852 ROCK Ch. ofFathers

1 1 1. 1. 241 Nothing could be warmer than Catholic England s

devotion to the Blessed Virgin Mary.

f C. A feeling of devout reverence or awe. Obs.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 286 Amidde be redunge . . beonne cumeO

it, a secret deuotion ariseth in their hearts.

f d. A devout impulse or desire. Obs.

c 1489 CAXTON Sotmes ofAymon vii. 156 Charlemagne was

at Parys, and cam to hym a devocyon for to goo in pilgrym-

age to saynt James in Gales, a 1533 LD. BERNERS Hnon
cxvii. 419 A deuosyon toke me to go a pylgremage to the

holy sepulture. ,

2. Religions worship or observance ; prayer and

praise; divine worship, b. spec.
_

(A'. C. C/i.)

Worship directed to a special object, e.g. the



DEVOTION.

Sacred Heart, Precious Blood, etc. C. An act of

worship; now only in//., worship, 'prayers*, d.

A form of prayer or worship, intended for private
or family use.

1340 HAMI-OLE /V. Coast:. 7252 For ria devocyone Of
]ir;i>cr,

lie alimisdrtk-, in- im:v>e, May ^am help. 11385
CHAI * i K /.. <>' " '

nil? /'/</", Ther Dido was in hire de-

vin youn. ft 1450 Knt. tic la. Tour (1868) 137 Her saulter or

other bokes of deuocion. -1470 HKNKY Wallace vi. 127

(jiilii.ii sadly thai had said thar deuotioune. 1493 [See

DBVOTKHOUJ. 1548 HALL Chron. 126 The churches were
.ID..- UM'.I fui (icvudon. 1591 SIIAKS. Rom. fy Jnl. \\, \,

41 <MX| she i Ul : I should iliiturlje Deuotion. 1614 DONNE
(titles Pevutkms upon Kvangelical Occasions. i6ja LITH-
GOW Trav. iv. 143 At their devotion, they will not tollerate

any women. 1678 LADY CHAWORTH in V2tk Rep. Hist.
J/.s'.S". Ctuiiiu. App. y. 52 The Queen . . Koeing to Somerset!
House to her devotion-;. 1710 Lond. Gaz. No. 4671/1 To
assist ;it an esiahlisln-d Devotion. 1711 STEELR S^ect. No.
79 p 8 If they, .read over so many Prayers in six or seven
Boola of Devotion. 1763 ]. BROWN Poetry $ Mus. xii.

211 Church Music in Italy, .is considered more as a Matter
of Amusement than Devotion. 1858 HAWTHORNE />.<$ //.

Jrnls. (1872) I. 8 We saw several persons kneeling at their
devotions. 1867 FKKKMAN Norm. Cong. (1876) I. vi. 456
He sent him a splendid book of devotions. 1876 J. P. NORKIS
Riuitm. Theol. \. iv. 70 Devotion, by which we mean the
soul's communion with God. 1879 E. WATBRTON Pictas
Mariana Brit. n. 156 The Bead-rsalter.. was the popular
devotion to our Ladye. 1885 Cath. Diet. 393/1 The special
amt formal devotion to the Heart of Jesus, .owes its origin
In a Kiench Visitation nun.

td. An object of religious worship. Obs.
(But this sense is not very certain, the meaning of the

(pints, bein^ in every case doubtful.)

1580 SIDNEY Arcadia (1622) 277 Dame tas began to speake
his loud voice, to looke bi^, to march vp and downe. .swear-

ing by no meane deuotiom, that the walles should not keepe
the coward from him. 1611 BIBLE Acts xvii. ai As I passed
by and beheld your deuotions [margin Or, gods that you
worship; Gr. (MjSauMaTo, I'nig. simulachra, WYCLIP symu-
lacris, maumetU, Rhem. Idols], a 1625 FLETCHER Double
Marriage iv. iv, Churches and altars, priests, and all de-

votions, Tumbled together into one rude chaos.

1 3. An offering made as an act of worship, an
oblation ; a gift given in

charity, alms. Obs.

[c 1400 Betyn 13.}
To make hir offhngis Ri^te as hir devo-

cioune was of sylvir broch and ryngis.] 1542 UDALL Erasm.
Atopk, n. (1877) 325 To contribute.. towardes a sacrifice. .

other folkcs geumg their deuocion towardes it. 1551 Bk. Com.
Prayer Communion, Then shal the Churche wardens ..

gather the deuocion of the people. 1581 PETTIE Guazzo's
Civ. Conv. i. (1586) 43 There commeth on a time .. to crave
his devotion, a poore old man. 1626 L. OWEN Running
Kfg. 68 In the lid there is a hole, for people to put their
Deuotion in. i66> Bk. Com. Prayer Communion, The alms
for the poor, and other devotions of the people.

4. The action of devoting or setting apart to
a sacred use or purpose ; solemn dedication, con-
secration.

[A Renascence sense, but connecting itself with the earlier
u'li;i"iis uses.]

150* Qrd. Crysten Men (W. deW, 1506) v. vi. 408 Deuocyon
is as moche to say as dedycacyon, or to be ordeyned to serue
god and hym prayse. 1657-61 HEYLIN Hist. Ref. n. 55 He
built two Altars, the one .. by the Lord's appointment, the
other .. of his own devotion. 1879 LOFTIE Ride in Egypt
145 Sometimes the inscription records the devotion of some
town or place to a divinity.

II. In non-religious use ; introduced in i6th c.

from ancient L. through It. and Fr.

6. The quality of being devoted to a person, cause,

pursuit, etc., with an attachment akin to religions
devotion

; earnest addiction or application ; en-
thusiastic attachment or loyalty.
a 1530 WOLSEV in Foxe A. $ M. (1583) 900/3 For the sin-

pnlar deuotion, whych you beare towardes the kynge and hys
affaires. 1577 HARRISON England n. v. (1877) 1. 117 But vnto
tUi also I huue no great deuotion. 1593 SHAKS. Rich. //, i. i.

31 In the deuotion of a subjects loue. 1604 Oth. v. i. 8,
I haue no great deuotion to the deed. 1607 Cor. n. u,
21 Hee seekes their hate with greater deuotion, then they
can render it him. 17*6 LEONI tr. AlbertCs Arc/lit., Life 5
Lewis .. had a very great devotion for the Annuntiata of
Florence [a church]. 1830 D' ISRAELI Ckas. /, III. vi. ico
I his fervid devotion to art in Charles. 1865 Miss KHADDON
Only a Clod I. 9 To attach themselves with slavish devotion
to some brutal master.

} 6. Devoted or attached service
; command, dis-

posal. To be at the devotion of,atz, person's
devotion, etc. [F. fire & la devotion de quelqrfun,
1 6th c. in Ultra"], to be entirely devoted to him
or her. Qhs.
i8 in Stryoe Ann. Ref. I. n. App. iv. 5 Men known

to be sun: at the queen's devotion. 1568 GRAFTON Chron.
II. 1300 Considering the multitude of them which is
come to his majesties devotion. 1581 MULCASTER Po-
sitions xix. (1887) 80 When they had their whirling

S.
Kites under the devotion of their scourges. 1600 E.
LOUNT tr. Cmettaggio 92 He drew all he coulde to the

Catholique Kings devotion. 16*3 BINGHAM Xenophon 94
shipping is readie now, and at your deuotion. 1635 R.
BOLTON Com/. AJjl. Consc. i. 139 He stood now before them
in bonds, at their mercy and devotion as they say. 1709
STEEI.E & SWIFT Tatler No. 68 F 5 A little of which [wax]
he puts upon his Fore-finger, and that holds the Die in
the Box at his Devotion. 1759 ROBERTSON Hist, Scot/. 1. 1.

64 The eight ecclesiastics .. were entirely at the king's de-
votion. 1794 BURKE Pref. to Bristol's Address Wks. VI 1, 315Ihe sans culottes, or rabble. .were wholly at the devotion
of those incendiaries, and received their daily pay. 1839
TTtmn 13 May in Spirit Metrop. Conscrv. Press (1840)
I- 3.17 Such channels as were at the devotion of the
minister.

295

t b. quasi-roffrr. O/u.

1570-6 I.AMHAKDK Ptramb Kent. (1826) 215 Such as were
of the devotion of the Earle.

t 7. That to which a person's action, or a thing,
is devoted ; object, purpose, intent. Obs.

1594 SHAKS. Rich. Ill, iv. i. 9 Whither away ? Anne. No
farther then the Tower, and as I guesse, Vpon the like de-
uotion as your sclues. 1646 J. GKKGORY hotestf Obs. 11650]

27 The devotion of the Reverse [of the Coyne] is to celebrate
the.. victory of Augustus over all /Egypt.
8. The action of devoting or applying to a parti

cular use or purpose.
1861 M. PATTISON Ess. (1889) I. 31 The devotion of a few

pages
to it. 1885 l'all Malic,. 19 Mar. 5/1 The devotion of

half a million to the carrying out of railway construction.

t Devotionair. Obs. rare. A variant of DE-
VOTIONAHY with Fr. ending -aire.

a 1734 NORTH Lives II. 195 Chief Justice Hales, a profound
common lawyer, and both devotionair and moralist.

Devotional (d/wu-JanSl), a. (and sb.} [f. DE-
VOTION si. + -AL.]
1. Of, pertaining to, of the nature of, or charac-

terized by, religious devotion, or the exercise of

worship (see DEVOTION i, a).

1648 Eikon Has. 117 Apt for that Devotional compliance
and juncture of hearts, which I desire to bear in those holy
Offices. 1664 H. MORE Myst. Iniq. 257 That high act of

Religion and devotional Love which is due to him. 1678
CUOWOHTH Iiilell. Syst. 36$ There is another Devotional
Passage, cited out of Euripides, which conteins a clear ac-

knowledgment of One Self-existent Being. 1769 J. GILLIES
(title} Devotional Exercises on the New Testament. 1841
W. SPALDING Italy fy It. 1st. II. 247 The devotional spirit
of the older masters. 1850 (title] Devotional Helps for the
Seasons of the Christian Year. 1860 FROUDE Hist. Eng.
VI. 244 Contrasting the vexations of the world with the
charms of devotional retirement.

2. Belonging to, or arising from, devotion or
enthusiastic attachment to a person, etc. rare.

1677 CILPIN Demonol. (1867) 168 Men are apt to subscribe
to anything he shall say, from a blind devotional admiration
of theparls wherewith he is endowed.

t B. sli. A devotional composition ; a form of

prayer or worship. Obs. rare.

i6p9 GAUDEN Tears of Church 87 In their disputings
against the Devotionals of the Church of England.
Hence Devotionalism, devotional character

;

Devo-tionalist, one given to (religious) devotion,
a devotee ; Devotiema lity, Devo tionaliiess, the

quality of being devotional.

1673 H. MORE Aft. Antid. 25 This Image was the Object
of the kissing, with alt the exteriour devotionalness used
therein. 1736 H. COVENTRY Phil, to Hyd. Conv. i. (T.)The
complete image of a French devotionalist. 1829 Black-w.

Mag. XXV. 600 Lord Pitsligo was of the first class of de-
votionalists. c 1849 CLOUGH Poems ff Prose Rent. (1869) I.

299 To believe that religion is, or in any way requires, de-

votionality, is, if not the most noxious, at least the most
obstinate form of irreligion. 1850 ROBERTSON Life <fr Lett.
I. 327, 1 should not say that devotionality was the character-
istic of Channing's mind. 1859 Sat. Reii. VII. 31/2 Mr.
Gladstone's particular variety of sentimental devotionalism.

1883 J.
HATTON in Harper's Mag. Nov. 833/1 To take in the

eclecticism ofGreek art, the devotionalism of the Medieval.

Devotionally (d/vJu-Janali), adv. [f. DEVO-
TIONAL a. + -LY a

.] In a devotional manner ; in the

way of (religious) devotion.
1668 H. MORE Dh>. Dial. n. xiv. (1713) 131 By studiously

and devotionally quitting. .his own animal desire thro* an
intire purification of his Spirit. 1694 KETTLEWELL (>;;//.
Persecuted 135 Read, not only for Instruction, but Devo-
tionally, as Hymns to God. 1891 T. MOZLEV The Son xxxii.
206 If people would.. read portions of Scripture carefully,
thoughtfully, and devotionally, every day of the year.

t Devo'tionary, a. and sb. Obs. [f. DEVOTION
sb. + -ARY '.]

A. adj. Pertaining to (religious) devotion ; de-

votional.

1631 J. BURGES AHS-.V. Rejoined App. 108 Such priuate
deuotionary prayers. 1715 M. DAVIES Athen. Brit. I. 219
The first Popish .. Confessor . .that liv'd in Private Families,
and regulated their Devotionary Conduct. 1808 SOUTHEY
Lett.fr. Spain 1. 264 This was a fashionable devotionary
receipt.

B. sb. A person characterized by religious de-

votion ;
= DEVOTEE 3.

1660 \VATERHOUSE A rtns ft Arm. 116 [They] haue rifled

Academies,and disbanded Convents ofDevotionaries. (11670
HACKET Abp. Williams 11. (16921 51 A crew of bawds and
gamesters might have set up a standing with less prejudice
than these devotionaries.

b. gen. One devoted or addicted to something ;

DEVOTEE i.

1671 True Nottconf. 26 The great Devotionaries of ease.

Devo'tionate, a. rare. [f. DEVOTION, after

affectionate, compassionate, etc. : see -ATE
'-'.]

Full
of devotion, devout.
1864 SIR J. K. JAMES Tatso (1865) II. xm. Ixx, To God

raised up devotionate appeal.

Devo-tioner. rare. [f. DEVOTION + -EB 2
: cf.

missioner] A member of a guild of devotion ;

a devotionary.
1883 Ch. Times 21 Sept. 655/4 The wives ofthe devottoners

[Brethren of the devocyon of the Masse of Ihu.', at Reading,
1493) were honoured with the highest seats or pews next to
the mayor's wife's seat.

Devcvtionist. [f. DEVOTION + -IST.] One
who formally professes or practises devotion.
n 1656 Br. HALL Soliloq. 73 (T.) There arc certain zealous

DEVOUR.
devotioimls, which abhor all set form-, and fixed hours of
invocation. 1676 R. DIXON Two Test. To Rdr. u Whining
Devotionists, floating in their blind and zealous Formalities
1755 I AMORY Mem. (1769) II. 193 Those doating devotion-
ists of Christendom.

Devo-tionize, v. noncc-wd. [See -IZE.] trans.
To convert to devotional use.

1894 Scott. Leader i Mar. 3 Another great fault is the
author's tendency to dcvotionize everything.

t Devo-tioilB, a. Obs. rare. [a. F. devotieux,
in ijth c. dtvocieiis, -tux, i. devotion : see -OUH.]
Full of devotion, devoted. Hence t Devotionly
adv., t Devo tiousness.

1583 in Sir J. Mclvil Mem. (1735* 303 By secret and mutual
Conference of devotious and discreet Instruments. 1621
LADY M. WROTH Urania 124 Our affectionate seruices ..

shall euer .. bee most deuotiouslie obseruing to your com-
mands, a 1660 HAMMOND Wks. I. 234 (K.) By which 'tis

clear what notion they had of c0eAo6pi)aicflia, to wit, that of
devotiousness, piety.

t Devo'tist. Obs. [f. DEVOTE a. + -IST : cf.

devotee.] A devotee.

1641 J. JOHNSON Acad. Love 85 All such Devotists we en-
list in the Hall of Musicke. 1675 OCILBY Brit. 52 Shafts-

bury., here King Edward 2d .. was Interr'd .. his Shrine
afterwards was so visited by Devotists that the Town for a
time bore his Name.

t Devo-tive, a. and sl>. Obs. rare. [f. L. devot-

ppl. stem : see DEVOTE v. and -IVE.]
A. adj. Characterized by devotion ; ready to

devote (himself).
1608 W. WILKES ind Memento Mag. p A King., so respec-

tiue of publike good, and deuotiue to the seruice of God.
B. sb. A person who devotes himself, a DE-

VOTEE.
1608 W. WILKES 2rf Memento Mag. n The holy consort

of Gods deuotiues.

tDeVOto (dv<J"-t), sb. Obs. PL -oes, -o'a,
-os ; also (as in It.) -i. [a. It. or Sp. devoto, de-

voted, devout : L. devolus; cogn. with OF. devot,

Y.devol, and thus with DEVOUT and DEVOTE a. and
sb. The corresp. feminine is DEVOTA.]
A person zealously devoted to religion or re-

ligious observances, or to the service of a cause,

person, etc. ; a devotee.

1599 SANDYS Europx Spec. (1605) A iv, Where one pro-
fesseth himself a deiwto or peculiar servant to \eii. 1632, of]
our Lord, whole towns sometimes .. are the DtBattdt our
Ladie. 1655 GURNALL (Jhr. in Arm. xv. 11669) l ^3/i As
doubtfully. . as the Devil did [speak] in his Oracles to his

Devoto's. 1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. i. iii. 138 Such Dc-
votoes to the heavenly bodies as look upon all other stars
as

petty deities, but the Sun as the supreme Deity, a 1694 J.
Scorr Wks. (1718) II . 375 The Devotos of all religions. 171*
ARBUTHNOT John Hull u. ii, Which gave rise to two great
parties among the wives the Devotoes. .and the Hitts.

fDevtvtor. [Cf. DEVOTEK.] =
prec. (for which

it may be a misprint).
1648 Jos. BEAUMONT Psyche ix. 123 This done : His sacred

Hand He lifted up, And round about on his Devotor's dealt
His bounteous blessing. [Quoted by R. as dn'Olo

'

s.\

t DevO"tory, a. Obs. rare. [ad. L. type *Je-

volon-us, f. divotor he who devotes : see DEVOTE v.

and -OUY.] Having the function of devoting : see

DEVOTE v. 3.

1652 GAULE Magastrotn. 279 Thereupon the Chaldacans
set up an imprecatory and devotory libel!.

Devotour, corrupt f. ADULTEB: see DEVODTOCR.
t Devo"tress. Obs. [f.

DEVOTEE : see -ESS.]
A female devotee ; a votaress.

16*4 Gagfor Pppe 68 Nuns and other deuotresses. 1662
EVELYN Chalcogr. 20 Aristotle mentions Daphne a certain
Devotresse of Apollo. 1689 J. CARLISLE Fortune Hunters
35 Cruel Devotress, will you rob the World Of the but one
sweet Angel they have left To add to those vast Millions
are above 7

t Devouation. Obs. In 5 -acioun. [app. f.

F. dhroucr to devote by a vow : see -ATION.]
The act of vowing, a vow.
1428 /.'. K. H'ills (1882) 81 Y woll thet myne Executours. .

parfourme forth my deuouaciouns forth as I was wonte.

i Devouement. Obs. [a. F. denouement

(I5~l6th c. in Hatz.-Darm.), f. dtuoucr: see

DEVOW.] The act of devoting ; devotion.
1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xii. 108 The worthy devoue-

ment of some Calisian Townesmen to that certaine peril!.

Devour (d/vauu), v. Also 4-6 devoure, 5

-vowre, -vowryn, -vouir, -wore, 6 devore,
vower, -voir(e. [a. OF. devorer (stressed stem

devur-, devour-) = Pr. and Sp. devorar, It. devorare,
ad. L. devorare to swallow down, f. DE- 1. 1 + vorare

to swallow, gulp.] (Formerly often with vp.)
I. properly.

1. To swallow or eat up voraciously, as a beast

of prey ; to make a
prey of, to prey upon.

c 1315 SHOREHAM 29 He soffreth no^t to be to-trede, And
of bestes devoured, c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xiii. 55 Of
Babiloyne sail a nedder comme, bat sail deuoure all be
werld. c 1430 LYDC. Chichev. * Bye. in Dodsley O. PI. XII.

334 Wherfor Bycorn this cruel beste will us devouren at the
lest. 1494 FABYAN Chrott. vii. 12 He. .was of wylde bestes

or Woluys slayne or deuouryd. I5S9 ^firr. flfaf., 7. Cade
xxi, Set aloft for vermine to deuower. 1588 A. KING tr.

Cartisiits' Catech. Prayers 36 The dragon with his mouthe
oppin reddy to deuoire ws. 1650 TEAPP Cotton. Pentat. I.

jo Like enough to devour up both men and beasts. 1722
vLL Hist. Quakers (1795) 1. 11- 120 Turned as a wolf to



DEVOUR.

devour the lambs. 1869 TENNYSON Coming of Arthur 27

And ever and anon the wolf would steal The children and

absoi. 1610 SHAKS. Temp. in. Hi- 84 Brauely the figure of

this Harpie hast thou Perform'd (my Anell) : a grace it had,

deuouring.

2. Of human beings : a. To eat greedily, eat up,

consume or make away with, as food. b. spec. To
eat like a beast, to eat ravenously or barbarously.
a. 1382 WYCLIF Rev. x. 9 He seide to me, Take the book,

and deuoure it. 1480 CAXTON Ckron. Eng, ccxxxix. 265

Than they wente vnto the dukes place of lancastre. .that

was callyd the sauoy, and ther they deuoured and destroyed

al the goode^ 1586 B. YOUNG tr. Guazzo's Civ. Conv. iv.

187 On Shroftuesdaie night I devoured so much, that y
next daie I had no stomacke to eate anie thing at all. 1833
HT. MARTINEAU Manch. Strike x. 1 10 To devour their meals

hastily, as if their time were not their own. 1842 A. COMBE
Physiol. Digestion (ed. 4) 240 We never eat more than

enough. We never devour lobsters, or oysters, or salmon.

b. 1603 KNOLLES Hist. Turks (1621) 442 A great feeder,

so that he seemed rather to devour his meat than to eat

it. 1611 BIBLE Ecclus. xxxi. 16 Eate as it becommeth a
man.. and deuoure not, lest thou be hated. 1719 DE FOE
Crusoe II. ii. 28 The poor creatures rather devoured than

ate it.

II. transf. With consume as the main notion.

3. Of a person or personal agent : To consume

destructively, recklessly, or wantonly ;
to make

away with, waste, destroy (substance, property, or

fig. its owners'). Obs. exc. in bibl. language.
a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter Cant. 511 Him f>at deuours J>e

pore in hidil. 1382 WYCLIF Ps. xxxiv. 25 Ne sei thei, wee
shal devouren hym. 1382 Luke xv. 30 This thi sone,
which deuouride his substaunce with hooris. c 1386 CHAUCER
Reeve's T. 66 He wolde his joly blood honoure, Though
that he schulde holy chirche deuoure. 1393 LANGL. P. PI. C.
xvii. 280 Lightliche bat be! leue loseles hit deuouren. c 1460
FORTESCUE Abs. $ Lim. Mon. ni. (1885) 115 The reautne of

Englonde. .wolde be than a pray to all o|?er nacions bat

wolde conqwer. robbe, and deuouir it. 1655 STANLEY Hist.

Philos. i. (1701) 23/1 If any one maintain not his Parents,
let him be infamous, as likewise he that devours his patri-

mony. 1657 J- SMITH Myst. Rhet. 19 So we say of some
Guardians, They have devoured the Orphans, intimating
the Orphans' patrimony.

b, with the sense sivallow up more or less pre-
sent : cf. 5.

1382 WYCLIF Mark xii. 40 Scribis . . whiche deuouren the
housis of widewis. 1526 Pilgr. Perf. tW. de W. 1531) 140
Ye. .rape and deuourthealmes and sustenaunceof the poore
seruauntes of god. 1602 MARSTON Ant. $ Mel. i. Wks. 1856
I. ii She. .Inticeth princes to devour heaven, Swallow omni-

potence, out-stare dread fate. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Past.
in. 6 Thou, Varlet, dost thy Master's gains devour. 1836
HOR. SMITH Tin Trump, (1876) 144 Wherever Religion has
been the mother of wealth the daughter has invariably de-
voured the parent.

j'C. To make a prey of, treat with rapine. Obs.

1530 PALS(;R. 515/1 He hath devoured twenty maydens
and wyves agaynst their wylles in his dayes. c 1540 in

Knox 'Hist. Ref. Wks. 1846 I. 73 Seikand Christes peple to
devoir. 1547 SALESBURY Welsh Diet., Teisio moriuyn,
devoure a mayden.

f d. To despoil (a person) ^/"(substance) by con-

suming it. Obs.rarf 1
.

1545 BRINKLOW Comfl. iv. (1874) 17 Let them make good
defence, that their poore neyhbors . .be not deuouryd of their
corne and grasse.

4. Of inanimate agencies : To consume, destroy.
Said esp. of fire, sword, pestilence, or other agencies
which claim numerous victims.
c 1374 CHAUCER Anel. $ Arc. 14 This old story. .That eild

.. hath nigh devoured oute of my memory. 1382 WYCLIF
jfoel\\. 3 Before the face of hym fijr deuourynge. and after

hym brenyng flawme. 1393 GOWER Con/. I. 339 So that no
life shall be socoured, But with the dedely swerd devoured.
1538 STARKEY England i. ii. 46 Etyn away, dayly de-

uouryd and consumyd by commyn syknes and dysease.
1579 GOSSON Sch. Abuse (Arb.) 39 Stir lupiter to anger to
send vs a Stroke that shal deuoure vs. 1652 NEEDHAM
tr. Seldeifs Mare Cl. 266 The Earth did not bring forth its
Fruits.. but devoured very many people by famine. 1663
SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (1677)210 But the Monument.. is

not now to be seen,forTime has devoured it. 1667 MILTON
P. L. xn. 183 Haile mixt with fire must rend th' Egyptian
Skie And wheel on th' Earth, devouring where it rouls.

rtiyn KEN Hymnotheo Poet. Wks. 1721 III. 300 Their
Beings no Corruption can devour, Annihilate by sole
boundless Power. 1863 FR. A. KEMBLE Resid. in Georgia
69 Ihe flames devouring the light growth. 1874 STUBBS
Const. Hist. I. iv. 61 Whom the sword spared famine and
pestilence devoured.

III. With swalloiv as the main notion.
5. Of water, the earth, etc. : To swallow up,

engulf.
1555 EDEN Decades 92 He had scene many Culchas de-

uoured of whirlepoles. 1590 SHAKS. Mids. N. \. \. 1

The iawes of darknesse do deuoure it vp. 1602 MARSTON
Antonio's Rev. iv. iv. Wks. 1856 I. 128 The very ouze,The quicksand that devours all miserie. 1614 RALEIGH
Hist. World II. iv. i. 4. 135 Those that tooke the Sea,
were therein deuoured ere they recouered them. 1783
CRABBE Village i. Wks. 1834 II. 79 The ocean roar Whose
greedy waves devour the lessening shore.

6. Of persons : a. To take in greedily and with

eagerness the sense of(a book, discourse, or thelike).
1581 PETTIE tr. Guazzo's Civ. Conv. n. (1586)63 They have

devoured all sortes of bookes. 1604 SHAKS. Otk. i. lii. 150
She'l'd come againe, and with a greedie eare Deuoure vp
my discourse. 1647 TRAPP Comm. Epistles 530 Ministers
must so devour and digest the holy Scriptures, that [etc.].

1753 A. MURPHY Gray's-Inn Jonrn. No. 40 F 2 Miss Vain-
love devoured up these Expressions of Admiration with

296

a greedy Ear. 1823 SCOTT Quentin D. Introd., He devoured

the story of the work with which he was engaged. 1831
BKEWSTER Newton (1855) I. i. 15 Devouring some favourite

author. 1850 KINGSLEY ^#. Locke i. (1876) n Missionary
tracts.. how I devoured them. 1878 R. H. HCTTON Scott

ii. 19 He learned Spanish and devoured Cervantes.

b. To take in eagerly with the eyes ;
to look

upon with avidity.
1621 BURTON Anat. Mel. in. ii. in. (1676) 312/1 Drink to

him with her eyes, nay drink him up, devour him, swallow

him as Martial's Mammurra is remembered to have done.

1697 DRYDEN Virg. Georg, ii. 645 Early Visitants., With

eager Eyes devouring. .The breathing Figures of Corinthian

Brass. 1718 PRIOR Solomon \\. 381 With an unguarded look

she now devour'd My nearer face. 1870 MORRIS Earthly
Par. II. in. 57 His eyes devoured her loveliness. 1891 I.

ZANGWILL BacJielors Club 186 The Doctor devoured her

with his eyes.

c. To absorb greedily or selfishly.

1647-8 CvnmE.iA.DaviWsHist.Fr. (1678)11 The House
of Guise in a manner devoured all the Chief Employments
of the State.

d. To swallow or suppress within one's own
breast (chagrin, grief, etc.).

1650 TRAPP Comm. Pentat. i. 262 To persevere in prayer,
and to devour all discouragements. 1820 SCOTT Abbot

xxxviii, Catherine Seyton devoured in secret her own grief.

1850 PKESCOTT Pent II. 182 Devouring his chagrin as he

best could.

7. Of things : a. To occupy (a person) so as to

engross the attention ; to absorb,

(Sometimes including the notion of consuming (4) or of

swallowing up (5).)

1500-20 DuNBAR/Wwwxiv. 81 Devorit with dreme, devys-

ing in my slummer. 1608 SHAKS. Per. iv. iv. 25 Pericles, in

sorrow all devour'd, With sighs shot through, and biggest
tears o'ershower'd, Leaves Tarsus and again embarks. 1715-
20 POPE Ep. Addison 41 Poor Vadius, long with learned

spleen devour'd, Can taste no pleasure since his Shield was
scour'd. 1863 MRS. OLIPHANT Sal. Ch, xxi. 25 She walked
home with Beecher, devoured by feverish hopes and fears.

1865 M. ARNOLD Ess. Crit. ii. (1875) 79 Not to hold ideas

of this kind a little more easily, to be so devoured by them,
to suffer them to become crotchets.

b. To absorb so as to do away with.

1625 E. TILMAN in Ellis Grig. Lett. Ser. u. III. 244 The
joy of the people devoured their mourning. 1875 HELPS

Ess., Pract. Wisd. 5 The large hands and feet of a dwarf
seem to have devoured his stature.

8. Phrases, fa. To devour difficulties^, dfrvorer

hs difficulties} : to tackle and overcome difficulties

with spirit. Obs. b. To devour the "way, course,

etc. [F. dtvorer Vcspace\ ;
to get over the ground

with great rapidity.
1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. 7K, i. i. 47 He seem'd in running, to

deuoure the way, Staying no longer question. 1642 ROGERS
Naaman 128 She will hold close to her own tacklings and
devour a great deale of difficulty. 1648 SANDERSONSerm.Ad
Aitlamy.v\.25 (1674)230 He that setteth forth for the goal,
if he will obtain, must resolve to devour all difficulties, and
to run it out. a 1661 FULLER Worthies (1840) III. 190 Wat
Tyler was woundly angry with Sir John Newton, Knight. .

for devouring his distancej and not making his approaches
mannerly enough unto him. 1725 POPE Odyss. vm. 102

None . .swifter in the race devour the way. 1772 PEGGE tr.

Fitzstepketi's Descr. London 38 The signal once given, they
[the horses] strike, devour the course [ciirsutn rapiunt\,

hurrying along with unremitting velocity. 1883 HOLME
LEE Loving $ Serving- II. xiil. 271 The strong black horse

was very fresh, and devoured the road before him.

Devoivrable, a - [f* DEVOUR v. + -ABLE : cf.

1 6th c. F. devor-, devourable, L. devorabilis. ]

Capable of being devoured ; consumable.

1603 HOLLAND Pintarches Mor. n. 116 (L.) A clear and
undebauch'd appetite renders every thing sweet and delight-
ful to a sound body, and devourable. 1615 HIERON Wks*
I. 602 Fier burnes vp..such as is deuourable by it. 1725
SLOAN E Jamaica II. 2 Any papers or other goods devour-
able by them are put up in chests of this wood. 1826 Black'iv.

Mag. XIX. 335 The editors., seized on the devourable parts,
and gave both islands a feast.

Devourer (tUVau9T3j). Also 5 -our, -ar. [ME.
devoitrour^ a. AF. devorour = OF. devoreor, de-

vorecur (mh c. in Godef.) ;devoratdr-em, agent-
n. from devorare to DEVOUR.]
1. One who devours ; one who eats greedily or

voraciously.
1382 WYCLIF Matt. xi. 19 A man deuourer, or glotoun.

1398 TREVISA Bartk. De P. R. xvni. Ixvi. (1495) 822 The lyon
is a deuourer of meete wythout chewynge. 1399 LANGL.
Rich. Redeles in. 371 Devourours of vetaile. 1555 EDEN
Decades 48 Men which are deuourers of mans flesshe. 1664
EVELYN Kal. Hort. (1729) 209 Earwigs, .are cursed De-
vourers. 1796 MORSE Amer, Geog. I. 219 They, .move
slowly, but reluctantly, towards the yawning jaws of their

devourers. 1884 G. F. BRAITHVVAITE Solmonidse of
Westmorland vi. 26 It is a devourer of the spawn of
salmon.

2. transf. and Jig. One who or that which con-

sumes, destroys, swallows up, or absorbs.

DEVOUT.

f Bevou'ress. 06s. [short for devourtress, a.

Of. dcvoureresse, -voreresse, fern, of devortre, de-

voreor DEVOUUEB.] A female devourer.

1382 WYCLIF Ezek. xxxvi. 13 Thou art a deuouresse of
men. 1598 YONG Diana 428 The tierce deuouresse of my
life approoued. .As fell in hart, as she is faire in face. 1611

FLORIO, Dinoralrice, a deuouresse.

Devon/ring, vbl. s6. [(, DEVOUR v. + -ING
1.]

The action of the verb DEVOUR.
1382 WYCLIF Tobit xii. 3 Me myself fro the deuouring of

the fish he delyuerede. 1398 TKF.VISA Bartk. DC P. Jf. xin.
xxvi. (1495) 457 They byte other wyth vnresonable swalow-

ynge and deuourynge. 1577 B. GOOGE Heresbach's Hnsb.
iv. (1586) 187 b, Many times, they [bees] die of a disease

that they call the great devouring. 1659 Gentl. Calling
(1696) 70 The more ravenous devourings of the Vulture.

Devouring, ///. a. [(. DEVOUR v. + -ING 2.]

That devours, in various senses of the word.

1382 WVCLIF fsa. xxix. 6 Gret vois of whirlewind, and of

tempest, and of fiaume of fijr deuourende [1388 fierdeuowr-

ynge]. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. i. vii. 48 His biting Sword, and
his devouring Speare. 1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trail. 140
Where the two famous Rivers Tygris..and Euphrates.,
become one with the same devouring Gulph. 1724 R. FAL-

CONER Voy. (1769) 63 For fear some devouring Cieature
should come and seize me. 1751 JORTIN Semi. (1771) VII. i.

21 Avoid the devouring deep. 1810 SOUTHF.V Kehania i.

xiv, Devouring flames have swallow'd all. 1818 SHELLKY
Rev. Islam vm. xix, Ye are the spoil Which Time thus

marks for the devouring tomb.

Hence Devou'ringly adv.
; Devou'ringness.

1552 HULOET, Deuourynglye, I'ornciter. 1600 F. WALKER
Sfi. Mandevillc 23 a, It was a thing of admiration, to see

how deuouringly he eat and drank. 1611 FLORIO, Di-

itoracita, deuouringnesse, greedinesse. 1837 CAMPBELL in

Athenxnm u Mar. 173/3 My _Mauritanian beauties are

Wallace x. 492 Thou renygat deuorar off thi blud. 1580
BARET Alv. 1)624 An vnsatiable reader: a deuourer of
bookes. 1586 T. B. La Primavd. Fr. Acaii. l. 622 Achilles

offering great injuries to Agamemnon, .called him Devourer
of the people. 1659 Gentl. Calling (1696) 82 Gaming, like
a Quick Sand, swallows up a Man in a moment . . Hawks,
and Hounds and Horses, &c. are somewhat slower devourers.
1698 WANLEY Woxrl. Lit. World III. xliv. 30. 228/1 The
Eye that is the devourer of such beautiful Objects. 1890
Spectator 7 June 799 The shallowest novel-devourer will
find in it excitement enough.

devouringly fond of puppies. They gobble them up by
litters in their couscousou. 1887 MRS. C. PRAED Bond of
Wedlock I. vii. 184 His eyes fixed devouringly upon her.

Devourment (dfvauo'jment). [f. DEVOUR v.

+ -MENT.] The action of devouring or consum-

ing.
1828 Blackiu. Mag. XXIII. 601 His faculties of devour-

ment were next to boundless. 1841 I. T. HEWLETT Parish
Cterk 11.77 Supper announced to be ready for their 'de-

vourment . 1891 Fun 3 June 233/2 We approached the

devourment of this book with the keenest relish.

Devout (dzvau-t), a. and st>. Forms : a. 3-5

(6 Sc.') devot, 3-7 (9 arcfi.) devote, (4 devoste),
6 Sc. devoit, divoit, divot. &. 3- devout, 4-5

devowt(e, 4-6 devoute. [ME. devot, devout, a.

OF. devot, devote (lath c. in Littre),
= Pr. devot,

Sp. devoid, It. divoto, ad. L. devot-us devoted, given

up by vow, pa. pple. of devovere to DEVOTE. The
close OF. o became the vowel ou (fi) in ME.,
whence the modem diphthong ou ;

but a form in B,

Sc. oi, was also in use : see DEVOTE a.]

1. Devoted to divine worship or service ;
solemn

and reverential in religious exercises; pious, reli-

gious.
a. a nS Alter. R. 376 puruh aromaz, l>et beoS swote, is

understonden swotnesse of deuot heorte. c 1325 E. E. Allit.

P. A. 406 Be dep denote in hoi mekenesse. c 1400 MAUNDF.V.

(Roxb.) viii. 30 f>ai er denote men and ledez pure lyf. 1533
STEWART Croa. Scot. II. 567 Diuoit he wes with mony
almous deid. IS49 Compl. Scot. (1872) 4 The deuot Kyng,
Numa pompilius. 1651 (see DEVOTE a.].

p. 1297 R. GLOUC. (1724) 369 In chyrche he was deuout

ynou. 1382WYCLIF Ex. xxxv. 29Alle men andwymmen with

a deuowt mynde offerden jiftis. c 1440 Protnp. Parv. 120

Devowte, devotns. a 1450 Knl. de la 7*<7Kr(i868) 7 A shorte

orison, saide with good devouute herte. cign ist Eng.
Bk.Amer. (Arb.) Introd. 31/2 These people be very deuoute.

1530 PALSCR. 310/1 Devoute, holy disposed to praye, deuot.

1636 SIR H. BLOUNT Voy. Levant (1637) 87 All the devouter

sort (which are not many) goe to Church, and say their

prayers. 1732 LAW Seritms C. i. (ed. 2) i He. .is the devout

Man who lives no longer to his own will . . but to the sole

will of God. 1865 M. ARNOLD Ess. Crit. ix. (18751 398 The
devoutest of your fellow Christians. 1883 FROUDE Short

Stud. IV. u. ii. 185 Keble Was a representative of the devout

mind of England.
fb. gen. Devoted, religiously or reverently

attached (to a person or cause). Obs.

c 1380 WYCLIF Serin. Sel. Wks. 1.113 God wolle have cure

herte devoute to him wibouten ende. c 1450 St. Cnihbert

(Surtees) 6953 To saint cuthbert he was deuoute. 1609
BIBLE (Douayj Conttn. 201 Isaac was. .devout to God. 1659

B. HARRIS Parivafs Irmi Age 205 Sir Thomas Wentworth
. .became the most devout friend of the Church.

2. Of actions and things : Showing or expressing
devotion ; reverential, religious, devotional.

a. a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter, Cant. 502 pe deuot Jernyngis

ofhishalighis. c 1300 Blowbots Test, in Halliwell Nagar
Poet. 3 He wold syng Foure devoite masses at my biryng.
a 1541 BARNES Wks. 318 (R.), To help mee wyth his deuote

prayer. 1552 ABP. HAMILTON Catech. (1884) 8 Faithful and
devoit prayar. 1625- [see DEVOTE a.].

j3. c 1340 HAMPOLE Prose Tr. 24 Deuoute prayers, feruent

desires, and gostely meditacions. 1526 (title), The Pyl-

grymage of Perfeccyon, a devoute Treatyse in Englysshe.

1603 KNOLLES Hist. Turks (1621) 78 The devout warre,

taken in hand for the reliefe of the poore Christians in

Syria. 1667 MILTON P. L. xi. 863 With uplifted hands, and

eyes devout. 1763 JOHN BROWN Poetry $ Jlfus. xii. 214

Our parochial Music, .is solemn and devout. 1841 ELPHIX-

STONE Hist. Ind. II. 347 In his writings, he affects the

devout style usual to all Mussulmans.

3. Earnest, sincere, hearty.
1828 WEBSTER s.v., You have my devout wishes for your

safety. 1880 MBS. LVKN LIKTOK Rebel ofFamily I. v, The
.1 sanctity of caste, in which she. .was so devout a believer.



DEVOUT.

B. as sb. fl. A devotee. Obs.

(< 1440 Ccsta Rom. xcii. 419 (Add. MS.) This knyght had
a goon woman to wife, and a deuoute to oure ladie.] 1616

R, SiiKf.noN Miracles Ami, hrist 247 ('{'.) Not . . the ordin-

ary followers of AntichriNt, but . . his sj>ecial devouts. 1675
tr. J/rf<-///rt7v///V Prince xv. (Rtldg. 1883) 98 One a devout,
another an atln i-.t.

2. That whicli is devout ; the devotional part.

1649 Mii.ios !".ikon. i. (1851) 344 This is the substance of

his first Section, till we come to the devout of it, model'd

into the form of a privat Psalter.

t Devou*t, v^ Obs. Variant of DEVOTE v.

1605 STOW Citron, an. 1603 (R.) Hee shewed himselfe a
\\ull ilcuouted Christian. 1639 DKUMM. OF HAWTH. Libra'
riss Wks. li?n) 221 How nm<:h is Florence adebted .. to

lion, .who at his death dcvouted to it a library. 1651
tr. Bacon's Life fy Death 15 A Man peaceable, Contemplative
ami much dcvouted to Religion.

II Devou'tement, adv. Obs. rare. [a. OF. de-

notement fin AK. (levou-}."} Devoutly.
a 1400 Oi (onion 63 The holy pope Seynt Clement . . prayede

( ;.! ilimoutement . . That [etc.]*

t Devou'tful, a. Obs, [irreg. f. DEVOUT a. -f

rri. : (a suffix properly added to a sb.).] Full of

drvmitness ; devout, pious.
1597 DANIEL Civ. Wars i. xiv, Richard .. who ..all his

fathers mighty treasure spent, In that devout full Action of
the East. 1598 TOFTE.-//&I (1880) 28 As painfull Pilgrim
in deuOQtfal) wise. 1604 MAKSTON & WEBSTER Malcontent
l, i, To make her his by most devoutful rites.

t Devou'tless, a. Obs. rare
-

. [irreg. f. as

prec. + -LESS; cf. DEVUTELESS.] Without devout-

ness, umlcvout. Hence f Devon tlessness.

1576 R. CUKTIS Two Serm. C vj b (T.},
The darts of de-

vouttessness, unmercifulness, and epicutisme. .fly abrode.

Devoutly (dJVantli), adv. Also 4-6 denote- :

see DKVOUT a.
[f.

DEVOUT a. + -LY 2.]

1. In a devout manner; reverently, piously,

religiously.
a. f 1315 Metr. Horn. 160 And ilke day deuotely, Herd

scho cnesse of our Lefdye. 13.80 WYCLIF Wks. ti88o) 319
To preye deuoteliche. ^1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xv. 69 5e
serue *ourGodd weleand deuotely. ?cisoo How Plowman
lerned Pater Nosier 42 in Hazl. E. P. P. I. 211 Late me
here The saye devotely thy pater noster. 1588 A, KING tr.

Canisitts* Catech. 34 Prayers . . quhan thay in y* name off

lesus Christ, ar humblie and deuotlie desyrit, helpis mony.
0. c 1315 K. /:. Allit. P. B. 814 His two dere do^terez de-

uoutly hem haytsed. ^1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.i xvii. 76 He
serued Godd full deuoutely. c 1489 CAXTON Blanchardyn
xxxvii.

13^ They sholde deuoutly do baptyse hem self. 1568
Knt. of Curiesy 451 She confessed her devoutly tho, And
shortely receyved the Sacrament, t 1611 DONNE Poems
('633) 275 Who dream'd devoutHer then most use to pray.

1781 GIBBON Decl. % F. II. 137 Julian most devoutly ascribes
his miraculous deliverance to the protection of the Gods.

1849 JAMES Woodman iv, She crossed herself devoutly.
2. Earnestly, sincerely, fervently.
1602 SHAKS. Ham. in. i. 64 Tis a consummation De-

uouily to be wish'd. 1605 CAMDEN Rein. (1637) 349 His
devote minde to his Lady hee devoutly, though not reli-

giously shewed. 17-95 SOUTHEV Joan ofArc \. 219 Child-
hood . . Listening with eager eyes and open lips Devoutly
in attention. 1814 SCOTT Wtiv. Ixvii, Let us devoutly hope,
that . , we shall never see the scenes . . that were general in
Britain Sixty Years since. 1874 MORLEY Compromise (1886)
113 Men were then devoutly persuaded that their eternal
salvation depended on their having true beliefs.

Devoutness (d/vau-tnes). [f. as prec. + -NESS.]
The quality of l>eing devout ; reverential spirit or

character ; religiousness, piety.
1377 Pol. Poems (Rolls) I. 217 Nou is devoutnes out icast.

153 PALSGR. 213/2 Devoutnesse, denotion. a 1680 GLANVILL
.Vt-r/H. $3<T.) There are some who have a sort of devoutness
and religion in their particular complexion. 1840 CARLYLE
MmwTx8<t8)i What devoutness and noblemindedness
had dwelt in these rustic thoughtful peoples. 1874 MORLEY
(.'('/;///<>/// /it? (1886) 178 Religiosity or devoutness of spirit.

Devoutour, -trour, corrupted forms of advou-

tour,advoittrer, ADULTEU, -EUER. (Cf.DEvoTEREK.)
So devoutrie for advoutrie^ ADULTERY.
1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. n. 175 Owre synne to suffre, As

deuoutrie \otfor AfSS. aduoutne] and deuo[r]ses and derne
\Mirye. 1393 AW. C. in. 184 And ich my-self cyuyle and
symonye my felowe Wollen ryden vp-on rectours and rtche
men deuoutours [v. rr. deuotours, deuoutrours],

t Devp've, v. Obs. [ad. L. devovere to vow or

devote, f. DE- I. a +voviire to vow.] trans. To
devote. Hence f Devo-ved///. a., devoted.
1567 DRANT Horace's Epist,* Julius Floras C vj, I haue

again^te your home comminge A long deuoued cowe Which
Kraseth here .. And fattes her selfe for you. 1618 BOLTON
/7<ri- i. xiii. (i636) 37 Such of the Senatours, as had
borne highest offices . . devove themselves, for their Coun-
try's safiv, to the gods infernall. 1656 Cow LEY Davidcis
iv. 1063 'Twas his own Son . . that he devov'd. 1808
J. BARLOW Columb. in. 852 Receive, dread Powers (since
I can slay no more 1

, My last glad victim, this devoved gore.
Devovement: see DEVOURMENT.
1 1)6VOW, v. Obs. [a. 1 6th c. F. devomr to

dedicate or consecrate by a vow, f. DE- L a, 3 +
votter to vow, after L, devovere, dtvotdre : see DE-
VOTE.]
1. trans. To dedicate or give up by a vow.
J579 .)

SrriutKs Gap'mg Gulf E iij b, A deuowed enemy
to our (,)ueene. 1600 HOLLAND Lh>y\\\\. \x. 287 Come and
s.iy afore me that forme of words, wherby I may devow and
betake my&elfc for the legions. 1601 Pliny XXH.

y,
I*.

Decius, . . devowet'. and yeelded himselfe to all the divels
of hell for the safety of his armie. 1609 Amm. Marcell.
226, I have devowed my selfe to the Roman Empire.
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2. To devote, give up.
1621 (',. SANDYS Oviifi Met. xv. (1626) 317 liy Step-dames

fraud, and fathers credulous Beliefe deuow'd to death. 163*
B. JONSON M.tfit. Lady I. i, To the inquiry And search of
which, your mathematical head Hath so devow'd itself.

3. To disavow, give up, renounce, rare.
1610 G. Ki.KTciiKR Christ's Viet, in Farr S. /'. Jama I

(1848) 54 There too the armies angelique devow'd Their
former rage, and all to Mercy bow'd.

Hence Devowed fpl. a.: see in i.

Devowt(e, obs. form of DEVODT.

Devoyer, devoyr(e, obs. forms of DEVOIR.

Devu'lgarize, v. [f. DE-II. i + VULGARIZE.]
trans. To free from vulgarity. Hence Devu'l-
garizing ///. a.

iM8 ABBOTT in lilacm. Mag. May 38/2 Shakespeare, and
Plutarch's ' Lives ', are very devulgartzing books.

Devulgate, -vulge, obs. ft. DIVULGATE, -VOLGE.

Devyde, obs. form of DIVIDE.

Devyer, devyr, obs. forms of DEVOIR.

Devyn(e, -al, -or, -our, etc., obs. ff. DIVINE,
-AL, -ER, etc.

Dew (di), f/i. Forms : I daw, a dAw, 2-4
deu, deuj, 3 dsew (Orm.\ 4 deew, dewj, deau,
4-6dewe,deaw(e, 6 deow(e, due, 3-dew. [Com-
mon Teut. : OE. dtaw, OFris. daw, OS. <fc,MLG.
dan, Du. dauw, OIKj., MHG. tou (touwes), Ger.

than, tau, ON. diigg, gen. doggvar, Sw. Jagg; Da.

dug, Goth. *iiaggwa- : OTeut. *dauwo-, Aryan
*<ihdwo- : cf. Skr. dhaw to flow, run.]
1. The moisture deposited in minute drops upon
any cool surface by the condensation of (he vapour
in the atmosphere ; formed after a hot day during or

towards night, and plentiful in the
early morning.

Formerly supposed to fall or descend softly from the

heavens, whence numerous current phrases, figures, and
modes of speech : cf. DEWFALU
<l8oo Corpus Gloss. 1753 Roscido, deawe. c85 I'esp.

I'sallercxxxi\[\]. 3 Swe swe deaw se astigeS in munt. c 1000
>LFRIC Exod. xvi. 13 On moreen wxs t> deaw abutan \>-.\

fyrdwic. 01175 Colt. Horn. 233 His sonne, mone, sterren,

nen, daw, wind. "75 Lamb. Horn. 159 pe sunne drach
up t>ene deu. c 1900 Trin. Coll. Hont. 256 On be lijte be
heouene deu?. c 1150 Gelt, fy Ex. 3125 Knewen he nojt 8is

dewes cost. 1340 Ayenb. 91 Bote a drope of deau. .be drope
of be deawe. c 1380 WYCLIF Sal. Wks. III. 27 Weetynge
of hevenly deew. 1383 Daniel iv. 30 With dewe of
heuen his body was enfourmed. 1398 TREVISA Barth. De P.
R. vin. xvii. (1495) 326 The more clere that the mone is in the
Somer tyme the more plente of dewe is seen vpon the grasse
and heroes. (11400 Minor Poems I'ernttn MS. 618 Softur
ben watur or eny licour, Or dewj bat lib on be lilie flour,

Was cristes bodi. c 1440 /'nw//. Ptirv. 120 Dewe, ros. 1508
DUNBAR Tua Mariit ll'emen 10 The dew donkit the daill,

and dynarit the foulis. 1549 Cotnpl. Scot. vi. 59 The deu . .

is ane humid vapour, generit in the sycond regione of the

ayr. 1596 SPENSRR Astropfi. 191 All the day it standeth
full of deow. 1601 SHAKS. Jul. C. \. iii. 64 Our day is gone,
Clowds, Dewes, and Dangers come. 1609 HOLLAND Atitnt.

Marcell. xxill. vi. 238 These pearles, within strong and
bright shels of the sea-fishes, conceived . . by a commixtion
of aeaw. 1665 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (1677) 37 2 Pearls..

generated, .of the morning dew of Heaven, which in serenes
tails into the gaping Shell-fish. 1784 CAVENDISH in Phil.

Trans. LXXIV. 129 Almost all the inflammable air, and
near one-fifth of the common air, lose their elasticity, and
are condensed into dew. 1795 SOUTHEY Joan of Arc n. 9
As the dews of night Descended. 1800 WORDSW. Pet-lamb i

The dew was falling fast, the stars began to blink. 1840
DICKENS OWC. Shop xvii, She walked out into the church-

yard, brushing the dew from the long grass with her feet.

1848 LYTTON Harold i. i, Arch and blooming faces bowed
down to bathe in the May dew. 1878 HUXLEY Physiogr. 51
Moisture which is thus deposited upon any cold surface,
without production of mist, is termed dnv. 1887 BOWEN
Vire- Eclogue v. 77 While bee sucks from the thyme, and
cicalas drink of the dew.

t b. //. ? Damp places. Obs.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xv. 289 And also Marie Magdeleyne
by mores lyued and dewes.

2. Jig. Something likened to dew in its operation
or effect : a. as coming with refreshing power or

with gentle fall ; b. as characteristic of the morning
of life, of early years, like the '

early dew*.
a, moo ORMIN 9883 All wibbutenn d;cw Off Haliz

Gastess frofre. 1508 FISHER Wks, (1876) 176 Make them

moyst with the due of thy grace. 1559 Bk. Com. Prayer,
Morning Prayer^ The contmuall deawe of thy blessinge.

1607 SHAKS. Cor. v. vi. 23 He watered his new plants with

dewes of Flattery. 1667 MILTON P. L. iv. 614 The timely
dew of sleep, .inclines Our eye-lids. 1738 POPE Epil. Sat.

1.69 The gracious Dew of Pulpit Eloquence. i8i9SnKi.i.i.v
Cfnci iv. i. 178 Sleep, that healing dew of heaven. i8ai

Ginfvra 115 The dew of music more divine Tempers the

deep emotions. 1839 YEOWELL Ane. Brit. Ch. vi. (1847) 52
Hearts baptized with the heavenly dews of the Gospel.
b. 1535 COVERDALE Ps. cix. [ex.] 3 Y" dewe of thy birth is

of y
1 wombe of the mornynge. 1849 ROBERTSON Strtn, Ser.

i. iii. (1866) 53 Dried up the dew of fresh morning feeling.

1858 LONGF. M. Standish \. 18 Having the dew of his youth,
and the beauty thereof.

3. transf. Applied to moisture generally, especi-

ally that which appears in minute drops on any
surface or exudes from any body.
a 1300 CursorM. 17682(0011.) Wit a deu rm face he wette.

1586 A. DAY Eng. Secretary i. (1625* 139 Whom furres must
fence, .and dew ofnappie Ale cherish.

Beasts (16581 316 Pare his [the horse's] hinder-feet thin,
untill the Jew come out. 1610 MARKHAM Masterp. n. c. 383
Haze both the quarters of the hoofe with a drawing-knife . .

so deep*: that you may see the dew come foorth. 1631

DEW.
WIDDOWES Nat. Pkilos. 56 Dew is a humor contained in the
hollowncssc of the members, and joyiied to their substance.

1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk ff Selv. 126 That cold and dew and
clamminess, that goes to the hatching of a snails [eggej.
1756-7 tr. Keyslers Trav. (1760) III. aio Ballani do nol
feed on the gross parts of the sea-water, but as it were on
the subtile dew that penetrates through the stone. i8as
SHELLEY Triumph Life 66 The fountains whose melodious
dew Out of their mossy cells for ever burst.

b. Moisture glistening in the eyes; tears. Hence
funeral dew.

1588 SHAKS, /,. /,. L. iv. iii. 29 The night of dew that on
my cheekes downe flowes. 1611-5 UP. HALL Contempt.,
O. T. xx. iii

;
These expostulations might have fetched some

dewes of pitie from the eyes. 1649 DAVKNAKT Love ty Honour
III. Dram. Wks. 1873 HI. 134 Sure I could weep, but that
my eyes Have not enough of funeral dew to melt Away.
166* COKAIME Ovid iv. vii, Shed no more tear* ! You have
.. Spent too much of that precious dew. 1814 SCOTT Ld. of
Isles iv. xvi. Those poor eyes that stream'd with dew. 1847
TENNYSON Princ. vii. 120 The dew Dwelt in her eyes, and
softer all her shape And rounder seem'd.

C. Perspiration, sweat.

1674 S. VINCENT Yng. Gallant's Acad. 33 Thou feelest
the Cat Dew of thy body .. run trickling down thy sides.

1795 SOUTHEY Joan of Arc vin. 211 The dews of death
.Stood on his livid cheek. 1814 SCOTT Ld. of Isles v. xxvi,
Cold on his brow breaks terror's dew. 1859 TENNYSON
Enid 568 The dew of their great labour . . flowing, drained
their force.

d. With qualifying words, as Bacchus' dew, the

juice of the grape, wine, or other fermented or dis-

tilled drink r Mountain-dew^ a fanciful term for

whisky illicitly distilled on the mountains ;
dew oj

Gletdivat) Glenlivat whisky; ^deiv of -vitriol (ros

vitrioli).

1559 Mirr. Mag.) Dk. Clarence iii, Sowst in Bacchus
dewe. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey) Dew of Vitriol, a Name
given by some Chymists to a kind of Phlegm or Water
drawn from that Mineral Salt, by Distillation in Balneo

MarijCjOr with a gentle Heat. 1800 tr. Lagrangc's Chem.
II. 84 There remains a

whitish-grey mass, which formerly
was called Vitriol Calcined to Whiteness. If you distil it

in a retort, and collect the product, you will have first, a
water slightly acid, called Dew of I'itriol. i8a* SHELLEY
Z-ucca ix, Full as a cup with the vine's burning dew. 18*6
P. P. in Hone Every*day Bk. II. 610 Whiskey, or mountain
dew, 1836 E. HOWARD R. Reefer xxxv, Then came the

whiskey the real dew. 1840 Chantb. Jrnl. IX. 94 The
discomfited gaugers fled . . leaving the victorious chief in

undisturbed possession of the much coveted mountain-dew.

1884 Daily News 23 May 5/7 [They] cannot compete with
the dew of Glenlivat.

4. Applied with qualification to surface deposits
formed on plants, etc. (as by exudation, insects,

parasitic vegetation), formerly imagined to be in

origin akin to dew: see HONEY-DEW, MILDEW.
1563 W. Ft'LKE Meteors\\6^>\ 51 b, There is another kind

of sweet dewes, that falleth in England, called the Meldewes,
which is as sweet as honey . . There is also a bitter kind of

dew, that falleth upon herbs, and lyeth on them like branne
or meale. 1660 JER. TAYLOR Worthy Commun, Introd. 10

It will not be impossible to find honey or wholesome dewes

upon all this variety of plants. 1821 T. DWICHT Trat: II.

341 When it first exudes, it is very sweet to the taste ; and
has hence been commonly supposed to be the residuum of

a particular kind of dew, called by the farmers honey-dew.
5. attrib. and Comb. (Especially frequent in

poetical use.) a. attrib.,
' of dew,' as dew-bead^

-blob, -damp, -gem> -globe> -mist, -star, -water,

-ivcb ;

* characterized by
' or '

characterizing dew ',

as de~v-lockst -prime, -silence, -wind. b. locative

and originative, as dew-bow, -dance, -light. C. simi-

lative, Mike* or 'as dew*, as dew-burning, -cold

adjs. d. objective and obj. genitive, as dew-

brusker, -dropping^adj. e. instrumental, as dew-be-

dabbled.-bdiamoni.icd, -bespangled, -besprent.-bright,

-clad, -dabbled, -drenched, -gemmed,-laden ) -pearledt

-sprent, -sprinkled^ -wet adjs. f. parasynthetic, as

dew-lipped *&).

183* MOTHERWELL Poet. Wks. (1847)85 In every "dew-
bead glistening sheen. 1868 GF.O. ELIOT Sp. Gipsy i. (Cent.
DicL), The dew-bead, Gem of earth and sky begotten.
1887 STEVENSON I'nderwoods, Every fairy wheel and thread
Of cobweb *dew-bcdiamonded. a 1748 THOMSON Hymn to

Solitude 26 Just as the Mew-bent rose is born. 1634 MILTON
Comits 540 The savoury herb Of knot-grass *dew-besprent.
1727-38 GAY Fables 1. 14 Mod.) As forth she went at early
dawn To taste the 'dew-besprinkled lawn. 1873 R. JOHN-
SON in Tristram Moab 387 A lunar rainbow on the ground,
or to speak more correctly a lunar *dew-bow. 17*7-46
THOMSON Summer 86 Aslant the *

dew-bright earth and
coloured air. 1854 J. WARTER Last of Old Squires v. 51
He was what the Persians call a *dew-brusher . . Ten to

one but the labourer met him as he was going to his work.

1590 STENSER F. O. i. xi. 35 His bright *deaw-burnmg blade.

1847 Mischief ofMuses 35 The moisture of the *dew-clad

grass. 1817 MOORE Lalla Jt. t Fire Worshippers (1854) 335
She who leans, .pale, sunk, aghast, With brow against the

*dew-cold mast. 1818 KEATS Endym. i. 683 The poppies hung
"Dew-dabbled on their stalks. 1798 COLERIDGE Sibyl. Leaves
Poems 01864) 265 She the *dew-damp wiped From off her

brow. i8xa G. COLMAN Br.Grins, Lady of Wreck 11. xxiii,

*Dew-dript evening. 159* SHAKS. Rom. 4- Jul. i. iv. 103
The *dew-dropping South. 1893 LE GALLIENNE in Westm,
Gaz. 16 Feb. 2/3 See how yonder goes, *Dew-drunk . . Yon
Shelley-lark. 183* TENNYSON Lotos-Eaters 75 Sun-steep'd

at noon, and in the moon Nightly *dew-fed. 18*3 JOANNA
BAILLIE Poems 228 *Dew-gemm'd in the morning ray- 1811

SHELLEY Pronteth. Unb. iv. 432 As the dissolving warmth
of dawn may fold A half unfrozen "dew-globe, green and

gold, And crystalline. 1603 DRAVTON Sonnets liii, (T. > Where
nightingales in Arden sit and sing Amongst the dainty

38*
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*dew-impearled flowers. 1830 TENNYSON Ode to Memory
ii, The dew-impearled winds of dawn. 1859 GEO. KLIOT
A. Bede 41 The Mew-laden grass. 1647 HERRICK Noble

Numb,, Star Sc'ii*, Spangled with*deaw-hght. 1856 BRYANT
I'oems, Ages v, When the *dew-lipped spring comes on.

1830 TENNYSON Adeline 47 Those ^dew-lit eyes of thine.

1648 HERRICK Hesper. \. 92, Corinna's Maying, The light

Hangs on the *dew.locks of the night. 1821 SHELLEY
Prometh. Unb. in. Hi, The *dew-mists of my sunless sleep.

1841 BROWNING I'ifipa Passes I. (1889) 24 The Kill-side's *dew-

pearled ;
The lark 's on the wing. 1872 Fifine xxxiii,

Though *dew-prime flee. 1850 MRS. BROWNING Poems II. 165
Descend with sweet *dew silence on my mountains. 1850
ULACKIE jEschylus I. 13 My *dew-sprent dreamless couch.

1884 SYMONDS Slinks. Predecessors vii. 3. 263 Abroad in

dew-sprent meadows. 1733 SHENSTONE Past, Ballad IV. 33
Thesweetsofa*dew-sprinkTed rose. 1821 SHELLEY Prometh.
Uub. n. i. 168 As *dew-stars glisten, Then fade away, c zaoo
Trin. Coll. Horn. 151 De teares. .ben cleped rein water o5er
"den water. 1813 HOGG Queen's Wake ii. Wks. (1876) 22 And
*dew-webs round the helmets weave.

6. Special combs. : dew-beam (poetic), a ray of

light reflected from a dewdrop ; dew-bit (dial.'),

a small meal or portion of food taken in the early

morning, before the regular breakfast; dew-board,
a board used as a cover to keep off the dew

;

dew-cap (see quot.) ; dew-drink (see quot.,
and cf. dew-bit) ; fdew-hopper, a name for the
hare (see DEUDING) ; f dew-pear, name of a deli-

cate kind of pear (oh.) ; +dew-pieoe Sc. <= dew-
bit

; dew-plant, (a) a name for the ice-plant

(Mesembryanthemum), and for the sundew (Dro-
sera) ; (b) a plant nourished with dew (nonce-use) ;

dew-ripen v. = DEW-RET ; dew-shoe, translation
of ON. iliiggskor (see quot.) ; dew-stone,

' a species
of limestone, found in Nottinghamshire, which
collects a large quantity of dew on its surface" (O.).
1824 SHELLEY Witch xvi, Woven from 'dew-beams while

the moon yet slept. 1863 BARNES Dorset Gloss.,
*
'Devi-tit,

the first meal in the morning, not so substantial as a regular
breakfast. Also in Berksli., Hampsh., W. Somerset Gloss.
1800 R. WARNER Walk West. Count. 64 [We] were obliged
to_ sleep for several weeks in the shell of the tenement,
with no other covering (for it was not roofed) than a *dew-
board. 1879 PROCTOR 1'leas. Ways Sc. xvi. 364 A cylinder
of tin or card, called a *dew-cap, is made to project beyond
the glass [of the telescope], and thus to act as a screen,
and prevent radiation. 1/1825 FORBY Voc. E. Anglia,
*De^o-dr^nkt the first allowance of beer to harvest men,
before they begin their day's work. 1616 SURFL. & MARKH.
Country Farme 417 Tender or delicate peare . . such as
*dew peare. 1685 SINCLAIR Satan's Invis. World (1769) 48
When I was eating my *due piece this morning. 1869

i You are to divide the whole famijy of

l8os R. W. DICKSON Pract. Agric. (1807) II. 218 What is

called *dew ripen or ret the produce. 1880 STALLYBRASS tr.

Grimm's Tent. Mythai. I. 387 When the godlike SigurSr
strode through the . . corn, the *dew-shoe of his seven-span
sword was even with the upright ears. Note. Do'^gskor,
Sw. doppsko, the heel of the sword's sheath, which usually
brushes the dew.

Dew (,ditt), v. Forms: 3 dsewwenn, 4-5
dewen, (4 dewey), 5-7 dewe, (6-7 deaw), 6-
dew. [ME. dewen, in Ormin dseunvenn, implying
an OE. *diaioian (entered by Somner) = OFris.
dawia (WFris. dauwjen), OS. *Jaujan (MDu.
darnven, LG. damn), OHG. tawSn, towen (MHG.
totnuen, Ger. thauen, tauen), ON. diiggva (Sw.
dagga) : OTeut. *dauwyan, f. dauw- DEW.]
1 1. intr. To give or produce dew ; impers. to

fall as dew (cf. it rains, snows, etc.). Obs. or arch.
c 1300 [implied in DEWING iibl. sb.}. 1381 WYCLIF Isa. xlv.

8 Deweth jee heuenus fro aboue [1388 Sende je out dew].
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 120 Dewyn or yeve dewe, roro. 1450
1530 Myrr. our Ladye 148 Rorate, dew heuens from aboue.
1552

. HULOET, Dew or droppe lyke dewe, roro. 1663 in
1. Birch Hist. R. Society I. 246 It did not dew upon those
parts where trees lay buried under ground. 1726 Nat. Hist.
Irel. 93 It deweth exceedingly in the hot and dry countries,

t b. To distil or exude as dew. Obs.

2. trans. To wet with or as with dew ; to bedew ;

to moisten.
c 1200 ORMIN 13848 To wattrenn & to daewwenn swa burrh

bejjske
& sa lie tsress batt herrte. a 1325 Prose Psalter

vi. o leu snal dewey my conertour wyth min teres. 1544PHAER Ktfitn. Lyfe (1560) F iij, Take a sponnefull of hote
ashes, dewe them wyth good wyne. 1590 SPENSER F. Q I.
xi. 48 Overflowed all the fertile plaine, As it had deawed
bene with timely raine. 1593 SHAKS. 2 Hen. VI, in. ii. 340Oiue me thy hand, That I may dew it with my mournfull
teares. 1615 CROOKE llvdy of Man 82I To water or dew
some partes that stoode need of moysture. 1680 OTWAY
8r^*?, "' iv' 598 Cold sweat Dew'd all my face. 1821

,

'

,

"E'-LS Ess. Dew (1866) 7 Grass after having been
dewed in the evening, is never found dry until after sunrise
1830 HL-RSCHEI. Stud. Nat. Phil. n. vi. (18381 162 The cool-
'"g. -of the body dewed. (11851 MOIR Castle of Time xxi,Moloch B monstrous shrines are dew'd with human blood.

dewing. 1865 BUSHNELL Vicar. Sacr. in. iii. 233 Mercy.,
dewing it thus with her tender mitigations.

1 3. To cause to descend or drop as dew; to distil,

instil. Obs.

1572 FORREST Thcophilus in Anglia VII. 02 The devill in

the narte of the bussnoppe did dewe His divillishe stirringis.

1591 Troub. Raigne K. John n. (1611)89 'I'ne heauens dew-

ing fauours on my head. 1593 NASHE Christ's T. (1613) i

O dew thy spirit plentiful into my inke.

f 4. intr. To become moist, to exude moisture.

1658 A. Fox Wurtz' Snrg. \. viii. 34 Wounds that are thus

compelled to dew. will hardly come to healing.
Hence Dewed, Dewing///, adjs.
1552 HULOET, Dewed or wete wyth dewe, roratits. 1593

SOUTHWELL Peter's Coinpl, 33 Dew'd eyes, and prostrate
prayers. 1635 SWAN Spec. M. (1670) 101 Which can have
no existence or being, but in a dewing or distilling cloud.

1830 HEHSCHEL Stud. Nat. Phil. Ii. vi. (1838) 163 The cool-

ing of the dewed surface by radiation.

Dew, obs. or dial. pa. t. of DAW v.^

Dew, Dewfull, obs. ff. DUE, DUEFUL.

I! Dewan (d/'wa'ii). Also duan, diwan, dee-

waun, dewaun, dewan. [Arab, and Pers.
,jljJJ

diwan, dTvdn, Pers. formerly devdn, the same word
as DIVAN, of which an early sense was '

register '.

Through the application to a register of accounts,
and the financial department of a state, the word
has in India been individualized and applied to

the minister or officer over this department.]
In India : a. The head financial minister or trea-

surer of a state under former Mohammedan govern-
ments, b. The prime minister of a native state.

c. The cfiief native officer of certain Government

establishments, such as the Mint. d. In Bengal,
a native servant in charge of the affairs of a house
of business or a large domestic establishment, a
steward. (Yule and Burnell.)
1690 J. CHARNOCK, etc. MS. Lett, to Mr. Ch. Eyre at

Ballasore ( Y.), Fearing miscarriage of y Originall ffarcuttee
we have herewth Sent you a Coppy Attested by Hugly
Cazee, hoping y Duan may be Sattisfied therew th

. 1766
HOLWELL Hist. Events I. 74 (Y.) A Gentoo named Allum
Chund, who had been many years Dewan to Soujah Khan.
1771 in Gleig^t'w. W. Hastings (1841) 1. 221 (Y.) Divesting
him of the rank and influence he holds as Naib Duan of the
Kingdom of Bengal. 1786 BLANK in Phil. Trans. LXXVII.
297 Making the enquiries I wished . . from his Dewan or
Minister. 1804 in Owen Wellesley's Dcsp. 632 The English
Company . . has forfeited its rights as dewan and treasurer
of the Empire. 1806 WELLINGTON Ibid. p. cii, Scindiah's
minister, .was the Peshwah's dewan. 1818 JAS. MILL Brit.
India, v. v. (1848) IV. 226 He sent on a commission to
Calcutta his dewan or treasurer. 1835 BURNES Trav. Bok-
hara (ed. 2) I. 235 The Hindoo Dewans of Sinde now
transact the entire pecuniary concerns of the state. 1862
BEVERIDCE Hist. India I. i. vi. 142 Subordinate to the
subahdar. .was an officer, with the title of dewan or diwan,
who had the superintendence of all matters of revenue and
finance. 1871 MATEER Travancore 22 Colonel Munro . .

acted for about three years in the capacity of Dewan, or
Prime Minister.

Hence Dewa'nship next.

iTfySeirMutaqherin II. 384 (Y.) [Lord Clive] visited the
Vezir . . and asked that the Company should be invested
with the Divanship of the three provinces. 1818 JAS. MILL
Brit. India v. iv. (18481 IV. 149 Procuring for the donor the
dewanship of the Zamindari.

! Dewani, dewanny, dewaun.ee (dnva-ni).
Also duanny, dewauny, dlwani. [a. Pers.

diwani, divam, the office or function of diwdn :

see prec.] The office of dewan ; esp.
' the right

of receiving as dewan, or finance minister, the
revenue of Bengal, Behar, and Orissa, conferred

upon the E. I. Company by the Great Mogul Shah
'Alam in 1765. Also used sometimes for the ter-

ritory which was the subject of that grant
'

(Yule
and Burnell).

1783 BURKE Report Affairs India Wks. XI. 141 The
acquisition of the Duanny opened a wide field for all pro-
jects of this nature. Ibid. 196 Under the jurisdiction of the
Dewanny Courts. 1801 R. PATTON Asiat. Man. 178 note,
The officers of the dewanny, the revenue department. 1862
BEVERIDGE Hist. India I. in. xii. 671 An offer of the de-
waunee had . . been made to Clive. 1876 GRANT Hist.
India \. xx. 106/2 The Mogul ceded the dewaunee, or
collection of the revenues in Bengal, Behar, and Orissa.

Dew-beater, [f. DEW sb. + BEATER.]
1. One who beats or shakes off the dew in front

of others in the same path ;
an early pioneer.

(11670 HACKET Abp. Williams i. (1692) 57 The dew-
beaters have trod the way for those that come after them.
1883 Hampshire Gioss., Deaiv-bitter, a dew-beater, one
who has large feet, or who turns his toes out so that he
brushes the dew off the grass in walking.
2. //. The feet, slang.
i8n in Lexicon Balatron. 1823 SCOTT Peveril xxxvi,

t n-st hold out your dew-beaters till I take off the darbies.
3. (See quot.)
<ii82S FORBY 1'oc. E. Anglia, Dno-tcaters, coarse and

tluck shoes which resist the dew. 1847-78 in HALLIWELL.

Dew-berry (di-beri). [f. DEW sb. + BEUHY.
Cf. mod.Ger. thau-beere dew-berry, Oberdeutsch
taub-ber, tauben-ber, i.e. dove-berry. The origin
ol the first element is thus doubtful, but it is, in

English use, associated with DEW sb.\A species of blackberry or bramble-berry, the
name being applied both to the fruit and the shrub :

in Great Britain Rulnis ctesius, a low-growing pro-
cumbent species, the black fruit of which has a
bluish bloom ; in N. America A', canadensis, re-

sembling the British plant in its low growth and
trailing habit, but differing in the fruit. In some
earlier English writers, and mod. dialects, the name
is applied to the Gooseberry (DAYBERKY).
Shakspere's dew-berry, which is mentioned among deli-

cate cultivated fruits, is supposed by some to have meant
the gooseberry ; Hanmer conjectured the raspberry. In
some books dewberry is erroneously given as the cloud-berry,
Rulnts Chamxniorns.
1578 LYTE Dodoens vi. iv. 661 The fruite is called a Dew-

berie, or blackberie. 1655 MOUFET & BENNET Health's
Improv. (1746) 304 When Mulberries cannot be gotten,
Blackberries or Dewberries may supply their room. 1674
tr. Scheffer's Lapland\$\ Some Dew-berries, or the Norway
Berry, whose species is the same that grows on Brambles.
1750 ELLIS Mod. Husbandman IV. i. 77 (E. D. S.) Deiv-

berry-britr. 1829 JESSE Jrtil. Nat. 116 The root of an
ancient beech, its base overgrown with the dewberry. 1859
W. S. COLEMAN Woodlands (1862) 106 Dewberry, or Grey
Bramble. .The fruit . . is generally less than that of a full-

sized Blackberry ; but the grains of which it is composed are

usually much larger, and.. covered with fine bloom. 1881
Scribncr's Mag. XXII. 642 Overrun with dewberry-briars.
b. 1590 SHAKS. Mids. N. in. i. 160 Feede him with Apri-

cocks and Dewberries With purple Grapes, greene Figs, and
Mulberries. 1652 CULPEPPER Eng. Physic. (1656) 117 Goos-
berry Bush, called in Sussex Dewberry Bush, and in some
Countries Wine-berries. 1637 W. COLES Adam in Eden
clxxiv. 271 In some Countries of England it is called the

Feaberry in others Dewberry . . but most commonly the

Gooseberry.

Dew-blown, -bole : see next.

t Dew-bolne, a. Obs. exc. dial. Also 6 -bole,

7-9-blown(e,8 -born. [f.
DEW sb. + BOLNE///. a.

The second element became corrupted into -bole,

-born, -biouin, and the last survives in dialects, asso-

ciated with BLOWN puffed up.] Of cattle: Swollen
with eating too freely of fresh moist grass or clover.

Sometimes used subst. as the name of the affection.

1523 FITZHERB. Hnsb. 60 Dewbolne..commeth whan a
hungry beaste is put in a good pasture full of ranke grasse,
he wyll eate soo moche that his sydes wyll stande as hygh
as his backebone. 1587 MASCALL Govt. Cattle (1627) 33
The Dew-bole in Oxe, or Cow_, or other beast.. is gotten
by eating of the trifoyle grasse in a deawy morning. 1601
HOLLAND Pliny xxvin. i, If kine or oxen were dew-blowne
or otherwise pufled up. 1614 MARKHAM Cheap Husb. (1623)
98 Some of our English writers are opinioned, this Dewbolne
or generall Gargill is a poysonous and violent swelling.
1730-6 BAILEY (folio), Dew-born, a distemper in cattle. 1884
Chesh. Gloss., Dewblown, said of cows which are swelled
from eating green clover.

Dewce, obs. form of DEOCE.

Dew-clap, obs. erron. form of DEWLAP.
Dew-claw (di-klg). [App. f. DEW sb. +
CLAW sb.

(Perhaps referring to the fact that while the other claws
come in contact with the soil, or press the grass to the

ground, this only brushes the dewy surface.)]

1. The rudimentary inner toe or hallux (an-

swering to the great toe in man) sometimes present
in dogs.
In Newfoundland dogs, and St. Bernards, it is sometimes

abnormally double.

1576 TURBERV. Venerie 23 Some other haue taken marke
by the hynder legges by the dewclawes. 1580 HOLLYBAND
Treas. Fr. Tong, Herigote, dew clawes. 1611 COTGR., Con-

tionglti the Deaw-claw,or water-claw of dogs. 1690 Land.
Gaz. No. 2548/4 Lost . . a little white Spaniel Dog . . with
dew Claws upon the hind Feet. 1785 G. WHITE Let. to

D. Harrington in Selbortie, The bitch has a dew claw on
each hind leg. The dog has none. 1854 E. MAYHEW Dogs
(1862' 248 The dew-claws, as they are termed, grow high
upon the inner side of the leg, nearer to the foot than the

elbow. 1884 .SVi/. Rev. 15 Nov. 626 The monks liked their

dogs [St. Bernards] to have these double dew-claws, because

they offered more resistance in soft, newly-fallen snow. 1883
W. H. FLOWER in Encycl. Brit. XV. 438/1 note, In domestic

dogs a hallux is frequentlydeveloped, though often in a rudi-

menlary condition, the phalanges and claw being suspended
loosely in the skin, without direct connection with the other
bones of the foot ; it is called by dog-fanciers the '

dew-cl'iw.'

2. The false hoof of deer and other ungulates,

consisting of two rudimentary toes.

1576 TURBERV. Venerie 97 The shinne bones large, the
dew clawes close in port. .An hart to hunt, as any man can
seake. 1611 COTGR., Les gardes cTnn sanglier, the deaw-
clawes or hinder-clawes of a wild Bore. 1630 [see ABATURE].
1678 PHILLIPS, Dew-claw, among Hunters the Bones or

little Nails behind the Foot of the Deer.

Hence Dew-clawed, f^ew-cleyd a., having
dew-claws. (Formerly applied sometimes to the

feet of bees.)

1576 TURBERV. Venerie 8 Those whiche are well ioynted
and dewclawed are best to make bloudhoundes. 1609 C.

BUTLER Fern. Mon. i. (1634) 8 Her rough and dew-claw'd

'eet, apt to take hold at the first touch, are in number six.

[611 COTGR., Ergoie. .hauing spurres ; deaw-clawed. 1616

SURFL. & MARKH. Country Farme 679 Round feete, strong

cleys, high dewcleyd. 1647 WARD Simp. Cobler ii note,

By Brownists I mean not Independents, but dew clawd

Seperatis_ts. 1657 S. PURCHAS Pol. Flying Ins. \. iii. 7 Her
"eet are six, dew-clawed, .full ofjoynts. 18x8 KEATS Endym.
v. 685 Sorrel untorn by the dew-claw'd stag.

Dew'-cup. [f.
DEW sb. + CUP.]

1. The early morning allowance of beer to har-

vest-men.

1847-78 HALLIWELL s. v. Dew-drink, Called the dew-cup
n Hants. 1883 in Hampsh. Gloss,
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dewyng; Theo nesschc clay hit makilh clyng ,108IREVISA Barth. de P. K. XI. v. (Tollcm. M.S.), licrof Cr,,,Tvba htel dewynge. Ikid. xvi. Ixii. (Tollem. Aft L
dewynge LS founde, be more and be gretter be margariVc is

fl U? cxi After the 'a*'
3 ''*"'" '" U'' ôckb" r

'! '#

2. A wetting with or as with dew ; a gentle
sprinkling; moistening, bedewing.

DEWDROP.
2. The plant called Lady's Mantle (Alchtmilla

vulgans).
,709 /... 11^ hi. Hoc. III.

589 (Jam.) Giving them a de-
coction of the Dewcup and Healing leaf boiled in butter-
milk. ,813 HOGG Queens Wake ii. Wks. dSjfi) 21 He
HiMiight ,,f sleeping in Ihedew-cups eye. ,8,8- firm-Hie
,..- Bo&tK* II. 183 Ihey [fairies] 'II hae to .. gang away
ai, Omf in their dcw-cups.. till the gloaming come on again
Dewdrop (di-dr/>p). [f. DEW sb. + -DROP. Cf.

<:<i. tliau-tropf,-n, Du.
,lauu>-droppel.] One of

the rounded 'drops' or globules in which dew
collects on surfaces on which it is deposited
(a ,3.0 in W.ight f.yri, P.M. 1,4 Ase fele sythe'ant oftUdwa dropa !>.-th weete.J ,590 SHAKS. Mid'. N. n. i. , 4

I BUUt go sccke some dew drops heerc, And hang a pearle
111i euery cowslips eare. ,667 H(,LTON /'. L. v. 746 Starrs of
Moraine, I 'ew-drops, which the Sun Impearls on every leaf
and every flouer. ,788 COWI'KR Stan-Mifor Year Dew!
drops may deck the turf that hides the bones. ,8,0 SCOTT ! ik ~~T'

~
,
~'" L- *">" "> f -JSH.J

.ady of L. in. ii, The lawn Begemmed with dew-drops. I

"ature of or akin to dew ; moist, damp.
1847 I KNsvsMN Pr,nc. vii. 53 When two dewdrops on the '&* f

MWO Georg. Virg. m. 48 And dewish njoone
[i.l.il Oiakc 1 o the same sweet air. ,87, TYNDALI Fraem

"""-r~- 1- - --

.Sc. (1879) I. xi. 342 The little pearly globe which we call -i

dew-drop.

dewvnH .
ey v aast Swc

dewvnge, Hemi oghte clothe ageyn. ,5,3 Doi CLAS Alneis

Wi l"' ,'h*
3
K

'' c
.

len%wa" Strinkland a litle dewing . .

rw. TL
branche of anc happy olive thrise. ,565 73COOTER Thesaurus, Asferro, a sprinckling or dewing 1646RUTHERFOHD L<tt. ,. xlvif. (,88,> 455 A nights dewingTfgrace and sweetness. ,88> Hardm 28 Jan 65A An occa

sional dewing over with the syringe.

Dewing,///. *. : see DEW v.

tDewish, a. Oh.
[f. DEW sg. + -ISH.] Of

DEWY.
36 What a dewless Sahara would be the walk of lifewuhout the

companionship of children !

Dew-point (di-point). That point of at-

mospheric temperature at which dew begins to
be deposited.

-,t'u *VftfEirte** <ed ' 5) " Th<: d'Sree ol heatat which the dew begins to appear is called the rf,-r,../,,,W
being an important particular in the meteorological reportA '- * P -
of th

Ba
. II.

IraHs/ ff fig. 1781 COWPER Truth 144 The shiverinc"n l.m. bending as he goes, With slip-shod heels, and dew*
.< his nose. ,807-8 W. IRVING Salmag. (,824) ,61 And

l-.l the dew-drop in my eye. ,8*6 Hood.free Man xiv
( )n every brow a dew-drop stood. 183, CAHLYLE Sart. Res'.
ii. vi, I he heart, .unvisited by any heavenly dew-drop

I knee Dew-dropped a., covered or bespangled
with dew-drops.
1756 W. TOLDERVY Hist. Two Orf/ians IV. 201 The dew-

,i.. ri'drose. ,76,1 WARTOM <?,/ Poems sVllladed
= , fumed with dewdropped flowers. 1811 W R SpErCER /v ,6, How bright it's dewdropp'd tint app^are?Dewe, obs. form of DUE a. and sli.

Dewe.n, obs. f. DEAVE v., to become deaf.
Dewes : see DEUS.
tDewess. rare. [a . OF. "detune, dieuesse,

\. <tcit, ,//< god: see -ESS. Cf. DEESS.] A goddess.4W"'

nr *
- rg' '"' 4 n ews m >ne dothnew refresh the woods. 1620 MARKHAM Farrw. Hush. <i6)

-
re m lst P''-^hich euer is vomiting wet and

Themosr.
Devvite, obs. form of DUTY.
tDewitt, De-Witt (d/wi-t), . o&. [Fromthe surname of the two brothers John and

^l?-
S
TSe Witt

' Dutch statesmen, opponents of
\\ illiam III as Stadtholder of the United Provinces
who were murdered by a mob in 1672.] trans To
kill by mob violence; to lynch.
1689 Modest Enquiry into Present Disasters (tooo)It s a wonder the English Nation have not in their

Dewey, dewy, ME. pres. inf. of DEW v.

Deweylite (dia-ibit). Min. [Named 1826
Itcrlrof. Dewey, U.S. see -LITE.] An amorphous

resinous-looking mineral of yellowish colour, con-
sisting of a hydrated silicate of magnesium..816 EMMONS Min. ,33. ,868 DANA Min. 470.
Dew-fall (di-fgl). [f. DEW + FALL sb cf

Dnn. Jugfald.] The formation or deposition of
dew; the lime when this begins, in the eveningR. TISDALE Lawyer Philos. in Fair 6'. P. Jos I
(1848) 316 Shake off the dewfalls of the night. .798 CO^'E-

2JsvT. /-'' Poems (1864) 115 The gentle dewfall.,810 SHELLEY Wttck Atlas xxix, She past at dewfall to a

Tac
;

cxt(:nded- '*>8 MOORE Before the rtu7l/Midttthe rtew-fal of a nation's tears, c ,850 WHITTIER'CW/ of
Wr/,viJ, Noiseless as dew-fall. ,878 HUXLEY PhysiJr.

65 I he temperature after dewfall. ,891 Daily AW, Mar
5A Ihe rainfall is. .supplemented byTexcessive dewfalls
.So Dew falling-.

falnSg

HoLMK LEE B- Godfrey xix. ,09 The time of the dew-

Dewgard, -gar, Sc. forms of DIEUGARD Obs
t Dew-grass (di-gras). Obs.

[f. DEW sb +
C.HASS, suggested by L. G. Himmeldau, med. L ros
(it'll, 'dew of heaven

', manna.] A name given byberarde and other early herbalists to an esculent
ass of Central Euro]w, the cultivated form of

/ aim-urn sanguimile, Manna-grass.

CSS'5fflsS5SSS3s
Key'^^lSasSCSorS.nd also make potage therewith as we do with oatmealein English it may be called manna

/ s
I6 ABP- SANCROFT pot's.

W T h ?
3

^'n
3'

"i
3

*' end Dm'"'"g "s (a bloodyWord, but too well understood). 1695 Mftft Gallienus

nVl""n
S
iv

r
'-
Mu

",
h
^?

Wi" Out ft^B&S a -^SSSof the De-Witting of Glencoe, Gaffney, &c ,7,, yfnd of
SackevereU 69 ifing William deserved lo be^De-Wuled

beell 'in t? 1'h^ri
"' ** Had Mr' Campbell himselfbeen in town, they had certainly De-wittcd him i8uYBkk - ( '84I)
5
4

-
4
;

' SSiTjR* 1^MPTRE L,/e Ken II. xviii. , Men. .were

Dewlap (diMzep). Also 6 dew lop, erron
dew-olap. [The second element LAP is OE
Ireppa, pendulous piece, skirt, lappet, lobe- the
first is uncertain : the equivalent Da. doglxb, Nom
<%/*/, Sw. drdglapp, in which the first element is
not the word for dew

', suggest that the originallorm has been altered under the influence of popu-
lar etymology.
The English form may be explained as the lap or pendu.

nviv
P

',

eC
t,

Wh 'C^ tOU heS
?
h

.

e d'y surface; bufthatls not

\ %! have been the original notion.)
1. 1 he fold of loose skin which hangs from the

throat of cattle.

*4 * aiiicK, Annlcorne, Spelt-corn. Garences
lobsteares. ,640 PARKINSON Theat. Bot. 1180
usse is said to discusse the hardnesse of womens

e is food for small birds, and Pidgeons and

:ously taken' by Prior, Plant Name,, for the

nst
Dewice, dewi8 (e, obs. Sc. ff. DEVICE, DEVISE.
JJewid, obs. form of DIVIDE
Dewille, obs. form of DEVIL.
Dewily (di-ili), adv.

[f. DEWY + -LY2 ] After
the manniT of dew.

dewily bright.

Dewiness (di/7-ines). [f. DEWY + -NESS 1 The
quahty of being dewy ; fig. freshness, vigour." '7 * Dea"' (R >' A dewinesse dis-

Viri'n.-..t...K..t _r.i_ . i i

, ~**(J~ -~"-* ttarth. . . ., . j, Ytil . ^ 1(I, w^j. jyfiai -17^01In bina beb oxen bat haue no dewe lappis nother fresche
lappes vnder prole [falearia s,ih gutture}. c ,410 I'allad.
ontluso. iv. 71 , 1 he kyen . . Wei hered eres, and dewlappessyde [= hanging low). ,440 Promf. Par,,. , 2O Dew
lappe, syde skyn vndur a bestys throte, peleare. ,<
FITZHERB. Hnsb. 59 To cutte the dewlappe before. ,|3
Shfc'fcS JP"'/1

M
'h

v
";

' Their dangling dew.clapfwith his hand he coid unfearefullie. ,579 SPENSER Shefh.Cat. Jeb. 74 His deuelap as lythe as lasse of Kent ,c8oGREENE Menafho,i (Arb.) 74 White., as the danelmi
deawlap of the silver Bull. ,6*, G. SANDYS Ovid's AM
II. (1626) 43 His broad-spred brest, long dangling dcw-lapsdeck. ,873 MIVART Elem. Anat. 2,7 Folds of skin ham
ireely in some animals, as the dewlap of cattle.

D. Transferred to similar parts in other animals,as the loose skin under the throat of dogs, etc the
pendulous fleshy lobe or wattle of the turkey and
other fowls, and humorously to pendulous folds of
flesh about the human throat.

159? SHAKS. Mult. N. n. i. 50 When she drinkes, againsther lips I bob, And on her wither'd dewlop poure the Ale
,654. GAYTON Pleasant Notes n. iii. 42 The dulapes and
the jawy part of the face. ,668 WILKINS Real Char. i<5,

Described
to have a dew-lap under the throat. .Senembi,

Iguana. ,690 W. WALKER Idiomat. Anglo-Lat. 222 Dew-
laps hang down from his chaps. ,774 GOLUSM. Nat. Hist.
' H .I-

'" 267 T1>eskin hangs loose., in a kind of dewlap.
1.859 J. BROWN Rao. 4 F. (1862) 9 He [mastiff] . . has the
bhakspenan dewlaps shaking as he goes. ,863 WHYTE
MELVILLE Gladiators I. 3 Gelert is down, torn andmangledfrom flank to dewlap.
2. ' A brand used in marking cattle, being a cut

in the lower part of the neck
'

(Farmer. American-
isms, i

00 -^

O!A u'
'*"** ' ' M This indicated a dew-point of,,*"

,878 HUXLEY Pkvsiogr. 52 When the temperature is suffi-
ciently lowered, the dew-point is reached.

Dew-rake (dtt-rric). [f. DEW sb. + RAKE sb ]A rake for the surface of grass or stubble.
1659 GAUDEN Ttart of Ch. 38, Like dew-rake, and

harrowes, armed with so many teeth. ,806-7 A VanK
Agric. Essex (18,3) I. ,08, 4 dew rakes. 201. each ,886

I,"'fc^f'T* *t ^P
i; 7/.

3
.
Wncr<! stubble is much infested it

should be brushed off with poles . . and collected as closelyas possible for burning by means of
' dew rakes

'

Hence Dew rake v.

-797 A. YOUNG Agric. Suffolk 55 The stubbles are dew-
raked, by men drawing a long iron-toothed rake.

Dewrance, obs. form of DURANCE.
Dewre, var. of DUBE v. Obs.

Dew-ret (diw-ret), v. Also -rot, -rate, [fDEW sb. + RET
.] trans. To ret or macerate (flax,

hemp, etc.) so as to detach the fibre from the woody
stem, by exposure to the dew and atmospheric in-
fluence instead of by steeping in water. Hence
Dew-retting vbl. sb.

,710 HILMAN Tnsser Redivivus, There is a Water-rettingand a Dew-rettmg, which last is done on a good Rawing, or
aftermath of a Meadow Water. ,807 VANCOUVER Agric.Devon (18,3) 208 The flax is always dew-rolted. a ,815froRBY Vac. E. Anglia, Dem-retting, which is spreadingthe crop on the grass, and turning it now and then to
receive the dew. ,846;. BAXTER Lihr. Pract. Agric. (ed. 4)L 274 In Dorsetshire and the neighbourhood the flax
growers have generally adopted the practice of dew retting.
,849 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. X. I. 180 It takes perhaps six
weeks todew-ret hemp. ,877 N.W.Linc. Gloss., Dcw-rated.said of flax, which is retted on the ground, not by steeping
in water.

Dowry, obs. form of DOWRY.
Dews, -e, obs. form of DEUCB.
Dewsant, var. DEUSAN Obs., a kind of apple.
Dew-snail (di-sn,?'l). Obs. exc. dial.

[1. DEW
to. + SNAIL.] A slug. (So called from appearing
while the dew is on the herbage.)
'54* THOMAS Ital. Gram., Lumaca, the dewe snayle that

hath no house. ,6,, COTGR., Limace, iproperly) the dew
Snaile, or Snaile without a shell. ,699 ROBERTS Voy. I eraiit
,5 All the sustenance we had there was three Dew snailsand some Roots. ,725 BRADLEY Fain. Diet. s. v. Diseasts
of Trees, Those Animals call'd Earwigs and Dew-snails cat
the finest Fruits on the Trees. ,783 AINSWORTH /.at. Diet.
(Morell) ii, Llmax, A snail, a dew-snail, or slug. ,880
W. Cormuall Gloss, s. v., As slippery as a dew-snail. ,888
ELWORTHY W. Somerset H'ordJk., Devi-snail, the large
black slug.

t Dewtry. Obs. Forms : 6-7 deutroa, 7
deutro, doutro, doutry, dutry, dutra, deutery,
7-8 dewtry. [From Western Indian vernacular
forms of Skr. dhattura, DATURA : e.g. Marafhi
dhutrd, d/iotra, dialectally dhutro.] The Thorn-
apple, Datura Stramonium, and other Indian

species of the genus; a drug or drink prepared
from this, employed to produce stupefaction.
,598 W. PHILLIPS tr. Linscholen 60 (Y.) An hearbe called

Deutroa, which beareth a seede, whereof bruising out the
sap, they ..give it to their husbands, eyther in meatc or
drmke. and presently therewith the Man is as though hee
were halfe out of his wits. ,66a J. DAVIES tr. Mandelslo's
Tl

:
a

"': .'t A,
drag which . . stupefies his senses . . The Indians

call this herb Doutro. Doutry, or Datura. ,678 BUTLER
Hud. in. i. 321 Make lechers and their punks, with dewtry.Commit phanlastical advowtry. 1691 SHADWELL Scou-rers
v, Some rogue that had a mind to marry me gave me deutery

, e me eu
last night ,696 OVINOTON Vov. Suratt 235 (Y.) Mixingnd Water together to drink.. which will intoxic

to Madne

.

* '*' ** FareweU to dewiness and

DEW v. + -ING 1
1

e

Dewing, vbi. sb.
[f.

I. Deposition of dew.
3-- A. Alis. 914 Theo sunne ariseth, and fallitli the

.

Hence Dew-lapped, having a dew-lap.^4o PaUad..OH Huso. iv. 7, [699] Compact, a runcle
necke, dewlapped syde Unto the kne, ,590 SHAKS. Atids N
iv. i. la. My hounds are bred out of the Spartan kinde

r
r

,t
e

'i Tk j
a"d

d^'lapt,
like Thessalian Buls. a ,73,GAY (J.), The dewlapt bull now chafes along the plain 1806SOUTHEY Lett. (,856) I. 355 He U a fat, dew-lap'ped, velvet,

voiced man. ,887 RUSKIN Hortns Inclusus 1 1 Few-lappedcattle, .feeding on the hillside above.

Dewle, obs. f. dult, DOLE, DOOL, grief, mourning.
Dewless(di-lts),a. [f. DEW + -LESS.! De-

void of or without dew.
a ,6,8 SVLVKSTKR Mai<Ms Blush . 32j Both solstices likedeawless and adust. ,709 CAMPBELL Pleas. Hofe i, When

'ne/ra-wnd wafts the dewless day. ,8,j TFVV
Miller-, Dau. 246 On the chalk- hill the
dry and dewless. ,865 E. BURRITT Wal

Dutra a..,. .. v .w . .w
almost to Madness. "1698 FRYER Ace. E. India *~P~v.
They give her Dutry; when half mad she throws herself
into the Fire, and they ready with great Logs keep her in
his Funeral Pile, a 17,, KEN Hymnotheo Poet. Wks. 1721
III. ,92 As Indian Dames, their Consorts to abuse, Dewtry
by Stealth into their Cups infuse.

Dew-worm (dj-wwm). [f. DEW sb. -t-

WORM. OE. deaw-iuyrm, Du. dauinvorm, are
known only in the sense 'ring-worm'; E.l-'ris.

dauwurm is
'
earth-worm

'

and ring-worm
'

; Da.
dugorm

' a dew-snail
'.] The common earth-worm ;m OE. a name of the disease ring-worm.

cxooo Sajr. Leechd. II. 122 Wi5..deaw wyrmum genim
doccan o33e clatan. ,599 MARSTON Sea. Villanie n. vu. 206
Cling d so close, like deaw-worms in the morne. ,653WALTON Angler 92 The Dew-worm which some call the
Lob-worm. ,675 I'EONCE Diary (1825) 83 Earth . . like that
which dew-wormes throe up. 1819 Sporting Mag. XXIII.
222 The small dew-worm is an excellent bait. 1875 M. < ;.

PEARSF. Daniel Quorm 27 Like to a dew-worm that hears
you a comin' an' starts back into his hole in a minute. ,875
STONEHE.NCE

'

Brit. Sforts, i. v. $ 3. 3,2 The dew-worm, or
large garden-worm.. six to twelve inches in length.

Dewy (di-i), a. [OE. dtawii, {. dtaw DEW :

see -T. Not recorded in ME. ; prob. formed anew
in Mod. Eng. (Cf. MHG. totruitc, Ger. thattig,
Sw. daggig)^
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DEWY.

1. Characterized by the presence of dew, abound-

ing with dew ; covered or wet with dew.

a 1000 dedmmfs Exod. 344 (Gr.l Gubcyste onbrang deawix

sceaftum a 1533 Lu - BERNERS Gold. Ilk. M. Aurcl. (1546)

S ii b, \fter the night Cometh the dewy mornyng. 1579

SPENSER SAefA. Cat. May 316 The deawie night now doth

HT. MARTINEAU Demerara iv. 48 However dewy the evening,

she must stand in the grass. 1893 Wcstm. Gaz 15 July 2/1

Water-hens were hurriedly gathering dewy slugs.

b. Affected by the influence of dew.

1725 POPE Odyss. xvn. 688 The sun obliquely sho. nis

dewy ray. 1792 S. ROGERS Pleas. Mem. i. 215 Twilights

dewy tints deceived his eye. 1795 SOUTHKY Joan of Arc
VIII. 133 O'er the landscape spread The dewy light. 1833

HT. MARTINEAU Cinnamon 4- P. iii. 42 The dewy radiance

of a morning in paradise.

2. transf. Wet or moistened, as with dew. In

Hot. Appearing as if covered with dew.

1577 B. GOOGE Heresbach's Huso. I. (1586) 44 b, Newe

grounde for Meddowe. . take such as is ritche, dewye, levell,

or a little hanging. 1500 SPENSER F. Q. HI. ii. 34 And he-

become very dewy.
3. Of the nature or quality of dew, dew-like, moist,

ciooo Sax. Leechd. II. 258 para breosta bib deawi^

wsetung swa swa sie xespat. 1563 W. FULKE Meteors

(1640) 36 b, Already resolved into dewy drops of rayne. 1594

SHAKS. Rich. Ill, v. iii. 283, I would these dewy teares

were from the ground. 1598 FI.ORIO, Nebbiarella, a deawie

exhalation, thinner then a cloud. 1635 SWAN Spec. M. vi.

2 (1643) 197 Sea-water, when it is boyled, doth evaporate
a dewie or waterie humour. 1650 W. BROUGH Sacr. Princ.

(1659) I24 What is my deawy sweat to Thy bloody agony.

1794 MRS. RADCLIFFE Myst. Udolpho iv, The vales below

were still wrapped in dewy mist.

4. Of dew, made or consisting of dew. poetic.
1820 KEATS Isaltella xxiv, Ere the hot sun count His

dewy rosary on the eglantine.
1821 SHELLEY Music 15 When

the hot noon has drained its dewy cup_. 1827 HOOD oflnr.

Fairies Ixxix, The buds were hung with dewy beads.

5. Jig. Likened in some quality to dew, dew-

300

t Be'xter, sb. 06s. rare. [app. :-OE. *dea-

ffstre, degestre, degstre, f. dcaglan to DVE : cf.

DVESTEB.] A dyer.
14. . Pueritia ml Infancia Christ! 569 in Horstmann

Attcngl. Leg. (1878) 119/2 A dyer yn hys dore he stode. .pe

dexter on Jhesu dede calle : Knowst bou owte of mystere ?

Ibid. 613 pe dexter toke vp a fyre-brond.

Dexter (de-kstsj), a. (sh. and adv.} [a. L. dexter

on the right hand or right side, right, a compara-
tive form from root dex- cognate with Gr. Se(ws,

and Goth, taihswa, Skr. daksha, daksh-ina, from

a primitive form *Jeksu>o-.~\

A. adj. 1. Belonging to or situated on the right

side of a person, animal, or object worn on the

body; right; esp. in Her. the opposite of SINISTER.

The dexter side of a person, animal, shield, etc., is to the

left of the spectator facing it, which is important in

Heraldry: see quot. .882.

1562 LEIGH Armm-ic (1597) 64 b, Seing you call this a

Bende Sinister, wherfore did you not call the other dexter

bend ? Because it is knowne to all . . if it bee named a bend

and no more to be a bende dexter. 1572 BOSSEWEI.I.

Annorie II. 33 b, At the Dexter angle of the shielde. 1600

DYMMOK //</ (1843) 33 There was loste in the retreyte

of the dexter winge of the forlorne hope, captn Boswell.

1705 Lond. Gaz. No. 4110/4 A Dexter Hand holding a

Branch of Acorns. 1762 FALCONER Shi/nvr. \. 766 The im-

perial trident graced her dexter hand. 1878 BROWNING Poets

Croisic cxv, [He] pressed to heart His dexter hand. 1882

CUSSANS Haudbk. Her. 45 The right-hand side . . (of the

shield] would be towards the left of a spectator ; and in a

representation of a coat of arms, that part of the shield

which appears on the left side is called the Dexter, and that

on the right, the Sinister.

fig. 1581 MARBF.CK Bk. of Notes 270 Aristotle in Politices,

admomsheth that men which haue learned to do sinister

things, ought not be compelled to doe thinges dextere._

t b. Situated on the side which is to the right

of the spectator. Obs.

1674 JEAKE Arith. (1696) 210 The dexter Figure of the

Quotient shall be Primes.

f c. Of omens : Seen or heard on the right side
;

hence, auspicious, favourable, propitious. Obs.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud Ep. iv. v. 191 Sinister and

dexter respects. 1676 HOBBES Iliad (1677) 203 This said,

1715-20 POPE

dewie sleep Oppress'd them, a 1670 HACKET Abp. Williams

n. (1692) 144 Some of their Ministers that were softened with

the dewy drops of his tongue. 1791 COWPER Iliad it. 41

Awaking from thy dewy slumbers. 1830 TENNYSON Ode to

Memory i, Strengthen me, enlighten me ! . . Thou dewy dawn
of memory.
6. Comb, (poetic), a. adverbial, as dewy-bright,

-dark, -fresh, -warm, etc. b. parasynthetic, as

dewy-eyed, -feathered, -pinioned, -swarded, etc.

OE. had diawit-fetiere
- dewy-pinioned.

iooo Cxdmons Gen. 1984 (Gr.) Sang se wanna fusel,

deawij-feoera. Exod. 163. 1632 MILTON Pcnseroso 146

Entice the dewy-feathered sleep. 1730-46 THOMSON A utumn
061 The dewy-skirted clouds imbibe the sun. 1777 ELIZ.

RYVES Poems 36 Dewy-pinioned twilight's shadowy reign.

1796 T. TOWNSLND Poems 69 Some dewy-feather'd herald

send. 1820 KEATS Isabella xxxvii, Its eyes.. all dewy bright
with love. 1832 TENNYSON (Eiione 47 Aloft the mountain
lawn was dewy. dark, And dewy-dark aloft the mountain

pine. 1833 Poems 40 Upon the dewy-swarded slope.

1842 Gardener's Dau. 45 The fields between Are dewy-
fresh. 1847 Princ. i. 93 Green gleam of dewy-tassell'd
trees. 1864 En. Ard. 611 November dawns and dewy-
glooming downs.

Dewy, ME. inf. of DEW v.

Dewyoe, -ys, -yss(e, obs. ff. DEVICE, DEVISE.

Dewzin, var. DEUSA.N Obs., a kind of apple.
Dexe, dext, obs. forms of DESK.

Dexiocardia (de:ksi|0kaudia). Path. [a. Gr.

8io-s on the right side + aapSia heart.] An
anomaly of development in man in which the

heart is on the right side ; sometimes applied to

cases in which the heart is displaced to the right
side in consequence of disease.

1866 T. B. PEACOCK Malformations of Heart i Transpo-
sition, Dexiocardia. .when the heart is placed in a position
on the right side corresponding to that which it should

occupy on the left. 1875 HAYDEN Dis. Heart 105 Hope has
also noted, in a case of dexiocardia, the existence of systolic

murmur, which ceased on the return of the heart to its

normal
position. 1883 Syd. Soc. Lex.

Dexiotrope (de
-

ksi|0tr<?"p), a. [f. Gr. Sf(tu-s

on or to the right 4- -rpoiros turning.]
= next.

1883 Syd. Soc. Lex., Dexiotrope, a term signifying turn-

ing or turned to the right, as the spire of some shells.

Dexiotropic (de^ksiiotr^'pik", a. [f. as prec.
4- -1C : cf. Gr. rpomic6s having a turning, inclined.]

Turning or turned to the right : said spec, of those
' reversed

'

Gastropod Molluscs in which the spire
turns to the right ; opposed to leiotropic.
The terms leiotropic and dexiotropic as used by Ray

Lankester refer to the left and. right sides of the animal,
not of the spectator as is the case with dextral and sinis-

tral. Hence dexio'.ropic is the opposite of dextral.

1883 RAY LANKESTER in Kttcycl. Brit. XVI. 661 (Mollnsca\
In Planorbis, which is dexiotropic (as are a fej( other

genera or exceptional varieties of Anisopleurous Gastropods)
instead of being leiotropic, the osphradmm is on the left side

.. the whole series of unilateral organs being reversed. This
is. .what is found to be the case in all

' reversed
'

Gastropods.

straight-

forward, fair. rare.

a 1734 NORTH Exam. in. vii. 53 (1740) 542 The managers
of these Petitions used all Manner of Arts, dexter and

sinister, to gain People's Hands or Marks.

1 2. = DEXTEROUS. Obs.

more dexter, and more seruiceable. 1659 TORRIANO, Fiero,

nimble, lively, dexter either of body or mind.

B. si. The right (hand or side).

1814 CARV Dante, Paradise xv. 18 The horn That on the

dexter of the cross extends.

C. adv. On the right side, to the right.

1715-20 POPE Odyss. xv. 184 The bird majestic flew Full

dexter to the car. Ibid. 573 Yon bird that dexter cuts the

aerial road, Rose ominous.

D. Comb. Dexterways, -wise, on the right

side, to the right.
1610 GUILLIM Heraldry iv. xiv. (1611) 224 Foure speares

in bend garnished with Penoncels dexterwaies.

t Dexte-rical, a. [irreg. f. L. dexter (see

prec.) + -1C + -AL.] Dexterous, adroit, skilful.

t Dexte'riouS, a. Obs. A i;th c. variant of

DEXTEUOUS.
1629 SYMMER Sfir. Posie i. iv. 15 His dexterious his-

trionicall acting of his part. 1644 BULWER Chirol. 134 Which
if it once grow dexterious by habituall theeving. Ibid. 179

To scrape and get by such dexterious endeavours. 1653

Cloria f, Narcissus I. 248 By his dexterious valour.

t Dexte-rionsly, adv. Obs. [see prec.] A I ?th

c. variant of DEXTEROUSLY.
1601 SHAKS. Ttoel. N. i. v. 66 Ol. Can you do it ? Clo.

Dexteriously, good Madona. 1605 BACON Adv. Learn, n.

xxii. 15 [The Sophist] he calleth Left-handed, because

with all his rules, .he cannot form a man so Dexteriously. .

as loue can do. a 1635 NAUNTON Fragm. Reg. (Arb.) 28

To play his part well, and dexteriously. 1663 F. HAWKINS
youths' Behav. 102 Dexteriously, quickly.

Dexterity (dekste-riti). [ad. L. dextcritas,

f. dexter : see above and -ITY. Cf. F. dexteriti

(1539 in Hatz.-Darm.),perh. the immediate source.]

1. Manual or manipulative skill, adroitness, neat-

handedness ; hence, address in the use of the limbs

and in bodily movements generally.
1548 UDALL, etc. Erasm. Par. Pref. (R.), A prince . . of

innincible fortitude, of notable actiuitee, of dexteritee woon-
derfull. 1578 T. N. tr. Com;. W. India 279 They have

great dexteritie and skill in swimming. 1591 GARRAHD A rt

IVarre 2 Able to handle his Peece with due dexteritie

1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mor. 107 A Chirurgian when he
maketh incision . . had need to use great dexteritie_. 1703
MOXON Mech. Exerc. 214 Some Turners to shew their Dex-
terity in Turning . . Turn long and slender Sprigs of Ivory,
as small

as_
an Hay-stalk. 1776 GIBBON Decl. $t F. \. (18381

I. 12 To dispute with them the prize of superior strength or

dexterity. 1848 MACAULAY Hist. Kng. I. 382 His dexterity
at sword and pistol made him a terror to all men.

DEXTEROUS.

2. Mental adroitness or skill; 'readiness of ex-

pedient, quickness of contrivance, skill of manage-
ment '

fj.); cleverness, address, ready tact. Some-

times in a bad sense : cleverness in taking an

advantage, sharpness.
\epiChrm. CWawlCamden 1846) H4(Stanf ) Expedyente

that she by her greate wisdom and dexteryte do cause the

kyng her sonue to write to such cardynetles as be at lyberte.

c 1529 WOLSEY in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. l. II. 8 Aftyr your
accustomable wysdom and dexteryte. 1549 Centft. Scot.

(1872) 4 Comparu to the deuot Kyng, Numa pompilius. .for

his prudens ande dixtirile. 1598 SHAUS. Merry W. w v. 120

My admirable dexteritie of wit. 1647 CLARENDON Hist, Reo.

vin. (1703) II. 467 The dexterity that is universally practiced

in those parts. 1656 BUAMHALL Replic. iv. 177 Persons of

reat maturity of judgement, of known dexterity in the

Cannon Laws. 1677 GALE Crt. Gentiles II. 111.99 Al manner
of Calliditie or dexteritie to cheat and deceive. 1732 BER-

KELEY Alcifhr. v. 15, I admire his address and dexterity

in argument. 1807-8 SYD. SMITH Plymley's Lett. Wks.

(1859) II. 161/1 It is not., that the dexterity of honest

Englishmen will ever equal the dexterity of French knaves.

1874 GREEN Short Hist. vii. 6. 404 Elizabeth trusted to

her dexterity to keep out of the storm.

f b. with pi. A dexterous or clever act ;
in bad

sense, a piece of '

sharp practice '. Obs.

1577-87 HOLINSHED Chron. III. 1104/2 Being acquainted
with the citizens, knowing the corruptions and dexterities of

them in such cases. 1621 G. HELLIER in Lismore Papers

(1888) Ser. II. III. 29 By dextereaties I yett retayne them.

1633 R- BOLTON Coiiif. Ajfjt.
Const, iv. 176 In pressing the

law, besides other dexterities. 1805 FOSTER Ess. I. vii. 92

All these accommodating dexterities of reason.

f3. Handiness, conveniency, suitableness. Otis.

1611 CORYAT Crudities Oration 5 He. trauelleth . . for the

commodity of his studies, and the dexterity of his life. 1614

T. ADAMS Devil's Banquet 18 A full belly is not of such

dexteritie for the Deuils imployment, as a full braine.

4. lit. Right-handedness ;
the using of the right

hand in preference to the left, rare and late.

a 1882 Lancet lO.I, Dexterity appears to be confined to the

human race, for the monkey tribes use the right and left

limbs indiscriminately. 1885 Science V. June 460 In the

drawings of the cave-men of France . . the proportion of left-

hand drawings is greatly in excess of what would now be

found ;
but there is still a distinct preponderance of the

right hand, which, however originated, has sufficed to deter-

mine the universal dexterity of the whole historic period.

1891 D. WILSON Right Hand 39 To determine the prefer-

ence for one hand over the other, and so to originate the

prevalent law of dexterity.

Dexterous, dextrous (de-ksteras, de-kstres),

a. Also 7 DEXTERIOUS. [f. L. dexter, dextr- right,

handy, dexterous, dextra the right hand + -ous.

If an analogous word had been formed in L., it

would have been dextrosus ; hence dextrous (cf.

sinistrous) is the more regular form ; but dexterous

appears to prevail in igth c. prose.]

f 1. Situated on the right side or right-hand ;

right, as opposed to left ;
= DEXTER i

,
DEXTKAL.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ef. iv. v. 190 The dextrous and
sinistrous parts of the body. 1678 CUDWORTH IntM. Syst.

22 1 The Contrarieties and Conjugations of things, such as . .

Dextrous and Sinistrous, Eaven and Odd, and the like.

f 2. Handy, convenient, suitable, fitting. Obs.

1605 BACON Adv. Learn, ll. xv. 2 The Art.. is barren,

that is, not dexterous to be applyed to the serious vse of

businesse and occasions.

3. Deft or nimble of hand, neat-handed ; hence

skilful in the use of the limbs and in bodily move-

ments generally.
1635-56 COWLEY Davideis iv. 353 So swift, so strong, so dex-

trous none beside. 1650 FULLER Pisgali i. 423 Though skil-

full in the Mathematicall . . so dexterous in the manual part.

1697 DRYDEN Virg. Georg. in. 570 The dext'rous Huntsman
wounds not these afar. 1776 GIBBON Decl. ff F.I. xviii.

4^83

He was a dextrous archer. 1801 SOUTHEY Tkalaba m. xviu,

With dexterous fingers. 1818 JAS. M ILL Brit. India 1 1. iv.

i. 13 The flagellants in India are said to be so dextrous, as

to kill a man with a few strokes of the chawbuck.

4. Having mental adroitness or skill ; skilful or

expert in contrivance or management ;
clever.

1622 MABBE tr. Aleman's Guzman J'Alf. H. * * iva, As

dextrous in Letters as disciplin'd in Armes. 1643 FULLER

Holy f; Prof. St. iv. ix. 281 Generally the most dex-

terous in spirituall matters are left-handed in temporal!

businesse. 1671 MARVELL Reh. Tramp, i. 194 A dex-

terous Scholastical Disputant. 01720 SHEFFIELD (Dk

Buckhm.) Wks. (1753! II. 25 To which, that dextrous

Minister replied something haughtily. 1838 THIRLWALL

Greece IV. 433 A dexterous politician of Lysanders school.

a 1843 SOUTHEY Doctor clxxiv. (1862) 457 She was devout

in religion, decorous in conduct . . dextrous m business.

1850 MRS. JAMESON Leg . Monast. Ord. (1863) 333 Dexterous

in the management of temporal affairs.

fb. In a bad sense :

'

Clever', crafty, cunning.

1701 tr. Le Clerc's Prim. Fathers (1702) 154 Eusebius..

was a dextrous Person which made no scruple to subscribe

to Terms which he did not like, a 1715 BURNET Own Time

(1823) I. 332 Ward . . was a very dexterous man if not too

dexterous ; for his sincerity was much questioned.

5. Of things: Done with or characterized by

dexterity; skilful, clever.

,11625 BEAUM. & Fu Bloody Brother iv. ii, He. .cuts

through the elements for us . . In a fine dextrous line. 1627-77

FF.I.THAM Resolves i. Ixxxviii. 136 A dexterous Art shows

cunning and industry ;
rather than judgment and ingenuity.

1748 Anson's t'oy. ll. xiv. 287 Trained to the dexterous use

of their fire arms. 1808 SYD. SMITH H'ks. (18591 1- "5/1 An

uninterrupted series of dexterous conduct.

6. Using the right hand in preference to the left ;

right-handed. In mod. Diets.



DEXTEROUSLY.

De'xterously, de-xtronsly, adv. [f. ]>rec.

+ -I.V-. (See also lJEXTEiiii>i'si.Y.jJ 1. In a dex-

terous manner, with dexterily; adroitly, cleverly,

a. With manual dexterity.

1646 SIK T. I!RI> NI; J'M-U,/. Kf. iv. v.
ipi Many women, and

, : i. -men, who though they accustomc themselves untoeither

li.tnd, do dexterously make use of neither. 1659 B. HARRIS

raririttt Iron Age 130 And so neately, ancl dexterously
i, i ,,iti-i I the ball. 1685 V,av\.v. Effects ofMot. ix. 109 A glass

Ij, inn ilexlrovi'.ly inverted and shaken. i766Goi.DSM. l/ic. W.
\.\vii, OlKcmn.; ttie in.inner in which I had disposed my
hooks.. he very tlextrously displaced one of them. 1856
k.\si. Ant. K.rfl. II. xv. 163 So dexterously has this

thrust to be made.

b. With mental dexterity.

1603 HACON Adv. Learn, i. v'iii. 3 The good parls he

h.ilh he will. .use. .dextcrou.sly. 1648 liovu'. Seraph. Love
\ i. 1 1700! 42 The Condition of Lovers . . so dexterously and

.lili-htfully described. 1699 BENTI.KY I'hal. 287 He explains

vi:ry dextrously. .the expression of Phalaris. 1798 FERRIAR

Itlnst. Sterne, Eng. Hist. 248 The small chasms of private

history arc so dextrously supplied. 1849 MACAULAY Hist.

Kiit;. II. 24 Dexterously accommodating his speech to the

temper of his audience. 1856 DOVE Logic Chr. Fnitli

I ntrod. 8 6. 21 Scepticism dextrously fights one department
i the other.

2. With the right hand. rare.

1830 /Mi, kit: .\la. XXVIII. 888 We often stand .. dex-

lerou^ly, ami Mnistrously fingering the string.

De'xterousuess, de'xtronsness. [' as

prec. + -NESS.] The quality of being dexterous or

adroit in mind or body ; dexterity.
i6>a MABBE tr. Aleman's Guzman d'Al/ar. 11. **va,

The modesty and dextrousnes of his style. 1674 tr.

.s', !i,-/fcrs Laf>l<tnd xxvi. 124 Olaus Magnus . .wonderfully
extols their dextrousness herein. 1677 W. HUBBARD Nar-
t-iitii'e 66 The subtlety and dexterousness of these Natives.

1866 M KS. W IIITNEY L. Goldthwaite ix. (1873) 153 With dex-

trousne^s and pains and sacrifice.

Dextrad (de-kstr&d), adv. and a. [f.
L. dextra

right hand + -ail suffix proposed by Barclay in sense

tmvanl.'] To or toward the right side of the body ;

dextrally.
1803 J. BARCLAY New Anatomical Nomencl. 165-6 The

new terms by a change of termination, may be used adver-

bially. .Dextrad will signify towards the dextral aspect.
i88a WILDER & GACF. Aitatom. Technol. 27 Barclay pro-

posed that the various adjective forms should be converted

into adverbs by substituting for the ending -al the letters

att, the Latin equivalent of the English -ward. Thus
dorsal, ventral, dextral, sinistral, and lateral become

dorsad, I'cntrati, dcxtrait, sinistrtid, and laterad. 1883

Syd. Soc. Lex., Dextrad aspect.

Dextral (de'kstral), a. [f. L. dextra right
hand H- -AL. Late L. has dextralis, dextrale as sbs.]

1. Situated on the right side of the body ; right,

as opposed to left.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. iv. v. 188 Which should

hinder the Liver from enabling the dextrall parts. 1794
MATIIIAS Purs. Lit. iv. 452 Throw wide that portal ;

let no
Roman wait, But march with Priestly through the dextral

gate.

t b. Of omens : Auspicious, favourable. Obs.

1774 Poetry in Ann. Keg. 203 No eastern meteor glar'd
beneath the sky, No dextral omen.

2. Conchol. Of a gastropod shell : Having the

spire or whorl ascending from left to right (i.e. of

the external spectator), which is the prevalent form.

In the tirst instance ihe shell is termed dextral \ in the latter

it is called sinistral or reversed. 1854 WOODWARD Mollusca,

(1856) 46 Left-handed, or reversed, varieties of spiral shells

have been met with in some of the very common species,

like the whelk and garden snail. Bulimus citrinus is as

often sinistral as dextral. 1866 TATE JSrit. Mollusks iii. 45
When the aperture of the shell is on the right-hand side

it is said to be dextral.

Dextrality (<iekste-liti). [f. prec. + -ITY.]

1. The condition of having the right side differ-

ing from the left.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. iv. v. 187 If there were a
determinate prepotency in the right . . wee might expect the

same in other animals, whose parts are also differenced by

dextrality. Ibid. 191 This doth but peti[ti]onarily inferrc

a dextrality in the heavens.

2. The use by preference ofthe right hand, and the

limbs of the right side generally ; right-handedness.
1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. \\. v. 187 Did not institu-

tion, but Nature delermine dextrality, there would be many
more Scevplaes then are delivered in story. 1881 LE COSTE
Monoc. I'isiim 94 There is no- doubt that dextrality affects

the whole side of the body.

t De'xtralize, v. Obs. rare. [f. DEXTRAL a.

+ -IZB.] trans. To make a '

right
'

hand or '

right
'

side of
; hence to use in preference to the other.

1651 BIGGS New Disp. p 196 Dextralize and preferre it

before their laxative*.

Dextrally (de-kstraii), adv. [f. DEXTBAL a.

+ -LY -.] In a dextral way or direction ;
to the

right, as opposed to the left.

1881 LE CONTK Monoc. Vision 19 To rotate it on its axis

outward, i.e. dextrally or like the hands of a watch. 1883
Jtmrn. Hot. lint, ft For. 237 The spathes. .arc rolled up in-

differently either way either dextrally or sinistrally in

about equal numbers.

Dextrane (de-kstr^nV Chem. [f.
L. dextra

right hand -I- -ANE.] An amorphous dextro-rota-

tory gummy substance C t H 10 Ou found in unripe
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beet-root, and formed in the lactic fermentation of

sugar.

Dextrer(e,dextrier : see DESTHEK, a war-horse.

Dextrin (.de'kstrin). Chcm. Also (/ess cor-

rectly") -ine. [a. F. dextrine, (. L. dcxtra right-

hand : see -IN. Named by Biot and Persoz in

1833, from the optical property mentioned below.

1833 BIOT& PERSOZ in Ann. dcChimie et tie Physique
[2] liT 72 Nous la nommons dextrine, pour la designer par
ie caractcre special que lut donne le sens ct 1'energle de son

pouvoir rotatoire.]

A soluble gummy substance into which starch is

converted when subjected to a high temperature,
or to the action of dilute alkalis or acids, or of

diastase. Called also British fura, and Ltiocome.

It has the same chemical composition as starch, but is not

coloured blue by iodine, and has the property of turning the

plane of polarization 138-68 to the right ; whence its name.

1838 T. THOMSON CHfiit. Org. Bodies 653 Amidin.. caused
a deviation of the rays to the right, about three times as

great as common sugar a deviation which is sensibly the

same with that of his [M. liiot's] dextrine. 1838 Ann. Reg.
374 List of patents, For improvements in the manufacture
of dextrine. i863-7 WATTS Did. Chem. II. 313 Dextrin

is an uncrystaltizable, solid, translucent substance having
the aspect of gum arable. .It is employed.. for the adhesive

layer at the back of postage-stamps. 1870
KENTLEY Hot. 29

1 f starch be exposed to heat for a prolonged period ^it
is

converted into a solid gummy substance, called dextrin or

British gum.

Dextro-, combining form of L. dexter, dextra,

used in the sense '

(turning or turned) to the right ',

in physical and chemical terms, chiefly having
reference to the property possessed by certain

substances of causing the plane of a ray of polar-
ized light to rotate to the right. Among these are :

a. Dextrogyre(de-kstrfl|d2,;>i-M) a. [L.gyrus,Gr.

-yvpos circuit], gyrating or circling to the right.

Dextrogyrate a. [L. gyrat-us, pa. pple. of gyrare
to wheel round], characterized by turning the

plane of polarization to the right, as a dextro-

gyrate crystal. Dextrogyron a. = DEXTROGYHE.
Dextro-rota-tion, rotation to the right. Dextro-

rotatory a., having or producing rotation to the

right ; dextrogyrous.
b. Dextro-co'mponnd, a chemical compound

which causes dextro-rotation. Dextro-gltrcose,
the ordinary variety of GLUCOSE or grape-sugar,
DEXTROSE. Dextro-race-mlc, Dextro-tarta-ric

acid, the modifications of racemic and tartaric acid

which cause dextro-rotation. Hence Dextro-

racemate, -tartrate, the salts of these.

a. 187* HARLEY Mat. Mid. 366 Called mycose, because

it is rather less dextrogyre than cane sugar. 1878 FOSTER

Phys. II. i. 197 The solutions of both acids have a dextro-

rotatory action on polarized light. i88j Natnre XXV. 283
With each electrode, diverging currents produce dextro-

and converging ones Itevo-rotation. 1883 Athenxiim 29
Dec. 871/1 The dextrorotatory and optically inactive gums.

1891 Lancet 3 Oct. 751 The dextro-rotatory tartaric acid.

b. 1853 Pharmac. Jrnt. XIII. in Pasteur discovered

that racemic acid is a compound of two acids, one of which

turns the plane of polarization of a ray of light to the right,

and the other to the left ; he therefore called them Dextro-

racemic-acid and Levo-racetnic-acid. Ibid. 112 A solution

of dextro-racemate of soda and ammonia. Ibid. 377 The
dextro-tartrale crystallizes out. 1863-7* WATTS Diet. Cheat.

II. 855 Dcxtro-gfucose occurs abundantly in sweet fruits,

frequently together with cane sugar. 1873 Femur Chem.

(ed. ii) 731 Dextrotartaric Acid is the acid of fruits.

DextrO'rsal, a. rare. [f.
L. dcxtrorsum (see

next) + -AL.] (See quot.)
1828 WEBSTER, Dextrorsal, rising from right to left, as a

spiral line or helix.

Dextrorse (dekstrfJs), a. [ad. L. dcxtrorsum,

-sus, for dextrcrvorsum, -versnm, turned to the

right.] Turned towards the right hand.

Used by botanists in two opposite senses. The earlier

authors, Linnicus, the De Candolles, etc., used it as= 'to

the right-hand of the observer
'

; modern botanists generally

use it as= 'to the right hand of the plant, or of a person
round whom the

plant might
be twining ',

which is to the left

of the external observer.)

1864 in WEBSTER. 1880 GRAY Struct. Bat. iv. 2. 140

Direction of Overlapping. It may be to the right (dextrorse).

Dextrose (de-kstrJs). Chem. [f.
L. dexter,

dextra (see above\ with the ending of glucose : see

-OSE '*.]
The form of GLUCOSE which is dextro-

rotatory to polarized light ; dextro-glucose ; ordi-

nary glucose or grape-sugar.
1869 ROSCOE Elern. Chem. 396 Dextrose^ or right-handed1869 ROSCOE Eletn. Chem. 396 Dextrose, or right-handed

glucose. 1871 THUDICHUM Chem. Pkys. 7 It polarises to the

right four limes more intensely than dextrose sugar. 1878
M. FOSTER Phys. (1879) App. 673 Dextrose is soluble in

alcohol, but insoluble in aether.

Dextrous : see DEXTEROUS.

Dey '
(d?). Obs. exc. dial. Forms : i deese,

3 dale, 4, 8 deie, 4-5 deye, 5-9 dey, 9 dai, del

(dial.). [OE. difie, corresp. to ON. deigja, maid,
female servant, house-keeper (whence Sw. deja

dairy-mtid) :-OTeut. *tiaigjSn,hom ablaut-stem of

the vb. ,in Gothic" Jeigan, daig, Jig-tin, digan-, to

knead ; whence Goth, daigs, OE. (idr
, dah, dough.

The primitive meaning
' kneader ',

' maker of bread ', ap-

pears in OE. in the first quotation ; in ON. and in early ME.

DEY-HOUSE.
we find the wider sense of

'

female servant ',

' woman em-

ployed in a hou< or farm'. Cf. also ON. bt-dtigja M,
BOOHi household) and mod. Norw. bu-dtia, satrr-dcia,

agtar-deia. The same word, or a cognate derivative of

the same root, is understood to form the second element in

OK. hlx/dlge, ftlar/i/igt now LAUY. See also DAIRY.)
1. A woman having charge of a dairy and things

pertaining to it ; in early use, also, with the more

general sense, female servant, maid-servant. Still

in living use in parts of Scotland.
a looo Aft. Chit, in Wr.-WBIcker 277/2 Pristrit [for/u-

trix\ da:je. a 1087 Kecord of Contract in Earle Land-
Charters 268 Herswutelad. .^Godwi^ se bucca haiffl scboht
Leofgife ba dxjean Kt norostoke . . mid healfan punde set

/Klsi;r.e abbod toecan freote. [1086 Domesday Hk. If. i8ob,
(In Biseley, Worcestershire] Ibiviij inter servos & ancillas &
vaccarius &daia.] c noo 1 rin. Coll. Horn. 163 He awlencS
his daie mid clooes more ban him seluen. 1:1325 Poem Times
Edw. II. 81 in Pot. Songs (Camden) 327 And leveth thare
behinde . . A serjaunt ana a oeie that leden a sory lif. c 1386
CHAUCER Nun's Pr. T. 26 She was as it were a mancr deye.

14. . Lat. tt F.ng. l-'oc. in Wr.-Wulcker 563/42 Anadrogia, a

deye. IMet. 564/6 Androchia, a deye. 1483 in Cath. Angl.
16.. in Maidment Sc. Pasaiiils (1868) II. 262 An old dey
or dairy maid at Douglas Castle. I7i RAMSAY To Cay xvii.

Dance with kiltit dees, O'er mossy plains, c Oaa Liiie Lixd-

S'.ty in Child Ballaits vnl. (1892) 524/1 My father he is an old

shepherd, My mither she is an old dey. Ibid. To the house
o' his father's milk-dey. 1863 MORTON Cjrcl. Agric. Gloss.,

Dcy (Perthsh.) a dairymaid. [1866 ROGERS Agric. $ Prices

I. ii. 14 This part of the medieval farm was under the

management of a deye, or dairy-woman.]
2. Extended to a man having similar duties.

(1351 Act 25 Edu: Ill (Slot. Labourers) Slat. it. c. i

Chescun charetter, Caruer, Chaceour des carues, Bercher,

Porchcr, Deye, et touz aulres servantz. 1363 Ac1 37 Edw. Ill,

c. 14 Hovers, vachers, berchers .. Deyes, et touz aulres gar-
deinz des bestes.] 1483 Cath. Angl. 94 A Deye (Dere, deirc

A.); Androchius, Androchea, genatarius, genetharia. 1491
ITill of HadIcy (Somerset Ho.), William Bayly my dey.

1764 BURN Poor Laws 9 [citing 25 Ed. Ill] Shepherds,
swineherds, deies and all other servants. 1770-4 A. HUNTER
Georg. Ess. (1803) III. 262 Thus would the careful dai be

able on all occasions to observe the particular quality of

each individual cow's milk. (Note. Dai or del, in Aberdeen-

shire, denotes the person who has the superintendence of

a dairy, whether that person be male or female.)

3. Comb. Dey-girl, dey-maid, a dairy-maid.
Also DAY-HOUSE, -WIFE, -WOMAN.
i8a8 SCOTT F. M. Perth xxxii, This happened so soon as

the dey-girl..was about to return.

II Dey- (dt
1

). Forms: 7 dye, dij.dei, 7-9 dey,

[a. F. (/^Turkish u\i dai 'maternal uncle',

also 'a friendly title formerly given to middle-aged
or old people, esp. among the Janissaries ; and

hence in Algiers appropriated at length to the com-

manding officer of that corps '.]

The titular appellation of the commanding officer

of the Janissaries of Algiers, who, after having for

some time shared the supreme power with the

pasha or Turkish civil governor, in 1710 deposed
the latter, and became sole ruler. There were also

dcys at Tunis in the 1 7th c., and the title is found

applied to the governor or pasha of Tripoli.
'The title of dey was not lately used at Algiers : the

sovereign was styled pacha and effcndi; the Moors called

him Baba " Father
" '

(Penny Cycl. 1833).

1659 B. HARRIS Parhmls Iron Age 294 General Blake ..

set sayl for Tunnis, where he fired a castle, and nine Turk-

ish ships in Portferino, upon the disdainful refusal of the

Dye of thai place, to give satisfaction. 1676 Lend. Gas.

No. 1 102/1 The late Dey of Tripoli being fled, those People
have made choice of Mustaphe Grande to succeed him.

1678 DBYDEN Limberham i. i, By corrupting an Eunuch,

[hej was brought into the Seraglio privately, to see the Dye's
Mistress. 1679-88 Seer. Sen'. Money Chas. II , Jas. II

(Camden) 91 Sent, the one to the Alcade of Alcazar, the

other to the Dij of Algiers. 1688 Land. Caz. No. 2313/1
The Dey of Tunis sent his Grace the usual Present. 1833

Penny Cycl. I. 329/2 An insult offered by
Hassein Pacha,

the last dey, to the French consul in April 1827, induced the

French government to send an expedition ..to take posses-

sion of Algiers.. in June 1830. 1843 Ibid. XXV. 366/2 Of
twenty-three deys who reigned tin Tunis], all were strangled
or otherwise assassinated, with the exception of five. During
these tumultuous times, the beys, who were the second

officers of that state, gained the influence, and eventually
the succession. 1847 MRS. A. KERU Hist. Servia 104 Of all

the Janissaries . . none were more opposed to the Sultan than

those at Belgrade . . Already did their commanders designate
themselves Dahis, after the example of the Deys of Barbary.

Dey, obs. f. DIE sb. and v.

t Deyar. Obs. [A transl. of AF. deye in Acts

of Edward III : see DEY '2.] A dairy man.

IJ. . transl. 37 Edw. Ill, c. 14 Oxherds, Cowherds, Shep-

herds, Deyars, and all other Keepers of Beasts. 1764 BURN
Poor Laws 19 (citing the same act).

Deyde, obs. form of DEAD, DIED.

Deye, -en, ME. form of DIE v., DYE v.

Deye-nettle : see DEA-NETTLE.

Deyer, obs. form of DYEB.

Deyery, obs. form of DAIRY.

Deyf^fe, obs. form of DEAF.

Dey-house (d^'-haus). Now local. Forms :

4 deyhus, 6 dayhowse, deahouae, deyhowse.

[f.
DEY l + HOUSE.] A dairy or dairy-house.

1342-74 Rail in Seriflores Ires (Surtees) App. cxli, Item

unam stabulam et unum deyhus de Petynton. a 1547 Sure.

TykforJl 'riorv in Mauust. Anglic. V. 206 On the northside

the gate i' howse called the dayhowse. isS-73 CoofK*



DEYITE.

Thesaurus, Cnscitria tabcrna. .Adayhouse where cheese is

made. 1578 Lane. Wills III. 101 Item belongyng to y
deahouse xij brasse pannes vij skellctes two ladles and a

scomer. 1815 BRITTON Beanlics of Wiltsh. (E. D. S. 1879),

Di'vhonsc, Dans, Dayus, a dairy, or room in which the

cheese is made. 1883 COPE Hamfsh. Gloss., Dey-hus,

1890 C,loitc. Gl., Dey-honse (pronounced dey'us), the dairy.

Deyite, obs. form of DEITY.

Deyl, -lie, obs. ff. DOLE, DOOL, grief, mourning.

Deyle, deyll, obs. form of DEAL, part.

Deyme, obs. form of DEEM v.

Deyn, obs. Sc. variant of DAN J
: see DEN sl>.

Deyn, for deym, obs. inf. of DIE v., DYE v.

Deyn, deyne, obs. ff. DEAN rf. 1 and 2
.

Deyne, obs. f. DEIGN v., var. of DAIN sl>., a.,

v., DIGNE, a.

1500-30 DUNBAR Poems (1893) xlii. 28 To luke on me he
thocht greit deyne.

Deynous, obs. form of DEIGNOUS a.

Deynt, Deynte, -tie, Deynteous, Deynt-
eth, etc. : see DAINT-.

Deype, obs. form of DEEP.

Deyr, deyre, obs. ff. DEAR, DERE, hurt.

c 1470 HENRY Wallace iv. 561 Wallace persauit his men
tuk mekill deyr.

Deyrie, -ry, obs. ff. DAIRY.

Deys, obs. f. DICE : see DIE s/i.l

Deys, -e, Deysie, -sy, obs. ff. DAIS, DAISY.

Deyship (de'-Jip). [f. DEY 2 + -SHIP.] The
state or dignity of a Dey (of Algiers, etc.).

1704 J. PITTS Ace. Maliometans viii. (1738) 174 Succeeded
him in the Deyship. 1863 CHALLICE Heroes, etc. Louis
XVI, II. 20 He would have sent your Deyship a he-goat.

Deyster, obs. var. of DYESTER, dyer.

Deyte, deyyte, obs. ff. DEITY.

Deythe, Deyver, obs. ff. DEATH, DEVOIR.

Deytron, obs. pi. DAUGHTER.

t Dey-wife. Obs. [f. DEY'.] A dairy woman.
1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. xix. Ixxiv. (1495)904 Chese. .

slydeth oute bytwene the fyngres of the Deye wyfe. 1530
PALSGR. 212/2 Dey wyfe, uteteric. 1547 SALESBURY Welsh
Diet., Hanodwraic, deywyfe.

t Dey-woman. Obs. exc. dial. [f. DEY i +

WOMAN.] A dairy woman.
1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. i. ii. 136 For this Damsell I must

keepe her at the Parke, shee is alowd for the Day-woman.
1828 SCOTT F. M. Perth xxxii, The dey or farm-woman
entered with her pitchers to deliver the milk for the family.
Ibid., The warder .. averred he saw the dey-woman de-

part. 1890 Gloitc. Gloss., Day-woman, Dairymaid.

Dezincation (dfzirjk^i-Jan). [f.
DE- II. i +

ZINC.] The removal or abstraction of zinc from an

alloy or composition in which it is present. So De-
zi'nk v., De-zi'nked ppl. a., De-zi nking vbl. sb.

1891 EISSLER Metall. Argentiferous Lead 277 Abstrich
from dezincation of poor lead. 1892 W. CROOKES Wagner's
Chem. Technol. 183-4 Zinkiferous poor lead for de-zinking.
. . The de-zinking can at once begin. . . The total de-zinking
process, from running the poor lead into the refining process
to letting off the de-zmked lead, requires, .nine hours.

Dezincify, dezinkify (dfzi-rjkifai), v.
[f.

DE- II i + ZIKCIPY.] trans. To separate zinc
from an alloy or composition in which it is present.

Chiefly used in connexion with Parkes' process for

desilverizing lead by means of zinc. Hence

Dezi'nkifled///. a. ; also Dezincifica tion.

1874 J. A. PHILLIPS Eletn. Metallurgy 586 The dezincifi-
cation of the de-silverised lead is effected by the aid of
chloride of lead. 1891 EISSLERMetall. Argentiferous Lead
304 As only minute quantities of antimony are contained in
the lead, dezincification is sufficient. 1892 W. CROOKES
Wagner's,Chem. Technol. 181 The pan for the de-zinkified

poor lead.

Dezymotize (dftai-miftaiz), v. [f. DE- II. i

+ ZYMOT-IC + -IZE.] trans. To free from disease-

germs.

_
1884 Chr. World 31 July 578/3 Each [traveller] . . is to

'

disinfect and dezymotise his own drinking water '.

Dgiahour, obs. form of GIAOUR.
Dh.- is not an English combination, but, in the

English spelling of East Indian words, is used to

represent the Indian dental sonant-aspirate, in the

Devanagari alphabet VJ dha, also the lingual or

cerebral sonant-aspirate 5, more exactly written

dha. In earlier spelling by Europeans these sounds
were commonly represented by simple d, and in

the general rectification of this to dh, the latter has
been erroneously extended to several words having

simple ^ da dental or ^ da lingual, or to words
not really Indian, apparently under the notion that
an oriental appearance is given to a word by
spelling it with dh. Words thus erroneously spelt
with dh xtzdhooly, dhow, dholl, dhoney, dh(o)urra,
dhurrie.

II Dhak (dhak). Also dhawk. E. Ind. [Hindi
tlhak.]

_

An East Indian tree Buteafrondosa, N.O.
Leguminosx, growing in the jungles in many parts
of India, and noted for its brilliant flowers.

[1799 COLEBROOKE in Life (1873)407 Note, Buteafrondosa,
named Paliis, or Dhac.] 1825 HEBER Jrnl. (1828) II. 487
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The most common tree, or rather hush, in these forests, is the

dhak. 1866 Trcas. Bot. 183 Dr. Hooker states that when in

full flower the Dhak tree is a gorgeous sight, the masses of

flowers resembling sheets of flame, their 'bright orange-red
petals contrasting brilliantly against the jet-black velvety

calyx.' The Dhak tree supplies the natives of India with
several articles of a useful nature.

H Dhal, var. of DAL Indian pulse.

I! Dliarna, dkurna (dhwna). E. Ind. Also

dherna. [Hindi dharna placing, act of sitting in

restraint, f. Skr. dhr to place.] A mode ofextorting

payment or compliance with a demand, effected by
the complainant or creditor sitting at the debtor's

door, and there remaining without tasting food till

his demand shall be complied with
;

this action is

called '

sitting in dharna
'

or '

sitting dharna '. and
the person on whom it is practised is said to be
(

put in dharna'.

ci793 SIR I. SHORE in Asiat.Res. (1799) IV. 332 The prac-
tice called Dherna [which] may be translated Caption, or
Arrest. 1824 HEBER Jrnl. (18281!. 433X0 sit 'dhurna'.. till

the person against whom it is employed consents to the re-

quest offered. 1837 Indian Penal Code Act XLV (1860) c. 22

508 (Y.) A, sitsdnurna at Z.'s door with the intention [etc.].

1842 W. MILES tr. Hist. Hydur Naik 41 (Y.) His troops, for

want oftheir pay, placed him in Dhurna. 1844 H. H. WILSON
rit. India II. 175 Detaining their commanders in the sort of

arrest termed dharna. 1875 MAINE Hist. Inst. 40 (Y.) The
institution is. .identical with one widely diffused throughout
the East, which is called by the Hindoos '

Sitting dharna
1

.

Dhatura, dhutoora, E. Indian forms of

DATURA, DEWTRT.
1848 G. WYATT Revelations ofOrderly (1849) *6 A gang of

poisoners .. rifling some travellers to whom they had ad-
ministered dhutoora. 1892 Daily News 5 Aug. 5/3 A pro-
fessional dhatura poisoner.

!lDhobi(dh^bi). E. Ind. Also dhobie, dhoby.
[Hindi dh$bl

t
f. dhob washing, Skr. dhdv- to wash.]

A native washerman in India. Also dhobi-man.
1860 W. H. RUSSELL Diary in India I. no The '

dhoby-
inan

' was waiting outside, and in a few moments made his

appearance a black washerman, dressed in cotton. 1886
YULE Anglo-Ind. Gloss. 242/2 A common Hind, proverb
runs . . Lite a dhoby's dog belonging neither to the house
nor to the riverside. 1891 R. KIPLING Plain Tales Jr.
Hills 183 Adored by every one from the dhoby to the dog-
boy.

I! Dhole (dhJ"l). ZooL [Origin unknown.
Given by Hamilton Smith in 1627, as the name * m various

farts
of the East

'

; but not included among the native
ndian names by Blanford (Fauna of British Ind. (1888),
Mammals 143), and unknown to Indian Scholars. (In
Canarese, tola is the wolf: can this be, through some con-

fusion, the source of d/tole1}~]

The wild dog of the Deccan in India.

1827 COL. C. H. SMITH in E. Griffith Cut'ier's Ait.

Kingd. 1 1. 326 The Dhole, or Wild Dog of the East Indies,
is made like the Dingo, but the hairs of the tail are not

bushy. It is of a uniform bright red colour, and is found
in South Africa, and in various parts of the East, where it

is named Dhole. 1837 T. BELL Brit. Quadruf. in Penny
Cycl. IX. 58/1 Of dogs in such a state of wildness. .two

very remarkable ones are the Dhole of India and the Dingo
of Australia. 1866 WOOD Pop. Nat. Hist. I. 89 The
Kholsun, or Dhole as it is often called, of British India.
Ibid. 90 The sanguinary contests between the Dholes and
their prey.

|| Dholl, *=DAL, the Cajan pea, Indian pulse.
1878 E. A. PARKES Pract. Hygiene i. vi. (ed. 5) 253 Mr. Cor-

nish mentions that in the Sepoy Corps, the men are much
subject to diarrhoea from the too great use of the 'dholl'

(Cajanits indicns).

HDhoney, doney (d<?u-ni). Also 6-7 doni,
toneejtony. [ad. Tamil, thoni (pronounced doni}\

perh. a foreign word; cf. Pers. j.j doni a yacht.

(Spelt donny by the French writer Pyrard de la Val
r i6io.'i] A small native sailing vessel of Southern
India.

1582 N. LICHEFIELD tr. Castanhedds Cong. E. Ind. Ixi.

125 a, Coching, from whence they were minded to send the
Tone which carried the pepper, laden with merchandise.
1660 F. BKOOKE tr. Le Blanc s Trav. 70 Near to Zeilan,
where they use flat-bottome boats, called Tune, because

they have little bottome. 1859 TENNENT Ceylon II. 103 i,Y.)

Amongst the vessels at anchor lie the dows of the Arabs,
the patamars of Malabar, the dhoneys of Coromandel. 1880
Standard 15 May 5/3 His Wardian cases will cumber the
decks of Arab dhows, Coromandel dhoneys. 1894 Monthly
Circ. Lloyd's Reg.^ Abbreviations . . Dhy. Dhoney.

Dhooley, -lie, -ly, erron. ff. DOOLIE, a litter.

Dlioop, erron. f. DOOB an Indian grass.

II Dhoti, dhootie (dhjn-ti, dh-ti). Also 7

duttee, o dote, dhotee, -ty, dhootie, dhooty.
[Hindi dhott^\ The loin cloth worn by Hindus;
a long narrow cloth which is wound round the

body, passed between the thighs, and tucked in

under the waist-band behind.
1622 in W. N. Sainsbury Cal. State Papers E. Ind. (1878)

III. 24 (Y.) Price of calicoes, duttees fixed. 1810 T. WIL-
LIAMSON Vade Mecum I. 247 (Y.) A dotee or waist-cloth. 1845
STOCQUELER/fowrfM. Brit, Ind.

(1854)277 He must. .leave
the house with nothing on but his gombong and dhootie.
1881 Manch. Guard. 18 Jan., Shirtings, dhooties, mulls and
jacconets are all very firm. 1883 F. M. CRAWFORD Mr.
Isaacs x. 203 Clad simply in a dhoti or waist-cloth. 1891
Daily Ne^vs 16 Nov. 3/1, I never remember seeing him in

anything but a delicate pink silk dhotee. 1894 Longm.
Mag. Dec. 213 Ordinary coolies dressed only in their ' dhotis

'

or lom-cloths.

DI-.

Dhourra, dhurra, = DUBRA, Indian millet.

II Dliaw, dow (tlau). Also daou,daw. [Original
language unknown ; now in use all round the coast
of the Arabian Sea from Western India to E. Africa,
also on Lake Nyanza. The Marathi form is daw,
and the word exists in mod. Arabic as

jta
daw

(Johnson 1852). See DH-.
If the word taz'a occurring of date 1470 in Athanasius

Nikitin (India in isth c., Hakl. Soc. 1858) be, as it appears
to be, the same word, it would tend to localize the word at
Ormus or Hormuz in the Persian Gulf.l

A native vessel used on the Arabian Sea, generally
with a single mast, and of 150 to 200 tons burden ;

but the name is somewhat widely applied to all

Arab vessels, and has become especially well known
in connexion with the slave trade on the East coast

of Africa.
1802 Naval Chron. VIII. 255 A fleet of piratical Dows.

1803 Ibid. IX. 216 The navigation of the Red Sea is con-
fined to vessels which they call daous. -They carry a single
square sail. 1809 Q. Rev. Aug. 108 At Mocha they hired
a dow. 1831 TRELAWNEY Adv. Younger Son I. 178 On
board a small and very singular craft, called a dow. 1860
KRAPF Travels E. Africa 117, I left . . Takaungu in a small

boat, called a ' Daw '

by the Suahilis. . the smallest sea-going
vessel. 1862 lllustr. Melbourne Post 26 July, The boats . .

captured a large number of slave dhows off the eastern
coast. 1865 LIVINGSTONE Zambesi Pref. 9 The general
effect is to drive the independent native chiefs to the Arab
dhow slave trade. 1875 BEDFORD Sailor's Pock. Bk. vi.

(ed. 2) 227 The Slave Dnows on the East Coast of Africa are

specially rigged for running with the Monsoons. 1883 liom-

bay Gazetteer XIII. 717-8 (Y.) Dhau is a large vessel which
is falling into disuse . . Their origin is in the Red Sea. The
word is used vaguely, and is applied to baghlas. 1886 YULE
Anglo-Ind. Gloss. 243/1 Dhow, Dow. . used on the E. African
coast for craft in general ; but in the mouths of Englishmen
on the western seas of India it is applied specially to the old-

fashioned vessel of Arab build, with a long
'

grab
'

stem,
i. e. rising at a long slope from the water, and about as

long as the keel, usually with one mast and lateen-rig.

Dhurrie, durrie (d-ri). [Hindi dart. See

DH-.] A kind of cotton carpet of Indian manufac-

ture, usually made in rectangular pieces with fringes
at the ends, and used for sofa-covers, curtains, and
similar purposes.
1880 ELIOT JAMES Indian Industries iv. 19 Dhurries

are made in squares, and the ends often finished off with

fringe ; the colours are not bright, but appear durable.

1891 COTES Two Girls on a Barge 21 Curtains to hang.,
and dhurries to be draped over the fresh-scented pine of the
little cabins. Ibid. 22 The dhurries to be arranged acstlie-

"

tically on either crosswise beam.

Di- (di, dai) pref.'
1

, repr. L. di-, reduced form
of dis-, used in L. before the consonants b, d, g
(usually), /, m, n, r, s + cons., v, and sometimes
before /, as in di-bucindre, di-ditcere, dt-gestio, dl-

gressio, di-jiidicdre, dt-jungere and dis-jungere,
di-latdre, di-minufre, dl-missio, dl-numerdre, di-

rectus,di-ruptio,di-spersus,dT-stinguere,di-striclus,
di-vertSre. Often changed back in late L. and
Romanic popular words to the full form dis-,

whence dismiss, disrupt ; but in mod. Eng. gener-

ally di-. In OF. and ME. often varying with de-,

whence defer, demission sb.2 , devise, fromL. differre,

dimissio, divisa. This took place especially be-

fore a radical beginning with s + cons., where di~

was phonetically identified with dis-, and shared in

the alternation of dis- :des- (DE- 6, DES-, Dis-).
Thus in ME. desferse, distinct, destill, destrain,
destress for dis-

;
and per contra dispair, dispise,

dispite, dispoil, distroy for de-. For its force in

composition, see Dis- : it is not, like the latter, a

living prefix. The historical pronunciation in an
unstressed syllable is (di-) ; cf. divide, diversion,
diminish

; but in cases where there is a parallel
word in de-, as delate, dilate, it is usually pronounced
(dai-) for the sake of distinction, and the present ten-

dency is to extend (dsi-) to other words, as digest,

dili4te, diluvium, diradicttion, direct, diverge, di-

verse, divest. This seems due partly to analysis of

the compound, partly to the influence of stressed

forms as digest sb. di'vers, in which the i is long
and diphthongal.

Di- (dai, di), pref.
2

, repr. Gr. Si- for 8/s twice, as

in Slyanos twice married, BI'-YACDTTOS double-tongued,

bilingual, SiSpaxp-os worth two drachmas, Sivrvxos
double-folded. Hence, 1. Entering into numerous

Eng. words, mostly technical, as dichromic, dicoty-

ledon, digamma, digamy, diglot, digraph, dilemma,

diphthong, diptych, distich, disyliable ; also in the

nomenclature of Natural History as Diadclphia,

Diatidria, Didelphia, Diptera : which see in their

alphabetical places. So in Crystallography, as in

di-tetrahedron a crystal having twice four sides or

planes ;
so di-hcxahedron, etc.

2. As a living prefix, used in Chemistry, with the

names of compounds and derivatives, in the general
sense 'twice, double', but with various special ap-

plications.



DI-.

a. With the names of dnsscs of compounds, r>s

In-omitlf, oxUe. siilf/ii,i,-, cyaiihl,-, a,,-tate, chlorate,

tiiti-alf, sulphate, amide, ai/iint, etc.. i \iin-ssing

the presence of two atoms or combining equi-

valents of the element or radical, as carbon dioxide

CO.j, manganese dichloride Mn C1 3.

F In the earlier part of the i9th c. the use was different :

the Latin prefix //- was then used, where di- is now, to

express two pro[x>rtions of the chlorous constituent, as in

/>/-, /iit>ridtt>StfrcHry=corros\vc sublimate ; while the Greek
t ti~ was used to express two proportions of the basic Cuii^ti-

luent; thus calomel, when supposed to contain two of mer-

cury to one of chlorine, was called a di-ckloridf.

b. With the names of specific compounds (chiefly

organic), indicating a body having twice the for-

mula of a given compound; used chiefly with the

names of hypothetical radicals, to indicate the free

state of these (supposed to be that of a double

molecule
1

, as in di-attyl, dibenzyl, dicyanogen.
In dipltenol, the use is less exact, since this substance has

nil <A.II ily the constitution of two molecules of phenol.

c. With the name (or combining form of the

name) of an element or radical, expressing the

presence of two atoms or molecules of that body,
as in di-hydr(o)-, di-oxy-, di-carbon-, di- carl>(o)-,

,/i-ititry>}-, di-a:(o}-, di-chlorjY, di-brom(o); di-

iod^o)-, tR-futph(o); di-fliosph(o)-, di-bor(o)-, di-

arsen(o)-, di-ammoni^o}-, di-awm(o]-, di-amitKf)-,

di-cyan(o)-, di-methyl-, di-cthy!-, di-propyl-, di-

amyl-,di-allyl-. Used especially in organic chem-

istry, to indicate that two atoms or molecules of the

body take the place of two atoms of hydrogen, as

in diliromomethane, dic/ilorobenzene.

d. These formations (c) are sometimes used

attributively or adjectively as separate words, as

ili->r,o compounds, di-carbon series, di-phenyl

group. So with other adjectives, as diacid, dihydric,

iliphcnic.

e. On the preceding classes of words derivatives

are formed, as diazotize, diazotype, dichromated.

Di-, pre/2, the form of DIA- used before a vowel,
as in di-acoustic, di-irresis, di-esis, di-ocese, di-optric,
di-orama.

Dia-, prefl, before a vowel di-, repr. Gr. Sm-,

81-, the prep. Bid through, during, across, by. [orig.

*$fiya, from root o(*Spo, ovo two, and so related to

Si's, *8fis twice (Di-
2
) and L. dis- a-two, asunder

(Dis-, Di- ').] Much used in Greek in composition,
in the senses '

through, thorough, thoroughly,

apart ', as in StaSpoftos running through, Jia\Tos
discourse, oiapfTpos measure through or crosswise,

diameter, Siarpi/Si; wearing through or away, pas-

time, SioirTpoK a thing for looking through, a spy-

glass. Hence in English, in a few old words through
Latin and French, or Latin only, and in many
modern scientific and technical words formed

directly from Greek, or on Greek analogies.

Dia-, pref?, in medical terms. In Greek such

phrases as 8i<i napvuv, Sta KtuSfiuiv, 5i(i fuavos, Sid

fiupojv, Std rpifjav wdTfptojv, Sid rfffffapatv, Sid viirrt,

meaning 'made or consisting of nuts, of poppy-
heads, of vitriol, of mulberries, of three peppers,
of four or of five (ingredients) ', etc., were applied
to medicaments of which these ingredients were
the chief constituents, the full form implied being
ru Sid Tptwc nfnfptojv tpappttKov medicament made
up of three peppers, etc. By the Latin physicians
these phrases were treated as words, thus diachylon,
diacissoii, diacodion, diaglattdon, diagrydion, dia-

libanpti, diatneliloton, diameliton, diamisyos, dia-

moivn, diapente, diatcssaron ; and their number
was increased by many later formations of the same
kind. Their grammatical character tended to be

forgotten, final -on (Gr. -<av) being taken for -on (Gr.
-OK), and then lalinized as -urn, e.g. diachylum, dia-

glaticiuin. dialibaniim, dilin'iiiatum (Si' ai/taron*) ;

or a nominative was otherwise formed, as diapentes.
The New Sydenham Society s Lexicon gives about

eighty of these in mediaeval and early modern
Latin.

Several of these are given in French form by Cot-

grave ; many were formerly in English use, either
in their media-val-Lntin form or partly anglicized.

1'hillips 1678-1706 has'Zhla, a Greek Preposition
. . set before the names of many medicinal compo-
sitions, to which that of the principal Ingredient is

anally joined, by Physicians and Apothecaries, as

Diapniiniin, f>iasfoi-diiiin, Jiiascniia, etc.' Only
a few, e.g. DiACimA'M, survive in modern use:
see also, in their alphabetical places, DI.VCATHO-

Licou, DlAOODIUM, Iti.MJiiYnirM, DUMBER, DIA-

VORON, DlAPAI.MA, DlAPKUNK, DlASCOBD, 1 >IA-

SEXXA, DiATEss.MHix. Among others, are the obso-
lete Diaca rthami :-amy) [

1' . diacartami Cotgr.],
a preparation of earthamus or bastard saffron; Dia-

303

ca'ssia. of cassin. or bastard cinnamon; Diaci ssum

[<ir. Ktaotav], of ivy leaves; Diacora'llion, coin-

posed of red coral ; Diacymi nou, diacinii-noa

[K. diaciminon C'otgr. ;
<lr. Kvplvov~\ t composed

of cumin ; Diagala ngfa [F. diagalange], made of

galanga or galingale ; Diamargari'ton [also in

OK.; Or. papyapircw of pearls] ; f Diapeni-dion
Obs. [med. L. pcnidion, -urn (F. penide 'a pennet,
the little wreath of sugar taken in a cold') = Or.

*irr)vifoov >
dim. of irJjvr] thread. (See Skeat Notes

to P. PL, K.K.T.S. no.).] Dlaphwnic(-on)
[F. diaphenicttni Cotgr. ; (ir, fpowiKtav of dates] ;

Dimrrrhodon [F, diarrodon Cotgr. ; Gr. fttw of

roses, Stdppo&ov (sf. xo\\vpiov a salve) compound
of roses] ; Diarhtrbarb, a preparation of rhu-

L.irb ; Diatra'gacanth [OF. diadragant, etc.

Godef.], preparation of tragacanth ;
Diatrion-

pipereon, -santalon, a preparation consisting of

three kinds ofpepper, or of sauders or sandal-wood ;

Diazi-ngiber, -il-nziber, a confection of ginger.
The i7-i8th c. English Dictionaries, Phillips, Bailey,

Chambers, Ash, etc., give also diabo*tannm* a piaster made
of herbs, diacalami'nthe^ ctiaca'j>paris (of capers), diaca'-

ryon (of walnuts), diacasto'reum, dtachalci'tis, diacinna*
nto'inum % diacito'triitnt) diticoprze'gia (of goats' dung), dia-

comm (of acorus or calamus*, rf/*jr<j'.r/M/ (of costmary;,<#o-
cro'tnntyon (of onions), diacydo'nium (conserve of quinces,
marmalade), diadamasce'mtm (of damsons), diagfau'ciort

(of glaucium\ diahc'xapla (a drink for horses of six ingre-

dients), didhy'ssopnnt, diaia'cca (of gum lac), dialihx'a (of
marsh mallow), diame'rdes (of ordure*, diamo'schum (of

musk), diani'snm (of anise), dianu'citm (of walnuts), dia~

oliba'nuitti diapapti'ver (of poppies), diafontfiko'lygos (of

pompholyx), diasaty'rion^diasfbe'sten^ diatri'lnts (of three

sorts of sanders*. diaxyla'lots (of wood of aloes), etc. Cf.

also 1621 BURTON Anat. Melanch. \\. iv. i. v.

1471 RIPLEY Cotnp. Alch. Ep. in Ashm. (1652) 113 Use
*Diacameron. 1544 PHAER. Regim. Life (1553) Aviija,
A potion . . made of halfe an ounce of "diacartamy dissolved

in. . iij ounces of betonie. 1565-73COOPER Thesaurus. Cnic&s
t

an herbe called Carthnmus
(
wherof is made an notable con-

fection named Diacarthami to purge fleume. 1671 SALMON
Syti. Med. in. Ixxxiii. 762 First sufficiently cleanse with
*Diacassia with Turpentine. 1545 Nottingham Kec. III.

224 Duas pixides de conserves vocatis *'diacilrin '. 1741
Com&l, f-'ani, Piece i. i. 53 Take . . "Dtacorallion a Dram and
a half. 136* LANGLAND P. /'/. A. v. 101 May no Suger so

swete aswagen hit vnnebe, No no Diopendion [v.rr. dya-

pendyon, diapenydlon, B. diapenidion] dryve it from myn
hertc. 1615 HART Anat. Ur. \\. xi. 127 A certaine portion
of the Electuarie *

Diaphocnicon^ mingled with . . powder of

Diagridium. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseutt. Ep. in. xii. 133

Diapheenicon a purging electuary . . which receiveth that

name from Dates. 1737-51 CHAMBERS Cycl., Diaphoenic. .a

soft purgative electuary. 1789 A rchaeol. IX. 233 Diarhodon
ad servorum seems a salve or water ofroses for inflammations
in the eyes, c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 229 Trpciscus

de
turbit maad wif> *diarubarbe. 1657 Physical Diet., *Dia-

traganth, a confection . . good against hot diseases of the

breast, c 1400 Lan/ranc's Cirurg. 238 5eve him *dlatrion

pipcrion or anoj>er hoot eletuane. Ibid., He schal take

*dia2inziberum of oure makinge. 1600 W. VAUGHAN Direct.

Health (1602) 63 If you be troubled with rheumes. .vse dia-

trion piperion.

t Dia, dya, sb. Obs. The pharmaceutical prefix
Dia- 2

,
used as a separate word : A medical pre-

paration or compound.
Goats' milk dia, a specific preparation of which goats'

milk was the chief ingredient : see DIA--.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xx. 173 And dryuen awey
deth with

dyas and dragges [v. rr. dias, drogges]. c 1430 LvDO* flft'ft.

Poems (Percy Soc.) 40 Drugge nor dya was none in Bury
towne. 156* BULLEVN Def. a$$t. Sickness i. Bk. Simples
22 b, Eaten, either in Goates milk Dia, or Syruppe.

TJiabantite (dsiabcc'nuit). j/r'/i. [irregularly
f. DIABASE (as if the latter represented Gr. 6t<50as,

StaQavT- having crossed over) + -n'E. Substituted

by Hawes 1875 for the Ger. name diabantachro-

myn.1 A chlorite-like mineral occurring in diabase

and giving to this rook its green colour.

1875 Amer. Jrnl. Sc. Ser. HI. IX. 454 On Diabantite.

Diabase (dai-ab^s). A/in. [a. K. diabase,

erroneously formed, since (according to Littr) it

was meant to signify
* rock with two bases* (for

which dibase would have been a proper form), and

subsequently abandoned by its author, Brongniait,
for IIauy*sname</fVr7V; but in 1843 re-introduced

by Hausmann, perhaps with an intended affiliation

to Gr. 5*aj3affxs a crossing over, transition.]

The name originally given by A. Brongniart to

the rock afterwards called DIOIIITE ; now applied
to a fine-grained, compact, crystalline granular

rock, consisting essentially of augite and a triclinic

feldspar, with chloride matter in varying amount
;

a variety of the class of rocks called greenstone and

trap, being an altered form of basalt.

[1816 CLKAVKI.AXD Min. 609 Greenstone (note\ Diabase of
some French mineralogists.] 1836 MACGILLIVRAY tr. Hum-
boldt's Trav. xiv. 166 They observed two large veins of gneiss
in the slate, containing balls of granular diabase or green*
stone. 1862 DANA Man. Geol. ix. 7^ Diabase, a massive
hornblende rock . . It is like diorite in composition, except
that the feldspar is less abundant, and is either labradorite
or oligoclase. i88a (IEIKIE Text-bk. Geol. 145 The main
difference between diabase and basalt appears to be that
the rocks included under the former name have under-

gone more internal alteration, in particular acquiring the
'

viridite
'

so characteristic uf them.

DIABLERIE.

b. attriti., as in <liuLm.sc nphanito, a very

fine-grained varioty of (]uaiU-diabase in wtiich the

separate constituents are not distinguishaMc l>y the

naked eye ; diabaso-porphyrite, -porphyry, the

dark-green anliqueporphyry, containing hornblende
in its compact diabase-like mass ; diabase-schist,
a schistose form of diabase-aphanite.
1868 DANA Min. 3^3 If the diabase contains disiin. i

crystals of porphyry, it is a diabase porphyry, the green

porphyry or oriental vcrd-antique of Greece . . ueine of thi>

nature. 18^9 KUTLKY .V/</. Kockt 347 Diabase aphanite. .

Diabase schist.

Diabasic (dsiSWi-sik), a. [(. prcc. + -ic.] Of,

pertaining to, or of the nature of diabase.

1884 Xfirric? 20 June 763/1 Limestones, well proved to 1--

of carboniferous age, cut by diabasic eruptives.

II Dia'basis. Ol>s. rare. [a. Gr. Siaffaait, from

StatSairtiv to pass over.] A passing over.

167* H. MOHK BriefReply 234 This Diabasis or passing
of the Worship to the Prototype.

Diabaterial (dsrabati'Tiall, a. rare. [f.
Gr.

SiaffaTTipia (if. Itpa) offerings before crossing the

border, or a river (f. Staftarvs to be crossed, oiaftu'-

vitv to go through, cross) + -AL.] Pertaining to the

crossing of a frontier or river.

1784-00 MITFORD Hist. Greece xvil. iv.
(182^)

1 1 1. 1 12 There,

according to the constant practice of the Greeks . . the dia-

baterial or border-passing sacrifice was performed.

t Di'abete. Med. Obs. [a. F. diabite (1611 in

Cotgr., but prob. earlier in medical use), ad. L.

diatetes, a. Gr. Jia^njs: see next.] =next.

1541 COPLAND tr. Guyiion's Chirurg.\ iij b, Auycen graunt-
eth in diabete the water of the clere mylke of a shepe. 1598
SYLVESTER Du Bartat it. i. ill. Furies (16081 279 As opoo-
site the Diabete.. Distills vs still. 1615 HART Anat. Ur. i. ii.

23 Diabete or Potdropsy, an extraordinarie fluxe of the

vrine. 1647 1. BIRKENHEAD AssemblyMan (1662-3) '9 Ever
sick of a Diabete.

Diabetes (daiab/'UV. Aftd. [a. L. diabetes, a.

Gr. 8ia/3i7Ti;s, lit.
' a passer through ; a siphon ',

also, in Aretscus as the name of the disease, f. Sn-

fialvtiv to pass through.]
1 1. A siphon. Obs.
1661 BOVLH Spring o/Air(l(&rt 107 If a Glass Diabetes

or Syringe be made of a sufficient length.

2. Med. A disease characterized by the immo-
derate discharge of urine containing glucose, and

accompanied by thirst and emaciation.
Sometimes called Diabetes mellitits, to distinguish it from

Diabetes insipidus which is characterized by an absence of

saccharine matter. (In i8th c. usually with the or a.)

1561 TURNER Bat/is 73, It is good for the flixe to the

chamber pot called of the beste Physicianes Diabetes, that is

when a man maketh water oft and much. 1649 CL'LPEFPER

Phys. Dfrtct.jo[lt]lu\pt the Diabetes, or continual pissing.

1690 LUTTRELL BriefRel. (1857) II. 106 The earl of Gains-

borough died lately of a diabetes. 1769 ALEXANDER tr.

MorgagtiFs Seats arid Causes ofDiseases II. 111. 465 A cer-

tain Count, who had laboured under a diabetes. 1845 G. E.

DAY tr. Simon's Anim. Chem. I. 327 Rollo was.. the first

who proved the presence of sugar in the blood during dia-

betes. iSysT. TANNER/V<K<./!W.(ed.7)I.s8 A temporary
diabetes can occasionally be produced by the excessive con-

sumption of sugar or starch. 1879 KHORY Print. Med. 59
In diabetes the skin is dry and harsh.

b. trans/, andyf^.
1686 GOAD Cclest. Bodies n. viii. 273 What is the reason

of this Diabetes Celestial, when the Clouds are so often

dropping, and can't hold? 1839 LANDOR Whs. (1846) I.

375/2 Knowing your diabetes of mind.

Diabetic (claiSbrtik), a. [a. F. diaMiyue
(141!] c. in Hatz.-Darm.), ad. L. diabitic-us, i.

diabetes : see prec. and -1C.]

A. adj.
1. Of or pertaining to diabetes or its treatment.

1799 Med. Jrnl. II. 88 Dr. Lubbock began to suspect it

was connected with the diabetic diathesis. 1819 J. G.

CHILDREN Chem. Anal. 308 The sugar of diabetic urine.

1845 tr. Simon's Anim. Chtm. I. 66 Diabetic sugar .. is

identical in its chemical composition with sugar of grapes.
2. Affected with diabetes.

1799 Med. Jrnl. II. 209 The body of my diabetic patient.

1876 tr. Wagner's Gen. Pathol. 579 This . . explains the re-

markable vulnerability of the tissues of diabetic persons.
iBSo MACCORMAC ./I*//><. Surf. 107 Some .. diseased states

of the body, the diabetic for instance.

Jig. 1831 CARLYLE Sart. Res. in. v, Society, long

pining, diabetic, consumptive, can be regarded as defunct.

B. sb. One who suffers from diabetes.

1840 A. TWEEDIE Libr. Med. IV. 259 Exaggerated notions

..of the quantity of food which diabetics consume. 1880

T,v-.\\.f.
Slight

Ailtn. 74 Many a diabetic can consume one

pound . .of rump steak at a sitting.

Diabetical (daiabrtikal), a. [f. as prec. + -AL.]
= DIABETIC i.

1603 SIR C. HEYDON Jud. Aslnl. xxi. 458 He was affected

with the Diabeticall passion. iS HART Anat. Ur. II. ii.

58 The Diabeticall disease, called by some a 1'ot-drvpsie.

Diablerie (diia-bleri). Also -ery. [a. F.

diablerie (dyabliri), in ijth c. deablerie, f. diable

devil + -trie : see -ERY.]
1. Business belonging to or connected with the

devil, or in which the devil is employed or has a

hand ; dealings with the devil ; sorcery or conjur-

ing in which the devil is supposed to assist ;
wild

recklessness, devilry.

1751 WARBCRTON in Pope's Wks. (1757! IV. 235 note, The



DIABLERIST.

diablerie of witchcraft and purgatory. 1809 Q. Rri'. May
347 We are no defenders of ghost seeing and diablerie.

1812 SOUTHEY Omniana I. 270 The night mare has been

a fruitful source of miracles and diablery in the Romish

mythology. 1852 MRS. STOWE Uncle Tout's C. xx. 211 Miss

Eva . . appeared to be fascinated by her wild diablerie, as a

dove is sometimes charmed by a glittering serpent. 1868

GEO. ELIOT Sf. Gipsy I. 59 Diablerie that pales the girls

and puzzles all the boys.

2. That part of mythology which has to do with

the devil or devils ; devil-lore ; the description or

representation of devils.

1824 SCOTT St. Rouan's viii, The devil, in the old stories

of diablerie, was always sure to start up at the elbow of

any one who nursed diabolical purposes. 1837 LOCKHART
Scott ix, Erskine showed Lewis Scott's version of ' Lenore'
and the ' Wild Huntsman '

; and . . mentioned that his

friend had other specimens of the German Diablerie in his

portfolio. 1882 T. MOZLF.Y Remin. I. x. 76 An extraordi-

nary figure that might have stepped out of a scene of

German diablerie.

3. The realm, world, or assemblage of devils.

1832 MRS. STOWE Uncle Horn's C. xx. 205 She might have
fancied that she had got hold of some sooty gnome from
the land of Diablerie. 1880 W. LEIGHTON S/taks. Dream 50
Out of sin's diablery We arise, the fateful three.

Dia'blerist. nonce-wd. [f. prec. + -1ST.] A
painter or drawer of pictures in which devils are

represented (called in Fr. diablerits).

1859 Eminent Men ff Pop. Bk. 72 Caricature after the

manner of Gilray or the French Diablerists.

II
Diablotin (dz'ablotpiX [F. diablotin, dim.

of Jiable devil.] A little devil ;
an imp.

1812 SCOTT Fain. Lett, i Jan. (1894) I. viii. 237 A whole
hive of these little diablotins. 1821 Kenilw. xxiv, The
little diablotin again thrust in his oar. 1828 Blackw. Mag.
XXIV. 746 The mischievous diablotin' who had cut so

principal a figure among his tormentors.

Diabolarcli (daiise'Wlajk), sb. [f. Gr. SidjSoXos

devil + -upxs ruler.] The ruler or prince of the

devils, the arch-fiend.

1845 J. OXLEF. Three Lett. Archbj*. Canterb. $ Confiit.

Diabolarchy\. 27 The universal belief not only in the exist-

ence, but in the pluripresence and prepotency of a Diabo*

larch, commonly called, The Devil. Ibid. 32 Such an

antagonist of the Almighty as a Diabolarch or the Devil.

Diabolarcliy l,d9i|Se'Wlaiki), [f.
as prec. +

Gr. -ap\ia, f. apxv rule.] The position of a dia-

bolarch
;
the rule of the devil (as

'

prince of the

powers of the air').

1845 J. OXLEE Three Lett. Archbp. Canterb. 4- Confnt.
Diabolarcliy I. 29, I must distinguish between a devil and
the devil . . as the whole error of the Diabolarchy. Ibid. 35
The dogma of a Diabolarchy could have been first revealed
to the world neither by Moses nor by Christ. 1879 M. D.
CONWAY Demonol. II. iv. xix. 212 A great deal might be

plausibly said for this atmospheric diabolarchy.

Dia-bolepsy. nonce-wd. [f. Gr. 8idoAos devil,

after catalepsy, epilepsy, from Gr. -Krfji'ia
=

-\r/\//Ls

taking, seizure.] Diabolical seizure or possession.
So Dlabole'ptic, one possessed with a devil.

1886 H. MAUDSLEY Nut. Causes 315 Neither theolepsy
nor diabolepsy nor any other lepsy in the sense of possession
of the individual by an external power.
Diabo-liad. [f. Gr. 5i(i^oA.os, L. diabolus devil

+ -AD i c, after Iliad, and the like.] An epic of

the devil
;
a tale of the devil's doings.

1777 W. COMBE (title). The Diaboliad, a poem. 1838
G. S. FABER Inquiry in. v. 339 To believe all the Manichean
Diaboliads ascribed to the old Paulicians and the later

Albigenses.

Diabolic (daiabc'lik), a. and sb. [a. F. diabo-

liqne (i3th c. in Hatz.-Darm.), ad. L. diabolicus

(in Vulgate), a. Gr. Sia/SoAi/tcis, f. 8ia/3o\os devil.]
A. adj. 1. Of or pertaining to the devil

;
be-

longing to, having to do with, or under the influence
of the devil.

1399 LANGU Rich. Redeles in. 199 Alle deabolik doeris

dispise hem ichone. 1491 CAXTON Vitas Pair. (W. de W.
14951 n. 292 a/i To knowe by what moyen his doughter
myght ben preserued from this vexacyon dyabolyke. 1533-4
Act 25 Hen. VIII. c. 12 To vse the said Elizabeth, as
a diabolike instrument, to stirre, moue, and prouoke the
people of this realme. a. 1555 LATIMER Serm. q- Rem. (1845)
290 But not the church which you call catholic, which
sooner might be termed diabolic. 1667 MILTON P. L. IX. 95
Doubt . . of Diabolic pow'r, Active within beyond the sense
of brute. 1669 GALE Crt. Gentiles \. in. i. 13 Suitable to

many Ecstatic Diabolic Enthusiasts. 1822 BYRON Vis.

Judgment xxxvii, Satan . . merely bent his diabolic brow
An instant. 1831 CARLYLK Sart. Res. ii. vii. A Hell . .

without Life, though only diabolic Life, were more frightful.
(1850 NEALE Hymns East. Ch. (1866) 118 Diabolic legions
press thee. 1871 M. COLLINS Mrq. q Merch. II. it 48
Theories . . about lunacy and diabolic possession.

b. Pertaining to witchcraft or magic as attri-

buted to Satanic influence.

1727 DE FOE Hist. Appar. vi. (1840) 59, I have already
entered my protest against all those arts called magical and
diabolic. 1863 GEO. ELIOT Roinola

1, His belief in some
diabolic fortune favouring Tito.

C. Like or resembling the devil.

1843 CARLYLE Past fy Pr. ii. iii. (1845) 71 A . . more or less

Diabolic-looking man. 1862 H. TAYLOR St. Clements Eve
i. iii, Some I daily met Of aspect diabolic.

2. Partaking of the qualities of the de'vil; devilish,
fiendish

; inhumanly wicked.
1483 CAXTON Cato B. ij, Lesyng is a synne dyabolyqne.

1546 UuxBHg. Votaries Ii. io(R.) Of these most hellish
and diabolick frutes, holy S. Paule admonished the Komains,
in the first chaptre of his Epistle. 1642 MILTON Apol.

304

Smect, viii. (1851) 306 He does not play the Soothsayer but

the diabolick sjanderer of prayers. 1871 MORLEY Carlyle

(1878) 193 A diabolic drama of selfishness and violence.

1876 GEO. ELIOT Dan. Der. III. xlviii. 363 No diabolic

delight.

t B. as sb. An agent of the devil. Obs.

1502 Ord. Crysten Men (W. de W. 1506) _iv.
xv. 214 Of

inuocacyons of the deuyll. .or of paccyons with hym & with

his dyabolykes. 1638 SIR T. HERBERT Tra-u. 215 Witches
. .Hydro and Pyro-mantiques and other Diaboliques.

Diabolical (doiabp-likal), a. and sb. [f. as

prec. + -AL.]
1. Of or pertaining to the devil ; actuated by or

proceeding from the devil; of the nature of the

devil.

1503 HAWES Exainp. Virt. v. 59 Be neuer taken in dyaboly-
call engyne. 1548 HALL Chron. i i4b, [They] adiudged the

same J one [of Arc] a sorceresse, and a diabolical blasphemcr-
esse ofGod. 1603,4 *&>. Don Sebastian in HarL Misc. (Malb.)
II. 400 He began to suspect the same apparition to be diabo-

lical or merely fantastical. i6$illoBBEsG0vt.fyS0c. xii. 10.

1 75 The most ancient of all diabplicall tentadons . . Yee shall

be as Gods, knowing good and evil!. 1651 Leviath. iv. xlvi.

370 Hee was commonly thought a Magician, and his Art
Diabolicall. 1796 H. HUNTER tr. St.-Pierre's Stud. Nat.

(1799) I. 409 If a God . . governs Nature, diabolical spirits

direct and confound at least the affairs of the children of

men. 1862 H. SPENCER First Princ. 1. i-
_

6 (1875) 21 That
Religion is divine and Science diabolical, is a proposition . .

implied in many a clerical declamation.

b. Resembling a devil in outward appearance.
1752 FQOTE Taste i. Wks. 1799 I. 9 Daubing diabolical

angels for ale-houses. 1839 W. CHAMBERS Tour Holland
34/i An old fantastical-looking dwelling, .literally covered
with diabolical figures.

2. Characteristic of or befitting the devil; devilish,

fiendish, atrociously wicked or malevolent.

1546 LANGLEY tr. Pol. Verg. De Invent, vn. vii. 141 b, Of
al these supersticiouse sectes afore rehersed there is not
one so diabolical as the sect of Mahometaines, 1664 H.
MORE Myst, Iniq. iv. 10 This Mystery . . that is so horrid,
and Diabolical, and so Antipodal to both the Person and
Spirit of Christ. 1709 STEELE & SWIFT Tatter No. 68. f i

This Malevolence does not proceed from a real Dislike of

Virtue, but a diabolical Prejudice against it. 1789 Gouv.
MORRIS in Sparks Life $ Writ. (1832) I. 321 To collect the
various papers found in the Bastile, and then . . to write the

annals of that diabolical castle. 1818 SCOTT R^ob Roy xii,

I shall never forget the diabolical sneer which writhed

Rashleigh's wayward features. i88a B. M. CROKER Proper
Pride I. vii. 134 Such diabolical vengeance, uprooting my
home and estranging my wife, 1884 A. R. PENNINGTON
IViclifvi. 193 Their so-called poverty is nothing else but
a diabolical he.

t B. sb, A person possessed by a devil ;
one of

diabolical character. Obs.

1547 LATIMSK t&rm. <$ Rem. (1845) 426 As your naturals
and diabolicals would have you to do. 1829 SOUTHEY Sir
T. More I. 127 That devilish [doctrine] concerning infants,
which so many divines (more fitly they might be called

diabolicals !) have repeated after St. Augustine.
Hence Diabolica'lity, diabolicalness.

1839 J. ROGERS Antipopopr. Introd. 16 Then we should
see . . diabolicality . . overwhelm everything good.

Diabolically (dsiatyrlikali), adv. [f. prec.
+ -LY ^.] In a diabolical manner ; devilishly, very

wickedly or badly, atrociously.
1599 Life Sir T. More in Wordsworth Eccl. Biog. (1853)

II. 164 If onlie these odious terms maliciouslie, traiteroushe,
diabollicalHe were put out of the inditement. 1633 PRVNNE
Ilistriom. \. H. Chorus (R.*, So diabolically absurd, so

audaciously impious, so desperately prophane. i68z N. N.
Rome's Follies 37 By'r Lady the Woman grows Diabolli-

cally Impudent. 17516 FOOTE Eng. fr. Paris \\. Wks. 1799
I. 113 You look divinely, child. But .. they have dressed

you most diabolically. 1853 J. H. NEWMAN Hist. Sk.

(1873) II, i. ii. 81 A place as diabolically wicked as it was
wealthy.

Diabo'licalness. [f. as prec. + -NESS.] The
quality of being diabolical ; devilishness ; atrocity.
1727 BAILEY vol. II, Diabolicalness^ devilish Nature.

a 1800 J. WARTON Sat, Ranetagh House, I wonder he did
not change his face as well as his body, but that retains its

primitive diabolicalness.

Di:aboli*city. nonce-wd. Diabolic quality.
1865 DE MORGAN Budget Paradoxes (1872) 294 If the

Apostolicity become Diabolicity.

t DiabO'licly, adv. Obs. rare. [-LY 2.]
= DIA-

BOLICALLY.
1683 E. HOOKER Pref. Ep. Pordage's Mystic Div. 21

Sin is. .autoritativly, exemplarily and Diabohcly, in public,
countenanced.

Dia'bolifuge. nonce-wd. [f. L. diabolus devil

+ -FUGE, L. fuginm, after febrifuge.] Something
that drives away the devil.

1872 O. W. HOLMES Poet Breakf.-t. xi. (1885) 279 Odor as

potent as that of the angel's diabolifuge.

Diabolify (dsiibflifai), v.
[f.

1*. diabolus devil

+ -FY.] trans. To make a devil of; to figure as
a devil.

16^7 FARINGDON Semt. 59 (L.) The Lutheran [turns]
against the Calvinist, and diabolifies him. 1813 J. FORSYTH
Excitrs. Italy 222 Dante's devils, his Minos and his Charon
diabolified.

Hence Diabolifica-tion,
1893<Pall Mall Mag. II. 346/1 Apotheosis is still with us,

and diabolification (if I may coin such a word).

Dia'bolish, adv. nonce-wd. Humorous substi-
tute for ' Devilish '.

1858 O. W. HOLMES Ant. Breakf.~t. v. (1891) tar The
Professor said it was a diabolish good word. 1860 Prof.

' xi. 251 This was a diabolish snobby question.

DIABOLOLOGY.

Diabolism (dai^'b^liz'm). [f. Gr. 8m#oX-os
devil + -ISM: cf. DIABOLIZE.]
1. Action in which the devil has, or is supposed

to have, a share
; dealing with the devil

; sorcery,
witchcraft.

1614 JACKSON Creed in. xxx. Wks. II. 559 Diabolism or

symbolizing with infernal spirits. 1762 WAKBUKTON Doctr.
Grace n. xii, The Farce of Diabolisms and Exorcisms. 1855
SMEDLEY Occult Sciences 82 Any compact savouring of
diabolism. 1879 FARRAR St. Paul (1883) 466 Ephesus was
the head-quarters of diabolism and sorcery.

2. Action or conduct worthy of the devil
;
dia-

bolical or devilish conduct, devilry.
1681 BAXTER Answ. Dodiuell Introd. Ciij, If you had

rather, call it Church-Tyranny, Cruelty, or Diabolism. 1683
E. HOOKER Pref. Ep. Pordage's Mystic Div. 18 Speculativ
Infidelitie, practicous Atheism, horrid Blasphemies, and all

manner of Diabolism. 1777 T. CAMPBELL Snrv.S. Ireland

(1778) 298 A degree of diabolism, not to be found in the
human heart. 1826 Gent. Mag. I. 636/1 The mob are
stimulated by harangues to new acts of diabolism. 1884
J. PARKER yl/taf/. Life 111.75 To put an end to their censure,
their malice, their diabolism of spirit.

\ b. A doctrine of devils ; a devilish system of

belief. Obs.
1608 T. JAMES Apol. Wycli/66 [He] taught . . [that] there

was an equalitie of al men, and communion of al things,
which is pure Anabaptisme, or Diabolisme rather.

3. Doctrine or system of opinions as to devils ;

belief in or worship of the devil.

1660 FISHER Rusticks Alarm Wks. (1679) 557 Delusion,
Fanaticism, Enthusiasm, Quakerism, Diabolism. 1822 LAMB
Lett. xii. To B. Barton 114, I do not know whether dia-

bolism is part of your creed. 1874 WOOD Nat. Hist. 4

Putting aside the terrors of diabolism, which are engrained
in the native African mind.

4. The character or nature of a devil.

1754 FIELDING J. Wild\. i, Only enough [goodness] to make
him partaker of the imperfection of humanity, instead of the

perfection of diabolism. 1778 T. HARTLEY Pref. Sweden-

borgs Heai>. $ H. (1851) 48 Now the very idea of diabolism

carries in it a repugnance and hatred to God and goodness.

1838 Blackw. Mag. XLIII. 770 The brutal vulgar ruffian,

who makes as close an approach to pure diabolism as the

imperfect faculties of human nature will permit.

Diabolist (d3i,se-b<51ist). [mod. f. as prec.
+ -IST.] A professor or teacher of diabolism

;

a writer who deals with diablerie.

1895 Westmin. Gaz. 8 Mar. 2/1 These, .are written under
the inspiration of the French school of Diabolists. That
school.. is possessed with ideas of black magic, spirits of

evil, devils become incarnate, and numerous other night-
mares of corruption.

Diabolize (dai^'b^biz), v. [f.
Gr. 5m0oAos

devil -(- -IZE. (Du Cange has diabolimre efawoni-

zare for Gr. ScupovifaffOat to be possessed by a

demon or ( devil '.)]

1. trans. To make a devil of, turn into a devil ;

to make like the devil ; to render diabolical.

Pi

Fears which Tyrants seize Diabolize them by degrees. 1889
Cornh. Mag. Sept. 268 The devil, only less than archangel

ruined, retaining much of his former beauty, and almost all

his former power, though now diabolised. 1890 Chicago
Advance 24 July, Manufacturing rum to .. debauch and
diabolize the . . natives of Africa.

2. To represent or figure as diabolical.
a 1883 O. W. HOLMES Jonathan Edwards in Pagesfr. Old

Vol. Life 400 It is a less violence to our nature to deify

protoplasm than it is to diabolize the Deity.
3. To subject to diabolical influence.

1823 [see PIABOUZED below]. 1860 O. W. HOLMES Prof.
Break/. -t. viii. 170 There were two things . . that diabolized

my imagination, I mean, that gave me a distinct apprehen-
sion of a formidable bodily shape.
Hence Dia'bolized ppl. a. ; Diaboliza'tion,

the action of diabolizing, or representing as a

devil.

1823 BENTHAM Not Paul 319 A man in his sound senses

counterfeiting a diabolized man or a madman. 1879 M. D.
CONWAY Detnonol. II. iv. xi. 120 The diabolisation of

Asteria (the fallen star) was through her daughter
Hecate.

Diabolo'cracy. nonce-wd. [see -CRACY.] Go-
vernment by the devil.

1814 SOUTHEY in Q. Rev. XII. 195 Bruce has marked out

a certain part of Africa as the dominion of the Devil, be-

lieving that the people there are actually under a species
of diabolocracy, as much as the Jews were under a divine

government.

f Dia'bologue. Obs. nonce-wd. A discussion or

dialogue of devils.

i?i3 ELLWOOD Autobiog. (1885) 260 These dialogues,
shall I call them, or rather diabologues.

Diabology (.daiabp-lodsi). [euphonic abbre-

viation of dtabolology : see next.] The doctrine of

the devil ; devil-lore. Hence piabolo-gical
a.

a 1693 URQUHART Rabelais in. xxiii. 191 To speak in the

true Diabological Sense. Ibid. 192 According to the Doc-
trine of the said Diabology [some edd. diabolology]. 1869
O. W. HOLMES Med. Ess. (1891) 355 Remember the theology
and the diabology of the time.

Diabolology (darab^lodgi). [f.
Gr. 8taoAos

devil + -LOGY, Gr. -Ao-yt'a speech. See also prec.]

The doctrine of the devil as a branch of science or

study ; devil-lore.

1875 KINGLAKE Crimea (1877) VI. vi. 67 What, in diabolo-

logVj has often been called a snare.



DIABOLONIAN.

Diabolonian (darabplJ'i'man), a. and sb. [f.

L. dia/ioliis, in imitation of such forms as Baby-
lonian, 7'hessalonian

."] litmyan's name in the

Holy li'ar for : One of the host of Diabolus (the
I icul) in hi-, assault upon Mansoul ; also, as adj.
Of the party of Diabolus or the Devil.
1681 HrsvAN Holy ll'af Dcd., When the Diabolonians

were caught. 1869 Si'rKr.Kos Trt-ax. />(??. Ps. xix. 9 Till

.. every corner of the town of Mansoul is clean rid of
llie I )i;i!)oloni;uis who Inrk therein. 1894 KGGLESTON in

//rtryVr'j .'/'/v- ''*''' 469/1 Vile diabolonians all of them.

II Diabro'sis. Mt'd. Obs. [a. Gr. oiaffpaian, {.

ot& through + lipaiais eating, f. Hi&puiaxtiv to eat.]

Corrosion, ulceration.

1706 in I'nii.LU'S (ed. Kersey). 1883 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

t Diabro'tic, and sb. Obs. [ad. Gr. Siaflpa-
Ti*(5s able to eat through, corrosive ; f. as prcc.j
A. adj. Corrosive. B. sb. A corrosive agent.

1775 in ASM.

Diacalorimeter(d3iaka;lori-mft3.i). [f. Gr. Sid

through + CALOIUMETEK.] An instrument to

measure the resistance which liquids offer to the

passnge of heat.

1876 Catal. Set. App. S. Kens. 151.

DiacaiitllOUS (ilaiakse'nbas), a. Sot. [f. Di- 2

+ (Ir. aitavfa thorn.] Having two spines.
1.883

-s><'- Soc. Lex., Diacantlums. . in Botany, having two
spines under each leaf.

t Di acatho-licon. Obs. [So in OF. (Cotgr.)
and med.L., repr. Gr. 8id KttSoKiitSiv composed of

general or universal (ingredients).] Old term for a
laxative electuary ; so called from its manifold com-

position, or, according to some, from its general
usefulness ; hence, a universal remedy or appliance.
As prescribed by Nicolaus. it was made of senna leaves,

pulp of cassia and tamarinds, roots of male fern, rhubarb,
and liquorice, aniseed, sweet fennel, and sugar. (Quincy.)
1561 in BULLEYN Bk. Simples (HlounU 1621 UI-RTON

Anal. Mel. n. iv. u. iii. (1676) 237/2 Solid purgers are . .

Diacatholicon, Weckers Electuarie de Epithymo. .of which
divers receipts are daily made. 1656 BLOUNT Glossoer..
/,.- jt.,-._ _-ii-ji. .

"
. .,

art . . could not produce such another diacatholicon that
-lull equally serve to all purposes, roast, bake, boil.

II Diacausis
(daiakp-sis).

Med. [Gr. Stattavcris

burning heat : cf. next.]
1883 Syd. Sac. Lex., Diacatisis . . excessive, intense heat

of body.

Diacanstic (daiakg-stik), a. and sb.
[f. Gr.

!i(4 through, across + Kav<mx6t burning, f. naiuv to
burn. Cf. F. diacaustique.]
A. adj.

1. Math. Of a surface or curve : Formed by the
intersection of refracted rays of light. (Opp. to
catacaustic : see CAUSTIC a. 3.)
1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Techn. Pref. A iii, The Nature and

Properties of Catacaustick and Diacaustick Figures. 1727-
51 CHAMBERS Cycl.,Diacaustic Curve, or Causticity rejrac-
ticn . . the carve line, which touches all the refracted rays,
is called the diacttxstic. 1868 Chambers' Encycl. II. 603/1When the caustic curve is . . formed by refraction, it is called
the Diacaustic Curve.

1 2. Med. '

Formerly applied to a double convex
lens or burning glass, such having been used to
cauterize parts

'

(Mayne, Exp. Lex. 1851-60). Obs.
B. sb. 1. Math. A diacaustic curve or surface ;

a caustic by refraction.

.
7'7-5' CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Caustics, Caustics are divided

into catacaustics, and diacaustics. 1841 Penny Cycl. XIX.
356 The caustics formed by the continued intersections of
refracted rays emanating from a luminous point, are called
diacaustics. 1869 TYNUALL Notes Lect. Light % 166 Spheri.
cal lenses have their caustic curves and surfaces (diacaustics)
formed by the intersection of the refracted rays.
t 2. Med. A double convex lens used to cau-

terize. Obs.

Diacenous (dais's/has), a. [f. Gr. oiaieev-os

quite empty or hollow (DiA- 1) + -ous.] (See quot.)
1883 Syd. Soc. Lex., Diacenous. .porous, like a sponge or

pumice stone.

Di-a'Cetamide. Chem. SeeDi-2 3 andAcET-
AMIDK.
1866 K. FRANKLAND Lect. Natesfor Chem. Stud. 373.

Dia'cetate. Chem. [f. Di- 2 a + ACETATE.] A
salt with two equivalents of acetic acid (or its

radical acetyl, C., H s O), as diacetate of ethylene
(C, H,)".Ac,2.Oa . So Diace-tic a.

1825 THOMSON First Princ. Chcm. II. 373 Diacetate of
lead. 1826 HENRY Elem. Chem. II. 121 A diacetate or
compound of 2 atoms of base with i atom of acid. 1863-72WATTS Diet. Chem. I. 24 The diacetates are produced by
the action of acetate of silver on the chlorides, bromides,
or iodides of the several diatomic alcohol-radicles. 1876
.ARLEY Mat. Med. 133 Acetate and diacetate oflead.

Diacetin (doi^-s/tin'). Chem. [f.
Dl-2 2 .] Di-

ncetie glycerin ; a liquid with a biting taste, formed
by the action of acetic acid upon glycerin, so that
two of the three hydrogen atoms are replaced by
acetyl. See ACETIN.
"853 WATTS tr. Cmelin's Cheat. IX. 426. i86 E. FRANK-

I.AXII /.,-,.'. .V,)/,-.v for Chfm. .Y/W. 36j Acetic salts of a
trrncid alcohol : Monacetin, Diacetin, Triacetin.
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Also Di-a, cetonami ne Chcm. See Di- 2 and
ACETONAMINE. Dioceto nio a. Chem. SeeDr--
f ACETONIC. In diacetonic alcohol, a syrupy liquid

(CH,)C(OH)-CH,.CO.CHW obtained by the

action of potassium nitrite on diacetonamine.

Dia'cetyl. Chem. See Di- -
2, and ACETYL.

1872 WATTS Diet. Chen*. VI. 30 [He] has obtained a colour-
less pungent liquid, which is probably free acetyl or diacetyl
(C2HsO)j. 1883 Syd. Soc. Lex., Diacetyl carbamide
CO(NH.C>H1 O):, a product of the action of carbonyl-
chloride on urea at 50 C. ; it crystallises from hot alcohol in
rhombic needles.

Diachaeiiium (daiakJ-nitfm). Bet. [mod.
L., f. Di- * + L. achsenium ACHENE.] A 'fruit' or
seed-vessel consisting of two mericarps resembling
achcnes

;
= CREMOCARP.

1870 BENTLEY ISot. 313 Each portion of the fruit resembles
the achxnium, except in being inferior, hence the name di-

achscnium has been given to this fruit.

II Diaclia'lasis. Surg. Obs. [a. Gr. Siaxa-
Aacris, f. SiaxaAativ to cause to open or gape.] (See
quots.) Hence f Diachala-stlc a. 06s.

1751 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp., Diachalasis, in the medi-
cinal works of the antients, a term used to express a solu-
tion of continuity in the bones of the cranium at the sutures.

1851-60 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Diachalasis . . a former term
for the separation or opening of the cranial sutures. 1883
Syd. Soc. Lex., Diachalastic, relating to a Diachalasis.

II Diachore'sis. Med. Obs. [Gr. Siax&pr/oi!

excretion.] (See quot.) Hence Diachore tic a.

1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Diachoresis, the act or faculty of

voiding excrements. 1721 in BAILEY. 1883 Syd. Soc.

Lex.,^ Diackoretic .. promoting the excretion of faeces;
laxative.

Diachronio (daiakrp-nik), a. nonce-wd.
[f. Gr.

810 throughout, during + xp6v-os time + -1C.]

Lasting through time, or during the existing period.
1857 GOSSE Creation 87 The two creations the extinct and

the extant or rather the prochronic and the diachronic
here unite.

Diachylon, -lum (daiise-kil^n, -Iwm), diacn-
Inm (doi|ge'ki;?lwm). Forms: a. 4-6 diaquilon,
7- diachylon, 8-diachylum(9diaclum); /3. 4-9
diaculon, 6 dyaculome, 6- diaculum. [a.med.L.
diachylum, diaculon, and OF. diaculon (i4th c.),

diaquilon, dyachilon, diachilon (Pare, i6th c.), L.

diachylon (Celsius), repr. Gr. Sta \v\Siv (a medica-

ment) composed of juices ; cf. also Gr. SmxvAos
very juicy, succulent. The pronunciation with
shortened penult comes through Fr. and med.L.]
Originally, the name of a kind of ointment com-

posed of vegetable juices ;
now a common name for

lead-plaster, emplastrum plumbi, an adhesive plaster
made by boiling together litharge (lead oxide),
olive oil, and water ; prepared on sheets of linen

as a sticking-plaster which adheres when heated.
a. 1313 in Wardr. Ace. Edw. II 20/1 5 Diaquilon i Ib. iorf.

c 1400 Lanfranc's Cintrg. 238 Diaquilon maad of litarge
and oile and juys of mustard seed. 1541 R. COPLAND Guy.
dons Fonnitl. S j b, Diaquilon of Kasis. x66o BOYLE New
Erf. Phys. Mech. Proem 8 The Common Plaister call'd

Diachylon. 1725 BRADLEY Ftun. Diet. s. v. Plaister, Let
the Grease be first well melted, add the Diachylum and
Wax to it. 1786 Phil. Trans. LXXVI. 156 I took some
diachylum which had been bought at Apothecaries Hall.

1797 BURKE Regie. Peace iii. Wks. VIII. 272 Half a yard
square of balmy diplomatick diachylon. 1836 MARRYAT
japhet i. 4 Did a bull gore a man, Mr. Cophagus appeared
with his diachylon and lint. 1842 S. LOVER HtwdyAndy iv,
Your sympathy is better than diachylon to my wounds.
f. 1322 in Ivardr.Acc. Edw. II 23/20 Dyaculon 40". per Ib.

1530 PALSGR. 729 Splette this dyaculome upon a lynen
clothe. 1541 R. COPLAND Guydon's Formal. Y ij b, Em-
pjaysterthe place with diaculum. 1671 SHADWELL-//MW*>r-
ist I, To set up with Sixpenny-worth of Diaculum. 1821
PRAED Gog Poems(i866) I. 92 Diaculum, my story says,Was
not invented in those days, a 1839 Ibid. (1864) I. 31 The skin
was rubbed from off her thumb, And she had no Diaculum.
1836 GEN. P. THOMPSON Exerc. (1842) IV. 92 Will ..your
druggists sell more rhubarb and diaculon ?

b. Comb., as diachylum-plaster.
"599 A. M. tr. Gabelhouer*s Bk. Physicke 249/2 Applye as

then theron a Diaquilon playster. 1676 I. CONIERS in Phil.
Trans. XI. 718 The ends .. I closed up with Diachylon
Plaster, a 1692 MOUNTFORD J-'ajtstns I. ad fin., I . . ttc-

vour'd Three Yards of Diaculum Plaister instead of Pancake.
1794 SCOTT Let. to Miss C. Rutherford 5 Sept in Loc/thart,
To hint the convenience of a roll of diaculum plaister.

t Dia'chyma. Hot. Obs.
[f.

Gr. Sia- through +
XMa that which is poured out, liquid : cf. Siax^-fiv
to diffuse, etc.] 'A synonym of PARENCHYMA,
especially such as occupies the space between two
surfaces, as in a leaf. Syd. Soc. Lex. 1883.
1866 Treas. Bot. 397 Diachyma, the green cellular matter

of leaves.

Diacid (dai,e-sid), a. Chem. [f. Di-
- 2 + ACID,

on the analogy of DIBASIC.] Capable of combin-

ing with two acid radicals.
Diacidalcohol, a diatomic alcohol containing twohydroxyl

groups both replaceable by an acid radical. Thus ethene
alcohol or gtycol Ci H4 -(OH)? is diacid, and when acted on
by acetic acia may form either a mono-acetate or a di-acetate.
1866 E. FRANKLAND Lect. Notes/or Chem. Stud. 244 The

monad radicals give monacid alcohols, the dyad radicals
diacid alcohols. 1877 WATTS fmvnfs' Chem. 166 In the di-
acid glycol ethers, the two radicles by which the hydrogen
is replaced may belong either to the same or to different
acids. 1883 C. L. BLOXA.M Chem. 'ed. 51 546 The diamines

DIACONICON.
. . are capable ofcombining with 2 molecules of hydrochloric
or any similar acid, which is implied by slating that they
arc diacid.

II Dia'Clasis. [a. Cr. ii<iAa<m f. Stax\afiv
to break in twain.] (See quots.)
1730-6 ItAiLEY(foliu), /'//KVrtf/j, a fracture. 1883 Syd. SK.

'iaclasis, refraction of light rays.
Hence Dlacla-stic a.

1883 Syd. Soc. Lex., Ditulastic . . relating to Diaclasia (a

|

method <if
imijmlation), or to Diaclasis.

Diaclasite (dai,a; klasoit). Min. [f. Ger. dia-
klas (Hreithaupt, i823\ f. Gr. SiaxXativ to break

through or asunder ; on account of its easy cleavage.]A bisilicate of iron and magnesium ; a brassy
yellow or greenish grey mineral of the pyroxene
group, orthorhombic in crystallization.
i8w DANA Min. 268.

t Oracle. Sf.Obs. [? related to DIAL
; the-c/<

appears to be as in receptacle, spiracle, and other

reprs. of L. instrumental -culum,ss mgubernactilum
rudder.] A small portable dial or compass;
a pocket-dial.
1488 Ld. Treas. Ace. Scot. I. 83 A fare diacle. 1612

Kates fr Customs Scot, in Halyburton's Ledger (Scot. Rec.
Se;-. 1867) 297 Diacles of wodc, the dozen, xijf ; of bone, the
dozen, xlviij s. 1794 Scot. Agric. Sum., Shetland 87 ijam.),
Every boat carries one compass at least, provincially a
diacle.

I]

Diacodinm (doiak<7-dim). Obs. Also 6

diacodion, 8-9 diacode. [med. and mod. L. dia-

codion, -coditim, in ancient L. diacodion, from Gr.
Sia icaStwv (a preparation) made" from poppy-heads:
see DiA- 2

. Cf. also French diacodion (ifith c.),
diacodium (J7-i8thc.), diacode (adm. by Academy
1762) ; the last is of rare use in English. So It.

diacodione (Florio 1599), now tfiacodio.]
A syrup prepared from poppy-heads, used chiefly

as an opiate.
1564-78 BULLEVN Dial. agst. Pest. (1888) 51 Drinke your

|

Diacodion at night to reconcile slepe again. 1681 tr.

Willis' Rent. Med. Wks. Vocab., Diacodium, a syrup to

procure sleep, made off the tops of poppy. 1695 CON*. MAI
Lavefor L. in. xiii, You had best take a little Diacodion
and Cowslip-Water. 1817 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Mag.
XLIV. 313 His favourite medicine was a diacodium, con-

sisting of opium administered in honey. 1820 Blackitt. Mag.
VII. 328 [It] puts one to sleep more effectually than a double
dose of diacodium. 1829 J. TOGNO tr. Edivards' * Vavas-
seitr's Mater. Med. 323 Calming Mixture. .Diacode Syrup.
Hence ) Diaco'diate sb. : cf. opiate. Obs.

1684 tr. Bond's Merc. Comfit, xrv. 488 We may some-
times use Diacodiates if the Patients strength hold out.

II Diaccelosis (doi^aszVu-sis). Biol. [f. Gr. Sia-

(DiA- i) + Koi\aian hollow, belly.] The separation
of the ccelome or body-cavity into several sinuses

in some Vermes, as leeches.
1888 ROLLESTON & JACKSON Anim. Life 579. Itid. 630

The coelome is much restricted by a growth of connective

tissue, which splits it up into sinuses and channels, a process
termed diacoelosis.

Diacon, -e, obs. forms of DEACON.
Diaconal (dai^-k^nal), a. [ad. late L. dia-

conal-is, {. diaconus DEACON : cf. F. diafonat(mh
c. in Hatz.-Darm.).] Of or belonging to a deacon

(in various senses of the word).
1611 COTGR., Diaconal, Diaconall ; of, or belonging to a

deacon. 1656 in BLOUNT Glossogr. 1725 tr. Dupin's Reel,
Hist. ijtA C. I. v. 176 The Matter of the Diaconal Ordin-
ation. 1863 J. M. LUDLOW Sisterhoods in (id. Words 49.4
A large development . . of what 1 may call the natural dia-
conal functions of women. 1866 F. G. LEE Direct. Angl.
(ed. 3) 3 Being about to execute a diaconal function.

Diaconate (doi,a;-k<Wt), sb. [ad. late L. did-

ccniat-us, f. diaconus DEACON : see -ATE'. Cf. F.

iliaconat.]
1. The office- or rank of deacon.

1727-51 CHAMBERS Cycl., Deaconry, Diaconatl, the order
or ministry of a deacon or deaconess. [Not in Johnson,
Todd, Richardson, Webster 1828, Craig 1847.] 01846
WORCESTER cites Eclectic Rev. 1849 (titlei The Diaconate
and the Poor. 1852 CONYBEARE & H. St. /Vi/(i862) 1.

xiii. 408 If. .we explain these intimations by what we know
of the Diaconate in the succeeding century. 1884 D. HUNTER
tr. Reuss's Hist. Canon iii. 34 A vocation quite as special
as that of the apostleship or the diaconate.

2. The time during which any one is a deacon.
1880 Sunday School Times 2 Apr. 312 During his diaconate

the Rev. Thos. Gaulandet was assistant to Dr. Pierce. 1891
E. W. GOSSE Gossip in- Library v. 59 The English divines
. .were accustomed to stupendous efforts of endurance from
their very diaconate.

3. A body of deacons.
1891 STOUGHTON in West. Meth. Mag. May 347 A depu-

tation from our diaconate called upon him.

t Dia'COnate, a. Ots. nonce-wd. [f. L. dia-

con-us DEACON + -ATE 2.] Having, or managed
by, deacons.
a 1679 T. GOODWIN Wks. IV. iv. 189 (R.\ This one great

diaconate church (as we may, in a parallel allusion, to that

other name of presbyterial, call it).

Diaconess, -isse, obs. forms of DEACONESS.

II Diacrrnicon. Also in Lat. form diaconi-

oum. [Gr. ttaxovix&v, neut. adj. pertaining to

a deacon, f. Suwoiw a servant, a DEACON.] ccl.

Antiq. and Mod. Gk. Ch. A building or room

adjoining the church, where vestments, ornaments,
39*



DIACONIZE.

and other things used in the church service are

kept ;
a sacristy, a vestry.

1727-51 CHAMBERS Or/., Diaconicon, Sacristy, a place

adjoining^
to the antient churches, where the sacred vest-

ments, with the vessels, and other ornaments of the altar,

were preserved. 1794 Archsol. XI. 331 Thus, among the

Greeks, is always placed the sacristy, or diaconicon. 1850
NEALE East. Cn. 1. 1. ii. 191 On the opposite side of the benia
was the diaconicon or sacristy. 1876 in GWILT Encycl.
A rchit. Gloss, s, v.

t Dia'COnizei v. Obs. [f. Gr. Sianovos, L. dia-

conus DEACON + -IZE. Cf. F. diaconiser ' con-

fcrer le diaconat.'] intr. To act as deacon ; to

minister.

1644 BULWER Chiron. 130 The Left Hand . . in the more
accomplish'd and plenary exhibition of this sacred rite

[benediction] hath oft Diaconiz'd unto the Right.

t Dia'COay. Obs. rare. [ad. med.L. didconia,
a. Gr. Siaxovia office, etc. of a deacon. Cf. F.

diaconie ' a deaconrie, the place of a deacon
'

(Cotgr.).] The place or office of a deacon.

1636 ABP. J. WILLIAMS Holy Table (1637) 79 The very
Altar it self., hath been termed, in the ancient Councells,
The Diaconie, as a place belonging (next after the Bishop)
to the care and custodie of the Deacon only.

II Diacope (d3i|3e'k0p'). [a. Gr. Staxonri cleft,

gash, f. SiarcuTrT-fii' to cut through.]

tL Gram, and Rhet. 'A figure by which two
words that naturally stand together, especially two

parts of a compound word, are separated by the

intervention of another word; tmesis' (Webster
i864\ Obs.

1586 A. DAY Eng. Secretary n. (1625) 83 Tmesis or Dia-

cope, a division of a word compound into two parts, as,

What might be so ever. . for, whatsoever might be, &c. 1678
PHILLIPS (ed. 4), Diastole, this figure is otherwise called

Diacope, and by Ruffinianus by a Latin term Separatio.
2. Surg. (See quots.)
1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Diacope, a Cutting or dividing

asunder, a deep Wound, especially one made in the Scull by
a sharp Instrument. 1851-60 in MAYNE Expos. Lex. 1883
Syd. Soc. Lex., Diacope, a cut, incision, fissure, or longi-
tudinal fracture. It generally signifies an oblique incision

made in the cranium by a sharp instrument, without the

piece being removed.

Diaconstic (dsiakmrstik), a. ff. Dl-3 +
ACOUSTIC a.] Pertaining to diacoustics.

1775 in ASH : and in mod. Diets.

Diacoustics (daiakau-stiksV [mod. f. Dl- 3

+ ACOUSTICS: in F. diacoustiquc. Cf. DIOPTRICS.]
A name for the science of refracted sounds. Also
termed diaphonics.
1683 Phil. Trans. XIV. 473 Hearing may be divided into

direct, refracted and reflex'd . . which are
yet nameless un-

less we call them Acousticks, Diacousticks and Catacou-
sticks. 1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Techn., Diacousticks or Dia.
phonicks is the consideration of the properties of Refracted

sound, as it passes through different mediums. 1803
CAVALLO Nat. Philos. II. 309 Diacoustics, viz. of refracted
sound.

Diacraute'ric, a. Anat. [f. Gr. 8m through,

apart + Koavrripfs the wisdom teeth + -1C.]

1883 Syd. Soc. Lex., Diacranteric^, a term applied to
describe the dentition of those snakes in which the posterior
teeth are separated by longer intervals than the anterior.

So Diacrante rian a., in same sense.

1889 in Cent. Diet.

II Dia'cre. Obs. rare. In 6 dyacre. [a. F.
diacre for OF. diacne, ad. L. diaconus.] A deacon.

1523 LD. BERNERS Froiss. I. ccccxlii. 779 There came .. a
byshop, a dyacre, and two knightes.

II Dia'Crisis. Med. [mod.L. diacrisis, a. Gr.

tiiaxpiais, f. Siaxplveiv to separate ; spec, to mark a
crisis in a fever. Cf. F. diacrtse.] a. 'A term for

the act of separation or secretion.' b. ' A critical

evacuation.' c. = DIAGNOSIS. Hence Diacri-
sio-graphy,

' a description of the organs of secre-

tion
'

(Syd. Soc. Lex.).
1684 tr. Bonefs Merc. Compit. vi. 200 The Fermentation

causes such a diacrisis . . in the mass of bloud. 1706 PHILLIPS
(ed. Kersey\ Diacrisis, a separating, severing or dividing ;

the Faculty of discerning, Judgment. In the Art at Physick,
a judging of and distinguishing Diseases with their respec-
tive Symptoms. 1721 in BAILEY. 1851-60 MAYNE Expos.
Lex., Diacrisis . . synonymous with Diagnosis, which is the
term generally used.

Diacritic (daiakri-tik), a. and sb. [ad. Gr.

Sta/cpiTiitos, that separates or distinguishes, f. 810-

Kpivtiv to separate. In mod.F. diacritique]
A. adj. Serving to distinguish, distinctive

; spec.
in Cram, applied to signs or marks used to dis-

tinguish different sounds or values of the same letter

or character ; e.g. e, e, e, e, e, e, e, e, etc.

7 GALE Crt. Gentiles III. 87 Plato in his Repub. 9. makes
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new letters. Hid. 175 We may consider the h in sh and th

simply as a diacritic written for convenience on a line with

the letter it modifies. 1888 A thenznm I Sept. 287/1 A system
which requires several new types and makes constant use of

diacritics.

Diacritical dsiakri-tikal), a. [f. as prec. -f

-AL.]
1. Gram. = DIACRITIC a.

guished only by the diacritick
points. 1875 T. HILL True

OrdStudies 106 Printed with diacritic signs. 1899 Nation

(,N.Y.)
21 July 49/2 Printing 'hi snOs'. .' brot,' 'twilrt,'

earlier,' and other diacritic novelties.

B. sb. Gram. A diacritic sign or mark.
1866 A. J. ELLIS On Palxotype in Trans. Phil. Sac. 1867

App. I. 6 Lepsius's Standard Alphabet in which, .as many
as two or three diacritics are applied to a single body. 1877
SXVEET Phonetics 174 Even letters with accents and dia-
critics, .being only cast for a few founts, act practically as

ig. longue, ^ --

- is only distinguished by a diacritical point. 1840 MALCOM
Trav. 42/1 [In Siamese] there are thirty-four consonants ..

and twelve vowels, with several diacritical marks. 1867
A. J. ELLIS E. E. Pronunc. I. i. 21 In quite recent days,
the innovation of diacritical signs arose as in French and
German.

b. gen. Distinguishing, distinctive.

1857 BIRCH Anc. Pottery 11858) II. 343 The diacritical

marks of this ware are a paste of red coralline colour, [etc.]

C. Electr. (See quot. )

1884 S. P. THOMPSON Dynamo-Electr. Mach. (1888) 307
This number of ampere-turns he named the diacritical

number ; and the current producing half-saturation he called

the diacritical current.

2. Capable, or showing a capacity, of distinguish-

ing or discerning.
1856 ALEXANDER Life Dr. Wardlaw xix. 477 His intellect

was eminently dialectic and diacritical. 1865 Atkensejtm

24 June 837/2 Where is his diacritical power ?

Hence Biacri'tically adv.
1820 Blackut. Mag. VII. 198 Masoretically print it, dia-

critically compose it.

Diactinic (dai|3ekti'nik),<z. Optics, [f.
Dl-3 =

DiA- 1 + Gr. atcTiv- a ray + -1C.] Having the

property of transmitting the actinic rays of light.

1867 W. A. MILLER Elemen. Chem. i. (ed. 4) 230 Rock-salt,

fluor-spar, water, .are almost as diactinic. .as quartz. 1880

igth Cent. Mar. 529 Substances which are chemically trans-

parent are said to be diactinic. 1880 A thenseum n Dec.

781/3 Experiments which prove the diactinic character of
substances constructed on an open chain of carbon com-

pounds.
So Dia-ctinism,

' the condition of transparency
for chemical or actinic rays

'

(Syd. Soc. Lex. 1883).

Diaculum, a popular variant of DIACHYLUM.

Diad, obs. form of DYAD.

Diadelph (dai-adelf). Bot. rare-", [f. next;
cf. didynani\ A plant of the class Diadelphia.
1828 in WEBSTER ; whence in later Diets.

II Diadelphia (dsiade-lfia). Bot. [mod.L.
(Linnaeus 1735) f. Gr. 81-, Dl- 2 + dScA^os brother +

-IA.] The seventeenth class in the Linnjean Sexual

system, including plants with stamens normally
united in two bundles. Hence Diade Iphian a.

1762 HUDSON Flora Anglica, Diadelphia. 1794 MARTYN
Rousseau s Bot. ix. 93 In the seventeenth class diadelphia,
the filaments are united at bottom. 1828 WEBSTER, Dia-

delpkian. 1857 HENFREY Bot. ii. 385 The Class Diadelphia
includes a large number of Papilionaceous genera.

Diadelphic (daiade-lfik), a. [f.
as prec. + -1C.]

a. Bot. = DIADELPHOCS. b. Chem. Of a com-

pound : Having the elements combined in two

groups.
1847 CRAIG, Diadelphic, pertaining to the class Dia-

delphia. 1866 E. FRANKLAND Lect. Notesfor Chem. Stud.
201 Non-nitrogenous organic compounds . . i. The mon-

adelphic, or marsh-gas type. 2. The diadelphic, or methyl

Diadelphous (daiade-lfss), a. Bot. [f. as

prec. + -ous.] Of stamens : United by the fila-

ments so as to form two bundles. Of plants :

Having the stamens so united.

1807 J. E. SMITH Phys. Bot. 442 The plants of this section

are really not diadelphous but monadelphous. 1870 BENTLEY
Bot. (1882) 248 When the filaments unite so as to form two
bundles, the stamens are termed diadelphous, as in the Pea,
Milkwort and Fumitory.

Diadem (dsradem), sb. [a. F. dyademe (ijth
c. in Godef.), mod.F. diad^me, ad. L. diadema, Gr.

SiaSrj/ia band or fillet, esp. the regal fillet of Persian

kings, adopted by Alexander of Macedon and his

successors ; f. SiaSieiv to bind round, f. 8ia- across,

through + Sltiv to bind.]
1. A crown ;

an ornamental cincture or covering
for the head, worn as a symbol of honour, esp. of

royal dignity. (In quot. 1290, applied to the

aureola or crown of a martyr. Now chiefly poetic
and rhetorical?)
c 1290 5. Eng. Leg. I. 167/2125 Al round it orn a-boute is

heued, ase it were a dyademe. 1382 WYCLIF Rev. xii. 3 And
lo ! a greet reed dragoun, hauynge seuene heedes . . and in

the heedis of him seuen diademes. 1415 HOCCLEVE To Sir
J. Oldcaslle 232 O Constantyn. .O cristen Emperour. .Wcl
was byset on thee thy diadeeme ! 1513 MORE in Grafton
Chron. (1568) II. 807 In habite royall with Scepter in hande
and Diademe on his head. 1602 SHAKS. Hani. in. iv. 100
A vice of kings . . That from a shelfe, the precious Diadem
stole, And put it in his Pocket. 1785 WILKINS Bhagvat 69,
I wish to behold thee with the diadem on thy head, a 1839
PRAED Poems (1864) II. 433 Many a gem Fit for a Sultan's
diadem.

b. spec. A band or fillet of cloth, plain or adorned
with jewels, worn round the head, originally by
Oriental monarchs, as a badge of royalty. (The
original sense of the word in Gr. and L.)

DIADOCHE.

1579-80 NORTH 1'intarch (16121 518 He had sent her hi*

Diademe or royall band and called her by the name and title

of Queene. 1656 COWLEY Pind. Odes, Praise ofPindar ii.

A'ofes, Diadems (which were used by the ancient Kings.,
for the mark of Royalty) . . were Bindings of white Ribband
about the Head, set and adorn 'd with precious stones. 1776
GIBBON Decl. ff F. I. 388 Diocletian . . ventured to assume
the diadem . . It was no more than a broad white fillet set

with pearls,whichencircled the emperor's head. 1882 FARRAR

Early Chr. II. 226 note, A diadem . . this badge of Oriental

autocracy a purple silken fillet embroidered with pearls.

C. A wreath of leaves or flowers worn round
the head.

1530 PALSCR. 213/2 Diademe of, laurell, laureole. 1883
Myra's jfrnl. Aug., Diadems of orange-flowers have been
more worn lately.

d. Her. (See quots.)
1727-51 CHAMBERS Cycl. t Diadem, in heraldry, is applied

to certain circles, or rims, serving to bind or inclose the
crowns of sovereign princes ; and to bear the globe, and
cross, or the flower-de-luces, for their crest. 1787 POBNY
Elem. Heraldry Gloss., Diadem . . is now frequently used
to signify the Circles, which close on the top of the Crowns
of Sovereigns, and support the Mound.
2. fig. The authority or dignity symbolized by

a diadem
; royal or imperial dignity, sovereignty ;

= CROWN sb. 3.
a 1300 Cursor M. 22357 (CptO pan sal he fare to iursalem

.. and yeild up bare his diademe. a 1400-50 Alexander
3240 Don ajayne be dignite, be diademe of Pers, And all be

rhtis of bi rewme resayue as before. 1548 HALL Chron. 224
That the Erie of Richemond, should once attein to the

Crowne and diademe of the realme. 1602 FULBECKE Pan.
dectes 10 Such things can not be seuered from the princely
Diadem. 1789 BELSHAM Ess. I. xviii. 348 A diadem could

not . . raise the personal character of the Protector. 1821

BYRON Mar. Fat. i. U. 173 Old Dandolo Refused the diadem
of all the Caesars.

3.fig. A distinction or adornment conferring glory
or dignity, figured as a crown.
1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 7 b, They shall receyue

of the hande of god the crowne of glory and diademe of
honour. 1605 CAMDEN Retn. 3 One of the fairest . . Plumes
in the triumphant Diademe of the Roman Empire. 1825

J. NEAL Bro. Jonathan III. 370 The name of Yankee was
a reproach here ; it was a diadem there.

4. transf. Something that surmounts and adorns

like a crown ; a crowning ornament.

1781 COWPER Retirement 82 The crescent moon, the

diadem of night, Stars countless, each in his appointed
place, Fast anchored. 1817 BYRON Manfred i. i. 64 Mont
Blanc is the monarch of mountains ; They crown'd hjm
long ago On a throne of rocks, in a robe of clouds, With
a diadem of snow. 1845-75 MACKAY Seven Angels ofLyre
iii, A rainbow is her diadem.

5. Short for diadem-monkey.
6. Surg. In Lat. form diadema : A bandage for

the head. I8" in HOOPER Med. Diet.

7. atlrib. and Comb., as diadem-shaped adj. ;

diadem-lemur, a species of Indris ;
diadem-

monkey, Cercopithecus diadematus ; diadem-

spider, the garden spider, Epeira diadema.

1851 D. WILSON Preh. Ann. (1863! II. in. v. 143 Diadem,
and coronet shaped ornaments. 1854 H. MILLER Sch. <$

Schm. 11858) 67 The large diadem spider, which spins so

strong a web.

Dradeni, v. [f. prec. sb.] trans. To place a

diadem upon ; to adorn with or as with a diadem ;

to crown. Chiefly in pa. pple. : cf. next.

1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. in. 268 Dauid schal ben dyademed
and daunten hem alle. 1738 POPE Epil. to Sat. n. 232 When
diadem'd with rays divine . . Her Priestless Muse forbids

the Good to die. 1777 SIR W. JONES Turkish Ode Poems
or And every stalk is diadem'd with flowers. 1826 H. H.

WILSON tr. Uttara Rdma Cheritra 46 Hills, whose tower-

ing peaks Are diademed with clouds. 1858 NEALE Bernard

rJtM.(iB6sli3 The Judge that comes in mercy ..To diadem
the right.

Hence Diademed (dai-ademd) fpl. a., wearing
or adorned with a diadem ; crowned.

1790 J. WILLIAMS Shrove Tuesday (1794) 9 WTiere Despots
diadem'd and toga'd stride. 1805 SOUTHEY in Ann. Rev.

IIL 556 One of the three diademed princes. 1840 CARLYLE
Heroes iii. (1891) 79 Is he not obeyed, worshipped after his

sort, as all the Tiaraed and Diademed of the world . . could

not be ? 1892 Aihenzum 19 Mar. 380/1 Draped diademed
bust of the empress.

Diademated (dai-adem^tedX ppl. a. ? Obs.

[f. L. diadcmat-us (f. Gr. SidSr/^a DIADEM) -I- -ED.]

Wearing a diadem ;
diademed.

a
The first of these medals pri

mated head. 1770 Ibid. LX. 84 note, Coins . . with diademated

heads upon them.

UDiade-xiS. Med. Obs.-". [a. Gr. SmS^s,
n. of action f. BiaStx*""01 ' relieve one another,

succeed.] A transposition of humours in the body
from one place to another.
1811 in HOOPER Med. Diet. 1847 in CRAIG.

II Diadoche (d3i,se-d*kz). [a. Gr. SiaSoxv suc-

cession, f. 5iaSxf<r0<u : see prec.] Succession ;

spec, in Med. (see quots.")

1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Diadoche, in the Art of Physick,

the succeeding or progress of a Disease, to its change call d

Crisis. 1883 Syd. Soc. Lex., Diadoche, the exchange of one

disease into another of different form or character and in a

different situation. 1884 Church Q. Re-.: XVIII. 258 The

diadoche of early Greek scholars . . was but a broken and

fitful succession.



DIADOCHIAN.

Diadochian '! >ui<lr>"-kuui
,
a. [f. Gr.

.:ng, suca.--.cir see prec.) + -IAN.] Belong-
ing to the DiaJteki or Macedonian generals among
whom the empire of Alexander the Great was di-

vided after his death, or to their time.
E Grifff XII. 362 The interests of these Diadochi

Uiadochian ornamentation.

Diadochite fdai,a;-d<!fk3it). Min. [mod. f. Gr.

Stdoo^os (see prec.) + -ITE. Named by linithau'it in

1 8.5 7, from his belief that phosphorus had succeeded
arsenic in its composition.] Hydrous phosphate
and

sulphate
of iron, of brown or yellowish colour

and resinous appearance.
1850 I IAN v Min. H54 . 1851 WATTS tr. Gmelin's Chem. V.

2<6 Diadochite. . Resembles iron-cinder in. .appearance.

II Diadosis .dsi,:c-d<fcis). Med. [a. Gr. itadoai,,
f. 5ca5i50roi to hand over, distribute.] a. Distri-
bution of nutritive material to the body. b. Re-
mission or decline of a disease.

1711 in BAILEY. 1811 in HOOPER Med. Diet.

t Di'adrom, -ome. 06s. [ad. Gr. o<o8oo/jr} a
running through or across, f. om + Spoil- ablaut stem
of tpaiitiy to run.] A vibration of a pendulum.
1661 BOVLE Examen v. (1682) 55 In Water the Diadromcs

are so much more slow [than in air], 1690 LOCKE Hunt.Unti.
iv. x. 8 10. 293 A Pendulum, whose Diadroms ..are each
equal to one Second of Time.

Diaeresis (dai^T/sis, -i-rftis). Also dieresis.

[a. L. diuresis, a. Gr. Smlpeo-ts, n. of action f.

ttaiff-uy to divide, separate.]
L The division of one syllable into two, esp. by the
KpmtioD of a diphthong into two simple vowels.
1656 BLOUNT

Glossog_r. s.v. Dieretic, The figure Diseresis,
whereby one syllable is divided into two parts, as Evolnisse

>lvisse. 1755 JOHNSON, Dixresis.the separation or
disjunction of syllables ; as air. 1887 ROBY Lat. Gram.
(ed. 5) i. 478 Dixresis,

'

separation
'

of one vowel sound into
two ; e. g. Orphlus for Orpheus also the treatment of a
usually consonantal v as a vowel ; e. g. sltiiac for sievae.

b. The sign [] marking such a division, or,
more usually, placed over the second of two vowels
which otherwise make a diphthong or single sound,
to indicate that they are to be pronounced sepa-
rately.
iii COTGR. Nnnn, Dixresis is when two points ouer a
oral dmide it from another vowell, as boul, aueuf.
1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey) s. v. Dixresis, An e, I or a

w,
to show that such a vowel is sounded by it selfand

not joyn'd with any other, so as to make a Diphlhongue.
1767 G. SHARK Grk, Tongue 16 <R.i If any two vowels
arc to be read as two distinct syllables, the latter is marked
with a diarresis, or two dots over it ; woiV, boy, and air'irro?,
sleepless. 18x4 J. JOHNSON Typogr. II. xi. 284 The diatresis
.") separates two vowels, that they may not be taken for
a diphthong.
2. Prosody. The division made in a line or a verse
when the end of a foot coincides with the end of a
word.

1844 BECK & FELTONtr. Hunk's Metres y) From the coin-
cidence and disagreement of verse-series and word-series
springs the idea of the dixresis and cxsura (iiauxiric and
Tomj>, abscission and incision.

J. Surg; Separation of parts normally united, as
by a wound or burn, the lancing of an abscess, etc.
1706 in PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey). 1717-51 CHAMBERS Cycl.

sjv.
Diuresis, There are five manners of performing the

ixresis viz. by cutting, pricking, tearing, drawing and
mrnmg. 1883 Syd. Soc. Lex., Dixresis, a division of partsfrom a wound, or burn ; a solution of continuity, produced
ny mechanical means.
4. gen. (nonce-use.} Division, separation.
1856 Autumn Life Wardlam xiii. 33I This diaeresis

ol opinion has separated ethical writers into two sections.

Diaeretic (ibi.i-re-tik *., a. and si. Also die-
retic. [ad. Gr. SiaiptTtKus divisible, of or by
division, f. tkcuptTos, vbl. adj. f. oiaioefx : see prec
cf. F. dieretique (Littre).]
A. a,ij. Of, pertaining to, or by means of dueresis

or division.

1640 G. WATTS tr. Bacon's Adv. Learn, vi. ii. 731 The
thers [methods), as the analytic, systatic, diabetic, etc.
1656 BLOI-NT Glossogr., Dieretick, pertaining to a division,or the figure Diajresis. 1851-60 MAVNE Expos. Lex. 260 i

Kenan power to divide, dissolve, or corrode ; escharotic
COTI?>'ve, dieretic. 1883 Syd. Soc. Lex^ Dieretic.
B. sb. Med. \ caustic or corrosive agent Ol>s.

1731 HAH IY, Diuretics, medicines which corrode and eat.
1

TT?- *
' 'V'*'' ^"-' Dilrftic> an old term for a caustic.

.uiatragma, -fragme, obs. ff. DIAPHRAGM.
Diagenesis vclaia,d.3e nesis). [mod. f. Gr. S,a-

across + 7<Wis generation, origination : GENESIS.]
Transformation by dissolution and recombination
of elements. Hence Diacjene'tic a., of or pertain-
ing to diagenesis.
i8M T. S. Hi XT Mineral Phtsiol. 4 Physiogr. 173 The

lions, .resulting not only in the conversion ofamorphous
> crystalline bodies, but in the breaking up of old com-

cmaiions, as well as in the union of unlike matters median!-
-ally mingled to form new crystalline species, are instruc-
tive examples of what Gumbel has termed diagtnesis. Ibid.,n instructive phase in this diagenetic process is that ofthe
gradual conversion of smaller crystalline grains or crystals
into larger ones.

307

Biageotropic (daiaiclT/.otr^pik), a. Bot. [f.
Gr. oia across + yij, y<o- the earth + ipoztitis belong-
ing to turning.] Characterized by diageotropism.
'880 C. & F. DARWIN Movem. PI. 189 The rhizomes of

Sparganium ramosum grow out horizontally in the soil to
a considerable length, or are diageotropic. i88> F. DARWIN
in .\*it/in XXV. 600 A diageotropic organ is one which
possesses the power of growing at nght angles to the line of

gravitation.

Diageotropism (<bra|d3Vr<>
r

piz'n>). Bot.

[f. prec. : see -ISM.] The tendency in parts of

plants to grow transversely to the earth's radius.
1880 C. & F. DARWIN Mmem. PL 5 Diageotropism, a

position more or less transverse to the radius of the earth.

Diaglyph (dai-aglif). rare. [f. stem of Gr.

ItayXiHfxiy to carve through, carve in intaglio, f.

810- through 4- y\v<piar to carve: in mod.F. diaglyphe
(Hatz.-Darm.).] A sculpture or engraving in which
the figures are sunk below the general surface ; an
intaglio. Hence Diaglyphic a., pertaining to, or
of the nature of, such sculpture.
Evelyn's name for the art is after Gr. yAi*J>irj (sc. TC'XI-IJ).
[i6 EVELYN Chalcogr. (17691 16 Diagtyphice, when

hollow, as in seals and inlaglias. 1819 P. NiCHOLSox^r//.
Diet. I. 9 The Diaglyphice where the strokes [of the figures]
are indented.) 1864 WEBSTER, Diaglyphic. iMo-Centnry
Diet., Diaglyph.

Diagnosable (daiagnou-zSb'l), a.
[f. next +

ABLE.] Capable of being diagnosed.
1891 Scot. Leader 24 Sept. 6 Before it [tubercular disease]DOBe in the individual diagnoseable.

Diagnose (d3iagnc?a-z\ v. Med.
[f. next ; cf.

anastomose, metamorphose (immediately after F.
verbs in -oscr from a sb. in -0tt).] trans. To
make a diagnosis of (a disease), to distinguish and
determine its nature from its symptoms ; to recog-
nize and identify by careful observation.
1861 WVNTER Soc. Bees 339, I was enabled to diagnose the

complaint at once. 1877 ROBERTS Handbk. Med. (ed. 3) I.

231 Articular rheumatism has also to be diagnosed from the
other forms. 1887 Homeop. World i Nov. 497, I diagnosed
chronic jaundice.
Jft
diaj
difficult for me to diagnos...
surgeon

' who wrote to you.
b. absol. or intr.

i88a ATTFIELD in Stattdard 23 Aug. 2/2 The pharmacist.,
attempting to diagnose while knowing nothing about the
human frame.

Diagnosis (daiagiKJu-sis). PI. -oses. [a. L.

diagnosis, Gr. Sidyvatats, n. of action f. Siayiyvw-
axftv to distinguish, discern, f. Sta- through, thor-

oughly, asunder + wuiaitdr to learn to know,
perceive. In F. diagnose in Moliere : cf. prec.]
1. Med. Determination of the nature of a diseased

condition
; identification of a disease by careful in-

vestigation of its symptoms and history ; also, the

opinion v formally stated) resulting from such in-

vestigation.
1681 tr. Willif Rem. Sled. Whs. Vocab., Diagnosis, di-

DIAGONAL.

SIR

by the signes. .of the same. 1654 WHITLOCK Zootomia
Ihe Diagnostick and disease-discovering Part. 1775
L. BARRY Ooserv. Wines 394 The diagnostic knowledge . .

of these symptoms. 1881 1. SHEPPARD in l.atv Times 4 Oct.
373/3 The judgment and diagnostic skill of the . . medical
practitioner.

2. Of value for purposes of diagnosis, discrimina-
tion, or identification

; specifically characteristic,
distinctive : a. in Med. b. in Jiiol. ; c. fen.
a. 1650 BULWER Anthropomet. 4 A to the signet Diag-

nostick, a vitious figure of the head is known by sight. 1737
BRACKEN Farriery Impr. (,756, I. 306 The Diagnostkk
Slgni of a Dog truly mad. 18*5 Lancet 26 Sept. 562 The
most important diagnostic signs of pleura! effusion.
b. i86 SIR H. HOLLAND Ess., Lift + Orpinization 79

llie teeth . . so important a diagnostic mark. 1871 OLIVER
Elem. Bot. n. 124 I'he brief characters which . . distinguish
these species from each other are said to be diagnostic.
1875 BUCKLAND Log^lt. 244 Much has been said as to the
tail being a diagnostic mark between the wild and tame cat,

_
O. 1669 Address Yng. Gentry Eng. 17 Necessary aphor-

isms to regulate their own lives by, and be diagnostic of all
others. 1803 Edin. Rev. I. 256 note, The self-reviewing
philosophy would have been a term more diagnostic. 1888
Pall Mall G. 28 Apr. 11/2 The Times cannot regard the
Mid Lanark election as possessing any particular diagnostic
value.

B. sb. ; sometimes in collect, pi. diagnostics.
L DIAGNOSIS i.

i6s HART Anat. Ur. i. ii. 13 Diagnosticke whose most
common scope is to discerne. .the sick and infirme from the
whole. 1669 W. SIMPSON Hydro/. Chym. 94, I fear the
Doctor mistakes in his diagnosticks. 1753 N. TORRIANO
Catigr. Sore Throat 10 From this Appearance of the Blood,
no Diagnostic can be formed of the Disease. 1803 Med.
JrnL IX. 126 The disease, the diagnostic of which he found
difficult to determine. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. IV. 530
RadclifTe. -had raised himself to the first practice in London
chiefly by his rare skill in diagnostics.

Jig. 1769 BURKE Late St. Nat. Wks. 1842 I. 89 The false

diagnostick of our state physician. 1874 L. STEPHEN Hours
in Libr. (1892) I. ix. 335 May be described as a system of
religious diagnostics.
2. A distinctive symptom or characteristic, a

specific trait : a. in Med. b. Biol. and gen.
8. 1651WITTIE Primrose's Pop. Err. 225 That Physitian . .

fg. 1879 TOURCEE Fool's Err. ii. ii Her heart had '

*>?*'">?
fully found out the diagnosticks, and prognosticks

liagnosed the symptoms. 1885 Times 13 Aug. 4/1 It is not
i

?.
dls

f
ase- 7Si SMOLLETT Per. Pic. (1779) II. Ivii. 158

lifficult for me to diagnose., the name ofthe 'former house-
*rn> '"cse diagnostics [the physician] declared that the
OfHttatm nervosum was intimately affected, if
Inquiry vi. 5 23. 194 An unusual appearance in th
of familiar objects may be the diagnostic of a diseai.

1853 READE C/ir. Joiuutoiu 15 You have the
ridlemin-

'

. .

..of pneumonia., that the greatest practical benefit of aus-
cultation will be found. 1855 6. W. HOLMES ?<vwM~274
The diagnosis was made out, They tapped the patient ; so
he died. 1871 BAKER Xitt Tribal. L 8 The crows can form
a pretty correct diagnosis upon the case of a sick camel.
1878 H. S. WILSON Alp. Ascents iv. 132 Then came the
diagnosis to wit a severe contusion and strain of right
knee.

b. transf. and_/f.
1855 H. SPENCER Princ. Psyckol. (1872) II. vi. xviii. 253

Perception is essentially a diagnosis. 1868 T. G. Dl'rr Pol.
Sun>. 113 Our diagnosis of the character of a person. 1801
Spectator i Oct. 438/1 [Swindlers) seem to possess, in an
extraordinarily high degree, the power of moral diagnosis,
of telling what are the weak spots in the mind of the
ordinary man.
2. Biol. etc. Distinctive characterization in precise

terms, (of a. genus, species, etc.).
1853 J. LiNDLEY Vegct. Kingd. 371 Tiliocett, Linden-

blooms .. Diagnosis Malval Exogens, with free stamens
on the outside of a disk, albuminous seeds, and straight
embryo. 1854 BADHAM Holieut. 235 Specimens .. in a fit

condition for diagnosis. 1858 WHEWELL Xov.Org. Kencw. 23
The Diagnosis, or Scheme of the Characters, comes, in the
order of philosophy, after the Classification. 1874 J LYONS
Prin. Science (1877) 708 This operation of discovering to
which class of a system a certain specimen or case belongs,
is generally called Diagnosis. 1880 GLNTHER Fishes 10
The '

Genera Piscium
'

contains well-defined diagnoses of 45
genera.

Diagnost (dai-agn^st\ rare-", [ad. Gr.

o'lairi'cio'Trys one who examines and decides, agent-
n. from Siayiyuioxfiv : see DIAGNOSIS.] = DIAG-
NOSTICIAN".

Diagnostic (daiagnp-stik), a. and si. [ad.
Gr. om-yycvcrTixo? able to distinguish, i) ciayruanifr)
(sc. T'X>T^ the art of distinguishing diseases, f. &a-
yiyruicrxHv : see DIAGNOSIS. Cf. F. diagnostiqut
(i 7th c. in Hatz.-Darm.).]
A. adj.

1. Of or pertaining to diagnosis.iS HART Auat. I'r. i. i. 13 Physicke diagnosticke or
Kmioticke. .teacheth vs to know the nature, .ofthe disease

764 Run
he colour

diagnostic of a disease in the
spectator. 1853 READE C/ir. Joiuutone 15 You have the
maladies of idle minds, love, perhaps, among the rest ; you
blush, a diagnostic of that disorder.
b. .1646 S. BOLTON A rraignm. Err. 144 What are the Diag.

nosticks or marks whereby we may. .discern of errour from
truth. 1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (181 1 1 VII. ix. 53 Oaths,
and curses, the diagnostics of the rakish spirit. 1818Bfat >ni .

Mag. II. 404 The diagnostics (if so technical a term may
'

be allowed) of his conduct, deportment, and conversation.
1816 KIKBY & Sp. Entomol. (1828; IV. xivii. 405 We cannot
point out any certain diagnostic.

Diagno'stically, adv.
[f. prec. + -AL + -LY 2.]

By means of diagnosis, with reference to diagnosis.
1657 G. STARKKY Helmont's I'ind. 51 By Rules set down

to finde out the disease Diagnostically. 1891 Pall MallG.
21 Oct. 5/2 Diagnostically and therapeutically it was only
the amount ofthe dose which determined the effect.

Diagnosticate Cdaiagnp-stikf't;, v.
[f. as prec.

f -.iTK'i : cf. F. diagiiostiquer^ = DIAGNOSE v.

1846 T. CALLAWAV Dislocations (1849) Could it [a compli-
cation] be clearlydiagnosticated. 18*3 LVTTON Caxtoniana
I. 44 It assumes to diagnosticate in cases that have baffled
the Fergusons. 1871 HAMMOND Dis. Nervous Syst. 47 From
thrombosis cerebral congestion is diagnosticated by the
circumstances that, [etc.).

So Diagnostication = DIAGNOSIS.
1883 in Sjtd. Soc. Lex.

Diagnostician (dsi agnpsti-jan). [f. as prec.
+ -IAN.] One who is skilled in diagnosis.
1866 A. FLINT Princ. Med. (1880) 108 The mental quali-

fications ofthe skilful diagnostician. 1894 Pop. Sci. MonthlyXLIV. 478 By the skilled teacher I now mean the one who
is an expert diagnostician of powers.

Diago-meter. Electr. [ad. F. diaeometre, f.

Gr. M)p to carry across, conduct + itA-rpov mea-
sure.] An instrument designed to measure the
electro-conductive power of various substances.
1863-71 WATTS Diet. Ckem. II. 314 Diagomtter, an elec-

trical apparatus, intended for the detection of adulterations
in olive oil, this oil being said to have less electric conduct-
ing power than other fixed oils. 18*6 WORMELL tr. I'm
Lirtojiitsky's Eltctr. in Sen: Man (1890) 109 In the con-

struction_of his diagometer, an instrument which makes use
of the

^different conducting powers of substances for the
determination of their chemical combination.

t Dragon, sb. Obs, [ad. mod.L. diagonus, ad.
Gr. IMMMW: see DIAGONAL.] = DIAGONAL sb. i.

[IS3 SHUTS Anhit. Diva, A strike ouerthwarte the
create square from corner to corner, that line is named
Diagonus.] 1656 BLOUHT Glossogr., Diagon or DiofouaL
t Dragon, v. Obs. rare. [f. prec. ; cf. para-

gon vb.] trans. ? To join by a diagonal line.
1610 W. FOLKINCHAM Art ofSurvey u. v. 55 To Rectilie

the Plot : diagone alternate angles.

Diagonal (dai^-gonal), a. and sb. [ad. I..

diagcnalis (Vitruvius}, f. Gr. Itafuv-iot from angle
to angle, f. Sid across + ytevia. angle : see -AL 1. 3.

Cf. F. diagonal (I3th c. in Littre).]
A. adj.

1. Geom. Extending, as a line, from any angular



DIAGONAL.

point of a quadrilateral or multilateral figure to an

opposite or non-adjacent angular point. (Also ap-

plied to a plane extending from one edge of a solid

figure to the opposite edge.) Hence gen. Extending
from one corner of anything to the opposite corner.

1541 [implied in DIAGONALLY]. 1563 StwrzArcAit, Civ a,

The diagonall line marked B. 1570 BILI.INGSLEY Euclid xi.

xxxix. 354 Diagonall lines drawen from the opposite angles.
1660 BLOOME Archil. Ab, The square .. crossed with two

Diagonall lines. 1823 H. J. BROOKE Introd. Crystallogr.
12 The diagonal plane of a solid . . is an imaginary plane
passing through the diagonal lines of two exterior parallel

planes. 1859 R. F. BURTON Centr. Afri in Jrnl. Gcog, Soc,

XXIX. 156 From east to west the diagonal breadth of

Mgunda Mk'hali is 140 miles.

2. More loosely: Having an oblique direction

like the diagonal of a square or other parallelogram;
lying or passing athwart ;

inclined at an angle other

than a right angle (usually about 45).
1665 [see 4]. 1796 Instr. $ Keg. Cavalry (1813) 57 By the

diagonal march of divisions either to front or rear. 1821

CRAIG Lect, Draining \\. 350 A supposed diagonal line from
the outer corner of each eye. 1831 LARDNER Pnenmat. iv.

257 Every change in the position of the surface of the

mercury .. will be three times as great in the diagonal
barometer as it would be in the vertical one. 1851 DE LA
BECHK Geol. Obs. 612 Diagonal arrangements of the minor

parts, .are very common in many sandstones. 1867 SMYTH
Sailor's Word-bk.^ Diagonal braces, knees, planks, etc. are
such as cross a vessel's timbers obliquely. 1876 MATHEWS
Coinage i. 7 On some English coins of last century the milling
is diagonal to the edge.

3. Marked with diagonal or oblique lines, or

having some part placed diagonally or obliquely.
Diagonal bellows : a bellows (in an organ) having its sides

inclined at an angle. Diagonal^ cloth : a twilled fabric

having the ridges diagonal, i.e. running obliquely to the lists.

Diagonal couching (m needlework) : couching in which the
stitches form a zig-zag pattern. Diagonal scale! a scale

marked with equidistant parallel lines crossed at right angles
by others at smaller intervals (e.g. fa of the larger), and
having one of the larger divisions additionally crossed by
parallels obliquely placed ; used for measurement of small
fractions (e.g. hundredths) of the unit of length.

i679 SIR J. MOORE Math. (1681) 224 Then taking i or 10
from any line of equal parts or Diagonal Scale, prick it on AD
six times. 1824 Gill's Tcchn. Repos. VI. 199 The proposed
Diagonal Pavement in the streets of London. 1876 HILES
Catech, Organ, viii. (1878) 52 Afterwards diagonal or wedge-
shaped bellows came into use. 1879 MOSKI.EY Naturalist
on Challenger 473 A wide patch of diagonal ornamentation

upon the abdomen. 1882 CAULFEILD & SAWARD Diet,
Needlework 152 Diagonal couching . . is chiefly employed in

Church Work. 1883 A. E, SEATON Mar. Engineering 55
Any engine whose cylinders are not perfectly horizontal may
. .be called Diagonal.
4. Comb.) as diagonal-built #., (a boat or ship)

having the outer skin consisting of two layers of

planking making angles of about 45 with the keel

in opposite directions; diagonal-planed a. (see

quot. 1805-17); diagonal-wise <&&. = DIAGON-
ALLY.

1665 Phil, Trans. I. 84 They may make up a Cylinder
cut Diagonal wise. 1805-17 R. JAMESON Char. Min. (ed. 3)
212 A crystal is said to be diagonal planed, when it has facets
..situated obliquely. 1869 R. W, MEADE Naval Archit.

416 In diagonal-built boats the skin consists of two layers of

planking.
B. sb.

1. Geoni. A diagonal line ;
a straight line joining

any two opposite or non-adjacent angles of a recti-

lineal figure (or of a solid contained by planes).
[ I5^3 SHUTE Archit. C ij b, A lyne ouerthwart from the

one corner to the other, which line is called Dyagonalis.}
1571 DIGC.ES Pantom. iv. v. V iv, Wherby the diagonal ex-
ceedeth the side pentagonal. i66a HOBBES Seven Prob.
Wks. 1845 VII. 62 You pitched upon half the diagonal for

your foundation. 1827 HUTTON Course Math. I. 322 The
rectangle of the two diagonals ofany quadrangle inscribed in
a circle. 1831 CARLYLE Sart. Res. i. vii. 33 A square Blanket,
twelve feet in diagonal. 1847 TENNYSON Princ, Concl. 27
Betwixt them both, to please them both, And yet to give the
story as it rose, I moved as in a strange diagonal, And may.
be neither pleased myself nor them. 1871 TYNDALL Fratpn.
>&. (1879) 1. iv. 115 The short diagonal of the large tficol

[prism] was in the first instance vertical.

b. A diagonal
'

line
?
or row of things arranged

in a square or other parallelogram (e.g. of squares
on a chess-board).

C. A part of any structure, as a beam, plank, etc.,

placed diagonally.
1837 GORING & PRITCHARD Microgr. 112 The light stopped

brace, knee, plank, truss, etc., crossing a vessel's timbers
obliquely.

2. = diagonal doth (see A. 3) : a. a soft ma-
terial used for embroidery ; b. a black coating for
men's wear.
1861 URE Cotton Manuf. (ed. a) II. 259 A fustian, with a

small cord running in an obliquedirection . . is called diagonal.
1878 A. BARLOW Hist. Weaving Gloss., Diagonals, fancy
lozenge pattern cloths. 1883 Daily News 19 Sept. 6/6 Thin
meltons, diagonals, and serges. 1890 R. BEAUMONT Colour
inWffvcn Design 268 Diagonals are but plainly coloured.

Diagona-lity. rare.
[f. prec. + -ITY.] The

quality of being diagonal or having an oblique
position.
1859 R. F. BURTON Centr.Afr, in Jrnl.Geog. Soc. XXIX.

290 1 he Katonga river., is supposed to fall into the Nyaiua
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.".This diagonality may result from the compound incline

produced by the northern counterslope of the mountains ..

and the south-eastward depression.

Bia'goiialize, v. rare. [f. as prec. + -BKJ
intr. To move in a diagonal.
1884 TENNYSON Becket \\. ii, His Holiness, pushed

one way
by the Empire and another by England, if he move at all,

Heaven stay him, is fain to diagonalise. Herbert. Dia-

gpnalise ! thou art a word-monger I Our Thomas never will

diagonalise. [Cf. DIAGONAL B. i quot. 1847.]

Diagonally (dsiice-gonali), adv. [f.
as prec.

+ -LY ^.] In a diagonal direction ;
so as to extend

from one angle or corner to the opposite. Also:

In a slanting direction or position, obliquely.
1541 R. COPLAND Gnydon's Quest. Chirurg., Two longe

wayes that descende fro the kydnees that entre by the sydes
of the bladder dyagonelly. 1653 URQUHART Rabelais i.

viii. (1694) I. 29 Six hundred Ells . . of blew Velvet . . dia-

gonally purled. 1774 PENNANT TourScotl. in 1772, 23 The
upper part being set diagonally within the^

lower. 1837
GORING & PRITCHARD Microgr, 121 A coarse piece of canvas,
with the fibres running diagonally. 1855 H. SPENCER Princ.

Psychol. (1870) I. v. ii. 518 The diagonally opposite angle.

t DiagO'nial, a, and sb. Obs. [f.
Or. dtaywvt-

os DIAGONAL + -AL.]
= DIAGONAL; also diagonally

opposite ; Jig. diametrically opposed. Hence

f Diago'nially adv.

1624 WOTTON Archit. (1672) 41 The Diagonial or over-

thwart Line, from Angle to Angle, of the said Square. 1643
MILTON Divorce ii. iii. (1851) 64 Both diagonial contraries.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud, Epid. in. v. 115 The shortnesse

being affixed unto the legs of one side, which might have
been more tolerably placed upon the thwart or Diagoniall
movers. Ibid. 190 Which . . stands a thwart or diagonially
unto the other. 1668 H. MORE Div. Dial. \. xx. (1713) 44
A Quadrate whose Diagonial is commensurate to one of the

Sides is a plain Contradiction. 1678 CUUWORTH Intell. Syst.
i. v.j2& The diameter or diagonial of a square.

Diagoiiic (dsiag^'nik), a. rare. [ad. L. dia-

gonicus (Vitruvius), a. Gr. StayuviKos : see DIA-
GONAL and -ic.]

= DIAGONAL.
1592 R. D. Hypnerotomachia 7 Meeting together over the

Diagonike line. 1881 J. MILNE in Nature 8 Dec. 126
This particular earthquake . . might therefore be called a
transverse or diagonic shock,

i Dia'gonite. Min. [Named by Breithaupt
in 1832 from its obliqne crystallization.] An ob-

solete synonym of BREWSTERITE.
1844 DANA Min. 325.

t Dia'gony. Obs. [ad. L. diagonius, Gr. 5ia-

ywvios DIAGONAL.] = DIAGONAL j.
1690 LEYBOURN Curs. Math. 325 [The Proportion] of the

Hexaedron's. .Side to its Basial Diagony. Ibid. 326 Their
Axes or Diagonies.

t Dia'gorize, v. Obs. rare ~~ 1
. [f. Gr. 9<

through + dyopd public assembly, forum, market-

place + -IZE.] trans. To proclaim in the market-

place.
1633 T. ADAMS Exp. -2nd Peter iii. 4. 1174 Let their pains

. . be employed in weeding up those Diagoriz'd opinions.

Diagram (doi-agram), sb. [a. F. diagraming
or ad. L. diagramma, Gr. Stdypafifui that which is

marked out by lines, a geometrical figure, written

list, register, the gamut or scale in music, f. faaypd-

$etv to mark out by lines, draw, draw out, write

in a register, f. 5ta- through -f- ypd<pfiv to write.]
1. Geom. A figure composed of lines, serving to

illustrate a definition or statement, or to aid in the

proof of a proposition.
Polar diagram '. a spherical polygon, i, e. one traced on

the surface of a sphere, whose sides are arcs joining the

poles of the sides of a given spherical polygon.
1645 N. STONE Enchir. Fort

if.
68 The Diagram on the

Table directs for the making of it thus. Ibid. 74 Diagram,
a word used by the Mathematicks for any thing that is

demonstrated by lines. 1734 BERKELEY Analyst 50 The
diagrams in a geometrical demonstration. 1879 THOMSON
& TAIT Nat. Phil, 1. 1. 134 Another closed or open polygon,
constituting what is called the polar diagram to the given
polygon.
2. An illustrative figure which, without repre-

senting the exact appearance of an object, gives
an outline or general scheme of it, so as to exhibit

the shape and relations of its various parts.
Hence applied to such different designs as a map of the

heavens, a delineation of a crystal, a representation of micro-

scopic forms, etc. Floral diagram (Bot.) : a linear drawing
showing the position and number of the parts of a flower as
seen on a transverse section.

1619 BAINBRIDGE Descr. Late Comet 16, I must entreat

you to examine this following diagram. 1635 N. CARPENTER
Geog. Del. i. v. in To set downe in a Diagram both the
number and order of all the heauenly Orbs. 1727 BRADI.KY
Fam.

Dict.^
s. v. Building, If the Workman be well skill'd

in perspective more than one face may be represented in one
Diagram, scenographically. 1851 BREWSTER Newton (1855)
II. xxii. 304 _

A scroll, on which is drawn a remarkable
diagram relative to the solar system. 1855 THACKERAY
Netvcomes I. xvii. 165 Illustrated by diagrams the interview
which he had with that professor, c 1860 FARADAY Forces
Nat. 175, I have shown in this diagram .. the rays of a
candle. 1875 BENNETT & DYER Sachs' Bot. II. v. 524 Dia-
gram of the flower of Liliaceae.

transf, 1860 EMERSON Cond, Life, Consid. Wks. (Bohn)
II. 420 We learn geology the morning after the earthquake
on ghastly diagrams of cloven mountains. 1876 GEO. ELIOT
Dan. Der. III. xlii. 226 Turning himself into a sort of
diagram instead of a growth.
3. A set of lines, marks, or tracings which repre-

sent symbolically the course or results of any

DIAGRAPH.

action or process, or the variations which charac-

terize it
;

e. g. the intensity of action or quality,
the rise and fall of temperature or pressure, of the

death-rate, rate of emigration, rate of exchange,
the derivation and mutual relation of languages,
etc. b. A delineation used to symbolize related

abstract propositions or mental processes.
Often with defining word prefixed, as indicator-diagram

(in the steam-engine), acceleration-^ force- t velocity-dia'

gram .

1839 R. S. ROBINSON Nant. Steam Eng. 157 The diagram
points out that the steam port was now closed. 1876 Dniiy
Neivs 30 Sept. 2/2 Five successive shots , . within a few feet

of each other ., In small-arm parlance, the gun has made
a wonderfully 'good diagram'. 1885 WATSON KUKBUKY
Math. Th. Electr. # Magn. I. 242 We may represent the

thermoelectric powers of different metals at different tem-

peratures by a diagram. 1893 MINTO Logic i. i. ii. 64 The
relations between the terms in the four forms are represented

by simple diagrams known as Euler's circles.

f 4. After Greek usage : A list, register, or enu-

meration ;
a detailed inscription ; also,

* the title

of a booke
'

(Cockeram 1623). Obs.

1631 WEEVER A tic. Fun. Mon. 8 An Epitaph is. ,an astrict

pithie Diagram, writ .. vpon the tombe .. declaring .. the

name, the age . . and time of the death of the person therein

Interred. i66a STILLINGFL. Orig. Sacr. in. iv. 9 In only
one Family . . he makes a Diagramme consisting of almost
an innumerable company of men.

t 5. Mns. A musical scale, a gamut. Obs,

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr. t Diagram.. \n Musjck is called a

proportion of measures distinguished by certain notes. 1727-

51 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v., Guido Aretine improved this scale,
or diagram, very greatly.

Di'agrain, v. rare. [f. prec. sb.] trans. To
represent by a diagram, make a diagram of. Hence

Diagramed///, a.. Diagraming vbl. sb.

1840 CAKLYLE Heroes i. (1872) 23 They are matters which
refuse to be theoremed and diagramed. 1880 New Eng.
Jrnl. Educ. 20 May 327/3 The specimens of diagraming
sent us. 1884 Health Exhib, Catal. 144/1 Diagrammed
results of experiments. 1884 F. V. IRISH Gram, or Anal, by
Diagram Pref. 3 To diagram a few easy sentences.

Diagramic [dai&grwmik), a. rare. [f. prec.
SDt + -jo.] Of the nature of a diagram ; diagram-
matic. Hence Diagra mically adv., in the manner
of a diagram.
1839 TaiCs Mag. VI. 701 Referring our readers now to

the diagramic wood-cuts. 1883 Philad. Times 18 Apr.
(Cent. Diet.), The folds of her skirts hanging diagramically
and stiffly.

Diagrammatic (dai'agramre-tik), a. [f. Gr.

Staypaftpar- stem of Sidypafifta DIAGRAM + -1C, after

Gr. ypanftaTtKos.] Having the form or nature of

a diagram ; of or pertaining to diagrams.
1853 SIR W. HAMILTON Discuss, (ed. 2) App. ii. 667 Aris-

totle undoubtedly had in his
eye,

when he discriminates the

syllogistic terms, a certain diagrammatic contrast of the

figures. Ibid. 671 note, The several diagrammatic figures
are also each in a different position. 1854 J. SCOFFERN in

Orr's Circ. Sc. Chem. 305 The appended diagrammatic
scheme. iSfia H. SPENCER First Princ. IL x. 87 (1875)
268 Diagrammatic representations of births, marriages, and
deaths. 1873 GEIKIE Gt. Ice Age xviii. 242 Diagrammatic
view of drift deposits of the basin of the Forth. 1884 BOWER
& SCOTT De Bary's Phaner. 522 This arrangement appears
with quite diagrammatic regularity in . . bast.

Diagramma'tical, a. [See -AL.] =;prec.
1880 Sat. Rev. 15 May 637 In a diagrammatical form.

Diagramma'tically, adv. [f. prec. + -LY -.]

In the form of a diagram; with diagrammatic

representation.
1853 SIR W. HAMILTON Discuss, (ed. 2) App. ii. 671 note,

For the first syllogistic figure, the terms, without authority
from Aristotle, are diagrammatically plactd upon a level.

1875 CROLL Climate fy T. xix. 313 The variations of eccen-

tricity . . are represented to the eye diagrammatically in

Plate iv. 1881 F. O. BOWER in Jrnl. Microsc. Sc, 15 Jan.,
The tissues of the root cap are more diagrammaticaliy
arranged.

Diagrammatize (daiagnrmatsiz), v. [f.
Gr.

SiaypapnaT- stem of btaypajufui DIAGRAM + -IZE
;

cf.

Gr. SiaypafifAtfav.] trans. To put into the form

of a diagram ; to exhibit in a diagram.
1884 W. JAMES in Mind Jan. 18 It can be diagrammatised

as continuous with all the other segments of the subjective
stream. 1893 A thenxum 2 Dec. 773/3 There is not a single

picture of a section ; they have all been diagrammatized.

Diagrammeter (dwagnE'm&ai). [f.
DIA-

GRAM sb. + -METER.] (See quot.)
1876 Catal. Sci. App. S. Kens. 270 Holt's Diagrammeter.

This instrument is specially made for measuring the ordi-

nates of indicator-diagrams . . and is used much after the

manner of a parallel rule,

Diagraph (dai-agraf), sbl [f.
Gr. $taypa<prj

diagram, description, etc. f. 8m- through + ypa^r}

writing : cf. med.L. diagraphum
'

descriptio census
'

(Du Cange),]
\- 1. A description. Obs.

1727 in BAILEY vol. II.

2. = DIAGRAM 3 b. rare.

1853 SIR W. HAMILTON Discuss. App. ii. (ed. 2) (yjinote^
What is indeed noticed and acknowledged . . as a variation

from 'Aristotle's diagraph'. . the Major Term is not, in^any
way, placed 'nearer to' and 'further from the Middle,' for

the Second and Third Figures.

Diagraph (dai-agraf), sb2 [a. F. diagraphe,
f. stem of Gr. 8iaypa<j>-ctv to mark out by lines,

draw; cf. DIAGHAM.]



DIAGRAPH. 800 DIALECT.

1. An instrument used lor drawing mechanically

projections of objects, enlarged copies of maps, etc. ;

it consists of a pencil governed by cords and

pulleys,
and guided l>y the application of a pointer

in the object to be copied.
1847 CRAK;, Diagraph^ a certain instrument used in per-

invented by M. Gavard, Paris. 1851
A.i////'. Caial. HI. 1187 Diagraphs and pantographs, tor

(..pyinK maps. 1878 HARTLKY tr. Tof-inarJs Antkrof. \\.

iii. 261; I li* diagraph of Gavard. Note. Instrument by the

lirlp iif uhi.ii ihuwings [of the skull] by projection are

uU.tincd.

2. A combined protractor and scale used in

plotting.

Di'agraph, v. rare. [f.
Gr. toyptyci?: see

lu-xt.] trans. To represent diagrammatically ;
^

DlAdUAM 7'.

1889 J. M. ROBERTSON Ess. Crit. Method 54 A set of

formulas supposed to describe or diagraph the dramatic

I.I.K tin- of Shaltipere.

Diagraphic (dai&gra'filO, a.
[f.

Gr. 8m-

y(M*l>-fiv to mark out by lines, Staypaiprj marking
out by lines, geometrical figure, diagram + -1C, after

(ir. ypatptfcos.] Of or pertaining to drawing or

graphic representation. Hence also Diagra pliical

a. Obs., in same sense. Diagra pliics, the art of

drawing.
1
1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 537 The art Diagraphice, that is

to *:iy, the skill to draw and paint in box-tables.] 1623
COCKKRAM, Diagrajfical arti\\\t art of painting, or caruing.
1656 KLOUNT Glossogr.^ Diagraphick Art, the art of paint*
ini; or graving. 1801 FUSELI in Lecf. Paint, i. (1848) 353

,'hic process .. is the very same with the linear
one we have described.

II Diagrydium. Phann. Also 5 -gredie, 7

-gredium. [L, diagrydium (Ca-lius Aurelianus
? 5th c.), according to Littre a corruption, through
association with names of drugs in i/ia-, of Gr,

BMpvtfw *a kind of scammony ', dim. of ddttpv

tear, drop. In F. diagrtde.] An old name for

a preparation of scammony, used in pharmacy.
1436 Pol. Poems {Rolls) II. 173 Wee shulde have no nede

in skamonye, Turbit, euforbe, correcte, diagredie. a 1600
Customs Duties (Brit. Mus. Add. MS. No. 25697), Digre-
dum, the pounde. vis. viij</. 1625 HART Artat, Ur. n. xi.

127 Mingled with .. powder of Diagridium. 1651 BIGGS
New Disfi. P 106 They hide Scammony under the name of

liiit^rfctiitin. 1741 CotnfiL Pant. Piece I. i. 66 Take . . Dia-

gridium and Tartar-Vitriolate a Dram. 1825 BRANDE Man.
rh.irmacy 157 In some old Pharmacopoeia .. methods of

correcting the acrimony of scammony are described, and to
such preparations they gave the name of diagridia.
Hence Dlagrydiate a. y made with diagrydium.

Also as sbt : see quots.
1657 Phys. Di'ct., DiagridiateS) medicines that have seam-

by diagrydiates. 1755 JOHNSON, Diagrydiates^ strong pur*
gatives made with diagrydium.

Diaheliotropic (dai&fhiilirtxp-pik), a. Bot.

[f. Gr. dtd across + 77X105 sun -f rpoirtK6s pertaining
to turning.] Growing or moving transversely to

the direction of incident light ;
of or pertaining to

diaheliotropism.
1880 F. DARWIN in Nature No. 582. 179 A diaheliotropic

i lias an inherent tendency to place itself at right angles
to the direction of the light. 1880 C. & F. DARWIN Mwetn.
PI.

4^41 Diaheliotropic movements.

Diaheliotropism (daiaihni^-tr^piz'm). Bot.

[f. as prec. : see -ISM.] A tendency in leaves and

organs of plants to grow transversely to the direc-

tion of incident light.
1880 C. & F. DARWIN Movem. PI. 5 Diaheliotropism may

express a position more or less transverse to the light and
induced by it. i88a F, DARWIN in Nature 27 Apr. 600 The
power, .called Transversal Htliotropismus by A. B. Frank,
we have called diaheliotropism.

Diahydric, a. [f. DIA-! + Gr. C&tp water + -ic.]
1883 Syd. Sec. Le.v.

t Diahydric^ through water; a term
applied by C. J. Williams to the percussion note obtained
from an organ separated from the parietes by a layer of fluid.

Dial tdsi'al), sbl Also 5 dyale, dyel, 5-7
dyal(l, diall. [Presumably a derivative of L. dies
a day, through a med.L. adj. dial-is daily (repr.
in Ou Cange by diale^diurnale (

as much land as

could be ploughed in a day*, and dialitcr adv,

daily.) Outside Eng., however, dial'v* known only
from a single OF. instance in Froissart, in which
the dyal in clockwork is said to be ' the daily wheel
(roe journal] which makes a revolution once in a

day, even as the sun makes a single turn round the
earth in a natural day'. This would answer to
a med.L. rota dialis : the transition from ' diurnal
wheel

'

to
'

diurnal circle' is easy. But more evi-

dence is wanted.]
1. An instrument serving to tell the hour of the

day, by means of the sun's shadow upon a gra-
duated surface ; a SUN-DIAL.
1430 L.YDG. C/iron. Troy \. v, For by the dyal the hour

they g.m to marke. ('1440 Promp. Parv, 120 Dyale, or
dyel or an horlege (dial or diholf of an horlagc). 1530
PALSGR. 213/9 Diall to knowe the houres by the course of
the sonne, quadrant. 1535 COVERDALE 2 King* xx. n The
shadowe wente backe ten degrees in Achas Dyall. 155*

HULOET, Diall set vpon a chymney or wall to knowe what
is a clocke by the sunnc, scfatsricmt. 1593 SIIAKS. 3 Hen.
VI, 11. v. 24 To carue out Dialis queintly, point by point,
Thereby to sec the Minutes how they runne. 1647 WAKD
Simp. Ciller 39 Where clocks will stand, and Dials nave no
light. 1719 "i in HC /in\iris v. i, How, like the dial's tardy-
moving shade, Day after day slides from us unperceiv'd.
i7> GAY Poems (1745) I. 151 Here to sev'n streets sev'n
dials count the day. 1799 VINCE (.*/;w/. iv. (1810) 56 A clock
or wat< h may. .be regulated by a good dial. 1878 B. TAYLOR
Deukalton i. vi. 50 'I he Hour shall miss its place, And the
shadow recede on the dial's face.

b. fig' 53 DOUGLAS JEneis i. Prol. 347 Venerable
Chaucer. .Hevmlie trumpat, horleige and reguleir . .coiidit,
and diall. 1854 J- FOHHKS Tour Alt. Blanc Introd. n The
stately march of the glacier is yet a stage more slow, months
and even years are but the units of division of its dial.

2. \Yith qualifyingwords descriptive ofthe various

forms of the sun-dial : e.g. declining, horizontal^

primary, reflecting, universal, vertical (etc.) dial.

1688 K. HOLME Armoury in. 373/1 Pendant Dials which
are hung by the Hand ..commonly called Equinoctial or
Universal Dials, are most used by Sea-Men and Travellers
that oft shift Latitudes. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Erect
declining Hints, Dials whose Planes are not directly opposite
to any of the Four Cardinal Points, but decline from the
Meridian or prime Vertical Circle. 178* Archseokgia VI.

143 Vitruvius says they had horizontal, vertical, and declin-

ing dials. 1819 P. NICHOLSON Architect. Diet. I. 332 De-
inclining Dials, such as both decline and incline, or recline.

b. With various qualifying words, as night- or

nocturnal dial (-MOON-DIAL), RING-DIAL, SUN-
DIAL.

s6o$CAMDEN AY;//. 165 Which bare a Sunne-diall and the
Sun setting. 1667 Phil. Trans. II. 435 A large King-Dial. .

having a Box with a Compass or Needle. 1717-51 CHAMBERS
Cycl. t Moon-Dial &c Lunar Dial, is that which shews the
hour of the night by means of the light;

or shadow, of the
moon. Ibid., Nocturnal or Night-Dial, is that which shews
the hours of the night. 1820 W. IRVING Sketch. Bk. I. 66
The neighbours could tell the hour by his movements as

accurately as by a sun dial.

f3. A timepiece or chronometer of any kind;
a clock or watch. 06s. Also with qualifying words
as WATER-DIAL, etc.

I55* HULOET, Diall, clepsydra, horologinm. 1580 BARET
Alv. D 651 A diall measuring houres by running of the water

..clepsydra. 1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholay's I'oy. \.

xvii. 19 b, The Ambassadour sent his presents . . one small
clocke or

dyall.
1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L. n. vii. 20 And then

he drew a diall from his poake, And. .Sayes, very wisely, it

is ten a clocke. 1611 COTGR., Horloge deau, a Clepsydra,
or water Dyall. 1660 BOYLE New Exp. Phys. Mech. xii.

339 One of those accurate Dyals that go with a Pendulum.
1662 GERBIRR Pritic. 40 Motions, .no more to be discovered,
than that of the Hand of a Diall. 1676 Norths Plutarch
765 note, Like a water Diall or Clepsydra.
^fig- 1556 J- JONES (title), The Dial of Agues. 1557

NORTH (titte), Gueuara's Diall of Princes. 1582 BENTLEY
Man. Matt-ones Pref. B j b, A delectable diall for to direct

you to true deuotion. c 1600 in C. B. MARKHAM Fighting
I'eres (1888) 345 He was the very dial of the army, by which
we knew when we should fight.

4. The face of a clock or watch ; the surface

which bears the graduations and figures marking
the hours, etc. Cf. DIAL-PLATE.
1575 LANEHAM Let. (1871) 54 Too Dyallz ny vnto the

battilments ar set aloft vpon too of the sidez of Cezarz
toour .. to sheaw the oourz too the tooun and cuntree.

163* SHERWOOD s. v. Dial, The hand of a clock-dyall, la.

monstre dun Horloge. 1747 Geiit. Afag, 224 Varnished,
and silvered in all respects as a clock-dial. 1750 JOHNSON
Rambler No. 42 F 8, I walk in the great hall and watch the
minute hand upon the dial. 18*3 P. NICHOLSON Pract.
Build. 569 The part where the dials of the clock are placed
is of an octagonal form. 1884 F. J. BRITTEN Watch ty

Clockm. 85 Sir Edmund Beckett advocates a concave form
for the dials of public clocks.

b. fig. a 1680 BUTLER Rent. (1759) II. 214 The Face is

the Dial of the Mind.

1 5. A mariner's compass. Obs.

i$3 FITZHERB. Surif. xx. 38 It is necessarie that he haue
a Dyall with hym for els . . he shall nat haue perfyte know-
lege whiche is Eest West Northe and Southe. 1559 W.
CUNNINGHAM Cosmogr. Glasse 85 Whan the nedle standeth

stedfastlye in the right Line wythin the Diall, it dothe as
it were poynte directlye North and South. 1391 SYLVESTER
Du Bartas i. Hi. 986 For first inuenting of the Sea-man's
Diall. 1600 J. PoRYtr. Leo's Africa I. 34 Cabodas Agulhas,
or the cape of Needles, because there the needles ofdialles

touched with the loadstone, stand directly North. 1641
ROGERS Naatnan 830 The needle of the Diall set just on
the North point . . shakes not.

b. Mining. A miner's compass for underground

surveying.
1669 E. MONTAGU tr. Barba** Metals^ etc. (1740) 286

Having provided yourself of a Dial in a square Box. 1778
W. PRYCE Atin, Cornvb. 207 Apply the side of the dial to

the string, and take the degree the needle stands on. 1875
URE Diet. Arts II. 18 The compass used in underground
surveying is called a miner's dial, and is essentially the same
instrument as the circumferentor used by the land-surveyor.

8. An external plate or face on which revolutions,

pressure, etc. are indicated by an index-finger or

otherwise, as in a gas-meter, telegraphic instru-

ment, steam or water-gauge, etc.

1747 Genii. Mag. 223 Move one tooth every revolution of
the wheel, thereby discovering the true distance of places
by the index on the dial. 1843 Penny Cycl. XXIV. 154/1
For communication . . this object may be effected by a me-
chanical connection, by chains or wires, between two dials

with revolving indexes or
pointers. 1875 Vvx. Diet. Arts

II. 233 Let us now turn to the face of the instrument. Here
we have a dial and an index, which is on the same axis as
the magnclifted needle.

b. With qualifying words, as tide-,

1792 Archteofagia X, 174 This machine of Varro's may be
considered as the first wind-dial at Rome.

C. stattg. The human face.

1811 in Lt. \ii0n Halatroni ni. 1889 /?/>,/ c* /''rtfttom

7 Aug. 3 (Fanner) An absinthe tumbler which caught him
a nasty crack across the dial.

7. A lapidary's instrument for holding a gem
while exposed to the wheel.

It has markers indicating degrees in adjustment, so at
to portion out the circumference of the atone in facets.

1875 URE Diet. Art* III. 43 An important instrument
called a dial, which serves to hold the stone during the

cutting and polishing.
8. attrib. and Comb. a. General, as dial-foot,

-hand)-mottot -stonet -telegraph,, dial-maker, -work.

1884 F. J. BmritN W'aUh $ Clockm. 87 In common
watches pins falling out of the *dial feel is a fruitful source
of trouble. n6oo SHAKS. Sonu. civ, Yet doth beauty, like

a *dial-hand, Steal from his figure and no pace perceived.
1599 MINSHEU .S/. Diet., Kftogero..& *diall-maker. 187$
LANIRR Points t Symphony 157 Each "dial-marked leaf and
flower-bell. 18*1 LAMB /?a, Decay o/Bergars, The stand-

ing *dial-motlos. 1886 \VonMELLtr, VonUrbanitzky'sEUctr.
in .Sen>. Man (18901 804 Of A BC systems where a battery
is employed to furnish the current, Breguet's *Dial Tele-

graph is a good example. 1874 KNIGHT Diet. Mtck., *Dial-
ivo'k (Horology), the motion work between the dial and
movement plate of a watch.

b. Special comb., as dial-less a., without a dial,

having no dial ; dial-like a., like a dial
;
dial-

look, a lock furnished with dials, having hands or

pointers, which must be set in a determinate way
before the bolt will move ; dial-moth, Tortrix

gnomana (Samouelle, Entomol. Compend. 1819);
dial-piece ^ DIAL-PLATE ; dial-plane, the flat-

surface of a sun-dial ; dial-ring, a finger-ring in

the form of a ring-dial; dial-wheel (in a watch),
one of the wheels placed between the dial and

pillar-plate; dial-writer, a type-writer with

a dial. Also DIAL-PLATE.
1865 Athenxum 8 July 49 The 'tower remained ^dial-less

as before. 1851 MAVNE REID Scalp-Hunt. \. 10 Where the
helianthus turns her "dial-like face to the sun. 16590. PELL,

Improv. Sea To Rdr, Upon a "Dial-peece ofa Clock in the

Colledge Church of Glpcester. 1690 LEYBOURN Cnrs.Math.
699 The number of *Dial Plains are 35. 1703 MOXON Mech.
Exerc. 310 A Dyal Plane is that Flat whereon a Dyal is

intended to be projected. 1868 Chambers' Encycl. III.

531/1 A dial consists of two parts the stile or gnomon, .and
the dial-plane. 1877 W. JONES b'inger-ring 453 A *dial-ring

consisting of two concentric rings moving one within the
other. 1727-51 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v. Watch~work t The "dial-

wheel, .serves to carry the hand. 1883 Pall Mall G. 5 May
6/2 The last thing in type-writers, cafled a '

*dial writer '.

Di'al, sfo- A name given in commerce to a su-

perior kind of Kauri gum of a clear pale colour.

1893 Times 14 July 4/4 Gums, Kowrie . . Dial pale yel-

lowish, /ii.

Dial (dai-al), v. [i.
DIAL j.i]

1. trans. Jig. To measure as with a dial
;
to in-

dicate the degree of.

i8ax CAMPBELL in New Monthly Mag. I. 10 Experienced
sensibility is like the gnomon. It measures the altitude
and dials the light of inspiration. 1839 BAILEY /*<$/* (1852)
201 To teach us how to dial bliss, a 1854 TALFOURD (Web-
ster), Hours of that true time which is dialled in heaven.

2. To survey or Jay out with the aid of a dial or

miner's or surveyor's compass.
1653 MANLOVE Lead Mines 164 To make inquiry, and to

view the Rake, To plum and dyal. 1747 HOOSON Miner's
Diet. s. v. Boring, Having exactly dialed it, to the place
where you would have your Shaft to come through, and
laid it out at the Day upon the Surface. 1778 W. PRYCE
Min. Corntib. 203 Most of our Mines and Adits were dialled

for in this manner. 1853 Jnil. R. Agric.Soc, XIV*. i. 153
To cut the gutters with the plough used by him after being
dialled out.

3. To mark as the plate of a dial.

1817 [see DIALLED///. a.\

Dialatik, obs. f. DIALECTIC so.*

Dial-bird, [ad. Hindi dahiyal or dahel, the

native name in Upper India.] An Indian bird

(Copsichus saularis)) also called Magpie-robin;
hence sometimes extended to the genus Copsithus.
1738 E. ALBIN Nat. Hist. Birds III. 17 These Birds were

brought from Bengali in the year 1734, and are called by
the Natives the Dial-Bird. i8ia SMELLIE & WOOD Bnffon s
Nat. Hist. XL 261 The East India bird which the English
that visit the coasts of Bengal term the Dial-bird. 1859
TENNENT Ceylon II. vii. vii. 254 The songster that first

pours forth his salutation to the morning is the dial-bird.

Dialdane (dai,ce-ld^n). Chem. [f.
Di-2 +

ALD(OL -*- -ANB.]
' A compound, CaHu Os , formed

by the condensation of two molecules of aldol, with

elimination of one molecule of water '. Hence
DiaJda nic a. in dialdanic add.
1879 WATTS Diet. Chem. -$rd Suppl. 631.

Dialect (dai-alekt). [a. F. dialcctc (i6th c in

Hatz.-Darm.), or ad. L. diatechtst Gr. 5toAc*ro9 dis-

course, conversation, way of speaking, language of

a country or district, f. &ia\tyto0at to discourse,

converse, f. Sta- through, across + X^TCIV to speak.]
1. Manner of speaking, language, speech ; tsp. a

manner of speech peculiar to, or characteristic of,

a particular person or class ; phraseology, idiom.

1579 E. K. /W. to Spenser's Sheph. Oi/., Neither, .must. .

the common Dialect and manner ut speaking [be] so corrupted



DIALECT.

thereby, that [etc.]. 1599 NASHE Lenten Stuffs (1599)

41 Uy corruption of speech they false dialect and mLsse-

sound it. 1638 Pcnit. Con/, vii. (1657) 191 Such a dialect

which neither Men nor Angels understand. 1663 BUTLER
Hnd. i. i. 93 A Babylonish Dialect, Which learned Pedants
much affect. 1740 J. CLARKE*: Educ. Youth ted. 3) 172 The
Lawyer's Dialect would be too hard for him. 1805 FOSTER
Ess. iv. iv. 163 Naturalized into the theological dialect by
time and use. 1831 CARLYLE Sart. Res. in. vii. (1858) 155
Knowest thou no Prophet, even in the vesture, environment,
and dialect of this age ? 1857 H. REED Lect. Eng. Poets
iii. 87 They lay aside the learned dialect and reveal the
unknown powers of common speech.

fig, 1603 SHAKS. Meas. for M. \. ii. 188 In her youth
There is a prone and speechlesse dialect, Such as moue
men. 1860 EMERSON Cond. Life, Mo<WMrWks> (Bohn)
II. 384 The ocular dialect needs no dictionary.

2. One of the subordinate forms or varieties of a

language arising from local peculiarities of vocabu-

lary, pronunciation, and idiom. (In relation to

modern languages usually spec. A variety of speech

differing from the standard or literary
(

language
*

;

a provincial method of speech, as in
*

speakers of

dialect '.) Also in a wider sense applied to a par-
ticular language in its relation to the family of

languages to which it belongs.
1577 HANMER Anc. Eccles. Hist. 70 Certaine Hebrue

dialectes. 1614 RALEIGH Hist. World n. 496 The like

changes are very familiar in the Aeolic Dialect. 1633
PACITT Christianogr. 73 The Slavon tongue is of great
extent : of it there be many Dialects, as the Russe, the

Polish, the Bohemick,the Illyrian. .and others. vjt&Lond*
Gaz. No. 5497,/i He made a Speech . . which was answered

by the Doge in the Genoese Dialect. 1794 S. WILLIAMS
Vermont 200 A language may be separated into several

dialects in a few generations. 1841 ELPHINSTONE Hist.
Ind. I. iv. 203 Pali, or the local dialect of Maghada, one of
the ancient kingdoms on the Ganges. 1847 HALLIWELL
Diet. Eng. Dialects (1878) 17 The Durham dialect is the

same as that spoken in Northumberland. 1873 HALE In
His Name viii. 71 That dialect of rustic Latin which was
already passing into Italian.

b. attrib.) as dialed speech, speaker>poems } speci-
mens.

f3. = DIALECTIC 5-3.1 i. 06s.

1551 T. WILSON Legi&e (1580) 2 b, Logike otherwise called

Dialecte (for thei are bothe one) is an Arte to trie the corne
from the chaffe. 1677 GALE Crt. Gentiles II. iv. 223 We
may draw forth the force of this Platonic Argument, in

Plato's own dialect thus. 1691 WOOD Ath. Oxon. I. 395 He
had a Tutor to teach him Grammar, and another Dialect.

1698 ]. FRYER Ace. E. Ind. fy P. 362 [They] teach Aristotle's

Dialect, and the Four Figures of Syllogism.
attrib. 1761 STERNE Tr. Shandy IV. 35 The learned ..

busy in pumping her [Truth] up thro' the conduits of dialect
induction.

[Dialect, v. : see List of Spurious Words .]

Dialectal (daiale-ktal), a. [f. prec. + -AL :

cf. mod.F. dialectal,] Belonging to or of the nature

of a dialect.

1831 For. Q. Rev. VII. 380 We cannot consider them mere
dialectal variations. 1834 H. O'BRIEN Round Towers Irel.

121 It was a mere dialectal distinction, appertaining to the

court-language, .of the times. 1873 A.
J.

ELLIS President's
Address in Trans. Philol. Soc. 208 Their historical relations

[are] considered, and their dialectal differences explained.
1880

J.
E. C. WELLDON in Academy 24 July 58 Dialectal

peculiarities might still creep into the Homeric text. 1885
/bid. 29 Aug. 134/2 August Corrodi's dialectal poetry is re-

markable for its humour and naturalness.

Hence Dialecta'lity, dialectal quality.
1864 FURNIVALL in Reader 22 Oct. 514/2 The dialectality

or provinciality of the prefixed h.

Diale'ctally, adv. [f. prec. + -LY 2.] a. In
a dialectal manner; in dialect, b. = DIALECTI-
CALLY i.

1840 G. S. FABER Regeneration 391 The two have no dia-

lectally necessary connection. 1890 F. HALL in Nation
(N. Y.) L. 316/3 An archaism still existent dialectally.

Di'alected, a. nonce-wd. [see -ED 2
.] (In

comb.} Having or speaking a (specified) dialect.

1836 E. HOWARD R. Reefer Iv, The . . cockney-dialected
Josh.

Dialectic (dsiale-ktik),^.! Forms: 4<lialatik,
5 (dialiticus), dialetike, -yk, dyaletyque, 6

dialectik(e, 6-7 -ique, 7-9 -ick, 7- -ic. [a. OF.
dialeelique,-etique (i2thc. in Hatz.-Darm.), ad.L.
dialectica fern, sing., ad. Gr.

i) $ioA./m# (sc.

HX*}) the dialectic art, the art of discussion or
debate, fern. sing, of 5ia\fKTiKos adj. : see next.
The L. dialectica was also treated as a neuter

pi., whence the later Eng. dialectics^
1. The art of critical examination into the truth

of an opinion ; the investigation of truth by dis-
cussion : in earlier English use, a synonym of LOGIC
as applied to formal rhetorical reasoning ; logical
argumentation or disputation.
Originally, the art of reasoning or disputation by question

and answer,
_'

invented ', according to Aristotle, by Zeno of
Elea, and scientifically developed by Plato, by whom the

310

which sense accordingly dialectic and dialectics were first

used in English.
1382 WYCLIF Bible Pref. Ep, Jerome 68 Job. .determyneth

alle the lawes of dialatik, in proposicoun, assumpcoun, etc.

[a 1400-50 Alexander 1583 (Ashm. MS.) Prestis of be la\ye,
Of dialiticus [v.r. dialeticus], and decre, doctours of aythir.]
c 1440 CAPGRAVE Life St. Kath. i. 372 Sche lerned ban be

Hberall artes seuen..The thyrde sciens call |>ei dialetyk..

pe trewth fro be falshed bat techeth for to know. 1481
CAXTON Myrr. i. viii. 34 The seconde science is logyke
whiche is called dyaletyqne. 1586 T. B. La Primaud.
Fr. Acad. 72 Dialectike or Log^ike,

which is to learn the

truth of al things by disputation. 1656 STANLEY Hist.

Philos. v. (1701) 174/2 Dialectick is the Art of Discourse,

whereby we confirm or confute any thing by Questions and
Answers of the Disputants. 1865 GROTE Plato I. ii. 96 Zeno
stands announced as the inventor of dialectic . . the art of

cross-examination and refutation. 1874 W. WALLACE Logic
ofHegel vi. 127 The Platonic philosophy first gave the free

scientific, and thus at the same time the objective, form to

Dialectic. 1882 FARRAR Enrly Ckr. II. 22 He has nothing
of the Pauline method of dialectic. 1889 COURTNEY Mjllvj
The Platonic ideal of Dialectic., the giving and receiving of

reasons.

b. Also in pi. form Dialectics (cf. mathematics\
1641 MILTON Animadv. i.(i8si) 192 Bishop Downam in his

Dialecticks will tell you [etc.], 1781 GIBBON Ded, $ F. III.

Hi. 263 The human faculties are fortified by the art and

practice of dialectics. 1796 BP. WATSON Afiol. Bible 224
You will pardon my unskiffulntss in dialectics. 1853 MARS-
DEN Early Purit, 336 The dialectics of those times afford no

specimens of reasoning more a^'ite than the examinations of
the martyrs. 1873 DIXON Two Queens III. xiv. viii. 112 If

Henry wearied of dialectics.

2. In modern Philosophy : Specifically applied
by Kant to the criticism Nvhich shows the mutually

contradictory character of the principles of science,
when they are employed to determine objects

beyond the limits of experience (i.e. the soul, the

world, God) ; by Hegel (who denies that such

contradictions are ultimately irreconcilable) the

term is applied (a.) to the process of thought by
which such contradictions are seen to merge them-
selves in a higher truth that comprehends them ;

and (b.) to the world-process, which, being in his

view but the thought-process on its objective side,

develops similarly by a continuous unification of

opposites.
1798 WILUCII Elan. Critical Philos. 65, 3. Of the divi-

sion of general Logic, into Analysis and Dialectic. 4.

physic. By Aristotle the term was confined -to the method
of probable reasoning, as opposed to the demonstrative
method of science. With the Stoics, rhetoric and dialectic
formed the two branches of AOYIKI?, logic, in their application
of the term

; and down through the Middle Ages dialectic*
was the regular name of what is now called

'

logic ', in

ance . . which arises from a mere abuse of the analytic.

1838 [F. HAYWOOD] tr. Kanfs Crit. Pure Reason 267
There is therefore a natural and unavoidable dialectick
of pure reason . . which irresistibly adheres to human
reason, and even when we have discovered its delusion,
still will not cease to play tricks upon reason, and to

push it continually into momentary errors. 1856 FERRIER
Inst. Metaph. iv. xvi. 134 This reduction, .could not have
been effected upon any principle of psychological strategy.
It is a manoeuvre competent only to the dialectic of neces-

sary truth. 1874 W. WALLACE Logic of Hegel i. 14 That
dialectic is the very nature of thought, .forms one of the
main lessons of logic. Ibid. vi. 126 By Dialectic is meant
an indwelling tendency outwards and beyond. .Dialectic is

. . the life and soul of scientific progress, the dynamic which
,

alone gives an immanent connexion and necessity to the ,

subject-matter of Science. 1880 J. CAIRO Philos. Relig. I

viii. 229 An idea which expresses the inner dialectic, the \

movement or process towards unity, which exists in and
j

constitutes the being of the objects themselves. 1888
WATSON Philos. Kant 137 Transcendental Dialectic must. .

'

be satisfied with bringing to light the illusion in trans-

cendent judgments, and guarding us against its deceptive
influence.

Dialectic (daiale-ktik), a. and sb.% [ad. L.

dialectic-US^ a. Gr. 5<aAe/mos of or pertaining to

discourse or discussion, f. 5ioA.e/cros ; see DIALECT.
Cf. mod.F. dialectique^\
A. adj.

1. Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of logical

disputation ; argumentative, logical.
1650 B. Discollimimitm 35 If I should read this Dialec-

tique straine to my Mare. 1669 GALE Crt. Gentiles i. i. ii. 14
Their several Modes of Philosophizing, both Symbolic, and
Dialectic. 1843 GLADSTONE Glean. V.Txxix. 68 A more artful

and constant resort to dialectic subtleties. 1846 tr. F. Von
Schlegel's Philos. Hist. 89 This question cannot be settled
.. by mere dialectic strife.

2. Addicted to or practising logical disputa-
tion.

1831 CARLYLE Sari, Res. n. v. (1858) 87 Of which dialectic
marauder . . the discomfiture was visibly felt as a benefit.

1838 THIRLWALL Greece II. xii. 138 A metrical vehicle did
not so well suit Zeno's dialectic genius. 1844 7<W. VIII. 95
Engaged in a learned conversation with the dialectic philo-
sopher Aristoteles.

3. [f. DIALECT + -ic.] Belonging to or of the
nature of a dialect ;

= DIALECTAL.
1813 W. TAYLOR Eng. Synonyms (1856) 51 Is it \prodezza\
mere dialectic variation oiprndenzal 1818WHATELY Rhet.

sa. oc. engal 13 Another alphabet, dialectic of the
Hebrew. 1851 p. WjLBON/WA. Ann. II. iv. i. 185 The close
diatectic affinities between Celtic Scotland and Ireland.
B. JM [The adj. used absolutely.]A dialectic philosopher, one who pursues the

dialectic method
; a critical inquirer after truth

;

r. logical disputant.

DIALECTOLOGY.
1640 G. WATTS tr. Bacoti's Adv. Learn. Pref. 25 As for

Induction, the Dialectiques seem scarce ever to have taken
it into any serious consideration. 1677 GALE Crt. Gentiles
HI. 91 Thou callest a Dialectic one who considers the reason
of every Being : for he that accurately discerneth things
is a Dialectic. 1801 MOORE Nature's Labels 20 As learned
dialectics say, The argument most apt and ample For
common use, is the example.

Eiale'ctical, a. (sb.} [f. as prec. + -AL.]
1. DIALECTIC a. I.

1548 GKST Pr. Masse 116 Theyr argumentation is nothing
dialectical. 1656 STANLEY Hist. Philos. v. (1701} 164 Speech
. .Dialectical, used by such as discourse in short questions
and answers. 1657 North's Plutarch Add. Lives (1676) 39
Instructed in the Rhetorical, Dialectical, and Astrological
Arts. 1850 GROTE Greece ii. Ixvii. VIII. 460 Dialectical
skill in no small degree is indispensable. 1876 A. M. FAIR-
BAIRN in Conlemp. Rev. June 132 The dialectical pot in
which ecclesiastical dogma had been cooked.

b. Belonging to, or of the nature of, dialectic in

its later philosophical developments of meaning.
1788 REID Aristotle^s Log. v. i. 106 When the premises

are not certain but probable only, such syllogisms are called
dialectical. 1838 [F. HAYWOOD] tr. Kant's Crit. Pure
Rt?a$oH6^\5ri:ivrsa\\JQg\c,consideredasOrganon) is always
a Logic of Appearance, that is, is diajecticaf. 1874 W. WAL-
LACE Logic Hegel vi. 128 The physical elements prove to
be Dialectical. The process of meteorological action is the

appearance of their Dialectic. 1877 E. CAIRO Philos. Kant
II. xviii. 633 The Cosmolo^ical argument is a nest of dialec-

tical assumptions. 1888 WATSON Philos. Kant 289 Pure
reason is always dialectical,

2. = DIALECTIC a. 2.

1876 C. M. DAVIES Unorth. Lend. 3^6, I entertained

pleasant recollections from certain experiences at the Dia-
lectical Society.
3. DIALECTAL.
1750 HODGES Job Prel. Disc. (T.) At that time the Hebrew

and Arabick language was the same, with a small dialectical

variation only. 1847 HALLIWELL Diet. Pref. (1878) 7 Separ-
ating mere dialectical forms. 1861 MAX MULLER Sc.Lang.
v. 199 A language, not yet Sanskrit or Greek or German,
but containing the dialectical germs of all.

B. sb. DIALECTIC sd,*- i.

a 1529 SKELTON Replyc. 96 In your dialecticall And prin-

ciples sillogisticall If ye to remembrance call.

Diale'ctically, adv.
[f. prec. + -LY 2

.]

1. By means of dialectic ; in dialectic fashion
;

argumentatively, logically.
1665 J. GOODWIN Filled ^v. the Spirit (1867) 458 You may

argue . . dialectically or with probability. 1692 SOUTH Serin.

(1718) IV. 51 He discoursed, or reasoned dialectically. 1847
GROTE Greece i. xxxvii. (1862) III. 331 Discussed dialecti-

cally, or by reasonings expressed in general language. 1878
HUXLEY in N. Amer. Rev. CXXVII. 48 The most reverend

prelate might dialectically hew M. Comte in pieces.

2. As regards dialect ;
= DIALECTALLY.

1868 G. STEPHENS Runic Man. I. 86 A rune rhay dialecti-

cally . . vary in power, according to locality. 1884 R. S.

POOLE in Encycl, Brit. XVII. 641/1 Two coins, differing

dialectically in their inscriptions, were found in the Tigris.

Dialectician (dsralekti'Jan). [a. .dialectideii

(Rabelais, i6th c.), f. L. dialectic-US DIALECTIC a. :

see -ICIAN.]
1. One who is skilled in dialectic

;
a master of

argument or disputation ; a logician.
a 1695 URQUHART Rabelais in. xix. 155 According to the

Dialecticians. 1-11751 BOLINGBROKE Author, in Relig. xli.

(R.), An art that, .might help the subtile dialectician to op-

pose even the man he could not refute. 1791 S. PARR Sag.
to Print. Paper (R.) (

The great poetical dialectician

[Dryden]. 1827 HALLAM Const. Hist. (1876) I. iv. 218 The
terseness or lucidity which long habits of literary warfare
. . have given to some expert dialecticians. 1851 LONGF.
Gold. Leg. vi. 73 For none but a clever dialectician Can hope
to become a great physician, a 1862 BUCKLE Civiliz. (1869)
III. v. 287 They were acute dialecticians, and rarely blun-

dered in what is termed the formal part of logic.

2. A professed student of dialects.

1848 CLOUGH Bothie, Lindsay the ready of
speech,

the

Piper, the Dialectician. .Who in three weeks had created a
dialect new for the party. 1882 Miss POWLEY in Trans.
Cumbld. fy Westmld. Antiq. Soc. VI. 272 However well

established [his] opinion among dialecticians may be.

Dialecticism (daiale-ktisiz'm). [f. DIALECTIC

f -ISM.] The characteristic tendency or influence

of dialect,

tSK& Academy 14 Jan. 27 Dialecticism, phonetlcism, ellipsis.

Dialectics, sb. pi. : see DIALECTIC sb. i b.

Di'alecti'ze, v. rare. [f. DIALECT + -IZE.]

trans. To make into a dialect, or make dialectal.

1883 G. STEPHENS S. Bngge's Stud. N, Mythol. 23 It has
even had time to become dialectized.

Dialectology (dsialekt^-lodsi). [f.
Gr. 8m-

Af/fTo-s DIALECT + -LOGY.] The study of dia-

lects
; that branch of philology which treats of

dialects.

1879 President's Addr. Philol Soc. 32 Materials for the

dialectology of a single province. x888 SWEET Eng. Sounds
Pref. 12 The obscure and tortuous paths of Old English

dialectology.
Hence Dialectolog-er, Dialecto-logrist, one

versed in dialectology ;
Dialectolo'gical a., per-

taining to dialectology.

_
1879 President's Addr. Philol, Soc. 32 A dialectologicat

introduction. 1881 Athenaeum 23 Apr. 554/3 The county
[Cornwall] presents to the dialectologer two varieties of an

English dialect. 1883 A. M. ELLIOTT in Atner. Jrnl. Philol,

IV. 400 The dialectologist must be fastidious indeed who
would jiot be satisfied with this extraordinary mass of

material.



DIALIST.

Di-alector. rare
-

". [f.
DIALECT + -on.]

1847 CRAIG, l>ialecli>r, one learned in dialects. Hence in

mod. I
'

,
Diale-ctual, a. rare. [fang. f. DIALECT ; cf.

effect, fffeftiial.] -DIALKCTAL.

'1854 K. < LATHAM Native Races Russian F.tnp. 2^6

Di.ilivlual varieties increase as we go westwards. 1856

KiTToft AI.KXV-JIM K < y.l.Kibl.Lit. (1863)188/2 Dialcctual

varieties of pronunciation.

Dialer, Dialing : see DIALLER, DIALLING.

Dialetike, -yk, obs. forms of DIALECTIC.

DialistCdai'alist). [f.DIAL rf.'+ -1ST.] Amaker
of dials ; one skilled in dialling.

165* T. STIRRUP (title), Horometria; or the Complete
Di.dlist. 1703 MOXON Mech. Excrc. 346 Helps to a young
I lyalist for his more orderly and quick making of Dyals.

tjj6G.Caaftu.PUlos.Rlut. (1801) I. Introd., The archi-

tect, the navigator, the dialist.

Di-a'lkalamide. Chem. See Di- 2 and ALKA-
I. \MIDE.

1866 E. FRANKLAND Led. Notes Chem. Stud. 375 Secon-

dary and tertiary monalkalamides, dialkalamides, and trial-

kalainidfs, are known.

[| Diallage '
(dsiise'ladz.*). Rhet. [mod.L. dial-

las;?, a. Gr. 8iaXXo77 interchange, f. SioXXo7- aorist

stem of SinXXao-o-fix to interchange, f. Sia through,
across + uXXd<nrii/ to change, make other than it

is, f. aXXos other.]
A figure of speech by which arguments, after

having been considered from various points of view,

are all brought to bear upon one point.

1706 in PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey). 1831 Crayonsfrom Commons
44 And when a whole diallage was rear'd, Chagrined he
foiiiul that no one member checr'd.

Diallage
-
(dai-alAl?,). Min. [a. F. diallage,

f. Gr. SioXXaT^ (see prec.), named by Haiiy 1801,
J

from its dissimilar cleavages.] A grass-green
|

variety of pyroxene, of lamellar or foliated struc-

ture: formerly applied more widely to similar

minerals, such as hypersthene, bronzite, etc.

1805 R. JAMESON Char. Min. II. 605 Smaragdite, Saus.

sure .. Diallage, Hauy. i8u PINKRRTON Petral. I. 353
Metallic diallage, from Saxony. 1865 L'ESTRANCF. yachting
round W. Eng. 222 Some Serpentine is permeated by veins

of golden diallage. 1879 RUTLEY Stud. Rocks x. 121 Some
of the so-called diallages belong rather to enstatite than to

j

pyroxene, since the crystallisation is rhombic.

attrib. 1843 PORTI.OCK Geol. 211 Hypersthene .. passes
into a greyish-green diallage, and, with a greenish felspar,

forms the very beautiful diallage rock of those localities

[Athenry]. iSjsJ. D. FORBES Tour Mt. Klanc xi. 237 The ,

boulders here seemed to be gabbto or diallage rock.

Hence Diollaglo (dai&lte'djik), a. [F. dialla-

giqiie\, Diallagfoid (cbi,a;-lagoid), a., containing or

resembling diallage.
1847 CRAIG, Diallagic. 1879 RUTLEY Stud. Rocks x. 125

The diallagic augite sections are broad. Ibid. x. 132 The
diallagoid augite of Boricky.

Dialled (dsrald),///. a. [f. DIAL so.'1 or v. +

-ED.] Measured or marked by a dial.

1817 T. L. PEACOCK Melincourt III. 50 The careless hours
. . Still trace upon the dialled brass The shade of their un-

varying way. 1891 W. TUCKWELL Tongues in Trees 145
Six hours to toil, the rest to leisure give, In them so say
the dialled hours live.

t Di'allel. Ot>s.-<>. [ad. Gr. 8iXXt;Xos through
one another.] (See quot.)
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr. s.v., As parallels are lines running

one by the other without meeting : so Diallels are lines which
run one through the other, that is, do cross, intersecate, or

cut. [Hence in BAILEY, ASH, etc.].

II Diallelon (d3ialrl<>n). Logic. [mod.L. f.

( lr. Si' dXXijXaii' through or by means of one another :

see prec.] Definition in a circle, i.e. definition by
means of a term which is itself defined by the de-

fined word.

1837-8 SIR W. HAMILTON Loeic xxiv. (1860) II. 17 The
ancients called the circular definition by the name of

Diallelon, as in this case we declare the definitnm and the

itejinifns reciprocally by each other (61* aAAijAiuv).

HDiallelus (daiaU-ltfs). Logic. [mod.L. f.

Gr. (rpoffos) 8iaXXnXo5 reasoning in a circle : see

prec. (In mod.F. diallele.')'\ Reasoning in a circle ;

i.e. endeavouring to establish a conclusion by
means of a proposition which is itself dependent on
the said conclusion.

1837-8 SIR W. HAMILTON Logic xxvi. (1860) II. 51 The

proposition which we propose to prove must not be used as
a prinriple for its own probation. The violation of this rule
is called the Orbis rt-tcir. iiltis in demonstrando, diallelns.

Hence Diallc lotis a., involving reasoning or

defining in a circle. In mod. Diets.

Dialler, dialer I'dsi-abi). [f. DIAL rf.1 +
-Eit

'.] One who makes a survey of mines by the
aid of a '

dial
*

or compass.
1747 HOOSON Miner's Diet. R iij, This Roofing . . if done

by_a skillful Dialer, and by a Dial that he is acquainted with
. . is certain enough. 1778 W. PRYCE Min, Cornnb. 204 In
the same manner the Dialler takes his second measurement.

Dial-less, Dial-like : see DIAL rf. 1 8 b.

Dialling, dialing (dst-alirj), vbl. sb. [f. DIAL
J/'.

1 and v. 4- -ING I.]
1. The art of constructing dials. fl>- The
measurement of time by a dial (oos.~}.

1570 DEE Math. Pref, 37 Horometrie . . in Englishe, may
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be termed Dialling. 1593 FAI.E (////). The Art [if Dialling;
t< ,i< iiin^ :ui c.i-.ic and perfect way to make all kiude of

vpon any plaine plauc, howsoeuer placed. 1703
MOXON AIt\h. j'~..\rt'c. 307 These Rules of adjusting the

Mi.linn of the Shadow to the Motion of the Sun, may lie

called Scientifick Dialling. "7'7'Si CHAMBERS 1><Y., Dial-

ling, the art of drawing sun, moon, and star-dials, on any
given plane, or on the surface of any given body. 1837
WniiWELL /fist. Induct. .SV. (1857) I. 122 Another result of

the doctrine of the .sphere was Gnomonick or Dialling.

2. The use of a '
dial

'

or compass in underground

surveying.
1670 SIR I. PETTUS Fodina Kigali! 2 He is directed to-

ward the Shaft by a Needle touch d with a Loadstone, the

using whereof is caljed Dialling. 1778 W. PRVCF. Min.
Cornttb, 202 Dialling is requisite in almost every shaft.

t 3. concr. Apparatus of the nature of dials, rare.

1756 NUGENT Gr. Tour I. aj8 A handsome garden, in

which there is a variety of dialling.

4. attrib. and Comb., as dialling-globe (see

quot.) ; dialling-scale, graduated lines on rulers,

the edge of quadrants, etc., to facilitate the con-

struction of dials
; dialling-sphere, a variety of

dialling-globe.
1666 COLLINS in Rigaud Corr. Sci. Men (1841) II. 463 A

dialling scheme of Mr. Foster's. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey 1

,

Dialline.Globe, an Instrument made of Brass or Wood,
with a Plane fitted to the Horizon, and an Index particu-

larly contrived to draw all sorts of Dials, and to give a clear

demonstration of.that Art. 1767 Phil. Trans..T-VII. 389
A new Method of constructing Sun-Dials . . without the

Assistance of Dialing Scales.

Diallogite : see DIALOOITK.

Di-a'llyl. Chcm, [Di-2.] a. sb. The organic
radical allyl in the free state, C, H,,= C, H 5

. C3 H s :

see ALLYL. b. attrib. and Comb. Containing two

equivalents of allyl.

1869 RosOE Elem. Chem. 389. 1880 E. CLEMIKSHAW tr.

ll'vrlz' Atomic Th. 265 Free allyl or diallyl, has doubled
its molecule.

Dialogic (daial^-djik), a. [ad. med.L. dialo-

gic-us, a. Gr. SioAo-yi/tds, f. 810X070$ DIALOGUE : see

-1C. In mod.F. dialogique (i8th c.)] Of, pertaining

to, or of the nature of dialogue; sharing in dialogue.
1833 THIRLWALL in Philol. Mns. 1 1. 560 The dialogic form

had not then become so indispensable with Plato. 1850
BLACKIE SEschylits I. Pref. 44 The iambic or dialogic part
of ancient tragedy. 1886 Harper's Mag. Sept. 642 Several

dialogic personages.

Dialogical (daialfctykal), a. [f.
as prec. +

-AL.]
-

prec.
1601 DEACON & WALKER (litle\ Dialogicall Discourses of

Spirits and Divels. 1621-51 BURTON Anat. Mel. n. ii. in.

(1651) 258 That dialogicall disputation with Zacharias the

Christian. 1880 E. OPPEHT Forbid. L. Pref. 9 For the sake of

a more vivid description, especially in the dialogical parts.

Hence Dlalo'gloally, adv.

1766 GOLDSM. Vic. IV. vii, If you are fora cool argument
. . are you for managing it analogically or dialogically ?

Dialogism (dsiii'lodjjiz'm). [ad. L. dialo-

gismtis the rhetorical figure (see sense i\ a. Gr.

810X07107105 balancing of accounts, reasoning, con-

versation, debate, f. Sta\oyiffa8at to DIALOGIZE :

see -ISM. In F. dialogisme (1557 in Hatz.-Darra.).]
1. Rhet. The discussion of a subject under the

form of a dialogue, to the personages of which the

author imputes ideas and sentiments.

1580 FULKE Retentive 306 <T.) His foolish dialogism is a

fighting with his own shadow. [1589 PUTTENHAM Eng.
Poesie in. xix. (Arb.) 243 This manner of speech is by the

figure Dialogismns, or the right reasoner.J 1609 R. BER-

NARD I-'aithfull Sliepheard 67 Dialogisme .. is, when a

question is made, and forthwith readily answered, as if two
were talking together. 1659 D. STOKES Twelve Minor

Proph. PrefT(I..), Enlarging what they would say. .by their

dialogisms and colloquies.

2. A conversational phrase or speech ;
a DIA-

LOGUE, spoken or written.

1613 COCKF.RAM Eng. Diet, it, A Talking together .. Dia-

logisme. 1647 TRAPP Comm. Matt. xxv. 37^9 Not that there

shall be then any such dialogism (say divinesi at the last

day. 1651 Life Father Sarfi (16761 74 Such Dialogisms as

these past betwixt them. 1822 Btacfnv. Mag. XI. 444 Byron
will never write a tragedy, though he sent ten dialogisms to

the Albemarle-street Press.

8. Logic. A term introduced for a form of argu-

ment having a single premiss and a disjunctive

conclusion.
The kind of argument is as follows :

' A B is an unimagin-
alive man ; therefore either he is not a true poet, or true

poets may be men without imagination.' The name implies
a parallelism to the syllogism.
1880 C. S. PEIRCE Algebra ofLogic in Amer.Jrnl. Math,

III. 20 In this way any argument may be resolved into

arguments, each of which has one premiss and two altern-

ative conclusions. Such an argument, when completed,

may be called a Dialogism.

Dialogist (daiiK'lod^istX [ad. L. dialogista,

ad. Gr. 810X0710-7171, f. 810X0705 ; see DIALOGUE
and -IST: in F. dialogiste (lyth c.). See also

DIALOGUIST.]
1. One who takes part in a dialogue ;

one of the

personages in an imaginary dialogue.
a 1677 BARROWSerm.Wks. 1686 II. 114 The like doth Cicero

[assert].. in the person of his Dialogists. 1761 STERNE Tr.

Shandy III. xxxvii, The dialogist affirmeth, That a long
nose is not without its domestic conveniences also. 1847
DE QUINCEY Milton v, Southey Wks. XI I. 176 The two dia-

legists are introduced walking out after breakfast.

DIALOGUE.

2. A writer of dialogues.
a 1660 HAMMOND Wks. II. 232 (K < If we will believe the

dialogisl's reasonings. 1711 SUM IIMI. ( harac.
(5737)

III.

v. ii. 293 The Characters, or Personages, employ'd by our
new orthodox Dialogist*. 1839 MAGINN in trastr't Mag.
XX. 271 The doctor had never read the Greek dialogist.

Dialogistic (daialod^i'stik', a. [ad. (Jr. 810-

Xo7iaTio5 of or for discourse : sec prec. and -If.]

Having the nature or form of dialogue; taking

part in dialogue ; argumentative.

gistic, an assertion of the prophet followed by an excuse
of the people, which in turn is refuted.

Dialogi'stical, a. [f. prec. + -AL.]
=*

prec.
1715 M. HAVIIS A then. Brii. I. 185 Two dialogistical

conjurers, with their dramatick enchantments, change the

scene.

Dialogi'stically, adv. [f. prec. + -LT
.]

In dialogistic fashion ;
in manner of a dialogue.

a 1654 J. RICHARDSON On Old Test. 449 (T.i In his pro-

phecy he [Malachi] proceeds most dialogistically.

Dialogite (dni,ae
-

16d.53it). Min. Erron. diall-.

[Named by Jasche about 1817 from Gr. 810X07^
'

doubt, selection' : see -ITE.] A rose-red carbonate

of manganese ; a synonym of rhodochrosite.

1816 EMMONS Min. 215 Dialogite. 1835 SHEPARD Min.

134 Diallogite.

Dialogue (dsiioe-lodgaiz), v. See also DIALO-
GUIZE. [mod. ad. Gr. 8iaAo7i'f<70tn to converse,

debate, f. 810X070$ DIALOGUE; in F. dialogiser, 16-

I7thc. : see -IZE.] intr. To converse, discuss, or

carry on a dialogue (with'). Hence Dia logizing
vol. sb. and fpl. a.

1601 DEACON & WALKER Spirits H Divels To Rdr. 12 This

dialogizing manner of dealing. 1677 GALE Crt. Gentiles 1 1.

iv. 402 Plato . . brings in Socrates dialogising with young
Alcibiades. iMo Col. Kec. Pennsylv. I. 254 He did not

think it was their work to dialogue with any man without

dores. 1854 LOWELL Lett. (1894) I. 211 In them also there

are dialogizing and monologizing thoughts, but not flesh

and blood enough.

Dialogous (daiiwlSgas), a. rare. [f. L. dia-

log-us, Gr. 810X07-05 DIALOGUE + -oua.] Of or be-

longing to dialogue ;
in quot.

= dialogue-writ-

ing.

1737 FIELDING Hist. Keg. Ded., The iniquitous surmises

of a certain anonymous dialogous author.

Dialogue (dai'al^g^, sb. Forms : 3-7 dialoge,

(4 dialoke, -logg, -log), 5-6 dyalogue, 6 dia-

logue, [a. F. dialoge (i3th c. in Hatz.-Darm.),
mod.F. dialogue, ad. L. dia/ogus, Gr. 810X0705 con-

versation, dialogue, f. BiaXfyo-Sai to speak alter-

nately, converse : see DIALECT.]
1. A conversation carried on between two or more

persons ;
a colloquy, talk together.

(The tendency is to confine it to two persons, perhaps

through associating dia. with di- : cf. monologue.)

1401 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 109 To make with the a dia-

logge, I holde it bot wast. 1509 FISHER fun. Serm. Cttst

Richmond Wks. 118761 289 A dyalogue, that is to saye a

comynycacyon betwyxt . . Martha, and our sauyour Jhesu.

1599 SHAKS. Much Ado in. i. 31 Fcare you not my part of

the Dialogue. 1749 FIKLDING Tom Jonts VI. xvi. ii, A
short dialogue, .then passed between them. 1865 DICKENS
Mat. Fr. I. ix, Bella had closely attended to thi short

dialogue.
b. (without //.) Verbal interchange of thought

between two or more persons, conversation.

ciJ3 DEWES Introd. Fr. (in Palsgr. 1052! By wayof dya-

logue betwene the lady Mary & her servant Gyles. 1595
SHAKS. John l. i. 201 In Dialogue of Complement. 1651
HOBBES Lcviath. n. xxv. 133 To enter into Dispute, and

Dialogue with him. 17*5 PfE Odyss. xv. 532 So passed
in pleasing dialogue away The night. 1859 GEO. ELIOT

A. BedefyTbM is the great advantage of dialogue on horse-

back ; it can be merged any minute into a trot or canter.

2. A literary work in the form of a conversation

1 between two or more persons.
a liS A ncr. R. 76 Ws beoS sein Gregories wordes, in his

dialose. ri3>j E. E. Allit. P. B. 1157 Danyel in his

dialokez devysed sum tyme. 1493 Dh'es tr Pa*p., Here
endith a . . dyalogue of Diues & pauper, a 1531 Pol.

Ret. * /.. Poems(sS66) 35 A Dyalog betwixt the gentylman
and the plowman. 1588 SHAKS. /.. L. L. v. ii. 805 Wil you
heare the Dialogue that the two Learned men haue com-

piled, in praise of the Owle and the Cuckow 1 1751 JOHNSON
KanMer No. 156 P 7 Tragedy was a Monody . . improved
afterwards into a dialogue by the addition ofanother speaker.

1838 THIRLWALL Greece IV. 275 Plato, in one of his dia-

logues, introduces Anytus as vehemently offended with

Socrates. 188* Temperance Mirr. Mar. 63 Uncle Job's

Theory, A Dialogue [between 5 persons].

b. (without//.) Literary composition of this

nature; the conversation written for and spoken

by actors on the stage ; hence, in recent use, style

of dramatic conversation or writing.

1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesie I. xi. (Arb.) 41 Others who
. .by maner of Dialogue, vttered the priuatc and familiar

talkeof. .shepheards, heywardsand such like. 1636 STANIFY
Hist. Philos. v. (1701) 174/2 The Writings of Plato are by-

way of Dialogue. 1779-81 JOHNSON L. P., Smith Wks. IL

468 The diction . . is too luxuriant and splendid for dialogue,

1829 I.VTTON Distnuned 98 Your book is very clever, but it

wants dialogue. 1841 ELPHINSTOSE Hist. Ind. 1. 283 The

S'ots

are generally interesting; the dialogue lively. 1880

ROVE .<<:/. Mtu. II. 53J/I [InOfe'ns comi
ment is happy, and the Dialogue spoken.



DIALOGUE.

1 3. Such a composition set to music for two or

more voices. Obs.

Grove Diet. Mils. I. 580) Ayres and Dialogues for Oi

Two, and Three Voices.

4. attrib. and Comb., as dialogue-author, -novel,

-piece, -writer ; dialogue-wise adv., in the form

of a dialogue.
1561 VERON (title), The Hvntynge of Purgatorye to Death,

made Dialogewyse. 1612 WOODALL Sitrg. Mate Wks. (1653)

19* Explained Dialogue wise, betwixt the Authour and a

Military Surgeon. 1711 SHAFTESB. Cltarac. (1737) III. 317
The form or manner of our dialogue-author. 1732 FIELDING

Covent Card. Trag. Prolegom., A Tragedy is a thing of

dialoguewise,

Dialogue (doi-a>g) (
v.

[f. prec. sb. ;
cf. F.

dialogue? (1717 in Hatz.-Darm),] Hence also

Di-alogued ppl. a,> Draloguing vbl. sb.

1. intr. To hold a dialogue or conversation.

1607 SHAKS. Timon n. ii. 52 Var. How dost Foole? Ape.
Dost Dialogue with thy shadow ? 1685 TrialofH. Cornish,
etc, 28 You must not stand to Dialogue between one another.

1741 RICHARDSON Pamela II. 45 Thus foolishly dialogued I

with my Heart. 1817 COLERIDGE Biog. Lit. (1882) 286

Those puppet-heroines for whom the showman contrives to

dialogue without any skill in ventriloquism. iSsSCARLYLt:
Fredk. Gt. I. iv. v. 426 Much semi-articulate questioning
and dialoguing with Dame de Roucoulles.

b. transf. and^f.
1628 EARLE Microcosm.^ Tobacco-seller (Arb.) 59 Where

men dialogue with their noses, and their communication is

smoak. i8ga Sat. Rev. 18 June 709/2 With oboe obbligato

dialoguing now with sopranos, now with tenors.

t 2. trans. To converse with. Obs.

1699 F. BUGG Quakerism Exposed 9 To dialogue the

Bishops, and call them Monsters, Ibid. 27 The Quakers
dialogu'd the Bishops.

8. To express in the form of a dialogue ;
to

furnish with dialogue.
1597 SHAKS. Lovers Compl. 132 And dialogu'd for him

what he would say. 1781 MAD. D'ARBLAY Diary May,
Our conference grew very grave . . I have not time to dia-

logue it. 1885 Academy 16 May 356 A tale full of human
interest, brightly dialogued. 1887 Contemp. Rev. May 717
The prodigious skill of his dialogued argumentation.

Dialogue!' (daralpga-i). rare.
[f. prec. +-ER 1

.]

One who takes part in a dialogue j
= DIALO-

GIST I.

1879 G. MEREDITH Egoist I. xvii. 314 A polished whisperer,
a lively dialoguer, one for witty bouts.

Dialoguist (doi-alpgist). [f.
DIALOGUE sb. +

-IST.] A writer of dialogue ;
DIALOGIST 2.

1739 KLIZ, CARTER tr. Algarottion Newton's Philos, (174-2)
II. 60 The Azolian Dialoguists. 1888 Pall Mall G. 3 July
i r/i The whimsical dialoguist of the Happy Islands.

i)i'alogui:ze, v. ? Obs. : see DIALOGIZE. [f.

as prec. + -IZE.] intr. To take part in dialogue;
to converse. Hence Dralogurzing vbl. sb.

1599 Broughtons Lett, xii. 42 Euripides and Menander,
Socrates and Epicurus dialoguising and conferring together.

1603 HARSNET Pop. Impost, xxiii. 166 Upon questioning
and Dialoguizing with the Devil, a 1619 FOTHERBY A theom.
i. xii. 3 (1622) 126 These interlocutorie and dialoguising
dreames.

Di'al-plate. [f.
DIAL s6. l + PLATE.] The face-

plate of a dial
; spec, (in Clock-making} the sheet

of metal, glass, etc. on the face of which the hours,
etc. are marked

;
=DiAL sb.^ 4.

1690 Lond. Gaz. No. 2603/4 A little Gold Watch with
a white Enamell Dial-Plate, made in France. 1781 COWPEU
Conversation 380 The circle formed . . Like figures drawn
upon a dial-plate. 1816 J. SCOTT Vis. Paris (ed. 5) 63
Niches . . in which different . . names might be slid . . in
the same way as the ever-changing days of the month are
slid into the dial-plates of our clocks. 1840 CARLYLE Heroes
iii. (1858) 263 His characters are like watches with dial-plates
of transparent crystal.

fig. 1829 LVTTON Disowned 59 Every stroke upon the
dial-plate of wit was true to the genius of the hour. 1836
EMIKSON Nature, Lang. Wks. (Bphn) II. 153 The visible
world . . is the dial plate of the invisible.

b. A graduated plate used with a lapidary's dial.

1875 URE /)/tr/. Arts III. 42 A needle, .marks by its points
the divisions on the dial-plate.

Dialu'lic, a. Chem.
ff.

Di-2 + AL(LOXAN) -f

URIC.] In dialuric acid, C 4 N2 H 4 O4 , an acid ob-
tained by hydrogenizing alloxan, which crystallizes
in needles, and forms, with metals, salts called

Dialtrrates. Hence Dialrrramide, the primary
amide in which the replacing radical is that of
dialuric acid,

1845 G. E. DAY tr. Simon*s Anim. Chem. 1. 60 On treating
alloxan with sulphuretted hydrogen, we obtain .. dialuric
acid. 1856 WATTS tr. Gmelin's Chem. X, 158 Dialurate of
Potash. Deposited on mixing a potash-salt with aqueous
dialuric acid. 1868-77 WATTS Diet. Chem. V. 958 Dialuric
and uric acids may be regarded as tartron-ureide and
tartron-diureide respectively.

Dialy- (dalali), ad. Gr. 8/oXu-, stem (but not

regular combining form) of Sta\v-civ to part asun-

der, separate, used as the first element in many
botanical terms, with the sense of (

separated ',
or
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' non-united '. Synonymous terms are usually found

in APO- andPoLT-. Thus Dialycarpel (-ka'jpel)

[see CARPEL],
' an ovary or fruit with annulled

carpels' Syd. Sac. Lex. Dialycarpous(-ka-jp3s),a.

[Gr. xapms fruit], having the carpels distinct.

Dialypetalous (-pe'tabs) a., having the petals dis-

tinct. Dialyphyllous(-fvtos). [Gr.<7>uAAo'aleaf],

having the leaves distinct. So Dialyse'palous,

Dialysta-minous adjs., having the sepals, the

stamens, distinct.

1849 HENFREY Ritdim. Bat. (1858) 100 More correctly
called dialypetalous, with the petals distinct. 1859 C.

DRESSER Ritdini. Bot. 346 It is said to be apocarpous . . or

dialycarpous. 1866 Trcas. Bot., Dialypkylloiis, the same
as Polysepalous. 1880 GRAY Struct. Bot. vi. 5. 244 Dialy-

petalous (used by Endlicher) has the same meaning, poly-

petalous. 1883 Syd. Soc. I.ex., Dinlyphyllous, having

separate leaves. Ibid., Dialyseptiloiis, having the sepals

distinct; same as Polysepalous. Itid., Dialystaminms,
having separate, distinct stamens.

Di*aly:sable, -zable, a. [f.
DIALYSE v. +

-ABLE. So . dialysable^ Capable of separation

by dialysis. In mod. Diets.

Dialysate (dai^-lizA). Chem. [f. DIALYSE +
-ATE 1

.]
That portion of a mixture that remains

after dialysis.

1867 J. ATTFIELD Chem. (1885) 8n The portion passing
through the septum is termed the diflfcfeate, the portion
which does not pass through is termed the dialysate.

33ia'lysa-tor. Chem. rare. [f. DIALYSE, with

L. agent-suffix -afar.]
= DIALYSER.

1891 Daily News 16 Jan. 2/3 It does not belong to the

group of so-called toxalbumms, as it can withstand high
temperatures, and in the dialysator passes quickly and easily

through the membrane,

Dialyse, -ze (dsi-alaiz), v. Chem. [f.
DIALY-

SIS, after analyse.] trans. To separate the crys-
talloid part of a mixture from the colloid, in the

process of chemical dialysis.
1861 GRAHAM in Phil. Trans. 186 The mixed fluid to be

dialysed is poured into the hoop upon the surface of the

parchment-paper. Ibid. 205 The solution is the more dur-

able the longer it has been dialysed. 1885 A. W. BLYTH
in Leisure Hour Jan. 23/1 Salt dialysed through the walls

into the distilled water.

Hence Di'alysed///. a.
t
that has undergone the

process of dialysis ; dialysed iron, a soluble ferric

hydroxide, prepared by dialysis, used in medicine.

Dralysing vbl. sb. and///, a.

1867 [see DIALYTIC i]. 1875 H. C. WOOD Therap. (1879)

96 Dialyzed Iron.. is a clear, neutral, nearly tasteless, dark-
red liquid, prepared by dialyzing a solution of the chloride

of iron. 1884 W. G. STEVENSON in Pop. Sc. Monthly XXIV.
771 Membranes possessing dialyzing power.

Dialyser, -zer(doi-al3izai). Chem,
[f.

DIALYSE
+ -ER !.] An apparatus for effecting dialysis ;

a
vessel formed of parchment -or animal membrane
floated on water into which the crystalloids pass

through the membrane, leaving the colloids behind.
1861 GRAHAM in Phil. Trans. 186 The vessel described

(dialyser) is then floated in a basin containing a considerable

quantity of water. 1861 N. ty Q. j Dec., The Dialyser, in-

vented by Thomas Graham, Esq., F.R.S., Master of the

Mint, is an Apparatus for effecting Chemical Analysis by
means of Liquid Diffusion. 1863-72 WATTS Diet. Chem. I.

316 A sheet of this parchment stretched on a hoop of thin

wood or gutta percha forms a very convenient dialyser.

1864 H. SPENCER Biol. I. 20 Combined substances between
which the affinity is feeble, will separate on the dialyzer.

Dialysis (dsii^e-lisis). PI. dialyses. [a. Gr.

SiaXutny separation, dissolution
;

f. Sia^vftv to part

asunder, f. Sm- through, asunder + \vftv to loose.]

f 1. Rhet. a. A statement of disjunctive proposi-
tions, b. = ASYNDETON. Obs.

1586 DAY Eng. Secretary n. (1625) 98 Dialisis^ a separa-
tion of one thing from another, both being absolved by a
severall reason, in the nature of a Dilemma, as thus. .If you
remember it, I have said enough, if not, my words will not

provoke you. 1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesie in. xix.(Arb.)

230 A maner of speach [Dialisis, or the Dismembrer] not so

figuratiue as fit for argumentation, and worketh not vnlike
the dilemma of the Logicians. 1833 CRABB Technol. Diet.,

Dialysis, (Rhet.). .i.e. asyndeton, a figure of speech in which
several words are put together without being connected to-

gether by a conjunction, as venit vidit vici.

f 2. Cram. ^Di.flKESisi. Obs.

1727-51 CHAMBERS Cycl.} Dialysis, in grammar, a charac-

tei, consisting of two points" placed over two vowels of
a word, which would otherwise make a diphthong ;

but are

hereby parted into two syllables. As in Mosaic. 1818 E.
V. BLOMFIELD tr. Matthix's Gram. (1829) D. xlviii, 'EeATrero
is not a dialysis of ^A.Trero but comes from ee'Xno/utai.

f 3. filed. Dissolution of strength. Obs.

1823 CRABB Technol. Dict.^ Dialysis, .a. dissolution of the

strength, or a weakness of the limbs. 1883 Syd. Soc. Lex.
,

Dialysis^ an old term for weakness of the muscles of the
limbs.

4. Path. Solution of continuity.
1811 HOOPER Diet., Dialysis^ a solution of continuity, or

a destruction of parts.
5. Chem. A name given by Graham to a process

of separating the soluble crystalloid substances in

a mixture from the colloid by filtration through
a parchment membrane floating in water.
1861 GRAHAM in Phil. Trans, 186 It may perhaps be al-

lowed me to apply the convenient term dialysis to the
method of separating by diffusion through a septum of
gelatinous matter. 1864 Reader 22 Oct. 516 (heading^ On

DIAMAGNETIC.
the Detection of Poisons by Dialysis. 1878 FOSTER Phys.
n. i. 104 By dialysis it may be still further purified.
anno. 1869 E. A. PARKES Pract. Hygiene (ed. 3) 197

Place the filtered brine in a bladder or vessel of the pre-

pared dialysis-parchment.

Dialytic (dsialrtik), a. [ad. Gr. ftaAvrtvcfc able

to dissolve, f. StaAuros separated, dissolved, f. 5ta-

\\ifiv : see DIALYSIS.]
1. Chem. Of the nature of or pertaining to chemi-

cal dialysis,
1861 GRAHAM in Phil. Trans. 186 The most suitable of all

substances for the dialytic septum appears to be the com-
mercial material known as vegetable parchment or parch-
ment paper. 1867 J. ATTFIELD Chem. (1885) 813 Dialysed
iron or dialytic iron. 1876 Catal. Sci. App. S. Kens. Rlns.

2546 Experiments on absorption and dialytic separation of

gases by colloid septa.

T" 2. Med, '

Relating or pertaining to dialysis

(sense 3); relaxing.' Syd. Soc. Lex, 1883. Obs.

3. Geol. and Alin. (See quot.)
1877 A. H. GREEN Phys. Geol. iii. i. 93 Those derivative

rocks, which have been formed not by the mechanical wear
and tear of pre-existing rocks, but by the chemical decom-
position of their constituents, are sometimes called Dialytic.
4. Math. Of or pertaining to the differentiation

of equations by the process of dissolution described

in the quotation.
1853 SYLVESTER in Phil. Trans. CXLIII. i. 544 Dialytic,

If there be a system of functions containing in each term
different combinations of the powers of the variables in

number equal to the number of the functions, a resultant

may be formed from these functions, by, as it were, dissolv-

ing the relations which connect together the different com-
binations of the powers of the variables, and treating them
as simple independent quantities linearly involved in the

functions. The resultant so formed is called the Dialytic
Resultant of the functions supposed ; and any method by
which the elimination between two or more equations can
be made to depend on the formation of such a resultant is

called a dialytic method of elimination.

6. Dialytic telescope : a telescope in which achro-

matism is effected by means of two lenses separated
and placed at some distance from each other.

1846 E. WEST tr. Pesc/tefs Elem. Physics 1 1. 136 Prof. Litt-

row of Vienna in 1827 . . proposed that the telescope should
be fitted up with its proper object glass of crown glass ; and
that a flint glass lens, of much smaller diameter, should be

placed at a proper distance behind the former, to counteract
the prismatic dispersion of the rays. The name of dialytic

telescopes was given to these instruments.

Dialytically, adv. [f.
DIALYTIC + -AL + -LY.2]

By way of dialysis; by the dialytic method of

elimination in mathematics.

1873 G. SALMON Higher Plane Curves 29 The actual

elimination of A is easily performed dialytically.

t Dialyton. Rhet. Obs. [L., a . Gr. rd 5m-

KVTQV, subst. use of StaAwos : see DIALYTIC.] =
DIALYSIS i b.

1657 J. SMITH Myst. Rhet. 182 Dialyton .. is all one with

Asyndeton. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Dialyton, a Rhe-
torical Figure, when several Words are put together with-

out any Conjunction Copulative. 1721 in BAILEY.

Biamagnet (dafc&mse'gndt). [f. DIA- prefl
+ MAGNET; cf. next.]

= DIAMAGNETIC sb.

1864 in WEBSTER. 1871 TYNDALL Fragin. Sc, (1879) I.

xiii. 380 Each man walking over the earth's surface is a
true diamagnet.

Diamaguetic (dsramsegne'tik), a. and sb. [f.

Gr. Sta-DiA-pref.
[

through, across + MAGNETIC.
Introduced by Faraday in 1846, first as sb., and then as

adj.]

A. adj.
1. Of a body or substance : Exhibiting the pheno-
mena of DIAMAGNETISM; the opposite of magnetic
or paramagnetic.
A diamagnetic substance in the form of a bar or the like,

when suspended freely and exposed to magnetic force, takes

an equatorial position, i. e. at right angles to the lines of
the force ; aparamagnetic tor magnetic) substance takes an
axial position, i.e. in the direction of those lines.

1846 FARADAY Exper. Res. in Electr. in Phil. Trans. I.

42 2348 The metals which are magnetic retain a por-
tion of their power after the great change has been effected,

or in what might be called their diamagnetic state. 1849
MRS. SOMERVILLE Connect. Phys. Sc. xxxiii. 369 Substances
affected after the manner of bismuth [when suspended
between the poles of an electro-magnet] are said to be dia-

magnetic. 1863-72 WATTS Diet. Chem. III. 777 The same

body may appear magnetic or diamagnetic, according to

the medium in which it is placed. 1892 Supplt. to Lightning
7 Jan. 9 Diamagnetic substances are those through which

magnetic effects are transmitted less readily than through air.

2. Belonging or relating to diamagnetic bodies,

or to diamagnetism.
1846 FARADAY Exper. Res. Electr. in Phil. Trans. I. 26

2270, As I have called air, glass, water, etc. diamagnetics

(2149), so I will distinguish these lines by the term diamag-
netic curves, both in relation to and contradistinction from
the lines called magnetic curves. 1851 H. MAYO /V/.

Superst. (ed. 2) 190 Od-force, which its discoverer now holds

to be the same with the diamagnetic influence. 1855 H.

SPENCER Princ, Psychol. (1872) I. I. iv. 69 Altering the

direction of diamagnetic polarity in metals.

B. sb. A body or substance exhibiting the phe-
nomena of DIAMAGNETISM.
1846 FARADAY Exper. Res. Electr. in Phil. Trans. I. 2

2149 By a diamagnetic, I mean a body through which
lines of magnetic force are passing, and which by their

action does not assume the usual magnetic state of iron or

loadstpne. Ibid. 3 2152 A piece of this glass, about two
inches square and 0-5 of an inch thick, having flat and



DIAMAGNETICALLY.

polished edges, was placed as a liiamafnetic between the

poles. 1871 TYNDALI. l-'ra.^m. Sc. (1879) I. xiii. 375 The

body used lo excite this diamagnetic.

Diamagne-tically, adv. [f. prec. + -AI, +

LY a
.]

In the manner of a diamagnetic body, or

of diamagnetism. Alsoyfy-
1850 GROVE Corr. Phys. fr'orcet (ed. a) 88 Their optic axis

points diamagnetically or transversely to the lines of mag-
netic force. 1871 TYIJIR Prim. Cult. II. 388 The influence

of the diviti<: Sim. .still subsists as a mechanical force, acting

diamaKiietically to adjust the axis of the church and turn

the body of the worshipper.

Diamagnetism dwamrc'gniHlz mX [f. DlA- l

+ MAUNKTI.SM, after liiamagnetic.'] a. The pheno-
mena exhibited by a class of bodies, which, when

freely suspended and acted on by magnetism, take

up a position transverse to that of the magnetic

axis, i.e. lie (approximately) east and west ; the

force to which these phenomena are attributed ;

the quality of being diamagnetic. b. That branch

of the science of magnetism which treats of dia-

magnetic bodies and phenomena.
1850 W. GKKGORY Lett. Anim. Magnetism p. xv. He does

indeed propose to include under the general term Magnetism
two forms of it ; viz. Paramagnetism .. and Diamagnetism.

1854 J. SCOFFF.RN in Orrs Circ. Sc. Chem. 273 The. .begin-

ning of the science of dia-magnetism. 1873 WATTS Fotanuf
( 'lifm. (ed. n) 88 Diamagnetism must be regarded as a force

distinct from magnetism. 1877 LF. CONTK Eltm. Geol. (1879)

184 Apparent diamagnetism of cleaved slates under certain

conditions.

Diamaguetize {dalamargnetaiz), v. [f. DIA-
*

+ M.\<iNKTiZE,after</i<a7<i/iV.] trans. Torender

diamagnetic; to cause to exhibit diamagnetism.
1877 MILLER & McLson Elem. Chem. i. (ed. 6) 677 The

bismuth bars . . will become diamagnetized.

Hence Diamagnetiza-tion, the action of dia-

magnetizing, or condition of being diamagnetized.
In mod. Diets.

Diamargnettvmeter. [f. DIAMAGNET;ISM)
f Gr. jiirpuv, after magnetometer^ An instrument

for measuring diamagnetic force.

1886 WORMKLL tr. I'm Urbanitzk/s Elect, in Sera. Man
(1890) 180 Weber constructed an instrument, the diamag-
netometer, by means of which he measured the magnetic
moment of bismuth.

Diamand(e, -mant, -maund(e, etc., obs. ff.

DIAMOND.
Diamantiferous (dai^amrenti-feras),

a. [f.

after mod.K. Jiamantifire, f. F. diamant DIAMOND :

see -FEROUS.] Diamond-producing.
1878 in Academy 14 Sept., The diamantiferous sands of

thu valleys. 1880 CLERKE in Eraser's Mag. 822 The dia-

mantiferou.s districts of Brazil.

Diamantine (dsiamie'ntin), a. and sb. [a. F.

diamantin (i6thc. in Littre), f. diamant DIAMOND :

see -INK.] A. adj.
1. Consisting of, or of the nature of, diamond ;

containing or producing diamonds.

1605 TIMMK Quersit. i. xii. 49 That he might reduce the

more pure and ethereall mercury . . into a christalline and

dyamantine substance,
ttr/6

Phil. Trans. XI. 755 Iron-

hooks, with which they fetch out the Diamantm-oar. 1817

MONTGOMERY Pelican Isl. ix. 149 Day after day he pierced
the dark abyss. .Till he had reach'd its diamantine floor.

(2. Hard as diamond, adamantine. Obs.

1591 SYLVESTER Du Bar/as i. iv. (1641) 35/2 Destinies hard

Diamantine Rock, a 1649 DRUMM. OF HAWTH. Poems Wks.

(1711) 29 Doors of eternity, With diamantine barrs.

..
1. A preparation of adamantine or crystallized

boron, used as a polishing powder for steel work.

1884 F. J. HRITTEN Watch f( Clockm. 86 A name may be

removed from an enamel dial by gently rubbing it with

a little fine diamantine on the point of the finger. 1889

ft>id., Diamantme, a preparation of crystallized boron much
esteemed as a polishing powder for steel work.

2. ? A fabric with diamond-shaped pattern.

1831 East Anglian 21 Feb. (in Queen 19 May 1883!, Cor-

deretts, diainantines, chiveretts.

tDia-mber. rharm. Obs. Also dtambre,
diambar. [a. F. diambre, in med.L. diambra : see

I)i A- 2 and AMBKR.] An old stomachic and cordial

containing ambergris, musk, and other aromatics.

1558-68 WAHDE tr. Alexis' Seer. loa, He made her also

eate the confection of Diambre. 1608 MIDDLETON Mad
H'ar[,l in. ii, Mixed in a stone or glass mortar with the

spitit >f iHamber.

Diamesogamous (dsi-amesfgamss), a. Bot.

[f.
Gr. Siafteaov the intervening part (f. Sia through

+ piloo-s middle) + 70^-05 marriage + -ous.] Of
flowers : Fertilized by the intervention of some
external agency, as that of insects or the wind.

11883 D'ARCY THOMPSON tr. Mailer's Fertil. Flowers 14

Plants which require external aid to bring their_reproductive
elements together are termed '

Diamesogamae '.]

Diaraetarily, erroneous f. DIAMETRALLY.

Diameter (di|!C'm/'to.i\ Also 4-6 diametre.

[a. OF. Jia-, dyametre UJib, c. in Littre ; mod.F.

diametre}, ad. L. diametrus, -os, a. Gr. om^frpos

(sf. ypanpri line
1

] diagonal of a
parallelogram^

dia-

meter of a circle, f. 5i<4 through, across + ulr

measure.]
1. Geom. A straight line passing through the

centre of a circle (or sphere), and terminated at

VOL. III.

the curve, are equal to all those on the other side. Tb
Newton's sense of a Diameter. But, according to son

diameter is that line, whether right or curved, which bi

313

each end by its circumference (or surface). Hence
extended to a chord of any conic (or of a quadric

surface) passing through the centre
;
and further,

to a line passing through tlie middle points of a

system of parallel chords (or through the centres

of mean distances of their points of intersection

with the curve), in a curve of any order, b. The
DIAGONAL of a parallelogram, (obs.} c. gen.
A line passing from side to side of any body
through the centre.

1387 TRFVISA Iligtien (Rolls) VII. 71 Jte dyameter [of] a

figure [is) )re lengest even lyne bat is devysed berynne, take

who pat may. 1551 R ECORDE Pathw. Knovjl. i. Def., And all

the lines that bee drawen crosse the circle, and goe by the

centre,are named diameters. 155" Cast. Kturutl. (1556) 18

liuery right lyne that passeth from side to syde in a globe,
ind toucneth the centre, is aptely called a diameter. 1635
N. CARPENTER Geog. Del, \. v. no AH the Diameters of the
world concurre, and cut one the other in the Center. 1660

BARROW Euclid l. Def. xxxvi, In a parallelogram, when a
diameter . . [is] drawn. 1716-7 SWIFT Gulliver n. iv. 129.
I paced the diameter and circumference several times. 1706
HltrroH Math. Diet. s. v., Diameter, ofany Curve, is a right
line which divides two other parallel right linen, in such
manner that, In each of them, all the segments or ordinates

on one side, between the diameter and different points of
* * This is

some, a

r
:h bisects

all the parallels drawn from one point to another of a curve.

1831 R. KNOX Clot/uet's
Anat. 35 The Thorax, .is measured

by means of certain ideal lines, named its diameters, which

pass from the sternum to the vertebral column, or from
one side to the other. All the diameters are greater below
than above. 1885 LEUDESDORF Cremona's Proj. Geom. 217
If any number of

parallel
chords of a conic be drawn, the

locus of their middle points is a straight line . .This straight
line is termed the diameter of the chords which it bisects.

t d. fig. ? Central line, axis. 06s.

c 1430 LYDG. Balade our Ladie (R.), O stedfast diametre

of duracion That fewe feres any time might thou finde For
none to him was founden halfe so kinde.

2. The transverse measurement ofany geometrical
figure or body ; the length of a straight line drawn
from side to side through the centre, esp. of a circle

or body of circular, spherical, or cylindrical form ;

width ; thickness.

c 1391 CHAUCER Astral, it. 38 Let this pyn be no lengere
than a quarter of the diametre of thi compas. 1557 RECORDE
Whetst. iv. b, A Gonne of sixe inches diameter in the mouthe.

a 1635 CORBET Poems 192 The just proportion. .Of the dia-

meter and circumference. 1703 MOXON Mech. Eierc, 273
A Chimny, whose Diameter between the Jambs is eight feet,

I774GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1776) VI II. 106 [A wasp] boring a
hole.. not much wider than the diameter of its own body.
1811 6 J. SMITH Panorama Sc. $ Art I. 312 The power and
the weight will balance each other, when the power bears the

same proportion to the weight that the diameter of the axis

bears to the diameter of the wheel. 1868 LOCKYER Elem.

Astron. ii. (1879) 39 The diameter of the Sun is 853,380 miles,

t b. tlttpt. with numeral expressions : =/"(such a) dia-

meter, or = in diameter (4 a), Obs.

1663 GERBIER Counsel 69 Balls twelve inches Diameter.

1718 LADY M. W. MONTAGU Let. la Ctess Bristol 10 Apr.,

The dome . . is said to be one hundred and thirteen feet

diameter. i85 J. NICHOLSON Oferat. Mechanic 191 Some
. . were not more than 3$ inches diameter.

C. Geom. The length of the diagonal of a paral-

lelogram, (obs.} fd. Arith. A number that is

the square root of the sum of the squares of the

two factors f a DIAMETRAL nnmber (and hence

may be represented by the diagonal of a rectangle

whose sides are proportional to these factors, the

rectangle itself representing the ' diametral num-

ber'). Obs.

1557 RECORDE Whetst. Dj, 17 is the diameter to that

diametralle number 120 [
= 8X 15]. Ibid., 5 is the diameter

of that platte forme.

e. Arch. The transverse measurement of a

column at its base, taken as a unit of measure-

ment for the proportions of an order.

height of one-third from the base. t843 GWILT Anhit.

in. i. 8 2556 Vitruvius in this order [the Tuscan] forma the

columns six diameters high, and makes their diminution one

quarter of the diameter. 1850 LEITCH Mullet's Anc. Art

$ 54 The columns in the temple of Ephesus were eight

diameters high.

f. As a unit of linear measurement of the mag-

nifying power of a lens or microscope. (Cf. also

quot. 1665 in 43.)
i8s EMERSON nf. Traits, First Visit Wks. (Bohn) II.

3 His microscopes, magnifying two thousand diameters.

g. Whole extent from side to side or from end

to end.
1601 SHAKS. Ham. iv. i. 4' [Slander], whose whisper o'er

the world's diameter, As level as the cannon to his blank,

Transports his poison'd shot, c 1645 HOWF.LL Lett. I. vl.

xxxviii. 261, I have traversed the Diameter of France more

than once.

f 3. The diametrical or direct opposite ; con-

trariety, contradiction. Also ellift.
- in diameter

4 b. Obs.

"579 J- STUBBF.S Gating Gulf ^.v, What a diameter of

religion were it for vs dwelling among Christians, to admit

DIAMETRALLY.
from ouer sea, the sons of men in mariagc? 1661 GLAHVILL
I'anity f/ Dogntatiting 76, I shall not undertake to main-
tain the Paradox, that elands diameter to this almost
Catholic opinion.
4. Phrases. In diameter, a. lit. in sense a (with

numerals, etc.) : In measurement across through the

centre
;
in width or thickness. (Formerly also in

the diameter.)
1577 DEE Kelat. Stir. I. (1659) 356 A trunk of fire, which

. . seemeth to be 4 loot over in the Diameter. 1665 I'hil.

Trans. I. 60 It would magnin'e but 600 times in Diameter.
a 1719 ADDISOM ltafy(f.\Thc bay of Naples, .lies in almost
a round figure of about thirty mites in the diameter. 1858
HOCXJ Vrr. Kined. 1 10 The fruit hangs from the tree [baobab]

by a stalk two feet long and an inch in diameter.

fb. Diametrically, directly (with words denoting

opposition 'or contrariety) ;
in direct opposition.

[After Gr. ix tiapi-rpav avriitfioOai to lie diametri-

cally opposite.] ( Usuallyfig.) Also (in lit. sense)

by a diameter. Obs. (Cf. DIAMETRICAL t, 2 b.)

1543 TRAHEROH Viro'l Chirurg. vi. i. 181 By flebothomie

on the contrary syde by a diameter. 1598 B. JONSON Ev. Man
in Hum. iv. vii, To come to a publike schoole . . it wai

opposite (in diameter) to my humour. 1643 MILTON Divoru
ll. xxi. (1851) 122 To hinder . . those deep and serious re-

gresses of nature . . is in diameter against both nature and
institution. 1(43 Sin T. BROWNE Rtlig. Med. 1. 1 3 To stand

in diameter and swords point with them. //'/(/. i. fi 51 It is

not worthy to stand in diameter with Heaven.

) c. In a diameter : in a direct line, directly.

Obs. (Cf. DIAMETRICALLY 3.)
ai68 J. LACY Sir H. Buffoon i. Dram. Wks. (1875) 228

Deriving our pedigree in a diameter from the best blood of

Europe.
Hence Dia'jnetered a., of a (specified) diameter.

1707 SLOANE Jamaica I. 57 A two or three inch long dia-

meter'd broad woody pedestal. Ibid. 63 A foot diameter'd,

large, broad, roundish root.

t Dia-meterly, adv. Obs. rare. [f. prec. +
-LT 2

.]
= DIAMETRICALLY 2b.

1603 FLORIO Montaigne in. ix. ( 1632) 560 Libertie and idle-

nesse . . are qualities diameterly contrary to that mysterie.

i63iAMES Agst. Cerem. u. 518 So diameterly contrary to it.

tl>ia
-

meter-wise, adv. Obs. =
prec.

1600 W. VACGHAN Direct. Health (1633) 133 Being dia-

meter-wise repugnant to our Makers commandment.

Diametral (daiiae-m/lral^, a. and sb. [a. OF.

dyametral (Mth c. in Godef. Suppl. ;
mod.F. diamt-

tral\ ad. med.L. diamttralis, f. diametrus DIA-

METER : see -AL.] A. adj.
1. Of or relating to a diameter ; of the nature of

or constituting a diameter.
Diametralplane : (a) Geom. a plane passing through the

centre of a sphere or other solid ; (b) Cryst. a plane pass-

ing through two of the axes ofa crystal (see DIAMETRIC i).

ij EDEN Decades 6 An other Ilande. .whose Diametral

sydeextendynge frome the Easte to the weste, they iudged
to bee a hundreth and fyftie rnyle. 1668 CULPEPFER & COLF
Barthol. Anat. ll. iii. 90 The Diametral wideness of the

lower Belly. 1676 MOXON Print Lett. 46 Through this

Circle draw a ..Diametral line. 1833 HERSCHEL Astron.

iii. 151 In the orthographic projection, every point of the

hemisphere is referred to its diametral plane or base. 1865

W. S. ALOIS Elm. Solid Geom. vi. (1886) 85 The locus of

the middle points of a system of parallel chords of a surface

is called the diametral surface of the system. 1877 HUXLEY
Anat. Im. Anim. iii. 162 The diametral folds of the oral

aperture. 1881 MAXWELL F.lectr. H Magn. 1. 12 A diameter

of an ellipsoid and its conjugate diametral plane.

f b. Forming, or situated in, a straight line. OPS.

1504 BLUNDEVIL Exerc. m. l. xv. (ed. 7) 307 When the

Sunne the Earth, and the Moone be met in one selle dia-

metrall line. 1647 H. MORE Seng of Soul i. i. xlvii. The
Sunne and Moon combine, Then they're at ods in lte

Diametrall.

1 2. Arith. Diametral number : one that is the

product of two factors the sum of whose squares is

a square. (Cf. DIAMETER 2 d.) Obs.

Thus 3
2+ 42=5*; 'hen 3X4= 12 is a diametral number

1557 RECORDE Wketit. C iv b. 1674 JEAKE Arith. (1696)

i79*Diametral numbers . . are produced as Oblongs, by mul-

tiplying their proper parts together, laid. 18 1 All Diametral

Numbers do set forth a Plain Rectangled Triangle, having
all 3 Sides known.

fa. = DIAMETRICAL 2. Obs.

1618 DOHNE Serm. Ixxii. 726 There U not so direct and

Diametrall a contrariety between the Nature of any Sinne

and God. as betweene him and Pride. 1641 LD. J. DICBY

Sf. in Ho. Com. 21 Apr. n, I see the best Lawyers in dia-

metral! opposition. 1666 BANCROFT Lex Ignra 22 Yourown

Oppositions direct and Diametral to God. 1788 Life Sir

Bartk. Safskull I. 56 The genius of pleasure is a diametral

contradiction to the spirit of trade and commerce,

t B. sb. Obs.

1. A diametral line, diameter.

1658 SIR T. BROWNE Card. Cyrus iii. 56 The incesrion or

locall motion of animals is made . . by decussative diametrals,

Ouincunciall Lines and angles. 1676 MOXON Print Lett. 47

Through the Diametral c, d, draw another Diametral line.

2. A diametral number : see A. a.

1674 JEAKE Arith. <i6o6> 184 If 540, or 43". etc- ** D"-
metrals, then 54,000 ana 43,200 be the like.

Dia-metrally, adv. [f. prec. + -LY *.]

1. In the way of a diameter ; in a line passing

through the centre.

[1486 Bk. St. Altans, Her. F ivb, The lawiste pane ex-

tendys to the lawist parte of the shelde dyametralil[er].]

1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesie II. (Arb.) in Ouerthwart and

dyametrally from one side of the circle to the other, a 1638
MEUE View Afx. Wks. v. 917 Which Beasts are here said

to be '
in the midst of the Throne ' and ' round about the
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Throne', that is, diametrally placed round about the Throne.

1882 PROCTOR in Longm. Mag. Dec. 193 Meteoric streamers

extending apparently diametrally from the sun.

f 2. Directly, in a straight line. Obs. (Cf. DIA-

METRAL i b.)

1604 E. G. D'Acosta's Hist. Indies i. 6 When as the

roundnesse of the earth opposeth itselfe diametrally betwixt

her [the moon] and the sunne. 1616 MARLOWE Faust, iv.

73 Let thy left eye be diametrally [Q. 1604 diametarily]

fixed on my right heel.

1 3. a. lit. = DIAMETRICALLY 2 a. Obs.

1563 FULKE Meteors (1640! 376 The center, .of the Rayne-
bow is Diametrally opposite to the center [of the Sun].

1594 BLUNDEVIL F.xerc. m. I. xv. (ed. 7) 307 The Moone [is]

said to be diametrally opposite to the Sunne ..When a right
line drawne from the Center of the Sunne, to the Center of

the Moon, passeth thorow the Center of the earth. i6sa
GAULE Magastr. 4 a, There are yet in Heaven two Stars

Diametrally opposite one to the other.

t b. fig.
= DIAMETRICALLY 2 b. Obs.

1 1532 DEWES Introd. Fr. in Palsgr. 1077 Coldenes and
drinesse. .ben diametrally opposite and contrary to hete

and moisture. 1630 PRYNHEAntz-Artn:'n. 2 Diametrally
re-

pugnant to the anciently established.. Doctrine. 1647 CUD-
WORTH Serin, on i .?. John ii. 3-4 One that should encourage
that, .which is diametrally opposite to God's. .Being.

Diametric (daiame'trik), a. [ad. Gr. Sm/if-

rpiicos, f. Sidfierpos DIAMETER : see -ic.]

1. Relating to or of the nature of a diameter
;

diametral.
1868 DANA Min. Introd. (1880) 20 By a diametric plane

or section . . is meant a plane passing through any two of the

crystallographic axes.

2. Of opposition or the like: = DIAMETRICAL 2.

i8o H. MARTIN Helen o/Glenross IV. 51 She is . .the dia-

metric reverse of her sister Lady Clavington. 1886 J. A.
ALDIS in Academy 3 July 2/2 The diametric, the irreconcil-

able, discord between James Hinton and 'Church teaching'.

Diametrical (daiame'trikal), a. [f. as prec.

+ -AL.]
1. Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of a dia-

meter ; passing through or along a diameter ;

diametral.

1553 EDEN Treat, ffeme Ind. Ep. to Rdr. (Arb.) to They
were . . antipodes, walking feete to feete one agaynste the

other, almost as directly as a diametrical lyne. i6is MARK-
HAM Pleas. Princes, Angling iii. (1635) 16 He should have

knowledge in proportions of all sorts, whether Circular,

square, or Diametricall. 1730 A. GORDON MaffeZs A mphith.

291 The diametrical Passage following cross-ways. 1864 H.
SPENCER Illustr. Univ. Progr. 282 A current proceeding in

a diametrical direction from the equator to the centre.

2. Of opposition or the like : Direct, entire, com-

plete (like that of two points on a circle at opposite
ends of a diameter: cf. DIAMETER 4 b). Usually./?^.
1613 JACKSON Creed n. 221 The Diametricall opposition

betwixt the spirit of God and the Spirit of the Papacie.

1642 FULLER Holy tj Prof. Si. m. xx. 207 The East and
West Indies, .whose names speak them at diametricall op-

position. 1753 SMOLLETT Cf. Fathom (1784) 29/1 Advice

improperly administered generally acts in diametrical oppo-
sition to the purpose for which it is supposed to be given.

1874 H. R. REYNOLDS John Rapt. iv. i. 247 The dia-

metrical difference between the Talmud and Christianity.

f b. Directly or completely opposed, either in

nature or result. Obs.

1647 SALTMARSH Sfarkl. Glory (1847) 117 When Christians

are under several forms and administrations, and these

diametrical, or opposite to each other. 1670 G. H. Hist.
Cardinals i. n. 55 The two profest diametrical Enemies of
those virtues, a 1734 NORTH Exam. i. ii. 31 (1740) 46
The Revolution was very quick and diametrical.

fc. quasi-owfe.
= DIAMETRICALLY 2. Obs.

1653 J. CHETWIND Dead Speaking 16 Such diametrical op-

posite effects, .from the same cause.

Diametrically, adv.
[f. prec. + -LY 2.]

1. In the manner or direction of a diameter ;

along the diameter ; straight through.
1695 WOODWARD Nat. Hist. Earth m. i. (1723) 137 The

Vapour, .cannot penetrate the Stratum diametricaly. 1794
T. TAYLOR Pausanias III. 95 Its breadth, measured dia-

metrically, may be conjectured to be about four cubits.
1826 SCOTT Mai. Malagr. \. 53 This true course cannot
always be followed out straight and diametrically. 1889
Nature 7 Nov. 13 The molecules, which he represents dia-

metrically.

2. In the way of direct or complete opposition.
Usually with opposite, opposed, contrary : Directly,
exactly, entirely, completely. (Cf. prec. 2.) a. lit.

of physical opposition.
c 1645 HOWELL Lett. (1650) 1. 1. xxvii. 44 Two white keen,

pointed rocks, that lie under water diametrically opposed.
1726 tr. Gregory's Astron. I 13 This Planet will not always
attend the Sun, but sometimes be diametrically opposite to
it. 1870 R. M. FERGUSON Electr. 32. These points are not
diametrically opposite each other.

b. fig. (The usual sense.)
1633 T. ADAMS Ex}. 2 Peter ii. ip Vice cannot consist

with virtue, because it is diametrically opposite. 1672
CLARE_NDON Ess. Tracts (17271 241 That men of equal learn-

ing . . integrity and . . piety, should differ so diametrically
from each other. 1799 J. ROBERTSON Agric. Perth 397 It
is diametrically contrary to the genius of the British con-
stitution. 1856 FROUDE Hist. Euf.l.uB That the positions
of England and Spain toward the papacy would be diame-
trically changed. 1872 MINTO Eng. Pi-ose Lit. i. i. 51 Two
kinds of emotion, .diametrically antagonistic.
+ 3. Directly, in an exact line (witA) ;

in the way
of complete agreement. 06s. rare.
1661 Sir H. I'ane'

1

* Politics 6 My Judgement runs dia-

metrically with his.
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t Diamictonic (daramiktjvnik), a. and si.

Klin. Obs. [f. Gr. *5ta^iTos, vbl. adj. from 5m-

luyrfocu to mix up (cf. HIXTOS, f. luffvvai) ;

after plutonic, etc.] Applied by Pinkerton to a
' domain '

or division of minerals consisting of

various substances intimately combined. b. as sb.

A mineral belonging to this
' domain '.

i8n PINKERTON Petrol. I. Jntrod., The remaining six

domains, derived from circumstances or accidences, are..

8. The Diamictonic, or rocks in which the substances arc so

completely mingled, that it is difficult . . to pronounce which

preponderates. 1814 Ellin. Rev. XXIII. 73 The gross

error which led to the foundation of the eighth Domain,
or the Diamictonic as it is entitled. Ibid. 74 Forming an

essential character in a system of Diamictonics.

Diamide (dai-amaid). Chem, [f. Di- 2 +

AMIDE.] An amide formed on the type of two

molecules of Ammonia, the hydrogen of which is

replaced partly or wholly by one or more acid

radicals.

1866 E. FRANKLAND Lect. Nolls Chem. Stud. 374 The
diamides may be regarded as derived from two molecules

of ammonia.

Dianii'do-. Chem. [Di-
2 + AMIDO-.] Having

two atoms of hydrogen replaced by two of the

radical Amidogen NH 2, as Diamido-be'nzene

C 6 H4(NHj),.
1880 FRISWELL in Soc. ofA ris 446 We have thus produced

diamidobenzene.

Diami'dogen. Chem. See Di- - and AMI-

DOGEN.
1887 Athcnxum 9 July 57/2 The preparation of a new

compound of nitrogen and hydrogen .. He [Curtius] terms

it hydrazine or diamidogen. It has the composition ex-

pressed by the formula N2H(.

Dianiine (dai-amain). Chem. [f.
Di- 2 +

AMINE.] An amine, or compound derived from

two molecules of ammonia the hydrogen of

which is replaced partly or wholly by one or more

basic radicals, as Ethene-diamine j^
2

! C2 H.,.

1866 E. FRANKLAND Lect. Notes C/iem. Stud. 367 The
diamines are formed by the coupling together two atoms of

nitrogen in two molecules of ammonia. 1869 ROSCOE Elem.
Chem. 362 Ethylene diamines are volatile bases obtained

by acting with ammonia on ethylene dibromide.

Diammo-, Diammonio-. Chem. See Di-2 2,

AMMO-, AMMONIO-.

1873 WATTS Fovmes' Chem. (ed. 11) 424 The Diammonio-

platmous and Tetrammonio-platinic Compounds. Ibid.,

These tetrammonio-platinous compounds may also be re-

garded as salts of diammoplatoso-diammonium.

Diamond (dai-amand, dai'mand), sb. Forms :

a. 4-5 dia-, dyamawnte, 4-6 -maunt, 5-6 dya-

mant, 5-7 diamant ; 0. 4-5 dia-,dya-,-maund(e,
-mawnde, -mounde, -mownde, 4-6 -mand(e,
5 dyamoude, -mount, -monthe, deamond(e,
5-6 dyamout(e, diamonde, 5-7 dyamond, 6

diamont, -munde, 6- diamond ; 7. 7 dimond,
8 di'mond. [ME. diamant, -aunt, a. OF. dia-

mant (
= Pr. diaman, Cat. diamant, It. diamante,

OHG. demanf), ad. late L. diamas, diamant-em

(med.Gr. Sia/javre), an alteration of L. adamas,
-antem, or peril, of its popular variant adimant-em

(whence fr.adiman,aziman,ayman, OFr.ai'mant),

app. under the influence of the numerous technical

words beginning with the prefix DIA-, Gr. Sio-.

The differentiation of form in late L. was probably con-

nected with the double signification acquired by adamas
of

' diamond
' and ' loadstone

'

(see ADAMANT) ; for, in all

the languages, diamant with its cogriates was at length
restricted to the gem, as aimant was in F. to the loadstone.

In English the dyamaund and adamaund are distinguished
from and opposed to each other c r4co in Maundevile. ed.

1839, xiv. 161, ed. Roxb. Soc. xvii. 80; but adamant long
retained the double sense of late L. adamas : thus Sher-

wood, 1623, has ' An Adamant stone, (F.) aimant, diamant,
catamite, Pierre mariniere.'' See ADAMANT.
The a of the middle syllable has tended to disappear since

the i6th c., as shown by the spelling di'mond, dimond.
Sheridan and other early orthoepists recognize the dissyl-
labic pronunciation, but most recent authorities reckon
three syllables. In Shakspere the word is more frequently
a trisyllable; but it is very generally dissyllabic in Pope,
Thomson, Young, Cowper, Keats, and Tennyson.]

I. 1. A very hard and brilliant precious stone,

consisting of pure carbon crystallized in regular
octahedrons and allied forms (in the native state

usually with convex surfaces), and either colourless

or variously tinted. It is the most brilliant and
valuable of precious stones, and the hardest sub-

stance known.
Diamonds are commonly cut in three forms, called TABLE,

ROSE, and BRILLIANT : see these words. Plate diamond,
point diamond, scratch diamond', see quots. 1854, 1880,

1883.

uviik. t i jou v^nftui-tK i\ni. s 1 . 1 jog \ji jyilc JxuuyeD auu ui

dyamauntz [r'.r. dyamauntis, diamantz], 1400 MAUNUEV.
(Roxb.l xvii. 79 Men fyndez dyamaundes gude and hard
apon be roche of (>e adamaund in be see. c 1475 Sqr. lowe
Degre 844 in Ritson Romances III. 180 Wyth dyamondes
set and rubyes bryght. 1501 Bury WiY/stCamdenlS? A ryngw1 a dyamond therin. 1553 EDEN Treat. Newe hid. Table
(Arb.) 12 Of the Adamant stone, otherwise called the Dia-

DIAMOND.
mant. 1593 SHAKS. 3 Hen. VI, HI. i. 63 My Crowne is in

my heart, not on my head : Not deck'd with Diamonds,
and Indian stones. 1607 Titnon in. vi. 131 One day he

giues vs Diamonds, next day stones. 1673 RAY Jotirn.
Low C. 127 Diamants and other pretious Stones. 1727-46
THOMSON Summer 142 The lively diamond drinks

thy
purest rays. 1734 POPE Ess. Man iv. 10 Deep with
di'monds m the flaming mine. 1750 D. JEFFRIES Dia-
monds <r Pearls 58 The manufacture of Table and Rose
Diamonds. 1833 N. ARNOTT Physics (ed. ) II. i. 189
Diamond has nearly the greatest light-bending power of

any known substances, and hence comes in part its bril-

liancy as a jewel. 1854 J. SCOFFERN in Orr's Circ. Sc.
Chem. 9 The operation of scratching on glass may be con-
ducted . , with a variety of diamond, known as the scratch

diamond, sold by this name on purpose. 1861 C. W. KING
Ant. Gems (1866) 71 The diamond . . has the peculiarity of

becoming phosphorescent in the dark after long exposure to

the rays of the sun. 1880 BIRDWOOD Indian Arts II. 30
When the natural crystal

is so perfect and clear that it

requires only to have Us natural facets polished . . jewellers
call [it] a point diamond. 1883 M. F. HEDDLE in Encycl.
Brit. XVI. 381/2 The cleavage of certain of the African
diamonds is so eminent that even the heat of the hand
causes some of them to fall in pieces. Such diamonds, gener-

ally octahedra, may be recognized by a peculiar watery
lustre ; they are called plate diamonds.

tb. As a substance of extreme hardness; =
ADAMANT. Obs.
c 1400 Rom. Rose 4385 Herte as hard as dyamaunt, Stede-

fast, and nought pliaunt. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. I. vi. 4 As
rock of Diamond stedfast evermore. 1642 MILTON Apol.
Sweet, ii, Zeal, whose substance is ethereal, arming in com-

plete diamond, ascends his fiery chariot. 1656 HOBBES
Lib. Necess. fy Chance (1841) 304 Laid down upon the

hardest body that could be, supposing it an anvil of dia-

mant. 1667 MILTON P. L. vi. 364 On each wing Uriel and

Raphael his vaunting foe, Though huge, and in a Rock of

Diamond Armd, Vanquish'd.
c. Her. In blazoning by precious stones, the

name for the tincture sable or black.

1572 BOSSEWELL Armorie ii. 5sb, The field is parted per

pale Nebule, Carboncle and Dia
Her. 19.

ebule, Carboncle and Diamonde. 1766-87 PORNY

2. trans/. Applied (usually with distinguishing

epithet) to other crystalline minerals, resembling
the diamond in brilliancy ;

as Bristol diamond,
Cornish diamond (see BRISTOL. CORNISH), Matura

diamond, Quebec diamond (see qnots.).

1591 NASHE in Arber's Garner I. 501 If one wear Cornish
diamonds on his toes. 1610 HOLLAND Camden's Brit. I.

239 St. Vincent's rock so full of Diamants that a man may
fill whole strikes or bushels of them. 1665 HOOKE Microgr.
79 Stirise of Crystal, or like the small Diamants I observ'd

in certain Flints. 1802 R. BROOKES Gazetteer (ed. 12),

Piseck .. Bohemian diamonds are found here. 1886 S. M.
BURNHAM Precious Stones 319 The variety [of zircon] ob-

tained from Matura, Ceylon, where it is called
' Matura

diamond,
1

is often sold in the bazaars of India for the

genuine diamond. Ibid. 350 Rock Crystal . . is recognized

by various names, as Bristol, Welsh, Irish, Cornish, and
California diamonds. 1800 G. F. KUNZ Gems N.Amer. 262

Small, doubly terminated crystals [of rock-crystal] found in

the Limestone of the Levis and Hudson River formations,
and locally called Quebec diamonds.

8. Jig. Something very precious ; a thing or per-
son of great worth, or (in mod. use) a person of very
brilliant attainments. (Cf. 7-)

1:1440 York Myst. xxv. 518 Hayll ! Dyamaunde with

drewry dight. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 183 The
diamonde moost precyous to raankynde, thy swete sone

Jesus. 1597 ist Pt. Returnfr. Parnass. III. i. 1043, I will

bestowe upon them the precious stons of my witt, a dia-

monde of invention. 1651 Reliq. Wotton. 20 His second

son, Walter Devereux . .was indeed a dyamond of the time,
and both of an hardy and delicate temper and mixture.

1888 FROUDE Eng. in W. Ind. 112 There are many dia-

monds, and diamonds of the first water, among the Ameri-
cans as among ourselves.

b. Something that shines like a diamond ;
a glit-

tering particle or point.
1814 SCOTT Ld. ofIsles iv. xiii, Each puny wave in dia-

monds roll'd O'er the calm deep. 1862 SHIRLEY Nugx Crit.

i. 75 The grass is . . covered with minute diamonds of while

frost, which sparkle keenly in the winter light.

4.- A tool consisting of a small diamond set in a

handle, used for cutting glass ; called distinctively

glazier s diamond or cutting diamond.

mand 37 Points are those minute fragments which are set

in what are called glazier's cutting diamonds. 1875 URE
Diet. Arts II. 28 The irregular ^octahedrons

with round
facets are those proper for glaziers' diamonds.

5. A diamond-shaped figure, i.e. a plane figure

of the form of a section of an octahedral diamond ;

a rhomb (or a square) placed with its diagonals
vertical and horizontal ;

a lozenge. (In early use,

a solid body of octahedral or rhombohedral

form.)
1496 in Ld. Treas. Ace. Scot. I. 293 Item for a waw of

irne, to be dyamondis for guncast, xxv. s. Ibid. 310 Item,

giffin to Johne Smyth, for hedis to xij speris, and dyamandis
to xxiiij justing speris xvj s. 1651 T. RL-DD Euclid

' n
Rombus, or a Diamond, is a figure having four equal sides,

but is not right angled. 1831 BREWSTER Nat. Magic xi.

(1833) 289 The rows were placed so that the flowers formed

what are called diamonds. 1842 S. C. HALL Ireland'II.

462
' The Diamond ',

a term frequently used in the Northern

Counties, to indicate an assemblage of buildings ^whicn,
taken together, are diamond-shaped. 1889 KENNAN m Cen-

tury Mae. XXXVIII. 167/2 Convicts in long gray overcoats

with yellow diamonds on their backs. Mod. (Mercantile
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Letter)
' We send you Bill of Lading of a bales Wool, mark

L in a diamond.'

b. spec.
A figure of this form printed upon a

playing-card ;
a card of the suit marked with such

'ts94 I.YI.V Moth. Ramp. ill. iv. My bed-fellow . . dreamt

th.-itnii;ht that the king of diamonds was sick. 1598 r LOHIO

iiual'i smi.ires, thnse that we call diamonds or picts upon

n] iving cards. 1680 COTTON Gamester in Singer Hist.

Can/i 14" The ace of diamonds. 1710 Brit. Apolh III.

No 71.3/2 The Nine of Diamonds is . . call'd the Curse of

Scotland. 1711-14 POVE Rape Lockm. 75 Clubs, Diamonds,

Hearts, in wild disorder seen. i8o PRAED To Julia 78 As

if eternity were laid Upon a diamond, or a spade. 1870

1 1AMV .t WARE Mod. Hoyle 150 Single Bcsiquc is composed
of a Knave of Diamonds and a Queen of Spades laid upon
the table . . together. This scores 40.

c. A kind of stitch in fancy needlework.

1881 CAULFEILD & SAWARD Diet. Needlework 152 Dia-

iiiOHit, a stitch used in Macranu! lace to vary the design . .

There are three ways of making Diamonds ; The Single . .

The Double . . and the Treble.

d. The square figure formed by the four bases

in the game of base-ball ; also, by extension, applied

to the whole field. {U.S.)
1894 Boston (Mass.) Jml. 25 Feb. 3/7 Rulers of the

I luuii'ind. The National Base Ball League.

6. J'rinliitg. The second smallest standard size

of roman or italic type, a size smaller than '

pearl ',

but larger than 'brilliant', \\soatlrib. [ad. Du.

diamant : so named by its introducer Voskens.]
Thii line it B specimen of the type celled Diamond.

1778 MORES Dissert. Eng. Typog. Founders 26 Minion,

Nonpareil, Pearl, Ruby and Diamond, so named from their

stnaliness and fancied prettiness. 1808 C. STOWER Printer's

Cram. 43 Diamond is only pearl face upon a smaller body,

and seldom used. 1814 J. JOHNSON Typogr. II. v. 83. 1819

CARLYLE Misc. (1857) If. 6 The very diamond edition of

which might fill whole libraries. 1843 Penny Cycl. XXV.
455/2 Diamond . . is the smallest type used in this country.

Ibid 456 The Dutch were the first in Europe to cut Dia-

mond type. 1856 Hook and its Story (ed. 9), 206 The value

ofthe type for a Diamond Bible .. is several thousand pounds.

1889 H. FROWUE in Pall Mall G. 26 Nov. 2/3 We specially
cast the type for the book [the

'

Finger Prayer-Book ], which

is printed, you will see, in
' diamond

' and '
brilliant '.

II. 7. Phrases, a. Black diamond: (a) a dia-

mond of a black or dark brown colour, esp. a rough
diamond as used by lapidaries, etc. ; (o) pi. a name

playfully given to coal, as consisting, like the dia-

mond, of carbon, b. Rough diamond: a diamond in

its natural state, before it is cut and polished; hence

fig. a person of high intrinsic worth, but rude and

unpolished in manners, o. Diamond cut diamonti:

an equal match in sharpness (of wit, cunning, etc.).

a. 1763 W. LEWIS Comm. Philos.-Techn. 321 A black

diamond cut and set in a ring. 1849 T. MILLER in Gabarni
in London 43 (Farmer) Were he even trusted with the

favourite horse and gig to fetch a sack of black diamonds

from the wharf. 1860 EMERSON Cond. Life, Power (1861)

53 Coal . . We may well call it black diamonds.
Every

basket is power and civilization. 1867 Jrnl. Soc. Arts XV,

349 The boring machine.. is composed of a steel ring set

with black diamonds.
b. 1624 FLETCHER Wife for Month iv. n, She is very

honest, And will be hard to cut as a rough diamond. 1685
DOYLE Effects ofMot. Suppl. 148 Having at the Diamond-
Mine purchased . . a rough Diamond. 1700 DRYDEN Pref.
Fables (Globe) 503 Chaucer, I confess, is a rough diamond.

1875 URE Diet. Arts II. 24 The value of a cut diamond
is esteemed equal to that of a similar rough diamond of

double weight. 1890 T. KF.YWORTH in CasscU's Fain.

Mag. Dec 49 He was a rough-looking man, and somebody
called him a rough diamond.
c. 1618 FORD Lover's Mel. i. iii, We're caught in our own

toils. Diamonds cut diamonds. 1641 FULLER Holy r Prof.
St. iv. xi. 293 Then Gods diamonds often cut one another.

a 1700 B. K. Diet. Cant. Crew, Diamond cut Diamond,
bite the Biter. 1863 RF.ADE Hard Cash xxv, He felt, .sure

his employer would outwit him if he could ; and resolved it

should be diamond cut diamond. 1891 J. WlNSpR Columbus
xi. 256 In the game of diamond-cut-diamond, it is not always
just to single out a single victim for condemnation.

III. attrib. and Comb.
8. altrib. Made or consisting of diamond, as

diamond lens, diamond stone (
= sense i).

1553 KDEN Treat. Ntive Ind. (Arb.) 14 marg. The dia-

moiule stone. 1617 MINSHEU Ductorin Ling., A Diamond
or Picke at Cards, because he is picked and sharpe poinlec
as the Diamond stone. 1771 ELIZ. GRIFFITH Lady Burton
III. 270 The diamond eyes of the Indian idol. 1817 GORING
in Q. Jrnl. Sc. tf Arts XXII. 280 note. Diamond lenses

I conceive to constitute the ultimatum of the perfection o

single microscopes. 1830 Optics 39 (Libr. Useful Knowl.
Mr. Pritcbard finished the first diamond microscope in 1826.

1831 J. MI-MAY Diamond 39 If the power of the glass lens

be 24, that of the diamond would be 64. 1841 LONGF. Elector

Knight v, A lance that was . . sharper than diamond-stone.

t b. Hard or indestructible as diamond, adaman
tine. (Cf. i b.) Obs.

1580 NORTH Plutarch (1656) 800 Those strong diamonc
chains with which Dionysius the elder made his boast tha

he left his tyranny chained to his son. 1586 T. B. Lt

Priniaud. Fr. Acad. I. 224 Making men hir slaves, am
chaining them . . with diamond chains. 1633 P. FLETCHEI

1'urple Isl. in. x, With such a diamond knot he often soul

can binde. 1659 B- HARRIS Parival's Iron Age loi Tc

trye if luck would turn, and whether Fortune would be

alwayes fixed with a Diamant-Nayle.
fc. ? Brilliant, shining. Obs.

"579 G. HARVEY Lettcr-bk. (Camden) 81 Delicate picture
. . of most beautiful! and diamond wenches, 1583 STUBBE
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Aaat. Abus. i. (1879) 63 To heart their dirtie dregs ript vp
nd cast in their diamond faces.

9. attrib. Set or furnished with a diamond or

iiamomls, as diamond button, clasp, ring, signet.

1641 FULLER Holy ft Prof. St. in. xxii. 213 Some hold it

mhanpy to be married with a diamond ring. 1717 LAIIY

.1 W. MONTAGU Let. to Cless. ofMar i Apr., This smock

. is closed at the neck with a diamond button. 1817 !..

"URRELL in Gilts Techn. Repos. I. 195 Diamond turning-

ools. 1837 CARLYLE f'r. Rev. II. viii, Consider that un-

utterable business of the Diamond Necklace . . Astonished

Cuiope rings with the mystery
for ten months. 1880 CLEUKE

n prater's Mag. 819 The diamond clasp which fastened

he imperial mantle ofCharlemagne. 1891 Law Tinus XC.

283/1 Two diamond rings which he wished to dispose of.

10. attrib. or adj. a. Of the shape of a diamond

see 5) ; lozenge-shaped, rhombic; forming a de-

sign consisting of figures of this shape, as diamond

couching, fret, netting, pattern, work ; having a

lead or end of this shape, as diamond dibber, nail.

1598 BARRET Thlor. Warres ill. ii. 77 The nearest . . vnto

the simare of men, is the Diamant battell. 1663 WOOD Life

Oxf. Hist. Soc.) I. 481 A larg diomond hatchment with

Janterbury and Juxon impaled. 1667 PRIMATT City * C.

Buila.^(x> A Diamond Figure, whose sides are parallel, but

not at right Angles. 1840 Penny Cycl. XVIU 215 s.v.

Planting, The diamond-dibber, a pointed plate of steel with

a short iron handle. 1840 DICKENS Barn. Kudge i, Its win-

dows were old diamond-pane lattices. 1858 Archil. Publ.

Soc. Diet., Diamond fret, a species of checker work in

which a diamond . . is interlaced by the prolongations of

the diameters of the square. 1874 KNIGHT Diet. Mech.,

Diamond-nail, a nail having a rhombal head. Ibid., Dia-

mona-iuark (Masmry\ reticulated work formed by courses

of lozenge-shaped stones, very common in ancient masonry.

1881 CAULFEILD & SAWARD Diet. Needlework 152 Diamond

couching [is] one of the Flat Couchings used in Church

Work. Ibid. 359 Fancy Diamond Netting is worked in

three different ways.

b. Having a surface hewn or cut into facets,

formed by low square-based pyramids placed close

together.
1717 BERKELEY Jrnl. Tour Italy 27 Jan. Wks. 1871 IV.

551 Church of the Carmelites, .in the front a little diamond

work. 1870 A. BEAZELEY Specif. Flainboro' Lightho., The

Gallery-course is to be . . cast with a neat diamond pattern

as shewn, to give a safe foot-hold.

11. General combs, a. attributive. Of or relat-

ing to diamonds, as diamond-bort (see BORT),

-broker, -carat, -factory, -merchant, -trade ;
con-

taining or producing diamonds, as diamond-bed,

conglomerate, -deposit, -gravel, -mine. b. objec-

tive and obj. genitive, as diamond-bearing adj.,

-digging, -polisher, -producing adj., -seeker, -seller,

-splitter. c. instrumental, as diamond-paved,

-pointed, -tipped adjs. d. similative, as diamoiul-

bright, -distinct adjs. ;
also diamond-like adj. e.

parasynthetic, as diamond-headed, -paned, -shaped,

-tiled adjs.
a. 1618 SYLVESTER Woodman's Bear Ixxiii, Diamond-headed

darts. i68 in Archxologia (1883) XLVII. 392 Dyamond
boart and divers other matcrialls for the Cutting and finish-

ing of our Armes in a Dyamond. 1631 LITHGOW Trav.

in 85 The goodliest plot, the Diamond sparke, and the

Honny spot of all Cindy. 1685 Diamond-mine [see 7 bl.

1704 Phil Trans. XXV. 1548 Such a Diamond-like Sand.

1810 KEATS Hyperion i. 220 Diamond-paved lustrous long

arcades. 1835 WILLIS Pencilling! I. xiv. 108 The diamond-

shaped stones of the roof. 1841 TENNYSON Vision of Sin

ii Till the fountain spouted, showering wide Meet of dia-

mond-drift and pearly hail. 1863 I. WILLIAMS Baptistery i.

vii (1874) 70 Writ. .With a diamond-pointed pen, On a plate

of adamant. 1871 M. COLLINS Mrq. * Merck. II. x. 300

Casements diamond-paned. 1876 J. B. CORREY in Jrnl

Soc. Arts XXIV. 375 The diamond-bearing soil. Ibid.

377 Keen-faced diamond brokers. 1880 CLERKE in Fraser's

Mar. 818 It is said there were diamond-polishers at Nurem-

berg in J373 Ibid. 821 The conditions of diamond-digging.

1883 Archxologia XLVII. 396 Tavernier, a diamond mer-

chant and jeweller, who visited Persia in . . 1604.

12. Special combs. : diamond-bird, an Austra-

lian shrike of the genus Pardalotus, esp. P. punc-

tatus, so called from the spots on its plumage;

diamond-borer, d. boring machine --* diamond-

drill (b) ;
diamond boron.an impure formof boron

obtained in octahedral crystals nearly as hard and

brilliant as the diamond ;
diamond-breaker =

diamond-mortar ; diamond-broaching, broached

hewn-work done with a diamond-hammer; dia-

mond cement, cement used in setting diamonds ;

diamond-crossing, a crossing on a railway where

two lines of rails intersect obliquely without com-

municating (see DIAMOND-POINT 3); diamond-

drill, (a) a drill armed with one or more diamonds

used for boring hard substances ; (i) a drill for bor-

ing rocks, having a head set with rough diamonds,

a diamond-borer; diamond- dust = diamond-

powder; diamond-flcoides, the ice-plant, Mesem-

bryanthemum crystallinum ; diamond-field [cf.

coal-field}, a tract of country yielding diamonds

from its surface strata ; diamond file, fish (see

quots.) ; diamond-hammer, a mason's hammer

having one face furnished with pyramidal pick

points for fine-dressing a surface on stone; dia-

mond hitch, a method of fastening ropes in packing

heavy loads; diamond-knot (Naut.), a kind ol

DIAMOND.

ornamental knot worked with the strands of a rope ;

diamond-mill (sec quot.) ; diamond-mortar, a

steel mortar used for crashing diamonds for the

purposes ofthe lapidary ; diamond-plaice, a local

name (.in Sussex) for the common plaice (Fleuro-

necles platessa), from its lozenge-shaped spots;

diamond-plough, (a) a diamond-pointed instru-

ment for engraving upon glass ; (ff) a small plough

having a mould-board and share of a diamond or

rhomboidat shape (Knight) ; diamond-powder,
the powder produced by grinding or crushing dia-

monds ; diamond rattlesnake, a rattlesnake (Cro-

talus adamanteus') having diamond-shaped mark-

ings ; diamond-spot, collector's name for a moth

(Botys teiragonalis) ; diamond-tool, a metal-

turning tool whose cutting edge is formed by facets ;

diamond wedding [after silver vi,, golden a/.],

a fanciful name for the celebration of the 6oth (or

according to some, the 75th) anniversary of the

wedding-day; diamond - weevil =- DIAMOND-

BEETLE ; diamond-wheel, a metal wheel used with

diamond-powder and oil in grinding diamonds or

other hard gems. See also DIAMOND-BACK, etc.

1840 Penny Cycl. XVIII. 179/1 s. v. Piprinm^ ParJalotus

punctatus . . Mr. Caley states that this species is called

Diamond Bird by the settlers, from the spots on its body.

borer. 1867 Jml. Soc. Artt XV. 349 'Diamond boring

machine. 1S7SURE Did. Arts I. 442 The Diamond Boring
Machine. .The boring bit is a steel thimble, about 4 inches

in length, having two rows of Brazilian black diamonds . .

in their natural rough state firmly imbedded therein. 1863-

71 WATTS Diet. Chem. I. 628 Adamantine or 'Diamond
Boron . . extremely hard, always sufficiently so to scratch

corundum with facility, and some crystals are nearly as hard

Cox Cycl. Com. Things 117 A "Diamond cement, .used by
Armenian jewellers in setting diamonds, is composed of

gum mastic and isinglass dissolved in spirits of wine.

1881 E. MATHESON Aid Bk. Engineer. Enterp. 252 Where

a siding crosses a main road without connecting it, what l

known as a 'diamond crossing is used. 1891 Morning Post

20 Feb. 3/4 Major Marindin strongly recommends . . that

there should be no diamond crossing worse than one to

eight. 1817 E. TURRELL in Gilts Techn. Repos. I. 129

Pierced by very fine 'diamond drills. 1881 E. MATHESON
Aid Bk. Engineer. Enterprise 391 Diamond drills . . will

pierce the hardest known rocks.
1844-57^

G.
BIRD^

L.

Deposits

ice plant. 1811 MRS. M. STARKE Beauties ofC. M. Maggi

48 The Ice-plant, properly called, the Diamond-ticoides.
'.. * T T^ if . _ A. / c--_ .-.*.W TV i^n HTl^ Hit,

with diamond powder hammered into it. 1854 ADAMS,

BAIKIE & BARRON Nat. Hist 93 Family. .'Diamond fishes

(also called Bony-Pikes) Lepisosteidst. i*& Archil. Publ.

Soc Diet., ''Diamond hammer, a tool used by masons in

the Isle of Man and in parts of Scotland for fine pick

dressing
'

limestone and granite. 1883 Specif. N. East.
UTUIUUK luiicaiwii*. * " ~* f,,, f
Railw , Alnivick f, Cornhill Br. Contr. No. 2. s The face

is to be cither tooled, or broached with a diamond hammer.

1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine (1789) s. v. Knot, There are

several sorts, which differ in . . form and size : the
principal

of these are the 'diamond-knot, the rose-knot, the wall-

knot 1867 SMYTH Sailor's Word-bk., Diamond-knot, an

ornamental knot worked with the strands of a rope, some-

times used for bucket-strops, on the foot-ropes of jib-booms,

man-ropes, etc. 1884 F. J. BRITTEN Watch * Uockm. 87

[In a] 'Diamond Mill . . for cutting and polishing ruby

nces. 1801 T. THOMSON Chem. I. 47 Diamond powder
.! only be obtained by grinding one diamond against

another. 1883 Times 26 Mar. 7/6 Of all the snake varieties

. . the 'diamond rattlesnake . . seems to be the most deadly.

1819 G. SAMOUELLK Entomol. Compend. 436 The 'diamond

spot. 1871 Punch 23 Nov. aio/2 "Diamond Wedding.

1891 HAVDN Diet. Dates 1058 Diamond weddings after

a union of 60 years, some apply it to 75 years.

Di amend, v. [f. prec. sb.]

1. trans. To furnish or bedeck with diamonds.

>7<i H. WALFOLE Lett. H. Mann (1891) II. 4> He plays,

dresses, diamonds himself, even to distinct shoe-buckles for

a frock.

2. fig. To adorn as with diamonds. (Cf. impearl.)

1839 'BAILEY Ftstus xvi. (1852) 211 Wreathed round with

flowers and diamonded with dew. 1845 JAMES /I. Af III.

xvi, The tears rolled over the long lashes, and diamonded

her cheek. 1878 LOWELL Lett. (1894) II. 216 Just as we

got there, it cleared, and all the thickets . . were rainbowed

and diamonded by the sun.

b. To make glittering like a diamond.

1839 BMLEY Festus xiii. (1852" 157 The first ray Perched

on his [a bard's] pen, and diamonded its way.

3. nonce-use. To call or name (diamonds).

1859 TENNYSON Idylls, Elaine 503 'Advance and take

yourprize The diamond
'

; but he answer'd,
' diamond me

No diamonds ! for God's love, a little air'.
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DIAMOND-BACK.

Hence Di'amondingf vbl. sb., adornment with or

as with diamonds
;

brilliant ornamentation.
c 1818 KEATS Notes on Milton in Ld. Houghton Life

(1848) I. 277 The light and shade, the sort of black bright-
ness, the ebon diamonding . . of the following lines, a 1821

Castle Builder, Their glassy diamonding on Turkish
floor.

Dramond-back, a. and sb. [Short for next.]
A. adj. Diamond-backed, having the back

marked with one or more lozenge-shaped figures.
B. sb. a. The Diamond-back Moth (see quots.).

b. The Diamond-backed Turtle.

1819 G. SAMOUELLE Entomol. Compend. 436 The testaceous
Diamond - back, Tortrix trapezana. 1891 Miss E. A.
ORMEROD in Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. 30 Sept. 599 The pale
patterns along these edges form diamond-shaped marks,
whence the English name

'

diamond-back moth'. Ibid. 611
These showed unmistakable signs of diamond-back cater-

pillar ravage. 1895 Lippincott's Mag. Jan., The diamond-
back [turtle] is undeniably and unspeakably ugly.

Dramond-backed, a. [f. DIAMOND sb. +
BACKED I

.] Having the back marked with lozenge-
shaped figures.
Diamond-backed turtle or terrapin, the fresh-water tor-

toise of the Atlantic coast of N. America, Malaclemmys
palustris.

1895 Daily News 14 Jan. 5/3 Diamond-backed terrapin
are the newest pets of fashionable folk in the States. They
..are chiefly adopted by artists at present, but are to be
found in some boudoirs as well as studios.

Diamond-beetle. A South American beetle

Curculio (Entimus) imperialis, of which the elytra
are studded with brilliant sparkling points; also

applied to other species of Curculio, and (with
qualifications) to other beetles with splendid mark-

ings.
1806 G. SHAW Gen. Zool. VI. i. 65 The most brilliant and

beautiful is the Curculio imperialis . . commonly known by
the name of the Diamond Beetle. 1839 J. p. WESTWOOD
Mod. Classif. Insects I. 340 The various species of diamond
beetles surpassing (in their colours) the majority of Coleop-
terous insects. 1860 W. S. DALLAS Anim. Kingd. 219 Few
insects can boast of greater magnificence than the well-
known Diamond-beetle of Brazil. 1860 G. BENNETT Nat.
in Austral. 273 The Diamond beetle of Australia of green
and gold tints (Chrysolopus spectabilis).

Di-amond-cnt, a. and sb.

A. adj. 1. Cut into the shape of a diamond or
rhomb.
1637 Bursar's Bk. Gonville $ Caius Coll. in Willis &

Clark Cambridge (1886) I. 194 Paveing the chappell with
ston
Y

ar Camridge (1886) I. 194 Paveing the chappell with
ones diamond cut. c 1710 C. FIENNES Diary (1888) 238
windows, .are all diamond Cut round the Edges.

2. Cut with facets like a diamond ; cut in relief

in the form of a low square-based pyramid, pointed
or truncated.
Diamond-cutglass, thick glass cut into grooves or channels

of V-shaped section crossing one another obliquely so as to
leave pyramid-shaped projections ; a common style of orna-
mentation in cut glass.
1703 Land. Gaz. No. 3973/4 A Diamond cut Steel-headed

Cane. 1717 BERKELEY jrnl. Tour Italy Wks. 1871 IV.
541 Well-built streets, all hewn stone, diamond-cut, rustic.

fB. st. Obs.

1691 tr. Emiliantie's Frauds Romish Monks 27 A magnifi-
cent Structure, all of hewn Stone of a Diamond-Cut. 1698
FRYER Ace. E. Indict $ P. 214 If it be very fair and cut
Diamond-Cut.. The second sort of Ruby is White, .which
also is of good esteem, if cut of a Diamond-Cut.

Di'amond-Cutter . A lapidary who cuts and
polishes diamonds. So Diamond-cutting

1

sb., the
art of the diamond-cutter.
1722 Lontl. Gaz. No. 6100/4 Moses Langley . . Diamond-

Cutter. 1827 Gill's Techn. Repos. I. 4 The diamond-cutter
seats himself in front of his work-board. 1872 YEATS
Growth Comm. 213 The art of diamond-cutting introduced
by Jews driven from Lisbon to Amsterdam.

Di-amoiided, a.
[f. DIAMOND sb. or v. + -ED.]

1. Adorned with or wearing diamonds.
_
1860 EMERSON Cond. Life, Behaviour (i86r) in As when,

in Pans, the chief of the police enters a ballroom, so manydiamonded pretenders shrink, and make themselves as in-
conspicuous as they can. 1885 A. J. C. HARE Russia iii.

143 Diamonded saddle-cloths and trappings.
b. Jig. Adorned as with diamonds.

1830 TENNYSON Poems 144 The diamonded night. 1831
I. WILSON Unimore

;.
26 Dew-diamonded daisies. 1860

LD. LYTTON Lucile \. iv. 6 The scarp'd ravaged mountains
. .Were alive with the diamonded shy salamander.
2. Marked or furnished with lozenge-shaped

figures or parts; having the figure of a diamond.
1642 FULLER Holy A Prof. St. v. vi. 382 Break a stone . .

or lop a bough . . and one shall behold the grain thereof
diamonded or streaked in the fashion of a lozenge. 1820
KEATS Eve St. Agnes xxiv, A casement high and triple-
arch d . . And diamonded with panes of quaint device. 1880
Dorothy 25 Came through the diamonded panes.
1 3. fig. ? Endowed with the characteristics of

the diamond ; brilliant and keen. Obs.
'*+ J. JACKSON True Evang. T. 11. 138 These pointedand diamonded speeches, which doe indeed leave a stinc

in the mind of the pious Auditor.

Dianiondi-ferous, a.
[f. DIAMOND + -(I)FEK-

ous, in imitation of diamantiferous, F. diaman-
tifere, from med. L. diamant-em] Diamond-
producing.
1870.Echo 14 Oct., Those who have rushed to the dia-

mondiferous region [of S. Africa]. 1870 Daily News 21 Dec.,A new diamondiferous track had been discovered. 1877
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W. THOMSON Voy. Challenger II. vi. 116 Sufficient dia-

mondiferous country is already known to provide many
years' employment for a large population. 1885 'I lines

20 Apr. 4/4 Filled .. with a blue diamondiferous mud.

Ei'anioiulize, v.
ff.

DIAMOND sb. + -IZE.]

1. trans. To bedeck with, or as with, diamonds.

1599 B. JONSON Eli. Manout ofHunt. m. iv, Modellizing,
or enamelling, or rather diamondizing of your subject. 1863
OUIDA Held in Bondage (1870) 52 Diamondized old ladies.

2. To convert into diamond.

1893 E. L. REXFORD in Barrows Parl. Relig. I. 516 The

diamondizing of soot.

Diamond-point, [f.
DIAMOND.^. + POINT sb.'}

1. A stylus tipped with a fragment of diamond,
used in engraving, etc.

1874 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. I. 698/1 Wilson Lowry intro-

duced the diamond-point into engraver's ruling-machines.
1881 Every Man his own Mechanic 569 The diamond

point . . is used for roughing very small and delicate work
that will not bear the gouge.
2. Railways. Usually in pi. The set of points at

a diamond crossing, where two lines of rails inter-

sect obliquely without communicating, forming a
diamond or rhombic figure ;

in sing, one of the

acute angles formed by two rails at such a crossing.
1881 Daily News 15 Sept. 3/2 It [a train] had to pass

over a diamond point. 1890 Morning Post 24 Oct. 6/7
A North British mineral train, while crossing a set of
diamond points, ran off the line. 1894 Westm. Gaz. 24 July
5/2 On reaching the diamond point the guard's van next the

engine jumped the metals.

3. attrib., as diamond-point chisel, a chisel having
the corners ground off obliquely.
1874 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. s. v. Chisel.

Diamond-Snake. A name given to various

snakes or serpents having diamond-shaped mark-

ings, esp. a. a large Australian serpent, Morelia

spilotes ; b. a venomous Tasmanian serpent, Hop-
locephalus superbus,
1814 Sporting Mag. XLIV. 93 A snake of the diamond

species was lately killed at St. George's River. .New South
Wales. 1847 LEICHHARDT Jrnl. iii. 78 Charley killed a
diamond snake, larger than any he had ever seen before.

1850 J. B. CLUTTERBUCK Port Phillip iii. 43 The diamond
snake is that most dreaded by the natives. 1863 WOOD
Nat. Hist. 117 It is called the Diamond snake on account
of the pattern of its colours . . arranged so as to produce
a series of diamonds along its back. 1882 Miss C. C.
HOPLEY Snakes 423 The Diamond snake . . on the mainland
is the harmless Python inolurus, and in Tasmania the
venomous Hoplocephalus super-bus, with very broad scales.

Diamond-spar. Min. [ad. Ger. demant-

spath (Klaproth 1786), so called from its extreme

hardness.] (See quot.).
1804 R. JAMESON Min. I. 93. 1807 J. MURRAY Syst.

Chem. III. 593 The Diamond spar, which has been dis-

tinguished from corundum, appears to be a variety of it.

Dramond-wise, adv. [see -WISE.] In the
manner or form of a diamond or lozenge.
1530 PALSGR. 799 Dyamant wyse, lyke or in maner of a

dyamant. 1582 N. LICHEFIELD tr. Castanheda's Cony.
E. Ind.

Ixxyi. 154 b, Of sundrye coulours, the which was
wrought Diamond wise. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury in.

loo/i Diamond wise . . is . . anything set or hung having
one corner of the square set upwards, the other downwards.
1698 FRYER Ace. E. India fy P. 158 His Effigies, .upon it

Escutcheon, or Diamond-wise.

Diamond-work : see DIAMOND 10.

t Dia-moron. Pharm. Also 5 diameron. [L.
diamoron, a. Gr. Sta popuv

' made from black

mulberries.'] A preparation of syrup and mul-

berry juice, used as a gargle for a sore throat.
1:1400 Lanfranc'sCirurg. 218 pan make him a gargarisme

wib a decoccioun . . wib be which he distemperid |>erwi|> dia-
meron. Ibid. 262 pan )>ou muste make consumynge bingis
as diameron & sappa michum. 1647 WARD Simp. Cooler
10 [It] will be found a farre better Diamoron for the Gar-
garismes this Age wants.

Diamorphosis (dsiampufcHsis, -mjufou-sis).
Btol, [mod. L., a. Gr. Sta^6p(pojffts, n. ofaction f. 8ta-

Ho/xpo-civ to form, shape, f. Sia- through, thoroughly,
asunder (see DIA- l) + floppy form.]
1.

' The building up of a body to its proper form '

(Syd. Soc. Lex. 1883).
H 2. erroneously for DuiOKPHISM.
1861 H. C. WOOD in Quart, Jrnl. of Micr. Sc. I. No. 3,

157 (title) On the Diamorphosis of Lyngbya, Schizogonium,
and Prasiola.

Dia-myl. Chem. [Di-
2
.] A. sb. The organic

radical AMYL in the free state,C10H22 =C5 Hn.C 5Hn .

B. attrib. and Comb. Containing two equivalents
of amyl, as diamylaniline.
1850 DAUBENY^/OTH. Th. viii. (ed. 2) 241 Diamylaniline,

Dia;mylene. Chem. See Di- ^ and AMYLENE.
tDi'an. Obs.

^
Also 6 diana. [a. F. diane

(i6th c. in Littre), Sp. diana, a beating of the
drum at day-break, It. diana ' a kind of march
sounded by trumpetters in a morning to their

generall and captaine
'

(Florio 1598), f. dia day.
Cf. L. quoti-didnus, etc.] A trumpet call or drum-
roll at early morn. Also attrib., as dian-sounding.
159;

GARRARD Art Warre 29 Even until the Diana be
sounded through all the Campe. 1652 URQUHART Jewel

DIANODAL.
Wks. (1834) 180, I warn them with the first sound of the

trumpet .. but if, after this Diansounding [etc.]. 111678
MAKVELL Applcton House 292 Poems 208 The bee through
these known allies hums Beating the dian with its drums.

Diana (daiise'na, dsiifi'na", anglicized 4- Dian
(cioi'an). Also 3-6 Diane, 6 Dyane, Dean. [a.
L. Diana in F. diane, whence Eng. Diane, Dian,
retained as a poetic form.]
1. An ancient Italian female divinity, the moon-

goddess, patroness of virginity and of hunting ;

subsequently regarded as identical with the Greek

Artemis, and so with Oriental deities, which were
identified with the latter, e.g. the Arlemis or Diana
of the Ephesians.
c 1205 LAY. 1145 A wifmonnes liche, Diana [c 1275 Diane]

wes ihaten. 1382 WYCLIF Acts xix. 24 Makinge siluerene
housis to Dian. 121400-50 Alexander 2299 To Dyanaas
temple. 1508 DUNBAR Goldyn Targe 76 Dyane the goddesse
chaste of woddis grene. 1590 SHAKS. Mids. N. I. i. 89 Or on
Dianaes Altar to protest For aie, austerity, and single life.

Ibid. iv. i. 78 Dians bud or [ o'er] Cupids flower, Hath
such force and blessed power. 1791 COWI-ER Odyss. iv. 153
Dian, goddess of the golden bow.

b. poet. The moon personified as a goddess.
1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. vin. xvii. (1495) 328 The

mone is callyd Dyana, goddes of wodes and ofgroues. 1660
SHIRLEY Andromana n. v, Pale-fac'd Dian maketh haste to
hide Her borrow'd glory in some neighb'ring cloud. 1818
BYRON Ch. Har. iv. xxvii, Meek Dian's crest Floats through
the azure air.

t C. Alluding to Acts xix. 24 : Source of gain.
1640 SOMNER Antiq. Canterb. 237 So loth were they to

forgo their Diana. 1681 J. HOUGHTON Coll. Husb. <$ Trade
28 April, No. 553 They. .are prohibiting our wollen manu-
factures which is our Diana.

d. attrib. or adj. Virgin, unsullied.

1870 J. ORTON Andes $ Amazons ix. (1876) 144 Snow of
Dian purity.
2. In early Chemistry a name for silver.

(By the astro-alchemists also called Luna, from the
'

silver
'

light of the moon : cf. the other planetary names of the
1 metals Sol, Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn,
|

i.e. gold, quicksilver, copper, iron, tin, and lead.)
Hence Tree of Diana, Arbor Diame: the dendritic

amalgam precipitated by mercury from a solution of nitrate
of silver.

1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Diana's Tree . . whereby a
Mixture of Silver, Quick-silver and Spirit of Nitre may be

Crystallized in shape of a Tree, with little Balls at the end
of its Branches representing Fruit 1798 G. GREGORY fEcon.
Nature (1804) II. 247 note, Diana's tree, from the whim of
the alchemists . . who appropriated silver to the Moon, or
Diana.

_ 1849 J. R. JACKSON Minerals 287 A pretty metallic

vegetation in glass jars : . . called the Tree of Diana.
3. Diana monkey, Cercopithecus Diana, a large

African monkey, so named from a crescent-shaped
white marking on its forehead.
1812 SMELLIE & WOOD Buffon's Nat. Hist. X. 190 This

monkey. . is the same animafthat Linnseus has called Diana.
1860 WOOD Illustr. Nat. Hist. I. 49 The most conspicuous
feature in the Diana Monkey is the long and sharply pointed
beard.

[Dianatic, misprint in Phillips (ed. Kersey) 1 706
for DIANOETIC. See List of Spurious Words.']

I Dia-nder. Bot. Obs. [ad. F. diandre, ad.

mod.L. diandrus, f. as next.] A plant bearing
flowers with two stamens.
1828 in WEBSTER.

II Diandria (d3i,ae-ndria). Bot. [mod.L. (Lin-
naeus, 1735), f. Gr. type *$iav$pos, mod.L. diandrus
Si- twice, + avop-, stem of avr/p, man, male : see

MONANDBIA, POLYANDBIA.] The second class in

the sexual system of Linnaeus, comprising all plants
having two stamens.
1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp. s.v. Diandria .. of this class of

plants are the jessamine, phillerea, olive, rosemary, etc.

Hence Dia'ndrlan a., of or pertaining to the class

Diandria. 1828 in WEBSTER.

Diandrous (dgiias-ndras), a. Also 8 -ious.

[f. mod.L. diandrus (seeprec. and MONANDROUS).]
1. -Bot. Belonging to the class Diandria

; two-
stamened.

1770 GRAY Lett. Wks. 1884 III. 383 Sage-tea. . is a poly,
dynamious plant, take my word; though your Linnaeus
would persuade us it is merely diandrious. 1806 J.GALPINE
Brit. Bot. 38 Bromus . . flor. lanceolate, nerved, furrowed,
diandrous. 1830 LINDLEY Nat. Syst. Bot. 229 Irregular
diandrous or didynamous stamens.
2. Zool. Having two male mates.
1885 C. TROTTER m Academy 6 June 395/3 He also records

a polyandrous, or rather diandrous, species among the birds.

t Dianeme'tic, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [ad. Gr. Siavi-

prjTiKus distributive, f. dtavtpdv to distribute.]
=

DISTRIBUTIVE.
1673 R. BURTHOGGE Causa Dei 72 In Distributive (or as

Aristotle calls it, Dianemetic) Justice.

Dianite (dai-ansit). Min. Name given by Von
Kobel in 1860 to a variety of COLUMBITE, supposed
to contain a new metal called by him Dianium.
1861 Amer. Jrnl. Sc. Ser. n. XXXI. 360.

Di-anize, v. nonce--wd. [f. DIANA + -IZE.] intr.

To ' moon '

(with an allusion to the myth of Endy-
mion).
1834 MEDWIN Angler in Wales II. 49 If our Endymion

had been Dianizing, I should not have been surprised.

Dianodal (daianJ'i-dal), a. Math. [f. DiA-1
+ NODE + -AL.] Passing through nodes. Dianodal
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curve or surface : one passing through the nodes of
a given curve or surface.

i87oCAYi.EY in Proc. f.itml. Math. Sac. III. 199 The ninth
node of the Sextic may be any point whatever on the dia-
noclal curve.

Dianoetic (d3ian,e-tik), a. and sb. Metaph.
[ad. Gr. JiavoijTi/tcir of or pertaining to thinking, f.

JiarojTor, vbl. adj. from Siavoi-fa$ai to think, subst.

the process of thought, f. Sia- through, thoroughly
+ roi-fiv to think, suppose.]
A. adj. Of or pertaining to thought ; employing

thought and reasoning ; intellectual.

1677 GALE Crt. Gentiles II. HI. 92 Dianoetic Philosophic,
which is the assent to conclusions by discourse from first

principes. 173* BERKELEY Alciphr. vn. 5 34 A Dianoelic
V. ii I. my, or seminary for free-thinkers. 18*9 SiRW. HAMIL-
ION liiscHu. (1852) 4 The dianoetic or discursive faculty ..

tlie faculty of relations or comparison. 1885 I. MARTINF.AU
Types Kt/i. Tli. II. n. iii. i. 518 The theories of the dia-
noetic moralists.

B. sl>. Metaph. (See qnot.)

Fut ully,

t Dianoe-tical, a. Obs.
[f. as prec. + -AL.]=

prec. adj.

1570 DKK Math. Pref. 2 The Mercurial fruite of Dianoeti-
call discourse. 1588 FRAUNCE Lcauiers Log, n. ix. 97 The
'li-|,sition dianoeticall is when one axiome by reason is
inferred ofanother. i68j H. MORE Annot. GlanmlCs LuxO.
253 As if the one were Noematical, the other Dianoetical.

Dianoe'tically, adv. [f. prec. + -LY *.] In
a dianoetic manner

; by or with the reasoning
faculty; intellectually.
i8aa T. TAYLOR Apuleius 365 The Demiurgus . . is said to

energize dianoctically, and to reason.

Dianoialogy (daranoiite-lodji). Metaph. [f.
Gr. &OKHO intelligence, understanding, thinking +
LOGY. The analogically regular form would be

duauulogy.] Term proposed by Sir W. Hamilton
for : That portion of logic which deals with dia-
noetic or demonstrative propositions. So also
Di anoialo'g-ical a.

1846 SIR W. HAMILTON Dissert, in Ktid"s Wkf. 770.

Diauome (dai-anonm). Math. [f. Gr. Smco/i?;
distribution : so called as having nodes of determi-
nate distribution.] A surface, generally a quartic
surface, having all its nodes, if in excess of the
number which can be arbitrarily assumed, situated
on a surface, called dianodal, which is determined
by the arbitrary points.
1874 SALMON Analyt. Geom. ofthree Dimens. (ed. 3) 507.

II Dianthus (dai.oe-nb&i). Bot. [f. Gr. Aid's of

Jupiter + dvSos flower (Linnrcus).] A genus of

caryophyllaceous flowering plants, which includes
the pinks and carnations

; a flower of this kind.
Hence Dia-rtthlne, name of an aniline dye.
1849 Florist 289 The three florists' species of Dianthus, the

Carnation, Picotee, and Pink. 1869 KUSKIN Q. ofAir 84
Later in the

year, the dianthus . . seems to scatter, in multi-
tudinous families, its crimson stars far and wide. 1860
Sunday Times 5 Aug. 7/1 Another new colour, .called Dian-
thine . . extracted from gas tar. The shades range from a
dceppurplc to a brilliant rose.

fDia-ntre, -ter, int. Obs. [a. F. diantre

(i6th c. in Littre), euphemism for diable.] Devil !

1751 Female Foundling I. 151 Dianter ! what Strength
you have, when you please ! Ibid. I. 181 Diantre, you have
been prudent.

II Diapa'lma. Pharm. [med. or mod.L. f.

DIA-- + L. /a/;apalm: inY.tfiapalme.] A desic-

cating or detersive plaster composed originally
of palm oil, litharge, and sulphate of zinc, now of
while wax, emplastrum simplex, and sulphate of
zinc.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ef. iv. iv. 186 We as highly
conceive of the practice in Diapalma, that is in the making
of that plaister, to stirre it with the stick of a Palme. 1660
lioYi.E tftwExf, Phys. Mech. xxii. 176 We stopt the mouth
of the Glass with a flat piece of Diapalma, provided for the
purpose. 1741 l ',.///. Fam. Piece I. i. .30 Take ofDiapalma
melted down very thin, with Oil of Chamomile i Ounce.
l883_in .SyJ. Sac. Lex.

Di'apase. Anglicized form of DIAPASON,
usul by the poets.
'591 SPENSEB Ttnrs of Muses 549 Melodious measures,

Wuli which I . . make a tuneful! Diapasc of pleasures. 1647
H. MORE Song ofSoul i. \\. xv, From this same universal!
Diapase Each harmony is fram'd. l6a BENLOWES Theoph.
vi. Ixv, On the trembling cords his swift hand strayes, And
clos'd all with full Diapaze. 1880 MRS. WHITNEY Odd or
l:-'cn ! xxiv. 255 The ceaseless soft crush of the waterfall

kept^up
its gentle diapase.

Diapasm (dai-apa;z'm). Obs. or arch. [ad. L.

Jtapasma, a. Gr. Dianaa/M, f. oiaira.aa-nv to sprinkle
over. In mod. F. diapasme^\ A scented powder
for sprinkling over the person.
1599 B. JONSON Cynthia's Ker. v. ii, There's an excellent

diapasm m a chain, too, if you like. 1657 G. STARKEY llel-
monfs I'iitd. 131 Chymistry is larger then to be totally
comprehended by the Art of Medicine, for by it are pre-
pared Diapasmes. [1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey, Diapasnia,
a Pomander or Perfume.) 1863 SALA Caft. Dan^ivus
1. 1. at She had an exquisitely neat and quick hand for..
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confecting of diapasms, pomanders, and other sweet
essences.

Diapason (dsiap^'-zan , sb. Also 4-5 dyapa-
Bon)e, 6 dio-, dyopason, 7 diapazoii. [a. I..

diapason, a. Gr. Starraawv, or divisim Sia vaawv
l,sc. xopStuv*), more fully >} Sia naawv xopSua> av/i-

0aw/a, the concord through, or at the interval of, all

the notes of the scale, f. Sia through + naaaiv,

genit. pi. fem. of vas all. Cf. i)
Sid Tfaaapojv the

interval of a fourth, i) Sia irivTt of a fifth, etc. Cf.
also F. diapason (liih c. in Hatz.-Darm.), whence,
in i6-i7th c., accented by poets diapason, but

already before 1600 with stress on penult.]
tl. The interval of an octave

; the consonance of
the highest and lowest notes of the musical scale.

Spoken of by early musicians as 'a Consonance of eight
sounds and seuen Internals

'

(Dowland) in reference to the
intermediate notes of the diatonic scale : cf. sense 3.

1398 TREVISA Earth, De P. R. xix. cxxvi. (1495) 926
Musyk hath names of nombres as it faryth in Dyatesseron
Dyapente and in Dyapasone and in other Consonanciis and
accordcs. 1413 [see DIAPENTE i). 1509 HAWES Past. Pleas.
xvi. ii, The lady excellent, Played on base organs expedient,
Accordyng well unto dyopason, Dyapenthe, and eke dyetes-
seron. 16x6 BACON Sytva 183 It discovereth the true Co-
incidence of Tones into Diapasons, which is the return of the
same Sound. 1787 HAWKINS Johnson 376 note, Answering
to the unison, the diapente, the diatessaron, and the dia-

pason, the sweetest concords in musick.

t b. In ancient music, in names of compound
intervals, as diapason-diapente, an octave and a
fifth, a twelfth: so diapason-diatessaron, diapason-
ditone, etc. ; cf. Chambers Cycl. (1727-51) s.v.

[1694 HOLDER Treat. Harmony v. (1731) 84 These are the
mean Rations comprehended in the Ration of 6 to a, by
which Diapason cum Diapente, or a I2th, is divided into
the aforesaid Intervals.) 1717-51 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., The
diapason-diapente is a symphony made when the voice pro-
ceeds from the ist to the izth tone. The word is properly
a term in the Greek music : we should now call it a twelfth.
[1880 STAINER & BARRETT Diet. Mns. Terms, Diapason cum
diapenle, the interval of a I2th. Diapason cum diatessaron,
the interval of an nth.]

to. A part in music that produces such a conson-
ance ; an air or bass sounding in exact concord,
i.e. in octaves. Chiefly_/%. Obs.

'593 SHAKS. Liter. 1132 So I at each sad strain will strain
a tear, And with deep groans the diapason bear. 1740
DYER Ruins Rome 355 While winds and tempests sweep
his various lyre How sweet thy diapason. 1814 SCOTT Ld.
of Isles l. i, The diapason of the Deep. 1844 LONGF.
Arsenal at Springfield vii, I hear, .in tones of thunder the
diapason of the cannonade.

1 2. fig. Complete concord, harmony, or agree-
ment. Obs.

1591 GREENE Maidens Dreamt xxiii, Her sorrows and
her tears did well accord ; Their diapason was in self-same
cord. 1611 BURTON Anat. Mel. in. i. n. iii, A true corre-

spondence, perfect amity, a diapason of vows and wishes. .

as between David and Jonathan. ? 1630 MILTON At a
Solemn Music 23 Their great Lord, whose love their motion
swayed In perfect diapason. 1647 H. MORE Song ofSoul
I. i. Ivi, In her there 's lun'd a just Diapason. 1719 D'URFEY
Pills (1872) I. 343 Contentment .. tunes the Diapason of
our souls.

3. More or less vaguely extended, with the idea
of '

all the tones or notes ', to : a. The combination
of parts or notes in a harmonious whole, properly
in concord, b. A melodious succession of notes,
a melody, a strain; nowcsf. a swelling sound, as of
a grand burst of harmony: perhaps in this sense
also associated with the organ-stop (sense 7). C.

The whole range of tones or notes in the scale ; the

compass of a voice or instrument.
a. 1501 DOUGLAS Pal. Hon. i. xli, Fresche ladyis sang

. . Concordis sweit, divers entoned reportis . . Diapason of

many sindrie sortis. 1580 LYLY Euphues (Arb.) 387 In
Musicke there are many discords, before there can be
framed a Diapason. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 14 Thus are

composed seuen tunes ; which harmonic they call Diapason,
that is to say, the Generalitie, or whole state ofconsent ancf

concord, which is perfect musicke. 1604 R. CAWDREY Table

Alph., Diapason, a Concord in Musicke of all parts, 1878
H. M. STANLEY Dark Cont. II. vii. 107 A deep and melo-
dious diapason of musical voices chanting the farewell

song.
b. 1599 MARSTON Sco. Villanie HI. xi. 228 When some

pleasing Diapason flies From out the belly of a sweete
touched Lute. 1646 CRASHAW Music's Duel Poems 92
A full-mouth'd diapason swallows all. 1776 SIR J. HAW-
KINS Hist. Mitsic I V. l. x. 148 When all the stops are drawn,
and the registers open . . we hear that full and complete
harmony . . which . . is what the ancient writers mean to

express by the term Diapason. 1804 J. GRAHAME Sabbath
66 The organ . . swells into a diapason full. 1860 C. SANC-
STER Into the Silent Land 139 Tune the

lyre
To diapasons

worthy of the theme. 1880 OUIDA Moths II. 263 His voice,
is rising in its wonderful diapason clearer and clearer.

0- 1687 DRYDEN St. Cecilia's Day 15 From Harmony to

Harmony Through all the compass of the Notes it ran. The
Diapason closing full in Man. 1748 THOMSON Cast. Indol.
i. xli, Who up the lofty diapason [of an Aeolian harp] roll

Such sweet, such sad, such solemn airs divine? ciSoo K.
WHITE To tny Lyrt^ iii, No hand, thy diapason o'er, Well
skilled, I throw with sweep sublime. 1806 MOORE Vis.
Philcs. 27 To him who traced upon his typic lyre The
diapason of man's mingled frame.

4. transf. andyff. a. A rich, full, deep outburst
of sound.
1589 GREENE Menaphon (Arb.l 82 The Diapason of thy

threates. 1596 NASHE Saffron Walden 115 By your leaue

DIAPENTE.
they said vnto him (in a thundring yeoman vshers diapason).

I 1840 BARHAM Ingot. Leg., St. Nicholas, Full many an
1 Aldermanic nose Rolled its loud diapason after dinner.

b. Entire compass, range, reach, scope.
1851 HELPS Comp. Solit. viii. (1874) 141 In marriage the

I

whole diapason of
joy and sorrow is sounded. 1888 Daily

i
Nnvs 23 Apr. 6/4 Those who run up to the topmost note
of the diapason of dress. 1893 Ibid. 9 June 5/8 Not . .above
the diapason of this Protectionist Chamber of Deputies.
6. A rule or scale employed by makers of musical

instruments in tuning.
1717-51 CHAMBERS Cycl., Diapason, among musical instru-

merit-makers, is a kind of rule, or scale, whereby they adjust
the pipes of their organs, and cut the holes of their flutes. .

There is a particular kind of diapason for trumpets . . there
is another for sackbuls and serpents . . The bell-founders
have likewise a diapason, or scale. i8a8 in WEBSTER.
6. A fixed standard of musical pitch ; as in Fr.

diapason normal. Also^f^.
1875 HAUERTON Intell. Life x. v. 392 Tuning his whole

mind to the given diapason, as a tuner tunes a piano. 1876
tr. lllaserna t Theory Sound iv. 70 An international commis-
sion fixed as the normal pitch (usually called the diapason
normal) a tuning fork giving 435 vibrations per second.
7. The name of the two principal foundation-

stops in an organ, the Open Diapason, and the
Closed or Stopped Diapason, so called because they
extend through the whole compass of the instru-

ment; also the name of other stops, e.g. Violin

Diapason.
1519 Organ Specif. Barking in Grove Diet. Mia. II. 588/1

12 When the vast Organ's breathjng frame Echoes the voice
of loud acclaim, And the deep diapason's sound Thunders
the vaulted iles around. 1876 HILES Catech. Organ ix.

(1878) 67 Violin Diapasm, a . . manual stop, with a crisp,
pungent tone, very like that of the Gamba. 1880 E. J.
HOPKINS in Grove Diet. Mia. II. 597/1 The second Open
Diapason had . . stopped pipes and helpers'.
8. attrib.

1549 Compl. Scot. vi. 37 In accordis of mesure of diapason
prolations. 1613-16 W. BROWNE Brit. Past. i. iv, And lastly,
throwes His Period in a Diapazpn Close. 1851 A. A.
WATTS Evening ii, The echoes of its convent bell . . With
soft and diapason swell. 1880 E. J. HOPKINS in GroveDict.
Mus. II. 594/2 The larger open diapason pipes.

t Diapa-son, v. Obs. [f. prec. sb.]
1. To resound sonorously, (intr. and trans.)
1608 HEYWOOD Rape Lucrece i. i

;
What diapasons more

in Tarquins name Than in a subjects? 1611 Golden
Age in. Wks. 1874 III. 48 Th' amazed sounds Of martiall
thunder (Diapason'd deep).
2. intr. To maintain accord with.
1617 WITHER Fidelia Juvenilia (1633) 479 In their chime,

Their motions Diapason with the time.

Diaped (dsraped). Geom. [as if ad. Gr. *&d-

vioov, f. Sia through + irS- in irfSov ground, irciior

plain, f!ri7rSos plane.] The line in which any two
non-contiguous planes of a polyhedron intersect
In mod. Diets.

II Diapedesis (dahapzdf-sis). Path. [mod.L.,
a. Gr. Siaiffjorjaiy, f. SiamjSa-tiv to ooze through, f.

Sia- through -r irn8a-i to leap, throb. In mod.F.
diapfdise (Pare

1

i6th c.)] The oozing of blood

through the unruptured walls of the blood-vessels.
16*5 HART Anat. Ur. n. iv. 68 Such an excretion of bloud

. . is . . called Diapedesis '. that is, as much as a streining
through. 1634 T. JOHNSON Parey's Chirurg. ix. i. (1678)
216 That solution of Continuity . . which is generated by
sweating out and transcolation, [is termed] Diapedesis.
1866 A. FLINT Princ. Med. (1880) 27 When the red blood
corpuscles are pressed through the unruptnred vascular

wall, it is denominated hemorrhage by diapedesis. 1885
Lancet 26 Sept. 589 It is possible, .that the mercury gains
access to the circulation by a sort of diapedesis.
So Diapede tic a., pertaining to or of the

nature of
diapedesis.

In mod. Diets.

t Diapente (dsiape-ntj). Obs. [
= OF. diapente:

(Godef.), a. L. diapente, Gr. Sia iw-Tt, in sense I

short for 1j Sia irivrt \opSujv avn<t*uvia the harmony
through five strings or notes ; in sense i for ri Jtd

nivTf (papfuucof the medicament composed of five

(ingredients) : see DIA- *.]
1. In ancient and mediaeval Music : The conson-

ance or interval of a fifth.

1398 [see DIAPASON i]. 1413 Pilgr. Somie (Caxton) v. L
("859) 72 The fayre dyapente, the swete Dyapason. 1579
T WYNE Phisicke agst. Fort. n. xcvii. 290 a, By what tunes
of numbers Diapente, or Diapason consist eth . .a deafe man
may vnderstande. 1609 DOULAND Omith. Microl. 18 Dia-
pente, K a Consonance of fine Voyces, and 4. Internals . .

Or
^it

is the leaping of one Voyce to another by a fift, con-
sisting of three Tones, and a semitone. 1694 PhiL Trans.
XVIII. 70 A Diapente added to a Diatessaron makes a
Diapason. 1787 [see DIAPASON i). 1876 HILES Cetteck.

Organ ix. (18781 69.

2. In old Pharmacy : A medicine composed of
five ingredients.
Originally, an electuary formed by adding ivory shavings

to the Diatessaron.
1610 MARKHAM Masterp. i. xcvii. 192 This word Diapente

is as much as to say. a composition of fiue simples. 1614
Cheap Husb. I. i.

(1668) 7 Give him. .2 spoonfuls of Dia-
pente . . which b called Horse-Mitridate. 1678 PHILLIPS,
Diapenie, also a Composition consisting of five ingredients,
vi/. Myrrh, Gentian, Birthwort, Ivory and Bay-berries., it

is given by Farriers to Horses that want purging. 17*1-
1800 in BAILEY.
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b. transf. A beverage composed of five ingre-
dients ; punch.
[1698 FRYER Ace. E. India % P. 157 That enervating

Liquor called Paunch (which is Indostan for Five) from
Five Ingredients ; as the Physicians name their Composi-
tion Diafcnte.] 1706 PHILLIPS fed. Kersey), Diapentc^ also,
a kind of strong Water, made of five several Simples. 1721-
1800 in BAILEY. 1741 LINING in Phil. Trans. XLII. 497
The Punch, or Diapente . . is made thus : Take Water 2

Pounds, Sugar \\ Ounce, recent Juice of Limes 21^ Ounces,
Rum 3^ Ounces.

Diaper (dsi'ftpw), sb. Forms: 4-6 diapre,

dyapre, 5 dyapere, 6 dyoper, dieper, dyeper,
6-7 dyaper, (7 dipar, dibar), 6- diaper. [ME.
a. OF. dyapre^ diapre^ orig. diaspre (Godef.), Pr.

diaspre, diaspe, in med.L. diasprus adj., diaspra,

diasprum (c 1023"!, sb. (Du Cange); in Byzantine
Or. diavwpos adj., f. 5m- (DiA- 1} + aairpos white.

Early French references mention diaspre 'que fu fais en

Cpstantinoble and '

dyaspre d'Antioch ', and associate it

with other fabrics of Byzantine or Levantine origin. Thus,
the Roman de la Rose \. 21193 (Meon III. 294) has 'Cen-
daux, molequins arrabis, Indes, vermaux, jaunes et bis,

SamLs, diapres, camelos'. The word occurs in mediaeval

Greek, c 959, in Constantine Porphyrogenitus De Ceremoniis
Aulx Byzant, (Bonn 1829-40, p. 528) where the i/ianoc or
robe used in the investment of a Rector is described as

Siatrirpoi', On the analogy of Std\fVKo<;, SiWfrpos may mean
'white at intervals, white interspersed with other colour';

though the sense might also be 'thoroughly* or 'pure
white. 1 In OF., diaspre is often described as blanc. (The
It., Sp-, and Pg. diaspro 'jasper' appears

to be unconnected
with F. and Prov. diaspre 'diaper . Du Cange has mixed
up the two. A gratuitous guess that the name was perhaps
derived from Ypres in Flanders has no etymological or his-

torical basis. 1]

I. 1. The name of a textile fabric ; now, and since

the i5th c., applied to a linen fabric (or an inferior

fabric of 'union* or cotton) woven with a small
and simple pattern, formed by the different direc-

tions of the thread, with the different reflexions of

light from its surface, and consisting of lines

crossing diamond-wise, with the spaces variously
filled up by parallel lines, a central leaf or dot, etc.

In earlier times, esp. in OFr. and med.L., the name was
applied to a richer and more costly fabric, apparently of
silk, woven or flowered over the surface with gold thread.
See Francisque Michel, Recherches sur les Etoffes de Sate,
d'Or et d*Argent (Paris 1852) I. 236-244.
a 1350 Syr Degarre 802 In a diapre clothed ?he was.

13. ;
Minor Poems fr. l^ernon MS. xlvi. 200 Til a Non-

nerie (?ei came ; But I knowe not J?e name : J?er was mony
a derworbe dame In Dyapre dere. 1466 Mann, $ Househ.
E.tp. 364 Paid for xj. Flemyshe stykes of fyne dyapere ..

xxvij. \\.d. 1502 ARNOLDS Chron. (1811) 244 A borde cloth
of dyaper, a towell of dyaper. 1513 Bk. Kervynge in

Babees Bk. 268 Couer thy cupborde and thyn ewery with
the towell of dyaper. 1513 BRADSHAW St. Werburge \. 1667
The tables were couered with clothes of Dyaper Rychely
enlarged with syluer and with golde. 1552-3 Inv. Ch.
Goods Staff, in Ann. Litchfield IV. 50 One vestement of
red sylke, one vestement of lynen dyoper. 1591 SPENSKR
Muiopoimos 364 Nor anie weauer, which his worke doth
boast In dieper, in damaske, or in lyne. 1623 COCKERAM,
Dialer, a fine kinde of Linnin, not wouen after the common
fashion, but in certaine workes. 1624 Will in Ripon Ch.
Acts 364 One suite of damaske and another of diaper for
his table. 1662 Vestry Bks. (Surtees) 198 For Dyaper for a
Communion table cloth and napkin, 12$. 6d. 1721 Lend. Gaz.
No 6020/4 Diapers, Damasks, Huckabacks. 1840 BARHAM

2. A
^
towel, napkin, or cloth of this material;

a baby's napkin or f clout '.

1596 SHAKS. Tarn. Shrew \. \. 57 Let one attend him with
a siluer Bason Full of Rose-water, and bestrew'd with
Flowers, Another beare the Ewer : the third a Diaper.
1837 HT. MARTINEAU Soc. Amer. II. 245 Table and bed-
linen, diapers, blankets. 1889 J. M. DUNCAN Led. Dis.
Women ix. (ed. 4) 54.

II. 3. The geometrical or conventional pattern
or design forming the ground of this fabric.
1830 Edin. Encycl. VI. 686 A design of that intermediate

kind of ornamental work which is called diaper. 1882 BECK
Drapers Diet. 97 Some of the diapers are very curious.
One of them consists of a series of castles ; in each are two
men holding hawks

; the size of each diaper being about six
inches, and the date the fourteenth century.
4. A pattern or design of the same kind, or more

florid, in colour, gilding, or low relief, used to
decorate a flat surface, as a panel, wall, etc.

1851 TURNER Dam. Archit. I. vi. 305 There are still some
remains of good distemper diaper on the walls. 1863 SIR
G. G. SCOTT Westm. Abbey (ed. 2} 61 The glass . . is deco-
rated on its face with gold diaper, itifo Athenxum 17 Nov.
645/2 The diaper, composed of a raised .pattern, decorating
the background. 1884 Pall Mall G. n Sept. 5/1 The
ground is most beautifully carved in a minute hexagonal
diaper.

b. Heraldry. A similar style of ornamentation,
in painting or low relief, used to cover the surface
of a shield and form the ground on which the

bearing is charged. See DIAPRE.
1634 PEACHAM GentI. Exerc. \\\. 159 Some charge their

Scotcheons . . with diaper as the French. 1882 CUSSANS
Handbk. Her. v. 81 To represent the Diaper by a slightly
darker tint of the same tincture as that on which it is laid.

c. Jig. Applied to the floral variegation of the
surface of the ground.
1600 Maides Metam. n. in Bullen O. PI, I. 118 This

grassie bed, With summers gawdie dyaper bespred.

j

III. 5. attrib. a. Of or made of diaper (see i).

(In quot. 1497 perh. for F. diaprf^ diapered,}
1497 Old City Ace. Bk. in Archxol. Jrnl. XLIII,

j

Itm a table cloth diapre. 1538 Bury Wills (1850) 134
!
A dyeper towell of vij yarde longe. 1599 Notting/tam Rec.

\
IV. 250 Halfe a dosen of diaper napkins . . one diap_er

table

cloathe. 1604 Vestry Bks. (Surtees) 140 A poulpit clothe

of silke, one owld dipar tablecloth. 1676 Lond. Gaz. No.

1124/4 One Damask and two Diaper Table Cloaths, three

dozen of Diaper Napkins. 1812 J. SMYTH Pract. Customs

(1821) 130 Diaper Tabling, of the manufacture of the king-
dom of the United Netherlands. 1863 Miss BRADDON J.
Marckmont I. ii. 30 Her brown-stuff frock and scanty
diaper pinafore.

b. Having a pattern of this kind, diapered ; as

diaper-work, -pattern, -couching.
1480 Wardr. Ace. Edw. 7F{i83o) 131 Table clothes off

dyaper werk ij, 1602 CAREW Cornwall (1811) 303 Two
moor stones . . somewhat curiously hewed, with diaper work.

1769 De Foe's Tour Gt, Brit. I. 392 Both of them were

curiously wrought by Diaper-work Carvings. 1838A rchseol.

XXVII. 421 What the older Diaper-work was a small

regular pattern we may gather from its appearance as

borrowed in Heraldry. 1859 TURNER Dom. Arc/tit. III.

ii. 29 The spandrel of the arch is carved with a sort of

diaper pattern. 1874 PARKER lllustr. Goth. Archit, i.

v. 175 The surface of the wall is often covered with flat

foliage, arranged in small squares called diaper-work. 1876
GWILT Archit. Gloss. 1231 Diaper Work^ the face of stone
worked into squares or lozenges, with a leaf therein ; as
overarches and between bands. 1882 CAULFEILD & SAWARD
Diet. Needlework 153 Diaper couching, a variety of couch-

ing used in Church Work. 1886 RUSKIN Prxterita I. 335
The diaper pattern of the red and white marbles.

Diaper (dai-apai), v. [prob. a. F. diaprer^ OF.
diasprer, f. diapre^ diaspre : see prec. sb.]
1. trans. To diversify the surface or ground of

(anything) with a small uniform pattern ; now spec.
with one consisting of or based upon a diamond-

shaped reticulation.

c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Eugenia 711 And cled hyr wele . .

In clath, dyopret of gold fyne. c 1386 CHAUCER Knt.'s T.

1300 Couered in clpoth of gold dyapered weel. c 1400
Rom. Rose 934 And it [the bow] was peynted wel and thwi-

ten, And over-al diapred and writen With ladies and with
bacheleres. ?ci475 Sgr. Imve Degre 744 With damaske
white, and asure blewe, Wel dyapred with lyllyes newe.
1680 MORDEN Geog. Rect. (1685) 150 Excellent Artists in

Diapring Linnen-Cloaths. 1842*76 GWILT Archit. 302
The practice of diapering the walls, whereof an instance
occurs in Westminster Aboey.
2. transf, and fig. To adorn with diversely

coloured details ; to variegate.
1592 GREENE Upst. Courtier, Fragrante flowres that diapred

this valley. 1603 FLORIO Montaigne n. xii. (1632) 300
The wheelings . . of the celestiall bodies diapred in colours,

1613 W. BROWNE Brit. Past. \. \, The rayes Wherewith the
sunne doth diaper the seas. 1665 SIR T. HERBERT Tray,
(1677) 380 Such flowers as Nature usually diapers the Earth
with. 1862 SALA Seven Sons I. ix. 209 Tall chimneys, from
whose tops smoke curled and diapered the woodland dis-

tance. 1865 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. IX. xx. v. 97 Six coffee-

cups, very pretty, well diapered, and tricked-out with all

the little embellishments which increase their value.

3. intr. To do diaper-work ; to flourish.

1573 Art of Limming 8 How to florishe or diaper with
a pensel over silver or goulde. Ibid. (1588) 8 If thou wilt

diaper upon silver, take Cerius with a pensill and draw or
florish what thou wilt over thy silver. 1634 PEACHAM Genii.
Exerc. \. xiv. 46 If you Diaper upon folds, let your worke
be broken.

Diapered (dsi-apaid),///. a, [f. prec. + -ED:
= F. diapre, OF. diasprj^\
1. Having the surface or ground diversified and
adorned with a diaper or fret-work pattern.
?rt 1400 Morte Arth. 3252 A duches dere-worthily dyghte
m dyapeide wedis. 11400 MAUNDEV. (1839) xxii. 233 All
clothed in clothes dyapred of red selk all wrought with
gold. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Diafierd or Diapred, diver-
sified with flourishes or sundry figures, whence we call

Cloth that is so diversified, Diaper. 1664 POWER Exp.
Philos. i. 50 The backside of a . . sweet Brier Leaf, looks

diaper'd most excellently with silver. 1871 B. TAYLOR
Fitust (1875) II. in. 211 Bind ye in precious diapered
stuffs. 1873 FERGUSON in Tristram Moab 371 The same
diapered brick-wall that is now seen. 1881 Every Man
his own Mechanic 798 A blue, green, or scarlet ground with
a fleur-de-lys, or cross, or small diapered pattern.

b. Heraldry : see DIAPER sb. 4 b-

1610 GUILLIM Heraldry i. v. (1660) 31 That Field or bor-
dure is properly said to be diapered, which being fretted all

over, hath something quick or dead, appearing within the
Frets. 1864 BOUTELL Heraldry Hist. & Pop. xix. 303 The
seal of Jaspar Tudor also has the field of the seal itself

diapered with the Planta Genista.

c. transf. and^1

.

1595 SPENSER Epithal. 51 And let the ground . . Be strewd
with fragrant flowers all along, And diapred lyke the dis-
colored mead. 1597 Pilgr. Parnass. in. 305, I like this

grassie diapred greene earth. 1650 R. MASON in Buhver's
Anthropotnet. Let. to Author, Any vegitable on the diaper'd
earth, a 1849 J. C. MANGAN Poems (1859) 4^6 Our diapered
canopy, the deep of the sky.

Drapering, vbl. sb,
[f. as prec. + -ING *.]

1. The production of a diaper pattern ; the cover-

ing of a surface with such a pattern.
1606 PEACHAM Art ofDrawing 34 Diapering, -is. .a light

tracing or running over with your pen your other work
when you have quite done (I mean folds shadowing and all) ;

it chiefly serveth to counterfeit cloth of Gold, Silver,
Damask-brancht, Velvet, Chamlet, &c., with what branch
you hst. 1882 BECK Draper's Diet. 97 The application of
diapering to linen cannot definitely be traced. 1882 CUSSANS
Handbk. Her. 78 Diapering was a device much practised

by the Mediscvaj armorists . . This was usually effected by
covering the shield with a number of small squares, or

lozenges, and filling them with a variety of simple figures.
2. A diaper pattern ; diaper-work collectively.
1875 FORTNUM Majolica viii. 72 Covered with the most

elegant arabesque diapering of foliage and flowers inter-

twined. 1882 CUSSANS Handbk. Her. 81 Diapering being
merely a fanciful embellishment, does not . . enter into the
Blazon of a Coat of Arms.

t Di/apery, drapry, sb. Ob$. [f. DIAPER,
after collective nouns in -ERY

; in sense i perh. ad.
OF. diasprt, diaprt

'

diapered (stuff) '.]

1. DIAPER sb. i.

c 1460 J. RUSSELL Bk. Nurture 193 Cover J>y cuppeborde
of thy ewery with the towelle of diapery.
2. Diaper-work \jig. variegated face (ofthe earth).
1633 EARL MANCH. Al Mondo (1636) 119 The little Bee, so

soone as flowers spring, goes abroad, views the gay Diapery.
t Drapery, drapry, a. Obs. [f. DIAPER sb. +

-yl : cf. papery, wintry.] Of the nature of diaper
or diaper-work ; chequered with various colouring,
1598 SYLVESTER Du Bartas \\. \. Handie-crafts 654 The

diapry mansions where man-kinde doth trade Were built in

six dayes. Ibid. 11. ii. Colonies 428 They lie neerer the
diapry verges Of tear-bridge Tigris swallow-swifter surges.
t Dia'phanal, a. and sb. Obs. rare.

[f. mod.L.
and Romanic stem diaphan- (see DIAPHANE) + -AL.]
A. adj.

= DIAPHANOUS.
1607 B. JONSON Entertainment to K.

fy Q. at Theobalds
(22 May), Divers

diaphanalglasse_s filled with several waters,
that shewed like . . stones of orient and transparent hues.
a 1645 W. BROWNE Love Poems Wks. (1869) II. 276 By thy
chaster fire will all Be so wrought diaphanall.
B. sb. A diaphanous or transparent body.

1653 SHIRLEY Court Secret \. i. Ifyou find Within that great
diaphanal [the Soul] an atom Look black as guilty.

Diaphaue f dgi-afc'n), a. and sb. [a. F. diaphane
(l4th c. in Hatz.-Darm.) ; cf. Pr. diafan, It, Sp., Pg.
diafanOy med. and mod.L. diaphan-us ;

f. Gr. Sta-

<pavf}s transparent, f. Sta- through + -tfxwiys showing,
appearing, from fyaivttv to show, cause to appear.]
T A. adj.

= DIAPHANOUS, transparent. Obs.
1561 EDEN Arte of Nauig. i. i, Diaphane or transparent

bodyes. 1591 CAREW Huarte's Exam. Wits vi. (1596) 77
Some haue colours, and some are diaphane and transparant.
1824 Ann. Reg. 270* A new manufacture of stuffs, with
transparent figures, which he calls Diaphane Stuffs.

B. sb. 1. A transparent body or substance ; a

transparency.
[1677 HALE Prim. Orig. Man. iv. ii. 296 Frequently both

in the Language of the Holy Scripture, and of divers of the
ancient Heathen Authors, the whole Diafkaniim of the
Air and JEther is in one common appellation called Heaven ;

which is the denomination here given to this Expansum^\
1840 MRS. BROWNING Drama ofExile Poems (1889) I. 100
Through the crystal diaphane.
2. A silk stuff : see quot.
1824 [see A.] i88a CAULFEILD & SAWARD Diet. Needle-

work 153 Diaphane^ a woven silk stuff, having transparent
coloured figures.

t Draphaned, ppl, a. Obs. [repr. F. diaphant,
pa. pple. oidiaphaner to make transparent (Cotgr.).]
Made diaphanous ; transparent
1626 tr. Boccalini 53 (T.) Drinking of much wine hath the

virtue to make bodies diaphaned or transparent.

Diaphaneity (dsiise^fanf-iti). Also 7 -iety.

[mod. f. Gr. dia^ai'r}^, stem 8ta<j>avf-, transparent,
or faatyavtia transparency: see -ITY. Perhaps
originating in a med. or mod.L. *diaphaneitas.
Occurring in F. (diaphan&tj} in i4th c. (Hatz.-
Darm.) ; in Eng. late in i ;th c., an earlier synonym
being DIAPHANITT. The corresponding form of
the adj. is diaphaneous] The quality of being
freely pervious to light ; transparency.
1660 BOYLE Nevu Exp. Phys. Mech. xxxvii. 311 The Dia-

phaneity of the Air. 1661 Examen vii. (1682) 83 The
difficulty of explaining the Diaphaneity of glass or crystal.
i66a MERRETT tr. Nerfs Art ofGlass xxxvi, Until the Sea-
green lose it's transparencie and diaphanietie. 1671 Phil.
Trans. VI. 3046 The different Diaphaneities of the Humors
of the Eye. 1678 HOBBES Decatn. ix. 121 The Causes of

Diaphaniety and Refraction.- 1835 New Monthly Mag.
XIII. 206 The diaphaneity of the material. 1837 WHEWELL
Hist. Induct. Sc. (1857) I 1 - 399 The diaphaneity of bodies
is very distinct from their power of transmitting heat.

Diaphaneous, obs. var. DIAPHANOUS.
t Diapha 4

nic, a. Obs. [irreg. f. Gr. Statpavrjs,
or f. Romanic stem diaphan- (see DIAPHANE) + -ic.]= DIAPHANOUS.
1614 RALEIGH Hist. World i. i. 6 Vast, open, subtile, dia-

phanicke, or transparent body.
II Diaphanie (dta-fan*). [mod.F. diaphanie,

f. diaphane-. see DIAPHANE.] The name given to

a process for the imitation of painted or stained

glass.
1859 Ecclesiol. XX. 122 A French invention called Dia-

phanie a transparent coloured paper .. intended to be

applied to plain glass. 1869 Eng. Mech. 3 Dec. 289/1, 1 have
..decorated a window in diaphanie. 1874 (_title\ Designs
for Windows to be executed in Diaphanie.

t Diapha'nity. Obs. [ad. obs. F. diaphanitt
,Pnlissy, i6th c.)

=
Sp. diafanidadt It. diafanita^

f. F. diaphane^ It. diafan-o^ med.L. diaphan-us :

see DIAPHANE and -ITY.]
= DIAPHANEITY.

1477 NORTON Ord. Alch. \\\. in Ashm. (1652) 42 A goodly
stone glittering with perspecuitie, Being of wonderfull and
excellent Diaphanitie. 1577 DEE Eclat. Sfir. I. (1659)9 The



DIAPHANOMETER.
Stone was of his natural Diaphanitic. 1646 SIH T. BROWNE
I'sri'd. l'~p- n. i. ^5

If it be made hot inacrusihle. -it will ^row
dim, and abate its diaphantty. 1664 POWKH A'.r/. rhifas. i.

55 It was like a thin horn something diaphanous., which

diaphanity might perchance hinder the appearance both of

its cavity and angularity.

Diaphano'meter. [f. Or. Jia^a^s trans-

parent, or rather its med.L. and Romanic adapta-
tion diaphano- + -METER, Gr. itirpov measure.] A
measnrer of transparency ; spec, an instrument for

measuring the transparency of the atmosphere.
1789 TilfocJis rkilos. Mag. III. 377 (Article) Description

of M. dc Saussure's Diaphanometer. .'ITie diaphanpmeter is

. . designed to show the greatness of the evaporation exist-

ing in any limited part of the atmosphere which surrounds
us. The measure of transparency . . is founded on the pro-

portion of the distances at which determined objects cease to

be visible. 1807 T. YOUNG Ltd. Nat. Pkil. tt Meek. Arts
II. 74. 1857 J. P. NICHOL Cycl. 1'hys. Sc.

Diaphanoscope (d3i,a;-fanO|Skop). [f. as

prec. + Gr. -anoir-os observing.]

fl. A contrivance for viewing transparent positive

photographs. Oh.
1868 Chamber? Encycl. III. 538/1 Diaphanoscope^ a dark

box constructed for exhibiting transparent photographs.
2. An instrument used in obstetrical surgery for

the examination of internal organs through the

translucent walls of the abdomen when internally
illuminated by electricity. Hence Diaphano'scopy,
the clinical use of the diaphanoscope.
1883 Q. Rei>. July 82 The long promised but never perfected

diaphanoscope. 1883 Syd. Soc. Lex.. Diapkanoscopy^ a term

applied by Lazarewitcn to the exploration of the genital

organs by means of an electric light introduced into the

vagina in a glass tube.

Diaphanous (daiije'fanas), a. Also 7 diapha-
neous. ff. med.L. diaphan-us (see DIAPHANE) +
-ous. The form diaphaneous more closely repre-
sented the Gr. : cf. DIAPHANEITY.] Permitting
the free passage of light and vision ; perfectly trans-

parent; pellucid.
1614 RALEIGH Hist. World I. i. 5 7 Aristotle calleth light

a quality inherent, or cleauing to a Diaphanous body. 1633
'I'. ADAMS E.rf. 2 Peter ii. 4 In hell there shall be nothing
diaphanous, perspicuous, clear, c 1645 HOWELL Lett. I. i.

xxix, To transmute Dust and Sand to such a diaphanous
pellucid dainty body as you see a Crystal-Glasse is. 6o W.
SIMPSON Hydrol. Cltytn. 10 The diaphaneous texture of the

particles in the vitrioline solution. 1680 HOYLF. Scept. Chem.
v. 326 The one substance is Opacous, and the other somewhat

Diaphanous. 179^ MARTVN Ronssean's Bot. xxxii. 500 The
fructifications are in a diaphanous membrane. 1833 Penny
Cycl. I. 450/j The crystals of the amethyst vary from dia.

phanous to translucent. 1868 DUNCAN Insect World ii. 59
The wings are whitish, not diaphanous. 1895 The Laity
31 Jan. 133 With this was worn a diaphanous white picture
hat caught up with . .white ribbons.

Hence Dia'phanottsly adv., in a diaphanous
manner, transparently; Dia phanousness, dia-

phanous quality, transparency.
1683 E. HOOKER Pre/. F.fist. Pordage's Mystic Div. , Most

Diaphanously, perspicuously, no less clearly, .than the Sun
Beams upon a Wall of Crystal!. 1710 T. FULLER Pharm.
K.rtfttip. 220 As here order'd 'twill be diaphanously clear.

1717 BAILEY vol. II, Diaphaneity, Diaphanonsnesst the

property of a diaphanous Body.

Diaphemetric (d3iise:fme'trik'), a. [mod. f.

Gr. Sm- apart (DiA- ') + <ty>4 touch + -METRIC.]

Relating to the measurement of the comparative
tactile sensibility of parts.

Diaphemetric compasses.
' an instrument, consisting of a

pair of compasses with a graduated scale, used for the same

purpose as the ^ESTHESIOMETER.' (Syd. Soc. Lex.)
18. . in DUNGLISON.

Diaphonic (dsiafp-ntk), a. [f. as DIAPHON-Y
i -1C.] Also Diaphonical.
1. Ofor pertaining to diaphony: see DIAPHONY a.

1811 New Monthly Mag. VI. 201 To give a concert with
a full orchestra upon the diaphonic principle.

2. = DlACOL'STIC.

1775 ASH, Diaphonic, 1846 WORCESTER, Diaphonic, Dia-

phonical.

Diaphonics. ? Obs. [f. as pi. of prec. : see

-K'S.] =Dl ACOUSTICS.

1683 Phil. Tram. XIV. 473 Three parts of our Doctrine
of Acousticks ; which are yet nameless, unless we call them

Acousticks, Diacouslicks, and Catacousticks, or (in another

sen^e, but to as good purpose' Phonicks, Diaphonicks, and

Cataphonicks. 1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Tcchn., Diacousticks,
or Diaphonicks, is the consideration of the properties of
Refracted sound, as it passes through different mediums.

t Dia-phonist. Obs. rare
-

. [f. next -r -IST.]
1656 BLOI-NT Chsiogr., Diaphonist, he that makes divers

sounds.

Diaphony (dr)i,re
-0niX Mus. [ad. late L. dia-

phonia dissonance, discord, a. Gr. facufxovia discord,
f. Sm'/wpo? dissonant, f. Sta- apart + tpojvftv to sound.

Cf. F. diaphonie, i8th c. in Hatz.-Darm.]
tl. In etymol. sense : Discord. 0/>s.

1656 BLOI'NT Glossogr., Diap/t0nyt &dlver* sound, a discord.

2. In mediaeval music (as usually understood ', :

The most primitive form of harmony, in which
the parts proceeded by parallel motion in fourths,

fifths, and octaves: the same as OBGANITK.
But some suppose it to have meant a system in which

the parts were sung responsi-.'ely at these intervals.

1834 A. T,\wiucK.AU>rchtsl>frg?r'sThef>rft. ll'ks.i^nttte.

1871 y. Rev. No. 261. 158 We might add no harmony, for

319

the
diaphony employed . . is to our ears most terrible discord.

1880 C. H. H. I'AKHY in Grove Diet* Mns. I. 301 The sup-
posed first form of harmony, which was called Diaphony,
or Qrgamim. 1881 MACFARRES Counter^, \. i Diaphony..
may have meant alternation or response . . the pans . . were
sung in succession and not together.

II Diaphoresis (dolaiorfsis). Med. [L. dia-

phoresis* a. Or. &a<f>6prj<w a sweat, perspiration, f.

fimtfuiptiv to carry off, spec, to throw off by pcrsj>ira-
ti< in, f. &a- through + tyopttv to carry.] Perspiration ;

especially, that produced by artificial means.
1681 tr. Willis' Rem. Wed. Wks. Vocab., Diaphoresis,

evaporation, as by sweating. 1710 T. FULLER Pkarm.
Extern}, 101 This sort of Cure by a Diaphoresis is not always
certain. 1718 QUINCV Compl. Disfl, 03 In the Height of
Fevers . . it is very effectual . . to forward a Diaphoresis. 1876
UARTHOLOW Mat. fried. (1879) S3 When active diaphoresis
is the object to be accomplished, the patient must be well

enveloped in blankets.

Diaphoretic (darafore'tik), a. and sb* Med.

[ad. L. diaphorelicits* a. Gr. $tcupopi)TiK6$ promoting
perspiration, f. Statpoprjaty : see prec. So F. diapho-

rtftique, in I4th c. diaforetique in Hatz.-Darm.]
A. adj. Having the property of inducing or pro-

moting perspiration ; sudorific.

1563 T. GALE Antidot. i. iv. 3 The simples Diaphoretik
are these. 1631 H. SHIRLEY Mart. Souldurni. iv. in liullen

0. /'/. I. 210 Dlophoratick Medicines to expell 111 vapours
from the noble parts by sweate. 1680 MORDEN Gecg. Kect.

(1685) 253 Baths and Hot Springs that are very Diaphoreticlc
1715 BRADLEY Fam. Diet. s-v. Antimony* To prepare Dia-

phoretick Antimony. 1883-4 Mat. Ann. 44/1 It is diuretic

out not diaphoretic.
B. sb. A medicinal agent having this property.

1656 RIDCLEY Pratt. Pkysick 19 Then diaphoreticks at

first, and colder diureticks. 167* /*//. Trans.V II. 4029 He
commends Spirit of Hartshorn, as an excellent Diaphoretick.

1731 ARBUTHNOT Routes of Diet 273 Diaphoreticks or Pro-
moters of Perspiration. 1877 ROBERTS Handbk. Med. (ed. 3)
1. 35 The only diaphoretic that is of much practical value
is some form of bath which promotes perspiration.

t Diaphore'tical, a. Obs. [f.
as prec. + -AL.]

DIAPHORETIC a.

1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 341 The ashes of a goats horn in-

corporal into an vnguent with oile of myrtles, keeps those
from diaphoretical sweats who are anointed therwuh. 1605
TJMMK Quersit. H. vii. 141 Why it should be diaphoretical,
that is to say, apt to prouoke sweates. 1657 \V. COLES
Atftim in Eden 32$ By its dryness and diaphoretical quality.

Diaphoric (daiafjfrrik), a. Math. [f. Gr. 5m-

<f>opos different + -TO.] Of or pertaining to difference;

in diaphoric function, a function of the differences

of variables.

1883 CAVLEY in Comb. Pkil. Trans. XIII. 12 The function

. .is a
i
function of the differences of the variables. .Any such

function is said to be '

diaphoric ': and it is easy to see that

taking for the variables any inverts whatever, a diaphoric
function is always curtate. 1893 LLOYD TANNER in Proc.
Land. Math. Soc. XXIV. 264.

Diaphorite (cb^se'forait). Afin. [f. Gr. om-

</>opos different, &*a<popa difference, distinction -t-

-ITE.] f a. A name formerly used for an altered

rhodonite related to allagite. b. A name given

by Zepharovich to the orthorhombic form of

Freieslebenite.
1868 DANA Min. Index, Diaphorite,

v. Allagite. 1871
Amer. Jrnl. Sc, Ser. HI. I. 381 He retains the original name
for the monoclinic species, and gives the name diaphorite to

the orthorhombic.

Diaphragm (dsi-afrsem), sb. Also 7- agme.

[ad. L. diapnragma* a. Gr. Siatppaypa, the midriff,

primarily
'

partition-wall, barrier ', f. 5ia- through,

apart + <pp6ypa fence, f. Qpaatrtiv to fence in, hedge
round. Long used in L. form. Cf. F. diaphragme*
in I3~i4th c. diaffragnie (Hatz.-Darm.).]

I. 1. Anat. The septum or partition, partly
muscular, partly tendinous, which in mammals
divides the thoracic from the abdominal cavity ;

the midriff.

Its action is important in respiration, and it is also con-

cerned in laughter, sneezing, and hiccough ; hence to move
the diaphragm^ to excite laughter.

1398 TRB\ ISA Earth. De P. R. yn. Iv. (1495) 269 Diafragma
is a skynne that departyth and is sette bitwene the bowels

and the spiryluall
membres. c 1400 Lanfranc's Cfrttty.

161 pis diafragma departib be spirituals from |>e guttis.

parts. 16*6 BACON Sylr<i 697 It is true that they [Instcta]

have (some of them) Diaphragm and an Intestine. 1629
GAULE Holy Madn. 203 It still moues my Diaphragme,
what once mou'd the Spleene of Cyrus. i68< BOYLE Enq.
Notion Nat. 326 Divers of the Solid Parts, as the Heart and

Lungs, the Diaphragma. 1767 GOOCH Treat. Wounds I. 369
The Diaphragm is a muscle of the greatest importance in

respiration. 1871 DARWIN Emotions viii. aoa Tne sound of

laughter is produced by a deep inspiration, followed by short,

interrupted spasmodic contractions of the chest, and especi-

ally of the diaphragm. 1875 BLAKE Zool. i Inspiration is

performed chiefly by the aid of the diaphragm.
II. Transferred uses,

2. generally. Applied to anything natural or arti-

ficial which in its nature or function resembles the

diaphragm of the animal body, or similarly serves

as a partition.
1660 BOYLE New. Ex. Phys. Mtch. xxiv. 193 Certain

Diaphragmes, consisting of the coats of the bubbles. i86s

M. HOPKINS Hawaii 27 That this fiery bottom was only a

DIAPHRAGM.
I roof or diaphragm, of no great thickness the upper and

I

solidified portion of the incandescent matter of the volcano.
1891 1'till .MallG. 31 Aug. 6/2 A real advance in cartography
was made when Dic^carch of Mes^na (300-290 B.C.I in-

troduced the parallel of Rhodes. This '

diaphragm
'

was
intersected at right angles by parallel lines representing
meridians.

3. a. Zool. A septum or partition separating the
successive chambers of certain shells. Also applied
to the operculum of a gastropod.
1665 HOOKE Microfr. in These shells which are thus

spiraliied and separated with Diaphragmes, were some kind
of Nautili. inS WOODWARD FttttU (J.), Parted into
numerous cells by means of diaphragms. 1858 GEIKIE Hist*
IttwMer v. 68 The same thin diaphragms, .marked the suc-
cessive stages of the animal's growth. 1880 A. K. WALLACE
/i/. Lift v. 76 Some . . which close the mouth of the shell
with a diaphragm of secreted mucus.

b. Hot* A septum or partition consisting of one
or more layers of cells, occurring in the tissues of

plants ; a transverse partition in a stem or leaf.

1665 HOOKE Micregr. 115 Not to consist of abundance of

long pores separated with Diaphragms, as Cork does.

1874 COOKE Fungi ^5 The mouth being for some time
closed by a veil, or diaphragm, which ultimately disappears.
1884 BOWER & SCOTT De Bary's Phaner. 217 The air-

passages in the internodes, petioles, and leaves of most
Monocotyledons . . the internodes and

petioles
or conical

leaves of the Marsiliaceac, the leaves of the Isoeteae, etc..

are
partitioned by diaphragms. Ibid. 219 The one-layered

diaphragms. . in the leaf of Pistia.

4. Aleck. A thin lamina or plate serving as a

partition, or for some specific purpose ; sometimes
transferred to other appliances by which such pur-

pose is effected : e.g.
a. A thin plate or disk used as a partition, especially in

a tube or pipe ; in optical instruments, an opaque plate or
disk pierced with a circular hole to cut oft marginal beams
of light.

1665 HOOKE Microgr. Pref, The Ray . . passes also per-
pendicularly through the Glass diaphragme. 1660 BOYLE
Contn. Netv Ex}. \\. (1682) 19 A Diaphragma or ftfidriff of
Tin whose edges are so polished on both sides that [etc.).
1682 Weekly Mem. Ingtn. 250 Two tin pipes, with a dia-

phragm pierced in the middle, and stooped with a sucker.

1773 Phil. Trans. I.XIII. 203 Several diaphragms of paste-
board., to be

applied
to the object-glass externally. 1800

Ibid. XC. 557 A diaphragm, whose aperture was 4 an inch,
was then put over the object-glass of the transit telescope.
1850 CHUBB Locks ff Keys 75 In a line with the

plane
of the

plate, or diaphragm of the lock. 187* HUXLEY Phys. ix. 229
To have what is termed a diaphragm (that is an opaque
plate with a hole in the centre) in the path of the rays.

trans/. 1860 TYHDALLG/OC. i. xxvii. 207 Theclouds. .had,
during the night, thrown vast diaphragms across the sky.
1867 A. J. ELLIS E. . Pronnnc. \. \\\. 161 The Hps which
form a variable diaphragm. 1878 FOSTER Phys. in. ii. 397
The iris serving as a diaphragm.
b. The porous cup of a voltaic cell.

1870 R. M. FERGUSON Electr. 136 Taking i d . for diaphragm
or

porous
cell. 1885 WATSON & BUHBURY Math. Th. Electr.

$ Magn. I. 234 The hydrogen //a does not as in that case
remain free. It passes through the diaphragm and displaces
an equivalent of copper in the sulphate of copper.
C. A membrane stretched in or on a frame ; a vibrating

membrane or disk in an acoustic instrument ; the vibrating
disk of a telephone,

1853 KANE Grinmtt Ext. \.
(1856) 483 The kayack itself

is a mere diaphragm of skin, stretched on a wooden frame.
1866 Reader 15 Sept. 796 An ear-trumpet, across the mouth
of which was stretched a diaphragm of Indian rubber. 1879
G. PRESCOTT S/>. Telephone p. iii, In 1861 Reiss discovered
that a vibrating diaphragm could be actuated by the human
voice. \&ftCas$eM'sTeckH.Educ.I\. 155/1 When the sound
vibrations impinge upon the mica diaphragm the needle-

point will indent the tinfoil.

d. The assemblage of lines of reference in the focus of
a telescope, whether ruled upon glass, or formed of spider
webs stretched in a frame.

18*9 W. PEARSON Prat. Astron. II. 133 The first reticu-

lated diaphragm that was used in making astronomical ob-
servations was by the Parisian astronomer Cassini. 1844
SMYTH Cycle Celest. Objects (1860) 215 Reticulated dia.

phragms . . useful in mapping stars, and differentiating
them. 1879 NEWCOMB & HOLDKN Astron. 76 Fine spider
lines tightly stretched across a metal plate or diaphragm.

5. aftrib** as diaphragm current, eyepiece?nerve*

platt* etc.

1667 R. LOWER in Pkil* Trans. II. 546 A dog, whose Dia-

phragme-nerves are cut. 1859 F. A. GRIFFITHS Artill. Man.
(1862) 89 One inch in length for diaphragm shells. 1883
Syd. Soc. Lex.* Diaphragm currents, electric currents
caused by forcing a liquid through a porous diaphragm.
Hence

| Diaphragwa Iffia, Diaphrag-mata Igia

[Gr. cLX-ycy, -a\yta pain], pain in the diaphragm ;

|| Diaphragmati ti, -mi'tis, inflammation of the

diaphragm ; Diaphra'gmatocele, hernia of the

diaphragm (Syd. Soc. Lex* i8S3>.
1835-6 TODD Cycl. Anat. II. 6/2 The diaphragm is subject

to attacks of inflammation, .termed diaphragmitis. 1854-67
C. A. HARRIS Diet. Med. TerminoL* Diaphragmalgia, Dia-

phragrnatocele. 1857 DUNCLISON Med. Lex. 2^3 Diaphrag-
matalgia, Diaphragmalgia. Ibti. * The essential symptoms
of diaphragmitis.

Di'aphragin, v. [f. prec.] trans. To fit or

act upon with a diaphragm. To diaphragm down*

in Optics: to reduce the field of vision of (a lens,

etc.) by means of an opaque diaphragm with a

central aperture (see prec. sb. 4 a).

1879 H. GRVBB in Proc. R. Dnkl.Soc. t8t Even after shut-

ting one eye and diaphragming the other down. 1894 Brit.

Jrnl. Photogr. XLI. i If both [lenses] are diaphragmed
down to the same aperture.



DIAPHBAGMAL.

Diaphra'gnial, a.
[f.

DIAPHRAGM + -AL.] Of
the nature of a diaphragm ; diaphragmatic.
1890 Dftnvirts Expr. Emotions (ed. 2) iii. 85 note, The dia-

phragmal respiration.

Diaphragmatic (dawfraegmartik), a. [mod.
f. Gr. 8ta<ppay}jaT- ,

stem of Staippayfia DIAPHRAGM : I

see -10. Cf. F. diaphragmatique (Pare i6th c.)] ,

Of or pertaining to the diaphragm ;
of the nature

of a diaphragm.
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr. s.v. Vein, Diafhragintttick "veins,

the midriff veins. 1735 SPRY in Phil. Trans. XLIX. 478
The diaphragmatic upper mouth of the stomach. 1836
Blackw. Mag. XXXIX. 167 The diaphragmatic convulsion,

which, in the expressive language of our nation, is called

a guffaw. 1878 FOSTER Phys. n. ii. i. 259 That movement
in the lower part of the chest and abdomen so characteristic

of male breathing, which is called diaphragmatic. 1881

MIVART Cat 462 A complete diaphragmatic partition.

Diaphragma'tically, adv. [f. prec. + -AL 1

+ -LY -.] In a diaphragmatic manner; by means
of the diaphragm.
1888 Casselfs f'am. Mag. Dec. 14/1 The important point

in breathing is to do so diaphragmatically and not clavi-

cularly.

Di'aphragiued, fpl. a. [f.
DIAPHRAGM v. or

sb. + -ED.] turnished with a diaphragm or dia-

phragms.
1665 HOOKE Microgr. 114 The pores .. were they dia-

phragm'd, like those of Cork, would afford us .. ten times
as many little cells.

Diaphysis (dsiise'fisis). [ad. Gr. Sicupvcris a

growing through, also a point of separation, f. 810-

through, apart + <f>vtiv to produce, bring forth.]

1. Anat. 'The shaft of a long bone, as distinct

from the extremities
'

(Syd. Sac. Lex.}.
1831 R. KNOX Cloguet's Anat. n Their extremities are

enlarged, and their middle part, which is named body or

diaphysis, is contracted. 1890 W. J. WALSHAM Surgery
(ed. 3) Ml. 184 Twenty-one years of age, the period at which
nearly all the epiphyses have united with their diaphyses.
1891 Lancet 3 Oct. 768 When amputation is done in the

diaphysis the bone keeps on growing from its upper ept-

physis.

2. Bot. ' A prseternatnral extension of the centre

of the flower, or of an inflorescence
'

( Treas. Bot.

1866).
Hence Diaphysial a., of or pertaining to the

diaphysis. In mod. Diets.

II Diaplasis (doi,se-plasis). Surg. [mod.L., a.

Gr. SidjrAatris a putting into shape, setting of a

limb, f. SumX&aativ to form, mould.] (Seequots.)
1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Techn., Diaplasis, is the setting of

a Limb which was out of joynt. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kerseyl.
1857 DUNGLISON Med. Lex. 232 In French surgery . . Dia-

plasis and Anaplasis mean also, restoration to the original
form as in fractures, etc. 1883 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

t Diapla'stic, a. and so. Obs. [f. same etymon
as prec. : see PLASTIC.]
1721 BAILEY, Diaplasticks (in Phannacy\ medicines which

are good for a Limb out ofjoint. 1883 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

II Dia'pllOC. Med. Obs. [mod.L., a. Gr. SiciTr-

vorj in Galen, perspiration.] An insensible perspira-
tion, or gentle moisture on the skin.

1681 tr. Willif Rem. Med. Wks. Vocab., Diajmoe, a
breathing forth. 1706 PHILLIPS, Diaphoresis or Diapnoe.
Hence Diapno genous, Diapno ic adjs., pro-

ducing a moderate perspiration.
1857 DUNGLISON Med. Lex. 699 The perspiratory fluid is

secreted by an appropriate glandular apparatus termed by
Breschet, diapnogenous.

Diapophysis (daiapp-fisis). Anat. PI. -physes.

[f. Gr. 5io through, apart + dn6<f>vais offshoot,

APOPHYSIS.] A term applied by Owen to a pair
of exogenous segments of the typical vertebra,

forming lateral processes of the neural arch.
In the cervical vertebra; of man and other mammals it is

represented by the posterior part of the ring enclosing the
vertebral artery ; in the dorsal vertebra; by the transverse

process ; in the lumbar and sacral vertebra by short pro-
cesses of the centrum (Syd. Soc. Lex.).
1854 OWEN Skeleton in Circ. Sc. Organ. Nat. I. 168 The

neural arch, .also sometimes includes a pair of bones, called
'diapophyses'. 1872 MIVART Elem. Anat. vi. (1873) 220
We may thus distinguish two series of paraxial parts on
each side, one made up of tubercular processes (or dia-

pophyses) and ribs, and the other made up of capitular
processes (or parapophyses) and ribs.

Hence Diapophysial a., of or belonging to a
diapophysis.
1854 OWEN in Circ. Sc. Organ. Nat. I. 206 The bones . .

manifest more of their diapophysial character than their
homotypes do in the occipital segment.

I! Diaporesis (dai'Sporrsis). Rhet. [mod.L.,
a. Gr. SiaTTopr/o-is a being at a loss, doubting.] A
rhetorical figure, in which the speaker professes to
be at a loss, which of two or more courses, state-

ments, etc., to adopt.
^ 1678 PHILLIPS, Diaporesis, a doubting, a Rhetorical figure,
in which there seems to be a doubt proposed to the audi-
ence before whom the Oration is made. [So in later Diets ]

1844 J. W. GIBBS Philol. Studies (1857) 215 Aporia. .called
also diaporesis. The Latin term is addnbitatio.

t Dia'porOUS, a. Obs. rare. [f. Gr. Sia- through
+ -?ropos passing through, f. iro/w! passage, pore :

cf. fv-nopos easy to pass through.] Having the

quality of penetrating or passing through.

23Mi
Di

320

1682 EVELYN Mem. 24 Mar., A discourse of. .the difficulty
of finding any red colour effectual to penetrate glass . . that

the most diaporous, as blue, yellow, &c., did not enter into

the substance of what was ordinarily painted, more than

very shallow . . other reds and whites not at all beyond the

superfices.

Diapositive (daiap^zitiv). Photogr. [f. Gr.

5ia- through + POSITIVE.] A transparent positive

photographic picture, such as those used as lantern

slides.

1893 Voice (N. Y.) 30 Nov., An ordinary negative, .is first

made, then placed in contact with another sensitive (dry)

plate and a diapositive made from it.

t Di'apre, a. Her. Obs. [a. F. diaprt dia-

pered.]
= DIAPERED i b.

1562 LEIGH Xrww^* (1507)03 The field Geules, a Frette

engrailed Ermine. If this Fret be of mo peeces_then ye
here see, then altereth it from the same name, & Is blazed

dyapre. 1586 FERNE Blaz. Gentrie i. 190 A coat-armour

Diapre may be charged with any thing, either quick or

dead ; but plants, fruits, leaues, or flowres, be aptest to

occupy such coates. 1727-51 CHAMBERS Cycl., Diapre or

Diapered, in heraldry, a dividing of a field into planes, or

compartments, in the manner of fret-work ; and filling the

same with variety of figures.

f Di-aprize, v. Obs. nonce-wd. [f. F. diapr-er
to DIAPER + -IZE.]

= DIAPER v.

1626 LISLE Du Bartast Noe 116 The diaprized ridges
[marges diafrez] And faire endented banks of Tegil burst-

ing bridges. [Cf. DIAPERY a., second quot.]

t Diapru'ne. Obs. Also diaprunum. [ad.
med.L. aiapriinum, f. DIA- 2 + "L, prunum plum.
In F. diaprun (1700 in Hatz.-Darm.) formerly

diaprunum.]
t An electuary made of damask

prunes and divers other simples, good to cool the

body in hot burning fearers {Physical Diet. 1657).
1625 HART Anat. Ur. n. i. 55 They had purged him ..

ith Diaprunum. 1639 J. W. tr. Gnibert's Char. Physic i.

with it two drammes of diaprunes.

apry, sb. and a. : see DIAPEKY.

t Di'apsalni. Obs. In 4 diasalm, 8 dia-

psalma. [a. L. diapsalma (Jerome), a. Gr. Std-

^aA/ux, used by the LXX in the Psalms for the

Heb. Sefah.] (See qnots.)
1382 WYCLIF Ps. Prol. iii, The deuyseoun of salmys that

ben clepid diasalmys ben in noumbre of seuenti and flue.

1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Diapsalma, a Pause or change
of Note in Singing. [1877 JENNINGS & LOWE Ps. Introd.
28 Aia^aA/ia then means probably a musical interlude, per-

haps of s.forte character.]

Diapye'sis. Path. [mod.L., a. Gr. tiiairvrjffts,

f. StaTruefc to suppurate.] Suppuration. Hence
Diapye-tic a. and s/>., Diapye'tical a.

1657 TOMLINSON Renoit's Disp. 699 Both of them [greater
and lesser Basilicum] are Diapyetical. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed.

Kersey), Diapyeticks^ Medicines that cause Swellings to

suppurate or run with Matter, or that ripen and break
Sores. 1883 Syd. Soc. Lex.

t Diapyesis.

Diaquilon, obs. form of DIACHYLON.
Diarch (daraik), a. Bot. [f. Gr. Si- twice + apx'f)

beginning, origin.] Proceeding from two distinct

points of origin : said of the primary xylem (or
wood) of the root.

1884 BOWER & SCOTT De Bary's Phaner. 362 Its xylem Is

in the great majority of cases . . diametrally diarch. Ibid.

363 Triarch and tetrarch bundles sometimes occur in thick

roots of species, which are usually diarch. 1887 HILLHOUSE
Strasbitrger's Pract. Bot, 188 The roots of., ferns are

generally diarch.

Diarchy (dsraiki). [f. Gr. 5t- twice + -apx*
rule : cf. novapxia rule of one

;
f. apx&s chief.]

A government by two rulers.

1835 THIBLWALL Greece I. viii. 318 A diarchy, though less

usualthan a monarchy, was not a very rare form of govern-
ment.

Diaria, obs. form of DIARRH<EA.

Diarial(d3i|e'rial),. [f.L. didri-um DIARY sb.

4- -AL.] Of, pertaining to, of the nature of, a diary.
1845 W. L. ALEXANDER Mem. jf. Watson Pref. 6 A series

of detached notes and diarial jottings. 1885 G, MEREDITH
Diana I. i. 2 The diarial record. 1888 A. G. DRAPER in

Atner. Ann. DeafApr. 124 Letters and diarial extracts.

Diariaii (daiiea'rian), a. and sb. [f. as prcc. +

-AN.] A. adj. Of or pertaining to a diary or

journal; f journalistic (obs.'].

1774 (title) The Diarian Repository or Mathematical Re-
gister, containing a complete collection of all the Mathe-
matical Questions, published in the Ladies' Diary, from

1704 to 1760. 1785 CRABBE Newspaper Wks. 1834 II. 137
Diarian sages greet their brother sage. 1794 WOLCOTT
(P. Pindar) Rowl.for Oliver Wks, 11.392 His strength in
fields diarian dares he try?

B. sb. The author or writer of a diary ; fa jour-
nalist. rare.
1800 Mom. Her. in Spirit Publ. Jrnls. (1801) IV. 148A Diarian [an article is so signed].

Di'ariness. nonce-wd. [f. DIARY sb. + -NESS.]
The quality characteristic of a diary.
1891 Murray's Mag. Sept. 464 The '

diariness
'

of his

writing makes us regret that . . he should have sought
publication.

Diarist (dai-arist). [f. DIARY sb. + -1ST.] One
who keeps a diary ; the author of a diary.
1818 in TODD. i8z6 SCOTT Rev, Pepys' Mem. (1849) 107

The characters of the two diarists were essentially different.
1854 LOWELL Jrnl. in Italy Prose Wks. 1890 I. 121 The
English language, .can show but one sincere diarist, Pepys.

DIABY.

1856 Sat. Rev. II. 36/2 In these volumes, he [T. Moore] is

only a remarkably dull diarist.

Diaristic (daiari'stik), a. [f. prec. + -1C.] Of
the style of a diarist

;
of the nature of a diary.

1884 AlaMch. Even. News 2 Apr., Lady Brassey's diaristic

account of her visit to Egypt after the war. 1891 Murray's
Mag. Oct. 616 His letters and diaristic fragments.

Diarize (d3i'araiz),z;. [f.
DIARY sb. + -IZE.] intr.

To write a record of events in a diary. Hence
Di'arizing vbl. sb. and///, a.

1827 MOORE Diary 6-31 Mar. V. 161 [I] have not had
time to diarize, so must record by wholesale what I re-

member. 1853 LOCKHART in Croker Papers (1884) III. xxviii.

295, I had to spare Tories about as often as Whigs the

castigation of diarizing Malagrowther. 1854 /'
*

reiser's Ma%,
XLIX. 443 Where is the man who, when he diarizes frankly
and fairly, does not write himself vain?

Diarrhoea (daiarra). Also 4-5 diaria, 6-
diarrhea. [a. L. diarrhcea, a. Gr. fii&ppota, a flow-

ing through, diarrhoea, f. 8iappe-iv to flow through.]
1. A disorder consisting in the too frequent eva-

cuation of too fluid fseces, sometimes attended with

griping pains.
In i?th c. usually with the, in i8th with a, now (in literary

and educated use) without article.

1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. VH. li. (1495) 265 Diaria is

a symple flyxe of the wombe. 1544 PHAEU Reg int. Lyfe
(1545) H viij b, The sayde fluxe is named diarrhea. 15
SIR W. CECIL in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. n. II. 291 The
Queries Majesty fell perillosly sick on Saturday last, the

accident cam to that which they call diarrhoea. 1569 R.
ANDROSE tr. Alexis' Seer. iv. 1. 12 To remedie the diseases

called Dissinteria and Diarrhea. 1598 SYLVESTER Du Bartas
li. i. Furies

i
The diarrhcea and the burning-fever In Som-

mer-season doo their fell endeavour. 1658 ROWLAND Mottfefs
Theat. Ins. 1104 They stay also the Dyarrhoea .. kill and
drive out all Belly-worms. fi73 POPE Let. to Gay (1735)
I. 323 To wait for the next cold Day to throw her into a
Diarrhoea. 1732 ARBUTHNOT Rules of Diet 260 A cholera

Morbus, or incurable Diarrhoeas. 1800 Med. Jrtil. IV. 60
These medicines caused diarrhcea. 1811 A. T. THOMSON
Lond. Disp. (1818) 240 Celebrated in Ireland as a remedy
in diarrhoea. 1866 A. FLINT Princ. Med. (1880) 525 The
term diarrhcea is used to denote morbid frequency of in-

testinal dejections which are, also, liquid or morbidly soft,

and often otherwise altered in character.

attrib. 1890 B. A. WHITELEGGE Hygiene $ Public Health
xii, The diarrhcea death-rate . . Density of buildings upon
an area increases the tendency to diarrhoea mortality.
2. transf. An excessive flow (of words, etc.).

1698 F. B. Modest Censure 15 This sort of Medicaments
hath cured his Pen of the Diarrheea. a 1797 H. WALPOLK
Mem. Geo, III. (1845) II. ii. 47 He . . was troubled with a
diarrhcea of words. 1883 Contemp. Rev. Dec. 937 We al-

lude . . to the diarrhoea of emendations.

Diarrlu&al (daiarral), a. [f. prec. + -AL.]
Of or pertaining to diarrhoea,

1651 BIGGS New Disp. F 248 The diarrheall porraceous
flux. 1871 Daily News 16 Aug., Diarrhceal infection. 1883
E. A. PARKES Pract. Hygiene xviii. (ed. 6) 479 Diarrhceal
and dysenteric evacuations. 1890 B. A. WHITELEGGE Hy-
giene xii. 303 High temperature of the air has long been
observed to be associated with high diarrhoea! mortality.

Diarrhceic (daiarrik), a. [f.
as prec. 4 -ic.]

Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of diarrhoea.

1876 Wagner's Gen. Pathol. (ed. 6) 86. 1894 Daily News
25 July 5/4 It is in diarrhceic complaints that the increase
was most marked.

Diarrhoetic, -rhetic (daiare'tik, -rrtik), a. [f.

DIARRHCEA, in loose imitation of Gr. verbal adjec-
tives in -TIKOS. (The actual verbal adj. from

Stappt-fiv is Siappvr-os, which would have given

diarrhytic.] DIAKRHCEIC.
Also confused with diuretic.

1656 BLOUNT Gfossogr., Diarrkoetick, that hath a Lask or
loosness in the belly without inflammation, a 1735 ARBUTH-
NOT (J.), Millet is diarrhoetick, cleansing, and useful in

diseases of the kidneys. 1883 Syd. Soc. Lex. t Diarrhetic,
DiarrhcetiC) same as Diarrhceic.

Diarthrodial (daiiajhr^-dial), a. Anat. [f.

Di- pref$ (Gr. Bm-) + AHTHRODIAL.] Pertaining
to or characterized by diarthrosis.

1

Djartkrodial cartilages: the cartilages which cover the

joint-ends of bones' (Syd. Soc. Lex.\
1830 R. KNOX Beclards Anat. 285 The diarthrodial carti-

lages . . have disappeared. 18^5 TODD & BOWMAN Fhys.
Anat. I. 88 The bones entering into the composition of diar-

throdial joints. 1876 QUAIN Elem. Anat. (ed. 8) I. 132 Cer-
tain forms of diarthrodial joint have received special names.

Diarthrosis (d3i,aibr^-sis). Anat. [f.
Di-

pref$ (Gr. 5m-) -f apOpcaets ARTHROSIS, articula-

tion.] The general term for all forms of articula-

tion which admit of the motion of one bone upon
another ; free arthrosis.

1578 BANISTER Hist. Man 3 b, Not vnder the kynde of

Diarthrosis, but Synarthrosis : for asmuch as the mouyng of
these bones is most obscure. 1634 T. JOHNSON Parey's
Chintrg. xvi. xxxv. (1678) 365 The wrist . . consisting of a

composure of eight bones knit to the whole cubit by Diar-
throsis. 1658 SIR T. BROWNE Card. Cyrus iii. 59 The Diar-

throsis or motive Articulation. 1830 R. KNOX Be'clard's

Anat. 283 The rotatory diarthrosis . . is that which allows

only motions of rotation. 1842 E. WILSON Anat. Vade M.
(ed. 2) 92 Diarthrosis is the movable articulation which con-

stitutes by far the greater number of the joints of the body.

Diary (dsi-ari), sb. [ad. L. didri-um daily

allowance, also (later) a journal, diary, f. die-sfay :

in form, a subst. use of the neuter of didrius adj.

(see next), which, however, is not recorded in

ancient L. See -ABIUM, -ARY i B. 2.]



DIARY.

1. A daily record of events or transactions, a

journal ; specifically, a daily record of matters af-

fecting the writer penoouly, or which come under
his personal observation.

1581 WM. FLEKTWOOD in Kllis Orif. Lett. Ser. l. II. 288
Thus most humbly I send unto ycf good Lo. this last weeks
Diarye. 1605 HACON Adv. Learn. II. ii. n. 14 It is . . an
vse well received in

enterprises memorable . . to keepe
Dyaries of that which passeth continually. l6AmAnfHi. to
rrinttd Hk. 14 A diary . . of the Parliament held i Hen. 4.

1652-61 HKYI.IN Cosmtigr. Introd. (1674) 17/2 A Diary or
Journal, as the name imports, containing the Actions of
each day. 1677 PLOT O.rfordsh. 228 Diaries of wind and
weather, and of the various qualifications of the air. 1684
I'E IKK (title), A Relation or Diary of the Siege of Vienna.
1765 T. HUTCHINSON Hist. Mass. I. ii. 213 Ooffe kept a
journal or diary. 1791-1823 D'lsRAtai Cur. Lit.. Itiari.'s,We converse with the absent by letters, and with our-
selves by diaries. 1803 ,Med. jfraf. X. 305 As I kept no
diary during the prevalence of the influenza, I send what
I can recollect. 1889 JHSSOPP Coming a/friars iii. 130 In
the thirteenth century men never kept diaries or journals
hut monasteries did. Klod. The entries of a private diary.

ntti-il: 1891 Pall Mall G. 25 Apr. 2/3 The plaintiff gave
peculiar diary accounts of about fifty meetings with the
defendant.

2. A book prepared for keeping a daily record,
or having spaces with printed dates for daily
memoranda and jottings ; also, applied to calen-
dars containing daily memoranda on matters of

importance to people generally, or to members of
a particular profession, occupation, or pursuit.
A diary in this sense may vary in size from a folio volume,

large enough to hold a detailed daily record in sense i, to
a small pocket-book with daily spaces only for the briefest
notes, or merely with

printed memoranda for daily reference.
1605 B. JONSON Volfone iv. i, This is my diary, Wherin

I note my actions of the day. 1641 HOWELL For. Trav.
(Arb.) 20 He must alwayes have a Diary about him . . to set
down what, .his Eyes meetes with most remarquable. 1662
J. NEWTON (title), A Perpetual Diary ; or, Almanac. 1800
W. ROBSON (title), The Persian Diary; or, Reflection's
Oriental Gift of Daily Counsel. 1879 Print. Trades 7rnl.
xxvill. 7 The left hand pages form a perpetual poetical
diary. Ibid. xxix. 6 The diary before us. .is a stout quarto.
1883 WUtaktr's Aim. 456 The English Citizen's Diary..
showing the days when certain Official Duties are to be
performed ; also the days when Inland Revenue Licences
expire and must be renewed.

1 3. Short for diaryfever : see DIARY a. I. Obs.
1639 HORN & ROB. Gate Lang. Unl. xxiv. 310 \ diary

is of one daies continuance, and runs not beyond that time.
1657 G. STARKEY Hclmottt's Vind. 164 The disease at the
first taking in hand was but a plain Diary. 1684 tr. Sonet's
Merc. Comfit, vi. 155 Hippocrates, .thought that all Fevers,
Diaries excepted, have their rise from choler.

Diary idai-ari), a. [ad. med.L. diari-us daily,
f. dies day: cf. F. diaire i/fievre ephemere ou
diaire') :oth c. in Hatz.-Darm.]
1. Lasting for one day ; ephemeral.
1610 BARROUGH Meth. Physick iv. ii. (1639) 218 All Diarie

leavers be ingenJrcd of an outward Cause. 1611 W. SCLATEK
Key 1629) 188 Those t'iwtpoi, diary dewy Christians, whose
goodnesse is dissipate as soone as euer the Sunne beholds
it. 1658 ROWLAND Moufct's Tlieat. Ins. 948 These diary

lasting one day; also called Ephemera.
t2. Daily. 06s.

i59 UNTON Corr. Roxb.) 322, I doe kepe a diary memo-
reall of all the places of our marchinge and incampinge.
1603 SIR C. HEVDON Jud. Astrd. v. 147 Almanack-writers
foretelling the diaric state of the weather. 1613 COCKERAM,
Diarte, daily.

Diasceuast, var. of DIASKKUAST.
II Eiaschisma (daiaski-zma). Mus. Also in 8

in anglicized furm diaschism. [a. Gr. St&ax'ff/ui,
f. ttartf(-nv to cleave asunder, split.]

a. la ancient Greek music, a small interval equal
to about half a DIESIS, b. In modem music, an
interval equal to the difference of the common
comma (80: Sil and the enharmonic diesis (125:
128), or to 10 schismas.

I7S3,
CHAMBERS Cycl. Suff. s.v., The octave contains 61

Diaschisms nearly. 1880 STAINER & BARRETT Diet. Kins.
Jeruis, Diaschisma (Gk.>, an approximate half of a limma.
1 Di ascord. Pharm. Ol>s. Usually in L. form :

diasco rdium. [medical L. diascordium (also
mod.K.), for diascordion, from Gr. oi r/icopSicav I

(a preparation) of om'ipSiov scordium, a strong- :

smelling plant mentioned by Dioscorides, 'perhaps
water-gennander Teucritim Scordium' : seeDi.v-*.]A medicine made of tlie dried leaves of Teucritim
S(ordium, and many other herbs.
1605 BACON Adv. Learn, n. x 8 (1873) 140 Except it be

tre.icle . . duucordlum . and a few more. 1654 WIIITLOCK
tfOtoni* 12, What think you Sir of your what-sha' comew ater and Diascord, sure it could not be amisse. 1797 J.
DOWNING Disorders Herned Cat/le 50 The diascordium
has its share in accomplishing the cure. 1820 SCOTT AMot
xxvi. With their sirups, and tlieir julaps, and diascordium,
and imthndate, and my I.ady What.shall-call'um's powder.
t Eiase'rma. Miami. Obs. Also 6-7 diasene.

[medical L., f. DIA- - + SENNA. Also a. F. diasene,
(iiasenne (Pare, i6th c.).] A purgative electuary of
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which senna formed the base; the confection of
senna.

IS* TURNER /laths 10 Let the patient be purged with
elecluarye lenitiuo or diasene. 1621 BUKTON Anat. Mel. u.
v. i. iv. (1651) 388 Polypody, Sene, Diasene, Hamcch,
'

'657 I'liysical Hut., J)iasena, a purging electuary,
i good against quartan agues.

Diaskeuast (daiiikfarM). Also diasceuast,
scovaat. [ad. Gr. iiaoKvaoTris reviser of a poem,
interpolator, f. Star/imAfiiv, f. Std through + axivd-

fiif to make ready.] A reviser; used esp. in refer-
ence to old recensions of Greek writings.
i8i CAMPBELL in Neio Monthly Mag. IV. 195 They gave

the world materials which were capable of being moulded
by future diascevasts into grand and interesting poems.
1871 tr. Lnngt's Comm. Jer. 244 The oversight of a dia-

;
skeuast who added this verse of the prophecy against Elam

1 as a postscript. 1886 Alhenaiim 30 Jan. 162/3 He has
taken upon himself . . the part of a diasceuast, stringing
together a number of ' older lays '.

So
||
Diaskeu asis [Gr. Staomvaais], revision (of

a literary work), recension.
1886 EGCELING in Encycl. Brit. XXI. 281 The authorship

of this work ( MahSbharata] is aptly attributed to Vyasa,'

the arranger ', the personification of Indian diaskeuasis.

-j * i. IA. /w i lie uuicr siune was
of Diasper, but bright and through shinyng with certaine
white values. 1591 R. D. Hypnerotomachi* sjb, Not of
Marble, but of rare and hard Diasper of the East. 1638
SIR T. HERBERT Trav. led. i) 108 Agats, Cornelians, Dia-
spries, Calcedons.

II Diaspora (daiise-spora). [a.Gr. bcunopd dis-

persion, f. ttaavdp-fiv to disperse, f. lid through
+ airtipctv to sow, scatter.]
The Dispersion ; i.e. (among the Hellenistic Jews)

the whole body of Jews living dispersed among the
Gentiles after the Captivity (John vii. 35) ; (among
the early Jewish Christians) the body of Jewish
Christians outside of Palestine (Jas. i. I, I Pet. i. i).
Hence transf. : see quots.

_ (Originating in Deut. xxviii. 25 (Scptuagint), t<rp J.ooirofii
tv nacra^ ftooi\eiatt rfjf yK, tnou shall be a diaspora (or
dispersion) in all kingdoms of the earth.)
1876 C. M. DAVIES Unorth. Land. 153 (The Moravian

body's] extensive diaspora work (as it is termed) ofevangeliz-
ing among the National Protestant Churches on the con-
tinent. 1881 tr. Wellhausen in Encycl. Brit. XIII. 420/1
s. v. Israel, As a consequence of the revolutionary changes
which had taken place in the conditions of the whole East,
the Jewish dispersion (diaspora) began vigorously to spread.
1885 Encycl. Brit. XVIII. 760 s. v. Philo, The development
of Judaism in the diaspora differed in important points from
that in Palestine. 1889 Edin. Ken. No. 345. 66 The mental
horizon of the Jews of the Diaspora was being enlarged.

Diaspora (dai-aspo'j). Min. [mod. f. Gr.

fitaairopa scattering, dispersion : see prec. So called

by Haiiy, 1801, from its strong decrepitation when
heated.] Native hydrate of aluminium, an ortho-

rhombic, massive, or sometimes stalactitic mineral, i

varying in colour from white to violet, commonly
associated with corundum in crystalline rocks.

1805 DAVY in Phil. Trans. XCV. 161 The diaspore . . U
supposed to be a compound of alumine and water. 1873
Fowties' Chem. (ed. 11) 371 The monohydrate is found
native, as diaspore.

Diasporometer (daiimpoipinftu). [mod. f.

Gr. Siaffnopd dispersion (see above) + -(O)METEB.]
An instrument for measuring the dispersion of rays
of light.

1807 T. YOUNG Lect. Nat. Phil. II. 282 His [Rochon's]

diasporometer is a compound prism.

Diasprie, var. DIASPKK, Obs., jasper.
Diastaltic (dsiastarltik), a. [f. Gr. SiaaraX-

riituf serving to distinguish, in Music ' able to

expand or exalt the mind ', f. oiao-Tf'AAeip to sepa-
rate, put asunder, f. Sioapart + o-T&Ativ to set, place,

dispatch, send. Cf. F. diaslalliquc.']
1. In ancient Greek music : a. Dilated, extended :

applied to certain intervals, b. Applied to a style
of melody fitted to expand or exalt the mind.

1774 BURNEY Hist. Mus. (1789) I. v. 61 Melopccia was
divided into three kinds., the second, Diastaltic or that
which was capable of exhilarating.
2. Phys.

' A term applied by Marshall Hall to
I

the actions termed reflex, inasmuch as they take '

place through the spinal cord
'

{Syd. Soc. Lex.).
Diastaltic nervous system, term for the spinal nervous

system.
(Diastaltic appears to be here taken as = transmissire.)
1852 M. HALL (title), Synopsis of the Diastaltic Nervous

System. 1855 GARHOD Mat. Med. fed. 6' 238 A reduction
and final abolition of the diastaltic function of the spinal
cord. 1879 Cortth. Mag. June 700 Is there anything in

your essay about our diastaltic nerves?

Diastase dJiaWs). Chem. [a.mod.f. diastase,
ad. Gr. ftdoraais separation : see next.

1833 PAYEN ET PERSOZ Ann. Cairn, el Phys. LIII. 76
Cette singuliere proprie'te' de separation nous a determine's a
donner a la substance qui la posscde le nom de diastase qui
exprime precisc'ment ce fait.]

A nitrogenous ferment formed in a seed or bud
(e.g. in barley and potatoes'! during germination,
and having the property of converting starch into

sugar.

DIASTIMETER.
It is obtained a* a white amorphous substance, of unknown

analysis (Watts Did. Chen,.]. It is found thruughoul the
vegetable kingdom, in the infusoria, and in various secre-
tions, etc., in the higher animals (Syd. Soc. Lex.\
1838 T. THOMSON Chem. Org. Bodies 666 Diastase, .it a

name given by MM. Payen and Persoi, lo a substance
which they extracted from malted barley. 184* J. BAXTRR
Litr. Pract. Agric. (ed. 4) I. 19 During the germination,some of the elements . . in the grain form a fresh compound,
which acts as a ferment. This compound is called . dia-
stase, the effect of which U . . to turn all the starch . . first

ii'
gum

.,'
?nd lhen into ([ **J-7 WATTS Diet. Chem.

II. 319 Neither potatoes nor cereals contain diastase before
germination. 1894 Lancet 3 Nov. 1045 An extremely active
poison, delicate, resembling the diastases or venoms.
Hence Diarta-sle, a. = D|A8TATIC.
1886 W. JAGO Chem. Wheat 128 The bacteria cause more

or less change in albuminoids, but exert no diastasic action
HDiastasis (daiiae-stasis). Path. [modL.,

a. Gr. Sidoraais separation, f. ltd apart + ordoit

placing, setting, f. root ara- stand.] Separation
of bones without fracture, slight dislocation; also,

separation of the fractured ends of a bone.
1741 MONRO Anat. Bone* (ed. 3) 39 A Diastasis, or other

violent Separation of such disjoined Pieces of a Bone. 1883
in

Syl. Soc. Lex.

Diastatic (dsiastartik), a. [ad. Gr. ttaaranxut
separative, f. itd apart + araTtitcis causing to stand,
f. root ara- stand.] Pertaining to or of the nature
of diastase.
1881 ATKINSON in Nature No. 622. 510 The opinion that the

diastatic property is connected with the degree of solubility
of the albuminoid matter. 1883 A themeum 10 Nov. 606/3
Lacquer contains . . a peculiar diastatic body containing
nitrogen.

Hence Diasta tically adv., after the manner of
diastase.
1882 tr. Thai/sing's Beer 291 (Cent. Diet.) The diastatically

acting albuminous substances.

t Diasta-tical, . Obs. rare- 1
,

[f. as prec. +
-AL,.] Characterized by transplantation.
16568. BOULTON(/IWA Medicina Magica. lamen Physica:

Magical, but Natural Physick ; or, a Methodical Tractate
of Diastatical Physick ; containing the general Cures of all

Infirmities, by_ way of Transplantation.
Diastatite (daiiarstatait). Min. [mod. f. Gr.

SidoraT-i s divided, separated + -ITE.] A black

variety of Hornblende, so called (by Breithaupt
1832) as differing in the form of its crystals.
1850 DANA Min. 273.

Diastem (darutem). [ad. Gr. lidarrma : see
next. Cf. K. diasteme (i 732 Tre'vonx).] In ancient
Greek music, an interval

; esp. an interval forming
a single degree of the scale.

1604 HOLDER Treat. Harmony vi. no Diastem signifies
an Interval or Space ; System, a Conjunction or Composi-
tion of Intervals. So that, generally speaking, an Octave,
or any other System, might be

truly
call'd a Diastem .. Tho'

. . strictly, by a Diastem they understood only an Incom-
posit Degree. 1727 51 CHAMBERS Cycl., Diastem, Diastema,
in music, a name the antients gave to a simple interval ; in

contradistinction to a compound interval, which they called
a system.

Iiriastema(d3iast;-ma
<

. I'l. diastemata. [L.
diaslema, a. Gr. SidaTrj/ta space between, interval.]
1. Mus. =prec.
1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. XIX. cxxxi. (I495

1

941 Dya-
sterna is couenable space of two voyces other of moo accord -

ynge. 1727-51 [see prec.].

2. Zool. and Anal. An interval or space between
two consecutive teeth, or two kinds of teeth, occur-

ring in most mammals except man.
1854 OWEN in Orr's Circ. Sc. Organ. Nat. I. 235 A long

diastema is not . . peculiar to the horse. Ibid. 298 In all

the apes and monkeys of the Old World, .the same number
and kinds of teeth are present as in man ; the first deviation
being the disproportionate size of the canines and the con-
comitant break or

'

diastema
'

in the dental series for the
reception of their crowns when the mouth is shut. 1871
DARWIN Desc.Man\\. xix. 324 Canine teeth which project
above the others, with traces of a diastema or open space
for the reception of the opposite canines.

Diastematic (dabasu'mx-tik), a. rare. ? Obs.

[ad. Gr. HiaaTiipaTiK-Af separated by intervals : see

prec. and -ic.] Characterized by intervals.

1798 HORSLEY in Monthly Rev. XXVI. 288 Ask Aristox-
enus [etc.] in what the difference consists between speaking
and^singing ; they tell you . .

' That the one is a continuous
motion ; the other diastematic. That the continuous U the
motion ofthe voice in discourse ; the diastematic, in singing '.

Diaster (dsi,ae stai). Biol. Also dy-. [mod.
f. Gr. Si-, Dt- - twice + ianiip star.] The double
star of chromatin filaments which forms the pen-
ultimate stage in the division of a single cell-

nucleus into two.
1882 J. T. CUNNINGHAM in Jrnl. Microsc. Soc. Jan. 43

The threads travel towards the poles, forming a dyaster
(note. This term I take from Klein in hisA tlas ofHistology,
1880). 1885 E. R. LANKESTER in Encycl. Brit. XIX. 833
A polar star is seen at each end of the nucleus-spindle, and
is not to be confused with the diaster.

Hence Dia stral a.

1894 AthensetiHt 24 Nov. 719/3 As to the spindle fibres ..

during the diastral stage of the division they [etc.].

Diastrmeter. [irreg. f. Gr. Stdaraait interval,
distance + -METER.] An instrument for measuring
distances.

1851 Official Catal. E.rhit. III. 1115 Improved diastimeter
for the use of the army.
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DIASTOLE.

II Diastole (t'siiffi'stob"). [mcd.L.,a. Gr. JiaoToAiJ
a putting asunder, separation, expansion, dilatation,

f. SiaariM-tiv, f. Sia asunder {DiA- ') + ar(\\fiv to

put, place, send, etc. Cf. F. diastole (I4th c. in

Hatz.-Darm.).]
1. Phys. The dilatation or relaxation of the heart

or an artery (or other pulsating organ in some
lower animals), rhythmically alternating with the

systole or contraction, the two together constituting
the pulse. (Formerly sometimes applied also to

the dilatation of the lungs in inspiration.)
1578 BANISTER Hist. Man vn. 93 Diastole [is] when the

hart in his dilatation receiueth in of spirit. 1615 DANIEL
Queen's Arcadia Poet. Wks. (1717) 187 The Systole and

Diastole of your Pulse Do shew your Passions most hys-
terical. 1660 BOYLE New Exp, Phys. Mech. Digress. ^50
The Systole and Diastole of the Heart and Lungs, being
very far from Synchronical. a 1711 KEN Hytnnotheo Poet.

Wks. 1721 III.' 79 His Heart a sudden gentle opning feels;
It seem'd no more by Systole compress'd, But in a fix

Diastole at rest. 1835 KIRBY Hab. J^ lust. Atiim. I. v. 174
Nutrition seems carried on by a kind of systole and diastole,
the sea water being alternately absorbed and rejected by
the tubes composing the substance of the sponge. 1880

HUXLEY Crayfish ii. 74 When the systole is over the diastole

follows.

fig. 1831 CARLYLE Sart. Res. 11. iii, As in longdrawn
Systole and longdrawn Diastole, must the period of Faith
alternate with the period of Denial. 1849 De QUINCEY Eng.
Mail-coach Wks. 1862 IV. 298 The great respirations, ebb
and flood, systole and diastole, of the national intercourse.

1872 GEO. ELIOT Middlem. Ixiii, There must be a systole
and diastole in all inquiry.

2. Gr. and Lat. Prosody. The lengthening of a

syllable naturally short.

1580 SPENSER To Master G. H. Wks. (Globe) Apr), ii. 709/1
Heaven being used shorte as one sillable, when it is in verse

stretched out with a Diastole, is like a lame dogge that
holdes up one legge. 1657 J. SMITH Myst. Rhet. 177. 1704
J. HARRIS Lex. Teckn.^ Diastole .. 'Tis also the making
long a Syllable which is naturally short.

3. Gr. Gram. A mark (originally semicircular)
used to indicate separation of words ;

still occasion-

ally used, in the form of a comma, to distinguish

o,n, O,T(, nent. of ocrns, O&TI, from on (that), OT(

(when).
1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Techn. 1833 E. ROBINSON tr. Butt-

mans Grk. Grain. 45 From the comma must be distin-

guished the Diastole or Hypodiastole which serves more
clearly to separate some short words connected with en-

clitics, in order that they may not be confounded with other
similar words.

Diastolic (daiastjvlik), a. Phys. and Med. [f.

prec. + -ic.] Of or pertaining to diastole.
a 1693 URQUHART Rabelais in. iv, By its [the heart's]

agitation of Diastolick and Systolick motions. 1861 T.
GRAHAM Pract. Med. 365 A second or diastolic sound, syn-
chronous with the diastole of the heart. 1877 HUXLEY
Anat. Inv. Anim. ii. 77 This systolic and diastolic move-
ment usually occurs at a fixed point in the protoplasm.
Diastral : see DIASTEE.

Diastrophism (dai,a:-str0fizm). Geol. [f. Gr.

Siaffrpotfyfi distortion, dislocation, Siaarpcxfios

twisted, distorted, f. SiaaTpl<f>itv to turn different

ways, twist about, f. 5ia (DiA- 1) + arp(<j>tiv to

turn : see -ISM, and cf. catastrophism.']
A general term for the action of the forces which

have disturbed and dislocated the earth's crust,
and produced the greater inequalities of its surface.

Hence Diastrophic (doiastr(7'fik), of or pertaining
to diastrophism. (Also, otherwise employed in

quot. 1881.)
1881 J. MILNE in Nature XXV. 126 Other [earthquake

shocks] again are compounded of direct and transverse

motions, and might therefore be called diastrophic. 1890
G. K. GILBERT Late Bonneville \.

3
note (Funk) It is con-

venient also to divide diastrophism into orogeny, .and epei-
rogeny. 1893 J. W. POWELL Physiogr. Processes, in Nat.
Geogr. Motiogr. I. i. 23 Regions sink and regions rise and
the upheaval and subsidence may be called diastrophism,
and we have diastrophic processes.

Diastyle (dai-astail), a. and sb. Arch. Also
6-8 in L. and Gr. form diastylos. [mod. ad. L.

diastylos, Gr. SiaorOAos '

having a space between
the columns'; also ad. Gr. SmoruAioi' the inter-

columnar space ; f. $i& through + o-rCAos pillar.]
A., adj. Of a colonnade or building : Having the

intervals between the columns each of three (or
four) diameters (in the Doric order, of 2|). B. sb.

Such a colonnade or building, or such an interval
between columns.
1563 SHUTE Archil. Fja, Diastylos, whose .. distaunce

betwene the .2. pillers ought to be .3. Diameters or .4. at y"
furdest. 1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Techn., Diastyle, is a sort of
Edifice, where the Pillars stand at such a distance one from
another, that three Diameters of their thickness are allow'd
for Intercolumniation. 1725 HENLEY tr. MontfaucoifsAntiq.
Italy (ed. 2) 18 The ancient Colonnade . . is a Diastylos of
sixteen fluted Columns. 1842-76 GwlLT^rc/jiV. 2605 The
ancient names .. of the different intercolumniations .. are
the fycnostyle. .the systvle . . the eustvle . . the diastyle . . and
the arxostyle. 1856 M. LAPEVER Archil. Instructor 358A colonnade . . is designated . . as . . pycnostyle when the space
between the columns is a diameter and a half of the column,
systyle when it is two diameters . . diastyle when three.

Diasyrm (dai-asaim). Rhct. [ad. Gr. Staavp-

jius, Latinized diasyrmus, disparagement, ridicule,

322

the rhetorical figure expressing this, f. titaffvpttv to

disparage, ridicule, f. 5td through, apart + avpftv
to drag.] A figure of rhetoric expressing dis-

paragement or ridicule.

1678 PHILLIPS, Diasyrmus (Grk.), a figure in Rhetorick, in

which we elevate any person or thing by way of derision.

1757 W. DODD Beauties Shaks. I. 97 (Jod.) We have a
beautiful passage in Richard the Third (act i, sc. i) on this

topick in that fine diasyrm he speaks on himself.

I)iat(e, obs. form of DIET.

I Diata'ctic, a. Obs. [ad. Gr. 5tara/mK(5s

distinguishing, distinctive, f. Stardfffffiv to dispose

severally, appoint, ordain, f. 8m apart + raaaav to

set in order.] Of or pertaining to order or arrange-

ment, spec, as exercised by the Church ; ordaining.
Also t Diata-ctical a. in same sense.

1646 S. BOLTON Arraignm. Err. 284 The Diatactick

power. Ibid.) The severall branches laid down by Holy and
learned men, viz. Dogmatical!, Diatacticall and Critical.

The first hath relation to Doctrine ; the second to Order ;

the third to Censure. 1673 T. FORRESTER in Wodrow Hist.

Sujf. Ch. Scot. (1829) II. 11. ix. 253 All power or jurisdiction
in its assemblies either diatactic, critic, or dogmatic. 1688
RENWICK.$>., */e. (i 776) 538 The diatactick power,whereby
the courts of Christ are to discern the circumstances of the

worship of God as to time, place, etc.

II Diatessaron (dsiate'sar^n). Also 5-6 dya-,

5-7 diatesseron, 6 diathesaron. [a. OF. diates-

saron (Godfr.), a. L. diatessaron, Gr. SicL Tfaaapajv

through or composed of four.]

1 1. In Greek and mediaeval music : The interval

of a fourth. (Cf. DIAPASON, DIAPENTE.) Obs.

1398 [see DIAPASON i]. 1413 Pilgr, Sawle (Caxton) v. i.

(1859) 72 Ofte amonges other, the lusty Dyatesseron felle In

they songes. 1549 Compl. Scot. vi. 37 Mony smal birdis..

singand..in accordis ofmesure of diapason prolations, tripla
ande dyatesseron. 1626 BACON Sylva 107 The Concords
in Musick..the Fourth which they call Diatesseron. 1694
Phil. Trans, XVIII. 70 A Diapente added to a Diatessaron
makes a Diapason. 1857 MAURICE Mor. fy^Met. Philos. III.

v. 27. 183 The circle.. the diatessaron in music, and the
like are certain stable forms.

f2. In old Pharmacy, a medicine composed of

four ingredients : see quot. 1883. Obs. [DiA-
2
.]

c 1400 Lan/ranc's Cirurg. 264 He shal holde in his moub
tiriacum diatesseron. 1577 FRAMPTON Joyful News (1580)

119 a (Stanf.) The triacle Diathesaron. 1698 FRYER Ace.
E. India fy P. 157 That enervating Liquor called Pannch..
from Five Ingredients ; as the Physicians name their Com-
position Dia^ente ; or from Four things, Diatesseron. 1883
Syd. Soc. Lex., Diatessaron, old name for a medicine of

gentian and Aristolochia rotunda, roots, laurel berries, and

myrrh, made into a confection with honey and extract of

juniper; anciently used as alexipharmic.
3. A harmony of the four Gospels.
From the title of the earliest work of the kind, the and

century EiJayye'Aiof 6ca reuo-apwc, i. e.
'

gospel made up of

four', of Tatian.

1803 T. THIRLWALL (///&), Diatessaron
;
or the History of

our Lord Jesus. 1805 R. WARNER (title\ The English Dia-
tessaron ; or the History of Christ, from the compounded
Texts of the Four Evangelists. 1831 MACAULAV ss. t Bos-
ivell's Johnson (1854) 174/2 Who would lose, in the confusion
of a Diatessaron, the peculiar charm which belongs to the
narrative of the disciple whom Jesus loved ? 1887 Diet.

Chr. Biog. IV. s. v. Tatianus, Tatian*s Diatessaron found

acceptance in the West as well as in the East.

Hence f Diatessa rial a. Obs., belonging to a

diatessaron (sense i).

1501 DOUGLAS Pal. Hon. i. xli, Proportions fine with sound
celestial], Duplat, triplat, diatesseriall.

TJiathe'rniacy. [ad. F. diathermasie (Mel-
loni, 1 841), ad. Gr. StaOeppaff'ta a warming through,
f. Sia through + Qfppauia, heat. This Eng. form,
which would regularly have been diathermasy, is

conformed to words in -ACY.] The quality of being
diathermic; = DIATHERMANCY 2.

1867 W. A. MILLER Elem. Chem. i. (ed. 4) 206 Scarcely
superior to pure water in diathermacy. 1870 MATT. WIL-
LIAMS Fuel of^Sun 113 Any degree of diathermacy per-

mitting radiation to take place . . across the flame. 1877
WATTS Diet. Chem. V. 61 [see DIATHERMIC].

t Diathermal (daiahaumal), a. Ohs. [f. Gr.

5i through (DiA- *) + THERMAL (Gr. 0epn-6s warm,
6epjj.-ij, Ocpp-ov heat) : rendering F. diathermane

j

see next.] ^DIATHERMIC, DIATHERMANOUS.
1835 FARADAY tr. Melloni in L. $ E. Phil. Mag. VII. 475

(title), On the Immediate transmission of Calorific Rays
through Diathermal Bodies.

Diathermancy (daiaba-imansi). Physics, [ad.
F. diatkermansie, formed by Melloni, 1833, from
Gr. 5m through + $tppavfft$ heating, f. Qfppaivtiv to

heat. The French ending follows the analogy of

paralysis for Gr. irapa\vais. The Eng. ending
simulates the -ncy of transparency, buoyancy.
Melloni's original term was diathermaneity from dia-

thermaue adj. (Ann. Chim.et Phys. 1833, LUI.sg, LV. 396,
Phil. Mag. 1835 VII. 476) ; the latter was, according to him,
'

f. fim+flepuau'w, in imitation of dia^hane, f. Sia+4>cuW
to show.' But the analogy was not exact : diaphane is not
derived from Sid and (facVw, only from the same root ; and
in 05ouau<tu, -atViii does not belong to the root, but is a verbal

suffix, the stem being 0epu-. Diathermane was first ren-
dered in Eng. diathermal, but after 1837 generally diather-
ntanons. To express the notion of ' coloration ou telnte

calorifique', Melloni introduced diathermansie
t

f. Gr. Std
+ 0e'pai'o-ic heating (Ann. Chim. et Phys, LV. 377). But
the distinction between diathermant'ite' and diathermansie
appears not to have been generally appreciated ; in the Eng.

DIATHEBMOMETEB.
translation ofMelloni's paper in Taylor's ScientificMemoirs.
1837, I. 72, diathermancy is used for both F. words, and
English writers generally have used it in the sense of Mel-
loni's diathermantitt. For these and other reasons, Melloni
afterwards (Comptes Rendus, 1841, XIII. 815) abandoned
his original terms, and gave a new nomenclature : viz. dia-

thcrmtque adj., instead of diathermane ; diathermasie (ad.
Gr. &taQtpfj.a<ria) in place of diathermane'itg ; and thermo-
chrose for diathermansie '

colouring or tint of heat ', with

corresponding adj. thermochroique. But, though some Eng-
lish writers have thence used diathermic and diathermacy^
most have continued to employ diathermanous and dia-

thermancyt the latter in the sense not of Melloni's diather-
mansiet but of his diathermane"ite or diathermasie. ]

f 1. orig. The property, possessed by radiant heat,

of being composed of rays of different refrangi-

bilities, varying in rate or degree of transmission

through diathermic substances ; THERMOCHROSY ;

also called heat-colour. Obs.

[1833 MELLONI in Ann, Chim. et Phys. LV. 377 Les rayons
! calorifiques . . possedent, pour ainsi dire, la diathermansie
! propre a cliaque substance qu'ils ont traversee. (Note) Je

prends fiiathermansit: comme Tequi^alent de coloration ou
teinte calorifiqiie.\ 1837 transl. in Taylor's Scientific Mem.
I. 61 The calorific rays . . possess (if we may use the term)
the diathermancy peculiar to each of the substances through

. which they have passed. (Note) I employ the word dia.

thermancy as the equivalent of calorific coloration, or

i calorific tint. Ibid. 69 They diminish the quantity of

I
heat transmitted by the glass without altering its diather-

'. mancy \diathermansie\.
2. Now: The property of being diathermic or

1

diathermanous ; perviousness to radiant heat ;
=

DlATHEKMANKITY.
[1833 MELLONI in Ann. Chim. et Phys. LV. 396 Les cou-

leurs introduites dans un milieu diaphane diminuent toujours

plus ou moins sa dlathermaneite'.] 1837 transl. in Taylor's
Scientific Mem. I. 72 The colours introduced into a dia-

phanous medium always diminish its diathermancy in a

greater or less degree. 1843 A. SMEE Sources Phys. Sc. 194
The extent to which interposed bodies allow radiation is

called the extent of diathermancy. 1857 WHEWELL Hist.
Induct. Sc. (ed. 3) II. 399 Their power of transmitting Heat,
which has been called diathermancy. 1863 TYNDALL Heat
ix. 296 Diathermancy bears the same relation to radiant heat
that transparency does to light. 1893 Brit. Med. Jml. i Apr.
68-1/1 Perhaps the diathermancy is the most striking feature

of mountain climates, as it affords an explanation of the

great solar temperatures which prevail during the day. .and
of the great nocturnal radiation.

Diathermaneity. rare. [ad. F. diather-

mantitt) f. diathermane^ with the ending of dia-

phantite DIAPHANEITY.] The quality of being
diathermanous; =prec. a, and DIATHERMACY.
1835 FARADAY tr. Melloni in L. $ E. Phil. Mag. VII. 476

According, to the diathermaneity [diathermane'ft/} of the
substance of which the plate consists. 1837 tr. Melloni in

Taylor's Scient. Mem. 69 Variations produced in the dia-

thermaneity \diathermanit\ of white glass. 1854 I. SCOP-
FERN in Orr's Circ. Sc. Chem. 276 The transmissibility of
heat (diathermaneity) of various laminae. 1877 WATTS Diet.
Chem. V. 61 [see DIATHERMIC],

t Diathe'rmanism. Obs. [a. F. diather-

manisme (Larousse), f. diatkermane.] = DIATHER-
MANCY.
1838 LARDNER Hand-bk. Nat. Phil. 372 {Title ofsectioti).

Diathermanous (daiabaumanas), a. [f. F.

diathermane (Melloni 1833) + -oua. For history of

the Fr. word see DIATHERMANCY.]
Having the property of freely transmitting radiant

heat ; pervious to heat-rays ;
= DIATHERMIC.

(Corresp. to transparent or diaphanous in relation

to light.)

1834 E. TURNER Elem. Chem. 107 Melloni has. .introduced

a distinct name diathermanous^ to denote free permeability
to heat. 1854 J. SCOFFERN in Orr's Circ. Sc. Chem. 103 We
have transcalent and non-transcalent substances otherwise

called diathermanous and a-diathermanous. 1858 LARDNER
Hand-bk. Hydrost.^etc. 371 The only substance found to be

perfectly diathermanous was rock salt. Plates of this crystal
transmit nearly all the heat which enters them . . Certain

media which are nearly opaque are highly diathermanous,
while others which are highly transparent are nearly ather-

mano'us. 1874 HARTWIG Aerial W. vi. 75 The great dia-

thermanous power of dry air. 1881 O. J. LODGE in Nature
XXIII. 265 The ice, being less diathermanous than the

vapour, will get heated first.

t Diathe-rniant, a. Obs. [f. DIATHERMANCY,
after transparent, buoyant, etc.] =prec.
1871 J. C. WARD Nat. Phil. 170 Rock-salt, .may be said

to be transparent to heat, or as it is called diathermant.

Diathermic (d3iab5umik), a. [ad. F. dia-

thermique (f. Gr. 8ta through + Bfpp-vj, 0(pft-6v

heat : see -ic), substituted by Melloni for his

earlier term diathermane'. see DIATHERMANCY.]
DlATHEKMANOUS.

1840 T. THOMSON Heat $ Electr. (ed. 2) 132 To bodies

which transmit heat well. Melloni has given the name of

diathermic or transcaloric bodies. 1867 W. A. MILLER I. lent.

Chem. (ed. 4) i. 296 A solution of alum is equally diathermic

with a solution of rock salt. 1869 MRS. SO.MERVILLE Molec.

Sc. I. i. ii. 37 Bi-sulphide of carbon . . of all liquids is the

most diathermic. 1877 WATTS Diet. Chem. V. 61 Bodies

which . . afford a more or less free passage to rays of heat,

are called by Melloni diathermic \ while those which.,

entirely obstruct the passage of radiant heat, are called

atiiathermic \ the corresponding properties . . being called

diathermacy and adialhermacy* sometimes also diather-

maneity and adiatherntaneity.

DiatherniO'Hieter. [f.
Gr. Std through +

Ofpn-ov heat + ptrpov measure.] (See quot.)



DIATHERMOTJS.

1883 Syd. Sc. Lex., Diathermometer, an instrument de-

siKiied to measure the thermal resistance of a body by regis-

terinE the amount of transmitted heat.

DiatheTiuous, a. [f. Gr. i<4 through + stem

of 9tpni* hot + -oi:n.]
= DIATHERMIC.

1843 A. SMEF, Sources Phys. Sc. 194 As a specimen of a

diathcrmous body, air is a capital example. 1885 M'GlK
in Amei: Jrnl. Sr. 3rd Scr. XXIX. 390 'I he solar accession

of the cast half of the assumed ice-stream will be freely dissi-

pated through the diathermous forenoon atmosphere.

Diathe'sic, a. rare. [f. DIATHES-IS + -ic.j

= DlATIIKTIl!.

1883 in SyJ. Soc. Lex. 1884 I.. BRACKET Aix-Ui-tains l.

^ Their retrograde action on diathesic affections.

II Diathesis (d!|e')>fci*).
PI. diatheses (-<z).

[moil. L., a. Gr. SiaSiats disposition, state, condition,

f. Sianeivat to arrange, dispose.]

Mfd. A permanent (hereditary or acquired) con-

dition of the body which renders it liable to certain

special diseases or affections ;
a constitutional pre-

disposition or tendency.
1681 tr. Willis Rent. Med. Wks. Vocab., Diathesis, the

affection or disposition. 1717-^1 CHAMBERS Cycl., Diathesis,

a term used by some writers in the same sense with consti-

tution. 1789 A. CRAWFORD in Med. Commun. II. 349 The
. . i i.trvtes is . . calculated to correct the scrophulous diathesis.

is79 KARRAR St. I'aul I. 490 The epileptic diathesis which

was the qualification of the Pythonesses of Delphi. 1885

F. WARNER Pkyt. Expression xvi. 775 The tendencies in the

development of a child or adult may be studied by determin.

ing the diathesis, as it is called.

b. fig.
1651 Bices .Vt-w Disp. T 236 An exotick Diathesis of cor-

ruption. 1861 MAINE Anc. Lam ix. (1876) 340 Enormous
influence on the intellectual diathesis of the modern world.

1874 HLACKIE Self-Cult, oo Practically, there is no surer

test of a man's moral diathesis than the capacity of prayer.

1877 F. HALL.. Adj. in *ible 173 Helpless slaves ofwhat

a metaphysician might call the sequacious diathesis.

Hence Dia'thesiaa-tion,
' the rendering general

or systemic of an originally local disease ; as the

development into pysemia of a simple abscess'.

Syd. Sac. l.ex. 1883.
Diathetic (dsiabe-tik), a. [f. DIATHESIS, on

Greek analogies : cf. antithesis, antithetic : see

-THETIC.] Of, pertaining to, or arising from dia-

thesis ; constitutional.
1866 FLINT Princ. Med. (1880) 91 Diseases .. involving a

constitutional predisposition, or diathesis, are sometimes

distinguished as diathetic diseases. 1880 J. EDMUNDS in

Kled. Temp. Jrnl. July 184 Diathetic conditions need.. ap-

propriate medical treatment.

Hence Diathetically adv., in a diathetic manner,

constitutionally.
1883 E. C. MANN Psychal. Med. 346 They are related to

each other nutritionally and diathetically.

Diatom (dai'at/m). [ad. mod.L. Diatoma, f.

Gr. 8iro^-os cut through, cut in half, f. tarifiruf
to cut through.] A member of the genus Diatoma,

or, in a wider sense, of the DiatomaceK, an order of

microscopic unicellular Algse, with silicified cell-

walls, and the power of locomotion, on which ac-

count they were formerly placed by many naturalists

in the Animal kingdom. They exist in immense

numbers at the bottom of the sea, as well as in fresh

water; and their siliceous remains form extensive

fossil deposits in many localities.

The genus Diatoma is distinguished by having the frus-

tulcs, or individual cells, connected by their alternate angles
so as to form a kind of zig-zag chain : hence the name.

1845 GRAY Lett. (1893) 332 Then the low, minute forms

and Conferva; come .. ending with diatoms, transitions to

corallines through sponge, etc 1853 W. SMITH British

Diatomacex 25 During the healthy life of the Diatom the

process of self-division is being continually repeated. 1858
C. P. SMYTH Astron. Exper. Teneriffe 6 The countless mil-

lionsofdiatomes that go to make a feast for theinedusae. x86a

DANA Man. Gtol. 74 Microscopic siliceous shields of the

infusoria called diatoms, which are now regarded as plants.

[1865 COSSE Land $ Sea (1874) 158 The name Diatoma ..

has reference to the readiness with which the strings or

chains in which most of the forms are aggregated ay be

separated.]
1881 VINES Sachs' Bat. 260 1 he movements of

Diatoms are not altogether dissimilar to those of Desmids,
and even the silicifkation of the cell-wall., is found, though
lo a smaller extent, in Closterium and other Desmids.
attrib. 1880 CARPENTER in ii)th Cent. No. 38. 605 Their

exquisitely sculptured cases, accumulating on the bottom,
form a siliceous

' Diatom-ooze ', which takes the place in

higher latitudes of the white calcareous mud resulting from

the disintegration of foraminiferal shells. 1893 A. H. S.

I.AN-I.OR J/airy Ainu 74 Beds of lignite, coal of inferior

quality, and diatom earth.

Diatomaceous (AM'Ufme >

-J;>s),
a. [f. mod.L.

Diatomacex (f. Diatoma) + -ous : see prec. and

-ACEOUS.] a. Of or pertaining to the order Dia-

tomaceif, containing the Diatoms and their allies.

b. Geol. Consisting or formed of the fossil remains

of diatoms, as in diatomaceous earth, deposits, etc.

1847 J. D. HOOKER in Brit. Assoc. Kept. II. B3 (Pafer) On
he Diatomaceous Vegetation of the Antarctic Ocean. 1853

lonaceoui deposits the Individual diatoms run imo a on ui

opal. 1883 Casselfs Fain. <1far. 507/1 The best diatomaceous

earth is the
'

Kiesclguhr
'

of Hanover, which serves for the

preparation of dynamite.
So Diatoma oean, a member of the DialomactK ;

-HUM. In mod. Diets.

Diatcvmean. [f. mod.L. Dialome-er (f. Dia-

toma] + -AN.] A diatomaceous plant, a diatom.

1853 HENKRF.Y Kay Society's Bat. ft Physiol. Mem. 360

Every Diatomean is formed by a siliceous shield and a soft

substance therein contained.

Diatomic (dsiatf-mik), a. Chem. [f. Dl-
2 twice

+ aro/i-ot ATOM + -ic.] Consisting of, or having,

two atoms ; specifically applied to compounds

containing two replaceable atoms of hydrogen ;

sometimes used as = divalent.

1869 ROSCOE Elem. Chem. xxxiv. heading, Diatomic acids,

resulting from the oxidation of the glycols. Ibid. 417 It . .

is monobasic but diatomic. 1869 Kng. Meek. 12 Nov. 198/3

Elements . . classified as . . diatomic or bivalent, having two

attractions, as sulphur. 1880 CLKMENSHAW WurtJ Atom.
Th. no note. The term diatomic molecules clearly and

correctly expresses molecules formed of two atoms.

Di atomi'ferous, a. [f.
mod.L. Diatoma

DIATOM + -FERGUS.] Producing or yielding dia-

toms. In mod. Diets.

Diatomin (d3i,ae-t6min). [f.
as prec. + -IN.]

The yellowish-brown or buff-coloured pigment,
which colours diatoms and the brown algae.

i88a VINES Sachs' Bat. 260 (In Diatoms) the green colour-

ing matter is concealed, as in the chlorophylT-granules of

the Fucacez, by a buff-coloured substance, Diatomin or

Phycoxanthin.
Diatomist (daiiartomist). [f. as prec. + -1ST.]

One who studies diatoms.
1881 Jrnl. Ouekett Microsc. Club No. 46. 191, I should

like the attention of Diatomists to be drawn, .towards the

elucidation of the true sexual generation in these plants.

Diatomite (dai lset8mait). [f. as prec. + -rm]
Diatomaceous or infusorial earth.

1887 Sci. Amtr. 12 Mar. 161/1
The fossil meal, diatomite,

or infusorial earth of the English.

Diatomous (daiise-tomag), a. Min. [f. Gr.

Staron-os cut through (see DIATOM) + -ous.]
' Hav-

ing crystals with one distinct diagonal cleavage '.

1847 in CRAIG ; and in later Diets.

Diatonic (daiatp-nik), a. [a. F. diatonique

(i4th c. in Hatz.-Darm.), ad. L. diaionic-us, a. Gr.

JioroyiKos, f. Siarovot, (. Sta through, at the interval

of+ roVos tone.]
1. The name of that genus or scale of ancient

Greek music (the others being CHROMATIC and EN-

HARMONIC) in which the interval of a tone was

used, the tetrachord being divided into two whole

tones and a semitone (as in each half of the modern

diatonic scale).

1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mor. 1252 Before his time, al

Musicke was either Diatonique or Chromatique. 1694

HOLDER Treat. Harm. (1731) 102 The Diatonick had two

each other invariably.

2. In modern music, denoting the scale which in

any key proceeds by the notes proper to that key
without chromatic alteration ; hence, applied to

melodies and harmonies constructed from such a

scale.

[1507 MORLEV Introd. Mas. Annot., Diatotticum is that

which is now in vse.] 1694 HOLDER Treat. Harm. (1731)

inharmonick, and diatomck stile. 1774 BURNEY Hist. Mus.

(ed. 2) I. ii. 23 In modern music the Genera are but two :

Diatonic and Chromatic. 1848 RIMBAULT First Bk. Piano

9 Diatonic, the natural scale ; ascending by notes, con-

taining five tones and two semitones. 1856 COMSTOCK &
HOBLYN Nat. Philos. <ed. 6) 234 What is called the gamut, or

diatonic scale. 1876 M ACFARREN Harmony (ed. 2) 11. 39 1 he

word Diatonic, rendered through the tones by etymologists
must have been intended to signify through the unin-

fleeted notes. 1879 G. MEREDITH Egoist xxi. (1889) 198

Crossjay's voice ran up and down a diatonic scale.

b. Jig. Of a normal or natural sort ;
free from

fancies or crotchets.

1871 Contemp. Rev. XVI. 649 The healthy diatonic nature

of Mr. Hutton's chief preferences in literature.

Hence t Dlato nical a. Cos. = DIATONIC ;
Bla-

to-nically adv., in a diatonic manner.

1597 MORLEY Introd. Mus. Annot., This diuision is false

in the diatonicall kind of mnsicke. ITW-JI CHAMBERS

t>cs.v. Diapente, The diapente is a simple concord; yet, if

considered diatonically, it contains four terms. 1774 BURNEY

Hist. Mus. I. iv. 57 Taking, .two or more perfect chords of

the same kind diatonically.

Diatory, obs. form of DIETABY.

Diatribe i,dai-atraib), sb. Formerly also in L.

form diatriba. [a. F. diatribe (isth c. in Hatz.-

Darm.), ad. L. diatriba a learned discussion, a

school, a. Gr. 8iaTjM/3r) a wearing away (of time),

employment, study, and (in Plato) discourse, f. 810-

rptti-(iv to rub through or away. The senses in F.

and Eng. exactly correspond.]
1. A discourse, disquisition, critical dissertation.

arch.

1581 J. BELL Haddon'i Anna. Osor. 2460, I heare the

souiule of an Argument from the Popish Diatriba. 1643
R. IS.MI.UK Lett, f, Jmls. (1841) II. 65 Some parcrgetict
Diatribes of that matter. 167* Mede's Wks. Gen. Pref. A,
That excellent Diatriba upon S. Mark i. 15. 1683 Land.

Gai. No. 1820/4 The constant Communicant ; a Diatribe,

DIAZOMA.

r that Constancy in receiving the Lords Supper is

the indispensable Duty of every Christian. 1703 J. QUICK
Dec. Wife's Sister Lett , Possibly this poor Diatribe may
contribute something thereunto. 1816 KIRBY & Sr. Kntomol.

(1828) II. xxiv. 397,1 shall conclude this diatribe upon the

noises of insects. 18715 Lowtu. Spenser Prose Wits. 1800

IV. 273 A diatribe on the subject of descriptive poetry.

2. In modern use : A dissertation or discourse

directed against some person or work ;
a bitter and

violent criticism ;
an invective.

1804 SCOTT Let. Ellis in Lockhart Life xiii, One must

always regret so very serious a consequence of a diatribe.

1830 CUNNINGHAM Brit. Paint. II. 132 On the appearance
of this bitter diatribe in 1797. 1850 KINGSLEY Alt. Locke
xxviii, A rambling, bitter diatribe on the wrongs and suffer-

ings of the labourers. 1854 THACKERAY Newcomes II. 293
Breaking out into fierce diatribes. 1877 MOBLEY Carlyle
Crit. Misc. Ser. l. (1878) 201 The famous diatribe against

Jesuitism in the Latter-Day Pamphlets.
Hence Di atribe v. intr., to utter a diatribe ; to

inveigh bitterly.

1893 National Observer 6 May 630/1 Why diatribe against
the tradesmen of Liskeard ?

Di atribist. [f. prec. + -IST.] One who writes

or utters a diatribe ; t the writer of a critical di$-

sertation.
a 1660 HAMMOND Wks. II. iv. 134 (R.) The same I desire

may introduce my address to this diatribist. i6jt CUD-
WORTH 1 11 tell. Syst. l. iv. 190 Against a modem Diatribist.

Diatrion : see DIA- *.

II Diatypo'sis, Khet. [L., a. Gr. ttarvwoMm

vivid description, f. &arviro-ni' to form or represent

perfectly.] (See quot.)

1657 J. SMITH Myst.Khet. 251 Diatyposis. .A figure when
a thing is so described by mere words, that it may seem to

be set . . before our eyes. 1706 in PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey).

Diaulic (dsiij'lik), a.
[f.

Gr. oiavAoj (see next)

+ -ic.] Of or pertaining to, or of the nature of,

the diaulos or double course.

1837 WHEELWRIGHT tr. Aristophanes I. 225 Come they
thus arm'd to the diaulic course.

II Diaulos (d3i|9'l(7s). Grec. Antiq. [Gr. UavAoc

double pipe, channel, or course, f. 81- (Dl-2) +
avXuf pipe.]
L A double course, in which the racers turned

round a goal and returned to the starting point.

1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Diaulon, a kind of Race

among the Ancients, two furlongs in length, at the end of

which they return 'd back along the same Course, a 1859
DE QUINCEY Post. Wks. (1891) I. 165 Eight days for the

liiaulos of the journey. 1884 R. C. JEBB in Encycl. Brit.

XVII. 766 (Olymfia) Beside the foot-race in which the

course was traversed once only, there were now the diaulos

or double course and the long foot-race.

2. An ancient Greek musical instrument ;
the

double flute.

Dia-xial, a. rare. [f. Gr. 81- (Dl-2) twice

+ AXIAL.] Having two (optic) axes ;- BIAXIAL.

1843 J. PEREIRA Lect. Polarized Light 69 Another kind

. . is called by mineralogists prismatic, or diaxial mica.

II Diazon (daiise-ks/n), a. Zool. [mod. f. Gr.

81- (Di-*) + &fuv axis.] Of sponge spicules:

Having two axes.

1886 VON LENDENFELD in Proc.ZooL Soc. (1886) 560 When
one of the rays of this tri-act spicule becomes rudimentary,
Diaxonia can theoretically be produced. It is, however,

advantageous to consider the diaxon spicules as part of the

Triaxonia.

DiazenctiC (d3iazi'ktik),<r. [ad. Gr. 5tafwr-
rtxvs disjunctive, f. Sia^tvyvwat to disjoin, f. Sia

apart + ftvyvvvat (stem C'"7") ' join.] Disjunc-

tive ; applied, in ancient Greek Music, to the in-

terval of a tone separating disjunct tetrachords ;

also to the tetrachords (
= DISJUNCT). So

||
Di-

reu-xl[Gr. &d(cvi<], the separation of two tetra-

chords by a tone.

1698 WALLIS in Phil. Trans. XX. 350 The Difference of
J.IZL !_ r - . \1'I.:.-1. :_ ...1.... .1... i '.-..-I-, .-ill i\.f /)',*-

709 Ihe positi
CHAFPELL Hist. Music I. 129 At the base of each Octave
was a 'diazeuctic', or Major tone. 1880 STAINER & BARRETT
Diet. Mus. Terms, Diaztuxis.

DiazLngiber, -zinziber : see DIA- 2
.

Diazo- (d9i,ae-zo). Chem. [f. Di- * + Azo-.] A
formative of the names of compounds derived from

the aromatic hydrocarbons, which contain two

atoms of nitrogen combined in a peculiar way with

phenyl (C, H,), as diazo-benzcne, diazo-naphihaline ,

diazo-amido-benzene, etc. Also used attributively,

as in dia'.o compounds, derivatives, reaction.

1873 Fownes' Chem. (ed. n) 797 Whereby they were con-

verted into diazotoluenes. 1878 Law Reports 29 Ch. Div.

367 Naphthylamine is converted into its diazo compound by
the action of nitrous acid. 1880 KRISWELL in Soc. A rti Jrnl.

446 The diazobenzene formed at once attacks the free aniline

salt. 1880 Athenotum 13 Nov. 645/2 Action of Diazonaph-
thalin on Salicylic Acid. 1890 Lancet 23 Aug. 413/1 The
so-called diazo reaction of urine . . A bnght or carmine red

colouration denotes the diazo action.
- Hence Dia zotype.

1801 Art Jrnl. Feb. 54 The Diazotype process, a method

of photographic dyeing and printing.

II Biazoma (.daiazo-i'ma). [L. diazoma space
between the seats in a theatre, a. Gr. !iofai/ja girdle,

partition, or diaphragm, lobby in a theatre, f. 810

41* -a



DIAZOSTER.

through, over + fw^a that which is girded, f. (<uv-

vvvat to gird round.]
1. In the ancient Greek theatre: A semicircular

passage through the auditorium, parallel to its

outer border, and cutting the radial flights of steps
at right angles at a point about half way up.
1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Diazoma^ a Girdle or Waste-

belt ; also a broad Footstep on the Stairs of an Ampin-
theater. 1820 T. S. HUGHES Trow. Sicily I. xi. 335 (Stanf.)

It is of small dimensions, containing only one diazoma or

corridor.

t 2. Anat. The diaphragm or midriff. Obs.

1706 PHILLIPS ed. Kersey), Diazoma. .. in Anatomy the

same with the Diaphragm or Midriff. 1883 Syd. Soc.Lex.
t

Diazoma, an old name.. for the diaphragm.

II DiazO'Ster. [a. Gr. btafaar-qp the twelfth

vertebra in the back, f. Sid through, over -f faarfip

girdle, belt, f. fawvvai to gird.] (See quots.)
x8n HOOPER Med. Diet., Diazoster, a name of the twelfth

vertebra of the back. 1883 Sytt. Soc. Lex., Diazoster^ old

name for the twelfth vertebra of the spinal column ; because
a belt girding the body is usually placed over it (Gorraeus).

Diazotize (daiise'z^taiz), v. Chem. [f.
Di- 2

t-

AZOTE + -IZE : cf. azotize.] trans. To convert

into a diazo compound. Hence Dia'zotized///. a.

1889 M'GowAN tr. Bemthseti's Org. Chem. 361 The con-

version of amido- into diazo-compounds is termed diazotiz-

ing. 1892 Nature 28 July, The number of amidogen groups
which have been diazotized can be determined. 1890'! HOKPE
Diet. Appl. Chem. I. 247 Flavophcnin. . . prepared by the

action of diazotised benzidine lone molecule) on two mole-

cules of salicyclic acid in alkaline solution.

Dib, J^. 1 dial. [A variant of DIP sb. : cf. DIB

.'] A dip; a small hollow in the ground.
1847-78 HALLIWELL, Dib, a valley. North. 1869 Lonsdale

Gloss., Dib, a dip. 1876 F. K. ROBINSON Whitby Gloss.,

Dib, a slight concavity on the ground's surface.

2. Comb. Dibboard, the dip or inclination of a

seam of coal. Northumbld. Gloss. 1892.

Dib, $b Generally in//, dibs. [Dibs, found
in the iSth c., was prob. a familiar shortening of

dibstoneS) mentioned by Locke. Prob. a deriv. of

DIB v.* : cf. the names DABBERS, and (dial.} dabs,

applied to a similar game, f. DAB z.]
1. //. A game played by children with pebbles

or the knuckle-bones of sheep ; also the name of

the pebbles or bones so used
; see ASTRAGAL,

CHECKSTONES, COCKAL.
1730-6 BAILEY i folio', Dibbs, a play among children. 1810

E. D. CLARKE Trav. 1. 177 This game is called
* Dibbs

'

by
the English. 1867 H. KINGSLEV Silcoteo/S.xm, His dibbs
and agate taws. 1888 Berksh. Gloss., Dibs, a game played
with the small knuckle bones taken from legs of mutton ;

these bones are themselves called dibs. 1890 J. D. ROBERT-
SON Gloiicestersh. Gloss., Dibs, pebbles.
2. A counter used in playing at cards, etc. as

a substitute for money.
3. //. A slang term for money.
1812 H.&J. SMITH Rej. Addr.,G. Barmvell, Make nunky

surrender his dibs. 1867 SMYTH Snilor's IVord-bk., Dibbs,
a galley term for ready money. 1868 Miss BRADDON Run
to Earth III. ix,

' You are the individual what comes down
with the dibbs.' 1883 BF.SANT Garden I-'air \\. iii, To make
other beggars do the work and to pocket the dibs yourself.
4. = DIBBLE. i,In various Eng. dialects.)
1891 Leicestersh. Gloss., Dib, Dibber or Dibble, a pointed

instrument often made of a broken spade-handle, for making
holes for seeds.

Dib, j^.3 A local Sc. var. of DUB, a puddle.
xSax GALT Ann. ofParish 312 (Jam.) The dibs were full,

'the roads foul. 1821 Ayrsh. Legatees 100 (Jam.) He
kens the loan from the crown of the causeway, as well as
the duck does the midden from the adle dib.

Obs. exc. dial. [App. an onomatopoeic
modification of DIP f., expressing the duller sound
caused by broader contact. Cf. DIB j^.i] trans.

DIP v.

1325 Metr. Horn. 121 Jesus . . bad thaim dib thair cuppes
alle, And ber tille bern best in halle. c 1570 Durham Deposit.
(Surtees) 100 Dib the shirt in the water, and so hang it upon
a hedge all that night. 1580 BARET Alv. D 653 To Dibbe
or dippe. 1617 MINSHEU Ditctor, To Dibbe, vi* to Dippe.
1868 ATKINSON Cleveland Gloss., Dib, To dip.

Dib, z>-2 [A derivative form from DAB w.l, ex-

pressing an action of the same kind but weaker or

lighter : cf. the forms sip, snip, tip, and the redu-

plicating element in bibble-babble, tittle-tattle
', pit-

pat, zig-zag* which expresses a weakened phase of
the notion expressed by the radical.
Sense 3 is also expressed by DAP, another derived form

from dab, in which the consonant is lightened ; also by Dop.
Here there may also be association with DIP.]
1. trans. To dab lightly or finely cf. DABZ>.* 2.

1609 Eii. Woman in Hum. \. i. in Bullen O. PL IV, Mistris
that face wants a fresh Glosse. Prethee, dib it in well, Bos.
2. intr. To tap or pat lightly : cf. DAB v. 1 i d.

1869 BLACKMORE Lorna D. x, It is a fine sight to behold. .

the way that they dib with their bills.

3. intr. To fish by letting the bait (usually a
natural insect) dip and bob lightly on the water ;

= DAP v. i, DIBBLE #.2 2.

1681 CHETHAM Anglers Vade-m. iv. 8
(1689) 37 Put one

on the point of a Dub-fly Hook, and dib with it, or dib with
the Ash-fly. 1827 Mirror II. 118/1 It is customary to dib
for them, or to use a fly. 1880 Boy's own Bk. 265 House-
crickets are also good, to dib with, for chub. Ibid. 277
The hawthorn-fly,. is used to dib in a river for Trout.

324

4. To dibble.
Known in actual use only in mod. dial., but implied in

DIUBER, DIUBING-STICK : see also DIBBLE.

1891 EVANS Leicestersh. Gloss. , Dib and D&Mt vb., to use

a
'

dibble '. Dibble is the commonest form, both of the st.

and*/. .....

HenceDi'tobinjf z^/. sb. ; Di'bbingf- stick, a dibble.

1681 CHETHAM Angler's Vade-m. xxxiii. i (1689) 174

Angling with a natural Fly (called dibbing, dapeing or dib-

bling). Ibid. 2. 174 Dibbing is always performed on the

surface.. or permitting the Kait to sink for 2 inches.

B-tt

f<

hopper, used with a short line by dibbing over the bushes.

1886 Chesh. Gloss., Dibbin-stick, a stick used for planting

cabbages, etc. or making holes for sowing seed.

Dibar, obs. form of DIAPER.

Dibasic (daiW-sik), a. Chem. [f.
Dl-2 +.

BASE sb.^ + -1C.] Having two bases, or two atoms

of a base. Dibasic acid: one which contains

two atoms of displaceable hydrogen. See BIBASIC.

1868 Chambers' Encyil. X. 462/2 When an acid _admits of

the displacement of two atoms of hydrogen, it is termed
dibasic. 1869 ROSCOE Elem. Chem. (1874) 365 The acids ..

of the second series are dibasic. 1880 CLEMENSHAW IVttrtz'

A lorn. The. 204 Oxygen and sulphur, the 'dibasic' character

of which was demonstrated by Kekule".

Hence Dibasi'city, dibasic quality.
1880 CLEMENSHAW Witrtz' Atom. The. 179 The dibasicity

of tartaric acid.

Dibb, var. of DIB.

Dibber (di-bai). [f. DIB v." (sense 4} + -ER '.]

1. An instrument for dibbling; a dibble; especi-

ally, an implement having a series of dibbles or

teeth for making a number of holes at once.

1736 PECGE Kenticisms, Dibble, I think they call it dibber
in Kent. 1783 Trans. Soc. Encourag. Arts I. 112, 1 ..

ploughed the land very deep, dressed the ground down, and

planted with hand-dibbers. 1797 A. YOUNG Agric. Suffolk
48 A man. .with a dibber of iron, the handle about three feet

long, in each hand, strikes two rows of holes. 1847 RAYN-
BIKD in Jrtil. K. Agric. Soc. VIII. i. 215 By using a drop-

drill, or a larger dibber for making the holes. 1848 Ibiti.

IX. H. 548 Five cut sets [of hops] should be planted to

make a hill, which should be put in with a dibber around
the stick.

2. Mining. The pointed end of an iron bar used

for making holes. U.S.

1871 W. MORGANS Matt. Mining Tools 1^8 The pointed
ends of bars are often slightly bent, to facilitate getting a

pinch and levering in certain positions. The end is called

a ' dibber ', for making holes.

Dibbin, dibben. Obs. or dial.

f 1. In the leather trade : Part of a hide ; perh.
the shank. 06s.

1603-4 Act i Jus. I, c. 22 35 The Neckes, Wombes, and
Dibbins, or other peeces ofOffall cut of from the saide Backes
or Buts of Leather.

2. dial. (See quot.)
1847-78 HALLIWELL, Dibben, a fillet of veal. Devon.

Dibble (di'b'l), sb. Forms : 5 debylle, 6 dyb-
bil, 6-7 dible, 6- dibble. [In form belonging

app. to DIB v.% (sense 4), -LE being instrumental

as in beetle, or diminutive : cf. dibber, dibbing-stick
in same sense. Dibble is however evidenced much
earlier than DIB v.2

,
which leaves the nature of

their relation doubtful.]
An instrument used to make holes in the ground

for seeds, bulbs, or young plants. In its simplest

form, a stout pointed cylindrical stick with or

without a handle
;

but it may also have a cross

bar or projection for the foot (foot-dibble), or be

forked at the point, or furnished with several points
to make a number of holes at once.
c 1450 Nominate in Wr.-Wiilcker 713 Hoc sitbterrarinin,

a debylle. 1483 Cath. Angl. 92 A Debylle, pastinndim,
snbterratorium. 1563 HYLL Art Garden. 128 With your
forked dibble, put vnder the head, loose it so in the earth,
that [etc.]. 1570 LEVINS Manip. 124/42 A dybbil. 1573
TUSSER Hiisb. (1878) 101 Through cunning with dible, rake,

mattock, and spade, By line and by leauell, trim garden is

made. x6n SHAKS. Witit. T. iv. iv. loo He not put The
Dible in earth, to set one slip of them. 1674 RAY S. <5r C.
Words 64 A Dibble, an instrument to make holes in the

ground with for setting beans, pease or the like. 1727
BRADLEY Fam. Diet. s. v. Dibble, There is a Dibble of a
modern Invention with several Teeth, the Body of it is

made of a light Wood, and the Teeth of a Wood that is

somewhat harder. 1818 KEATS Endym. in. 153 In sowing-
time ne'er would I dibble take, Or drop a seed. 1859 R. F.

BURTON Centr. Afr. in Jrnl. Geog. Soc. XXIX. 397 The
people use a msaha or dibble, a chisel-shaped bit of iron,
with a socket to receive a wooden handle. 1861 DF.LAMEB
Ft. Card. 48 To plant them with the trowel or dibble,

t b. ? A moustache. Obs. slang.
1614 B. JONSON Barth. Fair n. iii, Neuer tuske, nor twirle

your dibble, good lordane.

Dibble (di-b'l), w.> [f. DIBBLE sb.]
1. trans. To make a hole in (the soil) with or

as with a dibble
; to sow or plant by this means.

To dibble in (into} : to put in or plant by dibbling.
1583 STANYHURST Mneis iv. (Arb.) i to So far is yt cram-

pernd with roote deepe dibled at helgats. 1791 COWPER
YarJley Oak 26 A skipping deer, With pointed hoof dib-

bling the glebe. 1797 A. YOUNG Agric. Sty/folk 47 One
farmer near Dunwich .. dibbled 258 acres. 1799 Gfiitl.

Mag. I. 392 A woman employed, .dibbling beans. 1847-8
H. MILLER First Impr. ix. (1857) 145 The clayey soil around

DIBRACH.
it was dibbled thick . . by the tiny hoofs of sheep. 1855
M. ARNOLD Balder Dead \\\. 312 The soft strewn snow
Under the trees is dibbled thick with holes. 1872 BAKKR
Nile Tribiit. iv. 54 The seeds of the dhurra are dibbled in

about three feet apart.

transf. 1883 SIR E. BECKETT in Knaivl. 31 Aug. 140/2
The printer's passion for dibbling in a comma between every
two adjectives.

2. intr. To use or work with a dibble ; to bore
holes in the soil.

Mod. He was dibbling in his garden.
Hence Di'bbled ///. a.

; Di'bbling vbl. sb.
;
also

in Comb., as dibhling-machine.
1795 Hull Advertiser 10 Oct. 3/3 If Dibbling, instead of

Broadcast, was wholly practised, it would produce a saving.
1832 Veg. Snbst. Food 38 Depositing the seed in holes . . at

regular intervals ., is called drilling, or dibbling. 1846 J.
BAXTER /.#?-. Pracf, Agric. II. 210 It appears.. that drilling
with the hoe is much preferable to dibbling. Ibid. There
was . . one quarter more of produce from the drilled crop
than from the dibbled. 1874 KNIGHT Diet. Meek., Dibbling-
machine, one used for making holes in rows for potato sets,
for beans, or other things which are planted isolated in

rows.

Dibble ldi*b'l>, v3 [Perhaps a derived form
from DABBLE with lighter vowel: but cf. DIB
v.* 3J
1. intr. = DABBLE v. 2.

1622 DRAYTON Poly-olb. xxv. (1748) 366 And near to them
you see the lesser dibbling teale.

2. =DiB V.* 3, I)AP. i.

1658 R. FRANCK North. Mem. (1821) 60 Dibble lightly on
the surface of the water. 16^6 COTTON Angler (I'.), This

stone-fly.. we dape or dibble with, as with the drake. 1681

CHETHAM Anglers I'luic-tn. vii. 2 (1688) 75 When you
angle at ground in a clear Water, or dibble with natural
Flies. 1833 Frascr's Mag. VII. 54 He . . bobs and dibbles
till he hooks his prey.
Hence Di tabling vbl. sb.

1676 COTTON Angler n. v. 295 This way of fishing we call

Dafiinff or Dabbing, or Dibling wherein you are always to
have your Line flying before you up or down the River as
the Wind serves. i8j8 Sal. Rev. V. 569/2 Dibbling for

trout he considers a high achievement.

Di-bble-da'table. colloq. or dial. [Reduplica-
tion of DABBLE, the form expressing repetition
with alternation of intensity, as in bibble-babble,

tittle-tattle, zig-zag, etc.] lit. An irregular course

of dabbling or splashing ; Jig. rubbish ; also, up-
roar with violence.
c 1550 BALE K. Johan (Camden) 7 They are but dyble

dable I marvell ye can abyd such byble bable. 1767 C'TKSS.
COWPER in Mrs. Delany's Life $ Corf. Ser. II. (1862) I. 99
It turned out such a dibble-dabble. ..We have had March
weather before March came. 1825 JAMIESON, Dibble^iabble,
uproar, accompanied with violence. 1847-78 HALLIWELL,
Dibblc-diMle, rubbish. North.

Dibbler idi-bUi). [f. DIBBLE z/.^ + 'ER 1
.]

1. One who dibbles.

1770-4 A. HUNTER Georg. Ess. (1804! II. 356 One dibbler

generally undertakes the business of one gang. 1797 A.
YOUNG Agric. Suffolk 40 note, A one-horse roll to level the

flag, or furrow, for the dibblers.

2. An agricultural implement used in dibbling ;

a machine dibble.

1847 lllnstr. Land. Nevis 24 July 58/1 For the best horse

seed-dibbler,;i5. 1874 KNIGHT Diet. Mech I. 699/1 Dibblers

[figured]. 1884 A tken&wn 6 Dec. 736/2 Drills, seed planters
and dibblers.

3. A species of opossum : see quot.
1850 A. WHITE Pop. Hht. Mammalia i66T\\tAntechinns

aficalis
of Mr. Gray, which is called the 'Dibbier' at King

George's Sound.

Dibbler, dial. f. DOUBLEB, large plate.
Dibchick : see DABCHICK 0.

Dibe'nzo-. Chem. See Di- 2 and BENZO-.

Dibe'nzoyl. Chem. A synonym of BENZILE

Cj 4 H, O.2 ,
as having the formula of two molecules

of the radical BENZOYL. Also in Comb.

Bibe'nzyl. Chem. ff. Di- a + BENZYL.] An
aromatic hydrocarbon crystallizing in large colour-

less prisms, having the formula of two molecules

of the radical benzyl. Also in Comb, and attrib.,

as dihenzyl-methane, dibenzyl ketone.

1873 l''ewnt?s Chem. (ed. n) 763.

Bib-hole. Mining, [app. f. dib, variant of DUB
+ HOLE.] The hole at the bottom of the shaft,

which receives the drainage of a mine, in order

to its being pumped to the surface; also called

SUMP.
1883 PallMall G. 2 Oct. 8/2 As the cage was beingbrought

up the rope broke.. The cage was precipitated into the dib-

hole and the scaffolding smashed. 1893 Daily News 1 1 Jan.

3/6 Examining the dib hole at the bottom of the pit shaft.

Diblastula (daiblarstiala). Embryo!, [f.
Di- 2

+ mod.L. biaslula BLASTULE.] That stage of

the embryo of multicellular animals at winch it

consists of a vesicle inclosed by a double layer of

cells ;
= GASTRULA.

1890 E.R. LANKESTER/lflfr..y<:!Vr348Theterm'diblastula'
has more recently been adopted in England for the 'gastrula'
of Haeckel.

Dibrach. (dai-brjek). rare. [ad. L. dibrachys,

ad. Gr. SiPpaxvs of two short syllables, f. Si- two

+ Ppaxvf short.] In Gr. and L. prosody : A foot

consisting of two short syllables ; a pyrrhic.
In mod. Diets.



DIBRANCH.

Dibranch (dai-brucrjk). Zool. [ad. F. di-

branchc s, (. Gr. o<- (I)I-
2
) + Ppdyx'" gi s of

fishes.] A dibranchiate cephalopod ; see next.

1877 I.E I'osTE Klrm. G,-ol. n. (1879) 305 If we divide all

known Cephalopods into Dibranchs (two-gillcdl and Tctra-

l)ranchs(four-giiled). .The naked or Uibranchs are decidedly

higher in organization.

Dibranchiate ('bibrarrjkiift ,
a. and sb. Zool.

[f.
mod. I., dibraiifhiata, f. as prec. : see -ATE-.]

A. culj. He-longing to the Dibranchiata, an order

of cephalopods having two branchire or gills. B.

sb. A cephalopod belonging to this order.

1835 6 TODD Cycl. Anat. I. 520/1 The Dibranchiate Order

of Cephalopods. Ibid. 528/2 The. .suckers with which the

arms of the Dibranchiates arc provided. 1873 BLAKE

/.,wl. 244 In the dibranchiate Cephalopods, the animal is

swimming.
So Dibra nohiona a., 'having two branchiae or

gills.' Syd. Soc. Lex. 1883.

Dibromide (daibrfi'maid, -mid). Chem. [f.

Di- ~ + HBDMIDE.] A compound of two atoms of

bromine with a dyad element or a radical, as ethine

dibromide C 2 H a Br2.

1869 ROSCOE Elem. Chem. 362 Ethylene diamines . . obtained

by acting with ammonia on ethylene dibromide. 1873
fnones' Chem. (ed. ii) 560 Ethine unites with bromine,

forming a dibromide.

Dibromo-, before a vowel dibrom-. Chem.

[f.
i)!-i! + BUOMO-.] A combining element, ex-

pressing the presence in a compound of two atoms

of bromine, which have replaced two of hydrogen,
as dihromaldehyde CH Br2 . CHO.
1873 Favmes' Chem. (ed. 1 1) 680 Dibromacetic Acid is ob-

tained by the further action of bromine upon bromacetic

acid. Ibid. 759 Dibromobenzene exhibits two modifications.

1880 CLEMENSHAW Wurlz' Atom. Th. 285 Dibromopropyl
alcohol . . which is the result of the direct action of bromine

upon allyl alcohol.

Dibs (plural) : see DIB sb?

Di'bstones, sb.pl. [See DIB rf.2] The names

of a children's game : the same as dibs or dab-

stones.

1691 LOCKE Educ. S 152, 1 have seen little Girls exercise

whole Hours together and take abundance of Pains to be

expert at Dibstones as they call it. 1775 ASH, Ditstme, a

play among children, a little stone to be thrown at another

stone. Adaison.

Dibtrtyl, Dibutyro-. Chem. See Di- 2 and

liUTYL.

t Dica'cioilS, a. Obs.
-

[f. L. dicdx, dicaci-

talking sharply + -ous.] Pert of speech, saucy.

1830 MAUNDER Treat. Knowl., Dicacions, talkative, pert.

Hence t Dica'ciousness.

1717 BAILEY vol. II, Dicacioitsness, talkativeness.

Dicacity (dikse'siti). Obs. or arch. [f.
L.

dicdjc, dicdc-em, sarcastic (f. die- stem of dicSre to

say, speak) + -1TY.] A jesting or mocking habit of

speech ; raillery, banter; pertness. Sometimes after

L. dicere: Talkativeness, babbling.)
iS9 BACON Confer. Pleasure (18701 8 Vespasian, a man

exceedinglie giuen to the humor of dicacitie and iesting.

1637 HEYWOOD Dial. iv. Wks. 1874 VI. 185 His quicke
dicacitie Would evermore be taunting my voracitie. a 1670
HACKKT Atf. Williams n. (1692) 133 Lucilius, a centurion,
in Tacitus Annal. lib. i, had a scornful name given him by
the military dicacity of his own company. 1751 BYROM
Enthusiasm Poems 1773 II. 23 To remit the freedom of

inquiry.. for their dicacity. 1840 New Monthly Mag. LX.

55 Between human eloquence, and the dicacity of the parrot
. . there is all the difference in the world.

tDicaearch. Obs. rare-". In 7 dice-, [f.

Gr. Si/ttu-os just + -apxos ruler.] (See quot.) So
also t Diccearchy.

.,

ment. Dicearct(flicxarchus), ajust Prince. 1658 PHILLIPS,

DicearcH,

Dicaeology (drinVWdj')- Also 7 dice-, [ad.
L. dicxologia, a. Gr. 81*010X0710 a plea in defence, f.

OIKOIO-I righteous, just + \oyta account, speech.]

fl. A description or account of jurisdiction. Obs.

1664 J. EXTON (titlf). The Maritime Dicacologie, or Sea-

jurisdiction of England.
2. Khct. Justification.
[1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. f'aesif in. xix. (Arb.) 237 Dichologia,

or the Figure of excuse.] 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Diceology

..justification by, or in talk. [1830 MAUNDER Treat. Knmvl.,

Di(.rol(>gy, self-vindication.]

Dicage, Dicar : see DIKAOE, DICKER.

Dicalcic ;d3ikce-lsik), a. Chem. [f. Di- 2 t +

CALCIC.] Containing two equivalents of calcium.

i86>-7 WATTS Diet. Chem. I. 719 Dicalcic phosphide.
1884 F. J. LLOYD Science Agric.

Dicarbo-, before a vowel dioarb-. Chem. [See
Di- - and CARBO-.] In composition : Containing
two atoms or equivalents of carbon.
1881 \atuK XXIII. 243 The acid, .was probably identical

with dicarbopyridenic acid.

Dicarbou (d3ika-jbf(n), a. Chem. [Di--.]

Containing or derived from two atoms of carbon,

as tlie dicarbon series of hydrocarbons.
1869 ROSCOE Klein. Chem. xxx, Dicarbon or Ethyl series.

The starting point of this important series is common alcohol

or spirits of wine Ca He O.

Dicarbonate (dsika-jbon/t). Chem.
and CARBONATE.
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Dica-rpellary, a. Bot. [f.
Di- + CABPEL-

LAKY.] (laving or consisting of two carpels.

1876 HARLEY Mat. Med. 501 Distinguished by a dicar.

pellary fruit.

Dicaat (di-kocst). Gr. Antiq. Also dikast.

[ad. Gr. Stxaar^ judge, juryman, agent-noun f.

Smaf-nv to judge, pass judgement on, f. 81*17 right,

justice, judgement, trial.] One of the 6000 citizens

chosen annually in ancient Athens to try cases in

the several law-courts, where their functions com-

bined those of the modem judge and jury.

[1708 Momux Rakelais v. xi. 117371 46 'J'n<! Statues of

their Dicastes.} i8ti T. MITCHELL Aristoph. I. p. cxlv,

Nearly one-third of the population of Athens were, in pan,

supported by their attendance upon the courts of law in the

quality of dicasts, an office something between the judge
and juryman of modern times. 1873 SYMONDS Grle. Poets

Ser. i. i. (1877) 30 The whole Athenian nation as dikasts and

ecclesiasts, were interested in Rhetoric. 1874 MAHAFPY Soc.

Life Greece vii. 215 The contemptible old dicast in the

lYasps. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) I. 215 This art acts upon
dicasts and ecclesiasts and bodies of men.

Dicastery (dikse-steri). Also dikastery. [ad.

Gr. Smaarripioir a court of justice.]

One of the courts of justice in which the dicasts

sat ; the court or body of dicasts.

{1656 J. HARRINGTON Oceana 147 (Jd-) 1"ne dicasterion

. . in Athens . . the comitia of that commonwealth. i8

T. MITCHELL Aristoph. II. 179 The very essence of the

Athenian democracy . . was centered in its Dicastena, or

courts of justice.] 1846 GROTE Greece i. xii. I. 304 It was un-

lawful to put to death anyperson, even under formal sentence

by the dicastery. 1866 FELTON A IK. 4 Mod. Gr. II. vi. 99
The people in the country, .were as likely to be drawn into

the senate nd dicasteries, as the people, .of the town.

Dicastic (dik:e-stik), a. Also dikastio. [ad.

Gr. 8i*ooTi-o5 of or for law or trials : see DICAST.]
Of or belonging to a dicast or dicasts.

1849 GROTE Greece n. xlyi.
V. 484 The archon . . retained

only the power of . . presiding over the dikastic assembly by
whom peremptory verdict was pronounced. 1874 MAHAFFY
Soc. Life Greece vi. 176 The wrangling and dicastic habit of

his countrymen. 1884 O. Rev. Oct. 348 Citizens each fur-

nished with his dicastic badge and staff.

Dicatalectic ^dai'kaetale-ktik), a. Pros. [ad.

Gr. oioToAr;KTi*-os : see Di- z and CATALECTIC.]
Of a verse : Doubly catalcctic ; wanting a syllable

both in the middle and at the end, as e.g. the dac-

tylic pentameter. In mod. Diets.

fDlca-tion. Obs. rare-", [ad. L. dication-em

formaldeclaration, n. ofaction f. dicdreto proclaim.]

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Dication, a vowing, submitting,

promising, or dedicating.

Dicayue, obs. form of DECEIVE.

Dice (dais), sb., plural of DIE sb., q.v.

In reference to gaming, dice: is of much more fre-

quent occurrence than the singular die; it also

enters largely into combination : as

Dice-cogging, -gospeller, -maker; dice-board, a

board upon which dice are thrown ; dice-coal

(see quot.) ; dice-headed a., having a cubical

boss or stud (of nails used for strengthening doors,

etc.) ;
dice holes (see quot.) ; dice-man, a sharper

who cheats with dice ; dice-shot = die-shot (.see

DIE); dice-top, a top of polygonal form with

numbers marked on its faces, a teetotum. Also

DICE-BOX, -PLAY, etc.

1844 THIRLWALL Greece VIII. 453 Mummius. .had as little

eysior them as any of his men, who made 'dice-boards of

the finest master-pieces of painting. 1841 BRANDE, Dice-

coal, a species of coal easily splitting into cubical fragments.

1851 THACKERAY Esmond i. xiii, I played a "dice-cogging

scoundrel in Alsatia for his ears. 1550 LATIMER Serm. at

Stamford Wks. 1. 269 Among so great a number ofgospellers,

some are card-gospellers, some are 'dice-gospellers, some

are pot-gospellers ; all are not good. ncaLit. Treas. Ace.

Scot. 1. 357 V ?et nalis "dis hedit to Dunbar. 1593 in

Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) 1 . 74, 100 dicheaded nailes

pro ostio. 1881 CAULFEILD & SAWARD Diet. Keedlework

153 "Dice Holes . . a stitch . . used in Honiton . . lace. 1530

PALSGR. 211/2 "Dice maker, dessier. 1714 MANDEVII.LE fat.

Bees (1725)1.81 Card and dice-makers.. are the immediate

ministers to a legion of vices. 1871 Echo 14 Mar, Dice-

men and thimble-rigs were scattered here and there, making
a fine harvest. 1588 LUCAR Collog. Arte Shooting Ann. 57

Chaine shot . .'dice shot. 1668 J. WHITE Rich Cat. (ed. 4)

124 Square pieces of iron, called dicc-shot. 1894 MASKE-

LYNE Sharps $ Flats 257 That well-known device, the
4

'dice-top
'

or ' teetotum '.

Dice (dais), v. [f. DICE sb.pl.']

1. intr. To play or gamble with dice.

< 1440 Promp. Pare. 121 Dycyn, or pley wythe dycys,

<iAv>. 1519 I'rcsentm. Juries in Surtces Misc. (1890) 32

Latt no manservauntes dysse nor carde in ther howsses.

1548 LATIMER I'loughers (Arb.) 25 Thei hauke, thei hunt,

thei card, thei dyce. iw SHAKS. t Hen. /(-, in. IIL 18,

I was . . vertuous enough, swore little, die d not aboue

seuen times a weeke. 1647 R. STAPYLTON Jmenal 253 If

th' old man dice, th' heire in long coats will doe The like.

1855 MACAULAY Hitt. Eng. IV. 97 The Dick Talbot who
had diced and revelled with Grammont.

b. trans. To lose or throw away by dicing ; to

gamble away. Alsoyi^.
1549 [*ee DICING-HOUSE). 1618 N. FIELD Amends for

Ladies i. i. in Hazl. Dodsley XI. 94 Have I to dice my
patrimony away? 1871 TOM TAYLOR Jeanne Dare n. i,

How cheerily a king and kingdom May be diced, danced,
nd fiddltd to the dog*! 1881 BLACKIE Lay Serm. i. 79

DICE-PLAYER.

The conscript boy, torn from his father . . to dice away hit

sweet young life in a cause with which he has no concern.

0. trans. To bring by dice-play (into, out of, etc.).

1843 MACAULAV Kit., Addium (1889) 721 When he diced

himself into a spunging house.

2. To cut into dice or cubes : esp. in cookery.
?< 1390 Forme efCttry in Warner's Cvlin. Antif. 5 Take

Funges [mushrooms], and pare hem clene, and dyce hem.
c 1440 J'roinp. Paiv. 121 Dycyn, as men do brede, or other

lyke, ouadro. 1769 MRS. KAPFALD Eng. Hatukfr. (1778)

95 Make a ragoo of oysters and sweetbreadt diced.

3. To mark or ornament with a pattern of cubes

or squares; to chequer; spec. a. Needlework. (See

quot. 1808-80.) D. Bookbinding. To ornament

(leather) with a pattern consisting of squares or

diamonds : see DICED///, a. 2.

1688 J. CLAYTON in Phil. Trans. XVIII. 126 The young
Ones [snakes] have no Rattles . . but they may be known . .

being very regularly diced or checker'd, mack and gray on
the backs. 1808-80 JAMIESOK, Dice, i. Properly, to sew
a kind of waved pattern near the border of a garment . .

2. To weave in figures resembling dice.

f4. To mark with spots or pips, like dice. Obs.

1664 POWER Exp. Philos. i. 8 The Butter Fly. The eye is

large and globular, diced or bespeck'd here and there with

black spots.

Dice, obs. Sc. f. DAIS, pew or seat in a church.

Dice, adv. Naut. : see DYCE.

Dice-box. The box from which dice are thrown

in gaming, usually of the form of a double trun-

cated cone.

155 HI-LOET, Dice \xmJbmmJHHanm. 1617 MINSIIU

Ductor, A Dice box . . a saucer, porringer, or some other

such like dish, out of which they cast the dice. ^ijAoolsON
Guardian No. 120 F i Thumping the table with a dice-box.

1784 COWPER Task iv. 221 What was an hourglass once.

Becomes a dicebox. 1833 HT. MARTINEAU Three Ages n.

47 Charles and the Duke of Ormond were rattling the dice-

box. 1849 MACAULAY Hut. Eng. II. 50 Welcome at the

palace when the bottle or the dicebox was going round.

b. Used typically for dice-play, dicing, gaming.
1857 MAURICE Ep. St. John XL 179 The only resources

left for either are the dice-box and the bottle. 1859 MA-
CAULAY Life Pitt, Fox, a man of pleasure, ruined by the

dice-box and the turf.

C. attrib. Of the form of a dice-box. Dice-box

insulator, a hollow porcelain insulator of this shape
for supporting a telegraph wire, which passes

through the axis.

1841 W. SPALDING Italy H It. hi. I. 296 A smaller lake . .

backed by a range of rocks and a rude dice-box tower. 189$

W. PREECE (in letter). The 'dice-box
'

insulator was invented

by the late Mr. C. P. Walker; it was used on the South-

Eastern Railway.

Diced (doist), ///. a. [f. DICE v. + -ED i.]

1. Formed or cut into dice or cubes ; see DICE v. i.

1671 J. WEBSTER Metallogr. xvii. 246, I have by me very

many sorts of these squared or diced golden Marchasites.

1741 Compl. Fam. Piece I. ii. (ed. 3) 147 Make Sauce with

some of the Liquor, Mushrooms, diced Lemon, etc.

2. Marked or ornamented with figures of cubes or

squares ; chequered ; see DICK v. 3.

I7S RAMSAY Gentl. Shefh. i. ii, He kaims his hair . . And

spreads his garters diced beneath his knee. 1880 W. SMITH

fatal. No. 6, 4 vols, royal 8vo, diced calf. 1893 W. F. CLAY

Calal. 16, 410, diced russia, neatly rebacked.

licellate (dsise-1/t),
a. [f. Gr. oi*XAa, a

two-pronged hoe + -ATE *.] 1 wo-pronged : said

spec, of sponge-spicules.

|| Dicentra (daise-ntrl). Bot. [mod.L,, f. Gr.

Sixfvrpos, f. Si- two + xtvrpov sharp point, spur.]

A genus of plants (N.O. fumariacex\ having

drooping heart-shaped flowers ; the species are

natives of North America and Eastern and Central

Asia, and several are in cultivation in the flower-

garden, esp. D. spectabilis (also called Dielytrd).

1866 in Treas. Bat. 1883 Century Slag. Sept. 726/2 The

beautifully divided leaves of the diccntra. 1884 E. P. ROE

in Harper's Mag. May 932/1 Clumps of bloodroot, hepaticas,

dicentras, dog-tooth violets, and lilies-of-the-valley.

Dicephalous (daise-falss\ a. [f. Gr. &*eV*A.-

05 (f. Si-, Di-2 + *<foAij head) -f -ova. In mod.F.

dicMale.] Having two heads, two-headed.

1808 Edin. Rev. XII. 487 A dicephalous monster.

Dice-play, [f-
DICE sb. //.] The action or

practice of playing with dice ;
the game of dice.

<:i440 Promp. Part: 120 Dyce play, aleatura. ii
ROBINSON tr. Moris Utop. (Arb.) 84 Dice-playe,

and suche

other folishe and pernicious games they know not. 1S77

NORTHBROOKK Dicing Introd. 2 If a man can dice-play.

1580 LUPTON Sh'oila 94 To get greedie gain by d.uellish and

deiestable Diceplaye. i6o4HoLLAND5W/.6o Forgiving

himselfe much to dice play.

t b. fig. Trickery, deceit, sleight. Obs.

1633 ROGERS Treat. Sacraments l. 159 Not easily earned

away by each Doctrine and dice-play of men [d. /*. iv.

14 iv T?J Kvfttiq Tft*** ai'tfpwirwPj.

So Dice-playing.
r 1400 /Vow//. Par,.. (MS. K.) 120 Dicepleyinge, aleatura.

.SStToB.NsON tr. Mori, Utot. (Arb.) 19 The Poete likeneth

.Tthe life of man to a diccplaiyni! or a game at the tables.

..ineuieui mini iw * iw^^. j-.^. - --
, . ,.

1606 HOLLAND Staton. 70 The rumour that ran of his dice

P

Dice-player. [See prec.] One who plays or

parables with dice ;
a dicer.
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DICER.

with dice players. 1660 JER. TAYLOR Duct. Dubif. n. 471 I

(L.) A common gamester or dice-player may call himself

Christian, but indeed he is not.

Dicer (dai'saj). Forms : 5-6 dyser, dysar, 6

dysour, disar, dycer, dicear, desard, 6- dicer,

[f.
DICEZ/. (ors/>.) + -ER 1

. The suffix was sometimes

changed to AFr. -oun, and -AR.] One who plays

or gambles with dice ; a person addicted to dicing.

1408 Nottingham Rec. II. 62 Rogerus Mokyngton est

communis hospitator, contra Assisam, scilicet, [hospital]

dysers. r 1460 Tewneley Myst. (Surtees) 242 Thise dysars
and thise hullars, Thise cokkers and thise hollars. 1500-20
DUNBAR Poems xxxiv. 71 Ane dysour said. .The Devill mot
stik him with a knyfe, Bot he kest vp fair syisis thre. 1531
EI.YOT Gov. I. xxvi, Suche a reproche, to be sayde that they
had made aliaunce with disars. 1602 SHAKS. Ham. ill. iv.

45 Such an Act, That . . Makes marriage vowes As false as

Dicers Oathes. 1654 GATAKER Disc. Apol. 3 The better Dicer,
the wors man. 1837 DE QUINCEY Revolt Tartars Wks. 1862

IV. 130 Upon the hazard of a dicer's throw. 1844 J. T.

HEWLETT Parsons f; W. xix, A deep drinker, and a dicer.

Dicerate (dai'ser^t), a. [f. Gr. SiKfpas, SiKfpar-

double horn.]
'

Having two horns '. Syd. Soc.

Lex. 1883.
Dicerous (dai'seras), a. Entom. rare, [irreg.

(for dicerote) f. Gr. Sixepcas two-horned, f. Si- two

+ xtpas horn.] Having two ' horns ', antennse, or

tentacles.
1826 KIRBY & SPENCE Introd. Entom. IV. 316 Dicerous,

insects that have two antenna;.

Dicese, dicesse, obs. forms of DECEASE.

Dicetyl (daisz-tit). Chem. [See Di- 2
.] The

free form of the hydrocarbon radical CETYL, q.v.

fDich. Obs. rare. A corrupt or erroneous word,

having apparently the sense do it :

1607 SHAKS. Timon \. ii. 73 Much good dich thy good
heart. 1630 R. Johnson's Kingd. fy Commw. 87 So mich
God dich you with your sustenancelesse sauce. [Cf. 1542
UDALL tr. Eras/a. Apoph. (1877) 112 Biddyng much good
do it him.]

Dieh, obs. form of DITCH.

Dichasial (daike'-zial), a. Bot. [f. next -t-

-AL.] Belonging to or of the nature of a dicha-

sium.

1876 J. H. BALFOUR in Encycl. Brit. IV. 124/1 In the

natural order Caryophyllacese, the dichasial cymose form of

inflorescence is very general.

II Dichasium (daik^i-ziiSm). Bot. PI. -ia.

[mod.L., f. Gr. 5i'xa<ris division.] A form of cy-
mose inflorescence, apparently but not really dicho-

tomous, in which the main axis produces a pair of

lateral axes, each of which similarly produces a pair,

and so on
;
a biparous cyme.

1875 BENNETT & DYER Sachs' Bot. 158 False dichotomies
of this kind, which occur abundantly in the inflorescences of

Phanerogams, are termed by Schimper Dichasia. Ibid. 21

The dichasium easily passes,
in the first or a succeeding

order of lateral axes, into a sympodial mode of develop-
ment. 1876 J. H. BALFOUR in Encycl. Brit. IV. 124/1 In

some members of the tribe Caryophyllacete the inflorescence

has the form of a contracted dichasium.

II Dichastasis (daikse'Stasis). [mod. f. Gr. 8i'x<

asunder, apart + ordcris standing.]
'

Spontaneous
subdivision' (Webster 1864).
a 1864 WEBSTER cites DANA. 1883 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Dichastic (daik:e-stik),a. [mod. f. Gr. *Six&-
ffTos divided, f. Sixaf-f" to divide: see -1C.] 'Ca-

pable of subdividing spontaneously "(Webster 1864).
a 1864 WEBSTER cites DANA. 1883 Syd. Soc. Lex., Di-

chastic, capable of undergoing dichastasis.

Diche(n, obs. forms of DITCH.

Dichlamydeous (daiklami'dzas), a. Bot. [f.

mod. Bot.L. dichlamydex, f. Gr. 5i- two H- x^QMu?

X\a/ttS- cloak : see -EOUS.] Having both the floral

envelopes (calyx and corolla) ; having a double

perianth. Also said of a plant bearing such flowers.

1830 LINDLEY Nat. Syst. Bot. Introd. 26 If the corolla is

present, a plant is said to be dichlamydeous. 1882 G. ALLEN
m Nature 17 Aug. 37^ Our English species have no true

petals ; but some exotic forms are truly dichlamydeous.

Dichlor-, dichloro-. Chem. [f. Di-2 +

CHLOR(O)-.] A formative element in names of

compounds formed by the substitution of two atoms
of chlorine for hydrogen atoms, as dichlorace'tic

acid, dichlorhy drin : see CHLOR- and CHLOBO-.
1873 Fcnones' Chem. (ed. n) 627 Dichlorhydrin is treated

with potash, it gives up a molecule of hydrochloric acid.
Ibid. 679 Dichlpracetic acid is produced by the action of
chlorine and iodine on boiling acetic acid. Ibid. 759 Of di-

chlorobenzene, two modifications are known. 1876 HARLEY
Mat. Med. (ed. 6) 346 Allyl-chloroform is unstable, and
breaks up into hydrochloric acid and dichlorallylene.

Dichloride (daikloo-raid, -rid). Chem.
[f.

Dr- 2

+ CHLORIDE.] A compound of two atoms of
chlorine with an element or radical, as mercury
dichloride Hg C12 .

t Formerly, a compound of chlorine with two atoms of
another body : see Di- 2 2 a r.

1825 T. THOMSON First Princ. Chem. II. 44 Dichloride
of antimony. 1826 HENRY Elem. Chem. II. 75. 1854 I.

SCOFFERN in Orr's Circ. Sc. Chem. 508 Dichloride of gold
remains, c 1865 LETHEBY in Circ. Sc. I. 120/1 A solution of
dichloride of copper. 1873 ftnurles' Chem, (ed. ii) 437 The
dichloride is produced, together with the trichloride.

Dicho-, a. Gr. Six"-, combining form of adv.

Si'xa in two, asunder, apart, as in BixoTcyu'a cutting
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in two. A first element in several scientific words,

with the meaning, 'asunder, separately, in two

parts or halves '.

(The t is short in Greek, so that the usual English pronun-
ciation is not etymological.)

Dichoga-mie, a. Bot. = DICHOGAMOUS.
In mod. Diets.

Dichogamous (daikp-gamas), a. Bot. [mod.
f. Gr. type ^ix^a/jos (f. 8ix-, DICHO-, asunder,

separately + -70^05 wedded, married, -yd/i-oj wed-

ding) + -ous.] Said of those hermaphrodite plants
in which the stamens and pistils (or analogous

organs) become mature at different times, so that

self-fertilization is impossible.
1859 DARWIN Orig. Spec. iv. (1873) 78 These so-named dicho-

gamous plants have in fact separated sexes, and must

habitually be crossed. 1882 VINES Sachs' Bot. 006 Insects

are the main agents in the conveyance of the pollen to the

stigma of other flowers of dichogamous Phanerogams . .

Whether the Algse named above and some Muscinese are

dichogamous is doubtful. 1894 DRUMMOND Ascent Man vi.

303 The subtle alliance with Space in Dicecious flowers ;

with Time in Dichogamous species.

Dichogamy (daikp'gami). Bot. [mod. f. Gr.

type *Sixoyaiwi, n. of state from *$ixoyanos
: see

prec. and -Y : in mod. Ger. and F. dichogamie.~\
The condition of being dichogamous, i. e. in which

the stamens and pistils (or analogous organs) of a

hermaphrodite plant mature at different times.

1862 DARWIN in Life % Lett. (1887)
III. 303 What old C. K.

Sprengel called dichogamy and which is so frequent in truly

hermaphrodite groups. 1882 VINES Sachs* Bot. 906 One of

the simplest and commonest means for ensuring cross-fertil-

isation is Dichogamy, i.e. the arrangement by which the two
kinds of reproductive organs, when, .contiguous, are mature
at different times.

Dicho-pterous, a. Entom. [f.
DICHO- 4 Gr.

TtTfp-6v wing + -ous.]
'

Having cut or emarginate

wings' (Syd. Soc. Lex. 1883).
Dichord (dai-k^id). [ad. Gr. 8i'xopSos two-

stringed, f. Si- two + XP^n string (of a lyre),

chord.] a. An instrument having two strings, b.

An instrument having two strings to each note.

(Stainer & Barrett Diet. Mus. Terms.}
1819 Pantologia, Dichord, in music, the name given to

the two-stringed lyre, said to have been invented by the

Egyptian Mercury.

Dichoree (darken
1

). Pros. [a. F. dichoree

(1736 in Hatz.-Darm.), ad. L. dichore-us, a. Gr.

Zixo/>ei-os, f. Si-, Di- 2 + x/>"w : see CHOREE.]
A metrical foot consisting of two chorees or

trochees.
1801 D. IRVING Elem. Composition x. (1828) 109 Its music

consisted in the dichoree witn which it is terminated. 1885
R. C. JEBB QLdipus Tyrannus p. Ixxxi, When the ionic

o w . . is interchanged with the dichoree \j o.

Dichostasy (dikf>-stasi\ nonce-wd. [ad. Gr.

SixoffToffi'o a standing apart, dissension, f. 8ix->
DICHO- + a-rao-is standing.] A standing separate.
'1859 BP. SHORT Sp. in Academy 30 July (1892) 86 His

orders are irregular, .and his Church system he would not

say schism but dichostasy.

Dicho-tomal, a.
[f.

as DICHOTOMOUS + -AL.]
Of or pertaining to dichotomy.
In mod. Diets.

Dichotomic (daikotp-mik), a. [mod. f. as Dl-

CHOTOM-OUS * -1C : in F. dichotomique.~\ Relating
to or involving dichotomy ; dichotomous.

1873 Brit. Q. Rev. Jan. 301 The Scriptural representation
is as often dichotomic as it is trichotomic. .The dichotomic
must be radically and essentially wrong. 1881 LINCOLN
tr. Trousseau <$ Pidoux, Treat. Therapeutics I. 278 The
followers of Brown and Broussais, after a long struggle with
the arguments which were ruining their dichotomic doctrine,
were at last forced to recognise special diseases. 1882-3
SCHAFF Encycl. Relig. Kntrwl. HI. 2231 A decidedly dicho-

tomic expression, as i Pet. ii. Ii, where the soul is regarded
simply according to her spiritual determination as the bearer

of the divine life-principle.

Dichoto'mically, adv. [f. prec. + -AL + -LY 2.]
= DlCIIOTOMOUSLY.
1880 GUNTHER Fishes 40 Branched rays are dichotomically

split.

Dichotomist (daikp-tomist). [f.
DICHOTOM-Y

+ -IST.] One who dichotomizes, or classifies by
dichotomy.
c 1592 MARLOWE Massacre Paris I. viii, He that will be a

flat dichotomist . . Is in yourjudgment thought a learned man.

1597 MORLEY Introd. Mus. Pref., The booke, although . .

not such as may in euery point satisfie the curiositie of
Dichotomistes. c 1630 JACKSON Creed iv. i, Curious dicho-
tomists never allotting more than two branches to one stock.

1882 W. OGLE tr. Aristotle's Parts Anim. 13 Privative
terms . . which are not available to the dichotomist.

Hence Dicho toiuistic ., pertaining to a dicho-

tomist, or to dichotomy.
1847 BUCK tr. Hagenbach's Hist. Doctr. II. 248 Most

writers adopted the dichotomistic principle, according to
which man consists of body and soul.

Dichotomization (daik^tomaiz^'Jan). [f.

DICHOTOMIZE + -ATION.] The action of dichoto-

mizing, or condition of being dichotomized : in

quot. of the moon (see DICHOTOMIZED 2).
1867 G. F. CHAMBERS Astron. i. v. 68 A discrepancy . .

between the first, or last, appearance of the dichotomisa-
tion.

DICHOTOMY.

Dichotomize (daik^tomaiz), v. [f. Gr. &x<5-

Top-os (see DICHOTOMOUS) + -IZE.]

1. trans. To divide into two parts or sections;

csp. in reference to classification : cf. DICHOTOMY i a.

1608-11 BP. HALL Epist. \. v, That great citie might well

be dichotomized into cloysters and hospitals. 1639 FULLER

Holy War iv. i. (1647) 166 Not a city of note . . which was
not dichotomized into the sect of the Guelfes . . and Gibel-

lines. 1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. \. iii. 139 The Four
forementioned Forms ofAtheism may be again Dichotomized

. . into such as [etc.]. 1866 St. James i Mag. Oct. 367 So far

as they were concerned the University was dichotomized in
' Christ Church men ' and '

squibs '.

(
b. loosely. To divide (into several parts). 06s.

(In first quot. humorously as a blunder.)

1631 T. POWELL Tom_A II Trades 1 44 Then dicotomize the

whole portion of his wife into several shares. 1650 CHARLE-
TON Paradoxes 56 They againe dichotomize, .the influxive

spirit into the naturall, vitall, and animall. 1667 Decay
Chr. Piety ix. F 10 When they came to be dichotomized, and
canton'd out into curious aerial notions.

2. intr. (for reft.) To divide or become divided

into two continuously ; spec, used of the branching
of a stem, root, leaf-vein, etc. : see DICHOTOMOUS 2,

DICHOTOMY 3.

1835 [see DICHOTOMIZING below]. 1846 DANA Zooph. (1848)

652 Stem dichotomising and bearing . . nearly simple erect

branchlets. 1875 BENNETT & DYER Sacks' Bot. n. iv. 406
The roots of Lycopodiacese are . . the only ones known to

dichotomise. 1884 M. BOOLE in 7rnl. EJtic. i Sept. 342
Elements which . . tend to dichotomize into pairs of evils.

Hence Dicho'tomizingr vbl. sb. and ///. a.
;
Di-

cho'tomizer, one who dichotomizes.

1606 BRETON Sidney's Ourania, He has no fine Dicho-

tomizing Wit. 1621 BP. MOUNTAGU Diatribae 393 These
two great Dichotomisers. being at odds with all others, and
with themselues. 1639 FULLER Holy War v. xv. (1647) 255
The Turks, who in the dichotomizing of the world fall under

the Northern part. 1835 KIRBV Hob. <$ Inst. Anittt. II.

xiii. ii Surrounded by dichotomizing articulated organs.
1881 G. BUSK in Jrnl. Microsc.Soc. Jan. 5 Numerous, long,

sparsely dichotomising, biserial branches.

Dichotomized, ppl- a. [f. prec. + -ED 1.]

1 . Divided into two branches : see prec.
1884 BOWER & SCOTT De Bary's Phaner. 61 Stellate hairs

.. with 3-4 rays once or twice dichotomised. 189* CLERKE
Stud. Homer iv. 87 Beyond the rising-places of the sun,
where one branch of his dichotomised Ethiopians dwelt.

2. Astron. Said of the moon in the phase at

which exactly half her disk appears illuminated

(the 'half-moon').
17*7-51 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Dichotomy, She appears di-

chotomized at least for the space of a whole hour : in which
time any moment may be taken for the true point of the

dichotomy, as well as any other. 1834 Nat. Philos., Hist.

Astron. vu 24/1 (Useful Knowl. Soc.) The difficulty of

determining exactly the instant at which the moon is dicho-

tomized. 1866 AIRY Pop. Astron. v. (1868) 167 Observation

of the place of the moon when it is
' dichotomized '.

Dichotomons (daikp'tomss), a. [f. L. dicho-

tomos, -mus, a. Gr. Stxorofios cut in half, equally
divided : see DICHO- and -ous. Cf. F. dichotomc

(i 752 in Hatz.-Darm.).] Divided or dividing into

two ; characterized by dichotomy.
fl. Aslron. - DICHOTOMIZED 2 ; of the form of

a half-moon. Obs.

1690 LEYBOURN Curs. Math. 448 Mercury. . in its greatest

digression from the Sun . . appears Dichotomous.

2. Sot., etc. Dividing into two equal branches ;

esp. so branched that each successive axis divides

into two; relating to, or of the nature of, such

branching.
1751 SIR J. HILL Hist. Anim. 23 (Jod.) The short, dicho-

tomous, homed monoculus. 1733 ELLIS in Phil. Train.

XLVIII. 1 16 These stretch out into many regular dichotom-

ous branches. 1794 MARTYN Rousseau's Bot. xvii. 226 The
Lesser Centaury . .is distinguished by its dichotomous stalk.

1841 E. WILSON Anal. Vale M. 262 The division of arteries

is usually dichotomous. 187* OLIVER Elem. Bot. u. 185

Common Mistletoe, .a dichotomous parasitical shrub, ^with

opposite leathery leaves. 1882 VINES Saclis' Bot. 170 Dicho-

tomous branching is very common among Thallophytes,

especially Algal and the lower Hepaticse.

3. Logic, etc. Of classification : Involving divi-

sion (of a class or group) into two (lower groups) ;

proceeding by dichotomy ; dichotomic.

1838 SIR W. HAMILTON Logic xxv. (1866) II. 30 The
division may be not only dichotomous but polytomous, as

for example, angles are right, or acute, or obtuse. 1864

Reader 3 Sept. 304/2 The unities or molecules . . are either

isovoluminous or in what I have called dichotoroous ratio.

Dicho'tomously, adv. [f. prec. + -LY 2
.]

In

a dichotomous manner ; by division into twos or

pairs : see prec.
1806 J. GALPINE Brit. Bot. 102 Stem herbaceous, dicho-

tomously panicled. 1846 DANA Zooph. (1848) 530 Branches

. . dichotomously subdivided. 1866 A. FLINT Princ. Med.

(1880) 160 A bronchus, after it enters a lobule . . divides

dichotomously once or twice and terminates in the alveolar

passages. 1870 H. MACMILLAN Bible Teach, vii. 143 The

dichotomously-veined leaves, representing the cryptogamia,

Dichotomy (daikjrtomi). [ad. Gr. SixoTOfiia

a cutting in two, f. 5iX"TO/i-os (see DICHOTOMOUS) :

cf. F. dichotomic (1754 in Hatz.-Darm.X]
1. Division of a whole into two parts, a. spec.

in Logic, etc. : Division of a class or genus into two

lower mutually exclusive classes or genera ; binary

classification.



DICHOTRIjENE.

iSio HEALEV .V/. Aug. Citie pfGody>i This Trichotomy
.. doth not contradict the other Dichotomy that includeth
all in action and cpiiteinpbtion. 17*5 WATTS Logic i. vi.

8 Some .. have disturbed Ihe Order of Nature .. by an
Affectation of Dichotomies, Trichotomies, Sevens. Twelves,
&c. Let the Nature of the Subject, considered together
with the Design which you have in view, always determine
the Number of Parts into which you divide it. 1864 BOWEN

Lope iv. 97 Convenience often requires what Logicians call

division by dichotomy, in which a Genus is divided ir.to

two Species having Contradictory Marks. 1877 E. CAIKM
rtiilos. A'nnt n. vi. 303 The whole sphere of reality may be
divided in. relation to any predicate . . in what is called di-

chotomy by contradiction, e.g. that
'

everything must either
be red or not red '.

b. gen. Division into two.

1636 FEATI.Y Ctiivis Afyst. xxi. 277 Whose day after a
ramisticall dichotomy being divided into forenoone and
afternoone. 1668 WILKINS Keal Char. n. vii. ( 3. 190 The

way of Dichotomy or Bipartilion being the most natural
and easie kind of Division. 1868 Contemp. Rev. Apr. 598
Popular theology is rather founded on the dichotomy of
man into body and soul, than on the Christian trichotomy
of body, soul, and spirit.

2. Astron. That phase of the moon (or of an in-

ferior planet) at which exactly half the disk appears
illuminated ; the ' half-moon '.

1686 GOAD Celest. Bodies I. xv. 81 This Quadrate or

Quartile in its Dichotomy, as the Greeks call it. 1797
Encycl. Brit. II. 419/1 Aristarchus . . gave a method of
determining the distance of the sun by the moon's dicho-
tomy. 1878 NEWCOMB Pop Astroa. 551 Dichotomy, the

Tct
of a planet when half illuminated.

Hot., Zool., etc. A form of branching in which
each successive axis divides into two

; repeated
bifurcation : see DICHOTOMOUS t.

1707 SLOANK Jamaica 1. 264 From the middle of the leaves
rise one or two stalks . . always divided into two, or observ-

ing a Dichotomy. 1835 KIRBY Hab.
<fr Intl. Anim. II. xiii.

i) The last [Encrinusjseems to differ . . in the dichotomies
and length of the arms. 1880 GRAY Struct. Bat. iii. 3.

47 note. Dichotomy or forking, the division of an apex into
two. 1881 VINES Sachs' Bat. 169 Dichotomy . . never pro-
duces structures . . dissimilar to the producing structure ;

the divisions of a root produced by dichotomy are both
roots, those of a leaf-bearing shoot both leaf-bearing shoots
. . dichotomy hence always falls under the conception of
branching in the . . narrower sense. Ibid. 464.

Dichotriaene (dMwitraiifnV Zool. [f. DIOHO-
+ Gr. rpiaiva trident : see TRIUNE.] A dicho-
tomous trirene ; a three-forked sponge spicule,
having each fork dividing into two.
1887 SOLLAS in Encycl. Brit. XXII. 417/1 The arms of a

trixne may bifurcate (dichotrixne) once, twice, or oftener,
or they may trifurcate.

Dichro-. [f. Gr. oi'xpo-os : see next.] In com-
bination = DICHROIC.
1880 I. REMSEN Inorg. Chem. 709 Co(NH3)3 Cls+r^O

which is known as dichro-cobaltic chloride.

Di.ch.roic (daikr^i-ik), a. [ad. Gr. Ji'xpooj, -<uc

two-coloured
(f.

Si- two + \pan colour, complexion)
+ -ic.] Having or showing two colours ; spec.

applied to doubly-refracting crystals that exhibit
different colours when viewed in different directions;
or to solutions that show essentially different colours
in different degrees of concentration.
a 1864 DANA cited in WEBSTER. 1878 GURNKY Cryslallogr.

112 Tourmaline is strongly dichroic. 1879 DANA Man. Geol.
(ed. 3) 67 This mineral . . being dichroic.

Dichroiscope : see DICHROSCOPB.
Dichroism (dsi-kruiiz'm). [mod. f. Gr. Sixpoos,

-CDS two-coloured (see DICHROIC) + -ISM. In F.

dichro'isme.'] The quality of being dichroic ; spec,
as exhibited by certain crystals and solutions : see

prec.
1819 BREWSTER in Phil. Trans. 17 This dichroism, as it

may be called . . so far as I know, has never been observed
in any other minerals than iolite and mica. 1843 Rep. Brit.
Assoc. 14 The dichroism of a solution of stramonium in
Kther. 1884 Chamb. Jnil. 15 Nov. 731/2 This stone [sap-
phire] possesses the singular property known as dichroism

that is, it shines with two colours, blue and red.
Hence Dicnroi stic, a. = DICHROITIC.
In mod. Diets.

Dichroite (doi-kr^ain. Min. [mod. f. Gr.
Kxfoot (see DICHUOIO) + -WE. In F. dichroite

(1809 Cordier).] A synonym of IOLITK, from its

often exhibiting dichroism.
1810 Nicholson's Jrnl. XXVII. 331 Description of the

Dichroit, a new Soecies of Mineral. 1831 BREWSTER Optics
xxx. 148. 249 1V1. Cordier observed the same change of
colour in a mineral called iolite, to which Haiiy gave the
name of dichrvitf. 1881 Sat. Rev. 23 Apr. 518/1 The great

b. Comb.
1875 DAWSON Damn ofLife vi. 145 The gneiss, .is chiefly

grey and very silicious, containing dichroite, and . . known
as dichroite-gneiss.

Dichroitic ,d3ikro,i-tik), a. ff. prec. + -1C.]
Of, or of the nature of dichroite

;
characterized by

dichroism
; dichroic.

1831 BREWSTEK \emton (1855) I. viii. 190 The relation of
the colours of dichroitic crystals to their axes of double
refraction. 1855 J D. FORBES Tour Ml. Blanc xi. 348 By
transmitted light it is dichroitic brown orange in one
direction and bright green in another. 1881 TVNDALL
J-lo-iting-Matter of Air 95 The dichroitic action which
produces the colours of the sky.
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Dichromate (dsikriw'nut). Chcm. [f. Di.2.]A double CIIKOMATE (q.v.), t&potassium dichrowate

Kj Cr O, Cr Os . (Also bichromate.')
1864 in WEBSTER. 1876 HARI.EY Mat. Med. (ed. 6) 71

Potassic dichromate. 1883 Athenaeum 27 Oct. 538/1 [HeJ
recommends potassium dichromate as an exceedingly useful

disinfecting agent.
Hence Dichro mated ///. a., treated with a di-

chromate.

1890 AIINKY Trial. Pkotcgr. (ed. 6) 178 The insolubility of
dichromatcd gelatine.

Dichromatic (d3ikr0ma:-tik\ a. [f. Gr. Ji-

two 4- \pcaiMTiKot of or relating to colour, f. \pSina

colour.] Having or showing two colours ; spec, of
animals : Presenting, in different individuals, two
different colours or systems of coloration.

1847 CRAIG, Dicromatic. 1864 in WEBSTER. 1884 Col'ES
Key to N. A. Birds (ed. 2) 504 Plumage dichromatic in some
cases ; i. e. some individuals of the same species normally
mottled gray, while others arc reddish. 1889 G. A. BERRY
Dit. Eyex\. 340 Why in the case of the partially colour-blind
the absence of the perception of two complementary hues
should leave the individual only a dichromatic spectrum.
So Dlchro-matUm, the quality or fact of being

dichromatic.

1884 COUES Key to N. A. Birds (ed. 2) 656 Remarkable
differences of plumage in many cases, constituting di-

chromatism, or permanent normal difference in color.

Dichromic (daikrou-mik), a. [f. Gr. tlxpaifn-os
two-coloured (see DICHROMATIC) + -10.]
1. Relating to or including (only) two colours ;

applied, in connexion with the theory of three

primary colour-sensations, to the vision of colour-
blind persons including only

two of these.

1854 Prater's Mag. L. 559 Such Dichromic visionaries
must lose a great deal. The harmonies of colour cannot
touch them. 1881 LE CONTK Monoc. Vision 63 Herschel
regarded normal vision as trichromic, but the vision of
Dalton as dichromic, the red being wanting.
2. Exhibiting in different positions or circum-

stances two different colonrs
; DICHBOIC.

1877 MILLER & M'LEop Elem. Chem. i. (ed. 6t 179 In
dichromic media, or solutions which, under certain circum-
stances, appear to the unaided eye to transmit light of one
tint, and, under certain other circumstances, to transmit
light of a different tint.

Dichronous (dai-kr^nas), a.
[f. late L. dichron-

us, a. Gr. iixfov-ot of two prosodic quantities, either

long or short (f. 81-, Di- % + xpovos time) + -ot'S.]
1. Gr. and Lat. Prosody. Having two times or

quantities ; sometimes short and sometimes long.
In mod. Diets.

2. Bot. '

Having two periods of growth in the

year'. Syd. Soc. Lex. 1883.
Dichroons (darkness), a.

[f. Gr. Sixpo-os
two-coloured + -ous.] Of two colours ; dichro-
matic ; dichroic.

1864 in WEBSTER ; and in mod. Diets.

DichrOSCOpe (darkr^skiwp). Also dichroi-

scope, dichrooscope. [f. Gr. Si'xpo-os two-
coloured + -ffKO7r-os observing.
(The etymologically regular form is dichrodscope, but

dichroscope is more convenient.']

Aninstrumentforobservingor testing the dichroism
of crystals, etc. Hence Dichrosco-pic a., of or per-

taining to a dichroscope.
1857 NICHOL Cycl. Phys. Sc. (1860) 582 Dichroscopic lens,

or dichroscope. 1876 Catal. Set. Appar. S. Kens. 3469
Dichroiscope. 1870 ROOD Chromatns x. 137 A . . piece of

apparatus contrived by Dove, for mixing the coloured light
furnished by stained glass, and called byhim a

dichroflscppe.
1888 Froc. R. deog. Soc. May 273 The ruby. . when examined
by the dichroscope, exhibited two tints. 1890 M. D. ROTHS-
CHILD Handbk. I'rec. Stones 15 When a stone is examined
by means of the dichroiscope, it will show two images of the
same hue, or of different hues.

Dichrotal, -tism, erron. ff. DICROTAL, -TISM.

Dicht, etc., Sc. forms of DIGHT, etc.

t Di'cible, sb. Philos. Obs. [ad. mcd.L. dici-

bilis (Du Cange), f. diclre to say : see -BLE.] That
which is capable of being said ; a notion or idea

expressible in words.

1656 STANLEY Hist. Philos. viu. xviii. 40 Dicible is that

which consisteth according to rational! phantasy. Ibid.,
Dicibles are notions, that is, powAam, but not meerly and
simply notions, .being ready for expression, they are called

dicibles, and pertain to the enunciative faculty of the
soule.

Dicing (dai-sirj), vol. sb. [f. DICE v. + -ING '.]

1. The action or practice of playing or gambling
with dice ; dice-play.
1456 7/ow luise man taught Son 60 in Hazl. E. P.P. 1. 171

Dysyng I the forbede. 1535 Act 37 Hen. VIII^ c. 25 Any
open . . place for common bowling, dising, carding, closhe,
tenys, or other unlawful! games. 1550 CROWLEY Epigr. 669
Diceynge hath brought many wealthye menne to care.
a 1648 LD. HERBERT Life < 18861 79 The exercises I wholly
condemn, are dicing and carding. 1708 MRS. CENTLIVRE
Busif Body u. i, '1 hcse

young fellows think old men get
estates for nothing but them to squander away in dicing.
1861 M. PATTISON Ess. (1880) I. 47 Severer penalties awaited
drunkenness, dissipation, or dicing.
2. Book-binding. A method of ornamenting lea-

ther in squares or diamonds : see DICE v, 3 b.

Done originally by ruling with a blunt awl or edging-tool ;

the effect is imitated by pressure or stamping with a
block.

DICK.

3. attrib. and Comb, 'in sense i), as dicing-board,
-box, -chamber, -money, -table.

1571 H'illt + Inv. N. i. (Surues 1835! 366 A round dyv
senge table. 1586 T. I!. La 1'rimaud. J-r. Acad. I. 128
[Thou] dost set downe as it were on a dicing boord in the
hazard of one houre, both thy kinudome and life. 1586
A. DAY Eiig. Secretary n. (1625) 44 It was in an Inne . . in
a dicing Chamber, a 1634 RANDOLPH Muses' Looking^l. i.

iv. A niggard churl Hoarding up dicing moneys for Ms ion.

1635 MRQ. WORCESTER Cent. Inv. I 90 A most dexterous
Dicing Box . . that with a knock . . the four good Dice are
fastened, and it looseneth four false Dice.

Di-cing, ///. a. [f. as prec. + -ING 'O Playing
with dice.

1884 H. D. THAILI. Coleridge iu. 54 The skeleton ship,
with the dicing demons on its deck lAtu. Mar. in. xii.]

t Dicing-house. Obs. [f. DICING vol. sb.]A house for
dice-play ; a gambling-house.

1549 LATIMER dth Serm. tef. Edw. VI (Arb.) 161 Dysynge
howses also.. where yong Gentlemenne dys away their
thrifte. ijss Act 2-1 Phil. $ M. c. o Every Licence . . for
the having, .of any Bowling-Allies, Dicinc-houses, or other
unlawful Games. 1640 MILTON Eikon. iii (1851) 357 The
spawn and shiprack of Taverns and Dicing Houses. 1660
JER. TAYLOR Duct. Cubit, n. 470 (L.) The public peace
cannot be kept where public dicing-houses are permitted.

Dicion, var. DITION, Obs., dominion.

Dick (dik), j*.l [A playful alteration of Kit;
contraction of Norman Fr. and Anglo-Norman
Kicard, L. Kicardus = Richard]
1. A familiar pet-form of the common Christian
name Richard. Hence generically (like Jack) =>

fellow, lad, man, especially with alliterating ad-

jectives, as desperate, dainty, dapper, dirty.
Tom, Dick, ana Harry : any three (or more) representatives

of the populace taken at random.
ISS3T.WILSON Rhet. (1580) 192 Desperate Dickes borowes

now and then against the owners will all that ever he hath.

1581 STUDLEV Agamemnon \, Whom with the dint of

glittering sword Achilles durst not harme, Although his
rash and desperat dickes the froward Knight did armc. 1588
SHAKS. L.L.L. v. ii. 464 Some Dick That smiles his cheeke
in yeares, and knowes the trick To make my Lady laugh.
1589 Marprel. Epit. E, The desperat Dicks, which you ..

affirm to be good bishops. i$o> GREENE llpst. Courtier in
Harl. Misc. (Malh.)II. 237 A braue dapper Dicke, quaintly
attired in veluet and sattin. i8u GAI.I Sir. A. Wylie II.

viii.75 He's a gone dick, a dead man. 1864 Standardly Dec.
Review Slang Diet. (Farmer), [He] replied, 'Oh yes. in the

reign of queen dick', which, on inquiry we found to be
synonymous with 'Never

', or
' Tib's eve '. 1891 Daily Nevis

17 Nov. 2/4 The only bears still extant are the Tom, Dick,
and Harry of the Bourses.

b. Rarely applied to a female.

1814 Watch-house II. i, It's all over wi* you, madam ;

ye 're a gone dick : ye hear he's confessing.

2. dial, or local. (See quots.)
1847-78 HALLIWELL, Dick, a kind of hard cheese. Suffolk.

1883 Ahnondbury ff Huddersfteld doss., Dick, plain pud-
ding. If with treacle sauce, treacle dick. Mod. 'Spotted
dick', currant or raisin pudding.
3. slang. A riding whip.
1873 Slang Diet., Dick, a tiding whip ; gold-headed dick,

one so ornamented. 1891 FARMER Slang, Dick, 2. (coach-
man's) a riding whip.
4. Phr. and Comb. (dial, or local.) Dick-a-dil-

ver, the periwinkle. Dick-a-Tuesday, a will-o'-

the-wisp. Dick-ass, a jack-ass. Dick-dunnock, a

local name ofthe hedge-sparrow. Long-tailedDick,
the long-tailed titmouse.

1636 SAMPSON Voiv Breaker (N.), Ghosts, hobgoblins,
Will-with-wispe, or Dick-a-Tuesday. a 1815 FORBY Voc. E.
A nglia, Dick-ti-dilver, the herb periwinkle. . . It is so called

from its rooting (delving** at every joint, and spreading
itself far and wide. 183* COL. P. HAWKER Diary (18031 II.

47 Found in the garden the nest of a '

long-tailed Dick ',

with 3 eggs. 1847-78 HALLIWELL, Dickass, a jack-ass.
North. Ibid., Dick-a-tuesday, the ignis fatuus.

Dick, ib.- dial. [Perh., like prec., merely an

arbitrary application of the proper name Dick;
but a

possible
connexion with Dtt. dek '

covering,
cover, horse-cloth

'

has been suggested. Cf. DICKY
sb. III.] A leather apron.
1847-78 HALLIWELL, Dick, a leather apron and bib, worn

by poor children in the North. 1883 Almondbury ff Hud-
dersfield Gloss., Dick, a kind of apron such as worn by shoe-

makers, especially
a leather one, which was called a ' leather

dick'. 1888 Sheffield Clots., Dick, a leather apron for

children.

Dick, J<M dial. [Cf. DIKE and DITCH.] a. A
ditch, b. The bank of a ditch ; a dike.

1736 PEGGB Kenticisms, Dick, a ditch. 1787 MARSHALL
E. Norfolk, Gloss., Diet, the mound or bank of a ditch.

1875 6'jjc'.r Gloss., Dick, a ditch. 1893 Field 25 Feb. 395/1
Most fences should be on banks with ' dicks

' where the

ground requires them.

Dick, sb.i slang. Abbreviation of dictionary ;

hence,
' Fine language, long words '

(Slang
Diet.).
1860 HALIBVUTON (Sam Slick) Season Ticket xii. (Farmer 1

.

Ah, now you are talking
'

Die.', exclaimed Peabody, and
I can't follow you. 1873 Slang Diet. s.v. t A man who uses
fine words without muchjudgment is said to have ' swallowed
the dick '.

Dick, sl>. &
slang. [Short for declaration : ct-

DAVY for affidavit.] In phr. To take ones dick -
to take one's declaration.
1861 D. COOK P. Fosters Da*, xxvi. (Farmer), I'd take

my dying dick he hasn't got a writ in his pocket. 1876



DICK.

YATES Wrecked in Port I. i I'll take my dick I heard old

Osborne say so I

11 To this (in the commercial sense of declara-

tion
'

as to the value of goods) is perhaps to be

referred the vulgar phrase Up to dick : as adj. up to

the proper standard, excellent,
'

proper'; as adv.

properly, suitably, fittingly.

(It has however been referred by some to DICK sb.*)

1871 Daily ffmis 7 Sept.,
The capital of the West is up

to dick in the matter of lunches. 1877 J. GREENWOOD Blue
Blanket (Farmer),

'

Ain't that up to dick, my biffin ?' 1877
Punch 10 Sept. m/i.
t Dicken. Obs. or dial. Some water-bird.

'579 J- JNKS Preserv. Bodie fy Smtle i. xiv. 26 Snipe,

Godwipe, Dicken, Poppel, Bitter, Hearon white and gray.

DickeilS (di'kenz). slang or colloq. Also 7-8
diekins, 8-9 dickons, 9 dickings.
[App. substituted for 'devil', as having t.he same initial

Jenkin, Simkin) was in use long before the earliest known
instance of this, and Dickens as a surname was probably
also already in existence.]

The deuce, the devil, a. The dickens ! (formerly
also a dickens !) an interjectional exclamation ex-

pressing astonishment, impatience, irritation, etc. ;

usually with interrogative words, as what, where,
how, why, etc. (Cf. DEUCE, DEVU,.)
1598 SHAKS. Merry W. in. ii. 19, I cannot tell what (the

dickens) his name is. 1600 HEYWOOD r Edw. IV, m. Wks.
1874 I. 40 What the dickens? is it loue th.-xt makes ye prate
to me so fondly ? 1676 D'URKEY Mail. Fickle II. i, Oh have
I found you at last ? I wonder where the Diekins you
ramble ! 1687 CONGREVE Old Back. n. i, What, a dickens,
does he mean by a trivial sum ? 1728 VANBR. & CIB. Pror.
Husb. iv. i. 72 The dickens 1 has the Rogue of a Count
play'd us another Trick then? 1794 WOLCOTT (P. Pindari
Knot, for Oliver Wks. II. 308 Then what a dickens can I

dp or say? 1842 S. C. HALL Ireland II. 402 Why the
dickons don't you let us serve them all out at once?

b. in imprecations, as the dickens take you !
;

also in phr. to go to the dickens, to go to ruin or

perdition ; to play the dickens, to cause mischief or

havoc.

1653 URQUHART Rabelais i. Prol., Hearken ioltheads .. or
dickens take ye. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr.} Diekins, a corrup-
tion of Devilkins, i. little Devils ; as tis usually said, the
Dickens take you. 1771 SMOLLETT Humph. Cl.^ June P4 He
[the lion] would roar, and tear, and play the dickens. 1831
MOOHE Summer /''ete 822 Like those Goths who played the
dickens With Rome and all her sacred chickens. 1861 SALA
Dntck Pict. xiii. 199 They played the very dickens with
Doctor Pantologos. 1877 BLACK Green Past. xlii. (1878) 336
Business went to the dickens.

c. as a strong negative (
= DEVIL 21).

1842 S. I.OVER H'andy A ndy xxiii, The dickings a mind he
minded the market. 1884 lllitstr. Lond. News Christm.
No. 19/3

' The dickens you are ', thought Fred.

Dickensian (dike nzian 1

,
a. Of or pertaining

to the English novelist Charles Dickens (died

1870), or his style. So Dickense-scrue (Dicken-
esquel, Dl-ckeiisish, Di'ckensy Dickeny , adjs.

(AU more or less nonce-wds.)
1856 Sat. Rev. II. 196/1 A Dickenesque description of an

execution. 1880 A thenznm 25 Sept. 399/2 The Dickenesque
portion . . is poor beside its prototype. 1881 Ibid. 19 Mar.
390 '3 He [Bret Harte] has a touch of Dickens in his style. .

he observes with a Dickensian eye. 1885 Ibid. 17 Oct. 503
His is a Dijkensesque manner, but he has not the local

knowledge nor humour of his master. 1886 Century Alag.
XXXII. 937 My ideas of London were, .preeminently
Dickeny. 1890 Spectator 30 Aug. 28r Disraeli i.ever de
scended even into Dickensish depths of human nature. 1892
Ibit. 16 Jan. 93 2 The quiet old city has, of course, personal
as well as liter try Dickensian associations. 1802 KATE D.
WIGG N in Atlantic Monthlv May 616 It would be so de-
li ihtful and Dickensy to talk . .with a licensed victualer by
the name of Martha Huggins.

icker (ch-ku), rf.l Forms: a. 4-5 dyker,
5-5 dycker, 6 dek3r, diker, -ar, dickar, dikkar,
7 dicar, 6- dicker. /3. 6- daore, daker, (6 daiker,
dikir, 8 dakker). [The form dicker, ME. dyker,
etc

,
with the latiniz"d forms dicora, dikera, dicra,

P'>int to an OE. *dicor, corresponding to MLG.
t/eker, MHG. decker, techer, mod.G. decker, LG.
diekr (Westphal.), d$kr vPomerania), Icel. dekr,
Da. deger, Sw. ddcker; all evidently from a
WGer. "decura, *decora, ad. L. decuria, a company
or parcel of ten : cf. OE. sicor for L. securis. This
WGer. form must be the source of the med.L.
decora, decara, dicara, dacora (Du Cange), and of
the OF. dacre, dakere, and corresp. med.L. dacra,
dacntm, whence the Sc. and northern forms in /3.

The word has been used from ancient times in the reckon-
ing of skins or hides; a letter of the Roman Emperor
Valerian (A.D. 253-260) preserved byTrebellius Pollio, directs
Zozimion, procurator of Syria, to furnish to Claudius, among
other supplies,

'

pellium tentoriarum decurias triginta ', i. e.

30 dickers of skins for tents. Kluge points out that the
early adoption of the Latin word by the Germans is ex-
plained by the tribute of skins which the latter had to pay
to the Romans 'Tacitus Ann. iv. 721, as well as by the fact
that skins formed a leading item in the frontier trade between
the Romans and the northern barbarians, as they have in
the traffic between white men and the Indians in North
America in modern times (see DICKER T'.X]

The number of ten ; half a score ; being the cus-

tomary unit of exchange in dealing in certain articles,
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esp. hides or skins
;
hence a package or lot of (ten)

hides.
Its use in the skin trade appears to be the only one in

continental languages; in English it has been extended to

some other goods; the dicker \cticra or dacra) of iron in

Domesday is generally held to have been ten rods, each
sufficient to make two horse-shoes.
a. [1086 Domesday I. If. 162 a, T. R. E. reddebat civitas de

Glowecestre . . . xxxvi. d icras ferri. 1*75 Placita in Curiis

Ufagnat. Angli&> Per iij diker' de coriis bovinls.] 1266-

1307 Assisa fie Pond, et Mensur. (Stat. Realm I. 205\ Item
Last Coriorum ex xx Dykeres, et quodlibet Dacre constat

ex x coreiis. Item Dacre Cirotecarum ex x paribus. F Dacre
vcro ferrorutn equorum [viginti] ferns. Transl. ex L,ib.

Horw. Lond. If. 123 A Last of Leather doth consist of

Twenty Diker, and every Diker consisteth of Ten Skins.

And a Diker of Gloves consisteth of Ten Pair of Gloves.

Item a Diker of Horse-shoes doth consist of [Ten v. r.

twenty] Shoes. 1428 Willof^Tanncr (Somerset Ho., j dyker
de Rlgges et neckes. 1467 in A'g. Gt7</s(iBjo) 384 Payi;ige
for the custome of euery dyker j d. 1526 Tolls in Dillon

Calais fy Pole (1892) 81 A dycker of hydes tanned, ten

hydes a dyker. 1535 Act 27 Hen. VIII, c. 14 i Two

a dikkar of knives. 1379 in Wadley Bristol Wills (1886) 227
Fower diker of Rawe leather. 1679 BLOUNT Anc. Tenures

33 A Dicar of Iron contained ten Barrs. 1691 Lond. Gaz.
No. 2661/4 Also 16 Dickers of Butts in the Fatts near

Tanned. 1799 S. FREEMAN Town Off. 146 The sealer of

leather's fee shall be 6d. per dicker. 1812 J. SMYTH Pract.
ofCustoms (1821 ) 51 Bracelets, or necklaces, of Glass. The
Gross to contain 12 Bundles or Dickers, and each Bundle
or Dicker being 10 Necklaces. 1835 P. KELLY Universal
Cambist II. Index, Dicker, or dacre of leather, 10 hides ; of

necklaces, 10 bundles, each bundle ten necklaces.

0. [1286 in Rogers Agric. fy Prices II. 458/3 (Iron &
Steel), c 1300 Fleta, n. xti. 4 (Jam.) Item lastus coriorum
consistit ex decim dakris, & quodlibet dacrum ex decim
coriis .. Dacrum vero ferrorum equorum ex viginti ferns.]

1531 Aberdeen Burgh Rec. xm. 248 The dakir of hidis.

1548 Wills <$ /?'. N. C. (Suttees) 130, ij daker off lether off

daker wayre iij
1
. vj". viij

1

'. 1588 Will of Willison (Somer-
set Ho.), Dacre of leather. 1609 SKKNE Reg. Maj. Stat. of

Gild 147 In halfe ane daker of hydes. 1732 in Cramond
Ann. Banff(j&yi) I. 206 For each dakker of leather freemen
shall pay 3*. $d. 1835 (see a.) Dacre.

t b. transf. A considerable number
;
a *

lot ', a

'heap'. Obs.

1580 SIDNEY Arcadia in. (1622) 393 Behold, said Pas, a
whole dicker of wit. 1396 NASHE Saffron Walden 2 Such
a huge dicker of Dickes in a heape altogether. 1602 Nar-
cissus (1893) 686 On my love kisses I heape a dicker. 1641
BRATHWAIT Engl. Intelligencer i, Newes, Althea, I have a
whole dicker of newes for thee. 1676 MARVELL Mr. Smirke

33 But if the Dean foresee that 'tis a very vendible Book,
he . . sends up for a whole Dicker of 'em to retaile.

Dicker (di-k3i\ sb* U.S. [f. DICKER?.] The
action or practice of dickering ; barter ; petty bar-

gaining.
1823 J. F. COOPER Pioneer xiv. (1869) 61/1 You have sold

your betterments. Was it cash or dicker ? 1856 WHITTIER
Panorama 270 Selfish thrift and party held the scales For

peddling dicker, not for honest sales. 1888 A . Y. Weekly
Times 28 Mar. i Farmer A mer.

', Considering the advisability
of making a dicker with his old political opponents.

Dicker, v. U.S. [?f. DICKER sb.i

Quotation 1848 refers to the barter traffic on the Indian
frontier in N. America. As skins have always formed a
chief item in that trade, it has been suggested with much
probability that the verb arose, in the sense

'

to deal by the

dicker, to deal in ykins
', among the traders with the Indians,

and has thence extended in U. S. to trade by barter gener-

ally. If this be the fact, it is interesting that a word which

passed from Latin into Germanic in special connexion with

dealing in skins, and which Has ever since in Europe been
associated with this trade <see DICKER sb.'<) t should, in

America, through similar dealings between a civilized and
uncivilized race, have received another development of use.]

intr. To trade by barter or exchange ;
to truck

;

to bargain in a petty way, to haggle, b. trans,

To barter, exchange. Hence Dickering i)bl. sb.
;

also Di'ckerer, one who dickers.

1845 J. T. HEADLEY Lett. fr. Italy xx. 99, I had acquired

quite a reputation in dickering with the thieving Italian

landlords and vetturini. 1848 J. F. COOPER Oak Openings
(Bartlett), The white men who penetrated to the semi-wilds

[of the West] were always ready to dicker and to swap.
1864 SALA in Daily Tel. 7 July, The required needle was
dickered for the egg, and the Yankee was going away. 1888

BRYCE A mer. Commiv. II. in. Ixiii. 457 By a process of

dickering (i. e. bargaining by way of barter) . . a list is settled

on which the high contracting parlies agree. 1891 GOLDW.
SMITH Canadian Question^ Government, in the persons of

the Parliamentary heads of departments, is on the stump,
or dickering for votes. 1891 Columbus (Ohio) Dispatch
2 Apr., Bargains that would do credit to London East End
dickerers.

Dickinsonite (di-kinssnsi't). Min. [Named
1 878 after the Rev. J. Dickinson : see -ITE.] A hy-
drous phosphate of manganese, calcium, and sod ium,

usually micaceous in structure and green in colour.

1878 Amer. Jrnl. Sc. Ser. iii. XVI. 115 Distinct crystals
of dickinsonite are not often fcaund.

Dicky, dickey (di'ki', sb. colloq., slang, and
dial. Also dickie. [The senses here included

may belong to two or more words of distinct origin.
Some of them are evidently applications of Dicky,
dim. of Dick (cf. Tommy, Willy, Bobby, etc.) ;

another group is probably closely related to DICK
sb.~

; of others the relationship is obscure.

Many other applications of 'dicky' may be found in the
dialect and slang dictionaries.]

DICKY.

I. As applied to persons.
1. Naut. (See quot.)
1867 Sisnx Satitri Word-bit., Dickey',

an officer acting in

commission.

II. As a name applied to animals.

2. A donkey ; properly, a he-ass.

First noted in East Anglia and Essex, now widely known.

1793 Gentl. Mag. n. 1083 A Donky, or a Dicky. An ass.

Essex and Suffolk. 1818 MOORE Fudge Fain. Paris n. 25
When gravely sitting Upon my dickey, a 1825 FORBY Voc.

E. Anglia, Dicky.ass, a male ass ;
the female being usually

called a Jenny ass, or a Betty ass. 1876 E. FITZGERALD
Lett. (1889) I. 388 About Sancho's stolen Dicky.
attrib. 1801 BLOOMFIELD Rural T., Richard <$ Kate

(1802) 8 Time to begin the Dicky Races, More fam'd for

laughter than for speed. 1883 JESSOPP in iqtk Cent. Oct. 602

Ridin' in a dickey cart's enow for him and me.

3. A small bird (also DIOKT-BIKD). a. A tame

(caged) bird. b. dial. The hedge-sparrow.
1851 Florist Nov., There was . . dicky's cage on its old

nail. 1868 Daily Tel. 29 May, We should not like to trust

a canary bird near the picture. Mr. Radford's monk would

surely spring from the canvas . . and crunch the dickey to

splinters. 1878 Cumbld. Glass., Dickey, the hedge-sparrow,
Accentor modularis. 1881 BLACK Beautiful Wretch
xviii. (Farmer),

' The dicky-laggers are after them too.'

'The what?' 'The bird-catchers, Miss.' 1885 SWAINSON
Prov. Names Birds 29 Hedge Sparrow . . Dickie (Lanca-

shire). . Blue dickie (Renfrew). 1887 Kentish Glass., Dicky-
hedge-poker, a hedge-sparrow. 1888 SheffieldGloss.,Dicky-

dunnock, the hedge-sparrow.
III. As a name of articles of clothing: cf.

DICK sb?

f4. An under petticoat. Obs.

1753 Songs (.'< (Percy Soc.) 231 With fringes of knot-

ting your Dickey cabod [?cabob], On slippers of velvet, set

gold a-la daube. 1787 Minor I. 99 Of all her splendid ap-

parel not a wreck remained, .save her flannel dicky. 1800

WOLCOTT (P. Pindar: Ld. Auckland's Tri. Wks. 1812 IV.

311 The hips ashamed forsooth to wear a dicky. 1847-78
HALLIWELL, Dicky, a woman's under-petticoat.

t 5. A worn-out shirt. (Obs, slang.)

1781 G. PARKER View ofSociety 1. 82 0fc(Fariner\ Dickey,
cant for a worn-out shirt.

6. A detached shirt-front.

1811 Lex. Balatronicum, Dickey, a sham shirt. 1843
THACKERAY Crit. Rev. Wks. 1886 XXIII. 29 If not a shirt,

collar at least a false collar, or by possibility a dicky. 1848
Bk. Snobs xxvii, Wretched Beaux . . who sport a lace

dickey. 1886 BARING-GOULD Court Royal \. vi. 87 Paper
collars, cuffs, and dickies. 1889 J. M. BARRIE Windoiv in

Thrums iii,

' Come awa doon . . an
1

put on a clean dickey.'

7. A shirt collar. (New England.)
1838 HOLLAND Titcomb's Lett. iii. 36 A beautiful cravat,

sustaining a faultless dicky. 1864 LOWELL Biglovj P. Poems
1800 II. 283. 1864 THOREAU Cape Cod vi. (1894) 130 Cockles
. . looking . . like a flaring dickey made of sand-paper. 1887
M. E. WILKINS Humble Romance, etc. (1891 ' 50 David Em-
mens, arrayed in his best clothes, with his stiff white dickey.

8. A covering worn to protect the dress or upper

part of it during work, etc.
; variou>ly applied (ac-

cording to time and place) to a. A leather apron or

pinafore, b. A child's bib. o. A '

slop
'

or loose

over-jacket ofcoarse linen coming down to the waist,

worn by workmen in the north, d. An oil-skin suit.

1847-78 HALLIWELL, Dicky, .a common leather apron 1879
Cumbld. Gloss. Suppl., Dicky, a short upper garment of

coarse linen till lately worn by working men. 1883 MRS C.

GARNETT in Sunday Mag. Dec. 751/2 To the office . . we
walked to be arrayed in our dickies.

TV. In other applications.
9. The seat in a carriage on which the driver sits.

(Also dicky-box.) b. A seat at the back of a

carriage for servants, etc., or of a mail-coach for

the guard.
1801 GABRIELLI Myst. Husb. IV. 260 The farmer, .came

ho

their example. 1803 Lit. Jrnl. in Spirit Publ. Jrnls. 1 1 804
VII. 5 The style which has changed a tub into a chariot, and
a coach-box into a dicky. 1806 Sl'RR Wint. in Land. cd. 31

II. 210 She ..ventured to introduce a plain black leather

chai'r for the driver, which was called a dicky. 1812 Ann.

Kt'g. 131 The guard travelled by the side of the coachman
on the box, and on returning to the dickey he discovered

the rol'bery. I823BYRON Juan xtn. xlvii, The valet mounts
the dickey. 1837 DICKENS Picklu. xlvi, A hackney cabriolet

. . three people were squeezed into it besides the driver, who
sat.. in his own particular little dickey at the side. 1862

SALA Seven Sons I. iv. 72 He had seen him . . in the dickey
of a phaeton. 1886 RUSKIN Prxterita I. vi. 185 We carried

our courier behind us in the dickey with Anne.

10. Comb. : dicky-box (see 9 a) ; dicky-daisy

(local), a nursery name for the common daisy

(Sellisperennis], also applied to other wild flowers ;

dicky dilver, a local name of the periwinkle

(Britten & Holl.) = dick-a-dilver (DiCK rf.l) ;

Dicky Sam [understood to be a corruption of Dick

o'Sam's, an example of the Lancashire form of

patronymic], a nickname for a Liverpool man.

1870 Athemrum 10 Sept., We cannot even guess why a

Liverpool man is called a Dickey Sam. -
1884 Book Lore

Dec. 27 (Farmer', The natives of Liverpool call themselves,

or are called by others, Dicky Sams.

Di'cky, dickey, a. slang or colloq. [F.tymol.

not ascertained.] Of inferior quality, sorry, poor ;

in bad condition, unsound, shaky,
'

queer '.

i8i> J. H. VAUX Flash Diet., Dicky, .very bad or paltry ;

any thing of an inferior quality, is said to be a dicky

concern, a 1845 HOOD Conveyancing iv, At last to find Your
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dinner is all dickey. 1883 Standard 8 Jan. i!^
doubt IroquoK has been very 'dickey' on his pin

IK

ni

, ;
Without

doubt IroquoK has been very 'dickey' on his pins. 1889
I). C. MURRAY Danger. Catspaw 24 The very honeste-st

tr.ul' sman . . must run the risk of meeting very dicky people
now and then. 1894 SIR J. I). ASTI.EY My Life I. 312 Poor
'

Curly
' was uncommon dicky for several days from concus-

sion of the brain.

b. All dicky with : 'all up' or 'all over' with.
1810 Mtn-ning Post 26 June in Sfirit I'ub. Jrnls. (1811)

XIV. 278 At one time he thought it was all dicky with Sir
Francis, a 1845 BAKMAM Ingot. Leg., Bros.Birchington xl,
1

1'is ;\II dickey with poor Father Dick he's no more ! 1880
MKS, I'AHR Attttin fy Eve xxxvi. 490

'

Ah, poor old Zebedee !

. . 'tis all dickey with he.'

C. Comb. , as dicky-legged.
1894 SMI J. J>. ASII.EY My Life II. 2 The trainer of some

di ky-leRged racer.

Di cky-bird, dickey-bird, colloq. [DICKY
3.] In nursery and familiar speech : A little bird,
such as a sparrow, robin, or canary-bird.

i84S BAKIIAM Ingol. Leg., Knight 4- Lady, On tree-top
:in>l spray The dear little dickey-birds carol away. 1852
R. S. SURTEES Sponge's Sp. Tour Ixv, Others take guns and
pop at all the little dickey-birds that come in their way.
a 1869 KlNdsu.Y in Life '1879) II. 41 Gladly would I throw
up history, to think of nothing but dicky-birds. 1886 J. K.
IKROME Idle Thoughts^ 121 We do not sigh over dead dicky-
nirds with the bailiffs in the house.

b. Applied dial, to particular birds : see quots.,
and cf. DICKY sb. 3.

1879 Cumbld. Gloss. Suppl., Dicky-bird, a general name
for acanary. 1885 SWAINSON Prov. Names Birds 188 Oyster
Catcher (Hxmatopns ostrilegus). Dickie bird (Norfolk).

I
Diclesium (daiklrzidm). Bot. [mod.L., f.

Gr. Si- twice (Di- 2
) + K\T)OU a shutting up, closing.]

A ilry indchiscent fruit consisting of an achene en-
closed within the indurated base of the adherent

perianth.
1857 HENFREY Sot. i. ii. 140 The Diclesium only differs

from the utriculus in having the indurated perianth adherent
to the carpel, and forming part of the shell (Mirabilis,
Salsola).

Diclinic daikli-nik), a. Cryst. [f. Gr. Si- two
+ nKiv-tiv to incline + -ic.] Having the lateral axes
at right angles to each other, but both oblique to the
vertical axis : applied to a hypothetical system of

crystals. Also Di clinate a.

1864 WEBSTER cites DANA.
Diclinism dai-kliniz'm). Bot. [mod. f. as next
+ -ISM : in F. diclinisme.] The condition of being
DICLINOUS.
1881 VINES Sachs' Bot. 920 The arrangements.. manifested

in polygamy, diclinism, dichogamy, dimorphism.. are differ-
ent means for promoting the cross-fertilisation of individuals

belonging to the same species.

Diclinous idai-klinas), a. Bot.
[f. F. dieline

(1793 in Hatz.-Darm.) or Bot.L. Diclines pi. (Jus-
sieu 1779), f. Gr. Si- twice, double (Dl-2) + nKivrj
bed, couch : see -ous.
(A. L. de Jussieu gave the name Diclines irreeitlares to

the isth class of his arrangement of the Natural Orders.)]

Having the stamens and pistilson separate flowers,
either on the same plant (inoncecious), or on separate
plants (dicetious). Also said of the flowers (

= uni-

sexual).
1830 LINDLEY Nat. Syst. Bot. Introd. 27 Even Ranuncu.

lacea: contain hermaphrodite and diclinous genera. 1876
DARWIN Cross-Fcrtil. x. 409 All plants which have not since
been greatly modified, would tend still to be both diclinous
and anemophilous. 1880 GRAY Struct. Bot. VL 7. 270 The
flowers in all Gymnosperms are diclinous, either dioecious
or momecious.

Dicoccons (dsikp-kas), a. Bot. [f.Dl-2 + Gr.
KUKK-OS grain + -ous.]

'

Splitting into two cocci
'

(Treas. Bot.^ : see Coccus 2.

1819 Pantologia s. v., Dicoccous, or two-grained capsule.
1870 HENTI.EY Bot. (ed. 2) 298 The fruit is described as di-
coccous. 1878 MASTERS Henfrey's Bot. 266 Braniace;e differ
in their dicoccous fruit.

Dicoelious (dais/'liss), a.
[f.

Di- 2 + Gr. *oiXi-a
a hollow + -ois.] Having two cavities.

1836-9 TODD Cycl. Anat. II. 631/2 The diccclious heart of
Hunter, .exists at a very early period of the developement
of the Mammiferous embryo.
Diccelous (daisflas), a. [f. Di- 2 + Gr. *o^-os

hollow, icoi\T) a hollow + -ous.] =prec. ; spec. Of
a vertebra : Cupped or hollowed at each end.
1864 W[ USTI:R cites OWEN.
Dicolic (daikou-lik \ a. Gr. Rhet. and Pros.

[f. Gr. Si'jtoiAos (f. 81- twice + KvKov limb, clause)

85
:wo cola of a Greek dicolic

+
-ic.] Consisting of two cola: sec COLON'- i.

1885 T. D.GOOOELL in Trans. Amer. Philol. Ass. XVI.
The first two lines, .resemble the t

line.

Dicondylian (daikpndi-lianl, a. Zool. [f. Gr.
SKoi-BuA-or double-knuckled (cf. CONDYLE) + -IAN.]
Of a skull : Having two occipital condyles.
"883 W. H. FLOWERIn Encycl. Brit. XV. 370/2 The Am-

pnibia are the only air-breathine Vertebral* which, like

mammals, have a dicondylian skull.

Dicotyledon (dai^kptilrdan). Bot. [f.
mod.

Bot.L. dicotyledones (plural), f. Gr. 8<- twice + KOTV-
A.n&un' cup-shaped hollow or cavity : see COTY-
UDOB.
(The term Dicotyledones was employed by Ray, but its

practical introduction into botanical classification dates from
Jmsieu 1779,)]

VOL. III.

ing plant having two cotyledons or seed-
: Dicotyledons ( in Hot.La t. Dicotyledones}

A flowering
lobes: the]

constitute one of the great classes of flowering
plants, characterized by an exogenous mode of

growth (hence also called EXOCENS), and usually
by having the parts of the flower in fives or fours,
and the veins of the leaves reticulated.

[1703 RAY Methodus Plant, (ed. 2) i Floriferas dividemus
in Dicotyledones, quarum semina sata binis foliis anomalis,
Scniinalibits dictis, quae Cotyledonttm usuin pnestant, c
terra exeunt] 17*7 BAILEY vol. II, Dicotyledon (with Bo-
tanisis), a Term used of Plants, which

spring with two
Seed Leaves opposite to each other, as the generality of
Plants have. 1830 LINDLEY Nat. Syst. Bot. Introd. 15 Two
great divisions . .Monocotyledons and Dicotyledons. 1839
Penny Cycl. XIII. 157 In his *Genera Plantarum '

Jussieu
divided the vegetable kingdom into classes, subclasses,
orders, and genera . . hence his classes Acotyledons, Mono-
cotyledons, and Dicotyledons. 1875 BENNETT& DvKttSacat'
Bot. n. v. 564 In the great majority of Dicotyledons the

parts of the flower are arranged in whorls . . the whorls are
usually pentamerous, less often tetramerous.

Dicotyledonary (dshkptilfdonari', a. rare.

[f. prec. + -ABY 2.]
= next.

1870 in Eng. Meek, n Mar. 629/2 The seeds have ..four
or more cotyledons instead of the usual dicotyledonary
structure.

Dicotyledonous (dai^kftilrdftnss), a. [f. as

prec. + -ous.] Having two cotyledons; belonging
to the class of Dicotyledons.
1794 MARTYN Rousseau's Bot. xiii. 131 The body of the

seed does not split into two lobes, but continues entire.
Such plants are called tnonocotyledonous, the others dicoty-
ledonous. 184$ LINDLEY Sch. Bot. (1858) i. 19 If the embryo
has two cotyledons it is called dicotyledonous, as in the Bean.
i8ii Miss PKATT Flower. PI. I. 13 Dicotyledonous plants
have a distinct deposition of

pith,
cellular tissue, spiral ves-

sels, wood, and bark. 1871 H. MACMILLAN Trttt Vine iii.

87 Its dicotyledonous seed expands in germinating into two
lobes. i87 OLIVER Elem. Bot. i. iv. 46 The Buttercup is

dicotyledonous . . the character expressed by this term (the
possession of apair of cotyledons, or, more strictly, the simple
fact that the first leaves of the plant are opposite).

b. Of or belonging to a dicotyledonous plant.
1870 BENTLEY Bot. 39 In the inner bark or liber of Dicoty-

ledonous stems. 1876 PAGE Adv. Text-bk.Ceol.'ix. 185 The
reticulated venation of a dicotyledonous leaf.

Diores, obs. Sc. form of DECREASE.
Dicrotal (doikwu-tal), a.

[f. as next + -AL.]= next.

1867 J. MARSHALL Phys. II. 237 A subsidiary wave occurs
after the principal one, producing the phenomena named
dichrotism or the dichrotal pulse.

Dicrotic (daikrp-tik), a. Phys. and Path. [f.

Gr. SixpoT-os double-beating (f. 81- twice + xpor-os

rattling noise, beat) + -ic : in mod.F. dicrote, med.
or mod.L. dicrotus.]
Of the pulse (or a sphygmographic tracing of its

motion) : Exhibiting a double beat or wave for

each beat of the heart ; applied esp. to a patholo-
gical pulse in which the secondary wave which
follows the primary is more marked than usual.

(Etymologically
*
dicrotic

'

might be applied to any double-

beating pulse, whether the secondary wave occurs in the
rise or in the fall of the main wave

;
it is, in use, restricted

to the latter case, the former being called ANACROTIC.)
[1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Dicrotus, a Pulse that beats

twice. (So in BAILEY ; in ASH tiicrotos). 1741 JAS. NIHELL
Crises ofttit Pnlse i The Pnlsus Dicrotus of the Ancients,
which in English may be properly called the Rebounding
Pulse.] 1811 HOOFER fifed. Diet., Dicrotic, a term given
to a pulse in which the artery rebounds after striking, so
as to convey the sensation of a double pulsation. 1822

GOOD Stud. Med. 1 1. 26 When . . we come to a distinction t

between the free and dilated pulse, .the quick and the fre-

quent . . the dicrotic, coturnising, and inciduous . . proposed
by Solano, as mere subvarieties of the rebounding, or re-

doubling. 1857 DUNGLISON Med. Diet. 772 Pulse, dicrotic
'

. . that in which the finger is struck twice at each pulsation,
once lightly, the other time more strongly. 1865 Neu*Syti.
Soc. Year-bk. Med. n On the other hand, increase in the
heart's force . . makes the pulse dicrotic. 1875 H. C WOOD
Theraf>. (1879) 140 Some of his sphygmographic tracings are

markedly dicrotic.

b. Of or pertaining to a dicrotic pulse or tracing,
as a dicrotic notch, or wave.
1869 .Vo Syd. Sac. Retrospect Med. 149 The correspond- ;

ence between the depth of the dicrotic notch and the severity |

of thepyrexia. 1878 FOSTER Pkys. \. iv. 3. 137 The dicrotic
j

wave occurring towards the end of the descent.
_ 1883 Syd. I

Soc. Lex., Dicrotic wave, a secondary wave which follows

more or less quickly the primary wave of the pulse in sphyg-
mographic tracings.

Dicrotism (darknftiz'm). [f. as prec. + -ISM.]
The condition of being dicrotic.

1864 A>7c Syd. Soc. YearJtk. 121 Duchek . . contends that

dicrotism of the pulse is in no way dependent on the heart

or great vessels. 1867 J. MARSHALL Phys. 11.236 When the

pulse is very accurately examined, a subsidiary wave occurs
after the principal one, producing the phenomena named
dichrotism. 1875 H. C. WOOD Tnerap. (1879) 139 Decided

therapeutic doses of digitalis . . produce great reduction and
sometimes dicrotism of the pulse.

Dicrotons (dsi-kr^tas), a. [f. F. dicrote, Gr.

5i'*poT-os (see DICROTIC) +-ous.] = DICROTIC.
1867 New Syd. Soc. Retrospect Med. 165 At the one extreme

. . lies the paralytic pulse, at the other the fully developed
dicrotous pulse. 1877 ROBERTS llandbk. Med. (ed. 3) II. 91
The aortic wave prominent, the pulse is called dicrotous.

Diet ^dikt), sb. Obs. or arch. fad. L. dictum,
a saying, a word, f. tiicfre to say : cf. also OF. diet,

DICTATE.

var. spelling of dit. (OE. bad diht from same
source.^] A saving or maxim.
1388 \Vv. i IF I'rol. x. 34 GroMede declarilh wel this in his

diuc. 1460 CAI-OKAVK I. /iron. 1 53 Robert Grostede .. mad
eke a noble book thei clepe his Dittes. 1477 KARL RIYKRS
(Caxton) Dictcs 3 The saynges or dictis of the philosopher*.
1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. in i He had in his dicto grete
obscurete and profoundnes. a 1536 Calista t, Mrl. in Hail.
Dodsley I. 53 According to their diets rehearsed. 1860
READE Cloister 4 H. xxxvi, The old diet was true after all.

Diet, ' Obs. or arch. [f. L. dictare to DICTATE.]
trans. To put into words

; to dictate.
a 1616 BACON Max. t, Uset Com. Law Pref. (1636) 4 The

concordance between the lawes penn'd, and as it were dieted
verbatim. 1641 R. BAILI.IE/,<-//. 796, 1 have dieted already
my primiel lesson . . I hope to diet before June a little com-

pend
of the chief controversies. 1860 READE Cloister

ij-
//.

Ixii, Diet to me just what you would say to him.

Dicta, pi. of DICTUM.

Dictam, -amen, -amne, obs. IT. DITTANY.
Dicta-men. 1 Obs. [a. late and mcd.L. die-

tatnen, pi. dictamina, saying, ptecept, decree, f. dic-

tare to prescribe, dictate.] Dictate, pronouncement.
16*6 C. MORE Life Sir T. MortdtoS) 131 The true dic-

tamen of his conscience. 1638 CHILI.INCW. Retig. Prot. i.

Answ. Pref. 27 All Protestants according to the Dictamen
of their Religion should doe so. 165* URQUHART Jnvel Wks.
(1834) 276 lie will regulate his conscience by the . . true
dictamen of reason. 1787 HAWKINS Johnson 67 All the
world knows that the Essay of Man was composed from the
dictamen of Lord Bolingbroke. 1826 Blactnu. Mag. XX.
223 The business of the echo . . to repeat the dictamina of
his master.

t Dictament. Obs. [ad. assumed L *dicta-

tnent-um, f. dictare to pronounce, DICTATE : see

prec. and -MENT.] a. Diction, b. A dictate.
a IJT* KNOX Hitt. Re/. Wks.

(18^6) I. 8 We translait ac-

cording to the barbarousnes of thair I-atine and dictament.
1644 DICBY Nat. Bodies l. xviii. 1 1645* 198 Sense is not easily
quieted with such Metaphysieall contemplations, that seem
to repugne against her dictaments. 165* tr. Cassandra II.

05 To follow the Dictaments of an Inclination that already
began to be powerfull.

Dictate (di'ktft), sb. [ad. L. dictat-titn 'thing
dictated ', subst. use of neuter pa. pple. of dictarc
to dictate (see next) ; in Lat. usually in pi. dicta/a

things dictated, lessons, rules, precepts, dictates.]

1 1. That which is orally expressed or uttered in

order to be written down ; a dictated utterance.

1617 MINSHEU Duclor in Line., Dictates or lessons which
the master enditeth for his schollers to write. i6ai BURTON
Anat. Mel. Democr. to Rdr. (1651) 12 Six or seven Amanu-
enses to write out his dictats. 1691 tr. Emilianne's Obs.

Joum. Naples 21 They are not made to Write, that is, to
take Dictates. 1807 CRABBE Library 74 Skill and power to

send, The heart's warm dictates to the distant friend. 18*6

(title). Dictates, or Selections in Prose and Verse for dic-

tating as exercises in Orthography.

fb. The action of dictating ; DICTATION. Obs.

1641 JER. TAYLOR Episcopacie \x\\\. 132 Many were actually
there long after S. Pauls dictate of the

Epistle. 1678 Lively
Orac. ii. 41 Said to have wrote by dictat from him, as
Mark did from Saint Peter.

1 2. An authoritative utterance or pronounce-
ment ; a DICTUM. Obs.

1617-77 FELTHAM Resolves l. xxii. 41 It was the Philo-

sophers dictate. 1651 C. CARTWRIGHT Cert. Relir. i. 164

According to the late Roman dictates. 17*8 NEWTON
Chronol. Amended 19 This gives a beginning to Oracles in

Greece : and by their dictates the Worship of the Dead is

every where introduced.

t b. A saying commonly received ; a current

saying, a maxim. Obs.

1650 HOBBES De Corp. Pol. 37 This Rule is very well
known and expressed in this Old Dictate, Quod tibi fieri
Mart vis, aflert ne /eceris. 1681 SIR T. BROWNE Chr. Afar.
m. ii If. according to old dictates, no man can be said to
be happy before death [etc.].

3. An authoritative direction delivered in words
;

an order given by one in
authority.

1618 DONNE Serm. cxxxiii. V. 387 A faithful executing of
his commission and speaking according to his Dictate. 1645
WITHER Vox Pacif. 3 By Gods immediate dictates, I indite.

1651 BAXTER Inf. Baft. 42 Themselves give us but their

Magisterial! Dictates. 1751 JOHNSON Rambler No. 95 T 9,
I could not receive such dictates without horror. 1876
MOZLEY Univ. Sertn. i. 12 They speak at the dictate of
a higher power, whose word is law.

b. Often applied to the authoritative words or
monitions of a written law, of scripture or revela-

tion, and to those attributed to or derived from

inspiration, conscience, reason, nature, experience,

self-interest, and other ruling or actuating prin-

ciples.
1594 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. \. vii, (1597^ 60 The lawes of well

doing are the dictates of right reason. 1644 BI'LWER Chiron.

137 He might have followed the dictate of his owne Genius.

1656 BRAMHALL Replic. i. 56 Contrary to the dictate of his

conscience. i6o> BENTLEY Boyle Lect. Serm. ix. 315 He
should constantly adhere to the dictates of Reason and
Nature. 1781 GIBBON Decl. $ F. 1 1. xliv. 659 Every man
will obey the dictates of his interest. 1798 M AI.THIS Pppnl.
(1817) 1. 19 Pursuing the dictate of nature in an early attach-
ment to one woman. 1874 CARPENTER Ment. Phys. i. vi. 9 i

(1879) 238 He seems to have followed the dictates of his

artistic feelings.

Dictate (diktat, di-kt^t", v. [f.
L. dictat- ppl.

stem of dictare to say often, pronounce, prescribe,

dictate, freq. oldlcfre to say, tell.

The pronunciation di.ta'ie is now usual in England, though
unrecognized by the dictionaries, with the exception of
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DICTATION".

Cassell's Encyclopaedic , 1884. The poets from G. Herbert

to F.yron and Shelley have only di'ctate.}

1. trans. To put into words which are to be

written down ; to utter, pronounce, or read aloud

to a person (something which he is to write).
161* BRINSLEY Lud. Lit. 151 You are to dictate, or deliuer

vnto them word by word, the English of the sentence. 1661

HRAMHALL Just l>'ind. vi. 130 A book .. not penned, but

dictated by such as know right well the most secret Cabales,
and Intriques of the Conclave, a 1783 MRS. WILLIAMS in

Bos-well's Johnson (1831) I. 240 He dictated them while

Hathurst wrote. 1853 J, H. NEWMAN Hist. Sk. (1873) II.

ii. v. 262 He [Cicero) used to dictate his thoughts to his

scribes. 1856 SIR B. HKODIE Psychol. Inq. I. iv. 126 During
his last illness . . he dictated an account of some scientific

observations.

b. absol. (the object being left out) To practise
or use dictation.

1592 DEE Camp. Rehears. (Chetham Soc.) 7, I did also

dictate upon every proposition beside the first exposition.

1633 G. HERBERT Temple, Posie ii, Whether 1 sing, Or say,
or dictate, this is my delight. 1667 MILTON P. L. ix. 23 My
Celestial Patroness who . . dictates to me slumbring. 1724
SWIFT Drapier's Lett. Wks. 1755 V. n. 91 My custom is . .

to dictate to a prentice, who can write in a feigned hand.

1871 B. TAYLOR Faust 11875) I- iy- 78 Vet in thy writing as

unwearied be, As did the Holy Ghost dictate to thee.

2. trans. To prescribe (a course or object of

action) ; to lay down authoritatively; to order,
or command in express terms: a. of persons.
Not now used of prescribing medicine, as in quot. 1637.

HIRLEY Gamester in. i, Your learned physician dic-amser i. i, our earne ysa -

tates ambergrease. 1699 C. HOPKINS Crt. Prosp. \. 14 He
meditates, and dictates Europe's Fate. 1725 WATTS Logic
ii. v. 6 God can dictate nothing but what is worthy of
himself. 1753 JOHNSON Rambler No. 196 P 6 He will..

dictate axioms to posterity. 1781 GIBBON Decl. fy F. II.

xxxiv. 264 They dictated the conditions of peace. 1838
THIRLWALL Greece V. xliv. 355 Thus both were decreed . .

on the terms dictated by Philip. 1891 Speaker 2 May 532/2
The Socialist no longer thinks of dictating to society what
it ought to be.

b. of things that have acknowledged authority,
or that determine action.

1631 BURTON Anat. Mel. m. iv. i. ii. (1676) 394/1 Our own
conscience doth dictate so much unto us. 1651 HOBBES
Leviath. \\. xxx. 185 The same Law, that dictateth to men
. .what they ought to do. i766GoLDSM. Vic. /^.xxxi, I find

his present prosecution dictated by tyranny, cowardice, and
revenge. 1781 COVVPER Truth. 513 Of all that Wisdom dic-

tates, this the drift. 1791 BURKE Corr. (1844) III. 304 Wis-
dom and religion dictate that we should follow events. 1793
S. ROGERS Words by Airs. Siddons 47 Her prudence dictates
what her pride disdained, 1819 SHELLEY Cenci v. ii. 96
Which your suspicions dictate to this slave. 1878 HUXLEY
Physiogr. Pref., It appeared to me to be plainly dictated by
common sense.

3. intr. To use or practise dictation ; to lay down
the law, give orders.

1651 HOBBES Govt. $ Soc. vii. 8. 125 We have seen how
Subjects, nature dictating, have oblig'd themselves, .to obey
the Supreme Power. 1728 POPE Dune. ii. 377 To cavil,

censure, dictate, right or wrong. 1755 YOUNG Centaur iii.

Wks. 1757 IV. 176 Did this poor, pallid, scarce-animated mass
dictate in the cabinet ofpleasure ? 1807-8W. IRVING Safatag.
(1824) 55 He is the oracle of the family, dictates to his
sisters on every occasion. 187* GEO. ELIOT Middlem, ix,
A woman dictates before marriage in order that she may
have an appetite for submission afterwards.

1 4. trans. To express, indicate. Obs. rare.

1638 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (ed. a) 95 A letter . . dictating
nothing save hypocrisie and submission. Ibid, 182 Left them
with a frowne, dictating their base carnage and my im-

patience.

Hence Dictated ///. a., Dictating vbl. sb. and

ppl.a.
1611 COTGR., Diet/, dictated, indicted. 1631 Star Cham-

ber Cases (Camden) 5 Sr Arthur denyed the dictating of the
letter, 1709 STEELE & SWIFT Tatler No. 71 F 9 You rival

your Correspondent Lewis le Grand, and his dictating
Academy. 1813 SCOTT Guy M. xxxix, He'll write to my
dictating three nights in the week without sleep. 1830
VVestm. Rw. XII. 3 Under the controlling and dictating
power of truth and nature. 187$ TYRWHITT Sketching Club
47, 1 have worked very hard, and by strict dictated method.

Dictation (dikU'jX). [ad. late L. dictation-

em, n. of action from dictdre to DICTATE.] The
action of dictating.
1. The pronouncing of words in order to their

being written down.
1727 BAILEY vol. II, Dictation, a pronouncing or dictat-

ing of any Thing to another Man to be written by him
1784 JOHNSON Dec. in Boswell, Dictation . . would be per-
formed as speedily as an amanuensis could write 1842 H
ROGERS Introd. Burke*$ H^f. (1843) I. 8 Sketches, Either
actually written by himself or at his dictation. 1868 FRER-
MAN Norm. Cong. (1876) II. viii. 272 Some evident slip of
dictation or copying. 1875 JOWETT, Plato (ed. 2) 1. 12, 1 will
write out the charm from your dictation.
attrib. 1870 DICKENS E. Drood iv, My style became

traceable in the dictation-exercises of Miss Brobity's pupils
1894 Westm. Gaz. 23 Feb. 6/3 A dictation cylinder will con-
tain from 1,000 to 1,200 words.
2. Authoritative utterance or prescription.
a 1656 Bp. HALL Rent. 148 (T.) Heresies . . maintained to

the death under the pretence of the dictation and warrant
of God's spirit ! a 1805 PALEY (Webster, 1828), It affords
secunty against the dictation of laws. 1844 DISRAELI
Coningsby n. i, The terms were at his own dictation.

b. Arbitrary command the exercise of dictator-

ship.
1856 FROUDE Hist. Eng. L 188 It would have probably

been unsafe for the crown to attempt dictation or repression.
1858 Ibid. 1 1 1. xiii. 88 The proud English nobles had now for
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the first time to . . submit to the dictation of a lay peer. 1861

MAY Const. Hist. (1863* II. x. 220 No sooner has the dictation

of any journal, .become too pronounced, than [etc.].

3. Something dictated.

1841 MYERS Cath. Th. in. 32. 116 Had they been the

very dictations of the Almighty.

Dicta'tional, a. rare. [f. prec. + -AL.] Of
or belonging to dictation.

1885 G. W. CABLE in Century Mag. XXIX. 409 The

popular mind . . has retreated from its uncomfortable dicta-

tional attitude.

I)ictative(cUkt?'tiv,drktAiv),fl. [f. DICTATE v.

+ -IVE.] Of the nature of dictation ;
characterized

by dictating or saying what must be done.

1768-74 TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1852) II. 684 Not striving to

force attention with a dictative authority. 1823 J. F.

COOPER Pioneer xxiii, Such other dictative mandates as

were necessary.

Dictator (dikt^'tai). [a. L. dictator^ agent-n.
from dictare to DICTATE. Cf. F. dictateur.~\

1. A ruler or governor whose word is law an

absolute ruler of a state, a. orig. The appellation
of a chief magistrate invested with absolute autho-

rity, elected in seasons of emergency by the Romans,
and by other Italian states.

1387 TKEVISA -//<?<& (Rolls) II. 273 After consuls, tribunes

plebisand dictatores ruledethecomounte. 1470-83 MALORY
Arthur v. i, The Emperour Lucyus whiche was called at

that tyme Dictatour or procurour of the publyke wele of
Rome. 1592 GREENE Upst. Courtier^ Was he not called to

be dictator from the plough ? 1607 SHAKS. Cor. \\, ii. 93 Our
then Dictator .. saw him fight. 1621 BURTON Anat. Me?.
i. ii. in. iv, As in old Rome, when the Dictator was created,
all inferiour magistracies ceased. *73$-8 BOLINGBROKE
On Parties 164 A Dictator was a Tyrant for six Months.

1874 MORLEY Compromise (i886 it Our people . . have long
ago superseded the barbarous device of dictator and Csesar

by the manly arts of self-government.
b. A person exercising similar authority in a

mediaeval or modern state ; esp. one who attains to

such a
position

in a republic. Also transf,
c 1591 MARLOWE Massacre Paris n. vi, Guise, wear our

crown. .And, as dictator, make or war or peace. 1671 MILTON
P. R. i. 113 To him their great Dictator, whose attempt At
first against mankind so well had thriv'd. 1840 Penny Cycl.
XVII. 227 After some changes in the government, Doctor

Caspar Rodriguez de Francia became dictator [of Para-

guay]. 1863 KINGLAKE Crimea- (1876) I. xiv. 235 Numbers
in France . . would have been heartily glad to see the Re-

public crushed by some able dictator.

2. A person exercising absolute authority of any
kind or in any sphere ; one who authoritatively

prescribes a course of action or dictates what is to

be done.

1605 BACON Adv. Learn. \. iv. 12 The overmuch credit

that hath been given unto authors in sciences, m making
them dictators. 1625 B. JONSON Staple of N. in. ii, Say
that you were the emperor of pleasures, The great dictator
of fashions, for all Europe, a 1654 SELDEN Table-t. (Arb.) 4
He. .was usually stiled the great dictator of learning of the

English nation. 1700 TYRRELL Hist. Eng. II. 893 Arbitra-

tors, who are sometimes called Assessors, sometimes Dic-
tators of Amends. 1720 SWIFT Mod. Educ. Wks. 1755 II.

n. 34 The dictators of behaviour, dress, and politeness. 1875
STUBBS Const. Hist. III. xxi. 525 The medieval church of

England stood before the self-willed dictator [Henry VIII].
1892 F. LAWLEY Pref. to Racing Life Ld. G. C. Bentinck 7,
I inquired who was now the Dictator of the Turf.

3. One who dictates to a writer.

1617 MINSHEU, Ductor in Ling. t A Dictator, or inditer.

1721 BAILEY, Dictator, he that tells another what to write.

1873 J. RAINE Lett.fr. N. Registers Pref. 18 Marks of in-

terest which delineate to a certain extent both the dictator
and his amanuensis. 1883 Atheweum 16 June 759/1 Re-
miniscences . . dictated to a scribe and checked here and
there by reference to documents in the dictator's posses-
sion.

4. attrib.

1825 J. WILSON Noct. Ambr. Wks. 1855 I. 22 Certainly
these are not dictator times.

Dicta'torate. [f. DICTATOR +-ATBI.] The
office of a dictator.

1866 CARLYLE Inaug. Addr. 179 Oliver Cromwell's Protec-

torate, or Dictatorate if you will let me name it so. 1868
GOLDW. SMITH in Macm. Mag. Apr. 531/1 Cicero accepted
and . . served under the dictatorate of Caesar.

Dictatorial (diktatoVrial), a. [f. L, dicta-

tori-us of or belonging to a dictator + -AL. So
mod.F. dictatorial (adm. by Academy 1835).]
1. Of, pertaining, or proper to a dictator.

1701 W. WOTTON Hist. Rome vii. 118 The whole Dicta-
tonal Power within the City. 1741 MIDDLETON Cicero II.

vii. 119 He [Caesar] was created Dictator . . and by his Dic-
tatorial power declared himself Consul. 1798 Ann. Reg.
Pref., The late metamorphosis of the [French] Republic into
a dictatorial or military government. 1818 BYRON Ch. Har,
iv. Ixxxiv, Thou didst lay down With an atoning smile . .

The dictatorial wreath. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. I. 542A captain who has been entrusted with dictatorial power.
2. Pertaining to or characteristic of dictation; in-

clined to dictate or prescribe the actions of others ;

imperious ; overbearing in tone.

ICHARDSON C7<z?Tna(x8ii) VI.io? Sally was laying out

JT' and Prating awaV in ner usual dictatorial manner.
1818 Miss MITFORD in L'Estrange Life (1870) II. 36 He is
. .very learned, very dictatorial, very knock-me-down. 1873BLACK Pr. Thule xxiv. 389 The dictatorial enunciation of
his opinions.

DICTATRESS.

Dictato'rialism. [f. prec. + -ISM.] A dicta-

torial practice, mode of action, or system.
1863 Miss BRADDON Eleanors Viet. I. v. 99 Under the

sheltering
dictatorialism of a paternal government. 1863

MRS. C. CLARKE Skaks. Char. ii. 60 The ostentatious moral-

ising and sententious dictatorialism of Jaques.

DictatO'rially, adv. [f.
as prec. + -LY 2.] ln

a dictatorial manner
; imperiously ; with the tone

or manner of authority.
a 1797 H. WALPOLE Mem. Geo. II (1847) II. viii. 277 Lord

Hardwicke still took the lead very dictatorially. 1832
Examiner 538/1 Why should the state dictatorially step in

and forbid the transaction? 1880 MRS. FORRESTER Roy.
$ V. I. 13

( You will come to-morrow', repeats Netta dicta-

torially.

DictatO'rialness. [f- as prec. + -NESS.] Dic-

tatorial quality or manner ; imperiousness.
1876 GEO. ELIOT Let. 29 Oct. in Cross Life III. 294
A spirit of arrogance and contemptuous dictatorialuess is

observable. 1880 MRS. FETHERSTONHAUGH A. Bering I. i.

18
' You never spoke to any one else !' . . adds Mary, with

sisterly dictatorialness. 1888 Times 25 Dec. 3/2 The Cabinet
crisis in Bulgaria has been brought about through the

dictatorialness of M. Stambouloff.

t DictatO'rian, a. Obs. [f. L. dictatori-us

of or belonging to a dictator + -AN.] Of, proper
to, or characteristic of, a dictator.

c 1642 Contra-Replicanfs Compl. 19 A kind of a dicta-

torian power is to be allowed to her. 1659 J. HARRINGTON

Lawgiving n. iii. (1700) 415 Samuel, distinguishing to per-
fection between Dictatorial) and Royal Power. 1709 L.

MILBOURNE Melius Ing. 6 Took all the power into his own
hand, govern'd in the dictatorial! way. 1711 DENNIS Reflect,
on '

Ess. Criticism' 2 While this little Author struts and
affects the Dictatorian Air.

Dictatorily (di-ktatarili), adv. [f. DICTATORT
a. + -LY 2.]

= DICTATORIALLY.
1788 BURNS Let. to Clarinda Sunday Noon (Globe) c. 383

They must also be so very dictatorily wise. 1867 Hare's
Guesses 226 An academy will lay down laws dictatorily.

1890 J. C. JEFFERY y. Vraille II. viii. 203 Ordering his
' daddee ' about so dictatorily.

t Dicta'torinff, vbL sb. Obs. rare. [f. DIC-
TATOR + -ING *

: ct. tailoring^ soldiering.] Acting
as dictator.

1644 J. GOODWIN DangerFightingagst. God$ Diametrally
bent against all dictatoring, and law-giving by men.

Dicta-tor-like, a. and adv.

A. adj. Like or befitting a dictator.

1641 R. BROOKE Eng. Episc. 34 If they only took a Die-
tatorlike power. 1644 J- GOODWIN Danger Fighting agst.
God 47 Any ambitious or Dictator-like designe. 1680
HICKERINCILL Wks. (1716) I. 261 A Style and Language
more Magisterial, Dictator-like.

33. adv. Like or after the manner of a dictator,

1581 MULCASTER Positions xlv. (1887) 293, I do not herein
take vpon me dlctatorlike to pronounce peremptorily. 1646
SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. To Rdr. Avja, Nor have wee
Dictator-like obtruded our conceptions.

Dictatorship (dikt^taojip). [See -SHIP.]
1. The office or dienity of a dictator.

1586 T, B. La, Primaud. Fr. Acad. 176 Bicause he would
not have the dictatorship, and the other the consulship. 1636
E. DACRES tr. MachiavePs Disc. Li-uy I. 129 If any one
were made Dictatour, he got most honour by it, that layd
downe his Dictatorship soonest. 1665 MANLEY Grotius'
Lmv C. Warres 167 They advised him [Leicester] also to

a too hasty . . hope of the Dictatorship, after the Example of
the Prince of Aurange. 1796 H. HUNTER tr. St. Pierre's
Stud. Nat. (1790) I. 331 Attilius-Regulus, who was called
from the plough to the Dictatorship. 1835 ALISON Hist.

Europe III. xv. 519. 323 A dictatorship is the last step in

the despair of nations. 1838 ARNOLD Hist. Rome I. 446
A dictatorship is the most natural government for seasons
of extraordinary peril, when there appears a man fit to
wield it.

2. Absolute authority in any sphere.
16.. DRYDEN(J.), This is that perpetual dictatorship which

is exercised by Lucretius, though often in the wrong. 1741
WATTS Improv. Mind 1. v. 9 Where an author . . assumes
an air of sovereignty and dictatorship. 1869 Daily News
22 Dec., The whole movement was an attempt to set up an

illegal dictatorship in the Church. 1892 LOUNDSBURV Stud.
Cnaucer III. vii. 100 His [Dryden's] literary dictatorship .,

remained unshaken.
attrib. 1839 Times 4 July, The House, .rejected the first,

or dictatorship clause of the bill.

t Dicta'tory, sb. Obs. rare. In 6 -oury. [a.

QY.dictatorie, -itrie (Bersuire's transl. of Livy, I4th
c. in Godef.), f. L. dictator^ Dictatorship.
1533 BELLENDEN Livy H. (1822) 151 The Faderis . . thocht

expedient to gif the empire and dictatoury to ane man of

niair soft ingine.

Dictatory (di-ktatsri), a. [a.&.*L.dictdtdri-i4st

f. dictator-em DICTATOR. Cf. OF. dictatoire, Sp.

dictatorial
= DICTATORIAL.

1644 MILTON Areof. (Arb.) 40 Our English, .will not easily
finde servile letters anowto spell such a dictatorie presump-
tion. 1823 AV?v Monthly Mag. IX. 52/2 The three dictatory

nations, to whom Europe must bow. 1863X1. LEMON Wait

for End xviii. (1866) 223 A solemn dictatory letter. 1871
DE MORGAN Budget of Paradoxes 378 When he obtrudes
his office in a dictatory manner.

Dictatress (dikt^-tres). [f.
DICTATOR + -ESS.

Cf. next.] A female dictator, lit. andyf^.
1784 R. BAGE Barham Downs II. x Vanity was the uni-

versal dictatress. 1809 BYRON Bards $ Rev. li, Earth's

chief dictatress, ocean's lovely queen. 1827 SCOTT Napoleon
Ixxvi, Paris . . the dictatress. .of taste .. to .. Europe. 1874
HELPS Ivan De Biron \\ vi. 290 She was a dictatress in all

mailers that related to the dress, scenery, and general ar-

rangements.



DICTATIIIX.

Dictatrix (dikt,-.-triks . [a. I,, dictati ix, fern,

of dictator: see -TRIX. In V.dif
tali-ice.] A female

dictator : prcc.
i63 COCKERAM, Diclatrix, a woman cominandini: things

lo be don. 1647 JER. TAYLOR Lit. I'ntfli. Kp. Ded. 42 The
Chuich of Rome which is the great dictatrix of dogmatical!
resolutions. 1789 HF.NTHAM H'la. (1838-431 X. 206 A Die-
lairix on ihe seas. 1848 LYTTON Caxtons I. it. ix, Mrs. Prim-
mins . . housekeeper, and tyrannical dictatrix of the whole
establishment.

Dictatnre (dikt?-tiilO. [ad. L. dictatiira the
office of a DICTATOR : sec -UBK. Cf. V. dictature

ti5th c. in Godef. Suppl.}.]
L = DICTATORSHIP.

_
ISM GRIMALDE Cicero*, Offices 11. (1558) 84 The other who

in the dictature had been sccretarie. 1605 BACON Adv.
f.r.irn. L vii. 29. <0 What strange resolution it was in
Lucius bcylla, to resign his Dictature. 1640 G. WATTS tr.

ffttmi
Adv. Learn. Pref. 10 Autors, who have usurp't a

kind of Dictature in Sciences. ci8ioL. Hvn Blat-Sifetimr
Kevtls n. 152, I can't see . . why love should await dear
good Harriets dictature ! 1867 Contemp. Rev. VI. 413A temporal dictature took the place of the former . . com.
l.ination of the spiritual and temporal powers. 1875 BROWN.
vmArisloph. Apol. ioi Choosing the rule of few, but wise
and good, Rather than mob-dictature.

2. A collective body of dictators.
1759 State Papers in Ann. Reg. 203/2 An imperial decree

of commission was carried to the dictature against that reso-
lution. 1855 M. BRIDGES Pop. Mod. Hut. 435 Nine indi-
viduals were chosen out of it to form a Dictature.

tpi-ctery. Obs. rare- 1
, [ad. L. dicterium

a witty saying, ban-mot, in sense associated with
I., dictum, but in form like Gr. Stmrfipiov a place
for showing, a pulpit.] A witty saying.
163. BURTON Anat. Mel. in. ii. v. v. 589 In a publike

auditory.. I did heap up all the dicteries I could aeainst
women, but now recant.

Dictical, var. form of DEICTICAL, Obs.
Diction (di-kfsn). [a. F. diction (uth c. in

Hatz.-Darm.\ or ad. L. diction-em saying, diction,
mode of expression ; in late L., a word ; n. of
action from dic?re to say.
Apparently not in English Dictionaries before Johnson.)
1 1. A word. Obs.

1541 UDALL Era,*,.
Afofhth. i. (1877) 136 Two sondrie

wordes, albeit by reason of the figure called Synalephc, it
seemcth in maner no more but one diction. 1549 Compl

ot. Prol. 17 The quhilkis culd nocht be translatit in cure
isi langage, as . . pretours, tribuns, and mony vthir ro-

mane dictions. 1651 GAULE Magastrom. L iv a, Dictions,
ryllables, letters, numbers. 1607 tr. Burgersdicins /its
I.ogtck i. xxv. 99 In Dictions are first to be considered their

jrmology
and Conjugation, and then their Synonymymd Homonymy, and Acception Words.

1 2. A phrase, locution, mode of speech Obs
a 1660 HAMMOND //*,. I. 425 (R.) We are not wont to re-

'luire the dictions of the New Testament . . to be tryed bv
Attical heathen Greek writers. 1709 STEELE Taller No. 62
7 An easy Flow of Words, without being distracted (aswe often arc who read much) in the choice of Dictions and

Phrases.

t3. Expression of ideas in words; speech; verbal
description. Ois.
(In Shakspere in an intentionally Euphuistic passage.)
1581 SIDNEY Afol. Poetrie (Arb.) 68 Now, for the out-side

I it . . which is words, or . . Diction. 1601 SHAKS. Ham.
v. n. 123 lo make true diction of him, his semblable is his
mirror.

;. The manner in which anything is expressed in
words

; choice or selection of words and phrases ;

wording ; verbal style : a. of writings.
1700 DRYDKN FaUt, Pref. (Globe) 496 The first beauty of
n tpick poem consists in diction, that is, in the choice of

id harmony of numbers. 1709 POTE Let. to Cram-
.7 May, It would he very kind in you to observe anyes in the diction or numbers [of my translation).

79 BOSWELL Johnson (18161 I. 201 Sir Thomas Brown..
remarkably fond of Anglo-Latin diction. 1817-48 HAREa. ii.

(l
c?
73 ' 368 A""10*' a11 fancy the diction makes

'
'868. STANLEY Ifestm. AM,, iii. ,95 A grace and

.uracy of diction worthy of the scholarship for which the
xiled chief.was renowned. 1880 L. STEPHEN Pope iii. 60

J, i ij V
lmPoss

,

lbI <o maintain that the diction of
poetry should be simply that of common life.

0. of speech or oratory.
'748 J. MASON Klocut. 5 Elocution : By which they alwaysmeant, what we call, Diction ; which consists in suiting ourU to our Ideas and the Stile to the Subject. 1750NSOS Rambler No. 27 F 8 The celebrated orator Ve?

ed
equally for the . . elegance of his diction, and the

ness of his wit. ,855 MACAULAY Hist. E,,g. III. , 34
yrconnu

. with his usual energy of diction, invoked on
j v.1

""K^" ' of heaven if the report was not
sed, Wasted, a confounded lie. 1886 RUSKIN fraterita~ ">.mother.. resolved that I should learn absolute

accuracy^ol diction and precision of accent in prose,

Dictiona-rial, a. rare.
[f. med.L. dictionari-m DICTIONARY + -AL I. 3.] Of, pertaining to, or

laractenstic of a dictionary; lexicographical.

is'nhrr f r
W|f f/'l''^"'- i'"

2
) P- Viii ' A* CVery ^" hJ cctB paced by itself the chain of reaciing is not broke through,is it is in the dictionanal and some other methods.

tDictiona-rian. Obs. rare.
[f. asprec.+-AN.]

ie maker of a dictionary; a lexicographer.
1846 \\ OKCESTER cites DR. DAWSOS.
t Dictionarist. Obs. rare.

[f. next + -IST.]Ihe maker of a
dictionary.

1617 Count. De/.Bf. Ely i,. vi. 238 One of the Diction-Ms aforenamed [viz. Buda:us, CrispinusJ quotes the place.

331

Dictionary Mi-kpnair. [ad. med.L. dic-
liondnnin or <lictioniiriiis (sc. liter) lit. 'a repertory
uidicliorifs, phrases or words' (see DICTION) in K.
dictionnaire ,K. Estienne 1539), It. dhionario, Sp.
diccionario.]
1. A book dealing with the individual words of

a language (or certain specified classes of them 1

,
so as to set forth their orthography, pronunciation,
signification, and use, their synonyms, derivation,
and hisjory, or at least some of these facS: for
convenience of reference, the words are arranged in
some stated order, now, in most languages, alpha-
betical

; and in larger dictionaries the information
given is illustrated by quotations from literature i
a word-book, vocabulary, or lexicon.
Dictionaries proper are of two kinds : those in which Ihe

meanings of the words of one language or dialect are given
in another (or, in a polyglot dictionary, in two or more
languages), and those in which the words of a language are
treated and illustrated in this language itself. The former
were the earlier.

Dutiouarius was used < 1325 by Joannes de Garlandia, a
native of England, as the title of a collection of Latin
vocables, arranged according to their subjects, in sentences,for the use of learners ; e.g.'

In horto magistri Johannis sunt herbe scilicet isle: salvia,
petroselmum, dictamnus, ysopus, celidonia, feniculus,
piret[r]um, columbina, rosa, lilium, et viola; et a latere
crescit urtica, carduus, et saliunca.'
In the following century Peter Berchorius (died Paris,
2} wrote a Dictionarium morale utriiisque Testament!,

consisting of moralizations on the chief words of the Vulgate
for the use of students in theology. In 1538 Sir Thomas
E|

y'r Bg"'*' h Latin-English Dictionary
'

; and in
'550 J. Withals published 'A short e dictionarie for yonee
beginners in English and Latin, in which the words were
arranged not alphabetically, but under subject-headings, e a.
the names of Byrdes, Byrdes of the Water, ByrdesT about

the house, as cockes, hennes, etc.. 'of Bees, Flies, and
others, etc. In

1533 R. Estienne published his Dictionalre
l-rancois-latm. Dictionaries (so entitled) of English and
various modern languages appeared in England from 1547
onward; m the i7tn c. the name was gradually extended
to works explaining English words, only 'hard words'
being admitted into the earliest English Dictionaries.
Vocabulary is now generally limited to a smaller and less

comprehensive collection of words, or to a word-book of
technical, or

specific terms. Lexicon is the name usually
given to dictionaries of Greek, Hebrew, Arabic, Syriac,
ttniopic, and some other literary languages.
iSa Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W^ ,53,) 233 And so Peter

Bercnanus in his dictionary describeth it. 1538 (title* The
D:nary of syr Thomas Eliot knyght. Preface A ij

DICTUM.

- "-&* "! ! *>M| inutile n
Welshemen as will spedly lerne the En

areisoon-.ruscnct
thin Dictionane. very necessary for children : compiled by I.
Withals. a 1568 ASCHAM Schofem. (Arb.) 27 As the Crammer
booke be euer in the Scholcrs hand, and also vscd of him
^?-,?> l

c"
??"e' for euerie Pres nt vse. 1580 J. BARET

(title), An Alveane or Quadruple Dictionane, containing
foure sundrie tongues: namclie English, Latine, Greeke,
*?? rench - '5*8 Marfrel. Efist. (Arb.) 41 His Lordship
of Winchester is a great Clarke, for he hath translated his
Dictionary, called

Co[o]pers Dictionarie verbatim out of
Kobert Stephanus his Thesaurus, and ilfauored to, they
say. 1598 FLORIO (title), A Worlde of Wordes, or most
copious, and exact Dictionarie in Italian and English,
collected by lohn Florio. c 1616 WEBSTER DuehatoflKSt
y.

11, A . . disease .. they call
lycanthropia. Pa, What's that ?

I need a
dictionary to't. ifaj H. COCKERA.M (title). The

English Dictionarie : or an Interpreter of hard English
Words. 1656 T. BLOUNT (title), Glossographia or a Die-
tionary Interpreting all such Hard Words . . as are now
used in our refined English Tongue. 1665 BOYLE Outu.
K'J*- v- - ("845) 3" A man must have .. leam'd an
Hebrew Grammar, and turn'd over Buxtorf's, Schindler's
and

?'?,
er Dictionaries. 1711 N. BAILEY (title), An Uni-

versal Etymological English Dictionary. 1751 FIELDING
Amelia Wks. 1775 X. 129 All the major s words are not to
be found in a dictionary. 1755 JOHNSON Dictionary Pre-
face ? 3, I have, notwithstanding this discouragement, at-
tempted a dictionary of the English language, which, while
it was employed in the cultivation of every species of litera-
ture, has itself been hitherto neglected. 1849 Land. jrnl.
12 May 149 Morrison mentions a dictionary in the Chinese
language of 40,000 hieroglyphical characters, as havingbeen compiled noo years before Christ. 1857 TRENCH OH
some Deficiencies in our English Dictionaries 4 A Dic-
tionary, according to that idea of it which seems to be alone
capable of being logically maintained, is an inventory of the

ii1guage
' l87 EMERSON Soc. $ So/it., exits Wks.(Bohn)

1 1 1. 87 Neither is a dictionary a bad book to read . . it is
full of suggestion, the raw material of possible poems and
histories. 1878 R. W. DALE Left. Preach. vi. 181 A die-
tionary is not merely a home for living words ; it is a hospital
for the sick ; it is a cemetery for the dead.

1 1>. Jig. The vocabulary or whole list of words
used or admitted by any one. Obs.

S79 FUI.KE 1/esltins' Pari 58 If I may vse that tearme
vnder correction of M. Heskins dictionarie. 1646 SIR T. nare. 14 IR
BROWNE FtenJ. Ef. i. x. 41 Not only in the dictionaryof man, but the subtiler vocabulary of Satan. 1717 SWIFT
Guilder in. 11. Wks. 1883 XI. 197, I much enlarged my
dictionary; and when I went next to court, was able to
understand many things the king spoke.
2. By extension : A book of information or refer-

ence on any subject or branch of knowledge, the
items of which are arranged in alphabetical order ;

an alphabetical encyclopaedia : as a Dictionary of
Architecture, Biography, Geography, of the Bible.
of Christian Antiquities, of Dates, etc.

word-books.)
1631 MASSING /://. Kast i. ii, I have composed a die-

tlonary, m which He is instructed how, when, andto whom,To be proud or humble. 17,, ADDISON Sfect. No. 499 P 2
Ihesiory. .which I have since found related in my historical
dictionary 1871 MORLIY Voltaire (1886) 200 Minulii
ought to be collected by annalists, or in some Snd of dio
nonaries where one mignt find them at need.

D. fig. A person or thing regarded as a reposi-
tory of knowledge, convenient for consultation
1774 GOLDSM. Nat HUt.

(1776) I. Pref. 7 A system maybe considered as a
dictionary in the study of nature i8wEMWSOH Addr., A,,,er. Sell. wks. (Bohn) 1 1 ijT uffEour dictionary. 1849 MACAL-LAY Hist. EH,. 1 1. ,80 Burnelwasi eminently quaked to be of u as afiving diclio,

M vi .3
'

'f93
StU>

.
lJS Tra"- *" */"* 35Mr. Edwards is a perfect walking dictionary concerning a

SouthAMca
* iP " *nd traVcl '" the ""tenor of

3. attrib. and Comb., as dictionary English
order, phraseology, uvrd; dictionary-maker, -mak-
ing, -writer, -writing; dictionary-tutored, adj. ;

dictlonary-monger, one who deals much with
dictionaries; dictionary-proof a., proof against
the informing influence of a dictionary.

'3 } HAYWARD tr Bionai s Eromena A iv, I would not
..be taken (or rather mistaken) for a Dielionary.tulred
Linguist. .668 WILK.NS Real Oar. Ded. A iij, This Work
of Dictionary-making, for the polishing of their I-aneuace
I7 7 SWIFT Guilder iv. xii. V/ks. 188, XI. 35, Writers of
travels, like

dictionary-makers, are sunk into oblivion by the
weight and bulk of those who come last, and therefore lie
uppermost. 174* ARBUTHNOT & POPE, etc , Note on Duuciad
iv. 331 I he first [Suidasl a dictionary-writer, a collector of
impertinent facts and barbarous words. 1759 GOLDSM. Polite

j-earti.
n, Dictionary writing was at that time much in

fashion. 1806 Oracle in Sfirit Put. Jrnls. (1807) X. 43 The
dictionary-nionger in the Blind Bargain. 1818 Miss
MITFORD in L'tstrange Li/e (1870) II. 27 After the fashion
ot certain dictionary-mongers who ring the changes uoon
two words. 1819 Storting Mag. V. 1,2 Grose, .was even
dictionary proof. 1830 GALT Laturie T. vn. iii. (1849) 318MLW Beeny was an endless woman with her dictionary
phraseology 1831 CARLYLE Sart. Res. i. iv, He . . calls
many things by their mere dictionary names. 1858 R SSDnsa Ask Mamma i. i His fine dictionary words and
laboured expletives. 1880 GRANT WHITE Every-Day Ear
100 Trying to speak dictionary English. 1881 FREEMAN in

Loiifin. Mag. I. 97 Did anybody, even a dictionary.maker,
really fancy that the last three letters of 'neighbour' had
anything in common with the last three letters of 'honour'?
Hence Dictionaryle a., without a dictionary.
1854 Erasers Mag. L. 317 Battling, grammarless and

dictionaryless, with a work in a strange idiom.
Dictionee-r. nonce-wd.

[i. DICTION + -JBER
; cf.

auctioneer] One who makes it his business to criti-

cize diction or style in language, (contemptuous.}
1848 TaitiMag. XV. 557 Taking a high tone against the

decision of the dictioneers
'

generally.

t Di-ptitate, v. Obs. rare.
[i. L. diclitare to

say often or emphatically, freq. of dictare : see

DICTATE.] trans. To declare.

1615 A. STAFFORD Htern. Dogge 44 No doubt the old man
did da-mate thinges, the knowledge wherof would haue
beautified all happy wits.

t Di-ctour. Obs. rare - '. [a. Anglo-Fr. *diclour
= OF. dicteor, diteor, author, dictator, arbiter :-L.
dictator-em : see DICTATOR.] (?) A spokesman.
?ai4oo Morte Arth. 712 Syr Mordrede .. Salic be thy

dictour, my dere, to doo whatle the lykes.

II Dictum (di-ktim). PI. dicta, dictums.
[L. dictum thing said, saying, word, f. dict-us, pa.
pple. of dtclre to say.] A saying or utterance :

sometimes used with emphasis upon the fact that
it is a mere saying ; but oftener with the implica-
tion of a formal pronouncement claiming or carry-
ing some authority. (In the latter case probably
transferred from the legal use in b.)
1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey)\ Dictum (Lat.l a Word, a Say-

'n
?;

a Pwb; an Order or Command. 17878111.). HAWKINS
Li/t of Johnson 542 This dictum carries the more weight
with it, as it comes from a man whose sentiments, respectinc
sectaries, may be inferred from the following passage 1787
Geutl. Mag. Nov. 947'! The above quoted sentence is a
dictum of Johnson s after reading these several opinions.
1809 Edin. Rev. XIV. 452 He concludes his remarks, or
rather dicta upon this topic, with the following passage
i8ai CRAIG f.ect. Drawing vii. 365 We will not take for
our guide the dictum of any professor in the art. 1818
COMBE Const. Man ii. (1835) 56 The collective dicta of the
highest minds illuminated by the greatest knowledge.
1861 Court Life at Naples II. 148 His dictums were Dot
regarded with the same awe to which he had been used
1874 HELPS Social Press, viii. 104, I will . .allow Milvcrton's
dicta to pavs unquestioned.

b. In Law, An expression of opinion by a judge
on matter of law, which is not the formal resolution
or determination of a court.

1776 BURROW Reports IV. 2294 He intimated that long
contrary Usage ought to go a great way towards over-
turning any old Dictum. it*j JARMAN Powell's Devises
II. 62 Against these authorities may be adduced the
solitary dictum of Lord Rosslyn, who, in Walker v.
Denne doubted whether there was any equity between the
real and personal representatives. Ibid. 299 The doctrine

appears to rest solely on the dicta of the Lords Commis-
sioners. 1863 H. Cox Instil, i. ix. 215 The dicta of judges
concerning privileee of Parliament have been very conflict-

ing. 189* Law 3ml. Notes of Cases XXVII. 4/2 The
42-2



DICTYOGEN.
statement in Mattre v. Harrison that he is sb entitled is a

dictum only, and cannot be supported.

c. A thing that is generally said
;

a current

saying ; a maxim or saw.

1826 SYD. SMITH Wks. [1852)
II. 110/2 Of all false and

foolish dicta, the most trite and the most absurd is that

which asserts that the Judge is counsel for the prisoner.

1848 MILL Pol. Econ. v. xi. 5 The popular dictum, that

people understand their own interests better . . than govern-
ment does, or can be expected to do. 1859 Liberty ii. 52
The dictum that truth always triumphs. 1871 BLACKIE
Four Phases \. 36 The famous dictum that

' the natural

state of man is a war of all men against all men.'

f d. In old Logic, the statement in a modal pro-

position.
1697 tr. Burgersdtcius his Logick \. xxviii. 113 Modal

Enunciation consists of a Dictum and Mood : The Dictum
of which is as it were the Subject, and the Mood the Pre-

dicate . .

'

It is necessary that God be good
'

: that is, Denin
esse bonnm\ the Dictum is, that God be good' the Mode,
Necessary.

e. In some historical and other phrases :

Dictum of Kenihuorth, an award made in 1266 between

King Henry III and the barons who had taken arms against
him. Dictum ofAristotle, dictum deomni et(de)nullo i.e.
'

concerning every and none ', the name given by the School-
men to the canon of direct syllogism, given by Aristotle

(\tfvOpwM TO Kara Traprb? Ka.7rjyop*io~6ni ., *eal TO Kara. jn>)-

5e oc, An. Pr. i. i.): see quots. Obiter dictum', see OBITER.

1670 BLOUNT Laiu Diet, s.v., Dictum de Kenclivorth was
an Edict or Award between Henry III and all those Barons
..who had been in Armes against him. 1697 tr. Burgers-
dicins his Logick ii. viii. 32 If the Dictum of All and None
be Paraphrastically propounded. 1761 HUME Hist. Eng.
(1763) I. 233 Knights and esquires, says the dictum of
Kenelworth, who were robbers, if they have no land, shall

pay the half of their goods. 1827 WHATELY Logic 38 The
object of Aristotle's dictum is precisely analogous. 1843
MILL Logic i. v. 3 These views . . are the basis of the cele-

brated dictum de omni et millo. 1864 BOWEN Logic vii. 187
The famous Dictum of Aristotle, usually called the Dictum
de omm et nullo, that whatever is predicated (affirmed or

denied) universally of any Class (i.e. of any whole), may be
also predicated of any part of that Class.

Dictyogen (di'ktifljdsen, diktai'^d^en). Bot. [f.

Gr. 8'tKTvo-v net + -ytvrjs born, produced: see -GEN 1
,

Formed to match Endogen, Exogen^ and other

terms of the same classification.]
The name applied by Lindley to those plants
which have a monocotyledonous embryo, and re-

ticulated leaf-veins (in the latter respect resembling
the Dicotyledons).
1846 LINDLEY Vcg. Kingdom 4 The separation by me of

Endogens into i. Endogens proper, and 2. Dictyogens.
1855 in Circ. Sc., Botany 184 Dictyogens are Endogens,
but with the peculiarity that the root is exactly like Exogens
without concentric circles, and the leaves fall off the stem

by a clean fracture, just as in that class. 1857 BERKELEY
Cryptog. Bot.

39. 52 Dictyogens are supposed to approach
Exogens in their leaves and in the arrangement of their

tissues, but their embryo and the development of their wood
are distinctly monocotyledonous. 1860 J. DARBY Bot,
Southern States 600 Dictyogens, monocotyledonous
with net-veined leaves, as smilax and trillium.

Hence Dictyo-genous a. t belonging to this group
of plants.

*Dicy*an-F dicyaiio-. Ckem. [f. Di-2 +

CYAN(O-.] Combined with two equivalents of the

radical cyanogen, CN, replacing two of hydrogen,
chlorine, etc. (See CYAN- 2.)

Dicyailide (daisai-ansid). Chem. [f. Di- 2
-i-

CYANIDE.] A compound containing two equiva-
lents of cyanogen (CN) united to an element or

dyad radical, as mercuric dicyanide Hg (CN) a .

1863-72 WATTS Diet. Chem. II. 221 Dicyamde and tricy-
anide of iron have not yet been obtained in very definite form.

Dicya'nogen. Chem. See Di- - and CYANO-
GEN. Cyanogen in the free form.

Bicycle (dai-sik'1% [f. Di-
2 + Gr. /fvXos wheel,

CYCLE. (A more regularly formed word than the

hybrid bicycle:} The name given to a form of

velocipede in which the two wheels are parallel to
each other, instead of being in the same line as in
a bicycle.
[1870 Belgravia Feb. 441 A'cycle should be either (//cycle

.._or birota.} 1887 Cycl. Tour. Club Gaz. Jan. 14/1 They
will exhibit, .a new tricycle, a new bicycle, and a dicycle on
the lines of the '

Otto.' 1892 Cycl. Tour. Club Handbk. 49
'Otto' and other Dicycles, same rate as Tricycles.
Hence Di'cyclist, one who rides a dicycle.
1887 Bicycling News n June 145/1.

Dicynodont (dsisi-ntfdpnt), sb. and a. Palxont.

[mod. f. Gr. 5t- two + KW- dog + 65ovT- tooth.] A
fossil reptile characterized by the absence of all

teeth except two long canines in the upper jaw.
b. adj. Having this character.
The typical genus is Dicynodon, order Dicynodontia
1854 OWEN in Circ. Sc. ^1865) II. ,37/2, I have called

them 'Dicynodonts', from their dentition being reduced to
one long and large canine tooth on each side of the upper
jaw. 1876 PAGE Adv. Text-Bk. Geol. xvi. 292 The Dicyno-
dont reptiles from the red sandstones of South Africa.

Hence Dicynodo-ntiau a.

,1872 HUXLEY Critiques fy Addresses ix. 213 The supposi-
tion that the Dinosaurian, Crocodilian, Dicynodontian, and
Plesiosaurian types were suddenly created at the end of the
Permian epoch may be dismissed. 1875 BLAKE Zool. 162
The evidences of this most singular dicynodontian family
of reptiles have hitherto been found only in South Africa.
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Did, past tense of Do v., q.v.
Didache (di-dakJ). English form of Gr. Si-

'j teaching, first word of the title AtSax^? TWV
ajSetta a-noa-ToXwv Teaching of the twelve apostles,

the name of a Christian treatise of the beginning of

the second century. Hence Di dacliist, Diclacho'-

grapher, the writer or compiler of the Didache.

1885 SCHAFF in Jrnl. Soc. Bibl. Lit. June & Dec. 3 The
great interest and significance of the Didache consists in

filling the gap between the Apostolic age and the Church of
the second century. Ibid. 6 The Didachographer seems also

to have some slight acquaintance with Luke and Acts and
some epistles ofPaul. 1888 Dublin Rev, Jan. 141 This would
give about A.D. 120, as the latest date at which the Didache
could have been published. 1891 F. H. CHASE Lord's Prayer
in Early Church, Against this correction either of the text of
the Didache or of the Didachist's report of his original.

Didactic (didse'ktik), a. and sb. [mod. ad. Gr.

<5f5a/mtf-oy apt at teaching, f. SifiaGtcctv to teach.

Cf. F. didactique (1554 in Hatz.-Darm.)]
A. adj. Having the character or manner of a

teacher or instructor ; characterized by giving in-

struction ; having the giving of instruction as its

aim or object; instructive, preceptive.
1658 R. FRANCK North. Mem. (1821) 54 Must I be didac-

tick to initiate this art? 1661 WORTHINGTON To Hartlib
xvi. (T.), Finding in himself a great promptness in such
didactic work. 1756 J. WARTON ss. Pope (1782) I. iii. 101

A poem of that species, for which our author's genius was
particularly turned, the didactic and the moral. 1824 DIBDIN
Libr. Comp. 682 The dullest of all possible didactic, and
moral poetry. x^3 MACKINTOSH Et/i. PJulos. Wks. 1846
I. 59 A permanent foundation of his [Hobbes'j fame remains
in his admirable style, which seems to be the very perfec-
tion of didactic language. 1878 Bosw. SMITH Carthage 130
Polybius . . is too didactic seldom adorning a tale but always
ready to point a moral. 1878 R. W. DALE Lect, Preach.
viii. (ed. 2) 226, I do not mean that sermons addressed to

Christian people should be simply didactic.

absol. 1754 A. MURPHY Gray's-Inn Jrnl. No. 90 f 6 Both
[Eloquence and Poetry] . . have occasionally strengthened
themselves with Insertions of the Didactic,

B. sb. f 1. A didactic author or treatise. Obs.

1644 MILTON Educ. Wks. (1847) 98/2 To search what many
modern Januas and Didactics . . have projected, my inclina-

tion leads me not. 1835 SOUTHEY Doctor III. 162 Acknow-
ledged in the oldest didactics upon this subject.

2. //. Didactics [see -ics] : The science or art

of teaching.
1846 WORCESTER cites Biblical Refios. 18^6 MRS. BROWN-

ING Aitr. Leigh i. Poems 1890 VI. 38 Didactics, driven

Against the heels of what the master said. 1860 EMERSON
Cond. Life, Consul. Wks. (Bohn) II. 412 Life is rather
a subject of wonder, than of didactics. 1881 J. G. FITCH
Lect. Teach, ii. 36 The art of teaching, or Didactics as we
may for convenience call it, falls under two heads.

Dida'ctical, a. rare. [f. as prec. + -AL.] Of
instructive nature or tendency ;

= DIDACTIC.
1604 R. CAWDREY Table Alph.> Didactical^ full ofdoctrine

or instruction. 1649 ROBERTS Clavis Bibl. 382 Amongst the
Didacticall or Doctrinall Books. 1711 J. GREENWOOD Eng.
Gram. 255 Never any man labour'd more at the didactical

Art, or the Art of teaching than he did.

Hence Didactica'ltty, didactic quality.
1827 CARLYLE Misc. (1872) I. 230 For a like reason of di-

dacticality. . Wieland could affect me nothing.

Didactically (did^-ktikali), adv.
[f.

DIDAC-

TICAL -H-LT^.] In a didactic manner; in the form
or with the purpose of giving instruction.
a 1626 BP. ANDREWES Answ. Cdl, Perron 50 (L.) Books of

the Fathers, written dogmatically or didactically. 1822-56
DE QUINCEY Confess (1862) 226, 1 will give it not didactically
but wrapped up. 1868 GLADSTONE Juv. Mundiy\. (1870) 436
He might have done this didactically, or by way of narrative.

Didactician (didsekti'Jan). [f.
DIDACTIC +

-IAN : cf. tactician, etc.] One who follows a di-

dactic method, a didactic writer ; one who writes

with the aim of instructing.
1875 STEDMAN Victorian Poets (1887) 100 He [M. Arnold]

thus becomes a better prose-writer than a mere didactician
ever could be.

Didacticism (didse-ktisiz'm). [f. DIDACTIC
a. + -ISM.] The practice or quality of being di-

dactic or aiming at the conveyance of instruction.

1841 CARLYLE in Froude Life in Lond. (1884) I. viii. 223
Harriet Martineau full of didacticism, a 1849 POE Long-
fellow Wks. 1864 III. 365 Didacticism is the prevalent tone
of his song. 1888 Spectator 28 July 1036/1 The hardly
veiled didacticism of novels like those of Miss Edgeworth.

Didacticity (didaekti-siti). rare- 1
, [f. DI-

DACTIC a. + -ITY.] Didactic quality.
1827-48 HARE Guesses Ser. n. (1874) 362 The German pro-

fessors, of whose uninterrupted didacticity their literature

bears too many marks.

Didactive (did^e'ktiv), a. [irreg. f. Gr. 5t-

SCIKT-OS taught, or that can be taught + -IVE : after

words from L. like act-ive]
= DIDACTIC.

1711 SHAFTESB. CArt TVI^ .(1737) I. 258 The way of form, and
method, the didactive or preceptive manner. 1768 Misc. in
Ann. Reg. 168/2 Either drilydidactive. .or triflingly volatile.
1821 Blackiv. Mag, X. 330 So enchanted was the didactive
muse with the verses. 1821 LAMB Elia Ser. i. Old fy New
Schm., He is under the restraint of a formal or didactive

hypocrisy in company, as a clergyman is under a moral one.

Didactyl, -yle (daidarktil), a. Zool.
[f.

DI-*
+ Gr. 8tiTu\-os finger; cf. Gr. di$6,KTv\-os of two
fingers.] Having two fingers, toes, or claws.
1819 G. SAHOUELLB Entomol. Comfend. 157 Didactylt.

claws. i826KiRBY&Si>. Entomol. (1828) III. ;xxxv. 676 The

DIDDER.

generality of insects have a didactyle or tridactyle hand or
foot. 1852 DANA Crust, i. 600 This last pair [of legs] being
didactyle. 1854 OWEN in Circ. Sc. (f 1865) II. 74/2 The
toes in the didactyle ostrich have respectively four and five

phalanges. 1886 A. WINCH ELL Walks in Geol. Field 256
The bovine foot, .its didactyl structure.

Didactylous (daidse-ktilas), a. Zool. [f. as

prec. -f -OUS.] =
prec.

1828 in WEBSTER. 1870 ROLLESTON^//. i/^Introd. 51
The foot is reduced to the didactylous condition. 1875
BLAKE Zool. 207 The palps are large, terminated by a di-

dactylous hand, or chela.

Didald, obs. ft DIDLE.

Didapper (d3i'dse:p3i\ Forms : 5 dydoppar,
6-7 dydopper, 7 didopper, dydapper, dy-dap-
per, 6-9 diedapper, 6- didapper. [A reduced
form of DIVE-DAPPER, in same sense.]
1. A small diving water-fowl ; =DABCHICK.
ci^oPromp. Par??. 121/1 Dydoppar, watyrbyrde. 1565-

73 COOPER Thesaurus, Collimbris, the birde called a Doukcr,
or Didapper. 1591 PERCIVALL Sf. Diet., Somorgitjo, duck-

ing, diumg, a diedapper. 1591 SYLVESTER Du Bartas i. v.

775 The nimble Teal, the Mallard strong in flight, The
Di-dapper, the Plover and the Snight. 1621 BURTON Anat.
Mel. i. ii. ii. i. (1651) 67 All fenny Fowl, .as Ducks. . Didap-
pers, Waterhens. 1699 R. L/ESTRANGE Colloq. Erasm. (1711)
ii One while up, and another while down, like a Didapper.
1837 WHEELWRIGHT tr. Aristophanes II. 142 Daws, chickens,
coots, wrens, ducks and didappers. 1885 SWAINSON Prov.
Names Birds 216 From its diving propensities this bird

[little grebe] is called Diver (Renfrew) ; Diedapper (Dorset,
Hants, Norfolk*; Divedapper, or Divedop (Lincolnshire);

Divy duck (Norfolk) ;
Dive an' dop (Norfolk).

2. Applied ludicrously to a person.
1589 Papfie iv. Hatchet 3 Such dydoppers must be taken

vp, els theile not stick to check the king. 1612 R. CARPEN-
TER Sonles Sent. 20 Thou art a DJdapper peering vp and

dpwne in a moment. 1727 POPE, etc. Art Sinking 83 The
didappers are authors, that keep themselves long out of sight,
under water, and coine up now and then, where you least

expected them. 1851 COLTON Lacon I. 163 Wilkes was one
of those didappers, whom, if you had stripped naked, and
thrown over Westminster bridge, you might have met on
the very next day, with . . a laced coat upon his back, and
money in his pocket.

Didascalic (didseskx-lik), a. [ad. L. didas-

calic-us, a. Gr. di$a<rtca\tic6s fit for teaching, in-

structive, f. 8taffKa\o$ teacher, f. &t&d<r#Fto teach.]
Of the nature of a teacher or of instruction

;
didac-

tic
; pertaining to a teacher. Hence Didasca'lics

sb. pi. : = DIDACTICS.

1609 R. BARNERD Faithf. Shefih. 42 This of some is called

the Didascalike or Doctrinall part of a Sermon. 1638 A. SVM-
SON in Spurgeon Treas, Da-v. Ps. xxxii. 1 1. 94 This is a Didas-
calic Psalm, wherein David teacheth sinners to repent by his

doctrine. 1718 PRIOR Solomon Pref., Under what species it

may be comprehended, whether didascalic or heroic, I leave

to the judgment of the critics. 1813 T. BUSBY (title\
Lucretius' Nature of Things, a Didascalic Poem. 1833
LVTTON England <$ Eng. iv. iv, They have no toleration

for the didascalic affectations in which academicians delight.
1866 Elgin <$ Cathedral Guide \. no The didascalic power
of the drama.

So DIda'scalar a., of or pertaining to a teacher,
didactic ; nonce-wd.
a 1846 WORCESTER cites BULWER for Didascalar. a 1873

LYTTON Ken. Chillingly ix, Give off chaffing, .said Bob,
lowering the didascular intonations of his voice.

Dida'SCaly. Gr. Antiq. [mod. ad. Gr. 5t5a-

ffxaXia instruction, teaching ;
in pi. as in quot.

So mod.F. didascalie.] In //. The Catalogues of

the ancient Greek Dramas, with their writers, dates,

etc., such as were compiled by Aristotle and others.

1831 T. L. P^COCK Crotchet Castle vi. 11887) 79 Did not

they give to melopoeia, choregraphy, and the sundry forms
of didascalies [printed -ics], the precedence of all other

matters, civil and military? 1849 GROTE Greece 11. Ixvii.

(1862) VI. 26 The first, second and third [tetralogies] are

specified in the Didaskalies or Theatrical Records.

Didder ^di-daa), v. Now only dial. Forms:

4 diddir, 5 didir, dyder, dedir, -ur, 6 dydder,

7- didder. See also DITHEB. [Found in the

1 4th c. related to DADDER and DODDER ;
the form

in all being frequentative as in totterAflutter, etc.

It is not certain whether they belong to an ablaut stem
did

t dad, dod (dud), or whether they are entirely onomato-

poeic, didder e.g. being a natural imitation of tremulous

motion, and dadder, dudder^ dodder^ variations expressing
clumsier or heavier forms of it. Didder is chiefly northern ;

DITHER, which appears later, is also midl. and southern, the

tker arising out o( -der as mfather, mother, hither, etc.]

intr. To tremble, quake, shake, shiver.

c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Johannes 264 Cald \frigus\ . . pat
makis wrechis ful chel to diddir. c 1420 Avtnu. Arth. xxv,

Dyntus gerut him to dedur. c 1440 York Myst. xxviii. 2

My flesshe dyderis & daris for doute of my dede. c 1460

Towneley Myst. (Surtees) 28, I dase and I dedir For ferd

of that taylle. c 1550 Hye Way to SpyttilHous 1 18 in Hazl.

E. P. P. IV. 28 Boyes, gyrles, and luskysh strong knaues,

Dydderyng and dadderyng, leaning on their staues. a 1693

URQUHART Rabelais in. xx. 167 Diddering and shivering his

Chaps, as Apes use to do. 1783 AINSWORTH Lai. Diet.

(Morell) i, To didder (shiver with cold', algeo. 1790 MRS.
WHEELER Westmld. Dial. (1821) 34, I quite didderd for

fear. 1869 Lonsdale Gloss., Didder, to shiver, to tremble.

Hence Di'ddering vbl. sb. and ///. a.

c 1440 Promp. Pan 1
. 121/1 Dyderynge for colde.yV^Yw.

1687 A. LOVELL tr. Bergerons Com. Hist. i. 18 By his ex-

traordinary chattering and diddering, one half of his Teeth

dropt out. 1785 HUTTON Bran Ntw Wark (E. D. S.) 347
Hci knocking knees, and diddering teeth melted my heart.

1869 *H*6w Gloss., Didderin'-girse, quaking grass.



DIDDLE.

Diddest, rare f. didst* and sing. pa. t. of Do v.

Diddle (drd'l), v. {

coltoq. or dial. [app. a

parallel form to DIDDEH, the formative suffixes -LE

and -EK being somewhat akin in their force, though
the former is more strictly diminutival. Cf. DADHI.I:,

PAIULB; there are evident analogies both of form

;mil sense between didder, dadthr, diddle, daddle^\

fl. intr. To walk unsteadily, as a child; to

tuddlr ;
D.\l>DLE. Obs.

1631 Qt'Akr.KS Div. Fancies i. iff. (1660) 3 And when Ms
forward strength began to bloom, To see him diddle up and
down the Room !

2. intr. To move from side to side by jerks ;
to

shake, quiver.
1786 HCKNS A'/, tit Major Logan iii, Hale be your heart,

hale be your fiddle ; I^ang may your elbuck jink and diddle.

a 1810 TANNAIUM, Poems (1846) 60 You . . wi' your clarion,

flute, an' fiddle, Will gar their southern heart-strings diddle.

1835 1>. WI-.IISIKK in /farfl Renfrewsh. Ser. n. (1873) 154
\Vi fiddling and diddling and dancing The house was in

perfect uproar.

3. trans. To jerk from side to side.

1893 Sri VI.NSON Catriona 173 A fiddler diddling his elbock
;ii i lie chimney side,

Di'ddle, v.- [app. onomatopoeic, representing
the effect of singing, without uttering connected

words. Dialectally deedle and doodle are used

in a similar sense.] trans. To sing without

Distinct utterance of words.

1706 E. WARD Hnd. Rediv. I. vi. 3 So all sung diff'rent

Tunes and Graces, Such as they us'd to lull and diddle To
froward Infants in the Cradle.

Diddle di*d'l),#.
8

colloq. [A recent word, cf

obscure origin.
It is possible that sense i was transferred from DIDDLE T'.

1

,

and was the source of the name DIDDLER, and that sense 2

was a back-formation from that word. Sense 2 might how-

ever, as far as form and meaning go, be related to OE.
dittrian, dydrian to deceive, delude icf. what is said of the

suffixes -*r and -le* under DIDDLE t'.
1

) ; but there is an in-

terval of eight or nine centuries between the known occur-

rences of the words. It is worthy of note also that doodle
occurs in the sense 'to befoo! ',

and that doodle sb. 'simple-

ton, noodle' goes back to ci6oo.]

1. 'To waste time in the merest trifling* (Forby
01825). Hence 7'0 diddle away, to trifle away
(time), to waste in a trifling manner.
i8a6 SCOTT Jrnl. (1890) I. 250 A day diddled away, and

nothing to show for it ! 18x9 Ibid, i? Feb., I was at the

Court, where there was little to do, but it diddled away
my time till two.

2. trans, a. To cheat or swindle; to victimize;
to 'do*, b. To do for, undo, ruin; to kill.

1806 SURR Winter in Lund. II. 127 That flashy captain . .

may lay all London under contribution, .but he can't diddle
me. 1809 European Alag, LX. 19 We shall soon find our-
selves completely diddled and undone. 1810 W. B. RHODES
Bomb. Fur. iv. (1822) 22 O Fusbos, Fusbos, I am diddled

quite [f/e dies]. 1817 LADY GRANVII.LE Letters (1894) I.

in He. .exclaimed,
' Then you are diddled !

' Think of the
effect of this slang upon incroyable ears ! 1823 BYRON Juan
xi. xvii, Poor Tom was .. Full flash, all fancy, until fairly
diddled. 1819 MARRYAT F. Mildmay xvii, I suppose we
diddled at least a hundred men. 1859 SALA 'fw. round
Clock (1861) 145 The labourer . . invariably finds himself at

the end of the week victimised, or, to use a more expressive,

though not so genteel a term, diddled, to a heart-rending
extent. 1879 Public Opinion 12 July 42 He may diddle his

tradesmen.

b. To diddle out of \ to do out of, swindle out of.

1829 SCOTT Jrnl, 27 Mar., I am diddled out of a day all

the same. 1833 LAMB Lett. (1888) II. 285 What a cheap book
is the last Hogarth you sent me ! I am pleased now that
Hunt diddled me out of the old one. 1886 A. GRIFFITHS

Pauper Peer i, Vou were robbed, euchred, diddled out of

fifty thousand pounds.
Hence Drddling vbl. sb. and///, a.

a 1849 POE DiddlingVt\&. 1864 IV. 268 Diddling, rightly
considered, is a compound, of which the ingredients are

minuteness, interest, perseverance, ingenuity, audacity, non-

chalance, originality, impertinence and grin. 1894 Westm.
Gas. to May 2/3 No Interference with the Diddling of the
Public.

Di'ddle, sd. j/aw^and vulgar. [Three different

words; cf. prec. vbs.]
1. The sound of the fiddle ; cf. next.
1806 J. TRAIN Poet. Reveries (Jam.), In their ears it is a

diddle Like the sounding of a fiddle.

2. A swindle, a deception.
1885 Punch 5 Sept. no(Farmer) And something whispered

me in diction chaste It's all a diddle 1

3. A slang name for gin, and in U.S. for liquor

generally. Hence diddle-cove (slang], a keeper
of a gin or spirit shop.
c 1700 Street Robberies Considered, Diddle, Geneva. 1725

AV:c Cant Diet., Diddle, the Cant Word for Geneva. 1858
MAYIIEW Pai't-d with Gold in. i. 252 (Farmer) And there's
a first-rate

'

diddle-cove
*

keeps a gin-shop there.

Diddle- in comb. [Connected with DIDDLE
f.1

, v$] Diddle-daddle,
' stuff and nonsense*,

'
fiddle-faddle

'

: cf. tittle-tattle. Diddle-dee, a

name for the shrub Empetmm rubntm in the

Falkland Islands. Diddle-diddle, used to denote
the ?ound of a fiddle, or the action of playing it.

Diddledum (in 6 -dome), used contemptuously
for, or in reference to, something trifling.

1513 SKELTON dirl. Laurel -]\ What blunderar is yonder,
that playth didil diddil He fyndith fals mesuris out of his
fondc fuldill. 1599 BRETON Dreams Strange Kfletts 17
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When thou fmdcst a foole for thy diet, feedehim with a Dish
of Diddiedomes, for I have done with thee. ci6jo(fit/e of
s,'>ng\

'

Diddle-di'ldle, or the kind country lovers.' 1778
MAD. D'ARBLAV Diary Sept.,

Mrs. Thralf. Come, let us
have done now with all this diddle-daddle. 1797 CASSIS*,,
etc. in Anti-Jacobin No. 5. 19 Reason, philosophy,

'

fiddle-

dumdiddleditm '. 18. . Nursery Rime. Hey ! diddle diddle !

The cat and the fiddle. 1847 SIR J. C Ross
I'oy.

S. Seas 1 1.

349 A roaring fire of Middle-dee ready to cook our supper.
1895 Times 27 May 14/1 The open country (Falkland Islands]
is clothed with short scrub called diddle-dee {Etnpetrum

Diddler (di'dbj). [Of obscure origin.
Found first in the name of 'Jeremy Diddler', the chief

character in Kenney's farce,
'

Raising the Wind', brought
out in 1803. The name was of course intended to be con-

temptuous and ludicrous, and it seems probable that it was
formed on DIDDLE r. s sense i, or on the first element of the
earlier diddlc-daddlc, diddle-dnm (see DIDDLK-); it is also

probable that Jeremy Diddler's characteristic methods of

raising the wind
1

, by continually borrowing small sums
which he does not pay back, and otherwise sponging upon
people, gave rise to the current sense of the verb (DinotE
TV' sense a\ of which 'diddler' is now naturally viewed as

the agent-noun.]
A mean swindler or cheat

;
one who diddles people

out of what belongs to them.

1803 J. KENNKV Raising Wind i. i, in Inchbald's Coll.

Farces (1815) 1. 113 Ob, it's Mr. Diddler trying to joke him-
self into credit at the bar. Ibid. 114. I wasn't born two
hundred miles north of Lunnun, to be done by Mr. Diddler,
I know. Ibid. 116 [Diddler loquitur] This it is to carry on
trade without a capital. Once I paid my way - . but thou
art now, Jerry Diddler, little belter than a vagabond, a 1849
POE Diddling Wks. 1864 IV. 268 Your diddler is guided by
self-interest. 1863 HOLLAND Lett. Joneses iii. 48, I think

you are a diddler and a make-believe.

Dide, obs. f. DEED, died (see DIE v.\ did (see
Do v.}.

t Di-decahe-dral, a. Crystal. Obs. [f. F.

didhatdre (Haiiy) + -AL : see Di- pref* i.]

Having the form of a ten-sided prism with five-

sided bases, making twenty faces in all.

1805-17 R. JAMESON Char. Alin. (ed. 3) 204 Di-decahedral

felspar.

Didelphian (daide-lfian\ a. Zool. [f. mod.L.

Didelphia (F. Didelphes, Cuvier 1 795), f. Gr. 8t-,

Di- - twice + &f\tf)v$ womb : see -AN.] Belonging
to The subclass Didelphia of the class Mammalia,
characterized by a double uterus and vagina, and

comprising the single order of Marsupials. So
Dide Ipliic, Dicle'lphiiie, Didelphons adjs^ in

same sense ; Dldelph, Dide'lphid, an animal of

the subclass Didelphia^ or of the family Diddphidx
(opossums) ; Dide Iphoid a., double, as the uterus

in the Didelphia.
1847 ANSTEoAnf. Worldis.. 197 Insectivorous didelphine

animals like the opossum. 1847 CRAIG, Didelplwid. [1851
RICHARDSON Geol. viii. 314 The didelphia have special

bones, called Marsupial, for supporting the pouch.] 1872
MIVAKT Eletn. Anat. 17 Didelphous mammals.
Didimist : see DIDYMIST.

Didine (dai'doin), a. Zool. [f. mod.L, didus

the dodo + -INE.] Belonging to the family Dididx
of birds, akin to the dodo.

1885 C. F. HOLDER Marvels A trim. Life 158 On the island

of Rodriguez lived a didine bird, the Pezopkaps solitaries

of Legtiat.

Di -ditrrnal, a.
[f.

Di- 2 twice + DICRNAL.]
Occurring twice a day.
1854 WOODWARD Mollusca

(1856) 32 Some water-breathers

require only . . a di-diunml visit from the tide.

Didle (dai'dT ,
sb. local. Also 5-8 didal 1, 9

dydle. [Derivation unascertained : see the vb.]
A sharp triangular spade, used for clearing out

ditches and water-courses ; also a metal scoop or

dredge fixed to the end of a, long pole, used for

a similar purpose. Hence Didle-man, a didler.

1490 Chantherl. Ace. in Kirkpatrick Relig. Orders Nor*
ivicn i 1845) 316 Paid to the didalmen and other labourers, for

carrying the muck out of the said ditch [of Norwich Castle].

1573 TUSSER Muso.d&jS) 38 A didall and crome for drain-

ing of ditches. 1688 R. HOLME A nnoury in, 244/1 A Didall

and Crome to drain Ditches. 1710 HILMAN Titsser Redi-

Z'ivtts, Didal) a triangular spade, as sharp as a knife, ex*

cellent to bank ditches, where the earth is light and pestered
with a sedgy weed. 1787 in GROSE Promnc. Gloss. 1883
G. C. DAVIES Norfolk Broads xx. (1884) 148 We have ice
'

dydtes '. They are large nets made of wire, at the end of

a pole, with which we can scoop the broken pieces of

ice up.

Didle (dai'd'l),*;. local. Also dydle. [Cf. prec.
A suggestion is that didle is worn down from dikt-deivt.}

a. trans. To clean out the bed of (a river or

ditch), b. intr. To work with a didle or didling

scoop. Hence Di dling vbl. sb., Di dler.

1803 W. TAYLOR in Robberds Mem. I. 471 The older the-

ology of the reformers is so gone by. . that I should despair
of the patience to didle in their mud for pearl-muscles.
a 1825 FORBY Voc. E. Anglia, Didle^ to clean the bottom
of a river. 1835 Mitnitip. Corp. ist Rept. App.

iv. 2465 The
Surveyor of Didlers {of Norwich] superintends the persons
employed in cleansing the river. 184* Ann. Reg. 195
Messrs. CuIIey and Cossey lately built a didling boat. 1863
MORTON Cycl. Agric. Gloss., DidU (Norf., Suff.\ to clean
the bottom of a river with a didling scoop. 1865 W. WH ITE

East. Eng. I. 81, I..saw only a man wno appeared to be

hoeing the river bottom. He. .was the dydler. 1883 G. C.
DAVIES Norfolk Broads xv. (1884) 112 The dykes are kept
clear, and the channel of the river deepened, by

'

dydUng '.

DIDYMATE.
. . At the end of a long pole U a metal tcoop, in the thape
of a ring, with a network .. attached. This is plunged into
the river, and scraped along the bottom to the side, where it

is lifted put and the semi-liquid mud poured on to the rond.
Ibid. xvii. 124 The reach had been dydled out.

t Di do '

. Obs. [Skcat suggests 'a tale of Dido ',

an old story.] ? An old story, a thrice-told tale.

1377 LANGL. /'. /V. It. xm. 172
'

It is but a dido', quod
h|s doctour,

' a dysoures tale *. [C. lias the v.rr. a dydo, a
dico, a dede, abido.]

DidO 2
(dai'do). U.S. slang. [Origin uncertain.]A prank, a caper ; a disturbance,

' row ',

'

shindy* ;

esp. in phr. to cut (up) didoes.

1843-4 HALIBLHTOM Sam Slick in Ettg. (Bartlett),
Them Italian singers recitin* their jabber .. and cuttin'
didoes at a private concert. x8 New York Tribune
lo Apr. (Farmer Ann-r.^, We should have had just the same
didoes cut up by the chivalry. 1869 MRS. STOWK Old-town
Folks 106 They will be a consultin' together, and cuttin' up
didos. 1893 Q. [CoucH] Delectable Duchy 271 What a dido
he do kick up, to be sure.

t Di-do:decalie-dral, a. Crystal. Obs. [f.F.
didodfeaidre (Haiiy) + -AL : Bee Di- prtf* I.]

Having the form of a twelve-sided prism, with
six planes in each base, or twenty-four faces in all.

1805-17 K. JAMESON Char. Min. (ed. 3) 204 Di-dodecahe-
'jral asparagus-stone . . is a six-sided prism, truncated on
the lateral edges, and acuminated on the extremities with
six planes.

Didonia (daidJu-nia). Math. [From the story
of Dido, who bargained for as much land as could

be covered with a hide, and cut the hide into a

long narrow strip so as to inclose a large space.]

(See quot.) Hence Didonlan a.

1873 I'AIT Quaternions (ed. 3) 191 If we give the name of
' Didonia' to the curve . . which, on a given surface and with
a given perimeter, contains the greatest area, then for such
a Didoman curve [etc.].

Didopper, obs. form of DIDAPPEB, dabchick.

Didrachm (dsi'drsem). Also 6 didragme,
didramme, 6-7 didrachme, didram. [ad. L.

didrachma or didrachmon, Gr. SlSpaxftov a double

drachma ; f. &-, Di- 2 + tpa\faj DRACHMA. Ct
mod.K. didrachme.] An ancient Greek silver coin,
of the value of two drachmas : see DRACHMA.
1548 UDALL, etc., Erasm. Par. Matt. xvii. 24 Doth your

master (quoth they 1 pay a Didram for trybute? 158* N. T.

(RhemJ Matt. xvii. 34 Your maister doth he not pay the
didrachtnes? 1649 Ji K. TAYLOR Gt. Exctnp. HI. xiy. 45
A Sicle or didrachme the fourth part of an ounce of Silver.

1656 HLOUNT Clossagr., Didram . . an ancient coyn . . of our

money, it values 15^. 1807 ROBINSON A rchzcl. Grxca v.

xxvi. 550,2 drachma: or didrachm= i s. 3j<f. 1879 H. PHILUI'S
Notes Coins 8 A didrachm of Velia in Lucania presents on
the reverse a lion destroying a stag.

Didrachnial (dsidrse'kmal), a. [f. prec. + -AL.]
Of the weight of two drachmae: applied to the

stater, a gold coin.

1771 RAPEK in Phil. Trans. LXI. 466 The didrachma!

gold of Philip and Alexander is about 4 grains heavier than

our guinea.

Didst, 2nd sing. pa. t. of Do v.

f Didtl'ce, v. 06s. [ad. L. diducfrt to pull
asunder or apart, pull in two, f. Di- ', Dis- +
ducHre to lead, draw. Used in 16-1 7th c., and some-

times confused in form with DEDUCE.]
1. trans. To pull or draw away or apart
1578 BANISTER Hist. Man i. 36 By this y arme is dis-

taunt, and deduced from the ribbes. 1650 BULWER Anthro-

feittft. 118 It is moved and diduced outward and foreward.

^11696 SCARSURCH Euclid (1705) 8 The extreams of any
crooked line may . . be further and further diduced, till the

crooked line be stretched to a strait line.

2. To dilate, expand, enlarge.
1605 BACON Adv. Learn, ll. xxv. f n. 124 The exposition

is diduced into large comentaries. 1657 TOMLINSON Rtnou's

Disf. 307 Its seed brayed and drunk in passum . . diduces

its passages.

Diduce, -ment, obs. (erron.) K. DKDCCE, -MEJ.-T.

t Didtt'Ct, v. Obs. [f. L. deduct- ppl. stem of

didilclre : see prec.]
= DIDUCE i .

1676 GREW Anat. Leaves I. iv. (1682) 155 The lesser

Threds, being so far diducted, as sometimes to stand at

Right-Angles with the greater.

t Didu'ction. Obs. [ad. L. dlduction-tmt n.

of action f. didiictrc : see DIDCCE and -non.]
1. Drawing or pulling apart, separation.
a 1640 JACKSON Creed XI. v. By whose diduction or rent

a place was opened for this future edifice to be creeled in

Him. 1649 BULWER Pathomyot. u. ii. 107 This Diduction of

the Lips. 1661 BovLsSfritifo/Jtirm. iv. (1682) 70 The
strings . . must draw as forcibly as those within the bladder

so as to hinder the diduction of the sides.

2. Dilatation, expansion.
1634 JACKSON Creed vn. xxv, By a gentle diduction or

dilatation, of that sense which was included in the Apostles'
Creed. 1604 H. MORE Myst. fuif. 214 The 1260 days being
but the Diduction of those larger measures of three times

and a half or of forty two months in more numerous

Diductively, obs. (erron.) f. DEDUCTIVKLT.

Didymate (di-dimA), a. Zool. and Hot. [f.

mod.L. didym-us, a. Gr. Si'Sti/i-oj twin + -ATE.]

Paired, twinned ; =DlDYMOUS. So Di-dymated a.

1843 HUMPHREYS Brit. Moths. I. 70 Near the apex is a

faint ditlymaled brown spot. 187* HARLEY Mat. Mcd
(ed. 6) 365 The stems are sometimes i inch in length, and
the spherical heads /u inch in diameter and didymate.



DIDYMIS. 334 DIE.

|| Di'dymis. Anat. Obs. PL -es.
[f.

Gr. &'-

ovpoi testicles, orig.
' twins '.]

= EPIDH>YMIS.

(^1400 Lanfrands Cirnrg. 169 poru} J>is
dindimi goij>

arterijs and veynes to be ballokis.] 1543 TRAHERON Vigo's

Chirurg. 10 The didymes ben thin skynnes, which compasse
the stones, and holde them hangyng. 1547 BOORDF. Brev.
ffealtk cccxxii. 104 Of this Siphac the two dydymes be

ingendred the which doth discend to the Stones. 1883 Syd.
Soc. Lex., Didywis, a synonym of Epididymis.

t Di'dymist. Obs. In 7 Didimist.
[f. Didym-

j, Gr. AiSvfios twin ,
surname ofthe apostle Thomas,

+ -1ST : cf. John xx. 24-27.] A doubter, sceptic.
1607 R. C. tr. Estiennfs World of Wonders Ep. Ded.,

Those Didymists, who will beleeue nothing except their

senses say Amen. 1631 R. H. Arraignm. Whole Creature
x. 3. 87 If any bee a doubtfull Didimist in this poinct,
or a disputefull Scepticke. Ibid. xii. 4. 134 Didimtsts,

Sceptecks, or Athists.

Didymite l
(di-dimait). =prec.

1822 Blackiu. Mag, XI. 465 His Lordship is a Dydimite
in politics and religion .. he must put forth his finger to

touch, ere he be convinced.

Di'dyniite -'. Min. Also erron. didrimite.

[Named 1843 from Gr. Si'5u/x-os twin, being thought
to be one of two minerals containing calcium car-

bonate in combination with silica.] A micaceous
schist found in the Tyrol, nearly allied to Mus-
covite.

1863-72 WATTS Diet. Ckem. II. 321 Didrimite or Didy-
mite. 1868 DANA Mirt. 311.

Didymium (didrmiz>m). Chem. [mod. f. Gr.

8i8v(j.-os twin, with ending -IUM used with new
metals. The name referred to its close associa-

tion ('twin-brotherhood') with lanthanium pre-

viously discovered, both metals being found asso-

ciated with cerium.] A rare metal, discovered by
Mosander in 1841 ;

found only in association with
cerium and lanthanium. Symbol Di.

1842 Chemical Gaz. I. 4 Mosander, the discoverer of lan-

thanium, has found that these metals are always mixed
with a third new element (didymium), from which at present
it is impossible to separate them. 1867 W. A. MILLER
Eletn. Chent. i. (ed. 4)

166 Small quantities of didymium in

solutions of lanthanium and cerium. 1892 Daily News
IT Feb. 3/6 A method of separating cerium from didymium.

Didymous (di-climas), a. Bot. and Zool. [f.

mod.L. didym-ttS) a. Gr. Sibvp-os twin + -ous. In

mod.F. didymet\ Growing in
pairs, paired, twin.

1794 MARTYN Rousseau*s Bot. xxxi. 483 The outer ones

[nectaries] being, .didymousortwinned. 1870 HOOKER *?/</.

Flora 171 Araliacese . . anthers didymous.

II Didyiiamia (didin/i'mia) Bot. [mod.L.
(Linnseus, 1735) f. Gr. 5t-, Di- 2

twice, two + ot;-

vajus power, strength ; fancifully referring to the

superior length of two of the stamens.] The four-

teenth class in the Linnsean Sexual System of plants,

containing those with four stamens in pairs of un-

equal length, and comprehending the Natural
Orders LabiatK, Scrophulariacex^ and other smaller

groups.
Hence Di dynam, a plant of this class

; Didy-
na mian <?., Didyna'mic a., of or pertaining to

the class Didynamia ; didynamous.
"753 CHAMBERS Cycl, Snpp. s.v., Didynamia. .of this class

of plants are thyme, lavender, basil, etc. 1794 MARTVN
Rousseau's Bot. ix. 91 The fourteenth class, didynamia,
signifying that two of the Ktamens are stronger than the
others. 1828 WEBSTER, Didynam . . Didynamian. i88a

OGILVIE, Didynamic.

Didynamous (dsidi'namas, did-), a. Bot.
ff.

as prec. + -ous.] Of stamens : Arranged in two

pairs of unequal length. Also of a flower or

plant : Having four stamens thus arranged ; be-

longing to the Linnjean class Didynamia.
1794 MARTVN Rousseau's Bot. xxii. 314 The corolla . . per-

sonate with four didynamous stamens. 1830 LINDLEY Nat.
Syst. Bot, 202 Globular'ittcx, stamens 4 . . somewhat didy-
namous. 1857 HENFREY Bot. 355 Orobanchacex . . Flowers
monopetalous, didynamous. Ibid. 357 A general resem-
blance exists between the. .other didynamous monopetalous
Orders.

Didynamy (dsidi'nami, did-). Bot. [f. prec.
+ -T : cf. autonomous, autonomy.] Didynamous
condition or structure.

1830 LINDLEY Nat. Syst. Bot. 234 The didynamy of Acan-
thaceae is frequently different from that of Scrophularinese
in the posterior pair of stamens being the longest.

Die (dai), sbl PI. dice (dais), dies (doiz).
Forms : 4-5 dee, 6-8 dye, dy, 6- die. Plur.

4 des, 4-5 dees, deys, dys, 4-6 dyse, dyce, 5-6
dis(e, (dysse, 6 dyyss), 5- dice

; also 5-6 dyes,
5- dies. Also Sing. 4-5 dyse, 5-6 dyce, 5-7
dice ; Plur. 4-5 dyces, 5 discs, dices, dycys.
[Early ME. de, dee, pi. des, dees, a. OF. de (nom.
sing, and obi. pi. i2-i4thc. */), mod.F. <#, pi.
flVj=Pr. dat

t datz t Cat. dau, Sp., It. dado
; in form

: L. datum, subst. use of datust -um 'given ', pa.
pple. of dare to give. It is inferred that, in late

pop. L., datum was taken in the sense
'

that which
is given or decreed (sc. by lot or fortune) *, and was
so applied to the dice by which this was determined.
Latinized mediaeval forms from It. and Fr. were
datttis, dedtts.

In late OF. the form dey occurs in i4th c. ; and dez was
sometimes used in sing, down to i?th c. : cf. the i^-i/th c.

Kng. use of dice as sing. The remarkable point in the

history of the Eng. word is the change of de, des, to i/yt

dys(i1ysct dyce,dice\ in the ME. period. The oldest Chaucer

MSo., Harl., Ellesm., Hengwrt, have dees, which also sur-

vived as late as 1484 in Caxton, but dys occurs in the other
Chaucer MSS., and in rime in the Bodleian MS. of A'y/ig
Alisaunder, part of which is in the Auchinleck MS., attri-

buted to the middle of the i4th c. Before 1500, dy t dys
seem to have completely passed from the f into the i class, the

fortunes of which they have since shared. As \v\ pence^
the

plural s retains its original breath sound, probably because
these words were not felt as ordinary plurals, but as collec-

tive words; cf. the orig. plural truce, where the collective

sense has now passed into a singular. This pronunciation is

indicated in later spelling by -ce : cf. the umlaut plurals ?icet

mice^ the inflexional forms hence, once, twice, since, and the

words ice, nice, advice, device, defence, in all which -ce

represents a phonetic and original -s. In the newer senses
where the plural is not collective, a form (daiz) of the ordi-

nary type has arisen
; cf. the non-collective later plural

pennies^
I. With plural dice.

1. A small cube of ivory, bone, or other material,

having its faces marked with spots numbering from
one to six, used in games of chance by being thrown
from a box or the hand, the chance being decided

by the number on the face of the die that turns

uppermost, b. //. The game played with these ;

esp. in phr. at (the] dice.

a. singular, dee, dye, dy, die.

1393 GOVVER Conf. II. 209 The chaunce is cast upon a dee,
But yet full oft a man may "See [etc.], c 1430 Pilgr. Lyf
Manhode i. cv. (1869) 56 Nouht so gret as a as in a dee.

1570 LEVINS Manip. 96/41 A dye, alea. 1589 PaPpe w.
Hatchet (1844) 23 Hee'Ie cogge the die. 1610 B. JONSON
Alch. ii. i, You shall no more deale with the hollow die, Or
the fraile card. 1656 STANLEY Hist. Pkilos, viir. 85 So to
cast the dy that it may chance right. 1680 COTTON Gafttester
in Singer Hist. Cards 336 He puts one dye into the box.

1705 MRS. CENTLIVRE Gamester \. i, To teach you the man-
agement of the die. 1779-81 JOHNSON L. P., Butler Wks.
ll. IQI To throw a dye, or play at cards. iSza HAZLITT
'J'able-t, II. vii. 156 Dependent on the turn of a die, on the

tossing up of a halfpenny. 1838 DE MORGAN Ess. Probab.

74 The real probability that 6000 throws with a die shall

give exactly 1000 aces. 1872 F. HALL Exempl. False
Philol. 68 The cast of a die is absolutely impossible of pre-
diction.

/3. plural, des, dees, deys, dys, dyse, dyce,
dise, dice.

ci33oR. BRUNNECAJ. /-Fa^ (Rolls) 11392 Sommepleide
wyj> des and tables. 1340 Ayenb. 45 (>e gemenes of des, and
of tables. 13. . K. Alis. (MS. Laud Misc. 622) 3297 J>e ry-
baude pleiep at J>e dys [ed. Weber, deys] Swij?e selde pe
fole is wys. c 1386 CHAUCER Pard. T. 5 They daunce and
pleyen at dees [so Hart., Heng. ; Camb. deis, Petiv. dys,
Corp. dyse, Lansd. dise] bothe day and nyght. 1387 TRE-
VISA Higden iRolls) VII. 75 Pleyenge wif> dees of gold.
c 1400 Deslr. Troy 1622 (MS. a 1500) The draghtes, the dyse,
and of>er dregh gaumes. 1474 CAXTON Chesse_i2/ In his lift

hand thre dyse. 1477 EARL RIVE
maistre pleyed gladly atte dise.

.IVERS (Caxtonl Dictes 109 His

. . .. ,
Gilds (1870)

422 The towne clerke to fynde theym Dice. 1481-90 Harvard
Honseh. Bks. (Roxb.} 327 For a bale of dysse. 1484 CAXTON
Fables ofAvian (1889) 21 Whiche doo no thynge but playe
with dees and cardes. 1495 Act n Hen. VII, c. 2 5 The
Tenys, Closshe, Dise, Cardes, Bowles. 1536 R. BEERLEY in

Four C. Eng. Lett. 35 Sume at cardes and sume at dyyss.
1556 Chron.Gr. ^r/Virj^Camden) 73\Vych playd wyth kynge
Henry the viiit! at dysse. 1576 FLEMING Panopl. Epist. 340
In casting a paire ofdyce. is8oBARET^/z'. D6s6 The life of
a man is like a game at the dice. 1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's
Rom. Quest, (1892) 57 Playing at dice with cokall bones. 1697
DRYDEN j&tttia ix. 452 From Dice and Wine the Youth
retir'd to Rest. 1784 R. BAGE Bar/tarn Downs II. 54 Lord
Winterbottom is ruined by the dice. 1821 BYRON Mar. Fal.
iv. ii, They Have won with false dice. 1871 T. TAYLOR
Jeanne Dare m. i, .Rough soldiers left their oaths, and
dice, and lewdness.

7. singular dice, plural dices : cf. obs. F. sing. dez.

1388 Act 12 Rich. //, c. 6 i Les . . jeues appellez coytes
dyces, gettre de pere. (71425 Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 666 Hie
talus, dyse. c 1440 Prowp. Parv, 121/1 Dy_cyn, or pley
wythe dycys, alee, c 1450 Bk. Cnrtasye 228 in Babees Bk.
306 Ne at the dyces with him to play. 1474 CAXTON Chesse

132 He caste thre dyse and on eche dyse was a sise. 1483
Cath. Angl. 99/1 A Dice, ta.villus, alea. 1552 HULOET,
Dice or die, alea, talns> thessera. 1677 GALE Crt. Gentiles
in. loo Amongst the Grecians v/3ia signifies a Dice . . the
cast of a Dice was most casual and incertain. 1751 MRS.
E. HEYWOOD Hist. Betsy Thoughtless IV. 202 Protesting
never to touch a card or throw a dice again.

2. In figurative and allusive use ; thus sometimes
= Hazard, chance, luck.

1548 HALL Citron.^ Hen. V 56 b, When kyng Henry per-
ceived that the dice ranne not to his purpose, he abstained
from the assaulte. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. i. ii. 36 His harder
fortune was to fall Under my speare ; such is the dye of
warre. 1594. SHAKS. Rich. 777, v. iv. 10, I haue set my life

vpon a cast, And I will stand the hazard of the Dye. 1676
D'URFEY Mad. Fickle iv. i, The uncertain Dice of Fate
thus far runs well. 1693 DENNIS Imp. Crit. ii. 8 If that was
his design, the Author has turn'd the Dice upon him, I gad.
1742 YOUNG Nt. Th. vi. 37 When .. th' important dye Of
life and death spun doubtful, ere it fell, And turn'd up life.

1844 DISRAELI Coningsby vi. vi, The immensity of the stake
which he was hazarding on a most uncertain die. 1871
MORLEY PMAmv (1886) 169 France and Austria were both
playing with cogged dice.

b. Phrases, f (a) To make dice of (a person's)
bants : see quot. 1646. f {b} To set (put] the dice

upon (any one): see quot. 1598. (c) The die is

cast : the decisive step is taken
; the course of

action is irrevocably decided. (</) Upon a or the

die : depending upon a chance or contingency, in

a critical position, at stake; so to set upon the die.

(e) In the dice : liable to turn up, as a contingent

possibility (cf. on the cards, CARD sh? 2 e). (f)
In comparisons : as smooth, true, straight as a die.

a. 1591 R. TURN-BULL Exp. St. James 103 They wil make
dice of their bones, but they will haue the extremitie of
them. 1621 BURTON Anat. Mel. in. i. in. iii. (1676) 268/1
We will not relent, .till we have confounded him and his,
made dice of his bones, as they say, see him rot in prison.
1646 J. COOKE Vind. Laiv 22 We say proverbially

' make
dice of his bones', the meaning whereof is, that if a pri-
soner die in execution, after the Crowner has viewed his

body, the creditor hath dice delivered him at the Crowne
Office as having all that he is likely to have.

b. 1598 FLORIO, Statichcggiare. .to set the dice vpon one,
to tyrannize ouer one. 1658 Whole Duty Man xii. 6. 94
Thou . . takest this opportunity to set the dice upon him.

1699 BENTLEY Phal. Introd. 2 He will put the Dice upon
his Readers, as often as he can.

C. 1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trow. Aiijb, Is the die cast,
must At this one throw all thou hast gaind be lost ? 1720
OZELL Vertofs Rom. Rep. II. xm. 287 Caesar ,. throws
himself into the River . . saying . . It is done : The Die is

thrown. 1879 G. MEREDITH Egoist xxvii. (1889) 262 The
die is cast I cannot go back.

d. 1659 D. PELL Ititpr. Sea 230 To recover her young
when they are upon a dye. Ibid. 393 Ah poor soul. .It will

not now bee granted thee, when thou art upon thy dye.
1821 HYRON Sardan. \\. i. 139 But here is more upon the
die a kingdom. 183* SOUTHEY Hist. Penins. War III.

859 When Rochejaquelein. .set life and fortune thus upon
the die.

6. 1858 DE QUINCEY Greece under Rom. Wks. VIII. 317
It is hardly 'in the dice' that any downright novelty of fact

should remain in reversion for this nineteenth century.
f. 1530 PALSGR. 629 Make this borde as smothe as a dyce,

commevngdez, i6ooHAKLUYT Voy, (1810.1 III. 256 Goodly
fields, .as plaine and smoothe as any die. ci7ioC. FIENNES
Z?zViry(i888) 151 Y" tide was out all upon the sands at Least
a mile, wch was as smooth as a Die. a ITM GAY Songs $
Ball., AVzy Song on Neiu Simities, You'll know me truer
than a die. '877 SPRY Cruise Challenger xiii. (ed. 7) 226
Arums climbing fifty feet up large trees as straight as a die.

3. A small cubical segment formed by cutting

anything down. *f Also, a small cubical bullet (cf.

die-shot}.
?ci39O Form ofCnry In Warner Antiq. Cnlin. 6 Take the

noumbles of a calf, swyne, or of shepe, parboile hem, and
skerne [?kerue] hem to dyce. 1496 Ld. Treas. Ace. ScotJ.
I. 295 For cutting of viij" and ix dis of irne to the pellokis.

1549 Prii>y Council Acts (1890) II. 350 Dyce of yron. ijm
1

;

shott of stone, v*. 1628 F. GREVILLE Sidney (1652) 139
Wounded . . with a square die out of a field-piece. 1769
MRS. RAFFALD Eng. House-kpr. (1778) 141 Dish them up . .

with turnips and carrots cut in dice. 1889 B. WHITBY
Aivakening^M. Fenwick II. 166 She hacked her buttered
toast into dice.

7. with dice in singular.
14. . Anc. Cookery in Househ. Ord. (1790) 466 Take fresshe

braune of a bore sothen, and cut hit in grete dices, c 1420
Libtr Coconun (1862) 38 Square as discs pou shalt hit make.

1557 RECORDE Whetst. R ij, I haue a dice of Brasse of .64.

vnces of Troye weighte.

T" b. With negative : never a dyse
~ not a bit,

not in the least. Obs.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 808 pal . . shall . . neuer dere hym a

dyse.
II. with plural dies.

4. A cubical block ; in Arch, a cubical or square
block of stone forming part of a building; spec.
the cubical portion of a pedestal, between the base

and cornice ; =DADO I. \\>. A square tablet.

1664 EVELYN tr. Freart's Archil. 123 The Italians call it

the Zoccolo, Pillow or Die (because of its Cubique and
solid figure). 1726 LEONI Alhertts Archit. I. 13/1 A kind
of little Wall, which we shall call the Plinth, others perhaps
may call it the Dye. 1730 A. GORDON Maffets Ampkitk.
240 Some Plinths, or rather Dyes, seen upon the second
Cornish. Ibid. 265 Marble, cut thin in small square Dyes.
a 1748 WATTS (J.), Young creatures have learned spelling of
words by having them pasted upon little flat tablets or dies.

1832 CELL Pomfeiana \.
yi. 109 These figures stand, .upon

little square plinths or dies. 1834 E. DE WARKEN tr. De
Sanlcy^s DeadSia, II. 224 The coping, .is composed, first, of
a cube, or die, measuring nearly six yards on each side.

6. An engraved stamp used for impressing a design
or figure upon some softer material, as in coining

money, striking a medal, embossing paper, etc.

Often used in pairs, which may be dissimilar, for impressing
unlike designs on opposite sides of the thing stamped (as in

coining^ or corresponding, one in relief and one counter-

sunk (as in an embossing stampi.
1699 in M. Smith Mem. Secret Service App. 19 To bring

or send to him some Deys ..to coin some Mill'd Money.
1:1724 SWIFT Constd. Woo(Ts Coinage Wks. 1761 III. 164
There have been such variety of dyes made use of by Mr.
Wood in stamping his money. 1787 T. JEFFERSON Writ.

(1859) II. 123 The workman . . brought me . . the medal in

gold, twenty-three in copper, and the dye. 1863 T. MORKALL
Needle-making 16 Making sail and packing needles . .by
means of dies fixed in a stamp, after the manner of making
buttons. 1879 H. PHILLIPS Addit. Notes Coins i The por-
trait is reduced, .to the size it is to occupy on the die. 1879
Cassell's Teckn. Ednc. IV. 263/1 The die . . is a block of

steel welded in a larger block of iron, the impression of the

intended work cut in its face.

6. The name of various mechanical appliances
:

spec. a. One of two or more pieces (fitted in a stock) to

form a segment of a hollow screw for cutting the thread

of a screw or bolt. b. The bed-piece serving as a support
for metal from which a piece is to be punched, and having
an opening through which the piece is driven. C. Forging.



DIE.

A device consisting of two parts which act together to give
to the piece swayed between them the desired fur in. d.

ttrifk-iiKikiitt. \ mouth-piece or opening through which

the clay is forned, serving to mould it into the required form.

6. A purl of the apparatus used in crushing ore : sec quot.

1881. f. ShoC'inakiag, etc. A shaped knife for cutting out

blanks of any required shape and size : cf. DIE v.a

l8li~6 J. SMIIII r<inor<innt .S. . <Y Aft I. 39 The best out-

side screws arc .. cut with what are called stocks or dies.

1833 HOLLAND Man if/. Metal II. 197 The interstices are

then filled by the insertion of the hardened steel dies. 1856
Farmer's Mag. Nov. 406 (Brick-making The mouthpiece
or die is about half-an-inch deeper and half an inch broader

than the stream of clay after it passes through the moulding
rollers to the cutting apparatus, n 1875 CHAMBKKLAIN in

Ure Diet. Arts I. 529 As soon as It has . . forced the clay of

one box through the die . . the plunger returns and empties

[the other] box of clay through a die on the opposite side.

1881 RAYMOND Mining Gloss., Die, a piece of hard iron,

placed in a mortar to receive the blow of a stamp, or in a

pan to receive the friction of the mullcr. Between the die

and the stamp or muller the ore is crushed. 1885 Harper's
Mag. LXX. 282 By means of

'

dies
',
or sole-shaped knives,

in a die-machine, required shapes, sizes, and widths are cut

out. Before the use of dies, soles were ' rounded out
*

by
hand. .Steam-power and revolving die-block [were] applied
in 1857.

7. Sc. ' A toy, a gewgaw
1

(Jamieson).
(Also in nursery language dic-di?. Identity with this word

is doubtful.)
1808 JAMIESON, Die, a toy, a gewgaw, Loth. 1816 SCOTT

Anittj. xxi,
' The bits o' weans wad up . . and toddle to the

door, to pu* in the auld Blue-Gown that mends a* their

bonny dies.' 1816 Old Mort. x,
' Ye hae seen the last o'

me, and o' this bonny die too', said Jenny, holding between
her finger and thumb a splendid stiver dollar.

8. attrib. and Comb., as die-like, -shaped adjs. ;

die-block^ -machine (see 6 f) ; f die-bone, the

cuboid bone of the tarsus ; -f die-shot, shot of

cubical form, dice-shot
; die-sinker, an engraver

of dies for stamping (see 5) ; so die-sinking ;
die-

stake: see quot. 187^ ; die-stock, the stock or

handle for holding the dies used in cutting screws

(see 6 a^ ; die-wise a. and adv., in the manner of

a die, in a cubical form. See also the compounds
of DICE.

1634 T. JOHNSON Parey's Chirurg. 234 It U knit by Synar-
throsis to the *Die-bone. 1875 URE Diet. Arts II. 29 This
must . . be left to the experience of the *die-forger. 1688

R. HOLME Armoury in. 378/1 A .. *Die-!ike figure four

square every way ; a square solid. 1875 URE Diet. Arts
II. 29 The very cross-grained, or highly crystalline steel. .ac-

quires fissures under the *die-press. i&flYlux'LKv Physiogr.
148 A huge *die-shaped mass of stone. 1581 STYWARD Mart,

Discifl. \\, 143 Such as haue Mie shot .. contrarie to the

Cannons & lawes of the field. 1815 Chron. in Ann. Reg.
317/2 Employed by . . *dye sinkers and ornamental en-

gravers. 1893 Daily News 3 July 2/7 Medallists and die-

sinkers have been very busy, .in view of the Royal wedding.
1874 KNIGHT Diet. Meek. I. 593 s. y. Coining-press, The
lower die is on what is termed the "die-stake, and gives the

reverse impression. 1863 SMILES Ituittst. Biogr, 238 He..
seems to have directed his attention to screw-making, .and

[made] a pair of very satisfactory 'die-stocks. 1674 N.
FAIRFAX Hulk $ Se/v. 128 In Mie wise or cubically. 170*
TIIORKSBY in Phil. Trans. XXV. 1864 The heads not Die-

wise, as the large Nails now are, but perfectly flat.

Die, J<V- slang, [f.
DIE v. 1

] Only in phr. To
make a die {of it} = to die.

1611 COTGR., Foufr aujf tau^es, to turne vp the heeles;
goe feed wormes, make a dy. Ibid. t Tirer Its chausses, to

kicke vp the heeles ; to make a dye. 1819 Metropolis I. 58
1 thought he was going to make a die of it ! Why, he 's as
old as the Hills. 1883 Century Mag. XXVI. 238/2,

'
I be-

lieve you're trying to make a die of it', said the doctor.

Die (dai), v. 1 Pa. t. and pple, died (daid) ;

pr. pple. dying (dai'irj). Forms- o. a-4de3-en,
dei-e(n, 3 dei^en, deai^-e, 4 day-e, 4-5 deghe,
4-6 dei(e, dey(e, (5 deyn), 4-6 (north?) de, 4-
dee. 0. 4-5 dij-en, dy}-en, digh-e, dygh-e,
dy-en, di-en, 4-7 diy, (5 dyi), 4-8 dye, 4- die.

Pa. t. a. 3 dei^ede, decide, deaide, 3-5 deid(e,
4 daide, dayed, de^ed, deied(e ; north, deyt,
ded, 4-5 deyd^e, deyed, 5 deghit, -et, -t, 5-
north. deed, deit, deet. . 4 dyede, 4-5 dyde,
4-6 dide, (5 dyet), 4-8 dyed, 4- died. [Early
ME. dejen, dcghen, corresp. to ON. dtyja (orig.

djyja^ OSw. and ODa. doia, Da. doe, Sw. </<>'),

t H- 1 is. i/t'/d, dtja, OS. d6ian t OHG. tottwan, MHG.
li>nwen

; these represent an OTeut. strong verb of
the 6lh ablaut class *daw-j-an, pa. t.ddw, pa. pple.
./<:;,'<*;/-, the strong inflexions being retained in

ON. (d6-:-*d6w,ddtnn %-~*daioans}. In the other

langs. and in Eng. a regular weak verb. No in-

stance of the word is known in OE. literature (its

sense being expressed by steorfan t sweltan, or the

periphrastic wcsan djad, pa. t. ws dtad\ see DEAD
I d) hence it is generally held to have been early
lost in OE. (as in Gothic, and as subsequently in

all the continental \VGer. langs. \ and re-adopted
in late OE. or early ME. from Norse ; but some
think that the facts point rather to the preservation
of an OE. dtg^an, de&an, in some dialect ; the word

appears to have been in general use from the 1 2th

c., even in the s.w. dialects (see Napier in Hist.

Holy Rood, E.E.T.S., 1894'. The ME. dcyn t

dtghen came regularly down to 1500 as deyet
which
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was retained in the North as dey, df, dee (still cur-

rent from Lancashire to Scotland ; but in standard

English Jfg/ie was in I4th c. (in conformity with

the common phonetic history of OE. eh
t cah, eoh

t

as in dye, eyet jly, high, lie, nigh t thigh, etc.) nar-

rowed to dijf t dighet whence the later dye, die.

The oldest text of Cursor M. (Cotton) has only dty ; in

the later texts this is frequently altered la digit** dye* when
not in rime, in the late Trinity MS. sometimes even in rime,
with change of text. Chaucer used both dey and dye, the

C. T. I Kllesm. MS.) contains in the rimes 22 examples of

deye and 50 of dyt. Both forms are also used in the Wy-
clifitc version, and both occur in Caxton's works.

The stem dan- appears also in Gothic In the ppl. a. dau}s t

OK. diad (t-daitd-oz) DEAD, and the sb. danfins, OE. Vi/,
DEATH; also in afdojan \\-afttfavjan\ pa. pple. afdatttd-

(i-irfi/favid-) vexed, worried. (The relationship of Gothic

di-wand^ itH./ni'arit'j, etc. is uncertain.) The simple verb has
shown a notable tendency to die out, and leave its place to

be taken by derivatives : thus in Gothic daujwan to die.)

I. Of man and sentient beings.
*
literally.

1. intr. To lose life, cease to live, suffer death ;

to expire.
The proper word for this, and more especially for the

cessation of life by disease or natural decay (to which it is

often restricted dialcctally),
but also used of all modes of

death, as '

to die in battle ,

' at the stake ',

'

at the hands of

justice*.

a. Forms de;-e(n, dey-e(n, dei^-efn, dei-e(n,

day, de, dee. (After 1500, north. Kng. and Sc.)
c 1135 Holy Rood (1894) 14 Forban 3e ic nu dcjen sccal.

r ixo$ LAV. 28893 pe aloe king de^ede. Ibid. 31796 At folc

gon to de)cn. a. iS Ancr. K. 108 Me schal er deien.

//W. no He bolede sundri pine, & deijede. fi*goS.ngr
.

Leg. 1.62/311 Heo deide ane bridde day. a\yx>Cur$orM.
24139 (Edin.) Latte vs deien sanun [Cott, dei, Fair/, deye].

13.. Ibid. 16762+ ii9(Cott.) Him was not geue..plas,,
War-on

henuV dee fayre.. but deed he^e in be air. 13.. ibid. 11323
(Gott.) pat heodede suld neucr dei,Til hesuld se crUt self wit

ei [Trtn. MS. deje, c$e]. it. . Sir Beitcs 3135 J>at emperur
ne^ daide, His wif confortede him & saide. 1375 BARBOUK
Bruce i. 430 Hys fadyr. .deyt tharfor in my presoun. c 1380
Sir Fentmb. 5738 Ech man schal rysen on such aray As he

d;iyef ynne. c 1380 WVCLIF Wks. (1880) 296 Crist deyede
to destric bis heresye & alle his martyrs aftir deyeden. 1383

Rom. xiv. 8 Where we deien, we deien to the Lord, c 1386
CHAUCER Prioress' T. 82 And eek hire for to preyc To been
cure help and socour when we deye. c 1400 Destr. Troy 92 1

All dropet the dule as he degh wold. Ibid. 9351 The buerne

deghet. a 14*0 Sir A madace (Camden) Ixxii, Thenne sone
aftur the kinge deeU c 1440 Promp. Purv. 117 Deyyn,
morior. ^1460 Townetey Myst, (Surtees> 40 It gars me
quake for ferd to dee. 1:1470 HENRY Wallace u. 127 Than
wist he nocht of no help, bot to de. 1483 CAXTON Gold.

Leg. 142/2 Hys fader and moder deyden. t 1489 Sonnes

of Aymon iii. 79 Noble knyghtes deyeng full myserably
vpon the erthe. a 1500 Nutbroiun Maid xxiv. in Am-
aides Chron. (1811) 202, I [shall dey sone after ye be gone.

1551 LYNDESAY Monarche 6114 Neuer to de agane. a 1605
MONTGOMERY Sonn. lix. 5 To see Sa many lovers, but re-

demption, dee. a 1800 W. DOUGLAS Song, For bonnie Annie

Lawrie, I'd lay me down and dee. 1861 E. WAUGII Birtle

Carter's Tale n Yo desarven a comfortable sattlement i'th

top shop when yo dee'n.

/3. Forms di;-e(n, dy-e(n, di-e(n, dye, dy,die.
c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. Wace (Rolls) 14306 He was so

wounded, he most dye. 13. . CursorAf. 7959-60 (Gott.) For
bu sal witt bat i sal noght lye

De son of barsabe he sal die

\Cott. lei, dei, Fair/, legh, degh, Trtn. ly^e, di?e]. 13..

Gy /FarH'.(A.)6> Felice said toGij, bou dost folie patow
wilt for mi loue dye. 13. . E. E. Allit. P. A. 306 pa} for-

tune dyd your flesch to dy$e. 13.. Song of Yesterday

87 in E. E. P. (1862) 135 A mon pat nou parteb and dis

[rime wysj. 138* WYCLIP Rev. xiv. 13 Blessid the deede

men, that dien in the Lord, c 1386 CHAUCER Miller's T. 627
And for the sinert he wende for to dye, As he were wood for

wo he gan to crye. a \q-*p Alexander i26o(Ashm. MS.)
To do as driven wald deme & dyi [MS. D. dye] all to-

gedire. 1477 SIR J. PASTON \nPaston Lett. No. 806 11 1. 207
Yf I dyghe ny the Cyte of London. 1483 Cath. Angl.qp
To Die, mm, 15*3 LD. BERNERS Froiss. I. cccxv. 485 To
dye in prison. 1553!.WILSON A'A*/.(i5fo)i9b, Undoubtedly,
the lawier neuerdieth a begger. 1556 Chron. 6>. Friars

(Camden>3Thysyerelhiskynge Henry the thirdedyde. 1633
EARL MANCH. Al Mondo (1636) 142 He that will live when
he dyes, must dye while hee lives. 1635 A. STAFFORD Fern.

Glory (1869) 147 Herarmes express the Crosse whereon He
dide. 1651 HOBBES Leviath. \\. xix. 99 Not onely Monarchs,
but also whole Assemblies dy. 1667 MILTON P. L. vii.

544 In the day thou eat'st, thou di'st. 1695 WOODWARD
Nat. Hist. Earth (1723) 28 The Shell-fish . -live and dye
there. i7i POPE Sfect. No. 48 F 6 Little Spirits that are

born and die with us. 17*7-38 GAY Fables i. xxvii. 50 So

groaned and dy'd. 17*8 NEWTON Chronol. Amended 37

Some of these Archons might dye before the end of the ten

years. 1769 JOHNSON in Boswell Life (1847) 211 It matters
.

not how a man dies, but how he lives. 1807 WORDSW.
Doe vii. 315 At length, thus faintly, faintly tied To earth,

she was set free, and died. 1847 TENNYSON Princ. vi Song 4

She must weep or she will die,

b. Const. To die of a malady, hunger, old age,

or the like ; by violence, the sword, his own hand
;

front a wound, inattention, etc. ; through neglect ;

on or upon the cross, the scaffold, at the stake, in

battle ; for a cause, object, reason, or purpose, for
the sake of one ; formerly also with a disease, the

sword, etc. ; on his enemies (i.e. falling dead above

them). In earlier use the prepositions were em-

ployed less strictly.
ciaoo ORMIN 8656 Sibbenn shule witt anan Off hunngerr

dejenn babe, c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. WfUY(RolJs)85o Of
his burbe his moder-deide. c

134^0
Cursor M. App. it 887 (B.

M. Add. MS.) No womman. .men ne schal of hure childe.

t 1400 Destr. Troy 6528 All bat met hym . . dyet ofhis dynttes.

DIE.

1483 CAXTON G. dt la Tcnr D v, Yf they etc of that fruyle

they shold deye of it. 1580 BARKT Air. D 643 To die of the

plague. 1590 SHAKS. Mids. N. n. i. 130 She being monad,
of that boy did die. 1597 a Hen. /K Epil. 31 FaUtaffe
shall dye of a Sweat. 1638-9 K. BODYILK in Hatton Corr.

(1878) 17 Like to diy of the small pox. 1716 ADUISOM
Drummer v. i, The wound of which he dy'd. 1796 Bt'KNti

Lett. Mr. Cunningham ^ July, If 1 die not of disease, I must
perish with hunger. 189* Du MACKIEK Peter Ibbttso* 347
I thuught I must die of sheer grief.

1381 WYCLIK Ezcfc. v. 12 The thrtdde part of thee shal die

bi pestilence, a 1631 DONNE Poem* (1650)10 We can dye
by it, if not live by love. 1643 DLNHAM Cooker's //. 315
Disdains to dye By common hand*. 1683 Col. Rtc. Pfitn-

syli\ I. 95 A Calfe thai Dyed, as they thought by Witch-
traft.

c 1340 Cursor Af. 26847 (Fairf.) Oft man dey* boron \Cott.

of] an wounde. 1381 WVCLIF A'um.xvL 29 Iftnur) vsid deeth
of men thei dien. Ibid, xxiii. 10 Dye my soule thur) the
deeth of rijtwUe men. Mod. If the child had died through
neglect.

13. . Cursor M. 17153 (Cott.\ I haf . . ded on bis rode tre.

AW. 9039- G" tl.) God fet dide apon be rode, c 1400 Deitr.

Troy 437 Whan CiUte on the cros*e for our care deghit.

1675 UROOKS Cold. Key Wks. 1867 V. 90 He that died on
the cross was long a-dyuig. iSaoT. KELLY Hymn, We sing
the praise. .Of him who died upon the cross.

411300 Cursor M. 16762+ 89 (Colt.) When Jx>u deed for

drede. ^1300 Havelok 840, I wene that we deye mone For

hunger. 1380 WYCLIF JJ-'A\r. 118801 8
Redy to dye for cristin

mennus soulis. c 1489 CAXTON Blanc/uirayn vii. 27 heading^
The whiche deyde for sorowe. 155* HULOET, Dye for the

lone of a womanne, Perinefeminam. 1553 T. WILSON Rhet.

^1580)
177, 1 can not chappe these textes in Scripture, if

should die for it. 1580 HAKKT Ah1
. D 643 Willing to die

for ones safetie. 1581 PKTTIE Guazzo's Civ. Ctmv. in.

(1586)129, I should die for verie shame. 1599 HAKI.UYT

l\>y.\\. u. 73 Shortly after they all die for hunger and cold.-

1600 SHAKS. A.Y.L. iv. i. 108 Men haue died from time
to time, and wormes haue eaten them, but not for loue.

1654 WHITLOCK Zootomia 121 Though he dye for it, he
cannot think of it. 1655 H. VAUCHAN Silt* .V< /;.'.-. i. Ded.

(1858) 15 My God ! thou that didst dye for me. 1713 STEF.LE
Guardian No. 17 P 7 But child . . can you see your mother
die for hunger. 183* TENNYSON May Queett 31 They say
he's dying all for love. Mod. To die for one's opinions.

138* WVCUP Jer. xvi. 4 With dethes of siknyngus thei shul

die. ^1386 CHAUCER Monk's T. 711 The place in which
he schulue dye With boydekyns. c 1400 Destr. Troy 8273
Thow dowtles shall dye with dynt of my hond. a i6ia

DONNE Btaitayaroc (1644) 52 Annibal . . dyed with poyson
which he alwaies carryed in a ring, a 167* WOOD Life
(1848) 8 His grandmother Penelopie. .died with grirf. 1699
E. WALKER Epictetus' Mor. xvi, To dye with Thirst and

Hunger.
1591 SHAKS. Ttvo Cent. u. iv. 114 He die on him that saies

so but your selfe, 1712 14 POPE Rape Lock v. 78 Nor
fear'd the Chief th' unequal fight to try, Who sought no
more than on his foe to die.

C. To die in a state or condition.
a 1300 Cursor M. 25850 t Cott.) Qua bat dees in dedli sin sal

dueU in bale. 138* WYCLIF Jer. xxxi. 30 Eche in his

debte, Relin^ueredebitum. 1703 MAUNDRELL Journ. Jews.
(1732) Lett. it. 3 To dye in the Romish Communion. 1784
COWI-ER Tiroc. 150 Would die at last in comfort, peace, and

joy. Mod. He died in poverty and neglect.

d. To die/<w, a beggar^ a martyrt a millionaire^

etc.

a IMS Ancr. R. 108 Heo ouh for to deien martir in hire

mescise. 1393 COWER Ctmf. II. 55 Lo, thus she deiede a
wofull maide. 15^3 [see i ft}. 1671 MILTON /'. X. in. 422
But so dy'd Impenitent. 1683 SALMON Doron Afed. 1.17 They
dye (as it we re) laughing. i78xCowptRAV//>r

>

f 14 Having
lived a trifler, died a man. 1842 TENNYSON ft'sum ofSin iv.

144 Yet we will not die forlorn. 1883 Century Ufa?. XXV.
765/1 Her old friend had died a bankrupt. 2894 WOLSELKY
Marlboroagk I. 346 He was every inch a sailor, and died

an Admiral.

2. To die a (specified) death : to die by or suffer

a particular death.
Death prob. represents the OE. dea}e instrumental, in

<iV'<iyV j7<W/ax, L. tnortc ntori ; it was in M E. also preceded
by various prepositions, on, in, a, o, oft by, wtA ; but is now
generally treated as a cognate object. In die a death, a
was prob. originally the preposition on, o isee quots. c 1200,
c 1386) but came to be treated as the indefinite article.

a. with instrumental case, or equivalent preposition.

[c 900 sEl/red
1

* Laws 14. 15 in Thorpe 1. 48 (Bosw.^
He

sceal deabe sweltan. a 1175 Cott. Horn. 321 pu scealt dcafte

sweltan. ixaoo Trtn. Coll. Horn. 181 l>u shalt a deSe

swelte.) 13.. Cursor Af. 660 'Cott.) O [f-iu'r/. Wit, G$tt.

Of, Trin. On] duble ded ban sal lee dei. 138* WYCUP
Gen. ii. 17 In what euer day sotheli inow elist there of, with
deth thow shalt die [1388 Thou schalt die by deeth [Vulg.
wortc moneris}. judg. xiii. 32 Bi deeth die we IVulg.
morte merientur], for we ban seen the Lord. EzJk.
xxviii. 10 In deeth of vncircumcydid men, thou shalt die.

c 1386 CHAUCER Mtlib. p 606 Bettre it U to dye of [so 5 AfSS. ;

Hart, on, Pehv. a] bitter deeth. t 1450 Merlin 53, 1 knowe
not what deth this fole shall on dye. c 1477 CAXTON Jason
42 If I dye not of bodily deth 1 shal dye of sptrituel deth.

1483 G. de la Tour G v, Your sone deyd this nyght of

a good dethe. c 1500 Melusine 247 To deye of an cuyl
deth. 1625-6 PURCHAS Pilgrims II. 1041 He died of his

natural! death.

b. without preposition.

13. . SirBeuts 341, 1 ne reche, what deb he dige, Sibbe he
be cold. 13.. Cursor M. 952 (Gott.) And siben dobil dede
to dei [Cotf. t Fairf. wit, Trtn. on doubel debj. Ibid. 10917

(GOtt.) He bat first na dede mint die [Cott. na ded moght
drei], : 1460 Towncley Myst. (Surtees) 6 Thou shalle dye
a dulfulle dede. a 1533 LD. BERNERS Huon cxxv. 453 He
wolde cause the emperour to dye an yll dethe. 1535 COVER*
DALE Num. xxiii. 10 My soule die y death of y" righteous,
and my code be as the ende of these. 1598 SHAKS. Merry U '.

iv. ii. 158 He shall dye a Fleas death. 1601 WARNER Alb.

En. ix. xiv. (.161 3.1 3X2 But tweutic two a natural I death did



DIB.

die. 1610 SHAKS. Temp. \. i. 72, 1 would faine dye a dry death.

Love dispell'd the fear That I should die an early death.

C. To die the death \ to suffer death, to be put

to death.
Dr. Johnson (Shaks. (1765) I. 311) says "'die the death

"

seems to be a solemn phrase for death inflicted by law.'

1535 COVKRDALE Judg. xiii. 22 We must dye the death,

because we haue sene God [WvcuF Bi deeth die we].

1581 LAMBAHDB Eiren. n. vii. (1588) 269 If one do burne

a dwelling house maliciously, he shall die the death for it.

1590 SHAKS. Mids.N. i. i. 65 Either to dye the death, or to

abiure For euer the society of men. 1611 Cymb. iv. n.

97 Dye the death : When I haue slaine thee with my proper

hand, lie follow those that euen now fled hence. 1801

SOUTHEY Tkalaba ix. xxxix, And in that wild and despe-
rate agony Sure Maimuna had died the utter death. 1859
TENNYSON Lancelot

j-
Elaine 866 [He] had died the death

In any knightly fashion for her sake.

3. In various phrases, describing the manner or

condition of death. (Sometimes^*.: cf. 10.)

To die game',
to maintain a bold and defiant bearing to the

last, i. e. like a gamecock ; whence by contrast to die dnng-
hill\ to die hard, i.e. with difficulty, reluctantly, not with-

i. e. in defending the last ditch of an entrenchment, to fight

to the last extremity ; and in other similar phrases.

1523 LD. BERNERS Froiss. I. Ixxxiv. 107 We shall not forsake

you to dye in the quarrell. Ibid. I. ccvi. 243 Tyll he had
made an ende of his warr . . or els to dye in the payne.

1631 RUTHERFORD Lett. it. ix. (1881) 384 It cannot stand

with his honour to die in the burrows. 1663 Flagellunt^ or
~O. Cromwell Pref. (1672) 3 He had the fortune . . to dye in

his bed. a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Die like a Dog,
to be hang'd. .Die on a Fish-day, or in his shoes, the same.

I. 457 There was a sure way never to see it lost, and that

was to die in the last ditch. 1805 Ann. Reg. 370 Declaring,
in cant terms, that they would "die game'. 1811 SYD.

SMITH Wks. (1867) I. 203 Nothing dies so hard . . as intoler-

ance. 1825 On Bull-baiting n. (Houlston Tracts I. xxviii.

5), I don't intend to die dunghill. 1863 FAWCETT Pol. Econ.
n. xi. (1876) 294 Reform is slow, and anuses die hard. 1867
Homeward Mail 16 Nov. 951/2 Mr. P. A. Dyke has died

in harness at his post as Government agent. 1868 M. PAT-
TISON Academ. Org. v. 129 Learning in Oxford died hard and

yielded up its breath not without many a struggle. 1870
SPURGEON Treas. Dav, Ps. x. 15 Very few great persecutors
have ever died in their beds. 1871 FREEMAN Norm. Cong.

(1876) IV. xvii. 42 Men who .. had actually died in arms

against him. 1875 STUBBS Const. Hist. III. xxi. 544 Like
most medieval workers they all died in harness.

b. Never say die; never consent or resign oneself to death;
never give in.

1837 DICKENS Pickw. ii, Never say die down upon your
luck. 1880 PAYN Confid. Agent III. 161 Never say die

while there 's a shot in the locker.

4. To suffer the pains or dangers of death; to

face death.

1382 WYCLIF i Cor. xv. 31 Ech day I deie for 5oure glorie,
britheren. 1526-34 TINDALE ibid. t By oure reioysinge which
I have in Christ lesu oure Lorde, I dye dayly. 1633 [see i j3].

. **
transf. and^/g".

5. Theol. To suffer spiritual death ;

' To perish

everlastingly' (J.) : cf. DEATH 5.

1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Cause. 8159 pal salle ay deghand lyf,

and lyfand dyghe, And ever-mare payns of ded b^s dryghe.

1382 WYCLIF Ezek. xviii. 4 The soule that shal synne, the

ilk shal die. 1553 Bk. Com. Prayer Burial of Dead, And
whosoever liveth, and believeth in him, shall not die eter-

nally. 1627 HAKEWILL Aj>ol. (1630) 512 So long as God shall

Hue, so long shall the damned die.

6. To die unto : to cease to be under the power
or influence of; to become dead unto : cf. Rom. vi. 2.

1648 Westm. Assembly's Shorter Catech. Q. 35 Sanctifi-

cation. .whereby we. .are enabled more and more to die unto

sin, and live unto righteousness.

7. To suffer pains identified with those of death ;

(often hyperbolical) to languish, pine away with

passion ; to be consumed with longing desire
;

to

diefor, to desire keenly or excessively.
1591 LYLY Endym, i. iv, The lady that he delights In, and

dotes on every day, and dies for ten thousand times a day.
1593 NASHE Chris?s T. 33 a, He saw him swallow downe
a bitte that he dyde for. 1599 SHAKS. Much Ado in. ii. 69
And in despight of all, dies for him. 1610 Temp, in, i. 79
And much lesse take What I shall die to want, a 1631
DONNE Poems (1650) 14 Deare, I die As often as from thee
I goe. 1711 ADDISON Sped. No. 86 P 2 Nothing is more
common than for lovers to . . languish, despair, and dye in
dumb show. 1832 TENNYSON Eleanore 141-8, I die with

my delight . . I would be dying evermore, So dying ever,
Eleanore. Mod. colloq. I am dying for a drink.

b. 70 be dying to do (something) : to long greatly.
1709 PRIOR Celia to Damon 8 That durst not tell me, what

I dy d to hear. 1711 STEELE Sfect. No. 254 p 3 She dies
to see what demure and serious Airs Wedlock has given
you. 1780 MAD. D'ARBLAY Diary May, Mrs. Bowdler has
long been dying to come to the point. 1786 Ibid. 17 July,
Miss P , who was. .dying with impatience to know, .every-
thing about me. 1832 L. HUNT Sir R. Esher (1850) 83 The
secret was dying to escape him. 1893 G. ALLEN Scallywag
I. 20 The pretty American 's dying to see you.

e. To die with or of laughing', to be exhausted

by laughing.
1596 SHAKS. Tarn. Shr. in. ii. 243 Went they not quickly,

I should die with laughing. 1606 Tr. <$ Cr. i. iii. 176 At
this sport Sir Valour dies ; cries . . giue me ribs of Steele,
I shall split all In pleasure of my Spleene. 1778 MAD.

D'ARBLAY Diary 23 Aug., An account he gave us . . would

have made you die with laughing. 1796 JANE AUSTEN
Pride $ Prej. vi. (1813) 194, I was ready to die of laughter.

II. Of non-sentient objects, substances, quali-

ties, actions.

8. Of plants, flowers, or organized matter : To
lose vegetative life ;

to cease to be subject to vital

forces; to pass into a state of mortification or de-

composition.
1382 WYCLIF i Cor. xv. 36 That thing that thou sowist, is

not quykenyd, no but it deie first, c 1420 Pallad. on Husb.

in. 642 Thai wol multiplie There as all other treen and

herbes deye. 1513 DOUGLAS /Eneis ix. vii. 149 Lyke as

the purpour flour . . Dwynis away, as it doith faid or de.

1573 TUSSER Husb. (1878) 85 Good quickset bie, Old gatherd
will die. 1599 SHAKS. Hen. V, v. ii. 42 Her Vine.. Vn-

pruned, dyes. 1607 TOPSELL Four-f. Beast's 11658) 477 Ihe
same part of his tail which is beneath the knot will die after

such binding, and never have any sense in it again. 1707
Curios, in Hnsb. $ Card. 62 The Plant, grown dry and
withered.. must dy. c 1820 SHELLEY Autumn 2 The pale
flowers are dying. i8ssTENNYSON Maudw. i. 6 The shining
daffodils die. 1869 HUXLKY Pkys. i. (ed. 3) 22 Individual

cells of the epidermis and of the epithelium are incessantly

dying and being cast off.

b. Said of the heart : To cease to beat ;
to

sink as in swooning.
1611 BIBLE i Sam. xxv. 37 His heart died within him, and

he became as a stone. 1771 SMOLLETT Humph. Cl. 26 June
p 1 8 My heart seemed to die within me. 1795 SOUTHEY Joan
ofArc 1.290 It might be seen.. by the deadly paleness which

ensued, How her heart died within her.

9. Jig. Of substances : To lose force, strength,

or active qualities, to become * dead ', flat, vapid,
or inactive.

t6iz WEBSTER White Devil iv. i, Best wine, Dying, makes

strongest vinegar. 1823 P. NICHOLSON Pract. Build. 390
Plaster is said to die when it loses its strength.

10. Of actions, institutions, states, or qualities :

To come to an end, pass out of existence ; to go

out, as a candle or fire ;
to pass out of memory, to

be utterly forgotten.
a 1240 Lofsong- in Cott. Horn. 211 Pine pinen bumwen me

. . from Jjene deaS Set neuer ne deieS. 1387 TREVISA Higden
(Rolls) I. 7 (Matz.) Dedes bat wolde deie, storye kepeb hem
euermore. c 1420 Pallad. on Hush. i. 600 As cornes that wol

under growe her eye, That but thou lete hem oute, the sight
wol die. 1548 HALL Chron., Edw. IV, 240 In whose person
died the very surname of Plantagenet. 1577 B. GOOGE Heres-

bach's Huso. n. (1586) no The coles that are made of the

Pine tree . . die not so fast as the other. 1580 BARET Alv.

D 643 Loue vtterly dieth, or decaieth. 1593 SHAKS. 3 Hen.

VI, n. vi. i Heere burnes my Candle out ; I^heere it dies.

I599 _ Much Ado v. i. 301 So dies my reuenge. 1710 PRI-

DEAUX Orig. Tithes v. 237 But he dying the same year he

published them [Laws], they also dyed with him. 1711 ADDI-

SON Spect. No. 26 r 5 When I look upon the Tombs of the

great, every Emotion of Envy dies in me. 1820 SHELLEY
Ode Liberty ix. 13 Art, which cannot die. 1847 TENNYSON
Princ. HI. 189 Speak, and let the topic die. 1871 MORLEY
Voltaire (1886) 7 A fragile and secondary good which the

world is very willing to let die. 1892 Du MAURIER Peter

Ibbetson 247 It is good that my secret must die with me.

b. Sometimes more directly fig. from i.

1594 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. \. xvi. (1611) 50 All these con-

trouersies might have dyed, the very day they were first

brought foorth. 1596 SHAKS. i Hen. IV, i. iii. 74 What
euer Harry Percie then had said - - May reasonably dye, and
neuer rise To do him wrong. 1601 T-wel. N. i. i. 3 The

appetite may sicken, and so dye. 1610 Temp. H. i. 216

Thou let'st thy fortune sleepe : die rather.

11. To pass gradually away (esp. out of hearing or

sight) by becoming fainter and fainter; to fade

away.
[1581 PETTIE Guazzo's Civ. Con-v. ii. (1586) 58 b, The fault

ofsome.who suffer the last letters to die betweene their teeth.]

1704 POPE Windsor For. 266, I hear sweet music die along
the grove. 1715-20 Iliad n. 126 Fainter murmurs dy'd

upon the ear. 1826 DISRAELI Vw. Grey v. xii, The words
died on Vivian's lips. 1832 TENNYSON Millers D. 74,

I watch'd the little circles die. 1859 Elaine 323 The
living smile Died from his lips,

12. To pass by dying (into something else") ; to

change (into something) at death or termination.

1633 EARL MANCH. Al Mondp (&$>} 27 The brightest dayes
dye into dark nights, but rise againe a mornings. 1645
BP. HALL Remedy Discontents 20 The day dyes into night.

1742 YOUNG Nt. Th. vi. 697 The world of matter, with its

various forms, All dies into new life. 1755 Centaur ii.

87 He that lives in the kingdom of Sense shall die into the

kingdom of Sorrow. 1784 COWPER Task n. 96 The rivers

die into offensive pools. 1842 TENNYSON Day-Dream 188

The twilight died into the dark.

b. Archit. To merge into, lose itself by passing

into\ to terminate gradually in. or against. Cf. 13 c.

1665 J, WEBB Stone-Heng (1725) 88 A Parapet, .is let into,

or made to die against the'Columns. 1859 JEPHSON Brittany
xviii. 291 The mouldings of the arches die into the pillars.

1870 F. R. WILSON Ck. Lindisf. 116 There is a staircase

turret which dies into the tower.

III. With adverbs, forming compound verbs.

13. Die away. a. To pass away from life gra-

dually; to faint or swoon away.
1707 Curios, in Hnsb. $ Card. 62 We see several Plants

frow
dry, and dy away. 1711 ADDISON Spect. No. 3 F?

_
he fainted and died away at the sight. 1713 Cato. iv.

i, I die away with horror at the thought. 1725 POPE Odyss.
xiv. 401 Oh ! had he . . in his friend's embraces dyM away !

1821 SHELLEY Pronteth. Unb. \\. ii. 21 Droops dying away
On its mate's music-panting bosom. 1853 R. W. BROWNE
Grk. Classical Lit. (1857") 138 My feeble pulse forgot to

play, I fainted, sank, and died away.

DIE-AWAY.

b. To diminish gradually in force or activity

and so come to an end; to fade away, cease or dis-

appear gradually.
1680 HACKE Collect. Voy. (1699) II. 15 The wind in the

mean time dying away, I was becalmed. 1706 A. BEDFORD
Temple J\hts. ix. 172 The Voices, .seem to die away. 1712
STEKLE Sped. No. 427 ?2 Thus groundless Stories die away.

1792 S. ROGERS Picas. Mem. n. 91 At his feet the thunder
dies away. 1837 DISRAELI Venetia HI. vii, The day died

away, and still he was wanting. 1840 R. H. DANA Bef. Mast
xxv. 81 The breeze died away at night. 1860 TYNDAI.L
Glac. i. xxiv. 175 The direct shock of each avalanche had
died away.

C. Archit. and Carpentry. To pass or merge
gradually into the adjacent structure. Cf. 12 b.

1869 SIR E. J. RF.ED Ship-build, v. 76 To be 2 feet deep
amidships and to extend across until they die away with

rise of floor. 1873 FERGUSON in Tristram Land ofMcab

373 The arch must have died away against the towers.

f d. trans. To cause to die or come to an end.

rare
~

*.

1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (1811) VIII. 33 By little and

little, in such a gradual sensible death . . God dies away in

us, as I may say, all human satisfaction, in order to subdue
his poor creatures to himself.

14. Die back. Said of the recent shoot of a plant :

To die from the apex back to the woody or peren-
nial part.
Cf. die down ; herbaceous plants die down to the ground,

tender shoots die back to the old wood.

1850 Beck's Florist Nov. 265 The shrub. .will in a manner

prune itself, or at least those shoots that require removing will

die back, and there will be only the dead wood to cut away.
15. Die down. a. To subside gradually into a

dead or inactive state
; to die away.

1834 KEBLE in Lyra Afost. (1849) 58 The deep knell dying
down. 1859 TENNYSON Elaine 179 Laughter dying down
as the great knight Approach'd them, 1874 GREEN Short
Hist. vi. i. 267 The war died down into mere massacre and

brigandage. 1894 Antiquary May 222 The tin trade of

Cornwall died down. Mod. The fire was left to die down
of itself.

b. Of plants : To die down to the ground, while

the underground stem and roots survive.

1895 Home Garden 40 To secure perfect blooms [ofCrocus],
the foliage must be left to die down of its own accord.

Mod. This Polygonurn attains a height of ten feet, and

yet dies down entirely in the winter.

16. Die off. a. To go off, be removed or carried

off, one after another, by death.

1697 DAMPIER Voy. 1. 113 It is usual with sick men coming
from the Sea Air to dye off as soon as ever they come
within the view of the Land. 1741 RICHARDSON Pamela (1742)
III. 292 A Gentleman's Friends may die off. 1807 SOUTHEY
Espriellds Lett. III. 100 The Russian soldiers . . sickened

and died off like rotten sheep. 1840 DICKENS Barn.Rudge
vii, Accustomed to wish with great emphasis that the whole
race of women could but die off. 1857 BUCKLE Civiliz. I.

xi. 649 That generation having died off. Mod. If the cattle

and other stock are not sold off, they will die off. The
cuttings in the frames damped off, the plants in the green-
house died off.

b. transf. Of sounds, etc. ; To die away, to

pass away.
1722 DE FOE Plague (1884) 10 This Rumour died off

ag^ain. 1805 FLINDERS in Phil. Trans. XCVI. 245 On the

wind dying off . . it descended quickly to 30 inches. 1878
BROWNING La Saisiaz 45 If the harsh throes of the prelude
die not off into the swell. 1886 SIR F. H. DOYLE Reminis-
cences 175 So the debate died off.

17. Die out. a. Of a family or race (of animals

or plants) : To be (gradually) extinguished by
death ; to become extinct.

1865 SEELEY Ecce Homo iv. (1866) 38 His house soon dies

out. 1866 MRS. CARLYLE Lett. III. 306 So sad that one's

family should die out. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) III. 163
Barbarous nations when they are introduced by Europeans
to vice die out. 1887 F. B. ZINCKE Hist. Wherstead 173

They never bore any more fruit, and gradually died out.

b. To go out, or come to an end (gradually) ;
to

pass away or become extinct by degrees.
1853 KANE Grinnell Exp. xxvii. (1856) 219 The lard-lamp

died out in the course of the night. 1872 FREEMAN Gen.

Sketch xii. 21. 232 In England villainage was on the

whole dying out. 1885 Truth n June 936/2 Public interest

had flagged and gradually died out. tSSffAtkentfumjIAay
603/3 To tell how the religions of Greece and Rome died

out. 1892 Du MAURIER Peter Ibbetson 43 The last red
streak dies out of the wet west.

f!8. Die up. To die off entirely, to perish. 06s.

a 1300 Cursor M. 4703 (Cott.) pan deid ^e bestes vp biden,
Thoru be hunger bat was sa kene. c 1340 Ibid. 4831 (Trin.)

pe folke de^ej? vp al by dene. 1475 Bk. Noblesse (1860* 42
His peple died up by gret mortalite of pestilence. 1563-87
FOXE A.

fy
M. (1596) 76/1 Most part of the husbandmen . .

died up with the famine and pestilence.

Die, v2
[f.

DIE j^. 1

] trans. To furnish with

a die; to mould or shape with a die.

1703 T. N. City $ C. Purchaser 213 The Sheathing-nail

ought not to go through the Plank, .and the Head must be

well clasped, or died, so as it may sink into the Wood. 1885

Harper's Mag. LXX. 282 Every machine-made shoe also

has an ' inner sole
'

died out or moulded, to correspond in

shape with the ' outer sole '.

Die, obs. form of DTE v. and $b.

Die*-away, a. [from the verbal phr. to die

away : see DIE z*.
1
13.] That dies away or has the

air of dying away ; languishing.
i8oz MARIAN MOORE Lascelles II. 196 If I thought you

liked that die-away Miss. 1832 Examiner 229/2 He sang
a die-away love-ditty. 1840-1 S. WARREN 10,000 a Year I.

124 The die-away manner in which she moved her head.



DIEB.

1871 O MEREDITH //. Richmond xxv. (1889) 227 The Mar-

gravine groaned impatiently at talk of such a die-away sort.

llDieb (db). Zool. [a.
Arab, ^i Sib, 'wolf,

also in some districts 'jackal', ^-Heb. 3N| zfeb

wolf.] A species of Wild Dog or Jackal (Cant's

aulhus) found in Northern Africa.

1810 FISCHER Synopsis Mammal. 181
' Dieb' of the Arabs.

1869 OKAY Cat. Cnrnivora in Brit. Mas. 189.

Die'-back, sb. [from the phrase to die back: see

Dm a. 1

14-] The fact of dying back; the term

disease affecting orange-trees in Florida, etc.,

i which the tree dies from the top downward.
1886 in S. FALLOWS StiffI. Diet.

Diecious, etc., var. DKECIOUS, etc.

||
Diectasis (dsi^ktasis). Pros. [a. Gr. Siix-

ra<7is a stretching: ee Di-3 and ECTASIS.]

Lengthening by the interpolation of a syllable.

1804 A thenxum 29 Dec. 884/1 From the .scientific point of

view there is . . not a word to be said in favour of such

grammatical monsters as m and pon<7. But it is perfectly

easy to see how they arose from a misunderstanding of the
'

F.iiic diectasis.'

Diedapper, obs. f. DIDAPPEH, dabchick.

Diedral, var. DIHEDRAL.

t Diegema-tical, a. Obs. [f. Gr. Strrmna-

TIX-O'S descriptive + -AL.] Of the nature of a nar-

rative or description ; descriptive.

1624 Bp. MOUNTAGU Invocation Saints 184 That which he

[Nazianzen] hath is diegematicall, not by way of conclusion,

or of approbation.

II Diegesis (dai^fsis), [a. Gr. hirfloa nar-

ration, narrative ;
in a speech, the statement of the

case, f. Sirjyioiiat to describe, narrate.] A narrative'

a statement of the case.

i8jo R.TAYLOR (.title). The Diegesis, being a Discovery of

the Origin, Evidences, and Early History of Christianity.

t DiegO (dyfgff). Obs. [Sp. Diego, the Christian

name James, being that of the patron saint of Spain
see also Don Diego s. v. DON.]
1. A name for a Spaniard: cf. DAGO, (\\soattri6.)
<ri6n J. TAYLOR (Water P.) Laufk * be Fat, Wks. (1630)

72/1 Next followes one, whose lines aloft doe raise Don
Coriat, chiefe Diego of our daies. To praise thy booke, or

thce, he knowes not whether, It makes him study to praise

both or neither. 1659 DAVENANT Play-House to Let III.

Dram. Wks. 1873 IV. 55 The Diegos we'll board to rum-

mage their hold. 1667 DRYDEN Sir Martin Afar-all it. li.

This hungry Diego rogue. 1687 M. CLIFFORD Notts Dryden
(N.j, That were as Diego said of the poor of his parish,

All the parish.

2. A Spanish sword, or one of the same sort.

1700 STEELE Tatler No. 39 r> 40 Insulted by a Bully with

a long Diego. 1867 SMYTH Sailor's Word-bk., Diego, a very

strong and heavy sword.

8. Name of a variety of pear.
1664 EVELYN Kal. Hurt. (1729) 21 Pears .. Bing's Pear,

Bishop's Pear (baking>, Diego [etc.].

Die'-hard, sl>. and a. [from the phrase to die

hard: see DIE v.1 3.]

A. adj. That dies hard, resisting to the last.

B. sb. One that dies hard ; spec, an appellation of

the s;th Regiment of Foot in the British Army.
1844 W. H. MAXWELL Sfor/s * Adv. Scotl. x. (1855) 100

The Die-hards (syth regiment). 1856 J. W. COLE Brit. Gen.

Pmins. War I. v. 200 note. 1871 Standard 28 Jan., Ducrot,
who is a good die-hard general ofbrigade. 1871 Daily News
i Feb., Some 20,000 die-hards are determined to get up into

that keep and hold out for a spell longer. 1891 W. R.

LLUELLYN in Diet. Nat. Biog. XXIX. 8/1 At Albuera the

57th occupied a position as important as it was deadly.
Die hard! 57th , said Inglis,'die hard!' They obeyed,

and the regiment is known as the
' Die-hards

'

to this day.

Dieidism (daiiai-diz'm). Biol. [f.
Gr. J<- two

+ cft-os form + -ISM.] The condition of having
two different forms at different stages of life.

1874 LUBBOCK Orig. Q Met. Ins. iv. 80 Those cases in

which animals or plants pass through a succession of different

forms might be distinguished by the name of dieidism or

polyeidism.

Dielectric (dsiine-ktrik), sb. and a. [f. Di-

pref.*
= Gi. Si-, Sia- through + ELECTRIC.]

A. sb. A substance or medium through or across

which electric force acts without conduction ;
a non-

conductor ;
an insulating medium.

1837 FARADAY in Phil. Trans. (1838) I. 25 The particular
action described occurs in the shell-lac . . as well as in the

dielectric used within the apparatus. 1838 Exp. Res.

(1830)361 My view that electric induction is an action of the

contiguous particles of the insulating medium or dielectric.

Note. I use the word dielectric to express that substance

through or across which the electric forces are acting. (Dec.

1838.) 1881 MAXWELL Klectr. ft M*fn,\.j6l The resistance

of the greater number of dielectrics diminishes as the

temperature rises. 1885 WATSON & BURBURY Math. Th.

Electr. n Afagn. I. 184 The dielectric, in Faraday's lan-

guage, has inductive capacity. It is less for air and the

permanent gases than for any solid dielectrics, and rather

less for vacuum than for air.

B. adj.
1. Having the property of transmitting electric

effects without conduction ; non-conducting.
1871/1 thennum 10 June 723 He supposes . that the sheaths

of the muscular fibres are dielectric. iSSsWATSON&BvRBURY
Math. Th. Electr. t, Magn. I. 77 Such a medium, considered

as transmitting these electrical effects without conduction,

is called a Dielectric medium, and the action which takes

place through it is called. .Induction.
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2. Relating to a dielectric medium, or to the

transmission of electricity without conduction.

1863 ATKINSON tr. Canal's Physics (1886) 685 The action is

. . analogous to that of the pole of a magnet on a piece of

soft iron; and Faraday called it dielectric polarisation.
1881 MACPAXLANE in Nature No. 620. 465 By the dielectric

strength of a substance I mean the ratio of the difference of

potential required to pass a spark through air under the

same conditions. 1881 Athenaeum 5 Feb. 203/2 [A paper on]
Dielectric Capacity of Liquids ', by Dr. Hopkinson.

Diel e-ctrically, oitv . [f. prec. -t- -AL -t- -LT 2.]

In a dielectric manner ; by dielectric action.

1881 Athenaum 16 Apr. 520/3 On the Internal Forces of

Magnetized and Dielectrically Polarized Bodies.

Diem [L. =day], in phr. per diem : see PEE.

II Diencephalon (dsiiense-faljm). Anat. [mod.
L., f. Gr. Si-, Sia- through (Dl-3) + iyxiipaXoy

brain : see ENCEPHALON. Representing Gcr. zwi-

schenhirn.'] The middle brain ; that division of

the brain between the mesencephalon and prosen-

cephalon ; also called Deutencephalon or Thalam-

encephalon. Hence Dlenceplwlic a., pertaining
to the diencephalon.
1883 Syd. Sx. Lex., Diencephalon.

Dieng, obs. form of dying: see DIE v.

fDiennial, a. Obs. rare-". =BIEMNIA!I.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Diennial, of or pertaining to two

years.

Diep(e, obs. form of DEEP.

Dier (dai-ai). rare. Also 6 dyer. [f. DIE v.'

f -ER !.] One who dies ; one who suffers, or b
liable to, death.

1570 Piththy Note to Papists (1862), Many sundry deaths

doo bring the dyers endles shame. 1638 SUCKLING Bren-

noralt 1. 1, Dead, as I live ; Well, goe thy waves, for a quiet
drinker and dier. 1887 JESSOPP in ic/A Cent. Dec. 839
'
I suppose I am a dier ', she said . .

'
I used to think I should

never die*.

Dier, obs. form of DEAR, DEER, DYEB.

Dieresis, dieretic, var. DIURESIS, -ETIO.

II Dies (dai-fz). The Latin word for 'day';
used in certain phrases.
a. Dies irse,

'

day of wrath ', the first words, and hence

the name, of a Latin hymn on the Last Judgement ascribed

to Thomas of Celano (c 1250).

b. Dies non (short for dies non juridicus), in Law, a day
on which no legal business is transacted, or which is not

reckoned in counting days for some particular purpose.
Also in other legal phrases : see quot. 1848.

1607-7* COWELL Interpr., Dies. .A legal day, and that is

of two sorts, i. Dies Juridicus, and 2. Dies non Juridicus.
Dies Juridici are all dayes. .given in Term to the Parties

in Court. Dies non Juridici are all Sundayes in the year,

besides, in the several Terms particular dayes. 1805 SCOTT

Last Minstr. vi. xxx, And far the echoing aisles prolong
The awful burthen of the song, Dies irz, dies Ula, Solvet

szclum in favilla. 1815 HONE Every-day Bk. 1. 1 56 A Sun-

day, .is a dies non, or no day in law. 1848 WHARTOM Law
Lex., Dies amoris (the day of love), the appearance day of

the Term on the fourth day, or quarto die post. It was the

day given by the favour and indulgence of the court to the

defendant for his appearance, when all parties appeared in

court, and had their appearance recorded by the proper

officer. Dies daius, the day of respite given to a defendant.

. . Diesjuridicus, a court day. . . Dies non juridicus, not

a court day. 1860 THACKERAY Round. Papers (1863) 196

The idea (dies irx I) of discovery must haunt many a man.

1887 RUSKIN Prxterita II. 213 Men have been curiously

judging themselves by always calling the day they expected,
' Dies Irae ', instead of

' Dies Amoris '.

II Diesis (dai-esis). PI. dieses (-). [a. L.

diesis, Gr. Sifau a quarter-tone, lit. a
sending

through or apart, f. SiitVoi to send through, f. Sia

through + livai to send.]
1. Mus. a. In ancient Greek music, a name given

to several different intervals smaller than a tone ;

esp. the Pythagorean semitone, equal to the differ-

ence between two major tones and a perfect fourth

(ratio 243: 256). b. In modem music, the interval

equal to the difference between three major thirds

and an octave, or between the chromatic and dia-

tonic semitones (ratio 125: 128); usually called

enharmonic diesis.

1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. xix. cxxxi. (1495) 94 Diesis

is the space and doynge of melodye and chaunp-nge
out of

one sowne in to a nother. i7 MORLEY Inlrod. Mus.

Annol , Diesis is the halfe of the lesse halfe note. 1694

HOLDER Harmony (1731) " The. P'""8 - made^ thes

two Degrees, is too much by a Diesis (128 to 125). et 1734

NORTH itr(i826) II. 210 He makes great ado about dm
ing tones major, tones minor, dieses and commas. 1867

MACFAKREN Harmony i. 8 Theeffect of the Enharmonic diesis

is employed by no means rarely in. .musical performances.

2. Printing. The sign J, usually called
' double

dagger '.

[Formerly used to denote a diesis in Music: cf. 17*7-51

CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., 'The chromatic, or double diesis

denoted by a double cross.' In French, the sign of the

sharp
'

is called diist. 1 . . .

1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Diesis . . among Printers it is

taken for a Mark, otherwise call'd a Donblt^agfer \.

1874 KNIOHT Diet. Mech. I. 701/1 Diesis (Printing), the

double dagger (t), a reference-mark.

Diet (dsi-etl, sb. 1 Forms: 3-6 diete, (5 diat,

dyette, 5-6 dyete, diette), 5-8 dyet, (6 diot,

dyot, dyat, dieat, dyeat), 5- diet. [a. OF. diete

(i 3th c. in Hatz.-Darm.), = Sp., Pg., and It, ditto,

ad'. L. diifta (in med.L. Jieta), a. Gr. OIOITO 'mode

DIET.

of life'. (Supposed to be connected with fatii/

to live : see Meyer Gr. Gram. $ 261.)]

1 1. Course of life ; way of living or thinking.
(if the same diet, of a different ditt, both ofa diet, i.e. sort

i Kind.

c \u*>Beryn 1431 Ech dayour diete Shall be mery & lotaM.

& tins shall he for-jete. 1567 Triall Treat, (i
850)31 Behold

howe a lie can please some folkes diet ! 1611-5 Hr. HAIL
Contempt., O. T. X. ii, Hither this was the Sonne himselfe,

or else one. .of the same diet. Ibid. xiv. vi, Worldly mindes
think no man can bee of any other then their owne dyet.
1618 Sertn. v. 104 Francis of Assise and he were both of

a diet a 1656 Kern. Wks. (1660) 255 The minds of
men may be of a different diet.

2. esp. Customary course of living as to food :

way of feeding.
c 1386 CHAUCER Pard. T. 188 He wolde been the moore

mesurable Of his diete littynge at his table, c 1470
HENRY Wallaa iv. 333 Off dyet fayr Wallace tuk neuer

kepe ; Bot as it come, welcum was meit and ileip. 1531
ELYOT Gov. i. xiii. He wyll . . enquire what skyll he hath

in feedyng, called diete, and kepyng of his hauke from

all lickcnes. 1635 N. CARPF.NTF. Geog. Del. ll. xv. ty>

Scarcity inuites the mountaine dwellers to a more sparing
and wholesome diet. 1774 J. BRYANT Mylhol. II. 261 He
brought mankind from their foul and savage way of feed-

ing to a more mild and rational diet. 1838 PRISCOTT Ferd.

It Is. (1846) II. v. 360 He maintained the same abstemious

diet amidst all the luxuries of his table. 1866 LIVINGSTONE

Last Jrnl. 23 Dec, (1873) I. vii. 162 A meat diet is far from

3. Prescribed course of food, restricted in kind or

limited in quantity, esp. for medical or penal rea-

sons; regimen. Hence to put to a diet (F. mcttrc

a la diete), to keep or take diet (F. observer une

diete).
c 1386 CHAUCER Nun's Pr. T. 18 No deyntee morsel passed

thurgh hir throte . . Attempree diete was al hir phisik. c 1400

Lan/ranc's Cirurg. 72 pe firste tretis is of gouernaunce &
diete of men |t ben woundid. c 1440 Gesta Rom. xix. 334

(Add. MS.), There was a man-sleer taken, and put into

prison, and put to his diete. 1495 A ct 1 1 Hen . VII, c. 2 1 1

He to be sette . . in Stokkis by the space of vj daies with like

diete as is before reherced. a 1533 LD. BERNERS Gold. Bh.

M. Aurel. 11546) M vijb, The ydeotte kepeth diete from

bookes and restcth on his meate. 1991 SHAKS. Two Gent.

n. L 25 To fast, like one that takes diet. 1603 Meat, for

M. li. i. 116 Past cure of the thing you wot of, vnlesse they

kept very good diet. 1655 MOUFET & BENNET Htalth s

Improvem. (1746) 68, I define Diet .. to be an orderly and

due Course observed in the Use of bodily Nourishments.

a 1735 ARBUTHNOT John Bull Postscr. Swift's Wks. 1751

VI. 166 He . . by Diet, Purging, Vomiting, and Bleeding,

tried to bring them to equal Bulk. 1741 JOHNSON L. P.,

Morin, To preach diet and abstinence to his patients. 1841

ELPHINSTONE Hist. Ind. I. 455 They rely most on diet and

regimen, and next, on external applications.

4. Food ; the provisions or victuals in daily use,

viewed as a collective whole, especially in relation

to their quality and effects.

a ixj Ancr. X.m VnderstondeS, hwuc was his diete bet

dci, ioen ilke blodletunge ! So baluhful & so bitter ! 1398

TREVISA Barth. De P. R. vil. Iv. (1495) 268 In chyldern the

vryne is thycke by cause of gleymy diete. c 1410 Anturs

ofA rth. xv With alle dayntethis on dese, thi dietis are dme.
c sat HARPSFIELD Divorce Hen. VIII (i878> 202

Ker;t .in

was of Pulse. 1718 LADY M. W. MONTAGU Let. to Cless

Bristol (1887) I. 241 Herbs or roots (without oili and plain

dry bread. That is their lenten diet. 185* KANE A ret.

Expl. II. xiv. 144 The dogs were too much distended by
their abundant diet to move. 1868 GLADSTONE Jm. Mtmdi
v. (1870) 128 Nay, even a change of diet confronts us . . the

ox ceases to be used as food.

b. fig- >S79 GOSSON Sch. y)*f(Arb.)4t Yet are they

[plays] not fit for euery mans dyet. i8n LAMB Elia Ser. ll.

Some Sonnets ofSydney, A thin diet ofdainty words.

1 5. An allowance or provision of food. Obs.

1533 Ord. Hen. V11I in Ellis Orit . Lett. Ser. i. II. 30 We
. .commaunde you to alloue dailly from hensforth unto, .the

Lady Lucye..the dyat and fare herafter ensuyng. 1611

BIBLE Jer. lii. 34 And for his diet, there was a continuall

diet [CovERD. lyuynge] giuen him . . euery day a portion

[Cov. a certayne thinge aiowed him). 1663 EVELYN Diary
20 Aug., It was said it should be the last of the public diets

or tables at Court. 1671 F. PHILLIPS ;?. Ntttu. 370 The

young Lords or Nobility had a constant Table or dyet in

the Court.

t b. Board. Obs. exc. Hist.

MSS ftcttt ofParlt. 203 The said Prince shall sojome and

be at diettez with the Kyng. '59* SHAKS. i Hen. IV, ill.

iii 84 You owe Money here besides, Sir John, for your Dyet.

i6ot Ham. l. i. 99 Young Fortinbras . . Hath . . Shark d

vp a List of Lawlesse Resolutes, For Foode and Diet.

1611 51 BURTON Anat. Mel. \. ii. in. xv, He shall have ..

ten pound per annum, and his diet. 1*45 EVELYN Mem.

(1857) I. 204 Here many of the merchants.. have their lodg-

ing and diet as in a College. 1791 CHIPMAN Amer. Law
Krt.litoi) 27 The bond was taken for the prisoners . .diet

and to secure the gaoler's fees. 1878 SIMPSON Sex. Slats.

I. 74 The king . . gave him 3,000 ducats more, besides the

daily expenses of his lodging and diet.

1 6. Allowance for the expenses of Imng. Obs.

a 1483 Liber Niger in Househ. Ord. 24 This must cause

her comyn diette to be the more for the high estate of her

proper person. 1J3S Act 27 Hen. Wff, c. 27 Suche like

diettes, rewardes, profiles and commodities . for their attend-

ance vpon the saide Chauncellour. c 1540 Bp. BONNER in

Wyatfs Poems Pref. (18541 41 If he were a good husband,

the diets of iiij marks would find his house . . after a far other

sort than it is kept. 1551 SIR R. MORYSON Lett, to Cecil

Jan 20 (Reed. Off.) Is my land so increast sins my cummyng
out that men do thynke I may serue the Kyng without

my dyettes? 1651 HOBBES Levialh. n. xxiv. 236 Common-



DIET.

wealths can endure no diet ; seeing their expense is not

limited by their own appetite, but by external accidents.

[1885 R. W. DIXON Hist. Ch. Eng. (1893) III. xix. 338.The;

allowances of the ambassador, or, as they were called, his

diets, were ever unpaid.)

7. Comb., as diet-bag, -list, -money; also diet-

bread, special bread prepared for invalids or per-

sons under dietetic regimen ;
diet-kitchen (see

quot.) ; f diet-pot, a pot by which to measure

diet-drink ; f diet-wood (see quot.). Also DIET-

BOOK, -DKINK.

1669 W. SIMPSON Hydro!. Chym. 162 Heaps of plants by
some physicians are ordered to stuff *diet-bags withal.

1617 COLLINS Def. Bp. Ely n. ix. 357 To feede them with

such dirt for 'diet-bread. 1824 Miss MITFORD Village
Ser. i. (1863) 223 Drinking her green tea, eating her diet-

bread, begging her gowns. 1880 WEBSTER Suppl., "Diet,

kitchen, a charitable establishment which provides proper
food for the helpless poor. 1856 KANE Arc!. Expl. I. i. 19

A very moderate supply of liquors . . made up the *diet-list.

1519 SIR T. BOLEYN in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. i. 1. 161 Send
me such *dyett-money as shall best please your Grace. 1551

SIR R. MORYSON Lett, to Cecil Jan. 7, I mervayl my dieat

mony cummith not. 1727 A. HAMILTON New Ace. E. Ind.

I. vii. 74 Allow them as much Diet money as their own
Soldiers receive. 1612 WOODALL Surg. Mate Wks. (1653)

23 The *Dyet Pot is not alone to be used in cases of dyet
drink. IJ68TURNER Herbal in. 34 Guiacum . . Some call it

the ' Diet woode because they that kepe a diet for the French

poxe . . most commonly drinke the broth of this woode.

Diet (dsi'et), sb.- [ad. med.L. dieta in same

senses, or a. F. diile in sense 5 (Cotgr. 1611) : cf.

also It. dieta ' a parliament or generall assembly
of estates

'

(Florio, 1598), Sp. dieta the (Germanic)
diet.

Med.L. rfi?tehad the various senses 'day's journey ',

'

day's
work ',

'

day's wage ',

'

space_ of a day ',
as well as that of

1

assembly, meeting of councillors, diet of the empire '. The
same senses, more or less, are (or have been) expressed by
Ger. tag, and F. journee day. Dieta has therefore been

viewed as a simple derivative of L. dies day, distinct

from dixta, Gr iioiro, DIET**. 1. But it seems more likely

that one or other of the senses developed from dixta. was
associated with dies, and led to the application of the word

sense '

ordinary or prescribed course of life ', which might
be understood to mean '

daily office ', and so lead to the

use of dieta for other daily courses, duties, or occasions.]

tl. A day's journey;
' an excursion, a journey'

(Jamieson). Obs. chiefly Sc. (So F.journite.)
[c 1290 Fleta IV. xxviii. 13 (Du Cange) Omnis rationabilis

dieta constat ex 20 miliaribus.] c 1440 Gesta Rom. xix. 67

(Harl. MS.) Also how many daies iourneys. . . This terme or

this dyet, is not ellis but the terme of thi lyfe. c 1565
LINDESAY (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot.(i%n) 212 (Jam.) Sum of

the conspiratouris, who hard tell of the kingis dyett, followed

fast to Leith eftir him. 1609 SKENE .ff<y. Maj. 143 Twa or

thrie gude men of the Glide sail travell with him for twa

dyets. 1651 CALDERWOOD Hist. Kirk (1678) 248 (Jam.)
The king, .prayeth him to waken up all men to attend his

coming . . for his diet would be sooner perhaps than was
looked for.

f2. A day's work. Sc. Obs. (So f.journ^e.~)

1494 Ld. Treas. Accts. Scot. I. 246 Item, to Thome Red
and Jhone of Schipe, for vj diet at the wod, vj s.

8. Sc. A day fixed for a particular meeting or

assembly; an appointed date or time. b. spec.

The day on which a party in a civil or criminal

process is cited to appear in court. More fully

Diet ofappearance, compearancc. (So OF.journ&.)
1568 Satir. Poems Reform, xlvii. 80 Gif he cumis nocht

thnir, I wald we tuke, To keip oure dyet, Maister Dauid

Makgill. 1640-1 Kirkcudbr. War Comm. Min. Bk. (1855)

93 To compeir befoire the said Committie of Estaites . . and
that to anie day or diet the said Commissares or Collectores

shall pleis to charge thame to. 1692 WILL. III. Instr. to

Sir T. Livingston 16 Jan. (Highland Pa., Maitl. Cl. 1845)
Those who have not taken the benefit of our indemnity
within the diet prefix! by our proclamation. 1708 J.
CHAMBERLAYNE St. Gt. Brit. n. n. yi. (17431 391 Having
obtained a Dyet, i. e. a set day for his publick trial. 1752
LOUTHIAN Form ofProcess (ed. 2) 9 All the Diets ofCourt are

peremptory. xSxo Act 50 Geo. Ill, c. 112 27 In actions at

present requiring two diets of appearance against persons
within Scotland, there shall be only one diet of twenty-seven
days. 1823 SYMSON Descr. Galloway 26 (Jam,) A market
for good fat kine [is] kept on the Friday, .this market being
ruled by the dyets of the nolt-market of Wigton.

t c. Date, day of date. Obs.

1588 A. KING tr. Canisius' Catech. 9 To raise [=erase] the
diett off an instrumente.

4. Sc. A session or sitting ofa court or other body
on an appointed day ;

a single session of any
assembly occupying a day or part of one.

1587 Sc. Acts Jos. F/d599) 82 Called. . before the justice
or his deputes at Justice aires, or particular diettes. 1637
GILLESPIE Eng. Pop. Cerem. in. i. 13 At the diets of weekly
and ordinary preaching. 1643 Row Hist. Kirk (1842) p. xxi,
I attendit many dayes and dyetts, and in end . . a decreit

was gifine thereupon. 1854 Phemie Millar II. 21 He's put
on his Sabbath day claes. .and sat out the haill diet. 1854
H. MILLER Sch. $ Schm. iii. (1857)48, 1 began to dole out to
them by the hour and the diet, long extempore biographies.
1876 GRANT Burgh Sch. Scotl. II. iv. 147 In the week pre-

ceding, the classes shall be tried at two different diets by
examiners appointed by the town Council. 1894 CROCKETT
Raiders 25 Who met statedly for their diets of worship at

Springholm.
b. To call the diet : to call the parties to an

action in court on the appointed day. To desert

tin diet : see DESEKT v. 4.
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1 753 Scats Mag. Sept. 469/1 The diet was deserted as to

Cameron. 1850 BLACKIE Mschyhts I. 217 Herald, proclaim
the diet, and command The people to attention. 1893 Daily
News 28 Dec. 5/4 Outlawry is a sentence pronounced in the

Supreme Criminal Court of Scotland in the absence of the

accused at the calling of the diet, that is, the day on which

he is summoned to appear and stand his trial.

5. A meeting by formal appointment for con-

ference or transaction of national or international

business ; a conference, congress, convention. (In

later use generally influenced by b.) (So OF.

journte?)
c 1450 HOLLAND Howlat 280 Thai counsall the Pape to

writ in this wyss To the Athile Empriour . . To adress to

ptember next comeyng, at tne lowne 01 IUUCWJIIOM
ill be kept a Dyet, by the grete Commissioners of both

ndes, for Reforming of the said Wrongs and Injuries.

1494 FABYAN Chron. vn. 453 A daye of dyet was atwene

the two kynges [of England and France] appoyntyd. Ibid.

6n After Easter was a daye of diot holden bytwene

Grauenynge and Calays, for the matyers touchynge the

kynge and the duke of Burgoyne. 1598 HAKLUYT Voy. 1. 156

There was demaunded in the first dyet or conuention holden

at Dordract, a recompense at the handes of the sayd English
ambassadors. 1600 HOLLAND Lay xxxv. xxv. 902 The
Achseans .. published a Diet and generall Counsel! at

Sicyone. 1879 FBOUDE Cxsar xiv. 209 A diet of chiefs was

held under Caesar's presidency.

b. spec. Applied to the regular meeting of the

estates of a realm or confederation ;
hence also

collectively to the estates or representatives so

meeting (cf. CONGRESS). The English name (from

end of the i6th c.) of the former Reichstag of the

(German) Roman Empire, and of the federal or

national assemblies of Switzerland, Poland,

Hungary, etc. ;
later of the Bundestag of the

Germanic Confederation (i 815-66); applied also

to the existing Reichstag or Imperial Parliament

of the Austro-Hungarian and German Empires,
and the Landtag or local parliament of their

constituent states, and sometimes to the parlia-

mentary assemblies of other states of Eastern

Europe, of Japan, etc.

1565 T. STAPLE-TON Forlr. Faith 1403, They haue had
diets and assembles in Germany by the force and procure-
ment of the Catholike Emperours. 1586 T. B. La Primaud.

Fr.Acad.6^la Switzerland, .if any greate matter fall out,

that is common to all the leagues, they hold their generall

councell, called a Journey, or a Diet. 1611 SPEED Hist.

Gt. Brit. ix. vii. 48 At an assembly or dyet, where
the greatest Princes and States of the Empire were in

person. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Diet (diaeta) in Germany
ft is the same thing as a Parliament in England, a great

Assembly or Council of the States and Princes of the Empire.

1687 DRYDEN Hind ft Panther n. 407 Thus would your
Polish Diet disagree, And end, as it began, in anarchy.

1698 Loitd. Caz. No. 3377/2 Several Deputies from the Pala-

tinates in Lithuania . . seem very desirous of a Dyet on

Horseback. 1709 STEELE Tatter No. 21 p 19 To assist at

the Diet of the States of Hungary. 1756-7 K"cyder's Trav.

(1760) IV. 422 Possibly a few of the most powerful princes

might find their account in the dissolution of the diet. 1814
tr. Klaproth's Trav. 66 The Poles assembled at the diet

held in 1573 for the election of a new sovereign. 1838

Penny Cycl. XI. 192/2 The three colleges formed the diet

of the empire, whose ordinary meetings were formerly
summoned by the emperors twice a year. Ibid. 191/1 The
central point and organ of the present Germanic Con-
federation is the Federative Diet, which sits at Frankfort

on the Main. 1838 Murray's Handbk. N. Germ. 446 The
Diet meets to deliberate . . in the building, formerly the

palace of the Prince of Thurn and Taxis. 1849 MACAULAY
Hist. Eng. I. 261 The meeting at Oxford resembled rather

that of a Polish diet than that of an English parliament.

1871 Outl. Mod. Geog. 68 Frankfiirt-on-the-Main, formerly
a free city and seat of the Germanic Diet. 1895 Times

(Weekly Ed.) 29 Mar. 1/4 The Japanese Diet was closed

on Wednesday. Ibid. 2/4 The Lower House of the Prussian

Diet, .authorized its President to convey its congratulations
to Prince Bismarck. Ibid. There is . . no intention of dis-

solving the Imperial Diet.

6. The metal scraped or cut from gold and silver

plate assayed day by day at the Mint, and retained

for the purpose of trial.

1700-1 Act 12-13 Will-Hi, c. 4 4 It shall, .be lawful! to

detain Eight Grains only from every Pound Troy of Silver

he shall assay, Four Grains whereof shall be put into the

Box of Dyett. Ibid. 5 That the Box or Boxes wherein
the Diet of all such Plate as shall be tryed by the Assayers
aforesaid shall be locked up with Three different Locks . .

And the said Diet therein contained shall be tryed as the Fix
ofthe Coin ofthis Kingdom is tryed. 1771-3 Act 13 Geo. 11 I,

c. 52 6. 1883 ROBERTS & HILL in Encycl. Brit. (ed. 9) XVI.
491/2 Another operation, .performed in the mint is the assay
of the * diet

'

or metal scraped from the gold and silver plate
manufactured at Sheffield and Birmingham. 1889 igth Rep.
Deputy-Master ofMint 53 These diets, consisting of scrap-
ings from gold and silver wares which have been hall-marked
at the Assay offices.

b. attrib. as diet-box.

1835 P. KF.LLY Univ. Cambist \. (ed. 2) 210 The cuttings
and scrapings of the articles assayed, .are kept in what is

called the Diet-box, in order to be melted into a mass and
proved like the Pix, before the proper officers.

Di'et, v. Forms : 4 dijete, 5 diete, dyatt,
5-7 dyet, 6 diate, 7 dyat, diett, diot, 5- diet,

[a. OF. diete-r\.o feed, order the diet of (Godef.), f.

diete DIET sb.^ : cf. med.L. dixtare to live accord-

ing to a certain plan (a 1087 in Du Cange), f.

diseta.]

DIETAL.

I. trans.

1. To feed, esp. in a particular way, or with speci-
fied kinds of food ;

to put (a person) to a specified
diet.

1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. vn. 255 And jif bou dijete be bus
I dar legge bobe myn Eres, pat Fisyk schal his Forred hod,
for his fpode sulle. c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirvrg. 98 Voide
him a litil and diete him with colde metis and stiptik. 1483
Cath. Angl. 99 To Diet, dietare. 1535 COVERDALE Ecclus.

xxxvii. 34 He that dyeteth him self
temperatly prolongeth

his life. 1583 STANYHURST JEneis in. (Arb.) 91 My self

I dieted with sloas. 1655 MOUFET & BENNET Health's

Improv. (1746) 69 He that taught Abel how to diet Sheep.

1667 MILTON P. L. ix. 803 Dieted by thee I grow mature
In knowledge as the Gods who all things know. 1742
FIELDING ?, Andrews II. xvii. He diets them with all the

dainty food of holiness. 1860 EMERSON Cotid. Life, Consid.

Wks. (Bohn) II. 423 It makes no difference, in looking back
five years, how you have been dieted and dressed.

( b. (predicated of the food). Obs.

1638 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (ed. 2) 17
Dead Whales, Scales,

Pengwins, grease or raw Puddings diet them.

c- fig-
i6oa WARNER^)/*. Eng. Epit. (1612) 375 Only his golden

thoughts would not be worser Dieted than with a Diademe.
1611 SHAKS. Cymb. in. iv. 183 Thou art all the comfort

The Gods will diet me with. 1670 EACHARD Coat. Clergy 6

You diet him with nothing but with rules and exceptions.
1816 COLERIDGE Lay Serin. 327 That vast company, .whose
heads and hearts are dieted at the two public ordinaries of

literature, the circulating libraries, and the periodical press.

2. To fix, prescribe, or regulate the food of (a

person, etc.) in nature or quantity, for a purpose.
a. spec, as a regimen of health.

CXAOO Lanfranc's Cirurg. 213, I dietide him as a man
bat hadde a fever agu. 1533 BELLENDEN Lh'y v. (1822)

400 Eftir that the sick man has sufferit himself to be

diet fra metis and drinkis. 1590 SHAKS. Com. Err.
y.

i.

99, I will attend my husband, be his nurse, Diet his sick-

nesse. 1641 MILTON Animadv. (1851) 188 You are not

dieted, nor your loynes girt for spirituall valour. 1768 FOOTE
Devil on 2 Sticks HI. Wks. 1799 II. 275 Full power. .to pill

. . diet . . and poultice all persons. 1849 R. A. VAUGHAN
in Brit. Q. Rev. May 312 Goethe . . having dieted himself

for hard work, was busy at Weimar with his
' Faust '.

fig . 1647 N. BACON Disc. Govt. Eng. I. Ixxi. (1739) 188 These
must be purged by dieting the State. 1705 HICKERINGILL
Priest-cr. H. iv. 44 The Archbishopric of York and . . the

BishopricofEly(beingboth ofthem thought needlesslygross)
. . were dieted, some say, pinch'd and impaired too much.

b. as a punishment, etc.

1530 TINDALE Pract. Prelates Wks. (Parker Soc.) II. 348
After they had dieted and tormented him. 171* ADDISON

Sped. No. 440 p 6 The President immediately ordered him
to be .-. dieted with Water-gruel, till such time as he should

be sufficiently weakened for Conversation. 1862 BURTON
Bk. Hunter (1863) 12 The simple privilege of locking him

up, dieting him [etc.].

) 3. fig. To order, regulate. Obs, rare.

1576 WOOLTON Chr. Manual (Parker Soc.) 125 In dieting
all our words and works to his honour and glory.

4. To provide with daily meals ; to board.

1635 J. SADLER in Verney Pafers(i&S3> 160 His men maye
. . be taken of his hande and dyated for theyre worke for the

first yeare. ai66x FULLER Worthies (1840) II. 362 Tower

prisoners were not dieted on their own, but on the king's

charges, a 1713 ELLWOOD Autobiog. (1714) 235, 1 . .was dieted

in the House of a Friendly Man. 1732 Ace. Workhouses in
We have 20 men and women . . lodg'd and dieted here. 1778

Eng. Gazetteer (ed. 2) s. v. Thingdon, A charity-school for

20 girls, who are cloathed, lodged, and dieted.

II. intr.

5. To take one's ordinary food, or meals; to

feed (on).
1566 DRANT Horace Sat. iii. Div, Haste thou a frende

that dyets harde? 1600 J. PoRYtr. Lett's Africa 1.23 Where
the Canons live togither, they go each man to diet at his

owne house. 1647 FULLER Good Th. in Worse T. (i84i*_n8
At what ordinary, or rather extraordinary do they diet?

a 1734 NORTH Lives I. 102 He kept no house in town, but

ordinarily dieted in the Temple. 1791 COWPER Iliad xxlv.

522 Neither worm, which diets on tne brave In battle fall'n,

hath eaten him, or taint Invaded. 1843 CARLYLE Past ff

Pr. u. xv. (1845) 150 Those four-and-twenty young bloods

dieted all that day with the Lord Abbot.

b.- To beard (with a person, at, in a house, etc.).

1581 L. ALDERSEY in Hakluyt Voy. (1589) 181 There we

lay and dieted of free cost. 1617 MORYSON Itin. \. in. i. 205

They were to diet at the Carriers charge. 1656 J. HAMMOND
Leah tf R. (1844* 15 To dyet and quarter in another mans
house. 1703 THORESBY Diary I. 411 We lodged and
dieted with him at Mr. Lamplugh's. 1802 Chrm. in Aim.

Reg. 370/2 A young man . . who dieted and lodged in the

house, has been apprehended on suspicion.

6. To regulate oneself as to diet ; to eat according
to prescribed rules, i.e. as to the kind of food, the

quantity and time of eating, and the like.

1660 STANLEY Hist. Philos. ix. (1701) 348/2 He first taught
Wrestlers . . to diet with flesh. 1749 WESLEY Acct. School

5 They diet thus : Breakfast, Milk-porridge and Water-

gruel, by Turns. 1893 Strand Mag. VI. 215/1 She dieted

as carefully as if she had been a dyspeptic in ruins.

Hence Di'eted ///. a., subjected to a regimen
of diet.

1605 BACON Adv. Learn. I. ii. 3 There will bee seldome

vse of ., Phisicke in a sound or well dieted bodie. 1655

MOUFET & BENNET Health's Impr. (17461 75 Idle Heads
have made these addle Proverbs ; i. Dieted Bodies are but

Bridges to Physicians Minds.

Dietal (dai,ftal), a. [f. med.L. dicta DIET sb.l

+ -AL.] Of or belonging to a diet.

1885 LOWE Bismarck II. App. B. 568 Until the putting in

execution of the consequent Dietal decree, this port [is] to

be made use of by the ships of war of both Powers.



DIETARIAN.

Dietarian (<loi|CteTian), a. undid. rare~ n
.

[f.
as next -f- -AN.] (See quot.)

1880 WEBSTER SupfL, Dietarian
}
one who lives in ac-

cordance with prescribed rules for diet; dieter.

Dietary doi'etari^, sh, amlrt. Also 5 diatorie.

[ad.
L. din'tdri-us, in med.L. dietdri-us adj. and

six, also dictariitm sb., in various applications, f.

L. dittta, dieta : see DIET j.l and -, and -AST.]

A.J&
1. A course of diet prescribed or marked out ;

a book or treatise prescribing such a course.

1430 A Diatori,- in Babees Me. (1868) 54 To be rulid

M IMS diatorie do \\ diligence, For it techib good dietc

& good gouernaunce. 154* UOORDE('/V&), A Compendyous
Rcgyment or a Dyetary of Helth. (1870) 231 Here
foloweth the dyetary or the regyment of helth. 1570 LEVINS

Mattip. 104/1 A Dietarie, dictarium. 1860 -i FLO. NIGHT-
1NCALR Nursing 52 Careful observation of the sick is the

only clue to the best dietary.

fig' l8?9 *' MKRKDITH Egoist iv. (1889) 26 Patience ..is

a composing but a lean Dietary.

2. An allowance and regulation of food, as for

the inmates of a hospital, workhouse, or prison.

1838 DICKENS O. Twist ii. Do I understand that he asked

for more, after he had eaten the supperallot ted by the dietary?
1861 WYNTER Soc. Bets 202 It is clear, then, that the pre-
valent sea-dietary is a degrading dietary ; it is deficient in

the albumen, the soluble phosphates . . necessary to sustain

vigorous life. 1884 Daily Nnvs 19 Dec. 3/3 The introduction

of fish dinners into the workhouse dietaries appears . . to

have been eminently successful.

B. adj. Of or pertaining to diet, of the nature of

a diet. b. Of or belonging to a dietary.

1614 W. B. Phihsoplter's Banquet (ed. 2) 19 There are

dietary times and hours. 1655 MOUFET & BENNET Health"s

Improv. (1746) 71 Albeit there lived no dietary Physicians
before the Flood. 1844 DISRAELI Coningsby in. iii, Lord

Henry would not listen to statistics, dietary tables. 1863
HAWTHORNE Our Old Howe 11879) 38 The ancient fishing,

ponds . . of vast dietary importance to the family. 1889

J.BARRin TVw/MpMar. 16/1 Dietary punishment.. inflicted

for breaches ofprison discipline.

Dret-book. [f. DIET j<M and *.]

1 1. A journal or diary. Obs,

1614 Efistle
Christian Brother 25 (Jam.) It is a diet-

booke, wnerein the sinnes of everie day are written.

2. A book in which a course of diet is laid down.
1651 WITTIE tr. Primrose's Pop. Err, in. 130 Lessius. .in

his Eloquent Diet-booke, hath so endeavourea to mete out

every mans course of Diet, that he would have twelve

ounces to be a sufficient quantitie of meat for any man.

Di'et-clrink. [f. DIET sbJ- + DRINK.] A drink

prescribed and prepared for medicinal purposes.
1600 ROWLANDS Let. Humours Blood vi. 76 We gaue the

Brewers Diet-drinke a wipe. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 317
As for the diet drink made of cow milk . . I have written

already in my treatise of herbs. 1693 OLIVER m PhiL
Tratu. XVII. 909 A pleasant .. soft Water .. which the

Country People use in Fevers as their ordinary Diet-drink.

1744 BERKELEY Strts o The leaves and tender tops of pine
and fir are . . used for diet drinks. 1844 57 G. BIRD Urin.

Deposits 455 The host of apozems, diuretic decoctions, and
diet-drinks, in which renal stimulants abound. 1854-67
C. A. HARRIS Diet. Med. Terminal, 214 Diet Drink^
a decoction of sarsaparilla and mezereon. The Lisbon diet

drink, or compound decoction of sarsaparilla, which it re-

sembles, is the most celebrated.

Di'eter. [f.
DIET v. + -EK 1

.] now fare. a.

One who regulates the diet of himself or others.

t b. A feeder. Obs.

1577 B. GOOGE HtrtsbacJCs Husb. in. (1586) 123 The best

dyeter of horses, that ever I knewe in England. 1603 H.
CROSSE Vertue's Comt/tw. (1878) 147 He that feedeth but of

one dish, liueth longer . . then those accidenta.il dieters . .

that glutte themselues with eucrie kinde artificially com-

pounded. 1611 SHAKS. Cymb. iv. ii. 51 As luno had bin

sicke, And he her Dieter. 1617 MARKHAM Caval. in. 25 In
his daies of rest . . let him be his own dieter.

Dietetic (dai,ete*tik), a. and sb. Also 6 dia-,

7-8 dice-, [ad. L. t/uctctic-us, a. Gr. $iaiTrjTtK6s of

or for diet, f. Siatra DIET sb.l
;
in F. dMtMiyue^

A. adj. Of or pertaining to diet, or to the regu-
lation of the kind and quantity of food to be eaten,

especially as a branch of medical science.

I579 J* JONES Pnserv. Bodie ff Soule i. xxxui. 64 Tutors

ought to haue the knowledge of the Diatetike part of Phi-

sicke. 1684 tr. Bonet's Merc. Comfit, xvi. 562 A disetetick

regiment extends to divers things. 1799 W. TOOKE View
Russian Emj>. II. 282 Not so salutary and dietetic is the
command which enjoins abstinence from all manner of food.

1869 K. A. PARKES Pract. Hygiene (ed. 3) 180 The dietetic

treatment of disease is destined to be the great work of the
future. 1874 MCCARTHY Linley Rochford ix. (1878) jo,
I think . . I would rather dine with a gourmand than with
a dietetic reformer.

B. sb. [In sense I, repr. L. distteficus, the adj.
used abs.

;
in 2 repr. Gr.i) StatnjTticr) (sc.

dietetic art, in mod.L.<&r/<T/fVa, f.di
1 6th c.) : see -ics.]
1. One who studies dietetics.

1759 B. STILLINGFU tr. Linnaeus on Travelling Misc.
Tracts 11762^ 23 The curious di ctetic, whose business it is

to inquire into the various ways of living.

2. Dietetics, less usually dietetic : The part of

medicine which relates to the regulation of diet.

1541 R. COPLAND Galyerfs Ttraf. 2 A j b. The parties of
the art of Medycyne (y* is to wyt dyetityke, pharmaceutyke,
and cyrurgery) . . can not be seperated one fro the other.

1710 PofK Iliad III. 208 Celsus says expressly that the

ductetic was long after invented. 1799 European Mag.

339

347 Dietetics, .comprise the doctrine ofhealth. 1875 JOWETT
riato led. 2) III. 283 He must go through a course of

dietetics. 1881 Mitt. Ttmp. Jrnl. XLIX. 23 The former is

a question of dietetics, the latter of therapeutics.

t Biete'tical, a. Otis. [f.
as prec. + -AL.]

Of or pertaining to dietetics ;
= DIETETIC a.

i6w> VENNEK / 'ia Ktcta (1650) 295 Divers necessary Die-

teticall observations. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud, Ep. i. x.

41 Caracalla .. received no other counsel! then to refraine

cold drinke, which was but a dieteticall caution. 180*

T. BEDDOES ffygiia 1.48 Many generally received maxims,
medical and dixtetical. i8a LAMB Elia Ser. I. Chimney-
Sweepers, Palates.. not uninstructed in dietetical elegancies.

Diete'tically, adv. [f. prec. + -LY*.] In

the way of diet or dietetics.

a 1846 A'. Antcr. Rev. cited in WORCESTER. 1851 FriKefs
Mag. XLVI. 96 Fish were formerly much used in medicine
as well as dietetically.

Dietetics, sb. pi. : see DIETETIC sb.

Diete'tist. rare-", [f. DIETET-IC + -IST.]
' A term applied to one who treats disease by a

systematic course of diet.' Syd. Soc. Lex. 1883.
a 1846 in DUNGLISON (Worc.X

piethene-(d3i,e-bm). Chem. [SeeDl-2.] Com-
bined with two equivalents of Ethenc (C a H,), as

diethcne-diamine. Hence Diethe'nio a., as in

diethenic alcohol (C. H4)2
H2 Os .

1873 Fffwnes' Chem. (ed. n) 621 The first products of this

reaction are diethenic alcohol . . and water. 1877 WATTS
Ibid. (ed. 12) II. 172, 224.

Diethyl (d9i,e'j>il). Chem. [f. Di-
2 + ETHYL]

1. as sb. A name for the group C, H,, (butyl hy-
dride or butane), considered as a double molecule
of the radical ethyl.
1877 WATTS Fmvnes' Chem. (ed. 12) II. 47 Normal Butane.

Diethyl, or Methyl-propyl, occurs in natural petroleum, and
in the distillation-products of Cannel and Boghead coal.

2. in Comb. Denoting two equivalents of the

monad radical ethyl (C2 H 5 ), replacing two atoms
of hydrogen in a compound, as dit'thylamine
NH(C, H,)2 , diethyl carbinol COH . H (C2 HjV
1850 UtiUBENY Atom. Th. viii. (ed. 2) 241 Diethylamine,

in which 2 atoms of hydrogen are replaced by 2 of
ethyle.

1869 ROSCOE Elem. Chem. (1874) 330 A hydrocarbon called

diethyl or butyl hydride. Ibid. 350 Acetal is isomeric with

diethyl glycol. 1877 WATTS Fcnunes' Chem. (ed. 12) II. 218

Diethylamine behaves with cyanic acid like ammonia and

ethylamine, giving rise to diethyl-urea, CHa (CjHs)j NaO.
1880 Boston Jrnl. Chem. Dec. 137/2 The monethyl and
diethyl phosphines have been prepared.

Dietic (dai|e-ti)0, a. and sb. [f. DIET sbl +
-1C : cf. med.L. dieticus keeping a daily course.]
A. adj. Of or pertaining to diet ;

= DIETETIC a.

1716 M. DAVIES A then. Brit. III. Ttiu, Physick 39 Whence
came the Ilk-tick and Gymnastick Physick. Ibid. 52 This

regular Disetick Branch of the most natural kind of Physick.

1775 SIR E. BARRY Obsen>. Wines 356 The best dietic rules

for preserving health. 1883 Syd. Soc. Lex., Dietic diseases.
diseases caused by inattention to wholesome rules of diet,

f B. sb. A dietetic article or application. Obs.

1659 GAUDES Tears Church .397 If it be not drawn away
by .. gentle dieticks or healing applications. Slight
Healers ofPublic Hurts (1660) 28.

Die'tical, a.
[f.

as prec. +-AL.]
fl. = DIETETIC, DIETETICAL. Obs.

1634 R . H. Salerxes Regim. Pref. 3 Some violent Disease,
which they might happily have prevented by Dieticall Ob-
servations. 1640 FERRAND Love Melancholy 237 (T.) The
three fountains of physick, namely, dietical, chirurgical.
and pharmaceutical. 1657 G. STARKEY Helmont's Vina.

Ep. to Rdr., I . . oppose your Diaeticall prescriptions.

f 2. [after med.L. : see DIKTIC.] Obs.

1656 BLOUNT Clossogr., Dietical (dieticus), keeping from

day to day, regular.

3. [f. DiETrf. 2
] Pertaining to the Germanic Diet.

1854 Tail's Mag. XXI. 451 The Lichtenstein, sovereign
and subject at once ; octopartite possessor of a vote dietical.

Dietie, obs. form of DEITY.

Dietine (dai-et/h). [a. *". dtttine lit.
'
little

diet ', spec, the Polish provincial diet, f. diite DIET
sb.2 : see -INE.] A subordinate diet ; in Polish

Hist., a provincial diet which elected deputies for

the national diet ; called in Polish sejmik.
1669 Lond

1

. Gaz. No. 412/1 The King has given Power to

chosen in August last, when disputes ran very high in

some dietines. 1773 Centl. Mag. XLIII. 245 The dietine

of Lenczy was still more unruly, for there more than thirty

of the Members were cut to pieces. 1800 W. TAYLOR
in Monthly Maf. VIII. 599 This order is governed by a

descending oligarchy, the over-ruling synod or diet deputing
assessors to the subordinate synods or dietines. 1887 LECKY

Eng. in Mk C. V. xx. 545 All the Dietines ratified the new
Constitution.

Dieting (dsi-etirj), vtl. sb. [f.
DIET v. + -nro 1

.]

The action of the verb DIET : a. Subjection to a

diet or regimen, b. Taking of daily food, feeding

(rare), t cemcr. Food (obs.).

c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 61 Norissche hym with dyet-

ynge |rat fattyth hym. Ibid. 72 Of dietynge of men bat ben
wounded. 1599 T. M[OUFET] Silkwormes 74 The dieting
of these my spinning bands. 1641 MILTON Cft. Gtrvt. i. i.

Those maiden dietings and set prescriptions of baths and
odours, c 1819 SHELLEY in Dowden Life II. 256 How deli-

cate the imagination becomes by dieting with antiquity day
! after day.

DIFFER.

' Dietist (dsi-etist). [f.
DIET si.l + -IST.] One

who professes or practises dietetics or some theory
of diet.

1607 WALKINCTON Opt. Glass 16 Reasonable
appetite,

the tynosvit of the wi>cr dietitt. 1655 Morrr.T & BENNET
Health's Intprov. (17461 227 Not lately devised by our

Country Pudding-wrighu, or curious Sauce-makers, as ..

foolish Dictists have imagined. 1841 K. FACET Milj. Malt'.
181 Mr. Clemmalive . . an inexorable dietist on the water-

gruel system at the Union work-house.

Dieti'tian. rare. [prop, dietician, (. DIET jd. 1
,

after physician, politician, etc.]
=

prec.
1846 WORCESTER, Dietitian, one skilled in diet ;

a dietist.

Qu. Rev.

Dietrichite (drtrikait). Min. [Named 1878
after Dietrich, a German chemist.] A fibrous alum

containing zinc and other bases.
1881 DANA .I///;. App. iii. 38.

Diety, obs. form of DEITY.

t Dieugarde. Obs. Also 5 dugarde, 5-6 Sc.

dewgar^d, 7 due gard. [French (in full Dieu
vous garde, in OF. dieu vous gard), 'God keep
(you) ! '] The salutation ' God preserve you !

'

; a

polite or formal salutation ;
a spoken salutation or

word of recognition, as contrasted with a mere
' beck

'

or nod.
c 1380 Antecrist in Todd 3 Treat. Wyclji/'(1851) 149 Ne

wib beckus ne wib dugardes as ypocritis usen. c 1470
HENRY Wallace vl. 132 He salust thaim, as it war Dot

in scorn ;

'

Dewgar, cud day, bone Sen^hour, and gud
morn I

'

1565 JEWEL Dff. Apol. (i6ir) 172 In the end you
conclude, A becke is as good as a Dteugard. 1568 H.
CHART ERIS Pref. to Lyndesay's \Varkis A

ij b, He cummis
to the King, and efter greit dewgard salutationis, he
makis him as Ihocht he war [etc.). 1598 FLORIO Epist.

Ded., So in your studies to attend, as your least becke may
be his dieugarde. 1600 J. MELVILL Diary (1842) 263 The
cheiflF commanders inak sic dewgard and curtessie. 1605
CHAPMAN All Fooles Plays 1873 I. 168 Their winckes, their

beckes. due gard, their treads a' the toe. a 1656 Br. HALL
Wks. IX. 278 (D.) His master Harding could not produce
. . any vow anciently required or undertaken, whether by
beck or Dieu-gard.

Dieve, obs. (? dial.) form of DIVE v.

Diove, erron. form of DEAVE v. to deafen.

Diew, obs. form of DUE.
Die-wise, -work: see DIE sb.1

Dif-, prefix of L. origin, being the assimilated

form of dis- beforef, as in dif-ferre, dif-fiisio. In

Romanic it became def-, which in OF. was subse-

quently reduced to de- ; this occasionally appears
in Eng., as defer from L. differre, OF. defferer,
mod.F. defercr, defy from L. type diffidare, It.

diffidare, disfidare, OF. desf-, de/-, defer, mod.F.

defer. Usually, however, the Latin form of the

prefix is used in Eng. : cf. differ, difficult, diffidence,

diffuse. For its force, see Uis- : it is not, like the

latter, a living suffix.

Difalt, Difame, Difence : see DEF-.

Diffame, -famation, etc., etymol. form of

DEFAME, -FAMATION, etc., generally obsolete, but

still occasionally used.

1894 R. BRIDGES Feast of Bacchus tv. 1263 Diflame my
own daughter.

Diffarreation (difeV''/9n). Rom. Anticj.

[ad. L. diffareation-em, f. DIF- + farreum a spelt-

cake : see CONFABKEATION.] An ancient Roman
mode of dissolution of marriage, the undoing of

the ceremony of confarreation.

1623 CoCKERAM
t Dijtfarreation, a sacrifice done betwixt

a man and his wife at a diuorcement. 17*7-51 CHAMBERS
Cycl. s. v., Diffarrcalion was properly the dissolving of mar-

riages contracted by confarreation, which were those of the

pontifices. Festus says it was performed with a wheaten cake.

Diffaute, Diffeature, Diffence, -ens e, dif-

fendfe, etc. : see DEP-.

Differ (di'fsj), v. Also 6 dyffer (defer\ 6-7
differre. [a. F. diff/!rer(\n Froissart I4th c.), ad. L.

differ-re to carry or bear apart, spread abroad, dis-

tract, protract, delay, defer ; also intr. to tend apart
or diversely in nature or character, to differ. The
verb was used with both senses in F. in 141)1 c., and
has continued to be so used till the present day. In

English, it was taken first in the transitive sense,

with, stress differ (cf. confer, refer, prefer), which
led at length to the transitive senses being written

defer: see DEFER n. 1
; the intrans. use, being closely

related in sense to different, difference, apparently
followed these words in stressing the first syllable.

(Offtr, suffer, which have the same stress, have a

distinct form in French and Romanic.) And one

transitive use, closely associated with the intrans.,

and with different, difference, has gone with these.

In this way L. differre, F. difftrer, ME. diffe-rre,

has been split into the two verbs defer to put off, and

differ to make or be unlike. The pr. pple. differ-

ing occurs in Chaucer's Boethius ;
but instances of

the verb in the form differ are rare before 1500.]

[1. The earlier form of DEFER vl in all senses.]

2. trans. To pnt apart or separate from each

other in qualities: to make unlike, dissimilar,

43* -a



DIFFER.

different, or distinct; to cause to vary; to distin-

guish, differentiate. Now unusual.
a 1400-50 Alexander 4223 ^our manars fra all othire mens

so mekill ere defflrrid. 1562 LEIGH Armorte (1597)132 b,

This is not vnlike the other Crosse. The pyke which it

hath to pitch into the ground, onely differeth it. 1603
SIR C. HEYDON Jud. Astral, v. 158 Homo, and Brutum
..differ the whole kind. 1633 EARL MANCH. Al Mondo
(1636) 120 Why is the winter harder to the Grashopper
than to the Ant? Prudencie in one, and imprudencie in

the other differs them. 1656 R. ROBINSON Christ all 44
Garments . . differ one sex from another. 1713 J. PETIVER
in Phil. Trans. XXVIII. 213 Its glaucous Leaves and

pale Flowers, differ it from the yellow Split. 18x8 CRUISE

Digest (ed. 2) IV. 510 That differed it from the cases

wherein the Court had gone some lengths. 1867 BUSHNELL
Mor. Uses Dark Th. 36 All which differs the landscape
in beauty from mere wild forest.

tb. Her. To distinguish by the addition of a
DIFFERENCE. Obs.

1586 FERNE Blaz. Gentrie 98 Til then it was permissiue
for eche brother to differ his coat after his fancye,

3. intr. To have contrary or diverse bearings,
tendencies, or qualities ; to be not the same

;
to be

unlike, distinct, or various, in nature, form, or quali-

ties, or in some speciBed respect: two (or more)

things are said to differ (absolutely, oifrorn each

other}) one thing differsfrom another.

1374 [see DIFFERING///, a. i]. a 1400-50 Alexander 4617
Bot we bat. .has a fre will Dlfferris as in ourefraunchesfere
fra 3oure kynde. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 234
This differeth from that other, as. .the rose differeth from the
budde. 1526-34 TINDALE i Cor, xv. 41 One starre differth

from another in glory, a 1568 ASCHAM Scholem. n. (Arb.)

139 These differre one from an other. 1570 LEVINS Manip.
77(29 To Defer, differre^ discrepare. 1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L.
I. t. 10 Call you that keeping for a gentleman of my birth,
that differs not from the stalling of an Oxe? 1651 HOBBES
Leviath. \. xv. 79 The same man, in divers times, differs

from himselfe. 1689-90 TEMPLE Misc.
t Pop. Discontents

Wks. 1720 I. 270 'Tis hard to find any point wherein they
differ. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1776) III. 324 It [the fox]
. .differs still more from the dog in its strong offensive smell.

1823 H. J. BROOKE Introd. Crystallogr. 98 Which individual
forms . . will be found to differ from each other in the mea-
surement of some of their angles. 1847 HELPS Friends in
C. (1851) I. 28 Even the leaves of the same tree are said to

differ, each one from all the rest. 1859-74 TENNYSON Merlin
fy Vivien 812 Men at most differ as Heaven and earth, But
women, worst and best, as Heaven and Hell. 1875 JOWETT
Plato ted. 2) IV. 32 Man is not man in that he resembles

[brutes], but in that he differs from them.

4. intr. To be at variance; to hold different

opinions concerning any matter; to disagree. Const.
with ; alsofrom (esp. when followed by z", as in

quot. 1843).
1563 WINJET Four Scoir Thre Quest. Wks. 1888 I. 135

Sen ^e . . differris fra ws . . tweching the said day of the
moneth. 1647 CLARENDON Hist. Reb. in. (1843) 79/1 A lati-

tude that honest and wise men may safely and profitably
differ [in]. 1653 WALTON Angler ii. 42 The question has
been debated among many great Clerks, and they seem to
differ about it. 1716 ADDISON Freeholder (J.), To irritate
those who differ with you in their sentiments. 1735-8
BOLINGBROKE On Parties 81 To think They [the Tories] . .

had only differ'd with the Whigs about the Degree of Op-
pression . . in order to sanctify Resistance. 1749 FIELDING
Tom Jones in. v, Many people differed from Square and
Thwackum, in judging [etc.]. 1791 BURKE Corr. (1844)11!.
351, I can never for a moment diffur from you and your
brother in sentiment. 1809 W. GIFFORD in Smiles Mein.
John Murray I. 158, I differ with him totally. 1833 J. H.
NEWMAN Lett. (1891.1 I. 466 To unite with those who differ
with us. 1843 Ibid. II. 430 She may . . differ from me in

opinion. 1869 SIR J. T. COLERIDGE Mem. Keble (ed. 2) 186,
1 differed with him in the conclusion he drew. 1885 Law
Rep. 10 App. Cases 379 The appellant and respondents differ
as to when the gate was erected.

t b. To express or give vent to disagreement or
difference of opinion ; to dispute ; to have a differ-

ence, to quarrel (with}. Obs.
1625 BACON Ess., Unity in Relig. (Arb.) 429 A man. .shall

sometimes heare Ignorant Men differ, and know well, .that
those which so differ, meane one thing. 1709 HEARNE
Collect. (Oxf. Hist. Soc.) II. 245 As they went out of Town
they

(
happen'd to differ, a 1718 ROWE (J.), Here uncon-

troll'd you may in judgment sit; We'll never differ with

strong in proportion.
c. trans. To cause disagreement between; to

set at variance. Sc.

1814 Saxon $ Gael I. 79 (Jam.) If Maister Angis and her
mak it up, 1 se ne er be the man to differ them,

Differ, sb. Sc. and dial. [f. DIFFER v] = DIF-
FERENCE sb.

1627 P. FORBES Eufalus 94 (Jam.) No such material points
are in differ betwixt vs. 1639 Declar. Tumults Sc. 340 The
generall assembly . . would remove any doubt and differ
which might arise. 1786 BURNS Addr. to Unco Gnid iii,
Cast a moment's fair regard, What maks the mighty differ.

1842 S. LOVER Handy Andy ix, But I'll pay you the differ
out of my wage. 1873 LOWELL Lett,

(1894) II. 04 So far as
I understood your 'differ* with your electors I thought you
were right. 1893 STEVENSON Catriona. 94 Either come to
an agreement, or come to a differ.

Differ, obs. form of DEFER ^.* and 2
.

Difference (di-ferens), sb. Also 4 differense,
4-6 differens, difference, 5 deference, 5-6 dyf-
ference, -ens, 6 dififerance, diffrence, diference.
[a. F. difference, OF. also -anc& (rath c. in Hatz.
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Darm.), ad. L. differentia, abstr. sb, f. different-em :

see DIFFERENT and -ENCE.]
1. The condition, quality, or fact of being dif-

ferent, or not the same in quality or in essence ;

dissimilarity, distinction, diversity ;
the relation of

non-agreement or non-identity between two or more

things, disagreement,
1340 Ayenb. zioZuyche difference is betu[e]ne be rearde of

be oene and be deuocioun of be herte. < 1470 HENRY Wal-
lace iv. 7 The changing courss quhilk makis gret deference.

1535 COVERDALE 2 Chron. xiv. ii Lorde, it is no difference

with y, to helpe by fewe or by many. 1611 SHAKS. Wint. T.

i. i. 4 You shall see. -great difference betwixt our Bohemia,
and your Sicilia. 16951

BURNET 30 Art. xxv. (1700) 266 In all

this Diversity there is no real difference. 1734 POPE Ess.

Man iv. 56 All nature's difference keeps all nature's peace.

1739 HUME Human Nat. I. v. (1874) I. 323 Difference is of

two kinds as oppos'd either to identity or resemblance. 1824
MACAULAY Athenian Orators Misc. Writ. 1860 I. 135 If he
miss the mark, it makes no difference whether he have
taken aim too high or too low. 1844 EMERSON Lect. Yng,
Amer. Wks. (Bohn) II. 298 Difference of opinion

is the one
crime which Icings never forgive. 1847 TENNYSON Princ.
vn. 162 Not like to like, but Tike in difference. 1851 Rus-
KIN Mod. Paint. I. Pref. to ed. 2. 15 Not so much by
the resemblance of his works to what has been done before,
as by their difference from it.

t Various obs. and archaic constructions.

1526 TINDALE Doctr. /"/. (1848) 389 Note the difference

of the law and of the gospel. 1557 NORTH Gneuara's Dlall
Pr. 150 a/2 There is a greate difference to teache the chyl-
dren of Prynces, and to teache the chyldren of the people.
Ibid. 210 b/i There is great difference from the cares and
sorowes of women, to that of men. 1671 H. M. tr. Colloq,
Erasmus 354 There is also another difference of divine and
humane laws. 1778 Miss BURNRY Evelina Iii, Let me
observe the difference of his behaviour . . to that of Sir

Clement Willpughby. 1792 El-vino. \. 6 The difference with
us is most striking. 1820 WHEWELL in Life (1881) 61 Some
idea of the difference of French and English manners.

b. (with a and//.) A particular instance of un-

likeness
;
a point in which things differ.

1393 GOWER Conf. III. 20 There is non evidence. Wherof
to knowe a difference Betwene the drunken and the wode.
c 1430 LYDG. Min. Poems 23 (Matz.) A difference betwix day
and night, 1513 MORE in Grafton Chron. (1568) II. 787
There is not betwene a Marchant and his mayde so great
a difference as betwene a kin- and his subject. z688 Vox
Cleri Pro Rege 47 It seems his Power is absolute, but, not

arbitrary, which is, like a Dear-Joy's Witticism, a distinc-

tion without a difference. 1847 TENNYSON Princ. v. 173 You
clash them all in one, That have as many differences as we.

1856 FROUDE Hist. Eng. (1858) I. i. 15 While the differences

of social degree were enormous- the differences in habits of
life were comparatively slight. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2)

IV. 243 There is a great difference between reasoning and
disputation.
2. Math. The quantity by which one quantity

differs from another ; the remainder left after sub-

tracting one quantity from another, b. spec. The
increment produced in a function of a variable by
increasing the variable by unity.
ASCENSIONAL DESCENSIONAL difference : see these words.

(1391 CHAUCER Astrol. ii. 43 The diff[e]rense be-twen i

and 2 . . is i. 1559 W. CUNNINGHAM Cosmogr. Glasse 103
Subtract the lesser time, from oute of the greater, and the
difference turn into degrees, and mi. of the Equinoctial.
1593 FALE Dialling 19 Which you shall find least subtract
that from the greater, and that which remaineth keep, (for
it shall be called the difference kept), 1719 DE FOE Crusoe
I. xvi. (1858) 204 The difference of that price was by no means
worth saving, 1774 M. MACKENZIE Maritime Surv. iii. 13
The greater the Difference of Latitude of the two Places is.

1807 J. BRINKLEY (title), An Investigation of the General
Term of an important Series in the Inverse Method of Finite
Differences. 1821

J. Q. ADAMS in C Davies Metr. Syst.
in. (1871) 115 The difference between them was but of about
half an ounce. 1827 HUTTON Course Math. I. 12 note, If
the difference of two numbers be added to the less, it must
manifestly make up a sum equal to the greater. 1837 Penny
Cycl. VIII. 487 s. v. Difference, It is a very wide branch of

pure mathematics which must be considered under this

term, namely, the method or calculus of differences. Ibid.

488 The symbol [A
n

] is called the ** difference ofA
c. spec. The amount of increase or decrease in

the price of stocks or shares between certain dates
;

in phrase to pay (etc.) the difference.

1717 MRS. CENTLIVRE Bold Strokefor Wife iv. I, Hark ye.
Gabriel, you'll pay the difference of that stock we transacted
for t'other

day. -Ai^ Stock Exchange Laid Open 11 Every
man must either take, deliver, or pay his difference. 1885
Pall Mall G. 31 Mar. 8/2 He had paid all his

'
differences

*

previous to his departure. 1887 Daily News 12 Oct. 2/2
The differences to be met and liquidated are enormous.

d. phr. To split the difference-, to divide the
difference equally between the two parties so that

they meet half-way; to come to a compromise by
equal mutual concession.
a 1778 PITT Sf. (1806) I. 85 The common course, when

parties disagreed, was what the vulgar phrase called
* to

split the difference
1

. 1787 Generous Attachment I. 213 My
Aunt, coming in, began to split the difference, by seriously
advising me to think of neither. 1846 WHATELY Rhet.
Addit. (ed. 7) 23 The result will usually be, after much de-
bate, something of what is popularly called '

splitting the
difference'.

-- "-" *-*** * * ^-tr__. _*
_ Pall Mall G. 9 June 3/1 A" Cabinet of

Compromise is of necessity a Cabinet of Split the Differ-
ence.

3. A diversity or disagreement of opinion, senti-

ment or purpose ; hence, a dispute or quarrel caused

by such disagreement : used in various shades of

intensity from a simple estrangement or dispute to

open hostility. f/ difference^ in dispute (cos.).

DIFFERENCE.

1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls* III. 423 (Matz.^ Touching be
cause berof is no differens bytwene us. 1484 CAXTON Atsop
ii. xviii, The ape. .made theyr dyfference to be acorded.

1556 Aitrclio <$ Isab. (1608) A v,We cast lottes betwene us,

by the which our difference shall finishe. 1596 SHAKS.
Merck. V. iv. i. 171 Are you acquainted with the difference

That holds this present question in the Court? 1606 G.

W[OODCOCKE] tr. Hist. Ivstine 40 b, They encountred in

battell, in which difference, .they were ouercome. 1641 J.

JACKSON TrueEvang. T. i. 41 Who was thechiefe. .remainc*
in some difference. 1652 NEEDHAM tr. Selden's Mare Ct. \ In
the year 1508, there began certain slight differences, which
concluded in a notable . .war. 1774 GOLDSM. Grecian Hist.
I. 253 With full power to concert all matters in difference.

1791 BOSWELL Joknson(i%3i) IV. 229 In the course of this

year there was a difference between him and his friend

Mr. Strahan. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. II. 143 He had

never, he said, in his life, had any difference with Tyrconnel,
and he trusted that no difference would now arise. 1893
Leeds Mercury 17 May 5/1 The speedy., settlement of trade

differences.

f b. phr. To be (etc.) at difference : to have a

controversy, be at variance ; to quarrel.
1525 LD. BERNERS Froiss. (1812) II. 349 The duke of Ere-

tayne was in great difference with the realrne of Fraunce.

1607 SHAKS. Cor. v. iii. 201 Thou hast set thy mercy, & thy
Honor At difference. 1641 J. SHUTE Sarah fy H'agar^(1649)
170 We- .are at such deadly differences amongst our selves.

1654 WHITLOCK Zootomia 391 He is doubtlesse his own be^t

Friend, that is oft at difference with himselfe, for his mis-

carriages. 1677 YAKRANTON Eng. Intprov. 53, I fear their

neighbouring Gentlemen will fall at Difference. 1737
WHISTON josephnf Hist. I. xi. i The great men were

mightily at difference one with another.

4. A mark, device, or characteristic feature, which

distinguishes one thing or set of things from another.

Now rare or Obs. exc. as in b and c.

1481 CAXTON Myrr. n. xiii. 94 Pictagoras .. by his grete
entendement fonde the poyntes and the difference of mu-

syque. 1513 DOUGLAS ^Etigis x. vii. 81 Markyt 4ou swa
with sic rude differens, That by hys keyll $e may be knaw
fra thens. 1602 SHAKS. Ham. v. ii. 112 An absolute gentle-

man, full oi most excellent differences. 1631 WEEVER Anc.
fun. Mon. 149 The foure Deacons, for a difference from
the Priests, carried a round wreath of white cloth. 1842
TENNYSON Two Voices 41 Will one beam be less intense,
When thy peculiar difference Is cancell'd in the world of

sense ?

b. Her. An alteration of or addition to a coat

of arms, to distinguish a junior member or branch

of a family from the chief line.

c 1450 HOLLAND Howlat 600 He bure the said Dowglass
armis with a differens. 1489 CAXTON Faytes ofA .\\ . xv. 275
The hed of the lordship bereth the playne armes without
difference and thoo that are of his linage they putte therunto

dyuerse dyfferences. 1564-78 BULLEYN/>/<Z/. agst. /V.r*(i888)

96 My name is Mendax, a yonger brother linially descended
of an auncient house . . We giue three Whetstones in Gules
with no difference. 1602 SHAKS. Ham. iv. v. 183 Ther's Rew
for youj and heere's some for me . . Oh you must weare your
Rew with a difference. 1610 GUILLIM Heraldry \. vi. (1611)

22 The sonne of an Emperour cannot beare a difference of

higher esteeme during the life of his father. 1864 BOUTELL
Heraldry Hist. $ Pop. xiv. 137 When the Heir succeeds,
he inherits the Arms of his Father without any Difference.

1882 CUSSANS Hamibk. Heraldry x. (ed. 3) 150 Devices

called Marks of Difference . . In the early days of Heraldry,
Differences were effected by a variety of arbitrary arrange-
ments such as changing the tinctures of the Coat.

C. Logic. A quality, mark, or characteristic, that

distinguishes a thing from all others in the same

class
;
the attribute by which a species is distin-

guished from other species of the same genus ; more

fully specific difference : = DIFFERENTIA.

1551 T. WILSON Logike (1567) 39 a, When the
propertie

or

difference is graunted, then the kinde straight foloweth.

1656 HOBBES Lib. Necess. Wks. 1841 V. 371 He requires
in a definition so exactly the genus and the difference. 1697
f. SERGEANT Solid Philos, 387 Not by the old beaten way of

Genus and Difference. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey) s.v., The
difference of a Body is impenetrable Extension, and the

difference ofa Spirit is Cogitation or Thought. 1857 WHE-
WELL Hist. Induct. Sc. I, 208 The Predicates are the five

steps which the gradations of generality and particularity
introduce ; genus, species, difference, individual, accident.

1860 ABP. THOMSON Laws Th. 69. 112 The difference, or

that -mark or marks by which the species is distinguished
from the rest of its genus.

f d. transf. A division, class, or kind. Obs.

c 1532 DEWES Introd. Fr. in Palsgr. 920 There ben two

dyfference of perspectyves. 1541 R. COPLAND Galyen's

Terap. 2 A iv, The flowyng of humours is dyuyded in two

dyfferences. 1610 HOLLAND Camdtris Brit. (1637) 34 (D.)

There bee of times three differences : the first from the

creation of man to the Floud or Deluge . . the second from

the Floud to the first Olympias. 1668 "WILKIKS Real Char.

441 The several Species are to be learned, belonging to each

Difference. ai68a SIR T. BROWNE Tracts (1684) 36 The

Sycamore, .is properly but one kind or difference of Acer.

5. A discrimination or distinction viewed as con-

ceived by the subject rather than as existing in the

objects. Now only in phr. to make a difference :

to distinguish, discriminate, act or treat differently.

1382 WYCLIF i Estiras iv. 39 To taken persones and dif-

ferences is not anent it [truth]. 1393 GOWER Conf. III. 10

In making of comparison There may no difference be

Betwen a drunken man and me. 1483 CAXTON Gold.

Leg. 427/1 He vysyted the seek folke without dyfference.

1598 SHAKS. Merry IV. n. i. 57 I shall thinke the worse

of fat men, as long as I haue an eye to make difference

of mens liking. 1611 BIBLE Lev. xi. 47 To make a dif-

ference betweene the vncleane and the cleane. 1662 STIL-

LINGFL. Orig. Sacr. u. ii. 2 To make them more capable
of putting a difference between truth and falshood. 1716

ADDISON Freeholder (J,), Our constitution does not only



DIFFERENCE.
make a difference between the guilty and the innocent,

but, even among the guilty, between such as are more or

less criminal. 1819 Sim.i.EY Cenci v. iv. 82 No difference

has been made by God or man . . 'Twixt good or evil, as

regarded me.

6. attrib. and Comb.* as difference-engine, a

machine for calculating arithmetical differences;

difference-equation, one expressing a relation

between functions and their differences (sense 2 b) ;

difference-tone, see TONE sb.

1876 Catal. Sci. App. S. Kens. 33 The mode in which
the Difference Engine calculates tables is, by the continual

repetition of the simultaneous addition of several columns
of figures to other columns, in the manner more particularly
described below, and printing the result.

Difference, v. [f. DIFFERENCE sb. : cf. F.

dijftreneitr*,
in Cotgr. 1611.]

1 1. intr. To be different, to differ. Obs. rare.
c 1450 Mirour Saluacioun 3026 So differences fire werldly

fro thilk purgatoriale. 1474 CAXTON Chesse 72 The ryght
lawe of nature defFerenceth oftc tymes fro custom. 1483
Gold. Leg. 347 b/2 They difference as mochc as is bitwene
not to synne and to do well.

t 2. trans. To make (something) different from
what it was (or from what it is in another case) ;

to change, niter, vary. Obs. rare.

1481 CAXTON Myrr. n. xxi. in In the londe of Samarye
is a wel that chaungeth and differenceth his colour four

tymes in the yere. 1571 BOSSF.WELI, Artnorie%t I wil not
here speake how well tnys Lyon is differenced. 1593 NASHE
Christ's T. 72 b, God shall reply . . Thou hast so differenced
and diuorced thy selfe from thy creation, that I know thee
not for my creature. 1675 EVELYN Terra (1729) n How
far Principles might be . . differenced by Alteration and
Condensation.

b. Her. To make an alteration in or addition to

(a coat of arms) for the purpose of distinguishing
members or branches of the same family.
1708 J.CtiAMBERLAYNE.57. Gt. Brit. ii. ii. v. (i743)379The

king rvt arms, .has power to give and difference arms. 11710
C. FIRNNES Diary (1888) 06 Like Mullets that they have
in an Eschuteon to difference the third son from the first and
second in a family. i88a CUSSANS Handbk. Heraldry x.

(ed. 3) 152 The third son differences his paternal coat with
a Mullet ..The Arms of the sixth son are differenced by
a Fleur-de-lys. Ibid. 153 All the members of the Royal
Family the Sovereign excepted difference their Arms with
a silver Label of three points, charged with some distinguish*
ing mark, specially assigned to them by the crown.

8. To make different, cause or constitute a differ-

ence in, differentiate, distinguish (from something
else). Usually predicated of a quality or attribute :

frequently in passive.

155)8
BARRET Theor. Warns v. i. 124 The artillery is

deuided and differenced into greatnesse or Sizes royall, and
into lesser sizes. 16*7-77 FELTHAM Resolves i. xxv. 45 This
differenceth a wise man and a fool. 1628 PRYNNE Love-
lockes 17 A desire of singularitie, or differencing our setues
from others. c 1698 LOCKE Cond. Underst. 31 Every
individual has something that differences it from another.

ci7xo C. FIENNES Diary (\W$) 223 They have Little or noe
wood and noe Coale w01* differences it from Darbyshire,
1851 TRENCH Study of Words vi. (1869)221 Synonyms, .dif-

ferenced not by etymology . . but only by usage. 1871 TYLOR
Print. Cult. II. 300 That theologic change which differences
the Jew of the Rabbinical books from thejfewof the Penta-
teuch. 1888 M. BURROWS Cinque Ports vi. 162 The . . cor-

poration . . was differenced off from all others by its military
service, its special functions, etc.

4. To perceive or mark the difference in or be-

tween
;
to make a distinction between, discriminate,

distinguish (in the mind, or in speech). Const.

from. (Now rare.}
1570-6 LAMBARDE Peramb. Kent (1826) 131 One called it

Dorobrina,differencingitfrom Canterbury(which hetermeth

Dproborni). ci6n CHAPMAN Iliad v. 130 From thy knowing
mind . . I have remov'd those erring mists . . That thou

may'st difference Gods from men. 1646 FULLER Wounded
Consc. (1841) 291 Thus these two kinds of repentance may
be differenced and distinguished. 1755 S. WALKER Serm,
viii, He is known and differenced from never-so-many, who
presume, without Title, to be of equal Birth with him. 1878
GLADSTONE Prim. Homer 149 The Nestor of the Odyssey
is carefully differenced from the Nestor of the Iliad, yet
in just proportion to the altered circumstances,

t b. intr. or absoL To perceive or mark the

difference, distinguish (between}. Obs.

1646 S. BOLTON A rraignm. Err. 166 You cannot difference
between false and true. 1647 TRAPP Comm. Matt. xix. 20
Aristotle . . differencing between age and youth, makes it

a property of young men to think they know alt things.
1685 Case of Doubting Conscience 65 St. Paul saith, that he
thai doubteth or differenceth, is damned or condemned, if

he tat.

6. Math. a. To take or calculate the difference

of. fb. To take the differential of; = DIFFEREN-
TIATE v. 4 (obs.}.

1670 NEWTON in Rigaud Corr. Set. Men (1841) II. 307
I thank you for your intimation about the limits of equations
and differencing their homogeneal terms. 1717-51 CHAMBERS
Cyc/., Differential calculus . . is a method of differencing
quantities ; that is, of finding a differential, or infinitely
.small

quantity, which, taken an infinite number of times,
is equal to a given quantity. 1788 HOWARD Cycl. L 424 To
difference quantities that mutually divide each other.

Hence Di'fferenced///. a. ; t Di^fferencer, one

who or that which differences or distinguishes.
1638 48 G. DANIEL Eclog. ii. 252 Shall looke at Glorie ..

with a differenced Light To those, who liveing saw that

flame more bright. 1633 D. ROGERS Treat. Sacratnents \.

81 Drcumcixion. .to be me Diffcrencer of all other Nations
from the Jcwcfi.
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tDifference, a. Obs.
t representing L. deferens :

sec DKFERKNT B. 2.

1398 THKVISA Barth, De P. R. vui. xi. (1495) 317 The
cercle that hyghte Difference is the cercle of a planctc and
highte Difference, .for it bcryth the cercle Epiciclis.

Differencing (drferensin), vbl. sh, [f. prec.
vb. -f -ING i.] The action of the verb to DIFFER-
ENCE (in various senses).
1610 GUILLIM Heraldry \. i. (1660) 4 Names were insti-

tuted for differencing of each person from other severally.

1659 FULLER App. Inj. Innoc. (1840* 617 Writers of civil

dKsentions are sometimes necessitated, for differencing of

parties, to use tho.se terms they do not approve. 1809-10
COLERIDGE Friend (1866) 340 The mechanism of the under*

standing, the whole functions ofwhich consist in individual!*

zation, in outlines and differencings by quantity, quality,
and relation. 1865 Edin. A'rr'. Apr. 339 Differencing is..a
far more important part of Scottish than of English heraldry.

Drfferencing, ///. a. [f. as prec. + -ING 2.]

That differences or makes a difference ; distinguish-

ing, differentiating ; discriminating : see the verb.

i6$a J. PAWSON Vind. Free Grace 24 Differencing grace.

1657 BAXTER Ace. Pres. Th. 5 Augustine who rose up
against Pelagius . . in defence of differencing free grace.
1660 W. SECKER Nonsuch Prof. 16 Differencing mercy calls

for differencing duty. 1768 Phil. Trans. LIX. 499 There
is in each [Chinese] character a distinctive or differencing

Ppu. 1845 Klackw. Mag. LVII. 398 The differencing con*
ditions which qualify the rule.

Hence Di fferencingly adv.
a 1640 W. FENNER Christ's Alarm (1650) 28 To preach

diflferencingly, to distinguish between tne precious and the
vile.

t Di*fferency. Obs. [ad. L. differentia DIF-
FERENCE : see -ENCY..]

= DIFFERENCE sb.

1607 SHAKS. Cor. v. iv. u There is differency between
a Grub & a Butterfly ; yet your Butterfly was a Grub. 1640
SIR E. PEKING Proper Sacrifice (1644) 21 The difference
of Editions. 1707 Land, Gaz. No. 4333/1 All Jealousies
and Differencies being removed. 1811 HENRY Camp* agst.
Quebec 3 Many differencies of style corrected.

Different (di-ferent), a. (sb., adv.} [a. F. dif-

firent (i4th c. in Hatz.-Darm.), ad. L. different-em

differing, different, pr. pple. of differ-re trans, to

bear or carry asunder, etc., intr. to tend asunder,
have opposite bearings, DIFFER.]
A. adj.

1. Having characters or qualities which diverge
from one another ; having unlike or distinguishing

attributes; not ofthe same kind; notalike; of other

nature, form, or quality.
c 1400 Latifranc's Cirurg. 90 To heele boj>e be ulcus and

be festre wip medicyns different pat longen to bem bobe.

1477 EARL RIVERS (Caxton) Dictcs i Largely ana in many
dim rent maners, c 1500 Sc. Poem Her. 43 in Q. Eliz. Acad. %

etc. 95 The fader the hole, the eldest son defferfe]nt, quhiche
alabelle ;

a cressent the secound. 1581 PETTIE Guazzo'sCiv.
Conv. i. (1586) 21 b, Persons different in state and condition.

1607 SHAKS. Lear iv. ill. 37 Mate and mate could not beget
Such different issues. 1651 HOBBES Lcviath. \. xv. 79 Appe-
tite, and Aversions, .in different tempers. . are different. 1711
STEELE Spect. No. 114 F 4 Their Manners are very widely
different. i8oa MAR. EDGEWORTH Moral T. (1816) I. viii.

50 With what different eyes different people behold the
same objects. 1860 TYNDALL Glac, i. xxii. 154 Different

positions of the limb require different molecular arrange-
ments. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) IV. 29 Principles as

widely different as benevolence and self-love. 1887 RUSK IN

Prseterita 1 1. 248 We both enjoyed the same scenes, though
in different ways.

b. Const.front} also to
t than(^ against>\ with}.

The usual construction is now with ./row; that with to

(after unlike, dissimilar to) is found in writers of all ages,
and is frequent colloquially, but is by many considered
incorrect. The construction with than (after other than\ is

found in Fuller, Addison, Steele, De Foe, Richardson, Gold*

smith, Miss Burney, Coleridge, Southey, De Quincey,
Carlyle, Thackeray, Newman, Trench, and Dasent, among
others: see F. Hall Mod. English iii. 82.

i$a6 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 125 b, His lyght is

moche different and vnlyke to the lyght of the holy goost.

1588 R. PARKE tr. Afettdoza's Hist. China 257 If., they
could write any other language that were different vnto
theirs. [laid. 271, 291.] 1590 SHAKS. Com. Err. v. i. 46
This weeke he hath beene . . much different from the man
he was. 1603 DEKKER, &c, CnMf (1841) 72 Oh, my dear

Grissil, how much different Art thou to this curs'd spirit
here ! 1624 HEYWOOO Gunaik. \. 15 Humane wisdome,
different against the divine will, is vaine and contemptible.

1644 DICBY Nat. Bodies u. (1645) 45 We make use of them
in a quite different manner then we did in the beginning.

1649 EARL MONH. tr. Senau/t's Passions (1671) 245 She
[hatred] hath this of different with love, that she is much
more sensible. 1711 ADDISOK Spect. No. 159 p 2 Tunes . .

different from anything I had ever heard. 1757 FIELDING
/list. Reg. n. Wks. (1882) X. 218 It's quite a different thing
within to what it is without. 1769 GOLDSM. ROM* Hist. (1786)
1. 105 The consuls . . had been elected for very different merits

than those of skill in war. 1790 COLEBROOKE in Life^ityj)
38 The different prosperity of the country which they con-

quered . .with that of the countries under English rule. 1848

J. H. NEWMAN Loss <V Gain 306 It has possessed me in a
different way than ever before. 1851 THACKKRAY Esmond
n. ii. (1869) 169 The party of prisoners lived . . with comforts

very different to those which were awarded to the poor
wretches there. 1861 M. PATTISON Ess. (1889) I. 44 Ware-
houses and wharves no way different from those on either

side of them.

2. In a weaker sense, used as a synonym for othert

as denying identity, but without any implication of

dissimilarity ;
not the same, not identical, distinct.

1651 HOBBES Lcriath. ti. xxvi. 138 Civill, and Natural!
Law are not different kinds, but different par;* of Law.

DIFFERENTIAL.

1711 AnoisoN Spect. No. 35 f3 At different times he appears
as serious as a Judge, and as jocular a* a Merry-Andrew.
<8oa PA LEV Nat. Theol. v. \ 2 (1819) 52 To different persons,
and in different stages of science. 1860 TYNIMLL Glac, \. i.

3 Some ..may be split with different facility in different
directions. 1867 FHI:I.MAN Norm. Cony. (1876) L App. 717
Eadwig King of the Churls is quite a different person from
Eadwig the /KtheUng. 1868 LOCKYER Elent. Attron. iii.

(1879) M5 The daily motion of the Earth is very different in
different parts. Mod. I suspect this is a different coin from
the other, though, being both new sovereigns of this year,
they are quite indistinguishable.
3. Comb., as different-minded, -coloured.
1680 ALLEN Peace 4- Unity 13 If this . . will not reconcile

the different-minded to our judgement. 1768-74 TLXKER
Lt. Nat. (1852) II. 455 We may have different heights.. or
wear different-coloured clothes. 1831 URKWSTBK Optics x.

91 The different-coloured spaces of the spectrum.
B. sb.

fl. A disagreement, dispute; DIFFERENCE
sb. 3. Obs. rare. [OF. different, written by the

Academy different]
1483 CAXTON Cato C iij b, The whych deuyll myght not

fynde the manere for to . . brynge them to dyscencion and
dyfferente. 1484 Fables of sEsop iv. vi, Whan a lygnage
or kyndred is in dyfferent or in dyuysyon. Ibid. v. x, We
praye the that thow vouchcsauf to accorde our dyferent so
that pees be made betwene vs. 1606 G. W[OODCOCKE] tr.

Hist. Ivstiiu LI ij a, Whereupon arose cruell different-* be*
tweene the Genpoise and the Venetians.

2. That which is different
;
a contrary or oppo-

site, rare.

1581 LAMBARDE Et'ren. iv. Epil. (1602) 589 To shew things
by their contraries and differents. 1890 J. H. STIRLING
Pkilos. ff Theol. iii. 49 The fairest harmony results from
differents.

C. as adv. = DIFFERENTLY. Now only in un-
educated use.

1744 SARAH FIELDING David Simple I. 353, I spent m
Infancy, .very different from what most Children do. 177.,
MAU. D'ARBLAY Early /Vary (1889) II. 131 He pronounces
English quite different from other foreigners. 1803 tr.

Lfbruns Mons. Botte III. 9 They had ..acted perfectly
different from those parties who {etc.]. 1863 KINGSLEV
Water Bab. viii. 374

* Oh dear, if I was but a little chap in
Vendale again, .how different I would go on !

'

Different, obs. form of DEFERENT.

II Differentia (difere-nju). PL -i(-i,;). Logic.

[L. = difference, diversity; a species.] The attri-

bute by which a species is distinguished from all

other species of the same genus ;
a distinguishing

mark or characteristic; *= DIFFERENCE sb. 40.
1837 WHATELV Logic ii. i. 4 (ed. 2) 62 Either the mate-

rial part [of their essence] which is called the Genus, or the
formal and distinguishing part, which is called Differentia,
or in common discourse, characteristic. i8<o KINGSLEY
Tennyson Misc. I. 218 This deep, simple faith in the divine-
ness of Nature .. which, in our eyes, is Mr. Tennyson's
differentia. 1851 MANSEL Proleg, Logica \. (1860) 54 The
concept whiteness, as a species of colour, is capable of
definition by its optical differentia. 1889 A. LANG Introd.

Romilly's Verandah N.G. 17 To be inconsistent and inco-

herent and self-contradictory is the very differentia and
characteristic of myth. 1889 R. L. OTTI.EY in Lux Mundi
(1890) xii. 476 To arrive at the true differentiae of Christian
morals.

Differentiable (difere*n|iabT),
a. rare. [f.

Tcie&.L. different!d-re differentiate: see -BLE.] Cap-
able of being differentiated.

1863 E. V. NEALE Anal. Th. 4- Nat. 219 So as to produce
a new differentiable material from the crash of ancient

able proof that they [the tissues] are easily dif-

y
775

integrations. 1867 H. SPENCER Princ. Biol. II. vii. ;

feremiable. Mod. (Mtit/t.) All functions of a variabfe are
/"

grations
Undent

differentiable, but not all are integrable.

Differential (difere'njali, a. and sb. [ad. med.
or mod.L. differential-is, f. differentia DIFFER-
ENCE: see -AL. Cf. mod.F. aiffirentiel (Diet.

Trev. 1732).] &-adj.
L Of or relating to difference or diversity ;

ex-

hibiting or depending on a difference or distinction ;

e$p t in Comm. used of duties or charges which differ

according to circumstances.

1647 H. MORE Sone ofSoul \. \\. xii, This be understood
Of differentiall profunditie. 1841 MYERS Cath. Tk. in.

xxiv. 90 This testimony does not decide . . the differential

amount of sacredness between Substantial Divinity and
Literal Infallibility. 1845 M CULLOCH Taxation u. v.(i8$2)
222 To reduce the present differential or prohibitory duties
on the sugar of foreign countries. 1866 ROGERS Pol. F.con,

xix. (1876) 5 Differential duties in favour of colonial timber.

1894 JESSOPP Rand. Roam. ii. 60 They compounded for

murder according to a differential tariff.

2. Constituting a specific difference or differentia;

distinguishing, distinctive, special.
165* GAULE Magastrom. 77 Any quality of sympathy or

antipathy (which doe follow naturally the specified or

differential! forms). 1733 CHEYNE A'c Malady u. xi. 9 i

(1734) 227 The great differential Marks of the Distemper
wilt appear. 1851 DE QUINCEY Carlisle on Pope Wks.
XIII. 24 Every case in the law courts . . presents some one
differential feature peculiar to itself. 1893 F. HALL in Nation
(N.Y.) LVII. 449/3 One of the differential peculiarities of
a highly important division of the Hindus of olden times.

b. Kelating to specific differences. Differential

diagnosis : the distinguishing between two similar

species of disease, or of animals or plants.
1875 B. MEADOWS Clin. Obsery. 29 Any system of specific

treatment governed by differential diagnosis. 1877 ROBERTS
Handbk. Med. I. 19 In others the diagnosis has to be more
or less differential. 1883 in Syd. Sec. Lex,



DIFFERENTIAL.

3. Math. Relating to infinitesimal differences (see

B.I).
Differential calculus '. a method of calculation invented

by Leibnitz in 1677, which treats of the infinitesimal differ-

ences between consecutive values of continuously varying
quantities, and of their rates of change as measured by such
differences. (Newton's method of FLUXIONS was another

way of treating the same subject.) Differential coefficient :

a function expressing the rate of change, or the relation
between consecutive values, of a varying quantity: see
COEFFICIENT B. 2 c. Differential equation : an equation
involving differentials (see B. i).

1702 RALPHSON Math. Diet. s.v. Fluxions, A different way
. . passes . . in France under the Name of Leibnitz's Differ-
ential Calculus, or Calculus of Differences.

f 1706 H. DJTTON
Instit. Fluxions 17 The Fundamental Principles [ofFluxions]
. . appear to be more accurate, clear, and convincing than
those of the Differential Calculus. 1727-51 CHAMBERS Cycl.
s. v., Mr. Leibnitz . . calls it differential calculus, as con-

sidering the infinitely small quantities . . as the differences
of the quantities ; and, accordingly, expressing them by
the letter d prefixed : as the differential of x by dx.

1763 W. EMCRSON Meth. Increments 75 A differential

equation. 1808 Edin. Rev. Jan. 256 The general methods
of integrating the differential equations above mentioned.
1816 tr. Lacrptx's Diff. fy Int. Calculus 4 The limit of the
ratio of the increments, or the differential coefficient, w'"
be obtained. 1819 G. PEACOCK (title), Comparative view of
the fluxional and differential Calculus. 1835 MACAULAY

ss., Mackintosh's Hist. Rev. (1854) 321/1 We submit that
a wooden spoon of our day would not be justified in callin

Galileo and Napier blockheads, because they never heard
of the differential calculus.

4. Physics and Mech. Relating to, depending on,
or exhibiting the difference of two (or more) mo-
tions, pressures, temperatures, or other measurable

physical qualities : a. of physical actions or effects.

Differential tone (in Acoustics) =
difference-tone :

see TONE sb.

1768-74 TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1852) I. 406 Weight is made by
the differential, not the absolute pressure of ether. 1868
LOCKYER Elem. Astron. 318 As the Sun's distance is so

great compared with the diameter of the Earth, the dif-

ferential effect of the Sun's action is small. 1873 B. STEWART
Conserv. Energy iy. 136. 97 Wherever in the universe
there is a differential motion, that is to say, a motion of
one part of it towards or from another. 1877 LE CONTE
Elem, Geol. I. (1879) 55 The centre of the glacier moved
faster than the margins. This differential motion is the

capital discovery in relation to the motion of glaciers. 1880
E. J. PAYNE in Grove Diet. Mus. I. 726 Two notes.,
sounded together . . generate a third . . tone, whose vibrational
number equals the difference of their several vibrational
numbers . . These tones Helmholtz calls differential tones.

b. of instruments or mechanical contrivances:

e-g-
Differential gear, gearing^ '. a combination of toothed

wheels communicating a motion depending on the difference
of their diameters or of the number of their teeth. Differ-
ential pulley : a pulley having a block with two rigidly
connected wheels or sheaves of different diameters, the
chain or rope unwinding from one as it winds on the other.

Differential screw : a screw having two threads of dif-

ferent pitch, one of which unwinds as the other winds.
Differential thermometer : a thermometer consisting of
two air-bulbs connected by a bent tube partly filled with a
liquid, the position of the column of liquid indicating the
difference of temperature between the two bulbs. Differen-
tial winding^ : the method of winding two insulated wires
side by side in an electric coil, through which currents pass
in opposite directions.

1804 J. LESLIE Heat o The instrument most essential in
this research . . was the differential thermometer. 1834 Mech.
Mag. XXI. 3 Saxton's differential pulley. Ibid. 6 The
'locomotive differential pulley' can never be made to
answer the expectations of the inventor. 1881 MAXWELL
Electr. ff Magn. I. 433 The differential galvanometer, an
instrument in which there are two coils, the currents in
which are independent of each other. 1884 MINCHIN Statics
(ed. 3) I. 188 A Differential Wheel and Axle is sometimes
employed. 1888 Encycl. Brit. XXIII. 559 In 1877 Mr.
James Starley, it is believe'd without any knowledge of the
gear used by Fowler for traction engines, re-invented the
same differential gear for tricycles,

1. Math. a. (In the differential and integral cal-

culus) The infinitesimal difference between conse-
cutive values of a continuously varying quantity
(corresponding to a MOMENT or FLUXION in New-
ton's method) ; either of the two quantities (usually
considered to be infinitesimal) whose ratio consti-
tutes a differential coefficient.

1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Techn. s. v. Fluxion, This Method
is much . .shorter than . . the French one with the Differential
d multiplied into the Flowing Quantity, to denote the
Fluxion. 1730-6 BAILEY (folio). Differential of any quan-
tity, is the fluxion of that quantity. 1788 HOWARD Cycl I

424 Multiply the differential of [each] factor into the other
factor, the sum of the two [products] is the differential
sought. 1819 G. PEACOCK View Fluxional f, Diff. Calc.
25 The Differential is but the measure of the rate of in-
crease. 1880 BUCKINGHAM Elem. Diff. f, Int. Calc. (ed. 2)
42 The function which Leibnitz terms 'differential* and
which Newton designates as a 'fluxion' is the concrete
symbol which represents the rate of change in the variable.

t b. A logarithmic tangent. Obs.

1727-51 CHAMBERS Cycl., Differential, in the doctrine of
logarithms. Kepler calls the logarithms of tangents, dif-
ferentiates', which we usually call artificial tangents. 1845
CAYLEY Wks. I. 145 Logarithmic differential.

2. Biol. A distinction or distinctive characteristic
of structure : opp. to equivalent.
1883 A. HYATT in Proc. Amer. Assx. Adv. Sci. XXXII.

358 During their subsequent history, characteristics are

342

divisible into two categories : those which become morpho-
logical equivalents and are essentially similar in distinct

series, and those which are essentially different in distinct
series and may be classed as morphological differentials.

3. Comm. A differential charge : see A. i.

1890 Spectator 20 Sept. 383 The morality of American
Railway Companies as regards.. differentials and commis-
sions.

Differe-ntialize, v. [f. prec. + -IZE.] tram. To
make differential ; to differentiate.
1862 Sat. Rev. XIV. 601/1 Words, .more or less modified

or, as some philosophers would say, differentialized in

meaning.

Differentially (dif&e-nfali), adv. [f. as prec. +
-IT 2

.]
In a differential manner.

1. Distinctively, specially, by way of difference :

see DIFFERENTIAL A. 2.

1644 J. STRICKLAND in Spurgeon Treas. Dav. Ps. xlvi. 7
God is said to be in heaven differentially, so as he is not

anywhere else. 1646 SIR T. BROWN_E Pseud. Ep. \\. xxviii.

(R.) When biting serpents are mentioned in the Scripture
they are not differentially set down from such as mischief
by stings. 1846 DE QUINCEY Antigone of Sophocles
Wks. XIV. 207 These persons will . . wish to know . . what
there is differentially interesting in a Grecian tragedy, as
contrasted with one of Shakspere's or of Schiller's. 1880
STUBBS Med. <$ Mod. Hist. ix. (1886) 210, 1 will, .state next
what sorts of rights, forces, and ideas I consider, mark
differentially the three periods at which I have been looking.
2. In relation to the difference of two measurable

quantities ; in two different directions : see DIF-
FERENTIAL A. 4.
1862 H. SPENCER First Princ. x. (L.), Whether . . every-

thing is explicable on the hypothesis of universal pressure,
whence what we call tension results differentially from
inequalities of pressure in opposite directions. 1883 Nature
XXVII. 275 The magnets, .being in both these patterns of
lamp wound differentially. 1892 Gloss. Electrical Terms
in Lightning 7 Jan. (Suppl.), Differentially-wound dynamo
machine, a compound-wound machine in which currents
flow in opposite directions in the coils on the field magnets.

Differentiant (difere-nfiant). Math. Also
differenoiant. [f. pr. ppl. stem of med.L. dif-

ferentia-re or F. dijfirentier : see next and -ANT'.]A rational integral function of elements a, b, c, . ,,

which elements multiplied by binomial coefficients

are the coefficients in a binary quantic, which re-

mains unchanged when for them are substituted the
elements of the new quantic obtained by putting
x + hy for x in the original qnantic (Sylvester).
1878 SYLVESTER in Pkil. Mae. March, I propose to give

a systematic developement of" the Calculus of Invariants,
taking a differentiant as the primordial germ or unit.

Differentiate (difere-nji^it), v. [f. ppl. stem
of med.L. differentidre, f. differentia DIFFERENCE :

cf. F. difflrentier, -encier.~\
1. trans. To make or render different

; to con-
stitute the difference in or between ; to distinguish.
1833 D .

E QUINCEY Atitobiog. Sk. Wks. I. 199 note. Genius
differentiates a man from all other men. 1872 YEATS Techn.
Hist. Comm. 22 The use of fire . . constitutes one of the
great distinctions by which man is differentiated from the
lower animals. 1874 L. STEPHEN Hours in Libr. (1892) II.
ii. 48 His language.. is sufficiently differentiated from
prose by the mould into which it is run.

2. Biol., etc. To make different in the process of

growth or development ; to make unlike by modi-

fication, esp. for a special function or purpose ; to

specialize. (Chiefly used in passive?)
1858 HUXLEY Oceanic Hydrozoa (Ray Soc.) 22 The sub-

stance of the spermarium . . becomes differentiated into
minute, clear, spherical vesicles. 1869 SEELEY Led. *
Ess, i. 15 We have heard . . of the power which all

spec

power of sexual selection in differentiating the tribes.
"

1874
H. R. REYNOLDS John Baft. iii. i. 127 The office of
priest . . is ultimately differentiated from that of the prophet
and the prince. 1874 CARPENTER Ment. Phys. i. ii. f 43
'

Protoplasm
'

or living jelly, which is not yet differentiated
into '

organs '. 1885 J. BALL in Jrnl. Linn. Soc. XXII.
26 A very long period of . . isolation during which a large
number of separate species, and not a few genera, have
been differentiated. 1893 F. HALL in Nation (N. Y.) LVII.
229/2 As being distinctly differentiated from practiser, it

[practitioner} has.. unquestionable utility.

b. intr. (for reft.] To become differentiated or

specialized.
1874 LEWES in Contemp. Rev. Oct. 692 Nebula? which

differentiate into a solar system. 1884 BOWER & Scorr De
Bary"s Pkancr. 155 Their walls become thickened as they
differentiate from the meristem.

3. trans. To observe, note, or ascertain the dif-

ference in or between
; to discriminate between,

distinguish.
1876 G. F. CHAMBERS As/ran. 915 Differentiate, to fix

the position of one celestial object by comparing it with
another. 1878 Miss BRADDON Open Verd. xxxv. 239 Typhus
and typhoid, which two fatal diseases ..Tenner was just
then seeking to differentiate. 1880 R. C. DKYSDALE in
Med. Temp. Jrnl. Oct. 3, I have known some difficulty in

differentiating such attacks from those of epilepsy.
b. intr. To recognize the difference.

l89 I J- JASTROW in Educat. Rev. I. 258 One important
use of child study is to differentiate between functions that
in the adult have become merged.
4. Math. To obtain the differential or the differ-

ential coefficient of.

1816 tr. Lacroix's Diff. t, Int. Calculus 18 The differen-
tial coefficient being a new function .. may itself be differen-

DIFFERINO-.

tiated. 1882 MINCHIN Unipl. Kinemat. 229 Differentiate
this equation first with respect to and then with respect
to *j.

Hence Differentiated ///. a., Differe-ntiatiug
1

vbl. sb. and ///. a. \ also Differe'ntiator, he who
or that which differentiates.
1861 H. MACMILLAN Footn. Page Nat. 203 In the fungi,

however, there is Httle'or nothing of this specializing or

differentiating process. Their entire structure is uniform.
1864 H. SPENCER lllust. Univ. Progr. 3 Each of these
differentiated divisions ,. begins itself to exhibit some con-
trast of parts. 1871 TYNDALL Fragm. ^.(1879) I. xx. 490
The differentiating influence of 'environment' on two minds
of similar natural cast. 1888 R. F. LITTI.EDALE in Academy
/July 6/1 No impression of conscious imitation, .but only
that of differentiated heredity. Mod. (Math.) The result
can be obtained by differentiating.

Differentiation (diferenjii^i-jan). [n. of ac-
tion f. DIFFERENTIATE : so in mod.F.]
1. The action of differentiating, or condition of

being differentiated (see prec. i, 2); any change
by which like things become xinlike, or something
homogeneous becomes heterogeneous; spec, in

Biol.) etc., the process, or the result of the process,

by which in the course of growth or development
a part, organ, etc. is modified into a special form,
or for a special function ; specialization ;

also the

gradual production of differences between the de-
scendants of the same ancestral types.
1855 H. SPENCER Princ. Psychol. (1870) I. i. iii. 49 In the

rudimentary nervous system, there is no such structural
differentiation. 1863 E. V. NEALE Anal. Th. fy Nat. 217
The differentiation of a diffused material substance into the

opposite forms of suns and planets. 1865 GOSSE /.' i^Vrt
(1874) 213 The lower the rank of an organism . . the less of
differentiation we find, the less of specialty in the assign-
ment of function to organ. 1871 DARWIN Desc, Man I. ii.

61 He [the naturalist] justly considers the differentiation
and specialisation of organs as the test of perfection. 1874
SWEET En%. Sounds 23 The Roman alphabet has been
further enriched by the differentiation of various forms of
the same letter, of which the present distinction between
u and v, i and/ are instances. 1875 LYELL Princ. Geol. II.

in. xliii. 480 We cannot so easily account for the differen-
tiation of the Papuan and the Malay races. 1880 A. R.
WALLACE Isl. Life 278 Long continued isolation would
often lead to the differentiation of species.
2. The action of noting or ascertaining a differ-

ence (see prec. 3) ; discrimination, distinction.
a 1866 WHEWELL in Macm. Mag. XLV. 142 Men rush . .

to differentiation on the slightest provocation. 1875 G. H.
LEWES Prob. of Life $ Mind Ser. I. II. vi. iv. 504 The
logical distinctions represent real differentiations, but not
distinct existent s. 1876 BARTHOLOW Mat. Med. (1879) 114
A careful differentiation of the causes.

3. Math. The operation of obtaining a differen-

tial or differential coefficient.

1802 WOODHOUSE in Phil. Trans. XCII. 123 notet Pro-
cesses of evolution, differentiation, integration, &c. are
much more easily performed with the former expression.
1816 tr. Lacroix's

Diff. <J- Int. Calculus 21 The principles
of differentiation having been deduced. 1885 WATSON &
BURBURY Math. Th. Electr, <$ Magn. I. 31 Performing the
differentiations and substituting, we get [etc.]

f Differentio-differential, a. Math. Obs.

^ 1727-51 CHAMBERS Cycl. t Differentio-difffrcntialCalcnlits
is a method of differencing differential quantities . . the same,
in effect, with the differential.

Differently (di-ferentli), adv. [f. DIFFERENT
a. + -LY 2

.] In a different manner, or to a different

degree ; diversely.
1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. n. viii. (1495) 35 Not alle

lyke but defferentely. c 1400 Lanfrancs Cirurg. 124
Wounded in

|?e
heed differentliche. 1450-1530 Myrr. our

Ladye 292 To the sonne ys sayde, Christeleyson dyf-
ferentely from them, for he ys not only god wyth them, but
also man. 1618 BOLTON Flortts iv. viii. 305 And now his
Navie wafted up and down . . O how differently from his
Father ! hee rooted out the Cilicians, but this man stirred

Pyrats to take his part, a 1622 R. HAWKINS Hawkins"'yrats to take his part, a 1622 R. HAWKINS Hawkins
7
oyages (1878) 124 Those..have recounted this mysterie

[ifferently to that which is written. 1651 HOBBES Leviath.
I. iv. 17 When we conceive the same things differently, we
can hardly avoyd different naming of them. 1665 J. SER-
GEANT Sure~footing 182 Reason acts much differently now
then formerly. 1713 BERKELEY Guardian No. 70 f 5 Philo-

sophersjudge ofmost things very differently from the vulgar.
1770 MAD. D'ARBLAY ar7y Diary 10 Jan. (1889) I.

64^
How

very differently do I begin this year to what I did the
last ! 1844 C. C. SOUTHEY A ndrew BeII III. 135 He seems
to have spent his time somewhat differently than was usual
with him. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. i. vi. 45 Two surfaces, dif-

ferently illuminated. 1865 KusKix Sesame 25 He will think

differently from you in many respects.

Di'fferentness. rare.
[f. as prec. + -NESS.]

The quality of being different ; difference.

1727 BAILEY vol. II, Differentness, difference. 1862 F.

HALL Hindu Philos. Syst. 95 In the twenty-four qualities,

they include differentness, contact, separation, remoteness.

Di'ffering, vbl. sb. [f. DIFFER v. + -ING*.]
1. The action of the verb DIFFER, q.v. ; difference.
1822 MRS. E. NATHAN Langreath L 151 You must excuse

so material a differing in our opinions.

1 2. Her. *= DIFFERENCE sb. 4 b. Obs.

1592 WYRLEY Armorie 7 Another matter, .to be reformed,
is the maner of differing?.

t 3- A disagreement; = DIFFERENCE sb. 3.
1660 R. COKE Power <$ Sufy. 266 [To] decide our differings

In Church and State. 1690 W. WALKER Idiomat. Anglo
Lat. 220 Hence grow great differings {ntagnx discordiy),

1709 CHANDLER Eff. agst. Bigotry 16 Their little Differings
should not occasion the abating of their mutual Love.



DIFFERING.

Differing, /// a. [f.
as prec. + -INO z

.] That

differs : see the verb.

1. in gen. sense : - DIFFERENT a. Very common
in 1 7th and early i8th c. ; now rare or Obs.

f 1374 CHAUCER Kotth. v. Pr. v. 131 Dyuerse and differyng

substaunces. 1598 MANWOOD Lames Forest x. 8 7 (1615)

79/1 An especial! manner of proceeding, .which is differing

from the proceeding [etc.]. 1605 BACON Adv. Learn. I. iv.

9 2 11873) 28 Whose writings were in a differing style and

form, i i45 J. HOWELL Lett. II. xii, Which makes me to

be ofa differing opinion to that Gentleman. 1666 BOYLE Orig.

Formes q (Jual., Very differing from that pure whltencsse

to be obscrv'd in the neighbouring Snow lately fallen. 1701
POPE Sappho 43 Turtles and doves of diff 'ring hues unite.

,

colours grac'd. 1803 H. MARTIN l/elenoft,lenross II. 126,

I was so changed by dress, .as to appear.. essentially differ-

ing to what I had ever been.

2. Disagreeing in opinion or statement ;
discre-

pant, discordant.

1581 SIHNKY Afol. Poetrie (Arb.) 31 Hauing much a-doe

toaccord differing Writers. 1677 W. HUBBARD Narrative 68

There are differing accounts about the manner of his taking

and by whom. 1858 MAHTINEAU Stud. Chr. 280 The differ-

ing voices of the intellect and the soul.

f3. At variance, disputing, quarrelling. Obs.

c 1611 CHAPMAN Iliad ix. 543 Then sent they the chief

priests of Gods with offer'd gifts t' atone His differing fury.

1700 DRYDEN Pal. $ Arc. Dcd. to Duchess Ormond 152

O daughter of the Rose, whose cheeks unite The differing

titles of the Red and White.

t Di'fferingly, adv. Obs. [f. prec. + -LT ^.]

In a differing manner, differently.
1601 WARNER Alb. Eng. (1612) 364 More diffringly and

doubtingly than of the other sixe. 1666 BOYLE Orig. Formes
f, Qual. (1667) 27 Each organ of Sense, .may be it selfe dif-

fenngly affected by external Objects. 1688 Final Causes

Nat. Things ii. 58 Organs of sight that are very differingly

framed and placed. a 1691 Hist. Air xix. (1692) 163
Thi:<c ilifieringly colour'd sorts of Vitriol.

t Diffe'rrence. Obs. [f. differ, obs. form of

DEFER v. 1 + -KNCE.] The action of deferring or

putting off, delay.

App,
that yedesyi _,

Diffet, obs. var. DIVOT, a sod.

t Diffl-bulate, v. Obs. rare
-

. [f. ppl. stem

ofL. diffibulare, i. dif-, Dis- + fibula clasp, buckle,

FIBULA.] To unclasp, unbuckle.

1656 BLOUNT Clossogr., Diffibulate, to unbutton, open or

ungird.

t Diffiea-city. Obs. rare-", [ad. med.L. diffica-

cilas,(. difficaxA\&cv\i(Catholicon).'} Difficulty.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Difficacity, hardness or difficulty.

II Difficile, -il (difi-sil, di-fisil), a. Obs. (exc. as

Fr.) [a. late OF. difficile (i5th c. in Littre), ad. L.

difficil-is, i. dif-, Dis- + facilis able to be done,

easy. Cf. Pr. difficil, Sp. dificil, It. difficile] The

opposite otfatilc.

f 1. Not easy, hard to do or accomplish, trouble-

some ;
= DIFFICULT a. I a, b (q.v. for construc-

tions). Obs.

1477 EARL RIVERS (Caxton) Dictes 143 It is a difficile thing

to a man to be long in helth. 1489 CAXTON Fayles ofA. i.

x. 29 Al thinges seme dyfficyle to the dysciplc. 1500-15
Duntars Poems (1893) 309 Thocht luve be grene m gud
curage, And be difficill till asswage. 1533 BELLENDEN Lhy
n. (1822) 205 The Romanis . . finalie wan the difficillest and

maist strate parte of the said montane. 1566 PAINTER

Pal. Pleas, i. 45 b, To adventure anye hard and difficile

exploit. 1573 Km Custom n. ii. in Hazl. Dodsley III. 30

No matter so difficile for man to find out. 1611 BURTON
Anat. Mel. 11. i. iv. ii. 302 They.. make it most dan-

gcrous and difficill to be cured. 1663 BUTLER Hud. l. l. 53

That Latine was no more difficile Than to a Blackbird tis

to whistle. 1665 Sm T. HERBERT Trav. (1677) 88 Hope
oft fancies that to be facile in the attainment, which reason

in the event shews difficile.

f2. Hard to understand ;
= DIFFICULT a. i c.

c 1546 JOYE in Gardiner Declar. Art. Joye (1546) p. xv,

Isai prophecied of Christ that . . he shoulde not be darke and

dyffycyle or harde in hit doctrine. 1551 ABP. HAMILTON
Catech. (1884) 46 Ane exposition of difficil & obscuire placis.

1637 GILLESPIE Eng. Pop. Cerem. ill. viii. 196 If the matter

be doubtful! and difficille.

||
3. Ofpersons: Hard to persuade or satisfy ;

un-

accommodating, making difficulties ; awkward,
troublesome to deal with ;

= DIFFICULT a. 3.

In modern use as nonce-wd. from French (djTisi'l).

1536 in Strype Eccl. Mem. I. App. Ixxvi. 183 The Kings

highnes. .wold not shew himself very difficile. l6 BACON
Hen. VII, Wks. (liohn) 448 This cardinal, .finding the pope
difficile in granting thereof. 1633 J. DONE Hist. Septua-

lint 146 Some race of Women are deficile and troublesome.

1855 CAROLINE Fox Mem. Old Friends (1882) 301 The most

difficile and bizarre body in Christendom. 1881 MALLOCK
Romance 19** Cent. I. 248 No jealousy .. made her ra the

least cold or difficile.

t Difficilely, -illy, adv. Obs. [f. DIFFICIL(E
+ -LT

-'.]
In a difficult manner ; with difficulty.

1613 SHERLEY Trav. Persia 99 Princes difficilly speak
of peace while they feele themselucs able to make warres.

Difficileness (difisrlnes). [f. prec. + -NESS.

The quality of being 'difficile'; see above. (In

modern use from DIFFICILE 3.)

1607-11 BACON Ess., Goodness (Arb.) 204 A Crosnes, o

fruwardnes, or aptnes to oppose, or difficitenes. 1631 LITII

343

ow Trav. vill. 373 Doubting of his passage, and the difficil-

esse of the Countrcy. 1886 R. A. KING Shadmutd Life
.II. iii. 58 In love . . with her person, her pleasantness,

her

ortune . . and last, though not least, her difficileness.

Diffici'litate, v. rare or Obs. [f.
L. difficil-is

lifficult : cf. DIFFICULTATE.] trans. To render

difficult: the opposite of
facilitate.

and difficititate their design. 1648 W. MOUNTAGUF. Devout

Ess. i. xv. 8 4 (R.)The inordinateness of our love dlfficilitateth

his duty.

f Difficul, a. Obs. Also 5 deffjrkel, 6 difficult.

? a. OldLat. difficul (cited by Nonius from Varro) :

he Eng. word may however have been deduced

.Tom difficul-ty, or pronounced after the latter, in-

stead of with sibilant c as in difficile]
= next.

Sence tDiffloully adv. Obs.

c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 99 Olde woundys which batbeb

deffykel to be consowdyde. 1551 HULOET, Difficull reason,

obscuratio, obscurum argumeiitum. Diffuse or difficull,

obscurus. !Hd.,D\Su:Myt,di/iciIe. c 1645 HOWELL Lett.

1650) II. 112 Certain . . words . . accounted the difficulst in

all the whole Castilian language.

Difficult (di-fikdflt), a. Also 5 dyficulte, 5-6
difflculte. Comp. difflculter, sup. difflcultest

;now rare}. [An English formation, of which the

:nding -cult is not etymologically regular: cf.

L. difficil-is,
F. difficile.

It has been regarded
as deduced from the sb. difficult-y; and it may
dave arisen under the joint influence of difficul

(see prec.) and difficulty. It appeared earlier than

the adoption of difficile from French, which it has

also outlived.]
1. Not easy ; requiring effort or labour ; occa-

sioning or attended with trouble ; troublesome,

hard. a. of actions, etc. : Hard to do, perform,

carry out, or practise. Often with inf. subject.

1586 T. B. La Primccud. Fr. Acad. i. (i594> 4 Good

beginnings in all great matters are alwaies the difficultest

part of them. 1598 HAKLUYT Voy. I. 212 (R.) Things diffi-

culte [they! haue made facile. 1600 J. PORY tr. Leo's Africa
n. 149 Necromancers, .their arte is exceeding difficult. 1608

D. 1. Ess. Pol. * Mor. 19 b, How difficult a thing it is, to

love, and to be wise, and both at once. i6 BOYLE Orig.

Formes /t Qua/., The greatest and difficultest Changes.

1676^7 MARVELL Corr. cclxxv. (1872-5) II. 504 It is much
difiiculter for you to have obtained an injunction, than to

retain it. 1751 JOHNSON Rambler No. 172 p 14 Virtue is

sufficiently difficult with any circumstances. 1799 KIRWAN
Ceol Ess. 10 [Their] difficult solubility in water. 1860

MOTLEY Netherl. (1868) I. i. i It is difficult to imagine a

more universal disaster. 1876 MOZLEY Unto. Serm. ix.

(1877) 195 Generosity to an equal is more difficult than

generosity to an inferior.

b. of the object of an action. Const, inf.

(now usually act., less freq. pass.~}, or with of or in

before a noun expressing the action; also with

the action contextually implied (
= hard to pass,

reach, produce, construct, or otherwise deal with.)

c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 90 To consowde oldc woundes

whiche bat ben difficult [MS. B. deffykell to be consowded.

Ibid. 105 pe cheke be constreyned and difficulte of mevynge.

1509 HAWES Past. Pleas, x. iv, If apparaunce Of the cause

Be hard and difficulte in the utteraunce. 1651 HOBBES

Ln'ialh. in. xxxvii. 233 The thing . . is strange, and the

natural! cause difficult to imagine. 1734 tr. Rollins Ane.

Hist. (1827) VII. xvll. vii. 203 A river very difficult, as well

in regard to its banks as to the marshes on the sides of it.

1749 FIELDING Tom Jones vn. vi, The real sentiments of

ladies were very difficult to be understood. 1793 SMEATON

Edystone L. Ded. 4 A plain and simple building, that has

nevertheless been acknowledged to be, in itself, curious,

difficult, and useful. 1814 WORDSW. Excursion v. 492

Knowledge, .is difficult to gain. 1850 M'CosH Dm. Govt.

i ii. (1874) 29 This is a difficult question to answer. 1800

TYNDALL Glac. I. viii. 58 In some places I found the crevasses

difficult. 1870 YEATS Nat. Hist. Comm. 89 Markets are

so difficult of access.

c. Hard to understand; perplexing, puzzling,

obscure.

1556 A urelio t, Isat. (1608) G vj. If youre difficulte speak-

inge overcome me. i6i BRINSLEY Lud. Lit. 46 I he

difficultest things in then- Authours. .661 BOYLE Style of

Script (1668) 53 Leaving out all such difficulter matters.

'.8581 BUCKLE Civiliz. (-869) II. v. 217 Butler, one of the

most difficult of our poets. i88S BIBLE (R.V.) Jer. xxxm. 3

Great things, and difficult, which thou knowest not.

2. Ofpersons. arch. a. Hard to please or satisly;

not easy to get on with ; unaccommodating, exact-

ing, fastidious.

1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesit I. xii. (Arb.) 44 To make him

ambitious of honour, lealous and difficult in his worships.

1663 HEATH Fla^ellum or O. Cromwell <ed. 2) 7 Being m
hisown nature of a difficult disposition, .and one that would

have due distances observed towards him. 1734 tr. Rollin t

Ane. Hist. (1827) III. 32 Children were early accustomed

>t to be nice or difficult in their eating. 1773 GOLDSM.

cu. . .

also wrote verses which the difficultWordsworth could praise.

b. Hard to induce or persuade ; unwilling, re-

luctant, obstinate, stubborn.

a 1501 in Arnolde Chron. (1811) 81 That such persones

whichwere difficulte \frintcii difficultie] ageynst
the

sayd
ordre be callid afore my Lorde Mayr and Aldirmen to be

reformed bi their wise exortacions. c 1645 HOWELL Lett. I.

yi 8 I attended him also with the Note of your Extra-

DIFFICTJLTY.

ordinaries, wherein I find him something difficult and dila-

tory yet. 1691 KAY Creation 1. 117011 56 In particular I am
difficult to believe, that (etc.). 1749 r IF.LDING Tom Jones

xiv. ii. Lady Bellaston will be as difficult to believe any

thing against one who [etc.]. 1891 L. KEITH Til Halletts

I. xiii. 248 Sir Robert had been rather a difficult husband

that is to say, he had occasionally taken his own way.

t Difficult, sb. Obs. rare. [f.
DIFFICULT a.]

Difficulty.

1709 tr. Sir J. Spelman's Alfred fit. 95 What Difficult

Alfred had to recover the Lane). Ikid. 118 bis, 120.

Difficult, v. Now local, [a. ob. F.
difficultcr

to make difficult, f. med.L. difficultare, f. difficult*}

difficulty : sec DIFFICULTATB, DIFTICILITAT*.]

1 1. trans. To render difficult, impede (an action,

etc.). The opposite of tofacilitate. Obs.

a 1608 [see DIFFICULTING below]. 1676 TEMPLE Let. to Ld.

Treasurer Wks. 1731 II. 506 Those which intended to

difficult or delay the Ratification with France, a 1698 Ibid.

II. 484 (L.\ Having desisted from their pretensions, which

had difficulted the peace. 1818 TODD s.v. Difficultate, The
late lord chancellor Thurlow was fond of using the verb

difficult ; as, he difficulled the matter ; but he was pro-

nounced unjustifiable in this usage.

2. To put in a difficulty, bring into difficulties,

perplex, embarrass (a person). Usually pass. (Sc.

and 17.S.)
1686 [see DIFFICULTINC below). 1713

WODROW Corr. (1813)

1. 464, I would be difficulted to read the King of France 'the

most Christian king
'

to my people. 1718 /fid. 1 1. 410 How
far the alterations . . may straiten and difficult some ministers

who have formerly sworn the oath. 1781 J. BROWN Address

to StuaentsdSs&i 62 If you be difficulted how to act. 1813

J. BALLANTYNE in Lockhart Ballantynt-humbug Handled

(18391 29 This business has always been, .difficulted by all

its capital . . being lent the printing-office. 1845 BUSH

Resurrection 51 (Bartletti We are not difficulted at all on

the score of the relation which the new plant bears to the

old. 1861 W. E. AYTOUN N. Sinclair I. 155 The poor

lads might be difficulted to find meal for their porridge.

Hence Di'ffleulting vbl. sb. and///, a.

a i&>8 Sl F. VERB Comm. 119 Lest . . [this] might give

the enemy an alarm, to the difficulting of the enterprise.

1686 RENWICK Serm. xviii. (1776) 212 There is not a case

that can put Him to a non-plus or difficulting extremity.

t Di'fficultate, v. Obs. rare. [f. ppl. stem of

med.L. difficult-are
to render difficult, i.difficult-as

difficulty.] trans. To make difficult :
=

prec.
I.

1611 COTGR., Difficulter, to difficultate or difficilitate.

1829 SOUTHEY Lett. (1856) IV. 161 The circumstances which

facilitated or difficultatcd (if I may make such a word for the

nonce) the introduction of Christianity.

Difficultly (di-fikfltli),!!*. [f.
DIFFICULT a.

+ -LY2. Formerly very frequent in literary use;

now rather avoided, and in speech rarely used ;

in sense i, 'with difficulty' is usually substituted.]

1. In a difficult manner, not easily, hardly ;
with

difficulty.

1558 in Strype Ann. Kef. I. App. iv. 4 Ireland . . wil be

very difficultly stayed in their obedience. 16*4.
SCOTT Vox

Coeli 6 Our posterity will difficultly beleeue It. 1646 S.

BOLTON Arraignm. Err. 47 Castles, and forts, and slrong

holds they are hardly conquered, difficultly overcome.

1654 H. L'ESTRANGE Chas. I (1655) i He. .was none of the

cracefullest of Orators, for his words came difficultly from

Rim. a 1677 BARROW Sim. Wks. 1716 I. 5 A possession of

trifles., difficultly acquired and easily lost. i68j BOYLE

J-ffects of Mot. vi. 66 The Mountain Carpathus. .said to be

much more steep and difficultly accessible than any of the

Alps. 1718 PRIDEAUX Connect. O.Jt N.
T.ja.

iv. 219

Gorgias difficultly escaping fled to Marisa. 7*4.J: KF.IR

Diet. Chem. 97 The vapours, .are very elastic, and difficultly

condensable. a 1843 SOUTHEY Doctor com. (1862) 594

Diseases . . difficultly distinguishable by their symptoms.

187$ RUSK.N Fors Cfa'ig. V. 37 No. 50 The difficultly recon-

1 cileable merits of old times and new things. 1879 KUTLF.Y

Study Rocks x. 87 Labradorile fuses readily . . anorthite u
more difficultly fusible.

b In a way hard to understand ; obscurely.

1581 PF.TTIE Guazza't Civ. Com. ll. ( 1 586) 62 It is a thing

as blame worthie to speake dissolutche, as to speake diffi-

cultlie. 1875 A. J. SWINBOURNE Picture Logic ix. 58 Things

seem to me to be put so difficultly in books.

c. To a difficult degree ;
so as to be difficult of

access, passage, etc.

187* C KING Mountain. Sierra Nn. iv. 88 We found the

ice-angle difficultly steep ; but made our way successfully

along its edge.
d. In a difficult position ;

in a condition of em-

barrassment. (Cf. DIFFICULTY i c.)

1886 P. O. HUTCHINSON Diary T. Hutckinson II. 43

These unfortunate people
were very difficultly placed.

j-2. Unwillingly, reluctantly. Cbs.

iSSi ROBINSON tr. More's Utof. ll.iArb.)99, I knowehowe

difficult!!* and hardelye I meselfe would haue beleued. 1614

LODGE Seneca 2 Hath .. either . . denied, or promised bi

difficultly . . with strained and reproachful words. 1677

OTWAY Cheats ofScafin ll. i, How easily a miser swallows

a load and how difficultly he disgorges a grain.

tDi'fficultness. Obs. rare. Tf.
ftsprec;

+

-NESS.] The quality of being difficult ; difficulty.

1560 P WHITEHORNE tr. Macckiavellfs Artt of Warn
(1573) 7ob Such difficultnesse is necessane. 1580 FRAMITON

Dial. Yron * Steele 170 It toke away the difficultnesse of

the swallowing downe. 1644 D.GBY Two Treatises (1645)

n. 77 The difficultnesse of this subject, .would not allow us

"Difficulty (di-fikflti).
Also 4-6 dyff-, -te, 5-6

-tee, -tye, 6-7 -tie. [ad. L. difficuUSs, -tatem

(f. dif-, Dis- + facultas FACULTY), perh. immed.

through OF. or AF. difficulte.



DIFFICULTY.

In OF. the word is as yet recorded only of isth c. ; it may
have been in earlier use in Anglo-Fr. ; but the English word,
which was common before 1400, may have been formed

directly from L., on the type of the many existing words in

te corresponding to L. words in -tas, e. g. povrete, purete.}

1. The quality, fact, or condition of being diffi-

cult ; the character of an action that requires labour

or effort ; hardness to be accomplished ;
the oppo-

site of ease orfacility.
1382 WYCLIF Num. xx. 19 No difficulte shal be in the

prijs. 1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. xii. ii. (1495* 409 Yf
. .the Egle hath thre byrdes, she throwyth oute one of her

neste for dyffyculte of fedyng^. c 1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees)

7969 His sonn with grete difficulte Gart his fader monke
to be. 1513 MORE in Grafton Chron. (1568) II. 786 He
speedily without any difficultie . . brought the matter to a

good conclusion. 1667 MILTON/*. Z-. 11.449 If aught, .in the

shape Of difficulty or danger could deterre Me. 1719 DE
FosCrtisof (1840) I. viii. 139, 1 had no great difficulty to cut

it down. 1759 ROBERTSON Hist. Scot. I. n. 134 Nor was this

reconcilement a matter of difficulty. 1770 Junius Lett. xii.

208, I have been deterred by the difficulty of the task. 1797
MRS. RADCLIFFE Italian i. She walked with difficulty. 1860

TYNDALL Glac. n. x. 283 The difficulty of thus directing a

chain over crevasses and ridges. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2)

I. 261 Socrates has no difficulty in showing that virtue is a

good.
b. Said of the object of an action (the nature of

which is contextually implied : cf. DIFFICULT

a. i b).
1747 Col. Rec. Pennsylv. V. 103 The Length and Diffi-

culty of the Bay. Mod. The steepness and difficulty of the

direct path. A route of considerable difficulty.

c. The quality of being hard to understand ;

perplexing character, obscurity.
1529 MORE Supplic. Soulys Wks. 321/1 Because that of

the difficultie of his [St. Paul's] writing the! catch some-

time some matter of contencion. 1644 MILTON Educ. Wks.

(1847)100/1 If the language be difficult., it is not a difficulty

above their years. 1860 FARRAR Orig. Lang. i. 21 The diffi-

culty and obscurity of the phrase.

2. with a and pi. A particular instance of this

quality ; that which is difficult, a. A thing hard

to do or overcome ;
a hindrance to action.

a 1619 DANIEL Funeral Poem (R.), Nor how by mastering
difficulties so . . He bravely came to disappoint his foe.

a 1716 SOUTH (J.), They mistake difficulties for impossi-
bilities. 1775 BURKE Corr. 11844) H- 53> I sec > indeed,

many, many difficulties in the way. 1856 FROUDE Hist.

Eng. (1858) I. ii. 130 As difficulties gathered round him, he
encountered them with the increasing magnificence of his

schemes. 1880 GEIKIE Phys. Geog. iv. 232 A difficulty may
sometimes be felt in understanding how [etc. ]. 1893 Wtstnt.
Can. 13 Feb. 1/2 To parade difficulties is the delight of the

pedant ; to grapple with them is the task of the statesman.

Mod. The children, I admit, are a difficulty.

b. Something hard to understand ; a perplexing
or obscure point or question.
c 1386 CHAUCER Friar's T. Prol. 8 Ye ban her touchid . .

In scole matier gret difficulte. a 1500 Chester PI. (1892)
i r8 Discussing this difficulty. 1577 tr- Bullinger's Decades

(1592) 29 There is no cause for anye man by reason of a
few difficulties, to dispaire to attaine to the true vnder-

standinge of the Scriptures. 1692 R. L'EsTRANGE Fables
No. 494 (1708) I. 540 When People have been Beating their

Brains about a Difficulty, and find they can make Nothing
on't. 1770 BEATTIE Ess. Truth n. i. i (R.), Let us see,

:specially given to prove the reality

C. An embarrassment of affairs
;
a condition in

which action, co-operation, or progress is difficult ;

a trouble ; often spec, a pecuniary embarrassment.

(Usually in//.)
1705 ADDISON Italy (].\ They lie under some difficulties,

by reason of the emperour's displeasure, who has forbidden
their manufactures. "1715 BURNET Own Times I. 346 The
king was under no difficulties by anything they had done.

1831 FR. A. KF.MBLE Jrnl. in Rec. Girlhood (1878) III. 68
Mr Brunton. .is in 'difficulties' (civilized plural for debt).

1861 SMILES Engineers II. 142 A serious difficulty occurred
between him and his wife on this very point, which ended
in a separation. 1885 Law Times LXXIX. 173/2 In Dec.

1867 the company fell into difficulties. 1886 Tip Cat xix.

254 Come to me if you . . are in any difficulty or trouble.

3. Reluctance, unwillingness (see DIFFICULT a.

2 b) ; demur, objection. Obs. exc. in phr. to make
a difficulty or difficulties, now associated with
2 a ; formerly f to make difficulty, i.e. to show
reluctance.

1513 MORE in Grafton Chron. (1568) II. 795 The Protector
made great difficultie to come to them. 1^48 HALL Chron.,
Hen. V, 7ob,To obeye us without opposicion, contradiccion
or difficultee. ai6o8 SIR F. VERB Comm. 119 Her Majesty. .

with some difficulty (as her manner was) granted the men to
be levied. 1687 T. SMITH in Magd. Coll. lOxf. Hist. Soc.) 18
Hee making severall difficultyes. 1769 ROBERTSON Chas. V
II. vi. 95 This she granted with some difficulty. 1769
GOLDSMITH Rom. Hist. (1786) II. 355 Apollonius. .made no

difficulty of coming from Greece to Rome. 1873 TRISTRAM
Mood xiii. 339 They . . never made any difficulties or
demands.

Diffidation (difid^-Jsn). Hist. Instil, [ad.
med.L. diffiddtion-em (Du Cange), n. of action

from med.L. diffidart to distrust, f. dif-, Dis-
+ *-fidare to trust, keep faith : see DEFY z/.i] The

undoing of relations of faith, allegiance, or amity ;

declaration of hostilities ;
= DEFIANCE I.

1731 CHANDLER tr. Limborch's Hist. Inqitis. II. 24 Diffi-

dation declares Hereticks to be enemies of their Country
and the Empire . . When any one is declared an Heretick by
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the Sentence of the Judge, any Man . . may seize, plunder,
and kill him. 1807 COXE Hist. Ha. Austria (Bphn) I. xxx.

454 They sent a . . letter of diffidation, in which they re-

nounced their allegiance. 1818 HALLAM Mid. Ages (1872)

II. 58 The ceremony of diffidation, or solemn defiance of

an enemy. 1843 S. AUSTIN Ratike's Hist. Re/. I. 81, The
evils attendant on the right of diffidation or private warfare

(Fehderecht). 1857 SIR F. PALGRAVE Norm. # Etig. II. l.

27 According to modern principles, the Subject's allegiance

is indefeasible, .but the primeval legislation of the Teutons

permitted to the vassal . . the right of diffidation he might
undo his faith.

Diffide (difsi-d), v. Now rare. [f.
L. diffidcre

to distrust, be distrustful, f. dif-, Dis- + ftdfre to

trust. Cf. DEFY z/.
1 sense 7.] intr. To want faith

or confidence ;
to have or feel distrust ;

to diffiJe in

(i of], to distrust. (The opposite of confide.}

1532 BONNER Let. in Burnet Hist. Re/. 1 1. 180, I diffided

in the justness of the matter, c 1565 LINDESAY (Pitscottie)

diffide. .of your Majesties iudgement. 1697 DRVDEN SEneid
xi. 636 If in your arms thus early you diffide. a 1806

C. J. Fox Reign James II. (1808) 32 With regard to facts

remote . . wise men generally diffide in their own judgment.

1829 J. DONOVAN Catech. Council of Trent (1855) 517 And
diffiding entirely in ourselves, we shall seek refuge . . in

the mercy of God. 1845 R. W. HAMILTON Pop. Efuc. l.

7 We speak not now of certain affirmed calculations. We
diffide in them.

t b. with clause. Obs.

1647 H. MORE Cupid's Conflict Ixxvii, To . .diffide Whether
our reasons eye be clear enough, a 1713 ELLWOOD A uto-

biog. (18851 257 Which of us can now diffide That God will

us defend ?

fc. trans. To distrust, doubt. Obs.

1678 R. BARCLAY Afol. Quakers ii. 14. 62 So would I

not have any reject or diffide the Certainty of that Unerring

Spirit. 1678 CUDWORTH Intel!. Syst, 779 Alwaies fluctu-

ating about them [Incorporeals] and diffiding them. 1686

HORNECK Crucif. Jesus xxii. 658 How basely hast thou

diffided this providence !

Hence Diffl'ding vbl. sb., distrusting.

1657 G. STARKEY Helmonfs Vind. 149 It is a great diffiding

in God's mercy.

t Diffidelity. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. dif-, Dis- +

FIDELITY, after infidelity.] Disbelief, unbelief.

1659 FULLER Aff. Inj, Jnnoc. i. 61 Parcel-Diffidelity in

matters of such nature, I am sure is no sin.

Diffidence (di'fidens). [ad. L. diffidentia
want of confidence, mistrust, distrust, f. diffident-

em, pr. pple. of dijfid-ere to distrust : see DIFFIDE
and -ENCE. Cf. obs. F. diffidence, -ance, 16-171!!
c. in Godef.] (The opposite of CONFIDENCE.)
1. Want of confidence or faith

; mistrust, distrust,

misgiving, doubt. Now rare or Obs.

1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 94 Bycause we put
diffedence or mistrust in God. 1348 HALL Chron., Ed-w. IV,
208 b, King Edward beyng..in diffidence of reysyng any
army . . departed. 1595 SHAKS. John I. i. 65 Thou dost

shame thy mother, And wound her honor with this diffi-

dence. 1614 Bp. HALL Recoil. Treat. 684 Away with
these weake diffidences. 1614 T. JACKSON Comment. Creede
n. 251 Distrust or diffidence to Gods promises. 1641 J.

SHUTE Sarah ff Hagar (1649) 33 Diffidence in the promise
of God. 1640 MILTON Eikon. xii. (1851) 436 Hee had

brought the Parlament into so just a diffidence of him,
as that they durst not leave the Public Amies at his

disposal. 1711 POPE Let. to Steele 15 July, Sickness.,

teaches us a diffidence in our earthly state. 1741 RICHARD-
SON Pamela (1742) IV. 271 Since that Time, I have always
had some Diffidences about her. 1818 JAS. MILL Brit.

India II. v. v. 549 A diffidence..of his judgment or his

virtue. 1833 LINGARD Hist. Eng. VI. 65 His former refusal

. . proceeded . . from diffidence in the sincerity of his ally.

1838 EMERSON Addr., Lit. Ethics Wks. (Bohn) II. 206 The
diffidence ofmankind in the soul has crept over the American
mind.

2. Distrust of oneself ; want of confidence in one's

own ability, worth, or fitness; modesty, shyness of

disposition.
[1651 HOBBES Lcviath. I. vi. 25 Constant Desgayre, Diffi-

dence ofour selves, a 1683 SIDNEY Disc.
Goj>t.

iii. 40 (17^04)

394 Every one ought to enter into a just diffidence of him-

self.] 1709 POPE Ess. Crit. 567 Speak, tho* sure, with seem-

ing diffidence. 1798 FERRIAR Illustr. Sterne i. 12 The diffi-

dence of Erasmus prevented him from assuming that title.

1841 MACAULAY Ess., W. Hastings (1854) 646/1 With great

diffidence, we give it as our opinion. 1862 TROLLOPE

Orley F. xxxii. (ed. 4) 229 She had aid aside whatever
diffidence may have afflicted her earlier years, and now was
able to speak out her mind.

t Di'ffidency. Obs. [f. as prec. : see -ENCY.]
= DIFFIDENCE; distrust, mistrust.

1604 EDMONDS Observ. Caesar's Comm. 6 So doth diffi-

dencie wait vpon indirect and perfidious designements.
1676 WYCHERLEY PI. Dealer i. i. He has the courage of
men in despair, yet the diffidency and caution of Cowards.

1694 F. BRAGGE Disc. Parables xiii. 450 He . . prays with

great diffidency, and distrust of prevailing. 1748 RICHARD.
SON Clarissa (1811) III. i. 3 All diffidencies, like night-fogs
before the sun, disperse at her approach.

Diffident (di-fident), a. [ad. L. diffident-em,

pr. pple. of diffidere to mistrust ; see DIFFIDE, and
ENT. (The opposite of CONFIDENT.)]
1. Wanting confidence or trust (') ; distrustful,

mistrustful (of).
1598 FLORIO, Dijfidente, mistrustful, diffident, a 1618

RALEIGH Mahomet (1637) 207 In the constancie of his people
he was somewhat diffident. A 1631 DONNE Serm. .xii. 114
A fainting and a diffident Spirit. 1667 MILTON P. L.

DIFFLTTENCY.

vni. 562 Be not diffident Of Wisdom, she deserts thee not,
if thou Dismiss her not, when most thou needst her nigh.

1691 RAY Creation i. (1704) 159, I am somewhat diffident

of the truth of those Stories. 1734 WATTS Rcliq. Juv. (1789)

131 A feeble man and diffident had need topray daily, Lord,
lead us not into temptation. iSoa H. MARTIN Helen of
Glenross III. 330 Had I been more diffident in its effects,

I had not trusted . . to it. 1873 SYMONDS Grk. Poets v. 141
The English are not musicians, and are diffident in general
of the artist class.

2. \Vantinginself-confidence; distrustful of one-

self
;

not confident in disposition ; timid, shy,

modest, bashful. (The usual current sense.)
[1648 Eikon Bas. xi. (1824) 88, I am not so diffident ofMy

selfe, as brutishly to submit to any men's dictates.] 1713
ADDISON Cato n, i, Let us appear nor rash nor diffident.

1785 MAD. D'ARBLAY Lett. 3 Jan., He [Dr. Johnson] never
attacked the unassuming, nor meant to terrify the diffident.

1835 W. IRVING Newstead Abbey Crayon Misc. (1863) 362
She was shy and diffident. 1882 B. M. CROKER Proper
Pride I. ii. 42 She little knew that the apparently diffident

young man was the life and soul of his mess.

Diffidently (di-fidentli), adv. [f. prec. + -LY 2.]

In a diffident manner, with distrust or self-distrust.

(l)i6i3State Trials, Ctess ofEssex (&i&> II. 831 He found
it to be uncertainly and diffidently set down. 1730-6 BAILEY

(folio), Diffidently, distrustfully, suspiciously. 1741 RICHARD-
SON Pamela (1742) III. 169, 1 looked, I suppose, a little diffi-

dently. 1856 EMERSON Eng. Traits, Manners Wks. (Bohn)
II. 46 Don't creep about diffidently; make up your mind.

t Di'ffidentness. Obs. rare-", [f. as prec.
+ -NESS.]

= DIFFIDENCE.

1727 in BAILEY vol. II. 1775 in ASH.

Diffle, obs. form of DEFY.

t Diffi'nd, v. Obs. rare~. [ad. L. diffmd-tre
to cleave asunder, f. dif-, Dis- +findere to cleave.]

1727 BAILEY vol. II, To Diffind, to cut or cleave asunder.

1775 in ASH.

Diffine, -ition, etc., obs. ff. DEFINE, etc.

t Diffinish, -isse, v. Obs. : see DEFINISH.

t Diffi'ssion. Obs. rare . [ad. L. diffission-

tm, n. of action f. diffindere to cleave asunder.]
1727 BAILEY vol. II, Diffission, a cleaving asunder.

t Diffi'xed, pa. pple. Obs. rare-", [f. dif-,

Dis- + L.faus, FIXED.]
1727 BAILEY vol. II, Diffixed, loosened, unfastened.

t Diffla'te, v. Obs. [i.~L.difflat--p-p\.s\.emo!dif-

Jldreio blow apart, disperse by blowing, i.dif-, Dis-

+flare to blow.] trans. To blow apart or away.
1620 VENNER Via Recta (1650) 311 Thereby .. vaporous

and rheumatick superfluities are discussed and difflated.

t Diffla'tion. Obs. [n. of action f. L. difflare,

difftdt-: see prec. Cf. obs. F. difflation Cotgr.j

Blowing asunder, or dispersing by blowing.
1568 SKEYNE The Pest (1860) 18 Purgation is perfitit .. be

. . fasting, and difflatioun. 1574 NEWTON Health Mag. 76
Convenient refrigeration and difflation of vappures. 1620

VENNER Via Recta (1650) 3or Hindering the difflation and
I dissipation of vaporous fumes.

b. In early Chemistry : see quot. 1706.
1661 J. CHANDLER Van Helmonfs Oriat. 247 A substance

scarce capable of diflation or blowing away. 1706 PHILLIPS

(ed. Kersey) Difflation . . a Term us'd by some Chymists,
when Spirits raised by heat, are blown with a kind of Bel-

lows, into the opposite Camera or Arch of the Furnace, and
there found congealed.. 1763 W. LEWIS Commerc. Phil.

Techn. 211 Difflation of the antimonial metal.

Diffloryssh, var. of DEFLOURISH v. Obs.

Diffluan (drflaen). Also difluan. Chem.

[mod.f.L. difflu-ere to flow away, dissolve + -AN

I. 2.] A chemical compound, obtained, as a loose

white very soluble powder of bitter saline taste, by
the action of heat on a solution of alloxanic acid.

1847 Turner's Elem. Chem. (ed. 8) 787 Difluan, this

compound is found in the liquid which has deposited the

leucoturic acid. 1863-72 WATTS Diet. Chem. I. 138 s.
y.

Alloxanic Acid, An aqueous solution of alloxanic acid is

decomposed by boiling, carbonic anhydride being abun-

dantly evolved, and two new bodies formed, one of which . .

difluan, remains in solution, but may be precipitated by
alcohol. Ibid. II. 322 Diffluan,

Difflueuce (di-flens). [f. DIFFLUENT, or its

L. source : see -ENCE. Cf. mod.F. diffluence."]

1. The action or fact of flowing apart or abroad ;

dispersion by flowing. Alsoyf?.
1633 FLETCHER Purple Isl. vni. xvi, Their violence "Fore

danger spent with lavish diffluence, Was none, or weak in

time of greatest exigence. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., DMu-
ence, a looseness, a flowing forth or abroad. 1816 G. S.

FABER Orig. Pagan Idol. I. 292 Such a confluence and dif-

fluence make, he supposes, the four heads mentioned by
Moses. 1853 READE Chr. Johnstone x. 128 The loose, law-

less diffluence of motion that goes by that name [dancing].

2. Dissolution into a liquid state ; deliquescence ;

spec, in Biol. the peculiar mode of dissolution or

disintegration of Infusoria, called by Dujardin
' molecular effusion'.

1847-9 ToDD Cycl. Anat. IV. 712/1 Softening may vary
from simple flabbiness to a state approaching diffluence.

1861 J. R. GREENE Man. Anim. Kingd., Cxlent. 52 Such

amoeboid particles occasionally _become
detached by the

method denominated '
diffluence '.

t Drffluency. Obs. rare- '. [f.
as prec. : see

-ENCY.] Diffluent condition ; quality of flowing

out in all directions, fluidity.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. n. i. 50 Ice is only water

congealed by the frigidity of the ayre, whereby it acqmreth
no new forme, but rather a consistence, or determination of

its diffluency.



DIFFLUENT.

Diffluent (di-flcnt), a. [acl. L. diffluent-em

pr. pple. of difjlu-l>e to flow apart or away, f. Jif- l

Di.f- I + ftulre to flow. Cf. mod.F. diffluent
Characterized by flowing apart or abroad

;
fluid

deliquescent. Alsoyfy.
a 1618 SYLVESTER Tobacco Battered 626 Yet over-moist

[Brain], againe Makes it [Memory) so laxe, so diffluent am
thin, That nothing can be firmly 6xt there-in. 1641 ANNB
BIAUSTKEET 1'ivms (16781 33 What's diffluent I do consoli
date. 1647 TRAFP Cnniiir. Luke xvii. 8 A louse, discinct, am
diffluent mind is unfit to serve God. 1811 W. TAYLOR in

Mi>nMy Rev. LXV. 228 Speech is confluent, rather than
diffluent. 1851-9 OWKN in Man. Sc. Etttf. 365 Their suft

organic substance is commonly diffluent. 1880 GRAY in Nat
Sc. t Relif, 14 A formless, apparently diffluent and struc-
tureless Ml.lss.

t Di'ffluOUS, a. Obs.rare~. [(. L. difflu-us
flowing asunder, overflowing (f. difflu-lre : see DIF-

KMK) + -OCB.] =I)IFFLUENT.
1717 BAILEY vol. II, Diffliwus, flowing forth, abroad or

several Ways.
t Diffltrxive, 06s. rare

-
'.

[f. L. difftux-
ppl. stem of difftuOre (see DIFFLUENT) + -IVE.]
That flows in different or all directions.

1653 II. MORK Antid. Ath. in. ix. (1712) 166 What the
WinJ, join'd with no statick power but loose and diflluxive,
can do in shaking houses.

t Diffb'de, v. Obs. rare. [ad. med.L.
diffod-fre

(Joannes de Janua Cathol.} to dig out, f. L. dif-,
1 )i.s- i + fodlre to dig. (Thence OK. licsfouir, d-
fouir to dig out.)] trans. To dig out, excavate.

1657 TOMLINSON Kenan's Disp. 91 When a ditch is diffoded
in the earth. 1657 Physical Diet., Dijfoded, digged, as a
hole or ditch is digged in the earth.

tDifform (dil<rjm\ a. Obs. Also 6 dyfforme.
[ad. med. or mod.L. diform-is dissimilar in form,
f. dif-, Dis- 4) +forma shape.]
1. Of diverse forms ; differing in form.
1547 RECORDE Jiidic. Ur. 14 b, The dyfforme facyon of

the urinall. 1548 Uria. Physick ix. (1651) 68 Other
difform contents there be also. 1660 BOYLE New Ext.
Phys. Mtch. xxxvi. 300 The dif-form consistence . . of the
Air at several distances from us. 167* NEWTON in Phil.
Trans. VII. 5087 A confused Mixture of difform qualities.
1677 GALE Crt. Gentiles iv. 38 The pleasures of the multi-
tude are difforme and repugnant to each other.

2. Without symmetry or regularity of parts ; not
uniform

;
of irregular form.

1644^ DIGBY Nat. Bodies 1. xvii. (1658) 193 What a difform
net with a strange variety of mashes wou'd this be! 1693
Phil. Trans. XVII. 929 A difform or Papilionaceous
Flower. 1707 S. CLARKE yd tf tfh Defence (1712) 7 If the
Parts lie dissimilar, then the Substance isdifformor Hetero-
geneous. 1845 Wliittkall iv. 19 A huge difform mass of
steel and adamant.

t Difform, v. Obs. rare. Also 5 defourme.
[a. OK. difformer (i6th c. in Godef.), or ad. med.L.

difformare, (. med.L. difformis : see prec.] trans.
To bring out of conformity or agreement : the op-
posite of CONFORM v. t.

c 1380 WYCLIF Serm. Sel. Wks. II. 150 Hereinne shulde
ech man sue Crist . .and }if he be contrarie herto, he synneb,
difformed [r.r. defourmyd] fro Cristis wille.

Differing, -ourme, etc., obs. ff. DEFORM, etc.

t Diffo'rmed, ///. a. 06s. rare. [f. as DlF-
FI HIM a. + -ED.] Diversely or irregularly shaped.
1665 WEBB Stnu-Htng (1725) 145 Tumuli were .. set about

. .with petty and difformed Blocks of broken Craggs.
t Difforinity (diffJ-amiti). Obs. \_a.V.diffor-

mite 1520 in Hatz.-Darm.), ad. med.L. difformitas,
f. difformis differing in form : see DIFFORM a.]
1. Difference or diversity of form ; want of uni-

formity between things.
1530 PALSGR. Intnd. 18 To avoyde all maner difformyte.

1580 HOLLYBANO Treat, l-'r. Tong, AkiurdiU, difformitie,
vnhkenesse. c 1830 JACKSON Creed iv. 11. v. Wks. III. 273
1 his difformity was most apparent in their works . . for
destitute of all good works most of them were not, but only
of uniformity in working. 1646 IEB. TAYLOR Extemp.
I r,iytr(T.), There must [thus] needs be infinite difformitym the publick worship. 1748 HARTLEY Otserti. Man i. i.

17 1 he Difformity of Texture. 1857 WEBB Intelleclualism
Locke vii. 126 Lxjcke . . resolves all knowledge into a per-
ception of the '

conformity
'

or '

difformity
'

of Ideas.
2. Divergence in form from, want of conformity

with or to (a standard).
1565 T. STAM.ETON Fortr. Faith 138 b (T.\ In respect of

uniformity with the primitive church, as of difformity. 1640
P. DO MOULIN Lett. Fr. Prat, to Scotchm. Coat. 4 Among
all the reformed Churches . . there is neither deformity nor
difformity in that point. 1641 MAISTERTON Serm. 7 To
judge of their conformity or difformity thereunto. 1646 SIR
1. HROWNE Pscmi. Ef. i. xi. 48 They, .doe tacitely desire
m them a difformitie from the primitive rule. 1677 GALE
C rt. Gentiles iv. 45 In their conformitie to . . or difformitie
from, .the perfect measure of morals.

t Diffo-rmness. Obs. rare. [f. DIFFOBK a. +
-NESS.] =prec.
1548 RP.CORDE Urin. Physick xi. 70/1 The difformenes [ed.

'"Si duTonnents] and disagreing of the partes of it together.

Diflorae, obs. f. DEFOUCE v. (sense 4).
<-i375 Sc. Le Saints, Theodtra 569 Theodoras ..Our

chjlde difforsit & it [be barne] gat.

'

iffoule, diffowl, var. DEFOUL Obs.

Diflbund, obs. form of DIFFUND.

Diffra'ct, a. Bot. [ad. L. diffracl-us broken in

pieces: see next.] Of lichens: ' Broken into areolK
with distinct interspaces.' Syd. Soc. Lex. 1883.
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Diffract (difhe-kr, v. [f. L. diffract-, ppl.
stem of diffring-lre to break in pieces, shatter, f.

dif-, Dis- i + frangtre to
break.]

trans. To
break in pieces, break up ; in Optics, To deflect
and break up (a beam of light) at the edge of an
opaque body or through a narrow aperture or slit ;

to afreet with DIFFRACTION. Also/f^.
1803 YOUNG in Phil. Trans. XCIV. 2 These fringes were

the
ioint^effects of the

portions
of light passing on each side

of the slip of card, and inflected, or rather diffracted, into
the shadow. 1839 CARLYLE C/iartism i. (1858' 7 It is . . for
some obscure distorted image of right that he contends ;

an obscure image diffracted, exaggerated, in the wonder-
fullest way.
Hence Diffra'cted, Diffra'cting ppl. adj's.
1849 H. ROGERS Ess. (1860) III. 222 The diffracted ap-

pearance of various parts. 1873 TYNDALL Led. Light ii. 92
The diffracting particles were becoming smaller. 1876 J
MAHTINEAU Hours Th. (1877) 292 The devout (mind) ascends
beyond all diffracted or intercepted rays to the primal light
that flings them.

Diffraction (difne-kfsn). [ad. mod.L. diffrac-
tion-cm ^Grimaldi 1665), n. of action from diffrin-
glre: see prec. So F. diffraction 1666 in Hatz.-

Darm.]
1. Optics. The breaking up of a beam of light

(in the case of monochromatic light) into a series

of light and dark spaces or bands, or (in that ol

white or other composite light) of coloured spectra,
due to interference of the rays when deflected from
their straight course at the edge of an opaque body
'or through a narrow aperture or slit.

(These phenomena were formerly denoted by the name
INFLEXION; cf. also DEFLEXION 5.)

d by Grimaldi, a Jesuit of Bologna. 1855 H.
SPENCER Princ. Psych. (1872) II. vi. xi. 138 Only on the
theory of undulations can .. diffraction be accounted for.
1860 fYNDALL Glac. i. xxii. 154 All the hues produced by
diffraction were exhibited in the utmost splendour. 1878
J. D. STEELE Physics 126 If we hold a small needle close
to one eye and look toward the sun we see several needles.
This is caused by diffraction.

b. Acoustics. An analogous phenomenon occur-

ring in the case of sound-waves passing round the
corner of a large body, as a house.

2. In etymol. sense : Breaking in pieces, break-

age, nonce-use.

1815 COLERIDGE Aids Rejl. (1848) I. 286 There being, .no
facts in proof of the contrary, that would not prove equally
well the cessation of the eye on the removal or diffraction
of the eye-glass.

3. attrib. (in sense i), as diffraction band, fringe,
spectrum, etc.; diffraction grating, a plate of

glass or polished metal ruled with very close equi-
distant parallel lines, producing a spectrum by dif-

fraction of the transmitted or reflected light.
1863-71WATTS Diet. Client. II 1. 608 Barton's buttons, which

are metallic buttons having very fine lines engraved on their
surfaces . . exhibit magnificent diffraction spectra. 18*7 G.
F. CHAMBERS As/ran, x. iiL(i877) 847 A diffraction grating.
1868 LOCKYER Guillemiifs HcavensM. 3)496 Observing the
image of a large star out of focus. If. .the diffraction rings
are not circular, the screws of the cell should be carefully
loosened [etc.] 1873 TYNDALL Led. Light ii. 01 The street-

lamps . . looked at through the meshes of a handkerchief,
show diffraction phenomena. 1890 C. A. YOUNG Elem.
Astron. vi. 193 The essential part of the apparatus [spec-
troscope] is either a prism or train of prisms, or else a
diffraction 'grating'.

Diffractive (difne-ktiv), a. [f. L. diffract-

ppl. stem (see DIFFRACT v.) + -IVE. In mod.F.
diffractif, -ivt.] Tending to diffract.

1819 CARLYLE Misc., yMairedBjrtll. 120 Through what-
ever dim, besmoked and strangely diffractive media it may
shine.

Hence Diffra'ctively adv., in a diffractive

manner; by diffraction.

1883 W. B. CARPENTER in Encycl. Brit. XVI. 268/2 s.v.

Microscope, A marked distinction between . . objectives of
ow or moderate power . . worked dioptrically, and those of
ligh power, .worked diffractively,

[Diffi-anchise, -merit, erron. f. DISFRANCHISE,
-MENT. See List ofSpurious Words]
Diffraugible (difnc'ndjib'11, a. rare-", [f.

L. diffring-lre, changed to diffrang-tre + -BLE.]
"apable of being diffracted. Hence Diffrangl-
bi'lity, capacity of being diffracted.

188* C. A.YOUNG ^ iii. 98 Therefrangibilityof a ray and
ts diffrangibility, ifwe may coin the word, both depend upon
he number of pulsations per second with which it reaches
he diffracting or refracting surface.

t Diffu'de, v. Obs. rare, [irreg. f. L. diffund-
fre (perf. diffftdi) to pour forth : see DIFFUSE.]
1. trans. To pour away.
1599 A. M. tr. GatclkoHcr's Bk. PhysicJte 61/2 Diffude . .

hat wyne & take other.

2. trans, and intr. = DIFFUSE t>. I.

1638 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 125 The clouds .. sometimes
breake, and . .diffude to some purpose. Itid. 343 The bene-
volent heaven daily diffudes a gentle shower.

DIFFUSE.

3. trans. To dissolve, liquefy.
1657 TOMLISSON Kenou's Disp. 74 Fatness, marrow, .which

with hale heat [are] diffuded.

Diffugient (difi-d^icnt),/y/. a. rare- 1
, [ad.

L. diffugient-em, pr. pple. of diffugfrc to flee in

different directions, disperse, f. dif-, Dis- i +fugtre
to flee.] Fleeing away, dispersing.
1860 THACKERAY Hound. PaferidMi) 102 To-morrow the

diffusion! snows will give place to Spring.
t Di'ffllgous, a. Obs. rare

-
".

[f. L. dif., dis-
+ -fug-us fleeing (in refugus, etc.) : cf. prec.]
1717 HAILEY vol. II, Dij/fugous, that flieth divers Ways.
t Difftrnd, v. 06s. Also 5-6 diffouad(e. [a.
OF. di/ond-re, -fundre (ifth c. in Godef.) to shed,
pour out, diffuse, ad. L. diffundfre, f. dif-, Dis- I

+funde<rt to pour.] trans. To pour out or abroad,
to diffuse.

1447 BOKENHAM Seyntys (Roxb.) 357 For the kynde of
lyht ys . . That . . It dvffoundyth the self wyih owte inquy-
nacyoun. 1533 BELLENDEN Livy n. (1822) 156 It diffoumlis
the blude be iiuhilk we lief . . throw all the vanis. 1574
J. JONES Nat. Beginning Grow. Things 8 It is the mouinge
of the harte diffunded or spreade by the arteries.

Diffusable : see DIFFUSIBLE.
Diffnsate (difi< z/t). Chcm, [f. DIFTOSS v.

+ -ATE
'.] The amount of salt diffused in a solu-

tion
; the crystalloid portion of a mixure which

passes through the membrane in the process of
chemical dialysis.
1850 GRAHAM in Phil. Trans. CXL. 806 The diffusate

-produ-, , _
ascertained (etc.). 1867J. ATTFiELDC*f/.(i885>8ii The por-
tion passing through the septum is termed the diffusate, the
portion which does not pass through is termed the dialysate.

Diffuse (difia-s), a. Also 5-6 dyf-, 5-7 de-.

[ad. L. tit/us-us, pa. pple. of diffund2rc : see DIF-
FDND. Cf. F.

diffus,
-use (151)1 c. in Hatz.-Darm.)

perh. the immediate source ; also It. diffuse]
I. fl- Confused, distracted, perplexed ; indis-

Romanic langs. : thus, It. diffuso, defused, confused, scat-
tred (Florio), Sp. difuso, defused, out of order (Minsheu),
obs. F. diffuse, dyffuse, harde to be understande (Palsgr.),
dijfttse'ment, dtsorderedly (Cotgr.).J
anooCov. Myst. (Shaks. Soc.) 93 This matere is dyffuse

and obscure. 1413 Pilgr. Semite (Caxton) v. xiv. (18591 82
I haue nat translated worde for word .. because of some
thynges that were diffuse and in some place ouer derk. 1494
FABYAN Chron. 213 Whan he had longe whyle lyen at the
siege of a castel . . and sawe it was defuse to Wynne by
strength. Ibid. vii. ccxxviii. 257 The pope gaue such a de-
fuse sentence in this mater y l he lyfte v stryfe vndeter-
myned. a 1510 SKELTON P. Sparrow* 806 It is dyf-
fuse to fynde The sentence of his mynde. c 1560 Dial.
Secretary ty Jealousy iii. (Collier), A mater to me doubtfull
and diffuse. 1571 BOSSEWELL Armorie 11. 55 The hounde. .

hath mind of diffuse and longe waies : so that if they loose
their masters, they gpe by furre space of Lands . . to theire
maisters houses againe. 1584 R. SCOT Disccrv. Witchcr.
xv. xlii. 393 Their strange names, their diffuse phrases.
1594 CAREW Huarte's Exam. Wits xi. (1596) 159 ilen . . of
. .feeble memory. .retaineacertaine diffuse notice of things.
i6oa Cornwall 74 b, The hurling to the Countrey, is more
diffuse and confuse, as bound to few of these orders.

II. 2. Spread out in space ; spread through or
over a wide area ; widespread, scattered, dispersed :

the reverse of confined or concentrated.
a 1711 KEN Ilymnoiheo Poet. Wks. 1721 III. 319 Our

Empire o're the Universe diffuse. 1737 WHISTON Josepkus
Hist. HI. x. 7 [The water is] cooler than one would expect
in so diffuse a place as this. 1739 JOHNSON in Bonvelfs
Life note, The pomp of wide margin and diffuse typo-
graphy. 1831 BKEWSTER Optics xiv. 119 Diffuse masses of
nebulous light. 1871 TYNDALL Fragm. Sc. (1879) I. v. 131
Floating matter, .invisible in diffuse daylight. 1871 HUXLEY
Phys. viii. 188 They are not only diffuse, but they are sub-
jective sensations.

t b. fig. Having a wide range, extensive. Obs.
1643 HELTON Divorce To Parl. Eng., Men . . of eminent

spirit and breeding, joined with a diffuse and various
knowledge of divine and human things.

O. Bot. 'Applied to panicles and stems which
spread and branch indeterminately, but chiefly

horizontally" (Syd. Soc. Lex. 1883).
'775 H. ROSE Elem. Bot. 71 A panicle is said to be diffuse

when the partial footstalks diverge. 1861 Miss PRATT
Flower. PI. IV. 132 Diffuse Toad-flax. 1870 HOOKER Stud.
Flora 18 Fumaria officinalis. .diffuse.

d. Path. Applied to diseases which widely
affect the body or organ, in contradistinction to
those which are circumscribed.
i8<>7-6 S. COOPER First Lines Srg. (ed. 5) 57 To some

cases . . the name of diffuse inflammation in the cellular
membrane has been lately applied. 1874 ROOSA Dis. Ear
ed. 2) 120 Diffuse inflammation of the external auditory
canal. 1877 ERICHSEN Sttrg-. I. 14 Tendency to erysipelas,
pysemia, and low and diffuse inflammations generally.

e. Embryol. Applied to a form of non-deci-
dnate placenta in which the villi are scattered.
1888 ROLLESTON & JACKSON Anim. Life 367 The non-de-

ciduate placenta is either diffuse, when the villi are scattered
. . or cotyledonary, when they are aggregated into patches.
3. Of a style of writing or speech ; Using many
words to convey the sense ; extended, wordy, ver-

jose : the opposite of concise or condensed.

44*



DIFFUSE.

1742 GRAY Let. Poems (1775) 146 [This] is no commenda-
tion of the English tongue, which is too diffuse, and daily

frows
more and more enervate. 1783 POTT Cliirtirg.Wks.

I. 194 Some parts of them will appear prolix and diffuse.

1815 JANE AUSTEN Emma \. vii, loo strong and concise,

not diffuse enough for a woman. 1842 H. ROGERS Introd.

Ktirkc's \\~ks. 47 His style is always full, .and in many places
even diffuse. 1868 Pref. to Dighy's fay. Medit. 22 Digby,
who as a writer is always diffuse, dwells upon the wonder.

Diffuse (difi?7*z), v. Also 6-7 defuse, [f. L.

diffus-^ ppl. stem of diffundere to pour out or away:
see DIFFUND. Cf. F. diffuser (i5th c. in Hatz.-

Darm.)!
I. fl. trans. To pour out as a fluid with wide

346

Diffused (difi
p

zd,/00/. -ed), ///. a. Also 6-7
defused, [f. DIFFUSE z>. + -ED '.]

I. f 1. Confused, distracted, disordered, obscure.

[Cf. DIFFUSE a, i, DIFFUSE v. 6.]
. ..-i _. f__ ._.._ _ _ o i:/

dispersion of its molecules ; to shed. Obs.

2. To pour or send forth as from a centre of dis-

persion ; to spread abroad over a surface, or through
a space or region ; to spread widely, shed abroad,

disperse, disseminate, a. (material things, or phy-
sical forces or qualities).
1590 SPENSER F. Q. n. ii. 4 The . .veneme. .Their blood ..

infected hath, Being diffused through the senceless tronck.

1601 HOLLAND Pliny 1. 312 The vitall vertue in them. .is.,

spred and defused throughout the whole body. 1637 MAY
Lucan ix. (1631) 606 Those trees no shadow can diffuse.

1654 WARREN Unbelievers 95 The Head diffuseth nerves to

the several members. 1669 GALE Crt. Gentiles 1. 1. v. 27 The
Phenicians . . began to diffuse themselves throughout the

whole of the Midland Sea. 1711 POPE Temp. Fame 308
From pole to pole the winds diffuse the sound. 1752
JOHNSON Rambler No. 190 p 6 Diffuse thy riches among thy
friends. 1791 HAMILTON Berthollet's Dveing 1 1. n. iij. ii. 142
Hot water in which cow's dung has been diffused. 1815
SHELLEY Demon World 227 Ten thousand spheres diffuse

Their lustre through its adamantine gates. 1860 TYNDALL
Glac. n. vii. 260 The colours of the sky are due to minute
particles diffused through the atmosphere.

b. (immaterial or abstract things).
1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 31 The charite of God is

diffused & spred in our hertes. 1656 BRAMHALL Replic. vi.

279 The true Catholick Church, diffused over the World.

1669 SHADWELL Bury F. n, His fame is diffus'd throughout
the town. 1814 D'ISRAF.LI Quarrels Auth. (1867) 363 Dif-

fusing a more general taste for the science of botany. 1839
JAMES Louis AVK, III. 114 A general rumour began to

diffuse itself through the court. 1851 MASSON Ess. i. (1856)32
A heartless man does not diffuse geniality and kindness
around him, as Goethe did.

c. Jig. The reverse of collect or concentrate : to

dissipate.
1608-11 Bp. HALL Medit. 4- Vows i. 79 The one gathers

the powers of the soule together, .the other diffuses them.

1753 JOHNSON Rambler No. 190 f o Determined to avoid a
close union, .and to diffuse himself in a larger circle. 1887
RUSKIN Prxterita II. 274 He diffused himself in serene

scholarship till too late.

8. To extend or spread out (the body or limbs)

freely; in pa. pple^ Extended or spread out. arch.

and poetic.
1671 MILTON Samson 118 See how he lies at random, care-

lessly diffused. 1706 WATTS Horx Lyr. 11779) 2^4 Beneath
your sacred shade diffused we lay. 1806-7 J- BERESFORD
Miseries Hitm. Lz/e(iS26) n. xxxiii, After having, .diffused

yourself on the sopha. 1815 SHELLEY Alastor 636 His
limbs did rest, Diffused and motionless, on the smooth
brink Of that obscurest chasm.

4. intr. (for refl.} To be or become diffused, to

spread abroad (Jit, and^/i^.).
a 1653 [see DIFFUSING below]. 1700 S. PARKER Six Philos.

Ess. 51 It [the Chimist's Fire] does not merely sustain it

self, but propagates too, and diffuses upon the ruins of its

neighbours, a 1711 KEN Hymnarium Poet. Wks. 1721 H.
12 Love .. Will all diffuse in Extacy. 1785 Eugenius II,

192 In several other parts . , the same benevolent spirit and
moral improvement are diffusing. 1814 SOUTHEY Roderick
xxi, The silver cloud diffusing slowly past.

5. Physics, a. trans. To cause (gases or liquids)
to intermingle by diffusion ; to disperse by diffu-

sion, b. intr. Said of fluids : To intermingle or

interpenetrate each other by diffusion ; to pass by
diffusion. See DIFFUSION 5.
a. 1808 DALTON New Syst. Chem. Philos. 1. 150 Gases

always intermingle and diffuse themselves amongst each
other, if exposed ever so carefully. Ibid* 191 When two
equal measures of different gases are thus diffused 1831
T. GRAHAM in L. $ E. Phil. Mag. (1833; II. 179 The ascent
of the water in the tube, when hydrogen is diffused, forms a
striking experiment. 1849 in Phil. Trans. (1850) 5 The
phial was filled up with the solution to be diffused.
b. 1831 GRAHAM in L . $ E. Phil. Mag. ( 1 833) 1 1. 1 89 The

air does not diffuse out against so strong a pressure. 1849
in Phil, Trans. (1850) 4 The carbonic acid found in the

upper bottle, and which had diffused into it from the lower.
1854 Ibid. 178 Water appears to diffuse four times more
rapidly than alcohol. 1869 E. A. PARKES Pract. Hygiene
(ed. 3) 127 Every gas diffuses at a certain rate.

II. f6. trans. To distract, perplex, disorder,
render confused or indistinct. Obs. (Cf. DIFFUSE
a. i

; and see also DIFFUSED i.)
1605 SHAKS. Lear i. iv. 2 If but as well [isi Folio will] I

other accents borrow, That can my speech defuse.

Hence Diffusing///, a.
a 1653 GOUGE Comm. Hub. \. o The Spirit is as Oyl, of a

diffusing nature. 1887 Poor Nellie (1888) 286 She had told

her, with diffusing circles of surprise.

sutes, his doublet being for the weare of Castile, his hose for

Venice, his hat for France. 1594 SHAKS. Rich. ///, i. ii. 78
Defus'd infection of man. 1599 Hen. f, v. ii. 61 Sterne

Lookes, defus'd Attyre, And euery thing that seemes vn-

naturall. 1608 ARMIN Nest Ninn. (1842) 6 The whole

lumpe of this defused chaios. 16146?. HALL Recoil. Treat.

845 There is no divine word las Tertullian speakelh . .) so

dissolute and defused, that onely the words may be de-

fended, and not the true meaning of the wordes set downe.

II. 2. Spread abroad, widespread ; dispersed

over a large area; f covering a wide range of

subjects (obs.}.

1610 HEALF.Y St. Aug. Citie of God xvi. ii. (1620) 541
Christ . . in whose houses, that is, in whose Churches, the

diffused Nations shall inhabite. For laphet is diffused.

1644 DICBY Nat. Bodies (1645^ n. 123 Able to exempt them-
selves from defused powers. 1699 BENTI.EY Phal. Introd.

15 Galen, with all his vast and diffused Learning, a 1715
BURNET Own Time (1766) 1. 81 He had a most diffused love

within six hours in diffused daylight.

f3. = DIFFUSE a. 3. Obs.

1579 LYLY Enphues (Arb.) 64 In pleadinge [there ought
to be].. a difficulte enteraunce, and a defused [1636 diffused]

determination.

DifFusedly (difiw-zedli), adv. [f. prec. + -LY 2.]

In a diffused manner.
I. fl. Confusedly, obscurely; disorderly. Obs.

[See DIFFUSE a. i.]

1567 MAPLET Gr. Forest 16 In this stone is . . scene . . the
verie forme of a Tode, with bespotted and coloured feete,

but those vglye and defusedly. 1588 PARKE tr. Mendoza's
Hist. China 395 Whose memorie doth remain vnto this day
amongst the. .people, although diffusedly. a 1625 FLETCHER
Nice Valour in. in, Goe not so diffusedly.

II. 2. With diffusion or spreading abroad
;

dispersedly ; with interpenetration.
1591 PERCIVALL Sp. Diet., Difusatnente, diffusedly. 1611

COTGR., fa <$ la, diffusedly, scatteringly. a 1711 KEN
Hymnotheo Poet. Wks. 1721 III. 303 Till from thy powerful
Word to rude dull Mass, Life energetick should diffus'dly

pass. 1813 T. BUSBY Lucretius iv. 101 Each, widely scat-

tered, and diffusedly, flies. 1884 Pall Mall G. 13 Sept. 5/1

The heavy metals, .are present, though far more diffusedly.

j* b. In the wider or extended sense. Obs.

(71641 BP. MOUNTAGU Acts fy Man. icx> Taking ludah
either restrainedly, for the Tribe .. or diffusedly, for the

nation.

f3. Diffusely; with much fullness or prolixity of

language ;
at large. Obs.

1594 BLUNDEVIL Exerc. Cont. (ed. 7} Aiv, As Monte
Regio wrote diffusedly, and at large, so Copernicus wrote
of the same briefly. 1604 T. WRIGHT Passions v. iv. 218 Of
this more diffusedly in my third booke. 1730 A. GORDON
Maffei's Amphith. 193 Those who have diffusedly wrote on

Amphitheatres. 1805 Ann. Reg. 1054 [They] have also dif-

fusedly written on Brasil. 1817 J. LAWRENCE in Monthly
Mag. XLVII. 38 Many., will descant most ably, diffusedly,
and elegantly, upon the superstructure.

Diffu'sedness. [f. as prec. + -NESS.] The
condition or quality of being diffused.

f 1. Confusedness, perplexity, obscurity. Obs,
1611 COTGR., Obscuritt, obscuritie. .diffusednesse.

2. The quality of being widely dispersed.
a 1626 BP. ANDREWES^Vrw. (1856' I. 378 Willing to reduce

the diffusedness of our repentance at large to the certainty of
some one set time. 1681-2 BOYLE New Exp. Icy Noctilnca

46 A conjecture I had made about the great diffusedness of
the Noctilucal Matter. 1747 EDWARDS Canons Crit. xxii.

(1765)211 It is the diffusedness, or extent of her infection

which is here described.

Diffusely (difiw'sli), adv. [f. DIFFUSE a. +
-LY 2.] In a diffuse manner.

fl. Confusedly, obscurely. Obs.

1515 BARCLAY Egloges n. (1570) Bivb, Diffusely thou

speakest to vnderstande.

2. In a diffused or widespread manner ; with wide

dispersion.
1551 HULOET, Diffuselye, diffuse. 1718 ROWE tr. Lucan

vi. 936 (Seager), Pleas'd that her magic fame diffusely flies.

c 1839 LANDOR Wks. (1846) I. 464 The sun colours the sky
most deeply and most diffusely when he hath sunk below
the horizon. 1870 HOOKER Stud, Flora. 189 Centaurea

calcitrapa. .diffusely branched. 1874 LommeTs Light 12

The light is diffusely reflected from their surface.

3. In many words, verbosely, copiously; fully,
at large : the opposite of concisely.
-1380 WYCLIF Sertn. cxvii. Sel. Wks. I. 391 It sufficide

to Mathew to telle . . biginnynge at Abraham. But Luk . .

tellij? more diffuseli how man stiej> up to God, from Adam
to be Trinite. ,1662 GLANVILL Lux Orient, xi. (R.), These
places have been more diffusely urged in a late discourse
to this purpose. 1783 H. BLAIR Led. xviii. (R.), A senti-

ment, which, expressed diffusely, will barely be admitted to
be just, expressed concisely, will be admired as spirited.

1837 HALLAM Hist. Lit. iv. in. 106 That great branch of
ethics, .has been so diffusely handled by the casuists, .that
Grotius deserves . . credit for the brevity with which he has
laid down the simple principles.

Diffuseiiess (difi-snes). [f. as prec. + -NESS.]
The quality of being diffuse ; esp. in speech or

literary style, the opposite of conciseness.

DIFFUSION.

1797 Alontldy Ma%. III. 46 He . . spreads out his concep-
tions with tedious diffuseness. 1845 S. AUSTIN Rankes Hist.

Ref. III. 283 People dreaded their violence and their dif-

fuseness. 1875 JUWETT Plato (ed. 2) V. 23 The apology for

delay and dimtseness which occurs not unfrequently in the

Republic. 1802 Speaker 22 Oct. 505/2 Notes, .written with
intolerable diffuseness, dullness, and obscurity.

Diffuser (difiw zaj). [f. DIFFUSE v. + -ER
i.]

1. One who or that which diffuses or spreads
abroad.
a 1679 T. GOODWIN Wks. V. i. 19 (R.) The Holy Ghost . .

being the author and diffuser of them into our hearts. 1681
MANNINCHAM Disc. cone. Truth 32 (T.) Diffusers of secular

i learning. 1797 W.TAYLOR in Monthly Rev. XXII. 5-15 The
1

diffusers, not the inventors, of their unprincipled principles.

1807 SOUTHEY Espriellds Lett. III. 96 Women, .become
the most useful diffusers of their own faith. 1893 Arena
(Boston) Nov. 707 Promoter of purity, diffuser of sweet-
ness and light.

2. spec. A contrivance for diffusing air, light,

heat, etc.

1884 Health Exhib. Catal. 114/1 Patent Inlets and Air
Diffusers for Buildings. 1891 Truth 10 Dec. 1242/1 The
burners were shaded with the new bead ray diffusers. 1894
Harper's Mag. July 216/2 Patents have been granted for

'diffusers', whereby the lightning is to be distributed over
a larger area than, presumably, it could find unassisted.

Diffusibility (difoizibHiti). [f. DIFFUSIBLE
+ -ITY.] Capacity of being diffused ; esp. in Phy-
sic$

t
as a measurable quality of gases or fluids.

1813 J. THOMSON Led. Inflam. 489 On account of their

greater diffusibility in the atmosphere. 1849 [see DIFFUSI-
BLE]. 1861 GRAHAM in Phil. Trans. 183 Low diffusibility
is not the only property which the bodies . . possess in

common. 1883 Fortn. Rev. i Oct. 598 Influenza .. is re-

markable for its amazing diffusibility.

Diffusible (din/7-zib'l), a. Also -able. [f.

L. diffns- ppl. stem of diffundZre to pour out,
DIFFUSE -f- -IBLE: so in mod.F.] Capable of

being diffused ; spec, in Physics, having the capa-
city, as a fluid, of spreading itself between the

molecules of a contiguous fluid.

178* CLARK in Med. Commun. I. 64 note, The infection. .

being of an
exceedingly^

diffusable nature. 1794 J. HUTTOM
Philos. Light, etc, 151 The moveable or diffusible heat in

bodies, by which we are made to feel. 1811 PINKERTON
Petral. II. 425 It is not diffusible in cold water. 1830
LINDLEY Nat. Syst. Bot. 65 The volatile oil of Cajeputi is. .

ahighly diffusable stimulant. 1849 GHAHAM in Phil. Trans.

(1850) i A diffusibility like that of gases, if it exists in liquids,
should afford means for the separation and decomposition
even of unequally diffusible substances. 1864 H. SPENCER
Biol. I. 19 Hydrochloric acid is seven times as diffusible as

sulphate of magnesia.
Hence Differ sibleness = DIFFUSIBILITY.

1847 CRAIG, Diffusibleness, diffusibility.

fDiffu-sile, a. Ohs. rare-*, [ad. L. difusil-is

diffusive, f. diffus- ppl. stem of diffundSre to DIF-

FUSE.] = DIFFUSIBLE.

1727 BAILEY vol. II, Diffusile^ spreading.

Diifusrmeter= next.

Diffusio'meter. [f.
L. diffusio diffusion +

-METER.] An apparatus for measuring the rate of

diffusion of gases.
1866 GRAHAM in Phil. Trans. CLVI. 399 The diffusio-

meter, consisting of a plain glass tube, .closed at the upper
end by a thin plate of stucco, and open below. 1879 Nature
XXI. 191 The diffusiometer which I have constructed.

Diffusion (difiw'gan). Also 6 defusion. [ad.L,

diffusion-em^ n. of action from diffundtre to pour
out: see DIFFUND. Also in mod.F. (1610 in

Hatz.-Darm.)]
1 1. The action of pouring or shedding forth ;

outpouring, effusion. Obs.
c 1374 [see 4]. 1626 BACON Sylva 268 The Diffusion of

Species Visible, a 1631 DONNE in Select. (1840) 49 Diffusion

ofya Holy Ghost.

s. The action of spreading abroad; the condition

of being widely spread ; dispersion through a space
or over a surface ;

wide and general distribution.

1591 DRAYTON Hamtonie oj'Church, Song of Faith/nil,
He stood aloft and compassed the land, ana of the nations
doth defusion make. [Cf. Habakkuk iii. 6.] 1642 HOWELL
For, Trav. (Arb.) 46 The bloud gathering up by an un-

equall diffusion into the upper parts. i65$ Phil. Trans. I.

50 A Medium, .much less disposed to assist the diffusion of

Cold. 1797-1803 FOSTER in Life $ Corr. (1846) I. 166 A
stream spread into listless diffusion. 1821 CRAIG Lect*

Drawing iii. 168 To the painter, .the diffusion of light., is

of high importance. 1842 BISCHOFF Woollen Mannf, II.

261 The propagation and diffusion of that breed of sheep.

b. The condition of branching out on all sides.

a 1682 SIR T. BROWNE Tracts {1684)34 This diffusion and

spreading of its Branches. 1712 ADDISON Spect. No. 414
f S A Tree in all its Luxuriancy and Diffusion of Boughs.

C. quasi-rtwrr. That which is extended, a dif-

fused extension or extent, rare.
a 1696 SCARBURGH Euclid^ 1705) 2 Space is an Infinite, and

Unmoveable Diffusion every way. 1750 JOHNSON Rambler
No. 36 P ii The Sea is. .an immense diffusion of waters.

fd. In diffusion', in distribution among the

members of a body generally; DIFFUSIVELY b;

cf. DIFFUSIVE 3. Obs.

1642 JER. TAYLOR Epise. (R.\ And therefore the deter-

mination of councils pertains to all, and is handled by all,

not in diffusion but in representation.
3. Jig. Spreading abroad, dispersion, dissemina-

tion (of abstract things, as knowledge).



DIFFUSIONIST.

1750 JOHNSON Rambler No. 101 F 2 The writer, .receive
little advantage from the diffusion of his name, 1751 HUM
Ess, ff Treat. (1777) I. 234 The universal diffusion of learn

ing among a people. 1834 J. M.JWIIINC; .Minor Morals

Story Perseverance 146 This diffusion of enjoyment. 186
SIK 11. liKOuiE Piyc/ial, la,/. II. i. 14 The effect which th

general diffusion of knowledge produces on society. 187,
< iKM'-N Short Hist. viii. 2. 461 The rapid diffusion of th
new doctrines in France. 1875 GLADSTONE Clean. VI. xlv

131 There is a wider diffusion of taste among the many.
4. Of speech or writing: DilTuseness

; prolixity

copiousness of language.
In i]uot._i374 (which stands quite alone in point of date

the sense is rather 'use of diffuseness, copious outpouring
of speech.

CI374 CHAUCER Troylus in. 247 (296) Nere it that I wilne
as now tabregce Diffusioun of speche, 1 coude almost A
thousand olde stories thee alegge. 1779 81 JOHNSON L. P.
Akensute, The reader wanders through the gay diffusion
sometimes amazed, and sometimes delighted. 1782 V. KNO;
Ea. (1819) I. xliv. 244 Attrihuting to the former [Demos
thenesj conciseness, and to the latter [Tully] diffusion. 1791
BOSWELL "Johnson an. 1772 (1816) II. 184, I love his know
ledge, his genius, his diffusion, and affluence of conversation
1870 LOWE LI. Study Wind. 278 The power of diffusion with
out being diffuse would seem to be the highest merit o:

narration.

5. 1'hysics. The permeation of a gas or liquic
between the molecules of another fluid placed in

contact with it ; the spontaneous molecular mixing
or interpenetration of two fluids without chemical
combination.
1808 DALTON Nevi Syst. Chem. Philos. I. 191 The diffu-

sion of gases through each other is effected by means of the
repulsion belonging to the homogeneous particles. 1831
T. GRAHAM L. , K. Phil. Mag. (1833) II. 175 (On the Law of
the Diffusion of Gases.) The diffusion or spontaneous inter-
mixture of two gases in contact is effected by an interchange
in position of indefinitely minute volumes of the gases..
These replacing volumes of the gases may be named rqui.
valtnt volumes ofdiffusion. 1863-72 WATTS Diet. Chem.
II.

-yi-s^Diffiision.. takes place both when the fluids are in
immediate contact, and when they are separated by porous
membranes or other partitions. 1878 A. H. GREEN Conl\.
1 1 A portion of the carbonic acid is dissipated by diffusion.
i88j VINES Sachs' Dot. 718 The sugar is the migratory pro-
duct which takes part in the diffusion ; the starch-grains
are the temporarily stationary product.
6. a/trib. and Comb, (chiefly sense 5) ,

as diffusion-
apparatus, -bulb, -cell, -circle, -coefficient, -instru-

ment, -phial, -tube, -volume.
1831 GKAHAM in L.tf E.Phil. Mag.(\^^t\\. 178 A simple

instrument which I shall call a Diffusion-tube was con-
structed. Ibid. 179 When such a diffusion-tube, .was filled
with hydrogen over mercury, the diffusion or exchange of
air for hydrogen instantly commenced, through the minute
pores of the stucco,

l^bid. 186 The first time a diffusion-bulb
is tried, it generally gives the diffusion volume of hydrogen
below the truth. 1849 in Phil. Trans. (1850) 5 The saline
solution in the diffusion cell or phial thus communicated
freely with about 5 times its volume of pure water. 1858

Elem. Chem. II. 612 Another method of determining
the diffusion-coefficient of a salt has been devised by
Jolly. 1874 KNIGHT Diet. Mech., Diffusion-apparatus,
a mode of extracting the sugar from cane or beet-root by
dissolving it out with water. 1878 FOSTER Phy;. HI. ii. 309
If the object be. .removed farther away from the lens, the
rays . . will be brought to a focus in front of the screen,
and, subsequently diverging, will fall upon the screen as a
circular patch composed of a series of circles, the so-called
diffusion circles. 1883 Syd. Soc. Lex., Diffusion apparatus,
a cell divided into two parts by a porous septum or dia-
phragm.

Diffu'sionist. [f. DIFFUSION + -IST.] One
who adheres to a theory of diffusion ; also attrib.
1893 Atkenxiiiii 25 Nov. 736/3 The most strenuous advo-

cate of the diffusioliist theory [of folk-tales],

Diffusive (difi-siv), a. Also 7 delusive, [f.
L

Jtffiis-ppl. stem of diffttndfre to DIFFUSE + -IVE.
Cf. F. diffusif, -ive, found I5~i6th c., but app. un-
used in 17-iSth c. (Hatz.-Darm.)]
1. Having the quality of diffusing (trans.} ; dis-

pensing or shedding widely or bountifully.
1614 T. ADAMS in Spurgeon Treas. Dav. Ps. cxxxiii. 2

Christ s grace is so diffusive of itself, that it conveys holiness
to us 1641 MILTON C*. Govt. ii. (1851) 104 So diffusive of
knowledge and charity. 1648 BOYLE Seraph. Love xiii.

(1700) 77 It is his [the sun's) Nature to be diffusive of his
Light. 1700 DRYDF.N faUes Ded., Diffusive of the goods
which they enjoy'd. 1714 BERKELEY Strut, t Tim. i. 2
Wks. 1871 IV. 613 The most ardent and diffusive charity.
IW.?~ "LAIR Grave 6u The big-swoln inundation, Of
ischief more diffusive. 1816 KEATINGF. Trav. (18171 L '49

note, Matters diffusive of such an extent of moral good.

Having the quality of diffusing itself or of
being diffused

; tending to be widely dispersed or
distributed

; characterized by diffusion, a. lit. of
material things, or physical qualities, etc.

; spec, in

Physics (cf. DIFFUSION 5).
. 1631 DONNE in Select. (1840) 89 So are these spices, and
incense, and spikenard, of a diffusive and spreading nature,and breathe even over the walls of the garden, a 1656 Bp.
HALL Re,,,, K-'X-j. (,66o) 187 Leaven bath . . a diffusive

facility. 1683 Lon<l. Gaz. No. 1856/5 Cherished .. by the

i"

S
nf be:uns of the Sun - l6& T- BURNET Th. Earth

I. 26 All liquid bodies are diffusive. 1712 ADDISON Sped.
No. 411 p ! Our Sight, .may be considered as a more deli-
cate and diffusive kind of Touch. 1727 THOMSON Britannia
'44 Far as the sun rolls the diffusive day. 1750 SHKN-
STONE Ruin'd Abbey 197 His less'ning flock In snowy
croups diffusive scud the vale. 18^1 GRAHAM in I'hil.
1 rans. CXLI. 483 The diffusive relation of the two bases.
1869 ROSCOE Elem. Chem. -s,i This important property is

called the diffusive power of gases.
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b. fig. of immaterial or abstract things.
1634 H AIUNGTON Castara (Arb.) 100 A common courtier. .

hath his love so diffusive among the beauties, that man is
not considerable. 1677 GAI.K Crt. Gentiles iv. 190 Demo-
cratic hath a diffusive facultie, as it takes in the concernes
and interests of each individual. 1781 GIBBON Decl. 4 F.
III. 43 The diffusive circle of his benevolence was circum-
scribed only by the limits of the human race. 1832 TENS-V-
MM ' You ask me why

'

iv, The strength of some diffusive
thought Hath time and space to work and spread. 1871
SMILES Charac. iii. (1876) 71 The good character is diffusive
in its influence.

t 3. Of a body of people : As consisting of mem-
bers in their individual capacity. The '

diffusive

body
'

is contrasted, by the notion of individually
diffused or distributed action, with the '

collective

body ', and, by that of universal participation, with
a '

representative body '. The action of the ' dif-

fusive body
'

is that in which every member of the

body shares directly. (Common in 1 7th c.) Obs.
1642 Anna, to PrintedBk. 11 The election of the diffusive,

not of any representative body. 1647 JER. TAYLOR Lit.
Proph. ix. 161 The incompetency of the Church in its diffu-
sive Capacity to be Judge of Controversies. 1647 DICCES
Unlaiiif. Taking Arms iii. 66 If actions of this nature were
unwarrantable in the diffusive body, they are so in the
representative. 1660 FULLER Mixt Cmlemfl.l. (1841) 259
The diffusive nation was never more careful in their elec-
tions. 1691 T. H[ALE] Ace. New Invent,

p. Ixxxii, His
Majesty and all his People, both representative and diffu-
sive. 01604 TILLOTSON Serm. (1743) I. 259 They are not
agreed.. where this infallibility is seated; whether in the
pope, .or a council, .or in the diffusive body of Christians.
1718 HICK is S: NELSON y. KettUwellm. x. 212 That the
Supreme Power was Fundamentally in the whole Body
Diffusive of the People.
4. Prolix in diction or speech ;

= DIFFUSE a. 3,

(Sometimes in good sense : Copious, full.)
1699 BURNET 39 Art. Pref. (1700) a The heaviness, .ofStile,

and the diffusive length of them, disgusted me. 1734 tr.

Ratlin's Anc. Hist. (1827) VIII. xvni. viii. 57 Polybius..
generally is diffusive enough. 1794 SULLIVAN Vim Nat.
V. 257, I have . . been unavoidably, and I am afraid tire-

sotnely, diffusive. 1874 L. STEPHEN Hours in Lib. (1892) I.
i. 34 He is less diffusive and more pointed than usual.

f5. Bot. -- DIFFUSE a. 2 c. Obs.
1756 WATSON in Phil. Trans. XLIX. 815 The rigid leaved

Bell-flowers, with a diffusive panicle and patulous flowers.

t 6. Difficult to understand, obscure : = DIFFUSE
a. i. Obs.

1709 STRYPE Ann. Re/. I. xxii. 266 Whereas Turcopolier
was so diffusive a name as not worthy the pains of pro-
nouncing.

Diffusively (difi-sivli), adv.
[f. prec. + -LY 2

.]
In a diffusive manner or condition ; see the adj.
1628 T. SPENCER Logick 54 It is diffusiuely good, in as

much as it is fit . . to bestow good vpon others. 1677
Hu-KPrim. Orig. Man. n. vii. 198 Whether the primitive
. . Animals . . were diffusively created over the habitable or
dry Ground as Vegetables were. 1710 Managers' Pro $
Con 67 May the Influence of good Examples . . be . . diffu.

sivcly prevailing. 1773 J. ALLEN Serm. St. Mary's Oxford
.Q Crt A'.tf.... : i.. i .u Ti_: . j . j j_j.__. ...

th this doctrine descended to
posterity.

r'iffusivelyw t branc
GLADSTONE Juv. Mumli

iii._ 11869) 75

1787 HAWKINS Johnson 129 Rhapsodically and diffu

eloquent. 1816 Ckron. in Ann. Kef. 543 It branches more
diffusively. 1868

"

Probably Thracians existed diffusively, like Pelasgians,
among the Greeks. 1869 MRS. SOMERVJLLE Matte. Sc. i.

iii. 1 10 The particles of the crystals unite diffusively with
the water.

t b. In, or with respect to, the individual mem-
bers; individually, severally; cf. DIFFUSIVE 3. Obs.

1644 Warr- Beginnings f. Causes War 19 The Subjects of
the Kingdome of England diffusively considered cannot
take up Arrnes against the King, and how then can their

Representatives assembled in Parliament? 1644 Bp. MAX-
WELL Prerog. Chr. Kings ii. 25 The people all and every
one, diffusively, collectively, representatively. 1710 BENT-
LEY Phil. Lips. 35 (T.I, EA>7<Tt'a . . means diffusively the
whole community of the Christian name.

Diffusiveness (difiw-sivnes). [f.
as prec. +

NKSS.] The quality or condition of being diffusive.

1630 DONNE S>erm. Ixxii. 726 The extent and Diffusive-
icsse of this Sinne. 1648 BOYLE Seraph. Lfrve iii. (.1700) 19
Those. .Excellences, which the Diffusiveness of his Good-
ness, makes him pleased to communicate. 1702 ADDISON
Dial. Medals iii. 154 The first fault, that I shall find with
a modern legend, is its diffusiveness. 1831 GRAHAM in /.. If E.
Phil. Mae. (1833) II. 356 A certain proportion of each of
the mixed gases . . corresponding to its individual diffusive-
ness. 1848 HALLAM Mid. Ages viii. note xi, An Essay . .

vritten with remarkable perspicuity and freedom from dif-

usiveness. 1884 W. H. RIDEING in Harper's Mug. June68/i
The natural buoyancy and diffusiveness of smoke.

Diffusivity (difisi-viti). Physics, [f. DIFFU-
SIVE + -ITY. Cf. activity, conductivity.'] Diffusive

quality; capacity of diffusion (as a measurable

quality of liquids, gases, heat, etc.); DIFFUSI-
BILITY.

1876 TAIT See. Adv. Phys. Sc. xi. 280 We may speak of

hediffusivity of one substance in solution in another. 1881
EVERETT DeschaneFs Nat. Philos. xxxv. 413 'Diffusivity'
to use the name recently coined by Sir Wm. Thomson)
icasures the tendency to equalization of temperature. 1882
Mature XXVI. 567 'Diffusivity', that is .. conductivity
ivided by thermal capacity of unit volume.

Diffusor, var. of DIFFUSEB.
Difluan : see DIFFLUAN.
Difoil (dai-foil), a. nonce-mi,

[f. Dl-2, after

refoil, etc.] (See quot.)
1860 RUSKIN Mod. Paint. V. vi. iii. 20 The elementary
tructure of all important trees may, I think . . be resolved

DIG.

into three principal forms: three-leaved, .four-leaved, .and
five-leaved . . Or, in well-known term!., trefoil, quatrefoil.
cinqfoil . . The simplest arrangement . . in which the buds
are nearly opposite in position, .cannot, I believe, constitute
a separate class.. If it did, it might be called difoil.

Difyfe, obs. form of DEFY.

Dig (dig:, v. Forms: 4-6 dygge(n, 4-7 digge,
(5 degge), 6- dig. Pa. t. and pple. digged (4 -ide,
5 d7gged, deggyd, deghit ; also dug (pa. t.

8-, pa. pple. 6 ; in 7 dugg). [Found since I4th
c. ; prob. a. F. digucr, according to Darmcstetcr

properly
'
creuser la terre ', to dig or hollow out

the ground, by extension = '

piquer' to prick or prod,
as now used in Normandy ; also, in the Manege,
diguer un c/teval to dig the spur into a horse ;

related to F. digue dike, also to F. tiigoit, iligot, iron

prongs for catching fish and shell-fish, digonner
' to dig, or pricke (.Norm.)

'

Cotgr. Cf. also Da.
dige dike, ditch, trench, vb. to raise a dike.
Dig cannot be derived from, or in any way directly related

to, OE. Me dike, ditch, and dlcian to dike, embank, from
which it differs both in vowel and final consonant ; hut if
the French derivation be correct, it goes back through F.
to the same Teutonic root. It is properly a weak verb, pa. t.

and pple. digged, but in i6th c. received a strong p:i. pple.
dug, analogous to stuck, which since i8th c. has also been
used as pa. t.]

I. intr.

1. 'To work in making holes or turning the

ground
'

(J.) ; to make an excavation
; to work

with a spade or other tool similarly employed.
Locally the word was, and in some cases sull is the

technical term for working with a mattock as distinguished
from a spade, the latter being

'

graving
'

or '

delving '. Cf.
quots. 1530, 1691 ; also 1611, 1888 in sense 4.
c 1320 Or/to 239 in Ritson Mel. Rom. 1 1. 258 Now he most

bothc digge and wrote, Er he have his fille of rote, c 1380
WYCLIF A'erm. Sel. Wks. I. 99 Diggc about te vyne rotis.

1387 TREVISA Iligden (Rolls) III. 159 iMatz.) pey founde a
mannis hede in bat place while bey digged, c 1400 MAUNDEV.
(1839) xxvi. 267 Thei schullen dyggen and mynen so strongly.
c 1440 Promp. Pan. 121/1 Dyggyn, supra in delvyn. c 1440
Gesta Rom. iii. 7 (Harl. MS.) He toke a shovillc, and dy
in the erthe. c 1500 Ballail on Money in Halliw. Nugae
Poet. 48 The plowman hymselfe clothe dyge and delve In
storme, snowe, frost and rayne. 1526 Filgr. Per/. (W. de W.
1531) 120 b, They that

dygge forwater. 11530 PALSCR. 516/1,
I dygge in the grounde with a mattocke. 1607 DEKKER
Wh. of Babylon \Vks. 1873 II. 197 When mines are to be
blowne vp men dig low. 1611 BIBLE Ejcotl. vii 24 The
Egyptians digged round about the riuer. 1691 BROKESBY
in Ray N.C. Words, s.v. Dig, In Yorkshire, they distinguish
between digging and graving ; to dig is with a Mattock; to

grave, with a Spade, c 1755 JOHNSON Review Btadni'eH's
Mem. Crt. Augustus Wks. X. 185 Mr. Blackwell has neither

digged in the ruins of any demolished city, nor [etc.J. 1836
EMERSON Nat., Spirit Wks. (Bohn) II. 168 If labourers are
digging in the field hard by. 1873 C. ROBINSON A*. S. WaUs
35 He went so far as to recommend the unemployed miners
of Cornwall to come out here and dig for it [gold].

b. Said of animals : to excavate the ground wilh
snout or claws.

1388 WVCLIF Im. xxxiv. 15 There an irchoun hadde dichis
..and diggide aboute (1382 dalf, dcluede]. 1535 COVERDALE
Ibid., There shall the hedghogge buylde, digge . .and bringe
forth his yonge ones. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1776)
VIII. 122 They [ants] dug deeper and deeper to deposite
their eggs.

c. Jiff, with allusion to the general sense ; also

spec, to study hard and closely at a subject ( f/.S.).

1789 Tri/fer No. 43, 549 Youths who never digged for the
rich ore of knowledge thro' the pages of the Rambler.
1801 SOUTHEY Thalaoa IV. xv, 'Tis a well of living waters,
Whose inexhaustible bounties all might drink, But few dig
deep enough. 1827-8 Harvard Keg. 303 Here the sunken
eye and sallow countenance bespoke the man who dug six-
teen hours per diem. 1869 LOUISA M. ALCOTT Little W omen
II. xii. 165 Laurie '

dug
'

to some purpose that year.
2. With various prepositional constructions : To

penetrate or make one's way into or through, some-

thing by digging ;
to make an excavation or loosen

the soil under anything.
1535 COVERDALE Ezek. viii. 8 Thou sonne off man, dygge

thorow the wall. 1580 BARET Ah. D. 697 To digge vnder
an hill, suffodere montem. 1611 BIBLE Job xxiv. 16 In the
darke they digge through houses. 1628 HOBOES Thutyd.
(1822) 76 1'hey united themselves by digging through the
common walls between house and house. 1705 ADDISON
Trim. (J.), The Italians have often dug into lands described
m old authors, as the places where statues or obelisks stood,
and seldom failed of success. 1832 Eiaminer 709/2 He
seemed to dig into his subject. 1865 GOSSE Land * Sen
(1874) 5 The little boat ploughed and dug through the
green and foaming waves. 1877 Holderness Gloss., Dig-
mto, to set about a job of work in earnest and with energy.

II. trans.

3. To penetrate and excavate or turn up (the

ground, or any surface) with a spade or similar

tool.

1:1340 Cr-jV.6747(Trin.)J>eofhousbrekingordig$yng
ground If mon him smyte [etc.]. 1382 WYCLIF Etek. viii. 8

Spne of man, dig the wal ; and whanne Y hadde llinr^

diggide the wal, o dore aperide. 1608 SHAKS. Per. i. iv. 5
Who digs hills because they do aspire. 1699 DRVDEN sKnei't
vi. (K.), A rav'nous vulture . . still for the growing liver

digg'd his breast.

b. Said of an animal penetrating and turning up
(the ground) with its snout, etc.

1308 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. xvtu. cii.
(1495) 847 The

molle hathe a snowte . . and dyggeth therwytn the erthe
and castyth vpp that he dyggyth. 1697 DRYDEN / 'irg. Georg.
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DIO.

n. 398 The bristled Boar . . New grinds his arming Tusks,

and digs the Ground.

4. spec. To break up and turn over (the soil) with a

mattock, spade, orthe like, as an operation of tillage.

(See sense I as to technical use in quot. 1888.)

1388 WVCLIF Isa. v. 6 It [a vineyard] schal not be kit, and

it schal not be diggid, and breris and thornes schulen growe

vp on it. 1552 [see DIGGING vbl. sh. i]. 1580 BARET Alv.

D 697 That the ground should be dug three foote deepe.

1611 BIBLE Isa. vii. 25 And on all hilles that shalbe digged

with the mattocke. 1715 DESAGULIERS Fires Improv. 114

Suppos'd to have been digg'd four Inches deep. 1888

ELWORTHY W. Somerset Word-bk., Dig, v.t., to work ground
with a mattock. Ground is never said to be dug^ with a

spade. 1889 H. H. ROMILLY Verandah in N. Guinea 200

The first moon is spent in digging the ground.

\ b. To till (a plant) by this operation. Obs.

1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 54 We. .sholde not onely

dygge our vyne wele by compunccyon. 1577 B. GOOGE
Heresbach's Husb. II. (1586) 83 The plants of a yeere . . must

bee discretely digged and dounged. 1626 BACON Sylva
622 The Vines . . are . . so much digged and dressed, that

their Sap spendeth into the Grapes,

t c. with together. Obs.

1398 TREVISA Earth, de P. R. xin. xxix. (Tollem. MS.),
On his riggi

5. To make (a hole, hollow place, mine, etc.) by
the use of a mattock, spade, or the like ; to form

by digging ;
to hollow out ; to excavate.

1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) I. 159 (Matz.) Some diggeb
caues and dennes. 1388 WYCLIF Num. xxi.i8 The pit which

the princes diggiden [1382 delueden, doluen). c 1400 Destr.

Troy 11363 pai droppe in the dike bai deghit have for vs.

c 1430 LYDG. Min. Poems 113 (Matz.) To here hys dyrge do,

and se hys net deggyd. 1535 COVERDALE Gen. xxi. 30, I haue

dygged this well. 1579-80 NORTH Plutarch, Lucnllus 569

(Wright Bible Word-Ik. ) So did Xerxes . . cause . . a channell

to be digged there to passe his
shippes through. 1597

SHAKS. 2 Hen. IV, iv. v. in Then get thee gone, and digge

my graue thy selfe. 1606 Proc. agst. Late Traitors 7 To
digge a certain mine under the sayd House of Parliament.

1653 HOLCROFT Procopiits n. ix. 49 Anciently there was no

passage through, but in time a way was dig'd through it.

1697 W. DAMPIER Voy. I. 85 In working their Canoas hollow,

they cannot dig them so neat and thin [with stone hatchets].

Ibid. 215 Making a Canoa . . Then again they turn her,

and dig the inside. 1796 H. HUNTER tr. St. Pierre's Stud.

Nat. (17991 ! 2 Tne child, who, with a shell, had dug a

hole in the sand, to hold the water of the Ocean. 1853 Sm
H. DOUGLAS Milit. Bridges (ed. 3) 17 Torrents . . dig for

themselves beds approaching to that form. 1864 H. AINS-

WORTH John Law i. iv. (1881) 91 He. .is ever digging mines

under our feet.

6. To obtain or extract by excavation ; to exhume,

unearth; =dig out or up (13, 14). Const, from,
out of.

ci35o Will. Palerne 2243 pat werkmen fortp
worche ne

wonne biciere sone, Stifly wib strong tol ston stifly to digge.

1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) I. 271 (Matz.) In Gallia beb

many good quarers and noble for to digge stoon. 1565-7^3
COOI'ER Thesaurus, Argillntum . . a place where clay is

digged. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny XVHI. xvii. (Wright Bible

Word-bk. \ This same toad must be digged out of the ground

againe. 1610 SHAKS. Temp. II. ii. 172, I with my long nayles
will digge thee pig-nuts. al66l FULLER Worthies, Wales

(R.), Metalls elsewhere are digged . . out of the bowells of

the land. 1663 GERBIER Counsel D iv a, Chalk . . is daily

digged here at home 1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. 681 To
declare out of what Quarry the Stones were dugg. 1683

R. BURTON Curios. (1684) 30 Rocks out of which theTinn is

digged. 1726 LEONI A Ibertfs A rchit. 1.31 We are . . not to

make our Bricks of Earth fresh dug, but to dig it in the

Autumn. 1837 W. IRVING Capt. Bonneville II. 221 The
Indians . . come to it in the summer time to dig the camash
root. Mod. The cottagers were busy digging their potatoes.

b. To dig a badger.
1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), To Dig a Badger (in the

Hunter's Language) is to raise or dislodge him. 1721-1800
in BAILEY. 1869 Lonsdale Gloss., Dig, to start a hadger.

f 7. To put and cover up (in the ground, etc.) by
digging or delving ; to bury. Cf. dig in, lib.
1530 PALSGR. 516/1, I wyll dygge this dogge in to the

grounde somwhere for feare of stynkyng. 1607 TOPSELL

Serpents (1658) 797 All the Winter time they dig themselves
into the earth. 1647 TRAPP Comnt. Matt. v. 15 Such idle

servants as . . dig their talents into the earth.

8. To thrust, plunge, or force (something)2orz'/o.
1553 T. WILSON Rhet. 107 As though a sworde were ofte

digged and thrust twise or thrise in one place of the bodie.

1832 L. HUNT Sir R. Esher (1850) 258 Delighting, as he
went over the noble Lord, to dig his knuckles in his back.
1860 TYNDALL Glac. \. xi. 77 We . . dug our feet firmly into
the snow. 1883 F. M. PEARD Contrad. i. He dug his hands
into his pockets, and lounged off. 1893 SELOUS Trav.S. E.
Africa. 37, I dug my spurs into my horse's ribs.

9. To spur (a horse) vigorously [
= F. diguer tin

cheval~\ ;
to thrust, stab, prod ; to give (any one)

a sharp thrust or nudge (in the ribs, etc. ).

1530 PALSGR. 516/1, I dygge my horse in the sydes with

my spores. 1551 ROBINSON tr. More's Utop. (Arb.) 102 You
shoulde haue sene children . .digge and pushe theire mothers
under the sides. 1875 TENNYSON Q. Mary n. iii, Gamble
thyself at once out of my sight, Or fwill dig thee with mj
dagger. 1881 MRS. P. O'DoNOGHUE Ladies on Horseback

68, I dug him with my spur, and sent him at it. 1889
FARMER Americanisms, To dig a man in the ribs, is to

give him a thrust or blow in the side.

III. In comb, with adverbs.

10. Dig down. a. trans. To bring down o:

cause to fall by digging.
1526-34 TINDALE Rom. xi. 3 Lorde, they haue . . dyggei

doune [so 1611 and 1881 R.V.] thyn alters. 1580 BARET A Iv
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D. 688 To digge downe, defodio. a 1619 FOTHEBBY Atheom.
i. vii. 4 (1622) 268 Wicked Citizens . . doe overthrow their

iwne Cities, and digge downe their Walls.

b. To lower or remove by digging or excavating.

1591 Si'ENSER Virg. Gnat 46 Mount Athos . . was digged
downe. 1778 BP. LOWTH Trans!. Isa. (ed. 12) Notes 313
She ordered the precipices to be digged down.

11. Dig in. t a. trans. To pierce, stab, pene-
trate. Obs. (Cf. 9.) b. To put in and cover up by

digging. (Cf. dig into in 7.)

most kitchen-garden crops.

c. To cause to penetrate, to drive m deeply.

(Cf. 8.)

1885 Sat. Rev. 6 June 765/2 [Daemons] . . laughing with

lee if the. .rider cursed or dug in the spurs.

12. Dig off. trans. To cut off by digging, rare.

1655 STANLEY Hist. Philos. \. (1701) 46/1 He attempted to

dig the Isthmus off from the Continent.

13. Dig out. a. trans. To take out, thrust out,

extract or remove by excavation. (Cf. 6.)

1388 WYCLIF Job iii. 21 As men diggynge . . out [1382 del-

ende out] tresour. 15*6 TINDALE Gal. iv. 15 Ye wolde

have digged [1534 plucked] out youre awne eyes, and haue

geven them to me. 1580 BARET A h>. D 697 To digge out

oneseies, etidere alicuioculos. 1667 MILTON P. L. 1.690 Soon

had his . . crew Op'nd into the Hill a spacious wound And

dig'd out ribs of Gold. 1772 HUTTON Bridges 94 The sand

having been previously digged out for that purpose. 1847-78

HALLIWELL, Die out, to unearth the badger.

fig. 1864 R. B. KIMBALL Was he successful ! II. xi. 259
It was their habit to go over their lessons together, after

Chellis had '

dug out' his.

b. To excavate, to form by excavation. Cf.

DUG-OUT (canoe).
1748 Kelat. Earthq. Lima Pref. 9 These usually were

Caves, or Hollows dug-out in the Mountains.

c. intr. To depart, elope. ( U. S. colloq.}.

1884 S. L. CLEMENS (Mark Twain) Adv. Hucklfbury Finn.

(Farmer Amer.\ Then I jumped in a canoe, and dug out for

our place, .as hard as I could go. 1888 Detroit Free Press

21 July (Farmer Amer.), She dug out last night with a

teamster.

14. Dig up. a. trans. To take or get out of

the ground, etc., by digging or excavating ;
to

exhume, disinter, unearth. To dig up (lie hatchet, to

renew strife : see HATCHET. (Cf. 6.)

1:1400 MAUNDEV. (1839) ix. 107 He [John the Baptist] was

buryed at Samarie. And there let Juhanus Apostata

dyggen him vp. c 1425 Seven Sag. (P.) 1126, I se a gras

of grete solas, Were hyt dyggyd uppe by the rote, Of

many thyngs hit myght be bote. 1535 COVERDALE Job in.

21 Those that dygge vp treasure. 1588 SHAKS. Tit. A.V.I.

135 Oft haue I dig'd vp dead men from their graues. 1695

WOODWARD Nat. Hist. Earth n. (1723) 81 There are

dig'd up Trees . . in some Northern Islands, in which there

are at this Day growing no Trees at all. 1726-7 SWIFT

Gulliver n. vii. 160 Huge bones and skulls, casually dug up
in several parts of the kingdom. 1858 GI.ENNY Card. Every-

day Bk. 267/1 Jerusalem Artichokes, Dig them up if it be

not done already. 1889 FARMER Amer., To dig up the

hatchet, a phrase decidedly Indian in origin . . This [the

hatchet] was buried to signify the putting away of strife ;

and digging up the hatchet, meant a renewal of warfare.

fig. 1611 BIBLE Prov. xvi. 27 An vngodly man diggeth

vp euill : and in his lips there is a burning fire. 1861 BRIGHT

Sp. India 19 Mar., A Committee to dig up all the par-

ticulars of our supposed perils.

b. To excavate, break up or open by digging.

1551 ROBINSON tr. Mores Utop. n. (Arb.) 73 Kyng Utopus
. .caused . xv . myles space of vplandyshe grounde . . to be

cut and dygged vp and so brought the sea rounde aboute

the land. 1593 SHAKS. 3 Hen. VI, i. iii. 27 If I digg'd vp

thy forefathers Graues, And hung their rotten Coffins vp in

Chaynes. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. IV. 132 The English

government would be unable to equip a fleet without digging

up the cellars of London in order to collect the nitrous

particles from the walls.

c. To break up and loosen the soil of, by dig-

ging : said esp. of a place not previously or recently

dug.
1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. vl. 109 Dikeres & delueres digged

vpl>e balkes. a. 1698 TEMPLE (J.I, You cannot dig up your

garden too often. 1799 J. ROBERTSON Agric. Perth 247 He
directs the moss to be delved or dug up with spades. 1889

BOLDREWOOD Robbery under Arms (1890) 7 He dug up a

little garden in front.

Hence Digged (digd), Di'gging///. adj's.

c 1394 /'. PI. Crede 504 pat was be dygginge devel bat

dreccheb men ofte. 1552 HULOET, Dygcei,/aai/ius. 1616

SURFL. & MARKH. Country Farme 302 In a well husbanded
and digd ground. 1617 Janua Ling. 170 Souldiers. .lie in

digged trenches.

Dig, sb^ Also 9 (Sc.) deg. [f. prec. vb.]

1. An act of digging ; the plunging or thrusting

(of a spade, or the like) into the ground.
1887 Pall MallG. 15 Oct. i i/i The price which is obtained

for the excavated sand . . just meets the expense of the dig
out. 1894 Cotitemp. Rev. Jan. 66 At each f

dig
'

four sets of

forks are thrust into the ground.
2. A definite depth or quantity to be dug out.

1890 Daily News 4 Sept. 6/4 For every
'

dig
'

30$. is to be

paid to the gang. The '

dig
'

is to he 9 ft. measured from
where the crane plumbs in the hatchway.
3. A tool for digging ;

a mattock, pick-axe, etc.

1674-91 RAY ff. C. Words, Dig, a Mattock. 1877 Holder-
ness Gloss., Dig, a mattock ; a navvy's pick. 1877 N. W.
Line. Gloss., Dig, an instrument used for stubbing up roots

more commonly called a stub-dig. 'As straight as a dig' is

a common proverbial expression.

DIGAMMATED.
4. A thrust, a sharp poke, as with the elbow, fist,

or other part of the body.
1819 MOORE Tom Crib's Mem. 51 While riblers rung from

each resounding frame, And divers digs, and many a pon-
derous flit. iDajGALTA. Gilhaizel. 127 (Jam.)Winterton,
when he lay down, gave him a deg with his elbow, and

swore at him to be quiet. 1843 J. T. HvHLKn Callefi LM
xxxi. (Stratm.) Brunt gave him a hard dig in the ribs. 1855

BROWNING Holy-Cross Day v, Somebody deal him a dig m
the paunch. 1860 TYHDALL Cine. l. xvi. 117

A vigorous dig
of leg and hatchet into the snow was sufficient to check the

motion.

b. Jig. (Cf. hit sb.)

1840 HOOD Miss Kilmansegg, Her Fancy Ball iii, Thus
Tories like to worry the Whigs . . Giving them lashes,

thrashes and digs. 1884 Pall Mall G. 15 Mar. 1/2 The

Opposition . . caring absolutely for nothing except how to

get a dig at the fellows who are in. 1887 E. J. GOODMAN
Too Curious ix, This, of course, was a sly dig at Frank.

5. A. diligent or plodding student. (U.S. Stu-

dents' slang.)
1849 Let. to Yng. Man 14 The treadmill, .might be a use-

ful appendage to a college, not as a punishment, hut as a
recreation for digs. 1851 N. Y. Lit. ll'orld n Oct.(Bart-

lett) There goes the dig . . How like a parson he eyes his

book ! 1894 N. Y. Weekly Witness 12 Dec. 2/2 The student

who earnestly pursues his scholastic studies is held to be

a scrub, or grind, or dig.

Dig, sbt 06s. exc. dial. A duck.

c 1410 Liter Cocontm (1862) 9 pandon for wylde digges,

swannus, and piggus. ? a 1500 Chester /'I., Deluge 189
Heare are doves, diggs, drakes, Redshankes, runninge

through the lakes. i6nCoTGR., Anette, a Ducke, or Dig.
1616 Inventory in Earwaker Povjltrey, fyc., Sandbach (1890)

135 Three Digs and a Drake. 1884 Cheshire Gloss., Dig,
a duck.

b. Comb., as dig-bird, Lancash., a young duck

(Halliwell); dig-meat, duckweed (Chesh. Gloss.).

Digallic (ctoigarlik), a. Chem. [f.
DI-2 +

GALLIC.] In Digallic add, which has the com-

position of two molecules of gallic acid, minus

one equivalent of water.

1877 WATTS Fownes' Chan. (ed. 12) II. 547 Gallotannic

Acid, Digallic Acid or Tannin, .occurs in large quantity in

nut-galls, .and many other plants.

Digamist (di-gamist). [f. as DIGAMY -f- -IST.]

A man or woman who has married a second time.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Digamist, . . one that marries

after his first wives death. a 1660 HAMMOND Wks. I.

Fashion of y Age he is a digamist. 1869 LECKY Europ.
Mar. (1877) II. 327 'Digamists', according to Origen, are

saved in the name of Christ, but are by no means crowned

by him.

fb. = BIGAMIST. Obs. (So F. digame, Cotgr.).

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Digamist, one that hath had two

Wives together.

t Di'gamite. Obs. [f. as prec. + -ITE.]
=

prec.
1616 T. GODWIN Moses <$ Aaron (1655) 238 Persons marry-

ing after such divorcements, were reputed digamites, that is,

to have two husbands or two wives. 1674-81 BLOUNT

Glossogr., Digamist or Digamite.

Digamma (daigorma). [a. L. digamma, Gr.

oiyanna the digamma, f. St- twice + yd/J/tfi the letter

gamma : so called by the grammarians of the first

century, from its shape f or F, resembling two

gammas ( T ) set one above the other.]

The sixth letter of the original Greek alphabet,

corresponding to the Semitic maw or van, whichwas

afterwards disused, the sound expressed by it having
been gradually lost from the literary language.
It was a consonant, probably equivalent to English iv ; in

the Italian alphabets derived from Greek, it appears to have

passed through the power of consonantal v, to that of/, its

value in the Roman alphabet : see F. It was lost in Ionic

and Attic before the date of the earliest known monuments,
but it occurs in inscriptions in all the other dialects down
to late times, and it was also retained in the literary remains

of jEolic, whence the appellation jEolic digamma or letter.

Though not written in classical Greek, it can
_be

restored

on linguistic and metrical grounds in the Homeric and other

ancient forms of Greek words, as fifyof, work, Aifi dative

of Zevs, etc.

[1551 HULOET, F letter among the latmes is called Di-

gamma. 1565-73 COOPER Thesaurus, Digamma, the letter

F Cicero useth it for his maner of Formium beginning with

F.] 1698 M. LISTER Journ. Paris (1699) 50 (Stanford) His

new invented Letter the Digamma, which he instituted or

borrowed from the Eolique to express V Consonant. 1727-

51 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., This letterF is derived to us from the

Romans, who borrowed it from the jEolians ; among whom
it is called digamma, or double gamma, as resembling two

T's, one over the other. 1743 POPE Dune. IV. 218 Tow'rfM
o'er your Alphabet, like Saul, Stands our Digamma, and

o'ertops them all. 1814 JAMIESON Hermes Scyth. \. iv. 41

It has been thought that the Aeolic digamma approached

nearly to the sound of W. 1845 STODDARD in Encycl.

Metrop. (1847) I. 94/1 The .Eolic digamma is described by

Dionysius of Halicarnassus, in the ist book of his Anti-

quities. 1857 BIRCH Anc. Pottery (1858) II. 17 The use of

the digamma. .is continued on Doric vases both of this [the

second year of the 94* Olympiad] and even of a later age.

Digammate (d3igse'm<?t), a. [ad. mod.L,

digammat-tis, f. digamma : see -ATE 2
.]

=next.

1864 in WEBSTER.

Digammated (daigs-mited), ///. a. [l.
as

prec. + -ATE 3 + -ED.]
1. Spelt with or having the digamma.
1803 Edin. Rev. July 315 The conjunction i>, and,, .is a

digammated word. 1805 VAI.PY Crk. Gram. (1818) 151 A



DIQAMMIC.

short Syllable is often made long when the next word begins
wiih a difUUMUd vowel. 1863 J. HADLEY Ess. (18731 iv.

56 It is more than forty years since Richard Payne knight
iml.lMied in 1820 his f;tm.ms digammated Iliad. l88a

R. C. JEHU Lift Reality 152 The number of digammaled
roots in Homer is between thirty and forty.

2. Formed with a figure like the digamma, as

the digainmatcd cross, a phallic symbol.

t Diga'mmio, a. Obs. [f.
DIGAMMA + -ic.] Of

or belonging to a di^amraa.
1817 ( '.. S. KABER Eight Diss. (1845) I. 134 The Anakim or

i'\\itti the cligammic prefix) Fanakim.

DiganiOUS ^li'gamas), a. [f.
L. digam-us, a.

Gr. 8170/101 that has been married twice (f. 81-, Dl-^
twice + yApos marriage) + -ous.]
1. Married a second time ;

that contracts a second

marriage after the death of the first spouse ; of the

nature of digamy.
1864 in WKIISTKH. 1868 MILMAN St. Paul's xi. 302 A di-

gaimms Bishop could hardly be more odious to Elizabeth.

2. Hot. -= ANDROGYNOUS.
1883 Syd. Soc. Lex., Digamous, having both sexes on the

same flower-cluster.

Digamy (di'gami). [ad. L. digamia, a. Gr.

iifaitta a marrying twice, f. 8170/1-0! : see DlGA-
MOUS and -T.]
1. Digamous condition or state ; second marriage;

re-marriage after the death of the first spouse.
1635 PAGITT Christianogr. App. 17 The ordinary Priests

marry once, Digamy is forbidden them. 167* CAVE Print.
Chr. u. v. (1673) 83 Three sorts of Digamy or Second Mar-

riages. 1671-5 COMBER Comp. Temple (1702) 220 Digamy,
as well as Marrying after a Divorce while the former Wife
lives, are forbid under the Gospel. 1755 JOHNSON, Digamy,
second marriage ; marriage to a second wife after the death
of the first : as bigamy, having two wives at once.. 1869
1 .11 KV Enrop. Mor. 1 1. v. 346 Digamy, or second marriage,
is described by Athanagoras as

' a decent adultery '.

t 2. = BIGAMY i
; having two wives at the same

time. Obs.

1638 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (ed. a) 59 The Antick Romans,
who . . so hated Digamy (both in enjoying two wives at one

time, and being twice married). 1761-66 BAILEY, Digamy,
a being married to two Wives at the same Time.

Digastric (daigse-strik), a. and sb. Anat. [ad.
mod/L. digastric-us, f. Gr. &-, Dl- 2 + faar/ip,

yaarp- belly : cf. GASTRIC. In F. digastriquc

'hauing two bellies' Cotgr. 1611.]
A. adj.

1. Having two parts swelling like bellies ; spec.

applied to muscles having two fleshy bellies with

an intervening tendinous part, as that of the lower

jaw ; see B.

1711 BAILEY, Digastric, that has a double belly. 173*
MOSRO Anat. Bants 102 Where the digastric Muscle of the

lower Jaw has its Origin. 187* HUXLEY Phys. vii. 175 There
are muscles which are

fleshy
at each end and have a tendon

in the middle. Such muscles are called digastric or two-
bellied.

2. Of or pertaining to the digastric muscle
of the lower jaw : see B.

1831 R. KNOX Chattel's Anat. 53 On the inside of, and
behind, the niastoid process, is a longitudinal depression
named the Digastric Groove, on account of its giving at-

tachment to the muscle of that name. 1840 J. ELLIS Anal.
82 The digastric nerve, the largest of the three branches of
the portio dura . . is distributed by many filaments to the
under surface of the posterior belly of the digastric. 1842
E. WILSON Anat. yade M. (ed. 2) 49 Urxm the inner side

of the root of the mastoid process is the digastric fossa.

B. sb. (Also in L. form digastricus.) A muscle
of the lower jaw, thick and fleshy at its extremities,
thin and tendinous at its middle.
It arises from the back part of the skull, and is inserted

into the mandible. Its action is to depress the lower jaw,
or to raise the hyoid bone and carry it backwards or for-

wards as in deglutition. (Syd. Soc. Le.v.)

1696 PHILLIPS, Digastric, a double-bellied Muscle, which
. .ending in. .the Chin, draws it downward. 1746 I. PARSONS
limn, riiysiflgnonty i. 30 It serves . . to assist the Digastric
in opening the Jaws. 1872 MIVART Elem. Anat. 286 The
digastric is a muscle with two fleshy bellies, with a median
tendon. 1881 A thcnxnm 5 Apr. 496/1 On the Tendinous
Intersection of the Digastnc.

Digeiiecms (daiidz/'m'ss), a.
[f.

Gr. Styiv^s of

douljle or doubtful sex
(f. 81-, Dl- a + 7&os, 7>'-

kind, race, sex) + -ous.]
1. Of two sexes, bisexual. Syd. Soc. Lex. 1883.
2. Of or pertaining to the Digenea, a division of

the irematode worms or flukes.

Digenesis (d3i,d7,e'nesis). Biol. [mod.L., f.

Gr. &-, Di- ^ + yivtais generation.] Successive

generation by two different processes, as sexual

and asexual.

1876 fleneden's Anim. Parasites 102 This phenomenon
has been known by the name of alternate generation ;

we
have called it digenesis. 1883 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Digenetic (daiidz/ne-tik), a. [f. as prec. + Gr.

-7WTIKOS, f. ilvtats.] Relating to or characterized

by digenesis.
1883 SyJ. Soc. Lex., Digenetic ivorms, parasitic worms

which at different periods of life have different forms. 1890
E. R. LANKESTER Adv. Science 265 Whether the female . .

belonged to a parthenogenetic or digenetic brood.
_
Ibid.

266 In Anemia saliua parthenogenetic alternate with di-

^euct.c broods.

349

Digenite fdi-d.z/nsit). Mitt, [mod.f. Gr. &-

7fn;s <>l" doubtful sex or kind + -ITE.] A variety
of CIIALCOCITE or copper-glance.
1850 DANA Min. 509. 1863-7* WATTS Diet. Chem. II. 323.

Digeiious (drdz/nas , a. [irreg. f. Gr. Si- two
+ yffot kind, race + -ous.] Of two sexes, bisexual.

1884 SEUGWICK tr. Clans' Zool. I. 97 The digenous or

sexual reproduction depends upon the production o_f
two

kinds of germinal cells, the combined action of which is

necessary for the development of a new organism.
1 lencc Di'geny, digenous reproduction.
1883 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

t DigeT, v. Obs. rare. fa. F. digtr-er (i4thc.
in Hatz.-Darm.), ad. L. diger-Sre to DIGEST.]
trans. = DIGEST v.

1541 R. COPLAND Cuydon's Quest. Chirurg,, A pyt wherin

the nourysshynge blode commynge fro the lyuer is dygered.

1597 LOWE Chintre. (1634) 103 Such things as have the

virtue to discusse, diger, and dry lightly, and not humect.

t Di'gerate, v. Obs. rare. [f. asprec. + -ATES.]
trans. To digest. Hence Di'gerating^//. a.

1*34 T. JOHNSON Pnrey"s Chimrg. xvlll. xvu. (1678) 426

They must be strengthened with hot and digerating things.

t Di'gerent, a. and sb. Obs. rare. [ad. L. dJge-

renl-cm, pres. ppl. of digcr-ire to DIGEST.]
A. adj. Digesting.

1477 NORTON Orii. Alch. v. in Ashm. (1652)
&> But our

cheefe Digestiue {printed -ure) for our intent, Is virtual!

heateof the matter digerent. lyjS.JuHNSON, Digerent, adj.,

that which has the power of digesting, or causing digestion.

B. sb. A medicine or agent that promotes diges-
tion or suppuration.
1731 BAILEY, Digerents (with Physicians) Medicines which

digest or ripen. 1854-67; C. A. HARRIS Diet. Med. Terminal.

215 Digerents . . medicines which promote the secretion of

proper pus in wounds and ulcers.

Digest (dai-dgest), sb. Also 5 dy-, 7 dis-. [ad. L.

dTgcsta
' matters digested ', a name given to various

collections of writings arranged and distributed

under heads ;
n. pi. of digest-US, pa. ppl. of dlger-

tre : see DIGEST v. The appearance of the senses

in English, does not correspond in order to the

original development.]
1. A digested collection of statements or informa-

tion; a methodically arranged compendium or

summary of literary, historical, legal, scientific, or

other written matter.

'555 BRAHAM Address to Reader in Lydgate"s Chron.

Troy, The verye trouthe therof is not to be had in theyr

dygestes. 1605 BACON Adv. Learn, n. xv. i. 58 The

Disposition . . of that Knowledge . . consisteth in a good
Digest of Common Places. 1780 T. JEFFERSON Writ. (1859)

IIL 14 This is a very elegant digest of whatever is known
of the Greeks. 1825 MACAULAY Ess., Milton (1854) I. 2/1

His digest of scriptural
texts. 1854 H. MILLER Sch. f,

Schm. (1858) 313 Those popular digests of geological science

which are now so common.
2. Law. An abstract, or collection in condensed

form, of same body of law, systematically arranged.
a 16*6 BACON (title) An Offer to King James, of a Digest

to be made of the Laws of England. 1652 NEEDHAM tr.

Stlden's Mare Cl. 38 The Digests of the Jewish Law.

1681 W. ROBERTSON Phraseol. Cm. (1053) 471 Digests,

gathered out of the 37 civilians. 1714 A. COLLINS Gr. Ckr.

Kelig. 14 A Digest or System of Laws for the Govern-

ment of the Church. 17*5 BLACKSTONE Comm. I. 66 Out
of these three laws . . king Edward the confessor extracted

one uniform law or digest of laws. 1791 J. WILSON in

Sparks Corr. Amer. Rev. (1853) IV. 388 A digest of the

laws of the United States. 1818 CRUISE Digest (ed. 2) I.

126 Lord Chief Baron Comyn, in his Digest, states the case

in Dyer as having decided that [etc.]. 1869 RAWLINSON
Anc. Hist. 357 The code of the Twelve Tables.,was a most

valuable digest of the early
Roman law.

b. spec. The body of Roman laws compiled from

the earlier jurists by order ofthe Emperor Justinian.

(The earliest use in English.)... .
lustinianus . . made

427 The lawes and constitutions of princes, .founde either in

the Code, in the booke of Digestes, or Pandectes. 1660

BuRNEYKe'pS. AipoMiftJi) 115 All they read in the Pandects,

Digests and Codes in the Statute and common Law-books.

1845 GRAVES Roman Law in Encycl. Metrop. 762/1 Notes

on the laws of the Twelve Tables according to the order of

the Institutes and the first part of the Digest. 1881 STUBBS

Med. ft Mod. Hist. xiii.d886) 306 Ifyou take any well-drawn

case of litigation in the middle ages, .you will find that its

citations from the Code and Digest are at least as numerous

as from the Decretum.

f 3. = DIGESTION. Obs.

1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. xvu. ii. (MS. Bod!. 3738)

Yf a plante shall be durable : it nedyth
that it haue humour

w good dygest and fatty. So plantes yl haue humour

w[ythou]t good digestion wydre sons in grete colde. i6o

CARKW Cormuall 29 b, Some giue meate, but leaue it no

disgest. Some tickle him, but are from pleasing farre.

Dige'St, ///. a. Obs. Also 6 Sc. de-. [ad.

L. digest-its, pa. ppl. of digerere to DIGEST.]
1. as pa. pple. and adj. Digested.
1398 TREVISA Bartk. De P. R. xvu. btxiv. (1495) 648

Grene frute and rawe and not dygest greue bodies and

make them swell. 1430 LYDG. Mia. forms (1840) 195 (Malz.)
Whan Phebus entrith in the Ariete, Digest humoures up-
ward doon hem dresse. 1460-70 Bk. Quintessence 6 Take
be beste horse dounge bat may be had >at is weel digest.

2. adj. Composed, settled, grave. Sc.

1500-10 DUNBAR Poems x. 30 Sing In haly kirk, with mynd
degest. ll'id. xxiv. 3 Quhair no thins ferme is nor dcge*t.

DIGEST.

1511 DOUGLAS Mneis xii. i. 45 Kyng I-atyn
tho with sad

and deget mynd To hym answeris. 1585 J A*. I Ess. Potsu
(Arb.) 67 With gracis graue, and gesture maist digest.
a 1605 MONTGOMERY Misc. Poems 1. 21 Sa grave, u gra-

cious, and digest.

Digest .diidge-st, doi-), v. Forms: a. 5-6 de-

gest e, 5- digest, (6 dejest, dygest, Sc. degeist).

0. 5 degest(e,6-7 (qdial. disgest,
"
disjest. [f.L.

digest-, ppl. stem ofdiger-fre to carry asunder, sepa-

rate, divide, distribute, dissolve, digest, f. di- = dis-

(Dl- ') apart, asunder + gerfre to carry. Cf. OF.

digester (isth c. in Godef.). A parallel form with

the prefix as dis- was frequent in the i6th and I7th
c. (and is still dial.) ; in earlier times, the French
modifications des-, de-, are found.]
1 1. trans. To divide and dispose, to distribute.

". 1578 BANISTER Hist. Malt v. 71 Two Nerues . . are

digested into the bottome of the ventricle. 1610 Mirr. Mag.
763 (T.), I did digest my bands in battell-ray. <rl6n
CHAPMAN ///</ xvi. 187 All these digested thus In fit place

by the mighty son of royal
Peleus. 1650 FULLER Ptsgak

ill. xi. 341 That Jerusalem was digested and methodized
into severall streets is most certain. 1675 tr. Mackiavelirs
Prince xii. (Rtldg. 1883) 84 They changed their militia into

horse, which, being digested into troops [etc.].

ft- 1579 FENTON Guicciard. m. (1599) 1 16 Afore this nauie

could be disgested into order and point,

f b. To disperse, dissipate. Obs.

a. 1513 BRADSHAW-S/. Werburge \. 1264 Some of his louers

.. Gaue hym theyr counseyll. .unto melody all thoughtes
to degest. a 1547 HENRY VIII in Laneham's Let. Pref.

(1871) 149 Company me thynkes then best. All thoughles
& fancys to deiest. 1549 Comtl. Scot. Prol. 9 The qunilkis
humours nocht beand degeistit, mycht be occasions to dul

their spreit. 17*7 BRADLEY fain. Diet. s.v. Bath, It does

by insensible transpiration digest and dissipate superfluous
humours.

ft. 1565 Satir. Poems Reform. \. 25 Some meane that

may thie greves disgest, 1604 T. WRIGHT Passions v. U.

160 Musicke . . [to) rectifie the blood and spirits, and conse-

quently disgest melancholy.
2. To dispose methodically or according to a

system ;
to reduce into a systematic form, usually

with condensation ;
to classify.

a. 1482 Mwi*?/' *< (Arb.) 28 He told theesthynges
the whiche here after be digestyd and wreten. 156* Act 5

Eli*, c. 4 i The Substance of . . the said Laws . . shall be

digested and reduceed into one sole Law and Statute. 1668

HALE Pref. to Rolle's A bridgm. 8 The Civil Law is digested
into general Heads. 1704 SWIFT Meek. Operat. Spirit
Misc. (1711) 275, 1 have had no manner of Time to digest it

into Order, or correct the Stile. 1791 BOSWELL Johnson
an. 1738, The debates in Parliament, which were brought
home and digested by Guthrie. z86a LD. BROUGHAM Brit.

Const, xix. i. 301 Every government is bound to digest

the whole law into a code. 1875 E. WHITE Life in. Christ

n. xiii. (1876) 152 To digest these testimonies into definite

forms.

ft. 1576 GASCOIGNE Strcle Cl. (Arb.* 68 A strange deuise,

and sure my Lord wil laugh To see it so desgested in de-

grees. 1676 WOOD Life (Oxf. Hist. Soc.) II. 358 Purposely
to disgest some notes for the press.

3. To settle and arrange methodically in the mind ;

to consider, think or ponder over.

. CI450 HENRYSON Test. O.(R.), Than thus proceeded
Saturne & the Mone Whan they the mater ripely did degest.

c 1470 HENRY Wallace vin. 1430 Wcr or pes. quhat so yow
likis best, Lat your hye witt and gud consaill degest. 1548

HALL Chron. 20 When the kyng had long digested and

studied on this matter. 1614 Bp. HALL Recall. Treat. 934
When he had somwhat digested his thoughts, and con-

sidered. 1793 SMEATON Ed} stone L. 130 I digested a plan

for the keeping our accounts and correspondence. 1855

PRESCOTT Philip II, I. it. xi. 261 The regent was busy in

digesting the plan of compromise.
ft. 1494 FABYAN Chron. vi.

ccyii.
221 Whanne kynge

Henry nad well desgested in his mynde the wrongful
trouble that he. .hadde put the duke vnto. 1637 HEYWOOD

RoyalKing \. Wks. 1874 VI. M Come to horse, And, as

we ride, our farther plots disgest.

4. To prepare (food) in the stomach and intestines

for assimilation by the system ; see DIGESTION i.

o. 1483 Cath. Anrl. 99/2 To Digeste, digerere. 1516

Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 192, XII baskettes of breedcs

that they coude not eate and digest. 1580 LYLY Euphues
(Arb.) 468, I digested the Pill which had almost choakt me.

1661 LOVELL Hist. Anim. $ Min. Introd., The skinne

. . even of rosted pigge . . can hardly be well digested of a

strong stomach. 1789 MRS. Plozzi Jmru. France I. 7 The
cattle . . cannot digest tobacco. 184* A. COMBE Physiol.

Digestion (ed. 4) 363 To diminish the food to such a quan-

tity as the system requires and the stomach can digest.

ft. 01536 TINDALE Wks. 234 (R.) That thy stomacke

shall disgeste the meate that thou puttest into it. 159*
NASHE P. Penilesse (ed. 2) loa, It is.. a hard matter to

disgest salt meates at Sea. 1600 ROWLANDS Let. Humours
Blood vi. 75 Blownc drinke is odious, what man can disiest

it ? 1681 W. ROBERTSON Phraseol. Gen. (1603) 482 To dis-

gest or digest what one eats. 1877 A*. W. Line. Gloss.,

Disgest, to digest. 1891 Northumbld. Gloss., Disgest.

b. absol.

1530 PALSGR. 516/1 He maye boldely eate well, for he

dygesteth well. e. 153* DEWES Introd. Fr. in Paligr. 1054

A body, .may nat degeste without holdyng that mete. 1667

MILTON P. L. v. 412 Every lower facultie . . whereby they

hear, see, smell .. digest, assimilate. 1707 FLOYER Physic.

Pulst-Watck 85 Fishes and Birds want a Diaphragm, and

yet Digest well. 1840 CLOLGH Amours de Voy. u. 39 Each
has to eat for himself, digest for himself.

C. Applied to the action of insectivorous plants.

1875 DAKWIN Insectiv. PI. xiii. 311 Mrs. Treat . . informs

me that several leaves caught successively three insects

each, but most of them were not able to digest the third fly.

1884 BOWKR & Scon De Bary's rhancr. 100 The power . .



DIGEST.

of digesting animal substance and absorbing it as nourish-

ment, .known in the case of the peculiarly-formed leaves of

Droseracefe.

d. intr. i/or re/I.} Of the food: To undergo

digestion.
1574 HYLI. Conjt-ct. Weather iv, Weathers over olde are

to be refused in eating in that they . . smally nourish and

hardly disgest. 1586 MARLOWE lit Pt. Tamburl. iv. iv,

Fall to, and never may your meat digest. 1677 HALE
Prim. Orig. Man. \. \. 30 My Blood circulates, my Meat
digests . . without any intention of mind to assist their act-

ings. 1854-6 PATMORE Angel in H. i. ix. Prol. iii, The
best [fare], Wanting this natural condiment, .will not digest.

e. trans. To cause or promote the digestion of

(food).
1607 MIDDLETON Five Gallants n. iii, It comes like cheese

after a great feast, to disgest the rest, c 1645 HOWELL Lett.

(1650) II. 76 French wines maybe said but to pickle meat in

the stomach ; but this is the wine that disgests. 1725 POPE
Odyss. ix. 409 Drain this goblet, potent to digest.

T" f. To digest the stomach ; to promote the

action of the stomach in digestion. Cf.DEFYz*. 2 ib.
c 1460 J. RUSSELL Bk. Nurture 947 Youre souerayne aftir

mete his stomak to digest yef he wille take a slepe hym self

pere for to rest. 1596 SIR J. SMYTHE in Lett. Lit. Men
(Camden) 91 Drynckinge wynes dyvers tymes to disgest and
comforte my stomacke.

5. fig. and transf. (from the digestion of food).
1576 FLEMING Panopl. Epist. 341 He maketh suche to love

learning . . as before coulde by no meanes digest it. 1601
SHAKS. ?/. C. i. ii. 305 This Rudenesse is a Sawce to his

good Wit Which giues men stomacke to disgest his words.

1614 BP. HALL Recoil. Treat. 994 The fire digests the raw-
nesse of the night. 1691 Ray Creation \. (1704) 61 This
Opinion, I say, I can hardly digest. 1835 I. TAYLOR Spir.

Despot, v. 221 The Church, .had made great progress in di-

gesting those arrogant principles. vtilfaSpectator?) Nov. 621/2
The Hapsburgs. .have not digested Bosnia completely yet.
intr. 1614 BP. HALL Recoil. Treat. 440 Passions must

have leasure to digest,

6. To bear without resistance ;
to brook, endure,

put up with ; to (

swallow, stomach '.

a. 1553 T. WILSON Rhet. (1580) 175 Beeyng greeved with a

matter, we saie commonly we cannot digest it. 1588 SHAKS.
L. L. L. v. ii. 289 It can neuer be, They will digest this
harsh indignitie. a 1625 ROWLANDS Terrible Battell%$ Can
you so ill digest to heare your crimes ? 1651 N. BACON
Disc. Govt. En. n. xxxix. (1739) 173 The publick danger was
such, as might well have digested an extraordinary under-

taking. 1798 H. WALPOLE Remin. in Lett. (1857) I. ix. p. cxl,
He . . could not digest total dependence on a capricious . .

grandmother. 1809 W. IRVING Knickerb. v. v.
(1849) 283

This wanton attack,. is too much even for me to digest !

[1837 CARLYLE/^V.^fz/. II. n. vi. (1848) ngThe forty thousand
. -have to . .digest their spleen, or reabsorb it into the blood.]
ft. 1592 WYRLEY A rmorie 48 Too great abusage, which he

not disgested. 1603 KNOLLES Hist. Turks (1638) 247 Ma-
homet could not wel disgest the losse he had so lately re-

ceiued. a 1661 FULLER Worthies \. (1662) 179 His cuiick and
strong Appetite, could disgest any thing but an Injury.

b. To get over the effects of. arch.

1576 M. HANMER tr. Anc. Eccles. Hist. (1585^ 156 Of the

phisicians, some not able to digest that wonderfull noysome
stinch were slaine. 1580 LYLY Euphnes (Arb.) 251 In this
sort they refreshed themselves 3 or 4 daies, vntil they had
digested y" seas, and recovered again their healths. 1598
BARCKLEY Felic. Man (1631) 377 When hee hath disgested
so many evills, and come to bee seven yeeres old. 1647
CLARENDON Hut. Reb. vn. (17031 II. 317 He had not yet
disgested his late deposal from the Lieutenancy of Ireland.

1834 COLERIDGE Table-t. 12 Jan., I never can digest the loss
of most of Origen's works.

7. To comprehend and assimilate mentally; to
obtain mental nourishment from.
o. 1548-9 (Mar.) Bk. Com. Prayer Collect and. Sund.

Advent, Read, marke, learne, and inwardly digeste them.
a 1592 H. SMITH Wks. (1867) II. 81 Record when you are
gone, and you shall see the great power of God, what he is

able to do for you by one sentence of this book, if ye digest
it well. 1651 HOBBES Leviath. n. xxvi. 147 Memory to re-

tain, digest and apply. 1732 BERKELEY Alciphr. n. 14
This new philosophy seems difficult to digest. 1858 HAW-
THORNE Fr. $ It. Jrnls. 1. 265 Having had as many pictures
as I could digest. 1866 R. CHAMBERS Ess. Ser. i. 149 He
likes to digest what he reads. 1879 FROUDE Cxsar ix. 94 It
might be that they would digest their lesson after all.

.
& "583 GOLDING Calvin on Dent. vi. 33 Mee thinkes this

is harde, and as for that, I cannot disgest it. 1597 J. PAYNE
Royal Exck. 43 Hartilie wishinge maryed folkes no less to
mark and disgest, then to reade the words of the Apostle.
1647 DIGGES Unlatvf. Taking Anns i. 8 By these generalls
throughly disgested, and rightly applied, we shall be able
to rule particular decisions.

f 8. To mature, or bring to a state of perfection,
especially by the action of heat. Also_/f. Obs.
1607 Schol. Disc. agst. Antichr. i. iv. 176 There wanteth

the heate of the Nurse that doth digest and concockt the
milke to make it sweet. 1626 BACON Sylva 327 They are
ever Temperate Heats that Disgest and Mature, a 1652 J.
SMITH Sel. Disc. i. n An inward beauty, .which cannot be
known but only then when it is digested into life and prac-
tice. 1665 Sir T. Roe's Voy. E. Ind. 360 They [musk-
melons] are better digested there by the heat of the Sun,
than these with us. 1700 H. WANLEY in Pepys' Diary VI.
233 A love and respect for his person which time . . does di-
gest into a habit, a. 1708 BEVERIDGE Priv. Th. i. (1730) 52God . . having digested the Conditions to be performed by us
into Promises to be fulfilled by Himself.

b. intr. (for refl.}.
1726 LEONI Albert?* Archit. I. 31 We are . . not to make

our Bricks of Earth fresh dug, but to dig it in the Autumn,
and leave it to digest all Winter.

f 9. trans. To mature (a tumour), to cause to

suppurate ; also absoL to promote healthy suppu-
ration. Obs.

350

TURNER Herbal i. (1568) B yij a, Marrysh mallowe
soden in wyne. . inaketh rype or digesteth. 1563 T. GALE
Antidot, n. 43 It doeth digest ano maturate tumours. 1610

MARKHAM Masterp. 11. clxxiii. 408 The garden rue disgestcth,
and mightily comforteth all inffammations. 1612 WOODALL
Sitrg. ftlate Wks. 11653* 366 The which Medicine doth

speedily digest and suppurate a Bubo. 1767 GOOCH Treat.

Wounds 1. 159 The contused parts in a wound must separate
and be digested off.

t b. intr. (for refl^} To suppurate. Obs.

1713 CHKSELDEN Anat. iv. I. (1726) 292, I. -tied the artery
alone, .and it digested off in a week's time. 1737 BRACKEN
Farriery Impr. (1756) I. 185 Try such Things as will bring
the Matter to suppurate or digest. 1754-64 SMELLIE Mitf^uif.
III. 295 The swelling subsided, the lacerated parts digested.

1O. trans. To prepare by boiling or application
of heat ; to dissolve by the aid of heat and moisture.
1616 SURFL. & MARKH. Country Farme 334 After it hath

beene the second time digged and dunged, or marled, you
must let it rest and digest his dung and marie. 1727 Pope's

ArtofSinking%Q'Y\ almightychemist, .Digests his lighten-

ing, and distils his rain. 1791 HAMILTON Berthollefs Dyeing
II. n. ii. i. 48 Powdered indigo digested in alcohol gave a

yellow tincture. 1805 C. HATCHETT in Phil. Tratis.iiCV.
218 Some deal saw-dust was digested with the nitric acid

until it was completely dissolved. 1838 T. THOMSON Ckcm,
Org. Bodies 94 Digest the bark in alcohol, evaporate the

alcoholic solution to dryness.
b. intr. ;for reft.} To dissolve in gentle heat.

1578 LYTE Dodoens HI. Ivi. 397 Putting the Scammonie to

boyle, or digest in a Quince. 1599 A. M. tr. Gabelhouer's
Bk. Physicke 206/1 Put then this oyle in a glasse . . Close
the glasse verye well, and let it ther digeste, as long as

pleaseth you. 1652 CULPEPPER Eng. Phys. (1809) 382 Let
them stand to digest twelve or fourteen days. 1799 G.
SMITH Laboratory I. 133 Afterwards set it in bal. mariae to

digest for a fortnight. 1895 Manchester Weekly Times
26 April Suppl. 7/4 Put your orange extract . . in some
equally warm place, and let it 'digest' for at least six

months.

Digestant (di^e-slant). [f. DIGEST v. +
ANT *.] A thing taken to promote digestion.

somac n ssovng the various articles of food. 1883
Syd. Soc. Lex., Digestatits..such are pepsin, hydrochloric
acid, and lactic acid.

f Digesta-tion. rare~ . [f.
DIGEST v. : see

-ATION.] = DIGESTION.
1727 BAILEY, vol. II, Digestation, a digesting, ordering

or disposing.

f Dige'Stative, a. rare. [f. DIGEST : see -IVE.]

Having the power to digest ;
=- DIGESTIVE.

1657 TOMLINSON RenoiSs Disp. 92 Made milde and tract-

able by a digestative heat.

Digested (did^e-sted, dai-), ///. a. [f. DIGEST
ZJ. + -ED.]
1. Disposed in or reduced to order.

1598 FLORID, Digestot digested, disgiested . . disposed . .

ordred. 1622 SPARROW Bk. Com. Prayer (1661^ 36 David's
Psalms which are digested forms of Prayers. 1708 J. CHAM-
BERLAYNE St. Gt. Brit. n. in. x. (1743) 438 The college has..
a well digested library. 1790 BEATSON Nav. fy Mil. Mem. I.

381 A most absurd, ill-digested scheme. 1836 EMERSON Nat. t

Prospects Wks. (Bohn) II. 170 We learn to prefer imperfect
theories . . which contain glimpses of truth, to digested sys-
tems which have no one valuable suggestion.
2. Disposed, conditioned.

1607 TOURNEUR Rev. Trag. in Dodsley O. PL IV. 309
Conjuring me.. To seek some strange digested fellow forth

Of ill contented nature. 167* SIR T. BROWNE Lett. Friend
27 To live at the rate of the old world .. may afford no

better digested death than a more moderate period.
3. Of food : That has undergone the process of

DIGESTION. Usually in comb, as well-digested,

half-digested^ etc.

1611 COTGR., Digert) disgested, concocted, digested. 1878
McNAE 5<7/. iv. (1883)96 The digested matter is.. absorbed.

4. Matured, ripe.
'657 JER. TAYLOR Disc. Friendship (Trench), Splendid

fires, aromatic spices, rich wines, and well-digested fruits.

a 1734 WODROW Analecta II. 305 The most digested and
distinct Master of the Scriptures that ever I met with.
i8ia CHALMERS Let. in Life (1851) I. 302 A more complete
and digested acquaintance with the objects of my study.
1861 EMERSON Soc. f Solit.> Old Age Wks. (Bohn) III. 135
What to the youth is only a guess or a hope, is in the
veteran a digested statute.

f 5 . Concocted, condensed. Obs,

1669 WORLIDGE Syst. Agric. (1681) 292 From which coagu-
lated or digested moisture winds are usually generated

Digestedly (didge-stedli), adv. [f. prec. +
-LY -.] In a digested or well-arranged manner.
1608 UP. HALL Epist. Ep. Ded., We doe .. expresse our

selues no whit lesse easily, somewhat more digestedly. 1672
Mede's Wks. App. Author's Life 69 (R.) Studiedly and
digestedly to give the people the true nature of it. 1687
H. MORE Answ. Psychop. (1689) 158, I having writ .. so

digestedly and coherently, .touching this subject.

Digester (did3e
<

st3J J dai-). Also 7 -or. [f.

DIGEST v. + -EB.] He who or that which digests.
fl. That which distributes, disperses, or dissi-

pates (humours). Obs.
1578 LYTE Dodoens L Ixxiii. 109 All the Scabiouses are..

digesters and dtuiders of grosse humors.
2. One who analyses, arranges, and reduces to

order, a mass of information ; the maker of a
digest.

1677 CARY Chronol. \. n. i. viii. 66 Varro a learned Digester
of Antiquities. 1794 MATIUAS Purs. Lit. (1798) 432, I
would recommend to.. the new Digester of our Laws, not
to be too subtle in the process. 1862 MAUKICK A/or. % Met,

DIGESTING.
Philos. IV. iv. 44. 130 To come into direct contact with

facts, instead of receiving them at second hand through
digesters and generalizes. 1885 G. W. HEMMING in Law
Q. Rev. 297 The Digester should .. revise every catch-word
in the Reports.
3. That which digests or promotes the digestion

of food
;
a digestive agent or organ.

1614 W. B. Philosophers Banquet (ed. 2) 83 Galingale . .

is a Digester of meats. i6o8 TEMPLE (J.), Rice is, .agreat
restorer of health, and a great digester. 1731-7 MU.I.KK
Card. Diet. (ed. 3) s. v. Vise-urn^ The Stomachs of these

j

Birds are too powerful Digesters to suffer any Seeds to

; pass intire through the Intestines. 1744 BERKELEY Sins
i 97 Its great virtues as a digester and deobstruent.

D. A person or animal that digests its food (well
or ill) ; fig. one who digests mentally.
1713 STEELE Guardian No. 60 F i The generality of

readers must ..be allowed to be notable digesters. Ibid.

No. 142 F 3 As great princes keep their taster, so I perceive

you keep your digester, c 1732 ARBUTHNOT < J.\ People that

are bilious and fat. .are great eaters and ill digesters.

4. A strong close vessel in which bones or other

substances may be subjected to the action of water

or other liquid at a temperature and pressure above
those of the boiling point, so as to be dissolved.

In its original form called from its inventor, Papin's
Digester.
1681 D. PAPIN (title\ A New Digester, or Engine for

softening Bones. 1682 EVELYN Diary 12 Apr., I went . . to

a supper which was all dressed, both fish and flesh, in

Monsieur Papin's digesters, by which the hardest bones of
beef itself, and mutton, were made as soft as cheese. 1708
T. KEILL Aniin. Secretion 122 The Jelly extracted by
Papin's Digester out of dry and solid Bones, 1783 PRIEST-
LEY in Phil. Trans. LXXIII. 415 A cast-iron vessel, which
I could close at one end, like a digeste*-. 1794-6 E DARWIN
Zoon. (180:) II. 412 A close vessel, which is called Papin's
digester; in which it is said water maybe made red hot.

1885 gall Mall G. 4 May 10/2 The vessel which contained
the explosive used at the Admiralty Offices . . was what is

known as a digester or stock pot, such as is used in kitchens.

b, Aii apparatus in which the carcases of beasts

unfit for food are by the action of heat dissolved

into their proximate elements, tallow, gelatine,

earthy phosphates, etc.

1874 KNIGHT Diet. Meek. I. 702/2. 1891 Daily News
26 Oct. 3/5 Animals and carcases should be removed in . .

enclosed vans, the animals at once slaughtered . . and the

carcases destroyed in a digester.

C. An apparatus whereby substances are dis-

solved by chemical action instead of by heat and

pressure.

Digestibility (did.^stibi-liti). [f.
DIGESTIBLE

+ -ITY. Cf. F. digestibility The quality of being

digestible.
1740 CHEYNE Regimen ii. (R.), The digestibility and easy

dissolution of it [meat] is obstructed. 1851 Eraser's Mag.
XLIIL 269 Certain fish were held in repute for their

digestibility. 1876 FOSTER Phys. n. L (1870) 277 The
digestibility of any food is determined chiefly by mechan-
ical conditions.

Digestible (didge'stibl, dai-). Also 5-9 -able.

[a. K digestible (i4th c. in Hatz.-Darm.), ad. L.

dfgestibilis) i.dfges-Tpy\.':>\.tt\ Qidiger$re\.o DIGEST.]
1. Capable of being digested or assimilated.
c 1386 CHAUCF.R Prol. 437 His diete . . was of no super-

fluitee But of greet nprissyng and digestible. 1599 H.
BUTTES Dyets drie Dinner I, Of a lash and yet grosse

substance, not very digestible. 1614 W. B. Philosopher's
Banquet (ed. 2) 30 It is found more .. digestable. i86
Blackw. Mag. XIX. 660 They can digest anything digest-
able. 184* A. COMBE Pkysiol. Digestion (ed. 4) 300 Albu-
minous aliments, .easily digestible and very nourishing.

fig' x$i HOBBES Leviat/t. 11. xix. 101 The Romans . . to

make their Government digestible, were wont [etc.]. .

f b. Able to be concocted or matured by heat.

1470 HENRY Wallace in. 2 In joyows Julii, quhen the
flouris suete, Degesteable, engenered throu the heet, Baith
erbe and froyte.

t 2. That causes or promotes digestion (of food).
1651 BIGGS New Disp. F 295 By the vigour of the digest-

ible, esurine, and depascent ferment.

1 3.- To be digested or prepared by the action of

heat. Obs.

1477 NORTON Ord. Alch. v. in Ashm. (1652) 62 Nethles
heate of the digestible thinge, Helpeth digestion and her

working.
Hence Dig-e'stibleness, quality of being digest-

ible ; Dijre'stibly adv., in a digestible form.
1662 H. STUBBE Ind. Nectar iii. 30 Its dissolving by the

least fire . . argues its facile digest!bleness. 1879 G. M EREDITH

Egoist \. Prel. 3 To give us those interminable milepost

piles of matter in essence, in chosen samples, digestibly.

t Dige-stic, a. Obs. rare, [irreg. f. DIGEST v.

+ -ic.]
~ DIGESTIVE.

1797 GODWIN Enquirer ii. vi. 244 A wise man .. would
exercise his digestic powers. 1799 E. Du Bois Piece of
Family Biog. II . 99 In search of one who made more use

of his
'

digestic powers '.

Digesting, vbL sb. [f. DIGEST v. + -ING 1
.]

The action of the verb DIGEST in various senses.

1540 ELYOT Image GOT. (1556) 72 b, The concoctynge and

digistyng of that, which the bodie receiveth. 1662 STIL-

LINGFL. Orig. Sacr. I. v. 5 Scaliger..hath taken so much
pains in digesting of them. 1805 W. SACNDERS Min.
Waters 359, I tried to redissolve this substance .. by long

boiling and digesting. 1823 LAMB Elia. Ser. H. Poor Rela-

tion, After the digesting of this affront.

b. attrib.

1581 MCLCASTER Positions xxxii. (1887) 116 Exercise..
maketh the naturall heat strong against digesting time.
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Dige'sting, ///. a.

That digests.

[f. as prec. + -ING -.]

1605 TIMMK V'irrsit. I. vii. 32 The flower of salt . . Is of
a sliarpe quahtie and much digesting. 1799 (i. SMIIII

Laboratory I. 371 Give a digesting fire for three days. 1809
GHEGOR in /'////. Trans. XCIX. 198 The process of solution
is. .accelerated by a digesting heat.

Hence Dige stingly adv.

1885 G. MEREDITH Diana III. ii. 48 They rose from table
at ten..digestingly refreshed.

Digestion (did^c-slyon, dai-). Also o. 4-5
digestioun, 5 degestyon, 5 dy.. 0. 6-7 (9 dial')
disgeation. [a. F. digestion (i3th c. in Hatz.-

Darm.), ad. L. digestion-em, digestion, arrange-
ment, n. of action f. digcrere (pa. pple. digest-)
to DIGEST.]
1. The physiological process whereby the nutritive

part of the food consumed is, in the stomach and
intestines, rendered fit to be assimilated by the

system.
c 1386 CHAUCER Sqr.'s T.

339^
The Norice of digestioun the

sleepe. 1400 Lanfranc's Lintrg. 169 pat be mete mi^te
abide in be stomak for to make digestion. 1553 T. WILSON

i. iii. 236 Things sweet to tast, proue in digestion sowre.

1667 MILTON P. L. v. 4 His sleep Was Aerie light, from
pure digestion bred. 1704 F. FULLER Med. Gytnn. (1711)
156, I don't believe Digestion is perform'd by Putrefaction.

1834 M*MusTBIB Cuvier's Anim. Kiiigd. 279 Insects vary-. -- - .-. 279 Insects vary
infinitely as to the form of the organs of the mouth, and
those of digestion. 1860 EMERSON Cond. Life, Fate Wks,
(Bohn) II. 312 In certain men, digestion and sex absorb the
vital force. 1871 R. ELLIS Catullus xxiii, Who can wonder?
In all is health, digestion, Pure and vigorous. 1878 Masque
Poets 47 Is it trouble of conscience or morbid digestion ?

b. The analogous process in insectivorous plants.
1875 DAKWIN Insectiv. PI. vi. 85 It becomes an interesting

inquiry, whether they [Drosera] . . have the power of diges-
tion. 1878 M'NAB Bat. iv.

(1883) 96 The insects ..are.,
covered with a secretion containing an acid, and a substance
closely resembling pepsine, and a true process of digestion
goes on similar to the digestion in the stomach of an animal,

t C- In old Physiology. First, second, and third

digestion : see CONCOCTION i b. Also fig, Obs.

1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. v. xxxix. (1495) 154 The
lyuer drawyth in to his holownes the woos of the fyrst
degestyon. 1614 W. B. Philosopher's Bananet (ed. 2) 22
The act digestively is finished in the third digestion. 1614
Bp. HALL Recoil. Treat. 440 To choose the season for
counsell . . and that season is, after the first digestion of
sorrow. 1658-9 Burton's Diary (1828) IV. 207 If there be
an error.. of the first digestion, it is incurable.

../
c 1593 MARLOWE Massacre Paris n. vi. (version in Dyce),

Hote enough to worke Thy just degestione with extreamest
shame. 1614 RALKIGH Hist. World v. ii. 3. 589 If no
other state gave the Romans something to trouble their

disgestion.

e. Slow, easy, hard of digestion : slow, easy,
hard to be digested. So ofhard (etc.) digestion ;

cf. 4. Alsoyff.
'533 EI.YOT Cast. Helihe n. xiii.

(1539) 31 b. It is slowe
of digestion. 1599 H. BUTTES Dyets dm Dinner M viij b,
Oyster. . somewhat hard of degestion. 1653 HOLCROFT Pro-
cophts n. 64 Their laws hard of disgestion, and their com.
mands intollerable. 1699 BURNET 39 Art. ix. (1700) 116
A Doctrine that seems to be of harcf digestion to a great
many, a 1715 Ovjn Time (1766) I. 448 These conditions
were not of an easy digestion. 1733 ARBUTHNOT Rules of
Diet 252 Flesh roasted, not so easy of Digestion as boil'd.

1761 HUME Hist. Eng. II. xxxi. 200 These points were of
hard digestion with the princess. 1838 Penny Cycl. X.
343 Mucus, .is deemed both nutritious and of easy digestion.
1863-73 WATTS Diet. Chem. II. 327 Raw flesh is generally
regarded as more difficult of digestion than boiled or roast
meat.

2. The power or faculty of digesting food.
1398 TREVISA Barlh. De P. R. v. xlvi. (1495) 163 In

wj uter is grete appetyte and stronge degestyon. c 1430A Diatorit in Babees Bk. 11868) 54 Cleer eir & walking
maki^ good digestioun. 1531 ELYOT Gov. in. xxii, A man
hauing due concoction and digestion a_s

is expedient. 1589
NASHE A nat. Absurd. 34 Our disgestion would be better,
if our dishes were fewer. 1710 SOUTH in Taller No. 205
P 5 Every Morsel to a satisfied Hunger, is only a new
Labour to a tired Digestion. 1846 G. E. DAY tr. Simon's
,-IHI/H. Clutn. II. 41 Indications of a morbid digestion.
1861 FLO. NIGHTINGALE Nursing ii. 27 Weakness of diges-
tion depends upon habits.

3- fig. The action of digesting, orobtaining mental
nourishment from (books, etc.).
rtrfio HEA'.EY Epictettis' Man. Ixix. (1636) 90 Effectes

following the due disgestion of verball precepts, a 1661
FULLER Worthies III. 205 He had a great appetite to
learning, and a quick digestion. 1839-40 W. IRVING \Vol-
ferts R. (1855) 57 Glencoe supplied me with books, and
I devoured them with appetite, if not digestion.
4. The action of putting up with or bearing

without resistance ; brooking, endurance. ? Obs.

*-,-7 , nt digest!
wrong provokes a second.
5. Chem. fa. The operation of matHring or pre-

paring a substance by the action of gentle heat
;

concoction, maturation, condensation, coagulation ;

also susceptibility to this operation, and concr. the
condition resulting from it. Obs.
M77 NORTON Ord. Alcn. v. in Ashm. (1652) 61 Then of

divers degrees and of divers digestion, Colours will arise
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towards perfection. 1563 W. FULKE Mettors (1640) 67
Brasse, latinc, and such like . . differ in digestion : the
Copper jjeing purest, is of best digestion. Ibid, 68 Iron . .

also being of too extreame digestion, passing all other
metals in hardnes. 1594 PLAT JnveU-ko. i. 32 It [clay]
should seeme to differ onely in digestion from marie. 1636
BACON Sylva 327 We conceive, .that a perfect good Con-
coction, or Disgeslion, or Maturation of some Metalls, will

produce Gold. 1641 FRENCH Distill. \. 11651) 10 Digestion,
is a concocting, or maturation of crude things by an easie t

and
t
gentle heat. 1669 WORLIDGE Syst. Agric. (1681) 203

Their digestion or coagulation is more in some than m
others. 1677 HALE Prim. Orig. Man. iv. ii. 307 The latter

(Minerals) seem to be Concretions and Digestions in the
Bowels of the Earth.

b. The operation of exposing a substance to the
action of a liquid with the aid of heat, for the pur-
pose of extracting the soluble constituents.
1610 B. JONSON Alch. ii. iii, [I put the ingredients] in a

Bolt's-head nipp'd to digestion. 1660 BOYLE New Exp. Phys.
Mcch. xxii. 164 In our Digestions and Distillations. 1757
A. COOPER Distiller i. v. (1760) 33 A Vessel for Digestion,
called by chemists a pelican or circulatory Vessel. 1807
T. THOMSON Chem. (ed. 3) II. 366 The digestion was con-
tinued till the solution was complete. 1833 I MISON Sc. fy A rt
II. 19 When a solid substance, .is left fora certain time in a
fluid, and the mixture is kept exposed to a slow degree of
hc.lt, the process is called digestion. 1868 ROYLE, etc. Man.
Materia Medica (ed. 5) 10 Digestion is similar to Macera-
tion, but the action is promoted by a heat from 90 to 100.

\ 6. Surg. The process of maturing an ulcer or

wound; disposition to healthy suppuration. Obs.

1676 WISEMAN Chirurg. Treat, in, I shewed him that
by Digestion the remaining fleshy body, .would come away.
1689 MOYLE Sea Chyrrirg. H. iv. 34 Prepare your fomenta-
tion to help on digestion. 1748 HARTLEY Observ. Man i.

ii. 126 Lacerations are never cured without coming to

Digestion. 1830 S. COOPER Diet. Pract. Surg. (ed. 6> 374 By
the digestion of a wound or ulcer, the old Surgeons meant
bringing it into a state, in which it formed healthy pus.

f 7. fig. The process of maturing (plansj by careful

consideration and deliberation. Obs,

1671 TEMPLE Ess., Constit. ofEmpire Wks. 1731 I. 86 The
Digestion of their Counsels is made in a Senate consisting
of Forty Counsellors.

f 8. The action of methodizing and reducing to
order. Obs.

1553 T. WILSON Rhet. 106 Digestion is an ordely placyng
of thynges, partyng every matter severally.

t b. The result of this process, a digested con-
dition ; a methodical arrangement; a DIOEST. Obs.

1613 CHAPMAN Revenge Biissy D'Ambois v, The chaos of
eternal night (To which the whole digestion of the world Is
now returning). 1668 HALE Pref. to Rolle's Abriilgm. 7

Every Student . . may easily Form unto himself a general
Digestion of the Law. 1754 FARRO (title), Royal Universal
British Grammar and Vocabulary, being a digestion of the
entire English Language into its proper parts of speech.

Digestive(dicl.^e-stiv,d3i-), a.andrf. Also 6-7
dis-. [a. F. digestif, -ive (i4th c. in Hatz.-Darm.),
ad. L. dlgestivns, f. digest- ppl. stem of digerlre to

DIGEST : see -IVE.] A. adj.
1. Having the function ofdigesting food ; engaged

in or pertaining to digestion.
c 1533 DEWES Introd. Fr. in Palsgr. 1053 The sayd vege-

table [the soul] hath in her four vertues . . the atractyve or

appetityve, the retentyve, the digestyve, and expulsive. 1610
MARKHAM Masterp. \. vi. 16 The vertue disgestiue whereby
it concocteth and disgesteth. 1715 N. ROBINSON Th. Physick
253 To . . raise the digestive Powers to their natural Stan-
dard. 1837 M. DONOVAN Dom. Econ, II. 23 Resting on
u couch, until the digestive organs have recovered the

fatigue. 1841-71 T. R. JONES Anim. Kingd. (ed. 4) 109
The digestive cavity . . is exceedingly short.

b. in reference to plants.
1875 DARWIN Ittsectiv. PL xiii. 301 Experiments . . on the

digestive power of Drosera. 1884 BOWER & SCOTT DC
Bary's Pnaner. 100 According to this digestive function
these organs may be termed Digestive glands.
2. Promoting or aiding digestion ; digestible.
1538 PAYNEL Salerne's Regim. Q ij, Through the diges-

tiue heate of the night. 1616 B. JONSON Epigr. ci, Digestive
cheese, and fruit there sure will be. 1725 BRADLEY Fam.
Diet.

s.y. May blossom, As to the medicinal Vertues of this
Plant ; it . . is digestive. 1760-73 tr. jfuan $ Ulloa's Voy.
(ed. 3) I. 99 These waters are very light and digestive, and
..good to create an appetite. 1863-73

WATTS Diet. Chem.
II. 327 Digestive salt, Syn. with Chloride of Potassium.
1881 Times 18 May 6/1 The most digestive and nutritious
bread.

8. Pertaining to or promoting chemical digestion.
1651 BIGGS Nfiu Disp. F 287 Wanting its digestive ferment.

a 1691 BOYLE Hist. Air (1692)
210 We removed the . . re-

ceiver, and put it on the digestive furnace. 1799 DE CRF.LL
in Phil. Trans. LXXXIX. 63 Applying only a digestive
warmth. 1799 G. SMITH Laboratory I. 131 To submit their
contents to a digestive heat.

4. Promoting healthy suppuration in a wound or
ulcer

;
as digestive ointment : see B 2.

1 5. Characterized by bearing without resistance

or in silence. Obs.
1608 HEYWOOD Sallust's Jugtirth iii, Adherbal was ..no

souldier, of a frolicke disposition, disgistive of injuries.

t 6. That tends to methodize and reduce to order.
i66a DRYDEN Astrxa Redux 89 To business ripened by

digestive thought, His future rule b into method brought,
B. sb.

1. A medicine or substance promoting digestion
of food.
c 1386 CHAUCER .Van's Pr. T. 141 A Day or two ye schul

^lave digestives Of wormes, or ye take your laxatives. 1460-
70 Bk. Quintessence 14 And so I seie of medicyns comforta-

DIGGER.
tyues, digestyues, laxatyues, reslriktyues, and allc oi>ere.
1613 r.nchyr. Med. 97 Wee leaue our digestiucs . . and pro-
ceede to other medicines. 1700 DRYDEN rabies, Cock q Fox
189 These digestives prepare you for your purge. 1883
in Syd. Soc. Lex., Digestives.
2. A substance which promotes healthy suppura-

tion in a wound or ulcer ; digestive ointment (Un-
gucntum terebintliinx compostturn .

1543 TRAHERON Vigo's Chirurg. (1586) 436 In Chirurgerie
a digestive is taken for that that prepareth the mattier to
mundificalion. 1583 HESTER Seer. I'hwra-.: n. xi. 91 You
shall dres.se it with a disgestiue vntill it be mundined. 1643
J. STEER tr. Exp. Chyntrg. xv. 62, I appljcd this following

spread with the common Digestive. 1854-67 C. A. HARRIS
Diet. Med. Terminal., Digestives, in Surgery, substances
which, when applied to a wound or ulcer, promote suppura-
tion.

1 3. An agent of chemical digestion. Obs. rare.

1477 NORTON Ord. Alch. v. in Ashm. (1652) 62 But our
cheefe Digestiue [printed -urc] for our intent, Is virtu. .11

hcate of the matter digerent.

Dige'stively, adv. [f. prec. + -LT 2
.] In a

digestive manner ; in away that promotes digestion ;

with regard to digestion.
1614 W. B. Philosopher's Banquet (ed. a) 22 The act diges-

tiuely is finished in the third digestion. 1857 W. COLLINS
Dead Secret (1861) 34 Digestively considered . . even the
fairest and youngest of us is an Apparatus. 1885 Pall Hall
G. 6 May 4/2 Round the garden, groups pose themselves
digestively.

Dige'stiveness. [f. as prec. + -NESS.] The
uality of being digestive or of aiding digestion.quality
1737 BAILEY vol. II, Digestiveness, digestive Faculty.

1876 L. TOLLEMACHE in Fortn. Rev. Mar. 362 May not this

superiority. . be due . . to the extreme digestiveness of the
St. Moritzairf

tDige'stly, adv. Sc. Obs. Also de-.
[f.

DIGEST a. + -LY *.] Maturely, deliberately, com-
posedly.
1513 DOUGLAS JEncis ix. v. 48 Alethes . . Onto thir wordis

digestly maid ansueris. i6 BELLENDEN Cron. Scot. 11821)
1. 49 Quhen thir oratouris had sene and degeistlie considerit
this regioun. 1544 Sc. Acts Mary (1814) 449 (Jam.), My ..

lordis of parliament suld avise degestlie quhat is to be done
herein. 1606 Sc. Acts Jas. I't 11814) 3i2(Jam.) For sindrie
vtheris sene and profitable caussis digesthe considerit.

t Dige'Stment. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. DIGEST!'.

+ -MENT.] The action or process of digesting;
methodical disposition or arrangement.
1610 W. FOLKINGHAM Art of Survey 'w. Concl, 88 Com-

pose in computable digestment all the Tenants with their
Tenements and Rents in particular.

Digester, var. form of DIGESTER.
t Dige'story, a. and sb. Obs. [ad. L. dtges-

tori-us, {. digest- ppl. stem of digerere to DIGEST :

see -OHY.]
A. adj.

= DIGESTIVE.
ii3 WOODALL Surg. Mate Wks. (1653) 270 Digestion is

simple maturation, whereby things uncocted in artificial

digestory heat . . is digested.
B. sb. A vessel or organ of digestion.

1675 EVELYN Terra (1729) 43 Of all Waters, that which
descends from Heaven we find to be the richest, -as having
been already meleorized, and circulated in that great Di-

gestory. 1768-74 TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1852) I. 475 The whole
human body, together with all its viscera, yea, chylopoielic
digestories.

t Dige'sture. Obs. Also 6-7 dis-. [f. L.

digest- ppl. stem (see prec.) + -URE : cf. gesture.]
The process or faculty of digesting.
1. = DIGESTION i, 2.

1565 J. HALLE Hist. Expost. 21 A sanguine man Is he that
hathe a good disgesture. 1591 HARINGTON Orl. Fur. xxxi.
Iviii. (16341 254 To make him drink beyond all good disges-
ture. 1615 LATHAM Falconry (1633) 41 At that time of the

Ssere,
old food is more drie and hard of digesture. 1674 R.

ODFREY Inj. 9f Ab. Physic 128 Having contracted a Disease
through catching Cold and want of Digesture. a 1700 G.
HARVEY (J.), Meals of easy digesture.
2. The putting up with or brooking of anything

unpleasant; = DIGESTION 4.
1566 PAINTER Pal. Pleas. II. 146 b, The lords., will thincke

it straunge, and receyve the same with ill digesture. 1606 J.
RAYNOLDS Dolamy's Prim. (1880) 92 He already can The
calmie lines with faire digesture brooke.

Diggable (di-gab'l), a. [f. Dio v. + -ABLE.]
Capable of being digged.
1553 HULOET, Diggable or which may be digged, fossilis.

1847 CRAIG, Diggablt, that may be digged.

Digger (di-gsj). [f. DIG v. + -ER.] One who
or that which digs.
1. One who excavates or turns up the earth with

a mattock, spade, or other tool ; also an animal
that turns up the earth. With adverb, as digger-tip.
c 1440 /Vow/. Parv. 118/1 Deluar or dyggar,_/i?0r. 1585

J. B. tr. Virefs Sck. Beastes B vi, The Connies .. are such
continuall diggers and scrapers, that they, -cleave a sunder
and make hollow the stones and rockes. 1608 CAPT. J.
SMITH Let. in Virginia (1624) in. 72 Send . . gardiners,
fisher men, blacksmiths . . and diggers vp of trees, roots,
well provided. 1650 R. STAPYLTON .y/ra<fc'f LowC.Warres
X. 2 Prince Alexander . . sometimes visiting the Diggers,
sometimes the Miners. 1733 Land. Go*. No. 6x88/3 B. P.

Gardiner, Digger, and Builder, 1751 JOHNSON Rambler
No. 1 54 F 1 1 Treasures are thrown up by the ploughman and
the digger. 1895 Blackvj. Mag. Apr. 623 The digger-up of
primeval bones.



DIGGER.

2. spec. a. A miner, especially one who works
surface or shallow deposits.
1531-2 Act 23 Hen. VIII, c. 8 i That no person or per-

sons . . shall labour, dig, or wash any tin in any of the said

tin workes, called Streme workes, vnlesse the saide digger,
owner or wassher, shall make . . sufficient hatches and ties

nan may easily perccaue . . tne great aide ot Lieometrie.
a 1661 FULLER Worthies, Wales (R.'', Fresh aire. .whereby
the candle in the mine is daily kept burning, and the diggers
recruited constantly with a sufficiency of breath. 1661 BOYLE
Style of Script. Ep. Ded. (1675) 6 As a homely digger may
shew a man a rich mine.

b. esp. One who digs or searches for gold in a

gold-field.
1853 VALIANT Let. in M cCombie Hist. Victoriaw\. (1858)

diggers in California
'

pluspccimg iur a placer [uac WIl

pay. 1869 R. B. SMYTH Goldfields Victoria 609 Digger . .

applied formerly to all persons who searched for gold ; and
now generally restricted to those who seek for gold in the
shallow alluviums. 1875 .S^ctefor (Melbourne) 19 June7g/2
The rough digger of the primitive era,

0. One of a tribe or class of N. American Indians
who subsist chiefly on roots dug from the ground.
1837W. IRVING Capt.Bonneville II. 209 Sometimes the Dig-

gers aspire to nobler game, and succeed in entrapping the

antelope. 1848 Blackw. Mag. LX1V. 132 They came upon
a band of miserable Indians, who, from the fact of their

subsisting chiefly on roots, are called the Diggers. 1883
B. HARTE Carquinez Woods vii. 154 note. Diggers, a local
name for a peaceful tribe of Indians inhabiting Northern
California, who live on roots and herbs.
attrib. 1863 TVLOR Early Hist. Man. vii. 185 The miser-

able '

Digger Indians', of North America. 1873 F. PARKMAN
in N. Amer. Rev. CXX. 43 The abject 'Digger* hordes of
Nevada. 1882 B. HARTE Flip v, Ye might do it to please
that digger squaw.

d. Eng. Hist. A section of the Levellers in

1649, who adopted communistic principles as to
the land, in accordance with which they began to

dig and plant the commons.
1649 (Information, dated 16 April, in Clarke Pa. (Camd.

Soc. 1894) II. 211 One Everard and two more . . all living att

Cobham, came to St. George's Hill in Surrey, and began to

digge on that side the Hill next to Campe Close, and sowed
the ground with parsenipps, and carretts, and beans]. Ibid.

215 (Dec.) To his Excellency the Lord Fairfax .. the
Brotherly Request of those that are called Diggers, sheweth,
That whereas we have begun to digg upon the Commons
for a livelihood, first, for the righteous law of Creation
that gives the earth freely to one as well as another. Ibid.
221 [The Digger's Song] You noble Diggers all, stand up
now, stand up now . . The wast land to maintain, seeing
Cavaliers by name, Your digging does disdaine, and persons
all defame, Stand up now, Diggers all. 1630 NEEDHAM
Case Commw. 79 There is a new Faction started up out of
ours [Levellers], known by the name of Diggers ; who . .

have framed a new plea for a Returne of al! men ad Tuguria,
that like the old Parthians. .and other wild Barbarians, we
might renounce Townes and Cities, live as Rovers, and enjoy
all in common, a 1676 WHITELOCKE Memorials (1853) III.

17. 1894 C. H. FIRTH in Clarke Pa. II. 222 note. Three
of the Diggers, .were brought before the Court at Kingston
for trespass in digging upon St. George's Hill, and infring-
ing the rights of Mr. Drake, the Lord of the Manor.

3. An instrument for digging, a digging tool ;

also the digging part of a machine. Also in various
combs, as hop-digger, potato-digger, etc.
1686 PLOT Staffordsh. 353 They weed their Wheat . .with

an Iron digger.
_ 1819 G. SAMOUELLB Entomol. Compend.

308 The digger is best with an arrow-headed point. 1839
GRAY Lett. (1893) 144 He presented me with a beautiful
botanical digger of fine polished steel, with a leathern sheath.
1861 S. THOMSON Wild Ft. in. (ed. 4) 155 A short 'digger'
or hand '

spud '. 1861 Times n July, As the engine travels

slowly forward, the digger cuts and throws up the soil behind.
4. A division of Hymenopterous insects, also

called Digger-wasps.
1847 CARPENTER Zool. 693 The Crabronidn, Laoriitx,

Bembecidx, Sphegidx, Sciolidx, Mvtiliitse . .mxy be termed
from their peculiar habits. .Fossorcs or Diggers; and they
are commonly known as.SViKrfand Wood-Wasps. 1871 E. F.
STAVELEY Brit. Insects 203 The second division of the pre-
dacious stinging Hymenoptera, known as Fossores, or dig-
gers, consists of the Sand-wasps and Wood-wasps.
6. slang, a. A spur. b. A finger-nail, c. A

card of the spade suit
; big-digger, the ace of spades

(Farmer Slang).
1789 G. PARKER Life's Painter 173 s.v. (Farmer). i8it

Lex Balatronieum s.v. (Farmer). 1839 MATSELL Vocabit-
lum s.v. (Farmerl. 1881 N. Y. Slang Diet. (Farmer),

'
I

will fix my diggers in your dial-plate and turn it up with red.'
6. Comb., as digger-pine, a N. American species

of pine, Pinus sabiniana ; digger-wasp (see
sense 4).
1880 Lior. Univ. Knmvl. IX. 123 The digger-wasps . .

catch locusts . . and bury them in their nests for their newly
hatched young.

Diggeress (di-garesV [f. DIGGER + -ESS.] A
female digger ; a digger s wife.

1864 ROGERS New Rush n. 36 I'm tired of being a dig.
geress.

Digging (di-girj), vbl. sb. [f. DIG v. + -ING 1.]
1. The action ofthe verb to DIG, in various senses ;

an instance of this.

.
'352 HULOET, Dygginge and deluinge of a ground to bring

it eftsones in temper, repastinatio. 1651 JER. TAYLOR Holy
Dying i. 2 (L.) Let us not project long designs, crafty
plots, and diggines so deep that the intrigues of a design
shall never be unfolded. 1663 GERBIER Counsel 25 In the
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digging of the foundations. 1725 BRADLEY Fain. Diet. s.v.

Yew 'I ree, This first digging is to be done always in March.
1738 LABELYE Short Ace. Piers Westm. Br. 27 After the

dicing the Pit . . was finished. 1891 Law Times XCII.
106/2 He was only paid for his digging.

b. with an adverb.

1573 BARET Ah. D. 687 A digging vnder, an undermining,
saffossio. 1817 COBBETT Addr. /.Vw/o/Wks. XXXII. 47
A digging ana rooting up of all corruptions. 1890 Daily
News 4 Sept. 6/4 All digging down work should be paid for

at the rate of id . per hour extra.

2. fig. The action of studying hard. U.S.

1827-8 Harvard Reg. 312, I find my eyes in doleful case,

By digging until midnight. 1873 W. MATHEWS Getting on
xv. 244 Men of genius have seldom revealed to us how
much of their fame was due to hard digging.
3. concr. The materials dug out.

IS59 in Boys Sandwich (1792) 737, iij laborers may carry
his diggins away, a 1626 BACON Inipeachm. Waste (L.), He
shall have the seasonable loppings ; so he shall have season-
able diggings of an open mine.

4. A place where digging is carried on, an exca-
vation

; mpl. (sometimes treated as a sing.) applied
to mines, and especially to the gold-fields of Cali-

fornia and Australia. Also with prefixed word, as

gold-diggings, river-diggings, surface-diggings, etc.

Dry- or wet-diggings (see quot. 1889).
1538 LELAND Itin. I. 13 On the South side of Welleden ..

ys a goodly quarre of Stone, wher appere great Diggyns.
1633 BOGAN Mirth Chr. Life 122 The earth, .yields a smell
wholesome to the digger in the diggings. 1712 J. JAMES tr.

Le Blond's Gardening 206 The Wall . . of one Foot thick,
from the Bottom of the Digging, to the Level of the Ground
above. 1769 De Foe's Tour Gt. Brit. I. 39 At Norton, near
Wulpit, King Henry VIII. was induced to dig for Gold.
He was disappointed, but the Diggings are visible at this

Day. 1835 C. F. HOFFMAN Winter in Far West xxv.
(Bartlett) Mr. . . has

lately struck a lead . .We are now,
you observe, among his diggings. 1839 MARRYAT Diary
Amer. Ser. i. II. 62 The diggings as they term the places
where the lead is found . . were about sixteen miles distant.

1849 lllustr. Loud. News 17 Nov. 325/1 Letter from the
Gold Diggings. 1832 EARP Gold Col. Australia 138 The
diggings are on a creek called Araluen Creek. 1857 BORTH-
WICK California 120 (Bartlett) The principal diggings near
Haugtown were surface diggings, but, with the exception
of river diggings, every kind of mining was seen in full

force. 1889 FARMER Americanisms, Wet-diggings and Dry.
diggings are terms in gold districts, for mines near rivers or
on the higher lands as the case may be. 1890 BOLDREWOOD
Miner's Right vii. 71 It was a goldfield and a diggings in

far-away Australia.

5. colloq. mpl. Lodgings, quarters.
1838 J. C. NEAL Charcoal Sketches II. 119 (Farmerl, I

reckon it's about time we should go to our diggings. 1844
DICKENS Mart. Chnz. xxi. She won't be taken with a
cold chill when she realises what is being done in these

diggings? 1882 Ckamb. Jml. 87, I returned to my dig-
gings. 1889 J. K. JEROME Three men in Boat 187 We took
out the hamper, .and started off to look for diggings.

6. attrib. and Comb., as digging-machine, -spade,

-spur, -stick; digging-life, life at the gold-dig-

gings.
1719 DE FOE Crusoe (1840) II. vi. 125 A digging spade.

1859 CORNWALLIS New World 1. 120 Shafts were sunk, wind-
lasses erected, and the whole paraphernalia of digging life

called into requisition. I865LUBBOCK Preh. Times 358 The
digging-sticks are made of a young mangrove tree. 1874
KNIGHT Diet. Meek. I. 702/2 Digging machine (Agric.),
a spading-machine for loosening ana turning the soil. 1875
A. SMITH New Hist. Aberdeensh. II. 1120 The next experi-
ment was with the '

digger
'

. . formed by taking the mould-
board off the plough and putting on the digging breasts.

t Dighel, a. Forms : I diexel, diexol, dysel,
3 disel. [OE. cUe&l, -ol (:-OTeut. *daugilo-),
found beside diagol (: daugolo-), =OHG. taugal,

tougal (daugal, dougal) dark, secret: cf. tougan,
dougan concealed, secret.] Secret, obscure.

Beowulf 2719 Hie dyel lond wari^eaS. a 1000 Be
Domes Dsege (1876) 40 pact hit ne sy dsgcuS ban baet dihle
WEES. Ibid. 135 Digle jebancas. a 1250 Owl $ Night. 2
Ichwas..In one swipe di^ele hale, c 1273 LAY. 26935 Hii
comen in one wode . . in one dale deope, di }ele bi-hal ues

[4:1205 di^elen l>ili;u!ues].

Hence Di-jrhelliclie, digheliche (also dihlice,

di^eliche, dieliche) adv., secretly ; Di'ghelness

(dijelnesse, dihelness), secrecy ; also Di-g-hen-
lich a. [cf. OHG. tougan], secret ; Di-g-henliche

adv., secretly.

c8g$ ALFRED Oros. n.i. 5 purh Codes diegelnessa. Ibid.
vi. xxi, Hewear'5 diejellice cristen. c 961 ^ETHELWOLD^?K/^
St. BenetdBSs) 134 Swa dihlice wuniende. c 1000 Ags. Gosp.
Matt. xiii. 35 Ic bodice digelnesse. a 1200 Winteney Rule
St. Benet xxvii. (1888) 67 Hij scullan oft dihlice ealde
witan . . sjendan. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 191 He secheS
forte bat he open fint, and di^eliche smun^S her inne.
c 1200 ORMIN 5501 Full wel tunnderrstanndenn Off all be
hoc in Godess hus pe deope di^hellness. c 1205 LAY. 415
Assaracus hit redde mid disenliche runen. Ibid. 13539
ForS riht faren we him to, di;elliche & stille. a 1225 St.
Marker. 16 To understonden so derne bing ant so derf, of
godes dihelnesse. c 1275 LAY. 6659 Dijenliche [1205 duje-
liche] hine bi-witie, and his name deorne.

Dighere, obs. form of DYER.

Bight (dait), v. Now arch, and dial. Forms :

i diht-au, 2-3 diht-en, 3-4dijt-e(n, (4dyghte,
di}t, di;th, 4-5 dyht, di}te), 4-6 dighte (5
dyte, dyth, 5-7 dite, 6 dyght), 4- dight (6-
Sc. dieht, 8-9 north, dial, deeght, deet). Pa. t.

i dihte, dihtode, 2-4 dihte, dijte, 4 di}ted,
-id, 4-5 dijt, dyjt, 4- dight (6- Sc. dichtit).

DIGHT.

Pa. pple. i (se)diht, dihted, 3-4 (i)diht, 3-
dight, (7 dighted, 6- Sc. dichtit). [OE. dihtan,
ad. L. dictare to dictate, compose in langunge,
appoint, prescribe, order, in ined.L. to write, com-
pose a speech, letter, etc. : see DICTATED. Parallel
forms are OHG. di/itdn, tihton, tictCm, thictdn to

write, compose, MUG. ti/iten, dichten, to write,

compose, invent, contrive, mod.G. dichten to com-
pose verses or poetry, MLG. dichlen to compose,
institute, contrive, set (oneself), LG. dichten, digtcn
to versify, invent, contrive, think out, MDu. dichten
to compose (in writing), contrive, institute, prepare,
mod.Du. dichten to invent, compose, versify ; also
Icel. dikta to compose or write in Latin, to write
a romance, to romance, lie, Sw. dikta to feign,

fable, Da. digte to make poems (from Ger.). The
mutual relations of the OE., OHG., and Norse
words are not quite clear; but the difference of
formation between OE. dihtan : *dihtjan, and
OHG. tiht&n v :*diht6jan, indicates that they are

independent adoptions of the Latin, although the

change of d to t shows that the word is old in

German. The Norseword must be of later adoption :

if it were old, the expected form would be *J{lta.

From the senses of literary dictation and compo-
sition in which it was originally used, this verb
received in ME. an extraordinary sense-develop-
ment, so as to be one of the most widely used
words in the language. Special representatives of
these ME. senses, survive dialectally, esp. in the
north ; the modern literary language knows the

pa. pple. dight, which after being nearly obsolete

in the 1 8th c., has been largely taken up again
by poets and romantic writers of the igth c. in

senses 10, 14. (In MHG. dichten had also a much
greater development of meaning than in mod.
German )]

I. To dictate, appoint, ordain, order, dispose of,
deal with, treat.

1 1. trans. To dictate, give directions to, direct.

Obs. (Only in OE.)
c lopo Ags. Gosp. Matt, xxviii. 16 Da ferdon ba endlufun

leorning-cnihtas on bone munt, baer se hffilynd heom dihte.
c loop ^LFRIC Gen. xvi. 3 Abram badydeswaswa him dyhte
Sarai. Ibid, xxxix. 23 Drihten bar . . dihte him hwa;t he
don sceolde. ciaooOnO. Test, (in Sweet A. S. Reader
60) Moyses awrat..swa swa him God silf dihte on heora
sunderspraece.

1 2. To appoint, ordain. 06s.
c lopo Ags. Gosp. Luke xxii. 29 Ic eow dihte swa min feeder

me rice dihte. a 1225 Leg. Kath. 1606 pe deore drihtin
haue3 idiht ow ba be blisfule crune of his icorene. a 1300
Cursor M. 9369 (Cott.) How be fader of heuen Dight his
dere sun to send, f 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 127 pat
Steuen to dede was dight. 1340 Ayenb. 7 He made be
wordle an ordaynede \-v.r. di3te]. 1340 HAMPOLE Fr. Consc.

7795 pe ioyes sere pat God has ordavnd bare and dyght.
c 1374 CHAL-CER Troylits iv. 1160 (1188) Ther as be dom of
Mynos wolde it dyghte. a 1400 Pistill ofSusan 267, I am
deplfolich dampned, and to deb diht. c 1400 Apol. Loll. 60
A iuge is seid for he ditib ri3t to be peple. 14. . E. E Misc.
(Warton Club) 12 A dredefulle payne is for me dyjte. 1538
Will of WiUyson (Somerset Ho.), Consyderyng yt death to

euery man is dight. [1808 SCOTT Marm. \. vi, The golden
legend bore.aright, 'Who checks at me, to death is dight.']

1 3. To order, keep in order, manage, govern,
rule. Obs.
c 1205 LAY. 6848 Wel wes J?isse londe idiht. Ibid. 7220 He

makede bane kalender be dihteS bane moneo" & be ^er. Ibid.
10201 pa setten heo biscopes pan folken to dihten. c 1230
Hali Meid. 7 De5 hire in to drecchunge to dihten hus &
hinen. 1207 R. GLOUC. (1724) 424 Kyng Henry & hys wyf
. . So wel dy5te Engelond, bat yt was wyde ytold, c 1400
St. A lexius (Laud 622) 28 Religious bat herlijfwillen di^th.
? a 1300 Chester PL, Balaam $ Balak 397 A Childe . . in

Bethlem shall be borne, That shall be Duke to dight and
deale, and rule the folke of Israeli. 1522 World fy Child
in Hazl. Dodsley I. 274 Christ rose upon the third day ..

That all shall deem and dight.

f4. To deal with, treat, handle, use (in some

manner) ;
often to maltreat, abuse. Obs.

1203 LAY. 11020 Hu he mihte dihten jElene his dohter.
c 1275 Ibid. 25907 pus he vs diht to-day a soueniht. a 1300
Cursor M, 21447 (Gutt.) Sai me hu bu wile him dight, If

}>at he be dempt to be wid right. 1303 R. BRUNNE Handl.
Synne 742 What mercy mayst bou aske. .Whan bou bus my
sone hast dyghte? 1:1400 Lanfranc's Cintrg. 320 pou} be

fynger ne be but a litil lyme }itt bou muste have good kun-

nyng and good witt for to di^te it wel. c 1430 Mirour
Salitacioun 1758 Two stronge 3onge men . . Dight Helyodore
with thaire whippes til he als dede thare laye. 1513 DOUGLAS
sEneis vi.viii. 51 Howeuirwes onysuffint

the so to dycht?
1563 B. GOOGE Eglogs (Arb.) 115 Acteon wofull wyght, In

what a manner, all to torne, his cruell Dogs him dyght.
1650 B. Discolliminivm 52, I feare also at length some or

other will come and dight us to purpose.

f b. spec. To have to do with sexually. Obs.

c 1386 CHAUCER Wife's Pro!. 398 AI my walkynge out by
nygnte Was for

tespye
wenches bat he dighte. Ibid. 767

Lete hir lecchour dighte hire al the nyght. c 1386 Man-
ciple's T. 208. 1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. n. 27 In hus dronke-

nesse a day hus douhtres he [Lot] dighte And lay by hem
bobe.

f 5. To dispose, place, put, remove. Obs.

1297 R. GLOUC. (1724) 148 Cubefi now soure myjte, How
je mow bis stones best to pe schip dygte. a 1300 Cursor ftf.
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17312 (Cott.)Quy Blame .je me .. for I amaningrafdi?t, In a

toumh bat was myn awen? 1340 Ayenb, 210 Alle J>o^tes

ulcssliche and wordleliche me MM
dijjte

uram be herte Jet

wyle Rod bicUle. 1393 GOWER Conf. III. 270 Whan he was
to beddc dight. f 1450 *SV. Cuthnert (Surtees} 6612 On)>e
pament ^ai it dyght. Ibid. 7138 pe thrid in tughall bai bairn

dyght. <S35 STKWAHT Cron. Scot. 1 1. 52^ The deid corpis in

tha flang ; And syne kest on the muldis on the clay, The
grene erd syne, and dycht the laif away.

t k. fig. To put into a specified state or condi-

tion ; tsp. in to dight to death^ to put to death, kill,

slay (see also a). Obs.

13.. /:. E. Allit. P. B. 1266 Dijten dekenes to debe,

dungcn doun clerkkes. c 1340 Cursor M. 18043 (Trin.) j?at
dede from dej> to lif he di;t. 1393 GOWER Conf. 1 1. 145 Ha,
to what peine she is dight. 1415 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 125
Thorow hem many on to deth were dyght. 1460 Lybcaiis
Disc. 1719 To detne they wyll her dygnte. c 1470 HENRY
Wallace iv. 68 Your seltf sone syne to dede thai think to

dycht. 1579-80 NORTH Plutarch (1676) 13 Bold Theseus
to cruel death him dight. 1586 J. HOOKER Girald. Irel. in

/folinshed II. 179/2 The earle would haue ., dighted the

lord gouernour and all the garisons to greater troubles.

1664 h'loddan F. viii. 78 For unto death till we be dight
I promise here to take thy part. 1817 SCOTT Harold the

Dauntless
yi. vi, Still in the posture as to death when dight.

fo. With inverted construction : To cause, bring
about, inflict fdeath). Obs.

1307 Elfgy Ediv. I, i, A stounde herkneth to my song,
Of duel that Deth hath diht us newe. c 1350 Will. Paleme
151 Hire deth was neijdi^t. 1:1400 Destr. Troyq$$% Myche
dole is vs dight to-day. 1x450 COT. Myst. 265 On of jou is

bezy my dethe here to
dytn. ^1475 Partettay 3444 Yff

atwixst his handis he hym naue myght, He wold make hym
ende, And shameuous deth dight !

II. To compose, construct, make, do.

f6. To compose (with words) ; to set down in

writing. Obs.

c 1000 ./ELFRIC Lift Oswald in Sweet A. S. Reader (1879)
IDS Nu cwaib se halja Beda, 3e 5as hoc jedihte. c taog LAY.

3150 He Jetten writcn a writ & wel hit lette dihten. c 1275
/bid. 20669 Nis hit in none boke idiht pat euere her were
soch fiht. c 14.15 Hampole's Psalter Metr. Pref. 48 Whos
wol it write, 1 rede hym rygth, wryte on warly lyne be lyne,
And make no more ben here is dygth. a 1440 Sir Degrev.
153 A lettre has he dyght.

1 7. To compose, put together, frame, construct,
make. Obs.
a 1175 Cott. Horn. 233 He alle -jesceop, and all dihte

wiS-ute swince, c 1100 Trin. Coll. Horn. 25 Ure fader in

heuene feide b lemes to ure licame . . and swo di^eliche
hit al dihte, bat on elche feinge is hem onsene. c 1105 LAY.

33532 Walles heo gunnen nhten, ba gseten heo gunnen
dihten. a 1300 Cursor M. 1665 (Colt.), A schippe be-houes
be to dight. Ibid. 12388 (Cott.) Plogh and haru cuth he

dight. ^1340 Ibid. 23216 (Trin.) No more .. ben peynted
fire .. bat on a wal hi mon were di}t. 1400 MAUNDEV.
(1839) vi. 70 The place., is fulle well dyghte of Marble.
c 1410 Ptillad. on Husb. i. 509 Nygh thi bestes dight A tire

in colde. 1607 Schol. Disc. agst. A ntichr. i. ii. 72 Hee dight
himselfe a triple crowne.

f- b. To perform, do. Obs.
c 1105 LAY. 15513 Fulle >reo nihten heore craftes heo

dihten. c 1460 Pfay Sacram. 849 Alas y
1 euer thys dede

was dy>jht. 1596 SPENSER F. Q. v, ii. 18 Curst the hand
which did that vengeance on him dight.

III. To put in order, array, dress, direct, pre-

pare, make ready, or proper.
t 8. To put or place in order, to set in array, to

array ; to arrange. Obs.
c 1*05 LAY. 20563 Howel sculde dihten brittt busend

cmhten. Ibid. 27337 Ja bas ferde wes al idiht, ba wes hit

dai-liht. c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 2 A hede, bat ys
to werre can (fight. 1375 BARBOUR Bruce n. 565 His men in

hy he gert be
dycht.

la 1500 Aferline 1784 in Furniv. Percy
folio I. 477 Alf they can out ryde, & dighten them without

fayle to giue Sir Vortiger battayle. [i8ai JOANNA BAILUE
Alti. Leg.i Wallace Ui, Were with their leader dight.]

9. To equip, fit out, furnish (with what is needed).
In later use blending with sense 10: which see as to the

modern use of the pa.pple in romantic language.
'120$ LAY. 15104 ..'.!< scip he dihte mid ]?reo hundred

cni[h]ten. a 1300 Cursor M. 24807 (Edin.), Wit tresori his
si hip was diht. c 13.30 R. BRUNNE Chron. Wace (Rolls) 617
Do dight a schip wip sail & ore Ryght as pou a marchaund
wore. 1460 CAI'GRAVE Chron. 33 Nyne hundred cartis dith
with hokis of yrun. 1470-85 MALORY Arthur \\. xv, He
entryd in to a chambyr that was merueillously wel <l\v
and

rychely. 1555 ABP. PARKER Ps. Ii. 149 Wyth sacrifice

of calfe and cow, they shall thyne aulters dyght. 1590
SPENSER F. Q. \. iv. 6 The half . . With rich array

and
costly arras dight. 1805 SCOTT Last Minstr. \.

yi, Why do
these steeds stand ready dight? /bid.\.xxv\\, In SirWilliam's
armour dight, Stolen by his Page, while slept the knight.

t b. With inverse constr. : To fit (some equip-
ment) to or upon. (Cf. 10 b.) Obs. or arch.
c 1475 KaitfCoil\ear6n With Dosouris to the durisdicht.

1871 P. H. WADDKLL Ps. xlv. 3 Dicht yer swurd ontil yer
thie.

10. To clothe, dress, array, deck, adorn (lit. and

.A?-)- t To dight naked) to undress, strip.
In this sense the pa.pple. dight is used by Sir Walter

Scott, and in later poetic and romantic language : it appears
to be often taken as an archaic form of decked.

< 1*00 Trin. Coll. Horn. 87. Clensed of fule sinnes, and
diht mid loSlesnesse. a 1300 Cursor M. 24552 (Edin.\ pan
nicodem. . Wit losepnam'pat cors to diht. c 1330 King of
Tars 848 The soudan dihte him naked anon, c 1340 Cursor
M, 2249 i Fairf.). |>ai dight ham in bat tide wib hors skynnys
and camel hide. 1388 WYCLIP Iso. xl. 19 A worchere in

siluer schal di^te it with platts of siluer. a 1450 Knt, de
la Tour (1868) 69 The thinge that she dite so her selff with.

1530 PALSGR. 516/1 A foufe woman rychly dyght semeth

fayre hy candell lyght. 1579 SPENSER Sheph. Cal. Jan. 22

Thy sommer prowde with Daffadillies dight. 1596 F. O.
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iv. x. 38 Damzels in soft linnen dight. 1600 HOLLAND Livy
11. vi. 48 Dight [dccoratus] in our roiall ensignes and orna-
ments. 1632 MILTON /,''Allegro 62 The clouds in thousand
liveries dight. 163* Penseroso 159 Storied windows richly

; dight Casting a dim religious light. 1633 MASSINGER &
I

FIELD Fatal Dowry iv. i, To see a young, fair, handsome
i beauty unhandsomely dighted and incongruently accoutred.

1663 BUTLER Hud. i. iiu 928 Just so the proud insulting
Lass Array'd and dighted Hudibrus. 1808 SCOTT Mann.
vi. Introd. iii, But, O! what maskers richly dight. 1817
WORUSW. Vernal Ode i, All the fields with freshest green
were dight. 1x8*5 BARIUM fgf{- Leg.) Wedding-day,
There stand the village maids dight in white. 1887 SOWEM
yirg. JEneid in. 517 Orion, in golden panoply dight.

b. With inverse constr. : To put on (armour,
! apparel, etc.). (A Spenserian use.)

1590 SPENSER F. Q. i. vii. 8 Ere he could his armour on
1 him dight. 1590 Muiopotmos 01 His shinie wings . . he
! did about him dight. 1591 M. Hitbberd 1279 Tho on
1

his head his dreadful! hat he dight. 1654 GAYTON Pleas.

Notes n. vi. 59 She straightway dight her robes.

t O. To dress (a wound) ; to attend to as a

surgeon or ' leech '. Obs.
c 1340 Cursor M. 14064 ( Fairf.), Ho hir oynement me bott

& di-jt bar-wib my fote & shank. 1464 Mann. <f Househ,
aj

payd
horte, xij.d. c Tya Stir, fceniedies in Halliwell Nufat
Poet. 64 My . . woundys . . bene . . depe . . Her smerlyng
wylle nat suffre me to

slepe, Tylle a leche with dewte
have theme dyght. 103 BELLENDEN Liry n. (1832) 136
He deceissit sone eftir that his wound wes dicht.

d. ironically. To dirty, befoul, dial.

16331 MARMION Holland's Leaguer \. ii, Straight we shall

fall Into a lake that will foully dight us. 1674 RAY N. C.
Words 14 To Dight : Cheshire to foule or dirty one. 1869
Lonsdale Gloss., Deet, to dirty. 1877 N. W, Line. Gloss.

s.v., Thy ban's is strange an' dighted up wi* dirt.

1 11. To make ready, get ready (a person) :

chiefly refl. to make oneself ready, prepare, set, or

address oneself (to do something). Otis.

c 1105 LAY. 12429 SeoSSe heo heom dihten to bi-witen (>a

dich mid cmhten. a 1300 Cursor M. 11179 (Cott.), loseph
dight him for to ga To bethleem. 1375 Cantic. de Creatione
in Anglia I. 303 etc., Eue di^te here to childyng. c 1400
Deslr. Troy 8636 The dethe of bat Duke he dight hym to

r
nll Lay Clorinda 105 in Spenser Astrvfih., Full many other

noe . . 'Gan dight themselves t' express their inward woe
With doleful lays. 1596 SPENSER F.O.\\. ii. 18 He. .straight
bids him dight Himself to yeeld his Love.

1 12. refl. To direct oneself or one's way ;
to

make one's way, repair, go. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 10551 (Gott. t, Quen bis angel away was

dint, Tua men ber cam were clad in quiht. c 1330 R.
BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 113 Siben [he] dight him to Scotland.
c 1386 CHAUCER Monk's Prol. 26 And out at dore anon
I moot me dighte. 1430 LYDC. Chron. Troy iv. xxix, To-
warde Troye your way was not dyght. c 1450 St. Cuthbert

(Surtees) 788 To be currok bai bairn dyght. 1596 SPENSER
F. O. iv. i. 16 They both uprose and to their waies them

dight. Ibid. v. iv. 43 She fiercely towards him her self gan
dight.

flS. trans. To direct, address, proffer, offer.

Obs. rare.

a 1300 Cursor M. 13990 (Cott) Ful fair seruis symon him

dight, Als was to suifk a lauerding right. 1393 GOWEK
Conf. II. 173 Goddes..To whom ful great honour they
dighten. 1568 T. HOWELL Art. Amitie (1879) 46 Hir

wylling helpe she dightes.

14. To prepare, make ready for use or for a

purpose ; a. in general sense. (Revived in poetic
and romantic use.)
a 1315 Prose Psalter Song of Simeon, For myn ejen

se?en byn helbe, pe which bou dijted to-fore be face of alle

folkes. c 1340 Cursor M. 13767 ( Fairf.), per-m was angels
wont to lilt and bat ilk water dijt. c 1400 Rom. Rose 4240
A nyght His instruments wolde he dight, For to blowe

& make sowne. c 14*0 Pallad. on Husb. I. 1123 Grounden
shelles dight With flour of lyme. (1440 Promp. Pan.
133/v Dyhtyn', faro, prefaro. 1476 Plumpton Corr. 36
As for the cloth of my ladies, Hen. Cloughe putt it to a
shereman to dight. 1510 Lane. Wills II. ii Myyame y1

is sponne, to dyght it and make in cloth. 1590 SPENSER

'

dicht it, thay fill it partlie with water partlie with flesche.

i 1609 SKENE Reg. Maj. 127 And gif they dicht, or prepair
the flesh not well, they sal! restore the skaith to the awner

of the beast. 16x3 BEAUM. & Fi_ Coxcomb iv. iii, Have a

care you dight things handsomely. i8ax JOANNA BAILLIE

Met. Leg., Elder free xxv, To dight him for earth or

heaven. 1871 B, TAYLOR Faust (1875) II. v. i. 272 Haste

and let the meal be dighted 'Neath the garden's blooming
trees. 1887 MORRIS Odyss. iv. 768 This Queen of the many
wooers dignts the wedding for us then.

In specific senses : fb. To prepare, make re-idy

(food, a meal) ; to cook ;
to prepare or mix (a

potion or medicine). Obs.

a 1300 Cursor Af. 24398 (Cott.) [>ai did him dight a bitter

drink,., of gall of aissil graid. cx3o R. BRL'NNE Medit. 49
De soper was dytt as y herd sey. c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.)
xiv. 64 For bai hafe lytill wode, pai dight baire mete

costis. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 68/1 She slewe a paske
lambe . . and dighted and sette it to fore hym. 1535 COVER*
DALE Gen. xxv. 29 And Jacob dight a meace of meate.

i Eidras i. 12 As for the thank otTeringes & the other, they

DIQHTEB.

dight them in kettels & pottes. 1561 HOLI.VHISII Horn.
Apotk, 20 Chap it smal and dight it lyke a thycke potage.
a 1569 KIXCESMYLL Godly Advise (1580) 2 The fine coolce
men dight the rude morsell with some conceite of their

cunning. 1711 KELLY Sc. Prov. 12 (Jam.) A friend's dinner
is soon dight.

c. To repair, put to rights, put in order (what
is out of order). Now dial.

a 1300 Cursor M. 19755 (Cott.)
' Rise ', he laid,

'
bi bedd

bou dtjzht '. c 1450 St. Cutkbert (Surtees) 2570 With in thre

days all hale dyght. 1580 Vestry Bks. (Surtees) 121 Item
paid to Thomas Sim for dighting the leads, iiij d. [1877
N. II'. Line. Glass., Dirkt up, to repair, put in order, 'I
mun hev these yates an stowps dighted up afore lh' steward
comes '.)

d. To polish or burnish up so as to fit for use ;

to cleanse from rust, or the like. Obs. or dial.
a 1400 CHAUCER Rom. Rose 041 Arowis . . shaven wel and

dight. c 1500 Debate Carp. Tools, Halliwell Nugae Poet.

15, I schalle rube, with all my myght. My mayster tolys for

to dyght. 1513 DOUGLAS sEneis vill. vii. 133 Ane part
polyst, burnyst weill and dycht. i53-33 CHrisft Coll. A udit-

Bk. in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) II. 306 Item payd
..fordyghtyng theegleand candyllstykkesx

11
. 1515 COVER-

DALE liai-uch vi. 92 Excepte some body dight off their rust,

they wil geue no shyne. 1536 BEI.LENDEN Cron. Scot. (1821)
I. Proheme p. xii, And dois the saule fra all corruption dicht.

a 1605 MONTCOMERIE Misc. Poems xli. 34 All curageous
'xnichtis Againis the day dichtis 1'he breist plate that bright
is To feght with thair fone. 1674-91 RAY N. C. Words 140
To Deeght, Extergere^ mundarv. a

1774^
FERGUSSON Poeins

(1789) II. 69 (Jam.), Wi mason's chissel dichted neat. 1815-
80 JAMIESON s. v., The act of smoothing a piece of wood by
means of a plane is called

'

dichting a deal '.

e. To winnow, so as to separate the clean com
from the chaff and other refuse. Sf. and north, dial.

ci6n CHAPMAN Iliad v. 498 And as, in sacred floors of

barns, upon corn-winnowers flies The chaff, driven with an

opposite wind, when yellow Ceres dites. 1618 Hesiod n.

34^3
To dight the sacred gift of Ceres' hand, In some place

windy, on a well-plan 'd floor. 1619 Naworth Houseft. Bks.

91 For threshing and dighting v bushells and a peck of
wheat. 1786 BURNS Addr. Unco Guid, heading, The cleanest

com that e'er was dight May Kae some pyles o' caff in.

1801 Jo. HOGG Poems 104 (Iam.1 That it was lawful, just,
an* right Wi' windasses folk's corn to dight. 1808 R.
ANDERSON Cumberld. Ball. 72 I'll ax his wark, an muck
the byres, Or deet, an thresh the cworn. 1816 SCOTT Old
Mart, vii, A new-fangled machine for dighting the corn frae

the chaff. 1878 Cuntbld. Gloss. Deet, deeght, to winnow or

dress corn. Mod. Sc. (Roxb.) Dichtin' in the barn wi' the

windasses is a dusty job.

f. To wipe clean or dry. Sc. and north Eng.
dial.

1681 COLVIL Whigs Sufplic. (1751) 120 With his hanker-

chief he dights offTears from his
eyes. 1714 RAMSAY Tea-t.

Misc. (1733) I. 8 He dighted his gab, and he pri'd her mou'.

1718 Anacreontic en Love 21, I . . Dighted his face, his

bandies thow'd. a 1803 Douglas Trot. viii. in Child Bal-

lads (1882) i. 101/1 She's taen out her handkerchief, .. And
aye she dighted her father's bloody wounds. 1816 Scorr.

Old Mart, xl, Morton, .underwent a rebuke for not
'

dight*

ing his shune '. 1830 GALT Laiurie T. vn. iii. (1849) 327 She

may dight her neb and flee up. 1876 Cuntbld. Gloss,, Deet,

deeght, to wipe or make clean. 1891 Kortkumbld. Glass.

Mod. Sc. Dicht the table before you set anything on it.

Take a cloth and dicht it up.

1 15. To ' dress
'
in husbandry (vines, land, etc.) j

to cultivate, till, or attend to (plants, crops, etc.).

c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xxiL 103 pe whilk tefez be land

and dightez vynes. c 1410 Pallad. on Husb. n. 81 Yf the

vyne is dight with mannes bond. 1496 Dives , Paup. (W.
de W.) in. xiv. 149/2 Yf corn or grasse be in the (elde &
sholde be lorne but it were dyght & gadred, it is lefull in

the holy dayes to saue it. ii HERVET Xenopkan's Househ.

(1768) 78 The ground that is well tylled and dyght, wyll
coste moche more money. 1567 MAPLET Gr. Forest 46 It

groweth in waterie places and those softlye dighted and
banked about*

116. To lift, raise. (An erroneous use by

Spenser.)
1590 SPENSER F. Q. i. viii 18 With which his hideous club

aloft he dights.

Hence t DlgHt, flighted, ///. a. Obs.

1421 tr. Secreta Secret., Priv. Priv. 165 Put ber ynne
of |>e forsayd dightyd hony thre Rotes. IJ3< COVER-
DALE Jer. xxxvii. 21 To be geuen him a cake of bred, and
els no dighte meatc. 1569 Wills 4- Inv. N. C. (Surtees

1835) 310 Eight dight calfle skinnes v*.

Dight, sb. dial. In Sc. dioht. [f.
DIOHT p.]

A wipe, a rub in order to clean or dry : sec

DIOHT v.

1887 in DONALDSON Suppl. Jamieson. 1889 J. M. BARRIE

Window in Thrums iii,
' For mercy's sake, mother ', said

Leeby,
'

gie yer face a dicht, an' put on a clean mutch '.

b. (See quot.)
1890 Glove. Glass., DigU, 'a dight of a body', a proud

thing: of a woman.

t Dight, adv. Obs. rare. Properly, fitly.
a 1800 Lord Randal 66 (Child Ballads 1864 II. 25) The

birdie sat on the crap o' a tree. And I wat it sang fu' dight.

Dighter (dai'taj). Obs. exc. dial. [OE. dihten,

f. dihtan to dictate, etc, : see DIOHT. Corresp. to

MHG. tihtsre, tihtcr, writer, poet, Ger. dichter

poet] One who dights, in various senses of the

verb : a. A composer, author, director, ruler, pre-

parer ;
a winnower, b. A winnowing; machine.

a 1000 St. Guthlac Prol. (Goodw. 4) Ic write swa me 5a

dihteras sxdon oe his Iif..cu8on. ciooo -*LFRIC Gloss, in

Wr.-Wiilcker 140/21 Commentator, expositor, dihtere. 1340

Ayenb. 100 Efterward tebbe bet he ys uader, he is di?tere

and gouernour and porueyour to his mayi-l. c 1537 Thersytes
in Hazl. Dodsley I. 422 David Doughty, dighter of dates.

45*



DIGHTING.

1598 FLORIO, Prestatore, a prouider, a (lighter, a vsurer.

ci6n CHAPMAN Iliad v. 499 The chaff.. Which all the

diters' feet, legs, arms, their heads and shoulders whites.

1805 A. SCOTT Points, DigUing of Barley 69 (Jam.) The

floating atoms did appear, To dab the dighters over. 1892

Northumbld. Gloss., Dighter, a winnower of corn. Also a

winnowing machine.

Dighting (dsi tin), vbl. sb.
[f.

DIGHT v.}

1. The action of the verb DIGHT, in various

senses: putting in order, arraying, dressing, pre-

paring, repairing ; winnowing (of com) ; wiping.
1340 Ayenb. 24 pe dijtinge of his house. Ibid. 47 Leyedi

of uaire di?tinge. c 1410 LOVE Bonavent. Mirr. xv. (Gibbs

MS.) 38 pere
is no bodyly mete so lykynge to me as bat is

of hyre dyghtynge. 1430 Church. Ace. Walberswick, Suf-

folk (Nichols 1797) 188 For dityng of the belles. 1458
Chitrchiv. Ace. St. Andmv's, East Cheap in Brit. Mag.
XXXI. 249 Item, paied to a laborer for dightyng of the

Churchawe, iij
d

. 1464 Mann. <$ Househ. Ext>. Eng. 274
To Wyllyam Hore for dytynge of a gowne of my ladyis,

xxiij. d. 1535 COVERDALE Ezck. xxi. ii He hath put his

swearde to y> dightinge. 1567 MAPLET Gr. Forest Introd.,

Things., of Natures tempering and dighting. 1611 FLORIO,
AccSncio, a dighting, a making fit or readie. a 1774 FER-
GUSSON Farmer's Ingle Poems (1845) 35 When . .lusty lassies

at the dightin tire.

2. concr. (pi.) t ft. That with which something
is dighted ; fittings. Obs. b. The winnowings or

siftings of corn ; refuse in general, dial.

1598 FLORIO, Corrtdi, ornaments, equipage, .furnitures, or

dightings. 1768 Ross Helenore 35 Had my father sought
the warld round, Till he the very dightings o't had found.

1808 JAMIESON s.v., i. Refuse, of whatever kind. 2. The
refuse of corn, after sifting, given to horses or cattle.

t Di'ghtly, adv. Obs. [f. DIGHT///. a. + -LY 2
.]

In a well-equipped manner, fitly.

c 1633 T. ADAMS Pract. Whs. (1861) I. 27 (D.) Grounds full

stocked, houses dightly furnished, purses richly stuffed.

Digit (di'd^it), sb. [ad. L. digit-us finger.]
1. One of the five terminal divisions of the hand

or foot
;
a finger or toe, a. In ordinary language,

a finger. Now only humorous or affected.

1644 BULWER Chirol. A iij b, Where every Digit dictates
and doth reach Unto our sense a mouth-excelling speech.
1677 W. HUBBARD Narrative Poster, io They had dis-

membred one hand of all its digits. 1864 SALA in Daily
Tel. 21 Nov., Why should they spoil their pretty digits with
thimble and housewife ?

b. Zool. and Comp. Anat. (The proper term.)
1802 Med. jfrnl. VIII. 283 We find among reptiles, all the

combinations of digits, from five to one, taken between two

pairs of hands or claws. 1854 OWEN Skeleton in Circ. Sc.,

Organ. Nat. L 219 In the marine chelonia the digits of both
limbs are elongated. 1870 ROLLESTON Anim. Life 17 In
the foot the fifth or outer digit is never present. 1881
MIVART Cat 285 The special organ of touch is the skin,
above all the skin of the muzzle, tongue, and digits.

2. The breadth of a finger used as a measure ;

a finger's breadth, three-quarters of an inch. Some-
times used as = an inch.
The Roman digitus was ft of the foot (fa) =0-728 of an

inch, or 18-5 millimeters.

01633 AUSTIN Medit. (1635) 108 The Inch (or digit,) the

Palme, the Foote . . are (all) Measures, which wee carry in

our Bodie. 1635 N. CARPENTER Geog. Del. \. viii. 195 A cubit

contains, according to Heron, a Foot and halfe, or 24 Digits.

1649 G. DANIEL Trinarch., Hen. V, ccliy, 'Tis. .farre beyond
our Skill To measure ont by Digits, Harrie's fame. 1669
BOYLE Contn. New. Exp. n. (1682) 5 When .. the Mercury
in the Tube . . descends to the height of 29 Digits (I take

Digits for Inches throughout all this Tract). 1807 ROBINSON
Archzol. Grzca in. xx. 321 A certain round plate three or
four digits (or between two and three inches) thick. 1864
H. SPENCER lllustr. Univ. Progr. 161 The Egyptian cubit
. .was divided into digits, which were finger-breadths.
3. Arith. Each of the numerals below ten (ori-

ginally counted on the fingers), expressed in the

Arabic notation by one figure ; any of the nine, or

(including the cipher, o) ten Arabic figures.
[i398TREVisASarM. De P. R. xix. cxxiii. (1495)923 Eche

symple nombre byneth ten is Digitus : and ten is the fyrst
Articulus.) 142500/7 tfombryngelf.. E. T. S.) 3 pere ben
thre spices of nombur. Oone is a digit, Anober is an Articul,& be tober a Composyt. 1542 RECORDK Gr, Artes (1575) 53A Digit is any number vnder to. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE
Pseud. Ep. iv. iv. 186 On the left [hand] they accounted their

digits and articulate numbers unto an hundred, on the right
hand hundreds & thousands. 1674 JEAKE Arith. (1696) 5
Integers are . . divided into Digits, Articles, and mixt num-
bers. 1788 PRIESTLEY Led. Hist. v. xxxvi. 264 The nine
digits in Arithmetic. 1827 HUTTON Course Math. I. 4 The
Numbers in Arithmetic are expressed by the. .ten digits, or
Arabic numeral figures. 1893 SIR R. BALL Story ofSun 56
The seven . . may be in error ny one or even two digits.
attrib. 1613 JACKSON Creed i, 91 Three from foure, or

one digite number from the next vnto it.

4. Astron. The twelfth part of the diameter of
the sun or moon ; used in expressing the magnitude
of an eclipse.
1591 NASHE Prognostication, Wheras the Sun is darkned

but by digits, and that vpon y south points. 1687 DRYDEN
Hindft P. ii. 609 We. .Can calculate how long th' eclipse
endur'd, Who interpos'd, what digits were obscur'd. 1706
HEARNE Collect. 2 May, Ye Sun. .was darkned io digits 4.

1854 MOSELEY Astron. xlv. (ed. 4) 147 The usual method. .

is to divide the whole diameter of the disc into twelve equal
parts called digits. 1879 PROCTOR Rough Ways (1880) 9
The ring was about a digit in breadth.

t 6. Geom. A degree of a circle, or of angular
measure. Obs. rare.

.
'653 GATAKER Vind. Annot. Jer. 35 By their Calculation

it was but eleven digits, and one fourth, which I conceiv to
be fifteen minutes, .a digit consisting of sixty minutes.

854

t Di'git, v. Obs. rare. [f. prec. sb. : cf. L.

digito monstrare to point out with the finger.]

trans. To point at with the finger ; to point out,

indicate.

1627-77 FELTHAM Resolves i. xxviii. 48, I shall never care

to be digited, with a That is he. 1708 Brit. Apollo No. 107.

2/2 A most Pathetic Emblem this, To Digit out the Surest

Bliss.

Digital (di-djitab, a. and sb. [ad. L. digitalis
of or belonging to the finger, f. digit-us a finger,

DIGIT. Cf. F. digital (1545 in Hatz.-Darm.)]
A. adj. 1. Of or pertaining to a finger, or to

the fingers or digits.
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Digital, pertaining to a finger.

1783 Anat. Dial. v. (ed. 2) 285 At the ends of the fingers
these digital arteries, .unite. 1801-25 Svp. SMITH Ess. (ed.

Beeton) 77 Here are 160 hours employed in the mere digital

process of turning over leaves! 1840 G. ELLIS Anat. 410
The digital nerves of the superficial branch of the ulnar are

two. 1874 A thenynm 30 May, A lady, with an unparalleled
degree of digital dexterity.

2. Resembling a digit or finger or the hollow im-

pression made by one: applied in Anat. to various

parts or organs.
Digital cavity, the posterior corner of the lateral ventricle

of the brain. Digitalfossa, a pit-like depression on the

thigh-bone, where five muscles are inserted : seequot. 1855.

Digital impressions : see quot. 1883.

1831 R. KNOX Cloquet's Anat. 428 The Digital Cavity or

Posterior Horn is entirely lined by medullary substance.

1855 HOLDEN Hum. Osteal. (1878) 195 Behind the neck of
the femur, and beneath the projecting angle of the trochanter

major, is a deep excavation called the digital fossa. 1883

Syd. Soc. Lex., Digital^ impressions^,
the grooves on the

inner surface of the cranial bones which correspond to the

convolutions of the brain
;
so called from their shape.

3. Having digits ; hence digital-footed.
1833 SIR C. BELL Hand (1834) 98 There are some very rare

instances of a horse having digital extremities. 1887 SIR S.

FERGUSON Ogham Inscript. 148 The digital feet unite these

. . examples with other symbolisms . . Here also are found

digital-footed equine figures.

B. sb. fl- - DIGIT sb. 3. Obs.

<ri430 Art Nombrynge (E. E. T. S.) i Another digitalle
is a nombre with-in 10.

2. A finger (humorous).
1840 Eraser's Mag. XXI. 160 To fling his broad plebeian

paws and right cannie digitals around Sir Robert Peel.

1840 [bid. XXII. 397 Hundreds of thousands vanish at the

touch of royal digitals. 1858 LYTTON IVhat^ luill he do iv.

ix. Who wear, .paste rings upon unwashed digitals.

3. A key played with the finger in a musical in-

strument, as a piano or organ.
1878 W. H. STONE Set. Basts Music v. 62 Colin Brown's

Natural Fingerboard. .The digitals consist of three separate
sets . . The first, second, fourth, and fifth tones of the scale

are played by the white digitals.

Digita-lia, Chem. : see DIGITALIN.

Digitalic (didjitarlik), a. [f. DIGITAL-IS +

-io.] Of or pertaining to digitalis ; in digitalic

acid, an acid obtained from the leaves of the fox-

glove, crystallizing in white acicular prisms.
1858 HOGG Veg. Kingd. cxlv. 566 M. Morin, of Geneva,

has also discovered in the leaves [of the Fox-glove] two
acids ; one fixed, which he calls digitalic acid, the other

volatile, and called antirrhinic acid. 1863-7* WATTS Diet.

Chem. II. 328 Digitalic acid crystallises in needles.

Digitaliform (-tse-lifyim), a. Bot. [f. L.

digitalis (see below) + -FOKM.] Of the form of the

corolla of the fox-glove,
'
like campanulate, but

longer and irregular .

1850 C. DRESSER Rudim. Bot. 313 Digitaliform . . when a
corolla which is somewhat campanulate is contracted near
the base, and has one oblique limb. 1883 Syd. Soc. Lex.,

Digitaliform, finger- or glove-shaped.

Digitalin (di-dgitalin). Chem. [f.
DIGITAL-IS

+ -IN.] The substance or substances extracted from

the leaves of the fox-glove, as its active principle.
Originally supposed to be an alkaloid, and hence named

digitalia, dieitaline, but now known not to contain nitro-

gen. There is reason to think, however, that different bodies

are included under the name.

1837 Penny Cycl. VIII. 496/1 An extractive substance.,

to which the name of Digitaline has been given. [Ibid. 495

Digitalia, a vegetable alkali procured from the . . foxglove.

1838 T. THOMSON Chem. Org. Bodies 283 Digitatina has

not yet been obtained in an isolated state.] 1872 WATTS
Diet. Chem. VI. 545 The more soluble (so-called German)
digitalin is obtained from the seeds, the less soluble or

crystallised variety from the leaves of the foxglove. 1873
H. C. WOOD Therap. (1879) 134 Crystallizable digitalin
occurs in. .needle-shaped crystals, and possesses an intense

and persistent bitter taste. 1881 Standard 30 Dec. 2/5 He
asked for five grains of pure digitalin, the active principle
of foxglove.
Hence Digitalinic (-li-nik) a., in Digitalinic

acid,
' an acid obtained by boiling insoluble digi-

talin with soda '

(Syd. Soc. Lex.).

l| Digitalis (didjit?-lU). [mod.L., from L.

digitalis of or pertaining to the fingers ;
the plant

was so named by Fuchs 1542, in allusion to the

German name Fingerhut, i.e. thimble.]
1. Bot. A genus of plants of the N.O. Scrophu-

lariacex, including the foxglove (Z>. pui-purea).
[1568 TURNER Herbal ML 16 It is named of some in Latine,

Digitalis.) 1664 EVELYN Kal. Hart. (1729) 200 Sow divers
Annuals, .as double Marigold, Digitalis, Delphinium. 1791
E. DARWIN Bot. Card. (1799) II. 108 Assumes bright Digi-
talis' dress and air.

DIQITATO-.

attrib. 1883 Syd. Soc. Lex. s. v. Digitalis tinciura,
Five parts of pounded digitalis leaves.

2. A medicine prepared from the fox-glove.
1799 Med. frnl. I. 57 A frequent cause of the failure of

digitalis may be attributed to the careless mode of preparing
it for use. 1800 Ibid. IV. 532 He has taken the tincture of

Digitalis. 1837 Penny Cycl. VIII. 496 Digitalis has the

power of reducing in a remarkable degree the heart's action.

Digitally (di-djitali), adv. [f. DIGITAL a. +
-LY z

.] By means of or with respect to the fingers.

1832 Eraser's Mag. V. 432 The present paper . . is not by
the same hand that indited the other. We have had nothing
to do, digitally speaking, with either. 1845 FORD Hand-
bk. Spain 83 T he ancient contemptuous

'

fig of Spain
'

. . is

digitally represented by inserting the head of the thumb
between the fore and middle fingers.

t Di'gitary, a. Obs. [f. L. digit-us DIGIT : see

-AKV.] Of or pertaining to the fingers.

1767 A. CAMPBELL Lexiph. (1774) 38 A pruriginous. .erup-
tion of

pustules
in the digitary interstices.

Digitate (di-dgitst), a. (st>.) [ad. L. digitat-us

having fingers or toes, f. digit-us finger.]
1. Zool. Of quadrupeds : Having separate or

divided digits or toes.

1661 LOVELL Hist. Anim. $ Min. Introd., Solipeds and
bisulcs usually being greater than the digitate. 1835-6 TODD

Cycl. A nat. I. 470;? The characters of the Carnivora as dis-

tinct from the rest of the digitate animals,

2. Divided into parts resembling fingers : spec.

a. Bot. Of leaves, etc. : Having deep radiating
divisions

;
now usually applied to compound leaves

consisting of a number of leaflets all springing from
one point, as in the horse-chestnut. (Hence in(Hen

'. Havin

consisting of, finger-like processes or divisions.

1788 J. LEE Introd. Bot. in. vi. (ed. 4) 201 The Folioles of
which the digitate Leaf consists. 1828 STARK Elcm. Nat.
Hist. II. 373 Wings, .cleft or digitate. 1870 HOOKER Stud.
Flora 423 Spikes digitate, spikelets minute Cynodon. 1880

GRAY Struct. Bot. iii. 4. 101 Palmate or Digitate Leaves.,
in which the leaflets all stand on the summit of the petiole,

t B. as sb. A digitate quadruped (see A. i). Obs.

1661 LOVELL Hist. Anim. $ Min. Introd., Oviparous digi-

tates, having diverse toes, and bringing forth eggs.

Digitate (di-dgite't), v. [f. L. digit-us + -ATE 3
:

cf. DIGIT .]

f 1. trans. To point at with the finger ; fig. to

point out, indicate. Obs. rare.

1658 J. ROBINSON Eudoxa viii. 46 The supine resting on
Water onely by retention of Air. .doth digitate a reason.

2. inlr. To become divided into finger- like parts.

1756 STEDMAN Surinam II. xix. 68 These again diverge
or digitate in long broad leaves. 1840 G. ELLIS Anat. 39
Processes of it. .cross or digitate with the white bundles.

3. trans. To express with the fingers, (nonce-use.)
1823 New Monthly Mag. VII. 498 They talk with their

fingers and digitate quotations from Shakspeare.

Digitated (di-dgiWted), a. [f. L. digitdt-us
DIGITATE a. + -ED.]
1. Zool. and Bot. = DIGITATE a.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. vi. vi. 298 Animals niulti-

fidous, or such as are digitated or have severall divisions in

their feete. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp. s.v. Leaf, Digi-
tated Leaf, expresses a compound one, formed of a number
of simple foliola, placed regularly on a common petiole.

1839-47 TODD Cycl. Anat. III. 95/2 The structure alluded

to is a digitated extension of tne whole substance of the

upper part of the iris. 1840 F. D. BENNETT Whaling^ Voy.
1 1. 146 The bones of the arms coincide with those of digitated

quadrupeds. 1845 DARWIN Voy. Nat. xviii. (1879) 403 The
bread-fruit, conspicuous from its. -deeply digitated leaf.

2. Having divisions for the toes.

1882 Times 27 Mar. 6 Digitated stockings for pedestrians.
1882 Standard 19 Sept. 5/1 Digitated socks.

Digitately (di-d^ite'tli), adv. [f. DIGITATE a.

+ -LY 2
.] In a digitate manner.

1846 DANA Zooph. (1848) 619 Branches compressed, digi-

tately subdivided. 1882 BAKER in Jritl. Bot. XL 70 The
leaves are simple or digitately trifoliolate.

Digitation (didgit^-Jan). [f. DIGITATE v. or

a. : see -ATION. Cf. F. digitation Cotgr.]

( 1. A touching, or pointing, with the finger. Obs.

1658 PHILLIPS Digitation, a pointing with the fingers.

1688 R. HOLMK Armoury n. 387/1 Digitation .. is a bare or

simple touching of a thing. 1721-1800 in BAILEY.

2. The condition of being digitate ;
division into

fingers or finger-like processes.
[1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Digitation, the form of the fingers

of both hands joyned together, or the manner of their so joyn.

ing. Cotgr. 1721-1800 in BAILEY). 1847 CRAIG, Digitation,
division into fingers, or finger-like processes, as exhibited

by several of the muscles . . in their coalescence on the ribs.

3. concr. (Zool. and Bot.) One of a number of

finger-like processes or digitate divisions.

1709 BLAIR in Phil. Trans. XXVII. 114 Where the Liga-
ments cease, they become . . at their upper extremities half

round, and sometimes form'd into Digitations. 1802 BINGLEY
Anim. Biog. (1813) I. 17 Sometimes, as in the Bats, the

digitations of the anterior feet are greatly elongated. 1837

QUAIN Elem. Anat. (ed. 4) 350 Its anterior border presents

eight or nine fleshy points or digitations. 1856-8 W. CLARK
Fan rier Hoevm's Zool. I. 393 Wings.. clc

digitations.

cloven, with fringed

ritato- (didjit/'-to), comb, form of DIGITATE

a.
;
in Digitnto-pnlmate a., shaped like a hand

with finger-like divisions; Digitato-pinnate a.,

Bot. having finger-like divisions bearing pinnate
leaflets.

1846 DANA Zooph. (1848) 527 Apex often digitato-pahnate.



DIGITI-.

Digiti- (di-d^iti), combining form of L. digitus

finder (see DIGIT sl>.). Di-gitiform a., finger-like,

digitate. Di eritine'rvate, Di gitine rved, Dl-
gitine'rvous adjs., Hot., having the ribs of the
leaf radiating from the top of the leaf-stalk. Di-
gitipa-rtite, Di g-itipi'unate adjs. (see quot.).
1846 DANA Zooph. (1848) 433 The branchlets above nearly

simple, digit iform. 1849 51 TODD Cycl. A Hat. IV. ijiSA
The mouth, .is surrounded by six little digitiform processes.
1866 Tmis. /in/., Dixitincnietl, when the ribs of a leaf
radiate from the top of the petiole. 1870 BKNTLKV Bat. 156When there are more than 5 lobes of a similar character, it

is .metimes termed digitipartite. 1883 Syd. Soc. Lex.,
DifithMrnUa, Digitinervous. Ibid., Digitipinnate, term ap-
plied to leaves the petiole of which terminates in secondary

tioles bearing leaflets, either pinnate or digitate, forming
oubly compound leaves.

pe
do

Digitigrade (di-dsitigr^d), a. and sf>. Zool.

[a. ] . liigitigraJe, in mod.L. digitigrada (Cuvier
1817), f. L. digit-us (DIGIT) + -gradus, going,
walking.]
A. adj. Walking on the toes

; spec, in Zool. be-

longing to the tribe Digitigrada of Camivora (in
Cuvier's classification) ; also said of the feet, or
___ 11. _f ____ 1_ _. ___ __. 1 , y . -n

which tread only upon the toes .. have much longer legs
than plantigrade animals. 1839-47 TODD Cycl. Anal. III.
450/2 The feathered tribe traverse the surface of the earth
as digitigrade bipeds. 1881 MIVART Cat 129 The cat's mode
of progression is spoken of as digitigrade.
B. sli. A digitigrade animal. (Chiefly in //.)

1835 KIRBV Hob. A> [nst. Anim. II. xvii. 212 Digitigrades
. . consist of the feline, canine, and several other tribes. 1845WHEWELL Indie. Creator 41 Some of the orders of quad-
rupeds, namely the rodents, ruminants, digitigrades.
Hence Di'gitigra/dism, digitigrade condition.
1887 E. D. COPE Origin of Fittest 376 The groove of the

astragalus deepens coincidently with the increase of digit!-
gradism.

Di'gitin. Chem.
[f.

DIGITALIS + -IN : differen-
tiated from dtgitalin.} A crystalline substance
obtained from digitalis.
1879 WATTS Diet. Chem. yd Suppl. 647 A precipate is ob-

tained consisting of digitahn and digitin.

Digitize (di'd^itaiz), w. rare. [f. DIGIT + -IZE.]
trans. To manipulate or treat in some way with
the fingers : to finger ; to point at or count with
the fingers. Hence Digitizer.
a 1704 T. BROWN Wks. (1760) II. 211 (D.), None but the

devil, besides yourself, could have digitiz'd a pen after so
scurrilous a manner. 1730-6 BAILEY (folio). Digitize, to

point
to with the finger. 1767 G. CANNING Poems Pref. 3Your mere mechanical Digitizers of verses. 1813 HONE

Anc. Myst. 266 The sempstresses, who were very nicely
du;itising and pleating turnovers.

Digito-, shortened from digitalis : the basis of
the names of a series of chemical substances de-
rived from digitalis or fox-glove : see quots.
1863-71 WATTS Diet. Chem. if 330 Digitoleic acid, a kind

of fatty ncid contained in the leaves of Digitalis purpurea.
1875 H. G. WOOD Therap. (1879) '35 Digitonin is asserted
to form the bulk of the soluble digitalin of commerce, and

-"ft .'v * .", * ** WWMUUVU Hum ui^ii.ms leaves. it is a
combination of glycerin with digitoleic acid. Digito'nin, a
white amorphous substance . . is said to form a large part of
the soluble digitalis of commerce. Digita'xin . . is highly
poisonous. It forms colourless crystals. Digitares'in, ob-
tained, along with glucose and Digitonein, on boiling Digi-
tonin with dilute acids.

t Digla-diate, v. Obs. [ad. L. digladidri (.

di-, dis- asunder, in different directions +gladius a
sword : cf. gladiator^ intr. To ' cross swords '

;

to contend, dispute.
a 1656 HALES Cold. Rent. (1688) 56 Mutual Pasquils and

Satyrs against each others lives, wherein digladiating like
Eschines and Demosthenes, they reciprocally lay open each
others filthiness to the view and scorn of the world.

Digladiation (daiglaedw'-Jan). Now rare or
arch. Also 7 de-. [noun of action f. L. digladidrl :

see DIGLADUTK.]
1. Fighting or fencing with swords; hand-to-hand

fight.

1589 PUTTENHAM Eng . Poesie I. xvii. (Arb.) 52 In those
great Amphitheatres were exhibited all manner of other
shcwes . . as their fence playes, or digladiations of naked
men. 1650 R. STAPVLTON Strata's Low C. Warres ix. 44
iintrfia, His Digladiations in the night time. 171* tr.
faacirolliis' Strum Mem. II. xx. 393 This manner of Di-
gladiation was very ancient ; such was the Skirmish we read
of in the poet Horace.
2. Jig. Strife or bickering of words

; wrangling,
contention, disputation.
1590 R. BRUCE Serm. i. Bijb, Gif they had keeped the

Apostles words, .all this digladiatioun, strife and contention
appearandly had not

fallen out. a 1619 FOTHEHBY Atheom.
1- v. 9 3 u622) 34 Their contentions and digladiations grew
V u

so notor'ous
. *s made them all ridiculous. 1692

J. EDWARDS Kcmarkatle Texts 211 A Christian, whose
religion forbids all foolish bickerings and degladiations

digladiations readers are always ready to side with a new
writer.
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Digla-diator. Obs. or arch, [agent-n. f. L.
digtatliiiri, on analogy of GI.ADIATOB.] A com-
batant

; one who contends or disputes.
1803 Monthly Mag. XVI. 225 Those polemical digladi.

ators, who., divided and convulsed aft literary institu-
tions.

Diglot, diglott (dsi-glpt), a. and si. [ad. Gr.
8i'-vA<uTT-ot speaking two langnagcs, f. !-, ota- twice
+ -f\Sma, Attic for ykwaaa, tongue, language.]
Using or containing two languages, bilingual ; ex-

pressed or written in two languages ; also as sb.

A diglot book or version (cf. polyglot). So Di.
glo ttic a. (in quot., Speaking two languages) ;

DI glottlsm, the use of two languages, or of words
derived from two languages.

[tent wnicn nas no parallel in history. 1871 EARLE Patio,
*g. Tongue 78 Words run much in couples, the ont

being English the other French . . In the following . . there
are two of these diglottisms in a single line.

' Trouthe and
honour, fredom and curteisye '. 1885 Kept. Brit. * For.

.'"*
S?c' APP- B J01 * h' other edition [of the Breton

N. T.] is in diglot form with the Revised Ostervald New
Testament. 1890 Academy 8 Nov. 424/1 Of the Bibles, &c.,
printed in more than one language . . there are 21 English
'dl-glotts , 12 French, and 6 German.

Diglute, obs. f. DECLUTE, to swallow.

Diglyce-ric, -glyceride, -glycerol, -gly-
co-llic, Chem. : see Di- 2 2 d, and GLTCEBIC, etc.

1873 Formes' Chem. (ed. n> 626 Diglyceric acid has not
been actually obtained. IHa. 706 Diglycollic Acid is also
called Paramalic Acid. 1881 Nature XXIII. 245 Digly-
collic acid .. obtained by the action of sodium hydrate on
diglycollamic acid.

Diglyph (dai-glif). Arch. [mod. ad. Gr. &'-

yAwp-os doubly indented, f. &- twice + yAw/>fiF to

carve; cf. f.diglyfhe (Littre').] An ornament

consisting of a projecting face or tablet with two
vertical grooves or channels. (Cf. TBIGLYPH.)
J77-S CHAMBERS Cycl.. Diglyph, a kind of imperfect

triglyph, console, or the like, with only two chanels, or
engravings, instead of three. 1823 P. NICHOLSON Pract.
Build. 584 Diglyph, a tablet with two engravings or
channels. 1854 E. DE WARREN tr. De Saulc^s Round
Dead Sea II. 254 These metopes are divided from each
other by triglyphs, which may be called more correctly
diglyphs, as they only bear two flutes and two drops.

t Dignation (dign^-Jan). Obs. [a. OF. dig-
nation, -acton, ad. L. digndtion-em, n. of action f.

digndre, -an to think worthy, deign.]
The action of deeming or treating any one as

worthy, the conferring of dignity or honour ; favour
shown or honour conferred ; condescension: chiefly
said of the gracious action of a superior.
c 1450 tr. De Imitatione in. liv, For bou takist not bis wib

bin ovne boujt . . but onely by dignacion of be most hie
grace, & of godly beholdyng. 15*6 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de
W. 1531) 201 b, This werke is the effecte of his hye digna-
cion, power and goodnes. 1649 JEK- TAYLOR Gt. Exemp.i.l*.
22 S. Elizabeth . . wondering at the dignation and favour
done to her. 1659 HAMMOND On Ps. vui. Paraphr. 44 The
magnifying of God's wonderfull goodnesse . . and his digna-
tions to mankind, a 1703 BURKITT On N. T. Rom. vi. 19
The great dignation and gracious condescension of Christ.

1737 STACKHOUSE Hist. Bible (1767) IV. VL v. 207 A great
favour and dignation done her.

1' Digne, a. Obs. Also a. 4 dingne, dyngne,
5 dign, dynge, 5-6 dygne, 6 Sc. ding, dyng.
0. 4-5 deyn(e. [ME. digne, a, F. digne (nth
c. in Hatz.-Darm.), early ad. L. dignus worthy.
The form deyn might represent an OF. *dein,
inherited form of dignus : but cf. DAIN a.]
1. Of high worth or desert ; worthy,, honourable,

excellent (in nature, station, or estimation ; cf.

DIGNITY i, 2).

i97 R- GLOUC. (1724) 132 pe digne sege ywys. .bat at
London now ys. 1340 Ajieitf. 109 pe bri uerste benes of be
pater noster . . byeth be hejeste and >e dingneste. a n

~-. - -^. -k Mysi
my discipulis pat deyne is and dere. a 1450 Knt. de la Tour
ii. 5 It is an higher and more digne thinge forto praise and
thanke God. 1513 DOUGLAS j&ncis xm. be. 67 Of conquer-
ouris and soueran pryncis dyng [rime kyng], 1535 STEWART
Crffn. Scot. II. 367 With diamontis ding, and margretis
mony one. 1578 Pi. cvi. in Scot. Poems i6tA C. II. 107
Declair..Thy nobill actes and digne remembrance.
2. Worthy, deserving. Const of (to), or inf.
a *375 Joseph Arim, 252 Cum bou hider, losaphe ; for bou

art lugget clene, And art digne ber-to. c 1386 CHAUCER
Pars. T. F 715 Hem bat ;euen chirches to hem bat ben not
digne. c 1430 Lvoc. Bochas iv. ix. (1544) io6a, To write
also hys triumphes digne of glorye. c 1450 Merlin 583 Ye
be full digne to resceyve the ordre of ctuualrie. a 1554
LVNDESAV Tragedie 86 In France . . I did Actis ding of
Remembrance. 1643 PRVNNE Open. Gt. Stale 6 The state
of the Church is come unto this, tkat she is not digne to be
governed But of ill

Bishops.
3. Befitting, becoming, appropriate, fit. Const.

to, unto, of,for.
^1385 CHAUCER L. G. W. 1738 Lucrctia, Hyre cumin-

aunce is to here herte digne. c 1386 Man ofLaw's T.
680 O Domegyld, I haue non englisch digne Vnto by malice
and by tyrannye. ,1420 Pallad. on Husk. xi. 7 Lande
lene, or fatte, or drie, is for it digne. 1504 ATKVNSON tr.
De Imitatione HI. liv, Gyue dygne & moost large graces to
the hye goodnes of god. 1549 CHALONER Erasmus on Folly

DIGNIFY.
K ij a, All the worlde . . offreth me . . farrc dearer and more
digne sacrifices, than theirs are.

4. Having a great opinion of one's own worth
;

proud, haughty, disdainful
; esp. in phr. as digne

as ditch-water (cf.
'

stinking with pride '), as digne
as the devil. Cf. DAIN a.

'340-70 -4 lisaunder 313 t>e menne of bat marche .. were
so ding of beir deede, dedain bat they had bat any gome
under God gouern hem sholde. c 13(6 CHAUCER Prol. 517He (the Parson] was nat to synful man dcspitous Ne of his
spechc daungcrous ne digne. c 1386 Reeve't T. 44 She
was as digne \.Harl. Lansd. deyne) as water in a dlch, u
ful of hoker and of bismare. c 1394 P. PI. Cnde 355 For
wi)> be pnnces of pride be prechours dwellen

; bei ben digne
as be devel bat droppeb fro heuene. tola. 375 per b more
pryue pride in prechours hertes ban per lefte in Lucyfer er
he were lowe fallen ; bey ben digne as dich water.

tDi-gnely, adv. Obs. Also 4 -li, 4-5 -Hohe,
-lyche, 6 -lie. [f. prec. -f -LY 2.]
1. Worthily, honourably; befittingly, deservingly,

condignly.
c 1315 SHOREHAM 31 Thou hest of-served dygnelychc The

pyne of helle vcre. 1340 Aycnt. 20 pet fou ncre na>t
dignellche y-dijt be ssnfbe and by vor>enchinee. c 1380
WYCLIF Serm. Sel. Wks. II. fa pel wolen sitte wif lordis and
ladies at be mete ful dignely. c 1400 Tett. Lave l. (1561)
287 b/i The name of Goddes dignely ye mow beare. 1513
DOUGLAS &neis n. ProL 7 Bot sen I follow the poete pnn-
cipall . . God grant me grace him dingly to enstw. 1567
DRANT Horace Etist. A vi, When mortal! man cannot
reforme Nor dignely plage the cryme.
2. Haughtily, scornfully.
' '374 CHAUCER Troylus n. 975 (1024) Touchynge bi lettre

. . I wot thow nylt it digneliche endite.

t Digne-sse. Obs. [a. AFr. *dignesse, f. digne
worthy + -esse repr. L. -ilia : cf. tassesse, Hc/tesse,
vilesse, etc.] Worthiness, dignity ; haughtiness.
1399 LANGL. Rich. Redeles in. 127 Swiche ffresshe flbodis

beth ffeet in to chambris, And ffor her dignesse en-dauntid
of dullisshe nollis.

Signification (drgnifikv'-Jon). Now rare.

[ad. med. L. dignificdtion-em, n. of action from

dignificdre : cf. obs. F. dignificacion (Godef.).]
The action of dignifying, or fact of being dignified ;

conferring of dignity.
1577 DEE Relat. Spir. l. (1650) 63 In respect of thy digni-

fkation . . I say with the[e] Hallelujah, a 1611 DONNE
Bia9ai/aro (1644) 57 Humane nature after the first fall, till

the restitution and dignification thereof by Christ. 1653
WALTON Angler 13 Where a noble and ancient Descent
and such merits meet in any man, it is a double dignifica-
tion of that person, c 1781 in Boswell Johnson 4 June
an._ 1781 _Tot

demean themselves with . . equanimity, .upon
their . . dignification and exaltation.

Dignified (di-gnifaid), ///. a. [f. DIGNITY +
-EDI;]
1. Invested with dignity ; exalted.

1763 J. BROWN Poetry $ Mus. vi. 100 We shall see the
Bard s Character

rising again in its dignified State. 1781
COWPER Charity 2 Fairest and foremost of the train that
wait On man's most dignified and happiest state.

t 2. Holding a position of dignity ; ranking as
a dignitary (esp. ecclesiastical). Obs.

1667-8 MARVBLL Corr. xc. Wks. 1872-5 II. 240 It hath
bin . . mov'd to raise 100.000/1. . . upon the dignifyd Clergy.
1711 E. COOKE Voy. S. Sea 396 To the Cathedral belong . .

five dignify'd Priests, being the Dean, Arch-Deacon, School-
Master, Chanter, and Treasurer. 1716 AYLIFFE Parergon
6 Abbots are stiled dignify'd Clerks, as having some Dignity
in the Church. 1860 MRS. GASKELL Right at Last 30 My
father was the son of a dignified clergyman.
3. Marked by dignity of manner, style, or appear-

ance; characterized by lofty self-respect without

haughtiness ; stately, noble, majestic.
a i8ia J. S. BUCKMINSTER (Webster, 1828) To the great

astonishment of the Jews, the manners of Jesus are familiar,
yet dignified. 1840 CARLYLE Heroes v. (1891) 147 A Pulpit,
environed with all manner of complex dignified appurten-
ances and furtherances. 1853 J H - NEWMAN Hist. St.
(1873) II. n. xiii. 299 The general character of the oratory
was dignified and graceful. 1855 MACAU LAY Hist. Eng.
IV. 447 His State papers . . are models of terse, luminous,

was observed in the public streets.

Di-gnifiedly, adv. [f. prec. + -IY 2.] In a

dignified manner
; with dignity or its appearance.

1818 Chron. in Ann. See. 481 The same littleness of mind
which made .. Boniface dignifiedly incommunicative to all
without badges or titles. 1868 BROWNING King $ BUI. in.

391 Whereon did Pietro. .sally forth dignifiedly into the

square. 1883 Century Mag. XXX. 384 Verona is dignifiedly

disagreeable.

Dignifier (di-gnifoiai). [f. DIGNITY + -EB '.]
One who dignifies ; one who confers dignity.
i6ia R. SHELDON Serm. St. Martin's 50 God the Digni-

fier, the Sanctifier, and Beautifier of the sacrifice. 1741
RICHARDSON Pamela (1741) II. 284 The vilest lowest Taste
in his sordid Dignifier.

Dignify (di'gnifai), v. [a. OF. dignefier, dig-

nifier, ad. med.L. dignificdrc, f. dign-us worthy +
-ficdrc : see -FY.]
1. trans. To make worthy or illustrious; to confer

dignity or honour upon ; to ennoble, honour.
15*6 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 210 Illumyned & digny-

fyed of Chryst. 1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. IV, l. i. 22 Such a Day. .

Came not, till now, to dignifie the Times Since Caesars For-
tunes. rl6oo Setin.lxxxiv, He that writesof you.if hecan
tell That you are you, so dignifies his

story. 1667 MILTON
P. L . ix. 940 Us his prime Creatures, dignifi'd so high,Set over
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BIGNITARIAL.

all his Works. 1732 POPE Hor. Sat. n. ii. 141 No Turbots

dignify my boards. 1824 L. MURRAY Eng. Gram. (ed. 5) I.

357 As accent dignifies the syllable on which it is laid, and

makes it more distinguished by the ear than the rest. 1877
MRS. OMPHANT Makers Flor. Intrpd.

16 There arose to

dignify the struggle the moral principle which all this time

it had wanted.

b. To render majestic or stately.

1749 SMOLLETT Gil Bl. xi. v, He would write as well as'

he speaks, if, in order to dignify his style, he did not affect

expressions which render it stiff and obscure. ^1790 COWPKR
On Milton's P. L. I. 689 How an act or image, vulgar and

ordinary in itself, may be dignified by mere force of diction.

1791 Odyss. xxiii. 181 Then Pallas . . dignified his form
With added amplitude.

C. In lighter use : To represent as worthy (by

implication, as worthier than it is) ; to give a high-

sounding name or title to.

[1606 SHAKS. Tr, $ Cr. iv. v. 103 Yet glues he not till

judgment guide his bounty, Nor dignifies an impaire thought
with breath. 1665 GLANVILL Scepsis Sci. 80 'Tis usual for

men to dignifie what they have bestowed pains upon.]
1750 H. WALPOLEZ.^/. //. Mann (1834) II. ccxxii. 374 You
will think my letters are absolute jest and story books unless

you. .dignify them with the title of Walpoliana. 1791-1823
D'IsRAELi Cur. Lit. (1839) III. 341 The science of books,
for so bibliography is sometimes dignified. Mod. A school

dignified with the name of a college.

f 2. To invest with a dignity or honour ; to exalt

in rank
;
to confer a title of honour upon. ? Obs.

1563-87 FOXE A. fy M, (1596) 5/2 Emperors in ancient
time naue dignified them in titles, 1660 BLOUNT Boscohel
II. (1680) 21 The Earl of Southampton . . now with much
merit dignifyed with the great office of Lord High Trea-
surer. 1727 W. MATHER Yng. Man*s Comp. 105 Nor
ought Sons of the Nobility to be Dignified . . with less

than the Title of Honourable, as being their due by Birth-

Right.
Hence Di'gnifying vbl. sb. and///, a.

1630 R, JohnsotCs Kingd. fy Comtnw. 101 The Grand-

Seignior never nameth us with dignifying titles. 1639 LD.

DIGBY, etc. Lett. cone. Relig. (1657) 81 Those dignifying cir-

cumstances .. belong onely to such doctrines [etc.]. Ibid,

82 That seal, with those quarterings and dignifymgs where-
with you blazon it.

Dignitarial (dignitee'rial), a. [f. DIGNITARY
+ -AL.] Of or belonging to a dignitary.
1885 Ck. Times 20 Feb. 135/3 The perversity of the digni-

tarial mind was curiously exemplified.

Dignitary (di-gnitari), sb. (a.} Also 7 -ory.

[f.
L. digniteis or Eng. DIGNITY + -ABY : cf., for the

sense, prebendary^ for the form, L. vohmtartus

voluntary, from voluntas', so *dignitaire'b. (1752
in Trevoux).]
A. sb. One invested with a dignity; a personage

holding high rank or office, esp. ecclesiastical.

1672-3 MARVELL Reh. Transp. i. 282 There was a gentle-
man of your robe, a Dignitory of Lincoln, a 1745 SWIFT
(J.), If there be any dignitaries, whose preferments are . .

not liable to the accusation of superfluity. 1756-7 tr.

Keyslcrs Trav, (1760) I. 15 Princes, bishops, counts, rich

dignitaries, abbots. 1815 W. H. IRELAND Scribbleomania

248 A very high ecclesiastical dignitary. 1836 IRVING Astd*
ria I. 100 The captain . . paid a visit to the governor. This
dignitary proved to be an old sailor, by the name of John
Young. 1851 D. WILSON Prek. Ann. (1863) II. iv. ii. 266 It

represents three dignitaries, probably priests.

B. adj. Of, belonging to, or invested with
a dignity (esp. ecclesiastical).
1715 M. DAVIES Ath. Brit. 1. 163 The most eminent Digni-

tary Churchmen. 1733 NEAL Hist. Purit. II. 148 They
complimented the Roman Catholick priests with their dig-
nitary titles.

Dignito'tial, a. [erroneous for DIGNITABIAL.]
1817 T. C. BANKS (title\ History of the Ancient Noble

Family of Marmyun . . also their Dignitorial Tenures and
the services of London, Oxford, &c.

Dignity (di-gmti). Forms : 3-4 dignete, 3-6
-ite, 4 dyng-, dingnete, 4-5 dignitee, -ytee, 4-6
dy-, dignyte, 6-7 dignitie, 7- dignity, [a. OF.
dignettj F. dignitf (i 2th c. in Hatz.-Darm.), ad. L.

dignitdt-e?n merit, worth, f. dignus worthy: see
-ITY. Cf. also DAINTY, a. OF. deinlit, the inherited
form of dignitatem^
1. The quality of being worthy or honourable

;

worthiness, worth, nobleness, excellence.
a 1225 After. Jf. 140 Nis nout e3cene of hwuche dignite

heo [the soul] is, ne hu heih is hire cunde. c 1230 Halt
Meid. 5 Of se muche dignete, and swuch wuroschipe.
c'393 CHAUCER Gentilesse 5 For vn-to vertue longeth dig-
nytee. c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.)vL 18 A name of grete
dignitee and of grete worschepe. 1552 ABP. HAMILTON
Cattck. (1884) 20 Of the preeminens and excellent dignitiee
of the Pater noster. 1602 SHAKS. Ham. \, v. 48 From me,
whose loue was of that dignity, That it went hand in hand
even with the Vow I made to her in Marriage. 1657AUSTEN Fruit Trees i. n The dignity and value of Fruit-

him alone Who, in the silent hour of inward' thought, Can
still suspect, and still revere himself, In lowliness of heart.
1836 SIR H. TAYLOR Statesman^ xv. 107 It is of the essence
of real dignity to be self-sustained, and no man's dignity
can be asserted without being impaired. 1874 BLACKIE
Self-Cult. 75 The real dignity of a man lies not in what he
has, but in what he is.

t b. The quality of being worthy of something ;

desert, merit. Obs. rare.

356

commun rule of his giving or not giving grace, from mans
dignitie or indignitie.
2. Honourable or high estate, position, or esti-

mation
; honour; degree of estimation, rank.

c 1230 Halt Meid. 15 Eadi meiden, understond in hu heh
dignete be mihte of meidenhad halt te. 1340 Ayenb. 215
pere ssolle |?e greate Ihordes and be greate Ineuedyes
uoryete . . hare dingnete, and hare hesnesse. 1399 Rolls
Parl. III. 424/1 Ye renounsed and cessed of the State of

Kyng, and of Lordeshipp and of all the Dignite and Wir-

sshipp that longed therto. c 1400 Rom. Rose 7682 I . . have

pouste To shryve folk of most dignyte. 1538 STARKEY
England i. iv. 139 Gyuyng somewhat to the dygnyte of

presthode. 1594.
HOOKER Eccl. Pol. i. vi. (1611) 12 Stones,

though in dignitie of nature inferior to plants. i6ix SHAKS.
Wint. T. v. i. 183 His Sonne, who ha's (His Dignitie, and
Dutie both cast off) Fled from his Father, from his Hopes,
and with A Shepheards Daughter. 1711 SWIFT Lett, (1767)
III. 177, I fear I shall be sometimes forced to stoop beneath

my dignity, and send to the ale-house for a dinner. 1751
HARRIS Hermes (1841) 119 There is no kind of subject,

having its foundation in nature, that is below the dignity
of a philosophical inquiry. 1786 HAN. MORE Florio 78
Small habits well pursued betimes, May reach the dignity
of crimes. 1891 Law Times XCII. 12^/1 The post of Irish.

Chancellor has increased rather than diminished in dignity
since the Union.

fig> IS41 COPLAND GuydotCs Quest, Ckirurg. H j b, May
the herte . . sustayne dysease longe? Answere. No, for his

great dygnyte. 1656 RIDGLEY Pract. Phystck 215 Consider
the dignity of the part affected, so that the heart must not
be tryed by vehement remedies,

b. collect. Persons of high estate or rank (cf.

the quality}.
1548 W. PATTEN Exped, Scott. Pref. in Arb. Gamer III.

73 My Lord's Grace, my Lord ofWarwick, the other estates

of the Council there, with the rest of the dignity of the

army did . . tarry . . at Berwick. 1793 BURKE Corr. (1844)
IV. 149, I cannot see the dignity of a great kingdom, and,
with its dignity, all its virtue, imprisoned or exiled, without

great pain.
attrib. 1833 MARRYAT P. Simple xxxi, A dignity ball is

a ball given by the most consequential of their coloured

people [in Barbadoes].

3. An honourable office, rank, or title ; a high
official or titular position.
c\

Ed

dignete, And was pope brytty }er. 1520 Caxton's Chron.
Eng. ccxxxvi. 258 Tho that were chose to bisshoppes sees and
dignytees. 1548 HALL Chron., Edw. IV, 208 Edward duke
of Yorke, whiche . . had untrewly usurped the Croune and
Imperial dignitie of this realme. 1659 B. HARRIS Pari-val's
Iron Age 123 He procured the Dignity of General to be
taken away from the duke of Frithland. 1726 AYLIFFE
Parergon 98 By a Dignity, we understand that Promotion
or Preferment, to which any Jurisdiction is annex'd. 1781
GIBBON Decl. $ F. III. 231 He . . distributed the civil and
military dignities among his favourites and followers. 1844
LINGARD Anglo-Sax, Ch. (1858) I. i. 18 The dignity of
Roman prefect. 1884 L'Ppol Mercury 3

Mar. 5/1 Her Ma-
jesty has conferred the dignity of a viscountcy upon Sir

Henry B. W. Brand.

b. transf. A person holding a high office or

position ; a dignitary.
c 1450 HOLLAND Howlat 690 Denys and digniteis. 1598

FLORIO Ep. Ded., That I .. may .. entertaine so high, if

not deities yet dignities. 1611 BIBLE Jude 8 These filthy
dreamers .. speake euill of dignities. 1656 HEYLIN Snrv,
France 93 There is. .in this Church a Dean 7 Dignities and
50 Canons. 1667 MILTON P. L. i. 359 Godlike shapes and
forms.. Princely Dignities, And Powers thatearst in Heaven
sat on Thrones. 1865 KINGSLEY Herew, i, Thou art very
like to lose thy tongue by talking such ribaldry of dig-
nities.

4. Nobilityor befitting elevation of aspect, manner,
or style ; becoming or fit stateliness, gravity. (Cf.
DIGNIFIED 2.)

1667 MILTON P. L. vm. 489 Grace was in all her steps . .

In every gesturf dignitie and love. 17*5 POPE Odyss, vi.

73 A dignity of dress adorns the Great. 1752 FIELDING
Amelia i. vm, He uttered this, .with great majesty, or, as he
called it, dignity. 1811 SYD. SMITH Wks. (1859) I. 205/1
AH establishments die of dignity. They are too proud to

think themselves ill, and to take a little physic. 1853 J. H.
NEWMAN Hist. Sk. (1873) II. H. i. 248 He preserved in his

domestic arrangements the dignity of a literary and public
man. 1854 J. S. C. ABBOTT Napoleon^ (1855) II.xxx. 557 He
opposed the effect of these instructions with such silent

dignity as to command general respect. 1878 B. TAYLOR
Deukalion n. iv. 77 So much of dignity in ruin lives.

b. Rhet,
1828 WEBSTER, Dignity^ in oratory, one of the three

parts of elocution, consisting in the right use of tropes and
figures.

5. AstroL A situation of a planet in which its

influence is heightened, either by its position in the

zodiac, or by its aspects with other planets.
(1391 CHAUCER AstroL Table of Contents, Tables of

dignetes of planetes. Ibid. n. 4 The lord of the assendent
..whereas he is m his dignite and conformed with frendly
aspectys of planetes. 1632 MASSINGER City Madam n. u,
Saturn out of all dignities . . and Venus in the south angle
elevated above him. 1647 LILLY Chr. Astral, vi. 49 Al-
mnten, of any house is that Planet who hath most dignities
in the Signe ascending or descending upon the Cusp of any
house. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey) s.v., In Astrology,
Dignities are the Advantages a Planet has upon account of
Us being in a particular place of the Zodiack, or in such
a Station with other Planets, etc. by which means its Influ-
ences and Virtue are encreas'd, 1839 BAILEY Festns (1872)
121 Ye planetary sons of light ! Your aspects, dignities,
ascendances.

t 6. The term for a (

company' of canons. Obs.
1486 Bk, St. Albans F vij a, A Dignyte of chanonys.

DIGRESS.

f7. Alg. = POWER. Obs.

1715 Phil. Trans. XXIX. 211 Mr. Newton introduced
.. the Fract, Surd, Negative and Indefinitive Indices of

Dignities.

II 8. [Erroneous or fantastic rendering of Gr.

d^iojfta 'honour, worth, dignity', also 'first prin-

ciple, axiom '.] A self-evident theorem, an axiom.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. i. vii. 25 These Sciences

[mathematics], concluding from dignities and principles
knowne by themselves, they receive not satisfaction from

probable reasons, much lesse from bare and peremptory
asseverations.

f Di-gnorate, v. Obs. rare--. [f. L. dJgnoraret

quoted in the same sense from Paul, ex Fest.]
1623 COCKERAM, Dignorate, to marke a beast. 1656 BLOUNT

Glossogr., Dignorate^ to mark, as men do beasts, to know
them.

| Digno'SCC, z>. Obs. [ad. L. dignoscere to

recognize apart, distinguish, f. di-, dis-t
Di- 1 +

(g^noscfre to know.]
To distinguish, discern, a. trans.
a 1639 SPOTTISWOOD Hist. Ck. Scot. iv. (1677) 200 AH the

Painters and Writers were called for dignoscmg the letters

and draughts. 1645 Liberty of Consc, 16 The true wor-

shippers of God cannot be certainly and infallibly dignosced
from the false worshippers. 1671 Trite Nonconf. 391 The
consideration . . whereupon the right dignoscing of such
deeds doth mostly depend, is oftentimes most difficult.

b. intr. To discern ; to decide.

1641 Sc. Acts Chas. I (1870) V. 344 Who shall have

pouer to dignose and take cognitione whither the same
falles within the said act of pacificatione. 1676 W. Row
Contn. Blair*s Autobiog. xii. (1848) 539 A committee ap-
pointed to dignosce upon the supplication.

Hence jDigno'scible a., discernible ; ( Dig-no s-

citive a., having the quality of discerning.
1671 True Nonconf, 180 As dignoscible by . . these cha-

racters, as the night is by darkness. 1674 [Z. CAWDREY]
Catholicon 22 That dignoscitive power . . whereby their

spiritual sense discerns betwixt good and evil.

tDigno'te, v. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. \Jt *dlgnot

ppl. stem of dtgnoscere] = DIGNOSCE.
1657 TOMLINSON Renou's Dt$p. Pref., Every Simple.,

may be dignoted in its nature and quality.

T" DigUO'tion. Obs. [n. of action f. dignot-

ppl. stem of L. digndscgre : see DIGNOSCE and -ION.]
The action of distinguishing or discerning ; a dis-

tinguishing mark or sign.
1578 BANISTER Hist. Man i. 10 The dignotion of sauors.

1657 TOMLINSON Renoifs Disp. 42 That this dignotion may
be certain. 1658 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud, Ep. v. xxii. 327
Temperamentall dignotions, and conjecture of prevalent
humours.

1* Di'gHOUS, a. Obs. [f. L. digtt-us worthy +

-ous.] Worthy, honourable.

1630 T. WESTCOTE Devon. 170 A dignous family of this

diocese. Ibid. (1845) 314 The ancient and dignous family _

of Coffin.

Digoneutic (dsigonizZ'tik), a. Entom. [f. Gr.

5c, twice + yovev-w to beget, of which the vbl. adj.

would be *7oi/ur-os.] Producing two broods in

a year; double-brooded. Hence Digoneu tism,
the condition of being digoneutic.
18898. H. SCUDDER in 7Va/ttXXXIX. 319 Capt.Elwes..

fails to make a distinction between the successive seasonal
forms of a digoneutic butterfly.

Digonous (di'giTnss, dai-), a. Bot. [ad. mod.
L. digon-us, f. Gr. 8t-, twice + -yowos "angled : cf.

rpiywvos three-cornered.] Having two angles.
1788 JAS. LEE Jntrod. Bot. in. iv. (ed. 4) 181 Digonous,

Trigonous, Tetragonous. .having two, three, four. .Angles,
iSSain Syd. Soc. Lex.

t Digradua-tion. Obs. var. of DEGRADATION *
:

Cf. also DlSGBADUATE V.

1577 HANMER Anc. Eccl, Hist. (1619) 218 But Eusebius. .

wrote unto Alexander that he should revoke the depriva-
tion and digraduation past.

Di'gram. A proposed synonym of DIGRAPH.
1864 in WEBSTER.

Digraph, (dai-graf). [f. Gr. 5t- twice, Di- 2, f

7pa<iy writing, etc.] A group of two letters ex-

pressing a simple sound of speech.
a 1788 T. SHERIDAN (L.), AH improper diphthongs, or, as

I have called them, digraphs, are changed into the single
vowels which they stand for. x8ia J. C. HOBHOUSE Journey
Albania App. 1061 If these combinations of vowels had
been distinguished in writing only, .their name would have
been digrap/is, and not dipthongs. 1873 EARLE Philol. Eng.
Tongue 193 He would therefore recognise the consonantal

digraphs cn
t gh..sh t th, ivh

t ng", as alphabetic characters.

1877 SWEET Phonetics 174 If . . we exclude new letters, .we
are obliged to fall back on digraphs.

Digraphic (daigne'fik), a, [f. prec. + -1C:

after Gr. ypa<f>iK6$j pertaining to writing, graphic.]
1. Pertaining to or of the nature of a digraph.
1873-4 SWEET Hist. Eng. Sounds 23 Cases of the arbitrary

use of consonants as digraphic modifiers also occur.

2. Written in two different characters or alphabets.
1880 Scribner's Mag. June 205 This was a bilingual (or

digraphic, as both inscriptions are in the same language),

published by De Vogue. 1895 Times 5 Feb. 12/3 The Di-

graphic Copybook, Longhand and Shorthand.

Di-grave, obs. or dial. var. of DIKE-GRAVE.
1721-1800 BAILEY, Digra-ve> Dike-grave^ an Officer who

takes Care of Banks and Ditches.

Digress (digre-s, dsi-), v. Also 6-7 disgress.

[f. L. digress- ppl. stem of dzgredT to go aside,

depart, f, di- t Dis- i +gradi to step, walk, go.]



DIGRESS.

1. intr. To go aside or depart from the course or

track ;
to diverge, deviate, swerve.

!* HULOET, Uigresse or go a liltle out of the palhe,

dimilior. IJ8* N. LICHEPIELD tr. Castanheda Conq. k.

Ind 6; b It was not vnpossible but that they might some-

what iliuresse from iheir right course. 1603 Dm**Grfatl
(Shaks Soc.) 22, I must disgrcss from this bias, and leave

you 1649 Alcoran 86 God. .punisheth them that dlgresse

from the right path. 1750 JOHNSON Kamtkr No. 25 f n
Frighted from digressing into new tracts of learning. iSiJ

I AMH Klin Scr. II. Superannuated man, I find myself in

Bond Street. .1 digress into Soho, to explore a bookstall.

+ b. Astron. Cf. DIOBESSION 3. Obs.

1601 HOLLAND 1'liny I. 12 Shee (Venus) bc^innes to di-

Kressr in latitude and to diminish her motion from the

morn rising : but to be retrograde, and withall to dlgresse

in ahitudc from the euening station.

1 2. Jig. To depart or deviate (from a course,mode

of action, rule, standard, etc.); to diverge. Obs.

1571 GOLDING Calvin on f's. Ixxi. 16 As the other trans-

nOLLANH ftMturt.ft J J'lur. 2 DlgrCSSC gOOU -.- .. ... ";-
lewd songs. 1611 USSHER in Gulch Coll. Cur. I. 39 The

subjects rebelled, and digressed from their allegiance.

f3. To diverge from the right path, to trans-

gress. Obs.

,541-93 [see DIGRESSING below]. 1640 G. WATTS tr.

I!,,. ,'ii't Adv. Learn, vti. iii. (R.), So man, while he aspired

to be like God in knowledge, digressed and fell.

t b. trans. To transgress. Obs.

1591 WYRLEY Armorie 56 Faire points of honor I would

nol disgrcsse.

4, intr. To deviate from the subject in discourse

or writing. (Now the most frequent sense.)

1530 PALSGR. 516/1, I dygresse from my mater and talke

of a thyng that nothynge belongeth therunto. 1555 EDKN
Decades 8 To returne to the matter from which we haue

digressed. 1597 MORLEY Introd. Mus. 74 Let vs come

againe 10 our example from which wee haue much dis-

gressed. 168* BURNET Rights Princes viii. 292, I shall not

digress lo give any accounl of ihese. 17*7 SWIFT Modest

Proposal, I have too long digressed, and therefore shall

return to my subject. 175* JOHNSON Rambler No. 200 f 10

While we were conversing upon such subjects . . he fre-

iiiH'ntly digressed into directions to the servant. 1813 W.
TAYLOR in Ann. Rev. I. 374 Mr. P. digresses on ihe subject

of parliamentary reform. 1869 FARRAR Fam. Speech in.

(1873)99, I will not here digress into the interesting ques-

tion as to the origin of writing.

Hence Digre sslng vbl.sb. and///, a., Digre's-

siiigly ,t,!::

1529 MORE Com/, agst. Trio. n. Wks. 1200/1 Were it

properly perteining to y" present matter, or sumwhat dis-

gressing therfro. 1541 Act 33 Hen. VIII, (Bolton Stat.

/ret. (1621) 218) Albeit that upon any disloyaltie or distress-

ing contrary to the duety of a subject. 1593 SHAKS. Rich. 11,

v. iii. 66 This deadly blot, in thy digressing sonne. 1864

Q. Rev. CXVI. 168 The sarcophagus on which appears the

incident we have thus digressingly analysed.

t Digress, sb. Obs. [ad. L. dtgress-us depar-

ture, f. ppl. stem of digredT : see DIGRESS v.~\
-=

DIGRESSION t.

1598 YONC Diana 76, I thee espie Talking with other

Shepherdesses, All is of (castes and brauerie, Who daunceth

best, and like digresses. 1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. xi. x. $ 43

Nor let any censure this a digress from my history. 1679

HwmKcyScript. i. 9, 1 am driven . .here . . to a bnef Digress.

Digresser (digre-sw, dai-). [f. DiaiiEss v. +
-EB IJ One who digresses.

1654 BAXTER (title\ Reduction of a Digresser or Mr. Bax-

ter's reply to Kendall's Digression. 18*4 Score St. Ronan's

xiv, Who, though somewhat of a digresser himself, made
little allowance for the excursions of others.

Digression (digre'Jan, dsi-). Also 5-7 dis-,

}-8 de-. [a. OF. disgressiun, digressiun (isth

c.), mod.F. digression, ad. L. digression-cm, n. of

action from digredt: see DIGRESS .]

1. The action of digressing, or turning aside from

a path or track ; swerving, deviation. (Now some-

what rare in /('A sense.)

155* HULOET, Digression, digressio. 1670 COTTON Esfer-
non i. iv. 144 By this little digression into Gascony, the

Duke had an opportunily . . to re-inforce himself with some

particular Servants of his. 1673 RAY Journ. Low C. Rome

379 We made a digression to S. Marino. 18*3 J. D.

HUNTER Captiv. N. A liter. 86 This digression up the

Kansas was undertaken [etc.].

t b. Jig. Moral deviation or going astray. Obs.

1509 HMVES Past. Pitas, i. xxi, Nature . . More stronger

had her operacion Then she had nowe in her digression.

1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. i. ii. 121, I may example my digres-

sion hy some mighty presidenl. 1593 Lucr. 202 I hen

my digression is so vile, so base, That it will Hue engrauen
in my face.

t C. Deviation from rule. Obs.

1615 CROOKE Body ofMan 299 Monsters Aristotle calleth

Excursions and Digressions of Nature.

2. Departure or deviation from the subject in

discourse or writing ; an instance of this. (The
earliest and most frequent sense.)
c 1374 CHAUCER Troylus i. 87 (143) It were along disgression
Fro my matcre. 1430 LYDG. Chron. Troy i. i, I wyll no

longer make disgression. 1494 FABYAN Chron. iv. Ixix. 49,

I woll retourne my style to Octauis, from whom I haue

made a lonne degression, a 1535 MOKE De gnat. Noviss.

Wks. 99 Which thyng I might proue . . sailing that the

degression would be ouer long. l6ai Three Quest. Anfftv.

"if. Fourth Commandin. 6 But this, by way of dis-

ssion. l7J Essex Papers (Camdcnl I. 206, I begg y
-
illencies pardon for this degression. 1751 JOHNSON

i

357

Rambler No. 147 r 7 Without . . any power of starting into

gay digressions. 1813 SCOTT KtMf\. x, (He] started from

the theme, to range In loose digression wild and strange.

1863 MRS. OLIPHANT Salem Ch. xiii, Breaking off now and

then into a momentary digression.

8. A$tron. and Physics. Deviation from a parti-

cular line, or from the mean position ; deflexion ;

e.g. of the sun from the equator, or of an inferior

planet from the sun (-ELONGATION i).

1646 SIR T. HROWNE Pseud. Ef. vi. iv. 288 This digression

[ofthe Sun] is not equal), but neare the >Equinoxiall intersec-

tions it is right and greater, near the Solstices, more oblique

and lesser. 1705 C. PURSHALL Meek. Macrocosm 122 \heir

Degression, or Departure North, and South, are sometimes

Greater, and sometimes Less, than that of the Sun. 1756

tr. Gregoryi Astron. I. 116 These lesser Bodies may be

lessen'd till that digression or those mutual attractions be

less than any given ones. 1837 BREWSTER Magnet. 215

The needle having arrived at the limit of its western digres-

sion. 1847 CRAIG, Digression, in Astronomy, the apparent

distance of the inferior planets, Mercury and Venus, from

the sun. n

Digressions! (digre-Janal), a. [f. prec. + -AL.j

Of or pertaining to digression; characterized by

digression.
1785 WARTON Notes on Milton's Juvenile Poems (T.),

Milton has judiciously avoided Fletcher's digressional orna-

DIIAMB.

38 Variations of temperature produce a . . difference in .

a crystal of carbonate of lime . . As the temperature increate*,

the obtuse dihedral angles diminish . . so that its form ap-

proaches that of a cube. 1863-7* WATTS Viet. Chem. II.

124 [In the rhombic dodecahedron] The dihedral angle*
ormed by the meeting of the faces are all equal to laoP.

2. Math. Of the nature of a dihedron.

He adds a short digressional history of the fortunate shot.

Digressionary (digre-fanari), a. [f. as prec.

+ -AKY.] Of the nature of a digression.

1741 Bttlerton's Eng. Stage 4 A . . short digressionary

History of the Fate and Fortunes of the most considerable

Actresses. 1859 LEVER Davenport Dunn i,
All this is, how-

ever, purely digressionary.

Digressive (digre'siv, dsi-), a. [ad. L. di-

gressiv-us, f. digress- ppl. stem of dtgredt: see

DIGRESS v. and -IVE.]

1. Characterized by digressing; diverging from

the way or the subject ; given to digression ;
of the

nature of, or marked by, digression.
c 1611 CHAPMAN Iliad xiv. 105 These digressive things

Are such as you may well endure. 1641
' SMECTYMNUUS

Vind. A <trm. 2. 30 We will not make digressive excur-

sions into new controversies. 1651 BAXTER Inf. Baft. Apol.

oi me suDjeti i ii uuwu iu > * wj" -yj -- --

39 (Seagar) Pindar is perpetually digressive and nils up his

poems with fables of the gods and heroes. 1874 I . HARDY
Farfrom Madding Crowd I. xxvi. 285 That remark seems

somewhat digressive.

t 2. That turns any one out of his way. Obs. rare.

0611 CHAPMAN Iliad
1

x. Argt., Then with digressive wiles

they use their force on Rhesus' life.

Hence Digre'SBivelymfo., in a digressive manner ;

Digre-ssiveness, the quality of being digressive.

1731-1800 BAILEY, Dirrcssively, by way of Digression.

^jK Woman ofHonor IV. 92 An example, which
you

will

hardly think digressively introduced. 1877 H. A. PAGE

De Oninty II. xfx. 163 If it is to blame for not a little of

his digressiveness, still it imparts to everything he does

a bouquet. 1879 FAKRAR St. Paul II. App.6n The digres-

siveness becomes more diffuse.

I! Digue. [F- digue, in OF. also dique, a. Flem.

dijk, DIKE q.v.]
= DIKE. (In reference to Hol-

land, Flanders, or France. Now only used for

local colouring.)
15*3 LD. BERNERS Froiss. 4b/i With the fyrste flodde they

can^T before the Digues of Holande [fr. Dignes; hence

GRAFTON Chrm. II. 210 dignesse]. 1645 City Alarumi 10

Opposing a Digue to slop the torrent. 1673 TEMPLE Obs.

United frov. Wks. 1731 I. 13 In Zealand they absolutely

gave over the working at their Digues. 1701 DENNIS Monu-

ment xvi. 8 Whose stately Tow'rs Are to the Storms of

Arbitrary Pow'r, What its Digues are to the Tempestuous
Main. 1886 A thtnxum 22 May 686/1 Girls gossiping on the

digue of stone which defends the place against the sea.

Digust, rare obs. var. of DISGUST.

II Digynia (daidsi-nia).
Bot. [mod.L. (Linnieus

1735)?. Gr. Si-, Vl-Z + fvvfi woman, wife + abstr.

ending -10, -ia.] The second Order in many classes

of the Linnsan Sexual System, comprising plants

having two pistils.

176. in HUDSON FloraAnglic*. 1794 Vltxnii Rotate* s

Bot x. QO. 1858 CARPENTER Veg. Phys. 458 One
portion

of the class Pentandria, order Digynia, corresponds with

the Natural Order Umbelliferae. .

Hence Di-ffyn, a plant of the order Digynia

Digy-nlan, Dlgynious aifjs., belonging to the

order Digynia; Di'gynous (dai'djinss) a., having

two pistils.
1806 I. GALPINE Brit. Sot. 390 Carex Digynous; spikes

filiform. i8 WEBSTER, Digyn. Ibid., D'tynian. .847

CRAIG, Dieyniotis. 1850 COMSTOCK Introd. Bot. (ed. ai

470 (Gloss) Digynous, having two styles.

Dihedral (doihrdral), a. Cryst. Also diedral

[f.
next + -AL : cf. F. dildrt in same sense.]

1. Having or contained by two planes or plane

faces. Dihedralangle, the inclination of two planes

which meet at an edge. Dihedral summit, a summi'

(of a crystal) terminating in a dihedral angle.

1799 G. SMITH Laboratory I. 2 Terminating in dihedra

pyramids. 1808 THOMSON in Phil. 7>aiw. XCVIII.
651

Oxalate of potash .. crystallizes in flat rhomboids, .termi

nated by dihedral summits. 1816 HENKY Elem, Chem. I

lihedral group of substitutions.

Dihedron (daihf-dr<fa). Math. [mod. f. Gr. &-,

Sio- twice + fJpa seat, base : cf. tetrahedron.} In

he geometrical theory of group*, the portion of

wo superposed planes bounded by (or contained

within) a regular polygon.
According to Klein, the six regular solids are dibedron

ditder) tetrahedron, octahedron, cube or hexahedron,

kosahedron, pentagon-dodecahedron.
[1818 WEBSTER, Dihedron, a figure with two sides.] 1888

G. G. MORRICE tr. F. Klein's Ltd. on Ikosahedron 3 We
can denote this latter by considering the portion of the plane

imitcd by the sides of the n-gon to be doubled, as a regular

solid a dihedron, as we will say : only that this solid, con-

trary to the elementary notion of such, encloses no space.

Dike-lies. Astr. Also diheliura (in mod.

Diets, dihely). [mod.L. f. Gr. 8<- - tia through

T IjAios sun.] (See quot.1
17*7-51 CHAMBERS Cycl.. Dihelios, in the elliptical

astro-

nomy, a name which Kepler gives to that ordinate of the

ellipsis, which passes through the focus, wherein the sun is

supposed to be placed.

Dihe-ptyl. Chem. : see Di- 2 and HEPTYL.

Dihexagonal (daMieksre-g&ial), a. Cryst.

[f. Di- 2 +HEXAOOKAL.] Having twelve angles,

of which the first, third, fifth, . . . eleventh, are

equal to one another, and the second, fourth, sixth,

. . . twelfth, also equal to one another, but those

of the one set not equal to those of the other ;
as

a dihcxagonal pyramid or prism. See also qnot.

1864.
1864 WEBSTER, Dihexagonal, consisting of two hexagonal

parts united ; thus, a dihexagonal pyramid is composed of

two hexagonal pyramids placed base to base. 1895 STORY-

MASKELYNE Crystallog. 141 Symmetry of aformdihexagonal.

Ibid. 277 Two dihexagonal quoins form the vertices of

the pyramids, and are composed by edges S and S alternat-

ing with each other, adjacent edges representing dihedral

angles of different magnitude. Ibid. 278 The dihexagonal

prism or hexagonal diprism.

t Di-hexahe'dral, a. Cryst. Obs. [f.
as next

+ -AL.] Having twice six faces : see quot.

1805-17 R. JAMESON Char. Min. (ed. 3) 203 Di-htxa-

hcdral (di-hexaedre), when it is a six-sided prism, having

three planes on the extremities. [204] Example, Di-hexa-

hedral felspar (feldspath di-hexaedre), which is a broad six-

sided prism, bevelled on the extremities, the bevelling P'^nes

set on two opposite lateral edges, and on each of the

extremities, one of the angles, formed by the meeting of In

bevelling planes with the lateral edges, and on which they

are set, truncated.

Di-hexahe-dron. Cryst. [f. Di- 2 + HEXA-

HEDRON.] A six-sided prism with trihedral s

mils, making twelve faces in all. Also sometimes,

a double hexagonal pyramid.
1888 A mer. Naturalist XXII. 247 Dihexahedra of quartz

and various rare minerals are noted in them (trap dikes in

Scotland].

Dihoti, var. of DIOTI, wherefore.

tDi-htende. Obs. rare- 1
, [early ME., snbst.

use of pr. pple. of dihten, OE. dihtan to rule : see

DIOHT.] Ruler, disposer.
ciioo Trin. Coll. Ham. 123 Almihti god . shuppende and

wealdende . and dihtende of alle shafte.

Dihydric (dsihai-drik), a. Chem. [f.
Di- * +

HYDBIC.] Applied to a compound of two atoms

of hydrogen with an acid radical ; denoting dibasic

acids regarded as salts of hydrogen, as dihydric

sulphate = sulphuric acid H a SO,.
i87 HARLKY Mat. Med. 187 It . . is readily soluble in

water acidulated with an excess of citric acid, when the

acid or magnesic dihydric citrate is formed.

Dihydrite (daihai-dreit). Min. [f.
Gr. -,

Di- 2 + voojp, ity- water + -ITE.] A variety of

pseudomalachite or native phosphate of copper,

containing two equivalents of water.

1868 DANA Min. 568.

Dihydro-, dihydr-. Chem. [f.
Di-* +

HYDB(O)-.] Having two atoms of hydrogen in

combination.

1873 Fames' Chem. (ed. 11) 334 Dihydro-tetrasodic car-

bonate may be regarded as a compound of the neutral and

"Dihydrobromide, -chloride, -iodide. Chem.

See Di- 2 and HYDBOBBOMIDE, etc.

1873 Fownes' Chem. (ed. it) 559 The dihydrobromides

and dihydriodides have the same composition as the 01-

bromides of the olefines. _ T

Dihydro-xyl, a. Chem. See Di-2 and HY-

DKOXYL.
j875 H. C. WOOD Theraf. (1879) 7 Th dihydroxyle

quinia is physiologically inert.

Diiamb (dsiiaiarmb).
Pros. Also in L. lorm

diiambus (in 8 dijambus). [ad. L, di-iambus,

Gr. oifa/1005 a double iambus, f. Ji-, Di- - + ia/tfos

iambus.] A metrical foot consisting of two iambs.



DI-IODIDE.

1733 CHAMBERS Cycl. Stiff., Dijcunbus . . is compounded
of two iambics, as severitas. 1844 BECK & FELTON tr.

M link's Metres 10 Feet of six times . . -^ - w- Diiambus,
Diiamb.

Di-iodide (dai|3i-<Maid). Chem.
[f.

Di-2 +

IODIDE.] A compound of two atoms of iodine

with a dyad element or radical, as mercuric di-io-

dide, Hg I2 .

1873 f'cnvrms' Cfaitt. (ed. n) 227 The di-iodide melts at

no . 1881 Athenxum 9 Apr. 496/1 On the Co-efficients of

Expansion of the Diiodide of Lead (Pb Is).

Di-i'odo-, di-i'od-. Chem. [f. Di-
2 + IOD(O)-.]

Having two atoms of iodine replacing two of

hydrogen, as di-iodomethane CH 2 Ii.

1869 ROSCOE Elem. Chem. 417 Prepared by the action of
caustic potash on di-bromo- or di-iodo-salicylic acid. 1877
WATTS nmuaf Chew. II. 68 Di-iodometha_ne. .crystallises
in colourless shining laminae of specific gravity 3-34.

Di-isopentyl, di-isopropyl. Chem. See Di- 2

and Iso-.

Diject, obs. erron. form of DKJECT v.

t Diju'dicaut. Obs. rare. [ad. L. dijudicant-

em, pr. pple. of dijfidicare : see next.] One who
judges, determines, or decides.
1661 GLANVILL Sctfsis Set. xxvii. 226 If great Philosophers

doubt of many things, which popular dtjudicants hold as
certain as their Creeds. 1691 WOOD A tk. Oxon. II. 496 He
. . did altogether disapprove the streightness and sloath of
elder dijudicants.

Dijudicate(d3i|dg-dike!t),w. Novft-are. [f.

L. dtjildicdt-, pa. ppl. stem oidljudicdre to judge,
determine, f. dl- apart (Di- 1) + judicare to judge.]
a. intr. To judge or pass judgement between con-

tending parties or in contested matters ; to deter-

mine, decide.

1607 WALKJNGTON
OJ>t.

Glass 3 The . . touchstone of true
wisdome which dijudicates not according to external sem-
blances. 1641 BKATHWAIT En%. Intelligencer n, It being
solely in your powers to dijudicate of his necessity. 1656
in BLOUNT Glosso^r. 1676 W. HUBBARD Happiness of
People 5 Dijudicating of the time and season.

b. trans. To judge of; to pronounce judgement
on, decide formally or authoritatively.
1666 J. SMITH Old Age (ed. 2) 41 To dijudicate them as

they are in themselves, and to discern them as they differ

from all other. 1865 PUSEY Eirenicon 32 [tr. Bossuet\ The
matter being dijudicated.

Hence Diju'dicating vbl. sb.

a 1656 HALES Gold. Rem. 260 (T.) The church of Rome. .

commends unto us the authority of the church in dijudicat-
ing of scriptures.

Dijuclica'tioii. Now rare. [ad. L. dijiidicd-
tion-em deciding, n. of action from dijiidicdre : see

prec.]
1. The action ofjudging (between matters) ; judi-

cial distinction, discernment, discrimination.

1549 GRINDAL Rein. (1843) 198 Speaking of the dijudication
of the sacraments. 1653 H. MORE Conject. Cabbal. (1713)

i34_
Because Dijudication implies a Duality in the Object,

it is called Aiipur. 1668 HOWE Bless. Righteous (1825)

76 Surely heaven will not render the Soul less capable of

dijudication. 1704^ J. HARRIS Lex. Techn., Diacrisis, is a
distinction and dijudication of Diseases and Symptoms.
1833 C. HODGE Coinm. Rom. xiv. 392 The former, .means
the faculty of discrimination . .dijudication, judgment.
2. The pronouncing of a judgement ; authorita-

tive decision.

1615 BVFIELD Expos. Coloss. i. 20 Discretion or dijudica-
tion of the cause. 1651 J. ROCKET Christian Subj. xi. (1658)
123 He likewise assumes to himselfe the power of Dijudica-
tion in all causes. 1677 GALE Crt. Gentiles IV. 204 Plato
adds, .the beginning and end of this controversie ought to
be brought to the people, but the examen and dijudication
to the three chief Magistrates.

t Dij vindicative, a. [f. L. ppl. stem dijudicat-
(see above) + -ivu.] Determinative, decisive.

1659 STANLEY Hist. Philos. III. n. ico To number all

things reference have that is to dijudicative reason.

t Diju'llge, v. Obs. rare. [ad. L. dijungtre to

disjoin, f. dl- opart (Di- 1) + jungfre to JOIN.]
trans. To disjoin, divide, separate.
1768^74 TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1852) I. 474 The. .line of separa-

tion dijunging the province of organism from the rest of the
mechanism territory.

Dik, obs. form of DIKE.
11 Dika (dai-ka). [W. African name.] In dika-

bread, a vegetable substance somewhat resembling
cocoa, prepared from the fruit of a West African

species of mango-tree (Mangifera gabonensis).
Dika-fat, -oil, the fatty substance of dika-bread.
1859 Pharmac. jfnl. Ser. n. I. 308 Mr. P. L. Simmonds

introduced to the notice of the meeting a specimen of
Dika bread from Gaboon, on the West Coast of Africa.
1863-72 WATTS Diet. Chem. II. 330 The fruit, which is

about as large as a swan's egg, contains a white almond
These almonds,having an agreeable taste.

,

bruised and warm-pressed, form dika-bread, which has
, when coarsely

,

a grey colour, with white spots, smells like roasted cocoa
and roasted flour.. and is greasy to the touch. Dika-bread
contains a large quantity of fat. 1888 W. T. BRANNT^BJOT.
$ Vcget. Fats 320 Dika oil, oba oil, or wild mango oil is

obtained from . . a tree indigenous to the west coast of Africa,

Di-kage, dykage. Also 7 dicage, dyckage.
[f. DIKE + -AGE.] The work of diking.
1634 (title), Boke of Accounts of the Participants of the

Dyckage of Haitfield chace (in J. Tuckett Calal. MSS.
Apr. (1868) 54). i6s in Stonehouse Axholme'(1839) 91 The
dicage and draynage of the Levell of Hatfield Chase.
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II Dikamali (dikama'H). E. Ind. Also deca-

malee. [Marathi dikdmali.] The native name of

a resinous gum which exudes from the ends ofyoung
shoots of Gardenia lucida, a rubiaceous shrub of

India.

1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade, Decamalee-um . . obtained
from the Gardenia Incida of Roxburgh. 1866 Treas.

Bot., Decamalee or Dikamali. 1873 H. DRURV Useful^
Plants Ind. 224 A fragrant resin, known.. as Dikamali
resin is procured from the tree, which is said to be useful in

hospitals. 1879 F. POLLOK Sport. Brit. Bunna/i I. 247
Boil the powdered Gallnut in the oil, then add the dikkama-

lay, and when it is melted, strain.

Dike, dyke (doik), sb. Forms: 1-3 die, 3-5
dik, 4 dick, 4-7 dyk, 4-9 dike, dyke, (6 dyik,
dycke, 7 dicke, deeke, 7-9 deek, 8 (dial.} dick.

[OE. die masc. and (esp. in later use) fern., ditch,

trench, cognate with OS., OFris. dik masc., mound,

dam, MDu. dijc mound, dam, ditch, pool, Du, dijk
dam

; MLG. dik, LG. dtkt diek dam, MHG. ttch

pond, fishpond, Ger. teich pond, also (from LG.)
detch embankment ; Icel. dik, diki neut. ditch, fish-

pond, Sw. dike ditch, Da. dige dam, embankment,
formerly also ' ditch '. The application thus varies

between *
ditch, dug out place ', and * mound

formed by throwing up the earth', and may in-

clude both. The OE. die has given ditch as well

as dike, and the conditions under which the two
forms severally have arisen are not clear : cf. LIKE.

The spelling dyke is very frequent, but not etymo-
logical.]

I. f 1. An excavation narrow in proportion to

its length, a long and narrow hollow dug out of

the ground ; a DITCH, trench, or fosse. Obs.

Used from ancient times as the boundary of lands or fields,
as the fence of an enclosure, as the defence or part of the
defences of a camp, castle, town, or other entrenched

place.
In such excavations water usually gathers or flows : nence
sense 2.

847 Charter in Sweet O. E. 7" 434 Donne on Sone die,
Saer esne 3one weg fordealf. 6*900 Bxda's Hist. \.

y. (1890)

32, & hit begyrde and gefa^stnade mid dice and mid eor<5-

wealle from SK to sae. 1016 O. E. Chron. j May, And dulfon

J?a ane mycele die. c 1105 LAY. 15472 pa pe die wes idoluen,
& allunge ideoped, pa bi-gunnen heo wal a J?ere die [1275
a ban dich] ouer al. a 1300 Cursor M. 9899 iCotO A dipe
dik [v. rr. dick, diche] par es a-bute [pe castel] Dughtili
wroght wit-vten dute. c 1330 R. BRUNNE Ckron. Wace
(Rolls) 5829 Til he [SeverusJ dide make an ouerthwert

dik, Bitwyxte to sees a ful gret strik. c 1380 WVCLIF Sernt.
Sel. Wks. I. ii If be blynde

lede Jje blynde hope fallen in pe
dyke. (1470 HENRY Wallace H. 125 Atour the dike thai

geid on athir side, Schptt doun the wall. 1535 Goodly
Prymer Ps. vii. 15 He is fallen into the dyke which he
made, 1373 TUSSER Husb. To Rdr. (1878) 12 Here we see,

Things severall be, And there no dike, But champion like.

1575 CHURCHYARD Chippes (1817) 85 The cheef capitaine

Manneryng had his deathes wounde, and fell doune in the

dike before the gate.

2. Such a hollow dug out to hold or conduct

water ; a DITCH.
Cf. Februaryfill-dike : see FEBRUARY 2.

c 893 K. ALFRED Ores. ii. iv. 7 Vmbutan bone weall is se

mssta die, on baern is iernende se unsefoglecesta stream.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 1566 With depe dikes and derke doubull
of water. 1549 Compl. Scot. vi. 38 The fresche deu, quhilk
of befor bed maid dikis and

dailis'verray
done. 1594 PLAT

Jewell-ho. n. 60 Syr Edward Hobble, .hath stored certeine

dikes in the lie of Sheppey, with sundrie kindes of Sea-fish,
into which dikes by stuces, he doth let in..change of sea-

water. 1634-5 BRERETON Trav. (1844) 43 An invention well

deserving to be put in practice in England over all moats or

dykes, a 1687 C. COTTON Poet. Wks. (1765) 108 In Dike

lie, Drown'd like a Puppy. 1693 EVELYN De la Quint.
Compl. Card. II. 184, I made, .some

jittle dikes or water-

courses about a foot deep . . to receive the mischievous
waters. 1697 DRYDEN Virg- Georg. I. 441 Whole sheets

descend of slucy Rain, The Dykes are fill d. 1791 Cotting-
ham Inclos. Act. 28 Division drains or dikes and ditches.

1821 CLARE Vill. Mmstr. I. 09 Some rushy dyke to jump,
or bank to climb. 1873 G. C. DAVIES Mount, fy Mere vi.

49 A heron sailed majestically away from a dyke.

b. Extended to any water-course or channel, in-

cluding those of natural formation. On the

Humber, a navigable channel, as Goole Dikey

Doncaster Dike> etc. (A local use.)
1616 SURFL. & MARKH. Country Farme 335 The water may

haue a descent or falling away into some Brooke, Riuer, or

other Dike. 1728 POPE Dune. n. 261 Thames, The King of

dykes ! 1853 PHILLIPS Rivers Yorksh. viii. 216 Dikes . . in

the low marshy grounds, the ditches, and even canals, becks,
and rivers are so called. 1883 Huddersfield Gloss., Dike
. .a watercourse or stream, as Rushfield Dyke, Fenay Bridge
Dyke, Denby Dyke, all fast-flowing water. 1888 SJufittd
Gloss., Dike or dyke, a river or collection of water.. The
Don or Dun at Wadsley is often called

'

t
' owd dyke.' 1893

Spectator 12 Aug. 213 Our sluggish East Anglian rivers,

widening into
' broads

' and '

dykes '.

3. A small pond or pool. dial.

1788 MARSHALL Yorksh. Gloss., /?/*.. also a puddle or
small pool of water. 1847-78 HALLIWELL, Dyke, 2. A small

pond. 1877 Holderness Gloss.
t Dike, a ditch ; in N[orih

Holderness], a pond. 1889 N. W. Line. Gloss,, Dyke> a
natural lakelet, mere, or pond as Shawn Dyke formerly on
Brumby Common.
f 4. Any hollow dug in the ground ;

a pit, cave,
or den. Obs.

ci25o Gen. $ Ex. 281 Twen heuone hil and helle dik.
a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter be. 31 He waytes in hidell as Icon
in his dyke. Ibid, cxlviii. 7 Draguns ere..cumand out of

BIKE.

Jwxire diks. 1413 Pilgr. Sowle (Caxton 1483) I. xv. n He
wyl me caste in to helle dyke. < 1440 Promp. Parv. 121/1
T)y\& t fossa, fffvea.) antrum. 1475 Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker

799/26-29 Hecfossa, fovia., caz>ea> antra
t
a dyke.

II. An embankment, wall, causeway.
5. ' A bank formed by throwing the earth out of

the ditch' (Bosworth).
The early existence of this sense in Eng. is doubtful :

S-obably
all the OE. quotations for which it is assumed in

osworth-Toller, belong to i.

1487 Neivminster Cartitl. (1878) 263 An olde casten dike.

1535 COVKRDALE Isa. xxix. 3, I wil laye sege to the rounde
aboute and graue vp dykes agaynst ye. 1595 DALHYMPLE
Leslie's Hist. Scot. iv. (1895) I. 203 The dyk betuene Abir-
corne and clyd mouth . . be a noble capitane called Grame
was . . douncastne .. fra quhome . . it is

jjit
called Grames

Dyke. 1853 PHILLIPS Rivers Yorksh. viii. 215 Earthworks
. . constructed for defence . . Such are the dike at Flam-
borough [etc.]. 1893 Northumbld. Gloss.-, There are many
earth-works of ancient date which are commonly called
dikes. One such is known as the Black-dyke, .there are also

several Grime's dikes, or Graham's dikes on the Borders.

6. A wall or fence, f a. The wall of a city, a
fortification. Obs.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 1533 Sone he raght vppn rowme, rid vp

\ dykis, Serchit vp the soile J>ere be Citie was. < 1400

Melayne 125 And sythen J>ou birne vp house and dyke.
1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. (1858) I. 13 Syne forcit it with
fowseis mony one, And dowbill dykes that stalwart wer of
stone.

b. A low wall or fence of turf or stone serving
as a division or enclosure.
Now the regular sense in Scotland. Dry-stone dyke, a

wall constructed of stones without mortar, as usual on the
northern moors ; fait dyket one made of sods or turf cut in

squares.
c 1425 WYNTOUN Cron. vm. xxxvii. 112 The mwde wall

dykis J>ai kest all downe. -1470 HENRY Wallace in. 133
A maner dyk off stanys thai had maid. 1558 Q. KENNEDIE
Comfend. Tractive in Wodr. Soc. Misc. (1844) I. 145 The
dyik or closure of the wyne-zard. 1609 Vestry Bks. (Surtees)

289 For mending of the church dicke iiijd. 1637-50 Row
Hist. Kirk (1842) 434 She.. climbed up and got over the

dyke in to the yaird. 1774 PENNANT Tour ScotI. in 1772.

91 It was well defended by four ditches and five dikes. Ibid.

182 A great dike of loose stones. 1802 HOME Hist. Reb. v,

He came to a dry stone dyke that was in his way. 1889
J. M. BARRIE Window in Thrums xy, Clods of earth

toppled from the garden dyke into the ditch.

c. In some dialects applied to a hedge, or a fence

of any kind.

1567-8 Durham Depos. (Surtees) 84 That she should teir

acheffe and a neckurcheffe of adycke. T&foCumbld. Gloss.)

Dyke, deyke, a hedge. 1892 Norihumbld. Gloss., Diket

dyke, a fence . .applied alike to a hedge, a ditch, an earthen,
or a stone wall when used as a fence. A dike slower is

a hedge stake.

7. A ridge, embankment, long mound, or dam,
thrown up to resist the encroachments of the sea,

or to prevent low-lying lands from being flooded

by seas, rivers, or streams.
Such are the dikes of Holland, and of the English coasts

round the Humber and Wash.
[roi-a Act 23 Hen. VIII> c. 5 2 The walles, dyches,

bankes . . and other defenses by the costes of the sea.]

1635-56 COWLEY Davideis iv. 904 The main Channel of an

high-swoln Flood, In vain by Dikes and broken works with-

stood. 1649 HOWELL For. Trav. (Arb.) 73 Seeing their

Dikes and draynings in the Netherlands. 1703 MAUNDREU.
yourn. Jews. (1732) 20 A large Dike thirty yards over at

top. 1756 NUGENT Gr. Tour I. 156 The land here is lower
than the waters ; for which reason they have the strongest
dams or dykes in the whole country. 1766 GIBBON Decl. fy

F. I. xxiv. 705 The camp of Carche was protected by the

lofty dykes of the river. 1832 tr. Sismondis ItaL Rep.
v. 107 They undertook the immense labour, .of making dikes

to preserve the plains from the inundation of the rivers.

D. A beavers' dam.
1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist.(.iTj6) IV. 164 They, .are equally

industrious in the erection of their lodges, as their dikes.

C. A jetty or pier running into the water, local.

1789 BRAND Newcastle II. 679 note, Query, Why are

staiths, in the common language of the keelmen, called

dikes-? 1825 E. MACKENZIE Hist. Northumbld. II. 425
A pier or dike run out at the north entrance at Blyth Har-
bour.

d. A raised causeway.
1480 CAXTON Ckron. Eng. xxii. (1482) 21 Two other weyes

this belyn made in bossyng thurghout the land that one is

callyd fosse and that other fosse dyke. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat.
Hist. (1862) I. vi. v. 480 This dike, or causey, is sometimes

ten, and sometimes twelve feet thick, at the foundation.

1843 PRESCOTT Mexico in. viii. (1864) 187 The Spaniards
came on the great dike or causeway. 189* Northumbld.

Gloss., Dikes were also frequently trackways.
8. fig. A barrier, obstacle, or obstruction.

1770 Jnnius Lett, xxxvi. 171 Gain a decisive victory, .or

. . perish bravely . . behind the last dike of the prerogative.
1821 BYRON Juan in. xcv, He there builds up a formidable

dyke Between his own and others' intellect. 1833 1. TAYLOR
Fanat. vi. 165 If . . the dyke of despotism had not bulged
and gaped. 1855 MOTLEY Dutch Rep. n. i. (1866) 128 A solid,

substantial dyke against the arbitrary power which was for

ever chafing and fretting to destroy its barriers.

0. Mining (Northumb.). A fissure in a stratum,

rilled up with deposited or intrusive rock ;
a fault.

1789 BRAND Newcastle II. 679 Dikes are the largest kind

of fissures, .a crack, .of the solid strata. . From the matter. .

between the two sides of the. .dike, it is denominated a clay-

dike, stone-dike, etc. 1892 Northumbld. Gloss. t Slip dikes

usually contain fragments of the adjacent strata. When the

dike [
= fault] interrupts the working of^a

seam of coal, it is

called a down-cast dike if the continuation of the seam lies

at a lower level, and an upcast dike, if it is continued at

a higher level.



DIKE.

b. Hence, in Geol. A mass of mineral matter,

usually igneous rock, filling up a fissure in the

original strata, and sometimes rising from these

like a mound or wall, when they have been worn

down by denudation.

1801 PLAYPAIR lllustr. Hutton. Th. 67 Whin, .exists. .In

veins (called in Scotland dykes) traversing the strata. 1843

PIIRTLOCK Geol. 1 14 A trap dike of considerable size . . cuts

through the chalk. 1845 DARWIN Voy. Nat. xii. (1852) 261

Shattered and baked rocks, traversed by innumerable dykes
of greenstone. 1865 LIVINGSTONE Zamtesiix. 185 A dyke
of black basaltic rock crosses the river. 1875 LYELL Print.

t'.ivt. I. n. xxv. 638 The inclined strata.. are intersected by
veins or dikes of compact lava.

C. /Hue dike : see quot.
1855 DAVVSON Acadian Geol. iii. 25 Near the edge of the

upland, it [the soil] passes into a gray or bluish gray clay

called
' blue dike ', or, from the circumstance of its contain-

in:; in.iny vegetable fragments and fibres, "corky dike'.

10. ortriAand Comb.,n&dikc-back,-bottom,-delver,

-roail, -side \ dike-hopper, the wheatear ;
dike-

louper (Sc.), a person or animal (e.g. an ox or

sheep) that leaps over fences ; fig. a transgressor of

the laws of morality ; t dike-row, a row of trees

bordering a field ; dike-seam, a seam or bed of

coal worked nearly on end (dial.).

a 1400-50 Alexander 712 pat doune he drafe to J>e depest
of the dyke bothom. 1530 LVNDESAY Test. Papyngo 992
Now dyke lowparis dots in the kirk resort. 1664 SPELHAN
Glass, s. v. Thenecium, Arbores crescentes circa agios pro
clausura eorum. Volgo dicimus Dike roivcs. a 1810 TANNA-
IIILL Harrochan Jean Poems (1846) 117 Around the peat-

stacks, and alangst the dyke-backs. 1810 WELLINGTON in

Gurw. Desp. VII. 72, I request you to have the dyke roads

on the island well ascertained and known. 1847-78 HALLI-

uin, m/tf-cam, a ditch bank. North. l8j Meandering*
of Mem. I. 15 Dyke-cloistered Taddington, of cold intense.

/Hit. I. 57 The dikeside watch when Midnight-feeders stray.

1876 H'/iitty Gloss., Diker or Dike-dehier, a ditcher; a

digger of drains.

Dike, dyke (daik\ v. Also 4 (Sc.) dik. [f.

DIKE so. OK. had dlcian ; bnt the ME. and modern

verb is prob. a new formation.]
1. intr. To make a dike, ditch, or excavation ;

to dig.
[c 900 Ksata's Ifist. I. ix. 8 3 (1890) 46 par Seuerus se casere

iu het dician and eorl>wall xewyrcan. ] 1377 LANGL. P. PI.

B. v. 552, I dyke and I delue, I do fat treuthe hoteth.

<- 1388 CHAUCER Prol. 538 He wolde. .dyke and delue, For
cristes sake, for euerypoure wight. 14.. Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker

579/41 Effodio, to dyke, or delve, c 1440 Promp.Parv. 121/1

Dykcn, or make a dyke, fossa. 1483 CAXTON fables ofJEsop
2 b, He sente hym. .to dyke and delve in the erthe. c 1530

Ploughman /t Paternoster in Rel. Ant. I. 43 He cowde . .

dyke, hedge, and mylke a cowe. 1573 TUSSEH Hush, xxiii.

(1878) 61 When frost will not suffer to dike and to hedge.

1891 ST. BROOKK E. Eng. Lit. ix. 202 Men at work dyking
and delving, ploughing and clodding.

1 2. trans. To excavate, dig out (a ditchorhollow).
c 1350 Will. Palertie 2233 pei sale, .a semliche quarrere. .

al holwe newe diked. 1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. XXH. 365 To
delue and dike a deop diche.

3. trans. To provide with a dike or dikes, in

various senses, a. To surround with dikes or

trenches ; to entrench.
c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chren. (1810) 272 Now dos Edward dike

Benvik brode and long, Als bei bad him pike, and scorned

him in J>er song. 1375 BARBOUR Bruce xvn. 271 [He] ger
dik thame so stalwardly. c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb. ) ix. 35 It

eswele walled all aboute and dyked \Jermet entouradbonz

fosst'z}. 1513 DOUGLAS sEneis vi. iv. 6 Ane dirk, and pro-
found caue . . Quhilk wes weill dckkit \ed. 1553 dykit] and
closit for the nanis With ane foule laik. 1538 LELAND Itin.
I. 38 A praty Pile or Castelet wel dikid, now usid for a
Prison. 1555 WATREMAN Fardle Facions Pref. 8 [They]. .

diked in themselues.

b. To enclose with an earthen or stone wall. Se.

1 157* BALFOUR Fracticks (1754) 145 (Jam.) And dike and

park the samin surelie and keip thame sikkerlie. 1774
PENNANT Tour Scotl. in 1772. 336 A fortress diked round
with stone.

o. To defend with a dike or embankment against
the sea or river ; in quot. 1813 absol.

a 1687 PETTY Pel. Aritk. i. (1691) 14 In the Marshes, Im-

p;i"ible ground Diked and Trenched. 1808 J. BARLOW
Colitmb. iv. 592 Quay the calm ports and dike the lawns
I lave. 1813 SCOTT Let. to Miss J. Baillie 10 Jan. in Lock-

hart, I have been, .dyking against the river. 1862 MARSH
Eng. Lang. 50 The low lands, subject to overflow by the

German Ocean, .were not diked.

8. To clean out, scour (a ditch or water-course).
1519 I'resentm Juries in Surltes Misc. (1890) 31 All waiter-

sewers, .be dykid and scoried. 156* Act 5 Eliz. c. 13 7

The lleyes, Fences, Dikes or Hedges, .shall from Time to

Time be diked, scoured, repaired and kept low.

4. To place (,flax or hemp) in a dike or water-

course to steep.
1799 A. YOUNG Line. Agric. 164 Pull it the beginning of

August. . Hind and dyke it : leave it in about ten days.

Diked, dyked (daikt), ///. a. [f.
DIKE + -ED.]

Furnished with a dike or dikes.

1830 ll'tstm. Kru. XIII. 173 Dyked marsh owes its form-

ation to a natural phenomenon which appears to have been
in operation for ages on the upper shores of the bay of

Fundy. 1884 S. E. DAWSON //,i>/,iW. Dom. Canada 67
The dyked meadow-lands of the Acadians.

Drke-grave. Also 7 -greave, 8- digrave.

[a. MDn. Jijcgrave, mod.Du. dijkgraaf, f. dijk dike

+ graaf count, earl.] a. In Holland, an officer

whose function it is to take charge of the dikes or
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sea-walls, b. In England (esp. Lincolnshire),
an officer who has charge of the drains, sluices,

and sea-banks of a district under the Court of

Sewers; =DiKE-HBKVE. Novron\ya'ial.(dt"grave\.

1563 Court-roll Settrington in Yorksk. Arinxol. jrnl. X.

75MiIo Herkey ct Johannes Holden electi sunt in officiis le

dyke graues de anno sequente. 1637 Kirton-in-Lindsey
FineRoll'm N. If. Line. Gloss.,Ot lohn Slater and William

Ellys,dikexreaues,for not executing their office, viij
d

. 1:1645

HOWHI.L Lett. i. i. 5 The chief Dike-Grave here, is one of

the greatest Officers of Trust in all the Province. 167*
MARVELI. Poems, Char. Holland 49 Some small dyke-grave,

unperceiv'd, invades The pow'r. 1711 Nno Gen. Alias 119

The Dykegrave and his Assistants meet to take care of the

Dykes, Sluices, Banks, and Channels ..in the Rhineland.

1711 HAILEY, Dierave, Dike-grave, an Officer who takes care

of Banks and Ditches. 1889 A". W. Line. Gloss., Dykegrave,
Dyki-revt, a manorial or parochial officer, whose duty it is

to superintend the dykes.

Diker, dyker (dai-kai). Also 5 dikar, dyoare.

[OE. dicere, dikere, (. dtc-ian to dike, to ditch ;

in ME. perh. formed anew from DIKE i.]

1. A man who constructs or works at dikes, a.

One who digs ditches or trenches.

c looo^LFRicG/ott. in Wr.-WQlcker 149/16 Fossor, dikere.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. vi. 109 Dikeres and delueres digged

vp be balkes. 1496 Dives ft Paup. (W. de W.) i. xlvi. 872/1

Labourers, deluers and dykers . . ben full poore comonly.

1587 FLEMING Contn. Holtnshed III. 1541/2 They knew not

the order of Romneie marsh works . . for they were onelie

good dikers and hodmen. 1713 THORESBY in Phil. Trans.

XXXII. 344 When the Labourers or Dikers first discovered

. .the Jetties, .it might be about the Depth of 8 or 10 Foot,

1865 KINGSLEY Herevi. (1866) II. ix. 153 Their .. weapons
were found at times by delvers and dykers for centuries after.

b. One who builds enclosure walls (of earth or

dry stone). Sc.

1497 Ld. Treat. Ace. Scot. I. 332 The dikaris of the park
of Falkland. 1864 Cortth. Mag. Nov. 613 Dry-stone dykers,
as well as masons, have twenty-four shillings per week.

1884 J. TAIT in Un. Presbyterian Mag. Apr. 156 He was to

meat the dykers while bigging the fold dyke.
C. One who constructs embankments.

1481-90 Howard Househ. Bks. (Roxb.) 510 Payd to Prynce,
the dyker, for the dykyng off ij. rodde in the old parke of a

pond ther, viiU.

2. A local name of the hedge-sparrow.
1891 fforthumUd. Gloss., Diker, a hedge sparrow.

Dike-reeve, dyke-, [f-
DIKE**. + REEVK:

perhaps an alteration of dike-grave, -greave, by

identifying its final part with the Eng. reeve, as in

port-reeve.'] An officer appointed or approved by
the Commissioners of Sewers, to take charge of the

drains, sluices, and sea-banks of a district of fen

or marsh-land in England.
1665 Act 16 & 17 Charles II, c. n 8 7 Summes of Money. .

by the said Dykereeves and Surveyours of Sewers or any of

them expended in and about the takeing, repairing and

amending of any such Breach or Breaches, Goole or Gooles,

Overflowing or Overflowings of waters. ^ALattts ofSellers

189 The Dyke-Reeves, Officers, or other Inhabitants there

may set down the Slough of such Drains. 1848 Act 12 & 13

Met. c. 50 3 To appoint one or more competent person or

persons, being an occupier of sewable lands . . to act as dyke-
reeve within each of such sub-districts. 1883 Notice 19 Oct.

(Worle View of Sewers, Weston-super-Mare), Ow_ing to the

violence of the Gale on the i7th, a Special View of the

Dyke Reeves was held, and your Work, .was found to re-

quire repairing. 1894 Minute-bk. Court o/Sewers, Wapen-
take of Manley tc., Dec. 17 Being occupiers of not less than

ten acres ofsewable land in the Messingham District, .they

are hereby appointed to act as dykereeves within the said

t Dikesmowler, dyke-, [f. DIKE si.] An
obsolete name of the hedge-sparrow.
x6n COTGR., Mart cocu, an Hedge-sparrow, Dikesmowler,

Dunnecke. [1847 in HALLIWELU 1885 in SWAINSON Prov.

Names Brit. Birds.}

Dike-warden, [f. DIKE + WAKDEN : cf. way-

warden.'] = DIKE-GRAVE.
1890 SAINTSBURY Ess. 253 Seithenyn, the drunken prince

and dyke-warden.

Diking, dyking (dsi-kin), vbl. sb. [OE.

dicung, f. dlc-ian to DIKE : see -INQ L]
1. The action of making a dike ; the construction

of dikes (in various senses of the sb.).

c IOOO^ELFRIC Gloss, in Wr.-Wulcker 149/15 Fossio, dicung.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. vi. 250 Eche a wyght wroujte or in

dykynge or in deluynge. 1486 Nottingham Rec. III. 246

For dykyng at the Cheynybrigg Close. ij6 Cxitoitu oj

Pale (Dillon 1892) 82 To minishe everie yere j
j unto the

time that his betterings of such dikenge be owte or Run

uppe. 1569 Nottingham Rec. IV. 135 For dykyng the
g^-et

dyke in Westcroft. 1641 BEST Farm. Bks. (Surtees) 120 1 wo

dayes. .dykinge aboute it. 1716 Laws o/Seviers 188 Keep
the Rivers thereof with sufficient Dyking, Scouring [etc.).

1830 N. S.WHEATON Jrnl. 464 Much of the land, .reclaimed

from the marsh by ditching and dykeing. 1865 CARLYLE

Fredk Gt.Vl. xvl. viii. 223 Upon this Dollart itself there is

now to be diking tried. 1884 Manch. Exam. 6 Sept. 5/2

The land, .wants draining, and dyking.

2. Work consisting of dikes.

1436 Pol. Poems ( Rolls)
II. 153 Defens offherth and dikyng

1483 Calk. Angl. loo/i A Dikynge, /ossatus. ISM MS
Ace. St. John's Hosf., Canterb., Paied for castyng of xx.

roddis of dykyng.
8. Comb, diking-boots, stout boots, reaching up

to the thigh, used in ditching ; diking-mitten, a

glove used by a diker.

i8ao BEWICK Mem.(rf&i) 13 Equipt with an apron, an old

dyking-mit ten and a sharpened sickle, to set off among the

DILANIATE.

whin bushes. 1877 /foMrrness Gloss., Dikin-beeats, used

or w.uling in the water and mud when diking.

Dikkar, obs. form of DICK KB sb.*

t Dila'Cerate, Pfl- <* Obs. [ad. L. dilacerat-

us torn asunder, pa. pple. of dllacerare : see next]
Kent asunder, torn : used as pple. and adj.
1601 WARNER Alt. Enf. Epit. (1612) 368 England .. dila-

cerate and infested, .by the Danes. 1608 MIDULETON Trick
to catch Old-one i. i, What may a stranger expect from thee

nit vulnera dilacerata, as the poet says dilacerate dealing T

1649 ROBERTS Claris Bilil. 489 His dilacerate members.

Dilacerate (di-, doilarstreit;, v. Also 7 de-.

[f. ppl. stem of L. dilactrare (f. <#-, dit- asunder

(Di- 1) + lacerare to tear, lacerate) ; also delaterare,

whence the formerly frequent variant delaterate.']

trans. To tear asunder, tear in pieces. Also^f.
a. 1004 R. CAWDREY Tul-le AM.. Dilacerate, to rent in

.under. 1618 Hist. Perkin Warbeck in Select Hart.
Misc. (1793)

80 You . . know how the house of York hath

been difacerated and torn in pieces by the cruel hand of

tyrants and home-bred wolves. 1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trar.

38 Their eares are extended ana diUcerated
very

much.

1650 Descr. Future Hist. Europe Pref. 2 The Church is

diiacerated, the Commonwealth disjoynted. 1708 MOTTEUX
Rabelais iv. Iii. (1737) 211 All were diiacerated and spoil'd.

i8ia T. iKlUMApuleita n Shall we first dilacerate this

msnl 1848 J. A. CARLYLE tr. Dante's Inferno (1849) 334
See how I dilacerate myself.

(3. 1614 T. SCOTT fVr Call Ded. 5 The Match long
since prophetically delacerated. 1647 R- BARON Cyprian
Acad. 15 Acteons dogs .. greedy to delacerate his lunbes

instead of the innocent beast he persued.

Hence Dila-oorated ppl. a.

1650 A. B. Mutat. Ptlemo To Rdr. a My poor diiacerated

Countrey. 1668 H. MORE Div. Dial. iv. xxxiii. (17131 385
The diiacerated Empire of Rome.

Dilaceration (di-, dailoe^sere 1

Jan). Also 7 de-.

[a. F. dilaceration (1419 in Hatzf.), ad. L. dtla-

ceration-em, n. of action from dllacerare : seeprec.]

L The action of rending asunder or tearing (parts

of the body, etc.) ;
the condition of being torn

or rent.

a.. 1634 T. JOHNSON tr. Parent Chirurg. xl. i. (1678) 278
Wounds . . by Gunshot . . are accompanied with contusion,

dilaceration, [etc.] 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. ill.

xvi. 146 Conceiving a dilaceration of the . . belly of the

viper. 1731 ARBUTHNOT Rules of Diet 396 Dilaceration of

the nerveous Fibres. 1805 B. MONTAGUE tr. Bacon's Wisd.

Ancients Wks. (Bohn 1860) 259 The riddles of Sphinx.,
have two conditions annexed, .dilaceration to those who do

not solve them, and empire to those that do. 1838 New
Monthly Mag. LIV. 403 His right-hand nails . . threatened

instant dilaceration.

fig 'S4S JOYE Exp. Dan. xi. CC ij b, Many dilaceracions

& divisions. 1610 HEALEY St. Aug. Cilie tfGtJniW*
nobles .. after his death making . . a dilaceration of his

monarchy. 1808 LAMB Char. Dram. Writ., Ford Wks.

531/2 This dilaceration of the spirit and exenteration of the

inmost mind.

0. 1614 T. SCOTT Vox Cali 58 God himselfe hath. Con-

firmed the breach and delaceration of the [Spanish] Match.

17*7 BAILEY vol. II, Delaceration, a tearing in pieces. 1755

inJoHNSoN. 1883 in Syd. Soc. Lex., Delaceration.

2. spec. In Dental Surgery, used ' to describe a

condition of tooth resulting from displacement of

the calcified portion from the tissues which are

instrumental in its production, the development

being continued after the normal position of the

calcified part has been lost
'

(Sjrit. Sot. Lex.).

1859 J. TOMES Dental Sur-f. 164 The crown and the fang

being joined at an angle, presenting that peculiarity of con-

formation which has been denominated dilaceration. 1878

T. BRYANT Pract. Surf. I. 562 Dilaceration is due to a

shifting of the forming tooth on its base.

Dilactic (dailce-ktik), a. Chem. [f. Di-
* a -t-

LACTIC.] In Dilactic acid, a pale yellow, amor-

phous, easily fusible substance, formed, along with

kctide, by heating lactic acid. Formula C,H , O,
2(C, H, O) O2 Hs . Its salts are Dila-ctates .

(So called because it contains two equivalents of lactyl,

C> Hi O, the radical of lactic acid.)

1863-71 WATTS Diet. Chem. III. 461.

DUambdodont (.dsilre-mdodpnt), a. Zool. [f.

Gr. 81-, Di- 2 + Xa/ij3ao the letter lambda, A + OOKT-

tooth.l Having oblong molar teeth with two A-

or V-shaped ridges ;
as is the case with the Insec-

tivorous Mammals of the northern hemisphere, the

mole, hedgehog, etc.

Dilamination (dsilsemuv'-Jan). Sot. [n. of

action from L. dilaminare to split in two, f. di-,

dis- asunder + lamina thin plate, layer.] Separation
into laminje, or splitting off of a lamina.

1849 BALFOUR Man. Bet. 184 A process of dilamination, or

chorization. 1875 Ibid. (ed. 5) 371 Parts of the flower are

often increased by a process of deduplication, unlming, dila-

mination, or chorization, i. e. the separation of a lamina

from organs already formed. 1883 Syd. Soc. Lex., Dila-

mutation, the separation into layers of parts originally con-

tinuous.

t Dila'niate, v. Obs. [f.
L. dilamat- ppl. stem

of dllaniare to tear in pieces, f. di- apart + lanidre

to tear.] trans. To rend or tear in pieces. Hence

Dila-niated///. a.

1535 W. OvERBURYirf. to Crumwel in Strype Eccl. Mem.
1. xxix. 206 There be many perverse men, which do dilaniate

the flock of Christ. IS97 "' I't. Returnfr. Parnass. in. i.

965, I have restored thy dylaniated back .. to those prime
clothes wherin thou now walkest. 1644 HOWELL Eng. Tears

in Harl. Misc. (Malh.) V. 451 Rather than they would
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dilaniate the intrails of their own mother, fair Italy . . they
met halfway. 1653 W. SCLATER Fun. Serm. (1654) 8 Being
dilaniated, and rent in his body.

t Dilania'tion. Obs. [n. of action f. prec. :

cf. L. laniatidn-em tearing.] The action of tearing
or rending in pieces.

1569 ]. SANFORD tr. Agrippcts Van. Aries lib, The di-

laniation of Bacchus, a 1656 BP. HALL VVks. (1837-9) VI.

348 (D.) To challenge and provoke the furious lions to his

dilaniation. 1690 Seer. Hist. Chas. II $ Jus. II 32 The
scars of his cruel dilaniations.

t" Dilapidate, ppl. a. Obs. or arch. Also 7

delapidat. [ad. L. dilapiddt-us, pa. pple. of di-

lapiddre : see next.]
= DILAPIDATED. (Chiefly as

pa. pple.)
1590 [see next 2]. 1638 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (ed. 2) 114

It was taken An. 1622, and by them delapidat and depopu-
lated. 1865 KINGSLEY Hereiu. (1866) I. i. 29 The keep even
in Leland's time .. somewhat dilapidate.

Dilapidate (dihe'pid^t), v. Also 7-9 de-.

[ad. L. dilapiddre lit.
' to scatter as if throwing

stones ', to throw away, destroy, f. di-, dis- asunder

+lapiddre to throw stones, f. lapid-em stone. Taken
in Eng. in a more literal sense than was usual in L.]
1. trans. To bring (a building) into a state of

decay or of partial ruin. Also fig.

1570 LEVINS Manip. 41/36 To Dilapidate, dilapidare. 1634
SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 216 A ruined Chappell. .built by the

Spaniard, and delapidated by the Dutch. 1706 SIBBALD
Hist. Picts in Misc. Scot. I. in It has been sadly dilapi-
dated of late, to obtain stones to build a house. 1824 W.
IRVING T. Trav. I. 14 The whole side was dilapidated, and
seemed like the wing of a house shut up. 1854 LOWELL
Jrnl. Italy Prose Wks. 1800 I. 208 His whole figure sud-

denly dilapidates itself, assuming a tremble of professional
weakness.

2. fig. To waste, squander (a benefice or estate).

1590 in Row Hist. Kirk (Maitland) 408 All quho have

dilapidat benefices . . to the prejudice of the Kirk. 1643
FULLER Holy $ Prof. St. m. vi. 168 Those who by overbuild-

ing their houses have dilapidated their lands, a 1711 KEN
Serm. Wks. (1838) 160 Nothing, .more certainly dilapidates
their estates, .than the surfeits of intemperance. 1844 LIN*
CARD Anglo-Sax. Ch. (1858) I. vi. 234 note, Having dilapi-
dated the revenues.
absol. 1692 H. WHARTON Def. Pluralities 159 (T.) Many

pluralists. .do neither dilapidate, nor neglect alms.

3. intr. To become dilapidated ; to fall into

ruin, decay, or disrepair. .

1712 PRIDEAUX Direct. Ch.-wardetts (ed. 4) 25 [Charged]
with the supervisal. .of . .the. .House, to see that [it] be
[not] permitted to dilapidate and fall into decay. 1773
JOHNSON Journ. West. Isl., Elgin, The church of Elgin ..

was . .shamefully suffered to dilapidate by deliberate robbery
and frigid indifference. 1858 DE QUINCEY /*<>/ Wks. IX. 30
To find one's fortune dilapidating by changes so rapid.
Hence Dilapidating ///. a.

1779-81 JOHNSON L. P., Dyer, In the neighbourhood of

dilapidating Edifices. 1805 WHITAKER Hist. Craven 503
How . . are our dilapidating churches to be rebuilt ? 1854
H. MILLER Sch. 4- Schm. (18581 220 Thirty years .. [have]
exerted their dilapidating effects on [the obelisks],

Dilapidated (dilae-pid^ted), ///. a. [f. prec.
f-ED 1

.] Fallen into ruin or disrepair; ruined,

impaired, broken down. (lit. andyff.)
a 1806 BP. HORSLEV Serm. xxxv. (R.), The inconvenience

of succeeding to dilapidated houses. 1817 SIR J. NEWPORT
in Parl. Deb. 1484 The danger was to be apprehended from
the dilapidated state of the finances. 1865 DICKENS Mat.
Fr. n. i, A dilapidated old country villa. 1874 RUSKIN Fors
Clav. IV. xxxvii. 2 A large and dilapidated pair of woman's
shoes.

Dilapidation (dilse:pid?-j3n). Also 5-9 de-.

[ad. L. dilapidation-em a squandering, n. of action
f. dilapiddre : see DILAPIDATE

v.']

1. The action of dilapidating or expending waste-

fully ; wasteful expenditure, squandering.
1460 FoRTF.scuE Aos. ft Lim. Man. x, Sellynge off a

kynges livelod, is propirly callid delapidacion off his crowne.
1604 R. CAWDREY Table Alph., Dilapidation, wastefull
spending, or suffering to goe to decay. 1681 BURNET Rights
Princes Pref. 24 Against the Dilapidations of the Revenues
of the Church. 1798 MALTHUS Popul. (1878) 427 The dilapi-
dation of the national resources. 1818 HALLAM Mid. Afes
viii. m. (1855) HI. ,60 The dilapidation which had taken
place in the royal demesnes.
2. The action of bringing (a building, etc.) into

ruin, decay, or disrepair.
1820 W. IRVING Sketch Bk. I. 272 Subject to the dilapida-

tions of time and the caprice of fashion. 1886 Act 49-50
Viet. c. 29. i (3) The crofter shall not .. persistently injure
the holding by the dilapidation of buildings.
3. Law. The action of pulling down, allowing to

fall into a state of disrepair, or in any way impairing
ecclesiastical property belonging to an incumbency.
c 1425 WYNTOUN Cron. ix. xx. 116 Ane auld abbote swa

put downe For opyn dilapidatioune. 1511 COLET Serm. to
Conuocacion Avija, Suynge for tithes, for offrynge, for
mortuaries, for delapidations, by the right and title of the
churche. a 1613 OVERBURY Charac., Ordinary Widdtnu
Wks. (1856) 140 A churchman she dare not venture upon ;
for she hath heard widowes complain of dilapidations.
1768 BLACKSTONE Comm. III. 91 Dilapidations, .are a kind
of ecclesiastical waste, either voluntary, by pulling down ; or
permissive, by suffering the chancel, parsonage-house, and
other buildings, .to decay. 1874 MlcKLETHWAiTEjI/urf.Par.
Churches 237 Experience in the valuation of dilapidations.

D. loosely. The sums charged against an incum-
bent or his representatives to make good such
damage incurred during his incumbency.
1553 L<"K. Wills (1857) II. 263, I thinke my successors
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cannot . . requyer any dylapidacions ffor Sefton. 1868

MILMAN St. Paul's 317 Considerable sums as dilapidations
for the repair of the body of the church.
attrib. 1772 Ann. Keg. 145 His Lordship . . will lay out

the dilapidation sum. .in building a house for the see.
^

4. The action of falling into decay ; the condition

of being in ruins or in disrepair, (lit. and jig?)

1638 SIB T. HERBERT Trav. (ed. 2)219 The Calyph pittied
her delapidations, and . . begun to reare her up againe, and
builded [etc.]. 1684 GOODMAN Winter Evening Confer. I.

(L.), By keeping a strict account of incomes and expences,
a man might easily preserve an estate from dilapidation.

1796 MORSE Amer. Geog. I. 507 The works . . are in such
a state of delapidation. 1860 MRS. HARVEY Cruise Claymore
xi. 303 In striking contrast to the wretched delapidation of

the Holy Sepulchre. 1861 F. HALL in Jrnl. Asiat. Soc.

Hengal 14 An edifice now lying in littered dilapidation.

5. The falling of stones or masses of rock from

mountains or cliffs by natural agency.
1794 SULLIVAN View Nat. II. 165 In the course of time

they shall be exposed from the dilapidations of the moun-
tain. 1816 KEATINGE Trav. (1817) I. 61 The dilapidation
taking place on the east, has caused an opening . . into the
heart of the mountain. 1875 LYELL Princ. Geol. I. II. xv. 356
The rocks have been suffering from dilapidation.

b. concr. A mass or collection of stone which
has fallen from a mountain or height ;

debris.
1816 KEATINGE Trav. (1817) I. 68 Masses of dilapidation

of various sizes, Ibid. II. 48 The whole tract is covered
with reduced dilapidation, either hornstone, trapp, or basalt.

Dilapidator (diloe-pid^tsj). [agent-n., in L.

form, from dilapiddre : see DILAPIDATE v. and -OK.

Cf. F. dilapidateur (ijth c. in Hatz.-Darm.] One
who dilapidates or brings into a ruinous condition ;

one who allows a building to fall into disrepair.
1691 H. WHARTON Def. Pluralities 156 (T.) You shall

seldom see a non-resident, but he is also a dilapidator. 1697
Bp. OF LINCOLN Adv. Clergy 33 Dilapidators many times die
insolvent and so leave the whole Burden of the Repair upon
the Successour. 1812 SIR R. WILSON Priv. Diary I. 39,
I only allowed myselfto become a purchaser and not a dilapi-
dator. 1890 Tablet 24 May 813 Power to restrain both
builders and dtlapidators within reasonable limits.

Dilapse, var. of DELAPSE v., to slip down.
1816 KEATINGE Trav. (1817) I. 149 A round hill, one side

of which has dilapsed nearly perpendicularly.

Dilash, var. of DELASH v. Obs., to let off.

igls-8/fis/. James VI (1804) 209 He cawsit dilashe sum
cannons in face of the fyre, to terifie the people to ap-
proach.

Dilatability (dail^tabi-liti, di-). [f. next:
see -ITT.] The quality of being dilatable, capacity
of being dilated.

1691 RAY Creation i. (1714) 28 We take notice of the
wonderful dilatability or extensiveness of the throats . . of
serpents. 1773 Phil. Trans. LXIII. 435 Substances that. .

differed in their dilatability. 1826 HENRY Elem. Chem. 1. 138
The law of the dilatability of gases by heat has already
been stated. 1875 CROEL Climate $ T. vii. 116 Taking the

dilatability of sea water to be the same as that of fresh.

Dilatable (daiLJi-tab'l, di-), a. [f. DILATE v.

+ -ABLE. Cf. F. dilatable (Cotgc. 1611).] Capable
of being dilated, widened out, extended, or en-

larged ; expansible.
1610 HEALEY St. Aug. Citie qfGodxi. v. (1620) 391 They

will neither make God's essence dilatable nor Timitable.
(7 1691 BOYLE Hist. Airi. (1692) i That thin.. compressible
and dilatable Body in which we breath. 1782 A. MONRO
Compar. A nat. (ed. 3) 28 Owls . . have the pupil very dilat-

able. 1851 HERSCHEL Stud. Nat. Phil. III. v. 319 Of the
several forms of natural bodies, gases and vapours are ob-
served to be most dilatable.

Hence Dila-tableness.

1727 BAILEY vol. II., Dilatableness, capableness of being
widened.

f Dilatable, a. Obs., erroneous f. DELITABLE

(also diletabil, dilitable, etc.).
c 1400 tr. Secreta Secret., Gov. Lordsh. 57 A lyf J>at may

noght be chaungyd, a kyngdome ay lastand dilatable.

Dilatancy (dalU'-tansi, di-). [f. next: see

-ANCY.] The property of dilating or expanding ;

spec, that of expanding in bulk with change of

shape, exhibited by granular masses, and dne to

the increase of space between their rigid particles
when their position is changed.
1885 O. REYNOLDS in Proc. Brit. Assoc. 896 (title) On the

Dilatancy of Media composed ofRigid Particles in Contact.

Ibid., A very fundamental property of granular masses.
To this property he [O. Reynolds] gave the name of dilat-

ancy. It is exhibited in any arrangement of particles where
change of bulk is dependent upon change of shape. 1886
Sat. Rev. 28 Aug. 295 Owens College had at that time only
begun to display its

'

dilatancy ', if we may make bold to
use a term recently applied by one of its professors to a
force which he claims to have discovered in the physical
world.

Bilatant (daiUi-tant, di-), a. and st>. [ad. L.
dilatant-em (or a. F. dilatanf) pr. pple. of L. dila-
tare (F. dilater) to DILATE : see -ANT.]
A. adj. Dilating, expanding ; expansive.

1841 Eraser's Mag. XXIII. 216 My mind had greatly the
advantage of my body ; this being small, mean, and un-
seemly, that capacious, lively, and dilatant. 1885 O. REY-
NOLDS in Proc. Brit. Assoc. 897 When the dilatant material,
such as shot or sand, is bounded by smooth surfaces, the
layer of grains adjacent to the surface is in a condition dif-

fering from that of the grains within the mass.
B. sb. a. A substance having the property of

dilating or expanding, b. A surgical instrument
used for dilating, a dilatator.

DILATATORY.

\ Di'latate, v. Obs. [f.
L. dilatat- ppl. stem of

dllatdre : see DILATE v2] = DILATE v.''.

1613 JACKSON Creed n. 259 Such pleasant obiects as might
dilatate the heart and spirites.

Dilatate (cbH^t), ppl. a. Zool. fad, L. <#-

Jatat-us, pa. pple. of dllatdre to DILATE.] Dilated.

1846 DANA Zoofih. (1845) 134 Sparingly dilatate at each

extremity.

Dilatation (ttoil^'Jan). [a. OF. dilatation,
-ation (i4th c. in Hatz.-Darm. )

= It. dilatazione,

Sp. dilatation, ad. L. dilatation-em , n. of action f.

dildtd-re to DILATE z>.
2
]

1. The action or process of dilating; the condition
of being dilated ; widening out, expansion, enlarge-
ment, (Chiefly in Physics and Physiol^}
c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirnrg, 66 And if bat be blood go out

of arterie J>ou schalt knowe it bi construccion and dilatacion
of J>e same arterie. 1589 COGAN Haven'.Health ccxliii (1636)

299 By blowing of the winde or dilatation of the ayre. 1660
BOYLE New E*p. Phys. Mech. i. 28 It appears not that any
compression of the Air preceded its spontaneous Dilatation
or Expansion of it self. 1685 Effects ofMot. ix. 108 The
dilatation of metals, .by Heat. 1731 ARSUTHNOT Rules of
Diet 389 There may be a Dropsy . . by a Dilatation of the

serous Vessels. i8a6HENRYV.C&Pw. I. So The expansion
or dilatation of bodies . . is an almost universal effect of an
increase of temperature. 1849 M RS - SOMERVILLE Connect.

Phys. Sc. xvii. 156 Alternate condensations and dilatations of
the strata. 1871 W. A. HAMMOND Dis. Nerv. Syst. 46 The
emotions of shame, of anger, and others, cause the face to
become red from dilatation of the blood-vessels.

fig* I<S59 STANLEY Hist.Philos. xin. (1701) 590/2 Pleasure
, . is produced with a kind of dilatation and exaltation of the
Soul. 176* KAMES Elem. Crit. (1833) 221 We feel a gradual
dilatation of mind. 1877 WRAXALL Hugo's Miserables iv.

xlix. 33 There is a dilatation of thought peculiar to the

vicinity of a tomb.

b, concr. A dilated form, formation, or portion
of any structure.

1833 THIRLWALL in Pkilol. Museum II. 163 Memnon is

only a dilatation of Menon. 1854 WOODWARD Mollusca 11.

161 A similar contractile dilatation exists at the end of the

foot.
1857^

BERKELEY Cry^tog, Bot. 73 The only semblance
of a root is a little dilatation of the base. 1861 HULME tr.

Moqitin'Tandon n. i. 43 This dilatation divides the diges-
tive canal into three parts.

2. The spreading abroad, extension, expansion (of
immaterial or abstract things), arch.

1448 WillofHen, VI. m Willis and Clark Canilridgei 1886)
I- 353 Dilatacion, and stablisshement of christen feith.

1610 BP. CARLETON Jitrisd. 174 For preseruation and dilata-

tion of peace and Justice. 1646 SIR T. TEMPLE Irish Rebell,

65 Before I. .come to declare the universal dilatation of [the

rebellion] throughout the whole kingdom. 1839 CDL. WISE-
MAN Cath. $ Angl. Ch. Ess. (1853) II. 232 To the end of
the world, room will be left for the dilatation of religion.

3. The action or practice of dilating upon a sub-

ject in speech or writing; amplification, enlarge-

ment, diffuse treatment.
c 1386 CHAUCER Man ofLaw*s T. 134 What needeth gretter

dilatacioun ? c 1440 CAPGRAVE Life St. Kath. iv. 2278 But
this dilatacyon. .longeth not to this lyf present. 1605 BACON
Adv. Learn, n. vii. 5. 28 God [Is] Holy in the description
or dilatation of his workes. i645pAULE Cases Consc. (1646)4,
I resolue against all such dilatations in this Epitome. 1779
JOHNSON L. P., Dry-den Wks. II. 428 Little more than
a dilatation of the praise given it by Pope. 1873 LOWELL
Among my Books Ser. u. 285, I have spoken of Spenser's
fondness for dilatation as respects thoughts and images.
Hence Dilata'tional a. t of or pertaining to a di-

latation.

1884 BOWER & SCOTT De Bary's Phaner. 539 The first

dilatational bands of the external cortex. 1895 STORY-
MASKELYNE Crystallogr. i. n The dilatational changes re-

sulting from variation of temperature in a crystal.

Dilatative (dail^'tativ, ctoH^itiv), a. [f. L.

dilatat-) ppl. stem otdildtdre + -IVE,] Of the nature
of or tending to dilatation.

1727-51 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v. Dilatation^ A new impetus
is impressed thereon, from the dilatative cause. 1740 STACK
in Phil. Trans. XL I. 420 Therefore the dilatative Effort of
the Layers increases with, the Layers in a greater Propor-
tion than these Layers.

Dilatator (doi'l^'.-taj). [a. L. dilatator, agent-
n. from dildtd-re to DILATE. In F. dilatateur

(Cotgr. 1611). When treated as Latin, the stress

is on the third syllable.] a. Anat. A muscle which
dilates or expands a part; also attrib. b. Surgery.
An instrument for dilating or distending an opening.

(Also DILATER, and les_s correctly DILATOR.}
1611 COTGR., Dilatateur^ a dilatator, inlarger, widener;

extender. 1878 BELL Gegenbaur's Comp. Anat. 571 In the

Reptilia these are replaced by a constrictor and a dilatator

muscle. 1883 Syd. Sac. Lex., Dilata'tor^ a widener. Ap-
pHed to certain muscles whose office is to widen or dilate

the parts on which they act ; also applied to instruments for

opening or enlarging the entrances to cavities or passages.

Dilatatory (iteiU'-tatori). Surg. Also in Lat.

form -o'riurn. [ad. F. dilatatoire (i6th c. in Hatz.-

Darm.), ad. med. or mod.L. dilatatorinm (see quot.

1731), f. L, dildtdt-) ppl. stem ofdildtd-re to dilate.]

An instrument for dilating a part or organ.
1611 COTGR., Dilatatoire^ a dilatatorie or inlargerj an

Instrument wherewith Chirurgions open those partes that by
sicknesse, or other accident, are too much closed. 1656 in

BLOUNT Glossogr. 1706 PHILLIPS Dilatatory or Dilater.

1731-1800 BAILEY, Dilatatorium (with Surgeons) an instru-

ment to open any part, as the mouth, womb or fundament.

1823 CRABB Techn. Diet., Dilatato'riutn (Surg.\_a surgical
instrument for dilating the mouth ; also for pulling barbed

irons out of a wound. 1883 Syd. Soc. Lex, t Dila.tato'nutn.
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t Dila'te, ^- ] Ofa. Also 4 deleate, 5 dylate,

5-6 de-. [n. F. dilater to defer, delay, temporize,
ad inert. L. ttlhitare to defer, delay, put on, pro-

tract, freq. of differre to DEFER: cf. DILATORY.

The sense *

prolong
'

comes so near '

enlarge \

'expand *, or * set forth at length ', in DILATE v.a
,

that the two verbs were probably not thought of as

distinct words.]
1. trans. To delay, defer.

1399 Pol. Puftns (Rolls) II. 14 To 5ive ous pes, which

longc hath be defeated. 1485 CAXTON Chas. Gt. 45 Thou
ou>;hii:>i to tlylatu the vcngeaunce lyll the furour be passed.
f 1485 /Vv/y Myst. n. 497 To delate yt any longer yt ys not

!

ln-'t. 1556 J. HKYWOOD Spider fy F. Hi. 19 Without more
\

tiiut; delated. 1574 HKLLOWES Gueuaras Fam. Ep. (1577)
j

158 Somet iinos tlic sorrowful sutor doth more feele a rough
word they spc.ikc, then the iustice they dilate. 1581 I*. I

I lm i i.i. Denises (1879) 213 Some. .with delayes the matter
will delate. 1610 SIIULTON Quix. II. iv. ix. 120 Why dost
thou with these so many untoward breathings delate the ;

m;ikin.< of mine end happy?
2. TO extern! in time, protract, prolong, lengthen.
1489 CAXTON Faytes ofA. u. vi. 103 The cas happed that :

tin- Kittaylle was somwhat dylated. 1596 BELL Surv, I

ropery ii. n. v. 168 These houres are sometimes dilated.

1658 OSOORN Adv.SonddjTp 146 A. .way to dilate a remem-
brance beyond the banks of Forgetfulness.

I Knee Dila'ted///. ., Dihvting vhL sb.

1509 10 Act i Ittn. Vllf, c. 4, Preamb., Delatyng of so

longe tyme. 1556 J. HEYWOOD Spider 4- F, xxxv. 10 With-
out more delated delate, a 1657 ^' LOVE AY Lett. (1663) 165
Your dilated resolutions of seeing London.

Dilate (di-, daiU'-t), v* Also 6-7 delate,

[a. F. ditate-r (Oresme, I4th c.), ad, L. dtlatare to

spread out, amplify, extend, widen, f. di- t dis- (DlS-
I 1 + lat-its broad, wide.]
1. trans. To make wider or larger ; to increase

the width of, widen ; to expand, amplify, enlarge.
15*8 PAVNEL Salerne's Regim. Y b, Lekes delate the

matrice. 1555 EDEN Decades 261 Al lhynges..are dilated

by heate. 1579 TWVNE Phisicke agst. Fort. u. Ep. Ded.
161 a, I might dilate this discourse with a thousand argu-
mentes. 1646 Sm T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep, in. xxi. 162 It Is

enforced to dilate and hold open the jawes. 1697 POTTER
Antitj. Greece in. xvi. (1715) 135 The sails were contracted,
dilated, or changM from one side to another. 1749 SMOLLETT
Ittgie&it iv. v, While the deep groan Dilates

thy lab'ring
breast? 1833-6 TODD Cycl. Attat. I. 403/2, Haller found
..the bladder so dilated that it was capable of containing
twenty pounds of water. 1851 HERSCHEL Stud. Nat. Phil.
\\. vii. 193 Heat dilates matter with an irresistible force.

b. fig.
c 1450 tr. De Imitatione MI. liv, Dilate bin herte, & resceyue

bis holy inspiracion wij> all maner desir. 15*6 Pilgr. Perf.
lW. de W. 1531) 275 b, Holy charite . . dilateth & spredeth
the herte of man or woman. 1625 F. MARKHAM Bk. Hon.
u. ii. 47 Another sort, who haue dilated and made excellent
their bloods, by the great happiness of their fortunate Issues
and Noble Matches or Manages. 1704 HEARNE Duct.
Hist. (1714) I. 139 The Reader may take Eachard's Roman
History as being, .proper to dilate the Student's knowledge
in Roman Affairs. 1871 FARRAR Witn. Hist. v. 193 As we
have seen, it [Christianity] dilates our whole being.
C. rtjl.

1539 TAVERNER Erasm. Prov. (1552) 60 We be therefore
warned that we

dylate
not our selues beyond our condition

and state, 1653 WHARTON Disc. Comets Wks. (1683) 140
There at first appeared a small Comet, afterward it mounted
and dilated it self on high. 1715 LEONI Palladia's Archit.

(1742) I. 5 Copper is., very pliable, and dilates it self into very
thin Leaves. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2! III. 379 Will he
not dilate and elevate himself in the fulness of vain pomp
and senseless pride 7

12. To spread abroad; to extend, diffuse, or

disperse through a wide space or region. lit. and

fig. Obs.

1430 fn&tr. Ambass. in Rymer Foedera (1710) X. 725 Chris-
ten Keith and beleue had.. be dilated through the World.
ijao Carton's Chron, Eng. in. aob/i In al this tyme the

Knpyra of Rome was not dylated passynge 12 myle. 1^48-77
VICARY Anat. ii. (1888) 21 This Artere. .is more obedient to
be delated abrode through al the lunges. 1549 Compl. Scotl.

Kj'i-t. i The immortal gloir. .is abundantly dilatit athort al

cuntreis. 1590 SPENSER F. O. n. xii. 53 Bowes and braunches
which did broad dilate Their clasping armes. 1664 EVELYN
.S"i'A",i(i679)4 The tree being of a kind apt to dilate its roots.

*1 19 J- T. PHILIPPS tr. 34 Conferences 348 This Juncture. .

favourable for dilating the Knowledge of Christ among these
Nations.
b. reft.
1660 R. COKE Power $ SMDJ. 258 The curing of this Can-

grene so dilating it self both in Church, Court and State.

1701 KCHARD Keel. //&/. (1710) 246 The joy of which prefer-
ment .. dilated itself through all the Roman empire.
3. intr. (for reft.} To become wider or larger ;

to spread out, widen, enlarge, expand.
1636 G. SANDYS Parafkr. Ps. 107 And Naphtali, which

Iwrders on Old Jordan, where his stream dilates. 1641
WILKINS Math. Ma^ick n. v. (1648) 182 Shall be like the fins

of a fish to contract and dilate. i8*a LAMB Elia Ser. t.

Praise Chimneys., The nostrils of the young rogues dilated
at the savour. 1849 Miss MULOCK Ogifoies ii, Her eye
dilating and her cheek glowing. 1871 B. STEWART Heat

32 When a body increases in temperature it also expands
in volume or dilates. 1879 HARLAN Eyesight ii. 16 The
pupil has the property of contracting and dilating.

b. fig. To expand itself; fto have full scope.
1651 N. BACON Disc. Gout. Eng. n. xiii. (1739) 73 The

Duke of Gloucester was of such noble parts, that they could

hardly dilate in any work inferior to the Government of
a Kingdom. 1847 H. ROGERS Ess. I,

y.
260 These flimsy

objections dilate into monstrous dimensions. 1863 DKAPER
////. Dct'd. Europe iii. (1865*66 A false inference like this
soon dilated into a general doctrine.

VOL. III.

f4. trans. To relate, descrilw, or set forth at

length ; to enlarge or expatiate upon. Obs.

1393 GOWER Gw/TlII. 190 It nedeth nought that I dilate

The pris which pruised i* algate. c 1460 CAPGRAVE Chron. i

It picked me. .to gadcraschort remembrance of elde stories,
that whanne I loke upon hem . . I can sonc dilate the circum-
staunses. a 1533 FRITH Disput. Purgat. Prol. (1829) 94
Rastell hath enterprised to dilate this matter, and oath
divided it into three Dialogues. 163* LITHGOW Trav. viii.

346 Having met with some of their Brethren . . and delated

to them their dcathes. c iTgoCowpEH Cotnm. Milton's P, L.
u. 1024-33 It U . . a common thing with poets to touch

slightly beforehand, a subject which they mean to dilate in

the sequel. 1801 Gouy. MORRIS in Sparks Life <$ Writ.

(1832) III. 150, I dare give only hints ; it would be presump-
tuous to dilate them.

6. intr. To discourse or write at large ; to en-

large, expatiate. Const. f^(obs.), on, ufon.
1560 WIUTEHORNE Arte IVarre (1588) 105, I might haue

delated mure vpon the sernice on horscbacke, and after haue
reasoned of the warrc on the Sea. 159* NASHE P. Penilesse
(ed. 2) 13 a, Experience reproues me for a foole, for delating
on so manifest a case. 1609 W. M. Man in Moone (1849) 25,
I could amply delate of thy sinne, but I know it needlesse.

1689 oa LOCKE Toleration in. vii. Wks. 1727 II. 379 The
terrible Consequences you dilate on . . I leave you for your

private
use. 1697 COLLIER Ess. Mor. Subj. i. (1709) 238

Were it not too sad an Argument to dilate upon. 1786 I'.

JEFFERSON Writ. (1859) IT 33 You were dilating with your
new acquaintances. 1820 LAMB Elia Ser. i. South-sea Ho.^
How would he dilate into secret history. 1838 DICKENS
Nick. Nick, xxvi, She proceeded to dilate upon the perfec-
tions of Miss Nickleby. 1861 F. HALL in Jml. Asiat.
Soc. Bengal 146 But it is needless to dilate. 1874 STUBBS
Const. Hist.

(1875)
III. xviii. 122 The chancellor, .dilated at

length on the perjuries of Duke Philip.

t b. refl. To express onesell at length or dif-

fusely. Obs. rare.

1644 DIGBY Nat. Bodies u. (1645) 9 Concerning which wee
shall not need to dilate our selves any further. 1655 FULLER
Ch. Hist. iv. i. 6 In process of time, Wicliffe might delate
himself in supplemental and additional Opinions, a 1679
WOOD Lift (Oxf. Hist. Soc.) I. 161 Dr. Richard Gardiner. .

dilating himselfon Christ's miracle of turning water into wine.

Dilate (doil-t), a. arch. Also 7 delate. [In

form, ad. L. dlldt-us earned in different ways,

spread abroad, dispersed, published, pa. pple. of

differre ; but in sense, answering to L. dildtdt-us^

widened, expanded, and so perh. short for dilated,]

DILATED, widely extended or expanded.
1*71 RIPLEY Comp. Alch t xi. in Ashm. (1652) 182 With

mykyll more Lycour dylate. 1603 B. JONSON Sejattns i. ii,

Instructed With so dilate and absolute a power. 16x4 W. B.

Philosopher's Baitqttet (ed. 2) 12 A mrnde so delate and

ample. 1677 HALE Prim. Orir. Man. u. vii. 187 The Seas

possibly more dilate and extended. 1803 W, TAYLOR in Ann.
AV.-'. I. 301 Who narrates with dilate diffusion. 1883 FENN
Elfs Childr. III. in. ii. 180 Her dilate and frightened eyes
softened with tears.

t Dila'te, sb. Obs. rare. [f. DILATE z>.
2
]
=

DILATATION 3.

1595 MARKHAM Sir R. Grin-vile (Arb.) 58 Thanks bardie
Midleton for thy dilate.

Dilate, obs. form of DELATE, DELETE.

Dilated (dail^-ted), ppl. a. [f. DILATE it? +
-ED 1

.] Widened, expanded, distended, diffused,

etc. : see the verb.
c 1450 tr. De Imitatione in. Ivi, J>at bou wi} a dilated herte

mowe renne l>e way of my commandementes. 1606 SHAKS.
Tr. $ Cr. ii. ui. 261 A shore confines Thy spacious and
dilated parts. 1651 STANLEY Poetns 29 In an elms dilated

shade. 1667 MILTON P. L. iv. 986 Satan allarm'd Collect-

ing all his might dilated stood. 1758 J. S. Le Dran's Observ.

Surg. (1771) 264 The dilated Urethra was very thin. 1859
TENNYSON Enid 144"} Then there fluttered in, Half-bold,
half-frighted, with dilated eyes, A tribe of women. 1865
KINGSLEY Hereto, x. (1866) 157 His dilated nostril.

t b. Enlarged upon. Obs.

1599 J AS. 1 Bao-iA. Awpoi' ( 1682) 74 Exercise true wisdome ;

in discerning wisely betwixt true and false reports ; first ..

and last [considenng] the nature and by-past life of the

dilated person.

t c. Cryst. (See quot.) Obs.

1805-17 R. JAMESON Char. Min. 215 Dilated^ the name
given to a variety of dodecahedral calcareous spar, in which
the bases of the extreme pentagons are in some degree
enlarged by the inclination of the lateral planes.

d. Her. f

Opened or extended. Applied to a
Pair of Compasses, Barnacles, etc.* Gossans, 1882.

Hence Dila'tedlym/z'., in a dilated manner, with

dilatation ; diffusely.

1617 FELTHAM Resolves xxi. (ed. i) 64 His . . aberrations,
wherein he hath dilatedly tumbled himsclfe.

t Dila'tement. Obs. rare. [f.
DILATE v.- 1

-MENT.l A dilating ; a dilated or diffuse passage.
1593 NASHE Christ's T. <i6it) 86 Euen in this dilatement

against Ambition, the diuel seekes to set in a foote ofaffected

applause.

Dilater (dail^-U-i). [f. DILATE v.2 + -ER'.

Now mostly supplanted by the less correctly formed
DILATOR '.] One who or that which dilates.

1605 SHELTON Commend. Verses in Verstegan Dec. Intell..

Thy labours shew thy will to dignifie The first dilaters of

thy famous Nation. 1640 BP. HALL Ckr. Moder. (ed. Ward)
38/1 Away, then, ye cruel torturers of opinions, dilaters of

errors, delators of your brethren.

b. spec. A surgical instrument used to dilate a

part ;
DILATOK sb^ a. *

1634 T. JOHNSON Party's Ckirvrg. 464 A dilater made for

to open the mouth and teeth. 1668 R. L/ESTRANGE Vis.

Qitev. (1708) 28 In the tail of these, came the Surgeons,
laden with Pincers .. Dilaters, Scissers. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed.

Kersey), Dilatatory^ or Dilater, a Surgeon's dilating In-

strumcnt, hollow on the inside, to draw barbed Iron. &c out
of a Wound : Also an Instrument with which the Mouth of
the Womb may be dilated. 17*1-1800 BAILEY, Dilater.

c. Anat. A muscle which dilates or expands a

part ;
= DILATATOR a, DILATOR sb.\ b.

1683 SNAPK XJM/. Horse iv. xiv. (1686) 171 Of the Dilaters
or those that widen the Chest there are four pair.

Dilater, obs. form of DELATOR, accuser.

Dilating (dail^-tirj), -vbl. sb.
[f.

DILATE v.2 +
-INO l.J The action of the verb DILATE, in various

senses ; enlargement, expansion.
15*9 MORE Contf. agst. Trib. in. Wks. 1213/2 Amonjj other

[tokens] the cornyng in of the Jewes, and y* dilating of
cliristendome agamc. ijus Confut. Tinaale ibid. 648/3
For now in dylating and declaring of hys conclusion, he
addeth one thinge. 1586 J. HOOKER Girald. /re/, in Holin-
shed II. 36/1 Doo grant that you for the dilating of Gods
church . , doo enter to possesse that land. 1657 J. SMITH
Aiyst. Khet. 114 Paradiastole is a dilating or enlarging of
a matter by interpretation. 1703

MAUNDRKLL Jonrn. Jfrtts.

(1732) 12 Where the waters oy dilating were become shal-

lower. 1791 MAD. D'ARBLAY Diary Sept., A few memoran-
diun.s for my own dilating upon at our meeting.

Dila'ting, ///. a. [f. DILATE v.% -* -ING 2
.]

That dilates or expands : see the verb.

1581 T. HOWELL /Vw/Vf 11879) J 92 1" my delating brains,
a thousand thoughts were fed. 1593 Tell-TrotWs N. Y.

Gift 4 With such a dilatinge narration. 1644 DIGBY Nat.
Bodies i. (1645) 290 To fill those capacities which the dilating;

heat hath made. 1805 SOUTHEY Madoc in W. iv, Through
the broken cloud, Appeared the bright dilating blue of

heaven. 1834 BADHAM Halieut. 248 A dilating crest which

grows red at the nuptial season.

Hence Dila tinffly adv.

1891 G. MEREDITH One ofourCottq. II. vi. 150 The colonel

eyed Mrs. Blathenoy dilatingly.

t Dila*tion l
. Obs. Also 5-6 de-, dy-. [a.

OF. dilation (ijth c. in Hatz-Dann.), mod. F. dila-

tion, It. dilaziont) ad. L. dilation-em^ n. of action

from differre^ dilat- to defer, delay, put off : cf. DI-
LATE v\ Delay, procrastination, postponement.
14. . LYDG. Temple ofGlas 877 Bebe not astoneid of no

wilfulnes, Ne nou^t dispeired ofpis dilacioun. 1430 Chron.

Troy HI. xxv, Without abode or longe delacyon. Ibid. iv.

xxxiv, I wyll nowe make no dylacyon. 155* LATIMER Sertn.

Lord's Pray. iv. 31 The Angels . . whiche doe the will and

pleasure of God without dilation. 1585 PARSONS Chr. Exerc.
ii. v. 350 So the matter by delation came to no effect. 16*7
BP. HALL Heaven vpon Earth \ 5 Some desperate debters,

whom, after long dilations

go
Di

,
of payments . . we altogether let

oe for disability. 1665 J. WEBB St0nc-Heng(ii?$) i6oThe .

ilation that attended the ultimate Appeal.

Dilation *
(daU^jao, di-). [Improperly f. DI-

LATE z/.
2

, which does not contain the verbal suffix

ate, but a stem -late from L. lat-us broad, so that

the etymologically correct formation is dilatation.

(Cf. coercion, dispution for disputation, etc.).]

1. =DlLATATION I.

1598 FLORID, Dilatione, a dilation, enlarging or ouerspread-
ing. [But 1611 corrects to Dilatatione a dilating, Dilatione
a delaying.] 1603 HOLLAND Plutarch'sMor.

jf>
The dilations

of the arteries. 1615 CROOKE Body ofMan 641 The dilation

is the cause of deepe and base voyces. 1796 SOUTHEY Lett.

fr. Spain (1799) 125 The beauty of its dilation and contrac-

tion. 1847 TENNYSON Prmc. vi. 172 At first her eye with

slow dilation roll'd Dry flame. 1870 ROLLESTON Amm. Life
27 Transverse dilation of the thorax.

fif- l647 H- MORE Poems 203 The soul . . a sure fixation

And centrall depth it hath, and free dilation. 1787 J. FRERE
in Microcosm No. 2 P 8 The mind perceives a sensible

dilation of its faculties. 18*3 LAMB Elia Ser. IL Child

Angel) Those natural dilations of the youthful spirit.

f2. DILATATION 2. Obs.
a 1631 DONNE in Spurgeon Treas. Dav. Ps. xc. 14 A prayer

not only of appropriation to ourselves . . but of a charitable

dilation and extension to others.

3. = DILATATION 3.

1605 BACON Adv. Learn, u. vii. \ 6. 28 In the description
or dilation of his works. 16*3 COCKERAM u, A Speaking at

large, Dilation. 1774 WARTON Hist. Ettg. Poetry III.

xxxix. 377 By needless dilations, and the affectations of cir-

cumlocution. 1851 AGN. STRICKLAND Queens Scot. II. 193
Frivolous terms and dilations cut away.
Dilation 3

, obs. var. of DELATION, accusation.

Dilative (dail^'-tiv), a. f f. DILATE f.2 + -IVB.]
1. Having the property of dilating or expanding

(trans, ana intr.) DILATATTVE.
1634 T. JOHNSON Party's Chirurg. in. i. (1678) 52 The Vital

[faculty] is divided into the dilative and contractive faculty
of the heart and arteries. 1671 G*e.wAnat. Plants i. ii. $ 4
A Body Porous, Dilative and Pliable. 1808 COLERIDGE Lit*

Rem. (1836) II. 408 The.. astringent power, comparatively
uncounteracted by the dilative, ibid, 411 The dilative force.

t 2. Serving to diffuse (the food). Obs.

15*8 PAVNEL Safernt's Rcgim. P, Drinkynge delatiue is

moste conuenient after the fyrst digestion regularlye, 1589
COGAN Haven Health ccxv.(i636) 233 If any of these three

uses of drinke be omitted, the drinke delative may be best

spared. i6ao VENNER Via Recta (1650) 375 This drinking
of Wine or Beer between meales. .may well be termed both
dilutive and dilative. 1634 H. R. SaUme's Regim. 90 Re-

gularly, conuenient drinke dilatiue, or pcrnuxtiue, ought to

be Wine. Ale, Becrc, Perry, or such like.

Dilatometer (dailAf-m/Ui). [f. DILATK z>.2

+ -(O)METEB.] An instrument for determining the

dilatation or expansion of a liquid by heat. Hence
Dilatome'tric a., relating to a dilatometer.
i88a Nature No. 639. 290 The numerous determinations of

the expansion of water by heat. .Experimenters, .have used
two methods the hydrostatic and the dilatometric. 1883
Svt/. .Stv. Lex.* Alcoholic dilatometer. an instrument in-
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DILATOR.

vented by Silvermann to determine the quantity of alcohol

in a liquid, founded on the principle that water in passing
from o C. to 100 C. . . expands -0466 of its volume, and
alcohol. .-1252.

Dilator (dail^-tsj), sb. 1
[f. DILATE .2 : an

irregular formation, the regular types being DI-

LATER from Eng. dilate, and DILATATOR from L.

dilatare.] One who or that which dilates : spec.

a. Surg. An instrument used to dilate or distend

an opening, passage, or organ ;
= DILATATOR b,

DILATER b.

[1634-1706: see DILATER b.] 1688 R. HOLME Armoury la.

420/2 The Dilator is an Instrument to open or stretch out a

thing to its breadth. 1830 S. COOPER Diet. Pract. Surg.
led. 6) s.v. Urethra, With respect to dilators, as they are

called . . their use is far from being much approved by the

best modern surgeons. 1864 T. HOLMES Syst. Surg. (1870)
IV. 963 The stricture being now fairly split, the dilator

should be rotated.

b. Anal. A muscle or nerve which dilates or

widens a part ;
= DILATATOR a, DILATES c. Also

attrib.

[1683 : see DILATER c.] a 1735 ARBUTHNOT(J.), The dilators

of the nose are too strong in cholerick people. 1807 Med.
yrnl. XVII. 407 The radiating (or dilator) muscle of the

Iris. 1844 J. G.WILKINSON Swedenborg's Anim. Kingd. II.

i. 3 The muscles of the nose are three pair ; two pair of

dilator, and one pair of constrictors. 1878 FOSTER Phys. u.

i. 2. 210 It acts energetically as a dilator-nerve.

tDi'lator, -our, a. and si.2 Sc. Obs. Forms:

5-8 dilatour, 6 delatour, 8 dilator, delator,

[a. F. dilatoire adj.
'

dilatory ', formerly also sb.

'delay', ad. L. dllatori-us, dildtori-um, dilatory,

delaying, f. dilat- ppl. stem of differre: see

DEFER .', DILATE z>.' For the form of the word
cf. declarator.]
A. adj. (Sc. Law) DILATORY; delaying, causing

delay.
1503 Sc. Acts yas. 7^(1597) 65 There salbe na exception

dilatour admitted against that summounds. Ibid. 95 Vpon
dilatour or peremptour exception. 1609 SKENE Reg.^Maj.
104 Gif the partie defendant will not vse any exception or

defence dilatour. 1752 J. LOUTHIAN Form ofProcess (fA. 2)

267 All his Defences, both dilator and peremptor, which the

Sheriff shall either advise in Court, or allow [etc.].

B. sb. (Sc. Law?) A delay ;
a cause of delay, a

dilatory plea ;
= DILATORY sb.

'473 T
Without.
Andreivs Life 194 Ballates (1872) 205 t
still replyed, With trickis and delatouris he denyed. 1717
WODROW Corr. (1843) II. 328, I scarce mention the unac-
countable dilatours of settling vacancies. 1718 Ibid. II. 381
This was reckoned a delator, and opposed. 1752 J. LOUTHIAN
Form of Process (ed. 2) 97 All these Objections, properly
called Dilators, must be first proponed. 1888 RAMSAY Scot/.

in i&tk C. I. ii. 41 He is said to have excelled in what was
called proponing dilators.

Dilator, obs. form of DELATOB, accuser.

Dilatorily (dHat3rili),adz/. [f.
DILATOBY a.1

+ -LY 2
.]

In a dilatory manner ; delayingly.
I7COTYRRELL//W.-. II. 873 The Prelates answered him

dilatorily. 1781 JOHNSON in Boswelt Li/e(i84& 1665/1, 1 wrote
in my usual way, dilatorily and hastily, unwilling to work,
and working with vigour and haste. 1849 LOWELL Lett.

I. 167, I remain very sincerely (and dilatorily) Your friend.

Dilatoriness (di'latarines). Forms : see DI-

LATORY, [f. next + -NESS.] The quality of being

dilatory ; tendency to procrastination or delay.
1642 in Rushw. Hist. Coll. m. (1692) 1. 610 Lest his Majesty

should think it a delatoriness in the Parliament to return an
Answer. 1667 WATERHOUSE Fire Loml. 95 The sluggards
dilatoriness is upon men ; and they will sit still a little longer.

1718 Free-thinker No. 56. 4 The Holy See proceeded with
its usual dilatoriness in that Affair. 1825 SCOTT yrnl. 7 Dec.,
Letters . . lying on my desk like snakes, hissing at me for my
dilatoriness. 1861 M. PATTISON Ess. (1889) I. 38 His delay
in setting out was due to pure procrastination and dilatori-

ness.

Dilatory (di-latsri), a.l and sb. Forms : 6-7
dilatorie, 7- dilatory, (8 erron. dilitary). Also

6-7 delatorie, (6 delaterye, deletary), 7 de-

latory. [ad. L. dildtori-us, f. dilator-em a delayer,

agent-n. from differre, dilat- to DEFER, delay : see

DILATE z.l Cf. F. dilatoire (13* c. in Hatz.-

Darm.).] A. adj.
1. Tending to cause delay ; made for the purpose

of gaining time or deferring decision or action.

1581 LAMBARDE Eiren. iv. xxi. (1588) 622 It was very Dila-
torie for the Justices of Peace, to take those Wages, at the
handes of the Shirife. 1592 NASHE P. Penilesse(<td. 2) 9 a,
For his delaterye excuse. 1613 SHAKS. Hen. VIII, n. iv. 237,
I abhorre This dilatory sloth and trickes of Rome. 1655
FULLER Ch. Hist. vin. ii. 46 Dilatory letters excusing them-
selves from coming thither. 1671 SHADWELL Humourists \:

Wks. 1720 I. 202, I will . . make no hesitation or dilatory
scruple. 1751 JOHNSON Rambler No. 178 P 4 By long deliber-

ation and dilatory projects they may both be lost. 1860
MOTLEY Netherl. 11868) I. iii. 80 The policy of England
continued to be expectant and dilatory.

b. Law. Dilatoryplea, a plea put in for the sake
of delay. Dilatory exception : see EXCEPTION sb.

4 a. Dilatory defence (in Sc. Law) : see quot.
[1292 BRITTON n. xvii. i Par excepciouns diiatories.]

1535 Act 27 Hen. VIII, c. 14 5 None essoin . . or other
dilatorie pie for the defendant shall be admitted. 1611 RICH
Honest. Age (1844) 21 They, .do seeke for nothing more then
to checke the course of iustice by their delatory pleas. 1678
HICKES in Ellis Orif. Lett. Ser. n. IV. 49 At last all the di-

362

latory exceptions being answered, the Jury was impanelled
and the witnesses sworn. 1768 BLACKSTONEO?W;. III. 301

Dilatory pleas are such as tend merely to delay or put off

the suit, by questioning the propriety of the remedy, rather

than by denying the injury. 1861 W. BELL Diet. Law Scot.,

Dilator}' Defence is a plea offered by a defender for eliding
the conclusions of the action, without entering on the merits

of the cause. 1880 MOIRHEAD Gains iv. I 120 Those [Ex-

ceptions] are dilatory that are available only for a time, such

as that of an agreement not to sue say for five years.

2. Given to or characterized by delay ; slow,

tardy, a. Of persons, their characters, habits, etc.

1604 SHAKS. Oth. n. iii. 379 Wit depends on dilatory time.

1711 ADDISON Spect. No. 89 P i Women ofdilatory^Tempers,
who are for spinning out the Time of Courtship. 1742
YOUNG N. Th. i. 413 Poor dilatory man. 1781 COWPER
Lett. 25 Aug., The most dilatory of all people. 1838 THIRL-

WALL Greece III. xix. 106 They are as prompt, as you are

dilatory. 1884 PAE Eustace 38 You shall have no longer
cause to think me dilatory.

b. Of actions.

1648 BOYLE Seraph. Love xii. (1700) 64 Being press'd to

five

an account of such a Dilatory way of proceeding. 1751
OHNSON Rambler No. 144 T 11 But between dilatory pay-

ment and bankruptcy there is a great distance. 1843
PRESCOTT Mexico vi. v. (1864) 369 Cortez was not content
to wait patiently the effects of a dilatory blockade. 1879
FROUDE Caesar xxii. 386 His political advisers were im-

patient of these dilatory movements.

B. sb. Law. A means of procuring delay ; a

dilatory plea : see A. I b.

1563-87 FoxEA.qM.(i6&4) 11.22 Shifting off the matter

by subtil diiatories and frivolous cavilling about the jaw.
1585 ABP. SANDYS Serin. (1841) 226 Delatories and shifting*
off wear out many a just cause, and beggar many a poor
man. 1681 Trial ofS. Colledge 16 You ought not to have

helps to plead diiatories. a 1734 NORTH Lives (1826) I. 302
Criminals of that sort, .should defend upon plain truth,which

they know best, without any diiatories, arts or evasions.

1848 WHARTON Law Lex. s.v. Dilatory Pleas, No man
shall be permitted to plead two diiatories at separate
times.

f Dila'tory, a. 2 Ol>s. rare. [A bad formation

for dilatatory, f. DILATE v.] Used for dilating,
dilative.

1691 MULLINEUX in Phil Trans. XVII. 822 The Chyrur-
gion. .inserted his Dilatory Instrument.

II Di'lature. Sc. Obs. [A variant of dilatour,

DILATOK a
,
assimilated in spelling to L. dtld/ura,

delaying, delay, f. dilat- ppl. stem of L. diffei~re :

see DILATE p. 1

] =DILATOBY s/>.

1552 LYNDESAY Monarche 5766 Throw Delaturis [v. r. de-

latouris] full of dissait, Quhilk monyone gart beg thare mait.

1714 Let. in Lockhart Papers 1. 439 The Court tricked them
with dilatures till the . . opportunity was past.

Dilavy, var. of DELAVY a. Obs.

Dilay(e, obs. form of DELAY.

Dilce, Sc. form of DULSE.

t Dildo *. Obs. Also dildoe. A word of ob-

scure origin, used in the refrains of ballads.

Also, a name of the penis or phallus, or a figure thereof;
the lingam of Hindoo worship ; formerly, also, a contemp-
tuous or reviling appellation of a man or lad

;
and app.

applied to a cylindrical or
'

sausage
'

curl.

1610 B. JONSON Alch. v. iii, Here I find..The seeling fill'd

with poesies of the candle : And Madame, with a Dildo,
writ o the walls. 1611 SHAKS. Wint. T. iv. iv. 195 He has
the prettiest Loue-songs for Maids . . with such delicate

burthens ofDildo's and Fadings. a 16*7 MIDDLE-TON Chaste
Maid i. ii, What, has he got a singing in his head now 1

Now's out of work he falls to making dtldoes. 1638 FORD
Fancies iv. i, This page a milk-livered dildoe. 1647 Parl.

Ladies 12 The very sight of this Madam with a Dildoe . .

put the House into a great silence, c 1650 Roxb. Ball. II.

455 She prov'd herself a Duke's daughter, and he but a

Squire's son. Sing trang dildo lee. 1656 S. HOLLAND Zara
(1719) 41 That Gods may view, With a dildo-doe, What
we bake, and what we brew. 1659 TORRIANO, Bacillo ..

a simple gull, a shallow pate, also a dill-doe, or pillie-

cock. 1661 R. W. Conf. Charac. To Rdr. (1860) 7 O thou
faint-hearted dildo. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury II. 463/2
A Campaign Wig hath Knots or Bobs (or a Dildo on each

side) with a curled Forehead. 1698 FRVER Ace. E. India

179 Under the Banyan Tree, an Altar with a Dildo in the

middle being erected, they offer Rice.

b. Comb, dildo-glass, a cylindrical glass; ?a
test-tube.

c 1625 FLETCHER Nice Valour in. i, Whoever lives to see me
Dead, gentlemen, shall find me all mummy, Good to fill

galipots, and long dildo-glasses.

t Dildo 2
. Obs. [prob. the same word as prec.,

from its cylindrical form like a '

dildo-glass'.] A
tree or shrub of the genus Cercus (N.O. Cac-

tacesf). Also Dildo-tree, Dildo-bush, Dildo Pear
Tree.

1696 Phil. Trans. XIX. 206 The Dildoe-tree is the same
with the Cereus or Torch-Plant. 1607 DAMPIER Voy. \. 81

Barren Islands without any Tree, only some Dildo-bushes

growing on them. Ibid. 101 The Dildoe-tree is a green
prickly shrub, that grows about 10 or 12 foot high, without
either Leaf or Fruit. It is as big as a mans Leg, from the
root to the top, and it is full of sharp prickles, growing in

thick rows. 1700 W. KING Trunsactioneer n The Toddy-
Tree, the Sower-Sop, the Bonavists, and the Dildoe. 1756
P. BROWNE Nat. Hist. Jamaica, (1789) 238 The larger erect
Indian Fig, or Dildo Pear Tree,

t Dile'ct, ///. a. Obs. rare. [ad. L. dilect-us
' beloved ', pa. pple. of diliglre to esteem highly,
to love (see DILIGENT)^ Beloved.
1521 J. T. in Bradshaw St. Werburge Prol. ii, A virgin

resplendent Dilect of our lorde.

Dilectacion, obs. form of DELECTATION.

DILEMMA.

t Dilection (dile-kjsn). Obs. Also 5-6 dy-,
6 de-. [a. F. dilection (izth c. in Hatz.-Darm.),
ad. L. dileclion-em love (of God, etc.) (Tertullian,

Vulgate), n. of action from dilige're to select to

oneself from others, to esteem highly, hold dear,

love; f. iii-, dis- (Dis- i) * legtre to gather, cull,

choose.]
1. Love, affection : almost always, spiritual or

Christian love, or the love of God to man or of

man to God ; cf. CHARITY I.

1388 WYCLIF Rev. Prol., Ion, the apostil and euangelist of

cure Lord Ihesu Crist, chosen and loued, in so gret loue of

dileccioun is had. a 1420 HOCCLEVE De Reg. Princ. 851

Frenship, adieu ; farewele, dileccioun. c 1485 Digby Myst.
III. 1323 His desypylles .. to hym had dyleccyon. r 1520
Wyse Chyld ff Emp. Adrian (1860) 15 They were by dy-
leccion afi of one hart and of one wyll. 1623 FAVINE Theat.
Hon. IX. vi. 399 In token of love and Brotherly dilection.

1683 E. HOOKER Pref. Ep Pordage's Mystic Div. 56 This

dilection, love, charitie towards God, and towards His

Image, man.
2. The action of choosing, choice (of that on

which one's desire or affection is set) ; esp. in Theol.

= ELECTION 3.
c 1450 HKNRYSON Mor. Fab. 62 And when the saul Giues

consent vnto detection, The wicked thought beginnes for to

breird In deadly sinne. 1633 T. ADAMS Exp. 2 Peter ii. 12 .

We are adjured by our election, selection, dilection, to be
merciful. 1656 JEANES Fuln. Christ 51 Christ is the only be-

gotten son ofGod, not by dilection, but by eternall generation.

H 3. Used by Carlyle to render Ger. liebden as a

title of honour.

1864 CAKLYLE Fredk. Ct. (1865) IV. xi. v. 81 These things
We expect from your Dilection, as Kurfiirst of Branden-

burg. 1865 Ibid. VII. xvn. iv. (1873) 37 [I] apprise your
dilection, though under deepest secrecy.

Dilemma (dile'ma, dai-), sb. Also 0. 6-7

(after French) dilemme (dylem). [a. L. di-

lemma, a. Gr. c*\i)nna double proposition, f. Ji-,

twice (Dl-
2
) + \ffnna assumption, premiss : see

LEMMA.]
1. In Khetoric. A form of argument involving an

adversary in the choice of two (or, loosely, more)
alternatives, either of which is (or appears) equally
unfavourable to him. (The alternatives are com-

monly spoken of as the 'horns' of the dilemma.)
Hence in Logic, A hypothetical syllogism having
a conjunctive or

' conditional
'

major premiss and
a disjunctive minor (or, one premiss conjunctive
and the other disjunctive).
Very different views have been taken by different logicians

as to what syllogisms are properly dilemmas ;
several of the

arguments commonly so called being considered by some
writers to be only ordinary conjunctive syllogisms, construc-

tive or destructive. See FOWLER, Deductive Logic, v. 4.

1523 in W. H. Turner Select. Rec. Oxford 36 They are . .

excommunicated . . w'h a dilemma made concerninge the ..

Mayor's, .perplexitie. 1551 T. WILSON Logike (1580) 34 b,

Dilemma, otherwise . . called a horned argument, is when the

reason consisteth of repugnant members, so that what so

ever you graunt, you fall into the snare. 1622 BACON
Hen. VII, Wks. (Bohn) 377 A dilemma, that bishop Morton

..used, to raise up the benevolence to higher rates; and
some called it his fork, and some his crotch. . .

' That if they
met with any that were sparing, they should tell them, that

they must needs have, because they laid up : and if they
were spenders, they must needs have, because it was seen in

their port and manner of living '. 1638 CHILLINGW. Relig.
Prot. i. ii. 8 154 Thus hane we cast off your dilemma, and
broken both the homes of it. 1677 GALE Crt. Gentiles II.

iv. Proem n A Dilemma is an argumentation from two

members, whereof both are attended with incommoditie.

1725 WATTS Logic in. ii. 6 A Dilemma becomes faulty or

ineffectual . . when it may be retorted with equal force upon
him who utters it. 1837-8 SIR W. HAMILTON Logic xviii.

(1866) I. 351 An hypothetico-disjunctive syllogism is called

the dilemma or horned syllogism. Ibid. 352 If the disjunc-
tion, .has only two members, the syllogism is then called a

dilemma in the strict and proper signification. If. .three. .

members, it is called trilemma, etc. 1842 ABP. THOMSON
Laws Th. 109 (1860) 203 The Dilemma is a complex argu-

ment, -partaking both of the conditional and disjunctive.

1887 FOWLER Deductive Logic 121 In disputation, the adver-

sary who is refuted by a dilemma is said to be '
fixed on

the horns of a dilemma
'

; he is said to rebut the dilemma,
if he meet it by another with an opposite conclusion. Ibid.

122 It seems less arbitrary and more systematic to define

dilemma as ' a syllogism of which one premiss is a conjunc-
tive and the other a disjunctive proposition '.

(3. 1587 A. FLEMING Cont. Holinshtd. III. 1307/2 This

bishop, hauing heard all these excuses, ysed this dilemme.

1616 LANE Sf. Tale (1888) 121, I see his saftie and thine

maie not bee, hot as Dylems or Contraries agree.

2. Hence, in popular use : A choice between two

(or, loosely, several) alternatives, which are or ap-

pear equally unfavourable ;
a position of doubt or

perplexity, a '
fix '.

1590 GREENE Nener too late (1600) 19 Every motion was

intangled with a dilemma t . . the loue of Francesco gaue
such fierce assaults to the bulwarke of her affection . . the

feare of her Fathers displeasure . . draue her to meditate

thus. 1598 SHAKS. Merry W. iv. v. 87 In perplexity,
and

doubtful dilemma. 1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. iv. i. f 53 He is

reduced to this doleful Dilemma; either voluntarily, by re-

signing, to depose himself; or violently, bydetrusion, to be

deposed by others. 1796 MORSE Amer. Geog. II. 297 Kos-

ciusko was . . reduced to the unpleasant dilemma of being

obliged either to kill the father or give up the daughter.

1841-44 EMERSON Ess., Experience Wks. (Bohn) I. 189 In

the dilemma of a swimmer among drowning men, who all

catch at him. 1888 BRYCE Amer. Commw. II. liii. 332 They



DILEMMA.
were . . in the dilemma of either violating the Constitution

or losing a golden opportunity.

3. Comb, as dilemma-making.
1895 H'rstm. Caz. 16 Apr. 3/3

Dilemma making is at best

a somewhat puerile, .form of dialectic.

Dile'mma, i>. rare. [f. prec. sb.]

1. trans. To place in a dilemma; pa. ffie. =yi
a dilemma or '

fix '.

1656 S. H. Ciohl. Law 44 Both sides are Dilemma'd, and

stand imslur'd like Lots wife. 1698 KRVER Ace. /.'. India t, P.

325 Now we were dilemnia'd, not knowing what to wish.

a 1849 POE Marginalia Wks. 1864 III. 485 Like a novel-

hero dilemma'd, I made up my mind to be guided by circum-

stances.

f 2. intr. To be in a dilemma ; to hesitate or be

in doubt between two alternatives. Obs. rare.

1687 K. I.'KSTRANGF. Anw. Diss. 39 He runs away with

the h'act, for Granted ;
Dilemma's upon it, and so leaves

III.- Matter.

Dilemniatic (<H-, dailemortik), a. [f.
Gr.

JSiXn/iwar- stem of JiXij/i/ia (see prec.) -f -1C.] Of
the nature of, or relating to, a dilemma.

291 The Hyputlieiico-disjunctive or Dilemmatic Syllogism.

1867 AUVATIK Klein. Logic 95 Dilemmatic Judgements
involve a combination of the conditional and disjunctive.

Logn' iv. v. 447 Ine peculiar
menl is the choice of alternatives which it thus offers.

t Dilemma'tical, a. Obs. [f. as prec. + -AL.]

|ij'v. Hence Dilemma'tically adv.

1659 BAXTER Key Cath. xlv. 316 The Jesuites . . went Di-

lemmatically to work, thinking to make sure which way ever

tilings went, to effect their ends. 1661 K. W. Con/. Charaf.

Ciood-t'ld i-aKsi" (1860) 60 And bring upon us a dilemmaticall

confiwion. 1677 GILPIN Dxmonol. (1867) 342 These were

perplexing, entangling temptations. They were dilemmat-

ical, such as might ensnare, either in the doing or refusal.

Dile'mmist . rare. [f. DILEMMA + -IST.] One
who bases his position upon a dilemma; used as

the name of a Buddhist school of philosophy.
1858 Applcton's Amer. Cycl. IV. 70/2 [The philosophic

school] of the Vaibhashikas, or dilemmists, who maintain the

necc-s<ityof immediate contact with the object to be known.

t Dile-riate, a. Obs. rare. [Erron. for delirate,

ad. L. dcllratus, or for dcliriate.]
= DELIRIOUS.

1689 MOYLE Sea, Chyrurg. in. xi. 117 Before the Feaver

comes to its height, usually men are dileriate.

Dilettant (dHetcvnt), a. and sb. [A partially

Anglicized adaptation of next : cf. F. dilettante ;

also atljutant, confidant, etc.] =next.

A. adj.
1851 CARLYLE Sterling n. vii. (1872) 160 Sterling returned

from Italy filled with . .great store of artistic, serious, dilettant

and other speculation for the time.

B. sb.

1875 HAMERTON Intell. Lifem.v. 100 If the essence of di-

lettantism is to be contented with imperfect attainment, I fear

that all educated people must be considered dilettants.

1888 Kng. lllustr. Mae. Jan. 516
Teach by salutary smarts,

These dilettants to understand That Learning is the first of

Arts. 1891 K. M. WILSON Prim, on Browning 34 Browning
draws a sharp line between the dilettant and the artist.

II Dilettante (diletsniti, It. dzlet,ta-nt). PI.

dilettanti (-U), rarely -es. [It. dilettante 'a

lover of music or painting ', f. dilettare : L. de-

ledAre to delight: see DELECT, etc. So mod.F.

dilettante, 1878 in Diet. Acatl.~\

1. A lover of the fine arts
; originally, one who

cultivates them for the love of them rather than

professionally, and so = amateur as opposed to pro-

fessional ; but in later use generally applied more

or less depreciatively to one who interests himsel f

in an art or science merely as a pastime and with-

out serious aim or study ('a mere dilettante').

1733-4 1' The Society of Dilettanti
' was founded]. 1748

CIIKSTERF. Lett. n. xl, You are likely to hear of it as

a virtuoso ; and if so, I should be glad to profit of it, as an
humble dillettante. 1769 (title], Ionian Antiquities, By
the Society of Dilettanti. 1770

FOOTE Lame Lover i. i,

Frederick is a bit of Macaroni and adores the soft Italian

termination in a. .. Yes, a delitanti all over. 1775 MAD.
D'ARBLAY Diary 21 Nov., A female dilettante of great
fame and reputation . . as a singer. 1789^

BURNEY Hist.

Mus. III. ii. 161 Personages whose [musical) talents are

celebrated whether they are regarded as professors or

Dilutanti. 1801 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Mag. XII. 576

Religious dilettanti, of every sex and age, reinforce the

industry of the regular priesthood. l8oa Eiiin. Rev. L 165

Dilettanti who have pushed themselves into high places in

the scientific world. 1826 U'NESS BUSSES in Hare Life II.

vii. =65 It would be difficult to find a dilettante who under-

stood the art of mana-ing it [a parlour organ]. 1831 CARLYLE
Sart. Kes. l. x, Thou hitherto art a Dilettante and sandhlmJ

Pedant. 1840 MACAULAY Ess., Clivers*) 534/2 The Dilet-

tante sneered at their want of taste. The Maccaroni black-

balled them as vulgar fellows. i879FouDECarj<irii. i7[The
Romans] cared for art as dilettanti ; but no schools either

of sculpture or painting were formed among themselves.

i88 RI-SKIN t'r.eterita I. 271 Rogers was a mere dilettante,

who felt no difference between landing where 1 ell leaped

ashore, or standing where '
St. Preux has stood .

t b. with of: a lover, one who is fond of. Obs.

1783 HAMILTON in Phil. Trans. LXX1II. 189 Those who
are professed dilettanti of miracles.

2. attrib. a. In apposition, as dilettante musician,

etc. = amateur.
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774 '} COLLIER' Mm. Trm.hrj$\ That great Dilettante

performer on (he harp. 1789 MAD. D ARBLAY Lett. 27 Oct.,

A Dilettante purchaser may yet be found. 1806-7 J-

HERF.SFORD Miseries Hum. Life (1836) xv. iii, You arc

almost entirely reduced to Dllletanti Musicians. 1816

T. I.. PEACOCK Headlong Hall iii, Sir Patrick O'PrUm,
a dilettante painter of high renown. i8ai CRAIG Ltd.

Drawing v. 252 Suited for the dilettante artist. 1871

MORLEV Voltaire (1886) 57 The dilettante believer is indeed

not a strong spirit, but the weakest.

b. Of, pertaining to, or characteristic of a

dilettante (in the shades of meaning the word has

passed through).
'753 SMOLLETT Cl. Fathom xxxii, He sometimes held

forth upon painting, like a member of the Dilettanti club.

1774
'

} COLLIER' Mas. Treat. (1775* 58 He ordered his

servant to bring in his Dilettante ring and wi^. 1794
MATNIAS Purs. Lit. (1798) 386 The dilettante spirit which

too frequently prevails in Dr. Walton's comments. 1840

CARLYLE//WT vi. (1891) 198 To us it is no dilettante work,

no sleek officiality ; it is sheer rough death and earnest.

i847 MRS. SHERWOOD Lady oj Manor II. xiii. 151, I will

have a dilletante play, or concert, or some such thing, got

up. 1868 M. PATTISON Acadern. Org. v. 148 A dilettante

fastidiousness, an aimless inertia.

Hence Dilettante v., Diletta, ntize v., to play
the dilettante (also to dilettante if] ; Diletta-nting-

///. a.
;
Diletta utedom, the world of dilettanti ;

Diletta'nteship, the condition of a dilettante.

1835 JAMES Gipsy v, In the elegant charlatanism of dilet-

tanteship. 1837 fi/rtotM/.Mi^.XLII.sisTogoondilettante-
ing it in the grossness of the moral atmosphere of the Con-
tinental cities. 1843 Tail's Mag. X. 346 Shooting par-

tridges and dilettantizing at legislation . 1887 PallAlallG.
i Jan. 5/2 The favourite actress of dilcttantedom. 1890

Spectator 1 1 Oct. 495 The Shakespeare temptation remains

as strong as ever with the dilettanting world.

Diletta -

ntish,<i. Also-teish. [f.prec. + -ISH.]

Savouring of the nature or quality of a dilettante.

1871 GEO. ELIOT Middlem. xix, You are dilettantish and
amateurish. 1881 H. JAMES Fortr. Lady xxiii, It made

people idle and dilettantish, and second-rate ; there was

nothing tonic in an Italian life. 1893 Nation (N.Y.) 16 Feb.

i20/> " presents . . a dilettantish
'

appreciation
'

of Dante.

Dilettantism. Also diletta nteism. [f.

as prec. + -ISM : so mod.F. dilettantisms, adm. by
Acad. in 1878.] The practice or method of a

dilettante ; the quality or character of dilettanti.

1809 HAN. MoRF.C<rY<r*J I. 119 (Jod.) She. .extolled the air

tanti. 1849 ROBERTSON Strm. Ser. i. xii. 182 Virtue no

longer means manhood : it is simply dilettantism. i86a

SHIRLEY ffg.f Crit. iv. i87Anational society. .has no right

to indulge in religious dilletanteism. 1873 LOWELL Among
my Bks. Ser. 11. 22 A period, for Italy, of sceptical dilettan-

teism. 1894 Times 23 Feb. 4/4 To prevent their falling into

an attitude of indifference or dilettantism.

Diletta'ntist, a. [f. prec. ;
see -1ST.] Char-

acterized by dilettantism.

1859 Sat. Ret'. VIII. 226/1 Nothing more than the play-

things of dilettantist philanthropy. 1887 Ibid. 10 Sept.

345 Difficult branches of science were dealt with m this

same dilettantist spirit. 1889 J. M. ROBERTSON Ea.
towards Crit. Meth. 3 It is become, as it were, parasitic

and dilettantist, a pedant habit of tasting and relishing and

objecting.

Dilful, obs. form of DOLEFUL a.

c 1410 Anturs o/Arth. xiii, Lo 1 hou dilful dethe hase thi

Dame dy}te ! t a 1500 Chester PI. (1843) I. 60 But that I do

this dilfull dede The Lord will not quite me in my nede.

tDilghe, dilie, v. Obs. Forms : I dilsian,

3 dillshenn (Orm.\ dilie. [OE. dileiian, dilsian
-OLG. diligon (MLG. del(l~)igen, delgen, diligen,

LG. delgtn, dilgen, Du. delgen ;
OHG. tilin, dtlon,

tiligon, MHG. tillen, tiligen, tilgen, Ger. tilgen;

supposed to be ad. L. delere to blot out, erase.]

trans. To destroy, blot out, erase ; alsoyfc.

<r8o7 K. ALFRED Gregory's Past. liv. 82 Swa se writere,

xif he ne dilegaS Sail he xr wrat . . &et bio Seah undilejod

Sa:t he ar wrat. c 1100 ORMIN 4083 To ben Fullhtncdd, to

dilUhenn sinne. Ibid. 5301 Forr swa to cwennkenn Cnsstenn-

dom, And Cristess lajhess dilljhenn. i.. Hymn of St.

Godric (Ritson), Dilie min sinne, rix in mine mod.

Diligat, obs. Sc. form of DEUCATE.

Diligence
J
(dHidz;ens). In 5-6 dily, dyly,

deli-, delygenoe, -ens. [a. F. diligence (13-14^
c. in Hatz.-Darm.), ad. L. dtligentia, f. diligent-

em DILIGENT : see -ENCE. Cf. Pr. and Sp. dili-

gencia. It. diligenza] The quality of being

diligent.
1. Constant and earnest effort to accomplish what

isundertaken ; persistent applicationandendeavour;

industry, assiduity.

<ri374 CHAUCER Troylus in. 86 (135) With al my wit and

al my deligence. 1393 GOWER Con/. II. 37 As for thy

diligence, Whiche every mannes conscience ay reson shulde

reule and kepe. c 1415 WYNTOUN Cron. vi. iv. 74 To mak
defens For hys Land wyth diligens. 1577 B. GOOCE Hercs-

bach's Htut. iv. (1586) 190 By the carefull toile and dili-

gence of the Bee. 1*44 MILTON Educ. Wks. (1847) 98/1

The extraordinary pains and diligence which you have used

in this matter. 111718 PESN Tracts Wks. 1726 I. 908 Dili-

gence is a discreet and understanding Application of one's

self to Business. 1718 Freethinker No. 89 F 9 Manage
Business with Regularity and Diligence. 1751 JOHNSON
Kambler No. 85 f I Many writers., have laid out their

diligence upon the consideration of those distempers. 1871

E F. BURR Ad Fidem viii. 130 Patient diligence the only
sure key to Divine treasures.

DILIGENCE.

t b. Assiduity in service ; persistent endeavour

to please ; officiousness. Obs.

1493 retronitta 142 (Pynson) To do servise wilh hnnil-le

diligence Unto thy fader, ijoo-ao DUNBAR Poems Ivii. 3
Sum be seruice and diligence. 1591 SHAKS. i Hen. VI, v.

iii. 9 This speedy and quicke appearance argues proofe Of

your accuslom'd diligence to me. 1671 M ILTOK P. R. n. 387

Why shouldst thou, then, obtrude this diligence In vain,

where no acceptance it can find? 1674 PLAYFORD
Mas. i. xi. 41 Which sort of People we should endeavour
to please with all diligence.

f c. with a and //. : An act of diligence ; //.

labours, exertions, diligent efforts. Obs.

1443 HEN. VI in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. in. I. 79 By hos

notable . . labours and diligences it hath liked our Lord to

shewe us his grete fauour. 1549 COVERDALF., etc. Krasm.
Par. Phil. II. 9 All them. .that with their dilygences helpe
forewarde the businesse of the gospell. 1600 E. BLOI NT tr.

Conestaggio 314 Not suffering his men to discharge one

volley . .for that it seemed unto him a vaine diligence. 165*

J. WADSWORTH tr. SandmafsCiv. Wars Sfaiit 15) Whflest
the Lord High Constable was making all these diligences,
the Cardinal stole secretly out of Valladolid.

t d. One in whom the quality is personified ;
a

diligent person, (nonce-use.}
iio SHAKS. Temp. v. i. 241 Ar. Was't well done? Pr.

Brauely (my diligence); thou shalt be free.

fe. Phrases. To put diligence, to do one's

diligence, to do one's ntmost endeavour, to exert

oneself. To report one's diligence, to report what

one has done, to report progress. Obs. or arch.

c 1386 CHAUCER Melib. r 27 Whan thou hast for-goon thy

freend, do diligence to gete another freend. c 1386 Manci-

ple's T. 37 And nyght and day did euere his diligence Hir

fortoplese. 1389 Eng. Gilds (1870) 4 l>e same maistres

& breberen shul do her diligence trewly to redresse it.

1477 EARL RIVERS (Caxton) Dictes i8,Jt
shal put my peyn

and

r
_ dyligence to distroye the. 1481 CAXTON Myrr. l. vi.

They [kynges] doo their diligence to leme such derive
science. 1500 BARCLAY Shff of Folys (1570) 6 Neuer

wise man loued . . To haue great riches put ouer great

diligence. 1539 CRANMER 2 Tim. iv. 9 Do thy diligence,

that thou mayest come shortly vnto me. 1037-50 Row
Hist. Kirk (1842) 208 That they be carefull to correct what

they can, and report their diligence to the nixt Assembhe.

1690 W. WALKER Idiomat. Anglo-Lot. 143, I will doe my
diligence.

f 2. Speed, dispatch, haste. Obs.

1490 CAXTON Eneydos xxvi. 95 Yf thou depart* not with

all diligence thou shall soone see the see alle couered with

vesselles of werre commynge ayenst the. 1548 HALL Chron.

37 This phisician dyd not long lynger..but with good

diligens repaired to the quene. 1605 SHAKS. Lear l. v. 4

If your Dilligence be not speedy, I shall be there afore you.

1631 J. HAYWARD tr. Biondfs Eromena 21 Posting on with

such diligence that bydarke night hee reached [etc.]. 1703
ROWE Ulvss. iv. i. 1415 With thy swiftest Diligence return.

1781 GIBBON Decl. ft F. III. 41 His rival .. fled before

him with the diligence of fear.

t b. A '

company
'

of messengers. Obs.

1486 Bk. St. A loans Fvj b, A Diligens of Messangerts.

f-
3. Careful attention, needfulness, caution. To

do or have diligence, to take care, take heed, be-

ware ;
to take care of or about a thing, to look

after it carefully. Obs.

1340 Ayenb. 238 peruore hi ssolle do greate payne and

grat diligence wel to loki hare chastete. 138* WYCLIF

i Tim. in. 5 If ony man kan not gouerne his hous, how
sch.il he haue diligence of the chirche of God. c 1400 Lart-

franc's Cirurg. 141 It is necessarie |>at a surgian have more

diligence in be woundis of be face. 1483 CAXTON Colo

B vb, Thou oughtcst to take dyligence and cure of thy

werkes. 1535 COVERDALE Prov. iv. 23 Kepe thine hert

with all diligence. 1577 B. GOOGR Herestach s Must. m.

(15861 152 To keepe your Bacon any long time, you must use

greate diligence in the salting and drying of it. 1587

MASCAL Gout. Cattle, Horses(\6vfi
100 A horse doth aske

a greater deligence to be mealed and kept . . then other

cattell. 1605 HOOKE Microgr. 47 Moscovy-glass. .with care

and diligence may be slit into pieces . . exceeding thin.

'795 SOUTHEY "Joan of Arc viii, Thou wilt guard them

with due diligence, Yet not forgetful of humanity,

j- b. with pi. Obs.

1675 M. CLIFFORD Hum. Reason in Phenix 1708 II. 530
Those necessary Diligences which are requir'd for so doubt-

ful and dangerous a Passage.

4. Law. The attention and care due from a person
in a given situation ; spec, that incumbent upon the

parties to a contract.
1611 MALYNES Ant. Lam Merch. 407 The diligences

which are requisite to bee done herein, are.. to be obsenied

accordingly. 1781 SIR W. JONES Ess. Bailments 16. 1848

WHARTON Law Lex. s.v., The common law recognizes three

degrees of diligence, (i) Common or ordinary . . (2) High
or great, which is extraordinary diligence . . (3) Low or

slight, which is that which persons of less than common

prudence, or indeed of any prudence at all, take of their

own concerns. 1875 POSTF. Gains 477 The opposite of

Negligence is Diligence, vigilance, attention, which, like

Negligence, admits of an infinite variety of gradations.

Ibid. 480 If the interests of the parties are not identical,

the Roman law, at least, requires extraordinary diligence.

5. Sc. Law. a. The process of law by which

persons, lands, or effects are attached on execution,

or in security for debt. b. The warrant issued by

a court to enforce the attendance of witnesses, or

the production of documents.

1568 in Calderwood Hist. Kirk (1843) II. 426 The persons

addebted for payment of the same being at the home,
and no further diligence used for obteaning of payment.

1751 J. LOUTHIAN Form of Process (ed. 21 37 Therefore,

necessary it is for the Complainers to have our Warrant

and Diligence for summoning the said C. D. to compear
46* -



DILIGENCE.

before Our Lords Justice-General. 1754 ERSKINE Princ.

Sc. Law (1809) 12 In our supreme courts of Session and

Exchequer, not only process, but execution of diligence,

runs in the name of the Sovereign. 1827 SCOTT Jrnl.

13 Oct., Mr. Abud . . has given the most positive orders to

take out diligence against me for his debt ofx$oa 1858

POLSON Law #t L. 197 Witnesses are brought into Court

upon a diligence.

Diligence
2
(di'lid^ens;

Fr. dzh'^ahs). [mod.
F.: aparticularuse of diligence, DILIGENCE^ sense 2,

also in Ger. and Du. ;
It, diligenza, Sp. diligcnda.']

A public stage-coach, (Now used only in reference

to France or other continental countries.)

1743 LADY M. W. MONTAGU Lett. (1893)11. no Travelled

from Paris to Lyons in the diligence. 1756 NUGENT Gr.

Tour France IV. 19 The Diligence is a kind of stage coach

so called from its expedition, and differs from the carosse

or ordinary stage-coach, in little else but in moving with

greater velocity. It is used chiefly in travelling from Paris

to Lyons, and from Paris to Brussels. 1815 M. BIRKBECK

Joitrtt. through France 17 From Rouen to Louviers we
travelled by diligence. 1838 J. L. STEPHENS Trav. Greece,

etc. 62/1 We mounted a drosky and rode to the office of the

diligence, which was situated in the Podolsk, or lower town.

1883 S. C. HALL Retrospect II. 207 When travelling .. on

the top of a Diligence, Turner sketched, on the back of

a letter, Heidelberg.

t b. Formerly used also in Great Britain. Obs.

1748 SMOLLETT Rod. Rand, xi, I shall make my lord very

merry with our adventures in the diligence. [Satirically:

it was a wagon.} 1776 WESLEY Wks. (1830) IV. oo, I set

out for Bedford in the diligence. 1777 SHERIDAN Sch. Scand.

i. i, Her guardian caught her just stepping into the York

Diligence with her dancing-master. 1780 MAD. D'ARBLAY
Lett. 9 June, If . . possible to send me a line by the

diligence to Brighton. 1782 SIR J. E. SMITH in Mem,
(1832) I. 55 We went in the diligence to Dumbarton. 1797

Papers on Reform o/ Posts App. ii. 3 The Diligence that

sets out from Bath . . on Monday afternoon, will deliver

a letter on Tuesday morning. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng.
I. 379 The interests of large classes had been unfavour-

ably affected by the establishment of the new diligences.

c. Used for the passengers of a '

Diligence'.

(Cf. COACH sb. i c.)

1887 RUSKIN Prxterita II. 400 The hour when the dili-

gence dined.

d. attrib.

1861 Sat. Rev. 14 Dec. 607 Continuous diligence journey
of three days and nights required to reach Madrid. 1866

Miss THACKERAY Village on Cliff in Cornk. Mag. 527,
Catherine . . looked out through the diligence windows at

the chateau.

t Di'ligeiicy. Obs. [ad. L. dlligentia : see

DILIGENCE i and -ENCY.] = DILIGENCE ^
\
FABYAN Chron. vi. clxxviii. 175 He caused the sayd

dayes in winter. 1619 W. SCLATER Exp. r Thess. (1630)

192 Meanes, with more diligency attended. 1672 MRS.
ALLEINE Life Jos. Alleine vi, (1838) 60 With greater

ardency, diligency, and courage.

Diligent (di'lidgent), a. (adv.} Also 5-6
deligent. [a. F. diligent (i3-i4th c. in Hatz.-

Darm.), ad. L. diligent-em attentive, assiduous,

careful, in origin pr. pple. of dilig?re to value or

esteem highly, love, choose, affect, take delight in

(doing) ;
cf. Pr. diligent^ Sp. and It, diligente]

1. Of persons :

( Constant in
application, perse-

vering in endeavour, assiduous', industrious ;
'not

idle, not negligent, not lazy.' J.
1340 Ayenb. 32 Uolk . . bet by diligent ine bet hi byeb

yhyealde to done, c 1386 CHAUCER Sompn. T. 268 Oure
covent To pray for yow is ay so diligent, c 1430 Syr Gener.

1152 Thei wer diligent in here seruice. 1500-20 DUNBAR
Poems xc. 7 To fast and pray . . We synfull folk sulde be
more deligent. 1535 COVERDALE Prov. xiii. 4 The soule of
the diligent shal haue plenty. 1577 B. GOOGE HeresbacK's
Husb. i. (1586) 14 b, A painefull and diligent Bayliffe. 1583
HOLLYBAND Campo di Fior 53 Philopon is diligentest, and
honestest of all. 1674 PLAYFORD Skill Mus. m. 38 He that

will be diligent to know, .the true allowances. 1771 BURKE
Corf. (1844) I. 351 Though he is not very active in the

House, few are more diligent attendees. 1849 MACAULAY
Hist. Eng. I. 427 Comforts and luxuries .. now unknown
. . may be within the reach of every diligent and thrifty

working man. 1877 MRS. OLIPHANT Makers Flor* ix. 224
He was a diligent student, working day and night.

2. Of actions, etc. : Constantly or steadily ap-
plied ; prosecuted with activity and perseverance ;

assiduous.

"1430 LYDG. Min. Poems 89 (Matz.) Al these thynges,
Founde of olde tyme by diligent travaile. la 1500 Wycket
(1828) i Not in ydle lyuynge, but in diligente labourynge.
1703 DAMPIER Voy. III. Pref. Aivb, Things .. worthy of
our Diligentest Search and Inquiry. 1847 LONGF. Ev. n,
Silent awhile were its treadles, at rest was its

diligent
shuttle. 1887 BOVVEN Virg. ALneid i. 455 Artist's cunning,
and workman's diligent hand.

1 3. Attentive, observant, heedful, careful. (Of
persons and their actions, etc.) Obs.

(-1400 Lan/ranc
1

! Cirurg. 199 Men moun be delyuerid of

manye greet sijknessis if her leche is kunnynge & diligent
aboute hem. ? 1:1460 SIR R. Ros La Belle Dame sanz

Mercy 112 in Pol. Rel. <$ L. Poems (1866) 55 In his langage
not grete.ly dyligente. 1535 COVERDALE Job xiii. 5, I haue
geuen diligent eare vnto the. a 1552 SOMERSET in Foxe A .

fy
M. (1563) 730 b, It maie appere vnto vs mete, more dili-

genter hede to be taken. 1593 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. HI. i.

( 161 1) 85 For lacke of diligent pbseruing the difference. 1697
DAMPIER Voy. I. 73 A very diligent and observing person.

1701 SWIFT Contests Nobles fy Commons iii, That exact and

diligent writer Dionysius Halicarnasseus. 1756 BURKE
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Sutl. ff 13. v. iv, On a very diligent examination of my own
mind . . I do not find that . . any such picture is formed,

t b. Attentive to others
;
assiduous in service.

1366 Wills ff ln-i. N. C. (Surtees 1835)264 All my children

to be delegent and obbedient to hir.as becummithe them.

1632 J. HAVWAHD tr. Biondis Eromenn 105 Not like a

waiting woman, but like a diligent Squire. 1689 SHADWELL

Bury F. I. i, He will be diligent and fawning.

t B. adv. = DILIGENTLY. Obs,

1479 Eng. Gilds 4T3 So that, .they may the better, sewrer,

and more diligenter, execute .. their said Officez. 1556

LAUDER Tractate 228 Quhilk suld be taucht most deligent

lie faithfull Pastors. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. i. iii. g He wayted
diligent, With humble service to her will prepard.

t Di'ligent, v. Obs. rare. [ad. F. diligent-er

to execute with diligence (isth c. in Hatz.-Darm.),

f. diligent DILIGENT.] trans. To bestow diligence

upon ;
to work at diligently.

1545 RAYNOLD Byrth Mankynde (1634) !v. vi. 197 Be [the

earth] . . neuer so well diligented and picked, yet alwayes
therein will remaine . . seeds of vnlooked for weeds.

Diligently (di-lid^entli), adv. [f.
DILIGENT a.

+ -LY ^.] In a diligent manner
;
with diligence.

a. With steady application ; assiduously, indus-

triously ;
not idly or lazily ; t with dispatch.

1340 AjK'ti. 208 Huo |;et zecj> diligentliche. 1382 WVCLIF
2 Chron. xix. n Takith coumfort and doith diligently, and
the Lord schal ben with 5011 in goodis. 1477 EARL RIVERS

(Caxton) Dictes 128 If he be pouer to labours dylygentely.

1530 TINDALE Ansiu. to More i. xxyi.
Wks. (1573) 287/2 The

Jewes studyed the scripture the deligenterly. c 1540 BOORDE
The take for to Lerne C ij b, They . . serue god the holy

dayes . . more dylygentlyer, than to do theyr worke. 1568
GRAFTON Chron. II. 822 That all thinges .. shoulde be

spedily and diligently done. 1612 T. TAYLOR Comm. Titus

i. 6 Study to doe thy owne dutie diligently. 1752 JOHNSON
Rambler No. 207 P 8 When we have diligently laboured

for any purpose. 1870 ANDERSON Missions Atner. Bd. III.

iv. 53 Applying himself diligently . . to natural and theo-

logical science. 1804 J. T. FOWLER Adamnatt Introd. 70
Columba laboured diligently among the Picts.

ft). Attentively, carefully, heedfully. Obs.

1391 CHAUCER Astral, n. 17 Espie diligently whan this

. . sterre passeth any-thing the sowth westward.
t
1483

CAXTON Gold. Leg. 72/1 Beholdyng hym dylygently in the

clere lyght. 1559 W. CUNNINGHAM Cosmogr. Gtasse 139

Marking diligentlye that the Center of the second Circle,
be in the line of sighte. 1656 RIDGLEY Pract. Physick 87
It must be diligently distinguished from an Imposthume.
1695 LD. PRESTON Boeth. v. 226 It hath not yet been dili-

gently and thorowly determined.

t Di'ligeiitness. Obs. rare . [f. as prec.
4- -NESS.] The quality of being diligent ;

dili-

gence, assiduity.

1330 PALSGR. 212/2 Delygentnesse, diligence. 1380 BARET
A hi. Q 15 Diligentnesse, lustinesse, quicknesse, Impigritas,

1727 BXiLEY vol. II, Dilzgetitness, diligence.

Dilirious, -ium, obs. erron. ff. DELIKIOUS,
-IUM.

Dilituric (dailitiua-rik), a. Chem. [f.
Di-2 2

+ LITH-IO + UKIC.] In dilititric acid, C4 H 3(NO2)

N 2 O3 , a substitution product of urea, crystallizing

in colourless square prisms and laminee. Its salts

are Dilltii'rates.

1872 WATTS Diet. Chem.ll. 966 Dilituric acid is tribasic.

. . The diliturates have a white or yellow colour, and are

remarkably stable.

Diliuer(e, obs. forms of DELIVER.

Dill (dil), sd.l [OE. Jilt, dile, (dil) dyle masc.

= OLG. dilli, MDu. and Du. dille f., OHG. tilli,

MHG. titte m. and f., Ger. rfzV/m., dille f., Dan.

dild, Sw. dill. Ulterior derivation unknown.]
L An umbelliferous annual plant, Anethum gra-

veolens, with yellow flowers, a native of the South

of Europe, Egypt, India, South Africa, etc., culti-

vated in herb gardens in England and other

countries, for its carminative fruits or ' seeds '.

Also called ANET.
3700 Epinal [& a Boo Erf.] Gloss. 21 Anetum dil. 8oo

Corpus Gloss. 159 Anetum dili. ciooo Ags. Gosf. Matt.

xxiii. 23 Wa eow, boceras . . je be teoSiaS mintan and
dile and cymyn. nooo Sax. Leechd. II. 20 Wi(> heafod

ece jenim diles blostman. a 1387 Sinon. Bartkal. (Anecd.

Oxon.) lo Atutum, dile vel dille. c 1420 Pallad. on Huso.
iv. 167 Nowe sette in places colde, senvey and dyle. 1578
LYTE Dodoens n. xc. 270 They sowe Dill in al gardens,

amongst wortes, and Pot herbes. 1390 SPENSER F. Q. HI.

ii. 49 Had gathered rew, and savine, and the flowre Of
camphora, and calamint, and dill. 1612 DRAYTON Poly-olb.
xiii. 218 The wonder-working Dill . . Which curious women
use in many a nice disease. 1627 DRAYTON Aginantrt, etc.,

Nymphidia 127 Therewith her Veruayne and her Dill,

That hindreth Witches of their will. 1778 BP. LOWTH
Transl. Isaiah xxviii. 25 Doth not he then scatter the dill,

and cast abroad the cummin? 1794 MARTYN Rousseau's
Bat. v. 57 Some, as fennel, dill, .have yellow flowers. 1833
SINGLETON Virgil I. n The bloom of scented dill.

2. Applied locally to other umbelliferous plants ;

also to some species of vetch ;
see qnots.

c 1680 Enquiries 2/2 Do you sow hereabout the Gore-
Vetch. .Dills or Lentils? 1789 W. MARSHALL Clone. Gloss.,

Dill, ervum hirsutum, two-seeded tare ; which has been
cultivated (on the Cotswold Hills) time immemorial, prin-

cipally for hay. 1847-78 HALLIWELL, Dill, hedge parsley.
Var. dial. 1881 Leicester Gloss., Dill, tare ; vetch (Vicia
saliva). 1884 Cheshire Gloss., Dills, Vetches. 'Dills and
wuts

'

are often sown to be cut as green meat for horses.

3. attrib. and Comb., as dill-flower, -fruit, -seed
;

f dill-nut (dil-note), an old name of the Earth-nut,
\ Bunium (also, by confusion of '

pig-nut
' and ' sow-

DILLI-DARLING.

bread ', taken in the hcrbals as Cyclamen) ;
cill-

water, a carminative draught prepared from dill ;

dill weed, a name in U.S. for May weed, Anthc-
mis Cotula.

a, 1450 A Iphiia. (Anecd. Oxon.) 134 Panis fiorcimts t cicla-

men, walnut tcrre, dilnote ttel erthenote. rt 1500 Laud
flfS. 553 in Cockayne Sax. Leechd. III. 321 Ciclamum,
eorbenote or dillnote or slyte or halywort. ]>is hcrbe hath
leues ylich to fenel & whyte floures & a small stalk &
he groweth in wodes & medes. 1586 W. WEBBE Eng.
Poctrie (Arb.) 78 And dyll flowres most sweete that
sauoureth also. 1641 FRENCH Distill, ii. (1651) 49 Adde to
them . . of Dili-seed bruised two ounces. 1858 HOGG Veg.
Kingd. 377 The carminative draught known as Dill water.
1860 All Year Round No. 52. 48 The dill-water stands

upon the shelf.

f Dill, sb? Obs. Rogues' Cant. [Variant of, or

error for, DELL 2
.]

A girl, wench.
a 1627 MIDDLETON Spanish Gipsy iv. i, Who loves not his

dill, let him die at the gallows.

Dili, $b2 Naut. The space underneath the

cabin floor in a wooden fishing vessel, into which
the bilge-water drains.

1882 Standard ii Mar. 3/4 The lad was placed in the

dill, a place at the bottom of the vessel, full of bilge water.

Dill j.4, obs. form of DOLE, grief, mourning.
c 1420 Anturs of Arth. xv, I in dungun, and dill, is done

for to duelle. ^1765 SirCawline iv. in Child Ballads in.

Ixi. 58/1 Great dill to him was dight.

Dill sb&, erron. f. dilse, DULSE, a sea-weed.

1867 in SMYTH Sailor's IVord-bk.

t Dill, a. north, dial. Obs, Also 4 dil, dille,

deille, dylle. [Perh. early form of DULL a. q.v.j

Sluggish, slow, stupid, dull.

.rizoo ORMIN 3714 Mannldnn batt wass stunnt & dill, &
skilllas swa summ asse. a 1300 Cursor M. 17225 (Cott.) Bot
i bat es sa dedli dill, Me spedis ai me-self to spill. Ibid.

27238 Yong man [is] idel, and aid man dill. 13.. E. E.
A Hit. P. A. 679 Hymself to onsware he is not dylle. 13. .

Gaw. <y Gr. Knt. 1529 $e demen me to dille your dalyaunce
to herken. 0:1400 Relig. Pieces fr. Thornton MS. ix.

(1867) 91 All be dedes bay cputhe doo bat derfe ware and
dill, c 1440 York Myst. xxvii. 149 So we! away ! That euer
I did bat dede so dill.

tDiU,^. 1 Obs. Also 4 dil, dyle. [a. ON. dylja

(pa. t. duldi* du/di, pa. pple. dttldr, du/iftr), Sw.

do!ja t
Da. dolge to conceal, hide, keep close, dis-

guise : cf. ON. dul concealment, dulr silent, close,

dul- secret.]
1. trans. To conceal, hide, keep secret.

a 1300 Cursor M. 202 (Cott.) luus wit ber gret vnschill

Wend his vprisyng to dill. Ibid. 1081 His broiber ded
sua wend he dil, Bot he moght nourquar it hil. Ibid. 4271
And ioseph lette he wist it noght ; He wist and dild it, als

be wis. Ibid. 13031 Naman aght it tbol ne dill. [Fair/.

dyle.] Ibid. 21363 pe right rode bai wend to dil [Fair/.

dille] Vte of be cristen men skit

2, intr. To conceal oneself, to hide.

a 1300 Cursor M. 9292 (Cott.) Fra him for-soth sal nan cun
dil [v. rr. stele, wibdrawe].

Dill, z>-2 north, dial. [Related to DILL a. : cf.

DULL v. ;
also ON. ditta intr. to trill, to lull.]

trans. To soothe, assuage, lull, quiet down.
r 1450 HENRYSON Robin fy Ma. v, My dule in dern bot

gif thow dill Doutles bot dreid I de. c 1460 Tovmeley Myst.
xv. 80 (Surtees) 136 My son ? alas, for care 1 who may my
doyllys dyll? 1641 R. BAILLIE Lett. $ Jmls. (1841}

I. 310
The noise of the Queen's Voyage to France is dilled down.
1820 J. STRUTHERS Brit. Minstrel II. 80 The word dill

means simply to soothe or assuage. 1851 S. JUDD Margaret
140 (Bartlett) This medecine. It'll dill fevers, dry up sores

..kill worms. 1855 ROBINSON Whitby Gloss., Dill
t
to ease

pain, to lull, as something 'to dill the toothache'. 1875
Lane. Gloss.) Dill, to lull or soothe a child, .'thee dill that

chylt an' git it asleep '.

b. absol. To benumb, cause dullness.

c 1450 St. Cnthbert (Surtees) 4034 With bairn be seke man
fete he hilde For bare be paralisy first dilde,

fDilljZ'. 3 Obs. [Origin uncertain.] trans. To
trim, deck, dress up. (Also absol.}

1548 HOOPER Declar. 10 Command. x.Wks. (Parker Soc.)

377 Other sort .. are a-dilling and burling of their hair a

longer time than a godly woman.. is in apparelling of three

or four young infants. 1594 WILLOBIE Arisaxx. i. (1635) 38
No maruell well, though you haue thriu'd That so can decke,
that so can dill. 1616 J. LANE Cont. Sqr's T. xi. 160 The
vanities of thother knightes and ladies ; The fickell pcmpe
of dilld-vp whifflinge babies.

Eillenia (dilrnia). Bot. [mod.L. after Dil-

) professor of botany at Oxford 1728-1747.]
A genus of plants, typical of the N.O. DilleniaceK,

natives of India and the Eastern peninsula, con-

sisting of lofty forest trees with handsome flowers.

Hence Dillenia'ceous a., of or belonging to the

natural order Dilleniacese. Dille'niad, a member
of this natural order,

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Sitpp., Dillenia, . . a genus of plants.

1807 J- E. SMITH Phys. Bot. 377 Dillenia, with its beautiful

blossoms and fruit, serves to immortalize two of the most

meritorious among botanists. 1837 Penny Cycl. VIII. 497
Dilleniaceous plants are distinguished . . from Magnoliacese

by their want of stipules. 1866 Treas. Sot. I. 408 The

species of this genus of dilleniads are handsome lofty trees

inhabiting dense forests in India.

t Dilli-da'rling. Obs. rare. [First element

app. identical with DILLTNG.] A term of endear-

ment : a darling. So Dilli-mi-nion.

[These terms translate F, dorc?otsa& bedault, both of which

Cotgr. renders 'dilling'.]



DILLIGROTJT.

a 1693 URQUHART KaMtiis m. xiv. ir4 As if I had been a
. ni.it dilliclarling Minion, like Adonis. Il/iti. in. xviii. 146
l\Iy dainty Fcdle-darling, my gcnticl Dilli-minion.

Di'lligrout. Oti.eic.fKa. Also dile-, dine-,
dilly-. [Derivation unknown.

In the recent form of the word, the second element is app.
taken as i;.'/// porridge of coarse meal ; but this appears
to he only ;l 171!! c. mis-reading of the Anglo-French dt-l

girnnt or gcroun of unknown meaning. Cf. Testa de
V, . ///. (Kir.L), Debet facere ferculum [quendam] quod
VH.uiir [del] fiirunt. 1304 Lib. de Antiif. Leg. p. Ixxix.
1'Vn ilium pro domino Rcge quod vocatur mces de gcroun.]
A kind of pottage, of which a mess was offered

to the Kings of Kngland on their coronation-day,
l>y the lord of the manor of Addington in Surrey,
being the ' service

'

by which that manor was held.
(In Domesday the manor is held by Tezelin the King's

cook.)

i6oa.T/.(7iOTy<f'j/><!/(i685)ioThomas Leigh Esquire was
hnm^lit up to the Table with a Mess of Pottage called Dile-
i\*nt, by reason of his Tenure of the Manor of Addington.

1670 HLOUNT AIK. Tenures I. 1717 Ceremonies Coronations
49 'fhen follows the Mess of Pottage, or Gruel, called Dille-

grout. 1778 Eng. Gazetteer (ed. 2) s. v. Addington, The
Ld. of this manor, in the R. of Henr. III. held it by this

service, viz. to make his Majesty a mess of pottage in an
earthen pot in the K's kitchen at his coronation, called Dil-

licrput.
1880 BURTON Reign Q. Anne I. i. 51.

Dilling (di-lirj). Obs. cxc. dial. [Of doubtful

etymology : it has been variously conjectured to

be connected with DILL Z). a
, or ON. dilla to trill,

to lull, or to be a modification of derling, DARLING.
Further evidence is wanted.] A term of endear-

ment, sometimes equivalent to darling, sometimes,
the youngest of a family, the last born. In modern
dialects applied to the weakling of a litter.

[1547SALESBURY Welsh Diet., Dillin Mignyon.] 1584 B. R.
llemMus 106 After this there befell unto him another mis-
chi-.-fe that sate as neere his skirtes as the death of his dil-

linj*. 1598 FLORIO, Mignone, a minion, a fauorit, a dilling,
a minikin, a darling. 1607 MARSTON What you Will II. i,

Sunnc, Moone, and seauen Starres make thee the dilling of
Fortune. 1611 COTGR.

, Besot, a dilling, or swill-pough ; the
last, or yongest child one hath. i6ia DRAVTON Poly-olb.
ii. 26 The youngest and the last . . Saint Hellen's name doth
beare, the dilling of her mother. 1617 MINSHEU Ductor in

Ling., A Dillinf or wanton, one borne his father being
very old . . he is loved more than the rest, a 1639 WHATELY

vi. (1640) 76 For Joseph and Benjamin . .Prototypes ll. xxvi.

they were his youngest sons, dillings as we call them. 1674
RAY ,V. f, E. C. Words 64 A Dilling ; a Darling or best-
beloved child. 1890 ROBERTSON Gloitc. Gloss, , Dilling pig
or (felly pig, the weakly pig of a litter.

Dillisk, -esk, -osk, dills, Irish and Sc. names
of DULSE.
Dill-nut : see under DILL sb.1

t Di'llue, v. Mining. Obs. Also 8 dilleugh,
7-8 erron. dilve. [a. Cornish dyllo to send forth,

emit, let out, liberate, discharge (Williams) Welsh
dillwng to let go, liberate. (The final o in the
Cornish was very close.hence the Eng. spelling ue.}]
traits. To finish the dressing of (tin-ore) by shak-

ing it in a fine sieve in water. Hence Dinner,
Dillvting- sieve.
1671 in Phil. Trans. VI. 2110 We. .dilue [printed dilve] it

(i. e. by putting it into a Canvass Sieve, which holds water,
and in a large Tub of water lustily shake it) so that the filth

gets over the rim of the Sieve, leaving the Black Tin behind.
1711 BAILEY, Dilving, a word used in the dressing Tin Ore.
1778 W. PRYCE Mix. Cornub. 223 The latter [waste] will
run or fly over, and is called dilleughing smalls or pitworks.
I/rid. 319 Dillming. (Dilleugli, To let go, let fly, send
away. Dylyr^ id. Cornish.) A method of washing or finish,

mp the dressing of Tin in very fine hair sieves, called

Dillucing sieves, or Dilluers.

Dill weed : see under DILL sbl

Dilly '
(di-li). [Abbreviation of DILIGENCE 2

.]

fl. A familiar term for the diligence or public
stage-coach of former days. Obs.

1798;

5p down thy hill, romantic Ashbourn, glides'The Derby
dilly, carrying Three Insides. iSxt E. LYSAGHT Poems 39
Some to avoid mad care's approaches Fly off in dillies, or
mail-coaches. z8i8 MOORE Fudge Fain. Paris x. 35

' Be-

f
inning gay, desperate, dashing down-hilly ; And ending as
"II as a six.inside Dilly !

'

1894 SIR J. D. ASTLKY Fifty
1 'ears ofmy Life 1 . 93 This always swung at the side of the
d'My'l.Volf.i.e. diligence].

f2. A kind of vehicle, private or plying for

hire. Obs.

1794^ W. FELTON Carriages (1801) II. App. 14 The price
of a simple Dilly or Chair Box caned or ruled with springs
is five guineas. 1833 MARRYAT P.Simple (1863) 47 We sallied

forth, ami . . found all sorts of vehicles ready to take us to
the fair. We got into one which they called a dilly. 1840

Poor Jack xi, Dillies. .plied at the Elephant and Castle.

8. Applied dialcctally to various carts, tracks,
and other wheeled vehicles, used in agriculture and
industrial operations.
'850 Jnil. R. Agric.Soc. XI. ll. 727 Crops of vegetables. .

which they carry
to the Bristol market in their

'
dillies

'

as
their light platform carts are called. 1863 MORTON del.
Agric. Gloss., Dilly (West. Eng.), a frame on wheels' for

carrying teazles and other light matters. 1877 N. W. Line.
Gloss., Dilly, a vehicle used for removing manure. 1888
ELWORTHY W. Somerset Word-bk. 194 Dilly, A cask on
wheels for carrying liquids ; a water-cart. Also a low four-
wheeled truck on which mowing-machines and other im-
plements arc drawn. 1891 NorthnmoU. Gloss., The old

365

engine on the Wylam railway was . . called . .
' the Wylam

dilly '. The counter-balance mounted upon two pairs of
tramwheels, by means of which the empty tubs in a pit are
carried up an incline, is called a dilly.

Di'lly -. colloq. or dial. A call to ducks; hence,
a nursery name for a duck (also dilly-duck}.
Nursery Song

* Mrs. Bond ', John Ostler, go fetch me a
duckling or two ; Cry, dilly, dilly, dilly, dilly, come and be
killed. 11845 HOOD Drowning Ducks xiv, The tenants ..

Had found the way to Pick a ailly. 1880 BLACKMOKK Mary
Anerlt-y I. xviii. 283 The sweetness and culture of tame

dilly-ducks. 1888 Berksh. Gloss., Dill or Dilly, Call for
ducks.

Di'lly 3. A familiar shortening of DAFFO-
DILLY.

1878 BRITTEN & HOLLAND Plant-n., Dilly, an abbrevi-
ation of daffodilly. Derby. White Dillies, \. e. white daffo-

dillies. Narcissus poeticus. Lane.

Di'lly
4

. [Shortened from Sapodilla, the name
used by Catesby Nat. Hist. Carolina II. 87.] In
Wild Dilly, .a small sapotaceous tree, Mimusofs
Sieberi, found in the W. Indies and on the Florida

keys, and yielding a very hard wood.
1895 SARGENT Si/oa ff. America V. 183 Wild Dilly, dis-

covered on the Bahamas by Mark Catesby. Catesby calls
it

'

Sappodillo Tree '.

Di'lly-bag. Also simply dilli, dilly. Aus-
tralia. [Jil/t native name in Queensland.] An
Australian native-made bag or basket, plaited of
rushes or bark. Hence Dillyful.
1847 LEICHHARDT Jrtil. iii. 90 In their 'dillis' (small

baskets) were several roots or tubers, ibid.gi Dillis neatly
worked of Koorajone bark. 1885 MRS. C. PRAED Austra-
lian Life 34, I learned too at the camp to plait dilly-bags.
1889 Romance ofStation 75 A fresh dillyful of live crabs.

1890 BOLDREWOOD Colonial Reformer xvii. 210 May-boy
came forward dangling a small dilly-bag. 1893 MRS. C.
PRAED Out/am fr Lawmaker I. 101 The dilly-bag, which
had been plaited by the gins, smelted atrociously.

Dilly-dally (di-li,da:'li >, . [A varied redupli-
cation of DALLY v., with the same alternation as in

zig-zag, shilly-shally, etc., expressing see-saw

action.] intr. To act with trifling vacillation

or indecision
; to go on dallying with a thing

without advancing ; to loiter in vacillation, to

trifle.

(Prob. in colloquial use as early as 1600 : cf. the sb.)
1741 RICHARDSON Pamela (1824) I. 100 What you do, sir,

do ; don't stand
dilly-dallying. 1801 MAR. EDGEWORTH

Belintia (1832) I. xvii. 320, I .. knew she'd dilly dally with

Clary till he would turn upon his heel and leave her. 1877
SPURGKON Semi. XXIII. 598 Every man. .who dilly-dallies
with salvation and runs risks with his soul. 1883 STEVENSON
Treasure Isl. iv. xvi, There is no time to dilly-dally in our
work.

Hence Di-lly-dallying vbl. sb. and ///. a.;

Di'lly-da'Uier.
1879 Mils. L. B. WALFORD Cousins III. 214 Mind you I'll

have no dilly-dallying this time. 1880 WEBB Goethe's Faust
Prel. for Theatre 14 Don't say you're not in time to show it !

The dillydallier ne'er will be. 1881 Durham Univ. Jrnl.
17 Dec. 133 Half-hearted, dilly-dallying work.

Di'lly-da'lly, sl>., a., adv. [f. the vb.]
f- A. sb. Dilly-dallying, trifling hesitancy. Also

the name of a game. Obs.
a 1610 BABINGTON Comf. Notes, Gen, xxiv. 57 Such dilly

dally is fitter for heathens that know not God. than for
sober Christians. 1698 E. WARD Trip Jamaica Wks. 1717
II. 1 56 The chief sports we had on board, to pass the tedious

hours, were Hob, Spie the Market, Shove the Slipper, Dilly-

Dally.
B. adj. (dial.}. C. adv. (nonce-use.}

1749 FIELDING Tom Jones xvni. xii, If I had suffered her
to stand shill I shall I, dilly dally, you might not have had
that honour yet awhile. 1888 ELWORTHY W. Somerset
Word-bk. 194 Dillydally, undecided ; shilly-shally. 1893
Q. [CoucH] Delectable Duchy 240 Of all the dilly-dallyin
men I must say, John, you'm the dilly-dalliest.

tDillydown. Obs. rare. Cf. DILLI-DABLING,
DILLING.
c 1460 Tmuneley Myst. (Surtees) 115 A pratty child is he
..A

dylly downe, perde, To gar a man laghe.

Dillyful : see DILLY-BAG.

Dilmond, var. f. DINMONT.

Dilnote, obs. f. dill-nut : see DILL st>.l 3.

Dilogical (dailp'd^ikal), a. [f. Gr. 81X0705

doubtful, 81X0710 repetition 4- -10 + -AL, after logi-

cal.] Having a double meaning ; equivocal.
c 1633 T. ADAMS Wks. (1861-2) I. io(D.) In such spurious,

enigmatical, dilogical terms as the devil gave his oracles.

Dilogy (di-lod^i, dai-lod^i). Khet. [ad. L.

dilogia ambiguity, a. Gr. 81X0710, f. 81X0705, f. 8-
twice + -Xo7o$ speaking. In mod.F. dilogieJ]
1. The use of an ambiguous or equivocal expres-

sion ; the word or expression so used.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Dilogy, a doubtful speech, which

may signifie or be construed two ways. 1831 J. C. HARE in

Philol. Museum I. 460 A double meaning or dilogy is the

saying only one thing, but having two things in view.

2. Repetition of a word or phrase, in the same
context. In recent Diets.

t Dilo'ricate, v. Obs. rare-", [f. L. dtlo-

ricat-, ppl. stem of dtlortcare to tear apart or open
(one's dress, etc.), f. di- (tits-) apart + lorica leathern

cuirass.]
ifij3 COCKERAM, Diloricate, torip. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr.,

Diloricate, to undo, cut or rip a coat that is sewed.

DILUTE.

Dilso, Sc. form of DULSE.

tDilvcid, a. Obs. [ad. L. dilficid-vs clear,

bright, f. dilucere to be clear, f. di-, dis- apart
(Dig- i) + lucert to shine, be light.]
1. ///. Clear to the sight ; pure, bright, rare.

1650 BULWER Antkropitmct. vii. (1653) 133 Kates . .soft and
delicate, aspersed with the dilucid colour of Roses.
2. ( Icar to the understanding; lucid, plain,

manifest.
a 1640 JACKSON Creed*, xiii, His illustrations out of scrip-

ture are far more dilucide. 1640 O. WATTS tr. Bacon's Adv.
Learn. VIM. iii. (R.), An ambiguous, or not so perspicuous
and dilucide description of lawes. 1671 Trut Noncmf. 224A dilucide and th[o)rough knowledge.

t Diluxidate, ///. a. Obs. [ad. L illucidat-

us, pa. pple. of dilucidare to make clear, to ex-

plain, f. diliicid-us : see prec.] Made clear or
lucid ;

-

prec. Hence f Dilncidatenesn.
1651 BIGGS Nfiv Disp. r 297 Very often more dilucidate in

their abstracted part. 1717 BAILEY vol. II, Diluciaattneu
..clearness, plainness.

t Diltrcidate, v. Obs. Also 6-7 de-. [f. L.

dtlucidat- ppl. stem of dtlUcidare : see prec.]
trans. To make clear or plain ; to elucidate.

1538 St. Papers Hen. I'ltl, \. 576 Such annolacioiM . .

ar. shall douteles delucidate and cleare the same. 1611

COTGR., Dilucider, to cleere, dilucidate, explain, mani-
fest. 1638 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (ed. 2) 95 Till time might
delucidate his innocency. 1761 STERNE Tr. Shandy ill.

xxxviii, He has . . examined every part of it dialectically . .

dilucidating it with all the light which . . the collision of his
own natural parts could strike. 1764 T. PHILLIPS Life Reg.
Pole (1767) I. 43 His conscience was interested in having
the lawfulness of it dilucidated.

Hence Dilu cidated ///. a. ; Dilncidatlng vbl
sb. ; Dilucidator.
a 1660 HAMMOND Wks. II. IIL 6 (R.) For the dilncidating

of obscurities in ancient story. 1689 (title). The Diluci-
dator, or Reflections upon modern transactions, by way of
Letters from a person at Amsterdam to bis friend in London.
"759 DILWORTH I',ipc i A concise and dilucidated account
of the life of Pope.

t Dilncida'tion. Obs. [ad. L, dllucidation-em,
n. of action from dilufiddre to DILUCIUATE.] The
action of making lucid or clear

;
a clearing up ;

explanation, elucidation.

1615 CROOKE Body ofMan 698 It remaineth that wee pro
ceede vnto the dilucidation of some difficult questions con-
cerning the Eares. 1657 TOMLINSON Renon's Disp. 502
It needs no further dilucidation. a 1661 HOLYDAY Juvenal
121 As Marcellus Donatus observed in his Dilucidations of
Livie. 1744 WARBURTON Wks. (1811) XI. 277 A full diluci-
dation of my four propositions.

t Diluci'dity. Obs. [f. DILDCID : see -ITY.]
The quality of being dilucid

; clearness, lucidity.
1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mor. 1199 Together with plain-

nesse, and diluciditie, beliefe was so turned and altered.

t Diltrcidly, adv. Obs. [f. DILDCID + -LY 2
.]

Lucidly ; clearly, plainly.
1638 M EDE Ef. to Hartlib Wks. (1672) IV. 869 If I have not

expressed myself so dilucidly as I should, I pray help it. 1677
CARY Chronol. it. 11. Concl. 270 Provided that he .. do first

Dilucidely answer those Objections.

Diludge, obs. var. of DELUGE.
Diluent (drl'tt^nt), a. and sb. [ad. L, diluent-

em, pr. pple. of dtlulre to wash away, dissolve :

see DILUTE.] A. adj.
1. Diluting ; serving to attenuate or weaken the

consistency of any fluid by the addition of water or

the like ; spec., in medicine, making thin the fluids

of the body.
1731 ARBUTKNOT On Aliments v. (R.), There is no real

diluent but water ; every fluid is diluent as it contains
water in it. 1757 JOHNSTONE in Phil. Trans. L. 546 To
drink plentifully of thin broths, and other soft diluent

liquors. 1833 E. FITZGERALD Lett. (1889) I. 20 None of
the washy, diluent effects of green vegetables. 1884 H. W.
BEECHER in Chr. World Pulpit XXV. 234 As men mix
strong wines with diluent water.

2. That has the property of dissolving ; solvent.

1878 MOZLEY Ess. II. 379 (Argt. Design) A rule much
more diluent of all certainty.

S.sb.
1. That which dilutes, dissolves, or makes more

fluid ; a diluting agent ; a solvent.

1775 SIR E. BARRY Otserv. Wines 393 This Is the universal
diluent. 1817 ABERNETHY Surg. Wks. I. 31 The pancreatic
juice has been considered as an useful and necessary diluent.

1856 R. A. VAUCHAN Mystics (1860) I. 215 A chemist might
call the former the sublimate, the latter the diluent, of the
Actual. 1878 MOZLEY Ess. II. 382 (Argt. Design) They
are dissolved as soon as they enter this strong diluent.

2. spec. A substance which increases the propor-
tion of water in the blood and other bodily
fluids.

1711 BAILEY, Diluents . . medicines serving to thin the
blood, zjna ARBUTMNOT Rules of Diet 370 Diluents, as

Water, Whey, Tea. 178* J. C SMYTH in Med. Commun.
I. 77 Warm diluents were, .all that were necessary for the
cure. 1861 FLO. NIGHTINGALE Nursing 53 The patient
requires diluents for quite other purposes than quenching
the thirst. 1875 H. C. WOOD Theraf. (1870) 588 A diluent

is an indifferent substance which is absorbed and in its

passage through the body simply dilutes the various fluids

of the organism as well as the excretions.

Dilute (di-, dsil'K-t), ///. a. [ad. L. ditiit-us

diluted, weak, thin, pa. pple. f. dtlufre to dissolve,

dilute, f. at-, dis- (Dis- i) + /Vvr to wash.]



DILUTE. 366 DILUVIUM.

1. Weakened in consistency or strength by the

addition of water or of anything having a like

effect
;
watered down.

1658 PHILLIPS, s.v. Dilution^ Wine dilute sigmfieth wine
tliat is mingled with water, c 1698 LOCKE Cond. Undcrst.

45 A large dose of dilute tea. 1757 A. COOPER Distiller
i. xvi. (1760) 70 The Wash should be made dilute or thin.

1843 SIR C. SCUDAMORE Med. Visit Grafenberg 22 In the
most dilute urine, I found the evidence of saline matter.

b. spec, of a chemical substance.
1800 HENRY Epit. Chem. (1808) 118 Weigh the dilute acid

employed. 1816 ACCUM Chem. Tests (1818) 176 Soluble in
dilute nitric and acetic acid. 1871 B. STEWART Heat 129
One of dilute sulphuric acid.

C. Of a weakened or weaker colour (as in an in-

fusion to which water is added) ; washed-out.
1665 Phil. Trans. I. 106 After a while it [matter] . . grows

dilute and pale. 1718 PEMBERTON Newton'sPhilos. 346 The
yellow which preceded this was at first pretty good, but soon
grew dilute. 1796 WITHERING Brit. Plants IV. 262 Gills

fixed, dilute green . . or whitish towards the edges. 1813
PRICHARD Phys. Hist. Mankind (1^(3) 1. 221 A much lighter,
or more dilute shade. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. i. xviii. 128 And
permit the sun to shed a ghastly dilute light.

2. fig. Weak, enfeebled, poor, paltry. Obs. (exc.
as directly /%. from i).

1605 BACON Adv. Learn, ii. xxv. 12. 125 The more you
recede from the Scriptures . . the more weake and dilute are

your positions, a 1631 DONNE Serin. Hosea ii. 19 (1634) 22
How pallid, and faint, and dilute a thing all the honours of
this world are. 1664 H. MORE Myst. Inig, 208 It were a
dilute business for the Apostle to describe Antichrist onely
by the bare denial of Jesus his being the Christ. 1723
WOLLASTON Relig. Nat. viii. 166 The relation between the
children or" these children grows more remote and dilute,
and in time wears out. 1814 Monthly Mag. XXXVII. 333
Many a work of art distilled to its essential beauties would
keep, which putrifies in its dilute state.

Dilute (di-, dail'w-t), v.
[f.

L. dllut- ppl. stem
of^&ttlhM see prec. Cf. F. diluer.}
1. trans. To dissolve or make liquid by the addi-

tion of water, esp. to make thinner or weaker by
this means, to water down ; to reduce the strength
of (a fluid) by admixture.

1664 EVELYN Kal. Hort. (1729) 207 Diluting it with a
Portion of Water, 1712 BLACKMORE Creation vi. (R.), By
constant weeping mix their watery store With the chyle's

current, and dilute it more. 1791 COWPER Iliad ix. 251
Replenish it with wine Diluted less. 1791 HAMILTON Ber-
thollet's Dyeing I. i. i. i. 5 Sulphuric acid diluted with a
very large quantity of water. 1799 G. SMITH Laboratory
I. 270 Lay on it muscle-shell gold or silver, diluted with size.

1800 tr. LagrangesChem. I. 294 Dilute one part of calcined
bones in four parts of water. 1830 M. DONOVAN Dotn. Econ.
I. 373 A small quantity of brandy, diluted with much water.

1856 EMERSON Eng. Traits, Result Wks. (Bohn) II. 133 In
bad seasons, the porridge was diluted. 1867 W. W. SMYTH
Coal fy Coal-mining 223 An adequate amount of ventilation
. . to dilute and render harmless noxious gases.

fb. Med. To treat with diluents. Obs.

1740 E. BAYNARD Health (ed. 6) n They cool, dilute, and
quench the thirst. 1768 FOOTE Devil on 2 Sticks in. Wks.
1799 II. 275 Full power , . to pill . . dilute . . and poultice,
all persons.
2. To weaken the brilliancy of (colour) ; to make

of a faint or washed-out hue.
1665 HOOKE Microgr. 69 Saline refracting bodies which do

dilute the colour of the one, do deepen that of the other.
Ibid. 71 There are other Blues, which . . will not be diluted
by grinding, a 1727 NEWTON (J.),

The chamber was dark,
lest these colours should be diluted and weakened by the
mixture of any adventitious light. 1794 HOME in Phil.
Trans. LXXXV. 3 Which by diluting the image formed in
the focus . . makes that image appear far less bright.
3. fig. To weaken, take away the strength or

force of : generally with obvious reference to the
literal sense.

<riS55 HARPSFIELD Divorce Heft. VIII (1878) 124 These
arguments the adversaries went about to dilute and solve.
1810 SYD. SMITH Ess. t Fern. Educ. (1869) 199 Can there be
any reason why she should be diluted and enfeebled down
to a mere culler of simples ? 1831 BREWSTER Newton
(1855) I. x. 225 The second dissertation . . m which he
dilutes the objections made against the theory. 1852 H.
COLERIDGE North. Worthies Advt. 16 The Author finds . .

nothing which he is resolved to Dilute into no meaning.
1x853 ROBERTSON Serm. Ser. in. i. (1872) 2 That unreal
religion of excitement which diluted the earnestness of real
religion in the enjoyment of listening.
4. intr. (for rift.} To suffer dilution ; to become

dissolved ; to become attenuated.
1764 REID Inquiry vi. 22 Wks. I. 191/1 The colours of

the stone and of the cement begin to dilute into one another.
Diluted (di-, dail'tt-ted),///. a . [f. prec. + -ED.]
Weakened by the addition of water or other atten-

uating admixture, watered down ; reduced in

strength, colour, or characteristic quality.
1681 tr. Willis* Rem. Med. Wks. Vocab., Diluted^ rinsed

or washed. 1783 MASON Art of Painting 672 (R.) The
social circle, the diluted bowl. 1800 tr. Lagrange's Chem.
II. 193 Pour diluted nitric acid over sugar. 1837 BABBAGE
Bridgew. Treat, vii. 90 A denser central nucleus surrounded
by a more diluted light. 1847 EMERSON Poems. Bacchus
Wks. (Bohn) I. 469 We buy diluted wine.
fig- >83i CARLYLE Sart. Res. ii. x, Almost like diluted
madness. 1837 EMERSON Addr.^ Amer. Schol. Wks. (Bohn)
II. 180 The rough, spontaneous conversation of men they
[clergymen] do not hear, but only a mincing and diluted
speech. 1865 LECKY Ration. (1878) I. 259 A diluted and
rationalistic Catholicism.

Dilu'tedly, adv.
[f. prec. + -LY 2

.] In a di-

luted or weakened manner or form.
a 1846 WORCESTER cites Med* Jrnl. 1870 C. B. CLARKE

in Macm. Mag. Nov. 50/1 An article, .describing th

thing, somewhat dilutedly.

t Dilu'tement. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. DILUTE v.

+ -MENT.] = DILUTION.

1807 SOUTHEY Rent. H. K. White (1819) I. 12 As if there

were not enough of the leaven of disquietude in our natures,
without inoculating it with this dilutement this vaccine
virus of envy.

Dilu'teness. [f.
DILUTE a. + -NESS.] Dilute

quality ; fluidity ; thinness.
1668 WILKINS Real Char. in. xii. (R.), What that dilute

ness is which . . is more . . proper to F than Q, I understand
not. 1817 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Rev. LXXXII. 89 His

style diffuses a sort of milk and water, which is perspicuous
from, diluteness, not from transparency. 1834 J. M. GOOD
Study Med. (ed. 4) IV. 103 The . . fluid may be secreted . .

merely in a state of morbid diluteness.

Diluter (di-, d3il*'tai). Also 8 -or. [f. DILUTE
v. + -ER i.] A person or thing that dilutes; a diluent.

1718 QUINCY Comfl. Disp. 233 As a Diluter, it is to be

prefer'd. 1737 BRACKEN Farriery Intfr. (1756) I. 39 A
Diluter and Cooler of the Blood. 1746 R. JAMES Introd.

Monjfefs Health's Improv. 22 These Diluters are either

Water itself or Decoctions of animal or vegetable Sub-
stances made with Water. 1863 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc.
XXIV. ii. 633 Chaff is so valuable a diluter of corn.

Diluting (dil'-tirj), vbl. sb. [f. DILUTE v. +
-ING

i.] The action of the verb DILUTE. (Now
chiefly gerundiafy
1665 HOOKE Microgr. 58 From the composition and di-

lutings of these two. 173* ARBUTHNOT Rules ofDiet 252
Mere diluting dissolves and carries off Salts.

Med. (1790) 159 Drinking plentifully of diluting liquors ; as

water-gruel, or oatmeal-tea, clear whey, barley-water, balm-
tea, apple-tea. 1863 J. HANNAH Relat. Div.fy Hunt. Elein.

Holy Script, iii. 85 A diluting exposition, c 1865 LETHKDY
in Circ. Sc, I. 116/1 The diluting gases are marsh gas,
hydrogen, and carbonic oxide . . important constituents of
common gas,

Dilution (di-, dail'w-Jan). [n. of action f. L.
dilut- ppl. stem of dlhtcrc to DILUTE : so in

mod.F., adm. by Acad. 1878.]
1. The action of diluting ; a making thin, fluid,

or weaker by the admixture of water or other re-

ducing substance
; watering down.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. in. xxt. 161 Water, .serv-

ing for refrigeration, dilution of solid aliment . . in the
stomacke. 1656 BLOUNT Glessogr., Dilution . . a washing,
or clensing, a purging or clearing. 1731 ARBUTHNOT Ali-
ments v. (R.), Opposite to dilution is coagulation, or thick-

ning. 1878 HUXLEY Physiogr. 106 The activity of the

oxygen being tempered by dilution with nitrogen.

j*g.f 1871 MORLEY Voltaire (1886) 220 The Protestant
dilution of the theological spirit. 1885 SPURGEON Treas.
Dav. Ps. cxxvi. 3 Strange dilution and defilement of Scrip-
tural language !

2. Dilute condition.

1805 W. SAUNDERS Mm. Waters 386 Owing to the state
of very great dilution in which the earthy salt existed m
this solution. 1817 FARADAY Exp. Res. No. 41. 226 Equal
quantities, .in the same state of dilution.

3. A thing in a dilute state, that which is diluted.
1861 EMERSON Soc. $ Solit. t Old Age Wks. (Bohn) III.

131 Tobacco, coffee, alcohol .. strychnine, are weak dilu-

tions : the surest poison is time. 1874 L. STEPHEN Hours
in Library (1892) II. i. 18 A feeble dilution of the most
watery kind of popular teaching.

DilU'tionist. [f. prec. + -1ST.] In homoeo-

pathy, an advocate of the use of attenuated
drugs.A dilutionist is said to be '

high
'

or ' low
'

as he prescribes
a more or less extreme dilution of medicine.

1892 J. ELLIS Pers. Exper. Physician n Dr. Gray was
a low dilutionist . . I called on Dr. Edward Bayard, who
was a high dilutionist.

Dilative (di-, dail'w-tiv), a. rare. [f. L. dilut-

ppl, stem of diluere to DILUTE ; see -IVK.] Having
the property of diluting, tending to dilute.

1620 VENNER Via Recta viii. 184 They wholly betwixt
dinner and supper abstaine from drinke, excepting onely
a Dilutiue draught.

||
Dilutum (di-, dail-t#m). Med. [L.;='that

which is diluted', neuter pa. pple. of dlluSre to

DILUTE.] A dilution ;
a solution.

1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Dilittnm t an Infusion. 1750
RUTTY in Phil. Trans, LI. 472 Galls added to its dilutuin
in distilled water turned it of a deep blue. 1753 N. TOR-
RIANO Gangr. Sore Throat 98, I then gave him a Dilutum
of Cassia. 1883 Syd*Soc, Lex.) Dilntum^ a liquid in which
something has been dissolved.

t Dihrve. Obs. [a. OF. diluve, also de- t du- t

delouve (Littre), ad, L. diluvium : cf. Pr. diluvi,

ltviy Sp. and It. diluvio* See DELUGE, DILU-

VIUM, DlLUVY.]
c 1386 CHAUCER Pars. T. f 765 (Harl.) God dreinte all \>e

world at be diluve. [So Petw. & Lansd. ; 3 MSS. diluge,
Selden. dilivio.]

Diluvial (dil'w-vial^, a. [ad. L, dthfuial-is of
a deluge or flood, f. diluvi-um a washing away of
the earth, flood

(f. dlluere to wash in pieces, dis-

solve) : see -AL.]
1. Of or belonging to a deluge or flood, esp. to

the Flood as recorded in Genesis.

diluvial verbiage. 1863 TYLOR Early Hist. Matt xi.' '322
U he formation of diluvial traditions. 1866 J. B. ROSE Virgil

167 We have the diluvial theory of the Arkites in respect
to many ofthese mounds, that they are mimic Mount Ararats.
2. Geol. a. Applied to the theory which explained

certain geological phenomena by reference to a

general deluge, or to periods of catastrophic action
of water.
1816 KEATINGE Trow. I. 85 The diluvial wash has worn

it into deep valleys. 1823 W. BUCKLAND Rcliq. Diluv. 2,
I
^have felt myself fully justified in applying the epithet

diluvial to the results of this great convulsion. 1830 LVELL
Princ. Geol. I. 31 This doctrine . . conceded both that fossil

bodies were organic, and that the diluvial theory could not
account for them. 1839 MURCHISON Silur. Syst. \. xxxix.
536 The earliest theory, usually called the 'diluvial', sup-
posed that these blocks had been forced into their present
positions by one or more tremendous inundations, passing
over a subsoil which had been dry land. 1859 DARWIN
Orfy Spec. iv. (1873) 76 Modern geology has almost
banished such views as the excavation of a great valley
by a single diluvial wave. 1893 HOWORTH Glacial Night-
mare I. 83 Dr. Buckland, the originator of the term dilu~
vinni

t
and the most famous champion of diluvial causes.

b. Of or pertaining to the diluvium or drift-

formation of early geologists ; now generally called

the Glacial Drift. Diluvial clay, the boulder clay.
(For the connexion of a and b see DILUVIUM.)
18*3 W. BUCKLAND Reliq. Diluv. 38 The diluvial gravel

both of England and Germany. 1842 H. MILLER O. R.
Sandst, vii. (ed. 2) 142 A deep wooded ravine cut through
a thick bed of red diluvial clay. 1851 D. WILSON Preh.
Ann. (1863) I. i. 27 The closing epoch of Geology, which
embraces the diluvial formations. 1853 PHILLIPS Rivers
Yorksh. 289 Clay, gravel, and sand, with large boulders
scattered here and there, which were till lately termed
diluvial deposits.

Dilu'vialist. [f. prec. + -IST.] Geol. One
who explains certain geological features by the

hypothesis of a universal deluge, or of an extra-

ordinary movement of the waters,

1838 Penny Cycl. XI. 129/1 The fanciful diluvialists, who
followed in the wake of Woodward. 1851 RICHARDSON
Geol. ii. 45 The diluvialist, still retaining his floating ice-

bergs as the most efficient agents in the transport of drift

and erratic blocks to regions distant. 1876 PAGE Adv.
Text-bk. Geol. vi. 113 Battles of opinion .. between Cosmo-

^lists, Diluvialists, and Fossilists. 1887A thenggum 31 Dec.
/3 Would have delighted the heart of Murchison and

the older school of diluvialists.

Diluvian (dilw-vian), a. Also 8-9 de-, [f.

L. diluvi-um flood + -AN: see DILUVIAL.] Of or

pertaining to a deluge ; esp. of the Noachian
Flood.
1655 EVELYN Diary 28 Aug., From the calculation of

coincidence with the diluvian period. 1696 WHISTON Th.
Earth n. (1722) 202 The Diluvian matter from two Comets'
Atmosphere contained in it a great quantity of . . stony
particles. 1703 T. N. City $ C. Purchaser Prel. 3 Of the
Diluvian Ark, mentioned Gen. 6. 1766 PENNANT Zool. (1768)
I. 41 Remains which fossilists distinguish by the title of
diluvian. 1799 KIRWAN Geol. Ess. 87 A shock so violent
and universal as that which pervaded the globe during the
diluvian revolution. 18*3 W. BUCKLAND Reliq. Diluv. 39
Scattered by the violence of the diluvian waters. 1862
LVTTON Str. Story II. 235 On the surface of uplands undu-

lating like diluvian billows fixed into stone in the midst of
their stormy swell.

Hence Diln'vianism, a theory which attributes

certain phenomena to a universal deluge.
1816 G. S. FABER Orig, Pagan. Idol. I. 272 The cosmogony

of the Virginians seems also to be mingled with diluvianism.

1885 WHITNEY in EncycL Brit. XVIII. 765/2 Linguistic
philology has been . . created . . out of the crude observa-
tions and wild deductions of earlier times, as truly as

chemistry out of alchemy, or geology out of diluvianism.

t Dilu'viate, ^. Obs. In 6 de-. [f. ppl. stem
of L. diluviare to flood, inundate, f. diluvium

flood.] intr. To flow in a deluge or flood. In

quot. said of the deluge of the northern barbarians

which overflowed the Roman Empire.
1599 SANDYS Euroj>se Spec. (1632) 187 Those septentrionall

inundations . .have . . wildly deluviated over all the South.

Diluvia'tion. rare. [n. of action f. prec.]
The action of a flood, inundation.
1816 KEATINGE Trav. (1817) VII. 37 The ravines.. having

the appearance of being more the effect of atmospherical
diluviation.

Diluvie, var. of DILUVY, Obs.

Dihrvion. ? Obs. rare. [ao!* L. dTluvion-em

inundation, flood, f. diluere : see next and cf. AL-

LUVION.] = DILUVIUM.
18. . BUCKLAND is cited by Worcester 1846.

II Diluvium (dil'w*vi#m). [a. L. diluvium

flood, inundation, deluge, f. diluere to wash to

pieces, wash away, dissolve by water: seeDiLUTE.]
A term applied to superficial deposits which appear
not to have been formed by the ordinary slow

operations of water, but to be due to some extra-

ordinary action on a vast scale
;
such were at first

attributed to the Noachian or Universal deluge,
whence the name

;
the chief of these deposits were

those of the Northern Drift or Boulder formation

at the close of the Tertiary Period, to which the

name continued to be applied after the theory of

their origin was given up ;
it is now generally

applied to all masses apparently the result of

powerful aqueous agency'.
1819 J. HODGSON in Raine Mem. (1857) I. 265 The cliffs

are very white, excepting where they are tarnished by dilu-
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vium falling from the tops of the cliffs. i83 W. IHiCKLANn

Keli'i. nilit*'. 2 The word diluvium . . I apply to those

extensive and general deposits of superficial loam and

gravel, which appear to have been produced by the last

great convulsion that has affected our planet. 1831 DE LA

TlraiE C.ctl. Alan. 183 The old transported gravel, or dilu-

fium of Prof. Buckland. 1839 MURCHISON Silur. Syst. l.

xxxvii. 509
' Diluvium' as used by Elie de Beaumont and

the modern foreign geologists, means precisely what 1 term

drift. 1849 MRS. SOMERVILLE Connect. Pftys. Sc. x. 87

Strata containing marine diluvia. .must have been formed

at the bottom of the ocean. 1861 J. TAYLOR in Maim.

M,i^. Sept. 390 Tusks and teeth in a bed of diluvium ..

immediately incumbent on stratified beds of lias. 1873
CiKiKiE Gt. Ice Age xxvii. 369 Ancient alluvium or dilu-

vium overlying moraine-profonde. 1874 LYELL Students'

(/<('/. xi. (ed. 3) 145 The term ' diluvium
' was for a time the

I'.ipular name of the boulder formation, because it was re-

ferrird by many to the deluge of Noah, while others retained

the name as expressive of their opinion that a series of

diluvial waves raised by hurricanes, .or by earthquakes.,
had swept over the continents, carrying with them vast

m:i of mud and heavy stones.

t DilTfvy. Obs. Forms : 4-5 deluuy(e, di-

luuy, 4-6 di-, dyluuye, -ie. [ad. L. diluvi-um

deluge : see prec. and cf. DILUVE.] = DELUGE sb.

a i3s Prate Psalter xlv[i]. 4 fe deluuy [ mitfr. deluub]

gladcbpe hous of heuen, be almy^tful halwed Noe and his.

1381 \VVCLIP 2 Pet. ii. 5 liringynge in the Uiluuye, or greet

flood, to the world of vnpitouse men. c 1393 CHAUCER

Scflgun 14 pu causist bis deluuye of pestelence. c 1400

UAUHDCV. (Roxb.) xxiv. 109 pir three sonnes of Noe after

be diluuy parted amanges pam all be erthe. 1546 BALE

Knf. t'atariai. (1550) 9 b.Suchevnspeakablefylthynesse. .

as brought vpon them the great dyluuye or vnyuersall flod.

Dilve: see DILLUE.

Dilyte, DilyTier(e, obs. ff. DELIGHT, DELIVER.

Dim (dim), a. and sb. Forms : i- dim ; also

3-4 dime, 4 dyme, 4-6 dym, dymme, 5 dlmm,
6 dymbe, 6-7 dimme, 7 dimn, climb. [OE.
ilim\m = OFris. dim, ON. dimm-r. Cf. OHG.
timbar (MHG. timber, timmer, mod.Swiss. dial.

timmcr) 'dim, obscure, dark ', which may represent
an OTeut. *dim-ro- and contain the same root.

Not known outside Teutonic.]
A. adj.

1. Of a light, or an illuminated object : Faintly

luminous, not clear; somewhat dark, obscure,

shadowy, gloomy. The opposite
of bright or clear,

a 1000 Cxdmon's Sat. 455 (Gr.) Drihten sealde him dimne
and deorcne deabes scuwan. aiooo Boeth. Metr. ii. n On
bis dimme hoi. Ibid. -nil. 16 Sio dimme niht. (1250 Gen.

H K.v. 286 Euerilc on oat helden wid him, 80 wuroen mire,

and swart, and dim. 13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 472 Dryf
ouer bis dymme water. 1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) III.

467 Whan be day is dym and clowdy. 1398 TREVISA cSartfi.

De P. R. x. v. (1495) 377 The flamme yeuyth dymme and
derke lighte. 1508 FISHER Wks. (1876) 68 6 dymbe cloude.

1549 Compl. Scot. vi. 38 Fayr dyana. the lantern of the

nycht, be cam dym ande pail. 1631 MILTON Penseroso 160

Storied windows richly dight, Casting a dim religious light.

I73 BERKELEY Alciphr. vi. 31 A light, dimmer indeed, or

clearer, according to the place,
c 1750 SHENSTONE Elegies

iv. i Through the dim veil of ev'ning's dusky shade. 1820

SHELLEY Witch All. xii. a Her beauty made The bright
world dim. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. I. ii. 16 The oftener light
is reflected the dimmer it becomes.

b. fig. esp. of qualities usually clear or bright.
1000 C&itmotis Gen. 685(Gr.)Hio speon hine on oa dim-

man dapd. 1315 Metr. Horn, in That .. did awai his

dedes dim, And mad an hali man of him. c 1400 Rom. Rose

5353 Love is .. whilom dymme, & whilom clere. 1661-98
SOUTH 12 Serm. IIL 287 Man's. .Understanding must now
be contented with the poor, dimn Light of Faith. 1817-8
SHELLEY Ros. * Hel. 692 Public hope grew pale and dim.

1874 MORLEY Compromise (1886) 36 The old hopes have

grown pale, the old fears dim.

2. Not clear to the sight ; obscured by an inter-

vening imperfectly transparent medium, by distance,

or by blurring of the surface ; scarcely visible, in-

distinct, faint
; misty, hazy.

c 1000 Martyrology (E. E. T. S.) 46 Seo byr^en is bewrijen
mid dimmum stanum ond yfellicum. 1631 SANDERSON Serrn.

436 Dimme and confused and scarce legible. 1651 HOBBES
Leviatk. I. ii. 5 At a great distance of place, that which
wee look at appears dimme. 1654 FULLER Two Serm. 58
Civilized Pagans, .have scowred over the dimme inscription
of the Moral! Law that it appeared plaine unto them. 1818
SHF.I.LKY . Hills 19 The dim low line before Of a dark
and distant shore Still recedes. 1856 STANLEY Sinai ff Pal.
i. (1858) 69 One more glimpse of Egypt dim in the distance.

b. Jig. Not clear to the mind or understanding ;

obscure, faint.

(-1350 Leg. Rood (1871) 93 Vnto me es bis mater dym.
f 1440 I'romp. Part'. 121 Dymme, or harde to vndyrstonde,
misticnt. 1587 FLEMING Contn. Holinshed III. 1965/2 Like
to be buried in the dimme booke of obliuion. l8>i LAMB
Elia Ser. i. Old ff AVro Sclwoiw., I have most dim appre-
hensions of the four great monarchies. 1836 KINGSI.KY
Lett. (1878) I. 33 There were dim workings of a mighty
spirit within. 1871 R. ELLIS Catullus Ixviii. 52 (50) A
memory dim.

3. Of colour : Not bright ; dull, faint ; dusky or

dark
; lustreless.

11150 Oti'ls, Xight. 577 Thu art dim, an of fule howe.

1535 CovEHit. Lain. iv. i O, how is the golde become so

dymme 1 1563 W. FUI.KE Met, ors (1640) 36 For the Rayne-
bow is more dimme, and ofpurple colour. 1611 SHAKS. #'//.
T. iv. iv. 1 19 Violets dim, But sweeter than the lids of Juno's
eyes. 1718 Voi-xc Love Fame v. (1757) 127 Others, with
curious arts, dim charms revive. 1887 STEVENSON i Wcr-
,1'ootis i. iii. 5 All retired and shady spots Where prosper
dim forget-me-nots.
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4. Not seeing clearly, having the eyesight dulled

and indistinct.

a iiao Bestiary 60 SiSen his flrjt is al unslrong, and his

-jen dimme. a 1300 Cursor M. 3570 (Cott.) pe freli fax

[biginnes] to fal of him, And be sight to wax well dim.

c i4M HOCCLKVK Learn to Die 228 Myn yen been al dymme
and dirke. 1535 COVERDALE Eccl. xli. 2 The sii;lit of the

wyndowes shalwaxe dymme. 1577 Ttit. 12 Patriarchs

(1604) 17 Jacob, .somewhat dim for age. 1636 MASSISGER

Gt. i>k. Florence Hi. i, I am dim, sir; But he's sharp-

sighted. 1766 FORDYCE Serm. Yng. Worn, (i?6?) II- ""'

8 Unheeded by the dim inattentive eye. 184* I'ENNYSON

Two Voices 151 Whose eyes are dim with glorious tears.

b. jig. Not clearly apprehending ;
dull of ap-

prehension.
a 17*9 ]. ROGERS Serm. (].),

The understanding is dim,
and cannot by its natural light discover spiritual truth.

1731 FIELDING Grub Str. Of. fntrod., Men's sense is dimmer
than their eyes. 1878 B. 1 AYLOR Deutalion I. iv. 33 Teach

your dim desire A form whereby to know itself and seek.

5. trans/. Of sound, and esp. of the voice : In-

distinct, faint.

c 1386 CHAUCER Knt.'s T. 1575 He herde a murmurynge
Fullowe and dym. 1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. K. v. xxi,

(1495) 138 They that haue grete tongues hauedymme voyce.

(1450 SI. Cuthbert (Surtces) 3673 His speche was bathe

short and dym. 1705 SOUTHEY Vis. Maid of Orleaiu I.

124 The damp earth gave A dim sound as they pass'd.

1817 SHELLEY Marianne's Dream 40 She then did hear

The sound as of a dim low clanging.

B. sb. Dimness ; obscurity ; dusk.

c 1400 Deslr. Troy 755 The day vp droghe & the dym
voidet. CI43<> Hymns Virg. (1867) 53 He lijtneb his folk

in dym. 1509 Part. Denotes xciil, Quod Symeon, 'he

lyghtneth his folke in dym Where as derkenes shedeth

theyr states '. 1837 HEAVYSF.OE Saul (1869) 87 To sit were

pleasant, in the dim.

b. Dimness of vision.

176 LAW Chr. Perfect, i. 50 Further than the Dim of

Eyes of Flesh can carry our Views.

t C. adv. Dimly, faintly, indistinctly. 06s.

1393 GOWEH Con/. II. 293 He herde a vois, which cried

dimme. i8ai SHELLEY Adonais liv. That Light. .Which..

Burns bright 01 dim, as each are mirrors of The fire.

D. Comb. a. adverbial, as dim-brooding, -col-

oured, -discovered, -gleaming, -grey, -lighted, -lit

(-litten), -remembered, -seen, -yellow, etc. b. para-

synthetic, as dim-brmved, -eyed, -lettered, -sheeted,

DIM-SIGHTED.

brow'd east, c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xvii. 79 pai er mare

*dymme coloured ban be cristall. 1746 COLLINS Ode to

Evening*, Hamlets brown, and *dim-discover'd spires.

1617-47 Fi

pref
'

MORRIS Earthly Par. II. "in. 9 After the weary tossing of

Dim, v. [f. DIM a. : OE. had the compounds
adimmian, fordimmian, ON. the intr. dimma to

become dim ; the simple vb. is found from 1 Jth c.]

1. intr. To grow or become dim
;
to lose bright-

ness or clearness, lit. and fig.
a 1300 Christ on Cross ^ in h. E. P. (1662) 20 His fair lere

falowib and dimmib is si^tc. a 1300 Cursor .'/. 23695 (Com),
Mani flurs. .bat neuermar sal dime neduine. ^1400 Destr.

Troy 9932 The day ouerdrogh, dymmet the skewis. 1607
BREWED Lingua i. viii, Suddenly mine eyes began to dim.

?ri7io tE. WARD Welsh-monster 28 My Lady's Beauty,
tho' divine, Would dim, without the Muses shine. 1814

BYRON Lara \. xii, The lone light Dimm'd in the lamp.

1871 B. TAYLOR Faust (1875) II. iv. ii. 250 The near

horizon dims.

2. trans. To make dim, obscure, or dull ; to

render less clear, or distinct ; to becloud (the eyes).

[c 888 K. ALFRED Boeth. xxiv. $ 4 Dean heora mod . . sie

adimmad.] a 1300 E. E. 1'salter Ixviii. 24 Dimmed be bair

eghen, bat bai ne se. cilflo Song Kolaiui 580 Dew diskid

adoun and dymmyd the floures. 1440 Promp. Fan', tzi

Dymmyn, or make dymme, obscuro. 1530 PALSGR. 516/3,

dim the Sight. 1751 JOHNSON Rcwtbler No. 184 F i The
writer of essays . . seldom . . dims his eyes with the perusal

of antiquated volumes. 1810 W. IRVING Sketch Bk. I.

202 The light streamed through windows dimmed wrth

armorial bearings. 1836 LANDOR Pericles If Asp. II. 393 The
mirror is too close to our eyes, and our own breath dims it.

\>. fa.
.S Pilsr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 35 b, It dymmeth or

maketh derke theyr lytell holynesse. 1659 B. HARRIS Pan-

Glean. 275 Its quaint houses . . are dimmed to memory by
the fresher recollections of that beautiful river.

t Dim. Obs. Abbreviation of L. Jimidium half.

1477 churcfav. Ace. Croscombe (Somerset Rec. Soc.) 6 Hath
in his hands of the Cherche lede one cv.t, dim, iiij Ib. 1634-4
BRERETON Trav. (1844) 22 Adorned with stones a yard and
dim. hinh. Ibid. 180 A vault or gallery about one yd. or one

yd. and dim. wide.

Dim., dimin. (Jlfus.}, abbrev. of DIMINUENDO.

Dim, obs. form of DEEM v.

Dimagne-sie, a. Chem. : see Dl- 2 a d.

1876 HARLKY Mat. Mtii. 66 Dimagnesic pyro-phosphate.

DIME.

Dimacfnetite (flsimae-gnetait). Min. [f. Dl-
z

twice t >TAG.NKI m:.] A mineral consisting mainly
of fcrroso-ferric oxide, occurring in rhombic prisms,

regarded by Dana as a pseudomorph of magnetite
after lievrite (Watts).
iSsa Amer. Jrnl.Sc. Ser. ll. XIII. 392 Dimagnetile. 1868

DANA Min. (1880) 151 Dimagnetite of Shepard.. appears to

be a magnetite pseudomorph.
t Dima'ne, f. Obs. Also 6 dimaine, -mayne.

[ad. L. dlmand-re to flow different ways, spicad

abroad, f. di-, dis- apart + manare to flow.] intr.

To flow forthfrom; to spring, originate, or derive

its origin/raw.
1610 W. FOLKINGHAM Art of Survey Ep. Ded. i Merits

dimayning from the sacred Source of true Nobility. ///'</.

l. vi. 12 Springs dimayning from thicke sand . . gather mudde.

1641 W. BALL C<JPI<for Subjects 8 Motion and Keeling di-

mane from the Ilraine. 1657 HAWKE Killing is Al. 10 By
the Right of Warre, and by the consent of the people, which
two Titles dimane also from the Divine providence.

DimrriiganouB, a. Chem. See Dl- " 2 d.

1881 WATTS Diet. Chem.
jrd Suppl. n. 1600 An anhydrous

dimanganous phosphate,
Mn? (PO I b .

Diniaris (di'maris). Logic. The mnemonic

term designating the third mood of the fourth

figure of syllogisms, in which the major premiss
is a particular affirmative ('), the minor a universal

affirmative (a), and the conclusion a particular

affirmative (*) Formerly called drimatis, dimatis.

The initial rf indicates that the mood can be reduced to

Darii by (m) transposition of the premisses, and (s) simple
conversion of the conclusion.

i87 WHATELY Logic ii. ill. i 4.. 1864 BOWEN Logic vii.

200. 1891 WELTON Logic I. iv. iil. I 137. 403 Dimarit, An
example is

' Some parallelograms are squares ; all squares
are regular figures; therefore, some regular figures are

parallelograms '.

Dimastigatc (daimie-stig.'t), a. Zool. [f.Di-*
twice + Gr. iiaart^-(imaT^) whip -f -ATE * 2 : cf. L.

mastigatus whipped.] Having two flagella; bi-

flagellate; applied to those flagellate Infusoria

(Dimastigd) which have two flagella.

Dimatis, earlier form of DIMABIS.

Di'mber, a. Rogues' Cant. Pretty.

1671 R. HEAD Eng. Rogue I. v. (1874) 48 (Farmer). 1691

COLES, Dimber (canting) pretty, a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant.

Crew, Dimber, pretty. Dim\ber\-mort',
a pretty Wench.

1837 DISRAELI Venctia l. xiv.,
' Tis a dimber cove',

whispered one of the younger men to a companion. Ibid.

Tip me the clank like a dimber mori.

Hence Dimber-damber, a captain of thieves or

vagrants.
1671 R. HEAD Eng. Rogue i. v. (1874) 48 (Farmer). 1834

H. AlNSWORTH Roolnvood ill. v. (Farmer). Dick Turpm must

be one of us. He shall be our Dimber Damber. 1890 Daily
News i Feb. 4/7.

Dimble (di-mb'l). Obs. exc. dial. [Of un-

certain origin, possibly a deriv. or comb, of DIM,

gloom or obscurity being a usual attribute ; con-

nexion with DINGLE is also possible. The midland

districts (e. g. Leicester, Derby, Warwick, Shropsh.)

retain the word, usually in the form dumble, occa-

sionally drumble]
A deep and shady dell or hollow, a dingle.

1589 R. ROBINSON Gold. Mirr. (Chetham Soc.) 5 Eccho ..

That Hues in woodes, And rocky ragged tours, and Dales

with Dymbles deep. i6u DRAYTON Poly-olb. ii. 27 Satyres

that in shades and gloomy dimbles dwell. i6 Ibid, xxvm.

(1748) 378 Dimbles hid from day. 1637 B. JONSON Sad

Sheph. n. vii, Within a gloomy dimble, she doth dwell

Downe in a pitt, ore-growne with brakes and briars. 1879

Miss JACKSON Shropsh. Word-bk., Dumtlehole; also

Drumble, a rough wooded dip in the ground ; a dingle,

1881 Leicester Gloss., Dimble, a dingle, dell.

Dime (daim), it. Forms : 4-5 dyme, (5 dea-

(s)ime, dyeme), 5-6 dysme, 5-9 diame, 6 dism,

desme, deeme, deme, 6-9 dime. [a. OF. disme,

dime :-L. decima tithe, tenth part, fern, of deci-

mus tenth.]

1 1. A tenth part, a tithe paid to the church or to

a temporal ruler. Obs. or Hist.

1377 LANGL P. PI. B. xv. 526 Take her landes, u lordes,

and let hem lyue by dymes. c 1380 WYCLIF Wks. (1880) 418

J>at pari^schens sbulden drawe fro perspuns offeringis &
dymes. 1399 Pol. Poemt (Ro\\>.) I. 412 His purvyours toke,

withoute preiere at a parliament, a poundage . . and a fif-

teneth and a dyme eke. 1:1460 FORTESCUK Abs. * Lim.
Man. xii. (1885) 139 Owre commons . . give to thair kynge,
at somme tymes quinsimes and dessimes [MS. Digby 145

dismes.) 1494 FABYAN Chron. vi. cxlviii. 134 That he myght
leuy certayne dymys to wage therwith souldyours. ijoa

. ,

freed from all Disms, due to the King by the Church
pi

Winchester. 1580 NORTH Plutarch (1676) 404 Now Sylla

consecrating thedismes of all his goods unto Hercules [etc.).

a 1618 RALEIGH Rent. 50 In his forty ninth year he had a

disme and a fifteenth granted him freely. 1659 HOWELL
Lexicon Fr. Prov. 27 From all tymes it was ordained to pay
dimes or tithes unto the Lorf. 1884 L. DLII-KANT Haifa

(1887) 133 The dime . . has heretofore been the share of the

government.
b. fig. A ' tithe

'
of war, a tenth man sacrificed.

1606 SHAHS. Tr. t, Cr. n. ii. 19 Euery tythe soule'mongst

many thousand dismes, Hath bin as deere as Helen.

2. A silver coin of the United States of America,
of the value of 10 cents, or -jV of a dollar.
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1786 Ord. Continent. Congress U.S. 8 Aug., Mills, Cents,
Dimes. Dollars. 1809 KENDALL Trow. I. xviii. 193 Dimes
or tenth parts are mentioned by writers, but never enter into

accounts. 1821 1'. JEFFERSON Autobiog, Writ. 1802 I. 75
The division into dimes, cents and mills is now. .well under-
stood. 1872 O.W. HOLMES Poet Breakf.-t. xii. (1885)320 Not
bad, my bargain ! Price one dime. 1893 Boston (Mass.)
Jrnl, i Apr. 6/3 The so-called middle-classes . . the people
who are accustomed to count their nickels and dimes as
well as their dollars.

b. attrib. Costing a dime ; as in dime novely

applied especially to a cheap sensational novel :

cf. penny dreadful, shilling shocker.

1879 H. GEORGE Progr. $ Pov. x. ii. (1881) 443 The boy
who reads dime novels wants to be a pirate. 1882 Century
Mag. XXV. 2I2/I You are as bad as a dime novel. 1892
Daily News 20 Mar. 2/5 The nuisance of ' dime shows

'

as

they are called in America.

t Dime, z>. Obs. rare. Also 5 dyme, 7 disme.

[a. F. dtme-r^ OF, dismer, diesmerfr. desmart

Sp. dezmar, Pg. dezimar, It. dtcimare : L. ded-
mdre to take a tithe, (later) to pay tithes, f. decima :

see prec.] trans, a. To take a tenth part of, to

tithe, b. To divide into tenths.

1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 64b/2 He shall taske and dyme
your corn and sheues. x6ioW. FOLKINGHAM Art oj'Survey
n. !v. 52 Disme or deuide each foote of the Rule . . into deci-
mals or Tenths.

Hence T Di'mable (in 5 dym(e)able) a., tithable.

1489 Plumpton Corr. 6r It is not the Kyngs mynd to ses

no dymeable land, and we have no suit land, but it is dym-
able.

Dime, obs. form of DIM a. and v.

Dimediate, obs. form of DIMIDIATE.

t Dime'nse, sb. Obs. [ad. med.L. dimens-ttm

q.v. below.] A space measured out, an extent.

1632 LITHGOW Trav. x.426 Having compassed all Europe,
our Resolution, was to borrow a larger dimmense [1682 di-

mense] of ground in Affricke.

t Dime'nse, v- Obs. [f, L. dimens- ppl. stem
of dimettrito measure out, f. di- t dis- (Dis- i) -f-

mettrt to measure.] trans. To measure out.
a 1641 BP. MOUNTAGU Acts $ Mon. (1642) 217 It sufficeth

some, to have things delivered unto them in a generality,
which others must have dimensed out unto them . . peece
after peece.

Dimension (dime-njan), sb. Also 5-6 dy-,
sioun, -cion, -cyon, 6-7 dimention, 7 demen-
sion, -tion. fa. F. dimension (.1425 in Hatz.-

Darm.), ad. L. dimension-em, n. of action from
dimetiri (ppl. stem dimens-} : see prec.]

fl. The action of measuring, measurement. Obs.

1555 EDEN Decades 243 Accordynge to the ordinarie ac-

coumpte and dimension which the pylotes and cosmo-
graphers doo make. 1589 GREENE Menaphon (Arb.) 80

Things infinite, I see, Brooke no dimension. 1656 STANLEY
Hist. Pkilos. (1701) 183/2 If a Man pursue it {geometry] not

only for Mechanical Dimension, but that he may by the

help thereof ascend [etc). 1793 SMEATON Edystone L. 97
Taking such dimensions as would enable me to make an
accurate model, .of the rock.

fb. Mus. The division of a longer note into

shorter notes, constituting 'time* or rhythm;//.
' measures *, measured strains. Obs.

1597 MORLEY Introd. Mus. 13 Phi. What call they time ?

Ma. The dimension of the Breefe by semibreeues. 1635
BRATHWAIT Arcad. Pr. 1. 165 Harmonious reports in these
Musical! dimensions.

2. Measurable or spatial extent of any kind,
as length, breadth, thickness, area, volume

; mea-
surement, measure, magnitude, size. (Now com-

monly in plural : cf. proportions^ Also^. Mag-
nitude, extent, degree (of an abstract thing).
1529 MORE Dyaloge n. Wks. 188/1 Though the! be not

cyrcumscribed in place, for lack of bodily dvmencion and
measuring, yet are ..angels . . diffinitively so" placed where
thei be for the time. 1596 DAVIES Orchestra, xcv, Whose
quick eyes doe explore The just dimension both of earth
and heaven. i6igj. STEPHENS Satyr. Ess. 292 Confounding
(like a bad Logician) the forme and the dimention. 1651
HOBBES Leviath. in. xxxiv. 208 Whatsoever has dimension,
is Body. 1660 BARROW Euclid i. xxxv. Schol., The dimen-
sion of any Parallelogram is found out by this Theorem.
1663 GERBIER Counsel 6 He will never rightly describe the
dimensions of solid Bodies, .his Circles will seem Ovals in
Breadth, and his Ovals Circles. 1667 MILTON P. L. n.
803 A dark Illimitable Ocean without bound, Without
dimension, where length, breadth, and highth, And time
and place are lost. 01745 SWIFT (J-), My gentleman was
measuring my walls, and taking the dimensions of the room.
1756 BURKE Snbi. $ B. 11. vii, Greatness of dimension is a
powerful cause of the sublime. 1772 Hist. Rochester 44
All the beams .. ought to be of large dimensions. 1847
EMERSON Repr. Men, Skaks. Wks. (Bonn) I. 360 That
imagination which dilates the closet he writes in to the
world's dimension.

_ 1893 Law Times XCV. 104/2 Posts of
the dimensions of 3 in. by 2$ in.

fig. 1660 HICKERINGILL Jamaica (1661) 51 The Expedi-
tion against Hispaniola; .. The Dimensions of this great
Preparation vastly exceeding the difficulties. 1676 HALE
Contempl. i. 106 The Afflictions of his Soul . . were of a
higher Dimension in the Garden. 1889 PallMall G. 17 Oct.
2/3 That passion for athletics which in Oxford has now
almost reached the dimensions of a mania.

*t* b. transf. Extension in time, duration.
1605 BP. ANDREWES Serni. II. 170 The cross .. is mars

Prolixa, a death of dimensions, a death long in dying. 1677HALE Prim.
Orig. Man. iv. ii. 308 We have no reason to

imagm that the sixth day was of any other dimension than
the seventh day.
3. Math. a. Geom. A mode of linear measure-

ment, magnitude, or extension, in a particular
direction

; usually as co-existing with similar mea-
surements or extensions in other directions.

The three dimensions of a body, or of ordinary space, are

length, breadth, and thickness (or depth); a surface has

only two dimensions (length and breadth) ; a line only one

(length). Here the notion of measurement or magnitude
is commonly lost, and the word denotes merely a particular
mode of spatial extension. Modern mathematicians have

speculated as to the possibility of more than three dimen-
sions of space.

1413 1'ilgr. Soiule (Caxton 1483) v. xiv. 107 Ther is no body
parfit withouten thre dymensions, that is breede, lengthe,

anddepnesse. c 1430 Art ojW<rj'(E.E.T.S.) i4Alyne
hathe but one dymensioun that is to sey after the lengthe..
a superficialle thynge hathe .2. dimensions, J?at is to sey
lengthe and brede. 1570 BILLINGSLEY Euclid i. def. ii. i

There pertaine to quantitie three dimensions, length, bredth,
andthicknes. 1635 N. CARPENTER Geoff. Del. \\. ii. 14 These
two Dimensions are length and breadth, whereof

euery
plaine figure consists. 1794 SULLIVAN View Nat. I. 100 All

physical magnitude must have three dimensions, length,

breadth, and thickness. 1858 WHEWELL Hist. Set. Ideas n.

viii. 4-5 (L.) Time is conceived as a quantity of one
dimension. .Indeed the analogy between time, and space of

one dimension, is so close, that the same terms are applied
to both ideas. Ibid. vi. The eye. .sees length and breadth,
but no third dimension. In order to know that there are

solids, we must infer as well as see. 1873 CLIFFORD Pure
Sciences in Contemp. Rev. Oct. (1874) 716 Out of space of
two dimensions, as we call it, I have made space of three

dimensions. 1878 STEWART & TAIT Unseen Univ. vii. 220.

221 Suppose our (essentially three-dimensional) matter to be
the mere skin or boundary of an Unseen whose matter has
four dimensions.

b. Alg. Since the product of two, or of three,

quantities, each denoting a length (i.e. a magnitude
of one dimension), represents an area or a volume

(i.e. a magnitude of two, or of three, dimensions),
such products themselves are said to be of so many
dimensions ;

and generally, the number of dimen-
sions of a product is the number of the (unknown
or variable) quantities contained in it as factors

(known or constant quantities being reckoned of no

dimensions) ; any power of a quantity being of the

dimensions denoted by its index. (Thus 3?, x*yt

xyz are each of three dimensions.) The dimensions
of an expression or equation are those of the term
of highest dimensions in it. (The number of di-

mensions corresponds to the degree of a quantity or

equation : see DEGREE sb. 13.)

'557 RECORDE Whetst. Hij, The nomber that doeth
amounte thereof (3 X 3 X 3) hath gotten 3. dimensiones, whiche

properly belongeth to a bodie, or sound forme. And ther-

fore is it called a Cube, or Cubike nomber. 1690 LEYBOURN
Curs. Math. 334 Every Power hath so many Dimensions as
the Letters wherewith it is written. 1706 W. JONES Syn.
Palmar, Mathcseos 40 The Quantity produc'd by the Mul-
tiplication of Two, Three, etc. Quantities, is said to be of

Two, Three, etc. Dimensions. 1806 HUTTON Course Math.
I. 190 To find the Greatest Common Measure of the Terms
of a Fraction . . Range the quantities according to the dimen-
sions of some letters, c 1865 in Circ. Sc. I. 476/1 When the
. . equations are . . of two dimensions.

f 4. Measurable form or frame
; //. material parts,

as of the human body ;

'

proportions '. Obs.

1596 SHAKS. Merch. V. HI. i. 62 Hath not a lew hands,
organs, dementions, sences, affections, passions ? 1601
Twel. N. i, v. 280, I. .know him noble. .And in dimension,
and the shape of nature, A gracious person. 1605 Lear
i. ii. 7 My dimensions are as well compact, My minde
as generous, and my shape as true. 1634 W. WOOD New
Eng, Prosp. i. viii, The Humbird is .. no bigger than a
Hornet, yet hath all the dimensions of a Bird, as bill, and
wings, with quills, spider-like legges, small clawes. 1667
MILTON P. L. i. 793 In thir own dimensions like themselves
The great Seraphic Lords and Cherubim In close recess

and secret conclave sat.

fig* I(553 A. Wi LSON Jos. 1 1 62 The Younger having all the
Dimensions of a Courtier. 1660 WATERHOUSE Arms$ Arm.
28 Nations, whose polity had all the dimensions of order in it.

5. Comb., as dimension-lumber, -timber,
-stone, i.e. that which is cut to specified dimen-
sions or size

; dimension-work, masonry built of

'dimension-stones'. (Chiefly U.S.}
1864 THOREAU Cafe Cod vii. (1894) 156 Houses built of

what is called 'dimension timber
, imported from Maine, all

ready to be set up. 1874 KNIGHT Diet. Mech.
t
Dimension

Lumber., lumber sawed to specific sizes to order.

Dime'nsioii, v. rare. [f. prec. sb.] trans.

To measure or space outj to reduce to measure-
ment.

I?54 H. WALPOLE Z,^/. I. 335 (D.), I propose to break and
enliven it by compartments in colours, according to the en-
closed sketch, which you must adjust and dimension.

Dime'nsionable, a. nonce-wd. [f. prec. +
-ABLE : cf. companionable^ Capable of being
measured

; having dimensions.
1884 E. A. ABBOTT Flatland n. xix. 87 Some yet more

spacious Space, some more dimensionable Dimensionality.

Dimensional (dime-njanal), a. [f.
DIMENSION

sb. + -AL.]
1. Of or pertaining to dimension or magnitude.
1816 KEATINGE Trav. (1817) I. 66 note, About the same

relative situation and dimensional proportion. 1888 J. T.
GULICK in Linn. Soc. Jrnl, XX. 234 If structural or dimen.
sional characters are not correlated.
2. Geom. Of or relating to (a specified number

of) dimensions : see DIMENSION 3 a.

1875 CAYLEY in Phil, Trans. CLXV. 675 Coordinates of

point in
(.?4-i)-djmensionaI space. 1880 Academy 30 Oct.

314 Four-dimensional space may be built up with . . ikosa-

tetrahedroids. 1882 MINCHIN Unipl, Kinemat. 116 The
general, or three dimensional, motion of a rigid body. 1883
American"^\\. 75 We can, I think, conceive of space as

being two or even one dimensional

Hence Dimensionality, the condition of having
(a particular number of) dimensions

; dimensional

quality.
1875 CAYLEY in Phil. Trans. CLXV. 675 The notion of

density is dependent on the dimensionality of the element
of volume d w. 1884 E. A. ABBOTT Flatland n. xxii. 101
A race of rebels who snail refuse to be confined to limited

Dimensionality.

f Dimensionate, v. Obs. rare.
[f. L. dimen-

sion-em DIMENSION + -ATE 3
7.] trans. To give or

lay down the dimensions of.

14.. Harl. MS. 2261 If. 217 b, In whiche bookes he
dimencionate the worlde clerely with his contentes.

Dimensioned (dime-njand), ///. a. [f. DI-
MENSION + -ED 2.] -f a. Having material * dimen-
sion

'

or extension (cf. DIMENSION sb. 2, 4). Obs.

b. Having a particular dimension or measurement.
C. Geom. Having (a specified number of) dimen-
sions : see DIMENSION sb. 3 a.

1533 TINDALE Supper ofLord in More's Answ. Poysoned
Bk. Wks. (1557) 1092/1 Inuisible wyth al hys dymencioned
body vnder the forme of breade transubstanciated into it.

172$ POPE Odyss. xix. 276 A mantle purple-tinged, and
radiant vest, Dimensioned equal to his size. 1882 PROCTOR
Fam. Science Stud. 15 While a line could be infinitely pro-
duced in this singly dimensioned world, the world itself . .

would be finite. 1884 E. A. ABBOTT Flatland %b Look down
. . upon this land of Three Dimensions, and see the inside

of every three-dimensioned house.

Dime*nsionless, a. [f. as prec. + -LESS.]
1. a. Without dimension or physical extension.

b. Of no (appreciable) magnitude ; extremely mi-
nute, c. Without dimensions: see DIMENSION 3 a.

1667 MILTON P. L. xi. 17 To Heav'n thir prayers Flew up
..in they pass'd Dimentionless through Heav'nly dores.

1752 WABBURTON W&r. (1811) IX. 11.34 As the Earth is but a

point compared to the orb of Saturn, so the orb of Saturn
itself grows dimensionless when compared to that vast extent
of space which the stellar-solar Systems possess. 1825
COLERIDGE Aids Reft. App. C. (1858) I. 394 If we assume
the time as excluded, the line vanishes, and we leave space
dimensionless. 1890 J. H. STIRLING Gifford Lect. viii. 150
With our scales and weights . . and measuring-rods, we do
but deceive ourselves : what is, is dimensionless : the truth is

not in time ; space is all too short for a ladder to the Throne.
2. Measureless, immense, boundless, vast.

1813 HOGG in New Monthly Mag. (1836) XLVI. 446 Here,
in these almost dimensionless regions, nature is seen on a
large scale, a 1839 GALT Demon of Destiny in. (1840) 28
As if man were not but an atom thing In the dimensionless,
the Universe.

t Dime'nsious, a. Obs. rare 1
. Also -tious.

[f.
DIMENSION : see -lous. Cf. pretentious, reli-

gious. suspuioiis^\ Having (great) dimension or

magnitude ; spacious, extensive.

1632 LITHGOW Trav. x. 507 The generall computation of
which dimensious spaces, .amounteth to [etc.].

t Dime'nsity. Obs. rare
-

'. [f.
L. dimem-uS)

after immensity.] Dimension, magnitude.
^1645 HOWELL Lett. (1655) IV.

xliy,
If of the smallest

Starrs in sky We know not the dimensity.

Dimensive (dime-nsiv), a. Now rare or Obs.

[f.
L. dimens- ppl. stem (see DIMENSE v.) + -IVE.]

1 1. Having, or related to, physical dimension or

extension in space. Obs.

1563-87 FOXE A. 4- M. (1596) 210/1 In heauen the exist-

ence of his bodie is dimensiue. 15^6 BELL Sitrv. Popery in.

x. 434 Whn the unequal! dimensiue quantities are placed
togither. 1694 R. BURTHOGGE Reason 106 Matter is . . the

first subject of dimensive spacious Quantity.

1 2. Serving to measure or trace out the dimen-

sions of something. ? Obs.

1592 DAVIES Iminort. Soul iv. vi. (1714) 35 All Bodies have
their measure and their space, But who can draw the Soul's

dimensive Lines? 1610 Histrio-m. i. 43 The very state of

Peace shall seeme to shine In every figure or dimensive

lyne.

3. Of or belonging to dimension or magnitude ;

dimensional, rare.

1845 STOCQUELER Handbk. Brit. India (1854) 129 A few
of the streets in the European town are of great dimensions ;

.. the Chowringhee Road, .is nearly two miles long, and in

average width not less than eighty feet. .The Dhurrumtollah
is nearly equal, in dimensive character, to this.

Hence t Dime-nsively adv., f Dime'nsiveness.
1601 DEACON& WALKER SpiritsfyDiveh 55 Neither spirites

nor diuels (they being no corporal substances stretched out

by Dimensions . .) may truely be said to be in a place coin-

mensuratiuelie, or dimensiuene. Ibid. 89 It ariseth . . from

the finitenesse, and dimensiuenesse of the angelicall nature.

|| Dime'11Sum. Obs. [med.L. dimensum mea-

sured quantity, measure, sb. use of pa. pple. of di-

metirtto measure out : see DIMENSE^.] A measured

portion; a fixed allowance; DIMENSE sb.

1630 B. JONSON New Inn in. i, You are to blame to use

the poor dumb Christians So cruelly, defraud 'em of their

dimensum. Vender's the colonel's horse . . the devil a bit

He has got, since he came in yet ! 1643 LIGHTFOOT Glean.

26 The dimensum of their diet in the Wildernesse.

t Dimeiisura'tion. Obs. [n. of action f, L.

type *dimensMraret f. di- + mensiirare to measure,

after dtmetlri^ dtmensus, f. di- + mefirit
mensus to

measure.] Measuring out or off, measurement.



DIMERAN
1J93 NORIIKN Spec. Brit., Jl/'se.r i. Prepar. 15 Such an c.\

peered geographical! description, .doeth require dimensura-
tion betweene euery station. 1677 JJ '-OT OqflnUt, To Rdr.
H ij, As true as actual dimensuration . . could direct me to

put them.

So f Dime usurable a., capable of being men
surcd; t Dime'nsurated //>/. a., measured

; t Di-
mo'nsurator, an instrument for taking measure-
ments. (All otis. and rare.)
1660 STANLEY //is/. I'hilas. (1701) 404/1 The point by fluxion

makes a Line, the Line . . a Superficies, the Superficies . . a
liody, three ways iliiiicnsiiraMe. 1675 OGILBY Jiril. Pref. 3
Dtiiu-nsurators or Measuring Instruments. Ibid. (1698)1
Slit-wing the ditnensurated miles and furlongs answerably.
Dimeran (di-mi-ran). Entom. [f mod.L. di-

mera, neuter pi. rtdimcms (see DIMKHOUS) + -AN.]
A member of the division Dimera of hemiptcrous
insects, having the tarsi two-jointed.
1847 in CRAIO.

Dime-rcur-, -me-rcuro-, -me-roury. Chem.
[1)1-

2
a.] Used in comb, and attrib. to express

the presence oftwo equivalents of mercury.
Thus dimtnureoitmfimtm Hga H . N?, on ammoniacal

mercury base in which half the hydrogen in ammonium is

replaced by two atoms of divalent mercury.
1873 Fownes' Chem. (ed. n) 347 A brown precipitate ..

consisting of dimercurammoniuin iodide. i88z Nature
XXIV. 467 Dimercury methylene iodide CH 2 (Hg I)a is

obtained by exposing methylene iodide with an excess of
mercury to the action of light.

Dimerisin (di-mt-riz'm). [f. mod.L. dimer-tis
+ -ISM.] Dimerous condition or constitution

; in
Hot. the arrangement of floral organs two in a
whorl : see next.

Dimerous (di-meras), a.
[f. mod.L. dimer-us

(F. dimere), t. Gr. oi^pjjj bipartite (f. 8<- twice +
ftpos part) + -ous.] Consisting of two parts or
divisions : spec. a. Entom. Having two joints :

applied to the tarsus of an insect. D. Bot. Of a
(lower : Having two divisions or members in each
whorl. (Often written i-merous.) Of a leaf:

Consisting of two leaflets (rare).
i8i KIRBY & Sr. Entomol. xlvii. (1828) IV. 387 Tarsi

mostly trimerous, rarely dimerous. 184$ LiNDLEY.SY/i. Bot.
viii. (1858)129 Flowers dimerous. iSfyStudetit II. 12 Poly-
merous leaves may be dimerous, trimerous, etc. according to
their number of meriphylls. 187* OLIVER Elem. Hal. n. 174
Observe the dimerous symmetry of E nchanter's Nightshade
(Circxa), the parts of the flower being in twos. 1881 VINES
Sucks' Pitt. 646 True tetramerous flowers are allied . . to
those with dimerous whorls.

Dimeta-llic, a. Chem.
[f.

Di- 2 ad: cf. di-

ncid, dibasic.] Containing two equivalents of a
metal.
1861 OULING Manual of Chem. I. 338 We have mono-

metallic, dimetallic and trimetallic compounds, represented
respectively by the formula MHjAsO,, MjHAsOt, and
Ms AsO4. Of dimetallic or neutral, and trimetallic or basic
arsenates, those of the alkali-metals are alone soluble in
water.

Dimeter (di-m/lsj). Prosody, [a. L. dimetnts
sb., dimeter, -metrus adj., a. Gr. Kifurpos of two
measures, f. 5i- twice + p.frpov measure.] A verse

consisting of two measures, i.e. either two feet or
four feet.

1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesie n. (Arb.) 143 In the dimeter,made of two sillables entier. Ixtrlame desire. i6a< B.
JONSON Staple ofN. iv. Wks. (Rtldg.) 399/1 When he comes
forth With dimeters, and trimeters, tetrameters, Penta-

reality the antient Dimeter Iambic. 1837-30 HALLAM Hist.
Lit. (1847) I. 30 The line of eight syllables, or dimeter
iambic. 1881 GOODWIN Gk. Gram. 317 In most kinds of
verse, a monometer consists of one foot, a dimeter of two
feet.

Dimethyl (daime-Jiil). Chem. [See Dl-
2 2 and

METHYL.]
1. as sb. A name of Ethane (C2 H,), regarded as
two molecules of the radical methyl (CH3).

1873 Fffwnes' Chem. (ed. n) 568 A colourless gaseous
mixture containing ethane ordimcthyl. 1877 WATTS remits'
Ghent. II. 47 Ethane. This compound .. may also be re-

garded as dimethyl, or as ethyl hydride.
2. attrib. and in Comb, denoting an organic com-
pound in which two equivalents of methyl take the

place of two of hydrogen, as dimethyl kelone=
Acetone CO(CH S) 2 , dimethylaniline ,

H SN(CH 3).,,
one of the aniline bases, dimethyl-benzene C, H,
(CH S)2 , dimethyl-ethyl carbine! = tertiary pentyl
alcohol, C OH . (CH 3),

. (C2 H 5 ).

FRISWELL in Sac. Arts yrnl. 444 The dimethyl compound
resulting from the use of two molecules of the alcoholic
compound.

Dimetient (dsimrjient), a. and sb. [ad. L.

dimctient-em, pr. pple. of dtmetirt to measure out :

see DIMENSE.] A. adj.
1 1. That measures across through the centre :

dime/lent line = DIAMETER. Obs.
i*oi HOLLAND Pliny 1.15 The dimetient line, or diameter,

taketh a third part of the circumference, and little lesse
than a seuenth part. 1603 Plutarch's Mar. 1045 That
the Diameter or Dimetient line of the earth is triple to that
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of the moone. 1719 SHFLVOCKE Artillery iv. 264 The
Onhce of the Chamber, whose Dimetient Line U exactly
i of the whole Diameter.
2. Math. That expresses the dimension.
1841 DE MORGAN Dif. % Int. Calculus 323 Usually -T"

is the dimetient function of Algebra ; we must come to
the consideration of transcendental quantities before we
find a function which is not of the same order as x, for
some value or other of a; and then between xa and .ra**
may be found an infinite number of functions, higher in
dimension than the first, and lower than the second, how-
ever small may be.

t B. sb. (Short for dimetient line). DIAMETEH.
(1570 BILLINGSLEY Kuclid\\. xxiv. 172 In euery parallelo-

gramme, the parallelogrammes about the dimeciens are lyke
vnto the whole.) 1571 DIGCES Pantom. i. Idem. B

ij b,A Right line drawne through the Centre vnto the Circum-
ference of both sides, is named his Diameter or Dimetient.
1600 I.KYBOURN Curs. Math. 328 The Dimetient of a Sphere.
Dimetric (daime-trik), a. Crystallography, [f.

Gr. 01-, &'t twice + ^iroav measure + -ic: cf. ME-
TRIC.] Applied to a system of crystals having
three axes at right angles, the two lateral axes

being equal to each other but unequal to the ver-
tical axis

; TETHAGONAL.
1868 DANA Mjn. Introd. 21 The names Monometric, Di-

metric, and Trimetric, used in former editions of this work,
have been set aside . . The names want precision, the hexa-
gonal system being as much dimetric as the tetragonal.
Ibid. 24 Tetragonal System (also called Quadratic, Pyra-
midal, Monodimetric, Dimetric). 1873 Fownes

1 Chem. (ed.
u) 279 The dimetric are also very symmetrical, about three
axes at right angles to each other.

Dimication (dimikf'-Jan). Now rare. fad.
L. dimication-em, n. of action f. dlmicare to fight.]

Fighting ; strife, contention.

1613 COCKERAM, Dimication, a battell. 1650 S. CLARKE
Eccl. Hist. t. (1654)66 In the dimication which arose about
Arius. 1660 FISHER Rusticks Alarm Wks. (1679) 229 In

, ..

briskly as ever they did to-morrow.
So f Dl-mioate v., to fight, contend ; Dimica-

tory a. (affected or humorot4s), relating to fighting
or fencing.
1657 TOMLINSON KCHOU'S Disp. 314 When Snailes are

about to dimicate with Serpents. 1891 Sat. Rtr. 3 Apr.
400/1 For matters dimicatory.

Dimiceries, var. DIMISSAKIES Obs.

Dimidiate(dimi-di<*t,d3i-),a. [ad. 'L.dimidiat-

tts, pa. pple. of dimidiarc to halve, f. dimidium half,
f. di-, dis- asunder + medius mid, medium middle.]
1. Divided into halves ; halved, half.

nence: Bully Dawson kicked by half the town, and half
the town kicked by Bully Dawson". 1847 SIR W. HAMILTON
Let. to A. De Morgan 45 Dimidiate quantification. 1854
HOOKER Himal. Jrnls. \. lii. 61 When the tree is dimidiate,
one half the green, the other the red shades of colour.

2. Bot. and Zool. a. Of an organ : Having one

part much smaller than the other, so as to appear
to be wanting, b. Split in two on one side, as the

calyptra of some mosses, o. Zool. Relating to the
lateral halves of an organism : applied to her-

maphrodites having one side male and the other
female.

1830 I.INDLEY Nat. Syst. Bat. 322 The dimidiate calyptra.
1846 DANA Zaafh. (1848) 432 Dimidiate, a tubular calicle
bisected vertically nearly to its base. 1855 OWEN Cart/f.
Anal. 18 (L.) Insects, like crustaceans, are occasionally
subject to one-sided or dimidiate hermaphroditism. 1863
BERKELEY Brit. Mosses Gloss. 312 Dimidiate, the same
with cucullate. 1880 GRAY Struct. Bot. vi. $ 6. 255 The
anther of Gomphrena is completely unilocular by abortion
.. of the companion cell. Thus losing one half, it is said
to be dimidiate, or halved.

8. Comb, in botanical terms, as dimidiate-cordate,
said of a dimidiate leaf (see 2 a) of which the full-

grown part is cordate; so dimidiate-oblong, -obo-

void. (Sometimes written dimidiato-cordate,eicS,
1866 Treas. Bot., Ditidiato<ordate, when the larger half

of a dimidiate leaf is cordate. 1870 HOOKER Stud. Flora

329 Euphorbia^ feflis
. . leaves dimidiate-cordate. Ibid. 435

Leersia pryzoides . . Spikelet dimidiate-oblong.

Dimidiate (dimi-dir't, dsi-), v. [f. ppl. stem
of L. dimidiare : see prec.]
1. trans. To divide into halves ; to halve

;
to

reduce to the half.

1623 COCKERAM, Dimediale, to part into two parts. 1651
W. SCLATER Cm Mag. (1653) 42 Who dimidiate Christ,
would have him onefy by nalfes. 1652 SPARKR Prim.
Dmot. (1663) 321 Dimidiated, as 'twere by forked tongues.
1789 S. PARR Wks. (1828) VII. 412, I hope he had a com-
plete service, not mutilated and dimidiated, as it was for

poor Johnson at the Abbey.
2. Her. To cut in half

; to represent only half of

(a bearing), esp. in one half of a shield party per

pale : see DIMIDIATED, DIMIDIATION. Hence Di-
mrdiating vbl. sb.

1864 BOUTELL Heraldry Hist. H Pof. xiv. { i (ed. 3) 146
This was styled Impaling by Dimidiation or Dimidiating.
1880 WARREN Book-plates xii. 128. 1893 E. HOWLETT in

Reliquary July 160 The arms of the Cinque Ports, England
dimidiating azure thiee ships' hulls in pale or.

Dimi-diated, ///. a. [f. prec. t- -En.] Halved
;

divided into halves, or having only one half shown

DIMINISH.

]

or represented ; spec, in Her. of n bearing or coat
of arms. (Cf. DIMIDIATION, DEMI H. I.)

7 BOSSEWELL Armorie n. 42 Sundrie wayes they
[Lions] are borne in armes .. Dimidiated, Parted Couped
1647 A. Ross Mj/st. Poet. iv. (1675) 98 In respect of her
[the moon s) cormculatcd, dimidiated, and plenary aspect
7S SIR I. HILL Hist. Anim. 53 (Jod.) The dytiscus with

twenty dimidiated striz on the extended wings 1861
BOUTELL Heraldry Hist. , Pop. xxxii. (ed. 3) 467 OrTa
dimidiated eagle to the sinister a. 189* /'for. Soc. Amti-
quarifs'X.ly. 270 The arms of France and Burgundy are
shown dimidiated.

Dimidiation (dimiid^'-^n.dai-X [ad.L.rfww-
diation-em,n. of action from dimidiare to halve: see
DIMIDIATE a.] The action of halving, or condition
of being halved

; spec, in Her. the combination or
'

marshalling' of two coats of arms by placing side

by side the dexter half of one and the sinister half
of the other

; an early form of impalement.
c 1415 Craft Nombryngt (E. E. T. S.) 5 per ben .7. . .

panes of |>is craft. The first is called addicion, be seconde
. . subtraccion. The thryd U called duplacion. 'Ilie 4. . .

dimydicion. 1658 PmjJM, Dimidiation, a dividini
'

husband's arms being joined to the sinister half of the wife's.
i88a CUSSANS l/andM. Her. xii. (ed. 3) 164 Marshalling by
Dimidiation was, towards the close of the Fourteenth
Century, superseded by Impalement.
Dimilance, obs. form of DEMI-LANCE.
Diminew, var. DIMIN-UE v. Obs., to diminish.

Diminicion, obs. form of DIMINUTION.
Diminish (dimi-nij , v. Also -6 y for >, sshe

for sh
; 5-6 deminish(e, 6 Sc. dimimiss, dini-

nuae. [Formed under the joint influence of the
earlier DIHINUE, F. diminuer, L. diminufre, and
MINISH, earlier menusen, OF. menuiser, L. type
*mintltiare to cut small, having the prefix of
the one with the suffix of the other. Ancient
L. had diminufre to break into small pieces,
dash to pieces, and deminuere to make smaller,
lessen, reduce in size. In late L. and Romanic
the di- derivative supplanted the di- form ; hence
the modem derivatives of L. deminufre all have

ifimin-.']
I. trans.

1. To make (or cause to appear) less or smaller
;

to lessen ; to reduce in magnitude or degree. (The
opposite of enlarge, increase, augment, magnify.)
1417 in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. n. I. 61 Yf your forces be not

here alwayes soe strongly mayntayned & continued with-
out being deminished your Irish enimies . .will rise agayne.
1516 Piltr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 4 Pcrauenturc it di-

minysshed theyr payne in hell. 1577 li. GOOGE Heresbach's
Hush. iv. (1586) 162 It greatly deminisheth the substance
of them. 1600 J. PORY tr. Leo's Africa H. 169 The whole
towne is diminished into one streete. z6is HRINSI i v Lud.
Lit. xxiv. (1627) 268 Whatsoever may diminish his estimation
and authority. 1641 WILKINS Math. Magick i. xii. (1648)
85 The weight must, .be diminished in the same proportion.
1790 PALEY Hong Paul. Rom. i. 12 What diminishes very
much the suspicion of fraud. 1880 GEIKIE 1'ltys. Geof. ii.

8. 53 The ascent of warm air must necessarily diminish

atmospheric pressure.

t b. To clip, sweat, etc-(coin). Obs.

1568 GRAFTON Chrvtt. II- 126 There should be no deceyt
used by diminishing or clipping y* same. 1698 LrTTHELL
Brief Ret. (1857) I*. 350 A French man U committed to

Newgate for diminishing our coin.

1 2. To break in pieces, break small. Obs. rare.

[class. L. i/fminufrt.]
1607 TOPSELL Fmr-f. Beasts (1658) 491 In Rhetia . . they

hold betwixt the fighting of Rams a stick, or bat of Corn-
tree, which in a bout or two they utterly diminish and
bruise in pieces.

8. To lessen in importance, estimation, or power;
to put down, degrade, humiliate ; to detract from,

disparage, belittle, arch. (See also DIMINISHED 2.)

1580 BIBLE (Genev.) Ezek. xxix. 15, I wil diminish them,
that they shal no more rule the nations. 1666 PEPYS Diary
24 June, He do plainly diminish the commanders put in by
the Duke, and do lessen the miscarriages of any that have
been removed by him. 1667 MILTON P. L. vn. 612 While
impiously they thought Thee to diminish, and from thee
withdraw The number of thy worshippers. 171* STEELC
Spect. No. 348 P 2 This impertinent Humour of diminishing
every one who is produced in Conversation. i8a8 SCOTT
F. M. Perth viii, You would have accused me of diminishing
your honour. 1880 Miss HROUGHTON Sec. Tk. \. vi, She ..

passes out, angered, humbled, diminished past compare.

1 4. To take away (a part) from something, so

as to make it less ; hence gen. to take away, sub-

tract, remove. Obs.

1504 ATKYNSON tr. De Imitatione rv. ix, Take from oar
henis. .all that may. .dimynyshe vs from thy eternal! loue.

a 1533 FRITH Disput. Purgat. 181 Neither add any thing
nor "diminish. 1548 HALL Chran., Edvi. IV, 217 The . .

love betwene them, washed awaie and diminished all sus-

picion. 1576 FLEMING Panopl. Epist. 24 Thus much was
diminished from the state of the empyre. 1610 SHAKS.

Temp. in. iii. 64 Your swords .. may as well Wound the
loud windes . . as diminish One dowle that's in my plumbe.
16x1 BIBLE Deut. iv. 2 Ye shall not adde vnto the word
which I command you, neither shall you diminish ought
from it. az6>7 HAYWARD (J.), Nothing was diminished
from the safety of the king by th imprisonment of the
duke.

47*



DIMINISHABLE.

f b. absol. To abate, subtract. Obs.

i66a STILLINGFL. Orig. Sacr. n. vii. 6 That we should not

;idd to nor diminish from Gods commands. i^6a GoLDftM.

Cit. lt^. cv, Nothing . . should be admitted to diminish from

the real majesty of the ceremony. 1826 R. H. _FROUDE Rent.

(1838) I. 74 His command - .will no more diminish from the

sum of our pleasures than [etc.].

f 5. To deprive (a person) in part, to curtail of.

"559 BP. Cox in Strype Ann. Ref. I. vi. 98 If now then
the builders .. be diminished of their wages. 1609 BIBLE

(Douay) Ps. xxxiii. n They that seeke after our Lord slial

not be diminished of any good. 1762 GOLDSM. Cit. W. Iii, The
whole circle seemed diminished of their former importance.

6. Arch. To make (a thing) such that its succes-

sive parts in any direction are continuously less and

less ;
to cause to taper or progressively decrease

in size, as a tapering column: see DIMINUTION 9.

1624 WOTTON Archit. (1672) 22 They [pillars] are all

diminished, .from one third part of the whole Shaft. 1797
i(Ionthly Mag. III. 221 The sides form the arch joints of

the bridge, and are diminished, so as to tend towards the

centre of the circle.

7. Mus. f a. To reduce in loudness, make gra-

dually softer ; cf. DIMINUENDO. Obs. b. To lessen

(an interval) by a semitone : see DIMINISHED 4.

1674 PLAYFORD Skill Mus. I. xi. 43 It will work a better

effect to
(
Tune the Voice diminishing it, rather than In-

creasing it.

II. intr.

8. To become less or smaller ; to lessen, decrease.

1520 Caxton's Chron. Eng. 11. 11/2 Kyng Goffers people
encreased dayly and his dyminished. 1565 EARL BEDFORD
in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. i. II. 215 As their force dimenesshede
so dyd her Grace increace. 1700 DRYDEN Fables Pref.

(Globe) 495 What judgment I had increases rather than
diminishes. 1725 POPE Odyss. xiv. 284 Crete's ample fields

diminish to our eye. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. i. ii. 16 The sound
. .diminishes in intensity. 1878 HUXLEY Physiogr. 78 The air

diminished in bulk, while the quicksilver increased in weight.
b. Arch. To have its dimensions successively

smaller in the same direction ; to taper.
1715 LEONI Palladia's Archit. (1742) I. 12 In the dimin-

ishing of them it must be observ'd, that by how much
longer they are, by so much the less they must diminish.

Diminishable (dimi-nijab'l), a. [f- prcc.+

-ABLE.] Capable of being diminished or lessened.

Hence Dimi'nishableness.
1782 KIRWAN in Phil. Trans. LXXII. 223 Phlogisticated

air, after it has been purified from phlogiston . . is again
diminishable by phlogistic processes. 1864 Spectator 20 Aug.
948/1 A five years' sentence .. being thus at best diminish-
able by. .one year and three weeks. 1875 VEITCH Lucre-
tins 33 The absolute diminishableness of the Sum of matter.

Diminished (dimi-nijt), ///. a. [f. as prec.
+ -ED 1.]

1. Made smaller, lessened ; see the verb, (f In

quot. 1607, Lowered in condition, weakened, wasted,
emaciated.)
1607 TOPSELL Foitr-f. Beasts (1658) 532 For the encourag-

ing of a feeble and diminished horse Eumelius reporteth
the flesh of swine . . mingled in wine and given to drink,
to he exceeding good. 1742 YOUNG Nt. Th. ix. 1715 How
swift I mount ! Diminished Earth recedes, a 1850 CALHOUN
Wks. (1874) VI. 140 Kays of sovereignty . . to be reflected

hack, not in diminished, but increased splendor.
2. Lowered in importance, estimation, or power

(see DIMINISH -v. 3) ; now only in phr. from Milton.

1667 MILTON P. L. iv. 35 Q thou [sun] . . at whose sight
all the Starrs Hide their diminisht heads. 1698 CONGREVE
Birth ofMuse 119 She feels., the Shame, Of Honours lost,
and her diminished Name. 1840 E. E. NAPIER Scenes fy

Sports For. Lands I.
p. xxxv, Crest-fallen and dejected ..

[they] hide, .their diminished heads.

3. Arck.y etc. (See quots.)
1726 LEONI AlbertFs Archit. I. 53/2 The imperfect, or

diminish'd Arch, .is not a compleat Semi-circle, but a deter-
minate part less. 1825 P. NICHOLSON Pract. Build. 584
Diminished Bar, in joinery, the bar of a sash that is thin-
nest on the inner edge. 1876 GWILT Archit. t Gloss., Dimi-
nished Column, a column whereof the upper diameter is

less than the lower.

4. Mus. a. Of an interval : Less by a chromatic
semitone than a perfect, or than a minor, interval
ofthe same name : opp. to augmented. Diminished
triad, a triad containing a diminished (instead of
a perfect) fifth, b. Diminished subject, a subject
repeated in diminution (see DIMINUTION 5 a).

_ 1727-51 CHAMBERS Cycl.^ Diminished interval, in music,
is . . an interval which is short of its just quantity by a lesser
semitone. 1753 Ibid. Sufp. s.v. Interval, A Table of
Musical Intervals.. Diminished Fourth. .Diminished Fifth
..Diminished Seventh. 1855 BROWNING Toccata of Ga-
luppfs vii. Those lesser thirds so plaintive, sixths dimi-
nished, sigh on sigh. 1880 C. H. H. PARRY in Grove Diet.
Mns. I. 448 The diminished seventh., is a semitone less
than the ordinary minor seventh.

Dimi'nisher. rare.
[f.

as prec. + -ER 1.] One
who or that which diminishes or lessens.
1601 WEEVER Mirr. Mart. Avij, This paynted wether-

cocke, Arts diminisher, With cowardize begmneth to em-
peach me. 1637 CLARKE Serm. 241 (L.) The diminisher of
regal, but the demolisher of episcopal authority.

Dhni'nishing, vbl. sb.
[f.

as prec. + -ING *.]
1. The action of the verb DIMINISH; lessening,

diminution.

1513 MORE in Grafton Chron. (1568) II. 782 Thinges . .

redoundyug to the diminishyng of his honor. 1582 R.
WIMBLEDON (title\ A Sermon no less fruitful than famous. .

set foorth by the olde copy, without addings or diminishings.
1649 MILTON Eikon. x, That their liberties and rights were

370

the impairing and diminishing of his regal power. 1863
GKO. ELIOT Romola in. xii, The one end of her life seemed
to her to be the diminishing of sorrow.

2. Arch. Tapering; = DIMINUTION 9. ? Obs.

1563 SHUTE Archit. Ciija, How to close and finish the

diminishing of the pillors. 1613-39 I. JONES in Leoni
Palladia's Archit. (1742) II. 46 'Ihe diminishing of the

Pilasters. 1776 G. SEMPLE Building in Water 142 In

every Course to make a two Inch set off., will preserve the

diminishing of the Pier.

Dimrnishing, ///. a. [f. as prec, + -ING ^.]

1. That diminishes or lessens : a. That makes

less. b. That grows less.

1665 HOOKE Microgr, 3 [It] may by .. some convenient

Dimmishing-Glasses, be made vanish into a scarce visible

read through a diminishing glass, 1894 Nature 26 July 291
The diminishing speed of the earth's rotation.

1 2. Disparaging, depreciative. Obs,

1675 EVELYN Mem, (1857) II. 105 The Lords accused the

Commons for their . . provoking, and diminishing expres-
sions. 1705 STANHOPE Paraphr. III. 501 St. Paul, who ..

disdains all false and diminishing Reflections.

3. Arch., Ship-building,&.. Thinning or tapering
off gradually.
1867 SMYTH Sailor's Word-bk. t Diminishing stuff, in

ship-building, the planking wrought under the wales, where
it is thinned progressively to the thickness of the bottom

plank. 1869 R. W. MEADE Naval Arc/lit. 354. 1876
GWILT A rchit. t G\Q$s., Diminishing Rule, a board cut with
a concave edge, so as to ascertain the swell of a column,
and to try its curvature. Diminishing Scale, a scale uf

gradation used in finding the different points for drawing
the spiral curve of the Ionic volute. i88a Wore. Exhio.
CataL iii. 5 Four diminishing joints.

Dimi'iiishingly ,
adv. [f. prec. + -LY 2

.]

1. In a diminishing manner or degree ; decreas-

ingly.
1827 Examiner 262/1 The light, .is spread dlrainishingly

over the picture. 1873 Contemp. Rev. XXI. 449 Most
powerful and varied in man, diminishingly so in the lower
animals.

j2. Disparagingly, deprcciatively. Obs.

1672 Mede's Wks., Life 7 Some . . were induc'd to speak
somewhat diminishingly, and below the worth of his

[Mede's] Clavis and Commentary upon the Apocalyps.
1707 NORRIS Treat, Humility vi. 289 To lessen and vilify

himself, and speak very diminishingly. .of his own worth.

Dimriiislinieiit. Now rare. Also 6 de-.

[f.
DIMINISH v. + -MENT. App. obsolete before

1700; used again in igth c., but not common.]
The action or process of diminishing (trans, and

intr.) ; diminution, lessening, decrease, abatement.

1546 BALE Eng. Votaries n. (1550) 94 b, All is to demyn-
yshment of a kynges power. 1561 T. NORTON Calvin's Inst.

i. xiii. 3 His diuine majestic, .the offence of diminishmcnt
wherof is an unpardonable crime. 1662 J. CHANDLER Van
Helmonfs Oriat. Pref. to Rdr., A pure, everlasting..
Light, which will illustrate all things, without dammage
and diminishmen t. 1837 LOCKHART Scott xliv, He received
us . . with little perceptible diminishmcnt in the sprightliness
of his manner. 1893 G- D. LESLIE Lett, to Marco xxvi. 171
A diminishment in their numbers.

Diminitif, -ive, obs. forms of DIMINUTIVE.

Dinirnuate, z>. nonce-wd. [f. L. di-, deminuere
to lessen + -ATE 3

; cf. next.] intr. To use a diminu-

tive word or expression. (Cf. DIMINUENT.)
1883 M. COLLINS Midnight to Midn. viii. 174 'You are

a little wild.'
' A little ! you diminuate !

'

t Diminua*tion. Obs. rare. [a. OF. dimi-

nuacion (148810 Godef.), i.diminuerto DIMINISH.]
= DIMINUTION.
1477 EARL RIVERS (Caxton) Dictes 28 My tresor . . may

not be mynisshed for noo thing that I yeue. .but thou maist

departe with noon of thyn withoute dymynuacion.

t Diminue, ^. Obs. Forms : 4 dymynue, 6

-ew, diminew, Sc. dimunue. [a. F. diminue-r

(1308 in Godef. Suppl.\ ad. L. deminu-$re to

lessen, DIMINISH. Cf. Pr. diminuar, also with

other conjugational suffixes, Pr., Sp., and Pg. di-

mintiir. Cat. disminuir^ It. diminuire. In all the

Romanic langs. the prefix is di-
t
which was also

the common med.L. spelling, but ancient L. had
deminutre to lessen, diminish, dtminnere to break

into small pieces; cf. DIMINISH.] = DIMINISH v.

(in various senses). In first quot. intr. to speak
disparagingly ; cf. DIMINISH v. 3.

138* WVCLIF Ezek. xxxv. 13 5^- -ban dymynued \gloss or

spoken yuel] a5eins me [1388 depvauyd asens me, Vnlg.
derogastis]. 1513 DOUGLAS sEneis i. Prol. 74 Nor na
reproche diminew thi guid name. 1549 Compl. Scot. vi. 56
God almychty. .mittigatjs, augmentis, or dimunueis. .the. .

operations of the planetis. 1568 SKEYNE The Pest (1860)
16 Rather depart riche nor leife pure, or diminew their
fortune ony wayis.

II Diminuendo (dm':nwieiid0\ Mus. [It.

diminuendo lessening, diminishing, pr. pple. of
diminuire to diminish : see prec.] A musical
direction indicating a gradual decrease in force or
loudness of tone (abbrev. dim. t dinting ; as sb. a

gradual decrease in force of tone, or a passage
where this occurs. Also transf. and fig. (Opp.
to CRESCENDO.)
.*775 'J- COLLIICR' Mus. Trap. (ed. 3)65, I stood still some
time to observe the diminuendo and crescendo. 1789-1826
[see CRESCENDO]. 1870 Miss BRIDGMAS Ro. Lynne II. iii. 70

DIMINUTION.
* Ah !

'
this from Dicky Blake, diminuendo. 1891 Daily

News 26 Oct. 3/3 A similar trimming . . on a smaller scale,

edged . . the bodice, and was repeated in a further diminu-
endo round the neck.

t Dimi'nuent, a. Obs, rare. [ad. L. dj-, de~

minuent-em, pr. pple. of Ji-, deminuPre to DIMIN-

ISH.] Diminishing ; lessening the force of any-

thing.
1608 W. SCLATER Comm. Malachy (1650) 38 When the

Scripture speaks of spirituall Sacrifices, it useth a Terme
diminuent. 1647 SANDERSON Serm. II. 221 Such kind of

limiting and diminuent terms. 1657 Serm. Pref. (1681) 16

The Comparative degree (AfKnSai^ocecrTepovs) in such kind
of speaking being usually taken for a Diminuent terme.

Diminuse, obs. Sc. form of DIMINISH.

t Dimimrte, a. Obs. Also 5-6 de-. [ad. L.

di- t demin fit-its, pa. pple. of di-t deminuih-e to

DIMINISH.] Diminished, lessened; abated; incom-

plete, defective.

Diminute conversion (Logic), conversio per accidens, in

which the converse asserts less than the convertend, as in
'
All the natives were slaves : Some slaves were natives.

1

1450 HENRYSON Fables Prol. 41 (Jam. Suppl.) Gif that

ye find ocht . . Be diminute, or
yit superfluous, c 1475

Partenay 5680 He and his land shold be disherite, Exile
and deminute by his dedes smart. 1533 MORE Apol. viii.

Wks. 861/2 That hee neuer wrote that sermon himselfe,
but that some of hys audience . . dydde wryte it dyminute,
and mangled for lacke of good remembraunce. 1557 RE-
CORDE Wheist. Aivb, If the partes make lesse than the

whole nomber . . then is that nomber called Diminute, or De-
fectiue. As .8. hath these partes .1, .2. .4. whiche make but .7.

1651-3 JER. TAYLOR Serm.for Year i. xxiv. 304 Affix prices
made diminute and lessened to such proportions and abate-

ments. 1731 CHANDLER tr. Limborch's Hist. Ingnis. II. 32
He who confesses an heretical Action or Word, but denies
the wicked Intention . . is . . to be delivered over as a diminute,

impenitent, and negative Heretick.

b. Diminutive, minute.
1611 SIR A. GORGES (T.), The first seeds of things are little

and diminute.

Dimi'nute, z>. rare. [f. L. dt-, deminut- ppl.
stem of dt- t deminuSre to DIMINISH.] trans. To
lessen ; to belittle; = DIMINISH v. 3.

1560 ROLLAND Crt. Venus in. 905, I imploir. .je not deiect

the dignitie nor gloir, Spul^e, nor reif, diminute nor deploir
Into na sort thes deifeit Goddes. 1883 J. C. MORISON in

Macm. Mag. 200 The repugnant task of diminuting our
hero has been forced upon us.

t Dimimvtely, adv. Obs. [f.
DIMINUTE a. +

-LY 2.] Jn a diminished manner or form ; incom-

pletely.
1521 St. Papers Hen. VIII, 1. 70, 1 never rehersydde Your

Graces letters, diminutely, or fully, but by the Kyngis ex-

presse commaundement. 1650 BAXTER Key Cath. xx. 95
Sciences diminutely and insufficiently delivered by their

authors. 1841 Eraser's Mag. XXIV. 25 He could. . make
even Old Hal diminutely to sing [' to sing small '].

Diminution (dimini/rjan). Forms : 4-6 di-

minucion (also with^y for z), diminicion, 7 de-

iiiiiiution, 6- diminution, [a. AF. diminuchtn

(flVfeoo), F. dimintttion = Yr. diminutio, Sp. dimi-

nution, Pg. diminuifiOj It. diminuzione, ad. L.

diminntion-em later spelling of diminution-em, n.

of action from deminuSre to lessen. Classical L.

analogies would give the form deminution : see

DIMINISH, DIMINUE.]
1. The action of diminishing or making less

; the

process of diminishing or becoming less ; reduction

in magnitude or degree ; lessening, decrease.

ci374 CHAUCER Troylus in. 1286(1335^0 encrece or maken
dyminucioun Ofmylangage. 1495 Act n Hen. VII, c. 2 6

Dymynucion of punysshment . .shalbe rmd for women greate
with child. 159$ HOOKER Eccl. Pol. in. xi. (1611) 120 Change

byaddition or diminution. 1617 MORYSON Itin. n. HI. i. 213
The remainder can hardly beare such deminution, as all

Armies are subiect vnto. i68a BURNET Rights Princes \\\\.

31 $ Rather than consent to the least diminution of that

Right. 1691 T. H[ALE] Ace. New Invent, p. cvii, Enlarge-
ments or Diminutions of Wharfs or Banks. 171* ADDISON

Sj>tct. No. 517 P i A copy of his letter, without any altera-

tion -or diminution. 1857 WHEWELL Hist. Induct. Sc. II.

175 The Diminution of the Obliquity of the Ecliptic.

b. Apparent lessening, as by distance. ? Oh.
1611 SHAKS. Cyntb. \. iii. 18 To looke vpon him, till the

diminution Of space, had pointed him sharpe as my Needle.

1667 MILTON P. L. vn. 369 From human sight So farr re-

mote, with diminution seen.

t 2. Representation of something as less than it

is
;
extenuation, b. as a Rhet. figure. Obs.

1303 R. BRUNNE Handl. Synne 12416 5vt ber Vs an en *

chesun Ys kallede '

dymynucyun ', On englys hyt ys to

mene To make \>y synne lytyl to seme. 1^86 A. DAY Eng.
Secretary n. (1625) 93 Example . . for diminution, might be

this . . these I must confesse are injuries to some, but unto

me they are trifles. 1659 O. WALKER Oratory 75 Gradation

is by Oratours most-what observed, and the weightiest word
said last : or, in diminutions, the contrary.

f3. Lessening of honour or reputation ; deroga-

tion, depreciation, belittling. Obs.

1586 A. DAY Eng. Secretary i. (1625)9 What approbations,
diminutions, insinuations. 1599 Life Sir T, Afor? \n~Wordsw.
Eccl. Biog. (1853) II. 181 Under pardon of those saints, .for

I intend hot the diminution of their glorious deaths. 1646

FULLER Wounded Cense. (1841) 351 A diminution to the

majesty of God. 1648 Eikon Bas. 49, I shall not much

regard the worlds opinion or diminution of me. I^IZSTEELE
Sped. No. 468 P 4 Thinking nothing a Diminution to me,
but what argues a Depravity of my Will, a 1734 NORTH
Lives (1826)

II. 176 All that appeared .. of diminution to

the reputation - . which his Lordship . . had acquired.



DIMINUTIVAL.

f-4. Partial deprivation, curtailment, abatement.

1548 HALL Chron.^ Hen. y, 70 b, That we suflre harmc or

iliininii iun in jirrvm, estate, worship, or goodcs. 1661 URAM-
H \i i. Just l

r
ind. iv. 78 Untill it c.imc to sentence of death,

or diminution of member. 1675 HAXTKR Cath. Theol. u. i.

20 Had this been any injury or diminution to the rest?"

5. J\hts. a. The repetition of a subject (in con-

trapuntal writing) in notes of half or a quarter the

length of the original : opp. to augmentation.
fb. (quot. 1614) The condition of being dimin-

ished (of an interval) : see DIMINISHED 4 (obs.

rare).

1597 MORLKY httrod. Mus. 24 Diminution is a certaine

lessening or decreasing of the essential value of the notes
and rests. 1609 DOULAND Ornith.Microl. 48 Diminution..
is the varying of Notes of the first quantity ..or it is a
certain cutting off of the measure. 1614 T. RAVENSCROFT
(titte\ A briefe Discourse of the true but neglected Vse
of characterizing the Degrees by their perfection, imperfec-
tion and diminution, in measurable Musjcke. 1869 Oust: LF.Y

Coitntefp, xv. 104 [In] imitation by diminution . . the conse-

quent substitutes notes of smaller value for those proposed
by the antecedent.

6. Her. With earlier authors: The defacing of

part of an escutcheon. By later writers said to

bel)lFFKKKNCK.
1610 GUILLIM Heraldry \. viii. (1660) 43 Diminution is a

blemishing or defacing of some particular point .. of the

Escocheon, by reason of the imposition of some stain and
colour thereupon. 1787 PORNY Her. Gloss., Diminution,
word sometimes used instead of Difference. 1830 ROBSON
Brit. Herald III. Gloss., Diminution ofArwst an expres-
sion sometimes used . . instead of differences^ or, as the
French call them, brisurts . . from the Latin dimint*ttones,
lessenings, as showing a family to be less than the chief.

f 7. Gram. The formation of a diminutive word
from a primitive, Obs. rare.
a 1637 B. JONSON Eng. Grant, xi, The common affection

of nouns is diminution. . . The diminution of substantives
hath these four divers terminations : El. .Et. .Ock..Ing. .

Diminution of adjectives is in this one end, ish.

8, Law. An omission in the record of a case sent

up by an inferior court to a superior, in proceedings
for reversal of judgement.
[1610 COKE Bk. ofEntries 242 a/2 (marg.) Le def. alledge

diminution en le Here. fac. seisinam. Ibid. 251 b/r (niarg.)
Diminution alledge per le def. en les proclamations. 1626
SIR W. JONES Reports, Werner v. Fulton 2 Car. i

(1675) 140
Car apres in nullo est Erratum plede, neque le Plaintiff

neque le Defendant potent alledge diminution, car per le

joinder ils allowe recorde.] 1657 GRIMSTON tr. Crake's

Kef>ts. (1685) n. 597, Johns v. Bo^ven, 18 Jas. I, After the
Record certified, the plaintiff in the Writ of Error alledges
Diminution for want of an Original, which was certified and
entered. 1708 Tcrmes de la Ley 248, Diminution, is when
the Plaintiff or Defendant in a Writ of Error alledges . .

that part of the Record remains in the Inferiour Court not

certifyed, and prays that it be certifyed by Certiorari. 1848
in WHARTON Law Lex,

0. Arch. The gradual decrease in diameter of
the shaft of a column, etc.; the tapering of a
column or other part of a building; also, the
amount of this tapering in the whole length.
1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey >, Diminution,. in Architecture,

the lessening of a Pillar by little and little from the Base
to the Top. 17*6 LEONI Albert?* Archit, II. 20/1 The
diameter of the lower diminution. 1717-51 CHAMBERS Cycl.
s.v., The Gothic architects . . observe neither diminution nor

swelling ; their columns are perfectly cylindrical. 1766
ENTICK London IV. 356 [The] turret . . ends with a fine

diminution. 1842-76 GWILT Archit. in. i. 809 The diminu-
tion or tapering form given to a column .. sometimes com-
mcnces from the foot of the shaft, sometimes from a quarter
or one third of its height. Ibid. 814 Vitruvius in this order
[the Tuscan] forms the columns six diameters high, and
makes their diminution one quarter of the diameter.

Diminutival (dimrniwtsrval), a. (sb.) Gram.

[f. L. dimimttiv-us DIMINUTIVE +
-AL.] Of, per-

taining to, or of the nature of, a diminutive, b. as
tb. A diminutival suffix.

1868 T. H. KEY Philol. Essays x.ai3 The Latin, .forming
contemptuous terms for men, by means of a diminutival
suffix.

1871 ROBY Lot. Gram. \\\. vii. 862 Adjectives,
chiefly diminutival. 1880 EARLE Philol. Eng. Tongue (ed. 3)
317 In -kin . . a widely prevalent diminutival.

Diminutive (dimrni&ftiv), a. and sl>. Also 4
diminitif (-yf, etc.), 6-7 diminitive, 6 demy-
nutyve. [a. F. diminutif, -ive (i4th c. in Godef.

?///.), ad. L. di-, deminutw-us, f. eft', dcminiitus,

pa. pple. of di-, deminuere to lessen. The sb. use is

found in Eng. earlier than the adj.] A. adj.
1. Gram. Expressing diminution; denoting some-

thing little: usually applied to derivatives or affixes

expretting something small of the kind denoted by
the primitive word. (Opp. to augmentative?}
1580 NORTH Plutarch (1676) 5 Where they honoured this

old woman [Hecale], calling her by a diminutive Name,
Hecalena. 1659 O.WALKER Oratory 32 Verbal nouns.,
some of them being augmentative, some diminutive. 1755
JOHNSOX Pref. to f)ict, t Diminutive adjectives in -wA, as

greenish. 1756 BURKE Subl. 4- B. in. xiii, In most languages
the objects of love are spoken of under diminutive epithets.
1876 MASON Eng. Gram. 313 The diminutive sense easily
passes into that ofdepreciation, as in worldling^ groundling.

1 2. Making less or smaller ; tending to dimi-
nution. Obs.

1677 GAI.K Crt. Gentiles iv. 266 God . . cannot fal under
any mutation either .. augmentative or diminutive. 1711
SHAFTESB. Charac. (1737) III. in. ii. 175 Any thing dimi-
nutive either of their inward Freedom or national Liberty.

871

t 3. Representing or describing something as less

than it is
; disparaging, depreciative. Obs.

1661 GLANVILL Lux Orient, it (1682) 9 A diminutive and
disparaging apprehension of the infinite . . Goodness ofGod.

1737 WATKRLAND Eucharist 443 The Death of Christ . . a
federal Rite . . appears to be too low and too diminutive a
Name for it. 1791 I'AINK Rights ofMan (ed. 4) uz A scene
so new . . that the name of a Revolution is diminutive of its

character, and it rises into a Regeneration of man.

4. Characterized by diminution ; hence, of less

size or degree than the ordinary; small, little. In

later use, generally, a more forcible expression for
' small

'

: =- minnte, tiny. (Usually in reference

to physical size.)
1601 MAKSTUN Ant. fy Mel. II. Wks. 1856 I. 19 Balurdo

cals for your diminutive attendance. 1605 SHAKS. Macb.
iv. iL 10 The poorc Wren (the most diminutiue of Birds,!.

16230WKKRAM, nitnintttiut; tittle. 1641 BHATHWAIT Eng.
Intelligencer n, Our Progenitours esteemed diminutive

Cottages as Kingdomes. 1711 tr. Pomefs Hist. Drugs I.

146 A diminutive Pine, which grows not above the Height
of a Man. 17*7 SWIFT Gulliver i. i. 26, I could not suffi-

ciently wonder at the intrepidity of those diminutive
mortals. 1741 GRAY Let. Poems (1775) 108 Last post I

received a very diminutive letter. 1818 JAS. MILL lirit.

India. 1 1. iv. via. 283 The summer . . passed in unavailing
movements and diminutive attempts. 1851 BRIMLEY Rss. 120

(\Vordsw.) We .. know that children are not diminutive

angels. 1870 E. PEACOCK HalfSkirl, III. 24 Small, almost

diminutive, in stature.

&j&
1. Gram. A diminutive word or term (see A. i) ;

a derivative denoting something small of the kind.

signy fication. 1591 PERCIVALL Sj>. Diet. B iij, Diminutiues
end commonly in ito, ilia. 1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst.
264 The word Satpoviov. .is not a diminitive. .but an ad-

jective substantiv'd. 1709 STEELE Tatler No. 135 F i Cicero
. . calls those small Pretenders to Wisdom . . certain Minute
Philosophers, using a Diminutive even of the Word Little.

1864 TF.NNYSON Aylmtr's Fieki 539 In babyisms and dear
diminutives Scatter'd all over the vocabulary Of such a love.

1894 J.
T. FOWLER Adamnan Introd. 80 His name, Adam-

nan, is a diminutive of Adam.
2. Her. One of the smaller ordinaries correspond-

ing in form and position to the larger, but of less

width.

[1486 Bk. St. Allans, Her. C ivb, This cros [croslet] is not
so oft borne in armys by him selfe . . neuer the lees mony
tymys hit is borne in dimynutiuys, that is to say in littyfl

crossis crossit.] 157* BOSSEWELL A rmorie n. 32 b, The Bar-
rulet is a Diminutive thereof, and is but the fourth parte of
the Barre. 1766 PORNY Her. iv. (1787) 60 The Pale .. Its

Diminutives are the Pallet, which is the half of'the Pale,
and the Endorse, which is the fourth part of a Pale. i88a
CUSSANS Handbk, Her. iv. 57 The diminutives of the Bend
are the Bendlet, or Garter, which is half the width of the
Bend ; the Cost, or Cotice, which is half the Bendlet ; and
the Riband, half of the Cost. Ibid. 72 All the Ordinaries

(but not their diminutives) may be charged.

3. A diminutive thing or person, a. A small

variety or form of something ; a ' miniature '.

jb. Something very small (<wf.). fc. In dimi-

nutive: on a small scale, in miniature (obs.}.
1606 SHAKS. Tr. fy Cr. v, u 38 How the poore world is

pestred with such water-flies, diminutiues of Nature.
Ant. y C/. iv. xli. 37 Most monster-like be shewne For

poor'st Dtminitiues, for Dolts. 16*7-77 FELTHAM Resolves
i. xxxiii. 57 All families are but diminutives of a Court. 1658
SIR T. BROWNE Card. Cyrus iii, In what deminutives the

plastick principle lodgeth is exemplified in seeds, a 1687
COTTON (J.) Sim . . Was then a knave, but in diminutive.

1796 Mod. Gulliver's Trav. 46 A reflection . . which I often

found myself justified in bringing home to these dimi-
nutives. 1849 C. WHITEHEAD K. Savage (1845) I. xi. 145
The diminutive tells me he believes he has wronged you.
1853 KANE Grinnell Kxp. xix. (1856) 150 A stimulus, acting
constantly, like the diminutive of a strong cup of coffee.

f 4. Something that diminishes or lessens ; spec.

in Med. A medicine that abates the violence of a

disease. Obs.
i6oa WARNER Alb. Eng. x. Hv. (1612) 242 If his Fames

Diminutiue in any thing we finde. i6ai BvK-rottAnat. Mel.
it. v. T. vi. When you have used all good meanes and helpe
of alteratives, averters, diminitives.

Diminutively (dimi'nitivli), adv. [f. prec.
+ -LY 2

.] In a diminutive manner or degree.
1. In tne way of diminution ; so as to represent

anything as small, or as less than it is ; f extenu-

alingly, disparagingly, depreciatively (obs*\

1613 F. ROBARTS Revenue of Gospel 125 They will cheer-

fully.. say, It was but tiue pounds .. It comes but once a

yeare, I hope to recouer it by the grace of God. Thus
diminutiuely and hopefully men mention any great charge,
suitable to their owne humors. 1663 BAXTER Divine Life
175 Thinking diminutively of God's love and mercy. 1788
MAD. D'ARBLAY Diary July, I began to think less diminu-

tively of that [room], 18*4 L, MURRAY Eng. Gram. (ed. 5)

I. 256 When I say, 'There were few men with him'; I

speak diminutively, and mean to
represent

them as incon-
siderable : whereas, when I say,

* There were a few men
with him

'

; I evidently intend to make the most of them.

2. In a smaller or minute degree.
1750 tr. Leonardus's Mirr. Stones 218 Prassius . . has all

the Virtues of the Emerald, tho' diminutively.

Dimrnutiveness. [f.
as prec. -t- -NESS.] The

quality or condition of being diminutive.

1717 BAU.EYVO!. II., Diminutweness, jittleness. 75<>-x
Student II. 225 (T.) While he stood on tip-toes thrumming
his bass-viol, the diminutiveness of his figure was totally

DIMIT.

eclipsed by the expansion of his instrument. 1830 MIM
MITFOBD Village Ser. iv. (1863) 199 Next to names simple
in themselves, those which fall t.i>ily into diminutiveness
seem to me most desirable. .

Lizzy. Bessy, Sophy, Fanny
the prettiest of all ! 1894 Daily News 15 Oct. 6/4 In keeping
with the universal neatness and diminutiveness.

Dimi-nutize, v. rare. [f. DIHIKUTI a. +
-lit..}

trans. To turn (,a word) into a diminutive form.
In recent Diets.

t Dimi'SS, v. Obs. [f. cl. L. dimiss- npl. stem
of i/imiUfre to send away, dismiss : cf. DJMIT,
DISMISS, and Dis- prtf.} = DISMISS v.

1543 OUAPTOM Cotttn. Harding^(1812) 567 Charles did di-
misse y young man. 1546 LANGLEY Pot. Vtrg. Dt Invent, v.
ix. no a, When Masse is ended the deacon turning to the

people sayeth, Ite missa est, which wordes are borrowed of
the rytes of the Paganes, and signifieth that then the com-
panye may be dimised. 1655 STANLEY Hitt. Pkihi. in.

(1701) 99/1 Theztetus disputing of Knowledge, he dimisl.

17*9 SiihtyocKr. Artillery v. 599 It is shot easily from a large
Bow, for if it be violently dimissed, the Fire of it will be
extinguished.

t Di-missaries, st>. pi. Obs. Also 5 dismyB-
saries, 6 dimicerie*, demigaris. [? f. L. ilemis-

ttw.hangingdown, descending + -ABT: ci.etnissary.]
Testicles.

1494 FABYAN Ckrm. vn. 357 Some malicious dysposed per-
sones, in

despyte. .Icut of his hode and his dismyssaries. 1546
BALE Eng. Votaries \. (1550) sob, Chosen, as stoned horses
are., by their -outye dimiceries. 11059 T. UNDERDOWM Ovid
agst. Ibis O iij b, He . . cut of his Demisaris. 1577 STAKY*
HURST Dfscr. Irel. in Holituhtd'V\. 68 For default of other

stuffe, they pawne . . the nailes of their ringers and toes, their

dinussaries.

t Dimission (dsimi-Jan). Obs. [ad. L. dtmis-

sion-em, n. of action from dimittlre to send away,
dismiss, etc.]
1. The action ol giving np or relinquishing ; re-

signation, abdication ;
= DEMISSION 2 i.

1494 FABYAN Citron. VIL 548, I swere .. that I shall neuer

repugne to this resygnacion, dymyssyon or yeldynge vp.
15(58 Q. ELIZ. Let. 8 June in Love-lett. Mary Q. Scots App.
31 She. .was. .compelled to make a dimission of her crown.

2. Conveyance by lease ;
= DEMISE sb. \.

1495 Act n Hen. VII, c. 9. 5 a All maner of leasses dymys-
sions made. Ibid. c. 33 17 Any graunte or lesse made by
. . lettres patentes of dimission.

8. Sending away, dismission, dismissal, discharge.
1530 in Froude Hist. Eng. (1856) II. 82 Under sureties

..that he should appear the first day of the next term, .and
then day by day until his dimission. a 1555 BRADFORD in

Coverdale Lett. Mart. (1564) 307 It is. .a dellueraunce from

bondage and prison, a dimission from warre. 16338?. HALL
Hard Texts 620 This common dimission of your wives.

1736 LEDIARD Life Maryborough 1. 106 The King, .sent him
a Dimission of all his Employs, and forbid him the Court.

l83 SOUTHEY Hist. Penins. War I. 44 Whosoever . . left

the University without a letter of dimission.

Dimissorial (dimis6-rial). Eccl. [f. as next

+ -AL.] A dimissory letter : see next, sense i.

1885 Catholic Diet, s.v., Abbots may not give dimissorials

to seculars.

Dimissory (di-misari), a. (si.") Also 7 di-

missary, 7-8 demissory. [ad. L. ctimissori-us

(in litters dimissorise a dimissory letter , f. dimiss-

ppl. stem of dimittfrc to send away, dismiss : see

-OUT. (Also DISMISSOBT : cf. Dis- pref.)]

\\. Pertaining to dismission or leave-taking;

dismissory ; valedictory. Obs. in gen. sense. (In

quot. 1650, fig. from 2.)

1581 MARBECK Bk. ofNotes 305 In witnes wherof I giue
vnto thee this Bill of diuorcement and dimissorie Epistle,

being an instrument of libertie according to y law of
Moses. 1650 HP. PRIDEAUX Euchol. (1656) lor (T.) Old
Simeon's craving his letters demissory. a 1656 USSIIER
Ann. (1658) 431 The Original of that Petaroth or dimissary
Lecture, after which the people were dismissed.

2. Eccl. Dimissory letter (usually in pi. letters

dimissory') : a. In the ancient church, a letter from

a bishop dismissing a clergyman from one diocese

and recommending him to another, b. A letter

from a bishop, the superior of a religious order,

etc., authorizing the bearer as a candidate for

ordination.

1583 STUBBES A not. Alms. n. (1882) 91 If he . . haue letters

dimissorie from one bishop to another, a 1631-1708 [see

DKMISSOKY]. 167* CAVE Prim. Chr. ill. iii. (1673) 310
Letters Dimissory whereby Leave was given to persons

going into another Diocese (if ordained) to be admitted
and incorporated into the Clergy of that Church. 1706
AYUFFB Parerg. 128 A Bishop of another Diocess ought
neither to ordain nor admit a Clerk, .without letters DimU-

aory. 1818 C. SIMEON Let. in Mem. xx. (1847) 497 Letters

dimissory for a young man who has distinguished himself.

1819 SOUTHEY in Q. Rev. XXII. 73 The abbot was cautioned

not to receive a member of any other known monastery
without dimissory letters from his superior.

t B. sb. (pi.)
= Letters dimissory : see prec. Obs.

1380 Antecrist in Todd 3 Treat. Wyclif (1851) 147 Bi

tytle and by dymyssories. 1619 BRENT tr. Sarffs Cotatc.

Trent (1676) 461 In respect of the dimisories of Bishops.
1715 tr. J)afin"s Eccl. Hist. I. v. n. 69 The Dimissones
were given to the Laity and Clergy, who went out of one
Diocese . . to live in another.

t Dimrt, v. Obs. [In Branch I, ad. L. rKmiU-

fre to send apart, away, or forth, to dismiss, re-

lease, put away, let go, lay down (office), renounce,

forsake, f. di-, dis- asunder + mitle're to send, let

go. A doublet ^ore etymologically formed) of
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DISMJT, DISMISS : cf. also DEMIT v. z , and DIMISS,
DEMISE. In Branch II, a variant of DEMIT z/. 1

]

I. 1. trans. To send away, let go, dismiss : =
DEMIT v.% i .

1548 UDALL, etc. Erasm. Par. Actsv. 26 So were they
contented upon this punishement to dimitte them. 1563-87
FOXE A, ff M. (1596)941/2 Thus Frith, -was freely dimmed
out of the stockes, and set at Jibertie. a 1639 SPOTTISWOOD
Hist. Ch. Scotl. n. (1677) 50 The Pope .. did. .dimit the

Scottish Commissioners . . with great promises of favour.

2. To lay aside, give up, resign, abdicate: =
DEMIT v.* 3.

law of our mother, quhtlk is the Kirk. 1637-50 Row H
Kirk (1842) 40 That these who haue pluralitie of benefi
be compelled to dimitt all except one. 1678 Trans. Crt.

Spain n. 141 It behoved him instantly to dimit his charge
of Inquisitour General.

3. To convey by lease, demise : = DEMIT v? 4.
1495 Act ii Hen. yil, c. 9 That noe persone .. haue

auctorite . . to dymytte or lette to ferme . . any londes or
tenementis within the lordship. 1541 Act ^3

Hen. VIII,
c. 39 Power and auctoritie . . to couenant dimit let or set

to ferme . . any of the landes. 1609 SKENE Reg. Maj. 122
He may dimitt the land destroied and not inhabite, vntill

he be of power to big it againe.

4. intr. Of a river : To empty itself, debouch.
16.. FOUNTAINHALL in M. P. Brown Snppl. Decis. (1826)

293 The public river of Tweed . . which dimits in the sea.

II. 5. trans. To send, put, or let down, cause

to descend, lower: = DEMIT z>.l I.

1627^77 FELTHAM Resolves \. Ixix. 105 Like the night . .

dimitting unwholesom vapours upon all that rest beneath.

1638 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (ed. 2) 343 When Apollo dimits
his perpendicular rayes. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Efi.
v. xiii. 253 To teach horses to incline, dimit, and bow downe
their bodies. 1671 J. WEBSTER Metallogr. iv. 75 Dotli
dimit it down into the centre of the Earth.

b. fig. To abase, let down: = DEMIT v.l 2.

1655 GURNALL Chr. in Anil, verse xi. 183/2 He was a man
of rare humble spirit, that . . could so dimit and humble
himself in his adresse to Christ.

Dimity (di-miti). Forms : 5 demyt, 6 dimite,
7 dimmety, dimmity, dimetty, 8 demity, di-

mitty, 8- dimity. [In I5~i6th c. demyt, dimite,
a. It. dimito ' a kind of coarse cotton or flanell

'

(Florio 1598), 'a kind of course linzie-wolzie
'

(ibid. 1611) = med.L. dimitum (iith c. in Du
Cange), ad. Gr. &IUTOS of double thread, sb. dimity,
f. Si-, Si's twice + /iiVoj thread of the warp. It is

not certain how the final -y arose : could it repre-
sent It. pi. dimitil Cf. the plural in Du Cange's
quot. : 'amita, diraitaque, et trimita', explained
to mean fabrics woven with one, two, or three

threads respectively. The relation to these of the

Persian word ,i>Lo dimyati, explained as ' a

kind of cotton cloth, dimity ', which has the form

of a derivative of i?Lo Vimyat, Damietta, is not

clear.]
A stout cotton fabric, woven with raised stripes

or fancy figures: usually employed undyed for

beds and bedroom hangings, and sometimes for

garments.
1440 in E. Peacock Eng. Ch. Furniture, Lincolnsh. 182
A vestment of white demyt for lenten and vigils. 1570
CAMPION in Hakluyt Ifty. (1599) II. 1. 127 We do vse to buy
many of their silke quilts, and: of their Scamato and Dimite,
that the poore people make in that towne [Scio]. 1632
LITHGOW Trav. vin. 358 A hundred Camels loaden with
Silkes, Dimmeties, and other Commodities. 1636 DAVENANT
Witts (1673) 171 A Book wrapt up in Sea-green Dimmity.
c 1710 C. FIENNES Diary (1888) 236 A half bedstead as the
new mode, dimity wtfc fine shades of worstead works well
made up. 1743 FIELDING Jon. Wild \. x, His waistcoat
was a white dimity, richly embroidered with yellow silk.

1819 BYRON Juan i. xii, Her morning dress was dimity.
1879 E. GARRETT House by Works I. 07 Else . . washed the
pretty dimities oftener than even Lois thought necessary.
1880 BIRDWOOD Ind. Arts II. 76 Fustians, dimities and
vermilions from cotton-wool had been made in London and
in Manchester from 1641.

b. attrib. Made of dimity.
1639 MAYNE City Match \.

iy, Thy dimity breeches. 1761
Gentl. Mag. 204 Put on a dimitty waistcoat. 1856 Miss
MULOCK 7. Halifax 114 Some sort of white dimity gown
that she wore. 1861 MRS. CARLYLE Lett. III. 79 In our
white dimity beds. 1876 Miss BRADDON J. Haggard's
Dau. I. 108 The dimity window curtains.

Dimly (di-mli), adv. In 3 dimluker (compar.),
4-5 dymly. [repr. OE. type *iiimllce, from dimllc

adj. dim, obscure : cf -LT *.] In a dim manner;
in or with a dim light; obscurely; somewhat
darkly ; faintly, indistinctly.
511225 Ancr. R. 210 Heo wolden . . iSe deofles seruise

dimluker bemen. 13.. E. E. A Hit. P. C. 375 Dymly
biso^ten, pat bat penaunce plesed him. a 1400-50A lexander
718 pan Anec . . Dryvez up a dede voyce, and dymly he
spekes. 1538 STARKEY England n. iii. 206 As Sayn Poule
sayth dymely, hyt ys the pedagoge of Chryst. 1667
MILTON P. L. v. 157 To us invisible or dimly seen In
these thy lowest works. 171* ADDISON Sped. No. 265
P 9 A Fire burns dimly.. in the Light of the Sun. 1858
HAWTHORNE Fr. t, It. Jrnls. II. 49 The figures looked
dimly down like gods out of a mysterious sky. 1871 R.
ELLIS Catullus Ixvi. 49 Perish who earth's hid veins first
labour 'd dimly to quarry. 1885 Spectator 8 Aug. 1041/1
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This was dimly felt at the time and has been more dis-

tinctly recognised since.

b. Comb., as dimly-labouring, -lit.

1863 I. WILLIAMS Baptistery n. xxiii. (1874) 75 Like the

dimly-labouring moon. 1880 OUIDA Moths xviri, Dimly-lit
chambers.

Dimmed (dimd), ppl. a. [f.
DIM v. + -ED '.]

Rendered dim,
1590 SPENSER F, Q. I, ii. 45 Her eyelids blew And dimmed

sight. .At last she up gan lift. 1594 Ord. Prayer in Liturg.
Serv. Q.Eliz. (1847) 654 Heing.. not any clearer enlightened,
than by the dimmed glimpe of nature, a 1605 MONT-
COMERIE i\lisc. Poems xi. 25 Quhen my dimmit sight greu
cleir. 1845 DARWIN Voy. Nat. ii. (1879) 20 The scene by
the dimmed light of the moon was most desolate. 1863
GEO. ELIOT Romola \. iii, The somewhat dimmed glory of
their original gilding.
Hence Drmmedness.
1610 BARROUGH Meth. Phystck yi.

ix. (1639) 367 Such as

hath not the whitish colour inclining to dimmednesse.

Diinmen, v. rare. [f.
DIM a. + -EN s.] intr.

To grow dim. Hence Di'mmening ppl. a.

1828^-30 %V. TAYLOR Sitrv. Germ. Poetry \. 301 Scenery. .

on which his dimmening eyes are preparing to close for ever.

Dimmer (di'mai), sb. [f.
DIM v. + -EH 1

.J One
who or that which, dims.
1822 Blackw. Mag. XI. 594 A dimmer to the daylights.

18.. J. H. NEWMAN Idea, of University, To remove the

original dimmer of the mind s eye.

Dimmer (di'mai), v. nonce-wd.
[f.

DIM v, +
-EH 5.] To appear dimly, faintly, or indistinctly.
1892 R. KIPLING Barrack-r. Ballads 123 As the shape of

a corpse dimmers up through deep water.

Dimmety, obs. form of DIMITY.

Dimming (di-mirj), vbl.sb. [f. DIMZ>. + -ING 1
.]

The action of the verb DIM, q. v.

13. . Coer de L. 6977 Be the dymmyng off the more, Men
myghte see, where Richard fore, c 1435 Torr. Portugal
512 Yt Drew nere-hande nyght By dymmynge of the Day.
1553 HULOET, Dymminge of the syght, caligatio. 1594
SHAKS. Rich. ///, ii. ii. 102 All of vs haue cause To waile
the dimming- of our shining Starre.

Drmming, ///. a.
[f. as prec. + -ING 2

.] That
dims : see the verb.

1734 R. ERSKINE in R. Palmer Bk. of Praise 397 My
Lord will break the dimming glass And show His glory
face to face. 18x6 J. WILSON City ofPlague n. ii. 183 The
driving blast the dimming rains. 1875 WHITNEY Life
Leutg. iv. 66 The specific quality of which [vowels] is due
to a dimming action along the whole mouth.

Dimmish (di-mij), a.
[f. DIM a. + -ISH.] Some-

what dim.

1683 TRVON Way to Health 96 Its flame is not clear, .but
of a dimmish Brimstone colour. 1724 SWIFT Stella's Birth-

day 42 My eyes are somewhat dimish grown. 1826 Blackw.
Mag. XX. 899 Our eyes have got rather dimmish.

Dimmit (di-mit). s.w. dial. Also 8 dimmet.
[f.

DIM a.] Dusk, twilight.
1746 Exmoor Scolding (E. D. S.) 42 In the Desk o' tha

Yeaveling, just in tha Dimmet. Ibid. Gloss., Dimmet ..

the Dusk of the Evening . . the evening twilight. 1859
CAPERN Ball. <$ Songs 132, I, with my arms, in the dimmit
of day, Will snare the bold son of the sea. 1879 G. MAC-
DONALD P. Faber^ III. xiy. 237 He likes his little ones to
tell their fancies in the dimmits about the nursery fire.

Dimmy (di'mi), a.
[f. DIM a, + -T : cf. blacky',

bluey.] Having dimness ; more or less dim.

1430 LVDG. Chron. Troy r. vi, The derkenesse of the

dymmy night. 1580 SIDNEY Arcadia iv. (1622) 441 You
dimmie clouds. 1582 BENTLEY Mon. Matrones 181 Dazeled
with the dimmie and darke mists of Sathan. 1594 CAREW
7*otf0(x88x) 119 The dimmy ayre now cleerer growes. 1855
SINGLETON Virgil I. 98 If she [the moon] shall have clipped
The darksome ether with a dimmy horn.

Dimn, dimne, obs. ff. DIM a. and v.

Dimness (drmnts). [OE. dimni$i dymnyst f.

dim DIM + -NESS.] The quality of being dim ; want
of clearness, brightness, or distinctness ; dullness of

vision or perception, dimsightedness.
825 Vesp. Psalter xcvi[i]. 2 Woken & dimnis in ymb-

hw^rfte. c 1000 Sax. Lfee/id. I. 200 Wib catena dymnysse,
genim Sysse sylfan wyrte leaf, a 1300 E. E. Psalter xvii.

10 Dimnes under his fete. 1398 TREVISA Bartlt. De
P. R. xiii. xx. (1495) 450 Abyssus that is depnesse of water
hath of hymself dympnesse and depnesse. 157* BOSSEWELL
Armorie \\. 67 b, The Eagle in age hath darkenes, and
dymnes of eyne. 1633 G. HERBERT Templet

Sonne 8 A
sonne. .a fruitful! flame Chasing the fathers dimnesse. 1751
JOHNSON Rambler NQ. 155 p 3 In proof of the dimness of
our internal Light. 1775 S. J. PRATT Liberal Opin. (1783)
IV. 3 Tumbling into the ditch, which my dimness prevented
me from seeing. 1863 GEO. ELIOT Rontola, I. v, The once
splendid patch of carpet, .had long been worn to dimness.

1887 MORRIS Odyss. vn. 42 Round about him still She shed
that holy dimness.

Dimond, obs. form of DIAMOND.

Dimanosylla-bic, a. nonce-wd. [see Di-2.]
Consisting of two monosyllables.
1844 WHEWELL in Todhunter Ace. WhewelVs Wks. (1876)

II. 322 Dimonosyllabic endings.
Dimorph. (dai-mpjf). [mod. f. Gr. Siftofxp-os

of two forms : cf. mod. F. dimorphe adj.] One of
the two forms in which a dimorphous substance

exists; as 'aragonite and calcite are dimorphs,'
In recent Diets.

Dimorphic (daim/Mfik), a. [mod. f. Gr. &'-

fiopQ-os of two forms (f. St-, Sis twice + noptprj form)
+ -ic.] Existing or occurring in two distinct forms ;

exhibiting dimorphism, a. Bot, Occurring in two

DIMPLE,

distinct forms in the same plant or species, as the

submerged and floating leaves in water-plants, disk

and ray florets in Composite, and (spec.} flowers

or plants having stamens and pistils of different re-

lative lengths, b. ZooL Of individuals of the same

species (or of the same colony of polyps') : Occur-

ring in two forms differing in structure, size, mark-

ings, etc., according to sex, season, or function.

c. Chem. and Jlh'n. Occurring in two distinct

crystalline forms not derivable from one another.

1850 DARWIN Orig. Spec. ii. (1878) 36 The two forms of an
allied dimorphic species, c 1865 J. WVLDE in Circ. Sc. I.

311/2 Somebodies have two different forms, or are dimor-

phic, under different circumstances. 1870 HOOKER Stud.
Flora 299 Primula . . Flowers usually dimorphic, having
long styles with anthers deep in the tube or the reverse.
Ibid*. 319 Atriplex patula . . sub-sp. hastata . . seeds dimor-

phic, larger brown rough, smaller black smooth. 1878 BELL
Gcgenbanr's Coup. Anat. 123 When the persons of a colony
are dimorphic, those which are the more developed are ..

functionally sexual, while the others are sterile. 1888
ROLLESTON & JACKSON Anim. Life 238 The Medusa and
Hydroid oolype are dimorphic forms.. The worker bee is

a dimorphic female.

Dimorphism (daimpMnVm). [mod. f. Gr. Si-

/ic/x-os of two forms (see prec.) + -ISM.] The con-

dition of being DIMORPHIC, a. Cryst. The pro-

perty of assuming two dUtinct crystalline forms,
not derivable from each other.

i8j* JOHNSTON Progr. Chctn. in Rep. Brit. Assoc. (1835)
432 The different causes to which, under different circum-

stances, dimorphism may be traced. 1850 pAi'BENY^tow.
Th. iv.

Jed. 2) 123 A familiar instance of dimorphism is ex-
hibited in the case of carbonate of lime, which . . is found,
sometimes in the form of calcareous spar, sometimes in that
of arragonite. 1851 RICHARDSON Geol. v. 78 Dimorphism
is a law which, though previously known, has been confirmed

by the discoveries of Mitscherlich.

b. Biol. The occurrence of two distinct forms of

flowers, leaves, or other parts on the same plant or

in the same species; or of two forms distinct in

structure, size, colouring, etc. among animals of the

same species.
1859 DARWIN Orig. Spec. ii. (1878) 35 There are. cases of

dimorphism and irimorphism, both with animals and plants.
Thus, .the females of certain, .butterflies, .regularly appear
under two or even three conspicuously distinct forms. 1875
BENNETT & DYER tr. Sachs" Bot. m. vi. 8op Another con-
trivance for. .mutual fertilisation. .Dimorphism (or Hetero-

stylism) . . In one individual the flowers all have a long style
and short filaments, while in another individual all the
flowers have a short style and long filaments. 1888 ROI.LES-
TON & JACKSON Anim. Life 238 The phrase sexual dimor-
phism is used to denote the differences other than the usual
anatomical characters which separate the two sexes.. In

[Lepidoptera] the individuals of broods appearing at dif-

ferent times of the year often differ from one another .. In
this case the phrase seasonal dimorphism is employed.

C. PhihL The existence, in one language, of a
word under two different forms, or of two words
of the same ultimate derivation (doublets).
1877 F. A. MARCH Anglo-Sax. Gram. 28 Where it [bifur-

cation] is produced by a foreign word coming Into English
in different ways, it has been called dimorphism : ration,
reason.

Dimorphite (daimpufsit). Min. [mod. f. Gr.

fl$up*-tf of two forms + -ITE.] A sulphide of

arsenic occurring in very small orange-coloured
crystals of two different forms. Also called Di-
moTphine.
i8$a SHEPARD Min. 351 Dimorphine. 1868 DANA Min. 28

Dimorphite.

Dimorphous (daim^jfas), a. [f. Gr. &>o/>#-os
of two forms + -ous.] = DIMORPHIC. (Mostly in

Chem. and Min.)
183* JOHNSTON Progr. Chem. in Rep. Brit. Assoc. (1835)

432 Sulphur and carbon therefore possess two forms, or

they are dimorphous. 1850 DAUBENY Atom. Th. iv. (ed. 2)

123 Bodies . . capable of assuming two distinct crystalline
forms . . according to the circumstances under which they
had been brought into the solid condition . . are termed

dimorphous. 1869 MRS. SOMERVILLE Molec. Sc. \. i. 16
The diamond crystallizes in octohedrons, while graphite.,
crystallizes in six-sided plates : . .and thus carbon possesses
the property of being dimorphous. 1874 LUBBOCK H'ild
Flowers ii. 35 The majority of species of the genus Primula

appear to be dimorphous.

fDimO've, v. Obs. rate. [ad. L. dtmove-re

to move away, remove.] trans. To remove.
1540 R. WISDOME in Strype Reel. Mem. I. App. cxv. 320

You wil not dimove that evil wel placed. 1788 Tn'Jlcr
No. 25 P 3. 323 It dimoves every discruciating pain from the

stomach.

Diinp, v. rare. [app. shortened from DIMPLE

z>.] trans. To dimple, or mark with dimples.
i8ai CLARE Vill. Minstr. I. 132 Rain-drops how they

dimp'd the brook. Ibid. II. 123 Ere yet a hailstone patter-

ing comes, Or dimps the pool the rainy squall.

Dimple (di-mpT), sb. Also 5 dympull. [Evi-
denced only from I5th c., and app. not common
till late in the i6th: origin uncertain. Its form
answers toOHG. dutnfhilo, MHG. tump/el^ tilmp-

fel, mod.G. diimpfel^ />// pool, but connexion is

not historically made out. It has also been collated

with dimblt) and conjectured to be a nasalized

deriv. of dip t or a dim. of dint with consonantal

change.]



DIMPLE.

1. A small hollow or dent, permanent
or evan-

escent, formed in the surface of some plump part of

the human body, csp. in the cheeks in the act of

smiling, ami regarded as a pleasing feature.

, 1400 Dettr. Tray 3060 Hir chyn full choise was. With a

dvmimll f"H d*"1 '- daynte to se. 1588 GREENE Pandosto

(16.7) 19 Shec hath dimples in her cheekes. 1598 I-LORIO,

/',i -elte ilinmles, pits, or little holes in women* cheekes.

,6 SHAKS. Wii. T. 11. iii. 101 The Valley, The pretty

dimples of his Chin, and Cheeke. 163. MILTON L AlUgro

10 Wreathed Smiles, Such as hang on Hebe's cheek, And

lore to live in dimple sleek. 1784 MAD. D'ARHLAY Diary
. (let Three letters in her hand, and three thousand

dimples in her cheek and chjn 1 1813 BYRON Giaour (Ong.

Draft) ii. Wks. (1846) 6 ,/i ,ute. Like dimples upon Ocean s

cheek 1870 EMERSON Koe. * Solit., Don,. Life Wks. (Bonn)

III. 42 1'arents, studious of the witchcraft of curls and

dimples ami broken words.

b. The action of dimpling. t

1713 STEELE Guardian No. 29 r6 The dimple is practised

to give a grace to the features, and is frequently made a

bait to entangle a gazing lover.

2. transf. Any slight surface depression or in-

dentation resembling the preceding, as a dip in the

.surface of land or a ripple
on the water.

i63 LITHGOW Trav. vi. 278 Whereon (say they) Elias

oft slept, and . . that the hollow dimples of the stone was

oneiy made by the impression
of his body. 1664 POWER

I:'if. I'liihs. I. 3 Not absolute perforations, but onley dlin-

pl. s in their crustaccous Tunica Cornea. 1796 WITHERING

Brit. Plants IV. 82 Upper part [of fungus) convex, with

or without a dimple in the centre. 1801 SOUTHEY Thalaba

xi. xxxviii, The gentle waters gently part In dimples round

the prow. 1815 Gnidt to Watering Places 299 In a dimple

of the hill, .rises St. Anne's Well. 1891 J. MATHER Poems

51 In dimples of the mountain lay The panting herd of deer.

3. Comb.
1874 MRS. WHITNEY We Girls ix. 184 Her dimple-cleft

and placid chin. i8oa A. STERRY Lazy Mittstr. 80 Sweet

little dimple-cheek Merrily dancing.

Di-niple, v. [f. prec. sb.]

1. trans. To mark with, or as with, dimples.
1601 MARSTON Antonio's Rev. in. iii. Wks. 1856 I. MO,

I will laugh, And dimple my thinne cheeke With caprmg

ioy. 1697 DRYDEN jEneid vii. 43 With whirlpools dimpl d.

1706 SO'THEY Ball. Doiuca, No little wave Dimpled the

water's edge. 1830 TENNYSON Lilian 16 The lightning

laughters dimple Tlie baby-roses in her cheeks. 1847-8 H.

MILLER First /mfr. vi. (1857) 102 Here the surface is

dimpled by unreckoned hollows : there fretted by uncounted

mounds. 1891 B. HARTE First Fain. Tasajaraxm, Leaden

rain . .dimpling like shot the sluggish pools of the flood.

2. iatr. To break into dimples or ripples, to form

dimples, to ripple.
a 1700 DHYDEN (J.),

1735 Pol'E Prol. Sat.

all the way. 176* OOLDSM. t. ir . cxiv, one i lucu

permitted to dimple and smile, when the dimples and smiles

begin to forsake her. 1805 WORDSW. Prelude VL 652

A lordly river . . Dimpling along in silent majesty. 1851

THACKERAY Eng. Hum. ii. (1876) 181 Cheeks dimpling with

smiles. 1864 TENNYSON Aylmer's F. 149 Low knolls That

dimpling died into each other.

Drmpled, ///. a. [f.
DIMPLE sb. or v. + -ED.]

Marked with or as with dimples.
a 1577 GASCOICNE Ifks. (1587) 67 That dimpled chin

wherein delight did dwell. 1599 H. BUTTES Dyets dne
Dinner Cvb, Choise. Right Quinces : small : dimpled or

dawked. 1606 SHAKS. Ant. tf Cl. 11. ii. 207 Pretty Dimpled

Boys, like smiling Cupids. 1634 MILTON Counts 119 By
dimpled brook and fountain-brim. 1753 HOGARTH Anal.

/'..inly x. 65 The taper dimpled [finger] of a fine lady.

1878 K. TAYLOR Deukalion l. iii. 30 Beyond the dark blue,

dimpled sea, Lie sands and palms.

Di-mplement. rare. [f.
DIMPLE i-. + -MENT.]

The fact or condition of being dimpled ; a dim-

nlinL,'.

1856 MRS. BROWNING Anr. Leigh i. 39 And view the

ground's most gentle dimplement. i86 False Stef iv,

Where the smile in its dimplement was.

Di'mpler. nonce-iud. [f.
DIMPLE v. + -EB !.]

One who '

dimples
'

or forms dimples.
1713 STEELE Guardian No. 29 r 5 We may range the

several kinds of laughers under the following heads : 1 he

Dimplers. The Smilers. The Laughers. The Grmners.

The Horse-laughers.

Di'mpliug, vbl. sb. [f.
as prec. + -ING '

-]
The

action of the verb DIMPLE (usually in intr.

sense).
tool HEAUMONT Hermaphrodite Wks. (Rtldg.) II. 700/1

She prais'd the pretty dimpling of his skin. 1771 GOLDSM
Pral. CrmUtcfl ZaMat 5 While botanists all cold to

smiles and dimpling, Forsake the fair, and patiently- go

Mini'ling. 1810 W. IRVING Sketch St., Spectre Bridegroom
I. 335 A soft dimpling of the cheek.

Di mpling, ppl.a. [f.
as prec. + -ING 2

.]
Tha

dimples ; that forms or breaks into dimples.

1735 SoMERviLLEC*<<r iv. 407 Ev'ry . . hollow Rock, tha

o'er the dimpling Flood Nods pendant. 1795 MAD. D AR
BI.AY Let. 18 June, When I look at my dearl>aby, and se.

its dimpling smiles. 1804 W. IRVING T. Trav. I. 29

A trim, well made, tempting girl, with a roguish dimplini

face. 1844 FABER Sir Lancelot (1857) 7 With . . dimplmi

globes of nuphar netted o'er.

Dimply (di-mpli), a. [f.
DIMPLE sb. + -T.J

Full

of or characterized by dimples.
1716-46 THOMSON lf'</>r 83 The wanderers of heaven ..

flutter round the dimply pool. i?7 Pmi-ira 'te4"'"
Pulleney Dimply damsel, sweetly smiling, a 1790 1. WAR-

TON Triumph of his Poet. Wks. (1802) I. 5 I he smooth

surface of the dimply flood. i88i Illnstr. Sydney Htm
26 Aug. 15/2 Aunt Flo's fate grew dimply.

373

Dimps. dial. Also 9 dumps. [?deriv. of

DIM, or dial, variant of dumps, DUMP sb.] Dusk,

wilight.
1693 R. LYDE (of Topsham, Devon) Retaking ofShip in

Arb. Gamer VII. 450, I got no nearer than a mile from the

bar, in the dimps [dusk] of the night. 1886 ELWORTHY
V. Somerset Word-bk., Dumps, twilight ; same as Dimmtt.

Hence Dlmpiy a. dial., dusky, as '
It s getting

i bit dimpsy.' (Devonsh.)

Dim-si ghted, Having dim sight (lit.

ind /#".).

1561 T. NORTON Calvin's Inst. i. n b, Olde men. .or they

whose eyes are dimm sighted. 1679 BEDLOE Popish PM
A ii b, They are very dim-sighted that cannot see through

such Impostures. 1775 ADAIR Amer. Ind. 230 Our dim-

sighted politicians. 1840 DICKENS Barn. Ruage xxix, Mr.

Chester was not the kind of man lo he . . dim-sighted to

Mr. Willet's motives. 1887 Spectator 20 Aug. 1116 When
.he dog gets old and dim-sighted.

DINDLE.

t b. Of persons : To make a loud noise ; to

1661 HICKERINGII.L Wks. (1716) I. 278 It may seem cross

to us . . through our short and dimsighledness. i8-5O
DE QUINCEY Confess. (1862) 190 If a veiUnterposes belween

the dim sightedness of man and his future calamities.

t Dimtrriate. Cheat. Obs. [Di-
* 2 a t.J

The old name for a (supposed) compound of one

atom of hydrochloric acid with two of a base.

1838 T. THOMSON Chem. prg. Bodies 228 When we dissolve

cinchonina in muriatic acid we always obtain a dimunate

This is obviously 2 atoms of cinchonina to i atom ol

muriatic acid.

Dimyary (di-miari), a. and sb. Zool. [f.
mod.

L. dimyarius (Dimyaria name of group), f. Gr.

8<- twice + /*C-s muscle (lit.
'

mouse') : see -ARY l.]

A. adj. Double-muscled : said of those bivalve

molluscs which have two adductor muscles for

closing the shell. Also Dimyarian (dimi,eVrian)

a. B. sb. A dimyary bivalve.

1835 TODD Cycl. Anal. I. 712/2 ShelU which have

belonged to dimyary mollusks. 1854 WOODWARD Mollusca

(1856) 26 The cylherea and other dimyanes. 1866 IATE

Brit. Mollmks ii. 18 The freshwater Conchlfera are all

dimyarian bivalves.

Din (din), sb. Forms: 1-5 dyne, 1-7 dyn,

3 dune (),' 3-7 dine, 3- din (also 4 deone, dene,

5-6 dynne, 5-7 dinne, 7 deane, dynn, dinn).

[OE. dyne ( : OTeut.*</-z), and dynn, corresp.

to ON. dynr din (: *<//-2 or 'Junjo-z) ; f. Ger-

manic root dun-: cf. Skr. dhnni roaring, a tor-

rent ;
also ON. duna fern.

'

rushing or thundering

noise" (perh. a later formation from the verb).

Elsewhere in \\"Ger. only the derived vb. appears :

see next.] A loud noise; particularly a continued

confused or resonant sound, which stuns or dis-

tresses the ear.

a looo Satan 466 (Gr.) Se dyne becom hlud of hcofonum.

a TOCO Sal. 4 Sat. 324 (Gr.) tect hco domes da^es dyn

xehyre. <riioo Trin. Coll. Horn. 117 po com a dim of

heuene. ciios LAY. 11574 P wes swiSe muchel dune

peines ber dremden. c 1150 Gen. t, Ex. 3467 Smoke upreked

and munt quaked . . Ai was moses one in Bis dine. 1340

HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 7427 Als wode men dose . . and makes

gret dyn. 1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. xxi. 65 The erthe quook

And dede men for bat deon comen oule of deope graues.

CMCO Deslr. Troy 274 Sone he dressit to his dede &
no dyn made. 1538 STEWART Cron. Scot II. 281 To

vincust thame with litill sturt or
dyn. 1589 R. HARVEY

P Pen (1500) 21 A man may stop his eares to near their

dinne. '1610 SHAKS. Temp. I. n.
37-

U*-* thee rore,

That beasts shall tremble at thy dyn. 1667 MILTON P. L.

x 52: Dreadful was the dm Of hissing through the Hall.

1711 STEELEi-/>/. No. 509 r- 2 The dm of squallmgs, oaths,

and cries of beggars. 1810 SCOTT Lady ofL. i. in, ramt,

and more faint, Its failing din Returned from cavern c iff.

and linn. 1848 LYTTON Harold xi. vi. From the hall .

came the din of tumultuous wassail. i8 MACAULAY Hist,

^ng. III. i All Ihe steeples from the Abbey to the Tower

senl forth a joyous din.

b. The subjective impression of a sounding or

ringing in the ears.

1651 HOBBES Leinatk. l. i. 3 Pressing the Eare, producelh

a dinne. 1787 COWPER Let. 20 Sept., I have a perpelual

din in my head and . . hear nothing aright.

Din. v. Pa. t. and pple. dinned (dind). r- orms :

I dynnan, dynian, 3 dunen, -ien, denie, dinen,

4 deuen, dennen, donen, 4-6 dyn(n, 5 durmyn,

I- din [In I , OE. dynnan, dynian = OS. daman

to give forth a sound, ON. dynja. (dundi) to come

rumbling down, to gush, pour, MDu. and 1

dunen, MHG. tiinen to roar, rumble, thunder, all

:-OTeut. *dunjan, from root of Dm sb. ON.

had also duna to thunder, rumble :-OTeut. *<ton8-

jan In II. app. a new formation from the sb.J

I. 1 1. Mr. (In OE. and ME.) To sound, ring

with sound, resound. Obs.

Bemoulf 1538 (Th.) SiSbxt se hearm-scaSa to Heorute

ateah, dryht-sele dynede. c IK* LAY. 30410 pa eoroe gon

Jo dunien. a,s St. Marker (,866) 20 pa buhte hit as

bah a bunre dunede. a 1300 Cursor M. 1770 (Colt.) P

erlh quok and dind again [t'.rr. dinned dynel, dened

a 1300 K. Horn 592 pe fole schok be brume pat a be curt

gafdenie. .37!i
BARBOUR Bruce xvl. .31 To schir colyne

fie dusche he gave That he dynnyt on his arsoune. c 1430

Syr Gener. (Helm. MS.) I b, He uncoupled his houndci

and blew his horn, Al the forest dynned of that blast 1513

DOUGLAS Mneis xi. i. 89 So lowd thair wofull bewalmg

habundis, Thai all ihe palice dynnis and resoundis.

c 1450 Golagros I, Gav: vii, Than dynnyl
the duergh, in

angir and yre, With raris, quhil the rude hall reirdit agane.

II. 2. trans. To assail with din or wearying
vociferation.

1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk t, Setv. To Rdr., Why should the

ears of all the neighborhood be dinn'd . . wilh Ihe Cackle?

1786 tr Beck/or,fs Vathek (1868) 85, 1 want not lo have my
ears dinned by him and his dotards. 185$ SIS<.LETON Virgil
I. 377 With never-ceasing words On this and that ude u
the hero dinned. 1871 BLACK Adv. Phaeton xix. 265 The

deafening causeway that had dinned our ears for day* past.

3. To make to resound ; to utter continuously so

as to deafen or weary, to repeat ad nauseam ; esp.

in phr. to din (something) into (some one's) ears.

1714 SWIFT Drafter's Lett. Wks. 1755 V. n. 32 This hath

often been dinned in my ears. 1830 SCOTT Demonal. vu.

218 Horrors which were dinned into iheir ears all day.

.11839 PRAED Poems (1864)
II. 272 My own and other

people's cares Are dinned mcessanl in my ears. 1841 S.

LOVER Handy Andy \,
The head man had been dinning

his inslructions into him. 1877 BLACK Green Past, xxxix.

(1878) 315 It was the one word Gazette lhat kept dinning

itself into his ears.

4. intr. To make a din ;
to resound ; to give

forth deafening or distressing noise.

1794 WOKDSW. Guilt >, Sorrow xlvi, The bag-pipe dinning

on the midnight moor. i8o W. IRVING Sketch Bk. I. 63

His wife kept continually dinning in his ears aboul his

Din, dial, form of DUN a.

II Dinanderie (d/nahdr). [Fr. j f. Dinant,

formerly Dinand, a town of Belgium, on the Meuse,
' wherein copper kettles, etc., are made

'

(Cotgr.

1611); so F. dinantlier a copper-smith or braiier.]

Kitchen utensils of brass, such as were formerly

made at Dinant ;
extended in recent times to the

brass-work of the Levant and India.

1863 KIRK Chas. Bold I. viii. 343 Kitchen utensils, .which

under the name of Dinanderie were known to housewives

throughout Europe, being regularly exported not only to

France and Germany, but to England, Spain, and other

TlJinar -'d~nau% Also 7 dina, dyna, denier, 8

denaer. 9 denaur, dinar, dinar. [Arab, and Pers.

.Uu dinar, a. late Gr. irjva/HOV, a. L. denarius :

see DENARIUS.] A name given to various oriental

coins : applied anciently to a gold coin, corre-

sponding to the Byzantine denarius auri, or crown

of gold, and to the gold mohr of later times ; after-

wards to the staple silver coin corresponding to the

modern rupee ; in modern Persia a very small ima-

ginary coin, of which 10,000 make a tomaun (now
= about 7*. 6d., but in 1677 =

3- 6s. Sd., Yule).

1614 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 41 The usuall Coine . . within

theTloguls Territories are Pice, Mammoodees, Rowpees,

and Dynaes. 1638 Ibid. (ed. 2) 38 The D.na is gold worth

thirty shillings. ,608 FRYER Ace. E. India * P. 407 And

100 Deniers one \famoody. And 20 Pise one Shahee .

Both which are Nominal, not Real. _I7S3
HANWAY / rav.

(1762) I. v. Ixiv. 292 The toman, bistie, and denaer are

imaginary. Hid. 293 We always computed the mildenaer

or iSoo denaers, equal to an english cro n of 5'. * '94

The silversmiths commonly make use of pieces of-money

instead of weights, especially sisid denaers of i musca

weight. 1815 ELPHINSTONE Ace. Cauhul (.1842) I. 391 Ir

towns, the common pay of a labourer is one hundred

denaurs (about fourpence half-penny) a-day, with food.

1841 - //"/. Ind. II. 67,
2000 dinars were given lo him

to pay for his washing'. 1830 W. IRVING Mahomet

xxxiii (1853) 172 An annual tribute of three thousand dinars

or crowns of gold. .883 C. J. WILLS Mod. Persia 63 /,,

The merchant-class, too, use the dinar, an imaginary com.

. . one thousand dinars make a keran, so one dinar is the

*Dmarchy. Obs. rare-", [a. obs. F. dinarchie

(CotgrO, f. din- improp. for Dl-2 (after U-, tin-)

+ Gr. Apx/i rule.]
1656 BLOUNT Glossoer., Dinarchy, the joynt Rule or

Government of two Princes. 17*1 BAILEY, Dimanhy, a

Government by two.

Dinast- : see DYNAST-.

Di-nder. dial. [app. a modification of dtncr,

dinneere, early forms of DENIER.] A local term

for the denarii or small coins found on sites of

Roman settlements, esp. at Wroxeter in Shropshire.

1778 En?. Gazetteer (ed. i) s.v. Rojccester, Peasants,

often plough up coins, called Dinders, that
prove

its ant,,

ouitv 1847-78 HAU.IWELL, DinJers, small coins of the

K empirelmnd at Wroxeter, Salop. Spelt<*"*
Kennett. I8S9 All Year Round No. 3: .

55 .
1)lc

..
du ' 1<:5

ploughboy working here . . picks up denanl, and *
,ders 1871 C. W. KING Early Clir. A m,sm. 256 The

day disks, variously impressed, often found amongst Roman

remains in this country, popularly called ainaert.

Dindge, var. of DINGE sk. and v.

Dindle ',di-nd'l, di-n'l), v. Chiefly (now only)

&TS3 north, dial. In 5-6 dyn(d)le, 9 di^'le,
dinnel, dinle. [Derivation obscure; probably

more or less onomatopoeic : cf. dingle, tingle, and

tinkle also Du. tintelcn to ring, and to tickle, lo

prick or sting lightly, Flem. tinghelen to sting

as a nettle (Kilian) ;
also F. tintillant, tinging,



DINDLE.

ringing, tingling, tintomr to ting often, to glow,

tingle, dingle (Cotgr.) ; in which there is a similar

association of the vibration of sound with the thrill

of feeling.]

1. intr. To tinkle ;
to ring or make a noise that

thrills and causes vibration.

c. 1440 ProHtp. Parv. 121/2 Dyndelyn, ttnnio. 1808 MAYNE
Siller Gun i. 115 Wi' that, the dinlin drums rebound. i8z7
TENNANT Papistry Storm*d 5 Dinnelin Deaf Meg and
Crookit Mou [two Cannons] Begoud wi' ane terrific blatter

At the great steeple 's found to batter. 1893 STEVENSON
Catriona 165 'The voice of him was like a solan's, and
dinnle'd in folks' lugs.'

b. trans. To thrill or cause to vibrate with

sound.
(To dindle the sky = io make the welkin ring.)

1513 DOUGLAS &neis x. xiv. 160 Than the Latynis and

eyk pepill Troianys The hevynnys dyndlit [1553 dynlyt]
with a schowt at anis. 1845 Whistlebinkie (Sc. Songs)
Ser. in. (1890) I. 379 A steeple that dinlit the skye Wi' a
clinkin' auld timmer-tongued bell.

2. intr. To be in a state of vibration from some
loud sound, shock, or percussion ; to tremble,

quiver, reel.

1470-85 MALORY Arthur v. viii, He dyd commaunde hys
trompettes to blowe the blody sownes, m suche wyse that

the ground trembled and dyndled. 1513 DOUGLAS sEtteis

vin. iv. 126 The brayis dyndlit [1553 dynlit], and all doun
can dusche. 1566 DRANT Horace Avij, They made the

wi1 his screeching. 1871 f. JH. WA
Wha leuks on the Ian', an' it dinnles.

3. intr. To tingle, as with cold or pain.
1483 Cath. Angl. 100/1 To Dindylle, condolere. 1577

STANYHURST in Holinshed Chron. (1587) II. 26/1 His fingers

began to nibble . . his ears to dindle, his head to dazzle. 1787
GROSE Provinc. Gloss. t Dituile, to reel or stagger from a
blow. 1855 ROBINSON Whitby Gloss., To Dindle or Dinnle,
the thrill or reaction of a part after a blow or exposure to
excessive cold. 1892 Northumbld. Gloss. , Dinnell, to tingle
as from a blow, or in the return of circulation after intense

cold. 1893 STEVENSON Catriona 173 'Young things wi
1

the
reid life dinnKng and stending m their members.'

Hence Drndling vbl. sb. and///, a.

1578 LANGHAM Card. Health 234 Eares ache and dindling,

put in the juice [of Feuerfew] and slope it in. 1635 D.
DICKSON Pract. Wks. (1845) I. 87 The dinneling of the rod
is yet in the flesh. 1669 W. SIMPSON Hydrol. Chym. 90 He
could after a while feel it . . run along his arms to his very
fingers ends, with a dindling and pricking as it run along.
1808 [see DINDLE v. i.]

Dindle (di-nd'l, di-n'l), sb. 1 dial. Also dinnle.

[f. DINDLE v.] A thrill, a tingle.
1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi, xxv,

' At the first dinnle o' the
sentence.' 1858 MRS. OLIPHANT Laird of Norlaw III. 90
It 's something to succeed, .even though you do get a dinnle

thereby in some corner of your own heart.

Drndle, sb* dial. Popular name of various

yellow Composite flowers : see quots.
1787 W. MARSHALL E. Norfolk Gloss., Dindles, common

and corn sow-thistles ; also the taller hawkweeds. 1878
BRITTEN & HOLLAND Plant-it.) Dindle . . (2) Leontodon
Taraxacum. Norf. S^ff.

Dindle-dandle, ^. [Reduplicated form of

DANDLE v., with change of vowel, expressing alter-

nation.] trans. To dandle or toss up and down,
or to and fro.

(1550 COVERDALE Carrying Christ's Cross x. (ed. i) 107
Rem. (Parker Soc. 1846) 263 Whether it be semeli that

Chrystes body should be dyndle-danled & vsed, as thei vse it.

Dine (dam), v. [ME. dine-n, a. F. dfne-rt
in

OF. disner (digner^ disgner) = 'Pr. disnar* (dimary

dinar\ It. disinaret dcsinare^ med.L. disnare (from

OF.). Generally held to be :-late L. type *<#j-

junargy for disjejundre to breakfast, f. dis- express-

ing undoing (Dis- 4) +jejunium fast ; the inter-

vening stages being disj
'

nar, disnar^ disner.
In this view disner contains the same elements ulti-

mately as F. dejeuner^ OF. desjimer to breakfast, DISJUNE,
and owes its greater phonetic reduction (cf. aider-. L.

adjutare) to its belonging to an earlier period. The shift-

ing of meaning whereby disner ceased to be applied to the
first meal of the day, while its form ceased to recall L.

jejftniwn or OF. jeunert would facilitate the subsequent
introduction of desjeiiner with the required form and sense.]
1. intr. To eat the principal meal of the day, now

usually taken at or after mid-day ; to take DINNER.
Const, on or upon (what is eaten), off'(a stock or

supply).
1297 R. GLOUC. (1724) 558 [Hii] nolde banne wende

a vot, ar hii dinede fcere. f 1310 Seuyn Sag. (W.) 3830
For my wil es with tham to dine. 1362 LANGL. P. PL A.
Prol. 105 Goode gees and grys, Gowe dyne, gowe ! c 1430
Stans Puer 64 in Babees Bk. (1868) 31 And where-so-euere
bou be to digne or to suppe, Of gentilnes take salt with
\>i knyf. 1526-34 TINDALE John xxi. 12 Jesus sayde vnto
them : come and dyne [.WYCLIF, etc 36 ; Rev. Vers. break
your fast], a i<"

T ~ n " u **

nerd masse,
raw-bone cl

never dine. 1603 SHAKS. Meas. for M. iv. iii. 159, I am
faine to dine and sup with water and bran. 1709 STEELE
Tatler No. 104 p i Jenny sent me Word she would come
and dine with me. 1782 COWPER Gilpin 195 All the world
would stare, If wife should dine at Edmonton, And I should
dine at Ware. 1817 BYRON Beppo xliii, I also like to dine
on becaficas. 1841-4 EMERSON Ess.. Heroism VJVs. (Bohn)
I. 106 A great man scarcely knows now he dines [or] how
he dresses. 1886 BESANT Childr. Gibeoti \. x, Malendadines
off cold tea and bread.
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b. Phrases. To dine forth or out: to dine away
from home. To dine with Duke Humphrey : to

go dinnerless.

Of this phrase the origin is not altogether clear. In the

i7th c. it was associated with Old St. Paul's, London, and
said of those who, while others were dining, passed their

time walking in that place, or sitting in
' the chair of Duke

Humphrey \ or 'at Duke Humphrey's table'. According
to Stowe, the monument of Sir John Beauchamp there was

'by ignorant people misnamed to be' that of Humphrey
Duke ofGloucester, son of Henry IV (who was really buried

at St. Albans). Nares says an (adjacent) part of the church

was termed Duke Humphreys Walk. (A different origin
is however given by Fuller.) The equivalent phrase in

Edinburgh appears to have been * To dine with St. Giles

and the Earl of Murray
'

(who was interred in St. Giles's

Church) : see quot. 1680, and Irving Hist. Sc. Poetry 579.

1590 SHAKS. Com. Err. \\. ii. 211 If any aske you for your
Master, Say he dines forth. [1502 G. HARVEY Four Lett.

(Nares s. v. Duke Humphrey), lo seek his dinner in Poules

with duke Humphrey. 1599 BP. HALL Sat. HI. vii. 6

Trow'st thou where he din'd to day? In sooth I saw him
sit with Duke Humfray.J 1604 Penniless ParL Thread-
bare Poets (Farmer), Let me dine twice a week at Duke
Humphry's table. (1633 ROWLEY Match at Midn. n. in

"H.&z\. .Dodsley XIII. 31 Are they none of Duke Humphreys
furies"? Do you think that they devised this plot in Paul's

to get a dinner? 1639 MAYNE City Match in. iiL Ibid.

XIII. 264 Your penurious father, who was wont To walk
his dinner out in Pauls. .Yes, he was there As constant as

Duke Humphrey.] 1655 FULLER Hist. Comb. (1840) 225

Being, .loath to pin himself on any table uninvited, he was
fain to dine with the chair of duke Humphrey . . namely,
reading of books in a stationer's shop in Paul's churchyard.
a 1661 Worthies^ London (198), After the death of Duke
Humphrey (when many of his former alms-men were at a
losse for a meal's meat,) this proverb did alter its copy ; to

dine with Duke Humphrey importing to be dinnerless.

1680 FR. SEMPILL Banishm. Poverty 87, I din'd with saints

and noblemen, Even sweet St. Giles and the Earl of Murray.
1748 SMOLLETT Rod. Rand. Iv. (Farmer), My mistress and
her mother must have dined with Duke Humphrey, had I

not exerted myself. 1835 COL. HAWKER Diary (1893) II.

88, I was obliged to
'

dine with Duke Humphrey ', and
content myself with a few buns. [1858 GEN. P. THOMPSON
Audi Alt. II. Ixxviii. 33 To turn them all over to Duke
Humphrey's mess.]

f2. trans. To eat to have for dinner. Obs.
c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 1277 5yf ous sum what to dyne.

(1386 CHAUCER Sotnpn. T. 129 'Now, maister
', quod the

wyf, 'What wil ye dine?' 1470-85 MALORY Arthur xvi.

vlii, She prayd hym to take a lytyl morsel to dyne.

3. To furnish or provide (a person) with a dinner ;

to entertain at dinner ; to accommodate for dining

purposes.
1399 LANGL. Rich. Redeles in. 60 The dewe dame

dineth hem . . And ffostrith hem fforthe till they ffle kunne.

1633 ROWLEY Match at Midn. \\. i. in Hazl. ZMU&Gf XZII.
28 As much bread, .as would dine a sparrow, a 17x4 M.
HENRY Wks. (1835) II. 674 He often dined the minister

that preached. 18x5 SCOTT Guy M. xxvi, An oaken table

massive enough to have dined Johnnie Armstrong and his

merry men. 1840 LEVER H. Lorrequer\ %
We. .were dined

by the citizens ofCork. 1876 G. MEREDITH Beauch. Career
II. xi. 197 The way to manage your Englishman . . is to dine

him. 1887 Illustr. Lond. News 4 June 644 The saloon is

capable of dining 118 passengers.

Dine (dain), sb. Obs. exc. dial. [f.
DINE v.]

The act of dining ;
dinner.

c 1400 Rom. Rose 6502 They ben so pore . . They myght
not oonys yeve me a dyne. 1560 ROLLAND Crt. Venus iv.

631 That thay to thair dine suld dres thame haistelie. 1793
BURNS A uld Lang Syne in, We twa hae paidlet i* the burn,
Frae mornin sun till dine. ?i8oo Fair Annie ft Sweet
Willie xiii. in Child Ballads (1885) in. Ixxiii. 194/1 When
ye come to Annie's bower, She will be at her dine.

Diner (darns-i). [f. DINE v. + -ER.]
1. One who dines

;
a dinner-guest.

1815 L. HUNT Feast ofPoets 8 The diners and barmaids
all crowded to know him. 1851 MAYNE REID Scalp Hunt.
ii, After the regular diners had retired. 1881 Harper's
Mag. LXIII. 218 Dinners are far fewer than formerly, and
the diners are chosen rather more exclusively.

b. Diner-out : one who is in the habit of

dining from home ; esp. one who cultivates the

qualities which make him an eligible guest at

dinner-tables.

1807-8 SYD. SMITH Plymley's Lett. Wks. 1859 H. l6a/'
He is. .a diner out of the highest lustre. 1824 BYRON Juan
xvi. Ixxxii, A brilliant diner out, though but a curate. 1856
MRS. BROWNING Aur. Leigh iv. Poems 1890 VI. 154 A
liberal landlord, graceful diner-out. 1862 Fraser's Mag.
July 46 He was also a bon-vwant^ a 4 diner-out' and a

story-teller, and a man of convivial habits.

2. U. S. A railway dining car.

1890 Commercial Gaz. (Cincinnati) 29 June, One coach,
the chaircar, sleeperand diner. -overturned,

-fiity
Columbus

(OhioJ Dispatch 3 Jan., A new dining car which . . is the
first diner, .built by that company.

Diner(e, obs. forms of DINNER.
II Dinero (din**w). [Sp. dinero penny, coin,

money : L. denarius : cf. DENIER.] a. ' A money
of account in Alicante, the twelfth part of a sueldo'

(Simmonds Diet. Trade 1858). b. A Peruvian

coin, one tenth of the sol, equivalent to about qd.

English.
1835 P. KELLY Univ. Cambist \. 5 Each Sueldo being

divided into 12 Dineros. 1868 SEYD Bullion 147 The
Spanish Assay Mark is . . 12 dineros of 24 grains . . for
Silver.

t Dines. Obs. [?a corruption of DIGNESSE.]
In phr. By Go(fs dines, by God's dignity or honour :

cf. DENTLE.

DING.

your birdspit. Ibid. 102 He fight l

. . by Gods dines. 1605 Tryall Chru. 11. i, Gods dynes,
I am an Onyon if I had not rather [etc.].

fDine'tiC, a. Obs. rare, [f. Gr. Sii/trr-os

whirled round (f. Sivc-eiv to spin round ; cf. Sivos

whirling, rotation) + -1C.] Of or belonging to

rotation
; rotatory.

1668 GLANVILL Plus Ultra, x. 72 Of the Spots and Dinet-
tick motion of the Sun.

i Dine'tical, . 06s. [f. as prec. + AL] = prec.
1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. vi. v. 294 The Sun. .hath

also a dineticall motion and rowles upon its owne poles.

1664 POWER Exp. Philos. in. 168 This great Argument
against the Dinetical Motion of the Earth. 1691 RAY
Creation (1714) 193 A spherical figure is most commodious
for dinetical motion or revolution upon its own Axis.

Dinfol (di-rtful), a. [f. DIN si. + -PUL.] Full

of din or resonant noise ; noisy.
1877 BI.ACKIE Wise Men 31 The trumpet-tongued exploits

of dinful war. 1889 A. T. PASK Eyes Thames 73 The
gong is beaten at quick intervals, but even that dinful

sound is not sufficient to keep one awake.

Ding (din), v. arch, or dial. Also 4-6 dyng(e.
Pa. t. sing. 4- dang (5- north.'], 3-5 dong, 3-4
dannge, 4-5 dange, 7 dung ; //. 4-5 dungen
(-yn), dongen, 5-6 dong(e, 6-7 dung ; also 4-5
dange, 4- (5- noriA.} dang ; 4 (south.) dynged,
6 ding'd, dingde, 6-7 danged. Pa. pfle. 3-6
dungen (-yn, -in), 5 dwngyn, doungene, 4-5
dongen (-yn, -un), 6- Sc. dung (6-7 doung, 6

donge) ;
also 6-7 (south.') dingd, ding'd. [Fre-

quent from the end of the 1 3th c. (in later use chiefly

northern), but not recorded in OE. Probably from

Norse : cf. Icel. dengja to hammer, to whet a scythe,
Sw. ddnga to bang, thump, knock hard, Da. dxnge
to bang, beat. In Norse it is a weak verb, and

the strong conjugation in Eng., which after 151)1 c.

is Sc. or north, dial., may be on the analogy of sing,

fling, etc. : cf. BRING.]
f 1. intr. (or absol.) To deal heavy blows ; to

knock, hammer, thump. Obs. (or ? north, dial.)
a 1300 Cursor M. 19356 (Edin.) pan wib suaipis )>ai )>aim

suang, and gremli on baircorsis dange. c 1300 Havelok 2329

Pe.gleymen on be labour dinge. 13. . Coer de L. 5270 Kyng
Richard took his ax ful strong, And on the Sarezyn he

dong. 1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. XVH. 179 Nober peter be

porter ne paul with his fauchon, That wolde defende me
neuene dore dynge ich neuere so late. 15. . Merry Jest

Mylner Abyngtm 133 in Hazl. E. P. P. III. 105 With two
staues in the stoure They dange thereon, whyles they

myght doure. 1818 SCOTT F. M. Perth xix, That Harry
Smith's head was as hard as his stithy, and a haill clan of

Highlandmen dinging at him ?

2. trans. To beat, knock, strike with heavy blows ;

to thrash, flog. To ding to death : to kill by re-

peated blows. (Now dial., chiefly Sc. or north.)
c 1300 Havelok 215 The king . . ofte dede him sore swinge,
And wit hondes smerte dinge. Ibid. 227 Thanne he hauede
ben .. ofte dungen. c 1325 Metr. Horn. (1862) 71 Thai ..

dange hym that hys body blede. c i^oo Afol. Loll. 38 He
bat knowib his lordis wille, & maad him not redy to do ber

after, schal be dongun wib mani dingings. c 1400 Deslr.

Tray 2135 Dyng horn to deth er any dyn ryse. c 1400
Ywaine $ Ga-w. 3167 With his tayl the erth he dang, a 1529
SKELTON Now sing we, $c. 17 Behold my body, how Jewes
it donge with . . scourges strong. 1533 BELLENDEN Livy H.

(1822) 115 He dang his hors with the spurris. 1549 Compl.
Scot. xvii. 151 He [the horse] vas put in ane cart to drug
and drau, quhar he vas euyl dung & broddit. 1563-7 BU-
CHANAN Reform. St. Andros Wks. (1892) n Nor 311 sal it

be leful to the said pedagogis to ding thair disciples. 1647
H. MORE Song of Soul n. iii. in. xxv, The rider fiercely

dings His horse with iron heel. 1674 RAY A'. C. Words 14
To Ding, to Beat. i86a HISLOP Prov. Scot. 88 He 's sairest

dung that's paid wi' his ain wand. 1870 RAMSAY Remin.
v. 146 Let ae deil ding anither. Mod. .Suffolk colloq. Say
that again, and I'll ding you in the head.

t b. To crush with a blow, smash. Obs.

c 1380 Sir fertimi. 104, [I] wil kube on hem my mijt ; &
dyngen hem al to douste. 1583 STANYHURST JEncis in.

(Arb.) 89 Dingd with this squising and massiue burthen of

/Etna.

t c. To thrust through, pierce (with a violent

thrust). Sc. Obs.

1536 BELLENDEN CroH. Scot. IX. xxix. (Jam.), Scho dang
hir self with ane dagger to the hert, and fell down deid.

Ibid. xv. ix. (Jam.), He dong hym throw the body with ane

swerd afore the alter.

3. jig. To ' beat ', overcome, surpass, excel.

[1500-20 DUNBAR Poems xxxviii. 9 Dungin is the deidly

dragon Lucifer.] 1714 RAMSAY Tea-t. Misc. (1733) I. 24

Auld springs wad ding the new. 1814 SCOTT Wav. Ixvi,

It dings Balmawhapple out and out. 1884 Cheshire Glass.,

Ding, to surpass or get the better of a person. 1893
STEVENSON Catriona 188 We'll ding the Campbells yet m
their own town. Mod. Berwickshire Prov., Duns dings a .

4. To knock, dash, or violently drive (a thing) in

some direction, e.g. away, down, in, out, off, over,

etc. To ding down, to knock down, thrust down,

overthrow, demolish ; to ding out, to drive out or

expel by force.

13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 1266 Dijten dekenes to debe,

dungen doun clerkkes. a 1340 KAMI-OLE Psalter Cant. 504

He dyngis out be deuyl fra be hertis of his seruauntis.

<r 1400 Afol. Loll. 71 If I bigge ageyn be bing bat I ding

doun, I mak mesilfe a trespasor. c 1425 WYNTOUN Cron.

VIH. xxvii. 36 Bot bai ware dwngyn welle away. 1513



DING.

DOUGLAS /ftnets x. v. 154 Manfully . . to wythstand At the

cost syde, and dyng thame of the land, c 1565 LINUKSAY

(I'iiscuttie) Chron. Scot. (1728) 64 His Thiyh-Iione was
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dung in two by a Piece of a misframed Gun. a ijya KNOX
Hist. A'</Wks. 1846 I. 204Theidangthesclattisof[f]housis.

1593 NASHE Christ's T. 31 a, The bespraying of mens
braines donge out against them. 1508 MAKSTON rygttml,
v. 156 Prometheus . . Is ding'd to hell. 1601 l^asijuil fy

Kath. in. 4 Hee dings the pots about. 1610 B. JONSON
Alch. v. v, Cur, Downe with the dore. Kas, 'Slight, ding
it open. 1613 HAVWAKD Norm. Kings 20 The Duke brand.

i>liiiiK his sword . . dung downe his enemies on euery side.

1644 MILTON Areoj*. (Arb.) 57 Ready .. to ding the book
a coils distance from him. 1645 RUTHERFOKD Lett. 357
Th;it which seemeth to ding out the bottom of your com-
fort-.. 1653 UHQUHART Kaleiais 1. xxvii, He .. dang in

tlu:ir teeth into their throat. 1663 SPALZMMO Troub.Chas. /,

(1829) 24 They masterfully dang up the outer court gales.

1676 Row Contn. Blair's Autobiog. ix. (1848) 145 Rudders
limits . . dun>: off their hinges. 1686 tr. Chardin's Trav.

67 Wind . . which if it be violent dings 'em upon the coast.

1785 S^fttiis/i Rivals 8 Sometimes he dings his own head

against a post. 1816 SCOTT Old Mort. xxviii,
' You and the

whig* hae made a vow to ding King Charles aff the throne.'

1871 C. GIBBON Lack ofGold xii, I have been , . trying to

<liiu you
out of my head. 1886 HALL CAINE Son ofHagar

i. i,

' That 's the way to ding 'em ouer.'

b. Without extension. (In quote, neuterpassive,
as in

' a loaf that cuts badly \ j

1786 UURNS A Dream iv, But Facts are cheels that winna
cling, An* downa be disputed. Mod. Sc. Prov. Facts are

stubborn things; they'll neither ding nor drive [i.e. they
ran neither be moved by force as inert masses, nor driven
like cattle].

f 5. intr. (for refl.} To throw oneself with iorce,

precipitate oneself, dash, press,
drive, Obs,

c 1400 Sowdone Bab. 1263 Tno thai dongen faste to-geder
While the lonee day endured. 1:1430 Hymns Virg. (1867)
122 All they schall to-gedyr drynge, And euerychon to ober

tlyng^e.
c 1470 HENRY Wallace i. 411 On ather side full fast

on him thai clange. 1627 DRAVTON Moon Calf Poems (1748)
182 They . . drive at him as fast as they could ding.

b. To precipitate or throw oneself down, fall

heavily or violently. To ding on : to keep falling

heavily, as rain (but in this use, associated with

faating on). (Now only Sc,)
c 1460 Towneley Myst. (Surtees) 141 Greatt dukes downe

dynges for his greatt aw, And hym lowtys. 155* LYNDESAY
Monarche 1422 Frome the Heuin the rane doun dang Fourty
dayls and fourty nychtis. 1602 MARSTON Antonio's Rev.
iv. iii. Wks. 1856 I. 123 As he headlong topsie turvie dingd
downe, He still cri'd 'Mellida!' 1663 SPALDING Troub,
Chas. 7(1829) 44 A great rain, dinging on night and day.

C. To throw oneself violently about, to fling, to

bounce. To huffand ding: to bounce and swagger.
1674 RAY S. $ E. C. Words 64 To Ding* to fling. 1680

New Catch in Ko-xb. Ball. V. 249 Jack Presbyter huffs
and dings, And dirt on the Church he flings. 01700 B. E.
Diet. Cant. Crew, To Httff and Ding, to Bounce and
Swagger. 1706-7 FARQUHAR Beauif Strat. in. iii, I dare
not speak in the House, white that Jade Gipsey dings about
like a hury. 171* ARBUTHNOT John Bull u, iii, He huffs
and dings at such a rate, because we will not spend the
little we have left.

6. In imprecations: =DASH. 1 1. dial.

182* SCOTT Nigel xxvii,
' Deil ding your saul, sirrah, canna

ye
mak haste.' a 1860 Maj. Jones Courtsh. (Bartlett),

You know it's a dinged long_
ride from Pineville. 1861 GEO.

ELIOT Silas M. 85 Ding me if I remember a sample to match
her. 1879 TOURCEE Foots Err. (1883) 292 Ding my buttons
if she ain't more Southern than any of our own gals. 1883
C. F, SMITH in Trans. Amer. Philol. Soc. 47 Dine and
dinged, moderate forms of an oath . . peculiar to the South.

7. Slang or Cant: (see quot.).
1812 J. H. VAUX Flash Diet., Ding, to throw, or throw

away . . To ding a person is to drop his acquaintance
totally ; also to quit his company, or leave him for the
time present.

8. Arch. To cover a brick wall-surface with a
thin coat of fine mortar, trowelled smooth, and

jointed to imitate brickwork, not necessarily fol-

lowing the actual joints.
1893 A. BEAZEI.EY in Let. ai Nov., An architect, who

showed me the letter containing the word Dinging told
me the verb is in living technical use. 1894 [see below].
Hence Drnging vbl. sb.

01340 HAMPOLE Psalter cxxii. 3 J>at he delyuer vs of all

temptacioun & dyngynge. 1340 Pr. Consc. 7010 Dyng-
yng of devels with namers glowand. i 1400 [see 2]. 1611
COTGR., Enfonsure, a beating or dinging. 1894 Laxtott's

{'we Book 49
'

Dinging (a coat of thick Time-white and the
joints afterwards struck with a jointer) '.

Ding (clirj),
v.2 [Echoic. But in use confounded

with DING v. 1 and DIN v.]
1. intr. To sound as metal when heavily struck ;

to make a heavy ringing sound.
1810 SHELLEY CKdtpns i. 236 Dinging and singing, From

slumber I rung her. 1848 DICKENS Dontbey ix, Sledge
hammers were dinging upon iron all day long. 1871 Daily
News 20 Jan., The bellow of the bombardment . . has been
dinging in our ears.

2. intr. To speak with wearying reiteration. Cf.
DIN v.

i58a in Calderwood Hist. Kirk (1842-6) III. 658 To ding
continuallie in his eares, and to perswade him to thinke
his raigne unsure, wanting his mothers benedictioun. 1847-
78 HALLIWELL, Ding, to taunt; to reprove. 1881 Miss
JACKSON S/irofsh. ll*ord-bk., s.v., The Missis 'as bin dingin'
at me . . about Bessey knittin' the Maister a stocldn* in
a day. 1882 in W. Worcestersh. Gl.

^ To ding into the ears,
' to drive or force into

the ears', appears to unite this with DiNGz/.l and
DINZ;.

159$ OAi.HYMi'LE tr. Leslie's Hist, Scot. iv. (1887) avj
Inculcating and dinging it in the eiris and my tides of all

1773 GOUJSM. Stoops to Cong. n. iii, If I'm to have any
good, let it come of itself, not to keep dinging it, dinging
it into one so. iSss'l'HACKKRAY in FourC.F.nr. Lett. 557 To
try and ding into the ears of the great, stupid, virtue-proud

English .. that there are some folks as good as they in

America. 1879 HKOWNINC Ned Bratts 227 What else does

Hopeful ding Into the deafest ear except hope, hope's
the thing?
Hence Drnging vbl. sb. and ///. a.

1820 W. IRVING Sketch-bit., Boat's Head Tavern (1887)

139 The din of carts, and the accursed dinging of the dust-

man's bell.

Ding (dig), sbl dial. [f.
DING z>.'] The act

of dinging ; a. a knock, a smart slap ;
b. a vio-

lent thrust, push, or driving.
a 1815 FORBY Voc. E. Anglia, Ding, a smart slap ; parti-

cularly with the back of the hand. 1876 \Vhitby (!l<<ss.,

J^ing, a blow or thrust ; the disturbance of a crowd. * A
ding an* a stour', a commotion and dust.

Ding, sb* and adv. The stem of DING v.2, used

as an imitation of the ringing sound of a heavy bell,

or of metal when struck. Often adverbial or with-

out grammatical construction, esp. when repeated.
1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L.\. iii. 21 When Birds do sing, hey

ding a ding, ding. 1801 M. G. LEWIS Tales of Wonder^
Grim White Woman xxiii, 'Ding-a-ding! ding-a-ding !'

Hark ! hark ! in the air how the castle-bells ring ! 1808

MAYNE Siller Gun iv. 143 Ding, ding, ding, dang, the bells

ring in. 0x845 HOOD To I'an.i-hall -2 It hardly rains and
hark the bell ! ding-dingle. 1859 CAPERN Ball. <$ Songs
92 Whistling and cooing, Ding, down, delly.

t Confounded with DIN sb.

1749 J. RAY Hist. Reb. (1752) 383 The noisy ding of the

great falls of water. 1868 DORAN Saints <$ Sin. 1.114 The
Puritan pulpits resounded . . with the ding of politics.

+ Ding, sfi.'t Obs. Also dinge. Some kind of

household vessel.

1594 Inv. in Archseol. XLVIII. 131 Imprimis one great

dinge for bread iiij*. 1614 Ibid. 150 One tnmck, one ding,
one flagon.

Ding, Sc. var. DIGNE a. Obs. worthy.
t Ding-ding. Obs. Also ding-dong. An

expression of endearment.
1564 BULLEYN Dial. agst. Pest

(1888)
01 He goeth a

woyng, my dyng, dyng ; and if he spedeth, my dearlyng,
what getteth he, my swetyng? i6oa WITHALS Diet. 61 My
ding-ding, my darling, a 1611 BEAUM. & FL. Philaster v.

iv, Let Philaster be deeper in request, my ding dongs, My
pairs of dear indentures, kings of clubs.

Ding-dong (di'gdfrrj),fl*/z>.,.f. and a. [Echoic.]
A. advn or without grammatical construction.

1. An imitation of the sound of a bell.

c 1560 T. RYCHARDES Misogonus in Collier Hist. Dram.
Poetry (1879) II. 376 [In the midst of his play he hears the]
'saunce bell goe ding dong', 16x0 SHAKS. Temp. i. ii. 403
Full fadom fiue thy Father lies . . Sea-Nimphs hourly ring
his knell. (Burthen : ding dong) Harke now I heare them,
ding-dong bell. 1675 DKYDEN Mistaken Htisb. i. ii, The
Gold in his Pocket Chimes ding dong. 1844 DICKENS
Christm. Carol v, Clash, clang, hammer; ding, dong, bell.

Bell, dong, ding, a 1882 ROSSETTI Wks. (1890) II. 343 And
bells say ding to bells that answer dong.
2. *

Hammering away
'

at a subject ; in good
earnest, with a will.

167* R. WILD Poet. Liccn. 29 Their learned men will

write Ding-dong. 1680 OTWAY Cains Marins HI, ii, They
are at it dine dong. 17x9 D'URFEY Pills (1872) VI. 361 We
rallied the Church militant, And fell to work ding-dong, Sir.

18*5 Miss MITFORD in L'Estrange Life (1870) II. 207,
I shall set to work at the

' Heiress' ding-dong. 1888 EL-
WORTHY W. Somerset Word-bk.^ Ding-dong^ in good earnest,
with a will . . We in to it ding-dong, hammer and tongs.

B. sb.

1. The sound of a bell, a repeated ringing sound ;

a jingle of rime in verse or song ; also a bell or

other instrument that makes a ringing sound.
c 1560 T, RYCHARDES Misogonus in Collier Hist. Dram.

Poetry (1879) H* 375 (The 'd gentleman pulls the points
off his own hose to give them as a reward to Cacurgus,
who calls them '

ding-dongs ', and rejoices that some of
them have 'golden noses.] 1611 COTGR., Dindan, the

ding-dong, or ringing out of bells. 1709 Brit. Apollo II. No.

70. 3/2 Her Sing-Songs, .sound as well as Country Ding-70. 3
Don

g-
ell

. ..

Dongs. a 1845 HOOD Pair'd not Matched ix, If the bell

Would ring her knell, I'd make a gay ding-dong of it.

1854 EMERSON Lett. $ Soc. Aims, Poet. <$ /mag. Wks.

(Bonn) III. 158 Who would hold the order of the almanac
so fast but for the ding-dong,

'

Thirty days hath September,
etc.'? Ibid. 160 They do not longer value rattles and ding-

dongs, or barbaric word-jingle.

2. Horology. An arrangement for indicating the

quarters of the hour by the striking of two bells of

different tones. Also atirib.

1822 SCOTT Nigel i, O 1 St. Dunstan has caught his eye . .

he stands astonished as old Adam and Eve ply their ding*

dong. 1860 E. B. DENISON Clocks $ Watches (1867) 170
When there are more than 2 bells the hammers are worked

by a chime barrel, because the chimes are not generally the

same thing repeated, as they are with ding dong quarters.
//'.',/. 171 This may be .. made to indicate half quarters ..

at about 50 nun. past the hour .. the clock would strike

3 ding dongs and one bell more.

3. A term of endearment ;
= DING-DING, q. v.

C. adj. (attrib. use.)

1. Of or pertaining to the sound of bells or the

jingle of rime.

Ding-dong theory, in Science of Lang., a humorous name
for the theory which refers the primitive elements of lan-

guage to phonetic expression naturally given to a con-

ception as it thrilled for the first lime ihrough the brain,

DINGHY.

[

the utterance thus called forth being compared to the sound
naturally emitted by a sonorous body when struck.

1792 SOUIHKY Lett. (1856) I. 9 You complain of the bells

at Portslade, dingdonjg spot. i8o Dcvifs Walk 30 In

ding-dong chime of sing-song rhyme. 187* A. J. KLLII
Prfstd. Addr. to Pkilol. Soc. 10 Take the three principal
theories, irreverently termed rooh-pvoh ! Btni^unnv I and
Ding-dong t Ibid. 13 The Ding-dong theory has, so far as
1 know, received no other name; let us call it tymfhotuiit.
1880 I). ASHER tr. /. Gtiger's Hist, llitin. Race 28 It has
in England been called the ding-dong theory.
2. Characterized by a rapid succession or alterna-

tion of blows or vigorous strokes ; vigorously main-

tained, downright, desperate. Ding-dong race : a
neck-and-neck race.

1864 Daily Tel. 7 Dec., A ding-dong race ensued for the
remainder of the distance. 1870 Daily Nnvs 7 Dec., Could
they hold the place under such a ding-dong pelting ? 1879
Pall Mall Budget 17 Oct. n To read the . . story of
that ding-dong fighting. 1883 W. E. NOBRIS No New
Thing III. xxxv. 224 If it came to a regular ding-dong
tussle between us. 1883 . PENNELL-LMHIRST Creain
Leicestersh. 333 By help of example and ding-dong deter-
mination.

8. dial.
'

Great, startling, extraordinary.'
1887 5

1

. Cheshire Clou. s.v., fve gotten a job . . the wages
bin nothin' very ding-dong.
D. Comb, ding-dong-do'ggedly adv. (nonce-

ivd.), with vigorous and dogged repetition of effort.

1870 DICKENS Lett. (1880) II. 439, I have been most per-

severingly and ding-dong-doggedly at work.

Drng-do'ng, v. [Ecnoic : cf. prec. sb.]

1. intr. To nng as a bell, or like a bell
;
also fig.

in reference to persistent or monotonous repetition.
1659 TORRIANO, Tintillare, to jangle, to gingle, to ding-

dong, or ring shrill and sharp, as some bells do. 1837
CARLYLE Fr. Rev. n. iv. i, But hark . . the tocsin begins
ding-dong-ing. .11845 BARIIAM Ingol. Leg., Knight 4-

Lady, First dinner bell rang out its euphonious clang At
five . . and the last Ding-donged, .at half-past. 1890 Dnity
News a Jan. 5/3 She rarely takes up a new song . . year by
year she 'ding-dongs at the same old ditties'. 1891 G.
MEREDITH One of our Conq. (1892) 136 You could have
hammer-nailed and ding-donged to your heart's content.

2. trans. To assail with constant repetition of

words, b. To repeat with mechanical regularity.
"797 T' PARK Sonnets 85 Honest Ned Whose jealous wife

ding-dongs him. 1854 W. WATERWORTH Eng. ff Kottte 173
Some men . . dare to ding-dong in our ears the words.

Dinge (dindg), s/>. Also 7 dindge. [See next.]
A broadish dint or depression on a surface caused

by a knock or blow ;
a slight hollow or indentation.

1611 COTGR., Bosselitre, a bruise, dindge, or dint, in a

peece of plate, or mettall. 1844 BAMFORD Life ofRadital
42 His hat was napless, with . . dinges on the crown. i86j

MRS. RIDDELL Worldin Church xvii. (1865) 189 In my keep-
ing your pride shall not even get a dinge. 1884 Cheshire

Gloss., Din^e, an indentation. 1894 Times 27 Oct. 8/1 The
paint only is scratched, and there is not a dent or dinge
anywhere else.

Dingfe, w>1 Also 7 dindge. [app. a northern

dialect word, of recent appearance in literature;

origin uncertain.

Possibly representing an earlier "denge from ON. dpifia
to hammer, bang, beat : see DING v., and cf. singe from OE.
stngan :sangjan. But later onomatopoeic origin from
dint seems also possible.]

trans. To make a broadish hollow or depression
in the surface of (anything), as by a knock ;

to dint,

bruise, batter.

1611 COTGR., Bosseler, to dindge, or bruise, to make a dint

in vessell of mettall, or in a peece of plate. 1860 Lonsdale

Gloss., Dinge, to dint, to bruise, to make a hollow. 1871

Daily News 21 Sept., Its brass scabbard is dinged and bent

in two or three places. 1888 Sheffield Gloss., Dinge, to

indent, to bruise. (It rhymes with hinge.)

Hence Dinged (dindjd) ppl. a. ; dinged work,
repouss^ work in metal.

1874 KNIGHT Diet. Meek., Dinted-work, work embossed

by blows which depress one surface and raise the other.

1885 FITZPATRICK Life T. N. Burke I. 239 A heavy long-
tailed coat and a dinged high hat.

Dinge, " dial, or rare colloj. [Belongs to

DINOT a.] trans. To make dingy.
1833 LAMB Elia Ser. u. Amiens Kcdiv., A suit, originally

of a sad brown, but which . . has been dinged into a true

professional sable. 1883 Chamb. Jrnl. 525
' My cabin is

rather dinged
' was the apology of the oyster dredger as he

ushered me into his yawl. 1891 Rutland Gloss., s.v., It

dinges (or ?dingies) my hands sitting in the house.

Dinged///, a. 1
: see DING v. 1 6.

Dinged (dindjd), ///. a.2 : see DINGS v.1

Dingee. nonte-iva
1

.
[f. DINGHY: cf. BABOEE.]

One of the crew of a dinghy.
1836 E. HOWARD R . Reefer xxxiv, I ordered the dingees

to be piped away.

fDinger. Obs. ?=DiNGrf.3

IS33 J- KENE in Weaver WelU Willt (1890) 40, Ij candel-

styks of latyn, vj dyngers of pewter.

II Dinghy, dingey (di-ngi). Also 9 dingy,

dingee, dinghee. [a. Hindi c/fngi or cfingi small

boat, wherry-boat, dim. of i/rngd. c/otigd, a larger

boat, sloop, coasting vessel. The spelling with

h in Eng. is to indicate the hard g.]
1. Originally, a native rowing-boat in use upon

Indian rivers ; of various sizes and shapes, resem-

bling sometimes a canoe, sometimes a wherry. In

the West of India applied to a small sailing-boat
used on the coast



DINGILY.

[1794 Rigging $ Seamanship I. 242 Dingas are vessels

used at Bombay, .and are navigated sometimes by rowing
with paddles. They have one mast ..which rakes much
forward. On the mast is hoisted a sail . . resembling a

settee-sail.] 1810 T. WILLIAMSON E. Ind, Vade Mecum
II. 159 (Y.) On these larger pieces of water there are usually

canoes, or dingies. 1832 MUNDY Pen $ Pencil Sk. Ind. \ I.

148 A Httle dinghee, or Ganges wherry. 1835 BURNES
Trav. Bokhara (ed. 2) I. 15 We were met by several

'dingies' full of armed men. 1845 STOCQUELER Handbk.
Brit. India (1854) 185 Wherries, or dinghees, manned by
two rowers and a steersman, are to be found in numbers at

all the wharfs. 1851 Great Exhib. Offic. Cat. II. 909 The
DJngee or Bum-boat of Bombay, is a small boat, from 12 to

20 feet in length, .with a raking mast, and a yard the same
length as the boat. Ibid. 910 Cutch Dingee. These vessels

are from 30 to 50 feet in length . . some of them are decked

wholly, others only abaft the mizen mast, and a small part
forward. 1879 F. POLLOK S^ort Brit. Burmah I. 19 We
set out on our hopeless task in a small dinghy.
2. Hence extended to small rowing-boats used

elsewhere : spec. a. * a small extra boat in men-of-

war and merchant ships' (Smyth Sailor's Word-

bk.} ; also, the boat or ( tender of a yacht, steam-

launch, or similar craft ; t>. a small pleasure row-

ing-boat ; usually on the Thames, a small light

skiff, clinker-built, for one, sometimes two, pair
of sculls, and with or without outriggers.
1836 MARRVAT Midsh. Easy xi, Jump up here and lower

down the dingey. 1845 DARWIN Voy. Nat. viii. (1879) T ^9
Mr. Chaffers took the dingey and went up two or three

miles further. 1873 Daily News 16 Aug., Credit must.,
be given to the scullers for even venturing out in their little

dingies in such rough water. 1882 NARES Seamanship
(ed. 6) 147 A dingy is.. useful for landing the men. 1884
Illustr. Lond. Neiys 20 Sept. 268/3 They had but just time
to get into the dinghy, a boat 13 ft. long and 4 ft. wide
. . in which they drifted nearly a thousand miles across the
Atlantic. 1885 Act 48-9 Viet. c. 76 29 The term '

vessel
'

shall Include any . . boat, randan, wherry, skiff, dingey,
shallop, punt, canoe, raft, or other craft.

3. Comb, dinghy-man.
1878 D. KEMP Yacht fy Boat Sailing (1880) 518 Dinghy-

man. The man who has charge of the dinghy of a yacht,
whose duty it is to go ashore on errands.

Dingily (di-nd^ili), advJ- [f. DINGY a. + -LY 2
.]

In a clingy manner; with a dirty or dull black

appearance.
1826 Lit. Souvenir 102 This wainscotting .. looks but

dingily. 1830 Fraser's Mag. I. 757 Trowsers, dimly and

dingily seen through the separation of his swallow-tailed
coat. 1837 HAWTHORNE Twice-told T. (1851) II. xv. 226
Yonder dingily white remnant of a huge snow-bank.

f Dingily, adv. 2 Obs. nonce-tvd. [?f. D
? Forcibly, as one that dings a thing down.
a 1555 PHILPOT Exam. $ Writ. (Parker) 370 These . . do

confute so dingily the sentence and saying of Floribell.

Dinginess (di-nd^ines). [f.
DINGY a. + -NESS.]

The quality or condition of being dingy ; disagree-
able want of brightness or freshness of

colouring.
1818 in TODD. 1824 W. IRVING T. Tra-v. I. 208 Something

in. .the dinginess of my dress, .struck the clerks with rever-

ence. 1867 TROLLOPE Chron. Barset II. xlv. 10 A certain

dinginess of appearance is respectable. 1888 Miss BRADDON
Fatal Three i. ii, There was not even a flower-box to redeem
the dinginess of the outlook.

Dingle (di'ng'l), sb. [Of uncertain origin. A
single example meaning

*

deep hollow, abyss
'

is known in I3th c.
; otherwise, the word ap-

pears to have been only in dialectal use till the

1 7th c., when it began to appear in literature. In
the same sense dimble is known from the i6th c.

Dimble and dingle might be phonetic doublets : cf.

cramble and crangle.] A deep dell or hollow ; now
usually applied (,app. after Milton) to one that is

closely wooded or shaded with trees ; but, accord-

ing to Ray and in mod. Yorkshire dialect, the name
of a deep narrow cleft between hills.

a 1240 Scnvles Warde in Cott. Horn. 263 His runes ant
his domes J>e derne beo5 ant deopre J>en eni sea dingle
[=abyss of the sea: cf. Ps. xxxv. 6 Vulg. Judicia tua

abyssus multa]. 1630 DRAVTON Muses Elizium ii. 29 In
Dingles deepe, and Mountains hore . . They cumbated the

tusky Boare. 1634 MILTON Counts 311, I know each lane,
and every alley green, Dingle, or bushy dell of this wild
wood. 1636 JAMES Iter Lane. 357 Amongst y Dingles and
ye

Apennines. 1674 RAY N. C. Words 14 Dingle^ a small
clough or valley between two steep hills. 1757 DYER
Fleece \. 134 Dingles and dells, by lofty fir embow r'd. 1796
SOUTHEY Occas. Pieces v. Poems II. 226 Seek some seques-
tered dingle's coolest shade. 1810 SCOTT Lady ofL. in. i.

12 Both field and forest, dingle, cliff, and dell, And solitary
heath, the signal knew. 1876 Whitby Gloss., Dingle^ a
cleft or narrow valley between two hills.

Hence Di-ngrly a., abounding in dingles, of the
nature of a dingle.
1841 HODGSON Hist. Northmbld. n. III.

593/2 Stone-
croft burn . .joins the dingly channel of the brook. 1855
Chamh. Jrnl. III. 260 Sweet dingly dells and bosky bowers.

Dingle (di'rjg'l), v. [In sense i app. dim. of
DING v.

2
: cf. tingle, jingle. But in the other

senses mixed up with dindle and tingle^\
1. intr. To ring as a bell, or glass; to tinkle,

jingle. Hence Drngling vbl. sb.

1827 PRAED Poems (1865) II. 220 Thus north and south,
and east and west, The chimes of Hymen dingle. 1849
Knife fy Fork 16 Amid the dingling of glasses.

f 2. intr. To ring or tingle, as the ears with sound.
1573-80 BARET Air. D 750 Dingle or dindle : mine eares

ring, or dingle, tinittnt aures.

376

3. intr. and trans. To tingle (with cold, a blow,

etc.).

1854 R. H. PATTERSON Ess. Hist. % Art (1862) 18 If its

particles happen to be set a-vibrating by a sharp dingling
blow. 1877 N. W. Line. Gloss., Dingle, to tingle.

'
I've

nettled mysen, an' my fingers dingles unberable.' 1886 -S'. W.
Line. Gloss, s. v., My arm begins to dingle and feel queer.

4. intr. To vibrate with sound
;
=DINDLE v. 2.

1833 SCOTT Wav. xliv,
'

Garring the very stane-and-lime
wa's dingle wi' his screeching.' [So later edd. ; original
ed.t 1814, had dinnle, the Scotch form of DINDLE.]

Dingle-bird, [f.
DINGLE z/. 1

] The bell-bird

of Australia, Myzantha melanophrys.
1870 WILSON Austral. Songs 30 The bell-like chimings of

the distant dingle-bird. 1883 HARPUR Poems 78, I .. list

the tinkling of the dingle-bird.

Dingle-dangle (di' rjg'li'2e'rjg'l), &&* f^-1

and a. [reduplT f. DANGLE. Cf. Icel. and Sw.

dingla to dangle, Da. dingle to dangle, to bob.]
JL. adv. In a dangling manner; hanging loosely.
1598 FLORIO, SpendolonC) dingle-dangle, dangling downe.

1611 COTGR., Tribalier. .to goe dingle dangle, wig wag.
1785 WARTON Notes on Milton (T.), By dingle . . he un-
derstands boughs hanging dingle-dangle over the edge of
the dell.

B. sb. A dangling or swinging to and fro ;

concr. a dangling appendage.
1622 MABBE tr. A [email's Guzman D'Alf. II. 240 With

as many Bobs and other Dingle-Dangles hanging at every
one of these. 1702 VANBRUGH False Friend \\. i, He'll be

hanged : and then what becomes of thee ?. .Why, the honour
to a dingle-dangle by him. 1855 CAPT. CHAMIER Jouni.
France, etc. I. xi. 173 Rustic beauties, who. .adorned their

hair with silver skewers and with dingle-dangles.

C. adj. Hanging loosely and moving to and fro ;

swinging, dangling.
a 1693 URQUHART Rabelais HI. n (Jam.) This dingle-

dangle wagging of my tub. 1746 Brit. Mag. 294 This

dingle dangle Figure of Gallantry that capers next.

So Di'ngle-da'ngle v., to hang loosely dangling
or swinging to and fro.

1632 SHERWOOD, To dingle-dangle, trlballer. 1708 WIL-

SON, etc. tr. Petronius Arbiter 46 Purple Tassels and
Fringes dingle dangle about it. 1869 Lonsdale Gloss.,
Dingle-dangle)

to dangle loosely . . said of pendulous or

swinging objects.

Di*ngle-da*ngle, ^.2 rare 1
, [f. DING-DONG:

cf. DINGLE z.] A dingling or ringing of metal.

1708 MOTTEUX Rabelais v. i. (1737) 2 This dingle dangle
with Pans, Kettles, and Basons, the Corybantin Cymbals
of Cybele.
So Di'iigle-do-ngle v. [after DING-DONG].
1859 CAPERN Bal. <$ Songs 41 The dinner-bell, the dinner-

bell, That dingle dongles through the dell.

Dingne, obs. form of DIGNE a.t DINE v.

\\ Dingo (drrjg<3) . [Native Australian name in

an obs. dialect of N.S. Wales.
The nearest name in Ridley Kamilaroi is jiinghd in the

(now probably extinct) language of George's River; in the
extinct Turuwul of Botany Bay, the name vts& jugung.]
The wild, or semi-domesticated dog of Australia,

Cants dingo.
1789 ^men Botany Bay %$ The only domestic animal they

[the Aborigines] have is the dog, which in their language
is called Dingo. 1790 J. HUNTKR App. White's Voy. N. S.
Wales Wks. 1837 IV. 493 A Dingo, or Dog of New South
Wales. i8oa G. BARRINGTON Hist* N. S. Wales xi. 430
The Dog or Dingo barks in a way peculiar to itself. 185*
MUNDY Our Antipodes vi. 153 The dingo, warragal, or

native dog does not hunt in packs. 1868 CARLETON A nstral.

Nights 5 The fierce dingo's hideous eye. 1884 Illnstr.

Sydney Neivs 26 Aug. 5/3 The. .sundowners, .are becoming
as rare as the dingoes.

t Dingthriffc (di-nbrift). Obs. [f. DING v.i +

THRIFT.] A spendthrift, a prodigal.

1567
DRANT Horace' Sat. \. (R.), Wilte thou therefore, a

drunkard be A ding thrift and a knaue? 1579 E. HAKE
Newes Powles Churchyard* Eijb, That gallowes should
such Dingthrifts recompence. 1624 SANDERSON Serin.

(1632) 494 The Ding-thrifts proverbe is, Lightly come,
lightly goe. 1681 W. ROBERTSON Phraseol. Gen. (1693) 1160

The spendthrift or dingthrift had spent that money also.

attrib. 1597-$ BP. HALL Sat. iv. v. 59 The ding-thrift

heire, his shift-got summe mispent.
2. The name of an obsolete game.
131* in Mem, Ripon II. 72 Will. Pistor de Rypon . . ftiit

inventor, .cujusdam ludi pestiferi et a jure reprobati, qui in

vulgaridiciturDyngethryftes. [*$&] Academy 3 Sept. 147/3.]

Hence Di'ttgthrifty a., prodigal, wasteful.

1655 R. YOUNGE Agst. Drunkards 3 What may the many
millions of these ding-thrifty dearth-makers consume.

Dingy (drndgi), a. [A recent word of obscure

origin : not recognized by Dr. Johnson. Richard-
son (1837) says '/?/)> and dinginess are common
in speech, but not in writing', and gives only quot.

1790 (sense 2). If Pegges and Ellis's word be
the same (which from the ambiguity of the spell-

ing ng is uncertain) it would appear to be a

south-eastern dialect word which has slowly made
its way into literary use.

It has been conjectured to be a deriv. of dung, which is

favoured by the explanation of sense i, given by Pegge, and
in other dialect glossaries ; but the pronunciation should
then have been (dirji). Also the early quots. for sense 2

appear to refer solely to colour^
1. dial. Dirty.
1736 PEGGE Kentictsms, Dingy, dirty. 1740 W. ELLIS

Shepherd's Guide 351 What we, in Hertfordshire, call tag-
ging a sheep . . is cutting . . away, with a pair of shears, the

DINING-ROOM.

dingy wool from the hinder parts. 1888 Berksh. Gloss.)

Dingey ('g' soft), coated with dirt.

2. Of a
; disagreeably) dark and dull colour or

appearance ; formerly applied to a naturally
blackish or dusky brown colour ; but now usually

implying a dirty colour or aspect due to smoke,
grime, dust, weathering, or to deficiency of day-

light and freshness of hue ;
and so of depreciatory

connotation.

1751 R. LLOYD Progress of Error xxiii, Black was her

[Envy's] chariot, drawn by dragons dire . . And land their

dingy car on Caledonian plain. 1752 SIR J. HILL Hist.
Aniin. 56 (Jod.) The smoaky and dingy black are easily

distinguishable in it. 1790 G. ELLIS tr. Athclstan's Ode
Victory 27 in Spec. Eng. Poetry (T-), On the dingy sea

[mistransl. of OE. oil dinges(dynges^ dyniges,dinnes)mere\
Over deep waters, Dublin they seek. 1794 SULLIVAN View
Nat. II. 374 The dingy vault, in whose profundity we were
lost. 1^96 Hull Advertiser 27 Feb. 2/3 The dingy mother
[an African woman] rov'd With eager step, and sought her
child. 1826 DISRAELI Viv. Grey HI. vii, Its plumage of a

dingy, yellowish white. 1837-9 HAI.LAM Hist. Lit. I. Hi. i.

60. 180 Herds of buffaloes, whose dingy hide . . contrasted
with the greyish hue of the Tuscan oxen. 1854 HAWTHORNE
Eng. Note-bks. (1879) I. 358 A dim, dingy morning. 1855
MACAULAY Hist. Eng. IV. 603 Wretchedly printed on scraps
of dingy paper such as would not now be thought good
enough for street ballads. 1866 G. MACDONALD Ann. Q.
Neighb. xiii. (1878) 268 A great faded room, in which the

prevailing colour was a dingy gold. 1877 BLACK Green Past.
xxxv. (1878) 280 His clothes getting dingier . . summer by
summer. 1884 Manch. Exam. 13 May 5/2 More disagree-
able than the dingy weather and unlovely streets without.

b. fig. Shabby, shady in reputation.
"SSS THACKERAY Newcomes II. 319 Doing me the honour

to introduce me by name to several dingy acquaintances.
1881 H. JAMES Portr. Lady xxi, I know plenty of dingy
people ; I don't want to know any more.

3. Comb. t
&s dingy-looking &<. ; frequently quali-

fying colours, as dingy white, yellow^ etc.

1774 STRANGE in Phil. Trans, LXV. 40 Angular lapilli

. . of a dingy-whitish colour. 1838 T. BEALE Nat. Hist.

Sperm Whale (j&yfi 377 A crowd of dingy-looking natives.

1875 W. MclLWRMTii Guide Wigtownshire 45 The church
is a dingy-looking edifice.

Dingy, var. of DINGHY.

Dinic (di'nik), a. and sb. rare . [f. Gr. STi'-os

a whirling + -1C.]

A. adj. Relating to dizziness or vertigo, B. sb.

A medicine used to cure dizziness. Also Drnical

a., in same sense.

[1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Dinzca, Medicines against
Dizziness.] 1721 BAILEY, Dinicks, Medicines against the

Vertigo or Dizziness in the Head. 1854-67 C. A. HARRIS
Diet. Med. Tenninol., Dinical, medicines which relieve

vertigo. 1883 Syd. Soc. Lex^ Dinic t of, or belonging to,

giddiness. Also, applied to medicines that remove giddiness.

Dining (darning, vbl. sb. [f. DINE v. + -ING '.]

1. The action of the verb DINE ; a dinner.

?rt 1400 Arthur 142 pere was Vrweyn \>e kynge Of scottes

at fiat dynynge. i64oCRASHAW Poems 212 Whole days and
suns devoured with endless dining, c 1815 JANE AUSTEN
Persnas. (1833) I. viii. 268 This was but the beginning of

other dinings and other meetings. 1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev.
HI. in. iii. (1857) II. 227 Dinings with the Girondins.

attrib. 1806 SYD. SMITH Elem. Sk. Mor. Philos. (1850)

332 Dining and supping virtues. 1831 CARLYLE Sart. Res.

\. xi, Dining repartees and other ephemeral trivialities.

b. Dining-out : dining out of one's own house.
1861 WILSON & GEIKIE Mem. E. Forbes iii. 83 Occasional

dinings out and tea-drinkings are recorded. 1877 TYNDALL
in Daily News 2 Oct. 2/4 Faraday . . formally renounced

dining out.

2. Comb, with sense ( used for dining ', as dining-

cap, -hall, -parlourj -place ; fdining-bed, the

couch on which the Romans reclined at table

(obs.} ; dining-car, -carriage, -coach, a railway

carriage fitted up for dining on the journey ;

dining-chamber = DINING-ROOM ; dining-table,
a table for dining at

; spec, a rectangular table

with legs at the four corners, and capable of en-

largement by the insertion of leaves.

1581 SAVILE Tacitus' Hist. i. Ixxxii. (1591)46 Otho stand-

ing vpon his Mining bed . . at last . . refrained their rage.

S99 NASHE Lenten Stuffe (1871) 94 An infant squib of the

inns of court, that hath not half greased his *dinmg-cap, or

scarce warmed his lawyer's cushion. 1839 Meek. Mag.
5 Jan. 240 (from Baltimore American) All that is wanting
now is a "dining car. Mod. Advt., First and Third Class

*Dining Carriages between London and Glasgow. 1597
SHAKS. 2 Hen, IV, n. i. 153 To pawne both my Plate, and

i Mar. 1/3 A *dining coach and two passenger coaches were

. . forced through the structure. 1761 MRS. Fr. SHERIDAN

S. Bidulph II. 317 She asked .. why I had not been shewn

.ig room. 1790-1)---

tiz. (1817) VI. 258 A Mining party in high life. 1594
Wills ff Inv. N. C. (Surtees 1860) 244 [In] the Haul!, Towe

*dyninge tables. 1875 W. S. HAVWARD Love agst. World 2

He took the seat at the foot of the dining-table._ 1892 Daily
News IQ Mar. 7/4 A man used to make anything, but now
he is asked whether he is a dining-table maker, a sideboard-

maker, and so on.

Dining-room (dsrnirjirwm). The room in a

private house or public establishment in which

dinner and other principal meals are taken, and

which is furnished for this purpose.



DININGr-TIME. 377 DINOSAUR.
1601 Hui .I,ANI> riitty \\. 481 The fashion came vp at Home,

ih.it "iir <l:iini'i had tln-ii I. .ill ouer with siluer,

.intl suinc dining r.jonis with ta!.|<-s laid with the same.

1661 CtJ\vi iv /';<>/. A <{;. At/, /'////<'.v.. College. A large and

|,1.
,i .nit iJiiiitiK-Koom within the Hall for the- 1'roftsv.i | to

eat in. 1681 T. JOKUAN Lonttori's yoy in Heath Grocers'

<>w/.f'i86y) =147 London's the I tilling Room of Christendom.

1708 in Swift's \i'ks. (i7.S5) II. i. i'
;
Mu- hows him into

the diiiin^-rooin. 18^6 LUVKK Martins oj ( /</ M. 129 The
d.u k- wainscoted dining-room, with its noble fireplace of

Lji^anti': iliiiit.-n-.iou-..

t Dining-time. The time at which people
ilinc, diiiMiT lime ; the lime occupied with dinner.

c 1450 LosKi.iai (ir.iil xii. 391 Iii the ost it was dyneng
tyme, Fore it was ny noon, and passed ^ pryme. 1633
FORD '7V* Pity v.

Vj
Now there's but a dining-time "I'wixt

us and our confusion. 1679 SHADWEI.I, True ll'iefow I.

\Vks. 1720 III. 121 Let's take the air, and white away a

dining-time.

Dinite (cbi'nait). A/in. [Named 1852 after

Prof. Dini.] A yellowish fossil resin found in the

lignite of Lunigiana in Tuscany.
1854 DANA Atin. 475 Deposits large crystals of the dinite.

1863-72 WAITS />/< t. Ckem. II. 334.
"
IJinitro- (dainai'tw-). Cheni. (Before a vowel

dinitr-). [f-
Di - + NITUO-.]

1. Having two equivalents of the radical NO2

taking the place of two atoms of hydrogen, as

dinitrobcnzene C 6H( NO2 )2 , dinitrophenol CH 4

(NO^O. .

1869 ROSCOE Elem. Cheat. 409 We also know a solid sub-
stance called di-nitrp-ben7ol. 1873 Fc-.vnes' Ckem, (ed. 11)

760 Dinitrobenzene is produced by warming benzene with
a mixture of nitric and sulphuric acids. 1892 Pall MallG.
17 Oct. 7/2 Aniline colours which are positively poisonous
. .arc picric acid and its salts, .dinitro-cresol, and aurantia.

2. Diuitro-cellulo.se, a substance C II,(.\t).j}.2

O5 , analogous to gun-cotton (trinitro-cellulose),

produced by the action of a mixture of nitric and

sulphuric acids on cotton, whereby two of the

hydrogen atoms in the cellulose C H, O5 are

replaced by NOa . Also called soluble pyroxylin :

its solution in ether ami alcohol forms COLLODION.

Dink (dink), a. St. and north, dial. [Origin^

unknown.] Finely dressed, decked out ; trim.

1508 DUNBAR Tim Mariit Wem. 377 Him that dressit me
so dink. Vrt 1550 h'rciris of Benuik 55 {Duttbat's Poems
(1893) 287) Ane fair blyth wyf he had, of ony ane, Bot
scho wes sumthing dynk and dengerous. 1714 RAMSAY
Tta-t. flfist'. (1733) II. zoo As dink as a ]ady. 11795
IViiNS 'My Laity's Gffivn

', My lady's dink, my lady's drest,
The Hower and fancy o' the west. i8zi SCOTT Kenilw. xxv,
The mechanic, in his leather apron, elbowed the dink and
dainty dame, his city mistress. 1891 F.O. MORRIS in Mom.
Post 25 July 3/6 The pied wagtail, running about so nimbly,
dink and dainty, over the lawn.

Hence Di nkly adv.

1788 R. GALLOWAY Poems 163 (Jam.) They stand sae dinkly,
rank and file. 1871 P. H. WADDELL Psaltn cxix. 32.

Dink, v. Sc.
[f.

DINK a.] trans. To dress

finely, to deck.
1811 A. SCOTT Poenis 132 (Jam.) In braw leatber boots. .

I dink me. 1820 SCOTT Abbot xx, I am now too old to dink

myself as a gallant to grace the bower of dames.

Dinuiont (di'nmant). Sc. and north, dial.

Forms: c, dymmond, 6 dilmond, dynmonthe,
9 dinman, diriment, dimmeut, dinmond,
dynmont, 6- dinmout. [Etymology obscure:
the second syllable looks like 'month' as in

fowHtoiit twelvemonth, but the first is unexplained.]
The name given in Scotland, and the Border coun-
ties of England, to a wether between the first and
second shearing.
MZ4.SV. Acts Jus. 7(1814)4 (Jam ) Item, Gymmer, Dyn-

mont, or Gaitis, ilk ane to xiid. 1494 Act. Dow. Cone. 353
(Jam.) Vij'

1 of gymmeris and dynimondis. 154* Wills <$

lm-. jV. C. (Surtees 18^5) 119, I yeue vnto saynt cuthb'te

guild a dynmonthe or clhs the price. 1549 Compl. Scot.
yi.

66 The laif of ther fat flokkis follouit . . gylmyrs and dil-

mondis. 1584 Vestry Bits. (Surtees) 18 Item at Shaudforthe
a weather, a yowe, a dinmont, and ii lams. 1791-1 Statist.
Ace. Benv. III. 155 (Jam.) When they are 18 months old,
after the first fleece is taken off. . they are called dimmotts.
1814 Scorr H',t7: xi, Killancureit talked . . of top-dressing
and bottom-dressing, and year-olds, and gimmers, and din-
monts. 1891 .\\nMuuM,f. Class. 236 A lamb is called a
hog in autumn, and after the first shearing of the new year,
a OUunont if it be a male sheep, and a gimmer if an ewe.

Dinna, Sc. for do not: see Do v.

Dinnage, obs. f. DUNNAGE, material used for

packing on shipboard.

Dinned (dind),///. a. rare. [f. DIN v. + -ED i.]
Assailed or disturbed with din : see DIN v.
1820 KKATS Hyperion n. 128 When other harmonies..

l.-uv^ the dinn'd air vibrating silverly.

Dinnelvl, Sc. form of DINDLE v.

Dinner (di-naa), sb. Forms : 3-6 diner,
dyner. 4-5 dinere, dener, 47 dynere, 5 dyn-
nere, dyneer, 6 denero, dynar, dynnor, dynner
(Sc. dennar, denner), 6- dinner. [ME. diner,
a. F. tliiifr i itb c. in Hatz.-Darm.), stibst. use of

pros. inf. diner to DINE.]
1. The chief meal of the day, eaten originally,

and still by the majority of people, about the

middle, of the day cf. Ger. Mitlagsesscn ,
but now,

by the professional and fashionable classes, usually
VOL. III.

in the evening ; particularly, a formally arranged
meal of various courses

;
a repast given publicly

in honour of some one, or to celebiate some event.

1297 K. (li.ouc. (1724) 5^8j>ulke to diners deluol were, al.i-, !

it 1300 ( itrsor fll. 3508 His fader. .Oft he fed wit gode dinere.

1393 I.AS',1 ./'./'/. C. v. 38Thei wolde don for a dyner.. More
('.in fur uurt- loldcs luue. M32 SO tr. Ii igftin (Rolls) V. 459
Syttenge with Oswaldus the Kynge at dyner (-in tiit'iisa\.

a 1450 Kilt, iff la Tour (1868) 26 Whos wiff that obeielne

\vor>l, lete her husbonde paie for the dener. 1553 ASCHAM
in Lett. Lit. Men (Camden) 14 Dynnor and supper he had
me comonlie with him. 1557 W. TOWRSON in Hakluyt
I'oy. (1589) 116, I had the Caplaine of the towne to dinner.

1563 WINJET 1'onr Scoir Thrt Quest, xviii. Wks. 1888 I. 84
Ouhy mak y~ ;our communioun afoir dennar, sen our
Saluiour institute! His haly sacrament efter suppare? 1581

J. \',\.\L l/itdttti's AtiFtv. Osor. 458 As he sate in the house
of Simon at Dyner. 1606 BHYSKKTT Civ.Li/fQ-j After dinner
a man should sit a while, and after supper walk a mile. 1620
VLNSKR Via Recta viii. 173 Our vsuall time for dinner . . w,

about eleuen of the clocke. I7i HKARNE Collect. (Oxf.
Hist. Soc.) III. 372 At eleven Clock this Day, I being then
at Dinner in Edmund Hall Buttery. 1718 LAI.Y M. W.
MONTAGU Let. to C"tess. Mar 10 Mar., She gave me a dinner
of fifty dishes of meat. 1856 EMERSON Ertg. Traits, Wks.
(Bohn) II. 50 In an aristocratical country like England, not
the Trial by Jury, but the dinner, is the capital institution.

+ b. To sees his dinner with duke Humphrey :

see DINE v. i b.

2. attrib. and Comb., as dinner-bag, -book, -club,

-company, -course, -dbctrine, -dress, -furniture,

-giver, -gown, -meal, -napkin, -plate, -room, -tea ;

dinner-giving, -like adjs. ; dinner-hour, the hour
at which dinner is taken, the hour or time occupied
by dinner

; dinner-pair, the pairing of two mem-
l>ers of parliament of opposite parties during the

dinner-hour : see PAIB ; dinner-party, a party of

guests invited to dinner; the social gathering
which they compose ; dinner-set, a set of plates
and other ware of the same pattern for the dinner-

table; dinner-table, the table at which dinner

is eaten, and round which a party of guests sit ;

dinner-wagon, a tray with shelves beneath, sup-

ported by four legs, usually on castors, so as to be

easily moved, for the service of a dining-room.
1885 T. HARDY Mayor Castfrbr. i, His hoe on his shoulder,

and his *dinner-bag suspended from it. 1854 W. WATER-
WORTH Orig, Anglicanism 134 This contradiction of belief

and practice, of prayer-book and 'dinner-book, has long been
censured. 1836-48 B.D.WALSH Arislofh., Achartiians II.

vi, Involved by 'dinner-clubs and debts, c 1430 LYDG. in

Turner Dom. Archil. III. 81 The *dynere coursis eke at

euery feste. 1649 MILTON Eikon. xix. Wks. (1847) 320/1 Far
holier and wiser men than parasitic preachers ; who, without
their "dinner-doctrine, know that neither king, law, civil

oaths, or religion, was ever established without the parlia-
ment. 1865 DICKENS Mitt. Fr. i. ii, An innocent piece
of "dinner-furniture that went upon easy castors. 1864
BURTON Scot Abr. I. iii. 109 The one keeps a *dinner-

giving house, the other does not. 1891 Truth 10 Dec.

1240/2 Ecstasies of admiration over a superb *dinner-gown.
1800 Spirit Put. Journals (1801) IV. 160 You step to a
friend's house on business, near his 'dinner-hour. 1892
Pall Mall G. 5 Apr. 3/2 That period of the evening
from seven to ten which in parliamentary phrase is called

the 'dinner hour'. 1861 DICKENS Gt. hxpect. xxii, A
"dinner-napkin will not go into a tumbler. 1894 Wcstin.
Gaz. 24 Apr. 1/3 He frequently secures a 'dinner-pair, and

manages to get away from the House, .at 6.30. 1815 JANE
AUSTEN Emilia xvi, Out of humour at not being able to

come. . for forty-eight hours without falling in with a 'dinner-

party. 1813 in Cobbett Kur. R iJes (1885) I. 344 The "de-

canters, the glasses,
' the "dinner-set

'

of crockery-ware. 1813
Examiner 10 May 299/2 A. .greater number of persons than
assemble at a "dinner or a tea-table. 1853 MRS. CARLYLK
Lett. II. 162, I am to have a "dinner-tea with them next

Wednesday. 1895 Catal., "Dinner wagons, three-shelf,

plain turned pillars, on castors, mahogany, oak or walnut.

Dinner (di-naj), v. [f. DINNER si.]

1. intr. To dine, have dinner : also dinner it.

1748 [see DINNERING below). 1786 BURNS Lines on Interv.

iv. Ld. Daer\, I dinner'd wi' a Lord. 1818 MOORE l-'itd^e

Fain. Paris
yiii.

20 Where in temples antique you may
breakfast or dinner it.

2. trans. To entertain at dinner; to provide
dinner for.

1811 Blackiv. Mag. XI. 481 Hogg would have been din-

nered to his death. 1826 Examiner 337/1 Before that worthy
governor . . left the Cape, he was twice dinnered. 1859
CHADWICK De Foe vi. 310 Harley dinnered himself into the

Speaker's chair. 1885 GRACE STEBBING Aggravating Sell.-

girl xxxiv, I'll dinner them and I'll supper them, but if they
want rooms . . they may go elsewhere.

Hence DiTmering vol. sb.

1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa Wks. 1883 V. n8To think how
I had drawn myself in by my summer-house dinnering. 1837

Q. Rev. 142 Few people are there so bored, as at the grand
dinnerings of the London season. 1867 CAHLYLE Remiii.

II. 143 Liverpool, with its dinnerings .. was not his ele-

ment.

Di'nner - bell. The bell rung to announce

dinner; usually, the ordinary bell of the house,

hotel, ship, etc , rung at a fixed time ; also, a par-
ticular bell used for tins purpose.
1681 O. N. Boileaits Lntrin iv. 206 For all Agree, no

Knell Could more concern them than the Dinner-bell !

1781 Phil. Trans. LXXII. 376 Close to the chimney ..a
dinner-bell hung in a common frame, n 1859 L. HUNT
Kooin Hooii iv. v, The horn was then their dinner-bell.

1879 K. W. ROBINSON Cwarti Cetnse. I. viii, The dinner-bell

rang for the first time. 1887 Spectator 26 Feb. 287/2 The
dinner-bell would begin to ring at half-past 5.

Dinnere'tte. [see -KTTK.] A little dinner
;

a ilinm-i on a ^mall scale, or lur a small parly.
1872 M. ( i.i i INS I'r. Clarice II. v. 74 He has a luxurious

t floor in Piccadilly .. where he sometimes
i. client dimicrettes.

Di imerless, a. [-LESS.] Without dinner;

fasting
n 1661 IMI ii n // \>rthies, /.<'W<J(i66a) 198 To Dine with

Duke Humphrey importing to be dinnerlesse. 1708 Brit.

Apollo No. 29. 3/1 Such as walk'd Dinncrless the Streets.
< 18*0 S. K'x.i KS //*i/j-(i839) 201 Screwing a smile into his

dinnerless face. 1859 T ENNYSON liiylls, Enid 1083, I left

your mowers dinnerless.

Dinnerly di n uli , a and atlv. [f. DINNER
sli. + -LV.] A. adj. Of or pertaining to dinner.

B. adv. In a manner appropriate to dinner.

1614 COPLEY Wits, Fits, etc. (N.), A merry recorder of
London . . met . . in the street, going to dinner to the lord
maior . . The dinnerly officer was so hasty

on his way that

he refused to heare him. 1836-48 B. D. WALSH Aristopk.,
Aehartiians iv. iv, Did'st hear . . How cookishly, now
dinnerly He manages his duties?

Di'nner-time. The usual time of dining ; the

time occupied by, or allowed for, dinner.

1371 in Britton Cathedrals, York (1819) 80 Swa y' yai
sail noghte dwell fra yair werk in y* forsayde loge na tyme
of y* yer in dyner tyme. 1596 SHAKS. Merck. IS. I. i. 105
We will leaue you then till dinner time, a 1627 MIDDLE-
TON, etc., Changeling (N.), Dinner time? thou meanst
twelve o'clock. 1710 Tatter No. 258 F 2 We were disturbed
all Dinner-Time by the Noise of the Children. 1869 THOL
LOPE He knew, etc. vi. (1878) 28 Before dinner-time a recon-

ciliation had been effected.

Dinnerward, toward dinner : see -WARD.

Dinnery (di'naji), a. [f. DINNER sb. + -T'.]
Characterized by dinner or dinners.
a 1865 MRS. GASKELL Citrioux if True in Gray Woman,

etc. (1865) 83, I . . disliked the dinnery atmosphere of the
salte a manger. 1889 LOWELL Lett. (1894) II. 363 Phila-

delphia was very dinnery, of course, with lunches and
Wister parties thrown in.

Dinnick, local var. of DUNNOCK, hedge-sparrow.

Dinning (di-nitj), vbl. sb. [f. DIN v. + -INO '.]

The action of the verb DIN ; the making of a din

or noise of any kind ; t wailing, etc.

13. . Cursor M. 18630 (Gfitt.) Was adam bidan in his bale,
Tboru dome into bat dinning dale. 1575 BAHBOUR Bruce
xlil. 153 Gret dynnyng ther wes of dyntis As wapnys apon
armor styntis. 1 1400 /Vi/r. 7>v>v96i8 With dynnyng &
dole for detbe of hor lord. ("1489 CAXTON Blanenardyn
xliii. 162 The stour dynnyng and noyse that their horses

made. 1683 E. HOOKEK Pref. Ep. Pordage's Mystic Dh>.

1 5 What shal wee sai then, or think of . . Scurrilities, Huff-

ings and Dinning*? 1814 CARY Dante, Paradise Xlv. in
The chime Of minstrel music . . a pleasant dinning makes.

1859 SMILES Self-Help vi. 150 After four years dinning of

his project into the ears of the great.

Drnning, ///. a. [f. as prec. + -INQ 2
.] Making

a din, disturbing with din or noise.

1813 L. HUNT in Examiner i Mar. 129/1 The noise of

these dinning fetters. 183* TENNYSON Eleanore 131 Wiih

dinning sound my ears are rife.

Dinnle, dinn'le, mod. Sc. ff. DINDLE **.' and v.

Dinny (di-ni), a. [f.
DIN sb. + -v

1.]
Resound-

ing with or filled with din.

1768^74 TUCKER Lt. A'<i/.(i8s2) I. 461 Sometimes my ears

are a little dinny.

II Dinoceras (dsinjvseroL's). [mod.L. (Marsh,

1872) f. Gr. Suv-us fearful, terrible + icipai horn.]
A genus of extinct ungulated quadrupeds (Dino-

cerata) of huge size, and having apparently three

pairs of horns. Hence Dino cerate a., related to

the dinoceras, as a dinocerale animal.

1871 MARSH Atuer.Jrnl.Sc. f, Art Ser. in. IV. 344. 1877
LE CONTE Klein. Ceol. (1879) 506 The brain of the Middle
Eocene Dinoceras is only about one eighth the size of a

living Rhinoceros of equal bulk. 1886 A. WINCHKU. Walks
C.eol. Field 256 The dinoceras was like an elephant in size.

It had short legs, and perhaps three pairs of horns, one on

the snout, one on the cheeks, and one on the forehead.

Dinomic (doinp-mik), a. [f. Gr. -, (Dl-2)
twice + co^-<5s district + -1C.] Belonging or re-

stricted to two districts or divisions (of the globe).
1863 BALFOUR Bot. 1 1151 A natural family, common to all

the divisions [of the globe] is folynomic . . If restricted to

two or more divisions, the groups are dinoiitic, trinomic, etc.

II
Dinornis (dainpvtnis). [mod.I.. ^Owen 1843)

f. Gr. Stir-os fearful, terrible + o/ms bird.] A name

given by Prof. Owen to a genus of recently extinct

birds of great size, the remains of which have been

discovered in New Zealand ;
the moa of the Maori.

Hence Dinorni thlc, Dino rnithlne adjs., related

to, or of the nature of, the dinornis.

1843 Proc. Zool. Soc. 14 Feb. 19 A communication from

Prof. Owen was read, proposing to substitute the name
Dinornis for that of Megalomis, applied to the Great Bird

of New Zealand in his paper read at the previous meeting
. . Mr. G. Gray having previously used the term Mefalornis
for a genus of Birds. 1865 BARING-GOULD Wtrmtlett
6 Like the dodo or the dinornis, the werewolf may have

become extinct in our age. 1875 A. NEWTON in Encycl.
Brit. III. 729/2 The fragmentary cranium of a large Bird,

combining Dinornithic and Struthious characters. 1891

Athenxum 14 Nov. 651/2 An extinct dinomithine bird from

New Zealand.

Dinosaur, deino- (dai'n&ji). Also in Lat.

form dinosavrrus, deino-. [mod.L. dinosaums

(Owen i84l\ t Gr. 8'-us fearful, terrible aavp-
48*



DINOSAITRIAN.

os (=<rav/>a) lizard.] A member of an extinct race

of Mesozoic Saurian reptiles (group Dinosaitria,

typical genus Dinosattnts}^ some of which were of

gigantic size ;
the remains point to an organism

resembling in some respects that of birds, in others

that of mammals.
1841 OWKN in Rep. Brit. Assoc. 104 A remarkable ap-

proach in the present gigantic Dinosaur to the crocodilian

structure. 1873 DAWSON Earth ff Man viii. 202 We have

thus brought before us the Dinosaurs the terrible Saurians

of the Mesozoic age. 1885 C. A. BUCKMASTER Brit.

Aim. Comp. 193 The group of fossil reptiles _known as

Dinosaurs has long been remarkable for certain curious

resemblances to birds which it presents.

Dinosau'rian, a., sb.
[f.

as prec. + -IAN.]
A. adj. Of the nature of, or related to, a dino-

saur ; belonging to the group Dinosauria.

1873 [see DICYNODONTIAN], 1880 Libr. Univ. Kn&ivl.'V\\.

216 The number of dinosaurian reptiles was very large.

1881 G. MACDONALD Mary Marston II. iii. 52 The old-

fashioned horror would inevitably raise its deinosaurian

head afresh above the slime of his consciousness.

B. sb. A member of the Dinosauria^ a DINO-
SAUR.

1841 OWEN in Rep. Brit. Assoc. 102 Dinosaurians. . A dis-

tinct tribe or sub-order ofSaurian Reptiles, forwhich I would

propose the name of Dinosanria. 1859 DARWIN Orig. Spec.
xi. (1878) 295 The Mastodon and the more ancient Dino-

saurians having become extinct. 1881 LUBBOCK in Nattire

No. 618. 403 It seems to be now generally admitted that

birds have come down to us through the Dinosaurians.

Diiiotliere, cleiiio- (dai'nJbi^j). [f. mod.L.

dinothe'rium (1829, Kaup, in Oken's 2sis XXII.

402), f. Gr. Sfiy-6s fearful, terrible + Otjpiov wild

beast. Also used in the Lat form.] A member of

a genus of extinct proboscidean quadrupeds of great

size, whose remains have been discovered in the

miocene formations of Europe and Asia.

1835 KIRBY Hub. $ Inst. Anivt. II. xxiv. 497 One of the

most remarkable animals of this Sub-order . . on account of

its enormous tusks, is named Deinotherium. 1847 ANSTED
Anc. World xv. 353 A pachydermatous species .. showing
many curious points of resemblance to the Dinothere. 1880

DAWKINS Early Man 143 The deinotheres and mastodons
. . were either dragged in by the carnivores, or swept in

by the flow of water.

Hence Diuothe-riaii a.

1839-47 TODD Cycl. Anat. III. 867/2 Those Mastodons . .

manifest the Dinotherian character.

Dinoxide, erron. f. (after binoxide} for DIOXIDE.

1854 J- SCOFFERN in Orr's Ctrc. Sc. Chem. 495 Black
Oxide (Suboxide or Dinoxide) of Mercury.

fDi'nrie. Sc. Obs.
[f.

DIN sb. + -BY.]
= DIN.

1563-7 BUCHANAN Reform. St. Andros Wks. 1892) 15

Disputing without dinrie or pertinacite in contention.

DiJiSOme(di'ns#m),fl, Sc. [f.
DIN sb. + -SOME.]

Full of din
; noisy.

1724 RAMSAY Tea-t. Misc. (1733) I- 66 O Katy wiltu gang
wi' me And leave this dinsome town awhile, a 1774 FER-
GUSSON King's Birthd. Poems (1845) 2 The hills . . would
echo to thy dinsome rout. 1786 ByRXsScofc/t Drink xi, Till

block an' studdie ring an' reel Wi' dinsome clamour. 1876
BLACKIE Songs Relig. fy Life 112 The stir Of dinsome life.

Dint (dint), sb. Forms; i dynt, 2-4 dunt

(w), 4-6 dynt(e, 6 dinte, 3- dint. [OE.
dynt, cogn. with ON. dyntr^ dyttr in same sense ;

cf. S\v. dial. dunt. Not recorded in the other Tent.

langs. See also DENT sb.\ and DUNT. Sense 3 is

manifestly influenced by indent and its family.]

fl. A stroke or blow; tsp. one given with a

weapon in fighting, etc.; =DENT j^. 1 i. Obs. or

blending with 3.
tSo? K. ALFRED Gregorys Past. xlv. 338 Ac ondnsden

him oone dynt sws neah
{

3a be noht to gode ne doS. c 950
Lindisf. Gosp. John xviii. 22 An . . Sara iV-na salde dynt
miS honde uutearde Ssem ha;lende. c 1175 Lamb. Horn.

153 \>G duntes bo"5 uuel to kepen. c laoo OHM. 4290 purrh
Adamess gilltes dinnt Wass all mannkinn burrhwundedd.
a 1225 Attcr. I?. 60 Sweordes dunt is adunriht . . vor sweord
. . sifo dea5es dunt. a 1300 Cursor M. 20990 Hefdid he
was wit dint o suord. t 1320 Cast. Love 1161 Such beo be
duntes of batayle. ^1475 RaufCoil^ear 514, I sail dyntis
deill, quhill ane ofvs be deid. 1555 ABP, PARKER Ps. Ixxxix,
Thou hast whole stynt hys weapons dynt. 1697 DRYDEN
Virg. Georg. in. 576 With dint of Sword, or pointed Spears.
1791 COWPER Iliad xvu. 676 From the dint Shield me of
dart and spear. 1837 CARLYLE /*>. Rev. III. i. i. (1848) 16
The "dints and bruises of outward battle.

to. The stroke of thunder ;
= DENT shl \ b.

c 1374 CHAUCER Troylns v. 1505 How Cappaneus be proude
with Bonder dynt was slayn. c 1386 Wife's Prol. 276
With wilde thonder dynt and firy leuene Moote thy welked
nekke be to-broke. 1600 FAIRFAX Tasso xi. xxxi. 201 Like
thunders dint or lightnings new. 1808 SCOTT Marmion i.

xxiii, The Mount, where Israel heard the law 'Mid thunder-

dint, and flashing levin.

2. The dealing of blows
; hence, force of attack,

assault, or impact (lit. and Jig.} ; violence, force,

attack, impression. Now rare exc. as in c.

c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 70 If he wild it wynne
with dynt, als duke hardie. 1513 DOUGLAS ^net's u. x. 63
The auld waiklie but force or dynt A dart did cast. 1530
LYNDESAY Test. Paj>yngo 355 Quho clymith moist heych
moist dynt hes of the wedder. 1579 SPENSER Sheph. Cal.

Nov. 104 Such pleasaunce nowdisplast by dolors dint. 1601

SHAKS. Jnl. C. m. ii. 198, I perceiue, you feele The dint

of pltty. 1687 DRYDEN Hind fy P. in. 200 But dint of

argument is out of place. 1748 J. MASON Elocut. 7 Me-
chanical Minds., affected with mere Dint of Sound and
Noise. 1770 GOLDSM. Misc. Wks. (1837) III. 420 He had
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gone as far . . as the mere dint of parts and application

could go. 1845 R. W. HAMILTON Pop. Eiittc, vi. 126 (ed. 2)

Their soul gathered all dint and courage.

t b. phr. By dint of sword : by attack with

weapons of war ; by force of arms. Obs.

Ranging from the literal sense as in r, to the vague use in 0.

01330 Roland ff V. 10 Alle thelondes that were in Spayne,

\\ith dint Of swerd wan Charlmain. c 1440 Gesla Rom.
xvii. 330 (Add. MS.) The sones . . goten mekell good by

dynte of swerd. 1577-87 HOLINSHF.D Cliron. III. 1178/1

With the dint of sword The hand of bondage brast. 1602

DEKKER Satiromastix Wks. 1873 I. 242 You have put all

Poetrie to the dint of sword. 1663 BUTLER Hud. i. n. 248

He . . by his Skill No less than Dint of Sword, cou'd kill.

1728 MORGAN Algiers II. iv. 262 Even now they [Turks]

maintain what they have by mere Dint of Sabre.

C. Hence By (the) dint of: by force of ; by means

of (with implication of vigour or persistence in the

application of the means). (The current idiom.)

[1597 see DENTS*.' 3.)

1664 BUTLER Htid. n. in. 291 Chace evil spirits away by
dint Of Cickle, Horse-shoe, Hollow-flint. 1685 COTTON tr.

Montaigne (1877) 1. 36 Subdued by . . dint of valour. i?ir

alone. ifftSnoLLxrrfmifH. Cl. dint of
. . .

.

cross-examination, I found he was not at ail satisfied. 1826

SCOTT jfrul. 25 Dec., By dint of abstinence . . I passed a

better night. 1871 L. STEPHEN Playgr. Europe li. (1894)

65 Schiller endeavours to give the local colour . . by dint of

inserting little bitsofguide-book information.

La Saisiaz 29 We. .Earned, by dint of failure, triumph.

f d. Under, within (etc.) the dint of: exposed

to, or within the reach or range of assault of. Cf.

DENT sb. 1 2 b. Obs.

1577-87 HOLINSHED Chroti. II. 23/2 Sparing none that

came under their dint. 1627-77 FELTHAM Resolves 11. Ivi.

275 He that comes within the dint on't (noysom breath]

dies. 1640 A. HARSNET God's Sninm. 383 We shall be out

of the Dint of many a Tentation. (11734 NORTH Exam.
i. iii. 71 (1740) 175 Standing in the Dint of an Air, that

was . . sure to blast him.

3. A mark or impression made by a blow or by

pressure, in a hard or plastic surface
;
an indenta-

tion; = DENTi*. l
4. (AlsO/,$'.)

1590 SFKNSF.R F. Q. i. i. i Ycladd in mightie armes and
silver shielde, Wherein old dints of deepe woundes did

remaine. 1612 BKINSLEY Ld. Lit. 47 The very little ones

. . may make some secret markes . . with some little dint

with their naile. 1657 AUSTEN Fmit Trees i. 46 Make the

cut smooth and even . . without dints or ridges. 1700
DRYDEN Fables, Pygmalion 32 Afraid His hands had made
a dint. 1818 BYRON Maztppa 17 Nor dint of hoof, nor

print of foot, Lay in the wild luxuriant soil. 1847 S. Wir-

HEKFORCE in Life f,- Lett. I. 402 The single opportunity of

making, .a dint in a character. 1856 MRS. BROWNING Anr.

Leigh n. 927 Beside her bed Whose pillow had no dint.

Dint (dint), v. [ME. dynt-, diint-, dint-en, {.

DINT sb. Not recorded in OE. ; cf. Icel. dynta to

dent, Sw. dial, dunta to strike, shake
;
and see also

DENT v. and DUNT.]
1 1. trans. To strike, beat, knock. Obs.

a 1300 Cursor M. 4302 (Cott.) To bi dint of his mangonele.
c 1300 Haiielok 2448 He [/>/.].. dunten him, so man doth bere,

Andkestehimonascabbedmere. i4Ooi<{..ff<W(i87i)i:j8

WiJ> sharpe nayles dunted and driue. 1596 SPENSKR /'.(?.
vi. x. 31 His wounds worker, that with lovely dart Dinting
his brest had bred his restlesse paine. a 1649 DRUMM. OF

HAWTH. Peems'Wks. (1711) 50/2 Ye, who with gawdy wings
and bodies light Do dint the air.

t b. intr. or absol. Obs.

c 1460 Tmmieley Myst. (Surtees) 234 In alle this warld . .

Is none so doughty as I, the best, Doughtely dyntand on

mule and on stede.

1 2. intr. To make a dint or impression in some-

thing ; =DENT v. 4. Obs. rare.

1398 TREVISA Earth. DeP.R. xvil. Ixxiv. (1495) 648 Yf the

fynger dynteth in therto and finde it neshe. 1590 SPEHSKR
F. Q. I. viii. 8 The ydle stroke. .So deepely dinted in the

driven clay, That three yardes deepe a furrow up did throw.

3. trans. To mark or impress with dints; to make
a dint or dints in.

1597 BP. HAI.L Sat. i. ix, Let your floor with horned

satyrs hoofs Be dinted and defiled every morn. 1639
FULLER Holy War iv. i. (1647) 167 This Emperour's heart

was. .furrowed, dinted, and hollowed at last. 1812 BYKON
Ch. Har. 1. xlix, Wide scattered hoof-marks dint the

wounded ground. 1851 LONGF. Gold. Leg. in. (Street in

Strasburg), He dints With his impatient hoofs the flints.

b. To impress or drive in with force.

1631 T. POWELL Tom All Trades 142 The scars which

my unthriftines hath dinted upon their fortunes. 1826 J.

WILSON Noct. Ambr. Wks. 1855 I. 232
' Dinna dint the pint

o' your crutch into my instep, Mr. North.' 1855 TENNYSON
Maud i. ii, A body was found . . Mangled, and flatten'd, and

crush'd, and dinted into the ground.

f 4. To take the sharp edge off ;
to reduce the

acrimony of (corrosive liquids). Obs.

1669 W. SIMPSON Hydrol. Chym. 27 Those corrosive fret-

ting, politick, and acid juyces . . are 1 say dinted, softned

and sweetned. Ibid. 101 The waters of the spaw may . .

help to dint the acrimony.
Hence Di'nted, Di'nting^/. adjs.
1566 DRANT Horace' Sat. viii. E vb, When he with dynt-

yng axe is hewed rounde aboute. 1579 Poor Knt.'s Pallace,
No feare of dinting death. 1596 SPENSER F. Q. (J.), They
do impress Deep dinted furrows in the batter'd mails. 1697
DRYDEN **Eneid (J.), Deep dinted wrinkles on her cheeks
she draws. 1808 SCOTT Mnrm. vi. xxviii, With dinted

shield, and helmet beat, a 1881 ROSSETTI Rose Mary iii.

142 On either hand There hung a dinted helm and brand.

DIOCESAN.

Dilltless (di'ntles;, a. [f.
DIKT st>. + -LESS.]

\Vithout a dint or dints.

1. Not producing a. dint or impression.
1558 PHAEE J&mid II. E iij, On his targat side it hit,

where dyntlesse down it hyng. 1647 TRAPP Comm. i T/i,'ss.

iii. 4 Darts fore-seen are dintlesse. 1847 BLACKII; in Blackiu.

Mag. LXII. 238 Dintless the missile hail is pour'd.

2. That has, or receives, no dint.

1860 RUSKIN Mod. Paint. V. vi. x. i 24. 102 Veiling with

hushed softness its dintless rocks.

3. dial. See quot., and cf. DINT sit. 2.

1878 Ciitnbld. Gloss., Dintless, lacking in energy.

t Dimrmerate, v. Obs. rare-", [f. ppl. stem

of L. dinwnerare to count over one by one, reckon

up, f. dl-, dis- apart, separately + numcrare to

number.] trans. To number one by one.

1721 BAILEY, Dinnmerate, to Account or Number.

f Dinil'inerately, adv. Obs. rare. [f. *di-

mtmerate, ad. L. dinumerat-us reckoned up, enu-

merated (see prec.) + -1Y 2
.] By separate enumera-

tion ; one by one.
1668 H. MOKE Div. Dial. n. v, I had not dinumerately

and articulately mustered up. .the particular Arguments.

Diuumera'tiou. [ad. L. dintimeratiSn-em,

n. of action from dinumerdre : see DINUMEKATE.]
1. ' The act of numbering out one by one

'

(Ash).
1626 COCKERAM, Diniuneration, numbring or reckoning.

17*1 in BAILEY. 1755 JOHNSON, Dinniiieration t the act of

numbering out singly.

2. Rhtt. Enumeration; = APAHITHMESIS.

II Dinus (doi-mfe). Path. [mod.L., a. Gr. 5<Vos

whirling, vertigo.] Dizziness, giddiness, vertigo.

1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Dinus . . a giddiness or swim-

ming of the Head, a Disease otherwise call'd Vertigo. 1775
in ASH. In mod. Diets,

Diobely (d3i'beli). [ad. Gr. 5i<u/3Xia an

allowance of two obols, f. 81- twice + o/3oA-o's obol.]
An allowance of two obols to each citizen during
the Athenian festivals.

1849 GROTE Greece ll. Ixii. V. (1862) 421 The disbursement of

the Diobely . . on occasion of various religious festivals.

1851 IHd. ll. Ixxv. IX. 526 A portion of the money, .was em-

ployed in the distribution of two oboli per head, called the

diobely, to all present citizens.

Diobol (dai|Ji"'b^l). Numism. [ad. Gr. 5nu/3o\-

ov, f. Si- (Di- ") twice + oflo\-6s OBOL.] A silver

coin of ancient Greece equal to two obols.

1887 B. V. HEAD Hist. Niimoriint 36 The well-known

type of the Tarentine diobol, Herakles strangling the lion,

recurs on diobols of Arpi, Caelia, Rubi, and Teate. Ibid.,

The currency of Apulia . . consisted . . of silver diobols and
didrachms of Tarentum.

Dio'cesal, a. rare. [f.
DIOCESE + -AL.] Of

or relating to a diocese.

1880 Libr. Univ. Kiimvl. II. 281 His diocesal functions

being afterwards extended over New Hampshire.

Diocesan (dai^'s/san), a. and sb. Also 5-6

dyooeaan(e, 6diocesain, dyocysen, ydiocesane,
dioecosan. [Formerly dyocysen, Jiocesain, a. F.

diocesain (isth c.), f. diocise, diocese: see -AN i,

and cf. med.L. dicecesanus (1311 in Du Cange) ;

the regular L. f. dicecesis (DIOCESE) would be

dicecesianus : cf. OF. dyocesiien (1332 in Godef.

Suppl.), and see DIOCESIAN.]
A. ailj. Of or pertaining to a diocese.

1450-1530 Myrr. our Ladye 71 Wythout lycense of the

bysshope dyocesan. 1637-50 Row Hist. Kirk (1842) 54
That office of a diocesan Lord Bishop . . unprofitable and
unlawful!. 1640 Bp. HALL Episc. Ep. Ded., Either the

publike, or my own Dicecesan Occasions. 1713 PRIDEAUX
Direct. Ch.-U'ardens (ed. 4) 104 Their Business .. was to

attend Diocesan Synods. 1859 JEPHSON & REEVE Brittany

279 The old diocesan town of Dol. 1894 Athenxnui 5 May
572/2 The first bishops of Ireland were not diocesan. _Their
authority seems to have been concurrent, and only limited

by the ocean.

B. sb. 1. He who is in charge of an ecclesias-

tical diocese ;
the bishop of a diocese.

c'i440 Jacob's WelUf.. E. T. S.) 61 Whanne a man . . is

bodyn com horn to his dyocesan, or to his ordynarye, to

takyn his penauns of hym. 1493 FtstiwtU (W. de W. 1515)

194 Also ye shall praye .. for the bysshop of .N. our dyo-

cysen. 1551 Bt. Ciltii. Prayer Ordering Deacons, He may
be admitted by his Diocesan to the ordre of Priesthpde.

1689 in Somers Tracts 11.278 Whether theyare more obliged
to their Metropolitan than to their Diocesan. 1765 T.

HUTCHINSON Hist. Mass. I. iv. 418 They would be no

longer subject to any diocesan in England. 1881 W. R. W.
STEPHENS S. Sax. Diocese, Langton belonged to that class

of prelates who were statesmen rather than diocesans.

2. One of the clergy or people of a diocese.

1502 Ord. Crysten Men (W. deW. 1506) iv. vii. 187 These

bysshoppes, or theyr diocesains, these curates. 1532 MOKE
Confut. Tindale Wks. 398/2 As the. .godfather blesseth y
chyld . . or the bishop his dyocesane. 1555 W_ATREMAN
Fardle Facions II. xii. 283 These [Bishopes] mighte not

then gouerne their Clergie, and other their Diocesans, at

their o\vne pleasure. 1728 MORGAN Algiers II. v. 317

Titular Prelates, .very unlikely ever to visit their Diocesans

in partibus Infidelium. 1821 LAMB Elia Ser. I. Valentine's

day. Faithful lovers, .content to rank themselves humble

diocesans of old Bishop Valentine. 1839 LOWELL Lett.

(1894) I. 50 Latimer. -said, -that the devil was the faithful-

lest of bishops . . His diocesans, too, are no whit less zealous.

Hence Dio'cesanist, an advocate of a diocesan

system.
1887 Ct. Q. Rev. XXIII. 347 The desire of the DiocesanUt

leaders, .to introduce, .certain usages.



DIOCESE.

Diocese <bi<Ws, -.-./s). Forms: a. 4-6 dio-,

dyoci.se, -cyse, 5-6 -cis, diecise, dyosys), 6 Sc.

diosiso. P. 5-7 diocesse, 6-7 dioces, 6 y dio-

cess, 5 diosses, 6 dioses, dyoceB. dyesses X -y.

fi- dioceso 6diceceso\ 8. (6V.) 5-6 dyooye, -cie,

6 diooye, dy-, diosie, dioesie, 6- diocie. *. 5-6
dio-, dyooesy, -sio, 6 dioccesie. [ME. diocise,

etc., a. Q?,tUocin(dimritt, ijthc. in Hatz -Darm.),
nd. med.I.. mociiut

fcr I,, diart'sis a governor's

jurisdiction, a district, in later eccl. L. a bishop's

jurisdiction, a diocese, a Gr. tu&tqtu, orig.
'

house-

keeping ', hence '

management, administration,

government, the province of a (Roman) gover-
nor', and in Byz. Gr. 'a bishop's jurisdiction,
n diocese', f. otoixi-av to keep house, to manage,
administer, govern, f. 81-, 8m- through, thoroughly
+ otitt-ftv to inhabit, occupy, manage. Under
Latin influence at the Renascence, the form became
in i'V. and Eng. t/ioces; whence, for phonetic
reasons, in I'V. Jiorise, in Eng. diocesse, diocess.

Diocess was the classical English type from the
1 6th to the end of the iRth c. ; it was the only
form recognized by Dr. Johnson and the other
l8th c. lexicographers, and was retained by some
(notably by the Times newspaper) in the I9th c.,

in which, however, diocese (as in Fr.) has become
the established spelling. In Scotch, diocis(e, lost

the terminal s in the singular, and was reduced to

diocie, diocy. The Gr.-L. word was also indepen-
dently adapted as i/io'cesy, -ie: cf. paralysis, F.

paralysie, palsy. (Cf. Pr. diocesa, diocezl, Sp.
dio'fcsis, Tg. diocese, It. dio'cesi, -<-<O]
t 1. Administration, dominion, rule. Sc. Obs.

1596 DALRYMFLE tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. x. 272 Barounis
and Nobles of the Lenox, and diosie of Ramfrwe [ditiotie

Kai't/roa], lbi,i. x. 317 Monie men of weir cum be sey
esilie. .and subiected the toune lychtlie to thair authorietie
and diosie, na man resisteng.
2. A district or division of a country under

a governor ;
a province ; csp. one of the provinces

into which the Roman empire was divided after

Diocletian and Constantine. Obs. exc. Hist.

1494 FABYAN Chroti. vn. 518 The Kyng of Englande, to
haue. -the cytie of Lymoges, y cytie of Caours, w* all the

dyocis
of y sayd cyties belongynge. 1515 LD. BERNERS

f-'roiss. II. clxxxiv. [clxxx.] 556 To enioy styll peasably all

that euer they were as then in possessyon of in Acquytayne,
and nyr.e dyoces to be quite delyuered. 1601 ^HOLLAND
Pliny I. 98 The diocesse Arsinoetis, in the Lybian coast.

1671 L. ADDISON \V. Barbary \\. (T.), Wild boars are no
rarity in this diocess, which the Moors hunt and kill in
a manly pastime. 1741 MIDDLETON Cicero I. vl. 551 Cilicia
. .this Province included also Pisidia, Pamphilia, and three

Dioceses, as
they were called, or Districts of Asia. 1781

GIBBON Decl. ff F. II. 36 The civil government of the empire
was distributed into thirteen great dioceses, each of which
equalled the just measure of a powerful kingdom.
8. Eccl. The sphere of jurisdiction of a bishop ;

the district under the pastoral care of a bishop.
(The earlier and ordinary sense in English.)
a. ttsjoR. BRUNNE C/jrox. IJ/;j<r<r(Rolls)5773Toadyocise

langed a cite, & ordened paroschens for to be. c 1380
WYCUF Wks. (1880) 85 jif prestis wolen seie here masse &
techen be gospel in a bischopis diocise. 1:1386 CHAUCER
Prol. 664 In daunger hadde he at his owene gise The
ypnge girles of the diocise. 1483 Cath. Angl. 100/2 A
diocis, diocesis. a 1535 MORE IF*j. 231 (R.) He walked
about as an apostle of the Deuill . . & had in euery diocyse
a dyuerse name. 1338 STARKEY England I. iv. 127 Wyth-
out examynatyon or sentence gyuen in the Dyosys. 1506
DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie's Hist. A'cot. x. 449 Sum of the
Clergie. .war callit. .of the maist notable, Johone Leslie . .

(first estemet Juge of the diosise, primat als of the same.
ft. 1494 FAIIYAN Chroit. vi. ccvi. 218 In the diocesse of Mag-

burgh. IH<{. vn. ccxxi. 244 Y' the farther brynke of
number shuld be the begynnynge of his diosses. 1548
LATIMER Ploiigktrs (Arb.) 30 The Deuyl. .is the moste dyli-
gent preacher of al other, he is neuer out of his dioces.

'554 Chron. Gr. Friars (Camden) 93 Alle the parich
churches of the dioses of London, a 1600 HOOKER Eccl,
/W. VH. viii. 3 The local compass of his authority we
term a diocess. 1641 MILTON Reform. \. (1851) 32 For one
Bishop now in a Dioces we should then have a Pope in

every Parish. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE fund. Ef. vl. \. 270
Austin forbad that [/. c. the translation] of Jerom to be used
in his Diocesse. 1761 HUME Hist. Eng. II. xxviii. 135 Fox,
bishop of Winchester, .withdrew himself wholly to the care
of his diocess. 1781 PRIESTLEY Corrupt. Chr. I. IV. 384
Serenus ordered . . that they should be removed from, .his
dlocex. !867 Times 26 Nov., (Leading Art.) A bishop
must needs have great influence in his diocess. 1868 R.
ARTHUR ARNOLD in Times 8 Jan., There would be no
lumcient plea for the maintenance of a bishop in that
dlorcss.

v. 1518 MORE Dvalofitt I. Wks. 120 '2 Any bishop., within
us diocese. 1546 LANCLEV f'ol. Verg. DC Inrcnt. iv. vi..

. . . . .

89 b, Parishes to Curates and Dioceses to Byshoppes. 1614
I.DEN Titlet Hon. 301 Vnder the Diocese of Chichester.

LACKSTONE Connn. (1791) 477 An arch-deacon hath

SEI
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an ecclesiastical jurisdiction, immediately subordinate to
the bishop, throughout the whole of his diocese, or in some
particular part of it. 1849 MACAUI.AY Hist. Enf. I. 283
Reports were laid before him from all the dioceses of the
realm. 1858 FROUDE Hist. Eng. I. iv. 341 The bishops
DM settled . . that each diocese should make its own arrange-
ments.
*. <~i47o HENRY f/W/otr I. 172 Glaskow thai gaif..To

dyocye in Ituram to commend. 1535 STEWART Cron. Scot.
III. 34 Of Eb^rak all in the dyocie. 155* ABP. HAMILTON
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( 'at,\-h. (1884) 3 Within our awin Diocye. 1596 DALRVMPLE
tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. x. 266 Thai tyme in the diocsic of
S. Anilr'tis w.is <l.ne na kynde of tliuine scruice. 1637-50kow Hist. Kirk, 'I'hrec Presbyteries .. to make up ;i l'i.>

vinciatl Synode and a Diocic, and cveric Provincial! Synod
shall appoynt the place of the nixt Synod within that same
Diocie. Sc. J'ror*. Ramsay Reinin. (1870) v. 146 The deil's
a busy bishop in his ain diocie.

t. i 1415 WYNTOUN Crou. vn. ix. 542 In all bekyrkishalyly
Of Abbyrdenys Dyocesy. 1569 WINJET Last Blast Tromfet
Wks. 1888 I. 43 In cuery diocesie and parochin. 1580 Walt
,\ Im: .V. C. (Surtees 1835) 428 Wythin the diocccsic of
Durham.

b. trails/. snUfig.
1616 S. WARD Coalefr. Altar (1627) 14 True zeale loues

to keepc home, studicth to !>ee quiet in other mens Dioces.
a 1631 DONNK roems (1650) 90. Hailc Bishop Valentine,
whose day this is, All the Airc is thy Diocis. a 1635 COR-
m i r,^fms (1807) 18 Their plnys hnd . . A perfect diocess of
actors Upon the stage. 1644 MILTON Divorce (ed. 2) n.
xxi. 75 The causes , . reside so deeply in the . . affections of
nature, as is not within the diocese of I,aw to tamper with,
i&u LAMB Klin Ser. i. Artif. Com. Last Cent., I am glad
for a season to take an ainng beyond the diocese of the
strict conscience. 1891 MOBI.EY in Daily News 10 Dec.
3/2 To go about, as my friend does, through the whole of
what I may call his diocese of those northern counties,
and breathe out Liberalism.

Hence Di oceseless a., without a diocese
; f Dio-

ccsencr , one who belongs to a diocese ;
= DIOCESAN

sb. 2
;

Dioce siarch, the rnler of a diocese ;

t Dl'ocesser = DIOCESAN sb. I.

1885 R. W. DIXON Hitl. Ch. Eng. III. 175 A diocescless

bishop, a 1616 BACON Case of 7'ostnati Wks. (Ellis &
Spedding) VII. 657 They say this unity in the bishop or
the rector doth not create any privity between the parish-
ioners or dioceseners, more than if there were several bishops,
or several parsons. 1805 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Mag.XX. 512 Diocesan

properly means 'belonging to the dio-
cese'. In English this word is applied oddly to the diocesi-

arch, or chief of the diocese. 1606 WARNER Alb. Eng. xiv.
xci. 370 More than be Conuocations now Diocessers were
stout.

(
Dioce sian, a. and sb. Obs. [f. L. type

diatcesian-us, {. dicccesis, in OF. dyocesiien : see

DIOCESAN, which is a less regnlar formation.] =
DIOCESAN a. and sb.

1686
J. SERGEANT hist. Monast. Conventions 49 If the

Diocesian refuse to give Ordination. 1715 M. DAVIES
A then. Brit. I. 131 The Clergy, .of his Diocesian City.

Diocess, -else, earlier forms of DIOCESE.

t Di-octahe'dral, a. Crystal. Obs. [Di-
^ i +

OCTAHEDRAL.] Bounded by twice eight planes ;

i.e. having the form of an octahedral prism with
tetrahedral summits.

1805-17 R. JAMESON Ckar. Mix. (ed. 3) 304 Di-octahedral
topaz.

Diode (dui-ond),
a. Electr. 7'elegr. [mod.f.

Or. Si-, (Di- -) twice, doubly + <58os way.] lit. Of
two ways : applied by Mr. Preece to a mode of

working, which converts a single telegraphic wire
into two ways or ducts for signalling messages,
without reference to direction ; one application of
the multiplex system of working.
1886 W. H. PREECE in Jrnl. Sac. Ttlcg. Engineers XV.

231 A mode [of working) by which two messages are

practically .sent at the same time will be diode working.

II Diodon (dsi-iJdpn). Zool. [mod.L., f. Or. type
*5tu8ov doubly-toothed (sc. Or/pio? animal), f. Si-,

(Di-
2
) twice + 6oom, OOOVT- (in neuter adjs. -oSov)

tooth.] A genus of globe-fishes, having the jaws
tipped with, enamel, forming a tooth-like tubercle

in the centre of the beak above and below.
The name has also been improperly given to a genus of

South American falcons, and to the cetacean genus
Ziphius.
1776 PENNANT Zool. III. 129 Oblong Diodon. . Sun.fish from
Mount's Bay. Ibid. 131 Short Diodon. .Sun-Ash from Loo.
Ibid. 132 Globe Diodon. This species is common to Europe
and South Carolina. 1840 F. D. BENNETT Whaling Voy.
II. 264 The Round Diodon, or Toad-fish. 1854 OWEN in

Circ. Sc., Organ. A'at. II. 95/2 The .. grinding tubercle of
the diodon.

Di'odout, f. and sb. [See prec.] adj. Having
two teeth : jr/iv. of or pertaining to the Dio-

dontidx or family of fishes of which Diodon is

the typical genus ; sb. a fish of this family. So
Diodo'ntoid a. and sb.

In modern Diets.

II Dioecia (daiirjia). Bat. [mod.L. (Linnaeus
1 735)> a - ^ T' 'vPe *8"*io, abstr. sb. from "Homos

having two houses, f. 81-, (Di- -) twice + of/tos house.

Cf. MONCECTA.] The twenty-second class in the

Sexual System of Linnseus, comprising plants
which

have male (staminiferous
x and female(pistilliferous)

flowers on separate individuals.

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl, Stiff., Dioecia, in Botany, a class

of plants which have the male and female parts . . in different

flowers, and . . on different plants of the same species.

Among the plants of this class are the willow, mistletoe,

hemp, spinach. 1794 MARTYN Rousseau's Bot. ix. 96.

Hence Dice ciau a. = DlOJCIOUS.
i8a8 WEBSTER, Diecitin.

Dicecio- (daiiffio), comb. f. DIOECIOUS, = dice-

ciously ; as dicccioaimorphous, diccciofolygamoits.
1883 Syd. Sac. Lex., Dia'ciopolygamons. .a term applied

to those plants of which some individuals bear unisexual
and some bisexual flower*.

DIONYSIAC.

Dioecious .d.-ii|/f.is\ a.
[f. Dircru +

-i.i-s.]
1. Bot. Of plants : Having the unisexual male

and female flowers on separate plants.
1748-51 SIR J. HILL fiat, /list., I'lants 291 (Jodr.) The

rhammis with tenninatory spikes and ipiiujrili' <! <lirecious
flowers. 1789 (i. WIIIIE Stloarne (1853) 303 Hops are
dlnecious plants. 1877 DARWIN /'arms <;/'/'/. Introd. 3A species tending to become dirccious, with the stamens
reduceil in some individuals and with the pistils in other<.
2. Zool. Having the two sexes in separate indivi-

duals ; sexually distinct.
1816 KIRBY & Si'. Entomol. (1828) IV. xlvii. 304 Certain

intestinal worms in which the sexes are dioecious 1880
GUNTHER Fishes 157 All fishes are dioecious, or of distinct
sex. 1881 A. MACFAKLANK Consanguinity 8 Sex in Man
is dicecious.

Hence Dice ciously adv., in a dioecious manner;
DiorciousneM, dicecious state or condition.
1859 DARWIM Orig. Spec. iv. (1873) 74 Some . . species of

holly in North America, are, according to Asa Gray, .more
or less diceciously polygamous. 1874 F. A. KIHIIENKR
IVur'j Bot. vii. 118 This idea of benefit to the plant in
direciousnes*. 1877 DARWIN Forms of /'/. vii. 279 Other-
wise every step towards diccciousness would lead tow.mls
sterility.

Dioecism ;dsi,rsiz'm). [ad.mod.l..itiarismus,
Ger. dib'cismus (Sachs), f. Gr. *SioiK-m (in L. form
dia-cus : see DKECIA) + -ISM.] Dioecious condition.
1875 BENNETT & DYEB Sachs' Bot. 807 This distribution

of the sexes, which is generally termed Dioecism, occurs in
all classes and orders of the vegetable kingdom.

Diogenes (dat^dgtaik), The name of a cele-

brated Greek Cynic philosopher, who according to

tradition showed his contempt for the amenities of
life by living in a tub: see CYNIC. Hence Dlo--

genes-crab, a species of West Indian hermit crab,
which chooses an empty shell for its residence.
Dio genes-cup, the cup-like cavity formed in the

palm of the hand by arching the lingers, and bend-

ing the thumb and little finger toward each other :

from a story that the Cynic substituted this for a

cup in raising water to his mouth.
i8oa MAR. EDGEWORTH Moral T. (1816) I. i. 4 A table

covered with a clean table cloth ; dishes in nice order . . ap-
peared to our young Diogenes absurd superfluities. 1883
Syd. Sac. Lex., Diogtnes^up. 1884 J. HALL Ckr. Home
176 Exceptional natures, that, Diogenes-like, prefer to be
let alone.

Hence Diogeuic (daiiixlje'nik) a., of, pertaining
to, or of the nature of Diogenes. So Dioge nical
a. ; Diog-e nically adv.

; Dio-genize v., to render

cynical.
1831 CARLYLE Sart. Res. n. v, Socratic or rather Diogenic

utterances. 1593 NASHE Christ's T. (1613) 112 There is

vaine-glory. .in being Diogenicall and dogged. 1603 DEK-
KER lirissil (Shaks. Soc.) 21 Sweet signior, be not too

Diogenical to me. 1719 OZEI.L tr. Misson's Trav. Eng. 154
(D.) To despise riches, not Diogenically, but indolently.

1683 COCKERAM 11, One growne Churlish, Diogeniz'd.

Dioic (dai-oik), a. rare-", [ad. F. dioiqut

(Bnlliard 1783), or mod.L. dioicus (Linnaus 1753),
a. Gr. type *8i'oios: see DIOJCIA.] =Dl<EClous.
So Dioi cous a. 1883 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Diol(e, obs. early ff. DOLE, DOOL, grief.

t Di'onise. Obs. Also 5 diones, and in L.

form dionysia. [a. OF. dionise, dyonise (13 . , in

Godef.), ad. med.L.ur

K>;J'<z (Albertus Magnus), L.

dionjfsuis (Pliny), Gr. otovvaids, f. Atoi-vo'oy Bacchus.]
A precious stone, of a black colour streaked with

red, reckoned, by mediaival writers, a preservative

against drunkenness.

(i3<)8 TREVISA Earth. De P. K. xvl. xxxiv. (1495) 563
Dionisius is a blacke stoon or broune spronge wyth red

veynes. .yf it is groundid and medelyd wyth water it smel-

lyth as wyne, and yet it wythstpndyth dronkcnshyp. ) 1483
Cath. Anel. 100/1 Diones, dionisia. 1567 MAPLET Gr.
Forest 6 The Dionise is black, or rather browne, all be-

strowed with bloudie strokes or vaines. 1601 CHESTER
Lore's Mart. Ixxxvi. (1878) 18 The Adamant, Dionise, and
Calcedon. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury n. 40/1 The Dionise
stone. 1750 tr. Leonardas' Mirr. Stones 94 Dionysia.
1855 SMEDLEY Occult. Sc. 354 Dionysia,

Dionym (doi-Aiim). [ad. Gr. Stawn-os, -of

having two names, f. 81-, (Di- 2
) twice + avofia

name.] A name consisting of two terms (as the

names in zoology or botany, the two terms of which
denote respectively the genus and species).
18. . COL'ES is cited by Cent. Diet.

Dionymal (daiip'nimal), a. [f. as prec. + -AL.]
Of or pertaining to a dionym ;

= BINOMINAL.
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Dionymal, that hath two names.

1884 J. A. ALLEN On Zodl. XOUUH. in The Auk Oct. 352
The binomial (or dionymal) system.

Dionysiac (dai|<)hi siaek), a. [.id. L. Diony-
siac-tis, a. Gr. Aiofwiaxus, f. Aioftfo-io the feast

of AioV5<ros Dionysus or Bacchus. So mod.F.

Dionysiaque (Acad. 1762).]
A. adj. Ofor pertaining to Dionysus or Bacchns,

or to his worship.
1844 BECK & FELTON tr. Hunk's Met. 149 Dionysiac

and erotic poems. 1860 RUSKIN Mod. raint. V. ix. iv. 4.

236 The new Dionysiac revel. 1865 GROTE Plato II. xxiii.

162 The Orphic or Dionysiac religious mysteries. 1871
I:;;.AVMNG Baliinst. 37 Ours the great Dionusiac theatre,
And tragic triad of immortal fames.



DIONYSIAN.

B. sb. pi. The Dionysiac festivals or Dionysia,
celebrated periodically in ancient Greece.

1827-38 HARE Guesses (1867)154 At Athens, Homer, (he

Dionysiacs and Pericles, by their united influence, fostered

them into dramatists.

So Dionysi'acal a.
; Dionysi'acally adv.

is Bacchus . . the soul is particularly distributed into gene-
ration Dionysiacally.

Diouysiaii (,d3i|#nrsian), a, ff.
L. Dionysi-us

of or pertaining to Dionysus or Bacchus
;
also as

sb. a personal name + -AN.]
1. Of or pertaining to Dionysus or Bacchus, or

the Dionysia or festivals held in honour of Diony-
sus ;

^DIONVSIAC.
a 1610 HEALEY Theophrastns (1636) 13 The Seas after the

Dionysian feasts will be more smooth. 1822 T. MITCHELL

Aristoph. I. p. xxiii.The Dionysian festivals, .were the great
carnivals of antiquity.

2. Pertaining to or characteristic of the Elder or

Younger Dionysius, tyrants of Syracuse, notorious

for cruelty.

.punished with JJionys
want of respect.

3. Pertaining to the abbot Dionysius the Litlle,

who lived in the sixth century, and is said to have

first practised the method of dating events from the

birlh of Christ of which he fixed the accepted
date.

Dionysian period^ a period of 532 Julian years, after which
the changes of the moon recur on the same days of the year ;

said to have been introduced by Dionysius for calculating
the date of Easter.

1727-52 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Period, Victorian Period, an
interval of five hundred and thirty-two Julian years . . Some
ascribe this period to Dionysius Exiguus; and hence call it

the Dionysian Period. 1768 HORSEFALL in Phil. Trans.
LVIII. 102 Encreased by three dionysian periods, or mul-

tiples of 28 and 19. 1876 CHAMBERS Astron. 470 The Diony-
sian Period is obtained by a combination of the Lunar and
Solar cycles. 1879 FARHAR St. rani (1883) n Our received

Dionysian era,

4. Of Dionysius the Areopagite (Acts xvii, 34^ ;

esp, applied to early ecclesiastical works attributed

to him.

1885 Catholic Diet. 264/1 Pearson places the composition
of the Dionysian writings before 340.

Dionysic (dni,^ni-sik), a. rare. ? Obs. [f. L.

or Gr. form of Dionysus + -ic.] Of Dionysus or

Bacchus
; Dionysiac.

1831 Examiner 501/1 The true Dionysic metre ; the pre-
dominant metre of Greelc theatrical music. 1832 Ibid. 453/1
The Dionysic wreath, the symbol of theatric hoVior.

Diopliailtilie tdai^fo'ntin, -3in), a. Math. [f.

proper name Diophant-us + -INK.] Of or pertaining
to Diophantus of Alexandria, a celebrated mathe-

matician, who flourished in the fourth century ;

spec, applied to problems involving indeterminate

equations, and to a method of solving these (Dio-

phantine analysis] attributed to him.
1700 GREGORY in Collect. (Oxf. Hist. Soc.) I. 321 The reso-

lution of the indetermined arithmetical or Diophantine prob-
lems. 1811 P. BARLOW (title), An Elementary Investigation
of the Theory of Numbers, with its application to the
indeterminate and diophantine analysis. 1888 Blackw. Mag.
June 794 She solves a diophantine problem.

Diophysite, -ism, improper ff. DIPHYSITE,
DYOPHYSITE, etc.

DlOpside (daijp-ps^M). Min. [a. F. diopside

(Haiiy 1801), irreg. f. Gr. Si-, (Di-
a
) twice -f o^ts

appearance, aspect, but viewed by later authors as

a deriv. of Gr. Stoats a viw through, f. 8t-, Sia-

through.] A synonym of PYROXENE ;
now usually

restricted to the transparent varieties.
1808 ALLAN Nantes Min, 26 Diopside . . a mineral from

Mussa in Piemonte. 1868 DANA Min. 223 Diopside has
been observed as a furnace product. 1879 RUTLEY Study
Rocks xiii. 264 The diopside has a rough or stepped appear-
ance on the abraded surfaces of sections.

Dioptase (<Ui|f pt^s). Min. [a. F. dioptase
(Haiiy 1801), irreg. f. Gr. 81-, 5ia- through + OTTTO?

seen, visible : cf. Si6vrtjs a looker through.] A
translucent silicate of copper, crystallizing in six-

sided prisms, called emerald copper ore.

1804 W. NICHOLSON tr. Fonrcroy's Client. II. 430 Dioptase
is an ore of copper. x868 DANA Min. 402 Dioptase occurs
disposed in well defined crystals and amorphous on quartz.

Diopter (datifptel). Also in Lat form dioptra.
[a. F. dioptre (1547 in Hatz.-Darm.), ad. L. diop-
tra, a. Gr. Sionrpa an optical instrument for mea-

suring heights, levelling, etc. ; cf. also Gr. Moirrpov

spying-glass, f. &-, 2m- through + stem oir- to see
+ instrumental suffix, -Tpa, -rpoi/.]
1. An ancient form of theodolite, or instrument

for taking angles.
1613 M. RIDLEY Magn. Bodies i2 Make a hole as in a

Diopter, that the Sunne may shine in at it. 1641 W. GAS-
COIGNE in Rigaud Corr. Set. Kfen (1841) I. 51 Two dioptraes
. . fitted with glasses, hair, and moveable rims. 1851 OTTE
tr. Humboldfs Cosmos III. 53 Long tubes . . employed by
Arabian astronomers, .to the extremities of which ocular and
object diopters were attached. 1857 WHEWELL Hist, Induct.
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Sf. 1. 354 He wrote . , a treatise on the Dioptra. .an instru-

ment for taking angles.
2. The index-arm of a graduated circle; = ALI-

DADE.
1594 Hr.uNDF.viL E.verc, iv. xx. fed. 7) 476 Having set the

Diopter of your Astrolabe at that Altitude. 1662 J. DAVIES
tr. Olearins' Voy. Ambass. 192, I took the Horizon with my
Astrolabe, and having put my Dioptra into it, I lurn'd my
self towards the Sea . . and could easily discern it. 1874
KNIGHT Diet. Meek, I. 172/1 To measure an angle with the

astrolabe, the latter is placed with its center over the vertex

of the angle, and turned until the fixed diopters sight in the

direction of one side. The movable strip with its diopters
is then sighted in the direction of the other side, and the

angle contained between the two strips is read off.

1 3. A surgical speculum. Obs.

1706 PHILLIPS (cd. Kersey), Dioptra . . a Surgeon's Instru-

ment. 1717-51 CHAMBERS Cycl^ Dioptra^ among surgeons,
denotes an instrument whereby to dilate the matrix, or

anus, and inspect any ulcers therein ; called also speculum
matricis, and dilatatorium. 1872 THOMAS Djs. Women 37
If therefore, says Paul of ^gina, the ulceralion be within

reach, it is detected by the dioptra.

4. An instrument for obtaining drawings of the

skull by projections.
1878 HARTLEY tr. TopinarcCs Anthrop. n. iii. 269.

5. A unit of measurement for lenses ;
= DIOPTRIC

sb. 2.

1890 GOULD New Med. Diet. 133/1 Diopter or Dioptric,

t DlO'ptiC, a. and si), Obs. [f. (Jr. Si-, Sia-

through + OTTTIK-OS of or pertaining to sight or

vision, f. root oir- to see.]

A. adj.
= DIOPTRIC. Also Dio'ptical.

1656 KLOUNT Glossogr,, The Dioptick Art^ the Perspective
Art, or that part of Astronomy, which by Quadrants and
hollow instruments pierces the Heavens, and measures the

distance, length, bigness, and breadth of the Cnelestiaf

bodies. 1818 Toon, Dioptical, and Dwptick, so the next

words [dioptrical, dioptric] are now sometimes written.

B. sit. a. One skilled in DIOPTRICS, b. (//.)
= DIOPTRICS.

1664 POWER Exp. Philos. I. 58 If our Diopticks could attain

to that curiosity as to grind us such Glasses, as would

present the Effluviums of the Magnet. 1665-6 Phil, Trans.
I. 56 He intends to give the. .demonstration in his Diopticks
which be is now writing.

Dioptra: sec DIOPTER.

t DiO'ptral, f. Obs. [f. I,, dioptra DIOPTER
+ -AL.]

= DIOPTRIC a.

1610 W. FOLKINGHAM A rt ofSurvey \\. \\. 50 Degrees of

angular production obserued by some Dioptrall instrument.

Dioptric (doiifptrik), a. and sb. [mod. ad. Gr.

SioiTTfXK'OS of or pertaining to the use of the bionrpa

(DIOPTER); in neuter pi. SioitrptKa as sb.,the science

of dioptrics. See -ic, -ics.]

A. adj. f 1- Of the nature of, or pertaining to,

a DIOPTER (sense i). Obs.

1635 N. CARPENTER Geog. Del. i. v. 107 Two signes of the

Zodiacke diametrally opposite should not be scene by a

Dioptricke instrument. 1681 tr. ll'illis* Rein. Med. W'ks.

Vocab., Dioptric, belonging to the perspective, or a mathe-
matical tnstrnment, thorow which they look to take the

height of a thing.

2. Serving as a medium for sight ; assisting vision

(or rendering it possible") by means of refraction (as
a lens, the humours of the eye).

1653 H. MORE Autid. Ath. n. xii. (1712) 84 To view the

Asperities of the Moon through a Dioptrick-glass. 1660

frlyst. Godl. ii. iii. 36 None of the external Organs have any
Sense at all in them, no more then an Acousticon or a

Dioptrick glass. 1858 J. MARTINEAU Stnd.Chr. 186 A dead
mechanism, .ready to serve as the dioptric glass, spreading
the images of light from the Infinite on the tender and living
retina. 1878 T. BRYANT Pratt. Snrg. I. 299 The refraction

is said to be normal or abnormal according to the position
of the retina with regard to the focus of the dioptric system.

3. Relating to the refraction of light ; pertaining
to dioptrics (see B. 3); esp. (of a telescope, etc.),

refractive, refracting. (Opp. to CATOPTRIC.)
Dioptric system^ in lighthouses, also called refracting

system', see quot. 1879.

167* NEWTON in Phil. Trans. VII. 5086 For Dioptrique

Telescopes., the difficulty consisted not in the Figure of the

glass, but in the Difformity of Refractions. 1688 R. HOLME
Armoury \\\. 146/2 The .. Dioptrick, or broken sight, is

rightly seen in a Tub of Water where the Surface is cut.

1753 Phil. Trans. XLVIII. 167 Our common telescopes
whether dioptric or reflecting. 1871 TYNDAI L Fragm. Sc.

(1879) II- xv '- 436 The light was developed in the focus of

a dioptric apparatus. 1873 Cassetfs Techn. Ediic. IV. 75
The Dioptric arrangement is that in which the rays issuing
from the flame are collected and refracted in a given direc-

tion by a lens placed in front of the light.

f4. Capable of being seen through : see quot.
1801 Fanner's Mag. II. 48 As to dioptric beehives [i.e.

provided with glass windows on opposite sides] the best I

have seen is of wood. 1860 J. P. KENNEDY IV. Wirt II. xiii.

220 These few fragments, .give us. .glimpses into that 'diop-
tric bee hive ', the heart of the writer.

B. sb.

1. = DIOPTER i.

1849 OTT& tr. Humboldfs Cosmos II. 545 The Alexandrian
astronomers.. possessed .. solstitial armils, and linear diop-
trics.

2. A unit for expressing the refractive power of a

lens, being the power of a lens whose focal distance

is one metre.

1883 Syd. See. Lex. t One dioptric,
which is written i D. is

a glass of one meter, or 39-37 inches, focal distance. 1887
A. RKUCF. in Encytl. Brit. XXII. 373.

DIORISTIC

3. //. Dioptrics : that part of the science of

Optics which treats of the refraction of lij;ht.

l Opp. to CATOPTRICS.)
1644 DIGBY Nat. Bodies i. (1645) 131 The demonstration

. . Renatus Des Carter, has excellently set down in his book
of Dioptrikcs. 1667 Phil. Trans. II. 626 Tlie Dioptricks,
that consider Rays Refracted. 1718 J. CHAMHKULAYNK
Relig. Philos. (1730) II. xxiL 41 One that is well versed
in Dioptricks, and understands the Nature of Vision. 1831
BRF.WSTER Optics Introd. 3 Light .. through transparent
bodies is transmitted according to particular laws, the con-

sideration of which constitutes the subject of dioptrics.

Dio ptrical, a. [f.
as prec. + -AL.]

1 1. DIOPTRICS, i. Obs.
1612 KRERF.WOOD Lang. $ Retig. xiii. 134 Of which height

.. it is observed in Pliny, that Dic^archus, by dioptrical

instruments, found the hill Pelius .. to be. 1656 BLOUNT
Glossogr., Dioptrical, pertaining to Dioptra.
2. = DIOPTRIC a. 2, 3.

1664 POWER Exp. Philos. Pref. i Dioptrical Glasses are
but a Modern Invention. 1677 HORNECK Gt. Law Consid.
ii. (1704) 17 Little animals .. viewed through Dioptrical

glasses. 1760 S. HARDY (title)* A Translation of Scheffer's

Treatise on the Emendation of Dioptrical Telescopes.
3. Of or belonging to dioptrics ; skilled in diop-

trics.

1664 POWER E.rp. Philos. i. 78 Dioptrical Artists. 1752
SHORT in Phil. Trans. L1X. 507 Of a radius somewhat
longer than the focal length you want, for a dioptrical
reason. 1800 YOUNG ibid. XCI.s/ Dioptrical propositions.

f4. DIOPTRIC a. 4. Obs.

1759 STERNE Tr. Shandy I. xxiii, To have gone softly, as

you would to a dioptrical bee-hive, and look'd in.

Hence Dio'ptrically adv., by means of refraction.

1732 Hist. Litteraria III. 363 To produce very extra-

ordinary Effects, .either dioptrically or catoptrically. 1849-

5* TODD Cycl. Anat. IV. 1441/2 Dioptrically-formed co-

general outlines and larger details oi microscopic

Dioptrician (dai^ptri'Jan). rare, [f.
DIOP-

TRIC
;

cf. optician] One skilled in dioptrics.
1670 /'///'/. Trans. V. 2045 An Un-usual kind of Refrac-

tion, hitherto un-observed by Dioptricians.

Dioptrics: see DIOPTUIC 63.
Diorama* (dai t

ora'ma). [mod. (in F. 1822) f.

Gr. 5t-, 5m- through + opapa that which is seen, a

sight : cf. Siopi-fiv to see through.] A mode of

scenic representation in which a picture, some por-
tions of which are translucent, is viewed through
an aperture, the sides of which are continued to-

wards the picture ; the light, which is thrown upon
the picture from the roof, may be diminished or in-

creased at pleasure, so as to represent the change
from sunshine to cloudy weather, etc. The name
has also been used to include the building in which
dioramic views are exhibited ; and in later times

has been transferred to exhibitions of dissolving

views, etc.

The Diorama, invented by Daguerre and Bouton, was
first exhibited in London, 29 Sept. 1823, the building being
erected in Regent's Park. It was patented in 1824 by
J. Arrowsmith, No. 4899.

1823 Ann. Keg. 309* It is called the Diorama, and the

idea is borrowed from the panorama. 1824 J. ARROWSMITH
Specif. Patent No. 4899 (title) An improved mode of

publicly exhibiting pictures . . which I denominate a 'dio-

rama'. 1872 GEO. ELIOT Middlem. liii, The memory has
as many moods as the temper, and shifts its scenery like

a diorama.

Jig. 1876 L. TOLLEMACHE in Fortn. Rei'. Jan. 117 Litera-

ture is able .. to give a diorama of what it depicts, while

art can give only a panorama. 1892 E. REEVES Homrivard
Bound QI. Entering the river Thames, we were delighted
with the double diorama of ships and green meadows.
attrib. 1848 MARIA HARE in A. J. C. Hare Mem. Quiet

L. (1874) II. xvi. 310 Like the gradual change of the

diorama views from light to dark.

Hence Diora'mist, a proprietor or exhibitor of a

diorama.

1834 Hoon Tylney Hall (1840) 246 Here an indignant
dioramist raves at a boggling scene-shifter.

Dioramic (dsiiorEe'mik), a. [f. DIORAMA +
-1C. (Gr. analogies would require dioramatic^]\
Of the nature of, or pertaining to, a diorama.

1831 BREWSTER Nat. Magic ^.(183;) 66 The same picture
exhibited under all the imposing accompaniments of a
dioramic representation. 1861 Muse RAVE By-roads 251
There is another chapel . . where the same dioramic effect

has been produced by concealed coloured g^lass lights. 1881

Daily Tel. 27 Dec., Well-managed dioramic effects, depict-

ing a terrible storm with, .thunder and lightning.

Diorism (daroriz'm). rare. [ad. Gr. dtoptap-os,

distinction, logical division, f. faopif-ttv to draw a

boundary through, divide, distinguish.] The act

of defining; distinction, definition ; by H. More
used app. as --distinctive sense or application.

1664 H. MORE E-*P. 7 Churches 71 To eat things sacri-

ficed to Idols is one mode of Idolatry ; but, by a Prophetkall

Diorism, it signifies Idolatry in general. 1680 Afocal.

be that at their Idolatrous worship.

t Diori'Stic, Obs. [ad. Gr. SioptffriK-os dis-

tinctive ;
f. as prec.] Serving to define or distin-

guish ; defining.
1675 COLLINS in Rigaud Corr. Set. Men (1841) I. 216 In

this case one of the dioristic limits is lost. 1684 Phil.
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. XIV. -/s A ( '.ml. in i> I .K'lu.ition ..such as shall

tl.IV.- ill 1 ill- '1 i II' 1. IllHIl . I. Ill' .11. ll.

t Diori'stical, ". f'^.
[f. prec. 4 -At.]

]>tec.
Hence Diori 'stically cuiv., by distinctive

application : see DiciltlsM.

1664 II. MHUK i'.\f>. 7 l'luiy<hi-s 72 Ye are not ..free

fii>m the I. lists of the flesh (which Vice is here noted by
N,, il.iitism dioristically, as Mi'l.nrv in general before by
r.niiii; Ihinci sacrificed to IdoU). 1668 I'ii'. Diat. v. xl.

(1713) 521 The Lake of Fire ami Brimstone not symbolical
in .il. but vi.iiilc or natural.

Diorite (dni-orait). Mill. [a. F. diorite (Haiiy),

irrcg. f. Siopif-(iv to distinguish +-ITE.] A variety

of ( iiiKKNsroNE, consisting of hornblende combined

with a triclinic feldspar (albitc or oligoclase).
i8j W. PHILLIPS Out/. Mineral. \ C,eol. 151 The Dia-

t..r.r. Iliorite, and Amphibolite of French authors, seems to

include both Greenstone and Hornblende rock. 1858
GI-.IKM; l/ist. Ponlder .vii. 239 Hornblendic green-stones,
or diorites. 1865 LUBBOCK Prek. Times vi. (1869) i8a

The axe was preeminently the implement of antiquity.

Serpentine and diorite were the principal materials.

altrib. 1877 A. B. EDWARDS Up Nile xxii. 709 The
magnificent iliorite statue of Shafra, the builder of the

^, 1 I'ynimitl. 1890 Golttjields Victoria. 17 'I'he stone

.. running through a diorite dyke.

Dioritic (d'ii|0ri'tik), rt. [f. DIORITE + -ic.] Of
tlir nature of diorite ; containing diorite.

1847 in t'RAic;. 1853 KANE Grinncll Exp. vii. (1856) 55
A similar range . . on the Atlantic^ side, evidently a con-

tinuation of the same dioritic series. 1862 DANA Man.
(i,;>t. iii. 78 Dioritic Schist.

II Diorthosis (dslioiWu'sls). [mod.L., a. Gr.

otopOwois, n. of action f. oiop&6-fiv to make straight,

f. 8t-, 810- through, thoroughly + op0o5 straight,

right.] The act of setting straight or in order :

a. in .S/wy., the straightening of crooked or frac-

tured limbs, b. The recension or revision of a

literary work.

1704 in J. HARRIS Lex. Techn. (J.). 1706 PHILLIPS (ed.

Kersey). Diorthosis, in Surgery, an Operation, whereby
crooked or distorted Memlwrs are made even, and restor'd

to their Original and Regular Shape. 1873 Brit. Q. Rev.
LVII. 297 The diorthosis (i.e. the setting free from figure
and parable, the fulfilment) of the Old Testament in the

New. 1874 II. R. REYNOI.IIS John Baft. viii. 500 Christ

was the diorthosis of the temple.

Diortliotic (foi\pi]>(> 'tik\ a. [ad. Gr. 5iopfl<u-

TI*-OS corrective : derived as prec.] Of or pertain-

ing to recension of a literary work (see prec. b).

1860 M. PATTISON Ess. (1889) I. 162 No sooner had

Scaliger placed himself by common consent at the hfad of

textual criticism, than he took leave for ever of diorthotic

criticism.

Dioscoreaceous (d3i|(isko:ri|^i'Jas), a. Hot.

[f.
mod.L. Dioscoredceie, f. Dioscorea, the typical

genus, containing the yams.] Of or belonging to

the N.O. Dioscoreacex of Monocotyledons.
Dioscorein (dsiipskoo r/iin). [f.

Dioscorea +

-IN.]
' An impure substance made by precipitating

the tincture of Dioscorea villosa with water
'

(Syd.
Sac. Lex. 1883).

II Diosma (daiifsma). Bot. [mod.L., f. Gr.

Sf-os divine + vaftf/ odour.] A genus of South

African heath like plants ^N.O. Rntacex], with

strong balsamic odour.

1794 MARTVN Rousseau's Botany xvi. 209. 1800 J. ABF.R-

CROMBIE Ev. Alan kis cfwn Gardener (ed. 16) 251 African

heaths . . dio^mas . . will require to be frequently refreshed

with moderate waterings. 1866 Treas. Bot. 411/1 Diosma.
..cultivated for their white or pinkish flowers.

Hence Dio smiii (see quot. 1883).
1837 r<-nnyCycl IX. 5/1 Brandcs considers the extractive

to be peculiar, and terms it Diosmin. 1883 Syd. Soc. Lex.,

Diosmin, a bitter principle, of brownish yellow colour,
soluble in water, obtained from the Diosma crenata.

II Diosmosis (dai|f>sm<7'sis). Also in anglicized
form di'osraose. [mod.f. Gr. Si-, 8m- through +
OSMOSIS : cf. etui-, exosmosis.] The transudation

of a fluid through a membrane ;
= OSMOSIS.

1815 W. STIRLING tr. Landor's Ttxt-l>k. Hum. /'ays. I.

393 This exchange of fluids is termed endosmosis or dios-

ifittsis. 1883 Sytl. Soc. Lex., Diosnwse . . Diosmosis, same
as Osmosis.

Hence Diosmo tic a, pertaining to diosmosis;
< IsMOTIC.

II Diota d.">i|i''ta
x
'. Cr.aaA.Som.AnHg. [L.

dicta, a. Gr. Stairi) two-cared, f. 8<-, (Di- -) doubly
+ air- stem of ous ear.] A vessel with two ears or

handles.

1857 I!IRCH Anc. Pottery (1858) I. 199 The emblems
upon

them were various, comprising leaves, an eaele, a head of

Hercules, diota, and bunch of grapes. 1890 W. SMITH Diet.

<:>. * Rom. Antiil. (ed. 3) I. 640 Diota.. is generally used
as synonymous with amphora, though it may signify any
two-handled vessel . . A diota of the earliest style.

Diothelism, -ite, irrcg. ff. DITHELISM, Dvo-
THKI.ISM. etc.

II Dio-ti, dihoti. Obs. [Gr. &OTI wherefore,
for what reason, for the reason that, f. fid, (TO>TO

N

on for the reason that.] A ' wherefore '.

1651 HK.<;S .V, ri' />/s/. Summary 15 The Schools ignorant
of the Quiddities and Dihoties of things. 1687 Pharisee
I'nnuisk'd 6 To satisfie those to whom he hath promised
a Ilemonstration Dioti. 1734 WATTS Ketif. 7<n', (1789) 79
He set forth the analysis of the words in order, shewed the

Hall and the Dioti (i. e. that it was so, and why it was so)

381

Diotrephes (d.iiifti/f//). The name of a man
mentioned 3 John 9, 10, as loving to have the pre-

eminence in the church ;
licnce used typically of

to whom this character is attributed.

li'ii Diotrephe sian, Diotre phian, Die-tro-

phic ni/jr., like Diotrephes ;
Dio trephe tically

a,/v., in the manner of Diolrcphcs ;
Dio trcpliist,

an imitator of Diotrephes.
1618 WmiKR /!fif. Remcmb. VI. 711 And, some there be,

that with Diolrophes, Affect prencminencc in these our

1660 KISHIR Rusticks Alann Wks. (1679) 357
A meet Diotrephetically impudent and impositively prating

Spirit. Ibid. 557 Chief Priests, aspiring Kabbics, Divinity

proud Die

FAHER An Inanity IV. iv. 385 e otrepc over* o pre-

eminence. 1845 T. W. COIT Puritanism 475 Is there any
of the old Diotrephian spirit left? 1861 j. MACFARI.ANE

Life O. Lawstm iv. 194 Dr. Lawson asked the name of

this Diotrcphesian female.

Dioxide (ctoiip-kssid, -sid). Chem. [f. Di- 2 i

t OXIDK.] An oxide formed by the combination

of two equivalents of oxygen with one of the metal

or metalloid, as Carbon dioxide CO2 , Manganese
dioxide MnO2 .

Originally applied to an oxide containing two equivalents
of tlie chlorous element : sec Dl-3 a F.

1847 in CRAIG. 1854 ' SCOFFERS in Orr'sCirc.Sc. Chem.

491 Corresponding with the sub or di-oxide of copper. 1869
A. J. JARMAN in Eng. Meek. 17 Dec. 310/1 The easiest way
to prepare oxygen gas is to heat together in a retort three

parts potassic chlorate with one part dioxide of manganese.

1878 HUXLEY J'hysiogr. 80 An. invisible gas, known as

carton dioxide, or more commonly carbonic acid.

Dio-xy-, diox-. Chem. [f.
Di- 2 3 + OXY-

(OEN.] A combining element expressing the pre-

sence in a compound of two atoms of oxygen ;

spec, the presence in an organic compound of two

equivalents of the monad radical hydroxyl (OH)
taking the place of two atoms of hydrogen, as

dioxy acid, dioxyl>en:ene, C,H,;OII)2 (benzene

being CnII fl).

1877 WATTS Fames' Chem. (ed. 12) II. 541 Two dioxy.
benzoic acids are obtained by fusing the two disulpho-
benzoic aciils with potassium hydroxide. One of these

(lioxy-acids forms crystals, .not coloured by ferric chloride.

Dip (dip",
v. Pa. t. and pple. dipped, dipt,

pr. pple. dipping. Forms: I dypp-an,dipp-an,
2-6 dypp-e(n, 3-5 duppe n (), 3-6 dippe, 6-

dip. Pa. t. 6 dypte, dypped, 6- dipped (Sc.

dippit), 7 dipp'd, dip'd, 7- dipt. Pa. pple. 1-6

dypped, (5 deppyd), 6- dipped 'St. dippit\ 7-

dipt. [OR. dypfan wk. vb. (pa. t. dypte, pple.

dypped : OTcut. *,/iipjnn, (. weak grade thip- of

ablaut series *<//-, iiauf-, dtip-, whence the adj.

DEEP (: VcH/-0c). Cf. the cognite DKI-E z>.]

I. Transitive senses.

1. To put down or let down temporarily or par-

tially in or into a liquid, or the like, or the vessel

containing it (usually with the notion of wetting, or

of taking up a portion of the liquid, etc.); to im-

merse ; to plunge (but with less implication of force

and splashing, the sound of the word expressing a

light though decided act).
e 1000 Ags. Coif. Mark xiv. 20 Se 3c his hand on disce

mid me dyp5. c 1000 Sax. LeecM. III. 118 Nim banne

hnesce wulle and dupe on cle. 1340 HAMPOI.E /V. Cause.

8044 A vesselle dypped alle bkiene In water, or in other

lycour thyn. 1381 WYCLIF Luke xvi. 24 Fadir Abraham . .

send Lazarus, that he dippe the last part of his fyngur in

watir, and kele my tungr. 1535 COVHRDAI.E John xiii. 26

It is he vnto whom I dyppe the soppe & geue it. And he

dypte in the soppe and gaue it vnto ludas Iscarioth. 1581

HULCUm Positions xxvii. (1887) 104 The Germains. .vsed

then to dippe their new borne children into extreme cold

water. i6oj SIIAKS. Ham. iv. vii. 143, I but dipt a knife

in it. 1651 HOBBES I.cvialh. ill. xxxvi. 224 Clothed in

a garment dipt in blond. 1741 POPE Dune. iv. 163 A Poet

the first day he dips his quill. 1801 Mai. Jral. XXI. 8 :

144 If a magnet be dipped jn
iron filings, it will attract,

and cause them to adhere to its surface.

a/aol. 1607 SHAKS. Timon ill. ii. 73 Who can call him

and cleere coulour of the Tuscane tongue. 1601 SHAKS.

Ham. iv. vii. 19 The great loue the general! gender beare

him, Who dipping all nis Faults in their affection, Would
. . Conuert his Gyues to Graces. 1818 SHELLEY Re-.'. Islam

ix. xii, By . . the name Of thec, and many a tongue which

thou hadst dipped in flame.

2. To immerse in baptism ; to baptize by immer-

sion (now usually contemptuous}. In quot. 1602

= CHRISTEN v. 3. Mtoaitti
<"975 Ri'shu 1

. Ctosp. Matt. iii. n Ic eowic depu & dyppe
in wa:ttre in hreumsse. c 1300 ORMIN 1551 J>urrh

batt tatt

tu fullhlnesst hemm & unnderr waterr dippesst. c 1315
SIIOKI.IIAM ii And wanne hi crUtnelh ine the

foun^t
'I'he

prestes so thries duppeth. In the honur of the Trinite.

r 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.)iii. lopai make bot ane vnccioun,
when bni i ri^ten childer, ne dippes bairn but anes in he

fount. 155* k. Coin. Frayer, /VM Baptism Rubric,

DIP.

Then t <!1 l"U- ill' 1 "-hilil . ami -h.ill 'Up

it in the water. i6oa MVI-.I":-; .////. i \\ I

1856 I. 15 It pleas'd tin- f""i i" dip MI I 1639
SAI IMAKSH roller 73 These whom wee would have

. ,.f :, \ i ii.]. ( bun ii,
'1 'lip. 1766

\\IMIV ll'ti, (1872) III. 248 He and slx-and-lwenly
more have been dipped! 1876 HAM mn i ///>.'. ' '. .S. II.

xxx. 262 The confessions .. began to be directed against
the Amihapn '

-:'>od was dipped by the devil.

3. In various technual processes: sec also Pir-

riNi: Tbl. sli. i. sf<-f.a. To iiiiini nc in a colouring

solution; to dye. iinbtir. Also with the colouring
matter as subject, or with the resulting colour as

object. ! poetic )

1667 MILTON /'. /.. v. 283 Six wings he [a Seraph] wore
. . the middle

pair
. . round Skirted his loines and thighet

with downie Oold And colours dipt in Heav'n. Ibid. xi.

244 Iris had dipt the wooff. I7i 4 POPE Raft Lfckn. 65
Thin glitt'ring textures of the filmy dew, Dipt in the richest

tincture of the skies. 1780 COWPER Table T. 703 Fancy
that from the bow that spans the sky Brings colours dipped
in llraven. 1887 Howes Virg. &ncid v. 112 Raiment

dipped in the purple.

b. To make (a candle) by repeatedly dipping a

wick in melted tallow.

1711 Act 10 Anne in Lona. Gaz. No. 5031/6 Before he

begins to make or dip any Making or Course of Candles.

c 1865 LETHEBY in Cm. Sc. I. 93/2 To dip a number of

candles at the same lime.

o. To dip sheep : To bath them hi a poisonous

liquor for the purpose of killing the vermin and

cleansing the skin.

1840 Jrnl. Roy. Agric. Soc. Ser. i. I. 324 A person who
travels from farm to farm dipping sheep for the licks 1847
Trans. Higlil. tt Agric. Sac. Scot. Ser. in. II. 300 Three
men to dip and a boy to drive water, can easily bathe 600

to 800 sheep in a day. 1853 Catal. R. Agric. Sx. Sltmv i

Such is the importance . . of dipping with this composition,
that no extensive flock-master ought to be without tt.

4. To suffuse with moisture ;
to impregnate by,

or as if by, immersion.

1634 MILTON Cminis 802 A cold shuddering dew Dips me
all o'er. 1678 DRVIIEN Altfor Love ll. i, These poison'd

Gifts .. Miriads of bluest Plagues lie underneath 'em, And
more than Aconite has dipt the Silk.

fb. fig. Applied to the use of the liquor in

which a toast is drunk. Otis.

i6S7 R. LOVEDAY Lett. (1663) 36 We dip'd some choice

healths . . in the best t.aurentian Liquor. Ikid. 95 Diping

your health in the noblest liquor.

C. To penetrate, as by dipping; to dip into. rare.

184* TKNNVSON Aforte a"Arthur 143 But ere he dipt the

surface, rose an arm . . Ard caught him [i.e. Excalibur the

sword] by the hilt.

5. To obtain or take up by dipping ;
to lift out

of a body of liquid, etc. : usually with up.
To ilif snuff (South. U. S.) : to lake snuff by dipping a

split or brush-like stick or bit of rattan into it and nibbing
it upon the teeth and gums.
i6oa CARKW Cornwall 30 b, The shrimps are dipped up

in shallow water by the shore side, with little round nets.

1814 Miss MITFORD I'illage Ser. i. (1863) 45 There she

stands at the spring, dipping up water for to-morrow.

1848 60 BARTLETT Diet. Amer., To dip snuff, a mode of

taking tobacco. 1861 L. L. NOBLE Icebergs 272 Fresh

water may be dipped in winter, from small open spaces in

the bay. 1886 Ccntur)* Mag. Feb. 586 Sam Upchurth
smoked his pipe, and Peggy clipped snuff, but Dyer de-

clined joining them in using tobacco.

6. trans/. To lower or let down for an instant,

as if dipping in a liquid ; spec, to lower and then

raise (a fl.ig
i as a naval salute, or (a sail}

in tacking.

1776 Trial of \ttnticcomar 43/2 He dipt his seal on the

cushion link-pad),
and sealed the bond. 1859 READE Lovt

me little II. iv. 174 'They have not got to dip their sail,

as we have, every time we tack'..' I and the boy will dip
the lug '.. Now this operation

is always a nice one, parti-

cularly in these small luggers, where the lug has to be

dipped, that is to say, lowered and raised again on the

ite side of the mast. 1882 NARES Seamanship (ed. 6)

they reply in a similar manner.

b. To cause to sink ; to lower, depress.

1879 GEO. ELIOT Coll. Break/, r. 418 Duty or social good
. . Would dip the scale.

7. Jig. To immerse, involve, implicate (in any

affair, esp. of an undesirable kind). Chiefly in

pass. (Cf. DKEP a. 19.1 06s. exc. as in b.

tt i67 MIDPLETON Changeling in. iv. A woman dipp'd in

blood, and talk of modesty ! 1671-3 SIR C. LYTTELTON in

Hatton Corr. (1878)74 S' Steph. Fox is dipt 70,000" deepe in

that conceme. 1678 DRYDEN Kiitit Keeper Prol., True Wit

has seen its best Days long ago, It ne'er look'd up, since we
were dipt in Show. 1700 l-'atles Pref. (Globe) 500 He
was a little dipped in the rebellion of the Commons. 1775

BURKE Corr. (1844) II. 50 Then we shall be thoroughly

dipped, and then there will be no way of getting out, but by

disgracing England, or enslaving America. 1789 MRS.

PIOZZI Jonrtl. France I. 130 He was a man deeply dipped
in judicial astrology. 1798 H. WALPOLE Lett. (18571 '

Remin. iii. p. cix. Having been deeply dipped in the iniqui-

ties of the South Sea.

b. To involve in debt or pecuniary liabilities ;

to mortgage (an estate* ; to pawn, (colloq^

1640 GLAPTHORNE Wit in CoxstaHe v. If you scorne to

borrow, you may dip Your chaine. 1693 DRYIIEM Ptrsius vt.

160 Never dip thy Lands, a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. O.". - v.

/<j|M'-/>..Cloalh-i..arepawn'd or dipt for.. Money. 1817

M (R. KDGEWORTII Tales t, \evelt (Rtldg.) IX. xii. 116 My
little Jessica has. .played away at a rare rate with my ready
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money dipped me confoundedly. i88oMiss URADDON Just
as f ant ii, Nobody had ever been able to say that the

Courtenay estate was '

dipped '. 1883 rhant. l''ort. xxxv.

(1884) 299 The young lady was slightly dipped.

II. Intransitive senses (some for reft. ; others

absolute uses).

8. To plunge down a little into water or other

liquid and quickly emerge. Const, in, into, under.

1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) I. 119 A lantern wib ly^t
fleteb and swymmeth aboue, and ^if be li^t is iqueynt, it

duppeb doun and dryncheb. 1719 DF, FOE Crusoe (1840) I.

iv. 66, 1 was fain to dip for it into the water. 1820 W. IRVING

Sketch Bk.> Voyage (1887) 24 Her yards would dip into the

water ; her bow was almost buried beneath the waves. 1843
MACAULAV Lays Anc. Rome, Herat, vii, Unharmed the

water-fowl may dip In the Volsinian mere. 1865 SWINBURNE
Atalauta 16 Oars Break, and the beaks dip under, drinking
death. 1884 W. C. SMITH Kildrostan \. i. 239 Slowly the

muffled oars dip in the tide.

9. To plunge one's hand (or a ladle or the like)

into water, etc., or into a vessel, esp. for the pur-

pose of taking something out. b. slang. To pick

pockets, c. To dip (deeply, etc.) into one's pttrse,
means i etc. : (fig. ^ to withdraw or expend a consider-

able sum, to trench upon means.

1697 DRYDEN Persiits \\. 38 Suppose I dipp'd among the

worst, and Staius chose. 1817 Sporting Mag.{ Farmer), I have

dipped into 150. .pockets and not found a shilling, a 1847
MRS. SHERWOOD Lady ofManor I. viii. 334 In early life he
had dipped so deeply into his property as obliged him to

leave the country. 1884 Chr. World 10 June 453/2 As new
schools are built, Mr. Mundella must dip more deeply into

the national purse.

10. To fish by letting the bait dip and bob lightly
on the water; =DAPT/. i, DiBz>.2 3, DIBBLE v* 2.

1799 G. SMITH Laboratory II. 272 The few which you may
..take, by dipping or dapping, will scarcely he eatable.

1875 [see DIPPING vbl, sb.}.

11. transf. To sink or drop down through a small

space, or below a particular level, as if dipping into

water ;
to go down, sink, set.

a 1375 Joseph Ariin. 534 He mette a gome on an hors . .

He hente vp his hachet and huttes him euene. .Wib be deb
in his hals downward he duppes. 1654 WHITLOCK Zootomia

312 Use the North Starre of the Ancients, till . . that Guide
dippeth under the Horizon. 1730 Lctt.fr. Lond.Jrnl. (1721)

58 Before he had told it all, the Sun dipt in. 1781 COWPER
Hope 374 Suppose the beam should dip on the wrong side.

1798 COLERIDGE Anc. Mar. in, The Sun's rim dips; the stars

rush out. 1855 KANE Grinnell Exp. iv. (1856) 31 During
the bright twilight interval he [the sun] will dip but a few

degrees below the horizon. 1884 BLACK Jnd. Shaks. ix,

The swallows dipping and darting under the boughs.

b. To move the body downwards in obeisance ;

to drop a curtsy ;
to ' bob *.

1817 BYRON Beppo Ixv, To some she curtsies, and to some
she dips.

c. To extend a little way downwards or below
a surface (without motion) ; to sink.

1854 RONALDS & RICHARDSON Chem. Technal. (ed. 2) I. 292
The short pipes v are consequently allowed to project about
that much above the level of the plate, while their lower
extremities dip

into shallow cups which remain filled with

liquid. 1878 L. P. MEREDITH Teet&68 Superficial decay [of
the tooth] is confined to the enamel covering, or dips but

slightly into the dentine. 1887 BOWEN Virg. rfLneid in.

536 Two turreted precipice blocks Dip, like walls, to the

wave.

12. To have a downward inclination
;
to incline

or slope downwards ; to be inclined to the horizon :

spec, of the magnetic needle, and in Geol. of strata

(see DIP sb. 4, 5).

1665 HOOKE Microgr. 172 The plain of it lies almost hori-

zontal, but onely the forepart does dip a little, or is some-
what more deprest. 1727-51 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Dipping-
needle\ A magnetical needle so hung as that, .one end dips,
or inclines to the horizon. 1747 HOOSON Miner's Diet. G iij,

Dipp is when the Flat-Beds lies not Levell, but declines
some way, and it is by them that we know when the Rock
Dipps, unless we be on the Top of it. 1796 WITHERING
Brit. Plants IV. 251 [Fungi]. .Pileus convex, .edge dipping
down, i\ to 2 inches over. 1806 Gazetteer Scotl. (ed. 2) 70
The strata are in some instances perpendicular to the

horizon, and in all dip very much. 1820 SCORESBY Ace.
Arctic Reg. II. 539 In this hemisphere, the north end of the
needle dips, but the contrary in the southern hemisphere,
where the south end of the needle dips. 1879 E. GARRETT
House by Works 1. 140 You have no idea how the road dips.

13. To go (more or less) deeply into a subject.
*755 YOUNG Centaur ii. Wks. 1757 IV. 134 But I shall not

dip so deep in its consequences. 1842 TENNYSON Locksley
H. 15 Here about the beach I wander'd . .When I dipt into
the future far as human eye could see.

14. To dip into (a book, a subject of study) : to
enter slightly and briefly into a subject, without

becoming absorbed or 'buried* in it; said especi-

ally of reading short passages here and there in a

book, without continuous perusal.
(Cf. skim, to read superficially and slightly but contin-

uously.)
168* DRYDF.N Relig. Laid Pref. (Globe) 101 They cannot

dip into the Bible, but one text or another will turn up for

their purpose. 1686 GOAD Celest. Bodies n. i. 123 You can-
not dip into a Diary but you will find it. 1760 GRAY Lett.
Wks. 1884 III. 24, 1 have not attentively read him, but only
dipp'd here and there. 1777 W. DALRYMPLE 7"rav. Sp. <y

Port. Pref. 4, 1 have endeavoured to dip a little into the
state of government. 1794 SULLIVAN View Nat. II, Might
not Moses have dipped . . in the same source with the authors
of the Shaasta? 1877 A

.'
B - EDWARDS Up Nile iv. 96 We

have of course been dipping into Herodotus.
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Dip (dip), sb. [f. Dn> .]

1. An act of dipping; a plunge or brief immersion
in water or other liqnid ;

also transf. andyfj. : see

various senses of the verb.

1599 MARSTON Sco. Villaniel. iv. 189 Foringrain'd Habits,
died with often dips, Are not so soone discoloured. 1686

GOAD Cflesl. Bodies I. xvt. 101 The Celerity of a Boat is

continued by a successive dip of the Oar. 1727-51 CHAMBERS
Cycl. s.v. Candle, A trough to catch the droppings, as the

Candles are taken out each dip. 1796 MRS. GLASSE Cookery
xiv. 248 Have ready . . a pan of clean cold water, just give

your pudding one dip in. 1843 JAMES Forest Days ii,
'

I'll

give him a dip in the horse pond '. 1871 J. MILLER Songs
Italy (1878) 14 There was only the sound of the long oars'

dip, As the low moon sailed up the sea. 1874 L. STEPHEN
Hours in Library (1892) II. ii. 51 He rode sixty miles from
his house to have a dip in the sea. 1879 J. J. YovmCtrOM.
Art 81 Stone-ware is very seldom glazed by a '

dip '.

b. A dip ill or into (a book) : see DIP v. 14.

1760 FOOTE Minor I. (1767) 25 Come, shalj
we have a dip

in the history of the Four Kings this morning? 1838 JAS.
GRANT Sk. Land. 373 A half-hour's

'

dip
'

into some circulat-

ing-library book.

C. The act of dipping up liquid, e.g. ink with the

pen ;
the quantity taken up at one act of dipping.

1841 S. WARREN 10,000 ayear III. 10 He took his pen in his

right hand with a fresh dip of ink in it. 1889 Durham Univ.

Jml. 196 The same '

dip of ink
'

is always ready.

d. A curtsy, a ' bob '

: cf. Dip v. lib.

1792 WOLCOTT (P. Pindar) Ode to Burke Wks. 1812 III. 38
Then the Dame will answer with a dip. 1808 Ep. to

Mrs. Clarke ibid. V. 392 The nods of Monarchs and the

dips of Queens.
e. Agoingdown out ofsightorbelowthehorizon.
1864 TENNYSON En. A rd. 244 Ev'n to the last dip of the

vanishing sail She watch'd it.

f. Naiit. The position of beingdipped or lowered

(of a sail : see DIP v. 6) : in phr. at the dip.
1886 J. M. CAULFEILD Seamanship Notes 6 The church

pendant is used at the dip at the mizen truck while working
cables. 1893 MARKHAM in Daily Nevis 3 July 5/6, 1 directed

my flag lieutenant to keep the signal . . at the dip.

2. Depth or amount of submergence (e.g. of a

paddle-wheel) or depression ; depth or distance

below a particular level ; depth of a vessel, etc.

1793 SMEATON Edystone L. 97 That ruler would mark

upon the upright rod, the dip of the point oil which it stood,
below the level of the instrument. 1874 KNIGHT Diet. Mech.,

Dip, the depth of submergence of the float of a paddle-
wheel. 1880 Act 43-4 Viet. c. 24 17 Any attempt . . to de-

ceive him in taking the dip or gauge of any vessel.

3. Astron. and Surveying. The angular distance

of the visible horizon below the horizontal plane

through the observer's eye ; the apparent depression
of the horizon due to the observer's elevation, which
has to be allowed for in taking the altitude of a

heavenly body.
1774 M. MACKENZIE Maritime Sitrv. i. 18 A Table of the

Depression, or Dip, of the Horizon of the Sea. 1820 SCORESBY
Ace. A rctic Reg. I. 444 The dip of the sea . . at 20 feet height
of the eye, the error would be 56 miles. 1828 J. H. MOORE
Pract. Navig. (ed. 20) 154 The dip to be subtracted in the

fore observation, and to be added in the back observation.

1875 BEDFORD Sailor's PocketJik. v. (ed. 2) 181 Measure

angle . . from maintop ; add dip for that height.

4. The downward inclination of the magnetic
needle at any particular place ; the angle which
the direction of the needle makes with the horizon.

1727-51 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Dipping-needle, The dip . . in

the year 1576 he found at London to be 71 50'. But the

dip varies. 1820 SCORESBY Ace. Arctic Reg. II. 545 The
intensity of the magnetic force was the greatest where the

dip was the greatest. 1832 Nat. Philos., Magnetism iii. 98.

24 (Useful Knowl. Soc.) The dip diminishes as we approach
the equator, and increases as we recede from it on either side.

<ri86s J. WYLDE in Circ. Sc. I. 245/2 At the present time,
the dip for London is about 67.
5. Downward slope of a surface

; esp. in Mining
and Geol. the downward slope of a stratum or

vein : estimated, as to direction, by the point of

the compass towards which the line of greatest

slope tends, and as to magnitn.de, by its angle of

inclination to the horizon.

1708 J. C. Compl. Collier (1845) 40 There is a Rise, or

Ascent, for a Colliery under Ground, and so by Consequence
the Contrary Way a Dip or Selling. 1747 w - HOOSON
Miner's Diet. G iij, The natural Dipp of a Vein is when it

runs it self more down into the Rock. 1789 BRAND Hist.

Newcastle 1 1. 679 The strata . . have an inclination or descent,
called the dip, to some particular part of the horizon. 1832
D LA BECHE Geol. Man. (ed. 2) 543 The direction of faults

and mineral veins, and the dip of strata, are daily becoming
of greater importance. 1877 A. H. GREEN Phys. GeoL 343
The line of dip is the line of greatest inclination that can be

drawn on the surface of a bed. 1891 S. C. SCRIVENER Fields

$ Cities 10 The very sudden lowering of the water-line in

the river just around the gap, and the dip of the water

quickly and more quickly approaching the gap.

6. A hollow or depression to which the surround-

ing high ground dips or sinks.

1789 W. GILHN Wye 129 Woody hills which form beautiful

dips at their intersections. 1834 BECKFORD Italy 1. 175 We
saw groves and villages in the dips of the hills. 1863 GEO.
ELIOT Rowola n. viii, The great dip of ground . . making a

gulf between her and the sombre calm of the mountains.

1878 H. M. STANLEY Dark Cont. I. xvi. 434 The main
column arrived at the centre of the dip in the Uzimba ridge.

7. (Short for dip-candle.) A candle made by re-

peatedly dipping a wick into melted tallow.

1815 W. H. IRELAND Scribbleomania. 15 Paper .. brown
sugar to fold, Tea, soap . . dip or choice mould. 1829

DIP-EARS.

MARRVAT F. Mildmay viii. A purser's dip wtlfo,
a farthing

candle. ci86s LKTHEBY in Circ. Sc. I. 93/2 Two sorts of

candles are commonly met with in commerce namely dips
and moulds. 1887 S I EVKNSON Underwoods I. xxx. 63, I am
a kind of farthing dip Unfriendly to the nose and eyes.

8. A preparation into which something is dipped,
as bronzitig-dip, sheep-dip, etc. (cf. DIP v. 3').

1871 Trans. Highl. <y Agric. Soc. Scot. Ser. iv. III. 2^9
Any other dips I have seen. 1877 N. W. Line. Gloss,, Dip,
a poisonous liquid in which sheep are dipped to kill fags.

1883 R. HALDANE Workshop Receipts Ser. 11. 244 The bronz-

ing dip may be prepared by dissolving in I gal. hot water

$ Ib, each perchlonde of iron and perchloride of copper.

1885 Daily News 15 Feb. 5/6 Before the arrival of the last

convoy there the carbolic acid was exhausted. Sheep dip
had to be substituted.

9. A sweet sauce for puddings, etc. (local Eng.
and U.S.)
n 1825 FORBY Voc. E. Anglia, Dip, a sauce for dumplings,

composed of melted butter, vinegar, and brown sugar. 1884
Cheshire Gloss., Dip, sweet sauce eaten with pudding. If

flavoured with brandy it is called Brandy-dip.
10. Thieves' slang. A pickpocket ; also pocket-

picking. (Cf. DIP v. 9 b.)

1859 in MATSELL Vocab. 26 (Farmer). 1888 St. Louis
Globe DemocraK FarmerAmer.\ A dip touched the Canadian
sheriff for his watch and massive chain while hfi was reading
the Riot Act.

11. Comb. [In some cases it is the verb-stem

rather than the sb.] : dip-bucket, a bucket con-

trived to turn easily and dip into water
; dip-

candle, a candle made by repeatedly dipping a

wick in melted tallow, a dipped candle ; dip-

circle, a dipping-needle having a vertical graduated
circle for measuring the amount of the dip ; dip-

head, a heading driven to the dip in a coal-mine

in which the beds have a steep inclination ;
whence

dip-head level ; dip-needle = DIPPINQ-NEEDLE ;

dip-net, a small net with a long handle, used to

catch fish by dipping it in the water
; dip-pipe, a

valve in the hydraulic main of gas-works, etc., ar-

ranged to dip into water or tar, or other liquid, and

form a seal ;
a seal-pipe ; dip-rod, a rod on which

candle-wicks are hung to be dipped ; dip-section,
a section showing the dip of the strata ; dip-sector,

a reflecting instrument on the principle of the sex-

tant, used to ascertain the dip of the horizon : see

SECTOR ; dip-side, the side on which the dip or

declivity is ; dip-splint, a kind of friction match ;

dip-trap, a drain trap formed by a dip or de-

pression of the pipe in which water stands so as

to prevent the upward passage of sewer-gas ; dip-

well, a well whence water is got by dipping.
1829 MARRYAT F. Mildmay ii, On it stood a brass candle-

stick, with a *dip-candle. 1864 THACKERAY D. Dui'al_ vii.

.. ___igned for the *dip-cin
MAXWELL Electr. ff Magn. II. 116 A new dip-circle, in

which the axis of the needle .. is slung on two filaments

of silk or spider's thread, the ends of the filaments being
attached to the arms of a delicate balance. 1875 URE
Diet. Arts III. 326 Were the coal-field an entire elliptical

basin, the *dip-head levels carried from any point would
be elliptical. Ibid. III. 328 It is, moreover, proper to make
the first set of pillars next the dip-head much stronger. 1881

MAXWELL Electr. * Main. II. 113 The magnetic dip is

found by means of the "Dip Needle. 1858 THOREAU Lett.

(1865) 171 The villagers catching smelts with *dip-nets in

the twilight. 1874 KNIGHT Diet. Meek. I. 705 The seal-cup
is charged with tar, which permits the movable *dip-pipe to

be lifted into or out of the main. 1884 Nature 13 Nov. 33 It is

admirably seen in *dip-section on the east and north slopes.

1833 HERSCHEL Astron. i. 16 The visible area, as measured

bythe 'dip-sector. 1834 Mechanic's Mag. 445. 1853 KANE
Grinnell Exp. ix. (1856) 67 Minute observations of dip-

sectors and repeating-circles. 1875 URE Diet. Arts III. 325
Have on the *dip side of the level a small quantity of water

. . so as to guide the workmen in driving the level. 1892

Nortlmmbld. Gloss., Dip-side, the low side. 1883 E. A.

PARKES Pract. Hygiene x. 2. 367 The common mason's or

dip-trap, and the notorious D trap. 1894 B. FOWLER in

Proc. Geol. Assoc. XIII. 364 This clay throws out two fine

springs, forming *dip-wells, in Hammer village.

Dipar, obs. form of DIAPER.

Dipartite (daipautait), a. [f. Di-1, L. dis-

asunder + partit-us divided, f. partlre to divide,

part. (The L. compound was dispertitus.')] Di-

vided into various parts. So Dipartited ppl. a. ;

Diparti'tion, division, parting asunder.

1825 New Monthly Mag. XIII. 61 Whose form is either

dipartited, or disposed in conglomerated magnificence. 1838
G. S. FABER Hist. Vallemes In. ix. 399 All men shall pass
two ways ; the good, to glory ; the wicked, to torment.

But, if any one shall not believe this dipartition, let him at-

tend to Scripture from the end to the commencement. 1885

RUSKIN Prxterita I. iii. 83 Upon which I found my claim

to the sensible reader's respect for these dipartite writings.

Dipa'schal, a.
[f.

Di- 2 twice -t- PASCHAL.]

Including two passovers.
a 1840 L. CARPENTER cited in WORCESTER.

Dip-bucket, -circle : see DIP sb. n.

Dipchick, var. of DABCHICK.

Dipe, obs. form of DEEP.

Dip-ears (di-pii-Mz). Also dip-ear, [f.
DIP v.

+ EAR :

' from its graceful movements.' Swainson.]
A marine bird, the Little Tern, Sterna miimta.



DIPETALOUS.

1885 Su \INSON l'r,>-,'. .\'<if'-* /<///. Hints 204 Little Tem
(\/,/-/i miiiutu) .. lli|p i ;MS( Norfolk).

Dipetalous (ii.i|ir'i.il.>. ,
. Hot. [f. mod. I..

dipftal-its (I. Or. Si- (Di--) twice + nira\-ov

leaf, PKTAL) + -OHM.] Having lw<> petals.

1707 SUMNK Jamiiim I. Prcf, Those which are Mono-
pclalms fir-.!, thusi; Uipctalous next. 1883 lit .S></. A'.'. . / , . .

Diplianite di-fanoU . A/in. [f. (1846) Gr.

Si-, ots twice, doubly + -<t>av-r)s showing, appearing
+ -ITK :

' because it has quite a different aspect

according to the direction in which it is looked

at '.]
A name given by Nordcnskiold to a mineral

now regarded as belonging to the species MAK-
OAK1TK.
Viewed from the side, its prisms arc bluish, transparent,

and of vitreous lustre ; looking down on the base, they arc

white, opaque, and of nacreous lustre.

1850 I )ANA Mitt. 292. 1868 Ibid. 507 Diphanite is from the
r.nK-T.ild mines of the Ural, with chrysoberyl and phenacite.

Diphasic (daifr'-zik), a. [f. Gr. &- (V>\- *)
twice + ipdats appearance, phase + -1C.] Char-
acterized by having two phases : spec, used of an
electric variation of which the period of duration is

divided into two stages, one positive and the other

negative.
1881 HUHUOH SANDERSON in Phil. Traits. CI.XXIII. 7

The diphasic character of the variation . . is due to the inter-

ftrcnce of the opposite electromotive actions of the upper
and under cells.

Dip-head: see DIP sb. n.
Diphen- in chemical terms: see Di- a

a, PHEN-.

Dipheuic (doifrnik), a. Chem. [f. Di- - +
PHENIC.] In Jiphenic acid ( jC,H t .CO. OH) ob-

tained by the oxidation of phenanthrene, one of the
constituents of coal-tar. Its salts are Diphenates.
1875 WATTS Diet. Chem. VII. .434 Diphenic acid heated

with excess of quick lime, is converted, not into diphenyl,
but into diphenylene ketone.

Diphenol (daifrnfl). Chem. [f.Di-2 + PHENOL
(f.

as next + -OL in alcohol).]
An aromatic alcohol having the composition

(C,H,OH), (that of PHKNOL being C8H OH).
It has isomeric modifications, crystallizing in col-

ourless rhombic crystals, and in shining needles.

1877 WATTS Fvwnes Chem. II. 567 Dioxydiphenyl or Di-

phenol.

Diphenyl(daife-nil). Client,
[f.

DI-'^ + PHENYL,
F. plitnyle (f. <paivnv to show, bring to light +
6X1; substance : see -YL.] An aromatic hydro-
carbon having the formula C II C H 6I or twice

that of the radical PHENYL.
1873 Ftnwes' Chem. (ed. 1 1) 758. 1877 WATTS ibid. (ed. 12)

11. 562 Diphenyl crystallizes from alcohol in iridescent
nacreous scales.

b. attrib. and Comb., as diphenylgroup, diphenyl
ketone, diphenyl-methnne, etc.

Dipltc'iiylantr.He, a crystalline substance having a pleasant
odour and weakly basic properties, prepared by the dry dis-
tillation of rosamline blue, and used in the preparation of
various dye-stuffs ; hence tiiphenylamine //-=spirit blue.

1863-73 WATTS Diet. Chem. IV.
4^53 Diphenylamme heated

with chloride of benzoyl yields diphenyl-benzamide. 1882
Athenxttm 25 Mar. 384/3 This colour is the chloride of a
base which the author has proved to be diphenyldiamido-
triphenylcarbinol. 1884 Altinch. Exam. 6 Oct. 4/5 The pro-
cess of manufacture . . of diphenylamiuenaphtol, resorcine, or
alizarine dyes.

Dipho-sphate. Chem. See Di- 2 2 and PHOS-
I'HATK.

1826 HENRY Eltm.Chem. II, 121 There is also . . a di-

pliuxpliiite, consisting of i atom of phosphoric acid and 2

iitoms of the protoxide. < 1865 G. GORE in Circ. Sf. I. 220/2
Pyrophosphate of soda is easily formed by heating to red-
ness the common diphosphate of soda.

Diphrela'tic, a. nonce-wd.
[f.

Gr. Si^pijAar-i/s
charioteer + -ic.] Relating to the driving of a

chariot, chariot-driving, (humorous or affected.)

1849 DE QUINCEY Eng. Mail Coach Wks. I^327 Under
tliis eminent man, whom in Greek I cognominated Cyclops
diphrclates . . 1 . . studied the diphrelatic art.

Diphtheria (dif|n-ria). Path. [ad. F. diph-
tliilne, substituted by Bretonneau for his earlier

term diphtherite : see DIPHTHERITIS.]
An acute and highly infections disease, character-

ized by inflammation of a mucous surface, and by
an exudation therefrom which results in the forma-

tion of a firm pellicle or false membrane. Its chief

sent is the mucous membrane of the throat and air

passages, but other mucous surfaces are at times

attacked, as are also wounds or abrasions of the
skin.

1857 GODFREY in Lancet Nov. 542 Report on Cases of

Diphtheria or malignant sore throat. 1858 Chron. in Ann.
Reg. i A disease of a new name has been recognised.
From having first been noticed at Boulogne it was called
the Boulogne sore throat ; it has now received the medical
name of Diphtheria. 1858 Sat. Rev. VI. 11/2 To save us
from cholera, typhus, and diphtheria. 1860 AVw Syd. Sec.
Ycar.bk. 151 Ranking publishes a lecture on diphtheria,
in which he describes the disease as one wholly new to
tliis country. 1884 SIR L. PLAYFAIR Sp. in Part. 18 Mar.,
Diphtheria . . when first imported from France in 1855, we
used to call the Boulogne sore throat.

attril*. 1881 Dnily .\'tit'S 14 Sept. 5/4 The Russian

journals publish some terrible details of the diphtheria
epidemic in Russia. 1892 Daily Neivs 21 Mar. 6/3 The
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diphtheria handbill which the sanitary authorities have
published. 1895 Hrit. Me<1. Jrnl, 3* Mar. 721 The girl's
throat was . . found to contain the diphtheria bacillus.

Hence Diphthe rial, Diphthe rlan attjs. t
of or

belonging to diphtheria.
1883 Sya. Sac. Lex, t Difihthrrial. 1893 Brit. Mfd.

Jrnl. 26 Aug. 487 A detailed report on .. the chemical

pathology of diphtheria, and on diphtherial palsy. 1884
/W/ Mall G. 3 July 3/1 Suckinc a tube to draw out the

'diphtherian matter* in his child s throat. 1891 G. MERE-
DITH One c/ottrCotttj, I. xii. 228 The diphtherian whisper
the commonalty hear of the commonalty.

Diphtheric f

s-c'rik) f
a. [f. DIPHTHERIA + -ic.J

= DirHTHKKITIC.

1859 SEMPLE Mem. Diphtheria v. 177 The diphtheric
vims. 1860 Neva Syd, Soc. Year*bk. 152 Diphtheric affec-

tion of the skin. 1887 J. C. MORISON Service ofMan (1889)

192 The surgeon who sucks diphtheric poison from a dying
child's throat and dies himself in consequence.

il Diphtherite (French): see DIPHTHEBITIH.

Diphtheritic (lif J^ri-tik^ a. [mod. f. DIPH-
THKIUTIS; in F. diphthiritiqne (Littr ;.] Of the

nature or character of diphtheria; belonging to or

connected with diphtheria.
1847-9 TODD Cycl. Anat. IV. 118 The deposits which

we include under the title Diphtheritic. 1850 RAMSAY in

Dublin Mcd. Press Aug. 137^ (title) Diphtheritic Inflamma-
tion of the Pharynx and lonsiU. 1884 R. MAHRYAT in

\\tthCent, May 845 A woman, .suffering from a diphtheritic
sore-throat.

b. Affected with or suffering from diphtheria.
1880 Boston Jml. Ghent. Dec. 143 Dr. Day has often pre-

scribed for diphtheritic patients . . a gargle composed of
. . salt dissolved in . . water.

Hence Diphtheri tically a</v., in the manner of

diphtheria.
1886 CRESSWELL in Sanitarian (N. Y.) XVII. 203 I.ikeli-

hood of renderincj them diphtheritically infectious.

DiphtheritlS (dif|>erai-tis). rath. Also

|| (Fr.^ diphtherite. [mod. f. Or. &d>tft>a or

tt<p$tpiy skin, hide, piece of leather + -ms
; the

disease being so named on account of the tough
membrane developed upon the parts affected.
First used in 1821 in the French form dipkthfrite by

Brctpnneau of Tours in a paper before the French Academy,
published 1826; the word was taken into English and
German medical literature, usually as diphtherias, though
the Fr. form was occasional in the scanty English notices
of the disease before 1857. In 1855, I.retonneau in a new
memoir substituted the name diphtheric, probably because
terms in -itet -iris, are properly formed on names of the

part affected, as in br^nchitis^ laryngitis', in Eng. this

was adapted as diphtheria, when '

Boulogne sore-throat'
became epidemic here in 1857-58 ; but the adj. diphtheritic
was generally retained in preference to diphtheric used by
some. (Contributed by Dr. W. Sykes.))
= DlPHTHKKIA.
[1826 BKETOSNEAU Traite delft Diphtlt/rite(l{3Az.-'Qa.rm.\

Qu'Jl me soit
permis

de designer cette
phtegmasie par la

denomination de 'diphtherite'. 1839-47 I'ODD Cycl. Anat.
III. 116/1 Examples of croup .. analogous to the diph-
therite of Bretonneau. 1860 AVw Syd. Soc, Ycar-bk. 151
The great distinctive mark between diphtherite and croup. J

1826 Loud. bled. A'c?'. XXVI. 499 Review of Bretonneau
on

Diphtheritis. 1840 A. TWEEDIE Syst. Pract. Med. IV.

48 This species of angina is characterized by the formation
of albuminous pellicles on the surface of the inflamed mem-
brane, whence it was named by M. Bretonneau of Tours

'Diphtheritis'. 1855 A. SMITH in Dublin Hosp. Gaz. II.

149 Diphtheritis successfully treated by chlorate of potash.
1858 Sat. Rev. VI. 2/1 Diphtheritis has become a name
more terrible than the small-pox. 1850 C. WEST Dis.

Infancy <$ Childhood (ed. 4)
xxv. 381 This other disease,

Angina Maligna., Dlphtneritis, or more correctly Diphtheria,
is no new malady.

Diphtheroid (di-fj>croid), a. [f. as prec. +

-OID^ Of the form or appearance of diphtheria.
186 1 BUMSTEAD l

r
en. Dis. (1879)450 Diphtheroid [chancre]

of the glans. 1883 Spit. Sac. Lex. t Diphthero?dt like a
tanned skin, or like Diphtheria, or a diphtheritic product.
Ibid., Diphtheroid liberation.

Diphthong (drfjyrj\ $b. Forms: 5-6 dip-

tong(e, (dypton), 6 dyphtong, diphthonge,
-gue, 7-9 dipthong, 8 dipthongue, 6- diph-
thong, [a. F. diphthonguti earlier dyptongue, ad.

L. diphthong-us',
a. Gr. 5itf>0oyyos t adj. having two

sounds, sb. a diphthong, f. &-, S twice, doubly
-r </>0oyyos voice, sound.]
A union of two vowels pronounced in one syllable ;

the combination of a sonantal with a consonantal

vowel.
The latter is usually one of the two vowels / and n, the

extremes of the vowel scale, which pass into the consonants

y, w. When these sounds, called by Melville Bell glides^
follow the sonantal vowel, the combination is called a

'falling diphthong ',
as in out, hiyiv, boil, boy\ when they

precede, the combination is a 'rising diphthong', as in It.

voro, piano. It is common in the latter case to consider
the first element as the consonant w or y.

1483 Cath. Angl. 100/2 A Diptonge \MS. A.
Dypton),

diptongus. 1530 PALSCR. 213/2 Diphthongc, diphthongiie
a 1637 B. JONSON Etig. Gram, v, Dipthongs are the com-
plexions, or couplings of Vowells. 1668 WILKINS Real
Char. 15 /and u according to our English pronunciation
of them, are not properly Vowels, but Diphthongs. 1749
Power Pros. Numbers 9 All Dipthongs are naturally lone.
But in English Numbers they are often short. 1876 C. P.
MASON Eng. Grant, (ed. 21) 17 When two vowef sounds
are uttered without a break between them, we get what is

called a vocal or sonant diphthong. 1888 J, WRIGHT O. H.
German Print. 10 All the OHG. diphthongs.. were falling
diphthongs ; that is, the stress fell upon the first of the two

DIPHY-.

elements. 1891 SWEET Nnu Eng. Gram. 330 If two vowels
are uttered with one impulse of stress, so as to form a
single .syllable, the combination is called a diphthong, suchingle .syl

s (oi) in

b. O
as (oi) in nil.

b. Often applied to a combination of two vowel
characters, more correctly called DIGRAPH.
When the two letters represent a simple sound, as ta, OH,

in htaii, hed>, soup is/ip), they have been termed an improftr
diphthong : properly speaking these are monophthmn
written by digraphs.
1530 PALSCD. 15 This diphthong m . . in the frenche long

shalbe sounded lyke as the Italians sounde this vowell .

c 16*0 A. HUME Brit. Tmt** (1865) 10 We have of this thre
diphthonges, tuae with a befoer, ae and ai, and ane with
the e befoer, ea. 1668 PRICE in A. J. EllisTZ'. E. Prvxmc.
l. iii. (Chaucer Soc.) 125 That is an improper diplhong that
loseth the sound of one vowel. There are eight improper
dipthongs, ea et ie to, ea oo iti, ou obscure as in cousin.

1876 C. P. MASON Eng. Gram. (ed. ai) f 17 When two of
the letters called vowels are written together to represent
either a sonant diphthong or a simple vowel sound, we
get a written diphthong or digraph. Ibid. I 25 The same
letter or diphthong often represents very different vowel
sounds.

1587 HARRISON England II. xix.(i8?7) I. 312 Wal
a diphthong. 1631 WEEVF.R Anc. Fon. Man. To
I write the Latme . . as I find it . . E vocall f

more in vowel

C. esp. In popular use, applied to the ligatures
/c, a' of the Roman alphabet.
As pronounced in later L., and in modern use, these are

no longer diphthongs, but monophthongs ; the OE. liga-
tures se and ae always represented monophthongs.

AIL
_ for E diph-

thong, diphthongs being but lately come into use. 170*
AUDISON Dial. Medals (1727) 20 We find that Felix is

never written with an oc dipthongue. 7j6-7 lr. Keyslf^s
Trav. (1760) HI. 222 The epitaph, in which the dipthong
y, according to the custom of those times, is expressed by a
single e. . l

r'itam obiit I 'II Id. Oct. etatis sue ann. /. ty L.
a. transf. Applied to a combination of two con-

sonants in one syllable (consonantal diphthong),
especially to such intimate unions as those of ch

(tj) and dg or/ (d.^), in church^ judge.
1861 M. HOPKINS Hawaii 65 The Hawaiian alphabet ..

is . . destitute ofconsonant diphthongs. 1889 PITMAN Man.
Phonogr. (new ed.) 64 The simple articulations A b, t, d,
etc. are often closely united with the liquids /and r, form-

ing a kind of consonant diphthong .. as in plough .. try.
e. attrib. = DIPHTHONGAL.
1798 H. lil.MR Lect. I. ix (R.), We abound

and diphthong sounds, than most languages.

Di-phthong, v. [f. prec. sb. : cf. mod.F.

diphthongHtr^ trans. To sound as a diphthong;
to make into a diphthong.
1846 WORCESTER cites Chr. Observ. 1888 SWEET Eng.

Sounds 21 Isolative diphthongjng or '

vowel-cleaving
'

mainly affects
10115

vowels. Ibid. 277 The characteristic
feature of the [living English] vowel-system is its diph-
thonging of all the earlier long monophthongs. 1894 F. I.

CURTIS Rinifs of CJtariodus 50 Arguments for the diph-
thong ing of/ in early texts.

Diphthongal (difI^-ggar, a- [f. DIPHTHONG
sb. + -AL.] Of or belonging to a diphthong; of
the nature of a diphthong.
1748 Phil. Trans. XLV. 403 That 7 vocal Notes or Vowels

..struck, as one may say, in diphthongal or triphthongs!
Chords with each other, may well enough account for the
Sounds of our Language. 1806 M. SMART in Monthly
Mag. XXI. 14 So easily does r slide into vowel or dip-
thongal sounds. 1867 A. J. ELLIS . E. t'ronunc. \. iii. 116
Hen Jonson .. entirety ignores the diphthongal character
of long /. 1888 SWEET Eng. Sounds 248 A diphthongal
pronunciation of the .. words.

Hence Diphtho'ng-ally adv.

1846 WORCESTER cites WYLIE. Mod. The question whether
long * was already pronounced dtphthongaliy in 1500.

Diphthonga*tion. rare-*,
[f. DIPHTHONG

v. '. see -ATION. Cf, mod.F. diphthong
DlPHTHONUIZATlON. In mod. Diets.

Diphthongic (diOv'n.gilO, a. [f. Gr. !

ov DIPHTHONG sb. + -ic.] DIPHTHONGAL.
1880 SWEET in President's Addr. Philol. Soc. 41 The

treatment of the diphthongic vowel. 1886 in Academy
24 Apr. 295/3 '1 he older true diphthongic pronunciation of
[Latin] ae and oe nearly as in English by and boy.

Diphthongize (di'fjyrjgaiz), v. [ad. Gr. &-
0oyyt-ftv to spell with a diphthong : see -IZE.]
1. trans. To turn into a diphthong.
1868 G. STEPHENS Runic Man. I. 52 All sorts of broaden-

ings and thinnings of vowels, diphthongizing* [etc.]. 1874
SWEET Eng. Sounds 56, ii and nit being diphthongized.
1877-9 Trans. Philol. Soc. 458 In German, original long
i was already diphthongized when the orthography began to
settle down into its present form.

2. intr. To form a diphthong.
1867 A. J. ELLIS E. Engl. Fronunc. i. iii, 196 This second

(i) may diphthongise with any preceding vowel.

Hence Oi phthongiza tiou, the changing of a

simple vowel into a diphthong.
1874 SWEET Eug, Sounds 70 The most prominent feature

of our present English is its tendency to diphthongization.

DiphthongOUS (dif|^Tjg3s), a. rare.
[f. as

DIPHTHONG -t- -ocs.] Of the nature of a diphthong;
diphthongal.
1833 Philol. Museum II. 116 Mere modulations of the

vowels, or at most different diphthongous combinations.

Diphy-, ad. Gr. &t<pv- from Si^v-ijy, of double
nature or form, double, bipartite ; a frequent forma-
tive of modern scientific words : as Di'phycerc
Ichth. [Gr. icfpx-os tail], a diphycercal fish.

Diphycercal (difisdukal) a., having the tail



DIPHYLLOUS.

divided into two equal halves by the caudal spine.

Di'pliycercy, diphyeercal condition. Di'phyid
Zool., a member of tlie Diphyidx, a family of

Hydrozoa, having a pair of swimming-bells oppo-
site each other on the upper part of the stem.

Di'phyodont a. [Gr. uScwr- tooth], having two dis-

tinct sets of teeth ; consisting (as teeth) of two sets :

as in the deciduous and permanent teeth of mam-
mals ; as sb. a diphyodont mammal. Diphy-
zo'oid, diphyo- Zool., a free-swimming organism
consisting of a group of zooids detached from a

colony of Hydrozoa of the order Sifhonophora.
1883 Syd. Sac. Lex., *Diphycerc, a fish with the form of

tail called Diphyeereal. 1870 ROLLESTON Anim. Life
Introd. 70 A true *diphycercal tail is finally pro'duced in

the Acanthopteri. 1871 HUXLEY Annt. Vert. Aitiin. i. 16
The extremity of the spine divides the caudal fin-rays into
two nearly equal moieties, an upper and a lower, and the

fish is said to be diphyeercal. 1884 SEDGWICK tr. Clans'
Zool. I. 250 These groups of individuals may in some
*diphyids become free and assume a separate existence as
Eudoxia. 1834 OWEN in Circ. Sc. (1:1865) II. 100/1 The
*diphyodonts .. generate two sets of teeth. Ibid., The
diphyodont mammalia. 1883 FLOWER in Glasgow Weekly
Her. 14 July 8/1 Teeth .. of the simple homodont and
diphyodont type. 1861 J. R. GREENE Man. Anim. Kingd.,
Content, ico The same naturalist [Huxley] has proposed the
distinctive term of ' *

Diphyozouids
'

for those singular de-

tached reproductive portions of adult Calycoplioridz which
received the name of 'monogastricZ>#/y<fe'. 1877 HUXLEY
Anat. Iim. Anint. iii. 3. 145 As they attain their full de-

velopment, each set becomes detached, as a free-swimming
complex Diphyzooid. In this condition they grow and alter

their form and size so much that they were formerly regarded
as distinct genera.

Diphyllous (dsifrbs), a. Bot. [f. mod.L.

diphyll-us (f. Gr. Si-, (Di-
2
) twice + <pv\\-ov leaf)

+ -ous.] Having two leaves (or sepals).
1788 JAS. LEE Introd. Bot. I. xi. (ed. 4) 25 The Calyx . .

In resnect to its Parts it is. .Dipltyllons, of two [leaves] as in

1'itmaria. 1819 Pantologia, Diphyllous, in botany, a two-
leaved calyx : as in papaver and fumaria.

Diphyo- : see DIPHV-.

Diphysite (di-fi^it), sb. (a.) Theol.
[f.

Gr.

81-, Sit twice, doubly + <t>vai s nature + -ITE.] One
who held the doctrine (Di'physitrsm), of two
distinct natures in Christ, a divine and a human,
as opposed to the monophysite doctrine : see Dvo-
PHYSITE.

Diplanetic (daiplane-tik\ a. Bot. [mod. f. Gr.
81- Di- - Avice 4 Tr\avrjTLK-6s disposed to wander,
f. nAayijros wandering (see PLANET).] Having
two active periods separated by a period of rest :

said of the zoospores of certain Fungi of the family

Saprolegniew. So Dipla, iietism, the condition or

property of being diplanetic.
1888 M. M. HARTOG in Annals ofBot. 203 note, The 'first

form
'

of zoospore . . is ovoid with a pair of flagella from
the front ..The ' second form

'

is uniform with an anterior
and posterior flagellum diverging from the hilum. Tl;e
existence of these two forms constitutes the phenomenon
of diplanetism.

t Diplanti'dian, a. Obs. [f. Gr. Snr\6-os

double ^ dvri against, opposite -t- eiSos form, image
+ -IAN.] Applied to a form of telescope proposed
by Jeaurat in 1778, giving two images, one direct

and the other reversed, the coincidence of which

might be used to determine transits.

1807 T. YOUNG Lect. Nat. Phil. % Meth. Arts II. 351.

Diplartlirons (dipla-jbres), a. Zool. [f. Gr.
SinAd-os double + ap()p-ov joint + -OUS.] Having
the carpal or tarsal bones doubly articulated, i.e.

the several bones of one row alternating with tho?e
of the other, as in ungulate mammals : opp. to

taxcopodons. So Dipla'rthrism, the condition of

being diplarthrous.
1887 E. D. COPE in Ainer. Nat. XXI. 987 All ungulates

in passing from the taxeopodous to the diplarthrous stages,
traversed the amblyppodous. Ibid. 988 The advance of
diplarthrism is in direct ratio to the advance of digiti-
gradism, for the greater the length of the foot, the greater
is the elasticity of the leg, and the greater is the torsion.

Diplasic (<Hple-zik,doi-), a. Pros. [f. Gr. Siw\a-
ffios twofold, double, f. Si-, Si's twice + -irAaffios

-fold.] Double, twofold
; having the proportion of

two to one, as in diplasic ratio, =Gr. SurAacnW
Ai>7oy.

1873 J. HADLEY Ess. 98 They may have a ratio of two to
one -a diplasic ratio, as the ancients called it as in the
trochee. Ibid., The diplasic ratio answers to our common
time.

Dipla-tinamine. Cheat. : see Di- 2 2 and
+ PLATINAMINE.

II Diple (di-plj). [Gr. SnrXfi, fern, of 8in-Aoi

double (sc. 700/1/117 stroke, line).] A marginal
mark of this form > ,

used by the ancient gram-
marians to indicate various readings, rejected verses,

beginning of a new paragraph, etc.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Diple, a note or mark in the
Margent to signifie that there is somewhat to be amended.

II Diplegia (datplfttgig). Path. [mod.L., f.

Gr. 81-, 8is twice + irAjj-pj stroke.] Paralysis
affecting corresponding parts on both sides of the

384

body. Hence Diplegic (doiple'd.^ik) a., relating
to diplegia, or to corresponding parts on both sides.

1883 in Syd. Sue. Lex.

Dipleidoscope (dipbi-d&skJup). [f. Gr. Snr\6-

os double + efSos form, image -r -axowos viewing, a

watcher.] An instrument consisting of a hollow

triangular prism, with two sides silvered and one

of glass, used for determining the meridian transit

of a heavenly body by the coincidence of the two

images formed by single and double reflexion.

1843 E. J. DENT(frV/<?), A Description of the Dipleidoscope.
Ibid. (1867) 14 The criterion for determining the position of
the Dipleidoscope is, that the two images must coincide,
or appear as one, when the chronometer shows, according
to the equation table for 1868, nh. 49m. 12. is. 1851
Offic. Catal. E-rliib. I. 414. 1884 F. J. BRITTEN Watch %
Clockm. 88 The advantages of the dipleidoscope over the

ordinary forms of sun dials are : the passage of the sun over
the meridian is indicated with greater exactness, and the
reflections may be discerned in weather too cloudy to see

any shadow on the sun dial.

II Dipletira (dsiplu'Ta), sb. pi. Morphol. [mod.
L., neuter pi. of difleur-ns, f. Gr. Si-, Si's twice
+ TT\fvpa side (of the body).] Organic forms with
bilateral symmetry having a single pair ofantimeres
or corresponding opposite parts. Hence Diplewral
a., zygopleural with only two antimeres. Dipleu'-
rio a., having right and left sides

; exhibiting bi-

lateral symmetry.
1883 P. 'GKDDES in F.ncycl. Brit. XVI. 844/2 The Zygo-

pleura include forms bilaterally symmetrical in the strictest

sense, in which not more than two radial planes, and these
at right angles to each other, are present. Haeckel again
divides these, according to the number of antimeres, into

Tetraplenra and Diplenra. Ibid., The term bilateral ..

must be rigidly restricted . . to the Centropipeda if not indeed
to dipleural forms.

Dipleurobraiicliiate (dsipluVroibrce-rjkii-t),
a. Zool. [f. mod.L. Dipleurobranchia (f. Gr. 81-

twice + ir\fvpa side + Ppdyx'a gills) + -ATE 2
.]

Hav-

ing the characters of the Dipleurobranchia or /-
feroliranchiata, nudibranchiate gastropods having
foliaceous branchiae situated in a fold on each side

of the shell-less body.

Diplex (dai-pleks), a. [An arbitrary alteration

of implex after Di- 2 twice (Preece).] Telegr.
Characterized by the passing of two messages
simultaneously in the same direclion.

' Now (1895) properly restricted to the system whereby the
transmission of one message is effected by means of a change
in strength of current only, irrespective of direction, and
that of the other by change of direction of the currents
without. reference to their strength

'

( W. H. Preece).
1878 W. H. PREECE in Post Office Official Tec/in. Instruct.,

Diplex telegraphy consists in sending two messages in the
same direction at the same time. 1879 G. PRESCOTT Sp.
Telephone 346 Two messages may be sent over a single wire
in the same or in opposite directions, and when we do not
care to particularize either, we simply allude to them under
the more common generic name of duplex transmission,
which includes both. When, however, we wish to speak of
either method by itself, we use the term diplex for simul-
taneous transmission in the same direction, and contraplex
for that in opposite directions.

Diplo- (di-p!0\ before a vowel dipl-, combining
form of (Jr. Sin-Ao-ny, SiTrAouy twofold, double, oc-

casional in ancient Greek, now used in many scien-

tific terms
; e.g. Diplobacte ria sb. pi., bacteria

consisting of two cells, or adhering in pairs. J>i-

plobla'stic a. Biol., having two germinal layers,
the hypoblast and epiblast. Diploca rdiac a. Zool.,

having the heart double, i.e. with the right and left

halves completely separate, as birds and mammals.
Diploce'phaly, monstrosity consisting in having
two heads.

|| Diploco'ccus Biol., a cell formed

by conjugation of two cells. Diploco nical a., of
the form of a double cone. Di'plodal a. Zool. [Gr.
vS-us way + -AL], of sponges, having both canals,

prosodal (of entrance) and aphodal (of exit) well

developed. Diplodoxy nonce-wd. (see quot.).

Diploga ngliate a., having ganglia arranged in

pairs; said of a division of animals (Diplogan-
gHa/a) nearly equivalent to Cuvier's Articulata.

Diploge uesis, the production of double organs
or parts instead of single ones

;
the formation of

a double monster ; hence Diplogene'tic a.
; Diplo-

ge iiic a., 'producing two substances; partaking
of the nature of two bodies' (Craig 1847). Di'plo-
graph (see quot.) ;

so Diplogra pliical a., of or

pertaining to writing double; also Diplo'grapliy.
Diplonen-ral a. Anat., supplied by two nerves of

separate origin, asamuscle; Diplonenro'sea. Zoo!.,

belonging to the Diploneura (Grant's term for the

Arlicitlata, as having a double nerve-cord running
along the body) ; Diploiieu rous a,,

'

having two
nervous systems; also, belonging to the Diplo-
neura

'

(Syd. Soc. Lex.}. Diploperi stomous a.

Bot., of mosses, having a double peristome, or fringe
round the mouth of the capsule. Diplopla'cnla
Einbryol., a PLACULA composed of two layers re-

sulting from transverse fission; hence Diplopla'-

DIPLOHEDRON.

cnlar, Diplopla'culate a. Di'plopod a. and sl>.

Zool., belonging to the order Diplopoda (
C/iei-

lognatha) of Myriapods, having two pairs of limbs

on each segment of the body; a member of this

onler ; hence Diplo'podous a. Diplo'pterous a.

Entoin., belonging to the family Diploptera (the
true wasps) in Latreille's classification of insects,

which have the fore wings folded when at rest.

Diplosplie'iial a., Di plosphene, Anat. = HYPO-

SPHENAL, HYPOSPHENE. Diplospondylic a. Zool.,
said of a vertebral segment having two centra, or

of a vertebral column having twice as many centra

as arches, as in fishes and batrachians
;
hence

Diplospo'ndylisin, the condition of being diplo-

spondylic. Diplo-stichous a., arranged in two

rows, as the eyes of certain spiders. Diplosyr-
theme = DISYNTHEME.
1888 F. P. BILLINGS in Amer. Nat. XXII. 123 We may

find two apparently mature organisms enclosed in a
common capsule .. These diplo-bacteria may assume a
curved or sausage shape. 1854-67 C. A. HARRIS Diet.
Mett. Terminal., Diphcardiac, having a double heart. 1847
CKAIG, Diplocephalia. 1883 Syd. Soc. Lex., Diploceplmly,
in Teratology, the condition of a fcctus having two heads on
one body. 1883 MACALISTER tr. Zieglers Pathol. Anat. I.

185 Masses of cocci enclosed in a cylindrical sheath are
called ascococci; coupled spherules are diplococci ; chains
or chaplets of spherules, streptococci ; and in like manner
he [Billroth] describes diplobacteria and streptobacteria.

1887 W. J. SOLLAS in Encycl. Brit. XXII. 415/1 This,
which from the marked presence of both prosodal and
aphodal canals may be termed the diplodal type of the

Rhagon canal system, occurs but rarely. 1851 Fraser's

Mag. XLIII. 289 An orthodoxy with two tails or a diplo-

doxy to coin a word which all inn., the co-existence of
two separate beliefs, while it expresses no dogma as to the
truth of either. 1851 RICHARDSON Geol. viii. 257 The nerv-
ous system is composed of a chain of ganglia disposed in

pairs, and united by nervous cords: hence the term diplo-

gangliata. 1835-6 TODD Cycl. Anat. I. 509/1 That form of

monstrosity, .called Diplogenesis. 1878 BARTLEY tr. Topi-
nurd's Anthrop. v. 162 Diplogenesis, in which the whole body
is more or less double. 1876 Catal. Set. App. S. Kens. No.
2052 Diplograpli. Writing machine for the Blind, by which

writing in relief and ordinary writing are performed at the
same time. 1750 C. WREN Parentalia 212 He [Wren] in-

vented the art of double writing, .by an instrument called the

Diplograpliical Instrument. 1758 Grand Mag. of Mag.
Nov., In 1647, about three years before Mr. Wren publicly
produced his diplographical instruments.
No. 60. 59 Diplography. 1836-9 TODU Cycl. Anat. 11.412/2
Belonging to the diploneurose . . divisions of the animal

kingdom. 1870 BENTLKY Bot. 369 With two rows, they are

diploperistomous. 1884 A. HYATT in Proc. Boston Soc. Nat.
Hist. XXIII. 89 In this way the primitive differentiation

of the placula into two layers is established in what we have

designated the diploplacula. 1864 WEBSTER, Diplopod
{Zool.), one of a group of myriaporjs. 1883 Smithsonian
fftst. Rep., Zool. (Cent. Diet.), One of the diplopod myrip-
pods, 1884 O. C. MARSH Amer. Jurassic Dinosaurs in

A mcr. Jrnl. Sc. CXXVII. 334 In Ceratosaurus. .These
vertebra; show the diplosphenal articulation seen in Me-
galosaurus. 1888 ROLLESTON & JACKSON Anim. Life 525
The lateral eyes in Scorpionidx and all the eyes ofLimulns
are monostichous ; the central eyes of the former group and
other Arachnids, so far as known, diplostichous.

|| Diploe (di'p!0|J). [mod.L., a. Gr. Snr\6r/

doubling, fold, overlapping of the bones of the

skull (Hippocrates), f. SiirAoos double.]
1. Anat. The light porous or cancellated bone-

tissue lying between the hard dense inner and outer

layers of the bones of the skull.

1696 in PHILLIPS (ed. 5). 1699 Phil. Trans. XXI. 139 The
Blood Vessels of the Diploe might be burst by some acci-

dental blow. 1741 MoNRO^Jwd/. Bonesi^A. 3)68 The Bones
of the Cranium are composed of two bony Tables, and an
intermediate cellular Substance, commonly called their

Diploe. 1767 GOOCH Treat. Wounds I. 307 In some parts
of the skull, there is naturally very little DiplUe, and in old

subjects, scarce any remains. 1878 T. BRYANT Pract. Sttrg.
I. 197 An acute inflammation of the diploe of the skull.

2. Hot. ^DlACHYMA.
1866 Treas. Bot., Diploe, that part of the parenchyme of

a leaf which intervenes between the two layers of epiderm.
1884 BOWER & SCOTT De Barys Phaner. 406 The space
in the lamina of the leaf which is left free by the ribs and
vascular bundles, is mainly occupied by parenchyma, which
is simply called leaf-parenchyma or in the special case of
flat foliage-leaves Diachyma or Diploe according to Link,

Mesophyll according to De Candolle.

Hence Diploe'tic a., bad form for DIPI.OIC.

1883 Syd. Soc. Lex., Diploetic, of, or belonging to, the

Diploe.

Diplohedron (dipbhrdr(Jn\ Crysf. [f. DIPLO-
+ Gr. (Spa seat, base : cf. trihedron^ A crystalline
form contained by twenty-four trapezoidal planes
with two sides equal ; a dyakis-dodecahedron.
1878 LAWRENCE Cotta's Rocks Class. 211 The large dipfo- .

hedrons of quartz are very much rounded off. 1895 STORY-

MASKKLYNE Crysttillogr, 216 The terms dyakis-dodeca-
hedron and diplohedron have been employed to convey the

idea of the form [twenty four-trapezohedron] being a doubled

or broken-faced pentagon-dodecahedron. Ibid. 217 Other

diplohedra are met with on crystals of pyrites, and occur

also on those of hauerite and cobaltine.

Hence Diplohexlral a., of the nature of a diplo-

hedron,

1878 GURNEY Crystallogr. 54 A diplohedral form is one

in which each normal bears two parallel faces, one at each

end. 1893 STORY-MASKF.LYNK Crystal/ogr. 207 Hemi-

systematic diplohedral forms ;
hemi-tesseral dipluhedra.



DIPLOIC.

Diploic (diplirik
1

.,
<r. Atiat. [f. DIPLOE -t- -ic.]

Belonging to the diploe.
1855 HoLliEN limn. Osteal. (1878) 118 We may speak

of the frontal, temporal, and occipital diploic veins.

Diploid i.di-ploid). Crystal, [f. (Jr. 8iirAo-os

double + fTZoi form.] A solid belonging to the
isometiic system, contained within twenty-four tra-

pezoidal planes ;
= DIPLOHEUBON.

II Diploidion (iHpU>,i-di<Jn). Gr. .rf/fy. [Gr.
jiirAoi&oi' dim. of SiirAofs : see next.] A form of
the chiton or tunic worn by women, having the part
above the waist double with the outer fold hanging
loose, somewhat like a sleeveless mantle; some-
times applied to this outer fold itself.

1850 LEITCII Mallei's Anc. Art 340. 405 It was twisted
across round the chest, and was there pinned together ;

it has often also a kind of cape in the manner of the

diploidton.

II Diplois (diploiis). Gr. Antiq. [Gr. 8i>rXofs

double cloak, f. SmXo-ot double.] =
prec.

1887 B. V. HEAD Hist. Numorum 177 A woman clothed
in a sleeveless talaric chiton with diplois.

Diploite i,di-p!0|3it). Afin. [mod.f. Gr. Sm\&-
os (UiPLo-) + -ITE.] A variety of Anorthite, also
called Latrobite.

1815 Amtr. Jrnl. Sc. IX. 330 Diploite of Breithaupt.
iSia SHEPARD Mitt. 186 Diploite.

I)iplqnia(diplJu-ma),^. Pl.-aa,sometimes-ata.
[a. L. diploma a state letter of recommendation, an
official document conferring some favour or privi-

lege, a. Gr. S'mKtafia (-/KIT-), (lit. a doubling), a
folded paper, a letter of recommendation, later a
letter of licence or privilege, f. Snt\6-nv to double,
to bend or fold double, f. Siir\6-of double. Cf. F.

diplome (Anbert 1728).]
1. A state paper, an official document ; a charter.
' In modern times, a general term for ancient imperial and

ecclesiastical acts and grants, public treaties, deeds of con-

veyance, letters, wills, and similar instruments, drawn up in
forms and marked with peculiarities varying with their
dates and countries '

(Encycl. Brit, s.v.).

(-1645 HOWELL Lett. (1650) II. n. 19 The king of Spain. .

was forced to publish a diploma wherein he dispensed with
himself (as the Holland

story
hath it) from payment. 1684

Scanderkfg Rediv. vi. 150 To pass a Diploma constituting
his Lordship a Count of the Empire. 184$ S. AUSTIN
Range's Hist. Ref. I. 425 They carefully avoided consult-

ing the elector, and kept the diploma of his nomination to
themselves. 1851 D. WILSON Preh. Ann. (1863) II. iv. i.

196 The curious diploma addressed to Eric, .respecting the

genealogy of William St. Clair. 1877 Encycl. Brit. VII.

254/1 The Merovingian sovereigns authenticated their

diplomas by the addition of their signature.
b. An original document as a matter of historical

investigation or literary study; //. historical or

literary muniments.
(1697 H. WANLEY Let. to T. Smith in Lett. Eminent

Persons (1813) I. 80 My present design.. is more relating
to the nature of Letters, than to the Diplomata or Charters
themselves.] 1845 DE QUINCEY Susfiria Wks. 1890 XIII.
347 If in the vellum palimpsest, lying amongst the other
diplomata of human archives or libraries, there is anything
fantastic. 1891 H. H. HOWORTH in Spectator 12 Dec.

8431 It [the Old Canon of Scripture) .. contained books
originally written in Hebrew, in so-called Chaldee, and in
Greek, .all of them treated as their most sacred diplomata
by the early Christians and the early Councils.
2. A document granted by a competent authority

conferring some honour, privilege, or licence ; esp.
that given by a university or college, testifying to
a degree taken by a person, and conferring upon
him the rights and privileges of such degree, as to

teach, practise medicine, or the like.
i6<8 CLEVELAND Gen. Poems, etc. (1677) 153 You have

Ennobled me with your Testimony, and I shall keep your
Paper as the Diploma of my Honour. i68a GREW Atiat. of
Plants Pref. Aija, The

Printer, whose Name was to be
inserted therein, not having received his Diploma till that
time. 1701 C. MATHER Magn. Chr. iv. (1853) II. 26 This
university did present their President with a diploma for
a doctorate. 1703 MAUNDRELL Journ. Jerus. (1732) no
This morning our Diplomata were presented to us . . to
certify we had visited all the holy places. ITU Land. Gaz.
No. 48124 Pretends to be a Physician, having a Diploma
to that effect from the College of Doway. 1771 WESLEY
Jrnl. 28

Apr., They . . presented me with the freedom of
the

city.
The diploma ran thus. 1795 in Sir J. Sinclair

Corr. (1831) II. 21 My sincere thanks . . for the diploma . .

admitting me a foreign honorary member of the Board of
Agriculture. 1841 BORROW Zincali I. i. i. 15 The writ
of diploma or privilege of settling near the free and royal
towns. 1849 LEWIS Atitlurity in Matters Opin. ix. 17.
330 The granting of diplomas by universities or other learned
bodies proceeds on the supposition that the public require
some assistance to their judgment in the choice of profes-
sional services, and that such an official scrutiny into the
qualifications of practitioners is a useful security against the
imposture or incompetency ofmere pretenders to skill. 1863
EMERSON Misc. Papers, H. D. Thoreau Wks. (Bohn) III?
333 No college ever offered him a diploma, or a professor's
chair.

b. attrib., as diploma picture (in charteied academies and
societies of art), one given to the society by a member on
his election ; in the case of the Royal Academy kept in the
Diploma Gallery.
1861 THORKBURV Turner (1862) I. 258 Turner's diploma

picture was ' Dolbadern
'

. . full of the grand solemnity of
evening. 1883 rail .Mall G. 10 Oct. 1/2 The least known
public collection of art in London is certainly the Diploma
Gallery of the Royal Academy.
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f 8. The following medizeval I,, senses arc also

given in dictionaries, but with no claim to English
use. a. - DIPLOE i

; b. A folded cloth ; c. A
double vessel used in chemical operations.
1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey) (a and l> . 1813 CRABB

Technol. Diet, (c), Thus,
' To boil in diploma

'

Is to put the
vessel . . into a second vessel, to which the fire is applied.
1853 SOVKR Pantropheon 262 (c).

Hence Diplo male*s a., without a diploma.
1837 G. WILSON Let. in Life (1860) II. 82 Diplomaless

folks. 1873 H. CURWEN Hist. Booksellers 61 A diplomaless
doctor.

Diplo'ma, v. [f. prec. sb.] irons. To furnish
with a diploma. Chiefly in ///. a. Diplomaed
(partly from the sb. : cf. certificated).
1831 TRF.LAWNY Adv. Younger Son I. 238 Surgical know,

ledge, superior to many of the diploma'd butchers. 1843
CARLYLE Past f, Pr. iv. vii, Doggeries never so diplomaed,
bepuffed, gas-lighted, continue doggeries, and must take
the fate of such. 1869 W. R. GREG Lit. * Social Judg.
(ed. 2) 400 They have, as it were, been diploma -cd and
laureated to this effect, stamped with the Hall Mark.

Diplomacy (dipl<?u-masi). [a. F. diplomalic
(pronounced -tie), (. diplomatc, diplomatique, after

aristocrats, aristocratique, aristocratic : see DIPLO-
MATIC and -AOY. So It. diplomazia, Sp. diplo-
macia, Ger. and Du. diplomatic, all from Fr.]

I. 1. The management of international relations

by negotiation ; the method by which these relations

are adjusted and managed by ambassadors and

envoys ; the business or art of the diplomatist ;

skill or address in the conduct of international

intercourse and negotiations.
1796 BURKE Regie. Peace n. Wks. VIII. 243 note. He

did what he could to destroy the double diplomacy of
France. He had all the secret correspondence burnt. 1797
Ibid. m. 348 The only excuse for all our mendicant diplo-
macy is . . that it has been founded on absolute necessity.
1809 W. IRVING Knickert. iv. xL (1849) "46 His first

thoughts were all for war, his sober second thoughts for

diplomacy. 1898 WEBSTER, Diplomacy . . the customs,
rules and privileges of embassadors, envoys and other re-

presentatives of princes and states at foreign courts;
forms of negotiation. i8 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. IV. 257
The business for which he was preeminently fitted was
diplomacy. 1861 T. C. GRATTAN Beaten Paths II. 223
Cardinal Richelieu seems to be. .considered the founder of
the present system of diplomacy properly so called . . I can
find no better signification for the word which typifies the
pursuit . . than double-dealing . . it is expressive of conceal-
ment

t
if not of duplicity. 1865 LECKY Ration. (1878) II.

271 1 he appointment of consuls in the Syrian towns, -gave
the first great impulse to international diplomacy. 1877
Encycl. Srit.\\l. 251/1 Diplomacy is the art of conducting
the intercourse of nations with each other. .It is singular
that a term of so much practical importance in politics and
history should be so recent in its adoption that it is not to
be found in Johnson's dictionary. 1880 STUBBS Med. ff

Mod. Hist, x, (1886)235 As diplomacy was in its beginnings,
so it lasted for a long time ; the ambassador was the man
who was sent to lie abroad for the good of his country.

t 2. The diplomatic body. [
= F. diplomatic,

'

le

personnel des ambassades
'

(Littr).] Obs.

I. 387 If there be no English diplomacy at Lisbon, .away go
my hopes in that quarter.
8. Skill or address in the management of rela-

tions of any kind
; artful management in dealing

with others.

1848 W. H. KELLY tr. L. Blanc's Hist. Ten Y. I. 339
The aristocracy were already, .acquiring control over public
affairs by the crafts of diplomacy. 1865 LIVINGSTONE Zam-
besi vi. 147 Masakasa felt confident that he could get it

out of these hunters by his diplomacy. Mod. The lady
thought it better to attain her ends by diplomacy.

II. 4. = DIPLOMATIC sb. 3. rare.

]. HADLEY ss. vii. (1873) 130 These [forms of letters]
Id probably give ground for i

in Anglo-Saxon diplomacy.

would probably give ground for a near guess to one expert

Diplomat (di'plomaet). Also -ato. [a. F.

diplomate, a back-formation from diplomatique,
after aristocrate, aristocrat iqtie.] One employed
or skilled in diplomacy; a diplomatist.
1813 SIR R. WILSON Diary I. 312 The diplomates will . .

have to rest on their arms until the bayonets have clashed.

1838 LVTTON Alice 96 He was the special favourite of the
female diplomats. 1870 E. PEACOCK Ralf Skirl. III. 204
A parliamentary debater and diplomat in foreign service.

1885 MABEL COLLINS Prettiest Woman v, She went every-
where as a diplomate and a political spy.
Hence Diplo niatess, a female diplomat.
1874 GREVILLE Mem. Ceo. IV (1875) II. xix. 325 This

clever, intriguing, agreeable diplomatcss. 1890 At!:, n.rnin

i Feb. i4i/ The Russian diplomatess of reality and the
Russian diplomatess of, say, M. Sardou, have fery little in

common.

Diplomats! (dipl^'matal), a. [f.
Gr. 8iir\cu-

H<n- DIPLOMA + -AL.] Of or pertaining to a

diploma.
1889 Microcosm (N. Y.) Oct., The diplomatal sheepskin.

Diplomate (drplonw't), sb.
[f.

DIPLOMA sb. +
-ATE '.] One who holds a diploma.
1870 Brit. Med. Jrnl. 21 May 786/1 The London students

and the diplomates of London Corporations.

Di-plomate, v. Obs. [f. DIPLOMA sh. +
-ATE3.J trans. To invest with a degree, privilege,
or title by diploma.

DIPLOMATIC.
ittet WOOD Life (Oxf. HUt. Soc.) I. ,14 The former .w>

afterwards dipfomaled. 1683 IHd. III. 56 Th. While,
chaplain to the lady Anne .. was diplomated I I.I). 1738
NKAL ///*/. Purit. IV. 268 Within .. little more than >u
months the Universities, diplomated above one hundred and
hfty Doctors of Divinity.

[Diplomatial : error in Diets, for DIPLOMATI-
<.u.J

Diplomatic 'dipbmae-tik), a. and sl>. Also 8-9
-ique, -iok. [ad. mod.L. diplomatic-us (Mabillon,
1681, De re diplomatica^, f. Gr. ferAoi/jar.: see
DIPLOMA and -ic. In senses i, 3, a. F. i/iplomatiquc
(1788 in Hatz.-Darm.1.
The transition from sense i to sense 3 appears to have

originated in the titles of the Co,tex Juris Cealiiim Diplo.
aialiciis of Leibnitz 1695, containing original texts of im-
portant public documents from the nth to isth c., and the
Corptuniversel diplomatique du Dreit des gens of Dumont.
historiographer to the Emperor, 1726, containing the original
texts of the treaties of Alliance, of Peace, and of Commerce,
from the Peace of Munster to 1709 '. In these titles (as in
the Codex Diplomaticus /Kvi Saxonici of Kemble), diplt-
ntaticus, diplomatique, had its original meaning (sense i

below) as applying toabody or collection of original official
documents. But as the subject-matter of these particular
collections was international relations,

'

corps diplomatique
'

sense 2. which refers to documents connected with inter-
national relations, while in the fully developed sense 3 the
connexion with documents disappears. This sense became
established in English at the time of the French Revolution,
and its French origin comes out emphatically in the writings
of Burke on French affairs.]

A. adj.
1. Of or pertaining to official or original docu-

ments, charters, or manuscripts ; textual.

Diplomatic copy, edition, an exact reproduction of an
original.

1711 T. MADOX Hist. Exchequer p. ix, The diplomatick
or law word Charta was not received amongst the Anglo-
Saxons. 1780 VON TROIL Iceland 395 A diplomatic de-

scription was not so much required in that letter, as I had
directed my attention more to the contents of the book than
its external appearance. 1784 ASTLE Origin f, Progr. of
Writing Introd. 2 Diplomatic science, the knowledge of
which will enable us to form a proper judgement of the age
and authenticity of manuscripts, charters, records, and other
monuments of

antiquity. i8i W. TAYLOR in Monthly Ret:
LXVII. 71 The historical part of this volume ; to which a
diplomatic appendix of thirty-three several documents .. and
a copious index are attached. 1846 TRENCH Mirac. ( 1889)
267 The last clause of the verse. .has not the same amount
of diplomatic evidence against it. 1861 SCRIVENER Introtf.
Crit. N. T. iii. 376 Designated by Professor Ellicott

'

para-
diplomatic evidence' . . as distinguished from the 'diplomatic

'

testimony of codices, versions, etc. 1874 H. R. REYNOLDS
John Baft. ii. 70 There is.. not a shadow of diplomatic
doubt thrown over the integrity of the third gospel.

2. Of the nature of official papers connected with
international relations.

1780 Hist. Europe in Ann. Reg. 18/1 These were followed,
at due intervals, and according to all the established rules
of form, by measured and regular discharge of the diplo-
matique artillery on all sides [i.e. manifestos and proclama-
tions by the French and Spanish governments],

3. Of, pertaining to, or concerned with the man-

agement of international relations ; of or belonging
to diplomacy. Diplomatic body (F. corps diplomat-

ique), the body of ambassadors, envoys, and officials

attached to the foreign legations at any seat of

government; diplomatic service, that branch of the

public service which is concerned with foreign

legations.
1787 Hist. Europe in Ann. Reg. 175 Employed there in

civil, diplomatique, and mercantile affairs. 1790 BCRKE
Fr. Rev. Wks. V. 32 Members ofthe diplomatick body. 1791
- Th. Fr. Affairs Wks. VII. 63 The Prussian ministers in

foreign courts have talked the most democratic language . .

The whole corps diplomatique, with very few exceptions,
leans that way. 1796 Regie. Peace I. Wks. VIII. 114
A pacification such as France (the diplomatick name of the

regicide power) would be willing to propose. 1813 N. CAR-
LISLE Topogr. Diet. Scot. II. s.v. Preston Pans, Sir Robert
Murray Keith.. well known for his diplomatique talents.

1815 WELLINGTON in Gurw. Desf. XII. 310 It would intro-

duce him into the diplomatic line. 1840 CARLYLE Heroet
lit (ed. 1858) 244 Petrarch and Boccaccio did diplomatic mes-

sages . . quite well. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Enr. I. 246 He
had passed several years in diplomatic posts abroad. 1860
MOTLEY Nctkerl. (1868) I. i. 18 Diplomatic relations, .were
not entrusted to the Council. 1868 E. EDWARDS Raleigh 1.

xxv. 587 The English statesman .. was not a match for the

Spaniard in diplomatic craft. 1877 Encycl. Brit. VII. 251/2
The ancient world had its treaties and leagues, but no

systematic diplomatic relations. 1889 John Bull a Mar.
149/3 The members of the Diplomatic Corps.

4. Skilled in the art of diplomacy; showing ad-

dress in negotiations or intercourse of any kind.

1816 DISRAELI Viv. Grey iv. iii, Treachery and cowardice,
doled out with diplomatic politesse. 1833 HALE In His
Nome x, Gabrielle s busy, active, diplomatic managing of
the party. 1861 MAURICE Mor. fy Met. Philos. IV. viii. 6.

440 Cautious and reserved yet not diplomatic in his inter-

course with men. 1877 Encycl. Brit. VII. 351/1 Conduct
which is wily and subtle, without being directly false or

fraudulent, is styled
'
diplomatic '.

B. sb. 1. A diplomatic agent ;
= DIPLOMATIST.

1791 PAINE Rights ofMan (ed. 4) 93 Dr. Franklin. . . was
not the diplomatic of a Court, but of Man. 1836 MAMVAT
MidsH. Easy II. ix. 238 It would soon be all in his favour
when it was known that he was a diplomatic.
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DIPLOMATICAL.

2. The diplomatic art, diplomacy. Also in pi.

diplomatics, and t in L. form diplomatica (obs.).

Reg. 198 Truth and justice are the only basis of their diplo-
matica. 1803 W. TAYLOR in Ann. Rev. I. 356 Our ministers

are not great in diplomatics.

3. ' The science of diplomas, or ofancient writings,

literary and public documents, letters, decrees,

charters, codicils, etc., which has for its object to

decipher old writings, to ascertain their authenti-

city, their date, signatures, etc.' (Webster, 1828).
Also in //.
[1681 MABILLON (title}, De Re Diplomatica.] 1803-19 A.

REES Cycl. (L.), The science of diplomatics owes its origin
to a Jesuit of Antwerp named Papebroch. 1819 Pantologia
s.v., The celebrated Treatise on the Diplomatic by F.
Mabillon. 1838 J. G. DOWLING Reel. Hist. iii. i. 125 It

was written, .when Diplomatic, .did not exist as a science.

1846 JOHNSTON tr. Beckmann's Hist. Inv. (ed. 4) 1. 140 A seal

of blue wax, not coloured blue merely on the outer surface,
would be as great a rarity in the arts as in diplomatics.

1894 Oxf. Univ. Gaz. XXIV. 412/1 Medieval Latin palaeo-

graphy and diplomatic.

Diploma'tical, a. (SP.) [f.
as prec. + -AL.]

A. adj. 1. = DIPLOMATIC a. i.

1780 VON TROIL Iceland 296 Its diplomatical descriptions
would have afforded no information.

2. = DIPLOMATIC a. 3.

1823 BYRON Juan xm. xv. It chanced some diplomatical
relations Arising out of business, often brought Himselfand

Juan . . Into close contact. 1882-3 SCHAFF Encycl. Relig.
Knovjl. III. 2096 Paul III . . employed him frequently in

diplomatical negotiations with Francis I and Chas. V.

B. sb. (rare.)
1. A diplomatic person ;

a diplomatist.
1830 GALT Lawria TVvi. iii. (1849) 262 He proved himself

a clever diplomatical.
2. //. Diplomatic arts or proceedings.
1833 GALT in Fraser's Mag. VIII. 654, 1 had recourse to

the usual diplomaticals of womankind.

Diplomatically, adv. [f. prec. + -LY 2
.]

1. In a diplomatic manner ; according to the rules

or art of diplomacy; artfully in reference to inter-

course ; with clever management.
1836 E. HOWARD R. Reefer Ixii, My lord shook his head . .

diplomatically. 1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev. (1848) II. v. ix.

294 Old Besenval diplomatically whispering to him. 1862
SHIRLEV Nugse Crit. ix. 417 Hitherto we had diplomatically
and passively resisted the Alliance. 1875 MRS. RANDOLPH
IV. Hyacinth I. 123 She at once knew that her work must
be done diplomatically.
2. In reference to, or in the matter of, diplomacy.
1877 Public Opinion 7 July 9 The policy of the Hapsburg

Monarchy is. .both diplomatically and militarily, absolutely
free and unfettered.

3. With reference to diplomatics (sense 3) ; so
far as concerns the evidence of original documents.
1885 Amer. Jrnl. Philol. VI. 192 The indiction-number. .

is diplomatically uncertain, and so of no independent value.

Diplomatician (dipUumati-Jan). rare. [f.

DIPLOMATIC : see -ICIAN.] = DIPLOMATIST.
1821 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Rev. XCIV. 499 With the

usual spiteful feeling of a French diplomatician.

Diplomatics : see DIPLOMATIC B 2, 3.

Diplo-matism. rare", [f. as next + -ISM.]
The practice of the diplomat ; DIPLOMACY.
1864 in WEBSTER.

Diplomatist (diplo.matist). [f. DIPLOMAT
sb., or stem of dip!omat-ic, etc. + -1ST : cf. F. philo-

logue, Eng. philologist.} a. One engaged in official

diplomacy, to. One characterized by diplomatic
address ; a shrewd and crafty person.
1815 MACKINTOSH Sp. in Ho. Com. 27 Apr. Wks. 1846 III.

317 Long familiarity with the smooth and soft manners of
diplomatists. 1826 DISRAELI Viv. Grey in. i, Vivian . .

dropped the diplomatist altogether, and was explicit enough
for a Spartan. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. \. 246 Diplo-
matists, as a class, have always been more distinguished by
their address . . than by generous enthusiasm or austere
rectitude. 1860 FROUDE Hist. Eng. V. 219 So accomplished
a diplomatist as Paget could only despise the tricks which
he was ordered to practise.
attrili. 1858 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. (1865) II. vii. iv. 282 The

Diplomatist world of Berlin is in a fuss.

Diplomatize (diplou-mataiz), v. [In I. f. Gr.

SurAou/tar- DIPLOMA + -IZE
;

in II. a new formation
from diplomat, -ic, -ist.~\

I. 1. trans. To invest with a diploma. Hence
Diplo'matized///. a., diplomaed, rare.

1670 Lex Talionis 21 As able Physitians as any that
Practise, and better than many dyplomatized Doctors.

II. 2. intr. To act or serve as a diplomat or

diplomatist ;
to practise diplomacy; to use diplo-

matic arts ; to act with address or astuteness.
1826 DISRAELI Viv. Grey in. i, He diplomatised, in order

to gain time. 1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev. (1848) II. n. vi. 119Brave Bouille mysteriously diplomatising in scheme within
scheme. 1830 Tail's Mag. XVII. 285/1 He was too im-
Client to diplomatise. 1875 Cmtemp. Rev. XXV. 798 Onewho had been campaigning and diplomatizing almost from
his childhood.
3. trans. To treat in the manner of a diplomatist,

to act diplomatically towards, (rare.)
1855 Fraser's Mag. LI. 239 His only chance . . was to

cajole we mean to diplomatize his neighbours.
b. To do out of ay diplomacy or address.

386

iSSg LOWE Bismarck I. viii. 479 Louis Napoleon had not

long been diplomatised out of Luxemburg.
Hence Diplo'matizing vbl. sb. and ///. a.

1855 CARLYLE Prinzenraub 106 No more, either of fighting
or diplomatizing, needed for him. 1882 Pall Mall G. 5 July
2/1 The two Powers were thinking of their own diplo-

matizings.

DiplomatolOgy (dipl^mat^-lodz,!). [f. Gr.

SiTrAcu/jar- DIPLOMA + -Ao-yia discourse: see

-LOGY.] The science of Diplomatic ; the scien-

tific study of original documents.
1880 G. S. HALT, in AbttefN.Y.) XXX. 347 Many of the

Stung
docents, whose specialty is Semitic philology, or

ebrew archaeology, or church history, or diplomatology.

t Diplo-me. Obs. rare. [a. F. diplome, ad. L.

diploma.'] An official document issued by au-

thority; = DIPLOMA i.

1669 GALE True Idea. Jansenism 22 And thou hast vindi-

cated the truth and vigor of this Bull, by a new Diplome.

Diploneural, -neurose, etc. : see DIPLO-.

II Diplopia (diplJu'pia). Phys. and Path. Also
in anglicized form diplopy. [mod.L., f. Gr. SITTAO-

DIPLO- double + -anria from Sty eye : cf. AMBLYOPIA.]
An affection of the eyes, in which objects are seen

double. Hence Diplopic (diphrpik) a., pertain-

ing to diplopia.
1811 HOOFER Mid. Diet., Diplopia. 1884 WEBSTER,

Diplopia, Diplopy. 1875 H. C. WOOD Therap. (1879) 242

Thisdryness..is associated with, .dilated pupils, disordered

vision, and possibly diplopia. 1878 A. HAMILTON Nerv, Dis.
228 Diplopia, amaurosis, and other visual troubles.

Diploplacula, -pod, etc. : see DIPLO-.

Diplostemonous (diplostfmonss), a. Bat.

[f. DIPLO- + Gr. arrifjuav warp, thread, taken as=
arijiia stamen + -ous.j Having the stamens in two

series, or twice as many as the petals. So Diplo-
ste'mony , the condition of being diplostemonous.
1866 Treas. Bot., Diplostemonous, having twice as many

stamens as petals. 1880 GRAY Struct. Bot. vi, 2. 177 note.

1888 HENSLOW Floral Struct. 188 If a flower have one
whorl of stamens of the same numl:er as the petals it is

isostemonous ; if two, diplostemonous. 1888 A thenxwn
14 Jan. 54/3 Investigations . . on the diplostemony of the
flowers of

angiosperms.
II Diplotegia (diplotfdgia). Bot. Also -ium.

[f. DIPLO- + Gr. reyos roof, covering.] A dry
dehiscent fruit with an adnate calyx.
1866 Treas. Bot., Diplotegia, an inferior capsule. 1870

BENTLEY Bot. 313 Diplotegia is the only kind of inferior

fruit which presents a dry dehiscent pericarp.

II DiplozOOE. (diplozouyn). PI. -ZOa. Zool.

[f. DIPLO- + Gr. foioc animal.] A genus of trema-

tode worms, parasitic on the gills of fishes ; the

mature organism is double, consisting of two indivi-

duals (Diporpie) fused together in the form of an X.
1835 KIRBY Hab. ff Jnst. Anint. I. 355 One [parasitic

worm] first discovered by Dr. Nordmann upon [the gills] of
the bream . . to which he has given the name of Diplozoon
or Double animal. 1859 TODD Cycl. Anat. V. 32/1 This
animal corresponds . . with the half of the Diplozoon. 1888
ROLLESTON & JACKSON Anim. Life 650 The cones and
suckers fuse completely; in other respects, however, the two
Diporpas which make up a single Diplozoon are independent
of one another.

Dip-net : see DIP sb.

Dipneumoiious (dipniS'monas), a. Zool. [f.

modJL dipneumonus (f. Gr. Si-, Sis twice -f

mxvintav lung) + -ous.] Having two lungs or re-

spiratory organs ; said of the Dipneumona or two-

lunged fishes, and of the Dipneumones or two-

lunged spiders ; also of Holothurians having a pair
of respiratory organs.

Dipneustal (dipnia-stal), a. fmod.L Dif-
neusta (f. Gr. 81- twice + irvtvark, vvtiv to breathe),
a name given by some to the dipnoan fishes + -AL.]
= DIPNOAN.
[1892 E. R. LANKESTER tr. Haeckel's Hist. Creation II.

290 Of the still living Dipneusta, Ceratodus possesses a
simple single lung (Monopneumones), whereas Protopterus
and Lepidosiren have a pair of lungs ^Dipneumones).]

Dipnoan (di'pn0|an), . andji. Zool. [f. mod.
L. Dipnoi (see DIPNOODS) + -AN.]
A. adj. Belonging to the Dipnoi, a sub-class or

order of fishes, having two kinds of respiratory

organs, gills and lungs. B. sb. A fish belonging
to this order.

1883 A thenxum 7 Apr. 447/1 Prof. Huxley came to the
conclusion that . . to separate the elasmobranchs, ganoids,
and dipnoans into a group, apart from and equivalent to
the teleosteans

;
was inconsistent with the plainest anatomical

relations of these fishes. 1886 Ibid. 18 Dec. 830/2 A paper
on the development, .of the ovum in the dipnoan fishes.

Dipnoid (di'pnoid), a. and st>. Zool. [f. mod.
L. Dipnoi (see next) + -ID.]

= DIPNOAN.
1878 F. DAY Fishes of India, 709 Whether the Ganoids

and Dipnoids should be included with the C
'

fiondropterygii.
1880 Fishes Gt. Brit. Introd. 4t Among the Dipnoids,
the air-bladder has a lung-like function . .Among the Ganoids
there is a divergence from the Dipnoid organization. 1881
GUNTHER in Encycl. Brit. XII. 686/1 The dentition is that
of a Dipnoid.

Dipnoous (di-pn0,3s), a. Also erron. dipnous.
[f. mod.L. dipno-us (in pi. Dipnoi, an order of

Fishes), a. Gr. SiWo-or with two breathing apertures,
f. 8(- twice + nvaq breathing, breath.]

DIPPED.

1. Zool. Having both gills and lungs, as a dip-
noan fish,

1881 GUNTHER in Encycl. Brit. XII. 686/1 The relations
of the chimaeras to the Ganoid, and more especially to the

Dipnoous type. Ibid. 686/2 It is impossible to decide . .

whether the Fossil should be referred to the Holocephalous
or the Dipnoous type.
2. Path. Of a wound: 'Having two openings

for the entrance of air or other matters
'

(Syd. Soc.

Lex. 1883).
1811 HOOPER Med. Did., Dipnous, an epithet for wounds

which are perforated quite through, and admit the air at
both ends.

Dipnosophist, obs. form of DEIPNOSOPHIST.
1581 MULCASTER Positions xxxy. (1887) 129 AH natural..

dipnpsophistes, symposiakes, antiquaries.

Dipodic (daipp'dik), a. [f. Gr. SiiroS- (see Dl-

PODT) + -1C.] Of the nature of a dipody ; charac-

terized by dipodies ; as ' a dipodic measure '.

In recent Diets.

Di-podous, a. [f. Gr. SirroS- (see next) + -ous.]
'

Having two feet' (Syd. Soc. Lex. 1883).

Dipody (di'p&li). Pros. [ad. L. dipodia (also
in Eng. use), a. Gr. SiTroSm two-footedness, dipody,
f. Siwovs, SiiToS- two-footed, f. 81-, Dl- 2 + wovs,
TToS- foot.] A double foot

;
two feet constituting

a single measure.

1844^
BECK & FELTON It.MunKs Metres 16 A series of one

foot is called a monopody ; of two feet, a dipody. 1859
J. W. DONALDSON Grk. Gram. 646 The simplest form of this

dactylic dipodia is the Adonius, which finishes off the
Sapphic stanza. 1882 GOODWIN Grk. Gram. 317 In trochaic,
iambic, and anapaestic verses, which are measured by dipo-
dies (i. e. pairs of feet), a monometer consists of one dipody
(or two feet), a dimeter of four feet. 1891 Harper** Mag.
Mar. 576/2 [Folk-songs] in Hungarian music consisting of

dipodies, tetrapodies, tripodies, pentapodies,and hexapodies.

Dipolar (daip^u-lai), a. [f. Dl-^ + POLAR.]
Of or pertaining to two poles ; having two poles,

esp. poles such that the relations of the body or

quantity remain the same when it is turned end
for end.

1864 in WEBSTER. 1873 MAXWELL Electr. <$ Magn. 381
II. 7 When a dipolar quantity is turned end for end it

remains the same as before. Tensions and pressures in
solid bodies, Extensions, Compressions and Distortions,
and most of the optical, electrical, and magnetic properties
of crystallized bodies are dipolar quantities. 1882 SIR W.
THOMSON Math, tf Phys. Papers I. xlyiii. 168. 283 The
rotatory property with reference to light discovered by
Faraday as induced by magnetization in transparent solids
which I shall call dipolar, to distinguish it from such a
rotatory property with reference to light as that which
is naturally possessed by many transparent liquids and
solids, and which may be called an isotropic rotatory pro-
perty. 1884 TAIT Light 298 Along the axis of a crystal
ofquartz there is dipolar symmetry ; along the lines of force
in a transparent diamagnetic there is dipolar asymmetry.

Dipo'larize, v. Optics, [f. Di-^ + POLAUIZE

z>.]
A word used by some instead of DEPOLARIZE

(sense a). So Dipo'larized, Dipo larizing" ppl,

adjs. ;
also Dipo larizatiou. (See quots.)

1837 WHEWELL Hist. Induct. Sc. ix. ix. {heading)^ Dis-

covery of the Laws of Phenomena of Dipolarized Light.
lbid, t The effect which the mica produced was termed
depolarization ; not a very happy term, since the effect is

not the destruction of the polarization, but the combination
of a new polarizing influence with the former. The word
dipolarization, which has since been proposed, is a much
more appropriate expression. Ibid. xi. 4 The phenomena
of depolarized, or rather, as I have already said, ^'polarized

light. Ibid. 5 Fresnel explained very completely . . the

dipolarizing effect of the crystal ; and the office of the

analysingplatet by which certain portions of each of the
two rays in the crystal are made to interfere and produce
colour. 1864 H. SPENCER Illnstr. Univ. Progr. j8o Brew-
ster's discoveries respecting double refraction and dipolar*
ization.

f Dipo'ndiary, a. Obs. rare~.
ff.

L. <#-,

dupondidriiiS) f. di-> dupofidiuntj the sum of two

asses.]
1656 BLOUNT Glos$ogr.t Dipondiary^ that is of two pound

weight.

II Diporpa (daippupa). Zool. PL -se. [f. Gr.

5i-, 5's twice, doubly + Tr6pirt] pin of a buckle.] The
solitary immature form of a DIPLOZOON.
1888 ROLLESTON & JACKSON Anim. Life 650 The embryo

known as Diporpa is at first free-swimming. Ibid., The
two Diporpae which make up a single Diplozoon.

Dipped, dipt (dipt), ///. a. [f. DIP v. + -ED*.]
1. Immersed (briefly or partially) in a liquid:

see the verb. (In quots. 1646 and 1781, Baptized

by immersion.)
1548 UDALL, etc. Erasm. Par. John 89 b, He.. to whome

I shall geue a dipte spppe. 1579 FULKE Heskins's Parl. 309
We read not that Christ gaue dipped bread to others, except
that disciple only. 1646 R. BAILLIE Anabaptism (1647) 3
Churches of anabaptized and dipped Saints. 1781 COWPER

Charity 609 E'en the dipt and sprinkled live in peace. 1814
BVRON Corsair i. xvii, Flash'd the dipt oars. 1876 RUSKIN
Fors Clav. vi. Ixi. 2 All your comfort in such charity is . .

Christ's dipped sop.

b. Of candles: Made by dipping (see DIP ^.3 b).

1727-51 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Candle, Tallow Candles

are of two kinds ; the one dipped, the other moulded. Ibid. t

Making of dipped Candles. 1833 HT. MARTINEAU Loom
$ Lugger i. li. 17 That which curled magnificently from

the dipped candles on either side.

2. fig. Involved in debt ; mortgaged (see DIP v.

7 b). (folloq.)



DIPPER.

1676 WyciiF.Ri.KY
n. Dealer in. i, Some young Wit, or

Stu-mlthrift, that has a good dip'd Scat and K state m
Middlesex. 1708 MOTTKUX Rabelais (1737) V, 214 Re-
deemers of dipt, mortgag'd, and bleeding Copy-holds.

Dipper (di'pw). [f.
DIP v. -t- -EB '.]

1. ( >nc who dips, in various senses : spec. a. One
who immerses something in a iluid ; chiefly in tech-

nical nses.

1611 COTGR., Tremj>enr> a dipper, wetter, moistener. 1761
DKKKICK Lett. (1767) II. 51 There are women always ready
to present you with a cup of water who call themselves

Dippers. i8ag J. NICHOLSON Operat. Mechanic 473 By
the side of this tub stands the dipper, and a boy, his assis-

tant. 1881 Gnide Worcest. Parcel. Wks. 8 The action of

the Dipper shows the ..process in glazing .. wares. 1881

BESANT & RICK Chapl. of Fleet \\. ii. (1883) 130 There was
in the room [at Epsom Wells] a dipper, as they call the
women who hand the water to those who go to drink it.

1883 Birnt. Daily Post 1 1 Oct., Tallow Chandlers. Wanted
immediately, a first-class Dipper.

b. One who '

dips
*

snuff: see Dip v. 5.

1870 W. M. BAKER Ntw Timothy 75 (Cent. Diet.) The
f.iir dipper holds in her lap a bottle containing the most

pungent Scotch snuff, and in her mouth a short stick ofsoft

wood, the end of which is chewed into a sort of brush.

C. One who '

dips
'

into a book, etc. : see DIP
v. 14.

1824 W. IRVING T. Trav. I. 326, I became also a lounger
in the Bodleian library, and a great dipper into books.

1889 Temple Bar Mag, Dec. S53 The dippers are those
readers who are only by an euphemism called readers.

d. Thieves
1

slang. A pickpocket. (Farmer 1891.)
2. One who uses immersion in baptism ; esp. an

Anabaptist or
Baptist

: spec, one of a sect of Ame-
rican Ilaptists, called also Dtmkers.

1617 COLLINS Def. Bp. Ely i. v. 200 To be dippers and
baptisers. 1641 KEATLY (title). The Dippers dipt, or the

Anabaptists duck'd and plung'd over Head and Ears, at
a Disputation in Southwark. 1823 LAMB Elia Ser. H.

Atnicus Rtdiv.) Fie, man, to turn dipper at your years,
after so many tracts in favour of sprinkling only. 1887
C. W. SUTTON in Diet. Nat. Biog. XI. 5/2 He became
a dipper or anabaptist (immersed 6 Nov. 1644).

3. A name given to various birds which dip or

dive in water, a. The Water Ouzel, Cimlus

aquatieus ; also other species of the genus, as, in

N. America, C. Mexicanus. b. locally in Eng-
land : The Kingfisher, c. =DABCHICK i, Di-
DAPPER i. ? Obs. d. in U.S. A species of duck,

Bucepkala albeola, the buffle.

1388 WVCLIF Lev. xi. 17 An owle, and dippere [1382

deuedep, deuedoppe], Deut, xiv. 17 A dippere, a pur-
sirioun, and a reremous . . alle in her kynde. 1678 RAY
Willughby^s Ornith. 740 The Didapper, or Dipper, or Dob-
chick, or small Doucker. 175* SIR J. HILL Hist. Anitn.

446 (Jod.), The dobchick .. we call it by several names
expressive of its diving; the didapper, the dipper, etc. 1833
Si i i,v in Proc. Berw. Nat. Club 1. No. i. 20 The only bird
which attracted notice was the dipper (CineIus aquaticits).

1864 THOREAU Main* W. iii. 170 A brood of twelve black

dippers, halfgrown, came paddling by. 1881 Miss JACKSON
Shropsh. Word-bk.. Dipper, the King-fisher. i88a A.
HRPBURN in Proc. Berw. Nat. Club IX. No. 3. 504 Of the
Thrush family, the Dipper or Watercrow frequented all the
streams.

4. A genus of gastropod molluscs, Bulla.
1776 DA COSTA ConchoL 174 (Jod.) The sixth family is

the nuces, seu bullx ; commonly called the pewits eggs, or

dipping snails, but which I shall henceforward call dippers,
or seanuts. 1835 KIRBY Hab. Inst.Anim. I. ix. 276 The
dippers (Bulla) which are furnished with a singular organ
or gizzard that proves their predaceous or carnivorous
habits.

6. A utensil for dipping up water, etc. : spec, a
ladle consisting of a bowl with a long handle.

(Chiefly U.S.}
1801 MASON Supp. yohnson* Dipper^ a spoon made in

a certain form. Being a modern invention, it is not often
mentioned in books. 1828 WEBSTER, Dipper . . 2 A vessel

used to dip water or other liauor ; a ladle. 1855 LONGF.
Hiaw. xxn. 107 Water brought in birchen dippers. 1858
SIMMONDS Diet. Trade, Dipper, an utensil for taking up
fluids in a brewery. 1864 LOWELL Fireside Trav. 155
The little tin dipper was scratched all over. 1885 G.
ALLEN Babylon xi, Each of whom brought his own dipper,
plate, knife, fork. 1891 R. KIPLING Naulahka iv, It's like

trying to scoop up the ocean with a dipper.
b. The popular name in the United States for

the configuration of seven bright stars in Ursa

Major (called in Britain *the Plough', or 'Charles's

Wain '). Little Dipper : the similar configuration
of seven stars in Ursa Minor.
1858 THOREAU Autumn (1804) 74 Its [comet's] tail is at

least as long as the whole of the Great Dipper. 1858 HAW-
THORNE Fr. $ It. Jrnls. II. m The constellation of the

Dipper . . pointing to the North Star. 1890 C. A. YOUNG
Vranogriiphy 5 The familiar Dipper is sloping downward
in the north-west.

6. Photogr. An apparatus for immersing negatives
in a chemical solution : see quots.
1859 Photogr. News 186 Dipper, the piece of glass or

other substance on which the iodised plate is laid, in order
to be cupped into the nitrate of silver bath. 1878 ABNEY
Photogr. 79 The dipper, employed for carrying the plate
into the solution during the operation of sensitising, may be

conveniently made of pure silver wire. 1879 Cassclfs Techn.
Editc. III. 65 In this bath must be a dipper for the purpose
of raising and lowering the plate during the sensitising

process.

7. A icceptacle for oil, varnish, etc,, fastened to

a palette.
1859 GULLICK & TIMBS Paint. 199 The Dipper is made so

387

that it can be attached to the palette. It serves to contain
oil, varnish, or other vehicle used. 1883 Spectator 3 Nov.
1413 It blew the medium out of its dipper, and spread it in
a shower upon the middle of the picture.

8. attrib. and Comb., as dipper-bird (sec 3 a) ;

dipper-clam (U. S.), a bivalve mollusc, Alactra

soliitissima, common on the Atlantic coast of the
United States; dipper-gourd (U.S.}, a gourd
used as n dipper (sense 5).

1894 CROCKETT Raiders (ed. 3) 260 A man stole off up the

waterside, jumping across it in running skips like a dipper
bird. 1880 Nfw Virginians 1. 199 A bucket of spring-water,
with a dipper-gourd in it.

Dipperful (di-psjful). U. S. [f. DIPPER +
-FULJ As much as fills a dipper (see prec. 5).

1874 MRS. WHITNEV We Girls vi. 136 We poured some
dipperfuls of hot water over them. 1883 E. INGERSOLL in

Harper's Mag. Jan. 197/2 We were just in time to get
a

dipperflll
of the buttermilk.

Dipping (di-pirj), vbl. sb. [f.
DIP v. +-ING 1

.]

1. The action of the verb DIP in various senses.
c 1440 Proinp. Pan1. 121/2 Dyppynge yn lycore, intinctio.

1548 CRANMER Cateck. 215 He fcnoweth not what baptisme
is. .nor what the dyppyng in the water doth betoken. 1655
JER. TAYLOR Uttum Necfss. v. 8 4 (R.) That which is dyed
with many dippings is in grain, and can very hardly be
washed out. 1667 /'/;//. Train. II. 434 Nice Observations

EMERSON Eng. Traits, Lit. WKS. (Bohn) II. 113 No hope,
no sublime augur)', cheers the student . . but only a casual

dipping here and there. 1867 J. KER Lett. (1890) 33 From
any little dippings of conversation I had among the people.
1870 PUMPELLY Across A ttur. fy Asia i. i The woman a very
hag, ever following the disgusting habit of dipping filling
the air, and covering her clothes with snuff. 1874 KNIGHT
Diet. Meek. I. 705/1 Dip&ing, i The process of brightening
ornamental brass-work . .The work is . . Dipped in a bath of

pure nitrous acid for an instant. 1875
' STONEHENGE '

Brit.

Shorts i. v. iv. 3. 348 The tackle for dipping is much more
simple than that employed in whipping. 1881 Standard
2 Sept. 6/4 The Prisoner said she had only had a month for
*

dipping
'

(picking pockets). 1883 Fisheries Exhib. Cataf.
33 Improved Mast to do away with Dipping of Lug.
2. concr. A liquid preparation in which things

are dipped for any purpose : a wash for sheep ;

dubbing for leather CSe.),

1825-80 JAMIESON, Dipping, the name given to a com-

position of boiled oil ana grease, used by curriers for soften-

ing leather, and making it more fit for resisting dampness.
1888 ELWORTHY W. Somerset Word-bit., Dipping^ a strong
poisonous liquor, for dipping sheep, to kill vermin, and to

prevent the scab.

8. attrib. and Comb., chiefly in reference to tech-

nical processes, as dipping-bath, -house, -ladle,

-liquid, -net, -pan, -process, -room, -tub, -tube,

-vessel, -works ; also Mutt. (cf. DIP f. 6), as dip-

ping-line, -lug, -mark ; also dipping-frame, a

frame used in dipping tallow candles, and in

dyeing; f<liPPin8-Plaoe .
a baptistery ; dipping-

shell, -snail = DIPPER 4 ; dipping-well, the re-

ceptacle in front of an isobath inkstand.

1841 Awards Ilight, {f Agric. Soc. Scotland, To Mr.
Thomas Bigg, London, for a Sheep "Dipping Apparatus.
1894 Brit. Jrnl. Photogr. XLI. 3 Procure a glass vertical

"dipping bath with a glass dipper. 1803 Labour Commission
Gloss., 'Dipping House, the part of the factory in which
the operation of dipping .. is carried on. Dipping House
Women, are the women and girls in the potting industry
who clean the ware after it has been dipped and become

dry. 1867 SMYTH Sailor's Word-bk., *Dipping-ladle, a

require several . . pans, one containing nitric acid, another
filled with '

"dipping
'

liquid. 1875 BEDFORD Sailor's Potket-

tk. vi. (ed. 2) 214 Sling a "dipping lug J from the foremost

yard-arm, c 1860 H. STUART Stantan's Cateck. 7 How
would you dip a '

lug '? Lower the halyards to the "dip-

ping mark. 1867 SMYTH Sailor's Word-bk., 'Dipping-net,

rpenter for making of a "deppu = .

1766 ENTICK London IV. 374 In this parish [is] the Ana-

baptist dipping-place. 1881 Guide Worccst. Parcel. Wks.

27 From the 'dipping room the ware is brought to the

drying stove. 1711 Phil. Trans. XXVII. 352 A sort of

Dicing Shell, very common on the Shoars of Jamaica and
Barbadoes. 1776 "Dipping-snail [see DIPPER 4). 1853 Gi/a/.

R. Agric. Soc. Show i Sheep Dipping Apparatus . . It con.

sists of a "dipping-tub, a draining-vessel, and an inclined

plane. 1883 Syd. Soc. Lex.,
*
Dipping-tube, a fine glass tube

used to collect a small quantity of liquid or some solid matter

in a liquid, for examination under the microscope, c 1865
LETHEBY in Circ. Sc. I. 93/2 The tallow is kept in the "dip-

ping-vessel, at a temperature just over the point of solidifi-

cation. 1880 Durham Univ. Jrnl. 196 It . . has a small

"dipping-well in which the ink is always at the same height.

Drpping, ///. a. [( DIP v. + -IMG -.] That

dips, in various senses : see the verb.

1798 COLERIDGE Anc. Mar. i. 12 With sloping masts and

dipping prow. 1866 MRS. GASKELL Wives tjr
Dau. xlvi,

With formal dipping curtseys the ladies separated. 1869

JEAN INGELOW Raven in White Chine vi. With a crimson
hue The dipping sun endowed that silver flood. 1887
STEVENSON Unttcrtwods I. iii. 4 My dipping paddle scarcely
shakes The berry in the bramble-brakes,

Hence Dlpplngly adv., in a dipping way.
185* G. W. CURTIS Lottos-eating 67 The summer-bird of a

traveller who skims up the Hudson dippingly.

DIPSAS.

Di'pping-nee die. [see DIP v. 1 1, DIP s/>. 4.]
A magnetic needle mounted so as to be capable

of moving in a vertical plane about its centre

of gravity, and thus indicating by its dip the
direction of the earth's magnetism. So dipping-
compass, an instrument consisting of a dipping-
needle with a vertical graduated circle for measur-

ing the '

dip
'

or angle of inclination ;
=
dif-drclt.

1667 Phil. Trans. II. 418 The Dipping-Ncedle is to be
used as frequently as the former Experiment U made.
1713 DEIHAM I'kyt.-Tkeol. v. i, note it (K.), I have not
yet been so happy to procure a tolerable good dipping-
needle. 1805 M. FumM in Pkil. Trans. XCV. :95 Taking
the theodolite and dipping-needle, I landed. 1871 I'YNDAI.L

f'ra^m. Sc. (1879) 1. xiii. 373 Previous to magnetization, a
dipping needle . . stands accurately level,

Dip-pipe, -rod : see DIP tb.

Diprionidian (daiprai^i-dian), a. Palxont.

[f. Or. 8(- twice (Dl-
2
) + npiojv a saw.] Having ser-

rations on both sides of the stem : said of grapto-
lites.

1871 NICHOLSON J'alxml. 82 Two leading types may be
distinguished amongst the Graptolites . .

'

monoprioniaian
'

and '

diprionidian '.

t Diprisma'tic, a. Min. Obs. [f. Di-"+ PRIS-

MATIC.] Doubly prismatic; pertaining to two pris-
matic systems : see qnot.
i8>i R. JAMESON Mitteralogy Introd. 10 Cleavage U said

to be diprismatic. if its planes have the direction of the
faces of a vertical, and at the same time of a horizontal

prism.

Dipropargyl (daiprppa-jdjil). Client, [f. DI-"
a + PBOPARGYL.] A hydrocarbon isomeric with

benzene (C, H,) having the constitution of a double

molecule of the radical Propargyl or Propinyl
(CH=C-CH 3) ; a mobile, highly refractive liquid,
with an intensely pungent odour.

1875 WATTS Diet. Ckem. VII. 1008 Dipropargyl . . U
easily distinguished from benzene by its property of com-
bining with explosive violence with bromine. 1881 Nature
XXIII. 566 Recent observations on dipropargyl by Henry,
the discoverer of this curious compound.

II Diprotodqn (daiprtfu-tJdpn). Palseont. [mod.
L., f. Gr. 81- twice + irpairo-s first + -otov, neuter of

-otovs, f. iiSnvi tooth.] A genus of huge extinct

marsupials, having two incisors in the lower jaw.
1839 Penny Cycl. XIV. 469/1 Anterior extremity of the

right ramus, lower jaw, of Diprotodon. 1880 NICHOLSON
Zool. Ixix. 670 In size Diprotodon must have many times

exceeded the largest of living Kangaroos. 1891 Pall
Mall G. 30 Sept. 6/3 Remains of the extinct monster

diprotodon.

Dipro'todont, a. and sb.
[f. as prec., with

stem OOOVT-.]
A. adj. Having two incisors in the lower jaw;

having the dentition or characteristics of the genus

Diprotodon. B. sb. A marsupial of this genus.
1881 Times 28 Jan. 3/4 In the nototheres and diproto-

donts, progressive movement is performed in the ordinary
four-footed fashion of the tapir and rhinoceros.

DipsacaceOUS (clipsakJ'-Jas), a. Hot. [f. mod.

L. Dipsacace-K, f. Dipsacus, Ur. Jtya/tos teasel, f.

S'af/a thirst, in allusion to the retention of water in

the hollows formed by the axils of the connate

leaves.] Belonging to the Natural Order Dipsa-

cacese, containing the teasels and their allies.

Also Dipsa ceous, a. (Smart Suppl. \ 849.)

t Di'psad. Obs. rare. [a. F.
difsade (Rabelais,

ifith c.), ad. L. dipsad-em, Gr. li^ao-a (accus.) :

see DIPSAS.] = DIPSAS i .

1607 TOPSELL Serpents (1658) 698 [tr. Lucan] And dipsads
thirst in midst of water floud.

Dipsadine (di-psadain), a. Zool. [f.
L. dipsad-

stem of Dipsas + -INK.] Of or belonging to the

family of non-venomous snakes, Dtpsadinx, to

which belongs the genus Dipsas ^DIPSAB 2 a).

II Dipsas (di-psaes). PI. dipsades (di-psadfz).

Also 5 dypsa, 6 (Her.') dipsez, 8 dipsa, dypsax.

[L. dipsas, Gr. tiif/at a
serpent

whose bite caused

great thirst, orig. adj., causing thirst, f. ti\f>a thirst.

Cf. F. dipsade, dipsas, older dipse (.ijth c. in Hatz.-

Darm.).]
1. A serpent whose bite was fabled to produce a

raging thirst.

1381 WYCLIF Devi. viii. 15 Scorpioun, and dipsas, that is,

an eddre that whom he biteth, he makcth thun threste die.

1406 Dives f, Paxp. (W. de W.) v. iii. 198/1 Flatcrers be

lykened to an adder that is called dypsa. 157* BOSSEWELL
A rmarit n. 63 A Dipsez verte, charged on the firste quarter.

1609 HOLLAND Amm. Marcell. xxn. xv. 213 Of ser-

pents, to wit . . the Dipsades, and the Vipers. 1617 MAY
Lucan IX. 703 Dipsases in midst of water dry. 1667

MILTON P. L. x. 526 Scorpion, and Asp, and Amphlstena
dire, Cerastes homd, Hydras, and Ellops drear, And

Dipsas. cio SHENSTONE Elegies xx. 39 Here the dry

dipsa writhes his sinuous mail. i8ai SHELLEY Prometk.

Unb. in. iv. 19 It thirsted As one bit by a dipsas. 1894

F. S. ELLIS Reynard 336
A dipsas U a worm accurst, From

whose bite follows raging thirst.

2. Zool. a. A tropical genus of non-venomous

serpents, b. A genus of fresh- water bivalves of

the family UnioniJK, or river-mussels.

1841 Penny Cycl. XXI. 280 Under the non-venomous

[serpents] are arranged the following genera: Tortrix\
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Boa. . . Coluber.. Difsas. 1843 Ibid. XXVI. 5 Mr. J. E.

Gray makes the Unionidx the eighth family of his order

Clatiopoda. Genera: Anodort, Margaritana, Dipsas.

DipSetlC (dipse'tik), a. and sb. [ad. Gr. SI^IJTIK-
6s provoking thirst, thirsty, f. 5ufia-tiv to thirst,

Siifa thirst.]

A. adj. Producing thirst. B. sb. A substance

or preparation that produces thirst.

1847 in CRAIG. 1883 in Syd. Sac. Lex.

Dipaey, -sie, -sy, var. of DEEP-SEA (apparently
associated with dip), esp. in dipsy-lcad, -line.

1626-1698 [see DEEP SEA]. 1837 MARRYAT Dog-Fiend xliii,

I may. .as well go down like a dipsey lead. 1860 BARTLETT
Diet. Amer., Dipsy, a term applied, in some parts of

Pennsylvania, to the sinker of a fishing-line. 1867 SMYTH
Sailor s Word-bk., Dipsy, the float of a fishing-line.

t Di'psiau, a. Obs. [f. dipsa form of DIPSAS,
or Gr. Siif/t-of thirsty + -AN.] Of thirst : such as

was caused by the bite of the dipsas ; raging.
<zi6i8 SYLVESTER Du Barlas, Anto-machia 100 Gold,

Gold bewitches mee, and frets accurst My greedy throat
with more than Dipsian thirst.

[Dipsin.app.mispr. hrdipsie, DIPSEY, deep-sea.
1598 HAKLUYT l*'oy. I. 435 Sound with your dipsin lead,

and note diligently what depth you finde.J

II Dipsomania (dip^m^-nia).
Path. [f. Gr.

5i\l/o- comb, form of Sofia thirst + fiavia madness,

MANIA.] A morbid and insatiable craving for

alcohol, often of a paroxysmal character. Also

applied to persistent drunkenness, and formerly to

the delirium produced by excessive drinking.
1843 4 A. S. TAYLOR Med. Jurispr. Ixvi. 655 Dipsomania,

drunkenness. This state, which is called in law frenzy, or
dementia, affectata', is regarded as a temporary form of

insanity. 1851-60 in MAYNE Expos. Lex. 1862 tr. Caspars
Handbk. Forensic Med. (New Syd. Soc.) II. 91 [She] had
been for many years excessively, given to drinking, and in

her case it had developed to actual 'dipsomania'. 1866
A. FLINT Princ. Med. (1880) 512 Dipsomania is a term
sometimes used to denote the peculiar delirium arising from
the abuse of alcohol, but it is commonly applied to an un-
controllable desire for alcoholic drinks. 1881 S. ALFORD in
Med. Temp. JmL XLVII. 163 Dipsomania, or inebriety, is

a fundamental disease of the nervous system, primarily of
a functional character. 1883 Syd. Soc. Lex.,^ Dipsomania
. .is to be distinguished from ordinary and habitual drunken-

ness, in that the craving is paroxysmal, and comes on

apparently without the external temptation of what is called

good company.

Dipsoma'niac, sb. and a. [f. prec. + -AC (after

MANIAC).]A sb. A person affected with dipsomania ;
one

who suffers from an ungovernable craving for drink.

1858 A. S. TAYLOR Med. Jtirispr. Ixx. (ed. 6) 950 The two
jurors, -considered that she was a dipsomaniac. 1866 Land.
Rev. 13 Oct. 404/2 There are several places where Dipso-
maniacs are treated, under the rule and care of religious
orders. 1884 MRS. C. PRAED Zero ix, A craving for excite-
ment as keen as that of the dipsomaniac for alcohol.

B. adj.
= next. (In recent Diets.)

Dipsomanracal, a. [f. as prec. + -AL.] Af-
fected with dipsomania.
1865 tr. Caspars Handbk. Forensic Med. (New Syd. Soc.)

IV. 267 She had given herself up to drunkenness and had
become dipsomaniacal.

Dipsopathy (dipsjvpajn). [f. Gr. Suf/o-, Stya
thirst + ir&9fia, f. naOos suffering (taken after

homoeopathy, hydropathy, etc., in sense ' method of
cure ').] The treatment of disease by abstinence
from liquids. 1883 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

|| Dipso-sis. Med. [irreg. f. Gr. Styo thirst +
osis : the actual Gr. word was Si^ijo-is.]

' A term
for a morbid degree of thirst : nearly synonymous
with Polydipsia (Mayne Expos. Lex. 1851-60).
1847 in CRAIG.

Dipsy, variant of DIPSEY.

Dipt, variant of dipped, pa. t. and pple. of DIP v.

Diptani, obs. form of DITTANY.

Dipter (di-ptai). Entom. [ad. F. diptere (i 79 1

in Hatz.-Darm.), L. dipter-us, a. Gr. Si'irrcpos two-

winged, f. 5i-, Sis twice + iTTtfuv wing.] One of
the Diptera a two-winged fly.
1828 WEBSTER

s.y., The dipters are an order of insects

having only two wings, and two poisers, as the fly.

II Drptera, sb.pl. Entom. [mod.L. = Gr.SiVrfpa
(Aristotle), pi. neuter of Slirrfpos two-winged (sc.
insecta insects, animalia animals) : see prec.] The
two-winged flies, a large order of insects having
one pair of membranous wings, with a pair of hal-
teres or poisers representing a posterior pair. Well-
known examples are the common house-fly, the

gnats, gad-flies, and crane-flies.

1819 Pantologia, Diptera, in zoology, an order of the class
insecta, characterised by having two wings, under each of
which is a clavate poise with its appropriate scale. 1867 F.
FRANCIS Anflingvi. (1880) 196 The other orders in most use
by the fly-fishers are . . the Diptera, or two-winged. 1879
A. W. BENNETT in Academy 33 Abundantly visited by in-

sects, especially Diptera.

Diptera-ceous, a. Bot.
[f. mod. Bot. L. Dip-

teracex, f. Dipter- contracted from Dipterocarpus
generic name (f. Si-mip-os two-winged 4- /capiros

fruit) : see -ACEOUS.] Of or belonging to the
Natural Order Dipteraceis (Dipterocarpex) : see

DIPTEBOCABP. So Dipterad, a plant of this order.

1849 SMART Suppl., Dipteraceoiis, epithet of an order of

arborescent exogens, found only in India and the Indian

Archipelago, which includes the camphor tree ; an order

chiefly marked by the enlarged, foliaceous, unequal seg-
ments of the calyx investing the fruit. 1866 Treas. Bot. I.

415/2 Dipteracez (Dipterocarpex, Dipterads), a natural
order of thalamifloral dicotyledons or Exogens. .containing
large trees with resinous juice.

Dipteral(di'pteral),o. \f.\s.diptcr-os (Vitruv.),
a. Gr. Slmepos (DiPTEB) + -AL.]
1. Arch. Having a double peristyle.
1812 W. WILKINS Civil Archit. Vitruvins 57 It was per-

haps the intention of the author to represent dipteral temples
with a tieble portico in that front only through which they
were approached. 1846 ELLIS Elgin Mara. I. 72 A temple
was of the kind called dipteral, when it had two ranges of

columns resting on the pavement. 1886 Century Mag. Nov.

139/1 A dipteral temple.
2. Entom. =DiPTEBorjs.
1828 in WEBSTER.

Di'pteran, a. and sb. Entom. [f. as DIPTEB,
DlPTEBA + -AN.]

A., adj. DIPTEROUS. B. sb. A dipterous insect.

1842 in BRANDE Diet. Set., etc. : and in mod. Diets.

t Dipte'ric, a. Arch. Obs. rare. [a. F. dip-

terique (i?th c.), f. Gr. Slwrep-os two-winged +
-10.] DIPTERAL.
1664 EVELYN tr. Frearfs Archit. 37 It was of the dip-

teryque figure ; that is, inviron'd with a two-fold range of
Columns.

Dipterist (di-pterist). [f.
DIPTER-A + -1ST.]

An entomologist who studies the Diptera.
1872 O. W. HOLMES Poet Breakf.-t. ii. (1885) 48 Competi-

tion . . between the dipterists and the lepidopterists.

Dipterocarp (di-pteroikaip). Bol. [ad. mod.
L. Dipterocarp-us, i. Gr. Slirrep-os two-winged +
napiros fruit.] A member of the genus Diptero-
carpus or Natural Order Diptcrocarpese, comprising
East Indian trees characterized by two wings on
the summit of the fruit, formed by enlargement of

two of the calyx-lobes. Cf. DIPTEBACEOUS. So
Dipteroca-rpous ft., belonging to this genus or

order.

1876 HARLEY Mat. Med. 702 Dipterocarps . . Gigantic
trees abounding in resinous juice, natives of India. 1885
H. O. FORBES Nat. Wand. E. Arc/tip. 135 Various species
of coniferous and dipterocarpous trees.

Diptero'logy. [f. DIPTEBA: see -(O)LOOY.]
That branch of entomology which relates to the

Diptera. Hence Di pterolo'gical a., Diptero -

legist = DIPTEBIST.
1881 Nature XXIV. 46 Descriptions of new diptera, and

dipterological notes.

II Di'pteros. Arch. Formerly also dipteron,
and, after Fr., diptere. [a. Gr. Slirrfpos (sc. va&s)

two-winged (temple).] A temple or building with
double peristyle.
1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Dipteron (in Archit.) a Build-

ing that has a double Wing or Isle. The Ancients gave that
Name to such Temples as were surrounded with two ranges
of Pillars ..which they call'd Wings. 1727-51 CHAMBERS
Cycl., Diptere, or Dipteron. 1730-6 BAILEY (folio

1

, Diptere.
1882 OGILVIE, Dipteros,

Dipterous (di'pteras), a.
[f.

mod.L. dipter-us

(see DIPTEB) + -ous.]
1. Entom. Two-winged ; of, pertaining to, or of

the nature of the DIPTERA.
1773 WHITE in Phil. Trans. LXIV. 201 They . . are

greatly .. annoyed by a large dipterous insect. 1802 BING-
LEY Anim. Biog. (1813) I. 48 Dipterous insects . . are those

haying only two wings, each furnished at its base with a
poise or balancer. 1816 KIRBY & Sp. Entomol. (1843) II.

304 The noisiest wings belong to insects of the dipterous
order. 1874 LUBBOCK Orig. fy Met. Ins. \. 24 Smooth ovate

bodies, much resembling ordinary dipterous pupae.
2. Bot. Having two wing-like appendages or

processes, as certain fruits, seeds, etc.

1851-60 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Dipterjts .. having two
wings : dipterous. Bot. Applied to a pericarp when it has
lateral appendages like wings. 1866 in Treas. Bot.

II Di-pterus. Palseont. [mod.L., f. Gr. : see

DIPTEB.] A genus of Palaeozoic dipnoous fishes,

having two dorsal fins, opposite the ventral and
anal respectively. Hence Dipte'rian a. and sb.,

belonging to, or a member of, this genus.
1842 H. MILLER O. R. Sandst. (ed. 2) 103 The Dipterus or

double-wing, of the Lower Old Red Sandstone. 1847 ANSTED
Anc. World iv, 70 These ancient fishes

(Dipterians). 1854 F.
C. BAKEWELL Geol. 29 Other fishes, of which the dipterus is

the type, bear more resemblance to fishes of the present day.

Dipterygian (dipteri-djan), a. (sb.} Ichth. [f.

mod.L. Dipterygii (f. 81-, Sis twice + irrtpvyi-ov

fin) + -AN.] Having two fins : applied to fishes

having, or supposed to have, only two fins. Also

DipterygioTts a.

1847 CRAIG, Dipterygians, a family of fishes, furnished with
two fins only. 1883 in Syd. Soc. Lex. [both words].

Diptong(e, obs. form of DIPHTHONG.

Diptote (di-ptJut), sb. and a. Gram. Also 7-8
tot, 8 -toton. [ad. L. diptola (pi.) nouns that have

only two case-endings, a. Gr. Si-araira, pi. neuter of
SlvTuTo-s with a double case-ending, f. Si-, Sis

twice + JTTOITOS falling (irrlaats case).]
A. sb. A noun having only two cases. B. a<lj.

Having only two cases.

1612 BRINSI.EY Pot. Paris (1669) 101 Q. What words do
you call Diptots? A. Such as have but two cases. 1656
BLOUNT Glossogr., Diptote. 1751 WESLEY Wks. (1872)
XIV. 40 Diptots, which have but two cases

', as, Spontis,

Sponte. 1885 tr. Socin's Arab. Gram. 56 The triptote are

distinguished from the diptote nouns by the nunation being
always written over the former.

Diptych (di-ptik). Forms: 7 diptyok, 7-8
diptiok, dyptick, 7-9 diptyc, 8 dyptio, 7- dip-
tych, [ad. L. diptycha (pi.), a. late Gr. Slnrvxa
pair of writing-tablets, neut. pi. of BI'TTTDXO* double-

folded, f. 81-, Sis twice + irTvxn fold. Cf. mod.F.

diptyque, c 1700 in Hatz.-Darm.]
1. Anything folded, so as to have two leaves ;

esp. a two-leaved, hinged tablet of metal, ivory or

wood, having its inner surfaces covered with wax,
used by the ancients for writing with the stylus.
1622 SPARROW Bk. Com. Prayer f^., Diptychsor Folded

Tables. 1731 GALE in Phil. Trans. XXXVII. 161 The
Diptychs and Triptychs that were covered with Wax,
served only for common Occurrences. 1829 J. FLAXMAN
Lect. Sculpt, iii. 98 The Greeks executed small works of

great elegance, as may be seen in the dyptics, or ivory
covers, to consular records, or sacred volumes. 1859 GUL-

(

LICK & TIMBS Paint. 306 The
diptychs

.. were among the
Romans formed of two little tablets of wood or ivory,

folding one over the other like a book.

b. spec, (in //.) Applied to the artistically

wrought tablets distributed by the consuls, etc.

of the later Empire to commemorate their tenure

of office ; hence transferred to a list of magistrates.
1781 GIBBON Decl. <$ F. II. 27 Their names and portraits,

engraved on gilt tablets of ivory, were dispersed over the

empire as presents to the provinces . . the senate . . the people.
(Note) Montfaucon has represented some of these tablets

or dypticks. 1797 Monthly Mag. 506 The consular dyptics
contain similar cyphers.
2. Eccl. (in //.) Tablets on which were recorded

the names of those of the orthodox, living and

dead, who were commemorated by the early Church
at the celebration of the eucharist. Hence,The list

or register of such names ; the intercessions in the

course of which the names were introduced.

1640 HAMMOND Poor Man's Tithing Wks. 1684 IV. 5
Enrol their names in the book of life, in those sacred eternal

diptycks. 1680 STILLINGFL. MischiefSeparation (ed. 2) 30
Atticus restored the name of St. Chrysostom to the Diptychs
of the Church. 1725 tr. Dupin's Eccl. Hist, ijth C. I. v. 64
The Dipticks ..have been famous, in the Councils of the
East ever since the Council of Chalcedon. 1855 MILMAN
Lat. Chr. (1864) I. in. iii. 40 The Names of Acacius and
all who communicated with him were erased from the

dip-
tychs. 1882-3 SCHAFF EncycL Relig. Knoivl. I, 643 In
the twelfth century the diptychs fell out of use in the Latin
Church.

3. An altar-piece or other painting composed of

two leaves which close like a book.
1852 MRS. JAMESON Leg. Madonna. Introd.

(1.857) 53 A
Diptych is an altar-piece composed of two divisions or

leaves, which are united by hinges, and close like a book.

1863 BARING-GOULD Iceland 158 Svinavatn church contains
a curious diptych with mediaeval figures.

Di'ptychous, a. [f. as prec. + -ous.] Double-
folded. 1883 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

II Dipus(dai
-

ps). Zool. [mod.L., ad. Gr. 8i'?rous

two-footed.] a. The typical genus of the jerboas,
a race of rodents which progress like the kangaroo,
by leaping with the long hinder legs. b. A small

marsupial quadruped of Australia, Chseropus cas-

tanolis.

1799 B. J. BARTON in Trans. Amer. Soc. IV. 114 (title]

Some account of the American Species of Dipus, or Jarboa.
1849 C. STURT Exf. Centr. Austral. II. 5 Mr. Browne and
I had chased a Dipus into a hollow log, and there secured
it. 1859 CORNWALLIS New World I. 194 The wallabi, the

dipus, the talpero, the wombat.

Dipyre (dipainu). Min. [mod. (Haiiy 1801)
ad. L. dipyros, Gr. Slmpos twice put into the fire, f.

Si- twice + irvp fire : so called because when heated

it exhibits both phosphorescence and fusion.] A
silicate of alumina with small proportions of the

silicates of soda and lime, occurring in square

prisms.
1804 Fourcroy's Clum. II. 441 The dipyre. 1807 AIKIN

Diet. Chem. 4- Min. s. v. 1868 DANA Min. 302 Dipyre
occurs in rather coarse crystals, often large or stout, and

rarely columnar, in metamorphic rocks.

Dipyrenous (daipsirf'nas), a. Bat. [f. Gr.

81- twice + iri>p7iv fruit-stone + -ous.] Containing
two fruit-stones.

1866 in Treas. Bot. 1880 GRAY Struct. Bot. vii. 2.

298 The fruits are dipyrenoue, tripyrenous, tetrapyrenous,

etc., according as they contain 2, 3, or 4 pyrenae.

t Dira'diatCi v. Obs. [f. L. di-, dis- asunder

+ RADIATE.] trans. To shed abroad in rays.

1651 BIGGS New Disp. ? 85 [To] diradiate their vertues.

1727 BAILEY vol. II, Diradiated, spread forth in Beams of

Light.

Diradiation (dair^di^'Jan). [n. of action from

prec.]
1. The diffusion of rays from a luminous body.
1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Diradiation, a spreading

abroad of Beams of Light ; also a plashing or setting of

Vines in form of Sun-beams. 1883 Syd. Soc. Lex., Diradia-

tion., the emission of light-rays from a luminous body.

2. Med. (See quots.)
1730-6 BAILEY (folio), Diradiation (in Medicine) an in-
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vigoration of the muscles by the animal spirits. 1823 in

CKAHU Tt-i/tnfl. Dili. 1883 Syd.Soc. Li:v.
t
Diradialifii . .

a synonym fur l/yflnctisiit,

t JJi'rali a. Obs. rare. [f. L. Dtrse the Furies,
the dire (sisters) +-AL.] Of or pertaining to the

Furies ; dire.

1606 DOD & CI.EAVER E.i-f. Prmi. xiii.-xiv. (1609) 103

That we expose not our hearts to these dirall and bitter

terrors.

t Dirama'tion. Obs. rare- 1
. \i.

L. dl-, dis-

asunder + rdm-tis branch + -ATION.] Branching
out, ramification.

1778 Nttt. Hisl. in Ann. Keg. 109/2 The course and dira-

illations of the vessels in stones.

Dire asail (daasfan), a. [f. L. Dircsrus, f. Dirce,
Gr. Ai'/vcr/ name of a fountain in Boeotia.] Of or

belonging to the fountain of I lirce : nsed of Pindar,
called by Horace Dircsfus cygmts the Dircscan

swan ; Pindaric, poetic.
1730 YOUNG Merchant iv. ii, O thou Dircaean Swan on

high. 1884 Q. Rev. July 136 The voice of poet and prophet
. . mended in a sublime Dircaean strain. 1894 GLAOSTONK
in iqth Cent. Sept. 318 Air buoyant and copious enough to

carry the Dircaean swan.

Dirdum(d9ud3m). Sc.zn&iiorth.dial. Forms:

5 durdan, 6- dirdum, 7-9 -dam, -dom, durdum,
9 durden, durdem, dordum, dyrdum. [Deri-
vation unknown : app. not connected with Sc. dird

stroke, blow. It has been compared with Gaelic
diardan anger, surliness, snarling, and with Welsh
du'nid,

'

sonitus, strepitus
'

(Davies).]
1. Uproar, tumultuous noise or din.
c 1440 York Myst. xxxi. 41 And se (>at no durdan be done.

a 1510 DOUGLAS King Hart n. 453 Than rais thair meikle
dirdnm and deray. 1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. (1858) I. 4
Lat be thi dirdum andthi din. 1655 CLARKE Phraseol.
170 (Halliw.) An horrible dirdam they made. 1674-91
RAY Local Words 129 Duriiom, noise. 1686 G. STUART
oco-Ser. Disc. 70 For aw their Dirdom, and their Dinn,
t was but little they did winn. 180* R. ANDERSON Cum-
trUt. Ball., Peace i, Sec a durdem, Nichol says, They've
hed in Lunnon town. 183* W. STEPHENSON Gateshead
Poems 99 Their dirdum ye may hear each neet, If ye '11

but gan to Robbins. 1855 ROBINSON Whitby Gloss., Dur.
dmti, riotous confusion. ' The street is all in a durdum.'
1869 Lonsdale Gloss., Durden,^ Durdum, uproar, hubbub.
1892 Northnmbld. Gloss., Dirdum, Duraitm, Dordutn,
noise and excitement, a confusion, a hurly-burly.
2. Outcry ; loud reprehension, obloquy, blame.
1709 M. BRUCE Soul Confirm. 14 (Jam.) A clash of the

Kirk s craft . . a fair dirdim of their synagogue. 1816 SCOTT
Old Mort. vii,

* This is a waur dirdum than we got frae
Mr.

Gudyill
when ye garr'd me refuse to eat the plum-por-

ridge on Yule-eve.' 1813 MISSES CORBETT Petticoat Tales
1. 280 (Jam.),

*

I gi'ed her such a dirdum the last time I got
her sitting in our laundry.' 1814 SCOTT Redganntlet Let.

xi,
' We had better lay the haill dirdum on that ill-deedie

creature.' 1886 STEVENSON Kidnapped xix, If I get the
dirdum of this dreadful accident, I'll have to fend for

myself.

Dire (daioj), a. and rf. Also 6-7 dyre. [ad.L.
tiir-us fearful, awful, portentous, ill-boding.]
A. adj.

'

Dreadful, dismal, mournfnl, horrible,

terrible, evil in a great degree
'

(J.).
1567 DRANT Horace's Epist. xvi. Fj, With gyues, and

fetters He tame the under a galow dyre. 1590 SPENSER
F. Q. i. xi. 40 All was covered with darknesse dire. 1605
SHAKS. Afaco. ii. iii. 63 Strange Schreemes of Death, And
Prophecying, with Accents terrible, Of dyre Combustion.
1667 MILTON P. L. n. 628 All monstrous, all prodigious
things. .Gorgons and Hydra's and Chimera's dire. 1681
f-ona. Gaz. No. 1649/3 A"d His Majesty, with advice
foresatd, recommends to His Privy Council to see this Act
put to dire and vigorous Execution. 1768 BEATTIE Minstr.
n. n, To learn the dire effects of time and change, a 1774
GOLDSM. Double Transform. 75 That dire disease, whose
ruthless power Withers the beauty's transient flower. 1784
COWPER Task ii. 270 Gives his direst foe a friend's embrace.
1853 C. BRONTE Villette xxv, Forced by dire necessity. 1868
HELPS Kcalmak xvii. (1876) 462 Ostentation, the direst

enemy of comfort.

b. Dire sisters (L. dirte sorores, Dira) : the
Fnries.

'743 J. DAVIDSON sEneiit vu. 195 From the Mansion of
the dire Sisters.

tB.rf. 06s.
1. Dire quality or matter, direness.
1660 WOOD Life (Oxf. Hist. Soc.) I. 367 Their sermons

.

^before
were verie practical! and commonly full of dire.

2. pi. =L. Dirm, Furies, dire sisters.
1610 G. FLETCHER Christ's Tri. over Death xxi, Arme,

arme your selues, sad Dires of my pow'r.
C. Comb, (chiefly adverbial or parasynthetic\ as

dire-dinging, -gifted, -lamenting, -looking, ^visagcd.
'S9.

1 SHAKS. Two Gent. lit. ii. 82 After your dire-lamenting
IMegies, Visit . . your Ladies chamber-window With some
sweet Consort. 1633 MILTON Arcades 52 The cross dire-

looking planet. 1730-46 THOMSON Autumn 875 Here the
plain harmless native.. to the rocks Dire-clinging, gathers
is ovarious food, a 1881 ROSSETTI Rose Maty, md Beryt-
<mg 2 Dire-gifted spirits of fire.

Direekar, obs. Sc. form of DIBECTOB.
Direct (dire-kt, dai-), v. Also 5 de-, 5-6 dy-,

5 derekt, 6 Sc. direek. [f. L. direct, (derect-),
ppl. stem of dirigc're (iff-) to straighten, set straight,
direct, gnide, f. dl- apart, asunder, distinctly (or
de- down) + rcg?re to put or keep straight, to rnlc.

It is probable that the ppl. adj. direct was first

formed immediately from L. direct-its, and that this

pl

hi
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originated a verb of the same form : cf. -ATE '*
3.

Both the pa. pple. and finite tenses of the verb were
used by Chaucer. There is a close parallelism of

sense-development between direct and address,

arising out of their etymological affinity : cf. also
1 )KESH ^.]
1. trans. To write (something) directly or specially

to a person, or for his special perusal ; to address.

t a. To dedicate (a treatise) to. Obs.
c 1374 CHAUCER Troylus v. 1868 O morall Gower, this

booke I directe To thee. 1447 BOKENHAM
Seyittys (Roxb.)

1 ni rotl. 7 You sone and fadyr to whom I dyrecte '1 his symplc
tretyhs. 1555 EDEN Decades 136 They dyrected and dedi-
cated suche thinges to kynges and princes. 1581 Satir.
roems Reform, xliv. a To 3011, ministers, and Prelattis of

perdition, This schedut schort I do direct. 1607 TOPSELL
Foitr-f. Beasts (1658) 129 The Treatise of English Dogs . .

translated by A. F. and directed to that noble Gesner.

fb. To write (a letter or message) expressly to.

[L. dirigere epistolam, 4th c., Servius and Jerome ;

also attributed by Servius to Cicero.] Obs.

1397 Rolls ofParIt. III. 378/2 As it is. .declared in the
same Commission directid to William Rikhill, Justice. 1467
Mann. $ Hoitseh. Exp. 173, I have reseyved sower mostc

grasyouls] leter to me dereketed, to be wethe ^owere hynes
. . the nexte morow after Kandehnas day. 1490 CAM ON
Eneydos xxii. 84 Yf he take the lettre vnto hym whome it

is dyrected vnto. isn-a Act 3 Hen. V/II, c. 23 5 5 The

Kinges Highnes shall, .direct his lettres missyves to twayn
of his honourable Counseillours. 1535 BOORDE Let. in

Introd. Knowl. (1870) Foreward 53 To .. Master Thomas
Cromwell be bis byll dyrectyd. 1601 R. PARSONS (titlfy
An Apologetical Epistle : directed to the right honourable
Lords . . of her Maiesties Privie Counsel!. 1730 GAY in

Swift's Lett, (1766) II. 115 If you knew how often I talk

of you., you would now and then direct a letter to me.

c. spec. In modern usage, To write on the out-

side of (a letter or the like) the name, designation,
and residence of the person to whom it is to be
delivered ; to write the '

direction
'
or ' address

*

on.
(In early examples not separable from b.)

1588 SHAKS. L, L.L. iv. ii.
132

But Damosellavirgin.Was
this directed to you? 1642 King's Reply in Rushw. Hist.
Coll. (1721) V. 63 His Message, .was . . taken, .by the Earl
of Essex, and though not to him directed, was by him
opened. 1697 Lond. Gaz. No. 3334/4 The Box naii'd up
and Directed to Mrs. Ann PerrioL 1713 ADDISON Guardian
No. 123 F 3 A letter folded up and directed to a certain
nobleman. 1716 SHELVOCKE Voy, round World 134 Put
them all up together in one packet, and direct them to
me. 1855 LD. HOUGHTON in Life (1891)!. xi. 527 Lady Elles-

mere's letter missed me altogether, although directed as I

desired.

a&sol. 1707 THORF.SBY in Lett. Lit. Men (Camden) 337 If
I hud sooner known how to direct to you, I had long ago. .

written. 1751 BURKE Corr. (1844) I. 26 Direct to me at Mr.
HSpkis's, Ironmonger in Monmouth. 1775 JOHNSON Let. to
Mrs. Tkraie 6 June, I hope my sweet Queeney will write
me a long letter, when, .she knows how to direct to me.

2. To address (spoken words) to any one ; to ntter

(speech) so that it may directly reach a person.
arch.

("1450 tr. De Imitation* i. xxiii, J>ider directe praiers &
daily mornynges wi^> teres. 1591 SHAKS. i Hen. VI, v. iii.

179 Words sweetly plac'd, and modest[I]ie directed. 1611
BIBLE Ps. v. 3 In the morning will I direct my prayer vnto
thee. 1651 HOBBES Leviath. \\. xxv. 131 To whom the

Speech is directed.

f b. To impart, communicate expressly, give in

charge to a person. Obs.
a 1400 Pistill of Susan 278 He directed bis dom . . To

Danyel be prophete. 1598 BARRET Thtor. Warns i. i. i

The straite charges and commands directed from her Ma-
iestie. 1633 BP. HALL Hard Texts 324 If God should direct
his precepts to a child.

3. To put or keep straight, or in right order, fa.
To set or put in right order, to

arrange.
Obs.

1509 HAWES Past. Pleas, x. iii, Dysposicion, the true
seconde parte Of rethorike, doth evermore dyrecte The
maters formde of this noble arte, Gyvyng them place after

the aspect.
b. To keep in right order

; to regulate, control,

govern the actions of.

c 1510 MORE Picus Wks. 32 O holy God . . whiche heauen
and earth directest all alone. 1548 9 (Mar.) Bk. Com.Trayer
i3ab(Commun. Coll.) To direct, sanctifyeandgouerne, both
our heartes and bodies. 150 ABP. HAMILTON Catech. (1884)

29 It [the eye] direckis al the membris of our bodie. 1713
ADDISON Cato\. \. 41 He..cover'd with Numidian Guards,
directs A feeble army. 1847 EMERSON Kefr. Mcn t Napoleon
Wks. (Bohn) I. 373 His grand weapon, namely, the millions

whom he directed. 1883 FROUDnSAort Stint. IV. i. i. i The
mind, or spiritual part of man, ought to direct his body.

c. absol.

1611 BIBLE Eccl. x. 10 Wisedom is profitable to direct

4. trans. To cause (a thing or person) to move
or point straight to or towards a place ; to aim (a

missile) ; to make straight (a course or way) to

any point ; to turn (the eyes, attention, mind)
straight to an object, (a person or thing) to an aim,

purpose, etc.

106 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 95 Y vice y* most
maketh man lyke to beestes, & directeth hym from god.

- CUNNINGHAM Cosmogr. Glasse 137 Directe the ruler
with hys two sightes unto anye one place. 1576 FLEMING
PanopL Epist. 23, I came out of Asia, and directed my
saile from Aegina towardes Megara. Ibid. 350 But if he
failed, .in directing his shafte. 1632 LITHGOW Trav. in. 09
Directing his course to rush up on the face of a low Rocke.
1655 STANLEY Hist. Philos. Ded., I send this book to you
because you first directed me to this design, c 1676 LADY

DIRECT.

CHAWOKTH in isM Rep. Hist. Jl/SS. Ca>nnt. API-.
I . . had the good luck to escape the squibs . . especially ill

reeled to the balcone over against me. 1703 Moxos Meek.
Kxerc. 305 Do not direct the cutting Corner of the Chistel
inwards. 1721 ADDISON Sp<et. No. 159 f 8, I directed my
Sight as I was ordered. 1716 Adr>. Cafii. R. Boyle 31 They
directed their Steps towards my Confinement. 1790 PA.LEV
Horse Paul. i. 8 A different undertaking, .and directed to a
different purpose. 1855 MACAULAV Hist. Eng. II 1. 26 Howe
. .directed all his sarcasms, .against the malecontents. 1856
EMERSON Eng. Traits, Times Wks. (Bohn) II. 119 But the
steadiness of the aim suggests the belief that this fire is

directed, .by older engineers. 1860 TVNDALL Glac. n. xxiv.

355 To direct attention to an extremely curious fact. 1867
SMILES Huguenot* En%. \. (1880)9 Tneiie measures were
directed against the printing of religious works generally.
1871 II. STEWART Heat f 35 These telescopes are directed
towards two marks. 1874 GKEF.N Short Hist. vi. | 4. 302
The efforts of the French monarchy had* been directed to
the conquest of Italy. 1875 JOWKTT Plato (ed. a) I. 207
Everybody's eyes were directed towards him.
absoi. 1639 FULLER Holy War v. ix. (1647) 344 Good

deeds wrh direct to happmesse.
b. To inform, instruct, or guide (a person), as

to the way ; to show (any one) the way.
1607 SHAKS. Cor. iv. iv. 7 Direct me, if it be your will,

where great Auflidius lies. 163* J. HAYWARD tr. Biondis
J-.romena 92, 1 would faine be so directed as 1 might, .finde

him out. Mod. Can you direct me to the nearest railway
station ?

t C. intr. for rcfl. To
point.

Obs.

1665 HOOKE Micrvgr. 205 Little white brisles whose points
all directed backwards. 17*3 CHAMBERS tr. Le Liere's
Treat. A rchit. 1 . 64 Care . . taken that . . each Flume direct
to its Origin.
6. trans. To regulate the course of; to guide,

conduct, lead ; to guide with advice, to advise.
S5S9 W. CUNNINGHAM Cosntogr. Glasse n Directe thy

Chariot in a meane, clymbe tliou not to hye. 1581 I'm i IK

Gnazzo'sCiv. Conv. n. (1586) 114 b, (He] maketh her the
starre by whose aspect he doth direct all his doings. 1585
T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholay's I'oy. i. xv. 16 b, Having
prepared a frigat to direct us. 1990 SHAKS. Merck. V. n.

vii. 14 Some God direct my Judgement. 1634 SIR T. HER-
BERT Trav. 5 Sharkes . . are alwayes directed by a little

specled fish, called a pilot fish. 1769 Jttnius Lett. xxxv.
162 The choice of your friends has been singularly directed.

1776-81 GIBBON DecLtf F. xxvii.(i875) 440/2 The conscience
of the credulous prince was directed by saints and bishops.
1856 FROUDE Hist. Eng. (1858) I. v. 414 He directed, or

attempted to direct, his conduct by the broad rules of what
he thought to be just.

b. Mus. To conduct (a musical performance).
1880 GROVE Diet. Mus. I. 390/1 At the concert which he

had to direct (during the series of 1820).
_ 1893 W. P. COURT-

NEY in Academy 13 May 413/1 The music . . was composed
and directed by Handel.

6. To give authoritative instructions to; toordain,

order, or appoint (a person) to do a thing, (a thing)
to be done.

1598 SHAKS. Merry Iff.
iv. ii. 98 I'le first direct my men

what they shall doe with the basket. 1611 Cymo. v. v.

280 A feigned Letter, .which directed him To seeke her on
the Mountaines. 1631 LITHGOW Trav. x. 457 He made fast

the doore. .as he was directed. 17*7 DK FOE Hist. Appar.
iii. (1840) 22 Whether he is ever sent or directed to come.

1747 Col. Rec. Pennsylv. V. 101 The Order of the King in

Council which was directed to be laid before us. 175* JOHN-
SON Rambler No. 200 F 14 One of the golden precepts of

Pythagoras directs, that ' a friend should not be hated for

little faults'. 1873 H'NESS BUNSEN in Hare Life(i^jg) I. ii.

59 The seeming arbiter of war.. directed his legions to re-

move from Boulogne. 1891 Laiv TitnesXCll. 107/1 Finally
the master directed an issue to be tried.

b. intr. or absol. To give directions; to order,

appoint, ordain.

1655 DIGGES Compl. Aml'Ass. 6 Her skill and years was
now to direct . . not to be directed. 1700 S. L. tr. Fryke's
I'oy. E. Ind. 39 The President is one of the Council, but
cannot direct m any thing of moment without the consent
of the General. 1764 GOLDSM. Trav. 64 Who can direct,
when all pretend to know? 1818 JAS. MILL Brit. India
II. v. v, 520 Cast their anchors as chance or convenience
directed. 1888 Latv Times' Rep. LIX. 165/1 [To] be con-

veyed to them as tenants in common, or joint tenants, as

they should direct.

c. trans. To order, appoint, prescribe (a thing
to be done or carried out).
1816 KEATINGE Trav. (1817) II. 20 On the present occa-

sion, the alcaid.. directed a different arrangement. 1863
H. Cox Instit. i. vii. 81 The House of Commons had
directed an impeachment against Lord Treasurer Danby.
1883 Lan^Rep. ii Q. Bench Div. 501 [The Judge] was of

opinion that the words above mentioned were privileged.,
and directed a nonsuit.

f d. To prescribe (medically). Obs.

1754-64 SMELLIE Midvrif. III. 77, I directed some The-
batck drops.

7. Astrol. To calculate the arc of direction of (a

significator) : see DIRECTION* 10.

1819 JAS. WILSON Compl. Diet. Astrol. s.V. Directions^
Problem ist To direct the Sun when not more than 2

distant from the cusp of the mid-heaven to any conjunction
or aspect .. Problem 7th. To direct a significator with

latitude to any conjunction or aspect.

tB. Examples of direct as pa.pple. DlBKCTED.

(Cf. also next.) Obs.
c 1386 CHAUCER Man of Law's T. 650 Another lettre

wroght ful synfully, Vn to the kyng direct of this mateere.

c 139* CotnpL Venus 75 Pryncesse, resceyvebe bis com-

playnt in gre Vn to ypure excellent benignytee Dyrect.

1413 JAS. I Kingis Q. Ixii, The ditee there I maid Direct to

hire that was my hertis quene. c 1450 tr. De Imitatione
in. Ixiv, To be are myn eyen dyrecte, my god, fader of
mercies. 1303 HAWES Examp* Virt. vii. 126 Thrugh
whome his subgectes be dyrect. 151* Act 4 Hen. 111*



DIRECT.

c. 4 i One writte of proclamacion to be direct to the

Shirifof the Countie. 1567 Satir. Poems Reform. (1890)

vi. (title), Ane Exhortation derect to my Lord Regent.

Direct (dire'kt, dai-), a, and adv. Also 4-6

dy-, directe, 6 derect. [prob. a. F. direct (isth

c. in Godef. Suppl) = Pr. direct > It. diretto, Sp.
derecho right, ad. L. direct-us (derectus}, pa. pple.

of dirigere, derigere : see DIRECT v. The pa. pple.
was used as a simple adj. already in Latin. .For

the strictly ppl. use in Eng. see after prec. vb.]
A. adj.

1. In reference to space: Straight; undeviating
in course ; not circuitous or crooked.

[1391 : see c.]

1548 HALL Chron., Hen. 7f 13 The confederates .. toke
the directe way . . toward Windsor. 1559 CUNNINGHAM
Cosmogr. Glasse 60 The directe distance from Portsmouth
to Barwicke, is 330. miles. 1699 DAMPIER Voy. II. iii. 10

Being the directest Course they can steer for Barbadoes.

1748 Relat. Earthq. Lima 40 The Streets are in a direct

Line, and of a convenient Breadth. 1751 JOHNSON Rambler
No. 142 f i We turned often from the direct road to please
ourselves with the view. 1834 MEDWIN Angler in Wales II.

go, I soon left the horseroad, and took a direct line over

black heathery hills. 1874 MORLEY Compromise (1886) i

To consider in a short and direct way, some of the limits

that are set [etc.].

b. Of rays, etc. : Proceeding or coming straight
from their source, without reflexion, refraction,

or interference of any kind. Of a shot : That
travels to the point which it strikes without rico-

cheting, or touching any intermediate object.
So Direct vision, vision by unrefracted and unreflected

rays ; direct-vision spectroscope, one in which direct vision

is used. Direct-draft (attrib.), applied to a boiler, etc. from
which the hot air and smoke pass off in a single direct flue,

instead of circuitously to economize the heat.

1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Direct Kay (in Opticks) is the

Ray which is carry'd from a Point of the Visible Object
directly to the Eye, through one and the same Medium.
Ibid., Direct Vision is when the Rays of Light come from
the Object directly to the Eye. 1839 T. BEALE Nat. Hist.

Sperm Whale 156 Under the direct rays of a tropical sun.

1849 MRS. SOMERVILLE Connect. Phys. Sc. xxvi. 277 Places
sheltered from the direct rays of the sun. 1876 Catal. Sc.

Ap/>. S. Kens. Mus. 1802 The instrument . . may be used
as a small direct vision spectroscope. 1890 Daily News 21

Aug. 3/2 The target was examined, when it was found that it

was a direct hit. .The ist Midlothian got a direct at first shot,

f c. phr. In direct of; in a straight line with.
c 1391 CHAUCER Astro!, it. 44 Loke where the same

planet is wreten in the hede of thy tabele, and than loke

what bpu findest in directe of the same }ere of owre lord

wyche is passid. Ibid., Wryte bat bou findest in directe of

the same planete bat bou worchyst fore.

2. Moving, proceeding, or situated at right angles
or perpendicularly to a given surface, etc. ;

not

oblique.
1563 W. FULKE Meteors (1640) 4b, In places where the

beames are cast indirectly and obliquely, and that where

they are not too nigh to the direct beanies, nor too far off

from them, there is a moderate heate. 1658 DUGDALE in

Sir T. Browne Hydriot. (1736) 50 Some of them are . .

Twenty Feet in direct Height from the Level whereon they
stand. 1660 F. BROOKE tr. Le Blanc's Trav. 322 Ships
cannot enter it without a direct wind. 1700 S. L. tr. Fryke's
Voy. into E. I. 350 We hoisted up Sail all together, with a
direct Wind for us at S.E.

b. Of the sphere : Having the pole coinciding
with the zenith {parallel sphere], or lying on the

horizon (right sphere) ; not oblique. Of a sun-

dial : Facing straight to one of the four cardinal

points ; not declined.

1659 D. PELL Impr. Sea To Rdr. Dvb, note, They are

like a direct North Dial, that hath but morning and evening
hours on it. 1703 MOXON Meek. Exerc. 310 Of Dyal
Planes some be Direct, others DecHners, others Oblique.

1727-51 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v. Dial, Dials which respect the

cardinal points of the horizon, are called direct dials . .

North Dial or erect direct north Dial, is that described on
the surface of the prime vertical looking northward.

C. Mil. Applied to a battery, etc. whose fire is

perpendicular to the line of works attacked.

1831 J. S. MACAULAY Field Fortif. 8 The defence is called

direct when the flanking line is perpendicular to the line

flanked ; when not perpendicular, it is termed oblique.

d. Mech. (see quot.).
1879 THOMSON & TAIT Nat. Phil. I. i. in When a body

rolls and spins on another body, the trace of either on the
other is the curved or straight line along which it

is_ suc-

cessively touched. If the instantaneous axis is in the
normal plane perpendicular to the traces, the rolling is

called direct.

e. Cryst. Opposed to oblique : see quot.
1878 GURNEY Crystallogr, 65 Those [rhombohedrons] in

which the unequal index is algebraically greater than the

equal indices are called direct. 1895 STORY-MASKELYNE
Crystallogr. 141 and 312.

3. Astron. Of the motion of a planet, etc. : Pro-

ceeding in the order of the zodiacal signs, in the

same direction as the sun in the ecliptic, i.e. from
west to east

;
also said of the body so moving.

Opposed to retrograde.
c 1391 CHAUCER Astrol. \\. 35 heading, This is the work-

Inge of the conclusioun, to knowe yif that any planete be
directe or retrograde. Ibid., Yif so be bat this planete be

vp-on the Est side . . thanne is he retrograde & yif he be on
the west side, than is he directe. 1700 DRYDEN Fables,
l*alamon fy Arc. n. 616 Two geomantick figures were dis-

played .. a warrior and a maid, One when direct, and one
when retrograde. 1716 tr. Gregory's Astron. I. in. 453

390

After the Planet which is nearer to the Sun, has pass'd the

second Station at dt it becomes direct again. 1786-7 BON-
NYCASTLE Astron. 419 A planet is said to be direct, when it

moves according to the order of the signs. 1837 Penny
Cycl. IX. 14 The course of these celestial motions is always
from west to east, which is the direct course.

4. Of relations of time, order, succession, etc.,

which can be figured or represented by those of

space : Straightforward, uninterrupted, immediate.

a. gen.
1494 FABYAN Citron, v. Ixxvi. 54, I shal . . sette theym in

suche a direct ordre, that it shalbe apparant to the Reder.

b. Of succession: Proceeding in an unbroken line

from father to son, or the converse; lineal, as

opposed to collateral ;
as a direct heir or ancestor.

1548 HALL Chron., Hen. IV, 21 b, Edmonde Mortimer ..

then next and direct heire of England and of Fraunce.
1600 E. BLOUNT tr. Conestaggio 117 The last King of

Portugall, in whom ended the direct masculine line, a 1661

FULLER Worthies, Warwicksh. (1662) 126 Sir James Drax,
a direct descendant from the Heirs male. 1717-51 CHAMBERS
Cycl. s. v. Direct, The heirs in a direct line always precede
those in the collateral lines.

C. Logic. Proceeding from antecedent to conse-

quent, from cause to effect, etc.
; uninterrupted,

immediate.
1828 WHATELY Rhetoric in Encycl. Metrop. 258/1 Either

Direct or Indirect Reasoning being employed indifferently
for Refutation as well as for any other purpose. 1864
BOWEN Logic viii. 243 In the other Figures, there are two
indifferent Conclusions, neither of which is more direct or

immediate than the others. 1891 WELTON Logic I. iv. iv.

422 Reduction is direct when the original conclusion is

deduced from premises derived from those given. Ibid.

426 This indirect process is not reduction in the same sense

as the direct method is.

d. Math. Following the simple or natural order:

opposed to inverse : see quots.
1594 BLUNDEVIL Exerc. I. xi. (ed. 7) 33 Working by the

common or direct Rule of Three. 1717-51 CHAMBERS
Cycl. s. v. Direct. 1806 HUTTON Course Math. I. 44 The
Rule of Three Direct is that in which more requires more,
or less requires less. 1807 Ibid. II. 279 The Direct and
Inverse Method of Fluxions . . the direct method . . consists

in finding the fluxion of any proposed fluent or flowing

quantity ; and the inverse method, which consists in rinding
the fluent of any proposed fluxion. 1839 G. BIRD Nat.
Pkilos. 64 In the direct ratio of the arms of the lever.

e. Direct opposite or contrary : that which is

in the same straight or vertical line on the oppo-
site side of the centre ;

that which is absolutely or

exactly contrary.
1786 BURKE W. Hastings Wks. 1842 II. 173 He had not

scrupled to assert the direct contrary of the positions by
him maintained. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) I. 482 Is not
this the direct contrary of what was admitted before?

f. Music. Opposed to inverted (of intervals,

etc.), or to contrary (of motion).
i8a8 WEBSTER s. v., In Music, a direct interval is that

which forms any kind of harmony on the fundamental
sound which produces it ; as the fifth, major third, and
octave. 1864 Direct chord (Mus.), one in which the

fundamental tone is the lowest. 1867 MACFARREN Har-
mony ii. 50 The augmented 5th, which stands between the

mediant and the leading note in a minor key, is always
dissonant, in whatever position it occurs, whether direct

or inverted. 1880 GROVE Diet. Mas. I. 448 Direct Motion
is the progression of parts or voices in a similar direction.

5. That goes straight to, or bears straight upon,
the point, without circumlocution or ambiguity ;

straightforward.
1530 PALSGR. 387

' To serve you
' maketh a dyrecte an-

swere to the questyon. 1535 COVERDALE Job xxxviii. 3,

I will question the, se thou geue me a dyrecte answere.

1589 POTTENHAM Eng. Poesie in. xix. (Arl..) 238 Which had
bene the directer speech and more apert. 1600 SHAKS.
A. Y.L. v. iv. 90, I durst go no further then the lye cir-

cumstantial : nor he durst not giue me the lye direct. 1651
HOBBES Leviath. 11. xviii. 93 If the Soveraign Power .. be

not in direct termes renounced. 1759 ROBERTSON Hist.

Scot. I. iv. 308 No direct evidence had as yet appeared
against Bothwell. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. II. 114 They
ventured to bring direct charges against the Treasurer.

1888 R. KIPLING Talesfr. Hills (1891) 245 This was at once
a gross insult and a direct lie.

b. Straightforward in manner or conduct; up-

right, downright.
1586 A. DAY Eng. Secretary I. (1625) 31 Just or unjust,

godly or wicked, direct or indirect, worthy or to be dis-

praised. 1602 SHAKS. Ham. 11.11.298 Be euen and direct

with me, whether you were sent for or no. 1604 Oth.

in. iii. 378 Take note, take note, (O World !) To be direct

anrt honest, is not safe. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ef.
i. v. 17 Yet was the Idolatry direct and downe-right in the

people. 1768 STERNE Sent. Journ. (1778)
I. 168 (Pulse)

When my views are direct . . I care not if all the world saw
me. 1791 A. YOUNG Trim. France 279 His conduct in the

revolution has been direct and manly. 1871 MORLEY Vol-

taire (1886) 9 If he was bitter, he was still direct. 1894
BARING-GOULD Kitty Alone II. 107 She was one of those

direct persons who, when they have taken a course, hold

to it persistently.

t c. Downright, positive, absolute
(in character).

1668 PEPYS Diary 19 Aug., What should it be but Jane,
in a fit of direct raving, which lasted half an ho_ur. 1751
PALTOCK P. Wilkins (1784) II. 232 1 then perceived they
were direct forges.

6. Effected or existing without intermediation or

intervening agency ; immediate.
1596 SHAKS. Merch. V. iv. i. 350 That by direct, or in-

direct attempts He seeke the life of any Citizen. 1601
AlFs Well in. vi. 9 In mine owne direct Knowledge, with-
out any malice . .he's a most notable Coward. 1805 FOSTER

DIRECT.

Ess. I. ii. 29 Direct companionship with a few. 1820
SCORESBY Ace. Arctic Reg. II. 356 The fisher is liable to re-

ceive, .direct blows from its fins or tail. 1860 RUSKIN Mod.
Paint. V. ix. i. 202 The directest manifestation of Deity to

man is in His own image, that is, in man. 1863 BRIGHT S/>.

America 30 June, There is no man in England who has a
more direct interest in it than I have. 1891 Law Times XCI.
425/2 The Reform Act of 1832 placed the representatives of
the people in direct touch with their constituencies.

b. Of speech or narration : In the form in which
it was uttered, not modified in form by being re-

ported in the third person.
1727-51 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Direct, A very good historian

uses the phrase Direct Speech, or harangue, when he intro-

duces any one speaking, or haranguing of himself. 1879
ROBY Latin Grain. Ii. iv. xxiii. 325 The indicative expresses
a fact ; or a direct statement of opinion of the writer or

speaker. Ibid. 333 A direct question (or exclamation) is put
in the indicative mood.

c. Biol. Of cell-division : Effected without the

formation of nuclear figures ; amitotic.

1888 ROLLESTON & JACKSON Anim. Life Introd. 22 The
division of the protoplasm is preceded or accompanied by
division of the nucleus. The process may be direct or

amitotic, the nucleus simply elongating, and being split by
a constriction.

d. Direct action, action which takes effect with-

out intermediate instrumentality.
Direct-action or direct-acting steam-engine, one in which

the piston-rod or cross-head acts directly upon the crank
without the intervention of a working-beahi.
Direct-acting or direct-action pwnp : a steam-pump in

which the steam-piston and the pump-piston are connected

by a straight piston rod, without intervening crank.

[1841 Penny Cycl. XXII. 507/1 [It] effects the direct con-

nection of the piston with the crank. Ibid. 507/2 Engines
of direct connection.] 1843 Proc. Inst. Civil Ettgin. II. 69
The comparatively recent introduction of direct-action

steam-engines on board the steam-vessels of the
Royal Navy.

1857 CHAMBERS Information 1. 396 The best and simplest
form of direct-acting engine is that known as the oscillating.

1874 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. I. 356/1 (Westinghouse-brake)
A small but powerful direct-acting steam-engine . . operates
the air-pump. Ibid. 705 In Napier's direct-action steam-

engine, the beam is retained, but only for the purpose of

working the pumps. 1878 Proc. Inst. Civil Engin. LIU.
98 (title) Direct Acting or Non-Rotative Pumping Engines
and Pumps. Ibid. 364 The construction of the second

direct-action pumping engine on a new system for the Paris

waterworks at St. Maur.
e. Direct tax : one levied immediately upon the

persons who are to bear the burden, as opposed to

indirect taxes levied upon commodities, of which
the price is thereby increased, so that the persons
on whom the incidence ultimately falls pay indi-

rectly a proportion of taxation included in the price
of the article. So direct rate, rating, taxation, etc.

The chief direct taxes in Great Britain are the Income and

Property Taxes ; local and municipal rates are also examples
of direct taxation.

1776 ADAM SMITH W. N. v. ii. (1809) II. 442 There are . .

two different circumstances which render the interest of

money a much less proper subject of direct taxation than
the rent of land. 1801 A. HAMILTON Wks. (1886) VII. 192
There is, perhaps, no item in the catalogue of our taxes

which has been more unpopular than that which is called

the direct tax. 1802 M. CUTLER in Life (1888) II. 65 There
are two objects in view one is to attack the funded debt,
and the other, a direct tax upon the people. 1828 WEBSTER
s.v., Direct tax is a tax assessed on real estate, as houses

and lands. 1845 MCCULLOCH Taxation Introd. (1852) i

A Tax is called direct when it is immediately taken from

property or labour ; and indirect when it is taken from them

by making their owners pay for liberty to use certain

articles, or to exercise certain privileges. 1845 DISRAELI

Sybil (1863) 220 The ruinous mystification that metamor-

phosed direct taxation by the Crown into indirect taxation

by the Commons. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. I. 287 The
discontent excited by direct imposts is . . almost always out

of proportion to the quantity of money which they bring into

the Exchequer. 1894 Daily News 13
Feb. 5/5 Having

fabricated a direct-rating test for parish councillors, the

House did the same for guardians of the poor.

B. adv. DIRECTLY, a. Straight in direction

or aspect. b. Immediately. c. Absolutely,

exactly, d. Comb, with adj., as direct-acting (see

A 6 d), direct-dealing.
c 1450 HENRYSON Test. Cres. (R.), Her [Venus'] golden

face in oppositioun Of God Phebus direct descending down.

? a i$tpFreiris ofBerwik 342 in Dunbars Poems (1893) 296
And to the eist direct he turnis his face. 1614 ROWLANDS
FooUs Bolt 14 Saying grace in mentall wise, Holding his

Halt direct before his eyes. 1667 MILTON P. L. HI. 526
Direct against which op'nd from beneath. .A passage down
to th' Earth. 1743 CHESTERF. Lett. I. xcix. 277 You will

observe, they are direct contrary subjects. 1830 Westminst.

Rev. XII. 292 We do not think that any direct-dealing

man . . can admire the figure. 1840 MACAULAY Ess.,

Kanke (1854) 556/2 His orders have come down to him

. .direct from on high. 1868 FREEMAN Norm. Cong. (1876)

II. App. 669 He fancies that the embassy went direct to

Hungary. 1880 Law Kef. 29 Ch. Div. 460 This property is

held direct from the Crown. 1884 Ibid, g App. Cases I

Securities, .procurable only from the corporations direct.

Direct (dire-kt), s6. [app. f. DIRECT z>.]

1. gen. A direction.

1615 T. ADAMS Lycanthrofiy 4
' Behold

'

! is . . in Holy
Writ, evermore the avant-courier of some excellent thing..

It is a direct, a reference, a dash of the Holy Ghost's pen.

2. Mus. A sign (W) placed on the stave at the

end of a page or line to indicate the position of the

following note.

1674 PLAYKORD Skill Mus. i. xi. 35 A Direct is usually at

the end of a Line, and serves to direct to the place of the



DIKECTABLB.

first Note on the next Line. x88oGnovK Diet. Afus. 1.448/2
Dircctt a mark (w) to be found in music up to the present

century, .like the catchword at the foot of a page.

f 3. In direct of-, see DIRECT a. i c.

Dire'ctable, . Also -ible. [f. DIRECT v.

cint fiitw v-*> m *O
looning is discovered.

Dire'cted, ///. a. [f.
DIRECT v. + -ED'.]

Aimed, addressed, guided, etc. : see the vb.

5/6 To create and maintain a large amount of organized
directed activity within the limits of his large diocese.

Hence fDire'ctedly adv. Obs., directly.

owne advancement.

Directer, -ible : see DIRECTOR, -ABLE.

Dirextiug, vbl. sb. [f. DIBECT v. + -ING'.]
The action ofthe verb DIRECT (q.v.) ; direction (in
various senses).

W tsttn. or. oo i ne LJirectmg tne rersons concerned therein,
A-.IS committed to one Person only. 1890 G. B. SHAW
Falnan Ess. Socialism 119 The 'directing* of companies
and the patronizing of nitrogenous Volunteer Colonels.

Directing, ppl. a. [-ING
2
.] That directs :

see the verb.

1588 J, M F.I.us Briefe Instruct. G viij, Aboue the direct-

ing line. 1670 Devout Commnn. (1688) 69 Some beams of
thy directing consolatory light. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe (1840)
I. xv. 250 A secret directing Providence. 1889 Spectator
19 Oct , That is the true end of arranging work, and it is

one which the directing classes do not forget when arrang-
ing work for themselves.

b. spec, directing-circle, a circle made of two

hoops, one within the other, to guide sappers in

the making of gabions; directing-plane (Persp.},
a plane passing through the point of sight parallel
to the plane of the picture ; directing-point

(Persp.\ the point at which any original line

meets the directing plane (Gvf\\\.Arch. Gloss. 1876);
directing-post, a finger-post on a road.

1851 J. S. MACAULAV Field Fortif. 66 The directing circle
is then laid on a level piece of ground, and seven, eight, or
nine pickets are driven at equal distances apart, between
the hoops. 1876 Directing plane, point [see DIRECTOR if].

1876 HARDY Ethelberta
(1890) 28 Reaching the directing-

post where the road branched into two, she paused.

Direction (dire'kjan, dai-). [a. L. direction-

em, n. of action from dirig-2re to DIKECT
; cf. F.

direction, I5th c. in Hatz.-Darm., possibly the

immediate source in some senses.]
1. The action or function of directing: a. of

pointing or aiming anything straight towards a
mark

; b. of putting or keeping in the right way
or course

; guidance, conduct ; C. of instructing
how to proceed or act aright ; authoritative guid-
ance, instruction; d. of keeping in right order;
management, administration.

1509 HAWKS Past. Pleas, xxiv. xiii, She [nature] werketh
upon all wonderly .. In sondry wyse by great dyreccyon.
1568 GRAKTON Chron. II. 138 Which thing was shewed unto
the kinges counsaile, by whose direction, the matter was
committed unto Sir

Philip
Basset. 1604 SHAKS. Oik. n.

iii. 128 He is a Souldier, nt to stand by Caesar And giue
direction. 1618 RALEIGH in Four C. Eng. Lett. 38 Where
without any direccion from me, a Spanish village was burnt.

1659 13. HARRIS Pari-vaTs Iron Age 109 Father Arnout,
who was preferred by the Duke of Luynes, to the direction
of the [King's] Conscience. 1662 J. DAVIFS tr. Oltarius'

Voy, Arnbass. 36 The Steeples give a great direction to the

Ships that sail that way. 1689-93 LOCKE Toleration in. ii.

Wks, 1727 U. 324 Their want of Knowledge during their

Nonnage, makes them want Direction, a 1719 BP. SMAL-
RIDCE (J.), The direction of good works to a good end.
1765 A. DICKSON Treat. Agric. (ed. a) 213 He may use one
of his hands when necessary for the direction of the horses.
1801 STRUTT Sports $ Past. u. i. 6b [No] such precision. .

in the direction of the arrows. 18*8 SCOTT F. M. Perth
xxxii, Who shall arraign the head by whose direction the
act was done? 1856 FROUDE Hist. Eng. (1858) I. v. 422
The French prince followed the direction of his wiser
instincts. 1863 Geo. ELIOT Romola n. ix, She felt the need
of direction even in small things.

f2. Capacity fordirecting; administrative faculty.
1585 J- H. tr. Wret's Sck. Beastes A vij. Because of their

Industrie . . and of that prudence and direction that they
have. 1594 SHAKS. Rich. Ill, v. iii. 16 Call for some men
of sound direction. 1636 MASSINGER Bash/. Lover u. iv,
The enemy must say we were not wanting In courage or
direction.

3. The office of a director; a body of directors ;

= DIRECTORATE.
1710 STRELE Tatler No. 206 r a We met a Fellow who

is a Lower Officer where Jack is in the Direction. 1771
SMOLLETT Humph. Cl. (1815) 225 A friend, .will recommend
you to the direction. 1855 THACKERAY Ncwcontes I. 62,
I will ask some of the Direction. 1878 F. S. WILLIAMS

391

Midi. Railw. 124 Resignation by Mr. Hudson of his posi
lion on the direction.

b. Mus. The office or function of the conductor
of an orchestra or choir : see DIRECT v. 5 b,

1 4. Orderly arrangement or disposition of mat-
ters ; arranged or ordered course ; arrangement,
order. Chiefly in to take or set direction. Obs.

1407 Mann. * Jfoiistk. Exp. 173 ?eff ther be any derekc-

syon take at tnes kowenscl for the Kinges goenge. 1475
Wumpton Corr. 33 He shall see such a derection betwixt
his brother Gascom & you, as shalbe to your harts ease
& worship. 1494 FABYAN C'/i>v. vn. 491 'Ihe whiche vari-

aunce to apese the Kynge toke therein some payne, but no
direccion he myghte set therein, so that the saide duke &
sir John deperted with wordes of diffiaunce. 1548 HALL
CArvH., Hen. yilft m/b, And there remained at tnc kynges
charge, til other direccion was taken for theim.

6. with a and //. : An instruction how to proceed
or act ; an order to be carried out, a precept.
1576 FLEMING Panopl, Epist. 257, I set downe directions

and precepts, how you should order and dispose your
studies. 1654 WHITLOCK Zootomia 129 He . . took little or

nothing but by the Doctors directions, vp* DE FOE
Plague (1754) 10. I desire this Account may pass with them,
rather for a Direction to themselves to act by. 1801 Si HI IT

Sports ,tf Past. Introd. 24 The stage direction then requires
the entry of Two men. 1845 H. J. ROSE in Encycl. Metrop.
II. 897/1 His

[Christ's]
direction in the case of an offending

brother,
'

tell it to the Church*, .would be unintelligible, if

there were no visible Church. 1854 J. S. C. ABBOTT Napo-
leon (1855) II. xxx. 569 His instructions contained the

following directions.

b. Instruction how to go to a place.
1596 SPENSER F. Q. yi.

i. 6 Withouten guyde Or good
direction how to enter in. 1749 FIELDING Tom Jones xvi.

x, Fitzpatrick . . was inquiring in the street after his wife,
and had just received directions to the door. 176* GOLDSM.
Cit. H '. ciii, I., beg of you to provide him with proper
directions for finding me in London.

6. The action of directing or addressing a letter,

or the like, f b. The dedication or address of a

writing (oAf.). c. The superscription or address

upon a letter or parcel sent, indicating for whom
it is intended, and where it is to be taken ; the

name of the place at which letters for a particular

person are to be delivered ;
= ADDRESS sb. 7. d.

U. Sf Law. * In equity pleading, that
part

of

the bill containing the address to the court (Cent.

Diet.). (Called in England the address.}
1524 WOLSEY Let. tonacres 24 Apr. in M. A. E. Wood Lett.

Illustr. Ladies (1846) 1. 315 It was folded in the said paper,
without direction to any person, and sealed semblably with
a letter of a contrary tenor. 1586 A. DAY Eng,. Secretary i.

(1625) 4 That it [a writing] containe not base . . or scurrile

matter, unbeseeming a direction so worthy. Ibid, 1. 16 The
directions, which on the outside of every Letter, .are always
fixed, and commonly are termed by the name of Super-
scriplions. 1663 CHAS. II, in Cartwright Madattte Henri'
etta (1894) 138 A little booke . . by the detections you will

see where 'tis to be had. 1718 LADY M. W. MONTAGU Let.
to Ctess Mar 10 Mar., I have received, .that short note.,
in which you . . oromise me a direction for the place you
stay in. 1740 FIELDING Tom Jones xnt. ii, The proper
direction to him was, To Dr. Misanbin in the World.

1786 BURNS Let. to W. Chalmers 27 Dec., My direction is

care of Andrew Bruce, merchant, Bridge-street. 1840
CLOUGH Amours de Voy. v. vii, Has he not written to you?
he did not know your direction. 1886 N. fy Q. 7th Ser.

II. 425/1 These letters .. retain their directions .. and bear
the postmarks of the period,

fv. Disposition, turn of mind. Obs. rare.

164* Life Dk. Buckhtn. in Select. Harl Misc. (1793) 286
His religious lady, of sweet and noble direction.

1 8. Direct motion (of a planet) : see DIRECT a.

3. Obs. rare.

1658 PHILLIPS, Direction, a Planet is said direct, when it

moveth in its natural course according to the direction of
the Signs. 17*7-51 CHAMBERS Cycl., Direction^ in as-

tronomy, the motion, and other phenomena, of a planet,
when direct. 1790 SIBLY Astro/. (1792) I. 147 Direction

signifies a planet moving on in its natural course from
west to east.

9. The particular course or line pursued by any
moving body, as defined by the part or region of

space, point of the compass, or other fixed or known

point, towards which it is directed; the relative

point towards which one moves, turns the face, the

mind, etc. ; the line towards any point or region in

its relation to other lines taken as known.

Angle ofd. 9 line of d. : see qnots. 1706, 1727.
1665 HOOKE Microgr. 100 The undulating pulse is .. at

right angles with the Ray or Line of direction. 1706
CLARKE Attrib. God ix. (R.),

The direction of all their {the

planets'] progressive motions . . from the west to the east.

1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Line ofDirection (in Mechan.}
is the Line of Motion that any natural body observes

according to the Force impressed upon it. i77-sx CHAM-
BERS Cycl. s. v., Angle of Direction, in mechanics, is that

comprehended between the lines of direction of two con-

spiring powers. 1756 C. LUCAS Ess. Waters II. 47 The
tides . . move it in two different directions four times in the
natural day. 1756 BURKE SubL 4- B. in. xv, Their parts
never continue long in the same right line. They vary
their direction every moment. 1834 MEDWIN Angler in

Wales II. 103 The trout were darting about in all direc-

tions. 1841 GROVE Corr. Phys. Forces 70 The direction of
this rotation is changed by changing the direction of the

magnetic force. 1878 HUXLEY Pnysiogr. 6 These terms
north and south, east and west . . indieate definite directions.

1879 THOMSON & TAIT Nat. Phil. I. i. 218 The direction

of a force is the line in which it acts. If the place of
appli-

cation of a force be regarded as a point, a line through that

DIRECTIVE.

point,
in the direction in which the force tends to move the

body, is the direction of the force. Moti. Tell me in what
direction to look. He has gone in the direction of Warwick.
In what direction b Versailles from Parii?

b. fig. in reference to a course of action or the

like, viewed as motion.
1751 JOHNSON Rambler No. ao6 r 3 A Man, actuated at

once by different desires, must move m a direction peculiar
to himself, c 1790 WILLOCK Voy. 306 Of late .. politics have
taken a new direction. 1830 I>'|SBAILI Chat. I, 111. i. 5 Too
often the impulse which sprang from a public source, took
the direction of a private end. 1874 GRKKN Short Hist. vi.

4. 308 Efforts, .in the direction of educational and religious
reform. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) IV. 519 New directions
of enquiry.

10. Astral. (Sec qnots.)
1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey). I77-J CHAMBERS Cycl., Di-

rection, .is a kind of calculus, whereby they pretend to find
the time wherein any notable accident shall befal the person
whose horoscope is drawn. 1819 JAS. WILSON Comfl. Did.
Astrol.s.v., Primary directions are arithmetical calculations
of the time of events caused by the significant forming con-
junctions, or aspects, with the places of promittors. Ibid.,
The distance of the place of a significator in a nativity from
the place he must arrive at before he can form the aspect . .

is called the arc of direction.

11. attrib. and Comb., as direction-giver, -paper;
direction cosines, the cosines of the angles which
n given direction makes with the three axes of co-
ordinates in space; direction-post, a finger-post
at the branching of a road, a directing post ;

direction-ratio, the ratio of one of the oblique co-

ordinates of a point to the distance of the point
from the origin; direction-word = CATCHWORD t.

1591 SHAKS. Two Gait. in. ii. 90 Sweet Prothcus, my di-

rection-giuer, Let us into the City presently. 1706 PHILLIPS

(ed. Kersey), Direction-word..*, word set at the bottom of
a Page directing or shewing the first word of the next page.

1769 FRANKLIN Let!. Wks. 1887 IV. 333 Enclosed is his di-

rection-paper for opening and fixing it. 1844 DICKENS Mart.
Cttiiz. ii, A direction-post, which is always telling the way
to a place. 1861 MILL Utilit. ii. 35 To inform a traveller.,
is not to forbid the use of direction-posts on the way.
Hence Dire'ctioniim, the theory of a directing

power underlying the material forces of the universe;
Dire-ctionless a., void of aim or direction.
1860 RUSKIN Mod. Paint. V. vt.

iy.
8 An aspen or elm

leaf is thin, tremulous, and directionless, compared with
the spear-like setting and firm substance of a rhododendron
or laurel leaf. 1873 PATER Renaissance viii. 190 The eyes
are wide and directionless, not fixing anything with their

gaze. 1894 Month June 281 He . . supposes a power
underlying the whole, which he calls 'directionism

1

; as an
antagonistic view to that of mere materialism.

Directional (dire-k/snal), a. [f. prec. + -AL.]

1 1. Serving for direction or guidance : see

quot. Obs.
i6u STURTEVANT Metallica (1854) 67 Directional is that

moddle which is made only to guide the Artificer in the
dimensions of all the parts, as also for to direct them for the
kinds of the matter and the stufie . . to make the engin in-

tended.

2. Of or relating to direction in space.
1881 MAXWELL Electr, ff Magn. II. 168 These directional

relations. 1881 SPOTTISWOODE in Nature No. 623. 546 There
is a dissymmetry at the two ends or 4 terminals

'

of a battery
. . or other source of electricity, implying a directional

character either in that which is transmitted, or in the mode
of its transmission.

3. Alg. Directional coefficient (of an imaginary
quantity), the quotient obtained by dividing the

quantity by its modulus.
Hence Dire'ctlonally adv., with respect to

direction.

1879 THOMSON & TAIT Nat. Phil. I. I. 5 107 A fixed ring
in space (directionally fixed, that is to say, but having the
same translational motion as the earth's centre).

t Dire'ctitude. Obs. Humorous blunder, used

apparently for wrong or discredit.

1607 SHAKS. Cor.
iy.

v. 222 Which Friends sir, durst not.,
shew themselues..his Friends, whilest he's in Dtrectitude.

Directive (dire'ktiv, dai-), a. (rf.) [ad. med.L.

dircctiv-us, f. direct- ppl. stem of dlrigere to direct :

see -IVE. In F. directif, -ive (13-14111 c.), Sp. and

Pg. directive, It. direltivo
'

having or giving direc-

tion vnto, directiue' (Florio 1598).]
1. Having the quality or function of directing,

authoritatively guiding, or ruling : see DIRECT v.

1594 HOOKER Keel. Pol. i. viii. (1611) 18 A law therefore

generally taken, is a directiue rule vnto gopdnesse of oper-
ation. 1614 RALEIGH Hist. World n. 245 To the power Di-
rective they ought to be subject 1659 PEARSON Crrf(i839>
414 The . . directive conscience tells us what we are to do,
and the subsequent or reflexive conscience warns us what
we are to receive. 171* BERKELEY Passive Obed. 7 Laws
being rules directive of our actions. 17*9 SAVAGE Wanderer
v. 656 No friendly stars directive beams display. 1853 M.
KELLY tr. Gosselin's PowerPope II. 364 The directive power
ofthe Church. 1861 MILL Utilit. ii. 16 Utility or Happiness,
considered as the directive rule of human conduct.

t b. Law. - DIRECTORY a. b. Obs.

1610 BP. CARLETON Jurist!. 166 His meaning is by lawes

directiue . . that Princes haue no coactiue power ouer the

Clergie but onely power directiue. a 1649 WINTHROP New
Eng. (1826) II. 205 There is a threefold power of magi*.
tratic.il authority, viz- legislative, judicial, and consultative

or directive of the public affairs of the country. 1698 R.

FERGUSON View Eccles. 30 He fulfilled the Directive Part

of the Law. .he likewise underwent the Penalty of it.

2. Having the quality, function, or power of
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directing motion; causing somelhing to take a

particular direction in space.
(Used especially of the force by which a magnet takes

a north and south direction.)

1625 N. CARPENTER Geog. Del, \, Hi. (1635) 44 The vertue

Directiue, by which a needle touched with the Magnet,
directs and conformes it selfe North and South. 1667 Phil.
Trans. II. 437 The Vertichy or Directive faculty of the
Loadstone. 1794 S. WILLIAMS Vermont 377 The directive

power of the magnet. 1842-3 GROVE Corr. Phys. Forces 65
It is. .directive, not motive, altering the direction of other

forces, but not. .initiating them. 1881 MAXWELL Eiectr. ty

Magn. II. 70 The directive action of the earth's magnetism
on the compass needle.

f 3. Subject to direction. Obs. rare.
1606 SHAKS. Tr. fy Cr. i. lii. 356 Limbes are his instruments,

In no lesse working, then are Swords and Bowes Directive

by the Limbes.

fB. sb. That which directs. Obs.

1642 ROGERS Naaman To Rdr. 2 That directive of

minde, and freedome of pure will that kept him. 1654
Z. COKE Logick (1657) 35 Spirituall Vertue. .is. .the com-
mon directive of all other vertues.

Hence Dire-ctively adv.,, in a directive manner,
so as to direct or guide ; Dire'ctiveness, the

quality of being directive.

1642 MILTON Obseru. his Majesty's late Answ. <$ Ex-
presses 44 Those . . that allow humane Laws to obleage
Kings more then directively. 1653 BAXTER Chr. Concord
79 If a Presbyter may not Govern directively, then he may
not Teach. 1710 NORRIS Ckr. Prud. ii. 74 Prudence.,
actually directs and conducts men in the management of
themselves . . and this actual Directiveness is of the very
essence of Prudence. 1858 BUSHNELL Serm. New Life 374
God will co-work . . directively in all the great struggles of

believing souls.

Directly (dire-ktli), adv. [f. DIRECTS. + -LY 2
.]

In a direct manner or way.
1. In a straight line of motion; with undeviat-

ing course ; straight.

1513 MORE in Grafton Chron. (1568) II. 800 The king with
Queene Anne his wife, came downe out of the white Hall. .

and went directly to the kinges Benche. 1601 SHAKS. Jul.
C. iv. L 32 A Creature that I teach to fight, To winde,
to stop, to run directly on. 1658 SIR T. BROWNE Hydriot.
(1736) 52 Cutting thro' one of them either directly or cross-
wise. 1678 BUNYAN Pilgrim's Prog. i. 3 Keep that light
in your eye, and go up directly thereto. 1790 PALEY Horae
Paul. Rom. i.g To proceed from Achaia directly by sea to

Syria. iSaoScoRESBV Ace. Arctic Reg, I. 304[It] advanced
directly towards us with a velocity of about three knots.

b. Jig. Straightforwardly ; pointedly ; simply ;

plainly ; f correctly, rightly (o&s.).

1509 HAWES Past. Pleas, v. ii, [Grammar] doth us tech
. .In all good ordre to speke directly. 1513 MORE in Grafton
Chron. (1568) II. 786 He would that point should be lesse. .

handled, not even fully playne and directly, but touched
a slope craftily. 1568 Ibid. II. 1339 He might firste aske
a question before he aunswered directly to the ppynte. 1660
F. BROOKE tr. Le Blanc's Trav. 249 Not being able to
discern directly what likenesse they were of. 1711 STEELE
Spect. No. 136 F 3, I never directly defame, but I do what
is as bad. 1791 BURKE Corr. (1844) III. 274, I asked him
his opinion directly, and without management.

C. Math. Opposed to inversely.
1743 W. EMERSON Doctrine Fluxions in. vii. 274 The

384/2 Quantities are said to l>e directly
proportional, when the proportion is according to the order
of the terms. 1799 CT. RUMFORD in Phil. Trans. LXXXIX.
191 The time taken up. .is. .as the capacity of the body to
receive and retain heat, directly, and as its conducting
power, inversely. 1864 BOWEN Logic xii. 413 The theory
of gravitation, or the doctrine that every body attracts

every other body with a force which is directly as its mass
and inversely as the square of its distance.

2. At right angles to a surface ; perpendicularly;
vertically ; not obliquely.
IS59 w - CUNNINGHAM Cosmogr. Glasse 29 Take a quadrant

. . and set it directly upright. 1563 W. FULKE Meteors
(1640) 4 b, In place where the Sunnes beames strike directly
against the earth.. the heate is so great, that [etc.]. 1665
HOOKE Microgr. 130 This does shoot or propend directly
downwards. 1698 FRYER Ace. E. India $ P. 186 Nearer
the Equator the Sun and Stars ascend and descend more
directly, but the farther from the Equator the more obliquely.

directly on shore.

3. A$tron. In the order of the signs, from west
to east. See DIRECT a. 3.

1509 HAWES Past. Pleas, xxn. vi, The bodies above to
have their moving In the xii. signes . . Some rethrogarde,
and some dyrectly.

4. Completely, absolutely, entirely, exactly, pre-
cisely, just.

Esp. in directly contrary (see DIRECT a. 4 e) ; thence
extended to other relations.
c 1400 Apol. Loll. 4 If he . . leuib to wirke, and dob con-

trarily directly. 1455 Rolls ofParIt. V. 280 Entendyng to
drawe directly togidres with you. 1583 STUBBES Anat.
Abus. ii. (1882) 88 It is most directly against the word of
God. 1601 SHAKS. Twel. N. in. iv. 73 This concurres
directly with the Letter. 1665 HOOKE Microgr. 192, I
found one described and Figur'd directly like that which
I had by me. 1696 tr. DM Mont's Voy. Levant 219 It
stands directly in the middle of the City, between the Old
and New Town. 1720 SWIFT Mod. Education Wks. 1755
II. ii. 31 In better times it was directly otherwise. 1768
BOSWELL Corsica (ed. 2) 356 He was directly such a vener-
able hermit as we read of in the old romances. 1863 MARY
HOWITT F. Brewer's Greece II. ii. 20 The wind .. is

directly contrary. 1891 SIR R. V. WILLIAMS in Law Times'

Rep. LXV. 608/2, I find no decision directly in point on
this question.
5. \Vithouttheinterventionofamedium or agent;

immediately ; by a direct process or mode.
1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 165 Immediatly or

medially, that is to say, without meane, or by some meane,
directly or indirectly, a 1533 FRITH Wks. 147 (R.) Now of
this maior or first proposition thus vnderstand, doth the
conclusion folowe directly. 1651 HOBBES Lcviath. ii. xxviii.

163 Corporall Punishment is that, which is inflicted on the

body directly . . such as are stripes or wounds. 1816
KEATINGE Trav. (1817) I. 58 When the needful does not
come directly out of their own pockets. 1860 TYNDALL Glac.

ii. v. 251 The sun cannot get directly at the deeper portions
of the snow. 1870 MAX MULLER Sc. Relig. (1873) 137 A uni-

;ly by God to man.

;ht

fersal primeval language revealed directly by '

6. Immediately (in time) ; straightway; at once.
1602 SHAKS. Ham. in. ii. 219 And who in want a hollow

friend doth
try, Directly seasons him his enemy. 1743

BULKELEY & CUMMINS Voy. S. Seas 18 Sent the Barge
ashore.. to see if the Place was inhabited, and to return
aboard directly. 1848 C. BRONTE J. Eyre xxvii, He
sat down : but he did not get leave to speak directly. 1881
BLADES Caxton (1882) 230 It was probably put to press
directly after if not during the translation. Mod. I will

come directly. Directly after this, he was taken away.
b. colloq. as conj. As soon as, the moment after.

(Elliptical for directly that, as, or when.}
1793 Montford Castle I. 88 Directly you refused [his]

assistance, a judgement overtook you. 1827 R. H. FROUDE
Remains (1838) I. 68, 1 quite forget all my scepticism directly
I fancy myself the object of their perception, 1837 J. H.
NEWMAN Proph. Office Ch. 2 But it admits of criticism, and
will become suspected, directly it is accused. 1837 R. B.
EDE Pract. Chem. 74 Iodine and phosphorus combine
directly they come into contact. 1857 BUCKLE Civiliz.

I. xii. 67^ The celebrated work of De Lolme on the English
constitution was suppressed, .directly it appeared.

Directness (dire'ktnes). [f.DiREcra. + -NESS.]
The state or quality of being direct (lit. and Jig.) ;

straightness, straightforwardness, plainness.
1598 FLORID, Diritezza t directnes, straightnes. c 1614

CORNWALLIS in Gutch Coll. Cur. I. 141 So would he use
much sincerity and directness in the answer. 1668 TEMPLE To
Lord Keeper 12 Feb. (Seager), Our alliance, if it be pursued
with the same directness it has been contracted. 1793 BURKE
Corr. (1844) IV. 201 Our politics want directness and sim-

plicity. 1816 KEATINGE Trav. (1817) II. 48 The directness
of the courses of the rivers. 1852 Lp. COCKBUKN Mem. ii.

(1874) loo His clear abrupt style imparted a dramatic
directness and vivacity to the scene. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. i.

xiv. 96 An eagle could not swoop upon its prey with more
directness of aim. 1874 GREEN Short Hist. vii. i. 344 His
denunciations of wrong had a prophetic directness and fire.

Directo-exe'cutive, a. nonce-comb. That
combines directive with executive functions.

1864 H. SPENCER lllnstr. Univ. Progr, 419 The directo-

executive system of a society (its legislative and defensive

appliances).

Director (dire-ktai). Also 5-7 -our, 6-9
-er (6 Sc. direkkare, direckar), [a. AF. direct-

our = F. directeur, ad, L. *director, agent-n. from

dirig<*re to direct.]
1. One who or that which directs, rules, or guides ;

a guide, a conductor ;

* one that has authority over

others ; a superintendent ;
one that has the general

management of a design or work* (J.).

Director-general^ a chiefor supreme director, having under
him directors or managers of departments.
1477 CAXTON in Earl Rivers' Dictes 145 Erie of Ryuyers

. . Defendour and directour of the siege apostolique. 1552
ABP. HAMILTON Catech. (1884) 47 To be ledar, techar and
direckar of the same kirk. 1581 MARBECK Bk. Notes 741
They use hir [the moon] as the directer of their festiuall

daies. 1594 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. i. (1676) 74 It cannot be but
Nature hath some Directer of infinite knowledge to guide
her. 1614 RALEIGH Hist. World n. 225 The North Starre
is the most fixed directour of the Seaman to his desired
Port. 1660 R. COKE Power $ Subj. 77 The husband is the
director and ruler of his wife. 1746-7 HERVEY Medit.
(1818) 78 Whatever thou doest, consult them as thy di-

rectors. 1839 Penny Cycl. XV. 467/1 In 1769 Mozart was
appointed director of the archbishop of Salzburg's concerts.

1876 BANCROFT Hist. U. S. V. xvi. 526 He was created

director-general of the finances. x88o GROVE Diet. Mus.
I. 412/2 The theatre was turned permanently into an

opera-house. .The director was Mr. Frederick Beale. 1890
W. A. WALLACE OnlyaSister 86 Stable-master and director-

in-general of everything. 1891 S. C. SCRIVENER Our Fields

fy
Cities 135 It is a better knowledge of the effectproduced by

inevitable
' weather

'

that the director of cultivation requires.

b. spec. A member of a board appointed to

direct or manage the affairs of a commercial cor-

poration or company.
1632 (title), Pi. remonstrance of the directors of the Nether-

lands East India Company . , touching the bloudy proceed-
ings against the English Merchants . . at Amboyna. 1673
Phil. Trans. VIII. 6113 He. .is still one of the chief of the
Court of Committees, which a foreigner would call Direc-
tors. 1697 Land. Gaz. No. 3303/3 (Bank of Eng.), A General
Court will be held for the Election ofTwenty four Directors.

1711 ADDISON Spect. No. 3 F i, I looked into the great Hall
where the Bank is kept, and was not a little pleased to see
the Directors, Secretaries, and Clerks. 1732 POPE Ep.
Bathurst 117 What made Directors cheat in South-sea
year ? 1758 JOHNSON Idler No. 29 F 6, I was hired in the

family ofan East India director. 1825 SCOTT Diary 13 Dec.
in Lockhart, Went to the yearly court of the Edinburgh As

a director o*"many companies.
C. spec. A member of the French Directory of

1 795-9 : see DIRECTORY s/>, 6.

1798 CANNING Elegy xiii. in Anti-Jacobin (1852) 134 The
French Directors Have thought the point so knotty. 1837
Penny Cycl. ix. 15/1 The executive power was entrusted to
five directors . . The directors had the management of the

military force, of the finances, and of the home and foreign
departments.

d. Eccl. (chiefly in R. C. C/i.} An ecclesiastic

holding the position of spiritual adviser to some

particular person or society.
1669 WOODHKAD St. Teresa i. xiii. 80 He will have great

need of a Directour, if he can meet with an experienced one.

1690 DRYDEN Don Sebastian 11. i, He prates as if kings had
not consciences, And none required directors but the crowd.
1697 Jos. WOODWARD Relig. Soc. ix. (1701) 133 That an
orthodox and pious Minister should be chosen by each
Society, as the Director and visitor of it. 1748 SMOLLETT
Rod. Rand, iv, The parson of the parish, who was one of
the executors, and had acted as ghostly director to the old
man. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. II. 648 Tillotson .. as
a spiritual director, had, at that time, immense authority.
1877 Daily News 25 Oct. 5/7 A director is not the same
as a confessor . . A confessor hears avowals of sin, a director
is consulted in

' cases of conscience '.

f e. Mm. = DIRECT sb. 2. Obs.

1597 MORLEV Intrpd. Mus, 20 It is called an Index or
director : for looke in what place it standeth, in that place
doth the first note of the next verse stand. 1667 C. SIMPSON
Compend. Mitsick 22 This mark V is set to direct us where
the first Note of the next five Lines doth stand, and is there-
fore called a Directer.

f. A small letter inserted by the scribe for the

direction of the illuminator in the space left for

an illuminated initial.

1881 BLADES Caxton (1882) 230 Space is left at the begin,
ning of the chapters with a director, for the insertion of 2 to

5-line initials.

t 2. The dedicator of a book or the like. Obs.

1553 Douglas* &neis (1710) 481 Here The Direkkare and
Translatare of this Buke direkkis it.

3. One who or that which causes something to

take a particular direction.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. ii. ii. 62 [The] Needle
.. will not hang parallel, but decline at the north extreme,
and at that part will first salute its Director.

f
1 b. One who aims a missile. Obs. rare.

1632 LITHCOW. Trav. vn. 300 The best director may mis-
take his ayme,

C. Surg. A hollow or grooved instrument for

directing the course of a knife or scissors in making
an incision,

166? R. LOWER in Phil. Trans. II. 544 Take it [the Inci-

sion-knife] out, and put in a Director, or a small Quill made
like it. 1767 GOOCH Treat. Wounds I. 383 Carefully intro-

duce a very small director, to avoid injuring the intestines.

1851-60 MAVNE Expos. Lex.^Director.. grooved instrument
for guiding a bistoury, etc., in certain operations.

d. * A metallic rod in a non-conducting handle

connected with one pole of a galvanic battery, for

the purpose of transmitting the current to a part
of the body.' Syd. Soc. Lex. 1883.
1795 CAVALLO Eiectr. II. (ed. 4) 122 Each of these instru-

ments, justly called directors, consists of a knobbed brass
wire. 1816 J. SMITH Panorama Sc. $ Art II. 267 The other
extremities of the wires must be fastened to the wires of the
instruments YZ, which are called directors. 1846 JOYCE
Sci. Dial. xv. 394 (Electricity).

e. An apparatus for directing a torpedo.
1889 C. SLEEMAH Torpedoes $ Torp. Warf.(t&. 2) 252 The

Torpedo director, .consists of a brass circular casting, .faced

out and graduated.
f. Perspective. (See quots.)

1876 GWILT Archit. Gloss., Director ofan Original Line,
the straight line passing through the directing point and the

eye of a spectator. Director of the Eye^ the intersection of
the plane with the directing plane perpendicular to the

original plane and that of the picture, and hence also per-

pendicular to the directing and vanishing planes.

g. Geom. = Director circle : see below and cf.

DIRECTRIX 2 b.

1852 GASKIN Geom. Constr. Conic Sect. Pref. 6 There are

several remarkable properties of this locus, which, as far as

the author is aware, have not been hitherto noticed, and he
lias found it convenient to denominate it the '

director
'

of the

conic, section, which in the case of the parabola coincides

with the directrix.

4. attrib.an&Comb. director-circle (of a conic),
the locus of intersection of tangents at right angles
to each other; so also director-sphere (of a surface

of the second degree) ; director-plane, a fixed

plane used in describing a surface, analogous to the

line called a DIRECTRIX ;
director-tube (= sense

3e).
Director-circle is also sometimes used to denote the circle

described about a focus of an ellipse or hyperbola with

radius major axis. See TAYLOR Anc, fy Mod, Geom. of
Conies (1881) 90. (H. T. Gerrans.)
1864 WEBSTER, Directer plane. 1867 R. TOWNSEND in

Quart. Jrtil. Math. VIII. ii For the paraboloid . . the di-

rector sphere opens out into a plane. Ibid. The director

flane

of the paraboloid. 1876 Catal. Sci. Apf. S. Kens.

99 The director planes . . of these conoids are at right

angles to one another. 1882 Daily News 8 June 5/8 Equa-
tion to the Director Circle of a Conic, [by] Professor

Wolstenholme. 1887 Pall Mall G. 25 Mar. 5/1 Director

tube . . is the telescopic apparatus through which aim is

taken at the enemy's vessel, and by means of which the

torpedo is fired.

Dire-etor, v. nonce-wd. [f. prec. sb.] trans.

To manage as a director.

1892 fall Mall G. 5 May 2/1 Another typical mine . . the

I.anglaagie, which is directored by Mr. G. B .



DIRECTORAL.

Directoral 'dire-Moral ,
a. rare. [f. as prec.

+ -AL.] Uf, pcitaining to, or of the nature of a

director; directive, directory.

1874 I II.AIISIONK in Daily Neivs 10 July 2/5 The business

of law is to prevent and to punish crime, and dircctoral laws

are comparatively rare. Directoral statutes, telling 20.000

clergymen what to do every day of their lives, and howtheir
n . are to lie led . . must ofnecessity be exceptional.

Directorate (dire'ktor/t). [mod. f. DlitECTon:

see -ATE'. C'f. F. directorat, I7th c. in Hatz.-

Darm.] a. The office of a director, or of n body
of directors; management by directors, b. concr.

A board of directors.

1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rtv. III. vn. viii. (1872) 272 Director-

ates, Consulates, Emperorships. .Succeed this business in

due series. 1858 Sat. Kn>. V. 31/1 The Directorates of the

] i i India Company and of the Bank of England are the

( ;.irti:r and the Bath of Commerce. 1861 SJIII.KS Engineers
II. 203 Under the joint directorate of the East and West
India Dock Company. 1881 Athensettin 30 Apr. 601/3 The
Musiial Union .. under the directorate of M. Lasserre.

1887 rimes 2 Sept. 8 The successful efforts made .. by the

directorate of the Royal Gardens at Kew.
Directoress : see DIRECTRESS.

Directorial (di-, d3irektoTial\ a. [f.
L. di-

rectori-us (f. *director-em DIRECTOR) + -AL.]
1. Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of a director,

or of direction or authoritative guidance.
1770 W. GUTHRIF. Geogr. Gram., Germ. (T.), The em-

perour's power in the collective body, or the diet, is not

directorial, but executive. 1839 G. S. FABER Hnsenbeth's

Professed Kefitt. 37 note. Directorial books., with which
I conclude Mr. Husenbeth, as a zealous Romish Priest, to

be not altogether unacquainted.
2. Of or pertaining to a body of directors ; spec.

belonging to the French Directory (see DIRECTORY
sb. 6).

1797 BURKE Rtgic, Peace ill. Wks. VIII. 342 This object
was to be weighed against the directorial conquests.

_ 1804
Ann. Rev. II. 93^2 The national institute was established

under the directorial government. 1818 JAS. MILL Brit.

India II. v. ix. 706 Copies of all proceedings of Directorial

and Proprietary Courts. 1861 LD. BROUGHAM Brit. Const.

v. 69 The Directorial Constitution of 1795 gave one elector

for every two hundred of the Primary Assembly. 1886 Law
Tinu's LXXX. 150/2 He brought .. charges of misfeasance
in their directorial duties against the two directors.

Hence Directo-rially adv., in a directorial

manner ; according to the principles of the French

Directory.
1839 Frauds Mag. XIX. 127 He lived . . with kings,

monarchically ; . .with the nobility, aristocratically ;
. .with

the convention, conventionally ; with the directory direc-

torially.

f Directo'rian, a. Obs. rare
~

'. [f.
as prec.

+ -AN.] Pertaining to or of the nature of a direc-

tory : see DIRECTORY sb. i a.

1661 R. L'EsTRANGB Relapsed Apostate^ Introd. Biijb,
Your New Liturgy it self, is down-right Directorian.

t Dire'ctorize, i>. Obs. rare. [f.
DIRECTOR +

-IZE.] trans. To bring under the authority of a

directory (see DIRECTORY sb. i a).

1651 RANDOLPH, etc. Hey for Honesty n. v, There would
be no

Presbyters
to directorise you. 1659 GAUDEN Tears

of Ch. 609 Undertaking to_ Directorize, to Unliturgize, to

Catechize, and to Disciplinize their Brethren.

Directorship, [f. DIRECTOR* -SHIP.] The
office or position of a director, guiding.
1710 A. Hiu. Let. to G. Sewel 3 Sept. Wks. 1753 I. 9

Yourself have much the fairest pretence to the directorship.

'795 WASHINGTON Lett. Writ. 1892 XIII. 106 The director-

snip of the mint. 1885 Manch. Exam. 12 Aug. 5/4 It is

difficult to associate the idea of a railway directorship with
the authorship of melodious verse.

Directory (dire'ktori), a. [ad. L. direciori-us

that directs, directive, f. *<tirector-em DIRECTOR :

see -ORY. Cf. obs. F. dircctoirc (Cotgr.).] Serving
or tending to direct ; directive, guiding.
a 1450 I.YDG. Secrees 593 Rewle directorye, set up in a

somnie. 161 1 COTGR., Directoire, directorie, directiue, direct-

ing. 1613 M. RIDLEY Mag*. Bodies 62 The iron barres . .

being, .placed North and South, do receive a polar vertue,
and directory faculty. 1645 TOMBES Anthropol. n The
power of Pastors . . being . . not in a compulsory, but a
directory way. 1647 N. BACON Disc. Gtrv. Eng. l. xxiv.

(17391 4 1 Neither was the . . Sheriff's work in that Court,
other than directory or declaratory ; for the Free-men were
Judges of the fact. 1733 CHF.YNE Eng. Malady \. Introd.

(1734) 4 Having no necessary Connection with what is Di-

rectory or Practical. 1838-9 HALLAM Hist. Lit. III. iv. IIL

7. 134 In the directory business of the confessional.

b. spec. Applied to that part of the law which
directs what is to be done, esp. to ' a statute or

part of a statute which operates merely as advice
or direction to the person who is to do something
pointed out, leaving the act or omission not de-

structive of the legality of what is done in disregard
of the direction '.

1691 WASHINGTON tr. Milton's Def. Pop. v. (1851) 160 That
Princes were not bound by any Laws, neither Coercive, nor

Directory. 1765-9 BI.ACKSTON E Comm. (T.), Every law may
be said to consist of several parts : one declaratory, .another

directory. 1884 Law Times M Oct. 383/2 There was no
^ity . . to comply with the directory provisions of the

Act as to delivery of copies in England. 1886 Lalv Times
LXXX. 241/1 The section is directory only,

and a mortgage
is not rendered invalid merely by reason of non-registration.

t c. Directory needle, a magnetic needle. Obs.

1613 M. RIDLEY Mat*. Booties Pref. 2 A Directory-needle,
VOL. III.

393

or a little flic Magneticall in the boxe, fastened at the

bottome in his convenient distance, a 1646 J. GREGORY
7>rm*nW6M>P(Mtk. (1650)181 This Needle ..directing
towards the North and South, the Mariners .. call their

Dircctorie-Nccdle. 1664 1'owi.x A'.i/. I'liilat. in. 156 A well

polished Stick of hard Wax (immediatelyafter fricalion) will

almost as vigorously move the Directory Needle, as the

Loadstone it self.

Directory (dire-ktori), sb. [ad. mcd. or mod.
L. Jirectorium, subst. use of neuter of djrectori-us :

see prec. and -ORY. Cf. F. direcltire, iflth c. in

Godef. Suppl., It. direttorio a directorie (Florio).]

1. Something that serves to direct; a guide; esp.

a book of rules or directions.

1543 J. HARRISON Man ofSynnc title-p., An alphabetycall j

dyrcclorye or Table also in the ende therof. c 5S (title), I

'I he 1 Jirectory of Conscience, a profytable Treatyse to such .

that be tymorous . . in Conscience. i6ai MOI.LE Camerar.
Lhf. Lior. iv. xx. 312 Sometimes a light occasion serueth as

a directorie for the execution of most weighty things. 1675
TEONGE Diary (1825) 7 Wee . . hast toward the Downes;
looking for our dyrcctory, the Foreland light. 1691-8 NORRIS

Pract. Ditc. 76 At a time when God had not given any
express Directory for the Manners of Men. 1775 Phil.

Trans. LXV. 184 The compilers of those popular direc-

tories. 1796 MORSE Amer. i,eog. II. 454 The Rhodian law

was the directory of the Romans in maritime affairs. 1878

J. P. HOPPS I'nnc. Relig. vii. 24 We might have preferred
a written directory, or a visible teacher.

2. Keel. A book containing directions for the

order of public or private worship ; spec, a The
set of rules for public worship compiled in 1644

by the Westminster Assembly, ratified by Parlia-

ment and adopted by the Scottish General Assem-

bly in 1645.
1640 A. HKNDERSON in C. G. M'Cric Worship Prestyt.

Scott. (1892) 194 [Expressing the wish that there were] one

Directory for all the parts of the public worship of God.

1641 MILTON Animadv. xL (1847)93/1 Perhaps there may
be usefully set forth by the Church a common directory

of

publick prayer. 1645 {title), The Directory for the Publick

Worship of God ; agreed upon by the Assembly of Divines
at Westminster, with the assistance of Commissioners from
the Church of Scotland. 1736 NEAL Hist. Purit. III. 1 57 The
Parliament, .imposed a fine upon those ministers that should
read any other form than that contained in the Directory.

1817 HALLAM Const. Hist. (1876) II. x. 172 The English
commissioners . . demanded the complete establishment of

a presbyterian polity, and the substitution of what was
called the directory for the Anglican liturgy. 1892 C. G.

M'CRIE Worship Prtsbyt. Scotl. 194 The word Directory

exactly describes the nature and contents of a Presbyterian
as distinguished from a liturgical Service-book.

Jig. 1663 BUTLER Hud. i. iii. 1193 When Butchers were
the only Clerks, Elders and Presbyters of Kirks, Whose
Directory was to kill, And some believe it is so still.

b. K. C. Ch. A manual containing directions

Directory and Orao for Ireland. 1885 Catholic Diet. 265/2
The Catholic Directory . . familiar to English Catholics . .

contains besides the Ordo a list of Clergy, Churches, etc.

3. A book containing one or more alphabetical
lists of the inhabitants of any locality, with their

addresses and occupations;
also a similar com-

pilation dealing with the members of a particular

profession, trade, or association, as a Clerical or

Medical Directory, etc.

1731 J. BROWN (tit It) The Directory,
or List of Principal

Traders in London. 1778 (title) Whitehead's Newcastle

Directory, for 1778. 1838 GRAY Lett. (1893) 71 Returning
to the hotel I consulted the city directory. 1888 A. K.
GREEN Behind Closed Doors vi, Gryce. .searched for an
address in the directory.

f 4. Direction, ordering, control. Obs . rare.

1647 N. BACON Disc. Gout. Eng. i. xxxvii. (1739) 56 This
manner of trial . . and that of Ordeale [were] under the

directory of the Clergy, laid. I. xlvii. (1739) 81 Present as

Assistants in directory of judgment.

f 6. Stirg. DIRECTOR 3 c. Obs.

1691 MULLINEUX in Phil. Trans. XVII. 822 By help of

a Directory and Forceps . . he brought away the Stone.

1754-^4 SMELLIE Midmf. II. 18 This opening was enlarged

upon a directory.

6. Fr. Hist, [transl. F. Directoire.'} The execu-

tive body in France during part of the revolutionary

period (Oct. 1795 Nov. 1799), consisting of five

members called directors (directeurs).

[1795 Amer. State Papers, For. Relat. (1832) I. 378
(Stanford) It is probable that this act of the ministerproceeds
from himself, and not from the directoire.) 1796 WASHING-
TON Lett. Writ. 1892 XIII. 273, I little expected .. that a

private letter of mine . . would have found a place in the

bureau of the French Directory. 1796 UI'RKF. Regie. Peace

I. Wks. VI 1 1. 202 It is said by the directory . . that we of the

people are tumultuous for peace. 1796 Corr. (i 844) I V. 397
Shall you and I find fault with the proceedings of France,
and be totally indifferent to the proceedings of directories

at home? 1810 T. JEFFERSON Writ. (1830) IV. 143 This

does, in fact, transform the executive into a directory. 1867

G.F.CHAMBERsXj/r0.(i876)66 General Buonaparte..when
the Directory was about to give him a fete, was very much
surprised.

7. A body of directors ;
= DIRECTORATE b.

1803 W. TAYLOR in Ann. Rev. I. 407 Within the proprie-

tary, we had almost said within the directory of the com-

pany, persons are now found [etc.]. 1883 Harper's Mag.
July gz6 2 The principal working members of the directory.

Directress (dire-ktrt-s\ Also 6-7 -esse, 8

director-ess, [f. DIRECTOR + -ESS.] A female

who directs ; \ a governess. Alsoyff.

DIBEMPT.

1580 SIDNEY Arcadia (1622) 336 Directrctse of mydestinie.

1647 R. STAPYLTON Juvenal 236 We Mile him happy too,

that . . life for his directresse takes. 1737 JOHNSON Irene
in. i, Reason ! the hoary dotard's dull directress. 1741
RlCHAkosoN Pamela II. 64 You shall be the Directress of

your own Pleasures, and your own Time. 1801 MissC. SMIIH

Solitary Wanderer I. 240 Her cunning directress had
foreseen that I should endeavourto obtain that proofof her

regard. 1848 THACKERAY Hit. Snobs vi, She. .is a directress

ofmany mentorious charitable institutions. 1884 l.>r." rimes

4 Oct. 369/1 The mother . . obtained a conditional order for

a habeas corpus addressed to the directress of the home.

t Dire'ctrice. Obs. [a. F. directive (ad. mcd.
or mod. I,. d'irectrix, dire* trie-cm

,
fern, of directenr

DIRECTOR.] -prec.
1631 BRATHWAIT Eng. Gentlnu. (1641) 323 Where vertue

is not directrice. c 1730 HURT Lett. N. Scotl. (1818) I. 193
The directrice or governess who is a woman of quality.

Directrix (dirc-ktriks). PL -ices. [a. med.
or mod.L. directrix, fern, of *director DIRECTOR.]
1. DIRECTRESS.
1611 H. SYDENHAM Serm. Sol. Occ. II. (16371 112 As if the

MOM pen had beene as well the directrix of the languages,
as the truth. 1656 Artif. Handsom. (1662) 31 The Regent
and directrix of the whole bodies culture, motion, and wel-

fare. 1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. I. iii. i 37. 164 The several

parts, .acting atone, .without any common directrix. 1841
H. ROGERS Ess. (1860) III. 40 An unfailing directrix in all

difficulties. 1891 I . KICKADY Aqninas Ethicus 1. 224 Reason
is the directrix of human acts.

2. Gcom. t*- = DIRIGENT sb. 3; (see quot.

*7?3)- Obs. b. A fixed line used in describing
a curve or surface ; spec, the straight line the dis-

tance from which of any point on a conic bears

a constant ratio to the distance of the same point
from the focus.

iToj RALPHSON Math. Diet., Directrix of the Conchoid.
Itid. App., The two Conchoids, whereof the line CD will

be the common Asymptote, which is also called the Direc-

trix. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Snff., Directrix, in geometry,
the line of motion, along which the describing line, or

surface, is carried in the Genesis of any plane or solid figure.

1758 Monthly Km. 403 A certain circle on the same surface,

which is, as it were, the conical directrix. 1807 BUTTON
Course Math. II. 117 If, through the point G, the line GH
be drawn perpendicular to the axis, it is called the directrix

of the parabola. 1840 LARDNER Geom. xx. 269 Lines drawn

perpendicular to the transverse axis, through the points D, V,
are called directrices of the ellipse.

3. Directrix of electrotlynaniic action (of a given

circuit) : the magnetic force due to the circuit.

1881 MAXWELL Elatr. tf Mag,;. II. 157 Their resultant

is called by Ampere the directrix of the electrodynamic
action. Ibiti. 158 We shall henceforth speak of the directrix

as the magnetic force due to the circuit.

t Dire'Cture. Ob$. rare- '. [ad. L. directftra

(in Vitr. a making straight or levelling), f. dtrcct-

ppl. stem of L. dtrig?re to DIRECT.] The action

of directing; direction.

a 1677 MANTON Disc. Peace Wks. 1871 V. ii. 167
Led by

the fair directure and fair invitation of God's providence.

Direful (dai^-jful), a.
jf.

DIRK a. (or sb.) +

-FUL.] Fraught with dire efiects; dreadful, terrible.

1583 STUBBES Anat. Abus. I.(i879) 70 Except these women
eare minded to. .folowe their direfull wayes in this cursed

SHAKS. Oth. v. i. 38 'I is some mischance, tne voyce is very
direfull. 1634 MILTON Comas 357 The direful grasp Of
savage hunger, or of savage heal. ITIJ-M POPE Iliad I.

i Achilles' wrath, to Greece the direful spring Of woes un-

number'd. 1781 GIBBON Dec/, t, F. II. xliu 561 Their

sincerity was attested by direful imprecations. 1815 J.

NICHOLSON Operat. Mechanic 477 'Ihe direful effects of

using lead in the manufacture of pottery. 1850 MERIVALE
Rom. Emp. 118651 !' " 8 Prodigies of direful import.

Hence Di-reftOly adv., dreadfully, terribly ;

Di refulness, drendfulnt-ss, terribleness.

,11656 USSHER Ann. (16581 244 Curtius.. describes.. the

direfullnesse of the tempest. 1756 J\ WAHTON Ess. Pofe(T.\
The direfulness of this pestilence is.. emphatically set forth

in these few words. 1775 ASH, Dire/nlly ( . . not much used).

1845-6 TRENCH Hvls. Led. Ser. II. iv. 196 These convictions

..men were too dircfully earnest in carrying.. out. 1848
THACKERAY Van. Fair Ixii, He passed the night direfully

sick in his carriage.

Direge, obs. form of DIRGE.

Direkkare, obs. Sc. form of DIRECTOR.

Direly (daiuli), adv. [f.
DIUE. + -LY 2.] In

a dire manner ; dreadfully ;
in a way that bodes

calamity.
1610 G. FLETCHER Christ's Viet, ill, Screech-owls direly

chant. 1630 DRAYTON David ff Gotiah ( L. ', And of his

death he direly had forethought. 1633 P. FLETCHER Purple
Isl. xn. xxxix, Direly

he blasphemes. 1814 CAMPBELL
Theoaric 131 A check in frantic war's unfinished game. Yet

dearly bought, and direly welcome, came. i848THACKF.RAY
Van. Fair xxiv, Some great catastrophe . . was likely direly

to affect Master G.

t Dire-nipt, ppl- " Obs. [ad. I., dirempt-us,

pa. pple. of dirimlre to separate, divide, f. dir-,

Dis- i apart + entire to take.] Distinct, divided,

separate.
1561 STOW Eng. Ckron. Aij, (N.i, Bodotria and Glota

have sundry passages into the sea, and are clearly dirempt
one from the other.

t Dire'mpt, v. Obs. [f. L. dirempt- ppl. stem

oidirimfre: see prec.] trans. To separate, divide;

to break off.

1586 J. HOOKKR Girald. Irel. in Holinshed CAron.ll. 52/1

That if either part refused to stand to his arbitrament.

50*



DIBEMPTION.
the definitive strife might be dirempted by sentance. 1657
TOMLINSON Kenan's Disf. 287 Leaves like Fig leaves di-

rempted into three angles.

Diremption ^dire*mpjba). Now rare. [ad.

L. dircmption-eniy n. of action f. dirimere to sepa-

rate, divide.] A forcible separation or severance.

1623 COCKERAM, Diremption, a separation. 1678 HOBBES
Decani, iii. 25 They cannot be parted except the Air or

other matter can enter and fill the space made by their

diremption. 1874 C. E. APPLETON in Life fy Lit. Relics

(1881) 159 The diremption of the two kinds of development
may be possible to the individual. 1876 Contemp. Rev.
XXVII. 960 The successive stages ..on the way through
self-diremptlon to the return unto self.

"b. spec. Forcible separation of man and wife.

1649 BP. HALL Cases Consc. (1650) 331 The displeasure of
the Canon law against such marriages is so high flowne,
that no lesse can take it off then an utter diremption of

them, a 1653 GOUGE Comnt. Hcb. xiii. 4 Marriage.. ought
not to be dissolved, but by diremption, which is, by severing
man and wife by death.

Direiiess (doiounes). [f-
DIRE a. + -NESS.]

The quality of being dire or of dreadful operation.
1605 SHAKS. Macb. v. v. 14, I haue supt full with horrors;

Direnesse, familiar to my slaughterous thoughts, Cannot
once start me. 1610 H EALEV St. A ng. Citie of God 356

Trismegistus and Capella averre the dlrenesse of his [Mer-

cury's] name. 1833 M. SCOTT Tom Cringle xvii. (1859) 458
Direness of this kind cannot daunt me.

TJirenje v., obs. form of DEHAIGN, to decide.

t Dire'ption. Obs. [ad. L. dirtption-cm, n. of

action f. diripSre to tear asunder, lay waste, snatch

away, f. di-
t
dis- asunder + raptre to snatch, tear

away; cf. i6th c. F. direption (Godef.),]
1. The sacking or pillaging of a town, etc.

1528 GARDINER in Pocock Rec. Re/. I. 1. 118 Such as
before dwelt in Rome, and in the direption lost their sub-
stance. 1536 BELLENDEN Cron.Scot. (1821) I. 181 Calphur-
nius, nochtwithstanding thir direptionis, went forthwart
with his army. 16x1 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. vn. i. 191 The
whole Country by these continual! dlreptions, was vtterly

depriued of the staflfe of food. 1660 GAUDEN Br&wnrig 203
The arrears . due to him before the direption and deprae-
dation. 1828 G. S. FABER Sacr. Cal. Prophecy (1844) III.

133 The direption and spoliation of the Empire.
2. The action of snatching away or dragging

apart violently.
1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg, 76/2 For we haue not obeyed

thy comandementis, therfore we ben betaken in to dyrep-
cion, captyuyte, deth. 1550 BALK Apol. 21 A bonde indis-

pensable by autorite of the churche, and a dyrepcion or

sackynge of matrimony. 1623 COCKERAM, Direption t a vio-

lent taking away. 1650 ASHMOLE Ckym, Collect.^ Arcannm
(ed. 3) 238/2 Of the conflict of the Eagle and the Lion ..

the more Eagles, the shorter the Battaile, and the direption
of the Lyon will more readily follow, a 1693 URQUHART
Rabelais in. xlviii. 393 Direption, tearing and rending
asunder of their Joynts.

t Direpti'tiOUS, a. Ol>s.-Q [f. 'L.dtrept-ns, pa.

pple. of diripcre v
see DIKKPTION) + -ITIOUS (after

surreptitious}.'} Characterized by direption, plun-

dering, or pillaging. Hence fDirepti'tiously
adv.j by way of pillaging or plundering.
1532 R. BOVVYER in Strype Eccl. Mem. I. xvii. 135 The

grants surreptitiously and direptitiously obtained.

TJiresioun, obs. form of DERISION.

Dirge (daid,^, sb. Forms : a. 3-7 (8-9 Hist.)

dirige, (4-6 dir-, dyr-, der-, -ige(e, -yge, -ege,

egi, -egy, 6-7 dirigie). &. 6 Sc. dergie, (6-8
dregy, dredgy, drudgy), 7 dirgie, 7-8 dirgee.

-y. 4 derge, 5 derehe, dorge, 5-6 dyrge, 6- dirge.

[Originally dirige^ the first word of the Latin an-

tiphon Dirige, Domine, Deus meus, in conspectu
two viam meant '

Direct, O Lord, my God, my way
in thy sight ', taken from Psalm v. 8.]
1. In the Latin rite : The first word of the anti-

phon at Matins in the Office of the Dead, used
as a name for that service ; sometimes extended
to include the Evensong (Placebo), or, according
to Rock, also the Mass (Requiem).

i22g Ancr. R, 22 Efter euesong anonriht siggeS ower
Placebo eueriche niht hwon $e beoo eise ; bute }if hit beo

hpliniht vor be fsste of nie lescuns j>et kumeS amorwen,
biuore Cumplie, o5er efter Uhtsong, siggeS Dirige, mit f?reo

psalmes, and mit breo lescuns eueriche niht sunderliche . .

et Placebo ^e muwen sitten vort Magnificat, and also et

Dirige. c 1520 Sir Senes 2902 Beues is ded in bataile {>ar
fore .. Hit is Beues dirige! 1350 En$. Gilds (1870) 35
He ssal sende forthe be bedel to alle be bre^eren and e
systeren, l>at bey bien at the derge of be body. 1408
E. E. Wills (1882) 15 Brede & Ale to Spende atte my
dyryge. ct^ao C/iron. Vilod. 2170 He continuede algate
.. In doyng of masse, of derehe, & of almys-dede. 1404
in Eng. Gilds (1870) 191 When any Broder or Suster of this
Gilde is decessed oute off this worlde . . y Steward of this
Gilde shall doo Rynge for hym, and do to say a Placebo
and dirige, w* a masse on ye morowe of Requiem. 1537
WRIOTHESLEY Chron. (1875) 1.71 Allso a solempne dirige
songen in everye parishe churche m London. 1539 Bp.
HILSEV Manual of Prayers in Three Primers Hen. VIII
407 Of those old Jewish customs hath there crept into the
church a custom to have a certain suffrages for the dead,
called Dirige, of Dirige, the first anthem hereof; but by
whom or when these suffrages were made, we have no sure
evidence. Ibid. 408 For this only cause have I also set
forth in this Primer a Dirige ; of the which the three first

lessons are of the miseries of mans life ; the middle of the
funeral of the dead corpse ; and the last three are of the
last resurrection. 1591 SPENSER M. Hiibberd 453 They
whilome used . . to say . . Their Diriges, their Trentals, and
their shrifts. 1643 ROGERS Naainan 165 Give moneyes

394

1 and yearly gifts to a Priest to read Masse or Dirigies for

the weale of his soule after his decease, a 1654 SELDEN
Table-T. (Arb.) 88 The Priest said Dirgies, and twenty
Dirgies at fourpence a piece conies to a Noble. 1711 c'.-J/.

Lett, to Carat 7 This Primer consisted of the very same

parts that the Popish Primer does, viz. of Mattins . . Dirige
. . and such other Ecclesiastical Jargon. 1846-7 MASKELL
Man. Kit. II. in note, The Office of the Dead (or Dirge),
consisted of two parts : the Evensong or Vespers : and the

I

Matins. 1849 ROCK Ch. of Fathers II. 503 As the first

|

anthem at matins commenced with Dirige . . the whole of

Matins, called
'

Dirige ',
from its first antiphon,

'

Dirige
Domine

',
etc.

2. transf. A song sung at the burial of, or in

commemoration of, the dead ; a song of mourning
or lament. Alsoyf^".
1500-20 DUNBAR Dregy iii Heir endis Dunbaris Dergy

to the King, bydand to lang in Stirling. 1593 SHAKS.
Liter. 1612 And now this pale swan in her watery nest

Begins the sad dirge of her certain ending. 1638 SIR T.

HERBERT Trow. (ed. 2) 228 Most memorable battels; as

when Crassus lost his life, Valerian and others, occasioning
those dirgees of the Roman Poets. 1655 FULLER Ch. Hist.

vi. 297 Musick, which in some sort sung her own Dirige
. . at the dissolution of Abbies. 1713 POPE in Guardian
No. 40 In another of his pastorals, a shepherd utters a

dirge not much inferior to the former. 1814 SCOTT Ld. of
Isles ii. i, Let mirth and music sound the dirge of Care !

1819 SHELLEY Ode West Wind ii. 9 Thou dirge Of the

dying year. 183* HT. MARTINEAU Ireland iv. 65 The
waves .. renewed their dirge with every human life that

they swept away. 1887 BOWEN Virg. sEneid vi. 220 Dirge
at an end, the departed is placed in the funeral bed.

3. A funeral feast or carouse ; cf. dirge-ale in

4; quot. 1408 in i. (Sc.)

CI730 BURT Lett.N. Scotl. (1754) I. 268-9 Oam -) wine
is filled about as fast as it can go round; till there is hardly
a sober person among them . . This last homage they call

the Drudgy [read Dredgy], but I suppose they mean the

Dirge, that is, a service performed for a dead person.
1 7 1x1750 in Herd Collect. Sc. Songs (1776)

II. 30 (Jam.)
But he was first hame at his ain ingle-side, And he helped
to drink his ain dirgie.

4. attrib. and Comb. t
as dirge-man^ -mass, -note,

-priest; dirge-like adj. ;
also dirge-ale, an ale-

drinking at a funeral (cf. quot. 1408 in i); dirge-

groat, -money, money paid for singing the dirge.
1587 HARRISON England 11. i. (1877) I. 32 The superfluous

numbers of . . church-ales, helpe-ales, and soule-ales, called

also *dirge-ales . . are well diminished. 1564 BECON Dis-

playing Topish Mass Prayers, etc. (1844) 258 Have ye not
well deserved your *dirige-groat and your dinner? 1721
STRVPE Eccl. Mem. III. xii. 114 The priests did not seldom

quarrel with their parishioners for ., dirge-groats and such
like : for that was the usual reward for singing mass for

a soul. 1561 BP. PARKHURST Injunction, Whether they
vse to sing any nomber of psalmes, *dirige lyke at the

buryall of the dead? 1817 KEBLE C/tr. Year Restoration

iii, One dirge-like note Of orphanhood and loss. i86a

LVTTON Sir. Story II. 91 Other dogs in the distant village
. . bayed in a dirge-like chorus. 1824 J . SVMMONS SEschylus*
Agamemnon 99 Why for Loxias woe, woe, woe ? He has
no *dirgemen. 1563-87 FOXE A. <$ M. (1684) III. 544 To
say a *Dirge Mass after the old custom, for the Funeral
of King Edward. 1564 Brief Examinat. ******, You
can be content *Dirige money be conuerted to preachynges.

priests, chantry-priests, sacrificing-priests.

Dirge, v. rare. [f. prec. sb.] irons. To sing
' a dirge over, commit with a dirge.

a 1845 HOOD Loss Pegas-us ii, Dirged by Sea Nymphs to

his briny grave ! She is far fr. Land 62 Waves over-

i surging her, Syrens a-dirgeing her.

Dirgee, var. of DURZEE, Anglo-Ind., tailor.

Dirgeful (daudgful), a. [f.
DIRGE + -FUL.]

i Mournful, full of lamentation, moaning, wailing.
1787 BURNS To Miss Cruikshank, Thou, amid the dirgeful

sound, Shed thy dying honours round. 1794 COLERIDGE
Chatterton, Soothed sadly by the dirgeful wind, a 1851
Mom Poems, To a wounded Ptarmigan x, While the

dirgeful night-breeze only Sings.

t Dirgy (da-jdji), a. rare- 1
, [f. DIRGE si. + -Y.]

Of the nature of a dirge.
1830 W. TAYLOR German Poetry II. 47 How glumly

sownes yon dirgy song ! [affected archaism.]

[| Dirhe'IU. Also dirham, derham. [Arab.

*4,j dirham, dirhim, ad. L. drachma, Gr. Spax-
'

to] : see DRACHM. Formerly in It. diremo,~\ An
Arabian measure of weight, originally two-thirds

: of an Attic drachma (44-4 grains troy), now used

with varying weight from Morocco to Abyssinia,

Turkey, and Persia; in Egypt it is at present

| (i89g) = 47'66i troy grains. Also a small silver

coin of the same weight, used under the caliphs,
and still in Morocco, where its value is less than $d.

English.
1788 GIBBON Decl. $ F. Iii. V. 397 note, Elmacin . . com-

pared the weight of the best or common gold dinar, to the
drachm or dirhem of Egypt. 1850 W. IRVING Mahomet
xxxix. (1853) 199 Omar Ibn Al Hareth declares that Ma-
homet, at his death, did not leave a golden dinar nor a

:
silver dirhem. 1872 E. W. ROBERTSON Hist. Ess. 3 In

j

Turkey, Syria, Egypt, Barbary and Arabia, the Dirhem,
as a standard of weight, continues at the present day to be

I

divided into 16 killos, or carats, and 64 grains. Ibid. 48
I note , The drachma of Constantinople . . the original of the

DIRK.

Egyptian dirhem. 1885 BURTON Arab. Nts. (1887) III. 36^

I now adjudge him the sum of ten thousand dirhams.

Dirhonibolieclroii (dairpmlwibfdi^h). Cryst.

(See quot., and Di- pref.~ I.)

1878 GURNEY Crysiallogr. 66 The dirhombohedron is a
double six-sided pyramid, whose faces are similar isosceles

triangles.

t Diri'bitory. Obs. [ad. L. diribitoriuni , f.

diribere to distribute, f. dir-, dis asunder -t- habere

to hold.] (See quot.)
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Diribilory, a place wherein Soul-

diers are numbered, mustered, and receive their pay; A
place where the Romans gave their voyces.

Dirige (di'ridgz'
1

', obs. and historical f. DIRGE.

t Dirigent (di'ridgent), a. and sb. Obs. [ad. L.

dirigent-ein, pr. pple. of dtrigfre to DIRECT.]
A. adj. 1. That directs, directing, directive.

1617 COLLINS Def. Bp. Ely n. ix. 359 Imperant only, not
elicient ; dirigent, not exequent, as your School-men loue
to speak.
2. Pharm. Formerly applied to certain ingre-

dients in prescriptions which were held to guide
the action of the rest.

1851-60 in MAVNE Expos. Lex.
3. Ceom. (See quot.)
1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Techn. (J.), The dirigent line in

geometry is that along which the line describent is carried
m the generation of any figure.

B. sb. 1. = DIRECTOR i.

1756 T. AMORY Life Buncle (1770) I. xiii. 45 You will be
the guide and dirigent of all my notions and my days.
2. Pharm. A dirigent ingredient: cf. A. 2.

1854-67 C. A. HARRIS Diet. Med. Terminal. 217 Dirigent,
that constituent in a prescription which directs the action
of the associated substances.

3. Geom. A dirigent line : see A. 3.

1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Dirigent, the Line of Motion

along which, the Describent Line or Surface is carry'd in

the Genesis or Production of any plain or solid Figure.
"> in HUTTON Math, Diet.

irigible (di-ridgib'l), a. Also 7 derigible,

9 dirigeable. [ad. L. type *dirigibil-is, f. dirig-
Ire to DIRECT. Cf. mod.F. dirigeable.'] Capable
of being directed or guided.
1581 LAMBARDE Eiren. i. x. (1588) 62 It would avayle

greatly to the furtherance of the Service, if the Deditnus

potestatew to giue these Oaths were dirigible to the lus-

tices (and none other). 1649 Bp. REYNOLDS Iloseti vii. 119
The proper conclusions deducible from these principles,
and derigible unto those ends. 1688 NORRIS Theory Love
II. i. 63 Why love as Dirigible is made the subject of

Morality rather than understanding. 1833 SIR W. HAMIL-
TON Discuss. (1852) 137 Intellectual operations . . in so far

as they were dirigible, or the subject of laws. 1881 Sat.
Rev. LI. no/i For eighteen years ,. no attempt was made
to render balloons dirigible. 1884 Cassttrs Fam. Mag.
764 The balloon was dirigeable. 1887 St. Jos'. Gaz. 23 Sept.
5 A greater speed than has yet been attained by any other

dirigible torpedo.

Dirigo-motor (diTigOimou-tpi), a. Physiol.

[irreg. f. L. dtrig- stem of dirigere to DIRECT +

MOTOR.] That both produces and directs muscular

motion.
1855 H. SPENCER Princ. Psychol. (1872) I. I. iii. 49 Each

efferent nerve is a dirigo-motor agent.

Diriment (drriment), a. [ad. L. diriment-em,

pr. pple. of dirimere to separate, interrupt, frus-

trate : see DIREMPT. Cf. F. dirimant that nullifies

(a marriage).] That renders absolutely void ;
nulli-

fying; chiefly in diriment impediment, one that

renders marriage null and void from the beginning.
1848 J. WATERWORTH CouncilofTrent (1888) p. ccxxv, The

Church having authority to establish . . new essential and
diriment impediments of matrimony. 1875 Contemp. Rei>.

XXVI. 423 There is another diriment impediment which
has lately attracted more than ordinary attention. 1888

Ch. Times 2 Mar. 170 In England, .marriages, not hindered

by a diriment impediment, are valid wherever solemnised.

) Di'rity. Obs. rare. [ad. L. diritas, f. dims

fell, DIRE.] Direness, dreadfulness.
c ig86 HOOKER .SVrm. Pride v. Wks. III. 794 So unappeas-

able is the rigour and dirity
of his corrective justice. 16*3

COCKERAM, Diritie, crueltie, fiercenesse. 1656 in BLOUNT

Glossogr. 1791-1800 in BAILEY.

Dirk (daik), sb. Forms : 7 dork, 7-9 durk,

(7 durke), 8- dirk. [Origin unknown. Found
in 1602 spelt dork, then common from second half

of 1 7th c. as durk
; the spelling dirk was adopted

without authority in Johnson's Diet. I755> aPP-
from the falling together of ir, ur, in Eng. pro-
nunciation ; cf. Bttrmah, Birmah, dirt, durt, etc.

Although early quots. and Johnson's explanation

suggest that the name was Gaelic, there is no such

word in that language, where the weapon is called

biodag. O'Reilly's duirc is merely the i8th c.

English word spelt Irish-fashion.

The suggestion has been offered that the word may be the

Da. Dirk, familiar form of the personal name Diederik,
which name, in Ger. dietrich, LG. dierker (Bremen Wb.),
Da. dirik, dirk, Sw. dyrk, is actually given to a pick-lock ;

but besides the difficulty that dirk is not the original form

of the English word, no such sense as
'

dagger
'

belongs to

the continental word. If of continental origin, the earliest

form dork might possibly be a soldier's or sailor's corruption
of Du., Da., Sw. dolk, Ger. dolch, dagger.]

1. A kind of dagger or poniard : spec. a. The

dagger of a Highlander, t b. 'A small sword or
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<lagjjcr formerly worn by junior naval officers on

duty.' Smyth Sailors Word-bit.
(O6s.~).

i6oj l-srm of ancient tritil l>y battel m Nicholson and
Burn's Hist. H'csttnort'tajtil (1777) I. 596 note. Two Scotch

. ii ur dorks at their girdles. ?i6.. Robin flood Q
fieggar n. 90 (Ritson) 1795 I. 106 A drawen durk to his

breast. 1680 U. HICKKS Spirit of Popery 36 Armed men,
who. .fell upon them with Swords and Durkcs. 1681 COLVIL

Whigs Supplic. (1695) 4 Some had Halliards, some had
Durks, Some had crooked swords like Turks. 1724 RAMSAY
Tea-t. Misc. (1733) I. 7 With durk and pistol by his side.

a 1740 T. TICKKI.L Imil. Proplt,\y Xcreits 29 'Ihe shield,
lln- pMol, durk, and dagger. 1746 Rep. Coua. Sir J. Cope
184 Some few of their Men..arm'd only with Durk, Sword,
and Pistol. 1755 JOHNSON, Dirk, a kind of Dagger used
in the Highlands of Scotland. 1786 I'UKNS Eartiest Cry <fr

rrtiyer xvii, Her tartan petticoat she'll kilt, An' durk an'

istol at her belt, She'll tak the streets. 1794 Let. to J.
vhnsM 1 Feb. Wks. 1857 IV. 58, I have got a Highland
irk, for which I have great veneration, as it once was the

dirk of Lord Balmerino. 1806 Gazetteer Scoll. Introd. 15
The Highland durk is certainly an imitation of the Roman
short dagger. i8ai I. FLINT Lett. Amer. 113 The dirk
has a pointed blade, four or five inches long, with a smalt
li.mdle. It is worn within the vest, by which it is com-

pletely concealed. 1830 SCOTT Demoiiol. x. 396 We saw the
dirk and broadsword of Rorio Mhor. 1853 MARRYAT P.
Simple iv, I . . wrote another [letter] asking for a remittance
to purchase my dirk and cocked hat. 1839-40 W. IRVING
Wol/crt's R, (1855) 193, I pocketed the purse . . put a dirk
in my bosom, girt a couple of

pistols round my waist. 1881

JOWETT I'hucyd. I. 162 The highland Thracians. .are inde-

pendent and carry dirks.

2. Comb., &s dirk-hilt ; dirk-like adj.; dirk-hand,
the hand that grasps the dirk ; dirk-knife, a large

clasp-knife with .1 dirk-shaped blade.

1837 LOCKHART Scott xli. (1830) V. 340 Its bottom is of

glass, that he who quaffed might keep his eye the while

upon the dirk hand of his companion. 1851 D. WILSON
Preh. Ann. (1863) II. iv. vi. 347 Ivory dirk-hilts elegantly
turned and wrought by the hand.

Dirk (dajk), v. [f. prec. sb.] trans. To stab
with a dirk.

a 1689 W. CLELAND Poems (1697) 13 For a misobliging
word She'll durk her neighbour o'er the board. IbiJ. 15
Had it not been for the Life-guard She would have durkt
him. 1808 J. BARLOW Colitnio, vn. 356 They . . Wrench off
the bayonet and dirk the foe. i8aa SCOTT Nigel iii,

*
I

thought of the Ruthvens that were dirked in their ain house.
'

1840 R. H. DANA Be/. Mast xxvii. 88 With a fair prospect
of being stripped and dirked.

Dirk^e, -ness, obs. ff. DAKK, -NESS.

Dirl, v. Sc. and north. Mai. [Allied to Sc. thirl

to pierce, to THRILL, and to DKILL. It is not a

simple phonetic development of thirl, since th does
not become d in the north; but it seems to be due
to some onomatopoeic modification.]
1. trans. To pierce, to thrill

; to cause to vibrate,
cause a thrilling sensation in by a sharp blow.
1513 [see DIRLING vbl. sb. below]. 1568 Bannatyne MS.

in Sibbald Citron. Scat. Poetry {iSax) III. 236 (Jam.) Young
Pirance. .Was dirlit with lufe of fair Meridiane. 1826 1.
WILSON Pitman's Pay (1872) 8 (Northumb. Gloss.) Thy
tongue . . dirls my lug like wor smith's hammer. 1837
LOWELL Lett.

(1894)
I. 23 But she, alas ! my heartstrings

dirls. 1871 P. H. WADDF.LL Psalms 4 Horns o' the siller. .

dirlin the lug an' wauk'nin the heart. 1892 Northtimbld.
Gloss, s. v., To '

dirl the elbow
'

is to strike the sensitive
bone of that part the '

funny bone
',
as it is called.

2. intr. To vibrate as when pierced or sharply
struck, or in response to sound

; to have a thrilling
sensation, to tingle.

171^ RAMSAY Ckrisfs Kirk u. 7 Meg Wallet wi' her pinky
een Uart Lawrie's heart-strings dirle. 1790 BURNS Tant o'

Shunter 124 He screw'd the pipes and gart them skirl, Till
roof and rafters a' did dirl. 11835 HOGG Ringan f, May
38 Though . . the merle gar all the greenwood dirl. 1869
LoHsdale Gfass., Dirl, to tingle, or thrill with pain, the
sensation being the result of a blow or other violence. 1884
Nugx Eccles.l. 26 When I smash the table till it dirls.

b. To produce a vibrating sound
; to ring.

1813 GALT K. Cilhaize I. 131 (Jam.) Twisting a rope of
straw round his horse's feet, that they might not dirl or
make a din on the stones. 1891 NorthumbU. Gloss., Dirl,
to produce a deafening or a painful vibration.

' Hear hoo
the win's dorlin '.

Hence Di-rling vbl. s6.

XS I3 DOUGLAS sEneis XIL vii. 97 The pane vanyst als

. r -ng the servants awake at nigl
noisy dii ling of its elfin flail.

Dirl, sl>. Sc. and north, dial.
[f.

DIRL v.] A
thrill or vibration, with or without sound

;
a thrill-

ing effect or sensation
; a tremulous sound.

1785 BURNS Death H Doctor Hornbook xvi, It just play'd
dirl on the bane, But did nae mair. 1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi.
xvii,

'

A'body has a conscience . . I think mine's as weel out
o' the gate as maist folk's are ; and

yet
it's just like the

noop of my elbow, it whiles gets a bit dirl on a corner.'

1837 CAKLYLE Fr. Rev. II. vi. iii. (1848) 330 Successive
simultaneous dirl of thirty-thousand muskets shouldered.
1861 HISLOP Prau. Scot. 18 An elbuck dirl will lang play
thirl. 1878 Cnmblii. Gloss., Dirl, a tremulous sound.

Dirt (ds.it), sb. Forms: 4-5 drit, dryt, dritt(e,
dryte, ^4 dryit\ $ drytt, 5-6 dyrt^e, 5-7 durt,

J- dirt. [By metathesis from ME. drit, not known
in OE. and prob. a. ON. drit neater, excrement

(mod. Icel. dritr masc., Norw. dritt); cf. also
MDn. a/rete, Du. dreet, Fl. drits, dnts excrement :

see UKITE v.]

395

1. Ordnre; EXCREMENT a b.
a 1300 Cokaygne 179 in K. E. /'. (1862) 161 Seue acre in

swine is ilriite He mot wade. 1387 \nv.\\^*Hieden (Rolls)
V. 295 (Mau.) Ureyne and dritie. 1388 WVCLIF/'*//. iii. 8
All ihingis ., Y deme as drit, 11382 toordis] that V wynne
Crist. 1398 TREVISA Bartk. De /'. A1

, xvm. v. (1495) 732

Some count a Jesting lie. . like the dirt of oysters, which . .

never stains. 1830 MAHRYAT
A'ittjfs

Own xxvi, It's the
natur of cats always to make a dirt in the same place.

2. Unclean matter, such as soils any object by
adhering to it; filth

; esp. the wet mud or mire of

the ground, consisting of earth and waste matter

mingled with water.
a 1300 Sannim vii. in E. E. P.

(1862)
2

J>i
felle wi|>-oute

nis hot a sakke ipudrid ful wib drit and ding, a 1300 Ten
Conitttandm, 21 ibid. 16 pe fuj

dritte of grunde. 14.. Sir
Beues 1196 (MS. M.) He. .tredith hym vnder his fete In the
dirte amyddus the strete. 1577 B. GOOCE Hertsbach's
Ihtsb. in. (1586) 151 b, The Swine, .delighteth . . to wallow
in the durt. 1506 SHAKS. Tain. Shr. iv. i. 80 How she
waded through the durt to plucke him off me. 1611 BIBLE
Isa. Ivii. 20 '1 he troubled sea . . whose waters cast vp myre
and dirt. 1661 PEPVS Diary 29 May, The spoiling of my
clothes and velvet coat with dirt. 1669 PEKN No Cross it.

10 Poor Mortals! But living Dirt: made of what they
tread on. 1684 BUNYAN Pilgr. ti. 64 The Dirt will sink to
the bottom, and the Water come out by itself more clear.

178* COWPER Gitpin 189 Let me scrape the dirt away That
hangs upon your face. 1851 MRS. Si OWE Uncle Tent's C.
xi. 95 Now comes my master . . and grinds me down into
the very dirt 1 1878 HUXLEY Pkysioer. 131 The muddy
matter m these streams is merely the dirt washed from the
roofs of the houses and the stones of the street. Mod. Dirt
is only matter in the wrong place.

b. fig. As the type of anything worthless : cf.

the pnraseyf/My lucre.

1357 Lay Folks Catcc/i. (Lamb. MS.) 771 fey sellyn

sowlys to satanas for a lytyl worldly dryt. < 1380 WYCLIP
ll'ks. (1880) 68 Bischopis, munkis & chanons sillen . . trewe

prechynge for a litil stynkyng muk or drit. c 1679 R. DUKE
I'o Dryden on Tr. $ Cr. (R.), You found it dirt, but you
have made it gold. 1710 DE FOE Caft. Singleton xix.

(1840) 329 The wealth .. was all like dirt under my feet.

1734 POPE Ess. Mait iv. 279 Is yellow dirt the passion of

thy life ? 1753 A. M I:RPHY Cray's-Inn Jml. No. 42 P i Ever
since . . Convenience stamped an imaginary Value upon
yellow Dirt,

C. A scornful name for land (as a possession).
160* SHAKS. Ham. v. ii. 90 'Tis a Chowgh ; but as I say

spacious !n the possession of dirt. 1616 BEAUM. & I-'i..

Scornful Lady i. ii, Your brother's house is big enough ;

and to say truth, he has too much land : hang it, dirt I

d. Applied abusively to
persons.

c 1300 Havelok 682 Go horn swithe, fute, drit, cherl. 16^8
CLEVELAND Rnstick Rampant Wks. (1687) 457 That Dirt
of a Captain . . had butchered the English Patriarch. 1871
C. GIBBON Lack oj Gold iv\ Are you to turn your back on
them Hke the dirt they are? 1894 HALL CAINE Manxman
II. xi. 88 I hate the nasty dirts.

3. Mud; soil, earth, mould; brick-earth, colloq.
1698 FRYER Ace. E. India fy P. 26 A Fort or Blockade (if

it merit to be called so) made of Dirt. 1700 STEELE TatUr
No. 49 F 10 As Infants ride on Sticks, build Houses in Dirt.
X795 WINDHAM Sp. Parl. 27 May (1812) I. 270 Children,
who had surrounded a twig with a quantity of dirt, would
think that they had planted a tree. 1823 P. NICHOLSON
Pract. Build. 344 Place Bricks, being made of clay, with
a mixture of dirt and other coarse materials., are . . weaker
and more brittle. 1841 CATI.IN N. Amer. Ind. (1844) I. x.

77 Throwing up the dirt from each excavation in a little

pile. 1889 FARMER Diet. Amer. 202/2 The gardener 611s

his flower-pots with dirt.

b. Mining, quarrying^
etc. Useless material,

rubbish ; the vegetable soil comprising a DIRT-BED.

1799 KIRWAN Gcol. Ess. 308, 3 feet of coal, under which
is a bad sort, called dirt, and again, 2 feet of coal. 1881

J. W. URQUHART Eltctro-typinr v. 130 The common quali-
ties [of copper] give off a great deal of foreign matter known
as '

dirt '. 1884 Chesh. Gloss. t Dirtst salt-making term.
Cinders and ashes left after fuel is consumed. 1885 LyelFs
Elew. Geol. 200 A stratum called by quarrymen

( the dirt ',

or
'

black dirt ,
was evidently an ancient vegetable soil.

c. The material from which a metallicoreor other

valuable substance is separated ; esp. the alluvial

deposit from which gold is separated by washing ;

= WASHDIRT.
1857 BoRTHWiCK California 120 (Bartlett), In California,
dirt

'

is the universal word to signify the substance dug ;

with so much gold in it that it will pay to dig it up and
wash it. 1890 BOLDREWOOD Miner's Right xiv. 142 We
were clean worked out. .before many of our neighbours at

Greenstone Gully were half done with their dirt.

4. The quality or state of being dirty or fonl
;

dirtiness, foulness, uncleanness in action or speech,
1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1776) I. 328 The sloth and dirt

of the inhabitants. 1789 MRS. Piozzi Journ. France I.

144 Literature and dirt had long been intimately ac-

quainted. 18570 G. GORDON Lett. III. 141 The Turkish
steamer . . was in a beastly state of dirt. 1871 E. PEACOCK
Mabel Heron I. ii. 16 The dirt, darkness, and savagery of
the town.

b. Meanness, sordidness.

1615 FLETCHER Noble Gent, in. i, Our dunghill breeding
and our durt. I746M&LMOTH Pliny\\\. xxix(R.), Honours,
which are thus sometimes thrown away upon dirt and
infamy ; which such a rascal . . had the assurance both to

accept and to refuse.

DIBT.

6. a. dial. '

Dirty' weather.

1836 MABRYAT Three Cull, iii, Shall we have dirt) 8r
ll'littby Gloss., Dirt, a weather term for rain or snow.
'

We're likely to have some dirt.'

b. Mining. Inflammable gas which constitutes
'
foulness' in a mine ;

iBji Examiner 765/1 We examined if there was any Hirt

(inflammable air). 1851 GMEENWELL Coal-trade Ifnut
Nortkitmb. ff Ditrh. 23. 189* Nortkumbld. Clots., Dirt ..

U also used to express foul-air or firedamp in a pit
0. Phrases, f ft- To fall to dirt : to fall to the

ground, to come to nothing; so to be all in the
dirt y to lay all in the dirt, and the like. Obs.
1546 St. Papers Hen. VIII XI. 181 To the which we

will m no wi.se agree, but wil rather lave all in the durt.

1657 North's Plutarck, Add. Lives (1676) 36 Here
Saladm was handsomely beat to dirt. 1698 BKAMHALL
CkWMCn Bps. vi. 148 Mr. Mason squeezed the poorc Fable
to durt. 1667 PEPYS Diary 19 Feb., Our discourse of peace
is all in the dirt. 1670 MARVELL Corr. exit Wks. 1872-5
II. 315 We heard them '

pro forma ', but all falls to dirt.

D, To cast, throw, orfling dirt : to asperse any
one with scurrilous or abusive language.
164* SIR E. DURING .S/. on Retir. \ Cast what dirt thou

will, none will sticke on me. ri6 HOWELL Lett. (1650)
II. 62 Any sterquilinious raskall is liccnc'd to throw dirt in

the faces of soveraign princes in open printed language.
1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. ix. vii. 10 The best of men . . are
more carefull to wash their own faces, then busie to throw
durt on others.

1678
K. R. Letter Pop. Friends j Tis

a blessed Line in Matchiavel If durt enough be thrown,
some will stick.- 1706 E. WARD Hud. Rediv. I. ti. 11 Fling
dirt enough, and some will stick. 1738 POPE Epil. Sat. 11.

145 To me they meant no hurt, But 'twas my Guest at
whom they threw the dirl.

c. To eat dirt : to submit to degrading treat-

ment. Proverb. '

Every man must eat a peck of

dirt before he dies
'

: see PECK.

185$ FARRAR J. Home ix, Ixjrd Fitzurse . . made up for

the dirt which they had been eating by the splendour of his

entertainment. 1890 Sat. Kn>. 18 Oct. 462/3 In times of
revolution a good many pecks of dirt have to be eaten.

d. To cut dirt : to take one's departure, be off.

f/.S. slang.
1829 Xtgro Song (Farmer s. v. Cttf), He cut dirt and run.

1845-5 HALIULRTON Sattt .Slick in Eng. (Bartlett), The way
the cow cut dirt. 1853 ll'tstcrtt Scents (Farmer), Now you
cut dirt, and don't let me see you here again.
7. attrih. and Comb. a. attrib.^

* of or for dirt *,

as dirt-band
t -box* -car, -cartt -cone, -floor, -heap)

-pellet, -spot, -streak^ etc.

1860 TYNDALL Glac. i. xi. 68, I could see .. the looped
vdirt-bands of the glacier. 1889 G. F. WRIGHT Ice Age
N. Amer. IQ Neither moulins nor regular dirt-bands are

present. 1884 Health Exhib. Cntal. 55/3 Man-hole Cover
for sewers, with elm blocks and fixed "Din Boxes. 1870
EMERSON S<v. $ Solit. vi. 120 The railroad *dirt-cars are

good excavators. 1860 BARTLETT Diet. Amer. 122 The
** dirt-cart ', or cart which removes street sweepings, would,
in London, be called a 'dust-cart'. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. i.

ii. 18 Here are also *'
dirt-cones

'

of the largest size. 1858
P. CARTWRIGHT Antobioe. xxx. 471 We walked on *dirt

floors for carpets, sat on benches for chairs. i86a BLNYAN
Holy War Advt. to Rdr., John such *dirt-heap never
was. 1709 SWIFT T. Tub ApoL, Do they think such
a building is to be battered with *dirt-pellets? 1856 KANE
Arct. Expl. II. xi. 113 Coming nearer, you see that the

*dirt-spots are perforations of the snow. 1864 LOWELL
Fireside Trav. 47 Cleanness, incapable of moral dirt spot.
1860 TYNDALL Glac. \\. viii. 267 The only trace of the mo-
raines is a broad *dirt-streak.

b. instrumental, as dirt-besmeared\ -born,

-grimed, -incntsted) -rotten, -smirched^ -Awfa/adjs.
1606 SHAKS. Tr, <V Cr. v. i. 23 Dirt-rotten livers, wheezing

lungs. 1754 J. SIIEBBEARE Matrimony (1766) I. 70 It is the
Devil to have to do with such dirt-born Fellows. 1838
DICKENS O. Twist I. Dirt-besmeared walls. 1886 I. R.
JEROME Idle Thoughts (1889) 74 Little dirt-grimed 1

DICKENS O. Twist I. Dirt-besmeared walls. 1886 I. K.

_ orals,

trying to play in the noisy courts.

c. objective, as DIRT-EATER, -EATING, -flinging,

-loving, -thrower.

18x9 Metropolis II. 131 The very last of dirt-throwers
thereof [of the CanongateJ. 18*4 Westm. Rev. II. 467 This
is done by assumption and dirt-flinging. Ibid., Le Clerc
divides the. .Dirt-Hinging argument into sixteen species.

d. Special combs. : dirt-board (see quot.) ;

dirt-fast a., stuck fast in the dirt ; dirt-fear, -ed

a., dirt-gabard (see quota.) ; dirt-roller, a roller

in a cotton-spinning machine for removing dirt ;

dirt-scraper, a road-scraper ; also a grading-shovel
used in grading or levelling up ground ;

dirt-weed

(see quots.). Also DIRT-BED, -CHEAP, etc.

1874 KNIGHT Diet. Mech.,
*'Dirt-board [in carriage], a

board for warding off earth from the axle-arm. A cutto-

plate. 1508 KENNEDIK Flyting w. Dvnbar 33 *Dirtfast

dearch. 1767 MESTON Poems 131 (Jam.) He trembl'd, and,
which was a token Of a *dirt-fear, look'd dun as docken.

17 W. HAMILTON Wallace x. 250 (Jam.) The Bishop of

St. Andrews . . Who would not Wallace' coming there abide,

viride^ an expressive name for what generally grows on

dunghills or other heaps of dirt. 1884 MILLER Plant-n,

38/2 Dirt-weed, or Dirty Dick, Chenopoaium album.

Dirt, v. Also 6-7 durt. [f. DIRT sb. See

also the earlier strong vb. DBITE.] trans. To
make dirty or foul ;

to defile or pollute with dirt ;

to dirty, to soil.

a 1587 Foxs A.t, M. (1596) 1581 Riding in his long gowne
downe to the horse heels . . dirted vp to the horse bellie.

1611 BARRY Kant-Alley i. ii, How light he treads For dining
50* -J



DIRT-BED.

his silk stockings ! 1660 FULLER Mixt Contempt. (1663) 89

For fear to dirt the soles of their shoes. 1727 Th. Var.

Subjects in Swift's Wks. 1755 II. i. 226 111 company is like

a dog, who dirts those most whom he loves best. 1826

LAMB Lett. (1888) II. 149 Don't thumb and dirt the books.

1833 J. H. NEWMAN Lett. (1891) I. 386 Sitting down on the

ashes, .which are so dry as not to dirt.

Hence Di'rting vbl. sb.

1591 PERCIVALL Sp. Diet., Enlodadtira, durting, fouling
with durt, lutamentutn.

Dirt-bed. Geol. A stratum consisting of an-

cient vegetable mould ; spec. A bed of dark bitu-

minous earth containing the stumps of trees,

occurring in the lower Purbeck series of the Isle

of Portland, and overlying the Portland oolite.

1824 T. WEBSTER in Geol. Trans. (1829) II. 42 A bed

about one foot thick, consisting of a dark-brown substance,
and containing much earthy lignite ;

this bed is very re-

markable and extends all through the north end of the Isle

of Portland . . It is called by the quarrymen the Dirtbed.

1836 BUCKLAND Geol. xviii. 3. (1858) 457 A single stump
rooted in the dirt-bed in the Isle of Portland. 1851 RICHARD-
SON Geol. (1855) 397 A mass f bituminous earth, called the
' dirt-bed ', which is an ancient vegetable soil, containing
numerous trunks of fossil trees, standing erect at a height
of from one to three feet, with their summits jagged.

Dirt-bird. A local name of the skua, Ster-

corarius crepidatus, called also Dirty Allan ;

also of the green woodpecker, Gecinus viridis.

1847-78 HALLIW., Dirt-bird, the woodpecker. North.

1885 SWAINSON Prov. Names Brit. Birds 100 Green Wood-

pecker. .The constant iteration of its cry before rain (which

brings out the insects on which it feeds) gives it the names
Rain bird . . Dirt bird, Storm cock. Ibid. 210 Richardson's

Skua (Stercorarius crepidatus) .. from the vulgar opinion
that the gulls are muting, when, in reality, they are only

disgorging fish newly caught. Dirt bird (Dundrum Bay)
. . Dirty allan or aulin . . Dung bird. 1886 W. BROCKIE Leg.
fs Superst. Durham 136 Several species of small birds are

confounded under the . . title of ' dirt birds ', because they
sing on the approach of rain.

Dirt-cheap (dS'ititJJip), a. (adv.) [See CHEAP
a. 6.] As cheap as dirt ; exceedingly cheap. Hence
Dirt-chen, piiess.
1821 B^lackw. Mag. VIII. 616 Dirt-cheap, indeed, it was,

as well it might. 1849 DICKENS Dav. Copp. xxii, Five bob
.. and dirt-cheap. 1883 PallMallG. 26 Oct. 5/1 It appears
likely that November will bring an alteration in that dirt-

cheapness of money of which brokers and bankers now
complain. 1886 H. F. LESTER Under two Fig Trees 102

I'll do it cheap, that I will, . . dirt cheap. 1891 T. HARDY
7*ess i, I was no more than the commonest, dirt-cheapest
feller in the parish.

Drrt-danber.
f 1. One who daubs or plasters with dirt or mud

;

a maker of cob-walls ; also, a term of abuse. Obs.

1515 Cock Loreirs B. (Percy Soc.) 5 Here is .. patrycke
peuysshe a conynge dyrte dauber, Worshypfull wardayn
of slouens In. 1563-87 FOXE A.

ij-
M. (1596) 532/1 A man

would thinke him some dirtdaubers sonne. 1630 J. TAYLOR
(Water P.) Jacke-a-Lent Wks. I. 115/2 Vntyling houses ..

to .. the profit of Plaisterers, and Dirtdawbers, the game of

Glasiers, Joyners, Carpenters, Tylers and Bricklayers. 1647
TRAPP Comm. Epistles 472 These are the devils dirt-

dawbers, that teach such doctrine.

2. A species of snnd-wasp ;
= DAUBER 4.

1844 GOSSE in Zoologist II. 582 These were the nests of
dirt-daubers.

Di'rt-eater. One who eats dirt : see next.

1802 BEDDOES Hygeia VHI. 70 The dirt-eaters of the

West-Indies.

Dirt-eating (dautiftirj), vbl. sb.

1. The eating of some kinds of earth or clay as

food, practised by some savage tribes, as the Otto-

maks of South America and some Arctic tribes.

2. A disorder of the nutritive functions character-

ized by a morbid craving to eat earth or dirt.

1817 Edia. Rev. XXVIII. 359 The accounts .. of the

Stomach-evil, sometimes called Dirt-eating. 1828 Life
Planter Jamaica (ed. 2) 97 For some time past she had
been addicted to dirt-eating (eating earth) . . a disease, which
. . terminates in dropsy and death. 1834 IV. Ind. Sk. Book
II. 49 The singular propensity to dirt-eating, a disease which
has acquired from the French the name Q\mal cVestomac.

t Di'rten, a. Obs. exc. dial. [In early use, for

dritten, pa. pple. of DMTE v. ;
in later use f. DIRT

sb. + -EN *
: cf. earthen]

1. Dirtied, defiled with excrement or filth.

1508 KENNEDIE Flyting w. Dunbar 25 Dirtin Dumbar,
quhome on blawes thow thy boist? 1508 DUNBAR Flyting
iv. Kennedie 248 Rottin crok, dirtin dok, cry cok, or I sal!

quell the. 1536 BELLENDEN Cron. Scot. xvi. xix. (Jam.)
Thairfor this jurnay wes callit the dirtin raid.

2. dial. Made of dirt.

i84_7~78 HALLIWELL, Dirten, made of dirt. West.
Dirten Allan : see DIRTY ALLAN.

Dirtily (da-itili), adv. [f. DIRTY a. + -LT 2.]
1. In a dirty manner ; foully, filthily.

1598 FLORIO, Sporcamente, filthily, foully . . durtily. a 1613
OVERBURY A Wife (1638) 90 He lookes like his Land, as

heavily and durtily. 1777 W. DALRYMPLE Trav. S6. fy Port.

xiii, We put up at a Fonda . . where we are dirtily lodged.
1789 MRS. Piozzi yourn. France I. 10 The hounds were
always dirtily and ill kept.
2. In a manner that stains morality or honour

;

dishonourably, despicably, sordidly.
a 1631 DONNE Elegie xii. (R.), Such gold as that, where-

withal Almighty chymics . . Are dirtily and desperately
gull'd. 1661 R. L'ESTRANGE Interest Mistaken 133 How
dirtily . . the Presbyterian crew treated his Majesty. 1709
MRS. CENTLIVRE Gamesters, 'Tis dirtily done of you .. to
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kick a man for nothing. 1796 T. JEFFERSON in Sparks
Corr. A mer. Rev. (1853) IV. 484 An intriguer, dirtily em-

ployed in .sifting the conversations of my table.

Dirtiness (da-alines), [f. DIKTV a. + -NESS.]

1. The quality or state of being dirty ; foulness,

filthiness.

1561 STOW Eng. Citron. Romans, an. 386 (R.) Paris, which

horse. 1776 ADAM SMITH W. N. i. x. (1869) .L.ios
The

wages of labour vary with . . the cleanliness or dirtiness . . of

the employment. 1885 Law Times 30 May 74/2 To throw

up a contract . . on the . . ground of the dirtiness of the

house.

2. Uncleanness of language ;
sordidness of action.

1649 FULLER Just Man's Fun. 22 Let not the dimness of

our eyes be esteemed the durtiness of his actions, a 1677
BAP.ROW Serm. Wks. 1716 I. 137 Degenerate wantonness

and dirtiness of speech. 1742 H. WALPOI E Lett. If. Mann
(1834) I. 106 You know I am above such dirtiness. 1856

F. E. PAGET Owlet Omlst. 74 The darkness and the dirti-

ness of the money-loving mind.

Dirtless (d5-itKs), a. (adv.). [f. DIRT sb. +

-LESS.] Void of dirt.

a 1618 SYLVESTER Maydeiis Blush 577 The Wayes so

dust-lesse, and so dirtlesse faire. a 1745 SWIFT (F. Hall).

1892 Pall Mall G. 21 Mar. 3/1 With a smile at the almost

dirtless room.

Dirt-pie. Mud or wet earth formed by children

into a shape like a pie ;
a mud-pie.

a 1641 SUCKLING (J.I, That which has newly left off making
of dirt-pies, and is but preparing itself for a green-sickness.

1695 CONGREVE Love for L. iv. xiii, And for the young
Woman . . I thought it more fitting for her to learn her

Sampler, and make Dirt-Pies, than to look after a Husband,
a 1734 NORTH Exam. in. vi. 64 (1740) 470 Their Towns
. .gave Way like Dirt Pyes before his Army. 1793 BURKE
Policy ofAllies Wks. VII. 159 Busy in the confection of

the dirt-pyes of their imaginary constitutions. 1854 THACK-
ERAY J. Leech's Pici. (1869) 333 Poor little ragged Polly

making dirt-pies in the gutter.

Dirty (dauti), a. Also 6-7 durtie, durty.

[f. DiRTrf. + -YI.]
1. Characterized by the presence of dirt

;
soiled

with dirt ; foul, unclean, sullied.

15.. Chester PI. (E. E. T. S.) 143 Dryve downe the dyrty
arses, all by deene. 1530 PALSGR. 310/1 Dyrty with myers,
boueux. 1576 FLEMING Panopl. Epist. 405 You. .in stormy
weather, and durtie wayes . . come tripping to mee in your
silcken sleppers. 1590 SHAKS. Mids. N. n. i. 75 Heere the

maiden sleeping sound, On the danke and durty ground.

1630 R. Johnson's Kingd. $ Commiu. 133 A beastly Towne
and durtie streets. 1684 BUNYAN Pilgr. n. 64 Now 'tis

Dirty with the feet of some that are not desirous that

Pilgrims here should quench their Thirst. 1709 STEELE
Tatlcr No. 35 T i Taking Snuff, and looking dirty about
the Mouth by Way of Ornament. 1838 DICKENS Nich.

Nick, iii, Her apartment was larger and something dirtier.

1840 Old C. Shop iii, His hands, .were very dirty.

b. Of the nature of dirt
;
mixed with dirt.

a 1533 FRITH Wks. 136 (R.) To decline from the dignitie
of diuinitie into the dirtie dregges of vayne sophistrye.
1590 SPENSER F. Q. n. vi. 41 All his armour sprinckled was
with blood, And soyld with durtie gore. 1621 BURTON
Anat. Mel. I. ii. in. x. (1651) 106 Taking up some of the

durty slime. 1842 ABDY Water Cure (1843) 80 Covered
with a dirty purulent mass. 1894 Labour Commission
Gloss, s. v. Coal, Dirty coal, pure coa! mixed with stones,
shale and other refuse.

c. That makes dirty ;
that soils or befouls.

1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1776) VIII. 138 They partake
of the same dirty drudgery with the rest. 1893 J. PULSFORD

Loyalty to Christ II. 381 Whoever does hard work, or

dirty work, as to the Lord, under the disguise of his soiled

hands and garments, is putting on nobility.

d. Dirty half-hundred : applied to the joth foot

(ist Battalion Royal West Kent), from the fact

that, during the Peninsular war, the men wiped
their faces with their black facings. Dirty shirts :

the loist foot (ist Battalion Munster Fusiliers),

from the fact that they fought in their shirt-sleeves

at Delhi in 1857. (Farmer.)

,Vwj ii July dbid.\ As the old Bengal European Regi-
lent . .,they had won their honourable sobriquet of the

dirty shirts. 1892 Ibid. 20 July 3/1 One who fought with

the old
'

Dirty Shirts
'

in the Sutlej campaign.
2. Morally unclean or impure ; 'smutty'.
1599 SANDYS EuropseSpec. (1632) 20 Nosuch blaspheming

nor dyrtie speaking as before. 1637 B. JONSON SadSheph.
n. i, Foul limmer, dritty lown ! 1768 STERNE Sent. Jonrn.

(1778) II. in (Case Consc.) Then I shall let him see 1 know
he is a dirty fellow. 1783 BLAIR Rhet. (1812! I. xv. 350

Disagreeable, mean, vulgar, or dirty ideas. 1850 E. FITZ-

GERALD Lett. (1889) I. 206, I took it up by mistake for one
of Swift's dirty volumes.

b. That stains the honour of the persons en-

gaged ; dishonourably sordid, base, mean, or cor-

rupt ; despicable.
1670 COTTON Espernon ii. v. 219 Branded with the durtiest

and most hateful of all Crimes. 1674 Essex Papers (Cam-
den) 253 To me he called it a dirty trick, a 1764 PULTENEY
in Beatson Nav. $ Mil. Mem. (1790^ I. 26 Some Ministers
. . cannot do their dirty work without them. 1859 KINGSLEY
Misc. (1860) I. 39, I have done a base and dirty deed, and
have been punished for it. 1888 BRYCE Ainer. Comnnv. II.

Ivii. 399 These two classes do the . . dirty work of politics.

c. Earned by base or despicable means.
1742 YOUNG Nt. Th. iv. 353 Shall praise. .Earn dirty bread

by washing jEthiops fair? 1784 COWPER Task in. 808 Fish

DIBTYISH.

up his dirty and dependent bread From pools and ditches

of the commonwealth. 1803 Naval Chron. XIV. 17 Nor
is there one single penny of dirty money.

3. An epithet of disgust or aversion : repulsive,

hateful, abominable, despicable.
1611 SHAKS. Cymb. HI. vi. 55 Those Who worship durty

Gods. 1618 BP. HALL Serm. v. in To scorn this base and
. .dirty god of this world, and to aspire unto the true riches.

1712 ADDISON Spcct. No. 451 F 4 Every dirty Scribbler is

countenanced by great Names. 1730 GAY in Swift's Lett.

(1766) II. lit, I am determined to write to you, though
those dirty fellows of the post-office do read my letters.

1819 BYRON Jnan i. cli, 'Twas for his dirty fee, And not

from any love to you.
4. Of the weather : Foul, muddy ;

at sea, wet

and squally, bad.
1660 JER. TAYLOR Duct. Dubit. 11. 168 (L.) When this

snow is dissolved, a great deal of dirty weather will follow.

1745 P. THOMAS Jrnl. Alison's Voy. 102 As soon as we
came out to Sea, we had the same squally dirty Weather
as before we came in. 1836 MARRYAT MwA, Easy xix, It

begins to look very dirty to windward. 1845 STOCQUEI.EU
Handbk. Brit. India (1854) 404 Distinguished by the

popular term of dirty spring, or mud season. 1800 \V. E.

NORRIS Misadventure viii, He became aware that dirty
weather was setting in.

fig. 1883 STEVENSON Trcas. 1st, iv. xxi, If they can . . fire

in upon us through our own ports, things would begin to

look dirty.

5. Of colour: Tinged with what destroys purity
or clearness

; inclining to black, brown, or dark

grey.
1665 HOOKE Microgr. 74 The fouler the tincture be, the

more dirty will the Red appear, a 1704 LOCKE (J.>, Pound
an almond, and the clear white colour will be altered into

a dirty one. 1823 J. F. COOPER Pioneer xviii, The clouds

were dense and dirty.

b. Prefixed, as a qualification, to adjectives of

colour. (Usually hyphened with the adj. when the

latter is used attributively.)

1694 SCOT in Ace. Sev. Late Voy. n. (1711) 99 Both of

them are of a dirty white, but the Eggs have black specks.

170 WITHERING Brit. Plants IV. 235 Pileus dusky greyish
hue with a cast of dirty olive. 1836 MACGILLIYRAY tr. Hum-
toldt's Trav. xxii. 309 The colour of the troubled waters

upon it was of a dirty gray, c 1865 LETHEBY in Circ. Sc.

\. 97/2 The spermaceti solidifies as a dirty-brown crystalline

mass.

6. Comb. a. parasynthetic, as dirty-coloured,

-faced, -handed, -minded, -skirted, -shoed, -souled.

So dirty-face, a dirty-faced person.
1658 COKAINE Trappolin y. iii, Goodman dirty-face, why

did not you keep me these in prison till I bid you let them
out? 1663 KILLIGREW Parson's Wed. in Dodsl. O. PI.

(1780) XI. 392 She looks like a dirty-soul'd bawd. 1703
Lond. Gaz. No. 4132/4 Wears a light dirty-coloured Coat.

1823 in Cobbett Rur. Rides (1885) I. 34 The house too neat

for a dirty-shoed carter to be allowed to come into. 1887
Pall Mall G. 20 Aug. 7/1 1 1 is not the weak but the dirty-

minded Christians who see evil in ballet dancing.

b. Special comb. : Dirty Dick, Dirty John,

popular names of species of Chenopodium ; dirty-

filling (see quot.) : see also DIRTY ALLAN.

1878 BRITTEN & HOLLAND Plant-n., Dirty Dick, Cheno-

podium album. Chesh. From its growth on dunghills.

Dirty John, Chenopodium Vltlvaria. W. Chesh. 1894
Labour Commission Gloss., Dirty Filling, loading the

hutches or tubs with an excess of dirt in proportion to the

quantity of coal.

Di'rty, v. [f. prec.]
1. trans. To make dirty or unclean ;

to defile or

pollute with dirt ; to soil.

1591 GREENE Disc. Coosnage (1592) 22 They durty their

hose and shoos vpon purpose. 1672-3 MARVELLyM. Transp.
I. 212 The passage . . being so dirtyed with the Noncon-
formists thumbs. 1762 DERRICK Lett. (1767) II. 61 It would
be dirtying paper to send you any such productions. 1845
EKswiN Voy. Nat. i. (1879) 5 The dust falls in such quanti-
ties as to dirty everything on board.

fie. i66i FULLER Worthies, London (R.\ He rather

soyled his fingers, then dirtied his hands in the matter of

the Holy Maid of Kent. 1835 R. H. FROUDE Kent. (1838)

I. 395 Innocent as such phrases are in themselves, they have

been dirtied. 1846 LANDOR Imag. Conv. II. 200 Mostly
they dirty those they fawn on.

2. intr. To become dirty or soiled.

1864 MRS. CARLYLE Lett. III. 231 Dark blue morocco ..

which won't dirty in a hurry.

Hence Di-rtying vbl. sb.

1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk $ Selv. 23 A foolish blasphemy or

dirtying of God.

Dirty Allan. Also 9 dirten-, -alien, -aulin.

A species of skua, Stercorarius crepidatus, which

obtains its food chiefly by pursuing gulls and other

sea-birds, and forcing them to disgorge their prey,

which it then catches up ;
= DIET-BIRD.

1771 PENNANT Tour ScotI. in 1769, 78 (Jam. s.v. AuliiSi,

An Arctic Gull flew near the boat. This is the species that

persecutes and pursues the lesser kinds, till they mute

through fear, when it catches their excrement ere they reach

the water : the boatmen, on that account, styled it the dirty

Aulin. 1806 NEILL Tour Orkn. $ Shell. 201 (Jam. s. v.

Scauti-aulin) This bird is sometimes simply called the

Allan ; sometimes the Dirten-allan. 1821 A. FISHER Jrnl.

18 Commonly called by our Greenland seamen the boat-

swain, and sometimes dirty Allen, a name somewhat analo-

gous to that by which it is characterized by_
the Danes.

1844 Zoologist II. 515 Richardson's skua,
' Dirten Allen.

1885 [see DIRT-BIRD].

DiTtyish., [f-
DIRTY a. + -ISH.] Somewhat

dirty.
1825 HONE Every-day Bk. 1 . 1 189 Her hair was of a dirtyish
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l!.,v:ii hlli.-. 1840 Tail's .V"V. VII. 127 Dirlyish yi'll.iu

Slnve^.
1877 IJisvsi & KICI. -SV> ofl'ttli:. Prol. 17 Forty

irlyisli live-pound notes.

Dirump, obs. var. of DUBDKF V.

t Dirirncinate, z>. (>/*. rare-", [app. f. L.

iff-, rlis- apart + Kuncina guddcss of weeding.]
1623 Ox:KHiAM, l^irttncinate, to weed.

t Diru'pt, /// flfe.
"

[id. L. dirupt-us,

pa. pl'lc. i.dirumpUrt to burst or break asunder.

See also DisiirrT.] Kent asunder, burst open.
1531-1 Act 23 //i. VIII, c. 5 2 The walles. .by rage of

tin MM. . be so dirupte, lacerate, and broken.

t Dirrrpt, v . Obs. rare. [f.
I., dirupt-, ppl.

stem of diruinft're.] trans. To break asunder.

1548 HALi.r/w., /wrw. /K(x8oo^34i Atropos. .dimpled
.nnl tirake the threde of his natural! life the 9th dale of Aprill.

t Diru'ption. Obs. rare. [ad. L. dirnption-

i'/, n. of action f. dirumpHre : see prec.] Breaking
or rending asunder; disruption.
1656 Ur.ouNT dhssogr., Diniflion, a bursting, or breaking

.i.umkr. 1680 H. MORE Apoctil. Apoc. 233 As if that

1 >i\ isiun li:i<l been a diruption caused by that Earthquake.

tDirutor. Obs. rare-'', [f.
L. dintfre.}

1656 HI.OUXT C7/., Dinttor, he that destroys or puls down.

Dirvesh, var. of DERVISH.

Dirworthe, var. of DEABWORTH a. Obs.

Diryge, obs. form of DIBOE.

Dis- (ME. also dys-) prefix, of L. origin. [L.
dis- was related to its, orig. *<fow= Gr. Sij twice,

from </, 81/0 two, the primary meaning being
'

two-ways, in twain '.] In L., dis- was retained

in full before c, p, q, s, t, sometimes before g, h,j,
and usually before the vowels, where, however, it

sometimes became dir- (as in diriberedis +habcre,
dirimfre ** dis + ei?rc] ; beforey", it was assimilated,

as dif- (as in Jif-ferre, dif-fiisus] ; before the other

consonants, it was reduced to di- (Dl-1). In late

I,, the full dis- was often restored instead of di*

(cf. Eng. dismiss, disrupt) ;
and the prefix itself

became of more frequent use by being substituted

in many words for L. di- : see 'Ds.-pref. I. 6. The

regular Romanic form of dis- {dif-} was des- (def-)
as in Olt., Sp., Pg., Pr., OFr. In F. s (/) before

a consonant became mute, and was finally dropped
in writing, giving mod.F. di-. In OF. words of

learned origin adopted from L., the L. dis- was

usually retained ; and under the influence of these,

ilis- was often substituted for, or used alongside of,

lies- in the inherited words, eg. descofder, discorder.

The early OF. words in English exhibit the prefix
in these forms; des- prevailing in the popular
words, dis- (dys-~) in those of learned origin. But
before the close of the ME. period, the latinized

form dis- (dys-} was uniformly substituted, and
des- became entirely obsolete, or was retained only
in a few words in which its nature was not distinctly

recognized, as DESCANT. All words taken from
L. in the modern period have dis-.

Hence, in English, dis- appears (:) as the English
and French representative of L. dis- in words

adopted from L.
; (2) as the English representative

of OF. des- (mod.F. de-, d(s-~), the inherited form
of L. dis-

; (3) as the representative of late L. dis-,

Romanic des-, substituted for L. IT?-; (4) as a living

suffix, arising from the analysis of these, and ex-

tended to other words without respect totheirorigin.
In Latin, compounds in dis- were frequently the

opposites of those in com-, con- ; e.g. concolor of

the same colour, discolor of different colours ; con-

cordia concord, discordia discord
; conjunctio join-

ing together, disjunctio separation ; compendium
profit, dispendium loss; consenttre to agree in

feeling, dissentire to disagree in opinion, etc. In
cl.L. dis- was rarely prefixed to another prefix,

though disconducHre to be unprofitable, is used by
Flautus, and disconvenire to disagree, by Horace ;

but in late L. and Romanic, compounds in discon-,

expressing the separation of elements of which

com-, con- expressed the junction, became very
numerous ; many words of this type have come
down through Fr. into English, where others have
been formed after them : cf. discoherent, discomfit,

discomfort, discommend, discompose, discompouml,
disconnect, disconsolate, discontent, discontinue.

Iu_some words beginning with dis-, the prefix is di~, the
s being the initial of the radical (e.g. disperse, di-stinguish\
But by identity of phonetic change, dis- here also became
tit's- (sometimes reduced to dc-} in OF., whence also des- in

ME. as dt-sferse, destintte', at the Renascence these were
rectified to dis-.

The following are the chief senses of dis- in Latin
and English :

I. As an etymological element. In the senses:
1. 'In twain, in different directions, apart, asunder,' hence

'

abroad, away
'

; as discerntre to discern, disciitere discuss,

dil.ipittdr,- dilapidate, dimittfr^ dismiss, dirmnperc disrupt,
dissentlrf dissent, rfistt-tidfre distend, dtortdire divide.

2.
'

Between, so as to separate or distinguish'; as dijiidi.
tare to dijudicatc, diligfre choose with a preference, love.

3. 'Separately, singly, one by one'; ;n dtttitnicrarc to

(linmncratc, disputdrt di.spute.

4. With privative sense, implying removal, aversion, nega-
tion, reversal of action ( -f. DK- 1 . 6), a* di* nL edtus unshod,
diffibulare to unclasp, disjttnetrc disjoin, dispticere di.s-

pleasCj
dissocitlre dissociate, dissittltii-re, dissuade.

5. \\ ilh verbs having already a sense of division, solution,

separation, or undoing, the addition of dis- was naturally
intensive, 'away, out and out, utterly, exceedingly', as in

dispcrlre to perish utterly, dispudere to be utterly ashamed,
distadere to be utterly wearied or disgusted ; hence it be*

came an intensive in some other verbs, as dllaudarc to praise

exceedingly, discupire to desire vehemently, dissitavlrl to

kiss ardently. In the same way, English has several verbs
in which dis- adds intensity to words having already a sense
of undoing, as in disaster, disaltem, disannul.

II. As a living prefix, with privative force.

(Extended from 4, and like F. dis., dt-, used with verbs,

substantives, and adjectives, without regard to their origin.

1659 O. WALKEK Oratory 31 Some Prepositions there are,
which may be prefixed at pleasure, as, vn, dis, re.)

6. Forming compound verbs (with their deriva-

tive sbs., adjs., etc.) having the sense of undoing
or reversing the action or effect of the simple verb.

Usually formed by the addition of dis. to an existing
verb ; sometimes, however, formed from a sb. or adj. by
prefixing dis- and adding a verbal suffix, -ize, -ate, .fy, etc.

Most of these formations, including all the more

important and permanent, are treated in their

alphabetical places as Main words, e.g. DISAF-

FIRM, DISESTABLISH, DISOWN. Of others, chiefly

nonce-words, examples are, disanagratnmatize, dis-

angularize, disasinate, disasinize (to deprive of

asinine nature), disliyronize, discompound, dis-

deify, disdenominationalize, disdub, disexcommuni-

cate, dishellenize, disiegitimale, dispantheonize,

dispapalizt, dispericraniate, disrestore.

1610 DONNE Pscittto-Martyr 54. 150 In the wordes of
him . . who cals himself Clarus Honarscius but is unmask 'd

and *Disanagrammati7ed by his fellow who calls him Carolus
Scribanus. ciDao G. S. FABF.R Eight Dissert. (1845) II. 14
The more flowing character, thus ultimately rounded off or

disangularized, is . . denominated Rabbinical Hebrew.
1660 HOWELL J'ar-fy ofBeasts 28 Doth he [that asse) desire

to be Misasinated and become man again 1 1868 LOWELL
Witchcraft Prose Wks. 1890 II. 361 Two witches who kept
an inn made an ass of a young actor.. But one day making
his escape . . he .. was *disasinized to the extent of recover-

ing his original shape. 1878 Scribbler's Mag. XV. 45/2
Europe was getting sadly *dis-Byronized. 16*7-47

FELTHAM
Resolves I. xvi. 53 The Papists pourtray Him [God] as an
old man and by this means *disdeifie Him. 1870 ('. Rev.

Jan. 202 The existing system [of education] might be *dis-

denominationalized to the utmost extent compatible with
the maintenance of . . energy in the conduct of the schools.

1566 DRANT Horace Sat. v. D, I nowe can dubbe a protes-

tant, and eke "disdubbe agayne. 1647 Power of Keys iv.

105 [It] signifies receiving men into the Church, *disexcoin-

municating. 1853 GROTE Greece ll. Ixxvi. X. 21 During
most part of the Peloponnesian war, Cyprus became sensibly
dishellenised. 1864 CARLVLE Fredk. Gt. IV. 258 Legitimated

in 1673. .*dislegitimated again. 1801 Paris as it was II.

xlviii. 137 Marat ..was. . pantfteonized, that is, interred in

the Pantheon. When . . reason began to resume her empire,
he was *dispantkeonized. 1616 M. A. DE DOMINIS Motives

78 A Spectacle.. dangerous for Romanists to behold, lest it

should presently *dispapalize them. 1803 LAMB Let. to

Mr. Manning 11888) 1. 204 Liquor and company . . have

quite *dispericraniated me, as one may say. 1874 MICKLE-
THWAITE Mod. l'ar. Churches 224 Old churches which have
been restored must be *<//j-restored.

7. With substantives, forming verbs (with their

ppl. adjs., etc.) in the senses :

a. To strip of, free or rid of, to bereave or de-

prive of the possession of (the thing expressed by
the sb. element). Examples : discharacter, dis-

crested, disennui, diseye, disfoliaged, disgeneral,

disgig, disheaven, dislaurel, dislipped, disnosed, dis-

mtmber, disperiwig, dispmvder, disring, distrouser,

diswench. See also DISCLOUD, DISEDGE, DISFROCK,
DISHORN, DlSTEOPLE,DlSQUAKTITY,DlSWOBTH,etC.
1563-87 FOXE A. $ M. (1596) 131/2 If he did well in so

dispreesting and "discharactering Formosus for such privat
offenses. 1887 SWINBURNE Locrine in. ii. 66 Discrowned,
disorbed, *discrested. 1819 1 'onng Lady's Bk. 363 Many
persons.. have.. run all over the world, to *disennui them-
selves. 1719 LONDON & WISE Compl. Card. 192 We search

about the Foot of the Artichoak, and separate or slip off

the Suckers or Off-slips . . and that is called slipping or *dis-

eying. 1885 Science Apr. V. 352 The 'disfoliaged forest.

1890 Star 26 Nov. 2/7 If Parnell retires, Ireland is enfeebled,
and "disgeneraled. 1837 CABLVLE Mist. Ess. (1872) V. 156

Gigmanity *disgigged, one of the saddest predicaments of
man ! 1889 Daily Mnv 6 Dec. 3/1 The effort of 'gig-

manity
'
to escape

'

disgigging '. 1877 PATMORE Unknown
Eros 1 1800) 16 Yet not for this do thou *disheavened be.

1836 E. HOWARD R. Reefer Ivi, To the assistance of the al-

most 'dislipped master's-mate. 1881 DUFFIELD Den Quix.
III. xxvi. 180 Showing me here a "disnosed Melisendra. 1891
Pail Mall G. I Sept. 2/3 Stating that the coming Congress
of Orientalists is "disnumbered. 1865 CABLVLE Fredk. Gt.
IX. vit, She was much heated and *dispowdered (dtpfindrfc\

1836 T. HOOK G. Gttrney I. iii. 106, I had forgotten to
'dis.ring my finger. 1603 Y\s>v.mMoHtaigne II. xxxvii. (1893)

508 Mine [attacks of stone] doe strangely 'dis-wench me.

b. To deprive of the character, rank, or title of;
as disanimal, disarchbishop, disboy (-men,), dis-

committee, disconventicle, diselder, disminion, dis-

minister, disprince, disquixot, dis- Turk. See also

DlSBlSHOl', DlSBBOTHER, DlSCHfRCH, DlSMAN, etc.

1864 Times- 10 Oct. 7/4 The boy has been so far *dis-
anima'ed that his reasoning powers have been roused into

full vitality. 1875 TI.NNVRON O. Mary iv. ii, We had to

*du-archbishop and union! And make you simple Cranmcr
once again. 1649 'Discommitlee [see iJISJl'STIcgJ. 1683
O. U. t'arish tVi. HO ConvfHtiiks 34 Their little Variations
about Modes., will not be of validity to conventicle or

conventicle Parochial Churches. 1645 Ki Lt.tH I Vi. Hist. un.
xvi. { 13 Preferring rather .. to un.Pastor and *dis-Klder
themselves. 1599 CHAPMAN Hum. Dayes M. Dram. Wks.
1873 I. 73 Neuer was minion so 'disminioned. 1743 H.
WALPOLE Lett. 11. Matin (1833) I. a8o(D.) Can you think . .

him [Lord Orford] so totally Miiministered as to leave all

thoughts of what he has been t 1847 TP.NNYSON 1'rincess v.

211 For I was drenched with ooze, and torn with briers.. And
all one rag, "disprinced from head to heel. 1831 J. P. KEN-
NEDY Swallow B. v. The most 'disquixotted cavalier that
ever hung up bin shield. 18910. MemunHOHefi/nrCmf.
II. iii. 54 To "di^Turk themselves.

c. To turn out, put out, expel, or dislodge from
the place or receptacle implied (cf. DK- II. i b) ;

as discastle, dischest, discoach, disroost. See also

Ul.SllAH, DlSBENCH, DlSBOSOM, DlKCHADLX, etc.

1876 G. MEREDITH IScauch. Career I. ii. 94 The answer
often unseated, and once "discastled, them. 1579 J. Jos
Present. Bodie V Soule i. xxiv. 45 Apt to out breathe, and
to "dischest the moistures, humors and iuyces of the body.
16*9 SHIRLEY Grate/tilServant it. i, Madam, here is Prince
Lodwick Newly "discoached. 1701 C. MATHER Magn.
Christi\\\. App. (1852)600 To disturb and 'disroost these
mischievous rooks.

d. To undo or spoil : as DISCOMPLEXION.
8. With adjectives, forming verbs in the sense of :

To undo or reverse the quality expressed by the ad-

jective ; as DISABLE, disabsolute, disgood, disnevt.

1640 QI'ARLES Enchirid. To Rdr., The variableness of
those Men 'disabsolutes all Kulcsj and limits all Examples.
1647 WARD Simp. Cobter 15 A dislocation, which so farre

disgoods the Ordinance, I feare it altogether unhallows it.

9. With a substantive, forming a new substantive

expressing the opposite, or denoting the lack or

absence, of (the thing in question). Such are :

disaffcclation, disagglomeralion, discare, dis-

charity, discircumsptction, disconcord, disgenius,

dishtallh, disindivisibility, disinvagination. Cf.

also DISEASE, DISHONOUR, etc.

' re-
1887 Pall Mall G, i Aug. 12/1 A prince of plain speaking

and 'disaffectation. 1870 Contcmp. Rev. XVI. 53 My i

marks upon decentralization and *disagglomeration. 1649
J. H. Motion to Parl. Adv. Learn. 16 A grosse neglect,
and ugly *dis-care of the Publick. a 1868 LD. BROUGHAM in

ly instances of "dis-circumspec-
tton, weakness, and an excessive credulity, a 1631 DONNE
SertH. John v. 22 (1634) 10 Take the earth . . in this concord,
or this *disconcord. 1657 REEVE God's Plea 20 If he look-

not the better to it, this Genius will be a *disgenius to him.

1887 Scot. Congregationalist Oct. 136 Though suffering
from *dishealth, he was attentive to the sick. 1799 Spirit
Put. Jrnls. (1800) III. 39 This indivisibility of yours turns

out downright *disindivisibility.

10. Prefixed to adjectives, with negative force ;

as DISHONEST, disalike, disanswerable, dispenal.
1563-87 FOXE/}. * M, (1596) 328/1 They are not cleane

contrary, but "disalike. 1600 HAKLUYT V'oy. (1810) III. 13

Nothing *disanswerable to expectation. 1604 Supplic.
Masse Priests 2 Through the benefite of the "dispenall use

or toleration of their Religion.

^ In Florio'sltalian-Engl. Dictionary (esp. in ed.

1611), a large number of words in dis- are coined

to render It. words in dis-, s-. Besides those else-

where dealt with, the following occur :

Disabound, disabondare ; disapostled, disapostolato', dis-

\x>\Atn,sbaldaHzire ', discourtiered, discortcrianato ; discrup-

per, sgtvppare ; diseclips, dtsectissare ; disfury, disfuriart ;

disgianted, disgigantito ; disgreaten, disgrandire ; dishar-

nish, smagliare ', dishumble, dishumitiare
', disimplaster,

disimpiastrare', disinpouerish, dispouerish, spouerirt; dis-

\3n%OL\&,dislanguidire', disobstinate,i/MM/irt; dispearle,

dispcrlarc; dispoeted, spoetato', dispupill, spupiltare ; dis*

purpose sp., dtsprt>posito\ disruded, aixuillattito', disuer-

million, disHerrnigliare', disuigor, disvigorire \ dLswhiten,
sbiancare ; diswoman'd, sfeminato.

Dis., abbreviation of DISCOUNT; falso of L. dis-

putdbilis proper for disputation (sec quot).
1574 M. STOKVS in Peacock Stat. Cambridge (1841) App.

A. p. xiv. One of the Bedels must . . proclavme thorder of
Iheir standynge. .upon the Dis Dayes .. Yf it be Dys, then
. . from one of the Clocke untyll fyve.

Disability (disabi-Hti). [f. DISABLE a., after

able, ability.']

1. Want of ability (to discharge any office or

function) ; inability, incapacity, impotence, b.
An instance of this. (Now rare in gen. sense.)

1580 LUPTON Sivfila 139 His disabilitie to performe his

promise. i77-84 COOK rffjr. (1790) VI. 2038 Their whole
frame trembling and paralytic, attended with a disability of

raising their heads. 1856 LEVER Martins ofCro'M. 205 A
disability to contest the prizes of life even with such as Air.

Massingbred. 1870 ANDERSON MissionsAmer.Bd. IV.xxxix.

364 Crippled by the disability of its oldest native helper.
b. 164$ MILTON Calasler. Wks. (1847) 223/1 Disabilities to

perform what was covenanted. 1768-74 1 UCKER Lt. Xat.
II. n. xxi. (R.\ Bringing on the inconveniences, disabilities,

pains and mental disorders spoken of. 1814 ll'eslm. Xev.
II. 194 The author labours under many disabilities for

making a good book.

e. Pecuniary inability or want of means.

1614 JAS. I Sp. in A. Wilson Z.j/i(i65l) 267 My disabilities

are increased by the Charge of my Sonnes journey into

Spain. 1648 BOYLE Seraph. Lave ( 16601 23. 1701 J. LAW
Connc. Trade (1751) 72 It [Taxing] leaves a dissability equal,
and in proportion to its weight. 1857 RUSKIS I'ol. Econ.



DISABLE.

Art 18 What would you say to the lord of an estate who

complained to you of his poverty and disabilities ?

2. Incapacity in the eye of the law, or created by
the law

;
a restriction framed to prevent any person

or class of persons from sharing in duties or privi-

leges which would otherwise be open to them
;

legal disqualification.
1641 Termes de la Ley n8b, Disabilttie is when a man

..by any. .cause is disabled or made incapable to doe, to

inherit, or to take., advantage of a thing which otherwise

he might have had or done. 1765-9 BLACKSTONE Comm.
(1793) 554 The next legal disability is want of age. a 1832
MACKINTOSH France in 1815 Wks. 1846 III. 193 Of all the

lessons of history, there is none more evident in itself.. than

that persecutions, disabilities, exclusions all systematic

wrong to great bodies of citizens, are sooner or later

punished. 1832 HT. MARTINICAU Ireland 117 The law has

at length emancipated us from pur civil disabilities. 1849
MACAU LAY Hist. Eng. II. n Hts eagerness to remove the

disabilities under which the professors of his religion lay.

i Disa'ble, <?. Obs. [Dis- 10.] Unable; in-

capable ; impotent.
^..Certain Balades> Lennoy (R.), Consider that my con-

ning is disable To write to you. 1598 DRAYTON Heroic. /:/..

Rick. II to Isabel^ As my disable and unworthy Hand
Never had Power, belonging to command. 1615 MARKHAM
Eng. Housew. Pref., This imperfect offer may come to you
weak and disable. 1649 JER. TAYLOR Gt. Exeinp. n. Add.

12. 98 To forgive debts to disable persons, to pay debts

for them.

Disable (di'-v
1

bM), v. Also 5 dysable, 6-7
dishable. [f.

Dis- 8 + ABLE a.]

1. trans. To render unable or incapable ; to de-

prive of ability, physical or mental ,
to incapacitate.

Const from, formerly to, for, or with t'ftf.

1548 GEST Pr. Masse 89 Lesse hys fyrst offering, .be dts-

habled to the ful contentation of syn. 1574 J. DUE in Lett.

Lit. Men t,Camden) 34 My father was dishabled for leaving
unto me due mayntenance. <zx6o2 W. PERKINS Cases Consc.

(1619) 328 Immoderate excesse, whereby we are vtterly dis-

abled from these . . duties, a 1617 W. SCLATER RomansW
(1650) 127 We are wilfully disabled to performance. 1773-84
COOK Voy. (1700) IV. 1534 Incumbered by many garments, .

which must disable them to exert their strength in the day of

battle. 1848 HAMPDEN Bampt. Lect. Introd. (ed.3)2o Men. .

are disabled from understanding what they have been taught
to condemn. 1885 LD. SKLBORNE in Law Re. 28 Ch. Div.

361 The Plaintiff, .by selling the property.. disables himself

from doing that which by his pleadings he offers to do.

b. spec. To render (a man, animal, ship, etc.)

incapable of action or use by physical injury or

bodily infirmity ; to cripple.
1491 CAXTON Vitas Patr. (W. de W. 1495) n. 204 b/i, I am

all dysabled of my membres. 1583 STANYHUR8T Aeneis n.

(Arb.) 63 Thee Gods thee cittye dishable. f 1600 SHAKS.
Sonn. Ixvi, Strength by limping sway disabled. 1606 G.

W[OODCOCKE] tr. Hist. Ivstine 576 His continual sicknes . .

was like to dishable the gouernment and sway of so high
a place. 1712 HEAKNE Collect. (Oxf. Hist. Soc.) III. 296

My writeing hand hath been disabled by a sprain. 1745
P. THOMAS yrnl. Anson's Voy. 283 A Wound in his Breast

by a Musket-ball . .disabled him at present, c 1790 WILLOCK

Voy. 56 We were struck by a sea, which totally disabled us.

1893 Weekly Notes 85/2 A member being permanently dis-

abled by an accident.

t C. To injure, impair, or render less able in some

capacity; to deprive of the use of (some faculty,

power, or possession\ Const, in, of. Obs.

1604 JAS. I Cottnterbl. (Arb.) no How you are by this cus-

tome disabled in your goods. 162* MALYNES Anc. Laiv-

Merch. 435 AH things that
depriue

or disable
the debtor in

any of these, do weaken and lessen his meanes. 1660 F.

BROOKE tr. Le Blanc's Trav. 292 He. .disabled them of six-

teen thousand good horses.

2. spec. To incapacitate legally ;
to pronounce

legally incapable ; to hinder or restrain (any person
or class of persons) from performing acts or en-

joying rights which would otherwise be open to

them
; to disqualify.

1485 in Paston Lett. No. 883. III. 316 Piers, Bisshop of
Exeter . . with other dyvers his rebelles and traytours dis-

abled and atteynted by the . . High Court of Parlement.

1524 in Vicary's Anatomic (1888) App. iii. 156 Doctour

Bentley & doctour Yakesley. .examyners Admytted to hable
or disable suche as practise phisik & Surgery in London.
i6iz DAVIES Wky Ireland, etc. (1747) 105 The Irish were
disabled to bring any action at the Common Lawe. 1632
Star Chamb. Cases (Camden) in M r Tuke the elder was
fyned 100" for this contempt, and to be imprisoned and dis-

abled in their testimony for ever. 1637 Decree Star Chamb.
19 in Milton's Areop. (Arb.) 18 Vpon paine of being foreuer

disabled of the vse of a Presse or printing-house. 1678
LUTTRELL Brief Ret. (1857) I. 4 An act . . disabling papists
from sitting in either house of parliament. 1700 Ibid, IV. 673
Papists, by the Act of Settlement, are disabled to inherit the
crown. 1862 LD. BROUGHAM Brit. Const, xvii. 274 Statutory
provisions disabling the Judges from sitting in the House of
Commons.
3. To pronounce incapable ; hence, to disparage,

depreciate, detract from, belittle ; refl. to depreciate
one's own competence or fitness for an appointment
or honour (chiefly as a conventional tribute to

modesty), arch, or Obs.
a 1529 SKKLTON Replyc. 26 Our glorious lady to disable

And heinously on her to bable. c iSSS HARPSFIELD Divorce
Hen. VUI (1878) 92 That . . presume so far to disable, .dis-

grace and infame this marriage. 1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L. iv.

i. 34 Farewell Monsieur Traueller : . .disable all the benefits

of your owne Countrie : be out of loue with your natiuitie.

1619 Crt. $ Times Jos. 7(1849) !* '42 He disabled him-
self divers ways, but specially, that he thought himself un-

worthy to sit in that place. ijo99T*rPBXM. Kef. I. xxvi.

294 When Sir Edward Rogers . . had recommended him to

398

the house to be their speaker, and Williams [the speaker [

recommended] had disabled himself, Cecil, .required him to

take the place. 1763 [see DISABLING ///.]
1 4. To make or pronounce ofno force or validity.

1552 HULOET, Disable, or refuse, or reiect, ocqiiinisco.

1584 R. SCOT Discov. Witchcr. \\. Hi. 18 The depositions of

manie women at one instant are disabled as insufficient in

lawe. 1598 HAKLUYT Voy. I. 221 (R.) Neither meane I to

auouch. .ne to disable or confute those thinges which, .have
beene reported. 1665 GLANVILL Scepsis Sci.^,3

Some few
of whose charges against Aristotle our Author indeavours to

defeat and disable. 1603 Apol. Clergy Scot, 25 The Council

may stop and disable the Laws.

Disa'ble, sb.
[f- prec. vb.] The act of dis-

abling ; disablement.

1827 SIR J. HARRINGTON Pers. Sk. II. 16 A disarm is con-
sidered the same as a disable.

Disabled (dis^-b'ld), ppL a. [f.
DISABLE v. +

-EDl.] Rendered incapable of action or use, esp.

by physical injury ; incapacitated : see the verb.

1633 G. HERBERT Temple, Crosse in, I am in all a weak
disabled thing. 1695 Loud. Gaz. No. 3142/2 He saw off the

Durces a disabled Ship. 1725 Poi-E Odyss. in. 381 Shatter'd

vessels, and disabled oars. 1837 HT. MARTINEAU Soc.Amer.
III. 190 The families of intemperate or disabled men.

Disablement (dis^'b'lmentX [f. as prec. +

-MENT.]
1. The action of disabling ;

the fact or condition

of being disabled.
168* PH. HENRY Diaries fy Lett. (1882) 322, I heard of y*

Death of Mr. Jo. Tho. . . after several yeares disablement.
a 1716 SOUTH Serm. V. iv. 182 (T.) This is only an inter-

ruption of the acts, rather than any disablement of the [in-

tellectual judging] faculty. 1806 W. TAYLOR in Ann. Rev.
IV. 230 This practice brings on diseases of the foot and
ankles, and disablement for military service. 1853 GROTE
Greece n. Ixxxv. XI. 249 Encouraged by the evident dis-

ablement of their enemies. 1884 Law Times 27 Sept. 356/1

Compulsory assurance, .against sickness and disablement.

2. The imposition of a legal disability.
1485 Act i Hen. VII In Materials Hist. Hen. VII (Rolls)

I. 120 Actes of attainder, forfeiture, and disablement. 1503-4
Act 19 Heft. yilt c. 35 2 The seid acte of Atteyndre . . or

eny other thinges to the disabilment of the seid Gilbert and
of his heirez. a 1626 BACON Observ. Libel in 1592 (T.), The
penalty . . was . . disablement to take any promotion, or to

exercise any charge. 1680 BAXTER Answ. Sttilingjl . iv. 26

By Imprisonment, Banishment, or Death, or such Disable-
ment.

t Disa'bleness. Obs.
[f.

DISABLE a. + -NESS.]
1. Inability, incapacity.
1614 MARKHAM Cheap Hnsb. (1623) 65 A disablenesse to

bow downe his necke. 1665 WITHER Lord's Prayer 122

A natural disableness to do any good.
2. The state of being disabled or injured.
1666 PEPYS Diary 4 July, Many of our ships coming in with

very small disableness.

Disabler (dis^-bloi). [f. DISABLE W. + -ER 1

.]

One who or that which disables. (By Puttenham
used for the figure meiosis in rhetoric, expressing

disparagement : cf. DISABLE v.
3.)

1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesie HI. xvii. (Arb.) 195 Such

speach is by the figure Meiosis or the disabler spoken of
hereafter in the place of sententious figures. Ibid. HI. xix.

227 We call him the Disabler or figure of Extenuation.

Disabling
1

(dis^'blin), vbl. sb.
[f.

as prec. +
-ING 1

.]
The action of the verb DISABLE, q.v.

1493 Act ii Hen. VII, c. 30 Preamb., The said atteyndre
and dishabling of the said Gervys. 1555 ABP. PARKER Ps.

Ixix. 1 88 They did it cast, to my disabelyng. 1658-9f

Bar-
ton's Diary (1828) III. 248, I was against utter disabling in

the other case, because I would not have you meddle with

after Parliaments.

Disabling, ppl a. [f. as prec. + -ING-.] That
disables : see the verb.

1756 Monitor I. xxxii. 293 Must that fire . . be smothered

by disabling clauses in statutes? 1763 HARDWICKE in Ld
Campbell Chancellors (1857) VI. cxxxvli. 288, I made all

the dutiful, grateful, but disabling speeches that became me.

1832 LEWIS Use <$ Ab. Pol. Terms xv. 142 The absence of

a disabling law. 1856 MRS. BROWNING Aur. Leigh, n. 501
The creaking of the door . .Which let upon you such dis-

abling news.

i Disabri'dge, v. Obs. rare. [Dis- 6.] trans.

To undo the abridgement of; to lengthen out.

1593 SYLVESTER Du Bartas, Tri. Faith in. xi, Hee, whose
life the Lord did dis-abbridge . .The most religious matchless

Ezechias.

Disabusal (disabi*zal). [f. DISABUSE v. +

-AL; after abusa/.] The action of disabusing ;
=

DISABUSE sb.

1876 MRS. WHITNEY Sights $ Ins. II. iii. 364 Whatever . .

she risked in her own disabusal by taking a course that

should make all plain.

t Disabu'se, sb. Obs. [f.
Dis- 9 + ABUSE to ,

under influence of DISABUSE /.].
The act of dis-

abusing, or fact of being disabused.
i6ao SHELTON Qttix. IV. xxxiii. 253 I am aggrieved that

this Disabuse hath happened so late unto me. 1700 ASTRY
tr. Saavedra-Faxardo I. 339 Disabuse is the Son of Truth.

Disabuse (disabi*?z), v. [f, Dis- 6 + ABUSE v.]

1. traits. To free from abuse, error, or mistake

(see ABUSE v. 4b, sb. 2) ;
to relieve from fallacy or

deception ; to undeceive.
1611 COTGR., Desabuser, to disabuse, to rid from abuses.

1653 WALTON Angler 6, I hope in time to disabuse you and
make the contrary appear evidently. i66gGAi.KCrt.GeHtf/es

DISACCORDANT.

1871 MINTO Eng. Prose Lit. Introd. 24 To disabuse their

minds of the idea that the one is wrong, the other right.

2. As an intensive of abuse: To mar, spoil,
misuse. Sc. 1825-80 in JAMIESON.
Hence Disabirsed ppl. a.

z6xi COTGR., Desabnst. .disabused ; unblinded ; deliuered

of errors, rid from abuses. 1649 JER. TAYLOR Gt. Exeinp.
xii. 20 Wise and disabused persons.

t Disacce'pt, v. Obs. rare. [f. Dis- 6 +
ACCEPT v.] trans. To refuse acceptance to, not

to accept ; to decline.

1647 N. BACON Disc. Gffvt. Eng. \. xlvii. (1739) 77 It had
formerly made many fair proffers of service to this Island,
but it was disaccepted.

tDisacce'ptable,<z. Obs. rare. [f.
Dis- 10.]

Not acceptable, unacceptable.
1687 SETTLE Refl. Dryden 63 Yet I hope my instructions . .

may not be wholly disacceptable.

t Disacce'ptance. 06s. [f. DISA.CCEPT v.,

after acceptance.] Refusal to accept, non-accept-
ance.

164* O. SEDGWICKE Eng. Preserv. 36 Particular and ex-

clusive actings . . serve onely to
th_e disacceptance of the

workes. a 1653 J. SMITH Set. Disc.vil. 351 God's acceptance
or disacceptance ofthings is . . proportionable to hisjudgment.
1720 S. SEWALLZ>/ary 23 July (1882) III. 258 Gave the Govr.

^500 only. .He sent it back with a Note expressing his Dis-

acceptance.
Disaccommodate (disakfm<Jfde't), v. ? Obs.

[f. Dis- 6 + ACCOMMODATE v.] trans. To put to

inconvenience, to incommode ; the reverse of to

ACCOMMODATE.
1611 COTGR., Desaccommoder, to disaccommodate. 1640

J. Rous Diary (Camden) 96 It may not only disaccommo-

date, but occasion the hurte. .of many of his Majesties sub-

jects. i767\v"ARBURTON.^.(i8oc)> 394, 1 hope this will not

disaccommodate you. 1826 SOUTIIEY in Q. Rev. XXXIV.
330 The neck and the hands . . were disaccommodated with
a haircloth tippet and haircloth gloves.

Disaccommodation (disak^mifrl^i'Jan). 10l>s.

[n. of action f. prec. : cf. ACCOMMODATION and Dis-

9.] The action of disaccommodating or condition

of being disaccommodated ;
want of accommoda-

tion ; unsuitableness ; disagreement.
1619 NAUNTON in Fortesc. Papers 95 The Venetians' disac-

commodations with the Pope. 1660 BLOUNT Boscobelyj John
. . acquainted Mr. Whitgreave . . that His Majesty was re-

turn'd to Boscobel, and the disaccommodation he had there.

1662 PETTY Taxes 23 Too great a confinement, .and withall

a disaccommodation in the time of the work. 1677 HALE
Prim. Orig. Man. n. ix. 217 According to the accommoda-
tion or disaccommodation of them [the places] to such Cala-

mities. Ibid. IV. v. 332 The least disproportion or disaccom-

modation of one to the other would spoil the whole
Work.

t Disacco'mpany, v Obs. rare. [f.
Dis- 6 +

ACCOMPANY V.] trans. To cease to accompany or

frequent ;
to deprive of one's company. Hence

f Disacco-mpanied ///. a., deprived of company;
unaccompanied ; unfrequented ; companionless.
1598 FLORIO, Sconitersare, to disaccompanie, to vnfre-

quent. Scotmersatiotu, a disaccompanying, an vnfrequent-

ing. 1618 DANIEL Coll. Hist. Eng. (1621) 20 To come dis-

accompanted was for neither [life nor honour]. 1631 Celes-

timtxxi. 201 Tell me what hast thou done with my daughter?
where hast thou bestow'd her? who shall accompany my
disaccompanied habitation ?

Disaccord (disakpud), s6. [f. Dis- 9 + ACCORD

sb.; after disaccord vb.: cf. F. disaccord.] There-

verse of accord or harmony; disagreement, vari-

ance.

1809 SOUTHEY Lett. (1856) II. 132 Upon the ground of his

disaccord with their principles of politics. 1871 FARRAR

\Vitn. Hist. ii. 62 It was in flagrant disaccord witn the ideal

of the Society in the bosom of which it rose. 1889 Sat. Rev.

19 Oct. 436/2 There is no disaccord between what he is at the

outset and what he becomes.

Disaccord (disak^ud), v. [ME. disacorde-n,

a. OF. desa(f)corder, f. </-, Dis- 4 + a(c}corder to

ACCORD, after desa(f)cord sb. (lath c. in Hatz.-

Darm.).] itttr. To be out of accord or harmony;
to be at discord, to disagree ; to refuse assent.

1:1400 Test. Love ill. (R.), Trewly presence and predesti-

nacion in nothing disacorden. 1:1400 tr. Secret* Secret.,

Gmi. Lordsh. 101 And if it disacorde to by demynge, hanne

it ys to |>e to loke whether it be helpand and profytable. Ibid.

51 Opyn binge ys bat qualytes er to be despysed whenne

bey disacord fro beir mem. 1361 T. NORTON Calvin s Inst.

iv. in From which also not muche disaccordeth the other

place of the Apostle aboue alleged. 1596 SPENSER t. Q. vi.

iii. 7 A noble Lord .. sought her to affy To a great pere;

hut she did disaccord, Ne could her liking to his love apply.

1805 Monthly Mag. XX. 147 This disaccords with the precise

date. 1874 MIVART Contemf. Evol. (1876) 210 An action. .

which disaccords with the action of blind chance.

DisaccoTdan.ee. rare. [f.
DISACCORD v.,

after accordance: cf. OF. desacordance] Dis-

agreement ;
= DISACCORD sb.

1861 T. A. TROLLOPE Marietta II. viii. 127 A line of action

so wholly in disaccordance with Tuscan ideas. 1891 h.. & J

GERARD Sensitive Plant III. in. xi. 76 Had her own feelings

been all along in disaccordance to her mother s verdict .'

Disacco'rdant (disakjf.idant), a. rare. [a.

F. disaccordant, AF. disaccordant (Mth c. in

Godef.), pr. pple. of disaccorder to DISACCORD.]

Not agreeing, not in accord.

1494 FABYAN Chron. v. c. 75 I' "s disacordaunt vnto other

wryters. 1839 BAILEY fatm xix. (1848) 206 Bu.lt up an idol

of all elements Most disaccordant.



DISACCOUNT.

t Disaccou-iit, v. Obs. rare.
[f.

Dis- 6, 7 +

ACCOUNT v. or
s/>.]

trans. To strike out of an ac-

count or reckoning.
1640 EARL CORK in Sir R. Boyle's Diary Ser. I. (1886)

V. 1 60 That ijuii is by him to be repaid and disaccownted.

Disaccustom (disakp'stam), v. In 5 dysac-.

[a. OK. desacou$tumer y
desacostumer (ia-i3th c.),

mod.F. d&accotttumer, f. des-, Dis- 4+ acostumcr,
atcoutumer to ACCUSTOM.]
1. trans. To render (a thing) no longer customary;

to disuse, break off ^a habit or practice), arch.

1484 CAXTON Curtail 3 He shal dine . . and . , soupe in suche

facon that he shal dysacustome hys time and hys maner of

lyuynj*. 1594 CONSTABLE />/<* vm.iv, And I though dis-

accustoming my Muse. .May one day raise my stile as others

use. 16x0 DONNE Pseitdo-Martyr 45 Those stiles, which
Christian humtlitie hnth made them dis-accustome and
|. .i\-<: off. 1814 GARY l^ante, Paradise xvi. n With greet-

ing such as Rome was first to bear, But since hath dis-

accustom'd.

2. To render (a person) unaccustomed or unused

to something (to which he was previously accus-

tomed); to cause to lose a habit. Const, to, \from.
1530 PALSGR. 517/1 For one that is disacuKtumed, it is

a great payne to be brought in good order. 1636 K. DACRES tr.

Machiavel's Disc. Livyl, xvii. 90 Sufficient, to disaccustome
them to the ill, and accustome them throughly to the good.
1686 F. SPENCE tr. Varillas* Ho. Medicts 306 The people
might be disaccustom'd from exercising them. 1836 SIR W.
HAMILTON Discuss. (1853)271 Such application insensibly
disaccustomed us to the use of our reason. 1881 H. JAMES
Pnrtr. Lady xxxii, Disaccustomed to living with an in-

valid.

HenceDisacca'stomed///.a.;DisaocTi'8tonied-
ness; also f Disaccn stomance (pbs.} t disuse.

1501 Ord. Crysten Men (W. de W. 1506) iv. xxii. 209
Moeuynge the helpe of god hym to dyscustome, unto the
whiche dysacustomaunce be not many comyn in the espace
of .xx. or ,xxx. yeres. 1580 SIDNEY Arcadia iv. (1622)412
Some long disaccustomed paines. 163* SHERWOOD, Disac-

customednesse, desacconstnmance. 1815 SOUTHEY Tale

Pttragnny in. 46 How strangely to her disaccustom'd ear
Came even the accents of her native tongue !

Disacidify (disasi-difoi), v. rare. [Dis- 6.]
trans. To do away with the acidity of.

1864 in WKBSTER. 1883 in Syd. Soc. Lex,

t Disacknow ledge, sb. Obs. [f. next: cf.

ACKNOWLEDGED.] The act of disacknowledging;
non-acknowledgement.
1603 FtoRio.fl/<7//ij in.ix.

(1632} 536 The most ordinary
assurance I take of my people, is a kinde of dtsacknowledge
or neglect.

Disacknowledge (disaeknp-led^), v. [f.
Dis-

6 + ACKNOWLEDGE v.] trans. To refuse to acknow-

ledge ; to renounce, disown.

1598 FLORIO, Scontiscerc, to disacknowledge. Sconosciuto,
disacknowledged, forgotten. 1613 MARKHAM Eng. Hus-
bandman i. n. xiv. (1635) 187 These violent opinions I alto-

gether disacknowledge. 1692 SOUTH 12 Sernt. (1697) 1. 108

By words and oral expressions verbally to deny, and dis-

acknowledge it. 1836 MARRYAT Jacket Ixxiv, I disinherit,
I disacknowledge you. 1859 TROLLOPE Bertrams II. v.

75 You are not the man to disacknowledge the burden.

Hence Disackuowledgiuff rvV. sb.
; also Dis-

acknow ledger, one who disacknowledges ;
Dis-

acknowledgrement, the fact of disacknowledging.
1650 B. Discollitninium 8 No. .conscientious Subject ougm

to obey such a Power . . with an acknowledgement of its

Authority, or without a disacknowledgement of it. a 1660
HAMMOND Wks. II. n. 135 (R.) A disacknowledging or re-

jecting the due government. 1661 Bi*. SANDERSON Episc.
(1673) 55 A disacknowledgment of the Kings Authority and
Supremacy Ecclesiastical. 1665 J. SERGEANT Sure-footing
ioi IHsacknowledgers of Tradition.

Disacquarnt, v. ? Obs.
[f.

Dis- 6 f ACQUAINT
.] trans. To make no longer acquainted ; to

estrange; to render unfamiliar (quot. 1567). Hence

Disacquai'nted///. a.

1548 UDALL, etc. Krastn. Par. Luke xvi. 16 Ye must now
disacquaint and estraunge yourselfes from the sour old wine
of Moses lawe. 1567 DRANT Horace' Epist. vi. D j, Seeke
how to chase that griefe awaye to make it disaquamted.
1635 Qi-ARi.ES Emblems i. viii. 11718) 33 When disacqualnted
M'usL- becomes a stranger, And takes no knowledge of an
old disease. 1677 HALE Contemfl. \\. 89 This kind ofdealing
. . will in a little time dis-acquamt the Soul with them, and
make the Soul and them strangers one to another.

Disacquaiiitaiice (.disakw^-ntans). ? Obs.

[f. prec., alter acquaintance : cf. Di8- 9.] The state

of being disacquainted ; want of acquaintance ; un-

familiarity.
1589 PUTTENHAM English Pofst'f ill. ix. (Arb.) 169 The

straungenesse . . proceedes but of noueltie and disaquaintance
with our eares. 167* BAXTER in Life J. A lltine^(1838) I. 3
Men's strangeness and disacquaintance with those that are

1830 LAMB Let. to Gittnan Wks. (18651 '65 The
innocent taste of which [milk-porridge] I am anxious to re-

new after half a century's disacquaintance.
Disacrone : see next.

Disacryl (disarkrilV Chem. [f. Dis- (imply-
ing disintegration or dissolution) + ACRYL.] A
white flocculent substance into which acrolein

changes when kept for some time. Called also

disacrone. Also attrib., as disacryl resin, a resin-

ous matter similarly formed.
J 8<53~7 WATTS Diet. Chem II. 356 Acrolein when kept

. - changes sometimes . . into a resmons matter, disacryl
resin. Disacryl is a white, tasteless, inodorous powder
which becomes strongly electrical by friction.
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t Disada'pt, v. Obs. rare- ,
[f.

Dis- 6 +
ADAPT

v.~\
trans. To render unfit. Hence Dig-

ada'pted ///. a., Disada'pting vbl, si.

1611 COTGR., Desagcttcer, to disadapt, disadiust. Ibid.,

Desagenif, di>;ul;ipu:cl, disadiusted. Ibid., Dcsaxcncctncnr,
a disadapting, disadiusting.

tDisadjivst,"' Obs. rare. [f.Dis- 6 + ADJUST

z/.] trans. To undo the adjustment of; to unsettle,

disturb. Hence Disadju'sted ///. a., Disodju st-

ing vl>l. sb.

1611 COTGR. [see prec.] '74*-7 HKRVKY Medit., On
Night 11. (1748) 50 When the Thoughts are once disad-

justed, why are they not always in Confusion ?

t Disadmcvnish., v. Obs. rare.
[f.

Dis- 6 +
ADMONISH v.] trans. To dissuade, to disadvise.

1611 COTGR., Desadtnonest^, disadmonished, or dissuaded.

1847-78 in HALLIWELL.

t DisadoTn, v. Obs. rare. [f. Dis- 6 + ADORN
.]

trans. To deprive of adornment; to disfigure.
1598 FI.ORIO, Disbrauarf, todisadorneor spoile ofbrauerie.

1611 G. SANDYS Ofttl Met. ix. (1636) 176 My brow, .[he] dis-

adornes : By breaking one of my ingaged homes, a 1799
CpNGHKvE Homer's Hymn Venus (T.), She saw grey hairs

begin to spread, Deform his beard, and disadom his head.

t Disadva'nce, v. Obs. [ME. disavaunce, a.

OF. dcsavancer to repel, push back, binder (i.(th

c. in Godef.), f. des-, Dis- 4 + avancer to ADVANCE
(q.v. for non-etymological change of a- to <&/-).]

1. trans. To check the advance of, hinder from

advancing, drive back, cause to retreat.

1374 CHAUCER Troylus ll. 462 (511) Right for to speken of
an ordenaunce, How we be Grekes myghte disauaunce.
c 1450 Merlin 658 To disavaunce the Kmperour, and by-reve
hym the wey to Oston. 1659 D. PELL Impr. Sen 131 The
more they sail southward, the more they advance the Antar-

tick, and disadvance the Artick [pole].

b. To draw back ; to lower (anything put for-

ward).
1596 SPENSER F. Q. iv. iii. 8 That forced him his shield to

disadvaunce. Ibid. iv. iv. 7 Which th' other seeing gan his

course relent. And vaunted speare eftsoones to disadvaunce.
l6zx SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. vii. (1632) 533 Hee displayed
his Ensignes, till for the French Kings loue he was content
to dis-aduance them.

2. Jig. To hinder from advancement, progress, or

promotion ; to throw back ; to cast into a lower

condition or position.
4x1430 HOCCLEVE De Reg. Princ. 1358 He slipirly slant

whom that thow [Fortune] enhauncest, For sodeynly thow

hym disavauncest. c 1450 Merlin 250 Men. .hadden grete
drede that for the faute of her prowesse that holy cherche
and cristin feith were disavaunced. 1530 PALSCR. 517/2,
I disavaunce, I disalowe or hynder, je desattance. 1566
PAINTER Pal. Pleas. (1890) II. 102 The daughters.. be dis.

auaunced and abased.

8. intr. To cease to advance, stop short.

1610 G. FLETCHER Christ's Viet. \\. iii, But when they saw
their Lords bright cognizance Shine in his face, soon did

they disadvance, And some unto him kneel, and some about
him dance.

Hence Disadva-neing vbl. sb., retrogression.
1659 D. PELL Impr. Sea 13 Their [the stars'] advancings

and disadvancings.

Disadvantage (disaedva-ntedj), sb. Also 4-6
des-, 5 dys-. [ME. dcs-, disavauntage, a. F. iUs-

avantage (ijth c. in Hatz.-Darm.), f. des-, Dis- 4
+ avantage ADVANTAGE.]
1. Absence or deprivation of advantage ; an un-

favourable condition or circumstance.

1530 PALSGR. 213/2 Disavauntage, desattaiitaige. 1597
SHAKS. 2 Hen. IV, n. iii. 36 Him did you leaue vn-seconded

by you, To looke vpon the hideous God of Warre, In dis-

aduantage. 1607 Cor. i. vi. 49 Martius we have at dis-

aduantage fought And did retyre to win our purpose. 1639
FULLER Holy war iv. xii. (1840) 199 Never could the Chris-

tian religion be showed to Pagans.. on more disadvantages.

1751 JOHNSON Rambler No. 180 F 3 Every condition has its

disadvantages. 178* COWPER Let. 7 Mar., You must have
seen her to a disadvantage. 1837 DrsRAELi Venetia n. ii, Her
regret of the many disadvantages under which he laboured.

1881 JOWETT Thvcyd. 1. 85 A noble nature should not be re-

venged by taking at a disadvantage one as good as himself.

2. Detriment, loss, or injury to interest ; diminu-

tion of or prejudice to credit or reputation.
c 1380 WYCLIF Set. Wks. III. 351 Whoso synneb for avan-

tage of himsilf, his synne makib disavauntage of bat bat he

weneb turne tojood. 1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) II. 161

Childern leueb Freynsch & construeb& lurnep an Englysch,
& habbeb ber-by avauntage in on syde, & desauauntage yn
anober. 1488-9 Act 4 Hen. VII, c. 22 Your seid liegemen
. . susteyn and here grete losses hinderaunce and disavaunt.

age. 1618 NAUNTON in Fortesc. Papers 68 They speake
there all they can to the disadvantage of our nation. 1667
MILTON P. L. vi. 431 Some disadvantage we endur'd ana

paine, Till now not known. 1711 STKELE Spect. No. 136 P 3,

I . . never speak Things to any Man's Disadvantage. 1755

JOHNSON s.v. He sold to disadvantage. 18.. BANCROFT
lever speak Things to any Man's Disadvantage. 1755

_,__.NSON s.v- He sold to disadvantage. 18.. BANCROFT
(Webster 1864) They would throw a construction on his con-
duct to his disadvantage before the public* Mod. Having to

realize on a falling market we had to sell to disadvantage.

Disadvantage, v. [f. prec. sb. : cf. ADVAN-
TAGE v., and F. de'savantage-r( 1 507 in Hatz.-Darm. \
f. dtsavantage sb.] trans. To cause disadvantage
to ; to place in an unfavourable position ; to affect

unfavourably.
c 1534 tr. Pol. Verg. Eng. Hist. (Camden) I. 262 Canulus

..knew that the pollicie of his adversarie wolde muche
disadvayntage him. 1579-80 NORTH Plutarch (1676) 951
He. .made their lands waste, to disadvantage their enemies

DISADVESTURE.
by so much the more. 1647 WAKD Sim}. Cutler 73 Sun
and wind cannot disadvantage you. 1731 FIKLDIM; / */.

Writers in. vi, You will be disadvantaged by the discovery.
1871 HBOWNING Balautt. 414 Yet faltering too. .As some-
how disadvantaged, should they strive.

Hence Disadva-ntaged ///. a., Disadva nta-
ing vbl. sb.

>6n
CpTCH., ptsaranlagi, disaduantaged. 1646 SALT-

MAESH Smokt i* Temflt i To the advantaging or duk
advantaging the cause. 1648 BOYLE Stiafk. Lout x.tiyoo)
58 Their, .disadvantaged Beauty is made the Compliment
and Hyperbole of that Quality. 1879 H. SPINCER Data of
Ethics xi. J6o. 188 The uniform principle has been that the
ill-adapted, disadvantaged in the struggle for existence,
shall bear the consequent evils.

t Disadva-ntageable, a. Obs. [f. DISAD-
VANTAGE, after advantageatte : cf. Dis- 10.] At-
tended by disadvantage; disadvantageous, preju-
dicial.

1597-8 BACOH Ess., Exptnse (Arb ) 54 Hastie selling is

commonly as disaduantageable as interest. 1613 F. Ro-
BARTES Revenue Gospel 116 It is very disaduantageable to
the glorie of God and saluation of men. 1631 Bp. WEBBK
Qmctn. 127 A disaduantageble peace is to be preferred
before a just war.

Hence t Disadva ntageably ai/v. Obs., in a dis-

advantageous manner, to the disadvantage or pre-

judice (of any one).
16*7 Lis&ndrr 4- Cal. x. 322 Hee had.. spoken so dis-

advantagably of her.

Disadvantageous (disse^dvint^-dgas), a. Also

7-8 -ious. [f. Dis- 1 o + ADVANTAGEOUS, pern, after

F. tttsavantagcux (i5~i6th c. in Hatz.-Darm.).]
Attended with or occasioning disadvantage; un-

favourable, prejudicial.
1603 HOLLAND PlutarclCs Mor. 168 To enter into some

disadvantageous promise. 1606 T. MORTON Pream. En-
counter 70 Intolerably disaduantagtous vnto the Romish
part. 1670 MILTON Hist. ftf. vi. Harold (1847) 560/2
The English were in a streignt disadvantageous place.

1749 FIELDING Tom fonts HI. ii, We are obliged to bring
our hero on the stage in a much more disadvantageous
manner than we could wish. 1861 EMERSON Soc. tr Sclil.,
Old Aft Wks. (Bohn) III. 131 The creed of the street is,

Old Age is not disgraceful, but immensely disadvantageous.
1874 GREEN Short Hist. ix. 8. 684 To consent to a dis-

advantageous peace.
b. Tending to the disadvantage or discredit of

the person or thing in question ; unfavourable ;

derogatory, depreciative, disparaging. ? Obs.

1663 COWLF.Y Ode Restoration viii, Seen . . in that ill disad-

vantageous Light, With which misfortune strives t'abuse our

sight. 1709 SWIFT T. TMApol., Fixes, .a disadvantageous
Character upon those who never deserved it. a 1776 HCME
Ess. Princ. Gcrvt. (R.), Whatever disadvantageous senti-

ments we may entertain of mankind. 1807 G. CHALMERS
Caledonia I. i. ii. 69 Herodian concurs with Dio in his

disadvantageous representation of the civilisation, .among
the Caledonian clans.

Disadvanta-geously, adv.
[f. prec. + -LT ^.]

In a disadvantageous manner
;
with disadvantage ;

to the disadvantage of the person or thing in ques-
tion ; unfavourably, prejudicially.
z6n COTGR., DcsativentagcHsetttent. disaduantagiously.

1631 Star Chamb. Cases (Camden) 20 It hath fallen out to

be heard dtsadvantagiously for some. 1696 tr. Du Mont's

Voy. Levant 353 You have spoken disadvantageous^ of
the Government before a Guardian, a 1797 H. WALPOLE
Mem. Geo. II, (1847) II. ii. 49 The question was opened

disadvantageously for the court. i86a S. LUCAS Secitlaria

47 That national indifference to social philosophy, in which
we compare so disadvantageously with the first nations of
the continent.

Disadvanta-geousness. [f. as prec. +

-NESS.] The quality of being disadvantageous;
unfavourableness.

17*7 in BAILEY vol. II. 178* TYERS Rhaps. on Pope 5 (T.)
This disadvantageousness of figure he converted . . into a

perpetual spur to. .deliver himself from scorn.

t IHsadve'nture. Obs. [ME. disavtnture, a.

OF. Jesaventure, dcsadvcnturt (in Godef.), f. des-,

Dis- 4 + avtnture ADVENTURE.] Misadventure,

mischance, mishap, misfortune.

c 1374 CHAUCER Tnylus n. 366 (415) If I, thurgh my dis-

aventure, Had lovid other hym or Achilles. 1-1470 HARDING
Chron. n. ii, With streames to and fro, And tempestes greate,
and sore disauenture. 1577 FENTON Gold. Epist. 214 It is

accounted more to disaduenture than to sinne. 1590 SPEN-
SER F. Q. I. i. 45 For never knight, that dared warlike deed,
Morelucklessdisadvemuresdidamate. 1638811*1'. HERBERT
Trav. (ed- 2) 275 Barames a noble Persian by hap escaped,
but not a second disadventure.

t Disadve'nturous, a. Obs. Also 6 disad-

ventrous, disaventrous. [f. prec., after ADVEN-
TUROUS: cf. obs. F. desmientureux (in Cotgr.i6n).]
Unfortunate, disastrous.

1590 SPENSER F. Q. I. ix. n And who most trustes in arme
of fleshly might . . Doth soonest fall in disaventrons fi^ht,

1591 M. Huioerd 100 For to wexe olde at home in idle-

nesse, Is disaduentrous, and quite fortunelesse. 1596
F. Q, iv. viii. 51 An hard mishap and disaventrous case Him
chaunst. ITM ROWE Tamerl. i. i 283 The Merit of his

Virtue hardly match'd With disadventurous Chance.

t Disadve'st, v. Obs. rare-", [a. OF. des-

adveslir, f. des-, Dis- 4 t advestir to ADVEST.]
1611 COTGR., Dtsadvtstir, to disseise, disaduest, dis-

possesse, disinherite.

Hence t Disadve sture.
1611 COTGR., Desadvest, a disseisin, dispossession, dis-

aduesture, disinheriting.



DISADVISE.

Disadvi'se v. [f. Dis- 6 + ADVISE.]
1. trans. To give advice against (an action or

course) ;
to advise that (it) should not be done.

1638 LD. WENTWORTH Let. in Carte Ormonde (1735) 14,

I must in any case disadvise it, till you hear further from

me. 1653 HOLCROFT Procopius iv. 149 Thorisin demanded
herein the opinion of the principall Gepaides, who plainely

disadvised it. 1749 FIELDING Tom Jones iv. iv, I should

disadvise the bringing any such action. 1798 W. TAYLOR
in Robberds Mem. I. 216 Every one of his friends has dis-

advised the measure. 1882 C. EDWARDES tr. Leopard?*
Ess. *> Dial. 166, I do not fail ..to disadvise the search after

that cold and miserable truth.

2. To advise (a person) against an action or

course ; to dehort/)w.
1687 BOYLE Martyrd. Theodora iv. (1703) 55 An apostle,

who, though not unfavourable to the Marriage state, dis-

advises those women that are free, from entering into it.

1853 TROLLOPE Warden xviii, I am sure he disadvised you
from it.

t Disadvi'sed, ppl. a. Ol>s. [f.
Dis- 10 + AD-

VISED, after OF. desavisi!.] Imprudent, ill-advised,

inconsiderate.

15. . in Q. Eliz. Acad. (1869) 73 In whatsoeuer you doe,
be neyther hasty nor disaduised.

i Disaffe'ct, sb. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. Dis- 9 +

AFFECT si., after AFFECT
.'-]

= DISAFFECTION 3.

1683 SALMON Damn Med. n. 391 Convulsions, Gouts,
Chohck and other Disaffects coming from frigidity.

t Disaffect, a. Obs. rare. [f.
Dis- 10 + AFFECT

ppl. a. : prob. viewed as short for disaffected.]
= DIS-

AFFECTED i.

1682 Lond. Gaz. No. 1694/3 Levying War upon, .the Ar-

bitrary Orders of a Disaffect. .part of Parliament.

Disaffect (disafe-kt), i*.i [f.
Dis- 6 + AFFECT

z>.i Cf. mod.F. disaffecter (191)1 c.)]

1. trans. To lack affection for ; to dislike, regard
with aversion, be unfriendly to. Obs. or arch.

1621 BP. H. KING Serm. ,To Rdr., I haue not yet so doted on
their part, or dis-affected my owne. 1626 SHIRLEY Brothers
i. i, Unless you disaffect His person. 1708 SHAFTESBURY

Inquiry Virtue i. 2 The heart must rightly and soundly affect

what is just and right, and disaffect what is contrary. 1755
YOUNG Ccntanr\. Wks. (1757) IV. 124 How comes it to pass,
that men of parts should so much disaffect the Scrip-
tures ? 1890 Wesl. Metk. Mag. Jan. 47 I you disaffect a

Vestry or a Class-room, set apart your drawing-room once
a week,

2. To estrange or alienate the affection of; to

make unfriendly or less friendly ; spec, to discon-

tent or dissatisfy, as subjects with the government ;

to make disloyal. (Mostly in passive : see DIS-

AFFECTED i.)

1641 Remonstr. Commons in Rushw. Hist. Coll. III. (1692)
I. 439 To disaffect the King to Parliaments by Slanders and
false Imputations. 1680 LUTTRELL Brief

'R el. (1857) L
3.6

Many libells are thrown about to disaffect the king and his

people. 1792 G.WASHINGTON Let. Writ. 1891 XII. 172 We
have fresh . . representations . . of their endeavoring to dis.

affect the four southern tribes of Indians towards this

country. 1893 Cftamb. jfrnl. 21 Jan. 46/1 You . . began to

raise Cain by disaffecting the other workmen. 1893 MARIE
COKELLI Barabbas iv. (1894) 28 A pestilence in this man's

shape doth walk abroad to desolate and disaffect the pro-

t Disaffe'ct, v.2 Obs. [f. Dis- 6 + AFFECT v.-]
trans. To affect in an evil manner ; to disorder, de-

range, disease.

1625 DONNE Semi. xx. 192 The more it works upon good
Men, the more it disaffects the Bad. 01656 USSHER Ann.
VI. (1658) 773 That disease was like none of ours ; the head
was disaffected, and that being dried, killed many, a 1660
HAMMOND Serin, xxiii. (T.), It disaffects the bowels, en-

tangles and distorts the entrails. x688 BOYLE Final Causes
Nat. Things iv. 200 If the eyelids, which are subject to

more than one distemper, be considerably disaffected.

Disaffected idisafe-kted), ppl. a. [f.
DISAF-

FECT .',- + -ED i.] I. Pa. pple. of DISAFFECT v.i.

1. Evilly affected ; estranged in affection or alle-

giance, unfriendly, hostile ;
almost always spec.

Unfriendly to the government or to constituted

authority, disloyal.
1632 St. Trials, //. Sherfield ^R.), But in as much as he

is accused of infidelity . . to Almighty God . . and to be dis-
affected to the king. 1678 HICKES in Ellis Orig. Lett.
Ser. II. IV. 51 The Court was full of disaffected villains.

1711 ADDISON Spect. No. 131 r 7, I pass among some for
a disaffected Person. 1809 Morning Post 13 July, The dis-
affected crowded to the standard of these traitors. 1823
SCOTT Peveril i, Major Bridgenorth was considered . . as a
disaffected person to the Commonwealth. 1849 COBDEN
Speeches 42 A measure which will tend to make the people
contented and happy citizens, instead of being miserable,
dejected, and disaffected.

2. Disliked, regarded with aversion, rare.

1649 BP. HALL Cases Consc. (T.), To cast her against her
mind upon a disaffected match.

II. Pa. pple. of DISAFFECT v?
1 3. Affected with disease, disordered. Obs.

1664 BUTLER Hud. n. ii. 505 As if a man should be dis-

sected, To find what part is disaffected. 1665 GLANVILL
Scepsis Sci, x. (R.), And if our disaffected palates resent

nought but bitterness from our choicest viands.

Hence Disaffe'ctedly adv., Disaffe ctedness.
1709 STRYPE Ann. Ref. I. xlviii. 522 Out of private hatred

and disaffectedness. 1730-6 BAILEY (folio), Disaffectedly,
disatisfiedly. 1793 J. WILLIAMS Calm Exam. 59 They look

disaffectedly and with scorn at the present rulers.

Disaffection (disafe-kfan). [f. Dis- 9 + AF-
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FECTION ; or n. of action f. DISAFFECT v. 1 and -,

after affection.']

1. Absence or alienation of affection or kindly

feeling ; dislike, hostility : see AFFECTION 6.

1640 SANDERSON Serm. II. 145 Chastening is .. far from

being any argument ofthe father's dis-affection. 1643M ILTON

Divorce 11. vii. (1851) 78 Not to root up our naturall affec-

tions and disaffections. 1635 FULLER Ch. Hist. x. iii. 6

His disaffection to the discipline established in England.

1706-7 FARQUHAE Beaux Strat. ni. iii, What Evidence can

grove
the unaccountable Disaffections of Wedlock ? 1879

TEVENSON Trav. Cevennes 87 Modestine.. seemed to have

a disaffection for monasteries.

2. spec. Political alienation or discontent ;
a spirit

of disloyalty to the government or existing authority:

see DISAFFECTED i.

1605 B. JONSON Volpone n. i,
Nor any dis-affection to the

state Where I was bred. 1683 Brit. Spec. 218 To take away
all Occasions of Disaffection to the Anointed of the Lord.

1697 DAMPIER Voy. I. 371 The whole Crew were at this time

under a general disaffection, and full of very different Pro-

jects. 1751 JOHNSON Rambler No. 204 F 2 Thou hast re-

conciled disaffection, thou hast suppressed rebellion. 1808

SYD. SMITH Wks. (1867) 1. 115 A very probable cause of dis-

affection in the troops. 1874 GREEN Short Hist. 556 The

popular disaffection told even on the Council of State.

f 3. The condition of being evilly affected physi-

cally ; physical disorder or indisposition. Obs.

1654 GAYTON Pleas. Notes HI. xi. 144 Forc'd to fly to Phy-
sick, for cure of the disaffection.. 1676 WISEMAN (].\ The
disease took its original merely from the disaffection of the

part, and not from the peccancy of the humours. 1688 BOYLE
Final Causes Nat. Things, Vitiated Sight 260 This woman
..had a disaffection of sight very uncommon. 1741 Comft.
Fain. -Piece \. i.78 If the Patient be subject to., any Swell-

ing, Heat, or Disaffection in the Eyelids.

t Disaffe'ctionate, a. Obs. rare. [f.
Dis- 10

+ AFFECTIONATE a.]
1. Wanting in affection : unloving.
1796 HAYLEY Life ofMilton (T.), A beautiful but disaffec-

tionate and disobedient wife.

2. Characterized by disaffection ; disloyal.

1636 SIR H. BLOUNT Voy. Levant (1650) 99 (T.) They . .

were found damnably corrupt, and disaffectionate to the

Turkish affairs.

t Disaffi'ance, sb. Obs. rare- 1
. [Dis- 9.]

Want of affiance, trust, or confidence ; distrust.

1631 Cclestina n. 34 Not caring, .how thou puttest a dis-

affiance in my affection.

t Disaffi'ance, v. Obs. rare 1
, [f. Dis- 6 +

AFFIANCE z>.]
trans. Tc put out of affiance, trust,

or confidence.

1631 Celestina x. 117 Already disaffianced in his hope, for

want ofa good and faire answer, hee hath set both his eyes
and his heart upon the love and person of another.

Disaffiliate (disafvli^'t), v. [f. Dis- 6 + AF-

FILIATE z.] trans. To undo the affiliation of, to

detach (that which is affiliated) : the reverse of to

AFFILIATE.

1870 C. J. SMITH Syn. ff Antonyms, Affiliate, Disannex,
Disaffiliate. 1892 Graphic 21 May 598/3 Eleven branch

associations have '
disaffiliated

'
themselves in consequence

of the dispute over the suffrage question.

Disaffirm (disafg-jm), v. [f. Dis- 6 + AFFIRM

v.~j trans. To contradict, deny, negative : the

contrary of to AFFIRM 4.

1548 GEST Pr. Masse 97 Disaffyrmynge the masse sacry-

fyce to bee propiciatorye. 1615 DAVIES Reports Cases Pref.

(T.), Neither doth Glanvil or Bracton disaffirm the antiquity
of the reports of the law. 1816 SIR R. DALLAS in Taunton

Rep. VI. 529 The suggestion that this was a voluntary pay-
ment, is disaffirmed by the averment of compulsion.

b. Law. To annul or reverse (some former de-

cision, etc.) ; to repudiate (a settlement or agree-

ment) : the contrary of AFFIRM I, 2, CONFIRM.

1531 Dial. Laws Eng. i. xxvi. (1638) 46 Therefore . . the

said Statute neither affirmeth nor disaffirmeth the title.

1634 EARL STRAFFORD Lett. ST Disp. (1739] I. 298 Leaving
the other . . in the State they now are, either affirmed or

disaffirmed. 1883 ff. Y. Tribune XL1II. 5 The Supreme
Court of the United States has disaffirmed the view of the

Post Office Department and affirmed that of the Company.
1890 SIR A. KEKEWICH in Lain Times' Rep. LXIII. 682/1
She could disaffirm the settlement on attaining twenty-one.

Disaffirmance (disafa-jmans). [f.
DISAFFIRM

v., after affirm, affirmance] The action of disaffirm-

ing ; negation ; annulment, repudiation.
1610 BACON in Howell St. Trials (1816) II. 399/1 If it had

been a disaffirmance by law they must have gone down in

solido. 1643 PRYNNE Open. Gt. Seal 24 Done in affirmance,

onely, not disaffirmance of it, as Lawyers speake. 1677
HALE Prim. Orig. Man. i. iv. 102 As much a Demonstra-
tion in disaffirmance of any thing that is affirmed as can

possibly be. 1818 COLEBROOKE Otlig. $ Contracts I. 36
A suit . . in disaffirmance of it [an illegal contract] . . is conso-

nant to the policy of the law. 1868 BENJAMIN On Sales (1884)

404 The vendor has done some act to disaffirm the transaction

. . Before the disaffirmance the vendee has transferred the . .

interest.

Disaffirmation (dissefaim^'Jan). [f. DISAF-
FIRM v., after affirm, -ation.] The action of dis-

affirming ; denial, negation ; repudiation.
1842 in BRANDE Diet. Science, etc. 1875 MAINE Hist.

Inst. vii. 205 The disaffirmation of the legality of Tanistry.

1893 Weekly Notes 49/2 Notwithstanding her disaffirmation
of her settlement when she attained twenty-one.

Disaffi'rmative, a. [f. as prec., after affirm-

ative^ Characterized by disaffirming ; tending to

disaffirm
; negative.

a 1832 in BENTHAM (F. Hall).

DISAGGREGATION.

Disaffo'rd, . Obs. rare- 1
. [Dis- 6.] trans.

To refuse to afford ; to prevent from obtaining.

1597 DANIEL Civ. Wars vm. Iviii, Let not my being a Lan-
castrian bred, Without mine own Election, disafford Me
Right, or make my Cause disfigured.

Disafforest (disafc'rest), v. [ad. med.(Anglo-)
L. disafforcstdre (in Charter of Forests i^th c.), f.

Dis- 4 + afforcstare to AFFOREST. Cf. the synonym-
ous DE-AFFOREST, DEFOREST, DISFOREST.]
1. trans. To free from the operation of the forest

laws ; to reduce from the legal state of forest to that

of ordinary land.

[1225 Charta Forests an. g Hen. Ill, c. 3 (Spelman s.v.

Afforestare} Omnes bosci qui fuerunt afforestati per Richar-
dum avunculum nostrum. -statim Disaffoiestentur.] 1598
STOW Surv. xli. (1603) 424 The Forest of Midlesex, and the

Warren of Stanes were disaforested. 1598 MANWOOD Laives
Forest xvi. 9 (1615) 116/2 By the Charter, all new forests

were generally to bee disafforested. 1677 N. Cox Gentlem.
Recr. I. (ed. 2) 24 Afforest, is to turn Land into Forest.

Disafforest, is to turn Land from being Forest to other uses.

1725 Lond. Gaz. No. 6350/3 The whole inclosed with a Pale,
and disaforested. 1888 BLACK Adv. House-boat 71, I don't

know when the district was disafforested ; but in Shake-

speare's own time theyhunted red-deer in theseWarwickshire
woods.

fig. a 1631 DONNE Poems, To SirHerbert (1650) 157 How
happy is he, which hath due place assign'd To his beasts ;

and disaforested his mind.
absol. 1638 SIR R. COTTON Abstr. Rec. Tower 14

[Edward I] disafforested in most Counties of England.
2. To strip or clear of forests or trees, rare.

1842 DE QUINCEY in Black. Mag. LII. 126 From the

wreck of her woods by means of incendiary armies, Greece

is, for a season, disafforested.

Hence Disaffo rested ///. a. ; Disaffo-resting
vbl. sb. and ppl. a. ; also Disaffo'restment.

1857 TOULMIN SMITH Parish 469 For the disafforesting of

the royal forests and chases. 1875 BUCKLAND Log-bk. 240
This was before the miserable cheese-paring policy of dis-

afforesting,when the red-deerwere still to be seen in the forest

glades. 1882 Standard 14 Mar., A Commissioner under the

Hainault Disafforesting Commission. 1889 Blttcfew, Mag.
CXLVI. 661/1 The great disafforestment proceeds apace.

Disafforestation (disatyrest^'-Jan). [n. of

action f. med.L. disafforestare to DISAFFOREST.]
a. The action of disafforesting ; exemption from

forest laws. b. Destruction of forests or woods.

1598 MANWOOD Laiues Forest xvi.
p (1615) 116/2 Alt

those, that were put out of the Forest by the disafforestation.

1888 A thenxitm 10 Mar. 302/3 The gradual obsolescence of

our forest law and the steady progress of disafforestation.

1888 Times 4 Oct. 9/5 The rapid progress of disafforestation

will be understood, and it is certain that the natural growth
cannot keep pace with it.

t Disaffri'gh.t, . Obs. rare. [Dis- 6.] trans.

To free from fright or alarm
;
to reassure.

1676 HOBBF.S Iliad iv. 216 His own Commanders first to

disaffright.

t Disaffy, v. Obs. rare. [In 1 6th c. desafie, a.

OF. desafie-r to distrust, f. ties-, L. dis- (Dis- 4) +

after to trust : see AFFY z/.]
trans. To put out of

relations of affiance: DEFY w.1 i.

1546 St. Papers Hen. VIII, XI. 239 He fledde like a

traytour . . and being for the same desaned by Julyan, doth

maynteyn his acte and him silf to be honest, and to fight

in that quarrell with the said Julyan.

t Disa'ge. Obs. rare. [ad. It. disagio dis-ease,

trouble, want, f. dis-, Dis- 4 + agio leisure, ease ;

cf. AGIO, ADAGIO.] Hardship, trouble.

1665 J. WEBB Stone-Heng (1725) 156 [They] were thick-

skin'd Fellows, and could patiently undergo such and

greater Disages.

t Disa'ggravatCi Obs. rare. [Dis- 6.]

trans. To release from a burden or charge : see

AGGRAVATE v. 3.

1598 FLORIO Disgrauio, a discharge, a disagrauating.

Disa'ggregate, i>.
[f.

Dis- 6 + AGGREGATE v.

Cf. F. disagriger, Sp. desagregar.]
1. trans. To separate (an aggregated mass) into

its' component particles.
1828 in WEBSTER. 1858 G. P. SCROPE Geol. Centr. France

(ed. 2) 47 Its parts are then disaggregated. 1876 tr. Schiitzen-

berger's Ferment, 172 The cellular tissue is either partly

or completely disaggregated.

2. intr. (for re_fl.}
To separate from an aggregate.

1881 MORGAN Contrib. Amer, Ethnol. 87 As soon as they

had disaggregated.

Disaggregation (dissegrfgf'-jan). [n. of ac-

tion f. prec. vb. : cf. mod.F. disagregation (1878 in

Diet. Acad.}.}
1. The separation of the component particles of

an aggregated mass or structure ; disintegration.
1828 in WEBSTER. 1858 Sat. Rev. 20 Nov. 501/1 A million

of entire skeletons . . bound together by the fine powder re-

sulting from the disaggregation of their fellows and of other

calcareous organisms. 1865 ESQUIROS Cornwall 41 Deposits

formed by the disaggregation of the primitive rocks. 1879

G. PRESCOTT Sp. Telephone 436 Neither disaggregation nor

sparks. 1881 Nature XXIV. 67 An electric disaggregation

of the electrode.

2. trans/, in various non-physical senses.

1831 BENTHAM Wks. (1838-43) XI. 73 Power of aggrega-

tion ; power of disaggregation. 1881 MORGAN Lontrio.

Amer. Ethnol. 87 A further consequence of this disaggre-

gation was . . the necessity for an official building. 1890

Times ii Jan. 5 'i Centralization would disappear, .to make

way for a disaggregation as troublesome fur the Monarchy
of Portugal as for the French Republic.



DISAGREE.

Disagree disagrf , w. [A.'F.
c. in Hat/.-Darin. \ f. des- (Dis- 4) -t agrier to
ACIIEK. -Sec also DISUKEE.]
1. i/r. To differ, to be unlike ; not to AGREE,

correspond, acoord, or harmonize. Const, with,
t/0, \from.
1494 FABVAN Chnn. iv. Ixvi. 45 That sayinge disagreeth

to the wrytynge of Eutropius. 1575 Lv '-v '- "/'"' (Arb.)

reason. 1655 STANLEY Hist. Philas. III. (1701) 86/1 Which
[account] disagrees not with the other. 1685 STILLINCFL.
Orig. Brit. i. 4 A Tradition . . disagreeing to the Scripture.
1715 WATTS Logic n. iv. $ 2 We have neither a very clear
Conception in our selves of the two Ideas contained in the
Words, nor how they agree or disagree. 1874 A. B. DAVID-
SON Hebr. Gram. 48 The other numerals are nouns, and
disagree in gender with the words which they enumerate.
1884 tr. Lolze's Logic iv. 235 Particular circumstances which
agree or disagree with given facts.

2. To differ in opinion ; to dissent.

1559 in Strype Ann. Ref. I. App. xi. 35 If any. .disagreed
from his forefathers, he is.. to be judged suspected. 1661
STILLINGFL. Orig. Sacr. i. i. 20 Those who disagree
from that former Computation, place it yet lower. 1731
POPE Ep. llathiirst i Who shall decide when Doctors
disagree? 1874 MORLEY Compromise (1886) 181 The sincere
beliefs and conscientiously performed rites of those . . from
whose religion he disagrees. 1883 FROUDE Short. Stud. IV.
n. ii. 1 87 He could not place himself in the position of persons
who disagreed with him. 1891 Spectator June 823/1 Men
who hoped against hope that the jury woukf disagree.
8. To refuse to accord or agree (to any proposal,

etc.) ; to dissent. Const, to, with
; i/rom. Indi-

rect passive, to be disagreed to.

1495 Act n Hen. VII, c. 36 Preamb., If the. .Duke, .dis-

agree to the seid acte. 1574 tr. Littleton's Tenures 523, If
the parcener . . hathe yssue and dyeth, the issue maye dis-

agree to the particion. 1589 WARNER Alb. Eng. vi. xxx.
(1612) 155 Mine is to loue, but hers to disagree. 1818 CRUISE
Digest (ed. >) IV. 495 In such cases the grantee may, by
deed only, disagree, and disclaim the estate. 1825 T. JEF-
FERSON A utobiog. Wks. 1859 I. 31 The Delaware counties
had bound up their delegates to disagree to this article. 1869
GLADSTONE Sf. in Parlt. (Daily News 16 July), I shall move
to disagree to that clause . . I beg now to move that the House
disagree with the Lords' amendment . .of the preamble of the
Irish Church Bill. Ibid., The Lords' amendment was then
disagreed to. 1869 Daily News 27 July, The Lower House
has disagreed from the amendment.
4. To be at variance, to dispute or quarrel.
1548 HALL Chron. Hen. IV, 29 b, Takyng a corporal! othe

. . never after to disagre or renewe any displeasure. 1667
MILTON P. L. u. 497 Devil with Devil daran'd Firm concord
holds, men onely disagree Of Creatures rational. 1758 S.
HAVWARD Serm. xvii. 531 Children of the same family ought
not to

disagree. 1835 LYTTON Riensi n. i. Come, we must
not again disagree.
6. Of food, climate, etc. : To conflict in physical

operation or effect; to be unsuitable. Const.
with.

1563 etc., [see DISAGREEING ppl. a. 4.] 1768 tr. Comaro's
Disc. 15 To try, whether those, which pleased my palate,
agreed or disagreed with mystomach. Ibid.^ Fruit, fish,and
other things of that kind disagree with me. 1813 MARTIN in

Med.-Chirurg. Trans. IV. 47 Increasing one drop everyday
until it might begin to disagree with the stomach. 1820 SHEL-
LEY Qldipus II. il. 28 So plain a dish Could scarcely disagree.
1817 SCOTT Napoleon xlvi, Ascribed to his health's disagree-
ing with the air of that capital. 1865 MRS. CARLYLK Lett.
III. 288 It couldn't have been sound, that champagne .. or
it wouldn't have so disagreed with me. Mod. The confine-
ment and close application to work disagrees with him.
+ Disagree', J/'. Obs. rare- 1

, [f. prec. vb.]
Disagreement.
igjgCiREENE 7V//Z.OT*(i6oQ)Divb, It may bee that the

destinies have appointed their disagree.

Disagreeability (disagn'abi-litiX [f. DIS-
AGREEABLE + -ITT : cf. agrecability.] The quality
or condition of being disagreeable ; unpleasantness.
1788 MAD. D'ARBLAY Diary IV. iv. 188 These only formed

Its disagreeability. 1790 Ibid. V. IV. 163 Difficulties and dis-

agreeabiluies in carrying on a week's intercourse. i8sa
firastr's Mag. XLVI. 248 He will be exposed to many 'dis-

agreeabilities from the police. 1889 MRS. RANDOLPH New
l:rc II. ix. 63 Ill-health meant ill-temper, discomfort, dis-

agreeability of all sorts.

Disagreeable (disagn-ab'l), a. (s6.~) Also 5
dys-. [a. F. de'sagrtablc (1 3th c. in Hatz.-Darm.),
f. des- (Dis- 4) +agrfablc AGREEABLE.]
tl. Not in agreement; characterized by difference

or incongruity; disagreeing, discordant, at variance.
Const, to, with. Obs.

1400 Rom. Rose 4717 It [love] is Carybdis perillous Dis-
agreeable and gracious, It is discordaunce that can accord,
And accordaunce to discord. 1494 FABYAN Chron. vn.
ccxxxiv. 270 But . . I se the mater dysagreable to other
wryters, and also thynke that moche therof is fayned. 1538
COVERDALE Ded. to N. T., It was disagreeable to my former
translation in English. 1563 GOLDING Cxsar Pref. (1565) i

Lajsar in hys descryptionofGallia. .mayseeme dysagreable
wyth other authors. 1651 HOBBES Leviath. \. xv. 79 What
is conformable or disagreeable to Reason, in the actions
of common life. 1725 BAILEY Erasm. Colloq. 407 Compare
their Lives and nothing can be more disagreeable. 1759
JOHNSON Rasse/asxxvm. (1787)78 The obstinate contests of

disagreeable virtues. 1766 F. BLACKBI'RNE Confessional 263
In determining what is the proper sense and extent of the

Articles, and what shall be judged agreeable or disagreeable
to them.

2. Not in accordance with one's taste or liking ;
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exciting displeasure or disgust ; unpleasing, on-

pleasant, offensive.

1698 FRYER Ace. E. India f, P. 254 Vet he found it dis-

agreeable, because the Nights now were as intensely Cold,
as the Days were Hot. 1705 BOSMAN Guinea 230 This is
such a horrible ugly Creature, that I don't believe any
thing besides so very disagreeable is to be found 1754
E. DARWIN Let. to Dr. Okes in Dallas Life (1879), Yester-
day's post brought me the disagreeable news of my father's

departure out of this sinful world. 1794 S. WILLIAMS l-'er-

tnoHtyo This animal is without any ill scent, or disagreeable
effluvia. 1838 JAMES Robber iv, Your society is any thing
but disagreeable to me. 1841-44 EMERSON Ess., Prudence
Wks. (Bohn) I. loo In regard to disagreeable . . things,
prudence does not consist in evasion, .but in courage.
3. Of persons : Of unpleasant temper or humour;

actively unamiable ; offensive.

t
It ranges from an acti ve sense, ofwhich th e person in question

is the subject, as in quot. 1474, to a subjective one of which
the person in question is the object, both being oftn
present.

[1474 CAXTON Cnesse (1481) D viij b, Not plesyd but dis-

agreable whan they haue receyued the yefte.] 1710-11SWIFT Lett. (1767) III. 109, I dined to-<lay with my mistress
Butler, who grows very disagreeable. 18*5 J. NEAL Bro.
Jonathan II. 323 A very disagreeable man was here. 1875W. S. HAYWARD Love Agst. World n My cousin is

dreadfully disagreeable.

b. Uncomfortable, in an unpleasant position.
1844 P. Parley's Ann. V. 180 The King felt quite dis-

agreeable. The Russians might drop in upon him very
unceremoniously.
B. as sb. (Cf. AGREEABLE 6.) fa. A disagree-

able person. Obs.

1819 MRS. SOUTHEY Church Yards II. 342 Whatever some
superior-minded disagreeables may say to the contrary.

b. A disagreeable thing or experience; esp.

in//.
1781 COWPER Let. 4 Feb., Some disagreeables and awk-

wardnesses would probably have attended your interview.

JJ9J
HOLCROFT tr. Stoloerg's Trav. (ed. 2) II. xlii. 64 The

Greek artists are . . careful to keep the disagreeable out of
sight. 1804 W. IRVING Life $ Lett. (1864) I. iv. 78, I am
seasoned . . to the disagreeables from my Canada journey of
last summer. 1849 C. BRONTE Shirley ix. 127 When the
disagreeables of life its work and privations were in ques-
tion.

Disagreeableness (disagrfab'lnes). [f. prec.
+ -NESS.] The quality of being disagreeable.
fl. Want of agreement; discordancy, incon-

gruity. Obs.

1571 GOLDING Calvin on Ps. Ixix. 18 This disagreeablenesse
of the wicked is easly washt away. 1686 HORNECK Crucif.
Jesus xxiv. 828 Remove and conquer that disagreeableness,
that is betwixt my nature, and thy harmony. 1711 ADDISON

ty or Disagre
to the other. 1716 ATTERBURY Serm, (1734) I. 215 Its dis-

agreeableness to the eternal rules of right reason.
2. Unpleasantness ; also, an unpleasant feature.

1648 W. MOUNTAGUB Devout Essays i. xvii. i Many
who have figured Solitude . . have sought to sweeten all they
could the disagreeableness. 1709 STEELE Taller No. 84 p 5,
1 found the Disagreeableness of giving Advice without being
asked it. 1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (1811) I. xvi. 109 Look

1861 SWINHOE N. China Camp, a There was just that amount
of disagreeableness that usually occurs among Englishmen
who are strangers to one another.

Disagree-ablism. nonce-wd. [see -ISM.]
1887 BESANT Fifty Years Ago in Graphic Jubilee No.

20 June 2/3 Together with discontent, chartism, republican-
ism, atheism in fact all the disagreeablisms.

Disagreeably (disagrf-abli), adv. [f. Dis-
AOBEEABLE + -LY *.] In a disagreeable manner or

degree; unpleasantly; offensively.
1730-4 BAILEY (folio), Disagreeably, unpleasantly. 1766

GRAY in Corr. tv. N. Nicholls (1843) 61, I passed, -all June
in Kent not disagreeably. 1838 DICKENS Nich. Nick, xxix,
You may find yourself very disagreeably deceived. 1847
EMERSON Refr. Men, Swedenoorg Wks. (Bohn) I. 333
Swedenborg is disagreeably wise. .and repels.

I Disagree'ance. Obs. [f. DISAGREE v., after

AQREEANCE: cf. also OF. dcsagrcanct (Godef.).]
DISAGREEMENT.

1548 UDALL, etc. Erasm. Par. Acts viii. 36 There is no
disagrcaunce where is faith. 1389 Late Voy. Sp. \ Port.

(1881) 98 Our disagreeance with them, will impeach the
trade of our Merchants. 1597 Sc. Acts Jns. K/(.i8l4) 158
(Jam.) They sail . . report the groundis and caussis of their

disagrieance to his maiestie.

Disagree'd, ppl. a. [f. DISAGREE v. + -ED '.]

The reverse of AGREED; not in agreement; at

variance.

1598 FLORIO, Scordato, forgotten, put out of tune, vnstrune.

disagreed. 1658 BAXTER Saving Faith Ded. Aij, Well
worth his labor to prove us disagreed. 1875 JOWETT Plato
(ed. 2) IV. 42 The partisans of utility are disagreed among
themselves.

Disagreeing (disagrrirj\ vbl. sb. [f. as prec.
+ -INGT] The action of the verb to DISAGREE

;

disagreement.
1548 UDALL, etc. Erasm. Par. Luke 043, There ought to

bee no discorde ne disagreyng emong theim in their preach-
yng s*7 R- MULCASTER Fin-fescue's De Land. Leg. (1572)
103 b, To De troubled with so many disagreetngs. 1647 JTR.
TAYLOR Lib. Pr/'ph. xvii. 219 Such complying with the dis-

n^reeings of a sort of men, is the total overthrow of all

Discipline. Mott. Their disagreeing was happily prevented.

DISALLEGIANCE.

Disagreeing, ///. a. [f. as prec. + -mo *.]
That disagrees.
1 1. Out of harmony or agreement j discordant,

incongruous; diverse. Obs.
'SS T. WILSON Lotike (1580) 39 The place* . . declare . .

what be incidente, what be disagreeyng from the matter.
1501 I'. HOBY tr. Ceatiglione's Cnirtyer (1577) E vij b,
Oratoura . . vnlike and disagreeing . . to their prcdeceuoun& folowers. 1593 (J. ELIZ. tr. Boethius (E. E. T. S.) 105 Me
thuikes it a crosse mater and in it self disagreing, that God
all knowes, and yet ther should be a free win. 1656 W. D. tr.
Cmuniui- Gate Lat. Unl. f 559 Many Islands replenished
with disagreeing nations and tongues. 1690 LOCKE Gwt. i.

ii. I 7 A Figure .. very disagreeing with what . . Children
imagine of their Parents.

2. Differing in opinion ; dissentient.
ISS HULOET, Disagreeynge, ditsntaneus. 1615 K.

LONG tr. Barclay's Argents I. xx. 63 The nobles about
them, in agreeing silence covered their disagreeing thoughts.

5*77
H *LK fnm.

Orif. Man. n. xii. 244 Finding the
Philosophers and Wise Men so uncertain and disagreeing
1856 MRS. CARLVLE Lett. II. 271 A half-perplexed, half-

amused, and wholly disagreeing expression.
8. At variance, quarrelling.
1611 BUKTON Anat. Mel. HI. i. 11. ii. (1651) 421 Hard-

hearted parents, disobedient children, disagreeing brothers.
173* BERKELEY Alciphr, v. i 19 The most contentious,
quarrelsome, disagreeing crew, that ever appeared.
4. Of incompatible or prejudicial operation ; un-

suitable.

1563 HYLL Art Garden. (1593) 90 The Greek writers think
the Basil so disagreing and contrary to women, that if (etc.).

1683 TRYON Way to Health 483 The eating of this . . Food
becomes offensive to them, and disagreeing. 1794 WOLCOTT
(P. Pindar) Rnvl. for Oliver Wks. if. 41 This was a

puzzling, disagreeing question, Grating like arsenic on his
host's digestion.

Hence f Disagree ingly adv. Obs.
1591 PERCIVALL Sf. Diet., Desacordamente, disagree-

mgly.

Disagreement (disagrrment). [f. DISAGREE
v. + -MENT, after agreement. Cf. F. dlsagriment
(disagreement, Oudinot, 1642) anything disagree-
able, or not to one's liking.]
1. Want of agreement or harmony ; difference ;

discordancy, diversity, discrepancy.
1576 FLEMING Panopl. Epiit. 284 As well their words as

their deedes bee at disagreement. 1699 BENTLEY Phal 154
There's a seeming disagreement between Diodorus and
Herodotus. 1737 WHISTON Josephns, Antio. Diss. ii, The
apparent disagreement of any command to the moral attri-

butes of God. a 1847 MBS. SHERWOOD Lady of Manor I.

vii. 267 Sin is a disagreement or nonconformity of the will
of any creature with the will of God. 1864 BOWEN Logic
v. 105 The Judgment, quadrupeds are not rational, de-
termines the relation of disagreement between the two
Terms.
2. Refusal to agree or assent.

1495 Act ii Hen. r'ff, c. 36 i Any disagreement or
disassent by the seid Duches . . notwithstanding. 1642
PERKINS Prof. Bk. i. i 43. 19 The disagreement of the hus-
band ought to be shewed.

3. Difference of opinion ; dissent.

1576 FLEMING Panopl. F.pist. 83, I againe with you was
not at disagreement. 1613 JACKSON Creed I. 445 nott

t
His

disagreement from some of his owne profession. 1658 T.
WALL Charac. Enemies Ch. 7 Disagreement in matters of
faith causeth enmity. 1868 E. EDWARDS Raleigh I. xvii.

348 Men of very different natures, apart from their utter

disagreement in religion.

4. Quarrel, dissension, variance, strife.

1589 FLEMING Virg, Georg^. n. 34 Disagreement vexing
brethren faithles and vntrustie. 1636 MEADK in Ellis Orig.
Lett. Ser. l. III. 323 There hath been some Disagreement
at Court between their Majesties, by reason of the French
Ambassador. 1770 Junius Lett, xxxviij. 190 Is it .. for

your interest . . to live in a perpetual disagreement with
your people? 1858 FROUDE Hist. Eng. III. xii. 10 The
occasion of their disagreement being removed, he desired
to return to the old terms of amity.
6. Unsuitableness (of food, climate, etc.) to the

constitution.

1701 C. MATHER Magn. Chr. i. ii. (1853) I. 48 The prob-
able disagreement of so torrid a climate unto English
bodies.

6. An unpleasantness, a disagreeable condition.

[F. disagriment^ rare.

1778 GATES in Sparks Corr. Amer. Rev. (1853) II. 533
You would have avoided many disagreements, had it pleased
you to have accepted that offer.

Disagreer (disagn 3j). rare. [f. DISAGREE v.

+ -ER
'.J

One who disagrees ; a dissenter.
01660 HAMMOND Wks. II. I. 605 (R.) To awe disagreers

in all matters of faith.

Disagyse, obs. Sc. f. DISGUISE.

t Disai'lment. Obs. rare, [see Dis- 5.]

Ailment, indisposition.
1657 REEVE God's Plea 256 Without the least disaylmcnt

or distemper.

DisalaTm, v. rare. [Dis- 6 or 7 a + ALARM.]
trans. To free or relieve from alarm.

1617 SIR F. BURDETT in Part. Deb. 1693 Who had taken
..care that not a syllable should be inserted that could tend
to disalarm the country.
Disalike: see Dis- 10.

t Disalle'giance. Obs. rare. [f. Dis- 9 +

ALLEGIANCE.] Contravention of allegiance.

1641 LAUD It'is. (1857) VI. 216 Consider a Rule with what

insolency, and perhaps disallegiance, this Lord and his

roundhead crew would use their Kings.
51*



t Disallie'ge, v. Obs. rare. [f.
Dis- 6 +

*alliege t
deduced from ALLEGIANCE, under the in-

fluence of LIEGE : cf. prec.] trans. To withdraw

or alienate from allegiance.

1648 MILTON Observ. Art. Pence Wks.
(1847^ 263/2 By a

pernicious and hostile peace, to disalliege a whole feudary

kingdom from the antient dominion of England.

Disallow (disalcur), v. Forms: 4-5 des-

alowe, 4-6 dis-, 6 dysalowe, dissalow, 6- dis-

allow, [a. OF. desalotie-r, disalffiver to blame,

etc. (in Godef.), f. des-, Dis- 4 + alouer ALLOW.

In med.(Anglo)L. disallocare\ see Du Cange.]
To refuse to ALLOW (in various senses).

fl. trans. To refuse to laud, praise, or com-

mend ; to discommend, to blame. See ALLOW 1. 1.

S393 GOWER Conf. 1 . 83 This vice of Inobedience . . he des-

allowej?. ci43o Pilgr. LyfManhode^ iv. xxix. (1869) IQI

Nouht j>at I wole blame it ne despeise it ne disalowe it.

.... v , ,,-.--- i writing
Latin ; do I therefore disable or disalow Caesar? i6ia T.

TAYLOR Comtn. Titus iii. i According to their care_
herein

haue they been commended or disallowed in the Scriptures.

1656 COWLEV Prologue to Guardian, Who says the Times
do Learning disallow? 'Tis false; 'twas never Honour'd
so as Now.
2. To refuse to approve or sanction ; to disap-

prove of: see ALLOW I. 2. arch.

1494 FABYAN Chron, vn. 616 Whiche conclucion was after

disalowyd. 1540 Act 32 Hen. VIII, c, 46 The auditors

general.. shal haue auctority to examin
thaccomptes.

.and

to allowe and disalow all that shal be reasonable. 1552

Bury iyz'Hs(iB5o) 141 Furthermore I denull, disalow, and
sett att nothing all former wills and testaments which I

have made. 1673 RAY Journ. Lmu C. Claris 436 Though
they, .do take liberty to., use. .sports and exercises upon the

Lords day, yet most of their ministers disallow it. a 1745
SWIFT (J-) I* was known that the most eminent of those who
professed his own principles, publickly disallowed his pro-

ceedings. 1892 Pall Mall G. 7 Sept. 6/2 The auditor also

disallowed the refreshments the committee had, which . .

amounted to 9$. 6i/ each.

|*b. intr. with of. To refuse approval of. Obs.

1576 FLEMING Panofil. Epist. 44, I . . might in no wise

disallow of his doings : for he was very circumspect . . in

his master's businesse. 1649 MILTON Eikon. xiv. (1851) 448
He returnes againe to disallow of that Reformation which
the Covnant vowes. 1681 CHETHAM Angler's Vade-m.
xxviii. 3 (1689) 164 Others disallow thereof.

1 3. To refuse to accept with approval ;
to reject,

disown. Obs.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xiv. 130 For be! [the rich] han her

byre here . an heuene as it were . . And whan he deyeth,
ben disalowed. 1413 Pilgr. Sowle (Caxton) i. xiii. (1859) 9
Sithen that he come to yeres of discrecyon, this laboure he
hath in dede disalowid. 1526-34 TINDALE i Pet. ii. 4 A
livynge stone disalowed of men, but chosen of god and

precious. 1660 STANLEY Hist. Philos. ix. {1701) 435/1 [tr.

Archytas\ The fates of young and old together croud, No
head is disallow'd Ily merciless Proserpina.

f b. intr. with of. Obs.

1576 FLEMING Pnnopl, Epist. 422 Wee ought not . . to

disalowe of what soever is appointed us by Gods good
providence. 1505 SHAKS. John i. i. 16 What followes if we
disallow of this?

4. To refuse to accept as reasonable, true, or valid ;

to refuse to admit (intellectually). See ALLOW II. 4.
C1399 Pl' Poem* (Rolls) II. n Every child is holden for

to bowe Unto the modir . . Or elles he mot reson desalowe.

1583 Exec, for Treason (1675) 37 Who with common reason
can disallow that her Majesty used her principal Authority?
1602 RAY Dissol. Worldui. v. 3. 135 This whole Hypothesis
[of Des Cartes] I do utterly disallow and reject. 1778 Miss
UURNEY Evelina Ded. (1784) 10 His influence is universally
disallowed. 1841 MYERS Catk. Th* in.

4^0. 145 By dis-

allowing any human element . . we are deprived at once of
much feeling of sympathy with the writers of the Bible.

5. To refuse to acknowledge or grant (some claim,

right, or privilege), or to accede to (some request
or suggestion) ;

to reject.
a 1555 LATIMER Serin. $ Rem. (1845) 11, I must not suffer

the devil to have the victory over me . . I must disallow
bis inst'mctions and suggestions. 1698 FRYBR Ace. E. India.

<V P. 275 Use Christian Liberty in respect of Matrimony,
it being disallowed none but the Vortobeeds. 1786 T.
JEFFERSON Writ. (1859) II. i To discuss the propriety of
his charges, and to allow or disallow them as you pleased.
1841 JAMES Brigand xxii, Your claim upon her hand is

already disallowed.

6. To refuse to allow or permit ; to forbid the
use of, to prohibit.
1563 Homilies n. Aest. Excess Apparel (1859) 308 The

abuses thereof, which he forbiddeth and disallowetn. 1568
Form Submission Papists in Strype Ann. Ref, I. H. 549
Nor willingly suffer any such . . to offend, whom I may
reasonably let, or disallow, a 1600 HOOKER (J.), God doth
in converts, being married, allow continuance with infidels,
and yet disallow that the faithful, when they are free,
should enter into bonds ofwedlock with such. 1621 BURTON
Anai. Mel, \. ii. n. iv, He utterly disallowes all hote Bathes
in melancholy. 11654 SELDEN Table-T. (Arb.) 30 If he
disallows a book it must not be brought into the Kingdom.
1713 BENTLEY Freethinktng xi. (R.\ They dtsallow'd self

defence, second marriages, and usury. 1831 COLERIDGE
Table-t. 27 Oct., Advocates, men whose duty it ought to
be to know what the law allows and disallows. 1854
LOWELL Camb. Thirty Y. Ago Prose Wks. 1890 I. 96 The
great collar disallowing any independent rotation of the
head . . he used to turn his whole person.

b. Const, with in/in.* or ^from and vbl. sb.

1746 W. HoRSLEY/W(i748) II. 54 If a poor Barber shall

be disallowed from taking Money. 1868 BROWNING A'/'/.-;'

402

ft Bk. vi. 38, 1 being disallowed to interfere, Meddle, or make
in a matter none of mine. 1887 Pal! Mail G. 23 June 12/1

A law of the trade which disallowed an employer to take

more than one apprentice at a time.

Hence Disallo'wed ///. a., Disallo'wing vbl. s6.

and ///. a.

1377 LANGL. P. PL B. xiv. 139 Noujt to fonge bifore . for

dredeofdisalowynge. <ri555HARpSFlEl.DWOTr#l. VIII

(Camden) 195 The public judgment of certain universities

for the disproving and disallowing of his first marriage.

1637 GILLESPIE Eng. Pop. Ccrem. 11. ix. 53 To practise the

Ceremonies, with a doubting and dissalowing conscience.

1818 JAS. MILL Brit. India III. ii. 79 The objection . . was
founded upon a disallowed assumption. 1884 Pall Mall G.

12 Feb. n/2 If the House went on voting disallowing
motions for ever, Mr. Bradlaugh would still be one ahead.

t Disallo'wable, a. 06s. [f.
DISALLOW +

-ABLE.] Not to be allowed or permitted ; not to

be approved or sanctioned.

1494 FABYAM Chrtm. vn. 417 With these and many other

disalowable condicions he was excercysed, which tourned

hym to great dishonoure. 1576 FLEMING Panopl. Epist.
280 What judge you of the words which I uttered : were

they approvable, or were they disalowable? 1678 R.

L'EsTRANGE Seneca's Mar. (1702) 474 Our Passions are

nothing else but certain Disallowable Motions of the Mind.

1716 BP. SMALRIDGE ii/ Charge 21 Which though not

wholly unlawful, nor in the laity disallowable, yet in the

clergy are of evil fame.

Hence f Disallo-wableness, the quality of being
disallowable.

1727 in BAILEY, vol. II.

Disallowance (disalan-ans). [f. DISALLOW
+ -ANCE.] The action of disallowing ; refusal to

sanction, admit, or permit ; disapproval, rejection,

prohibition.
1565 in Parker's Corr. (1853) 267 We have consulted how

to proceed, whereby we may have your allowance or dis-

allowance. 1585^7 T. ROGERS 39 Art. (1607) 206 note, The

approbation or disallowance of a general assembly. . should

be a matter and cause spiritual. 1631 GOUGE God's Arrows
iii. 14. 211 Centurions .. are commended ..without any
reproofe or dis-allowance of their warlike profession. 1733
NEAL Hist. Purit. II. 559 They declare their disallowance

of all seditious libels. 1846 GROTE Greece i. xxi. II.iSoThis

disallowance of the historical personality of Homer. 1883
A. H. DK COLYAR in Rep. Co. Crt. Cases Pref. n note. The
Rules of the Supreme Court . . come into operation on the

24th October next, subject to disallowance by Parliament,

f b. Mus. Something disallowed or forbidden

by rule ; an irregularity. Obs.

'597 MORLEY Introd. Mus. 16 The .. allowances and
disallowances in the composition of foure parts. 1674
PLAYFORD Skill Mus. in. 37 The last disallowance . . is

when the upper part stands, and the lower part falls from

a lesser third to a fifth. 1789 BURNEY Hist. Mus. Ill.viii.

527 An excellent composition might now be produced

merely from ancient disallowances. 1854 J. W. MOORE
Compl. Cycl. Music, Disallowance, A term applied to any
anomalous formation, or succession of chords. Two succeed-

ing eighths, or two consecutive perfect fifths, in the same

direction, constitute a disallowance.

Disallower. [f. DISALLOW + -sill.] One
who disallows, or refuses to sanction.

1672 H. MORE Brief Reply 74 Himself was an Opposer
and disallower of that fond and Idolatrous Superstition.

Disallowment (disalairment). rare. [f. as

prec. + -MENT.] The action or fact of disallowing.

1884 J. H. MCCARTHY Eng. under Gladstone xiv. 200 The
disallowment roused a strong display of public feeling in

all the Australian colonies.

Disally(disal3i-),z
>
. rare. [f.

Dis- 6 + ALLY z>.]

trans. To free from alliance or union.

1671 MILTON Samson 1022 Nor both so loosely disallied

Their nuptials. 1864 SWINBURNE Atalanta 301 Disallied

From breath or blood corruptible.

f Disaster, v. Obs. rare- 1
, [f.

Dis- 5 + ALTER

.]
trans. To alter or change for the worse.

'579 FENTON Guicciard. vn. (1599) 281 No other thing
had disaltered the people, but the pride of the gentlemen.

f Disalte'rn, v. 06s. rare. [f. Dis -5 + L.

alternare to change from one thing to another.]
trans. To alter or change for the worse : cf-prec.

1635 QUARLES Embl. in. iv, O wilt thou disaltern The rest

thougav'st?

Disamay, obs. var. of DISMAY.

Disarms (drsamis). Logic. The mnemonic
term (introduced by Petrus Hispanus, c 1250) de-

signating the second mood of the third figure of

syllogisms, in which the major premiss is a parti-

cular affirmative (f), the minor a universal affir-

mative (a), and the conclusion a particular affirma-

tive (z).
The initial letter d shows that the mood can be reduced

to Darii, by simple conversion of the major, transposition
of the premisses, and simple conversion of the conclusion,
as indicated by the letters s, m, s, following the three

vowels.

1551 T. WILSON Logike (1580) 30 The third figure . . This

argument is reduced to Darii . . Di. Mercie onely fprgiveth
synnes. sa. All mercie is purchased by faithe ; mis. Ther-
fore by faith onely forgivenes is obteined. 1624 DE LAWNE
tr. Du Mtntlin's Logick 144. 1891 WELTON Logic I. iv. iii.

136 Disamis. .As example we may give :

' Some pronouns
in English are inflected ; all such pronouns are words of

English origin ; therefore, some words of English origin
are inflected'. Ibid., As an / proposition can be simply
converted, it is a matter of very small moment whether an
argument is expressed in Disamis or in Datisi.

Disanagrammatize : see Dis- 6.

DISANNBX.

t Disanalogal, a. Obs. [Dis- 10.] =next.

1676-7 HALE Contempl. II. Works of God CR.\ That

knowledge, which we have in ourselves, which is utterly

unsuitable and disanalogal to that knowledge, which is in God.

Disanalogous (disanse'logas), a. [Dis- 10.]

Having no analogy.
1816 KEATINGE Trar. (1817) II. 174 The words .. have

their ordinary denominations in an idiom totally disanal-

ogous to what they have with us.

t Disana'logfy. Obs. rare. [Dis- 9.] Want of

analogy ;
a condition the reverse of analogous.

1610 W. FOLKINGHAM Art of Survey Pref. Verse 15 For

Dis-analogies strange, strained, rude, Nor Deuiations

curious-ill-scande. 1641 CAPT. A. MERVIN in Rushw. Hist.

Coll. in. (1692) I. 218 Where first I observe the disanalogy.

Disan.ch.or (disse'rjkaj), v. Also 5-7 dis-,

dysa(u)nore, 6-7 disan(c)kar, -er. [a. OF.

desancre-r, f. des-, Dis- 4 + ancrer to ANCHOR, f.

ancre ANCHOR s6. 1
]

1. trans. To loosen (a ship) from its anchorage ;

to weigh the anchor of.

c 1477 CAXTON Jason 56 Thene the good patrone . . dis-

ancred the noble shippe and went again to the see. 1481

Godfrey 189 They shold disancre tneyr shippes and flee.

1600 HOLLAND Livy xxxi. vii. 776 After he is disankered

once . . under saile from Corinth. 1609 HEYWOOD Brit.

Troyv. xxxix. 116 Sixe Gallies they Disanker from the

Isle.

fig. aiSji CARLYLE in J. W. Carlyle's Lett. (1883) II.

346 note, Miserable feature of London life, needing to be

dis-anchored every year, to be made comparatively a

nomadic, quasi-Cafmuck life.

2. intr. To weigh anchor : said of a ship or its

crew.
a 1470 TIPTOFT Cxsar iii. (1530) 3 He dysauncred & de-

parted about thre of the clocke. c 1477 CAXTON Jason 38
She went to the ship that sholde disancre for to go to

Athenes. 1595 DRAKE Voy. (Hakluyt Soc.) 9 The enemie
labored to cause us to disankar. a 1656 USSHER Ann. (1658)

644 [They] were commanded . . to disanchor, and to depart
from those places. 18. . SOUTHEY (F. Hall).

Hence Disa'nchoring vbl. si.

dw
anchorings,
occupy his few remaining years.

tDisange'lical, a. Obs. [Dis- 10.] Not

angelical ; the reverse of angelical.
a 1687 H. MORE in Morris Theory ofLove (1688) 191 It

were a thing Disangelical, if I may so speak, and undivine.

1736 H. COVENTRY Philemon to Hyd. n. (T.), The opinion
of that learned casuist., who accounts for the shame attend-

ing these pleasures of the sixth sense, as he is pleased to

call them, from their disangelical nature.

Disangularize, v. : see Dis- 6.

Disanimal, v. : see Dis- 7 b.

t Disa'iiimate, a. Obs. rare. [f. Dis- 10 -r-

ANIMATE a.] Deprived of life ; inanimate.

1681 P. RYCAUT Critick 228 They saw. . many disanimate

Bodies.

Disanimate (disarnime't), v. [f. Dis- 6 +
ANIMATE v., prob. after F. disanimer (i 5-i6th c. in

Godef. Sufpl.)."]
1. trans. To deprive of life, render lifeless.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ef. iv. vii. 196 In carcasses

warme and bodies newly disammated. 1678 CUDWORTH
Intell. Syst. 38 That Soul and Life that is now fled and gone,
from a lifeless Carcase, is only a loss to that particular Body
or Compages of Matter, which by means thereof is now dis.

animated. 1833 [see DISANIMATED below].

2. To deprive of spirit, courage, or vigour; to

discourage, dispirit, dishearten.

1583 STITBBES Anai. Abus. II. (1882) 39 [They] also rather

animate, than disanimate them to perseuere in their wicked.

nes. 1591 SHAKS. i Hen. VI, lit. i. 183. 1638 SIR T.
HERBERT Trav. (ed. 2) 183 Yet the sublime height did not

disanimate us. 1702 C. MATHER Magn. Chr. vii. App. (1852)

604 The garrisons were so disanimated at these disasters.

1791-1814 [see DISANIMATING below).

Hence Disa'nimated ppl. a. ; Disa-nimating
vbl. sb. and ///. a.

1624 CAPT. SMITH Virginia ill. xii. 94 After the expence
of fifteene yeares more.. grow they disanimated. 1677
Ln. ORRERY Art of War 199 May it not be a greater

Disanimating of the SoldieryJ 1751 E. DARWIN Bat.

Card. i. 87 To..stay Despairs disammating sigh. 1814
SOUTHEY Roderick xvm. 83 From whence disanimating
fear had driven The former primate. 1833 LAMB Elia Ser.

n. Product. Mod. Art, [The Dryad] linked to her own con-

natural tree, co-twisting with its limbs her own till both

seemed either these animated branches ; those disanimated

members.

Disa:mma'tion. [n. of action f. DISANIMATE

v.~]
The action of disanimating: a. Privation

of life. b. Discouragement, disheartening.
1646 SIR T. BKOWNE Pseud. Ep. in. x. 128 Affections

which depend on life, and depart upon disanimation. IH.
in. xxv. 178 A Glow-worme will afford a faint light, almost

a dayes space when many will conceive it dead ;
but this is

a mistake in the compute of death, and terme of disanima-

tion. 1828 WEBSTER, Disanimation, the act of discourag-

ing ; depression of spirits.

Disannex (disane'ks), v. Also 5 disanex.

[a. OF. desannexe-r (1475 in Godef.): see Dis- i

and ANNEX.] trans. To separate (that which is

annexed) ; to disjoin, disunite.

1495 Act ii Hen. VII, c. 34 Preamb., The same. Here-

ditamentes shuld be . . separat severed and disanexed from

the Duchie of Cornwall. 1628 COKE On Lilt. 100 l>, The
feoffor cannot disannex the advowson from the manor,



DISANNEXATION. 403 DISAPPOINTING.

without deed. 1719 T. GORDON Cordial for Low Spirits
1. 270 [It] became part of the English Dominions .. and
could not be disanncxed but by Act of Parliament. 1869
Echo 9 Mar., The object of the Bill was to disannex from
the Provostship of the College [Oriel] a canonry of Rochester
and a valuable rectory, which now formed part of the en-

dowment.
Hence Disanne'xing vbl. sb.

1831 COLERIDGE Tabb-t. 17 Dec., The disanncxing and

independence of Ireland.

Disannexation (disaeni-ks^-Jan). [f.
DISAN-

NEX, after annexation.] The action of disannex-

ing ; separation (of something annexed).
1884 O. Rev. July 148 note, The idea of the disannexation

of the Transkei has been abandoned. 1885 LADY HERBERT
tr. Lagrange's Dnpanloup II. 130 Ceaseless fears of an-
nexation and disannexation.

Disannul (disanzrl), v. Also 5-6 dys-, 5-8
anull. [f. Dis- 5 + ANNUL v. Cf. the parallel
forms DISNULL, DENULL.]
1. trans. To cancel and do away with

;
to make

null and void, bring to nothing, abolish, annul.

1494 FABVAN Chron. VH. 347 He laboured that he myght
do dysanull ye former ordenaunces and statutes, and to cause
them to be broken. 15*6 TINDALE Matt. v. 17 Ye shall not
thinke that I am come to disanull the lawe. 1535 COVER-
DALE Job xl. 3 Wilt thou disanulle my judgment? 1590
SHAKS. Com. Err, i. i. 145 Our Lawes .. Which Princes,
would they, may not disanull. 1634 CANNE Necess. Separ.
(1849) 52 The whole action is disannulled and made void.

1691 RAY Creation i. (1704) 44 They endeavour to evacuate
and disannul our great Argument. 1745 in Col. Rec. Penn-
sylv. IV. 775 To disanull the Engagements and destroy the

Amity subsisting between them. 1849 Miss MULOCK Ogil~
vies xiv, A solemn troth-plight, which . . no earthly power
ought ever to disannul.

1 2. To deprive by the annulment of one's title ;

Jig. to do out of. Const, from^ of. Obs.

1556 Chron. Gr. Friars (Camden) 79 Soo by that they be

dyschargyd and dyssanullyd from alle maner of inherrytans
of the imperialle crowne. 1604 T. M. Black tik. B iv b, Are
we disanuld of our first sleepe t and cheated of our dreames
and fantasies? 1613 Answ. Uncasing MackiviCs Instr.

ij, That will, .disanul thee of thy quiet rest.

Hence Disannulling r,V. sb. ; also Disannn 1-

ler, one who disannuls ; Disannulment, the fact

of disannulling.
1586 T. B. La Primaud. Fr. Acad. i.

337^
The disanulHng

of all gold and silver coine, and the appointing ofyron monie
onely to be currant. 1600 E. BLOUNT tr. Conestaggio 65
If any thing were done by them that was absolutely good,
it was the disannulling of the impost of salt. 1611 COTGR.,
Nullit^ a nullitie, annihilation, disannulment. a 1615
FLETCHKR Woman's Prize n. v, In which business Two of
the disanullers lost their night-caps. 1755 JOHNSON, Disan-
nulment. 17910. WASHINGTON Let. Writ. 1891X11. iS7The
right of disannulling is reserved to the government. 1818
CoLtnRooKE Treat. Obligations 1. 101 He is debarred from
. . insisting on the delay as a disannulment of it. 1882
Standard 23 Dec. 1/2, I agree to the disannulment of our
engagement on certain conditions

Disanoint(disanoi-nt;,?/. [f.Dis-6 + ANOINT.]
trans. To undo the anointing or consecration of.

Hence Disanoi'nted, Disanornting ///. <uij$,

1648 MILTON Tenure Kings (1649)
2 They have, .bandied

and borne armes against their King, devested him, dis-

anointed him. i8ao KEATS Hyperion n. 98 For Fate Had
pour'd a mortal oil upon his head, A disanointing poison.
1867 TRENCH Shipwrecks Faith 47 There is something un-
utterably pathetic in that yearning of the disanointed King
[Saul). 1871 SWINBURNE Songs bef.Sunrise, Halt bef. Rome
175 His blessings, as other men's curses Disanoint where
they consecrate Kings.
Disanawerable a. : see Dis- 10.

tDisappa-rel,". Obs. [f.Dis-6 + APPAKELZJ.:

perhaps after F. cttsappareiller (nth c. in Littre*)
cf. Sp. desapartjar to unharness, unrig, Pg. des-

aparelhar to unrig, unmastj trans. To deprive
of apparel ; to disrobe, undress. Alsoy%".
1580 SIDNEY Arcadia lit. 336 Zelmane disapparelling her-

self. 1627-77 FELTHAM Resolves i. Ixxxiv. 128 The Cup is

the betrayer of the mind, and does disapparel the soul.
<i 1649 DRUMM. OF HAWTH. Cypress Grove Wks. (1711) no
Every day we rise and lie down, apparel and disapparel
our selves, weary our bodies and refresh them. 1652 BEN-
LOWES Theopk. xin. c. 249 Thus entertain we death, as
mend To disapparel us for Glories endlesse end,

b. intr. for reft. Cf. undress.
1655 H. VAUGHAN SilexScint. i. (1858) 51 Tie disapparell,

and
to^buy But one half glaunce most gladly dye.

t Disappari tion. Obs. rare. [f. Dis- 9 +
APPARITION; after disappear.} = DISAPPEARANCE.
1790 HKRSCHEL in Phil. Trans. LXXX. 479 Its disap-

pariiion in general, and in my telescopes its famtness when
turned edgeways, are in no manner favourable to this idea.

1796 W. TAYLOR in Robberds Mem. I. 97 The still dis-

apparition of the tumult and bustle.

appear (cUsapi^u), v. Forms: 6diaapere,
7 disappeer, -appeare, 7- disappear, [f.

Dis- 6
+ APPEAR

z>., after F. disparaitre> disparaiss-, of
which the earlier direct reprs. were DISPARISH and
DISPEAR, q.v.
(In Palsgr., but app. not in common use before i?th c.

Not in Shaks., nor in Bible of i6xi.)1
1. intr. To cease to appear or be visible; to

vanish from sight. The reverse of APPEAR.
1530 PALSGR. 517/1 The vysion disapered incontynent,

><S3 COCKEHAM, Disappearet to vanish out of sight. 1647
CLARENDON Hist. Reb. I. (1843) 17/2 There appeared to him,
on the side of his bed, a man . . after this discourse he dis-

appeared. 1665 SIB T. HERBERT Tr&v. (1677) 388 When

the Sun is deprest and disappearing. 1667 MILTOM /*. L.
vm. 478 She disappeerd, and left me dark, I wak'd To find

her, or for ever to deplore Her loss. <z 1704 IXXKK (J,(,
The pictures drawn in our minds are laid in fading colours,
and, if not sometimes refreshed, vanish and disappear.
1726 Adv. Cape. R. Boyle 271 The Cloud upon my Wife's
Face began to disappear by degrees. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. i.

xxvij. 312, I saw the leader sink and suddenly disappear.
b. Of a line or thing extended in space, which

ends by gradually ceasing to be distinguishable,
or 'dies away' by blending with something else

;

to be traceable no farther.

1753 HOGARTH Anal. Beauty 9 Its opposite thread is lost,

and disappears on the other. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. i. ix. 63
A moraine .. disappearing at the summit of the cascade.
Mod. (Entomol.) A species of moth with a particular line

disappearing at the subcostal vein,

2. To cease to be present, to depart ; to pass from

existence, pass away, be lost.

1665 HOOKE Mtcrogr. 98 If. . the surface has been long ex-

pos'd .. these small caverns are fill'd with dust, and dis-

appear. 1784 COWPER Task HI. 814 As duly as the swallows

disappear. 1874 MORLEY Compromise ^i9^f>) 235 A species of

plant or animal disappears in face ofa better adapted species.

1884 GUSTAFSON Found. Death i. (ed. 3) 13 Tne works of
the few writers of antiquity who ventured to treat of these

mysteries, .have tracelessly disappeared.
b. of things immaterial.
a 1700 DRYDEN(J-)I When the night and winter disappear,

The purple morning rising with the year, Salutes the Spring.
1809-10 COLERIDGE Friend(i%ty 38 Effects will not, indeed,
immediately disappear with their causes. 186* H. SPENCER
First Princ. ., iv. 26 (1875) 91 Our conception of the
Relative itself disappears, if our conception of the Absolute
is a pure negation. 1893 Weekly Notes 83/2 The distinction
between meritorious and non-meritorious creditors had dis-

appeared.

Disappearance (disapi-rans). [f. DISAPPEAR
v. + -ANCE, after appearance^ The action of dis-

appearing ; passing away from sight or observation;

vanishing.
171* ADOISON Sped. No. 317 ? 2 Not likely to be remem-

bred a Moment after their Disappearance. 1794 S. WIL-
LIAMS Vermont 115 The usual times of the appearance and
disappearance of these birds. 1847 EMERSON Kcpr. Men t

Montaigne Wks. (Bohn) I. 352 Let a man learn . . to bear
the disappearance of things he was wont to reverence, with-
out losing his reverence. 1856 STANLEY Sinai fy Pal. viii.

(i8jj8) 328 The sudden appearances and disappearances,
which baffled all the zeal of his enemies. 1871 MORLEY
Voltaire (1886) 351 The final disappearance of many ideas
which foster anti-social tendencies.

Disappearer (disap!iaj). [f. DISAPPEAR +
Ell l.] One who disappears or vanishes.
i88j N. Y. Tribune 14 June, Prickly comfrey, which ,.

was going to do such great things for our agriculture, seems
to have joined the mysterious disappeared. 1889 Daily
News 8 Oct. 5/1 The learned Fei thins, who 'chanced to

pop his head into a fuller's shop
' and never came out again,

was a model of a disappeared

Disappearing, vbl. sb. [f.
as prec. + -ING *.]

The action of the verb to DISAPPEAR.
1611 COTGR., Disparoissance, a disappearing, or vanishing

out of .sight. 1661 S. P. Ace. Latitude Men in Phenix II.

514 The appearing of new Stars and disappearing of old.

i76 Adv. Capt. R. Boyle 285 All the Discourse was of
Don Roderigo's sudden disappearing. 1807 T. THOMSON
(. hein. II. 115 It is impossible .. to account for the dis-

appearing of the two gases, or the appearance of the water,
without admitting that this liquid is actually composed of

oxygen and hydrogen.

Disappearing, ///. a. [f. as prec. + -ING 2.]
That disappears or passes out of sight.
1886 Daily Nnvs 9 Nov. 2/7 The defendant . . performed

the trick with his daughter as the disappearing lady. 1887
Fortn. Rev. Nov. (Brit. Army), We are behindhand ..

in disappearing guns, in cupolas and shields, and in sub-

marine mining. 1891 Daily News 7 Oct. 5/3 Witnessing
target practice with the so-called disappearing gun.. The
gun is hoisted for firing, and immediately upon the discharge
falls back into position.

t Bisappe*ndancy, -ency. Obs. rare- 1
, [f.

Dis- 9 + APPBNDANCY.] Law. The condition or

quality of being disappendant ; an instance of this.

1760 BURN Eccles. Law (1767) 1. 6 (Jod.) A disappendency
may be also temporary.

t Disappe'ndaiit, -eiit, a. Obs. [f.
Dis- 10

f APPENDANT.] Law. The opposite of APPEN-
DANT ; detached from being an appendancy.
1649 PERKINS Prof. Bk. v. 436. 188 If the Baylywick or

faire be disappendant in fee from the Manour. 1760 BURN
Eccles. Law (1767) I. 7 0od-) The advowson is made dis-

appendent.

Disappoint (disapoi'nt), v. Also 5-6 dis-

apoynte, 6 disapoincte, -apoint, -apoynt, -ap-

poynte, dys-. [ad. F. dtsappointer (i4th c, in

Hatz.-Darm.), f. des- (Dis- 4) + appointer to AP-
POINT. See also DISPOINT.]
1. trans. To undo the appointment of ; to deprive

of an appointment, office, or possession; to dis-

possess, deprive. Obs. (exc. as no?tee-wd.)
[1489 see DispoiNT-1 1586 T. B. La Primaua. Fr. Acad.

\. 582 A monarch .. hath power, .to appoint or to disappoint
the greatest officers. 18*4 BYRON yuan xvi. Ixxv, He would

keep it Till duly disappointed or dismiss'd. 1869 SPURGKON
Treat. Dor. Ps. xi. 6 God's Anointed is appointed, and shall

not be disappointed.
2. To frustrate the expectation or desire of (a

person) ; to defeat, balk, or deceive in fulfilment of

desire. Const. t<2/i IW

1494 FABVAN Ckron. vn. ccxxxiv. 270 He, contrary his

promyse, dyd duapoynte them, and nothynge ayded them.

S55 WATREMAN / ardle Potions Ded. 4 Neuer disapointed
of honourable succes&e. 1697 POTTER Antiq. Greece \\, ii.

(1715) 183 [They] were miserably disappointed of their ex-

pectations. 1749 FIELDING Tom Jones x. iii, Disappointed
in the woman whom . . he had mistaken for his wife. iSji

SHELLEY PrvmefA. Unb. in. iv. 128, 1 .. first was disap-
pointed not to see Such mighty change as I had felt within

Expressed in outward things. 1839 T. BEALE Nat. Hist.

Sperm Whale 304, I was much disappointed with its ap-
pearance. Mod. I should be sorry to disappoint you. If

they rely on him, he will be sure to disappoint them,

fb. To defeat (faction, effort, etc.). Obs.

158* N. LICHEFIELD tr. Castanheda's Cong. E. Ind. Ixv.

132 Howbeit to disappoint them of their suttle dealing. 1587
GOLOING De Mornay x. (1617) 149 The Adamant or Lode-
stone . . is disappointed of his force by Garlickc.

1 3. To break off (what has been appointed or

fixed) ; to fail to keep or comply with (an en-

gagement) ; to fail to fulfil an appointment with (a
person}. Cf. APPOINT v. 3. Obs.

1530 PALSGR. 517/1, I disapoyntc. I breake a poyntement
with a person. 154* HENRY VIII Declar. Scots 193 The
. . metyng was not onely disappoynted, but . . an inuasion
made . . into our real me. 1581 1 'ork Bakers* Guild S 39 in

Archxol. Rev. (1888) May, If any jumeyman .. dothe
rvomise anie maister to come and helpe him to bake at

tyme appointed, and .. go to an other to worke, and dis-

apoint the maister. 1633 BP. HALL Hard Texts, N. T. 363
So as to put off and disappoint the day which he had set

4. To undo or frustrate anything appointed or

determined ; to defeat the realization or fulfilment of

(plans, purposes, intentions) ; to balk, foil, thwart

(anticipations, hopes, etc.).

1579 1 OMSON Calvin*sSertH, Tim. 09/2 Not y* any mortal!
men can disappoint that which Goo hath established from
heauen. 1611 BIBLE /'rot', xv. 22 Without counsel), pur-
poses are disappointed. 1689 C. HATTON in //. Corr. (1878)
II. 133 Y* fatau resolution, .hath disapointed jr delivery of

y' letter. 1715-90 POPE Iliad VH. 304 The wary Trojan
shrinks, and, bending low Beneath his buckler, disappoints
the blow, 1718 LADY M. W. MONTAGU Let. to Lady Rich
16 Mar., I can answer without disappointing your expec-
tations. 1818 CKUISK Digest (ed. a) II.

43^
On purpose

that the testator's intention should be wholly frustrated,
and that the tenant for life should be under a temptation
to disappoint the will. 1831 Hi. MAHI INKAT //r>/t-,s .-I/>rrV(</

ix, The junction of penal with voluntary emigration tends . .

to disappoint the purposes of the one, and to extinguish
the benefits of the other. 1855 MACAULAV Hist. En%. III.

165 This ambitious hope Louvois was bent on disappointing.

1873 F. HALL in Scribner's Mag. VI. 466/2 Nor is this ex-

pectation frequently disappointed.

f b. To undo, destroy, overthrow. Obs.
16x1 COTCR., Desbraguer, to vnplant, or dismount artil-

Irrie
; to wry, or disappoint the leuell thereof. 1633 BP.

HALL Hard Texts 311 All those curious and wealthy Trades
of them who worke in fine flaxe .. Shall be utterly undone
and disappointed. 1709 STEELE l^atler No. 135 P i They
endeavour to disappoint the good works of the most learned

. .of men. 171* tr. Pomet's Hist. Drttft I. 26 Disappointing
all the ill Effects of the Viperine poison.

t 5. To appoint, equip, or accoutre improperly.
Cf. APPOINT 15. Obs.

1587 GOLDING De Mornay \. 7 In painting thy Pictures

thou doest not so disapoint thy selfe.

t Disappoint, sb. Obs. rare.
[f. prec. vb.]

The act of disappointing; disappointment.
1641 ROGERS Naanian 267 The more desirable the object,

the greater the disappoint, a 1656 BP. HALL Soliliquics 45
There is nothing more troublesome in human Society than

the disappoint of trust and failing of friends.

t Disapporntable, a. Obs. rare-*, [f. DIS-

APPOINT v. + -ABLE.] Liable to be deprived of

office, etc.

1611 COTGR., Dcstituablc, destituable, disappointable.

Disappointed, /// a-
[f.

as prec. + -KD '.]

1. Having one's anticipations frustrated ; foiled,

thwarted.

1559 HULOET, Disapoynted,frustrates. 1744 R. LIDDELL
Let. to Lady Denbigh. 10 May in 8M Rep. Hist. MSS.
Comm. t

The disappointed people who were invited have
lost their dance. 1781 GIBBON DccL tj F. II. 107 The dis-

appointed monarch . . was thrice repulsed with loss and

ignominy. xB6i GEO. EUOT Silas M. 10 The anguish of

disappointed faith.

fa. Improperly appointed, equipped, or fitted

out ; unfurnished, unprepared. Obs.
1601 SHAKS. Ham. i, v. 77 Cut off euen in the Blossomes

of my Sinne, Vnhouzzled, disappointed, vnnaneld. a 1699
CLEVELAND Singsong xxxv, The Bridegroom in at last did

rustle, All disappointed in the Bustle, The Maidens had
shav'd his Breeches.

Hence Disappointedly adv. t in a disappointed
manner.
1880 MRS. BURNETT Louisiana 12, I would rather have

' Louise ', she said, disappointedly.

Disappoi'nter. [f. as prec. + -EH '.J One who
or that which disappoints.
1811 LEIGH HUNT in Examiner 14 Dec. 786/2 He is not

the disappointer of hopes. i8ao Ibid. No. 616. 66/1 Royal
dlsappointers and promise-breakers.

Disappointing, vbl. sb. [f. as prec. + -ISG*.]

The action ofthevb. DISAPPOINT; disappointment
1580 HOLLVBAND Treos. Fr. Tongt Destitution 4- Dclais-

semtrtt, destituting or disappointing. 1643 MILTON Divorce

Hi. (1851) 26 The disappointing of an impetuous nerve.

Disappointing, ///. a. [f. as prec, + -ING 2.]

That disappoints ;
that belies hope or expectation.

1530 PALSGR. 310/1 Disapoyntyng,/rw/n//>C 1836 KEBLE
in Lyra Apost. (1849) 199 Vain disappointing dream ! 1884
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DISAPPOINTMENT.
Fortn. Rev. June 812 The sons of Jacob were . . a disap-

pointing set of young men.

Hence Disappointingly adv., in a disappoint-

ing manner. Disappoi'ntingness, disappointing

quality.
1870 Pall Mall G, 25 Aug. 5/1 [Apparatus] disappoint-

ingly useless. 1874 L. STEPHEN Hours in Library (1892)

I. x. 371 The light verses and essays .. are disappointingly
weak. 1887 CHEYNE Job $ Solomon vi, The main point
for us to emphasise is the disappointingness of the events

of the epilogue regarded as the final outcome of Job's

spiritual discipline.

Disappointment (disapoi-ntment). [f. DIS-

APPOINT v. + -MENT : cf. F. dhappointement (14-

I5th c. in Hatz.-Darm.) ;
also DISPOINTMENT.]

1. The fact of disappointing ;
the frustration or

non-fulfilment of expectation, intention, or desire.

1614 RALEIGH Hist. World iv. v. ii (R.) Such disap-
'

polntment of expectation doth much abate the courage of '

men in fight. 1690 NORBIS BeatitttdesdGgz)!. 25 Not that
j

which the World understands by Disappointment, the not
j

compassing what you design'd . . but the not enjoying what i

you have compassed, the Disappointment of Fruition. lyoo
TYRRELL Hist. Ene. II. 1107 Penalties, .for the disappoint- i

ment of the Lord by his Ward's marrying himself without
j

his consent. 1794 S. WILLIAMS Vermont 139 All the pros- \

pects of success and disappointment. 1860 TYNDALL Glac.
\

ii. ix. 271 Severe labour and frequent disappointment had

taught observers the true conditions of success.

b. with a. and//. An instance of this.

1614 BP. HALL Recoil. Treat.
^
935 Lest . . he .. should

want means of speedy thankesgiving for so gratious a dis-

appointment ;
beholde a Ram stands ready for the sacrifice.

1753 JOHNSON Rambler No. 196 F 4 Hope will predominate
in every mind, till it has been suppressed by frequent dis-

appointments. 1866 GEO. ELIOT F. Holt (1868) 23 She^saw
clearly that the meeting with the son had been a disap-

pointment in some way.
2. The state or condition of being disappointed,

with its resulting feeling of dejection.

1756 BURKE Subl. $ B. \. v, If pleasure be abruptly broken
|

off, there ensues an uneasy sense called disappointment. ]

i8zz LAMB Elia Ser. ii. Detached Th. on Bks.^ Newspapers !

always excite curiosity. No one ever lays one down with-

out a feeling of disappointment. 1856 FROUDE Hist. Eng.
(1858) I. ii. 118 The disappointment was intense in propor-
tion to the interests which were at issue.

3. ellipt. A cause of disappointment ;
a thing or

person that disappoints.
1765 COWPER Lett, i Aug., One who has been a disappoint-

ment and a vexation to them ever since he has been of con-

sequence enough to be either. 1843 Miss MITFORD in

L'Estrange Life III. x. 177 Bath is a disappointment
monotonous, bald, poor, and dead.

Disappreciate (disaprrJVst), v. [f. Dis- 6

+ APPRECIATE.] trans. To regard with the reverse

of appreciation ;
to undervalue.

1828 in WEBSTER; whence in mod. Diets.

So Disappreciation, the reverse of appreciation.

Disapprobation (diiepwb^'Jwi). [f.
Dis- 9

+ APPROBATION, after disapprove : so mod.F. dis-

approbation (i8th c. in Hatz.-Darm.).] The action

or fact of disapproving ; the feeling or utterance of

moral condemnation ; disapproval.
1647 CLARENDON Hist. Reb. v. (1843) 217/2 Which im-

plied a disapprobation, at least, if not a contempt of their

carriage towards him. 1605 Lond. Gaz. No. 2843/1 The
Pope has declared ..his Dis-approbation of his Imperial

Majesties having Erected a Ninth Electorate. 179* Anecd. \

IV. Pitt I. xx. 323 His Majesty betrayed some signs of
;

disapprobation. 1831 SCOTT Cast. Dang, vii, A murmur
of disapprobation ran through the warriors present. 1887

'

R. GARNETT Carlyle iv,
' Sartor ',

the publisher acquainted
him, 'excites universal disapprobation .

Disapprobative (discc'pr^b^'tiv), a.
[f.

Drs-
10 + APPROBATIVE

;
after disapprove, disapproba-

tion^ Characterized by or expressing disappro-
bation ; disapprobatory.
1824 J. GILCHRIST Etym. Interpr. 83 They are all appro-

bative or disapprobative. 1873 Miss BROUGHTON Nancy
II. 102 Now I look at him with a disgustful and disappro-
bative eye.

Disapprobatory (disarprdWtari), . [f. Dis-
10 + APPROBATORY : cf. prec.] Characterized by
disapproving ; conveying or implying disapproval.
i8z8 WEBSTER, Disapprobatory; containing disapproba-

tion; tending to disapprove. 1867 CARLVLE Remin. (1881)
II. App. 322 Eminent men .. had stood pointedly silent,

dubitative, disapprobatory. 1877 FLORA L. SHAW Castle
/?/<s/r(i882) 38 Mr. Plunkett looked as though he felt some-
how vaguely disapprobatory.

Disappropriate (disseprJu-prij/t), ///. a. [ad.
med. or mod.L. disappropriat-us, f. Dis- 4 + appro-
priatus APPROPRIATE. In F. desapproprti] De-

prived of appropriation ; severed from connexion
with a religious corporation.
1613 SIR H. FINCH Law (1636) 14 A Church appropriated

to a spiritual corporation, becommeth disappropriate, if the

corporation be dissolved. 1765 BLACKSTONE Comm. I. 386
If the corporation which has the appropriation is dissolved,
the parsonage becomes disappropnate at common law.

Disappropriate (disaeprJu-priifiit), v. [f. ppl.
stem of med. or mod.L. disappropridre^ f. Dis- 4 +
appropridre to APPROPRIATE : in F, dsappropriert

(i;th c. in Hatz.-Darm.).]
1. trans. To dissolve the appropriation of; to

take away from that to which it has been appro-
priated. See APPROPRIATE a. i.

1636 Burton's Diary (1828) I. 299 A Bill for the disappro-

404

priatitig of the Rectory appropriate to Preston. 1765 BLACK-
STONE Comni. I. 386 At the dissolution of monasteries . .

the appropriations of the several parsonages, which belonged
to those respective religious houses . . would have been by
the rules of the common law disappropriated. 1798 BENTHAM
Let. to Pole Carew 16 Aug. Wks. (1838-1843)

X. 325 If the

portion of revenue at present appropriated .. was to be dis-

appropriated.

f 2. To render (a thing) no longer the private

property or possession of any one. Obs. rare 1
.

1645 MILTON Tetrach. (1851) 186 To assist nature in dis-

appropriating that evil which by continuing proper becomes
destructive.

Bisappropria'tioii. [n. of action, f, prec. :

cf. F. disappropriation (i7th c.).] The action of

rendering disappropriate.
1727-51 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Appropriation, To dissolve

an appropriation, it is enough to present a clerk to the bishop,
and he to institute and induct him : for that once done, the

benefice returns to its former nature. This is called disap-

propriation.

Disapproval (disaprw-vab'l), a, [f. DIS-

APPROVE v. 9 after APPROVABLE.] To be disap-

proved of; worthy of disapproval.
1657 TOMLINSON Renou's Disp. 554 That manner wherein

the Cassia is so long cocted, is disapproyeable. 1875
M'CosH Scott. Philos. xii. 101 Distinguishing good and

approvable actions from bad and disapprovable ones.

Disapproval (disapnrval). [f. DISAPPROVE

v., after APPROVAL.] The action or fact of dis-

approving ; moral condemnation of what is con-

sidered wrong ; disapprobation.
1662 GLANVILL Lux Orient, iv. (R.), There being not a

word let fall from them in disapproval of that opinion. 1818

TODD, Disapproval, a word, like approval not common, but
which has been used, I think, in modern times, for disap-

probation. 1856 FROUDE ///. Eng. 1. 173 The disapproval
with which good men regard acts of sin. 1874 GREEN Short
Hist. vi. 6. 336 His silent disapproval was more telling
than the opposition of obscurer foes.

Disapprove (disaprw
g

v% v. [prob. a. OF.

*desaprove-r, mod.F. dcsapprouve-r to disapprove,
f. des-j Dis- 4 + aprover, approuver to APPROVE.
Our earliest quot. however is earlier than the first

recorded in Hatz.-Darm. (1535).]

1 1. trans. To prove to be untrue or wrong ;
to

DISPROVE. Obs.

1481 CAXTON Tully's Friendship, Orat. G. Flaminins F j a,

The vulgar oppynyon . . I holde it ful easy to disapprove syth
full of errours.

sy to disapprove syt
it is so full of errours. 1540 COVERDALE Confitt. Standish
Wks. II. 378 Sundry places of scripture, the circumstances
whereof doth utterly disapprove your doctrine. 1607 TOP-
SELL Serpents (1658) 723 Such like vanities have the ancient
Heathens .. firmly believed, till .. experience disapproved
their inventions. 1760-72 tr. yuan $ Ulloa's Voy. (ed. 3)

I. Pref. q Things not thoroughly proved, or absolutely dis-

approved ; but which are reserved for further examination.

1793 MRS. PARSONS Mem. Mrs. Menvtlle IV. 15 My conduct
shall disapprove her malicious conjectures.

2. The reverse of to APPROVE : to regard with

disfavour or moral condemnation ; to feel or ex-

press disapprobation of.

1647 COWLEY Mistress, Love gone over, Hi, Fate does dis-

approve Th' Ambition of thy Love. 1651 HOBBIES Leviath.
in. xlii. 280 Some approved, others disapproved the Inter-

pretation of St. Paul. 1713 STEELE Englishman No. 31.

197 Why must I hear what I disapprove, because others

see what they approve? 1833 HT. MARTINEAU Brooke
Farm i,

I disapprove the object of such a meeting. 1856
MRS. BROWNING Aitr. Leigh n. 960 Henceforth none Could

disapprove me.
absol. 1717 POPE Eloua 250 Nature stands check'd ; Re-

ligion disapproves. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. II. 97
Rochester, disapproving and murmuring, consented to serve.

3. intr. with ^(frarely to}. =2. Also with in-

direct passive.
1726 SHELVOCKE Voy. round World (1757) 113 This., was

not disapproved of by some of my people
who eat of it.

1745 WESLEY Anyw. Ch. 4, I wholly disapprove of all

these Positions. 1799 SICKELMORE Agnes $ L. I. 182 Don
Sebastian enquired to what . . the Count de Tourville
could disapprove. 1828 SCOTT F. M. Perth xxxiv, The
leader disapproved of this arrangement. 1875 JOWETT
Plato (ed. 2) V. 181 Modern jurists would disapprove of
the redress of injustice being purchased only at an increas-

ing risk.

Hence Disapproved ppl. a., Disapproving
vbl. sb. and ///. a. ; Disappro'vingly adv.) in a

disapproving manner ; also f Disappro'vement,

disapproval ; Disappro'ver, one who disapproves.
1648 J. GOODWIN Right $ Might n A disapprovement of

the factious carriage of things. 1653 MILTON Hirelings
Wks. (1851)
a disapprov'(
LD. HATTON _ ,_

my selfe exceedingly out in the approving or disapproving
of persons. 1661 BOYLE Style of Script Ep. Ded. (1675) 8

Not incompetent judges . . have "been pleased to give these

papers no disapproving character. 1794 Hist.'mAnn.Reg.
107 Every disapprover of their politics and religious tenets.

1820 FOSTER Ess. Evils Pop. Ignorance 178 The disapproves
of the designs for educating the people. 1832 Examiner
646/1, I have spoken disapprovingly of the method. 1860
ELLICOTT Li/e ourLord v. 220 notet The opinion . .is noticed,
not disapprovingly, by LightfooL 1866 GEO. ELIOT F. Holt
(1868) 26 There was unkind triumph or disapproving pity in
the glances of greeting neighbours.

Disaproued .dis^-prand^///. a. [f. *disapron
vb. : see Dis- 7 a.] Divested or devoid of an

apron.
1831 CARLVLE Sart. Res. n. iii, I entered the main street

DISARM.
of the place, and saw . . the aproned or disaproncd Burghers
moving in to breakfast.

Disa'pt, v. Ol's. rare. [f.
Dis- 6 + APT v.]

trans. To render unfit.

1611 COTGB., Disadjnste . . disapted. Disadjuster, to

disadiust. .disapt. a 1618 SYLVESTER Tobacco Mattered 619
Yet doth the custome Disnerve the bodie, and disapt the

minde.

tDisa*pten,f. Obs. rare, [see -EN 5.] =prec.
a 1655 VINES Lord's Sn^er(i6jj] 36 Such sins as carnalize

the heart, and disapten us for spiritual fruition.

Disar, obs. form of DICER.

Disarchbishop : see Dis- 7 b.

Disard, obs. or archaic form of DizzARD.

Disare, var. DISOUH, Obs.

f Disarrthmetic, v. nonce-wd. [Dis- 7.]
t6o6 WARNER Alb. Eng. xvi. ci. 400 Minerva suffreth

violence when Phao makes her faire, May such be disarith-

metickt, his Creatures that are.

Disarm (disa-jm), v. Also 5 des-, dys-. [In
1 5th c. dcsarni(e t

a. F. ettsarmer (i ith c. in Hatz.-

Darm.), f. des-, Dis- ^ + anner to ARM.]
1. trans. To deprive of arms, to take the arms or

weapons from. Const, of.

1481 CAXTON Godfrey (E.E.T.S.) 224 The Turkes..toke
thise .xij. men by force, and desarmed them. 1618 ROWLANDS
Night Raven 33 All those he after ten a clocke did finde,

He should disarme of weapons they did beare. 1667
MILTON P. L. in. 253 Death . . shall . . stoop Inglorious, of

his mortal sting disarm'd. 1765-9 BLACKSTONE Cotiim. (1793)

328 A proclamation for disarming papists. 1828 SCOTT
F. M, Perth xxxii, The new comers had . . entered the

Castle, and were in the act of disarming the small garrison.

1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. II. 139 A royal order came from
Whitehall for disarming the population.

b. To force his weapon from the hand of (an

opponent) in fighting or fencing.
1530 PALSCR. 517/1 He was desarmed at the first course.

1548 HALL Chron., Hen. VIII, 82 b, The kyng of England
with few strokes disarmed his counter partie. 1610 SHAKS.

Temp. i. ii. 472 Come, from thy ward.. I can heere disarme
thee with this sticke, And make thy weapon drop. 1700 S. L.

tr. Fryke's Voy. E. Ind. 160, I made another pass at him,
and fortunately run him into the Shoulder, and disarm'd

him. 1833 Regul. Instr. Cavalry 1. 123 He may be disarmed

by the
' Left Parry '.

C. To divest of armour; to strip the defensive

armour off (a man or horse), arch.

c 1489 CAXTON Sonnes ofAyman iii. 91 They. . made hym
come in, and dysarmed hym, and dyde to hym grete honoure.

1548 HALL Chron. t Hen. VII /, an. 2 (R.) These justes

fynished. .the kynge was disarmed, and at time conuenient
he and the quene heard euen song. 1611 COTGR., Desbardert

to vnbarbe, or disarme a horse of seruice. 1841 JAMES
Brigand ii, The page . . came up to disarm his lord.

d. reft. To put off one's armour or divest one-

self of arms.

1481 CAXTON Godfrey (E.E. T.S.I 275 Thenne departed the

barons, and disarmed them and toke of theyr^harnoys in

theyr hostellys. 1489 Sonne ofAymon viiu 198 They
dysarmed theym selfe, and etc right well. 163* J. HAY-
WARD tr. Biondt's Eromena 28 The Prince disarm'd and
uncloath'd hjmselfe. 1700 TYRRELL Hist. Eng. II. 920 Earl

Richard . . disarmed himself.

2. intr. (for refl.}
= I d.

1598 BARRBT Theor. Warres \\. \. 22 The Ensigne-bearer
is not to disarme vntil the gates of the Fort . . be first shut.

1602 MARSTON Ant. <fr Mel. HI. Wks. 1856 I. 31 Sweet lord,

abandon passion, and disarme. 1626 C. POTTER tr. Sarpis
Quarrels Phis V, 433 Order was also giuen .. to the Count
de Fuentes that he should disarme.

3. trans. To deprive of munitions of war or

means of defence, to dismantle (a city, ship, etc.).

(Also b. intr. for refl.}
1602 WARNER -4#. Eng. Epit. (1612) 355 The Romaines..

still to hold this Land theirs, had disarmed it of munition.

1611 COTGR., Desmonter vne navire, to disarme a ship, to

despoile her of all her munition, and furniture. 1685 Land.

Gaz. No. 2081/1 Orders have been sent to the Galleys . . to

return hither, that they may be disarmed and laid up. 1726
CAVALLIER Mem. i. 40 We disarm'd and burn'd some

Churches, for fear the Enemy should put Garrisons in them.

Ibid. n. 125, I disarmed Brujiere and some other Villages
near Holy-Ghosts-Bridge.
b. 1694 Lond. Gas. No. 3027/1 All the Ships were Dis-

arming.

c. To deprive (an animal) of its natural organs
of attack or defence, as horns, claws, teeth ; to

divest anything of that with which it is armed.

1607 TOPSELL Four-f. Beasts (1658) 34 Heliogabalus . .

suddenly, in the night, would put in among them bears,

wolves, lyons, and leopards, muzled and disarmed. Ibid. g8

They lose their horns in March..When the head of this

beast is disarmed, there issueth blood from the skull. 1687

DRYDEN Hind $ P. i. 300 Their jaws disabl'd, and their

claws disarm'd. a 1800 COWPER Iliad (ed. 2) xvi. (R.)

Hector, drawing nigh To Ajax, of its brazen point disarm'd

His ashen beam. 1820 W. IRVING Sketch Bk. I. 47 Have
the courage to appear poor, and you disarm poverty of its

sharpest sting.

4. To reduce (an army, navy, etc.) to the cus-

tomary peace footing. Usually absol. or intr. (for

reft.}.

1727-51 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Disarming, On the
concju-

sion of a peace, it is usual for both sides to disarm. 1801

NELSON 4 Apr. in Nicolas Disp. (1845) IV. 334 He knew
the offer of Great Britain, either to join us, or disarm. I Pra>'t

Lord Nelson, what do you call disarming ?'..'! considered

it as not having on foot any force beyond the customary
establishment. 1868 Spectator 14 Nov. 1332 The old diffi-

culty that a drilled nation cannot disarm, that disarmament

in a country like Prussia is a mere phrase, is still unaffected.



DISARM.

1886 Munch. Exam. 13 Jan. 4 7 Greece . . will not disarm,
]

but will go to war if her demands are not agreed to.

5. fig.
To deprive of power to injure or terrify i

to divest of aversion, suspicion, hostility, or the like;

to render harmless, divest of its formidable char-

acter. Const. <y(t rarely front).
c 1374 CiiAi'CKR Hivtk. i. mctr. iv. 13 So schalt bou desarmen \

be ire of j>ilkc vnmy)ty tyraunt. c 1600 SIIAKS. Sonn. cliv.

8 The general of hot desire Was sleeping by a virgin hand

disarm'd. 1649 MILTON Eikon. iv. Wks. (1847) 285/2 His

design was . . to disarm all, especially of a wise fear and

suspicion, a 1704 T. DROWN Upon a Yng. Lady Wks. 1730

I. 67 A tongue tnat every heart disarms. 1776 GIBBON I

Dec/. I/-'. I. vii. 136 Conscious security disarms the cruelty

of the monarch. 1788 LADY HAWKK "Julia de C. I. 230

405

t Disa'rmy. Obs. rare. (Also 9 dlaarme.)

[a. obs. F. disarinte action of disarming, f. <#J-

armer to disarm (: Romanic type desarmata : see

ARMY).] A disarming.
1548 HAIL Citron. , lien. VIII, 78 b, The herauldcs cried

the disarmy [ed. 1809 disarme).

Disarrange (.disar^'ndj', v. [f. Dis- 6 + AR-

RASGE; cf.~F*. ciesarranger (i7th c. in Littri).]

frnj. To undo the arrangement of; to put into

a state of disorder.

1744 AXENSIDE Pleas. Imag. ill. 519 (Staged Quick dis-

75 Wh.it could disarm that amphitheatre and these blazing \

faggots of their horrors? 1894 J. T. FOWLER Adamnan
Introd. 70 His hostility was soon disarmed, and his con-

}

version effected.

absol. 1/1719 AUDISON Rosamond 1. 1, No fear shall alarm,

No pity dK:trm.

f 6. Iransf. To take off as armour. Obs. rare.

c 1613 ROWLANDS Paire Spy-Knaves 6 Disarme this hcauy
burden from my backe.

fb. Magnetism. To take away the armature.

See ARMATURE 6. Obs.

1730 SAVERV in Phil. Trans. XXXVI. 315. I took off the

Armour and bound it to that which was newly touched, and

therewith retouched that which I had disarmed.

7. Manege. (See qnot.) [F. disarmer un cheval,

Its /hires <fun cheval.~\

1717 BAILEY vol. II. s.v. Disarm, To disarm the Lips of

a Horse, is to keep them subject, and out from above the

liars, when they are so large as to cover the Bars, and pre-
vent the Pressure or Affui of the Mouth, by bearing up the

Hit, and so hindring the Horse from feeling the Effects of

it upon the Bars.

Hence Disa rmingr ///. a.

1839 T. BEALE Nat. Hist. Sperm Whale 302 Beckoned us

to approach with winning and disarming smiles.

Disa'rm, rf. [f. prec.] The act of disarming

(an opponent) ; esf. in Fencing.
1809 ROLAND Fencing 9 The crossing of the blade signifies

a kind of disarm, performed by a jirk from the wrist. 1817
HARRINGTON Pen. Sk. II. 16 A disarm is considered the

same as a disable. 1833 Refill. Insir. Cavalry i. 149 The
1 Second Point

'

. . shoula be given with great caution, the

wrist being then so liable to the disarm.

Disarmament (disarmament), [f. DISARM

V., after armament; cf. F. dlsarmemcnt (1594 in

Hatz.-Darm.), f. disarmer, to which the corre-

sponding Eng. type would be disartnment.~\ The
action of disarming ; esp. the reduction of an army
or navy to the customary peace footing.

1795 BURKE Corr. IV. 327 If the disarmament had been

common to all descriptions of disorderly persons, the measure
would have been excellent. 1861 Lond. Rev. 20 Apr. 434/3

They propose the disarmament of the country. x86a HELPS

Organiz. Daily Life 54 What Europe really needed was
a congress that should dare to speak boldly to ambitious

monarchs respecting the vital subject of disarmament. 1889
B. F. WESTCOTT Let. in Guardian 6 Apr., Such a disarma-

ment would secure the lasting and honourable peace which
the leaders of Europe . . desire.

Disa'rmature. rare. [f. DISARM v., after

ARMATURE.] The action of disarming; divestiture

of armour or means of defence.

1834 HT. MARTI'NEAU Famri ii.35 She . . would not let

his chamber be disarranged jus_t
at present. 189* Speaker

8 Oct. 427/1 Sudden . . fluctuations in the standard of value I

undoubtedly disarrange trade.

Hence Dlsarra-nged ///. a., DUarra-ntfingr
vbl. s6. ; Disarra-nger, one who disarranges.

1817 CH.WOBDSWOKTII Chat. I, etc. 19 A lamentably miscal-
,

culating and dis-arranged understanding. i86 F. HALL t

Hindu Philos. Syst. 40 The arranging and disarranging
of the multitudinous constituents of the world. 1885 A the-

nxum 14 Nov. 645/2 The name of the arranger or rather

disarranger was not given in the programme.

Disarrangement disar^'ndsment). [f. prec.

+ -MENT, after arrangement] The fact or process
of disarranging or putting out of order ; the con-

dition of being disarranged ; disorder.

ciTjo A. BAXTER Ena. Nat. Sou/ (1737) II. 137 (T.) How
. . is it possible that the mere disarrangement of the parts
of matter should perform this? 1790 BURKE Army Esti-

mates Wks. V. 10 The whole of the arrangement, or rather

and dangerous disarmature.

Disarme: see DISARMV.
Disarmed (disaumd) ,///. a. [f.DISARM + -ED '

.]

1. Deprived of arms
;
unarmed

;
without arms or

weapons ;
divested of means of attack or defence.

1594 SPENSER Arrioretti xu
t

I then disarmed did remaine.

1598 B. JONSON Ev. Man in Hum. iv. v, I hold it good
polity not to go disarmed. i6a8 HOBBES Thucyd. (1822)

141 The Plateaus . . aimed their arrows and darts at their

more disarmed parts. 1678 PHILLIPS (ed. 4) Disarmed,
(among Hunters) Deers are said to be when the Horns are

fain. i8ai JOANNA BAILLIE Met. Leg., Wallace xciii, As
sleeping and disarmed he lay.
2. Her. (See quot.)
1830 ROBSON Brit. Herald III. Gloss., Disarmed.. K said

of an animal or bird of prey, without claws, teeth, or beak.
i88a CUSSANS Ilandbk. Her. 128.

Bisarmer (disaumaj). [f. DISARM 4- -ER'.]
One who disarms.
a 1660 HAMMOND Wks. II. 62 (T.) So much learning and

abilities, as this disarmer is believed to have. i8ao Ex-
timiner No. 612. 2/1 The disarmers . . of the country which
enabled them to disarm it. 1817 BARRINGTON Pers. Sk. II.

16 The disarmer may break his adversary's sword.

Disarming (disa-imin), vbl. si. [f.
DISARM

+ -ING
i.] The action of the verb DISARM.

1548 HALL Chrott., Hen. VIII, 81 b, The two kynges set

their countre parties to disarmyng. 16x1 CoTGR.,J}esarffte-
tuenf, a disarming, a depriuinp of Armes. a 1660 HAMMOND
Wks. II. 63 (T.) For the disarming of schism. 1848 W. H.
KELLV tr. L. Blanc's Hist. Ten Y. II. 37 In the departments
de La Sarthe, de La Mayenne. .some disarmmgs were
effected without violence.
attrili. 1753 Stfti'art's Trial 273 The part of the country

where the pannel lives, fell under the disarming Act. 1894

Daily A>7 29 June 5/2 This mode of protection [paint)
was unknown to the Highlanders, when they hid their

weapons, after the Disarming Act.

i disarrangement of their military. 1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev.

I
ill. n. i. (1857! II. 180 They are the Heart and presiding
centre of a France fallen wholly into maddest disarrange-
ment. 1885 Manch. Exam. 18 Feb. 3/2 The various

i organic diseases and functional disarrangements.

Disarray (disarm )> ** Forms : 4-7 dis-

aray(e, 5 dysaray, 6 disarey, 6- disarray.

[Probably a. OF. *desarei (Mth c. dcsarroy in

I.ittre, mod.F. dlsarroi), vbl. sb. from desareer,

dcsarroycr : see next. The earlier OF. synonym
was desret, desrai, derai, whence Eng. desray,

DERAY, DISRAY, of which disarray may be re-

garded as a modification.]
1. The condition of being out of array or regular

order; disorder, confusion ;
= DERAY sb. I, ic.

c 1386 CHAUCER Pars. T. F 853 (Elles.) As the woman hath

the maistrie she maketh to muche desray {MSS. Camfr. dis-

ray, Harl., Peliu., Lansd., Seliten disarayle]. c 1477 CAX-
TON Jason 31 b, They tourned their back and put hem to

flyght and disaraye. c 1489 Sonnes ofAymon xv. 354,

I wolde not for noo good that rowlande & olivere . . sholde

fyndevs in dysaray. isipPALSGR. 214/1 Disarey, out oforder,

desaroy. 1580 C'TESsPEMBRoKF. Ps. Ixviii. i His very face

shall cast On all his haters flight and disarray. 1664 PF.PYS

i Diary 27 Mar., So much is this city subject to be put into

a disarray upon very small occasions. 1715-10 POPE Hind
i xiv. 19 Dire disarray ! the tumult of the fight. 1835 J P-

KENNEDY Horse Shoe R. xviii. (1860) 216 Their . . weapons
lay around in disarray. l88a SHORTHOUSE J. [nglesant II.

181 The wild confused crowd of leaping and struggling

figures, in a strange and ghastly disarray.

transf. 1818 ^lILMAN Samor 32 As clouds. .Gather their

blackening disarray to burst Upon some mountain turret.

2. Imperfect or improper attire
; disorderly un-

dress, arch.

1590 SPENSER F. Q. II. iv. 4 A wicked Hag . . In ragged
robes and filthy disaray. 1814 SOL-THEY Roderick xxv. 215
He who in that disarray Doth . . bestride the noble steed.

1857 HAWTHORNE Scarlet Lett. Hi, Clad in a strange dis-

array of civilized and savage costume.

Disarray (disar?-), v. Also 5-7 disaray.

f. Dis- 6 + ARRAY v. : perh. immediately after

OF. desareer, -eier (-oyer) to put into disorder (in

Godef.), f. des-, Dis- 4 + areyer to ARRAY. Cf.

prec. sb. and the synonymous DISRAY.]
1. trans. To throw out of array or order, to put

into disorder or confusion ; to rout, disorder, dis-

organize. (Chiefly of military array.)
c 1470 HENRY Wallace ix. 856 All dysarayit the ost was,

and agast. 1513 DOUGLAS JEueis xin. vi. 32 The cite, quhilk
was disarayt and schent. 1600 HOLLAND Lrvy ti. Ixiii. 86 At

the first skirmish the enemies were disaraied l/iiti]. 1(41

MILTON Aximadv. (1851) 223 To rout, and disaray the

wise and well-coucht order of Saint Pauls owne words.

1650 EARL MONM. tr. Sexaulfs Max bee. Guilty 205 They
rob Gardens without disaraying them. 1660 HICKERINCILL

Jamaica (1661) 68 The small Remnant left in lamaica . .

will be able to disaray the Spaniards in Hispaniola or Cuba.

MiiC'TESsWiNCHELSEA^/Mf./tomj 244 You Winds! whilst

not the Earth alone, you disarray, a 1848 R. W. HAMILTON

Real. <j- Puxishm. v. (1853) 222 What disarrays like death?

t b. intr. (for re/?.) To fall out of array or

order, to become disordered. Obs.

I53 LD. BERNERS Froiss. I. ccxxv. 297 If any of our

balayls breke, or disaray by any aduenture, drawe thyder
! and confort them.

2. trans. To strip or spoil of personal array,

raiment, or attire ; to disrobe.

1483 Cath. Angl. 100/2 To Disaray Iv.r. Disray or dis-

DISASSENT.

b. intr.- for rejl.

1678 DL-TLEK lln<i. in. i. 250 I'd hardly time to lay My
weapons by, and disarray.

0. tram. To despoil, itrip i/any adjunct.

1579 SPENSER Skepk. Cal. Feb. 105 A goodly Oake ..

With armcs full strong . . But of their leaves they were

disarayde. 1610 G. FLETCHER Christ'i Viet, in Farr .V. /'.

Jai. /(i848) 34 As when a vapour from a moory slough
. . Doth heaven's bright face of hU rayes disarray. i8o
SHELLEY Liberty xix, My song, its pinions disarrayed

of might, Drooped. 1851 M. ARNOLD I'oemt, Empedoclei
en Etna, ll, Ere Quite the being of man, ere quite the

world Be dbarray'd of their divinity.

Hence Disarraying vbl. sb.

1611 CaTG*.,Deiarrengeitunt, an vnranking, disordering,

disarraying.

Disarrayed (disatf'-d),///. a. [f. DISARRAY
V. + -EI) '.]

1. Out of array; disordered, in disorder.

1611 SPEED Hist. Ct. Brit. vi. xlviii. | 16. 170 Following
the disarraied flight of the Persians. 1741 YOUNG Nt.

TJt. v. 826 His dLsarray'd oblation he devours. 1817 1.

DOUBLEDAY Sea-Care u Some sea-born maid .. with her

green tresses disarrayed. 1864 Pt)SY Lett. Daniel u. 563

Mists, which hurry along . . like hosts disarrayed.

2. Divested of personal array or attire, stripped.
1611 COTOR., Descoefff . . whose head is disarrayed or vn-

cjuered. 1714 POPE Odyss. xvn. 98 Then dis-array'd, the

shining bath they sought. i8g9 TENNYSON Idylls, Emd
516 She . . found, Half disarray a as to her rest, the girl.

t Disarrayment. Obs. rare. [f.
DISARRAY

v. + -MENT : after arrayment.'] The fact of dis-

arraying or deranging; the condition of being

disarrayed ; disorder, derangement.
1617-77 FELTHAM Resolves u. liii. 269 Inward Enemies,

our vices, our weaknesses, and our own disarayments.

t Disarre'St, v. Obs. [ad. OK. desarrester to

release from arrest (i4th c. in Godef.), f. des-, Dis-

4 + arrester to ARREST.] trans. To set free from

arrest ; to reverse the arrest of.

1518 HACKET Let. to lr'o/sey(MS. Colt. Galba B. ix. 54 b ,

That sche schowld cawse to dysarest
the forsayd Korn.

1643 PRYNNE Doom Cnuanl. 9 The King . . wills that he

shall be disarrested, and suffered to goe at large.

Disarticulate (disaatikirffcit), v. [f. Dis- 6

+ ARTICULATE v.]

1. trans. To undo the articulation of, to disjoint ;

to separate joint from joint.

gise], exomare. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. I. viii. 46 That
! witch they disaraid, And robd of roiall robes. 1611 COTCR.,
1 Deskabiller, to disarray, vncloth. 1715 ROWE Jane Gray
'. v. i, Help to disarray And fit me for the Block. i8i4MRS.J.
WEST Alicia de L. III. 226 Attendant damsels to prepare

|
the bath, to help to disarray her.

been adopted of filling the bony case with peas and then

causing them to swell with water whenever a skull was

required to be '
disarticulated '.reqi

2. intr. (for re/I.) To become disjointed; to

separate at the joints.

1830 LINDLEY Nat. Syst. But. 334 In some of these the

joints disarticulate, and appear to be capable of reproduc-

tion. i3i /ntrod.Si!t.(iS6Si I. 261 The leaflets spon-

taneously disarticulate. 189* Natural Science Mar. 57

Stems, .which ultimately disarticulated and left the surface

marked by scars.

Hence Disarticulated ///. a. ; also Disarti -

cnlator, he who or that which disarticulates.

1861 HULME tr. Moauin-Tandox II. vn. xi. 378 The dis-

articulated stems, loid. u. vii. xiii. 401 The cucurbltins

are disarticulated zoonites. 1877 DAWSON Orig. World
xiv. 302 Disarticulated remnants of human skeletons.

Disarticulation (disaJti:kiU''Jsn). [n. of

action from prec. : after articulation.] The action

of disarticulating ; separation at the joint ; dis-

jointed condition.

1830 R. KNOX Beclard's Anal. Introd. 23 Bcclard in-

vented or improved several modes of . . disarticulation of

the metatarsal bones. 1830 LINDLEY .Vat. Syst. Bol. 251

In Orchidea: . . a complete disarticulation of the stem and

leaves takes place.

t Disa'rtuate, Obs. rare. [f.
Dis- 6 +

ARTUATE.] trans. To disjoint.
1660 SHARROCK Veeelatles 145 If any man please to dU-

artuate the whole [Horse-tail] they will finde the frame

exquisite enough to deserve a better esteem.

Disasinate, Disasinize v. : see Dis- 6.

tDisassemble, v. Obs. rare-", [f.
Dis- 64-

ASSEMBLE f.] trans. To separate, scatter, disperse.
1611 COTCR., Desassembler, to disassemble, disioyne, dis-

unite.

t DisasseTlt, v. Obs. Also 5 dis-, dysasent.

[ad. OF. desassent-ir (i3-i4th c. in Godef.\ f. des-,

Dis- 4 4- asseniir ASSENT v.] intr. To refuse as-

sent to, withhold assentfrom ; to disagree.
c 1400 Destr. Trey 9360 All the most of bo mighty .

Dyssassent to the dede, demyt hit for noght. 1533 BKL-

LENDEN Lay i. (822) 82 Servius nouthir assentlt nor yit

disassentit to thair mariagc. 16*0 W. SCOT Afol. Narr.

(1846) 104 He disassented from all the proceedings, a 1635

NAUNTON Fragm. Keg. (Arb.) 16, I disassent from the

common received opinion. 1641 Protests Lords I.

whose names are underwritten did disassent. 1643 PRYNNE

Sav. Power Part. iv. 18 It U obligatory and legal!, though

the King himselfe consent not, or disassent thereto. 1691

WAGSTAFFE Vi*d. Carol, vi. 60 If he may dis-assent, it is

a sufficient Proof of this Negative Voice.

Hence t Diae-ntr, one who disassents ;

f Disasse-ntln? vbl. sb. and///, a., dissentient.

1634 St. Trials, Lord BaJmerixo (R.), The names of the

disassenters. 163$ PERSON Varieties i. xi. 45 In this point



DISASSENT.

also I findc them variable and disassenting. 1643 PRYNNK
Sov. Power Parl. n. 66 Such a disassenting Voyce . . is

inconsistent with the very office, duty of the King.

t Disasse'nt, sb. Obs. [f. prec., after ASSENT

sb.] Refusal of assent; dissent, disagreement.
1495 Act it Hen. VI /, c. 36. i Any disagreement or

disassent by the said Duches . . notwithstandyng. 1548
HALL Citron.* Hen. VH an. 7 (R.) Whether he departed
without the French kynges consent or disassent, he.,
returned agayn to the Lady Margaret, a 1639 SPOTTISWOOD
Hist. Ch. Scot. iv. (1677) 189 Fearing that her disassent

might work some delay. 164? PRYNNE Sov. Power Parl.
i. (ed. 2) 34 Notwithstanding his owne personall disassent.

t Disasse'rtor. Obs. rare, [agent-n. from
*disasscrt

t
f. Dis- 6.] One who contradicts an

assertion or asserts the
contrary.

1651 J. GOODWIN Red. Redeemed iv. 38. 69 Imputations
. . which the Dis-assertors of it have charged upon it.

t Disassidirity. Obs.
[f.

Dis- 9 + ASSI-

DUITY.] Want of assiduity ; failure to be assiduous

in attentions, etc. ; slackness.

1613 WOTTON in Reliq. Wotton. (1672) 412 Some argue . .

that disassiduity in a Favorite is a degree of Declination.
a 1639 Parall. Essex fy Buckingk. ibid. (1651) 25 Know-
ing that upon every little absence or disassiduity, he should
be subject to take cold at his back, a 1635 NAUNTON
Fragtn. Reg. (Arb.) 46 He came in, and went out, and
through disassiduity, drew the Curtain between himself and
the liyht of her grace.

i Disassie'ge, v. Obs. rare- 1
, [a, F. d$as-

sitger (igth c. in Godef.) 'to raise a siege, to deliuer

from a siege' (Cotgr,), f. des-, Dis- 4 + assitger :

see ASSIEGE, BESIEGE.] trans. To free from the

state of siege ; to raise the siege of.

1630 M. GODWYN tr. Bp. Hereford's Ann. Eng. u. 232
John Lord Russell entriug the City . . disassieged it

DisaSSimilatiOtt (disasi'mil^'Jan). [f.
Dis- 9

+ ASSIMILATION.] The process which reverses

assimilation ;
in Physiol. the transformation of

assimilated substances into less complex and waste
substances

;
catabolism.

i&QoLibr. Univ. Knojvl. X. 751 Appropriation ofnew ma-
terial, and the disassimilation, or elimination of old. 1883
G/asg: Weekly^ Her. 5 May 8/1 Coffee always causes an in-

creased excretion and an augmented disassimilation. 1883
Syd. Soc. Lex.* Disassimilation* the downward metabolism
of the body, by which its components form lower planes of
chemical compounds whilst force of one kind or another is

disengaged. 1889 BURDON SANDERSON Addr. to Brit. Assoc.
in Nature 26 Sept. 525/1 The words. .

' anabolism ', which . .

means winding up, and 'catabolism', running down, are
the creation of Dr. Gaskell. Prof. Hering's equivalents
for these are 'assimilation

1

,
which, .means storage ofoxygen

and oxidizable material, and 'disassimilation', discharge of
these in the altered form of carbon dioxide and water.

So Disassi'milate v.* to transform by cata-

bolism. In mod. Diets. (1894).

Disassrmilative, a. [f. Dis- 10 + ASSIMI-

LATIVE.] Of or pertaining to disassimilation.
1880 Libr. Univ. Knowl. IX. 91 Dr. Flint has demon-

strated that cholesterine is a disassunilativc product of
nervous function.

t Disassi'st, v. Obs. rare. [f. Dis- 6 + AS-

SIST.] trans. To do the reverse of assisting ; to

hinder, obstruct.

1669 WOODHEAD St. Teresa i. 2 My Brothers also were

such, as in nothing dis-assisted me from serving God. Ibid.
i. xiv. (1671) 85 The other.. Faculties .. assist the Will;
although now and then it happen that they disassist it.

Disassociate (disasJu-ji
(
eit\ v. [f. Dis- 6 +

ASSOCIATE, after F. desassocier (i6th c. in Littre),
f. des-, Dis- 4 + associer to associate.] trans. To
free or detach from association ; to dissociate,
sever. Const,from (with).
1603 FLORIO Montaigne (1613) 630 As if our minde

had not other hpures enough to doe hir businesse, without

disassociating hirselfe from the body. ? 1650 Don Bellianis

70 So said the Princesse Aurora, that never would dis-

associate her knights. 1850 L. HUNT Autotiog. vii. (1860)
146, I can never disassociate the feeling from their persons.
1859 C. BARKER Associative Princ. i. 5 They were at no
time disassociated with useful labour.

Hence Disassociated///, a.
1611 in COTGR. 1881 P. BROOKS Candle of Lard 183

Disassociated and apparently contradictory ideas.

Disassociation (disaso^sijfi-Jan). [n. ofaction
f. prec. vb. : cf. ASSOCIATION.] The action of dis-

associating, or the condition of being disassociated ;

dissociation.

1873 B. STEWART Conserv. Energy iv. 159 At very
high temperatures it is possible that most compounds are
decomposed, and the temperature at which this takes place,
for any compound, has been termed its temperature of
disassociation. 1890 Cornh. Mag. Sept. 252 A sensible,
mild youth, of whom you cannot think in disassociation
from his spectacles.

t Disassu-re, v. Obs. rare-*, [f. Dis- 6 +
ASSURE], trans. To deprive of assurance or

security.
1611 COTGR., Disassurer* to disassure ; to put in feare,

or bring into doubt, one that was well resolued.

Disaster (diza/stai), sb. Also 7 dys-. [ad.
F. dtsastre (1564 in Hatz.-Darm.)

* a disaster, mis-

fortune, calamitie, misadventure, hard chance '

; f.

f&f-jDis^ + tw/rd'astarre, a Planet; also destinie,

fate, fortune, hap* (Cotgr.), ad. L. astrum, Gr.

dffTpov star
; after It. disastro (

disastre, mischance,
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ill lucke* (Florio). Cf. Pr., Sp., Pg. desastre, also

Pr. benastre good fortune, malastre ill fortune, and

Eng. ill-starred^

1 1. An unfavourable aspect of a star or planet ;

* an obnoxious planet *. Obs.
i6oa SHAKS. Ham. i. i. 118 Stars with trains of fire and

dews of blood, Disasters in the sun ; and the moist star,

Upon whose influence Neptunes empire stands, Was sick

almost to dooms-day with eclipse. 1635 QUARLES Embl,*

Hieroglyph vii, What dire disaster bred This change, that

thus she veils her golden head?
2. Anything that befalls of ruinous or distressing

nature
;
a sudden or great misfortune, mishap, or

misadventure
;
a calamity. Usually with a and//.,

but also without a, as * a record of disaster*.
1 Disaster is etymologically a mishap due to a baleful

stellar aspect
'

(Whitney Life Lang. vL (1875) gg\
1591 HORSEY Trav. (Halcluyt Soc.) 253 Let those soulls

suffer that ar the occasioners of
thy

disaster and myne.
1598 FLORIO, Disastro, disastre, mischance, ill lucke. 1601

SHAKS. All's Well in. vi. 55 It was a disaster of warre that

Cxsar him selfe could not haue preuented. 1605 Lt-ar
i. ii. 131 We make guilty of our disasters the Sun, the

Moone, and Starres. 1659 B. HARRIS Parivafs Iron Age
loo Fate, it seems, would needs involve them in the same
disasters. 1770 GOLDSM. Des. Vill. 200 Well had the boding
tremblers learn'd to trace The day's disasters in his morn-

ing's face. 1849 MACAULAV Hist. Eng. I. 84 Faithlessness
was the chief cause of his disasters, and is the chief stain

on his memory. 1874 MORLEY Compromise (1886) 27 Such
a system must inevitably bring disaster.

f b. A bodily affliction or disorder. Obs. rare.

1684 F. ROGERS Let. in Sir H. Slingsby's Diary (1836) 377,
I am very ill of a disaster upon my stomach, y

l I cannot ride.

t Disaster, a. Obs. [Either an attrib. use of
the sb., or repr. obs. F. desastrl (Cotgr.) disastrous,
f. desastre disaster. The simple word is not used
as an adj. in any Romanic lang.] = DISASTROUS.
1590 GREENE Never too late (1600) 23 No disaster fortune

could driue her to make shipwrack of her fixed affection.

Ibid, 28 Saturne conspiring with all balefull signes, calcu-
lated the houre of thy birth full of disaster accidents. i6ojo
Look about you xxix. in Hazl. Dodsley VII. 481 Let this

be to me a disaster day. 1603 KNOLI.ES Hist. Turks (1638)

167 Whom disaster fortune . ."nath inforced to wander here
and there.

i Disa'ster, z>. Obs. [f.
DISASTER sb. No

corresp. vb. is found in the Romanic langs., though
French had in i6th c. the ppl. adj. desastrt; see

DISASTER a.] trans. To bring disaster or mis-

fortune upon ;
to strike with calamity ; to ruin,

afflict, injure seriously, endamage.
(Todd's sense 'To blast by the stroke of an unfavourable

star', repeated in later Diets., seems to be unsupported;
his quotation is of a///, a. in sense '

ill-starred,
1 '

hapless '.)

1580 [see DISASTERED]. 1606 SHAKS. Ant. <y Cl. n. vii. 16
The holes where eyes should bee, which pittifully disaster

the cheeks. 1607 TOPSELL Four-/. Beasts(\6^>) 158 Neither
was there ever any more easie way to disaster these monster-

seeming souldiers [elephants in battle] then by casting of
stones. 1689 MOVLE Sea Chyntrg. \\. xiii. 61 The Cable

running out, a Kink therein happened to disaster a Man's
Leg. 1778 M. CUTLER in Ltfet etc. (1888) I. 70 The French
fleet was so disastered they could by no means afford us

any assistance. 1784 Ibid. 107 This occasioned the thermo-
meter's being more slightly secured . . and . . it was so disas-

tered as to lose almost all the mercury. iSia W. TENNANT
A nsterf. in. Ivi, Some werecuff 'd and much disaster'd found.

Hence t Disa'stered, stricken with disaster ;
ill-

starred, hapless. Obs.

1580 SIDNEY Arcadia H. (1613) 163 Ah, chastest bed of
mine . . how canst thou now receiue this desastred change-
ling ? 1598 BARRET Tlteor. IVarres v. i. 170 At his disastred

iourney made into Barbary. 1796-46 THOMSON Winter 279
In his own loose revolving fields, the swain Disastered stands.

t Disa'sterly, adv. Obs. [f. DISASTER a. +
-LY 2

.] In a disastrous or ill-starred manner.
'593 NASHE Christ's T. (1613) 93 What Gentleman hath

been cast away at Sea, or disasterly souldiouriz'd it by
Land. 1598 DRAYTON Heroic. Ep. (1748) 131 Nor let the

envy of mvenom'd tongues. -Thy noble breast disasterly

possess. 1654 VILVAIN Epit. Ess. iv. 46 Who died disasterly
in New Forest.

Disastrous (dizo/stras), a. Also 6-7 des-,

7 dysastrous, disasterous. [a. F. dfsastreux,
-euse (i6th c. in Hatz.-Darm.), f. dtsastre : cf. It.

disastroso *

vnfortunate, vnluckie' (Florio 1598).
See DISASTER sb. and -ous.]

f 1. Stricken with or subject to disasters ; ill-

starred, ill-fated ; unfortunate, unlucky. Obs.

1586 B. YOUNG tr. Guazzo's Civ. Conv. iv. 184 If she aford
mee but one sparkle of hope and favour, she doth it to no
other ende, but to make mee more desastrous. x6oz MAR-
STON^W/. .$ MeL Induct Wks. 1856 I. 2 He prov'd alwaies
desastrous in love. 1603 Adv. Don Sebastian in HarL
Misc. (Malh.) II. 368 The unfortunate accidents this disas-

terous king hath sustained. 1750 SHENSTONE Poems,
Economy iii. 43 Ah disastrous wight ! In evil hour and
rashly dost thou trust The fraudful couch ! 1790 BEATSON
Nov. ff Mil. Mem. I. 225 The various calamities that befel
this disastrous fleet.

2. Foreboding disaster, of evil omen,unpropitious,
ill-boding, arch.

1603 HOLLAND Plutarctfs Mor. 1292 Reputing the third
of these intercalar daies to be desasterous and dismall.

1648 GAGE West. Ind. xii. (1655) 47 At whose birth could
not but be some dysastrous aspect of the Planets. 1667
MILTON P. L. i. 597 As when the Sun .. from behind the
Moon In dim Eclips disastrous twilight sheds On half the
Nations, a 1849 MANGAN Poems (1859) 42 By the bell's
disastrous tongue.

DISAVAIL.

3. Of the nature of a disaster ; fraught or attended

with disaster; calamitous.

1603 R, JOHNSON Kined. fy Commw. (1630) 573 A faction

no lesse disasterous to the State of Persia, than the warre of

Turkic. 1608 D. T. Ea. Pol. $ Mor. 76 b, The very first

allarum of any sinister, and disastrous accident. 1684 Con-

tempt. State Man \. ii. (1699) 18 All human greatness, .must

end, and perhaps in a disasterous and unhappy conclusion.

1769 ROBERTSON Ckas, V* V. in. 344 Events more disastrous

to France. 1794 SULLIVAN View Nat. I. 225 The Samyal
wind, .so disastrous in its effects. 1874GREEN Short Hist.
v. i. 217 We have followed the attack on Scotland to its

disastrous close. 1875 LYELL Princ. Geol. II. in. xlvii. 549
Heavy rains followed by disastrous floods.

Hence Disa'strousness. rare.

1727 BAILEY vol. XI, Disastronsness
t unluckiness, unfor-

tunateness.

Disastrously, adv.
[f. prec. + -LY 2

.] In a

disastrous manner ; calamitously, ruinously.
1603 DRAYTON Bar. Warsv.(R,\ Whilst things were thus

disastrously decreed. 1678 BUTLER Hud. in. i. 62 To
answer, with his Vessel, all That might disastrously befall.

1794 SULLIVAN View Nat. V. 187 The almost universal

darkness, which licentious desolation .. disastrously intro-

duced into the world. 1869 FREEMAN Norm. Cona. (1876)
III. xii. 180 The great invasion of Normandy, which ended
so disastrously for the French.

Disattacll(disatEe-tJ"),z/. [f.Dis-6 + ATTACH^.]
trans. To undo what is attached ;

= DETACH i.

1851 CDL. WISEMAN Actions N. T. Ess. 1853 I. 586 To
disattach importance from all that relates to her.

Disatta'climent. [Dis- 9.]
= DETACH-

MENT 40.
1860 T. T. CARTER Itnit. our Lord (1861) 19 Chastening

our being into disattachment and heavenly-mindedness.

Disattaint (disat^'-nt), v. [Dis- 6.1 trans.

To free from attainder : see ATTAINT v. 6.

1865 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. IX. xx. vii. 149 Earl Marischal
. .has been . . pardoned, disattainted, permitted to inherit.

t Disatte'ntion. Obs. [f. Dis- 9 + ATTEN-

TION.] Active inattention ; neglect.
1624 BP. MOUNTAGU Gagg \. 3 Slownesse of heart : that is

. .disattention unto those things. 1693 W. FREKE Set. Ess.

xxv. 147 Carelessness and Disattention. .are the Daughters
of Folly. 1757 Herald x. F 9 Disattention to duty.

t Disatti're, v. Obs. [f. Dis- 6 + ATTIBE z;.]

trans. To divest of attire ; disrobe.

a 1598 SPENSER cited by WEBSTER (1864). 1611 COTGF.

Descoeffer. . to disarray, disattire, vnhood, vncouer, the head.

1677 HOLYOKE Dict. t Disattire, divestio.

Disattune (disatiw'n), v. [f. Dis- 6 + ATTUNE.]
trans. To put out of tune or harmony.
1853 LYTTON My Novel xi. xvi. (D.), Thus ever bringing

before the mind of the harassed debtor images at war with
love and with the poetry of life, he disattuned it, so to

speak, for the reception of Nora's letters.

t Disaugme'nt, v. Obs. [Dis- 6.] trans.

To reverse the augmentation of; to diminish.
1611 COTGR., Desaugmenteri to disaugment, wane, di-

minish. 1635 QUARLES Embl. v. xiii, That everlasting trea-

sure which hope deprives not, fortune disaugments not

t Disauthe'ntic, a. Obs. [Dis- 10 + AU-

THENTIC.] The reverse of authentic; not au-

thoritative (see AUTHENTIC i).

1501 G. FuTaatJ?HMrO*nm.(HakL Soc.) 126 Certeine

bookes .. of Moses .. which they say are al made disauthen-

tique, and put out of use by the comnung of Christ. 1619
PURCHAS Microcosmus Ixix. 691 They. . account disauthen-

tike the foure last Bookes of Moses.

Disauthe'nticate, v. [Dis- 6.] trans. To

prove or pronounce non-authentic.

1895 A. W. BENN in Academy i June 457/2 Among pas-

sages disauthenticated, or at least pronounced doubtful.

t Disairtliorize, # Obs. [f. Dis- 6 + AU-

THORIZE.] trans. To strip of authority ; to make
or treat as of no authority.
1548 GEST/V. Masse 90 Then is y once sacrifice of Christ

utterly to be abandoned and disauthorized. 1563 MAN
Musculus 1

Commonpl. 153 a, Thei judged it best to dis-

authorise them [the scriptures of the Old Testament]. 1615
WADSWORTH in Bedell Lett. (1624) 8 As if their new censure

were sufficient to disaucthorize the others auncient sen-

tences. 1689 Def. Liberty agst. Tyrants 142 The general

Assembly ..may. .even dis-authorize and depose a King.

Disavail, v. ? Obs. [f. Dis- 6 + AVAIL v.]

fr 1. intr. To be the reverse of advantageous ; to

be prejudicial or harmful. Obs.

1430 LYDG. Chron. Troy v. xxxvi, They . . toke nought
that might disauayle Unto that lande but it were vitayle.

1549 CHALONER Erasm. on Folly I iij a, The same not

seeldome disavaileth to the. .pleasure of the lyfe.

2. trans. To disadvantage, injure, harm.

1471 MARC. PASTON in P. Lett. No. 681 III. 24 Lete hym
helpe me now, or elles it shall dysawayll hym better than

the trebyll the money, a 1529 SKELTON Col. Cloute 1106

Hyndering and dysavaylyng Holy Churche, our Mother.

1530 PALSGR. 517/1, I disavayle one, I hynder his avaun-

tage. .he hath disavayled me more than an hundred pounde.

1754 RICHARDSON Grandison (1781) II. iv. 52
'
I am an

Englishman, gentlemen
1

,
said I. .judging.. that plea would

not disavail me.

t Disava'il, sb. Obs. [f. prec. vb., after AVAIL

sb.] Disadvantage, harm, loss.

ci430 LYDG. Bockas i. xix. (1558) 333 Hys wyfe of fro-

warde doublenes, Which euer wrought to his disauayle. 1603

J. DAVIES Microcosmos Wks. (1876) ii If subjects' peace
and glorie be the King's, And their disgrace and strife his

Disavaunce, Disaventure, obs. forms of

DlSADVANCE, DlSADVENTURE.



DISAVOUCH.

t Disavotrch, . Ohs.
[f.

Dis- 6 + AVOUCH
v. In med.L. disadvocarc.']

= DISAVOW.
1597 DANIEL Civ. Wars iv. xxvi, They flatly disavouch

To yeld him more obedience. 1637 k. HUMI-HHKY tr. St.
Ambrose Pref., Numa Pompilius ceremonies were dis

avouched by Quintus Pelilius. 1679 Kn> in G. Hickes

Spir. Popery 7 Disowning and dissavouching that which
sometime we judged our honour to testifie for and avouch.

Disavow (disavuu-), v. Also 4 des-, 5 dys-,

[a. F. dcsavoucr (I3th c. in Hatz.-Darm.), f. des-,

DIN- 4 + avouer Avow v. 1 In med.L. disavouiire,

Jisadvociire.}

1. trans. To refuse to avow, own, or acknow-

ledge ; to disclaim knowledge of, responsibility for,
or approbation of; to disown, repudiate.
'393 LAHGL. P. PI. C. iv. 322 Bobe kyng and kayser and

he coroned pope May desauowe bat bey dude, c 1485
CAXTON Sonnes ofAyinon v. 134 Our fader bath dysavowed
vs for the love of hym. 1596 SPENSER F. O. vi. v. 37 Weary
..Of warres delight.. The name of knighthood he did dis-
avow. 1659 H. HARRIS ParivaTs Iron Age 285 One of his
Masters drew profit from it, and the other disavowed it.

avowed the concessions which had been made by his gover-
nors. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. III. 327 Melfort never
disavowed these papers. 1874^

GKEEN Short Hist. vi. \ 6.

328 The plan was simply that the King should disavow the
Papal jurisdiction.

1 2. To refuse to admit or acknowledge as true
or valid ; to deny. Obs.
1611 COTGR., Nier, to denie, disaduow; say nay, gainsay.

1619 GAULK Pract. The. 86 One disauowes him begotten of
God ; another, borne of Mary. 1634 FORD P. Warveck iv.

ii, Yet can they never . . disavow my blood Plantagenet's.
1660 F. BROOKE tr. Le Blanc's Trav. 387 Complaining I

had sold her a broken stone, which I disavowed.

1 3. To refuse to accept or entertain ; to decline.

1619 CHAPMAN Juvenal v. 167 An oil, for whose strength
Romans disavow To bathe with Boccharis. 1640 FULLER
Joseph's Coat iii. (1867) 135 They . . disavow to have any
further dealing with worldly contentments. 1660 F. BROOKE
tr. Lt Blanc's Trav. 364 The Mexicans disavow all peace
with their neighbouring enemies, .that they may be stored
with prisoners of war for sacrifice.

Hence Disavowed/// a., Disavowing: vbl. sb.

and ///. a.
;

also Disavow able a., liable to bj
disavowed

; Disavowedly (-edli) adv., in a dis-

avowed manner
; Disavower, one that disavows

(Ash 1775).
ion COTGR., Niement, a denying, disaduowing, or gain-

saying. 1651-3 JER. TAYLOR Serm.for Year i. iv. 43 No
puhhck or imaginative disavowings . . can be sufficient.

1698 R. FERGUSON View Eccles. 7 As that great and learned
man Mr. liaxter . . disayowedly, and with an openess natural
to him, doth express himself. 1889 Sat. Km. 28 Sept. 345/3

The^disavowable, but not yet disavowed, agents of Russia.

Disavowal (disavau-al). [f. DISAVOW v. after

AVOWAL.] The action of disavowing or refusing
to acknowledge ; repudiation, denial.

1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa 0.), An earnest disavowal of
fear, often proceeds from fear. 1818 D' ISRAELI Chas. /, I. v.

114 The disavowal of the acts of a minister threw everything
back. 1868 E. EDWARDS Raleigh I. ii. 30 An official dis-
avowal followed in due course.

t Disavowance. Obs. rare. [f. DISAVOW v.,
after AVOWANCK and OF. desavouance (i4th c. in

Godef.).]
= DISAVOWAL.

a 1716 SOUTH Strm. VI. i. (R.) The very corner-stone of
the English Reformation was laid in an utter denial and
disavowance of this point [the papal supremacy].
t Disavower 1

. Obs. rare.
[f. DISAVOW v.+

-EB suffix* : corresp. to F. desavouer, infinitive used

subst.] Disavowing, disavowal.
1648 FAIRFAX, etc. Remonstrance 33 This . . we can take

to intend no lesse then a plaine dissavouer of this Treaty.
Disavower -

: see after DISAVOW v.

t Disavowment. Obs. rare.
[f. DISAVOW v.

+ -MENT : perh. repr. OF. desavouement (I4th c. in

Godcf.)] = DISAVOWAL.
1637 WOTTON Let. to Regius Professor in Relief. Walton.

(1672! r iv a. His Holiness . . will not press you to any
disavowiiicnt thereof.

tDisavowry. Obs. [f. DISAVOW v., after
Avuwitv and OF. desavouerie, dcsavowry (in
Godcf.).] The action of disavowing; disavowal.
1588 J. K[ARVEY) Discoursive Probl. 65 Concerning the

general! disauory, and discredit of such special! matters.
a 1641 BP. Mot-NTAGU Acts <r Mon. (1642) 498 He dis-
claymtth it utterly in that disavowry ; My Kingdome is not
of this world. 1650 B. Discollimitiinm 9 Christ . . thought
surh a Disavowry . . a sufficient salvo for his act.

Disbalance (disbce-lans), v.
[f. Dis- 6 +

BAI.AISTK v.] trans. To disturb the balance or

equilibrium of, to put out of balance. Hence Dis-
ba lanced, Disba'lancintr/*//. adjs., Disba lance-
ment, disturbance of equilibrium.
1853 LYNCH Self-lmfrav. v. in Some are shy .. there is

a decomposing, disbalancing force in them. 1866 ALGER
oo/t/. Nat. fy Man iv. 252 To. .enlarge existing disbalance-
ments, and intensify the discords already experienced. 1885
.\tif. A'.T-. 7 Feb. 170/2 The disbalanced mind of this par-
ticular U'OIIE.UI.

tDisbalass, v. Obs.
[f.

Dis- 6 + balass,
i6th c. form of BALLAST v.] trans. To free from
ballast or burden ; to disburden.
1*76 NKWTON Lemnit'sComf>U-.v. (1633) 170 Man. .having

disburdened and disbalassed himselfe of his provocative
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superfluous Sperme to fetch bis breath the better. 1591
G. HARVEY New Letter 14 But now you must lend me
patience untill I have dishalased my mind.

Disband (clisbarnd), v. [ad. i6lh c. F. des-

bander, niod.F. dlbantler in military sense after
It. sbandare (cf. Sp., Pg. disbandar), {. It. banda
F. bande, BAND sf.z.

In the sense 'to unbind, loosen, let loose, unbend a bow
,

etc. desbattder (also desbendcr) goes back to lath c. it

OF. : cf. DISBEND.)
I. trans. 1. To break up (a band or company) ,

to dissolve and dismiss from service (a military 01

other force).

. . .

DE FOE frue-born Eng. i. 148 No Parliament his Army
cou'd disband. 1771 Junius Lett. Ixii. 322 You talk of dLs

banding the army with wonderful ease and indifference.
1868 Pall Mall G. 23 July 5 The ist East York Artillery
Volunteers.. has been disbanded on account of insubordi-
nate conduct. 1878 liosw. SMITH Carthage 72 When Aga-
thocles died, his mercenary troops were disbanded.

t b. To dismiss, discharge, or expel from a
band or company. 06s.
1616 J. YATES Ibis adCaesarem ii. 6 You haue fathered

vpon mee that bastard, which your selfe disbands. 1666
LD. ORRERY State Letters (1743) n. 54 To take notice ofmy
securing and disbanding Langley. 1667 FLAVEL Saint
Indeed (1754) 124 Thou art disbanded by death, and called
off the field. 1699 DAMHKR I'oy. II. i. 71 After 30 years
service a Soldier may petition to be disbanded.

O. reft. (
=

4.)
1603 KNOLLES Hist. Turks (J.), They disbanded them-

selves, and returned every man to his own dwelling. 1614
SYLVESTER Bethulia's Rescue v. 20 Each, as him listeth,
dares him now dis-band. 1651 tr. Hist. Dan Fenise 275
Leon disbanded himselfe upon the instant. 1659 B. HARRIS
Paraiats Iron Age 77 marg., His Army disbands it self.

1855 MACAULAY Hist. Ene. III. 252 They paid . . so much
respect to William's authority as to disband themselves
when his proclamation was published.
t 2. To let loose, turn off or out, dismiss from

union or association, send away. Obs.
1604 EARL STIRLING Aurora iv. (R.), What savage bull

disbanded from his stall, Of wrath a signe more inhumane
could make? 1625 Bp. MOUNTAGU App. Catsar n. ii. 114
M. Mountagu . . hath disbanded them from their shelter.

1643 MILTON Divorce vii. (1851) 37 And therfore by all the
united force of the Decalogue she [the wife] ought to be
disbanded, unlesse we must set marriage above God and
charity. \-n*.\r.Pancircillns' Rerum Mem. 1. 11. x. 90 They
disband afl Trouble and Anxiety from the pensive Mind.
1790 J. B. MORDON West India Islands 108 Her husband
. . took the . . little ones into his own protection, and dis-
banded their vile mother.

t 3. To break up the constitution of, dissolve,

disintegrate. Obs.

1695 WOODWARD Nat. Hist. Earth in. ii. (1723} 176 That
a Quantity of Water sufficient to make such a Deluge was
created . . and, when the Business was done, all disbanded
again and annihilated. 1793 W. ROBERTS Looker^in Ixvi.

(1794! III. 31 The very elements of civilization have been
destroyed in a moment, and society itself disbanded.

II. inlr. (for refl.)

4. To break up as a body of soldiers, to cease
to be a band or company ; to break rank, fall into

disorder, disperse; to leave military service.

1598 BARRET Thtor. Warres n. i. 28 Shewing them, .how
to disband, and how to fal into troupes, a 1608 SIR F. VERE
Comm. 8, 1 commanded our men not to disband, but pursue
them. 1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. vi. xiv. 12. 92 The rest

disbanded, turned their backes, and fled toward the desert.

1714 DE FOE Metn. Cavalier (1840) 200 They began to dis-

band, and run every way. 1835 ALISON Hist. Europt
(1849-50) III. xiiL 5 30. 26 The troops . . openly threatened
to disband. i8 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. 1 1 1. 268 Feversham
had ordered all the royal army to disband.

1 5. To break up into its constituent parts, dis-

solve; to separate, retire from association. Obs.

1633 G. HERBERT Temple, Assurance^, When both rocks
and all things shall disband. 1649 JER. TAYLOR Gt. Exemp.
11. viii. 8 1 He makes a confident resolution .. though the

purpose disbands upon the next temptation. 1697 COLLIER
Ett. Mor. Sttbj. i. (1709) 117 They [Men of Honour) should
throw up their Fortune ; and Disband from Society.
Hence Disba uded ppl. a., turned loose out of

their ranks; disordered; scattered or dispersed;
dismissed ; Diaba'nding vbl. sb. and ppl. a.
1611 COTGR., Desbandade, a disbanding ; a cassing of

whole troups, or companies of souldiours. Desbiimit,
disbanded. 1625 MARKHAM Souldier's Atcid. 15 The Ser-

geants are . . to leade loose and disbanded fyles of Shot in

Skirmish. 1641 Nicholas Papers (Camden) 18 Letters . .

touchinge the disbandinge of the Scottishe Annie- 1670-88
Stcr. Sen. Money Chas. II ff Jos. II (Camden) 36 To . .

2,159" T 3* 9
d Pa'd - . for the disbanding tax for the county

of Leicest'. 1689 LUTTRELL Brief Rel. (1857) ' 547 Th
louse of commons had the late disbanded judges before
them. 171* ARBUTHNOT John Bull in. iii, A poor disbanded
officer, a 1859 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xxiv. V. 170 He ad-
mitted it to bo necessary for him to give his assent to the

disbanding bill. 1874 GREEN Short Hist. viii. 6. 524
The disbanded soldiers of the army . . spread over the

country.

Disbandment (disbx-ndment). [f. prec,
+ -MENT: cf. F. dibandemcnt (1701 in Hatz.-

Darm.)] The action or fact of disbanding or

dispersing ; dismissal from corporate existence.
17*0 r.ontt. Caz. No. 5875/2 Full Pay allowed . . for doing
}uty after Disbandment. 1768-74 TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1852)
I. 182 The very recent disbandment of that body-guard of

popery the Jesuits. 1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev. II. it. ui. (1848)

DISBEAUTIFY.

07 The august Assembly . . dare nowise resolve, with Mira-
beau, on an instantaneous disbandment and cxtiix li. .n. 1864
Daily Tel. 3 Sept., The disbandment of the BasingMoke
Rifles.

t Disba'ndon, v. Obs. rare. [By-form of
DlSBANIi v. alter BANIX>.V.] IH.SH.VM>.'

1640-1 Kirkcudbr. War-Comi*. Min. Bt. (1855) 48 Thair
sogers are dlsbandoning for want of manteanment. 1641EARL MONMOUTH tr. Biondfs Civill Warns I. 74 The King
writ unto him to dUbandon his forces.

t Disba-nk, v. Obs. rare.
[f.

Dis- 7 c + BANK
J*. 1

] intr. (for refl.) To pau over its banks or
borders

; to overflow, to debord.
1660 F. BROOKE tr. Le Blanc's Trav. 218 The River Zuama

which disbanks as Nile do's.

t Disba-r, z>.' Obs. [f. Dis- 1 + BAB v. : cf. OF.
desbarrer, mod.F. dibarrer to unbar: see DEBAR.]
trans. To exclude, shut out, prevent, stop; -
DEBAR ,-.

_ 1565 GOLDING Ovid's Met. x. (1593) jS5 Then Neptune*
impe her swiftnesse to disbarre, Trofld downe a tone-side of
the way one

apple of the three. 1571 Colin'* on /'t. To
Rdr. 10 Too the intent all vaunting myght bee disbarred
the further of. 1598 BARRET Thtor. Warres iv. iv. 114 To
disbarre all odds and inconueniences.

Disbar (disbau), v2 [f. Dis- 7 + BAB j*.']
1. trans. To expel from the bar ; to deprive of the

status and privileges of a barrister.

1633 R. VERNEY in Verney Paters (1853) "57 He is to be
degraded in the universitie, disbarred at the innes of court.
i8a8 Edin. Rev. XLVIII. 495 In his Utopia such practisers
..would be disbarred. 1848 WHARTON Law Lex., Dis-
barring, expelling a barrister from the bar, a power vested
in the benchers ofthefour inns of court, subject to an appeal
to fifteen Judges. 1871 Daily Nevis 15 Apr. a In the event
of a barrister being disbarred . . the Judges may revise and
reverse the decrees of the benchers.

t2. To deprive of bars or that which bars. Obs.
1636 N. WALLINGTON in Ann. Dubrensia (1877) 33 When

all forts are disbarr'd Of Battlements, of Gunnes, and Bui.
warkes marr'd.

DisbaTbarize, v. rare, [f Dis- 6 + BAB-

BARIZE.] a. trans . To free from barbarism ;
=

DEBARBABIZE. b. intr. (for refl.) To cease to be
barbarous ; to lay aside barbarism.
1803 W. TAYLOR in Ann. Rev. I. 362 A new proof that

benevolence alone disbarbarizes the savage. 1805 Ibid. III.
322 The slave-coast began from that period to disbar.
oarize.

tDisbark(disbaMk),z>.l Obs. Also 6-7 -barke,
7-8 -barque, [ad. F. desbarquer (1564 in Hatz.-

Darm.), mod.F. dcbarqucr, f. i/es-, Dl8- 4 + barque
BABK sb2: cf. It. sbarcare.'] =DEBABK .', DIS-
EMBARK, a. trans.

'SS Act 5-6 Ed. VI, c. 14 8 12 If he. .there do disbark,
unlade and sell the same. 163* LITHGOW Trav. v. 187 That
in the night, they should have entred the Haven, disbarke
their men, and scale the walles. 1709 RoyalProclam. 20 Oct.
in Land. Caz. No. 4605/1 [To] be . . carried . . to the Port . .

and there to disbarque and sell the same. 1725 POPE Odyss.
xi. 22 We . . Disbark the sheep, an offering to the gods.

b. intr. (for reft.)

1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholay's Voy. 11. vii. 37 b, From
Constantinople into Italy, where I disbarked to go to Rome.
1691 HACKE Collect. Orig. Voy. (16991 Iv - >* Being now

Hence Disba-rking vbl. sb.

1508 FLORIO, Sbarcamento, an vnshipping, a disbarking,
a landing. 1615 J. GLANVILL Voy. to Cadiz 33 [To] finde a
landing place fitted for our disbarkeing.

Disba-rk, .- Also 6-7 -barke, 7 -barque,

[f. Dis- 7 a + BARK sb. 1
: cf. DEBARK v.*] trans.

To divest of the bark, strip the bark off (a tree),

decorticate; = DEBARK .
a

1578 FLORIO ist Fruites 86 The forreyne knyfe doothe dis-

barke it. 1657 AUSTEN Fruit Trees I. 102 If we disbarke
a bough or branch where sap is up. 1797-1803 FOSTER in

Life -r Corr.
(184^6)

I. 176 Oaks cut down, disbarked and
embrowned by time. i8ia Sportinf Mag. XXXIX. 199
Disbarking those whose tops they [rabbits] cannot reach.

b. To strip off (bark).
1659 Gate Lang;. Unl. x. \ 109 mart.. The hard rinde

'outward bark which may be disbarked) is without.

Hence DisbaTked ppl. a., divested of bark
;
Di-

ba'rking vbl. sb., decortication.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 541 Neither doth the tree Adrachne

ind any hurt or offence by disbarking. 1657 AUSTEN Fruit
Trees i. 137 This bough may be cut off below the disbarked
place. 1715 BRADLEY Fain. Diet. s.v. Tree, The pricking
and disbarking of the Roots.

Disbarment (disbarment), [f. DISBAR v.- +

MENT.] The action of disbarring a barrister.
1861 Sat. Rev. XIII. 639/2 Appealing . . against the

benchers' sentence of disbarment. 1874 Daily News 5 Dec.,
Vs he means to appeal against their order of disbenchment,
le should include in that appeal their order for disbarment.

t Disba'se, v. Obs. rare. [f. Dis- 5 + BASE
.': cf.ABASE, DEBASE.] trans. DEBASE.
<iiS9 GREENE Alphonsus Dram. Wks. II. 56 First I will

lie in the thickest of the foe Before I will disbase mine
lonourso. 1601 B. JONSON Poetaslern. i, Before I disbased
v.r. disbast] myself^ from my hood and my farthingal to
hese bum-rowls and your whale-bone bodice.

Disbeau'tify, v. rare. [Dis- 6.] trans. To
ando the beanttlying of, deprive of beauty.
1577 STANYHURST Dtscr. frel. in Holinshtd VI. 5 The

women have an harsh and brode kind of pronunliation ..

hich dooth disbeautific their English above measure.



DISBECOME.

t Disbeco'me, v. Obs. [f. Dis- 6 + BECOME v.

III.] trans. To misbecome; to be unbefitting for

or unworthy of. Hence Disbeco-miug ///. a., un-

becoming, unbefitting.
1632 MASSINGER & FIELD Fatal Dowry v. ii, [Lest] your

compassion. .Move you to anything that may disbecome
The place on which you sit. a 1639 W. WHATELY Prototypes
n. xxix.(i64o) 163 No calling, .can so much disbecome a man,
or reproach and abase him . . then this of having no calling.
Ibid- n. xxxiv. (1640) 174 This forgetfulnesse . . is a most

disbecomming vice.

Disbelief (disbHrf). [f.
Dis- 9 + BELIEF.]

The action or an act of disbelieving; mental rejec-

tion of a statement or assertion
; positive un-

belief.

1672 WILKINS Nat. Relig. I. iii. (R.), Those who will pre-
tend such kind of grounds for their disbelief of any thing.
a 1694 TILLOTSON (J.), Our belief or disbelief of a thing does
not alter the nature of the

thing. 1696 WHISTON Th. Earth
in. (1722) 277, 1 have, I think, just reasons for my Disbelief.

1791 MRS. RADCLIFFE Rom. Forest vii, Your good sense,

Adeline, I think, will teach you the merit of disbelief.

1865 LECKY Rationalism I. i. 12 A disbelief in ghosts and
witches was one of the most prominent characteristics of

scepticism in the seventeenth century. 1874.
CARPENTER

Ment. Phys. \\. xx. (1879)699 [They] will drift away into
either vague unbelief or absolute disbelief,

Disbelieve (disbrtf-v), v. [f. Dis- 6 + BE-
LIEVE vJ]
1. trans. Not to believe or credit ;

to refuse

credence to : a. a statement or (alleged) fact : To
reject the truth or reality of. (With simple obj. or

obj. clause.)

1644 [see DISBELIEVING below]. 1678 CUDWORTH Intell.

Syst. 18 (R.^ There have been doubtless in all ages such as
have disbelieved the existence of any thing but what was
sensible. 1712 Spect. No. 527 r 2 People will be as slow
and unwilling in disbelieving scandal, as they are quick and
forward in believing it. 1795 SOUTHEY Joan ofArc T. 77
That misgiving which precedes belief In what was disbe-

lieved and scoff 'd at late For folly. 1864 J. H. NEWMAN
Apologia 162 Did Henry VIII .. disbelieve Purgatory?
1874 CARPENTER Ment. Phys. \. ix. g 2 (1879) 395 It does not
rest with any man to determine what he shall believe or
what he shall disbelieve. 1878 BROWNING La Saisiaz 68
He disbelieves In the heart of him that edict which for

truth his head receives.

b. a person in making a statement.

1699 BENTLEY PhaL 273 Plutarch disbelieved Phamas.
1826 HALLAM in Edin. Rev. XLIV. z There would be no
historical certainty remaining, if it were possible to disbelieve
such a contemporary witness as Sir Thomas More.
2. absol. or intr.

1755 YOUNG Centaur \. Wks. 1757 IV. 106 Eve doubted,
and then eat.. most of Eve's daughters first taste, and then
disbelieve. 1795 SOUTHEY Joan ofArc in. 188, I feel it is

not possible to hear and disbelieve. 1818-60 WHATELY
Commonpl. Bk. (1864) 48 It is very evident that the opposite
to credulity is scepticism, and that to disbelieve is to
believe.

3. intr. with ;;/ : Not to believe in ; to have no
faith in : cf. BELIEVE i, 3.

1834 W. Ind. Sketch-bk. I, 172 He disbelieves in the

glowing changes of colour in the dying dolphin. 1856
MRS. BfiowNiNG^wr. Leigh v. 739, 1 disbelieve in Christian

pagans, much As you in women-fishes. 1869 FREEMAN
Norm. Cong. (1876) III. xii. 222, I do not altogether dis-

believe in the story.

Hence Distaelie'ving
1

vbl. sb. and ///. a. ; Dis-

belie'vinjfly adv.
y
in a disbelieving manner; with

disbelief.

Disbeliever, [f. prec. + -E&I.] One who
disbelieves or refuses belief; an unbeliever.

1648 W. MOUNTAGUE Devout Ess. i. viii. 2 (R.) The in-

credulous and disbelievers of the facility of this medium.
a 1748 WATTS (J.), An humble soul is frighted into senti*

ments, because a man of great name pronounces heresy
upon the contrary sentiments, and casts the disbeliever out
of the church. 1799 SOUTHEY Lett. (1856) I. 64, I am not
a disbeliever in these things, but that story is not among
the credible ones. 18x8 WHEWELL in Todhunter*s Acct.
(1876) II. 26 He attacks rfwbelievers, but has very little to
say to mere KHbelievers.

Disbench (d isbe-nJ) , v. [f.
Dis- 7 c + BENCH st>.]

T~ 1. trans. To remove or displace from a bench
or seat

; to unseat. Obs.

1607 SHAKS. Cor. n. ii. 75 Sir, I hope my words dis-bench'd
you not ?

2. To deprive of the status of a bencher ; to strike
off the name of (a person) from the roll of the
senior members of the Inns of Court.

1874 Observer 2 Aug., After a long deliberation they de-
cided to disbench Dr. Kenealy..It was further intimated
that if the publication of the Englishman was continued . .

as heretofore, the Benchers might have to consider the
necessity of disbarring him.

Hence Disbe'nchment, the fact or process of

disbenching (sense a).

1874 [see DISBARMENT].

t Disbe'nd, v. Obs.
[f.

Dis- 6 + BEND v. : cf.

OF. desbender, var, of desbander in same sense.]
trans. To unbend (e.g. a bow), relax, let loose.

1607 EARL STIRLING Jul. Caesar in. ii. Chor., As libertie
a courage doth impart, So bondage doth disbend, els breake
the heart. 1632 LITHGOW Trav. x. 488, I Organize the
Truth, you Allegate the Sense, Disbending cominous de-
fects, in your absurd pretence.

408

i Disbrncl, v. Obs. rare. [Dis- 6.] trans.

To unbind, to loose.
a. 1638 MEDE Disc. Matt. vi. 9 (1672) I. 12 How dare we

dis-bind or loose our selves from the tye of that way of

agnizing and honouring God ?

Disbi'Shop, v. nonce-vid. [f.
Dis- 7 b.] trans.

To deprive ofepiscopal office or dignity.
1585 ABP. SANDYS Sena. (1841) 43 He is easily dealt withal

if he be disbishopped.

t Disbla'me, v. Obs. [a. OF. desblasmer,

-bl&mer, f. des- (Dis- 4) + blasmer to BLAME.]
trans. To free from blame, acquit, exculpate.
Hence Disbla'ming vbl. si'., exculpation.
c 1374 CHAUCER Troylits !!. Prol. 17, 1 . . pray yow mekely,

Disblameth me yf ony word be lame, For as myn auctor

seyde so sey I. 1631 Celestina VI. 75 Thou hadst come to

disblame and excuse thy doings. 1638 BAKER tr. Balzac's

Lett. in. (1654) 79 But to disblame both of us, I beseech you
hereafter to have more care of my modesty. 1656 FINETT
For. Ambass. 240 (T.) His humble request but of one

quarter of an hour's audience for his disblaming.

Disblo'Ck, v. rare. [f. Dis- 7 c + BLOCK sb.

4 c, d.] trans. To remove (something) from the

block (or head) on which it is placed.
1665 J. WILSON Projectors i. Dram. Wks. (1874) 224 Do

you not observe, sir, how hard he wrings his Lrows, to the
manifest hazard of disblocking his periwig ?

Disbloo'm, v. [f. Dis- 7 a + BLOOM sl>.~] trans.

To deprive of bloom. Hence Disblocrmed fpl. a.

1884 STEVENSON Old Mortality in Longin. Map. IV. 76
A faint flavour of the gardener hung about them [the grave-
diggers], but sophisticated and disbloomed.

t Disboa'rcl, v. Obs. rare. Also 7 disbord.

[a. OF. desborder (mod.F. dttorder} (in various

senses), f. des- (Dis- i) + bord, BOARD.]
1. intr. =DISEMBABK.
1615 CHAPMAN Odyss. xiv. 486 They streightly bound me,

and did all disbord To shore to supper, in contentious rout.

2. To pass outside or over the border or edge.
Cf. DEBOKD v. t.

1725 BRADLEY Fam. Diet. s.v. Shoeing, If the Foot be very
narrow let the Shoe disboard without the Hoof.

Disbody (disbp-di), v. [f. Dis- 7 + BODY sb.']

trans. = DISEMBODY. Hence Disbcrdied ///. a.,

disembodied.
1646 J. HALL Poems 38 Come, Julia, come ! let's once dis-

body what Strait matter ties to this and not to that. 1662
GLANVILL Lux Orient. 143 (T.) They conceive that the dis-

bodied souls shall return, .and be joined again to bodies of

purified and duly prepared air. 1734 WATTS Reliq. Juv.
(1789) 9 Ten thousand tongues Of hymning seraphs and
disbodied saints. 1870 LOWELL Cathedral'Poet. Wks. (1879)

448 We cannot make each meal a sacrament, Nor with our
tailors be disbodied souls.

t Disbo'gue, v. Obs. rare. [f. Dis- 6 + stem
of EM-BOGUE, perh. after Sp. desbocar= desembocar

to disembogue, f. des- = Dis i + boca mouth : the

corresp. Fr. is dtboucher : see DEBOUCH.] intr.

DISEMBOGUE.
1600 HAKLUYT Voy. (iSroJ

III. 302 The current of the

Bay of Mexico, disbogging betweene the Cape of Florida
and Havana. 1628 HOBOES Tfivcyd, (18221 25 Near unto
it disboguelh into the sea the lake Acherusia.

Disboscation, [ad. med. L. disboscation-em

(Du Cange), f. Dis- 4+ med.L. boscus, boscum

wood.] The clearing away of woods ; the con-

version of wooded land into arable or pasture.
1726 Diet. Rust. (ed. 3), Disbo[s}cation, a turning of Wood-

ground into Arable or Pasture. Hence 1727 in BRADLEY
Fam. Diet. ; 1764 in BAILEY (folio, ed. Scott) ; 1775 in ASH ;

and in mod. Diets.

Disbosom (disbu-zom), v. [Dis- 7 c.] trans.

To disburden one's bosom of; to unbosom ; to

confess. Hence Disbo'soming vbl. sb.

1844 BROWNING Colombe's Birthday i. Poems 1887 II. 185
This prompt disbosoming of love. 1868 Ring <$ Bk. in.

614 Home went Violante and disbosomed all.

tDisbotrnd, v\ Obs. rare. [f. Dis- i +
BOUND z>.'] trans. To separate by boundaries.
1621 AINSWORTH Annot. Pentat. Lev. xxi. 24 Separated,

in Greeke disparted (or disbounded) you from all the na-
tions.

Disboirnd,
' -

[f. Dis- 70 + BOUND s6.
1

] intr.

To extend beyond its bounds. (Cf. DISBANK,
DISBOABD 2.)

1843 E. JONES Poetns, Sens, fy Event 39 The company
multiplies, the space disbounds.

Disbourgeon, obs. form of DISBUBGEON.
Disbowel (disbau'el), v. In 5 dysbowalyn.

[f. Dis- 7 a + BOWEL sb.] trans. To take out the

bowels of, eviscerate ;
= DISEMBOWEL. Ht.anAJig.

11440 Promp. Parv. 122 Dysbowalyn, eviscero, exentero.

1591 SPENSER Ruins ofRome 383 A great Oke . . halfe dis-

bowel'd lies aboue the ground. 1708 WILSON, etc. tr.

Fctronius Arbiter 75 The Cook that had forgotten to dis-

bowel the Hog. 1711 LUTTRELL Brief R el. (1857) VI. 704
His body has been disbowelled, and put into pickle.

b. To take out (bowels or viscera).
1591 R. W. Tancred f, Gismunda v. i. in Hazl. Dodsley

VI 1. 83 Thus was Earl Palurin Strangled unto the death, yea,
after death His heart and blood disbowell'd from his breast.

Hence Disbo'welled ///. a., Disbo'welling
vbl. sb.

("1440 Promp. Pan'. 122 Dysbowalynge, evisccracio.
1680 Land. Gaz. No. 1508/4 A most Curious and Excellent
way of Preserving Dead Bodies, from Putrefaction . . with-
out Disbowelling, seer-cloathing, mangling or Cutting any

DISBURDEN.

part thereof, a 1719 ADDISON tr. Horace Wks. (1758) 146
Nor thedisbowell d earth explore In search of the forbidden
ore. 1871 ROSSETTI Poems, Burden ofNineveh ii, 'Twas
bull, 'twas mitred Minotaur, A dead disbowelled mystery.

Disbrain (disbr^'-n), v. [f. Dis- 7 a + BIIAIN

sb.] trans. To deprive of the brain ; to dash out

the brains of; to remove the brain from. Hence

Disbrained///. a.

1631 Celestina xx, 196 What cruelty were it in me, he

dying disbrained, that I should live pained all the daies of

my life? 1884 Nature XXX. 260 If the cerebrum were
removed . . disbrained and decapitated animals manifested
much stronger reflex movements.

Disbranch (disbra-nj), v. [f. Dis- 7 a +
BRANCH sb. : cf. OF. deslrancher, -chtr (in

Godef.), f. des- (Dis- 4) + brancher, f. branche

BRANCH sb."\

1. trans. To cut or break off the branches of; to

deprive or strip of branches.

1575 Art ofPlanting 15 If the trees be great . . ye must
disbranch them afore ye set them agayne. 1600 SURFLET
Countrie Farme in. xlvi. 517 It is best to disbranch and

prune trees when the sap beginneth to rise vp into them.

1719 LONDON & WISE Compl. Card. ix. i. 279 Peas that are

disbranched, bear a more plentiful Crop than others. 1889
G. G. A. MURRAY Gobi or Shamo xiv. 228 The fury of the

explosion had uprooted and disbranched the . . trees.

2. To cut or break off, as a branch ; to sever,

1605 SHAKS. Lear iv. ii. 34 She that herself will .sliver and
disbranch From her material sap, perforce must wither And
come to deadly use. 1611 SPEED Hist, Gt. Brit, ix, viii.

28 (R.) That duke-dome . . disbranched from France since

the year eight hundred eighty-fiue, was againe rent away.
1796 LAMB Let. Wks. (1840) 14, I conjecture it is 'dis-

branched
*

from one of your embryo hymns. 1865 SWIN-
BURNE Atalanta 126 All this flower of life Disbranched
and desecrated miserably.

f 3, intr. To branch off, spring out of. rare.

1622 PEACHAM Compl. Gent. 162 Cavendish : out of which
familie disbranched that famous Travailer, Master Thomas
Cavendish.

Hence Disbra'nclied ///. a., Disbra-nching
vbl. sb.

1616 SURFL. & MARKH. Country Farme 401 This disbranch-

ing must be done in the decrease of the Moone. 1843
Zoologist I. 305 An old disbranched fir.

fDisbro-ther,^. Obs. nonce~ivd. [Dis-7b.]
trans. To undo the brotherhood of; to make no

longer brothers.
1622 MABBE tr. Alematfs Guzman d*Alf. i. (1623') 75 No-

thing did difference them, but their Religion, whereof, .they
never argued, that they might not dis-brother themselues.

tDisbU'ckle, v. Oh. rare. [Dis- 6.] trans.

To undo the buckling of, to unbuckle, draw apart.
156* PHAER AZneid ix, Armes disbuklmg seuerall wayes

[diversaque brachia ducens].

Disbud (disbzrd), v. [f. Dis- 7 a + BUD sb.~\

trans. To remove the buds of; to deprive of

(superfluous) buds.

1727 BRADLEY Fam. Did. s.v. Disbudding^ Peaches,
Apricocks, etc. are. .disbudded, that the remaining Branches

may be the better preserv'd. 1861 DELAMER Fl. Card. 167
Disbud dog-rose stocks, leaving only those buds to shoot,
on which you intend to insert your bud. 1882 Garden 14 Jan.
28/2 To prevent our Cherries and Plums from being entirely
disbudded we are obliged to use a considerable amount of

powder and shot every year.
Hence Distardding vbl. sb. ; Disbu/dder, one
who disbuds.

17*5 BRADLEY Fam. Diet. s. v. Peach, The disbudding or

nipping . . consists in taking away the useless Branches,
and such as are found to be irregularly scituated. 1765
EARL OF HADDINGTON Forest-trees 9 Such disbuddings and

prunings as I have advised. 1888 WOOD Farmer's Friends

<$ Foes 47 The bullfinch . . acting the part of a pruner and
disbudder.

Disburden, -burthen (disbwud'n, -bxrjfl'n),

v. [f. Dis- 7 + BURDEN, BURTHEN sb.]

1. trans. To remove a burden from (the bearer) ;

to relieve of a burden, lit. and_/.
1531-2 Act 23 Hen. VIII, c. 20. 3 The Kynges Highnes. .

coveting to disborden this realme of the seid great exaccions
and intollerable charges of annates. 1576 FLEMING Panopl.
Epist. 40, I am disburthened and eased of many cares and
troubles. 1681 DRVDEN Sp. Friar iv. i, You know, she

disburthened her conscience this morning to you. 1734 tr.

Rollin's Anc. Hist. (1827) II. HI. 155 To ease and disburden
the hive of its superfluous inhabitants. 1863 GF.O. ELIOT
Romola \. xvii, The need she felt to disburden her mind.

rejl. 1612 Proc. Virginia 47 in Capt. Smith's /fj.(Arb.)

125 The Ship having disburdened her selfe of 70 persons . .

set forward. 1821 A. FISHER Jrnl. 19 Gulls are not the

only birds that disburden themselves of their prey when
pursued. 1840 DICKENS Old C. Shop Hi, Having now dis-

burdened himself of his great surprise, the schoolmaster sat

down.

2. trans. To get rid of (a burden) ;
to discharge,

unload.
a 1586 SIDNEY (J.), Though by my thoughts I've plunged

Into my life's bondage, I yet may disburden a passion.
1662 J. DAVIES tr. Olcarius* Voy. Ambass. 31 Obliging
strangers to disburthen in the City all the Merchandises
which pass through it. 1713 ADDISON Cato \. vi, Lucia, dis-

burden all thy cares on me. 1801 SOUTHEY Thalaba v. iii,

A desert Pelican . . Her load ofwater had disburthen'd there.

1828 Life Planter Jamaica (ed. 2) 149 Obtaining an excuse

for disburdening his wrath upon her.

b. refl. To discharge or empty itself ; to fall as

a river. .

1600 J. PORY tr. Leo's Africa \\. 333 This small river
/

.

isburdeneth it selfe into the sea not farre from the citie.



DISBURDENED.
1647 STAPYLTON Juvenal 231 The port of Hostia, where
Tiber disburdens it self into the Tyrrhene sea. 1761 HtJMh
Hilt. Eng.l. iii. 65 A new generation of men . . who coulc
no longer disburden themselves on Normandy.
8. inlr. (for reft.) To unload, to discharge its

load.

i7 MILTON P. L. v. 319 Where Nature multiplies Her
fcrtil growth, and by disburd'ning grows More fruitful
c i8*> S. ROGERS Italy, St. Mark's Place 217 The prison,
boat, that boat with many oars . . Disburdening in the Canal
( trfano, That drowning-place.

Disbu-rdened, -bu'rthened, ///. a.
[f.

prec. + -ED
'.] Freed from burden.

1598 FLOHto.Scarico, free, quit, discharged, disburthened.
1615 J. STEPHENS Satyr. Ess. 133 Verses proceed from a dis-
burthend braine. 1771 FLETCHER Logica Genev. M The
disburdened clouds bc-gin to break. 1833 G. DOWNES Lett.
Cant. Countries I. 506 Two or three disburthened vehicles.
1856 DRVANT Poems, Ages xxv, With glad embrace The
fair disburdened lands welcome a nobler race.

Disburdening, -bu-rthening, vbl.sb. [f.
as prec. + -ING !.]

1. A
freeing

from burden ; discharge ; unloading.
1581 in W. H. Turner Select. Rec. Oxford 415 Towardes

the disburdening of the flee farme. 1644 MILTON Areof.
(Arb.) 61 This is not . . the disburdning of a particular fancie.

1709 STRYPE Ann. Re/. I. ii. 55 For the disburthening of
their consciences.

1 2. That which is discharged ; a discharge. Obs.
1686 ^Ethiopian Adv. Heliodorvs 7 (Tod.) A valley, that

receives the inundations and disburdemngs of Nilus

Disburdening, ///. a. [f. as prec. + -INO
.]

That disburdens.

1836 THIRLWALL Greece II. xi. 34 Solon . . met the reason-
able expectations . . by his disburdening ordinance.

Disbirrdeiiment, -birrthenment. [f.
DISBURDEN v. + -MENT.] The act or process of

disburdening ; the fact of being disburdened.
t8iS BENTHAM Ch..Eng. Pref. 35 Whether any such dis.

burthenment shall be attempted. 1859 GEO. ELIOT A. Bcde
xi, He had never yet confessed his secret to Adam, but
now he felt a delicious sense of disburthenment.
t DisbuTgeoii, v. Obs. rare. Also 7 -gen.

[f. Dis- 7 a + BURGEON st.} trans. = DISBUD.
Hence DisbuTgeoning vbl. si.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 533 For disburgening of vines,

and clcnsmg them of their superfluous leaues. Ibid. 538Not . . to disburgen or deffbile altogether such trees.

Disbursable (disbs-jsab'l), a.
[f. DISBURSE

v. + -ABLE.] Capable of being disbursed.
1885 G. MEREDITH Diana I. xiv. 291 Anecdotes also are

portable .. they can be carried home, they are di.sburs.iMe
at other tables.

t Disbu'rsage. Obs. rare. [f. as prec. + -AGE.]
The act of disbursing ; disbursement ; expenditure.
1711 STRYPE Eccl. Mem. II. xxix. 490 An account., of the

payment, and disbursage and discharge of the same.

Disbursatory (disbSusatari), a.
[f. L. type

*disliursare: see next, and -OBY.j Characterized
by or given to disbursing.
1863 MRS. C. CLARKE Stats. Char. vi. 161 Fenton, the

least capable of the three suitors to be disbursatory
Disburse (disbo-js), v. Also 6 -bourse,

-bource, -bursse. [orig. disbourse, a. OF. des-

for(i3thc. in Hatz.-Darm.), mod. F.<#&>,
in same senses, f. des-, Dis- 4 + bourse purse. Af-
terwards assimilated to L. bursa, as if repr. a L.
*disbursare. Cf. DEBURSE, DISPURSE.]
1. trans. To payout or expend (money); to pay

or defray (costs, expenses).
1530 PALSGR. 517/2, I have disboursed for hym above a

hundred pounde. 1590 SHAKS. Com. Err. iv. i. 38 Take
the Chaine, and bid my wife Disburse the summe, on the
receipt thereof. 1591 HORSEY Treat. (Hakluyt Soc.) 220,
I disburst to him and them 300 dollers. 1647 N. BACON
Due, Govt. ii. viL (1739) 42 Importation does bring in more

tingem expenses you may find it necessary to disburse in
Calcutta, a 1859 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. V. 251 They had
disbursed money largely, and had disbursed! it with the
certainty that they should never be re-imbursed unless the
outlay proved beneficial to the public,

tb. To defray ; a charge). Obs.
1548 MALI. Chron., Hen. IV, 31 To disbource and pay al

the costes and charges. 1594 PLAT Jeivell-ho. in. 30 Dis-
bursing the charge both of the Beere, and the ingredients.
1611 CORYAT Crudities 377 Kupertus Duke of Alemanny
disbursed the greatest charge thereof.

c. To pay for or on account of (anything), rare.
O6o Merc. Marine Mag. VII. 73 Commission on cash

advanced to disburse the ship, 5 per cent.

d. absol. To make disbursement.
1615 J. STEPHENS Satyr. Ess. 12 Each alike constraint

1 he hunger-bitten Client to disburse. 1636 DAVENANT Wilt

'** "i
^" ' ' you

.
must d'jburse, F r g"W is a restorative.

~ He has disbursed liberally in support of the cause.
2. fg. and trans/. To spend, give out or away.

'593 SHAKS. Lucr. 1203 And all my Fame that Hues dis-
bursed be To those that Hue and thinke no shame of.me.
i6ji QUARLES Argalus t, P. (1678) 52 In a whispering
language, he disburs'd His various thoughts. 1641 Fru.ni
Holy , Pro/. St. n. xix. [b] 126 He had rather disburse his

re at the present. 1671 GREW Anal. Plants i. i. 40.
(1682) 8 The said Sap being disbursed back into all trie

seminal Root.

Hence Disbu'rsed ppl. a. ; Disbvrrsing vlil. sb.

and
/>//. a.

1564 GOI.DING Justine 35 (R.) He demanded to haue the
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disbursing of the mony himselfe. 1611 COTGR., Destfnrse',
disbursed, laid out of a purse. 1615 <;. SANDYS Trav. I. 61
His incomes are great, his di^mrsings little. 1858 Merc
Marine Mag. V. 173 These are deposited .. in charge o
the . . disbursing agent.

t Disburse, tt. Obs. [f. prec. vb. : cf. OF. des
tours (iGth c. in Littre).] ^DISBURHEMENT. To
be in disburse, to be out of pocket.
1608 MACHIN Dumb Knight v. ii, Come, there is Sony

odd disburse, some bribe, some gratulance Which mak
you lock up leisure. 1681 SCARLETT Exchanges 186 Lest
on the one hand he be in disburse, on the other, in cash
for his Principal. 1716 S. SEWALL Diary 8 Feb. (1882) III.
73 IHe] offers to be bis Quota towards this Disburse. 174*
lie Foe's Tour Gt. Brit. I. 288 The annual Kent . . woulc
abundantly pay the Publick for the first Disburses. 1781
ELPHINSTON tr. Martial n. Ixiii. 117 Of wealth in love
luxuriant the disburse 1

Disbursement (disbg-jsment). [f. DISBURSE
v. + -MENT : cf. V.desboursement (i6th c. in Hatz.-

Darm.), now <&}-.]
1. The action or fact of disbursing.
I59 SPENSER -SVa>//. Wks.(Globe)65 i/i The Queenes

treasure in soe create occasions of disbursementes . . is not
allwayes soe. .plentifull, as it can spare soe greate a somme
togither. 1665 HOOKS Microgr. Pref. G b, His chearful
Disbnrsment for the replanting of Ireland. 1756-7 Keysler"s
Trav. (1760) I. 245 Upon any. .extraordinary disbursement,
the cause of the difference in the account must be carefully
entered. 1849 GROTE Greece n. Ixii. (1862) V. 421 And that
deficit was never so complete as to stop the disbursement
of the Diobely.
2. That which has been disbursed

; money paid
out; expenditure.
1607 Vestry ISks. (Surtees) 148 This is the whole disburse-

ment for this yeare 1607. 1818 JAS. MILL Brit. India II.
iv. ix. 294 The surplus of receipts above disbursements.
1847 GROTE Greece n. xxviii. (1862) III. 52 The visitors,
whose disbursements went to enrich, the inhabitants of
Kirrha.

Disburser (disbSusai). [f. DISBURSE v. +
-ERl.] One who disburses. Msojig.
i6n SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xxiv. 307 The sparing of

money by the grand disbursers. 1660 W. SKCKER Nonsuch
Prof. 409 Faith is the great receiver, and love is the great
disburser. 1746 Gen. Assembly Rec. (1838) 86 Mr. Dal-
rymple was appointed receiverand disburser of said money.
1881 Times 2 May 11/3

The military disbursers knew they
had drawn more than the audit testified to.

Disburthen : see DISBURDEN.

Disbury (disbe-ri),z>. rare. [f. Dis- 6 + BURY
v.] trans. To release from a buried condition ;

to disentomb, disinter. Hence Disbursed ppl, a.

1835 LYTTON Kiemi n. iii, Disburied secrets. 1861 Sir.
Story II. 238 The quartz was shattered by the stroke, and
left disburied its glittering treasure.

Disbutton (disbo-t'n), v. rare. [f. Dis- 6 or

7 a + BUTTON sb. or v\ trans, a. To deprive of
buttons, b. To undo the buttons of, to unbutton.
1883 G. H. BOUGHTON in Harper's Mag. Apr. 700/2 His

eldest son . . was disrobed and disbuttoned. 1887 Ttuin
Soul I.

yii. 58 As the Spartan boys kept their foxes under
their waistcoats, defying the world to disbutton them.

Dis-Byronlze : see Dis- 6.

Disc, a current variant spelling of DISK.
t Disca'binet, v. Obs. rare. [f. Dis- 7 +

CABINET.] trans. To divulge or disclose, as the
secrets of a cabinet.

1658 MILTON (title), The Cabinet-Council, containing the
chief Arts of Empire, and Mysteries of State, discabineted
in Political and Polemical Aphorisms, grounded on Au-
thority and Experience. .By the ever renown'd Knight Sir
Walter Raleigh.

Discage (disk? -da;), v. [f. Dis- jc + CAGE
s/>.~\

trans. To release or let out as from a cage ;

to uncage.
1640 G. DANIEL Trinarch,, Hen. V, coexvii, Trampling

:he Mud of mixed Brains discag'd From double fence. 1871
TENNYSON Gareth

,fr Lynette 19 Until she let me
fly

dis-

cagcd to sweep In ever-highermg eagle-circles up To the
;reat Sun of Glory.
Discal (di'skal), a. [(. L. disc-us DISK + -AL.]

Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of, a disk;
discoid.

1848 R. HILL in Gosse Nat. in Jamaica (1851) 345 The
exceedingly discal character of the extremity. 1883 in Syd.
Soc. Lex.

Discalceate (iliskas-lsv't),///. a. and sb. [ad.
L. discalceat-us unshod, barefooted : see next.]
A. ppl. a. Unshod, barefooted ; spec, applied to

certain orders of friars and nuns.
1658 J. BURDURY Hilt. Christine, Q. Stuedland 103 The. .

iresent of 25 great bottles of wine, which the Queen caus'd
o be given to the Carmelite discalceat Nuns, a 1667 JF.R.
TAYLOR Reverence due to Altar (1848) 51 Justin Martyr . .

saith that the Gentiles when they came to worship were
commanded . . to be discalceate. 1715 M. DAVIES At/ten.
3rit. I. Pref. 37 Unless . . some of the discalceat Mer-
cenary Troops, .stay behind. 1861 NKALE Notes on Dalma-
ia,etc. 180 Originally written by a Discalceate Carmelite.
B. sb. A barefooted friar or nun.

i69 WOODHEAD St. Teresa n. xvii. 118 Ten Covents of
DUcalceates. 1706 tr. Dufin's Eccl. Hist. i6/*C. II. iv. xi.

49 From the Carmelites came the Congregation of those
whom they call Discalceates.

i Discalceate, v. Obs. rare-", [f. discalceat-

>pl. stem of L. discalceare to pull off the shoes, f.

JIB- * + calcedre to shoe, calceus a shoe.]
i63 COCKERAM, Discalceate, to put off ones Shoes. 1656
n BLOUNT Glossogr.

DISCANONIZE.

Disca-lceated, /// a. [f. as prec. + -KH >.]
- DlSCALCKATE///. a.

1639 W. SCLATKR Worthy Commutt. Reui. 15 In those

V. 145 The Lutheran churches and convents here are the
church of the discalceated. >8j6 R. A. VAUI;HAN Mystics
(1860) 1 1. 120 But thirteen 'fervent virgins

'

shall dwell there
discalceated (that is, sandalled, not shod;.

t Discalcea'tion. Obs. [n. of action from
L. discalceare : see DISCALCKATE v.] The action
of taking off the shoes, esp. in token of reverence.
a 1638 MEDE Reverence God's He-. Wks. (1672) n. 347 An

allusion . . to that Rite of Discalceation used by the Jews and
other Nations of the Orient at their coming into Sacred
places. 1669 GALE Crt. Grntilei i. n. ix. 138 The Pytha-
gorean mode of discalceation, or putting off the shoes, at
entrance into the Temple.
Discalced (disiarlst), ///. a. [as if from a

vb. *discalcc, repr. L. discalcea-re + -ID. Cf.

DlSCHAUCB.] DlSCALCEATK//S/. a.

1631 WEEVER Anc. fun. Mon. 139 They are called Cannes
discalced, or bare footed Friers. 1700 RYCAUT Hilt. Txrki
III. 264 The King . . walked in Procession . . to the Church
of the Franciscans discalced. 1867 LADY HERBERT Cradle L.
ix. 233 Carmel is the head-quarters of the Discalced Carme-
lites. 1885 Catholic Diet. 265 The Carmelite reform both
of men and women, instituted by St. Teresa, is also dis-
calced. The discalced Augustinians (Hermits) were founded
by Father Thomas of Jesus, a Portuguese.

tDiscale, v. Obs. [f. </- = Dis- 70 + SCALE
si.] trans. To deprive of the shell or scales.

1655 MOUFKT& BENNET Heedth's lmfrov.(\t^)iT\ Each
of them [crevisses and shrimps] must be discaled, and clean
pickfll with much milling. 1661 LOVELL Hist. A aim. #
Min. 192 To be sodden in milk till they be tender, being
first discaled, and the long gut pulled out.

t Disca-lendar, v. Obs. Also 7 diskal-.

[f. Dis- 7 c + CALENDAR sb.} trans. To erase or
remove from the calendar.

S93 NASHK Christ's 7\(i6i3)4oThe feast of Tabernacles,
the feast of sweet Bread, and the feast ofWeekcs, shall quite
bee discalendred. 1667 WATERHOUSB Fin Land. 84 Which
Sept. . . let it be Discalendred, and not be numbered amongst
the Twelve.

Discale:nohe-dron. Cryst. [f. Di- * + SCA-

LENOHEDRON.] (See qUOt.)
1878 GURNEY Crystallogr. 63 A double twelve-sided pyra-

mid, the faces of which are symmetrically arranged with
respect to each of the seven planes of the hexagonal type of
symmetry, .is called the discalenohedron.

t Discamera-tion. Ofa.rare- 1
. [n. ofaction

from L. type *discamerdre, f. Dis- 6 + L. camera

chamber.] =DISINCAMERATION.
1670 G. H. Hist. Cardinals H. ill. 200 Clement the ninth

was never to be perswaded to the discameration of Castro.

tDiscamp (diskse-mp), v. Mil. Obs. [ad. It.

scampare, with substitution of the full form of the

prefix dis- for s- : cf. DECAMP.]
1. intr. To raise or break up a camp ; to

depart from a place of encampment ;
to decamp.

1579 FESTON Guicciard. (1618) 213 After which accident. .

they discamped secretly in the night to go to Quiercy. 1651
URQUHART Jewel Wks. (1834) 211 Fidelity, fortitude, and
vigilancie, must needs discamp, if Mammona give the word.
a 1693 Rabelais \\\. xxxvii. 311 He was about discamping.
2. trans, a. To remove or abandon (a camp).

b. To force (any one) from a camp, force to aban-
don a camp.
1574 HELLOWKS Guevara's Fam. Ef. (1577) 272, I com-

mand you to leaue your armour, to discamp your camp.
1606 HOLLAND Sueton. 25 No eneniie put he ever to flight,
'mt he discamped him and draue him out of the field. 1658
J. COLES tr. Cleopatra vii. 140 He discamped his Army.and
marched to meet Ariamenes.

Hence Disca'mping vbl. sb.

1579 FKNTON Guicciard. it. (1599) 84 The King departed
<ith his army before day, without sound of trumpets, to

couer his discamping as much as he could. 1611 COTGR.,
Dfscamfement, a discamping.

tDisca'ndy, v. Obs. rare. (Also 7 eiron.

discander.) [f. Dis- 6 4- CANDY
v.~\ inlr. To melt

or dissolve out of a candied or solid condition.
1606 SHAKS. Ant. + Cl. in. xiii. 165 By the discandering

of this pelletted storme. Ibid, iv. xii. 22 The hearts . . to
whom I gaue Their wishes, do dis-Candie, melt their sweets
Jn blossoming Oesar.

t Disca'non, v. 06s. rare. [f. Dis- 70 +
CANON sbj] trans. To exclude from the canon.
1608 ind Pt. De/. Reasons Refusal Subscription 218 He
icknowledgeth arguments more forcible, .to dlscanon those
K>okes.

Disca nonize, T
[f. Dis- 6-1- CANONIZE.]

1 1. trans. To exclude from the canon. Obs.
1605 SUTCUFFK Briefe Exam, xviii. 87 We discanonbe no
wok of canonical! scriptures. 1638 CHILUNCW. Relig. /'ml.
. ii. 38. 67 Divers books must be discanoniz'd. 1660
"ISHER RusticKs Alarm Wks. (1679) 289 Dis-Canonizing

all others save such as are in your Bibles, called Canonical.
2. To undo the canonization of.

1797 W. TAYLOB in Monthly Rev. XXIV. 521 They are
iscanonizing the heroes of religion, and raising altars to
he apostles of philosophy.
Hence Discanonlza tion.
1811 SHELLEY in Dowden Life (1887) I. 151 The dis-
anonisation of this saint of theirs is impossible.

Discant, variant of DESCANT.
52*



DISCAPACITATE.

Discapacitate (diskapre'sit^'t\ v. rare.
[f.

Dis- 6 + CAPACITATE.] trans. To deprive of

capacity, to incapacitate.
1660 Z. CROFTON Fastening Peter's Fftters 38 Circum-

stances attending themselves, and discapacitating them unto
the Act. 1825 LAMB Biog. Mem. Liston Misc. \Vks. (1871)

406 An unavoidable infirmity absolutely discapacitated him
for tragedy.

t DlSCapita'tion. Obs. rare. [n. of action

from Rom. descapitare, OF. descapiter, for L. d&-

capitare-. see DK- I. 6.]
= DECAPITATION.

1787 W. MARSHALL Norfolk II. 332 Whether it be a uni-

versal faculty belonging to flies . . to live in a state of dis-

capitation.

scare! (diskaud), v. [f.
Dis- 70 + CARD sb. ;

cf. OF. descarter (see DECAHD); Sp.,Pg. descartar

(Minsheu 15991, It. scartare (for *discarlare}
( to

discard at cards' (Florio 1598).J
trans.

1. Cards. To throw out or reject (a card) from
the hand. Also absol.

In whist, etc., applied to the action of playing a card from
one of the two remaining suits when not able to follow the

lead and not trumping.
1591 FLORIO znd Frnites 69 Let vs agree of our game, .goe

to, discarde. 1680 COTTON Gamester in Singer Hist. Cards
265 By discarding the eights, nines, and tens, there will re-

main thirteen cards. 1744 HOVLE Piquet 49 After he has

discarded he cannot alter his discard. 1816 SINGER Hist.
Cards 238 The player, .discards three inferior cards. 1862

CAVENDISH Whnt(\^<^^ You weaken a suit by discarding
from it. 1870 HARDY & WARE Mod. Hoyle, Whist 8.

2. To cast off, cast aside, reject, abandon, give

up.
1598 FLORIO, Dare nelle scartate . . to fall among ill com-

panic, as a man would say among such as are discardeafrom
others. 1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mor. 1206, I was very
much angry and offended that I was so discarded and left

out. x66a J. DAVIES tr. Olearius' Voy. Ambass. 81 Senti-

ments of shame and honesty . . are quite discarded by the

Muscovites. 1727 SWIFT Let.onEng. Tongue Wks. 1755
II. i. 191 Many gross improprieties, which however au-
thorised by practice . . ought to be discarded. 1764 REID

Inquiry \\. 6. 109 They discarded all secondary qualities
of bodies. 1802 MAR. EDGEWORTH Moral T. (1816) I. x. 87
He had displeased his friends, and had been discarded in

disgrace. 1856 SIR B. BRODIE Psychol. Inq. I. i. 25 We have
. . discarded our faith in astrology and witches. 1878 HUXLEY
rhysiogr. 200 It is generally so warm that the miners are

glad to discard most of their clothing.

fb. To cast or force away (from another), rare.

1596 SPENSER F. Q. v. v. 8 He that helpe [i.e. her shield]
from her against her will discarded.

f c. To divest, rid, or free (any one) of\ also

reft. Obs. rare.

1656 S. HOLLAND Zara (1719) 73 The more peaceful Souls

[are] discarded of their Anxieties. 1732 Gentleman In-
structed (ed. 10) 293 (D.), I only discard myself of those

things that are noxious. Ibid. 492 (D.) The old man's avarice
discarded him of all the sentiments of a parent.

3. To dismiss from employment, service, or

office ; to cashier, discharge.
a 1586 SIDNEY (J.), These men. .were discarded by that un-

worthy prince, as not worthy the holding. 1688 LUTTRELL
BriefRel.(\^T) I. 472 A soldier haveing spoken base words
.. was whipt, and the next day . . dis-carded. 1712 SWIFT
Jrnl. to Stella 9 Jan., My man .. is a sad dog ; and the
minute I come to Ireland I will discard him. 1858 BUCKLE
Ciiriliz. (1873) II. viii. 573 Having discarded the able ad-
visers of his father, he conferred the highest posts upon men
as narrow and incompetent as himself.

fb. With double object: To dismiss or banish

(a person) from (a place). Obs.

1650 W. BROUGH Sncr, Princ. (1659) 66 Lest I be disgraced
and discarded Thy Palace and Presence for ever. 1670
WALTON Lives \. 48 A Person of Nobility, .was at this very
time discarded the Court, and justly committed to prison.

Discard, sb. [f. prec. vb.]
1. Cards, a. The act of discarding or rejecting a

card from the hand, b. The card so rejected.
1744 [see DISCARD v. i.] 1778 C. JONES Hoyle's Games

hnpr.) Piquet no In order to capot the Elder-hand, you are
to make a deep Discard, such as the Queen, Ten, and Eight
of a Suit. 1876 A. CAMPBELL-WALKER Correct Card Gloss.,
Discard, the card you play when you cannot follow suit,
and do not trump it. 1878 H. H. GIBBS Ombre 22 Having
placed his discard on the pool dish, he takes from the Stock
a number equal to his discard. 1885 PROCTOR Whist VIM. 92
Your

original discard indicates your shortest suit if trump
strength is not declared against you.

2. That which is discarded, an offcast . rare.

1892 STEVENSON Across the Plains 297 In the brothel the
discard of society.

Discarded (diskauded), ///. a. [f. DISCARD
V. +-ED '.]

1. Cards. Thrown out from the hand.
a 1631 DONNE Serin, xxxviii. 377 We have seen in our age

Kings discarded and . . the discarded Cards taken in again
and win the Game. 1816 SINGER Hist. Cards 239 The dealer
for whom the discarded cards count.

2. Cast off, rejected ;
dismissed from employ-

ment, discharged.
1595 SHAKS. John v. iv. 12 Welcome home againe dis-

carded faith. 1718 Freethinker No. 76 P 2 A discarded
Servant has it in his power to dishonour his Master or Mis-
tress. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. II. 13 The wisdom and
virtue of the discarded statesman. 1875 JOWETT Plato
I. 69 We have again fallen into the old discarded error.

Discarder (diskauds-i). [f. as prec. + -ER!.]
One who discards or rejects.
1880 BURTON Q. Anne II. x. 158 That eccentric discarder

of conventionalities.
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t Disca'rdinate, v. Obs. [f. Dis- 6 + L.

cardin-em hinge + -ATE 3
: cf. L. cardinat-us

hinged ] trans. To unhinge.
1651 BENLOWES Theoph. v. xviii, Canst Motion fix ? count

Sands?. .Discardinate the Sphears?

Discarding (diska-jdin,), vbl. sb. [f.
DISCARD

v. + -ING '.] The action of the verb DISCARD.
1. Cards. The rejection or throwing out of a card

from the hand. . Also attrib.

IJ93PEELE Ctiron. Edm. 7(1829) ' *29 Since the King hath

put us among the discarding cards, and as it were turned us

withdeucesand treys out of the deck. I594CAREW Hvarte's
Exam. Wits viii. (1596) 112 To know.. the skill of discard-

ing. 1778 C. JONES Hoyle's Games Ijnprn Piquet 119 By
\vhich Manner of discarding, you have a Probability of

scoring fifteen Points for your Quint in Diamonds.

2. Rejection, abandonment ; dismissal from em-

ployment, discharge. In quot. 1840 concr. That
which is discarded.
1660 T. M. Hist. Independ. iv. 55 A hot-spur zealot . .

whose ambition made old Nol lay him aside as dangerous,
and that dishonourable discarding created him a desperate

Enemy to the Cromwelian . . name. 1663 J. SPENCER Prodi.
eies (1665) 306 The discarding of that rash Principle. 1840
BROWNING Sordello vi. 444 Then subject ..to thy cruce
the world's discardings.

Disca'rdment. rare.
[f.

DISCARD ZI. + -MBNT.]
The action of discarding ; rejection, abandonment.
1844 N. Brit. Rev. I. 395 Their discardment by the Hindus

as religious authorities.

t DiscaTcLnre. Obs. rare. [f.
DISCARD v. +

-URR.J "=prec.
1780 HAYTER Hume's Dial. H. 38 In what shape does it

constitute a plea for the entire discardure of religion ?

Discare : see Dis- 9.

Discarg, -carge, obs. var. DISCHARGE.

t Disca'rnate, a. Obs. rare. [ad. late L. type
*discarnat-us (for L. de-carnat-us : see DE- I. 6),

f. Dis- 4 + carn-em flesh, carnat-ns fleshy ; cf. It.

(iii]scarnato, Sp. descarnado, OF. descarnt, mod.F.

dechami^ Stripped of flesh.

1661 GLANVILL Van. Dogm. 143 A memory, like a sepul-
chre, furnished with a load of broken and discarnate

bones.

So t Disoa-mated///, a., deprived of ' flesh
'
or

bodily form, disembodied : the reverse of incar-

nated. Obs.

1728 EARBERYtr. BumefsSt. Dead\. 66 Jesus went thro'

all, for he went to the Region of Humane Souls, and being
discarnated, he was a living rational Soul, like to a humane
one.

t DiscaTve, v. Oh. rare. [f. Dis- 1 + CAKVE.]
To dissect.

1541 R. COPLAND Gnydoti's Quest. Chimrg., Precede in

dyscaruynge almoste vnto yleon where as the gut begynneth
that hyght Collon.

Disease (disk^-s), v. arch. [f. Dis- 7 a + CASE

sb] trans. To remove the case or covering of ; to

uncase, unsheathe, undress. Also intr. {
=

refl.)

Hence Disca'sed ///. a.

1596 BELL Sum. Popery i. in. ii. 97 Fell upon his diseased

sword. 1610 SHAKS. Temp. v. i. 85 Fetch me the Hat, and

Rapier in my Cell, I will disease me, and my selfe present
As I was sometime Millaine. 1825 LAMB Reflect. Pillory,
Disease not, I pray you. i88a B. NICHOLSON in Nnv
Skaks. Soc. Trans. (1880-2) 343 Having diseased himself of

his doublet and vest.

t Disca'sk, v. Obs. rare. [f.
Dis- 70 + CASK.]

trans. To take out of the cask.

1615 G. SANDYS Trav. 239 No Tunny is suffered to be sold

at Venice, vnlesse first discaskt, and searcht to the bottome.

Discaste (diskcrst;, v. nonce-wd. [f. Dis- 7 c

+ CASTE.] trans. To cause to lose caste.

1881 Sat. Rev. No. 1323. 318 With the deliberate and
formal purpose of discastmg idolaters.

Dispastle : see Dis- 7 c.

t Disca'tter, v. Obs. Also 4 deskater, 5 des-

cater, 8 dis-scatter. [In ME. de-scater, {. F. de-,

des- (DE- 6, Dis- i) + SCATTER; the prefix being

subsequently conformed to L. dis-, <#-.] trans. To
scatter abroad, disperse. Hence Discattered///. a.

(1325 Poem Times Eiiiv. II, 315 in Pol. Songs (Camden)
337 Hit is so deskatered bothe hider and thidere. 1496
Dives #j Pfiiip. (W. de W.) v. viii. 206 Woo be to the shepe-
herdes that thus descateren. .the flocke. 1597 DANIEL Civ.

Warsvi. Ixxvi, The broken remnants of discattered [ed.i-ji-j

dis-scattered] power. 1613^8 DANIEL Coll. Hist. nf.(i6^6)

32 Petty revolts made by discattered troupes. 1635 BRATH-
WAIT Arcad. Pr. H. 43, I begunne to recollect my discatered

senses.

Disceas(e,-cees,etc.,obs. ff. DECEASE, DISEASE.

Disceat, -ceipte, -ceit, obs. ff. DECEIT.

Disceaue, -ceiue, etc., obs. ff. DECEIVE, etc.

t Disce'de, v. Obs. [ad. L. disced-Sre to sepa-

rate, depart, f. Dis- I + cedtre to go.] intr. To
depart, deviate. (Usually^.) Hence Dlsoe'd-

ing vbl. sb.

1650 BULWER Anthropomct. 247 They who onely discede
from this exact rule. 1665 HOOKE Microgr. 30 One part
of the said Cork would approach and make toward the

stick, whereas another would discede and fly away. Ibid.

36 This Disceding of the heat in glass drops by the . . cooling
Irradiations.

Discede, obs. (bad) form of DECIDE.

Discence, Discend, etc., obs. ff. DESCENCE,
DESCEND, etc.

DISCERN.

Diseension, -tion, obs. ff. DESCENSION, DIS-

SENSION.

Discent, obs. var. of DESCEND.
1612 W. PARKES Cttrtaine-Dr. (1876) 14 If any. vice arise

from the Court . . it immediately discents to the Cittie.

1659 MACALLO Can. Physick 37 The wandering discenting
pains.

Discent, obs. form of DESCENT, DISSENT.

Discept (dise'pt), v. rare. [ad. L. discept-are
to contend, debate, decide, determine, f. dis- (Dis-
2,3) + capture to try to catch, catch at, strive after,

etc.] intr. To dispute, debate ; to express dis-

agreement or difference of opinion, to ' differ '.

1653 GAULE Magastrom. 27 It is God that thus discepts
with you. 1818 T. L. PEACOCK Nightmare Abbey xi. 150
Permit me to discept. 1855 BROWNING Master Hugues of
Saxe-Gotha xiv, One dissertates, he is candid ; Two must
discept, has distinguished ;

Three helps the couple, if ever

yet man did. 1868 Ring ff Bk. x. 1350, I try it with my
reason, nor discept From any point I probe and pronounce
sound.

Discept, obs. form of DECEIT.

Disceptation (disepte'-Jsn). arch. Also 4-7
deeept-, 6 dysoept-,6-7 desoept-, 7- dissept-, 4-6
-aoio(u)n. [a. F. disceptation (i4th c. inGodef.),
ad. L. disceptation-em, n. of action f. disceptare : see

DISCEPT.] Disputation, debate, discussion.

1382 WYCLIF Rom. xiv. i Take 36 a syk man in bileue,
not in deceptaciouns[(7/<j. or dispeticiouns] ofthoujtis. 1529
MORE Dyaloge in. Wks. 203/1 Our formar dysceptacion and
reasonyng, had betwene vs before his departyng. 1602
FULBECKE Pandectes 15 The Emperour ..did cause a..

general! assemblie of estates to be held for the disceptation,
and deciding of this doubt. 1670 WALTON Lives Wks. 1793
I. 65 These unhappy disceptations between Hooker and
Travers. 1755 MAGENS Insurances II. 565 Such Contro.

ll be decided by the Arbitration of good and
honest Men . . who shall decide the Affair in such Manner

.

versy shall

as that no Damage may happen to the Owner during the
Time of Disceptation. 1833 SIR W. HAMILTON Discuss.

(1852) 118 Their subtlety in philosophical disceptations.

t Discepta'tiOUS, a. Obs. rare. [f. prec. :

see -ous.] Disputatious ; controversial.
1681 D'URFEY Butler's Ghost 99 Buzzing Whimseys

warm'd the Addle Part of his disceptatious Noddle.

t Discepta'tor. Obs. rare. [a. L. disceptator,

agent-n. f. disceptare to debate, DISCEPT.] A
disputer, debater, controversialist.

1623 COCKERAM, Disceptator, a ludge in a matter. 1636
BLOUNT Glossogr., Disceptator . . also he that argues or

disputes, 1675 J. SMITH Chr. Relig. Appeal i. 29 The
inquisitive disceptators of this Age . . who with their alter-

cation and Ergo s had turned out of their Creed the Amen
of their Progenitors.

t DisceptatOTial, a. Obs. rare. [f.
L. type

*disceptatori-us (f. disceptator: see prec.) + -AL.]

Pertaining to disputation or controversy.
1810 BENTHAM Packinelj&z-i) 141 What with ratiocinatory,

or at least disceptatorial cunctation.

f Disce'ption. Obs. rare. Erroneous form of

DISCEPTATION.
1492 Act. Dom. Cone. 298 (Jam.) For the discepcione of

the Kingis leigis be aulde summondis.

Disceptre, var. of DIS-SCEPTRE v.

t Disce-rebrate, v. Obs. [f. Dis- 6 + L.

cerebr-um brain + -ATE 3. Cf. decerebrize.'] trans.

To deprive of the brain ; to disbrain.

1654 GAYTON Pleas. Noteslll. viii. 121 For the discerebrat-

ing of his Knights head.

Discern (dizS-jn), v. Also 4 disseme, 4-7
discerne, 5-6 des-, dysoerne, 6 dysserne. See

also DECEBN. [a. F. discerner, in OF. also dis-

serner (i3th c. in Hatz.-Darm.), ad. L. discern-tre to

separate, distinguish, determine, f. Dis- 1 + cernere

to separate. In early times sometimes confused

with DECEBN, which in OF. also appears as des-

cerner.]

\\. trans. To separate (things, or one thing/)w
another) as distinct ; to distinguish and divide.

c 1430 LYDG. Min. Poems (1840) 87 (Matz.) Pictagoras . .

Fonde first out .y., a figure to discerne Theyre lyff here

short, and lyff that is eterne. 1533 MORE Answ. Poysoned
Bk. Wks. 1050/2 Our sauiour would not discerne & deuide

fayth from the woorke, but sayth that the faith it selfe was
the woorkeof god. 1549 COVERDALE Erasm. Par. i John 48
It is not the sacramentes that discerne the children of God
from the children of the devyll ; but the puritie of lyfe, and
charitie. 1614 R. TAILOR Hog hath lost Pearl iv. in

Hazl. Dodsley XI. 481 That precious gem of reason, by
which solelyWe are discern'd from rude and brutish beasts.

1645 USSHER Body Div. 39 That so he might be discerned

from all things created. For nothing is like unto God.

2. To recognize as distinct ; to distinguish or

separate mentally (one thing/row another); to per-

ceive the difference between (things), arch.

1483 CAXTON G. de la Tour H iv, By the knowyng of it

they shalle . . discerne the good fro the euyll. 1551 T. WIL-
SON Logike (1580) 20 b, To discerne the trulhe from that

whiche is false. 1579 FULKE Heskins" far/. 363 If we
discern the two testaments, the promises are not the same.

i6n BIBLE 2 Sam. xiv. 17 As an Angel of God, so is my
lord the king to discerne good and bad. 1727-38 GAY
Faoles I. x, Can he discern the different natures? 1834
I. H. NEWMAN Paroch. Serm. I. xvii. 257 Like men who
nave lost the faculty of discerning colours. 1837-9 HALLAM
Hist. Lit. IV. iv. iv. 38. 172 We discern good from evil

by the understanding. 1886 RUSKIN Prftrritn I. vi. 199
Not having yet the taste to discern good Gothic from bad.



DISCERN.

3. intr. To perceive or recognize the difference

or distinction; to make a distinction; to distin-

guish or discriminate between, arch.

13.
. E E. Allit. P. C. 513 Wymmen . . bat . . Bitwene be

stele and be stayre disserne 11031 cuncn. c 1400 MAUNDEV.
(Roxb.) xxii. 103 pai . . can discerne bctwix gude and etiill.

ijj5 CovKHiMLt; Ezelt. xxii. 26 They put no dyflferenA
betwene the holy and vnholy, nether discerne betwcnc the

ctene and vnclene. 1651 HOBUKS Lei'iath. n. xix. 97 One
that cannot discerne between Good and Evill. 1711 ADDI-
SON Spect. No. 255. f 5 Some Men cannot discern between
a noble and a mean Action. 1841 MYERS Cath. !'h. m.
$ 5. 18 The spiritual mind . .discerns and separates between
the things which differ in excellence.

4. trans. To distinguish (one thing or fact) by
the intellect ; to recognize or perceive distinctly.

(With simple obj., or clause expressing a proposi-
tion.)

13. . Cursor M. 15066 (Gott.) Cum nu forth vrsauueour, we
haue discernd [3 MSS, desired]be, bu es right king of Israel,

qua sum be soth can se. c 1386 CHAUCER AVi/.V 7*. 2145 Than

may men wel by this ordre discerne, That thilke moeverc
stabut is and eterne. 1529 MORE Dyaloge i. Wks. 164/2
If . . ye coude not make your audience to discerne the
truthe. 1641 WILKINS Mcttk. Magick I. vi. (1648) 41 Hence
also may wee discerne the reason why [etc-]. 1667 MILTON
/'. L. \. 326 His swift pursuers from Heav'n Gates discern
TV advantage. 1679 L. ADDISON First State of Mahu-
medisnt 126 If we look into the condition of Christianity
. . at the time . . we shall discern it miserably .shaken and
convuls'd. 1736 BUTLER Anal. i. v. 124 We do not discern
how food and sleep contribute to the growth of the body.
1850 TENNYSON In Mem. Ixviu, I wake, and I discern the
truth. 186 1 M. PATTISON Ess. I. 33 Incapable of discerning
where their true interest lay.

b. intr, or absol.

c 1374 CHAUCER Troylus HI. Prol. 9 (Hart.) In heuene and
helte and erthe and salte se Is felt \>\ myght If bat I wol
descerne. 1581 MULCASTER Positions iii. 9 Which skill to
discern so narrowly . . is not in all. 17*8 YOUNG Love
Fame iv. (1757) no Compton, born o'er senates to preside,
Deep to discern, and widely to survey.

c. intr. To have cognizance, to judge of.
,11611 BACON Hen. VIf> Wks. (1860) 353 This court of

Star-chamber, .discerneth. .of forces, frauds, crimes various
of stellionate, and the indications .. towards crimes capital
.. not actually committed. 1633 BP. HALL Hard Texts,
N. T. 135 Is there nobudy, thinkest thou, that can discerne
of truth, but thou and thy followers? a 1649 WINTHROP
New Eng. (1853) I. 380 The magistrates . . discerned of the
offence clothed with all these circumstances.

5. trans. To distinguish (an object) with the

eyes ; to see or perceive by express effort of the

powers of vision ; to * make out' by looking, des-

cry, behold.
c 1386 CHAUCER KntSs T. 1131 Wyndowe.. was ther noon,

Thurgh which men myghten any light discerne. 1548
HALLCArow., Rich, III, 50 A bekon w* a greate lanterne
. . which maie be sene and discerned a great space of. 1653
H. COGAN tr. Pinttfs 7'rav.

y.
12 Ihe smoak was .. so

thick, as we could hardly discern one another. 173*
BERKELEY Alcipkr. i.

ip
The best

eyes
are necessary to

discern the minutest objects. 1842 TENNYSON Lord of
Burleigh 42 Till a gateway she discerns With armorial

bearings stately. 1860 TVNDALL Glac. n. xvii. 317 We could
discern no trace of rupture [in the ice].

f b. intr. or ahsol. Obs. rare.
c 1384 CHAUCER //. Fatne n. 401 (Fair/. & Bodl. MSS.)

Or elles was the aire so thikke That y ne myght[e] not dts*

cerne \Caxt. that I myght it not decerne]. a. 1649 WIN-
THROP New Ene. (1853) !* 72 It was frozen also to sea so
f.ir as one could well discern. Ibid, II. 81 There was such
a precipice as they could scarce discern to the bottom.

C. trans. To distinguish or perceive distinctly

by other senses, rare.

1578 BANISTER Hist. Man
y. 71 Sundry portions of

sinewes . . scattered onely to discerne annoyaunce at any
tyme offred. 1863 GEO. ELIOT Romola i. x, His ear dis-

cerned a distressed childish voice crying.

U 6. Formerly sometimes used for DECEBN.
1494 FABYAN Chron. vn. 549 We . . pronounce, dyscerne

and declare, the same kynge Rycharde . . to be . . vnable . . and
vnworthy to the rule and gouernaunce of the foresayd
realmys. 1533 COVERDALE Lord's Supper Wks. (Parker
Soc.) I. 449 It pertaineth not to every private person to

judge and discern, who ought to be admitted. 1563 FOXE
A. ff M. 770 b, We do .. discerne, deme, and mdge the
same to be committed to y

8
. . custodye of such person or

persons as his maiesty shall apoynte. 1596 DALKVMPLE tr.

Leslie's Hist. Scot. I. 66 That, quhilke Ptolomie discernet
to be among the hindmost lies of Schytland.

Discern (dizvn\ $l>. rare" 1
,

[f.
DISCERN v."]

The act of discerning; discernment, perception.
1830 W. PHILLIPS Mt. Sinai n. ^82

Afront was stationed,
facilf of discern, An orb immiscible of mist profound.

Discernable, var. of DISCERNIBLE.

t Bisce'rnance. Obs. [f. DISCERN v. + -ANCE :

perh. from a French original.]
1. Distinction, difference.

1591 NASHE P. Penilesst (ed. a) 36 b, Those bodies . .

are distingutsht by no difference of sex, because they are

simple ; and the discernance of sex belongs to bodies com-
pound.

2. Discernment, discrimination, judgement.
1611 tr. Benvenutos Passenger (N.), He .. manifesleth,

that either he hath but a blinde discernance, or that in

wisedome he is inferiour to a woman.

Disce'rnant. rare. [a. F. dtscerttant, pr. pple.
of discerner to DISCERN.] One who discerns or

discriminates.
iSaa SIH-TIIKY in Q. Rev. XXVIII. 35 These persons were

called the ducernants.
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Discerner (diza-jnaj). [f. DISCERN --. * H. '

]

One who or that which discerns, discriminates, or

perceives : see the verb.

1516 I'ilgr. /'<>/. (W. dc W. i 53I ) 174 To be vynteners,
disccrncrs, and tasters of the same. 1539 CRANMKH Hcb. iv.

13 The worde of God . . is a discerner of the thouctitcs and
of the internes of the herte. 1613 SHAKS. Htn. yllf, i. i.

31 "I'was said they saw but one, and no Discerner Dun.t
wugge his Tongue in censure. 1711 STKKI.K Xptct. No. 515
F 'J, 1 am too nice a Discerner to laugh at any, but whom
most other People think fine Fellows. 1875 JOWETT flata
(ed. 2) 1. 292 Discerners of characters . . who would have
known our future great men.

Discernible (dizdMnib'l), a. Abo 6-8 dis-

eernable, ('/ disoerneable, decerneable). [orig.

tL.Y.discernablt, {.diseerner; after middle of i"th

c. conformed to the L. form discernibilis, f. dis-

cernfre to DISCEBN : see -BLE.]
1. Capable of being discerned ; perceptible : a.

by the sight : Visible, that can be descried.

1561 T. NORTON Calvin's fast. I. Pref, If the godly hadde
then sought any discernable forme with their eies. 1597
HOOKER Tract, q Strut, in Eccl. Pol. v. Ixvii. (1617) 363
When I behold with mine eyes some small scarce discern-
able Graine or Seed. i6s-6a HEVLIN Cosmogr. II. (1682)
112 The Cathedral easily discernable by Mariners as they
sail along. 1748 Arum's Voy. I. v. 43 It is scarce dis-

cernible at the distance of ten leagues. 1866 GKO. ELIOT
F. Holt ii, There was the slightest possible quiver dis-

cernible across Jermyn's face.

b. by other senses, rare.

1665 HOOKF. Microgr. 312 Nor did it cause the least dis-

cernable pain. 1684-$ BOYLE Min. Waters 83, I did not
find . . the Purging Springs . . to have any discernible

Acidity. 1794 G. ADAMS Not. If Exp. Phihs. II. xiii. 67
A discernible weight. 1866 GEO. ELIOT /'. Holt xxx, The
buzz and tread and the fitfully discernible voices.

O. by the understanding.
1610 SANDERSON Serin. I. 142 Hypocrisie is spun of a fine

thred, and is not easily discernable, without very diligent
examination. 1660 JER. TAYLOR Duct. DuHt. i. v. rule iv.

i When we are in a perceiued, discernible state of danger.
1754 EDWARDS Fried. Will i. iv. (ed. 4> 32 That discernible
and obvious course of events. 1863 E. V. NEAI.E Anal,
I'h. 4 Nat. 181 Under all their differences there would be
discernible a principle of unity.

t 2. Distinguishable (from something else). Ot>s.

(Cf. DISCERN v. 2.)
1601 R. JOHNSON Kingd. ff Comtnw. (1603) a If ..any

man affirme that true Judgement cannot be severed from
true valour, yet ordinarily the one doth appeere more dis-

cernable from the other in divers subjects. 1670 WALTON
Lives in. 320 He never [laboured] . . to get glory to him-
self; but glory only to God: which intention, he would
often say, was as discernable in a Preacher, as a Natural
from an Artificial beauty.

1 8. (ulively. Capable of discerning. Obs. rare.

1603 DANIEL Panegyric to King Ixvii, God . . Hath . .

framed thy heart Discernable of all apparencies.

Hence Disce'rnibleness, the quality of being
discernible.

1717 BAILEY vol. II, Discernibleness, visibleness. 1881

J. CAIRNS Unbelief'i8M C. vi. 370 The concession he makes
as to the discernibleness of Creation. 1890 J. H. STIRLING
Gifford Lect. ix. 160 Discernibleness involves negation.
We should not know what warmth is, were there no cold.

Disceraibly (dizsumbli), adv. Also 7 -ably,

ff. prec. + -LT
.]

In a discernible manner or de-

gree ; perceptibly.
1643 1 . GOODWIN Trial Christian's Growth 67 Christians

doe not grow discernably till after some space. 1669 W.
SIMPSON Hydrol. Chyw. 364 Its taste is more discernably
nitrous. 1736 BUTLER Anal. i. iii. Wks. 1874 I. 48 Whether
..a righteous government be not di&cernibly planned out.

DISCEBPTIBLE.

Disce'rningly, adv. [f. prec. 4- -LY -.] In a

discerning manner; with discernment.

163^4 M. SANDYS Prudence 74 iT. t Memory discerningly and
distinctly reverts unto things. i7i7<iAnin t'ref. f >?'/>/< 1810)

These two errours Ovid hax most discerningly avoided.

the solemn mystery.

Discerning (diza'arin), vbl. sb. [f. DISCERN v.

+ -ING l
.]

The action of the verb DISCERN (q.v.) ;

distinction, discrimination ; intellectual perception,
discernment.

1509 HAWES Past. Pleas, xxiv. 1, By the inwarde wyttes
to have decernynge. 1526 Filer. Per/.(W. de W. 1531) 123 b,

The discernynge of true
reuelacyons

. . from false illusyons.

1644 MILTON Jttdgm. Buccr Wks. 1738 1. 275 If it be in

man's discerning to sever Providence from Chance. 1711
STEELE Sfect. No. 149 F 4 If they are Men of discerning,

they can observe the Motives of your Heart. i8u T.

MITCHELL Aristofh. I. 85 It asks not his nicer discerning
To observe [etc.].

Discerning, /// a. [f. as prec. + -njo 2
.]

That discerns (see the verb) ; distinguishing, dis-

criminating, perceiving ; esp. (of persons or their

minds, etc.) Having or showing discernment ;

quick in intellectual perception ; penetrating.
1608 D. T. Ess. Pol. * Mar. 49 b, Directed . . by a better

discerning wisdom. 1680-3 SOAME & DRYDEN tr. Boileau's

Art of Poetry m. 801 A glance, a touch, discovers to the

wise; But every man has not discerning eyes. 1711 ADDISON

Spect. No. 261 F 9 Before Marriage we cannot be too inqui-
sitive and discerning in the Faults of the Person beloved.

1761 COWPER Conversation 373 True modesty is a discerning

grace, And only blushes in the proper place. 1840 MACAULAY
Ess., Clftv (1854) 531/1 Every discerningand impartialjudge
will admit, that there was really nothing in common.

fb. Separating, dividing: cf. DISCERN v.

i. Obs.
1660 JER. TAYLOR Worthy Coiiimun. ii. J i. 1 19 Are we im-

proved by the purification of the discerning flames ?

,

ingly through the spectacles.

Discernment (di/.Vjnment).
-MKXT. Cf. F. dixerneinent (17"

ff. PIHCKKN v.

th c. in Hat/.-

Darm.).l
I. a. The act of discerning or perceiving by the

intellect ; intellectual
perception

or apprehension.
168. in Homers Tracts II. 340 Leading me to a right Dis-

cernment of the present Condition into which we are now
brought. 1799 BUTLER Sertn. Wks. 1874 II. 174 Reason
tends to and rests in the discernment of truth. 1875 Jowr/i i

Pluto (ed. a) IV. 277 The savage . . has a quicker discern-
ment of the track than the civilized man. 1881 KAXHAK Early
Chr. II. 536 A power of critical discernment.

b. The faculty of discerning ; discrimination,

judgement ; keenness of intellectual perception ;

penetration, insight.
1586 [see DKCBRMMENT, s.v. DECKUN]. 1646 SIR T. BROWN K

Pseud. Ep. i. iii. 9 Things invisible, but unto intellectual!

discernments. 1781 GIBBON Dccl.
fy

/". II. xlvi. 736 His dL>-

cernment was expressed in the choice of this important post.

1875 MANNING Mission H. Ghost vti. 177 The eye of the soul

acquires a discernment whereby some can instantly read the
characters of others.

f 2. The act of distinguishing ;
a distinction.

Obs. (Cf. DISCERN v. O
1586 A. DAY Eng, Secretary \\. (1625^ 107 But that touching

the difference of counsels, or tender of his life, should make
a discernement. 1648 W. MOUNTAGUE Devout Ess. i. x. $ 4
(R.) It is not practicable, to frame rules for the discernment
between due praises and flatteries.

3. Perception by the senses; distinguishing by
sight, distinct vision. ? Obs. (Cf. DISCERN v. 5.)

17*7 Philip Quarll 6 Being come within reach of plain
Discernment.

Discerp (diMp), v. Now rare. Pa. t. and

pple. discerped, discerpt. [ad. L. discerp-tre to

tear in pieces, f. Dis- i + carpfre to pick, pluck,
etc. Cf. EXCERP. The pa. pple. discerpt rests,

partly at least, on the L. pa. pple. discerpt-us.]
1. trans. To pluck or tear asunder, pull to pieces;

fig. to divide forcibly into parts or fragments, to

dismember.
148* Monk ofEvesham (Arb.) 51 The cruelle . . wodnes of

wykyd spirytys the whiche al to bete me discerpt e me. .and
al to brend me. 1567 MAPLET Gr. Forest 38 Beinj; once so

discerped [they] can neuer after neither in applying their

owne parts togither, neither yet in fastiling . . them to any
Ixxly. .reuiueand quicken againe. 1668 H. MORE Div. Ditil.

iv. xxxiii. (1713) 385 This Horn, .is the Roman Empire dis-

cerped into so many Kingdoms. 168* Annot. GlanvilCs
Lux O. 182 It is no derogation to his Omnipotence that he
cannot discerp a Spirit once created.

2. To pluck or tear off, sever (from a whole).
1655 H. MORE Antid. Ath. (1662) 173 There is no means

. .to discerp or separate any one ray of this Orbe, and keep
it apart by it self. 1778 APTHORPE Preval. Chr. 311 His

principle was, that the human soul, discerped from the soul

of the universe, after death was re-fused into the parent-
substance. I&45T. COOPER Purgatory Snicides(&i"i}\\5V\\.*
Soul Lived consciously discerpt

from her clay shrine. 1869
BARING-GOULD Origin Belief(1878) I. xii. 247 Infinite space

may have parts in tt discerped, and the interval subdivided.

+ Disce'rpible, a. Obs. [ad. L. type *discfr-

pibil-iSj f.
discerffre

: see prec., and cf. discernible.

Later supplanted by discerptible]
-= DISCERPTIBLE.

1655 H. MORE Antid. Ath. (1662) 150 One part is not

separable or discernible from another, but the intire Sub*
stance .. Is indivisible. 1661 GLANVILL Van. Dogm. 51
What is most dense and least porous, will be most coherent

and least dtscerpibte. 17*0 Btbliothtta Biblica I. 435 A
Vapour, or a Fluid Discerpible Substance.

Hence t Discerpibi lity, t Disce rpibleness
= DlSCERPTIBILITY.
1681 H. MORE Annot. GlaHvilts Lux O. 220 In Fire, no

doubt the Discerpibi lity is yet harder. TM WOLLASTOX
Rellg. Nat. v. 74 A natural discerpibility and susceptivity
of various shapes. 17*7 BAILEY vol. II, Ditcerpibleness^
capableness or aptness to be pulled in Pieces.

Discerpt, pa. pple. of DISCERP v. t q.v.
t DiSCerpted, ppl. a. Obs. [f. L. discerpt-us,

vb.J Plucked or torn asunder, divided, separated.
1607 J. KING Sfrw. Nov. 4 Manic a thousand discerpted

limme. 1631 1. BURGES Anstv. Rejoined 203 A few dis-

cerpted parcells. 1633 P. ADAMS Exp. a Peter it 7 Dead
corpses and discerptea limbs.

Discerptible (diss-aptib'l), a. [f.
L. dis-

cerpt- ppl. stem of discerp-ere : see -BLE.] Capable
of being plucked asunder, or divided into parts or

pieces; divisible.

1736 BCTLER Anal. i. i. 16 Upon supposition that they are

compounded and so discerptible. 1837 J. M'Crtt.ocH At-
tributes <yGWu843t III. 514 Not only extensible but dU-

cerptible. 1867 Contem*. KfT.V. 226 The soul is discerptible,
and perishes with the body.

Hence Dlacerptibi Uty, divisibility; DiaceTp-
tibleness (Ash, 1775).
1755 JOHNSON, Dhcerptibility^ liableness to be

destroyed by
disunion of parts. 1837 M'CL'LtocH Attributes cf'God (1843)
II. 466 Without any apparent regard to hardness, rigidity,

weight, toughness, flexibility, softness, discerptibility. 1867
62* -3



DISCERFTION.

Contemp. Rt-j. V. 528 The attempt is made to prove the

perishable quality of the soul by its discerptibility.

Discerption (disSupjan). Now rare. [ad.
L. difccrptidn-em (in Vulgate), n. of action from

discerp-ere: see DISCERP.]
1. The action of pulling to pieces, dilaceration ;

fig. division into parts or fragments.
1647 Bp. HALL Peacemaker (T. >, Hence are churches, con.

gregations, families, persons, torn asunder, .so as the whole
earth is strewed over with the woful monuments of our

discerptions. 1741 COVENTRY Phil, to Hyd. iv. (T.) The dis-

cerpsion of Osins's body into fourteen parts by his relentless

adversary. 1844 LINGARD Anglo-Sax. Ch. (1858) II. xiv. 306
The discerption of his members. 1868 GLADSTONE jfuv.

Mundi ix. (1869) 373 Heracles suffers a strange discerption
of individuality ; for his eidolon or shade moves and speaks
here, while ' he himself is at the banquet of the immortals \

2. The action of tearing off, severance (of a part

from a whole) ; concr. a portion torn off or severed.

1688 in Somers Tracts II. 242 Even the Propagation of

Light is by Discerption ; some Effluvia or Emanations of
the enlightening Candle passing into that which is lightened.

1768-74 TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1852) I. 402 The discerption of

souls from thence [the mundane soul] to inhabit human
bodies. Ibid. II. 291 Supposing it could be proved, that

[brutes] . . are discerptions too from the general fund of spiri-

tual substance. 1822 T. TAYLOR Apnleius 37 If he . . does
not. .restore the dead body entire, he is compelled to repair
the whole of whatever has been bitten and taken from it,

with discerptions from his own face.

Disce'rptive, a. rare. [f. L. discerpt- ppl.
stem of discerp-ere + -IVE.] Having the quality of

dividing or separating ; tending to pull to pieces.
18. . OGILVIE cites N. B. Rev.

Disce-rt, obs. form of DESERT sb.l

c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 316, I herd neuer telle, for

what maner discert.

Disease, -cess(e, etc., obs. ff. DECEASE, DIS-

EASE, DISSEIZE.

I
Discess. Obs. rare. [ad. L. discess-us de-

parture, f. disccdere : see DISCBDE.] Departure.
c 1380 WYCLIF Wks. (1880) 299 Aftir myn discess wolues of

raueyn shal come [quoting Acts xx. 29],

t Discession. Obs. Also 7 disseasion. [ad.
L. discession-em, n. of action from L. discedlre :

see prec.] Departure ; secession
; separation.

1521 FISHER IVks. (1876) 337 Before the comynge of anti-

chryst there shall be a notable discession and departyng from
the faythe of the chirche. 1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. ix.

20 So vniuersall an oppression, as might cause a generall
dissession from the Church of Rome. 1612-15 I^P- HALL
Conteinpl., N. T. IV. xv, Their slinking away (one by one)

may seem to carry a shew of deliberate and voluntary dis-

cession. 1662 HOBBES Seven Prob. Wks. iB45 VII. 19 As

you pull, the wax grows . . more and more slender ; there

being a perpetual parting or discession of the outermost

parts.

Disceue, -eyrie, -eyt(e, obs. ff. DECEIVE, -CEIT.

t Disceyvous, a. Obs. rare. [ad. OF. deceveux

(Godefroy), in AF. *decevous, f. decevoir to DE-
CEIVE : see -ous.] Deceptive, deceitful.

1422 tr. Secreta Secret., Priv. Prhi, (E.E.T.S.) 217 Suche
a man is lechelorus and disceyuous.

t Disch.ai'11, v. Obs. [ad. 1 6th c. F. deschain-

er (mod.F. dcchatner), i. ties-, Dis- 4 + chattier to

chain.] trans. To sot free as from a chain ; to

unchain, unloose. Hence Disenabled ppl. a.

1598 SYLVESTER Mathieu's Trophies Hen. IV France, To
W. Cecil 8 Henry's Death through Hell's dis-chained Rage.
1603 HOLLAND Plutarch?s Mor. 51 Their owne irregular
lusts and unordinate appetites, which now he (as it were)
dischainid and let loose.

t Discha-nnel, -v. Obs. [f. Dis- jc + CHAN-
NEL j.] trans. To turn (a stream) out of its

channel
; refl. and intr. to quit its channel ; to

discharge itself (into the sea, etc.).

1607 A. BREWER Lingua in. v. in Hazl. Dodsley IX. 394
The river Alpheus at that time pursuing his beloved Are-
thusa dischannelled himself of his former course. 1652-62
HEYLIN Cosmogr. in. (1673) 4/1 Cataractes, dischannelling
into the Mediterranean. Ibid. III. (1682) i65_

Mixt with those
streams they are dischannelled in the Caspian Sea.

Discharacter v. : see Dis- 7.

Discharge (dig|tfSudj), v. Forms : 4-6 des-

charge, (4-7 disearge, 5-6 dyscharge, 6 dis-,
dyschardge, Sc. dischairge, 6-7 diseharg, 7

discarg), 4- discharge, [a. OF. descharge-r,
(mod.F. dlcharger) in I2thc. deschargier, ONF.
deskargier-'Pr. and Sp. descargar, It. (dt)scarcare,

-caricare, in med.L. des-, discargdre V i2thc. in Du
Cange) : late L. type *discarricdre, f. Dis- 4 +
carricdn to load, to CHARGE.]

I. To free, rid, or relieve a thing(orperson) from
that with which it is charged.
1. trans. To unload (a ship, etc.) from that with
which it is charged or loaded

;
to rid of a charge

or load ; to disburden. (Also absol,, and intr. for

refl.)

1382 WYCLIF Ads xxvii. 38 And the!, .discargeden \-v.rr.

dischargeden, -chargiden] the schipp, castinge whete in to
the see. 1481 CAXTON Godfrey 260 The maronners of Gene
receyued them moche honorably . , and discharged theyr
shippes. 1513 MORE in Grafton Chron. (1568) II. 765 No
man unoccupied, some lading., some discharging, some
commyng for more. 1570-6 LAMBARDE Pera?no. Kent
(1826) 167 At the first, ships were accustomed to disearge at

Lymne. *6oi HOLLAND Pliny 1. 193 Himselfesawat Puteoli,

412

a certain ship discharged of Elephants embarked therein.

1711 W. ROGERS Voy. 20 We..discharg'd the Bark, and

parted the small Cargo between our two Ships. 1801 Law
Times XCII. 78/2 A strike took place amongst the men
employed to discharge the vessel.

b. To disburden (a weapon, as a bow or gun)

by letting fly the missile with which it is charged
or loaded ; to fire off (a fire-arm). Also absol.

1555 EDEN Decades 159 The gouernoure discharged aboute
,xx. pieces of ordinaunce ageynste them. 1644 NYE Gun-

nery (1670) 39 He should know how to charge and discharge
Gunner like. 1745 WESLEY Ansiv, Ch. 32 I'o discharge

your Spleen and Malice ! Say, Your Muskets and Blunder-
busses. 1872 YEATS Tecfat. Hist. Comm. 334 When his

piece was discharged, he had to defend himself with his

sword.

fo. intr. (for reft) Of a fire-arm: To go off.

(TigSoJ. HOOKER Life Sir P. Carew\\\ Archmol. XXVIII.
139 The matche gave fier, and the pece dyschardged. 1582
N. LICHEFIELD tr. CastanhedfCs Cong. E. Ind. Ixxi. 144 b,

Some of the Ordinaunce of the fieete beganne to discharge.

d. Eleclr. (trans.} To rid of an electric charge;
to withdraw electricity from. (Also intr. for refl.}

1748 FRANKLIN Lett. Wks. 1840 V. 199 The bottle being

thereby discharged, the man would be charged. 1794 O.

ADAMS Nat. fy Exp. Philos. IV. xlvii. 295 It [a Leyden
phial] will be discharged of its fire with a loud snap. 1836-9
TODD Cycl. Anat. II. 83/1 The torpedo sometimes bears

great irritation, .without discharging. 1869 T. GRAHAM in

Set. Opinion 10 Feb. 270/3 On charging and discharging
portions of the same palladium wire repeatedly, the curious
retraction was found to continue.

e. transf.w\&Jig. To rid, clear (of} ; to deprive

(of). Now rare.

13. . K. Alis. 3868 Y am of Perce deschargid, Of Mede,
and of Assyre aquyted. 1393 GOWF.R Con/. 1. 13 pei [the

clergy] wolde hemself descharge Of ppuerte and become
grefce. 1480 CAXTON Chron. Eng. ccxliii. (1482) 285 Quene
Isabell was dyscharged of al hir dower, and sente oute of

Englond. 1520 in W. H. Turner Select. Rec. Oxford 26
The same person .. shalbe dischargied of his ffraunches.

1600 J. PORY tr. Leo's Africa. 11. 157 He is bound . . to dis-

charge the citie of all leprous persons. 1658 EVELYN Fr.
Card. (1675) 92 You need only discharge them of the dead
wood. 1713 J.JAMES \x.LeBlon*Gardening-ti& At that

Time the Earth being wholly discharged of its Moisture, is

very dry. 1736 BAILEY Househ. Diet. 355 Discharge the
fish of its scales and entrails. i86a F. HALL Hindu Philos.

Syst. 103 The assertion . . that whatever has misery for a

quality can never be discharged of it.

f. refl. To disburden oneself by utterance ;
to

give vent to words, feelings, etc. ? Obs.

1523 SKELTON Garl. Laurel 1353, 1 wyll myself discharge
To lettered men at large. 1713 STEELE Guardian No. 29
F 26 We now and then discharge ourselves in a symphony
of laughter. 1752 FIELDING Amelia v. i, The colonel ..

discharged himself of two or three articles of news.

2. Jig. To relieve of (an obligation or charge) ;

to exonerate
;
to exempt, let off, release front.

To discharge a bankrupt*, to release him from further

legal liability for debts contracted before his bankruptcy.
c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 313 Discharged wille bei

be ofpe grete oth bei suore. 0x450 Knt. dela, 70r(i86S)
56 She might have saide,

* Aske myn husbonde that ques-

tyon and not me
',
and thus she might have discharged her

of her ansuere. 1513 MORE in Grafton Chron. (1568) II. 771
Neither king nor Pope can geve any place such a privilege
that it shall discharge a man of hjs debtes beyng able to

pay. 1599 SHAKS. Much Ado v. i. 328, I discharge thee

of thy prisoner, and I thanke thee, 1607 Schol. Disc. agst.
Antichr. i. iii. 126 Doth not the Lawe discarg from a
vowe that which hath a superfluous member. 1714 Fr. Bk.
of Rates n We have established the Imposition of 50
Sols per Ton, on the Freight of all Strangers Ships, at the

same time discharging those of our own Subjects. 1784
Form Bankrupt's Certif. in Tomlins Law Diet. s. v,, We
. . testify and declare our consent . . that the said John
Thomas, .be discharged from his debts in pursuance of the

same act. 1786 J. BACON Liber Rgjps Pref., An Account of
the Valuations of all the Ecclesiastical Benefices in England
and Wales, which are now charged with the Payment of
First Fruits and Tenths, or were lately discharged from any
Payment to those Revenues, on account of the Smallness
of their Income. 1858 Sat. Rev. VI. 448/1 We are not dis-

charged of our duties towards our female readers by any
coyness on their part. 1863 H. Cox Instit. i. viii. 95 Some
boroughs were discharged by the sheriffs from sending
members.

fb. refl. To relieve oneself of an obligation by
fulfilling it. To discharge oneself of: to acquit
oneself of, perform, fulfil (a duty or obligation)
= sense u ; to pay (a debt) = sense 10. Obs.

1586 HOLINSHED Chroit. II. 447 Such magistrates ..

as neither are comburgesses nor apt to discharge them-
selves of such offices. 1659 B. HARRIS ParivaVs Iron

Age 252 To discharge themselves of a part of their debts.

1705 ADDISON Italy 94 Yet 'tis observ'd of 'em, that they
discharge themselves with a great deal of Dexterity in

such Embassies, .as are laid on 'em.

3. trans. To relieve of a charge or office; (more
usually) to dismiss from office, service, or em-

ployment ;
to cashier. Constr. front, f of\ prep,

rarely omitted.

1476 in York Myst. Introd. 37 AlL.insufficiant personnes
. .to discharge, ammove, and avoide. 1548 HALL Chron.,
Hen. Vf, 135 b, The duke of Yorke was discharged of the
office of Regent 1599 HARSNET Agst. Darell 94 About
a Moneth or five weekes after he was Discharged of M.
Hrakenburies Service. 1664 EVELYN Mem. (1857) H'- M4
Being, .discovered to be a rampant Socinian, he was dis-

charged of employment. 1738 Contm. Sense (1739) II. 203
Enemies . . insisted I should be forthwith discharged his
Service. 1836 MARRYAT Midsh. Easy xxiii, He wanted
to leave the service ; he hoped that Captain Wilson would

DISCHARGE.

discharge him and send him home. 1884 PAE Eustace

67 You are an idle, drunken vagabond, and I'll have

you discharged.

f b. refl. To disburden or relieve oneself ofan
office or employment by quitting or renouncing it.

c 1400 Destr, Troy 8939 Now is tyme in this tru .. To
discharge me as cheftain. 1483 CAXTON G. de la. TourN iv,

Syre I rendre and dyscharge me of your offyce.

f 4. trans. To clear of a charge or accusation ;

to exculpate, acquit. Obs.
c 1500 Lancelot 3-227 Bot, if god will, I sal me son dis-

charg. Say to sir kay I sal not her the charg, He sal no
mater have me to rapref. 1553 HULOET, Discharge, .extra

culpaitt ponere. 1638 Fenit. Conf. vii. (1657) 132 We may
well doubt if every Sir John's absolution discharge us before

god. 1661 BRAMHALL Just Vind. ix. 245 But it is not

enough to charge the Church of Rome, unless we can dis-

charge our selves, and acquit our own Church of the guilt
of Schisme. 174* FIELDING y. Andrew's i. xvi, The con-

stable hath not been discharged of suspicion on this account.

5. To dismiss (a prisoner in charge of the officers

of the law, or one charged with an offence) ;
to

release from custody, liberate.

1556 Chron. Gr. Friars (Camden) 82 The duke of Nor-
foke. .and the byshoppe of Wyssiter had their pardone, and
ware dyschargyd. 1699 in Col. Rec. Pennsylv. I. 549

Requesting to be discharged from his confinement. 1771

Junins Lett. xliv. 230 The . . magistrate . . declares the war-
rant illegal and discharges the prisoner. 1797 Monthly
Mag. III. 550 The sheriffmay then discharge the defendant.

1887 Times 26 Aug. 10/2 Mr. d'Eyncourt discharged a man
accused of picking pockets.

b. To dismiss, send away, let go. (Cf. also 3.)

(t Also with indirect olj. by omission oifrom.}
1586 A. DAY Eng. Secretary n. (1625) 20 Whom your

selfe knew an houre before our conference, to have bin dis-

charged our company. 1600 E. BLOUNT tr. Concstaggio
120 They woulde not discharge the souldiers. 1652 WADS-
WORTH tr. Sandovafs Civil Wars Sp. 333 Requiring the

Commissioners forthwith Id discharge him the Citie. 1807
Med. Jrtil. XVII. 316 At the end of which time . . the girl

was a second time discharged cured. 1893 Law Times
XCV. 249/2 The jury, having informed the court that they
had no presentment to make, were discharged.

6. To charge or command not to do something

(cf. CHARGE v. 14) ;
to prohibit, forbid. Also

with the action as obj. Obs. exc. dial. (Chiefly Sc.)

1570 LEVINS Manip. 31 To discharge, inkibere, absohtere.

1596 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. vm. 89 This par-
leament . . discharges al man the futball, and al sik games.

1632 LITHGOW Trail, ix. 389 The Cardinal!, .discharged him
to say Masse for a yeare. 1693 cW. Rec. Pentisylv. 1 . 368
And discharge all others from Transporting Anie persons
over the Skuillkill. i^vj Act agst. Innov. Worship zi Apr.
0am.), The General Assembly.. doth hereby discharge the

fractice

of all such innovations. 1716 Wodrow Corr. (1843)
I. 120 The ministers, .were discharged to pray for King

George even in their families. [1881 Leicestersh. Gloss., s. v.,

A dischaa'ged 'im of ivver comin' agen o' the graound. 1889
.A/. W. Line. Gloss, s. v., I discharge you fra iver speakin'
to oor 'Melia ony moore.]

7. Arch. To relieve (some part) of superincum-
bent weight or pressure by distributing this over

adjacent parts. (Also b. with the weight as obj.)

1667 PRIMATT CityfyC. Build. 82 One Lintal to discharge
the two windows and Balcony-door. 1703 MOXON Meek.
Exerc. 138 Put a Girder between, to Discharge the Length
of the Joysts. 1715 LEONI Palladia's Archil. (1742) I. 51

The arched ceilings. .are made of cane, to discharge the

Walls. 1788 [see DISCHARGING ppl. a.]. 1879 Casselfs

Techn. Eauc. in. 195/2 The arch . . not only supports the

wall above, but 'discharges' the weight over the walls on
each side.

II. To remove, throw off, clear away a charge.

8. To remove (that with which anything is

charged) ; to clear out, send out or forth, emit.

spec. a. To take out, clear away, empty out, unload

from a vessel, etc. (Also predicated of the vessel:

cf. c below.)
1479 in Eng. Gild's (1870) 425 All smalwodde to be dis-

charged at the Bak. 1581 N. LICHEFIELD tr. Castanheda's

Comj. E. Ind. xlii. 96 That ther were setled a Factorie, to

discharge the Merchandize the which were appointed for

that place. 1699 DAMPIER Voy. II. i. 4 The Ships as usually
take m water, .yet they do as frequently discharge it again
at some of these Islands, and take in better. 1720 Col. Rec.

Pennsylv. III. 112 Preventing Sickly Vessels from discharg-

ing their goods or passengers. 1840 R. H. T)M*\Bef. Mast
xx. 59 They came to anchor, moored ship,

and commenced

discharging hides and tallow. Ibid. xxii. 67 Having dis-

charged her cargo and taken in ballast, she prepared to get
under weigh. 1840 THACKERAY Paris Sk,-t>k. (1869) i The
two coaches draw near, and from thence, .trunks, children

. .and an affectionate wife are discharged on the quay.

b. To send forth, let fly (a missile, a blow, etc.);

to fire off (a shot).
c igoo Melusine Ixii 369 He . . wold haue take the swerd

to haue descharged it vpon the serpent. 1604 SHAKS. Oth.

II. i. 57 They do discharge their Shot of Courtesie. 1669

STURMY Mariner's Mag. v. 75 Of the . . Motion or Course

of a Shot discharged out of any Piece of Ordnance. 1725
POPE Odyss. xxii. 276 Let each at once discharge the deadly
dart. 1771 GOLDSMITH//;*/. Eng. I. 196 A Norman knight

..discharged at his head two.. furious strokes of a sabre.

1817 WOLFE Burial Sir jf. Moore i, Not a soldier dis-

charged his farewell shot O'er the grave where our hero

we buried. 1:1850 Arab. Nts. (Rtldg.) 466 The king, my
father, discharged an arrow, which pierced his breast.

absol. 1481 CAXTON Godfrey 147 Oure meyne discarded

petually upon them, a 1774 GOLDSM. Hist. Greece I. 297.



DISCHARGE.

o. To give vent to, allow to escape or pass out ;

to send or pour forth, emit ; /'. to give utterance

or expression to.

illowes will discharge
their Secrets. 1676 Wis

MAN Surgery (J.)i The matter being suppurated, I opened

an inflamed tut>ercle . . and discharged a well-concocted

matter 1711 SHAFTESH. Charac. (173;) ' 73 I 1S 'he on'y

manner in which the poor cramp'd Wretches can discharge

a (rue Thought. 1833 Act 3-4 Will. IV, c. 46 114 The

same [pipes] shall not discharge the water . . upon the foot

pavements. 1845 M. PATTISON Ess. (1889) I. n The shoals

of the frivolous and dissipated which this country annually

discharges upon the Continent.

d. refl.
To find vent, escape ; esp. of a river, to

empty itself, disembogue (also intr.\

1600 J. PORY tr. Lea's Africa n. 333 This small river ..

discharge!)! it selfe into the Medilerran sea. 1704 S. WIL-

LIAMS Vermont 30 Twenty five run westerly and discharge

themselves into Lake Champlain. 1816 KEATINGE Trav.

(1817) TI. 42 A deep and rapid river, which discharges at

Larache. 1810 SCORESBY Ace. Arctic Ktg. I. 33? The

chimney, .through which the smoke discharges itself.

1 0. trans. To remove (anything of the nature of

a charge, obligation, etc.) ; to get rid of, do away
with, abolish. 06s.

15*3 FITZIIF.RB. Sum, 12 b, Mater in writyng may nat be

discharged by.. bare wordcs. i66 BACON Sylva J 236 All

this dischargclh not the wonder. 16*4 tr. Scudery's Curia

Pol 173, I resolved to remove and discharge the Office of

the Major of the Pallace. 1731 NEAL Hist. Purit. I. 234

The Earl of Murray, .convened a Parliament, .in which the

Pope's authority was again discharged. 1741 RICHARDSON

/>/<& (1742) IV. 34 If it be the natural Duty of a Mother,

it is a Divine Duty i and how can a Husband have Power

to discharge a Divine Dutyt 1778 Br. LOWTH Tranil.

Isaialt Prelim. Diss. (ed. 12) 44 We can hardly expect.,

more..than to be able.. to discharge and eliminate the

errors that have been gathering ..for about a thousand

years past. . -

b. Law. To put an end to the obligation of,

cancel, annul (an order of a conrt).

1798 DALLAS Amer. Law Rep. II. 33 Therefore adjudge
that the order of the court be discharged. 1808 Parl.Deb.

1409 Other . . business . . might render it improper to discharge

the order : the call mightte postponed for a few days with-

out being discharged. 1885 Law Times LXXIX. 175/1

The order . . was entirely wrong, and must be discharged with,

c. Arch. To get rid of (a weight) : see 7 b.

10. To clear off, or acquit oneself of (an obliga-

tion) by fulfilment or performance ; to pay (a debt,

vow, etc.).

1515 Lo. BERNERS Froiss. II. ccxxiv. [ccxx.] 701 H
entent was not to departe thens tyll euery thynge was

payed and discharge^]. 1541 UDALL in Lett Lit. Men
(Camden) 2 Only of an honest purpose to discharge my
debtes. 1500 SHAKS. Com. Err. iv. L 13, I will discharge

my bond. 1606 Ant. $ Cl. IV. xvi. 28 Death of one

person can be paide but once, And that she ha s dis-

charg'd. 1715 POPE Odyss. I. 329 Soon may your sire

discharge the vengeance due. 1767 BLACKSTONE Comm. II.

141 If I am bound to pay money on any certain day, I

discharge the obligation if I pay it before twelve o clock at

night. i87 HALLAM Const. Hist. (1876) I. vi. 317 By no

means sufficient to defray his expenses, far less to discharge

his debts. i88j Law Times LXXIX. 172/1 If forbearance

were shown, the defaulting solicitor would be able to dis-

charge his liabilities.

t b. To pay or settle for. Obs.

1593 NASHE Four Lett. Confut. 6 That thou mayst haue

money to goe home to Trinitie Hall to discharge thy com-

mons. 1646 EVELYN Mem. (1857) I. 239 The next morning
.. discharging our lodgings, we agreed for a coach to carry

us. 1719 SWIFT Libel <m Delany Wks. 1755 IV. I. 95 Crazy
Congreve scarce cou'd spare A shilling to discharge his

chair. 1815 W. H. IRELAND Scribbleomania 156 She liter-

ally was without a shilling to discharge the vehicle which

had conveyed her to the metropolis. 1841 C. WHITEHEAD
K. Savage (1845) II. iv. 2:8 I had discharged my lodging

that morning. Ibid. III. xi. 446 That insult shall be dis-

charged at the same time with the other debts,

f c. To pay, settle with (a creditor). Obs.

01560 AMY ROBSART Let. in Westm. Gaz. si Apr. (1894)

4/1 To make this gowne of vellet whiche I sende you. .and

I will se you dyscharged for all. 159* SHAKS. Merck. V,

ill. ii. 276 If he had The present money to discharge the

Jew.He would not take it. 1698 FRYER Ace. E. India S/ t .

392 The Husbandman, .reaps the Fruit of his Labour, pro-

vided he take care to discharge his Landlord.

t d. To clear oneself of, account for, give account

of. Obs. rare.

1596 SPENSER F. Q. vil. xii. 17 He bade her Ceasse to

molest the Moone to walke at large Or come before high

Jove her dooings to discharge.

fe. To transfer the responsioiiity for (some-

thing) by charging it on some one else (cf. CHARGE
v. 1 6). Obs. rare.

1651 HOBBES Leviath. II. xxvii. 292 Part of the fault may
be discharged on the punisher. 1697 DRYDEN ^Eneid xn.

(R.), 'Tis not a crime t' attempt what I decree, Or if it were,

discharge the crime on me.

11. To acquit oneself of, fulfil, execute, perform

(a charge, office, duty, trust, function, etc.).

1548 LATIMER Ploughers (Arb.) 21 A score word for them

that are neglygent in dyschargeinge thcyr office. 1500

SHAKS. Midi. N. v. i. 206 Thus haue I Wall, my part dis-

charged so. a Mi FULLER Worthies (1840)
II. 214 H

was high-sheriff of this county, 1635, discharging the place

with great honour. 1719 in Perry Hist. Coll. Am. Co/.

Ck. I. 216 Let me.. exhort you to discharge a good con-

science in this matter. 1755 JOHNSON /.cr. to Laiigtoii C

May in Sonnet!, When the duty that calls me to Lichneld is

413

discharged, my inclination will call me to Langton. a 1853

ROBERTSON Strm. Ser. III. vii. 92 They appointed one of

their number, .to discharge those offices for Ihem.

12. Dyeing, etc. 1o remove (the dye or colour

with which it has been charged , from a textile

fabric, etc. b. To print (a fabric) with a pattern

by discharging parts of the ground colour.

1717 POPE, etc. Art o/ Sinking 01 Take off the gloss, or

quite discharge the colour. 1764 CHI-RCHILL Poems, Ep.to
Hogarth, Wash the Ethiop white, Discharge the leopard s

spots. 1801 MAR. EDGEWORTH Moral T. (1816) I. xlx. 150

The colours had been discharged by some acid. 1836 Penny

Cycl. VI. 155/1 The second style
of calico-printing consists

in giving a general dye to the cloth, and discharging portions

of the ground, which has the effect of producing a number

of white or variously coloured figures upon it. 1875 Ure J

Diet. Arts I. 288, That is, 224 handkerchiefs are discharged

every ten minutes.

o. intr. Of ink, dye, etc. : To be washed ont
;

to
' run

' when wetted.

1883 R. HALDANE Workshop Receipts Ser. n. 336/2 The

nk.. dries quickly, and may even be varnished without

discharging.

Discharge (dis,tfa-id3), ,b. [f. prec. vb. : cf.

OF. discharge (13-141!! c. in Hatz.-Darm.), mod.

F. dichargc, f. des-, tUcharger]
1. The act of freeing from or removing a charge

or load; disburdenment, unloading (of a vessel,

etc.") ; clearing away, removal (of a. cargo, etc.).

1580 HOLLYBAND Treos. Fr. Tong, Posse-forte, a bill of

discharge for any marchandise. 1616 BACON Sylva j 92

Marke well the Discharge of that Cloude; And you shall

see it euerbreake vp, first in the Skirts, and last in the

middest 1891 Law Times XCII. 78/2 The discharge of

her cargo began on the i4th Nov.

2. The act of discharging a weapon or missile ;

the act of firing off a fire-arm, letting fly an arrow,

etc. Also/ijj.
1596 SHAKS. i Hen. IV, i. i. 57 By discharge of their

ArtUlerie. 1653 H, COGAN tr. Pinto's Trm. xxii. 79 Without

any noise or discharge of Ordnance. 1785 SARAH FIELDING

Ophelia I. xiv, I Tiad stood her discharge of nonsense.

1831 J. W. CROKER in Croker Papers (1884) 8 Feb., I am
as convinced., as I am that the discharge of my gun will

follow the pulling the trigger. 1844 H. H. WILSON Brtt.

India III. 76 The howitzers were then brought up, and

after a few discharges, the work was taken in flank.

3. The act of sending out or pouring forth ;

emission, ejection the rate or amount of emission.

1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L. II. i. 37 The wretched annimall

heau'd forth such groanes That their discharge did stretch

his leatherne coat Almost to bursting. 1695 WOODWARD Nat.

Hist. Earth ill. (1723) 161 Wherever there are any extra-

ordinary Discharges of this [subterraneous] Fire, there also

are the neighbouring Springs hotter than ordinary. 1783

POTT Ckirnrg. Wks. I. 309 The discharge of this mucus.

1813 J. BADCOCK Dom. Amnsem. 180 And give a more easy

issue or discharge to the water. 1880 HAUGHTON Phys.

Geog. iii. 141 This gives a discharge of water to the south-

ward, equal to 32^28 cubic miles per hour.

b. Electr. The emission or transference of

electricity which takes place between two bodies

positively and negatively charged, when placed in

contact or sufficiently near each other.

1794 G. ADAMS Nat. * Exp. Philos. IV. xlvii. 295 The

person who holds the discharger feels nothing from the dis-

charge. 1836-9 TODD Cycl. A nat. II. 82/2 The shock caused

by an electrical fish is said to be produced by a discharge of

its electricity. 1863-71 WATTS Diet. Chem. II. 388 The

recombination of the opposite electricities which constitutes

discharge may. . be either continuous or sudden. 1894 rimes

19 Apr. 13/6 Three modes of electric discharge the glow

discharge, the spark discharge, and the arc discharge.

c. concr. That which is emitted or poured forth ;

esp. matter issuing from a wound or running

S

i77 P. HARDISWAY in Phil. Trans. (1727) VII. 216 (title)

A Purulent Discharge. 1804 ABERNETHY Surf. Cos. 223,

I directed that this discharge should be pressed out. .and

a poultice applied. 186* MARG. GOODMAN Exper. Eng.

Sister o/ Mercy 103 The discharge was so offensive as to

nauseate him and prevent him taking nourishment.

d. The place where something is discharged ;

e.g. the mouth of a river (cf. DISCHARGE v. 8 d) ;

an opening for discharging something.

1798 PENNANT Hindoostan II. no The water contained in

them [rivers] is increased by dams made acroa' *
charges. 1808 PIKE Sources

Mssjss.
IIL Anp. 6 From its

sources to its discharge into the head of the guffof Califom^.
1828 SCOTT P.M. Perth (ed. i) xxix, On the meadow at the

Ballough, that is, the discharge of the lake into the river.

4. The act of freeing from obligation, liability, or

restraint ; release, exoneration, exemption.

Discharge o/ a bankrupt: release from further legal

liability for debts contracted before his bankruptcy.

ci46o FORTESCUE Abs. <r Lim. Mon. ix, Wich encrease,

any subget desirith ffor his owne discharge off bat he beynth

to the sustenance off his prince. 1S3 MORE Confut. ftndale

Wks. 5182 Of whiche commaundement in scripture we see

no discharge. 1559 AEP. HETHE in Strype Ann. Re/. I. n.

App. vi. 1 1 Thus muche I have here said .. for the dyscharge of

my conscience. 1683 Brit. Spec. 155 After that Hononus had

by Letters of Discharge quitted the Bntams of the Roman

Jurisdiction. ijosAct 4 Annec. 17 That a bankrupt trader

should be entitled to hisdischarge from all further liability

for Ihe debts theretofore contracted. 1818 CRIMSE Direst

(ed. 2) I II. 66 Neither will aw prescription de nan deci-

mamio avail in total dischargffof tithes, unless it relates to

such abbey lands. 1835 Penny Cycl. III. 401/1 Bankrupt
Law Sc., The bankrupt .. may apply to the Court of

Session for a discharge . . A discharge . . frees the debtor

from all debtt previout to the date of the first deliverance

DISCHARGE.

on the petition for sequestration, except debit due to the

crown. 1805 Times (Weekly Ed.) 558/2 [Bankruptcy Court)

Although he did not treat the debtor as immaculate, he

thought the order of discharge might be granted subject to

the minimum iiiipension laid down by the Act namely,
two yean,

b. Exoneration from accusation or blame ; ex-

328 He published in his own discharge, those his unfortunate

relations, a 1716 SOUTH (J.), Not condemning. . which word

imports properly an acquittance or discharge of a man upon
some precedent accusation. 1836 J. GILBERT Chr. Atonem.
\. (1852) 20 His receiving a discharge from guilt.

o. Dismissal from service, employment, or office.

1548 HALL Chron., Hen. VI, 130 b, He . . nothyng more

coveted and desired then libertie and discharge.
"*

GRE:
theii

ances II. in If the Master .. give the M"ale his Discharge.

1844 Kegut. ft Ont. Army 105 In the cases of Soldiera who
obtain their Discharge by Purchase, no charge U allowed

by the Public for their passage from abroad.

d. Release from custody, liberation.

c \*aa C'TESS PEMBROKE Ps. LXVI. vii, I cried to him, my
cry procured My free discharge from all my bandes. 1671
MILTON Samson 1573 Death, who sets all free, Hath

paid
his ransom now and full discharge. 1771 MACKENZIE Man
FeeL xi. (1803) 88 You will receive . . a sum more than suffi-

cient for your husband's discharge. Mod. The magistrate

ordered the discharge of the prisoner as the evidence did

not warrant his committal for trial.

e. concr. Something that frees from obligation ;

esp. a document conveying release from obligation ;

a receipt for the payment of money due, an acquit-

tance ; a certificate of freedom from liability.

1495 Act n Hen. VII, c. 54 5 The Kingis lettres under

his pryve seale . . shalbe sufficient discharge for the., pay-

ment thereof. 1513 FITZHERB. Sun. 12 b, Than must the

tenaunt shewe a discharge by suffycient writyng,
and nat

by wordes, or elles to paye the same. 1640-1 hirkcudbr.

War Comm. Min. Bk. (1855) 91 To call for a sight of the

up age

lion made
ledge of t

acceptor. 1895 . .

up parchment discharge and other documentary evidence

of the . . good conduct of the deceased.

6. The act of clearing off a pecuniary liability ;

payment.
1611 SHAKS. Cymo. V. iv. 173 Oh the charilj of a penny

Cord.. you haue no true Debitor, and Credito

what's past, is, and to come, the discharge. 1688 Pennsylv.

A rchives I. 104 Help us w some money flbr the Discharge

of the Great Expence wee are at. 1809 JEFFERSON_Writ.
(1830) IV. 136 The discharge of the debt, therefore, is vital

to the destinies of our government. 1888 BRYCK Amir.

Comma. II. xliii. 140 Providing for the discharge of exist-

ing liabilities.

6. Fulfilment, performance, execution (0/an ol

ligation, duty, function, etc.).

T6io SHAKS. Temp. n. L 254 An act Whereof .hats past

is Prologue ; what to come In yours and my discharge.

i6u R.TiAWKlNS Voy. S. Sea, \ know the Spaniard too

too well and the manner of his proceedings in discharge of

promises. 167$ TRAHEKNE Chr. EUactx**. 478 The_dis-
chanre of our duty. l8o SOUTHBY Sir T. Moret. m, Such

tribute .rendered!, in discharge Of grateful duty.
iSjJ

STEPHEN Lava Eng. (1874) II. 627 The discharge of tt

office is, in general, compulsory upon the party chosen. 1883

Law Reports n Q. Bench Div. 596 note, In discharge oT

his functions as advocate. ,

7. f a. The act of sending away ; dismissal. Obs.

b. Law. Dismissal or reversal of an order of a

court.

IOO2 SIR IN. IjlNDLEY in L.ITW t ffrtfi t\ff. ....... -

The discharge of the order . . ought not to be granted except

upon the terms of bringing the money into court.

8. Arch. The relieving some part of a building

of superincumbent weight ;
concr. a contrivance

for effecting this. (Cf.
DISCHABQE v.

J.)

1703 MOXON Meek. Exerc, 159 A Brick-wall or a Post

trim'd up to a piece of Timber over charg'd for its Bearing,

is a Discharge to that Bearing. 1813 P. NICHOLSON Pratt.

Build. 222 Discharge, a post trimmed up under a beam, or

part of a building which is weak.

9. Dyeing, etc. The act or process of removing

the colour with which a textile fabric is charged.

b. concr. A composition or mixture used for this

purpose. (Cf. DISCHARGE v. u.)
1836 Penny Cycl. VI. 155/1 Calico-printing, Discharges

are of two kinds : the simple, and the compound or m
danted. Ibid. 155 '2 Compound discharges not only rem

the mordant from the ground, .but introduce anew mordan

on the discharged points. 1854 J SCOFFERN in Orr's Cm.
Sc. Chem. 422 Some varieties of calico-pnntmg by the pro-

cess ofdischarge. 1874 W. CROOKES Pract. Handbk.

317 By the word discharge is designated any compound or

mixture which has the property of bleaching, or taking

away, the colour already communicated to a fabric.

10. atlrib. and Comb.. . .

1836 Penny CycL VI 155/1 The goods, .are. .imp
witK the discharge paste by means of the engraved block
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or cylinder. Ibid. 155/2 Mordanted goods .. Intended for

the discharge process. 1864 Daily Tel. 26 July, The dis-

charge culverts, through which the sewage is poured into
the river, are visible only at the time of low-water. 1874
KNIGHT Diet. Me?A., Discharge-valve, in marine engines,
a valve covering the top of the air-pump, opening when
pressed from beneath. 1891 R. KIPLING City Dreadf. Nt.
26 His statements tally with the discharge-certificate of the
United States.

Dischargeable (disjtjaudgab'l), a. rare. [f.

DISCHARGE v. + -ABLE.] Capable of being dis-

charged : in quot., liable to be paid for (see DIS-
CHARGE v. lob).
1781 T. JEFFERSON Lett. Writ. 1893 II. 514 And we will

give you moreover 150 Ibs. ofTobacco a Day each discharge-
able in current money at the rate affixed by the grand Jury.

Discharged (disitfaMd-jd), ///. a.
[f. as prec.

+ -ED!.] treed from a charge, load, obligation,
etc. ; exonerated, released, dismissed, emitted, etc.

Discharged Living^ (in Ch. of Engl.)& benefice that is

exempt from the payment of First-fruits, its value having
been returned in tne Liber Regis of K. Henry VIII as less

than 10. Cf. DISCHARGE v. 2, quot. 1786.

1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. xn. Introd. (Tollem. MS.),
Fowles of praye, fr-at ben dischargid ofweyite of flesche, and
fleb most hy^e. 1483 Cath. Angl. 100 Discharged, exotic-
ratits. 1631 MAY tr. Barclay's Mirr. Mindes ii. 36 Of such
men . . the labour . . is precious, as filling their discharged
mindes with a new strength. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe (1840) I.

xvi. 280 Laying down the discharged pieces. 1758 M.P?s
Let. on R, Navy 35 Dead and discharged Tickets . . are

paid at the Navy-Office, without being chequed. 1786 J.
BACON Liber Regis 1253 Livings discharged. 1836 [see
DISCHARGE sb. 9]. 1849 R. GARNKTT in Proc. Philol. Soc.
IV. 179 In the same degree that a magnetized steel bar
differs from an ordinary one, or a charged Leyden jar from
a discharged one. \tyeftAutobiog. BeggarBey 3 My mother's

marriage with a discharged soldier. 1891 Kelly's P. O.
Direct. Bucks 364/2 Datchet, the living is a discharged
vicarage, net yearly value ^306.

Discharger (disitjaud^ai). [f.
DISCHARGED.

+ -ER i. CfTF. dcschargeitr (i3th c.).]
1. One who discharges (in various senses ; see

the verb).
1533 ELYOT Cast. }Ielthe xii. (R.\ Deth is the discharger

of algriefes and myseries. 1585 ABP. SANDYS Serm. (1841)
23oAsuredbch;
'I. BROWNE Pse,

. .

discharger of his debts to the uttermost. 1646 Si R
ud. Ep. n. v. 89 By Borax and Butter mixed

in a due proportion ; which, sayeth he, will so goe off as
scarce to be heard by the discharger. 1875 i/re's Diet. Arts
I. 288 The discharger, .admits the liquor, the air, and the
water. 1892 Labour Commission Gloss.

t Dischargers^ men
in the chemical industry engaged in loading and unloading
waggons,
2. An instrument or appliance for discharging.

spec. a. An apparatus for producing a discharge of

electricity.

1794 [see DISCHARGE sb. 3 b]. 1833 Nat. Phihs., Electr.
ix. 136. 37 (Useful Knowl. Soc.) In order to direct the

charge with more certainty, .an apparatus, called the Uni-
versal Discharger^ was contrived by Mr. Henley, c 1865
J. WYLDEIH Circ. Sc. I. 179/1 An instrument, called a dis-

charger . . which consists of two brass knobs, fixed to a bent
wire.

b. Dyeing. = DISCHARGE sb. 9 b.
In mod. Diets.

Discharging (disitjaudsirj),
vht. sb.

[f.
as

prec. + -ING i.] The_action of the verb DISCHARGE
in various senses. (Now chiefly gerundial.}
a 1483 Liber Niger in Househ. Ord. 29 Bycause of newe

charging and discharging of servants, officers, etc. 1538
Bury Wills (Camden) 135 In dyschargyng of my concyence.
1666 PEPYS Diary 16 Oct., Orders . . about discharging of

.ships. 176* GOLDSM. Cit. W. Ixxxiv. T 6 Bequeathed . . to
the discharging his debts. 183* MARSHALL (title') On the

Enlisting, the Discharging, and the Pensioning of Soldiers.

1890 Pall Mall G. 24 Nov. 6/3 The proposals, .by the large
shipowners to undertake their own discharging.

Discharging, ///. a.
[f. as prec. + -ING -.]

That discharges : see the verb.

Discharging arch (Arck.)iwn. arch built in the substance
of a wall, which relieves a part below it (as a lintel, etc.) from
the superincumbent weight; cf. DISCHARGE v. 7 and so. 8;
similarly discharging strut

t etc. Discharging rod (Electr.)~ DISCHARGER 2 a.

c 1788 Langley's Builder's Compl. Assist, (ed. 4) 152 If . .

there be discharging Struts framed into the Beams and Prick
Posts . . they will discharge the principal Rafters from the
greatest Part of the whole Weight. 1797 Monthly Mag. 1 1 1.

301 The spirit becomes sooner condensed, before it reaches
the discharging cock. 1812

J. SMYTH Pract. of Customs
(1821) p. viii, Copious instructions for the discharging Offi-
cers. 1812-6 J. SMITH Panorama Sc. $ Art II. 137 The
condenser ana the discharging-pump communicate by
means of a horizontal pipe containing a valve opening to-
wards the pump. 1819 P. NICHOLSON Arch. Diet., Dis-
charging A rches. rough brick or stone arches, built over the
wooden lintels of apertures. 1819 Paittologia s. v. Electrical
Battery^ Care should be taken not to touch the wires . . be-
fore the discharging rod be repeatedly applied to its sides.

1856 KANE Arct. Expl. I. xii.
135 An icy wall, which con-

stantly threw off its discharging bergs. 1858 A rchit. Publ.
Soc. Diet. DiscJtargine piece, strut) etc., a piece of
timber so placed as to discharge any weight, in framing or

shoring, upon a better point of support. 1875 Ure's Diet.
Arts. I. 288 The bleaching or discharging liquor.

Discha-rity $& t : see Dis- 9.

Discharm (dUftftam),
v. [ad. OF. deschar-

mer
t dgcharmer to free from enchantment (i5th c.

in Littre), f. des-
t Dis- 4 + charmer to CHARM.]

intr. and trans. To undo a charm ;
to free from

the influence of a charm or enchantment.
1480 CAXTON Ovid's Met. xiv. vii, The more she discharmed,

the more we gate our forme humayne. 1634 HEYWOOD
Witches Lane, v. Wks. 1874 IV. 255 So they are discharm'd.
18.. LOWELL To IV. L. Garrison v, That thunder's swell
Rocked Kurope, and discharmed the triple crown.

Dischase (dis|tp'-s), v. [f. Dis- 7 b + CHASE
rf. 1

3.] trans. To reduce from the legal status

and condition of a chase to that of ordinary land.

1725-6 Act 12 Geo. /, c. 4 (Jod.) An act for dischasing and
disfranchising the chase of Alrewas Hay.
t Dischau'ce, v. Obs. rare. [ad. OF. des-

chaucer, -chaucier, -chalcier (i2th c. in Littre),
mod.F. (Uchaitsser : L. discalceare, f. Dis- 4 +
calceare to shoe, calceus a shoe : cf. DISCALCEATE,
-CALCED, also CHAUSSES.] trans. To divest of

shoes, or of hose.

c 1400 Beryn 471 And Jwrfor, love, dischauce yewe nat till

f>is chek be do.

Dischayte, obs. erratic form of DECEIT.
? a 1400 Morte Arth. 3700 Sekerly assembles thare one

sevenschore knyghtes, Sodaynly in dischayte by tha salte

strandes.

t DischeeT, v. Obs. rare- '. [Dis- 6.] trans.

To put out of cheer ; to distress, dishearten.

1587 TURBERV. Trag. T. (1837) 90 An other thing there was,
that most discheerde Her kinsfolkes then in place.
Disehest : see Dis- 7.

Dischevel, etc., obs. form of DISHEVEL, etc.

t Dischi'sel, v . Obs. [f. Dis- 6 + CHISEL z/.]

trans. To undo the chiselling of. Hence
)
Dis-

ohiselling (dischesiling) vbl. si.

1651 J. HALL Height ofEloquence p. xxv, That was meerly
a dischesiling of the general design.

Dischone, obs. Sc. form of DISJUNE sb. and v.

Disohort, obs. f. DISHOBT Sc., injury, mischief.

t Disclnrrch., v. Obs. [f. Dis- 7 + CHURCH sb.]
1. trans. To deprive (a church) of its character

;

to cause to be no longer a church
;
to unchurch.

1629 Bp. HALL Reconciler n This heresie . . makes Rome
justly odious and execrable . . but cannot utterly dischurch
it. a 1656 Rem. Wks. (1660) 408 These are enough to

deforme any Church, not enough to dis-church it. 1656 S.
WINTER Serin. 37 That Church shall never be dischurched.

2. To exclude or expel (persons) from the church.

1651 C. CARTWRIGHT Cert. Relig. i. 113 All dis-union of

people is not enough to dis-church them.

Hence DischuTching vbl. sb. and///, a.

1680 ALLEN Peace <y Unity 51 They were not under the

dischurching cause of as many of the Jews as were dis-

churched. 1695 J. ST. N. Widow's Mite n The Apostacy
. .for which the Judgment of Dischurching came upon them.

t Disci'de, v. Obs. [ad. L. discld-ire (rare)
to cut in pieces, f. Dis- I + csedlre to cut.] trans.

To cut asunder or in pieces ; to cut off or away.
lit.

1494 FABVAN Chron, vn. 406 No parte of bounte fro^n hym
was discided. 1596 SPENSER F. Q. iv. i. 27 Her lying tongue
was in two parts divided . . And as her tongue so was her hart
discided. 1599 A. M. tr. Gabelhouer's Bk. Physicke 16/1
Discide from this roote the little eares and iagges. 1679
PRANCE Addit. Narr. Pop. Plot 34 The distinction of
errante clave . . doth at least cut, if not discide that Knot.

Discide, obs. form of DECIDE.
Disciferous (disi-fgres), a. Bot. [f. L. disc-as,

disci-, DISK + -FERGUS.] Bearing a disk or disks.

1883 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Discifloral (disifloe'ral), a. Bot. [f. L. disctts,

disci- DISK + -florns flowering, flowered + -AL : cf.

floral.] Having flowers with the receptacle en-

larged into a conspicuous disk surrounding the

ovary : spec, applied to a series of orders of poly-
petalous exogens (Disci/lorx in Eng. Bot., ed. 3,

1863) having this character, including A'utaceie, etc.

1873 HOOKER in Le Maout <$ Decaisne's Syst. Bot. (App.)
998 Series II. Discifloral Sepals distinct or connate, free or
adnate to the ovary Disk usually conspicuous, as a ring
or cushion, or spread over the base of the calyx-tube, or
confluent with the base of the ovary.
Disciform (di-sifjSim), a. [f. L. discus (see

prec.) + -FORM.] Having the form of a disk
;
disk-

shaped, discoidal.

1830 LINDLEY Nat. Syst. Bot. 134 Stamens . . inserted round
the oase of the stalk of the calyx, which is sometimes disci-

form. 1874 COOKE Funfp 167 The one is a cylinder as long
as it is broad, the other is disciform. 1875 BLAKE Zool. 200
The Torpedoes have the body covered with naked unarmed
skin, disciform, and rounded.

Discigerous (disi-dgews), a. Bot. [f. as prec.
-I- -GEKOUS.] Bearing a disk or disks.

1871 NICHOLSON Palxont. 489 Porous, discigerous, or

pseudo-scalariform tissue. 1877 LE CONTE Elem. Geol. v.

347 Known to be conifers by the exogenous structure of the

trunk, together with the discigerous tissue of the wood.

Disci'nct, a. rare. [ad. L. discinctus, pa.

pple. of disctngfre to nngird.] Ungirt (lit.

Miscinct, ungirded, dissolute, negligent. 1846 I-ANDOR ivks.

(1868) I. 85/2 In the country I walk and wander about
discinct.

So f Disci'ncture, ungirding (obs.^.
1610 GUILLIM Heraldry (1660) 11. vi. 67 The depriving of

the Belt, .tearmed, the discincture or ungirding.
t Discrnd, v. Obs. '[ad. L. disciud-fre to tear

or cleave asunder, divide, f. dl- Di-l + scittdSre to

tear, rend.] trans. To tear asunder, cleave, sever,
divide, separate.

1640 REYNOLDS Passions xxxii. 393 Neither can any Seed
be discinded or issue out from the soule. 1650 HOWELL Lett.
ii. Introd. Poem 2, Credentiall letters, .golden Links that do
enchain Whole Nations, though discinded by the Main.
a 1691 BOYLE (J-X Concretions so soft, that we could easily
discind them betwixt our fingers.

Discipher, obs. form of DECIFHEU v.

Disciple (disarp'l), sb. Forms: i-4discipul,
2-3<iiciplej3-4 deciple,-cipil, -cyple, desciple,

pil, 4 desiple, disiple, dissiple, -pil, 4-6 dis-

cipil(l, 5 dycyple, dysciple, -cyple, -cypull,

dyssyple, -sypull, 6 discyple, 3- disciple. [In
OE. discipul) ad. L. discipul-tis learner, pupil,
f. discfre to learn. In early ME. di-

t deciple, a.

OF. deciple, semi-popular ad. L. discipul-us. Both
in OF. and ME., deciple was gradually conformed
to the L. spelling as disciple ; ME. had occasional

variants in -*'/, -yl, -/.]
1* Onewho follows or attends upon another for the

purpose of learning from him ; a pupil or scholar.
It has not been at any period in English the ordinary term

for sclwlar or ////, as discipulus was in Latin
;
but has

come into use through the New Testament versions, being
applied chiefly to the Twelve Disciples of Jesus Christ, and
used in similar Scriptural applications or later extensions of
them. Hence the sense-development in Eng. is not that of

Latin, where the order of sub-senses was d, c, a, b.

a. One of the personal followers of Jesus Christ

during his life ; esp. one of the Twelve.
Rare in OE, the word in Ags. Gospels being horning-

) in Lindisf. Gl. usuall)
. . .

^950 Lindisf. Gosp. Matt, xxvii. 57 Summ monn . . Se dis-

cipul WEES Szs haelendes. f 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 101 Ure
louerd stod among his diciples. a. 1225 After. J?, 106 He
biheold hu his deore deciples fluen alle vrom him. ci^oSir
fr'erumb. 5733 Subjje sente be holy gost To ys decyples he
louede most. 1382 WYCLIF John xix. 38 Joseph of Armathi
.. was a disciple of Ihesu, forsothe pnuey, for the drede of
lewis. 1538 STARK KY England \. \\. 40 Al Chrystys dys-
cypullys and apostyllys were sympul and pore. 1611 BIBLE
Luke x. (heading)^ Christ sendeth out, at once, seuenty dis-

ciples to worke miracles. 1667 MILTON P. L. xii. 438 His

Disciples, Men who in his Life Still follow'd him. 1850
ROBERTSON Serin, i. xvi. 242 One disciple who had dipped
in the same dish . . deceived and betrayed him.

b. Alsoapplied in theN. T. to the early Christians

generally; hence, in religious use, absol. a professed
follower of Christ, a Christian or believer. (Hence
sense 3.)

ci^&o\\
T
\-ci.\v DeDot. Eccl. ii. Set. Wks. III. 433 Crist seip

bat noo man may be his discipul but ?if he renunce alle

siche bingis. 1388 Acts xi. 26 The disciplis weren namyd
first at Antioche cristen men. 1516-34 TINDALE Acts xx. 7
The disciples came to geder for to breake breed. 1607
HIERON Wks. I. 384 If a true disciple, a true Christian ; if

but a formall disciple, surely but a hollow Christian. 1853
ROBERTSON Sertn. ii. xix. 244 To the true disciple a miracle

only manifests the Power and Love which are silently at

work everywhere. 1890 J. HUNTER Devot. Services, Dedic.

Serv., You are gathered here . . to take upon yourselves the

obligations of Christ's disciples.

c. A personal follower or pupil of any religious
or (in more recent use) other teacher or master,

(This passes almost imperceptibly into sense 2.)
(Rare in OE. : see a.)

c 900 Bseda's Hist. v. ix. (1891) 410 An Sara bro3ra, se waes
iu on Breotene Bosles discipul and bejn. a 1300 Cursor M.
21199 (Cott.) Lucas was .. disciple o paule ai foluand fer.

138* WYCLIF fsa. viii. 16 Marke the lawe in my disciples.
Matt. xxii. 16 Thanne Pharisees . . senden to hym ber

disciples, with Erodyanys. Litke vii. 19 And John clepide
to gidere tweyne of his disciples, and sente to Ihesu. 1393
GOWER Conf. III. 374 (MS. Harl. 3490) And grete well

Chaucer, whan ye mete, As my disciple and my poete, 1756
NUGENT Gr. Tour France IV. 90 The cieling. .is painted in

fresco, by Francesco Romanelh, a disciple of Peter of Cor-
tona. 1838 THIRLWALL Greece II. 137 His fellow-citizen,

friend, and disciple, the courageous and unfortunate Zeno.

d. generally. A scholar or pupil. (Now arch.,

rhet. t affected, or joculart or with conscious refer-

ence to c.)

1489 CAXTON Faytes ofA. i. x. 29 Al thinges seme dyfficyle
to the dysciple or scoter. 1563-7 BUCHANAN Reform. St.

Androsv3\&. (1892) n Nor ?it sal it be leful to the said

rdagogis
to ding thair disciples. 1758 JORTIN Life Erasmus

321 Lord Mountjoy, who was formerly my disciple, gives
me a yearly pension of an hundred crowns. Mod. I am
afraid you may not find him a very apt disciple.

2. One who follows, or is influenced by, the doc-

trine or example of another ; one who belongs to

the ' school
'

of any leader of thought. [An exten-

sion of i c, cnjig. from i a.]

<zi3<x> Cursor M. 16636 (Cott.) J>ai spitted on his luueli

face, baa discipHs of hell. 1375 BARBOUR Bruce iv. 18 A dis-

cipill of Judas, Maknab, a fals tratour.
_
1594 HOOKER Eccl.

Pot. iv. vii. (1611) 139 To become disciples vnto the most
hatefull sort that Hue. 1613 SHAKS. Hen. VIII, v. iii. 112

This man, whose honesty the Diuell And his Disciples onely

enuy at. 1711 ADDISON Sped. No. 163 P4, 1 am one of your
Disciples, and endeavour to live up to your Rules. 1849

JAMES Woodman xxx, All who are disciples of St. Hubert,

prepare your horses. 1868 G. DUFF Pol. Surv. 75 M. Pierre

Lahtte and his English disciples. 1895 Chr. World 16 Nov.

885/3 An advanced Theist, of the school of the late Professor

Green, of whom he was a pupil and is a disciple.

3. //. The name of a denomination of Christians,

a branch of the Baptists, which originated in the

early part of the iQth c. and is chiefly found in the

United States; called also Campbellites. [A
specific application of i b.]



DISCIPLE.

18^8-60 GARDNER Faiths ll'frM I. 718/1 The principles of

tlie I)isi iplcs hnve found their way into England and Wales

and the census of 1851 contains a return of three congre.

cations or churches calling themselves by the name of tl

g '

Ii k,

/ w.'S' 'tTH'Kitt'Ho.'n, Abram" Garfield . . united with a

comparatively new sect, called Disciples, though Campbell-

ites was a name by which they were sometimes known.

4. Comb.
,641 MIL.ON Reform, n. Wks. (1847) 17 Honoured as a

father and physician to the soul, with a sonlikc and disciple-

like reverence. 1823 |!,.NIHAM Not Paul 392 Apparatus

employed by him in his trade of disciple-catcher.

Disci'ple, v. Now rare or arch. [f. prec. sb. :

in sense 3 in earlier use in the form DISPLE; cf.

di-sciple, as stressed by Spenser.]

1 1. trans. To teach, train, educate. Obs.

1596 SPENSER F. Q. iv. Introd. i, Fraile youth is oft to follie

led . . That better were in vertues discipled. 1601 SHAKS.

Alls Well i. ii. 28 He did looke farre Into the seruice of the

time, and was Discipled of the brauest. i66 HICKERINGILL

Wks. (1716) I. 33 Every hypocrite can afford to disciple

himself thereunto. i8i W. NICHOLSON Exp. Catech. 183

To disciple, or enter into a School to be taught.

2. To make a disciple of ;
to convert to the doc-

trine of another. Now rare or arch.

1647 SALTMARSH Sparkl. Glory (1847) 26 I Disciple those

Nations, and Baptize them with the Holy Ghost in your

ministration. 1651 BAXTER Inf. Rapt. 29 When the parents

are by teaching made Disciples, the Children are thereby

Discipled also. 01711 KEN HymnsEvang. Poet.Wks. 1721

I 179 Go out with Zeal, Disciple all Mankind. 1861 NEALK

Hymns East. Ch. 36 That every race beneath the skies They
should disciple and baptize.

t3. To subject to discipline; to chastise, cor-

rect, punish. Obs.

1491, 1563, etc. [see DISPLE]. 1607 WALKINGTON Opt. Glass

JLet
us so disciple our selves that each one may throughly

now himselfe. i6i DRAYTON Poly-olb. xxiv. (1748) 356

Alban . . who, strongly discipled In Christian patience, learnt

his tortures to appease. 1651 N. BACON Disc. Govt. Eng.
Ixix. 289 He was discipled with rods three times.

Hence Disci pling vbl. sb. and///. a.

,11617 HIERON Wks. II. 482, I must marshall Christs Dis.

ciples into two ranks : the first I may call for this once

discipling Disciples ;
that is, such as haue a calling to call

others vnto Christ ; plainely, Ministers, a 1638 MEDE Disc.

Rev. iii. 19 Wks. (1672) I. 296 Such a correction as., we
use to call a discipling, a punishment of discipline 1697

COLLIER Ess. Mor. Subj. I. ( 1 709) 161 None but Mj. Hobs, and

\

niana I. 2 Such penances, such fasting, such discipling.

t Discrplehood. Obs. [f,
DISCIPLE sb. +

-HOOD. OE. had disdpulhad] The condition or

state of a disciple ;
= next.

[cgca Bxdcit Hist. iv. xxviii. [xxvii]. (1891) 362 Disses

discipulhada Cu8byrht ws eadmodlice underbeoded.]

ni4oo Glass, in Rel. Ant. I. 6 Discipulatns, a discipy hod.

c 1449 PECOCK Repr. 295 Euydence that Crist here clepid

this Jong man into Apostilhode or vnto Disciplehode. 1697

Slate ofPliiladelph. Sac. 7 Great and glorious Ends, worthy
of a true Disciplehood of Jesus Christ.

Disci'pleship. [f.
DISCIPLE sb. + -SHIP.] 'The

state or function of a disciple, or follower of a

'"I^LATIME'R 6th Serm. Edw. VI, (Arb.) 177 [He] dyd
it not onely to allure them to hys discipleshippe, but also

for our commoditye. 1607 HIERON Wks. I. 384 Such as is

a mans disciple-ship, such is his Christianity. 1710 NORHIS

Clir. Prurl. viii. 355 Wisdom . . invites us to come into her

Discipleship. 1831 CAHLYLE in Fraser's Mag. V. 383 The
old reverent feeling of Discipleship . . had passed utterly

away. 1889 SWINBURNE Study B. Jonson 08 No Lydgate
or Lytton was ever more obsequious in his discipleship.

t Disci'pless. Obs. [f. DISCIPLE sb. + -ESS.]

A female disciple.
1381 WYCLIF Acts ix. 36 In loppe was sum disciplisse, bi

name Tabyta. c 1410 LOVK Bonavent. Mirr. xliv. (Gibbs
MS. 95) Alawdeleyne t>e trewe louede dyscypl'sse. ,548

UDALL, etc. Erasm. Par. Luke viii. 88 b, Joanna y wife of

Chusa . . became a disciplesse vnto Christ. 1611 SPEED

Hist. lit. tiril. vu. xxxi. (16321 376 She was afterwards recom-

mended to a Disciplesse of the said Lady.

Disciplinable (di-siplinab'l), a. [ad. L. dis-

ciplinabil-is to be learnt by teaching, f. discipll-

nare to instruct : see DISCIPLINE v. and -BLE. Cf.

F. disciplinable, I fth c. in Hatz.-Darm.]
1. Amenable to discipline or teaching; capable

of being instructed ;
docile.

iJ4aUDAi.LAV.HOT. Apoph. 196 b, Of Elephantes.howdisci-

plinable and ofhow greateprudence.docilitee and. .capacitee

and aptitude the! are. 1559 ABP. PARKER Corr. 63 If ye
see ought in my quire worth reformation ye know I am
disciplinable. 1639 MARCOMBES in Lismore Papers her. II.

(1888) IV. 101 Your hopefull sons .. are very noble, vertuous,

discret and disciplinable. 1840 MILL Dis*. r Disc. (1859)

II. 146 Instead of the most disciplinable one of the most

intractable races among mankind. 1889 Temple Bar Mag.
Nov. 406 Uds .. who were disciplinable to take a special line.

1 2. Of or pertaining to instruction ; disciplinary.

1644 DIGBY Nat. Bodies n. ix. (1643) 84 Those Philo-

sophers, who in a disciplinable way search into nature.

1677 H M.I: /'rim. Orig. Man. 3ri Animals, .are advanceable

by Industry and disciplinable Acts to a great perfection.

3. Subject or liable to discipline or correction.

1870 ANDKRSON Missions Amer. H.I. II. xix. 155 [Tl"y]

had maintained their standing as Christians, and avoided

all disciplinahle offences.

415

Hence Disciplinablene, the quality of being

amenable to discipline ; docility.

1677 HALF. Prim. Orig. Man. I. i. 16 We find in Annuals

. . something of Sagacity, Providence, Disciplmablcness.

Disciplinal (ili-siplinal, disiplarnal), a. [ail.

med.L. MsfiflTndl-is ,Du Cangc), f. disciflina

DISCIPLINE : see -AI..]

fl. DISCIPLIXABI.E I. Obs.

i68 PRKSTON NemCavt. (1634) 144 Those two [seeing

and hearing) are the only disciphnal senses we have.

2 Of, belonging to, or of the nature of
discipline.

i8 E. I. SHBPHKRD yd Lit. to Dr. Maitland 9 By
stroni expositions of disciplinal views. 18155

BRIMI.EY Ess.

1 6 (Tennyson) Pain that serves no disciplmal aim. 1863

M. PATTISON Serin. (1885) 88 The .. struggle of the dis-

ciplinal system of education against the doctrinal. iBBi

FITCH Ltd. reaching iv. 107 One of the hardest of the

disciplinal problems of a boarding-school is the regulation

of the employments of Sunday. Ibid. ix. 256 All study of

language is in itself disciplinal.

Di'sciplinant. [a. Sp. disciplinantes (pi.),
or

It. disciplinanti (pi.) 'a religious order of such as

will scourge themselues' (Florio 1598), sbst. use

of pr. pple. of med.L. disciflinare to chastise, cor-

rect, beat with rods (Du Cange).]

One who subjects himself to a course of discipline ;

spec, a member of a religious order in Spain, who

descending from a certain Meignt, severa

white, like Disciplinants. i7i8MOTTEUX Quix.(i733)111.297

The Disciplinants lifting up their Hoods and grasping
fast

their Whips, as the Priests did their Tapers. 1766 SMOLLETT

Trtni. 342 The very disciplinants, who scourge themselvf

all new disciplinants.

Disciplinarian (dlsiplineoTian), a. and sb.

[f. as DISCIPLINARY + -AN.]

A. adj. 1. Ch. Hist. Of or pertaining to the

Disciplinarians (see B. i) ; Presbyterian.
iMi ABP. BANCROFT Sum. Discipline iii. 56 Those Disci-

plinarian practises. Ibid. xix. 315 The PapUtes . -and our

disciplinarian men. 1598 Conspir. Pretended Re/. 98 Doe

not many of the Disciplinarian veine despise and condemns

all helpes of good Artes? 1654 H. L'ESTRANGE Chas. I

("655) '57 The hole Parliament (whereof some members

began now to incline to the Disciplinarian Sect). 1889 A. H.

DRVSDALE Hist. Presbyter. Eng. n. iv. 223 The Disci-

plinarian or Presbyterian party was extinct.

2. Of or pertaining to discipline ; disciplinary.

1640 SiRE. DERING Sp. on Retig. 18 Dec. vi. 22 The other

three are disciplinarian in the present way of Novellisme.

1678 OWEN Mind o/God viii. 215 The Second sort of means
* M T\: i:. ., : . ..* TrMiwcnv ti'iiiii/i/rr Nn. Ill F z

01 aisciplinarian moroseness. 1876 .

iv. 89 The self-made trial is a poor disciplinarian weapon.

B. sb.

1. Ch. Hist. A name applied to the Puritans of

the-Elizabethan age, who aimed at establishing the

Genevan or Presbyterian ecclesiastical polity or

'
discipline

'

in England : see DISCIPLINE 6 b.

1585-7 T. ROGERS 39 A rt. (1607) 331 The erroneous and

evilminds . . Of the late schismatics, namely ..The 1

ciplinarians or Puritans among ourselves. 1639 SANDERSON

Serin. II. 33 All sectaries pretend to scripture; papists,

anabaptists, disciplinarians. 1673 R. LEIGH fransp. AM.
08 Hishop liramhall speaking of the Scotch Disciplinarians.

1886 j H. BLUNT Diet. Sects 125 At one time the DISCI.

plinarians had so much expectation of
carrying

out their

plans as openly to express their conviction that Parker

would be the last archbishop of Canterbury.

2. One who enforces discipline (in an army,

school, family, etc.).

1639 FULLER Holy War rv. xii. (1647) 189 He, being a strict

Disciplinarian, would punish their vitious manners. 1705

HEARNE Collect. 7 Dec., He was like to prove a good L

ciplinarian. 1741 FIELDING J. A niirews in. v, Because one

man scourges twenty or thirty boys more in a morning th;

another, is he therefore a better disciplinarian? 1835

ALISON Hist. Europe (1854) IV. xxii. 20 A severe . . disci-

plinarian . . he yet secured the affections of. . his . . men.

i88a B. M. CROKER Proper Pride I. n. B A stnct disci-

plinarian, and a most excellent teacher.

8. An upholder or advocate of stnct discipline.

1746 WESLEY Print. Methodist 32 Nor did the strictest

Disciplinarian scruple suffering me to exercLse those

wherever I came. 1859 MILL Libert), i. 29 A despotism of

society over the individual, surpassing anything, contem-

plated in the political ideal of the most rigid disciplinarian

among the ancient philosophers.

Hence Diclplina'rianlm, the principles and

practice of a disciplinarian.

1871 SVD. MOSTYN Perplexity II. ill. 5 The house was

full of the suggestions of discipiinanamsm.

Di'sciplinarily, adv. rare. [f.
next + -LT A

In the way of discipline.

1706 A. SHIELDS Inanity Ch. Communion (1747)
26 No

church would censure disciplinary all guilty of epidemick

Disciplinary ^di-siplinaril.a. (sb.}. [ad. med

L. discifltnari-us, f. disciplina DISCIPLINE: se<

-ART l. Cf. It. disdplinario (1598 Florio) and F

disciplinairt (1611 Cotgr.).]

1. Relating to ecclesiastical discipline. + b. J/.r

in 16-17111 c. = DISCIPLINARIAN a. i.

1593 ABP. BANCROFT Sun: Discipline xviii. 198 Of the

DISCIPLINE.

isagreement about the new disciplinarie Deacons. Ibid.

ix. 226 Araongeit the Disciplinary brotherhocxic. 1640

1. BAILUE Canterb. Self-Convict. 89 This to him . .

loctrinall Puritanisme, much worse than disciplinary. 1641

I'. KUWARDS Reasons agst. Initepend. En. Ded. 2 The
hiefc question U about the . . discipline of the Church, and

our Controveraie may fitly be tearmed the Disciplinary

Controversie. 1701 C. MATHER Magn. Ckr. i. v. (853) '

76 A few disciplinary points which are confessed indifferent

ly the greatest zealots for them. 1719 J. T. PuiLirps tr.

34 Confer. 340 There is no disciplinary Institution observed

among these Christians.

2. Of, pertaining to, or ofthe nature of discipline;

promoting discipline or
orderly

observance of rules.

1598 FLORIO, Dtsciplinario, disclplinarie, pertaining to

discipline or correction, 01611 DONNE BioBoraroj (1644)

27 A man which undertook an austere and disciplinary

taming of his body by fasts or corrections. 18*5 COLERIDGE
Aids Reji. (1848) 1. 301 That watchful and disciplinary love

and loving-kindness, which . . Christ himself hid enjoined.

1865 Sat. Rev. 2 Sept. 298/2 The internal disciplinary

regulations of the celebrated seminary of Bonn savour a little

of barbarism. 1866 Law Times' Kef. LIII. 665/1 All these

restrictions are merely disciplinary, and do not affect the

tenancy.
b. Of a person : Given to enforcing discipline.

a 1601 BACON Lett, to Earl of Essex fT), It may make

you in your commandments rather to be gracious than

disciplinary.

3. Pertaining to the acquirement of learning or

mental training.
1644 MILTON Educ. Wks. 1738 I. 139 The Studies whenn
ur noble and our gentle Youth ought to bestow their time

in a disciplinary way from twelve to one and twenty. 1864

BOWEN Logic li. 39 Encumbered it with a mass of disci-

plinary precepts. 1869 J. MARTINEAU Ess. II. 27 An excel-

lent disciplinary instrument for the formation of character.

t 4. Acquired by learning. Obs. rare.

1647 TRAPP Comm. Phil. iii. 10 A natural! man may have

disciplinary knowledge of Christ, that Is, by hear-say, as

a blinde man hath of colours, not an intuitive. 1658 BAXTER

Saving faith vi. 36 Temporary Believers may have more

then this meer Disciplinary knowledge. Ibid. 37 He saith

that one sort of knowledge is Disciplinary . . and the other 11

Intuitive.

fB. sb. = DISCIPLINABIAN sb. i. Obs.rart.

1585-7 ROGERS 39 Art. 11607) 271 Such adversaries in our

time be the .. Disciplinaries (usually termed Puritans).

t Di'SCiplinate, v- Obs. [f.
L. disciplinat-

ppl. stem of disciplinart to DISCIPLINE.] trans.

To subject to instruction or discipline ;
to discipline.

Hence Di-soiplinated ///. a., -ating vbl. sb.

a 158* SIDNEY Wanstead Play Arcadia, etc. (1613) 571

A Pedagogue, one not a little versed in the disciplmating of

the iuuentall frie. a 16*4 Br. M. SMITH Semi. (1632) 125 She

is faine to teach them, and disciplinate them.
. 1633 AMES

Aest. Cerem. 11. 203 As if those of our disciplinatmg were

so conceyted. 1647 WARD Simple Cob. 43, I have . . seen

. . such Epidemical! and lethall formality in other dis-

ciplinated Churches.

t Disciplina-fcion. Obs. rare- 1
, [ad. med.

L. disciplinalion-em, n. of action from disciptindre :

see prec.] Subjection to discipline.

1673 F. KIRKMAN Unlucky Citizen 280 These were they

that nad passed under his Disciplination.

Di-sciplina:tive, a. rare. [f. L. ppl. stem

disciplinat- : see -ATIVE.]
= next.

ITOJ T TAYLOR Comm. Proclus I. 82 Disciplinative science.

1855 SMF.DI.EY Occult Sciences 8 The good they contain is

not disciplinatire but mystic.

Discipliaatory(di'siplinf
|

:t6ri,-pl3i-nat3ri),a.

[ad. med. L. disctflindtori-us vDu Cange) : see

prec. and -OBT.] Tending to promote discipline.

1851 I. TAYLOR Wesley (1852) 255 His abhorrence of

laxities . . led him to adopt a complicated disciplmatory

system. i8 LYNCH Self.Improv. iii. 62 There are . . E

mentary and Disciplinatory books. 1865 Spectator 18 Ian.

102/2 Education is not merely disciplmatory nor useful, but

should combine both objects.

Discipline (di-siplin), sb. Also 4 dici-, 4-6

disci-, discy, 4-7 diasi-, Aysay. dyssi-, 5

dysey-, -pline, -plyne. [a. F. disnplinc (OF.
also dece-,dese-, desee-, nth c. in Hatz.-Darm.),

ad. L. disciplina instruction of disciples, tuition,

doctor or teacher ; hence, in the history of the words, doc

trine U more concerned with abstract theory, and discipline

with practice or exercise.)

1 1. Instruction imparted to disciples or scholars ;

teaching; learning; education, schooling. Obs.

1381 WYCLIF Prov. iii. 4 Thou shall finde grace, and good

discipline [1388 teching] befor God and men. ciso BA.
CLAY Mirr. GJ. Mamitrs (1570) Fvj, If thpu haue in greke

had all thy discipline, To dispute in latin what needeth

thee to seeke. 1548 HALL C*rm., Ed. II', 223 b He
firsts holpe his awne young scholers, to attem to discipline,

and for them he founded a solempne schoole at Eton. 1606

SIIAKS. Tr. >, Cr. n. iii. 31 Heauen blesse thee from a

Tutor, and Discipline come not neere thee ! 1615 Stmis

Annalt (1631) 307/2 Apt to all offices of worthmesse, if in

his child-hood hee had not wanted discipline.

b. A particular course of instruction to dis-

Disciplinc of the Secret (a translation of modem L, disci-

pttna arcani, used by Tentzel and Schelstrate 1683-5) : a

term of post- Reformation controversy, applied to modes of
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nothing, but to those of their own Society, taking special

HI concealing Hum iicauicu ;uui cuiuLnumcn^ uie

sacred and mysterious doctrines and rites of. -religion.

2. A branch of instruction or education ; a de-

partment of learning or knowledge ; a science or

art in its educational aspect, arch.

^1386 CHAUCER Can. Yeom. Prol. $ T. 700 Assaye in

myn absence This disciplyne and this crafty science. 1500-
20 DUNBAR Poems Ixv. 4 To speik of science, craft, or

sapience . . Off euerie study, lair, or discipline. 1549 COVER-
DALE, etc. Erasm. Par. EJ>k. II. 2 Being singularely
learned in humayne disciplines, ye haue excelled other
sortes of men euer vnto this day. 1597 MORLEY Intrott.

Mils, 184 Yet tearmeth he musick a perfect knowledge of
al sciences and disciplines. 165^ Z. COKE Logick (1657) 2

Objective disciplines be . . principally four, i Theologie.
2 Jurisprudence. 3 Medicine. 4 Philosophy. 1685 BOYI.E

Enq. Notion Nat. 375 Acquainted with Physico-Mathe-
matical Disciplines, such as Opticks, Astronomy, Hydro-
statickSj and Mechanicks. 1741 MIDDI.ETON Cicero I. vi.

454 Skill'd in all the Tuscan discipline of interpreting
portentous events. 1844 EMERSON Led. New Eng. Ref.
Wks. (Bonn) I. 266 The culture of the mind in those dis-

ciplines to which we give the name of education. 1864
BURTON Scot Abr. II. i. 48 Professors of arts and disciplines
at Paris. 1878 BELL Gcgenbaitr's Comf. Anal, i The de-

partment of Science which has organic nature for its in.

vestigations, breaks up into two great divisions, Botany
and Zoology . . The two disciplines together form the
science of living nature.

8. Instruction having for its aim to form the

pupil to proper conduct and action ; the training
of scholars or subordinates to proper and orderly
action by instructing and exercising them in the
same ; mental and moral training ; also used fig.
of the training effect of experience, adversity, etc.

1434 MISYN Mending ofLife 112 Qwhat is disciplyne hot

settyng of maners or correctynge ? . . be disciplyne we ar

taght rightwysnes, & of ill correctyd. 1607 BACON ss..

Marriage ft Single L. (Arb.) 268 Certainely wife and!
children are a kind of discipline of humanity. 1697 DRYDEN
Virg. Georg. lit. 323 The pamper'd Colt will Discipline
disdain. 1713 STEELE Englishman No. 7. 46 Clowns under
the Discipline of the Dancing-Master. 1736 BUTLER Anal.
I. v. Wks. 1874 I. 85 The present life was intended to be
a state of discipline for a future one. 1741 MIDDLETON
Cicero I. vi. 461 Caelius. .was a young Gentleman, .trained
under the discipline of Cicero himself. 1849 MACAULAY
Hist. Eng. II. 240 A mind on which all the discipline of
experience and adversity had been exhausted in vain. 1857
RUSKIN Pol. Econ. Art i. (1868) 23 The notion of Discipline
and Interference lies at the root of all human progress or

power. 1862 SIR B. BRODIE Psychol. Inq, II. v. 177 No part
of early education is more important than the discipline of
the imagination. 1892 WESTCOTT Gospel of Life 270 Every
sorrow and pain is an element of discipline.

b. spec. Training in the practice of arms and

military evolutions; drill. Formerly, more widely:
Training or skill in military affairs generally;

military skill and experience ; the art of war. (Cf.
sense 2.)

1489 CAXTON Faytes of A. i. i. 3 Rules, techyngs and
dyscyplyne of armes. ISSS EDEN Decades 21 A man not

ignorant in the disciplyne of warre. 1602 WARNER Alb,
Eng. ix. xlvi. (1612) 216 Martialists in Discipline and order-

ing their war. 1659 B. HARRIS ParivaTs Iron Age 41
School of war . . where all the Martiall Spirits resorted, to
learn Discipline, and to put it in practice. 1775 R. H. LEE
in Sparks Corr. Attter, Rev, (1853) I. 52 Without discipline
armies are fit only for the contempt and slaughter of their
enemies. 1776 GIBBON Decl. fy F. I. 297 It was the rigid
attention of Aurelian, even to the minutest articles of dis-

cipline, which bestowed such uninterrupted success on his
arms.

t C. A course of training. Obs.

1577 B. GOOGE Heresbach's Huso. in. (1586) 153 The
knowledge of keeping cattell hath a discipline, wherein
a man must from his very Childhood be brought up. 1664
EVELYN Kaljtfort. (1729) 188 By such an Oeconomy and
Discipline, as our Industrious Gardiner may himself be
continualy improving. 1683 Brit. Spec. 40 To those . . who
. .underwent the Severities of a long and tedious Discipline.
4. The orderly conduct and action which result
from training ; a trained condition.
1509 FISHER Fun.Serm. Ctess.

The
of Pe
Logieso 15 , e potca awe oet cause an out-
ward discipline to be observed, even of the wicked. 1611
BIBLE Tratisl. Prif. i Seeking to reduce their Countrey.mn to good order and discipline. 1728 NEWTON Chronol
Amended iv. 312 He .. reduced the irregular and undis-
ciplined forces of the Medes into discipline and order
1781 GIBBON Decl. t, F. III. liii. 287 The discipline of a
soldier is formed by exercise rather than by study. 1827
POLLOK Course T. iv, Sound-headed men, Of proper dis-

cipline and excellent mind.

6. The order maintained and observed among
pupils, or other persons under control or com-
mand, such as soldiers, sailors, the inmates of a
religious house, a prison, etc.

[c 145 tr. De Imitations i. xxv, Fervent & devoute bre)>ren& wel roanered & under discipline.] 1667 PEPYS Diary i Apr.
(Wheatley, 1895, V 1 . 249) [Sir] W.Coventry is wholly resolved
to bring him to punishment ; for,

' bear with this
, says he,

and no discipline shall ever be expected.' 1697 DRYDEN
Virg. Georg. n. 509 Let crooked Steel invade The lawless

Troops.whichdisciplinedisclairn. 1813 WELLINGTON in Gurw.
JJes/>.X. 539 The fact is, that, if discipline means obedience
to orders, as well as military instruction, we have but little
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of it in the army. 1827-38 HARE Guesses Ser. n. (1873)

494 Discipline .. should exercise its influence without

appearing to do so. 1836 MARRYAT Midsk. Easy xiii, If

I do not punish him, I allow a flagrant and open violation

of discipline to pass uncensured. 1849 MACAULAY Hist*

Eng. I. 424 The discipline of workshops, of schools, of

private families, .was infinitely harsher. 1889 Times 9 Mar.

16/1, I recently heard a learned limb of the law . . confound

prison punishment with prison discipline, forgetting that

the former is merely a means of enforcing the latter.

b. A system or method for the maintenance of

order ; a system of rules for conduct.

1659 B. HARRIS ParivaFs Iron Age 40 The Mutiners

governed themselves in form of a Republick, observing
a most exact discipline. 1726 SHELVOCKE Voy. round World

(1757) 227 Having regulated themselves according to the

discipline of Jamaica. 1861 M. PATTISON Ess. (1889* I. 47
The inmates . . were submitted to an almost monastic dis-

cipline.

6. Eccles. The system or method by which order

is maintained in a church, and control exercised

over the conduct of its members ; the procedure

whereby this is carried out ; the exercise of the

power of censure, admonition, excommunication,
or other penal measures, by a Christian Church.
1549 Bk. Comm. Prayer, Commination, In the primitive

church there was a godly discipline, that, at the beginning
of Lent, such persons as were notorious sinners were put to

open penance. 1561 T. NORTON Calvin's Inst. (1578) iv.

xii. 2 The first foundation of discipline is, that priuate

Churche. 1621 First Book of Discipline (1721) ix. i. 568
The order of Ecclesiastical Discipline, which stands in re-

proving and correcting of the Faults which the Civill Sword
either doth neglect, or may not punish. 1858-60 GARDNER
faiths World I. 479/1 The ancient discipline of the church,
while it excluded offenders from spiritual privileges, left all

their natural or civil rights unaffected.

b. Hence, generally, the system by which the

practice of a church, as distinguished from its

doctrine, is regulated. spec., in Eng. Ck. Hist.,
The ecclesiastical polity of the Puritan or Presby-
terian party (thence styled DISCIPLINARIANS) in

the i6th and i7th c.

Books ofDiscipline \ the name oftwo documents, adopted
in 1561 and 1581 respectively, constituting the original stan-
dards of the polity and government ofthe Reformed Church
of Scotland, and also dealing with schools, universities, and
other matters.

1574^ [VV. TRAVERS (title) Ecclesiasticse Discipline et

Anghcanae Ecclesiae abilla aberrationis . .explicatio.] T,
CARTWRIGHT [transl. of prec.J (title) A full and plain Decla-
ration of Ecclesiastical Discipline owt of the Word offGod,
and of the declining of the Churche of England from the
same. 1588 W. TRAVERS (title) A Defence of the ecclesi-

astical discipline ordayned of God to be used in his Church,
agaynst a reply of Maister Bridges. 1593 ABP. BANCROFT
(title) A Survay of the Pretended Holy Discipline. Ibid.
v. 70 (heading) The pretended Antiquitie of the Consistorian

Discipline. 1594 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. (1888) I. 126 The
wonderful zeal and fervour wherewith ye have withstood
the received order of this Church. .to join. .for the further-

ance of that which ye term the Lord's Discipline. Ibid.

127 Let it be lawful for me to rip up to the very bottom how
and by whom your Discipline was planted. Ibid. 138 That
which Calvin did for establishment ofhis discipline, seemeth
more commendable than that which he taught for the

countenancing of it when established. 1610 B. JONSON
Alch. in. i, This heat of his may turn into a zeal, And stand

up for the beauteous discipline Against the menstruous
cloth and rag of Rome. 1642 CHAS. I, Roy. Protestations 4
New doctrines and disciplines. 1643 MILTON (title) The
Doctrine and Discipline of Divorce restored . . from the

Bondage of Canon Law. 1676 W. HUPBARD Happiness of
People 35 Wee in New England that profess the doctrine
of Calvin, yet practise the discipline of them called Inde-

1874 GREEN Short Hist. viii. 5. 509 The Presbyterian
organization remained untouched in doctrine or discipline.

1885 Catholic Diet. 265 Usually, discipline in its ecclesi-

astical sense signifies the laws which bind the subjects of
the Church in their conduct, as distinct from dogmas or
articles of faith, which affect their belief.

^1566 KNOX Hist. Ref. Scot. (1848) II. 181 (anno 1561)
The Preacheris vehementHe exhorted us to establische The
Bitke of Discipline, by ane Act and publict Law. 1621
CALDERWOOD Hist. Kirk (1843) II. 50 At the same conven-
tioun [1561], the Booke of Discipline was subscribed by a
great part of the nobilitie. Ibid. 51 To establishe a more
perfyte discipline, which was done twentie yeeres after.,
as we sail see in the Second Booke of Discipline. 1621

(title, ist printed ed.\ The First and Second Booke of

Discipline, together with some Acts of the Generall As-
semblies. 1860 J. LEE Hist. Ck. Scot. 1. 151 The first head
of the original Book of Discipline treats of Doctrine . . The
second head relates to Sacraments. .The fourth head related
to Ministers and their lawful election.

7. Correction; chastisement; punishment inflicted

by way of correction and training ;
in religious use,

the mortification of the flesh by penance ; also, in

more general sense, a beating or other infliction

(humorously) assumed to be salutary to the re-

cipient. (In its monastic use, the earliest English
sense.)
a 12*5 Ancr. R. 138 Auh ancre schal . . temien ful wel hire

fleschs . . mid heuie swinke, mid herde disciplines. 1340
Ayenb. 236 Hit be-houeb pet uless beate and wesse be dis-

siphnes and be hardnesses. 1383 WYCLIF Prov. iii. u The
discipline of the Lord, my sone, ne caste thou awey. 148]
MonkofEi>eshatn(h.t\>) 22 Alle that were there wyth grete
contricion of herte toke discyplynys of roddys. 1509 FISHER

DISCIPLINE.

Fun. Serm. Ctess Richmond'WV?,. (1876) 293 The blessyd
Martha is praysed in chastysynge her Body by crysten
dyscyplyne. 1620 SHELTON Quix. iv. xxv. II. 277 They did
institute Rogations, Processions, and Disciplines throughout
all that Country. 1686 J. SERGEANT Hist. Monast. Convent.
34 If any be found unchast, she receives three Disciplines
or Scourglngs. i 1790 WILLOCK Voy. 36 With a rope's-
end . . he continued this discipline till he rendered me in-

capable of moving. 1811 Sporting Mai;. XXXVII. 133
[She] came in for her share of the discipline which her hus-
band was undergoing. 1888 BERNARD Fr. World to Cloister
v. 113 The corporal austerities which are known as 'the

discipline '.

b. transf. Hence applied to the instrument of

chastisement : A whip or scourge ; esp. one used
for religions penance.
1622 PEACHAM Compl. Gent. 120 By Chastity standeth

Pennance having driven away with her discipline Winged
Love. 1630 WADSWORTH Pilgr. iii. 20 Approaching his bed
side with two good disciplines in their hands, the ends of
some stucke with wyery prickes, they did . . raze his skinne.

1707 J. STEVENS Queved^s Coin. Wks. (1709) R ij, The
Whipsters, .laid aside their Disciplines. 1825 SCOTT Talisnt.

iv, On the floor lay a discipline, or penitential scourge. 1848
J. H. NEWMAN Loss fy Gain in. x. 376 In the cell . . hangs
an iron discipline or scourge, studded with nails.

f 8. Treatment for some special purpose, e.g.
medical regimen. Obs. rare.

1754 MRS. E. MONTAGU in FourC. Eng. Lett. 280 He has
been under discipline for his eyes, but his spirits and vivacity
are not abated.

9. attrib. as in discipline-master, a master in a
school employed not to teach, but to keep order

among the pupils.
1899 Pall Mall G. 2 Nov. 6/3 A discipline master, who

was running with the hounds, plunged in to catch the
1 hares *. 1895 Daily News 3 Apr. 8/3 Deceased was em-
ployed as discipline master, .at. .the Police Orphanage.

Di'Scipline, v. [a. F. disdpliner (i2th c. in

Hatz.-Darm.) or med.L. disciplinary f, L. disci-

plina DISCIPLINE sbl\
1. trans. To subject to discipline; in earlier use,

to instruct, educate, train ; in later use, more espe-

cially, to train to habits of order and subordination ;

to bring under control.

1382 [see DISCIPLINED below]. 1589 PUTTENHAM Eng.
Poesje i. xii. (Arb.) 44 With vs Christians, who be better

disciplined, and do acknowledge but one God. 1638 BAKER
tr. Balzac's Lett. 11. (1654) 97 When some Discipline them-
selves, others run to debauches of all kindes. 1641 HINDE
y. Bruen Ep. to Rdr., I would send such to be disciplined
by Erasmus. 1695 BLACKMORE Pr. Arth. i. 591, I fbrm'd
and disciplin'd their untaught Hate, 1711 ADDISON Sped.
No. 160 p 4 Great natural Genius's that were never disci-

plined and broken by Rules of Art. 1795 SOUTHEY Joan,
ofArc ix. 145 Heaven by sorrow disciplines The froward
heart. 1871 R. W. DALE Ten Conunandm. viii, 206 The
whole organisation of the world is intended to discipline
our moral nature. 1888 BURGON Lives 12 Gd. Men II. x.

242 He had been disciplined in the school of adversity.
b. spec. To train in militaryexercises and prompt

action in obedience to command ; to drill.

1598 BARRET Theor. Warres i. i. 7 Warres well conducted
and disciplined. 1606 SHAKS. Tr. <$ Cr. H. iii. 255 He that dis-

ciplin'd thy armes to fight. 1692 LUTTRELL BriefRel. '1857)
II. 629 Orders were come from England.. to discipline the
militia. 1792 Anecd. W. Pitt I. v. 138 A farmer . . may be
a good soldier if you take care to have him properly dis-

ciplined. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. IV. 79 He addressed
himself vigorously to the task of disciplining these strange
soldiers. 1861 E-ven. Star 4 Oct., The Western men take

longer to discipline into soldiers than the citizens of New
England.

C. To subject to ecclesiastical discipline ;

* to

execute the laws of the church on offenders, with a

view to bring them to repentance and reformation

of life' (Webster).
i8z8 in WEBSTER. [1870 cf. DISCIPLINABLE 3.] 18.. H.W.

BEECHER Plymouth Pulpit Ser. vi. 1 1. 134 (Funk & Wagn.)
He whose orthodoxy inspires bitterness should be disciplined.
2. To inflict penitential discipline upon ; to scourge
or flog by way of penance or mortification of the

flesh ; hence, by extension, to chastise, thrash,

punish.
c 1300 Beket 2384 Of Ech Monek of the hous : he let him

discipline, With a }urd. 1482 Monk ofEvesham (Arb.) 31
Y made a signe to hym, to discypline me in lyke wyse ageyne
as he djrd afore. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 432 b/2 He chas-

tysed his body by abstynence of mete & drynke & . .

dys-
cyplyned it , . with chaynes of yron right ofte wyth his

owne handes. 1607 SHAKS. Cor. n. i. 139 Ha's he disciplin'd
Auffidius soundly ? 1647 N. BACON Disc. Govt. Eng. i. Ixix.

(1739) 181 First he was disciplin'd with rods three times.

1740 GRAY Let. Poems (1775) 83 Half a dozen wretched
creatures, .are in a side-chapel disciplining themselves with

scourges full of iron prickles. 1786 tr. Beckfords Vathek

(1868) 103 Having well disciplined their asses with nettles

behind. 1865 T. F. KNOX tr. Life of Henry Suso 65 He
used to.. go into the choir in front of the Blessed Sacra-

ment and there discipline himself.

fb. intr. (for rejl.} To chastise oneself. Oh.
a 1300 E. E. P. (1862) 154 WiJ> seint benetis scurge lome

)e discipline^.

t 3. tram. To deal with or treat of in an orderly

manner. Obs. rare.

1658 EVELYN Fr. Gard. (1675) 261 Your fruit, your herbs,

and your pulses are disciplin'd in the two former treatises.

Hence Disciplined ///. a.
; Disciplining vbL

sb. and ///. a.

1382 WYCLIF Jos. iii. 13 Who is wijse, and disciplined

[1388 tau^t] among ?ou? c 1400 Test.Lm<c(\<.) After a good
disciplining with a yerde, they kepe right well doctrine of
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their whole. 1641 MILTON Ch. Gout, i. (1851) 99 They are

left to their own disciplining at home. 1645 KVKI.VN Mem.
(i8s?) I. IQ i Amongst other things, they shew St. Catharine's

disciplining cell. 1668 Pti-vs Diary 20 Dec., How the

Spaniards are the best disciplined foot in the world. 1669

WoonHEAU .SV. Teresa u. xxvi. 161 Her penances, and dis. I

ciplinings
were numerous. 1781 GIBBON Decl. ft F. III. 165

Alaric was a Christian and a soldier, the leader of a dis-

ciplined army. i86 H. SPENCER First Princ. IL iv. 53

('j*?^)
T 75 developed and disciplined intelligence.

Drscipliner. [f-
DISCIPLINE sb. or v. + -EB '

.]

One who disciplines or subjects to discipline ; an

adherent of a system of discipline.
1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Hrit. IX. xv. (1632) 784 The King

incensed against these discontented discipliners. 1644
MILTON Areop. (Arb.) 42 Had an Angel bin his discipline!-.

1656 DUCHESS OF NEWCASTLE Life (1886) 280 Two of my
three brothers were excellent soldiers, and martial disci-

pliners. 1731 MRS. PENDARVES in Mrs. Delany's Life <y

Corr. 312 Ine gout or rheumatism you have never pro-
vokedit would be hard indeed ifyou should suffer by those

severe discipliners. 1805 igtk Cent. Aug. 251 Any monk

lyin^
abed later than four without excuse was sent to the

<!IM ipliner for birching.

Discipling, vbl. sb. and ///. a. : see DISCIPLE v.

t Di'scipliaize, v. Obs. rare. [f.
DISCIPLINE

sb. + -TZE.] trans. To bring under discipline ; spec,
under the Presbyterian ecclesiastical discipline.

1659 GAUDEN Tears of Ch. 609 These were to do the

Journey-work of Presbytery, .undertaking to Directorize,
to Unliturgize, to Catechize, and to Disciplinize their

Brethren.

t Discipliza'tion. = Discipling: see DISCIPLE v.

1657-83 EVELYN Hist. Relig. (1850) II. 55 The unprofit-
ableness and weakness of the former disciphzation.

Discipular (disi'pirfliLi), a. [f. L. discipul-us
DISCIPLE + -AK!.] Of, belonging to, or of the

nature of, a disciple.
1859 Sat. Rev. 13 Aug. 198/1 Mr. Mansel's .. discipular

spirit marks him out to carry onward the new Scottish

Philosophy. 1861 F. HALL Hindu Philos. Syst. 181 By
S'ankara and by all his discipular successors. 1873 MORLEY
Rousseau II. xi. 93 His discipular patience when His master

told him that his verses were poor.

Disci'pnlate. rare. [f.
as prec. + -ATE '.]

The state of a disciple ; discipleship, pupilage.
184* Tail's Mag. IX. 681 During the period of his disci-

pulate.

Disci-pulize, v. rare. [f. as prec. + -IZE.]

trans. = DISCIPLE v. t.

to

does b;
_

Discission (disi-fan). Also 7 discition,
discision. [ad. L. discission-em, n. of action f.

discindere to cleave, cut asunder: see DISCIND.

Hut the 1 7th c. spelling discision appears to come
from L. dis- and ctedere, -cidere to cut, ppl. stem

-cts- : see DISCIDE, and cf. excision, incision.'] A
cleaving, rending, or cutting asunder ; now only in

Surf. : An incision into a tumour or cataract : see

DECISION 4.

1647 H. MORE Sons' of Soul H. iii. m. xlviii, So gentle
Venus . . Casts ope that azur curtain by a swift discission.

1661 G. RUST Origen in Phoenix I. 37 As
painful

as the

violent discision 01 very Life would be could it be forcibly
torn in pieces. 1684. tr. Sonet's Merc. Compit. xvn. 590
You must slant your Knife and endeavour discision with an

oblique Hand. 1883 Sytt. Sec. Lex., Discission, a cutting
into ; especially an incision into or laceration of the capsule
of the lens in the operation for the removal of cataract.

Discition, obs. form of DECISION.

1633 PRYNNE Histrio-Mastix u. iv. 92 (R.) Declining
their owne particular discitions to avoid all partiality.

Disclaim (diskl^'-m), v. [a. AF. des-, dis-

clamcr (accented stem desclaime}, f. des-, Dis- 4
+ clamer to CLAIM; in med.(Anglo)L. disclamare.]
L intr. Law. To renounce, relinquish, or repu-

diate a legal claim ;
to make a formal disclaimer.

Const. TM the thing disclaimed, f out ofm from
the claim of the other party.
Originally said in reference to the renunciation of the

claim of feudal lordship or tenancy by the lord or tenant

respectively.

[130* Year-books F.dtu. I an. 30^31. 83 (Godefroy) Si le.

tenaunt portat sun bref ' de homagio recipiendo
'

seriez vus
rescuz a desclamer en sun homage. 1304 laid. 1 19 En plee qe
chiet par voye de destresse le tenaunt poet desclamer. 1409
Act 9 Hen. IV, c. 4 Ordines est et establies que nul home
larrou n'autre felon en Gales ouvertement conus ne soit

[Pulton's transl. It is ordained and stablished, that no
Thiefe nor Felon in Wales, openly knowne, be suffered to

disclaime out of the Seigniorie where the felony was done,
and that such maner of disclaiming be vtterly put out.]

[a 1481 LITTLETON Tenures (ed. Houard) 145 Si 1'seignior

3ue
est vouche ne avoit resceive" pas homage del tenant ne

'nscun de ses auncesters, le seignior (s il voit) poit dis-

clamer en le seigniory, et issint ouste le tenant de son

garranty.) 1574 tr. Littletons Tenures 32 a, The lorde . .

may disclaime in the lordship, and so put his tenaunte

of his warranty. 1597 SKENE De Verb. Sign. (s. v. Dis-

cJamatiaH) Disclamnre is to disclaime, disavow or deny,
as to deny an vther to be his superiour; as quhen the

superiour amrmis the landes to be halden of him, and
the v.issall denies the samin. l6j8 COKE On Litt. 102 a,

The lord may disclaime . . which signifieth utterly to re-

nounce the seignory. 1647 N. BACON Disc. Govt. Fnf. I.

Ixii. 11739) "5 If the Lord fail, he loses his Tenure, and the

Tenant' might thenceforth disclaim, and hold over for ever.
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1651 Hilt. il. xiii. (1739) 71 He that hath twth Right and

Power, and will not seize, disclaims, 1809 TOMUNS Law
Diet. 6.V. Disclaimer, Such person as cannot lose the tiling

perpetually in which he disclaims, shall not be permitted
to disclaim. 1818 CRUISE Digest (ed. 2) IV. 494 The law

adjudges the frank tenement in B. till he disagrees or dis-

claims. 1848 WHARTON Law Lex. 182 He cannot so dis.

claim after he has proved the will of his own testator.

f2. intr. transf. a. To renounce or disavow

all part in
;

sense 4. Obs.

1560 A. L. tr. Calvin's Foure Serrn. Sotige Eiech. iv, As
if God would reject them, and utterly disclaime in them.

1581 MULCASTER Positions xxxix. (1887) 195 Disclayming in

that which vertue auaunceth not. 1*05 SHAKS. Lear it. ii.

59 You cowardly Rascall, nature disclaimes in thee. 1637
Ii. JONSON SadSheph. \. ii, The sourer sort Of shepherds
now disclaim in all such sport.

t b. To proclaim one's renunciation of, or dis-

sent/row;. Obs.

1604 R. PARSONS yd Part Three Comers. Eng. 360 He
disclaymed from the Bohemians or Hussits and their

opinions. 1605 Ansiv. Discov. Romish Doctr. 39 They not

wholy disclaime from the Kinges Authority. 16*4 Lo.

WILLIAMS in Fortesc. Papers 203 He disclayminge from
all fees and profitts of the place. 1631 J. HAYWARD tr.

Biondfs Eromena 125 Catascopo disclaimed from having
ever named me.

fig. 1644 DIGBY Nat. Bodies n. (1645) 67 These two
conditions . . doe openly disclaime from quantity and from
matter.

3. trans. Law. To renounce a legal claim to ;

to repudiate a connexion with or concern in.

[Arising by omission of the preposition in sense i : with

quot. 1607, cf. 1534 FITZHERBERT La Nouv. Nat. Brevium

(1567) I97_ b, Sil ne disclaime en le sank ; transl. 165* If he
do not disclaim in the blood.)

I59S SHAKS. A^. John i. L 247, I am not Sir Roberts

sonne, I haue disclaim'd Sir Robert, and my land, Legitima-
tion, name, and all is gone. 1607 COWELL Interpr. s. v.

Disclaimer, If a man deny himselfe to be of the blood or

kindred of another in his plee, he is said to disclaime ^his
blood. Il''id. If a man arraigned of felonie do disclaime

goods, being cleared he leeseth them. 1651 W. G. tr.

Comrl't Inst. 48 Nor can an Infant disclaim that Guardian
who prosecutes an action for him as being next of Kinn.

1670 [see DISCLAIMER i bj. I7*4[see DECLAMATION ij. 1768
BLACKSTONE Comm. III. 249 Upon this the bishop and the

clerk usually disclaim all title. 1818 CRUISE Digest (ed. 2)

1. 123 Tenant for life may also forfeit his estate by disclaim,

ing to hold of his lord. 1848 WHARTON Law Lex. 182

A devisee in fee may, by deed, without manner of record,
disclaim the estate devised. Ibid. An executor may, before

probate, disclaim the executorship.

b. To relinquish a part of (a patent) by a dis-

claimer.

1835 LD. BROUGHAM 3 June, in Hansardstr. 3. XXVIII.
474 The parts disclaimed should not detrimentally affect

the other parts of the invention. 1888 R. GRIFFIN Patent

Cases decided 12 Application, .to disclaim the 8th claim.

4. To disavow any claim to or connexion with
;

to renounce or reject as not belonging to oneself ;

to disown formally or emphatically.
i}93 SHAKS. Rich. If, I. i. 70 There I throw my gage, Dis-

claiming heere the kindred of a King, And lay aside my
high bloods Royalty. 1636 HEYWOOD Challenge n. Wks.

1874 V. 21 Sir, shee's yours, Or I disclaime her ever. 1647
CLARENDON Mitt. Ret. n. (1843) 47/2 A short protestation. .

in which all men should, .disclaim and renounce the having

any intelligence, or holding any correspondence with the

rebels. 1704 POPE Spring 87 Tell me but this, and I'll dis-

claim the prize. 1791-1813 D'ISRAELI Cur. Lit., Liter. For-

geries, The real author, .obliged him afterwards to disclaim

thewoikinprint. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) IV. 224^
Socrates

disclaims the character of a professional eristic. 1895
GLADSTONE Let. 8 Aug. in Daily News 12 Aug. 5/4, I

entirely disclaim the hatred and hostility to Turks, or any
race of men, which you ascribe to me.

t b. (with complement.) To refuse to acknow-

ledge (any one, or oneself) to be (so and so). Obs.

1597 T. BEARD Theat. Gods Judgem. (1612) 220 [He] . .

also disclaimed him from being his father. Ibid. 524 Dis-

claiming him to be her son. i6o WARNER Alb. Eng. XL

Ixvii. (1612) 288 That Helen may disclaime her selfe for

Helen in her glas. 1670 WALTON Lives n. 133 To perswade
him . . todisclaim himselfa Member ofthe Church of England.

5. To refuse to admit (something claimed by

another) ; to reject the claims or authority of, to

renounce.

1659 B. HARRIS Parivats Iron Age 28 They likewise dis.

claimed the Authority of the Pope. 1769 ROBERTSON Chat. V,

V. in. 130 It was lawful for the people to disclaim him as

their sovereign. 1781 GIBBON Decl. tr F. II. xliii. 585 The

troops. -disclaimed the command of their superiors. 1841

ELPHINSTONE//W/. India 1. 203 They agree with the Bdudhas

. . in disclaiming the divine authority of the Vc'das.

t b. To refuse (a thing claimed). Obs. rare.

1647 N. BACON Disc. Govt. Eng. i. lix. (1739) 114 These

then are the rights that the King claimed, and the Clergy
disclaimed at the first. 1715 POPE Odjrss. viii. 39 Let none

to strangers honours due disclaim.

t c. To decline or refuse (to do something). Obs.

1586 A. DAY Eng . Secretary l. (1625! 63 Yet disclaime you
to be married, you will heare of no suters. 1589 WARNER
Alb. Eng. Prose Addit. (1612) 340, I that will not Hue to

hcare it so, heartily disclaime to haue it so. 1805 Miniature
No. 32 T 13 The errors of the schoolboy will become the

errors of the man, if he disclaims to adopt my practice.

1 0. To denounce the claims or pretensions of; to

cry out upon. Obs.

1590 J. EGERTON in Confer. 32, I shalbe readye to dis-

clayme you wheresoeuer I come, not only for men voyde of

pietie, but euen of ciuile honestie also. 1659 B. HARRIS
Parhtal's Iron Age 63 The Arminians [were] reviled, and

disclaimed, as no better then half Traytors, by the very

dregs of the people.

DISCLAIMER.

fb. intr. Disclaim against : to cry out against,

DECLAIM against. Obs.

1615 J. STEPHENS Satyr, l-'.ss. 202 Hee is not . . ashamed
to quarrell, first with his Patron, and openly disclaim against
the poor value of his Benefice. 1706 J. Smr.EANT Chapter
of William (1853) 81 That he resolutely oppose it, and
disclaim against it, in the chapter's name. 1749 FIELDING,

Tom Jones xi. i, Which bears an exact analogy to the vice

here disclaimed against.

7. trans. Her. To declare not to be entitled to

hear arms; to 'make infamous by proclamation*
(those who used arms without any right, or assumed

without authority the title of Esquire or Gentle-

man) as formerly done by the neralds at their

visitations. (Said also of the persons, in sense 4.)

1634 Visitation ofBucks (in Rylands, Disclaimirs (1888,

ix.) Rob'. Wilmott, Chadderton, for usurping the Title of

Gent, notwithstanding having been disclaimed in the Visita-

tion made 1611. VisitationofWorcestersh. (ibid.), Edmd.
Brothby. . to be spared from disclaiming in regard of his

being a souldier and of deserts. Vint. Hereford \\\AA.

viii.), John Phillips of Ledbury to be disclaimed at our next

sizes because he was not disclaimed at our beint; in the

country, being respyted then for proofe. 1888 J. P. RYLANDS
Disclaimers at the Heralds' Visitations viii. The practice
seems to have been for the visiting Herald to induce the

persons summoned to disclaim under their hands if they
would . . and if they declined, or did not attend . . they were

disclaimed at the Assizes.

Hence Disclaimed ///. a., Disclaiming vbl. sb.

and ppl. a.

i6o SHAKS. Ham. v. ii. 252 Let my disclaiming from a

purpos'd euill, Free me so farre in your most generous

thoughts. 1607 HIF.RON Wks. I. 268 In all those which

disclaimed Italian. 1801 MRS. RADCLIFFE Poet. Wks. (1833)

II. 271 The Baron .. bowed with a disclaiming gesture.

1885 BRIDGES Nero ill. iv. 16/2 Thou wert right in that,

Wrong now returning on disclaimed ambition. 1891 Rep.
Patent Cases IX. 83 The language ofthis disclaiming clause.

t Disclaim, sb. Obs. [a. AF. disclaime, f.

disclamer: see prec. vb.] An act of disclaiming ;

formal renunciation or repudiation of a claim.

[1409 see DISCLAIM v. i]. 1473 Bit. Noblesse 35 And so the

said king Lowes relese was. .a disclayme frome the kinges
of Fraunce for ever. 1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. vn. i. i 2.

190 The associates of Britaine were now returned with vtter

disclaime of further assistance. 1661 Jesuits' Reasons(i6j$<
128 You. .make your disclaim of these.. Opinions. 1674
A. G. Quest, cone. Oath of Alleg. 29 The disclaim of His

indirect Authority over Kings. 1786 Francis the Philan-

thropist III. 85 A blush, not of disclaim, spread her cheek.

Disclaimant. (/.DISCLAIM*;., after claimant.']

Onewho disclaims (a part of a patent) : cf. DISCLAIM

v. 3 b.

1891 Rules of Practice U. S. Patent Off. 52 To which the

disclaimant does not choose to claim title.

Disclaimer 1
(cliskUi-maj). [a. AF. disclaimer

inf. used sbst. : see -ER 4
.]

An act or action of

disclaiming.
1. Law. The action of disclaiming in reference

to the feudal relationship, /. on the part of the

vassal or tenant ; repudiation of a legal claim.

1579 Termes de la Ley 68 b, If the tenant say that hee

disclaymeth to hold of him, this is called a disclaimer,
and

if y" Lord thereupon bring a writ of right, sur disclaimer,

and it be found against the tenaunt, hee shall lose the

land. 1618 PILTON Slat. (1632) 260, 9 Hen. IV, c. 4 (title)

Disclaimer in felony in Wales shall be vtterly excluded and

put out. 1650 B. Discolliininiumoi Christ, .seems to judge
it necessary to make a cautelous Disclaimer of the Power

that requir'd it. 1767 BLACKSTONE Comm. II. 275 Equiva-
lent, .to an illegal alienation by the particular tenant, is the

civil crime of disclaimer, as where a tenant, who holds ofany

lord, neglects to render him the due services, and, upon an

action brought to recover them, disclaims to hold of his lord.

b. An act of renouncing or relinquishing a legal

claim ;
a formal refusal to accept an estate, trust,

duty, etc. : see DISCLAIM v. 3.

('573 STAUNDFORD La Pices del Coron in. 186 Icy par eel

disclaimer: il perdra les biens..as queux il disclaima).

1670 BLOUNT Law Diet. s.v.. In Chancery, if a Defendant

by his Answer Disclaim the having any_
interest in the thing

in question, this is also called a Disclaimer. 1809 TOMLINS
Law Diet. s.v.. There is a deed of disclaimer of executor,

ship of a will, etc., where an executor refuses, and throws

up the same. 1876 DIGBY RealProp. x. i. 371 In all other

cases the proper mode of refusing to accept a conveyance_or
devise of land . . is an execution by an alienee of full capacity

ofa deed of disclaimer.

o. Patent Law. An alteration by which a speci-

fication is amended in such a manner as to relinquish

a portion of the invention, when in danger of being

invalidated on account of the comprehensiveness
of the claim. Formerly (up to 18831, an instru-

ment executed by a patentee abandoning a part

of his claim of invention.

.835 Act 5 & 6 Will. IV, c. 83 [He] may enter a disclaimer

of any part of his specification. 1879 Cassells Techn.Educ.

IV. ioa/2(Patents) A means by which a grantee may abandon

portions of the title, . . this process is called a disclaimer. 1883

disclaimer shall be in writing.

2. generally. A disavowal of claims or preten-

sions; a.renunciation, denial, or rejection.

1790 BURKE Fr. Rev. Wks. V. 164, I think the honour of

our nation to be somewhat concerned in the disclaimer of
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DISCLAIMER.
the proceedings of this society. 1825 COLERIDGE Aids Reft.

(1848) I. 109 If after these disclaimers I shall without proof
be charged by any with renewing or favouring the errors.

i86a MRS. GASKELL C. Bronte 228 It conveys a peremptory
disclaimer of the report that the writer was engaged to be
married to her father's curate. 1868 G. DUFF Pol. Sun'. 42
Our emphatic disclaimer of fellow feeling with the Cretan

insurgents.

8. Her. A proclamation or announcement made
by English heralds, during their regular visitations,

of persons having no right to armorial bearings,
or to the title of Esquire or Gentleman, especially
of such as were found usurping these without right.
1854 SIR T. PHILLIPS (title} Heralds' Visitation Disclaimers.

1888 J. P. RYLANDS Disclaimers at t/ie Heralds' Visi-

tations x. He notes the press-mark of each MS. in the

College of Arms, from which he copied the list of disclaimers.

Disclaimer 2
. [f. DISCLAIM v. + -ER i.] One

who disclaims.

1702 ECHARD Eccl. Hist. (1710) 176 The multitude might
have abandoned him as a disclaimer of his own sovereignty.
1754 RICHARDSON Crandison (1781) IV. v. 43 Girls, writing
of themselves on these occasions, must be disclaimers, you
know.

Disclamation (disklam^'-Jan). [n. of action

from med.L. disclamare to DISCLAIM.]
1. Sc. Law. The action of disclaiming on the

part of a tenant, etc. : see DISCLAIM v. i, and cf.

DISCLAIMER! i.

1591 Sc. Acts ?as. VI (1814) 604 (Jam.) With all richt ..

be ressone of ward, noncntnes . . purprusionis, disclama-

tiounis, bastardrie [etc.]. 1754 ERSKINE Princ. Sc. Law
(i8c<j) 176 Disclamation is that casualty whereby a vassal
forfeits his whole feu to his superior, if he disowns or dis-

claims him without ground, as to any part of it. 1861 W.
BELL Diet. Law Scotl. 290 Disclamation signifies a vassal's
disavowal, .of a person as a superior, whether the person so
disclaimed be the superior or not.

2. Renunciation, repudiation, disclaimer.
1610 BP. HALL Apol. Brovmists 8 7 To speake as if before

her late disclamation of Poperie . . shee [Ch. of Engl.] had
not beene. 1640 Cases Consc. 403 Let . . servants . .

count their (infidell) masters worthy of all honour ; not
worthy therefore of desertion and disclamation. 1772 Scots

Mag. 457 Mr. Wallace's disclamation of a late publication.
1814 SCOTT \Vav. vi, The bibliopolist greeted him, notwith-

standing every disclamation, by the title of Doctor. 1892
STEVENSON & OSBOURNE Wrecker xvii. 275, 1 cannot tell with
what sort of disclamation I sought to reply.

Disclamatory (disklse-matari), a. rare. [f.

as prec. + -DRY.] Of the nature of, or tending to

disclamation ; having the character of disclaiming.
1833 REAUE Chr. Johmtane ii. 30

' My Lord, my Lord !

'

remonstrated Saunders, with a shocked and most disclam-
atory tone.

t Discla'Uder, sb. Obs. Forms : 4-6 des-,
dys-, disola(u)nder, -dre, -dir, -dyr, 5 disclau-

dar, disklander, deslaundre, 5-6 disla(u)nder,
-dre, dyssclaunder. [a. AF. *desclandre, dis-

claunder (I5th c.) deriv. of OF. escla-ndre, earlier

cscandre, escandle, escandele : L. scandalum : see

KSCLANDRIS ; cf. SCANDAL and SLANDER. The
prefix des- in Anglo- Fr. was prob. due to some
analogy, or to confusion of des- and -.]

1. Malicious speech bringing opprobrium upon
any one ; slander.
c 1300 Beket 2073 Thu missaist foule thine owe louerd . .

Ho mi3te suftri such desclandre, bot he nome wrecche ?

1471 Arriv. Edw. IV (Camden) 21 The false, faynyd
fables, and disclandars, that . . were wont to be seditiously
sowne and blowne abowt all the land. 1548 HALL Cftron.,
Hen. VI, 99 b, He declareth you a true man to hym . . the
saied dislaunder and noysyng notwithstanding. 1562 in
Stow's Surv.

(1754^)
II. v. xxi. 411/2 If their offences be

great, .offending his master by theft or dislander or such
like, then to command him to Newgate.
2. Reproach or reprobation called forth by what

is considered shameful or wrong ; public disgrace
or opprobrium ; scandal.
1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. v. 75, I haue . . Ablamed him be-

hynde his bak to bringe him in disclaundre. c 1374 CHAUCER
Traylia iv. 536 (564) For yf I wolde it openly distourbe, It

---o---- . ..> ...... u.iu .11.1 >.! 1432^50 tr. Higae>i
(Kolls) V. 143 Ihe dlsclaunder of your ylle disposicion
scholde not be knowen amonge your enmyes. 1462 J PAS-
TON in Paston Lett. No. 439. II. 89 To deliver seison ac-
cordynge to the same feffement, to the gret disclaundre of

t Discla'nder, v. Obs. Forms: see prec.
[ME. desclandre, {. prec. sb., perh. through an AF.
*desclandre-r for OF. esclandrer\o slander.]
1. trans. To speak evil of, so as to expose to op-

probrium ; to slander.
c 1290 Beket 1246 in S. Eng. Leg. 1. 142 J>e bischopes comen

bi-fore And desclaundreden seint thomas, bat he was fals
and for-suore. <r 1380 WVCLIF IVks. (1880) 138 )>es proude
. . possessioners disclaundren trewe prechours. 14.. E. E.
Misc. (Warton Club) 63 Awyse the welle who syttys the
by, Lest he wylle report

thi talle, And dyssclaundure the
after to gret and smalle. 1530 PALSGR. 513/2, 1 desclaunder,
1 hurte or hynder ones good name by reporte.
2. To bring into public disgrace or opprobrium ;

to bring scandal upon.
f I38S.CHAUCER L. G. W. 1031 Dido, We that weryn in

prosperite Been now disclanderyd. c 1430 LVDG. Mitt.
Poems (Percy Soc.) 143 Now as ye seen, for disobedience
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Disclaundrid is perpetually my name, a 1483 Liber Niger
in HoMseh. Ord. (1790) 70 That the owner be not hurte, nor

this famous courte disclaunderyd by any outerage of crav-

inge or crakyng.
t Discla-nderer. Obs. [f. prec. + -ra i.] A

slanderer.

1493 Festivall (\V. de W. 1515) 70 b, To stone hym to

deth as for a dyssclaunderer.

t Discla*nderous, a. Obs. [f. DISCLANDER
sb. +-OU3.] Slanderous.

1494 FABYAK Chron, iv. Ixv. 44 In this whyle, by styr-

ynge of disclaunderous & deuylysshe persones, a grudge
was arreryd attweene the kynge and a Duke of his lande.

Ibid. vii. ccxxvlii. 258 Of this duke Wyllyam some des-

claunderous wordes are lefte m memory.
Disclare, obs. var. of DECLARE [cf. OF. des-

f/airier].
"375 BARBOUR-Srwct? i. 75 He suld that arbytre disclar, Off

thir twa that I tauld offar.

Disclass (diskkrs), v. [f. Dis- 7c + CLAsa^.]
trans. DECLASS ; to remove or cut off from one's

class. Hence Discla'ssed ///. a.

1890 Times 31 Jan. 9/1 Worked by a Union largely com-

posed of the broken-down, disclassed waifs and strays who
gravitate to the dock-gates in search of casual employment.

Disclassify (diskke-sifai), v.
\i.

Dis- 6 +
CLASSIFY.] trans. To undo the classification of.

a 1866 J. GROTE Exam. Utilit. Philos. xx. (1870) 336 The
process of levelling, disclassifying, making everybody like

everybody else.

Discless : see DISKLESS.

tDiscloa'k, v. Obs. Also 7 discloke. [f.

Dis- 6 or 7 a + CLOAK.] trans. To take off the

cloak of; to unrobe.

*599 B. JONSON Cynthia's Rev. in. v, Now goe in, dis-

cloke
yourselfe. i6z6 Devil aft Ass I. vi, If you interrupt

me, Sir, I sball discloak you. 1627-77 FELTHAM Resolves
i. I. (R.)i That feins what was not, and discloaks a soul.

t Disclo'g, v. Obs. [f. Dis- 6 + CLOG v.]
trans. To free from that which clogs; to unclog.
1611 CORYAT Crudities 234 They shall make a restitution

of all their ill gotten goods, and so disclogge their soules
and consciences.

Discloister (disklorstaa), v. [f. Dis- 6 or 7 c

+ CLOISTER.] trans. To turn or let out of a
cloister ; to release or remove from seclusion.
1660 HOWELL Parly of Beasts 134 They [nuns] fell a

murmuring . . and to think too often on man with inordinat
desires to be discloysterd. 1881 PALCRAVE Visions Ene. 282
A girl by lustful war and shame Discloistered from her home.

Disclosal (disklja-zal). rare. [f. DISCLOSE
v. + -AL.] The act of disclosing, disclosure.

1795 COLERIDGE Condones ad Popnlum 37 In the disclosal

of Opinion, it is our duty to consider the character of those,
to whom we address ourselves.

t Disclo*S6, sb. Obs. [f. DISCLOSE v. : cf.

CLOSE sb*\ The act of disclosing ;
~ DISCLOSURE

(in various senses),
1548 GEST Pr. Masse 73 Wolde God . . soch a person . .

had openly publyshed the worthy disclose and disprove of
the unsufferable abhomination of the popyshe private
pryvye masse. 1602 SHAKS. Ham. in. i. 174 There's some-
thing in his soule, O're which his Melanchollysits on brood,
And, I do doubt the hatch, and the disclose Will be some
danger. 1622 WITHER Mistr. Philar. Wks.

(1633) 623 They
[those lips] are like in their discloses To the mornings dewie
roses. 16*5 W. B. True School War 42 It is an Embryo
that, .waites the good houre for the disclose and deliuery.
1743 YOUNG Nt. Th. ix. 1576 Glasses . . Haue they not led
us deep in the disclose Of fine-spun nature.

t DisclO'Se, ///. a. Obs. Also 4 desclos. [a.
OF. desclos, pa. pple. of desclore to disclose : Ro-
manic (and med.L.) disdaus-us^ pa. pple. of dis-

daud$re\ see DISCLOSE z;.] Disclosed; unclosed;
let out. In quots., used as pa. pple.
*393 GOWER Con/. I. 285 For drede it shulde be disclose

An el come unto her faders ere. Ibid. II. 354 A maiden,
which was . . kept so clos, That selden was, whan she desclos
Goth with her moder for to play.

Disclose (diskl0u'z), v. [ME. des-t dis-dosen,
a. OF. desclos- pres. stem (pres. subj. desdose) of

desdorey -dorre to unclose, open, free = Pr. dcs-

claure : Romanic (and med.L.) disdaudere, f. Dis-

4 -* L. daudere to close, shut.]

T" 1. trans. To open up (that which is closed or

shut) ;
to unclose, unfold ; to unfasten. Obs.

a 1400-50 Alexander 3632 J>ire Olifantis. .disclosid J>ai be
chiviles. c 1420 Pallad. on Husb. n. 331 Almoundes me
may make, .her shelles to disclose. 1577 B. GOOCE Heres-
baclis Hnsb. n. (1586) 67 b, It [a rosebud] discloseth it

selfe and spreadeth abroad. 1596 SPENSER F. Q. iv. v. 16
Full oft about her wast she it enclos'd, And it as oft was
from about her wast disclos'd. 1596 B. GRIFFIN Fidessa
(1876) 31 Armes still imbrace and neuer be disclosed. < 1600
SHAKS. Sonn. liv, The perfumed tincture of the Roses ..

When Sommers breath their masked buds discloses.

t b. To hatch (an egg). Cf. 3 b. Obs.
a i6a6 BACON (J,), It is reported by the ancients, that the

ostrich layeth her eggs under the sand, where the heat of
the sun discloseth them.
2. intr. (for re/I.) To unclose or unfold itself by

the falling asunder of parts ; to open.
1591 GARRARoArt Warre 101 Which upon occasion dis-

closing again may let out the shot. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed.
Kersey), To Disclose . .to bud, blow, or put out Leaves.
1626 I. H. Canssin'sHolyCrt. 166 If the hen brood not
her eggs, she hath no desire to make them disclose 1727-
46 THOMSON Summer 1138 Over head a sheet Of livid
Hame discloses wide, then shuts And opens wider.

DISCLOSING.

8. trans. To uncover (anything covered up from

view) ; to remove a cover from and expose to view

(anything material).
1393 GOWER Conf. II. 262 As she, that was with thaire

enclosed And might of no man be dcsclosed. *53 PALSGK.
518/1, I disclose, I uncover a thing that is hydde .. This
treasure shall never be disclosed for me. 1611 BIBLK Isa.

xxvi. 21 The earth also shall disclose her blood, and shall

no more couer her slain. 1696 TATE & BRADY Ps. cvj. 9
The parting Deep disclos'd her Sand. 1795 SOUTHEV Joan
of Arc x, 197 Ihe open helm Disclosed that eye. 1839
TKNNVSON CKnone 65 He smiled, and opening out his milk-
white palm Disclosed a fruit of pure Hesperian gold. 1838
LYTTOM Leila i. iv, Her full rich lips disclosed teeth, that

might have shamed the pearl.
b. To uncover or set free (a young bird, etc.)

from the egg ; to hatch
; atooj^f. to * hatch

'

(mis-

chief). Rarely, to exclude or lay (eggs).
1486 Bk. St. A loans A ij a, Now to speke of hawkys. first

thay been Egges. and afterwarde they bene disclosed

hawkys. z6oa SHAKS. Ham. v. i. 310 Anon as patient as
the female Doue, When that her golden Cuplet are dis-

clos'd. 1602 WARNER Alb. Eng. x. Iv. (1612) 245 Papists
heere, forren and Land-leapt Foes, Did mischlefes that

imported more our practiz'd State disclose. 1653 H. COGAN
tr. Pinto*s Trav. xxx. 122 They leave the eggs there till

they think the young ones are disclosed. 1697 DRYDEN
l''irg. Georg. in. 633 Snakes, familiar, to the Hearth succeed,
Disclose their Eggs, and near the Chimney breed. 1707
Curios, in Husb. fy Card. 322 Forcing Eggs to disclose

their Young by the artificial Heat of an Oven. 1816-26
KIRHY & SP. hnfomol. (1843) 'I- *8 As soon as one of these

young caterpillars is disclosed from the egg it begins to

feed.

f 4. To open up to one's own knowledge, to dis-

cover. Obs.
c 1450 Crt. of Love 112 Many a thousand other bright of

face : But what they were, I coud not well disclose. 1599
SANDYS Europx Spec. (1632) 168 He was disclosed and
ceased [=seizedj on by his Master, i 1611 CHAPMAN Iliad
xxi. 467 Old Priam in his sacred tow'r stood, and the flight
disclos'd On his forc'd people, all in rout.

5. To open up to the knowledge of others; to

make openly known, reveal, declare (secrets, pur-

poses, beliefs, etc.).

1393 GOWER Conf. II. 277, I dare min herte well disclose.

1509 HAWES Past. Pleas, xxix. (Percy Soc.) 142 They are
not all disposed So for to do as ye nave here disclosed.
IS5I T' WILSON Logike (1580) 77 b, If you will promise me
to kepe that close, whiche I shall disclose unto you. 1561
T. NORTON Calvin's Inst. i. 22 The faithful should not
admit him [God] to be any other than such as he had dis-

closed himself by his word. 1601 SHAKS. ?/. C. n. i. 298
Tell me your Counsels, I will not disclose 'em. 1697 DRY-
DEN Virg. Georg. iv. 6 Their Arms, their Arts, their Manners
I disclose. 171*-^ POPE Rape Lock n. 9 Her lively looks
a sprightly mind disclose. 1726 Adv. Capt. R. Boyle 44 As
for disclosing the Secret, it is what I never can do. 1874
GREEN Short Hist. iii. 2, 121 The great league which John
had so long matured at last disclosed itself Ibid. vii. 7.

413 The strange civilization of Mexico and Peru disclosed

by Cortez and Pizarro. 1876 MOZLEY Univ. Sertit. iii. 64
Ihe modest light of faith discloses a real future life.

f b. intr. (for reft.} To show itself, to come to

light. Obs.

1494 FABYAN Chron. vn. 349 The displeasure atwene the

Kynge & his barons began to appere and disclose. 1627-77
FELTHAM Resolves \. xii. 18 Vices, .which I can see, when
they do disclose in them. 1746-7 [see DISCLOSING///.**.].
Hence Disclo*sed ///. a. a. In senses of the vb.

1^86 [see DISCLOSE v. 3b]. 1605 BACON Adv. Learn, n.
xvii. 5. 62 Another diuersitie of Methode there is . . and
that is Enigmaticall and Disclosed. 1891 Echo 7 Dec. 2/7
The defendant, .pleaded that he was only an agent for a
disclosed principal.

b. Her. : see quots.
1864 BOUTELL Heraldry Hist. $ Pop. x. 64 The ex-

panded wings . . of all birds that are not Birds of Prey, are
disclosed. 1882 CUSSANS Her. vi. 91 The most common
attitude in which the Eagle appears in Heraldry, is Dis-

played. This term is peculiar to Birds of Prey_; when
other Birds (such as the Dove) are represented with their

wings expanded . . they are said to be Disclosed.

Discloser (disklJu-zaa). [f. prec. -f- -EB l.] One
who or that which discloses or reveals.

1569 J. SANFORD tr. Agrippa's Van. Artes 138 b, In all

dishonestie that men shall commytte I will that thou be
their judge and discloser. 1608-11 BP. HALL Medit. fy

Vows u. 39, I will not long after . . secrets, least I should

procure doubt to my selfe, and zealous feare to the dis-

closer. 1650 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. in. xxvii,(:658) 226
That occular Philosopher, and singular discloser of truth,
Dr. Harvey. 1894 Columbus (Ohio) Dispatch 13 Oct. 9/4
The policeman's mace is a veritable mind discloser.

Disclosing (diskl^'zirj), vbl. sb. [f. as prec.
+ -ING *.] The action of the verb DISCLOSE : a.

Opening up, revelation, bringing to light; disclosure,

b. Hatching. Also attrib.

1494 FABVAN Chron. vn. ccxxii. 245 The forenamed .H.

erles were warned of disclosynge of thismatyer. 1543 BALE
(title), Yet a course at the Romyshe Foxe. A dysclosynge
or openynge of the manne of synne. 1586 J. HOOKER
Girald. Irel. in Holinshed II. 21/1 The kin^ .. being in

loue with the falcon, did yearelie at the breeding and dis-

closing time send thither for them. 1605 BACON Adv.
Leam. n. v. 3. 22 Being of so excellent use for the dis-

closing of nature. i66 Sylva 759 The Distance . .

betweene the Egge Layed and the Disclosing or Hatching.
H predicatively for ' in or a disclosing

' = ' in pro-
cess of disclosure', 'a-h;itching': thus simulating
a neuter-passive use of the verb. See A prep.^ \ 2.

1737 LILLO Fatal Curiosity in. 44 Heard you that?
What prodigy of horror is disclosing ? To render murther
venial.



DISCLOSING.

Disclo'sing, ///. a. [f.
as prec. + -ING ".]

That discloses or opens up : see the verb.

1730-46 THOMSON Autumn 1358 Through the disclosing
il |i Li^ht my blind way. 1746-7 HKHVKY Metiit. (1818)

147 Like these disclosing gems under the powerful eve of

day. 189* rail MallG. 27 Apr. 1/2 The forcible and dis-

closing coincidence to which we referred at the outset.

Disclosure (dfakl^'j'tti). [f. DISCLOSE v. +
-i LI:, after CLOSURE.]
1. The action of disclosing or opening up to view;

revelation; discovery, exposure; an instance of this.

a 1598 in Hakluyt Voy. I. 271 (R.) Whereas by the voyage
of our subjects . . towards the discouerie and disclosure of
vnknown places, a i6>6 BACON (J.), She was, upon a sudden
mutability and disclosure of the king's mind, severely
h. milled. i66j HOVI.K Occas. Refl. 3 (R. An unseasonable
ili . i Insure of Mashes of wit. 1802 PALEY Nat. Tkeol. xxvii.

(1819) 479 We may well leave to Revelation the disclosure

of many particulars which our researches cannot reach.

1844 THIRLWALL Greece VIII. Ixiii. 215 A public disclosure
of his motives. 1874 GHKEN Short Hist. viii. I. 448 The
disclosure of the stores of Greek literature had wrought the
revolution of the Renascence.

b. The hatching of young from the egg; the

liberation of an insect from the pupa state.

1640 BP. HALL Chr. Modcr. (Ward) 9/1, I have observed
that the small and scarce sensible seed which it [the silk-

worm] casts comes not to life and disclosure until the mul-

berry .. yields her leaf. 1826 KIRBY & Sp. Enlomot. III.

xxxii. 345 Immediately after the disclosure of the insect

from the pupa.

1 2. The opening of a river into sea or lake ; the

embouchure or mouth. Obs. rare.

1660 F. BROOKE tr. Le Blanc's Trav. 328 The disclosure
of this River frames a square harbour.

3. That which is disclosed ; a revelation.

i8ij J. NEAL Bra. Jonathan III. 246 Preparing him for

the disclosure. 1855 PRF.SCOTT Philip II, I. in. iii. 354 Put
to the rack . . to draw from him disclosures to the prejudice
of Egmont. 1878 BROWNING La Saisiaz 6 Earth's most

exquisite disclosure heaven's own God in evidence.

t Disclo'the, v. Obs. [f. Dis- 6 + CLOTHE v
.]

trans. To strip of clothing, unclothe, undress.
F XE A. $ M. (1684) III. 570 Being dis-cloathed.

to their Shirts. iej R. L[INCHE] Diella (1877) 69 Hee . .

straight disclothes him of his long-worne weed.

Disclond (disklau'd), v. [f. Dis- 7 a 4- CLOUD
sb.] trans. To free or clear from clouds ; to free

from gloom or obscurity; to reveal, disclose.
1600 TOURNEUR Trans/'. Metam. Author to Bk., For 'tis

the haire of crime To shunne the breath that doth discloude
it I -its] sinne. 1615 J.

STEPHENS Satyr. Ess. 50 To dis-

cloud Your vertues lost in the confused crowd Of headstrong
rumor. 1641 FULLER Holy * Pro/. St. Pref. 6 That God
would be pleased to discloud these gloomy dayes with the
beames of his mercie. 1650 Pisgah To Rdr., Are these

gloomy days already disclouded ?

Hence Diseloivded ppl. a.

1615 J. STEPHENS Satyr. Ess. 133 A rejoycing heart, an

apprehensive head, and a disclouded fancy. 1889 Unh 1.

AV.- . Sept. 41 My lord Shone in his harness for a passing
while An orb disclouded.

t Disclou't, v. Obs. rare-*, [f. Dis- 7 a +
CLODT sb."\ trans. To take out of a clout.

1597-8 BP. HALL Sat. u. iii. 34 Tho must he buy his

vainer hope with price, Disclout his crownes, and thank
him for advice.

t Disclown, v. Obs. rare-", [f. Dis- 7 b +
CLOWN rf.] trans. To divest of the character or

condition of a clown.

1659 TORRIANO, Splebidto, disclouned, become from a base

plebeian to be a Gentleman.

t Disclu'de, v. Obs. [In form a. L. discli'ni-fre

to shut tip apart or separately ; but in sense con-

formed to DISCLOSE.] trans. To disclose.

ri4 rail-id, on Hi/sb. vi. 84 Then his magnitude By
hrckyng of this potte me may disclude.

I Dischrsion. Obs. rare. [In form ad. L.

Jisclrision-em, n. of action from discludfre to sepa-
rate by shutting up apart ;

but in H. More app.
influenced in sense by DISCLOSE z>.]

' Emission '.

(So J., but the sense is obscure.)

composition ot them and disclusion and various disposal of

them. 1668 nh>. Dial. ll. v. (1713) 99 That the con-
tinucil Shadow

o_f
the Earth should be broken by sudden

miraculous eruptions or disclusions of light.

DlSCO- (disko), combining form of Gr. $!anos

quoit, DISK, occurring in numerous scientific terms ;

as Discobla stic a. Embryol. [Gr. 0\aaTO! germ],
(of an ovum\ having discokial segmentation of the

formative yolk (Syd. Soc. Lex.) : DiscomoTUla,
Embryol., the morula or '

mulberry-mass' resulting
from the partial and discoidal segmentation of the

formative yolk of a meroblaslic egg : it develops
from earlier stages called Discomone-rula and

Discocytula, and proceeds to develop into the

forms called Discobla-stula and Discoga-strnla:
see quots. and CVTULA, etc. Di'soooarp Bot.

[ad. mod.L. discocarpium, i. Gr. xapiros fruifj,

(a) a fruit consisting of a number of achenes

within a hollow receptacle, as in the rose ;

(*) the disk-like hymeninm or fructification of

discomycetous fungi and gymnocarpons lichens ;

hence Discoca rpous a., relating to, or having, a

419

! discocarp. Discoce'phalonsn. Zool. [Gr.

head], belonging to the suborder Jiiscocephali of

fishes, having a sucking-disk on the head. Disco-

dtvctyl e, Discoda'ctylous adjs. Zool. [Or. ba.it-

riAos finger], having toes dilated at the end so as

to form a disk, as a tree-frog. Discoglo ssid a.

and sb. Zool. [Gr. y\Si<raa tongue], belonging to,

or a member of, the family Discoglossitim of toad-

like b.-itrachi.ins ; also Discogloisoid a. Disco-
hexa ster Zool., in sponges, a six-rayed spictile

(HKXASTEB) with the rays ending in disks. Dis-
coracdn san a. and so. Zool., belonging to, or .1

member of, the order Discomeduss? of acalephs or

jelly-fishes, having an umbrcllar disk ; also Disco-
medu sold a. Dlscomyce'tous a. Hot., be-

longing to the order Discomycetes of Fungi, having
a disk- shaped hymenium or discocarp. Discopla-
ce'ntal, Discoplacenta lian adjs. Zool., belonging
to the section Discoplacentalia of mammals, having
a disk-shaped placenta.

'

Discopo dium Hot.,
' the foot or stalk on which some kinds of disks

are elevated' (Treas. Sot. 1866). Disco-podous
a. Zool. , having the foot shaped as a disk ; be-

longing to the section Discopoda. of Gastropods.
Discosto'matons a. Zool. [Gr. aro^a mouth],
pertaining to or belonging to the class Discostomata
of Protozoa (in Saville Kent's system), containing
the sponges and collar-bearing monads.
1883 Sya. Soc. Lex.,

*
Discoblasttila, Hackel's term for

the small fluid-containing cavity lying between the disco-

niorula and the nutritive yolk of a meroblastic ovum. Ibid.,

*Ducocarp, a collection of fruits in a hollow receptacle,
as in the rose. [1866 Treas. Bot., Discocarpium.] 1887
GARNSEY & BALFOUR tr. De Barys Fungi v. 198 Of gymno-
carpous and *discocarpous forms. 1883 Syd. Soc. Lex.,

|
*Discogastrula, Hackel's term for that form of gastrula
which develops from a disc situated on a mass of food yolk,
as in Ganoid fishes. 1888 A:!u-n:riun 3 Mar. 279/2 Evi-
dence of the pelobatoid rather than the *discoglossid af-

finities of the . .genus. 1883 Syd. Soc. Lex.,
*
Discomorula,

Hackel's term for the disc of cells which, during the seg-
mentation of the impregnated meroblastic ovum, covers
the nutritive vitellus as with a hood. 1879 tr. Haeckefs
I'.-'ol. Man II. xix. 168 All other *"Discoplaccntal Animals.
1881 Standard^ June 5/2 The *discoplacentalian mammals.

Discoa-ch, v. : see Dis- 7 c.

t Discoa-grulate, v. Obs.
[f.

Dis- 6 + COAGU-
LATE z>.] trans. To undo the coagulation of; to

dissolve.

1683 PETTUS Flcta Afin. u. 5 This Salt . . having a nature
to discoagulate Metals.

t DisCOa'St, v. Obs. Also 7 discost. [f. Dis-
6 + COAST v.]
1. intr. To withdraw from the coast or side.

1598 STOW Ann., Q. KHz. an. 1588 (R.) The Spanish nauie
for six days space, .coasting and discoasting from England
to the coast of Fraunce, and from thence to England,
and thence to Fraunce agayne.
2. fig. To withdraw, depart : the opposite of

COAST v. 8, to approach.
a 1677 BARROW Serin. (1683^ I.xx. 280 Do we not sometimes

grievously reproach them .. for discosting from our practice ?

Ibid. II. xxiii. 341 Never willingly to discost from truth

and equity.
Hence f Discoa'stod ///. a., withdrawn from con-

tiguity, removed, distant. ( F. ^loigni.) Obs.
1610 G. FLETCHER Christ's Viet. iv. 119 As far as heaven

and earth discoasted He. 1622 H. SYDENHAM Senn. Sol.

Occ. It. (1637) 67 His will, .as farre discoasted from tyranny,
as injustice. 1615 LISLE Du Bartas 119 It is discoasted

further from the plain of Sennaar. a 1677 BARROW Sertn.

( 1683) II. xvi. 232 To settle himself in, or to draw others to,

a full persuasion, .discosted from truth.

Discoblastic, -blastula : see Disco-.

Di'SCObole. Zool. \a..moA.l?.discol>ole(Cm\vi},
in pi. discoboles, ad. mod.L. discoboli (pi. of

DISCOBOLUS : see below).] A fish of the group
Discoboli, in Gunther's system, a family of Acan-

tlioplerygii gobiiformes, having the ventral fins

formed into a disk or sucker.

DiSCObolic (diskobp'lik), a. rare. [f.
L. dis-

cobol-us ;see next) + -1C.] Pertaining to a disco-

bolus or quoit-thrower ; quoit-throwing.
1811 T. L. PEACOCK Maid Marian v. 202 His discobolic

exploit proved the climax of his rage.

II Discobolus (diskjrWlife). Class. Antiq. Also

erron. -bulus. [L., a. Gr. Siano06\os discus-

thrower, f. Si<ros disk, discus + -/SoAos -throwing,

-thrower, f. ablaut-grade of f}a\\eiv to throw.] A
thrower of the Discus ; an ancient statue repre-

senting a man in the act of throwing the discus.

17*7 ARBUTHNOT & POPE Martin. Scrtolerus I. vi, The
Discoboli, .were naked to the middle only. 1851 J. GIBSON
in Eastlake Life (1857) 185 (Stanf.) In the same room is the

Discobulus of Myron, in the act of throwing his discus.

1877 WFAXELL Hugo's
' Miserable*

'
u. cxxx. 28 Vejanus

the discobolus lives again in the rope-dancer Forioso.

Discocarp, Discocephalous, etc. : see Disco-.

t Disco'gnisance. Obs. rare- 1
, [a. OF.

descogncsance, -oissance ignorance (i3th c. in

Godef.), f. des-, Dis- 4 + cognoissance knowledge,
COGNIZANCE.] Non-recognition.
f 1477 CAXTON Jassn 33 b, Put not ye your [errorfor the]

DISCOLORIZATION.
herte in discognysaunce by the whiche your noble royaume
is put in pees [/>. ne mettcz )e cueur en descognoissance].

t Discohe'rent, a. Obs. [i.
Dis- 10 + Co-

HKHK.NT.] \\iihout coherence; incoherent, incon-

gruous. So f Dicohe rence Obs., want of coher-

ence or agreement ; incoherence, incongruity.
a 1600 HOOKER Serm. iii. Wks. 1845 II. 730 An opinion

of discoherence. .between the justice of God and the state
of men in this world. 1675 J. SMITH Chr. Rejig. Appeal i.

32 They . . made the parts so incongruous, discohcrent, in-

consequent, nay, contradictory to one another.

Discohexaster : see Disco-.

Discoid di'skoid), a. and sb. [ad. I., discoidcs,
a. Gr. Ji(7KOfiZr)i quoit-shaped, f. liiaxos Discus,
quoit + -nSrjt -form. In mod.F. discoidc]
A. adj.

1. Of the form of a quoit or disk, disk-shaped ;

(more or less) flat and circular
;
in Conchol., used

of spiral shells of which the whorls lie in one plane.
1830 LINUU-.Y Nett. Syst. Bot. 101 Stigmas . . discoid and

4-lobed. 1849 MURCHISON Silnria ix. 197 Discoid and
angular univalves. 1854 JONES & Siev. Fathol. Anat.
(1874) 7 The red corpuscles are round discoid bodies, with
two concave surfaces.

2. Bot. Of composite flowers : Having or con-

sisting of, a disk only, wilh no ray, as in Tansy.
1794 MARTYN Rousseau's Bot. x. 102 Ray called them

discoid flowers \Discoidex\ 1857 HENFREY Bot. 131 Some
cnpitula are wholly disccid, such as those of Groundsel, of

Thistles, etc. 1870 HOOKER Sltid. Floret 184 Flowers all

tubular (head discoid).

B. sb. A body resembling a disk in shape, b.

Conchol. See quot. 1846 and cf. A. i.

i8a8 WEBSTER, Discoid, something in form of a discus or
disk. .1846 WORCESTER, Discoid (Conch.), a univalve shell

of which the whorls are disposed vertically on the same
plane so as to form a disk.

Discoidal (diskoi dal
, a. [f.

as prec. + -AL.]
= DISCOID.
Discoidal segmentation of an ovum {Embryol.)'. segmen-

tation producing or resulting in a disk-shaped mass of cells.

1706 [see DiscousJ. 1819 G. SAMOUELI.E Entomol. Cont-

pend. 148 Elytra.. with some impressed discoidal punctures.
1854 WOODWARD Mollusca iv. (1856) 41 The discoidal

planorbis sometimes becomes perforated by the removal of
its inner whirls. 1869 HUXLEY Phys. iii. 67 By adding dense
and weak solutions alternately, the [blood] corpuscles may
be made to become successively spheroidal and discoidal.

Discolitlx(di-ski)lib). Biol. [f.
Disco- + -LITH.]

A kind of coccolith of the form of a flattened disk.

(Cf. CYATHOLITH.)
1875 CARPENTER Microsc. <V Rev. 367 Two distinct

types
are recognizable among the Coccoliths, which Prof. Huxley
has designated respectively discoliths and cyatholiths. 1883
J. H. WRIGHT Set. Dogmatism 8 This jelly [Bathybius] ..

forming deposits thirty feet thick, with, .imbedded granules,

coccoliths, discoliths [etc.]. 1883 Syd. Soc. Lex., Discolit/i,

flattened or concavo-convex circular coccoliths found in the
ooze brought up in deep-sea dredgings.

Discolor (di'skrbj, -k<<16.i), a. Nat. Hist. [a.

L. discolor, discolor-its not the same colour, varie-

gated, f. dis-, DIH- i + color COLOUR ;
the opposite

of concolor. Cf. F. discolore in same sense.]
a. Of different colours ; having one part of one

colour and another of another. D. Of a different

colour from some other (adjacent) part or organ.
1866 in Treas. Bot. 1883 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Discolor, v. : see DISCOLOUR.

Discolprate (disko-lsr-, -k<rlort
r
t), a. [ad.

med.L. discolorat-us, pa. pple. of discolSrare (Du
Cange) to DISCOLOUR; cf. OF. dcscolori (Godef.).]
Discoloured ; of different colours.

In recent Diets.

Discolorate (disktrlMr't), v. rare. Also 7
discolourate. [f. med.L. discolorat-, ppl. stem f.

discolorare: see prec.] trans. = DISCOLOUR v. I.

1651 Bices New Disp. r 234 [It) doth variously affect and
perturb the bloud, and discolorate it. 1655 FULLER Ck.
Hist. in. vi. 51 The Clergie complained, that . . the least

mixture of Civil concernment in Religious matters so dis-

colourated the Christian candor and purity thereof, that

(etc.). 1871 R. ELLIS Catullus xi. 7 Fields the rich Nile

discolorates, a seven-fold River abounding.

Discoloration, discolouration (diskolsr-,

-k?lor<7'-j3n). [n. of action f. DISCOLOBATE v. : cf.

OF. discoloracion (1495 in Godef.).] The action

of discolouring, or condition of being discoloured ;

alteration or loss of colour ; discolourment.

1641 H. MORE Immort. Soul in. ii. 36 Pure light without
discolouration. 1763 W. LEWIS Commerc. Pkil. Techn. 38
There is no other metallic body, so little susceptible of
tarnish or discoloratioa c 1870 J. G. MURPHY Comm. Leo.
xiii. 49 The sources of discoloration or decay in woven or

leather fabrics. 189* STEVENSON A cross the Plains 44 With
none of the litter and discoloration of human life.

b. concr. A discoloured formation, marking, or

patch ; a stain.

1684 BOYLE Porous*. Anim. 4 Solid Bod. iii. 17 Black

and blew Discoloration* of the skin, that happen upon some
..contusions. 184* PRICHARD Nat. Hist. Man 89 Brown
discoloration: are often found. 1860 MAURY Phys. GfOg.
Sea xviii. i 747 These discolourations are no doubt caused

by organisms of the sea.

Discoloriza'tion. rare. [f. *discolorUe (f.

Dis- 6 + COLORIZE) + -ATION : cf. colorizalion.]

DISCOLORATION, DISCOI.OI-RMEXT.

1851 CAKLYLE Sterling I. iii. (1871) 17 The shadow of the
*



DISCOLOROUS.

archway, the discolorisations of time on all the walls. 1893
Daily News 21 Feb. 3/3 The discolourization and close tex-

ture which was characteristic of the bread.

Discolorous (diskw laras, -k^'loras), a. [f. L.

discolor, discolor-us (see above) + -ous.] = DIS-

COLOR a.

i88a Encycl. Brit. XIV. 554 (Lichens) Usually they
[apothecia] are dUcolorous, and may be black, brown,
yellowish, or also less frequently rose-coloured, rusty-
red, orange-reddish, saffron, or of various intermediate
shades.

Discolour, discolor (diskario.i),^. [In senses

i, a, ad. OF. descolorer, -cottlourer, in nth c. dcs-

culurer = Pr. and Sp. descolorar^ It. and med.L.

discolorare, Romanic deriv. f. des-
y
dis- (Dis- 4) +

L. colorare to colour, taking the place of L. deco-

lordre : see DE- pref, I. 6, and cf. DECOLOUR v. In

sense 3, from L. discolor adj. : see DISCOLOR.]
1. trans. To alter the proper or natural colour of;

esp. to make of a duller, less pleasing, dingy, or

unnatural colour ; to spoil the colour of, stain,
tarnish. (Sometimes spec. To deprive of colour,
render pale or faded.)
c 1^80 Sir Ferumb. 1079 Ac ys Fysage al discolourid was,

for is blod was gon away. 138* WYCLIF Song Sol. i. 5
Wileth not beholden, that I be broun, for discoloured me
hath the sunne. 1484 CAXTON Chivalry 6 By the penaunce
that he dayly made he was moche discolourd and lene.

1599 SHAKS. Hen. V, in. vi. 171 If we be hindred, We shall

your tawnie ground with your red blood Discolour. 1647
CLARENDON Contempl. Ps. Tracts (1727) 466 Herbs, which
. .the first frost nips and discolours. 1794 SULLIVAN View
Nat. I. 220 The sulphurous acid in the mephitic waters,
which have the property of discolouring silver. 1842-5
BROWNING The Glove Wks. 1889 V. 42 Does the mark yet
discolour my cheek ? 1880 GEIKIE Phys. Geog, iv. 289 After

heavy rain even the clearest brook has its water discoloured

by the earth it is carrying down.

*-fig-
1599 MAESTON Sea. Villanie \. iv. 189 Ingrain'd Habits,

died with often dips, Are not so soone discoloured. 1626
T. H[AWKINS] Caussm's Holy Crt. 53 Friuolous employ-
ments . . discolour the lustre, and honour of your name.
a 1748 WATTS (J.), Lest some beloved notion ..so prevail
over your mind as to discolour all your ideas. 1881 STE-
VENSON Virg. Puerisqut 16 Some whimsy in the brain . .

which discoloured all experience to its own shade.

2. intr. (for reft.) To become discoloured or

pale ;
to lose or change colour. (Alsojig.)

["555-I59* See below, DISCOLOURING.] 1641 I. SHUTE
Sarah

ff Hagar (164,9) 29 Those .. that, having had good

into encomiums. 1003 aafouu&t'l rtiologr. Lnem. (ed.
Taylor) 287 This Nitrate of Silver must.. be very pure, else
the developer will soon discolour.

1 3. trans. To render of different colours
;

to
adorn with various colours, to variegate. (Cf.
DISCOLOURED 3.) Oi>s.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Discolor . . to make of divers
colours. 1665 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (1677) 129 High
Towers . . leaded in some part, in other part discoloured with
gold and blue,

t b. To render different in colour. Obs. rare.
i66i FULLER Worthies (1840) III. 88 Thereby it is dis.

coloured from ox-beef that the buyer be not deceived.

Hence Discolouring vbl. sb. and///, a.

*555 EDEN Decades 310 These colours . . from whyte
they go to yelowe by discolourynge to browne and redde.

1598 FLORIO, Scoloramento, a discolouring, a growing pale
or sallowe. (11657 LOVELACE Poems (1864) 161 Not that

you feared the discolo'ring cold Might alchymize their silver
into gold. 1670 J. SMITH Ene. Improv. Reviv'd 197 It . .

clears the. .skin from spots and discolourings. 1741 MONRO
Anat. (ed. 3)291 Swelling, Discolouring, or other Mark of
Bruise. 1875 tr. Vogcts Chem. Light i. 3 This discolouring
effect of light has been long turned to practical use in the
bleaching of linen.

Disco-lour, discolor, sb. Now rare. [f.
Dis- 9 + COLOUR sb., after DISCOLOUR v.} The
state of being discoloured

; loss or change of
colour

; discoloration, stain.

1398 TREVISA Earth. DC P. R. xix. viii. (1495) 868 Soden
palenesse and dyscolour is a token of drede. 1664 EVELYN
Sylva. (1776) 459 The Jaundice in trees known by the Dis-
colour of the leaves and buds. 1812 Examiner 7 Sept.
563/2 The blue tinge of mildew. .will only tip with a slight
discolour a part of the kernels. 1847 BUSHNELL Chr. Nurt.
IV. (1861) 102 No moral discolor.

Discoloured, -ored (diskc-bjd), ppi. a . [f.
DISCOLOUR v. + -ED

'.]

1. Altered from the proper or natural colour
;

deprived of colour, pale ; changed to a duller,
dingier, or unnatural colour; stained, tarnished!

(Also/fr.)

-- v_. _. .. ., 234 Who-so hath the visage litill and
streyte, yelowe and discolourid, he is ful malicious. 1593bHAKs. I.wr. 708 With lank and lean discolour'd cheek. 1731POPE Ep. Cobham 34 All Manners take a tincture from our
own ; Or come discolour'd thro' our Passions shown. 1840
F. D. BENNETT Whaling Voy. II. 1:2 The green, or dis-
coloured, water which marks the extent of D'Agulhas
Bank.

b. Her. (See quot.)
1610 GUILLIM Heraldry in. xii. (!6n) 123 Foure footed

beasts, whether they be borne proper, or discoloured (that is
to say varying from their natural! colour'.

420

t 2. Without colours, divested of colours. Ol>s.

nonce-use.

1590 B. JONSON Cynthia's Rev. v. ii, Amo. And you have
still in your hat the former colours. Mcr. You lie, sir, I have
none: I have pulled them out. I meant to play discoloured.

f3. Variously coloured; of different colours;

variegated, particoloured, [from L. discolor, dis-

eolorus.~\ Obs.

1471 RIPLEY Comp. Alcft. in. viii. in Ashm. (1652) 141 Wyth
Flowers dyscploryd bewtyosely to syght. 1595 SPENSER

Epithal. 51 Diapred lyke the discolored mead, rt 1597 PEELK
David ff Bethsabe (1399) 8 May that sweet plain . . Be still

enamell'd with discolour'd flowers. 1660 F. BROOKE tr.

Le Blanc's Trav. 307 Beautifyed with columns of dis-

colour'd marble.

b. Differently coloured, the one from the other.

1651 CLEVELAND Poems 25 Who askt the Banes 'twixt these

discolour'd Mates ?

Hence Disco Ixmredness, the quality of being
discoloured.

1674 R. GODFREY Jnj. fy Ab. Physic 77 Losing that dis-

colouredness which appeared in the Fever.

Discolcmrment (disk'l3iment). [f.
DIS-

COLOUR v. + -MENT.] The act of discolouring, or

fact of being discoloured ; discoloration.
1810 BENTHAM Packing ([1821) 176 A picture which cannot

be charged with hostile distortion or discolourment. 1839
J. R. DANLEY Introd. Beaum. % Fl. Wks. I. 25 They had
not his imagination to throw its splendid discolourment over
all realities. 1859 TENNENT Ceylon II. ix. v. 490 Accidents
. . involving the damage of the coffee by sea-water, or its

discolourment by damp.

Discombi'iie, v. rare. [Dis- 6.] trans. To
undo the combination of, to disjoin, disunite. (In

quot. intr. for reft. To become disunited.)
1888 A. S. WILSON Lyric ofHopeless Love in. 9 The parts

can never discombine One essence which contain.

Discomedusan : see Disco-.

f Discomfect, ppl. a., latinized by-form of DIS-

COMFIT, discomfited.
a. 1529 SKELTON Agst. Scottes 84 That late were discom-

fect with battle marciall.

Discomferd, obs. pa. pple. of DISCOMFORT v.

Disco'iufis, -fish, v. Sc. Forms : Pa. pple.
and pa. t. 5 disoumfyst, 6 -fist, -feist, -oomfeist,
-feat, -oonfeist, 9 disoomflsht. [A by-form of

DISCOMFIT v., a. OF. desconfis- present stem of

descoitfire (pr. pple. descoiifisant, pr. subj. -amfise).
In early use chiefly in pa. pple. and pa. t. discum-

jist (cf. F. pret. il desconfist) ;
modern present

tense discontfish, also SCOMFISH.] = DISCOMFIT v.

c 1470 HENRY Wallace I. 429 Ane that has discumfyst ws
all. i6 BELLENDEN Cron. Scot. (1821) I. p. xxvii, Discum-
fist be tnair ennimes. 1549 Compl. Scot. ix. 77 Gedeon, vitht

thre hundretht men, discumfeist ane hundretht and tuenty
thousant. 1553 Douglas' s&neis x. xiv. 24 Ane man was
brocht to ground And discomfest [MS. discumfyt] wyth sa

grislie ane wound. 1570 Tragedie 264 in Satir. Poems
Reform. ( 1890)90 Bot we the Langsyde hill befoir thame wan,
And . . disconfeist thame. 1825-80 JAMIESON, Discotnfisht,
overcome. 1894 Liberal i Dec. 72/1 Ye're a puir feckless

fushionless discomfisht body.

Discomfit (disk#-mfit), v. Forms: Pa. pple.

3 deskumfit, 4 desconflt, -oumfit(e, -ooumfit,
eonfet, 4-6 discumflt. -fyt, -oomfit, -fyt, -con-

flt(e, dysoumfyt, 5 dis-, dyscounflte, -oomfyd,
fid. Pres. 4 discounfit, dyscumfyte, 4-6 discon-

fit(e, -fyte, discomfite, -fyte, 5 dyscowmfytyn,
5-6 dyseomfyt, 5- discomfit (6 -feit). [ME. des-

cotifit, -cumfit, etc., a. OF. desconfit, -cunfit, -turn-

fit (: L. type *disconfectus), pa. pple. of desconfire,
rnod.F. d&onjire to discomfit : late pop.L. dis-

coiificlre (Du Cange), f. dis- + L. confcere to put
together, frame, make ready, accomplish, complete,
finish ; also, to finish up, destroy, consume ; f. con-

together + facere to do, put. In Romanic, con-

ficOre, confectare, retained the constructive sense,
as in F. ctmfire, Sp. confeitar, while disconficere,
from Dis- 4, has that of '

destroy, undo
'

(so Pr.

dcsconfir, It. disconfiggere). The OF. desconfit was
first taken into Eng. in its proper sense as a parti-

ciple, and used to form a passive voice, as ' he
was desconfit', i.e. completely undone; whence it

was subsequently taken as the stem of a verb, des-

confit-en. The pa. pple. (and pa. t.) continued to

be disconfit (also -confid) till end of I5th, and

occasionally till end of i6th c., but discomfited from
the verb is found from I jth. For the Sc. form, see

prec.]
1. trans. To undo in battle; to defeat or over-
throw completely ; to beat, to rout.
a m$Artcr. K. 250 peo ne muwen beon deskumfit ne ouer-

kumen, o none wise. <i 1300 Cursor JII. 7799 (Cott.) pai er
discumfit [Gott. scumphited] wit bair fas, Saul es slan and
ionathas. 1303 R. BRUNNE tlantil. Synne 4986 t>ey ordey-
nede hem . . A^ens be Phylystynes for to go, And hem dys-
cumfyte and slo. 1:1330 C/tron. Wace (Rolls) 1003
Schamely . . ar we desconfit ! a 1375 Joseph. Arim. 61 And
pel discounfitede him ban and scapet ful ofte. 1393 LANGL.
P. I'l. C. 1. 108 pei were disconfit ill bataille. c 1400 MAUNDEV.
(Roxb.) xiii. 55 Gedeon and ccc. men with him discoumfit
three kynges. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 122/1 Dyscowmfytyn,
confute, supero, vinco, c 1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 5900
pai wer all discomfyd. 1548 HALL CAtvu., Ediv. II', 204 b,

DISCOMFORT.

Hys men . . which wer in maner disconfit, and redy to flye.

1587 Alirr, J/rt^",, Rremnts viii, In the ende I was discomfit
there. 1596 SHAKS. i Hen. 7K, in. ii. 114 Thrice hath this

Hotspur Mars in swathing Clothes .. Discomfited great

Dowglas. 1678 WANLEY Wond. Lit. World
y.

i. 78. 466/2
He went after to the Holy Land, where he discomfited the
Turks in three great Battels. \ygzA need. W.Pitt 1.305 Her
[France's] arms had been discomfited in every quarter.

1852 Miss YONGE Camtos II. ii. 20 'Come, and we shall dis-

comfit them !'

fig* I^Si BicesNew Disp. p 281 Farre lesse able, .to dis-

comfit, overcome, and expell diseases.

2. gen. a. To defeat or overthrow the plans or

purposes of; to thwart, foil. b. To throw into

perplexity, confusion, or dejection ;
to cast down

utterly ; to disconcert.

'375 BARBOUR Bruce in. 197 And fra the hart be discumfyt,
The body is nocht worth a myt. c 1400 1 'waine fy Gaiv. 1349
A sari man than was Sir Kay . . Al descumfite lie lay on
grownde. 1530 PALSGR. 518/1, I discomfyte, I put one out
of comforte. ,je desconfys. IS96SHAKS. Tarn. Shr. n. i. 164
Wei go with me, and be not so discomfited. 1639 FULLER
Holy War \. xvii. (1647) 26 Many secretly stole away, whereat
the rest were no whit discomfited. 1660 SHARROCK Vegetables

149 Not impeded by those wants that usually discomfit

private persons ;n
such enquiries. 1848 DICKENS Dombey i,

Dombey was quite discomfited by the question. 1873 BLACK
Adv. Phaeton ix. 132 Bell, conscious of past backslidings,
seemed rather discomfited.

f C. To frustrate or defeat of. Obs. rare.

1548 HALL C/tron., Hen. VI (1809) 155 The Capitain dis-

comfited of al releve and succour rendered the fortresse.

Hence Disco'mflted///. a.
; Diseo*mfiting vhL

sb., discomfiture.
c 1386 CHAUCER Knits T. 1861 Ne ther was holden no dis-

conntynee But as a Justes or a turneiynge. 1535 COVERDALE
i Mace. iv. 35 Lysias seynge ihe discomfetynge of his men
and the manlynesse of the lewes. 1603 KNOLLES Hist, Turks
(1638) 170 The rest of his discomfited army flying headlong
back again to Constantinople. 1877 MRS. OLIPHANT Makers
Flor. 255 The shamed and discomfited ambassadors . .went

hastily awaj*.

t Disco 'nifit, sb. Obs. [f. DISCOMFIT ^.] The
act of discomfiting, or fact of being discomfited ;

undoing, defeat, rout, discomfiture.

MZZ tr. Secreta Secret.^ Priv. Priv. (E.E T.S.) 216 The
Sterrys makyth many mewyngys in the coragis of mene, and
of that comyth .. victories, and dyscomfites. c 1435 Engl.
Cong. Irel. (E.E.T.S.) 30 The other weneden that thay de-

parted yn dyscomfyte. 1593 SHAKS. 2 Hen. VI^ v, ii. 86
Vncureable discomfite Reignes in the hearts of all. 1671
MILTON Samson 469 Dagon must stoop, and shall e're long
receive Such a discomfit, as shall quite despoil him Of all

these boasted Trophies won on me.
1834^

MEDWIN Angler
in Wales II. 314 'Twere slight to boast 'Ihe foul discomfit
of that felon-host.

Discomfit, obs. pa. pple. of DISCOMFIT v.

See in the verb.

DiscO'mfiter. Also 6 Sc. discomfatour.

[In early use a. OF. desconfitour (in Godef.) ; in

later, f. DISCOMFIT v. + -ER '.] One who or that

which discomfits.

1528 LYNDESAY Dreme 569 The Martyris war as nobyll
stalwart Knychtis, Discomfatouris of creuell battellis thre,
The fiesche, the warld, the feind. i8 MILMAN Falljern-
satem(i%2\) 89 What birth So meet and fitting for the great
Discomfiter ? 1886 6"a/. Rev. 24 Apr. 571/1 The discomfiter

of Mr. Chamberlain.

Discomfiture (diskarmfitiua). Forms : 4 dea-

confiture, 5 -comfiture, 4- dis-. See also the

shortened SCOMFITUBE. [a. OF. desconfiture rout,
defeat (i2thc. in Hatz.-Darm.), F. d^confiture%

=
Pr. descofitura> Olt. sconfittura, med.L. disconfec-

tura, f. disconficere to rout, overthrow (Du Cange) :

see DISCOMFIT and -UKE.] The action of discom-

fiting, or fact of being discomfited,

1. Complete defeat in battle, overthrow, rout.

c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. Wace (Rolls) 14212 Moddred ne

mygnte in bataille dure But euere was at desconfiture. c 1400
MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xiii. 56 When he come fra be descomfiture
of his enmys. 1489 CAXTON Faytes ofA . \. viii. 20 After the

desconfiture Hanybal dyde doo serene the felde. 1560 HOL-
LAND Crt. Venus \\. 254 Of Italic siclik disconfeitour. 1591
SHAKS. i Hen. VI, i. i. 59 Sad tidings bring I. .Of losse, of

slaughter, and discomfiture. 1777 ROBERTSON Hist. Amer.
(1778) II. v. 84 A few days after the discomfiture of Narvaez,
a courier arrived. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. En%. I. 561 What
army commanded by a debating club ever escaped discom-
fiture and disgrace ?

2. gen. a. Defeat, overthrow, or frustration of

plans or hopes; utter disappointment, b. Com-

plete disconcertment or putting to confusion.
c 1374 CHAUCER Anel. $ Arc. 326 For in this worlde nys

Creature Wakynge in moore discumfiture J?ane I. 1513
BRADSHAW St. Werburge i. 2140 Yet after all heuynesse,
penaunce, and dysconfyture, She reioysed

in soule. 1675A rt

Contentni. x. v. 231 That accursed thing which has caused
our discomfeiture. z8a8 Life Planter Jamaica^ 79 To rely

upon promises .. would end in regret and discomfiture.

1885 DUNCKLEY in Mauch. E.rajn. 23 Mar. 6/1 A ripple of

laughter follows the discomfiture of his questioner.

1 3. Physical damage or injury. Obs. rare.

1599 H. BUTTES Dyets drie Dinner Aa iij b, If thy lungs
have tane discomfiture By slie assault of Rume.

Discomfort (diskymf3Jt\ sb. Forms: see

COMFORT. [ME. disconfort, a. OF. desconfort

(i2th c. in Littre), mod.F. dtconfort^ vbl. sb. from

desconforter to DISCOMFORT. Cf. also Dis- 9.]

fl. Undoing or loss of courage; discouragement,

disheartening. Obs.

1375 BARBOUR Bruce xi. 488 Oftsiss of ane vord may riss



DISCOMFORT.

I >js, omfort and tyn>all with-all. c 1470 HENRY Wallace x.

168 The tothir Scottis. . For disconford to leiff the feild m
lx)un. 1496 Dii<cs <V t'attp. (W. de W.) vi. xviii. 264/1 More
dysconiforte it is to an oost yf they see

theyr chefteync flee

. .and more comfort to the enmyes. 151* Act 4 Hen. 111*

c. ao $ a To the great discomforte and fere of your true

officers.
Ij55

CROWLKV Pleas. $ Payne 81 Wyth spytefull
\\unli-. of disuonforle.

f2. Absence or deprivation of comfort or glad-
ness; desolation, distress, grief, sorrow, annoyance.
Obs. (exc. as in 3).

138* WVCLIF Matt. xxiv. 15 The abhomynacioun of dis-

comfort, that is seid of Danye!, the prophet*.-. 1413 Pilgr.
Stnvle \Caxton 1483) i. iii. 4 This grysdy ghoost also bygan
to cryen, wherof I was ful gretely annoyed and in ful hyghe
discomfort. 15*9 MORK Cotnf. agst. Trib. \. Wks. 1144/1 So
is the discomfort of that persone desperate, that desyreth
not his owne coumforte. 1577 U. GOOGK HeresbacKs Husb.
in. (1586) 150 For swine . , eate not onely their owne, but

yoong children . . to the pittiful discomfort of the parent.
1606 SHAKS. Ant. $ Cl. iv. iii. 34 What meane you (oir) To
giue them this discomfort ? Looke they weepe. a 1716 SOUTH
(J.), In solitude there is not only discomfort but weakness
aK ). 1847 LONCF. Ev. n. i. 68 Thus did that poor soul

wander in want and in cheerless discomfort.

f b. with //. Something that causes distress
;

a trouble, grief. Obs. or arch. (exc. as in 3 b).
c 1386 CHACCKR Frankl. T. 168 Here freendes sawe that

it was no disport To romen by the see but disconfort. 1536
WRIOTHESLEY Chron. (1875) I. 33 Which was a great dis-

compfort to all this realme.
(

1561 I. S. (title\ Truth tried :

very comfortable to the faithful, but a discomfort to the
enemies of God. 1850 TENNYSON Elaine 1066 This discom-
fort he hath done thenouse.

3. Now in weakened sense: The condition of

being uncomfortable
; uneasiness (of mind or

body) : cf. COMFORT sb. 6, COMFORTABLE a. 7, 10.

1841 LANE Arab. Nts. I. 85, I will cure thee without any
discomfort to thy person. 1849 A. COMHE Physiol. Digestion
(ed. 4* 205 The great discomfort which attends the subse-

o,uent indij
Et
had" its discomfort as well as its dignity.
Psycliol. /</. III. iv. 126 The excitement produced by the

cigar is followed by a feeling of discomfort.

b. with//. Something that makes one uncom-

fortable; an inconvenience, hardship. (Cf. COM-
FORT sb. 7.)

1841 JAMES Brigand^ The inconveniences and discomforts
which those beautiful days of the south sometimes bring.

1849 MACAULAY Ifist. Eng. II. 485 The troops who had gone
on shore had many discomforts to endure. 1885 E. GARRETT
At Any Cost i. 19 Mrs. Sinclair was one of those who in-

stinctively avoid all avoidable discomforts.

f Formerly, like the vb., confused with DISCOM-
FIT sb.

1589 PUTTENHAM Eng.. PoesU \. xxiv. (Arb.) 62 Ouerthrowes
and discomforts in battell.

Discomfort (disk#*mfart\ v. Also 4-6 dys-,
con- : see COMFORT. [ME. discomfort, descon-

fortj a. OF. dcsconfort-er (isth c. in Littre), mod.
F. d&onforter, f. des-

t Dis- 4 + conforter COMFORT
v. ; cf. It. disconfortare.]
1 1. trans. To deprive of courage or strength of
mind

; to discourage, dishearten, dismay. Obs.
c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chroit, (1810) 70 Discomfort no }nng be,

so faire happe neuer bou fond, f 1340 Cursor M. 15543
(Fairf.) Loke je }u disconfort [earlier texts mismay] no^t.

^S03~4 Act 19 Hen. ![> c. 28 Preamb., The seid sueters. .

were . . disconforted & in dispayre of expedicion of ther
suetes. 1606 SHAKS. Tr. fy Cr. v. x. 10 My Lord, you doe
discomfort all the Hoste. a 1677 MANTON True Circum-
cision Wks. 1871 II. 39 The mind . . which is naturally dis-

comforted and weakened . . is mightely revived and encour-

aged with these glad tidings. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey),
Discomfort, .to afflict, cast down, or put out of Heart.

1 2. To deprive of comfort or gladness ; to

distress, grieve, sadden ; to render disconsolate or

sorrowful, Obs. or arch. (exc. as in 3).

1413 Pilgr. Soiule (Caxton 1483) i. iii. 4 The syght of some
thynges that I sawe gladyd moche my herte and the syght
of somme other thynges dyscomfortyd me hugely, c 1489
CAXTON Sonnes ofAymon xxviii, 590 Ye doo not well for to
make soo grete sorowe, nor to discomforte yourself so moche
as ye doo. 11533 L- BERNERS Hnon xlvii. 159 She was
ryght sorowfull anu sore dyscomfortyd. 1698 NORRIS Pract.
Disc. IV. 109 Is not every Man concem'oto provide that
neither the Desire of Life may imbitter his Death, nor the
Fear of Death discomfort his Life? 184$ T. W. Corr
PltribaUtm 386 The man who went to discomfort Abp.
Laud in his imprisonment. 1882 ROSSETTI Ball. <$ Soun, t

Rose Mary\ Long it was ere she raised her head And rose

up all discomforted.

t b. intr. (for rejl.) To distress oneself, grieve.
Obs. rare.

1554-9 n Songs % Ball., Philip ff Mary (1860) 3 O why
shold we be. .sad ? Or for to dyscomfort what thyng shold
us compell ?

3. Now in weakened sense : To make uncom-
fortable or uneasy (mentally or physically).
1856 RUSKIN Mod. Paint. IV. v. xix. 27 He is careless. .

nor feels discomforted, though his walls should be full of
fissures like the rocks. 1859 THACKERAY yirg-t'ft.dBjgtl. 296
Mr.Wolfe looked

very much, discomforted. 18930. [COUCH]
Delectable Ditchy 37 The Registrar, .was discomforted by a
pair of tight boots. Mod. Does the want of the cushion
discomfort you?
H Formerly often confused with or used for DIS-

COMFIT v., q.v.
1383 WYCLIK Afatt. xii. 25 Eche kyngdam departid a?eins

hym self, shal be desolat, or discounfortkl. 1483 CAXTON
(/. dt la Tour L iij, He allone discomforted and ouercame
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thre thousand persones. 1596 J. Nonius Progr. Pi<-tir

(1847) 102 When the wicked shall fall and be utterly dis-

comforted. 1603 KNOLLES///J/. TWnbdfaOatt The Turks
discomforted with the inuincible courage of these old soldiers

. .betooke themselues to flight. 16*8 Crt. fy Times Chas. /

(1848' 1. 410 The news . . almost discomforted our hi >{*_-.

Hence Disco mforted ///. a., Disco'mforting
vbl. sb. and///, a.

;
Disco mfortedly, Disco m-

fortlngly attvs.

1207 R. di.orc. (1724! 212 |>o be Romeyns were wyb out

chef, dyscomforted hit were. 1375 BABBOUB^nMtTOL 193 For
throw mekill disconfort ing Men fallis off into disparyng.
c 1400 Melayne 240 The Sara/en slewe cure cristyn knyghte,
It was dyscomforthynge. 1556 A urelio tf /sab. (1608) L ij,

The bitter teares of the disconfortede Quene. 1787 William
ofNormandy I. 114 Amid the unavailing sorrows of a now

j

discomforted people. 1857 SlR ^' PALGRAVE Norm. <$ Eng.
II. 418 A most discomforting knowledge of the conse-

quences which had ensued. 1873 Miss BROUGHTON Nancy
III. 64, I snubbedly and discomfortedly put them in my
own breast. 1891 G. MKRKDITH One ofour Conq. II. t 13

Involuntarily, discomforting!}*.

Discomfortable (disk0*mf;wtab'l), a. [a. OF. \

desconfortable (in Godef.), f. desconforter : see Dis
COMFORT v. and COMFORTABLE.]
1. Causing discouragement, distress, grief, or i

annoyance ; destroying, or tending to destroy,
j

comfort or happiness. Obs. or arch. (exc. as in a). I

1413 Pilgr. Sowie (Caxton 14831 iv. xx. 68 Nothyng agre-
able . hit is to me but ful discomfortable. 1535 COVERDALK
Kccltts. xviii. 15 Speake no discomfortable wordes. a 157*
KNOX Hist. Re/. Wks. (1846) I. 175 We hard nothing of
him bo t threatmng and disconfortamewordis. 1593 SHAKS.
Rich. //, iii. ii. 36 Discomfortable cousin ! knowest thou not,

[etc.]. 1600 HAKLUYT I'ty. (1810) HI. 349 As ioyfull to me,
as discomfortable to them. 1653 DICCES Compl. Ambass.
374 She said she would write a few words to you . .which I

prayed her might not be discomfortable. 1846 TRENCH
Mirac. xxiii. (1862) 345 He breaks the silence .. but it is

with an answer more discomfortable than was even the

silence itself. 1891 Sat. Rtv. 14 Nov. 543/1 Lord Salisbury's

perhaps discomfortable remarks.

jD. Marked by absence of comfort or happi-
ness ; comfortless, miserable, Obs.

13*9 MORE Coin/, agst. Trib. n. Wks. xiSo/'i The nyght
is, of the nature self

t dyscomfortable & ful of feare. 1586
BRIGHT Meltinch. xvii. 103 The body thus possessed with
the discomfortable darknes of melancholic, 1622 DONNE
Sernt. cxix. V. 117 Though it be the discomfortablest thing'
in the world, not to have known Christ.

2. Wanting in material comfort or convenience ;

causing physical discomfort or uneasiness; posi-

tively uncomfortable, comfortless.

1607 DEKKER Northw. Hoe i.Wks. 1873 III. 17 Lodge me
in some discomfortable vault Where neither Sun nor Moone
may touch my sight. 1614 RALKIGH Hist. World n. 224
Neither could Moses forget the length of the way through
those discomfortable Desarts. 1854 HAWTHORNE Eng. Note
Bks. (1883)11. 208 Of all discomfortable places, I am in-

clined to reckon Aldershott Camp the most so. 1888 STEVEN-
SON in Seribntr's Mag. Feb. 254 Pacing to and fro in his

discomfortable house.

3. Characterized by, or in a state of, discomfort
or uneasiness

; uncomfortable, uneasy.
1844 KINGLAKE Eothen (1847) 157, I never saw .. in the

most horridly stuffy ball room such a discomfortable collec-

tion of human beings.

1 4. Not to be comforted ; disconsolate, inconsol-

able. Obs. rare.

1535 COVERDALE Tobit x. 4 She wepte with discomfortable
teares. [WvcL., vnremediable teris.]

Hence Disco-mfortableness
;
Disco mforta'bly

adv.

1580 SIDNEY Arcadia (1622) 317 A death where the maner
could bee no comfort to the discomfortablenesse of the
matter. 1585 ABP. SANDYS Serm. (1841) 369 Weary of the
discornfortableness of the night. 1619 W. SCLATER Exp.
i Thess. (1630) 435 Thy conscience must . . inferre the con-
clusion discomfortably. 1653 J. BAMPFEILD in Nicholas

Papers (Camden) II. 29 [They] speake very discomfortably
of it. 1873 Miss BROUGHTON Nancy III. 105 'How can
I tell?' reply I, discomfortably.

Disco-mforter. [f. DISCOMFORT v. + -EB i.

Cf. OF. desconforteur.] One who discomforts,

discourages, or distresses.
1628 EARLK Microcosm. , Plodding Student (Arb.) 72 Hee

is a great discornforu-r of young Students. 1653 BOCAN
Mirth Chr. Life 80Thus will Christians comfort themselves,
let their discomforters say what they will.

t Disco'mforture. Obs. rare. [f.
DISCOM-

FORT v. : cf. discomfiture*] Discomfort, distress.

1559 Primer in Priv. Prayfrs(i8$i)g2 My heart U almost
like to brast, so great is my discomforture.

Discommend (disk^me-nd), v. [f. Dis- *6 +
COMMEND: cf. OF. descommander (i3th c. in

Hatz.-Darm.).]
1. trans. To find fault with, express disapproba-

tion of: the opposite of COMMEND (sense 3).

1494 FABYAN Ckron. vr. clvi. 145 In hym was no thynge to

be dyscommendyd, but that he helde his doughter so longe
vnmaryed. 1509 BARCLAY Shyp Folys (1570) 122, I shall

. . Lawde iust and good, and the euill discommende. 1557
NORTH tr. Gueuaras Diall ofPrinces 903/2, I do discom-
mend, that the women should goe gadding a broade in

visitacion. a 1639 W, WHATELEY Prototypes \. iv. (1640) 31
The Lord bids men goe and learne of the Pismire, and
discommends idlenesse. 1676 SHADWELL Virtuoso iv, I can-
not abide the sight of her since she discommended thee, my
dear. 1860 PATMORE Faithfulfor ever i. 49 Who else shall
discommend her choice ?

absol. 163* BROME Novella in. Wks. 1873 I. 136 It is

the chapmans rule to discommend. 1737 STACKHOUSK Hist.

DISCOMMODE.
bible (1767) IV. vii. iv. 519 The author neither comniend>
nor discommend*.
2. To speak of tlissuaMvi'Iy ; the opposite of RE-
COMMKM) (cf. COMMK.NI) 2 .

1533 ELVOT Cast. Hclthe u. vii. 23 The juycc of orange*
eaten with Sugar in a hotte fever is not to be dy-ojinmcnded.
16* i BL-KTOS Anat. Mel. I. ii. it. i, Savanarota di> .jinmends

ilesh. 1879 MACPAHKKN Connterp. (ed. 2) iii. 7 Their
use. .U discommended to students.

3. To cause (anything) to be unfavourably viewed
or received. ? Obs.

1579 LVLY Euphnes (Arb.) 131 The manners of the childc
at the first are to be looked to that nothing discommend the
iniinlc. a 1639 BO<;AN in Spurgeon Treat. Dav. Ps. xxiii. i

Only privative defects discommend a thing.
Hence Discoiume nded ///. ./.

; Diacomme nd-

ing vbl. sb. and///, a.
;
also Discomme'ndcr, one

who discommends.
1544 BALK Cliron. Sir J. Oldcastcll in Ifart. Misc. iMalh.)

1. 249 Wyth no small discommendings of some princes. 1586
A. DAY Eng. Secretary \. (1625) 128 To the intent hee may
. . be instructed in the vilenesse and discommended parts of
the same. 1611 COTGR,, Vitnpereitr^ a clispraiser, djscom-
mender. 1678 DRVDEN All for Lore Pref., No part of a

poem is worth our discommending, where the whole is insipid.
ITOJ S. PARKER tr. De Finibus 192 Having something in

them Discommending and Unacceptable. 175$ JOHNSON,
Discommender^ one that discommends ; a dispraiser.

Discommendable ,disk(Tme
p

ndab'l), a. [f.

prec. +-ABLE.]
1. To be discommended ; worthy of censure.

15*7 ANDREW Bmnswykcs Distyll. tt'attrs Prol. It is

not dyscomendable for a man of more base lernynge to put
to his helping hande. 1583 STL-HUKS Anat. Abuses i. To
Rdr. p. xii, It is an exercise altogether discommendable and
vntawfull. 1650 BL-LWER Antkropontet. 201 Splendid apparel,
counterfeit crisped haire is more discommendable then the

nakednesse of these Barbarians. 17x1 W. KING tr. Nnude"s

Kef. Politics ii. 62 An act very discommendable and shame-
fuf. 1737 STACKHOUSK Hist. Bible (\i&f) IV. vn.iv. 517 The
motives, .are not discommendable. 1833 LAMB Klia Ser. n,

Poor AV/.,In a vein of no discommendable vanity.

f2. Not to be recommended; to be represented
dissuasively. Obs.

1533 ELYOT Cast. Heltke \\. xiii. (1539^ 31 b, To them,
whiche use moche exercise t it is not discommendable. 1655
MOUFET & BENNET Health's /wfrov, (1746) 329 Rice is . .

discommendable only in that it is over-binding. 1684 tr.

Bonet's Merc. Compit. xviii. 644 The eating of Flesh is not

discommendable, especially of Animals.

Hence t Discomme'ndableness ; f Discom
me'ndably adv. Obs.

1656 W. D. tr. Contemns* Gate Lat. Unl. 663 Those
that do dtscornmendably, reprove, rebuke, slight them. 17*7
BAILEY vol. II, Discommendableness^ undeservingness of

commendation.

Discommendation (disk^mend^-Jon). [n.
of action from DISCOMMEND v.] The action of

discommending; dispraise.
1573 ABP. PARKER Corr. 427 In whose discommendation

. . your honour once did write to me. 1599 BRETON Schollcr

ff Sottldiour 25 Oh good Sir ! sprake not so in Discommen-
dation of a Scholler. 1754 RICHARDSON Grandison (1781)
VI. Ivi. 374, I had much rather have been in the company
..than grubbing pens in my closet and all to get nothing but
discommendation. 1837 CARLVLE Mirabeau Misc. Ess. (1888)
V. 232 Let him come, under what discommendation he

might, into any circle of men.

b. (with a and //.) A special instance of this.

1580 LUPTON Sivgila 98 Truely the crab Is a discommen-
dation to the Peare tree that bare it. i677GiLPiN Daemonol.

^1867) 117 That rebuke,
'

Mary hath chosen the better part,'

is only a comparative discommendation. 1841 L. HUNT
Seer it. (1864) 55 [We] hereby present the critics . . with our

hearty discommendations.

t Discommi'ssion, v. Obs. [f. Dis- 7 + COM-
MISSION j.] trans. To deprive of a commission.
i6u Crt. <fr Times Jos. f (1849) II- 287 All

justices
are

like to be discommissioned shortly, and a new choice made.

1641 LAUD Hist. Ace. Chancellorship 142 (L.), I shall ..

proceed to discommission your printer and suppress his

Sress.
1659 MILTON Rupt. Comnnv. Wks. (1851) 401 For

iscommissioning nine great Officers in the Army.
Discommittee : see Dis- 7.

t Disco'mmodable, <*. Obs. rare
-

'.
[f.

F.

discommoder to inconvenience, DISCOMMODATE +
-ABLE.] Disagreeable, annoying.
1579 1 WYNE Phisicke agst. Fort. i. xxiL 29 a, The smel of

womens oyntmentes is more discommodable then the odour
of flowres.

t Disco-mmodate, v. Obs. [f.
Dis- 6 + COM-

MIIDATH v., after obs. F. discommod-er (Cotgr.)-]
trans. To put to inconvenience

;
to disturb, trou-

ble; next. Hence f DiBCO'mmodated///. a.

1610 Crt. I; Times Jas. 7(1840) I. 119 After the sending
away her stuff, which . . will much discommodate her. 1630

WOTTON in Reliq. Wottim. (1672) 533 None . . shall . . dU-

commodate, pillage . . or trouble one another, c 1645 HOWELL
Lett. i. 11. xv, These Wars did so drain and discommodate
the King of Spain. 1649 CROMWELL Let. 13 Aug. 'Carlylei,

Sir, I desire you not to discommodate yourself because of
the money due to me.

Discommode (disk^nuJn-d), v. [f. Dis- 6 +
COMMODB v., after obs. F. discommoder

; see prec.]
trans. To put to inconvenience or trouble; to

incommode, inconvenience.

1711 BAILEY, Disciwimotte, to incommode.
1753

L. M.
tr. Hit Boscq s Accomplislid Woman II. 127 For fear of

discommoding his curls. 18x8 SCOTT Hrt. Midi. 1, It could
not discommode you to receive any of his Grace s visiters

or mine. 1830 GALT Laiuric T. in. i. (1849) 84 Finding



DISCOMMODED.
herself and the younger children discommoded in the boat.

1885 CHILD Ballads in. Ixxviii. 235/2 The hero comes out

of his mound . . to tell her how she discommodes him . .

every [tear] drop pierces, cold and bloody, to his breast.

Hence Discommo'ded///. a., inconvenienced.
1828 in WEBSTEH. 1880 Daily Tel. 30 Apr., Half-

smothered ejaculations of discommoded men.

f Discommo diate, v. Obs. rare. [f. Dis- 6

+ COMMODIATE, used by the same author.] =prec.
1654 EARL MONM. tr. Benttvoglio

1

s \Varrs ofFlanders 59
To have fought the Knemy by discommodiating them.

t Discommo'dious, a. Obs. [f. Dis- 10 +

COMMODIOUS.] Causing trouble or inconvenience ;

inconvenient ; disadvantageous, troublesome.

1540 Act yzHen. K//7, c. 44 The. .distaunce of the towne
from the parishe churches, .is veraie discommodious. 1577
B. GOOGE Hyrcsbach's Hitsb. iv. (1586) 179 b, The fixed, or

standing Hives, bee discommodious, as which you can
neither sell, nor remoove. 1601 R. JOHNSON Kingd. ty

Commiti, (1603) 141 So discommodious is gluttonie to the

proceedings of the Christians. 1645 MILTON Tetrach. (1851?

154 A manage, .totally discommodious, distastfull, dishonest
and pernicious to him. 1668 WILKINS Real Char, 29.

b. as sb. = Discommodious quality, rare.

1583 B. GOOGE Let. in N. $ Q. Ser. in. III. 242, I can

verry well away wyth the dyscomodious off the contrey.

t Discommo'diously, adv. [f. prec. + -LY 2.]

Inconveniently.
1633 T. JAMES Voy. 69 They had laine very discommodi-

ously all the winter. 1638 MAVNE Lucan (1664) 8r Having
..discommodiously washt.

t Discommo'diousness. Obs. [f. as prec.
+ -NESS.] Discommodious quality ; unsuitability,
inconvenience ; a disadvantage.
1580 NORTH Plutarch (1676) 24 The discommodiousness of

the place, where was neither ground.. to fly, nor yet any
space for any long chace. 1637 SANDERSON Sernt. 1 1. 90 We
. . begin to find those discommodiousnesses and incumbrances
which before we never thought of. 167^ OGILBY Brit. 186

The Discommodiousness of the Harbor is a great Occasion
of its not being we 11-frequented.

Discommodity (disk^m^-diti). [f. Dis- 9 +

COMMODITY.]
1. The quality of being discommodious

;
unsuit-

nbleness, inconvenience, disadvantageousness.
1513 MoRE#:A.///inGraftonCVinj. (1568)!!. 798 He had

declared the discommoditie of discord, and the commoditie
of concord. 1577 13. GOOGE Hercsbach's Huso. in. (1586)

147 b, Of the discommoditie of Essex Cheese, our . . John
Haywood, .meerily writeth. 1603 KNOLLES Hist. Tnrkes
(1621) 1335 Nassuf excused himself . . by reason of the dis-

commoditie of his health. (71718 PENN TVttffrWkli 1726
I. 688 The Reason of the Alteration of the Law, ought to

be the Discommodity of continuing it. 1829 LAMB Lett.

(1888) 224 You go about, in rain or fine, at all hours, without

discommodity.
2. (with a and //.) A disadvantage, inconveni-

ence, trouble.

1531 ELYOT Gov. n. vi, These discommodities do happen
by implacable wrath. 1652-62 HEVLIN Cosmogr. n. (1682)

138 Patiently enduring all Discommodities of Cold, Rain,
and Hunger. i66a PETTY Taxes 35 It would be a great
discommodity to the Prince to take more then he needs.

1690 W. WALKER Idwmat. Anglo-Lai. 476, 1 have thought
of all the discommodities that may come unto me.

b. concr.

1879 JEVONS Pol. Eton. iii. (1888) 58 As the noun commo-
dities has been used . . as a concrete term, so we may now
convert discommodity into a concrete term, and speak of
discommodities as substances or things which possess the

quality of causing inconvenience or harm.

Discommon (diilymwi),
v. [f. Dis- 7, 8 +

COMMON sb. and a. : cf. also COMMON v.] .

1 1. trans. To cut off from the membership of a

community ; spec. a. to deprive of citizenship, dis-

franchise
;

b. to exclude from church fellowship,
excommunicate. Obs.

1478 in Eng. 67/^(1870)303 In opyn Court, the Mayer
and baylleffes. .declared the said persones nott discomened
nor disfraunchesid. 1588 Bp.ANDREWEsA7^/y-.y/-i'.5Vrws
(1843) V. 41 Every man doeth what in him lieth to discommon
communities, a 1600 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. vm. Wks. 1845 II.

401 What though a man being severed by excommunica-
tion from the Church, be not thereby deprived of freedom
in the city ; nor being there discommoned, is thereby forth-
with . . excluded from the Church ? 1650-3 tr. Hales' Dissert.
de Pace in Phenix(ij<&) II. 382 We also ought to know the
causes why we discommon any of the Citizens in that
..Commonwealth, a 1655 VINES Lord^s Supp. (1677) 230
Ground to dis-common, or dis-franchize a reputed member.

c. Jig. To exclude, banish.

1586 Praise of Mus. 77 By a commission onely of Sic

volumus, Sic iubemus, to discommon that which is the

principall [music].

2. In the Universities of Oxford and Cambridge :

To deprive (a tradesman) of the privilege of deal-

ing with the undergraduates.
1530 in W. H. Turner Select. Rec. Oxford 80 The hedds

of the Unyver&ite . . dyscoumenyd hym, and commaunded
all the mansebylls, cooks, and all others of the Unyversite
that theyshulde nother bye nor sell wr

hym. 1655 FULLER
Ch. Hist. in. vi. 39 A civil penalty (equivalent to the Uni-
versities discommoning a Townsman in Cambridg). 1762
Gentl. Mag. 91 An action depending in the vice-chancellor's
court at Oxford against a tradesman of that place was de-

termined, when the defendant was publickly discommoned.
1864 J. H. NEWMAN Apol. 173, I had been posted up by the
marshal on the buttery hatch of every College of my Uni-
versity, after the manner of discommoned pastry-cooks.

b. To deprive of commons; = DISCOMMONS I.

1825 C. M. WESTMACOTT En?. Spy I. 167, I was instantly
expelled college, discommoned.
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3. a. To deprive of the right of common ; to

exclude from pasturing on a common : see COMMON
s&.l 5, 6. Alsoy?^. b. To deprive of the character

of a common ; to inclose (common land).

1597-8 BP. HALL Sat. v. iii, 72 Whiles thou discommonest

thy neighbour's kine, And warn'st that none_feed in thy
field. 1828 WEBSTER, Dis-common, to appropriate common
land

;
to separate and inclose common. Cowel. 1865 LOWELL

New Eng. Two C. Ago Prose Wks. 1890 II. 76 To develop
the latent possibilities of English law and English character,

by clearing away the fences by which the abuse of the one
was gradually discommoning the other from the broad
fields of natural right.

Disco'mmonize, v. [f. Dis- 6 + COMMONIZE
v. (or COMMON sb. + -IZE).]

= DISCOMMON a.

1886 H. V. BARNETT in Home Chimes 150 Slippy's dis-

commonized, and the proctors are down on the Three Crows.

1893 Westm. Gaz. 5 Apr. 7/2 The boat-builder who lends

out a boat to an undergraduate who prevails on him to omit
his name from the list might, if detected, be for ever dis-

commonised.

Discommons (disk^msnz), v, [f. Dis- 7^4-
COMMONS sb. pLj 3, 4.] Hence Disco mmonsed
ppl. fit.,

Disco*mmonsing vbl. sb.

1. trans. To deprive of commons in a college.
1856 F. E. FACET Owlet Oiulst. 112 The world that could

be ruled by being discommonsed, imposed, rusticated, ex-

pelled, lay at his mercy. 1881 SAINTSBURY Dryden i. 6 On
July 191(1, 1652 .. he was discommonsed and gated for a

fortnight for disobedience and contumacy. 1881 PallMall
ttndget 4 Nov. 20 Like a great school where a lecture^ an

imposition, a discommons!ng, a gentle personal castigation,
or . . expulsion were the only punishments in use. 1894
ASTLEY 50 Years' Sport I. 34, I was discommonsed for

keeping a dog contrary to the statutes.

2. = DISCOMMON 2.

185* BRISTED 5 Years in Eng. Univ. (ed. 2) 81 note, The
owners [of lodging-houses] being solemnly bound to report
all their lodgers who stay out at night, under pain of being
'discommonsed'. x86i HUGHES Tom Broiun at Oxf, \.

(1889)6 To keep all discommonsed tradesmen ..and bad
characters generally, out of the college.

t Disco'mmonwealth., v. nonce-tod. [Dis-

7 c.] trans. To cut off from the common-
wealth or state. Hence f Discommonwealth-
ing vbl. sb.

^ 1647 WARD Simp. Cobler 47 The divell himselfe. .as he is

a creature, hee fears decreation, as an Angell denomina-
tions ; as a Prince dis-commonwealthings.
Discommune (dUkpaifin), Vl [f. DIS- 6 +
COMMUNE v., or Dis- 7 a + COMMUNE j.] Hence
Disco'mmuned ppl. a., Disco'mmuning vbl. sb.

\ 1. trans. To cut off or exclude from com-

munion, fellowship, or association. Obs.

1590 D. ANDROES in Greenwood Collect. Sclaitnd. A rt. E ij,

The other was a ciuile discommoning. z6i8 HALES Gold.

Rent. (1688)424 By suspending, discommuning, by expelling
them from their Churches, etc. 1647 FULLER Good Th. in

Worse T. (1841) 130 Must I be discommuned from my
husband's devotion? 1659 GAUDEN Tears ofCh. 409 When
they have disputed, and discommuned, and unchurched, and
unchristened one another.

2. = DISCOMMONS, a.

1677 WOOD Life (Oxf. Hist. Soc.) II. 383 Brickland, a dis-

communed cobfer. 1691 Atli. Oxon, II. 507 He ..did

expel the said Dobson, and discommune for ever the Book-
seller called Edward Thorne. 1710 HRARNE Collect. (Oxf.
Hist. Soc.) III. 08 Mr. Ryley was one of the Persons dis-

commun'd, which he attributes chiefly to Dr. Sacheverell.

185* Queen's Bench Rep. XVIII. 650 The said Vice Chan-
cellor and certain Heads of Colleges . . pronounced the

plaintiff to be discommuned until the end of next term.

t Discommu'iiiou. Obs. [Dis- 9 : cf. prec.]
Exclusion from communion or fellowship.
1590 T. SPERIN in Confer. 11. 20 The Bishop his excom-

munication is but a Ciuile discommunion. 1660 GAUDEN

Brounrig 163 Dough-baked Protestants, that are afraid to

own their duscommunion and distance from the Church

politick, or Court of Rome.

Discommunity (disk/mitt'niti). rare~ l
. [f.

Dis- 9 + COMMUNITY.] Absence of community;
the quality of not having something in common.
1859 DARWIN Orig. Spec. (1888) II. xiv. 253 Dissimilarity

of embryonic development does not prove discommunity of
descent.

Discomonerula, Disconiorula : see Disco-.

t Disco'mpanied, ///. a. Obs. rare. [pa.

pple. of *discompany vb., ad. OF. descompaignier^
f. des~j Dis- 4 + compaignier to COMPANY.] De-
stitute of company, unaccompanied.
1599 B. JONSON Cynthia's Rev. in. v, If shee bee alone,

now; and discompanied. 1613-18 DANIEL Coll. Hist. Eng.
(1626) 13 [His] step-mother., murthered him, comming to

her house, estrayed, in hunting, and discompanied.

Discompa-nion, v. rare. [f.
Dis- 7 a.]

trans. To deprive of companionship.
1883 G. MACDONALD Donal Grant I. xxiv. 254 A youth,

fresh from college and suddenly discornpanioned at home.

t Disconipensate, v. nonce-wd. [f. Dis- 6

+ COMPENSATE v.] trans. To do the reverse of

compensating ; to counterbalance in the way of loss

instead of gain.
1704 F. FULLER Med.Gyntn. (17181 21 It will not suffice to

discompensate the Benefit.

I Discomple'xion,f. Obs. rare. [f.Dis-7d.]
trans. To spoil the complexion or aspect of; to

render unsightly, disfigure, deface.

1635 SHIRLEY Coronat. i. i, His band may be disordered. ,

his rich cloaths be discomplexioned With bloud. Ibid. iv. iii,

DISCOMPOSURE.
Can a sorrow enter but upon thy garment, Or cHscomplexion
thy attire if

Discomplrance. rare- 1
, [f.

Dis- 9 +

COMPLIANCE.] Refusal to comply, non-com-

pliance.
1664 PEPVS Diary 23 July, A compliance will discommend

me to Mr. Coventry, and a discompliance to my Lord
Chancellor.

Discompose (diak^taap^*z), v. [f.
Dis- 6 +

COMPOSE v. The Caxton instance, in sense i,

stands alone in time, and prob, represents an OF.

*descomposerY. decomposer.]
1. trans. To destroy or disturb the composure or

calmness of; to ruffle, agitate, disquiet : a. (persons,
or their minds, feelings, etc.).

1483 CAXTON Caio I iij b, Thou oughtest not to wepe ne
to discompose the when thow losest the rychesses and tem-

poralle goodes of thys world. 1645 BP. HALL Rented. Dis-
contents 6 Prosperity may discompose us, as vvel as an
adverse condition. 1665 GLANVILL Sctfsis Sci. 168 Every
opposition ofour espous'd opinions ..discomposeth the minds

serenity. 1732 POPE Ess. Alan i. 168 Better for Us, perhaps,
it might appear, That never passion discompps'd the mind.

1765 WALPOLE Cos. Otranto iv. (1798) 65 Discompose not

yourself for the glosing of a peasant's son. 1876 1'. HARDY
Ethelberta xlvii, Sol's bitter chiding had been the first thing
to discompose her fortitude.

b. (things, as the sea, the air).

1646 I. HALL Poems 65 That breath of thine can onely
raise Newstormes and discompose the Seas. 1661 COWLEY
Disc. Govt. O. Cnwvw&Wkfc 1710 II. 626 No Wind. .the
Air to discompose. 1793 SMEATON Edystone L. 300 Not
a breath of wind discomposed the surface of the water.

2. To disturb the order or arrangement of; to

throw into confusion ; to disarrange, disorder, un-

settle. Now rare or Obs.
i6n FLORIO, Discomporre. to ynframe, to discompose.

1649 CROMWELL Let. 19 July, Sir, discompose not your
thoughts or estate for what you are to pay me. 1667 MILTON
P. L. v. 10 So much the more His [Adam's] wonder was^ to

find, unwak'ned Eve With Tresses discompos'd, and glowing
Cheek As through unquiet rest, 1747 GOULD Eng. A nts 104
This Species [of red ants] is . . the most daring and venemous,
as Experience will teach any that presume to discompose
their Settlements. 18x6 KEATINGK Trav. (1817) II. z Our
whole body was discomposed and dispersed in an instant.

1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) V. 357 These minutise alter and

discompose the characters of the citizens.

t b. To upset or disorder the health of
; pa. pple.

indisposed, out of health. Obs.

1694 LUTTRELI, BriefK el. (1857) III. 404 The lord keeper
on Sunday last fell backwards in his chamber and came
with his head to the ground, which much discomposes him.

1708 HEAKNE Collect. 16 Oct., Is much discomposed with
a cold. i7ia W. ROGERS Voy. (1718)213 Being discomposed
I was not with them.

t 3. To displace, discard. Obs.
1622 BACON Hen. F/7, 242 (R.) Hee neeuer put downe, or

discomposed counsellor, or neare seruant, saue onely Stanley,
the Lord Chamberlaine. 1640 FULLER Josephs Coat iii.

(1867) 133 It is recorded in the honour of our King Henry
the Seventh, that he never discomposed favourite.

Discomposed (diskf?mp<J'i'zd, poet.-zv$},ppl.a.

[f. prec. + -ED !.] Disordered, disturbed, agitated,

disquieted : see the verb.

1625-8 tr. Camden's Hist. Eliz. iv. (1688) 615 His un-
settled and discomposed Countenance. 1626 T. H[AWKINS]
Caussin's Holy Crt. 121 It is an absolute folly of a discom-

posed Judgement. 1670 DRYDEN ist Pt. Conq. Granada n.

i, I met Almanzor coming back from Court, But with a dis-

compos'd and speedy Pace. 1828 SCOTT F. M. Perth xxxv,
With a discomposed aspect and faltering voice.

Hence Discomposedly adv.
; Discompo'sed-

ness, disturbedness, disquietude.
1627 DONNE Serin, xxii. 218 Thir inordinatenesse thir dis-

composednesse and fluctuation ofpassion. 1655-6* GUKNALL
Chr. in Arm. (1669) 356/2 David behaved himself discom-

posedly. 1677 HALE Contempl. II. Afflictions (R.), Sickness
. . is a time of distemper and discomposedness. 1881 MRS.
C. PRAED Policy $ P. II. 33 She rose discomposedly.

Discomposing (diskpmpJu-zirj), ///. a. [f.

as prec. + -ING 2
.]

That discomposes,
1694 BOYLE Excell, Theol. n. v. 220 A man that is not in

love with a fair lady, .may have as true and perfect, though
not as discomposing an idea of her face. 1741 RICHARDSON
Pamela II. 385, I hope I have not one discomposing thing
to say. 1893 CROCKETT Stickit Minister 92 A tall girl . . took
the dominie round the neck in a discomposing manner.

Hence Discompo singly adv., in a way that

discomposes or disturbs.

1891 G. MEREDITH OncofourConq. III. xii. 247 Perfectly

satisfactory, yet dlscomposingly violent appeals.

t Discomposi'tion. Obs. [n. of action from

DISCOMPOSE, after COMPOSITION.] The condition

of being discomposed ; disorder, discomposure.
1624 DONNE Devotions 8 (T.) O perplexed discomposition,

O riddling distemper, O miserable condition of man ! 1656
FINETT For. Ambass. 63 He was.. brought to the presence
of his Majesty without discomposition of countenance.

f- DiscompO'Sture. Obs. [ad. Sp. dcscompos-
tJira disorder (Minsheu 1599), f. descomponer to

discompose. Cf. composture.]
= next.

1622 MABBE tr. A leman's Guzman D'Alf. i. 76 Daraxa
never gaue way by any dis-composture or vnjointed be-

haviour, or any other occasion whatsoever. 1626 BACON

Sylva 836 This is wrought . . by the disordination and

discomposture of the Tangible Parts.

Discomposure (diskAwtf-'gHii), [f-
DISCOM-

POSE, after COMPOSURE.] The fact or condition of

being discomposed.



DISCOMPTJTATION.

1. Disorder, confusion, derangement. ? Obs.

1641 MII.TON Animadv. (1851) 223 The Prelates . . which
way soever they turne them, put allthings into a foule dis-

composure. 1677 HALH rrtnt. Orig. Man, iv. vii. 348 The
Wonder and Aliracle is ten times greater in the state of
things as they now stand, than it would be in such a dis-

composure of Nature. 1756 BULLOCK in I'M. Trans. XLIX.
402 Several pieces of minerals were dropped from the sides
and roof, but all the shafts remained intire, without the
least discomposure.

fb. Derangement of health, indisposition. Obs.
1665 BOYLE Cheat. Reji. n. i. (1845* 98 You left me free

from any other discomposure than that which your leaving
me is wont to give me. 1669 W. SIMPSON f/ydrol. Ch\m.
275 In cases of uterine discomposures. 1734 WATTS Relit;.
JHV. (1789) no LatrUsa is often indisposed . . Last Friday
she was seized with her usual discomposures,
t c. The condition of being taken to pieces ;

dismemberment. Obs.
1660 W. SF.CKER Nonsuch Prof. 73 We see more in the

discomposure of a Watch then when its wheels are set

together.
2. Disturbance of mind or feelings ; agitation,

perturbation. (Cf. COMPOSURE, sense 10.)
1647 CLARENDON Hist. Rtb. i. (1843) 13/1 And he continued

in this melancholic and discomposure of mind many days.
1690 MORRIS Beatitudes (1692) 66 Without any the least
shew of Impatience or Discomposure of Spirit. 1741 RICH-
AKUSON Pamela (\iip) IV. 205 Did I betray any Impatience
of Speech or Action, any Discomposure? 1828 SCOTT/'. .If.
Perth

yi.
His face was pale, his eyes red ; and there was an

air ofdiscomposure about his whole person, 1849 MACAUI.AY
Hist, l-'nt;. I. 471 A series of sermons was preached there
by Popish divines, to the great discomposure of zealous
churchmen.

f3. Want ofharmony ; disagreement, dissension.
Obs. rare.
1661 BOYLE Style of Script. (1675) 73 How exquisite a

symmetry . . Omniscience doth . . discover in the Scripture's
method, m spite of those seeming discomposures that now
pu/zle me. 1673 WOOD Life (Oxf. Hist. Soc.) II. 271, 1 was
not there . . because of the present discomposures between
the scholars and townsmen.

Discompt, obs. form of DISCOUNT.
t Discomputa-tion. Obs.-" [Dis- 9.] An

erroneous reckoning.
1611 FLORIO, Scompitto, a discomputation.

Discomycetous : see Disco-.

t Disconcert, v. Obs. [f. Dis- 7 a + CONCEIT

sb.~] trans. To deprive of the conception or notion
;

to put (anyone) out of the conceit (of something).
1640 J. DYKE Worthy Comwnn. 61 An over good conceit

of a mans owne condition and estate, .disconceits a man of
the necessity of Christ.

Hence tDisconcei-ted//*/. a.
; f Dlsconcei'ted-

nes, the being out of conceit with something.
1659 D. PELL Inipr. Sea 1 14 An ill affectedness, and discon-

ceitedness, both towards good people, and all godly and
religious exercises.

t Disccrncert, sb. Obs. rare. [f. Dis- 9 +
CONCERT s/>. : cf. It. sconcerto, for disconcerto, Sp.
desconcicrto, mod. K. deconcerti\ Want of concert or
concerted action

; disunion, disagreement in action.
1668 TEMPLE Let. to Ld. Arlington Wks. 1731 II. 113

Avoid all Pretexts . . of France's breaking the Business .'.

which I knew they would be strongly tempted to . . by our
Disconcert for their Defence. 1673 Otstra. Netherl.
Pref. (Seager), The remainders of their state are . .kept alive
by neglect or disconcert of their enemies. 1839 POE MasqueRed Death Wks. 1864 I. 341 The waltzers perforce ceased
their evolutions ; and there was a brief disconcert of the
whole gay company.
Disconcert (diskjfasaut), v. [a. obs. F. dis-

conctrter (161 1 Cotgr., disconcerlf, 'disordered, con-

fused; set awry'), mod.F. dhoncerter, f. dis-, tit-,
Dis- 4 + concerter to CONCERT : cf. It. disconcertare
'
to vntune

'

(I''lorio), Sp. desconcertdr ' to disagree,
to break a match, to set at variance

'

(Minsheu).]
1. trans. To put out of concert or harmonious

action ; to throw into confusion, disarrange, de-

range, spoil, frustrate ; now tsp. to disarrange or

upset measures or plans concerted.
1687 A. LOVEI.I. tr. BereeraSs Com. Hist. II. 134 The best

Harmony of the four Qualities may be dissolved .. and
the loveliest Proportion ofOrgans disconcerted. 1704 SWIFT
T. l'nl> xi. 128 Which a drop of film can wholly disconcert.

1769 ROBERTSON Chas. V, V. n. 293 But an unforeseen
accident disconcerted all his measures. 1818 JAS. MILL
Brit. India II. iv. iv. 154 One of the four divisions .. fell

behind its time, and disconcerted the operations of the re-

aiudR 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. I. 151 This scheme
was . . completely disconcerted by the course which the
civil war took.

t b. To disturb or displace in material position.
Obs. rare.

1747 C.entl, Mag. 102 His shatter'd leg being cut off, the
bandage was disconcerted by the ship's motion.
2. To disturb the complacency or self-possession

of; to confuse, ruffle, 'put out'.

1716 COLLIER tr. Pnnegyrick 59 'Tis part of the Devil's
business to disconcert our Mind, to ruffle our Humour, and
blow us up to Rage and Passion. 175* JOHNSON RamblerNo. 188 ? 10 He never . . disconcerts a puny satirist with
unexpected sarcasms. 1856 MRS. BROWNING Aur. Leigh
in. 606 He would not disconcert or throw me out. 1875
JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) I. 482 Are you at all disconcerted,
Cebes, at our friend's objection ?

Hence Disconce'rting/// a., that disturbs self-

possession or complacency.
1807 BARRETT A 11 the Talents (ed. 9)41 A hundred dis-

423

concerting measures mov'il. 1891 R. KIPLING City Dreaitf.
Nt. 61 A stolid and disconcerting company is this ring of

eyed monsters. 1891 .Ithtn.rum 2 Apr. 434/2 Curious and
discont-eriinn problems relating to human nature.

Disconcerted (<Iisk(?ns5-Jti-d),///. a.
[f. prec.

+ -ED
1.] Disturbed from self-possession ; put to

confusion
; ruffled ;

'

put out '. Hence Discon-
ce-rtedly adv.

;
Disconcc rtedness, the state of

being put out.

1713 BLACKMORE Hist. Conspiracy B ij a, The Govern-
ment was more disconcerted and embroil'd. 1752 A.
MURPHY in Gray's-lnn Jrnl. No. 6 F 8 Florio has an un-
easy disconcerted Temper. 1751 Miss TALDOT Lttt. (1809)
II. Bo It is very foolish to look disconcerted in the way
I have seen you do .. Whence is this disconcertednesst
1847 DICKENS .//<!<./<</ Man (C. D. ed.) 210 Mr. Williams,
standing behind the table, and rummaging disconcertedly
among the objects upon it. 1878 BROWNING Poets Croistc
Epil. 8 Our singer For his truant string Feels with discon-
certed finger.

Disconcertion (disk^nsaujan). [irreg. f. DIS-
CONCERT v. ; after etymological formations like

insert, insertion.'] The action of disconcerting, or
the condition of being disconcerted ; confusion.

(' Disconcertion has the authority of Mr. Curran '

R.)
[Not in J. or Todd.l 1794 St. Trials, Hamilton Rmuan

(R.), If I could entertain a hope of finding refuge for the
disconcertion of my mind in the perfect composure of yours.
1816 J. SCOTT Vis. Paris (ed. 5) 31 No embarrassment is

discoverable; neither disconcertion nor anger takes place.
1881 Mem. G. Thomson xii. 176 To his still greater discon-
certion [he] was asked to make a speech.

Disconcertment (disk<?ns3Utment). [(.
DIS-

CONCERT v. + -MENT
; perh. after . dtccmccrtemcnt, ]

The action of disconcerting ; the fact or condition
of being disconcerted.
1866 HOWELLS Venet. Lift vii. 89 House-hunting, under

the circumstances, becomes an office of constant surprise and
disconcertment to the stranger. 1881 J. HAWTHORNE fort,
t'tol i. vii, His disconcertment, .seemed to show that there
was more in the matter than had been suspected. 1890
Ttmfle Bar Mag. May 2 His disconcertment is written.,
on his features.

t Disconclu-de, v. Obs.- [Dis- 6.]
16x1 FLORIO, Disconchiudere, to disconclude.

Disconcord : see Dis- 9.

t Discoudesce'nd, v. Obs. [f. Dis- 6 + CON-
DESCEND .] intr. To withdraw from condescen-
sion, consent, or compliance.
>579 FENTON Guicciard. I. (1599) 5 The king .. satisfied

him in the effect, but not in the manner, plainely declaring
to Lodowyke that he did not discondescend from the first

plot and resolution for the ambassadors.

t Discondu'ce, v. Obs. [f. Dis- 6 + CONDUCE
v.] intr. To be non-conducive to. Hence Dis-
condircmg ///. a., non-conducive.
16.. DONNE Serm. xli. 408 Of things that conduce or dis-

conduce to his glory. i6t61liid. Ixxvii. 782 It were imperti-
nent. . and disconducing to our owne end to vex . . the Pope.
t DiscondU'Cive, a- Obs. rare, [f. Dis- 10
+ CONDUCIVE, after prec. vb.] Not conducive.
1819 SEAGER Suppl. Johnson, Discontlucive, disadvan-

tageous, obstructive, impeding, that makes against.
Disconfeis, -fis, -feit, -fet, etc. : see DISCOM-.
t Disconfi'de, v. Obs. rare. [f. Dis- 6 +
CONFIDE v.} intr. To do the reverse of confiding ;

to put no confidence or trust in.

1669 WOODHEAD St. Teresa i. viii. 50 Placing all my con-
fidence in his Divine Majesty, and totally disconfiding in

myself.

t Disco-nfidence. Obs. rare.
[f. Dis- 9 +

CONFIDENCE, after prec. vb.] The opposite of

confidence; distrust.
1611 BP. MOUNTAGU Diatribx 156 losephus doth not

confidently say it : shew me any such confidence or dis-
confidence in losephus, and I yeeld vnto all the lewes.
1799 'r. Diderot's Nat. Son 1 1. 35 As I expected this timidity,
or rather disconfidence, I had brought with me all your
letters [etc.].

i Disco'nfident, a. Obs. rare-". Wanting
in confidence. Hence f Disco'nfidently adv.,
without confidence.
1666 J. SERGEANT Let. of Thanks 74 To speak dis-confi-

dently and condescendingly.
Discomfiture, obs. form of DISCOMFITURE.

Disconford, obs. form of DISCOMFORT.

Disconfo'rm, a. St. [f. Dis- 10 + CONFORM
a., after L. dis-similis, etc.] Not conformable.
In Sc. Law the opposite of CONFORM a.

1609 SKENE Reg. Maj. 120 The forme and proving of
exception be witnes, is divers, and disconforme to the
maner of the probation of the libell. 1890 Scott. Leader
29 Jan. 4 That they were ' disconform

'

to the spirit of the
Improvement Act. 1891 Law Times XCII. 188/2 It was
seen conclusively that the wheat was disconform to sample.
t Disconfo-rni, v. Ots. [f. Dis- 6 + CON-
FORM v.~\ intr. To do the opposite of conforming ;

to disagree or differ in practice. Const, to, from.

sweet Saint I implore, My soul ne're disconform'd from
thine before.

t Disconfo-rmable, a. Obs.
[f. Dis- 10 +

CONFORMABLE.] The reverse of conformable
; un-

conformable ; disagreeing. Const./ro/w, to.

1603 JAS. I in Contn.
Stoiy's Chron. (1615) 842/1 As long

as they are disconformable in religion from vs, they cannot

DISCONNECTEDNESS.
be but halfe my SuUcct .. 1710 NORKIK L'hr. I'rud. vi. 232
Always disconlorniaUe to himself, doing what he would not,
and not doing what he would and should. 1823 lit NTHAH
Xot Paul 329 By means disconformable to the uniform
course of nature.

Disconformity (diskjfofjJ-jmiti). [I. Dis- 9
+ CONFORMITY : cf. S|>. desconformidad disagree-
ment

; also DIKCONFOHM a.] 1 he opposite of con-

formity or practical agreement ; nonconformity.
i6o SEGAR Hon. Mil. n C7r. in. xliv. 178 The Cardinals

. .were seuenteene, whose disconformilie continued the Mat
voyd almost three yeeres. a 1639 SPOTTISWOOD Hist. C*.
Scott,

i; (1677) 13 He thus excuses his disronformily with
Rome m the keeping of Easter, a 1680 J. CORUET Free
Actions n. xvi.

(1683) 24 [It] hath necessarily, in the manner
of it, a dtsconformity to Gods Law. 1793 Trial l''yslic
Palmer 16 As to the disconformity in the copy of the In-
dictment. 1818 JAS. MiLL/fr//. India I. n. v. 186 Practices
. .forced into a disconformity with their ancient institutions.

1843 MILL Logic i. vi. ( i Conformity or disconformity to
usage or convention.

Disconfort, -fyte, obs. ff. DISCOMFORT, -FIT.

Discongru-ity. t Obs. [f. Dis- 9 + CON-
ORCITY.] The quality of being

'

discongruous
'

;

absence of congruity ; disagreement, inconsistency ;

incongruity.
1614 BP. MOUNTAGU Gagg 42 Upon Erasmus' bare word

who savoured some discongruity of style. 1695 App.
Casar n. vi. 163 That much discongruity betwixt Him and
us. 1677 HuxPrim. Orig. Man. i. vi. 118 The intrinsecal

discongruity of the one to the other. 1718 EARBERY tr.

Burnefs St. Dead I. 80 The Soul forms its absolute Judg-
ment upon them in itself, by a Congruity and Discongruity
with its own Nature. 01806 BP. WORSLEY Serm. \\. 117
Internal perceptions of moral fitnesses and discongruities.

t DiSGO-UgruonS, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. Dis-

10 + CONGRUOUS.] Wanting in congruity ; incon-

gruous ; disagreeing.
1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. \. v. 673 Discongruous forms.

Disconjnre, v. rare. [I. Dis- 6 + CONJURE .]

trans, fa. ? To disenchant. Obs. b. To deprive
(jf the power of conjuring.
1651 HOWELL Venice 191 Ravenous Birds such as these

are, who stand about me now, to disconiure me with their
hideous noise. 1837 CARLYLE I-r. Rev. I. v. i, Necker [re-

turns] to the CKil-de-Bceuf, with the character of a dis-

conjured conjuror there, fit only for dismissal.

Disconnect (disk(Jne-kt), v. [f. Dis- 6 -(-CON-
NECT

.]

1. trans. To sever the connexion of or between ;

to disjoin, disunite, separate. Const, with, from.
1770 BURKE Pres. Discont. 50 It is not easy to foresee,

what effect would be, of disconnecting with Parliament the
greatest part of those who hold civil employments. 1791

Let. ti> Sir II. Langrishe Wks. VI.
^317

The Episcopal
Church of England, before the Reformation, connected with
the See of Rome, since then, disconnected and protesting
against some of her doctrines, and against the whole of her
authority. 1840 HOOD Up Rhine 224 It was impossible to
disconnect him with old clothes and oranges. 1854 G. B.
RICHARDSON Univ. Code v. 7591 Disconnect your screw
propeller. 1892 Laio Times' Kep. LXVII. 210/1 To dis-
connect the drains of the defendants from the sewer.

2. To separate into disconnected or detached

parts. Obs. exc. in pa.pple.: see DISCONNECTED a.

1790 BURKE Fr. Rev. (R.), Thus the commonwealth itself

would, .crumble away, be disconnected into the dust and

powder of
individuality.

1810 WELLINGTON in Gurw. Dcsp.
V. 6n They shall not induce me to disconnect my army.

Disconnect, ppl. a. rare- 1
, [short for next:

cf. CONNECT ppl. a.]
= DISCONNECTED.

1839 BAILEY J-\stus xx. (1848) 254 In shadowy glimpses,
disconnect The story, flowerhke, closes thus its leaves.

Disconnected (disk<fae-kted), ///. a. [f. DIS-
CONNECT v. + -ED 1 : but in sense usually privative
of CONNECTED.]
1. Having no connexion (with something else,

or with each other) ; detached (from) ; uncon-

nected, separate.
1783 BLAIR Lfct. Rhet. xv. (Seager), An allegory . . may

be allowed to stand more disconnected with the literal

meaning. 1799 HAN. MORE Fern. Educ. (ed. 4) I. 177 The
chronology being reduced to disconnected dates, instead of
presenting an unoroken series. 1831 Westm. Rev. XIV. 51
An inland sea, totally disconnected from the ocean. 1865
Sat. Rev. 12 Aug. 205/2 One [paper] wholly disconnected
with the county. 187^ D. M. WALLACE Australas. ii. 19
The elevations consisting more frequently of low discon-
nected hills.

b. Without family connexions
; not well-con-

nected.

1848 C. BRONTE 7- Eyrr xvi, A Governess, disconnected,
poor, and plain.

2. Destitute of connexion between its parts ; in-

coherent. (Also transf. of a speaker or writer.)
1870 Daily News 10 Oct., The plot is complicated and

disconnected. 1870 LOWELL Study Wind. (1886) 157 He
[a lecturer] was disconnected.

Hence Disconne'ctedly adv., in a disconnected
manner ; Disconnectedness, the quality of being
disconnected.

1864 Athenstwm No. 1920. 915/3 Accomplished discon-

nectedly during growth. 1874 Daily frctus 26 June 2/1 A
roar of ' Divide!

'

arose, which completely drowned his voice
and lent an appearance of disconnectedness to the general
tenour of his remarks. 1881 S. COLVIN Landor v. 100 It
was thus an essential habit of Landor's mind . . to think in

fragments and disconnectedly. 1885 Athtnarunt 23 May
660/3 1'ne style reminds us throughout of that of Miss
Thackeray . . by reason of its occasional disconnectedness.



DISCONNECTER.

Disconnecter, -or (diskffae'ktsi). [f. DIS-

CONNECT v. + -EX. '.] One who or that which dis-

connects ; an apparatus or device for disconnecting.
1884 Health Exhib. Catal. 59/1 Sewer Disconnectors.

Disconne'ctive, <* [f- DISCONNKCT v., after

connective] Having the function of disconnecting;

disjunctive. Hence Disconnectiveness.
i8z4 I. GILCHRIST Etym. [nterpr. 104 Either, .and Neither

..are disconnective. 1870 C. J. SMITH Syn. fy Antonyms.
Aberration, Syn . . Desultoriness, Disconnectiveness, In-

consecutiveness.

Disconnexion, -nection (disk^ne-kjan). [f.

Dis- 9 + CONNEXION, after DISCONNECT z/.J

The action of disconnecting (rare) ; the fact or

condition of being disconnected or unconnected
;

undoing of connexion
; separation, detachment dis-

union. (Const, from, between.')

1735 FRANKLIN True Happiness Wks. 1887 I. 423 Wfi

shall soon see the disconnexion between that and true, solid

happiness. 1769 BURKE Pres. St. Nat. Wks. II. 193 A
spirit of disconnexion, of distrust, and of treachery among
public men. 1846 TRENCH Mirac. xxix. (1862) 416 The
power was most truly his own, not indeed in disconnexion
from the Father. 1875 OUSELEY Harmony iv. 61 An awk-
ward harmonic disconnection between the 6th and 7th of
the Scale. 1894 Times 23 July 6/6 [It] involves the com-

plete disconnexion of one part of the machinery before the

other can be brought into working order. 1895 PARKES
Health 60 By disconnection [of drains] is meant that the

waste-pipe should discharge by an open end in the outer air.

1. Want of connexion between the component
parts ;

disconnectedness.

1815 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Rev. 454 The Iliad has too
much of the disconnection which offends in the Orlando.

t Disco'nscient, a. Obs. [f. Dis- IO + CON-

SCIENT.] Devoid of conscience, unconscientious.

1640 LD. J. DIGBY Sp. in Ho. Com. o Nov. (1641) 8 Seek-

ing to remove from our Soveraigne such unjust Judges, such

pernitious Counsellours, and such disconscient Divines.

Disco-nsecrate, v. rare-", [f. Dis- 6 + CON-
SECRATE v. : cf. DECONSECRATE.] trans. To de-

prive of consecration, to desecrate.

1864 in WEBSTER.

t DiSCOnse'nt, v. Obs. [ad. OF. desconsent-

ir to be at variance with (Godef.), f. ties-, Dis- 4
+ consentir to agree, accord, CONSENT.] intr. To
refuse consent ; not to consent ; to disagree, dis-

sent. Const, with, from.
1530 TINDALE Answ. More Wks. 307 A man must im-

mediately loue God and his commaundementes, and there-

fore disagree and disconsent vnto the fleshe, and be at bate
therewith. 1540 COVERDALE Erasm. Par. Rom. Prol. ttiv,
For the law declareth that our hertes are bounde and that

we cannot disconsent from him. 1641 MILTON Prel. Episc.
18 If. .the tradition of the Church were now grown so ridi-

culous, and disconsenting from the Doctrine of the Apostles.

t DiSCOnse'nt, sb. Obs. [f. prec. vb., after

CONSENT sb.} Negation of consent. By his dis-

consent : without his consent.

1651 N. BACON Disc. Govt. Eng. n. viii. (1730) 52 All which
was done in the presence of the King, and by his disconsent,
as may appear by his discontent thereat.

Disconsider (diskpnsi-daj), v. rare. [f. Dis-

6 + CONSIDER .]
trans. To lower in considera-

tion, bring into disrepute : cf. CONSIDER 9.

1887 STEVENSON Misadii. y. Nicholson i. 3 It was the sort

of exploit that disconsidered a young man for good with
the more serious classes. 1889 Master of B. iii. 53 The
man was now disconsidered and as good as deposed.
So Disconsidera'tion, the action of disconsider-

ing, or fact of being disconsidered ; disrepute.
1880 T. W. ALLIES Life's Decision 238 Its poverty and

worldly disconsideration. 1885 STEVENSON Dynamiter 190,
I have now arrived at such a pitch of disconsideration that
. . 1 do not know a soul that I can face.

t Disco'nsolacy. Obs. f f. DISCONSOLATE a. :

see -AOY.] The state or condition of being dis-

consolate ; disconsolateness.

1653 WATERHOUSE Apol. Learning 148 (L.) My repair shall
be to God . . in all spiritual doubts and disconsolacies. a 1677
BARROW Exp. Creed (T.), Penury, baseness, disconsolacy.

[Disconsolance, -aney: see List of Spurious
Words.
Disconsolancy is a misreading of DISCONSOLACY, and dis-

consolance a dictionary figment deduced therefrom.]

Disconsolate (disk^-ns<yi/t),a. (so.). [a.med.L.
disconsoldt-us comfortless (DuCange), f. dis-, Dis-

4 + L. consoldtus: see CONSOLATE ///. a. Cf. i6th
c. F. desconsoU, It. sconsolato, Sp. desconsolatto.]
1. Destitute of consolation or comfort

; unhappy,
comfortless ; inconsolable, forlorn.

1429 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 145 Rewe on the poore and
folk desconsolate. 1494 FABYAN Chron. v. cxl. 127 Thou
mother to wretchis and other disconsolate. 1594 SPENSER
Amorettilxxxviii, Sol alone, now left disconsolate, Mourne
to my selfe the absence of my love. 1663 PEPYS Diary
19 Oct., The King . . is most fondly disconsolate for her,
and weeps by her. a 1704 T. BROWN Two Oxf. Scholars
Wks. 1730 I. 7 A poor disconsolate widow. 1709 STEELE
Tatler No. 23 p 2 The Disconsolate soon pitched upon a
very agreeable Successor. 1863 LONCF. Wayside Inn i.

Falc. Ser Fed. xix, She. .passed out at the gate With foot-

step slow and soul disconsolate. 1864 TENNYSON En. A rd.

678 On the nigh-naked tree the robin piped Disconsolate.

2. Of places or things : Causing or manifesting
discomfort

; dismal, cheerless, gloomy.
' "374 CHAUCER Troyltts v. 542 O paleys desolat ! . . O
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paleys empti and disconsolat ! 1655-62 GURNALI. Chr. in.

Arm. (1660) 256/2 When the Christians affairs are most dis-

consolate, he may soon meet with a happy change. 1691
RAY Creation (1714) 66 The disconsolate Darkness of our

Winter Nights. 1720 DH FOE Capt. Singleton, ix, (1840)

156 It was., a desolate, disconsolate wilderness. 1855
MACAULAY Hist. Eng. III. 665 The island .. to French
courtiers was a disconsolate place of bani>hment.

B. as sb. A disconsolate person.
1781 S. J. PRATT Emma Corbett III. 14 Raymond, our

poor disconsolate, the mutual joy of our hearts.

tDisco'nsolate, v. Obs. [f. prec. adj.: cf.

CONSOLATE
v.~\

trans. To make disconsolate or

comfortless ;
to deprive of consolation. Also refl. \

1530 PALSGR- 518/1, I disconsolate, I bring out of comfort, j

je desconsolate. This terme is nat yet comenly used. Who
hath thus disconsolated hym : giti la ainsi desconsolate ?

j

1601 YARINGTON Two Lament. Traj. n. iii. inBullen O. PI.

IV, Ah, do not so disconsolate your selfe. 1642 SIR T.
STAFFORD in Lismore Papers Ser. n. (1888) V. 84 We are..

disconsolated when report brings vs the contrarie.

Hence Disco'nsolated ///. a.
t
rendered or be-

come disconsolate; Disco'nsolating///. a.

a 1665 J. GOODWIN Filled iv. Spirit (:86;r) 68 Everything
that is of a discouraging and disconsolating nature in or

from the world. 1695 TRYON Dreams fy Vis. vi. 64 What
a disconsolated . . Condition would this be to the soul, a 1768
STERNE Sernt. III. xxv. (R.) A poor disconsolated drooping
creature.

Disconsolately (disk?-ns*n#li), adv.
[f.

DIS-

CONSOLATE a. + -LTf 2
t] in a disconsolate manner ;

without comfort or consolation.

1648 Jos. BEAUMONT Psyche xix. Ixxix. (R.), Psyche here

observ'd a serious maid.. Upon the ground disconsolately
laid, a 17x7 PARNELL Elysium (R.), There at a solemn tide,

the beauties slain . . Through gloomy light . . In orgies, all

disconsolately rove. 1830 J. G. STRUTT Sylva Brit. 98
Formal rows of Pollard Willows standing disconsolately by
the sides of ditches. 1875 FARRAR Seekers i. vi. 75 Peer
about disconsolately amid insulting smiles.

Disco'nsolateness. [f.
as prec. + -NESS.]

The quality or state of being disconsolate or desti-

tute of consolation.
c 1620 DONNE Sernt. cxli. (1848) V. 532 In the night of

disconsolateness, no comfort. 1633 T. ADAMS Exp. 2 Peter
iii. 10 Some shadows of dimness and clouds of disconsolate-

ness have shed themselves upon our souls. 1754 RICHARD-
SON Grandison (1781) I. iv. 15 He bowed to the very ground,
with such an air of disconsolateness ! 1862 GOULBURN
Pers. Relig. 185 The disconsolateness of the dreary twilight,
as the breeze springs with the daybreak.

Disconsolation (disk^ns^l^'Jan). [f. Dis- 9
+ CONSOLATION, after disconsolate. Cf. It. sconso-

latione (Florio).] The condition of being discon-

solate ; want of consolation, disconsolateness.
I593 NASHE Christ's T. (1613) 51 Tuning his owne priuate

disconsolations to the darke gloomy aire. 1612-15 BP. HALL
Contempt, O. 7'. xiv. v, The earth yeelded him nothing but
matter of disconsolation and heavinesse. 1755 CARTE Hist.

Eng. IV. 210 Their doors being shut close . . in a time of

mourning and disconsolation.
i84_p

DICKENS Old C. Shop
(C. D. ed.) 85 They have had their disconsolation pasted up.

t Disconscrlatory, a. Obs. [f. Dis- 10 +
CONSOLATORY ; after disconsolate] The reverse of

consolatory ; tending to make or leave disconsolate.

1654 WARREN Unbelievers 67 Our doctrine is no way dis-

consolatory to the soules of any. 1659 D- PELL Impr. Sea
To Rdr. D ivb, A restless, unquiet, and disconsolatory Sea.

*t* Disco*nsonancy. Obs. [f. next : cf. con-

tenancy.] The quality of being disconsonant ;

want of consonancy or harmony ; incongruity.
1664 FALKLAND Marriage Night 11. i. in Hazl. Dodsley

XV. 125 Madam, there's disconsonancy in the name, me-
thinks. 1680 R. I/ESTRANGE Tulljfs Offices (1681) 72 In
Musical Instruments, let them be never so little out ofTune,
a skilful Ear presently takes Cheque at it : and that's the

Case in the least disconsonancy of Life.

I Disco'nsonant, a. Obs, [f. Dis- 10 +
CONSONANT a] The reverse of consonant ; out

of agreement or harmony ; discordant.

1630 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) Elegy Bp, Andrews Wks. n.

332/1 He shew'd them . . How far from truth they were dis-

consonant. 1634 Gt. Eater Kent 7 Men, being com-

pounded and composed all of one mould and mettle, are

different and disconsonant in estates, conditions, and

qualities. 1674 HICKMAN Qninqiiart. Hist. (ed. 2) 72 Either
disconsonant to Scripture, or injurious to God. 1767 MRS.
S. PENNINGTON Lett, III. 163 A certain arrangement of

really disconsonant sounds. 1806 Med. Jrnl. XV. 407 A
train of operations, disconsonant to general experience.

t Disconso'rt, v. Obs. [f.
Dis- 6 + CONSORT

v, i.] trans. To be out of harmony or at variance

with. Hence DisconsoTted/rt. pple., out of har-

mony, at variance.

1604 T. WRIGHT Passzetts i. ix. 36 Passions disconsorting
nature [are] punished with payne. Ibid. iv. ii. 125 If mens
words or actions be disconsorted, doubtlesse the soule can-
not be well disposed.

Discontent (disk^nte-nO, sd.1 [f. Dis- 9 +
CONTENT sb. t after the vb. and adj. : cf. It. scontento

for discontento discontentment (Florio 1598).]
1. The state or condition of being discontented ;

want of content ; dissatisfaction of mind : the

opposite of content or contentment.
1591 SPENSER M. Hubberd 898 To wast long nights in

pensive discontent. 1594 SHAKS. Rich. ///, 1. 1. i Now is

the Winter of our Discontent Made glorious Summer by
this Son of Yorke. 1647 CLARENDON Hist. Reb. i. (1843)
31/2 The country full of pride, mutiny, and discontent.

1720 GAY Poems (17451 I. 54 Lose not in sullen discontent

DISCONTENTATION.
your peace. 1839 CARLVLE Chartism i. (1858)4 What means
the bitter discontent of the Working Classes ? 1860 TVXDAI.L
Glac. i. i. 2 That feeling of intellectual discontent which ..

Is very useful as a stimulant.

t b. Formerly sometimes in stronger sense :

Displeasure, vexation. Obs.

1605 BACON Adv. Learn, i. vii. 4 (1873) 54 Some inward
discontent at the ingratitude of the times. 1678 WANI.EY
M'ond. Lit. World v. i. 81. 466/2 The Romans abused his

servants, whereupon he departed Rome in great dis-

content.

c. (with//.) A feeling of discontent or dissatis-

faction.

1588 SHAKS. Tit. A. i. i, 443 Dissemble all your griefes
and discontents. 1659 RUSHW. Hist. Coll. I. 662 The dis-

contents of the common people .. were heightened against
the powerful men at Court, a 1745 SWIFT Wks, (1841) II. 37
It would ., either prevent or silence all discontents. 1845
M cCuLLocH Taxation in. i. (1852) 430/1 The means of tra-

ducing the new government, of inflaming popular dis-

contents.

f 2. transf. A cause or occasion of discontent or

dissatisfaction ;
a grievance. (Usually in //.) Obs.

1605 BACON Adv. Leant, i. vii. 9 (1873) 58 The good ad-
ministration of justice . . and the moderation of discontents.
1620 ROWLANDS Night Raven 25 An ill Liuer is my dis-

content.

Disconte'nt, a. and $b2
[f.

Dis- 10 + CON-
TENT a. : cf. obs. F, descontent (Godef.), It. discon-

fen/o (Florio).] A. adj.
1. Not content; unquiet in mind through having

one's desires unsatisfied or thwarted; dissatisfied,

discontented. Const, with, to with inf.

1500-20 Dunbar's Poems (1893) 312 He that wantis ane of
thir thre, Ane luvar glaid may neuir be, Bot ay in sum thing
discontent, a 1555 LATIMER Serin. * Rem. (1845) 237 Ever

giving thanks to their Lord God , . discontent with nothing
that he doth. 1631 JEB. TAYLOR Holy Living (1727) 119 He
. . is discontent and troubled when he fails. 1724 RAMSAY
Tea-t, Misc. (1733) I. 68 Tho' ilka ane be discontent, Awa*
wi' her I'll gae. 1845 M. PATTISON Ess. (1889) I. 25 He . .

withdrew disconcerted and discontent. 1865 KINGLAKE
Crimea II. 418 Moving slowly, and as though discontent
with its fate, the column began to fall back.

1 2. In stronger sense : Displeased, vexed. Obs.

1494 FABYAN Chron. i. v. 12 Lotrinus enamowryd hyrn
selfe vpon a fayre wenche named Estrilde . . wherwith his

wyfe . . beynge sore discontent, excyted her fader and frendes

to make warre vpon.. her husbande. a 1533 FRITH Another
Bk. agst, Rastell (1829) 219 Be not discontent with me if

I ask you one question. 1655 STANLEY Hist. Philos. i. (1701)

53/1 Discontent That such grave Men should on the stage
be brought.

B. sb'A A discontented person or member of a

body, a malcontent. Now rare.

1596 SHAKS. i Hen. /F, v. i. 76 Fickle Changelings, and

poore Discontents. 1653 DOROTHY OSBORNE Lett, to Temple
(1888) 169 You would not have been taken for a discontent.

1693 TEMPLE Introd. Hist, Eng. (Seager) Haying over-

thrown his brother and his army of strangers or discontents.

1872 FREEMAN Gen. Sketch xiii. 2 (1874) 238 There had all

along been religious discontents among particular men. 1887
SIR W. HARCOURT in Scott. Leader 23 Nov. 5 What would
he say to them? . . They are only Celts and Irish Papists,

vulgar discontents, people who would like to have some
voice in the management of their own affairs.

Disconte'nt, v. [f.
Dis- 6 + CONTENT v.:

cf. obs. F. descontent-er, -tant-er (i6th c. in

Godef.).]
1. trans. To deprive of contentment ; to make

unquiet in mind by failing or refusing to satisfy

desire ; to dissatisfy. (Now chiefly in pa. pple. :

see DISCONTENTED.)
1549 COVKRDALE, etc. Erastn. Par, i Cor. xii. 13 Thou. .

that..discontenteste thy selfe, because of the counterfaycte

glorye of hym, of whom thou haste receyued baptisme.

1591 UNTON Corr. (Roxb.) 100 The French manner of in-

camping dothe discontente me moste. 1623 HEXHAM Tongiic-
Coinbat 22 All these pressures were vpon purpose cast vpon
the people to discontent them. 1666 PEPYS Diary (1879)
VI. 21 So fearful I am of discontenting my wife. 1794 G.
WASHINGTON Lett. Writ. 1891 XII. 451 Attempts to dis-

content the public mind. 1887 Pall MallG. 23 Mar. 4/1

The Ameer, .is discontenting his troops by paying them in

provisions instead of in cash.

f 2. In stronger sense : To displease, vex. Obs.

or arch. (See also DISCONTENTED 2.)

1494 [see DISCONTENTED a], 1530 PALSGR. 518/1, I dis-

content, I displease, je mescontente. I have served you well

all my lyfe,
and never discontented you by my good wyll.

1632 J. HAYWARD tr. Biondis Eromena 118 Which as much
contented the people, as it madded and discontented my hus-

band. 1878 SIMPSON Sch. Shaks. I. 75 The Queen used to

beat Secretary Cecil about the ears when he discontented her.

t Discontenta'tion. Obs. [f. DISCONTENT

v.j after CONTENTATION.]
1. Dissatisfaction ; displeasure ;

= DISCONTENT

j.i, DISCONTENTMENT.
1528-9 HENRY VIII in Fiddes Wolscy n. (1726) 145 Being

informed, to our no little marvell and discontentation [etc.].

1580 SIDNEY Arcadia n. (1622) 215 Rather then my ease

discontentation Should breed to her, let me for aye detected

be From any ioy, which might her griefe occasion.
_

1611

the queen's majesty.
2. transf. Something that causes discontent; a

grievance; = DISCONTENT sbl 2.

1585 PARSONS Chr, Exerc. n. iii. 291 Who can number the

hurtes and discontentations, that dailie Ensue vppon vs,

from our neighbours?



DISCONTENTED.

Disconte-nted, ///. a.
[(. prec. v. + -ED 1.]

1. Deprived or devoid of contentment; dissatis-

fied, unquiet in mind
; marked by or showing dis

content ;
= DISCONTENT a. i .

1548 HALL Chran., Jim. I
', (an. 5) 55 b, Surely there was no

creature whiche with that war was either discontented or
displeased. 1595 SHAKS. Jain, v. i. 8 Our discontented
Counties doe rauolt. 1672 Essex Papers (Camden) loTher
are Thousands of Discontented People in Ireland who may
he apt to Rise. 1715 POPE Oilyss. xi. 320 Sullen and sow'r
with discontented mien. 1783 WATSON Philip III, \\. (1839)
89 The tfoops, discontented with his treatment of them ..
refused to obey. 1855 MACAULAY Ilitt. Enr. IV. 519 The
discontented gentry of Cheshire and Lancashire.

t2. Displeased, vexed. 06s.

1494 FADVAN Chron. \. Ixxvi. 55 With which answere the
Roraaynes beynge sore discontented, made newe warre
vpon y sayd Sicambris. 1568 GRAFTON Citron. II. 142
tor the which presumption the king was grievously dis-
contented against the Citie. 1656 STANLEY Hist. Philos.
v. (17011 169/1 Plato discontented hereat . . [said] he could
not stay, Dion being used so ignominiously.

Discontentedly, adv.
[f. prec. + -LYZ.]

In a discontented manner ; with discontent.
1588 THOMAS l.at. Diet. (1606), Molestl, grievously, dis-

contentedly, painefully. 1599 llroughton's Lett. 47 Vnlesse
they bee . . discontentedly malicious, or schismatically fac-
tious. 1647 TRAPP Comni. Rom. vii. 24 We must discon-
tentedly be contented to be exercised with sin while we
are here. 1838 DICKENS fficli. Nick, xvi,

'

They may begin,
my dear', replied the collector discontentedly.

Discoiite-ateduess. [f. as prec. + -NESS.]
The quality or condition of being discontented ;

discontent, dissatisfaction.

"597 DANIEL Civ. Wars vm. iii, For those high purposesHe had conceived in discontentedness. 1653 MANTON Exp.
James iii. 14 Envy . . is Discontentedness at another man's
good and prosperous estate. 17*4 Mem. G. Psalmanazar
100 What added still more to my discontentedness was,
that [etc.]. 1881 MASSON Carlyle in Macm. Mag. XLV. 150A soul, .whose cardinal

peculiarity should be despondency,
discontentedness, and sense of pain.

t Disconte ntee -
. Obs. rare- 1

,
[f. DISCON-

TENT v. or a. + -EE.] A discontented person ; a
malcontent.
a 1734 NORTH Exam. (1740) 55 The Priests .. traded much
m Conventicles, and among the Discontentees.

Discontentfnl, a. arch. [f. DISCONTENT sb.

+ -FUL.] Full of discontent
; fraught with or ex-

pressing discontent.

1615 Trade's Incr. in Harl. Misc. (Malh.) III. 314 All
the more discontentful. i6aa W. WHATELEY Goifs Hush.
ii. 118 At last ..the smallest imperfections are more dis-

contentfull, and breed more anguish, then at first the
greatest did. a 1677 BARROW Serm. (1686) III. xxiv. 277
Discontentfull murmurings.

Discontenting, vbl. sb. [f. DISCONTENT v.

+ -INO i.] The action of the verb DISCONTENT.
(In quot. 1633, the cherishing or exhibition of dis-
content : cf. next, sense 2.)

'494 FABYAN Chron. vi. clix. 149 Withoute consent or
knowlege of. . Lewes, and some deate to the discontentyng
of his mynde. 1593 T. WATSON Tears ofFancie v. Poems
(Arb.) 181 Then Cupid . . Vnto his mother vowd my dis-

contenting. 1633 P. FLETCHER Elisn n. xi. Poet. Misc. 120
Religion blames impatient discontenting.

Discontenting, ///. a.
[f. as prec. +

-ING
-'.]

1. That discontents
; causing discontent ; f dis-

pleasing, unpleasant (obs.} ; dissatisfying.
1586 A. DAY Eng. Secretary n. (1625) 25 That . . whi

whose mindes cannot bee sociable. 1835 CARLYLE Schiller
II. (1845) 55 Literature is apt to form a dangerous and dis-

contenting occupation.

1 2. Feeling or showing discontent. Obs.
1605 Play Stncley 2050 in Simpson Sea. Sfa&s. (1878) I.

240 Leave such discontenting speech. 1611 SHAKS wint.
T. iv.

iy. 543 And with my best endeauours . . Your dis-

contenting Father striuc to qualine. 1613 F. ROBARTS Rrvru.
Gospel 115 That .. not one sower looke, not one discontent-
ing gesture be observed.

t Discontentive, a. Obs. [f. DISCONTENT
v. + -IVE; after CONTENTIVE.] a. Feeling or

showing discontent ; inclined to discontent, b.

Causing or tending to discontent
; unsatisfactory.

1607 BRETON Murmerer, To conceive one discontentive
thought of his Majestic. 1618 BOLTON flams iv. ii. 286
Tho fight was . . doubtful] for a long time, and disconten-
tive. 1627-47 _FKLTHAM Resolves n. xcviii. 444 Pride is
ever discontentive.

Discontentment, [f. DISCONTENT v. (or a.)
+ -MENT, after CONTENTMENT. Cf. obs. F. dcscon-
Ifiitcmcnt (1553 in Godef.).]
1. The action or fact of discontenting (rare} ; the

fact or condition of being discontented ; dissatis-
faction

;
= DISCONTENT ^.i i.

1579 FF.NTON Guiccianl. (16181 325 It seemed his discon-
tentment proceeded chiefly of feare. 1580 Proscr. afst.
Ir. Orange in Plimix (1721) I. 433 There did . . appear I

some Discontentment of our said Subjects, 1601 HOLLAND
I'Jniy II. 457 Seeing what trouble and discontentment was
risen hereupon throughout the city. 16456?. HALL Reint,!.
Discontents 71 Discontentment is a mixture of anger, and
of grief. ITM STRVPE Stmfs Surv. (1754) II. v. xi. 204/2 !

t' mdmg a general Exclamation and Discontentment against
patents of privilene. 1815 CARI.VLK Schiller I. (1845) 12 His
discontentment devoured him internally.
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t b. Displeasure, vexation
;
- DISCONTENT *M

i b. Obs.

1588 R. PARKE tr. Mcni/osa's Hist. China 242 The newe
baptised .. wept bitterly, with discontentment to see how
[etc.], 1600 HOLLAND Layxamn. liii. 1017 With words of
indignation, testifying his discontentment for this course and
manner of proceeding, a 1639 W. WHATELEY Prototypes

i
I. xvi. (1640) 159 So transported with discontentment again-,!
a parent for some sharpenesse, as even to hate him. 1659
II. HARRIS ParivaTs Iron Age 221 This War . . expired . .

1648 to the . . great discontentment of the French, who had
much reason to be angry at Ithe peace].

c. with //. A feeling or instance of discontent-
ment or dissatisfaction ;

= DISCONTENT st>. 1 I c.

594 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. I. iv, No shadow of matter for
teares, discontentments, grkfes, and vncomfortable pas-
sions, a 1649 DRUMM. OF HAWTH. //at. Scot. (1655) 46 He
nourished discontentments in all parts. 1714 T. RICHERS
Hist. R. Geneal, Spain 156 The Discontentments which
. .subsisted between Berengaria and the House of Lara.

1 2. trans/. A cause or occasion of discontent-
ment ; a grievance ;

= DISCONTENT j^. 1 2. Obs.

discontentments^ is either not to see them, or convert them
to a dimpling mirth.

t Disconti'gue, a. Sc. Oh. [f. Dis- 10 +
CONTIGUE.] = DISCONTIGUOPH.
1538 in Balfour Practicks (1754) 175 (Jam.) Landis lyand

discontigue fra uther landis. 1609 SKF.NE Reg. Maj. Forme
of Proces 125 Gif the lands lyes within sundrie Schiref-
domes. .or gif they ly in any ane of them, discontigue.

Discontign'ity. [f. Dis- 9 + CONTIGUITY.]
The quality of being discontiguous ; discontinuity
or isolation of parts.

^1676 H. MORE Remarks 60 A Discontinuity or Discon-

tiiuity
of matter. Ibid. 140 Not because there is any more

fear then of discontiguity or a vacuum.

Discontiguous, a. St. [f. Dis- 10 + CON-
TIGUOUS.] Not contiguous, not in contact; con-

sisting of parts not in contact.

179* Statist. Ace. Scat. VI. 222 Tarland is one of the
most disjoined and discontiguous parishes in Scotland.
1793 J. MILL Dia'y (1889) 163 Parcelled out in discontigu-
ous plots. 1861 W. BELL Diet. Law Scot. s. v. Dispensa-
tion, Where heritable subjects lay locally discontiguous . .

a clause of dispensation was sometimes inserted. Mod.
Cromarty is the typical example of a discontiguous shire.

Discontinuable, a. rare-", [f. DISCON-
TINUE v. + -ABLE.] Capable of being discontinued.
1846 in WORCESTER.

t Discontinual, a. Obs. Also 5 dys-, -tyn-,
elle.

[f.
Dis- 10 + CONTINUAL.]

1. = DISCONTINUOUS.
1398 TREVISA Barlh. De P. R. vn. xxxvi. (1495) 251 The

cause and the solucion of all rootyd feuers is knowe in

generall whether thei ben contynuall or dyscontynuall.
c 1430 Art Namlirynge (E. E. T. S.) 13 Of progressioun one
is naturelle or contynuelle, bat ober broken and discon-

tynuelle. 1611 FLORIO, Discontinue, discontinuall.

b. Math. Said olproportion : = DISCONTINUED.
1557 RECORDE Wlietst. Cij b, When I saie thus: as 5. is

to 15. so 6. is to 18. Here is a triple proportion, but not
continualle .. And therefore it is called a proportion dis-
continualle. 15^0 BILLISCSLEY Euclid v. def. vii. 131
Proportionalitie, is of two sortes ; the one is continual!, the
other is discontinuall. 1706 in PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey).

Discontinuance clisk
(toti-niians). Also 4-5

dys-, -tyn-, 4-6 -aunce. [a. AF. discontinuance,
f. F. disconlinuer to DISCONTINUE : see -ANCE.]
1. The action of discontinuing or breaking off;

interruption (temporary or permanent) of continu-
ance ; cessation

; intermission.

1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. vui. xxviii. (1495) 341
Shynynge comyth of lyght wythout mynisshynge of lyght
and . . wythout dyscontynuaunce therof. 1489 CAXTON
Faytes ofA . i. viii. 20 The romayns in lyke wyse . . lefte on
a tyme thexcercyte of armes, whiche by theyr discontynu-
aunce they were by hanybal .. desconfyted. 1598 BARRET
Theor. Warres^ HI. i. 31 My fiue or six yeares discontinu-
ance from action. 1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mar. 651
And not suffer the auncient custome . . by use and discon-
tinuance to be utterly neglected. 17*6 LEONI Albertis
Arc/tit. II. 105/1 At the distance of every hundred foot the
line is broken off by a kind of transverse step, which makes
a discontinuance in the layer. 1809 WELLINGTON in Gurw.
Desp. IV. 455 The cause of the discontinuance ofthe works
at Lisbon. 1875 Lyelts Princ. Geal. II. in. xl. 402 A large
proportion of them would perish with the discontinuance
of agriculture. 1886 WILI.IS & CLARK Cambridge II. 307
The discontinuance of an external stringcourse.

t b. Solution of continuity, want of cohesion of

parts; disruption. Obs.
16*6 BACON Sylva g 24 If there bee no Remedy, then they

[stillicides of water] cast themselues into round Drops ;

Which is the Figure that saueth the Body most from Dis-
continuance.

t c. Math. Of proportion : The condition of

being discontinued or not continued. Obs.

1570 BH.LINGSLEY Euclid'v. def. vii, 131 By reason of the
discontinuaunce of the proportions in this proportion-
alitie.

t 2. A (temporary) ceasing to dwell or be present
in a place ; absence. Obs.

1604 R. CAWDREY Table Alph.. Discontinuance, absence.
1633 HEYWOOD /:. Trav. ill. Wks. 1874 IV. 59 Hee writes
ruee heere, That at my discontinuance nee's much grieu'd.
a 1635 NAUNTON Fragm. Kfg. (Arb.) 42 They quote him
for a

person
. . of too often recesses, and discontinuance

from the Queens presence. 1677 S. HEKNB Dams Car-

DISCONTINUE
tliusiana 188 Their time of discontinuance is usually
excepted in the Certificate.

I 3. Law. In the old law of real property : An
interruption or breaking off of a right of posses-
sion, or right of entry, consequent upon a wrongful
alienation by the tenant in possession for a larger
estate than he was entitled to. Obs.
This could regularly happen only in the case of a feoff-

ment to a stranger by a tenant in tail in possession. The
heir in tail had then no right to enter upon the land and
turn out the intruder, but had to resort to the expensive
course of asserting his title by process of law (SlR F. POL-
LOCK Land Laws (ed. 21 80).

[1304 J 'ear-bh 32-3 Kdw. /. 255 (Godef.) L'estatut ne fet
mye mencioun de contmuaunce ne de discontinuaunce.]
1494 Act it Hen. I'll, c. 20 All such Recoveries, Discon-
tinuances, Alienations . .be utterly void. 1574 tr. Littleton's
feaares 115 a. 1598 KITCHIN Courts l.eet (1675) 308AGrant without Livery doth not make a discontinuance.
1768 BLACKSTONE Comtn. III. 171 The injury of discontinu-
ance. 1891 H. W. CHALLIS Law Real Prop. (ed. 2) 79A discontinuance . . was the result of certain assurances
which, by the common law, had a tortious operation,
whereby, under certain circumstances, one person might
wrongfully destroy the estate of another ; or rather, inter-

rupt
and break off the right of possession, or right of entry,

subsisting under that estate, without any assent or laihes
on the other's part . . The word discontinuance properly
denotes this

turning ofan estate to a right ofaction.
4. Law. The interruption of a suit, or its dis-

missal, by reason of the plaintiff's omission of
formalities necessary to keep it pending.
1540 Act 32 Hen. VIII, c 30. i Any miscontinuance

or discontinuance or misconueiyng of process. 1607-7*
COWKLL s. v., The effect of Discontinuance of Plea or
Process, when the instant is lost, and may not be regained,
but by a new Writ to begin the Suit a fresh. 1613 SIR
H. FINCH Law (1636) 431 If the Plaintife do nothing, it is

called a discontinuance : if any errour bee in the continu-

ing, as by awarding a Capias where a distresse should bee,
it is called a miscontinuance. 1638 SANDERSON Serm. II.
102 The devil . . is an unwearied sollicitor. and will not lose
his claim by discontinuance. 1884 Law Times Rep. 10 May
322'! What the

plaintiff has done amounts to a discon-
tinuance of his original action.

t Discontinuate, ///. a Obs. [ad. med.L.
discontimult-ns, pa. pple. of discontinuare to DIS-
CONTINUE: see-ATE.] Discontinued, discontinuous.
So Disconti-miated ///. a.

1615 N. CARPENTER Geog. Del. i. ii. 1 1635) 24 Continuate
and diuisible things cannot bee made out of such things as
are meerely discontinuate and indiuisible. 1641 WILKINS
Mercury vi. (1707) 26 Placing [the words] .. in four Lines,
and after any discontinuate Order. 1666 G. HARVEY Mori*.
Angl. viii. 70 A Diser.se of discontinuated Unity.

Discontinuation (diskpntioilw|/t-/9n). [a. F.
discontinuation (i4th c. in Littre), ad. med.L. dis-

continuation-em, n. of action f. discontinnare to
DISCONTINUE : cf. CONTINUATION.] 1. The action
of discontinuing, a. = DISCONTINUANCE i.

1611 COTGR., Discontinuation, a discontinuation or dis-

continuing. 1649 Alcoran 185 The righteous shall enjoy
eternally the delight of Paradise without discontinuation.

1736 ENTICK Proposals Chaucer's Wks. i Gentlemen need
not fear to be imposed upon by a Discontinuation of this
Work. 1861 T. A. TROLLOPE Marietta I. ii. 25 The dis-
continuation of the houses. 1880 Contemp. Ret'. July 164
No one ever dreams of the discontinuation of the race.

b. Solution of continuity ;
= DISCONTINUANCE I b.

/II727 NEWTON (J.), Upon any discontinuation of parts,
made either by bubbles or by shaking the glass, the whole
mercury falls.

2. concr. A breach or interruption of continuity.
1718 MORGAN Algiers I. vi. 188 Pumps [shoes) in very bad

order at the Sides, with some discontinuations m the Upper
Leathers.

fS. = DISCONTINUANCE 3. Obs. (? error).
17*1 BAILEY, Discontinuation [of Possession].

Discontinue (diskj!nti-ni),K. Also 5-6 -tyn-,
-ew. [a. F. discontinue-r (i4th c. in I.ittre'), ad.
med.L. discontinua-re, f. Dis- 4 + continvare to

CONTINUE.] I. trans.

1. To cause to cease
; to cease from (an action

or habit) ; to break off, put a stop to, give up.
1479 in Eng.Gilds (1870) 414 King Edwarde the thirddc..

exemptid the saide maires, and discontynewed theym, to
feche their saide charges at the castell yate of the foresaide
Constable. 1553 Act i Mary 3rd Sess. c. 7. S i Many good
Clothiers . . have been enforced to leave off and clearly
discontinue their Cloth-making. 1633 EARL MANCH. At
Mondo (1636) 95 It doth not disanulf/but discontinue life.

i<9 LLTTRELL Brief Rel. (1857! II. 589 The queen hath
been pleased to order that the monthly fast should for the

present be discontinued. 1736 Atlr. Capt. R. Boyle 140
[He) begg'd that he would discontinue his Visits. 1796
MORSE Amer. Geog. II. 33 They never discontinue their
work on account of the darkness. 1893 La:v Time* XCV.
5/2 Persons who had been customers discontinued their

custom.

b. ellipt. To cease to take or receive, give or

pay ; to give up, leave off.

Mod. I shall discontinue the newspaper at the end of the

year. He has discontinued his subscription to the Society.

1 2. To cease to frequent, occupy, or inhabit.

14. . Mann, if Honsth. Exp. 555 Mowe I be ryte well . .

loged here, jete I wol nat desskontenew that kontery. bote
some tyme ther and some tyme here as serial plese me beste.

1596 SHAKS. Merch. V. m. iv. 75 Men shall sweare I haue
discontinued schoole Aboue a twelue moneth. 1599
J///<7( Ado v. t. 192, I must discontinue your companie.
1645 EVELYN Mem. (1857) I. 166 A great city, .now discon-

tinued and demolished by the frequent earthquakes.
54*



DISCONTINUE.

3. Law. a. To dismiss or abandon (a suit, etc.).

1487 Act 3 Hen. VII, c. 10 Yf. .the seid writte of errour

be discontynued in defaute of the partie. 1589 Act yiElin.
c. i. 1607-7* COWELL s. v. Discontinuance, To be discon-

tinued, and to be put sine die
t
is all one, and nothing else

but to be dismissed finally the Court. 1704 LUTTRELL Bri<'f
Kef. (1857) V. 501 Yesterday the lords adjourned . . having
first discontinued the writt of error brought by Dr. Watson
. .he having not assign'd errors in due time. 1848 WHARTON
Laiv Lex. s. v. Discontinuance^ A rule to discontinue is

obtained by a plaintiff when he finds that he has miscon-
ceived his action. 1891 Law T^MMfXC 473/1 After delivery
of defence the plaintiff discontinued his action.

t b. To alien land in such a manner as operates
to the ( discontinuance

'

of the heir in tail. Obs.

1495 Act ii Hen.VIl, c. 60 Preamb.,The seid John Mayne
in his lyf discontinued dyvers londes and tenementis whiche
were intailed to him and to his Auncestres. ig74tr. Little-

fan's Tenures 32 b, The continuance of the tenancye in the

tenaunte and in his bloode by the alyenacion is discontinued.
a 1626 BACON Max. <y Uses Com. Law ix. (1636) 37 If tenant
in taile discontinue, and the discontinuee make a lease for

life. 1818 CRUISE Digest (ed. 2) V. 255 A fine is one of those

assurances by which an estate tail may be discontinued.

f4. To break the continuity of; to interrupt,

disrupt, sunder. Obs.

15*9 MORE Comf. agst. Trib. i. Wks. 1154/1 A man hathe

greate cause of feare and heauines that continueth alway
stil in welth, discontinued wyth no tribulation. 1660 BOYLE
NewExfi. Phys. Meek. xxxvii.3io By heating a lump of Crys-
tal, .and quenching it in. .Water, it would be discontinu'd by
. .a multitude of Cracks. 1673 RAY Jonrn. Ltnu C. 149 This
bank of Earth . . is discontinued by seven . . breaks or aper-
tures., by which the Lagune communicate with the gulf.

1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. 814 Solid bodies . . being once

discontinued, are not easily consolidated together again.

1717-51 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Disease, The bones, and flesh

. . may be . . discontinued by fractures, and contusions.

IL intrans.

5. To cease to continue ; to cease, stop.
I5JJ5 EDEN Decades 33 Leaste theyre handes shulde dis-

continewe from sheadinge of bludde. 1568 9 Act n Eliz.

(in Bolton Stat. Irel. (1621) 318) The Neyles and other
of the Irishrle. .tooke opportunitie to withdraw from their

duetie of allegeance . .and so discontinued uncontrolled untill

the foure and thirtieth yeare of . . King Henry the eight.

1580 BARET A Iv. D 792 To discontinue a while from labour.

t b. To be cut off or severed from ;
to cease to

reside ; to be absent. Obs.
1611 BIBLE Jer. xvii. 4 And thou, euen thyselfe, shall dis-

continue from thine heritage that I gaue thee. 1677 S.

HERNE Damns Cartknsiana 188 They have liberty., to

discontinue two months in a year.

t 0. To cease to be continuous ; to become dis-

rupted. Obs.
1626 BACON Sylva 24 Stillicides of Water . . will Draw

themselues into a small thread, because they will not discon-
tinue.

Discontinued (disk^nti*niwd), ppla. [f.prec.
vb. -t- -ED 1

.] Broken off, interrupted, stopped;
made not continuous in time or space.
Discontinued proportion : see quot. 1827, and cf. CON-

TINUED 4 a.

1561 T. NORTON Calvin's hist. 1. 16 He deceiued silly men,
and hath oft tymes vsed discontinued phrases, that vnder
such visor he might hide his deceites. 1599 HAKLUYT yoy.
II. i. 137 (R.) By renewing of the foresayd discontinued
trade. 1624 N. DE ~L\WK\.r.J)iiMonlin'sLogick\^ Number
may be counted by it selfe . . but continued quantitie cannot
be measured but by the helpe of the discontinued quantity.

1728 PEMBERTON Newton's Philos. 155 This is the case of
discontinued fluids. 1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa. (\%\\) VII.

302 I'll see if the air, and a discontinued attention will help
me. 1827 HUTTON Course Math. 1. 1 13 When the difference
or ratio of the consequent of one couplet, and the antece-
dent of the next couplet, is not the same as the common dif-

ference or ratio of the couplets, the proportion is discon-
tinued. So 4, 2, 8, 6, are in discontinued arithmetical pro-
portion.

Hence Discontl-nuedness, the quality of being
discontinued

; interruptedness.
1727 in BAILEY vol. II.

Discontinuee (diskpnti:ni,r-). In 6 -tinue.

[f. DISCONTINUE v. +-EE : corresp. in form to F.
discontinue pa. pple.] One to whom an estate is

aliened to the * discontinuance* of the heir in tail.

1574 tr. Littleton's Tenures 121 a, If the tenaunte in the
taile discontinue the taile, and after he disseiseth his discon-
tinue, a 1626 BACON Ma.r. fy Uses Com. Law ix. (1636) 35
The Feme

t

takes another husband, who takes a feoffement
from the discontinuee to him and his wife. 1642 PERKINS
Prof. Bk. v. 307. 171 If the issue in taile doth disseise the
discontinuee of his Father of the land entailed. 1818 CRUISE
Digest V. 186 He afterwards disseised the discontinuee.

Disconti'nuer. [f. DISCONTINUE v. + -EH i.]
One who discontinues. + b. esp. One who discon-
tinues his residence or attendance ; an absentee.
a 1613 OVERBURY Characters, Puritans Wks. (1856) So He

ever prayes against non residents, but is himselfe the
greatest discontinuer, for he never keepes near his text. 1639
in Laud's Rem. II. 174 (T.) The new statutes at Oxford
permit none but those who . . reside there to take degrees. .

so that many discontinuers cannot in so short a time proceed
as formerly. 1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. n. iii. 16 He was no
.. Discontinuer from his Convent, for a long time. 1655
/fist. Camb. 166 M. Bernard, a Discontinuer, and Lecturer
of S. Sepulchers in London.

Discontrnuing, vbl. sb. [f.
as prec. + -ING 1.]

The action of the verb DISCONTINUE
; cessation,

interruption,
i6n COTGR., Discontinuation, a discontinuation, or discon-

tinuing. 1653 H. COGAN tr. Pinto's Trav. Ivii. (1663) 224
All these pilgrims, which,. are all the year long without dis-

426

continuing, a 1715 BURNET Own Times (R.), There were

so many discontmuings, and so many new undertakings.

t Discontrmiingly, adv. Obs. rare. [f.
dis-

continuing pr. pple. + -LY ^.] In a discontinuing

manner
;
without continuance.

1611 COTGR., Discoutinufmenfj discontinuingly, intermis-

siuely, by stops, with interruptions.

Discontinuity (disk^ntinifHti). [f. med.L.

type *discontimtitaS) i. discontinuous : see next and

-ITY. Cf. . discontinuity (1775 in Hatz.-Darm.).]
The quality or state of being discontinuous;

want or failure of continuity or uninterrupted

sequence ; interrupted condition.

1570 DEE MaUi. Pref. 35 They will not be extended, to

discontinuitie. 1626 BACON Syl-va 846 The Second is the

Stronger or Weaker Appetite, in Bodies, to Continuitie, and
to flie Discontinuitie. 1753 CHEYNE Eng. Malady i. x. 4

(1734) 97 Nature seems only to have provided proper Juices
to fill up the Discontinuity [in wounds]. 1874 L. STEPHEN
Hours in Library (1892) I. ix. 329 He passes from one con-

ception to the other without the smallest consciousness of

any discontinuity. 1893 J. PULSFORD Loyalty to Christ II.

377 We are at the foot of the ladder, and they at the top ;

but they know there is no discontinuity between lowest and

highest.

b. with a and pi. A break or gap in a structure.

1794 SULLIVAN View Nat* II. 413 The spots_ may also be

. . temporary holes, or discontinuities In the luminous meteor,

1835 K. H. FROUDE Rem. (1838) I. 408, I see such jumps and
discontinuities as make me despair of ever being intelligible.

C. spec, in Math, said of a function or its varia-

tion : see DISCONTINUOUS.

Disconti'iiuo:r. Law. [f. DISCONTINUE v. +

-OB.] The tenant in tail whose alienation of an

estate has caused a discontinuance.

1768 BLACKSTONEC~V;W. III. i78Thelaw will not suppose
the discontinuor to have aliened the estate without power so

to do, and therefore leaves the heir in tail to his action at

law, and permits not his entry to be lawful.

Discontinuous (disk^nti'ni|3s), a. [f.
med.

L. discontinu-us (in K. discontiwt), f. Dis- 4 +
(ontimtus : see CONTINUOUS.] (Not in Johnson.)

fl. Producing discontinuity; breaking continuity
between parts; gaping. Obs.

1667 MILTON P. L. vr. 329 So sore The griding sword with
discontinuous wound Pass d through him. 1703 J. PHILIPS

SplendidShilling (T.*, A horrid chasm, disclos'd with orifice

Wide, discontinuous.

2. Not continuous in spnce or time; characterized

by want of continuity ; having interstices or breaks ;

interrupted, intermittent.

1718 ROWE tr. Lncan in. 755 (Seager) Towers, engines, all

come thundering to the ground : Wide spread the discon-

tinuous ruins lie. 1750 tr. Leonardns* Mirr. Stones 32 In
which case the stones would be discontinuous and appear
like little stones. 18331 Nat. Philos.^ Electro-Magnet, xi.

176 (Useful KnowI.Soc.) When the conductors are imper-
fect, the currents are discontinuous. 1880 A. R. WALLACE
Isl. Life 13 This is one of the best cases . . of the discon-

tinuous distribution of a species. 1883 SIR J. W. CHITTY in

Law Rep, a6Ch.Div. 442 A right of way. .is a discontinuous

easement, because a man is not always walking in and out
of his front door.

3. Math. Diseontimioitsfunction : one that varies

discontinuously, and whose differential coefficient

may therefore become infinite : opp. to continuous

function (see CONTINUOHS 3).

1837 BABBAGE Bridge. Treat, iii. 59 ofe, Every law so

imagined might be interrupted by any discontinuous func-
tion. 1845 CAYLEV Inverse Elliptic Fund., Analytically
discontinuous. 1881 MAXWELL Electr. fy Magn. I. 8 The
first derivatives of a continuous function may be discontin-

uous. 1885 WATSON & BURBURY Math. Th. Electr. fy Magn.
I. 50 If p, the density of matter, be finite in any portion of

space, the first differential coefficients of V cannot be dis-

continuous in that portion of space.

Discontrnuously, adv. [f. prec. + -LY 2.]

In a discontinuous manner
; without continuity.

1836 DE MORGAN Diff". # Integr. Calculus 6z6Those [series]
which can become divergent, or as near divergency as we
please, never are discontinuously connected with different

functions ; that is, never represent one function for a value
of x between one pair of limits, and another for values be-

tween another pair. 1874 LEWES Probl. Life <$ Mind I. 177
All the phenomena constituting the external reality to us
are presented discontinuously. 1881 SPOTTISWOODE in Nature
No. 624. 570 The effect of this is to discharge the electricity

discontinuously.

Discoiiti'iiuousiiess. [f.
as prec. + -NESS.]

A discontinuous condition ;
want of continuity.

1865 GROTE Plato I. ii. 97 The advocates of absolute

plurality and discontinuousness. 1885 H. DRUMMOND.MZ/.
Law in Spir. W. (ed. 2) 43 Is not this another instance of
the discontinuousness of Law ?

Disconve'nience, sb. Obs. exc. dial. [ad.
L. disconvenientia (Tertull. c 200) ,

f. disconvenient-

em : see DISCONVENIENT and -ENCE. Cf. F. dis-

convenance, Pr. and Sp. dis- t desconveniencia.']

t 1. Want of agreement or correspondence ; in-

congruity, inconsistency. (The opposite of CON-
VENIENCE sb. i.) Obs.

_ 1430 LYDC. Min. Poems (1844) 82 Where mesure faileth
isdisconuenience. <ri6i9FoTHERBY^4M^;w. 11. iii. 2(1622)
213 A necessary disconuenience, where any thing is allowed
to bee cause of it selfe. 1656 HOBBES Liberty, etc. (1841) 87
Fear ariseth many times out of natural antipathies, but in
these disconveniences of nature deliberation hath no place
at all. 1660

_R. COKE Justice Vind. 39 The dictate of right
reason, shewing to any action, from its convenience or dis-

DISCORD.

convenience with Rational nature, that there is in it a Moral

turpitude or a Moral necessity.

f2. Unfitness, unsuitableness, impropriety. (The

opposite of CONVENIENCE sb. 4.) Obs.

14.. LYDG. Secrees 953 Ther is a maneer disconvenience

In Re publica is hoolde vicious, A kyng to pleyne vpon In-

digence, Outhir in desirs to been Avaricious. 1598 FLORIO

Sconuenenotczza, disconuenience, vnseemelines.

3. Inconvenience, incommodity, disadvantage ;

(with //.) something inconvenient, an inconveni-

ence. (The opposite of CONVENIENCE sb. 5-7.)
Cbs. exc. dial.

1553 G RIMALDECttvrwVt^foj Pref. to Rdr.,Tosuch sortes

of annoyaunce and disconuenience light and moderation is

brought by morall doctrine. 1566 PAINTER Pal. Pleas, i.

183 What tormeutes be in love, what travailes in pursute . .

what disconveniences. 1615 J. STEPHENS Sntyr. Ess. 202
Hee. .lookes to the disconveniences, not the commodity, hee

fetts
by possession. 1645 QUARLES Sol. Recant. H. 65 What

arm, what disconvenience lies In being foole? what vant-

age to be wise? 1825-80 JAMIESON, Disconvenience
>
incon-

venience. Aberd.

Biscoiive'iiieiice, v. dial. [f. prec. : cf.

CONVENIENCE
z>.]

trans. To put to inconvenience ;

to inconvenience.

1825-80 JAMIESON, Discon-venience^ to put to inconvenience.

[AitHJ*} 1894 CROCKETT Raiders xviii. 159 Sand had no
cloak, .yet he did not appear in the least disconvenienced.

i Discouve'iiieiicy. Obs. [f.
^.disconveni-

entia; see DISCONVENIENCE and -ENCY.] Thequality
of being disconvenient ;

= DISCONVENIENCE sb.

1621 BP. MOUNTAGU Diatribes 42 The disconueniency or

inconueniency of the duty commanded. 1640 BP. REYNOLDS
Passions 39 The natural conveniency or disconvemency
which it beareth to the faculty. 1650 T. VAUGHAN Anima
Magica 7 None but God . . foresaw the Conveniences and
Disconveniencies of his Creatures.

Disconve'nient, a. Obs. exc. dial. [ad. L.

di$convenient-em t pr. pple. of disconveriire to dis-

agree, be inharmonious or inconsistent, f. DiS- 4 r

convenire to agree, suit : see CONVENIENT.]
f 1. Not in accordance (witk) t

not consonant (to),

incongruous ; unsuitable, inappropriate. (The op-

posite of CONVENIENT 1-4.) Obs.

i398TREVisA.5rtrM. DeP. R. ix. xv. (1495)356 That tyme
is moost dysconuenyent and vnacordynge to mexlycyne.
1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 49 To chose that is con-

uenyent for our nature, and to eschewe & flee all that is dis-

conuenient to the same. 1660 R. COKE Justice Vind. 39
Actions convenient or disconvenient with Rational nature.

2. Inconvenient, disadvantageous. (The opposite
of CONVENIENT 6.) Obs. exc. dial.

c 1450 tr. De Imitations in. liv, Suche binges as semejj to

the disconuenient & lest profitable. 1538 STARKEY England
1

i. iv. 140 Such pryuylege at the fyrst begynnyng of the
Church . . were veray expedyent . . no les then they be now
dysconuenyent. 1632 J. HAYWARD tr. Biondi's Eromena
132 To continue as I am, is for many respects discon-
venient unto me. 1825-80 JAMIESON, Disconvenient, incon-

venient. \Aberd^\

Disconventicle: seeDis-yb.
Discophoran (disk^-foran), a. and sb. ZooL

[f. mod.L. Diseophora^ pi. neut. of discophorus, a.

Gr. 8ro0opos bearing the discus
(f.

StWos- discus,
-f ~tf>opo$ bearing), taken in sense *

bearing a disk'.]
A. adj. 1. Belonging to the subclass Diseophora.

of Hydrozoa, comprising the jelly-fishes. 2. Be-

longing to the order Diseophora of suctorial worms,
synonymous with Hirudinea or leeches.

B. sb. One of the Diseophora (in either sense).
Also Discophore (di"sk0foj).
1878 BELL Gegenbanr's Comf. Anat. 98 Forms .. closely

allied to the larva; of the Diseophora.

Discophorous (diskfrf6ras),a. Zool. [f.rnod.
L. discophor-us (a. Or. 5t(To<upoy : see prec.).]
1. Having an umbrellar disk, as a jelly-fish : see

prec. A. i. 2. Having a sucking-disk, as a leech :

see prec. A. a. 3. Of or pertaining to the Diseo-

phora.
1879 G. ALLEN Col. Sense iii. 28 The. .conjectural limit of

discophorous vision.

Discoplacental, etc. : see Disco-.

Discord (drsk^-id), sb. Also 3-4 des-, 4-5
dys-. [ME. des-t discord, a. OF. descord, descort

(i2th c.), discord^ -cort (14-15^ c.)> vbl. sb. f.

descorder: see DISCOHD v. (OF. had also des-,

discorde (ad. L. discordia}, whence perh. ME. spell-

ing discorde.]
1. Absence of concord or harmony (between per-

sons); disagreement of opinions and aims; variance,

dissension, strife.

1297 R. GLOUC. (1724) 196 Vor July Cesar yt nom vorst . .

poru descord & contek, |>at bytuene or eldeme vas \>o.

a 1300 Cursor M. 22225 (Cott.) Bot if dissenciun bi-tide, ..

bat es. .discord and stnjf. 1340 Ayenb. 43 pe zenne of ham
pet zaweb discord. ^1400 MAUNDEV. (1839) v. 38 The! weren
at gret Discord, for to make a Soudan. 1535 COVERDALE
Proz'. xv. 18 An angrie man stirreth vp strife, but he yt is

patient stilleth discorde. 1591 SHAKS. i Hen. K7, v. v. 63
For what is wedlocke forced ? but a Hell, An Age of discord

and continuall strife. 1632 LITHGOW Trav. vin. 354 These
two Barones were at great discord, about the love of a young
Noble woman. 1779-81 JOHNSON L. /'., Fenian^ Men who
at that time of discord and debate consulted conscience . .

more than interest. 1859 KINGSLKY Misc. (1860) 1. 13 Trying
to sow discord between man and man, class and class.



DISCORD.

b. personified.

1667 MII.IUN /'. /,. x. 707 Discord first, Daughter of Sin,

among th' irrational, Death introduced. 1784 COWI-KR Task
iv. 482 Fell Discard, arbi tress of .such debate. 1831 TCNNV-
SIIN Lm>t Thou

thy
Land (& Regard gradation, lest the Soul

Of Discord race the rising wind.

Apple ofdiscord: sec AITLB 5.

2. Want of agreement or harmony (between
things'! ; diversity, difference.

1387 TKKVISA Higden (Rolls) IV. 35 (Matz.) pis seventy..
translated be lawe wiboute discorde of wordes ober of
incnynee. 15*0 C<i.vti>n's Chron. l-'.ng. iv. 37/1 For the

dyscorue of the paschal tyme he called a counsel! in Alex-
ander. 1590 SHAKS. flfit/s, N. v. i. 60 Merry and tragicall. .

How shall wee finde the concord of this discord? 1608-11
HP. HALI. Medif. $ V<nues 11. 40 Nothing makes so strong
and mortall hostility, as discord in religions. 1731 POI-E
Ess. Matt \. 291 All Nature is but Art, unknown to thee
..AH Discord, Harmony not understood, a 1806 Up. HORS-
LEY Serm. III. xxxix. (R.), The discordance of these errors
ts mistaken for a discord of the truths on which they are

severally grafted. 1881-3 SCHAFK Encycl. Reltg. Knowl.
II. 1041/1 The relations of the Church to the government
of Baden.. were entirely at discord with his own views.

3. Afus. (The opposite of CONCORD.) a. Dis-

agreement or want of harmony between two or
more musical notes sounded together ; dissonance.
b. A combination of two or more notes not in

harmony with each other ; a chord which by itself

is unpleasing or unsatisfactory to the ear, and re-

quires to be * resolved
'

or followed by some other
chord. C. The interval between two notes forming
a discord; any interval

except
the unison, octave,

perfect fifth and fourth, major and minor thirds,
and major and minor sixths (and the octaves of

these), d. A single note which is dissonant with

another, or with the other notes of a chord.
c 1440 Prontp. Parv. 122/1 Dyscorde yn songe, disso-

nancia. 1579 E. K. in Spenser's Slu-ph. Cat. Ep. Ded. i

Oftentimes a dischorde in Musick makcth a comely con-
cordaunce. 1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L. 11. vit. 6 If he, compact
of iarres, grow Musicall, We shortly shall haue discord in
the Spheares. 1609 DOULAND Ornitn, Microl. 70 A Discord
..is the mixture of diuers sounds, naturally offending the
cares. 1674 PLAVFORD Skill Mus. in. i The Discords are,
a Second, fourth, and Seventh, with their Eighths. 1691-8
NORRIS Pract. Disc, 229 As in Musick:, what is Discord in

particular and separately considered, will be Harmony upon
the whole. 179$ MASON Ch. Mns, i. 55 An adept .. might
give his scientific hearers supreme pleasure by his skilful

manner of resolving his discords. 1864 BROWNING .///

Vogler xi, Why rushed the discords in but that harmony
should be prized ? 1875 OUSELEY Harmony viii. 9^ The
chord in which the dissonance is heard is called a Discord.
1881 MACFARREN Counter]*, i. 2 A discord is a chord that is

unsatisfactory in itself, or it is a note foreign to the prevail*
ing harmony.
fig* 165? ^' Di^oNi*11* 11 * 1'* 46 My harmonious Pulse
beats nothing but melodious Discords, to the tune of the
Crosse and the Harpe. 1878 J. P. HOPPS Jesus viii. 30 He
had silenced the discords of passion in his own breast.

4. Disagreement or want of harmony between
sounds ; a mingling or clashing of sounds, a con-
fused noise ; a harsh or unpleasing sound. (Often
with allusion to the musical sense : see prec.)
159 SHAKS. Mid*. N. iv. i, 123, I neuer heard So muslcall

a discord, such sweet thunder. 1602 MARSTON Ant. fy Mel.
v. Wks. 1856 I. 67 There remaines no discord that can sound
Harsh accents to the eare of our accord. 1667 MILTON P, L,
vi. 3oq Arms on Armour clashing bray'd Horrible discord,
and the madding Wheeles Of brazen Chariots rag'd. 1791
MRS. RADCLIFFE Rom. Forest v, The bravura of La Motte
whose notes sounded discord to his ears. 1835 LYTTON
Rienzi i. iv, The very sight, the very voice of a Colonna,
was a blight to his eye and a discord to his ear.

5. Comb.) as discord-wasted %&).
1813 SHELLEY O. Mab iv. 79 The discord-wasted land.

t Di'SCOrd, a. rare. [a. F. discord, in 1304^-
cors (Godef.}, ad. L, discors, discord-em discordant,
at variance : see next.] Discordant.
a 14*5 Chaucer's Pars. T. f 744 [MSS. Lansd., Petw.,

Selden] Vnmesurable & discorde {other MSS. desordeynee,
disordeyned] couetise. 1509 1 1.\\vi-.s Past. Pleas, xvi. xiii,

For musike doth sette in all unyte The discorde thynges
whiche are variable. 1606 G. W[OODCOCKE] tr. Hist. Ivstine

Ep. Ded., In Musicke, manie discord notes and manie tunes
make one consent.

Discord (diskpud), z>.l Also 4-6 dys-. [a.
OF. des-y discorde-r (i3th c. in Littre), ad. L. dis-

coniare to be at variance, f. discorSj discord- adj.

discordant, f. Dis- + <w, cord- heart : cf. concord.]
1. intr. Of persons: To disagree,

*

differ*; to

be .it variance, to quarrel ; also, to dissent from.
a. 1300 Cursor M. 23640 (Cott.) J>c gode . . wit alkin thing

sal.bire acorde, pe wicked .. wit alkin scaft bai sal discord.

1340 HAMPOLE Psalter cxix. 6 With J>aim bat discordis
fra |>e charite of halikyrke i held anhede. c 1400 Lattfranc's
Cirurg. 72 per ben manye men bat dtscorden of dietynge
of men bat ben woundid. 1494 FABYAN Ckron. \. xxv. 18
Here discordyth myn Auctour with some other wryters.
1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. II. 275 How the Lordis of Scot-
land discordit at the Huntis. 1677

GALE Crt. Gentiles II.

iv. 404 The human wil cannot discord from the Divine.

1848 THACKERAY Van. Fair xlv, They discorded with her.

1867 CARLYLE in Remin. (1881) II. 124 We discorded

commonly on two points.
2. Of things (chiefly) : To be different (from},

discordant or inconsistent (with}.
1388 WVCLIF ROM. Jerome's Prol., He wolde shewen the

newe to not discorden fro the olde testament, c 1450 Mircur
Sahtacionn 1227 Thire two l-i^t prccepte* semes to discorde
in nothing. 1494 FAOYAN Chron. i. Ixxv. (R ), Thyse two

427

iiacions discorde in maners, hut nat in clothing and in fayth.
1608 HIKRON Def. Ministers' Reasons Refits. Subscription
ii. 166 Not because it accordeth or discordeth witli the

Original, 1818 J AS. MILL />>//. India II. v. v. 484 The parly,
the views of which were apt to discord with those of the
leading members of the government.

b. Of sounds : To be discordant or dissonant
;

to jar, clash.
a 1340 HAMI-OLB Psalter cl. 4 Acorde, as of sere voicys,

noght discordand, is swete sange. c 1440 Promp. Parv.
123/x Dyscordyn yn sounde, or syngyngc, dissono. deliro.

1530 UARET Alv. D8oi To Discord, or disagree in lune.
16*6 BACON Syfoa \ 227 But Sounds do disturb and alter
one the other . . Sometimes the one jarring or discording
with the other and making a confusion.

t 3. trans. To make discordant. Obs. rare.

1599 SANDYS Europx Spec. (1632) 42 They adventure not
to play upon that string, .for fear of discording all the rest
of their harmonic, a 16*7 (see DISCORDED].
t DlSCOTd, V* Obs. Farriery, [f. Dis- 7 a +
CORD so. ]

] frafts. To replace (the intestine) of an
incorded or ruptured horse. So Disco'rding vbl.

sb. t the
relieving

of hernia in this way.
1607 TOPSELL Fottr-f. Beasts (1658) 307 Having so dis-

end . . it were not amis*e to geld the stone on that side away,
so shall he never be encorded again on that side.

t Discordable, a. Obs. [ME. discorda-Me,
a. OF. des* t discardable^ ad. L. discordcTbil-is dis-

agreeing, discordant, f. discordare : see DISCORD v.

and -BLE.] Characterized by discord, discordant
<:|374 CHAUCER Troyltis in. 1704 (1753), Elements, that

been so discordable. 1393 COWER Con/. II. 235 It is nought
discardable Unto my word, but accordable. 1549 Cotnpf.
Scotl. xi. too The samnetes herd the tua discordabU consellis
of herenius.

Discordance (disk/udans). [a. OK. des-j dis-

cordance It. scordanza for discordanza (Florio),
L. type *discorddntiat f. discordare : see DISCORD
v. and -ANCK.]
1. The fact of being discordant ; disagreement,

want of concord.

1340 Ayenb. 350 Vor of be discordance of be herte comb
be discordance of be bodie. c 1386 CHAUCER Pars. T. F 201
After the diverse discordances of cure wikkednesses. 1483
CAXTON Gold. Leg. 427 b/a Thys holy saynt Yues laboured
euer to pease alle dyscordaunce and stryf. 1494 FABYAN
Chron. I. vi. ccxiii. (R.), In this sayinge appereth some

discprdaunce with other writers, a 16x9 fr OTHERBY A theom.
ii. xii. i (1632) 329 The whole concordance of the world
consists in discordances. 1656 HOBBES Liberty, etc. (R.)i
The discordance between the action and the law. 1819
MACKINTOSH Sp. in Ho. Com. 2 Mar. Wks. 1846 III. 374
This rapidly increasing discordance between the letter and
the

practice
of the Criminal Law, arose in the best times of

our history. 1864 J. H. NEWMAN Apol. 106 They were in

discordance with each other, from the first, in their estimate
of the means, [etc.].

2. Discord of sounds
;
harsh or dissonant noise.

1-1400 Rom. Rose 4251 In floites made he discordaunce.

1483 Cath. Angl. 101/1 A Discordance . . desonancia. i8pz
SOUTHEY Thalaba xn. viii, Cries, Which rung in wild dis-

cordance round the rock. 1878 BESANT& RICE Cello's Arb.
xviii. (1887) 132 The curious mixture of discordances which
rose to the organ-loft.

Discordancy tdisk^-jdansi). [ad. L. type
*discordantia : see prec. and -ANCY.]
1. The condition or quality of being discordant.
1608 D. T. Ess. Pol. 4- Mor. 94 Where there is a difference

therefore in Religion, there is alwaies lightly a discordancie
in affection. 1780 BURKED/, at Bristol Wks. III. 357 In

such a discordancy of sentiments, it is better to look to the
nature of things than to the humours of men. 1815 JANE
AUSTEN Emma \. xii. 83 Our discordancies must always
arise from my being in the wrong. 1855 BROWNING Ferishtak

(1884) 128 How reconcile discordancy.
2. = DISCORDANCE 2.

1607 WALKINGTON Opt. Glasse v. 33 The body is like an
instrument of musicke, that when it nath a discordancy in

the strings, is wont to jarre, 1796 STEDMAN Surinam II.

xvi. 4 Absolutely deafened by discordancy and noise.

Discordant (disk<radant), a. (so.} [ME.<&-,
tiis-y dyscoidant) a. OF. des-, discordant, pr. pple.
of descorder : see DISCORD v. and -ANT.]
1. Not in accord, not harmoniously connected or

related; at variance; disagreeing, differing; in-

congruous. Const, to, from, with.

[1993 BRITTON i. Prol. (1865) 2 n taunt qe lour usages ne

soynt mie descordauntz a dreiture.] c 1374 CHAL-CER Tray-
hts n. 988 (1037)

No discordaunt bing y-fere, As bus, to

vsen termes ofPhysik. a 14*0 HOCCLEVE De Reg. Print:.

96 As discordant as day is to the nyght. 1550 BALE Apology
75 (R.) So long as he is so dyscordaunte to hymself. 1651
HOBBKS Leviath. u. xxvi. 140 The reasons and resolutions

are, and must remajn discordant. 1677 HALE Prim. Orig.
Man. i. ii. 57 If discordant from it, the sentence of Con-
demnation [follows]. 1781 Cow PER Retirement 173 Dis-
cordant motives in one centre meet. 1868 . EDWARDS
Raleigh I. iv. 52 The current accounts are in some points
curiously discordant* yet far less discordant than are the

portraits. 1868 GLADSTONE TVr. Muntil i. (1870) 16 Testi-

mony . . in no case discordant with that of the luaoL

b. Living in discord, disagreeing, quarrelsome.
1547 J- HARRISON Exhort. Scottes H iii, I. .accuse, .myne

awne rebellious, discordant and graceles children. 1597
SHAKS. a Hen, II', Induct. 19 Ihe blunt monster with
vncounted heads, The stilt discordant, wauering multitude.

1776 JOHNSON Let. to Boswell 21 Dec., When once a dis-

cordant family has felt the pleasure of peace, they will not

willingly lose it. 1803 WELLESLEY in Owen Desp. 328 He

DISCORPORATE.
united that discordant and turbulent race in the common
. ,-u -

2. Of sound: Inharmonious, dissonant, jarring.
(-1400 AVw. Rose 4247 DLscordaunt ever fro armonyc,

And distuned from melodic. 1701 CONCHKVK Hymn to

Harmony vi, War, with discordant notes and jarring noise
The harmony of peace destroys. 1761 KAMES A/cm. Crit.
ii. \ 6 (1833) 68 Two sounds that refuse incorporation or
mixture, are said to be discordant. 1764 COWPKR Task vi.

787 No passion touches a discordant stnng, But all U har-

mony and love. 1871 L. STEPHEN Playgr. Eur. (1894) vii.

156 Some discordant shrieks from our guides made the
summer night hideous.

t B. sb. in //. Discordant things, attributes, or

propositions, Obs.
c 1400 Test. Love u. (1543) 319 a/a By the*e accordaunces.

discordantes ben ioyned. 1551 T. WILSON Logike (1580)
52 Contraries, are suche discordauntes, as can not be, at
one and the same tyme, in one substaunce. Ibid, sab,
Note further, that all discordauntes are not contrary, ac-

cordyng to their, .common accidentes, but accordyng to
their proper difference*

Hence Disco rdautness, discordant quality.
17*7 lUiu.Y vol. II, DiscordantnesSt disagreeahteness.

Discordantly (disk^udantli;, CK/V. [f. prec. +
-LY 2

] In a discordant manner; inharmomously,
incongruously.
1661 BOYLE Colours Wks. I. 741 (R.) Ifthey be discordantly

tuned .. being struck together they make but a harsh and
troublesome noise. 1843 CARLYLE Past * Pr, i. i. (1845) 6
Human faces gloom discordantly, disloyally on one another.

1876 MOZLEY Univ. Serm. \. (1877} *5 *J he most discordantly
opposite characters have yet exhibited a common clement
in this inspiration of a great hatred.

t Disccrrded, ///. a. Obs. [f. DISCORD v. +
-ED '.] Set at variance ; fallen out.

ai6y MIDDLETON Anything for Quiet Life v. ad /in. ,

Discorded friends aton'd, men and their wives.

tDiscoTder. Obs. Also 5 -our. [a. AF.
discordour, OF. discordcor, f. des-, discorder to

DISCORD: see -ER 1

.]
A quarreller; a maker of

discord.
c 1400 tr. Secreta Secret., Gov. Lordsk. (E. E. T. S.) 115
A full ftacc withouten bolnyng, bytokyns a stryuer. a dys-
cordour. a 1618 F. GREVILLE^^///^ (1652) in Tributes to
their common Idol Discorder.

DisCO'rdfol, a. rare. [f. DiscoiU) sb. (earlier

disco'rd) + -Ft'L.] Full of discord; quarrelsome.
1596 SPENSER /'. {). iv. ii. 30 Unmindful) both of that dis-

cordfull crew. Ibid. iv. iv.
3 Blandamour full of vain-

glorious spright, And rather sttrd by his discordfull dame.
1867 G. MACDONALD Poems 167 Why should I discordful

things Weave into cadence ordered right?

Discording (disk^adiq'', vbl. sb. [f. DISCORD
v. + -ING l.] Disagreeing, disagreement, dis-

cordance.

i97R.GLOt'c.(i724)255 Bytuenehem nasnondyscordyng.
1483 Cath. Angl. 101/1 A Discordynge of voces, diaphonia.

1593 HII.SON Govt. Christ's Ch. 96 The false report of their

discording everywhere spread by these deceivers.

Discording (diskp-idin\ ///. a. [f. as prec. +
-ING 2

.] Disagreeing, discordant.
c 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. in. Pr. ii. 68 Dyuerse sentences and

discordyng. 1398 THEVISA Barth. De P. R. v. xxiii. (1495)

131 A dyscordyng voyce ..trowbleth the acorde of many
voyces. 1:1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) iv. n pe land of Grece
es be next cuntree bat variez and es dLscordand in faith

and letters fra vs and oure faith. 1596 DALRYMPLE tr.

Leslie's Hist. Scot. \. 68 Nathmg .. discordeng wl the truth

of the historic. 1633 STRUTHER True Happiness ia8

Yet they have but a discording concord. 1706 DK FOB
Jure Dtv. xt. 247 Discording Parties can no Pleasure

bring, No Safety to the People, or the King. 1808 SCOTT
Marm. in. Introd. viii, Whose doom discording neighbours
sought.

t Di'SCOrdouS, a. Obs. [f. L. discors, discord-

adj. (or Eng. DiscoKD sb.} + -ous. Cf. med.L.

discordiostts, OF. dcscordieus^ of which the Eng.
rcpr. would be discordious.] Characterized by
or full of discord ; of the nature of discord

;
dis-

cordant.

1597-8 BP. HALL, Sat. in. i. 43 And men grue greedie,
discordous, and nice. 1619-15 Contempt. > O. T. MI:, v,

The harsh and discordous notes. 1633 Hard Texts 555
I heare and abhorre the discordous noise of your sins.

t DisCO'riate, /// a. Obs. rare. [ad. med.L.

discoriat-uS) pa. pple. of discoridre to flay, skin,

scourge (in Du Cange), f. L. dis- (Dis- 4) -r cori-um

skin, nide: cf. earlier L. decoriare to skin, and see

Dx-pref. 6.] Flayed.
1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 371 b/i He was of them discory-

ate and flayn quyck, and deyde not.

Discorporate (disk^jporA\ ppla. rare.
[f.

Dia- 10 + CORPORATE a. : perh. ad. med. (Anglo)L.

discorpordtus dissolved,
*

corpus discorporatum
dissolutum declaramus

'

RymerXV. 244/1.]

1 1. Deprived of corporate character and privi-

leges ; made no longer a corporation ;
disin-

corporated. Obs.
1681 Enq. Elect. Sheriffs 45

The City was never to this

day discorporate. 1688 Lontt. Gaz. No. 2391/1 Such of the

said Corporations . . are not Discorporate or Dissolved.

2. Not corporate ; not united into a corporation ;

dissociated, (nonce-use?)

1833 CARLYLE Diderot in Misc. Ess. (1888) V. u Corpora-
tions of all sorts have perished from corpulence) ; and now
instead of the seven corporate selfish spirits, we have the

four and twenty millions of dlscorporate selfish.

54*-a



DISCORPORATE

Discorporate (disk^-jpore't', v. rare. [f.
Dis-

6 + COKPOUATE v. : perh. immed. repr. a med.L.

*discorporare : cf. prec.]
1. trans. To deprive of corporate character ;

to

dissolve (a corporate body).
1683 T. HUNT De/. Charter Land. 40 A Corporation or

Society of men may discorporate and dissolve themselves.

2. To separate from a corporate body ;
to disso-

ciate, disconnect.

1891 Edin. Rev. Oct. 309 Grattan . . predicted . . that a

priesthood unconnected with the English Government
would lead to a Catholic laity discorporated from the people
of England.

tDiscorrespcrndency. Obs. [f.
Dis- 9; cf.

next.] Want of correspondence.
a 1641 BP. MOUNTAGU Acts $ Mon. (1642) 420 Those

words .. make very much dis-correspondency inter parts
which doe hang handsomely enough together.

t Discorrespo'ndent, a. Obs. rare-'1 , [f.

Dis- 10.] Lacking correspondence or congnaity ;

not answering one to another.

1654 W. MOUNTAGUE Devout Ess. n. vii. 3 (R.) It would
be discorrespondent in respect of God.

f Disco-rsive, a. Med. Obs. [f.
Dis- 10 +

COBSIVE.] Not *

corsive', corrosive, or escharotic.

1662 R. MATHEW Unl. Alch. 99. 163 It is altogether

discorsive, and not contractive, and therefore safe and

profitable for Women that have Cankers in their breasts.

t Disco se, a. Obs. rare. [ad. mod.L. discos-us,

f. discus DISK : see -OSE.] Characterized by a disk.

1686 Phil. Trans. XVI. 285 These haue radiated, discose,

and flat Flowers.

Discost, var. of DISCOAST v. Obs.

tBiscostate (disk^-st^t), a. Bot. Obs. [f.

Dis- i -*- L. costat~us ribbed, COSTATE, f. costa a

rib.] Of leaves : Having radiately divergent ribs.

1840 BALFOUR Man. Bot. 72 Discostate [later edd. Diver-

gent!
Discostomatous : see Disco-.

Discoum-, -counfite, etc., obs. ff. DISCOMFIT.

*r DiscOU'nsel, z>- Obs. In 5 discounseylle.

[ad. OF. descon-, descunseillicr = It. disconsigliare :

prob. common Romanic, f. des-, dis- (Dis- 4) + L.

consilidre to COUNSEL.]
1. trans. To counsel (a person) against some

undertaking or course of action ;
to give advice

dissuading front \
= DI=SADVISE 2. (Also with

double object, quot. 14770
c 1477 CAXTON Jason 96 b, [The king] cam to Jason . . and

moche dis-counceylled him thenterprise of colchas. 1483
Gold. Leg. 117 b/i Ye discounseylle your frendes fro the

euerlastyng lyf. a 1557 MRS. M. BASSET tr. Mare's Treat.

Passion Wks. 1392/1 He dyscounsayled hym to take thys
death vppon hym. 1600 HOLLAND Livy xxxvi. xxxiv. 938
He . . would have discounselled and skared them . . from
foolish and furious dessignes.
absol. 1559 Homilies i. Adultery n. (1859) 122 Holy

Scripture disswadeth (or discounselleth) from doing that

filthy sinne.

2. To give counsel against (an action or under-

taking); -DlSAUVISE I.

1590 SANDYS Euro^x Spec. 11632) 108 They .. not onely
inhibite . . the reading of Protestant Bookes . . but discounsell

also all joyning with them in any service of God. a 1631
DONNE Sernt. cii. (1848) IV. 361 Joab ..did yet dissuade
and discounsel this numbering of the people.

t Discou'nselled, ppl a. Obs. In 5 des-

counceylled, [after OF. desconseillit discouraged,
left without comfort, disconsolate, pa. pple. of des-

conseillier\ see prec.] Without resource or support,
desolate, disconsolate.

BRITTON in. v. i Soen heritage, qe fust endormi et

desconsele [v. r. descounseillee, tr. unsupported]. Ibid.

iv. iii. 4 Si la eglise demoerge desconseile [unprovided]
outre vi meys. Ibid. 10 Cum ele fust tout voide et des-

consele'.] 1480 CAXTON Ovid's Met. xtn. ix, Now I am . .

fallen in orphanyte of parents & of my lorde, and am poure
& desherytid, exilled & descounceylled.

Discount (di'skaunt), sb. Also 7 discompt.

[a. i6th c. F. descompte, earlier desconte, mod.F.

dtcompfe, vbl. sb, f. descompter to DISCOUNT.
The French descomfite, decompte has not the technical

sense of discount, which is expressed by escompte^ with vb.

escompter, adapted from It. sconto
t scontare. The earlier

sense of discount in Eng. was
app.

as in French, the
technical sense being later, taken perhaps from Italian sconto^
though attached to the existing word.]

\ 1. An abatement or deduction from the amount,
or from the gross reckoning or value of anything.
Obs. (exc. as in 2).
1622 Eng. Commissioners to Jas. /, in Fortesc. Papers

189 The discount of the pepper brought into Hollande.

1669-70 MARVELL Corr. cxxxix. Wks. 1872-5 II. 306 In
discount of the third yeare to be layd at the Custome
House, to supply what falls short. 17*7-51 CHAMBERS
Cycl. t Discount, is also used with less propriety for the

tare, or waste of any commodity, sum, etc. There are 12

shillings discount in this bag. The cag of oil sent me from
Spain leaks ; there are fifty pints discount. 1798 BAY
Amer. Law Rep. (1809) I. 16 Against plaintiff's bill, defen-
dant filed a discount for the loss of rent by plaintiff's delay.
Ibid. 117 Permitted to offer [their claim] in discount against
plaintiff's demand.
b. fig. (partly from 2.)

1753 A. MURPHY Gray's-Inn Jml. No. 56 r 9 The
Peevishness of these my Creditors is a great Discount upon
my Happiness. 1794 Miss GUNNING Packet III. 38 Present
fears are a heavy discount on future expectations. 1859
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F. HALL Vamvadatta 54 The partiality for Bauddhas . .

must, very likely, be received with liberal discount.

2. Commerce, a. A deduction (usually at a certain

rate per cent.) made for payment before it is due,

or for prompt payment, of a bill or account ;
a

deduction for cash payment from the price of an

article usually sold on credit ; any deduction or

abatement from the nominal value or price.

1690 LEYBOURN Curs. Math, no For discompt or rebate

of money, this is the Proportion. 1703 Burlesque R.
IS Estrange** Vis. Qucv. 269 Here's ready Money : Speak,
what Discount? 1837 Penny Cycl. IX. 18/1 The name of

discount is also applied to certain trade allowances upon the

nominal prices of goods. Ibid., The rates of discount in [a

list now before us) vary from 5 to 40 per cent, upon the

nominal prices of the different articles. i86a BURTON Bk.

Hunter (1863) 252 Draw all the profits without discount or

percentage. Mad. A retail bookseller who gives twopence
in the shilling discount. A discount of 5 per cent, is offered

for payment of this account before the end of the month.

b. The deduction made from the amount of a

bill of exchange or promissory note, by one who

gives value for it before it is due, this deduction

being calculated at a defined rate per cent, for the

time the document has to run ; practically, the in-

terest charged by a banker or bill-discounter for

advancing the value of a bill before it is due.

This is the common form in which banks and discount-

houses advance money to persons engaged in commerce ; the

banker or discounter having thus purchased the bill at a dis-

count keeps it till maturity, when he realizes the full amount.
In practice, discount is calculated as the interest on the

amount of the bill for the time it has to run; this is_more
than what arithmeticians call the true discount, which is

reckoned as interest on the present ivorth (i. e. that sum
which if invested at the given rate for the given time would
amount to the face value).

1683 R. CLAVEL (title). Tables for the Forbearance and

Discompt of Money. 1732 DE FOE Eng. Tradesman I.

Pref. ii The dismal consequences of usury, high discount,
and paying interest for money. 1859 BARN. SMITH Arith.

ft Algebra (ed. 6) 491 We may define the Discount of a sum
of money to be the interest of the Present Worth of that

sum, calculated from the present time to the time when the

sum would be properly payable. 1863 FAWCETT Pol. Econ.

in. vi. (1876) 361 The value of money is said to be repre-
sented by the Bank-rate of discount. 1881 I. BROOK-SMITH
Arith. (ed. 6) 323 With bankers and bill-discounters, dis-

count is the interest of the sum specified, whereas, properly

speaking, it is the interest of the present worth of that sum.
And as the present worth of a sum due at a future time is

less than the sum itself, the true discount is less than the

banker's or mercantile discount
;
and therefore the banker

obtains a small advantage.

3. The act of discounting a bill or note; with

//., a single transaction of this nature.

1839-40 W. IRVING Wolfert's R. (1855) 119 To establish

a bank of deposit, discount, and circulation. 1846 M rCuL-
LOCH Ace. Brit. Empire (1854) II. 43 The Scotch banks
make their advances partly by discount of bills, and partly

by what are termed cash accounts, or cash credits. 1866

CRUMP Banking iii. 78 Shall you require either loans or

discounts, and to what amount? 1878 JEVONS Prim. Pol.

Econ. 114 The most common and proper way in which
a banker gives credit and employs his funds is in the dis-

count of bills.

4. At a discount: at less than the nominal or

usual value ; below par; fig. in low esteem, reduced

in estimation or regard, depreciated. (Opp. to at

a PREMIUM.)
1701 Loitd. Gaz. No. 3710/3 Their Bills go at 50 per Cent.

Discount. 1833 HT. MARTINEAU Berkeley the Hanker i. vi.

120 When its notes were at a discount. 1848 MILL Pol.

Econ. in. xx. 2 (1876) 372 The price of bills would fall

below par ; a bill for ioo/. might be bought for somewhat
less than too/., and bills would be said to be at a discount.

1861 GOSCHEN For. Exch. 5 Though one system of coinage
were adopted for all countries, claims on foreign countries

would nevertheless vary in price, and would still be either

at a premium or at a discount.

Jig. iBw GEN. P. THOMPSON Exerc. (1842) II. 237
' Con-

servative principles are at a discount throughout the

world. 1842 MARRVAT Percival Keene xxi, We should be

at a pretty discount with the red-coats. 1856 READE Never
too late Ixxxv, Servants are at a great premium, masters at

a discount, in the colony.

5. Billiards. An allowance made by a superior
to an inferior player of a deduction of one or more
counts from his score for every count made by the

latter. (17.S.)
6. attrib. and Comb, (chiefly in sense i b), as

discount-broker, one whose business is to cash

or procure the cashing of notes or bills of exchange
at a discount ; also discount accommodation, busi-

ness, house ; (in sense ^ a) discount-bookseller.

1863 FAWCETT Pol. Econ. 11. v. (1876) 163 Applying to a
banker or discount-broker for loans. Ibid. in. ix. 11876) 415
The English discount-houses collect all the bills which are

drawn upon France. 1866 CRUMP Banking ix. 190 The
directors . . contracted the discount accommodation to the

public. lBj6 World V. No. 117. 5 At to-day's rates there

cannot possibly be any appreciable profit in discount busi-

ness. 1889 Spectator 31 Aug. 268/2 Harper's, which dis-

count booksellers sell at gd. a copy.

Discount (diskau-nt, di'skaunt), v.1 Also 7

discompt. [a. OF. desconter (i3th c. in Littre),

descompter (i4th c.), mod.F. dicompter = Sp. des-

contar (Minsheu 1599), It. discontare, scontare ' to

vnreckon, to abate in reckoning' (Florio 1598),
med.L. discomputare (1293 in DuCange), a late L.

DISCOUNT.

or Com. Romanic formation from dis-, Dis- 4 +

computdre to COUNT, COMPUTE.]
f 1. trans. To reckon as an abatement or deduc-

tion from a sum due or to be accounted for. 06s.

1629 SIR R. CHAMBERS Petit, in Rushw. Hist. Coll. (1659)

I. 679 The other moity to be discompted upon such Goods
as the Petitioner shall make entries of by Exportation or

Importation in the Custom-house, London, until his debt

with the interest be fully satisfied and paid. 1643 Parl.

Hist., C/tas. I, an. 1645 (R.) That all provisions, or other

necessaries, provided by your care, be so ordered, that

account may be made what is taken ;
and that the said

provisions may be discounted upon the pay of the said

army. 1696 LUTTRELL BriefRel. (1857) IV. 93 The Turky
merchants have offered to advance a considerable summe
to the king, provided it may be discounted out of the

customes of their fleet. 1726 R. NEWTON in Reminiscences

(Oxf. Hist. Soc.) 64 Decrements .. so call'd as so much
did . . necrescere, or was discounted frcm a Scholar's En.
dowment.

f b. To abate, to deduct. 0/>s.

1652 NEEDHAM tr. Seldeu's Mare Cl. 260 By dis-counting

38 years from the year 1051, that year 1012, is sufficiently

manifest. 1664 BUTLER Hud. n. in. 1105 All which [plunder]
the Conq'rer did discompt, To pay for curing of his Rump.
a 1715 BURNET Own Time II. 327 They made such excep-
tions to those of the other side, that they discounted as

many voices as gave them the majority. 1828 WEBSTER
s.v. ,

Merchants discount five or six per cent., for prompt or

for advanced payment.

t c. To discount interest : to deduct '
interest

(now called discount} on receiving the amount of

a bill or note before it is due : see sense 3. Obs.

1684 Loud. Gaz. No. 1945/4 Because it may be some con-

veniency . . to have present Money, if they please to dis-

count Interest, they may have it at the Office. 1701 Ibid.

No. 3708/4 The whole Loss being to be paid by the Under-
takers within 60 days.., or sooner upon discounting the

Interest.

( d. To reduce the amount of (a debt) by a set-

off. Obs.

1713 SWIFT To Earl Oxford in Wks. 1758 III. ll. 46
Parvisol discounts arrears By bills for taxes and repairs.

f2. intr. To discount for : to provide a set-off

for ; to meet, satisfy. Obs.

1647 in Rushw. Hist. Coll. IV. II. 1025 Public monies

which . . Mr. Thornton had no ways satisfied or discounted

for before his death. 1687 R. L'ESTRANGE Hist. Times
i. 159 Discounting . . for what we have Receiv'd from the

Westminster-Insurance Offices. 1690 DRVDEN Don Se-

bastian in. i, My prayers and penance shall discount for

these, And beg of heaven to charge the bill on me.

3. trans. To give or receive the '

present worth
'

of (a bill of exchange or promissory note) before it

is due. a. To pay the value beforehand, with

a deduction equivalent to the interest at a certain

percentage
for the time which it has still to run.

b. Of the holder : To obtain cash for (a bill or

note), with such deduction, before it is due. (See

DISCOUNT sb. 2 b.)

1694 Land. Gaz. No. 3008/4 Foreign Bills of Exchange
will be Discounted after the Rate of Four and half per
Cent, per Annum. 1732 DE FOE Eng. Tradesman I.

Suppl. ii. 389 The seller had a supply by discounting the

bills. 1777 SHERIDAN Sell. Scand. in. ii, Have you
been able to get me that .. bill discounted? 1848 MILL
Pol. Econ. ill. xi. 4 A bill of exchange, when merely dis-

counted . . does not perform the functions . . of money, but

is itself bought and sold for money. 1854 H. MILLER Set.

$ Schm. xxiii. (1860) 251/1, I was fortunate enough not

to discount for him a single bad bill. 1878 JEVONS Prim.

Pol. Econ. 114 A banker will . . discount such a bill, that is,

buy it up for the sum due, after subtracting interest . . for

the length of time the bill has to run.

4. fig. In various senses derived from the fore-

going : a. To leave out of account ; to disregard,

omit. b. To deduct or detract from, to lessen.

c. To part with a future good for some present

consideration, d. To settle or account for before-

hand. And now esp. : e. To make a deduction in

estimating the worth of (a statement, etc.) ;
to

make allowance for exaggeration in. f. To take

(an event, etc.) into account beforehand, thus

lessening its effect or interest when it takes place.

1702 S. PARKER Cicero's De Finibus 237 To relinquish

himself, to discount his Body, and take up with a Summum
Bonum Uncommensurate to the Whole of his Person. 1716

M. DAVIES A then. Brit. III. Critic. Hist. 26 The Jacobits
unaccountable Schism has been thoroughly discounted by
our learned Dr. Turner. 1768 Woman ofHonor I. 165 In

this light . . how much would [they] have to discount of

their boasts of having had a number of women as worthless

as themselves? 1836-7 SIR W. HAMILTON Metaph, xl. (1859)

II. 402 Of the three opinions (I discount Brown's), under

this head, one supposes [etc.]. 1851 J. H. NEWMAN Cath.

in Eng. 329 Absolution for a week ! then it seems, she has

discounted, if I may so speak, her prospective confessions,

and may lie, thieve, drink, and swear for a whole seven

days with a clear conscience. 1855 BRIMLEY Ess., Poetry

4- Crit. 185 Discounting immortality for pottage. 1838

Sal. Rev. V. 660/1 Making its own little profit by cleverly

discounting a part of the great conception. 1860 Ibid. IX.

825/1 His father discounted and exhausted the policy of

perfidious concession. 1873 H. SPENCER Stud. Social, y.
112

We. .have to estimate [the] worth [of evidence] when it has

been discounted in many ways. 1876 E. MELLOR Prtesth.

iv. 172 To discount from the teaching of Christ the words

the enjoyment of the visit. 1882 BITHELL Counting-house

J)ic/.s.v., To discount news or intelligence, a cant phrase



DISCOUNT.

much used in City circles, is to
anticipate

or expect such

intclli^' ni i -I ilicn act as though it had already arrived,

1883 C. |. Wiu.s Mod. 1'crsiii jis After ;t time one learns

to meiit.illy 'li ' "iint the statements tu.idu Ity the natives.

a 1884 M. I'ATTISOM Mini. (1885) 214 Nor had his [New-
man's] perversion, so long looked for, and therefore mentally
,|IM minted, at all fallen upon me like a Mow.

5. Milliards. To allow discount to, as to discount

an inferior player. (17.S.)

Hence Diseoirnted ///. a., Discounting vbl.

sb. and ///. a.

i68a S<-AKU-.ir .ir/i<ines 6 Discounted Exchange, is,

when the Drawer and the Remitter is one and the same
Person. 1732 DK FOE Eng. Tradesman \. Suppl. ii. 391
Discounting of bills is certain death to the tradesman.

1861 GOSCHKN l-'or. Exch. 41 The discounting establish-

ments at home. 1884 Manch. Exam. 22 May 5/1 Fraudu-
lent discounting of worthless accommodation Dills.

t Discount, v2 Obs. rare.
[f.

Dis- 1 + COUNT

v.] trans. To count or reckon separately or in

separate scries.

1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. Index, Know that the discount-

ing of Sheets i to expedite the work at several! Presses) hath
occasioned in the ( ifth book after page 200. compleated, to

go back again to page (153) surrounded in this fashion, to

prevent confusion. x66a J. FULLER 'To the Reader' in

Fuller Worthies, The discounting of Sheets (to expedite
the Work at severall Presses' hath occasioned the often

mistake of the Folio's. [Cf. 1653 GAUDKN Hieraspistes 320
Reader, The Reason why the Folios of this Book do not
follow

js
because the Copy (for Expedition) was divided to

two Printers.]

Discountable (diskau'ntab'l),<z. [f. DISCOUNT
l + -ABLE.] That may be discounted; in quot.

1800, within which a bill may be discounted.
1800 T. JEFFERSON Writ. (1859) IV- 4? Within the dis-

countable period. 1802 H. THORNTON in Mill Pol. Econ.
in. \i. 4 Each is a discountable article.

Discountenance (diskairnt/hans), v. [ad.
obs. F. itescontenanccr (1 6th c. in Littre, and in

Cotgr.), to abash, put out of countenance, mod.F.

ilicontenaiuer, i. des- t Dis- 4 + contenancer to

COUNTENANCE. In some of the English senses, it

is used as if f. Dis- 7 + COUNTENANCE sb. Cf. DE-
FACE in some of its senses.]

fl. ironf. To put another countenance on, to

mask. Obs. rare.

1587 GOLDING De Mornay xii. 171 His own ambition,
which was peraduenture discountenanced to the common
people, but could not be counterfeited before God, who
seeth the very bottoms of our hearts.

2. To put out of countenance, put to shame, dis-

concert, discourage, abash. (Chiefly in fa.fple.~}
1580 SIDNEY Arcadia (1613) 69 Thinking it want of educa-

tion which made him so discountenanced with vnwonted
presence. 1599 B. JONSON Cynthia's Rev. lit. i, Sir, let not
this dis-countenance, or dis-gallant you a whit. 1671 M ILTON
/'. A', ii. 318 How would one look from his majestic brow. .

Discountenance her despised. 1690 Tht Gf. Scanderefg 89
He was no more discountenanced then, than if he had been
at the head of his Army. 1707 Nonius Treat. Humility ix.

359 How is my pride further discountenanced, when I see thee

my Lord . . cnusing to unite thyself . . with flesh and blood.
1861 CARLVLE Fredk. Gt. (1865) III. vm. vi. 55 He appsared
much discountenanced at this last part of my narrative.

3. To withdraw one's countenance from, set the

countenance against; to show disapprobation of ;

to discourage, disfavour: a. a person.
1591 SPENSER Tears Muses 340 We silly Maides, whom

they . . with reprochfull scorne discountenaunce. 1631
GOUGE Gods Arrows i. 45. 76 Discouraging and dis-

countenancing the upright. 1656 H. MOKE Eii/lius. Tri.

23 Such Mock-prophets and false Messiases as these will be
discountenanced and hissed off of the stage. 1807 W. H.

429

(1647) 33^ All discountenance a:id disgrace done to the

Clergy reflect upon Christ. 1673 fcssejc J'afers (Camden)
I. 151 The countenance given to the subscribers and dis-

countenance to the refusers. 1779 81 JOHNSON /,. /'., Milton
Wks. II. 176 His great works were performed under dis-

countenance. i8ia SHM.IKY I'ri'f-osals Pr. Wks, 1888 1.272
The discountenance which Government will show to such
an association. 186* Lu. BROUGHAM Brit. Const, i. 4 Dis-

countenance of warlike policy.

b. with a and pi.
a i6s8 I-'. (iKi,\ \L\.Y. Sidney (1652) 19 Any man., might., see

how to set a good countenance upon all the discountenances
of adversitie, 1749 FIELDING Tom fone* xvm. Hi, Whether it

be that the one way of cheating is a discountenance or re*

flection upon the other, or [etc.].

f 2. The fact or state of being put ont of coun-

tenance ; discomposure of face
;
abashment. Obs.

a 1628 F. GREVILLE Sidney vii. (1652) 86 The discounten-

ance, and depression which appeared m Sir Francis. 1656
FINETT For. Ambus. 39 Much to their discountenance and
discontent.

Discou'ntenancer. [f. DISCOUNTENANCE
v . 4- -ER'.] One who discountenances, or dis-

courages with cold looks or disfavour.
i6aa BACON Hen. VII

(J.),
A great taxer of his people and

discountenancer of his nobility. 170* Addr.fr. Maryland
in Lond. Gaz. No. 3853/1 A Discountenancer of Immorality
and an Encourager of Virtue. 1731 WODROW ffist. Stiff, Ch.
Scot. (1828) I. In trod. 10 A discountenancer of ministers.

Discounter (diskau-ntai). [f. DISCOUNT v.\ +
-EB

!.] One who discounts a bill or note; i.e.

either the person who, before it is due, pays the

amount with deduction of discount, or the person
who obtains cash for it in this way : see DISCOUNT
v. 3.

1732 DE FOE Eng. Tradesman I. Suppl. ii. 391 These
discounters of bills are sometimes bit. 1791 BURKE Let.
Member Nat. Assembly Wks. VI. \j The whole gang of

usurers, pedlars, and itinerant Jew-discounters. 1848 MILL
Pol. Econ. in. xi. 4 A bill of exchange . . discounted, and

kept in the portfolio of the discounter until it falls due. 1861

GOSCHEN For. Exck. 38 The purchaser of the bills in this

case takes the place of the discounter of accommodation

paper. 1883 E. PAXTON HOOD Scot, Char. iii. 59 *Oh, you
need not hesitate about him, Mr. Carrtck [the banker] ', said

the proposed discounter. 1884 I. BACON in Law ReP. 26 Ch.
Div. 134 The discounter, whether of a bill, or bond, or any
other security, becomes the owner.

Discou-ntess, v. rare. [Dis- 7 b.] trans. To
deprive of the rank or dignity of countess.

1630 B. JONSON New Inn iv. iii, Though I am discountess'd,
I am not yet dis-countenanced, \tyj^\\)i.\,QVY. Lady Anna

DISCOURAGING.

. . to their utmost contribute to the discountenancing Persons
of dissolute and immoral Lives.

b. an act, practice, or the like.

1589 FLEMING Georg. Virg. Ded., Ripe to deface and dis-

countenance, but rawe to correct or imitate the commend-
able trauels of well affected Students 1646 P. BULKELEY
Gospel Covt. in. 256 Profanenesse is discountenanced by all.

1709 STEELE Taller No. 39 F 10 Duels are neither quite dis-

countenanc'd, nor much in vogue. 1766 BURKE Wks. II. 5
The late administration, .discountenanced, .the dangerous
and unconstitutional practise of removing military officers
for their votes in Parliament. 1871 YEATS Growth Comin.
343 The traffic was discountenanced.
Hence Discovrntenaneed ///. a., -ing vbl. sb.

'597 BP. J- KING Jonas (1618) 76 Discountenancings,
disturbmgs, dispossessings of them. 1611 HRINSLEV LuJ.
Lit. \xvii. (1627) 276 By the incouragement and com-
mendation of vertue, and discountenancing of vice. 1643
MILTON Divorce Introd. (iSjz) 4 The sole advocate of a
discounl'nanc't truth. 1667 LOCKE Ess. Toleration n Fox
Bourne Locke (1876) I. iv. 189 The discountenancing of
popery amongst us.

1675 Art Contentm. iv. ix. 198 The
most discountenanc'd child oft makes better proof than the
dearling. 1749 W. DODWEU, Free Answer yj To prevent
their pre.-u.hmg a discountenanced Doctrine.

Discountenance (diskmrnt/hans\ sb. arch.

[partly ad. OF. dcscontenance (i4th c. in Liltr^),

partly an Eng. formation from Dis- 9 + COUNTEN-
ANCE sb., after the vb.]
1. The act or fact of discountenancing; unfavour-

able aspect, disfavour or disapprobation shown.
1580 NORTH Plutarch (1595) 829 He thought that the

estimation of Cato was altogether the discountenance of
hit [own] power and grealnesse. 1641 J. TAYLOR Episc. i

.,.
v, Let them bring that Italian countess over if they dared 1

He'd countess her and dis-countess her too !

DiSGOUple (diskr'p'l), v. [a. OF. dtsfupler

(i2th c. in Hatz.-Darm.), descottpler (Cotgr.) to

separate, uncouple, f. des-, Dis- 4 + coupler to

COUPLE.] trans. To separate or disunite what is

coupled, to uncouple.
c 1489 CAXTON Sonnes of Aymon ix. 241 Now are dys-

coupled the foure sones of Aymon, for I have slayne
Ricnarde. 1549 HOOPER Declar. Ten Commandm. x.Wks.
(Parker Soc.) 384 Neither doth the magistrate dissolve that

God hath bound, nor discoupte that God coupled. 1883
W. S. DUGDALE tr. Dante*s Pnrgatorio xxv. 280 Ascending
the steps whose narrowness decouples those who mount,

b. intr. for refl.

1599 T, M[OUFET] Silkwormts 66 When they die after dis-

coupfing.

Discour, -coure, obs. ff. DISCOVER v.

t Discoirrage, sb. Obs. [f.
Dis- 9 + COURAGE

sb. : or f. DISCOURAGE z'.] Want or failure of

courage ; the state of discouragement.
c 1500 Three Kings Sons 105 Their enemyes were in suche

discorage that thei durst not wele be seen at no scartnyssh.

1548 UDALL, etc. Erasm. Par. Matt. v. (R.), Many.. be

brought in discourage of themselves, by the reason of

pouertie . . or by aduersuie. 1586 BRIGHT Melanck. xxxiii.

184 They are faint-hearted, and full of discourage. 1611

SPEED Theat. Gf. Brit. ix. (1614) v/ 1 Causing their king
Canute with discourage to retire.

Discourage (disks-red^}, v. Also 5-6 dis-,

dyscorage (odischorage). [ad. OF. descoragicr,
later deseourager, mod.K. rfjcottrager \

f. des~, Dis-

4 + corage> COURAGE sb^\

1. trans. To deprive of courage, confidence, or

moral energy; to lessen the courage of; to dis-

hearten, dispirit. The opposite of encourage.
1481 CAXTON Godfrey cxxxh. 196 How therle of chartres

discoraged themperour of Constantinople that he shold not

goo and socoure our peple. i5 COVERDALE Jer. xxxviji.
4 Thus he discoragelh the hondes of the soudyers y* be in

this cite, and the hondes of atl the people. 1611 BIBLE
TransL Pref. 2 His Royall heart was not daunted or dis-

couraged. 1684 BUNYAN Pilgr. IL 21, 1 think no Slow of

Despond would discourage me. 17*5 DE FOE ^oy. round
World (1840) 253 He would be very

far from discouraging
me. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. III. 232 No trick, no lie,

which was thought likely to discourage the starving garrison
was spared. tibsol. 1789 ANNA SEWARD Lett. (.1811) II.

226 Difficulty rather stimulates than discourages.
b. with complement-. To deter (by discourage-

ment) f/0 do something (pb$.}\ from (t/iw) an act.

"5*9 MORE SuppL Sottfys Wks. 337/1 Not for yfc we wold
discorage you to dispose well your goodes when ye dye.
1529 Snjplic. to King (E.E.T.S.) 36 This they doo to

dyscorage all men from the studye of Gods Worde. 1598
R. BERNARD tr. Terence (1607) 337 The poet .. was nowe
almost discouraged for taking any more paines. a i68a
SIR T. BROWNE 7*racts (1684) 101 It discouraged from all

Navigation About it. a 1698 TEMPLE (J.). Unless you . .

DAMHKK t'oy. II. I. 89 The Seamen are ducouragcd
fiMhinx for them by the King. 179* C. LUCAS u. Waters
II. 3 We shall be discouraged from the laborious . . task.

discourage them to May with you by using them ill. 1699
DAMHKK V
fishing for

A'e si

t O. trans/, uidjig. Obs.
a 1519 S HELTON AV//K. 355 For to disparage And to dU-

corage The fame matrycubue Of poetes laureate. 1577
\\. GOOGB fftretback's Hush. u. (1586) 87 You shall some-
time have one branch more gallant then his fellowe*, w In< h
if you cutte not away, you discourage all the rest. 1657 in

Burton's Diary (1828) II. 150 Though the face of public
worship of late be discouraged.
2. transf. To lessen or repress courage for (an

action or project ; to discountenance, exprew dis-

approval of,
* throw cold water on '.

1641 WILKINS Math. Magick n. xv. (1648) 793, 1 would be
loath to discourage the enquiry of any ingenuous artificer.

n 1649 Eikon lias. xii. (1824)106, I might neither Incourage
the rebels insolence, nor discourage the Protestants loyalty
and patience. 1699 DAHPIKK Voy. II. i. 85 Thro their

oppression .. trading is discouraged. 1735 BERKELEY Querist
43 Idleness should of all things be discouraged. 1809

SYD. SMITH Wks. (1867) I. 173 A set of lectures upon poli-
tical economy would be discouraged in Oxford. 187* YEATS
Growth Conttn. 56 Laws were made to discourage usury.

f3. intr. (for refl.) To lose courage or confi-

dence. Obs.

'553 BALE Vocacyon in Hart. Misc. (1808-12) VI. 46410.)
Because that poore Churche shulde not utterly discourage,
in her extreme adversitees. i4 HFLLOWRS Guevaras
Fam. (1577) 33 Scipio considering the Numamines to

increase in pride, and the Romanes to discourage.

Discourageable (diskzrjed3ab'l),<i. r'are.
[f.

DISCOURAGE v. + -ABLE.] Capable of being dis-

couraged or disheartened ; to be discouraged.
1611-15 BP. HALL Contempt^ N. T. rv. xxvi, O loue to un-

thankfull souls ! not discouragtable by the most hatefull

: indignities.

Discon-raged, ppl. a.
[f.

as prec. + -KU '.]

j
Deprived of courage or confidence, disheartened.

1548 UDALL, etc Erasm. Par. Malt, xix. (R.), He wente
'

awaye with a discouraged and heauye mynde. 1667 FLAVEL
Saint ftuitcJ \L754* 44 Discouraged souls, how many do you
reckon the Lord for ? 1*47 TENNYSON Priuc. ill. 137, 1 grew

j

discouraged, Sir. 1888 rail Mall G. 8 June 4/1 Seductive
terms about fettered industry, discouraged capital, and -the

{
undue taxation of the necessaries of life.

Discouragement (diskfuedgment). [ad. OF.

discouragement, ttcscoragement (uth c. in Hatz.-

Darm.), mod.K. encouragement, i. descoragier, des-

cottrager to DISCOURAGE: cf. ENCOURAGEMENT.]
1. The action or fact of discouraging.
1600 HAKLUYT Voy. 1 1 1. 131 (R.) To the great discourage-

ment and hinderance of the same marchains and fishermen.

01797 H. WALPOLE Ceo. 11 ( 1847! '
'V- 89 His severity to

ana discouragement of that pest of society, Attorneys. 1880

C. R. MARKHAM I'eruv. Bark xll. 414 From that time there

was nothing but discouragement and obstruction. Mod.
The discouragement of rash and premature attempts.

2. The fact or state of being discouraged ;
want

of spirit or confidence ; depression of spirit with

regard to action or effort. (The more usual sense.)

1561 T. NORTON Calvin's fiat. lit. ii, (1634) 261 The feeling

..turneth onely to terrour and discouragement. 01600
, HOOKER Disc. Justif. Wks. 1617 II. 53 That repining dis-
'

couragement of heart, which teraDteth God. i6ia BRINSLEY

Lutf. Lit. iii. (1627' 20 About which I have taken no small

griefe and discouragement. 1844 THIRLWALL. Greece VIII.

157 He represents it as having caused so much discourage-
ment at Sparta, that [etc.]. 1860 FROWDE Hist. Eng. V.

lit] showed how great was the discouragement into which

the loss of Beton had thrown them. 1878 LECKY Eng.
in i8M C. II. v. 50 Poverty and discouragement became
more general than ever.

3. That which discourages; a disheartening or

deterrent influence.

1611 WOODALL Surf. Mate Pref. Wks. (1653) 9 Notwith-

standing all such discouragements . . he proceeded on with

courage. 17*0 SWIFT Mod. Edttc., The books read at

school and colleges are full of . . discouragements from

vice. ITS DE FOE Yoy. round World (Aui) 319 Their first

discouragement was, the country was all open with very
little wood. 1868 . EDWARDS Raleigh I. viii. 123 Strong

discouragements which liad often chilled the glowing antici-

pations.

Discourager diskr-red^ai). [f. DISCOURAGE
v. + -EH '.] One who or that which discourages or

disheartens ; one who discountenances or ' throws

cold water
'

upon efforts.

1631 GoiGEt7ort"i Arrmtni. 46. 80 None [are] greater
discouragers of the upright. 1710 MACCLESFIELD in Ld.

Campbell CkanceUm (1857) VI. cxxi. 10 Discouragers of

those who preach virtue and piety. 1849 LEWIS Influence
Author. Opin. ix. (L.), The promoter of truth and the

discourager of error. 1884 G. P. LATHROP Tntt i. 5
Antiquity is a great discourager of the sympathies.

DiscouYaging, vbl. sb. [f.
as prec. + -ING '].

The action of the veib DISCOURAGE; disconrage-

I

ment. (Now chiefly gerundial.)
1S45 Primer Hea. Vlll, in 3 Primers (1848) 519 In all

trouble and adversity to be quiet . . without discouraging
and desperation. 1578 T. N. tr. Cony. IV. India 318 The
overthrow [was] a great discouraging of the enemie. 1603
KNOLLES Hist. Turks (1638) 35 To the great discouraging
of all other Christian Princes.

Discou'raging, ///. a. [f.
as prec. + -ING 2

.J

That discourages or causes discouragement ; dis-

heartening.
1678 BINYAN Pilgr. i. 77 Over that Valley hangs tlie dis-

couraging Clouds of confusion. 1715 DE FOE Fam. In-

struct, i. iii, With many discouraging thoughts for the

event. 1849 GROTE Grace n. Iviii. (1862) V. 158 The answer



DISCOURAGINGLY.
returned was discouraging. 1876 T. HARDY Ethclberta

(1890) 185 Despite her discouraging words, he still went on.

Hence Discou ragingly at/v. t
in a discouraging

manner ; f Discou'rajfingrness.
1690 J. MACKENZIE Siege London-Deny 21/2 Collonel

Lundy. .spoke so discouragingly to many of them concern-

ing the indefensibleness of the place. 1727 BAILEY vol. II,

Discouragbigness, discouragement. 1882 ANNIE THOMAS
Allerton Towers \\.v\\\. 151 Treating her confidences coldly,

not to say, discouraging ly.

t Discoursative, -itive, a. Obs. rare. [f.

DISCOURSE: see-ATiVE.] a. Pertaining to discourse

or conversation, b. Of or belonging to ' discourse
'

or reason, rational.

1600 C. SUTTON Disce Mori iL (1838) 23 As if it were

only some arbitrable matter or discoursitive. 1610 MARK-
HAM Masterp. \. vii. 17 Horses discerne by meanes of the

vertue Imaginatiue, Discoursatiue, and Memoratiue.

Discourse (diskous), sb. Also 4-5 discours,
discors. [a. F. discours, ad. L. discurs-us ' run-

ning to and fro, conversation, discourse* (after

cours : L. cursiis') : cf. It. discorso, Sp. discurso.

L. discurs-us is f. discurs-, ppl. stem of discurrcre :

see next.]

1 1. Onward course ; process or succession of time,

events, actions, etc. ; =CouR8K. Obs.

1540-1 ELYOT Image GffB. (1549) 134 The natural! discourse

of the sunne. 1548 UDALL, etc. Erasm. Par, i Pet. i. (R.),

But when y* day shal come, & the discourse of things turned

vp side down.they shall be tormented, and you shal reioyce.

1565 JEWEL Def. Apol. (1611) 91 It is most euident by the

whole discourse of the Text. 1577 HELLOWES Gueuara's
Chron. 65 The riuer Tygris in the discourse of his currant

maketh an Ilande. 1588 GREENE Pandoslo (1607) 18 This

tragicall discourse of Fortune so daunted them, as they
went like shadowes. 1612 SHELTON Quix. I. 11. v. 89 The
Knights-errant, .did.. suffer much Woe and Misery in the

Discourse of their Lives.

b. In the following the meaning is perhaps 'course of
arms or combat* (cf. COURSE i. 5); though other explan-
ations have been proposed.
1596 SPENSER /'. (/. vi. viii. 14 The villaine . . Himself

addrest unto this new debate, And with his club him all

about so blist That he which way to turne him scarcely
wist : Sometimes aloft he layd, sometimes alow, Now here,
now there, and oft him neare he mist. .At last the caytive,
after long discourse, When all his strokes he saw avoyded
quite, Resolved in one t'assemble all his force. 1611 BEAU-
MONT & FL. King fy No King ii. i, Good captain Bessus,
tell us the discourse [viz. of single combat] Betwixt Tigranes
and our king, and how We got the victory.

f 2.
* The act of the understanding, by which it

passes from premises to consequences
'

(J.) ;
reason-

ing, thought, ratiocination
;
the faculty of reasoning,

reason, rationality. Obs. or arch.

(-1374 CHAUCER Boeth. v. Pr. iv. 165 It [intelligence]

byholde^ alle binges so as I shal seye by a strok of bou^t
formely wib oute discours or collacioun. 1413 Pilgr. So^vte

(Caxton 1483) iv. xxviii. 75 He knoweth all hynge, therfore

there is nought ferther to seken by discours. 1604 ED-
MONDS Observ. Caesar's Comm. 39 The soule of man is

endued with a power of discourse, whereby it concludeth
either according to the certainetie of reason, or the learning
of experience, ai6z8 RALEIGH Rem. (1644) 131 The Dog
..we see is plentifully furnished with inward discourse.

1672 WILKINS Nat. Relig. 56 The discerning of that con-
nexion or dependance which, there is betwixt several pro-

positions, .which is called ratiocination, or discourse. 1788
WESLEY Wks. (1872) VI. 353 Discourse, strictly speaking,
is the motion or progress of the mind from one judgment to

another. 1864 BOWEM Logic vii. 177 Discourse (discursus^

iiacota) indicates the operation of comparison.

j*b. Phr. Discourse ofreason : process or faculty
of reasoning. Obs. or arch.

1413 Pilgr, Sowle (Caxton 1483) iv. xxviii. 74 The soule

seketn by discors of reson the skyles and the causes of the
wonderful beaute of creatures. 1553 EDEN Treat, Neivc
Ind. (Arb.) 9 As could hardely be comprehended by the
discourse of reason. 1602 SHAKS. Ham. \. ii. 150 A beast
that wants discourse of Reason. 1675 SOUTH Scrm. In-

gratitude (1715) 455 By the Discourses of Reason, or the
Discoveries of Faith. 1836-7 SIR W. HAMILTON Metaph.
App. I. 415 No one with the ordinary discourse of reason
could commit an error in regard to them.
3. Communication of thought by speech ; 'mutual

intercourse of language
'

(J.) ; talk, conversation.
arch.

1559 W. CUNNINGHAM Cosmogr. Glasse 112 But what
make I discourse in these thinges to you, whiche knowe
them muche better then I. 1594 SHAKS. Rich. Ill, v. iii.

99 Ample enterchange of sweet Discourse. 1597-8 BACON
Jss. t Discourse (Arb.) 14 Some in their discourse, desire
rather commendation of wit . . then of iudgement. 1667
MILTON P. L. VHI. 211 Sweeter thy discourse is to my eare
Then Fruits of Palm-tree. 1713 SWIFT Frenzy J, Dennis,
I. .laid hold of that opportunity of entering into discourse
with him. 1726 Adv. Capt. R. Boyle 306, 1 finding she did
not much care for talking upon that Subject, chang'd the
Discourse. 1863 LONGF. Wayside Inn n. Prel. vii, Mean-
while the Student held discourse With the Musician.

t b. The faculty of conversing ; conversational

power. Obs.

1590 SHAKS. Com. Err. in. i. 109, I know a wench of
excellent discourse, Prettie and wittie. 1606 Tr. <$ Cr.
i. ii. 275 Is not birth, beauty, good shape, discourse . . and
so forth : the Spice, and salt that seasons a man ? 1641
EVELYN Mem. (1857) I. i His wisdom was great, and his

judgement most acute : of solid discourse, affable, humble.

c, (with a and//.) A talk, a conversation, arch.

1632 LITHGOW Trav. vi. 286 In the midst of my Discourses,
I told his Hiehnesse. .the Guardians request. 1644 MILTON
Educ. Wks. (1847) 08/1 The satisfaction which you profess
to have received from those incidental discourses. 1715

430

DE FOE Fain. Instruct, i. viii, I have had a long discourse

with my father. 1727 SWIFT Gulliver in. ii. 183 They
neither can speak nor attend to the discourses of others.

1887 I!O\VEN Virg. jEiuid I. 748 Dido the while with many
discourses lengthens the night.

against them still more implacable. ^1715 BURNET Oimi
Time (1823) I. 287 Many discourses were set about upon
this occasion.

f 4. Narration
;
a narrative, tale, account. Obs.

1572 SIR T. SMITH in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. n. III. 21 This

is hitherto a brief discourse of that which hath passed sith

my lord Admiralls commyng to Paris. 1575 (title), A brief

Discours off the Troubles . . abowte the Booke off Common
Prayer and Ceremonies. 1632 LITHGOW Trav. v. 237

Troubling me.. to show them the rare Discourses of my
long two yeares survey of Turkey. 1647 MAY Hist. Par/.

II. l. 545 Out of whose faithfull relation of that Rebellion. .

I have partly collected my discourse of it.

5. A spoken or written treatment of a subject, in

which it is handled or discussed at length ;
a dis-

sertation, treatise, homily, sermon, or the like.

(Now the prevailing sense.)

1381 PETTIE Gnnzzo's Civ. Com. l. i8b, Referring to y
long discourses which ye divines make of it. 1596 HARING-
TON Metam. AJOJC (1814) 15 The discourse ensuing is

divided into three parts. 1644 MILTON Areop. (Arb.) 47
The acute and distinct Arminius was perverted meerly by
the perusing of a namelesse discours writt'n at Delf. 1711
ADDISON Sped. No. 106 p 7 Authors who have published
Discourses of Practical Divinity. 1764 REID Inquiry iii.

116 Dr. N. Grew read a discourse before the Royal Society
in 1675. 1803 Med. Jml. IX. 84 The volume opens with

a short preliminary Discourse on the education and duties

of a Surgeon. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. II. 176 In the

pulpit the effect of his discourses, which were delivered

without any note, was heightened by a noble figure.

f6. a. Familiar intercourse, familiarity, b.

Familiarity with a subject ; conversancy (in}. Obs.

1602 SHAKS. Ham. in. i. 108 If you be honest, and fair,

your Honesty should admit no discourse to your Beautie.

1604 E. G. D'Acosla's Hist. Indies I. v. 17 The Portugals
. .a Nation that hath more discourse in the Arte of Navi-

gation then any other.

1. Comb.
1628 EAKLE Microcosm., Scepticke in Relig. (Arb.l 67 He

is strangely vnfix't, and a new man euery day, as his last

discourse-books Meditations transport him.

Discourse (disk69-js\ v. [f. DISCOUBSE sb. ;

prob. influenced by F. discourir ' to discourse of
'

Cotgr., ad. L. discurrcre to run to and fro, dis-

course, f. Dis- i + currere to run : cf. F. courir to

run, secondary form of OF. courre:L. currSre.

OF. had also the more literal senses
' to run to and

fro, to traverse '.]

fl. inlr. To run, move, or travel over a space,

region, etc.
; transf. to 'run out', extend. Obs. rave.

a 1547 SURREY Aeneid iv. 475 With silence [silent] looke

discoursing over al. 1555 EDEN Decades 213 A greate

parte of lande. .discoursynge towarde the West.

\ 2. intr.
' To pass from premises to conclusions

(J.) ; to reason. (Also with obj. clause.) Obs. (Cf.

DISCOURSE sb. 2.)

1592 DAVIES Immort. Soul i. (R.), Nor can herself dis-

course or judge of ought, But what the sense collects, and
home doth bring ; And yet the pow'rs of her _discoursing
thought, From these collections is a diverse thing, a 1652

J. SMITH Scl. Disc. iv. 105 A mind, i.e. something within

us that thinks, apprehends, reasons, and discourses. 1660

JER. TAYLOR Duct. Duoit. i. ii. rule iii. 5 If in philosophy
we discourse that the true God, being a Spirit without

shape or figure, cannot be represented by an image, a 1700
DRYDEN Ovid's Met. xv. (R.), Those very elements, .trans-

lated grow, have sense or can discourse.

ft), trans. To turn over in the mind, think

over. Obs.

1581 PETTIE Guazzo's Civ. Conv. i. (1586) 19 He discoursed

many things in his minde. c 1611 CHAPMAN Iliad, 11. 2 He
discourst, how best he might approue His vow made for

Achilles grace.

3. intr. To hold discourse, to speak with another

or others, talk, converse; to discuss a matter, confer.

(Cf. DISCOURSE sb. 3.)

1559 [see DISCOURSING vtl. so.]. 1590 SHAKS. Mids. N. v.

i. 152 For all the rest, Let Lyon, Moone-shine, Wall,_ and
Louers twaine, At large discourse. 1601 Jill. C. in. i. 295

Thou shah discourse To yong Octavius, of the state of

things. 1660 Trial Regie. 154 We would sit up discoursing

about these unhappy wars. 1677 C. HATTON in Hatton
Corr. (1878) 152 Several persouns are discoursed of to suc-

ceed him. 1695-6 R. FISHER in Blackmore Hist. Conspir.

(1723) 75 It was discoursed . . about seizing on the King in

Kensington House. 1726 Adv. Capt. R. Boyle 204 And he

in return, instructed me in the Pprtugueze Language : so

that in a short time we could discourse in either. 1801

SOUTHEY Tlialaba n. xxxvi. Now his tongue discoursed of

regions far remote. 1873 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) I. 89 I am
quite willing to discourse with Socrates in his own manner.

fig. 1592 SHAKS. Rom. f, "Jut. n. ii. 13 She speakes, yet
she saves nothing, what of that? Her eye discourses, I will

answere it. 1607 BEAUM. & FL. Woman-Hater HI. l, I'll

promise peace, and fold mine arms up ; let but mine eye
discourse. 1644 [see DISCOURSING///, a. 2].

b. trans, (with compl.} To pass (time) away in

discourse or talk ; to bring (a person) by discourse

into (some state).
1611 SHAKS. Cytnb. in. iii. 38 How. .shall we discourse The

freezing houres away ? 1672 EACHARD Hobbs* State Nat.

106, I always found it an endless thing to reason and dis-

course people into any soundness of mind. 1820 HAZLITT

DISCOURSING.

Lect. Dram. Lit. 137 Seated round [they] discourse the

silent hours away.
4. intr. To speak or write at length on a subject ;

to utter or pen a discourse. (Cf. DISCOURSE sb. 5.)

1564 [implied in DISCOURSED. 1628 PRVNSE Cens. Cozens

23 They haue discoursed of these seuen sinnes. 1632 LITH-
GOW Trail. VI. 239 Josephus . . largely discoursed] of many
hundred thousands famished, .within this multipotent City.
ft 1704 LOCKE (J.), The general maxims we are discoursing
of are not known to children, ideots, and a greater part of

mankind. 1750 LARDNER Wks. (1838) III. 38 Mr. Wolff
has discoursed largely of this matter. i8z BUCKLE
Civiliz. (1869) III. iv. 203 If he discoursed for two hours
without intermission, he was valued as a zealous pastor.

5. trans. To go through in speech ;
to treat of in

speech or writing ;
to talk over, discuss ; to talk of,

converse about ; to tell, narrate, relate, arch.

1563 87 FOXE A. $ M. (1684) III. 357 We have discoursed

the Story of Mr. Robert Glover. 1591 SHAKS. i Hen. VI,
\. iv. 26 How wert thou handled, being Prisoner ?. . Discourse

I prethee on this Turrets top. a 1552 MARLOWE & NASHE
Dido n. Wks. (Rtldg.) 256/2 To discourse at large, And
truly too, how Troy was overcome, a 1652 J. SMITH Scl.

Disc. ix. iii. (1821) 422 Having discoursed the nobleness of

religion in its original and nature ; we come now to consider

the excellency of religion in its properties. 1654 WHITLOCK
Zootomia 388 Alcibiades cut of his Dogs Taile . . that so the

talkative people might lesse discourse his other Actions. 1716

COLLIER tr. Greg. Naziaitzen 57, I need not discourse, that

Passion, Rancour, and Malice, are not allow'd a Christian.

1727 SWIFT Gulliver n. viii. 170 Discoursing this matter

with the sailors while I was asleep. 1822 B. CORNWALL
Dram. Scenes, Tartarus, Moans, beside Its waters rising,

discourse tales of sin.

J*g. 1S9 1 GREENE Maiden's Dreatiiexxix, His open hands
discours'd his inward grace.

f b. To utter, say ; to speak or write formally.

(With the utterance or thing said as object.) 06s.

1604 SHAKS. Oth. n. iii. 282 Drunke ? And speake Parrat ?

, . And discourse Fustian with ones owne shadow ? 1654
WHITLOCK Zootomia 446 Who it may be can discourse

nothing but slander, or censure. 1744 HARRIS Three Treat.

in. I. (1765) 108 The Joy. .in recollecting what we have dis-

coursed on these Subjects.

c. To utter, give forth (musical sounds).
(Chiefly as a reminiscence of the Shakspere passage.)
1602 SHAKS. Ham. ill. ii. 374 Giue it breath with your

mouth, and it will discourse most excellent Musicke. 1837
CARLYLE Fr. Rev. III. in. ix. (1872) 135 The tocsins dis-

course stern music. 1881 Scribner's Maf.XXI. 267/2 The

Ridgemont brass band was discoursing familiar strains. 1882

BESANT Revolt ofMan xi. (1883) 263 On the Green the band
was discoursing sweet music.

f 6. trans. To speak or converse with (a person),
to talk to ; to discuss a matter with, confer with ;

to speak to, address, harangue. Obs. or arch.

(Very common down to 1750).

1677 A. YARRANTON Eng. Improy. 25 All the People, .will

discourse their Parliament Men in these things hinted at.

aloud. 1702 ECHARD Eccl. Hist. (1710) 226 While Peter thus

discoursed the people. 1763 FRANKLIN Let. Wks. 1887 III.

229 That I might . . have more convenient opportunities of

discoursing them on our publick affairs. 1866 WHITTIER

Marg. Smith's Jrnl. Prose Wks. 1889 I. 21 Sir Thomas dis-

coursed us in his lively way.

t DiscouTseless, a. Obs. [f. DISCOURSE sb.

+ -LESS.] Void of reasoning power ; unreasoning.
1620 SHELTON Quix. II. vi. 69 To attempt things whence

rather harm may after result unto us then good, is the part

of rash and discourseless brains.

Discourser (disko^-jsaa). Also 6 -our, 7 -or.

[f. DISCOURSE . + -KB l
.] One who discourses ;

a speaker, talker, narrator, preacher, orator; the

writer ofa discourse or dissertation.

1564 Brief. Exam. * *
iij b, There are much paynes be-

stowed of these discoursours. 1579 J. STUBBES GapingGulf
A vj b, These discoursers that vse the word of God with as

little conscience as they doe Machiavel. 1600 O. E. Reply
Libel i. vii. 166 An idle discourser, that mooueth questions,

that bee not to purpose. 1630 R. yolmsm's Kingd. /<,

Commiu. 300 Some few particulars . . worthy a much more

ample discourse, and a . . better informed discourser. 1713

BENTLEY Freethinkiiig 65 (R.) Our discourser here has

?uoted
nine verses out of it. 1768-74 TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1852)

I. 415 It behoves the discourser upon religious matters to

consider (etc.]. 1884 CHURCH Bacon iii. 62 Perhaps she dis-

trusted in business and state affairs so brilliant a discourser.

Discotrrsing, vbl. sb. [f.
DISCOURSE v. +

-ING i.] The action of the verb DISCOURSE, q.v. ;

talking, conversation ; discussion.

1559 BP. SCOT in Strype Ann. Ref. I. App. x. 33 Let the

prestes . . meet together, .for the discoursinge therof. 1667

BP. S. PARKER Cens. Platan. Phil. 37 Plato's discoursmgs

about practicall matters are exceeding handsome and

pertinent. 1683 HACKE Collect. I'oy. (1699) i. 7 We concluded

the discoursing of Women at Sea was very unlucky, and

occasioned the Storm. 1894 Athenamiii 17 Mar. 339/1

listen to the discoursing of an accomplished man of letters

. . is always a pleasure.

Discotrrsing, ///. a- [f- as prec. -r -IKS *.]

That discourses ;
see the verb.

fl. Passing from premisses to consequences,

reasoning ; reasonable, rational. Obs.

1502 DAVIES Immort. Soul u. xi. d7M) 29 Brutes do want

that quick discoursing Pow'r, Which doth in us the erring

Sense correct. 1638 K. DIGBY Let. cone. Rclif. u. (5i> 14

The Fathers works . . will fairly inform a rational and dis-

coursing man of the true state of them. 1642 R.CARPENTER

Experience \\. v. 156 Motives . . sufficient to induce a dis-

coursing man to forsake the Jesuits.
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f b. Passing rapidly from one thought to an-

other; busily thinking. Obs.

a 1568 ASCHAM Scholcm, \. (Arb.) 78 A factious hart, a dis-

coursing head, a mynde to mcdle in all mens matters. 16*5
BACON /I'M., Truth (Arb.) 499 And though the Sects of

Phil) oj'ln !; of that Kinde be gone, yet there remains cer-

taine discoursing Wits. 1638 FORD Lady's Trial \\\, iii, We
Frame strange conceits in our discoursing brains.

2. Talking, holding discourse; delivering a dis-

course.

a 1568 ASCHAM Scholem. (Arb.) 76 A busic head, a dis-

coursing long, and a factious harte. 1644 HI'LWKR (titlc\

Chirologia : or the Natural! Language of the Hand. Com-
posed of the Speaking Motions, and Discoursing Gestures
thereof. 1891 Daily A'tifs 2 Oct. 5/6 Mrs. Theodore Fry..
and Miss Orrne, were the discoursing ladies.

t Discotrrsist. Obs. [f.
DISCOURSE v. + -IST.]

( tin- \vho reasons or draws conclusions.
16*1 MAHRK tr. Aletnan^s Guzman d*Alf. n. 205 Thereby

every good Discoursist might come to the knowledge of the

fault, and repent himselfe thereof.

Discoursitive : see DISCOUBSATIVB.

t Discoirrsive, a. Obs. [f. DISCOURSE v. +
-TVE : cf. discursive, which follows Latin analogies.]
1. Of or pertaining to

' discourse
'

or reason ;

having the power of reasoning ; rational.

1594 UAKKW ffuarte's Exam, Wits fi6i6) 60 Vnderstood
of the faculties or reasonable wits, which are discoursiue and
actiue. 1645 RUTHKRFORD Tryalf^ Tri. Faith (1845 386 The
prime faculty, reason, the discoursive power. 1649 DAVENANT
Love V Honour i. Dram. Wks. 1873 III. IOQ The brute herd
. .though they want Discoursive soul, are less inhuman far

than he. 1678 Lively Orac. n. 62. 261 He must be sup-
pos'd. .to have given men discoursive faculties.

b. Proceeding by reasoning, argumentative.
1588 J. HARVEY (title), Discoursive Probleme concerning

Prophesies. 1592 NASHE P. Penilesse (ed. 2) aaa, Hee fell

into a discoursive consideration, what this world was, a 165*

J. SMITH Sfl. Disc. iv. 94 All such actions..we know, without

any great store of discoursive inquiry, to attribute to their

own proper causes. 1753 L. M. tr. DM Boscg's Accomplish'd
li'i'tnan i. 221 Fortune gives kingdoms, but art no more
than discoursive knowledge and .science.

2. Passing from one thing to another, discursive.

1591 DAVIES Immort, Soitl\\\\, xi. (1714) 52 His sight is

not discoursive, by degrees ; But seeing the whole^ each

single Part doth see. 1613 W. BROWNE Skeph, Pipe vii. (R.)
Thou. . In thy discoursive thought, dost range as farre.

3. Disposed or ready to discourse or converse ;

talkative; conversable, communicative.
1605 DANIEL Philotas Poemsfi?!?) 321 See howthese vain

Discoursive Bookmen talk. 1642 HDWELL For. Trav. (Arb.)

30 The one Discoursive and Sociable, the other Reserved
and Thoughtful!. 1669 WOOD<> (Oxf. H. S.) II. 169 He
found htm a complaisant man, very free and discoursive.

b. Of the nature of discourse or dialogue ;
con-

versational.

a 1592 MARLOWE & NASHE Dido i. (Rtidg.) 254/2 But thou
art gone:

and leav'st me here alone, To dull the air with my
discoursive moan. 6*1645 HOWELL -*//. (1650) III. ix. 17 You
promised a further expression of your self by way of a Dis-

coursive Letter what you thought of Copernicus opinion.
1668 DRVDEN Ess. Dram. Poesy in Arb. Gamer III. 567
For the Epic way is euery where interlaced with Dialogue
or Discoursive Scenes. 17x6 M. DAVIES A then. Brit. HI.

Cnt. Hist, in The Editioning of. .Ancient Authors, with-

out any .. long discoursive Comments, or long-winded
Sententions-Notes.

t Discoirrsiyely, adv. Obs. [f. prec. + -LY 2
.]

In a * discoursive
'

way : a. Rationally; b. Conver-

sationally ; C. By way of a discourse or set speech.
1588 J. HARVEY Disc. Probl. 7 To proceede tentatiuel^,

and discoursiuely, as the foresaid schoolemen vse to call it.

1593 R. HARVEY Pkilad. 7 You are very bookishly and
literally wise, not reasonably and discoursively. 1644
HOWELL For. Trav. (Arb.) 39 He hath made an introduction
into the Spanish tongue .. so that . . he may easily come to

speak e it discoursively. 1656 CROMWELL Sp. 17 Sept., Not
discoursively, in the oratoric way ; but to let you see the
matter of fact, .how the state of your affairs stands.

t Discotrrsiveness. Obs. [f. as prec. +

NESS.] The quality of being
*
discoursive'.

1617-77 FELTHAM Resolves n. xliv. 245 The discoursiueness
of Reason.

t Discou rt, v. 06s.
[f. Dis- 7 b + COURT sb.

6.] trans. To dismiss or expel from court ; to de-

prive of court favour ;
= DECOURT.

1585 WOTTON Let. to Walsineham i June in Tytler Hist.

Scot. (1864) IV. 90/3 Whether he might not be better dis-

courted by way of justice. 1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. vi.

xlv. 155 Jehu .. commanded all his officers to offer sacrifice

to the Idoll-Gods, pretending to dis-court all such as refused.

1676 W. Row Contn. Blair's Aittobiog. xii. (1848) 436 Mid-
dleton was like to be discourted. i7-a WODROW Hist.

Stiffi Ck. Scat. i. v. (1828) 384 The chancellor threatened to

disgrace and discourt him.

Discourteous (diskoo-JtyDs, -kzrjtyas), a. [f.

Dis- 10 + COURTEOUS a. ; prob. after F. discourtots

(Cotgr.), earlier des-, or lt.dzscorese (Florio 1598).]
Void of or lacking in courtesy; rude, uncivil.

1578 T. N. tr. Cong. W. India? Cortez..used discourteous
words unto him in the presence of many. 1590 GREENE Or/.
/".Wks.(Rtldg.) 98/1 Discourteous women, natures fairest

ill. 1690 CROWNE En*. Frier \. 44 Ladies are discourteous
to themselves who take liberties discretion will not allow.

1814 SOUTHEY Roderick xvi, That e'er of old in forest of

romance 'Gainst knights and ladies waged discourteous war.

1877 KirA / 'i-'ienne in. vii, Pardon me that in a moment of

just indignation I have seemed discourteous.

Discoxvrteously, adv. [f. prec. + -LY 2.] in

a discourteous manner; with incivility.

1584 C. ROBINSON Hattdf. Delites (Spencer Soc.) 19 Alas

my tore, ye do me wrong, to out me offdiscurteously. 1647
TBAPP Comm. Matt. v. 44 Abraham rescucth his nephew
Lot, that had dealt so discourteously with him. 1845 l.n.

CAMPBELL Chancellors (1857) Vl.cxxiii. 74 Peter, though so

discourteously treated in this controversy, did not flinch.

1870 DISHAKU Lotliair xlvi, Lord St. Aldegonde . . moved
discourteously among them.

DiscouTteonsness. rare. [f. as prec. +

| Rudeness, incivility.

1727
in BAILEY vol. II. 1866 [see DISCOURTESY].

Discourtesy (disko^uti'si, -kiKi-). [f. Dis- 9
+ COUHTKSY, alter F. discourloisie(C(Agt.\ earlier

dcs- (i 5th c. in Hatz.-Darm.) ; cf. It. discortesia

(Florio), Sp. dcseortesia (Minsheu).] The
opposite

of courtesy; rude or uncivil behaviour ; incivility;
an instance of this.

'SSS EDEN Decades 252 Mee thynke it shulde seeme a great
discurtesie if I shuld not shewe yowe all that I knowe. 1509
SANDYS Europx Spec. (1632) 154 Some jealousies and dis-

curtesies passed lately betweene them and the Pope. 1611

SHAKS. Cyiiil'. ii. iii. 101, I pray you spare me, 'faith I shall

vnfoid equall discourtesie to your best kindnesse. 1670
EACHARD Cont, Clergy 16 Such pretended favours and kind-

nesses, as these, are the most right down discourtesies in the

world. 1840 MACAULAY Hist.
Iftig.

II. 78 Ample apologies
were therefore made for the discourtesy. 1859 TENNYSON
Idylls, Elaine 968, I pray you, use some rough discourtesy
To blunt or break her passion. 1866M RS. STOWE /,/'/. Foxes
too (heading) Discourteousness. . I think one of the greatest

destroyers of domestic peace is Discourtesy.

t DlSCOUTtship. Obs. rare. [f. Dis- 9 +
COURTSHIP i b.]

= IJiscouBTKSY.

1599 B. JONSON Cynthia's Rev. v. ii, Monsieur, we must
not so much betray ourselves to discourtship, as to suffer

you to be longer unsaluted.

I Di'SCOUS, a. Obs. [ad. mod.L. discosus

f. disc-us DISK : see -ous.] Having a disk or

disks ; discoid.

1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Discotts or Discoidnl Flowers
. .whose Floscitli or little Leaves, are set together so close,

thick, and even, as to make the surface of the Flower plain
and flat like a Dish. 17^7 BAILEY vol. II. Discotis Flower
. . is that which has a DISK without any Rays, as in T:ui-.y..

etc. 1794 MARTYN Rousscatt's Bot. xxvL 384 Discoid, or as

some call them discous flowers.

t Disco"venable, a. Obs. [a. OF. descovcn-

atle, -convenable, unsuitable, unbefitting, incon-

venient, f. des-, Dis- 4 + co(n}venable : see CON-

VENABLE, COVENABLE.] Unsuitable, unbefitting,

inappropriate.
[1*9* BRITTON I. xxix. 5 Si la condicioun soit

impossible
on descovenable. ] 1474 CAXTON Chesse n. v. D viij b, The
peple of rome . . no thynge shamefast to demaunde thynges
discouenable. 1484 Ckivalry 18 A discouenable thyng it

shold be that a man that wold lerne to sewe shold lerne

to sewe of a carpenter.

t Disco'veiiaiit, v. Obs. [f.
Dis- 6 + COVE-

NANT v. i, or Dis- J a + COVENANT ji.] trans. To
dissolve covenant with ; to exclude from a covenant.

Hence Disoo'venanted///. a.

1650 TRAPP Comtn. Pentat. n. 101 God will own them no

longer ; they are now dis-covenanted. 1667 FLAVEL Saint
Indeed (1754) 34 If he had . . discovenanted my soul, I had
reason to be cast down. 170* C. MATHER Magti. Chr. v.

App. (1852) 292 They were once in covenant and never since

discovenanted. 1801 LYTTON & FANE Tannh&uscr 97 No
more . . rebuild The rainbow of discovenanted Hope.

Disco'venanter. rare- 1
, [f. Dis- 9 +

COVENANTEB 2.] One who refused to sign or ad-

here to the (Scottish) Covenants; cf. COVENANT
sb. 9.

1817 AIKMAN Hist. Scot. IV. VIM. 186 The secret malignants
and discovenanters.

Discover (diskzrvai), v. Forms : a. 4- dis-

cover ; also 4 deschuver, disooovir, 4-5 dys-,

4-7 disoouer, 5 -ouuer, -oouyr, -couuer. P. 4

diskyuer, 5 dis-, dyskeuer. 7. 4 desoure, 4-6

discour(e, -cure, 5 -ouyre, 5-6 -kure, 6 -cuir.

8. 5-6 dis-, dyskere. [a. OF. descovr-ir, des-

cotivr-ir= Pr. and Sp. descubrir, It. discovrirc (later

-co/rV),ad. meA.i,.discooperire, lateL. or Romanic
f. Dis- 4 + L. cooperire to COVEB. The OF. stressed

form descucvre, -queuvre, gave the Eng. variant,

diskever (.still dial.}, and the vocalizing of v be-

tween vowels, gave the reduced discour, -cure, and

diskcrc.]

) 1. trans. To remove the covering (clothing, roof,

lid, etc.) from (anything) ; to bare, uncover; esp.

to uncover (the head), to unroof (a building). O/>s.

138* WYCLIF Lev. xxi. 10 His heed he shal not discouer.

his clothis he shal not kitt. 14 .. LYDG. Temple ofGltis 916
Who bat wil . . Fulli be cured .. He most . . Discure his wound,
& shew it to his lech, c 1449 PECOCK Repr. n. x. 206 The
principal Crucifix of the chirche schal be Discovered and
schewid baar and nakid to alle the peple of the Processioun.

1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 362 2 She.. said to her sustres that

they sholde discouere their hedes. 1530 WHITINTON /'"/*.".

(1527) 40 Let hym also.. set his cuppe surely^ before his

superyour, discouer it and couer it agayne with curtesy
made. 1571 GRINDAL Articles 50 Whether any man hath

pulled downe or discouered any Church, chauncell, or

chappell. 1617 Lisander tr Col. v. So At the end of his

sermon having discovered his head. i68 COKE On Lift.
i. 53 If the house be discouered by tempest, the tenant must
in conuenient time repaire it.

1 2. To remove, withdraw (anything serving as

a cover) ; to cause to cease to be a covering. Obs.

'53S STEWART Crm. Scot. II. 139 At the last the cloud

ane lytill we DUcouerit wet, that tha micht better se. 1611
BIBLE Jer. xiii. 22 For the greatnette of thine iniquttic are

thy skirts discouered. 1618 CHAPMAN Hcsiod i. 161 When
the woman the unwieldy ltd Had once discovered, all the
miseries hid. .dispersed and flew About the world.

3, To disclose or expose to view (anything
covered up, hidden, or previously unseen), to re-

veal, show. Now rare.
c 1450 1 .oNKt.n 11 Grail Iv. 175 Thanne browhte Aleyn this

holy vessel anon . . & there it discouerede & schewcd it be

tcvng. 1535 COVERDALE fso. xxvi. 2i He wil discouer the
bloude that she hath deuoured. 1^13 Krp>.

Guiana in Ifart.. . .

Misc. (Math.) III. 183 A goodly river, discovering a gallant
Country. 1660 HICKKRINCILL Jamaica (1661)39 Columbus.
to whose happy search, the West-Indies first discovered
it self. 1689 Modest Inq. v.

55
Which Wrinckles I had

rather Masque over and cover, than discover. 1716 LADY
M. W. MONTAGU Let. to Pope 14 Sept., The stage was
built over a. .canaland, at the beginning of the second act,
divided into two parts discovering the water. 1797 MRS.
RADCLIFFE Italian xxxii, This discovered to Schedoni the
various figures assembled in his dusky chamber, a 1861
CLOUGH hss. Class. Metres^ Actaeon 13 She. . Swift her di-

vine shoulders discovering. 188* STEVKNSOX Nnu Arab. Nts,

(1884) lai The nurseryman.. readily discovered his hoard.

fig. 1891 NEWMAN SMYTH Ckr. Ethics \. iii. 1 88 This mode
of thinking discovers a cosmical moral significance in the in-

carnation.

^ b. To afford a view of, to show. Obs.
1600 E. llLOL'NT tr. Conestaggio 212 Upon the hils, which

discover the enimies lodging and their trenches. 1638 SIR
T. HERBERT Trav* (ed. 2! 73 'Tis wall'd about, and to the
N. N. W. discovers a lake or fish-pond five miles over.

1667 MILTON A L. i. 64 From those flames NO light, but
rather darkness visible Serv'd only to discover sights of
woe. c 17x0 C. FIENNES Diary (1888) 112 An advanced

piece of ground above all the rest . . discovers the Country
a great Circuit round.

c. To discover check (Chess) : to remove a piece
or pawn which stands between a checking piece
and the king, and so to put the latter in check.

(1614 A. SAUL Chftfv\\\ t The Mate by discovery, the most
industrious Mate of all.] 1816 Stratagems ofChess (1817)
ii Place the queen, bishop or castle behind a pawn or a

piece in such a manner as upon playing that pawn or piece
you discover a check upon your adversary's king. 1847
STAUNTON Chess PI. Hatuibk. 20 When the King is directly
attacked by the Piece played, it is a simple check ; but when
the Piece moved does not itself give check, but unmasks
another which does, it is called a discovered check. Ibid.

28 A striking though simple instance of the power of a dis-

covered check. Ibid. 20, White must play his Rook to
K.Kt.'s sixth square, discovering check with the Bishop.

1870 HARDY & WARE Mod. Hoyle% Chess 42 Double Check is

when check is discovered, .the King being also attacked by
the piece moved.

4. To divulge, reveal, disclose to knowledge (any-

thing secret or unknown) ; to make known, arch.
a. With simple object.

11300 Cursor M. 28293 (Cott.) Priuetts o fremyd and
frende I haue dtscouerd als vn-hende. c 1350 Will. Palcrnc

3192 pis dede schal i neuer deschuuer. c 1386 CHAUCKR
Can. Yeoin. Prol. $ T. 143 Thou sclaundrest me. .And eek
discouerest that thou sholdest hyde. c 1470 HARDING Chron.
n. i. The youngest suster the mater all discured To her
husbande. ? c 1475 Syr. lowe Degre 868 Anone he made
hym swere His counsayj he should never diskere. 1591
SHAKS. Rom. $ Jnl. IIL i. 147 O Noble Prince, I can dis-

couer all The vnluckie Mannage of this fatall brail. i66a

J. DAVIES tr. Mandclslo's '1 rav. 5 They contain some
secrets which Time will discover. 1711 W. ROGERS I'oy. 9
[IJ now thought it fit to discover to our Crew whither we
were bound. 1751 JOHNSON Rambler No. 97 P 14 He
honestly discovers the state of his fortune.

b. With sitbord. cl.

1S99 SHAKS. Much Ado \. ii. 12 The Prince discouered to

Claudio that hee loued my niece your daughter. 18457. H.
NEWMAN Lett. (1891) II. 460 Continually do I pray that He
would discover to me if I am under a delusion.

t o. absol. Obs.

14.. Lvoc. Temple o/Glas 629 Lich him bat .. knoweb
not, to whom forto discure. 1659 Burton's Diary (1828)
IV. 302 All means were used to make him discover, but he
. .would not confess.

f 6. To reconnoitre. Also absol. Obs.

1375 BARBOUR Bruce xiv. 268 Furth till discouir, thairway
thai ta. c 1473 Ran/Coil^ear 798 Derflie ouir Daillis, dis-

couerand the doun, Gif ony douchtie that day for lornayis
was dichb 1513 DOUGLAS sKncis ix. iii. 196 Of the nycht
wach the cure We geif Mesapus, the ;ettis to discure. 159*
UNTON Corr. (Roxp.) 330 The king this day goeth to the
warr to discover. 1600 E. BLOUNT tr. Conestaggio 211 He
issued foorth..with his whole army, onely with an intent

to discover.

6. To reveal the identity of (a person) ; hence,
to betray, arch.
c 13*0 Sir Bfttes 74 Maseger, do me surte, bat bow nelt

nou;t discure me To no wi^t ! c 1386 CHAUCER Merch, T.

698 Mercy, and that ye nat discouere me. 1465 Fasten
Lett. No. 527 II.

234^
A told me .. in noo wyse that ye

dyskure not Master Stevyn. 1599 Warn. Faire Worn. u.

524 Whither shal I fly? The very bushes wil dts-cover me.

1631 I. HAYWARD tr. Biondis Eromena 71 When hee asked
who hee was, the Marquesse durst not discover htm (so

strictly was he tied by promise to conceale him). iT>6 Adv.

Capt. R. Boyle 264 She at last discover'd herself to me:
She was Daughter-in-law to [etc.]. 1865 KINGSLEY Herew.

xix, He was on the point of discovering himself to them.

1 7. To manifest, exhibit, display (an attribute,

quality, feeling, etc.X Obs.

c 1430 Pilgr. LyfManhode \. cxxv. (1869) 66 It is michel

more woorth . . ban to diskeuere his iustice, and to say,

bihold mi swerde whiche i haue vnshethed you. 1576
FLEMING Pano/>l. Epist. 338 M. Clemens, to whome S. T.

Moore hathe discovered a fewe sparckles of his benevolence

lowardcs mee. 1589 GREENE Mtnafkon (Arb.) 33, I haue
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not., store of plate to discover anie wealth. 1615 J. STE-

PHENS Satyr. Ess. 213 He will enter into a Taverns, .onely
to discover his gold lace and scarlet. 1682 BITNYAN, Holy
War (Cassell) 141 With what agility .. did these military
men discover their skill in feats of war. 1771 SIR J.
REYNOLDS Disc. iv. (1876) 347 He takes as much pains to

discover, as the greater artist does to conceal, the marks of

his subordinate assiduity.

b. esp. To manifest by action
;
to display (un-

consciously or unintentionally) ; to exhibit, betray,
allow to be seen or perceived, arch.

c 1460 La Belle Dame 403 in Pol. Rel. fy L. Poems (1866)

65 If youre grace to me be Discouerte, Thanne be your
meane soon shulde I be

relevyd. 1556 Aurelio fy Isab.

(1608) I. vii, Then yowre regard discoverethe . .the desire of

yowre harte. 1600 E. BLOUNT tr. Coiresiaggio 117 The
more he mounted, the more he discovered his incapacitie.

1658 SIR T. BROWNE Hydriot. ii. (1736) 29 The remaining
Bones discovered his Proportions. 1739 LABELYE Short
Ace. Piers Westm. Bridge 59 The Timber . . discover'd a
strong Smell of Turpentine upon the first Stroke of a Plane.

1836-7 SIR W. HAMILTON Metaph.(i^-j)\.x\\\\. 341 She had
never discovered a talent for poetry or music. 1887 Times
27 Aug. iT/3 He was bitten by a pet fox which subsequently
discovered symptoms of rabies.

0. With snbord. clause.

1596 SPENSER State Irel. Wks. (Globe) 640/1 The which
name doth discover them to be also auncient English. 1622

J. MEADE in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. 1. III. 126 How could
that discover they were for Spaine? 1713 POPE Guardian
No. 4 f 2 A lofty gentleman Whose air and gait discovered
when he had published a new book. 1802-3 tr- Pallas

1

Trav.
(1812) I. 425 All the Nagais still discover by their features,
that they are of Mongolian origin. 1856 EMERSON Eng.
Traits.First FwrV Wks.(Bohn)II.7 Rousseau's Confessions
had discovered to him [Carlyle] that he was not a dunce.

8. To obtain sight or knowledge of (something
previously unknown) for the first time ; to come to

the knowledge of; to find out.

a. With simple object.

1555 EDEN Decades 2 Colonus . . in this fyrst nauigation
discouered vj Ilandes. 1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholas's
Voy. i. v. 4 Wee discovered at the Seas two Foystes which
came even towardes the place where we were. 1670 MAYN-
WARING Physician's Repos. 90 This alkalisate property was
first discovered by preparation and tryals. 1783 H. BLAIR
Led. Rhet. x. (Seager), We invent things that are new ;

we discover what was before hidden. Galileo invented the

telescope ; Harvey discovered the circulation of the blood.

1840 Penny Cycl. XVI. 176 Banks's Islands .. were dis-

covered by Captain Bligh in 1789. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. n.

xyii. 317 The sounds continued without our being able to

discover their source.

b. With snbord. clause or inf. phrase.
1556 Aurelio fy Isab. (1608) B iij, Your love shal be dis-

covered to be false. 1676 LISTER in Ray's Corr. (1848) 125,
I am glad you have discovered those authors to be plagi-
aries. 1727 SWIFT Gulliver ii. viii. 169 He sent out his

long-boat to discover what I was. 1868 LOCKYER Elem,
Astron. vi. (1879) 228 Dr. Wollaston in .. 1802 discovered
that there were dark lines crossing the spectrum in different

places. 1892 SIR H. E. LOPES in Law Times'
1

Rep. LXVII,
150/2 The defendant Burton says he discovered that he had
made a mistake.

c. To catch sight of: to sight, descry, espy. arch.

1576-90 N. T. (L. Tomson) Acts xxi. 3 And when we had
discouered Cyprus, we left it on the left hand. 1^85 T.
WASHINGTON tr. Nicholas's Voy. \. xi. 13 In the evening we
discovered thecitieofGigeri. 1660 F. BROOKE tr. Le Slave's
Trav. 23 From the top of the hill you discover Aden, stand-

ing in a Targe plain. 1726 Adv. Capt. R. Boyle 373 November
3, we discover'd England, whose Chalky Cliffs gave us all

avast Delight. 1817 SHELLEY Rev. Islam vn, xl. 5 Day was
almost over, When through the fading light I could discover
A ship approaching.

f 9. To bring into fuller knowledge ; to explore

(a country, district, etc.). Obs.

1582 N. LICHEFIELD tr, Castanheda's Conq. E. Ind. Ixxv.

154 In commission to go & discouer the red Sea with the

Countreyes adiacent. 1670 NARBOROUGH Jrnl. in Acc.Sm.
Late Voy. \. (1711) 43, I sent in my Boat to discover the

Harbour, and see ifthe Pink was there. 1778 Eng. Gazetteer

(ed. 2) s.v. Tingmoittht The Danes landed here in 970, to
discover the country previous to their invasion of it. 1850
PRESCOTT Pent II. 192 He was empowered to discover and
occupy the country for the distance of two hundred leagues.

1 10. intr. To make discoveries, to explore. Obs.

1582 N. LICHEFIELD tr. Castanheda's Cong. E. Ind. iv. 10 b,

Vpon Christmas daye, they had discouered along the Coast,
three score and tenne leagues to the Eastward. 1685 R.
BURTON Eng. Einp. Anter. ii. 39 Capt. Henry Hudson m
1607 discovered farther North toward the Pole than perhaps
any before him. 1821 SOUTHEY Exped. of Orsua 129 We
set out from Peru for the river Maranham, to discover and
settle there.

f b. To have or obtain a view
; to look

; to see.

1599 HAKLUYT Voy. II. i. 234 Standing at the one gate
you may discouer to the other. 1647 SALTMARSH Spark.
Glory (1847) 141 They that have discovered up into free-

grace or the mystery of salvation. 1653 HOLCROFT Procopius
I. 20 From a hil discovering round, they saw a dust, and
soon after a great troop ofVandals. 1667 LD. DIGBY Elvira

fll. trans, and intr. To distinguish, discern. Obs.
1620 E. BLOUNT Home Subsec. 453 This kind of Flatterie

. .is so closely intermixed with friendship, that it can hardly
be discouered from it. 1650 W. BROUGH Sacr. Princ. (1659)
551 Discover better betwixt the Spirit of God and the
World. 1655 MRQ. WORCESTER Cent. fnv. vi, Far as Eye
can discover black from white. 1796 MRS. E. PARSONS
Myst. Warning III. 59 A semblance of honour I had not
the penetration to discover from a reality.

Hence Disco-vering vbl. sb. and///, a.
c 1350 Will. Palerne 1044, I drede me of descuuering, for

50 haue dwelled long. 1375 BARBOUR Bruce \. 242 Thus
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contrar thingis euir-mar, Discoweryngis off the tothir ar.

c 1477 CAXTON Jason 37 The mouth whiche is instrument
of the dischargyng and discovering of hertes. 1555
EDEN Decades 311 The fyrste discouerynge of the Weste
Indies. 1583 GOLDING Calvin on Dent, Iviii. 349 To the
end they might not vse any odde shiftes to keepe their

naughtinesse from discouering. a 1631 DONNE in Cornh.

Mag. May (1865) 618 All will spy in thy face A blushing,
womanly, discovering grace. 1665 GERBIER Counsel icj The
middle Transome would be opposite to a mans eye, hinder-
some to the free discovering of the Countrey. 1668 CLAREN-
DON Contemp. Ps. t Tracts (1727) 668 Who love such discover-

ing words [etc.]. 1695 WOODWARD Nat. Hist. Earth iv.

(1723) 24^ River? and Rains also, are instrumental to the

Discovering of Amber.

Discoverability, [f. next : see -ITY.] The
quality of being discoverable

; capability of being
found out.

1840 CAKLYLE Heroes \. (1872) 4 Belief that there is a
Greatest Man ; that he is discoverable . . the

'

discoverability
'

is the only error here. 1867 Sabbath on Rock ii. 42 To set

up absolute discoverability as the test of a moral law.

Discoverable (disk-v3rab'l),#. [f. DISCOVER
v. + -ABLE.] Capable of being discovered or found
out

; discernible, perceptible, ascertainable.

1572 in Sir F. Drake revived (1628) 24 Some fit place
..where we might safely leave our Ship at Anchor, not dis-

couerable by the enemy. 1628 E,AKLF-AfJcrocosfti.
t
A weake

Man ^Arb.) 59 One discouerable in all sillinesses to all men
but himselfe. 1736 BUTLER Anal. n. i. Wks. 1874 I. 154
Containing an account of a dispensation of things not dis-

coverable oy reason. 1751 JOHNSON Rambler No. 183 F 8

Its effects, .are everywhere discoverable. 1856 FROUDE Hist.

Eng, II. x. 413 The report.. is no longer extant. Bonner
was directed by Queen Mary to destroy all discoverable

copies of it. 1873 M. ARNOLD Lit. fy Dogma (1876) 284 Pro-

voking it by every means discoverable.

Discoverably, adv. [f. prec. + -LY '^

] So
as to be discovered ; perceptibly.
1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. n. iv. 79 Saltes [attract].,

but weakely. .nor very discoverably by any frication. 1843
CARLYLE Past fy Pr. ii. iii. (1845) 69 The river Lark, though
not very discoverably, still runs or stagnates in that country.

I Disco'verance. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. DISCOVER

v. + -ANCE : cf. obs. F. descouvrance (i6th c. in

Godef.).] The action of discovering; discovery.
1664 POWER Exp. Pkilos. \. 33, I have another advan-

tageous way of discoverance of them to the bare eye also.

Discovered (disktrvaidi, ///. a. [f. DISCOVER
v. + -ED J.]

fl. Uncovered; bare; having the head bare.

1484 CAXTON Chivalry 88 That daye that he seeth the
hede of his wyf or ony other bare and discourd.' 1579
KENTON Guicciard. (1618) 99 The campe of the Florentines
. . being pitched in a place so open and discouered. 1594
BLUNDEVIL Exerc. HI. n. iv. (ed. 7) 378 Leaving other parts
of the earth drie, and discovered, a 1658 MEDE Wks. (1672)
61 Having their faces discovered, their hair dishevelled.

1644 R. BAILLIE Lett. $ Jrnls. (1841) II. 149 In preaching
he [Mr. Nye] thinks the minister should be covered and the

people discovered. 1699 J. M. Zingis 147 Seeing his Head
discover'd, he knew him to be the Prince of Brema.
2. Made manifest; found out, revealed, divulged.
1581 J. BELL Haddon's Answ. Osor. 173 Whatsoever is

decreed either by his covered or discovered will. 1603
KNOLLES Hist, Turks (1638) 91 Which companies, .came
neer to the town unseen or discouered. 1670 CLARENDON
Ess. Tracts (1727) 133 Upon the most discovered and notor-

ious transgressions. 1718 MOTTEUX Quix. (1892) II. xxxvi.

278 The whole length of the discovered world. 1864 PUSEY
Lett. Daniel ix. 542 His discovered error.

b. Discovered check {Chess}: see DISCOVER v. 3 c.

Hence f Disco'veredly adv. y openly, manifestly.
1659 TORRIANO, Alla-scoptrtai openly, discoveredly, in

view of all.

Discoverer (diskzrvaraj). Forms: 4 discurer,

5 des- dys- discoverour, dyscowerer, -cuerer,

-curer, discurrour, -owr, -cowrrour, 6 (Sc.}

discuriour, 6- discoverer, [ad. OF. descouvreur,
-eor (i3th c. in Hatz.-Darm.). mod.F. dcoiivreur

t

f. dfscouvrir to DISCOVER = It. discopritore* Sp,
descubridor

; repr. late L. type *discooperitor-em^\

fL One who makes known, discloses, or reveals

(a secret) ; an informer. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 27469 (Cott.) J?e tent if he tell o }>is man

o scnft es he discurer j?an. 1:1440 Promp.Parv. 122/1 Dys-
curer, or dyscowerer of cownselle (v. r. discuerer), arbitrer.

1586 A. DAY Eng. Secretary 11. (1625) 122 Wine satth Ovid,
is the discoverer of secrets. 1691-8 NORRIS Pract. Disc,

(1707) IV. 155 Jesus Christ is the first Discoverer of the

other world. i6oa LUTTRELL Brief Rel. (1857) II. 606 The
authors are searched for, and great rewards offered to the

discoverers. 1710 PALMER Proverbs 198 There is somewhat
of a universal abhorrence in men's minds to a discoverer.

1778 Phil. Surv. S. Irel. 251 I'll turn discoverer, and in spite
of you . . I shall become heir.

f2. One sent out to reconnoitre; a scout, spy,

explorer. Obs.

1375 BARBOUR Bruce ix. 244 The discurrouris saw thame
cumande With baneris to the vynd vafand. 1513 DOUGLAS
sEneis i. viii. 124 And with discuriouris keip the coist on
raw. 1577 B. GOOGE Heresbactfs Husb. iv, (1586) 175 b,

They [bees] send abroad their discoverers to finde out more
foode. 1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. /K, iv. i. 3 Here . . send dis-

couerers forth, To know the numbers of our Enemies. 1615
Bp. MouNTAGu^//<?a/Os<zr xxxvii. 320 Afield of Thistles
seemed once a battell of Pikes unto some Discoverers of the
Duke of Burgundy.
3. One who discovers or finds out that which was

previously unknown.
1600 HAKLUYT I'oy. III. 2o(R.) This frier, .was the greatest

discouererby sea, that hath bene in our age. i6cn WARNKR

DISCOVERY.
Alb, Eng. XI. Ixii. (1612) 271 Caboto (whose Cosmographie
and selfe-proofe brake the Ise To most pur late discouerers).
1718 PRIOR K*otutedft 319 Foreign isles which our dis-

coverers find. 1853 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. IV. 691 He was
not. .the first great discoverer whom princes and statesmen
had regarded as a dreamer.

t 4. (?) An umpire between two combatants in a
tournament. Obs.

[Cf. 1440 in i]. 1460 Lylemis Disc. 925 Taborus and trom-

pours, Herawdes goode descoverours, Har strokes gon des-

crye, 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. ly, (an. i) 12 Not onely . .

to see. .their manly feates. .but also to be the discoverer and
indifferente judge, .of their courageous actes.

Disco'verment. Obs.rare~ >

. [f. DISCOVER
v. + -MENT : cf. OK. descouvrement mod.F. tf/f-

cmivrcmcnt, Sp. dacuMmtfnto.'] = DISCOVERY.
1600 FAIRFAX Tasso xv. xxxix. 274 The time..prefixt for

this discouerment.

DiscO'vert,.and sb. \3i.OF.descovert, -convert,

pa. pple. of descouvrir (also used subst.), mod.F.
di!coitvert med.L. discooperttis, pa. pple. of dis-

cooperire to DISCOVER.] A. adj.

fl. Uncovered, exposed, unprotected. Obs.
c 1380 Sir Fenimb. 738 As he huld is scheld vp so, dis-

couert was al ys side. 1491 CAXTON Vitas Pair. (W. de W.
1495) I. xlviii. 94/2 Seenge the caue broken and dyscouuerte.
"1500 Chaucer's Dreine 6 Flora.. with hire mantel hole
coverte That winter made had discoverte. 1525 LD. HERNERS
Froiss. II. clvii. [cliii.] 429 The quenes lytter was richely

apparelled and discouert.

2. Law. Of an unmarried woman or a widow :

Not covert, not under the cover, authority, or pro-
tection of a husband ; cf. COVEKT a. 4.

1729 G. JACOB Law Diet. (1736), Disc<n<ert is used in the law
for a woman unmarried or widow, one not within the bands
of matrimony. 1883 Laiv Rt/>. 23 Ch. Div. 715 The wife's.,

interest cannot come into existence until she is discovert.

1886 Lam Times LXXXI. 171/2 The married lady had not

disposed of the income when discovert.

f B. sb. An uncovered or exposed state. In or

at discovert, in an uncovered condition
;

off one's

guard. [OF. a descovert.~\ Obs.

[1292 BRITTON in. xv. 3 En presence de bones gentz tut

a descovert.] 13. . K. Alls. (Laud MS.) 7407 (W. 7418) Ac
Alisaunder was sone hym by And smoot hym in be discouerte

Wi}> be strooke a! to be herte. c 1386 CHAUCER Pars. T.

F6^o pe deueles may. .scheten at hym at discouert by temp-
tacion on euery syde. c 1450 Merlin 331 Nascien , . smote
the kynge Rion so harde at discouert vpon the lifte side

that he bar hym to the erthe. 1590 T. LODGE Euphues*
Gold. Leg. in Halliw. Shafts* VI. 15 Love.. taking her at

discovert stroke her so deepe, as she felt herselfe growing
passing passionate. ^1592 GREENE Arbasio viii, Cupid
. .seeing her now at discovert, drew home to the head.

Discoverture (diskp-vsjtitu). Law. [f. DIS-

COVERT a. a after coverture. Cf. OF. descouvertiire

discovery (isth c. in Godef.).] The state or con-

dition of being discovert, or not under coverture :

cf. COVEBTURE 9.
1818 CRUISE Digest (ed. 2) III. 502 Within ten years next

after his and their full age, discoverture, coming of sound
mind.. or coming into this realm. 1884 Law Times Rep.
LI. 157/1 During.. the minority and discoverture of any
female.

Discovery (disko-vari). Also 6-7 -rie. [f.

DISCOVER v., app. after the analogy of recover,

recovery. But the latter represents OF. rccovrte,

recuvrte, recouvrle, Romanic n. of action from pa.

pple. feminine, L. type recuperdta. The corresp.
sb. homdescovrir,\iz.descoverte,Tno&.Y.de'couverte,
It. discoperta, L. type *discooperta, was not taken in

English in this sense : in early times discovering
was used ; subsequently we find discoverance, dis-

covennent
; discovery was established in the latter

half of the i6th c., and is frequent in Shakspere.
Cf. deliver-y, also battery,flattery, which associate

themselves with batter,flatter, though not actually
derived from these.]

f 1. The action of uncovering or fact of becoming
uncovered ; opening (of a bud, etc.). Obs.

1658 SIR T. BROWNE Card. Cyrus iii, Seeds themselves in

their rudimentall discoveries, appear in foliaceous surcles.

2. The action of disclosing or divulging (any-

thing secret or unknown) ; revelation, disclosure,

setting forth, explanation. Now rare.

1586 A. DAY Eng. Secretary n. (1625) 101 In the discovery
whereof my minde is., to deliver what is my owne opinion.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 219 How significant is their dis-

couerie of the beast vnto the hunter. 1614 [see DISCOVER

3 c]. i66a J. DAVIES tr. Olearius' Voy. Atnbass. 285 Cer-

tain Dutch Merchants, cloath'd in Persian habits .
._
they

made no discovery of themselves. 1678 DRYDEN KindKeeper
ii. i, Come, make a free discovery which of 'em your Poetry
is to Charm. 1737 Col. Rec. Pennsyhi. IV. 276 Resolved. .

to make a Discovery of the whole affair. 1766 BLACKSTONE
Ctmmi. ii. xxxi. 482 The bankrupt, upon this examination,

is bound upon pain of death to make a full discovery of all

his estate and effects, as well in expectancy as possession.

1828 SCOTT F. M. Perth xxv, She would then meet him,

determined to make a full discovery of her sentiments.

b. Law. Disclosure by a party to an action, at

the instance of the other party, of facts or documents

necessary to maintain his own title.

1715 Act 2 Geo. I in Land. Gaz. (1716) No. 5455/2 The
Person suing.. shall be entitled, .to demand a Discovery of

all Incumbrances .. any way affecting the same. 1768
BLACKSTONE Coimn. ni. xxvii. 437 From the . . compulsive

discovery upon oath, the courts of equity have acquired



Spirit.

ng dictated by the same

5. That wherein the discovery consists ; the

matter or thing which is discovered, found out,

revealed, or brought to light. (In quot. 1657,

property discovered to be held without title.)

1631 MARMION Holland's Leaener v. v, I'll open but one
leaf. .And you shall see the whole discovery. 1657 Burton's
Diary (1828) II. 102 A Bill for settling of Worcester House
..111 m Margaret, Countess of Worcester .. and some dis-

coveries in lieu of the arrears of her fifths, a i68 SIR T.
BROWNE Tracts (1684) 210 The Friers . . brought back into

Europe the discovery of Silk and Silk Worms. 1780 COWPER
Table-t. 752 Then spread the rich discovery, and invite

Mankind to share in the divine delight. 1837 Penny CycL
VII. 419/2 No indication that the mariner's compass was a
recent discovery.
6. attrib.&n&Comb. Discovery-claim (Mining),

the portion of mining-ground to which the disco-

verer of a mineral deposit has a claim ; the extra
' claim

'

to which a discoverer is entitled : see 3 d.

1779 SHERIDAN Critic HI. i, One of the finest discovery-
scenes I ever saw. i8so SCORESBY Ace. Arctic Reg. II. 99
One or two discovery vessels were generally attached to

every whale-fishing expedition sent out. 1840 F. D. BEN-
NETT Whaling Voy. I. 44 The British discovery-sloop
Swallow. Ibid. 228 To enforce the restitution of property
stolen from the discovery-ships.
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a jurisdiction over almost nil matters of fraud. 1848 WMAK- I

TON Law Lex. s. v., A bill of discovery, emphatically so

:i!lo!, is a bill for the discovery of facts rest in;* in the

knowledge of the defendant, or of deeds, or writings, or

other things, in his custody or power. 1^63 H. Cox Instit.

u. iv. 405 In the superior courts of common law . . either

party to a cause has a right . . to obtain discovery of docu-
ments in his opponent's possession relating to the matter
in dispute. 1883 Law Times 20 Oct. 411/1, I obtained

discovery, and the result was that an authority, signed by
the defendant, who had forgotten all about it, was disclosed,

f c. The action of displaying or manifesting (any

quality) ; manifestation. Obs.

1376 FLKMING Panopl. Epist, 57 That they . . should not

only in the discoverie of their skill make him glorious, but
themselves also. 1693 DRVDKN St. Euremont s Ess. 42 It

was then the Romans.. made a discovery of their Mag-
nificence. 1759 JOHNSON Rasselas xvi, His companions . .

could make no discovery of their ignorance or surprise.

d. The unravelling or unfolding of the plot of a

play, poem, etc.

1717-51 CHAMBKRS Cycl, t Discovery^ in dramatic poetry,
a manner of unravelling a plot, or fable, .wherein, by some
unforeseen accident, a discovery is made of the name,
fortune, quality, and other circumstances, of a principal

person, which were before unknown. 1870 L'ESTRANGK
flftss Mitford I. iv. 108 The denouement of 'Marrmon'
and that of ' The Lay of the Last Minstrel

'

both turn on
the same discovery.

3. The finding out or bringing to light of that

which was previously unknown ; making known :

also with a and pL, an instance of this.

1553 in Hukluyt yoy. (1589) 265 The voyage intended for

the discouerie of Cathay and diuers other regions, dominions,
islands, and

places
unknown. 1601 SHAKS. All's Well \\\.

vi. 99 He will steale himselfe into a mans fauour, and for

a weeke escape a great deale of discoueries, but when you
fmde him out, you haue him euer after. 1653 H. COGAN tr.

Pinto"s Trav. xx. 71 Attired after the Chinese fashion, for

fear of discovery. 1676 RAY Corr. (1848) 126 Those dis-

coveries and new inventions are not granted even to such
men.. unless [etc.]. 1748 Anson's Voy. n. x. 232 The dis-

covery of new countries and of new branches of commerce.

1794, PALEV Evid. u. ii. (1817)67 Morality, .does not admit
of discovery, properly so called. 1846 LANDOR Imag. Com:
II. i Shew me.. a discoverer who has not suffered for

his discovery, .whet her a Columbus or a Galileo. 1846 GROTR
Greece \. xviii. (1862) II. 458 The voyage was one of dis-

covery. 1894 Whitftke^s A Imanac 594/2 Ferrier's discovery
of cerebral localization.

t b. Exploration, investigation, reconnoitring,
reconnai ssan ce. Obs,

1605 SHAKS. Lear v. i. 53 The Enemys in view . . Heere
is the guesse of their true strength and Forces, IJy diltigent
discouerie. 1669 N. MORTON New Eng. Merti. 17 About
thirty of them went out on this second Discovery . . but

upon the more exact discovery thereof, they found it to be
no Harbour for Ships, but onely for Boats. 1719 DE FOE
Crusoe (1840) I. vi. 115 I had a great desire to make a more
perfect discovery of the island. 1774 GOLDSM. Grecian
Hist. II. 275 He was therefore commanded to make some
further discoveries.

f c. The getting a view (of anything) ; descrying,

viewing ; view. Obs.

1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage vii. xi. 592 In the first place
presents it selfe to our Discoverie that Sea. 1616 SURPL. &
MARKH. Country J-'artne

t
The hills, which are commonly

called the views or discoveries of parkes. 1650 FULLER
Pisgah ti. v. ii. 144 He could not at that distance have
taken a discovery of them.

d. U.S. Mining. 'The first finding of the mineral

deposit in place upon a mining claim* (Raymond).
1811 BMACKENRIDGE Views Louisiana (18141 147 What is

called a discovery, by those engaged in working the mines,
is, when any one happens upon an extensive body of ore.
1881 RAYMOND Mining Gloss, s.v., A discovery is necessary
before the location can be held by a valid title. The open-
ing in which it is made is called discovery-shaft^ discovery-
{ri'iH.'i, etc.

1 4. Information, indication, or evidence that

brings anything to light Obs.

1648 CROMWELL Let. 17 June in Carlyle, We have plain
discoveries that Sir Trevor Williams, .was very deep in the

plot of betraying Chepstow. 1699 BBNTLKY PhaL 356 By
this we may have some Discovery of Npssis's Age. 1705
STANHOPE Paraphr. I. 273 Marks which were thought
sufficient Discoveries of their beinc

483

t Discra'dle, v. Obs. ran.
[(. Dis- 7 c +

CBADLK s6.] trans. To turn out of a cradle, t'ntr.

(for rtflS To emerge from the cradle.

1634 FORD P. Warbctk i. iii, We know all, Clifford, fully
since this meteor, This airy apparition first discradled From
Tournay into Portugal.

Discrase, -craaite, etc. : see DYBCRASE, etc.

Discreace, -crease, obs. var. DECREASE.
Diacreate (diskri'i^'t), v. [f. Dis- 6 CREATE

v.] trans. To uncreate, annihilate, reduce to no-

thing or to chaos (anything created).

1570 I >I:K Math, Pref. 4 There and then, that particular

thyng shalbe Discreated. icoi SYLVESTER Du Rartas \. ii.

318 Both yniting . . appeasM the brail, Which doubtless
else had discreated all. c 1845 CLOUGH Early Poems, 'Eiri

AarMfp 40 Self-created, discreated, Recreated, ever fresh,
Ever young ! 1870 SWINBURNE Ode Proclam. Fr. A'</.,
Thou nast set thine hand to unmake and discreate.

Hence Discrea ted ppl. a.; also Discrea tion,
the action of uncreating ; the undoing of creation.

16*7-77 FELTHAM Resolves u. Ixxvii. 324 The latter is

a double Creation, or at least a Dis-creation, and Creation
too. a 1618 F. GREVILLE Sidney x. (1652) 130 The dark

Prince, that sole author of dis-creation and disorder. 1879
O. MACDONALD Sir Gifi&ie III. vii. 108 The stranee, eerie,
silent waste, crowded with the chaos of dis-created homes.

Discredence (diskrfdens). rare.
[f.

Dis- 9
+ CBKDENCE ; cf. OK. cKs-, dcscrtJencc distmst.]

1 1. Discredit, ill repute. Obs.

1501 Trouo. Raigne K. John (1611)53 We all are vndone,
And brought to discredence.

2. Disbelief.
16*6 \V. SCLATER Exf. 3 Thtss. (1629) 171 Discredence of

such truths doth not prejudice any in his saluation. 1813
T. BUSBY Lucretius in. Comm. xxxvi, A total discredence
of the soul's mortality. 1849 Tail's Mae. XVI. 753 The
denial would imply discredence of the faith.

t Discre'dible, a. Obs. [f. Dis- 10 + CREDI-

BLE.]
1. Not to be believed, unworthy of belief.

1580 LUPTOH Shigila 130 Giving men warning .. not to
deale with such a discredible person.
2. Reflecting discredit; discreditable.

1594 Death of Usitrie 39 The discredible account hath
beene made of Vsurers in most ages. 165* URQUHART
Jewel Wks. (1834) 170 [They] have in tne mindes of

forraigners engraven a discredible opinion of that nation.

Discredit (diskre-dit), si. [f. Dis- 9 + CREDIT
s/>., after DISCREDIT v. ; cf. Sp. descredito (Minsheu
1 599)j !* discredito, F. discredit (1719 in Littre;.]
1. Loss or want of credit ; impaired reputation ;

disrepute, reproach ;
an instance of this.

1564 Act tEliz. c. 7. S i The Slander and Discredit of the
said Commodities in Foreign Parts, where ..they are grown
out of Estimation and Credit. 1576 FLEMING Panafl.
Epist. 390 Penning infamous libels to the discredit of his

freende. 1591 GREENE Disc. Coosnage (1592) 9 Either
driuen to run away, or to Hue in discredite for euer. 1605
BACON Adv. Learn. \. i. i. 3 Learning. . I thinke {good to

deliuer . . from the discredites and disgraces which it hath
receiued. 1749 FIELDING Tom Jones, Both religion and
virtue have received more real discredit from hypocrites,
than . . infidels could ever cast upon them. 1791 BOSWELL
Johnson Advt., A failure would have been to my discredit,

1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. a) I. 342 Such conduct brings dis-

credit on the name of Athens.

2. Loss or want of belief or confidence; dis-

belief, distrust.

1647 N. BACON Disc. Govt. Eng. \. xl. (1739) 63 The Saxons
were utter enemies to Perjury ; they punished it with
eternal discredit of testimony. 1863 GEO. EUOT Romola
in. xxxix, There were obvious facts that at once threw
discredit on the printed document. 1868 Mont. Star

25 Feb., The answers.. had the effect of throwing discredit

upon his previous evidence.

b. Comm. Loss or want of commercial credit.

1740 W. DOUGLASS Discourse 30 Insensibility of Discredit,

of credit or discredit will not be forgotten. 1885 Pall
Mall G. 13 Apr. 5/1 The course of the discount market de-

pends upon credit or discredit, as the case may be.

Discredit (diskre-dit), v. [f. Dis- 6 + CREDIT

v. : prob. after F. discrtdit-er (i6th c. in Littrf),

or It. discreditare.]
1. trans. To refuse to credit, give no credit to ;

to disbelieve.

IJS9 BP. SCOT in Strype Ann. Ref. I. App. vii. 17 If they
retume to the truthe agayne, their testimonies in the truthe

be not to be discredetid. ?l*<6 BRAHHALL Reftic. it 100

To discredit any one of these lesser truths . . is as much as

to deny the truth of God. 1815 W. H. IRELAND Scriotleo-

mania 201 A statement which there is no reason to dis-

credit. 1871 ALABASTER Wheel of Lam 251, I see no

particular reason to discredit the Ceylonese tradition.

2. To show to be unworthy of belief; to take

away the credibility of; to destroy confidence in.

1561 T. NORTON Calvin's fiat. i. viii. 19 Now let these

dogges deny [it], .or let them discredit the historic. 1570-6
I.AMBARDE feramt. Kent (1826) 69 If he shall seeke to

discredit the whole worke. {1656 BRAMHALL Reflie. v.

206, I spake, .this, .to discredit that supposititious treatise.

1703 MAUNDRELL Jonrn. Jertts. (1721) 07 The behaviour
of the Rabble without very much discredited the Miracle.
1866 J. MARTINEAU F.ss. I. 161 The idea is. .discredited by
modem science.

3. To injure the credit or reputation of; to bring
into discredit, disrepute, or loss of esteem.

579 G. HARVEY Letter-tit. (Camden) 60 Doist thou not

DISCREET.

verelye suppose
I shalbe uttcrlye discredditid and quite

disgracid for ever? 1579 LYLY Eufhues (Arb.) 191 He
obicureth the parents he came off, and dixcrediteth his

owne estate. 1659 B. HARRIS Parivafs Iron Age 63 Many
retired themselves from this Party, which for a time was
much discredited. 1769 ROBERTSON Chat. T, V. v. 400 In
order to recover the reputation of his arms, discredited by
so many losses. 1868 FREEMAN .\tiria. Conq. (1676) II.

App. 636 Henry u said to have been discredited for the
death of Thomas.

t b. To injure the commercial credit of. Obs.
i6M [see DISCREDITED), i DK FOE Eng. Tradesman

ii. 25 The clothier U discourag d, and for want of his money
discredited.

Hence Discro'di ting vbl. sb. and ppl. a.

1571 St. Trials, Date Norfolk (R.), It is not for my Lord
of Norfolk to stand so much upon the discrediting the

itnesses. 1589 COOPER Adman. 21 Which they looke to.

bring to passe, by the discrediting of the Bishops. 1770
J. CLUBBF. Physiognomy 73 Any discrediting circum-
stances. 1891 Athensvm 6 Feb. 173/1 The utter and final

.

J. CLUBBF. Physiognomy 73 Any discrediting circum-
stances. 1891 Athensvm 6 Feb.

discrediting of the Government.

Discreditable (diskre-dit&b'l), a. [i. Dm- 10
+ CREDITABLE : after DISCREDIT sb. and v.] The
reverse of CREDITARLE

; such as to bring discredit ;

injurious to reputation; disreputable, disgraceful.
1640 R. BAILLIE Lett, f, Jrnls. (1841) I. 250 Eishu [eschew]

that discreditable stroke. 1738 WARBURTON Div. J.efat.
ill. iv. Wks. 181 1 III. 132 He contends . . for God's having
a human form: No discreditable notion, at that time in
the Church. 1776 ADAM SMITH Hf. JV. i. v. (1869) I. 46
They would be precluded . .from this discreditable method.

1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. II. 151 Employing in self-defence
artifices as discreditable as those which had been used
against him. 1856 FROUDR Hist. Eng. (1858) 1. iv. 200 A
discreditable effort to fasten upon him a charge of nigh
treason.

Hence Discreditabi-lity, the quality of being
discreditable, disreputableness ; Discre ditably
adv., in a discreditable manner, disreputably.
1837-9 HALLAH Hist. Lit. vi. n. f 32 Many names, which

might have ranked not discreditably by the side of these

tragedians. 1888 A. J. BALFOUR in Daily News 17 May
6/3 The meanness and the discreditability of such a pro-
ceeding. 1891 Law Times XCI. 1/2 Work in both Chancery
and Divorce is discreditably in arrear.

Discre'dited, ///. a. [f. DISCREDIT v. +

-ED.] Brought into discredit or disrepute ; that has
lost credit.

1611 COTGR., Deshonore", dishonoured, discredited, dis.

graced.
1611 MAI.YNES/)C. Laiy-Merch. 113 If the Factor

o sell another mans commoditie to a man discredited..
and it falleth out that this man breaketh [etc.]. 1674 BOYLE
ExcelL Theol. II. v. 201 Obsolete errours are sometimes re

vived as well as discredited Truths. 1790 BURKE Fr, Rev.
Wks. V. 88 The discredited paper securities of impoverished
fraud. 1887 Spectator w) Oct. 1456 Natural theology, he

says, has become a discredited science.

t Discre'ditor. Obs. rare. [f. DISCREDIT v.

+ -OH : cf. creditor.'] One who discredits or destroys
confidence in anything.
1654 W. MOUNTAGUE Devout Est. n. iii. I 3 (R.) This

course, which the wise man reproaches in the licencious

discreditors of future accounts.

Discreet (diskrrt), a. (adv. and J/'.).
Forms :

4-6 discret, 4-7 discrete, 6-7 discreete, 5- dis-

creet, (5 disorett, dyscrete, 5-6 Sc. disoreit,
6 dlsscrete). [ME. discret, discrete, a. F. discret,

ite (i 2th c. in I.ittn- ,

'

qui se conduit avec dis-

cernement ', ad. L. discretus, in late L. and Rom.
sense : cf. It. and Sp. discrete

'

discreet, wise, wary,
considerate, circumspect' (Florio), 'discreet, wise

to perceine
'

(Minsheu). A doublet of DISCRETE,
differentiated in sense and spelling.
In cl. \Ai.,discrit-Hs had only the sense 'separate, dis-

tinct ', as pa. pple. of discernfre, whence the corresponding
mod. F. sense of discret, and Eng. DISCRETE. The late L.

sense, which alone came down in popular use in Romanic,
seems to have been deduced from the cognate sb. discrl-

tii'H-t'irt, originally
the action of separating, distinguishing,

or discerning, and then the faculty of discernment ; hence
the adjective may have taken the sense 'possessed of dis-

cernment '.

In Eng., discrete was the prevalent spelling in all senses
until late in the i6th c., when on the analogy of native or

early-adopted
words in ee from ME. close f, 9&feet, fit<eet,

been, the spelling discreet (occasional from 1400) became
established in the popular sense, leaving discrete for the

scholastic and technical sense in which the kinship to L.

discretus is more obvious : see DISCRETE. Shakspere fist

Folio) has always discreet.]

A., adj.
1. Showing discernment or judgement in the

guidance of one's own speech and action ; judicious,

prudent, circumspect, cautious ; often esp. that can

be silent when speech would be inconvenient a.

Of persons.
i34o[implied in DISCREETLY), f 1386 CHAUCER Doctor's T.

48 (Eflesm.) Discreet she was in answeryng alway [so

Heng. ; Hart, t, Corp. discret, 3 MSS. discrete). 1388
WYCLIF Ecclus. xxxi. 19 Vse thou as a discreet and tempera!
man these thingis. c 1440 Grsta Rom. L 4 The clerke . .

is a discrete confessour. 1500-90 DUNBAR Poems Ixxxii. 66

Gar }our merchandis be discreit, That na extortiounes be.

1534 TINDALE Titut ii. 5 To be discrete [so CRANMER &
Geneva ; 1611 discreet], chast, huswyfly. 1569 J. ROGERS
Cl. Godly Love iSo A wife ought to be discrel. 1579 I.YLV

Eufhtas (Arb.) 145 To be silent and discreete in companye
. . is most requisite for a young man. 1598 FLORIO, Dis-

creto, discreet. 1644 MILTON Jilgni. Sr(i8si) 332 We
mu-it ever beware, lest . . we make our selvs wiser and

65*



DISOEBETPTTLLY.

discreeter then God. 1660 F. BROOKE tr. Le Blanks Tretv.

251 His wife being very reserv'd and discreet in her hus-
bands presence, but in his absence more free and jolly.

1733 POPE Hor, Sat. n. i. 69 Satire's my weapon, but I'm
too discreet To run a muck, and tilt at all I meet. 1832
W. IRVING Alliambra II. in You are a discreet man,
and I make no doubt can keep a secret : but you have
a wife. 1839 THIRLWALL Greece VI. 33 A well-meaning
and zealous officer, but not very discreet or scrupulous.

b. Of speech, action, and the like.

c 1374 CHAUCER Troylns in. 894 (943) So wyrcheth now in
so discret a wyse, That I honour may haue and he ples-
aunce. 1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. vi. 84 Preyers of a parfyt
man and penaunce discret. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 217/1
She aroos up with a glad visage a dyscrete tongue and
wel spekyng. 1533 ELYOT Cast. Helthe 11. xix. (1539) 346
There is neyther meate nor drynke, in the use wherof ought
to be a more discrete moderation, than in wyne. 1601
SHAKS. Twel. N. iv. iii. 19 A smooth, discreet, and stable

bearing. 1608 Bp. HALL Char. Virtues ft I7. 47 Not by
flattery, but by discreet secrecie. 1667 MILTON P. L. vin.

550 What she wills to do or say Seems wisest, virtuousest,
discreetest, best. 1791 COWPF.R Iliad xin. 562 At length
as his discreeter course, he chose To seek ^Eneas. 1883
WILLS Mod. Persia 48 We maintained a discreet silence.

2. In Sc. applied more to behaviour towards
others

; hence, well-spoken, well-behaved, civil,

polite, courteous ;

' not rude, not doing anything
inconsistent with delicacy towards a female" (Jam.).
[1717-46 THOMSONSummer 1370 Dear youth !. .By fortune

too much
favoured_, but by love, Alas ! not favoured less,

be still as now Discreet.] 1781 SIR J. SINCLAIR Otserv.
Scot. Dial, ipo (Jam.) He is a very discreet (civil) man, it

trymi

Mag. (O-), I canna say I think it vera discreet o
1

you to

keep pushing in before me in that way. 1860 RAMSAY
Keinin. Ser. i. (ed. 7) 105 Discreet .. civil, kind, attentive.

f-3. Rare i6th c. spelling of DISCKETE, q.v.
t B. as OK/ZJ. = DISCREETLY. Obs.

1586 A. DAY Eng. Secretary n. (1625) 101 Best advised,
discreetest governed, and worthiest.

f C. si. A discreet person ;
a sage counsellor ;

a confidential adviser : applied to ecclesiastics ; cf.

DISCRETION 8. Obs.

1528 ROY Rede me (Arb.) 90 Wardens, discretes, and
ministers, And wother offices of prelacy. 1533 MORE Afal.
xxii. Wks. 882/2 A great some remaining after al the
spiritual folke sufficiently prouided for, then had it bene
good that he hadde yet farther deuysed, how it would
please him that his discretes should order the remanaunt.

t Diseree-tftilly, adv. Obs. = next.

1737 L. CLARKE Hist. Bible (1740) I. vi. 279 Hushai
answered him discreetfully enough.

Discreetly (dUkrftli), ailv. [f. DISCKEET +
-LY 2

.]
In a discreet manner

; with discretion ;

prudently ; with self-regarding prudence.
c 1340 HAMPOLE Prose Tr. 25 Wysely and discretely thei

departed hir levynge in two. c 1380 WYCLIF Set. Wks. III.

170 Crist askes two binges of bin almes, bat bou do it in

hys name, and also discretly. 1494 FABYAN Chron. i. vi. 12

Hauynge possession of the sayd lie, Wele and discretly she
ruled it. 1526-34 TINDALE Mark xii. 34 lesus sawe that he

'

answered discretly. 1596 SHAKS. Tarn. SAr. i. i. 247 Vse
your manners discreetly in all kinds of companies. 1664
EVELYN Kal. Ilort. (1729) 201 Flowers of that class should be
discreetly prun'd, where they mat too thick. 1775 JOHNSON
Tax. no Tyr. 79, I could v.-ish it more discreetly uttered.
1871 MORLEY Voltaire (1886) 7 He never counted truth a
treasure to be discreetly hidden in a napkin. 1891 E. PEA-
COCK N. Brendan I. 32 Ellen remained discreetly silent.

Discreetness (diskrrtnes). [f. as prec. +
-NESS.] The quality of being discreet

; discretion.
1530 PALSUR. 214/1 Discreteness*, discretion. 1647 H.

MORE Song ofSoul n. iii. in. Iviii. (R.) Patience, discreet-
nesse, and benignitie . . These be the lovely play-mates of
pure veritie. 1863 KINGLAKE Crimea II. 150 They had
relied upon the mature judgment and the supposed dis.
creetness of Lord Raglan. 1865 LEWES in Fortn. Rev, II.
699 We detect, .the sensitive discreetness of the style.

fDiscree-ve, v. Obs. rare. App. a form of
DESOKIVE, in its erroneous use (t 4) for descry,
and so = To disclose, discover.
<H75 Ballad,

' Sir Caviline
'

iii. in Child Ballads (t88 5)
in. No. 61. 58/1 Nothing durst hee say To discreeue his
councell to noe man. '

Christoplier White' ii. Ibid. IV.
No. 108. 439/1 Loth I was her councell to discreene [?-eeue].

Discrepance (di-skr/pans, diskre-pans). [a.OF. discrepance (Godef.), ad. L. discrepdntia dis-

cordance, dissimilarity, f. discrepare not to har-
monize, to differ: see DISCREPANT.]L The fact of being discrepant ; want of agree-
ment or harmony; disagreement, difference

i-I4J5 WYNTOUN Cna. n. x. 45, I fynd sic discrepanceinat 1 am noucnt of sufficiance For to gare bame all
accorde. 1460 CAPGRAVE Chron. 54 There was no discre-
pauns in sentens, ne variauns in wordes. 1563-87 FOXE
A. if M. (1596) 3/1 We . . will search out what discrepance

'

is between them. 1640 R. BAILLIE Canterb. Self-convict I

Postscr. 14 Betwixt us and our Prince there is no discre-
pancc. 1804 Edin. Rev. V. 56 The only instance of dis. i

crepance we have remarked. 1881 Nature XXIV. 3871 he authors are unable to discover the cause of this dis-
crepance.

1 2. Distinction, difference. Obs.

. 1531 ELYOT Gov. n. iii, Ther hath bene euer a discrepance

Armoru'io Almightie God . . euen in the heauens hathe
made a discrepance of his heauenly Spirites, giuinge them I

seuerall names, as Ensignes of honour, c 1611 CHAPMAN

434

Iliad xi. 442 The discrepance He made in death betwixt
the hosts.

f 3. Variation, change (of action). Obs. rare.

1560 A. SCOTT Poems (E.E.T.S.) 35 Continewance in

Cupetdis dance, Bot discrepance, withowt remeid.

Discrepancy (diskre-pansi, di-skrz'pansi). [f.

as prec. + -ANCY.] The quality of being discrepant ;

want of agreement ; variance, difference, disagree-
ment.

1623 COCKERAM, Discrepancie, disagreeing, difference.

1625 BP. MOUNTAGU App. C&sar 147 There is . . discrep-
ancie of opinion among Divines both old and new. 1748
J. GEDDES Composition ofAniients 13 Who again is not
offended with discrepancy and discord? 1837 WHEWELL
Hist. Induct. Sc. (1857) II. 186 Their discrepancy as to

quantity was considerable. 1868 FREEMAN Norm. Cong.
(1876) II. App. 617 There is little or no discrepancy as to
the facts.

b. with a and pi. An instance of this ; a differ-

ence, an inconsistency.
1627-77 FELTHAM Resolves n. xlvii. (R.) It would be

evinced from these two seeming discrepancies. 1794 PALEY
Kvid. i. ix. 6. (1817)249 Eusebius . . wrote expressly upon
the discrepancies observable in the Gospels. 1855 H. SPEN-
CER Princ. Psychol.{-&Tz) I. iv. 11.410 Discrepancies between
thoughts and facts. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) IV. 515
Some discrepancies may be observed between the mythology
of the Politicus and the Timaeus.

Discrepant ^di-skrfpant, diskre-pant), a. and
sti. Also 6 discripant, discrepante. [ad. L.

discrepant-em, pr. pple. of discrepare to differ, lit.

to sound discordantly, f. Dis- I + crepdre to make
a noise, creak.] A. adj.
1. Exhibiting difference, dissimilarity or want of

harmony; different, discordant, inharmonious, in-

consistent. Const,from, f/0.
1524 St. Papers Hen. VIII, IV. 100 It were ferre dis-

crepant
from the Kinges honour to have the treaty of peax

with Scotland concluded . . by Lieutenauntes. 1531 ELYOT
Gov. I. xxv, Wherin he is moste discrepant from brute
beastes. cisss HARPSFIELD Divorce Hen. VIII (1878) 236
This marriage . . was much more discrepant to the said
laws. 1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. 478 The Vulgar The-
ology of the Pagans . . was oftentimes very discrepant from
the Natural and True Theology, a 1734 NORTH Exam.
in. vii. 49 (1740) 539 The King's Notions and his were
very discrepant. 1846 GROTE Greece i. xviii. II. n A desire
. .to blend together, .two discrepant legends. 1866 ROGERS
Agric. tf Prices I. xiii. 196 Since the price is so discrepant
from that in the neighbourhood of Oxford.

1 2. Apart or separate in space. Obs. rare.

1592 R. D. Hypnerotomachia 490 The Tilastrelles were
discrepant fowre paces one from another, a 1649 DRUMM.
OF HAWTH. Poems Wks. (1711) 13/1 Further discrepant
than heaven and ground. 1818 KEATS Endym. in. 343
Sea-mew's plaintive cry Plaining discrepant between sea
and sky.

t B. si. One who disagrees ; a dissentient Obs.

1647 JE"- TAYLOR Lib. Proph. vii. 141 None could have
triumph'd so openly over all discrepants as this. Ibid. xyi.
216 If you persecute heretickes or discrepants, they unite
themselves as to a common defence.

Hence Discrepantly adv., with discrepancy; in

contrary ways.
1603 FLORIO Montaigne in. ix. (1632) 562, I am . .precisely

vowed . . to speake confusedly, to speak discrepantly.

Discrepate (di-skr/p^t), v. rare. [f. L. dis-

crepdt-, ppl. stem of discrepare to differ : see prec.]
1 1. intr. To differ, be discrepant. Obs. rare.

1623 in COCKERAM [printed Discrepitate], 1657 TOMLIN-
SON Kenou's Disp. 331 Some make three varieties . . which
seem solely to discrepate in magnitude.
2. a. trans. To distinguish, b. intr. To dis-

criminate or make a distinction.

1846 L. HUNT Stories Ital. Poets in Longf. Dante(TH.l\dg.)
472 To discrepate Samson from Hercules. 1894 G. R.
MATHER Two great Scotsmen 2 It would be akin to sacri-

lege for us to discrepate between the two brothers.

Discrepation (diskn'pf'-Jsn). rare. [n. of
action f. prec.] fa. Difference. Obs. b. Dis-
crimination.
1616 R. C. Times' Whistle, etc. (iZ-ji) 151 Twixt his first

coming and his latter one There will be found much dis-

crepation. 1847 L. HUNT Men, Women, t; B. II. i. 4
Pope's own discrepation of immorality from debauchery.
Discrese, -cresse, obs. var. DECREASE.
Discrested : see Dis- 7 a.

Discrete (diskrft), a. (sl>.) Also 6 discreet,

[ad. L. discret-us 'separate, distinct', pa. pple. of

discernere to separate, divide, DISCERN : cf. later

sinse of F. discret, discrite 'divided, separate'.
In

_
the sense of cl. L. discretns, discrete was used by

Trevisa (translating from L.), but app. was not in general
use till late in i6th c. But in another sense, 'discern-
ing, prudent

'

(derived through French), discret, discrete
was well-known in popular use from the i4th c. ; this, even
in late ME., was occasionally spelt discreet, which spelling
was appropriated to it about the time that discrete in the
L. sense began to be common ; so that thenceforth discrete
and discreet were differentiated in spelling as well as in

meaning : see DISCREET. Before this, while discrete was the
prevalent form for the later discreet, it is only rarely (see
i below) that discreet appears for the present discrete.}
A. adj.

1. Separate, detached from others, individually
distinct. Opposed to continuous.
. 139* TREVISA Barlh. De P. R. xix. cxvi. (1495) 919 One
is the begynnynge of alle thynges that is contynual and
dyscrete. 1570 DEE Math. Pref. 13 Of distinct and discrete
Vmts. 1594 BLUNDEVIL Exerc. in. I. xxxi. (ed. 7) 339 Of

DISCRETE.

which Arkes some are called continual!, and some discrete
or divided. //</., That Arke is called discrete or broken,
which doth not take his beginning from the first point of
Aries. 1654 PEACHAM Gentl. Exerc. in. 137 Raine or water
. .being divided by the cold ayre, in the falling downe, into

discreet parts. 1775 HARRIS Philos. Arrangem. (1841) 308
The motion of all animals . . by being alternate, is of the
discrete kind. 1851 NICHOL Archil. Heav. 47 Any tele-

scope capable of resolving these various masses into discrete

stars. 1883 A. BARRATT Phys. Mctcntpiric 59 To hold to-

gether, ana keep discrete, simultaneous phenomena.
f j9. spelt discreet.

1590 SPENSER F. Q. n. xii. 71 The waters fall with differ-

ence discreet, Now soft, now loud, unto the wind did call.

t b. Music, Applied to tones separated by
fixed or obvious steps or intervals of pitch, as the

notes of a piano; also to a movement of the voice

from one pitch to another, as distinguished from a

concrete movement or slide. Cf. CONCBETK i b.

1864 WEBSTER cites RUSH.

C. Pathol. Separate, not coalescent or confluent:

applied to stains, spots, or pustules, when scattered

separately from each other over a surface, as in

discrete small-pox [F. variole discrete],
1854-67 C. A. HARRIS Diet. Met/. Terminal. 218. 1882

CARPENTER in 19/4 Cent. Apr. 531 The discrete,
*
distinct ',

or '

benign
*
form being by no means a severe disease, even

among the unvactinated. 1893 Daily News 4 Mar. 5/4
A woman . . whose children had been removed for discrete

small-pox.
d. Logic. Individually distinct, but not different

in kind.

1837-8 SIR W. HAMILTON Logic xi. (1866) I. 209 In so far

as Conspecies are considered to be different but not con-

tradictory, they are properly called Discrete or Disjunct
Notions. Ibid. xii. (1860) I. 224 Notions co-ordinated in the

quantity or whole of extension . . are only relatively different

(or diverse) ; and in logical language are properly called

Disjunct or Discrete Notions. 1864 BOWEN Logic \\. 66.

e. Discrete degrees \ applied by Swedenborg to

the various degrees or levels of spiritual existence,
conceived as so distinct and separate from each

other, as to render it impossible for any subject to

! pass out of that one for which he is constituted.

1788 tr. Swedenbore's Wisd. Angels HI. 236 In every
i Man from his Birth there are three Degrees of Altitude, or
1

discrete Degrees, one above or within another. 1856

I

GRINDON Life (1863) 319 Where things are differentiated by
'

a discrete degree, the commencement of the new one is . .

!
on a distinct and higher level.

2. Consisting of distinct or individual parts ; dis-

j
continuous.
Discrete quantity^ quantity composed of distinct units,

i

as the rational numbers ; number. Distinguished from con-
\ tinttous quantity= magnitude.

1570 BILLINGSLEY Euclid ii. i. 62 Two contrary kynds of
I quantity, quantity discrete or number, and quantity con-
! tmual or magnitude. 1687 H. MORE Answ. Psychop. (1689)
! 123 Inseperability, continued Amplitude, belongs to Spirits

as well as discrete Quantity. 1785 REID Int. Powers HI.
iii. 311 Duration and extension are not discrete, but con-
tinued quantity. Ibid. 342 Number is called discrete quan-
tity, because it is compounded of units. 1837-9 HALLAM
Hist. Lit. II. viii. n. 522 note* They were dealing with

i continuous or geometrical, not merely with discrete or

!
arithmetical quantity. 1876 H. SPENCER Princ. Social.

\ (1877) I. 475 The parts of an animal form a concrete whole;
but the parts of a society form a whole that is discrete.

1803 FORSYTH Th. Functions 584 If there be no infinitesimal

! substitution, then the group is said to be discontinuous t or
'

discrete. 1893 HARKNESS & MORLEY Th. Functions 50
i To Hankel we owe the idea of a discrete mass of points.

b. Belonging to, pertaining to, or dealing with,
distinct or disconnected parts.
Discrete proportion DISCONTINUED proportion.
1660 R. COKE Justice Vind. 23 All Geometrical propor-

tion is either discrete, or continued. Discrete is, when the
similitiido rationum is only between the i. and the 2. and
the 3. and 4. term. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey\ Discrete
or Disjunct Proportion. 1856 DOVE Logic Chr. Faith 422
>u>tt'

t Scepticism is discrete and proceeds in detail.

f 3. Gram. & Logic. Of conjunctions: adversative.

Of propositions : discretive. Applied also to the

two members of such a proposition, separated by
the adversative conjunction. Obs.
1628 T. SPENCER Logick 237 That Axiome is discrete,

that hath a discrete Coniunction for the band thereof.

Ibid, 239 The coniunction which tyes the parts together,
is called discrete : and in this place it imports no more but
a thing that keepes two asunder, for the present, a 1638
MEDE Apost. latter Times i. Wks. 1672 in. 623 The Words
. . of my Text [Nevertheless, the Spirit, etc. i Tim. iv. i]

depend upon the last of the former Chapter, as the second

part of a Discrete proposition. 1654 Z. COKE Logick
(1657) 119 A discrete sentence, is, which hath a discrete

conjunction ; as, although, yet, not-withstanding^ etc. 1664
H. MORE Myst. /nig. Appl. 538 [It will] run in this form of
a Discrete Axiome, I will have you wait on me at such
a meeting, though your cloaths be old or out of the mode.

4. Metaph. Not concrete; detached from the

material, abstract.

1854 Fraser^s Mag. L. 343 The mental march from con-
crete or real notions to discrete or abstract truths. 1862

H. SPENCER First Princ. (1870^ 27 This formation of sym-
bolic Conceptions, which inevitably arises as we pass from
small and concrete objects, to large and to discrete ones.

B. sb. A separate part.
1890 J. H. STIRLING Gifford Lect. xviii. 353 Break it up

into an endless number of points., an endless number of
discretes.

Discrete, early form of DISCBEKT.
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t Discre'te, v. Obs. [f. L. discret- ppl. stem !

of discernire to separate : sec DISCKKN.J trans.

To divide into discrete or distinct parts ; to sepa-
rate distinctly, dissever.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. \\. \, 55 The reason thereof

is its continuity, as. .its body is left imporous and not dis-

creted by atomicall terminations. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr.>
niscrctedt severed, parted, discerned. 1857-8 SLABS A than.

vii. 116 This essential dualism discretes for ever the two
worlds of spirit and matter.

Discretely (diskirtli), adv. rare. [f.
DISCHETE

rt + .J,Y -.] In a discrete manner
; separately.

1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), s.v. Discreteproportion^ These
Numbers are proportional ;

but 'tis only discretely [tttts^r.

directly] or disjunct ly. 17*7-51 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Dis-
crete. 187* PKOCTOH Ess. Astron. xxvii. 338 The same
telescope snows the stars projected discretely on a perfectly
black background.
Discreteness (diskrrtnes). [f. as prec. -f

-NESS.] The quality of being discrete : a. Dis-

continuity, b. The consisting of many individual

parts.
i86a H. SPENCER First Print. i. ii. 9 (1875) 29 When the

sue, complexity, or discreteness of the object conceived be-

comes very great, only a small portion of its attributes can
be thought of at once. 1877 E. CAIBD Philos. Kattt \\. xvii.

605 We bring together the two moments of unity and
diversity, .continuity and discreteness. 1893 P. S. MOXON
in Barrow lVorl<?s Par/. Relig. I. 467 The whole signifi-
cance of man's existence lies ultimately in its discreteness

in the evolution and persistence of the self-conscious ego.

Discretion (<Hskre-Jbn). Forms : 4-6 discro-

cion, 4- discretion ; also 4 discrescioun, dys-

crecyun, -ioun, 4-5 discression(e, 4-6 -cre-

tioune, 5 dis-, dyscrecioun, -yone, -youn,
crescion, -cressioun, -cretyown, 6 discreoyon,
-tione, -creation, dyscreccion, -cretion. [a.

OK. des- discretion distinction, discernment (It.

discrczionet Sp. discretion] ad. L. discretion-em

separation, distinction, and later, discernment, n.

of action from discemere (ppl. stem discret-) to

separate, divide, DISCERN.]
I. [From ancient Latin sense of discretio,']

1. The action of separating or distinguishing, or

condition of being distinguished or disjunct; sepa-
ration, disjunction, distinction.

This is perhaps the meaning in quot. 1340 ; otherwise this

sense is found only since end of i6th c. : cf. DISCRETE.

[1:1340 HAMPOLE Prose Tr. 12 Thynkynge of heuen with

discrecyone of all mene dedes.] 1590 R. BRUCE Sertnotts,
Without discretion of His substance fra His graces. 1607
TOPSELL Serpents (1658) 747 It is some question among the

learned, whether there be any discretion of sex. 1614
JACKSON Creed in. 197 The same rule, .might, .serue for

certalne discretion of true Prophets from false, 1677 GALE
Crt. Gentiles II. iv. 82 Al the notions of Virtue or Sanctitie

. .import Discretion, Separation, Sinularitie, Preeminence.

1890 J. H. STIRLING Gifford Lect. xviit. 351 Time and space
are a concrete, of which the one is the discretion and the

other the continuity. 1891 E. CAIRO Ess. Lit. $ Phitos.
II. 522 Mind is a pure self-determined unity, .which has_no
discretion of parts or capacity of division or determination
from without.

II. [In late Latin sense of discretio^\

f 2. The action of discerning or judging ; judge-
ment ; decision, discrimination. Obs. (exc. as pass-

ing into 4, or the phrases in 5.)

ci3|74 CHAUCER Boeth. in. pr. x. 93 Take now bus be dis-

cressioun \Camb. MS. descressionj of bis questioun, quod
she. c 1400 Lanfrancs Cirurg. 283 Sumtyme a man mai
not }eue a discrecioun of blood fro urine, c 1460 FORTESCUE
Abs. <y Lint. Man. xx, Considryng that they lak it bi the
discrecioun of be kynges counseil. 1463 Bury Wills (Cam-
den) 16 By the discrecion of my executours. 1547-8 Ordrc
ofCommunion 17 Twoo peces, at the least, or more by the
discrecion of the minister. 1568 MARY Q. SCOTS in Ellis

Orig, Lett. Ser. I. II. 253 Y refer all to your discretion.

1841 C, WHITEHEAD R. Savage (1845) I. viii. 90 She put it

to Myte's discretion whether ne would continue to harbour
a young knave.

T 3. The faculty of discerning ;
discernment. Obs.

1380 Lay Folks Catech. (Lamb. MS.) 620 Ofte bou hast

brokyn godys hestys sytthe bou haddyst dyscrecioun of

good and euyl. 138* WYCLIF i Cor. xu. 10 To another [is

?ouun] discrescioun, or verrey knowynge, of spiritis. 1536
Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 123 b, The gyfte . . called dis-

crecyon, or discernynge of spirytes is but in fewe persones,
1563 J. DAVIDSON Confut. Kennedy in Wodr. Soc. Misc.

(1844) I. 253 Discretione betwix the rycht understanding
of thaim fra the wrang. 1651 HOBBES Leoiath, 1. viii. 33
The Discretion of times, places, and persons necessary to a
good Fancy.
4. Liberty or power of deciding, or of acting

according to one s own judgement or as one thinks

fit; uncontrolled power of disposal.
'399 Rolls ofParlt. III. 451/2 Mercy and grace of the

Kyng as it longes to hym . . in his owene discretion. 143*
Paston Left. No. 18 I. 32 Where he shal have eny persone
in his discrecion suspect of mysgovernance. 1581 PETTIE
Gitazzo's Civ. Conv. in. (1586) 153 Not to put himselfe to

the discretion of his servants, for the ordering of his house.

1693 Mem. Cnt. Teckely m. 73 If Transilvania were left to

the Discretion of the Turks [etc.]. 17*4 SWIFT
Drafter's

Lett., Let. to Harding 4 Aug., He leaves it to our discre-

tion. 1780 BURKE Econ. Reform Wks. III. 314 If a dis-

cretion, wholly arbitrary, can be exercised over the civil list

revenue., the plan of reformation will still be left very im-

perfect. i8ia-i6 J. SMITH Panorama Sc. 4- Art I. 386 This

practice . , leaves to the discretion of the workman the deter-

mination of the very matter in which he is most apt to err.

1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. 1. 185 As to the form of worship,

a large discretion was left to the clergy. 1874 MORLKY
Compromise (1886) 182 We may all write what we please,
because it is in the discretion of the rest of the world whether
they will hearken or not.

b. Law. The power of a court of justice, or

person acting in a judicial capacity, to decide,
within the limits allowed by positive rules of law,
as to the punishment to be awarded or remedy to

be applied, or in civil causes how the costs shall

be borne, and generally to regulate matters of pro-
cedure and administration.
In English-speaking countries a criminal judge dealing

with offences not capital has generally a considerable dis*

cretion as to the punishment.
[1292 HRITTON i. xvi. $ 7 Et si autrefoix de mauvestd soint

atteyntz, adunc soil en la descrecioun ties Justices de juger
les a la mort, ou de fere couper le autre oraille.J 1467 Ordin.
Worcester in Eng. Gilifs{\Zjo) 379 Vppon the peyne of xxj.
or more, after the discression of the Bailey and Aldermen
of the seid cite, a 16*6 BACON Max. $ Uses Com. Law
(1636) 2i The judges may set a fine upon him at their

pleasure and discretions. 1890 LD. ESHER in Law Times
Rep. LXIII. 734/2 The judge .. should not treat it as a
matter within his discretion whether he will order the

witness to answer or not. 1891 Law Rep. Weekly Notes

72/2 That the costs of references . . should be in the dis-

cretion of the arbitrators. 1891 SIR E. E. KAY in Law
Times Re6. LXVII. 151/2 It is a matter of discretion

whether the judge should g!v
if he does, what terms he will impose.

6. Phrases, a. At the discretion oft according
to the discernment or judgement of, according as

(,he) thinks fit or pleases; at discretion^ at one's

own sense of fitness, mere good pleasure,
or choice ;

as one thinks fit, chooses, or pleases, b. To sur-

render, yield, etc., at discretion, formerly to the

enemy's discretion, on, upon discretion, i.e. to be

disposed of as he thinks fit ; at his disposal, at his

mercy ; unconditionally.

1577 HANMER ./I w,J!i/. Hist. (1619) 389 Distribute them at

thy discretion among the poore. 1630 R. Johnson's Kingd.
fy Commiv. 525 Their office is to place and displace Church-
men at discretion. 1700 S. L, tr. Fryke's Voy. E. Ind. 218
One Vessel of Beer . . free for any body to go to, and Drink
at Discretion. Ibid. 294 This I leave the Reader to believe

at Discretion. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey) s.v., To Live at

Discretion (a Military Phrase) to have free Quarters. 17*4
DE FOE Mem. Cavalier (1840) 180 We reckoned ourselves

in an enemy's country, and had lived a little at large, or at

discretion, as it is called abroad. 1834 W. Ind. Sketch Bk.
II. 4 Admitting at discretion as much light and air as may
be agreeable. 1863 FR. A. KEMBLE Resid. in Georgia. 43
Power to inflict three dozen lashes at his own discretion.

1548 HALL Citron., Hen. Vl
t 85 All the garrison yelded

them symply to his mercy and discrecion. 1628 HOBBKS

Thucyd. (1822) up Conceiving that they might have gotten
the city to discretion. 163.* MASSINGER Maid ofHon. n. i.

(Rtldg.) 191/1 He . . exacts . . the goods and lives Of all within
the walls, and of all sexes, To be at his discretion. 163*

J. HAYWARD tr. Biondis Eromena 151 [This] gave occasion

to such as remained to yeeld themselves to the enemies dis-

cretion. 1659 B. HARRIS ParivaFs Iron Age 224 General

Wranghel . . took . , Paderborn at discretion. 1684 Land. Gaz.
No. 1953/3 They write from Duseldorp. .that Buda was Sur-

rendred on discretion. 1691 LUTTRELL BriefRel. (1857) U*
272 The garison surrendring upon discretion, rroa Lond.
Gaz. No. 3830/2 All the Country, .will lie at our Discretion.

1732 Gtxtl. Instr. 154 (D.) If she stays to receive the attack,
she is in danger of being at discretion. 1758 JORTIN Erasnt.

I. 592 Roterdam was some days at the discretion of these

rioters. 1878 Bosw. SMITH Carthage 83 The inhabitants

surrendered at discretion, but they had to undergo all the

horrors of a place taken by storm.

III. [Cf. DISCREET.]
6. Ability to discern or distinguish what is right,

befitting, or advisable, esp. as regards one's own
conduct or action ; the quality of being discreet ;

discernment ; prudence, sagacity, circumspection,
sound judgement.
1303 R. BRUNNE ffattdl. Synne 10162 Dyscrecyun a ry}t

wyt ys, On bobe partys ryjtly to ges. 1340 Ayettb. 155 Hit
be-houeb hyealde ri^tuolnesse and discrecion. CX477CAX-
TON Jason 4 b, Thou art not yet pourueyed ofdiscrecion for

to gouerne thy Royaume. 1548 HALL Chron.* Hen.

Discretion. 1597-8 BACON Ess., Discourse (Arb.) 20 Dis-

cretion of Speecn is more than Eloquence. i68j GLANII s

Yoy. Bfngala. 149 This King, .derided his discretion. 17*0
SWIFT Fates of Clergymen, Discretion, a species of lower

prudence. 1796 JANE AUSTEN Sense tr Sens. (1849) 53 Do
you not now begin to doubt the discretion of your own
conduct? 1849 RUSKIN Sev. Lamps iv. 21. no That por-

tion of temper and discretion which are necessary to the

contemplation of beauty.
b. Age of, years of, discretion : the time of life

at which a person is presumed to be capable of

exercising discretion or prudence ;
in Eng. Law

the age of fourteen.

'395 E - E- Wills 5 If Thomas here sone forsayd dyeth or

he haue age of discrecioun. 1447 BoKENHAM.S'<ryx<j'j(Roxb.>

47 Whan she to seris of dyscrescyon Was comyn aftyr ther

lawes guyse. .Wedded she was. 1545 BRINKLOW Compl. v.

7. Sc. Propriety of behaviour, esp. of female

conduct, as opposed to lightness or coquetry ;

civility, courtesy to a guest, etc. (Jam.)
178* [see DISCREET a. y\
1 8. An honorary title formerly frequently applied

to bishops, and sometimes to noblemen (Da Cange).
Cf. your worship, your honour.

1416 Surltcs Misc. (1890) 10 If it lyke vn to your wir*hip-
full and wyse discrecion. 15*3 Lo. BERMEKS I'roiss. I. ccccix.

713 Right dear and puissaunt lordes : to your right noble

discressyons, please it you to known, that we haue receyued
right amiably the letters to vs sent, a 1555 LATIMER Serni.

V Rent. (1845) ag6 Your discretion, therefore, will lake this

matter into consideration.

t b. A fanciful term for a '

company
'
of

priests.
1486 ft. St. Attain F vij a, A Discrecion of Prestls.

t DiscrO'tionable, a. Oh. rare.
[f. prec. +

-ABLE.] Subject to or decided by discretion.

1799 G. SMITH Laboratory II. 437 Take a discretionable

quantity of garlic.

Discretional (diskre'janal), a. [asprec. -f -AL.]
1. Of or pertaining to discretion ; discretionary.
1657 Bnrtoifs Diary^(1828) II. 168 There is a difference

of opinion about those writs. Some will have them but dis-

age ot discretion is saide the age of xnu. y< _
ROWLANDS Hetts Broke Loose 24 Wee'le have no Babes to

be Baptized, Vntill they come toyeeres of ripe discretion.

1773 GOLDSM. Stoops to Conq. i. i, He 's not come to years
of discretion yet. 1848 WHARTON Laiu Diet. 21/1 A male
. . at fourteen is at years of discretion, so far at least that he

may enter into a binding marriage.

cretional power with the king. 1770-4 A. HUNTER Ctorg.
Ess. (1803) I. 431 The discretional use of the plough, roller,

and harrows, a 1859 DE QUINCBY Wks. XIV. 176 Conversa-
tion suffers from the want ofsome discretional power, lodged
in an individual for controlling its movements.

1 2. Surrendered at discretion. Obs.

1777 J. WILKINSON in Sparks Corr. A^mer. Rev. (1853' II.

14 We have made, during the Campaign, upwards of two
thousand discretional prisoners.

f3. Characterized by discretion ; discreet. Obs.

1785 MRS. A. M. BENNETT Juvenile Indiscretions (1786)
IV. 148 Not yet arrived at that discretional time of life.

Discre'tionally, aJv.
[f. prec. + -LY 2.] In

a manner or degree decided by discretion ;
at dis-

cretion.

1754 RICHARDSON Grandison (1781) VI. xviii. 87, I always
mean to include my dear Lady L. . . Any-body else, but dis-

cretionally. 1766 ENTICK London \. 437 The wealthier sort

of people were assessed discretionally by the commissioners.

1837 DEQuiNCEV Revolt of Tartars Wks. 1862 IV. 118

Setting aside discretionally whatsoever should arise to dis-

turb his plots.

Discre'tionarily, adv. [f.
next t -LY 2

.]
In

a discretionary way ;
at discretion.

1683 yinii. Case Green-Wax-Fincs 3 Officers may dis-

cretionarily tax, or add to the Suitors Costs. 1794 NELSON
in Nicolas Disp. (1845) I. 436, I will discretionarily order

them a little wine as an encouragement.

Discretionary (diskre'/anari), a. [f. DISCRE-

TION + -ABY : cf. r . diicrfttonttairt.']
1. Pertaining to discretion ; left to or exercised

at discretion ; limited or restrained only by discre-

tion or judgement.
1698 ATTERBI RV Disc. Lady Cults 24 Amongst all her

discretionary Rules, the chief was to seem to have none.

17*6 AYLlFFE/'arrrJf0 (J.), It is discretionary in the bishop
to admit him to that order at what time he thinks fit. 1741
H. WALPOLE Lett. H. Mann (1834) I. xii. 34 He had dis-

cretionary powers to act as he shouldjudge proper. iSay
HALLAM Const. Hist. (1876) I. v. 234 The privy council in

general arrogated to itself a power ofdiscretionary imprison-
ment. 1863 H. Cox Instit. i. vii. 71 The reference to the

House of Lords is entirely discretionary in the Crown.

f2. Characterized by discretion
;
discreet. Obs.

1711 STEELE Sped. No. 402. P 2, I am never alone with my
Mother, but she tells me Stories of the discretionary Part of

the World. 1753 L. M. tr. Du Boscq's Accomplish'd Woman
I. 28 All. .unprofitable without a discretionary Silence.

U 3. as adv. At discretion.

1751 ELIZA HEYWOOD Betsy Thoughtless III. 63 A small

fortune, and that to be paid discretionary.

Discretive (diskrMiv), a. and sb. [ad. L. dis-

crcliv-us serving to distinguish (Priscian), f. discret-

ppl. stem of discernlre to distinguish, divide, DIS-

CERN. Cf. OK. itiscretiS(it,t\i c. in Godef.).]
A. adj. 1. = DISJUNCTIVE, a. Gram, and Logic.

Discretive conjunction, proposition : see quots. ; discretive

distinction, a distinction expressing a difference in kind, as
' not a plant, but an animal '. Cf. DISCRETE a.. 3.

1588 FRAUNCE Lawiers Log. |L v. 93 In absolute copulative
and discretive axiomes, there is no viro$e<m, no condition

at all. a 1601 W. PERKINS Cases Consc. (1619) 240 The latter

is coupled to the former by a discretiue cpniunction. 1690
LOCKE Hum. Und. in. viL 5 But is a Particle, . .and he that

says it is a discretive Conjunction, . . thinks he has sum.

ciently explain'd it 1753 S. SHUCKFORD Creation r Fall
Man 43 It is not here a discretive Particle, disjoining and

distinguishing two Parts of one Period ; but it is illative.

1819 G. S. FABEH Dispensations (1823) II. 389 The word

only, as I have just observed, is no doubt discretive.

1891 WELTON Logic I. II. i. 1^2 Discretive Propositions,
where two affirmative propositions are connected by an

adversative conjunction.
b. generally.

1660 STANLEY Hist. Philos. IX. (1701)432/2 He held that

there are four Elements, Fire, Air, Water, Earth ; and two

principal powers, Amity and Discord ; one unilive, the other

discretive. 1836 I. TAYLOR Pkys. Tk. Another Life (1857)

59 Mind allied to matter, .thus lives, .by its own discretive

1 2. Serving to distinguish or discriminate ; dis-

tinctive ; discriminative ; diacritic. Obs.

ioi DEACON & WALKER Spirits t, Dmlt To Rdr. 8 Not

hauing vpon them some discretiue stampe or discerning cen-
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DISCRETIVELY.

sure, a 1631 DONNE Serm. Gen. i. 26 (1634) 33, 1 have a power
to judge ; a judiciarie, a discretive

power,
a power to dis-

cern between a natural! accident and a judgement of God.

1669 GALK Crt. Gentiles i. i. x. 51 A name is an instructive

and discretive instrument of the essence. 1803 W. TAYLOR
in Monthly Mag. XIV. 487 Such sub-division is neither dis-

cretive nor exhaustive. 1819 G. S. FABER Dispensations
(1823) II. 388, note, Grounds on which the Socinians assume
the title of rational Christians as a specifically discretive

appellation.

f B. st, 1. A disjunctive conjunction or proposi-
tion. Otis.

1612 BRINSLEY Pas. Parts (1669) 48 Discretives, by which
the parts are lightly Severed. 1650 R. HOLLINGWORTH
Exerc. Usurped Powers 19 Joyning them together with
the copulative (and) and not using the discretive (or). 1654
Z. COKE Logick (1657) IJ9 To the truth of a discretive is

required the truth of both parts. 1715 WATTS Logic 11. ii. 6

All compound propositions, except copulatives and discre-

tives, are properly denied or contradicted when the negation
affects their conjunctive particles.

1 2. A discriminative phrase or concept. 06s.

1660 Z. CKOFTON St. Peters Bonds abide 2 His universal

discretive,
' AH Episcopacy '.

Discre'tively, adv. [f. prec. + -LY 2.] in a

discretive manner ; disjunctively ; distinctively.

01638 MEDE Daniel's Weeks Wks. (1672) in. 701 The

particle '3 (Nehem. xiii. 6) seems not to be taken rationally

for (Quia\ but discretively for CN '3 (Sett, But), a 1654

Br. J. RICHARDSON Observ. O. Test. 237 (T.) The plural
number being used discretively to note out and design one
of many. 1836-7 SIR W. HAMILTON Mctafh. xxxvii. (1870)
II. 338 Reasoning is either from the whole to its parts ;

or

from all the parts, discretively, to the whole they constitute

collectively.

Discre'tiveness. [f. as prec. + -NESS.] The

quality or power of discriminating or discerning.
1844 G. S. FABER Eight Diss. Mighty Deliv. (1845) II. 344

Even in a common writer of ordinary discretiveness.

f Disori'be, v. 06s. nonce-tod, [f.
L. di-, dis-

(Dis- 6) + scri6e're to write, after proscribe, etc. : it

does not in sense represent L. dtscribere to appor-
tion (by writing).] trans. To undo by a writing.
1647 VtiMDSimf. CoUer(iS^3) 59 If a King, .will circum-

scribe himself at Oxford, and proscribe or discribe his Par-

liament at Westminster.

Discrier, obs. form of DESCKIEH.
1580 SIDNEY Arcadia in. Wks. (1724) II. 792 The poor

Shepherds, .who were the first discriers of these matters.

I Discrruiinable, a. Obs. rare. [f.'L.dis-
crimind-re to DISCRIMINATE + -BLE.] Capable of

being discriminated.

1730-6 in BAILEY ifolio). 1813 W. TAYLOR Eng. Synoti.

(1856) vii, Understanding and intellect are tending to. .dis-

criminable meaning.
Discrimiiial (diskri'minal), a. rare. [ad. L.

discriminal-is serving to divide or separate, f. dis-

criinen division, distinction : see -AL.] Of the

nature of a distinction or division.

Discriminal line in Palmistry '. see quot.

1841 BRANDE Diet. Sc. etc. 224 [Chiromancy] The lines on
the palm of the hand are divided into principal and inferior ;

the former are five : the line of life . . the dragon's tail, or
discriminal line, between the hand and the arm.

t Discri'minance. Obs. rare
~

'.
[f. as next :

see -ANCE.]
= DISCRIMINATION.

1647 H. MORE Song of
'

Sor.l n. it. n. xxiv, They together
blended are That nought we see with right discriminance.

Discri'ininancy. rare.
[f.

next : see -ANCY.]
The quality of being discriminant ; faculty of dis-

criminating.
a 1846 Penny Mag. is cited by WORCESTER.

Discriminant (diskri'minant), a. and sb. [ad.
L. discriminant-em, pr. pple. of discriminare to

DISCRIMINATE : see -ANT i.]

A. adj. 1. Discriminating ; showing discrimina-

tion or discernment.

1836 Eraser's Mag. XIV. 411 Taylor's notes are not all so
discriminant as this. 1866 J. H. NEWMAN Geronthts (1874)

334 With a sense so apprehensive and discriminant.

2. Math. Implying equal roots or a node (cf.

B). Discriminant relation, a one-fold relation

between parameters determining a nodal point.
B. sb. Math. The eliminant of the n first de-

rived functions of a homogeneous function of n
variables.

Introduced in 1852 by Sylvester for determintint, which is

still found occasionally (H. T. Gerrans).
185* SYLVESTER in Camb. % DM. Math. Jml. VI. 52.

1876 SALMON Mod. Higher Alg. (ed. 3) 109 The discrimin-
ant is equal to the product of the squares of all the differ-

ences of the differences of any two roots of the equation.

Discrimina'ntal, ". Math. [f. prec. + -AL.]
Relating to a discriminant.
Discriminantal index of a singular point of a curve, the

number of intersections of the polar of an arbitrary point
with the curve at the given point. Total discriminantal
index of a curvej the sum of the discriminantal indices of
all its singular points.

1875 SMITH Higher Singularities Plane Curves in Proc.
Lond. Math. Sue. VI. 154.

Discriminate (diskri-min/t), . [ad. L. dis-

criminat-us divided, separated, distinguished, pa.

pple. of discriminare : see next.]
1. Distinct, distinguished, discriminated, arch.
1626 BACON Sylva | 875 It is certaine that Oysters and

Cockles, and Mussles . . haue no discriminate Sex. 1805
W. TAYLOR in Monthly Mag. XIX. 657 The characters of

436

the savages are well-drawn ; they are more discriminate and

various than those of the Europeans. 1887 E. JOHNSON
Antigua Mater 69 A Hellenistic ecclesiastical as discrimin-

ate from a synagogal literature and life.

2. Marked by discrimination or discernment;

making careful or exact distinctions : opp. to in-

discriminate.

1798 MALTHUS Popul. (1817) III. 289 The best . . mode in

which occasional and discriminate assistance can be given.

Ibid. (1878)479 Much may be done by discriminate charity.

1834 FOSTER in Life % Corr. (1846) II. 250 Discriminate

perception. 1893 Westm. Gas. 20 Mar. 2/1 The discriminate

ascetic is the true hedonist.

Hence Discri-minately adv., with discrimina-

tion ; Discri-mlnateness, the quality of having
discrimination.

1727 BAILEY vol. II, Discriminateness, distinguishingness.

1779-81 JOHNSON L. P.,Shenslone, His conception of an

Elegy he has in his Preface very judiciously and discrimm-

ately explained. 1884 Bookseller Sept. 909/2 Discriminately
he purchased everything that came in his way.

Discriminate (diskri-min^'t), V. [f. L. dis-

crimindt- ppl. stem of discrimindre to divide,

separate, distinguish, f. discrimen, -crimin- divi-

sion, distinction, f. stem of discernere to distin-

guish, DISCERN. (Cf. CRIME.)]
1. trans. To make or constitute a difference in or

between ; to distinguish, differentiate.

1628 PRYNNE Love-lockes 26 Who poll one side of their

heads of purpose to discriminate themselues from others.

1666 BOYLE Orig, Formes $ Qtiaf., Such slight differences

as those that discriminate these Bodies. 1774 WARTON Hist.

Eng. Poetry (1775) I. Diss. I. 65 No peculiarity .. more

strongly discriminates the manners of the Greeks and
Romans from those of modern times, a 1871 GROTE Eth.

Fragm. iii. (1876) 59 Capacities which discriminate one
individual from another.

2. To distinguish with the mind or intellect ; to

perceive, observe, or note the difference in or be-

tween.

1665 HOOKE Microgr. 66 The surfaces . . being so neer to-

gether, that the eye cannot discriminate them from one.

01677 ?ARKOW Wks.(\(&i) I. xx. 283 We take upon us.. to

discriminate the goats from the sheep. 1836 J. GILBERT
Chr. Atonent. v. (1852) 139 It is in the nature of the reward

sought . . that we discriminate a mean from a noble trans-

action. 1891 F. HALL in Nation (N.Y.) LI I. 244/1 How is

one. .to discriminate the teachings of Dr. Trench's reviser

from those of Dr. Trench himself?

3. intr. or absol. To make a distinction ; to per-
ceive or note the difference Between things) ; to

exercise discernment.

1774 J. BRYANT Mythol. II. 523 The purport of the term,
which discriminates, may not be easy to be deciphered.

1857 BUCKLE Civiliz. I. vii. 321 It is by reason, and not by
faith, that we must discriminate in religious matters. 1876
GREEN Stray Stud. 26 He would discriminate between tem-

porary and chronic distress.

b. To discriminate against : to make an adverse

distinction with regard to ; to distinguish unfavour-

ably from others. With indirectfass.

1880 MARK TWAIN (Clemens) Tramp Abr. II. 153, I did

not propose to be discriminated against on account of my
nationality. 1885 Pall Mall. G. 24 Feb. 8/1 The action of

the German Government in discriminating against certain

imports from the United States. 1886 Ibid, 19 July 3/2 It

the police, as the Socialists declare, discriminate against
them on account of their opinions.

Hence Discri'minated///. a., distinguished from

others ; perceived as distinct.

1783 J. YOUNG Crit. Gray's Elegy (1810) 49 The dis-

criminated catalogue of the dead. 1848 R. I. WILBERI--ORCE

Incarnation v. (1852) 137 The two titles [Father, and Son]

imply a real co-existence of discriminated Persons.

Discriminating, /// a. [f. prec. + -ING 2
.]

1. That discriminates (sense i) ; distinguishing,

making or constituting a distinction, or affording
a ground for distinction.

1647 TRAPP Comm. Epistles 102 In these shedding and

discriminating times. ^1677 HALE True Relig. 111.1(1684)

38 Each Party espousing some odd Discriminating Habits.

1797 M. BAILLIE Morb. Anat. (1807)81 The discriminating
mark of this disease. 1838 TUPPER Prm. Philos., Gifts 228

A discriminating test Separating honesty from falsehood.

2. That discriminates (sense 2) ; that perceives
or notes distinctions with accuracy; possessing
discrimination or discernment.

1793 MARY WOLLSTONECR. Rights Worn. iii. 103 The dis-

criminating outline of a caricature. 1794 SULLIVAN View
Nat. I. 17 A sound and discriminating judgment. 1849
MACAULAY Hist. Eng. 1. 172 No man observed the varieties

of character with a more discriminating eye,

3. Discriminating duty or rate : one that varies

in amount according to the country or place whence
the merchandise is imported or carried, or accord-

ing to the persons rated; a differential duty or

rate.

'845-5* M'CuLLOCH Taxation n. v. ai8 The 7 & 8 Victoria
. .reduced the duty on foreign sugar, .leaving a discriminat-

ing duty of las. 6rf. a cwt. in favour of our own sugars.

1870 Daily News 16 Apr., Is it not absurd to revive a dis-

tinguishing rate, preferential and discriminating, in favour
of one class of dealers and against another?
4. Math. Discriminating circle, in the Theory

of Functions with essential singularities, the circle

on which all the singularities of another connected
function lie. [

= Ger. Grenzkreis.~\ Discriminat-

ing cubic, a cubic equation whose roots are the

DISCRIMINATIVE.

reciprocal ofthe principal radii vectores of a quadric
surface referred to its centre.

1874 SALMON Geom. three Dimensions (ed. 3) 58 If two
roots of the discriminating cubic vanish, the equation ..

represents a cylinder whose base is a parabola. 1893
FORSYTH Th. Functions vi. 71. in To divide the plane of

any) lie on the discriminating circle.

Hence Discrl'minatinfjly adv., in a discrimin-

ating way, with discrimination.

1855 BAIN Senses
fy

Int. in. i. 65 The ear must be dis-

>lg. 11. 47 It is written as nistory !

criminatingly, patiently, and yet lovingly and genially.

Discrimination (diskrimin^'-Jsn). [ad. L.

discrimination-em, n. of action from discriminare

to DISCRIMINATE.]
1. The action of discriminating ;

the perceiving,

noting, or making a distinction or difference be-

tween things ;
a distinction (made with the mind,

or in action).

1648 Eikon Bos. xxvii. (1824) 265 Take heed of abetting

any factions, of applying to any publique discriminations in

matters of religion, contrary to what is, in your judgement,
and the Church well setled. 1678 PHILLIPS, Discrimination
a putting a difference between one thing and another. In

Rhetorick it is the same figure with Paradiastole. 1705
STANHOPE Paraphr. I. 24 A perfect Discrimination shall

then be made between the Good and Bad. 1864 BOWEN

Logic i. 4 A conscious discrimination of
tho_se respects in

which it is similar to others from those in which it is unlike

them. 1880 Spectator 9 Nov.. Life is a constant series of

discriminations between what it is well to attempt and what

it is not well to attempt
b. passively. The fact or condition of being dis-

criminated or distinguished. ? Obs.

a 1699 STILLINGFL. (J.),
There is a reverence to be showed

them on account of their discrimination from other places,

and separation for sacred uses. 1791-1823 DISRAELI Cur.

Lit., Mast. Ceremon., Precedence, and other honorary

discriminations, establish the useful distinctions of ranks.

2. Something that discriminates or distinguishes ;

a distinction, difference (existing in or between

things) ;
a distinguishing mark or characteristic.

Now rare or Obs.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. ill. xxiii. 166 [These] are

discriminations very materiall, and plainly declare, that

under the same name Authors describe not the same animall.

1759 JOHNSON Rasselas xxviii. (1787) 79 Where we see. .the

whole at once, we readily note the discriminations. 1807 G.

CHALMERS Caledonia 1. I. i. 2 To that event the various

tribes owe their discrimination and their origin.

3. The faculty of discriminating ; the power of

observing differences accurately, or of making exact

distinctions ;
discernment.

1814 SCOTT Wav. xxiii, His character was touched with

yet more discrimination by Flora. 1838 DICKENS Nich.

Nick, xviii, It does, .credit to your discrimination that you
should have found such a very excellent young woman.
1866 GEO. ELIOT F. Holt II. xvi. 15

It was essential . . that

his waistcoat should imply much discrimination.

f 4. = RECRIMINATION. Obs. rare.

a 1670 HACKET Abp. Williams I. (1692) 16 (L>.), Reproaches
and all sorts of unkind discriminations. 1684 BAXTER in

Halt's True Relig. Introd. Ab, Schisms and Factions, and
Personal Animosities, discriminations, Censoriousness.

Hence Discriminational a., of or pertaining to

discrimination ;
in Palmistry= DISCRIMINAL.

1879 R. A. CAMPBELL Philosophic Chiromancy 167 The
Wrist Lines, also known as the Rascette and Discrimina-

tional lines, separate the hand from the arm by a single,

double, or triple transcursion at the wrist.

Discriminative ^diskri'minitiv), a.
[f.

L.

ppl. stem discrimindt- : see -IVE.] Tending to

discriminate ; characterized by discriminating.

1. Serving to discriminate or distinguish ; consti-

tuting a distinction ; distinctive, distinguishing.

(11677 HALE True Relig. I. (1684) n This is made the

discriminative Mark of a True Christian. 1779-81 JOHNSON
L. P., Dryden Wks. II. 414 The discriminative excellence

of Homer is elevation and comprehension of thought. 1848

JOHNSTON in Proc. Benu. Nat. Club II. No. 6. 307, I must

impose upon ours a name and discriminative mark.

2. Having the quality or character of observing

or making distinctions with accuracy ;
marked by

or showing discrimination ; discerning. (Of per-

sons, their faculties, actions, utterances, etc.)

a 1638 MEDE Disc. Matt. vi. 9 Wks. (1672) I. 8 After the

same manner were the Holy Oyntment and the Holy
Perfume or Incense to be sanctified by a discriminative,

singular, appropriate usance of them. 1653 ^- MORE
Antid. Ath. n. ix. (1712) 66 Discriminative Providence,

that knew afore the nature and course of all things. 1805

FOSTER Ess. iv. i. 101 A more discriminative censure. 1865

MILL Exam. Hamilton 222 Mr. Bain recognises two . .

modes of discriminative sensibility in the muscular sense.

b. trans/. (Of, or in reference to, things.)
1826 SOUTHEY in Q. Rev. XXXIV. 317 Bombs and rockets

are not discriminative. 1881 Eng. Mechanic 27 May 277/3

The . . well-known discriminative power possessed by bi-

chromatised gelatine ofabsorbing printers'
ink in accordance

with the action of the light upon it.

C. - DISCRIMINATING///, a. 3; differential.

1872 YEATS Growth Comm. 132 [They] sealed their ports

against fresh comers by heavy discriminative duties.

Hence Discri'minatively adv., in a discrimina-

tive manner, with discrimination.



DISCRIMINATOR.
a 1638 MKDE Disc. Matt. vi. 9 Wks. (1672) I. 14 When the

same are worthily and discriminatively
used. 1707-1803

KOSIKK in Life f, Corr. (1846) I. 206 Some one said that

women remarked characters more discriminatively. 1861

F. HALL Hiiutu I'/tilos. Syst. 45 Certitude is the distin-

guishing property of intellect . . and to cognize discrimina-

tivclv, lliat of mind.

Discri'minator. [a. L. discriminator (Ter-

tull.),agent-n. from discrtminare to DISCRIMINATE.]
One who discriminates.

1828 COLKBROOKE in Trans. R. Asiat.Soc. (1830) II. 183
He

[^the judge] discriminates, and is, consequently, the dis-

criminator (pivtlca'*,

Discriminatory, a. rare. [f. L. type *dis-

criminatori-its, f. discriminator : see prec. and

-oiiv.]
= DISCRIMINATIVE.

1828 W. FIKLD Metn, Dr. Parr II. 414 Proofs of a pure
taste and a discriminatory judgment. 1892 Columbus
(Ohio) Dispatch t Mar., The Government still hoped for

discriminatory rights with Great Britain.

Discri'minoid. Math. |f. after DISCRIMIN-
ANT : see -on).] A function of which the van-

ishing expresses the equality of all the integrating
factors of a differential equation. Hence Dis-
criminoi'dal a.

1879 SIR J. COCKLE in Proc. Loud. Math. Soc. X. in It

will be found convenient to give a name to the functions

D and Q* Let us call them discriminoids. //., Thisfirst

species of discriminoidal solution.

t Discri'minons, a. Obs. rare. [ad. late L.

discrlminos-us decisive, critical, f. discrimen: see

DISCRIMINATE v. and -ous.] Critical, hazardous.
1666 G. HARVEY Mark. Angl. (J.), Any kind of spitting of

blood imports a very discriminous state. Ibid. xvii. 195

Consumptives, though their case appears not with so dis-

criminous an aspect. 1727 BAILEY vol. II, Discriminous,
full of Jeopardy.
Hence Disori'minonsness.
1731 in BAILEY vol. II.

Discription, Discrive, obs. ff. DESCRIPTION,
DESCRIVE.

Discrown (diskrau-n), v.
[f.

Dis- 6 + CBOWN
v. or Dis- 7 + CROWN st. : cf. OF. dcscoroner (i 2th

c. in Hatz.-Darm.) ;
also DECROWN.] trans. To

deprive of a crown, take the crown from ; spec, to

deprive of royal dignity, to depose ; transf. andyfj.
to deprive of supremacy, dignity, or adornment.

1586 WARNER Alb. Eng. m. xvi. (R.) The one restored ..

The other .. Dis-crowned. 1612-5 Bp. HALL Contempt,,
N. T. iv. xxxi, He discrownes not the body, who crowns
the sonic. 1803 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Mag. XIV. 54 On
the shorn hair discrown'd of bridal flow'rs, Weeping lies

scorn'd and trampled Liberty. 1863 KINGLAKE Crimea
(1876) I. xiv. 301 To crown or discrown its Monarchs. 1871
MOKLEY Voltaire (1886) 13 Discrowning sovereign reason,
to be the serving drudge of superstition or social usage.
Hence Discrowned ///. a., deprived of the

crown ; Discrowning vbl. sb.

1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev. (1871) III. iv. vii. 167 A worn dis-

crowned Widow. 1866 Pall Mall G. No. 510. 966/1 The
successive contemporary discrownings. 1878 Bosw. SMITH
Carthage 353 The discrowned queen of the seas.

t Discrrvciament. Obs. rare. [f. L. discm-
cid-re to torture + -MENT ; cf. excruciament (also
in Nashe). (L. had cruciamentum from cruciare^)\

Torment, torture.

'593 NASHE Christs T. (1613) 181 What then is it, to Hue
in threescore times more grinding discruciament of dying?
i623CocKERAM n, Endlesse Paine, discrutiament.

t Discrrrciate, v. Obs. [f. discrucidt-, ppl.
stem of L. discrucidre, f. Dis- 5 + crucidre to tor-

ture, rack, torment, f. crux, cruc-em CROSS.]
1. trans. To torment, torture, excruciate.
1600 ABP. ABBOT Exp. Jonah 484 The conscience of the

transgressing sinner . . doth use to discruciate the person
affected. 1633 Bp. HALL Hard Texts 253 To discruciate
and rack his thoughts with an insatiable desire of what he
hath not. 1660 SHARROCK Vegetables 149, I mean that we
puzzle not ourselves over-much nor discruciate our spirits
to resolve what are the causes.

2. nonce-use. To puzzle out, unravel, solve (a
' crux' or riddle : cf. CRUX 3).
a 1745 SWIKT To Sheridan Wks. 1745 VIII. 206 Pray dis-

cruciate what follows.

Hence f Discrvrciatiiig ///. a., tormenting ;

also f Discrucia-tion, torture, torment, anguish.
1631 R, H. A rraignm. Whole Creature xi. 2. zoo They

produce anxiety, griefe, vexation, anguish, discrutiation
and discontent. 1666 Bp. OF NORWICH Serin, in Westm.
Abb. 7 Nov. 30 Discruciating Fears . . impatient Hopes.
1788 Trijlcr xxv. 323 It dimoves every discruciating pain
fiom the stomach.

tDiscmt-ator. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. </-, Dis- 5

+ SCRUTATOR.] ? A caviller or searcher for ob-

jections.
a 1626 W. SCLATER Serm. Exfer. (1638) 100 It signifies the

Discrutatour, or Disputer, against the promise.

Discry(e, -eryghe, obs. ff. DESCRY z.l and 2
.

t Discuba'tion. Obs. rare
~

'. [ad. assumed
L. type *discubdtio, n. of action f. *discubdre, f.

dis- (Dis-) + cubdre to recline. The actual L. word
was discubitio from discumblre; but the parallel
forms fubdlia, accubdtio, occur in L. : cf. CuBATION,

ACCUSATION.] Reclining at meals.

1655-56 COWLEY Davideis l. Notes 52 What was the

fashion in Samuel's time, is not certain ; it is probable
enough . . that DUcubation was then in practice.

487

t Disctl'bitory, <' Obs rare~\ [ad. L. type
*discubilo>-i-us, f. ftteutit-, ppl. stem of discumbtrc

see Disci'MB and -oi;v.] Adapted for reclining.
1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. v. vi. 241 Custome by

degrees changed their cubiculary beds into discubitory.

t Discu'biture. Obs. ran. [ad. L. type *iiit-

futitiira, f. discubit-, ppl. stem of discumbfre : see

prcc. and -UUE.] The posture of reclining.
a 1655 VINES Lord's Supp. (1677) 113 The gesture, which

was discubiture or lying on couch-beds. Ibid. 154.

t Discu'lp, v. Obs. rare~ *. [ad. med.L. dis-

culpd-re (Dn Cange), f. Dis- 4 + culpare to blame,

culpa fault.] trans. = Dlscui.PATE.

1738 WAKBUHTON D!v. Legal. 1. 294 He himself disculps
them.

Disculpate (disko'lpe't), v. [f. disculpat-

ppl.
stem of med.L. disculpare: see prec.] trans.

To clear from blame or accusation
;
to exculpate.

1693 W. BATES Sertn. vii. 249 [Satan's] prevailing Tempta-
tions do not disculpate Sinners that yield to them, a 1734
NORTH Lives I. 40 Being faithful and just, with the testi-

mony of things to disculpate him. 1768 H. WALPOLE Hist.
Doubts 122 Theauthors of the Chronicle ofCroyland. .charge
him directly with none of the crimes, since imputed to him,
and disculpate him of others. 1880 VERN. LEE Stud. Italy
iv. iv. 173 The hero accused of regicide .. and unable to

disculpate himself. 1888 H. C. LEA Hist. Inquisition I.

43 note, Disculpating himself to Eugenius IV from an accu-

sation of doubting the papal power.

Disculpation (diskolp^-Jsn). [n. of action

from medTL. disculpare to DlscuLl'ATB.] The
action of clearing from blame ; exculpation.

1760-97 H. WALPOLE Mem. Ceo. II (1847) III. x. 252 This

disculpation under the hand of a Secretary of State was
remarkable. 1770 BURKE Pres. Discoiit. Wks. 1837 I. 150
A plan of apology and disculpation. 1891 W. M. ROSSETI l

Shelley** Adonais 9 note, Arguments, .tending to Harriet's

disculpation.

Discu'lpatory, a. rare~. [f. disculpdl-

ppl. stern ofmed.L. disculpare : see prec. and -OKY.]

Tending to disculpate.
1847 in CRAIG : and in later Diets.

t Discu'Hlb, v. Obs. rare. [ad. L. discumb-ere

to lie down, recline, f. Dis- 1 + -citmbere to liedown :

cf. CUMBENT.] intr. To recline (at table). Hence

DiscuTnbing vbl. sb. and///, a.

1683 J. EVANS Kneeling at Sacrament I. 21 At the begin-

ning of the Paschal Feast the Jews did put themselves

into this Discumbing or Leaning posture . . while they Eat
and Drank the two first Cups of Wine. 1684 I'inil. Case

Indiff. Things 38 The posture of discumbing. 1699 T.

BENNET Dissenters' Pitas (1711) 170 Some convenient pos-

ture, such as kneeling! sitting, discumbing, standing.

t DisCU'mbence. Obs. rare. . [f. as next

+ -ENCE.] == next.

1656 in BLOUNT Glossogr.

t DiscTrmbency. Obs. [f. DISCUMBENT, afier

L. type *discumbentia : see -ENCT.] Discumbent

condition; the reclining posture at meals.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. P.p. v. vi. 243 This discum-

bency at meales was in use in the days of our Saviour.

1681-3 Case Indiff. Things II The Jews .. did eat in

the posture of discumbency. 1737 STACKHOUSE Hist. Bible,

N.T. (1765) II. Mil. iv. 149 note, They used this posture
of discumbency and especially at the pascal supper.

t Discumbent, a. and s/>. Obs. Also 6 dis-

ooin-. [ad. L. discumbent-em, pr. pple. of discuin-

blre : see DISCUMB.] A. adj. Reclining.
1715 I. MATHER Several Serin, in. 95 The Jews . . sat at

their Tables in a discumbent posture. 1756 C. LUCAS Ess.

Waters 1. 197 Bathing is best administered in a discumbent

posture.

B.J*.
1. One who reclines at table ;

a gnest at a feast.

i$6a BULLEYH Use Sickrnen 73 b, He cast doune al the

meate from the horde, fallyng out with all the discombentcs.

1614 T. ADAMS Devil's Banquet 135 A beastiall Banket ;

wherein either man is the Symposiast, and the Deuill the

discumbent ; or Sathan the Feastmaker, and man the Guest.

2. One confined to bed by sickness; DECUM-
BENT sb.

1765 GALE in Phil. Trans. LV. 193 A. D. 1721 The dis.

cumbents were 5,989, whereof 844 died. Ikid. 194 The dis-

cumbents were estimated at 4,000, whereof about 500 died.

Discumber (diskr-mbai), v. [f. Dis- 6 +
CUMBERS. Cf. OV.descombrer, mod.lr. de'combrer.']

1. trans. To relieve ; to disencumber.

I7S POPE Oiiyss. v. 474 The chief. . His limbs discumbers

of the clinging vest. 1806 J. GRAHAME Birds Scot. 17 Her

young, Soon as discumbered of the fragile shell Run lively

round their dam. 1873 HELPS Axim. *r M. vi. (1875) 149

Discumlring our minds of what we have crammed up for

the occasion.

*\ 2. To put awayor get rid of, as an encumbrance.

(But in the quot. app. a misreading.)
. . Chaucer's Pars. T. r 8t6 (ed. Tyrwhitt) The vengeance

of avoutrie is awarded to the peine of belle, but if so be

that it be discombered by penitence. [Early MSS. and
edd. destourbcd, disturbend, distorbled, destroubled.]

t Discu-mbitory, a. Obs. rare 1
. A non-

etymological by-form of DISCUBITOBY, influenced

by the L. present stem discumb-.

17x5 tr. Pancirollus' Rentm ^fem. I. rv. x. 186 Those

discumbitory Couches, upon which theyloll'd when at their

Repast.

t Disetrmbiture. Obs. rare. A non-etymo-

logical by-form of DISCUBITUBB : see prec.

DISCURSIVE.

1684 / 'hid. Case Indiff. Things 39 It was required that

dUcumbiture should be used in all Religious Feasts. 1696
i J. EDWARDS Demonstr. Exist. God II. 82 This is a soft bed

of itself, and makes discumbiture a delightful posture.

t Discu-mbrance. [Din- 5.]
= CUMBRANCE.

c 1450 Merlin 511 At foure cours ihei haue hem perced
thourgh with-oute eny other dlscombraunce.

Dlscumfit, Discumfort, obs. IT. DISCOMFIT,
DISCOMFORT.
t Discu-r, discn-rre, v. Obs. [ad. L. discurr-

!rc to run to and fro, f. Dis- I + cttrrfre to run.]
1. intr. To run about.
f 1550 Disc. Common Weal. Eng. (1893) 25 We be not so

agilfand light as . . birdes of the ayere be, that we might
tliscurre from one place to an other.

2. trans. To run over or through.
1586 B. YOUNG Guazzo's Civ. COHV. iv. 206 b, Mans minde

. . m moment of a time it discurres all things. 1598
Diana Pref.,The delight, .in discurring most of those towncs
and places in it with a pleasant recoroation of my pen.

Diacure, obs. form of DISCOVER v.

t DiscuTed, ///. a. Obs. [f. Dis- 7 a + CUBE
j/'. 1 4.] Without cure of souls : see CUBE sb.l 4.

1604 TOOKER ]''al>fi<t in
1 Cft. 92, I . . maintaine it more law.

full . . to hold two Benefices with cure of soulcs then two
discured or impropriated livings.

t Disctrrrent, a- 1 Obs. rare. [f. Dis- 10 +
CURRENT a.] Not current or in circulation.

1509 SANDYS Europx Spec. (1632) 122 To make discurrent

. . those very books . . in such wise as not to suffer them
to be commonly salable. Ibiti. 129 Whose bookes being
discurrent in all Catholike Countries.

t DisCU'rrent, a.- Obs. rare. [ad. L. dis-

current-em, pr. pple. of discurr-fre : see DISCUR v.]

Running hither and thither.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr.. Discurrent, that wanders or runs

hither and thither. 1710 M. HENRYC<w;.,/?<z<l.xii.4(i848)

992 They shall
' run to and fro

'

to inquire out copies of it . .

discurrent, they shall discourse of it.

Discurrour, obs. form of DISCOVERER.

t DlSCTtrsa'tion. Obs. [ad. L. discursation-

c/n, n. of action f. discursare, freq. of disctirrHre :

see DISCUB.]
1. A running hither and thither, or from place to

place.
1653 GAULE Magastrom. 55 Making long discursations,

to learn strange tongues.
2. A passing from one subject to another.

1647 TRAPP Comm. Matt. vi. 6 That being sequestered
from company, we may . . be the freer from . . discursation

and wandering of mind.

DisCTTrsative, n. rare. [f. L. discursat-fy\.
stem of discursare : see prec. and -IVE.] Passing
from one object of thought to another; discursive.

Hence Discu rsativeness.

1819 P. MORRIS in Rlackvi. flag. VI. 311 The Discursative

Sentiment, draws off the imitative principle, arid transfers

it from one object to another, so as to keep it revolving.

Ibid., That sort of Discursativeness which relates to space.

Ibid., The curiosity generated from Discursativeness has

a spring of motion within itself.

t DisctrrSO. Obs. [ad. L. discurs-us a running
to and fro or away, f. discurs-, ppl. stem of discur-

rfre : see next.] Onward course ;
= DISCOURSE

sb. i.

>55S H. PEKDILTON in Bonner Homilies 35 By contynuall
discurse of tyme euery one hath deliuered the fayth.

Discursion (diskzi-jjon). rare. Also 6 dis-

corsioun. [ad. L. disciirsion-ctn, n. of action from

discurrfrt to run to and fro : see DISCUR.]

1 1. The action of running or moving to and fro.

IS3S STEWART Crott. Scot. III. 404 Richt grit displesour
he had euerie da Of the discorsioun maid be Inglismen.

1684 tr. Bonefs Merc. Coalpit, xvlll. 618 Volatils are most

needful, for greater penetration and quicker discursion.

2. Jig. The action of passing from the subject

under consideration ; digression.
1851 BRIMLEY Ess., Wordsw. 169 The name recalls us

from our discursion to speak of one whom, (etc.).

3. The action of passing from premisses to con-

clusions ; reasoning ;
- DISCOURSE sb. i.

1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mor. 132 Turning the discur-

sion of his judgement from things abroad, to those which
are within himselfe. 1650 HOBBES Human^ Nature iv. 31

The succession of conceptions in the Minde . . may be

orderly . . and this is discourse of the Minde. But because

the word Discourse is commonly taken for the coherence

and consequence of words, I will, to avoid equivocation,
call it discursion. 1817 COLERIDGE Biog. Lit. I. x. 100

Discourse here . . does not mean what we now call dis-

coursing ; but the discursion of the mind. 1846 O. BROWN-
SON ir*j. V. 506 An act of intuition or of discursion as well

as of faith . . involves it.

t Discrrrsist. Obs. rare
-

'. [f.
I., discursus,

in sense ' discourse '+ -IST.] One who practises

discoursing, a dispnter.
1671 L. ADDISON West Bartary Pref. (T.), Great dis-

cursists were apt to intrigue affairs , dispute the Prince's

resolution, and stir up the people.

Discursive (diskwusiv), a. (it.} [f.
L, discurs-

ppl. stem oidiscurrere (see DISCURSION ; + -IVE.]

1. Running hither and thither; passing irregularly

from one locality to another, rare in lit. sense.

1616 BACON Sylva 8 745 Whalspeuer moueth Attention.,

stillelh the Natural! and discursiue Motion of the Spirits.

1834 ll'est Intl. Sketch Bk. II. 240 Misgivings, that Our
road . . might prove somewhat more discursive. Ibid. 282



DISCURSIVELY.
The regularity of the streets . . prevented the breezes being
so discursive as. .among the unconnected dwellings.

2. fig. Passing rapidly or irregularly from one

subject to another
; rambling, digressive ; extend-

ing over or dealing with a wide range of subjects.
1509 MARSTON Sco. yillanie in. xi. 231 Boundlesse dis-

cursiue apprehension Giving it wings. 1665 HOOKE Microgr.
Pref. G., Men are generally rather taken with the plausible
and discursive, then the real and the solid

part
of Philo-

sophy. 1791 BOSWEI.L Johnson an. 1774 (1816) II. 296 Such
a discursive Exercise of his mind. 18*7 CARLYLE Richter
Misc. Ess. 1872 I. 8 The name Novelist, .would ill describe
so vast and discursive a genius. 1850 TENNYSON In Mem.
cix, Heart-affluence in discursive talk From household
fountains never dry. 1867 FREEMAN Norm. Cong. (1876)
I. iv. 149 A most vivid, though very discursive and garru-
lous, history of the time.

3. Passing from premisses to conclusions
; pro-

ceeding by reasoning or argument ;
ratiocinative.

(Cf. DISCOURSE v. 2.) Often opp. to intuitive.
1608 D. T. Ess. Pol. $ Alor. 117 Ignorance .. depriveth

Reason of her discursive facultie. a 165* J. SMITH Set.

Disc. v. 137 We cannot attain to science but by a discursive
deduction of one thing from another. 1667 MILTON P. L.
v.

^488 Whence the soule Reason receives, and reason is her

being, Discursive, or Intuitive; discourse Is oftest yours,
the Tatter most is ours. 1817 COLERIDGE Biog. Lit. I. x.

161 Philosophy has hitherto been discursive', while Geo-
metry is always and essentially intuitive. 1836-7 SIR W.
HAMILTON Metaph. (1877) II. xx. 14 The Elaborative or
Discursive Faculty . . has only one operation, it only com-
pares. 1874 L. STEPHEN Hours in Library (1892) II. i. 15

Johnson . . is always a man of intuitions rather than of
discursive intellect.

(
B. as sb. A subject of * discourse

'

or reasoning
(as distinguished from a subject of perception).
Obs. rare.

1677 HALE Prim. Orig. Man. iv. viii. 364 Sometimes . .

the very subjectutn discnrsns is imperceptible to Sense . .

such are also the discursives of moral good and evil, just,

unjust, which are no more perceptible to Sense than Colour
is to the Ear.

Discursively (diskziusivli), adv. [f. prec. +
-L-Y ^.J In a discursive manner.
1. By passing from premisses to conclusions ; by

'discourse of reason* (cf. DISCOURSE sb. 2) : opp.
to intuitively.
1677 HALE Prim. Orig. Man. i. i. 22 Whereby we do dis-

cursively, and by way of ratiocination, deduce one thing from
another. 1816 COLERIDGE 2ftty,Z>f*/.,r/Ci(x88fi) 360 In each
article of faith embraced on conviction, the mind determines,
first, intuitively on its logical possibility; secondly, dis-

cursively on its analogy to doctrines already believed. 1828
DE QUINCEY Rhetoric Wks. XI. 42 All reasoning is carried
on discursively ; that is, disatrrendo, by running about to
the right and the left, laying the separate notices together,
and thence mediately deriving some third apprehension.
2. In a rambling manner, digressively.
1829 I. TAYLOR Enthns. viii. 183 An intelligent Christian

. .who should peruse discursively the ecclesiastical writers.

1846 POE Hallnk Wks. 1864 III. 61 [He] has read a great
deal, although very discursively. 1876 BANCROFT Hist. U. S.
VI. Iv. 437 He [George III] spoke discursively of his shat-
tered health, his agitation of mind.

DiscuTsiveness. [f.
as prec. + -NESS.] The

quality of being discursive : a. of reasoning from

premisses to conclusions ; b. of passing from one

subject to another.
a 1677 BARROW Serut.Wks.i686 1 1 1.xxii. 252 The exercise of

our mind in rational discursiveness, about things, in quest
of truth. 1829 I.TAYLOR Enthns. iv. (1867) 72 That dis-

cursiveness of the inventive faculties which is a principal
source of heresy. 1857 LEVER Fort. Glencore xxiii. (1873)
159 Discursiveness is the mother of failure. 1885 Manch.
Exam. 12 Aug. 5/1 There was nothing to limit the discur-
siveness of anyone who had a taste for original research.

Discursory (diskfrjsori), a. rare. Also 6

discoursory. [f. \^.discurs- (see above) +-ORY.]
f 1. Of the nature of * discourse

'

or reasoning ;

argumentative. Obs.

1581 MlH.CA8TBB^V/&H vii. (1887) 50 A number of such
like discoursory argumentes. i6iBp.HALL Recoil. Treat.
Ded. Aijb, Here shall your Maiestie finde ..speculation
interchanged with experience, positme theologle with po-
lemicall, textuall with discursorie, popular with scholasticall.

2. Of the nature of a digression, discursive.
i88x RUSKIN Love's Mdnic I. iii. 126 If there be motive

for dlscursory remark.

t Discu'rtain, v. Obs. [f. Dis- 6 or 7 a +
CURTAIN v. or sb.] trans. To draw aside the cur-
tain from

; to unveil.
1616 J. LANE Contn. Syr.'s T. (1887) 41 Phebus, discur-

taininge his murninge face. 1635 BRATHWAIT Arcad. Pr.,
Ded., One, who discurtains the vices of that time. 1650
Lady Alimony \. \\. in Hazl. Dodsley XIV. 280 Your acri-
monious spirit will discurtain our changeable taffeta ladies.

II DlSCUS (di-skzJs). [L. discus quoit, plate, a.

Gr. &'<TKOS quoit.]
1. Gr. and Rom. Antiq. A disk of metal or heavy

material used in ancient Grecian and Roman
athletic exercises ; a quoit. Also, ellipt., the game
of hurling the discus.

or Bali, made of Iron or Brass. 1715 POPE Odyss. vm. 137
From Elatreus' strong arm the Discus flies. 1892 P. GARDNER
Chap. Grk. Hist. ix. 295 The discus, .weighed about twelve
pounds. It was round and flat, and a skilful athlete, .would
sometimes hurl it more than a hundred feet. Ibid., These
three competitions leaping, throwing the spear, and hurling

438

the discus were the chief and essential parts of the pen-
tathlic contest.

b. In other ancient senses : (see quots.)
1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Discus, a Dish or Platter for

Meat . . Also a round Consecrated Shield made to represent
a Memorable Deed of some Hero of Antiquity, and hung up
in a Temple of the Gods. Ibid., Discus or Descns (in old

Records), a Desk or Reading-shelf in a Church. 1849
LONGF. Kavanagh xxx, The untoward winds will blow the

discus of the gods against my forehead. 1850 LEITCH
Afuller's Anc. Art 232 Isis, human, with cow horns and
a discus between them.

t 2. = DisK in its various technical senses.

1664 EVELYN Mem. 24 Oct.fiSs?) 1.406 Observing the discus

of the sun for the passing of Mercury that day before it. 1665
/'-I//. Trans. I. No. 6. 105 The inclination of the discus of

the Cometical Body. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Among
Herbalists, Discus is taken to signifie the middle, plain, and
flat part of some Flowers ;

because its figure resembles the

ancient Discus.

Discuss (diskzrs), v. Forms : 4-7 discusse,

(4-5 discuse, 5-6 dyscus(se, 6 diskousse, pa.

pple. discust, 7 discus), 7- discuss,
[f.

L. dis-

cuss- ppl. stern of discut-cre to dash or shake to

pieces, agitate, disperse, dispel, drive away ;
in late

L. and Romanic to discuss, investigate : see Dis-

CUTB. App. the L. pa. pple. discussus was first

Englished as discussed (in Hampole c \ 340, also

Anglo Fr. discuss^ 1352, in Statutes of the Realm
I. 328), and discuss thence taken as the verb.]

fl. trans. To drive away, dispel, disperse, scatter.

lit. and fig. Obs.
c 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. I. metr. iii. 9 When J>at nygt was

discussed and chased awey, derknesses forleften me. 15^1
MOKE Cotifut. Tindale Wks. 401/2 They wil clerely dissi-

pate and discusse the myst. 1651 J- F[REAKE] Agrippas
Occ. Philos. 17 The Northern Wind, fierce and roaring, and
discussing clouds.

fb. To shake off; also to set free, loosen. Obs.

a 1541 WYATT Poet. Wks. (1861) 201 To loose, and to dis-

cuss The sons of death out from their deadly bond. 1590
SPENSER F. Q. in. i. 48 All regard of shame she had discust,
And meet respect of honor putt to flight.

fc. To put off, remove (dress). Obs. rare.

1640 GLAPTHORNE Hollander iv. Wks. (1874) I. 138 Now
Cosen Sconce, you must discusse your doublet.

2. Med. To dissipate, dispel, or disperse (hu-

mours, tumours, or obstructions), arch.

1533 ELVOT Cast, Heltke iv. i. (1539) 773, To rubbe them
;

agayne with some oyle, that dothe open the poores, and !

dyscusse the vapours. 1397 GERAKDE Herbal I. xx. (1633) I

28 To discusse hard swellings in womens brests. 1684 tr.
;

lionet's Merc. Comfit. HI. 103 Of all edibles Garlick dig- i

cusses wind most. 1751 JOHNSON Rambler No. 130 F 5
A pomade . . of virtue to discuss pimples. 1804 ABERNETHY
Surg. Obs. 35 Three diseased lymphatic glands . . resisted

the attempts which had been made to discuss them.

b. intr. (for reft.} To disperse, pass away.
1758 J. S. Le Drans Observ. Surg. (1771) 228

_If
the Ery-

sipelas does not discuss, the Membrane falls into Putre-
faction.

1 3. traits. To examine or investigate (a matter) ;

to try (as a judge). Obs.

1340 HAMPOLK/V. Consc. 2415 We may noght fle, Until
al our lyf examynd be, And alle our dedys, bathe gude and
ille, Be discussed, after Goddes wille. Ibid. 6247 Crist, at
his last commyng, Sal in dome sitte and discusse alle thyng.
c 1400 Lanfrancs Cintrg. 141, I bileue, if . . he wole wisely
discussen alle J opynyons of auctouris, bat he schal seen

[etc.], c 1450 tr. Delmitatione i. xiv. In demyng obir men,
a man laborib in veyn . . but in demying & discussyng a man
self, euere he laborib fruytuously. 1535 Act 27 Hen. VII1*
c. 27 Anie matter or cause depending or to be discussed
in the same courte. 1555 EDEN Decades T 3 They haue onely
discussed that superficial! parte of the earth which lyeth be-

twene the Ilandes of Gades and the ryuer of Ganges. 1613
SIR H. FINCH La-w (1636) 479 A Supersedeas to stay execu-
tion till the error be discussed.

f4. To settle or decide (as a
judge). Obs.

c 1381 CHAUCER Par/. Foules 624 Sith it may not here dis-

cussed be Who loveth her best. 1486 Henry VII at York
in Surtees Misc. (1890) 55 To discuse up in conscience ich

judiciall cace. 1551 ROBINSON tr. Morels Utop. (Arb.) 22,

As an vmpier or a ludge, with my sentence finallye to dis-

cusse. 1587 GOLDING De Mornay vii. 88 This vaine disput-

ing whether of them was the first
;
which question the holy

scripture will discusse in one word Yea, and nature it selfe

also will discusse it. 1600 J. PORY tr. Leo's Africa it, 123
Which etymologic seemeth to me not improbable . . But . .

we leave that to be discussed by others. 1771 SMOLLETT

Humph. Cl. (1797) VII. 192, I make no doubt but that in a

day or two this troublesome business may be discussed.

fb. absol. To decide (of}. Obs.

1514 BARCLAY Cyt. <$ Uplondyshm. (Percy Soc.) 32 Why
sholde thyng mortall of endeles thyng ayscus. 1628 GAULE
Pract. Tk. (1629) 50 Pryingly to sift out, and

peremptorily
to discusse of the inscrutable Nature and Being of Christ.

t 5. To make known, declare, pronounce. Obs.

(The history and place of this sense are not clear.)

1389 in Eng. G/&/J (1870) 726 No brother no sister ne shalle

discuse Je counseil of bis fraternite to no straungere. 1480
Miracle Plays (ed. Pollard 1800) 63 Lord thi rythwysnesse
here dyscus. 1510 Caxtorts Chron. Eng. HI. 19/2 [Daniel]

dyscussed the dreames of the kynge. 1598 SHAKS. Merry W.
i. iii. 104, I will discusse the humoar of this Loue to Ford.

IS99 Hen. y, iv. iv. 5 Art thou a Gentleman 7 What is

thy Name ? discusse. Ibid. 30 Discusse the same in French
vnto him. 1632 LITHGOW Trav. ix. 379 Time discussing you
A miracle of Mettall.

6. To investigate or examine by argument ; to

sift the considerations for and against ; to debate.

(Now the ordinary sense.)
c 1450 [see DISCUSSING vol. sl>,}, 1530 RASTELL Bk. Pnrgaf.

DISCUSSER.

in. vii. 2 Wherby man knowith the good from the evell,

dyscussyng the thynge by argumentes. 1553 T. WILSON
Rhet. (1580) i Rhetorique is an arte tosetforthe. .any cause,
called in contention, that maie through reason largely be
discussed. i66a STILLINGFL. Ortg. Sacr. i. Si. 3 Who that

Jerombaal was, is much discussed among learned men. 1720
GAY Poents (1745) I. 238 We've business To discuss, a point
of law. 1753 L. M. tr. Du Bosc^s AccomJ>l. Worn. II. 157

note. See the discourse .. wherein it is discussed, whether
brutes have the use of reason. 1777 PKIKSTLKY Philos.

Necess. x, 118 Mr. Hume .. discusses the question .. with

great clearness. 1847 TENNYSON Princ. n. 422 They, the

while, Discuss'd a doubt and tost it to and fro. 1849 MAC-
AULAY Hist. Eng. I. 598 Several schemes were proposed and
discussed.

b. absol. To hold discussion
;
to debate.

1587 TURBERV. 'Frag. T. (1837) 42 Amongst themselves the
feasters gan discusse And diversly debate from young to old.

1628 T. SPENCER Logick 311 A Method whereby wee come
to know how to discusse.

7. trans. To sift or investigate (material), rare.
1802 PAI.EY Nat. Theol. xli. (1824) 483/2 These serrated or

dentated bills.. form a filtre. The ducks by means of them
discuss the mud ; examining with great accuracy the puddle.

8. To investigate or try the quality of (food or

drink) ; to consume, make away with. (Somewhat
humorous.}
1815 SCOTT Guy M. xxii, A tall, stout, country-looking

man . . busy discussing huge slices of cold boiled beef. 1836
MARRYAT Midsh. Easy i. 5 They allowed him to discuss the

question, while they discussed his port wine. 1861 THORN-
BURY Turner II. 264 Turner was always to be seen between
ten and eleven at the Athenaeum, discussing his half-pint of

sherry. 1884 LD. MALMESBURY Mem. Ex-min. II. 281 The
time was passed in discussing a substantial luncheon.

0. Civil Law. To * do diligence' (DILIGENCE
5 a) or exhaust legal proceedings against (a debtor),

esp. against the person primarily liable (or his pro-

perty), before proceeding against the property of a

person secondarily liable.

Used with local peculiarities of application in Scotland,
Lower Canada, and Louisiana, also as rendering Fr. discitter

in analogous sense. See DISCUSSION 5.

1681-93 STAIR Inst. Law Scot. i. xvji. 5 Cautioners can-

not be pursued till the principal Debitor be discust. Ibid,

in. v. 17 Heirs of Blood.. and also Executors must be dis-

cussed before Heirs of Provision or Tailzie. 1766 W. GORDON
Gen. Cotmting-ho. 340 The accepter being discussed, the bill

must recoil upon the drawer. 1848 WHARTON Laiv Lex.
s.v. Discussion^ The obligation contracted by the surety
with the creditor is, that the latter shall not proceed against
him until he has first discussed the principal debtor, if he is

solvent. 1861 W. BELL Diet. Latv Scot. 291 Where a special
heir is burdened with a debt, the creditor must discuss that

heir before he can insist against the heir-at-law. .By discuss-

ing an heir is meant, charging him to enter; and \i he^do
not renounce the succession, obtaining decree against him,
and raising diligence both against his person and his estate,

whether belonging to himself or derived from his ancestor,
as in the case of the discussion of a cautioner. 18. . Civil
Code ofQuebec Art. 1942 The creditor is not bound to dis-

cuss the principal debtor unless the surety demands it when
he is first sued. [See also DISCUSSION 5.]

Hence Discirssed///. a.

1598 FLORIO, Discusso, discussed, searched. 1892 Pall
Mall G. 22 June 3/1 The only other discussed matter.

t Discirss, sb. Obs. [app. f. Discuss v. ; but

cf. L. discussus dashing, agitating, f. ppl. stem of

discutfre : see Discuss z>.]
= DISCUSSION, a. De-

cision (of a judge), settlement, b. Examination,

investigation, c. Debate ;
in QOOt.j4v.

ft- "SSfi J- HEYWOOD Spider fy F. bcv. 19 By his discus,

Streignt to blisse go they, streight to bale go wee. Ibid.

ConcT. 26 That they and we by goddes mercifull discus,

May. .Liue and loue together. 1616 Burgh Rec. Aberdeen

5 Mar. (Jam. Supp.), To attend vpone thp said actioun,
vntil the finall end and discus thairof.

b. 1586 HOLINSHED Chron. Scot. II. 386/2 To refer my selfe

to the discusse and consideration of his demands. 1609 SIR

E. HOBY Let. to Mr. T. H. 6 In this my discusse . . I will

. . confine my selfe within this list. 1650 T. VAUGHAN
Anthrop. Theom. 7 These are Magnolia Dei $ Naturae,
and require not our Discusse so much as our Reverence.

C. 1655 H. VAUGHAN Silex Scint. \. Storm (1858) 57 When
his .waters billow thus. Dark storms and wind Incite them to

that fierce discusse.

Discussable, var. of DISCUSSIBLE.

Discu-ssal. rare. [f. Discuss v. + -AL.] = DIS-

CUSSION.
1828 Life Planter Jamaica (ed. 2) 124 This discussal of

a one-day's wonder.

DiSCUSSer (disk0*sw). [f. as prec. + -EB 1
.]

He who or that which discusses, in various senses,

ta. One who settles or decides questions (obs,}.

b. One who engages in discussion or debate, f C.

A medicine that disperses humours, etc. (obs.}.

a. 1596 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie^s Hist. Scot. I. vi. 337 Quha
was cheife discusser in controuersies, quhom thay call grett

Justice of Jngland. 1597 HOOKF.R Eccl. Pol. vm. vi. 12

That thereof God himself was inventor, disceftator, lafor,

the deviser, the discusser, the deliverer.

b- 1611 COTGR., Discutcur, a discusser, examiner, de-

bater. 1689 Answ. Desertion Discussed in n/A Collect.

Papers Present Juncture o Affairs 6 Thus the Discusser

rambles out of one Untruth into another. 1691 WOOD A th.

Oxon. I. 349 A discusser of controversies against Bellarimne.

1893 Chicago Advance 23 Nov., [The biblical preacher] is

not a discusser, whose ornce is to break to pieces and sift

for better construction and consolidation.

C. x6iWooDALL^wr^. Mate Wks. (1653) 29 This Minium-

plaster is a good discusser of hot humors. 1656 RIDGLEY

Pract. Physick 31 First give astringent Syrups, then add

discussers.



DISCUSSIBLE.

Discussible (diskzrsib'l), a. Also 7 -able.

[f.
I,, discuss- : see Discuss v. + -BLE.] Capable

of being discussed, t a- Mfd- That can be dis-

persed, as a humour, b. That can be debated or

examined by argument.
1661 J. CIIANIII.KR Yanllflmont'sOrial. 330 To consume

water, and the more light discussable things, into vapours.

186* MILL Logic (ed. 5)
II. 18 note. To have rendered so

bold a suggestion., admissible and discussible even as a con-

jecture. 1889 J. M. ROBERTSON Ess. Crit. Method 71 It is

discussible under three aspects.

Discussient, obs. by-form of DISCUTIENT.

Discu'ssing, M. si. [f. Discuss v. + -ING V]
The action of the verb Discuss ;

= DISCUSSION (in

various senses).

C14SO A'. Gloucester's Chron. (1724) 483/2 note (MS. Coll.

Anns) Among righte welle lettred men . . he hathe busy

discussyng of questions, c 1555 Fisher's Lije in Wks .

(E. E. T. S.) II. 139 To have referred the hearing and dis-

cussing of his crime to his metropolitan. 1611 COTGR.,

Liquidation, .a discussing, or examination. 1681-93 STAIR

Inst. La-M Scot. ill. v. 17 Heirs . . have the benefit of an
order of discussing. 1716 AYI.IFFE Parergm 192 To commit
the Discussing of Causes privately to certain Persons learn'd

in the Laws.

Discu'ssing, ///. a. [f.
as prec. + -ING 2

.]

That discusses ; in various senses of the vb. ; spec.

of medicine That disperses humours, tumours, etc.

1607 TOPSELL Four-/. Beasts (1658) 437 There is such a

dispersing and discussing nature in Wine, that it dissolveth

all . . hard things in the bodies of Beasts. 1631 BRUEL Pkys .

Pract. 276 These discussing medicines shalbe vsed. 1707
FLOYKR Physic. Pulse-Watch 279 Hot discussing Unctions.

Discussion (disko'Jan). Also 4 disouoion.

[a. OK. discussion, discucion (isth c. in Littre), ad.

L. discussion-em shaking, examination, discussion,

n. of action from discutlre : see DISCUTE, Discuss.]

fl. Examination, investigation, trial (by ajndge)

judicial decision. Obs.
a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter 1. i Here fordos he discussion of

syn, for he grauntes the dede. 1340 Pr. Consc. 2582
When |>e devels and be angels Has desputed our lif . . And
discucion made, als fals to be. c 1440 Jacob's Well xv. 98

Seynt Gregorie seyth, bat doom is a dyscussyoun of pe
cause. 1516 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 60 b, Make dayly

discussyon of thy conscyence.

2. Examination or investigation (of a matter) by

arguments for and against ;

' the ventilation of a

question
'

(J.).
a 1556 CRANMER Wks. (Parker Soc.) I. 61 Where you seem

to be offended with the discussion of this matter, what hurt

. . can gold catch in the fire, or truth with discussing? 1558
BP. WATSON Sev. Sacram. viii. 44 The subtlenesse of mans

wyt. .is to bee reiected from the ludgement and discussion

of this holy mystery. 1647 H. MORE Philos. Poems, De-
mocritus Platonissans Pref. 100 Discussion is no prejudice
but an honour to the truth. 1771 jfmius Lett.\\\. 310, I do
not mean to renew the discussion of such opinions. 1874
GREEN Short Hist. viii. 2. 477 He [James], .forbade any
further discussion of State policy. 1891 LD. HERSCHELI. in

Law Times' Rep. LXV. 567/1 Much learning was expended
in the discussion of the point.

b. Argument or debate with a view to elicit

truth or establish a point ;
a disquisition in which

a subject is treated from different sides.

1789 BELSHAM Ess. II. xl. 519 Passionate dogmatists, the

avowed enemies of discussion. 1790 BURKE Fr. Rev. Pref.

3 The Author began a second and more full discussion on
the subject. 1856 FROUDK Hist. Eitg. (1858) I. iii. 205 In

the House of Commons . . there was in theory unrestricted

liberty of discussion. 1875 JOWETT Plata (ed. 2) IV. 14 This
discussion is one of the least satisfactory in the dialogues of

Plato.

3. Investigation of the quality of an article of food,
etc. by consumption of it. humorous and colloq.
1861 SALA Seven Sans I. iii. 49 [He) has. .five minutes for

the discussion of his beloved cheroot. 1864 D. G. MITCHELL
Sev. Star. 54 We fell presently to discussion of the mutton.

1870 E. PEACOCK Ralf Skirl. II. 143 The discussion of a
bottle of port in Mr. Rudd's back parlour.

f4. Med. The dissipation or dispersal of hu-

mours, the resolution of tumours, etc.

1610 VENNER I'ia Recta Introd. 3 Discussion of vaporous
superfluities. 1656 H. MORE Enthus. Tri. 26 Evident from
the suddain and easy discussion of the fit. 1753 N. TORRIANO

Gatigr. Sore Throat 35 The Parents earnestly desiring the

Discussion of it, I was constrained to put upon the Tumour
. . Diabotanum. 1758 J. S. Le Draifs Observ. Surg. (1771)

330 The Termination of the Erysipelas was not only by Dis-

cussion, or Resolution, but also by Suppuration.

5. Civil Lam. The exhaustion of legal proceed-

ings against a debtor, esp. against a person primar-

ily liable for a debt or payment, before proceeding

against a person secondarily liable.

A term of Roman Law, whence of the old law of France,
and of the Code Napoleon ; thence of the codes of Quebec,
and Louisiana ; also of the law of Scotland, where the '

dis-

cussion of heirs
'

is a specific feature.

Benefit of discussion : the right of a person liable^to pay
a certain sum in case of the failure of trie person primarily

liable, to require legal proceedings to be exhausted against
the latter before demand is ma'le upon himself.^

Discussion

of ht-irs (Sc. Law\ the proceeding against heirs for debts

due by the deceased, in a determined order, with use of

diligence against the first, before proceeding against the

second, and so on.

1681-93 STAIR Inst. Lams Scot. in. v. 8 20 To sist process

against such Heirs as have the benefite of Discussion. 1751-3
A. M'DOUALL Inst. Lain Scot. i. xxiii. 30 One who becomes
bound either to cause the debtor to Day or pay the debt

himself . . has not the benefit of discussion. 1848 WHARTON
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Lmii Lex. 184/2 By the Roman law sureties were .. liable

only after the creditor had sought payment
from the principal

debtor, and he was unable to pay. This was called the benefit

or right of discussion. 1861 W. BELL Diet. Law Scot. 290/2

Discussion. This is a technical term in the law of Scotland,

and may be applied either to the discussion of a principal

debtor, or to the discussion of heirs. Ibid. The privilege of

discussion is now taken away by the Act 19 and 20 Viet., c 60,

8, 1856, unless expressly stipulated for in the instrument of

caution. Ibid. 291 Discussion ojheirs. .The following is the

legal order in which the heirs must lie discussed : ist The
heir of line . . id the heir of conquest . . yi the heir-male. .4//i

heirs of tailzie and provision by simple destination, where

they represent the debtor ; and lastly Heirs under marriage-

contracts, where they are not themselves creditors. 18. .

Civil Code of Quebec Art. 1941 The surety is liable only

upon the default of the debtor, who must previously be dis-

cussed, unless the surety has renounced tne benefit of dis-

cussion. 18.. Law of Louisiana Ms. 3014-17 (old Nos.),

045-8 (new Nos.).

6. Comb., as discussion-meeting.
1853 LYNCH Self-lmprm<, iv. 97 The young man. .may get

and give much good in discussion-meetings.

Discu'ssional, a. [f. prec. + -AL.] Of the

nature of or pertaining to discussion.

1848 Fraser's Mag. XXXVIII. 341 In this whole array of

discussional ostentation.

Discirssionist. [f. as prec. + -IST.] One who
advocates or practises discussion or debate.

1867 Ch. >; State Rev. 30 Mar. 292 The discussionists

cannot resist the temptation . . to air their vocabulary. 1879
Casselts Techn. Educ. 1. 152 In religious sects and theo-

logical discussionists.

Discussive idislwsiv), a. and sb. [f.
L. dis-

cuss- ppl. stem of discutire to Discuss + -IVE.]

A. adj. \ 1. Med. - DISCUTIENT a. Obs.

1580 Well of W. Hill, Aberdeen Aiij, [The water] being
laxatiue, attenuatiue . . and discussiue. i6>8 VENNER Tobacco

(1650) 407 Its faculty being both discussive and expulsive.

1717 BRADLEY Fam. Diet. s.v. Burdock, It . . is discussive

and bitter to the taste.

t 2. Having the quality of settling (a matter in

dispute) ; decisive. Obs.

1604 T. WRIGHT Passions v. iv. 18 Things, .not discussive

for questions or disputes. 1644 Presbytery Displayed (1668)

20 [They] have vocem deliberativam, vocetn decisivani,

have a debating, discussive voice.

3. Pertaining to discussion or debate, arch.

1644 MILTON Jdgm. ncer(i^i) 304 Ready, in a fair and

christianly discussive way, to debate and sift
_this

matter.

1698 J. COCKBURN Bourieuianism Detected i. 16 Those
Rational discussive Faculties which help others to the

knowledge of Truth. 1816 KEATINGE Trav. (1817) I. 125

Judiciously curtailed of some . . verbose discussive scenes.

f B. sb. Med. A dissipating or resolving agent ;

a discntient. Obs.
1611 Enchir. Med. 92 Beware of immoderate discussiues.

1671 SALMON Syn. Med. in. xvi. 364 Discussives are such

as generally disperse the matter, and so dissolve it insen-

sibly.

Hence tDiscu'ssivelyfl(fo , fDiscu-ssiveness.
1613 M. RIDLEY Magn. Bodies 6 These being artificially and

discussively fastened to this Loadstone. 1727 BAILEY vol. H,
Discussh'eness, dissolving or dispersing quality.

t Discu'ssment. Obs. rare.
[f.

Discuss v.

+ -MENT.]
-= DISCUSSION.

1559 ABP. PARKER Corr. 94 We beseech your Majesty . .

to refer the discussment and deciding of them to a synod of

your bishops and other godly learned men. 1651 CART-

WRIGHT Cert. Relig. \. 57 Requisite for the Churches under-

standing, and by. .her consultations and discusments.

Discu'ssory, a. rare
-

. [f. L. discuss- (see

DISCUSSIVE) + -OBT.] Discutient.

1813 CRABB Technol. Diet., Discutient or Discussory

medicines, those which dissolve impacted matter.

t DisCU'SSUre. Obs. rare-'1 , [f. L. discuss-

(see DISCUSSIVE) + -UBE.]
= DISCUSSION.

1610 W. FOLKINGHAM Art of Survey I. ii. 2 The Matter

comprises the Elementarie composition
and constitution of

Possessions : and in discussure thereof, the Materiall pane is

most conuersant.

t DiscU'Stom, sb. Obs. rare- 1
, [f.

Dis- 9 +

CUSTOM sb. : prob. after DISCUSTOM v.} Discon-

tinuance of a custom ;
disuse.

1603 FLORIO Montaigne in. xii. (1632)611 Better, .than for

ever through discustome..lose the commerce and conversa-

tion of common life.

t Discu'Stom, -a. Obs. [ad. OF. descosttimer,

-coustumer to lose the habit or custom of, f. des-,

Dis- 4 + costumcr to render customary, etc. : see

CUSTOM v.] trans. To render unaccustomed ; to

cause to discontinue a custom or habit ;
= DISAC-

CUSTOM. Hence Discu'stomed ///. a.

1501 Ord. Crysten Men (W. de W. 1506) rv. xxii. 299

Moeuynge the helpe of god hym to dyscustome. 1598

SYLVESTER Dn Bartas n. ii. i. (1641) 113/1 If now no more

my sacred rimes distill With Art-lesse ease from my dis.

custom'd quill. 1677 E. PLEDGER in Spurgeon Treat. Dav.
Ps. xxx. 7 Discustom ourselves to the exercise of faith.

Discu-table, a. rare. [a. mod.F. disputable, f.

disc-liter, ad. L. discutfre to Discuss : cf. next.]

Capable of being discussed ; DISCUSSIBLE.

1893 -S'.i/. Rev. ii Feb. 150/1 Many insoluble or discutable

points.
Di-scutant. rare. [a. F. disculant, pr. pple. of

discuter to discuss, used subst. : see -ANT l.] One
who discusses.

1871 H. B. FORMAN Living Poets 166 The contrast be-

tween the half-frank discutant and the unctuous but immoral

dignitary discussed.

DISDAIN.

t DiflCU'te, v. Obs. [a. F. discule-r (I4th c. in

Hatz.-Darm.), ad. L. discutfre to dash or shake

asunder, in late L. to discuss, investigate, f. Dis- I

+ quatfre (in comb, -cutere) to shake, strike with

a shock. Now displaced by Discuss.]
trans. To discuss ; to investigate, examine.

1483 CAXTON Cato A viij, Euery juge ought to discule and

examyne the caas of bolhe partyes in sucne manere that he

maycloequiteand justyce. 1484 l'"blesofA(foncf(tWi))
o The cause to be discuted or pleted before the Juge.

b. intr. with of.

^ _,___ Thorns
discute of a mater.
a 1511 Helyat in Prose Rom, (1858) III. 53 To

Hence Disou-ting vbl. sb., discussing.

1483 CAXTON Cold. Leg. 431 b/i Odylygente dyscutyng of

causes and maters he rendred or yelded juste jugementc.

Discutient (diski'Jifnt), a. and sb. Med. Also

7 discussient. [ad. L. discutient-em, pr. pple. of

discutlre : see DISCUTE.]
A.

adj. Having the quality of '

discussing
'
or

dissipating morbid matter ; resolvent.

1611 WOODALL Surg. Mate Wks. (1653) 311 A discutient

Cataplasme. 1740 AYLETT in Phil. Trans. XLIII. 10 An

hot, discutient, and restringent Fomentation. 1876 BAR.

THOLOW Mat. Med. (1879) 411 Preparations
of conium were

r.iuch used for a supposed discutient or resolvent action . .

in certain kinds of tumors.

B. sb. A discutient medicine or preparation.
1655 CULPKPPER Rivtrius I . xv. 54 When the matter is som-

what thin, -use not stiong discussients and dissolvers. 1718

OumcY Comfl. Disf. 109 It enters . . into many Fomenta-

tions, as a good Discutient. 1830 LINDLEY Nat. Syst. Bot.

30 Employed externally as a discutient.

Disdain (disd^'-n), sb. Forms : a. 3-5 de-

deyn(e, 4 dedeigne, -eyng, -ayn, 5 dedein. &.

4-5desdeyn,-dayn. 7. 4disdein(e, 4-s-deyn(e,

4-6 -deigne, 4-7 -dayn(e, 5 dysdane, -dene,

-dayne, Sc. disden^e, -dene, 6-7 disdaine, 6-

disdain. Cf. SDF.IGK. [ME. dcdeyn, desdeyn, a.

OF. desdeign, -daign, -doing, -dain, AF. dedeigne

(Langtoft Chron. II. 430^ mod.F. dedain - Pr. des-

daing, -denh. Cat. desd'eny, Sp. desiieflo, It. disdegno

(sdegno), Romanic deriv. of des-, disdegnare to dis-

dain : see next.]
1. The feeling entertained towards that which one

thinks unworthy of notice or beneath one's dignity ;

scorn, contempt.
a. c woo .S. Eng. Leg. I. 414/387 He hadde gret de-deyn

smale befbes to do. 21300 Cursor M. 11309 (Cott.) O
pouert na dedeigne {later MSS. disdeyn, -dayne], had he.

01340 HAMPOLE Psalter xxviii. 6 fai ere kald vnycorns for

pride & dedeyne. 1450 MYRC 1159 Hast [bow] had any

dedeyn Of ober synfulle >at pou hast seyn ?

y. 1393 COWER Con/. I. 121 He, which love had in dis-

deigne. 1540-1 ELYOT Image Cm'. Pref. (i 556) 3 Although dis-

deigne and envie dooe cause them to speake it. 1599 S n A KS.

Much Ado in. i. 51 Disdaine and Scorne ride sparkling in

her eyes, Mis-prizing what they looke on. 1667 MILTON

P. L. i. 98 That fixt mind And high disdain, from sence of

injur'd merit. 1749 FIELDING Tom Jones xl. vii, As I re-

ceived no answer . . my disdain would not suffer me to con-

tinue my application. 1814 L. MURRAY Eng. Gram. (ed. 5)

1. 440 Haughtiness is founded on the high opinion we enter-

tain of ourselves; disdain, on the low opinion we have of

others. 1855 MILMAN Lat. Chr. (1864) V. ix. viii. 401 Thev

were called in disdain the Puritans, an appellation which

perhaps they did not disdain. 1875 F. HALL in Liffincott t

Mag. XV. 342/1, I . . had conceived a disdain of feathered

things, bustards exceptcd.

fb. with//. An instance or exhibition of this.

a 1631 DONNE Dial. w. Sir H. Wotton (T.), So her dis.

dains can ne'er offend. 1631 SIR T. HAWKINS tr. Mathieu's

I'nhaffy Prosf. 152 My disdaines have served my pur-

poses. . .

1 2. Indignation ; anger or vexation ansmg from

offended dignity; dudgeon. To have d.: to be in-

dignant, take offence. To have in d., to have d. of:

to be indignant or offended at. Obs.

a. l97 R. GLOUC. (1724) 193 Of byn vnryjt ychabbe gret

dedeyn. a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter xxxvi. i Noli tmulart in

malignatttibus . . Will not haf dedeyn in ill willand. Itid.

Ixxxiv. 3 A uertistt at ira indignacionis trie . . pou tumyd
fra be wreth of pi dedeyn. c 1380 WYCLIF Serm. Sel. Wks.

II. 70 IHs eldere sone hadde dedeyn, and wolde not come

in. ,1 1400-50 Alexander 3155 He dedeyne [Mt MS. dis-

dayne] hade, pat bai ware comen doun of kyngis, and be no

C

0! c 1386 CHAUCER Frankl. Prol. 28 (Ellesm. MS.), I prey
yow haueth me nat in desdeyn [v.r. disdeyne] Though to

this man I speke a word or two. a 1450 A"/. de la Tour

(1868) 17 The king saide, 'y chese the yongest of the .in.

doughters. .' of the whiche the eldest and the secounde had

gret meruaile and desdeyn. 1481 CAXTON Myrr. n. vi. 72

Of grele desdayn he suffrcth to be slayn and dye.

y. c 1386 CHAUCER Prol. 789 (Sloane MS.) But take it

nought I praie jow in disdeigne [v.rr. disdeyne, disdayn,

desdeyn]. 1393 GOWER ConT. II. 345 But Phebus, which

hath great disdein Of that his maiden was forlein. 1513

DOUGLAS Mntis VII. xiii. 160 Than Jupiter . . Halfand dis-

dene ony mortall suld be Rasit to lyf. 1600 E. BLOUNT tr.

Conestargio 299 The defeat of the Annie . .caused . . through-

out the Realme a great griefe and disdaine. 1606 SHAKS.

Tr. ff Cr. i. ii. 35 The disdain and shame whereof, hath

euer since kept Hector fasting and waking. 1659 B. HARRIS

Parivafs Inn Age 229 Having conceived some disdain

against his Master, a 1677 BARROW Serm. Wks. 1716
I. 62

The great person . . took the neglect in huge disdain.

) b. fig. Of a wound : Angriness, inflamed con-

dition. Obs. rare. (Cf. proudflesh.~\
c 1400 Lan/rants Cirurg. 102 Whanne bilke wounde was



DISDAIN.

sowdid f>e pannicle |>at was not weel heelid hadde a dedein

& was cause of gendrynge of a crampe.

f 3. Loathing, aversion, dislike. Obs.

[1370-80 in O. E. Misc. 228 And hedden of mony metes

de-deyn.] 1655 CULPEPPER Riveritis I. vii. 30 These are the

forerunners of an Epilepsy ; disdain of meat [etc.].

fb. transf. The quality which excites aversion ;

loathsomeness. (Cf. DAIN sb. 3.) Obs.

1590 SPENSER F. Q. i. i. 14 Most lothsom, filthie, foule, and
full of vile disdaine.

Disdain (^isd^'n), v. Forms: a. 4dedeyngne,
4-5 dedeyne, 5 dedene ; 0. 4 desdaine, -deigne,
6 -dayne. 7. 5 disdeyne, -daigne, (dis-

deynt), 5-6 dys-, 5-7 disdayne, 6 disdeine,

-dane, 6-7 -daine, -deigne, 6- disdain. Cf.

also SDEIGN v. [ME., a. OF. desdeignier, -deigner

(3rd s. pres. -deigne}, in later F. dMaigner^ = Pr.

desdegnar, Cat. desdenyar, Sp. dedenar, Pg. des-

denhar, It. disdegnare (sdegnare) ; a Common
Romanic vb. representing, with des- for L. de- (see

DE- 6), L. dedigndre (collateral form oidedigndrt}
to reject as unworthy, disdain, f. DE- 6 + dignare^
art to think or treat as worthy ; cf. DEIGN.]
1. trans. To think unworthy of oneself, or of one's

notice; to regard or treat with contempt; to de-

spise, scorn, a. with simple obj.
a. and . c 1386 CHAUCER Clerk's T. 42 (Ellesm. MS.) Lat

youre eres nat my voys desdeyne [other AISS. disdeyne].

1483 Cath. Angl. 93/1 To Desden (Dedene A.), dedignari,
detraJiere, detractarc\ -vf>i. to disspise.

y. c 1386 [see a and ]. 1509 HAWES Past. Pleas, xvi. Ivii,

I fere to sore I shal disdayned be. 1573 G. HARVEY Letter-

bk. (Camden) 4 He laid against me . . that I did disdain everi

mans cumpani. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage v. xvii. 459 Whose
proud top would disdaine climing. 1754 EDWARDS Freed.
Williv. iv. 217 Some seem to disdain the Distinction that we
make between natural and moral Necessity. 1821 SHELLEV
Prometh, Unb. i. 52 If they disdained not such a prostrate
slave. 1858 LYTTON What will he do ? i. x, I disdain your
sneer.

b. with inf. or gerund. To think it beneath one,
to scorn (to do or doing something).
a. c 1380 Sir Fernmb. 2179 Ys herte was so gret, bat he

dedeynede to clepe, 'oundo ; bot ran to wibis let.

(3. 1393 GOWER Conf. III. 227 If . . a king . . Desdaineth
for to done hem grace.

y. 1489 CAXTON Faytes ofA. i. xv. 43 They dysdayne to

obeye to theyre capytayne. a 1533 LD. BERNERS Huon
xxiv. 70 They dysdayne to speke to me. 1611 BIBLE Trattsl.

Pref. ii Neither did we disdaine to reuise that which we
had done. 1769 GOLDSM. Roman Hist. (1786) I. 397 This
. . was the title the Roman general disdained granting him.

1786 W. THOMSON Watsoris Philip III (1839) 357 [They]
disdained to follow this example of submission. 1868 K.
EDWARDS Raleigh I. xx. 455 Grey . . had disdained to beg
his life.

C. To think (a thing) unworthy of (something).

(Cf. DEIGN v. 2.)

1646 J. HALL Horx Vac. 23 Nature disdeigned it a Roome.
d. To think (anything) unwi

1591 SPENSER Ruins ofrime Ded
the world of that most noble Spirit.

1 2. To be indignant, angry, or offended at. Obs.

1494 FABYAN Chron. \\. xlviii. 32 The kynge disdeynynge
this demeanure of Andiagius, after dyuers monycions . .

gatheryd his knyghtes and made warre vpon Andragius.
1632 \j\THGOW_Trav. Prol.__BL To shun Jngratitude, which
I disd

deigned

I disdaine as Hell. 1633 T. STAFFORD Pac. Hib. vL (1821)
nuch disT
.we ofter

conferr'd upon undeserving Men.

84 His answer was much disdained. 1695 LD. PRESTON
Boeth. in. 106 Hence, .we often so much disdain their being

b. with subord. clause : To be indignant that.

1548 HALL Ckron., Rich, III, 45 The kyng of Scottes dis-

deignynge that the stronge castell of Dumbarre should re-

mayne in thenglish mennes handes. 1587 TURBERV. Trag.
T. (1837) 128 Who highly did disdaine That such .. abuse
his honour should distame. 1602 MARSTON Ant, fy Mel.
n. Wks. 1856 I. 27, I have nineteene mistresses alreadie,
and I not much disdeigne that thou shold'st make up the
ful score. 1796 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Mag. I. 14 Dis-

daining that the enemies of Christ should abound in wealth.

f- 3. intr. To be moved with indignation, be in-

dignant, take offence. Const, at (rarely againstj

of, on). Obs.
a. 138* WYCLIF Job xxxii. 3 But a^en the thre frendis of

hym he dedeynede, forthi that thei hadden not founde a
resounable answere. Matt. xxi. 15 The princis of prestis
and scribis . . dedeyneden, and seiden to hym, Heerist thou
what these seyen ? a 1400 Relig. Piecesfr. Thornton MS.
90 pat deuyls lymme, dedeyned at bi dede.

y. 14 .. Epiph. in Tundale's Vis. 108 Of whos cumyng
though thou dysdeyne Hyt may not pleynly help. 1526
TINDALE Matt. xx. 24 They disdayned at the two brethren.

John vii. 23 Disdayne ye at me,, because I made a man
every whit whoale? (1563 CAVENDISH Ld. Seymour iv., in

Wolsey, etc. (1825) II. 105 To disdayn ayenst natures newe
estate. 1636 B. JONSON Discov. ad fin., Ajax. deprived of
Achilles' armour . . disdains ; and growing impatient of the

injury, rageth, and runs mad. 1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav.
150 Cheese and Butter is among them, but such as squemish
English stomacks wil disdaine at.

1 4. trans. To move to indignation or scorn
; to

offend, anger, displease. Obs.
a 1470 TiPTOFT Caesar x. (1530) 12 Induciomarus was sore

displeased and dysdayned at thys doynge. 1627 Vox Piscis
A v b, It shall nothing disdaine you ; for it is no new thing,
but even that which you have continually looked for. 1650
HOWELL Giraffis Key. Naples 18 The people . . being much
disdain'd that the Vice-Roy had scap'd. 1700-18x7 COMBE
Devil upon Two Sticks in Lonti. 1. 251 Fashionable amuse-
ments delight him not, and even elegant vice disdains him.
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f b. impers. It disdains me : it moves my in-

dignation, offends me.
c 1440 York Myst. v. ii Me thoght pat he The kynde of vs

tane myght, And }>er-at dideyned me.

Disclai'iiable, a. rare. [a. OF. dcsdaign-
able : see prec. and -ABLE.] Worthy of disdain.

1611 COTGB., Desdaigiiable, disdainable, contemptible.

1895 Daily News 9 Sept. 4/7 That tenth of a second of

allowance was. .not disdained. .Yet to one not to the manner
born of racing it might have certainly seemed 'disdainable'.

Disdained (disd^-nd), ///. a. [f. DISDAIN.]
1. Treated with disdain ; despised, scorned.

1598 YONG Diana. 6 The disdained Shepherd. 1670 MILTON
Hist. F.ng. ii. Wks. (1851) 54 A new and disdained sight.

1 2. Characterized by disdain ; disdainfnl, scorn-

ful. Ola. rare.

1596 SHAKS. i Hen. IV, i. iii. 183 Reuenge the geering
and disdain'd contempt Of this proud King.

t Disdarnedly, ado. 0/>s. rare. [f. prec. +
-LY -.] Scornfully, disdainfully.
1535 COVERDALE i Sam. xvii. 10, 1 haue spoken diszdanedly

vnto the hoost of Israel. Ps. xxx. 18 Which cruelly,

diszdanedly & despitefully speake agaynst the rightuous.

Disdarner. [f.
DISDAIN v. + -EK'.] One

who disdains ; a scorner, despiser.
1580 HOLLYBAND Treas'. Fr. Tong, Mespriseitr, a dis-

dayner. a despiser. 1587 GOLDING De Mornay ii. 22 To
make his greatest disdainers . . confesse his arte. c 1630
Trag. Kick. II. (1870) 49 The tooe, a disdayner or spurner.

Disdainful (disd^'-nful), a. [f. DISDAIN sb.

+ -FUL.]
1. Full of or showing disdain

; scornful, con-

temptuous, proudly disregardful.
a 1542 WYATT Waiiering Loner in TottelFs Misc. (Arb.)

35 Vnder disdainful! brow. 1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L. in. iv.

53 The proud disdainfull Shepherdesse That was his Mis-
tresse. 1663 COWLEY Ode Restoration xii, Cast a disdainful

look behind. 1750 GRAY Elegy viii, Nor (let] Grandeur
hear with a disdainful smile The short and simple annals of
the poor. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. 1. 122 They, .marched

against the most renowned battalions of Europe with dis-

dainful confidence.

b. Const, inf. or of.

1580 LVLY Euphiics (Arb.) 446 They are. .not disdainfulle

to conferre. 1613 SHAKS. Hen. VIII, n. iv. 123 Stubborne
to lustice .. Disdainfull to be tride by't. 1746 MORELL
Oratorio '

Jndas MaccabxHS ',
Disdainful of danger, we'll

rush on the foe. 1874 GREEN Short Hist. viii. | 5. 505 An
administrator, disdainful of private ends.

f 2. Indignant, displeased ; inimical. Obs. rare.

1548 HALL Ckron.^Rick.111, 4^5 b,
The malicious attemptes

and disdeynfull invencions of his envious adversaries. 1550
COVERDALE Spir.PerU xii. Wks. (Parker Soc.) 1. 133 Vexed
in his mind and disdainful that he is not so . . fortunate as

other be.

1 8. That is the object of indignation, hateful ;

that is the object of disdain. Obs.
a 1547 SURREY jKneid it. 850 For I my yeres disdainfull

to the Gods [invisns divis] Have lingred fourth. 1586 MAR-
LOWE ist ft. Tamburl. iv. ii, Villain . . Fall prostrate on the

low disdainful earth.

Disdainfully (disd^i'nfnli) ,
adv. [f. prec. -t

-LY 2.] In a disdainful manner ; with disdain ;

scornfully, contemptuously ; f with indignation.
a 1533 LD. BERNERS Gold. Bk. M. A nrel. xiii. (R.), Ene-

miesTthat disdeinfully wold put theim vnder. 1548 HALL
Ckron., Hen. VI, 159 This proude byll, was both of the

kyng, and his counsaill, disdainfully taken. 1606 SHAKS.
Tr. $ Cr. in. iii. 53 Either greete him not, Or else disdain-

fully. 1749 FIELDING Tom Jones xvn. ii, You would not

have so disdainfully called him fellow. 1838 DICKENS Nick.
Nick, xix, He smiled disdainfully and pointed to the door.

Disdainfulness, [f.
as prec. + -NESS.] The

quality of being disdainful.

1548 UDALL, etc. Erasin. Par. Luke vii. 37 (R.) With howe
great stately disdeignfulnesse, and straunge countenance
the Pharisiacall sort vsed to turne awai their faces from
sinners. 1641

' SMECTYMNUUS' Vind. Ans-w. xv. 184 The
extream disdainfulnesse that breaths in every page and line.

1710 D'URFEY Pills IV. 113 Her Disdainfulness my Heart
hath Cloven. 1856 R. A. VAUGHAN Mystics (1860) II. vm.
viii. 287 note. Should she leave her sting in the flower, if its

juices are not to her taste, as man doth in his disdainfulness?

Disdai'ning, vtl. st>. [f. DISDAIN v. + -ING 1
.]

The action of the verb DISDAIN ;
the expression of

disdain or scorn.

1556 Aitrelio $ Iiab. (1608) B vj, That the sodain disdain-

ing rendred him rigorouser. a 1631 DONNB Dial. -w. Sir
H. Wottm (T.), Say her disdainings justly must be grac'd
With name of chast. 1633 P. FLETCHER Purple 1st. x. 19
In thy place is slept Disdaining vile, And Flatterie, base

sonne of Need and Shame, ij** ELIZA HAYWOOD Brit.

Recluse 131 Her very Countenance discover'd the secret

Disdainings of her Soul.

Disdai'ning, ppl. a. [f. as prec. + -ING 2
.]

That disdains ; disdainful, scornful.

Hence Disdai ningly adv.

disdaynyngly. ion SPEED Hist. (

The Noble Helias disdainingly storming.

t Disdavnish, a. Obs. [f. DISDAIN sb. +

-I8H.] Inclined to be disdainfnl or scornful. Hence
Disdai- nislily adv.
1540 HYRDE tr. Vives' fnstr. Chr. Wont. I. xii. (R.), Nor

set
her_ countenance . .disdainishly.

t Disdai'nous, a. Obs. Forms : a. 4 de-

deignous, dedeynous ; /3. 5 desdeynous ; 7.

5-6 dys-, disdeinous, -deynous, -daynous, 6

DISDIAPASON.

dysdeignous, -danus, <!isdainous. [a. OF. des-

deigttos, -eus, -eux (i2th c. in Hatz.-Darm.), -=Pr.

desdenhos, Sp. desdenoso, It. disdegiioso (sdegnoso),
a Com. Romanic adj. f. disdegno DISDAIN sb. : see

-ous.]
1. Full of or showing disdain

; disdainful, scorn-

ful
; proud, haughty.

c 1374 CHAUCER 'Iroyltis n. 1168 (1217) (MS. Gg. 4. 27),

Sche..gan hire herte onfetere Out of disdaynis [?>. rr. dis-

dainys, dis-, desdaynes, disdaynous, dis-, desdayns] prisoun.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. viii. 83 Who-so. -is nou^t dronkenlew
ne dedei.^nous, dowel hym folweth. c 1400 Rom. Rose 7412
His looking was not disdeinous, Ne proud, but meeke, and
ful pesible. 14*3 1'ilgr. Sowle (Caxton) H. xlv. (1859) 51
Prowde men, and desdeynous, that settyn att nought al

other men. 1533 Star Chamb. Proc. in Proc. Soc. Antio.

(1869) 321 With a hye and a dysdanus countynans. 1556
Aurelio .5-

Isab. (1608) Giv, It pleasethe you more to be
towardes hus disdaingieux. a 1563 CAVENDISH L'auctor
G. C. iii, in Wolsey, etc. (1825) II. 140 Ther disdaynous dis-

pyghts and onnaturall debates.

2. Full of indignation ; indignant.
c 1430 Pilgr. LyfMankode n. civ. (1869) 114 Myn herte

so disdeynows therof j haue, that litel lakketh it ne bresteth

on tweyne. 1531 ELYOT67ra. H. xii. (1883) 150 They, .began
to murmure, and to cast a disdaynous and greuous loke

upon Gysippus.

t DisdaiTlOUSly, adv. Obs. [f. prec. + -LY2.]

Disdainfully, scornfully, haughtily.
1494 FABYAN Chron. VII. 563 He was dysdeynously an.

sweryd. 1568 GRAFTON Ckron. II. 113 The Magistrates ..

did likewise vilipend and disdeynously mocke all that the

Pope had there commaunded.

Disdar, var. of DIZDAB (Pers.), warden of a fort.

t DisdaTOi v. Obs. rare
-

*. [f. Dis- 6 or 7 a
+ DARE.] trans. To strip of daring, cow, quell.
1612 SYLVESTER tr. Mathieu's Henry the Great 450 Whose

awfull frowne Dis-dared Vice.

t Disdecei've, v. Obs. [Dis- 6.] trans. To
deliver from deception ; to undeceive.
1622 MABBE tr. Ateman's Guzman d'Alf. i. 8 His owne

miserie doth disnieceiue him. Ibid. i. 77 He that truely
loves is deceiv'd with that which ought to dis^leceiue him.

1647 FARINGDON Serm, ii. 38 Goe to my palace in Silo and

I Disde'ify, v. Obs. rare- '. [f. Dis- 6 +

DEIFY.] trans. To deprive of deity : cf. DISGOD.

16*7-77 FELTHAM Resolves i. xvi. 27 The Papists portray
him as an old Man ; and by this means, dis-deifie him.

Disdein(e, -deigne, -dene, -denje, deyn(e,
obs. fT. DISDAIN.
Disdenominationalize : see Dis- 6.

Disdese'rve, v. noncc-wd. [Dis- 6 ] trans.

To do the reverse of deserving ; to deserve to lose ;

= DEMERIT v. 3.
1668 LD. ORRERY State Lett. (1743) II. 347 Which though

I cannot hope to merit, yet I am sure I will never disdeserve.

t Disdesi're, v. nonce-wd. [Dis- 6.] trans.

To do the reverse of desiring; to desire to be

without.

1651 N. BACON Disc. Goyt. Eng. H. xxxiv, They. . lived to

dis-desire and unwish their former choice, by late repentance.

t Disdete'rmine, v. nonce-wd. [Dis- 6.]

trans. To undo that which is determined, to annul.

1651 N. BACON Disc. Govt. Eng. n. xl. (1739) 176 Why
that which is once by the Representative of the People
determined, .should be dis-determined by one or a few.

II Disdiaclasis (disdaiias-klasis). Optics, [mod.
L., irreg. f. Gr. Sit twice (in comb, regularly &-,

Dl-2)+ omxAaffis: see DlACLASIs.] Double refrac-

tion (Syd. Soc. Lex. 1883).

Disdiaclast (disdai'aklsest). [ad. mod. L. dis-

diaclast-us adj. (see next.)]
' A term applied by

Briicke to dark particles forming, by their apposi-
tion on the same plane, the doubly-refracting disc,

band, or layer of striated muscular tissue' (Syd.
Soc. Lex.).
1867 J. MARSHALL Outlines Physiol. I. 51 The dark por-

tions have been described as crystalline, and as being com-

posed of minute doubly-refracting particles, named dis.

diaclasts. 1876 QUAIN Elan. Anat. (ed. 8) II. 114 The

doubly refracting parts of a muscular fibre have_ been

conceived by Briicke to be made up of an aggregation of

minute doubly refracting particles, termed by him dis-

diaclasts. 1877 R SENTHAL Muscles <$ Nerves 102 At these

points the disdiaclasts are probably arranged regularly and
in large groups.

Disdiacla'stic, a. rare. [f. mod. L. disdia-

clasl-us doubly refracting (irreg. f. Gr. Sis twice +

*5<aKA<KTTos, vbl. adj. of Siax^dfiv to break in two)
4- -ic.] Doubly refracting: applied to crystals;

also, of the nature of disdiaclasts.

stone, we have not scrupled to call it Dis-diaclastick.

t Disdiapa'son. Mus. Obs. [a. L. disdia-

pdson, a. Gr. Sis Sid iraaSiv
' twice through all (the

chords)', a double octave in music: see DIAPA-

SON.] The interval ofa double octave; a fifteenth;

(in qnot. 1760) the compass or range of notes in-

cluded within the same.

1609 DOULAND Ornith. Microl. 21 Disdiapason, is an

Interuall by a Fifteenth, occasioned .. by a quadruple pro-
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portion. 1651 T. F[REAKK] Agrippa's Occ. Pkilos. 959 Sol

obtains the melody of the octave voice viz. Diapason ; in

like manner by fifteen Tones, n DbdiapUOQ, 1760 Phil.

Trans, I.I. 702 The lyre .. took in the compass of a dts-

diapason, or double octave. 1774 HUHNKY Hist. Mns.

(1780) I. i. 3 It was the opinion of the ancienis that this

diMliapason or double octave was the greatest interval

which could IH; received in melody.

t Disdi'et. Obs. rare.
[f.

DIM- 9 + DIRT sb."\

Improper or irregular diet or regimen of food.

1576 NEWTON Lcmnie's Complex. (1633)81 Old age is. .not

well able to beare out even the least disdyet that may bee.

1619 DKNISON Ilcav. Hung. (1631) 268 If the patient after-

wards distemper himselfc by disdyed.

t Disdi gnify, v. Obs. rare. [DlH- 6.] trans.

To
deprive

of dignity ; to dishonour.

1615 JACKSON Creed v. xxix. 286 They no way honour but
. .disdignific him in such solemnities.

t Disdo'mage. O&s.rare- 1
. [a. OF. <&*&//;-

wage (in Godef.) a sum paid to indemnify, f. des- t

Pis- 4 -f dommage DAMAGE.] Indemnification.

1502 Ord. Crvsten Men (W. de W. 1506) iv. xxi. 227 By
reason of dysdomage, as yf . . the lenner were in damage
without fyccyon.

t Disdou'bt, v. Obs. rare. [Dis- 5.] trans.

To have adverse doubts about
; to distrust, mis-

trust, MISDOUBT.
i6s6 HP. HALL Soliloquies 55 The stamp is too well

known to be disdoubted.

Disdub : see Dis- 6.

f Dise, dyse, decapitated form of adise, addzs,

ADZE, the initial a being mistaken for the inde-

finite article.

171400 Gloss, in Rel. Ant. I. B/i Ascia^ a dyse. f 1460
J. RUSSELL Bk. Nurture 112 Haue a gymlet, & a disc,

Dise, obs. form of DICE
; see DIE j<M

Disease ,<H//v\ .v/'. Forms: 4 doses, doiseso,
disseeaac, dishese, 4-5 disese, -aosc, dcse.sc,

dysose, 5 disess, -ceso, -ees(e, -seoso, -easse, des-

osse, -CHS, -oyco , dyses, -ease, -hose, -soso, -aso,

-eaase, -eae, -zese, -eysse, 5-6 dysease, -sease,
S(. diseis, 6 desease, disseyse, dysseasse, S<:

dises, 5- disease. [ME. tfi- 9 desese, a. AF. disease^
desaese (Stat. Rich. II), OF. desaise, -ayse (i4th c.

in Godef.), f. des- t
Dis- 4 + aise EASE sb.]

f 1. Absence of ease ; uneasiness, discomfort ;

inconvenience, annoyance; disquiet, disturbance;
trouble. Obs.
In later use, generally with distinct reference to the etym.

elements of the word : cf. DISEASE v. i.

c 1330 R. BKUNNE Chron. (1810) 166 Go and mak his
pes,

or he do J>e more stoure, And Jwu to \>\ deses may haf J>e

frute and floure. 1388 WYCLIF John xvi. 33 In the world

50 schulen haue disese. c 1410 LOVE Bona-vent, Mirr.
xxvii, His disciples were in the see in grete disese. c 1450
Merlin 54 Thei shull haue grete dissese for lakke of water.
a 1547 SURREY in TottelFs Misc. (Arb.) 22 Till thou know
my hole disseysc my hart can haue no rest. 1615 CHAPMAN
Odyss. iv. 1088 Doth sleep thus sei7e Thy powers, affected
with so much dis-ease ? 1623 LISLE JElfric on O. fy N.
Ttst. Ded. xxiii, Some grudge of old disease, Which will

enforce us fortifie our townes.

f b. A cause of discomfort or distress ; a trou-

ble, an annoyance, a grievance. Obs.

ri3&6 CHAUCER Nun's Pr. Prol. 5 It is a greet disese,
Where as men ban been in greet welthe and ese, To heeren
of hire sodeyn fal. 1443 Paston Lett. No. 36 I. 49 Sende
me a letter as hastely as 50 may, yf wrytyn be non dysesse
to yow. a 1667 JER. TAYLOR Serm. xxv. 5 Wks. 1847-54
IV. 641 The disemployed is a disease, and like a long sleep-
less night to himself, and a load to his country. 171*
PRIDEAUX Direct. Ch.-wardcns (ed. 4) 59 [It] is only for

their own e.ise, and that must not be made a dis-ease to the
i- --I "f the Parish,

(J;fcj.
Molestation. To do disease to, to molest

(1400 MAUNLJEV. (Roxb.)xxi. 98 Nedders and ober veny-
mous bestez of bat cuntree duse na diseese to na straungers
ne pi]grimes. ^1440 Gesta Rom. u. xxvi. (1838) 353 The
Emperour comaundede, that no man shulde dispoile the

ymages..ne to hem do no disease. 1493 Festivall (W. de
W. 1515) 71 To praye for his enemys and them that, .dyde
him dysease.
2. A condition of the body, or of some part or

organ of the body, in which its functions are dis-

turbed or deranged ;
a morbid physical condition ;

*a departure from the state of health, especially
when caused by structural change* (Syd. Soc. Lex.}.
Also applied to a disordered condition in plants.
(A gradual restriction of sense i, in early use only contex-

tual : cf. the similar use of ' trouble
'

in dialects.)

a. gen. The condition of being (more or less

seriously) out of health ; illness, sickness.

'393 GowERCVw/ III. 35 He was full of such disese, That
he may nought the detn escape. a 1400-50 Alexander
2549 He was fallen in a feuire . . J>ai

- . said ilkane to othire :

He l-is disese to ser Dane and his duVis knawen, He sail vs

.. surely encounbre. 1555 EDEN Decades Pref. to Rdr. (Arb.)
53 Least thy disease become vncurable. 1717-46 THOMSON
Summer 1035 The dire power of pestilent disease. 1788
GIBBON Dccl. $ F. 1. (1846) V. 10 The legions of Augustus
melted away in disease and lassitude. 1875 H. C. Woon
Therap>. (1879) 21 Disease often fortifies the system against
the action of remedies. 1879 E. GARRETT House by Works
II. 42 Suppressing disease instead of curing it.

b. An individual case or instance of such a con-

dition ; an illness, ailment, malady, disorder.

1526 rilgr. Per/. i\V. de W. 1531) 38 Cured many diseases
or sycknesses. 155* LATIMER Serm. <J- Rttn. (1845) II. 67
[The burial ground being within the cityj be the occasion of

YOU m.

much sickness and diseases. 1604 SIIAKS. Ham. iv. iii. 9
Diseases, desperate growne, By desperate appliance are re-

leeued. 1671 MILTOM Samson 618 Sly griefs . . pain me As
a lingering disease. 1765 A. DICKSON Treat. Agric. viii.

(ed. 2) 83 The diseases of plants we may possibly do some-

thing to prevent, but we can do little to remove. 1847
EMERSON Refr. Men, Montaigne Wks. (Bohn) I. 343 'lo

entertain you with the records of his disease.

o. Any one of the various kinds of such condi-

tions ; a species of disorder or ailment, exhibiting

special symptoms or affecting a
special organ.

Often with defining words, indicating its nature, or derived
from the name of a person who has suffered from it, or of
the physician who first diagnosed it : e. g. Aildis<>n's disease,
a structural disease of the suprarenal capsules, resulting in

anrcmia and loss of strength, and commonly characterized

by a brownish-olive discoloration of the skin (see "mrntllf 1

4) ; first described by Thomas Addison (1793-1860). Bad
disease, foul disease, names for

syphilis \Syd. Soc. l^x^.
HLUE disease, BRIGHT'S DISEASR, FISH-SKIN disease, FOOT-
AND-MOUTH DISEASE, FRENCH disease, POTATO disease, etc. :

see these words.

1460-70 Bk. Ouin/essfttce 18 Oure quinte essence auri et

perelarum heelith bese disesis. 1555 EDEN Decades 230
The disease of saynt lob whiche wee caule the frencne

poxe. 1651 HOBBES Leviath. n. xxix. 173 A Disease, which
resembleth the Pleurisie. 17*5 N. ST. ANDR& in Lond,
Gat. No. 6349/1 The .. Woman had the Foul Disease.

1717-51 CHAMBERS Cycl., Diseases affiants . . Mildew, a
kind of epidemical disease. 1799 Mea. yrnl. II. 183 The
diseases of human teeth and bones. 1836 Penny Cycl. VI.

93/3 Cabbages are subject to a peculiar disease . . called

clubbing. 1885 Law Times LXXIX. 161/2 The mare was
suffering from no catching disease.

8. Jig. A deranged, depraved, or morbid condi-

tion (of mind or disposition, of the affairs of a com-

munity, etc.) ; an evil affection or tendency.

1509 HAWKS Past. Pleas, xvf . xlviii, A, a ! said Counseyle,
double ye never a dele, But your disease I shal by wysdome
hele. 1597 SIIAKS. 2 Hen. If, l. ii. 138 It is the disease of
not Listning, the malady of not Marking, that I am troubled
withalL 1607 ROWLANDS Famous Hist. 57 Ambitious pride
hath been my youths disease, a 1661 FULLER Worthies,
Warwicksh., Bad Latin was a catching disease in that age.

1785 FRANKLIN Lett. Wks. 1840 VI. 526 The common
causes of the smoking of chimneys . . the principles on which
both the disease and the remedy depend. 1844 EMERSON
Lfct., New Eng. Re/. Wks. (Bohn) I. 266 The disease with
which the human mind now labours is want of faith.

4. Comb., as disease-germ, -maker ;
disease-caus-

ing, -resisting, -spreading, etc., adjs.

1865 TYLOR Early Hist. Man.vi. 128 In the New Hebrides,
there was a colony of disease-makers. 1883 Chamb. Jml.
27 What is known . . in regard to the nature of disease-

germs. 1886 Atkcnatttm 7 Aug. 178/1 The coffee tree is the

patient, the fungus . . is the disease-causing agent. 1890
Daily News 22 Oct. 5/4 The disease-resisting potatoes.

Disease (dizrz), v. P'orms : 4-5 dissese, 4-6
disese, 5 di8ees(e, -ease, -sease, -sase, dysese,

-ease, -seso, -sesse, desese, dessayse, deshese,
Sc. disceso, 5-6 dys-, deaeaso, 6 desesse, 7 dls-

oease, 5- disease, [a. AF. *diseaser,-eeser, -aeser,

for OF. desaaisier to deprive of ease, f. desaise sb.,

after aaisier, aiser to EASE.]
1 1. trans. To deprive of ease, make uneasy ; to

put to discomfort or inconvenience ; to trouble,

annoy, incommode, molest. Obs.

c 1340 HAMTOLE Prose Tr. 41 Ou(>er for to put be fra thi

mete or thi slepe. .or for to disesse any ober mane vnskil-

fully. 1393 GOWER Conf. II. 8 In parte he was right inly

glad And eke in parte he was disesed. a 1420 HOCCLEVE
De Reg. Princ. 754 It ruethe me, yf I have you disesede.

1526 TINDALE Mark v. 35 Thy doughter is deed: why
deseasest thou the master eny further? 1554 KNOX Godly
Let. A viij, He wold not disease hymself toneare a sermon.

1638 CHILLINGW. Relig. Prot. I. iv. J 19. 200 That I should

disease myself or my Reader with a punctual examination

of it, may seem superfluous. 1697 CONGHEVE Mourn. Bride
in. iv, What racking cares dis-ease a monarch's bed.

t b. To disturb (from quiet, rest, or sleep). 0/>s.

C1374 CHAUCER Troylus in. 1419 (1468) And sufferyst
hire [l?e dawyng] to sone vp . . ryse

ffor to disese loueris

in bis wyse. 1481 Monk of Evesham (Arb.) 34 Sum
what troubulde and disesyd by the noyse of the couent

when they went oute of the chirche. 1568 Jacob 4- Esau
\. i. in Hazl. Dodsley II. 191 We disease our tent and

neighbours all With rising over early, c i4n CHAPMAN
lliati x. 45 Brother, hie thee to thy ships, and Idomen
dis-ease. With warlike Ajax. 1653 T. BAILEY Fisher xxii.

202 He was loath to disease him of his rest.

2. To bring into a morbid or unhealthy condition ;

to cause illness, sickness, or disease in, to infect

with disease. Usually in pa. pple. DISEASED, q.v.

1467 [see DISEASED). 1496 Dives t Pattf. (W. de W.) IX.

vi. 354 He hurte his fote and dyseased all his bodye. IJ77
B. GOOGE HerestacKs Husb. tv. (1586) 191 Little children

diseased with the dry cough. 1888 J. ELLIS New Christianity
iv. 116 No other poison.. so perverts, diseases, pollutes and

degrades a man. .as does alcohol.

fig. a 1637 B. IONSON Eng. Gram. Pref.,We free our Lan-

guage . . from the opinion of Rudeness, and Barbarism,
wherewith it is mistaken to be diseas'd. c 1680 HICKERINGILL
Hist. Whiggistn'Wte.. 1716 I. 143 Evil Ministers Disease the. . .

Common-wealth. i86 LECKV Ration. (1878) II. 375 Those

ghastly notions, .which, .diseased the imaginations, .ofmen.

Hence t Diseasing vbl. sb. and ///. a. (in sense

i). Obs.

1558 FORREST GrysiUe Sec. (1875) 101 She was remoued,
to more diseasinge, To a towne Cowemoulton. 1615 T.

ADAMS lllacke Dei'ill 30 A diseasing displeasing change to

be banished into a mountainous desert. 1628 WITHKK
ISrit. Reuumb. ill. 147 In those diseasing*, I more joy
received.

Disease, obs. form of DECEASE.

Diseased (dizfzd), ///. a. [f. prec. + -En l.]
Affected with disease; in a disordered bodily con-

dition. Now usually of the bodily organs or fluids :

In .in unhealthy or disordered state, infected.

1467 Mann. >, Ilouseh. Exf. 173, I hame deshcsed in
schwechc weyse that I may nate ryde norre wel goo. 1540
Act 32 Hen.

IfIII, c. 42 ( 4 Diseasid personnes . . infected
with the pestilence. 1611 BIBLE John vi. 2 His miracles
which hee did on them that were diseased. 1801 Mtd.
?rv/.V. 1 13 The diseased heels of horses. 184* TENNYSON
Yoyagi x, His eyes were dim: But oars he swore were all

diseased. 1846 G. E. DAY tr. Simon't Anim. Chen,. II. 68
The most striking changes in the diseased milk are the
diminution of the solid constituents.. and the extraordinary
increase of the salts.

absol. 1341-3 Act 34-5 Hen. Vlll, c. 8. 1 1 Surgions..
mindinge . . nothing the profit or ease of the disesed or

pacient. 1*67 MILTON P. L. XI. 480 A Lazar-house it seemd,
wherein were laid Numbers of all diseas'd.

b. Characterized by disease ; t subject to disease

(qnot. 1651); pertaining to or symptomatic of
disease ; morbid, unhealthy.
1574 HVI.I. Conj'ect. Weather i, Then shall follow a dis-

eased yeare. 1651 tr. Bacon's Life 4- Death 9 The Sheep
is a diseased Creature; And rarely lives to his full age.

1^07 FLOYER Physic. Pttlse-W^atch ii. 188 Diseas'd Pulses
either exceed, or are deficient in respect of the natural Pulse
in Number.. Strength, Celerity. 1797 M. BAILLIE Morb.
A nat. ( 1807) p. vii, When a person hasbecome well acquainted
with diseased appearances.

o. Jig. In a disordered or depraved condition (of

mind, of affairs, etc.) ; pertaining to such a condi-

tion, morbid.
1608 T. JAMES Afal. Wyeli/toThe faultes of the diseased

Cleargie. 1611 SHAKS. Wint. T. \. ii. 297 Good my Lord,
be cur'd Of this diseas'd Opinion. 1835 LYTTON Kifnzi \.

vi, The times are. .diseased, a 1859 %IACAULAY Hist. En^.
(1861) V. 104 The divines whose business was to sooth his

not less diseased mind.

Hence Disea sedly adv., Dlsea sedness.
1614 T. ADAMS DcviFs Banquet 157 All men [catch] their

diseasedness by falling from their Christ. 1671 BAXTER in

Life J. Alleine (1838) I. 8 He laid not out his zeal dis-

easedly. 1684 T. BURNET Th. Earth n. 184 That slate of

indigency, ana misery, and diseasedness, which we languish
under at present. 1829 SOUTHEY in Q. Rat. XLI. 294 A
nervous system already diseasedly susceptible.

Diaea-seful, a. [f.
DISEASE sb. + -FOL.]

fl. Fraught with discomfort, trouble, or annoy-
ance ; troublesome. Obs.

1388 WYCLIF Gen. xxxix. 10 The womman was diseseful

to the ?ong waxynge man. Jttdg. xiv. 17 Sche was
diseseful to hym. a 1626 BACON Charge at Sess. of Verge
(T.) It is both disgraceful to the king, and diseaseful to the

people, if the ways near about be not fair and good.

2. Fnll of or affected with disease ; morbid,
diseased. Now rare.

1596 SPENSER State Irel. (Globe) 646/2 His languishing
sowle being disquieted by his diseaseful bodye. 1624 DONNE
Devot. (ed. 2) 261 This great hospital, this sick,this diseaseful

world. 1889 TENNYSON Happy ix, This coarse diseaseful

creature [a leper].

b. Causing or tending to disease, unwholesome.
i6o< TIMME Quersit. i. xviii. 97 By the taking away of

the diseasefull impurities. 176* J. WARTON Poems, Enthu-
siast 82 Diseaseful dainties, riot and excess.

Hence f Disea'iefnlneu, discomfort , uneasiness.

1580 SIDNEY Arcadia in. (1622) 300 The same consideration

made them attend all diseasefulnesse.

Disea'seless, a. rare. [f.
DISEASE sb. +

-LESS.] Free from disease.

'653 W. JENKYN Fun. Serm. (1654) 44 A strong, hayl,

vigorous, diseasclesse old age.

T Disea'Sely, Obs. [f. DISEASE sb. + -LY i

.]

Affected with disease or sickness.

ci4oo Test. Love m. in Chancels Wks. (1542) 3263/2
A disesely habitacion letteth y wittc many thynges, &
namely in sorowe.

Disea sement. [f. DISEASE v. + -KENT.]
T 1. The action of depriving, or condition of being

deprived, of ease ; uneasiness, discomfort. Oil.

a 1617 BAYNE On F.fh. (1658) 24 Men will content them-
selves with sorry lodgings ana pass by

little diseasements.

1664 H. MORE Myst. /nig. xvi. 172 With his back resting
on that bar, to his unspeakable diseasement. 1668 />/:.

Dial. v. xiv. (1713) 450 The State of Vice and Sin is a state

of Diseasement and Unnaturalness.

2. The condition of being affected with disease ;

ailment, nonce-use.
1816 LAMB Lett. (1888) II. 149 You'll be lost in a maze of

remedies for a labyrinth of diseasements.

t Disea'Sify, . Obs. rare. [f. next -l- -rr.] To
cause disease. Hence Disea lfylng ppl. a.

1661 J. CHANDLER Van Helmonfs Oriat. 181 In an

Erysipelas . . the vitall Spirit being incensed, and as it were

provoked to anger by trie diseasifying cause, waxcth ex-

ceeding hot. Ibid. 238.

fDisea'Sy, . Obs. [prob. a. AF. disaisi,

-eesi = OF. desaaisif, pa. pple. of desaaisier to

DISEASE : but possibly an English formation from

disease, after easy.]
1. Marked by or causing discomfort or trouble ;

annoying, troublesome.

1387'TREVISA Higden (Rolls) VII. in Canute wente unto

Denmark, ledynge Englisshe men wi(> hym a;enst be

Wandales, bat war disesy \infestos] unto hym. c 1440 Gesta
Rom. viii. 22 (Harl. MS.), Strait and disesy is be wey bat

ledith to life. 1483 Cath. Angl. 97/1 Desesy, nocuus.

56*
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2. Affected with, pertaining to, or producing
disease ; diseased, unhealthy, morbid.

CI4SO LONELICH Grail liv. 19 Al deseysy & ful syk he
'

Fsex, will again expell it.

Hence t Disea'siness Obs., morbid quality or

elements.

1674 R. GODFREY Inj. ft At. Physic 126 Upon sight of a

full Close-stool and imagining all diseasiness in it.

( Di|Se-ct, v. Obs. [irreg. f. Di- 1 + L. sect- ppl.

stem of secure to cut : cf. dissect.} trans. To cut

asunder, to separate by cutting.

1674 JEAKE Arith. (1696) 22 As if in the former Example, 8

should be disected into 2.2.2.2. Ibid. 41 Expressed, .by two
termes. .disected as it were the one from the other.

Disedge (dise-dj), v. [f. Dis- 7 a + EDGE sl>.]

trans. To take the edge off ; to deprive of its sharp-
ness ; to blunt, dull. Hence Dise'dged ppl. a.

iSn SHAKS. Cymb. in. iv. 96 When thou shall be disedg'd

by her, That now thou tyrest on. 1647 WARD Siittp. Cooler

77, I hold him prudent, that in these fastidious times, will

helpe disedged appetites with convenient condiments. 1859
TENNYSON Idylls, Enid 1038 Served a little to disedge The

sharpness of that pain.

Disedification (dise:dink^i-pn). [n. of action

from DISEDIFY : cf. edify, edification^ The action

of disedifying ; the reverse of edification ; the

weakening of faith or devotion.

1664 H. MORE Myst. Inig. xvii. 62 The dedicating of an

unknown Tongue to their Publick Prayers . . to the great
disedification of the People. 1816 CDL. WISEMAN Led.
Cath. Ch. (1847) II. 74 The scandal and disedification com-
mitted before the Church. 1872 Content/*. Rci>. XX, 725
That unhappy system of concealing truths which are sup-

posed to tend to disedification.

Disedify (dise-difoi), v. [f. Dis- 6 + EDIFY.]
trans. To do the reverse of edifying ;

to shock or

weaken the piety or religious sense of.

1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531} 58 Let euery thynge
that is done or spoken euer edyfye the, no thynge to dis-

edyfye the. a 1684 LEIGHTON Comm. i Pet. v. 5 Were it

not for disedifying his brethren he would rather disguise and
hide not only other things by humility but even humility
itself. 1844 C. E. A. Yng. Communicants (1848) 21 The

party of visitors . . were much surprised and disedified by
this scene in a convent school.

Hence Dise-difying ///. a., that disedifies, or

weakens faith or devotion.

1844 LINGARD Anglo-Sax. Ch. (1858) I. iii. 97 [A] person of

light or disedifying deportment. 1874 PUSEY Lent. Serin.

285 Gloominess is very disedifying, disennobling, paralysing.

1894 J. T. FOWLER Adamnan Pref. n Colgan has sum-
marized it, omitting

'

disedifying
'

passages.

Disedncate (dise-dik't), v. [(.
Dis- 6 +

EDUCATE.] trans. To undo or pervert the educa-

tion of.

1886 LOWELL Gray Lit. Ess. (1891) 14 Educated at Eton
and diseducated. as he [Gray] seemed to think, at Cam-
bridge. 1887 Q. Rev. Oct. 274 The change of institutions

educates or diseducates men to think.

Disees(e, diseis, obs. ff. DECEASE, DISEASE.

+ Diseffe'ct ,
v . Obs. rare

-
'. [f.

Dis- 6 or 7

+ EFFECT v. or
.r/'.]

trans. To divest of an

effect.

1613 TOURNEUR Death Pr. Henrie 28 Nothing had the

might To diseffect his actions of delight ; No, nor his suf-

ferings.

Diselder, v. : see Dis- 7 b.

Diselectrify (disfle-ktrifai), v.
[f.

Dis- 6 +

ELECTRIFY.] trans. To undo the electrified con-

dition of
; to render non-electric.

1876 SIRW. THOMSON Pop. Lect. (1889) I. 437 Moist cotton

thread will gradually diselectrify it. 1881 Philad. Ree. No.

3473. 6 A method of diselectrifying dry wool, .and alpaca.
Hence Disele^ctrifica'tion, the action or process

of diselectrifying.
1895 Athen&itm 30 Mar. 4^12/1 Royal Society.. The follow-

ing papers were read . .

' T he Diselectrification of Air ', by
Lord Kelvin and Messrs. M. McClean and A. Gait.

t Dis-element, v. Obs. [f. Dis- 70 + ELE-

MENT.] trans. To put (anything) out of its ele-

ment ;
to remove from its proper sphere of activity.

1612 W. PARKES Curtaine-Dr. (1876) ^6 It cannot indure
to lie naked no more then the fish dis-elemented on the
shore. 1654 WHITLOCK Zootomia 449 How doth this fifth

Element [i. e. detraction] dis-element all the other foure ?

1727 Philip 0w<zr//(i754)i84 A vast Number of which had,
by the Wind, been dis-elemented.

Diselenide (daiise-lensid), etc., Chem. : see

Di- 2 2 and SELENIDE, etc.

1877 WATTS Diet. Chem. V. 822 The diselenide or stannic

selenide, Sn Se:. 1881 Ibid. VIII. 1787 A quantity of acid
sufficient for the formation of a diselenite. 1884 HUMPIDGE
tr. Kolbe's Inorg. Chem. 179 Diselenium dichloride, SeaCls,
is prepared in precisely the same manner as disulphur di-

chloride, which it closely resembles.

Disem- : see DISEN-.

Disemba'lm, v. rare *. [Dis- 6.] trans.

To undo the embalming of.

1858 O. W. HOLMES Ant. Break/.-t. (1883) 53 The disem-

balming and unbandaging of. .literary mummies.

Disemba'rgo, v. [f.
Dis- 7 c + EMBARGO.]

trans. To release from embargo.
1877 Times 15 Mar. 5/6 General Urquiza .. successfully

besieged . . Buenos Ayres, and then disembargoed Rosa's
property.

our
first
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Disembark (disemba-jk), v. Also 6-7 -em-,

-imbarque. [a. F. dtsembarque-r (1564 in Hatz.-

Darm.), or ad. It.disimbarcare, or Sp. desembarcdr ;

f. des-, Dis- 4 + the Common Rom. vb. imbarcare,

embarcar, F. embarquer to EMBARK. Cf. DEBARK.]
1. /raj. To put ashore from a ship ; to land.

1582 N. LICHEFIELD tr. Castanheda's Cong. E.Ind.\\.T\>,
When ours were disimbarkcd and landed. 1591 SHAKS.

TwfGmt. n. iv. 187, I must vnto the Road, to dis-embarque
Some necessaries. 1653 H. COGAN tr. Pinto's Trav. xvi. 55,

I will not counsel you to disimbarque your goods on land.

1838 Murray's Hand Bk. N. Germ. 293 To allow steam-

boats to. .embark and disembark their passengers at once.

trans. 1852 R. S. SURTEES Sponge's Sp. Tour (1893* 76

Away went the train ; and the . .railway staff . . returned to

disembark the horses.

fb. refi. =2. Obs.

1582 N. LICHEFIELD tr. Castanheda's Cong. E. Ind. 79
Until! . . y Captaine generall did disimbarke himselfe

lande. 1653 H. COGAN tr. Pinto's Trav. viii. 24 Until on

arrival at Malaca, where dis-imbarquing my self, the fin

thing I did was to go to the Fortress.

2. intr. To go on shore from a ship ;
to land.

1582 N. LICHEFIELD tr. Castanheda's Cong. E. Ind. ii. 6 b,

The Generall being disimbarked and come to land. 1600

E. BLOUNT tr. Coneslaggio 28 Yet did he stay eight dales in

the Port, and never disembarked. 1659 B. HARRIS Parival's

Iron Age 323 The Commander had leisure to disimbark and
enter the Town. 1791 COWPER Odyss. ill. 15 The Ithacans

Push'd right ashore, and . . disembark'd. 1859 TENNYSON
Merlin t, Y. 200 Touching Breton Sands, they disembark'd.

Hence DisembaTking vbl. sb.

1611 COTGR., Desembarquement, a disembarking. 1632

J. HAYWARD tr. Biondfs Ermiena 144 He ranne hastily to

the shore to hinder their disembarking. 1653 H. COGAN tr.

Pinto's Trav. ix. 27 To impeach the Enemies dis-im-

barquing. attrib. 1893 Daily ffems 9 Feb. 8/4 Special
Continental embarking and disembarking water stations.

Disembarka'tion. [f.
DISEMBARK v., after

embark, -att'on.] The action of disembarking.
a 1776 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1790) III. xxviii. (Jod.) No

proper measures were yet consulted for their disembark-

ation. 1808 Convent. E-vac. Portugal 20 in Napjer
Penins. War (1828) I. App. p. xliii, On the disembarkation

of the French troops in their own country. iSgS MACAULAY
Hist. Eng. III. 651 Tourville determined to try what effect

would be produced by a disembarkation.

t Disemba'rkment. Obs. [a. F. dtsembar-

quement (1564 in Hatz.-Darm.), f. d^stmbarquer
to DISEMBARK : see -MENT.] = prec.

1598 BARRET Theor. Warres v. i. 122 The disembarkment
should haue beene betwixt the

city
and . . Castle. 1659 B.

HARRIS ParivaVs Iron Age 97 The English Fleet made a
descent or disembarkment in the Isle of Ree in. .July 1627.

Disembarrass (disembEC'ras), v. [f.
Dis- 6

+ EMBARRASS v. : prob. after F. d{sembarrasse-r
' to vnpester, disintangle, rid from intricatenessc,

or troubles '(Cotgr.). Cf. also DEBARRASS.] trans.

To free from embarrassment, encumbrance, compli-

cation, or intricacy ; to rid; to relieve : cf. EMBAR-
UASS.

1726 BERKELEY Let. to Prior 6 Feb., I hope .. that you
will have disembarrassed yourself of all sort of business that

may detain you here. 1727 BRADLEY Fam, Diet. s.v. Corn,

They steep the Corn . . for three Days, that it may swell up,
and that the Germes may open, dilate, and be disembar-

rassed. 1751 SMOLLETT Per. Pic. (1779) I.I-
'*"' 27 As-

sistance, .in disembarassing him from the disagreeable con-

sequences of his fear. 1820 SCOTT Abbot i, When he had
disembarassed the little plaything [a boat] from the flags in

which it was entangled. 1877 E. R. CONDER Bos. Failhu.

63 We may at once disembarrass ourselves of those formid-

able terms
' absolute

' and ' unconditioned '.

b. To disentangle (one thing/rant another).

1742 WARBURTON Comm. Pope's Ess. Man n. 197 Though
it be difficult to distinguish genuine virtue from spurious
.. yet they may be disembarrased. 1864 J. G. NICHOLS in

Herald ft Genealogist II. 458 One of the earliest results

. . is to disembarrass the biography of Serlo . . from that of

another monk of the same name.

Hence Disemba-rrassed ///. a., unhampered.
1741 BETTERTON [OLDYS] Eng. Stage vi. 109 By pronounc-

ing it trippingly on the Tongue, he means a clear and dis-

embarrass'd Pronunciation.

Disemba'rrassment. [f. DISEMBARRASS v.

+ -MENT, after embarrass, -ment."] The action of

disembarrassing or fact of being disembarrassed ;

freedom from embarrassment.
1818 in TODD. 1821 COLERIDGE Lett. Convers. etc. I. xv.

163 The pleasure I anticipate from disembarrassment. 1862

MERIVALE Rom. Emp. (18^1)
V. xli. 78 The disembarrass-

ment of the limbs, the elasticity of the circulation.

Disembattle (disembs't'l), v. rare. [f. Dis-

6 + EMBATTLE z>.l] trans. To deprive of battle-

ments, make no longer embattled. Hence Disem-
ba'ttled ///. a.

1875 H. JAMES Transatlantic Sketches 9 It is the

gentlest and least offensive of ramparts, .without a frown
or menace in all its disembattled stretch.

t Disembay ^disemW-), v. Obs. [f. Dis- 6
+ EMBAY v.~] trans. To bring out of a bay.
1651 SHERBURNE Poems, Forsaken Lydia (T.), The fair

inamorata who from far Had spy'd the ship .. now quite

disembay'd, Her cables coiled, and her anchors weigh'd.

Disembed (disembe'd) , v. [f.
Dis- 6 + EMBED.]

trans. To liberate (something embedded).
1885 Leeds Mercury 10 Dec. 4/4 A train is snowed up

near Fraserburgh, and there was no hope last evening of

being able to disembed it. 1893 Daily News 16 Dec. 5/3
There were 200,000 blocks of stone to be disembedded.

DISEMBOGUE.

Disembellisb. (disembe-lij), v. [f. Dis- 6 +

EMBELLISH; app. after F. dtsembelliss- extended

stem of disembellir (Cotgr.\] trans. To deprive
of embellishment or adornment.
1611 COTGR., Desemliellit; to disimbellish, disfigure. 1624

QUARLES Sion's Sonn. \. 5 What if Afflictions doe dis-embel-

lish My naturall glorie? 1831 CAKLYLE Sari. Res. i. x.

(1858) 41 Weep not that the reign of wonder is done, and
God's world all disembellished and prosaic. 1875 BROWNING

Aristaph. Apol. 131 Embellish fact? This bard may disem-

bellish yet improve !

Disenibrtter, v. rare- 1
. [Dis- 6.] trans.

To undo the embittering of, to free from bitterness.

1622 [See DISSWEETEN], 1716 ADDISON Freeholder^] .) Such
innocent amusements as may disembitter the minds of men.

Disemble, obs. form cf DISSEMBLE.

Disemboca'tion. rare~ 1
. \t.S]>.desemliocdr

to DISEMBOGUE : see -ATION.] The action of dis-

emboguing.
1846 FORD Gatherings fr. Spain iii. 24 The . . water . . is

earned off at once in violent floods, rather than in a gentle

gradual disembocation.

Disembodied (disembfvdid), ///. a. [f. DIS-

EMBODY + -ED i.]

1. Divested (as a spirit) of a body ; freed from

that in which it has been embodied.

1742 YOUNG Nt. Th. in. 452 The disembody'd power. 1796

Greece I. vi. 197 Orion . . chasing I

which he had killed on the mountains, over the asphode
meadow. 1872 LOXGF. Michael Angela n. ii.

10^
Sudden as

inspirations, are the whispers Of disembodied spirits.

2. Discharged from military incorporation.
1882 PEBODY Eng. Journalism xxiii. 180 He owned the . .

uniform he wore to be that of the late disembodied
'

militia'.

Disembodiment (disembodiment), [f.
next

+ -MENT.] The action of disembodying: a. Sepa-
ration (of a spirit) from the body. b. Disbanding

(of a body of soldiers).

1860 tr. TiecKs Old Man of Mountain (L.), A rapid and

noisy disembodiment of souls and spirits now followed.

1871 Daily News 7Sept.,The militia as a whole have much
to learn . . but. .they will learn much before the time comes
for their disembodiment. 1884 Ch. Times 29 Aug. 631 Dis-

embodiment is a death put of manhood.

Disembody (disembp-di), v. [f. Dis- 6 +

EMBODY.]
1. trans. To separate (a soul) from the body ; to

deliver or free (anything) from the form in which

it is embodied.

1714 ADDISON Spect. No. 571 F 9 Our souls, when they are

disembodied . . will . . be always sensible of the divine pre-
sence. 1873 SYMONDS Grk. Poets x. 339 Disembodying the

sentiments which were incarnated in simple images. 1877
SPARROW Serin, xiv. 186 So attuned was his [Enoch's] soul

to heavenly things . . that it was not thought fit to disem-

body it.

2. To discharge from military embodiment, as

in the case of the militia at the close of each

annual period of training.

1762 Act 2 Ceo. Ill, c. 20 (T.) If the same [corps] shall be

embodied, then, within two months after, it shall be dis-

embodied, and returned to the respective counties. 1769

Lloyd's Evening Post 27-30 Oct. 413/3 On Friday the

Hertfordshire Nlilitia were disembodied at St. Alban's.

Disembogue (disemb<?a
-

g), v. Forms : 6 des-

emboque, 6-7 disem-, -imboque, 7 disem-,

disim-, -boke, -boake, -boge, dissemboque,
7-8 disimbogue, dissembogue, 6- disembogue.

[In 6 disemboque, ad. Sp. desemboc-ar ' to come out

of the mouth of a river or hauen
'

(Minsheu 1599) :

f. des-, Dis- 4 + embocar ' to runne as the sea into

a creeke or narrow riuer
'

(ibid.) ;
f. en in + boca

mouth : cf. F. emboucher, and see EMBOGUE.]
1 1. intr. To come out of the mouth of a river,

strait, etc. into the open sea. Obs.

'595 MAYNARDE Drake's Voy. (Hakl. Soc.) 20 Sir Thomas
Bdskervile . . talked with such as hee hearde intended to

quite companie before they were disembogued. 1596
RALEIGH Discmi. Gviana 18 He was inforced to desembogue
at the mouth of the said Amazones. 1613 Voy. Guiana in

tfarl. Misc. (Malh.) III. 203 We disembogued through the

broken islands on the north side of Anguilla. 1633 T.

STAFFORD Pac. Hit. viii. (1821) 318 Neither could they

disimboge from thence without an Easterly winde.

t b. trans, with the strait, etc. as object. Obs.

1622 R. HAWKINS Voy. S. Sea (1847) "7 Another channel!,

by which a man may disemboake the straite. Ibid. 128

We set sayle once againe, in hope to djsemboke the straite ;

but. .before we came to the mouth of it, the wind changed.

2. intr. Of a river, lake, etc. : To flow out at the

mouth; to discharge or empty itself; to flow

into.

1598 HAKLUYT Voy. 1. 104 The riuer ofVolga . . issueth from

the North part of Bulgaria, .and. .disimboqueth into a cer-

tain lake. l6l EVELYN Fumi/ngium Misc.Writ. (1805)
II.

233 As far as any fresh waters are found disemboguing into

the Thames. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1862) I. xiv. 75

The Danube disembogues into the Euxine by seven mouths.

1871 BROWNING Htrol Kiel vi, 'Twixt the offing here and

Greve where the river disembogues.
3. fig. and transf. To come forth as from a river s

that one of the Company disembogueth. 1823 DE QUINCEY
Lett. Educ. iii. (1860) 49 The presses of Europe are still



DISEMBOGUE.

discmtoguing into the ocean of literature. 1868 G. DUFF

/V/. .^tirv. 222 Hungry .is wolves, swift and sudden as a

torrent from the mountains, they diMfflbogtwd.

4. trans. Of a river, lake, etc. : To discharge or

pour forth (its waters) at the mouth; reft, to dis-

charge or empty itself.

1610 HOLLANII Camdcn's ISrit. II. 10 (The Tweed] passeth

under Berwick . . and so diseinbogelh it selfc into the Sea.

1686 1'LOT Staffonish. 64 The immense quantities of water

th it ;ire disembogued into the Sea by all the Rivers. 1715-

ao POPE Iliad xvn. 311 Where some swoln river dissem-

bogues his waves. 1819 SOUTHF.Y Inscriptions xlv, Where
wild Parana disembogues A sea-like stream. 1840 DE
QuiNCKV Essenes Wks. X. 272 A great river, .disemboguing
itself into main ocean.

b. fig. and trans/. To discharge, pour forth
;
to

empty l>y pouring forth the contents.

a 1635 NAUNTON Fraem. Reg. (Arb.) 13 She was . . of a

most Noble and Royallextract by Her Father, .for on that

side there was disimbogued into her veines .. the very
al'slract of all the greatest houses in Christendome. 1687

DRYDEN Hind * P. it. 562 Whom, when their home-bred

honesty is lost, We disembogue on some far Indian coast.

1765 FALCONER Demagogue 401 Methinks I hear the bellow-

ing demagogue Dumb-sounding declamations disembogue.

1837 CARLYLE Fr, Rev. I. v. ii, Paris disembogues itself . .

to witness, with grim looks, the Stance Royale.
absol. 174" YOUNG Nt. Tit- 111. 220 Volcano's bellow ere

they disembogue.

f c. To dislodge by force, to drive out. Obs.

i6s FLETCHER & SHIRLEY Nt. Walker v, If I get in

adoors, not the power o' th
1

countrcy . . shall disembogue
me. 163* MASSINGER Maid of Hon. 11. ii, Conduct me to

The lady of the mansion, or my poniard Shall disembogue

thy soul. Syl. O terrible ! disembogue !

Hence Disembo'gued fpl. a., furnished with

ready outlet.

j66g Address hopeful Yng. Gentry Eng. 91 Wit .. needs

[not] to call a Deity down upon the stage, to make its way
open and disembogued.

t Disembo'jfue, sb. Obs. [f. the vb.] The

place where a river disembogues ;
the mouth.

1616 CAPT. SMITH Accid. Yng. Seamen 18 [Tearmes for

the Sea] Disimboage, a gulph, the froth of the sea. 1689

G. HARVEY Curing Dis. by Expect, xii. 79 Hammersmith-
water .. being too near the disimbogue of the Thames.

Disembo-guement. [f. as prec. + -MENT.]
The action or place of disemboguing.
a 1818 MEASEcited in Webster. 1851 S. JUDO Margaret n.

ii. (1871) 198 Neither rock nor night, inundation or ultimate

disemboguement, disturbed my Tittle joyous babble. 1861

BORROW Wild Wales 111. 286 Aber. .is the disemboguement,
and wherever a place commences with Aber, there . . does a

river flow into the sea, or a brook . . into a river.

Disembo'guing, vbl. sb. [f. as prec. + -LNG 1
.]

The action of the verb DISEMBOGUE ;
the place

where a river, etc. disembogues.
1605 CAMDEN Rent. (1637) 312 At the disemboging, or

inlet thereof, a 1641 SIR W, MONSON Naval Tracts i.

(1704) 191/2 Their disimboguing in the Indies. 1608 FROGER
I oy. Pref. A iv, Reforming the Charts . . of the disembogu-

ings of the Isles of Antilles. 1799W. TOOKE yicw Russian

Ewp. 1. 160 From its origin to its disemboguing into the

Oby. 1856 Miss MULOCK ?. Halifax 399 In its disem-

boguing of its contents.

Disembo'guing, ppl. a. [f. as prec. + -INQ -.]

That disembogues or discharges its waters.

1715 POPE Odyss. iv. 480 The deep roar of disemboguing
Nile. 1728 Dune. n. 259 To where Fleet-ditch with

disemboguing streams. Rolls the large tribute of dead dogs
to Thanifs.

t Disembo'gure. Obs. rare. [f. as prec, +

-UEE.] The place where a river, etc. disembogues.
1653 HOLCROKT Procopius iv. 122 The Natives call this

disembogure, Tanais, which reaches from Mxotis to the

Kuxine.

Disembo'som, v. [f. Dis- 6 + EMBOSOM.]
trans. To cast out or separate from the bosom ;

to disclose, reveal. (Cf. DISBOSOM.)
i?4 YOUNG Nl. Th. ix. 2350 He . . Who, disembosom'd

from the Father, l>ows The heav'n of heav'ns, to kiss the

distant earth ! 1878 BROWNING La Saisiaz 21 Throb of

heart, beneath which . . Treasure oft was disembosomed.

b. re/I, and intr. To disclose what is in one s

bosom, unburden oneself.

1767 Baltlcr I. 226 Miss Lambton . . thought it best to dis-

embosom herself entirely, and thus went on. 1858 Sat. Rtt>.

VI. 73/1 The irresistible desire to disembosom oneselfhad its

way. 1884 STEVENSON in Longm. Mag. IV. 80 What manner
of man this was to whom we disembosomed.

Hence Disembosoming vbl. sb.

1836 F. M.MIUNEY Rfl. Father Proui (1859) 75 In the

disembosomings of feeling and the perennial flow of soul.

Disembowel, v. [f. Dis- 6 + EMBOWELy. (in

sense 3) ; but in sense I app. only an intensive of

DISBOWEL.]
1. trans. To remove the bowels or entrails of;

to eviscerate ; also, to rip up so as to cause the

bowels to protrude.
1613-8 DAN.F.I. Coll. Hist. F.ng. (1626) 124 The Kings

Physition disimbowelled his body, i??*-^ COOK K<y. VI.

in. i. (R.) Soon after their death, they are disembowelled,

by drawing the intestines and other viscera out. 187* BAKER
Nile Tribut. x. 159 The infuriated animal disembowelleo.

him before his son s eyes. 1875 J. CURTIS Hitt. Eng. 148

While yet alive, he was.. disembowelled and quartered.

b. transf. M\A/ig.
1603 [see DISEMBOWELLING below]. ijr4 YOUNG

A^.
Th.

vi. 797 Earth's disembowel'd ! measur'd are the Skies I

1870 Si'UKGEON Treas. Dav. Ps. 1. 17 They disembowel

texts of their plain meanings.
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2. To take out of the bowels. (Cf. EMBOWEL
v. 3.)

1703 J. Tu\ws Splendid ShilliHtn* So her disembpwell'd
web Arachne in a hall or kitchen spreads, Obvious to

vagrant flies.

Hence Disembo -welled ///. a., Disembo'wel-

ling- vbl. sb. and ///. a. ; also Disembo'welment,
the act of disembowelling.
1603 FLORIO Montaigtie i. xxv. (1632) 83 High swelling

and heaven-disimbowelling words. 1737-46 THOMSON Sum-
mer 778 Cataracts that sweep From disembowelled Earth

the virgin gold. 1746 W. HOKSLEY A./(i7 4 8) I.
77

No. n
F i The Ripping up and Disembowelling of the dead Bodies.

1816 SCOTT Woodst. xxix. The disembowelling of the deer.

1875 Contemp. Rev. XXV. 262 The city is for ever under-

going disemfiowelment.

Disembow er, v. [f.
Dis- 6 + EMBOWER.]

trans. To remove or set free from a bower.

1856 URYANT Poems, Aresxxxu, Streams numberless, that

many a fountain feeds, Shine, disembowered.

t Disembraxe, v. Obs. [f.
Dis- 6 + EM-

BKACE v.] trans, a. To refrain or withdraw from

embracing, b. To undo embracing or the embraces

of anything. Hence Disembra-olng- ///. a. ;
also

Diaembra. cement, the act of discmbracing.

1638 MAYNE Luciait (1664) 187 They bedust one another,

to hinder dis-imbracements . . and by drying his body, to

strengthen his hold on his adversary. 1641 J. SHERMAN
Crt. in Temple 21 The teacher of the Gentiles instructeth

us Christians not to disetnbrace goodness in any, nor truth

in any. 177* S. J. PRATT Literal Ofin. (1783) 1- "9" Torn

away by the disembracing grasp of death.

t DisembraTigle, v. Obs. [f.
Dis- 6 + EM-

BRANGLE.] trans. To free from embranglement
or complication ; to disentangle.

1716 BERKELEY Let. to Prior 19 July Wks. 1871 IV. 130
The difficulty of disembrangling our affairs with Partinton.

Ibid. 12 Nov. 137 For God's sake disembrangle these

matters.thatlmay once be at ease to mind my other affairs.

Disembroil, i>. [f. Dis- 6 + EMBROIL; cf.

Sp. desembrollar (Minsheu) ;
also i6th c. F. des-

brouiller] trans. To free from embroilment or con-

fusion ; to extricate from confusion or perplexity,

to disentangle.
1633 MABBE tr. Alcman's Guzman iTAlf. II. 137 To dis-

imbroyle our selues ofthis troublesome businesse. 1681 Char,

lllustr. Court-Favourite 16 The knpwledg of things past

. .That Light which disembroils the intrigues of the Court.

1741 WARBURTON Div. Legat. 1 1 . 142 To disembroil a Subject

that seems to have perplexed even Antiquity. 1830 MAC-

KINTOSH Elk. Philos. Wks. 1846 I. 72 It is little wonderful

that Cumberland should not have disembroiled this ancient

and established confusion. 1868 BROWNING Ring * Bk. vi.

22 Let him but decently disembroil himself, Scramble from

out the scrape.

tDisembrrrte, v. Obs. [Dis- 6.] trans. To
deliver from an embruted or brutalized condition ;

to debratalize.

1767 H. BROOKE Foot a/Qual.(iBsg) 1. 71 (D.) Ofanumerous

people he [Peter the Great] disembruted every one except

himself.

Disembtrrden, -btrrthen, v. [See DISEN-,

DISEM-, and BURDEN v.]
= DISBURDEN. Hence

DisembuTdening vbl. so.

1790-1810 COMBE Devil upon Two Slicks
(1817)

VI. 282

Of all its affairs he has disemburthened himself. 8jS
BROWNING f'ra Lippo Lippi, Never was such prompt dis-

emburdening. 1884 f.atti Times 27 Sept. 361/1 The local

courts should be disemburdened of non-contentious business.

Disemic (daiisrmik), a. [f. L. disemus disyl-

of doubtful quantity (f.
!<-

DISENCHANT.
to anything elite. 1807 W. TAYLOR in Ami. Ker. V. 187

The disemployed. the unnecessary, the superfluous poor.

1893 Columtiii (Ohio' I'isp. 22 Mar., There is very little

disemployed labor in the country.

Disemployment. rare. [f. prec. + -MENT.]
Absence or withdrawal of employment.
1651 JEK. TAYLOR Holy Living \. 1 1. (1727)

8 In this glut

ait. 1893 Columbus (Ohio) Diif.

labic, a. Gr.

(.Di- '*) twice + tTTJfM a sign) + -ic.] In Gr. and L.

Prosody : Of the value of two morse or units of

time (cf. TBISEMIC). In recent Diets.

t DisempaTe, v. Obs. rare. [a. OF. desem-

fare-r, f. *JS Dis- 4 + emparer to possess, get

possession of.] trans. To dispossess.

ctffM Melusine xxix. 215 My brother .. thou wylt so

dysempare & putte out fro his royaume.

Disempassioned, var. DISIMPASSIONED.

t Disempe'ster, v. Obs. Also disim-. [f.

Dis- 6 + EMPESTER z/.]
trans. To rid of that

which pesters or plagues.
1613 DANIEL Coll. Hist. Ettg. 104 To anburthen his

charge, and dis-impester his Court. 1654 TRAPP Comm. Art.

it 4 That the Church might be disempestered of Arians.

t Dise'mpire, i>. Obs. rare. [f.
Dis- 7 c +

EMl'iKE.] trans. To deprive of the imperial power.
1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. IX. viii. (1632) 576 Otho, whom

to employ, dismiss from, or throw out of, employ-

es' BOLTON Floras iv. ii. 266 The Senate consulted to

disemploy Caesar. 1643 JER. TAYLOR Efisc. (R.), If per-

sonal defailance be thought reasonable to disunploy the

whole calling, then neither clergy nor laity should ever

serve a prince. 1886 O. LODGE Ixaug. Addr. in L pool
Univ. Coll. Mag. 139 Their fellows employing them or

disemploying them as it suits their convenience.

Hence Disemployed///. a., not employed, out

of employment, unemployed.
1651 JKR. TAYLOR Holy Living (1727) 13 Sins and irregu-

larities . . which usually creep upon idle, disemployed and

curious persons. 1669 WOODHEAD St. Teresa i. xvm. ice

N o one of them is so dis-employed as .. to be able to attend

ofleasureand disemploymenl. ,

7 Aug., This action is leading to ome disemploymenl of

labor at eastern works.

Disempower, v . rare. [f. Dis- 6 * EMPOWER.]
trans. To divest or deprive of power conferred.

1813 T. BUSBY Lucretius ill. Comm. xii, If. . be can confuse

the brain and disempower the understanding. iSj* BUSH-

NELL Nat. % Supernal, ill (1864) 68 He is disabled, dUem-

powered, reduced in tone.

Disemprison, var. DISIMPRISON.

Disen-, disem-. Verbs in dis- are sometimes

in sense negative or privative of those in em-, en- :

e.g. en-franchise, dis-franchise; generally, how-

ever, verbs in em- or en- have dis- prefixed, as in

dis-embarrass, dis-engage, dis-entwine. In not a

Tew cases, both forms occur ; e. g. disbtnuel = dis-

embowel, disfranchise
=
disenfranchise. Forms in

disem- and disen- are found even where no verlw in

/- or en- appear, as in disemburden, disenhalltnv,

disenravcl.

Disenable (disen^'-b'l), v. Also 6-7 -inable.

[f. Dis- 6 + ENABLE.] trans. To render unable or

incapable ; to disable : the reverse of enable.

1604 T. WBIGHT Possums vi. 346 By sinnes we are..

Bounded in nature, disenabled to goodnes, and incited to

lines. 1608 HIERON Defence n. 197 Bellarmin, by rejecting

their testimonies in parte, disinableth them in the whole.

1651 Fuller's Abel Kediv.. Brad/ord 188 The Palsie .. for

eight veers together disinablcd him from riding. ifcaSecr.

Hist. Chas. It ft jfas. 11, no A Bill to dismable him to

inherit the Imperial Crown of the Realm. 1811 LAMB Edax
on Appetite, I am constitutionally disenabled from that

vice. 1873 LOWELL Among my Bks. Ser. n. 220 [This]

makes all the personages puppets and disenables them for

being characters.

absol. 1641 FULLER Half H Prof. St. I. xv. 48 Neither doth

an apprentiship extinguish native, nor disinablc to acquisitive

Gentry. 1658-9 Burton's Diary (1828) III. 434 By the Act

of Oblivion they are pardoned, but it is your law in being
that does disenable.

Hence Disenabled ///. a., DUena'blinfr vbl.

sb. ; also Dlsena-fclement, the action of disen-

abling or fact of being disenabled.

1611 SPFED Hist. Gt. frit. ix. xvi. 57 By his deserucd

death, and the disenablement of his spnnes. 1613 JACKSON
Creed\. in. xi. [xxviii.]8 1. 175 For disinabling of this Nation

from effecting what he feared. 1641 MILTON Reform. I.

(1851) 8 To set their hands to the disinabling and defeating

. . of Princesse Mary. 1663 Dcpos. Cast. York (Surtees) 113

She . . was soe infirme and disenabled, that [etc.].

Diseiia-ct, v. rare. [f.
Dis- 6 -t- ENACT.]

trans. To annul that which is enacted ; to repeal.

Hence DiBena'ctment, the repeal of an enactment.

1651 N. BACON Disc. Govt. Eng. ii. xxiv. (1730) no And
did build and pull down, enact and disenact. 1859 SMILES

Self-help 2 The chief reforms of the last fifty years have

consisted mainly in abolitions and disenactments.

Disena-mour, v. [f. Dis- 6 + ENAMOUR :

cf. F. cUsenaniour-er (i6th c. in Hatz.-Darm.)

and It. disinnamorare.] trans. To free from

being enamoured ;
to put out of conceit. Hence

f Disena'moured///. a.

1598 FLORIO, Snamorarsi, to disinamour, to fall in dislike.

Snamoratosi, disinamored, falne in dislike. 1630 SHELTON

Quiz. IV. xviii. 144 He makes Don Quixote disenamourd

of Dulcinea del Toboso.

t Disenca'ge, v. Obs. In 7 disin-. [Dis- 6.J

trans. To liberate as from a cage ;
to DISCAOK.

1654 GAYTON Pleat. Notes iv. xxii 274 The Don is disin.

^fDisenca-mp, v. Obs. [f. Dis- 6 + ENCAMP.]
intr. To move one's camp ; to DECAMP.
1653 COKAINI tr. Calpmude't Cassandra I. 40 Seeing

the Army disencampt. 1638 ) . WEBB tr. Calfrentde
s Cleo-

patra viii. it 142 Then giving order for the march, she

disencamped, the next morning, towards Dacia.

Disencbarn, v. rare. [f.Dis- 6+ ENCHAIN:

cf. F. dJsenchalitcr ;
i6th c. in Littre').] trans. To

set free from chains or restraint ; to reverse the pro-

cess of enchaining. Hence Disenchai'ned ///. a.

a 1849 POE Bins * Ckarmion Wks. (1888) 145 Why need

I paint, Charmion, the now disenchained freniy of mankind ?

be. .not copied from nature, but imagined and full fashio..~

by the soul of man, and thence disenchained into nature.

Disenchant (disen,tja-nt),
v. Also 7-8 disin-.

[ad. F. desenchanter (1310 c. in Hatz.-Darm.), f.

des-, Dis- 4 + enchanter to ENCHANT; cf. It disiit-

cantare, Sp. desencanfar.] trans. To set free from

enchantment, magic spell, or illusion.

a 1586 SIDNEY (J.), Alas ! let your own brain disencl

you. 1659 GcntL Calling Pn=f. 4 R=on * ^"i10" 11

yield yo? countercharms, able to disinchant you. 1691

DRYDEN K. Arthur iv. Wks. 1884 VIII. 187 A noble stroke

or two Ends all the charms and disenchants the grove.

I7S9 GOLDSM. Bee 13 Oct. Happiness No reading or study

had contributed to disenchant the fairy-land around him.

ciSw Arab. Nls. (Rtldg.) 612 Go and solicit the young

enchantress, who has caused this metamorphosis, to disen-

chant her. 1874 GREEN Snort Hist viii. S 2. 478 He had

disenchanted his people of their blind faith in the Crown.



DISENCHANTED.

Disenchanted, ///. a. [f. prec. + -En 1
.]

Freed from enchantment or illusion.

1611 COTGR., Desencliantt, disinchaunted. i68a DRVDKN
Medall 180 Nor are thy disinchanted Burghers few. 1742
YOUNG Nt, Th. i. 346 The disinchanted earth Lost all her

lustre. 1838 DICKENS Nick, Nick, xxx, A crest-fallen,

dispirited, disenchanted man.

Disenclia-nter. [f.
as prec. -f -ER 1

.]
One

who removes enchantment.

1654 GAYTON Pleas. Notes m.\\\\. 119 Disinchanters of Ne-

gromancers, disrobers of gypsies. 1831 [see DISENCIIAN-

TRESS]. i86a MRS. OLIPHANT Mortimers I. 253 Harry..
gazed with open eyes and mouth at the disenchanter.

Disenchanting, vbl. sb. [f. as prec. + -ING ]
.]

Deliverance from enchantment.
1620 SHELTON Quix. III. xxxv. 252 He may . . do all that

is fitting for her Disenchanting. 1718 MOTTEUX Quix. (1892)
1 1. xxxv.268 May you and your disenchanting go to the devil.

Disenchanting, ppl. a. [f. as prec. + -ING 2.]

That disenchants. lience Disencha'ntingly adv.

1755 YOUNG Centaur vi. 221 At the touch of my disen-

chanting pen. 1866 NONA BELLAIRS Wayside Fl. vi. 69
History comes with its disenchanting wand. 1886 R. DOW-
LING Fatal Bonds I. xi. 219 He was disenchantingly opaque.

Disenchantment, [f. DISENCHANT v. +

-MENT, after enchantment: cf. F. dhenchantement

(i7th c. in Hatz.-Darm.).] The action of disen-

chanting or fact of being disenchanted.
1620 SIIELTON Quix. IV. xxii. (R.), All concluded in the

promise . . of the disenchantment. 1675 (title), O Brazile,
or the inchanted Island ; being a Relation of a late Dis-

covery of the Dis-inchantment of an Island in the North of
Ireland. 1704 MATHIAS Purs. Lit. (1798) 118 All the con-

jurers .. might assist at the disinchantment. 1876 GEO.
ELIOT Dan. Der. in. xxvi,This general disenchantment with
the world. .only intensified her sense of forlornness.

Disenchantress. [f. DISENCHANTER + -ESS.]
A female disenchanter.

1831 CARLYLE Sart. Res, n. v, Neither Disenchanter nor
Disenchantress. .can abide by Feeling alone.

Disencha'rm, v. rare. Also 7 -in-, [f. Dis-
6 + ENCHARM.] trans. To deliver from a charm.
1651 JER. TAYLOR Sewn,for Year n. i. 9 The fear of a Sin

had disincharmed him. 1884 BROWNING Ferishtah 143
A chill wind disencharms All the late enchantment !

t Disencloi'ster, v. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. Dis- 6

+ ENCLOISTER z;.] trans. To set free from clois-

tered confinement and seclusion.

1651 BENLOWES Theoj>h. iv. Ixxxvii, Let her still Enjoy
her disencloystred fill In these high Extasies.

t Diseildo'Se, z>- Obs. rare. Also 7 -inclose,

[f.
Dis- 6 + ENCLOSE z.] trans. To throw open

(that which is enclosed) ;
to do away with the en-

closure of. Hence Disenclo'sed///. a.

1611 COTGR., Desclorre, to disparke, vnclose ; disinclose,

pull downe hedges or inclosures. 1669 WOODHEAD St. Teresa
i. vii. 33 Neither is this Monastery also of the most open
and dis-enclosed.

t Disencou'rage, v. Obs. [f.
Dis- 6 + EN-

OUBAGB. Cf. DISCOURAGE.] trans. To deprive
of encouragement ; to DISCOURAGE.
1626 in Rushw. Hist. Coll. (1659) I. 371 To disencourage

all opposers. 1710 STEELE Tatler No. 26 F 6 Yet that must
not ctisencourage you. 1800 MAD. D'ABBLAY Diary fy Lett.

(1846) VI. 243 The world has acknowledged you my off-

spring, and I will disencourage you no more. 1803 Ibid. 325.

Hence t Disencou-raging, ppl. a.
;
also

)
Dis-

encovrrager Obs.

1716 M. DAVIES Athen. Brit. II. To Rdr. 14 As great ..

Disencouragers as our Bibliopolists prove to learned Poverty.
a 1806 C. J. Fox Hist. James 11 (1808) 27 The most com-
pletely disencouraging example that history affords.

I Disencou-ragemeiit. Obs. Also 7 -in-,

[f. prec. ; cf. encouragement.] Lack or withdrawal
of encouragement; disheartenment, discourage-
ment.

1598 UAKRET Theor. \Varres ill. ii. 71 The effect whereof
shall breede . . disencouragement, and weakening to the

enemy. 1633 J. HAYWABD tr. BiondCs Eromcna 56 Neither
should her present humor give you [a suitor] any cause of

disincouragetnent. 1668 ETHEREDGE She ivou'd ifshe cou'd
I. i. Wks. (1723) 90 The utter decay and disencouragement
ofTrade and Industry. ijigM. DAVIES AMetl. Brit. I. Pref.
68 Under a temptation of a total Disencouragement.
Disencrease : see DISINCKEASE.

Disencumber (disenk-mbaj), v. Also 7 -in-,

[ad. f.desencombrer, earlier desencombre (ia-i3th
c. in Hatz.-Darm.) : see Dis- 4 and ENCUMBER.]
trans. To relieve or free from encumbrances.
1598 BARRET Thcor. Warrcs v. ii. 130 The space.. behind

the terraplene .. shall .. be made plaine and disencombered.
1667 MILTON P. L. v. 700 Ere dim Night had disincumberd
Heav'n. 1751 JOHNSON Rambler No. 147 F 8 Most expe-
ditiously disencumbered from my villatick bashfulness.

.., , M....,.'ns. 1888 BURGON Lives 12 Gd. Men I. iv. 397 me
beautiful pillars were disencumbered of the monuments
which, .encrusted and disfigured them.

Disencu-iubered, ///. a.
[f. prec. + -ED'.]

Freed from encumbrance.
1611 COTGR., Descombre, disincombred, vnpestered. 1681

DRYDEN A/is. * Achit. 850 Free from Earth, thy disen-
cumbred Soul Mounts up. 1705 ADDISON Italy 76 The
Church of St. Justina. .is the most handsom, luminous, dis-
encumber d Building in the Inside that I have ever seen.
1781 COWPER Retirement 394 Four handsome bays, That
whirl away from business and debate The disencumbered
Atlas of the State. 1824 L. MURRAY Eng. Cram. (ed. 5)
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I. 449 That the more important . . words may possess the

last place, quite disencumbered.

Diseiicu-niberment. rare. [f.
as prec. +

-MENT: cf. F. tUstneombremtnt ^Littre).] The
action of disencumbering or fact of being disen-

cumbered. In recent Diets.

t Diseiicu'nibrance. Obs. [f. as prec. +

-ANCE, after encumbrance^ Deliverance or free-

dom from encumbrance.

1713 STEELE Sped. No. 264 F i Out of mere Choice, and
an elegant Desire of Ease and Disincumbrance. imCAoul
SMITH W. N. v. ii. (1869) II. 455 The waste, and not the

disencumbrance, of the estate was the common effect of a

long minority. 1793 W. ROBERTS Looker-on (1791) 1 1. No.

60. 406 An indecorous ease, and a selfish disincumbrance.

Disend, obs. form of DESCEND.

t Diseiula'iuage, i>. Obs. rare. [Dis- 6.]

trans. To relieve from loss or damage.
1655 JENNINGS Elise 69 Promising that he would disen.

damage him of all his pretended wrongs.

Disendow (disendau-), 11. [f. Dis- 6 + ENDOW.]
trans. To deprive or strip of endowments.
1861 F. HALL in Jml. Asiat. Sac. Bengal 4 Descend-

ants who were not entirely disendowed of power. 1868

Pall Mall G. 18 Feb., One cannot understand why the

Protestant rector should vanish from the land the moment
the [Irish] Church is disendowed. 1883 LABOUCHERE in

Fortn. Kef., The Established Church will at once be dis-

established and disendowed.

Hence Disendowed///, a., Disendowing vlil,

sb. and///, a. ; also Disendower, one who dis-

endows
; Disendowment, the action or fact of

disendowing. (All chiefly used in reference to

ecclesiastical endowments.)
1864 WEBSTER, Disendoivment. 1867 BREWER in Times

10 Apr. 8/'
The House of Commons has pledged itself to the

disestablishment and disendowment of the Irish Church.

1860 Daily Tel. 5 July, The great disestablisher and dis-

endower. 1874 Eclectic Sept. 319 The secularized and
disendowed priests ofa once popular religion. i874MoRLEY
Compromise (1886) 99 The disendowment of the national

church. 1888 Pall Mall G. 9 Apr. 2/2 Used to hearing dis-

establishers accused of a new Crucifixion and disendowers
identified with Judas.

Disener, var. of DECENER, Obs.

1489 CAXTON Faytes ofA. n. xxx. 141 Eueryche shal haue
undre hym a dyzener of carpenters and a dyzener of helpers
and also thre diseners of laborers.

t Diseiifila'de, v. Obs. rare. [f. Dis- 6 +
ENFILADE z>.] trans. (See quot.)
1706 Accomplished Officer v. 39 Care ought to be taken,

that all the Parts of the Covered Way be Disenfiladed.

Which is done either by Nature, or by Traverses of all

those Parts of the Country which might command them.

Ibid. 40 To Disenfilade signify's so to dispose the Ground
or a Work, as that it may not be seen or discovered by the

Enemy, and battered in a straight line.

Disenfranchise, v. [f. Dis- 6 + ENFRAN-
CHISE v. II.]

1. trans. To deprive of civil or electoral privi-

leges ; to DISFRANCHISE.
1664 BUTLER Hud. n. ii. 708 And they, in mortal Battel

vanquish'd, Are of their Charter dis-enfranchis'd. 1739 H.
BROOKE Qustavits Vasa. (Jod.), That nature . . Shall disen-

franchise all her lordly race. 1893 LYDIA H. DICKINSON in

Barrows 1'a.rl. Relig. I. 507 There could, .be no legal act

disenfranchising woman, since she was never legally en-

franchised.

1 2. [f. Dis- 5, or error.] To set free, liberate,

enfranchise. Obs. rare.

1626 T. H. Caussin's Holy Crl. 153 A cruel! Tyranny,
from whence she may with a litle courage disinfranchize

herselfe. 1654 LD. ORRERY Pnrtketiissa (1676) 360, 1^
re-

solv'dmy self not a little disenfranchis'd from that obligation.

Hence Disenfranchising' ///. a. and vbl. sb. ;

also f Disenfra-nchisement Obs.

1721 BAILEY, Disenfranchisemcnt, a being disfranchised.

1865 Mom. Starq May, This . . is not an enfranchising, but
a disenfranchising measure.

Disengage (dtag/''dg)fc Also 7-8dlsm-
gage. [f. Dis- 6 + ENGAGE v. ; prob. after F. dts-

engager (1462 in Hatz.-Darm.).]
fl. trans. To free from engagement, pledge,

contract, or obligation. Obs. exc. as pa. pple.
1611 COTGR., Desmgager, to disingage, vngag^e, redeeme.

1622 MABBF.tr. AlemarisGuzmand'Alf. n.* * ija, Moneys
wherewithall to pay my debts, & to disingage my word.

1648 MILTON Tenure Kings (1650) 10 If the king prov'd
unfaithful the people would be disingag'd. 1754 RICHARDSON
Crandison (1781) II. xxix. 278 To be a single woman all my
life, if he would not disengage me of my rash, my foolish

promise. 1837 [see DISENGAGED].
2. To loosen from that which holds fast, adheres,

or entangles; to detach, liberate, free.

1662 J. DAVIES tr. Olearius' Voy. Ambass.
34^

Two great
Ships . . between which we were so intangled, that we could
not in three hours disengage our selves. 1678 Loud. Gaz.
No. 1317/4 Sieur Oilier was mortally wounded, and taken,
but afterwards disengaged again. 1771 OLIVIER Fencing
Familiarized (1780) 60, I make an appel and disengage
the point of my sword as if my design were to thrust carte
over the arm. 1834 MEDWIN Angler in Wales\. 74, 1 had.,

previously wound the rope, .round my arm : the consequence
was, that I could not disengage my wrist. 1878 HUXLEY
Physiogr. 109 It slowly decomposes the water, combining
with its hydrogen and disengaging its oxygen.

b.jfe
a 1618 SYLVESTER

yob^ Triumphant \. 390 Hee will . . from
the sword ofwar thee dis-ingage. 1634 HABINGTON Castara
(Arb.) 64 My sacke will disingage All humane thoughts.

DISENGAGEMENT.
1659 B. HARRIS Pari-ual's Iron Age 39 Henry the fourth

endeavoured to disingage him from the service of the Arch-
Duke. 1711 ADDISON Sped. No. 63 T I It is very hard fot

the Mind to disengage it self from a Subject in which it has
been long employed, a 1871 GROTE Eth. Fragiit. iv. (1876)

77 To disengage great principles from capricious adjuncts.

c. To loosen a bond or that which binds.

1780 COWI-ER Doves 10 Our mutual bond of faith and truth

No time shall disengage, 1856 BRYANT Old Man's Fuih-ral

vii, Softly to disengage the vital cord.

3. intr. (for re/I.) To free oneself, get loose.

1646 J.
HALL Poems I. 38 Wee'l disingage, our bloodlesse

form shall fly Beyond the reach of Earth. 1697 COLLIER
Ess. Mor. Snbj. n. (1709) 98 In conversing with Books we
may chuse our Company, and disengage without Ceremony
or Exception. 1832 Regul. Instr. Cavalry m. 80 The left

Troop . . must disengage .. before it can move.

4. intr. Fencing. To reverse the relative position
of the blades by smartly passing the point to the

opposite side of the opponent's sword.

1684 R. H. School Recreat. 71 When you are on your
Guard, and within your Adversary's Sword, disengage and
make your Feint without. 1771 OLIVIER Fencing Fatnil.

(1780) 38 If you perceive your adversary force your blade, I

would always have you disengage, keeping the point stiait to

his body. 1809 ROLAND Fencing 83 To disengage is simply
to pass your blade on the other side of your adversary's (it

is no matter whether within or over the arm) and to thrust.

Hence Disenga'ging vbl. sb. and///, a. Disen-

gaging gear, machinery : see ENGAGING ///.
a. 3.

1684 R. H. Scliool Recreat. 50 Caveating or Disengaging.
Here you must . . slip your Adversaries Sword, when you
perceive him about to bind or secure yours. 1831 Boy's Oiun
Bk. 77 Disengaging is performed by dexterously shifting the

point of your foil from one side of your adversary's blade to

the other ; that is, from carte to tierce, or vice versa. 1874
KNIGHT Diet. Mec/i., Disengaging-gear, contrivances by
which machines are thrown out of connection with their

motor, by disconnecting the wheels, chains or bands which
drive them.

Disenga'ge, sb. [f. prec. vb.] Fencing. The
net of disengaging or reversing the relative position
of the blades, so as to free one's own for a thrust.

So counter-disengage.
1771 OLIVIER Fencing Famil.(T.i&J) 132 Begin trying your

adversary with appels, beatings, disengages, and extensions,
in order to embarrass him. Ibid. 87 The counter-disengage
of carte over the arm, 1879 Encycl. Brit. IX. 71 (Fencing)
Cut and disengage, if made inside of the arm, is parried by
quarte, or the counter of tierce ; if outside, by tierce or

counter in quarte. 1889 [see COUNTER-DISENGAGE, sb.\.

Disengaged (diseng^-djd), ///. a. [f. as prec.
+ -ED i

;
but often used as f. Dis- 10 + ENGAGED.]

Set free from engagement, ties, or prepossession ;

free from obligatory connexion ;
detached ; not

engaged ; untrammelled, unoccupied, at liberty.
1621 SIR G. CALVERT in Fortesc. Papers 155 So long as the

Prince Palatine shall keepe himselfdisengaged from medling
in them. 1631 HOBBES Govt.tfSoc. iii. 24. 51 The Law of
Nature therefore commands the Judge to be dis-engag'd.

1676 W. HUBBARD Haffiness ofPeople 53 Such proceedings
. .doe but embolden disengaged standers by to complain of

both. 1712 STEELE Sped. No. 318 T i This Lady is ofa free

and disengaged Behaviour. 1771 OLIVIER Fencing Famil.

(1780) 38 Seize the time, and give him a disengaged thrust

in carte over the arm. 1794 SULLIVAN View Nat. I. 250
The other acids are only in a disengaged state, found in

waters accidentally. 1837 DICKENS Pickw. ii, Are you dis-

engaged this evening?

Disenga'gedness. [f. prec. + -NESS.] The

quality of being disengaged ;
freedom from ties,

engagement, obligation, or prepossession.
1685 tr. Gracian's Courtier's Orac. 195 To speak clearly. .

shews not onely a disengagedness, but also a vivacity of

wit. 1754 EDWARDS Freed. Will. n. xiii. 133 The more
the Soul has of this Disengagedness in its acting, the more

Liberty. 1849 J. HAMILTON Let. in Life viii. (1870) 353,

I have a singular sensation of disengagedness. 1887 E.

GURNEY Tertium Quid I. 250 The application of it requires

disengagedness and common-sense.

Disengagement (diseng^'dgment). [f. DIS-

ENGAGE v. + -MENT, after engagement ; cf. F. disen-

gagement (15th c.)] The action of disengaging
or fact of being disengagedfrom (anything).
1650 EARL MONM. tr. SenauU's Man become Guilty 378

They call poverty a dis-ingagement from uselesse things.

1699 H. CHANDLER Bigotry (1709) 6 Their Believing in Christ

was no Disingagement from Judaism. 1716 JER. COLLIER
tr. Nazianzen's Panegyrick Pref., A noble Disengagement
from the World. 1887 R. GARNETT in Lowell Study Wind.
Introd. 12 He has not that disengagement from all traditional

and conventional influences . . which characterises younger
men.

b. The physical, csp. chemical, separation or

setting free (ofanything).
1791 W. NICHOLSON tr. Chaptats Elem. Cfow.(iSoo) III.

113 The disengagement of a considerable quantity of nitrous

gas. 1842 DE QUINCEY in Blackw. Mag. L1I.
I3_8

The
restoration and disengagement of the public buildings

surmounting the city. 1881 Nature XXIII. 616 The

gaseous acids are absorbed . .with disengagement of heat

C. Freedom from engagement, prepossession,

occupation, or ties ; detachment ; freedom or ease

of manner or behaviour.

i;oiSTEELE.FKx-a/ni.i.(i702)38Oh ) Madam! yourAir!
. .The Negligence, the Disengagement of your Manner. 1710

lirtt. Apollo III. No. 77. 3/1 Thus you by Disingagement

Conquer more, Than all your Sex by Servile Laws before.

1750 JOHNSON Rambler No. 14 F 4 A man proposes his

schemes of life in a state of abstraction and disengagement.

1768 Woman of Honor II. 182, I appeared with all the

freedom and dis-ingagement gf a simple spectator. 1866



DISENGIBDLE.
KKKKIKK tir/;. rhilvs. I. x. 241 This mental disengagement
. . and liberation.

d. The dissolution of an engagement to be

tainted,

17516 JAM: ArsiKM .V,7/i,- f, .s,-j. xxi.v, She might wound
MknuUM still deeper by treating their disengagement . . :is

an escape from .. evils. 1895 II', stin. Caz. 7 Feb. 8/1
'
JJis-

cnKiiKei'ient
'

is a pleasing euphemism for a gentle form of
'

l.ti .11 Ii of pr isc '.

o. fencing. (See DISKNOAGE v. 4.)
1771 OLIVIKR Fencing Famil. (1780)38 Of the Disengage-

ment. 1809 ROLAND Fencing 65 The side on which it was
ii Mi.d In lurry the disengagement. 1889 W. H. POLLOCK, etc.,
/, ii, ///,," (K.-id m. I.il.r.)ii. 48 Simple attacks are., four: the

lit thrust, the disengagement, the coupe, and the
counter-disengagement.

Disengi'rdle, v. rare. [Dis- 6.] trans. To
nuclei the engirdling of; to release from a girdle.
1871 SwiSBl'KNE Sonus t>cf. Sunrise Prel. 99 And disen-

Eirdled and discrowned The limbs and locks that vine
U ,l\i s IxjUTld.

t DisengOTge, . 06s. rare. [Dis- 6.] trans.
To discharge (as a river) ; DISGORGE 2.
1610 HOLLAND Camdcifs Brit. i. 239 At length he dis-

<rih himselfe unto the Severn-sea.

Disengu-lf, -grrlph, v. rare. [Dis- 6.]
trans. To cast up what has been engulfed.
1839-44 TUITER Prat: I'hilos. (1852) 386 The maelstrom

(sli.ill) duengulph its spoil.

Disenhallow (disenha;-lo), v. rare. [See
DISEN- and HALLOW ?.] trans. To deprive of
hallowed character.

1847
LVTTON Lucretia 69 The love is disenhallowed.

Disenherison, Disenherit, etc. : see DISIN-.

Diseume'sh, v. rare. [Dis- 6.] tram. To
free from meshes or enmeshment

;
to disentangle.

1868 BROWNING King f;
Bk. xii. 565 Convulsive effort to

disperse the films And disenmesh the fame o' the martyr.

Disenno'ble, v. [f. Dis- 6 + ENNOBLE.] trans.
To deprive of nobleness ; to render ignoble : the
reverse of to ennoble.

1&4S Mod. Ansvi. frynne's Reply 20 It dis-ennobles mens
spirits. 1713 ADDISOM Guardian No. 137 P2 An unworthy
behaviour degrades and disennobles a man in the eye of
the world. 1841 FABER Styrian Late 335 The disennobling
of our lives.

t DisenO'rm, v. 06s. rare. [f. Dis- 6 or 8 +
ENORM v. or a.] trans. To free from irregularity ;

to make conformable to a norm or standard.
1644 QUARLES Sheph. Orac. viii, To prevent Confused

babling, and to disenorm Prepost'rous service.

Disenra-vel, v. rare. [See DIBEN-, and RAVEL
v.] trans. To unravel, disentangle.
1881 BLACKIE Lay Scrm. \. 64 A tissue which no mortal

skill can disenravel.

t Disenri'ch, v. Ot>s. rare. [Dis- 6.] trans.
To deprive of riches ; to impoverish.
1647 TRAPP Conim. * Cor. viii. o He that was heir of all

things . . dismriched and disrobed himself of all.

t DisenrO'l, v. Obs. rare. In 7 disinroule.

[f. Dis- 6 + ENROL: cf. obs. F. desenrouller.]
trans. To remove from a roll or list.
a 1631 DONNE Let. to Ctess. ofBedford in Poems (1650)

i^l
He cannot (that's, he will not) dis-mroule Your name.

Disensanity: see DISINSANITY.

DisenshrOTi'd, v. rare. [Dis- 6.] trans. To
set free from a shroud or enshrouded state.

1835 W. A. BUTLEK in Blaekw. Mag. XXXVI 1. 857 When
that misty vale Evanid, disenshrouding field and grove,
Left us. Mod. The disenshrouded statue.

Disensla-ve, v. Also 7 disiu-. [Dis- 6.]
trans. To set free from enslavement; to liberate
from slavery. Hence Disensla'ved ///. a.
1649 Petit, in J. Harrington Drf. Rights Univ. Oxford

[toco) i Your worthy intentions to disinslave the free born
People of this Nation from all manner of Arbitrary . .

Power. 1660 H. MORE Myst. Godl. vi. xi. 244 To disen-
slave him from the bondage of Satan. 1681 P. RYCAUT
Critic* 242 To walk as free and disinslaved as the King of
it. a 1716 SOUTH Sena. (1737) III. viii (R.), They expected
such an one as should disenslave them from the Roman
yoke.

Disentail (dist>ntfH). v. Also 7 disin-. [f.
Dis- 6 + ENTAIL z^] Hence Disentailing fpl. a.
1. trans. (Law.} To free from entail ; to break

the entail of (an estate) ; see ENTAIL $b*
1848 WHARTON Law Lex. 645/2 The disentailing deed must

be enrolled. 1858 LD. ST. LEONARDS Handy Bk. Prof. Lam
xvn. 129 (A] disentailing assurance. 1861 W. BELL Diet.
Law .Scot, 807/1 An heir born after that date [Aug. 1848] is
entitled to disentail the estate under the authority of the
Court. /*/</., The exercise of the power to disentail. 1885
SJIK N. LINDLEY in Lain Times Kef. LIII. 609/2 He intended
to disentail everything which he took under the will of his
ancestor. Mod. Part of the estate has been disentailed.

1 2. To divest, dispossess, deprive of.
1641 MILTON Ch. Govt. n. iii. (1851) 158 With much more

reason undoubtedly ought the censure of the Church be
quite devested and disintal'd of all jurisdiction whatsoever,
to. To free oneself from, get rid of. OPS.

1667 Decay Chr. Piety viii. r 26 To disintail those two
most

inestimable blessings, of a pure religion and outward
peace, which our immediate progenitors left us.

Disentail, *& U- prec. vb.] The act of dis-

entailing or breaking an entail.
1861 W. BELL Diet. Law Scot. 807/2 An heir. . is not en-

titled to give consent to a disentail, in opposition to the
Crtdltors in such debts. 1868^(1/31-3 Viet. c. 101 IU lh

445

execution ofadccd of disentail. 1884 Weekly Notes 22 Nov.
aic/2 The power of sale in the will was destroyed by the
disentail.

Diseutai'lment. [f.asprec. + -MENT.J =prec.
1848 WHAKTON Law Lex. 647/2 Thus much as to the dis

cntailmcnt of freehold. 1886 Law Kef. 31 Ch. Div. 254 In
effecting the disentailmcnt and resettling of this estate.

Disentangle (disentaj-rjg'l), v. Also 7-8
disin-. [f. Dis- 6 + ENTANGLE.]
1. trans. To free (anything) from that in or with

which it is entangled; to disengage, extricate.

Const, from, formerly sometimes of. a. lit.

1598 FLORIO Hal. Diet., Strigart to disintangle, to rid.
a 1691 BOYLE (J-), Though in concretions particles so entangle
one another . . yet they do incessantly strive to disentangle
themselves, and get away. 1784 COWPER Task ill. 145
They disentangle from the puzzled skein..The threads of
. .shrewd design. 1847 I. WILSON Ckr. North (1857) II. 21
To disentangle our line from the water-lilies. 1860 TVNHALI.
Clot, i. xix. 135 Two hours had been spent in the effort to
disentangle ourselves from the crags.

b. fig. To set free from intellectual, moral, or

practical complications; to extricate from diffi-

culties or hindrances.
1611 COTGR., Desembarrasser, to vnpester, disintangle.

1631 J. HAYWARD tr. Biondfs Eramena 116 The Princesse
now disentangled of publike affaires, and desirous to know
who shee was [etc.]. 1709 BERKELEY Th. Vision 92 To dis-

entangle our minds from . . prejudices. 1769 ROBERTSON
Chas. V, IH. xtt. 370 The Emperor disentangled himself.,
from all the affairs of this world. 1874 GREEN Short Hist.
vi. 8 6. 325 To . . disentangle a few fragmentary facts from
the mass of fable.

2. To bring (anything) out of a tangled state ; to

unravel, untwist.

1805 SOUTH EY Made* in Azt. vi, Disentangling The passive
reptife's folds. 1816 SCOTT Diary 10 Feb. tn Lockhart, One
puzzles the skein in order to excite curiosity and then cannot
disentangle it. 1856 KANE Ant. Exfl. I. xx. 253 Patience
to disentangle the knots of my harness.

fig. i66oMARVELLCOTr.xiii.Wks. 1872-511.40, 1 shall ..
inform myselfe here how that annexion stands, and the
readiest way of disintangling it 1751 JOHNSON Rambler
No. 169 r 13 He must . . disentangle his method, and alter
his arrangement. 1871 FREEMAN Hist. Ess. Ser. i. i. 31We can disentangle the several elements of which it is
made up.
8. intr. (for reft.) To become disentangled ; to

disentangle oneself (quot. 1676).
i6oj Ford's Madrigal,

' Sincefirst 1 scavyourface'. My
heart is fast, And cannot disentangle. 1676 MARVELL Mr.
Smirke K iv, Betaking themselves to this Spiritual Warfare,
they ought to disintangle from the World. I7a6 Adv. Capt.
R. Boyle 24 My Foot disentangled, and I fell plum into the
Sea. 1741 YOUNG Nt. Th. 11. 455 Thoughts disintangle
passing o'er the lip. Mod. This skein won t disentangle.
Hence Disentangled ppl. a., -ing vbl. si.

i6ilCoTGR., Dcsmeslement, vnpestering,disintricating,dis-
intangling. 1633 G. HERBERT Temple, Keprisall ii, A disen-

tangled state and free. 1675 TRAHERNE Ckr. Ethics ii. 14
Our thoughts and affections must be always disentangled.

Disentanglement, [f. prec. + -MK.NT, after

entanglement.} The fact of disentangling, or state
of being disentangled.
1751 JOHNSON Rambler No. no p 10 The disentanglement

of actions complicated with innumerable circumstances.
1774 WARTON Hist. Enf. Poetry (1840) III. xliv. 127 In the
disentanglement of this distressful tale. 1856 FROUDE//M/.
Kng. I. 228 Such process of disentanglement . . though easy
for posterity, is always impossible to living actors in the
drama of life.

Disenta'ngler. rare. One who disentangles.
1885 Manch. Exam. 13 Apr. 3/1 Mr. Buchanan's work of

discntangler is conducted with a good deal of spirit.

t Dise'nter, v. Law. Obs. [f. Dis- 6 + ENTEB
v. a.] trans. To eject, oust, dispossess.
1619 MS. Ace. St. "Johns Hosp.s Canterb., For his charges

when he went into Thanett to disenter Sampson from our
lands and to take possession. 1631 Ibid., [We] went to
Hoath to disenler Baker.

Disenter, -erre, obs. ff. DISINTER v.

t Disentera'tion. Obs. rare. [n. of action f.

*discnterate vb., f. Dis- 7 + Gr. trrcpa bowels.]
Evacuation of the bowels.
i6$4 GAYTON fleas. Notes in. viii. 123 For doing the work

of Nature (I meane not that of Disenteration) but of laugh-
ing.

Disenthral, -all, :. Also 7 disin-. [f.

Dis- 6 + ENTHRAL.] trans. To set free from en-

thralment or bondage ; to liberate from thraldom.
a 1643 G. SANDYS (J.), God my soul shall disenthral. 1653

MILTON Ps. iv. 4 In straits and in distress Thou didst me
disenthrall And set at large. 1689 Def. Liberty agst. Tyrants
149 In seeking freedom from Tyranny, he . . was the principal
Instrument to dis-inthrall them. 1843 I. MARTINKAU Chr.
Life (1867^ 331 Reverence which disenthrals the mind from
lower passions.
Hence Disenthralled ///. a.

1848 R. I. WILBERFORCE Incarnation xiii. (1852) 363 Only
through union with our disenthralled representative.
Disenthra-ldom. rare. [irreg. f. prec. +

-DOM, after thraldom] = next.

i83 tfew Monthly Mag. VII. 529 The advocates of dis-
enthraldom from the classic school.

Disenthralnient. [f. DISENTHRAL + MI:,..]
The action of freeing, or fact of being freed, from
enthralment

; emancipation from thraldom.
i8s LD. COCKBURN Mem. 262 The disenthralment of

those who had liberated themselves. 1870 LOWELL StudyWind 54 Enjoying that delicious sense of disenthralment
from the actual which . . twilight brings.

DISENTWINB.

Disenthrone (disenhrju-n), v. Also 7 disin-.

[f. Dis- 6 + ENTHRONK.] trans. To put down from
a throne

; to depose from royal or supreme dignity
or authority ; to dethrone.
1608 HEYWOOD Lucrece I. ii. Wlcs. 1874 V. 171, I charge

thee, Tarquin, disinthrone thy selfe. 1667 MILTON /'. Z.
11. 229 Either to disinthrone the King of Heav'n We warr
..or to regain Our own right lost. i8 Mil MAN I.at.
Chr. (1804) IX. xiv. x. 346 The proposal of a new transla-
tion of the Scriptures . . discnthroncd the Vulgate from it*

at -solute exclusive authority.
Hence Disentb.ro -iiing vbl. sb.

;
Disenthro uc-

ment, dethroning.
1648 MILTON Oostrv. Art. Peace (iBS i) 559 Which act of

any King against the Consent of his Parlament . . might of
it self strongly conduce to the disinthrowning him. 1848
HAHPDEN Bamft. Led. (ed. 3) 157 The disenthroning of
Providence. 1894 ASQUITH Sf. at Ncwottrfh 24 Oct., To
seek for the disenthronement of religious privilege.

Disentitle (disentai-t'l), v. Also 7 disin-.

[f. Dis- 6 + ENTITLE.] trans. To deprive of title

or right (to something) : the reverse of to entitle.

16*4 JER. TAYLOB Real Pres. 131 All that eat are not
made Christ's body, and all that eat not are not disintitlcd
to the resurrection, a 1716 SOUTH Serm. VIII. v. (R.I Every
ordinary offence does not disentitle a son to the love of his
father. 1856 FROUDE Hist. Eng. I. 99 He .. would have

pleaded the sacred right of inheritance, refusing utterly the

imaginary law which disentitled him.

Disentomb (disentu-ni), v. [f. Dis- 6 . EN-

TOMB.] trans. To take out of the tomb ; (transf.
and fig?) to take (anything) out of that in which
it is buried or hidden away ; to disinter, unearth.
1636 T. H. Caussin's Holy Crt. 370 A mad vanity of

Nobility of race, which causeth many to dig out, and dis-
entombe their Grand-Sires, as it were, from the ashes of
old Troy. 1839 DK QUINCEY RecoU. Lakes Wks. 1862 II.

96 Worlds of Jme thinking lie buried in that vast abyss,
never to be disentombed. 1877 A. B. EDWARDS Up Nile
xxL 659 A mummy . . which we saw disentombed. 1880
MCCARTHY Oiim Times IV. 527 Mr. Freeman .. disen-
tombed a great part of the early history of England.
Hence Disentombed (-t'md}, ppl. a.

; Disen-
tombment (tH'n^ment), the act of disentombing.
1859 SMILES Self-Help iii. 55 The disentombment of the

Nineveh marbles. 1871 FRASER Life ff Lett. Berkeley iii.

78 The disentombed remains of Herculaneum.

t Disentrai'l, v. Obs. [f. Dis- 7 a + ENTRAIL
st.l (in early use entrai'/).] trans. To draw forth

from the entrails or inward parts. Hence t Dto-
entrai-led ///. a.

1596 SPENSER F. Q. iv. iii. 28 The disentrayled blood
Adowne their sides Tike litle rivers stremed. Jbiit. iv. vi.

16 Heaping huge strokes . . As if he thought her sou le to

disentrayle. 1691 J. SALTER Triumphs Jesus 22 As if they
designed to dis-entrail His very Soul.

Disentrarnment. rare.
[f. Dis- 6 + EN-

TRAIN v2 + -MKNT.] The action of discharging
(troops) from a railway train ; detraining.
1881 Globe 18 Apr. 5 The disentrainmcnt was superintended

byLieut..Colonel Knight.

Disentra'mmel,?'. [f. Dis- 6 + E.VTRAHMEL.]
trans. To free from its trammels, or from an en-

trammelled state.

1866 Petit Mall C. 22 Jan. i Before the Federal Power
had been disentrammelled from the civil war, 1878 SWIN-
BURNE Poems ff Ball. Ser. ll. iz Any soul .. Disrobed and
disentrammelled.

Disentra'nce, v. [f. Dis- 6 + ENTRANCE v.]
trans. To bring out of or arouse from a trance, or
from an entranced state.

1663 BUTLER Hud. I. iii. 717 Ralpho by this time disen*
tranc d. Upon his Bum himself advanc'd. 1800 COLERIDGE
Friend (1866) 351 This trifling incident startled and dis-

entranced me. 185^ BROWNING Xwy Wife to Any Husband
xv, Love so, then, if thou wilt ! Give all thou canst Away
to the new faces disentranced . . obdurate no more.
Hence Dlsentra/ncement. In recent Diets.

t Disentrawerse, v. Oh. rare. [f. Dis- 5
+ *entraverse vb., repr. F. enlraverser to place en
trovers or athwart : cf. ENTBAVERSE adv] trans.
To wrest (meaning).
1610 W. FOLKINGHAM Art ofSurvey i. viii. 18 Plinie dis.

en traucrses the meaning ofPulla to imply a blackish, gentle,
mellow, and tender soylc.

Disentrayle, obs. form of DISENTRAIL v.

Disentrea-t, v. Obs. rare-*, [f. Dis- 6 + EN-
TREAT.] trans. To deprecate, entreat not to have.
1611 COTGR., Desprier, to vnpray, disinlreat.

Diseutrust, ->. Obs. ran. [Dis- 6.]
trans. To deprive (a person) of a trust ; the oppo-
site of entrust.

1648 J. GOODWIN Right 4 Might 13 There is the same
liberty in a Pupill, or person in his minority, to dis-entnist
his Guardian, how lawfully soever chosen, upon suspicion
of male-administration, or unfaithfulnesse.

Disentwi-ne, v. [f. Dis- 6 + ENTWINE.]
1. trans. To free from being entwined ; to un-

twine, untwist, disentangle (lit. andyfc.).
1814 BYRON Corsair \. xiv, My very love to thee is hate

to them, So closely mingling here, that disentwined, I

cease to love thee when I love mankind. 1811 SHELLEY
I'rometh. Unb. n. iii. 48 The wind . . disentwines my hair.

1877 OWEN It'eltesley's Desf. p. xl, In disentwining the co-
ordinate and conflicting claims of native Princes.

2. intr. (for re/7.) To become disentwined.
1875 Sunday Mag. June 580 Thoughts . . intertwine and

dUentwine, but the problem remains.



DISENVELOP.

Disenve'lop, -e, v. Also 7-8 disin-.

[f. Dis- 6 or 7 + ENVELOP v. or ENVELOPE sb.]

trans. To free from that in which it is enveloped ;

to unfold, develop.
1632 J. HAYWARD tr, Biondi's Eromena. 108 Maligne stars

. . which being in some sort intricated with the fixed . . are
never more disinveloped. Ibid. 162 He was not likely to

be soone disenveloped out of the passions of his fatherly
affection. 1655-73 H. MORE App. Anted, b 6 b, Disen-

veloping what pretended strength ofArgument there may be.

1741 WARBURTON Div. Legal. II. 574 When the prophets. .

have explained the spiritual meaning of his [Moses
1

] law
and disinveloped his sense.

Disenve'noni, v. rare. [f.Dis- 6 + ENVENOM.]
trans. To undo the process of envenoming ; to de-

prive of its venom.
a 1711 KEN Christopliil'Poet. Wks. 1721 1. 45 By meekness

disenvenoming their spite. Hymns Ei'ang, ibid. I. 177
Conquer'd Death . . By Jesus disenvenom'd is your Sting.

Disenvi'rou, v. rare. [Dis- 6.] trans. To
deprive of or set free from its environment.
1875 L. MORRIS Evensong xii, Self-centred and self-con-

tained, disenvironed and isolate.

t Disenwra'p, v. Ol>s. rare. In 7 disin-.

[f. Dis- 6 + ENWRAP v.] trans. To free from that

in which it is enwrapped ; to unwrap.
1623 MABBE tr. Airman's Guzman d'Alf. n. 222, I went

about to dis-inwrap her hands of her mantle, that I might
come to touch them.

Disepalous daise'pabs\ a. Hot. [f. Gr. 81-

(Di--) twice + mod.L. sepal-urn SEPAL + -ous.]

Having or consisting of two sepals.
1841 Penny Cycl. XXI. 248/1 If there are two sepals, the

calyx is disepalous. 1870 BENTLEY Bot. 216 Disepalous for

a calyx composed of two distinct sepals.

t Dise'qual, a. Obs. [f. Dis- 10 + EQUAL a. :

cf. OF. desegal, -gual unequal (in Godef.), also L.

dispar.~\ Unequal.
1622 MABBE tr. Aleman's Guzman d'Alf.l. To Rdr., My

minde still beating vpon the Barbarisme and dis-equall
number of those ignorant Dolts.

t Disequa'lity. Oil. [f. DISEQUAL, after

equality; cf. OF. desegaulte, desigali/4 inequality

(in Godef.).] Inequality, disparity.
1603 SEGAR Hon. Mil. fy Civ. in. v. 117 Euery small dis-

equality ought not to make difference chiefly where God
is Judge. 1632 J. HAYWARD tr. Biondi's Eromena no The
disequalitie of yeares (she being at least by six yeares his

elder). 1655 CROMWELL .V/. 22 Jan., If there be a dispro-
portion or disequality as to power.

Dise'qualize,
' rare-", [f. Dis- 6 + EQUAL-

IZE.] trans. To render unequal. Hence Dis-

e'qualizer, one who or that which renders unequal.
1847 LYTTON Lncretia \. Epil., The mechanic poor slave

of the capitalist poor agent and victim of the arch dis-

equaliser, Civilisation.

Disequilibrium. [f.Dis- 9 + EQUILIBRIUM.]
Absence or destruction of equilibrium. So Dis-

equlli'brate, Disequi'librize vbs., to destroy the

equilibrium of, to throw out of balance
; Disequi-

libra'tion.

1840 Aeolus 12 A finely poised lever, to which the weight
of a fly is enough to occasion a disequilibrium. 1882
ELWES tr. Capello # Ivens

1

Hcngitella to Yacca II. i. 7 The
effect of this dis-cquilibrium of nature. 1889 Blackw. Mag.
CXLVI. 742/2 They are disequilibrised. 1891 J. M. GUYAN
Educ. $ Heredity Pref. 23 The disequilibrated are forever
lost to humanity. 1891 Monist I. 627 A disequilibration of
their organism.

Disequi'p, v. rare. [Dis- 6.] trans. To
divest (any one) of his equipment j ititr. (for re/I)
to doff one's equipment.
1831 FR. A. KEMBLE Jrnl. in Rec. Girlhood (1878) III.

23 [He] arrived just as we had disequipped.
Diserde, obs. var. DIZZARD.

Diserit, -yt : see DISHERIT.

t Dise'rt, a. Obs. [ad. L. diserl-us skilful in

speaking, fluent, var. of dissertus, pa. pple. of dis-

serlre to discuss, discourse, f. dis-, Dis- I or 2 +
urlre to interweave, connect, compose.] Able or
fluent in speech ; well-spoken, eloquent.
c 1425 Found. St. Bartholomew's 24 Blessynge the myght

and the wysdome of God, the whiche openyth the dunune
moweth, and the tongis of infantis maketn opyne and diserte.

1647 WARD Simp. CoMcr 52 Disert Statesmen. 1675 SHER-
BURNE Manilius Pref., This most Disert Poet.

Disert, obs. var. of DESEHT sb?

t DiseTtitnde. Obs. rare
-

. [ad. late L.
disertitud-o eloquence, f. disert-us DISERT.]
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Disertitude, eloquence.
t Dise'rtly, adv. Obs. [f. DISERT * -LY *.]

Ably, clearly, eloquently, in plain terms.
1447 BOKENHAM Seyntys (Roxb.) 188 By many an argu-

mente She ber dyserthly shewyd hyr entente. 1603 HOLLAND
Plutarch's Mar. 1306 Herachtus directly and disertly nam-
eth warre, the Father, Kingj and Lord of all the world.
1650 BULWER Anthropomet. i. 13 They speak a language
disertly, briefly, and properly accented. 1798 Europ. Mae.
in Spirit Pttbl. 'jfrnls. (1799) II. 322 What hath been already
so disertly and irrefragably urged by that learned man.

Dises(e, obs. ff. DECEASE, DISEASE.

Disespeir, etc. : see DESESPEIR, etc.

t Disespou'se, v. 06s. rare. [f. Dis- 6 +
ESPOUSE v.] trans. To undo the espousal or
betrothal of.

1667 MILTON P. L. ix. 17 Not less but more Heroic then
the . . rage Of Turnus for Lavinia disespous'd.
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Disestablish (disestse-blij), v. [f.
Dis- 6 +

ESTABLISH v.] trans. To deprive of the character

of being established ; to annul the establishment

of. a. gen. To undo the position of anything

instituted, settled, or fixed by authority or general

acceptance ;
to depose.

1598 FLORID Disconfcrmare, to vnconfirme, to disestablish.

1794 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Rev- XIV. 248 Labouring to

disestablish those Platonic opinions. 1886 Pall Mall G.

16 June i/i He has disestablished Money-bags as the arbiter

of elections.

b. spec. To deprive (a church) of especial State

connexion and support ; to remove from the

position of being the national or state church : cf.

ESTABLISH v. 7.

1838 GLADSTONE State in R. el. C/i. (1839) 113 If religion be

injured by the national establishment of the church, it must
forthwith and at whatever hazard be disestablished. 1868

BRIGHT Sp. Ireland i Apr., You may be asked to disestablish

their Church. 1874 MORLEV Compromise (1886) 116 The
designs imputed to the newly reformed parliament of dis-

establishing the Anglican Church.

Hence Disestablished (-se'blijt), Disestablish-

ing///, adjs.
1869 Daily News 2 July, The disestablished Bishops [of

the Irish Church]. 1891 Spectator 17 Jan., He should take

the wind out of the sails of the disestablishing party.

Disesta'blisher. [f. prec. vb. + -EK '.] One
who disestablishes; an advocate of (Church) dis-

establishment.

1869 Daily News 2 July, The disestablishes of the Irish

Church. 1885 Sat. Rev. 19 Sept. 371 Mr. Chamberlain

poses before the Glaswegians as a disestablisher.

Disestablishment, [f. as prec. + -MENT.]
The act of disestablishing, a. gen.
1806 W. TAYLOR in Aim. Rev. IV. 264 From the estabjish-

ment of Christianity under Constantine, to the beginnings
of its disestablishment under Pope Leo X. 1887 Pall Mall
G. ioFeb.6/i The position of the railways would justify the

disestablishment of a railway guarantee fund.

b. spec. The withdrawal of especial State

patronage and control from a church.
1860 Sat. Rev. IX. 305/1 When the disestablishment

grows nearer, the Church will cease to be recruited from the

ranks of intelligence and education. 1883 Manch. Exam.
24 Oct. s/i They believe that religion, and justice, and
citizenship would gain by Disestablishment.

Hence Disesta-Mishmeiita/riau, an adherent of

disestablishment (also attrib. or adj.}.
1885 7Ywr 4 Dec. 3/4, I have just recorded my vote against

the disestablishmentarian. 1885 Guardian 2 Dec. 1815/1 The
480 Disestablishmentarian candidates have considerably
dwindled through explanations and rejections.

Disesteeiu (disestz-m), sb. [f. Dis- g + ESTEEM
st>. : cf. next, and obs. F. desestime (Godef.), It.

disestimo (Florio).] The action of disesteeming,
or position of being disesteemed ;

want of esteem ;

low estimation or regard.
1603 FLORIO Montaigne (1634) 66 The Turkes, a nation

equally instructed to the esteeme of armes, and disesteeme
of letters. 1670 MILTON Hist. Eng. I. Wks. (1851) i Dis-

esteem and contempt of the public affairs. 1697 DRYDEN
Virg. Past. Pref. (1721) I. 76 Pastorals are fallen into Dis-

esteem. 1754 EDWARDS Freed. Willy*, i. 195 Their Worthi-
ness of Esteem or Disesteem, Praise or Dispraise. 1810

BENTHAM Packing (iZzi) 91 Whatever tends to bring ;t m.m
in power into

' disesteem '. 1884 PENNINGTON Wiclif'\\. 32
The

prevailing disesteem in which the Scriptures were held.

DisesteC'LU, v.
[f.

Dis- 6 + ESTEEM v. : perh.
after F. dtsestimer (i6th c.), It. disestimare.}
1. trans. To regard with the reverse of esteem ;

to hold in low estimation, regard lightly, think

little (or nothing) of, slight, despise.
1594 DANIEL Cleopatra Ded., Ourselves, whose error ever

is Strange notes to like, and disesteem our own. 1629
LYNDE Via tuta 105 The authority of Prelates would bee
disesteemed. I735WESLEY Wil. (1872) XIV. zoSNorwill he
at all disesteem the precious pearl, for the meanness of the

shell. 1868 HELPS Realmah (1876) 262 Thinking that he
had somehow or other offended Ellesmere, or was greatly
disesteemed by him.

f b. To take away the estimation of. Obs. rare.
a 1637 B. JONSON Underwoods, Ep. to J. Selden 40 What

fables have you vex'd, what truth redeem'd,.. opinions dis-

esteem'd, Impostures branded.

t c. intr. with of: To think little of, despise :

= sense I. Obs. rare.

1659 D. PELL Imf>r. Sea. 432 They that are apt to reject,

and disesteem of all Scriptural counsel. 1675 BROOKS Gold.

Key Wks. 1867 V. 338 The reason why they so much dis-

esteemed of Christ.

t 2. with subord. clause : Not to think or sup-

pose ; to think or believe otherwise than. (Cf.
ESTEEM v. 5 c.) Obs. rare.

1677 HALE Prim. Orig. Man. I. Hi. 89 We have just reason
to deny and disesteem this imaginary Eternity can belong
at least to the sublunary World.

Hence Disestee'med pfl. a., -ing vbl. sb.

1605 BACON Adv. Learn, i. lii. f 3 (1873) 20 The disesteem-

ing of those employments wherein youth is conversant. 1618

Hist. P. Warbeck in Select. Harl. Misc. (1793) 80 Heroick
commiseration of a disesteemed prince. 1669 WOODHEAD
St. Teresa i. xxxiv. 242 The undervaluing and disesteeming
of all things in this life. 1860 ELLICOTT Life Our Lord ii.

47 A rude and lone village . . Nazareth the disesteemed.

Dise&tee'mer. [f. prec. + -EK i.] One who
disesteems ; a despiser.
1611 COTGR., Mespriseur, a disesteemer, contemner. 1650

BAXTER Saints' R. i. iv. (1662) 37, I the unworthy Dis.

DISFAVOUR.
esteemer of thy Blood, and slighter of thy Love ! 1674
BOYLE Excell. Theol. n. v. 231 It would extremely trouble

me to see you a disesteemer of those Divine things.

Hence t Disestee'meress, a female disesteemer.
161 1 COTGR., Despriscresse, a disesteemeresse, despiseresse.

I Disestimation (dise^tinv'-Jan). Obs. [f.

DIM- 9 -t- ESTIMATION, after disesteem : cf. Sp. des-

estimacion, \\..diseslima:ione, -atione(f\ono).~]
The action of disesteeming; the condition of

being disesteemed ; disrepute;
= DISESTEEM sb.

1619 DENISON Ileav. Banq. 166 Frequent receiuing may
causeadisestimation of the Sacrament. 1626!'. H. Cattssin s

Holy Crf. 37 Torayse vice, .and put vertue in disestimation.

1677 GILPIN Demonol. (1867) 221 Contempt or disestima-

tion.

t Dise'xercise, v. Obs. rare. [Dis- 6.]
trans. To put out of exercise, cease to exercise.

1644 MILTON A reop. (Arb.) 34 It will be primely to the

discouragement of all learning, and the stop of Truth . . by
the disexercising and blunting our abilities.

t Disfai-r ,
v. Obs. rare. [f. Dis- 8 ( FAIR a.]

trans. To deprive of fairness or beauty.
1627-47 FELTHAM Resolves i, xxxvi. 118 Even the body is

Disfaith (dis'-J>). [f. Dis- 9 + FAITH.] a.

Want of faith; distrust, disbelief, b. Unfaithfulness.

1870 KlNGSLEYm Lift ffLett. (1878) II. 340 Having a firm

dis-faith in most English commentators. 1881 MarisMistakc
III. viii. 127 Her righteous anger against what she believed

to be dis-faith on Keith Moriston's part.

t Disfai'thful, Obs. rare-". [Dis- 10.]

Unfaithful, faithless, false.

153^0
PALSGR. 305/2 Begyleful, disfaythfull, eautelleux.

Disfame (disfcF'Tn), sb. rare. [f. Dis- 9 +
FAME. In early use a. OF. des-, disfame, var. of

lie/-, diffame : see DIFFAME, DEFAME.] The op-

posite of fame ; disrepute, reproach ; defamation.
c 1460 Play Sacram. 791 Now bu hast put me from duresse
& dysfame. 1620 WILKINSON Coroners^ Sherifes II If three

men go together to make a disfame. 1859 TENNYSON Merlin

463 And what is Fame in life but half-disfame, And counter-

changed with darkness?

I Disfa'iue, v. Obs. [a. OF. des-, disfamer,
var. of def-, diffamer: see DEFAME.] trans. To
deprive of fame or honour ;

to bring into reproach
or disrepute ;

to defame.

<ii533 LD. BERNERS Gold. Bk. M. Anrel. (1546) Llvijb,
Great peril it is for the honourable, to be with theim that

be disfamed. 1550 J. COKE Eng. fy Fr. Heralds i (1877)

55 Perceyvynge the frenche heralde . . in all thynges dis-

famyng this most noble realme.

I Disfa'iicy, v. Obs. rare. [f. Dis- 6 +
FANCY.] trans. The reverse of to fancy; to regard
with disfavour ; to dislike.

1657 HAMMOND Pastor's Motto Wks. 1684 IV. 545 Ortho-
dox and heretical . . are titles, that every man will apply as

he lists, the one to himself and his adherents, the other to

all others that he disfancies.

Disfashion (disfe-Jan), v. [f Dis- 6 + FASHION
v. : cf. obs. F. desfaconner to beat down, destroy,

(i4th c. in Godef.).] trans. To mar or undo the

fashion or shape of, to disfigure. (See FASHION v.)
a 1535 MORE Wks. 99 (R.) Glotony. .disfigureth the face. .

disfashioneth the body, a 1628 F. GREVILLE Treat. Warns
lii. Poems (1633) 81 Their wealth, strength, glory growing
from those hearts, Which, to their ends, they mine and dis-

fashion. 1881 CHR. ROSSETTI Pageant, etc. 156 Shame Itself

may be a glory and a grace, Refashioning the sin-disfash-

ioned face. 1885 MACKAIL Aeneid 146 Shapes of wolves . .

whom with her potent herbs the deadly divine Circe had
disfashioned.

Disfavour, -or (disfe'-vaj), sb. [f. Dis- 9 +
FAVOUK sb., prob. after obs. F. desfaveur 'dis-

fauor; want or losse of fauour' (Cotgr.) ;
cf. It.

disfavore
' a disfauour

'

(Florio), Sp. desfavor.']

1. The reverse or opposite of favour ; unfavour-

able regard, dislike, discountenance, disapproval.
a 1533 LD. BERNERS Gold. Bk. M. Anrel. xix. (R.) Ye

like y roaringe of a Lyo
VIM. vi. f 12. 395 Robert Gemeticensis . . spread the Cur-

taine of disfauour betwixt Goodwin and the King. 1665
WITHER Lord's Prayer 27 Not knowing how to please one
of their faigned gods without incurring the disfavour of

another. 1787 BENTHAM Def. Usury Wks. 1843 III. 17
The disfavour which attends the cause of the money-lender
in his competition with the borrower. 1863 LONGF. Way-
side Inn n. Theol. T. viii, At the gate the poor were waiting
. . Grown familiar with disfavor. 1868 M. PATTISON A cadem.

Org. v. 169 The name of 'professor
1

will never lose its

disfavour until . . associated among us with the dignity of

a life devoted to science.

t 2. An act or expression of dislike or ill will :

the opposite of a favour. Obs.

1556 Aurclio fy Isab. (1608) B, A thousand disfavours and
a thousande woes. 1598 YONG Diana 277 When I. .had so

many disfauours of ingratefull Diana, a 1631 DONNE Serm.
Ixxxiv. VI. 403, I never needed my mistresses frowns and
disfavours to make her favours acceptable to me. 1647
CLARENDON Hist. Ret. i. (1843) 20 '2 He might dispense
favours and disfavours according to his own election.

3. The condition of being unfavourably regarded.
Hence to be (live, etc.) in disfavour, to bring, come,

fall, etc. into disfavour.
1581 PETTIE Cuazzo's Civ. Conv. II. (1586) 53 Devising

how to bring some Officer into the disfavour of his Prince.

1600 HOLLAND Livy xxvi. xl. 615 Hee was in disgrace

and disfavour with Hanno. a 1661 FULLER Worthies^1840)



DISFAVOUR.

Ill 281 This earl lost the love of king Charles, living many
years in his dis-favour. 1669 PEPYS Diary 7 Apr., Mr.

Kden, who was in his mistress's disfavour ever since the

other night that he come in thither fuddled, 1849 LEWIS
Author, in Matters Opin. vi.

j}
n (L.) The disfavour into

which it [the government] may hnve fallen. 1858 CARLYLE
J>'rciU-. (>f. 118651 I, in, xix. 259 The poor young Prince..

had fallen into open disfavour.

4. In (the disfavour of, to the disfavour of\ to

UK- disndvaiitafje of, so ns to be unfavourable to.

1500 SvviNiii'HXi-: Testaments^125 The disposition is thereby
void: and that in disfauourof the testator. 1600 E. BLOUNT
tr. Cottfstaggio 99 He was not bounde to obey, if it were in

his disfavour. 1710 STEELE Tatler No. an r 3 Acquaint-
ance has been lost through a general Prepossession in his

Disfavour. 1838 DICKENS Ntch. Nick, xxxiv, The first

comparisons were drawn between us, always in my dis-

favour. 1858 FHOUDK Hist. Eng. III. 208 Tnat actions of
doubtful bearing should be construed to their disfavour.

f5. Want of beauty ; ill-favouredness, disfigure-
ment. Obs. [Cf. DISFAVOUR v. 2, FAVOUR sb. 9.]
1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Disftxvoitr .. Disfigurement.

Hence in BAII.EV. 1755 JOHNSON, Disfavour . . 3. Want of
U;:mly. Diet.

Disfa'vour, -or, v. [f. Dis- 6 + FAVOUB v. :

of. the sb. ; also It. disfavorire."]
1. trans. To regard or treat with the reverse of

favour or good will; to discountenance; to treat

with disapprobation.
1570 BUCHANAN Admomtiowt Wks. (1892) 27 Y King

having . . persavit his unfaythfull dealing evir disfauourit

him. 1583 T. WATSON Centurie ofLone xxxvi. (Arb.) 72 The
hcau'ns them selues disfauour mine intent. 1660 CLARENDON
Ess. Tracts (1727) 97 Persons who are like to disfavour our

pretences, a 174$ SWIFT
(J[.), Might not those of . . nearer

access to her majesty receive her own commands, and be
countenanced or disfavoured according as they obey? 1881

Times 13 July 6/3 The railway company favours a town by
giving preferential low rates, while the trade of another
town is disfavoured by having higher rates. 1895 Edin.
Rrv. Jan. 130 He disfavoured controversy.

f D. To dislike. Obs. or dial.

1599 SANDYS Ettropx Spec, (1632^ 175 Who it is thought
doth disfavour them as much as his Father doted on them.

1740 IIVCHE & PARDON, Disfavour^ to dislike, to take a

pique at, or bear a grudge to a person.

f2. To mar the countenance or appearance of;
to disfigure ; to render ill-favoured. Obs.

1535 COVERDALE Ecclns. xiv. 6 There is no thinge worse,
then wban one disfauouretb himself. x6oz HOLLAND_/Y/XX
II. 168 It scoureth away freckles and such flecks as disfauor
the face. 1607 TOPSELL Four-/. Beasts (1658) 159 Their
whole visages so disfigured and disfavoured in a moment
that their neerest friends . . cannot know them.

Hence Disfa*voured/^/. a.

1611 CoTGR. t Z>(?j^it'^r/f/,disfauoured, out of fauour with.

1865 Athenaeum 23 Dec. 889/3 The unfavoured, or rather

disfavoured, study of Sanscrit.

t Disfa-vonrable, a. Obs. [f.
Dis- 10 +

FAVOURABLE, after disfavour. Cf. It. disfavors-

vote."] Unfavourable ; adverse.

1561 STOW Rick. II an. 1377 (R.> And manie other valient

personages, who being entred the sea tasted fortune dis-

fanourable,

Hence f Disfa-vourably adv.t Obs.t with dis-

favour ; unfavourably, adversely.
1654 W. MOUNTAGUE Devout Ess, H. iv. 4 (R.) These

occurrences, which look so aversely to our reasons, and so

disfavourably to our nature. 1806 J. PVTCHES in Monthly
Mag. XXI. 386 Should it be disfavourably received, I shall

support my disappointment with becoming resignation.

Disfa 1vonrer . rare. [f. DISFAVOUR v. + -KR T
.]

One who disfavours.
a 1626 BACON (J.), Had it not been for four great dis-

favourers of that voyage, the enterprize had succeeded.

Disfa'vourite, sb. rare. [f. Dis- 9 + FAVOUR-
ITE : cf. It. disfavorito.'] One who is the opposite
of a favourite; one regarded with disfavour.
1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. viii. (1632) 555 Kings

i.__ n i . *._ L_ i i i o.-i_*_. * :'*..- i ::

favourites (if we may use the word).
So f Disfa voxirite v. Obs. trans., to depose

from the position of a favourite, cast out of favour.

1624 BP. MOUNTAGU Invoc. Saints 9 Aman that great
Minion of the Persian Monarch, was disfavourited in

a moment.

Disfeat, obs. var. DEFEAT.
Disfeature ^disfftifu), v. [f. Dis- 7 a or d +
FEATURE sb. Cf. the parallel DEFEATURE, and OF.

dtjfaitwer.] trans. To mar the features of; to

disfigure, deface. Hence Disfea'tnred, Dis-

fea'turing///. adjs.\ Disfea'turement.
1659 Lady Alimony \\. ii. in Hazl. DodsUy XIV. 291 For

fear she should disfeature the comeliness of her body. 1813
COLERIDGE Remorse in. ii, The goodly face of Nature
Hath one disfeaturing stain the less upon it. 1871 PAL-
GRAVE Lyr. Poems 34 Through the streets they ran with

flying hair, Disfeatured in their grief. 1879 J. TODHUNTER
Atcestis 57 The prey of pale disfeaturing death. 1884
H. S. HOLLAND Good Friday Addr. 77 The horror .. of

disfeaturement, of defilement, of impotence, to one Who
was Himself Life. 1886 SIR F. H. DOYLE Rftnin. 275,
I should be sorry to hear that it [that country] had been

entiivly defeatured.

Bisfellowship, sb. [f. Dis- 9 + FELLOWSHIP

sb.] Want of or exclusion from fellowship.
1608 S. HIF.RON Defence in. 7 Kneeling at the Lords feast

is a cariage of abasement and inferiority, and such as im-

porteth disfellowship with him. 1619 DENISON Heav. Bang.
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O^Si) 32 3- >88a A MAIIAN Antobiog. xi. 943 The spirit of
exclusion and disfellowship.

Disfe-llowship, v. [Dis- 70.] /ww. To
exclude from fellowship (chiefly, religious com-

munion) ; to excommunicate. (Now f/.S.)

1849 Mormon Rtgul. in Frontier (Iowa) Guard. 28 Nov.

(Bartlett), No person that has been disfellowshipped, or
excommunicated from the church, will be allowed [etc.].

i88a A. MAHAN Autobiog. ix. 170 In all directions we were

openly disfellowshippecH 1883-3 SCHAFF Entycl. Relic.
Knmvl. I. 836 [Benj. Randall] was called to account for

holding to an unlimited atonement and the freedom of the'

will, and was disfellowshipped. 1889 J. M. WHITOH in
,

.

Chr. World Pulpit XXXVI. 130 On the strength of a few
sentences . . the Calvinists of the

shipped the Wesleyans.

Disfe'n, v.
[f.

Dis- 7 b + FEN sl>.] trans. To
deprive of the character of a fen ; to make no

longer fen-land.

1881 E. W. GOSSE in Encycl. Brit. XII. 62/1 The high
fens, of which the greater part have been ' disfenned

'

or

stripped of peat, are found in Groningen, Friesland.

t Disfe-rtile, v. Obs. [f.
Dis- 8 + FERTILE a.]

trans. To deprive of fertility ; to make barren.

1605 SYLVESTER Dtt Bartta ll. iii. i. Abraham 134}
A broad standing Pool . . whose infectious breath Corrupts
the Ayr, and Earth dis-fertileth.

Disfe'ver, v. [f. Dis- 7 a + FEVER sf>.] trans.

To free from fever ; to calm.
1880 G. MEREDITH Trag. Com. xiv. (1892) 206 He stood

. . disfevered by the limpid liquid tumult, inspirited by
the glancing volumes of a force that knows no abatement.

t Disfi'cpirate, a. Obs. In 4 -at. [ad. med.
L. (fis-, dijfigurStus (or It. disfiguralo), pa. pple. of

disfigurare : see DISFIGURE z/.] Disfigured, de-

formed, misshapen.
c 1381 CHAUCER Furl. Fmlts 222 Disfigurat [MS. Cambr.

Ff. i. 6 114..) disfygured]
was she, I nyl nat lye.

Disfiguration (disfigiur^'Jan). [n. of action

from DISPIUURB : see -ATION. C DEFIOUBATION
and O. disfiguration.]

= DISFIGUREMENT.
1653 GAUDKN Hierasp. 237 We shall easily see the face of

the Holy Ministry, .restored, without any Disfiguration or

Essential! change, a 1713 SHAFTESB. Miscell. n. iii. (Seager)
Prostrations, disfigurations, wry faces, beggarly tones.

\9ooMeJ. Jrnl. III. 101, I have seen no disfiguration of
the skin from this variety of cow-pock. 1881 JEFFERIES
ll'ood Magic II. vii. 195 The prince, full of ambition*.
submitted to these disfigurations.

Disfi'gurative, a. rare. [f. DISFIGURE v.

+ -ATIVE.] Having a disfiguring tendency.
1823 Examiner 452/2 You perceive in his left eye a very

strong disfigurative cast.

Disfigure (disfi-giiu), v. Also 5 dysfyger,
-fygure, -fegoure, 5-6 disfygure, dysflgure, 6

disfygour, desflgure. [ad. OF. desfigurer (mod.
F. (id-)

= Pr. and Sp. dcsfigurar, It. disfigurare,
med.L. diffigurare in Laws of Lombards (Du
Cange), a Common Romanic vb. f. L. dis- +J!giira

figure, Jigfirare to figure. See also DEFIGUKE.]
I. trans. To mar the figure or appearance of,

destroy the beauty of; to deform, deface.

c 1374 CHAUCER Troyhts n. 174 (223) What lyst yow bus

your self to disfigure, c 1386 1'ard. Prol. tf T. 223
O dronke man, disfigured is thy face, a 1450 Knt. de IA

Tour (1868) 25 She had her nose croked, the whiche shent

and dysfigured her visage. 1526-34 TINDALE Matt. vi. 16

They desngure their faces, that they myght be sene of men
how they laste. 1590 SHAKS. Com. Err. v. i. 183 To scorch

your face, and to disfigure you. 1667 MILTON P. L. XL 521

Disfiguring not Gods likeness, but thir own. 1794 SULLIVAN
View Nat. I. 195 The least smoke would disfigure^the rich

landscape. 1889 FROUDE Chiefs ofDunboy v. 55 His face . .

had been disfigured by a sabre cut.

b. Jig. To mar or destroy the beauty or natural

form of (something immaterial).
1799 S. TURNER ^titgla-Smr. (1836) I. ill. iii. 168 The

authentic actions of Arthur have been so disfigured by the

additions of the minstrels. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. 1 1.

in Their diction was disfigured by foreign idioms. 1867
FREEMAN Norm. Coiuj. (1876) I. vi. 433 Occasional acts of

both craft and violence disfigure the whole of his career.

f o. To misrepresent injuriously. Obs.

a 1643 J. SHUTE Jttdgem. H Mtrcy (1645) 145 How ever

some detracters dis-figured him to his Prince, he never

spake of him without reverence.

t 2. To alter the figure or appearance of
;
to dis-

guise. Obs.

TciSTO K. Rott. Cicytt in Halliw. ffugse Poet. 55 No man
myght hym not knowe, He was so dysfygerde in a throwe.

c 1385 CHAUCER L. G. H*. 2046 Ariadne, And me so wel

disfigure . . That . . ther shal no man me knowe. c 1450
Merlin 74 May this be true, that oo man may hym-self thus

disfigure I 1594 BLUNDEVIL Exerc. VIM. (ed. 7) 757 The
crookednesse of the Meridians, which . . do so much disfigure
. . the true shape of the Regions, as they can scant be known.

1665 HOOKE Microgr. 217 The Sun and Moon neer the

Horizon, are disfigur'd. 1713 ADDISON Cato IV. ii, Dis-

figur'd in a vile Numidian dress, and for a worthless woman.

f3. The technical expression for: To carve (a

peacock). Ola.
c 1470 in /furs, Shepe ty G. etc. (Caxton 1479, Roxb. repr.) 33
A crane displayd A pecok disfigured A curlew unioynted.
1513 Bk. Keruing Aj in Babees Bk. 265 Disfigure that

pecocke. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Disfigure that Pea-

cock, i. e. Cut it up, a Term us'd in Carving at Table.

1 4. intr. To lose its figure, become misshapen.
n 1618 SYLVBSTER Quadrains ofPibrac xjcxix, The right

Cube's Figure . . Whose quadrat flatnesse never doth dis-

figure.

DISFOREST.

Hence Disfl'guring vbl. sb. and ///. a.

St-ra^h. Love (1660) 3 By indistinct or disfiguring consider-
ations.

1773 HAN. MORE Let. in W. Roberts Mtm. (1834)
I. 52 Small-pox, .cannot be a more disfiguring disease than
the present mode of dressing. 1895 Athenaeum 27 Apr.
537/3 The most disfiguring blemish is the way in which
names are rendered.

t Disfigure, *& Obs. [f. prec, vb.] Dis-

figurement.
c 1386 CHAUCER Wifts T. 104 He [Midas] preyde hire that

to no creature She sholde tellen of his disfigure. 1590
Humble Motion with Submission 25 No small disfigure vnto
Christs church. 1697 K. PF.IRCE Bath Mem. \. vii. 181 It

was no small Disfigure to him.

Disfigured (disfi-giciid), ///. a. [f. DISFIGURE
7 p

. -ED'.] Defaced, disguised, etc.; see the vb.

Hence Difl gmrednemi.
14.. [see DISFIGURATE], 1565-73 COOPER Thesaurus s. v.

Prauitas, Notable deformities in disfigured partes of the

body. Ibid. Deformitie and dUfigurcdnessc or crookedn

1598 FLORIO, Sfigurato, formelesse, shapelesse, disfigured.

1825 SOUTHEY Pale ofParaguay u. 27 Strangely disfigured
truths.

Disfi'gurement. [f. DISFIGURE v. + -MKNT :

cf. OF. acffigureement, later dtfgurcmcnt (Cotgr.).]
1. The action of disfiguring ; the fact or condition

of being disfigured ; defacement, deformity.
1634 MILTON Comus 74 And they.

.Not once perceive their

foul disfigurement. 1756-7 tr. Keyslfr's Trav. (1760) 11.49
The Carmelite church is not cieled, the rafters, .being quite
uncovered ; but this disfigurement is abundantly compen-
sated by the beauty and splendor of it in other parts.

1807-26 S. COOPF.R First Lines Surf. 359 The disease creates

botn great irritation and disfigurement. 1879 M. ARNOLD
Irish Cath. Mixed Ess. 115 Their vain disfigurements of

the Christian Religion.

2. Something that disfignres (by its presence or

addition) ;
a deformity, defacement, blemish.

1641 MILTON Ch. Govt. vi. (1851) 129 The scaffolding; ..

would be but a troublesome disfigurement, so soone as the

building was finisht. 1759 HUME Ess. xx. (K.), Pointed

similes, and epigrammatic turns, especially when they recur

too frequently, are a disfigurement rather than any embel-
lishment of discourse. 1856 STANLEY Sinai ff Pal. iii. (1858)
179 This mass of rock must always have been an essential

feature or a strange disfigurement of the Templearea. 1874
MICKLETHWAITE Mod, Par. Churches 175 A dial is not

necessarily a disfigurement to a tower.

Disfi'gnrer. [f.
as prec. + -ER 1

.] One who
or that which disfigures.

1775 HAN. MOKE Let. in W. Roberts Mem. (1834) I. 51,
I have just escaped from one of the most fashionable dis*

figurers, and, though I charged him to dress me with the

greatest simplicity, 1 absolutely blush at myself. 1823 W.
TAYLOR in Monthly Rev. CII. 542 Some disfigurer ofhistory.

1873 M. ARNOLD Lit. ff Dogma (18761 120 A defacer and dis-

figurer of moral treasures which were once in better keeping.

t Disfrnger, v. Obs. [f.
Dis- 70 + FINGER

sb.~\ trans. To let out of the fingers ;
to part with.

a 1652 BROMF. CorntGard.m. Wks. 1873 II. 36 Never to

look for money again, once disfinger'd.

t Disfi"t, v. Obs. [f. Dis- 6 or 8 + FIT v. or a.]

trans. To render unfit ; to unfit.

1669 PH. HENRY Diaries f; Lett. (1882) 218 His Age dis-

fitting him for service, a 1714 M. Hum Wks. (1835) 1. 107
It disfits you for communion with God. Ibid. I. 400 By
their intemperance . . [they] disfit themselves for the service

of God.

Disfle'sli. v. ff. Dis- 78 + FLESH si.] trans.

a. To deprive of flesh, b. To free from the flesh,

disembody.
1620 SHELTON Quiz. IV. xxv. 301 The best is not to run,

that the lean strain not himself. . nor the fat man disflesh

himself. 1865 SWINBURNE Atalaiita 17 As one on earth

disfleshed and disallied From breath or blood corruptible.

t DisfloTTrish, v. Obs.
[f.

Dis- 6 + FLOURISH

v.~\ intr. To wither, fade away.
1640 O. SEDCWICKE Christs Counsell 10 His hand may

shrivel! and disflourish.

Disflower, v.
[f.

Dis- 7 a + FLOWER sb. Cf.

deflower.] trans, a. To deprive or strip of flowers.

b. To ruin or destroy as a flower. Hence Dis-
flowered ppl. a.

1606 SYLVESTER Du Bartas it. iv. n. Trophies 1238 Our
dis-flowred Trees, our Fields Hail-torn, a 1618 Selfe-
civii-H

far 165 A fruitless Fruit, a dry dis-flowered Flower.

1892 Idler Feb. 20 What tree .. Of its beauty then dis-

flowered.

Disfoliaged : see Dis- 7 a.

Disforest (disfp-rest), v. Also 7 diaforrest.

[ad. OF. desforesler, f. des- = Dis- 4 + FOREST.

Cf. the synonymous DEFOREST, DE-AFFORKST, DIS-

AFFOREST, med.L. aeafforestart, disajffbrtstare.]

1. trans. = DISAFFOREST i.

1502 ARNOLDS Chron. (1811) 208 Yf any wood other than

y lordis wood . . be aforestid, to y* hurte of hym of whom
y wood were, it shalbe disforestid. 1542-3 ^ct 34-5
Hen. VIIt, c. 21 Disparked, disforested or destroied. i6n
SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xix. 60 (He) disforrested the great
Field of Wichwood, which King Edward his Brother had
inclosed for his game. 17*6 AVLIFFE Parergon 217 (L.) The
Archbishop of Dublin was fined three hundred marks for

disforesting a forest belonging to his archbishoprick. 1860

TKOLLOPE Framley P. i. 17 The forest will be disforested.

1624 BP. HALL Peace-maker Wks. (1625) 537 The great

King of Heauen will disforest that peece of the World which



DEFORESTATION,
hee calls his Church, and put it to tillage. 1829 SOUTHEY
Sir T. More II. 338 My old haunts as a book-hunter in the

metropolis were disforested, to make room for the improve-
ments between Westminster and Oxford Road.

2. To clear of forests or trees.

^1668 DAVENANT Anglesey Wks. (1673) 288 Or did her

voyce . . Make all the Trees dance after her, And so your
Woods disforrested ? 1796 MORSE Atncr. Geog. 1 1. 180 The
destroying axe . . accompanied the sword . . till the island

became almost disforested. 1876 R. F. BURTON Gorilla L.

11.275 These bush-burnings have .. disforested the land.

Hence Disf(Treating vbl. sb. ;
Disforesta'tion.

1613-8 DANIEL Coll. Hist. Eng. (1626) 167 The allowance
of wnat disforrestation had heeretofore beene made was

.

land, on account of the disforesting of its mountains.

t DisfO'CTU, a. Obs. [Variant of DIFFOBM a.]

Not in conformity : the opposite of CONFORM a.

1656 Artif. Handsom. 171 The .. rule of all humane
actions.. is the mind and end of the doer, either conforme
or dtsforme to the holy revealed will of God.

U In this and the following words disf- (diff) is probably
sometimes a misprint for tiffi-.

Disform (disf^um), v, rare. [f. Dis- + FORM
v. : cf. the earlier parallel formations DIFFORM,
DEFORM, of Romanic origin.]

1 1. trans. To mar the form, character, or con-

dition of; to deform, disfigure, deface. Obs.

1327 Lydgate's Bochas vii. (1554) 171 b, We be disfourmed

[MS. Harl. 1766, If. 175 , dyfformyd] in certeyn. 1557
PAYNEL Barclay's Jugitrtk 1 1 b,Now disformed by miserable

calamite, poore and needy. 1623 tr. Famine's Theat. Hon.
in. ii. 334 Disformed by abuse and Simonie. 1658 A. Fox
Wurtz 1

Surg. in. xvih. 279 The blister . . maketh still the
wound disformed, so that it groweth brown.

2. To change or alter the form of, put out of

shape, b. intr. (for refl^] To lose or alter its

form or arrangement, rare.

1868 GLADSTONE ym>, Mundi vui. (1870) 304 They seem
to form, disform, and re-form before us, like the squares
of coloured glass in the kaleidoscope. 1890 Sat. Rev.

15 Mar. 326/1 A . . verb CKTUTTOW, to dlfform or disform, and
a . , substantive, eKrvmufia, disformation or alteration.

t DisfOTmate, a. Obs. rare. [ad. med.L.

disforrtidt-us, pa. pple. of disformare (for cl.L. de-

formare) : cf. It. disformare^ OF. desformt de-

formed.] Deformed, disfigured.
1491 CAXTON Vitas Patr. (W. de W. 1405) u. 219 a/2 It is

better for me to walke. .bare hede and all dysformate.

Disfornia'tion. rare. [n. of action from
DISFORM v t 2.] Alteration of shape, deformation.

1890 [see DISFORM v. 2].

t Disfb'rmed, ppl # Obs. rare. [f. DISFORM

z/., or OF. dcsformt + -ED.] a. Deformed, mis-

shapen. b. Of different form : =DIFFORMED.
1591 PERCIVALL Sf>. Dict.^ Dis/prme^ disfonned [Minsheu

(1623) deformed], disagreeing in shape, Deformis. 1644
DIGBY Nat. Bodies (1645) i. 405 Another childe .. borne

disformed, in such sort as Divels are painted.

t Disfo'rmity. Obs. rare. [Variant of DIF-
FORMITY ; cf. DISFORM.] a. = DEFORMITY (quot.

1494). b. Want of conformity : =DIFFORMITY.
1494 FABYAN Citron, vi. dix. 149 [They] chase rather to

dye than to lyue in pryson with yl
dysformyte. 1600 F.

WALKER Sp. Mandeinlle 21 b, The bones of Orestes, .being
measured, were 7 cubits long, .and yet this is no great dis-

formity in respect of that which followeth.

t Disfo'rtune. Obs. rare. [&&.Q.desfortiine,
f. dcs-j Dis- 4 + fortune FORTUNE.] Adverse for-

tune, misfortune.
a 1529 SKELTON Bk. 3 Poles, These enuious neuer laughe

but . . at the distortune of some body. 1556 A ttrelio $ Isab.

(1608) N iv, Wyse men unto their ennemys oughte to keape
their disfprtunes cloase. 1592 BACON Confer. Pleasure (1870)

5 A . . griefe wcl ariseth . . of . . y* accesse of a disfortune.

t Disfra'me, #. Obs. [f. Dis- 6 + FRAME v.~\

trans. To destroy the frame, form, or system of;
to undo the framing of, put out of order, derange.
c 1629 LAYTON Syons Plea Ep. Ded., Our disframed and

distempered State, from Head to Foote is all but one sore.

1644 QUARLES Barnabas $ B. 314, I, the work of thine own
hands, but wholly disframed by mine own corruptions.

Disfranchise (disfrcrntjiz, -siz), v. Also 5-6
disfraun-. [f. Dis- 6 + FRANCHISE v. : probably
representing an AF. des-, disfranchir^ -franchiser,
f. rtfej-, Dis- 4 + franchir, franchiss-, and fran-
chiser. Cf. the synonymous DISENFRANCHISE.
For pronunciation see note to ENFRANCHISE.]
trans. To deprive of the rights and privileges of

a free citizen of a borough, city, or country, or of
some franchise previously enjoyed.
1467 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 375 How a citezen shalle be dis-

fraunchised. 1535 in W. H. Turner Select Rec. Oxford
(1880) 132 He..shalbedysfranchesedopyntyatCarfox. 1542
Fabyan's Chron. vii, 695 In y* sayd mayrs tyme, Sir Wylliam
Fitz-William [was] disfraunchysed, because he wolde not be
shyryfe. 1638 in Picton L'pool Mnnic. Rec. (1883) I. 126
Hath . . beene disfranchised of his freedome of the same
towne. 1673 BAXTER Let. mAnntt. Dodivell 86 An Emperor
might . . depose all the Bishops by dis-franchizing the Cities.

1765 BLACKSTONE Comm. I. 484 Any particular member
may be disfranchised, or lose his place in the corporation,
by acting contrary to the laws of the society, or the laws of
the land. 1870 RUSKIN Lect. Art i. 29 They are no more
to consider themselves therefore disfranchised from their
native land thun the sailors of her fleets do.
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b. esp. To deprive (a place, etc.) of the right

of returning parliamentary or other representatives;

to deprive (persons) of the right of voting in par-

liamentary, municipal, or other elections.

1701 LUTTRELL Brief Rcl. (1837) V. 241 The commons
ordered a bill to be brought in to disfranchize that borrough.

1772 Jimiiis Lett. Ixix. 361,
I question the power . . of the

legislature to disfranchise a number of boroughs. 1841

SPALDING Italy f, It. Isl. III. 55 This system boldly shook

off democracy ; for the citizens at large were disfranchised.

1862 LD. BROUGHAM Brit. Const, viii. 100 The decayed

burghs were disfranchised, and their members given to the

counties. 1876 BANCROFT Hist. U. S. \. xx. 548 The elective

franchise was restored to the freemen whom the previous

assembly had disfranchised.

c. transf.z.n&.fig. To deprive of or exclude from

anything viewed as a privilege or right.

1581 J. BELL Haddoris Ansiu. Osor. 498 We are not so

mynded . . as to seeke to disfraunchise you of your froward,

malapert sawcinesse. 1585-7 T. ROGERS 39 Art. (1607) 311
A pnnce contemning the censures of the church, is to be

disfranchised out of the church. 1738 WARBURTON Dto.

Legal. I. xliv. Ded., Disfranchized of the Rights you have
so wantonly and wickedly abused. 1846 GROTE Greece l.

xvi. I. 567 Oracles which had once been inspired became
after a time forsaken and disfranchised.

Hence Disfra'nchised ppl. a., Disfra'ncMsing
vbl. sb. and ///. a.

1467 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 378 Vppon peyne of euerych of

them of disfraunchesynge. 1646 J. HALL Horx Vac. 13
Wise men are timerous in the disfranchishing of their judge-
ment. 1772 Jnnins Lett. Ixix. 361 The disfranchising of

boroughs . . I consider as equivalent to robbing the parties
of their freehold. 1865 Cornh. Mag. Aug. 166 The disfran-

chised agent challenged his disfranchiser. 1870 Daily News
28 Dec., The disfranchising effect of the cumulative vote.

Disfranchisement (disfra-ntfizment). [f.

prec. + -MENT : cf. the parallel franchisemcnt, a/-,

enfranchisement.'] The action of disfranchising
or fact of being disfranchised ; deprivation of the

privileges of a free citizen, especially of that of

voting at the election of members of the legisla-

ture.

1623 COCKERAM, Disfranchisement, a taking away of ones

freedome. 1647 WARD Simp. Cobler 50 Such usurpations
are the . . disfranchisements of Freedome. 1766 SIR J.

BURROW Reports I. 525 (Jod.) In Yates's case it is said there

must be a custom, or a statute to warrant disfranchisement.

1825 SYD. SMITH Sp. Wks. 1859 II. 211/2 These very same

politicians are now looking in an agony of terror at the dis-

franchisement of Corporations containing twenty or thirty

persons, sold to their representatives. 1877 MRS. OLIPHANT
Makers Flor. ii. 33 The revenge taken . . was no less than

the complete disfranchisement of the Florentine nobility.

Disfra'nchiser. [f. DISFRANCHISE v. + -EB 1
.]

One who or that which disfranchises.

1861 Working Men's Coll. Mag. III. 46 Improvidence and

intemperance . . are the wholesale disfranchises of the great
'

unrepresented
'

class. 1865 [see DISFRANCHISED].

t Disfra'iige, V. Obs. rare, [irreg. f. Dis- I

+ L. frang-Sre to break. (The L. compound was

diffringere.)] trans. To break in pieces.

1778 APTHORPE Preval. Chr. 254 Broken columns and dis-

franged marbles.

t Disfra'nk, v. Obs. rare. [f. Dis- 7 c +
FRANK sb. pig-sty, boar-stall.] trans.

' To set

free from the frank, or place in which an animal

was confined for feeding' (Nares).
1638 Hist. Albino ft Bcllama 131 (N.) Intending to dis-

tant an ore-growne boare.

t Disfrau'glrt, v. Obs. rare. [f.
Dis- 7 a

+ FBAUOHT so. cargo, load ] trans. To unload.

1599 NASHE Lenten Sttiffe (1871) 158 Having disfraughted
and unloaded his luggage.

t Disfreqtie'nt, v. Obs. [f. Dis- 6 + FRE-

QUENT z>.]
trans. To cease to frequent or attend.

1646 GAULE Cases Cmsc. 82 Noted for long dis-frequenting
and neglecting the Church. 1666 G. ALSOP Jtfarytand(iB69)

41 The Hogs . . do disfrequent home more than the rest of

Creatures that are look'd upon as tame.

Hence f Disfreque-iiter, one who disuses.

1646 Kingdomes Weekly Intelligencer 16 Mar. 453 The
Disfrequenters of the Gowne shall put it on againe.

t Disfri'ar, v. Obs. [f. Dis- 7 b + FRIAR.]
trans. To deprive of the order of a friar ; refl.

to divest oneself of friar's orders.

1599 SANDYS Europx Spec. (1632) 22 Over great severitie

would cause a great number to disfrier themselves. 1639
FULLER Holy War v. vi. (1647) 238 Many did quickly un-

nunne and disfriar themselves.

t Disfrie'ndship. Obs. [f. Dis- 9 + FRIEND-

SHIP.] The opposite of friendship ; unfriendliness,

enmity, disaffection.

1493 Sc. Acts Jos. IViiyri) 4 Swa tliat '' malce na mair
trouble nor dis-freindship amangst the Kings lieges. 1579
FENTON Guicciard^. ill. 107 They pretended to haue no dis-

friendship with him. 1652 EARL MONM. tr. Bentivo^lio's
Histor, Rel. 41 They have no occasion of friendship or

disfriendship with the King of Polonia.

Disfro-ck, v. [f.
Dis- + FROCK sb. : cf. OF.

des-, Jeffroquer, and DEFROCK.] trans. To deprive
of the clerical garb, and hence of the clerical

character ; to unfrock. Hence Disfro'cked

ppl. a.

1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rm. III. i. i. (1872) 4 Disfrocked Chabot
adjures Heaven that at least we may

' have done with

Kings '. 1856 FROUDE Hist. Eng. II. 29 The continent was
covered with disfrocked monks. 1879 H. JAMES American
309 If the nbW is disfrocked for his share In it.

DISGARNISH.

Disfillfi'l, v. nonce-wd. [Dis- 6.] trans. To
do the opposite of fulfilling ;

not to fulfil. Hence
Disfulfi'linent.
1818 BENTHAM Church ofEng. 456 Should it [prophecy!

be disfulfilled, then [etc.]. 1823 Not Paul 285 His pro-

phecy would have been disfulfiiled; but. .his purposes would
have been fulfilled. Ibid., The disfulfilment would indeed

take place.

t Disfu'l?e, v. Sc. Obs. [a. OF. desfueitte-r,

dcff-, mod.F. cUfeuiller, f. des-, Dis- +feuille leaf.]

trans. To strip of leaves: =DEFOIL w.i, DEFO-
LIATE v.

c 1375 BARDOUR Troy-ok. u. 1652 And had be treis dis.

pul;eit Of bare faire flouris and disfulseit.

Disfu'misli, v. [ad. OF. desfourniss-, ex-

tended stem of desfournir, also deff-, dtfournir, f.

des-, Dis- 4 + fournir to FURNISH.] trans. To

deprive or divest of that wherewith it is furnished ;

to strip of furniture or belongings ;
to render cle-

shu

Epis 183
weapons. 1591 SHAKS. Two Gent. iv. i. 14 My riches, are

these poore habiliments, Of which, if y_ou should here dis-

University would run of being disfurnished of students. 1748
RICHARDSON Clarissa Wks. 1883 VIII. 432 Her closet, her

chamber, her cabinet, given up to me to disfurnish. 1887
LOWELL Democr. 203 The Indians showed a far greater
natural predisposition for disfurnishing the outside of other

people's heads than for furnishing the insides of their own.

Hence Disfu-rnished ///. a., DisfuTnishing
vbl. sb.

a 1577 GASCOIGNE Wks. (1587) 204 Though his absence

were unto hir a disfurnishing of eloquence. 1670 COTTON

Espernon I. u. 46 To succour a weak, and disfurnish'd Prince,

against an armed and prevailing Subject. 1799 SOUTHEY
Lett. (1856) 1. 73, 1 seize a leisure minute, and a disfurnished

room . . to write to you. 1857 H. MILLER Test. Rocks vii.

270 The disfurnished earth was peopled anew.

DisfuTliishment. [f. prec. + -MENT.] The ac-

tion of disfurnishing, or fact of being disfurnished.

1603 BRETON Dign. or Ind. Man 202 For his Disfurnish-

ment of Defence, his Defenders are provided. 1613-18
DANIEL CM. Hist. Eng. (1626) 28 [He] withdrawes all cattle

and prouisions . . for their owne store, and disfumishment
of the enemie. 1820 LAMB Elia Ser. I. Two Races ofMen,
Thus, furnished by the very act of disfumishment ; getting
rid of the cumbersome luggage of riches.

t Disftrrniture. Obs. [f.
Dis- 9 + FURNI-

TURE.] The act of disfurnishing ; removal, depriva-
tion

;
disfumishment.

1565 Act 8 EKz. c. u 8 i The Disfurniture of Service to

be done to the Queen's Majesty. 1654 W. MOUNTAGUE
Devout Ess. u. viii. 3 (R.) We may.. with much ease bear

the disfumiture of such transitory moveables.

t DiSga'ge, v. Obs. [a. i6th c. F. desgager
' to vngage, disingage

'

(Cotgr.), OF. desguagier,
mod.F. digager, f. des-, Dis- 4 + gager to engage,

pledge, wager.] trans. To release from pledge or

pawn ; to set free, disengage.
1594 KYD Cornelia in. in Hazl. Dodsley V. 209 But when

our soul the body hath disgag'd, It seeks the common passage
of the dead. 1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mor. 232 (R.) Those
who had lever lay to gage and pawn their goods . . then

to sell up all and disgage themselves at once.

t Disga'llant, v. Obs. rare. [f.
Dis- 8 +

GALLANT a.] trans. To strip or deprive of gal-

lantry or courage ; to discourage, dispirit.

'599 B. JONSON Cynthia's Rev. in.
i, Sir, let not this dis-

countenance or dis.gallant you a whit. 1640 GLAPTHORNE
Ladies Privil. \. Wks. (1874) II. 97, I would not have.,

the least Pimple in her countenance discompos'd, it does

Disgallant a wnole beauty.

t Disgaol (dis|ds?-l), v. Obs. rare. [f.
Dis- 7 b

+ GAOL sb.] trans. To divest of the character or

nature of a gaol.
1647 DIGGES Unlamf. Taking Arms 4. 160 He will con-

tribute His utmost endeavours, that His owne Castles.. may
be disgaoled.

t Disga'rbage, v. Obs. rare. [f.
Dis- 7 a

+ GARBAGE.] trans. To deprive of the entrails ;

to disembowel. Hence t Disga'rbaging vbl. sb.

1612 tr. Benvenuto's Passenger (N.), In winter time they

are excellent, so they be fat and quickely roasted, without

disgarbaging of them.

t DisgaTboil, v. Obs. [f.
Dis- 5 + GARBOIL

taken in sense ' disbowel ', perh. through confusion

with garbage : cf. prec.] trans. To disbowel.

1566 PAINTER Pal. Pleas. (1575) II. Pref., Aristotimvs dis-

garboyleth the intralles of Tiranny. 1599 Broughton s Lett.

lii. 13 Which sacrifice you could neuer yet offer, .till you ..

disgarboyle your selfe of those corrupt affections.

Disgarlaiid (disgauland), v. [f. Dis- 7 a +

GARLAND sb.] trans. To divest of a garland or

garlands. Hence DisgaTlanding vbl. sb.

1616 DRUMM. OF HAWTH. Poems Wks. (1711) 12 O Pan ..

Forsake thy pipe, a scepter take to thee, Thy locks disgar-

land, thou black Jove shall be. 1879 G. MEREDITH hgoist

II. 315 Good progress was made to the disgarlandmg of

themselves thus far.

Disgarnish (cHsgaunif),
v. [a. OF. dcsgarmss-

extended stern of dcsgarnir, -guarnir (nth c. in

Hatz.-Darm.), mod.F. itigarnir, f. des-, DES- 4 +

garnir to GARNISH.]



I

DISGARNISHED.

trans. To deprive of that which garnishes or

furnishes; to strip of (garnishment, disfumish, de-

spoil.
c 1450 Merlin 291 The! wolde not disgarnyssh the londe of

peple. 1481 CAXTON Myrr. HI. xxi. 181 Synne .. is voyde
and disn.irnysshcd of all goodnes. 1530 PALSGR. 519/1 This
house is disgarnysshed, me thynke, now he is gone. 1598
BARRET Theor. ll'arrei \. i. 148 Whosoeucr is found dis-

garnished of his Armes. 1649 DRUMM. op HAWTH. Hist,
"'as. f, Wks. (ITII) 2 If it should fall forth . .that this prince
y u-unprrs and rebels were disgarnished of his own crown.

1653 H. COGAN tr. Pinto's Trav. Ix. (1663) 247 The Scaffold
was disarnished of all the richest pieces about it. 1831
SIR W. NAJIER t'enins. War XI. viif (Rtldg.) II. 125 The
front .. was .. disgarnished of troops. 1868 HOI.MK LKK
B. Godfrey XXVL 137 The small sleeping-closets . . had been
disgarnished.
Hence Disga'rnished///. a.; -ing vhl. sb.

1483 CAXTON G. dela Tour A j, They ben yonge and litil

and dysgarnysshed of all wytte and reson. 15*3 LD. BEH-
NEHS Froiss. I.

ccclxxyi. 626 Whan they were come to this

passage . . they founde it nat disgarnished. i8 Edin. Kev.
XX. 249 For the disgarnishing of idolatrous houses.

Disga'rrison, v. Obs. or arch.
[f.

Dis- 7 a
f GARRISON sb.} trans. To deprive of a garrison.
1504 J. DICKENSON Arisbas (1878)42 The .. discouerers of
my desire, disgarisond my thoughts of wonted fancies.

1647 SIR T. FAIRFAX Let. in ivth Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm.
App. v. 3, I have thought fit to give order to Major Mark-
ham to remove the forces from Belvoir and to disgarrison
the place. 1691 WOOD A tk. Oxon. 1 1. 298 When Winchester
Castle was disgarrison'd, it was given to him. 1879 Q, Rev.
No. 295. 171 Next year the castle was disgarrisoned.

Disgavel (disgoe-vel), v. Law. [f. Dis- 71 +
gavel (GAVELKIND) sb.] trans. To relieve or

exempt from the tenure of gavelkind. Hence
Disga'velling vbl. sb. and///, a.

1683 SIDERFIN Rep. 1. 137 Les primer Statutes de Disgavel.
ing come Wiats Slat. 15 H. 8. 1741 T. ROBINSON Gavel-
kind i. 6 Before the Time of the disgavelling Statute. 1767
BLACKSTONE Comm. II. 85 By statute 31 Hen. VIII. c. 3. for

disgavelling the lands of divers lords and gentlemen in the

county of Kent, they are directed to be descendible for the
future like other lands, which were never holden by service
of socage. 1875 BLACKMORE Alice Lorraine I. xv. 151 The
land had been disgavelied. 1881 19** Cent. Aug. 208 Not-
withstanding the disgavelling of many estates . . the area
subject to the operation of the law is still large.

Diageneral, Disgenius : see Dis- 7 a, 9.

Disgene'ric, a. [Dis- 10.] Of differem

genera : the opposite of congeneric.
In recent Diets.

Disgest, -gestion : see DIGEST, DIGESTION.

t Disge'ntilize, v. Obs. rare. [f. Dis- 6 +

GENTILIZE.] trans. To deprive of gentle rank.
i6i Court

,5- T. Jas. I (1849) 1 1. 242 Some say he shall . .

be nuite disknightcd and disgentilised for ever.

t Disghrbelline, v. Obs. nonce-wd. [Dis-
7 b.] trans. To distinguish, as a Guelph from
a Ghibelline.

1673 MARVELL Reft. Transp. i. 299 In their conversation

they thought fit to take some more license the better to dis-
Ghibeline themselves from the Puritans.

Disgig v. : see Dis- 7 a.

i Disgi-rd, v. Obs. [f. Dis- 6 + GIRD v.}
trans. To strip of that which girds ;

to ungird.
1610 HOLLAND Camden's Brit. I. 780 Afterwards disgirded

of his militarie Belt.

Disgise, etc., obs. form of DISGUISE, etc.

t Disglcvrify, v. Obs. rare.
[f.

Dis- 6 +
GLORIFY v.] trans. To deprive of glory ; to treat

with dishonour.

1577 DEE Relat.Sfir, i. (1659)64 Angels .. in state dis-

florined
and drent in confusion. 1671 MILTON Samson 442

>isglprified, blasphem'd and had in scorn.

tDisgltvry. Obs. [{.
Dis- 9 + GLORY sb.}

The opposite of glory : dishonour.
1547 4 BAULDWIN Mor. Philos. (Palfr.) n. ii, What greater

ground of disglory ? What greater occasion of dishonour ?

1577 NORTHBROOKE Dicing (1843) 20 How can you say that

you are gathered togither in Christes name, when you doe
all things to the disglorie thereof.

t Disgltvse, v. Obs. rare. [f. Dis- 5 + glose,
GI.OZE v.} To beguile or deceive thoroughly.
1565 Darius(iS6o) 23 Surely my eyes do dysglose Ifyonder

I do not see hym commynge,
t Disglo'SS, v. Obs. rare. [f. Dis- 7 a + GLOSS

sb.} trans. To deprive of gloss or sheen.
1561 PIIAF.R .'Knriit. lx. Ddj, Stones with bumpes his

plates disglosse.

Disgln-t, v. rare.
[f.

Dis- 6 + GLUT v.} trans.
To empty of its contents.
1800 HURDIS Fav. I'illage 100 The sportsman's tube, dis-

Elutled o'er the lake, Pours a long echo.

Disglu'tiiiate, v. rare.
[f.

Dis- 6 + GLUTIN-
ATE

z/.j trans. To un<;lue, DEGLUTINATK.
1870 C. J. SMITH Syn. ff Antonyms, Agglutinate, Antonym

..Resolve, Disglutinate.

DisgO'dded, ///. a. rare. [f.
Dis- 7 + GOD +

ED.] Deprived of godhead or divinity; ungod-
like.

1877 RI.ACKIE ll'i's? Men 36 Leaving For the bright smile
that warm.; the face o' the world A bald, disgodded, light-
less, loveless grey !

Disgolf, obs. form of DisouLF v.

Disgood : see Dia- 8.

[Disgore, spurious word in Ash, etc. : see Dis-

GOROE 3.]
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Disgorge (disbuds), v. [ad. OF. desgorger
(mod.!', ittgorger, whence DEOORGE), f. des-, Dm-
4 +SorKe throat, GORGE : cf. It. (dtygorgare.]
1. trans. To eject or throw out from, or as from,

the gorge or throat ; to vomit forth (what has been

swallowed).
c 1477 CAXTON "Jason 75 The which thre bestes so dredefull

disgorged and caste out fyre of their throtes. itoi HOLLAND
riiny I. 307 [Rats] swallow, .them whole downe the gullet,
and afterwards straine and struggle . . vntill they disgorge
again the feathers and bones that were in their bellies. 1677
OTWAY Cheats ofScapin 11. i, How easily a Miser swallows
a load, and how

difficultly
he disgorges a grain. 1774

GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1776) VI I. 31 1 The leech . . disgorges the
blood it has swallowed, and it is then kept for repeated ap-
plication. 1873 M iss THACKERAY Old Kensington ii, Jonah's
whale swallowed and disgorged him night after night.

b. fig. To discharge as if from a mouth ; to

empty forth
; esp. to give up what has been wrong-

fully appropriated.
a i$9 SKELTON Trouth Q Information (R.) But woo to

suche informers . . That . . Disgorgith theyr veneme. 1587
TURBKRV. Traf. T. (1837) 228 Disgorge thy care, abandon
feare. 1606 SHAKS. Tr. 4- Cr. Prof. 12 The deepe-drawing
Barke do there disgorge Their warlike frautage. 1776
GIBBON Decl. >t F. I. iv. 84 The dens of the amphitheatre
disgorged at once a hundred lions. 1808 WELLINGTON in
Gurw. Desp. IV. 121 Some mode., to make the French
Generals disgorge the church plate which they have stolen.

1855 PHESCOTT Philip //, I. u. iii. 173 It was.. time that
the prisons should disgorge their superfluous victims. 1882

J. TAYLOR Sc. Covenanters (Cassell) 153 The grandson . .

was compelled to disgorge the property ofwhich the General
had plundered the Covenanters.

C. absol.

1608 ARMIN Nest Ninn. 7 The World, ready to disgorge at
so homely a present. 1638 SIR T. HERBERT frav. (ed. 2)223
After I had disgorg'd abundantly, I fell into a sound sleepe.
1667 MILTON /'. L. xll. 158 The river Nile . . disgorging at
seaven mouthes Into the Sea. 1794 SULLIVAN view Kat.
II. Yiij, Caverns full of water ..disgorging upon the earth.
1868 MILMAN St. Pants 351 At the Restoration he was
forced to disgorge.
2. trans. To discharge or empty (the stomach,

mouth, breast, etc.).
c 1591 MARLOWE Massacre Paris in. ii, Then come, proud

Giuse, and here disgorge thy breast. 1597 SHAKS. a Hen. IV,
i. iii. 97 So, so, (thou common Dogge) did'st thou disgorge
Thy glutton-bosome of the Royall Richard. 1637 HKVWOOO
Dial. i. Wks. 1874 VI. 100 Their stomacks some disgorg'd.
1861 HULME tr. Moguin-Tandon it. ill. iv. 146 It was the
custom to throw away all leeches which had been used ; they
are now disgorged, and preserved for a future occasion.

b. refl. To empty or discharge oneself.

1607 J. KING Serm. 27 Nov., They, .want but meanesand
matter wherein to disgordg themselues. 1645 HOWELL
Lett. (1650) I. 9 The sea .. meeting .. rivers that descend
from Germany to disgorge themselves into him. 1679
Establ. Test 24. If the Spirit moves, he can disgorge himself

against the Priests of Baal, the Hirelings. 171* ADDISON
Sped. No. 309 PIS The four Rivers which disgorge them-
selves into the Sea of Fire. 1868 HAWTHORNE Amer. Note-
l>ks. (1879) I. 231 Several vessels were disgorging themselves.

t >. Farriery. To dissipate an engorgement or

congestion [cf. F. dtgorgcr in same sense]. Obs.

1717 BAILEY vol. II., Disgorge [with Farriers] is to discuss
or disperse an Inflammation or swelling. 1737 [see DE-
GORGE]. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Suppl. s.v., If a horse's legs
are gorged or swelled, we say he must be walked out to

disgorge them. [1775 ASH mispr. Disgore', whence in some
mod. Diets.]

Hence Disgo'rged ///. a., DisgoTging vtl. s

x6n COTGH., VesgorgS, disgorged. Desforgement, a dis-

gorging, 1633 LITHGOW Trav. VI. 255 Woefull accidents,
and superabounding disgorgings [floods). 1681 N. RESBCKY
Fun. Sertft. p As he had been a mighty devourer of Books,
so his very disgorgings . . had generally more relish than the
first cookery. i8aa T. L. PEACOCK maid Marian xiv, The
reluctant disgorgings of fat abbots and usurers.

Disgorgement ^lisgp'jdjment). [f. prec. vb.

+ -MENT : cf. OF. desgorgcment (1548 in Hatz.-

Darm.).] The action of disgorging ;
a discharging

as from the throat or stomach.
c 1477 CAXTON Jason 115 b, The cloth of golde shone by

the disgorgements of the water. 1632 LITHGOW Trav. \. i
;

This River of Tyber . . made muster of his extravagant
disgorgements. a 1656 Bp. HALL Kent. IVks. (1660) 162 The
. . presses are openly defiled with the most loathsome dis-

gorgements of their wicked blasphemies. 1788 CLARKSON
Impol. Slave Tr. 55 There is a continual disgorgement of
seamen from these vessels into the islands. 1837 Blockw.

Mag. XLI. 146 The disgorgement of past plunder.

Disgorger (disg^'jdgsj). [i.
as prec. + -ER '.]

One who or that which disgorges, spec. A device for

extracting a gorged hook from the throat of a fish.

1867 F. FRANCIS Angling iv. (1880) 129 A disgorger . . is a
piece of metal or bone with a notch at the end. 1875

* STONK-
HENGK '

Brit. Sports 1. v. iii. { 10. 337 Attempting, by means
of the disgorger, to remove them while he is alive. 1883
Fisheries Kxhib. Catal. 62.

t DisgO'Spel, !> Obs. ntmcc-wJ. [f. Dis- 7 a

+ GOSPEL sf.] trans. To deprive of the gospel
or of gospel character ; to oust the gospel from

practical life. Hence t DisgO'spelling ///.
a.

164* MILTON Apol. Smect. xii. Wks. 1738 I. 133 Who pos-
sess huge Benefices for lazy Performances, great Promotions

only for the execution of a cruel disgospelhng Jurisdiction.

Disgo'spelize, v. rare. [Dia- 6.] trans.

To deprive of or exclude from the gospel.
1888 S. G. OSBORNE in Times 6 Oct. 12/3 That tens of

thousands . . are living disgospelired, so born and reared as
to be of a race the gospel . . teachings cannot touch.

DISGRACE.

t Diagon-t, v. Oh. rare, ft DIB- 7 a + GOUT
sb.} trans. To free or relieve from gout.
1611 FLORIO Sgottare . .also lo discout. 1748 RICHARDSON

Claritia Wks. 1883 VII. 86 Lord M. . . taming round and
round . . hU but just disgouted thumb.

Disgo-vern, v. nonct-ivd. [Di- 6.] trans.
To leave nngoverned ;

to refrain from governing.
1878 H. WRIGHT Mental True. 78 The object of states-

manship at N'omunniburgh is not to govern but to discover n
as much as possible.

Disgown (disgmrn) , v. [f. DIN- 7 a + GOWN st. -.

cf. disrate.] a. trans. To strip or deprive (any one)
of his gown, sptc. of a university or clerical gown,
and thus of the degree or office which it symbolizes.
b. intr. (for reft.) To throw off or relinquish one's

gown.
a 1734 NORTH Exam. (1740)m (D.) He diigowmxl and

put on a sword. 1887 Clot, i Oct. a/4 [He] had been a
clergyman, but had been disgowned for malpractices.

Disgrace (disgr^-s), sb. [a. F. disgrace
' a

disgrace, an ill-fortnne, defeature, mishap ; also

vncomelinesse, deformitie, etc.' (Cotgr.), ad. It. dis-

grasia 'a disgrace, a mishap, a misfortune
'

(Florio),
f. Dis- 4+grazia CRACK; cf. Sp. desgracia 'dis-

grace, misfortune, unpleasantness , med.L.disgratia
U5thc. in Du Cange).]
1. The disfavour of one in a powerful or exalted

position, with the withdrawal of honour, degrada-
tion, dishonour, or contumely, which accompanies
it : +a. as exhibited by the personage who inflicts

it (ol>s.) b. as incurred or experienced by the
victim : the state of being out of favour and honour.
a. 1581 PETTIE Guazzo's Civ. Conv. I. (1586' 28 b, Shee

went about to bring into the disgrace of the Dutches all

the Ladies of the Court. 1600 E. BLOUNT tr. Conestaggia
12 Ambition and feare of the Kings disgrace were of such
force, that the Nobles, .durst not open their mouthes.
b. 1586 A. DAY Eng. Secretary (1625) 1. 142 The disgrace

that quickly you shall sustaine. 1605 SHAKS. Much. in. vi.

23, I heare Macduffe Hues in disgrace. 1659 B. HARRIS
Parfoafl Irm Aft 267 The Spaniards offered him [Card.
Mazarin] all kindness of favour in his disgrace. 1849
MACAULAY Hilt. Eng. II. 160 The King . . had determined
that the disgrace of the Hydes should be complete. Moti.
The minister was living in retirement, being in disgrace at
Court.

t O. A disfavour ; a dishonour ; an affront. Obs.
a 1586 SIDNEY (J ), To such bondage he was . . tied by her

whose disgraces to him were graced by her excellence.

1586 B. YOUNG Gttazzo's Civ. Conv. iv. aoo b, With my un-
luckie sport I have gotten your disgraces, a i66 BACON
(Webster 1864), The interchange continually of favours
and disgraces. 1651 HOBBES Govt. f, Sac. xv. 18. 257 If
it command somewhat to be. .done, which is not a disgrace
to God directly, but from whence by reasoning disgraceful!
consequences may be derived. 1739 GIBBER Apol. (1756) I.

296 Several little disgraces were put upon them.

t 2. The disfavour of Fortune (as a disposer of
human affairs) ; adverse fortune, misfortune. Obs.

1590 GREENE Never too late (1600) 2 Midst the riches of
his face, Griefe deciphred high disgrace. 1600 E. BLOUNT
tr. Conestaggio 15 Sent his ambassadors to the said Kiru'.

letting him understand of his disgrace. 1653 H. COGAN tr.

Pinto s Trav. i. I No disgrace of Fortune ought to esloign
us. -from the duty which we are bound to render unto God.
1697 DRVDEN I'irg: Georg. iv. 143 That other looks like

Nature in Disgrace.

fb. A misfortune. Obs.
i6u R. HAWKINS I'oy. S. Sea (1847) 17; With these dis-

graces upon them and the hand of God helping . . us. 1627
Lisandcr .v Cat. IV. 74, I shall alwaies bless my disgraces
which have wrought mee this felicity. 1748 SMOLLETT Rod.
Kami, (1780) I. 187 Notwithstanding the disgraces which
had fallen to her share, she had not been so unlucky as

many oihers.

3. Dishonour in general or public estimation
;

ignominy, shame.
1593 SHAKS. Rich. //, i. i. 133, I slew him not ; but (to

mine owne disgrace) Neglected my swome duty in that
case. 1639 S. Du VERGER tr. Camus Atintir. Events 54
If ever he saw him approach his wife, he would.,
resist force by force . . to drive disgrace from his house.

17*8 POCE Dune, li. 175 A second effort brought but new
disgrace, 1856 FROUDE Hist. Eng. (18581 II. xi. 467 The
disgrace which the queen's conduct had brought upon her
family. 1863 GEO. ELIOT Romola \\. xxiii, Tito shrank with
shuddering dread from disgrace.

f4. The expression of dishonour and reprobation ;

opprobrium, reproach, disparagement ;
an expres-

sion or term of reprobation. Obs. or arch.

1586 A. DAY Eng. Secretary it. (1625 1 86 When . . a word
is either in praise or disgrace . . repeated. 1608 Up. HALL
Char. Virtues < V. 102 If hee list not to give a verbal

disgrace, yet hee shakes his head and smiles. 1617 Recoil.
Treat. 977 Every vice hath a title, and every vertue a dis-

grace. 1660 Trial Regie. 174 You spake . . against the

King by way of disgrace against him and his family. 1676
HOBBES Hind m. 33 Then Hector him with words of great
disgrace Reproved. [1855 TENNYSON Mandn. i. 14 He ..

Heap'd on her terms of disgrace.]
5. An occasion or cause of shame or dishonour

;

that which brings into dishonour.

1590 SPENSER F. Q. i. i. jr To all knighthood it is foule

disgrace, That such a cursed creature lives so long a space.

1597 SHAKS. a Hen. // ', 11. ii. 15 What a disgrace is it to

me, to remember thy name? c 1710 BAYNARD \J.), And is it

not a foul disgrace, To lose the boltsprit of thy facet 1856
EMERSON Eng. Trails, Wealtk Wits. (Bonn) 1 1. 69, I found
the two disgraces .. are. first, disloyalty to Church and
State, and, second, to be born poor, or to come to poverty.

67*



DISGRACE.

1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) V. 178 Is not the knowledge of

words without ideas a disgrace to a man of sense 1

f 6. Marring of the grace of anything ; disfigure-

ment. Obs.

1581 PETTIE Gnazzo's Civ. Com', in. (1586) 126 To take

away some wart, moale, spot, or such like disgrace com-

ming by chaunce. 1598 St. John's Coll. Agreein. in Willis

& Clark Cambridge (1886) if. 251 The Chimneys .. shalbe

taken dowen and Raysed in some other Convenient place
without disgrace of the new court.

7. Want of grace, f a. of person : ill-favoured-

ness (obs.} ; b. of mind : ungracious condition or

character, rare.

1596 SPENSER F. Q, y.
xii. 28 Their garments . . Being all

rag'd and tatter'd, their disgraces Did much the more aug-
ment. 1861 T. WINTHROP Cecil Dreeine v. (1876) 75 Even
a coat may be one of the outward signs by which we betray
the

grace or disgrace that is in us.

Disgrace (disgr^-s), v. [a. F. disgracier (i 552
in Hatz.-Darm.), ad. It. disgraziare, f. disgrazia

(see prec.). So Sp. desgractar.]

fl. tram. To undo or mar the grace of; to de-

prive of (outward) grace ; to disfigure. Obs.

1549-63 STERNHOLU & H. Ps. ciii. 16 Like the flower..
Whose glosse and beauty stormy winds do utterly disgrace.

1551 ROBINSON tr. Mores Utop. 14 Rude and vnlearned

speche defaceth and disgraceth a very good matter. 1555
WATREMAN Fardle Facions \. v. 69 The woman had her
nose cut of, wherwith . . the whole beautie of her face was

disgraced. 1577 B. GOOGE Heresbactts Hitsb. it. (1586)

115 b, His paunch shal the lesse appeer, which both dis-

graceth him and burdneth him. 1709 POPE Kss. Crit. 24
The slightest sketch . . Is by ill-colouring but the more dis-

grac'd. 1781 COWPER Cowers. 51 Withered stumps dis-

grace the sylvan scene.

t 2. To put to shame, put out of countenance by
eclipsing. Obs.

1589 GREENE Menat/um (Arb.) 35 Flora seeing her face,
bids al her glorious flowers close themselues, as being by
her beautie disgraced. 1591 NASHE Pref. to Sidney's Astr.

ff Stella, In thee . . the Lesbian Sappho with her lyric

harpe is disgraced.

t b. To put out of countenance, abash, dismay.
1607 TOPSELL Four-f. Beasts (1658) 160 Casting, .burning

torches into the face of the elephant ; by which the huge
beast is not a little disgraced and terrified.

3. To put out of grace or favour ; to treat with

disfavour, and hence with dishonour
;
to dismiss

from (royal, etc.) favour and honour.

1593 NASHE 4 Lett. Confiit. 43 Followers, whose dutifull

seruice must not bee disgrac'd with a bitter repulse in anie
suite. 1600 E. BLOUNT tr. Conestaggio 62 Although he
were without lands, and disgraced by Henry, yet being
favoured by the people, he supposed that Henry dying, he
shoulde .. be crowned. 1617 BP. HALL Recoil. Treat. 133
How easie is it for such a man, whiles the world disgraces
him, at once to scorne and pitty it. 1711 POPE Temp.

Hist, Eng. III. 268 Queensberry was disgraced for refusing
to betray the interests of the Protestant religion.

j4. To bring into disfavour (with any one), or

into the bad graces of any one. Obs.

1594 SHAKS. Rich. Ill, i. lit. 79 Our Brother is imprison'd
by your meanes, My selfe disgrac'd, and the Nobilitie Held
in contempt. 1600 E. BLOUNT tr. Conestaggio 35 Which his

enimles tooke as an occasion to disgrace him with the King.

*|- 5. To cast shame or discredit upon ; to bring

(intentionally) into disgrace. Obs.

1573 G. HARVEY Letter-bk. (Camden) 6 How sociablely
he hath delt bi me . . to disgrace and slaunder me in the
toun. 1599 SHAKS. Much Ado in. ii. 130 As I wooed for

thee to obtaine her, I will joyne with thee to disgrace her.

(71715 BURNET (J.), Men's passions will carry them far in

misrepresenting an opinion which they have a mind to dis-

grace.

f b. To put to shame. Obs.

1594 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. in. viii. (1611) 97 They never vse
reason so willingly as to disgrace reason. 1595 T. EDWARDS
Cephalus fy Procris (1878) 45 For he that sorrow hath pos-
sest, at last In telling of his tale is quite disgra'st.

f 6. To speak of dishonouringly ; to reprobate,

disparage, revile, vilify, speak slightingly of.

Obs.

1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesie i. xix. (Arb.) 57 Such . .

would peraduenture reproue and disgrace euery Romance,
or short historicall ditty. ci6n CHAPMAN Iliad \. 24 The
general .. viciously disgrac'd With violent terms the priest.
1612 DRAYTON Poly-alb, vi. Notes 93 A Patriot, and so true,
that it to death him greeues To heare his Wales disgrac't.
1671 BAXTER Holiness Design Chr. Ixiv. 19 They all agree
to cry down sin in the general and to disgrace it. 1720
Lett.fr. London Jrnl. (1721) 46 Again he disgraces the
Ale.

7. To bring (as an incidental consequence) shame,
dishonour, or discredit upon ; to be a disgrace or
shame to

;
to reflect dishonour upon.

[1580 SIDNEY Arcadia (1622) 236 Leauing only Mopsa
behind, who disgraced weeping with her countenance.] 1593
SHAKS. Liter. 718 Against himself he sounds this doom,
That through the length of times he stands disgraced.
1600 A. Y. L. n. iv. 4, I could finde in my heart to

disgrace my mans apparell, and to cry like a woman. 1608
D. T. Ess. Pol. $ Mor. n6b, Often .. such as became
a meaner part well, have failed in a greater, and disgraced
it. 1752 JOHNSON Rambler No. 196 r 7 Of his children . .

some may disgrace him by their follies. 1784 COWPER Tiroc.

531 Such vicious habits as disgrace his name. 1849 MACAULAY
Hist. Eng. I. 187 The atrocities which had disgraced the
insurrection of Ulster. 1868 J. H. BLUNT Rff. Ch. Eng. I.

479 The most cruel act against heretics that disgraced our
Statute Book.
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Hence Diagramed ///. a., Diagraming vbl. sb.

and ppl. a.

1582 N. LICHEFIELD tr. Ca$tanheda?s Cong. E. Ind. xvii.

45 He thought the same a disgracing vnto htm. 1591
SHAKS. Tivo Gent. v. iv. 123 Your Grace is welcome to

a man disgrac'd. 159* R. D, Hypnerotoitiachia 04 They
would . . fling the same [flowers] in the faces of their pursu-

ing lovers . . maintaining their fained dis-gracings. a 1679
HOBBES Rhet. ii. ii. (1681) 47 Contumely, is the disgracing
of another for his own pastime. 1802 MRS. JANE WEST Inf.
Father\\\. 145 The poor, .disgraced Selborne. 1807 SIR R.
WILSON JriiL 12 July in Life (1862) II. viii. 309 As Buona-

parte passed . . he gave the right-hand file one of his dis-

gracing crosses.

Disgraceful (disgr'*sful), a.
[f. prec, sb. +

-FUL ; cf. graceful^
f 1. Void of grace, unbecoming, tmpleasing : the

opposite tot graceful. Obs.

1591 SHAKS. i Hen. V/t i. i. 86 Away with these dis-

gracefull wayHng Robes ! 1615 G. SANDYS Trav. 67 A cer-

tain blacke powder .. which by the not disgracefull
stain-

ing of the Hds, doth better set forth the whitenesse of the

eye. 1702 Eng. Theophrast. 180 Whatever is counterfeit

grows nauseous and disgraceful, even with those things,
which when natural are most graceful and charming.

2. Full of, or fraught with, disgrace ; that brings

disgrace upon the agent ; shameful, dishonourable,

disreputable.
1597 DANIEL Civ. Wars v. Ixiv, Stained with black dis-

graceful crimes, a 1744 POPE (J.\ To retire behind their

chariots was as little disgraceful then, as it is now to alight
from one's horse in a battle. 1794 SOUTHEY Botany-Bay
Eel. iii, The poor soldier .. goes In disgraceful retreat

through a country of foes. 1874 GREEN Short Hist. iv. 3.

185 The disgraceful submission of their leaders. 1802 SIK

A. KEKEWICH in. Law Times' Rep. 140/1, I do think it is

disgraceful for directors to .. issue such a prospectus.

3. Inflicting disgrace, disgracing, degrading, op-

probrious, contumelious, a. Of actions.

1640 Bp. HALL Rent. Wks. (1660) 39 Our speculative skill

is wont to be upbraided to us, in a disgracefull comparison
of our unanswerable practise. 1651 [see DISGRACE sb, i c].

1764 FOOTE Patron in. Wks. 1799 I. 358 Such disgraceful,
such contemptible treatment ! 1836 H. COLERIDGE North.
Worthies (1852) I. 40 It does not appear that Sir Samuel . .

ever submitted to this disgraceful punishment.
fb. Of words. Obs.

1608 ii Bp. HALL Medit. fy Vowes \. 52 In the revenge
of a disgracefull word against themselves. 1611 COTGR.
s. v. VileniC) Laide Vilenie, slaunderous, reproachful!, dis-

gracefull, defamatorie tearmes. 1613 SIR F. COTTINGTON
in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. i. III. 109 If any of base qualyty
shall use disgracefull wordes unto a Jintleman, he is . . sent
to the gallies. 1774 SIR J. REYNOLDS Disc. vi. (1876) 383
These terrific and disgraceful epithets with which the poor
imitators are so often loaded.

Disgracefully (disgr^-sfuli), adv. [f. prcc.
+ -LT ^.] In a disgraceful manner, with disgrace;

shamefully, ignominiously. \ Formerly also, With

opprobrium, opprobriously, contumeliously.
1604 HIERON U

'

ks. I. 478 Some of whom to my griefe

DISGRADER.

who formerly had been disgracefully buried in a dunghill.
1781 Cowt'ER Expost. 663 His [name] that seraphs tremble

at, is hung Disgracefully on every trifler's tongue. 1893
J. STRONG New Era xvi. 357 Its progress is painfully and
disgracefully slow. Mod. The work has been disgracefully
scamped.

Disgra'cefulness. [f.
as prec. + -NESS.]

The quality or condition of being disgraceful ;

shamefulness, ignominy.
1581 SIDNEY ApoL Poetrie (Arb.) 61 These men. .by their

owne disgracefulnes, disgrace the most gracefull Poesie.

1841 LANE ^r<r. Nts.\\\. 486, I knew .. that there was
no disgracefulness in him . . the turpitude and disgraceful-
ness were in my sister. 1880 Daily News 9 Jan. 5/2 Bar-
barous as hanging is, its disgracefulness and horror possibly
act as deterrent influences.

t Disgra'cement. Obs. [f. DISGRACE v. +
-MENT.] The action of disgracing; also, concr.

that which causes disgrace.
1561 T. NORTON Calvin's Inst. i. i Synce we haue ben

spoyled of the diuine apparell, our shameful nakednesse dis-

closeth an infinite heape of filthy disgracementes. 1581 ].

BELL Hadfion's Answ. Osor. 454 Defacinges and dis-

racements of Religion. 1647 H. MORE Poems 169 That
isgracement of Philosophic .. this Theorie Might take

't away.

Disgracer (disgr^-saj). [f. as prec. + -EB *.]

One who or that which disgraces; one that ex-

poses to shame or causes ignominy ; f an oppro-
brious reviler (obs.}.

1570 DEE Math. Pref. 46 The . . continuall disgracer of
Gods Veritie. 1589 NASHE Almondfor Parrat 153, He
began to . . shew himselfe openly a studious disgracer of
antiquitie. 1660 R. COKE Povuer $ Snbj. 267 A Reproacher
or disgracer of his Majesties Government. 173* SWIFT
Exam. Abuses Dublin, I have given good advice to those
infamous disgracers of their sex. 1780 MRS. PIOZZI Jintrn.
France I. 382 Who., were such disgracers of human
nature.

|| Disgracia, -grazia. [Sp. dcsgracia (-grabya)
disgrace, misfortune, unpleasantness, It. disgrazia

(-gratsya), formerly disgratia] An unpleasant
accident, misfortune.
1739 GIBBER Apol. (1756) I. 114 When it has been his ill

fortune to meet with a disgraccia. 1845 LD. CAMPBELL
Chancellors (1857) IV. Ixxxix. 174 This disgrazia happened
from meeting a line of brewer's drays at Charing Cross.

i Disgra'ciately, adv. Obs. rare- 1
, [as if

f. *disgradate adj., ad. It. disgrazialo, in Florio

disgratiato 'graceless'.] Ill-favouredly, unhappily,
un pleasingly.
a 1734 NORTH Exam. \. \. 28 All this he would most dis-

graciately obtrude by his quaint Touch of
'

confirming all '.

Disgracious (disgivi-Jas), a. Also 6-7 -tious.

[.i. F. disgracieux (1518 in Hatz.-Darm.), f. Dis- 4
\-gracicitX) perh. after It. disgrazioso

l

graceless,
full of disgrace', (Florio) : cf. GRACIOUS.]
1. Ungracious, unfavourable, unkind. tObs.

1598 J. DICKENSON Greene in Cone. (1878) 144 Deigne
rather to quicken them by a gracious regard, then to kill

them by a disgratipus repulse. 1603 BRETON Dign. or Ind.

J/tf207 What indignities are these to prove the disgratious
Nature of Man ? 1837 New Monthly Mag. XLIX. 343 Any
one of the disgracious cavillers.

f 2. Out of favour ;
in disfavour ; disliked.

Obs.

1594 SHAKS. Rich. ///, in. vii. 112 I doe suspect I haue
done some offence, That seemes disgracious in the Cities

eye. Ibid. iv. iv. 177 If I be so disgracious in your eye, Let
me march on, and not offend you, Madam. 16x1 SPEED

Hist; Gt. Brit. ix. xvi. (1632) 849 As for these causes he was
in highest grace with the King, so hee was the more dis-

gracious or hated of the people.

f 3. Disgraceful, shameful. Obs.

1615 Trades Incr. in Harl. Misc. (Malh.) III. 308 The lazy
and disgracious merchandise of our coasters.

4. Without grace of manner; uncomely; unbe-

coming.
1870 MORIER Rep. Land Tenure in Parl. -PdwVwCLXIII.

202, I heard general complaints ..of their [the women's]
disgracious attempts to follow the fashions.

t Disgra'ciously, adv. Obs. [f. prec. + -1/1-2.]

In a disgracious manner; with disgrace or indig-

nity ; without grace, ungraciously.
1618 Hist. P. Warbeck in Select. Harl. Misc. (1793) 95
He read it in publick, and thatsodisgraciously [etc.]. 1619
Time's Storehouse ii. 182 (L.) All. .were eyther at last dis-

graciously killed, or else receyved some great overthrow.

t Disgra'cive, a. Obs. rare, [irreg. f. DIS-
GRACE v. + -IVE : cf. coercive^\ Conveying or tend-

ing to disgrace or reproach ; disgraceful, shameful.
i6oa liovs IVks. 412 The Syrian raca, which is a disgraclve

term. 1627 FELTHAM Resolves i. xxvii. 47 They are unwisely
ashamed of an ignorance, which is not disgraciue. Ibid. i.

Ixxviii, 120 He that will question euery disgraciue word,
which he hears is spoken of him, shall haue much trouble.

Disgradation (disgrad^'Jan). ? Obs. [n. of

action f. DISGRADE vJ\ Punitive deprivation of

rank, degree, or dignity ;
= DEGRADATION 1 I.

1737-51 CHAMBERS CycL* Degradation, in our law-books
called degradation, and deposition, [Not in Tennes de la

Ley., Cowell, Blount, who have disgrade^ but not disgrada-
tion.] 1861 W. BELL Diet. Law Scot. 291/2 Disgradation,

Deposition, or Degradation ; the stripping a person for ever

of a dignity or degree of honour.

Disgrade (disgr^-d), v. Also 5-6 dysgrade,
dis-, dysgrate, 6 desgrade. [ad. OF. desgrader,

by-form of degrader, ad. late L. degradare^ Pr. de-

gradar, desgradari for frequent Romanic inter-

change oide-, des- t see DE- 1. 6.] trans. To depose
formally, as a punitive measure, from honourable

rank, degree, or dignity ;
= DEGBADE v. 2.

-1430 LYDG. Bochas viii. i. (1554) 177 b, Fortune list him
to disgrade Among his knightes. 1569 NEWTON Cicero's

Olde Age 28 b, Sore against my will was it, when I deposed
and dysgraded L. Flaminius of his senatourship. 1611 SPEED
Jlist. Gt. Brit. ix. xvii. (1632) 869 He was first solemnly
disgraded, his guilt spurs cut from his heeles by the Master-

Cooke. 1880 TpixoN Windsor III. vii. 67 Voted that the

late duke be disgraded from his dignity as a knight. 1888

Circular to Senate by Coll. ofMed. Durham Univ,, Sup-
posing the Durham University to possess already the power
to disgrade its Graduates.

b. To deprive of ecclesiastical status; -DE-
GRADE v. 2 b.

1380 WYCLIF Wks. (1880) 246 Ony symple mon schal

be enprisoned, disgratjd or brent. 1460 CAPGRAVE Chron.
112 Formosus..was disgraded be Jon the Pope fro all the

ordres of the Cherch onto lay astat. 1586 Exam. H.
Barrowe^ etc. in Harl. Misc. (Malh.) II. 28 Q. Are yow a
Minister? A. No, I was one after your orders. Q. Who
disgraded yow? A. I disgraded my self through Gods
mercy by repentance. 1641 PRYNNE Antip. 98 They did not

disgrade and deprive from holy Orders such Malefactors.

Hence Disgra'ded ///. a., Disgra'ding vbl.

sb.

1531-* Act 23 Hen. VI77, c. i A certificat under his scale

testifiynge the said disgradinge. 1546 BALE Eng. Votaries
n. L iv (T. s.v. Degrade), He once yet againe departed the

realme with his disgraded abbots. 1602 SEGAR Hon. Mil.

fy Civ. n. iv. 55 The King of Armes and other Heralds cast

the warme water vpon the disgraded Knights face . . saying
Henceforth thou shall be called by thy right name, Traitour.

1641 Tertnes de la Ley (1708) 257 By the Canon Law there

are two kinds of Disgradings; the one summary, byword
only, and the other solemn, by Devesting the party disgraded
from . . the Ensigns of his Order or Degree.

t Disgra'dement. Obs. ran - l
. [f. prec. +

-MENT.] = DISGRADATION; DEGRADATION! i.

1538 FITZHERB. Just. Peas 107 b, With certifycat therof

under his seall testifyenge the sayde dysgradement.
i Disgra'der. Obs. rare- 1

, [f.
as prec. + -ER 1

.]

One who degrades from a position of honour.
a 1603 T. CARTWRIGHT Confnl. Rhem. N. T. Pref. (1618)

17 Disgracers and disgraders of the Scripture haue taught
men to say, that the copies are corrupted.



DISGRADUATE.

t Disgra'duate, K Ok* [f.
I)I1S -

7 * < <^A-
IH'.U'E .sA] trans. To depose from a degree or dig-

nity, di'piivc of rank or privilege; DlsciiAUK,

1518 TiM'.u.i: ( '/'(</. C/tr. Afujt 73 b, Yf they bt- of mine
anointed, and beare my niarkc, di.sgrcsse them (I wold s;i>x-,

disgraduaie them). 1550 Nicoixs ThncyJ. 135 (R.)'lhe
saiae l^accdenmnions did dcs^raduate and declaire those to
l>c ilcfTumcd and dishonoured, that were lakcne by the

Athenians in the Ishuide.

t Disgree*, v. Obs. rare. [a. OF. desgre-er

(Froissart) to disagree, f. </t'J-, DJS- 4 + grer to

agree: see (iitKE
v.~\ intr. To be out of agree-

ment or harmony ; to DISAGREE.
1530 PALSGK. 510/1* I disgre, I agre a mysse, as syngars

do, or one note wiln an other. .These synggyng men disgree.

t Disgree'ment. Obs. rare. [f. prec. +

-MI:M'.] Discord, PISAGKEKMKNT.
1503 HAULS E.vatnp. I'irt. vii, 148 Without dtsgrement or

coniradiccyon,

Disgregate (di-sgr/ge't), v. [f. L. disgregal-,

ppl. stem of disgrcgare to separate, f. Dis- I +

frff-em (grex) flock, gregare to collect (.ina Hock).]
Hence Di'sgregated ///. a.

1 1. trans. To separate, sunder, sever (front).
'593 NASIIH Christ's T. 64 b, It pleased our lotting cruci-

fied Lord . . to disgregate his gifts from the ordinarie
meanes.

2. To separate into individual parts, disintegrate.
1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mor.dy (R.) Heat doth loosen,

disgrcgate, scatter, and dissolve all thick things. 1660
STANLEY Hist. Philos. ix. (1701)422/1 Heat seems to consist
of rare parts, and disgregates bodies. 1716 MONRO Aunt.
Nerves (1741) 4 The Dura Mater is closely wrapt round
them, to collect their disgregated Fibres.

1 3. According to obsolete theories of vision : To
scatter or make divergent (the visual rays) ; hence,
to dazzle, confuse, or dim (the si^ht).

Obs.

"1631 DONNE Serin, xcvi. IV. 245 'Ihe beanies of their

eyes were scattered and disgregated . . so as that they could
not confidently discern him. c 1645 HOWELL Lett. n. Ii, Her
sight is presently dazled and disgregated with the refulgency.
Ifid. I. vi. Iv, Black doth congregat, unite and fortifie the

sight ; the other doth disgregat, scatter and enfeeble it.

Disgregation (disgrfgi'-jan). [n. of action
f. prec. : see -ATION.] Separation of individuals
from a company, or of component parts from a
whole mass

; disintegration,dispersal ; spec, in Chcm.

separation of the molecules of a substance by heat
or other agency.
1611 FLORIO Disgregatjone, a scattering, a disgregation.

<ii66 Bp. ANDREWES in Southey Com.-pl. Bk. Ser. I.

(1850) 354 Without it [concord] a gregation it may be, but
no congregation. The con is gone; a disgregation rather.

i*S3 MANTON Exp. James v. 9 In troubles there are not so

many scatterings and disgregations in Christ's flock. 1664
tr. Bonet's Merc. Compit. xix. 763 These Diseases do
presuppose a Disgregation of Humours. 1865 GROTE Plato
I. i. 56 The partial disgregation of the chaotic mass.

Disgress, -ion, obs. ff. DIGRESS, -ION.

fDisgre-ss, v. Obs. rare- 1
. [?f. Dis- 7 a +

L. gressus step, taken as = gradus step, degree,
position ; and hence a synonym of DISGKADE. (Or
possibly an early corrupt form of DISGRACE v.)~]
1528 [see DISGRADUATE].
t DlSgTOSS (disgrJu-s), v. Obs. [ad. ifithc. F.

desgrossir, desgrosser
'

to lessen, make small, fine,
or less grosse, to polish, refine' (Cotgr. 1611),
mod.F. degrossir, i.des-, Dis- 4 +gros, grosse thick,

big, GROSS.] trans. To make finer or less gross ;

spec, applied to the initial reduction in thickness
of metal bars that are to be made into wire.
1611 FLORIO DisgrossamentO) a refining, a disgrossing.

1636 Patent Rotls 7 May, Fynmg, rcfyning, disgrossing . .

of all gold and silver. 1662 PETTV Taxes 85 If Tmllion be
wrought ^into plate and utensils, or disgrost into wire or lace.

1687 iM. TAUBMAN Lendon's Tri. 6 In another apartment is

. 1 'grossing, Flatting and Drawing of Gold . . Wyre. 1823
HONE Anc. Myst, 350.

b. fig. (unless misread for disawss, Discuss).
i54 St. Papers Hen. fill, XI. 330 The matters . . beyng

not before disgrossed and brought to a conclusion.

t Disgrrrbble, v. Obs. rare. [f. Dis- 5 +
*grubble, perh. for grumble.'] - DISGRUNTLE.
1689 C. HATTON 16 Apr. in //. Carr. (1878) II. 131 S' K'

Atkins is soe disgrubbl'd not to be Ch. J. of y'Com. Pleases
y

l lie sath he will not have his brothers scimni milke.

Disgruntle (disgrzrnt'l), v. Now chiefly U.S.

[f. Dis- 5 + GHUNTLE v. freq. of GRUNT], trans.
To put into sulky dissatisfaction or ill-humour; to

chagrin, disgust. Chiefly in fa. pple.
i68 H. CAM: Hist. Popery IV. 79 Hodge was a little dis.

gruiilled at that Inscription. 111683 SlH '* WARWICK Mem.
Cltas. / (1701) 226 [He] would not be sent unto her house . .

which the Lady was much disgruntled at. 1726 AMIIERST
Tcrrx Fit. xlviii. 256 M'Phelim finds his prince a little dis-

gruntled. 1862 C. THORNTON Co'tyers Lea xii. 224 The fair

labitha retired to her room somewhat disgruntled. 1884
Lisbon (Dakota) Star 18 July, [HeJ is very much disgruntled
at Cleveland's nomination.
Hence Disg-rtvntled ppl. a. ; also Disgni-ntle-
ment, moody discontent.

"847-78 Hw.uuv., Disgruntled, discomposed. Gloitc. 1889
I oice (N.Y. ) 12 Sept., Partisans in all stages of disgruntle-
ment \veie wandering aimlessly about. 1891 BRVCE in Con-
tcnip. Re-'. Jan., A melancholy or gloomy or to use an
expressive American term a

'

disgruntled
'

temper.
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DJSguisal disgsi-zal . rare.
[f. DISGUISE V.

+
-AL/J

The action of disguising.
1651 COTTERKI.L tr. Cassandra ill. 208 To open his heart

to her without any disguisal. 1834 Tail's Mag. 1 . 488 The
covering invented for their disguisal.

Disguise (disgai'z), v. Forms: 4 degise,
(gyse, desgyzo , 4-5 des-, disgiso, -gyse, dys-
guyse, 5-6 disguyso, 5-7 dosguise, 5- disguise,

(> disgease, 6-7 disguize; Si. 6 dis s agyso,

dissagyiss). [ME. desgise-n, degise-n, etc., a.

OF. desguiiicr, dcguirier (i ith c. in Littrc';, later

i desgttiser, mod.F. &guiscr, = i. desguisar, (. des-,

J

de- (DE- I. 6) + Romanic (It., Sp., Pg., Pr.) guisa,
\

F. guise (nth c.), a. OHG. ivfsa manner, mode,
appearance (cf. WISK sfr.) : the primary sense was
thus ' to put out of one's usual guise, manner, or
mode (of dress, etc.).']

1 1. irons. To alter the guise or fashion of dress
and appearance of (any one) ; esp. to dress in a
fashion different from what has been customary or

considered appropriate to position, etc. ; to dress

up fantastically or ostentatiously; to deck out. Obs.
c iw Poem Times Eihu. It, 255 in Pal. Songs (Camden)

335 Nu ben theih so degysed and diverseliche i-cfiht,Unnethe

may men knowe a gjeman from a kniht. 1361 LANCL. P. PI.
A. Prol. 24 InCuntmaunceofclobingequeintelichede-gyset.
c 1400 Row. AV225o He that loveth trewely Shulde. .nym
disgysen in queyntyse. 1480 CAXTON Citron. Eng. ccxix.

209 Mortimer disgised him with wonder riche clothes out

vyngd
monyes . . disgeasing our selfTes aftyr straunge fassions. 1563
Horn. n. Exc.Appar. (1850) 312 Many men care not what they
spend in disguising themselves, ever. . inventing newfashions.

1 2. To make different in manner, mode, or dress

(from others). Obs.

1340 Ayenlt. 97 Hi is zobliche newe and desgised uram
o|>re la^es. c 1430 Lvuc. Min. Poems go (Matz.) Amonges
wymmen he spanne, In theyre habyte disguysed from a man.
'555 WATREMAN Fartile Facions n. iv. 143 Tbei ware dis-

guised fro y* commune maner of other.

t 3. To transform ; to alter in appearance (from
the proper or natural manner, shape, etc.); to

disfigure. Obs.

1393 GOWER Con/. 1. 16 J>ei scholden noght . . The Papacie
so^desguise vpon diuerse eleccion. 1535 COVERUALE Ecclus.
xii. 18 Whyle he maketh many wordesThe shall dysguyse his
countenaunce. 1 a 1550 Dunbar's Poems, Freiris Berwick
_. 13 _ _:r : _^;_ _ -_Tfr-_. ,-.

his enimies which disguised the lawe of God. 1593 SIIAKS.
I.ucr. 1452 Her cheeks with chaps and wrinkles were dis.

guised ; Of what she was no semblance did remain. 1697
1 >RVDEN JEncid (].\ They saw the faces, which too well

they knew, Though then disguised in death.

4. To change the guise, or dress and personal
appearance, of (any one) so as to conceal identity ;

to conceal the identity of by dressing as some one
or in a particular garb. (Now the leading sense.)
f 1350 Will. Palerne 1677, & 5ef 3e were disgised & di}t

on anywise . . ?e wold be aspietf. 1593 GOWER Conf. II. 227
She cast in her wit. . Hou she him mignte so desguise That
no man shuld his body know. 1535 STEWART Cron.
Sctjf. III. 207 Robert the Bruce wnder the levis grene
. . Oft disagysit in ane sempill weid. 1555 EDEN Decades
176 They come disguised in an other habile, 1603 KNOLLES
llist. Turks (1638) 63 Disguised in the habit of a Turk.

17*0 GAY Poems (1745) II. 167 The shepherd's garb the
woman shall disguise, c 1850 Arab. Nts. (Rtldg.) 297 She
disguised him in woman's clothes. i88a FREEMAN Ainer.
Lect. v. 153 A friend disguised in the garb of an enemy.
Mod. He attempted to escape disguised as a monk.

b. reft.

1340 Ayenb. 158 Ine hou uele wyzen he [be dyeuel] him
desgyze[>. c 1374 CHAUCER Troylus v. 1570 (1577) Yn purpos
grct, Hym selflyk a Pylgrym to degyse. 1535 COVERDALE
i Kings xiv. 2 Disguise the, so that no man perceaue that
thou art leroboams wyfe. 1535 LYNDESAV Satyre 721 Wee
man turne our claithis. . And dis-agyse vs, that na man ken
vs. 1611 BIBLE i Kings**. 38 The prophet, .disguised him-
setfe with ashes vpon his face. 1847 MRS. A. KERR Hist.
StrotatA 290 The wife of Milosch was obliged to disguise
herself in the dress of a Servian female peasant.

5. To alter the appearance of (anything) so as to

mislead or deceive as to it ; to exhibit in a false

light ; to colour ; to misrepresent.
1398 TREVJSA Bartk.de P. K. xvii. vi. (Tollem. MS.), This

Aloe Caballinum is disgised [sopnisticatnr\ with ponder of
safron and vynegre, yf it is ten sibes plungid Knit, and
dryed. 1623 LD. HERBERT in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. l. III.
166 To palliate and disguise those thinges which it concernes
them to knowe. 1669 GALE Crt. Gentiles I. l. ii. 1 1 Plato's
custome to desguise the Traditions he received from the

Jews. I73 LEDIARO Setttos II. vn. 127 Some merchants
endeavour to disguise and put off a bad commodity. 1855
MACAULAY Hist. . IV. 254 To speak the truth, that was
to say, substantial truth, a little disguised and coloured.

6. To conceal or cloak the real state or character
of (anything) by a counterfeit show or appear-
ance.

1599 SHAKS. Hen. V, in. i. 8 Then imitate the action of
the 1 yger . . Disguise fair Nature with hard-fauour'd Rage.
1681 DKVIIFN Abs. * Ackit. 740 This moving Court, that

caught the Peoples Eyes, And seem'd but Pomp, did other
Ends disguise. 1716 Adi: Capt. R. Boyle 104, I think to

disguise our Thoughts is an Art better lost, than learnt.

1853 SIR H. DOUGLAS Milil. Bridges (ed. 31 203 A feint to

disguise the real intention. 1856 EMERSON nf. Trails,

DISGUISE.

Raft Wks. (Bohn 1 1 1. 33 The horse finds out who is afraid of
it.and does not disguise its opini'.ii.

7. To conceal or hide (a material thing by any
superficial coating or operation.
1591 SYLVESTER Du Bartas i. ii. 165 Yet think not, that

Than the full Blaze of Day. 1791 HAMILTON litrthelUt's

Dyeing I. 1. 1. iv. 66 The colouring particle!, .are there An-
guised by an alkali. 18*0 SCOKESHY Ace. Arctic Keg. 1. 116
An insulated cliff. . being nearly perpendicular, is never dis-

guised with snow.
b. To conceal the identity of under a different

name or title.

1639 S. Du VERGER tr. Camus' Admir. Events 50 Whom
we will disguise under the name of Anaclele. 1806 SURR
IfintfriH Loud, (ed. 3) 1. 69 The new title, .did not disguise
the old friend.

8. Electr. To conceal the presence of by neutral-

ization
;
to dissimulate. (Usually in passive.)

1839 G. BIRO A'at. Philos. % 278 When two insulated con-

ducting bodies are differently electrified, and approached
towards each other, so as to be within the influence of their

mutual attraction .. no signs of electricity are communicated
by either to a pith ball electrometer connected with them. .

The electric fluids are thus said to become disguised, or

paralysed, by their mutual attractive action. Ibid, f 288
On turning the machine, the positive electricity accumu-
lating in the inside of the battery becomes disguised by the

inducting action of the outside coating.
9. To intoxicate (with liquor), arch. (pa. pple.

still in slang use : see DISGUISED 6).
1561 J. HEVWOOD Prov. 4 Epigr. (1867) 184 Three cuppes

full at once shall oft
dysgyse tnee. 1618 DELONEY Gentle

Craft 1 1648) H iv b, We wfll get him out to the tavern and
there cause him to be disguised, that he shall neither be
able to stand nor go. 1711 tr. PomeCs Hist. Drugs I. 138
It may so stupifie and disguise them, that they may be the
more easily master'd. 1806-7 J. BERESFORD Miseries Hum.
Life (1826) xx. 250 Sure, fuddling a trade is Not lovely
in Ladies, Since it thus can disguise a Soft sylph like Eliza.

1 1O. intr. To dissemble. Obs.
1580 SIDNEY A rcadia (1622) 97 Zelmane . . disguise not with

me in words, as I know thou doest in apparelt 1586 A. DAY
Eng. Secretary n. (1625) 24 But if I should, .teltyou. .you
might thinke I did not then disguize with you.

Disguise (disgai-z), si. Also 4 degise, -yno,

7 disguize, [f. DISGUISE v.]
1 1. Alteration of the fashion of dress from that

which has been usual ; new or strange fashion (esp.
of an ostentatious kind). Obs.

1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 1518 In pompe and pride and
vanite, In selcouthe maners and sere degyse {>at now es used
of many wyse. Ibid. 1524 For swilk degises and suilk
maners . . Byfor bis tyme ne has noght ben. 1594 LODGE
\\'ounds Civ. War in Hazl. Dodsley VII. 143 Prisoners of
divers nations and sundry disguises.
2. Altered fashion of dress and personal appear-

ance intended to conceal the wearer's identity ; the
state of being thus transformed in appearance for

concealment's sake.

13.. CoerdeL. 062 The kyng hym [abaroun] tolde. .Hou
he founde hym [Rychard] in disguise. 1605 SHAKS. Learv.
iii. 220 The banish'd Kent ; who, in disguise, Kollow'd his

enemy king, and did him service. 1649 B. HARRIS FarrvaTs
Iron Age 214 In this extremity he left that City in disguise.
1726 Adv. Capt. A*. Boyle 125 His manner of going to the

Appointment was in Disguise. 1758 JOHNSON Idler No. 29
P 6 They concluded me a gentlewoman in disguise, a 1839
PRAED Poems (1864) I. 8 'Twas a Fairy in disguise.

b. fig. A disguised condition or form.

is grandee _
JOHNSON Rambler No. 184 F 12 None can tell whether the

good that he pursues is not evil in disguise. Mod. A blessing
in disguise.
3. ' A dress contrived to conceal the person that

wears it' (J.) ; a garb assumed in order to deceive.

1596 SPENSER /'. Q. v. vii. 21 Magnificke Virgin, that in

queint disguise Of British armes dost maske thy myall
blood. 1596 SHAKS. i Hen. IV, \\. ii. 78 Ned, where are our
disguises? 1667 E. CHAMBERLAYNK St. Gt. Brit. i. (1684)
120 In 1648 [the Duke] was .. conveyed in a Disguise or
Habit of a girl beyond sea. 1840 JAMES Woodman

xiii.Now I bring you your disguise. 1875 JOWBTT Plato (ed. a)
1. 395 You werewrapped in a goatskin or some other disguise.

b. trans/, andjrig.
1655 STANLEY Hist. Pkihs. l. (1701) 1/2 Their glory being

intercepted . . by some later disguise ofalteration or addition.
a 1674 CLARENDON Sun-. Leviath. (1676) 193 Without any
other clothing or disguise of words. 1789 BELSHAM Ess.
II. xxxiv. 248 This high-sounding language is merely the

splendid disguise of ignorance. 1876 MOZLEY Univ. Serm.
iv. 82 The passion obliged to act under a disguise becomes
different in its nature from the open one.

4. Any artificial manner assumed for deception ;

a false appearance, a counterfeit semblance or show;
deception.
1631 J. HAYWARD tr. Biondfs Eromena 36 The Pilot (all

disguise laid aside) said unto him. ai6$$\'ixf.s Lord's Sitpp.
(1677) 155 Naked of all humane disguizes. 1781 COWPER
Charity 558 No works shall find acceptance, in that day
When all disguises shall be rent away That square not truly
with the Scripture plan. 1838 TniRL\VALL(7riYtv V. xliii. 273
Philomelus now threw off all disgui>e. 1865 G. MEREDITH
Rhoda. Fleming vi. Perfect candour can do more for us
than a dark disguise.
5. The act or practice of disguising ; conceal-

ment of the reality under a specious appearance.
1603 SHAKS. Meas. for M. in. ii. 294 So disguise shall by

th* disguised Pay with falshood false exacting. 1647 CLAREN-
67*-a



DISGUISED
DON Hist. Reb. vi. (1843) 373/2 Nor could he have been led

into it . . by any open . . temptation, but by a thousand dis-

guises and cozenages, a 17*0 POPE C/w/ Youths fy Virgins

38 Hence false tears, deceits, disguises. 1746 WESLEY Prim:
Methodist 9 With regard to Subtlety, Evasion, and Dis-

guise. 1834 M EDWIN Angler in Wales I. 252 Thou friend

. . to whom I communicate without disguise the inmost

secrets of my breast. 18376
MOZLEV Univ. Serm. ii. 32 The

heathen defied the law within him. There was no disguise
in Paganism.
1 6. A masque ;

= DISGUISING 3. Obs.
1622 B. JONSON Masque of Augurs Wks. (Rtldg.) 630/2

Disguise was the old English word for a Masque. 1622

BACON Hen. K//, 245 Masques (which they then called Dis-

guises). ^1630 MILTON Passion iii, O what a mask was
there, what a disguise.

7.
* Disorder by drink

'

(Johnson).
1606 SHAKS. Ant. <$ Cl. 11. vii. 131 Strong Enobarbe Is

weaker then the Wine, and mine owne tongue Spleet's what
it speakes: the wilde disguise hath almost Antickt vs all.

1622 B. JONSON Masque ofAugurs Wks. (Rtldg.) 630/1 Dis-

guise ! what mean you by that? do you think that his

majesty sits here to expect drunkards ?

8, Elector* See DISGUISE v. 8.

1839 G. BIRD Nat. Phil. 286 In accordance with the con-

ditions of the induction and disguise of electricity, it is

obvious that an insulated jar cannot be charged.

Disguised (disgsi-zd), ///. a. [f. DISGUISE
V. + -ED !.]

(* 1. Changed from the usual or natural guise or

fashion: a. disfigured; b. altered in fashion of

dress for the sake of modish display. Obs,

1393 GOWER Conf. III. 260 They sigh her clothes all dis-

guised . . Her haire hangend unkempt about, c 1^30 Pilgr.

Lyf Manhode iv. ii. (1869) 175 J>ilke beste was disgised so

vileliche, and so foule figured. 1563 Homilies ii. Excess of
Apparel {&%$) 312 The naughty stomacks of the daughters
of England are so maintained with divers disguised sorts of

costly apparell, that [etc.]. 1589 PF.ELE Tale Troy 27 Where
ladies troop'd in rich disguised attire.

J*
2. Of dress, etc. : Altered in fashion or assumed

for the sake of concealing the identity of the wearer
or bearer. Obs.

1413 Pilgr. Sowle (Caxton 1483) in. ii. 51 These haue ben
feyned Religyous ypocrites with theyr desguysed clothes.
a 1533 LD. BURNERS Huon ix. 23 Chariot had a dysgysyd
shylde bycause he wolde not be knowen. 1548 HALL Chron,,
Hen. K/. an. 28. 161 Mistrustyng the sequele of ye matter,
[he] departed secretly in habite disguysed, into Sussex. 1608
D. T. Ess. Pol. % Mor. 08 Wine. .doth, .unbare us of that

disguis'd, and personated habit, under the which we are ac-

customed to marche. 1660 BLOUNT Boscobel 51 Procur'd
him a pass from the Rebel commanders in a disguised name.
3. Of persons, etc. : Dressed in a strange or as-

sumed garb, or having the appearance otherwise

changed, for the sake of concealing identity.
1393 GOWER Conf. III. 62 And he disguised fledde away

By snip. 1599 MARSTON Sco. Villanie I. ii. 175 Disguised
Gods . . in pesants shape Prest to commit some execrable

rape. 1639 T. BRUGIS tr. Camus' Moral Relat. 346 Finding
no safety in high Germany, .we came downe disguised into

this inferiour Germany. 1843 PRESCOTT ^JA'-r/Vrtf (1850) I. 332
He. Jay in ambush, directing the disguised Spaniards . , to

make signals. 1874 MORLEY Compromise (1886) 180 The
congregation in the old story were untouched by the dis-

guised devil's eloquence, .it lacked unction.

4. Of a thing, etc. : Altered in outward form so

as to appear other than it is.

1590 SPENSER F. Q. in. ii. 4 What inquest made her dis-

semble her disguised kind? 1632 LITHGOW Trav. nt. 119
We may easily be deceived, by disguised and pretended
reasons. 1862 H. SPENCER First Princ. \. v. 33 (1875) 120
Convinced as he is that all punishment . . is but a disguised
beneficence. 1878 BROWNING La Saisiaz 30 Hindrance
proved but help disguised,

1 5. Concealed or hidden so as not to appear.
1594 MARLOWE & NASHE Dido i. i, Here in this bush dis-

guised will I stand. 1677 MRS. BEHN Rover in. i, Oh ! he
lay disguized.

6. Intoxicated ; drunk, tipsy, arch, slang.
1607 DELOKEY Strange Hist. (1841)14 The saylors and the

shipmen all, through foule excesse of wine, Were so dis-

guisde that at the sea they shewd themselves like swine.
1622 MASSINGER & DEKKER Virg. Mart. HI. iii, Har. \ am
a prince disguised. Hir. Disguised? How? drunk? 1667
DRYDEN Wild Gallant i. i, I was a little disguised, as they
say.. Well, in short, I was drunk. 1754 CHESTERF. World
Wks. 1892 V. 293, I never saw him disguised with liquor in

my life. 1821 SCOTT Kettilw. xxix, What if they see me a
little disguised? Wherefore should any man be sober to-

night ? 1883 W. C. RUSSELL Jack's Courtship in Longm.
Mag. III. 18 A woman, disguised in liquor, with a bonnet
on her back. 1884 BESANT Childr. Gioeon n. xxi, He was
not

'

disguised *, his speech was clear.

Hence Disgui*sedly a<&'., in a disguised manner,
in disguise ; Disgui-sadness, disguised state.
1612 BP. HALL Impress of Cod\\. in Recoil. Treat. (1614)

674 But alas, the painted faces, and manmshnesse, and
monstrous disgmsednesse of the one sexe. 1631 WEEVER
Anc. Fun. Mon. 24 Hee .. fled disguisedly by sea for his
owne safety. 1633 PRYNNE Histrio-Mttstix \\.\\. ii. (R.) The
strange disguisednesse of theatricall attires. 1683 J. BARNARD
Life ofHeylin 172 (L.) He . . studied schism, and faction, by
his own example, and his pen disguisedly.

Disguiseless (disgai-zles), a. [f. DISGUISE
sb. + -LESS.] Without disguise, undisguised.
1850 BROWNING Xmas Eve

<J-
Easter Day 232 Naked and

disguiseless stayed, And unevadable, the fact. 1878

Frasefs Mag. XVII. 427 Nature stood revealed before him,
disguiseless, not 'sophisticated'.

Disbursement, [f. DISGUISE v. + -MENT
;

cf. Of. desguisement, mod.F. dtg- t
a disguising,

that which serves to disguise.]

452

1. The fact of disguising, or of being disguised.
1383 GOLDING Calvin on Dent. cxi. 684 That they might

not be put out of countenance by any faire disguisemen t.

1632 LITHGOW Trav. in, 82 To lend . . an old gowne,
and a blacke vaile for his disguisement. 1683 PORUACE
H/yst. Dlv. i^o Blessed are they who through all these wiles
. _. i s' . . .. * _ j i __ _ ... 7>/_ _7._.. ,/__ TT7II

DISGUST.

infraction of international and military law.

2. That which disguises, or whereby disguising
is effected ; a disguise ;

a garb that conceals the

wearer's identity.

1580 SIDNEY Arcadia (1622) 53 Assuring myselfe, that

vnder that disguisement, I should find oportunitie to re-

ueale myselfe to the owner of my heart. 1590 SPENSER
F. Q, in. vii. 14 What mister wight . . That in so straunge

clisguizement there did maske. 1801 STRUTT Sports $ Past.
m. iii. 171 Minstrels and persons in disguisements. 1823
LAMB Elia (1860) 26 In this disguisement he was brought
into the hall. 1861 T. A. TROLLOPE La Beata II. xvii. 186

To don a black disguisement, and put our own hands to the

work of mercy.
3. pi. Additions or accessories (hat alter the

appearance ; adornments, bedizenments.

1638 BAKER tr. Balzac's Lett. in. (1654) 105 It hath paint-

ings and disguisements, to alter the purity of all worldly
things. 1768-74 TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1852) II. 153 Stripped
of all the disguisements, and foreign mixtures cast upon
them. 1867 D. G. MITCHELL Kur. Stud. 199 If the charm-

ing but costly disguisements of a park cannot be ventured

upon at once.

Disguiser (disgai-zaj). [f. DISGUISE v. 4- -ER 1
.]

One who disguises, a. One who dresses himself

up in order to act in a pageant ;
a masker or

mummer, a GUISER.
1481-90 Howard Honseh. Bks. (Roxb.) 517 Payd .. [for]

stuff for dysgysers on Saynt Stevens day .. xvj.d. 1494
FABYAN Chron. vn. 558 Fyre was put to the vesturis of the

disguysers. 1545 HALL Chron., Hen. VIII, an. 10 (R.) Y
disguysers dissended from y' rock, & daunced a great

space.
b. One who or that which changes appearances,

and makes things appear other than they are.

1586 T. B. La Primand. Fr. Acad. !. 628 He must use

great prudence to discerne flatterers and disguisers of mat-
ters. 1603 SHAKS. Meas.for M. IV. ii. 186 Oh, death's a great

disguiser. 1729 POPE To Swift ii Aug., [He] is quite the

reverse to you, unless you are a very dextrous disguiser.

1890 Temple Bar Mag. Jan. 22 The two main disguisers
and disfigurers of humanity.

t DisgTli'sily, adv. Obs. [f. DISOUISY a. +
-LY 2.] Strangely, extraordinarily.
(1325 Orfeo fy H. 322 in D. Laing Set. Rem. (1822), An

hundred tours ther were about, Degiselich and bataild stout.

c 1350 Will. Palerne 485 Desparaged were i disgisili }if i

dede in bis wise, c 1430 Pilgr. LyfManhode i. Ixxiv. f 1869)

43 To the mille he was born, and disgisyliche grounden.

t Disgni'siness. Obs. Also de-. [f. as prec.
+ -NESS!] Strangeness of guise or fashion.

c 1386 CHAUCER Pars. T. p 340 Precious clothyng is cowp-
able . . for his softenesse, and for his strangenesse and

degisynesse [v. r. disgisinesse]. c 1400 Berytt 2523 And
mervellid much in Geffrey of his disgiseness.

Disguising idisgarzin), vbl. sb. [f. DISGUISE
V. + -ING !.]

1. The action of the verb DISGUISE, fa. Change
of fashion of clothes ; strange or fantastic dressing.
1395 Lollard Conclns. Art. xii. in J. Lewis Life Wyclif

(1820) 342 Duodecima Conclusio, quod multitude artium in

nostro regno nutrit multum peccatum in waste, curiositate,
et inter disguising, c 1400 Jacob's Well

7j)
?if dysgysing,

or excesse of clotnys . . be berin . . banne is pat desyre of

praysing & dely?t in be clothys & rycches dedly synne.
<* 1450 Knt. de la 7Vr (1868) 62 Noyis flode . . stroied the

world for the pride and the disguysinge that was amonge
women. 1480 CAXTON Chron. Eng. ccxxvi. (1482) 235 They
. . chaunged hem euery yere dyuerse shappes and disguys-
yng of clothyng.

D. The assumption of a disguise.
1591 SHAKS. Two Gent. 11. vi. 37 lie giue her father notice

Of their disguising and pretended flight.

c. The giving of a false appearance or represen-
tation ; concealing.
1586 A. DAY Eug. Secretary 11.

(1625) 13 His going to N.
to be but a meere disguising his intent. 1587 GOLDING De
Mornay xxii. (1617) 359 Disguisings of the truth.

2. concr. f a. Strange or new-fangled dress. Obs.

1.1386 CHAUCER Pars. T. r 351 The wrecched swollen
membres that they shewe thurgh the degisynge in depart-
ynge of hire hoses in whit and reed, c 1485 Digby Myst. v.

150 These do signyfie Your disgysyng And your Araye.
b. Dress or covering worn to conceal identity.

1485 Act i Hen. VII, c. 7 The said Mis-doers, by reason
of their painted Faces, Visors, and other Disguisings could
not be known. 1581 LAMBARDE Eiren. iv. iv. (1588) 419.

t

1 3. A mask, or masquerade ;
an acting by

'
dis-

guisers
'

or guisers. Obs.

1481-90 Howard Househ. Bks. (Roxb.) 389 All suche stoffe

. . that he bowgt for the Dysgysing. 1530 TINDALE Pract.
Prelates Wks. (Parker Soc.) II. 339 The Frenchmen .. of
late days made a play, or a disguising at Paris, in which the

emperor danced with the pope. 1532-3 Act 24 Hen. VJll,
c. 13 lustes, tourneis. .or other marcial featesor disguisings.
1S77~^7 HOUWHKD CifcWB. III.893/2 This Christmasse was
a goodlie disguising plaied at Graies In. 1688 R. HOLME
Armoury m. 77/2 King Cassibelane .. gave .. many Dis-

guisings, Plays, Minstrelsie and sports. 1801 STRUTT Sports
*f Past. in. ii, 145 Magnificent pageants and disguisings.

1 4. An alleged appellation for a '

company
'
of

tailors. Obs.

1486 13k. St. Albans F vj b, A Disgysyng of Taylours.

in maKing 01 ner i riesis. 174* ir. j sirgt-iu ^t/itjc ^cn.
xxxiii. 250 The European Women besmear their Faces with
White and Red, and upon that disguising Paint they stick

abundance of little Plaisters of black Taffata.

t DisgUi'Sy, a. Obs. Forms: 4 deguiso,

vdisgisi,-gesye), 4-5 degyse, 5 disgyse, -gisee,

-guisee, -gisy. [a. OF. dtiguisU, diguisii, -si,

pa. pple. of de^guisicr to DISGIJISE.] Disguised,
altered from familiar guise, mode, or appearance.
1. Wearing a disguise ; disguised ; masked.
c 1330 R. BKUNNE Chron. (1810) 298 pe Scottis sent ouer

be se A boye of ber rascaile, quaynt &
d_eguise.

c 1350
Will. Palerne 1610 Also daunces disgisi redi di}t were.

2. Of changed fashion ;
of strange guise ;

new-

fashioned, new-fangled ;
monstrous ; wrought,

made, or ornamented in a novel or strange fashion.

a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter cxlvi. n, paire degyse atyre, &
baire licherous berynge. c 1386 CHAUCER Pars. T. P 34 3

The cost of embrowdynge, the degise endentynge . . or

bendynge. c 1430 LYDG. Bochas vi. xii. (1554) 1593, There
is none other nacion Touching aray, that is so disguisee In

wast of cloth and superfluite. c 1430 Pilgr. LyfManhode
\. cxliv. (1869) 74 To roste a smal hastelet or to make a
steike or sum oother disgisee thing.

3. Strange, unfamiliar, extraordinary.
c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. Wace (Rolls) 14787 To telle hit

here hit ys no nede ; Hit were a degyse byng. c 1350 Will.

Palerne 2715 So long bei caired . . ouer dales & dounes 8:

disgesye weyes. c 1430 Pilgr. LyfManhode (1869) 74 Whi
it is of swich facioun. It is a thing disgisy to me.

4. Feigned, done to deceive.

1375 BARBOUR Brnce xix. 459 5one fleying is right degyse.
Thatr armyt men behynd I se. c 1430 Pilgr. LyfManhode
n. xxii. (1869) 84 Turnynge the gospel al up so doun bi dis-

gisy woordes and lyinge.

Disgrrlf, -grrlph, v. Also 7 disgoif. [f.Dis-

7 c + GULP, or from radical part of engulf.'] trans.

To send forth or discharge as from a gulf.

163$ PERSON Varieties i. 24 The perpetual! and constant

running and disgolfing of Rivers, brookes and springs from
the earth into it [the sea], 1839 BAILEY Festus iv. (1852) 44
Canst thou not disgulph for me. .of all thy sea-gods one ?

Disgust (disgtrst), si>. [ad. l6th c. F. desgoitst

(Pare), mod.F. tUgoAt; or ad. It. disguslo
' distaste'

(Florio), f. Dis- 4 + gusto taste: cf. DISGUST v.

This and all the cognate words appear after 1600.

They are not used by Shakspere.]
1. Strong distaste or disrelish for food in general,

or for any particular kind or dish of food ; sicken-

ing physical disinclination to partake of food, drink,

medicine, etc. ; nausea, loathing.
i6n COTGR., Desappetit . . a queasinesse, or disgust of

stomacke. 1682 GLANIUS Voy. Bengala 43 This mishap
was attended by a disgust to the Leaves which we hereto-

fore found so good. 1799 ]. ROBERTSON Agric. Perth 326
The Highlanders in general had a disgust at this kind of

food. 1803 Med. Jrnl. X. 497 The nausea and disgust
excited from the exhibition of this medicine. 1837 HT.
MARTINEAU Soc. Amer. III. 61 The conflict between our

appetites and the disgust of the food was ridiculous. ^1885
CLODD Myths fy Dr. i. vi. 106 To this day the [hare], .is an

object of disgust in certain parts of Russia.

2. Strong repugnance, aversion, or repulsion ex-

cited by that which is loathsome or offensive, as a

foul smell, disagreeable person or action, disap-

pointed ambition, etc. ; profound instinctive dislike

or dissatisfaction.

1611 COTGR., Desaimer. .to fall into dislike, or disgust of.

1632 J. HAYWARD tr. Biondi's Eromena 26 It behooved him
to make much of his wife, with no lesse art, than disgust

[knowing her false]. 1759 ROBERTSON Hist. Scot. II. Diss.

Murder K. Henry n, Du Croc . . represents her disgust at

Darnley to be extreme. 1789 T. JEFFERSON Writ. (1859)
II. 574 His dress, in so gay a style, gives general disgust

against him. 1796 R. BAGE Hertitsprong Ix, Unable to

conquer her disgust to Sir Philip. iSox MRS. CHAR. SMITH

Lett. Solit. Wand. II. 158 In her. .disgust towards her con-

ductor. 1822 HAZLITT Table-t. Ser. II. vii. (1869) 156 The

object of your abstract hatred and implacable disgust. 1845

S. AUSTIN Route's Hist. Ref. III. 33 He soon retreated in

disgust across the Alps,

b. with a and//.
1598 FLORIO, Disparere, a disopinion . . a disgust or vnkind-

nes. 1659 B. HARRIS Parhial's Iron. Age 64 He left behind

him, an immortal disgust, amongst . . the Hugenot party.

1751 SMOLLETT Per. Pic. (1779) III. Ixxxi. 215 A couple so

situated would be apt to imbibe mutual disgusts. 1865
BUSHNELL Vicar. Sacr. iii. (1868) 77 His griefs, disgusts,

and wounded sensibilities.

t e. An expression of disgust. Obs. rare.

a 1634 RANDOLPH Amyntas Poems (1668) 214 Will I be

Archi-Flamen, where the gods Are so remiss? Let wolves

approach their shrines, [etc. ] . . Such disgusts at last

Awaken'd Ceres.

f 3. An outbreak of mutual displeasure and ill-

feeling ;
a difference, a quarrel. Obs.

1628 DIGBY Voy. Medit. (1868) 41 Being aduertised of a

disgust betweene Captaine Stradling, my Rereadmirall,

and Mr. Herris a gentleman of my shippe. 1665 SIR 1.

HERBERT Tray. (1677) 166 Some disgusts happen d twixt

Rustan and his Brother. 1761 HUME Hist. Eng, II. xxix.

158 Some disgusts also had previously taken place between

Charles and Henry.
4. That which causes strong dislike or repug-

nance ;
an annoyance, vexation. ? Obs.

1654 W. MOUNTAGUE Devout Ess. li. x. 5 (R.), When the

presenting of the benefit is joined with the presence of the
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disgust. 1658 SuN(.siiv Diary (1836) zio Custom^ .iml
continuance has sweutned th-.sc disgusts. 1761-1 HUME
Hist.Etig. (1806) 111. xliii. 525 Some disgusts win
hint received from t lit? States. 1807 8 Svn. SMI in I'lyinlty's
Lett. Wks. 1859 H. 152/2 Nor can I conceive a greater dis-
-iisi to a Monarch .. than to see such a question as that of
Catholic Kmancipation argued [etc.].

Disgust (disgtrst), v. [ad. F. dcsgauster (in
K. Kstiennc 1539; 'to distast, loath, dislike, ab-
hone' i.Cotgr. i6n\ or ad. \\..disgustare 'to dis
taste' (Klorio), f. </-,Dis-4 + V.gouster (mod.F
,;i>ii/i'i'), It. and L. gttstarc to taste. (The F. won
was itself prob. from It.).]

1 1. trans. To have a strong distaste for or re-

pugnance to
;
to loathe, disrelish, dislike, regarc'

with aversion or displeasure, a. lit. of food. Obs

-; ^27 Our Siloah's streams disgusting For Kng
lish leeks and onions they And fleshpots still were lusting.

t b. generally. Obs.
ifct

/////. Consid. Sec. Priests (1675) 64 There is no King
. . disgusting the See of Rome . .that would have endured us.
1611 COTCR., s v. Odeur, line fa fas en tonne odeur, he
.lis^iisis him.. he hath no good conceit of him. 1654 H.
LBtTXANGK Cbu. / (1655) MO His Majesty ..disgusting
Parliaments, was enforcett to call in the aid of his Preroga-
tive, a 1716 SOUTH Scrm. (1744) X. 282 Had he not known,
that I disgusted it.it had never been spoke or done by him.
2. To excite physical nausea and loathing in (a

l>erson) ; to offend the taste or smell of.

1650 W. BROUGH Sacr. Princ. (1659) 226 The remedy . .

disgusts the palate. 1750 JOHNSON Rambler No. 78 r i The
palate is reconciled by degrees to dishes which at first dis-

gusted it. Mod. The smell of soap-works always disgusts
me.

3. To offend the sensibilities of; to excite aversion,

repugnance, or sickening displeasure in (a person).
1659 B. HARRIS Parivats Iron Age 89 King James . . by

the negotiations with Spain .. had disgusted many of the
Reformed Religion. Ibid. 073 The Pope was disgusted at
the disobedience of the Christians. 1717 ABP. KING in Ellis
Orig. Lett. Ser. n. IV. 316 Found him engaged in a prac-
tice that disgusted and shamed all his friends. 1841 EL-
PHISSFONE f/ist. tnd. 11.557 Prince Azim had disgusted
many of his principal officers by his arrogance. 1863 MRS.

PLIPHANT
Sal. CA. xix. 328 He was disgusted with Phoebe

for bringing the message, and disgusted with Beccher for
looking pleased to receive it.

b. absol. To be very distasteful.

1756 BURKK SiM. 4 B. 111. v, Want of the usual proportions
in men and other animals is sure to disgust. 1763 J. BROWN
Poetry t, tint, v. 75 The Music and Dance of the Americans
..at first disgusts.
4. With/row, of, against : To raise or excite such

aversion in (a person) as dissuades or deters him
from a proposed or intended purpose.
1700 S. L. tr. Fryke's I'oy. E. Ind. 127 The very seeing of

her disgusted me from Matrimony. 1781 JUSTAMOND Prir
' Lrwis XV, II. 133 The Monarch was ever soon dis-

rted
of gratifications that were merely sensual 1788

JEFPERSON Ifrit.(iSsg) II. 512 To disgust Mr. Neckar
against their new fishery, by letting him foresee its expense.
1879 ATCHERLKY Iloerlan,/ 156, 1 put an expansive ball right
on his snout .. which .. thoroughly disgusted him of attack-
ing us.

t DisgTTStable, a. Ots. rare. [f. DISGUST v.
+ -ABLEJ Capable of exciting disgust ; disgusting.
1787 Minor 29 A-rjropos, Mr. O'Nial, this house is like

yourself in many things disgustable.

Disgustant (disgo-stant), a. and sb.
[f. DIS-

GUST v. + -ANT :

inT.tf<?geuiant.] a., adj. Disgust-
ing, rare-", b. sb. Something that excites disgust.
sB66 Macm. Mag. May 62 A deterrent and a disgustant.

Disgusted (disgtrsted), ///. a.
[f. DISGUST v.

+ -ED?) f a. Distasteful, strongly disliked (o6s.).
b. Keeling disgust or aversion

; chagrined.
1668 SOUTH Strut xxvii. (1843) 467 Fear . . makes him

unable to assert a disgusted truth. 1704 HEARNE Duct.
Hist. (1714) I. ,62 Wilson a disgusted Man wrote the Life

K. James. <r 1790 WII.I.OCK Coy. ti He retired sullen and

Busied. 1819 Metropolis II. 189 [He] staggers from his
intemperate banquet, and reels to a disgusted wife.
Hence Disgu-stedly adv., with disgust or repul-

sion.

1864 /.,,.'j last term (N. Y.) 85 She. .put her lips to the
glass, turned up her nose very disgustedly. 1881 MissAM. II 1. 98 Shrugging his shoulders disgustedly.
JnsgTTSter. rare. [f. as prec. + -EK.]
t*. One who strongly dislikes ; cf. DISGUST v. I.
1681 J COLLINS Pre/. to Glanvilfs Sadducismus, The
ruth of this story lying so uneasie in the minds of the

disgusters of such things.
2. He who or that which excites distaste or aver-

sion.

Disgustful (disgustful), a.
[f. DISGUST sb.

+ -rn.. Very common in i;-i8th c.]
1. Causing literal disgust ; offensive to the taste

or other sense
; disagreeable, sickening, nauseous.

aii6 BKAI M. & ]Y. Handuca i. ii. The British waters
are grown dull and muddy, The fruit disgustful. 1657 TOM-UNSON Kenan's Visf. 169 All kinds of curdialls save those
that :ire Hicmi*A<1 , __ c...._ S*..in, .. A i"

was gunar n (here. (VJLOWCLl
(i8yo)\I. 199 These flesh-flies, .plant there the
dH and infectious progeny

453

2 I M .tnstcful, displeasing; causing dislike, dis-

satisfaction, or displeasure ; offensive, arch.
1611 SI-KK-I. lint, Ct. Brit. vi. xxi. J 6. 108, I grieue; that

my life and. .Gouernmcnl. .should seem so disgustful! vnio
any. 1659 C, NOBI.K Mod. Anna, linmod. Q. 8 If any
Prince were disgustfull. .asperse and calumniate him. 1748
J. MASON Klociit. 15 This unnatural Tone in reading ..is
always disgustful to Persons of Delicacy. 1774 11in.
Kwvpe in Ann. Reg. 76/1 A trial by juries was strange
and disgustful to them, a 1840 POE Mrs. Brimming Wks.
(1^864)

III. 424 A disgustful gulf of utter incongruity.
8. \\ ith stronger implication : Causing disgust or

strong aversion ; sickeningly repugnant or shocking
to the moral sensibilities ; repulsive, disgusting.
1678 GALE Crt. Gentiles III. m It seemeth so disgustful

to many, if it be said, that God wils and produceth the act
..of parricide. 1791 BURKK Let. Member Nat. Ass. Wks.
VI. 34 The spawn of his disgustful amours. 1811 fftiu
Monthly Mag. II. 385 A tragedy, .which exceeds in horror
the disgustful atrocities of Titus Andronicus. 1851 HAW.
THOUNK Blilhedale Rom. III. ix. 164 Inexpressibly miser-
able is this familiarity with objects that have been from the
first disgustful.

4. Full of disgust; associated with, or charac-
terized by, disgust.
[1781 V. KNOX Ess. (1819) I. xxxvii. 200 It ceases to

produce its natural effect, and terminates in disgustful
satiety.] 1841 LVTTON Nt. t, Morn. (1851) 244 He turned
with hard and disgustful contempt from pleasure. 1866 STK-
VENSON/V. Jfkyllix.. (cd. 2)99 This person., had. .struck
in me what I can only describe as a disgustful curiosity.
Hence Disgu-stfully adv., Disgru stfnlness.
1731 BAILEY (ed. 5), Disgnslfidly, distastefully, un-

pleasantly. 1781 V. K.NO.X Kss. (1819) III. cxlv. 131 Tris-
tram Shandy is in many places disgustfully obscure 183*
/'riser's Mag. V. 149 This does away with much of the d
gustfulness of death.

1863 HAWTHORNE Our Old Home,About ;r/ira/<i-*(i87o)ioi To shrink more disgustfully than
ever before from the idea of being buried at all.

DisgU'sting, vbl. sb. [see -ING l.] The action
of the verb DISGUST. (Now only gerundial.)
1669 WOOUIIEAD St. Teresa n. xxxv. 256 With the ex-

tram disgusting of their kindred.

Disgusting (disgD-stirj), ///. a.
[f. DISGUST

v. + -ING *.] That disgusts (.see the verb) ; dis-

tasteful, sickening, repulsive.
1754 P. H. Hil'erniadn. 20 Particular Detail, .would be-

come dry, and disgusting to the Stranger's Palate. 1839
KEIGHTLEY Hist. Eng. II. 39 The disgusting language of
the indictment. 1843 PRKSCOTT Mexico (1850) I. 302 Their
disgusting cannibal repasts.

Disgrrstingly, adv.
[f. prec. + -IT

-'.] In
a disgusting manner, so as to cause disgust ; colloq.

offensively, aggravatingly, annoyingly.
1758 L. TEMPLE Sketches (ed. 2) 16 Neither . . flat on the

one hand, nor disgustingly stiff on the other. 1804 Ann.
Rev. II. 52/2 Calcutta is described as disgustingly filthy.a 1856 MASSON Kss. iii. 75 He stands before them disgust-
ingly unabashed. 1864 Daily Tel. I June, With these
disgustingly long days, the night never would come on.
1891 JESSOPP .Stud. Recluse vt. (1893) 198 The Younger
Pliny, .was disgustingly rich.

Disgtrstingness. [f.
as prec. + -NESS.] The

quality of being disgusting ; an instance of this.

1851 Frasti's Mag. XLIII. 175 The same defect, carried
out into sheer disgustingness. 1880 R. S. WATSON I'is.
11 taut ix. 165 Every disgustingness . . lies there bare and
open to the day.

t Disgrrstion. Obs. rare, [irreg. f. DISGUST
v. : see -ION.]

= DISGUST sb.

1659 D. PELL fnifr. S,-a Ded. Cviij, Let not the irrcligion
of those places., breed in you .. a disgustion unto the pure
..Religion, /till. 556 Homer brings in brave Ulysses in

great despair, and disgustion of a drowning death.

t Disgrrstive, a. Obs. rare ~ '. [f. DISGUST
v. + -IVE.] That tends or is fitted to disgust.
1740 A. HILL f.et. in Mrs. Barbauld Life Richardson

(1804) I. 45 A heavy disgustive insipidness.

Dish, (dip, sb. Forms: I disc, (3 dischs,
iss), 3-5 disch, -e, 4 (dise, dyoh, dijsch),

dissoh, -e, 4-5 dyssh, -e, 4-6 disahe, dishe,
5-6 dyssche, dysoh, dysche, 6 diszshe, 3- dish.

[OE. disc plate, bowl, platter, = OHG. tisc plate
(MHG. andGer. tisch table\ OS.disk table, MDu.
and Du. disch table, ON. diskr plate (? from OE.) ;

WGer. *Jist(s), a. L. disc-us quoit, dish (in Vul-

gate), DISK. The OE. (like OHG. and ON.) re-

presents a Latin sense of the word, while the sense
'table' found in MHG. and other later dialects

corresponds to a later Romanic sense, exemplified
by It. disco, F. cfets, dais (DESK, DAIS).]
I. A broad shallow vessel, with flat bottom, con-

cave sides, and nearly level rim, made of earthen-

ware, glass, metal, or wood, and used chiefly to
lold food at meals. Now, on the one hand often
restricted to those of oval, square, or irregular
sha]>e, as distinguished from the circular plate, and
on the other extended to all open vessels used to
contain food at table, as tureens, vegetable dishes,
etc.

-,,
c 1380 Wvixij;

Wkl. (s

DISH.

,
919 Kul wel kan ich <m.

vixij;
Wkl.

(stio) 434 Di}lchis & coupu of .iluer.
< 1410 l-iter Cxarmn (1802) 32 In a dysshc thy go>e thou
close. 1535 COVKRUALK Judg. v. SJ She . . broughte forthe
oulterin a lordly dls/shc. 1187 MASCALL(;I'/. t'o//&(iO27)
270 ITie common saying is, the hog neucr good but when
WJ1 ^f di!h - '**"} "*VIES lr ObariufVoy. Ambus.

I Ihe Wooden Jishesth.itareallover Persia. i7ioS
ratter No. 245 F2 A small Cabinet, .in which were.,
Itozenof Portu-"'- ' * "

mi >

half a

moulding of the ft:

dishes.

y. .took the greatest pains in the
.which he pUced upon these curious

b. A hollow vessel of wood or metal, used for

drinking, and also esf. as a beggar's receptacle for

alms; a cup; cf. ALMS-DISH, CLACK-, CLAP-DISH

treen dyssh w a pynte of ale therin. lyxt (see CLArpr.it
>l 3 SHAKS. Rich. 11, in. iii. ,50 I'll give .. My

figurd Goblets, for a Dish of Wood. ite^TryallCkev.i iii.
in Bullen O. Pi. III. 278, I know him as well as the Begger
knowes his dish. 1634 MILTON Camus 391 Who would rob
a hermit of. . his beads, or maple dish t 1781 COWPEK Truth
80 Books, beads, and maple dish, his meagre stock.

t C. Irons/. Applied to an acorn-cup. Obs.
IS99 A. M. tr. Gabelhouer's Bk. Physicke 172/1 Drie the

little akorne dishes, .and contunde them smalle.

td.^
Phrases. To cast, lay, throw (something)

in one's dish : to reproach or taunt him with it.

To have a hand in the dish : to meddle, interfere.
To have a foot in the dish (? like a pig in the

trough) : to gain a footing, have a share (cf. to have
a finger in the pie). Obs.
1551 T. WILSON Logike (1580) 626, When wee charge

hym with a like fault, and layc some greater matter in his
dishe. 1596 NASHE Saffron Walilen 67 Hee casts the
boner in my dish at euene third sillable. 1611 COTC. !.v.

losf. Matt. xxvi. 23 Se be be-dypS on disce mid me hys
^and.

a 1195 After. A". 344 I broken disch. r 1290 S. Kng.
'.eg. I. 46/23 Ane Discns of seluer he nam also, a 1300
Cursor .!/. 13159 (Colt.) Ask him . . His heued to giue ) in

wealth with her. 1681 BUNVAN Holy War 233 We have
already also a foot in their dish, for our Diabolonian friends
are laid in their bosoms 1710 STEELE Taller No. 164 T 5
Some., have been so disingenuous, as to throw Maud the
Milk-Maid into my Dish. 1711 SEWEL Hist. Quakers
(1795) I. 8 Under the bloody reign of Queen Mary, this
was laid in his dish.

2. The food ready for eating served on or con-
tained in a dish

; a distinct article or variety of food.
IS* Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 153,) ,7 b, The moost hye

dcyntyes or delicate dysshes. 1601 SHAKS. yl. C. u. i. 173
Let's carue him, as a Dish fit for the Gods. 1611 Wint.
T. iv. iii. 8 For a quart of Ale is a dish for a King. 1655Mounr & BENNF.T Health's Improv. (1746) 190 Cambletes
King of Lydia, having eaten of his own Wife, said, he
was sorry to have been ignorant so long of so good a Dish.
1675 HOBBES Odyssey (1677) 296 To beasts and fowls is he
Somewhere., become a dish. 1750 JOHNSON Rambler No. 78
P i The palate is reconciled by degrees to dishes which at
first disgusted it. 1849 MACAITLAV Hist. Enf. I. 321 The
ladies.. retired as soon as the- dishes had been devoured.
1853 SOYER Pantrofh. 73 You will obtain a most delicate
dish by boiling the cucumbers with brains.

Jig. 1647 NT BACON Disc. Govt. Eng. i. xiv, The Theme
of Marriage was the best Dish in all their Entertainment.

b. By-dish, side-dish : see BY- 3 a, SIDE. Made
dish : a fancy dish of various ingredients, depend-
ing for its success on the cook's skill. Standing
dish : one that appears each day or at every meal.

(Also usedyljf.';
i6ai BURTON Anal. Mel. I. ii. n. i. 43 Artificial made

dishes, of which our Cooks afford us a great variety. 1654
WHITLOCK Zootomia 146 Meer Quelquechoses, made dishes
of no nourishing. 1876 W. H. POLLOCK in Cotttrmf. Ker.
June 56 The mysteries had ceased to be the standing dish
of theatrical entertainment.

3. As a term of quantity more or less indefinite.

a. As much or as many as will fill or make a dish
when cooked, b. A dishful, a bowlful or cupful.
1596 SHAKS. Merck. V. ll. ii. 144, I hauc here a dish of

Doues that I would bestow vpon your worship. 1597
a Hen. IV, n. iv. 5 The Prince once set a Dish of Apple-
lohns before him. 1699 DAHPIER Vtf. II. in. 175 The Boat
relumed with a good dish of Fish. 1873 TRISTRAM Moat
xiv. 254 Trotter, .secured a good dish offish in the pools.
b. 1196 SHAKS. i Hen. IV, n. iii. 35 Such a dish of skim'd

Milk. i66a J. DAVTES tr. Olearitis' I'ay. Ambass. 171 He
had taken off two or three Dishes of Aquavii.i . 1679
Trials ofGreen, Berry, etc. 65, I will go to the Coffee-house,
and drink a Dish of Coffee. 1711 AODISON Sfect. No. 57
F 4 She scalded her Fingers, and spilt a Dish of Tea upon
her Petticoat. 179$ Jemima II. 10 Having finished his
dish of chocolate. 1814 BYRON "Juan xvi. xxx, He sale htm
pensive o'er a dish of tea. 1855 MACAULAV Hist. fng. IV.
588 More than one seat in Parliament . . had been bought
and sold over a dish of coffee at Garraway's. 1 86* Sat. Kir.
XIII. 526/2 The cook anticipates many a cosy dish of lea
with friends.

o-Jie-
1606 SHAKS. Tr. >, Cr. v. i. 10 Thou full dish of Koole.

'608 Per, iv. vi. 160 My dish of chastity. 1708 MOTTKUX
Rabelais v. vii. (1737) 24 Roger . . had a Dish of Chat wiih
her. 1753 GRAV Lett. Wks. 1884 II. 241 To entertain you
with a dish of very choice erudition. t8ao LADY GRAXVILIE
Lett. (1894) I. 183 This new dish of Continental troubles.

1836 BacKivoodsLanada, 183 For the sake ofa dish of
gossip.

4. transf. A shallow concave vessel or receptacle
of any kind. See also CHAFING-DISH.
1633 G. HEKBEKT Temflt, Justice ii. The dishes of thy
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ballance. 1702 W. J. Bruyns Voy. Levant xxxii. 126 The

Ropes which were round the Capstan pulled it out of its

Dish, c 1863 J. WYLDE in Circ. Sc. I. 305/2 Evaporating
dishes are employed.
5. A dish-like concavity ; e.g. on one side of a

wheel (see quots.) ; a depression in a field, etc.

1810 T. WILLIAMSON Agric. Mech. 95 The dish given to

wheels. i8i2-6J. SMITH Panorama Sc. ft Art I. 372 Wheels
are commonly made with what is called a dish, that is, the

spokes are inserted not at right angles, but with an inclina-

tion towards the axis of the nave or centre-piece ; so that ..

the wheel appears dished or hollow. 1846 WORCESTER, Dish
. .a hollow in a field.

6. As a specific quantity in various industries :

t a. An obsolete measure for corn. Cf. TOLL-LIISH.

1419 Corn-dish [see CORN sb. 1 n.]. 1774 T. WEST Anti</.
f'urness (1805) 85, 1 will provide them mills for their foreign

grain at the rate of the twenty first dish.

b. Tin-mining. A gallon of ore ready for the

smelter, c. Lead-mining. A rectangular box used

for measuring the lead ore ; by Act 14 and 1 5 Viet.

c. 94 3 fixed to contain fifteen pints of water ;

brazen-disk : see BRAZEN a. 4. d. Also, the pro-

portion of tin or lead ore paid as royalty to the

mine landlord, etc.

1331 Dial. Lams Eng. n. Iv. (1638) 173 If a man take

a Tinne work, and give the Lord the tenth dish. 1602 CAREW
Cornwall 13 b, They measure their blacke Tynne by the . .

Dish..which containeth.. a gallon. 1631 Brazen dish [see

BRAZEN a. 4]. 1633 MANLOVE Lead Alines 53 But first the

finder his two meers must free With oar there found, for

the Barghmaster's fee Which is one dish for one meer of

the ground. Ibid. 75 The thirteenth dish of oar within

their mine, To th' Lord for Lot, they pay at measuring
time. 1667 PRIMATT City ft C. Build. 7 A Horse load . . is

nine dishes . . weighing about Four hundred and Fifty

pound. 1681 HOUGHTON Compl. Miner Gloss. (E. D. S.),

Dish, a trough made of wood, about 28 inches long, 4 inches

d<

and copper was carried on, in 1770 . . Permission was . . ob-

tained from the lord of the soil, and an acknowledgment
' dish ', or

' dues
'

was paid to him . . commonly one-sixth,

one-seventh, one-eighth, or even to one-twelfth, or less.

e. Diamond z.rA Gold-mining: see quots.

1890 Goldfields Victoria 17, I have obtained good dish

from 6 dishes).

II. [immed. from L. discus."]

t 7. A quoit ; quoit-playing. Obs.

1382 WYCLIF 2 Mace. iv. 14 They hastiden for to be maad
felawis of wrastlyng. .and of oost, or cumpanye of dishe, or

pleyinge with ledun dishe [1388 in ocupacions of a disch,

ether pleiyng with a ledun disch ; Vulg. disci\ COVERDALE,
to put at y* stone ; 1611 the game of Discus]. 1552 HULOET,
Dyshe caster, or who that throweth a dyshe, discobolus,

III. [f. DISH .]
8. slang. The act of ' dish-

ing
'

: see DISH v. 7.

1891 SIR W. HARCOURT Sp. 30 July, The last reliance of

the Tory in an extremity is a policy of ' dish
'

as it is called.

IV. Comb. 9. a. attrib. as dish-rack; b. ob-

jective, as dish-bearer, -designer, -turner, -washing.
(1440 Promp. Parv. 122/1 Dysshe berer at mete, dis-

coferus. 1842 S. LOVER Handy A ndy v, A long procession
of dish-bearers. 1884 TENNYSON Becket 5 A dish-designer,
and most amorous Of . . Gascon wine. 1894 H. SPEIGHT
Nidderdale 384 Whitesmiths, dish-turners. 1891 A nthony's

Photogr. Bulletin IV. 336 Dish-washing, .includes all that is

required, with regard to cleanliness, in amateur photography.

10. Special comb. : t dish-bench, -bint (ttorth.

dial.), -board, a rest for dishes, a dresser, a plate-

rack ; t dish-caster (see 7 above) ; dish-cover,
a cover of ware or metal placed over hot food ;

dish-cradle, -oratoh (dial.; in Nares -catch),

a plate-rack ;
dish-crowned a., having a crown

shaped like a dish ; dish-faced a. (of dogs and

horses) 'having the nose higher at the tip than

the stop' (Stables Friend /Ayvii. 50); (dial, of

persons) having a round flattish face, like a re-

versed plate ; ) dish-headed a., an epithet of

monks; dish-heater, 'a warming closet at-

tached to a stove or exposed in front of a fire to

heat dishes' (Knight Diet. Mech.~) ; f dish-meat,
food cooked in a dish, as e.g. a pie ;

dish-monger,
one who deals in, or has much to do with, dishes

(of food) ; f dish-mustard, Turner's name for

Thlasfi arvense dish-plate, Mitt, (see quot.)

dish-rag, -towel = DISH-CLOTH ; dish-spring, a

spring shaped like a dish ;
dish- trough= DISH sb.

6 c. Also DISH-CLOTH, -CLOUT, -WASH, -WATER, etc.

1483 Cath. Angl. 100/2 *Dische benke, scutellarium.

1533 Richmond. Wills (Surtees) 12 A cobbord with a dys-

bynk. 1877 F. K. ROBINSON Whitby Gloss., Dish-bink, a
kitchen rack for the plates. 1323 FITZHERB. Husb. 146

Swepe thy hous, dresse vp thy *dysshborde. 1562 Richmond.
Wills (Surtees) 152 My counter and dishebourd. 1831

Country Lovers (N.), My *dish-c[r]atch, cupboards, boards,
and bed. 1600 ROWLANDS Let. Humours Blood vii. 13
'

Dish-crown'd Hat. 1737 BRACKEN Farriery Impr. (1757)
II. 12 The "Dish-faced, or Roman Nosed Horse. 1825-80

JAMIESON, Dish-faced, flat-faced ; applied both to man and
beast. 1869 Lonsdale Gloss., Dish-faced, hollow-faced.

1581 J. BELL Haddon's Ansm. Osor. 489 b, Those *dish-

headed dranes of that bhavelyng and Cowled rowte. \- 1440
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Promp. Parv. 122/1 *Dysshe mete, discibariiiin.] 1513
BRADSHAW St. Werburge i. 2558 Delycate dysshe meates
were put out of her presence. 1389 R. HARVEY PI. Perc.

(1590) 3 Let me alone, for my actiuity, at the dish meat.

1688 R. HOLME Armoury ill. 316/1 All sorts of Bread and
Dishmeats are taken out of the Oven. 1607 WALKINGTON

Opt. Glass 8 'Dish-mongers . . running into excesse of riot.

1548 TURNER Names of Herbes 78 Named in englishe

Myshmustard, or triacle Mustard . . because the seede is

lyke mustard seede in colour and in tast, and the vessel

that conteyneth the seede is lyke a disshe. 1892 HESI.OP

Northumbld. Class., Dish-plates, in mining, plates or rails

dished to receive the fore wheels of a tub, to faciliate the

teeming. 1825 J. NICHOLSON Operat. Mechanic 34 CC is

a *dish-spring, secured in its place by the pin. 1883 Harper's

Mag. Feb. 365/2 Mr. Ayer removed her *dish-towel from its

nail. 1747 HOOSON Miner's Diet. s. v. Barmaster, [The!
Barmaster looks after keeping the *Dishtrough.

Dish, (dif), z>.l
[f. DiSH.r.]

1. trans. To put (food) into a dish, and set it

ready for a meal. Also with up ($forth, out).

1586 J. HOOKER Girald. fret, in Holimhed II. 81 The
thin fare that heere is disht before him. 1598 Epnlario
Biij, Dish the meat, and lay this sauce vpon it. 1652 N.
CULVERWELL Lt. Nat. 150 (L.) They dish out ambrosia for

them. ci68s in Dk. Buckhm.'s Wks. (1705) II. 48 She ..

neatly dish'd it up with Egg-sauce. 1769 MRS. RADCI.IFFE

bones, .dished up for you before bedtime,

2. Jig. To present (attractively) for acceptance ;

to serve up. Also with up (\forth, out).
1611 SHAKS. Wint. T. ill. ii. 73 For Conspiracie, I know

not how it tastes, though it be dish'd For me to try how.

1641 MILTON Animadv. (1851) 237 Lest, thinking to offer

him as a present to God, they dish him put for the Devill.

1658 GURNALL Chr. in Arm. verse 15 ii. 4 (1669) 121/2
The heavenly viands disht forth in the Gospel. 1756 WASH-
INGTON Let. Wks. (1889) I. 265 Their success .. dished up
with a good deal of French policy, will encourage the

Indians.. to fall upon our inhabitants. 1838 DORAN Crt.

Fools 70 This story . . has been dished up in a hundred
different ways.
3. nonce-uses, a. To dish about : to pass round in

a dish, to drink in turns from a dish or bowl. b.

To receive (liquid) as in a dish.

1719 D'URFEY Pills (1872) III. 311 Then dish about the

Mother's Health. 1847 H. MELVILLE Omoo xvi. 59 The
Julia reared up on her stern, .and when she settled again
forward, fairly dished a tremendous sea.

4. To fashion like a dish ;
to make concave like

a dish or its sides ; to hollow out ; spec, to set the

spokes of a (carriage-wheel) at such an inclination

to the nave that the wheel is concave on one side

(purposely or as the result of an accident).

1805 Agric. Snrv. E. Lothian 74 (Jam.), Formerly the

wheel was much dished, from a mistaken principle. 1823
P. NICHOLSON Pract. Build. 584 Dish-out, to form coves

by means of ribs, or wooden vaults for plastering upon.
1868 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. Ser. 11. IV. n. 262 The yards are

dished out in the centre to the depth of five feet. 1886

A. W. GREELY A ret. Sen'. I. xxvii. 370 Seven hours' travel-

ling over very rough ground
* dished' a wheel, and lunch

was taken while repairs were being made. 1887 Sporting
Life 20 July 7/2 To facilitate turning the sharp ends, the

eastern and western ends [of a bicycle-track) were
'dished'.

5. intr. To be or become concave ; to 'cave in*.

1669 (see DISHING ///. a.]. 1886 A. W. GREELY Arct.

Serv. I. xxvii. 387 We had much trouble with our wagon,
the wheel dishing frequently.
6. intr. Of a horse ;

To move the fore-feet in

his trot not straight forward but with a circular or

scooping motion.

1863 [see DISHING fpl. a.] 1869 FITZWYGRAM Horses tj;

Stables 931 The more prominent defects . . are rolling,

dishing, cutting, and stumbling. 1893 Letter fr. Corrcsp.
I think the best description of a horse that dishes, would be

a horse that ' winds his forefoot \

7. trans, slang. To 'do for', defeat completely,
ruin ; to cheat, circumvent. [From the notion of

food being done, and dished."]

1798 Monthly Mag. (Farmer), Done up, dish'd. 18x1

E. NARES Thinks I to Myself'(1816) I. 208 (D.) He was

completely dished he could never have appeared again.

1819 Abeillard ft Heloisa 10 A consummation greatly
wish'd By nymphs who have been foully dish'd. 1826

SCOTT Jrnl. 31 July, It was five ere we got home, so there

was a day dished. 1830 DISRAELI Let. 27 Aug. (1887) 32
He dished Prince Pignatelli at billiards. 1833 R. H. FROUDE
Rein. (1838) I. 419 You are now taking fresh ground, with-

out owning . . that on our first basis I dished you. a 1847
MRS. SHERWOOD Lady ofManory. xxix. 103 If Fitzhenry
can't raise the sum, he will be dished, and that in a few

hours. 1869 Latest News 29 Aug. 8 The Conservative

leader would be glad again to perform the operation of
'

dishing the Whigs '. 1880 DISRAELI Endym. xl, I believe

it [the House of Commons] to be completely used up.

Reform has dished it.

Dish, v* Sf. [variant of DVJSH v.] traits.

To push violently, thrust.

1821 GM-tSirA. Wylie\. 70 (Jam.) They hae horns on

their head to dish the like o' me.

Dishabilitate (disihabHuY'O, z/. [f.
Dis- 6

-f HABILITATE: cf. OF. deshabiliter to disqualify,

depose.] trans, a. Sc. Law. To incapacitate, dis-

qualify, b. (nonce-use!) To render impotent.
1662-81 STAIR in M. P. Brown Snppl. Decis. (1826) II. 243

(Jam.) The Earl his father being forefault, and his posterity
dishabilitated to bruik estate or dignity in Scotland. 1871
R. ELLIS Catullus Ixiii. 17 Ye, who. .could in utter hate to

lewdness your sex dishabiiitate.

DISHABITUATE.

Hence Dishabilita'tion, disqualification; im-

posing of a legal disability.
16.. Sc. Acts Chas. I, (1814) V. 55 (Jam.) All prior acts

of dishabilitatioun. 1861 W. BELL Diet. Law Scot., Dis-

habilitation is a term sometimes used by our older law

authorities, and signifies the corruption of blood consequent

upon a conviction for treason.

Dishabille (disabrl, -bi-1). Forms : a. 7 dis-

habillie, -billie', 7-8 dishabillee, 8 dishabilie,

-habilly, -abilly, deshabile", 7-9 deshabille. 0.

7-9 deshabille, deshabille, 8 deshabil. y. 7- dis-

habille, 8 dishabile, (9 dial, disabil). [ad. F.

d{shabill<! tjn. 1642 dcsabilti, Hatz.-Darm.) undress,

subst. use of pa. pple. of de'shabiller to undress, f.

ties-, Dis- 4 + habiller to dress, etc. The final (

of the French word (or its equivalent) has been

occasional in English since the I7th c., but it was

soon changed to e mute, and the prefix generally

(like OF. ties-) altered to </-.]
1. The state of being partly undressed, or dressed

in a negligent or careless style ; undress. Usually
in phr. in dishabille (

= Fr. en
deshabille).

a. 1703 FARQUHAR Twin-Rivals v. iv, I found you a little

in the dishabilli. 1709 MRS. MANLEY New A tal. (ed. 2) I. 38

(Stanf.) Favour'd by his Disabilly all tempting. 1711

STEELE Sfect. No. 49 P 3 The Pleasures of their DeshabiU.

1711 Brit. Apollo III. No. 144. 3/1 The Ladies .. Appear'd
in such a Dishabille there. 1796 G. M. WOODWARD Eccen-

tric Excurs. (1807) 26 His lady made a thousand apologies
for being catched in such a dishabilly. 1883 Allienxum

1 Nov. 601/1 The shortcomings of English costume pale
before the deshabille' of the Dutch colonial ladies.

/S. 1708 MRS. CF.NTLIVRE Busie Body i. i, What would
she give now to be in this deshabille in the open air? 1713
SWIFT Cadmus <J-

Vanessa 367 (1726) 96 A party next of

glitt'ring Dames . . Came early, out of pure Good-will, To
see the Girl in Deshabille. 1773 SHERIDAN in Sheridaniana

70 In studious deshabille behold her sit. 1861 T. A.TROLLOPE
La Beata I. vi. 125 The easy, confidential intercourse of her

dishabille in the boudoir.
v. 1684 tr. Plutarch's Mar. Pref. (L.), To surprise his

mistress in dishabille. 1763-5 CHURCHILL Journey Poems
II. 5 Nor would I have the Sisters of the hill Behold their

Bard in such a Dishabille. 1799 SOUTHEY Nondescripts iv,

Were it fair To judge a lady in her dishabille? 1874
BURNAND My time ii. 13 Standing . . in his shirt-sleeves, for

which dishabille he had apologized to us.

2. concr. A garment worn in undress; a dress or

costume of a negligent style.

1673 WYCHERLEY Genii. Dancing-master v. i,
f
Contented

. . instead of variety of new gowns and rich petticoats, with

her dishabillie, or flame-colour gown called Indian. 1690
CROWNF. Eng. Friar v. Dram. Wks. 1874 IV. in They
only come in dishabillees to visit me, and did not expect

your Lordship. 1713 GAY Guardian No. 149 F 6 We have

a kind of sketch of dress .. which, as the invention was

foreign, is called a Dishabille; every thing is thrown on

with a loose and careless air. 1789 MAD. D'ARBLAY Diary
21 Aug., She does not become a de'shabille. 01847 MRS.
SHERWOOD Lady ofManorV. xxxi. 224 A neat undress, or

dishabille, is much admired in England. 1868 Gloss. Sussex
Words in Hurst Horsham, I'm sorry, ma'am, you see me
in such a dirty disabil.

3. trans/. andy?j,
r

.

1712 POPE Let. 5 Dec. Wks. 1737 V. 188 Thoughts just

warm from the brain, without any polishing or dress, the

very dishabille of the understanding. 1733 FOOTE Eng. in

Paris i. Wks. 1799 I. 33 What has Jjeen
the matter, Squire ?

Your face seems a little in deshabille, a 1817 T. DWIGHT
Trav. (1821) II. 142 Where nature . . is now naked and de-

formed, she will suddenly exchange the dishabille; and be

ornamented.. with her richest attire. 1823 Miss MITFORD
in L'Estrangeij/i II. x. 212 [Pepys] sets down his thoughts
in a most becoming dishabille. 1830 GALT Laurie T. iv.

viii. (1849) 171 The house was in dishabille.

) B. as adj. [repr. F. dishabille: pa. pple.] In

undress, negligently dressed. Obs.

1691 Islington Wells 4 (Stanf.) Three Ladies Drest Dis-

habillee. 1694 N. H. Ladies Diet. 14/1 (Stanf.) He is

Deshabille, that is in a careless Dress.

t DiSih.a'bit, v. Obs. rare. [f.
Dis- 6 + HABIT

v. : cf. F. dlshabiter ' to disinhabitate, or depriue
of inhabitants

'

(Cotgr.).] trans. To remove from

its habitation or place of abode ;
to dislodge.

1395 SHAKS. John. n. i. 220 Those sleeping stones.. from

their fixed beds of lime Had bin dishabited.

t DlSiha'bitable, a. Obs. rare. [f. Dis- 10

+ HABITABLE.] Uninhabitable.

1642 LD. FALKLAND Let. Earl Cumberland 5 Those false

reports. .make London dishabitable.

t DiSiha-bited, ppl. a. 1 Obs. [f. F. dishabitt
'

disinhabited, without inhabitants' (Cotgr.) + -ED.]

Uninhabited ; deserted of inhabitants (quot. 1602%

1377 EDEN & WILLES Hist. Trav. 232 b, Imaginyng. .the

hot Zone, to be altogeather dishabited for heat. 1382 HAK-

LUVT Voy. A, The 17 of Januarie . . we departed from the

dishabited rocke. 1601 CAREW Cornwall 673, The dis-

habited towns afford them rooting.

tDis.habi-ted, ///. at [f.
Dis- 10 + HA-

an ould thredbare coate disshabited.

Dis.habi'tuate, v. [f- Dis- 6 + HABITUATE

v., prob. after F. dtshabituer in same sense.] trans.

To render unaccustomed, to disaccustom : the re-

verse of habituate.

1868 BROWNING Rius; S, Bk. ix. 1276 To dishabituate Bv

sip and sip, this drainer to the dregs O' the draught o

conversation. 1881 Contemp. Rev. Nov. 700 T hat talk and



DISHABLE.

not action has Ixren alone permitted to the clergy as a body
has dishabituated them fur the condix t *>f atl.u

Disjmlile, oljs. form of DIHAIII.K v.

Dishadow, var. of DI.SSHADOW v.

t Dis hai'r, v. Ol>s. [f. Dis- 7 n + HAIK sb]
trans. To deprive of hair, remove the hair from.

1631 Cf/i'sfitta vi. 78 They pill, and dis haire their eye-
browes with nippri s.

Dishallow (dis,h;i:-10'>), v. [(. Dis- 6 +

HALLOW^.] trans. To undo the hallowing of;
to destroy or violate the sacredness of

; to profane.
Hence Disha'llowing vbl. sl>., profanation.
1552 LAI iMfcK St-nii. in Lincoln i. 70 God hateth the dis-

liallowinK of the Sabboth. 16.. T. ADAMS Wlu. (1861-2)
1 1. 289 (D.) Nor can the unholiness of the priest dishallow
the altar. 1647 TKAI-I' Cotnm. Matt. xxvi. 63 To pollute
and dishallow.. that 'glorious and fearful name of God'.
1833 I.AMH rf/.(s888)II. 288 If curses are not dis-hallowed

by descending so low ! 1869 TENNYSON Pelleas $ K. 437
Ye, that so dishallow the holy sleep, Your sleep is death.

Disihallucina-tion. [Dis -9: cf. disillu-

sion.} A freeing from hallucination ; disillusion.
1881 R. BUCHANAN Child ofNature viii. He received . . a

good deal of rough treatment and sorry dishallucination.

1889 Univ. Rev. Mar. 356 Returning . . under dishalluci-

nation, we perceive that he does not really know so much.

t Dis ha-rbonr, v. Oh. [f. Dis- 6 or 7 +
HAKBOUII v. or sl>.\ trans. To drive out of its

'harbour' or place of shelter; to send adrift.

1566 DHANT Wail. Hitrim. Kvj, All resle disharboured
from my soule. a 1612 DONNE Biafaparpc (1644) 108 He
[Josephus] says, our Soule is. .committed in trust to us, and
we may not neglect or disharbour it.

Disharmonic (disihajmjrnik), a. [Dis- 10.]
Not harmonic ; without harmony ; anharmonic.
1887 H. WALLACH in Anthrat. hist. Jrnl XVII. 160 The

head is disharmonic. The skull is sub-dolichocephalous,
very broad, the forehead low, and the prognathism never
much accentuated.

t Dis harmo'iiical, a. 06s.
[f.

Dis- + HAK-
MO.MCAL, after dishannony^\ =prec.
1688 NOHRIS T/ifory Lwe n. i. 88 Some . . strokes upon it

[a musical instrument] will, .be harmonical, and other some
..disharmonical. Ibid. (1694) 74 The same Strokes, that
were before disharmonical, may be now harmonical.

Disharmonious (disihrumiJu-mas), ,.-.
[f.

Dis- 10 + HARMONIOUS; after disharmony.}
1. Not in harmony or agreement ; marked by

want of harmony.
1650 H. MOKE Itninort. Son/ (1(362) 148 [It] may.. prove

painful to the Soul, and disharmonious to her touch.
1661 GLANVILL Van. Dogin. iy. 39 The musician's soul
would be the most disharmonious. 1683 TRVON Way to

Health^ Thus there is caused an unequal disharmonious
Life. 1754 J. HILDROP Misc. ll'ks. I. 38 Disharmonious,
disorderly Motions of the Fluids and Animal Spirits. 1876
FARRAR Mario. Serin, xxxv. 355 Let me warn you against
the fatal delusion that such a dual, such a divided, such
a disharmonious life as this, is enough for God.
2. Of sounds : Unharmonious, discordant.

1683 TRVON Way to Health 461 The dis-harmonious noise
of Drunken Healths and Roaring Huzza's. 1864 CARLYLE
Fredk. Gt. (1865) IV. xi. iii. 56 Dispute which rose crescendo
in disharmonious duet.

Hence Dis,harruo nlously adv., in a disharmo-
nious manner, discordantly.
1664 H. MORE Myst. Inia. To Rdr., Whose very title

sounds so
harshly and disharmoniously. 1865 CARLVLE

Frtdlt. Gt. xv. xiii. (1873) VI. 97 This, .victorious campaign
..with which all Europe is disharmoniously ringing.

Disharmonise (diiihaVjmAiaiz), ,.
[f. Dis-

+ HARMONIZE; after disharmony. Cf. mod.F.

dtsharmoniser, neologism in Littre, 1874.]
1. trans. To put out of harmony, destroy the

harmony of
; to make unharmonious or discordant.

1801 J. CAREV in Monthly Mag. XI. 314 Instances in
which the harmony of ancient versification is thus dis.

harmonized by the application of modern accent. 1824
LAMB Elia Ser. n. Blakesmoor in H-shire, A trait of affec-

tation, or worse, vain-glory. -disharmonizing the place and
the occasion. 1843 PUSEY Holy Eucharist 10 Our nature
jarring still, disharmonized, obscured, deformed. 1858 SEAKS
Atkan. in. x. 335 Cleared of disharmonizing elements.
2. intr. To be out of harmony ; not to harmonize.
1863 B. TAYLOR H. Thtirston III. 22 A trifle of affectation

in her manner did not disharmonize with such a face ; it

was natural to her.

Disharmony (disihaumoni). [f.
Dis- 9 +

HARMONY
; prob. formed after discord. Cf. mod.F.

diskarmonie, neologism in Littre, 1874, also cor-

responding words in other mod. langs.]
1. Want of harmony or agreement, discordance.
i6o W. PERKINS Cases Consc. (1619) 6 The want or

absence of harmony, which we call disharmony. 1665
GI.ANVII.L Scefsis Sci. xiii. 76 Reason and Faith are at

Crfect
Unisons, the disharmony is in the Phancy. 1765

iW Behmen's Myst. Magnum liii. (1772) 324 Of the Pro-
perties in their Disharmony, Inequality, and Discord. 1864
CAU.YLC f'redk. Gt. (1865) IV. xi. ii. 33 Disharmony of
mind and tongue. 1879 FARRAR St. Paul II. 226 That
sense of guilt which is the feeling of disharmony with God.

b. with a and //. Something discordant.

1833 LAMB Elia (1860) 364 If it ever obtrudes itself as a

disharmony, are we inclined to laugh? 1884 Ch. Times
25 Apr. 331/4 The manifold disharmonies of Church and
State in England.
2. Want of harmony between sounds ; discord,

dissonance.
" '*5S VINES Lord's Stiff. (1677) 10 A string over-stretched
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makes a jar and disharmony. 1675 K, Ui RTIHK^IK Causa
/V/ t<,3 No harmony or DtfrhlUVODV in sounds. 1860
THKNCH Serin, Westtn. Abb. xxiv. 279 Marsh discoi .

disharmonies .. mak>; themselves heard.

t Bisha'tter, v. Obs. rare- 1

,
[f.

<//- fur Dis-
i (-.SHATTER.] trans. To shatter completely.
1615 UANIKI. Hymen's Trf. n. iv, I rather will Rend it in

I'uxcs, and dishatter all Into a Chaos.

?' Obs. (Chiefly A-.) Also 7-8
dishant. [act. OF. deshantcr (Cotgr.), f. DIH- 4
+ hauler to HAUNT.] trans. To cease to haunt,

frequent, or resort to ; to absent oneself from.
1584 HUDSON DM Bartas* Jttditk iv. 125 (D.) She dis-

haunted the resort Of such as were suspect of light report.
1637-50 Row /fist. Kirk (1842) 48 The nobilitie and barons
..now did dishaunt them. 1659 in W. M'Dowall ///..'.

Dumfries xxxu. (1873) 37* Capt. Ed. Maxwell delate for

dishaunting the ordinances. 1808-80 J AMI i-.sox, Dishaunt. .

is still occasionally used. Aberd.
I Iciicc t Dis.hau'ntinff vbl. sb.

; -|- DiS|liaii liter,

one who *dishaunts\ Obs.
a 1651 CALDERWOOD Hist. Kirk (1842-6) III. 375 The dis-

hauntmg and intermissioun of the exercise. 1665 in Cramond
Ann. Banff\\. 46 Several disbaunters ofordinances ordained
to be summoned.

Dish-cloth. A cloth used in the kitchen or

scullery for washing dishes, etc.

18*8 in WEBSTRK. 1869 LonsdaU Gloss. 25/1 Dish-clout,
a dish-cloth. 1887 R, HI-CIIANAN Heir ofLinne i,

A sort of
banner, composed of an old towel or dish-cloth.

Dish-Clout, arch, or dial. A '
clout

'

or cloth
used for washing dishes, etc.; =prec. In the

-wringing ofa dish-clout \ speedily, immediately.
1530 PALSGR. 214/1 Disshecloute, soitUlon. 1577 KEHTON

Gold. Epist. 90 As the saying is, washe their face with faire

water, and drie it ouer with a dishcloute. 1677 HOKNECK
Gt. Law Consul. i\\. (1704) 68 He that makes a rich carpet,
doth not intend it for dish>clouts. 17%* MAP. D'ARBLAY
Diary 28 Dec., What a slut Mrs. Ord must think me, to

ejt
a dish-clout in my pocket ! 1821 SCOTT Kenihv. ix,

reakfast shall be on the board in the wringing of a dish-
clout. 1824 W. IRVING 7*. Trav. II. 36 And have known
Hamlet to stalk solemnly on to deliver his soliloquy, with
a dishclout pinned to his skirls. 1877 E. PEACOCK A" W.
Line. Gloss, 86/r 'Go thee ways or I'll pin th' dishclout
to thee tail' is not unfrequently said to men and boys
who interfere in the kitchen.

b. taken as a type of limpness and weakness.
i6oa TRYON Good Hottse-w, i. (ed. 2) 7 You are new weak

as Water, and have no more Spirits than a Dish-clout. 1863
MRS. CARLYLE Z^//. III. 170, 1 was on foot again but weak
as a dishclout.

C. used in contemptuous comparison or allusion.
a 1529 SKELTON Poems agst. Garttesche-$bt A bawdy dyshe-

clowte, That bryngyth the worlde abowte. 1591 SHAKS.
ROM. $ Jnl. in. v. 221 Romeos a dish-clout to him. 1636
MASSINGF.R Bashf. Lm'cr v. i, I am gazing on this gorgeous
house ; our cote*s a dishclout to it.

d. transf.
1615 CKOOKE Body ofMatt 97 The Latines [call the caul]

Mappaventris^ the dish-clout or map of the Belly, because
it licketh vp the superfluities thereof. 1785 GROSE Diet.

Vulg, Tongue s.v., To make a napkin of one's dish-clout,
to marry one's cook. i8 Scorr Fatn. Lett. 25 June, It

was hard he should be made the dish-clout to wipe up the
stains of such a man.

e. attrib.

1589 NASHE Almond for Pnrrat nb, More .. then his
disn-clout discipline will sette vp in seauen yeeres. 1755
H. WALPOLE Let. Geo. Montagu 20 Dec., That old rag of
a dish-clout ministry, Harry Furnese, is to be the other lord.

Hence Dish-clout v. trans., to wash with a dish-

clout.
1861 MAYHEW Land. Labour III. 363 (Hoppe) They are

expected . . to dish-clout the whole of the panels (of a cab).

tDiS|hea*rt, v. Obs. Also 7 dishart. [f.

Dis- 7 a + HEART sb^\
= DISHEARTEN.

1603 Jf. DAVIES Microcosmos (1876) 42 {D. J When, therefore,
divine justice sinne wil scurge, He doth dishart their harts
in whom it raignes. 161* T. TAYLOR Comni. Titits i. 13 The
which would vtterly disheart them. a. 1616 BEAUM. Ac Ft.
Bmidnca i. i, Car. Have not I seen the Britains Bond.
What? Car. Dishearted.

Dishearten vdis,haut'n\ v. Also 7 disharten.

[f. Dis- 6 + HEARTEN, or from prec. + -EN 5, after

hearten^ trans. To deprive of * heart
'

or courage;
to discourage, dispirit, make despondent.
1599 SHAKS. Hen. V, iv. i. 117 No man should possesse him

with any_ appearance of feare ; lest hee, by shewing it,

should dis-hearten his Army. 1606 WARNER Alb, Eng, xiv.

xc. 365 Their former losse clishartned them so much. 1796
MORSE Attter, Geog. I. 120 A great part .. disheartened by
the severity of the winter, returned to England. 1838
THIRLWALL Greece IV. 115 Lysander exerted his utmost
efforts to thwart, discredit, and dishearten his successor.

t b. with complement
: To discourage from

doing something (also with to and inf.}. Obs.

1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 121 The Turkes got the

freatest
losse, and were disheartned to proceed further. 164*

VI.LER Holy <$ Prof.St. n. xvi. 109 They are disheartened
from doing their best. 1684 BUNYAN Pilgr. n. (1862) 235
She urged what she could to dishearten me to it. 1697
DAMPIEH l*t\v, I. 27 Disheartned them from that design.

-t*c. with an action or the like as object: cf.

DISCOURAGE 2. Obs.

1658 W.hole Duty Man Pref. 4 Where this is wanting, it

disheartens our care. 1668 CLARENDON Vind. Tracts (1727)
64 An uncertainty which must dishearten any industry.

Disihea*rtened, ppl. a. [f. prec. + -ED.]
Discouraged, dispirited: see the verb.

1714 DK FOR Mem. Cavalier (1840) 210 We were a dis-

DISHEBENT.
hcartcncj army. 1849 MACALTAY Hist.

K'tjf.
I. 517 Th

Whigs were a small anj a disheartened minurily.
Hence Di,heartenedne, dispirited condition.
a 1679 T.C.ooDWlN '*j. II. i. i;o(K.)A dithearlenedneMt

and dejection of mind. 1863 DICHV Ffdtral St. II. 273,
i heard no cry of despair or uisheartenedness.

DisiheaTtener. [f. DIRHIABTEN + -EK '.]
One who disheartens.

1645 City AUtriuit 9 A disheartner of Gods people,

Disihea'rtening, vbl. sb. [f. as prec. + -INO >.]
The action of vb. 1 )ISIIKAUTKN

; discouragement.
1619 W. SCLAII-.K F.jcf. /. Tlun. (16301 309 Hierome

thought labour a dis-heartning to the Tempter. 1654 WHIT-
LOCK Zootomiit Pref. A vj, Or else he may lye open to luch
disheartnings, as become not. .these undertakings.
Dis hea-rtening,///. a. [f. as prec. t- -INO -'.]

That disheartens; discouraging dispiriting.
1654 Nicholas Papers (Camden) II. 101 As serviceable to

the Kebells . . and as dishartning to honest men. 1748
Anton** !'<>y. l. x. 107 Under these disheartning circum-
stances. 1800 FKOUDE Hist. Eng. V. 235 Friends brought
in disheartening news.

Hence Dls,hea rteningly adv.

1743 RAILEY, Dithcartrningly, by way of Discouragement.
i88a HALL CAINK Rtcoll. D. G.Rossetti 98 Disheartening) y
unpropitious weather.

Disihea-rteumeut. [f.
DISHEARTEN + -MBNT.]

The act of disheartening, or fact of being disheart-

ened ; discouragement.
1830 CARLYUF. Misc. (1857) " '43 No disheartenment

availed with him. 1876 KAKKAK Marlb. SfrtM. xxxix. 393
Among the disheartenments of labcmr and the strife of

tongues. 1886 MRS. A. HUNT That Other Ptrsmt III. 211
A sigh of complete fatigue and disheartenment.

Dished idijt), ppl.a. [f. DISH v.i + -ED.] a.

Put in a dish. b. Shaped like a dish ; made
slightly concave, o. slang: see DISH v. 7.

1586 T. B. La Primattd Fr. Acad. I. (1580) l Raddish
rested in the ashes.. was all the dished he had to his

supper. 1650 BULWEK Anthropomet. 241 They use Disht
wheat with milk. 1737 BRACKEN Farriery /inf. (1757) II.

37 The Soles.. a little hollow or dish'd. i8ia-6 J. SMITH
Panorama Sc. ft Art \. 372 Dished wheels have many ex-
cellencies.

t DiSihe'dge, v. Obs. nonct-wd. [f. Dis- 7 a
+ HEDGE

s/>.]
trans. To deprive of its hedge.

r 1586 C'TKSS. PEMBROKE fs. Ixxx. iv. Why hast thou now
thy self dishedg'd this vine ?

t DlSiherr, v. Obs. rare.
[f.

Dis- 7 b + HEIR.]
1. trans. To deprive of or turn out of one's in-

heritance ; to disinherit.

[1491 Act. Dem. Cone. 262 (Jam.) In distitutioun and dis-

hering of the said Gelis [perh. error for dishtrising]. 1607
TOURNF.UR Rev. Trag. \. iii, Sword ..Thou shall dis-heire
him ; it shall be thine honor.

2. To deprive of an heir.

1687 DRYDEN Hind'fit /'. ill. 705 To hew th' imperial Cedar
down, Defraud Succession, and dis-heir the Crown.

[Dishele (Halliw.), error for dis/iese, DISEASE.]
Dishelm (disihe'lm), v. 1

[f. Dis- 7 a+ HELM
helmet, after OF. Jesheaulmcr, -htalmtr, in same

sense.] trans. To deprive or disarm of one's

helmet, intr. for reft. To take off one's helmet.
r 1477 CAXTOS Jason 25 b, Incontinent as . . Jason hadde

. .smyton doun the geant to the erthe. .he dishelmed. 1525
LD. BERNERS Froiss. II. clxviii. [clxiv.] 469 Sir Raynold
dishelmed the Englisshe knyght. 1615 CHAPMAN Odyss.
xiv. 383 Jove made me yield, Dishelm my head. 1847
TENNYSON Princess vi. 85 When she saw me lying stark,
Dishelm'd and mute.

Dishelm (dis,he-lm), v.- [f. Dis- 7 a +

HELM.] trans. To deprive of the helm or rudder.

'11849 H. COLERIDGE Poems (1850) II. 155 Fear that dis.

helms The vessel of the soul. 1861 I.YTTON & FANE Tann-
hduser 75 To float, dishelm'd, a wreck upon the waves.

Dishelv'd : see DISHEVELLED.

Dishenerite, -yt, obs. f. discnhcrit, DISIN-
HERIT.

Disher "di-Jaj). [f. DISH sb. and v. + -ER l
:

cf. saddler^\

1 1. A maker or seller of dishes. Obs.

1304 in Riley Mem. London (1868) 54 John le Disshere.

syS* LANGL. P. PI. A. v. 166 A Ropere, a Redyng-kyng,
and Rose be disschere. [1377 B. v. 323 Rose be dissheres ;

v. r. dyssheres doubter. 1393 C. vn. 372 disshere]. a 1500
Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 572 Cifkarius, a cuppere, or a dyssh-
ere. 1801 O. HESLOP Northttmbld. Gloss. 238 Dislttr, a
turner of wooden bowls or dishes. Within the memory of
some still living (1886) there was a disher working at Mil-
ford. (Obs.)
2. One who dishes or serves up food. ? Obs.

1598 FLORIO, Imbanditon, a gentleman sewer, a disher or
dresser vp of meates.

3. One who ' dishes
'

: see DISH v.
Jr.

1891 Pall Mall G. 21 June 1/3 By the indignation which
the dirty irick will excite . . the disher will thus in the end
be dished.

t Disihe rbage, v. Obs. [f. Dis- 7 a + HKRH-

00T,

disherbageing'\ smellen all of ihe inKehorne.

DiSihe'rent, a. nonct-wd. [f. Dis- 4 + radical

part of co-Aerent
1

.]
The opposite of coherent ; in-

coherent ; incongruous.
1890 J. H. STIRLING Phihs. ft Theol. iii. 49 It is ihe To

arrifavv crv^'po-, Ihe coherent disherem, attributed lo

Heraclilus by Arislotle.



DISHEBESS.

t Di'SliereSS. Obs, rare. [f. DlSHEK sb. +

-ESS.] A woman who makes or sells dishes.

1377 [see DISHER i]. [Margaret la Disheresse is cited in

Bardsley F.tiff. Surnames from the Hundred Rolls.]

Disherid, -ied, obs. pa. pple. and pa. t. of

DISHEBIT v.

Disherison (disihe'rizsn), s/>. Forms : a. 3-4
desertison, -tesoun, diserteisoun, 4-5 dishe-

riteson, -itison, -etison, -yteson, desheryteson.
/3. 5- disherison, [orig. disheriteson, a. OF.
dts(K)eriteisun, -eison, n. ofaction from des(K)eriter
to DISHEBIT. (The full L. type was *disheredita-

tion-em : the syllable ed was dropped in OF., the

t before s in English.)] The action of depriving of,

or cutting off from, an inheritance ; disinheritance.
c 1290 Beket 1836 in 6". Eng. Leg. I. 159 pat it . . were . .

with on-rijte and a-jein lawe In desertison of mine churche
to costome i-drawe. c 1330 R. I!HUNNE Chnm. (1810) 214 To
him and his heyres grete disheriteson. 1340 Ayenli. 48
Desertesoun of eyr and ualse manages. 1399 Rolls of
Parlt. III. 451/2 Forfaitures of heritages, and disheretisons.

1491 Act 7 Hen. VII, c. 18 The utter disheriteson of your
seid Suppliant. 149$ Act n Hen. VII, c. 35. 9 To the
hurte prejudice nor disherison of the seid George or of his
heires. 1523 Act 14-15 Hen. VIII, c. 13 The saide hauen
is. .likely to be lost for euer, to the kynges disherison, and
hurte of the common welth. 1607 COWELL Interpr. s. v.

Contra forwaw collationis, The Abbot . . hath made a feof-

tnent . . to the disherison of the house or church. 1750 CARTK
Hist. Eng. II. 2Qi Pardoning them all as to life, limb, im-

prisonment and disherison. 1844 WILLIAMS RealProp. (1879)
67 To prevent improvident alienations . . of landed estates,
by . . dying persons, to the disherison of their lawful heirs.

t Dis he'rison, v. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. prec. sb.]

trans. To disinherit.

1654 GAYTON Pleas. Notes iv. 212 To defraud rav'nous this

expectant ofhis hopes, and to disherison his malignant issue.

t DiSihe'riSS, v. Obs. (Chiefly Sfj Forms:

4 dysherys, 6 disheris, -heireis, -heeriss, 7 dis-

heriss, disherize. [i4-i6th c. Sc. disheriss, as
if f. extended stem of an OF. *disherir to disheir,
which may have been used in AF. The correspond-
ing E. form would be disherish ; the form in -IZE

is due to confusion of verbal suffix : cf. advertise,

amortize^ = next.

1375 BARBOUR Bruce \\. 101 5e se How Inglis men, throw
thar powste, Dysherysys me off my land. 1500-20 DUNBAR
Poems Ixvi. 38 The temporall stait to gryp and gather, The
sone disheris wald the father. 1536 BELLENDEN Cron. Scot.

(1821) I. p. Ixiv, This was Edward . , disherist of the crown
of Ingland. 1609 SKENE Reg. Maf. 41 Quhen ane man ..

does anie thing, .for the quhilk he is disherissed : his heret-

age vses to returne, as escheit to his over-lord. 1611 SPEED
Hist. Gt. Brit. IX. v. 25 These. .thus disherized, ought of

right, .giue first assault on their vnrighteous oppressor.

t Disherit (disihe'rit), . Obs. Forms: 3-4
deserit(e, -yte, -et, 4 desherit(e, dysheriete,

4-5 diserit(e, -yt, dyserit, 4-7 disherite, 5-6
dia-, dysherit, -yt(e, -et(t, -eit, 4-8 disherit.

[ME. a. OF. desheriter, deseriter, -ereter, -inter,
etc., mod.F. dhlu'riter = Pr. des(!t)eretar, Sp. des-

heredar, Pg. desherdar, It. diseredare, med.L. tfis-

heritare, deheritare (Du Cange) : Rom. desheret-

dre, for L. *de-, *dishfreditare, f. DE- 6, Dis- 4 +
hereditare to inherit, f. hereditas heirship, inherit-

ance. The pa. pple. and sometimes the pa. t. had
also the shortened form disherit, with the variants

disherid, -ied, dcsered, desirit : see examples at

end of the article.]
1. trans. To deprive or dispossess of an inherit-

ance ; to disinherit.

ciicjo S. Eng. Leg. I. 74/107 Alle ojiure weren deseritede.
c 1385 CHAUCER /,. G. W. 1065 Dido, That euere swich a
noWe man as he [Eneas] Schal ben_diserityd in swich degre.

456

Coll. Hist. Eng. (1626) 154 The dis-herited returne answer
to the Legat. 1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. in. vii 2 The pre-
misses tend., to the disheriting of the Crown of England.
II Examples of pa. pple. and pa. t. disherit,

etc.

DISHOLY.

2. Ofthe hair: Uncon fined by head-gear, hanging
loose, flung about in disorder; unkempt.

dysheryte hys chyld. 1634 SIR!'. HERBERT Trav. Table 230
[He] rebels against his Father, is disherited by his Fathers
will. 1700 DRYDEN

Fables^, Pal. $ Arc. in. 968 The
dryads and the woodland train Disherited ran howling o'er
the plain.

b. Const, <?/" (rarelyfrom}.
c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. Wace (Rolls) 5394 He scholde..

Deserite Wyder of ylka del. c 1386 CHAUCER Melib. p 869To desherite hem of al J>at euere they han. 15*3 FITZHERB.
Snrv. Prol., Disheryted of their possessyons. 1570 T. NOR-
TON tr. NoweVs Catech. (1853) 193 Like children disherited
from their father's goods. 1653-62 HEYLIN Cosmogr. n.
(1682) s Disherited of their Fathers kingdom. 1795 SOUTHEY
Joan of Arc \. 172 The great and honourable men Have
seized the earth, and of the heritage Which God . . to all had
given, Disherited their brethren !

2. fig. To deprive, dispossess ;
to banish from its

rightful domain (quot. I579
1
).

t
c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xxxii. 145 Ay to bis tyme we bene

in peess, of be whilk bou will now dispoile vs and disherit
vs. 1579 E. K. Ded. to Spenser's Sfaph. CaL, This Poet. .

hath labored to restore, as to their rightfull heritage, such
good and naturall English wordes, as have beene long time
out of use, and almost cleane disherited. 1579 LYLY Engines
(Arb.) 192 Thou art an heyre to fayre lyuing, that is nothing,
if thou be disherited of learning. 1795 COLERIDGE Juvenile
Poems (1864) 62 Made blind by lusts, disherited of soul.

Hence Dishe'rited/*//. #., Dishe-riting vbl. sb.

138810 Wyclifs Sel. Wks. III. 471 A pleynt of disherytyng
of his riat and possessions. ri45O St. Cnthbcrt (Surtees)
5522 Of J>air diserytyng to sees [ = cease]. 1613-8 DANIEL

men were aisneria 01 ner loncus. 1533 r ITZHF.RB. .^HIT. rrol.,

Theyr heyres shuld nat be disheryt. a 1533 LD. BERNERS
Hnon Ix. 210 He hath dysheryt me

t DiSihe'ritance. Obs. [a..Q.des(K]erilance,
{. desheriter : see prec. and -ANCE.] The act of

disinheriting ;
disinheritance.

c 1450 LONELICH Grail xxix. 85 It was cawse of here dis-

heritaunce. 1531 Dial. OH Laws Eng. \\. i. (1638) 61 The
alienation is to his disheritance, and therefore it is a for-

feiture of his estate. 1660 R. COKE Power ff Snbj. 105
Infinite losses and disheritances are like to ensue to the
founders of the said houses, .and their heirs.

t DiSihe'rite. Obs. In4deserite, -yte. [perh.
a. OF. des(Ji)eriti disherited, pa. pple. used subst.]
A disinherited person.
1207 R. GLOUC. (1724) 452 Hii sette deserytes in be myddel

ost po, bat be kyng adde bynome her lond. Ibid. 563 pe
kni^tes were deserites in be fond aboute wide.

DiSilie'ritment. rare. [f. DISHERIT v. +
-MENT : in OF. des/ieriiement.~\ The act of disin-

heriting ;
= DISHEKITANCE.

1881 Scribner's Mag. XXII. 757 [He] dared to hand to
the Tsar . . his protest against the act of disheritment.

t DiSihe'ritor . Obs. rare. [f. DISHEBIT v. +
-OR for AF. our.'] One who disinherits.

1607-72 COWELL Interpr., Disheritor, one that disinherit-

eth, or puts another out of his Inheritance, 3 E. i cap. 39.

Disherize, var. of DISHEBISS, Obs.

Disliero (dis,hi->T), v. [f. Dis- 7 b.] trans.

To deprive of the character of a hero.

1838 CARLVLE Misc. (1872) VI. 30 A hypothesis, that Mr.
Lockhart at heart has a dislike to Scott, and has done his
best in an underhand, treacherous manner, to dishero him.

Dishese, obs. form of DISEASE.
i Dishe'vel, a. Obs. In 4-5 discheuel(e,

disshevele, dysshyuell, 5 dishiuill, (Sc.) dys-
chowyll. [Variant of DISHEVELY, a. OF. des-

~l, with final e mute in Eng. Cf. ASSIGN

1. Without coif or head-dress; hence, with the hair

unconfined and flung about in disorder. Sometimes

app. in wider sense : Undressed, in dishabille.
c 1381 CHAUCER Parl. Foules 235 In kyrtelles al discheuel

[v.rr. dysshyuell, discheuele, dissheueld, dissheueled, dis-

chieflee] went bei ber. ^1385 L.G. W. 1720 Lncretia,
This noble wif sat by hire beddys side Discheuele [v.r.

disshevely] for no maleyce she ne thoughte. c 1470 HENRY
Wallace xi. 1014 Eftyr mydnycht in handis thai haiff him
tane, Dyschowyll on sleipe.

2. Of hair: = DISHEVELLED 2.

c 1450 Crt. of Love 139 And all her haire it shone as gold
so fine Dishiuill crispe down hanging at her backe A yard
in length.

Dishevel (dije-vel), v. [perh. a. 1 6th c. des-

chevcler (Cotgr.), mod. d^cheveler\ but prob. chiefly
a back-formation from DISHEVELLED.]
1. trans. To loosen and throw about in disorder

(hair and the like) ;
to let (the hair) down.

1598 FLORIO, Discmomorti to disheuell, to tou2e ones
haire. 1611 COTGR., Deschevcler, to discheuell ; to pull the
haire about the eares. 1618 Barnevelfs Apol. Diij, The
Peacock when he's viewd disheuels his faire traine. 1648
Jos. BEAUMONT Psyche 11. ix, They.. dishevel May Round
Tellus's springing face. 1800 MRS. HERVEY Monrtray fam.
I. 201 He had been at court in the morning ; but though he
had changed his clothes, he had omitted to dishevel his hair.

1826 Blackiv. Mag. XX. 397 She now dishevels. .the un-

singed beauty of her flowing tresses.

j-
2. intr. (for refl.} Of hair : To hang loose or

in disorder. Obs.

1638 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (ed. 2) 230 Their haire curling,
dishevells oft times about their shoulders. Ibid. 355.

Hence Dishe'velling vbl. sb.

a 165/6 BP. HALL Rent. Wks. (1660) 244 The .. wanton
fashion of the womans dissheveling her hair. 1786 MAD.
D'ARBLAY Diary 17 July, Just as I was in the midst of my
hair dishevelling, I was summoned.

Dishevelled, -eled ( dije-veld), ///. a. Forms :

5-7 discheveled, 5 dishevilled, dyssheuelled,
6 disheuld, discheaueled, 7 -evell'd, disheveld,
eviled, -euelled, 7- dishevelled, [f. OF. de$-

chevelt mod.F. dbhevett (see DISHEVELY a.} + -ED.]

f 1. DISHEVEL a. Obs.

c 1450 Merlin 453 She was discheueled and hadde the feirest

heed that eny woman myght haue. Ibid. 646 An olde woman
discheueled, and all to-rente hir heir. 1494 Househ. Ord.

123 Her [the Queen's] head must bee dishevilled with a riche

sircle on her head. 1591 SIDNEY Ast. <$ Stella ciii, She,
so disheuld blusht. 1653 H. COGAN Diod. Sic. 151 Growing
distracted with griefe . . she went up and downe . . all dis*

cheveled with her haire about her eares.

b. In vaguer sense : With disarranged or disor-

dered dress
; untidy.

i6iaDRAYTON Poly-olb.x\\\. 215 With thy disheveld nymphs
attyr'd in youth full greene. 1749 FIELDING Tom Jones
ix. iii, The dishevelled fair hastily following. 1862 TROLLOPK
Orley F. Ixxiii, Her whole appearance was haggard and
dishevelled.

1718 PRIOR Pleasure 567 With flowing sorrow, and dis-

hevell'd hair. 1813 SCOTT Trierm. in. xxxviii, Still her
dark locks dishevell'd flow From net of pearl o'er breast
of snow. 1887 BOWEN Virg. JEneid in. 593 Foul rags and
a beard dishevelled he wore.

3. transf. Disordered, ruffled disorderly, untidy.
1647 WARD Simp. Cobler 32 When States dishevf'd

\ /-rinted dishelv'd] are, and Lawes untwist. 1712-14 POPE
Rape Lock v. 130 The heav'ns bespangling with dishevell'd

light. 1858 Sat. Rev, V. 388/1 In vehement diction,
but dishevelled grammar. 1882 BLACK Shandon Bells

xviii, The dishevelled mass of music that she never would
keep in order. 1883 H. DRUMMOND Nat. Laiv in Spir. W.
(ed. 2) 294 Religion is no dishevelled mass of aspiration,
prayer, and faith. 1886 STEVENSON Pr. Otto \\. ii. 87 Acer-
tain lady of a dishevelled reputation.

fb. In good sense: Unconstrained, free, easy.
rti639WorroN in Reliq. (1685) 482 One of the genialest

pieces that I have read.. of the same unaffected and dis-

cheveled kind.

Hence Dishe-velledness.
1889 T. GIFT Notfor Night-time 165 Smiling to myself at

my dishevelledness.

Dishevelnient (dije'velment). [f.
DISHEVEL

v. + -MENT.] The action ofdishevelling ; dishevelled

condition.

1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev. II. i. xi. (1872) 50 Their Hebe
eyes brighter with enthusiasm, and long hair in beautiful

dishevelment. 1880 Miss HROUGHTON Sec. Th. II. HI. vii. 236
His tone.. has made her hotly conscious of her dishevel*

ment.

tDishe*vely,-elee,///.. Also 4-5 dischie-

flee, 5 diacheuelee. [n. OF. deschevelt
\>n.. pple.,f.

des-j Dis- -f OF. chevel, c/icveu hair, = med.L. dis- t

decapillatus stripped of hair, shaven, Sp. descabel-

lado *bald, bailing no haire left on his head': cf.

It. (di}scapigliare
* to desheuell, to disorder . . ones

head or haires*. In another form of this word,
the -I of OF. pa. pple., became mute in ME. : see

DISHEVEL a.]
= DISHEVEL a. i.

aiqysChaucersCanterb. T. Prol. 683 (Ellesm. MS.) Dis-
cheuelee \other MSS. discheuele] saue his cappe he rood al

bare. 14,. Chaucer's L. G. IV. 1315 Dido (Fairf. MS.) She
falleth him to foote and swowneth there Disshevely with
hire bryght gelte here, c 1450 Merlin 298 She was all dis-

cheuelee in her heer. c 1470 HARDING C/tron. CLXXVIII. ii, In
chaumbre preuy At discouert descheuely also in all, As ser-

uyng was to estate virginall.

Dishful (di'Jful). Also 4 dissuol. [f. DISH
sb. + -PUL.] As much as a dish will contain.

c 1320 Senyn Sag. (W.) 1918 Thre dissch-fol of blod he let

me blede. ly^aAyenb. 120 Yef me yefb. .ane poure manne
ane dissuol of pesen. 1577 B. GOOCE Heresbach's Husb. HI.

(1586) 136 b, Geve to every one a little dishefull of rennet

crudes. 1641 BEST Farm. Bks. (Surtees) 105 They make
account that fowermowterdishfuljs is a pecke. 1719 DE FOE
Crusoe n. vii. (1840) II. 170 A. . dishful t of water.

Dishing (<li-Jin% vbl. sb.
[f.

DiSH z>.l + -ING 1
.]

The action of the verb DISH.

1679 DRYDEN Troilns 4- Cr. i. ii, The dishing, the setting
on the table. 1691 WOOD Ath. Oxon. I. i6o(L.) In the

dishing out of \vhose Odcombian banquet, he had a con-

siderable hand. 1858 R. S. SURTEES Ask Mamma xxxii,
Nor do their anxieties end with the dishing-up of the

dinner.

b. Oblique position of the spokes of a wheel,

making its outer face concave.

1797 A. CUMMING in Commun. Bd. Agric. II. 366 Dishing
(or the oblique position of the spokes) added much to the

strength and stiffness of wheels. 1880 L. WALLACE Ben-Hur
209 The spokes were sections of ivory tusks, set in with the

natural curve outward, to perfect the dishing.

Di'Shing,///#. [-ING
2
.] That 'dishes'; spec.

forming a concave or dish-like surface
; see DISH v.

4 5> 6
> 7-

1669 WORLIDGE Syst. Agric. (1681) 232 They make them

[Spokes] concave or dishing . . to secure the Wheel from

breaking in a fall. 1707 MORTIMER Hush. (J.)f For the form
of the wheels, some make them more dishing, -that is, more

concave, by setting off the spokes and fellies more outwards.

1863 Jml. R. Agric. Soc. XXIV. n. 94 Curby or cow hocks

[of a horse] with dishing speedy cutting, or slouching action

[see CUT sb.z 7]. 1893 H. D. TRAILL in Fortn. Rm. Sept.

364 Urged ..by Conservatives of the 'dishing' school [cf.

quot. 1869 in DISH v. 7].

t Dishi'ver, v. Obs. [f.
Dis- 5 + SHIVER v.]

trans, and intr. To shiver to pieces. Hence

Dishi'vered///. a.

1562 PHAER &neid ix. Cc iij, Shields dishiuring crack.

1598 YONG Diana 290 His tender trembling flesh I will

dishiuer. 1624 BP. MOUNTAGU Treat. Invoc, Saints 6 The
dishivered splinters runne into my hands. 1650 W. SCLATER

(son) Ep. Ded. to W. Sclater's Rom. IV> As Dagon . . falls

. .dishivered into dust and ashes.

Dishlet (di-Jlet), Dishling;cH-Jlin). [f.Disn
sb. +-LET, -LING.] A tiny dish (of food).

1811 LAMB Edax on Appetite, A sliver of ham . . a slip of

invisible brawn .. with a power of such dishlings. 1884

Daily Nenvs 23 Sept. 2^1
1 1 is a very agreeable miniature feed.

The dishlets are nine in number.

t DlSihO'ly, a. Obs. rare. [f.
Dis- 10 + HOLY.]

The reverse of holy : unholy, iniquitous.
T593 BELL Motives Romish Faith (1605) 16 Cast into the

said Romish disholy inquisition. 1596 Snrv. Popery
i. i. x. 34 Our disholy fathers the late bishops of Rome.



DISHOME.

Dishome (dis,h<jn-m ,
-*.

[f.
Dis- 7 c + HOME

s/t.]
trans. 'I'u deprive of, or eject from, a home.

1 [tnce Disho mod ///. a.

iSSo Citiittmt. Krv. 179 We have sunk into.. being the
only dishorned nation. 1881 F. W. II. MVKRS Rntnmil
Youth 229 Thy soul dishorned shall .. be forlorn. 1882
Daily I'fl. 7 Nov. (Cassdl) Poor families being incontinently
dishorned to give space for magnificent roadways. 1893W. T. STKAD m Km. ofRev. 15 Sept. 318/1 To create sub-
stitutes for the home for the benefit of the dishorned.

Dishonest (divnest), a. [ad. OF. deshoneste

(ijth c. in Hatz.-Darm.), mod.F. d^sho>infle; = \
l
t.

dishonest, Sp. deshontsto, It. disoneslo, a Romanic
formation for L. dthoncsttis, (. honestus honour-
able, HONEST : see DE- 6, Dm- 4.]
fl. Entailing dishonour or disgrace ; dishonour-

able, discreditable, misbecoming, shameful, igno-
minious. Obs.
c 1386 CHAUCER Clerk's T. 820 Ye koude nat doon so dis-

honeste a
thyng,

That thilke wombe, in which youre children
leye, Scholde..Be seyn al bare. 1483 CAXTON Cato A vij,The galowes and . . dyshonest dethe. 1481 G. lie la Tour
D viij, The pryde of men . . that coumerfeted them self of
newe and dishonest rayment. 1586 T. B. La Primaud.
fr. Acad. i. 12 If we account it a shamefull thing to be
ignorant of those things, .the not knowing of our selves is
much more dishonest, tjo* ROWK Tamer!, in. i 1115Thou didst an Act dishonest to thy Race. 1710 POPE Windsor
For. 326 Inglorious triumphs and dishonest scars. 1760HOME Sitfe Aauileia n, Some fierce barbarian now insults
the dead ; Adding dishonest wounds.

1 2. Unchaste, lewd, filthy. Obs.
c '440 Jacob's Well 159 |>e leccherous louyth to be in dys.

honest
cunypanyc. 1494 FABVAN Chron. vi. cci. log This

duke, with Gunnore . . lyued longc whyle a dishonest lyfe, and
contrary to the law ys of the Churche. 1500 SHAKS. Hen. ',
l. n. 50 Holding in disdaine the German Women, For some
dishonest manners of their life. 1630 WADSWORTH Pilgr.
vii. 73 Accused him for being dishonest with his owne Neece.
1734 WATTS Rtlig. "Juv. Pref. (1780) 7 Their own dishonest
and impure ideas.

1 3. Unseemly to the sight ; ugly, hideous. Obs. \

(Connected with sense i by quot. 1585.)
[1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholay's I'oy. HI. xx. 108 To

cover the dishonest panes of the body.) 1650 BULWER An-
thropomet. vii. (1653) 129 The Face . . appeares very filthy i

and dishonest. 1697 DRVDEN SEneid vl. (R.) Dishonest [tr.

tmmtfo] with lop'd arms, the youth appears. 1715 PorH
Odyss. x. 462 Enormous beasts dishonest to the eye.
4. Of actions, etc. : Discreditable as being at

variance with straightforward or honourable deal-

ing, underhand ; now, fraudulent, thievish, knavish.
['5S HULOET, Dishonest matter, or any thynge cloked with

fayre wordes, subtiirfis.] 1611 BIBLE Ezr/t. xxii. 27 To get
dishonest game. 1847 CdWLCT Mistress, Counsel vi, The
act I must confess was wise, As a dishonest act could be.
1736 BUTLER Anal. i. iv. Wks. 1874 I. 80 Dishonest artifices
..are got into business of all kinds. 1840 MACAULAY Kss.,
Raiike (1851) II. 127 A most dishonest and inaccurate French
version.

5. Of persons : Wanting in honesty, probity, or

integrity; disposed to cheat or defraud
; thievish.

'751-73 JORTIN Eccl. Hist. I. (1846) 123 Imposed upon
themselves by dishonest brethren. 1793 HOLCROFT tr.

Lavater^s Physioen, xxxvi. 185 No man is so good as not . .

to be liable to become dishonest. 1859 KINCSLEY Good
Nevis of God xxi. (.878) 171 You may be false and dis-

honest, saith the Ixird, but I am honest and true.

t Disho-iiest, v. Oh. [ad. OK. dcshonesler

(i4th c. in Godef. 1

=Sp. deshoncslar, It. disoneslarc
: a Romanic formation on dishonest-its (see prec.),
for L. dehoncstdre.]
1. trans. To bring dishonour, disgrace, or dis-

credit upon; to dishonour; to stain with ignominy.
1381 WVCLIF Prmi. xxv. 8 Whan thou has dishonestid

[Vulg. dekHUStaverit] thi frend. 1509 FISHER fun. Sertn.
Ctess Richmond Wks. (1876) 201 To eschewe euery thynge
that myght dyshonest ony noble woman. 1516 TINDALE
i Cor. xi. 5 Every woman that prayeth or prophesieth bare
hcdded, dishonestelh her heede. 1606 Wily Beguiled in
Hail. Dodsley IX. 258, 1 hope you will not seek to dishonest
me. 01670 HACKET Abp. Williams i. (1692)44 He did not
dishonest himself for it with any indignity.
2. To impute disgrace or dishonour to (a person" ;

to defame, calumniate.
'534 'r. Pol. Verg. Eng. Hist. (Camden) I. 251 Hee slaun-

derushe dishonested them. 1583 GOLDING Calvin OH Deal.
xxxix. 230 If a man call one a theefe . . hee will not abide
to bee so dishonested before the worlde. 1615 T. ADAMS
Blackt Devillza He may tho' not disquiet yet dishonest the
soule of man.
3. To violate the honour or chastity of; to defile.

1563-87 FOXE A. * ft. (t684) I. 762/2 If we do see a King
to . . rob and spoil his Subjects, dcflour Virgins, dishonest
Matrons. 1565 73 COOPER Thesaurus, Collittulo . . to dis.
honest or defile, a 1651 BROMB Kern Acad. i. Wks. 1873
II. 18 I'll defie the devil to dishonest her.
4. I'o render unseemly or ugly ; to deform.
158" J- BELL Haddon's Atom. Osor. lob, Your selfe do

disfigure your owne whelpe, you dishoneste your owne
creature. 1637 R. HUMPHREY tr. St. Ambrose II. 33 Hee . .

doth dishonest the grace of his vpper shape.
Hence Disho 'nesting vbl. sb.

1530 PALSCR. 214'! Dishonestyng, auilement. 1565-73
COOPER Thesaurus, Generis dehonestamentum, the dis-

honesting of his stocke..

Disho-nestly, adv. [f. DISHONEST a. + -LY*.]
fl. With dishonour, disgrace, or ignominy;

dishonourably, shamefully. Obs.
c 1430 LYDG. HoureofCurtesye (R.), Dishonestly to speake

of any wight She deadly hateth. IJ. . Dxtr. Gd. Servauntes
VOL. III.
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!
in Poet. Tracts (Percy Soc.) 10 Whan that ihou arte thus
departed Without his lone <lyshonestely. 1549 Compl. Scot.
xi. 03 He gart hang, cruelly and dishonestly . . sexten scoir

I \?,t
ma ' SI " ohillis - '43 PYNNB Sat: Power Part. App.

58 Who had been shaven a Monke, or dishonestly bald,

t 2. Unchastely, not in honourable matrimony.
ij6o BIBLE (Genev.) Kcclus. xxii. 4 Shee that liueth dLs-

honestly is her fathers heauinesse. 1665 SIR T. HERBFRT
Trav. (1677) 71 He dishonestly courts, .his Fathers Wife.
1685 EVELYN Mem. (1857) H. 238 Monmouth. .having lived
dishonestly with the Lady Henrietta Wentworth for two
years.

3. In a dishonest manner, fraudulently ; so as to
cheat or deceive.

1590 SHAKS. Com. Err. v. i. 3 He had the Chaine of me,
1 hough most dishonestly he doth denie it. 1855 MACAUI AY
Hist. Eng. III. 586 Clarendon, who had refused the oaths,
and Ailesbury, who had dishonestly taken them.

Dishcvnestness. rare-", [f. as prec. +
-NESS.] -next. 1717 in BAILEY voL II.

Dishonesty (div'nesti). Also 4-5 il.-.-i- ilis-

hpnestoe. [a. OF. desho(n\nesti (isth c. in

Littre, in mod.F. dishonnttctl) = Pr. dezonestat,
It. disonesth, a Romanic formation on dishoncst-us

DISHONEST, after L. honestal-em honourableness,
HONESTY.] The nnality of being dishonest.
1 1. Dishonour, disgrace, discredit, shame ; (with

//.) a dishonourable or disgraceful action. Obs.
f 1386 CHAUCER Pars. T. Tjw Shame, that eschueth alle

deshonestee. c 1400 Destr. Troy 528 Ne deme no dishonesty
in your derfe hert. 1535 COVERDALE Kcclus. iii. IT Where
the father is without honoure, it is the dishonesty of the
sonne. 01541 WYATT Compl. Loue (R.), From thousand
dishonesties have I him drawen. 1581 N. T. (Rhem.) 2 Cor.
iv. 2 We renounce the secrete [1611 hidden] things of dis-
honestie [Wvci_ Geneva, R. y. shame, TINDALE, etc. un-
honestie.] 1596 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. VHI. 86 To
venture he may haue honour ; to ly hidd as he la, dishonestie.

1 2. Unchastity, lewdness. Obs.

1535 COVERDALE Ecclus. xxii. 4 Shee that commeth to dis-

honesty, bringeth hir father in heuynes. 1553 S. CABOT
Ordinances in Hakluyt Voy, (1589) 201 No woman to be
tempted, .to incontinencie or dishonestie. 1630 WADSWORTII
Pilgr. vii. 73 Accused . . of dishonesty with another mans
wife. 1639 S. Du VERGER tr. Camus' Admir. Events ITO
A right temple of Cyprus where the sacrifices were only
dishonesties.

t3. Shameful or foul appearance, ugliness, de-

formity. Obs.
c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb ) xviii. 82 pare may a man see

mykill dishonestee [K. mcinte Iciclefigure]. 1485 CAXTON
Chat, Gt. 91 Ye may not sec them by cause of the fylthe
and dyshoneste of the place. 1535 COVKRDALE F.zek. xvi. 8
Then spred I my clothes oner the, to couer thy dishonestie
[1611 nakednesse].
4. The reverse of honesty ;

lack of probity or in-

tegrity ; disposition to deceive, defraud, or steal
;

thievishness ; theft, fraud. Also, a dishonest or
fraudulent act.

1599 SHAKS. Much Ado n. ii. 9 So couertly, that no dis-

honesty shall appeare in me. 1616 SKRFL. & MARKK. Country
Farme 320 Others are of opinion, that stolne Bees thriue
best, but . . I neuer knew profit in dishonestie. 1751-73
JORTIN Eccl. Hist. (R.), A forger . . will avoid . . minute de-
tail, in which he must perpetually expose his ignorance and
dishonesty. 1804 SOUTHEV Lett. (1856) I. 280, I have caught
out Barros in so many dishonesties. 1878 JEVOSS Prim. I

Pol. ECOII. 59 Nothing is more difficult than for a person
convicted of dishonesty to find desirable employment.

Dishonorary (dis^-norari), a. rare. [f. Dis-

10.] liringing dishonour, tending to disgrace.
i8a8 WEBSTER cites HOLMES.
i Dishcrnorate, a. Obs. rare- 1

,

[f. DIS-
HONOUR s6. + -ATE 2

.J
- DlSHOXOI'RED.

1601 Death Kobert of Huntington iv. ii. in Hail. Dodsley
VIII. 297 Such honour ever proves dishonourate.

Dishonour, -honor (dis()-n3j), sb. Forms : 4 i

des(h)onour, des-, dishonur, -cure, (4-5 dys-
honer, dyssehonour, 5 clisonowrc, 5-6 dys- i

honowre, -cure, 6 -our), 4- dishonour, 6- dis-
honor, [a. OF", deshonor, -ur, des(K]cnor (i i-iath
c. in Littre), mod.F. dishmmeur = Pr., Sp. deshonor,
It. disonore; a Romanic formation f. L. dis-, Dis-

4 b + honorem HONOUR. In this word, and its

derivatives, the spelling dishonor is usual in U.S.]
1. The reverse of honour ; the withholding of the

tokens of esteem, respect, or reverence due to any
one ; the condition in which these are withheld or
the contrary shown

; a state of shame or disgrace ;

ignominy, indignity.
To do (a) dishonour to : to

treat with indignity, to dishonour, violate the honour
of

; to the dishonour of, so as to bring into dishonour.
ai3ooCrjr.y.44ia(G6tt.) Joseph souht on me in boure

Forto do me dis-honoure. Ibid. 33644 (Gfltt.) pe wicked . .

of all sal bai haue dishonur. c 1380 Sir f'ernmb. 563 pys
day he falleb in deshonour. a 1533 LD. BURNERS tiuoii
Ixvii. 231 Suffre none yll to be done to that good lady, .nor
no dysnonour. 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. VI, 167 Many
slaunderous woordes to the quenes dishonor. 1553 Snort
Catech.i6 b, He came downe from hiest honour to deepest dis-

honoure, even the dishonour, .of the crosse. 1601 SHAKS.
All's Well m. vi. 59 Some dishonor w had in the losse of
that drum. 1611 BIBLE Ps. Ixix. 19 My shame and my dis-
honor. 1653 H. COGAN tr. Pinto's Trav. xii. 38 He would
rather dye . . then live in dishonor. 1718 LADY M. W

BYRON Mar. r-al. l. ii. 64 Wouldst thou. . Harp on the deep

DISHONOURABLE.
dishonour of our house ? 1870 BRYANT Iliad I . vi. 192 Never
bring Dishonor on the stock from which I sprang.

b. with a and //. : An instance of this, an in-

fliction of disgrace ;
a piece of ignominious treat-

ment, an indignity, an insult.

<-i3o SiufH Sag. (W.) 482 Who had the done thin d.
onour ? 1411 tr. \ecreta Secret., Prh-. Prh: (E. E. T. S.)
154 Thre dyshonoures in the same day he moste luffyre.
1673 l.ady't Call. Pref. 2 Women, who could hardly have
descended to such dishonour!.
2. A cause or source of shame, a disgrace.i3 EDEN Treat. .\V lad. (Arb.) 34 They loke it for a

Jishonour, to . . forsake theyr Capuyne. 1561 T. NOTOH
Ca/vm , tn,t i. 22 b, Images . . diplea (God) certaine
dishonors of his maiestie. 1755 YouNC,Ciraxrl.Wk.(i757)
115 Who think it no dishonour to their understandings to
credit their Creator. 1841 TENNYSON Tw> r~oictt ajs His
little daughter, whose sweet face He kissed . . Becomes dis-
honour to her race.

3. Commerce. Refusal or failure to ' honour '

or

pay (a bill of exchange, etc.).
1834 I. CHITTY Law Contracts (ed. 2) 597 The creditor . .

upon dishonour of the instrument brings an action. 1866
CRUMP Banking v. 112 Notice of dishonour should be given
to each indorser. 1885 Lam Times 6 June 94/1 The payee
of a cheque cannot

brinj;
an action for its dishonour against

the banker on whom it is drawn.

Dishonour, -or (clisp-nu), v. Forms as in sb.

[a. OK. deshonnore-r, desonurer (uth c. in Littre' ;

mod. F. dishonorer) = Pr. desonorar, Sp. deshonrar,
It. disonorare : late L. dishonorare (in Dn Cange),
f. Jit-, Dis- 4 + honorare to HONOUR.] The oppo-
site or reverse of to Hoxoun.
1. trans. To deprive of honour

; to treat with dis-

honour or indignity ;
to violate the honour, respect,

or recognition of position due to any one.
1388 WVCLIF Ecclus. x. 23 This seed schal be disonourid,

that passith the comaundementis of the Lord. 1411 Rolls
of Parll. III. 650/1 Hym to harme and dishonure. (-1450
Ctt.ofLme 1253 Love shal be contrarye To his availe, and
him elce dishonoure. 1516-34 TINDALE John viii. 49, 1 honour
my father, and ye have dishonoured me. 1651 HOBBES
Leviath. l. x. 42 To Value a man . . at a low rate, is to
Dishonour him. 1871 R. ELLIS Catullus Ixiv. 404 [She]
fear'd not unholy the blessed dead to dishonour.
2. To violate the honour or chastity of; to

defile.

1393 GOWER Conf. II. 322 Which sigh her suster pale and
fade And specheles and dcshonoured. a 1533 LD BERNERS
lluon clix. 614 To the entente to haue dyshonored her & to
haue had her to his wyfe. 1841 ELPHINSTONK Hist. Inct. I.

5io_She exclaimed that she was now unworthy of his notice,
having been dishonoured by Casim.
3. To bring dishonour or disgrace upon, by one's

conduct, etc. ; to disgrace.
1568 TILNEY Disc. Mariage B iv b, He was faille to please,and content her, least she should dishonour him. 1593 SHAKS.

Rich. II, iv. i. 21 Shall I so much dishonor my faire Starres,On equall termes to giue him chasticement ? 17*5 DK FOE
/ 'oy. round World (1840) 76 Friendly usage, .which we had
not in the least dishonoured. 17*7 Syst. Magic I. i. (1840)
14 To find he had dishonoured, by his example, the doctrine
of sobriety. 1848 W. H. KELLY tr. L. Blanc's Hist. '/'. Y.
II. 217 America . . dishonours herself by tolerating slavery.
1854 RUSKIN Led. Archil, iii. 170 The water is not dis-
honoured by that thirst of the diseased, nor is nature dis-
honoured by the love of the unworthy,
f 4. To strip qr"what is an honour. Obs.

1654 GAYTON Pleas. Noles iv. ii. 180 As if you should . .

dishonour a cock of his spurrs. a 1700 DRYDEN tr. Ovid's
Met. xv. (T.), His scalp . . dishonour'd quite of hair.

6. Commerce. To refuse or fail to accept or pay
(a bill of exchange, etc.) ; to make default in

meeting (a promissory note).
1811 P. KELLY Univ. Cambist II. 285 Dishonour, a term

used when the acceptance or payment of bills of exchange,
etc., is refused. 1837 LOCKHART Scott Ixvii. (1839) VIII.
226 He found . . that HUM & Co. had dishonoured a bill
of Constable's. 1887 STEVENSON Underwoods I. xxiv. 51
Nor leave Thy debts dishonoured. 1894 BARING-GOULD
Kitty Alone II. 97 The man to whom he had given the bill
that was dishonoured.

Hence Disho-nouring vbl. sb. and ///. a.

'5*S LD. BERNERS Froiss. II. xcii. [Ixxxviii.] 278 To come
. . on payne of dishonourynge. 1564 Brief Exam. A iv,
Horrible . . sacriledges and dishonorynges of God. 1843LYTTON Last Bar. iv. vi, I had deemed it dishonouring in
a noble nature to countenance insult to a noble enemy
in his absence. 1875 POSTE Gaiia i. Comm. (ed. 2) 68 Any
dishonouring outrage.

Dishonourable, -honorable (disfnorab'l),
a. [app. orig. f. DISHONOUR v. + -ABLE ; but in
some uses regarded as f. Dis- 10 + HONOURABLE.
Cf. F. dishonorable (i4th c. in Godef.).]
1. Entailing dishonour; involving disgrace and
shame ; ignominious, base.

'S33-4 Act 75 Hen. yill, c. 22 } i The continuance . .

whereof . were . . dishonorable to the hole re.-ilme. 1601
SHAKS. Jul. C. \. ii. 138 And peepe about To finde our
selues dishonourable Graves. 1651 HOBBES Leviatk. l. x.
44 Craft, Shifting, neglect of Equity, is Dishonourable.
1749 FIELDING Tom Jones xiv. v, The words dishonourable
birth are nonsense . . unless the word dishonourable be ap-
plied to the parents. 1846 GREENER Sc.Gunnery 345 More
disgraceful, more dishonourable conduct, has never charac-
terized the British sen-ice.

t b. Without moral implication : Mean, paltry.
Obs. rare.

1699 BENTLEY Phal. Pref. 66 If the Room be too mean, and
too little for the Books ; . . ifthe Access to it be dishonourable ;

is the Library-keeper to answer for 't T
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DISHONOURABLENESS.
2. Of persons : ) a. To be regarded with dis-

honour, disesteemed (ol>s. rare), b. Devoid or

negligent of honour; meriting shame and reproach ;

unprincipled, base, despicable.
1611 BIBLE Ecclus. x. 31 He that is honoured in pouertie,

how much more in
riches, and he that is dishonourable in

riches, how much more in pouertie? 1749 [see sense i].

1864 TENNYSON Ayltner's F. 292 Ungenerous, dishonour-
able, base . . trusted as he was. Mod. A dishonourable op-
ponent at cards.

Hence Disho'nonrableness, dishonourable

quality, dishonour
; Disho'nourably adv., in a

dishonourable manner, with dishonour
; discredit-

ably, basely.

1590 C. S. Right Relig. 29 Who (most dishonourably to
Christ) acknowledge the Pope the head therof. 1651 HOBBES
Leviath. n. xxi. 112 They are not esteemed to do it unjustly,
but dishonourably. 1727 BAILEY vol. II, Dishonourableness,
dishonourable quality. 1769 Junius Lett, iv, Your own
Manilla ransom most dishonourably given up. 1776 ADAM
SMITH W. N.i.x. (1869) I. 105 The honourableness or dis-
honourableness of the employment, a 1797 H. WALPOLE
Mem.Geo.7f(1847) II. x. 343The injustice and dishonourable-
ness of retracting what he had authorized Keppel to say.

Dishonoured, -ored (disp-najd), ///. a. [{.

DISHONOUR v. + -ED.] a. Treated with dishonour.
b. Violated, defiled, c. Stained with dishonour,

disgraced, fd. Dishonourable, dishonouring (obs.').

e. Of a bill of exchange : see DISHONOUR v. 5.

1603 SHAKS. Meas.forM.iv. iv. 34 Receiuing a dishonor'd
life. 1605 Lear i. i. 231 No vnchaste action, or dis-
honoured step. cz6n CHAPMAN Iliad iv. Argt. 82 He..
Gives Menelaus a dishonour'd wound. 1784 COWPER Task
vi. 821 God . . would else In his dishonoured works himself
endure Dishonour. 1837 CARLVLE Fr. Rev. \. in. i. (title)
Dishonoured Bills. 1856 KANE Arct. Expl. I. xv. 182

Carrying the dishonored vehicle with us. 1881 S. COLVIN
Landor iii. 62 His dishonoured daughter.

Dishonourer, -orer
(dis^-naraj). [f. DIS-

HONOUR v. + -ER
'.] One who dishonours.

1671 MILTON Samson 861 An irreligious Dishonourer of
Dagon. 1787 A. HILDITCH Rosa de Montmorien II. 152
The injured Morton recognized his base dishonourer, c 1870
J. G. MURPHY Comm. Lev. xx. 1-9 Introd., Dishonorers of

parents.
b. One who violates female honour

; a denier.

1755 JOHNSON, Dishonourer, .a violator of chastity. 1881
S. COLVIN Landorm. 62 In order to chastise her [his daugh-
ter's] dishonourer.

t Disho'notirleSS, -orleSS, a. 06s. rare- 1
.

[-LESS.] Free from dishonour.

1595 CHAPMAN Ovid's fianq. Sence (1639) 32 Unwronged
and all dishonorlesse.

Dishorn (dis,hjrin), v. [Drs- 7 a.] trans.
To deprive of horns, cut off the horns of.

1598 SHAKS. Merry W. iv. iv. 63 We'll . . dis-horne the

spirit, And mocke him home to Windsor. 1603 FLORIO
Montaigne (1632) 436 A chiefe Gossip of his had a Goate
dishorned. 1884 Law Times 21 June 139/1 The question was
with respect to dishorning cattle, or cutting off their horns
quite close to the skull. 1890 Daily Ne^tJS 17 Feb. 5/6 A
convert to dishorning. . Now he dishorns his Guernsey cows.

Dishorse (discus), v. [Dis- 7 c.] trans.
To unhorse, dismount.
1859 TENNYSON Idylls, Enid 563 Then each, dishors'd and

drawing, lash'd at each. 1885 Battn fy Sal. Wks. (1894)
375/1 He. -dishorsed himself and rose again.

Dishort (dijjrit), sb. Sc. Also 6 disohort, 9
disshort. [Origin unknown.]
1. Injury, mischief; anything prejudicial.
1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. II. 555 And how hir father did

him sic dischort. 1585 JAS. I Ess. Pocsie (Arb.) 47 But
cause they did her such dishort. 1811 W. AITON Agric.
Ayrshire Gloss. 691 Dishort, a mischief.

2. 'A disappointment (Abfrd.)'; also '

Deficiency,
as a disshort in the weight' (Jamieson).
t Dishort (dis,h/-Jt), v. Oh. rare. [f. L. dis-,

Dis- ^a + fiort-ari to EXHORT ; cf. L. dlhortari to

DEHORT.] trans. To use exhortation to dissuade.
1549 CHALONER Erasm. on Folly M ij b, They dishort us

from sinne. 1561 T. NORTON Calvin's Inst. in. 320 Paul
himselfe in another place dishorteth vs from carefulnesse.

Dishouse (dis|hau-z), v. Also 7 dishowse.
[f. Dis- 6 or 7 -i- HOUSE v. or sb.] Hence
Dishou'sed ///. a.

1. trans. To oust or expel from a house.
c 1586 C'TESS PEMBROKE Ps. LVIII. iii, Make them melt as

the dishowsed snaile. 1648 J. GOODWIN Right and Might 12
The Members of Parliament dishous'd by the Army 1865
MASSON Rec. Brit. Philos. ii. 60 The dishoused population
of spirits. 1892 Pall Mall G. 21 Jan. 3/2 Providing cheap
railway accommodation for the dishoused workers.
2. To clear (ground) of houses.

1640 SOMNER Antiq. Canterb. 191, I suppose those houses
taken downe. .the same ground being so dishoused and laid
open. 1891 Chicago A dvance 5 Mar., To '

dishouse
'

all the
disease-breeding section .. and reconstruct its streets,

t Dishri-velled, ///. a. Obs. rare.
[f. Dis- 5

+ SHRIVEL v] Shrivelled up.
1771 Muse in Miniature 49 Thro' languid nature's cold

dishrivell'd veins.

t Disilwrman, Obs. rare. [Dis- 8.]
= next.

1657 RKEVE God's Plea 245 Oh look with shame .. upon
this wofull evirating or dis-humaning your selves.

DiSilltrmailize, r. [Dis- 6.] trans. To de-

prive of human character or attributes; = DE-
HUMANIZE.
1861 LYTTON & FANE Tannhauser 105 In a desert isle
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Dwelling till half dishumaniz'd. 1878 B. TAYLOR Deiikalion
II. ii, Visions born of brains Dishumanized.

Dishume (dUihifi-m), v. rare. [f.
Dis- 7 c

+ L. humus earth : after inhume.] trans. To un-

earth, disinhume, exhume.
1854 SYD. DOBELL Balder xxv. 181 Of what colossal frame

Do I . . Dishume the giant limb from my rent heart ?

tDiSihu'niOUr, sl>. O/>s. [Dis-oV] Ill-hnmour.

1712 STEEI.E Sped. No. 424 F 6 Any thing that betrays
Inattention or Dishumour. Ibid. No. 479 T i Subject to

dishumour, age, sickness, impatience. 1795 Jemima I. 67
Oppression excites disgust ; injustice, resentment ; ill will,
dishumour ; pride, contempt.

t Dis lurmour, v. Obs. [Dis- 7 d.] trans.

To put out of humour, vex, 'aggravate'.
"599 B. JONSON EV. Man out of Hnm. v. iii. Here were

a couple unexpectedly dishumour d. 1680 Religion ofDutch
ii. 15 [They] have, by their disputes, distracted and dis-

humour'd all the Province of Holland.

Di'Sh-wash. [see WASH sb.] The greasy water
in which dishes have been washed, b. As a term
of contempt.
1392 NASHE P. Penilesse (Shaks. Soc.) 65 He . . hath his

penance assignde him, to carouse himselfe drunke with
dish-wash and vineger. 1598 FLORIO, Stipa . . dish-wash
eiuen to swyne and hogs. 1737 BRACKEN Farriery Impr.
( T ?57) II. 164 What I mean by warm water is not the warm
Dish wash so much in use amongst the Vulgar.
b. IS99 NASHE Lenten Stuffe in Harl. Misc. (1808-12)

VI. 180 (D.) Their fathers . . were scullions, dish-wash, and
durtydraffe. 1:1640 J. SMYTH Lives Berkeleys (1883) II.

372 Opprobrious words, of Coward, Cotquene, Milksopp,
dishwash, and the like.

Di'sh-washer.
1. One who washes plates and dishes ; a scullion

or scullery-maid.
a 1529 SKELTON Poemsagst. Garnfsche 26 Ye war a kechyn

page A dyshe washer. 1587 HARRISON England in. xi.

(1878) n. 73 Everie dishwasher refused to looke in other
than silver glasses for the attiring ofhis head. 1872 TENNY-
SON Lynette 750 Dish-washer and broach-turner, loon!
to me Thou smellest all of kitchen as before.

2. An apparatus for washing dishes.

3. A popular name of the pied or water wag-
tail (Motacilla alba} ; also of the Grinder or Restless

Flycatcher of Australia (Seisura tnyuteta).
'575 TURBERV. Faulconrie 137 The Wagtayles or dish-

washer as we terme them. 1730-6 BAILEY (folio), Dish
masher, a water-wag-tail, a bird. 1832 SLANEY Outl. smaller
Brit. Birds 65 (Pied Wagtail) Often called by the common
people the dish-washer, or washerwoman. 1884 J. COL-
BORNE Hicks Pasha 265. I was surprised to meet my little

friend the water wagtail, the dish-washer, where there was
not a drop of water to wag his tail at.

Drsh.-wash.ings, sb. pi. [see WASHING vbl.

sb.] a. = DISH-WASH. b. Turner's name for a

species of the plant horsetail (Equisctum hye-
Jiiale], also called polishing rushes.

1538 TURNER Libellus, Dysshwasshynges ; fortassis hujus
herbae ad fricandos discos et patinas aliquis fit usus. 1771
SMOLLETT Humph. Cl. III. 30 Sept., Bread soaked in dish-

washings.

Di'sh.-water . The greasywater in which dishes
have been washed. Also attrib.

1484 CAXTON Fables of /Esop v. xiii, Dysshe water and
alle other fylthe. 1387 HARRISON England n. xx. (1878) I.

331 The verie dishwater is not without some use amongest
our finest plants. 1607 TOPSELL Four-f. Beasts (1658) 318
Wash them with a little beef broath or dish water. 1719
D'URFEY/V//jIII. 7 Arabian Tea, Is Dish-water stuff to
a dish of new Whey. 1884 Harper's Mag. June 22/1 Sally
shook the dish-water off her fingers.

wasngs o ngis anysm. 17 anitary Era (N. Y.)
15 Nov., Rainwater, after all, is nature's dishwater, from
washing the great bowl of the atmosphere.

If
= DISH-WASHER 3 (for which it is app. only an

error). Obs.

i674jossELYN Voy.NewEng. ico The Troculus, Wagtail,
or Dish-water. 1706 PHILLIPS (cd. Kersey), Dish-WateriiKERSE'y-;F-,.
Dislocation, -ative, obs. ff. DESICCATION, etc.

t Disidffi'mony, des-, diside-mony. Obs.

[ad. Gr. SfunSaipovia fear of the gods, superstition.]
' A superstition, also a worshipping God out of
fear and not from love

'

Bailey (folio) 1730-6.

Diside'ntify, v. noncc-wd. [Dis- 6.] trans.

To undo or veil the identity of.

1845 Blac/fiv. Mag. LVIII. 374 Gotham is England her-

self, poetically disidentified by a very transparent disguise.

Disillu'de, v. rare. [f. Dis- 6 + ILLUDE :

prob. after disillusion] trans. To free from illu-

sion
;
to undeceive, disillusion.

1860 RUSSELL Diary India II. 98, I am obliged to dis-
illude many of my visitors. 1892 A. LANG in lllustr. Lond.
Neius 16 July 83/1, I confess to feeling uncomfortable and
'

disilluded
' when I am thus taken behind the scenes.

Disilltrminate, . rare. [Dis- 6.] trans. To
deprive of light or illumination

;
to darken.

1865 SWINBURNE A talanta 14 All the fates . . burn me blind,
and disilluminate My sense of seeing.

Disillusion (dua'fi-xsn), sb. [f. Dis- 5 and 9
+ ILLUSION sb. Cf. mod.F. disillusion]
f I. [Dis- 5.] 1. Illusion, delusion. Obs.

1598 YONG Diana 139 What slights, what disillusions . .

Haue risen of such sorrowes? 1603 H. CROSSE Verities
Ctmimw. (1878) 57 Such fallacies, and disillusions, are inci-
dent to a base and seruile condition.

DISIMPAWN.
II. [Dis- 9.] 2. The action of freeing or b&

coming freed from illusion ; the condition of being
freed from illusion

; disenchantment.
1851 MRS. BROWNING Casa Gnidi Windoivs p. vii, The

discrepancy between . . faith and dis-illusion, between hope
and fact. 1854 LONGF. Epimetheus vi, Disenchantment !

Dis-illusion ! Must each noble aspiration Come at last to
this conclusion? 1865 Lond. Rev- 30 Dec. 712/1 Amidst
the disappointments and the disillusions which followed
the. .revolutions of 1848. i877DowDEN Shaks. Prim. v. 53
It is the comedy of disillusion.

Disillvrsion, v. [f. prec. sb. ; cf. mod.F. dts-

illusionner] trans. To free from illusion ; to dis-

enchant, undeceive, disillusionize.

1864 Reader i Oct. 417 Captain Burton ,. disillusioned

many by stating that the plain on which it stands was by
no means unlike some parts of central equatorial Africa.

1876 W. C. RUSSELL fs he the Man? III. 193 His voice
disillusioned me in a second.

Hence Disillrrsioned ///. a. Disilltvsioning-
vbl. sb. and ppl. a. ; also Disillirsioner, Disillvr-

sioiiist, a disillusioning agent.
1855 SMEDLEY H. Coverdale xx. 127 Alice .. took her re-

venge upon that disillusioning . . lady's maid. 1866 Lond.
Rev. 724/1 The notion of this coach is commendable, and
is a protest against the increase of dis-illusioning. The
world, however, will not go back for our fancy, and we
must fain keep up with it. 1871 MORI.EY Crit, Misc. Ser. i.

273 The disillusioned France of '99. 1881 SYMONDS^/^//^
ii. 31 A disillusioned world is inclined to look with languid
approbation on benevolence. 1889 Voice (N. Y.) 14 Mar.,
The ballot in woman's hand will prove a disillusionist ; she
will then be judged as a man. 1892 Graphic 9 July 38/3
Marriage is the great disillusioner.

Disilltrsionary, a.
[f. prec. sb., after illu-

sionary] Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of
disillusion.

1879 ANNIE THOMAS London Season II. 161 Miss Bertram
is almost moved from her disillusionary purpose.

Disillu-sionize, v.
[f.

DISILLUSION sb. +

-IZE.] trans. = DISILLUSION v.

1861 WHYTE MELVILLE Goodfor Nothing I. 236 It was ..

disillusionizing him . . of the romance in which he had chosen
to wrap himself up. 1890 Times 27 Jan. 5/2 A free discus-
sion of Social Democracy would do more to . . disillusionize
its votaries than all the police repression in the world.

Hence Disillu-sionteing vbl. sb. and ///. a. ;

Disilltrsionizer, one who disillusionizes.

1864 Sat. Rev. 10 Dec. 708/2 There is something dis-

illusionizing in the sumptuous returns of a successful poem
or novel. 1869 Echo ^ Sept., A somewhat similar disillu-

sionising is taking place in the United States with respect to
President Grant. 1881 PnHic Opinion^. Y.) 2 Apr. S59The
latest

literary disillusioniser. 1890 Pictorial World 4 Sept.
293/3 The wife is not always so loyal to the disillusioniser.

Disilln'sioument. [f. DISILLUSION v. +
-MENT : cf. mod.F. disillusionnement] The ac-

tion of disillusioning, or fact of being disillusioned.

1856 Leisure Hour V. 712/2 The first few days in Rome
. . must be a disappointment a sort of disillusionment, if

we may coin that term. 1886 Century Mag. XXXII. 939
Therein was the beginning of disillusionments. 1891 FARRAR
Darkness 4- Dau>n II. 327 We have seen, .the terrible dis-

illusionment and suicides of Gallio and of Seneca.

Disillu'Sive, a. [f. DISILLUDE, after illusive]

Tending to disillusion.

1878 T. HARDY Return ofNative II. in. i. 74 A long line

of disillusive centuries has permanently displaced the Hel-
lenic idea of life.

Disima'gine, . [Dis- 6.] trans. To banish
from the imagination ; to imagine not to be.

1647 H. MORE Song ofSoul To Rdr. B iij a, Exercised Wits
that have so writhen and wrested their phansies that they
can imagine or disimagine any thing. 1668 Div. Dial.
i. xxviii. (1713) 59 This Extensum we cannot dis-imagine,
. .but it is whether we will or no. 1867 EMERSON Lett. #
Soc. Aims, Progr. Cult. Wks. (Bohn) III. 231 Truth ..

whose existence we cannot disimagine.

Disimbark, disimbogue, etc. : see DISEM-.

Disimbroil, obs. var. of DISEMBROIL, v.

1611 FLORIO Disbrogliare, to disimbroile.

Disiiniinrre, v. [Dis- 6.] trans. To set

free from confining walls
;
to release from impri-

sonment or confinement
;
to liberate.

1611 COTGR., Deseinmnrt, disimmured, taken out of a
wall wherein it was inclosed. 1878 B. TAYLOR Dnikalion
n. v. 91 Thou shalt dis-immure Her slaves, and give them
their abolished sex. 1886 WILLIS & CLARK Cambridge II.

127 The .. piers of the nave .. were .. sufficiently disim-
mured by pulling down the rubble on each side of them.

t Disiiupa'rk, v. Obs. [Dig- 6.] trans. To
turn out of a park, to free from the enclosure of
a park. Hence Disimparking vbl. sb.

1609 DEKKER GvlFs Home-bk. 81 The spending English-
man who, to maintain a paltry warren of unprofitable conies,
disimparks the stately swift-footed wild deer. 1675 J.
SMITH Chr. Relig. Afpealll. 109 (L.} The disimparking of
that nation, and turning it into the wild and common of the
world. 1711-14 Spectator cited in Webster 1828.

Disimpa'ssioned,///. a. Alsodisem-. [Dis-
lo.] Freed or free from passion ; dispassionate.
1861 M.W. FxEERffenry/V,I. i. ii.gS The debates..were

generally practical and disimpassioned. 1876 BROWNING
Numpholeptos 23 That pale soft sweet disempassioned moon.

1889 TENNYSON Demeter 4- Persephone ii, Those imperial,
disimpassioned eyes Awed even me at first.

t Disimpa'wii, v. Obs. [Dis- 6.] trans. To
take out of pawn ; to redeem (what is in pan\
1631 Celestina xv. 162 Thrice have I freed thee from the

gallowes ; foure times haue 1 disimpawud thee.



DISIMPEACH.

I Disimpea'ch, v. Obs. rare. [ad. obs. F.

litscinpcschcr ^Cotgr.), f. ties-, Dis- 4 + empescher
to IMMSACH.] trans. To free from impeach-
ment.
1611 COTGR., Di'semfescher, lo disimpeach, disincomber,

clecre. 1657 R. CAKPKNTLH Astrologyproved harmless 36
The wise niun will dis-impeach him, who boldly saith

[etc.).

Disimpester, obs. var. of DISKMPESTEB.

t Disi'mplicate, v. Obs. [Dis- 6.] trans.

To free from implication or entanglement ; to clis-

involve. Hence Disi'mplicuted ///. a., ilisin-

volved, explicit.
1660 tt.Amyrafi/ui' Treat, cone. Relig. ill. vii. 442 Much

more is it impossible for a man to disimplicate himself
from sin. 1753 S. SHUCKPORD Creation fy Fall ofMa* 56
He had a clear and disimplicated Perception of the Manner
in which Eve was taken out of him.

Disimpri'soii, . . Also 9 disem-. [f. Dis-
6 + IMPKISON : cf. F. dtsemprisonner (in Cotgr.).]
trans. To release from imprisonment or confine-
ment ; to set at liberty. Also _/?.
1611 COTGR. Desprisitnner, to vnprison, or disimprison.

1664 POWER Exf. Philos. \. 61 They can hardly be sepa-
rated, and dis-im prisoned as in Minerals. 1671 GREW Anal.
Plants i. i. 44 (1682) 9 The now effoliated Lobes.. being
once dis-imprisoned from their Coats . . must needs very
considerably amplitie themselves. 184$ R. W. HAMILTON
faf. Educ. vi. led. 21 134 The keys which shall unlock the
word of life to hundreds of millions and disimprison those
hundreds of millions themselves. 1858 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt.
1. 1. i. zi 'All History is an imprisoned Epic', .says Sauerteig
there. 1 wish he had disimprisoned it in this instance 1

Hence Disimpri'soned ///., Disimprrsoning
vol. si. and ///. a.

; also Disimpri'sonment, the
action of disimprisoning.
1611 COTGR., DiumAruoitHj, disimprisoned .. delivered

out of prison. 1656 EARL MONM. Advt. fr. Parnass. 193
After the disimprisonment of the commendador. 1659 TOK-
RIANO, Discarceratura, a disimprisoning. 1777 TOPLADY in
R. Palmer Bk. ofPraise 427 There shall my disimprison'd
soul Behold Him and adore. 1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev. (1872)
I. vi. i. 184 The open violent Rebellion and Victory of dis-

imprisoned Anarchy against corrupt worn-out Authority.
1878 BROWNING Poets Croisic 101 How can the youthful
chatelaine but pant For disemprisonment ?

t Disimprrrpriate, v. Obs. [Dis- 6.] trans.
To undo the impropriation of; to divert what is

impropriated.
111616 BACON Max. * Uses Com. Lamlx. (1636)41 It shall

not be disimpropriated to the benefit of the heire.

Disimpro've, v. [Dis- 6.] trans. To do
the reverse of improving; to render worse in

quality.
1642 JER. TAYLOR Efisc. Ep. Ded., No need lo disimprove

the Royal Banks to pay thanks to Bishops. 1651 Serm.
for Year i. iv. 49 Those unprofitable and hurtful branches
which .. disimprove the fruit. (11717 PARNELI. Deborali
(Stager), Thus direful was deform'd the country round ;

Unpeopled towns, and disimprov'd the ground. 1817 LADY
MORGAN O'Briens If OV'Vo/wr/ysIV.sszSomcthing changed,
but not disimproved. 1890 Gentl. Mag. Feb. 161 Though he
raised the tone of the essay, he disimproved its form, as the
masterly hand of Addison left it.

b. intr. To grow worse, deteriorate.

1846 in WORCESTER, whence in later Diets.

Hence Disimpro'ving ppl. a.

1813 COLERIDGE Remorse Epil., Dire disimproving disad-
vantages.

Bisinipro-venieut. [f. prec. after IJIPKOVE-

OBX,] The action of disimproving; iho reverse
of improvement ;

a change for the worse.
1649 JF.R. TAYLOR Gt. Exem/>. v. 33 It hath also especial

influence in the disimprovement of temptations. 1678 NORRIS
Colt. Misc. (1699) 193 The final issue.. would be, an utter
neglect and disimprovement of the earth. 1723 SWIFT Ptnvcr
0/Jlis/U'fsWks. 1761 III. 254 Four parts in five of the plan-
tations for thirty years past have been real disimprovements.
1873 HELPS in Macm. Mag. Feb. 306 There has been much
disimprovement in the matters I have referred to since their
first tenure of office.

Disinable, Disinamour, etc. : see DISEN-.
t Disincamera'tion. Obs. [ad. F. dfsin-

camtration (1664 in Littre) : see DIM- 4, 6 and IN-

CAMEBATION.] The revocation or annulment of an
incarceration, or annexation of a territory to the
domain of the Roman Camera ; also called dis-

cameratioti.
1668 Land. Gaz. No. 281/1 The Moneys which the Duke

(ol Parma] was obliged to have formerly paid for the Dis-
in. .\meration of one half of that Dutchy. 16700. H. Hist.
(- ardinals n. m. 198 In the business of the disincameration
of Castro.

t Disincanta'tion. Obs. rare. [Dis- 9.]
The undoing of an incantation or enchantment.
1651 BENLOWES T/u-ofh. xi. 193 The Vanitie of the World.

Canto XI, The Disincantation.

Disinca'rcerate, v. [Dis- 6.] trans. =
DfaiKPBIBON. Hence DisinrJarceration.
1665 G. HAKVEY Advice ast. Plague 6 To melt and open

the surface of the Earth, for lo disincarcerate the said venene
bodies. 1831 BENTHAM Wks. (1838-43) XI. 62 In what way
his imprisonment terminated, whether by deaih or by
duincarceration. i868G. MACDONALD Seaboard Parish II.
vi. 103 The disiiiLarcerated spiril.

Disinca'rnate, [Dis- 10.] Divested of the
flesh

; disembodied : the opposite of incarnate adj.
1881 PAU-.KAVK Death ini<*jrest'm Visioni'fEng. (1889)34

The Soul disillcarnale.
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Disinca'rnate, v. [Dis- 6.] trans. To di-

vest of flesh or a material body : the opposite of
iiuantate vb.
1880 Ctmtemf. Key. Feb. 199 The body which Christ had

after _H is resurrection .. being as it were re.incarnated at
one lime and dis-incarnaled at another.

Disinchant, obs. var. of DISENCHANT.

Disincli-nable, a.
[f.

1 >is- i o + INCLINABLE.]
Having a disinclination ; disinclined, indisposed.
1769 GOLIISM. Kuinau Hist. (1786) I. 245 The senate were

. . no way disinclinable to a peace.

Disinclination
(dismklin^'-Jsu). [f. Dis- 9

+ INCLINATION.] Want of inclination or liking
(usually implying an inclination towards the oppo-
site) ; slight dislike or aversion ; indisposition, un-

willingness.
1647 CLARENDON Hist. Ret. in. (1843) 75/1 [He] spent his

time abroad . . where he improved his disinclination lo Ibe
church. 1697 JER. COLLIER u. Mar. Sukj. n. (1709) 164
This Humour, unless prevcnled, will slide inlo Indifferency
and Disinclination. 1749 FIELDING Tom Jones vi. v, So
strong a disinclination as I have at present to this person.
1767 Bablcr No. 67 1| 6 An absolute disinclination for their

company. 1788 PRIESTLEY Led. Hist. Ix. (R.) The same
taste for expensive living will naturally spread to the lower
ranks. .and produce a general disinclination lo matrimony.
1813 J. C. HOBKOUSE jour. Albania 1122 A disinclination
from having recourse to unjust extremities. 1896 EMERSON
ng. Traits, First Visit Wks. (.Bohn) II. 7 He had the

natural disinclination of every nimble spirit lo bruise ilself
Tainst walls.

isincline (disinktoi-n\ v. [f. Dis- 6 + IN-
CLINE v.] trans. To deprive of inclination; to
make indisposed, averse, or unwilling.
1647 CLARENDON Hist. Ret. iv. (1843) "5/2 It served.. to

Owen Wellesley's Desp. 252 The jealousy which eveiTthen
disinclined the Peishwa to place himsejf in our hands. 1846
D. KING LoriTs Suffer iy.

106 He disinclines us for sin.

1878 BAYNE Piirit. Rev. ii. 33 Other considerations.. might
well disincline him to a warlike expedition.
absoL 1790 HAN. MORE Relig. FasA. World (\-i<)\) 13 It

is not perplexed argument or intricate metaphysics, which
can now disincline from Christianity.

b. intr. To be indisposed or unwilling ;
to in-

cline not (to do something;.
1885 G. MEREDITH Diana 1. i. 19 She.. believed, as men

disincline to do, that they grow.
Disinclined (disinkbrnd),///.<z. [f. Dis- 10
+ INCLINED.] Having a disinclination or slight
aversion ; not inclined

; averse, indisposed.
1647 CLAKENDON Hist. Rcb. vi. (1843) 207/1 Wherever they

found any person of quality inclined to the king, or but dis-

inclined to them, they immediately sei/ed upon his person.
1719 YOUNG Revenge

t

n. i ( Alvarez pleads indeed, That
Leonora's heart is disinclined. 1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa
fiSfi) III. xxix. 174, I should not be disinclined to go to

London, did I know anybody there. 1797 MKS. RADCLIFFI;
Italian t, He maintained that if she was not disinclined
towards him, some sign of approbation would appear. 1856
FHOUDK Hist. En. \. 149 The old aristocracy .. were dis-

id. Midas I. v, [He] felt disinclined for any more sleep.

Disinclose : see DISENCLOSE.

Disincomber, obs. var. of DISENCUMBER.
t Disinco'mmodate, v. Obs. Erroneous mix-

ture of discominodate and incommodaU.
1635 T. HAYWARU tr. Biondi's Banisk'd Virgin 22 For

feare of disincommodating themselves.

t Disincorporate, ///. a. Obs. Also 7
disen-. [f. Dis- i o -i- INCORPORATE a. : see next.]
Disunited or separated from a body, corporation,
or society.
1605 BACON Adv. Leant, ii. xxv. o (1871) 258 Aliens and

disincorporate from the Church ofGod. 1681 R. L'ESTRANGE
Casuist Uncas'd 78 Ten Millions of men, are but as so many
Individuals, when disencorporate, and Lopp'd off from the

Body.
Disincorporate (disinkpMpor^t), v. [f. Dls-

6 + INCORPORATE v. : cf. F. d<>sincorporer (1690 in

Hatz.-Darm.).]
1. trans. To undo the incorporation of, to dis-

solve (a corporation).
1697 COLLIER Ess. Mor. Sitbj. i. (1703) 223 To remove the

Magistracy, or disincorporate the State. 1754 6a HUME
Hist. Eng. IV. 191 (Seager) His Majesty had disincorpo-
rated some idle monks. T&yiMin.Nat. Conj. Council(i$y2)
271 The same law disincorporated the Mormon Church.

2. To separate from a corporation or body.
1701 COLLIER Hf. A urel. (i726_i68 He that is selfish . . dis-

incorporates himself from mankind.

Hence Disincorpora tion, the action of disin-

corporating, or depriving of the rights and privi-

leges of a corporation.
1773 T. WARTON Life Sir T. Pope 41 (T.) [He] ranked the

king's disincorporation of the monks with his rejection of
the see of Rome.. as a matter of an external nature.

t Disincrea'se, sb. Obs^ In 5 disen-. [f.

Dis- 9 + INCREASE sb.'} The reverse of increase
;

decrease, diminution.

1430 LYDG. Chron. Troy in. xxvii, In prejudice of his wor-

thynesse And disencrease of his hygh prowesse. c 1430
Thebes n. ( R.), The tydings that thou hast brought Shal vnto
him be disencrease. c 1450 Comfl. Loveres Lyfe 202

Wythout addicyoun, Or disencrese, owther mor or lesse.

DISINFLATION.

1 Disincrea'se, v. Obs. In 5 disenorese.

[f. DIS- 6 + INCKKABK v."\ To decrease, diminisli

(intr. and tram. ; iu quot. 1430, ^DIMINISH 5, to

rob, deprive).
c 1374 CHAUCEK Boeth.

y. pr. vi. 173 It faile)> and falle)> in
to

tuucuy^nge fro ^e simplicite of [the] presence of god, and
tlisencresi)> to Jc infinite quantite of future and of preterit
c 1430 Pilgr. Ljr/ MaiiHoae in. xxiv. (i8o) 149 The! with-
drawen and dMBcnna grace dieu of the tresore of hire
rialtee.

Disincrn'Stant. [f.
DIN- 10 + 1., incruslanl-

fiit, pr. pple. of iturustare to INC'KUST : see -ANT '.]

Something that removes or prevents incrusta-
tion.

1878 Ure's Diet. Arts IV. tola Zinc as a Disincimtanl in
Steam Boiler*.

Disincumber : see DistNi I:MKEU.

Disindivi'dualize, v. [Dis- 6.] tram. To
divest of individuality.
1839 ). STERLING Ea. f, Tales (18481 I. 327 Self is thu> . .

dis-individualized^ unisolated, rather universalized and
idealized. 1870 EMERSON Sac. t Sotit., Art Wks. (liohn)
III. 19 The artist who is to produce a work which is to be
admired . . by all men . . must disindividualize himself, and be
a man of no party.

Disinfect (ditinfe-kt), v. [f. Dis- 6 + INFECT
v. : perh.ad.F. J^sinfecter(i^^ in Hatz.-Darm.).]
1 1. trans. To rid (a person or place) of an in-

fection or infectious disease. Obs. rare.

1598 FLORIO, SrnoreatY, to disinfect, to cure, to heale.

173* Lottd. GAS. No. 6025/2 La Canourgue and Banassac
were disinfecting, none had newly fallen sick there.

2. To cleanse (a room, clothes, etc.) from infec-

tion ; to destroy the germs of disease in.

1658 R. WHITE tr. Digty's late Disc. 63 They use to make
great fires, where there is houshold-stuffe of men that died
of the Pestilence, to dis-infect [1664 disinfect] them. Ibid.

64. i8a8 WEBSTER, Disinfect^ to cleanse from infection ;

to purify from contagious matter. 1844 Phartnac. Jml.
III. 396 The best mode of disinfecting the clothes of scar-
latina patients. 1875 I 're's Diet. A rts 1 1. 36 Stenhouse has

employed charcoal for disinfecting the air.

aim. 1875 Ure's Diet. ArtsM.yj Water disinfects partly
by preventing effluvia from arising from bodies.

Hence Disinfe'cted ///. a., Disinfe'cting vbl.

sb. and ppl. a.

1837 Pnmy Cycl. VII. 109/1 As a disinfecting agent .. it

[chlorine] is unrivalled. 1853 STONEHENUE Creyhoutuim.
(L.) The walls should be well washed with chloride of lime,
or. .disinfecting fluid. 1890 B. A. WHITELEGCE Hygiene ff
Public Health xi. 241 One of these rooms should be strictly
reserved for infected and the other for disinfected good.s.
1894 Times 30 Sept. 3/3 A thorough system of disinfection

bydisinfecting officers.

Disinfectant, a. and st>. [ad. F. disinfectant
(1816 in Hatz.-Darm.), pres. pplc. of disinfecter
to DISINFECT.]
A. adj. Having the property of disinfecting.
1875 Ure's Diet. Arts III. 1 192 The disinfectant liquor of

Sir W. Burnett is chloride of zinc.

B. sb. Something having this property; an agent
used for disinfecting or destroying the germs of in-

fectious disease.

1837 Penny Cycl. VII. 107/2 The hypochlorite of lime,
usually called chloride of lime . . is a compound of great
importance, both in the arts, and as a disinfectant.

jig. 1863 T. WiNTHHoi1 Cecil Dreetite vi. (Cent.) The
moral atmosphere, too, of this honest, cheerful, simple home
scene acted as a moral disinfectant.

Disinfe'cter. [f. DISINFECT v. + -EB i.] He
who or that which disinfects.

1845 yrnl. R. Agiic. Soc. VI. n. 547 It is a dUinfecter of

putrid matter.

Disinfection (ditinfe-lcjsn). [n. of action

from DISINFECT v. : cf. K. disinfection (1630 in

Hatz.-Darm.).] The action of disinfecting or puri-

fying from infection ; destruction of the germs of
infectious diseases.

1803 Duncan's Ann. Med. II. n. 35 On the influence of

Oxygen in the process of disinfection. 1838 Penny Cycl.
XII. 470/1 The most important and valuable method of
disinfection is ventilation. 1800 B. A. WHITELECCE Hygiene
t Public Health, xi. 234 Disinfection by heat is the simplest
and most thorough of all methods.

Disinfe'ctor . [f. DISINFECT v . + -OB, after L.

infector, etc.]
= DISINFECTEB ; spec, a device for

diffusing a disinfectant in the air.

1831 I.u. CAMPBELL Let. Aug. in Life (iWi) III. 15 In
court we are almost overpowered by fumigations and asper-
sions. .A druggist has made a little fortune by selling what
he denominates disinfectois. 1874 in KNIGHT Diet. Meek.

Disinfeuda-tion. [Dis- 9.] The reversal

of infeudation ; liberation from feudal tenure.
1881 Academy 7 May 336 Some new light upon the dis-

infeudation of advowsons.

Disinfia'me, v. rare. [Dis- 6.] trans. To
make no longer inflamed ; to deprive of ardour.
c i6ti CHAPMAN lliad^ xn. 400 O Lycians, why are your

hot spirits so quickly disinflatn'd ?

Disinflation. [Dis- 9.] The reversal of

inflation, e.g. of a balloon. Cf. DEFLATION.
1880 Daily News 22 Oct. 6/5 The grapnel having held fast

in muddy ground, the disinflation process was executed . .

before the arrival of the lads, who were very serviceable to
us for rolling the balloon.

Disingage, -merit, obs. ff. DISENGAGE, -KENT.

1603 FLORIO MoHtaigue III. ii. (1632) 456 It is a pleasure
unto mee, to bee . . disingaged from their contentions.



DISINGKENIOUS.

Disinge'nious, etc., freq. error in I7th c. for

DISINGENUOUS, etc.

1655 GURNALL Chr. in Arm. i. i (1669) 62/2 One is

against love, and so dis-ingenious. 1674 Govt. Tongue iii.

6. no The disingeniousness of embracing a profession to

which their own hearts have an inward reluctance. 1678

Yng. Mart's Call. 161 If duty may be disingeniously put
off now. 1707 FLOYER Physic. Pulse-Watch n 'Tis Disin-

genious to pretend to know by the Pulse that which cannot
be discover d by it.

Disingenuity (di^ind^eniw'iti). [f. next, after

ingenuous^ ingenuity] DISINGENUOUSNESS

(which is now more usual).
1647 TRAFP Comm. Pentat. (1650) i. 302 Unthankfulness

and dis-ingenuity. 1653 MANTON Exp. Jas. iii. 17 Un-
charitable deductions . . forced by the disingenuity of the

adversary. 1690 LOCKE Hum. Und. w. viii. (1655) 350 The
disingenuity of one, who will go from the definition of his

own Terms. 1769 ROBERTSON Chas. V, III. vii. i The
Emperor's disingenuity in violating his repeated promises.

1835 SIR W. HAMILTON Discuss. (18^2) 184 Mr. Stewart is

far more lenient than Dr. Wallis' disingenuity merited.

b. A piece of unfair treatment or underhand

dealing.
1680 H. DODWELL Disc. Sancnoniathotfs Hist. (1691) 114 i

For the Practice of such disingenuities. 1804 SOUTHEY in
j

Ann. Rev. II. 18 In one instance he has been guilty of a

worse disingenuity.

Disingenuous (disintlge'iri//^), a. [Dis-

10.] The opposite of ingemtous\ lacking in can-

dour or frankness, insincere, morally fraudulent.

(Said of persons and their actions.)

1655 [see DISINGENIOUS]. 1657 Burtons Diary (1828) II.

2Qi It will be disingenuous to think that his Highness and
the Council should be under an oath, and your members
free. 1673 Lady's Call. i. v. F 3. 32 Of such disingenuous
addresses, 'tis easy to read the event. 1718 Freethinker
No. 67. F 9 A Disingenuous Speaker is most effectually re-

futed without Passion. 1827 HALLAM Const. Hist. (1876)
I. ii. 98 Cranmer. .had recourse to the disingenuous shift of

a protest. 1875 HELPS Ess.
t
Advice 46 It is a disingenuous

thing to ask for advice, when you mean assistance.

Hence Disinge nuously adv.) in a disingenuous

manner, not openly or candidly, meanly, unfairly.
1661 H. NEWCOME Diary (1849) 26 So disingenuously . .

I have carryed toward my God. 1678 [see DISINGENIOUS].

1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (1811) I. xxxix. 289 Although I

had most disingenuously declared otherwise to my mother.

1836 J. GILBERT Chr. Atonem. viii. (1852) 232 We should
deem it to be disingenuously evasive.

Disinge'nuousness. [f. prec. + -NESS.] The

quality of being disingenuous; want of candour and

frankness; disposition to secure advantage by means
not morally defensible

; insincerity, unfairness.

1674 [see DISINGENIOUS, etc.]. 1815 JANE AUSTEN Emma
in. v. 298 Disingenuousness and double-dealing seemed to

meet him on every turn. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. II. 274
Those statutes . . could not without the grossest disin-

genuousness be so strained. 1881 STANLEY Chr. Instil.

viii. 167 A singular example either of the disingenuousness
or of the negligence with which the Prayerbook was recon-
structed.

fDisinlia'bit,/^/.
a. Short for DISINHABITED.

1530 PALSGR. 519/2 This countraye is utterly disinhabyt,
cc Pays est entierement depopule",

t Disinha'bit, v- Obs. [f. Dis- 6 + INHABIT

v.] trans. To rid 01 deprive of inhabitants ; to

dispeople.
1530 PALSGR. 519/2, I disinhabyte a countrey, I make it

barayne of dwelfynge people. 1582 N. LICHEFJELD tr.

Castanheda's Cong. E. Ind. Hv. 117 The Citie beeing thus
disinhabited. i6o7TorsELL ftfljtal/f (1658) 601 Some places
have been disinhapited, and dispeopled by Serpents. 1818
TODD s.v. DJshabit) In modern times we sometimes use dis*

inhabit for it.

b. reft. To remove one's dwelling.
1679 G. R. tr. Boyatuatts Theat. World in. 220 Caused

the People to dis-hihabit themselves.

Hence fDisinha'bited ///. a., uninhabited,
without inhabitants.

f
1600 HAKLUYT Voyages III. 374 (R.) Nothing but exceed-

ing rough mountaines . . vtterly disinhabited and voyd of
people. 1622 MABBE tr. Aleman's Guzman d"Alf. I. 157
Hee . . dwels in places vn-peopled and dis-inhabitted. 1632
LiTHGOw Tray. vni. 374 Wee were long or night involved
in a dis-inhablted Country. 1684 Bucaniers Amer. i.(ed. 2)

5 That part of this Island, .is totally d is-inhabited.

t Disinha'bita'ble, Obs. [Dis- 10.] Un-
inhabitable.
1660 F. BROOKE tr. Le Blanc's Trav. 342 There was reason

to believe these parts disinhabitable. 1660 N. INGELO
Bentivolio $ Urania (1682) I. 74 Will you make this place
disinhabitable to ingenuity?

t Disinha'bitate, v. Obs. rare-*. [Dis- 6.]
1611 COTGR., Deshabiter, to disinhabitate, or depriue of

inhabitants.

DisinheriSOn (disinhe-rizan). Also disen-.

[f. Dis- 9 + INHERISON : cf. disherison.] The
action of disinheriting, or fact of being disinherited ;

disinheritance :
= DISHERISON.

1543-4 Act 35 Hen. VIII, c. i The peril slaunder or dis-

hinherison of any the issues and heires of the kinges maies-
tie. 1622 BACON Hen. VII Wks. (Bonn) 310 It tended
directly to the disinherison of the line of York. 1643 PRYNNE
SjfP.

Power Parl. ii. (ed. 2) 69 The great mischiefs and
disinherisons that the people of the Realme of England have
heretofore suffered. 1765 BLACKSTONE Comm. I. 448 There
are fourteen such reasons .. which may justify such disin-

herison. 1862 SALA Ship Chandler \\\. 53 Commanding him
under pain of disinherison.. to unite himself to the bride he
. . had chosen for him.
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Disinherit (disinhe-rit), v. Also 6 disen-,
dishenerite, [f. Dis- 6 + INHERIT v.] trans.

To deprive or dispossess of an inheritance ;

' to cut

off from an hereditary right
'

(J.) ;
to prevent (a

person) from coming into possession of a property
or right which in the ordinary course would de-

volve upon him as heir.

c 1450 Merlin 452 We hadde leuer be disinherited and
chased oute of the londe. ^1532 DEWES Introd. Fr. in

Palsgr. 1040 The sonne him shal disenherite. 1548 HALL
Chron., Hen. V an. 2 (1809) 60 Shamefully to dishenerite

ourselfe and the Croune of our Realme. 1577-87 HOLIN-
SHEDC/jn?. III. 820/2 Yet had he sent his people to inuade
the said dukes countrie .. to destroie and dishinherit the

said duke. 1653 H, COGAN tr. Pinto's Trav. xxvii. 103
A very rich Woman, that had disinherited her kindred, and
left her estate to the Pagod. 1718 LADY M. W. MONTAGU
Let. to C'tess Bristol (1887) I. 240 A child thus adopted
cannot be disinherited. 1860 HOOK Liz>es Abps. (1869) I. 363
He was disinherited and turned out of his father's house,

f b. Const, of. Obs.

1548 HALL Citron,* Hen. \7II an. 4 (1809) 444 Nor yet En-
tended to disheneryt the yonge Duke Phillippe of his

Graundfathers inheritaunce. 1621 State Trials^ Abp. Abbot

(R.) Some right of hunting, which the Archbishop was to

disinherit his church of. a 1716 SOUTH (J.) Of how fair a

portion Adam disinherited his whole posterity !

C.flg.
1634 MILTON Comus- 334 And thou, fair moon . . Stoop thy

pale visage through an amber cloud, And disinherit Chaos,
that reigns here. 1742 YOUNG Nt. Th. i. 246 God's image
disinherited of day, Here, plung d in mines, forgets a sun
was made. 1840 MRS. BROWNING Drama ofExile Wks. 1889
I. 35 Earth, methinks, Will disinherit thy philosophy.
Hence Disinhe'rited ///. ., Disinhe'riting

vbl. sb. and///, a.

1583 Exec, for Treason (1675) 42 The disinheriting of all

the Nobility. 1635 EARL SntAPPOWXttt (*739) I-47 1 Those
disinherited Princes of the Palatinate. 1777 SHERIDAN ScA.
Scand. w. i, An unforgiving eye, and a confounded disin-

heriting countenance ! 1868 FREEMAN Norm. Cong. (1876)
II. x. 486 A disinherited and dispossessed chieftain still

looked on the land as his own.

Disiiilie-ritable,-'. [f. prec. 4 -ABLE.] Liable

to be disinherited.

1646 FULLER Wounded Consc. (1841) 291 Heirs of Heaven
they are, but disinheritable for their misdemeanour.

Disinheritance, [f. DISINHERIT ., after

inheritance] The fact of disinheriting, or of being
disinherited ; dispossession from an inheritance.

1540 Act 32 Hen. VIII, c. o i Vexation, troubles, wrongs
and disinheritance hath followed. 1660 R. COKE Justice
Vind. 36 To the dispossession and disinheritance of another.

17^89 Trifor No. 39. 506 He was enjoined . . upon pain of
disinheritance. 1843 W. H. MILL Observ. Crit. Gosp. ii. ii.

3. 257^ liy a direct sentence of disinheritance.

T Disinhe'ritate, v. Obs. rare. [f.
DISIN-

HERIT + -ATE 3, on analogy of words from Latin ppl.
stem : see -ATE^ and 3. Cf. It. disereditare disere-

dare to disinherit.] DISINHERIT.
Hence Disinhe*ritated///. a.\ also Disinheri-

ta'tion = DISINHERITANCE.
1654 COKAINE Dianea m. 172 A Princesse disinherited

implores your aide. 1835 Chamb. Jrnl. 16 May 121

Threatened with disinheritation.

Disinhume (disinhi/?m), v. Also disen-.

[Dis- 6.] trans. To unbury, unearth, exhume.
1821 WORDSW. Eccl. Sonn.^ Wicliffe^ The Church is seized

with sudden fear, And at her call is Wicliffe disinhumed.

1833 Frasers Mag. VIII. 637 The disinhuming of the

primitive history of mankind. 1881 Cornh, Mag. Sept. 331
A golden drinking-horn disenhumed in the old England of
our ancestors by the Baltic Shore.

f TJisinsa'nity. Obs. rare. In 7 disen-. [irreg.

f. dis- (used otiosely or ? intensively ;
cf. Dis- 5) +

INSANITY.] Insanity, madness.
a 1625 BEAUM. & FL. Two Noble K. in. v, What tediosity

and disensanity Is here among ye !

Disinslave, obs. form of DISENSLAVE.

Disinsula'tion. [Dis- 9.] Doing away with

insulation
;
the rendering no longer an island.

1882 Daily Tel. No. 8306. 5/3 The dis-insulation of Eng-
land may or may not be a national calamity.

Disinsure, Disintail, etc. : see DISEN-.

Disi*ntegrable, a. [f. DISINTEGRATE: see

-ABLE.] Capable of being disintegrated.
1796 KIRWAN Elem. Min. (ed. 2) I. 93 Argillo-calcites. ist

Class. Readily disintegrate by exposure to the atmosphere.
1864 H. SPENCER Induct. Biol. n8(L.) The formations

[of land] being disintegrate in different degrees.

Disrntegrant, . and sb. [f.
as prec. + -ANT J

.]

A. adj. Disintegrating, or becoming disinte-

grated. B. sb. Something that disintegrates; a

disintegrating agent.
1855 H. SPENCER Princ. Psychol. (1872) 1. 1. iv. 75 A direct

disintegrant of the tissues. 1866 Pall Mall G, 10 Nov. 4
Post-classical and disintegrant Greek.

Disintegrate (disi-nt/gr^t), v.
[f.

Dis- 6 +
INTEGRATE &.]
1. trans. To separate into its component parts or

particles ; to reduce to fragments, break up, destroy
the cohesion or integrity of (as by mechanical or

atmospheric action). Alsoyf^.
1796 KIRWAN Elem. Min. (ed. 2) I. 99 Marlites . . are not

disintegrated by exposure to the atmosphere. 1860 TYNDALL
Glac. i. vii. 49 The adjacent rocks .. were disintegrated.
1864 Daily Tel. 20 Sept., Most valuable for the purpose of

blasting or disintegrating rocks. 1874 HELPS Soc, Press.

DISINTEGRATOR.
xxji. 333 Bricks, .entirely disintegrated by the corrosive in-

fluence of the London atmosphere.

fig. 1837 HALLAM Hist. Lit. ii. in. 13 A fanatical anarchy,
disintegrating every thing like a church. 1860 FROUDK ///>/.

Eng. V. 121 The grazing farms were disintegrated. The
cottages of the peasants had again their own grounds
attached to them. 1876 GLADSTONE Homeric Synckr. ^

Learning and ingenuity, .expended in a hundred efforts.,

to disintegrate the Homeric Poems. 1879 G. MEREDITH

Egoist vii. (i88q) 57 We cannot modify our class distinctions

without risk ofdisintegrating the social structure.

b. To separate or break off as particles or

fragmen \j&front the whole mass or body.
1873 TRISTRAM Moab iii. 40 The detached blocks, which

havebeen disintegrated from the mass. 1876 BREWER Eng.
Studies ii. (1881) 57

' Their personal adventures', .cannot be

disintegrated from the general body of our history without

blurring its lineaments.

2. intr. (for re/I.) To become disintegrated, to

break up.
18.. R.JAMESON (L,),

On exposure to the weather it

[chalk marl] rapidly disintegrates. 1851 RICHARDSON Ceol.

ix. 349 The absorption of oxygen and carbonic acid from
the air causes rocks . . to disintegrate. 1856 FROUDE Hist.

Eng. I. 336 The Church itself was fast disintegrating.

Disintegrate, a. rare. [f. Dis- 10 + INTE-

GRATE a., after prec.] Disintegrated.
1875 G. MACDONALD Malcolm III. x. 147 The disintegrate

returns to resting and capable form.

Disintegrated, ///. a. [f. DISINTEGRATE V.

-f -ED !.] Reduced to fragments, broken up ;

broken off as fragments : see the verb.

1796 KIRWAN Elem. Mm. (ed. 2) I. 321 The felspar, both
in granites and porphyries, is frequently found.. in a de-

composed or disintegrated state. 1854 J. SCOFFERN in Orr*s

Circ. Sc. Chem. 7 Disintegrated particles. 1860 PHILLIPS

Vcsuv. v. 146 This volcanic dust is disintegrated lava. 1879
CHURCH Spenser fa The wreck and clashing of disintegrated
customs.

Disintegrating, ppl.a. [f.
as prec. + -ING 2

.]

1. That disintegrates (trans.) ; reducing or tend-

ing to reduce to fragments ; destroying cohesion or

integrity.

1831 BREWSTER Nat. Magic xii. (1833) 298 The disintegrat-

ing and solvent powers of chemical agents. 1868 G. DUFF
Pol. Surv. 220 Those disintegrating forces which have
worked so powerfully in breaking up more than one of the

States.

2. That disintegrates (intr.) ; breaking up, going
to pieces.
187* C. KING Mountain. Sierra Nev. x. 217 A disintegra-

ting race. 1877 ROBERTS Handbk. Med. (ed. 3) I. 124 Dis-

integrating red corpuscles are sometimes seen.

Disintegration, [n. of action f. DISINTE-

GRATE v. : see -ATION.] The action or process of

disintegrating, or the condition of being disinte-

grated ; reduction to component particles, breaking

up ; destruction of cohesion or integrity.

a. lit. \ spec, in Geol., the wearing down of rocks

by rain, frost, and other atmospheric influences.

1796 KIRWAN Elem. Min. (ed. 2) I. 96 By exposure to the
air and moisture, it . . chips and falls to pieces. This disin-

tegration is remarkable, for it does not proceed solely from
the absorption of water. 1808 HENRY Epit. Chem. (ed. 5)

357 The disintegration of stones, consisting chiefly ofalumine,
is not easily effected by means of potash. 1834 THOMSON
in Proc. Berw. Nat. Club I. No. 2. 42 The disintegration of
the clay-slate rocks. 1860 MAURV Phys. Geog. i. 20 The wire

wrapping of the Atlantic cable has been found in a state

almost of complete disintegration. 1863 A. C. RAMSAY
Phys. Geog. iii. (1878) 34 The constant atmospheric disinte-

gration of cliffs. 1874 CARPENTER Ment. Phys. i. ii. 31

(1879) 50 \Vhen a Muscle is called into contraction, there is

a certain disintegration or
* waste

'

of its tissue.

\>.fa.
1849 HT. MARTINEAU in Four C. Eng. Lett^. 545 If the

principles of social liberty should demand the disintegration
of nations. 1865 MERIVALE Rom. Emf. VIII. Ixviii. 355
The decay of moral principles which hastened the disin-

tegration of Roman society. 1868 GLADSTONE Juv. Mundi
1. (1870) 19

There are passages of ancient writers which tend
to the disintegration of Homer.

.C. atlrib. as disintegration-scheme, -theory.
1865 W. KAY Crisis Hupfold. 59 The principles on which

the Disintegration-theory rests.

Hence Disintegra'tionist, an advocate of disin-

tegration.
1884 DUNCKLEY in Mtuich. Exam, i Dec. 6/1 Mr. Forster

seems to them to be the great disintegrationist of our time.

1889 Spectator 3 Aug., Their own disintegration is a Nemesis

upon the disintegrationists.

Disi'ntegrative, a. [f. as prec. : see -ATIVE.]

Having the quality of disintegrating ; tending to

disintegrate.
1869 Contemp. Rev. XII. 164 Tenets . . essentially disin-

tegrative of union. 1876 A. M. FAIRBAIRN Strauss 11. in

Content^. Rev. June 135 Ancient haresies were elaborative,
modern disintegrative of dogma.

Disintegrator, [agent-n. f. DISINTEGRATE
v. : see -on.]
1. One who or that which disintegrates.
1844 N. Brit. Ren. I. 114 Collectors of authorities and dis-

integrators of dtbris. 1863 A. C. RAMSAY Phys. Geog. i.

(1878) 4 Frost is . . a powerful disintegrator.

b. spec. Applied to machines or appliances for

reducing substances to small fragments orto powder.
1874 KNIGHT Did. Meek., Disintegrator, i. A machine

for grinding or pulverizing bones, guano, etc., for manure.

2. A mill in which grain is broken into a fine dust by beaters

projecting from the faces of parallel metallic disks revolv-

ing in contrary directions. 1890 Daily News 26 June 6/1
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\moiigst the popular instruments i*, one called thu Devil

J ^integrator . . It grinds everything tu powder, and .. i.s

largely used in reducing. . bonc.s and oyster shells, .into a fine

mixture that makes uu ailmirabli: chicken food.

2. DlSINTKCltA'no.MST.

1865 W. KAY Crisis //up/eld, 26 The opponents of the

Disintcgratotii

Disi'nteffrartory, .
[f.

as prec. + -ORY.]

Producing or tending to disintegration,
1878 Lr.v\KS in Pop. Sc. Monthly XIII. 419 Criticism has

taken it* place among the disintegratory agencies.

Disinte'grity. [Dis- 9.] Want of integrity
or cntircncss ; unsound or disintegrated condition.

1785 UKNTHAM Wks. (1838-43) X. 145 The multitude of the

audience multiplies for disintegrUy the chances of detection.
1861 WILLIS in Ecclesiologist XXII. 91 Nothing short of
smh a system could have prevented the falling in of Chiches-
ter Tower ; it was in a state of disintegrity, which nothing
ujuld arrest.

Disi'ntegTOUS, a. rare. [f. Dis- 10 + L. in-

teger entire + -out* : after disintegrate* etc.] Char-
acterized by disintegration or want of cohesion.

1885 Sff. Amur, (N. Y.) 8 Aug. 80 Such a disintegrous
material as iron could not be spread Into layering leaves
like gold.

Disinte'nsify, v. [Dis- 6.] trans. To de-

prive of its intensity ; to make less intense.

1884 BROWNING Ftrisktakug Black's soul of black Beyond
white's power to disintensify.

Disinter (disintou), v. Also 7 disen-, -terre.

[ad. F. dtsenterrer (i5th c. in Littre), f. des- Dis-

4 + enterrer to INTEB.]
1. trans. To take (something) out of the earth in

which it is buried ; to take (a corpse, etc.) out of

the grave ; to unbury, exhume.
1611 COTGR.. Desscvelir^ to disinterre, vnburie. 1617 MAY

Lncan ix. (K.) Isis (their Goddesse now) I'le disinterre.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. vn. xix. 384 To disen-
terre the bodies of the deceased. 1658 EVELYN Fr. Card.
(1675) 96 Dis-interre the greatest roots. 1867 PEARSON Hist.

Eng, I. 2 The short shallow skulls which are even now dis-

interred in old barrows.

2. transf. andyf^. To take out as if from a tomb ;

to bring out of concealment,
* unearth '.

1711 ADDISON Sped. No. 215 P 2 The Philosopher, the

Saint, or the Hero, .very often lie. .concealed in a Plebeian,
which a proper Education might have d is- interred. 1818
SCOTT Hrt. Midi, i, The two ladies who had been disinterred
out of the fallen vehicle.

t Disinteress, v. Obs. Pa. pple. -eased, -est.

[ad. F. dtsinttresser
t
to discharge, or saue harme-

lesse; to rid from all interest in' (Cotgr.), f. des-

Dis- 4 + inttresser to INTEREST.] = DISINTEREST v .

Hence Dis-interessing vbl. $b.

i6ia BACON Hen. VII^ 55 The higher Bond that tyeth him
. .doth dis-interesse him of these Obligations. 1642 R. CAK-
PENTER Experience in. iv. 14 Why is every man disinteressed
froma lawfull calling? 1642 ji-:. FAYLOR Episc.( 1647) 249 To
be deposed, or disinterest in the allegeance of subjects. 1646
SALTMARSH Some Drops \, 3 We all see how hazardous it is

to disinteresse any in the Civill part. a. 1655 VINES Lords
Supp. (1677)342 The dis-interessing ofself-love, .is very rare.

t Disinteressed, ///. a. Obs. Also des-,
disinterest, [f. prec. + -ED 1

, or f. Dis- 10 + IN-

TEBESSED.]
1, - DlSINTEBESTED I.

1603 FLORIO Montaigne in. ii. (1632) 456 It is a pleasure
unto mee, to bee disinteressed of other mens affayres, and

disingaged from their contentions. 1638 CHILLINGW. Relig.
Prot. i. lii. 81. 179 We that are disinteressed persons. 1648
BOYLE Seraph. Love vi. (1700) 48 Such disinteressed and
resign'd Habitudes. 1691 DRYDEN St. Ettremonfs Ess. 351
Let us act the disinteressed.

2. = DISINTERESTED 2.

1610 DONNE Pseudo-martyr, xii.
j3s8

The Pope, .more dis-

interessed then the neighbour Pnnces. 1649 JER. TAYLOR
Gi'. Exemp. i. 72 The prudence of a wise and disinterest

person. 1696 MARY ASTELL Proposal to Ladies 137 The
most refin'd and disinteress'd Benevolence. 1700 TYRRELL
Hist. Eng. II. 1098 This Writer being a Layman is more
disinteressed.

Hence
i Disinteressedly rii/V

1

.; fDisintereased-

ness, -estness, disinterestedness.

1648 BOYLE Seraph. Love xiii. (1700) 66 The. .Disinterest-
ness of his Love to us. 1707 Reft. Ridic. 253 Disinteressed-
ness and Generosity. 1718 I. I". PHILIPPS tr. Thirty-four
Confer. 351 Men disinterebs'dly holy.

t Disintere'ssment. Obs. [a. F. dtsin*

Urcssement (1657 in Hatz.-Darm.).] Disinterested-

ness, impartiality.
i66 J. BARGRAVE Pope Alex. *Y/(i867) no Let him read

them both with an equal disinteressment, 1718 PRIOR Poems
Poster, to Pref., He [the Earl of Dorset] has managed some
of the greatest charges of the kingdom, with known ability ;

and laid them down with entire disinteressment.

Disinterest, sb. [f.
Dis- 9 + INTEREST sb.]

1. That which is contrary to interest or advan-

tage ; disadvantage, prejudice, injury ; something
against the interest of or disadvantageous to (&

person or thing concerned). Now rare.
i66a GLANVILL Lux Orient. Pref. (1682) 7 'Tis a great dis-

interest to so., unusual a Doctrine as this, to be but partially
handled. 1678 NOKRIS Coll. Misc. (1609) 204 Whatever ..

tends to the Disinterest of the Public, is Evil. 1744 HARRIS
Three Treat. (1841) 105 You have seen many a wise head

shake, in pronouncing that sad truth, How we are governed
all by interest. And what do

they
think should govern us

else? Our loss, our damage, our disinterest? 1876 RUSKIN
Pars Clav. VI. Ixviii. 253 All gain, increase, interest .. to

the lender of capital, is loss, decrease, and dis-interest to
the borrower of capital.

f 2. Disinterestedness, impartiality. Obs.

1658 J. WEBB tr. Calpreneae's Cleopatra vin. L 34
Perswaded of my disinterest in the affaires of Coriolanus.

1718 OZELL TourneforCs Voy. I. p. xviii, Physick, which he

practised with the most perfect disinterest. 1799 W. TAYLOR
m Monthly Rev. XXIX. 102 A catching spirit of disinterest

and benevolence. i8o< in Monthly Jnaff. XX. 40 The
taste of Lessing awarded them, if not with equity, with
disinterest.

3. Absence of interest, unconcern, rare.

1889 MRS. RANDOLPH Netv Eve I. i. 29 {An expression] of
intense disinterest in all earthly things.

Disi'iiterest, v. Now rare. [f. Dis- 6 +
INTEREST v. \ see DISINTERESS, which this vb. has

superseded.]
1. trans. To rid or divest of interest or concern ;

to detach from the interest or party of.

1611 BACON Charge touching Duels, When he shall see
the law and rule of state disinterest him of a vain and
unnecessary hazard. 1675 tr. Camden's Hist. Eliz. 539
An advantageous Peace had been offered to htm by the

Pope's Nuncio.. if he would disinterest himself from the

Queen. 169* BEVERLEY Disc. Dr. Crisp 15 His present
Enmity does not disinterest him in a Right to come, if he
would ; But it hinders his being willing to come. 1895 Pall
MallC. i Feb. 3/1 Politics in France are disgusting, and that

is why the people have disinterested themselves entirely from

taking part in them.

2. To free from self-interest, to render disin-

terested.

1681 R. L'EsTRANGE Apol. Prot. ii. 29 That every man
dis-interesting himself, may candidly endeavour the retriv-

ing of the Truth.

Disinterest, var. of DISINTEKESSED///. a.

Disinterested, ///. a. [f. prec. vb. + -ED i
;

or f. Dis- 10 + INTERESTED.]
f 1. Without interest or concern

;
not interested,

unconcerned. ? Obs.
a 1611 DONNE Biadavaroc (1644) 99 Cases, wherein the party

is dis-interested. 1684 Contempt. State of Man I. x. (1699)

113 How dis-interested are they in all Worldly matters, since

they fling their Wealth and Riches into the Sea. 1767
Jwiitts Lett. iii. 18 A careless disinterested spirit is no part
of his character.

2. Not influenced by interest ; impartial, un-

biased, unprejudiced ; now always, Unbiased by
personal interest ; free from self-seeking. (Of
persons, or their dispositions, actions, etc.)

1659 P- WALKER Oratory 115 The soul .. sits now as the
most disinterested Arbiter, and impartial judge of her own
works, that she can be. 1705 STANHOPE Paraphr. III. 435
So should the Love to our Neighbour be . . Not mercenary
and designing, but disinterested and hearty. 17*6 Adi>.

Capt. R. Boyle 273 Any disinterested Person would make
the same Judgement; your Passion has blinded yours.
1800 MRS. HERVEY Mourtray I1

'

am. II. 82, I fairly own I

was not disinterested in wishing you here. 1865 LIVINGSTONE
Zambesi \.\ii. 446 His disinterested kindness to us., can
never be forgotten.

Disinterestedly, adv. [f. prec. + -LY ".]

In a disinterested manner; impartially; without

regard to self-interest ; unselfishly.

1711 SHAFTESU. Ckarac. (1737) I. 42 He, who is ever said

to do good the most disinterestedly. 1807 SOUTHEY Lett.

(1856) II. 20 He knows the Arts well, and loves them dis-

interestedly. 1830 FOSTER in Life ft Corr. (1846) II. 161

Devotedly and disinterestedly faithful. 1875 HAMERTON
Intell. Life n. iii. 64 How difficult it is to think out such
a problem disinterestedly.

Disinterestedness, [f.
as prec. + -NESS.]

The quality of being disinterested ; impartiality ;

freedom from self-interest or selfish bias.

n i68a SIR T. BROWNE (J.), These expressions of selfishness

and disinterestedness have been used in a very loose and
indeterminate manner. 1709 J. JOHNSON in Ballard MSS.
(Bodl. Libr.) XV. 46 What I most admire him for is Dis-

interestedness. 1752 JOHNSON RatnbUr No. 196 p 8 This

..gives firmness and constancy, fidelity and disinterested*

ness. 1866 LIDDON Banift. Lect. iv. (1875) 195 This dis-

interestedness, this devotion to the real interest of human-
kind. 1875 JOWETT Plato III. 79 He can assume the dis-

guise of virtue or disinterestedness without having them.

Disi'nteresting, pfl. a. [f. Dis- 10 + IN-

TERESTING ///. a., or f. DISINTEREST v. + -ING -!
.]

Uninteresting ; causing lack of interest.

"737 WARBURTON Lit. to Birch in Boswell Johnson (1887)
I. 29 A dull, heavy succession of long quotations of dis.

interesting passages. 1800 W TAYLOR in Monthly Mag.
X. 319 The attempt, .produces on all the Disciples a similar

disinteresting effect. 18.. The Studio III. 130 (Cent.) He
rarely paints a disinteresting subject.

Disinterestness.var.DisiNTERESSEDNESs. Obs.

Disinte'rment. [f. DISINTER v. + -MKNT.]
1. The action of disinterring ; exhumation.

1790 P. NEVE (title) A Narrative of the Disinterment of

Milton's Coffin. 1867 FREEMAN Norm. Cony. (1876) I. App.
788 The disintemicnt of Harold's body. 1871 YEATS Crmatli

Comm. 60 The disinterment of Pompeii and Herculaneum.

2. concr. The material result or product of dis-

interring; something disinterred.

1815 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Rev. CVI. 526 Among the

most curious disinterments are vases for heating water.

1841 D'IsRAELl Amen.
Lit.j

R. Crowlcy II. 150 Our most
skilful delver into dramatic history, amidst his curious
masses of disinterments, has brought up this proclamation.

Disintertwrne, v. [Dis- 6.] trans. To
bring out of an intertwined condition ;

to untwist.
1861 LYTTON & FAXK TamiMustr 33 The carven archi-

trave, Whereon the intricate .. design Of leaf and tem
disinlertwined itself. i96j (JILDKXSLRKVK u. ff Stud. (1890)
198 Such intricate compounds as 'disinu-rlwined '.

Disinthrall, Disinthrone : see DISEN-.

Disintomb, obs. var. of DISENTOMB v.

161 1 KI.ORIO, Disefelire, to vnburie, dinintombe.

Disinto'ne, v. rare. [f. Dm- 6 + INTONE
z/.]

trans. To deprive of ' tone , weaken, enfeeble.

1899 Voice (N. Y.) 14 July, Kvery brain habitually stimu-
lated by alcohol is more or less dismtoned.

Disinto'jricate, v. ' Obs. [Dis- 6.] trans.

To fiee from intoxication ; to restore to soberness.

1685 I. CUAMBERLAVNE Coffee Tea If Choc. 40 It dUintoxi-
cates those that are fuddled.

Disintreat : see DISENTHEAT.

Disi'ntricate, v .

[f.
Dis- 6 4- INTRICATE v.]

trans. To free from intricacy or complication ; to

disentangle, unravel, extricate.

1598 FLORIO, Districare, to free . . to dtsintricate, tovntangle.
1611 COTGR., Desmesletnent . . a loossing. . vnpestcring, dis-

intricating. 1660 tr. Amyrnlttits* Treat, cone. R*li*. 111. iv.

371 The knowledge of the true God. .disintricated from the

confusion of so many false Deities. 1830 SIR W. HAMILTON
Discuss. (1852) 45 lo disintricate the question, by relieving
it of these two errors.

t Disimrre, v. Obs. [f. Dis- 6 + INURE v.]

irans. To deprive of use or practice ; to disaccustom.

1613 JACKSON Creed i. 59 God . . dis-inuring his chosen
Israel from his wonted calf. 1644 MILTON A reof. (Arb.) 65
We are hinder'd and dis-inur'd by this cours of licencing
towards the true knowledge of what we seem to know.

t Dislnvali'dlty. Obs. [irreg. f. dis-, otiose or

intensive (cf. Dis- 5) + INVALIDITY.] Invalidity.

i*S BP. MOUNTAGU Aff. Cxsar it. iv. 136, I do call those

Some mens doctrines. . Private Opinions : and so well may
I doe, in respect of the disinvahdity and disproportion of

them.

t Disinveigle, v . Obs. rare. [Dis- 6.] trans.

To free from inveiglement.
^35 J> HAYWARD tr. Biondi's Banish'd Virg. 50 Nor had

he.Tbeenc yet disinveagled so soone as he was. -but for the

Princesse. -who. .shew'd him the faUe carde dealt him.

Disinvelope : see DISENVELOP.

Disinve'nt, v. nonct-wii. [Dis- 6.] trans. To
undo the invention of.

1868 HELPS Realmah xiv. (1876) 371, 1 would disinvent

telegraphic communication. Ibid. 376 and 386.

Disinve'St, v. [Dis- 6 : cf. mod.F. dtiin-

vesttr.] trans. To deprive of that with which one

is invested ; to strip, divest (lit. and^f.).
1630 WADSWORTH Pilgr. iii. 12 They made me disinvest

my selfe of such prophane garments I had. a 1631 DRAYTON
Wks. 1. 27o(Jod.) Having seen His disinvestingand disastrous

chance. 1645 W. BALL Sphere Cart. 13 By reposing or

granting such Trust, they doe not disinyest themselves of

their right natural!. 1881 A. AUSTIN in Content. Rev.

Jan. 129 Not . . that language has of itself any spell
to dis-

mvest man, who employs it, of that dust of the ground
which enters so largely into his composition.

So Disinve stitnre, Disinve'stnre, the action

of disinvesting or state of being disinvested.

1616 Court f, T. Jos. 7(1849) ' 430 They rather think of

his disinvesture of his robe, and after to be questioned in

the Star Chamber. 1846 WORCESTER cites West. Rev. for

DisinvcstitHrc.

Disinyi'gorate, v. rare. [Dis- 6.] trans.

To deprive of vigour, to enervate : the opposite of

invigorate.
1844 SYD. SMITH Let. in Mem. (1855) II. 518 This soft,

and warm, and disinvigorating climate.

t Disinvita-tipn. Obs. f f. Dis- 9 + INVITA-

TION.] The opposite of an invitation ;
an invitation

not to do something.
1654 LD ORRERY Partkmiaa (1676) 502 Why do you . .

give me so great a dis-invitation to obey you?

t Disiuvrte, v- Obs. [Dis- 6.] trans. To
do the opposite of inviting ; to retract or cancel an

invitation to. Hence Disinvi-ting fpl.
a.

1580 SIDNEY Arcadia m. 329 Casting a sideward look on

Xclmane, [he] made an imperious sign with a threatening

I
allurement (a dis-inviting inviting of her) to follow. 1656

|

FINETT For. Amtuiss. 143 (T.) I was upon his highness's
intimation sent to disinvile them. 1665 J. SERGEANT Sure-

footing 27 Which would, .disinvite to a pursuit,

Disinvo'lve, v. [f.
Dis- 6 + INVOLVE v.]

\ trans. To free from an involved condition ; to un-

'' fold ; to disentangle.
1611 FLORIO, Disinuolto, disintangled, disinuolued. 1631

! SIR T. HAWKINS tr. Mathieu's Ynnaff}* Prosperitie 9 Other

inquisitions . . from which the most innocent hardly could

dis-involve themselves. 1647 Power of Keys ii. u False

illations . . which will all vanish . . and the truth be dis-

involved. 1741 YOUNG AY. Th, ix. 260 To dis-involve the

moral world, and give To nature's renovation brighter

charms.

Disinwrap, obs. var. of DISESWRAP v.

1611 FLORIO, Disuilluppare, to disinwrap.

Disione, var. of DISJI'NE v. Obs.

Disja-sked, -et, -it, ///. a. Sc. [According
to Jamieson 'a corruption of dejected : cf. DIS-

JECTED.] Broken down, dilapidated ; decayed, lit.

andfig. Also in comb.
1816 ScorrOUMort. xli, 'Tak the first broken disjasked-

looking road.' i8a GALT Steamboat 261 (Jam.) In a very

dWaskit state, being both sore in lith and limb, and worn

out in my mind. 1830 Laurie T. vii. viii. (1849) 336
Miss Beeny, not having been in bed all night, was in a most

disjasket state.



DISJECT.

Disject (disd-je'kt), v. [f. L. disject-^ ppl. stem

of
disjicttre

to throw asunder, scatter, disperse, f.

tttS't DJS- i +jacere to throw: cf. also l^.disjectare

freq.] trans. To cast or break asunder ; to scatter,

disperse. Hence Disje'cted ///. a. separated by
force, dismembered.
1581 MAKUECK Bk. of Notes 159 A Church most rightlie

instituted, which was afterward mise[ra]blie disiected and

seperated. 1647 TRAPP Contm. fas. i. i The Jews at this

day are a disjected and despised people. Rev. xvi. 19 By
the earth-quake disjected and dissipated. 1879 SIR G. G.
SCOTT Lect. Archil. II. 322 My lecture .. the last of my
long but disjected series. 1893 Laio Times XCV. 54/1
That branch of the Profession elects to remain disjected,
a profession of units without common interests, without
cohesion. 1894 G. ALLEN in IVestnt. Gaz. 22 May 1/3 To
tear his present critic limb from limb, .and then to dance a
stately, .carmagnole over the disjected members.

"

Disjecta membra. Lat.phr. An alteration

of Horace's disjecti membra poetw
' limbs of a dis-

membered poet', used Scattered remains.

1722 POPE Lett. (1737) 250 (Stanf.) You call'd 'em an
Horatian cento and then I recollected the disjecti membra
poetae. 1754 H. WALPOLE Lett, (1857) II. 411 (Stanf.)
Shake those words all together, and see if they can be any-
thing but the disjecta membra of Pitt. 1872 C. KING
Mountain. Sierra Neu. ix. 186 The savant to whose tender
mercies these disjecta membra have been committed.

Disjection (disd^e'kjan). [ad. L. disjection-
ew

y n. of action f. disjicere, to DISJECT : see -TION.]
The action of throwing asunder ; the fact or con-

dition of being scattered ; forcible dispersion, rout.

1735 J. ATKINS Voy. Guinea 148 Then like a Cannon in

proportion to these, the disjection is with more or less

Violence, producing Thunder, a 1806 BP. HORSLEV Biblical
Crit. IV. 395 (L.) The sudden disjection of Pharaoh's host.

1837 CAKLYLE Fr. Rev. u. iii. vii. These days of convulsion
and disjection.

Disjeune, var. DISJUNE, Sc., breakfast.

Disjoin (disd^oi'n), v. Also 5 des-. [ME.
ties-, disioyne, a. OF. desjoign-, pres. stem oidesjoin-
dre, mod.F. d^joindre Vr. desjonher, It. disgiugn-
ew.L,, disjungtre, f. Dis- ^+jungere to JOIN.]
1. trans. To undo the joining of; to put or keep

asunder ; to disunite, separate, sunder, part, sever :

a. persons, places, things, actions, etc.

1483 CAXTON Gold, Leg. 257/4 We wold haue disioyned
yow and haue drowned yow. 1484 Curtail i, I am there
where the places and affayres desioyne vs. 1514 BARCLAY
Cyt. # Uplondyshtn. (Percy Soc.) p. xxxii, The smell and
tasting partly conjoyned be, And part disjoyned. 1601 R.

JOHNSON Kingd. 4- Comitvw. (1603) 212 Deserts and ..

mountaines disjoyning the provinces. 1612 WOODALL Snrg.
Mate Wks. (1653) 149 The first Intention, .is performed by
restoring the bones disjoyned. c 1694 PRIOR Celia to Damon
114 Shall neither time, nor age our souls disjoin? 1864
A.. McKAY Hist. Kilrnarnock 134 The two parishes were
disjoined in 1642.
absol. 1594'!'. B. La Primaud. Fr. Acad. n. 283 It is the

nature of this enemy of mankind to scatter, to disioyne and
separat. 01683 OuBBAM fWtfc fy Kern. (1686) 122 That
cruel word for ever must disjoyn, Nor can I hope, but thus,
to have him mine.

b. one thing, person, action, etc. (from another).
1525 LD. BERNERS Froiss. II. cc. (R.) They sayde, they

wolde not disioyne nordUceuer them from the crowne. 1581
SAVILE Tacitus* Hist. \\. Iviii. (1591) 87 Spaine being dis-

ioyned from it [Africa] by a narrow strayte. 1601 SHAKS.
*Jnl. C. ii. i. 18 Th' abuse of Greatnesse, is, when it dis-

ioynes Remorse from Power. 1741 MIDDLETON Cicero I.

iv. 271 Our knights are now almost disjoined again from
the Senate. 1865 M. ARNOLD Ess. Crit. ii. (1875) 77 [He]
never disjoins banter itself from politeness.

t 2. To separate into parts or sections; to disjoint.
1579 FULKE Heskins' Parl. 367 Although M. Heskins

hath disioyned this place.. I haue set it down, .entire. 1598
FLORIO, Slombare . . to disioyne as a butcher doth a sheepe.
1612 BRINSLKY Pos. Paris (1669) 134 Latine phrases which
cannot fitly be disjoyned are to be taken together.
3. To sunder, dissolve, break up (a state or con-

dition of union) ; to undo, unfasten (a knot or tie).

1633 MARMION FitieCompanioni. v, Knots of compliment,
which the least occasion disjoins. 1643 MILTON Divorce
viii. (1851)42 That mariage therfore God himself dis-joyns.
1695 BLACKMORE Pr. Arth. n. 70 Their short Embraces
some rude Shocks disjoyn. 1738 GLOVER Leonidas v. 617
All with headlong pace. . Disjoin their order.

f4. fig. To put out of joint, unhinge. Obs. rare.
^1633 LENNARDtr. C/tarron's Wisd \. xvi. 2 (1670) 62

Callus Vibius ..so dislodged and dis-joyned his own judg-
ment, that he could never settle it again.
6. intr. (for reft.} To separate or sever oneself
from a state of union or attachment

; to part, be-
come separate : a. said of two or more.
1622 CALLIS Stat. Sewers (1647) 167 If one of them die,

that Action shall survive, for though they were joynt in the
personalty, yet they disjoyned in the realty. 1699 GARTH
Dispens. in. (1706) 42 So Lines that from their Parallel

decline, More they advance, the more they still dis-jom.
a 1713 ELLWOOD Autohiog. (1765) 268 They, hopeless now. .

disjoined, and one of them fled the country.
b. said of one thing parting/taw another.

1592 SHAKS. Ven. $ Ad. 541 Till breathlesse hedisioynd,
and backward drew. 1635 SWAN Spec, Af. (1670) 90 Being
of clammy nature, it disjoyneth not, but sticketh fast.

Hence Disjoining vbl. sb. and///, a.

1530 PALSGK. 214/2 Disjoynyng, disjunction. 1615 G.
SANDYS Trav. 21 Two not farre disioyning vallies. (71643W. CARTWRIGHT Lady Errant iv. iv, This disjoyning Of
bodies only is to knit your hearts. 1741 A. MONRO Anat.
(ed. 3) 192 They may . . yield to a disjoining Force, 1794

462

SULLIVAN View Nat. I. 26 The meeting or disjoining of

natures.

Disjoin, obs. f. DISJUNE, Sc.t breakfast.

Disjoi'ned, ///. a, [f. prcc. + -ED *.] Dis-

united, separated, parted, etc. : see prec. vb.

1594 SOUTHWELL M. Magd. Fun. Tearcs 88 These dis-

joyned ghests. a 1626 BACON Max. fy Uses Coin. La,~v

Pref. (1636) 4 This delivering of knowledge in distinct and

disjoyned Aphorismes. 1790 PENNANT Lottdon (R.) Wind-
mill-street consists of disjoined houses.

Hence f Disjoi'nedly adv. Ot>s., separately, dis-

junctly.

1571 DIGGES Paittom. i. xx. F iv b, If magnitudes
disioynedly or seperatly be proportional!, comoynedly
or compounded, they shall also bee proportionall. 1628

T. SPENCER Logick 245 Perpetuall life, and death at last,

are attributed to Saul .. neither of them distinctly, but both

disjpynedly.
Disjoi'iier. rare. [f. as prec. + -ER 3

.] One
who or that which disjoins.
1654 Z. COKE Logick (1657) 10 This disjunction of parts

must be such a disjoyner which mensurates the whole.

fDisjoi'nt, sb. Obs. [a. OF. desjointe, dis-

joints separation, division, rupture (Godef.) : L.

type *disjunctat fern. sb. from disjunctus pa. pple.,

analogous to sbs. in -ata, -ada t -ode, K. -4e : see

-ADE. This takes the place in part of L. disjitnctio. ]

A disjointed or out-of-joint condition ;
a position of

perplexity or difficulty; a dilemma, 'fix*.

-1374 CHAUCER Troylus in. 447 (496) What wyght J>at

stont in swych disipynte. 1430 LVDG. Chron. Troy i. v, And
thus amiddes of either of these twaine Of loue and shame
euen so vpon the poynt Medea stode as tho in great dis-

ioynt. 1494 FABYAN Chron. vii. 309 The which [warre], at

that tyme, was in suche disjoynte, that he cowde not brynge
it to any frame. 1553 Douglas' Aneis xii. xiii. 30 Thou
mycht quhil now haue cachit at disioynt [MS. 1513 disiunct]
The sylly Troianis baith be se and land.

t Bisjoi*nt, ppl. ct. Obs. [a. OF. desjoint (:

L. disjnnct-us}, pa. pple. of desjoindre to DISJOIN.]
1. Disjointed, out of joint; disconnected.
c 1420 P&llad. on Hitsb. vin. 164 That sensis spille or

pointe disjoynt be therynne Is not my wille. 1602 SHAKS.
Ham. \. u. 20 Thinking by our late deere Brothers death,
Our State to be disioynt, and out of Frame, a 1717 PARNELL
David (Seager), My bones.. Disjoint with anguish.
2. In a dilemma, in a difficult position. (Cf.

DISJOINT sd.)
c 1500 Lancelot 2907 For well $he se the perell, how dis-

io[i]nt The adwentur now stondith one the point Boith of
my lord his honore, and his lond.

3. Disjoined, separated ; separate.
1589 IVE Fortif, 37 Because of it [

= its] disioint standing
from the wall which causeth sharpnes. 1649 MILTON
Eikon. iv. (1851) 359 Carrying on a disjoynt and privat
interest of his own. 1660 H. MORE Myst. Godliness 31
The disjoint and independent particles of Matter.

b. quaai-A&. Apart, asunder.
c 1430 PUgr. LyfManhodc^ u. cxlviii. (1869) 135 The sawe

is cleped Hayne [hatred]; bi which disioynct is ysawed the
onhede of bretherhede.

Disjoint (disd^oi-nt), v. Also 6-7 -ioinct

[orig. f. DISJOINT ///. a. (cf. -ATE 3) ; but in some
uses treated as f. JOINT sb.]

1. trans. To put out of joint ; to disturb, destroy
the due connexion and orderly arrangement of ; to

dislocate, wrench, dismember. (Cf. DISJOINT #. i.)
c 1420 PaHad. on Hush. \. 873 Thi wortes that the wermes

not disyoint \destruant\. 1541 R. CopLMiDGujtdou's Quest.
Chirurg.) Vpon the rybbes & lyke bones for to reduce and
retourne them in to theyr places, whan they are broken or

dysioynted. 1605 CAMDEN Rent. (1637) 72 Giles, is miser-

ably disjoynted from ACgidius, as Gillet from ^gidia, by
the French. 1648 SANDERSON Semi. II. 226 If our spirits
. . be shattered and dis-joynted, through distrust in God.
1860 PUSEY Min. Propk. 347 Selfishness . . disjpints the
whole frame of society. <zi86s BUCKLE Cimliz. (1869) III.
v. 377 The framework of affairs would be disjointed.

t b. Jig. To distract. Obs.
1628 EARLE Microcosm.^ Meere Formall Man (Arb.) 30

He is not disjointed with other Meditations.

C. Jig. To throw the parts (of anything) out of

orderly connexion ; to dislocate.

1638 CHILLI NCW. Relig. Prot. i. vi. 44. 364 Your dis-

course upon this point, you have . . disjoynted, and given
us the grounds of it in the begimng of the Chapter, and
the superstructure . . in the end. 1770 GisuoN Misc. Wks.
(1814) IV. 504 It is .. disagreeable .. to observe a lyric
writer of taste . . disjointing the order of his ideas. 1834
H. N. COLKRIDGE Grk. Poets (ed. 2) 55 Their collocation

having been disjointed by time.

2. To disjoin, disunite.

1583 STANYHURST Aoteis in. (Arb.) 83 The sea . . rusht in
. . Italye disioyncting with short streicts from Sicil Island.

1601 BP. W. BARLOW Defence 126 The elect members of
Christ can never be disjointed from him. 1650 FULLER
Pisgah ii. vii, 164 Except . . some part of Asher lay south-
ward at distance, dis-jointed from the main body of that
Tribe. 1759 Hut. In Ann. Reg. 32/2 According as it is

possessed by the English or the French, [it] connects or

disjoints the colonies of Canada and Louisiana. 1775 T.

JEFFERSON Let. Writ. 1892 I. 484 Great Britain, disjointed
from her colonies, 1851 ROBERTSON Sertn. Ser. in. xi. 134
Unite these all and then you have the Reformation .. Dis-

joint them and then you have some miserable sect.

3. To separate joint from joint ;
to take in pieces

at the joints.
1587 HAKMAR Bezas Serin. 384 (T.) As for his coach, .he

would not only have it to be unharnissed as I said, .but also

unpinned, disjointed, and pulled asunder. 1649 LOVELACE
Poems (1864) 44 Like watches by unskilful! men Disjoynted,

DISJUNCT.

and set ill againe. 1832 LYTTON Eugene A. i. ix, The cor-

poral began to disjoint nis rod.

absol. 1712 STEELK Spcct. No. 473 A good Carver . . cuts

up, disjoints, and uncases with incomparable Dexterity.

4. intr. (for re/1.) To be disjointed; to suffer

dislocation
;
to go out of joint ; to come in pieces.

1605 SHAKS. Maco. ui. ii. 16 Let the frame of things dis-

ioynt. 1888 Harper's Mag. Apr. 741 A hundred cottages
overturn .. quiver, disjoint. 1890 CONSTANCE SMITH Riddle
L. Hamland I. n. ix. 303 Neither will the great scheme of

things disjoint, because your lover has left you.
Hence Disjointing vbl. sir.

1598 FLORIO, Disgiontiotu, a disjoining, a
disjointing.

1612 WOODALL Surg. ^/a/tWks. (1653)149 The disjoynting
of the bones, a 1715 BURNET Own Time (1823) I. 546 Those

unhappy jealousies, which began a disjointing between the

king and his people. 1794 SULLIVAN View Nat. II. 90 Even
strong towers are made to vibrate several inches, without

any disjointing of the mortar.

Disjointed,///, a. [f. prec. + -ED i.]

1. Separated joint from joint ; disjoined, separ-
ated ; disconnected.
a 1643 G. SANDYS Job 45 (T.) Be . . their disjointed bones

to powder ground. 1684. Contempt. State of Man i. vi.

(1699)69 Consider, .the disjoynted disposition of the Bones.

1700 DHYDEN Fables^ Ceyx fy Alcyone 27, I saw a-drift dis-

jointed planks. 1726 LEONI A Ibertfs A rchit. I. 12/1 Dis-

joynted and unfinished Members. 1767 BLACKSTONE Comm.
II. 379 That the construction be made upon the entire

deed, and not merely upon disjointed parts of it. 1840
F. D. BENNETT WJialing Voy. II. 191 Some of these

[casks] are kept in a disjointed state .. ready to be put
together. 1887 HALL CAINE Deemster xxxvii. 247 A little

disjointed gipsy encampment of mud-built tents.

2. Consisting of separated or ill-connected parts;
disconnected.

1652-62 HEYLIN Cosmogr. in. (1682) 96 A dis-joynted

People, not under any setled form of Government. 1769
ROBERTSON Chas. V. III. x. 258 He felt already . . that he
was the head of a disjointed body. 1838 THIRLWALL Greece
II. xSSThe huge frame of the Persian empire was disjointed
and unwieldy.
3. Of words or a discourse : Without proper con-

nexion or sequence ; disconnected ;
incoherent.

a 1586 SIDNEY (].), The constancy of your wit was not
wont to bring forth such disjointed speeches. 16x4 JACKSON
Creed in. [v] 30 Vpon such broken disioincted surmises.

1817 EARL OF DUDLEY Lett. 3 June (1840) 169 His argument
. . seems loose and disjointed. 1843 LEVER J. Hinton xin,
Our conversation dropped into broken disjointed sentences.

Hence Disjoi-ntedly adv., Disjorntedness.
1654 LD. ORRERY Partheni$$a(ify6} 505 The disorders and

disjointedness of his discourse. 1749 Phil. Trans. XLVI.
134 You remark in all their Actions .. a Disjointedness.

1871 RUSKIN Fors Clav. xi. 19, I must pass, disjointedly,
to matters, which, in a written letter, would have been

put in a postscript. 1871 MARK TWAIN (Clemens) Innoc.

Abr. xii. 85 We talked disjointedly.

Disjorntly, adv. [f. DISJOINT a. +-LY 2
.]

1. Separately, asunder, apart ; disjunctly : opp.
to conjointly.

1634 M. SANDYS Prudence 6(T.) When they are perfect,
then are they joined; but, disjointly, no way can they be

perfect. 1880 MUIRHEAD Gains u. 199 If the same thing
be legated by vindication to two or more persons, whether

conjointly or disjointly, they take each a share.

2. Disjointedly, disconnectedly, rare.
1621 HAKEWILL KingDavids Vow A ij a, Discourses which

were delivered disiointly and by peece-meale. ilqp Argosy
Jan. 10 ( Let it come out she can't shoot me,

1

disjoiutly
muttered Mr. Arthur.

Disjoi'uture. [f.
DISJOINT v. + -URE, after

jointure. Cf. OF. desjointure ^in Godef.).] The
state of being disjointed ; disconnexion, separation.
1757 CONWAY Lett, in Fraser's Mag. (1850) XLI. 424

There is more disjointure to our affairs, .than any coalition

of our ministers can retrieve. 1879 TOURGEE Fool's Err.
xix. 104 The disjointure of opinion between them and the
Yankee schoolmarmjj was all because the latter wanted to

measure them by Northern ideas of these virtues.

Disjone, -joon, obs. ff. DISJUNE.^;., breakfast.

f Disjou*ra, v. Obs. rare. [f. Dis- i + stem of

adjourn^\ trans. To put off from the day ap-

pointed.
1642 SIR W. BRERETON in T$th Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm.

App. i. 51 If this meeting had not been unhappily disjourned
and disappointed by some of the Deputy Lieutenants. Ibid.

52 Whereof the rest were by some of them disjourned.

i Disjirdge, v. Obs. [f. Dis- 7 b + JUDGE.]
To deprive of or remove from the office of judge.
1649 [see DISJUSTICEJ. 1658 State Trials, Dr. J. Hewft

(R.) All the rest of the Judges . . were . . impeached of high-
treason, disjudg'd and put to fines and ransoms.

[Disjudication, error for DUUDICATION. See

List of Spurious Words]
t Drsjugate, v. Obs. rare~ Q

.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr.^ Disjngate^ todisjoyn, part, bever.

t Di^jU'nct, Sc. Latinized form of DISJOINT sb.

1513 DOUGLAS sEneis xii. xiii. 30 [See DISJOINT s&].

Disjunct (disd.5'rjkt), a. [ad. L. disjunct-us,

pa. pple. i disjung?re to disjoin. Cf. DISJOINT a.]

1. Disjoined, disconnected, separated, separate,
distinct ; f distant. (Now rare exc. in technical

senses : see also below.)
1599 NASHK Lenten Stitjfe (1871) 15 From the city of

Norwich ..it is sixteen miles disjunct. 1662 GLANVILL
Lux Orient, vii. (R.) The divine . . freedome consists not

in his acting by meer arbitrarious will, as disjunct from his

other attributes. 1688 R. HOLME Armonry in. 356/2 The
Side Rent is a Rest disjunct from the Lathe. 1774 M.
MACKENZIE Maritime Surv. p. xvi, A Disjunct Survey is,



DISJUNCTED.
whrn thr Harbour^, Hays, or Inlands .. are each surveyed
-i-par.iti-ly in a i;ronielrical Manner. 1817 N. DKAKI: Slinks.
I. 56, 3 quatrains with 2 verses of immediate, interposed
between 2 verses ofdisjunct rhime.and a terminating couplet.
1890 .(.

II. SIIUI.INR Philos. >, Theol. iv. 60 That congeries
of externalities, mere disjunct atoms.

b. Kntom. Having the head, thorax, and abdo-
men separated by deep incisions.

f2. Math. (Opp. to CONJUNCT a. 5): -Dis-
CONTINI'OUS.

Disjunct proportion : a proportion in which the second
and third terms have not the same ratio (or difference) as
the first and second, or the third and fourth, Obs.
1504 BLUNDKVIL Exerc. \. xviii. 42 Disjunct proportion

Geometricall . . is when there is not like proportion betwixt
tin- second and the third, that is betwixt the first and the
second, or betwixt the third and the fourth, as 3, 6, 4, 8.

1597 MORLEY Introd. Mas. Annot. 1706 [see DISCRETE 3 b].
. . .

3. Mus. (Opp. to CONJUNCT a. 6.)
f). tetrachorifs, tctrachords separate

.

.
, eparated by an interval of

a tone. D. motion, motion by intervals exceeding a degree
of the scale.

1694 W. HOLDER Harmony (1731) 07 Tetrachords . . were
either Conjunct, when they began the Second Tetrachord
at the Fourth Chord . . Or else the two Tetrachords were
disjunct, the second taking its beginning at the Fifth Chord,
there being always a Tone Major between the Fourth and
Fifth Chords.

1774 BURNF.Y Hist. Mus. (17891 I. i. 54When the modulation passed from a conjunct to a disjunct
tetrachord. 1870 ROCKSTRO in Grove Diet. Mus. II. 88 He
[Biordi] has used the diminished fourth in disjunct motion.
4. Logic, etc. fa. = DISJUNCTIVE a. 2. Obs.

b. = DISCRETE a. i d. c. Applied to the several
alternative members of n disjunctive proposition.
1608-11 BP. HALL Epitt. it. iii, Gregory the Third, writing

to the Bishops of Bauaria, gives this disjunct charge :
' Let

none keepe an harlot or a concubine
; but either let him

hue chastely, or marry a wife.' i6<8 T. SPENCER Logick
300 A compound Syllogisme is then disjunct, when the pro-
position thereof is a disjunct axiome. 1656 STANLEY Hist.
Philos. vm. (1701) 312/1 A disjunct axiom is that which is

disjoyned, by a disjunctive conjunction j as, either it is day,
or it is night. 1837-8 SIR W. HAMILTON Logic xii. (18601
I. 224 Notions co-ordinated in the quantity or whole of
extension ..are only relatively

different (or diverse); and
in logical language, are properly called Disjunct or Discrete
Notions, (notiones dijunctx, discrete). 1864 BOWEN Logic
vu. 218 The Subsumption is a Disjunctive of which these
several Antecedents are the Disjunct Members.

t Disju-ncted, ///. a. Obs.
[f. as prec. +

-ED.] Disjoined, disconnected.
a 1650 MAvSatir. Pufpy (1657) 40 Farewell Poetry; thou

trim Composer of disjuncted Sense.

Disjunction (dis|d.*,-n,kjan). [a. OF. disjunc-
tion k!3tn c- in Godef.), or ad. L. disjunction-em
separation, n. of action f. disjttngfre to DISJOIN.]
1. The action of disjoining or condition of being

disjoined ; separation, disconnexion, disunion. (The
opposite of CONJUNCTION i.)

Disjunction certificate, one given to a church member
when he leaves to join another church. (Scotland.)
c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 322 fe firste boon of be necke. .

disiunccioun of pat boon wole sle a man anoon. ^1430
LYDG. Bochas v. xiv. (1554) 1323, To make a disjunction
Kelwene these landes. 1580 SIDNEY Arcadia iv. (1590) 430When they made the greevous disjunction of their long
combination. 1653 H. MORE Aff. Antid. (1662) 184

,,.
'" ' ' a disJ"nction of the Soul from the Body.

1798 Hist, in Ann. Keg. 51 A total disjunction .. between
he respective concerns of the church and the state. 1851 \

DANA Crust, n. 1124 The frequent disjunction and remote- '

ness of the two superior [eyes). 1864 A. McKAY Hist.
hilmarnock 131 After the disjunction of the new parish.
2. Logic, etc. The relation of the several terms

of a disjunctive proposition ; hence, a disjunctive
proposition or statement

;
an alternative.

1588 FRAUNCE Lamiers Log. \\. vii. 05 b, If the disjunction
or separation bee true absolutely, .without any thirde thing
put betweene, then the whole axiome is true and necessary., s an necessary.
1630 RANDOLPH AristiMus Wks. (1875) 7 Hiffathi, hip-
pa!/n, ant disre, ant discede incontinenterz very good
disunction.disjunction. 1653 H. MoRK^'ntia''.'^!/"" iv^tjii) f^M
you make choice of the other Member of the Disjunction.
1794 PAI.EV Eviii. i. iii. (1817) 56, I am entitled to contend
lat one side or other of the following disjunction is true. I

1864 HOWEN Logic vii. 2Ig The nature of a Disjunction is, I

that any one of the Disjunct Members exists, or is posited, !

only by the non-existence, or sublation, of all the others.
Hence Disjvrnctionist, one who leaves a church

in order to form a new congregation.
1871 J. S. JEANS Western Worthies 135 Dr. Buchanan

snoujd accompany the disjunctionists to the new church.

Disjunctive (dis|d,7,i>-nktiv), a. and sb. [ad.
L. dts/unctiwts, {.disjunct-us DISJUNCT, DISJOINT:
see -IVE. Cf. F. disjonctif (desjointif in 131(1 c.).]
A. adj.

I. Having the property of disjoining or discon-

necting ; characterized by or involving disjunction
or separation.
'5?o LEVINS Manip. 153/31 Disiunctiue, disiunctiuus.

1698 NORRIS Pract. Disc.
(1707) IV. 83 Since the originalLaw did not admit of a Mediator, as not being Disjunctive

1796 KIRWAN Klein. Min. (ed. z) I.
371 The disjunctive

characters, .in the description of the original species. 1813
J. THOMSON Led. Inflam. 367, idly, In the separation
of dead or mortified parts from those which retain their
vitality.. to distinguish this from the other modes of morbid
absorption, it might be termed the disjunctive.

b. Opposed to joining or uniting.
J 1711 GREW (J.), Such principles, whose atoms are of that

disjunctive nature, as not to be united in a sufficient number
to make a visible mass.

463

2. Logic, etc. Involving a choice between two
(or more) things or statements ; alternative.
Disjunctive proposition, a proposition in which it is as-

serted that one or other of two (or more) statements is true.
Disjunctive syllogism, a syllogism in which the major
premiss is

disjunctive, and the inference depends on the
alternation of its terms : sometimes loosely extended to any
syllogism containing a disjunctive premiss.
1584 KKNNEB Def. Ministers (1587) 39 This section begin-

netn with a disjunctive Sillogisme. a 16x8 PRESTON Retu
Cort. (1630) 542 A disjunctive proposition is true .. if either
part be true. 1715 WATTS Logic in. ii. | 5 A disjunctive
syllogism is when the major proposition is disjunctive : as,
the earth moves in a circle or an ellipsis; but it docs not
move in a circle; therefore it moves in an ellipsis. 1847GROTE Greece \\. Iii. (1862) IV. 445 His promise was dis-
junctivethat they should be either so brought home, or
slain. 1887 FOWLER Deductive Logic in. v. 113 If (two
propositions or sets of propositions] be dissociated, so that
the truth of one depends on the falsity of the other, and
the falsity of one on the truth of the other, the complex
proposition may be called Disjunctive. Ibid. 116 A Dis.
junctive Syllogism is a syllogism of which the major ore-
miss is a disjunctive, and the minor a simple proposition,
the latter affirming or denying one of the alternatives stated
in the former. 1891 WELTON Logic n. i. 209. 210 margin,
Logicians differ as to whether or not the disjunctive form

junctive form of proposition.
3. Gram. Applied to conjunctions that express

an alternative or imply some kind of adversative
relation between the clauses which they grammati-
cally connect.
With the earlier grammarians the division of Conjunctions

into Copulative and Disjunctive was made a main one.
It is, Jiowever, of grammatical importance (se quot. 1824)
only in the Coordinative Conjunctions, of which and is

Copulative, while the Alternative or, nor, and the Adversa-
tive tut, yet, are Disjunctive. Of the Subordinative Con-
junctions, the Causal lest, the Hypothetical unless, and the
Concessive although, are also disjunctive in sense ; but in
their grammatical use these do not differ from the Copulative
that, if. because, as, since.

16*8 T. SPENCER Logick 244 That axiome is disiunct, whose
band is a disiunctiue Conjunction. 1751 HARRis//*r/Wks.
(1841) 180 Now we come to the disjunctive conjunctions, a
species ofwords which bear this contradictory name, because,
while they disjoin the sense, they conjoin the sentences.
1776 CAMPBELL Philos. Rhet. II. in. v. 8 i Both the last
mentioned orders [Adversative and Exceptive Conjunc-
tions] are comprehended under the general name disjunctive.
18x4 L. MURRAY Eng. Grain, (ed. 5) I. 229 The conjunction
disjunctive has an effect contrary to that of the conjunction
copulative ; for as the verb, noun, or pronoun, is referred
to the preceding terms taken separately, it must be in the
singular number : as,

'

Ignorance or negligence has caused
this mistake '.

b.
_
In French Grammar, sometimes applied to the indirect

4. Afath. (See quot.)
1853 SYLVESTER in Phil. Trans. CXLIII. i. 544 A dis-

junctive equation is a relation between two setsof quantities
such that each one of either set is equal according to some
unspecified order of connexion with one of the other set.

B. sb.

1. a. Logic. A disjunctive proposition : see A. 2.

Hence generally, b. A statement or condition of
affairs involving a choice between two or more
statements or courses ; an alternative, c. Phr. /
the disjunctive : in an alternative form or sense ;

disjunctively. (Cf. AF. en disjointe, par disjointe,
liritton II. 354, 358.)

1533.
MORE Debe'll. Salem Wks. 943/1 To the verity of

a disiunctiue, it suffiseth any one part to be tru. 1569
ABP. PARKER Corr. (1853) 352 The words of the Injunction
(which were once a disjunctive, but by the printer made a
copulative [or being changed to antf\). 1614 BACON To the
Xing 7 Feb. (R.), Your Majesty . . very wisely put in a dis-

junctive, that the judges should deliver an opinion privately,
either to my Lord Chancellor, or to ourselves. 1725 WATTS
Logic n. ii. 6 The Truth of Disjunctives depends on the
necessary and immediate Opposition of the Parts. 1818
CRUISE Digest (ed. 2) VI. 105 The clause was to be construed

as there are disjunct members of the Predicate. Thus, A
is either Ji or C =

f All those A which are not fi are C, and
I All those A which are not C are B.

2. Gram. A disjnnctive conjunction : see A. 3.
1530 PALSGR. 148 Some [conjunctions] be

disjunctives.
'574 tr. Littleton** Tenures 138 b, In such woomes where
the neire demaundeth the heritage or mariage of his mother,
this worde [' or '] is a disjunctive. 1751 HARRIS Hermes 11.

ii. Wks. (1841) 187 The conjunction or, though it join the
sentences, yet, as to their respective meanings, is a perfect
disjunctive. 1814 L. MURRAY Eng. Gram. (ed. 5) I. 229When
a disjunctive occurs between a singular noun.. and a plural
one, the verb is made to agree with the plural noun . . as,
' Neither poverty nor riches were injurious to him '.

t 3. One who favours disjunction ; a separatist.
1601 WARNER Alb. Eng. xii. Ixxii. (1612) 299 Disiuncliues,

who. .lesse loue their Prince than Pope.
1 4. //. Disjoined or disconnected things. Obs.
1617-77 FELTHAM Resolves it. iv. 167 God himself is Truth ;

and never meant to make the Heart and Tongue disjunctives

Disjunctively, adv .
[f. prec. + -LT

-'.] In
a disjunctive manner or sense; separately; alter-

natively ; adversatively ; not in combination.
IS8 SWINBURNE Testaments 182 Although the executors

DISK.
bee appointed altematiuely, or disiunctiuely . . both ther\rff\n* n l.__ _ J ;.. 1

but must give my opinion disjunctively. 1814 L. MI-MAY
hng. (,r,,m. (ed. 5) I. 227 When singular pronouns .. are

t Disjrrnctly, adv.
[f. DISJUNCT a. + -LT 2.]

Disconnectedly, separately, as disjoined. Obs.
i49 ROBERTS Clan's Bibl. Introd. iii. 52 Christ speaksof bearing witnesse to himself disjunctly and solely without

the rather. 1650 BAXTER Saintf X. ,. ii. ^ 3 If considered
dis-junctly by themselves. 1706 [see DISCRETELY).

Disjtrncture. fad. med.L. disjuncttlra, f.

disjungfre, disjunct- : cf. OF. desjointure, -joinc-
ture (Godef.), and

JUNCTURE.]
1. The fact of disjoining or condition of being

disjoined ; disjunction ; separation, breach.
c 1400 Lan/ranc'i Cirurg. 63 panne brynge logidere be

brynkis [m a wound) eiber )w disiuncture. 1611 FLORIO
Di'.continuita, a disiuncture. 1639 WOTTON in Reli,,.
477 (K.) The departure of my .. dear neice, your long,and I dare say, your stil beloved consort . . as well
appeareth by your many tender expressions of that disjunc-
ture. a 1679 T. GOODWIN Wks. II. iv. 347 (R.) Those
bruises, dlsjunctures, or brokenness of bones.
2 - fig- A juncture or condition of affairs involv-

ing disunion ; a perplexed or disjointed state of
things. (Cf. DISJOINT sb.)

contested demesnes are purchased. 1865 CARLYLE Fredk.
Gt. VIII. xix. viii. 268 Friedrich . . foresaw, in case of such
disjunctures in Italy, good likelihood of quarrel there.

Disjnne (disd:5-n), sb. Chiefly Sc., arch.
Forms : 5-7 disione, 6 desiune, disjoin, -joyn,
dischone, 7 diajoon, 6-9 disjune, 9 disjeune.
[a. OF. desjun, -jeiin (mod.F. dial, dejun), {. des-

juner, -jeiiner (mod.F. dfjetiner) to break fast,

breakfast, f. des-, dt- (DE- I. 6) + jt6n :-L. jrjiin-
us fasting.]
The first meal of the day ; breakfast.

>fff
- ....... ..,,,.

(1808-12) VI. 168 (D.) For a disjune or morning breakfast.
1600 in A. Bisset Ess. Hist. Truth v. (1871) 203 This
dcponer desired Maister Alexander to dischone with him.
1603 1'hilotus xx. And bid your page in haist prepair, For
your disjone sum daintie fair. 170(5 in Watson Collect. I.

54. I trow ye cry for your disjoon.
1816 Scorr O. Mort. iii,

King Charles, when he took his disjune at Tillietudlem.
18*7 TENNANT Papistry Slorm'd 51 Tak' your disjeunes
afore you gang ! 1847 DE QUINCEY Wks. (1863) XIII. no.

t Disjn-ne, v. Sc. Obs. [a. OF. dtsjuner : see

prec. sb.] intr. To breakfast.

1536 BELLENDEN Cron. Scot. (1821) I. p. Iv, Thay disjunit
airly in the morning.

t Disju'ngible, a. Obs. [f. L. disjttng-e'rc to
DISJOIN + -IBLE.] Capable of being disjoined or

separated.
1676 H. MORE Remarks 70 More easily disjungible than

Air it self.

fDisjust, v. Obs. rare-". = DISADJUST.
1611 COTCR., Desruner, to disorder, disiust, peniert.

t Disju-stice, v. Obs. [f. Dis- 7 b + JDSTICE.]
To deprive of the office of Justice of the Peace.
1603 in 14/A Rep Hist. MSS. Comm. App. viii. 79 To dis.

'ustice. .Mr. Edw. Dynnys. 1611 Crt. 4- Timn jot. 7(1849)
II. 233 He is disjusticed, and made incapable of holding any
office hereafter. 1649 PRYNNE rind. Liberty Engl. 10 To
dis-judge, dis-justice or dis-committee their fellow Judges,
Justices and Committee-men.

Disk, disc (disk), fad. L. disc-us, a. Gr. Sioit-

os quoit, dish, disk : cf. F. disqut, (1556).
The earlier and better spelling is disk, but there is a ten-

dency to use disc in some scientific senses (not in the
botanical, 5 a, b).J

1. The Discus or qnoit used in ancient Greek
and Roman athletic exercises ; the game played
with this. Obs. cxc. Hist. (Cf. DISH sb. II.)
1715-10 POPE Iliad n. 941 In empty air their sportive

jav lins throw, Or whirl the disk. 1717-51 CHAMBERS Cycl.,
Disc or Disk, Discus, in antiquity, a kind of round quoit. .

about a foot over, used by the antients in their exercises.
1718 NEWTON Ckrtmol. Amended -ifs The Disc was one of
the five games called the Quinquertium. 1791 COWPER
Iliad \\. 948 His soldiers hurled the disk or bent the bow.
"835 THIRLWALL Greece I. viii. 329 He could run, leap,
wrestle, hurl the disk. 1876 DOWDEN I'oents 67 In manage
of the steed Or shooting the swift disc.

2. A thin circular plate of any material.

1803 Med. Jrnl. X. 26 Volta constructed a pile made up
of disks of different metals with layers of cloth interposed.
1817 FARADAY Chem. Manip. xxiii. 568 Clipping fragments
of plate glass into circular discs. 1865 LVBBOCK Prek.
Times vi. (1878) 283 A small oval disk of white sandstone
1871 RI-SKIN Eagles N. ! 224 The shield [is) a disk of
eather, iron fronted. 1881 GREENER Gun 198 Allowing the
L>rec?h-ends to rise clear of the discs.
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fb. Used/0*/. of a shield.

1791 COWPER Iliad xr. 528 Ulysses
1

oval disk he smote.

Through his bright disk the stormy weapon flew.

c. spec. In ancient armour, a plate of metal

used to protect the body at certain joints of the

armour ;
a roundel.

3. Anything resembling a circular plate.
1711 GREW (J,)i The crystal of the eye, which in a fish

is a ball, in any land animal is a disk or bowl. 1860 MAURY
rhys. Geog. Sen iv. 265 About the Arctic disc, therefore,
there should be a whirl. 1865 GROTE Plato II. xxiii. 169
Whether the earth was a disk or a sphere. 1872 C. KING
Mountain. Sierra Nev. xi. 236 The whole great disc of
world outspread. 1878 HUXLEY Pkysiogr. xvi. 267 Multi-
tudes of very minute saucer-shaped disks.

4. spec. The (apparently fiat) surface or ' face
*

of the sun, the moon, or a planet, as it appears to

Ihe eye.
1664 Phil. Trans. I. 3 He hath . . at length seen them

emerge out of his Disk. 1714 DERHAM Astro-Tkeol. v. iv.

(1726) 130 Jupiter . . hath manifestly . . his Belts and Spots,
darker than the rest of his Disk. 1760 W. HIRST in Phil.
Trans. Abr. XII. 639 (title) Of several Phenomena observed

during the Ingress of Venus into the Solar Disc. 1797
GODWIN Enquirer \\. xi. 364 The spots discoverable in the
disk of the sun. 1834 MRS. SOMERVILLE Connect. Phys.
Sc. iv. (1849) 34 The eclipses [of the satellites] take place
close to the disc of Jupiter. 1893 SIR R. BALL Story
of Sim 39 Mars at the time.,shows a large and brilliant

disk.

b. transf. Any round luminous (or coloured)
flat surface ; the surface of a flame or the like.

1758 REID tr. Macqners Chytn. I. 315 The surface of the
Lead appearing . . bright and shining like a luminous disc.

1855 LONGF. Hiaw. vin. 101 [The sun-fish] Slowly rising
through the water, Lifting his great disc of whiteness
[v. ?'. disk refulgent], n86o FARADAY Forces Nat. 180

{Electric Light) If you look at the disc of light thrown
by the apparatus. 1878 HUXLEY Physiogr. xxi. 359 It

presents the appearance of a luminous disc. 1881 Daily
Tel. 28 Jan., So long as the position of the disk which he
is legally obliged to affix somewhere upon the vessel's side
is left to the discretion of the owner,

5. Bot. A round and flattened part in a plant.

spec. a. A collection of tubular florets in the flower-

head of Composite, forming either the whole head

(as in the tansy), or the central part of it, as dis-

tinguished from the ray (as in the daisy), b. An
enlargement of the torus or receptacle of a flower,
below or around the pistil. (In these senses always
spelt disk.}
C. A disk-shaped marking or

' bordered pit
'

in the wood-
cells of Gymnosperms, etc. d. One of the disk-shaped
adhesive bodies formed on the tendrils of the Virginia
creeper and other plants, e. The flat surface of a leaf, etc..
as distinguished from the margin, f. The disk-shaped
hymenium of a discomycetous fungus; =DISCOCARP (b).

[1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Among Herbalists, Discus. .

the middle, plain, and flat part of some Flowers; because
its Figure resembles the ancient Discus.] 1727 BAILEY
vol. II., Disk, with

Florists^ is a Body of Florets collected

together, and forming as it were a plain Surface. 1794
MARTYN Rousseau's Bot. vi. 65 In the radiate flowers the
disk is often of one colour and the ray of another. 1807
J. E. SMITH Phys. Bot. 454 Polygamia frnslranea^ florets

of the disk . . perfect or united ; those ofthe margin neuter,
or destitute of pistils as well as of stamens. 1830 LINDLKY
Nat. Syst. Bot, Introd. 29

Tmmediately between the stamens
and the ovarium is sometimes found a fleshy ring or fleshy
glands called a Disk, and supposed . . to represent an inner
row of imperfectly developed stamens. 1870 HOOKER Stud,
Flora 347 Coniferse . . wood-cells studded with disks. 1872
OLIVER Elem. Bot. \\. 195 In Daisy . . the inner florets are
much smaller, regular, tubular, and yellow, constituting the
disk. 1875 DARWIN Insectiv. PI. x. 246 The four leaves . .

with their tentacles pointing .. to the two little masses of
the phosphate on their discs. 1875 BENNETT & DYER tr.

Sacks' Bot. in. iv. 781 Some tendrils, strikingly those of
the Virginian creeper and Bignonia cafreolata, have the
.. power of developing broad discs at the end of their
branches . . which attach themselves like cupping glasses
to rough surfaces.

6. Zool. A roundish flattened part or structure in

an animal body. spec. a. In the animals formerly
grouped as Radiata (Echinoderms, Ccelenterates,
etc.) : The central rounded and flattened part con-

taining the oral opening and usually surrounded by
rays, tentacles, or arms : from its resemblance to the
disk and rays of a composite flower.
b. The set of feathers surrounding the eye of an owl.

C. The part of a bivalve shell between the margin and the
umbo. d. The most elevated portion of the thorax or
elytra of an insect; the central portion ofthe wing. e. The
flat locomotive or^an or '

foot
'

of a gastropod.
1761 GAERTNER in Phil. Trans. LI I. 82 Out of the top

part, or the disk of the polype, grow the feelers. 1834
M'MuRTRiE CV/v. Anim. Kingd. 272 Some of them, .expand
into a disk comparable to that of a flower or of an Actinia.
1847 CARPENTER Zool. 1015 In the Ophiurse we find a
more distinct central disk, .it is furnished with arms. Ibid.

1013 In others the disk seems almost absent, the animal
being, as it were, all rays. 1855 GOSSE Marine Zool. I. 41
Acalepha. Body in form of a circular disk, more or less

03 Cc _
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simple thread-like jointed appendages around the dorsal
disk. 1861 J. R. GREENE Man. Anim. Kmed. t Ccelent.
132 The expanded Actinia . . attaching itself by one of its

flattened ends, known as the '

base,' a mouth being placed
in the centre of the 'disc,' or opposite extremity. 1866
TATS Brit. Mollusks ui. 46 The foot is a broad flat ex-
panded disk. 1888 ROLLESTON & JACKSON Anim. Life 707

464

The mouth in the Phylactolaemata , . lies in the centre of
a disc, or lophophore, either circular or horse-shoe shaped,
along the edges of which are arranged ..a row of ten-
tacles.

7. Anat. Applied to various round flat struc-

tures : spec.
a. The mass of fibrous cartilage lying between the bodies

of adjacent vertebrse. b. The flattened corpuscles of the
blood (blood-disks}, c. One ofthe flat circular bodies formed
by the transverse cleavage of a muscular fibre; called speci-

fically Bowman's disks, d. Optic disk : the round or oval

spot where the optic nerve enters the eyeball. Choked disk;
a diseased condition of this, in which, .the retinal veins are
distended and tortuous (Syet. Soc. Lex.).
1843 TODD & BOWMAN Phys. Anat. I. 60 Certain particles,

the blood-discs, which float in it in great numbers. 1848
CARPENTER Anim. Phys. 35 In the blood of all the higher
animals, we also find a vast number of minute discs, some-
times round, sometimes oval. 1859 TODD Cycl. Anat. V.

41/1 Minute embryoes, scarcely longer than the blood discs
ofthe frog. 1870 ROLLESTON Anim. Life Introd. 43 All the
other vertebrae have their centra articulated together by
fibro-cartilaginous discs. Ibid. 5 The crocodiles [have]
interarticular fibrocartilaginous discs. 1883 Syd. Soc. Lex.
B. v., Intermediate disks, the membrane of Krause, separat-
ing muscle fibre into compartments. 1887 Ibid. t hiterver-
tebral discs, lenticular elastic masses interposed between,
and of the same shape as, the bodies of two adjacent ver-
tebra through the spinal column.

8. aftrib. and Comb. a. Of or belonging to a disk,
as disk-bud, -budding (see 6 a), -floret^ ^flower (see

5 a), -lobe. b. Consisting, or having the form, of a

disk, as disk-micrometer, c. Characterized by or

furnished with a disk or disks, as disk-coupling,

-electrometer, -harrwu, -signal, -telegraph, d. ob-

jective and obj. genitive, as disk-bearing adj.,

-worship, e. parasynthetic, as disk-shaped adj.
f. Special combs, disk-armature, an armature
wound so that its coils lie in the form of a disk ;

disk-barrow, a flat circular barrow or tumulus ;

disk-clutch, a form of friction-clutch in which one

revolving disk acts upon another
; disk-dyuamo,

a dynamo furnished with a disk-armature ; disk-

engine, -steam-engine, a type of rotary engine
in which the steam acts upon a revolving or oscil-

lating disk
; disk-owl, the barn-owl : so called

from the completeness of the facial disk (see 6 b);
disk-valve, a valve formed by a circular disk with

rotatory or reciprocating motion; disk-wheel, a
kind of worm-wheel in which the spur-gear is driven

by a spiral thread in the face of the disk.

1893 A. J. EVANS in Folk-lore Mar. 15 Like the *disk-
barrows it is surrounded by a ditch and bank. 1870 BENT-
LEY Bot. 39 *Disc-bearing Woody Tissue is composed of
those wood cells called Disc-bearing Wood-cells. 1846 DANA
Zooph. iv. 54 The ^disk-buds, like the lateral, probably
proceed from one of the same lamellae. Ibid. iv. 53 In

*disk-budding, a new mouth opens in the disk. 1876 Catal.
Set. App. S. Kens. 1422 Attracted *Disc Electrometer,
with double micrometer screw. 1833 Mechanics Mag.
XVIII. 242 One of these half oscillatory, half revolving
"disc engines. 1855 Ibid. LXIII. 266 In 1849 disc engines
. . were employed with great success in the printing office

of the Times. 1872 OLIVER Elem. Bot. \\. 195 In Daisy,
and many other plants with ray and *disk florets. 1870
HOOKER Stud. Flora 185 Asteroideae .. *Disk-flowers
2-sexual. Ibid. 159 Cicuta . . *Disk-lobes depressed, entire.

1783 HERSCHEL in Phil. Trans. Abr. XV. 325 {heading)
A Description of the Dark and Lucid *Disc and Periphery
Micrometers. 1802 in Phil. Trans. XCII. 214 To remove
the disk-micrometer. 1836-9 TODD Cycl. Anat. II. 414/1
A *disc-shaped

> capsule. 1856 Engineer 535/1 (Railway
signals) The disc, a form in very general use. Ibid. 535/2
*Disc signals. 1889 G. FINDLAV Eng. Railway 69 The disc

signal is used to indicate to a driver whose train is in a goods
siding, when he may pass on to the main line. 1874 KNIGHT
Diet. Mech. I. 708/2

*
Disk-telegraph, one in which the letters

and figures are arranged around a circular plate and are

brought consecutively to an opening, or otherwise speci-

fically indicated. 1876 ROUTLEDGE Discov. 7 The position
. . assumed by the apparatus when the engine is in motion,
the *disc-valve being partly open. 1883 V. STUART Egypt
365 Some Egyptologists assert that Amunoph III already
had adopted *disk-worship from his Semitic wife,

Disked (diskt), a. rare. [f. prec, + -ED 2.]

Having or showing a disk. (Chiefly in comb.).
1864 LOWELL Fireside Trav, 85 Spectacles . . rising full-

disked upon the beholder like, .two moons at once.

t Dis ke'n, v. Obs. rare. [f. Dis- 6 + KEN v.]
trans. ? To withdraw from notice. In quot. refl.
c 1400 Beryn ao The Pardonere beheld the besynes, howe

statis wer I-servid, Diskennyng hym al pryuely, & a syde
swervid.

Diskere, obs. form of DISCOVER V.

tDisikrndness. Obs. [Dis- 9.]
1. Unkindness, unfriendliness.

1596 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. (1885) 1. 92 Gif ony
discorde or diskyndnes had fallin amang thame. 1709 E.
WARD tr. Cervantes 121 His Diskindness soon chang'd into
a perfect Hatred. 1768-74 TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1852) II. 651
An effect of diskindness.

2. An unkind act, an ill turn : usually in phr. to

do (a person) a diskindness. (Frequent in iSth c.)
1678 NORRIS Coll. Misc. (1699) 180 To do another man a

diskindness merely because he has done me one, serves to no
good Purpose. 1737 W. MATHER Yng. Man's Comp. 70
Remember to requite, at least to own Kindnesses, lest thy
Ingratitude prove a considerable Diskindness. 1768-74
TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1852) I. 2 He that

pulls
down his neigh-

bour's house does him a diskindness, however inconvenient
soever it were.

DISLIKE.

t DiSiki-ngdom, Obs. nonce-ivd. [Dis- 7 c.]
trans. To expel from or deprive ofthe kingdom.
i6oa WARNER Al/i. Ktig. xn. Ixxii. (1612) 298 Lastly ciuil

Strife, and Scots diskingdom'd them [Picts] from hence.

Diskless (di-skles), a. Also diseless. [f.DisK
+ -LESS.] Without a disk

; not showing a disk.

1846 PATTERSON Zool. 50 It is now badly represented in

my cabinet by an armless disc and a diseless arm. 1871
tr. Schelleris Sfectr. Anal. 338 In the largest instruments
the stars remain diskless.

t DiSikni-ght, v. Obs. rare. [f. Dis- 6 +
KNIGHT z>.] trans. To degrade from knighthood.
1621 [see DISGENTILIZE].

t DiSikno'w, v. Obs. nonce-ivd. [Dis- 6.]
trans. To fail to know or acknowledge.
1605 SYLVESTER Du Barlas n. iii. m.ZottxrSsi And when
He shall (to light thy Sin-full load) Put Manhood on, dis-
knowe him not for God.

t DiSikuo*wledge, v. Obs. nome-wd. [Dis-
7 c.] trans. To put out of knowledge, make un-

recognizable.
1576 NEWTON Lemnit's Complex. (,1633) 148 All his beauty

. .was. .so faded, -his face so incredibly disknowledged.

Diskure, obs. form of DISCOVER v.

Dislaxe, v. rare. [Dis- 7 a.] trans. To strip
or deprive of lace.
a 1734 NORTH Lives III. 213, I have . . found him very

busy in picking out the stitches of a dislaced petticoat.

t Disla'de, v. Obs. rare. Also 7 Sc. dis-

ladin. [Dis- 6.] trans. To unlade, unload.
1609 HEYWOOD Britaines Troy v. Argt. 107 j*Egeons

ful-fraught gallies are dis-laded. 1625-49 Sc^.
Acts Ckas. /

(1814) v_. 580 (Jam.) With power, .als to laidin and disladin
the saidis merchandice and guidis.

t DislE'dy, v . Obs. rare. [Dis- 7 b. Cf. obs.

F. dcsdamer in same sense.] trans. To deprive of

the title or rank of lady.
1630 B. JONSON New Inn iv. iii, Nay, it shall out, since you

have called me wife, And openly dis-ladied me.

t Disla'nd, v. Obs. rare. [Dis- 7 a.] trans.

To deprive of land, or of a landed estate.

1632 QUARLES Div. Fancies iv. xvii, To ruine Wife, or to
dis-land an Heir.

Dislander, dislaunder, var. DISCLANDEB Obs.

t Dislairghter, v. Obs. rare. [f. di- for dis-

(see Dis- 5) + SLAUGHTER
v.~\ trans. To slaughter.

1661 Sir A. Hosieries Last Will f, Test. 3 Our dislaugh-
tered Complices, who lately sacrificed their active lives with
undaunted valour to the hands of the common Executioner.

Dislavy, var. form of DELAVY a. Obs.

Disla'wyer, T. rare. [Dis- 7 b.] trans. To
deprive of the name or standing of a lawyer.

I734 NORTH Lives (1826) II. 164 Vilifications plenty ..

He was neither courtier nor lawyer ; which his Lordship
hearing, he smiled, saying, 'That they might well make
him a whoremaster, when they had dislawyered him.'

Dislea-f, dislea-ve, v.
[f. Dis- 7 a + LEAP.]

trans. To strip of leaves. Hence Dislea'ved ppl.

a., Dislea-flng vbl. sb.

1598 SYLVESTER Du Bartas n. ii. i. Arke 3 If now the
Laurel, .be dis-leau'd and vaded. 1655 HARTLIB Ref. Silk-

ivprm 27 They will now be found in the Woods on the
dis-leaved trees. 1830 Fraser's Map. I. 36 A disleafing
which, as in the vine, ripens and incites the grapes. 1840
CARLYLE Heroes i. (1872) 19 Its boughs, with their buddings
and disleafings. 1854 LOWELL Cambridge 30 Y. Ago Prose
Wks. 1890 I. 89 The canker-worm that annually disleaved
her elms.

t Dislea'gne, v. Obs. rare. [f. Dis- 6 or 7 +
LEAGUE v. or sb.~] trans. To dissolve or break off

a league of.

1632 LITHGOW Tray. vi. 240 When fortune would change
friendship, she disleagueth conditionall amity, with .. in-

gratitude.

t Digle'al, a. Obs. rare. [ad. It. disleale =
OF. and Pr. desleial. Cf. LEAL.] Disloyal.
1590 SPENSER F. Q. n. v. 5 Disleall Knight, whose coward

corage chose To wreake it selfe on beast al! innocent.

Disle'velment. [f. Dis- 6 + LEVEL v. +

-M*NT.] The condition of not being levelled ; de-

viation from the level.

1883 Nature XXVII. 225 During the measurement of a
base line . . the rods are not. .accurately levelled, and a cor-

rection has to be made for dislevelment.

Disli'ceiise, v. rare. [Dis- 6 or 7 a.] trans.

To deprive of a licence.

1885 Manch. Exam. 30 Oct. 4/7
The Museum Inn . . and

. . the West Australian . -were dislicensed at Brewster Ses-

sions.

Disli'kable, a. [f. DISLIKE v. + -ABLE.]

Capable of being disliked ; exciting dislike.

1843 CARLYLE Past 4- Pr. in. iv. (1872) 133 One dislikes to

see a man and poet reduced to proclaim on the streets such

tidings : but on the whole . . that is not the most dislikable.

a 1887 MRS. NORTON in L. Fagan Life Sir A. Panizzi\.

322 A receipt for blotting out all dislikable qualities. 1886

R. A. KING Shadowed Life II. x. 185 About as likeable or

dislikeable as a machine-made American clock.

Dislike (dislai-k), sb.
[f.

DISLIKE v.~]

( 1. Displeasure, disapproval (as directed to some

object). (Passing gradually into the mod. sense 2.)

To be in dislike with, to be displeased with ;
so to

come or grow into dislike with. Obs.

1577 LD. BUCKHURST in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. I. II. 272 To
hazard therby . . her Ma. [Majesty's] dislike. 1586 J.

HOOKER Girald. Irel. in Holinshed II. 16/1 The king being
in some dislike with the earle, and not fauourablie allowing
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lil .iii i st . . lin '.fvfi\ to sine nnio answer. 1630 WADS- '

UOKIII J'l^r. v. 46 Tliis my f:iiln-i li'-aring, grew into dis- >

like with (In I- suit.-*. 1703 I'KNN in I'a. /list. Soc. Mfiii.

IX. 2f>4 A letter Iroin the government, in dislike of sin Ii

proceedings. 1741 Yor\<; A/. Tit. iv. :<'. Mn.tild any.. give
liis iii. iii-ht Full range, on just dislike's im!>mitiilc<l ti-M.

y. The contrary feeling to liking or affection for

nn object ; distaste, aversion, repugnance. (Cf.

Disl.lKK 7'. 3.)

1597 HMHKIU I'.cfl, Pol. v. Ixv. (1617) II. 342 As the

\ ,'.-,. ill .. Ceremonies of common life are in request, or

dislike, according to that they import. 1644 DIGHY Nat.
v u. (1645) 139 [It] is attended with annoy & with

dislike. 1711 STKKUE Sfiect. No. 76 F 4 Where Men speak
Affection in the strongest Terms, and Dislike in the faintest.

1771 I'RIKSTLKV Inst. l\ftig. (1782) I. 56 All vices make men
subject to. .dislike. 1858 LYTTON What will he do? i, xvi,

We need not show dislike too coarsely. 1878 J KVONS Prim,
/'!>!, i-'.fon. g Now there is a kind of ignorant dislike and

impatience of political economy.
b. With a and//. A particular aversion.

1614 HP. HALL Recoil. 7*reat. 465 Away with these weake
<!islik*;s. 1674 N. Cox Gentl. Recreat. ii. (1677) 175 She

[the hawk] is apt to take a dislike, and will never afterwards

receive it willingly. 1885 Manch. Exam. 14 May 5/1 All

that the Chancellor said about his likes, his dislikes . . care-

fully reported.

f 3. Disagreement, discord. Obs.

1596 SHAKS. i Hen. //', y.
i. 26, I do protest, I haue not

sought the day of this dislike. 1606 1 'r. fy Cr. u. iii. 236

My Lord, you feede too much on this dislike, a 1631
FAIRFAX (J.), A murmur rose that showed dislike among the
Christian peers.

t Disli'ke, Obs. [f.
Dis- 10 + LIKE a. Cf.

L. dis-similts.] Unlike, dissimilar, not alike.

1596 BP. ANDREWF.S Serrn. II. 82 Two states .. there be
afier death, .disjoined in place, dislike in condition. 1596
|. \OKIIKS Progr. Pietie (1847) 174 It is so dislike that

wedding-garment. 1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mor. 1255
Aristotle . . said that the body of harmony is composed of

parts dislike, and accordant verily one with another. 1644
DIGBY Nat. Rodies u. (1645) 4 That which wee call a like

thine is not the sntnf ; for in some part it is dislike.

Dislike (disbi-k), ?'. Also 6 -lyke. [f.
DTS-

6 + LIKE
?'.]

The opposite of LIKE v. (q.v.) in

its various uses: cf. also MTSLIKE.

f-1. trans. (Only in 3rd pers.) To displease,

annoy, offend. Oh.
1579 LYLY Ruptwes (Arb.) 91 If the sacred bands of

amitye did .. dislike thee, why diddest thou praise them?
1581 PRTTIE Gnazzo's Civ. Conv. ii. (15861 77, I see not how
those thinges can dislike you, which commonly like all men.

1604 SHAKS. Ot/t. u. iii. 49 He do 't, but it dislikes me.
n 1619 DANIEL Sonn. liv. (R.), Like as the lute delights, or

else dislikes, As is his heart that plays upon the same. 1667
PKPVS Diary (1877) V. 240 Sir W. Pen's going to sea do
dislike the Parliament mightily, 1671 Mede"s Wks. Life 31
To do that which may displease or dislike others. 1769
S. PATBRSON,X*0Msr Trav, II. 208 If the thing dislikes you,
use it accordingly. 1814 SOUTHEY Roderick xxv. He drew
forth The scymitar. .its unaccustom'd shape Disliked him.

1 2. intr* To be displeased, offended, or dissatis-

fied (with} ; to disapprove (of). Obs.
c 1555 HARPSFIELD Divorce Hen. VIII

(1878) 301 God . .

disliked with the divorce, and liked well of the marriage
with Queen Katherine. 1570-6 LAMBARDE Peramb. Kent
(1826) 149 King John disliked much of the choice. 1611
BRINSLEY Lnd. Lit. 18, I cannot iustly dislike of any thing
which you haue sayd herein. 1677 HALE Contempt. \\. 211
If yon dislike with your success, come no more among them.

3. trans. Not to like ; to regard with aversion ;

to have an objection to ; to disrelish. (The oppo-
site of LIKE v. in its current sense ; and so less

strong than hate> which is the opposite of love.*}

1594 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. iv. iv. (1611) 135 [They] presume
all such bad as it pleaseth themselues to dislike. 1596
SHAKS. Merch. V. i. ii. 26, I may neither choose whom 1

would, nor refuse whom I dislike. 1698 FRYER Ace. .

India fy P. 174 A Warlike and Troublesome Nation, apt to
dislike Government, Proud and Brave. 1775 BURKE Corr.

(1844) II. 18 There are many things amongst most of them,
which I rather dislike than dare to condemn. 1849 MACAU-
LAY Hist. Eng. I. 177 He disliked the Puritans indeed, but
in him dislike was a languid feeling, very

little resembling
the energetic hatred which burned in the heart of Laud.

1873 BLACK Pr. Thitle (1874) 36 He disliked losing a few
shillings at billiards, but he did not mind losing a few pounds,
t b. To show or express aversion to. Obs.

1603 SHAKS. Afeas. for M. i. ii. 18, I neuer heard nny
Soulaier dislike it. 1641 MILTON Reform, u. (1851)61 Neer
their death,

.they plainely dislik'd and condemn'd the Cere-
monies; . . as foolish and detestable. 1667 P. Z.. i. 102
Innumerable force of Spirits arm'd That durst dislike his

reign.

Hence Dislrked///. a.

1632 SHF.RWOOD, Disliked, desgou&tf. 189* M^CRIF Jf^or-

ship i^rtsbyt. Scot. 162A popularly disliked episcopacy.

t Disli'keful, a. Obs.
[f.

DISLIKE sb. + -FUL.]
a. Unpleasant, distasteful, b. Characterized by
dislike or aversion.

1506 SPENSER F. Q. iv. ix. 40 Now were it not . . to you
Bislikefull paine so sad a taske to take. 1596 State Iret.

Wks. 675 '2 To bring them to be one people, and to putt
n\\;iy the dislike-full conceit both of the one, and the other.

Disli'keliliood. rare. [Dis- 9.] Unlikeli-

hood, improbability.
1813 SCOTT Peveril xxvii, But consider .. the dislikeUhood

of her pleasing.

t Disli'ken, v. Obs. [f.
DISLIKE a. + -EN ",

after ///Y, liken : cf. L. (iisstm&&rtt
F. dissembler.}

trans. To make unlike ; to dissemble, disguise.
1611 SHAKS. ll'int. T. rv. iv. 666 Muffle your face; Dis-
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man t !* yon, and (ai yon can) disliken The truth of your
n\Mi.- s..iiiin^, that yu m;iy .. to Ship-boord Get vndrft-

cry'.L

t Disli'keness. Oh. [f. DISLIKE a. + *
orf. DIM- 9+ LIKENESS.] Unlikeness, dissimilarity.

16*3 WODROEPHB Fr. *f Kng. Gram. 492 (T.) There is a

great dislikeness between these things. 1633 AMES Agtt.
Cerent, u. 480 Likenese of intention . . is sucn as admitteth
much dislike nesse. 1690 LOCKE Hunt. Und. iv. iv. J^That
which is not design 'd to represent any thing but it self,

can never . . mislead us from the true Apprehension of any
thine, by its Dislikeness to it.

Disli'ker. [f.
DLSLIKK v. + -ER '.] One who

dislikes or disapproves.
1586 HOOKER Annv. Travtrs* Supplic. Wks. 1617 II. 18

It were hard if. . [they] make themselues to be thought dis-

Ukers of the present stale and proceedings. 1653 H. MORB
( \mject. Cabbal. 244 (T.) An unreconcileable disliker of their

vices. 1705 HICKERINGILL Priest-cr. ii. viii. 81 There would
not have been any Dissenters, or Dislikers of a Moderate
Church of England. 1831-4 DE QUINCF.Y Caesars Wks. X.
151 He is a general disliker of us and of our doings.

Disli'kiug, v&l. sb. [f. DISLIKED. + -nro 1
.]

The action oT the verb DISLIKE : aversion, disap-

proval ; dislike ; the contrary of liking.
^1540 in Fisher's Wks. (E. E. T. S.) II, Not for any dis-

pleasure or dislykinge of the queens person or age. 1579
LYLY Enphuex (Arb.) 130 Whereby tney noted the great

dislyking they had of their fulsome feeding. 1588 ATrtT/rr/.

A'/u/. (Arb.) 24 The good quiet people . . at length grew in

disliking with their pastor. 163* LITHCOW Trav. x. 481 To
their great disliking, I was released. 1659 C. NOBLE Mod.
Answ. to Immod. Queries 2 The Author, .cannot at alt pal-
liate his dislikings with moderate and beseeming words.

1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa uSn) Ill.xxxvi. 210 Our likings
and dislikings .. are seldom governed by prudence. 1851
RUSK IN Stones Ven. I. ii. 1 12 If a man is cold in his likings
and distikings. .you can make nothing of him.

Disli'ldng, fpl. a.
[f.

as prec. -r -ING 2
.] That

dislikes : see the verb.

1 1. Displeasing, disagreeable, distasteful. Obs.

1596 J. NORDEN Progr. Pietie (1847) 62 That I may care-

fully perform what thou likest, howsoever disliking it be

unto me. 1636 in Picton L'fool Mttnic. Rec. I. 211 They
were . . altogether dislikeingetothe whole Corporation.
2. Keeling, or showing, dislike or aversion.

159* SHAKS. yen. fy Ad. 182 Adonis, .with a heavy, dark,

disliking eye, His louring brows overwhelming his fair sight.

1649 HP. HALL Cases Consc. 389 Divorces . . to be arbitrarily

given by the disliking husband, to his displeasing and un-

quiet wife. 1654 WHITLOCK Zootomia 460 Nothing sooner
striketh Detraction dumbe, than a contemning and disliking
Deafnesse. 1795 COLERIDGE Juvenile Poems (1864) 53
Chilled friendship's dark disliking eye.

Dislimb (disli-m), v. [Dis- 7 a.] trans. To
cut off the limbs of; to tear limb from limb; to

dismember. Hence Disllmbed (disli'md)///. a.

i66a H. MORE Pkilos. Jl'rit. Gen. Pref. 19 Not ..unlike
the raising from the dead the dislimb'd Hippolytus. 1855
SINGLETON ]'irgil\, 386 His body. .Could I not have dis-

limbed, and o'er the waves Have scattered it? 1860 ADLER
FanrieTs Prm>. Poetry xii. 265 The shoulder of a calf.,

which he dislimbed with the most admirable dexterity.

Disliinn (.disli-m), v.
[f.

Dis- 6 + LIMN
z;.]

1. trans. To obliterate the outlines of (anything

limned) ; to efface, blot out.

1606 SHAKS. Ant. fy Cl. iv. xiv. 10 Sometime we see a clowd
that 's Dragonish, A vapour sometime, like a Beare, or Lyon
. .That which is now a Horse, euen with a thoght The Racke
dislimes, and makes it indistinct As water is in water. 1826

DK QUINCEY in Blacfcw. J/lr^
1

. XX. 738 The flash., of colour-

able truth, being as frail as the resemblances in clouds,

would, like them, unmould and 'dislimn' itself (to use a

Shakespearian word). 1851 TRENCH Poems 92 Till the faint

currents of the upper air Dislimn it. 1864 C.J. BLACK in

Lyra Messianica No. 225 Behold the Man, Time cannot

change the eternal fact, Dislimn the abiding vision.

2. intr. (for rejl) To become effaced, to vanish.

1839-4 DE Qi'iNCF.Y C&sars Wks. 1862 IX. 108 The noc-

turnal pageant has dislimned and vanished. 1867 Contemp.
A**T'. IV. 116 The primitive vision dislimns, decomposes, and
vanishes away.
Dislink (disli-rjk), v. [f. Dis- 6 + LINK r-.]

trans. To unlink, uncouple, disconnect, disjoin,

separate (things that are linked), lit. vB&fig.
1610 HEALEY St. Aug. Citie of God 312 Being dislinked

from the love ofother beauties. i6tx QUARLES A rg&liis ff P.

(1678) 74 Death . . Hath now . . Dissolv'd your vowt dislink'd

1861 G. MEREDITH Evan Harrington III. iii. 59 [She] dis-

linked herself from William's arm.

t Dislive (disbi*v), v. Obs. [app. f. Dis- 7 a

or c + LIFE.] trans. To deprive of life ; to put
out of life, to kill.

1598 TOFTE Alba (1880) 17 Now that Alba mine is parted.
Who hath me left disliude and quite vnharted. 1610

Honour's Acad. m. 87 He seekes the means to be dislivde.

1615 CHAPMAN Odyss. XXH. 355 Telemachus dislived Am-
phimedon. 1631 Caesar ff Pompey m. G iv b, She not

destroycs it When she disliues it.

tDlsli*ven, v. Obs. [f. Dis- 6 + -liven in

ENLIVEN.] trans. To do the opposite of to enliven ;

to dispirit.

1630 I. CRAVEN Serrn, (1631^ 46 The Trumpet, .disliueneth

the heart of a cowardly souldier.

Disload (,disl("'d), v. Also 7 Sf. disloaden.

[f.Dls- 6 + LOAD z;.] trans, and intr. To unload,
disburden. Hence Disloa'ding vbl. sb.

1568 C. WATSON Polyb. 70 b, Preparing there to disloade
and deliver the victualls. 16*5-49 $ Acts Chas. I (1814)

DISLOCATEDNESS.

V. 630 (Jam.) That no
<hip..aucht

to dMoadin. .vntill tin-

lyme they come to the said burcht. 1831 CAKLYI.K in Fronde

Lift (1882) II. 163 Dust, toil, cotton bag*, hampers, re-

pairing ships duloading stone*. 1881 --in Century Mag.
Their long dangerous loading and duloading.

Dislocable (drdAftbl), a. rare. [f. med.L.

dishft'tre to DISLOCATE : see -BLE.] Capable of

being, or liable to be, dislocated or displaced ;

displaccable. Hence Di alocabi lity.

1827 Hf-MttAM Const. Code IT. viii. \ 9 Dislocable is this

functionary .. by that authority, for the giving execution
and effect to whose will he has been located. He U dU-
locable by the legislature. Ibid. \\. viii. | 6 Inferior, in

respect of his dUlocability, he is superior even to the whole

legislature.

Di'slocate, ///. f- Obs. or arch. [ad. med.L.
dislofdt-us 9 pa. pple. of dislocare : see next.] Dis-

located. (Chiefly as pa. pple.}
f 1400 Lanfranc's Cirnrg. 62 Whanne . . pc boon ..is to

broke atwo & dislocate pat is to scie out of ioynte. Ibid.

63 [>e boonys }at wcren broken oupcr dislocate [r. r. dis-

locat], 1814 SOUTHEY Rotierick xxn, Where the cement of

authority Is wanting, all things there are dislocate. 18*6

J.WILSON Noct. Anibr. Wks. 1855 I. 179 Lying in the middle
of the road, his neck dislocate. 1846 in WORCESTER.

Dislocate (drslk*U), v. [f. dislocat- ppl. stem
of med.L. dislocare to put out of place, f. Difl- I

+ L. hcare to place, hats place : cf. It. dislocare,

Pg. deslocar, Fr. disloqiier. In Eng. as pa. pple.

long before its use as a finite verb : see prec.]
1. trans. To put out of place ; to shift from its

proper (or former) place ; to displace. Now
rare.

16*3 COCKERAM, Dislocate, to vnplace. 1655 FI-LLER C/i.

Hist. in. v. 55 We will conclude this Section with this. .

submission of the Dean and Chapter of St. Asaph, sent to

the King . . though dislocated, and some
yeares

set back in

the date thereof. 1714 A. COLLINS Gr. Chr. Relig. 102 He
alters some passages and changes the places of others which
he supposes dislocated. 1859 HOLLAND Gold F. xxiii. 264
A plant may be dislocated from an old, and removed to a
new bed. 1879 G. MEREDITH Egoist xxxiii. (1889) 393 No
sooner was he comfortably established than she wished to

dislocate him.

2. To put out of proper position in relation to

contiguous parts (without removal to a distance).
1660 BOYLE AVro Exp. Pkys. Meek. xv. 103 The Sun-beams

. . were in their passage . . Dislocated and Scattered. 1665
HOOKK Microgr. 133 This Clock comes to be broken .. so

that several parts of it being dislocated, are impeded. 1695
WOODWARD Nat. Hist. Earth \\. (1723)91 They (the Strata)
were dislocated. 1755 Phil. Trans, XL1X. 441 Somechim-
nies, though not thrown down, are dislocated . . and partly
turn'd round. 1869 PHILLIPS Vesitv, vii. 197 A great fault

dislocating the strata.

b. spec. To displace (a bone) from its proper

position in the joint ; to put out of joint ;
to 'put

out
'

(a joint or limb). (Rarely with the person as

object.) In early use more widely: see qnots. 1605,

1668, and cf. DISLOCATION i b.

1605 SHAKS. Lear iv. ii. 65 These hands . . are apt enough
to dislocate and tear Thy flesh and bones. 1658 ROWLAND
Monfefs Theat. Ins. 912 The pain of a joynt that is dislo-

cated. 1668 CULPEPPF.R & COLE BartHoi. Anat. iv. iii. 338
Its use is, like a cord to bind together the parts of the body
. .that they may not be dislocated. 1751 JOHNSON Rambler
No. 199 F 3, I have twice dislocated my limbs, .in essaying
to fly. 1763 FRANKLIN Lett. Wks. 1887 III. 244. I write in

pain with an arm lately dislocated. 1838 THIRLWALL Greece

II. xiv. 199 Darius had dislocated a foot in hunting. 1845
CAMPBELL Lives of Chancellors (1857) II. xxxv. 120 Anne
was still much dislocated by the rack.

3. Jiff.
To put (affairs, etc.) 'out of joint'; to

throw into confusion or disorder, upset, disarrange,

derange, disconcert.

c 1645 HOWELL Lett. (1893) II. 658 These sad confusion*. .

have so unhing'd . . tumbled and dislocated all things, a 1661

FULLER Worthies^ fiarkshire \. (1662* 85 Since our Civil

Wars hath lately
dislocated all relations. 1719 DE FOE

Crusoe (1840) II. i. 7, I was .. desolate and dislocated in the

world bythe loss of her. 1815 T. JFFFEHSON Antobio?.
Wks. 1859 I. 73 He contrived to dislocate all their military

plans. 1877 K. R. CONDKR fias. Faith ii. 61 In the violent

strain put upon his mind, its balance is dislocated. 1889

Spectator g Nov., That will dislocate the trade of the port.

Hence Di-slocating/^/. a.

1863 KINGLAKK Crimea I. 484 This perturbing and dislo-

cating course of action.

Di'slocated, ///. a. [f. prec. +
-Kpl.]

Dis-

placed ; put out of position ; out of joint ;
dis-

arranged ; having the continuity broken and the

parts displaced, as a line or stratum : see the

verb.

1605 CHAPMAN All Fools in. i, The incision is net deep
nor the orifice exorbitant, the pericranion is not dislocated.

1659 I'u/g. Errors Censured 35 It was he that .. cured
Diodonis of. . his dislocated member [shoulder out of joint).

1793 J. BERKSFORD in Looker-on (1794) III. No. 85. 360 Parts
..not already occupied bythe dislocated Frederick. 1830
LINDI EY Nat. Syst. Bot. 295 A kind of dislocated calyx.

1854 HOOKER Himal. Jm/s.l. xi. 253 Much-crumpled and
dislocated gneiss. 1874 STVBU Const. Hist. I. iv. 61 The
dislocated state of Britain seems . . to have made way for the

j

conquerors.
Hence Di-slocatedly mft'.; Dislocatedness. the

; condition of being displaced.
1817 BENTHAM Const. Code n. vi. 9 30 From the situation

I of Member of theLegislative Assembly, causes of dislocated-

ness are these i. Resignation .. 5 Mental derangement.
1883 American VI. 377 [They] intrude dislocatedly into

Mr. Riley's landscapes.
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DISLOCATES. 466 DISLUSTRE.

Dislocatee*. noncc-wd. [f. DISLOCATE r>. +

-EE.] One who is dislocated or displaced.
1827 BENTHAM Const. Code n. ix 18. 294/1 Dislocation is

.. removal from an official situation, without consent of the

dklocatee, and without his being located in any other.

Dislocation (disbk(
T
'-j"3n). [a. OF. dislocation

(i4th c. in Littrc), or ad. med.L. dislocation-cut
,
n.

of action f. dislocare to DISLOCATE.] The action

of dislocating, or condition of being dislocated.

1. Displacement ; removal from its proper (or

former) place or location.

1604 R. CAWDREV Table Alph., Dislocation^ setting out of

right place. 1614 RAI.KIGH Hist. World n. 216 Which pre-
venteth such dislocation of the Moneths. 1646 UnhafpyGame at Scotch <$ Eng. 14 The dislocation of the Kings
person by his personall will all this while from the two
Houses of Parliament. 1846 GROTE Greece i. xiv. (1862) 1 1.

388 Those violent dislocations of inhabitants. 1886 WILLIS
& CLARK Cambr. III. 463 There has been much dislocation
of the glass [in the windows of Jesus College Library].

b. spec. Displacement of a bone from its natural

position in the joint ; luxation. (Formerly, more

widely, displacement of any bodily part or organ.)
c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirnrg. 303 It is sett vpon J?e region

of be wombe for fallmge of be maris, bat is clepid dislo-

cacioun of be maris. Ibid. 322 Dislocacioun of be rigboonys
is a greuous sijknes. 1541 R. COPLAND Gitydoii's Quest.
Chiritrg.) Demaunde. Yf all the membres may regenerate
after theyr perdicion, & knytte agayne after theyr dislo-

cacion? -* J - "*- ** " - J -- Tr: - ^L 1J - *---

causes a Bone to stand up. 1842 AHDV Water Cure \. (1843)
i A slight pain, which I could no otherwise describe than as
the sensation of a slight dislocation.

c. Geol. A displacement in a stratum or series

of strata caused by a fracture, with upheaval or

subsidence of one or both parts ; a fault.

1655 WOODWARD Nat. /list. Earth n. (1723) 91 This Dis-

ruption, and Dislocation of the Strata. 1849 MURCHISON
Siluria in. 53 The black schists . . are there insulated by
a powerful dislocation. 1880 CARPENTER in fgt/i Cent.
No.

38. 598 Earthquake phenomena involving extensive dis-

locations of the crust.

d. Mil. The distribution of the several corps
composing an army to a number of garrisons,

camps, etc.

1808 WELLINGTON in Gurw. Dcsp. IV. 33 His Majesty has
..been pleased to command that the following should be
the outline of the dislocation of the troops. 1842 ALISON
Hist. Europe (1849-50) XII. Ixxxii. 258 A very considerable
dislocation of the forces which had combated at Leipsic
immediately took place. 1883 Manch. Exam. 19 Dec. 4/6
The dislocation of Russian troops on the Austrian frontier
had begun to assume . . significant proportions.
2. Jig. Displacement of parts or elements

;
dis-

arrangement (of something immaterial) ; a con-
fused or disordered state.

1659 O. WALKER Oratory 51 Causing a harsh superfluity,
or else forcing a dislocation of the words. 1778 BP. LOWTH
Trans/. Isaiah Notes (ed. 12) 203 This whole passage . .

healed of the dislocation which it suffers by the absurd
division of the chapters. 1860 PUSEY Min. Proph. 290 The
utter dislocation of society. i86z MERIVALE Rom. Emp.
(1865) IV. xxxiii. 91 A dislocation of all social principles.
3. attrib.j as Dislocation forceps.
1885 in Syd. Soc. Lex.
Hence Disloca'tionally adv.

t by way of disloca-

tion or displacement.
1827 BENTHAM Const. Code it. viii. 5 The omission is. .an

anti-constitutional offence . . and, punitionally . . as well as

dislocationally, every offender is responsible.
Di 'Siccative, a. rare. [f. med.L. dislocat-

ppl. stem of dislocare to DISLOCATE + IVE.]

Serving to dislocate or remove from its place. Also

ellipt. as sb. = displacing power.
1827 BENTHAM Const. Code n. v. 2 Dislocativefunction :

exercised by dislocating, out of the situation in question, the

functionary therein located. Ibid. n. vi. 30 Dislocation,
byhis constituents, in virtue of their incidental dislocative.

Di'Slocator (di'sbk/ltai). [agcnt-n. in L. form
f. DISLOCATE v. : see -OR.] One who dislocates.
1818 SIR A. COOPER Sure: Ess. i. Dislocations (ed. 3) 16

One of those people called bone-setters (but who ought
rather to be called dislocators).

Dislocatory (di-slok^tsri), a. [f. L. dislocdt-

ppl. stem of dislocare : see -ORY.] Having the
effect of dislocating ; producing dislocation.
1870 E. L. GARBETT in Eng. Aleck, n Mar. 625/1 A frozen

pond . . roughened by dislocatory cracks. 1881 E. WARREN
Laughing Eyes (1890) 64 The mistress, .had no notion of
dislocatory attitudes on damp grass.

Dislock (dislp'k), v. Obs. or Sc. Also 7 dis-
loke. [In form disloke app. ad. F. disloqtter (1549
in Hatz.-Darm.), ad. med.L. dislocare to DISLO-
CATE

;
in form dislock, app. associated with LOCK

z/.]= DISLOCATE z.

1609 J. DAVIES Holy Roode (1876) 20 (D.) His bones and
joints. .With rackings quite disloked and distracted. 1830
GALT Laurie T. in. v. 100 Many a joint-dislocking jolt.

Dislodge (disl/rd^), v. Also 5 disloggen,
5-6 des-, disloge, des-, dyslodge, 6 Sc. disluge.
[a. OF. desloger> -logierto leave or to cause to leave
a lodging-place, f. des- y Dis- 4 + fager to LODGE.]
1. trans. To remove or turn out of a place of

lodgement ;
to displace, a. generally.

a 1500 Chaucer's Dreme 2125 Whan every thought and
erery sorrow Dislodged was out of mine herte. 1579 SPENSER

Shcph. Cat. Dec. 32 How often haue I scaled the craggie
Oke All to dislodge the Rauen of her neste. 1641 lir.

HALL Kem. IVks. (1660) 71 Rivers changed, Seas dislodged,
Earth opening. 1645 Remedy Discontents 151, I must
be dislodged of my former habitation. 1791

( G. GAMBADO'
Ann. Horsetn. vi. (1809) 03 [A horse] kicking . . at such a

rate, as to dislodge the Bagman that bestrides him. 1831
J. W. CROKER in Croker Papers i Mar., It would be mad-
ness to dislodge the present Ministry. 1871 L. STEPHEN
Playgr. Europe v. (1894) 127 Every stone we dislodged
went bounding rapidly down the side of the slope.

t b. Mil. To shift the position of (a force) ;

refl. to shift one's quarters. Obs.
c 1477 CAXTON Jason 27 b, He hadde not entencion for to

disloge him ne to reyse his siege. 1568 GRAFTON Chron. II.

240 At night, the French King dislodged his armie, and
departed. 1607 SHAKS. Cor. v. iv. 44 The Volcians are

dislodg'd and Marcius_ gone. 1670 DRYDEN ist Pt. Cong.
(7r<irt*/rzm.i,TheChristiansaredislodg'd; what Foe is near?

C. Mil. To drive (a foe) out of his position.
c 1450 LONELICII Grail xliv. 435 Hem to disloggen in this

plas, It were best thorwh goddis gras. 1659 B. HARRIS
Pari-vats Iron Age 155 The Spanish Army drew towards

him, to dislodge him from thence. 1783 WATSON Philip III

;lodged the barbarians from the po<

they had taken up. .and made himself master of the pass.

d. Hunting. To drive (a beast) out of its lair.

1610 GUILLIM Heraldry in. xiv. (1660) 166 You shal! say
Dislodge the Buck. 1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 56 The
two and twentieth day we dislodged a wilde Bore. 1827
WORDSW. Go back to Antique Ages, While, to dislodge his

game, cities are sacked. [1876 SMILES Sc. Natur. vi. 96 A
badger endeavoured to dislodge him, showing his teeth.]

2. intr. (ivrrejl.} To go away from one's lodging
or abode ; to quit the place where one is lodged ;

to remove, a. gen. Of persons and things.
1530 St. Papers Hen. VIIft VI. 56 The daunces . . con-

tinued . . unto thre of the clocke in the mornyng: whiche. .

made the Ladyes more unmete to dislodge at the daye
appoynctyd. 1528 LYNDESAY Dreme 969 In the lawland I

come. -And purposit thare to mak my residence ; Botsingu-
lare profTect gart me soune disluge. 1653 H. COGAN tr.

Pinto's Trav. Ixi. 249 Proclaimed, that all persons, .should

upon pain of death dislodge speedily out of the Island.

1668 HOWE Bless. Righteous (1825) 309 Your souls will dis-

lodge from this earthly tabernacle. 1761 HUME Hist. Eng.
II. xxvii. 130 Many of the inhabitants of Paris began to

dislodge. 1882 MARIO Garibaldi in Macm. Mag. XLVI.
247 Dislodge immediately from the convent.

fb. Mil. To leave a place of encampment. Obs.
c
1489^

CAXTON Sonnes ofAytnon xx. 446 He commaunded
that his oste shold dyslodge. <~ 1500 Melusine xxvi, 277
The next day. .after the masse herd, desloged the vanward.

1591 GARRARD Art Warn 168 In the morning when they
dislodge, and at night when they encampe. 1667 MILTON
P. L. v. 669 He [Satan] resolv'd With all his Legions to

dislodge. 1761-* HUME Hist. Eng. (1806) IV. Ivi. 309 Dis-

lodging from Thame and Aylesbury . . he thought it proper
to retreat nearer London.

f c. Hunting. Of a beast of the chase : To leave

its resting-place. Obs.

1674 N. Cox Gent. Recreat. \. (1677) 71 If they [harts]
chance once to vent the Hunts-man or the Hound, they will

instantly dislodge.

Hence Dislo'dged ///. <z., Dislo'dging vbl. sb.

and ppl. a.

1523 LD. BERNERS Froiss. I. ccxi. 254 Whan the frenche-
men . . sawe the dyslodgynge of the Englysshe oost. 1602
MARSTON Antonio s Rev. in. iii. Wks. 1856 I. in His dis-

lodg'd soule is fled. 1641 EARL STRAFFORD Let. to Chas. I,

4 May in Rushw. Hist. Coll, (1602) in. I. 251, I forgive all

the World, with Calmness and Meekness of infinite Con-
tentment to my dislodging Soul. 1737 L. CLARKE Hist.
Bible n. (1740) 151 This was the order of their incamping.
The manner of their dislodging was thus. 1832 G. DOWNES
Lett. Cont. Countries I. 84 Among the dislodged was an
elderly female, .who bitterly deplored her lot.

t IHslO'dge, sb. Obs. [f. prec.] The fact of

being dislodged ; dislodgement.
1587 TURBERV. Ventrons Lover, $c. (R.), Show how long

dislodge hath bred Our cruell cutting smart.

Dislodgement, -lodgment (dislp-dgmentX

[f. DISLODGE v. + -MENT ; cf. F. dttogement, older

deJ-.] The act of dislodging ;
removal of anything

from the place where it is lodged ; displacement.
1728 MORGAN Algiers II. iv. 267 He told them, their Dis-

lodgement was resolved on.
1737^

L. CLARKE Hist. Bible n,

They continued thereabout, making . . eighteen several Re-
moves or Dislodgments, and at last they returned to Kadesh
13arnea. 1864 in WEBSTER. 1870 Echo n Nov., The chance
dislodgement of a party of Prussians by a band of Franc-
tire ars. 1876 BARTHOLOW Mat. Med. (1879) 457 [Sulphate of

Copper] also occasionally used in croup, to effect the dis-

lodgment of the false membrane.

Dislogistic, erron. f. DYSLOGISTIC.

tDisloi'gn, v. Obs. [a. OF. desloignier to

remove or withdraw to a distance, f. de$-t Dis- I

+ loin far : cf. eloigner^\ Exemplified in pa. pple.
Disloi'gned [

= OF. de$loigni/\ t
removed to a dis-

tance ; distant, remote, far off.

1596 SPENSER F. Q. iv. x. 24 Low looking dates, disloignd
from common gaze.
Disloke : see DISLOCK,

Dislo've, sb. Obs. or nonce-wa. [Dis- 9.] The
reverse or undoing of love; unfriendliness, hatred.
rtIS33 LD. BERNERS Gold. Bk. M. Anrel. (1546) Ooij,

Disloue in thee, causeth the hope doubtfull in me. 1562
Child Marriages n Then dislove fell betwene them. 1823
W. TAYLOR layer's Wks. I. p. Ixxviii, Agitated by various
loves and dis-Ioves.

! t DislO'ye, v. Ol>s. [Dis- 6.] trans. Not to

love ; to withdraw one's love from.

1568 NORTH Gnenara's DiallPr. \\. iv. 116 b, I care not if

all (Jreece hate and dysloue mee. 1582 Ibid, iv. xii. 409 b,

Dispraised, defamed, disloued, and ill thought of of all.

1632 J. HAYWARD tr. Riondfs Eromena 180 Which he so

loved, as for it he disloved everything else.

Disloyal (disloral), a. (sb^) [a. OF. desloial,
f. des-

t Dis- 4 + loial LOYAL. Cf. also DISLEAL.]
Not loyal ; false to one's allegiance or obligations ;

unfaithful, faithless, perfidious, treacherous.

a. Unfaithful to the obligations of friendship or

honour, to the marriage tie, etc. (Common in early
use: now somewhat rare.}
c 1477 CAXTON Jason 53 Certes fayr sire Jason ansuerede

the disloyal and untrue Peleus [etc.]. 1581 PETTI E tr.

Gnazzo's Civ. Cpnv. i. (1586) 26 b, The Greekes though
singuler in learning and eloquence, yet are they disloiall

and faithlesse. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. n. vii. 22 Disloyall
Treason, and hart-burning Hate. 1593 SHAKS. Rich. //, v.
ii. 105 Thou do'st suspect That I haue bene disloyall to thy
bed. 1639 S. Du VERGER tr. Camus' Admir. Events 51
The demeanure of his disloyall wife. 1844 MRS. BROWNING
Flower in Let. iv, Without a thought disloyal.

b. Untrue to one's allegiance; wanting in loyalty
to the government or to constituted authority.
1585 ABP. SANDYS Strut. (1841) 200 Absolon rebelled, .but

God quickly paid him that which was due to his rebellious
and disloyal attempts. 1634 PRYNNE Documents agsf.
Prynne (Camden) 48 Executed by your Lordship as sedi-
tious and disloyall. 1667 MILTON P. L. in. 204 Man dis-

obeying, Disloyal breaks his fealtie, and sinns Against the

high Supremacie of Heav'n. 1673 [R. LEIGH] Transp.Rfh.
146 His malicious and disloyal reflections on the late Kings
Reign. 1711 HEARNE Collect. (Oxf. Hist. Soc.) III. 222

Disloyal Whiggs dispatch and goe, And visit Noll and Will
below 1 1837 J. H. NEWMAN Par. Serin. (1839) * xv- 225
Disloyal to the authority of God,

\-~B.sd. A disloyal person; a traitor, rebel. Obs.
1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xxii. (1632) 1112 The bat-

tell of the disloyals. 1651 tr. De las Coveras' Hist. Don
Fenise 302, 1 desired to see this disloyall yet once. Ibid. 303.

Hence Disloyalist, a person disloyal or dis-

affected to the government.
1883 Pall Mall G. 10 June 10/1 Two organized bands of

disloyalists indulged in hostile manifestations. 1886 J.
COOK in Advance (Boston) 18 Feb. 99 As dangerous in his

character of a disloyalist as that of a polygamist.

Disloyally, adv. [f. prec. + -LY 2
.] In a

disloyal manner, with disloyalty ;
with viola-

tion of one's allegiance or obligations ; unfaith-

fully.
[Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. n. I. 58 (dated 1417, but extant

only in alleged transcript of c 1600), And after that dis-

loyally rose up agayn in warres.] 1552 HULOET, Disloy-
allye, perfide. 1378 Chr. Prayers in Priv. Prayers (1851)
464 Setting .. subjects disloyally to rebel against their

princes. 1654 tr. Scudery's Curia Pol. 2 Had they all

disloyally revolted. 1884 FREEMAN in Manch. Guardian
22 Sept. 5/6 The body which thus disloyally, almost re-

belliously, flouted the crown.

i Disloyalness. Obs. rare
.^ [-NESS.] -next.

1586 FERNE Blaz, Gentrie 138 A disloyalnesse of heart.

1727 BAILEY vol. II, Disloyalness, disloyalty.

Disloyalty (disioi-alti). Also 5 des-, dis-

loyalte, 6-7 -tie. [ad. OF. desloyaute, desloyaulte,
earlier desloialteil (mod.F. deloyaut/!), f. daloyal,
DISLOYAL : cf. loyal, loyalty] The quality of

being disloyal ; unfaithfulness, falseness.

1481 CAXTON Godfrey 167 Whan the disloyalte and false-

lies of mahomet ran thurgh thoryent. 1483 G. de
la Tour E viij b, He slewe his broder Amon that suche

desloyalte and untrouth had done to his Suster. 1548 HALL
Chron.. Edw. IV (an. 15) 237 b, Your moste renoumed
name, by suche a desloialtie, and untruthe against promise,
to be both blotted and stained. 1599 SHAKS. Much Ado n.

i. 49 There shall appeare such seeming truths of Heroes

disloyaltie, that iealousie shall be cal'd assurance. 1712
AODISON Sped. No. 397 P 5 This Princess was then under
Prosecution for Disloyalty to the King's Bed. 1874 MORLEY
Compromise (1886) 90 The infidelity to truth, the disloyalty
to one's own intelligence.

b. Now esf. Violation of allegiance or duty to

one's sovereign, state, or government.
1600 E. BLOUNT tr. Conestaggio 195 Some . . charged him

with disloyaltie, saying that he would not fight, having
beene corrupted. 1647 N. BACON Disc. Govt. Eng. i. Ivii.

(1739) 106 Although Richard the First forgot this man's

disloyalty, yet God remembred it. 1811 SOUTHEY Vision

Judgem. v, Discontent and disloyalty, like the teeth of the

dragon, He had sown on the winds. 1844 H. H. WILSON
Brit. India II. 383 Several of the Sipahis . . suffered the

penalty of their disloyalty.

o. with pi. A disloyal act or proceeding.
1659 B. HAKRIS Parivats Iron Age 216 The Earle of

Holland, repenting himself of his great disloyalties, began
[etc.]. 1697 C. LESLIE Snake in Grass (ed. 2) 369 To upbraid
the Presbyterians, .with their former Disloyalties.

Dislu'ne, v. nonce-wd. [f. Dis- 4 + L. Itina the

moon.] trans. To cure of lunacy.
1881 A. J. DUFFIELD Don Quixote III. Ixiv. 641 He

wondered if Rozinante would remain humpbacked or not,

or his master dislocated : it had been no small fortune had
he been disluned. [Sp. deslocado, f. loco mad, 'cracked '.]

t DislU'Stre, sb. Obs. [Dis- 9.] Loss or

deprivation of lustre ; something that dims

lustre.

1656 FINF.TT For. Amlass. 151 To exclude the Venetian,
that he might not by his Presence be a dis-lustre to him in

his march. 1667 WATEBHOUSE fire Land. 139 Do not glory
in her ruines, trample not upon her dislustre.



DISLUSTRE.

DislUBtre (<lisl;rst.-u ,
7'. [Dis- 7 a.]

1. Irani. To deprive of lustre or brightness ; to

dim, sully. Hence Dislu'stred ///. a.

1638 llAKhK tr. liahac's Lett. (1654) II. 25 To dislustre so

pure :i matter with the impression of so black a vapour.

i*S4 w - MOUNTAGUE Devout Ess. n. vi. 3 (K.) All those

clmering passions . . get their lustre in the absence of that

intellectual light, which as soon as it appears, deads and

tlislustres them. 1667 I )IGBV l''.k>ira v. iv, Whose character

w.mlcl it not dislustre? 1868 LOWELL Willmvs ii, Her
| M.iy"'-! budiling breasts and wan disluslered front.

2. intr. To lose its lustre.

1800 R. HKIDGL'S Shorter Poems iv. 15 When their bloom

I lisfustres.

Distaade, -maid, -maiede, obs. ff. DISMAYED.

f Disnui'gii, v . Obs. noncc-wil. [f.
Dis- 8 + L.

niagii-ns great.] trans. To deprive of greatness.

1657 Ricr.vi-: God's Plea 207 It doth grieve me to see how

i;ie.it things are deampled and dismagned amongst you.

i Dismai'den, ' Obs. rare. [Dis-7b.] trans.

To deprive of maidenhood ; to devirginate.

1603 FLORIO Montaigne in. xiii. (1632) 629 At the dismay-

deniii^ of their wives.

Dismai'l, v. arch. [a. OF. dtsmaille-r, i. ties-,

Pis- 4 \-maille MAIL, armour; cf. It. dismagliare,

obs Sp. desmallar.] trans. To divest of mail or

armour ; to break or strip the mail off.

c 1450 Merlin 207 The! perced haubrekes, and dismailed,

and many ther were throwen to grounde. 1485 CAXTON
Cnas. Cf. 69 Hys helme was desmaylled & broken. 1590
SrENsER F. Q. u. vi. 29 Their mightie strokes their haber-

jeons dismayld. 1848 J. A. CARLVLE tr. Dante's Inferno

353 O thou. .who with thy fingers dismailest thyself.

Dismaiu (dism^-n), v. [Dis- 8.] trans. To

deprive of the legal status of being a main road,

1886 Kent Herald 21 Oct. 2/1 That the Local Government
Board be asked to hold an enquiry with a view to dismain

a road. 1893 Bristol Times 15 Apr. 7/5 The proposal to

dismain a portion of the main road situated at Berkeley.

Dismal (di'zmal), sbJ1 and - and a. Forms :

4-7 dismall, 4-5 dls(e)male, 5 dyamal, -mel,

-mol, 6 diesmoll, diamold(e, 6-7 Sc. dismail,
6- dismal. [Mentioned in 1256 as the English or

Anglo-French name for Fr. les utalsjtatrs: whence

it appears to be OF. dis mal = L. dies mali evil

days, unlucky days. It was thus originally a sub-

stantive of collective meaning ; when '

day
' was

added, making
' dismal days ', (cf.

' summer days,'
'
it/inter days'), its attributive use passed into an

adjective, and, its original application being ob-

scured, it was finally before 1600 extended from

day, days, to be a general attribute. See Note at

end of this article.]

A. ii. 1 (The original use.)

1 1. The dies mali, evil, unlucky, or unpropitious

days, of the mediaeval calendar, called also dies

sEgyptiaci,
'

Egipcian dales
'

(see EGYPTIAN i b) ;

hence, by extension, Evil days (generally), days of

disaster, gloom, or depression, the days of old age.
The dies mali were Jan. i, 25; Feb. 4, 26; March i, 28 ;

April 10, 20; May 3, 25; June 10. ifi ; July 13, 22 ; Aug. i,

30; Sept. 3, ai ; Oct. 3, 22; Nov. 5, 28; Dec. 7, 22.

They are said to have been called
'

Egyptian days' because

first discovered or computed by Egyptian astrologers ;

though some medieval writers connected them with the

plagues of ancient Egypt (cf. the Chaucer quot. 1369, where
the word appears to be treated as OF. dis mal, ten evils, or

plagues, pldgx', see Prof. Skeat's note, Chaucer I. 493);
.some, still more fancifully, associated them with the gloom
of

'

Egyptian
'

darkness.

ti56 see Note below.] c 1300 Langtoft's Citron. (Rolls I L
258), Cambr. MS. Ge. I. i. (c 1310), (Satirical Verses on

Baliol) Begkot an bride, Rede him at ride In the dismale

[rime Hale], c 1369 CHAUCER Dethe Blattnche 1206, I trowe

hyt was in the dismalle, That was the .x. woundes of Egiple.
a 1400 Pystyll ofSusan 305 t>ou hast I be presedent, be peple
to steere, pou dotest now on pin olde tos in be dismale [v. rr.

in bin olde days, in bin elde]. c 1400 Apol. Loll. 93 A way-
lib not beis Egipcian dales, bat we call dysmal.
B. adj. [orig. attributive use of A.]

f 1. Of days : Of or belonging to the dies mali ;

unlucky, unpropitious. Obs.
c 1400 Beryn 650 So trewly for the Pardonere, it was adismol

day. c 1410 \^VG.Story Thebes \u.(i^fti) 3703/1 Herdisemale
dales and her fatal houres. 1548 CKANMER Calech. B vj b,

Other .. thinke that when the Sonne, Moone, or any other

pkmetes is in this or y' signe, it is an vnlucky thing to enter-

prise this or that, and vpon such dismolde dales (as they
call them) they will begin no new enterprise. IJSJ HULOKT,
Pismall dayes, atri dies, dies sEgiptiaci. 1560 Br. J. PIL-

KINGTON Exp. Aggeas i. Bviijb, Why shall we then be

bolde to call them euyll, inforlunate, and dysmal! dayes!. .

Why shal they not prosper on those dayes, as well as on
other? 1576 FLEMING Panopl. Epist. 24 If she had now
escaped her dismall daye : yet, doubtlesse . . within a fewe

yeares her life would have ended. 1590 SVENSER F. Q.n.
vii. 26 An ugly feend, more fowle than dismall day. 1608

Br. HALL Char. Virtues 4- V. 88 (Superstitions) If his

journey began . . on the dismall day ; or if he stumbled at

the threshold. 1618 BOLTON Floras 12 Hee . . distinguish!
the yeere into twelue months, and markt out which dayes
were luckie, and which were dismal!. [1738 BIRCH Life
Milton M.'s Wks. 1738 I. 75 Before that dismal soth of

January that his Majesty's Life was taken away.)

1 2. Of other things : Boding or bringing misfor-

tune and disaster ; unlucky, sinister, malign, fatal.

1588 GREENE Perimedes 9 Seest thou not a dismall in-

fluence, to inflict a dispainng chaos of confused mishaps.

"593 SHAKS. 3 Hen. VI, ll. vi. 58 Now death shal! slop his

467

dismal! ihrealning sound, And his ill-beading tongue, no

more shall speake. /Hit. ill. ii. 41 A K.IUCDS Note, WhoM
tlism.ill tune bereft my Vitall jxjwrcs. 1631 J. HAYWARD tr.

Hiamifs Kromena 1 19 Such like love . . could not prove to

her otherwise than disinall and unluckie. [1664 URYDKH
Rival Laities \. iii, It was that dismal Night Which tore

my Anchor up.)

3. Of the nature of misfortune or disaster;

disastrous, calamitous. (Now rare, and associated

with sense 5.)

1591 SIIAK.S. Rom. tr Jul' iv. iii. 10 My dismal! Sceane, I

needs must act alone. 1599 T. M[OUFET) Siltmarma 37

A little dismal! fire whole townes hath burnd. A little wmde
doth spread that dismal 1 fire. 1*38 SIR T. HERBERT Trm<.

(ed. 2) 188 Many dismal! showres of Darts and stones. l6

STANLEY Hitt. Pkilos. Bioz. (1701) 13 Epilepsies, Convul-

sions and other Dismal and Affrighting Distempers. 1711

ADDISON Sped. No. 418 p6 Torments, Wounds, Deaths, and
the like dismal Accidents. 1777 WATSON Philip //(i793>
II. xit. 91 Involved in this dismal catastrophe. 1856 MRS.

BROWNING Aur. Leigh v. 433 If this then be success, 't l

dismaller Than any failures.

4. Causing dismay ; terrible, dreadful, dire. Now
in weakened sense (associated with 5) : Causing

gloom or dejection, depressing,wretched, miserable.

1588 SIIAKS. Tit. A. in. i. 363 Be this dismal] sight The

closing vp of our most wretched eyes. 1605 Mact. v. v.

12 My Fell of haire Would at a disinall Treatise rowze, and

stirre As life were in't. i486 HORNECK Crucif. Jesus ii. 24
The Devil appeared unto him in a . . most dismal shape.

1718 POPE Dune. in. 269 Dire is the conflict, dismal is the

dm. 1770 GOLDSM. Des. VUl. 204 Full well the busy

whisper circling round Conveyed the dismal tidings when
he frowned, ilw W. IRVING Sketch Bk. I. 15 The sight of

this wreck . . gave rise to many dismal anecdotes. 1875

JOWETT Pinto (ed. 2) V. 460 These things when spoken to

a multitude, .take up a dismal length of time.

5. Of a character or aspect that causes gloom
and depression ; depressingly dark, sombre, gloomy,

dreary, or cheerless.
DismalScience, Carlyle's nickname for Political Economy.

Gnat Dismal Swamp (U. S.) : see C. 5.

1617 MINSHEU Ductor, Dismall. .It signifieth also Darke.

1631 GOUGE God's Arrows i. 23. 30 On a sudden was

that faire skie turned into a sulphunous and most dismall

skie. 1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 146 Blacke is not knowne

among them, they say tis dismall and a signe of hell and
sorrowe. 1696 tr. Du Mont's Voy, Levant 48 The Ghast-

liness of the Prospect is heighten'd by the Pine-Trees, that

cast a dismal Shade. 1793 SMEATON Edystone L. 311

It looked very dismal and threatening all the time. 1849
CARLYLE Nigger Question, Misc. Ess. (1872) VII. 84 The
Social Science not a '

gay science ',
but a rueful, which

finds the secret of this Universe in
'

supply and demand . .

DISMAN.

there is now no hope from any uuartcr whatever. 1836
MAKRVAT Mitiih. Katy xxxiii, He has frighui <

old woman into the dismals. 1893 EDNA LVALL 'l't> kit-lit

the Wrong I. 44 What business have you to indulge in .1

fit of the dismals on this gala-day?
b. //. Expressions of gloom or despondency.

1774 J. Q. ADAMS Fam. Lett. (18761 16 Their mutual re.

preaches, their declamations ..their triumphs and defiance!,

their dismals and prophecies, are all delusion.

c. //. Depressing circumstances, miseries.

18*9 Sporting Mag. XXIV. 107 Quilting the dismal*. I

must relate an amusing anecdote. 1865 Reader 25 Feb.

221/3 She harps upon the petty annoyances of her dreary

poverty, and on other dismals of life.

6. A local name of dreary tracts of swampy
land on the eastern sea-board of the United States,

esp. in North Carolina.

1763 G. WASHINGTON Writ. (1889) II. 198, 5 miles from the

aforesaid mills, near to which the Dismal runs. 1811 II.

WILLIAMS Hist. N. Carolina II. 180 Such are the Dismals,
so called, and the other great swamps that are numerous in

the fiat country. 1856 OLMSTED Slave States 119 The
'Great Dismal Swamp', with the smaller

' Dismals'., of

the same character, along the North Carolina Coast.

D. Comb., as dismal-dreaming.
1599 SIIAKS. Pass. Pilgr. 200 And drives away dark dismal-

dreaming night.

(Kale. As to the identity of rf/w/with OF. (
=AF.W

mal:L. dies malt, see Professor Skeat in Trans. Philol.

-88, p. i. Already in 1617, Minsheu (whose own

illius me secrei 01 UHS uuiTviav i" ouppiy BUM *....

what we might call, by way of eminence, the dismal science.

1850 Latter*!. Panifh. ^.(1872) 119 Good monitions, as to

several things, do lie in this Professor of the dismal science.

1873 BLACK tr. Thnle i. What a wild and dismal country was

this which lay. .all around him I 1881 Garden 28 Jan. 54/2
The fogs in London this week have been about at their dis-

mallest.

fig. 1871 MORLKY Voltaire (1886) 246 Doctrines which

had naturally sprung up in the dismal age when the Catholic

system acquired substance and shape.

b. Of sounds: Dreary, cheerless, woeful. (In late

use chiefly subjective, as in 6.)

1503 [see 2]. a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Dismal

ditty, a Psalm at the Gallows. 1703 DAMPIER Voy. III. 131

Whales . . blowing and making a very dismal noise. 1719

DE FOE Cmsoe (1840) I. xix. 350 The dismallest howlmgs of

wolves. 1794 MRS. RADCLIPFE Myst. Udolpho i, Afar in the

woods they raise a dismal shout, a 1839 PRAED Poems (1864)

1. 130 And heard her singing a lively song, In a very dismal

tone. 1874 MICKLETHWAITE Mod. Par. Churches 80 The
dismal groans of the harmonium. 1894 BLACKMORE Perly-

cross 56 A dismal wail of anguish.

6. Of a character or aspect denoting gloom or

depression ; (subjectively) gloomy or miserable.

1705 BOSMAN Guinea 403 You may be surpriz'd that

these poor Wretches should wear Hats, Perukes, &c.

which they do in a very particular dismal manner, a 1715

BURNET Otun Time (1766) I. 329 Wrote dismal letters to

Court. 1766 GOLDSM. Vic. W. vii, The only dismal figure

in a group of merry faces. 1771 7'inius Lett. Ixvu. 330,

I think you should suffer your dismal Countenance to clear

up. 1837 W. IRVING Capt. Bonneville II. 14 Gathering the

mangled bodies of the slain . . the warriors returned, in dis-

mal procession, to the village.

quasi-rK/w. 1757 MRS. E. GRIFFITH Lett. Mm. Henry >,

Frances (1767) I. 64, 1 fear it was a dismal penned piece.

C. sb? [Elliptical or absolute use of B.]

fl. A dismal person, a. The devil, b. A fu-

neral mute. Obs.

\a isoo Priests of Peblis in Pinkerton Scot. Poems Rtpr.

I. 17 (Jam.) Never bot by the dysmel, or the devil. 1570

LEVIN Manip. 13/20Y dismall, deuill, diafvliis. ijMJiffly
Swift's Biclterstaff detected Wks. 1755 H- I. 165 Away .

into your flannel gear . . here is a whole pack of dismals

coming to you with their black equipage.

1 2. ' The designation of a mental disease, most

probably, melancholy
'

(Jam.), hypochondria. Obs.

a 1605 MONTGOMERY Flytinr w. Pohnart 315 The doit

and the dismail, indiflerentlie delt.

t 3. //. Mourning garments. Obs.

1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (1811) VII. 171 How she would

have adorned the weeds 1 . . Such pretty employment in her

dismals. 1778 FOOTE Trip Calais in. Wks. 1790 II. 3*3 As

my lady is deck'd out in her dismals, perhaps she may take

a fancy to faint,

4. pi. a. Low spirits, the dumps, the ' blues .

1761 FOOTE Lyar n. Wks. 1799 I. 298 He. .seems entirely

wrapt up in the dismals. 1777 J. Q. ADAMS in Fam. Lett.

(1876) 265 The spleen, the vapors, the dismals, the horrors

seem to have seized our whole State, a 1834 LAMB Final

Mem. v. To Mrs. Haslitl 232 When we are in the dismals

from OF. and Icelandic sources, (i) The Anglo-French
Art de Kalender of Rauf de Linham, 1256 (MSS. at Glas-

gow, Oxford, Cambridge ; extracts printed by M. Paul Meyer
in his official Rapport on Documents Mamscrits de Can-

cienne litUrature de la France, Paris 1871, pp. 127-9), has a

passage of sixty lines on the Dies mali, beginning
' Ore dirrai

des jours denietz, Que vous dismal (Bodley MS. dismol) ap-

pelletz' [Now shall I tell of the forbidden days. Which you
call dismal), and further on ' Dismal les appelent plusours,

Ceo est a dire Ics mals jours
'

[Dismal several call them, ITjal

is to say the evil days]. Here dismal is given as the equi-

valent of
' mals jours ', evil days.

(2) A short Icelandic treatise in a Copenhagen Ms. (Arna-

Magnzan 350, written 1363, If. 148 a), begins 'Her greinir

um dismala daga. Tueir ero beir dagar i huenum manadi
er at bokmali kallaz dies mali . enn pat bydiz illir dagar

'

[ Here tells of the dismal days. There arc two days in every
month that in the book-language (Latin) are called dies

mali, and that is interpreted
T
evfl days ']. The word dismal

is not Norse, and must have been learned from England be-

fore 1363. In dismala daga, it is probably an adj. accus.

writers, and computable by the mnemonic distich given by
Du Cange s.v. Dies /Egyptiaci: see sense i above.]

t Dismal, v. Obs. tunce-wd. [f. prec. adj.]

intr. To feel dismal or melancholy.
1780 MAD. D'ARBLAY Diary (1842) I. 344 Miss L. sung

various old elegies . . O ! how I dismalled in hearing them.

Dismality (dizmre-liti). [f.
DISMAL a. +-ITY.]

Dismal quality or state ; an instance of this.

1714 MANDEVILLE Fat. Eecs(ij2$) I. 291 A beggar, .assists

his cant with a doleful tone and a study'd dismality of ges-

tures. 1779 MAD. D'ARBLAY Diary, Let. Susan Barney

25 Aug., After ten we took a comfortable walk, which made

up for our late dismalities. 1867 Miss BRADDON Birds of

Prey v. iii. The desert of Sahara is somewhat dismal . but

in it-s dismality there is at least a flavour of romance. 1890

H. M. STANLEY Sp. in Lit. World 11 July 33/2 The dismali-

ties of the march from the Albert Nyanza to the Last Coast.

Dramatize, v- [See IZE tram. To make

or render dismal. Hence Di'smalized///. a.

1734 LADY M. W. MONTAGU Let. to Duchess ofPortland

(1800) I. 19 Dismal faces, which by my art I dismallzed ten

times more. 1885 MASSON Carlyle i. 26 A dull and dism.il-

ised blur of the facts.

Di'smally, adv. [f.
DISMAL a. + -I.Y *.] in

a dismal manner; dreadfully; gloomily, dolor-

ously.
a 1660 HAMMOND Rev. ix. (RJ, A lion gaping

or yawning
from his prey, and the blood of it about his mouth, looks

very dismally. 1670 EACHARD Coat. Clergy 95 line 1

either notoriously ignorant or dismally poor. 1709 STEELE

Taller No. 38 F 6, I dismally dread the Multiplication of

these Mortals under, .a settled Peace. 1794 WORDSW. Guilt

t, Sorrow xlii, Dismally tolled that night the city clock !

1840 DICKENS Ban. Rudge i, The wind howled dismally

among the bare branches of the trees. 1874 MORLEY C<>/-

fromise (1886) 114 Their doctrine was dismally insufficient,

and sometimes.. directly vicious.

Di'smalness. [f- as prec. + -NESS.] The

quality of being dismal ; depressing dreariness or

gloom ;
dolefulness.

i6*> SHELTON Quix. III. xxxiv. 245 The Night came on

not so light and calm, .but a certain Dismalness it had.

1653 GATAKER Viud. Annot. Jer. 42 All the dismalnes . .

should be over, as soon as the interruption of those radiant

raves wereremooved. 1832 Ejcamiiifrd^/i He is like to the

raven in .. the dismalness ofhis croak. 1879 BLACK Macleod

ofD. xv, The dismalness of being alone here . . eats more and

more into my heart. ,
_

Disman (dismac-n), v. [f.
Dis- 7 + MA sl>-\

fl. trans. To undo as a man ; to deprive of what

constitutes the man. Obs.

1617-47 FELTHAM Resolves i. xlvii. 149 Man by death is

absolutely divided and disman'd. 1633 EARL MANCH. Al
Moiido (1636) 162 There U no spectacle . more temble, than

to behold a dying man, to stand by, and see a man dis-

manned. 1651 N. BACON Disc. Govt. Eng. n.
i-.(i739)

A"
u faint in that man that hath once dismanned himself.
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DISMANACLB.

2. To deprive (a country, etc.) of men.

1863 KINGLAKE Crimea, I. xiv. 293 This U why I have

chosen to say that France was dismanned.

+ Disma'nacle, V. Obs. rare, fDis- 7 aO
trans. To free from manacles or shackles.

1627-47 FELTHAM Resolves 311 Till it [the soul] be di.s-

manacled of the clogging flesh, a 1641 UP. MOUNTAGU Acts
<V Man. (1642) 39 Such Caitifes as . . are dismanacled, un-

shackled, raised up.
t Disma'ud, -mairnd, v. Obs. [ad. Sp.

desuiandar to countermand, refl. desiiiandarse to
j

disband, stray from the flock, obs. It. dlsmandarsi
*
in Grisoii is taken when a horse dotli flie or depart

out of the ring or compasse where he is ridden
'

(Florio), f. des-, "Dis- 4 -f mandar^ L. mandare to

command.] reft. To disband, to go off duty.
1598 UARRKT Theor. Warres iv. i. 98 Vpon small occasions

doe they dismande themselues. Ibid. 103 Not to suffer any
souldier . . to dismaunde himselfe . . vntill the whole Regiment
be all entred.

t Disma'llgle, v. Obs. rare. [Dis- 5.] trans.

To cut in pieces; = MANGLE. Hence t Dis-

ma'ngling///. a. Obs.

1659 D. PELL Iinpr. Sea. 392 Ships.. in which lye murder-

ing Guns, mortal engines, and dismantling bullets. Ibid.

611 pecks be-decked with all sorts of dismangling bullets.

Dismantle (dismoe'nt'l), v. [ad. obs. K. des-

manteller ' to take a mans cloake off his backe ;
I

also, to dismantle, raze, or beat downe the walls
j

of a fortresse' (Cotgr. 1611), mod.F. dtmanteler,
j

f. des- Dis- 4 + manteler to cloak, MANTLE.]
fl. trans. To divest of a mantle or cloak ; to un-

cloak, lit. andyf^-. Also b. intr. (for rejl.} Obs.

1605 BACON Adv. Leant, n. xxiii. 32 He must take heed
he shew not himselfe dismantelled and exposed to scorne

and iniury. 1611 SHAKS. Wint. T. iv. iv, 666 Muffle your ,

face, Dis-mantle you, and . . disliken The truth of your own I

seeming. 16*3 COCKKRAM, Dismantle^ to vncloath one.

1691 NORRIS Pract. Disc. 57 When the warm influence of
a hke-perswaded Princes Favour, invites him to come abroad
and dismantle his Secrecies.

b. 1638 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (ed. 2) 33 A delicious

streame,. refreshes the fields, forcing Flora to dismantle.

2. To divest or strip of (any clothing, covering,

protection, or the like).
1602 SHAKS. Ham. n. ii. 293 This Realme dismantled was

of loue himselfe. 1654 H.L'EsTRANGE Cfias. I (1655) 55

Authority, whereof if Soveraignty be once dismantled, once

stript, she is soon trampled upon. 1674 N. Cox Gcntl. Re-
creat. n. (1677) 166 Pluming, is after the Hawk hath seized

her Prey, and dismantles it of the Feathers. 1784 COWPKR
Task\\. 178 AH this uniform uncoloured scene Shall be dis-

mantled of its fleecy load. 1821 COMBE Wife m. 161 The
chin dismantled of its beard. 1879 F. POLLOK Sport Brit.

Burmah II. 73 Houses, .dismantled of their roofs.

f 3. To strip off or remove (that which covers).

1605 SHAKS. Lear \, i. 220 To dismantle So many folds of
fauour. 1647 WARD Simp. Cobler (1843) 26 Such exotic

garbes, as. .dismantles their native lustre.

4. To strip (any thing) of the necessary equip-
ment, furniture, or apparatus, to unfurnish ; esp. to

strip (a fortress) of its defences and equipments ; to

strip (a vessel) of its sails, rigging, etc., to unrig.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny 1. 136 The Persians caused this Hyp-

parenum to be dismantled. 1639 FULLER Holy IVariu. iv.

(1647) 114 Saladine . . dismantled all his cities in the Holy
land. 177* Ann. Reg. 237/2 The Favorite frigate shall be

dismantled, by putting her rudder on shore. 1778 ng-
Gazetteer (ed. 2) s. v. Leicester

t
Before the castle was dis-

mantled, it was a prodigious building. 1794 SULLIVAN View
Nat. II. 198 When Greece was dismantled by the Romans.
1843 PRESCOTT Mexico (1850) 1. 226 One of those tempests
..fell with terrible force on the little navy, .dismantling
some of the ships. 1891 T. W. REID Life Ld. Honghton I.

x. 449 Engaged . .in dismantling the rooms, .which had been
for so many years his home in London.
fig- T79a W. ROBERTS Looker-on (1794) I. 431. No. 30
Calculated.. to dismantle the mind and scatter its materials
of knowledge.
5. To render (fortifications, or the like) useless

for their purpose; to pull down, take to pieces,

destroy, raze.

1579 FENTON Guicciard. iv. 153 The Florentins ., bound
them selues . . to dismantle euen to the earth, the bastillion
which had so much molested the Siennoys. 1581 MULCASTER
Positions vi. (1887) 42 Vntill such time, as nature shall dis-

mantle, and pull it [the body] downe her sclfe. 1653 H.
CoGANtr. Pinto's Trav. xxxviii. 153 Causing all the walls of
it to be dismantelled, he razed the place quite to the ground.
1673 COMBER Comp. Temple i. 3 (R.) Sin . . defaceth its

beauty, dismantles its strength, and brings down its highest
and noblest faculties. 1853 SIR H. DOUGLAS Milit. Bridges
(ed. 3) 37 1 The gun was dismounted . . the carriage dismantled
and conveyed piecemeal to the opposite shore.

Hence Dismantling vbL sb.
; Disma'ntler, one

who dismantles or strips.
1611 CoTGR.,ZV,rw<z/c/&///iy//,adismantling. i649MiLTON

Eikon. xxi. Wks, (1847) 323/1 For the dismantling of his
letters he wishes '

they may be covered with the cloak of
confusion '. 1747 GOULD Enj*. Ants 77 The dismantling of
the Nymphs is also an additional Task in reference to the
Workers. 1758 Monthly Rev. 534 The dismantlers of our
woods and groves. 1889 A thenaeum 2 Nov. 596/2 The utterly
wanton dismantling of the Guesten Hall [at Worcester].

Dismantled, ppl. a. [f. prec. + -ED 1.] De-

prived of clothing, equipment, or fortifications.
1600 E. BI.OUNT tr. Conestaggio 309 The citie of Angra and

all other places being dismantled and weake, they had no
other defence then the landing, a 1800 COWPER 7/;W(ed. 2)
xii. 486 The dismantled wall. 1868 FREEMAN Norm. Com/.
11876; II. viii. 207 He repaired and garrisoned the dismantled

468

fortress. 1879 FARKAR Si. Paid (1883) 244 The driven dis-

mantled hulk.

Dismantlement, [f. as prec. + -MKNT : cf.

mod.F. dttnumtelement, older desinantellement,]
The act or process of dismantling.
1870 Daily News 22 Dec., The fortifications on the horse-

shoe enceinte . . are now also undergoing a vigorous process
of dismantlement. 1876 SYMONDS Grk. Poets Ser. n. ix. 332
Then came the dismantlement ofAthens by Lysander. 1882

Standard 14 July, The ultimatum then gave the choice of

dismantlement or bombardment.

Disma*rble, v. [Dis- 7.] trans. To free from

marble, divest of marble-like appearance.
1830 W. TAYLOR Hist. Surv. Germ. Poetry II. 397 Dis-

niarbled, free, he stalks around. 1855 M. A&HOLD Poems,
Youth, <$ Calm 3 There's nothing can dismarble now The
smoothness of that limpid brow.

i DismaTcli, v. Obs. [ad. i6th c. F. des-

manh-er ' to step, or goe, backe . . to retire . . loose

ground* (Cotgr.), f. des- Dis- 4 + marcher to

MARCH.] intr. To march or fall back, to retreat ;

to march off, retire. Hence fDisma-rching vbl. sl>.

1596 Life Scanderbeg 225 He [Scanderbeg] dismarched
therefore with as great secrecy as possible. 1600 HOLLAND
Livyii. Ixiii. 86 The enemies, .dismarched away \abennt\
as speedely as they could. 1613 BINGHAM -AV0//w 115 To
dismarch from an enemy, was euer held dishonourable by a

man of valour. 1635 BARRIFFE Mil. Discipl. Ixxxn. (1643)

234 Of dismarching, or firing in the Reere.

t DismaTCh., sb. Obs. rare. [ad. i6th c, K
deswarche t

f. desmarcher : see prec.] A retreat.

1600 HOLLAND Livy xxv. xxxiii. 574 l"he enemie . . traced

him hard at heeles in his dismarch [abeutitinin}.

Disma'rk, v. rare. [ad. obs. . desmarquer
(now dhnarquer)

' to take away the marke from '.]

trans. To deprive of (distinguishing) marks.

163* Thomas ofReading in Thorns Prose Rom. (1858) I.

146 Then before the horse should go from thence, he would
dismarke him. 1894 Blackw. Mag. Dec. 850/1 Before the

horse left this, the man dismarked him, cropped his ears, etc.

Disma/rket, v. [Dis- 7b.] trans. To deprive
of the legal character and privileges of a market.

1878 Daily Ninus 13 Dec., The Court proposed to dismarket
the two existing Leadenhall markets, and had .. applied to

Parliament for the requisite powers.
i Disma'rry, v. Obs. rare. [ad. i6th c. F.

desniarier 'todiuorce,vnwed,or vnmarrie* (Cotgr.),
f. des-, Dis- 4 + warier to MABKY.] trans. To
annul the marriage of.

1525 LD. BERNERS Froiss. II cxc. [clxxxvi.] 583 He was
dismaryed, and maryed agayne to another gentylwoman.

t DismaTShall, v. Obs. rare. [Dis- 6.] trans.

To derange, disorder, throw into confusion.

1630 DRUMM. OF HAWTH. Flowers Ston 31 What was dis-

marshalled late . . Is now most perfect seen.

t Disxna'Sk, v. Obs. [ad. obs. F. desmasquer
1 to vnmaske, discouer, pull, or take off his maske

'

(Cotgr.), f. des-t
Dis- 4 + masque MASK.] trans.

To divest of a mask or covering; to unmask.

1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. v. ii. 296 Faire Ladies maskt, are

Roses in their bud: Dismaskt. .Are Angels vailing clouds,
or Roses blowne. 1599 SANDYS Enropx Spec. (1632) 184 Their

plausible pretences being now dlsmasked. 1633 T. STAF-
FORD Pac. Hib. \. (1821) i To dismaske themselves of that

cloake of* subjection which before they pretended. 1651
WALTON in Reliq. Wotton (1672) 213 The Marquess.,
thought best to dismask his Beard.

Dismast (dismcrst), v. [f. Dis- 7 a + MAST
sb.

; cf. F. dtmater, obs. desmaster (1680 in Hatz.-

Darm.).] trans. To deprive (a ship) of masts
;
to

break down the masts of.

1747 Gent I. Mag. XVII. 486 She fired single guns at

us, in order to dismast us. 1748 Anson's Voy. n. v. 172.

1823 LINGARD Hist. Eng. VI. 17 His ship was quickly dis-

masted by the superior fire of his adversary. 1843 PRESCOTT
Mexico (1850) I. 200 A furious storm . . dismasted his ship.

Hence Disma-sted///. a.
;
also Disma stment

[cf. F. dtm&tement\ f Disma'sture, the action of

dismasting a ship.
176* FALCONER Shipwr. n. 749 The hull dismasted there

awhile may ride. 1781 ARBUTHNOT in Westm. Mag. I X. 265

My letter . . will have acquainted their Lordships with the

. . dismasture of the Bedford, in a gale of wind. 1828

WEBSTER refers to MARSHALL for Dismastment. 1868 MORRIS
Earthly Par. I. 98 Leaky, dismasted, a most helpless prey
To winds and waves.

Disma*tch, v. rare. [Dis- 6.] trans. Not
to match or suit. Hence Disma'tchment.
1391 SYLVESTER Du Bartas \. v. 907 Blush not (my book)

nor think it thee dismatches,To beare about vpon thy paper-
Tables, Flies, Butterflies, [etc.]. 1847 M RS- GORE Castles in

the A ir iv. (Hoppe),The dismatchment of the furniture.

t Dismaw*, v. Obs. rare. [Dis- 7 c.] trans.

To empty out from the maw.
1620 SHELTON Qtiix. IV. vii. 50 You may dismaw all that

you have in your troubled heart and grieved entrails.

Dismay (disnv
1
-), sb. [f. DISMAY v. Cf. Sp.

desmayo a swoon, dismay, Pg. dcsniaio a fainting

fit,It.j/#^0(K6rting, ag6o\ from the corresp. vbs.]
Utter loss of moral courage or resolution in pros-

pect of danger or difficulty ;
faintness of heart from

terror or from feeling of inability to cope with peril
or calamity.
1590 SPENSER F. Q. n. xi. 41 Awhile he stood in this aston-

ishment, Yet would he not for all his great dismay Give over
to effect his first intent. 1596 SHAKS. Merch. V. in. ii. 61
With much more dismay I view the fight, then thou that

DISMAYFULLY.
mak'st the fray. 1667 MILTON P. L. u. 422 Each In other's

count'nance led his own dismay. 1740 PnrjEuciii vin.

(R.)i Ev'n hell's grim porter shook with dire dismay. 1791
COWPKR Iliad xn. 54 He no dismay Conceives or terror in his

noble heart. 1836 W. IRVING Astoria III. 56 Our unfor-

tunate travellers, contemplated their situation . . in perfect

dismay. 1838 THIKLWALL Greece V. xl. 144 An eclipse of the

.sun spread universal dismay at Thebes. 1863 pto. ELIOT
Roinola. i. xii, [She] lifted, -her hands in mute dismay.

f b. Dismaying influence or operation. Obs.

1594 SruNSEK Awort'ttilxxxvii, I wander a-s m darkenesse

of the night, Affrayd of every dangers least dismay. 1596
F. Q. v. ii. 50 Like as a ship, whom cruell tempest drives

Upon a rocke with horrible dismay.

Dismay (disnu
7
''), v. 1 Forms: 3-4demay,e,

4 demayje, desmai, 4-5 dismaye, dysmay, 4-
dismay, (4-6 dismaie, 5 desmaye, dis-, dysamay) .

[Appears to represent anOF. orAF. \ype*Jesiaier,
itiinaier (Palsgr. has a pa. pple. disinayi) Sp.

dfsmayar
' to dismay, to discourage . . to swoune

'

(Minsheu), Pg. desmaiar, It. smagare
' to trou-

ble, to vexe, to annoy' (Florio), Romanic type

*dismagare, f, dis-, Dis- 4 + -mag-, app. ad. OHG.
magan to be powerful or able (see MAY v.) ; cf.

AMAY, ESMAY, representing the ordinary OF. form

esmaier :*exmagare.'\
1. trans. To deprive of moral courage at the

prospect of peril or trouble ; to appal or paralyze
with fear or the feeling of being undone ; utterly

to discourage, daunt, or dishearten, reft. ( To be

filled with dismay; to lose courage entirely.

1297 R. GLOUC. (1724) 156 He wende for}>, and so^te out

here fon, Some heo fonde ligge slepe, heo demayde hem
anon. 13. . Guy Wanv. (A.) 1645 Nowe got? Gij sore des-

niaid, His woundes him han iuel afreyd. c 1340 Gti-v. fy Gr.

A'ftt. 470 Dere dame, to day demay yow neuer. c 1350 Will-

Palerne 3800 pou}h fwere be mani mo ban }e, dismaie }e
nou}t )>erfore. 1413 Pilgr. Smule (Caxton 1483) iv. xxxviii.

64 He helde hym self ahasshed, and desmayed. c 1430 LYDG.
Chron. Troy v. xxxvi, In herte for loue disamayde. 1577
B. GOOGE Htresbach's Husb. in. (1586) 154 That both with
his barking he may discover, and with his sight dismay the

Theefe. 1615 J. STEPHENS Satyr. Ess. Avni, Let not this

dismay Thee. 1781 GIBBON Decl. <$ F. II. xlvi. 730 The
enemies were dispersed and dismayed. 1857 LONGF. Gold.

Leg. I. Chamber in Castle Vautsberg, I heard . . Of your
maladies . . Which neither astonished nor dismayed me.

f 2. To defeat or rout by sudden onslaught. Obs.

[Cf. 1297 in i.] 1596 SPENSER F. Q. v. ii. 8 He. .there as-

sales His foe confused. .That horse and man he equally dis-

maies. Ibid. vl. x. 13 When the bold Centaures made that

bloudy fray With the fierce Lapithes which did them dismay.

f 3. intr. To become utterly discouraged or faint-

hearted. Obs.
a 1375 Joseph A rim. 31 Whon Joseph herde J>er-of, he bad

hem not demay3en. 1509 HAWES Past. Pleas, xxxtv. v, Be
of good chere, and for nothyng dismaye. 1378 T. N. tr.

couragement vnto all English Subiects not to dismaie at the

Spanish Threats.

f Dismay, v.'2 Obs. nonu-wd. [f. Dis- 7 a +
MAY sb."\ trans. To strip of May-blossom.
1610 G. FLETCHER Christ's Viet. (1888) 99 And may, dis-

mayed, Thy coronet must be.

t Dismayd, ///. a. (In Spenser.) Explained

by editors, for *dismade, i. e. mis-made, mis-shapen.
1590 SPENSER F. Q. 11. xi. n Whose hideous shapes were

like to feendes of hell, Some like to houndes, some like to

Apes, dismayd.

Dismayed (dism^'-d), ppl. a. Also 4 desmaid,
6 dismade, 6-8 -mai (e)d. [f. DISMAY v. i + -ED 1

.]

Overwhelmed with fear, etc. ; appalled.
1513 MORE in Grafton Chroii. (1568) II. 765 The Queene

. . sate alone alowe . . all desolate, and dismayed. 1561
HOLLYBUSH Horn. Afoth. 22 a, Then is he holye dismade
and heavy. 1624 CAPT. SMITH Virginia, v. 196 Newes was

1849 MACAULAY Hist. Mng.
ardent and unconquerable spirit . . soon roused the courage
of his dismayed countrymen.

Dismayedness. [f. prec. + -NESS.] Dis-

mayed state or condition ; utter dispiritedness.

1571 GOLDING Calvin on Ps. xxii. 2 Hereupon came that

dissmaydnesse and dread, which compelled him too crave

release of death, 1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mor. 163 That
shame and dismaiednesse which maketh us that we dare not

looke a man in the face, a 1649 WINTHROP Nciti Eng. (1853)
I. 12 There appeared no fear or dismayedness amoung them.

iToi W. WOTTON Hist. Koine i. 19 Never discovering per-

plexity, dismayedness . . or distrust.

Dismayer. [f. DISMAY W. + -EE ]
.] One who

dismays or appals.
1594 SOUTHWELL Af. Magd. Fun. Tearcs 26 What gained

shee by their comming, but . . two dismayers of her nope?
11622 AINSWORTH Annot. Ps. Hv. 5 (1639) 83 Daunting
tyrants, terrible dismayers, as Saul and his retinue.

Dismayfdl, a. [f.
DISMAY sb. + -FUL.] Full

of or fraught with dismay ; appalling.
f 1586 C'TESS PEMBROKE Ps. cv. ix, For cheerefull lightes

dismayfull lightnings shine. 159* SPENSER F. Q.
y.

xi. 26

Much dismay'd with that dismayfull sight. 1628 K. HOBART
Edw. If, cix, In that sad dismaifull houre of dying. 1876

G. MACDONALD T. Wingfitld'n, That thought of all most

dismayful.
Hence Dismay-fully aJv ., in dismay.
1596 SPENSEH F. Q. v. viii. 38 From which like mazed

deare dismayfully they flew.



DISMAYING.

t Dismaying", vbl. sb. Obs, [f.
DISMAY v. +

-IN<; '.]
The action of the \b. DISMAY

; daunting;

liMn.iy.

13. . A". Alt's. ^Soi Men myghte thcr y-seo homlis wrynue
. . .Sw.iy, ami ^rcl diMiiayn^. 1571 (<m,uiM. Cdfai'n on J's.

\Ki. ; There ii no tu u.se of dismaying in yu
faythfnll. 1611

I'.u.i \-. "}cr. xlviii. 39 So shall Muub be a derision, and a dis-

maying to all them about him. 1666 I'l.i'Ys Diaty 4 July,
It \vu* pure dismaying and fear which made them all run

upon the
'

Galloper '.

Dismaying, ///. a. [-INC -.] That dismays.
1653 (iAiAKKK / 111,1. Annot. Jer, 96 They fil metis hcds

with (li-.iii.iyim; fears. 1816 SCOTT />'/ Dwarf \\
y They pre-

sented themselves with a readiness which he felt to lie some-
wli.u liiMiiayini;. 1817 SIIKM.KY Rev. Islam n.xix.To tread
lifiA (liMii.iyinj; wildeniehs Without one smile to cheer.

I Ir: >
|- Dismayingly adv. Obs.

1731 HAILKV, Dismayingly, dishearteningly.

Diamayl^e, obs. form of DISMAIL v.

t Dismay*ment. Obs. [f. DISMAY v. + -MENT.]
~ DISMAY s7>. r dismaying.
1600 K. WALKLK 5>. MaNthvilk 66 b, He. .bad him Iw of

.

i "1 i 'in ,(
'

,
.11 nl -Ji.il.r otl I tut, ill iii.uni' nt. ( 1640 \\'

FENNKK S<nr, Fait/ifnil (1648) 39 A base disinayment of

.spirit below or beneath the strength that is in a man. 1642
KIH.KKS Naantan 45 Naaman heere had his dismaiments.

Disme (claim), var. of DIME j^.andz/. The sb. t

besides its historical use in the senses * tenth
* and

1

tithe
1

,
is used, in the earliest Eng. book on the

subject, for 'Decimal arithmetic', also attrib. or

as adj.
= ' decimal '.

1608 A. NORTON (title) Disme : The Art of Tenths, or De-
i inuill Arithtneticke. .invented by Simon Stevin. Ibid.C\ b,
Disme is a kind of Arithmeticke, invented by the tenth pro-
-i- s-.ioii . . by which also all accounts . . are dispatched by
whole numbers, without fractions or broken number*. Ibid.

C ij b, The numbers of the second and third Definitions be-

fore-going [-364, -3759] are generally called Disme numbers.
Ibiti,. There are 3 orders of Disme numbers giuen.

t TJismea'nor, v. Obs. [f. Dm- 7 + meanour
in DEMEANOUR : cf. MiaMEANOUB.] To misbehave,
misconduct (oneself).
1598 HAKKKT Theor. Warns \\, \. 102 Taking, .care, .the

souldiers. dibineauour not themselues.

t Dismea'Surable, a, Obs. Also des-. [a.

OF. dcsmcsttrablt (in Godef.), f. tfcs~, Dis- 4 +
mesurable MEASURABLE.] Beyond measure, im-

moderate, excessive. Hence Dlsmea*suraWy adv.,

immoderately, excessively.
1474 CAXTON Chesse in. vii. H viij, I make them liue in

misery that I see lyue dismeasurably. ^1477 Jason 16
To whom he gaf so demesurable a stroke in the middes of
his shelde that he perced hit. Ibid. 31 To the knight..
he gaf a strock so dismesurably that he clefte his hede.

I Dismea-sure, a. Obs. rare. In 5 dysme-
sure. [app. a. OF. desmesur^ pa. pple. of des-

mesitrcr : see next.] = DISMEASURED.
c 1400 tr. Secreta Secret., Gov. Lordsh. 102 pay shalle hate

be .i> dysmesure.

t Dismea'SUre, v. Obs. [ad. OF. desmesurer

(Godef.) to go to excess or beyond measure, i.des-,

Dis- 4 + mesurer to MEASURE. Cf. Sp. desmesurar
'to be vnmcasurable, to be vnruly (Minsheu).]
reft. To show want of moderation in one's conduct.

1598 BAKRET T/teor. Warrcs u. i. 10 It is his part to appre-
hend the offenders, yet in such sort, that he dismeasure him-
selfe with none, but execute the same with great moderation.

t Dismea-sured, a. Obs. Also des-, dys-.

[f. Dis- + MEASURED, repr. OF. desmesurj.]
1. Unmeasured ; out of measure ; immoderate,

excessive ; going beyond bounds, unrestrained.

1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg, 123/3, L.wende to haue saued
the and thou art desmesured in worldly loue and flesshly.
a J533 LD- BERNERS Gold. Bk. M. Anrel. (1546) Bij, I wvll
not that my penne bee so dismeasured to reproue so muche
the aunciente men. 1581} T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholas's
Voy. it. ix. 43 Sapho ..in a fury and rage of a love dis-

measured, she cast her selfe. .into the Sea.

b. Excessive in size, immense.
1584 B. R. Herodotus lob, A wyld bore strangely dis-

measured and overgrowne.
2. \Vrongly measured ; in false measure.
1574 HELLOWES GueuarasFam. Ef>. 50 To them he giuetli

all things variable, dismeasured, and by false weight.
3. as Oilv. Immoderately.
1485 CAXTON Chas. Ct. 64 O Paynym, dysmesured al day

thou vauntcst the.

t Disme'ddle, v. Obs. rare. [ad. ONF. des-

medlert OF. dtsm&sler, 'indler * to loosse, open . .

disintangle
*

(Cotgr.), inod.K. dtmtter* f. des-, Dis-

4 t- mwsrt mesler^ mSUr to mingle, mix.] trans.

To unfasten, loosen, disentangle.
1480 CAXTON Ovid's Met. xiv. xiii, She opened her breste

..and dysmedlid her blonke heeris.

Dismember (disme'mbaj), v. Forms: 4-6
dis-jdysmembre, 5 desmernbre, 5- dismember;
also 3-6 demembre: see DEMEUUKU. [a. OF.
deswtmbre-r (nth c. in IlaU.-Darm.), mod.F. dtf-

membrcr Tr., Sp., and It. destnetnbrary It. ttt)s-

tnembrarCj med.L. dismenibrare and dcinentbrdret

f. Dis- 4, DE- 6 + membrum limb.]
1. trans. To deprive of limbs or members ; to cut

off the limbs or members of; to tear or divide limb
from limb. (In quot. 1697, to castrate.)

i>97 R, C.i.nuc. (1734) 559 Most reub it was ido, J>iit sir

tjiniyii t>e oldc inau duiuembred was >o, , 1380 Sir l-truuw.

4G9

ii5Q pat we nc scholde to de^c gon, be hangid & lo-drawc.
< >uper be demeinbrid eucrcchoun. c 1400 Dt-str. Troy 3488

I i', Miriiiln it as mailers ^ murtlicicL to deliie. 1540-1
Ki.vor image Goi'. 46 Ye woulde with your owne handcs
dismcmbrc Yiyiu & plucke him in pieces, u 1618 KALI K.M

Mahomet 43 Seeing Alaulpho entering . .dismembred of nose
and cars. 1697 P' ' K1< Anli</. (Greece \\. iii. (1715) 204
Some were so rigid Observers of the rules of chastity that . .

they dismember d themselves. 1735 POHK Odyss. in. 333
Fowls obscene dismember'd his remains. 1855 MACAULAY
Hist. Eng. IV. 286 To be torn with redhot pincers, smeared
with melted lead, and dismembered by four horses.
b. trans/.
1705 STANHOPE Paraphr. III. 624 A never yet repaired

tlismembring of this Tree. 17*6 SHELVOCKE l-'oy. round
World

(ijyj) 257 Palm-cabbage is .. the head of this tree,
which being cut off, and dismembered of its great spreading
leaves, [etc.]. 1830 j.G. STRUTT Sylva Brit. 03 Its branches
are so tough as to withstand the fury of gales that would
dismember most other trees. 1839 MURCHISON Silur. Syst.
\. xxxi. 424 Their eruption dismembered the strata.

t C. To carve : said in reference to herons and
some other birds. 06s.

1513 /*X". Kerttynge in Babees Bk. 265 Termes ofa Kerver . .

I >ysmembre that heron. 1514 LARCLAY Cyt. if Uplottdvshm.
(Percy Soc.) p. .\liv, '\\\>- Kerver . . bis Knife in his hande
Dismembring a crane, or somewhat deynteous. 1804 FARLEY
Loud. Art Cookery (ed. 10) 203 To dismember a Hern. Cut
off the legs, lace the breast down the sides. 1885 lllitsty.

Loud. News 10 Oct. 362/3.

2. fig. To divide into parts or sections, so

as to destroy integrity; to cut up, cut to pieces,

mangle, mutilate : in recent use chiefly, To divide

and partition (a country or empire).
1303 R. HRUNSE Hatidl. Synne 665 To swere gretc oj>ys . .

As we folys do. .Dysmembre lesu alle bat we may. c 1330
Chron. (1810) 311 pe coroune forto saue Dismembred

not a dele. 1494 KABYAN Chron. vi. cxtvii. 133 So dyd
this Charlis dismembre and cut or breke the enemyes of
Fraunce throughe his hyghe prowesse. 1585 ABP. SANDYS
Serin. (1841) 246 Such doctrines as do either poison the
church with heresy, or dismember and rent it asunder with
schism. 1614 N. DE LAWNE tr. Du Moulin*s Logick 123
He .. must dismember the said question into two parts.

1734 tr. Rollins Anc. ///.(i827) I. 168 His dominions were
dismembered. 1840 CARLYLE Heroes iii. (1872) 106 Italy. .

poor Italy lies dismembered, scattered asunder, not appear-
ing in any protocol or treaty as a unity at all. 1874, GREEN
.Short Hist. ii. a. 65 Mercia had been dismembered to pro-
vide another earldom for his son.

f 3. To cut off, sever from the body (a limb or

member), (In quot. 1616, To mangle or mutilate.)
1580 [see DISMEMBERED ///. a. -2}. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny

1 1. 423 When any part of the body is cut off or dismcmbred.
1616 SUHFL. & MARKH. Country Farm* 126 The slitting of
a horses nosthrils. .bydismembring the organ or instrument

whereby he draweth vp the aire, doth breed in him a greater
difficultie of breathing. 1675 TRAHERNE Chr. Ethics xx. 319
A hand, or foot dismembred from the body. 1604 tr - Mil~
tot?s Lett. State Feb. an. 1655 Wks. (1851) 330 The wresting
of the Kingdom of Poland from Papal Subjection, as it

were a Horn dismembred from the Head of the Beast.

fb. fig. and transf. To cut off, separate, sever,

from the main body: chiefly iu reference to a country
or region. ? Obs.

1580 NORTH Plutarch (1676) 922 To dismember the other
Towns of IJoeotia from the city of Thebes. 1776 GIBBON
Dccl, fy F, I. xiii. 271 Britain was thus dismembered from
the empire. i8oa R. BROOK vsCazcttcer(d. ia^s.v. Polotsk,
Part of a palatinate of Lithuania, dismembered from Poland

by the treaty of
partition

in 1772. c 1815 JANE AUSTEN
Persnas. n. ii. Having dismembered himself from the

paternal tree.

4.
[f.

Dis- 7 b + MEMBER.] To cut off from mem-
bership.
1649 PRYNNE yind. Liberty Eng. 10 The House of Com-

mons . . having no more Authority to dis-member their fellow-

members, then any Judges, .have to dis-judge. .their fellow

Judges. 1683 T. HUNT Def. Charter I^ond. 42 Leave to

go out of that Society, and dismember themselves, a. 1734
NORTH Lives I. 17 -, The parliament met, and .. the new
members were attacked . . and were soon dismembered by
vote of the house. 1884 S. S. SEAL in Solicitors* Jml.
8 Nov. 30/2 Becoming a defaulter .. would have involved
his being dismembered from the Exchange.
Hence Disme'mbcring///. a.

1861 J. G. SHEHPARD Fall Koine i. 59 Long before the dis-

membering deed of Constantine.

Disme*mbered, ///. a.
[f. prec. + -Ei> ]

.]

1. Deprived of members or limbs ;
divided limb

from limb
;

cut or broken in pieces ; mangled,
mutilated, a. ///.

155* HULOET, Dismembred or lackynge some lymmes.
a 1656 BP. HALL Occas. Medit.

(1851} 152 We have seen

mountebanks, to swallow dismembered toads. 175* FOOTE
Taste n. (ed. 4) 25 Let me embrace the dear, dismember'd
Bust 1 18*7 POLLOK Count T. vm, Old vases and dis-

membered idols.

b. transf. and fig. (In quot. 1578 of leaves:

Divided, cut.)
1578 LYTE Dodoens v. xlviii. 612 The leaves be almost lyke

the leaves of Coriander, but dismembered and parted into
smaller jagges or frengis. 1603 KNOLLES//M/. Turks (1621)
85 This dismembered empire, now in the hands of many.
186* S. LUCAS Sccutaria. 5 Dubious fragments of a dis-

membered truth.

c. I/cr. Of a charge representing an animal :

Depicted without limbs or members ; or, with the

members separate from the body as if just cut

off.

157* BOSSKWELL Armorie n. 42 Howe many and sundne
wayes they [Lions] are borne in armes, as . . Couped, Dis-

membred, Vulncd. 17*7-51 CHAMBbKKtj'iZ, Distnfinoerti(t

DISMEMBRATOR.
in heraldry, is applied to bird* that have neither feet nor

legs; an also to lion-., ai<d other .iniiu.iK, whose uieinbet.s

are separated. iSSa CUSSANS IItr. \\. r^
A IJuii rumpaiit

dismembered is borne by the Mahland Family.

f 2. Cut off or severed, as a limb or member;
>evcrcd from the main body. Obs.

1580 NOHTII riutanh (1676) 729 When these poor dis-

membred members were brought to Koine, Antomut . .

commanded hi* bead and his hands should . . be bet up
over the pulpit. 1666 Ilovut Orig. Form** f Qual., The
dismembred part of the Plant may retain the texture of its

more stable parts. iSao W. IHVING Skcttk Bk. I. 57 They
are a diaiuembcred branch uf the ^reat App;tlacKian family.

Disme'mberer. Also 5 de-.
[f.

as piec, *

-KB'.] One who or that which dismembers,

(In Puttenham, the rhetorical figure DIALY&IB.)
1491 [sec DEMEUBKEB^ 1989 PUTTENHAM Ettg. Pogiu in.

xix. (Arb.) 230 margin, Diahsis, or the Dismembrer .. A
maner of speach not vnlike the dilemma of the Logicians.
1865 W. KAY Crisis Hupfeldtana 17 Hctt, So much even the
Dismemberers are compelled to allow. 1870 Daily AVw
27 Sept., When . . the famous ' dismemberer' Frederick II,
obtained impunity for his rape of Western Poland*

Disme'inbering, vbl. sb. [f. as prec. + -ING'.]
1. The action of the verb DISUKMBKU; dismem-

berment.
c 1386 CHAUCER Purs. T. p 517 For crisles sake ne swereth

nat so synfully in dismembrynge of Crist, by soule, hcrte,
bones, and body. 1563-87

FOXK A. 4- M. (1596) i57/a That
no bishop nor . . clergie should be at the judgement of anic
mans death or dismembrin^. i6ia WOOUALL Surf. Matt
Wks. (1653) 2 In dismembring of the legge or arm below
the knee or elbow. i&nGovt. Venice 75 The dUmembring
of Bressia .. from the JHitchy of Milan. 1816 KEATINCE
Trai'. (1817) I. 244 Shooting, beheading, maiming, and dis*

membcring, all are executed as the monan.li awards upon
the

spot.
t 2. concr. A division into members; a separate
member or part. Obs. ran.
1603 FLOBIO Montaigne in. x. (1632) 570 Of so many di;*-

membrings [Fr. wentbres} that Sufficiency hath, patience
sufticeth us.

3. attrib.

i6ia WOODALL Surf. Mate Wks. (1653) 5 The dUmem-
bring saw. 1715 KEHSKY, DistneHibring'kntJe t a Surgeon's
Instrument to cut off a Limb, etc.

Disme'mberment. [f.
DIHMEMUKR v. +

-MENT ; cf. OF. desmembrement, mod.F. dt.'-.]

1. The act of depriving of members or limb.-, or

of dividing limb from limb.
1816 K.IRBV & SP. Entomol. (18^3) I. 45 The..dismember-

ments and lingering deaths that insects often suffer. 1816
KEATINGE Trav. (1817) I. 245 Thus dismemberment is now
the usual punishment for crimes, whereby death is supposed
to be earned.

2. transf. and_/f^. Division of a whole into parts
or sections, so as to destroy its integrity ; cutting
to pieces, partition (e.g. of a country or empire).
a 1751 BOUNGBROKE The Occasional Writer No. n (R.)

To prevent the dismemberment of their monarchy. 1772
Ann. Reg. 2 The present violent dismemberment and parti-
tion of Poland. 1849 COUDEN Speeches 69 Now, don't give
faith to the idea . . that self-government for the colonies is

the same thing as dismemberment of the empire. 1866
FJ.I.ION Anc. <y Mod. Gr. I. vii. in Modern criticism has. .

attempted the same process of dismemberment as with the

Iliad.

b. Separation from the main body. rare.

1838 PRESCOTT Ferd. tf Is. (1846) I. ii, Aversion .. to the

dismemberment of their country from the Aragonese mon-

archy. Ibid. I. v. 233 Isabella . . would not consent to the

dismemberment of a single inch of the Castilian territory.

C. quasi-<r<7#^r. A detached part formed by sepa-
ration from the main body.
1830 LINDLEY Nat. Syst. Bot. 98 This order approaches

more near to Urticea: and Cupulifera: than either Platanea:
or Salicinea:, which muy be considered dismemberments of
it. 1873 MIVART Elan. Anat. iv. 169 An extra bone which
exists in many vertebrates, .is most probably a dismember-
ment of the scaphoid.
3. Expulsion or cutting off from membership.
1658-9 Burton's Diary (ifaS) III. 262 Reports from the

Committee of Privileges and Dismemberment.

Drsmembrate, v. rare. [f. ppl. stem of

med.L. disnumbrare to DIUMEMBEB.] trans. To
disintegrate or dismember ; spec, so as to separate
the flour from the bran after grinding.
1877 Specif. Ptitent No. 4099 (Pieper). The design of a

machine by which the products obtained from roller mills

may be finally reduced or
*
dismembrated '.

t Dismembra*tion. Obs. [ad. raed.L. dis-

mcmbratidn-entj u. of action f. dismtmbrarc : see

-ATIOX. Cf. OF. dcmanbration (1366 in Godef.}*
and DEMKMBBATION.] = DISMEMBERMENT.

IS97 Csce DEMEMBRATION}. 1653 GATAKER Vind. Annot.
Jer. 175 A very maimed and mangled dismembration and
deartuation, rather then division and distribution of it.

i8a* SCOTT Nigel xxx, Prosecuted on the lesser offence..

usque ad mutiiatioti*!ni t even to dismemberation.

Di'smembrator. [agent-n. f. med.L. dis-

mcmbrare to DISMEMBKK.] Something that dis-

membrates or disintegrates ; spec, an apparatus
for separating flour from bran, after crushing in a
roller mill.

1877 Specif. Patent No. 4000 (Pieper) A dUmembrator for

flour mills, 1881 Times 18 May 6/1 To divide and scatter

the crushed meal . . the meal passes through a dismem-

brator, consisting of discs armed with pins or pecs, one

rapidly rotating disc driving die stuff between the pill*

upon [another] btatiouary [disc].



DISMERIT. 470 DISMISSION.

t Disme'rit, v. Obs. [f.
Dis- 6 or 7 a + MERIT

v. or J& : cf. DEMERIT v, 2-4.]
1. a. trans. To deprive of merit, take away trio

merit of; DEMERIT v. 2. b. intr. To lose

merit, incur blame; cf. DEMERIT v. 4.

1484 CAXTON Fables of&sop it. xix, An almesse that is

done for vayne glorye is not merited but dismeryted. 1622
MABBE tr. Aleman's Guzman cTAlf. 11. 76 Neither my
service dis-merited with My Lord, nor their friendship
fayled me at my need.

2. trans. To fail to merit ;
= DEMERIT v. 3.

1622 MABBE tr. A lenient
1

s Guzman d'Alf, i. 58 Since they
have dis-merited this [blessing] by disobedience. 1629
tr. Fonseca's Dev, Contempt. 409 Our Sauior. .would therby
giue her occasion to confesse her fault, and not to dismerit
the mercie that was offered vnto her.

t Disme'ttled, ///. a. Obs. rare. [Dis- 7 a.]

Deprived or devoid of mettle
; spiritless.

1630 LLEWELLYN Pref. Verses J. Gregory's Posthuma,
Graie Customs which our dead dismettled sloth Gave up.
t Dismi'ght, v- Obs. rare. [Dis- 7 a.] trans.

To deprive of might, render powerless.
5:1586 C'TESS PEMBROKE Ps. Ixxi. vii, Make them fall

disgraced, shamed, All dissmighted, all diffamed.

t Dismrngle, # Obs. rare. [Dis- 6.] trans.

To extricate, disentangle (
= F. d&n$ler).

1669 GALE True Idea Jansenisme go Things being thus

dismmgled and differenced.

Disminion, disminister, vbs. : see Dis- 7 b.

Dismiss (dismi-s), v. Pa. t. and pple. dis-

missed
; in 5-7 dismyste, -mist. [app. f. L.

dimiss- ppl. stem of dimittfre to send away (see

DIMIT) with the prefix altered to Dis- after the

already existing DISMIT, OF. desmetre. It appears
to occur first in the pa. pple. dismissed, used

by Caxton (see sense 3) to render the OF. pa. pple.
desmis (

= L. dfmisstis\ and it is probable that

this was the way by which dismiss became at

length the accepted Eng. repr. of L. dlmittere in

all its senses. It was preceded in use by DISMIT,
and had to contend in i6-i7th c. with the etymo-
logically more regular forms DIMIT, DIMISS, as

well as DEMIT v? (from F. dtmettre}^
1. trans. To send away in various directions,

disperse, dissolve (a gathering of people, etc.) ;
to

disband (an army, etc.).

1582 N. T. (Rhem.) Acts xix. 41 He dismissed the as-

semblie. 1596 SHAKS. Merck. V. iv. i. 104, I may dismisse
this Court. 1653 H. COGAN tr. Pinto's Trav. vi. 16 Rely-
ing on this Treaty of Peace he dismist his Army. 1673

Rxv^wrw. Low C. Venice 181 After this . . the Council is

dismist. 1784 COWPER TYmr. 624 Dismiss their cares when
they dismiss their flock. 1819 SHELLEY Cenct \. iii. 93 For
God's sake Let me dismiss the guests !

b. intr. (for rejl.} To disperse from ordered

assembly ; to break ranks by word of command.
1809 A. ADAM in Scott Fam, Lett. (1804) 1. 155 He . .added

faintly,
' But it grows dark, very dark, the boys may dismiss '.

1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev. vii. ix.(i872) I. 240 Finally the Na-
tional Assembly is harangued . . and dismisses for this night.
1859 GEN. P. THOMPSON Audi Alt. II. xcviii. 86 A ministry,
which . . scatters the boasted counsellors, like a battalion
on the word '

Dis-miss
1

.

2. trans. To send away (a person) ; to give per-
mission to go ; to bid depart.
1548 HALL Chron.^ Edw. IV. (an. 10) 214 b, So with fayre

wordes. .he dismissed the messengers. 1593 SHAKS. 3 Hen.
yf, in. ij. 78 Please you dismisse me, eyther with I, or no.

1667 MILTON P. L. vn. 108 We can . . dismiss thee ere the

Morning shine. 1723 DE FOE Voy. round World (1840) 50
To dismiss my visitor. 1847 TENNYSON Princ, iv. 341 Your
oath is broken : we dismiss you : go.

to. transf. To send forth (a thing) ; to let go ;

to give issue or egress to.

1601 SHAKS. Jul. C. \. in. 97 Life being wearie of these

worldly Barres, Neuer lacks power to dismisse it selfe.

1670 COTTON Espemon \. HI. 116 In a moment he vomited
out a life, that ought not to have been dismist, till after the
horror of a thousand torments. 1768 HAWKESWORTH tr.

Telfmaque xv. (1784) 144/2 As a slinger whirls a stone that
he would dismiss with all his strength. 1854 OWEN in
Circ. Sc. (c 1865) II. 65/2 They dismiss thegreat optic nerves
by a notch.

3. To send away or remove from office, employ-
ment, or position; to discharge, discard, expel.
Const.frow t f0/j and double obj.
c 1477 CAXTON Jason So Zethephius dismissed of his office

. . attempnd his corage. .so well, .that [etc.]. 1481 in Eng.
Gilds (1870) 313 To be thysmyste from the forsayde frater-

nyte. 1579 LYLY Enpkues (Arb.) 194, I meane shortly to
sue to the Empresse to be dismissed of the court. 1602
LUTTRELL Brief R el. (1857) II. 369 Yesterday Sir John
Lowther was dismist the treasury. 1x1700 DRYDEN To
Ld. Clifford (L.), He soon dismiss'd himself from state
affairs. 1719 DE FOE CVKMV(z&Laj) II. iv, 72 They dismissed
them the society. 1874 GREEN Short Hist. viii. 2. 477 The
King dismissed those of his ministers who still opposed
a Spanish policy.

b. To discharge from service (a hired vehicle,
etc.).
1600 E. BLOUNT tr. Conestaggio 299 Yet did they not

dismisse their hired ships. 1836 MARRYAT Japhet Ixxi. 137,
I dismissed the coach.

1 4. To deprive or disappoint of or from some
advantage. Cf. loa. Obs.

< 1489 CAXTON Sonncs of Aymon xx. 445 He was dys-
myssed of his purpose. 1590 WEBBE Trav. (Arb.) 22 The
1'urke .. might, if he would, dismisse them cleane from

hauing any water at all. 1632 LITHGOW Trav. in. 104 The
Galleys ..durst not enter the harbour .. The Florentines

being dismissed of their Galleys, grew discouraged.
5. To release or discharge from confinement.

_ [Dysmysse in HalliweH's ed. of Coventry Myst. (1841) 315
is an alteration of the MS. dymysse^
1651 N. BACON Disc. Govt. Eng. n. Ixvi. 227 Persons

taken and imprisoned upon excommunication are ordinarily
dismist without satisfaction to the Prelate. 1709 STKYPE
Ann. Ref. I. i. 38 So to dismiss them, and set them at

liberty. 1783 J. C. SMYTH in Med. Cotnmun. I 146 She
. . was dismissed the hospital, perfectly cured.

to, transf. and^%.
1591 SYLVESTER Die Barias i. i. (1641)7/2 Blushing Aurora

had yet scarce dismist Mount Libanus from the Nights

floomy
Mist. 1839 DE QUINCEY Recoil. Lakes Wks. 1862

I. 29 Sometimes a fall from the summit of awful precipices
has dismissed them from the anguish of perplexity . . by
dismissing them at once from life.

6. To discard, reject ; esp. (as Latin dimittere)
to put away, repudiate (a wife). Also absol.

1610 SHAKS. Temp. iv. i. 67 Broome-groues ; Whose
shadow the dismissed Batchelor loues. 1614 BP. HALL
Recoil. Treat.

47^3
Whether the wronged husband . . should

retaine, or dismisse ; dismissing, whether he may marrjr.

1625 BURGES Pers. TitJies 34 God . . hath dismissed Leui,
and repealed that Law of Tithes. 1649 BP. HALL Cases
Consc. 393 Breach of wedlock . . for which only had they
dismissed their wives. 1834 S. QotoKi Abyssinia 346 When,
therefore, a man has dismissed his third wife.

7. To put away, lay aside, divest oneself of, get
rid of. (Now rare with regard to things material.)
1675 HOBBES Odyssey (1677) 162 [Gods] can their form

dismiss, And, when they will, put on a new disguise. 1683
MRS. BEHN Young King v. i. 53 Dismiss her fetters, and if

she please Let her have Garments suitable to her sex. a 1700
DRYDEN Ovid's Met. \. (R.) The crafty God His wings
dismiss'd, but still retain'd his rod. 1773 JOHNSON Lett,
to Mrs. Thrale q Nov., This will soon dismiss all incum-
brances ; and when no interest is paid, you will begin
annually to lay up. 1851 RUSKIN Stones yen. (1874) I.

xxviii. 325 That the architrave shall entirely dismiss its

three meagre lines.

8. To put away from the mind, leave out of con-

sideration, cease to entertain (ideas, emotions, etc.).

1592 SHAKS. Ven. $ Ad. 425 Dismiss your vows, your
feigned tears. 1667 MILTON P. L. n. 282 Dismissing cjuite
All thoughts of Warr. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Past. vii. 10

He, smiling, said, Dismiss your Fear. 1784 COWPER Task
vi. 442 Man may dismiss compassion from his heart, But
Godwill never. 1884 Manch, Exam. 17 June /i We may
dismiss any apprehension that the political affairs of Egypt
will be taken in charge.
t b. To allow to pass out of mind

; to forgive ;

to forgo. Obs.

1603 SHAKS. Meas. for M. n. ii. 102 Those . . which a
dismis'd offence would after gaule. 1786 WESLEY Wks.
(1872) IV. 345 The Elders of his Church .. would dismiss

my promise.

0. To pass from the consideration or the literary
treatment of (a subject), to have done with, bring
to an end ; hence to treat of summarily.
1698 FRYER Ace. E. Ind.fyP. 47 Before we dismiss this Dis-

course, it may be noted [etc.]. 1709 BERKELEY Tk. Vision

40 Before we dismiss this subject. 1711 ADDISON Sped.
No. no F 7, I shall dismiss this Paper with a Story out of

Josephus. 1873 TRISTRAM Moab v. 70 Both De Saulcy and
Lynch have dismissed Kerak very shortly.

10. Law.
*f-
a. reft, (with of or inf.} To relieve

or free oneself from (a legal burden) ; to deprive
or exclude oneself from (a legal advantage). Obs.

156:1 in Strype Ann. Ref. I. xxxi. 356 Thereby to be
dismissed of all action of debt or trespass. 1574 tr. Little-
toil's Tenures 53 b, Shee bathe utterlye dismissed her selfe

to have anye parte of the tenementes. a i6a6 BACON Max.
4- Uses Com. Law xvii. (1636) 64 The Court may dismisse
themselves of discussing the matter by examination. 1642
PERKINS Prof. Bk. v. 448. 193 The husband doth presently
dismisse himselfe of the possession.

b. To send out of court, refuse further hearing
to, reject (a claim or action).
1607 SHAKS. Cor. n. i. 85 You . . dismisse the Controuersie

bleeding. 1713 SWIFT Cadenus # F<zKt-wWks, 1755 III.

n. 5 Therefore he humbly would insist, The bill might be
with costs dismist. 1818 CRUISE Digest (ed. 2) VI. 352 The
appeal should be dismissed and the decree affirmed. 1891
Law Times XCII. 93/2 The plaintiffs action was dismissed
with costs.

Hence Dismissed (dismi'st) ppl. a.
s Dismi'ssing

vbl. sb.

1603-10 [see 8 b, 6, above). 1611 COTGR., Manumission,
a manumission, or dismissing. 1627 [see DISMISSION ab].
1824 L. MURRAY Eng. Gram. (ed. 5) I. 266 'What is the
reason of this person's dismissing of his servant so hastily ?

'

t Dismi'ss, sb. Obs. [f. prec. vb.] An act of

dismissing, a dismissal
; also, a document embody-

ing a dismissal.

1389 RALEIGH Let. in N. % Q. Ser. HI. IV. 3 Order from the

Queen for a dismis of their cavelacions. 16x8 L. PARSONS
in Lismore Papers (1887) Ser. n. II. 154, I send away this

bearer . . with his dissmiss hereinclosed. 1645 MILTON
Tetrach. Wks. 1738 I. 265 Provided that the dismiss was
not without reasonable conditions to the Wife. 1678 Mas-
sacre Irel. 2 The Priests gave the People a dismiss at Mass.
1705 DE FOE Review 17 Feb. in Arb. Garner VII. 624 At
the dismiss of their work.

Dismissal (dismi-sal). [f.
DISMISS v. + -AL; cf.

committal^ refusal, upheaval. A recent word equi-
valent to, and now tending to displace the more
regular DISMISSION.] = DISMISSION, q.v. for de-
tail of senses.
Not in JOHNSON or ASH. 1818 TODD, Dismissal, a word

go
lea

of recent use for dismission. 1825 JAMIESON, Disiissal
t

Mr. Todd has introduced this as 'a word of recent usage
for dismission '. But it is of long standing in Scotland.
a 1806 BP. HORSLEY Serm. xxxviii. (1826) 468

* Send her

away ', that is, grant her petition, and give her her dismissal.

1816 SCOTT Old Mort, v, Never conceived the possibility of

such a thing as dismissal. 1842-3 GROVE Corr. Phys. Forces

3 iL.) Requesting, .dismissal from the minds of my readers
of preconceived views. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. II. 13
His dismissal produced a great sensation. 1885 Weekly
Notes 28 Mar. 67/1 Notwithstanding the dismissal of the

action. 1889 J. M. DUNCAN Led. Dis. Women, xvi. 120
This patient has returned since dismissal [from hospital].
attrib. 1891 Pall Mall G. 5 Mar. 6/1 The matron's

exercise of her dismissal powers.

Dismissible (dismi-sib'l), a. Also -able,

[f. DISMISS T/., on analogy ipermissible : see -BLE.]
Liable to be dismissed or discharged.
1824 Examiner 422/2 A motion . . for the dismissal of the

Recorder if he be dismissable. 1863 Sat. Rev, 370 A King
dismissible on proof of legal crime. 1876 GRANT Bnrgli
Sch. Scptl. ii. xii. 322 The teachers . . are appointed and
dismissible by the rector.

Dismissing, ppl. a. [f. as prec. + -ING -.]

That dismisses. Hence Dismi'ssingly (fe., with
a tendency to dismiss.
i8oa Spirit Pub. Jrnls. (1803) VI. 133 He received his

dismissing fee of five guineas. 1880 G. MEREDITH Trag.
Com. xvii. (1852) 236 She.. very bluntly and dismissingly
felt now that his madness was at its climax.

Dismission (dismi-Jan). [n. of action from
DISMISS v., corresponding to L. dlmission-em and
OF. desmission 'dismissing, forgoing, resignation ',

etc. (Cotgr.), mod.F. demission renunciation. See
the doublets DIMISSION and DEMISSION 2

.] The
action of dismissing ; the fact of being dismissed.

Now largely replaced in all senses by the equivalent

DISMISSAL, q.v.
1. The formal dispersion, or sending away in

various directions, of an assemblage of persons;

disbanding of troops.
a 1646 J. GREGORY De JEris et Epochis in Posthnma (1650)

139 The Indictions began at the verie dismission of the
Nicene Council. 1659. B. HARRIS Parivats Iron Age 252
To content themselves with that dismission of the new
Troops,which was already made. vj\\Lond.Gaz. 1^0.4840/2
The Diet . . had this Day a final Dismission. 1798 WELLESLEY
in Owen Desp. 56 The dismission of the French corps raised

at Mauritius would discourage other adventurers of that

nation. 1825 SportingMag . XVI. 406 Watching their twelve
o'clock dismission from school.

2. The sending away of a person ; permission to

>,
leave to depart ; often in earlier use, formal

.eave-taking.
1608 BP. HALL Char. Virtues % V., Busie-Bodie^ 81 Hee

runnes to them..and after many thanks and dismissions is

hardly intreated silence. 16x4 RALEIGH Hist. World\\, 250
After this dismission of Hobab, Israel began to march to-

wards the Desarts. 1660 F. BROOKE tr. Le Blanc's Trav.

190 The King , . in presence of all the Court, gives him a dis-

mission. 1703 MAUNDRELL Journ. Jents. (1721) 31 To give
a civil dismission to the visitants. 1^91 COWPER Odyss. xv.

19 From brave Menelaus ask Dismission hence.

b. A sending awayjrom, or ushering out of, life.

1627 DONNE Serm. xxviii. 282 There falls . . a Dismission,
a dismissing out of this world. 1685 N. MATHER in C. Mather
Magn. Chr. (1853) II. 168 Dissolution., is but a dismission of
the spirit into its happiness. 1734 WATTS Reltq, Juv, (1789)
126 Give me a glorious dismission into that intellectual and
blissful world. 1795 GIBBON A utobiog. 92 The final dismission
of the hero through the ivory gate.

3. Deprivation of office, dignity, or position ;

discharge from service.

1547 WRIOTHESLEY Ckron. (1875) ** l8 7 Synce the dismis-
sion ofmy Lord Wriothesley, late Chauncelor. 1670 MILTON
Hist. Eng. ii. Wks. (1851) 76 He was fain at length to seek
a dismission from his charge. 1754 RICHARDSON Grandisott

(1781) VII. vi.
27^
The power, madam, of change or dismission

thro' the house, is entirely yours. 1816 SCOTT Old Mort. ii,

Pains, penalties, and threats of dismission were denounced
in vain. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. I. 431 To be punished
by dismission from the public service.

b. The written or spoken form of words in which
such discharge is couched.
1606 SHAKS. Ant. < Cl. i. i. 26 Your dismission Is come

from Caesar, therefore heare it Anthony. 1679 CROWNE
Ambit. Statesm. i. i A soft dismission stuft with downy
words. 1786 MAD. D'ARBLAY Diary 8 Aug., The general
form of the dismission . . is in these words.

4. Release from confinement ; setting free, libera-

tion, discharge.
1609 BIBLE (Douay) Lev. xvi. 10 That, whose lotte was to

be the goate of dismission. 1642 ROGERS Naaman 319 The
Jew . . slave . . at his dismission was to have a gratuity paid
him. 1709 STRYPE Ann. Ref. I. i. 38 marg.^ Order for dis-

mission of prisoners in the Queen's bench.
attrib. 1777 HOWARD Prisons Eng. (1780) 244 The dis-

mission fee of each prisoner discharged out of custody.

5. Rejection, discarding; esp. repudiation or put-

ting away of a wife.

161 1 SHAKS. Cymb. n. iii. 57 You in all obey her, Saue_when
command to your dismission tends. 1643 MILTON Divorce
iv. Wks. (1851) 30 Thence this wise and pious Law of dis-

mission tooke beginning. 1643 Colast. ibid. 353 If bee

dismiss her with a beneficent and peacefull dismission.

6. Putting aside from consideration ; expulsion
from the mind.
1742 YOUNG Nt, Th. v. 295 Friends counsel quick dismis-

sion of our grief. 1779-81 JOHNSON L. P., Pope Wks. IV.

107 The rectitude of Dryden's mind was sufficiently shewn

by the dismission of his poetical prejudices.



DISMISSIVE. 471 DISNULL.
Stint. Nat. rhil. 70 To demand of him an instant and

jiri
rni

|
>d >i y <!i -mi ion <>t all Li l> >i mi i opinions.

Dismissive i<lismi-;iv), a.
[f.

DISMISS v. +

-IVK.] Of the nature "I, or dinrnctcrized by, dis-

ini.s:il; tending to dismiss
; valedictory.

1645 MM.TON Tctrach. Wks. (

1851) 221 The law of MOMS
. .ouK' requires tin: dismissive writing without other caution.

1683 (). U. Parish Cli. no Com<cnti<lt-s 32 The lie fttisia, or
dismis.ivi- lilrssim;. 1888 A. S. WILSON Lyric Harriets
Lore 131

The loves peruse the leaf To find no revelancy
i In 1

1 I M ,i;n -sivc uf unsolved despair.

t Dismrssment. Obs. [f. as prec. * -KENT.]
lUsMissiox, DISMISSAL.

1591 HUHSKY Trav. (Hakl. Soc.) 20^ Glad of so peaceable
n ilismistinent. 1650 T. HAVLY Herlm Parietis 20 Maxi-
manus asked . . what she meant by that strange picture . .

;n Mill*;, moreover, the dismisment of the artist.

Dismissory (dismi-sari), a. (sb.) [f.
DISMISS

-i.: see DIMISSORT.] Of or pertaining to dismis-

sion or leave-taking ; parting, valedictory ;
= Dl-

MISS. iKY I, 2.

1647 TMV Cemm. Male, xxvi. 30 This [Psalm] they began
to sing after that dismissory cup. 1664 H. MORE Afyst.
f'ti'f. 104 Ordained without letters dismissory.

fB. s/>. (pi.) DIMISSOKY sli.

1716 M. DAVIPS Athrn. Krtt. III. Crit. Hist. 87 Dis-
i.ii .,iies or Certificats of the Orthodox Ethicks of the
I'n.'.irc] .

f Dismi"t, v. Obs. Also4diBmeUe,4-5di8-,
dysraytte. [app. a latinized adaptation, through
ilisniette, of OF. desmctre, repr. a late pop. L. type
ilismittfre instead of cl. L. dimittere (cf. DIMIT).]
1. trans. To send away, dismiss; to let go, re-

lease; = PlMIT V. I.

1381 WVCLIF Acts iii. 13 Whom je . . denyeden biforc the
face of Pilate, him demynge for to be dismyttid [Vulg.
tlintilti\ or left. Ibid. xvii. 10 Bretheren dismittiden Poul
and Silas in to Beroan.

2. ?v/?. To divest or deprive oneself of; to sur-

render, relinquish. Cf. DISMISS v. 10 a.

13. . Minor Poemsfr. Vcrnon MS. 536 As lonce as pou
may;[ holde in honde, Dismette be noujt of pi londe

[Fr. Taunt cum poyez atcyne trere, Ne vus demettez tie

vostre tcrf]. 1394 Recognizance in Collect. Top. ff Gen.

(1836) III. 357 We hadde ous fulliche dismettydof the same
londis. c 1440 Partonope 7372 Gaudyn and Aupatryse Have

dyssmyttyde him clene of the pryse. 1496 Dives fy I'aup.
(W. de W.) IV. iv. 164/1, I wolde not counseyll theym fully
ID dysmytten them of her good.

t Dismo'rtgage, v. Oh. rare. [Dis- 7 a.]
trans. To free Irom mortgage, disencumber.
1640 HOWF.LI. Dodona's G. (1645) 52 He dismorgag'd the

Crown demeans.

Dismount (disman-nt), v. [f. Dis- 6 + MOUNT
v. : perh. after OF.deimonter (i2-ijth c.in Hatz.-

Dnrm.), mod.F. dimonter = It. dtsmontare, Sp.
desnwntar, med.L. dismontart (Du Cange). Cf.

also obs. doublet DEMOUNT, from I5th c. French.]
I. intransitive.

1. To come down from a height ; to descend.

"579 SPENSER Sheph. Cat. May 315 The bright Sunne
gynneth to dismount. 1580 GREENE Menaphon (Arb.) 60

Cupide [had) dismounted from his mothers lappe, left his

bow, and quiuer at random. 1677 CROWNE Destr, fern,
salem i. Song, Dram. Wks. 1873 II. 242 Day is dismounted
on the watery plain. 17*5 POPR Odyss. xx. 76 If dismounted
from the rapid cloud, Me with his whelming wave let

Ocean shrowd !

2. To get down, alight (from a horse or other
animal ; also, formerly,from a vehicle).
['533 BELLENDEN Lhiy HI. (1822) 295 Incontinent the hors-

men of twa legionis . . demountit haistilie fra thare hors.]

1588 SHAHS. Tit. -/. v. ii. 54, I will dismount, and by the

Waggon wheele, Trot like a Seruile footeman. 1598 BARRET
Theor. Warres iv. i. 102 Neither yet in the day of battell

ought he to dismount. 1605 Play Stucley in Simpson Sch.
SImks. (1878) I. 251 Dismount thee Muly from thy chariot
wheels. 1697 DRVDEN Virg. Georg, Ded. (1721) I. 189 He
. . dismounted from the Saddle. 1705 Lond. Gaz. No. 4151/3
Their Dragoons dismounted. 1788 GIBBON DecL fy F. \.

(1846) V. 16 He instantly dismounted to present the pilgrim
with his camel. 1831 W. IRVING Alhambra II. 174 Every
horseman was obliged to dismount at the gate.
fig. 1817 KEATS Lett. Wks. 1889 III. 95, I am in a fair

way now to come to a conclusion . . I shall be glad to dis-

mount for a month or two.

b. spec, of a stallion.

1674 N. Cox Gentl. Kccreat. v. (1686) 17 Cold water to
throw on the Mare's Shape, immediately on the dismount-
in- .if the Horse.

II. transitive.

3. Tocomedownfrom(aheight oreleyatedplace) ;

to descend. Obs. (exc. as associated with next.)

1589 Gold. Mirr, (1851) 10 Dismounting thus the hill,

I did rctyre. 1620 OUAKLKS Jonah in Fan- S. P. Jos. /
(1848) 131 He straight dismounts his throne. 1658 R. FRANCK
North. Mem. (1821)33 It's only dismounting our apartments
to mount our horses. 1844 [see DISMOUNTING below].

4. To get off, alight from (a horse, etc.).
r i6ao 2. BOVD Zitm's Fhnvers (1855) 30 Dismount your . .

steeds. 1638 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (ed. 2)96 Hee is made
to dismount his Elephant. 1859 REEVE Brittany 236 A
peasant has just dismounted his white horse.

5. (causal] To throw down from a horse, etc. ;

to unseat, unhorse.

1599 SHAKS. Hen. y, in. vii. 84 Your Horse . . would trot

as well, were some of your bragges dismounted. 1633
P. FI.ETCHFR Purple fsl. XI. xx, The Marlial Virgins spear
. . dismounts her foe on dustie plain. 1667 MILTON P. L.

\ VII. 19 Leant from this flying Steed unrcin'd . . Dismounted,
on th' Aleian Field 1 fall. 1838 I.YTTON l.rila n. ii,

of his knights were dismount- il.

b. To deprive of horses ; the opposite of mount
- to supply with horses.
1866 W. WATSON Youatfs Horse vi. (1872) 122 Diseases

that used to dismount whole troops.

6. To remove (a thing) from that on which it has

been mounted
; esf. to take or throw down (a gun

or cannon) from its carriage or other support, either

deliberately for tactical purposes, or by hostile

missiles.

1544 E.rpid. Scot!. B iij/1 One of our peiccs, with shottc

out of the sayde castel, was stroken and dismounted. 1585
T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholas's I'oy. I. xix. 22 They burst one
of their best peeces, and dismounted foure other. 1625
MARKIIAM Soldier's Acrid. 26 Dismount your Musquet, and
carrie it with the Rest. 1659 D. PELL Impr. Sea 542 Trees
arc rent up by the roots, and out-housing dismounted. 1707
Lond. Gaz. No. 4359 '2 One of our Ships, .had dismounted
Two oftheir Batteries. 184$ S. AUSTIN Route's /list. Ref.
1 1. 345 Part of their cannon . . they dismounted and placed on
mules. 1879 Casie/fs Techn. Educ. IV. 46/1 A whole
drawer-full of mounted shells may, by bad handling, be
dismounted from their tablet at one shock.

7. To take (a thing) out of that in which it is set

or enclosed ; to remove (a gem, etc.) from its set-

ting or ' mount '

; to take (mechanism) from its

framework, take to pieces, t Dismount thy tuck

(Shaks.
N

: draw thy rapier from its sheath.

1601 SHAKS. Twel. N. in. iv. 244. 1*83 BURNET tr. Mare's

Utopia (1685) 98 Nor will Men buy it (a precious stone]
unless it be dismounted and taken out of the Gold. 1859
Musketry Instr. 13 When the lock is dismounted.

8. To set, put, or bring down from an elevated

position ; to lower. ? Obs. (In iffljig.
from 6.)

1597 SHAKS. Lovers Cmtpl. 281 His watrie eies he did

dismount, Whose sightes till then were leaueled on my
face. 1633 G. HERBERT Temple, Man iv, His eyes dis-

mount the highest starre. 1665 SIR T. HERBERT Trav.

(1677) 66 The Doolaes were no sooner dismounted, but that

thereout issued the Amazones. 1741 YorNG Nt. Th. vii.

1 192 Sorceries of Sense . . Dismount her [the soul] from her
native Wing.
1 9. fig. (largely from 5) : S. To bring down

from lofty position or high estimation ; to cast

down, lower, debase. Obs.
1608 DAY Laiu Trickts v. (1881) 81 Now Daughter make

thee fit To combat and dismount her actiue wit. 1654
WHITLOCK Zootomia^ 447 The

positive
Detractor . . dLs-

mounts the most merited Reputation with some But. a 1718
PENN Maxims Wks. 1726 I. 824 Drunkenness .. spoils

Health, dismounts the Mind, and unmans Men.

t b. To reduce to an inferior position, degrade,

depose (a person). Obs.

i6o7-i BACON Ess., Superstition (Arb.) 342 But Super,
sticion dismountes all this [Sense, Philosophy, Piety, etc.]

and erecteth an absolute Tyranny, in the minde of Men.
1651 N. BACON Disc. Govt. F.ng. n. xiii. (1719) 69 Dukes
were dismounted without conviction, a 1677 BARROW Serin.

(1687) I. xxv. 344, Did not Samuel exercise such a charity,
when. . injuriously dismounted from his authority?

1 10. To reduce to a plain ; to level. Obs. rare- 1
.

1563 SACKVILLE Induct, to Mirr. Mag., Xerxes .. Dis-

mounted hills, and made the vales uprear.
Hence Dismorrnting vbl. sb. and ///. a.

1560 WHITEHORNE Ord. Souldionrs (1588) 36 To saue the

saide artillerie from dismounting. 1654 WHITLOCK Zoo-
tontia 446 Cold Praise . . or Interruption of it, with a Dis-

mounting But. 1677 GILPIN Demonol. {1867) 272 Intended
for the dismounting of the confidence of the wicked. 1844
DISRAELI Conin^sby I. i. (L.), The number of stairs . . the

time their mountings and dismounting* must have absorbed.

1870 Daily Ntws 11 Nov., The dismounting of the heavy
battery on the bank of the Rhine . . commenced yestertlay.

DisniOU'nt, [f. prec. vb.] An act or method
of dismounting.
1654 GAYTON Pleas. Notes in. viiL 123 A Tournament, [led]

to an Over-turne ; that, to a Dismount. 1886 Cyclist 6Oct.

1325/1 The pedal dismount is the best for this form of

bicycle. 1888 Chicago Advance 5 July, Frequent dismounts
[from bicycle] in connection with a hot pace, are fatiguing.

Dismounted,/// a. [f. DISMOUNT v. + -ED '.]

a. Off one's horse ; not on horseback, b. Of a

cannon : Dislodged from its carriage.
1610 GUILUM Heraldry iv. xiv. (16111 225 He beareth

argent, a culuering dismounted. 17*4 DE FOE Mem. Cava-
lier (1840) 232 Our dismounted men . . lined the edge of

the wood. 176$ Univ. Mag. XXXVII. 85/1 The barrel of

a dismounted gun. 1886 Mustek. Exam. 19 Jan. 5/6 A dis-

mounted party of the same regiment.

tDismO've, v. Obs. In 5 dis-, dys-meve.
-moeue. [ad. OF. desmcveir, desmo(tt}vrir (141)1

c. in GodefT), mod.F. dtmmmoir, ad. L. dismtrvere,

variant (and Romanic form) of dimovfre, f. dis-,

Dis- i + mavere to move. For the vowel change

(-meve) see MOVE.] trans. To move away, re-

move.
1480 CAXTON Ovid's Melam. xv. ix, To dismev* away

her sorowe. 1491 I'Has Pair. (W. de W. 1495) II. 234 a/2
The montayne of Kyon . . whiche shall be neuer dismoeued.
1611 FLORIO, Scontouere, to dismooue, to disorder.

Dismu-rdered, -muTderixed, ///. adjs.
noncc-Tvds. [Dis- ; b.] Divested ofthe character

of murder ; pronounced to be not murder.

1817 BENTHAM Parl. Refortn Introd. 140 note. The com-
mission of legally dismurdered murders. IHd.. The per-

petration of the dismurderized murders.

DismyssarieB, var. DIMISSARIES, Obs.

t Dismystery, ?. Obs. rare. [Dis- 7 a or b.]
trans. I ol mystery.
1649 liiiiin / >n'. lutpr^-.: Impr. 45 No man. .hath

published any thing, .to dismyslery the same (draining).

Diana, St. -does not ; see Do v.

t Disna'tural, a. Ol>s. [ad. OK. detnalurel

(in Godef.), f. des-, Dis- 4 + nature/ NATURAL
.]

Contrary to nature, unnatural.

[i>9a RRITTON I. xxxii. f 92 Si tiels clent .. vjint a cut
desnaturels). c 1430 l.vnr.. Bochas i. i. (1544) a b. To be-
holde a thing disnaturall. c 1477 CAXTON Jason 10 Kyght
myserable and right disnaturall enuie. 1677 CALX Crt.
Gentiles 1 1. IV. 223 Atheisme U a proposition so dlsnatural,
monstrooe and difficult to be establish!.

1 Icnce t Dlna-tnralne, unnatural behaviour.
1430 LVDG. Cli'VH. Troy i. vii, lason . . Receyued hath

pcnan lallimis Of the goddes for hit disnaturelnesse.

t Disna~tural, v. Obs. [in a. f.prcc. adj. ;
in

b. f. Dis- 8 + NATUBAL. a. : cf. next.] a. trans.
or intr. To make or become unnatural ; to brutal-

ize, b. trans. - DENATURALIZR i, DISNATI-RAI.I/.E.

1549 Compl. Scotl. viii. 73 Al pepil ar disnaturalit fra then
gude nature. .}e ar mair disnaturellit nor is brutal beystis.
1 588 k PARKE tr. Mendoza's Hist. China 70 Vpon paine to
bee disnaturalled of the countrie.

Disna-tnralize, -'.
[f.

Dis- 6 + NATUBALIZE
;

cf. Sp. (tesnaturali-ar ' to banish, to outlaw
'

(Min-
shen 1599).] = DENATUBALIZE v. i, 2. Hence
Diina torallia tfon = DENATDBALIZATIOH.
a 1704 LOCKE Hist. Navigation^ 490 (Seager) Magellan . .

renounced his country, disnaturalizing himself as the custom
then was. 1837 SOUTMEY Doctor cxv. IV. 127 [If] this well-
known name [Job]., were denaturalized and put out of
use. 1874 Lo. STANLEY Magellan's \st Voy. p. xi. The
custom . . of disnaturalization, in accordance with which,
any noble who felt aggrieved, formally renounced his fealty
to the sovereign.

Disnatnre (disn^i-tiiu), v. [ad. OF. dcsna-
turer to change in nature, or change the nature of

^Godef.),
'
to make vnnaturall

'

(Cotgr.), It. disna-
turare. See Dis- 4 and NATURE.]
t L intr. To get into, or be in, an unnatural or

disordered condition ; to be unhealthy. Obs.

1481 CAXTON Myrr. i. xii. 37 So . . trauaylleth phisyque
to brynge Nature to poynt that disnatureth in mannes body
whan ony maladye or sekenes encombreth hit.

2. trans. To render unnatural ; to deprive of
natural quality, character, appearance, etc. Hence
Disna'tured ///. a.

c 1450 Merlin 425 Ymage repaired and disnatured fro

kynde, holde thy pees. 1003 FLORIO Montaigne (1632) 493
There are many . . who think to honour their nature, by
disnaturing themselues. 1753 CurRcniLL^VMrtw m. iSCan
the stem mother . . From herdisnatur'd breast tear her young
child? 1841 IVIsHAKLi Aiiu-n. Lit. (1867) 307 A sister dis-

natured of all kin, hastening to be the voluntary accuser of
her father. 1877 BLACKIE li'is,- Men 161 The disnatured
skin Showed livid, flecked with crimson.

t Disnegle-ct, v. Obs. rare. [f. Dis- 5 + NEGLECT
.] trans. To neglect.
1800 True Briton in Spirit Put. Jrnls. (1801) IV. 50

Disnegjecting
his duty, out of nothing but a piece of pride !

t DlSneTVe, v. Obs. rare. [Dis- 73 +
NEKVEji. : cf. obs. F. dcsntrver (Cotgr.).] trans.

To deprive of nerve or vigour; to weaken, relax.

<zi6i8 SYLVESTER Mem. Mortality Ixxxvi, All Idelness
dis-natures Wit, dis-nerves it. Ibid, fsee DISAPT].

Disnest (disne-st), v. rare. [Dis- 7 c.]
trans. To dislodge from, or as from, a nest ; also,
to void (as a nest) of\\s occupants.
1596 Li/e Scandcrbcg 41 To chastise the garrison of the

Turkes, and to chase and disnest them out of their holde.
it 1700 DRYDEN Life ofLucian (1711)43 To disnest Heaven
of so many immoral and debauch d Deities.

t Disne'Stle, v. Obs. rare. [f.
Dis- 6 + NES-

TLE. Cf. unnestle.] trans. To turn out of a nest.

i6a6 T. H. Caussin's^ Holy Crt. 221 Birds are disnestled
from the kingdome which nature hath allowed them.

Disner, disnier, var. DECKXEH, Obs.

Disniche (disni-tj), v. [f. Dis- 70 + NICHE.]
trans. To remove from its niche.

1889 Jrnl. F.dnc. i June 280/1, He could dis-niche, so to

speak, whom he pleased.

t DisnO'ble, a. Obs. rare. [Dis- 10.] Ignoble,
mean, petty.
1609 HOLLAND Amm. Marcell. XXVIIL L 336 A disnoble

[ignoj'ifem] advocat and defender of causes.

t Disno'ble, v. Obs. [f. DIB- 8 + NOBLE a. :

cf. obs. F. dcsnoblir to disgrace, vilify (Godef.).]
trans. To deprive of nobility or grandeur ; to Dis-
ENNOBLE,
i6i H. SYDENHAM Strm. Sol. Occ. n. (1637) 30 The

chiefest complement of greatnesse is the retinue, take away
her equipage you disnoble it. 1638 O. SEDGWICXE Serm.

(1639) 36 O Watch, that it doth not dis-noble and staine its

excellency by a sordid league, .with sinfull lusts.

t Disnoininate, v. Obs. rare. [Dis- 6.]
trans. To take away the name from.

1683 CAVE Ecclesiastics 223 Reducing it unto the rank of
a Village, disnominating it, and not suffering it to bear the
name of Caesar.

Disnosed, disnumber : see Dis- 7 a.

t Disnn'll, v . Obs. rare. In 6 dys-. [f. Dis-

5 4- L. null-us none, null : cf. ANNUL. A variant

of DENDLL, DISANNUL.] trans. To bring to no-

thing, do away with, destroy.



DISNUN.

1509 HAXVES Past. Pleas, vin. (1845) 31 To dysnull vyce
and the vycious to blame. Ibid. XLIV. 216 Dysnullynge the

sectes of false idolatry.

t Disnu*n, v. Obs. rare - . [f. Dis- 7 b +
NUN ;

cf. disfriar.~\ trans. To deprive of nun's

orders ;
to unmm.

1611 FI.ORIO, DJsnionacarCj to vnfrier. Also to disnunne.

Disobedience (dis^brdicns). Also 5 dys-,

aunce. [a. OF. disobedience (in Godef.) ; cf. It.

disubbidienza, \>.dcsobediencia ; a Romanic form-

ation for L. inobeditntia, f. Dis- 4 + L. obedientia

OBEDIENCE.]
The fact or condition of being disobedient ; the

withholding of obedience ; neglect or refusal to

obey ;
violation of a command by omitting to con-

form to it, or of a prohibition by acting in defiance

of it ; an instance of this.

? a 1400 A rthnr 230 To vnderfang oure ordynaunce ; For

\>y dysobediaunce. (1430 LVDG. Min. Poems 143 (Mat7.)
For disobedience Disclaundrid is perpetually my name.

1509 HAWES Past. Pleas. XLIV. xtv, Adam. .And Eve., the

woride dampned . . By disobedience. 1607 SHAKS. Cor. in.

i. 117, I say they norisht disobedience. 1644 Bi i
. HALL

Rent. Wks. (1660) 107 Our wilfull disobediences. 1776
GIBBON Decl. fy F. i. (1846) I. ii It was impossible _for
cowardice or disobedience to escape the severest punish-
ment. 1875 JOWETT Plato V. 412 He who obeys the law
will never know the fatal consequences of disobedience.

b. transf. Non-compliance with a law ofnature,
an influence, or the like.

a 1729 BLACKMORE (J.\ If planetary orbs the sun obey,
Why should the moon disown his sovereign sway?.. This
disobedience of the moon, etc.

t DlSObe'diency. Obs. [f. L. disobedientia :

see prec. and -ENCYJ The quality of being dis-

obedient.

1597 DANIEL Civ. Wars vti. Iviii, The out-let Will of

Disobediency. 1614 R. TAILOR Hog hath lost his Pearl
in. in Hazl. Dodsley XI. 464 In punishing my disobediency.

1710 STRYPE Life Grindall, anno 1580 <R.), You might ..

have corrected tbe disobediency of such.

Disobedient (dis^brdient), a. and sb. Also 5

dys-, 6 dishob-. [a. OF. disobedient (in Godef.) ;

cf. It. disitbbidlente (Florio), Sp. desobediente ; a

Romanic formation, for L. inobedicnt-em, f. Dis-

4 + L. obedient-em OBEDIENT.]
A., adj. Withholding obedience; refusing or fail-

ing to obey; neglectful or not observant of authori-

tative command ; guilty of breach of prescribed

duty ; refractory, rebellions.

14.. Why f can't be a Nun 272 in E. E. P. (i86a> 145
A-nother lady . . That hygt dame dysobedyent . . set nowjt
by her priores. 1535 COYFRHALE Ps. cv. 7 Oure fathers . .

were dishobedient at the see. 1549 CHFKE HnrtSedit. (1641)

15 How is the king obeyed, whose wisest be withstanded,
the disobedientest obeyed. 1667 MILTON P. L. vi. 687
Michael and his Powers went forth to tame These dis-

obedient. 1819 SHELLEY Cenci in. i. 316 Such was God's

scourge for disobedient sons. 1828 SCOTT F. M. Perth
xxxiv, These are not loving subjects, but disobedient

rebels.

b. transf. Unyielding, intractable, stubborn.

1588 J. READ Coinpend. Method 101 Growing nigh to

the manner of a cancer, and disobedient to any medicine.

,71802 E. DARWIN (Webster, 1828), Medicines .. rendering
peculiar parts of the system disobedient to stimuli. 1843
CARLYLE Past $ Pr. in. x. (1872) 165 Disobedient Cotton

fibre, which will not. .consent to cover bare backs,

t B. sb. A disobedient or refractory person.
1548 Act 2-3 Ediy. VI) c. 23. 2 Inflicting all such Pains

upon the Disobedients. a 1670 SPALDING Tronb. Chas. I.

(1829) 70 Refusers to subscribe the covenant .. and other

disobedients.

t Disobedie'ntiary, (#.) and sb.

[f. prec. adj. + -ART.] =prec. sb.

1537 LATIMKR Serm. fy Rein. (1845) 389 Pseudo-prophets
. . sly, wily, disobedientlaries to all good orders.

Disobe*diently, adv. [f. DISOBEDIENT +
-LT 2

.] In a disobedient manner ; with disregard
of commands.
1548 Privy Council Acts (1890) II. 209 Arrogantly and

disobediently . . contrary to an expresse commandement.
1594 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. n. ii. (1611) 57 The least thin

done disobediently towardes God. Mod. These boys hav
behaved most disobediently.

tDisobersance. Obs. Also 4 des-, 5-6
aunce. [a. OF. desole'issance (i$th c. in Hatz.-

Darm.), mod.F. dhob- y f. dfaobgissant : see next

and -ANCE.] = DISOBEDIENCE.
1393 GOWER Conf. I. 86 Now. .To telle my desobeissance.

1413 Pilgr. Sowte (Caxton 1483) in. x. 57 Adam was . .

dampned . . for disobeisaunce to the hest of god. 1548
GF.ST Pr. Masse 93 Canceled owte of the masse boke, as

heresye to God and disobeysaunce to the King.

t Disobei'Sant, a. and sb. Obs. [a. OF. des~

obe'issant (i^th c, in Littre; mod. dtsobtissanty, pr.

pple. of dtsobiir to DISOBEY.]
A. adj. Not submissive, DISOBEDIENT. B. sb.

A rebel.

-1381 CHAUCER Parl. Ponies 429 If that I to hyre be
founde vntrewe, Dishobeysaunt or wilful necligent. c 1430
LYDG. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 143 Disobelsaunt my tithes

for to paye. 1525 LD. BEKNERS Froiss. II. xllv. 148 To
punysshe them that be dysobeysaunt to the kynge of
Castell. 1542-3 Act 34 Hen. VIII (in Bolton Stat. Irel.

(1621) 241) In such . . perill of invasion by the disobeysants,
Irishrie,
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Disobey (disob?
1

-), v. Also 4 des-, 4-6 dys- ;

5 dyshobeye. [a. F. dhobtir 1,1 3th c. in Hatz.-

Darm.) = Pr. desobcclir, It. disi/Mitftre: Romanic

(fit-, desobfifire, for late L. inoKiiirc, f. Dis- 4 +
L. olicdJre to OBEY.]
1. j/r. To be disobedient ;

not to obey.
This is the original use as in Fr. , but most late instances

are perhaps absolute uses of the transitive sense z.

1393 COWER Can/. I. 86 perof woll I desobeie. 1539 TON-
STALL Serm. Palm Sund. (1823) 26 Pride . . makethe hym
that disobeyeth to contemne to obey. 1667 MILTON P, L,
in. 203 Man disobeying, Disloyal breaks his fealtie. 1727-
38 GAY Fal>les \. xx. 24 His bosom burn'd to disobey. 1781
COWPER Hope 315 If .. some headstrong hardy lout Would
disobey. 1886 RUSKIN Pryterita- I. 424 The wish to dis-

obey is already disobedience.

f b. Const, to, unto [
= F. dhobtir h or dative}.

14.. Circumcision in Tundale's Vis. 88 Eyretykes that

falsly dysobey To holy chyrche. IT 1450 Knt. de la. Tonr
(1868) 59 She. .disobeyed to God and felle in his yre. 1502
Ord. Crystm Mm (W. de W. 1506) I. ii. 12 Whan Adam &
cue .. dysobeyed unto god. 1525 LD. KKRNEKS Froiss. II.

.\.\\iii. 07 Moche of his people disobeyed to serue hym.
1526 Pllgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 35 We . . disobey to

theyr commaundementes,
2. trans. [The object represents an earlier dative :

cf. F. il me disobtit, he disobeys (to) me.] To refuse

or neglect to obey (any one) ; to neglect wilfully,

transgress, or violate, the commands or orders of

(a person in authority, a law, etc.) ; to refuse sub-

mission to.

'393 GOWER Conf. I. 338 Her owne liege . . That hem
forsoke and disobeide. Ibid. III. 50 Ther might nothing
hem disobey, a 1450 A'/. de la 7<wr(i868) 60 He toke
and etc thereof, for he wolde not disobeie her. 1470-85
MALORY Arthur xvr. xi, It were wel done ..that ye dis-

hobeye not the auysyon. 1512 Act 4 Hen. VII /, c. 20. 2

Mysgoverned persons disobeyeng your lawes. c 1532 DEWES
Introd. Fr. in Palsgr. 1048 Nat be wyllyng to disobey
you. 1632 J. HAYWARD tr. Biondis Eromfna 59 Seeing no
meanes of disobeying the winds, they gave their violence

way. 1667 MILTON P. L. v. 6n Him who disobeyes Me
disobeyes. 1797 MRS. RADCLIFFR Italian ii, Where is the

;rinciple

which shall teach you to disobey a father? 1875
OWETT Plato (ed. z) V. 79 The chief magistrate . . will

punish those who disobey God and the law.

Hence Disobeying vlil. sb. and ///. a.

1649 JER. TAYLOR Gt. Exeinp. I. ii. 73 Kvery disobeying
person that payes the penalty.

Disobeyal (disob^'-al). rare. [f. prec. + -AL.]
An act of disobeying.
1889 Daily A'eu'S 31 July 3/4 Certain financial arrange-

ments followed a disobeyal of the order of the Court.

t Disobeyant, a. Obs. [irreg. f. DISOBEY v.

+ -ANT, in place of the normal DISOBEISANT.] =
DISOBEDIENT.
1422 tr. Secretn Secret., Priv. Pri'?'. (E. E. T. S.) 122

Some of the Pepyl ther weryn agaynys hym and disobeiaunt.

Disobeyer (disob^'-sj). [f. DISOBEY v. +
-EB 1.] One who disobeys ; a recusant, a rebel.

1513-75 Diurn. Occurretits (Bannatyne Club) 69 Vnder
the payne of burnying of disobeyaris vpoun the cbeik.

1653 A. WILSON Jas. I. ii A strickt Proclamation threatens

the disobeyers. 1875 KINGLAKE Crimea (1877) V. i. 365
A wilful disobeyer of orders.

Disoblegiant, obs. var. DESOBIJGEANT.
1811 SportingMag. XXXVII. 12 Sociables, disoblegiants.

t Disobliga'tion. Obs. [f. Dis- 9 + OBLIGA-

TION; after disoblige.'}

1. Freedom or release from obligation.
1616 BRENT tr. Sarffs Hist. Council Trent (1676) 631

The place doth not prove a dispensation, that is, a disobli-

gation from the Law. 1660 JER. TAYLOR Duct. Dubit. ii.

411 iL.) The conscience is restored to liberty and! dis-

obligation. 1770 Monthly Rev. 363 The disobligation . .

being cancelled, .leaves the obligation without abatement.

2. A disobliging action
;
an act that either negli-

gently or purposely thwarts a person's convenience

or wishes
;
a piece of inconsiderate treatment

;
a

slight, affront, insult.

1647 CLARENDON Hist. Ret. iv. 127 F!y the disobligations
his family had undergone from the duke of Buckingham.
1654 H. L'EsTRANGECVmj. 7(1655) 132 Noy. . wheel'd about

..and made amends with his future service, for his former

dis-obligations. 1739 GIBBER Apol. (1756) I. 295 Mrs. Old-
field receiy'd it rather as a favour than a disobligation.

1788 Hist, in Ann. Reg. 61 Russia had . . heaped disobligation

upon disobligation, in her transactions with Great Britain.

3. The fact or feeling of being disobliged.
1645 F. THORPE in Hull Lett. (r886) 120 To sowe seedes

of discention and disobligation betwixt the two nations.

1713 STEELE Englishman No. i. 9, I.. shall never give a
Vote out of Peevishness or personal Disobligation. 1754
RICHARDSON Grttndison (1781) III. ix. 66 Your Lordship's

good resolutions . . must be built on a better foundation

than occasional disgust or disobligation.

b. An instance of this feeling ; a grudge.
a 1754 FIELDING Journ. Lisbon i. x, Besides his disloyalty

. . I nave private disobligations to him.

t Diso'bligatory, a. [Dis-io.] a. Not obli-

gatory or binding, to. Releasing from obligation.
a 1649 DRUMM. OF HAWTH. Queries of State^

Wks. (1711)

177 All oaths unlawful . . being . . null and disobligatory.

01649 CHAS. I Let. to Henderson Wks. 165 You much
mistake in alleaging that the two Houses of Parliament
can have this disobligatory power.

Disoblige (disubloi'dj^, v. [ad. F. dfcobliger

(1307 in Godef. Stiff1.)
= Sp. desobligar, It. disob-

bligare : Romanic *disobligare, f. Dis- 4 + L. obli-

gdre to OBLIGE.]

DISOBSERVANT.

fl. trans. To set free from obligation ; to release

from duty or engagement. Consl.of,/rom. 06s.

1603 FI.ORIO Montaigne III. ix. (1632) 545, I love so much
to disoblige and discharge myselfe. a 1649 DRUMM. OF
HAWTH. Hist. Jos. V, Wks. (1711) 79 To disoblige them-
selves of their greatest duty. 1678 CUDWORTH Ititell. Syst.

895 They .. would be altogether Disobliged, and Conse-

quently, might Justly break any Laws.
absol. 1643 MILTON Divorce v. (1851) 74 A particular law

absolving and disobliging from a more general command,

f b. To disengage, detach. Obs.

1647 W. STRONG Trust fy Ace. Sttnvard 14 Prodigality of
the publique purse will ever disoblige the people to their

Rulers. 1689 TEMPLE Misc. I. 85 (SeagerjThe failing of his

design was thought to have something disobliged him from
France ; upon whose assistance he reckoned.

2. To refuse or neglect to oblige ;
not to consult

or comply with the convenience or wishes of (a

person) ; hence, to put a slight upon, affront, offend.

1632 J. HAYWARD tr. Biondi's Eromena To Rdr. A iv,

Loth to disoblige so many deserving and noble personages.

1647 CLARENDON Hist. Reb. n. (1843) 46/1 Colonel
Lesley.,

being lately disobliged (as they called it) by the King, that

is, denied somewhat he had a mind to have. 1729 FRANKLIN
Ess. Wks. 1840 II. 25, I know not how to disoblige her so

much as to tell her I should be glad to have less of her

company. 1787 S. C. Cox P. Williams' Rep. I. Notes 681

His daughter Mabell had disobliged him by turning Roman
Catholick. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. 11L 338 Impossible
to pay markedcourt to one without disobliging the rest.

transf. 1698 COLLIER Ansiv. Congreve (1730) 195 As to

the Smut [
= indecency], I have endeavoured not to dis-

oblige the Paper with any of it.

ahsol. 1697 DAMPIF.R Voy. I. 500 For fear of disobliging

by our refusal. 1741 RICHARDSON Pamela. II. 25, I would
not disoblige on purpose.

f b. To render disobliging. Obs. rare.

1716 COLLIER tr. A Panegyrick 78 Anxiety and Discontent

is apt to spoil Peoples Tempers, and disoblige their Be-

haviour.

3. In more concrete sense : To inconvenience, in-

commode, annoy. Obs. or dial.

1668 [see DISOBLIGING ffl.a.}. 1685 TRAVESTIN Siege
Nnvheusel 13 The besieged .. began to fire upon us .. by
which they somewhat disobliged our Battery. 1697 COL-
LIER Ess. Mor. Sltbj. II. (1709) i I'm afraid I may dis-

oblige your Business. 1726 SHELVOCKE Voy. round World
387 They disobliged us very much by the stench of their

dung. 1851 S. JUDD Margaret n. i. (1881) 198, I .. hope
my presence, Madam, will not disoblige you.

Hence Disoblrged ///. a., slighted, affronted.

1673 Lady's Call. i. iii. P 22 Let therefore the disoblig'd
not look back upon the injury. 1724 A. COLLINS Gr. Chr.

Relig. 1 86 Joiada..and other disoblig'd Refugee Jews.
1814 SCOTT Wav. xxxii, His father a disobliged and dis-

contented courtier.

Disobligeant, obs. var. DESOBIJGEANT.
1787 ANN HILDITCH Rosa de Montmorien I. 48 To travel

. . in the very disobligeant which Sterne celebrates in his

Sentimental tour. Ibid. I. 49,

Disoblrgement. [f. DISOBLIGE v. + -MENT.]

fl. Release from obligation ;
= DISOBLIGATION I.

1648 MILTON Tenure A'ingt(i6sp) 36 If I make a covnant

with a man who prove afterward a monster to me, I should

conceave a disobligement. 1677 GILPIN Demonol. (1867) 107
God delayed to answer them, which they looked upon as

a disobligement from duty.

f 2. A slight;
= DISOBLIGATION 2. Obs.

1635 J. HAYWARD tr. Biondis Banish'd Virgin 185 Dis-

obligements received and requited. 1672 Lond. Gaz. No.

712/4 Some disobligements that Ambassador had lately re-

ceived there.

3. The action of disobliging or fact of being dis-

obliged.
18.. in H. Adams Alb. Gallatin 450 (Cent.) To the great

disobligement of some of his strong political friends.

Disobli'ger. rare. [f. as prec. 4 -F.R'.] One
who disobliges.
1648 W. MOUNTAGUE Devout Ess. I. xv. 4 (R.) Loving

our enemies, and benefiting our disobligers. 1730 SWIFT

Vind. Ld. Carteret, Disobligers of England.

"Disobli'ging, vbl. si>.
[f.

as prec. + -ING .]

The action of the verb DISOBLIGE.

1692 Vindication Pref. Aij b, The disobliging of Wicked
Men. 1726-31 TINDAL Kafiti's Hist. Eu$. xvn. II. 59 By
this wise Conduct she avoided the disobliging of Men.

Disobli'ging, ///. a. [f.
as prec. + -ING .]

That disobliges ;
disinclined to gratify the wishes

or meet the convenience of another ;
unaccommo-

dating ; also, t inconvenient, annoying (obs.).

_ _mg
1668 DAVENANT Rivals 4 To preserve your knees From such

a disobliging posture. 1703 DE FOE PowerBody ofPeople,
Misc. 164 Their Proceedings .. have been Disobliging to

the Nation. 1853 MRS. CARLYLE Lett. II. 239, I must . .

get our disobliging neighbours turned out.

Hence DlsoUli-gingly adv.; Disobligingness,
unwillingness to oblige ;

want of readiness to ac-

commodate another.

1654 LD. ORRERY Parthen. (1676) 596 The disobligingness

..of this performance. 1667 G. DIGBY Elvira ^ Whose
action . . hath shown So disobligingly, his rash judgement
of me. 1858 MRS. CARLYLE Lett. II. 382 Women . . whose

disobligingness had been the cause of my flurry- "868

HELPS Realmali xvii, Disobligingness .. is but too common

everywhere. n

t Disobse'rvant, a. Obs. rare. [Di
Not observant ; disobedient.

1672 W. DE BRITAINE Dutch Usurp. 25 A great part of the

people became disobservant to the Laws.



DISOBSTETRICATE.

t Disobste'tricate, v. O/>s. nonre-wd. [Dis-

ft.]
trans. To reverse the office of a midwife con-

, riniiij; ;
In retani or hinder from child-birth.

1652 I'KvriiARr pV.vtY Wks. 1 1834) 210 With parturiencic
for greater liirths, if a malevolent time disobsletricale not
tln-ir oni.vihility.

Disobstrtrct, v. ? 0/>s. [Dis- 6.] trans.

To free from obstruction ; =DEOBSTRI:CT.
1611 FI.ORIO, Disopiliire, to open or vnstop, to disobstruct.

1664 f'oui K i: i/>. riiilss. i. 68 The Optick Nerve being
. . disobstnicteel and relaxed. 1738 A. STUART in /'til.

1'mns. XL. 8 Applications, .intended to. .discuss stagnat-
ing animal fluids, or disobstruct the vessels.

t Diso'ccident, v. Obs. nonct-wd. [Dm- 8 :

cf. DISORIENT.] trans. To throw out of his reckon-

ing as to the west ;
to confuse as to the points of the

compass.
1671-3 MARVRLI. Rek. Transp. I. 53 Perhaps some roguing

Boy that managed the Puppets turned the City wrong, and
so disoccidented our Geographer.

Disoccupa'tion. [f.
Dis- 9 + OCCUPATION ;

cf. F. dtsoccupaiian (171(1 c. in Ilatz.-Darrn.).]
Lack of occupation, unoccupied condition.

1834 SOUTH EY Corr. m. C. Bowles (1881) 299 There is no
interval of disoccupation. 1889 HOWELLS Hazard Nnu
/v*-.'. 105 A life of luxurious disoccupation.

Disoccupy (disp-kirfpai), v.
[f. Dis- 6 -f Oc-

cri-v v., prob. after F. dtsoccuper, Sp. dcsoeupar, It.

itisofctiparc.] trans. To cease to occupy, vacate.

1871 Daily News i Apr. 3/1 [Let. fr. Madrid] The hall

vacated, .was merely disoccupied in order that [etc. J. 188*
tr. Rtp. Congr. Chili in Ckr. If'orld (ti.Y.) Feb. (1883) 50
The refusal of Mr. Gandarillas to disoccupy his post.

Disodie (daisou-dik), Disodiohydric, etc.,

Chem. : see Di- preft 2.

1873 Fcmmes' Chem. (ed. 1 1) 340 Disodiohydric Phosphate,
or Disodic Orthophosphate, is prepared by precipitating
the acid calcium phosphate obtained in decomposing bone-
ash with sulphuric acid.

Diaodour (diswu-dai). nonce-wd. [Dis- 9.] Ill

odour ; evil repute.
1881 Society 1 1 Nov. 7/2 He . . died in the disodour of being

..[almost extortionate old hunks.

t Diso'ffice, sb. Obs. [Dis- 9.] An evil office,

an ill turn, a disservice.

1614 BrirJ Inform. Affairs Palatinate 56 It shall be an
vnkindnesse and dis-office in his deportment.

i Disoffice, v. Obs. [Dis- yc.] trans. To
deprive of or depose from office.

i67 Crt. ft Times Chas. 1 (1848) I. 241 The other lords. .

which are refusers, are disoftjced. 1658 J. R. Chr. Subj. vii.

loo To dis-.iuthorize and dis-oflice a Magistrate, a 1670
HACKET.-!*/. Williams it. (1692) 200 All that refuse it must
be sequestred, imprisoned, disofliced.

t Di-soltrtion. Chem. Obs. [Di-
2 2 II.] A

solution of a sub- or proto-salt (e.g. of mercury).
1854 I. SCOFFERN in Orr1

! Circ. Sc. Chem. 501 The action
of dry nydrochloric acid on di-solutions of mercury.
Disomatous (dais<?-mat3s), a. [f. Gr. 8i<ri-

fiaT-os double-bodied
(f. Si-, Di- - + mi/m, aaipar-

Ixxly) + -ous.] Having two bodies, double-bodied.
1857 DUNGLISON Mat. Diet. s.v. Disomus, A Monster with

two bodies . . is said to be disomatous.

t Disopi'nion. Obs. [f. Dis-9+OpiNioN.]
1. Adverse or mean opinion (of} ; disesteem.

1615 SIR J. ELIOT in Gardiner Hist. Eng. (1875) I. vi. 225
The general disopinion. .which it would work to him. 1640
Bp. REYNOLDS Passions xxxix. 501 According to the Dis-

opinion & slender Conceipt which they have of their own
Abilities. 1647 M*v Hist. Part. 11. iv. 67 A disopinion and
dhlike of the Parliament. 170$ SIR E. WALKER Hist. Disc.
210 He was in some disopinion with the king.
2. Difference of opinion ; dissent, rare.

1598 FLORIO, Dispartre, a disopinion, a diuersitie in con-

ceit._ 1640 Bp. REYNOLDS Passions iv, Assenting and dis-

senting thoughts, belief and disopinion.
Hence t Disopi'nioned a. Obs., thought little of,

held in disrepute.
i6a H. SVDF.SHAM Sernt. Sol. Occ. it. (1637) 137 A dis-

opinioned undervalued man.

t Diso-ppilate, v. Med. Obs. [f. Dm- 6 +
OPPILATE : cf. F'.d'sopiler ( 1 6th c. in Hatz.-Darm.),
It. disoppilare, obs. Sp. desopilar; also DKOPPI-

LATE.] trans. To free from obstruction ; absol. to

remove obstructions; = DEOPPILATE.
1577 FRAMPTON Joy/nil Nevies li. (1596) 54 Being vsed it

[Sassafras] dooth disopilate, and make a good colour in the
face. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny xx. vi. II. 43 Hippocrates . . is

of opinion, that it will disopilate the neck of the Matrice.

1652 WADSWORTH Chocolate Bit hath also parts of Sulphur
and of Quicksilver, which doth open, and disopilate.

Disorb (<lisf5Mb), v- [f. Dis- 7 a, c + ORB st.]
1. trans. To remove from its orb or sphere.
1606 SIIAKS. Tr. H Cr. 11. ii. 45 Like a Starre disorb'd.

1800 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Mag. VIII. 601 To turn aside
the planet, .and to disorb its approaching culmination.

2. To deprive of the orb as a symbol of sove-

reignty.
1863 W'. LANCASTER Praeterita 54 Until the tale of yean*

disorb my hand. 1887 S\v;xBL'RNE Locritu 111. ii. 66 Dis-

crowned, disorbed, discrested.

Diso'rchard, v. rare. [Dis- 7 a, b : cf. dis-

forest.] trans. To change from the condition of an
orchard ; to divest (land) of orchards.

1796 W. M ARSHALL nr
. England I. 216 Land . .encumbered

with orchard trees, .and which ought, .to be disorcharded.

1869 Pall Mall G. 24 Sept. 3 Disorcharding must of neces-
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sity lie a gradual process, and, meanwhile, how i the
farmer, .to pay the higher rent which the tamllm-l iiMijilly

expects for his orchard land T

t Diso-rdain, v. Obs. Forms : 3 deordeine,
3-5 -deyne, 4-5 disordoyne, 5 -hordeyne.
[a. OF. desoriitn-er to disorder, degrade (nth c.),
mod.K. ddsordonner = Sp. dcsordcnar, It. disordi-

nare, a Romanic formation from Dis- 4 + L. ordi-

ndre to order, OBDAIN. Cf. DEOKDIMATB.]
1. trans. To deprive of or degrade from orders.

1197 R. GLOUC. (1724) 473 Juf eni clerc . . were itake, & vor
felon iproued . . That me sofde him uerst desordeini. c 1300
Btket 378 That he scholde the preost lake, And desordeyni
him of his ordrc.

2. To disorder, derange.
1398 TREVISA Batik. Dr P. R. Vll. li. (1495) 265 Diaria

comyth. .of humours whyche rcnne-.fro the hede to the

guiles, and disordeynyth them.

t Diso'rdained, ppl. a. Obs. Also 6 -or-

dened, -ined. [f. DISOHDAIN v. + -ED, but, in

sense t, app. ad. OF. dtsordent: see next.]
1. Disordered, irregular, out of order.
c 1430 Pilgr. LyfManhode i. cxix. (1869) 62 Bi his disor-

devned smellinge.
2. Unrestrained, immoderate: - DISORDINATE i.

a 1415 Chaucer's Pars. T. F 744 [MSS. Harl. & Cainb.)
Glotenye is vnresonable and desordeyned {other MSS.
desordeyne(e, discorde] coueytise to ele and to drynke.
155* Aurelio 4 Isak. (1608) B iij, After that these two
knightes had longe ynough strained together, .came in so
disordined wordes [Jrsordonnees faroltes}, that taking their
..swordes [etc.). JHd. E vij, Holde backe yowre disor-
denede answere.

t DisoTdeine, diso'rdeny, a. (sl>.) Obs.

Forms; 4 des-, disordene, 4-5 des-, dig-, dya-,
ordeynee, -ordenee, -ordeine, -eyne, -eigne,
5 -ordeyne, -ordeny. [a. OF. desordeni (mod.
dtsordonni^, pa. pp\e.o(&soriie>icr: see DISOBDAIN
and DISOBDINATE. The final ( of OF. appears to
have had a double fortune, becoming on the one
side mute as in ASSIGN, AVOWE, on the other de-

veloping into -ee, -it, -y as in ASSIGNEE, CITY : cf.

dishevel, dishcvcly.]

Inordinate, immoderate, excessive ; disorderly,

irregular. (Cf. DISORDINATE I.)

1340 Aytnb. 34 Auarice is disordene loue. c 1386 CHACCER
Pars. T. F 841 Alle the desordeynee [v.rr. dysordenee,
disordeynet, -deine :

', -deyne, desordeignej moewynges that
comen of flesshly talenles. c 1430 Pilgr. LyfManhode I.

cxxiii. (1869) 65 Whan bou sees! bewille encline to dede dis-

ordeynee. r 1450 [see I'..], c 1475 Fartcnay 2768 All disording
[?disordiny] is she All-way.

B. si. Disorder, an irregularity.
c 1450 St. CutMrrt (Surtees) 2079, =^3 What disordeny

he bare kende, He was besy it to amende . . Disordenys
when he reproued, Disordeny monkes, bat bairn loued, Of
his spekyng were nojt payed.
Hence t Dlo rdeiuely aifv. Ms., inordinately,

immoderately.
1340 Aycito. 55 Hit ne is no zenne uor to ethe be guode

metes ak ethe his [
= but to eat them] to uerliche ober dis.

ordeneliche. 1413 Pilfr. So-.vle (Caxton 1483) 111. x. 57
A good thynge desordeynly desyred ageynst goddes wylle.

Disorder 'dis<)'jd3j\ sb. [f. Dis- 9 + OBIIEK
sb. : prob. after F. desordrc (Palsgr. 1530). Cf.

also DISORDER v. (which is known earlier).]
1. Absence or undoing of order or regular ar-

rangement ; confusion; confused state or condition.

1530 PALSGR. 214/1 Disorder of a thyng, desbavlx, des-

ortirf, desordonnance. 1555 EDEN Decades Pref. to Rdr.

(Arb.) 53 Disorder of the partes is a deformitie to the hole.

1651 HOBBES Leviath. u. xxx. 176 Common-wealths, im-

perfect, and apt to relapse into disorder. 1653 H. COCAN
tr. Pinto's Trav. xxxix. 154 In this order, or rather disorder,
we arrived at the Castle. 1667 MILTON P. L. ill. 713 Light
shon, and order from disorder sprung. 1711 W. ROGERS
Voy. 3 Our Ships out of trim, and every thing in disorder.
a 1839 PRAED Poems (1864) I. 189 The tangled boughs . .

Were twined in picturesque disoraer. 1873 JOWETT Plato
(ed. 3) V. 93 Disorder in a state is the source of all evil, and
order of all good.

fb. Violation of recognized order, irregularity.

1709 POPE Ess.Crit. 152 Thus Pegasus, a nearer way to

take, May boldly deviate from the common track ; From
vulgar bounds with brave disorder part, And snatch a grace

beyond the reach of art.

2. (with a and//.) An instance of want of order

or breach of rule ; an irregularity.
'574 WHITGIFT Def. AUHSTV. iii. Wks. (1851) I. 363 If you

say that it were a disorder that all should lay on their hands,
I grant you. 158* HESTER Stcr. Pkiomv. I. i. i These dis-

orders which are thus committed. 1687 T. BROWN Saints in

Uproar Wks. 1730 I. 83, I am resolved to.. reform these

disorders. 1828 SIR W. NAPIER t'eHins. War iv. vi. I. 528

Inexperience was the .. principal cause of the disorders

which attended the retreat.

cotter. 1717 FKEZIER /V>r. .5*. Sea 263 The Decoration of
the Altars . . crowded and bad . . a man cannot but lament
the immense Sums they spend on those gilt Disorders.

f b. spec. An irregularity of conduct ; a disorderly
act or practice ; a misdemeanonr. Obs.

1581 PETTIE Gnatta't Civ. Cam'. To Rdr. '1586) A vij, The
disorders of those travailers abroade, are the chiefe cause.
1601 SHAKS. Twel. N. 11. iii. 105 My Lady bad me tell you,
that though she harbors you as her kinsman, she's nothing
ally'd to your disorders, a 1715 BL'RNET CHtm Time (1833)
I. 457 The king had another mistress .. she fell into many
scandalous disorders. 1771 S. DENNE Hist. Rochester 165
To remedy the disorders of those committed to his charge.

DISORDER.

8. Disturbance, commotion, tumult ; esf. a breach
of public order, riot, mutiny, outrage.
1S3 BECOM I'ameuiitir o/ Prayer Prayer., etc. (1844) 80

To send the spirit of love and concord among us, that, w iih-
out any disorder or debate, every one of ui may be content
with pur calling, iftal M i AH in Kllii Orir. Lttt. Ser. 1. 1 1 1.

365 To prevent all disorder the train-ban3< kepi * guard on
both sides of the way. 17*1 Hunt Hilt. gng. III. l.
295 Many disorders in England it Ix-hoved him previously
to compose. 1834 Witt Ixd. Sketch Bk. I. 303 A never
ceasing surf . . when the wind blowi strong . . it breaks with
terrific disorder on the coast.

f4. Disturbance or agitation of mind, discom-

posure. Obs.
' SIIAKS. "John in. iv. 102, I will not keepe this forme

vpon my head, When there is such disorder in my witte.
1680 BURNET Kochriter(ttx)i)K> He remembering his dream
fell into some disorder . . and said .. he was to die before
morning. 17*5 H. WALPOLE Otranto i. (i7v8) 27 His voice
faltered; and he asked wilh disorder,

' What is in the great
chamber?' 1838 LVTTON Ltila i. vi. The old man found
Boabdil in great disorder and excitement.

5. A disturbance of the bodily (or mental)
functions; an ailment, disease. (Usually a weaker
term than DISEASE, and not implying structural

change.)
u 1704 LOCKE 'J.\ Sometimes occasioned by disorder in the

Ixxly, or sometimes by thoughts in the mind. 1715 X.
ROBINSON 7"*. Physick iii. 108 A Fever is the first Disorder
that affects the Blood and Vessels. 1781 Cowpen Lett.
18 Mar., A slight disorder in my eye. sWo B'NESS BUNSEN
in Hare Life (1879) II. iv. 361 A new and troublesome stage
of his chronic disorder. 1883 Syd. Sue. Ltx., Disordtr. .a
term frequently used in medicine to imply functional dis-

turbance, in opposition to manifest structural change.

Disorder (di^udaj), v. [app. a modification
of earlier dtsordtne, disordeine vb., OF. desordener,
after OBDER vb. (Palsgr. has a F. dtsordrer beside

disordonner, but the latter (OF. desordener} was
the proper F. form.) (Disorder sb. is app. later.)]
1. trans. To put out of order; to destroy the

regular arrangement of; to throw into disoraer or
confusion

; to disarrange, derange, upset.
1477 EARL RIVERS (Caxton) Dictes 70 Workis doon by

lesingis is for to disordre good thinges. 1581 FL'LKE in

Confer, in. (1584) Pijb, You would obscure the sense by
disordering the wordes. 1659 B. H ARRIS Parittafs Iron Age
308 The Polanders . . attempted sundry waies to break and
disorder the Swedish army. 1667 MILTON P. L. x. 914
Wilh ..tresses all diorderd. 1783 BCRKE Kef. Affairs
Ind. Wks. 1842 II. i Your committee hold it expedient to
collect . . the circumstances, by which that government ap-
pears to them to be most essentially disordered. 1887 BOWEK
I'irg. /Eneid vi. 49 Loose and disordered her fair hair flew,

t b. inlr. (for refl.} To become disordered ; to

fall into confusion. Obs.

1523 I.D. BERNERS Froiss. I. clxii. 198 The batayle of the
marshals began to dysorder, by reason of the shot of the
archers. 1647 MAY Hist. Part. in. v. 86 The Earle made. .

Gull's Horse to retreat and disorder at this first charge.

1 2. trans. To make morally irregular ; to vitiate,

corrupt ; to mar, spoil. Obs.

i57 FLEMING Panopl. Efist. 401 Many times by reading
such tryfles. .the manners of younge learners are disordered.

1585!'. WASHINGTON tr.
Nicholas's i'oy. iv. xxxiv. 156 b,

A life disordered, corrupted, and fill of al villany.

fb. refi. To violate moral order or rule; to

break loose from restraint, behave in an unruly or

riotous manner; to transgress the bounds of mode-

ration, go to excess. Obs. (Cf. DISORDERLY a. i,

DlSOBDINATB I.)

1579 TOMSON Calvin's Serm. Tim. 53/2 Those persons,
which disorder themselues, and beecome wild colts, and can
abide no law nor bridle. 1613 Month. Crt. l.eel Kec. < 18851
1 1. 270. A common Drunckard^ and disorders himselffe verie

often in quarrelinge and brawhnge. a 1654 SELDEN Taele-T.

(Arb.) 44 That he should not disorder himself neither with

eating nor drinking, but eat very little of Supper.

t 3. trans. To disturb the mind or feelings of;
to agitate, discompose, disconcert. Obs.

1575 J. STILL Gamm. Gurtem v. ii. in Hazl. Dodsley III.

236 Dame Chat, master doctor upon you here compUineth,
1 hat you and your maids should him much disorder. 1679
BURNET Hist. Kef. I. 459 This he uttered with a stern coun-

tenance, at which Lambert being a little disordered [etc].

1719 DE FOE Crusoe (1840) II. i. 4, I looked very earnestly
at her; so that it a little disordered her. 1819 SHELLFV
Cenci it. L 77 He said, he looked, he did ; nothing at all

Beyond his wont, yet it disordered me.

t b. To confuse or discompose the (ountenatue .

1676 DRVDEX Aarenei. in. i. 1518 Disorder not my Face
into a Frown. 1791 MRS. INCHBALD Simf. Story IV. xii.

150 With an angry voice and with his countenance dis-

ordered. 1795 SOUTMBY Joan of A re iv. 461 The youth's
cheek A rapid blush disorder'd.

4. To derange the functions of; to put ont of

health ; to '

upset
'

(a person or animal, or an organ
or part of the bodv, or the mind).
1516 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 263 b, By reason of . .

some humour, whiche disordereth the body. 1694 Ace. Sev.

Late Voy. u. (1711) 80 If you should eat their Fat, it would
. .disorder the Stomach very much. 1697 DAMPIE* Voy. I.

229 They (cochineal insects] take wing . . but the heat of the

|

Sun so disorders them, that they presently fall down dead.

1733-4 BERKELEY Let. to Prior 17 Mar., The east wind ..

' never fails to disorder my head. 1735 WESLEY Wkt. (1872)
' I. 18 The sea has not disordered me at all. 1853 LD.

I HOUGHTON in Life (1891) I. xi. 490 That doctrine . . seems

capable of quite disordering the minds of men who adopt
it. Meet. This climate is apt to disorder the liver.

tntnsf. 18*6 Q. Re-.: XXXIV. 456 It is not full of such
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DISOKDERABLE.

disgraceful vice and meanness as the Confessions of Rons-

seau, but it is as much disordered by vanity as they are by

susceptibility.

f5. To deprive of, or degrade from, holy orders;

= DISORDAIN i. Obs.

1563-87 FOXE A. $ M. (1596) 131/2 If this Pope lohn did

not erre in his disordering Fonnosus. 1681 DRYDEN Sp.
Friar v. ii, A Iph. I shall do it by proxy, friar ; your bishop's

my friend, and is too honest to let such as you infect a

cloister. Gom. Ay, do, father-in-law, let him be stripped
of his habit, and disordered.

6. [f.
Dis- 6 + ORDEH #.] To reverse an order

for ;
to countermand.

1643 PKYNNB Sov. Power Parl. m. 122 The first word

[acTiTao-o-o/nei'os] signifies properly disordered, counter-

ordered, or ordered against. 185* SMEDLEY L. Anmdel
xxvi, Charley Leicester, who dis-ordered the post-horses
and postponed his journey to Constantinople.

Hence Diso'rdering vbl. sb. and///, a.

1523 LD. BERNERS Froiss. I.
xyiii. 19 The next day.. nil

the oste .. avaunced, without disorderyng. 1559 Primer
in Priv. Prayers (1851) 105 That we fall not into disordering
of ourselves by anger. 1603 KNOI.LES Hist. Ttirks (1638)^9

[The] arrowes fell as thick . . as if it had bin a perpetual
. .

showre of haile, to the great disordering and dismaying of

the whole armie. 1744 Ess. Acting 17 Like one not quite
awak't from some disordering Dream.

t Diso'rderable, a. Obs. ran , [f. prec. +

-ABLE.] Capable of being put
in disorder.

1611 COTGR., Deserttfarable . . disorderable.

Diso'rdered, ppl- a. [f. as prec. + -ED i.j

1. Put out of order, thrown into confusion ; dis-

arranged, confused, irregular.

1571 DIGGES Pantom. in. xiv. Sijb. To measure exactly
the solide content of any small body, how disordred or

irregular so euer it be. 1603 KNOLLES Hist. Turks (1638)

39 Baldwin.. seeking to restore his disordered companies,
and to stay the furie of the enemie. 1635 EARL STRAFFORD
Lett. $ Disp. (1739) I. 394 Pardon my disordered Writing.

1805 SOUTHEY Madoc in Azt. xix, They. .with disorder'd

speed . . Ran to the city gates. 1838 THIRLWALL Greece I V.

xxix. 79 Thrasybulus suddenly turned upon the enemy
. . and . . attacked their victorious but disordered centre,

f b. Not according to order or rule, irregular.

1561 T. NORTON Calvin's Inst. i. 25 b, After once that

such disordered counterfaiting of God well liked them, they
neuer ended, till . . they imagined y- God did shew forth

his power in images. 1592-3 Act 35 KHz. c. i. 5 Fre-

quenting disordered and unlawful Conventicles and As-

semblies. 1635 PAGITT Christianogr. 171 There were fifty

of those Popes irregular, disordered and Apostaticall.

f2. Morally irregular, vitiated, corrupt; disor-

derly, unruly, riotous ;
= DISORDINATE i. Obs.

1548 HALL Chron., Rich. Ill (an. 3) 44 b, The disordered

affection whiche this kynde kynseman shewed to his blood.

1579 'n W- H. Turner Select. Rec. Oxford 407 A nomber
of disordered persons of the Universitie. 1585 Aer. SANDYS
Serm. (1841) 381 Our own rebellious and disordered desires.

1605 SHAKS. Lear i. iv. 263 Men so disorder'd, so debosh'd,
and bold. 1630 Crt. $ Times Chas. I (1848) II. 63 His
wife hath . . been committed to the same prison for her

disordered tongue. 1667 MILTON P. L. vi. 696 Warr. .hath

. . to disorder'd rage let loose the reines. 1743 BULKELEY
& CUMMINS Voy. S. Seas 84 The People very much dis-

order'd in Liquor, and very quarrelsome.

f" 3. Discomposed, agitated. Obs.

i7iiADDisoN.$/*c/. No. 42 F i It is. .a very odd Spectacle,
to see a Queen venting her passion in a disordered Motion.

1800 MRS. HF.RVEY Monrtray Fam. III. 18 She found him

pacing the room, with a disordered air.

4. Affected with bodily or mental disorder
;
out

of health ; deranged ; morbid.

^1731 ATTERBURY Job xxii. 21 (Seager) Notwithstanding
that we feel our souls disordered and restless, .yet we are

strangely backward to lay hold of this method of cure.

1777 PRIESTLEY Matt, fy Spir.(t-}%2) I. xviii. 212 A disordered

mind [is] in many cases, the evident effect of a disordered

body. 1830 HERSCHEL Stud. Nat. Phil. 82 In some cases

of disordered nerves, we have sensations without objects.

1856 SIR B. BRODIE Psychol. Inq. I. iii. 92 Mental derange-
ment is in numerous instances preceded by a disordered
state of the general health.

Hence Diso'rderedly adv.
;
Diso'rdereduess.

1571 GOLDING Calvin on Ps. xi. 8 Lest the disorderednesse
of al things may empair his faith. 157^ tr. Marlorafs
Apocalit>s 35 The Nicolaits which Hue disorderedly haue
for their founder, Nicolas one of the seuen .. deacons.
a 1610 KNOLLES (J.), By that disorderedness of the soldiers

a great advantage was offered unto the enemy. 1611 COTGR.,
Escorcher les anguilles par la queue, to doe things dis-

orderedly, awkwardly, the wrong way.
DiSQ'rderer. rare" , [f. as prec. + -ER i.]

One who disorders.

1598 FLORID, Scorrettore, a spoiler, a marrer of anie thing,
a disordrer.

Diso-rderliness. [f. next + -NESS.] The
quality or condition of being disorderly.
1584 WHITGIFT Let. to Burghley, Not .. out of respect

of his disorderliness, in the manner of the communion . .

but also of his negligence in reading. 1678 CUDWORTH
Intell. Syst. 873 God is not the President . . of Irregular . .

Lust or Appetite, and of loose Erratick Disorderliness.

1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (1811) VIII. 331 Disordering
more her native disorderliness. 1885 L'pool Daily Post

9 June 4/3 The Speaker pointed out the disorderliness of
the proceedings.

Disorderly (dis^uda-ili), a. [f. DISOHDER j/>.

+ -LY a
; after orderly^

1. Characterized by disorder, or absence of order
or regular arrangement ;

in a state of disorder ;
not

orderly; confused, irregular, untidy.
1632 J. HAYWARD tr. Biondis Eromena 59 The winds so

outrageously unstable .. they were constrained to rome up
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and downe, with an order so disorderly, that [etc.). *655

STANLEY Hist. Pkilos, m. 11701) 112/2 >Eschylus, saith he,

is of all Poets., the harshest, most disorderly. i?iz
BERKELEY Passive Obed. 28 A disorderly and confused

chaos. 1723 N. ROBINSON Th. Physick viii. 175 A dis-

orderly, weak, low Pulse. 1850 PRESCOTT Peru I. 302 The

disorderly state of Peru was such as to demand the imme-
diate interposition of government. 1855 MACAULAY Hist.

Eng. IV. 79 A mob of people as naked, as dirty, and as

disorderly as the beggars .. on the Continent.

2. Opposed to or violating moral order, consti-

tuted authority, or recognized rule or method; not

submissive to rule, lawless ; unruly; tumultuous,

riotous. (Of persons, or their actions, etc.)

1585 ABP. SANDYS Serai. (1841) 383 To behold the dis-

orderly dealings of the wicked. 1658 A. Fox Wurtz Surg.
in. iii. 224 A patient causeth pains to himself with disorderly

eating and drinking. ci68o BEVERIDGE Serm. (1729) I. 24
Whatsoever disorderly or unworthy persons are admitted

to holy orders. 1681-6 J. SCOTT Chr. Lify (1747) HI. 310
To confirm the Weak, and admonish the Disorderly. 1700
S. L. tr. Fryke's Voy. E. Ind. 217 They [Seamen] ever grow
more disorderly and ungovernable as they come nearer

home. 1817 Parl. Deb. 346 The Speaker submitted . . that

. . if it was a personal charge against an individual member
of the House, it was certainly disorderly. 1845 STEPHEN
Comni. Laws Eng. vi.vii. 14(1895) IV. 221 If the drunken-
ness be accompanied with riotous or disorderly behaviour. .

imprisonment for any term not exceeding one month, with

or without hard labour^ may be imposed. 1879 Cassell's

Techn. Ednc. m. 163 Disorderly conduct is always severely

punished. 1891 Laiv Times XC. 412/1 [He] appeared to be

under the influence of drink, and was behaving in a most

disorderly manner. Mod. He was charged with being drunk
and disorderly.

b. spec, in Law. Violating public order or

morality ; constituting a nuisance ; esp. in disor-

derly fioitse (see quot. 1877) ; disorderlyperson, one

guilty of one of a number of offences against public
order as defined by various Acts of Parliament, esp.

5 Geo. IV, c. 83. 3.

1744 Act 17 Geo. //, c. 5. t They who threaten to run

away and leave their wives or children to the parish ; or

unlawfully return to a parish from whence they have been

legally removed ; or, not having wherewith to maintain

themselves, live idle, and refuse to work for the usual

wages; and all persons going from door to door, or placing
themselves in streets, etc., to beg in the parishes where they
dwell, shall be deemed Idle and Disorderly Persons. 1809
TOMLINS Laiv Dict.y Disorderly houses, see Bawdy Houses ;

Riots', Theatres. 18x7 Parl. Deb. 435 Be it enacted, that

every house, room or place, which shall be opened or used
as a place of meeting for the purpose of reading books,

pamphlets, newspapers, or other publications .. shall be
deemed a disorderly house or place, unless the same shall

have been previously licensed. 1824 Act 5 Geo. IV, c. 83.

3. every petty chapman or pedlar wandering abroad
and trading, without being duly licensed or authorized by
law [etc. etc.) shall be deemed an idle and disorderly

person within the true intent and meaning of this act. 1877
I. F. STEPHEN Digest Crim. Laiv (1883) 122 The following
houses are disorderly houses, that is to say : common bawdy
houses, common gaming houses, common betting houses,

disorderly places of entertainment. 1887 Times 30 Sept. 8/3
The charge cf keeping, .a disorderly house.

f 3. Affected with disorder or disturbance of the

bodily functions ; diseased, morbid. Obs.

1655 CULPEPPER Rrverius iv. vii. 121 A thin watery Humor
or Choller which abounds in the blood, and makes it more

disorderly.

4. Attended with mental agitation or discompo-
sure, rare.

1871 R. ELLIS Catullus Ixv. 24 She in tell-tale cheeks

glows a disorderly shame.

Disorderly, adv. [f.
as prec. + -LT 2

.]
In a

disorderly manner.

1. Without order or regular arrangement ;
con-

fusedly, irregularly ;
in disorder or confusion.

a 1577 GASCOIGNE Devise ofa Masgue, etc. (R.) On other

side the Turkes . , Disorderly did spread their force. 1586
Exam. H. Barrow, etc. in Harl. Misc. (Malh.) II. 17

Suggestions against me, disorderly framed according to the

malitious humour of mine accuser. 1632 J. HAYWARD tr.

BiondCs Eromena 37 With their heire hanging disorderly
about their eares. 1745?. THOMAS Jrnl. Anson's Voy. 182

The Husbandmen at first sow it [rice] disorderly, like other

Corn. 1847 TENNYSON Princess iv. 152 *To horse* Said
Ida ;

( home ! to horse !

' and fled . . Disorderly the women.
2. Not according to order or rule ;

in a lawless

or unruly way ; tumultuously, riotously.

1564 Brief'Exam, *iij, Their amendement who haue dis-

ordenye behaued them selues. 1581 LAMBARDE Eiren. 11.

v. (1588) 185 An unlawful! Assemblie, is the companic of

three or mo persons, disorderly comming together., to

commit an vnlawfull acte. x6xx BIBLE 2 Thess. iii. 6 That

ye withdraw your selues from euery brother that walketh

disorderly. 1689 LUTTRELL Brief Rel. (1857) I. 528 The
Polish letters bring, that the dyet . . was lately broken up
very disorderly. 1843 J. H. NEWMAN Miracles 58 They
could use them disorderly.

3. With mental agitation or discomposure, rare.

18x1 W. R. SPENCER Poems 211 Disorderly she own'd her

glorious passion.

t Diso*rderous, a. Obs. [f. DISORDER so. +

-ous.]
= DISORDERLY a. Hence f Diso'rderously

adv., f Diso-rderonsness.
1579 TOMSON Calvin s Serm. Tim. 115/1 They whiche

Hue disorderously, and giue euill example to the rest. /bid.

119/2 If there be any disorderous or disolute person. Ibid.

143/1 If they see any dronkardes, if they see any whore-

dome, and such like disorderousnesse. 1581 J. BELL Hod-
don's Ansiv. Osor. 215 b, One onely disorderous order of

people. Ibid. 323 The disorderous abuses of all your religion.

DISORGANIZATION.

1652 J. WADSWORTH tr. Samlovars Civil Wars Sf. 164 Risen

in such Commotious and Disordrous manner.

t DisoTcliiiance. Obs. Forms : 4-5 dig-,

Ays-, -orden-, -ordin-, -ordyn-aunce, 5-6 -or-

donaunoe. [a. OF. desordenancc, later -()-
ance, f. desordcner (now -ordonner) to DISORDAJK :

see -ANCE.] Disorder, confusion, irregularity.

ci374 CHAUCER Boelh. v. pr. i. 150 What place myvM
ben left . . to folie and to disordinaunce syn [;at god ledi)>

. . alle Binges by ordre ? 1481 CAXTON Tully's Friendship,
Oral. G. Flaminins E iv, They have sette it in grete
trouble and disordinaunce. 1489 Faytes ofA. I. xvi. 48
Noo thyng is mor preiudicyable in a bataille than dysor-
donaunce. 1302 Ora. Crysten Men. (W. de W. 1506; IV. xiii.

205 Vf he haue not other disordonaunce.

I Diso'rdiliate, <' Obs. Forms : a. 4-7 disor-

dinat, 5 dys-, disordynate,disordenate, 6- dis-

ordinate. &. 5-6 des-, dys-, 6 disordon(n)ate.

[Latinized form of OF. desordent (
= Sp. desorde-

natio. It. disordinato), pa. pple. of desordcncr to

DISORDAIN. Cf. the synonym DEOKDINATE from

med.L. *dcordinare, and see DE- I. 6.]

1. Not conformed to moral order, or to what is

right, befitting, or reasonable ; transgressing the

bounds of moderation or propriety; unrestrained,

immoderate, inordinate. (Cf. DISORDERLY a. 2.)
c 1386 CHAUCER Pars. T. r 348 The horrible disordinat

scantnesse of clothing. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 34/2 For
this cause putteth gylbert the necglygence ofprelates emonge
the thyngys dysordynate. 1502 Orti. Crysten Men (W. de
W. 1506) i. vii. 75 [The soul] falleth by affeccion in loue

dysordonate in to powder & asshes of thynges erthely.

1577 NORTHBROOKE Dicing (1843) 171 They daunce with
disordinate gestures., to dishonest verses. 1579 TWYNE
Phisicke affst. Fort. n. xlviii. 223 b, Although the lyfe of

man in many other thinges be disordinate and out of course.

1660 F. BROOKE tr. Lc Blanc's Trav. 117 \Vinter begins
in May, because of the disordinate raines which fall from
that Moneth to the end of August. 11693 URQUHART
Rabelais in. xxxii. 271 Disordinate Passions and Perturba-

tions of the Mind.
b. of persons.

1483 CAXTON Cato Aij, By whiche they be the more dis-

ordynate and obstynate in their Iniquite. 1574 HF.LLOWES
Gneuara's Fam. Ep. 4 A Prince . . disordinate in eating,
and not sober in drinking, is termed but vicious. 1670
MILTON Hist. Eiig. in. (1851) 99 They .. unfitted .. the

People, now grown worse and more disordinat, to receave. .

any Liberty. 1671 Samson 701 With sickness and disease

thou bow'st them down . . Though not disordinate, yet
causeless suffering The punishment of dissolute days.

2. Devoid of order, confused, irregular;
= DIS-

ORDERLY a. i. (Only in De Quineey.'i
1822-56 DE QUINCEY Confess. Wks. V. 146 This private

Oswestry library wore something of the same wild tumul-

tuary aspect, fantastic and disordinate. 1840 Style Wks.
XI. 182 Artifices peculiarly adapted to the powers of the

Latin language, and yet. .careless and disordinate.

Hence t DisoTdinateness, Obs.

1657 Divine Lover 113 When shall disordinatenesse be
blotted out of thee?

f Diso'rdinately, adv. Obs. [f. prec. + -LY-.]
1. Not according to order, propriety, or modera-

tion
; irregularly ; inordinately, excessively.

1474 CAXTON Ckesse I. i. A iv, To displese . . god by synne
& the peple by lyuyng disordonatly. Ibid. in. iii. F ij b,

They deceyve the symple men & drawen them to the courtes

disordenately. 1491 I'itas Pair. (W. de W. 1495) I. xlvii.

833/1 They that louen dysordynatly the honoures of thys
worlde. 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. V. (an. 2) 35 b, The
temporall Tandes devoutely geven, and disordmatly spent

by religious and other spiritual! persones. 1624 Gaff for
Pope 7 The king would take into his hands the lands dis-

ordinately consumed by the Clergy.

2. Without order or arrangement, confusedly, ir-

regularly.
1830 DE QUINCEY Kant in Misc. Ess. Wks. (1800) VIII. 92

No matter how clumsily, disordinately, ungracefully. 1854

Autobiag. Wks. II. 18 The. .library.. has been so disordi-

nalelycollected.

i Disordiiia'tioil. Obs. [n. of1 action and

condition from DISORDAIN v., DISORDINATE a. : see

-ATION.] Disarrangement, putting out of order ;

disordered condition; =DEORDINATION.
1626 BACON Syh'a 836 This is wrought by Emission.. of

the Natiue Spirits ; And also by the Disordination and Dis-

composture of the Tangible Parts. 1684 T. BURNET Th.
Earth i. 156 How comes this disturbance and disordination

in nature ?

Disordined : see DISORDAINED 2.

Diaording : see DISORDEINE a. Obs.

Disordonat, -aunce: see DISORDINATE, -ANCE.

Disorganic (dispjgarnik), a. [Dis- 10.] Not

organic; without organic or organized constitution.

1840 CARLVLE Heroes v. (1872) 156 This anomaly of a dis-

organic Literary Class. 1843 Past % Pr. iv. vi. (1872)

247 This disorganic.. hell-ridden world.

I)iso:rganiza
%tion. [ad. F. disorganisation

^1764 in Hatz.-Darm.),n. of action f. disorganiser :

see next. This family of words appears to have

entered English at the French Revolution.]
The action of disorganizing, or condition of being

disorganized ;
loss or absence of organization.

'794 w - BURKE tr. Addr. M. Brissol in Burkes Wks.

(1808) VII. 329 The anarchy of the administration of Pache,
which has completely disorganized the supply of our armies ;

which by that disorganization reduced the army of Du-
mourier to stop in the middle of its conquests. 1809 WEL-
LINGTON in tlurw. Desp. IV. 458 He found the Portuguese
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;i(iny. in Midi ;i stiit r nf di ii, tli.a (cU.)..

II r. M.\HIINI:AU LWIH .y f,ng& -r it. v. 80 The total di^

organtzation of
society. 1845 DI MI* />IA. l.h'cr 383 J)is-

,i/.iii'iii or atrophy of the lohular Mihstance of the

liver. 1884 Mnitth. K.\nnt. i-> l)cc. i/i Half measures ..

are fruitful only of
disorganization and discontent.

Disorganize (dn^Mgfcnaiz), v. [ad. F. dtsor-

x'(//Jtv- (1764 in Hat/.- Darin.), f. de$-> Dis- 4 +

organiser to ORGANIZE.] trans. To destroy the

or systematic arrangement of; to

break up the organic connexion of; to throw into

confusion or disorder.

1793 HIKKK Conduct Minority Wks. 1843 I. 618 Their
ever memorable decree of the 5th of December, 1792, for

disorganizing every country in Europe, into which they
.should., set their foot. iSoa A. HAMILTON \Vks. (1886) VII.

734 This will give him fair play to disorganize New Eng-
land, if so disposed. i8ia COLLINSON Treat. Law Idiots

V Lnnatuks I. 68 (Jod.), You can not enter into the mind to

know by what means it is disorganized, but you find it

disorganized. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. 1.478 The Whigs
. . though defeated, disheartened, and disorganized, did not

yield without an effort.

Diso'rganized, ///. a.
[f. prec. + -ED'.]

Deprived or destitute of organization ; having lost,

or being without, organic connexion or systematic

arrangement ; thrown into confusion, disordered.
i8ia [see DISORGANIZE]. 1840 MACAULAY Ess. Clive

('854) 529/1 A succession of revolutions ; a disorganized
administration. 1868 KUSKIN Pol. Econ. Art Add. 199
A vast and disorganized mob, scrambling each for what he
can get. 1879 HARLAN Eyesight v. 53 The operation for

the removal of a disorganized eye is not a serious one.

Diso'rganizer. [f. as prec. -Eiii.] One
who or that which disorganizes.
>795 HKI.KN M. WILLIAMS Lett, on Frante II. 131 (Jod.)

(They] discredit the cause of liberty. . by treating as atheists,
that is to say, as universal disorganizes, its partisans and
friends. 1835 New Monthly Maf. XLV. 301 If he had
lived in the rYench revolution he should have been a great
disorganiser. 1894 D. G. THOMPSON in Forum (U.S.) Jan.
592 That greatest disorganizer of society, -war.

Diso'rganizing, ///. a. [f. as prec.
+ -ING 2.]

That disorganizes; causing disorganization.
1796 C. BURNEY Metastasio III. 254 Her unprincipled,

Soc. 160 <>/<-, The disorganizing and licentious principles
of the French Revolution. 1895 Century Mag. Aug. 549/1
They weaken the body by . . violent, depressing, and dis-

organizing emotions.

t DisO'rient, *> Obs. [ad. F. dhorienU'rtolum
from an eastward position, cause to lose one's bear-

ings,embarrass, f. des- Dis- 4 -t- orienterto ORIENT.]
trans. To turn from the east ; to cause to '

lose one's

bearings'; to put out, disconcert, embarrass.

1655 J. JENNINGS Elise 48 Twos Philippm who was dis-

oriented, but more Isabella. 1740 WARBURTON Div. Legal.
v. (R.), I doubt then the learned professor was a little dis-

oriented when he called the promises in Ezekiel and in the
Revelations the same. 18358^0. SMITH Mentoir

t etc. (1855)
11.356, I hope you will disorient yourself soon. The de-

parture of the wise men from the East seems to have been
on a more extensive scale than is generally supposed.

Disorientate (disoa-rient^t), v. [Dis- 6.]
trans. To turn from an eastward position ; pa. pplt.
not facing due east.

174 J- HARRIS Lex. Teckn.^ cited in Johnson. 1730-6
BAILEY (folio), Disorientated (spoken of a sun-dial), turn'd
away from the east, or some of the cardinal points. 1850
Ecclfsiologist XI. 79 S. John the Evangelist [Guernsey] is

a district church, built in 1836. It is disorientated. 1853
Ibid. XIV. 361 It has a chancel .. strangely disorientated
towards the south.

b.jfc
1717-51 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., The word is most frequently

used . . for the disconcerting;, or putting a man out of his

way, or element. Speak ofTaw to a physician, or of physic
to a lawyer, and they will both be disorientated.

Disorienta'tion. [n. of action f. prec. vb.]
1. The condition of being disorientated ; deviation

from the eastward position.
1860

Ecclesiolo^ist XXI. 400 A Roman Catholic church
at Wrexham, which, by its intentional disorientation, looks

very awkward by the side of. . the new church of S. Mark.
2. The condition of having lost one's bearings ;

uncertainty as to direction.
i88j W. JAMES in Amer. Ami. Deaf ft Dumb Apr. (1883)

109 [One lost in woods or forgetting in the dark the position
of his bed] knows the altogether peculiar discomfort and
anxiety of such 'disorientation' in the horizontal plane.

t Diso-mament, v . Obs. rare. [Dis- 6 or 7 a.]
trans. To deprive of ornament.
'S93 NASHE Christ's T. (1613) 58 The disornamfntinR of

this mother of Cities. 1648 E. SPARKK in J. Shute-Jam^ <y

//.
(16^9) Ep. Ded.. The very Executioner of all Ingenuity,

which It. .rifles and disornaments.

Disosit, obs. Sc. f. DISUSED.

t Di'SOUT. Obs. (exc. Hist.) Forms : 4 disur,

disour, dyssour , 4-6 dysour. 5 dysowre, 6 disor,

dyser, dyzar, disare, dissar, (9 Hist, dissour,

disour). fa. OF. disour, -ear, -or, -tur, agent-n.
from dire, dis-ant to say. Cf. Pr. dizedor, Sp. de-

cider, It. dicitore, repr. a Romanic type *dicitorem >

from L.(/;"<-^tosay, tell. SeealsoDtzzABD.] A (pro-

fessional) story-teller ;
a reciter of

'

gestes
*

; a jester.
n 1300 Cursor M. 27932 (Colt.) Speche o disur, rimes vn-

riiht, gcst of Jogolur. f ijjo R. UKUNNE Chron. Wtut

(Rolls) Prul. 75, I mud nought for no dUours .. Hot for J>c
luf of symple mcnnc, pat strange Inglis canne not kcnnc.

1361 T.AN'riL. P. PI. A. vii. 50 Hold not JKW with bar lutes,
here not heore tales. . For pei ben fa deuetes disours, I do
]fc to vndurstonde. 1377 Ibid. It. xnr. 173

'
It is but a dido ',

quod bis doctour, 'a Jysou res tale '. 1496 Dives $ /'<!/.
(W. de W.) ix. vi. 355/a This mynstrall is the worldc
whiche playeth with folke of this worlde as a mynstrall as
a Jogulour and as a dy&our. 1330 PALSGR. 314/1 DU&ar, a
scofler, saigefol. ijjj MORE Confut. TindaU Wka. 374/1
He playeth thedcuils disoreuen in this point. 1801 STRUTT
Shorts ff /'out. in. iii. 162 The contours and the jestours, who
are also called di.ssours, and seggers .. were literally talc-

tellers. 1890 Q. Rev. Oct. 439 Disours, jongleurs, gleemen.
Disown (dis<?u-n), v. [f. Dis- 6 + OWN v. : tf.

disclaim.

(In some recent dictionaries, this and the simple (Turn have
each been improperly split up into two verbs, sense 3 being
erroneously assumed to be derived from OK. nntuin to

grant, with which it has no connexion : see OWN v.)\

t 1. trans. To cease to own, to relinquish one's

possession of; to give upf part with, renounce.
c 16*0 H. ANDERSON Bidding World Farewell in Farr

S. P. ytis. I (1848) 304 The houre is set wherein they must
disown The royal pomp, the treasure, and the throne.

2. To refuse to acknowledge as one's own, or as

connected with oneself; not to own ; to renounce,

repudiate, disclaim.

1649 St. Trials^ Col. J. Lilburn (R.) You say it is im-

possible for you . . without advice of counsel to own or dis-

own books. 1659 D. PELL Impr. Sta 415 That Christ will

disown, and reject many that nave strong hopes .. of their

Salvation. 17*6 Adv. Capt, R. Boyle 130 The king . . had
not the least Regard to his Word, and even disown'd a
Letter he had written to. .the King of France. 1777 FRANK-
LIN Lett. Wks. (1889) VI. 117, I see .. that Mr. Deane is

disowned in some of his agreements with officers. 1831
Hi. MARTINEAU Homes Abroad i. 4 He had for some time
disowned them as sons. 1856 FROUDE Hist. Eng. (1858) I.

ii. 116 The prince . . was . . required to disown . . the obli-

gations contracted in his name.

b. To refuse to acknowledge the authority of

(a government, etc.) over oneself; to renounce

allegiance to.

1693 LUTTRELL Brief Rel. (1857) III. 89 Sir George
Downing, who disowned this government at the beginning
of the revolution . . has taken the oaths. 17*6 Adv. Capt.
R. Boyle 127 Their Mufti .. disowns the Emperor's Au-
thority. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. 111.705 As soon as

James was restored, it would be a duty to disown and with-
stand him. The present duty was to disown and withstand
his son in law.

C. In the vSociety of Friends : To disclaim as a
fellow-member ; to expel from membership.
1737 Minutes of Yearly Meeting <?/ Soc. Friends 26

Mar. (J. Phillips, 1783), Any person denied by a Monthly
Meeting is adjudged as disowned by Friends and to stand
and remain in that state, till by his repentance . . he is

reconciled to Friends, or reinstated in membership among
them. 1783-1883 Book of Discipline of Soc. Friends 204
Which Meeting is to receive his acknowledgment or to dis-

own him, as in its judgment the case shall require. 1806

[see DISOWNMENT].

1 3. To refuse to acknowledge or admit (anything

imputed, claimed, or asserted) ; to deny. OPS.
1666 PEPVS Diary 24 June, He do not disowne but that

the dividing of the fleet . . was a good resolution. 1701
DE FOE True-born Eng. Pref., Nor do I disown . . that I

could be glad to see it rectified. 1710 Lond. Gaz. No. 4752/3
The Court no longer disown his. .Majesty's Arrival. 17*6
LEONI AlbcrtC* Archit. \. 26/1 We cannot disown that it

has one Fault.

Hence Disowned ///. a., Disowning vbl. sb.

1654 LD. ORRERY Parthen. (1676) 675 A disowning of their

Quarrel by the Gods. 1707 NOKRIS Treat. Humility iii.

after the disowning of Buckhurst, mentioned bis name. 1829
LVTTON (title\ The Disowned.

t Disownable, a. Obs. [f. prec. + -ABLE.]
Liable to be disowned ; spec* rendering one liable

to be disowned (sense 2 c).

ScHMvEMcycLRelig. A"<mV.( 1882-3}
111. 107 From 1696

to 1776 the society nearly every year declared
' the importing,

purchase, or sale of slaves' by its members to be a ' disown -

able offence '.

Disownment. [f. as prec. + -MENT.] The
act of disowning, renunciation ; spec, repudiation
from membership in the Society of Friends.

1806 CLARKSON Port. Quaker. I. Discipline i. n. 195 He
is then publicly excluded from membership, or, as it is

called. Disowned. This is done by a distinct document,
called a Testimony of Disownment. 1883 Book of Dis-

cipline of Soc. Friends 203 The Monthly Meeting should,
after due consideration, issue a testimony of disownment
against such person. 1893 Columbus (Ohio) Disf. 14 SepL,
The disownment and desertion [of Burns) by Jean Armour.

t Diso'xidate, v. Chcm. Obs. [Dis- 6.]
trans. To reduce from the state of an oxide :

DEOXIDATE. Hence Diso xidUting ///. a. ; also

Disoxida-tion = DEOXIDATION.
1801 CHENEVIX in Phil. Trans. XCI. 240 A very small

mixture of any disoxidating substance. iBos SMITHSON
Ibid. XCI 1 1. 26 The disoxidation of the zinc calx. 1817
COLERIDGE Bioe. Lit. etc. 403 A handicraftsman from a

laboratory, who had just succeeded in dUoxydating an earth.

t Diso-xygenate, v- Chcm. Obs. [Dis- 6.]
trans. To deprive of oxygen: = DEOSYGENATE.
Hence Diso xygenated '///. a. ; also DUoxy-
gena-tion - DEOXYCIKNATION.
1800 HEXKY 1 fit. C/uin. (1808) 137 The sulphur b not

entirely disoxygcnated. Ibid. 177 The affinity of this acid
fur 1U base is weakened by dis-oxygeuation. i8*j IMISON
.Sc'. ff Art II. 199 Indigo will not combine with the cloth

other on the violet Hide which favours dlsoxygenation.

t Dispaxe, v. 06s. [A Spenserian formation
of doubtful derivation. Pcrh. f. Dia- I + PACE v. ;

or else L. di-, Di- 1 + spatiari, It. spaziare to

walk.] intr. and re/I. To walk or move about.
1588 SPENSER I'irgitt dial 195 Thus wise long lime he

did himselfe dispace There round about. 1591 Muietot.
350 But when he spide the joyous Hutterflie In this faire

plot diipacing loo anil fro. i6ioU. KLETCHEK Christ 'i Tri.

after Death (R.), [The Saints] in this lower field dupacing
wide, Through windy thoughts, that would their sails mis-

guide.

t Diapa'ck, v. Obs. rare.
[f.

Din- 6 + PACK v. :

cf. OF. despatjuer to unpack (1496 in Godef.).]
trans. To nnpack, to open out.

1591 SYLVESTER fit Rartai I. i. 518 When God the mingled
lump dispackt, 1' rum fiery element did light extract.

Dispa-geant, v. rare. [1 MS- 7 b.] trans.

To strip of pageantry or brilliant display.
i8i LVTTON & FAXE Tannkttutcr 74 The mighty Hall

Dumb, dismally dispageanted.
1 Dispai'nt. v. Obs. rare. [f. Dis- i + PAINT

v. : cf. aepainl.] trans. To paint diversely.
1590 SPENSER /-'. Q. if. ix. 50 His chamber was dlspainted

all within With sundry colours.

t DispaiT, v.l Obs. [f. Dis- 6 + PAIR v.] trans.

To undo the pairing of, separate from being a pair.
1598 SVI.VESTEH DM Barlat n. ii. in. Colonies 41 The

grissell Turtles (seldome seen alone) Dis-payer'd and parted,
wander one by one. c 1611 HF.M M. & Fl_ Triumph ofLove
vii, I have . . dispaired two dove:*, Made 'em sit mourning.
1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (1811) IV. x. 60 Engagements
where the minds are unpaired dispaired in my case, may
I say.

t Dispair 0, v.'* Obs. [var. of DEPAIK, a. OF.

despeirer, depeirer to spoil. Cf. also DISPAYBE sb.']

intr. To spoil, become injured,
'

go bad '.

IS73 TUSSER Husk. Ivii. (18781 136 Kcll dried (hops) will

abide foule weather or faire, where drieng and heng in loft

doo dispaire.

Dispair e, obs. form of DESFAIH.

t Dispa'late, v. Obs. rare. [f. Dis- 6 + PALATE

f.] trans. To make or find unpalatable, disrelish.

1630 BRATHWAIT Eng. GentUm. (1641) 75 His Vocation,
which perchance by our nicer and more curious gallants . .

will be distasted and dispalated.

t Dispa'le, v. Obs. rare. [Dis- 7 a.] trans.

To deprive of its pale or enclosing fence.

1658 J. JONES Ovias Ibis 51 An adulterous wife U Acteons

park dispal'd.

+ Dispa'nd, v. Obs. [ad. L. dispand-fre, f.

Dis- I + pandSfre to spread, stretch.] trans. To
spread abroad, to expand.
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Dispand(tiispando), to stretch out

or spread abroad. 1657 TOMLINSON Renou's Disp. Ded.,
The rayes of your Learning being dispandcd. 1669WORLIOCK
Syst. Agric. u68i) 56 This Seed, .being cast into its proper
Matrix or Menstruum . . doth dispand Its self, and increase

into the form and matter by Nature designed. 1691-1731
COLKS, A.i/<r.W, dispand, display.

1 Dispa'nnel, v. Obs. rare. [f. Dis- 6 +
PANNEL v.] trans. To deprive of a '

pannel
'

or

saddle-cloth.

1654 GAVTON /Vt'tu. Notes iv. xx. 267 Behind dispannell'd
Sancho rode.

1 Dispa'nsion. Obs.rare~. [n. of action

from DISPAND.] = EXPANSION.
1658 PHILLIPS, Disfansiott, a spreading both waves. 1755

JOHNSON, DispaHsiott, the act of displaying ;
the act of

spreading ; diffusion ; dilatation.

Dispansive '.dispsc-nsiv), a.
[f.

L. dispans-,

ppl. stem of dispandlrc to DISPASD: see -IVE.]

i,See quot.)
1883 Syd. Soc. Lex., Disfamifc, term applied to a system

of lenses which has a negative focal distance. Used in

opposition to a system of lenses with positive focal distance,
which is termed collective.

Dispantheonize, dispa-palize : see Dis- 6.

t Di'Spar, " Obs. rare. [ad. L. dispar, f. Ui.s-

4 +par equal.] Unequal, unlike.

1587 Misfort. Arthur iv. ii. in Hazl. DodsUy IV. 333 DU-
par minds and inward moods unlike.

Dispar ve, obs. form of DESPAIR.

t Di'Sparable, a. Obs. rare. [f.
L. dispar

unequal, or f. L. dispar-are to separate, divide ;

perhaps after COMPARABLE.] Unlike.

1413 /Yfcr. Sowl* (Caxton)i. iii. (1859) 4 Dyuerse and dis-

parayble, bothe in theyr persounes, and..occupacyons.

t Dispa-radise, v. Obs. rare. [Dis- 7c.]
Irons. To turn out of paradise. Also_/$f.
'593 NASHE Christ's T. (1613) 78 Thou that ere this hast

disparradiz'd our first Parent Adam. 16*3 COCKERAM, Dis.

paraitised) falne from happinesse to misene.

t Dispa'rage, sb. Obs. Also 4-5 des-, dis-

perage. [MK. despara-gt, dispera-ge, a. OF. des-

parage unworthy marriage (Godef.), f. as next.]
1. Inequality of rank in marriage ; an unequal
match ; disgrace resulting from marriage with one

of inferior rank.

1315 SHOREHAM 54 Ne may hem falle after thys lyf Kon
un-worth desperage. c 1386 UU0CO Clerk's T. 852 Hym

80* -a



DISPARAGE.

wolde thynke it were a disparage To his estaat so lowe for

talighte. 1574 tr. Littletons Tenures 23 b, No de^parage
shalbee but where he that hath the warde marieth him
within the age of xiiij yeare. 1596 SPENSER F. Q. iv. viii.

50 Her friends. .Dissuaded her from such a disparage.

2. Ill-matcheclness ; incongruity.
c 1430 Hymns Virg. (1867) 74 Pride in age Doija disperage.

3. Disparagement, dishonour.

01592 H. SMITH Wks. (1867) II. 481 If I forbear..! blush,
I fear His despite and my disparage. 1615 HEYWOOD Foure
Prentises \. Wks. 1874 II. 169, I hold it no disparage to my
birth, Though 1 be borne an Earle, to haue the skill And
the full knowledge of the Mercers Trade.

Disparage (disparred^ \ v. Also 4 des-, 5

dye- ; 5 dysparych, 7 disparadge, -parrage,

parge. [a. OF. desparagier, desperager to match
or cause to marry unequally ; later ' to offer vnto,
or impose on a man vnfit, or vnworthie conditions'

(Cotgr.), f. f/es-j Dis- $+paragt equality of rank.]

frl. trans. To match unequally; to degrade or

dishonour by marrying to one of inferior rank. Obs.

[1292 BRITTON in. iii. 4 Et si acune de juvene age soit

marie a tiel ou ele est desparage'. transl. If any female

heir of tender years be married where she is disparaged.]
c 1350 Will. Palerne 485, I nel leie mi loue so low ..Des-

paraged were i disgisili jif i dede in bis wise. 1480 CAXTON
Chron. Eng. ccxvii. 204 Moch was this fayr damysel dys-

paraged sith that she was maryed ayenst al the comune
assent of England. 1611 COTGR., Apparage t a maid thats

marled vnto her equal), or, thats not disparaged. 1779-81

JOHNSON L. P., Pope Wks. IV. 113 History relates that she

was about to disparage herself by a marriage with an inferior.

2. To bring discredit or reproach upon ; to dis-

honour, discredit
;
to lower in credit or esteem.

c 1386 CHAUCER Reeve's T. 351 Who dprste be so boold to

disparage My doghter that is come of swich lynage ? a 1400
Pistill ofSusan 253 Heo keuered vp on hir kneos, and
cussed his hand : For I am dampned, I ne dar disparage
Jn mou^. 1486 Bk. St, Albans Bijb, Then is the hawke
disparagid for all that yere. 1612 BP. HALL Recoil. Treat.

(1614)657 The place oft-times disparages; As, to put the
Arke of God into a Cart, or to set it by Dagon. 1691 HART-
CLIFFE Virtues 406 Men disparage Religion who profess it,

and do not guide their Actions according to its Doctrines.

1754 FOOTE Knights i. Wks. 1799 I. 69 If you tell father he '11

knock my brains out, for he says I'll disparage the family.

1854 BREWSTER More Worlds Pref. 6 A view . . calculated
to disparage the science of astronomy.

1 3. a. To lower in position or dignity ; to de-

grade, b. To lower in one's own estimation ; to

cast down. Obs.

1496 Dives <$ Paup. (W. de W.) vi. xv. 258/1 Cryste . .

anentysshed hymself and dysparyched hymselfe in to the

lykenesse of a seruaunt. 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. 17I (an.
28) 160 Lest they shoulde . . declare his base byrthe, and
lowsy lynage, desparagyng him from his usurped surname
of Mortymer. 1500 SPENSER F. Q. n. x. z How shall fraile

_!.. r a .-* j r* !. \ : i __j

476

PARITY i]. 1850 MERIVALE Rom. Emp. I. ii. 52 Some houses

lost their patrician status by marriages of disparagement.

transf. $ fig. 1585 AUP. SANDYS Serm. (1841) 325 In mar-

j
riage therefore it behoveth us to be careful, that they whom
we choose be of the household of God, professing one true

religion with us ; the disparagement wherein is the cause of

all dissention.

2. Lowering of value, honour, or estimation ;
dis-

honour, indignity, disgrace, discredit ;
that which

causes or brings loss of dignity, etc.

1486 Act 3 Hen. VII, c. 2 Women, .been, .defoiled to the

. .Disparagements of the said Women. 1590 SHAKS. Com.
Err. \. i. 149 Passed sentence may not be recal'd But to our

honours great disparagement. 1598 Merry IV. i. i. 31 If

Sir John Falstaffe haue committed disparagements vnto

you. 1605 BACON Adv. Learn. I. viii. 3. 43 To haue com-
mandement ouer Gally-slaues is a disparagement, rather than

an honour. 1644 MILTON Jdgm. Bucer{\^\) 303 In that

Doctoral Chair, where once the Iearnedest of England
thought it no disparagement to sit at his feet. 1676 COLES

Eng. Diet. To Rdr., 'Tis no Disparagement to understand
the Canting Terms : It may chance to save your Throat
from being cut, or (at least) your Pocket from being pick'd.

1764 REID Inquiry ii. 6. 108 No disparagement is meant
to the understandings of the authors. 1837-9 HALLAM Hist.

Lit. (1847) I. xi. 2. 8^ Nor is this any disparagement to their

ability. 1869 Pall MallG. n Oct. 2 These appointments. .

have brought all the lesser dignities into disparagement.
3. The action of speaking of in a slighting or

depreciatory way ; depreciation, detraction, under-

valuing.
1591 GREENE Art^ Conny Catch, n. (1592) 13 [He] dare

not lift his plumes in disparagement of my credit, a 1665

J. GOODWIN Filled iw. the Spirit (1867) 87 That proverb of

disparagement, A fool and his money are soon parted. 1699
I BENTLEY Phal. Pref. 82 A Disparagement from men of no

knowledge in the things they pretend to judge is the least

]

of Disparagements. 1761-2 HUME Hist. Eng. (1806) III.

xlvii. 705 He had expressed himself with great disparage-
ment of the common law of England. 1859 LEWIN Invas.

Brit. 6* A strong bias towards the glorification of the writer

and the disparagement of the Britons. 1876 MOZLEY Univ.
Serm. v. (1877) 106 We may observe in the New Testament
an absence of all disparagement of the military life.

Dispa'rager. [f. DISPARAGE v. + -ER *.] One
who disparages or discredits; one who speaks

slightingly of, or belittles ; a detractor.
1611 COTGR., Vitupereur, a dispraiser, discommender;

disparager, disgracer. 1640 Bp. HALL Episc. n. xix. 198
It can be no great comfort or credit to the disparagers of

Episcopacy, a 1715 HICKES Let. to Nelson in Life Bp.
Bull 518 (T.) Despisers and disparagers of the ancient

fathers. 1822 LAMB Elia, Ser. i. Mod. Gallantry, The
idolator of his female mistress the disparager and despiser
of his no less female aunt. 1848 MILL Pol. Econ. n. vii. 2

(1876) 173 The disparagers of peasant properties.

Disparaging, vbL sb, [f. as prec. + -ING V

icy that are troubled and amazed at their sinnes, le

not be disparaged. 1704-5 POPE Let. to Wycherley 25 Jan.,
I am disparaged and disheartened by your commendations.

1716 ADDISON Drummer i. i, I'll not disparage myself to be
a Servant in a House that is haunted.

4. To speak of or treat slightingly ; to treat as

something lower than it is
;

to undervalue ; to

vilify.

1536 CRANMER in Four C. Ettg. Lett. 14 They should not
esteem any part of your grace's honour to be touched

thereby, but her honour only to be clearly disparaged. 1599
SHAKS. Much Ado in, ii. 131, 1 will disparage her no farther,
till you are my witnesses, a. 1656 BP. HALL Rent. Wks.
(1660) 161 One dares question, yea disparage the sacred

Scriptures of God. 1660 HICKERINGILL Jamaica (1661) 20
The Composition of. . Chocoletta is now so vulgar, that I will

not disparage my Reader by doubting his acquaintance in

so known a Recipe. 1715 BURNET Own Time (1766) II. 48
Took it ill of me that I should disparage the kings evidence.

1837-9 HALLAM Hist. Lit. IV. vi. iv. 16, 267 It is a very
narrow criticism which disparages Racine out of idolatry
of Shakspeare. 1859 MILL Liberty ii. (1865) 26/1 It is the
fashion of the present time to disparage negative logic.

Hence Dispa'raged ppl. a.
x6n COTGR., Desparagt, disparaged. 1802 BEDDOES

Hyfilav.m Would not the disparaged milk afford whole-
some aliment? 1885 GLADSTONE Sp. Ho. Com. 23 Feb., A
disparaged Government and a doubtful House of Commons.

Dispa-rageable, a. [f. DISPARAGE z/. + -ABLE.]
1 1. Tending to disparage or bring disgrace upon ;

lowering, disgraceful. Obs.

1617 COLLINS Def. B&. Ely n. vii. 276 Can there be any
thing more disparageable to a poore suiter then this? 1635
N. R. Camden's Hist. Eliz. i. 53 They disdained this mar-
riage., as. .disparageable and most unworthy of the blood
Royal. 1643 Oath Pad/. 21 Much lesse let it be held ..

desparagable to the King to hearken to his Parliament.
2. To be disparaged.
1648 J. GOODWIN Right <$ Might 37 The action of the

Army is not disparageable by any possibility or likelyhood
of evill, that it may bring upon the Kingdome afterwards.

Disparagement (dispEe-redsment). Also 6

disparge-, -perge-, -parrage-, -paradgment,
[a. OF. desparagement, f. desparager DISPARAGE.]
1 1. Marriage to one of inferior rank ; the disgrace

or dishonour involved in such a misalliance. Obs.
exc. Hist.

15*3 FITZHERB. Surv. xii. 23 If he be vnmaryed, than his

maryage to gyue or sell to whome he wyll without disparge-
ment. 1570-6 LAMBARDE Peramb. Kent (1826) 455. ^1577
SIR T. SMITH Comni-w. Eng. in. v. (R.) Couenable marriage
without dispergement. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. in. viii. 12 He. .

thought that match a fowle disparagement. 1651 [see Dis-

The action of the vb. DISPARAGE ; disparagement.
1574 tr. Littletons Tenures 22 b, A convenient mariage

wythout di^peragyng. 1654 WHITLOCK Zootomia 446 Dis-

paragings of metis Moralls, Naturalls, Fortunes, Pedigree.

Disparaging,///. [f-
as prec. + -i>"G 2

.]

That disparages ;
that speaks of or treats slight-

ingly, that brings reproach or discredit.

1645 MILTON Tetrach. (1851) 199 What can be more oppo-
site and disparaging to the cov'nant of love ? a 1665 J.
GOODWIN Filled iv. the Spirit (1867) 395 If we take the
word '

legal
'

in any disparaging sense. 1771 FOOTE Maid
of B. HI. Wks. 1790 II. 235 As to yourself (I don't speak in

a disparaging way), your friends are low folks, and your
fortune just nothing at all. 1861 W. BELL Diet. Law Scot,

s. v. Disparagement, If the superior required the heir to

make an unsuitable or disparaging marriage, he or she

might legally refuse. 1888 F. HUME Mad. Midas i.Frol.,
With a disparaging shrug of the shoulders.

Disparagingly, adv. [f. prec. + -LY-.] In
a disparaging manner; slightingly.
1707 NORRIS Treat. Humility i. 28 We are not to think

disparagingly of that excellent nature God has given us.

1834. Blackw. Mag. XXXV. 486 The '

dirty acres ', as Sir

Lucius . . disparagingly calls them. 1875 JOWETT Plato
(ed. 2) I. 351 Not that I mean to speak disparagingly of

any one who is a student of natural philosophy.

t Dispa-ragon, v. Obs. rare. [f. Dis- 6 +
PARAGON

v.~\
trans. To disparage.

1610 G. FLETCHER Christ's Tri. after Death xxv, Lickt
with soft and supple blandishment, Or spoken to disparagon
his praise.

t Dispa'rail, a. 06s. rare. [a. OF. desparail,
-eil different (i4th c. in Godef.) f. des-, Dis- 4 +

farcil equal.] Different, diverse.

1413 Pilgr. Sarnie (Caxton 1483, repr. 1859) 60 Two ymagcs
huge, of disparayl fourme.

Disparate (di-sparA), a. and sb. [orig. ad. L.

dispardt-us separated, divided, pa. pple. oidispar-
are, f. Dis- I + parare to make ready, prepare,

provide, contrive, etc. ; but in use, app. often asso-

ciated with L. dispar unequal, unlike, different.]
A. adj.

1. Essentially different or diverse in kind ; dis-

similar, unlike, distinct. In Logic, used of things
or concepts having no obvious common ground
or genus in which they are correlated. Hence
distinguished from contrary, since contrary things
are at least correlated in pairs, e.g. good and bad.

Also distinguished from disjunct, since disjunct

concepts may all be reduced to a common kind.

Disparatiis appears first in Cicero De Inv. Rhct. 28. 42,
applied to the mere separation expressed by sii/terr, HOH
$<z/m', or A is not 1J, as against the opposition of hat and

DISPABENT.

cold, life and death ; it is used by Boethius, DC Syll. Hyp.
(ed. Bas.) 608, to denote things which are only different,

without any conflict of contrariety (tantum diversa, nulla

contrarietate pugnantia). It reappears in 14-15111 c. with
the school of Occam, e.g. in Kud. Strodus and Paulus

VenetuSj and is retained in modern transformations of the

scholastic logic. According to Ueberweg Logic 53> dis-

parate conceptions are those which do not fall within the

extent of the same higher, or at least of the same next

higher conception. (Prof. W. Wallace.)
1608 BP. J. KING Serai. 5 Nov. 5 Two disperate species

and sorts of men. 1633 AMES Agst. Cerem. n. 243 Can men
give manifold disparate senses to one and the same Cere-
monies? 1642 FULLER Holy <$ Prof. St. iv. vii. 273 Not

onely disparate, but even opposite terms. 1684 T. BCKNET
Th. Earth i. 302 As remote in their nature . . as any two

disparate things we can propose or conceive ; number and
colour. 1748 HARTLEY Observ. Man i. iii. 296 The Terms
must be disparate, opposite, or the same. 1781 BENTHAM
Wks. (1843) X. 92 A personage of a nature very disparate
to the former. 1837-8 SIR W. HAMILTON Logic xii. (1860)
I. 224 Notions co-ordinated in the whole of comprehension,
are, :n respect of the discriminating characters, different

without any similarity. They are thus.^ro/aw/tf, absolutely
different ; and, accordingly, in propriety are called Dis-

parate Notions, (tiotiones disparatx). On the other hand,
notions co-ordinated in the quantity or whole of extension

. . are only relatively different (or diverse) ; and, in logical

language, are properly called Disjunct or Discrete Notions.

1865 GROTE Plato I. vi. 249 Other creeds, disparate or dis-

cordant. 1883 F. HARRISON in Pall Mall G. 3 Nov. 1/2 The
questions are so utterly disparate as not to be reducible to

the same argument.
b. (See quot.)

1867 L. H. ATWATER Elem. Logic \\. u. 69, Any one
of given Co-ordinate Species, is called, in relation to any
one part of a higher or lower Co-ordinate Division under
the Summum Genus, Disparate. Thus, .lion, as compared
to fish, Shetland pony, or bull-dog, is. Disparate.

C. (See quot.)
1883 Syd. Soc. Lex,) Disparate points, two points upon

the two retina; which, when a ray of light falls upon them,
do not produce similar impressions. Used by Fachner in

opposition to corresponding points.
2. Unequal, on a disparity.
1764 T. PHILLIPS Life Pole (1767) I. 6 Which at very

disparate years united these two persons, a 1834 LAMB
Misc. Wks. (1871) 449 Between ages so very disparate.

1879 FARRAR St. Paul I. 416 Paul proceeds to narrate the

acknowledgment of the Three that his authority was in no
sense disparate with theirs.

B. sb. Chiefly pi. Disparate things, words, or

concepts ; things so unlike that they cannot be

compared with each other.

1586 BRIGHT Melanch. xii. 50 Contrarie faculties or such
as we call desparates in logicke, 1588 FHAUNCK Lawiers
Log. i. x. 47 Disparates are sundry opposites whereof one
is equally and in like manner opposed unto many. 1623
COCKERA.M, Disparates, words which are differing one from

another, but not contrarie, as heat and cold are contraries,
but heat and moisture disparates. 1654 JER. TAYLOR Real
Pres. 109 It is the style of both the Testaments to speak
in signs and representments, where one disparate speaks of
another ; as it does here : the body of Christ, of the bread.

1682 R. BURTHOGGE An Arg. (1684) 154 Disparates are

distinct, and are not opposites. 1722 WOLLASTON Relig. Nat.
v. 71 If they are supposed to be only different, not opposite,
then if they differ as disparates, there must be some genus
above them. 1849 GROTE Greece n. Ixviii. (1862) VI. 180

Blending together disparates or inconsistencies.

t Di'sparated, ///. a. Obs. = DISPARATE.
1624 BP. MOUNTAGU Gagg 307 Questions .. of different

natures, of unequall extents, of divers and disparated ap-

probation.

Di-sparately, adv. [f. DISPARATE + -LY 2.]

In a disparate manner ; separately, without relation

to each other.

1881 G. S. HALL German Culture, Laura Bridgman 251
After the retina is destroyed . . the eyeballs gradually lose

the power of moving together, but move disparately.

Disparateness, [f.
as prec. + -NESS.] The

condition or quality of being disparate; dissimi-

larity of nature or character
;

absence of re-

lation.

1659 FULLER App. Injur. Innoc. (1840) 567 Such foreign

Canons, though not against but only besides our Common
Law, and containing no repugnancy but disparateness to

the laws of our land. 1825 COLERIDGE in Rent. (1836) II.

349 By contrasting it with, at least by shewing its dis-

parateness from the Mosaic. 1873 M. ARNOLD Lit. $ Dogma
(1876) 179 Needing only to be carefully studied side by side

with this for its disparateness to become apparent.

t Dispara'tiou. Obs. [ad. L. dispardtion-em

separation: cf. DISPARATE.] The condition of

being disparate ;
the opposition of disparates.

1654 Z. CQK.E. Logick (1657) 96 Disparation is an opposition
of specialls. .by opposite differences ; as a man and a beast

are disparates, or dissevered. 1656 JEANES Fuln. Christ

154 The second argument from the comparison of the

extreames of this union . . is taken from their dispara-
tion.

Disparcle, var. of DISPARKLE v. Obs.

t Di'Sparence. Obs. rare. [f.
as next : see

-ENCE.] Disappearance.
1617 COLLINS Def. Bp. Ely \\. x. 447 A miraculous anni-

hilation, or disparence at least, of the water in the font.

t Di'Sparent, #. 1 Obs. rare. [f.
L. type

*disparent-eni pr. pple. of ^disparere (It. disparere,

OF. disparoir), f. Dis- 4 + parere to appear. Cf.

obs. F. disparcnt.] Disappearing,
1617 COLLINS Def. Bp. Ely n. vii. 258 Now when they

pray to him in Nyssen, as entire and present . . who was

mangled and diaparent, is there no Rhctorique in this ?



DISPARENT.

t Drsparent, "." Ol>s. rare. [If. L. dispar

unequal, unlike, dissimilar, with ending of differ-
ent

',
or ? I. 1 Ms- in sense

'

diversely
'

+ L. parire to

appear.] Unlike, diverse ; of various appearance.
< 1611 CHATMAN ///a</ n. Comni. (1857* $a This, .deformed

mixture of his p;uls. .to follow the true life of nature, being
often or always expressed so disparent in her creatures.

Disparge, -merit, obs. f. DISPARAGE, -MENT.

t Dispari'lity. Obs. rare-". [nd.L.disfari-
liliis, (. ilitfan'l-is^itispar unlike.] =DlSPAUlTY.
1656 UuM'Ni Gfassagr.t Oisparility (disparilitas) in-

etjuality, unlikene.ss, difference.

t Dispa'rish, v.l Obs. Also 5 -ys, dysperysh.
[f.

F. Jtsparaiss-, present stem of disparattre to

disappear : perh. from an OK. by-form *disparir,

Jispariss- : cf. APPAKISH to appear.] intr. To
disappear.
1:1415 fyumi. St. Bartholomew's 6 In these wordes the

viMoiin disparyschydde. Ibid. 41 Thus she seyed, And
. soiUinly dyspcryshid. 1435 MISVN Fire o/Love loo All
aijuersite vanysthis & all oper desyres aperis not, bot ba ar

stillyd and disparischyd. c 1450 St. Cntnbert (Surtees) 4504
Cuthbert away disparysid. a 1631 T. TAYLOR God's Jlldeeni.
i. xv. Summary (1642) 439 These men or rather Angels ..

then disparished and were never more seen.

Disparish (dlspse-rij), v.- [Dis- 7.] trans.

a. To oust from one's parish, b. To cause to be no

longer a parish, deprive of the status of a parish.
1593 ABP. BANCROFT Survey If. Discipline 5 That all the

parishes in England (they say) must be first disparlshed,
and all the people of the land first sanctified. 1667 WATKR-
HOUSE Fire Lottii. 40 Has not God dis-parished and scat-
tered them, Priest from people ? 1864 Realm 8 June 5 The
Lutheran Chapel, .occupies the site of 'Trinity Church',
disparished after the great fire.

t Dispa'lison. Obs. [ad. L. disparation-cm
(see DISPABATION}, after coni-parison]
1. = DISPARITY.
1600 Bp. W. BARLOW Anyiv. Nameless Cath, 304 There

should bee a great disparison betweene them.
2. Depreciatory comparison.
1609 Bp. W. BARLOW Answ. Nameless Cath. 94 Vttered

without enuious comparison, or malitious disparison of
others. 1617 COLLINS Def. Bp. Ely I. i. 96 Which is euident

by the comparison, or disparison rather, of earthly Kings
there vscd. 1647 TKAPP Comm. Matt. xix. 19 They stand

upo_n their comparisons I am as good as thou ; nay, upon
their disparisons,

'
I am not as this publican '.

t Disparrtion. Obs. Also 7 erron. -ation.

[a. F. disparition disappearance (Amyot, i6thc.),
f. OF. disparoir, after apparition. Cf. disparence,

liisparcnt.] Disappearance.
1594 Bp. J. KING OH Jonas (1618) 376 A disparition of it

for a time, as if it were not. 1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's
Mor. 1358 Deaths, destructions and

disparitions. 1654 Z.
COKE Logick (1657) ao? That disparition and vanishing
away, which Ubiquitaries feign of his Body. 1773 Phil.
Trans. LXIII. 207 To consider the debilitation of the light,
in this degree, as actual disparition.

Disparity (dispse-riti). [ad. F. disparity (i6th
c. in Littre) = It. disparita, Sp. disparidad, after

L. type *disparitds, f. Dis- 4 +paritds PARITY.]
1. The quality or state of being of unequal rank,

condition, circumstances, etc.; inequality or dis-

similarity in respect of age, amount, number, or

quality ; want of parity or equality.
'597 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. v. xlvii. $ 3 Between Elihu and

the rest of Job's familiars, the greatest disparity was but
in years. 1610 C. HAMPTON Serttt. 23, 1 am bound to obey
both powers, but with disparitie. 1651 G. W. tr. drivel's
fust. 21 A wife . . fit for him without disparity or Dis-
paragement. 1697 COLLIER ss. Mor. Subj. u. (1703) 59
Disparity in age seems a greater obstacle to an intimate
friendship than inequality of fortune. 1773 GOLDSM. Stoops
to Cony, v, The disparity of education and fortune. 1828
SCOTT F. AT. Perth xxxiv, Willing and desirous of fighting
upon the spot, without regard to the disparity of numbers.
1856 FROUUE Hist. Eng. (1858) I. i. 20 No disparity of force
made Englishmen shrink from enemies,

b. with //. An instance of this.
1681 SIR T. BROWNE Chr. Mer. i. 27 There may be no

such vast Chasm or Gulph between disparities as common
Measures determine. 1877 H. A. PAGE be Quincey II. xix.

163 This keen, sense of the ludicrous and the salient dis-

parities of life.

2. The quality of being unlike or different ;
nn-

likeness, dissimilarity, difference, incongruity. Also

with//. An instance or particular form of this.
< 'SSS HARPSRELD Divorce Hen. Kf//(i878) 75 There is

SIR T. BROWNE Psettti. Ep. vi. i. 276 In which computes there
are manife>t disparities. 1674 tr. Schejfer's Lapland xv. 77
You may see what a disparity there is between these dialects.

1775 ADAIR Aincr. Ind. 214 There is not the least disparity
between the ancient North-American method of manufac-
turing, and that of the South Americans. 1875 Lyelts Princ.
Geol.ll. ill. xxxiv. 250 We find a striking disparity between
individuals.. descended from a common stock.

Dispark (dispauk), v. [f. Dis- 7 b + PARK sl>.

Cf. loth c. F. ilespar<juer (Littre), mod.F. tUpar-
quer, also depark (DE- pref. II. a).] trans. To
divest of the character of a park ; to throw open
ipark-land), or convert (it) to other uses. Hence
Dispa-rking vbl. sb.

(1538 LELAND Ilia. I. 21 The Frith Park somctyme a
mighty large thyng, now partely deparked.] I54*~3 stft

34-5 lien. VIII, c. 21 [IfJ house or houses, parkc, chase or
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forest, happen to be fallen downe, dUparkcd, disforested or
destroicd. 1593 SHAKS. A'i\ It. //, in. 1.23 V'ouhauefed vpon
my Scigliurics, I >is-p;uk'd my Parkes and felt'd my Kurrc-l
Woods. 1664 J. TAYLOK Confirmation i 4 This device . .

dfaparin the intlosures, and lays all in common. 1778 1 >. -

Gazetteer (ed. 2) s. v. Yardley, The manor-house stands in

an ancient park, now disparked. 1816 SCOTT ll'ooitst. vi, The
disparking and destroying of the royal residences of Eng-
land. 1851 KINGSLLY Yeast ix, Many a shindy have I had
here before the chase was disparked.

b. transf. xnAfig. (In quot.
as deer).

1633 G. HERBERT Temple, forerunners i, Must they have
my Drain? must they dispark Those sparkling notions,
which therein were bred? 1638 SIR T. HERBERT Trar. 92
He thereupon disparks his Seralio, and flyes thence . . with

Assaph-chawns daughter only in his company. 1651 3 ! M.
TAYLOR Serin,for Yean. xvi. 204 The little undecencjes and
riflings of our souls, the first openings and disparkiogs of
our vertue. Ibid. (1678) 220.

I Dispa-rkle.-pa'rcle, r. 1 Obs. Also 5 des-,

dyspercle, 5-6 -parole, -perkle. [app. a corrupted
form of the earlier DispAiti'LE, by association with

sfark, sparkle (in MK. sferclen, sperkle, sparkleit).

(No trace of the corruption appears in French.)]
1. trans. To scatter abroad, drive apart, disperse;
= DlSPARPLB I.

t 1449 PECOCK Kefr. in. vii. 318 Alle..wcren disperclid
abrode. i i4Jo tr. De Imitatione I. iii, A pure, simple & a
stable spirit is not disparcled \v. r. disparpledj in many
werkes, c 1401 CHast. Go<ides ChyU. xxv. 69 Riches maye
lityll and lityll multeplie but sodenli they ben dysperkhd.
1548 RECOROE Urin. Physiclc ix. (1651) 73 There appear . .

disparkled abroad in the urine.. divers kinds of motes. 1601
HOLLAND Pliny II. 45 It disparcleth the mist and dimnessc
that troubleth the eie-sight. 1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. ix.

xix. (1632) 943 His Fleet was disparkled. a 1614 R. CLERKK
Seri. (1637) 471 (L.) Their spawn [is] disparkled over all

lands.

b. intr. (for re/I.) To disperse, scatter them-
selves abroad ;

= DISPARPLZ .

"553 BUENDE Q. Curlius E iv, Then al hys men for fear

disparcled, flynge by such wayes as were open for them.

1583 STCBBES Aaat. Alms, i. (1879) 78 Not suffering his
radiations to disparcle abrode.

2. traits. To divide, portion out.

1538 LELAND Itin. I. 03 A Gentilman . . whos Landes be
now disparkelid by Hetres General to divers Men. 1661
DUGDALE Monasticon II. 136 In processe the landes of the
Oil leys wer disparkelyd.
Hence Dispa'rkled///. a., Dispa'rkling///. a.

1529 MORE Dyaloge 11. Wks. 182/2 Not a company and
congregation but a dispercled noumber of only good men.
1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. viii. 30 Hee resolued to re-

collect his disparkeled troupes.

t Dispa'rkle, .
2 Obs. Are. [f. di- = Dis- i

+ SPAKKLE v.] inlr. To sparkle forth.

1648 HERR;CK Nuptiall Soitf iv, Let thy torch Display the

bridegroom in the porch, In his desires More towering, more
disparkling then thy fires.

t Dispa'rple, v. Obs. Forms : 4 desparple,
-perple, 4-7 disparple (4-5 cli.sparpoil: 1, -par-
ble, 5 dys-, disperpil, -parbel, -perble, -perbyl,

5-6 diaperple, 6 -pear-pie, 7 -purple). See also

DISPABKLE, DEI'EHPEYL. [a. OF. desparpelicr,

-peillierj-pillier, closely akin to It. sparpagliarc, Sp.

desparpajar, f. Rom. des* (Dis-) + *parpaliare,
f. *parpilit>, *parpalio (It. parpaglioiie, Vt.farpal/io
butterlly ; cf. Cat. papallo), app. a changed form of
L. papilio, -fftum. The same verbal root in its

variant forms appears in OK. es-parpillier, mod.F.

tparpillcr, Cat. es-parpillar, Pr. es-parpalhar: cf.

mod.Pr. esfarfalha, f. farfalla butterfly. In OF.
the -ill- belonged orig. to the atonic, the -till- to

the tonic forms, but these were subseq. confused.]
1. trans. To scatter abroad, disperse, drive in

different directions ; also, to sprinkle.
a 1315 Frose Psalter xliii[ij. 3 pyn honde desparplist be

folk, and bou settest hem. 1382 WYCLIF Mark xiv. 27,
I schal smyte the schepherde, and the scheep of the floe

schulen be disparplid. 1460 CAPCKAVE Chron. i Thoo [ex-

posictones] that were disparplied in many sundry bokis, my
labour was to bring hem into o

body. 147* SIR J. PAS i ON
in Paston Lett. No. 692. HI. 39 All hys meny ar dyspar-
blyd, every man hys weye. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 500/1
Thenne the chyldren were dysperplyd for to gadre chaf.

1613 HEYWOOD Silver Age in. Wks. 1874 III. 144 Their

hot, fiery brains Are now dispurpled by Alcides' club. 1615
CHAPMAN Odyss. x. 473 Odorous water was Disperpled
lightly on my head and neck.

b. To divide, c. To throw into confusion.

138* WYCLIF Mark iii. 25 If an hous be disparpoilid on it

silfj thilke hous may not stonde. a 1400 Prymer (1891) 73
He schal desparple the weyes of synfulmen. 1541 PAYNEL
Catiline xix. 35 Discorde alone disparpeleth and turneth up
sette downe tnynges stronge and royghty.
2. intr. (for rejl.) To disperse, move or fly asun-

der, scatter themselves.
c 1400 MAL-NDE\'.(i839) Prol. 4 A Flock ofSchccp withouten

a schepperde . . which departeth and desparpleth. c 1450
Merlin 196 Noon durste hym a-bide, but

disparbled a-brode
fro hym as from a wode lyon in rage. 1584 HUDSON DH
Bartas' Judith iv. 330 (D.) Her wav'ring hair disparpling
flew apart In seemly shed.

Hence Dispn, rpled ///. a. ;
D ispa-rpling vbl. sb.

1494 FABYAN Ckron. vi. clxxvi. 1 73 This disparblynge of the
cristen hoost. 1651 URQUHART Jrwel Wks.(i834) 229 Their
transported, disparpled, and sublimated fancies. 1678
PHILLIPS, Disparpled or Disptrpled, loosly scattered, or

shooting it self into divers paru ; a lurm used in Heraldry.

DISPART.

Disparse, obs. form of DISPERSE.

Dispart ^lispa-Jt ,
.(/'. [Derivation uncertain.

'1 here appears to be no related name in any other language.
An obvious suggestion u that the appellation was derived
from DISPART rj, 'from the mode of ascertaining the dis-

part, by disparting (dividing in two) the difference between
the two diameters . But it is to be observed that the term
with its own verb (DISPART f.*) appears earlier than any
known occurrence of DISPART P.), and that the particular
sense 'divide into parts' is not known to us before 1620.]
1. The difference between the semi-diameter of a

gun at the base ring and at the swell of the muzzle,
which must be allowed for in taking aim.
1588 LUCAR Appendix to Tartaglui's Collcy. 4 Every

Gunner before he shootes must truhe disparte his Peece, or
give allowance for the disparte. 1644 NYE Gunnery i.

(1647) 43 How to make the true Dispart of any Piece of
Ordnance . . subtract the greater Diameter out of the

lesser, and take the just half of the difference, and
that is the true Dispart, in inches and parts of an inch.
Ibid. (1670) 45 So much higher as the mark is iwhich you
made at the 13&>e-Ring> then the Mussel-Ring, so mucn i*

the true Dispart. 1659 '^'ORKIASO, Tirare fttora del vivo,
to shoot at random, or without and beyond the dispart (as our
Gunners term it). 1859 F. A. GRIFFITHS Artii. Max. (1863)
50 The Angle of dispart is the number of degrees the axis
of the bore would point above the object aimed at, when laid

by the surface of the gun. 1867 SMYTH Sailors Word-bk.,
Dispart^ or Throw of the Shot..fa\ allowance for the dis-

part Unnecessary in determining the commencement of the
graduations on the tangent scale, by which the required
elevation is given to the gun.
2. concr. A sight-mark placed on the muzzle of

a gun, to make the line of sight parallel to the axis
of the bore.

1578 W. Bot'RNE Invent, or Denises xxxi. 34 You must

{

giue your leucll iustly vppon the thicker side of the peece.
that is to say, the mettall of the breech of the peece, and
the dispart, and the marke, to bee all three vppon one right
line by the sight of your eye.

1611 FLORIO, Tirare di
pnnteria. .The disparte is when a piece of wax or sticke
is set vpon the mouth of the piece in an euen line with
the cornish of the breech. 1669 STURMY Mariner's Mag.
v. 78 Cause the Piece to b mounted higher or lower,
untill you bring the Bead, the top of the Dispert, and the
Mark all in one Line. 1691 Capt. Smith's Seaman's Gram.
u. vi. 95 Dispart . . is a piece of a small slick or Wyre, set

perpendicularly upon the Muzzle-Ring of any Gun, of such
length that the top of it may be equal (in height) to the

upper part of the Base Ring. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Snpp.
s.v., Take the two diameters of"the base-ring, and of the

place where the Dispart is to stand, and divide the differ-

ence . . into two equal parts, one of which will be the length
of the Dispart^ which is set on the gun with wax or pitch,
or fastened there with a #iece of twine or marlin. 1836
MARRYAT Midsh. Easy xvm, Gunnery, sir, is a science we
have our own disparts and our lines of sight our windage,
and our parabolas, and projectile forces. 1861 W. H. Rcs-
SELL in Times 10 July 5/4 There are no disparts, tangents,
or elevating screws to the guns ; the officer was obliged to

lay it by the eye with a plain chock of wood.
3. attrib. Dispart patch, a notched piece of

metal on the muzzle in place of the dispart in sense

2
; dispart-Right (see quotsA
1867 SMYTH Sailor's Word-ok.. Dispart-stgh!, a gun*sight

fixed on the top of the second reinforce-ring about the
middle of the piece for point-blank or horizontal firing, to
eliminate the difference of the diameters between the breech
and the mouth of the cannon. 1884 F. C. MORGAN Art ill.

Mat. si The muzzle sight is recessed into the dispart patch
on the muzzle, and is used in conjunction with the hind

sight for angles of elevation over 5 ,
when the centre fore

sight becomes fouled by the muzzle. Ibid. 28 A fore or dis-

part sight screwed on in rear of the trunnions.

Dispart (dispa'Jt), z/.
1

[In Spenser, app. ad. It.

dispartire to divide, separate, part, repr. L, dispart-
irt t -ptrfire to distribute, divide, f. Dis- I -t- part-
ire to part, share, divide. By others pern, referred

directly to the L. vb., or viewed as an Eng. forma-

tion from Dis- 1 and PART v. It appears to have
taken the place of the corresponding senses of Dt-
PAKT (1-5).]
1. trans. To part asunder, to cleave.

1590 SPENSER F. Q. i. x. 53 That, .man ofGod, That blood-
red billowes, like a walled front, On either side disparted
with his rod. 1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. viii. (i6) 556 A
sudden gust dis-parting the Fleet. 1641 MILTON Ch. Govt.
vi. (1851) 128 As often as any great schisme disparts the
Church. 17*5 POPE Odvss, xiv. 483 Expert the destin'd
victim to dis-part. 1738 WESLEY Psalms cxiv. ii, The Sea. .

fled, Disparted by the wondrous Rod. 1780 Hist. Eur. inA nn.
Kee. 16,3 A state, already weakened, .and now disparted by
defection. 1814 CARY Dante's Inf. vi. 17 He . . flays them,
and their limb-. Piecemeal disparts. 1850 MRS. BROWNING
^roumedand Buried xiv, Disparting the lithe boughs.
2. To separate, sever ; to dissolve (a union),

i.

633 P- FLETCHER Purple Isl. iv. xi, Which like a balk . .

Disparts the terms of anger, and of loving. 1708 J. PHILIPS

Cyder n. 54 A strainer to dispart The husky, terrene Dregs
from purer Must. 1814 SOUTHEY Roderick xvm. 260 Till

death
dispart the union. 1851 TRENCH Poems 150 To dis-

part All holiest ties. 1868 BROWNING King $ Bk. x. 1343
I find the truth, dispart the shine from shade.

3. To divide into parts or shares ; to distribute.

1629 MAXWELL tr. Herodian (1635) 323 The Imperial!
Palace . . being disparted betwixt them, there would be
roome enough for each. 1640 ROBERTS Clavis Bibl. 3 The
Old Testament . . is disported by the Holy Ghost himself
into two general heads. 1718 PRIOR Solomon \. 388 And equal
Share Of Duy and Night, disparted thro* the Year. 1855
SINGLKTON I'irgil I. 83 And evenly to light and shades doth
now Dispart the globe.
4. intr. To part asunder, My apart, and open up.
2633 P. FLETCHER /'//'//* Isl. xu. Ivti, The broken heav'ns



DISPART.

dispart with fearful noise. 1727-46 'J IIO.MSOX Summer 709
The flood disparts : behold ! . . Behemoth rears his head.
1811 SHELLEY St. In'yne x, Suddenly . . the mist in one

place seemed to dispart, and through it, to roll clouds of

deepest crimson. 1863 KINGLAKE Crimea II. 150 Between
the fleets thus disparting, the. .flotilla of transports passed.

b. To part and proceed in different directions.

1804 J. GRAHAME Sabbatk 149 The upland moors, where
rivers, there but brooks, Dispart to different seas.

f5. Dispart with: to part with. rare, {pseudo-
archaism?)
1820 SCOTT Abbot iv, He will enjoy five merks by the year,

and the professor's cast-off suit, which he disparts with
biennially.

Hence Dispa'rting vbl. sb. and. ppl. a.

1611 FLORIO, Dispartimcnto, a disparting. 1649 ROBERTS
Clavis Bibl. 93 The disparting or cutting off of Jordans
Stream before the Ark. 1728-46 THOMSON Spring 309 The
deep-cleft disparting orb, that arch'd The central waters
round. 1865 GEIKIE Seen, ff Geol. Scot. ii. 37 Water . . ex-

pands, and . . exerts a vast disparting force on the rocks
in which it is confined. 1890 \V. C. RUSSELL My Shipmate
Louise I. xii. 261 The rush and disparting of the maddened
clouds.

Dispa'rt, v.'2 Also 7 dispert and erron. dis-

port, [f. DISPART s6.]
1. traits. To measure or estimate the dispart in

(a piece of ordnance) ;
to make allowance for this

in taking aim.

1587 W. BOURNE Art Shaoting iv. 17 The disparting of

your peece is but to bryng the mouth of your peece before,
to be as high as is the tayle behind. 1588 [see DISPART sb. i].

1627 CAPT. SMITH Seamatfs Gram. xiv. 65 To dispert a
Peece is to finde a difference betwixt the thicknesse of the
metall at her mouth and britch or carnouse. 1644 NYE
Gunnery (1670) 40 And one chief thing, in the last place,
to know very well how to dispart his Peece, be it either
true bored, or not true bored.

2. To set a mark on the muzzle-ring, so as to

obtain a sight-line parallel to the axis.

1669 STORMY Mariner's Mag. v. 79 To Shoot at a Sight
seen in the Night, Dispert your Piece with a lighted and
flaming Wax-Candle, or with a lighted piece of Match.
1731 J. GRAY Gunnery 68 You need only dispart your piece
by fixing notched sticks . . on its muzzle. 1753 CHAMBERS
Cycl. Supp. s.v., Dispart, in gunnery, is used for the setting
a mark on the muzzle-ring of a piece of ordnance, so that
a sight-line taken upon the top of the base-ring .. by the
mark, .may be parallel to the axis of the concave cylinder.
1853 STOCQUELER Milit. Encycl.
Hence Dispa'rting vbl. sb.

scribed for Disparting of a Piece.

Disparta'tion. Obs.rare. [app. n. of action
from DISPART v.T-

;
but the etymological . form

would be dispartitiix.~\ A division, a partition.
1624 MASSINGER Renegado n. vi, Why, look you, sir, there

are so many lobbies, out-offices, and dlspartations here.

Dispa'rted, ///. a. [f. DISPABT w. 1 + -ED i.]
Parted or cloven asunder, divided, separated.
1633 T. ADAMS Exp. 2 Peter ii. 18 Such a fire as he sent

down in disparted tongues . . at pentecost. 1667 MILTON
P. L. x. 416 On either side Disparted Chaos over built ex-
claimd. 1700 PRIOR Carmen Seculare 86 Disparted Britain
mourn'd their doubtful Sway. 1800-14 CAMPBELL Poems,
Portrait Female Child 29 Thy brow, with its disparted
locks, 1894 Fallen Angels x.vvh. 151 Two animals . . as far

disparted, say, as a horse and a goose.

Dispa'rtment. rare.
[f. DISPART z/.l + -MENT

;

cf. It. dispartimento, obs. F. despartement : see
DEPARTMENT I.] A parting asunder ; concr. a

parting, cleft, or opening caused by separation.
1671 GREW Anat. Plants l. iv. 3. (1682) 29 Since the

Lignous Body is . . frequently disparted ; through these Dis-

partments, the said interiour Portions . . actually shoot. 1869
BLACKMORE Lorna D. (1889) 408 Many troubles, changes,
and dispartments.

Dispa-ssion, sb.
[f. Dia- 9 + PASSION sb.]

Freedom from passion; dispassionateness; fapathy.
1692 J. EDWARDS Farther Enq. Rem. Texts O. % N. T.

249 Those hard and flinty philosophers, who talk'd of an
utter dispassion. a 1698 TEMPLE Gardening (R.), What is

called by the Stoics apathy or dispassion ; by the Sceptics
indisturbance ; by the Molinists quietism . . seems all to
mean but great tranquillity of mind. 1785 SIR C. WILKINS
in Jas. Mill Brit. India (1818) I. n. vi. 233 Who constantly
placeth his confidence in dispassion. 1892 Miss L. T. SMITH
in Academy 13 Aug. 123/1 The peculiarity of his stand-
point gives a calm dispassion to his statements.

t Dispa'ssion, v. Obs. [f. DIS- 7 a + PASSION
sb. Cf. mod.F. depassioner (in 1 6th c. F. 'to put
into a passion').] trans. To free from passion.
Chiefly in ppl. a, Dispa'ssioned.

? 1608 DONNE Serni. cvii. IV. 463 Sober and discreet and
dispassioned and disinterested men. a 1612 Biaflnvaros
(1648) 193 It became Moses to be reposed and dispassioned
. . in his Conversation with God. 1668 CLARENDON Life i.

(1843) 926/2 In all those controversies, he had so dis-

passioned a consideration . . and so profound a charity in his

conscience, that [etc.]. 1746 CAWTHORNE Equality Hum.
Coiid. 131 Ease and joy, dispassion'd reason owns, As often
visits cottages as thrones.

Dispassionate (dispsejan/t), a. [f. DIS- 10
+ PASSIONATE a. Cf. It. disappassiortalo, Sp. des-

apasionado] Free from the influence of passion or

strong emotion ; calm, composed, cool ; impartial.
Said of persons, their faculties, and actions.

T594 PARSONS Confer, Success \\. ix. 218 So themselues do
conlesse, I meane the wise and dis-passionaty among them.
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1646 J. HALL Horac Vac. 58 Mens judgements have more
time to grow dispassionate and disintangled. 1780 COWI-KH
Progr. Err. 453 A critic on the sacred book should be
Candid and learned, dispassionate and free. 1874 GREEN
Short Hist. vi. 4. 300 A dispassionate fairness towards
older faiths. 1877 E. R. CONDER Bos. Faith iii. 102 They
account it the prime duty of a dispassionate inquirer.

U Used as -
passionate' (i6th c. F. depassiont \

see DISPASSION z>.).

1635 BRATHWAIT Arcad. Pr. 114 Fixing his ferret eyes in
a furious and dispassionate manner.

t Dispa-ssionate, v. O&s. rare. [f. DIS- 6.]
trans. To free from passion. Hence f Dispa's-
sionated ppl. a.

1647 MAYNE Answ. CJicynelv/ (T.) As all dispassionated
men may judge. 1658 WALTON Life Donne (ed. 2) 21 These
. -had so dispassionated [1640 dispassioned] Sir George, that
. . he also could not but see ..merit in his new son.

Dispassionately, adv. [f. DISPASSIONATE
a. + -LY 2.] In a dispassionate or calm manner.
1717 KILLINBECK Serin. 191 (T.) As if she had only dis-

passionately reasoned the case with him. 1753 HANWAY
Trav. (1762) II. i. xi. 59 To speak dispassionately of the
conduct of the Dutch. 1806 A. KNOX Rent. 1. 29 These
passages ought to be dispassionately investigated. 11853
ROBERTSON Lect. (1858) 270, I ask the meeting to listen to
me dispassionately.

If Used as= *

passionately': cf. DISPASSIONATE^.
1658 SLINGSBY Diary (1836) 201, I found no billows dis-

passionately acting to endanger the passage of my late sur-

charged vessel . . All appeared to me as in a calm sea.

Dispa-ssionateness. [f. as prec. + -NESS.]
A dispassionate condition or quality.
1842 ]. H. NEWMAN Par. Serm. (ed. 2) V. v. 74 St. Paul

makes it a part of a Christian character to have a reputation
for ..dispassionateness. 1886 Athenaeum 24 Apr. 551^1A dispassionateness and a sense of humour quite rare in
her sex.

Dispassioned : see DISPASSION z>.

Dispatch, despatch (dispart/) , v. Also 6

dispach.(e, dyspach(e, -patch ; 8-9 despatch.
[Found early in i6th c. : ad. It. dispacciare 'to

dispatch, to hasten, to speed, to rid away any
worke' (Florio), or Sp. despachar to expedite,
*
to dispatch, to rid out of the way

'

(Minsheu) .

The radical is the same as in It. impacciare to

entangle, hinder, stop, prevent, Sp., Pg. empackar
to impede, embarrass. Not related to F. dtpfaher*
which gave the Engl. depesshe, DEPEACH, common
in i5-i6thc., rare after 1600, and app. superseded
by dispatch before 1650. The uniform English
spelling from the first introduction of the word to

the early part of the igth c. was with di$~\ but in

Johnson's Dictionarythe word was somehowentered
under des- (although Johnson himself always wrote

dispatch^ which is also the spelling of all the

authors cited by him) ; though this has, since

1820, introduced diversity into current usage,
dispatch is to be preferred, as at once historical,
and in accordance with English analogy ; for even
if this word had begun in ME. with a form in des-

from OF. (which it did not), it would regularly
have been spelt dis- by 1500: see DES-, DIS-,

prefixes.
The notions of impede^ expedite^ are expressed by different

roots in the' northern and southern Romanic langs. The
radical of F. empScher, dtpdcher (Eng. IMPEACH, DEPEACH),
OF. empeechier^ despeechier^ is taken to be a L. *~pedicare
(extended form of z'wz-, ex-fedtre, orderiv. ofpedica 'fetter,

gin'); cf. preclier^ PREACH, OF'. preechier : L. frxdicdre.
This also occurs in Pr. empedegar. But Sp. empachar^
despachar^ Pr. etnpaitar, point to a L. type -pactare (f.

pactitSi
'

fastened, fixed, fast', pa. pple. of pangere). The
radical of It. z/w-, dis-pacciare^ Pr. empachar (with which
perh. are to be taken dial. OF. empachiert ampanchier,
dapauchier : see Godef.), have been referred to a cognate
L. type -pactidre {cf., for the phonology, It. tracciare^ doc~

ciare, succiare : *tractiare, *ductidre
t

*
sftctiare). Thus,

these words are quite distinct from F. empecher^d^pecher^ in

i6th c. 3\&odespechert which gave Eng. inipeach^~c^.depeack t

also despeche, in Caxton depesshe* Sc. depesche. Dispatch^
therefore, could not be of French origin. The date of our
first quot., 1517, is early for a word from Italian, and still

more so for a word from Spanish ; but the active intercourse
with the Papal Court and with Spain at that date may
have facilitated the introduction of dispatch as a diplomatic
word. Tunstall, our first authority for dispach(e^ was Com-
missioner to Spain in 1516 and 1517.]

I. trans. * To dismiss or dispose ofpromptly.
1. To send off post-haste or with expedition or

promptitude (a messenger, message, etc., having
an express destination). The word regularly used

for the sending of official messengers, and mes-

sages, of couriers, troops, mails, telegrams, parcels,

express trains, packet-boats, etc.

1517 Bp. TUNSTALL Let. to Hen. VIII in Ellis Orig. Lett.
Ser. i. I. 134 We. .dispached that poste. .reservyng thys to
be written by my selff at laysor. 1585 T. WASHINGTON tr.

Nicholay's Voy. in. viii. 82 If. .the great Lord hath to send
and dispatch in hast any matter into any places. 1600 E.
BLOUNT tr. Conestaggio 21 He . . dispatched fower coronels

throughout his Realme of Portugal!, to levie twelve thou-
sand foote. 1624 DAVENPORT City Night-Cap in. i, Embas-
sadors were dispatch'd to Bergamo. 1751 JOHNSON Rambler
No. 153 P 3, I was in my eighteenth year dispatched to the

university. 1766 GOLDSM. Vic. W. ix, Moses was . . dis-

patched to borrow a couple of chairs. 1840 Penny Cycl.
X.VII1. 459/3 The number of chargeable letters dispatchtd

DISPATCH.

by the General Post, 1875 F. H.\u, in Lippincott's Mag.
XVI. 749/1 The palanquin, as being portable and easy to

handle, was dispatched first, its contents included.

ft. 1832 LANDER ExpctL to Niger \. vii. 259 They had been
despatched . . from Soccatoo to collect theaccustomed tribute.

1874 GREEN Sfiort Hist, vi. 5. 319 Commissioners were
despatched into every county for the purpose of assessment.
1886 Postal Guide 210 When the mails are despatched at

logger intervals than a week.

J*&- I^SS H. VAUGHAS Silex Stint. \. (1858) 23, I turn'd me
round, and to each shade Dispatch'd an Eye. 1781 COVVPKK
Conv. 437 The mind, dispatched upon her busy toil, Should
range where Providence has blest the soil.

t b. reft. To get away quickly : = sense 8. rare.

1632 J. HAVWARD tr. Biondi's Eromena 180 Though he
were desirous to dispatch himselfe thence, yet waited he
with all patience.

f 2. To send away (from one's presence or em-

ployment) ; to dismiss, discharge. Obs.

#1533 LD. BERNERS Cold. Bk. M. Aurcl. (1546) Lvj, As
an ydell vacabunde man they dyspatched and sent hym
awaie. 163* LITHGOW Trav. ix. 380, I dispatched my
Dragoman, and the other Barbarian hireling, with a greater
consideration then my. .conditions allowed me. i66zGrijtz,
Collier of Croydon in. in Ant. Brit. Drama, III. 312 To
give her warning to dispatch her knaves.

3. To dismiss (a person) after attending to him
or his business ; to settle the business of and send

away ; to get rid of. Now rare.

1530 PALSGR. 520/1, I have dispatched these four felowes

quickly, jay desfec/ie ces qnattre galans iristetnent. 1551
in Furnivall Ballads from MSS. 1.421 Kemembre poore
shewters who dothe susteyne wronge ; speake and dispatche
them, they tarrye to longe. a 1625 BOYS Wks. (1630) 382
And I can say this of other suitors, if ten be dispatched
ninety be despited. 1670 G. H. Hist. Cardinals n. in. 198
Dispatching all that came to him with great satisfaction.

1726 Adv. Capt. R. Boyle 171 Nor would I suffer another
to enter my Snip, till the former was dispatch'd.

ft. 1874 MORLEY Compromise (1886) 132 Finally we may
be despatched with a eulogy of caution and a censure of

too great heat after certainty.

4. To get rid of or dispose of (any one) by put-

ting to death ; to make away with, kill.

i53jo Proper Dyaloge (Arb.) 146 Duke Humfray By them
of his lyfe was abreuiate. Sythe that tyme I could recken
mo Whom they caused to be dispatched so. 1568 GRAFTON
Ckron. II. 1329 He drowned himselfe .. the river beyng so
shallow that he was fame to lye grovelyng before he could

dispatch himselfe. 1580 NORTH Plutarch 112 (R.) He
drank.. poyson, which dispatcheth a man in 24 hours. 1607
SHAKS. Cor. in. i. 286 We are peremptory to dispatch This
Viporous Traitor. z6n T&iKU.Ezek, xxiii. 47 The companie
shall. .dispatchliBSgA*. F. despatch] them with their swords.

1678 (ed. 2) BUNVAN Pilgr. i. (1847) 140 Show them the
Bones and Skulls of those that thou hast already dispatch'd.
1726 Adv. Capt. R. Boyle 68 If he had made any Resistance,
I should certainly have dispatch'd him. 1819 SHELLEY
Cyclops 446 You think by some measure to dispatch him.

1859 THACKERAY Virgin, xxi. 162 Heroes are not dispatched
with such hurry and violence unless there is a cogent reason
for making away with them.

ft. 1848 MRS. JAMESON Sacr. $ Leg. Art (1850) 419 And
then after many torments despatched with a dagger. 1879
FROUDE Car-sd^xviii. 304 Clodms was dragged out bleeding,
and was despatched.

b. (with complement.) To dispatch out of life,

out of the ivay t
the world, etc. ? Obs.

1580 BARET Ah. D. 884 To dispatch one out of life, de
media aliquem, tollere. 1697 POTTER Antiq. Greece i. iv.

(1715) 17 [He] was quickly dispatch'd out of the way, and no

enquiry made after the Murderers. ^1745 SWIFT Hist.

Stephen in Lett. (1768) IV. 313 To remove the chief im-

pediment by dispatching his rival out of the world. 1796
MORSEA mer. Geog. 1 , 100 To desire that they would be more

expeditious in dispatching her out of her misery,

t C. To dispatch the life of. Obs.

1586 MARLOWE ist Pt. Tambnrl. v. ii, The Turk and his

great Emperess. .Have desperately despatched their slavish

lives. i6oj SHAKS. Lear iv. v. 12 Edmund, I thinke is

gone In pitty of his misery, to dispatch His [Glouster's]

nighted life. 1632 J. HAYWARD tr. BiondCs Eromena 61

Which if it had hit, where he levelled, dispatched had beene
the life of Tolmido.

6. To dispose or rid oneself promptly of (a piece
of business, etc.) ; to get done, get through, accom-

plish, settle, finish off, conclude, execute promptly
or speedily.
a 1533 LD. BERNERS Hiton ci. 330 Dyspatch the mater and

reuenge me. 1547 BOORDE Introd. KnowL 145 He had

many matters of state to dyspache. 1551 ROIJINSON tr.

More's Utop. n. (Arb.) 74 The worke beyng diuided into so

greate a numbre of workemen, was with excedinge mar-
uelous spede dyspatched. 1659 B. HARRIS Parival's Iron

Age 202 He was so.. unlike to live, that his Christening was

dispatcht in hast. 1667 PEPYS Diary (1879) IV. 239 To my
office, where dispatched some business. 1751 JOHNSON Ram-
bler No, 161 F4, I.. soon dispatched a bargain on the usual

terms. 1776 Let. to Mrs. Thrale 6 May, We dispatched
our journey very peacably. 1782 PRIESTLEY Corrupt, C/ir.

II. ix. 152 Dominic easily dispatched this task in six days.

1856 FROUDE Hist. Eng. (1858) I. iii. 219 Causes lingering
before his commissaries were summarily dispatched at a

higher tribunal. 1895 F. HALL Two Trifles 27, I must

dispatch my errand and be off.

ft. 1817 MQOKK Lalla R. (1824) 126 Veiled Proph., The
matter is easily despatched. 1884 CHURCH Bacon ix. 218

Two of the great divisions of knowledge . . are despatched
in comparatively short chapters.

b. To *

dispose of
'
or * make away with

'

(food,

a meal) promptly or quickly ;
to eat up, consume,

devour, colloq.

1711 ADDISON Sped. No. 7 F i, I dispatched my Dinner

as soon as I could. 1833 HT. MARTINEAU Brooke F, ix. 112

The roast beef and plum-puddings had betn dUpatched.



DISPATCH.

ft. i8j6 SroTT // '.W.v/. v, I saw two ra<callion* engaged
in .. despatching a huye venison pasty. 1837 ItisKAKi.i

I'enetia I. xv, The In-other magistnitcs despatched their

ium[M'':iL

( c. trans. To produce or ' Him out
'

promptly
or quickly. Obs.

ci7ioC. FII-NNFS l>i,y (1888) 101 There are also paper
mills wh

dispatches paper at a quitk rate. 1711 SIMM
Taller IV. Pref. F 2 The great Ease with which he is able
to dispatch the most entertaining Pieces of this Nature.

t 8. To remove, dispel, do away with
; to dispose

of, get rid of. Obs.

1568 (iKArToN Chnm. II. 395 Dispatching some by death,
and other by banishment. 1578 I.YTK DfHottu III. xlvi. 382
It dissolveth and dispatclieth congeled blood. 1600 Hoi.'
LAND Livy xxti. vi. 435 The heat of the sunne had broken
and dispatched the mist. 1736 Adv. Caff. R, Boyle m\
To dispatch all fear of Resistance, I can assure you there
are but two more Servants in the House.

t b. To '

get rid of
'

(goods) ;
to dispose of (by

sale). Obs.

1591 GKKF.NF. Disfut. 17 The Paynters coulde not dis.

patche and make away theyr Vermiglion, if tallowc faced
whoores vsdc it not for their checkes. i6 Lmicow Trav.
vtii. 355 Kings . . valued to a hundred Chickens of Malta,
eight shillings the peece, which I dispatched for lesser,

t c. To put out of the way, stow away. rare.

1567 R. EDWARDS Damon
fif /'. in Hazl. Dodsley IV. 39

Such a crafty spy I have caught . . Snap the tipstaff . .

Brought him to the court, and in the porter's lodge dis-

patched him.
** To rid (a person} of something.

j-7. trans. To rid (a person, etc. of, from, some
encumbrance or hindrance); to deliver, free, re-

lieve.

1530 PALSGR. 520/1 We shall dispatche us of hym well

ynoughe. ^1534 tr. Pal. I'erg. En/>. Hist. (Camden) 1. 161
The thinge which shoulde cleanbe dispatche him of all

languor and sorrow. 1548 UDALL, etc. Krastnns Par. Pref.
18 Whan I had cleane dispatched myself of this great
charge and taske. 1549 COVERDALE, etc. Erasm. Par. i //;//.

vi. 17 Thinges so incertain that yf casualtie take them not

awaye, yet at lest death despatcheth vs from them. 1561
DAUS tr. Bullingcr on Afoc. (1573) 315 Dispatch vs from
euils, graunt us the good thinges promised. 1561 TURNF.R
Baths 6 b, Some are dispatched of their diseases here in
sixe dayes. 1580 BARET A fa. D 884 To dispatch himself
out of a businesse . . To dispatch and ridde out of trouble.

1594 PLAT Jnvell-lio. ill. 57 You shall soone dispatch your
barncs . . of al these wastfull birds, a 1641 Br. MOUNTAGU
Acts ft Man. (1642) 295 Antipater being dispatched of these
two competitors, had an easier course to run.

t b. To deprive, bereave. Obs. (Cf. 4.)
1601 SHAKS. llain. i. v. 75 Thus was I, sleeping, by a

Brothers hand, Of Life, of Crowne, and Queene at once

dispatchi. 1606 (J. W[OODCOCKE) tr. Ivstine's Hist. 94 a,
Anstotimus was dispatched both of life and rule.

II. intransitive.

t 8. (for;*/?, i b.) To start promptly for a place,
get away quickly, make haste to go, hasten away.
1587 TURBERV. Trag. T. (1837) ioi Howe he mought . .

Dispatche and goe unto the place. 1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. IV,
tv. tii. 82 And now dispatch we toward the Court. 1670
EACHARD Coat. Clergy 52 Dispatch forthwith for Peru and
Jamaica. 1711 W. ROGERS I ~oy. 400 That we might dis-

patch for the Cape of Good Hope, as fast as possible.

9. To make haste (to do something), hasten, be

quick. Obs. or arch.

1581 PETTIE Gttazzo's Civ. Com. I. (1586) 24 b, Dispatch
I pray you to shew me. 1591 FLORIO 2nd Friiites 5 Dis-
patch and giue me a shirt. 1691 R. L'ESTRANCE Josephns'
Antia. iv. i. (1733) 78/1 Why do we not dispatch then and
take possession 1 1711 ARBUTHNOT John Bull in. iii, Thou
hast so many

'

If's
'

and ' And's
'

! Prithee, dispatch. 1753
FOOTE Eng. in Paris i. Wks. 1799 I. 37 Hold your jaw and
dispatch. 1818 SCOTT F. M. Perth viii, Butler Gilbert,
dispatch, thou knave.

183^3
L. RITCHIE Wand, by Loire

146
' Come despatch !

'

said the imperial sponsor ; and the
ceremony was hurried through.
1 10. (absol. from 5). To conclude or settle a

business ; to get through, have done (tuitK). Obs.
1603 SHAKS. Meas.for Jll. in. i. 279 At that place call vpon

me, and dispatch with Angelo, that it may be quickly.i6 \\mu-.Orig. Formes * Quat. (1667) 51 And thus (to
dispatch) by the bruising of Fruit, the Texture is commonly
so chang'd, that [etc.].
F Dispatch is used by Gabriel Harvey for the pa. pple.
1573 G. HARVEY Letttr-bk. (Camden) 22, I hope mi long

lingering matter is ere now quietly dispatch. 1577 H'iti-

58 Ar the[y] so soone dispatche in deede ?

Hence Dispa'tched ///. a. (whence f Dis-
pa-tchedly <wV) ; Dispa tching- vtl.st. and///, a.

1551 HULOET, Dispatched, e.ipeditus, perfectns. a 1564
BHCON Acts Christ 4 Antichr. Prayers, etc. (1844) 531
Unto the dispatching of their torments, if they be in purga-
tory. 1611 FI.ORIO, Spaccintamtntc, dispatchedly, out of
hand, with riddance or much speed. 1615 W. HULL Mirr.
Maiestit 78 Not to a dispatching, easy, honourable kind of
death, but to the lingring, painefull ignominious death of
the Crosse 1633 Cpstlie Whore iv. iii. in ISullen O. PI. IV,A cup of poyson Stuft with dispatching Simples. 16..
Cabbala, Marq. Ynoiosa to Lord Conway (R.), I have
differed the dispatching of a currier. 1893 Star 25 Feb.
4/1 The port is at the dispatching point of the Cheshire
salt trade.

Dispatch, despatch (dispartf), sb. Also 7
dispache. [f. DISPATCH v., or perh. immediately
ad. It. dispaccio (also spaccicj) 'a dispatch, a hast-

ning, a riddance; also a pleeke or packet of
letters* (Florio) =

Sp., Pg. despacho, Romanic
deriv. f. the vb. stem : see prec. Cf. relation of
DKPEACH sb. and v.]
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I. The act of dispatching.
1. The sending off

'^
of a messenger, letter, etc.) on

an errand or to a particular destination.
1600 K. Ili.ot'NT tr. Conestaffgio 280 Blaming him to have

beene too slacke in the dispatch of the Annie. 1667 I'M". \

Diary 10 June, So to Woolwich to give order for the iii

patch of a ship I have taken under my care to see dis.

patched. 1805 T. LIMDLKY Voy. Brazil (i^dS) 74 He deferred
the dispatch of my note. 1840 Penny Cycl. XVIII. 457/1
The operations of the Post-office belonging to the dispatch
of letters. 1856 KKOUDE Hist. Enf. (1858) I. i. 70 The des-

patch of a French embassy to England. iM6 Postal Guide
No. 119 title-p., Dates of Dispatch of Mails, etc. Ibid. 210
Dates of Despatch of Colonial and Foreign Maib.
f2. Official dismissal or leave to go, given to

an ambassador after completion of his errand ;

conge. Obs.

1571 St. Trials, Duke Norfolk (R.\ After the dispatch of
Rodolph, in Lent last, as he had made show before, that he
intended to go over sea, and was all this while practising
about this treason. 1603 KNOI.I.ES Hitt. Turks (1638) 161
To heare Embassadors from forrein Princes, and to giue
them their dispatch. 1605 SHAKS. Lear n. i. 127 The
seuerall Messengers From hence attend dispatch. 1698
FRYER Ace. E. India, f, P. 124, I easily condescended,
thinking to procure my Dispatch with more speed.
f3. Dismissal (of a suitor, etc.) after settlement

of business; attention to or settlement of the busi-

ness (of a person) ;
see DISPATCH v. 3. Obs.

1550 CROWLEY Last Trumpet 936 If thou be a mans
atturney. .Let him not waite and spende money, If his dis-

patch do lie in the.

4. Making away with by putting to death ; kill-

ing ; death by violence.

Happy dispatch, a humorous name for the Japanese form
of suicide called HARA-KIRI.

1ST* FLEMING Fanopt. Efitt. 315 Except I had followed

.... ...p.U'h the Tyrs.
tasting day. 1653 H. COGAN tr. Pinto s Trati. xv. 51 So
furious and bloody a fight, that in less than a quarter of an
hour we made a clean dispatch of them all. 1697 Bp.
PATRICK Comm, Exod. xii. 6 There were about two hours
and a half for the Dispatch of all the Lambs. 1859 Times
26 Mar. 9/3 The Japanese are. .taught, .the science, mys-
tery, or accomplishment of '

Happy Dispatch '.

6. The getting (of business, etc.) out of hand ;

settlement, accomplishment; (prompt or speedy)
execution. Quick dispatch : prompt or speedy set-

tlement of an affair
; hence, in former use, prompt-

itude in settling an affair, speed, expedition (
=

sense 6) .

1581 PF.TTIE Guazzo's Civ. Conv. ll. (1586) 101 b, Neither
that he be lesse liberal! of justice, or quick in dispatch to-
wards them [the pcorc], than towards the rich. 1601 SHAKS.
Alls Well in. ii. 56 After some dispatch in hand at Court,
Thither we bend againe. 1601 CORNWALLYES Ess. n. xlvi.

(1631) 270 The miles which you must overcome before the

dispatch of your journey. 1601 How Man may chuse a
good Wife in. ii. in Old Eng. Drama (1824) 53 About it

patch of business, his diligence was indefatigable. 1833
HT. MARTINEAU Manch. Strike vii. 73 Three members of
the Committee sit daily for the dispatch of common busi-
ness. 1863 H. Cox Jnstit. l. vi. 41 If it be intended that
Parliament should meet for dispatch ofbusiness. 1885 Act
48-49 Viet. c. 60. 10 Notwithstanding any vacancy . . the
Council shall be competent to proceed to the dispatch of
business.

0. 1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev. I. in. i, In him is. .only clerk-
like 'despatch of business' according to routine. 1860
MOTLEY Netherl. (1868) I. iii. 75 To his credit and dexterity
they attribute the despatch of most things.

f b. 'Conduct, management' (J.). Obs. rare.

1605 SHAKS. Mach. i. v. 69 You shall put This Nights
great Businesse into my dispatch.
6. a. Prompt settlement or speedy accomplish-

ment of an affair (
=
quick dispatch in 5). Also as

a personal quality: Promptitude in dealing with
affairs, b. Speed, expedition, haste, rapid progress.

ft. 1607-11 BACON Ess., Dispatch (Arb.) 242 Measure not

dispatch by the tymes of sitting, but by the advauncement
of the busines. a 1680 BUTLER Rein. (1759) II. 71 Dispatch
is no mean Virtue in a Statesman. 1719 ADDISON Spect.
No. 469 F 4 The Dispatch of a good Office is very often as
beneficial to the Solicitor as the good Office itself.

b. 1373 TUSSER Husb. Ixxxv. (1878) 174 Due season is

best. .Dispatch hath no fellow, make short and away. 1582
N. LICHEFIELD tr. Castanheda's Cong. E. lud. xxxviii. 91 b,
The dispatch he made for the lading of our ships. 1636
DAVKNANT Witts v. i, This is a time of great dispatch and
haste. 170 WOLLASTOM Kllif. Nat. ix. 206 The business
he has to do grows urgent upon him, and calls for dispatch.
1793 SMEATON Edystont /.. i 132 We also made good dis-

patch with the cutting of the rock. 1865 CARLYLE Freilk.
Gt. VIII. xviil. xiv. 84 All turns on dispatch ; loiter a little,

and Friedrich himself will be here again I

ft. 183* HT. MARTINEAU Denterara i. 8 Covering them
[the roots] with so much despatch.

t7. The act of getting rid (of something), by sale,
etc. ; riddance, clearance, disposal ; the act of pot-

ting away hastily. Ots.

1605 SHAKS. Lear l. ii. 33 Glon. What Paper were you
reading ? Bast. Nothing my Lord. Glou. No ? what
needed then that terrible dispatch of it into your Pocket?
1653 H. COGAN tr. Pinto's Trw. xiii. 41 In less than eight
days he cleared his Warehouse . . Now having made a full

dispatch of all [etc.l.

II. Concrete and transferred senses.

8. A written message sent off promptly orspeedily;

DISPATCHFUL.

spec, an official communication relating to public
affairs, usually conveyed by a special messenger.
8N. \.\ruvv\v\.v\<t.Castankeda'sConq. E.lnd. xx. 52 b,

Nicholas Coello hauing receiued thu dispatch, did forthwith

depart, and that in hast. 15*5 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholtty's
I'oy. iv. xxi. 136 Messengers which carry y ordinary di

patches from Kaguse to Constantinople. 1660 F. BROOKE
tr. I.t Blanc's Trav. 300 VUier, keeper of the scale, who
before he can scale any dispatch, mutt acquaint the grand
Senior. 1781 Genii. Mar. LI I. 147 Captain Henry Edwin
late of his Majesty's ship Kuuel, arrived here with dis-

patches from Rear Admiral Sir Samuel Hood. 1803 WEL-
LESLEY Let. to Wellington 23 Dec. in Thornton Hist. India
(1842) III. xviii. 358 note, I received this morning your dis-

patch of the 3oth of November. 1809 WELLINGTON in Gurw.
Desp. IV. 292 Excepting upon very important occasion* I

write my dispatches without making a draft. 1844 H. II.

WILSON Brit. India I. 2?3SirJohn Malcolm, .announced his
arrival to the court, sending his dispatches by one of his
officers. 1847 TENNYSON Princess iv. 360 Delivering seal'd

dispatches which the Head took half-amazed.
ft. 1641 Nicholas Papers (Camden) 59, I have altoe made

an other despacth to the lords of the privie counsel by hi>

Majesties command. 1838 THIRLWALL Greece IV. xxix. 87
They were called away by a despatch from the fleet at
Cardia. 1865 LIVINGSTONE Zambesi vi. 135 The loss of the
mail-bags, containing Government despatches and our
friends' letters for the past year.
9. An agency or organization for the expeditious

transmission of goods, etc. ; a conveyance or vessel

by which goods, parcels, or letters are dispatched.
1694 l.ond. Gaz. No. 2964/1 Died . . Don Jean de Angulo,

Secretary of the Universal Dispatch. 1703 IHd. No. 3024/4
The Reprisal Dispatch, Jacob Green late Master, from New-
England. 1861 [see 12). Mod. The Merchants' Despatch ;

it was sent by despatch. (Cent. Dict.\

1 10. A body of persons (officially) sent to a

particular destination. Obs.

1713 WARDER True Amaz,ms6g Dispatches of Guards arc
sent from the first Disturbance given.
11. slang. (//.) A kind of false dice: DIS-
PATCHER 3.

1811 J. H. VAUX Flash Diet., Dispatches, false dice used
by gamblers, so contrived as always to throw a nick. 1856
Times 27 Nov. 9/2 There are dice called 'despatches'.. A
'

despatch
'

has two sides, double fours, double fives, and
double sixes.

III. 12. attrib. and Comb., as dispatch-bearing,
-writer, -writing; dispatch-boat, -box, dispatch
cook, dispatch-tube (see quots.).
1711 AODISON Spect. No. 469 F 5 Gratifications, Tokens of

Thankfulness, Dispatch Money, and the like specious
Terms, are the Pretences under which Corruption, .shelters
itself. 1785 GROSE Diet. Vutg. Tongue, Spatch cock, abbre-
viation of a dispatch cock, an Irish dish upon any sudden
occasion. 1834 West lad. Sketch-bk. I. 209 These . . dispatch
cocks . . are simply fowls cut down the back and expanded
to the purposes of a grill . . they afford an agreeable relief

to an appetite that demands haste to be gratified whence
the name. 1841 LEVER C. ffMallcy xci. 443 In the mere
details of note-writing or despatch-bearing. 1861 Engineer
XII. 51/3 (title) The Pneumatic Despatch. Ibid^ The loads,
in the pneumatic despatch tubes do not much exceed half-

a-ton, unless the despatch carriages are coupled in trains of
two or more. 1864 WEBSTER, Dispatch-box, a box for carry-
ing dispatches ; a box for papers and other conveniences of
a gentleman when travelling. 1874 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. s.v.

Atmosplteric Railway, A late act of Congress (1872) appro-
priates $15,000 for a pneumatic dispatch-tube between the

Capitol and the Government Prinlmg-Office, Washington.
Ibhl-, Dispatch-hat, a name given to a swift vessel, formerly
a fast sailer, now a small steamboat, used in dispatch duty.
Ibid., Dispatch-tube, a tube in which letters or parcels are

transported bya current of air. itiBqKcpent. P. Wentworth
111.267 Some papers he had just extracted from his despatch-
box. 1889 Sat. Rer. 26 Jan. 104/1 Despatch-writing had not

yet become part of the art of war.

Dispa-tchable, a. rare. [f. DISPATCH v. +

-ABLE!] Capable of being dispatched.
i8si Blackn<. Mag. IX. 305 Thou wilt find it no very easy

or dispatchable matter.

Dispatcher (dispx-tjai). [f. as prec. + -KB '.]

1. One who or that which dispatches, in various

senses : see the verb.

>M7~^4 BAULDWIN Mor. Philos. (Palfr.) v. vi
r
To the godly,

death is the most happy messenger and quick dispatcher
of all such displeasures. 1549 BALE Pref. Leland's /fin.

B iv. (T.), Avaryce was the other dyspatcher, whych hath
made an ende both of our lybraryes and bokes without

respect. 1563-87 FOXE A. 4 3/.(i63i)III. XL 551/2 tnarg.,
D. Story.. the chiefe dispatcher of all Gods saints that
suffered in Queene Maries time. 1611 COTGR-, Dataire,
the dater, or dispatcher of the Popes Bulls. 1755 MAGBNS
Insurances II. 212 Likewise the Dispatcher of Averages.
1884 A. WAINWRICHT in Harper's Mag. July 272/2 The
dispatcher, as the electrician is technically called, puts his

finger upon a fourth key. 1886 Pall Mall G. 31 Aug. 3/2
The despatcher of a telegram.
2. slang, (pi.) A kind of false dice : see quots.
1798 Sporting Mag. XI. 85 How long it was since his con-

science had permitted him to use dispatchers ; these, he said,
were loaded dice. 1894 MASKFI.YNE Sharps % Flatszyj Of
unfair dice.. there are those whose faces do not bear the
correct number of pips, and which are known as

'
dis-

patchers '. Il-iii. 238 A high dispatcher cannot throw less

than two, whilst a low one cannot throw higher than three.

Dispa'tchful, a. Obs. or anh. [f. DISPATCH
sb. + -FfL.]

1 1. Having the quality of dispatching or making
away with expeditiously. Obs.
1608 MIDDLETON Trick to Catch Old One ll. ii. D ij, He..

Fall like a secret and dispatchfull plague On your secured
comforts. 1680 H. MORE Apocal. Apoc. 83 Their teeth . .

were very dispatchfull of their prey.
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2. Full of or characterized by dispatch ; speedy,

expeditious, quick, hasty. Ol>s. or arch.

1642 FULLER AHSW. to Feme 3 Those dispatchfull and

urgent times. 1667 MILTON P. L. v. 331 So saying, with

dispatchful looks in haste She turns, on hospitable thoughts
intent. 1683 tr. Erasmus' Morix Enc., While the dispatch-
ful fool shall rush bluntly on. 1768-74 TUCKER Lt, Nat.

(1852) II. $92 There is a wide difference between leading
a regular life, and living by rule

;
the one is pleasant, easy,

smooth, and dispatchful ; the other . . toilsome, stiff, and
generally wasteful both of time and strength. 1814 H. BUSK
Fugitive Pieces 230 If despatchful haste thy journey need.

1829 LYTTON Dismuned 19 The most dispatchful solicitude.

tb. quasi adv. Speedily, quickly, in haste. Obs.

1725 POPE Odyss. in. 534 Let one, dispatchful, bid some
swain to lead A well-fed bullock from the grassy mead.

1791 COWPER //*Wxxm. 148 Their keen-edged axes to the

towering oaks Dispatchful they applied.

t Dispa'tchnxent. Obs.
[f.

DISPATCH v. +

-MENT.] The act of dispatching, dispatch (in
various senses) : prompt execution or settlement ;

getting rid of, sending away, dismissal
; making

away with, killing.
1529 St. Trials, Wolsey, For want of dispatchment of

matters. 1538 M. THROGMORTON Let. Crorrrwett (MS. in .57.

Pap. Hen. VIII, XII. n. No. 552 Reed. Off.) Alt Pares . .

y requeryd off hyme [Pole] my dyspachement [copy in MS.
Cott. Cleop.^,. 6,386 despachement]accordyng to hys promes
to me at Rome. 1346 BALE Eng. Votaries it. (1550) nob,
He. .confessed that he had sent, .false letters and poysons to
the dyspachement of hys enemyes. 1570 ABP. PARKER Corr.

363 To procure the dispatchment of this offensive court.

Dispathy, obs. form of DTSPATHY.
t Dispa-tron, 57. Obs. [Dis-7a.] trans. To

deprive of a patron or of patronage.
1615 SYLVESTER Dn Bartas, Job Triumphant n. 62

Townes of late By him dispatroned and depopulate, c 1620
Z. BOYD Zion's Flowers (1855) 89 By thee dispatron'd . .

Who could a comforte once afford to me ?

Dispanper (dispg-psj), v. Law. [Dis- 7 b.]
trans. To decide a person to be no longer a pauper ;

to deprive of the privileges of a pauper ;
to dis-

qualify from suing informa pauperis, that is, with-
out payment of fees.

1631 StarChamb. Cases (Camden) 72 Therfore the Court
would dismisse the cause or dispauper the pl[ain]t[iff], for
that by his confession he hath 1 1" per annum. 1656 BLOUNT
Glossogr., Dispanper is a word most used in the Court of

Chancery, as when one is admitted to sue informapauperis,
if that privilege be taken from him, he is said to be Dis-
paupered. 1816 J. PHILLIMORE Rep. I. 185 (L.) If a party
has a current income, though no permanent property, he
must be dispaupered. 1885 Law Times'] Mar. 340/1 The
plaintiff had, by the fact of his having recovered . . more than

5, become dispaupered.

Dispauperize (dispg-p3raiz\ v. [f. Dis- 6 +
PAUPERIZE?] irons, a. To release or free from the
state of pauperism. Alsoyff. b. To free (a com-
munity or locality) from paupers.
1833 New Monthly Mag. XXXVII. 283 What chance do

you see of dispauperizing any of the paupers? 1848 MILL
Pol. Econ. v. xi. 13 (1876) 585 Many highly pauperized
districts . . have been dispauperized by adopting strict rules
of poor-law administration. 1874 Contemp. Rev. XXIV.
965 The boy was thoroughly dispauperized in spirit.

Hence Dispavrperized ppl. a. ; -iza'tion.

1834 ist Rep. Poor Laic Comm. (1885) 163 The principle
of relief .. found so efficient in the dispauperized parishes.
1876 PRETYMAN (title), Dispauperization, a popular Treatise
on Poor-Law Evils and their Remedies.

t Dispayre, sb. Obs. Alsodys-,-peir,-peyre.
[f. DISPAIR v?, var. of DEPAIR, to spoil, injure, or
suffer injury.] Impaired condition, disrepair.
1467 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 397 That it may be remedyed

and holpen whan that it ys [in] ruyn, or in dispeyre, or
before. 153?-* Will of J. Spotter (Somerset Ho.), All the
wyndows. .that be in dyspeir.

Dispayr(e, obs. form of DESPAIR.

Dispeace (dispf-s). [f. Dis- 9 + PEACE sb.

Orig. Scotch, in which it is in familiar use.] The
absence or reverse of peace or quietness ; uneasi-
ness (of mind) ; dissension, enmity.
1825 JAMIESON, /?K/>M% disquiet.dissension. 1851 RUSKIN

Stones Ven. III. iv. 36. 197 The London of the nineteenth
century may yet become as Venice without her despotism, i

and as Florence without her dispeace. 1856 Mod. Paint
'

III. IV. xviii. Concl. 338 Two men, cast on a desert island
'

could not thrive in dispeace. 1867 S. Cox Quest ChiefGood
123 This very contrast . . breeds no dispeace or anger in the

j

heart. 1873 BURTON Hist. Scot. VI. Ixxi. 219 Scotland had
elements of dispeace. 1881 GEIKIE in Nature XXIII. 224 !

The rumours of renewed dispeace among the nations.
Hence Dispea'ceftil a.

1892 R. WALLACE in Scott. Leader 29 Jan. 6 A messenger
of that dispeaceful divinity [the goddess of strife].

t DispeaT, v. Obs.
[f. Dis- 6 + stem of ap-

pear, corn-pear ; see also the aphetic PEAR. Cf.
OF. disparoir (i6th c. in Godef.) or It. disparere
'to disappeere

'

(Florio). Mod. Fr. has in the pre-
sent stem disparaitre, disparaiss- : cf. DISPARISH
v^ and DISAPPEAR."] intr. To disappear.
1600 FAIRFAX Tasso vil. xliv. 125 All those stars on heau'ns

blew face that shone . . dispeared were and gone. 1627 Bp.
HALL Gt. Impostor Wks. 501 This great impostor., dis-
peareth and is gone. 1647 H. MORE Song ofSoul i. i. li,Hut he looks on to whom nought doth dispear.
Dispeche: var. of DESPECHE, DEPEACH v. Obs.,

to send away, dispatch. Also Dispechement. =
DISPATCHMENT.

1538 M. TMROHMORTON Let., copy in MS. Cott. Cleopatra
E. 6, If. 386, And from thens also to have been dispeched
[orig. in St. Pap. Hen. VIII, XII. n. No. 552, dyspachyd].
Ibid., And herupon delayed my dispechement . . To come
further concernyng my dispechement [original, in both cases,

dyspachement].

Dispect, var. of DESPECT, Obs.

t Dispee'd, v. Obs. [app. ad. obs. It. dispedire,

(spedire} to dispatch (Florio), f. Dis- 1
;
a parallel

form to L. ex-pedlre, im-pedire (EXPEDE, IMPEDE).

But, as the spelling shows, associated in Eng. use

with SPEED : cf. also the parallel form DESPEED.]
trans. To dispatch, to send off. b. refl. To get

away quickly.
1603 KNOLLES Hist. Turks (L.), To that end he dispeeded

an embassadour to Poland. The man returned. .and was
againe dispeeded. 1624 in Calend. St. Papers, E. Indies
16 Aug. (1878) 365 The Dutch have dispeeded sundry ships
towards the west. 1630 LORD Banians 79 [He] dispeeded
his Bramane Madewnauger, and his Pardon, to Delee. 1814
SOUTHEY Roderick xv. 273 Himself from that most painful
interview Dispeeding, he withdrew.

O. To dispatch or finish promptly ;
to expedite.

1626 GATAKER Spanish Invasion 16 lulian. .sent one Aly-
pius. .furnished with much treasure for the dispeeding of
the worke.

Dispeir(e, obs. form of DESPAIR.

Dispel (dispe-l), v. [ad. L. dispell-erc to drive

asunder, scatter, f. Dis- I +pellere to drive.]
1. trans. To drive away in different directions or

in scattered order ; to disperse by force, dissipate

(e. g. clouds, darkness, doubts, fears, etc.)
a 1631 DONNE in Select. (1842) 141 More clouds than they

could . . dispel and scatter. 1662 J. DAVIES tr. Olearius' Voy.
Ambass. 210 Lamps. .enough to dispell the greatest dark-
nesse. 1667 MILTON P. L. i. 530 He.. gently rais'd Their
fainted courage, and dispel'd their fears. 1781 GIBBON
Decl. 4- F. III. 63 His apprehensions were soon dispelled.

1883 FROUDE Short Stud. IV. i. viii. 90 He dispelled the
illusions of Lewis. 1887 BOWEN Virg. Alneid I. 199 Ills

more dire ye have suffered ; and these too Heaven will

dispel.

2. intr. (for refl.} To become dissipated or scat-

tered, as a cloud or the like.

1643 Kingdomes IVkly. Intellig. No. 7. 55 [He] still hangs
as a cloud over Plimmouth, but it dispells every day. 1799
CAMPBELL Pleas. Hope n. 263 Melt, and dispel, ye spectre-
doubts. 1840 Blackw. Mag. XLVIII. 270 Conventions . .

in constant succession bubble up, form, and dispel.

Hence Dispe'lling- ppl. a., csp. in comb., as care-

dispelling, that dispels care ; Dispe'llent (also

-ant}, a dispelling agent ; Dispe'ller, he who or

that which dispels.
1717 FREZIER Voy. S. Sea. 77 It is an admirable dispeller

of certain Tumors. 1836 F. MAHONEY Rel. Father Front,
Watergrasshill Caronsal (1859) 78 A dispeller of sorrow.

1869 Pall Mall G. 18 Aug. 10 The change of scene.. will
often act as a good dispellant.

Dispence, var. of DISPENSE.

t Dispe'nd, v, Obs. or arch. Also 4-6 des-,
dys-. Pa. t. and pple. dispended, dispent. [ME.
des-, dispend-en, a. OF. despend-re (mod.F. de'pen-

dre) = Pr. despendre, Sp. despender, It. dispendere:
late L. dispendlre to weigh out, pay out, dispense,
f. Dis- i +pendere to weigh. Cf. EXPEND, SPEND.]
1. trans. To pay away, expend, spend : a. money,

wealth.
c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 290 pe kyng sent.. For

bisshoppes . .& ober bat bei found, pat ilk }ere mot dispende
of londes twenty pound, c 1386 CHAUCER Reeve's T. 63 For
hooly chirches good moot been despended On hooly chirches
blood that is descended. 1491 CAXTON Vitas Patr. (W.
de W. 1495) i. xxvii. 45 a/i She had dyspended alle her
hauour to leches for to recouure her syghte. 1599 B. JONSON
Ev. Man out ofHum. n. iii, A poore elder brother of mine,
sir, a yeoman, may dispend some seven or eight hundred
a yeere. 1642 Declar. Lords fy Com. 20 June 6 Those
summes shall be dispended as the former have been, c 1680
HICKERINCILL /fist. Whiggism Wks. 1716 I. 28 All [the

money] was dispended.
absol. 1340 Ayenb. 53 Ich wylle bet bou etc and drinke

and . . despendi. 1629 GAULE Holy Madn. 348 When he
must needs despend, he . . kisses euery Peece he parts from.

b. other things.
a 1300 Cursor M. 13410 (Cott.) pe god drinc suld bou first

despend. 1411 RollsofParlt. III. 650/2 Schal do brynge. .

two fatte Oxen . .to be dispended on a dyner. 14. . HOCCLEVE
Cotnpl. Virgin 244 And hath his blood despent in greet foy-
soun. 1582 N. LICHEFIELD tr. Castanheda's Cong. E. Iiid.

xlii. 98 a, They were the bolder to dispend amongst them
their shot, with the which there were many very sore hurt.

1627 FELTHAM Resolves i. Ixix. Wks.
(1677) 105 Every Man

win be busie in dispending that quality, which is predomi-
nant in him. 0:1745 SWIFT Wks. (1841) II. 69 They insist,
that the army dispend as many oaths yearly as will produce
100,000 nett. 1868 KINGLAKE Crimca.(\%Tj) IV. xiii. 317

An isolated bastion dispending its strength.

c. To dispend land: to have an income from

land, to possess land.

1523 FITZHERB. Surv. xii. (1539) 27 In s me case he shall

dispende and have more landes. 1613 SIR H. FINCH Law
(1636) 405 Where that clause needs not, the lurors must dis-

pend some land of freehold out of ancient demesne within
the Countie where the issue is to be tried.

2. To spend, consume, employ, occupy (time).
1340 H/MPOLE Pr. Consc. 2435 Thou here dispended thi

tym wrang. c 1386 CHAUCER Monk's T. 320 How she in
vertu myghte hir lyf dispende \HarL erron. despent]. c 1422
HOCCLEVE Learn to Die 239 My dayes I despente in vanitee.
1582 N. LICHEFIELD tr. Castanheda's Conq. K. Ind. Ixix.

142 b, That vpon them the Caruells might dispend their times.

1582 RENTLEY Man. Matrones 122 The time of my life euill

dispent.

3. pass. To be brought to an end or finished up ;

to be exhausted or spent ; to come to an end.

1393 GOWER Con/. I. 5 Whan the prologe is so despended.
1452 Will ofS. Fyncham in Blyth's Finchatn (1863) 154 Til
hese issue male be dispended. 1470 HARDING Chron. ix. i,

Anchises dyed and was dispent. 1520 Caxton's Chron. Eng.
i. q/2 The vytayles were dispended and fayled.

4. To spend to no purpose ; to waste, squander.
1303 R. BRUNNE Handl. Synne 1 198 A clerk that folylyche

dyspendyth pe godys bat hys fadyr hym 3yveth. c 1385
CHAUCER/.. G. W. 2491 Phyllis, Me liste not. .Despenden
[v. r. dispenden] on hym apennefull of ynke. 1483 CAXTON
Cato B vb, To thende that thou dyspende hyt not folysshly.

5. To distribute, DISPENSE (esp. in early use, in

charity to the poor).
(1375 Cato Major m. x. in Anglia VII, Freliche dis-

pende, per neod is, euer among, c 1400 Apol. Loll. 112 If

pis be^euen ordespendid to be pore. I483CAXTON Gold. Leg.
275/1 To gyue to the poure peple and dispende it among
the nedy. 1317 Test. Ebor. (Surt.) V. 88 Dispendyd and
dalt at my buryall. .xlj. 1633 P. FLETCHER Pnrple Isl. m.
vii, The purple fountain . . By thousand rivers through the
Isle dispent. 1652 BENLOWES Theoph. xn. xlix. 225 When
Sols Influence descends . . And richer Showres, then fell on
Danaes lap dispends. A 1656 HALES Gold. Rent. (1688) 267
To make them, .profitable unto us, by charitably dispending
them.

6. To dispense with, do without, rare.

1614!'. ADAMS DeviCs Banquet &i If a present punishment
be suspended, the future shall neuer be dispended with.

t Dispe'nder. Obs. Also 4-5 des-, dispen-
dour. [ME. a. OF. despendour agent-n. from de-

spendre : see prec.] One that expends ; a dis-

penser ;
an almoner

;
a steward ;

= DISPKNSATOR.
1340 Ayenb. 190 He . . het his desspendoure bet he him

yeaue uyftene pond of gold, pe spendere . . ne yeaf bote uyf.

1382 WYCLIF 7V/.i.7 Itbihouethabischopfortobewithoute
crime, as dispendour of God. 1382 i Pet. iv. 10 As goode
dispenderes of the . . grace of God. c 1386 CHAUCER Mclib.
f 687 The gretter richesses that a man hath, the mo de-

spendours he hath, c 1430 Pilgr. Lyf Manhode in. xvii.

(1869) 144 Thilke is executrice, and dispendere of the resi-

due of the testat. 1450-1530 Myrr. our Ladye 114 Marye
. .that arte..moste ware dyspender. .fede the hungry wyth
thy benygne prouydence. x6xx FLORIO, Dispensatore. .also

a dispender.

t Dispe'nding, vl>l. sb. Obs.
[f.

DISPEND v. +
-ING '.] The action of DISPEND v.; expenditure.
c 1340 HAMPOLE Prose Tr. 25 Thes holy mene lefte not

witterly. . the dispendynge ofworldelygoodis. 1563 Homilies
n. Almsdeeds m. (1859) 395 There is a kind of dispending
that shall never diminish the stock. 1603 FLORIO Montaigne
m. ix. (1632) 537 Their dispending and . . artificiall liberalities.

b. Money to defray expenses.
1375 BARBOUR Bruce vm. 509 He..gaf thame dispending

And send thame hame.
C. Dispensation ; stewardship.

1388 WYCLIF i Cor. ix. 17 Dispending [1382, Geneva, and
1611 dispensation ; A'. V. stewardship] is bitakun to me.

Dispendious (dispe-ndias), a. [ad. L. dis-

pendios-us hurtful, prejudicial, f. DISPENDIUM. Cf.

mod.F. dispcndieux expensive (Littre).]

) 1. Causing loss or injury ; hurtful, injurious.
1557 POLE in Strype Eccl. Mem, III. App. Ixxx. 276 [It]

being thought .. that for the necessity of money that is to be
demanded m the parliament, and otherwise cannot be pro-

vided, the prorogation of that should be much dispendious.
2. Costly, expensive ; lavish, extravagant.
1727 BAILEY vol. II, Dispendious, sumptuous, costly.

x86x BERESF. HOPE Eng. Cathedr. tgth C. ii. 59 A some-
what dispendious use of material may in the end be trup

economy. 1864 Ecclesiologist XXV. 86 What is the good
. .of this, .dispendious use of materials?

Hence Dispe'ndiously adv., at great expense.
1874 T. G. BOWLES Flotsam f, Jetsam g Nov. (1883) 116

A green apple which he had dispendiously bought.

Dispe'nditure. rare.
[f. DISPEND, after EX-

PENDITURE.] = EXPENDITURE.
1857 SIR F. PALCRAVE Norm, ff Eng. II. 506 His exuberant

dispenditure speedily received a check.

Dispe'ndium. Obs. [L. =cost, expense;
also, loss, damage ; f. dispendlre to DISPEND : a

parallel form to COMPENDIUM. Cf. It. dispendio

expense.] Loss, waste ; expenditure, expense.
1648 Petit. Eastern Ass. 18 Is not Belt-money the dis-

pendium of our possessions? a x66x FULLER Worthies i.

(1662) 356 This Gentleman in his Title page ingeniously
wisheth that his Compendium might not prove a Dispen-
dium to the Reader thereof. 1695 J' WOODWARD in Phil.

Trans. XXI. 207 The less they [Plants] are in Bulk, the

smaller the Quantity of the Fluid Mass in which they are

set is drawn off; the Dispendium of it . .being pretty nearly

proportioned to the Bulk of the Plant. 1727 S. SWITZER
Pract. Gardiner I. v. 42 The dispendium or expense of

water was the less by i.

Dispensability, [f. next + -ITT.] The

quality of being dispensable, a. Capability of

being dispensed or made the subject of ecclesias-

tical dispensation, b. Capability of being dis-

pensed with or done without.
a. 1650 R. HOLLINGWORTH Exerc. Usurped Powers 43

Quoting a Doctor of the Papacy for the dispensabilitie ofan

oath. 1837-9 HALLAM Hist. Lit. iv. m. 23 [They] deny.,
the dispensability of the decalogue in anypart. iSSiSruBBS
Med. $ Mod. Hist. xii. (1886) 284 The theologians disputed
as to the dispensability of a marriage with a brother's widow.

b. 1883 Miss BROUGHTON Belinda III. in. ix. 81 Weigh-
ing the dispensability or indispensability as a travelling

! companion of each [book].



DISPENSABLE.

Dispensable (li^pe'nsab'l), a. [ad. med.L.

di<ptnsal'il-iS) f. dispensare to DISPENSE : see -HLK.

Cf. F. dispensable (i6th c. in Littre\]
1. Eccl. Subject to dispensation, a. Capable of

being permitted in special circumstances, though

against the canons; capable of being remitted or

condoned, though an offence or sin.

1533 MORK Let, to CronnvcU Wks. 1425/1 Sotlenly his

highnes . . shewed me that . . his mariage was . . in such wise

against the lawe of nature, that it amide in no wyse by the

churche be dispensable. 1516 Act 28 Hen, l^f/f, c. 7 5

The maryage. . was..ayenst the lawes of almighty god, and
not dispensable by any humayne auctoritie. 1561 FILLS in

Strype Ann. I. xxxiii. 371 Horrible sins are dispensable for

money. 111709 ATKVNS Part. tfPol. Tracts (1734)296 The
Distinction ofMnla Prohibita, into such as are dispensable,
and such as are not dispensable.

b. Capable of being dispensed with or declared

non-obligatory in a special case, as a law, canon,

oath, etc.

a 161* DONNE Btaffafaroc (1644) 106 If it [the Law] be

dispensable in some cases bcncficiall to a man. 1679 BURNET
Hist. Kef. I. i. ii. 152 He was then of opinion that the law
in Leviticus was dispensable. 1690 STILLINCPL. Charge to

Clergy (T.), The question, .is, whether the church's benefit

may not.. make the canons against non-residence as dis-

pensable as those against translations. 1837-9 HALLAM
Hist. Lit. iv. in. 23 Durand seems to have thought the
tilth commandment (our sixth) more dispensable than the

rest. 1890 Pall Mall G, 15 Feb. 3/2 Celibate friars with
4

dispensable vows '

are henceforth to be one of the recog-
nized agencies of the Church of England.
2. Allowable, excusable, pardonable. arck.orObs.

1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesit iii, xxiv. (Arb,) 286 It came
not of vanitie but of a fatherly affection, ioying in the sport
and company of his little children, in which respect, .it was
dispenceable in him and not indecent, a 1684 LEICHTON
Comm. i Pet. iii. 8 In his saddest times, when he might
seem most dispensable to forget other things. 1704 SWIFT
T. Tub vi. (Seager), If straining a point were at all dis-

pensable.

3. That can be dispensed with or done without
;

unessential, omissible; unimportant.
1649 JER. TAYLOR Gt. Exemp. in. xvi. 54 Things, which

indeed are pious, and religious, but dispensable, voluntary
and commutable. 1653 MORE Conject. Cabba1. Pref.

A vij (T.), Speculative and dispensable truths a man . .

ought rather to propound . . sceptically to the world. 1842
BLACKIE in Tait's Mag. IX. 749 Books.. are yet only of

secondary use. .and can never render the hearing ear, and
the speaking tongue dispensable. 1867 SWINBURNE Ess. \
Stud. (1875) 118 Not a tone of colour, .is misplaced or dis-

pensable.
4. Capable of being dispensed or administered.
1680 St. Trials, Col. Andrewe (R.), If they be laws, they

must be. .dispensable by the ordinary courts of the land.

Hence Dispe-nsableneas = DISPENSABILITY.

1654 HAMMOND Fundamentals xii. 2 (R.) Of Dispen-
sablcness of Oaths.

Dispensary (dispe'nsari). [f. L.type dispen-
sdrium, dispensaries (liber] : cf. med.L. dispen-
sdrius (1290 in Fleta = dispensator DISPENSER),
and F. dispensaire

* a Dispensatorie, or Booke, that

teacheth how to make all Phisicall compositions'
(Cotgr. 1611) ; f. dispcns- ppl. stem of L. dispcnd-
ere to dispense : see -ARY.]
1. A place, room, or shop, in which medicines

are dispensed; an apothecary's shop. spec. A
charitable institution, where medicines are dis-

pensed and medical advice given gratis, or for a

small charge (charitable vt public dispensary}.
1699 GARTH Dispens. Pref. (R.), The dispensary being an

apartment in the college, set up for the relief of the sick

poor. 1701 (title), The necessity and usefulness of the

Dispensaries lately set up by the College of Physicians in

London, for the use of the sick poor. 1789 MRS. PIOZZI

Joiirn, France I. 199 [Venice treacle] can never be got
genuine except here, at the original Dispensary. 1806 SUKR
winter in Land. I. 58 In the discharge of his duty as

physician to a dispensary. 1869 LECKY Europ. Mor. II.

iv. 86 A Merchant . . founded . . a gratuitous dispensary
for the monks. 1874 C. GEIKIE Life in Woods xvii. 291
He gave me some stuff from a dispensary.

f2. transf. A collection of the drugs or prepara-
tions mentioned in the pharmacopoeia or to be

found in an apothecary's shop. Obs.

1710 STEELE Tatler No. 448 F 3 Natural Gaiety and Spirit
. .surpass all the false Ornaments . . that can be put on by
applying the whole Dispensary ofa Toilet. 1768-74 TUCKER
Lt. Nat.

(1852) I. 676 Nor yet does it suffice that we have
a complete dispensary of remedies without knowing how to

apply
them.

to. A book containing formula and directions

for the making up of medicines ;
a pharmacopoeia ;

= DISPENSATORY sb. i. Obs. or arch.

1711 BAILEY, Dispensary, a Treatise of Medicines.
_
1725

BRADLEY Fam. Diet.
s.y. Syrup, You have.. a Description

. . of it in all Dispensaries.

Di'spensate, v. rare. [f. L. dispensdt-, ppl.
stem tf dispensdt-e ; cf. compensate.] =DispENSE.
1701 BEVERLEY Glory of'Grace 5 That allissoDispensated,

and Oeconomized in, from, and by the Beloved. i8aa W.
IRVING Rractb. Hall (1845) 144 Conceptions of widely dis-

pensated happiness.

Dispensation (dispensei-Jan\ Also 4-6 dys- ;

acioun. [a. F. dispensation (i2th c. in Hatz.-

Darm.), or ad. L. dispensation-em distribution of

money or property, management, stewardship,

regulation, economy, from dispensdre to DISPEXSK.]
VOL. III.
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I. The action of dealing out or distributing.
1. The action ofdispensing or dealing out

;
distri-

bution or administration to others; expenditure,

spending, or disbursement (of money) ; economical
use or disposal (of anything).
1387 TRKVISA I/i&tru (Rolls) III. 469 (Mfttz.) Everych

schufde make good for his owne panic, and ;eve us special

helpe and subsidie by his owne dispensacioun. 1640 SELDEN
Laws ofEng. i. ii. (1759) a The dispensation of this grace
unto all men. 1695 WOODWARD Nat. Hist. Earth i. (1723)

52 A Dispensation
of Water promiscuously and indiffer-

ently to alt Parts of the Earth, a 1704 T. BROWN Praise
Wealth Wks. 1730 I. 86 Blind in the dispensation of all our
favours. 1841 D'!SRAELI Amen. Lit. (1867) 618 Elizabeth,
a queen well known for her penurious dispensations. 1861

TULLOCH Eng. Purit. \. 36 Changes in the dispensation of
the Lord's Supper. 1878 LECKY Eng. in i8M C. II. vin.

439 The dispensation of bribes, places, and pensions.

f2. Anat. The distribution of blood, the nerves,

etc., from some centre. Obs.
1668 CULPEPPER & COLE Barthol. Anat. \, i. 301 But the

Principle of Dispensation from whence the Veins arise, is

the Liver, and not the Heart. Ibid. in. i. 323 The Begin-
ning of the dispensation of Nerves, or the part whence the
Nerves immediately arise, is the Medulla oblongata. 1759
tr. Duhamers H*tsb. \\. ii, (1762) i8a This dispensation of
the nutritive juices.

3. The
process

of dispensing medicines or medical

prescriptions ;

' the making up of medicines in ac-

cordance with prescription, and the delivery ofthem
to the patient

*
(Syd. Soc. Lex. 1883).

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. F.p. v. iii. 237 In the due dis-

pensation of medicines desumed from this animal). 1779-81
JOHNSON L. P., Garth, The Physicians procured some
apothecaries to undertake the dispensation.

II. The action of administering, ordering, or

managing; the system by which things are ad-

ministered.

[This group of senses originates in the L. use of dispcn-
sttfio to render Gr. otKovofiia in N. T. and patristic writers.

The latter is used in t Cor. ix. 17. Eph. iii. 2, Col. i. 35
for the 'office of an administrator '(see sense 4 below); but in

Eph. i. 10, iii. 9, for
' a method or system ofadministration

'

(specifically that which involved the Incarnation^. From
this latter arose various theological uses : (i) Tertullian

(Adv. Praxean ii, iii, iv.) uses ifispfnsatw=o\.Koi-onLn to

denote the Trinity as an administrative arrangement, t e.

a system of distribution and apportionment of functions

designed by the Father for administrative purposes. This
is known as an ceconotnical as distinguished from an essen-

tial Trinity : in the latter the personal distinctions are

regarded as matters of nature and necessity, in the former
of will. (See the distinction between DISPENSATIVE, DIS-

PENSATORY, and essential.) (2) It was applied to the
Incarnation (dispensatio assnmpti carports, d. snsceptae

carnis, or simply dispensatio) as the basis or organ of the

redemptive system under which mankind now live (August.
Serm. 264 5). (3) The evangelical system is termed dis-

pensatio gratise in opposition to the Law or system of works

(August. Ep. 82 20), while the method of salvation by
means of the Incarnation is dispensatio salutis nostrae

(August. Serin. 237 i). Hence, in the Latin version of

Irenseus, Christ is called dispensator paternx gratiae (iv.

2-
7)- U) Dispensatio was applied to the divine purpose

or decree which established the system, and determined its

mode of action (Tertull. Adv. Marc. vi. 18, Hilar. Pict. De
Trin. ix. 66, xi. 13) ; also, by Hilary, to the Passion, as the

supreme mystery of Redemption.]
4. The orderly administration of things com-

mitted to one's charge; the function or office of

administrator or steward ; stewardship, arch.

1381 WVCLIF i Cor. ix. 17 Forsoth if I willinge do this

thing, I haue mede ; sothly if
ajens my wil. dispensacioun

is bitake to me. 148* Monk of Evesham (Arb.) 98 They
shuldegeue acomtysofher dispensacyon that haue resceyued

benefytys and ryches of the chyrche. 1548 LATIMER

Plougkers (Arb.) 34, I haue taken at my fathers hande the

dispensation of redemynge mankynde. 1647 Bury Wills

(Camden) 197 According to the will of him whose steward

I am, and to whom I must give an accompt of the dispen-
sacion of that which he haih committed vnto me. 1691
NORRIS Pract. Disc. 36 A Wise Dispensation of the Fading
and Unrighteous Mammon. 1860 TRENCH Serm. Westm.
Abb. xxxii-366 A man. .may forget or abuse his stewardship
in the dispensation of one talent as effectually as in the

dispensation of ten.

5. Ordering, management ; esp. the divine ad-

ministration or conduct of the world ; the ordering
or arrangement of events by divine providence.
c 1374 CHAUCER Boeth, iv. pr. vi. 108 (Camb, MS.) Thanne

the wyse dispensacioun of god sparith hym. 138* WYCLIF
Col. \. 35, I poul am made mynystre bi dispensacioun of

god. 1398 TREVISA Bartk. De P. R. (1495) vi. xviii. 304
The dyspensacion of goddis word settyth some men to fore

other. 1513 BRADSHAW St. Werburge \. 3463 Whiche danes

by sufferaunce and dispensacion Of almyghty god for synne
and iniquite Punysshed vnpiteously all this region. 1516

Pilgr. Pfrf. (W. de W. 1531) 27 Bothe body and soule,

with the hole dispensacion and ordrynge ofour lyfe & wyll.

1643-7 Wfstm. Confess. Faith viii. 8 (1877) Overcoming all

their enemies by his almighty power and wisdom, in such

manner and ways as are most consonant to his wonderful
and unsearchable dispensation. 1665 SIR T. HERBERT
Trai>. (1677) 260 Albeit in his dispensation.. his strokes are

. . with an equal hand afflicting the innocent with the

nocent. 1671 MILTON Samson 61, I must not quarrel with
the will Of nighest dispensation.

b. An arrangement or provision of Providence

or of Nature.

1665 HOOKE Microgr. 177 So infinitely wise and provident
do we find all the Dispensations in Nature. 1754 SHER-
LOCK Disc. t. (1759) I. 39 The Gospel is a Dispensation of
Providence in regard to Mankind. 1816 KEATINGE Trar.

(1817) 1. 18 With the immutable decree that man should

DISPENSATION.

labour, comet the benevolent dispensation that he need not
want. 1861 MILL i'tiltt. v. 76 Attached to it by a special

dispensation of nature.

c. A special dealing of Providence with a com-

munity, family, or person, dispensing blessing,

affliction, or other event ; the event or lot thus
dealt out ; as a mysterious or merciful dispensation.

a. 1651 ROGERS (J.), Neither are God's methods or inten-
tions different in his dispensations to each private man.

1704 NELSON J-est. t, J-'atts ii. (1739) 29 The Dispensa-
tions of God's Providence towards Men .. are very pro-
miscuous. 18*3 SCOTT Peveril xxix, A humbling dispensa-
tion on the house of Peveril. 1837 DICKENS PicJevt. ii,

Mysterious dispensations of Providence. 1848 ki SKIS-

M<><!. 1'tiint. II. iii. I. xiv. J 10. in Different dispensa-
tions of trial and of trust, of sorrow and support. 1805
CROCKETT Glisttrittf Beaches in Bogwyrtle 154 In the
north . . everything is either a judgement or a dispensation,
according to whether it happens to your neighbour or

yourself.

6. Thai. A religions order or system, conceived

as divinely instituted, or as a stage in a
progressive

revelation, expressly adapted to the needs of a par-
ticular nation or period of time, as the patriarchal,
Mosaic (or Jewish} dispensation, the Christian

dispensation ; also, the age or period during which
st:ch system has prevailed ;

= ECONOMY 5 b.

An extension of the patristic use of the word as applied
to the evangelical system based on the Incarnation (see note

under II above); the patriarchal and Mosaic 'dispensations'
being conceived as prophetic of the Christian, all being one
in substance though differing in form. This use became
common in the theology of the i7jh c.

1643-7 Westm. Confess. Faith vii. f 6
(18^7)

There are not

therefore two covenants of grace, differing in substance, but
one and the same under various dispensations, a 165*

J. SMITH Set. Disc. Div. 297 The Jewish notion is this, that

the law delivered to them on Mount Sinai was a sufficient

dispensation from God. 167* W. CAVE (It tit), Anticjuitates

Apostolica: . . to which is added An Introductory Discourse

concerning the three Great Dispensations of the Church,
Patriarchal, Mosaical, and Evangelical. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed.

Kersey) s.v., In Divinity, God's high Dispensation, is the

g'ving
of the Levitical Law to the Jews, the Gospel to the

entiles, the Sending his Son for the Redemption of Man-
kind. I7a BERKELEY Serm. toSoc.Prof. Goi/WWks. III.

946 The Christian dispensation is a dispensation of grace
and favour. 177* PRIESTLEY /rut. Relig. (1782) II. 124

Christianity is the last dispensation. 1838 GLADSTONE
State in Rel. Ch. vii. (L.), (They) declared .. that the

preaching of the Reformers was a kind of renewed com-
mencement of the gospel dispensation. 1877 W. BRUCE
Comm. Rev. v, As the Israelitisn dispensation was abolished

by the First Coming of Christ, the Christian dispensation is

abolished by His Second Coming.

f 7. The ordering or arrangement of anything
in a particular way ; concr. An arrangement, a

system. Obs.

1633 BP. HALL Hard Texts, N. T. 135 By my owne volun-

tarydispensation. i66a H. MORE Pkilos. Writ. Pref. Gen. 10,

I never found my mind low or abject enough to sink into

sense or conceit of that Dispensation [superstition], experi-

mentally to find what is at the bottom thereof. 1668 Div.
Dial. iv. iv. (1713) 295 He that lives in this dispensation of

life. 1691 NORRIS Pract. Disc. 191 The great uses and ad-

vantages of such a Heavenly dispensation of Life.

III. The action ofdispensing with some require-

ment; med.L. dispensatio. (See DISPKNSI II.)

8. Eccl. An arrangement made by the administra-

tor of the laws or canons of the church, granting, in

special circumstances or in a particular case, a re-

laxation of the penalty incurred by a breach of the

law, or exempting from the obligation to comply
with its requirements, or from some sacred obliga-

tion, as an oath, etc. ; the granting of licence by a

pope, archbishop, or bishop, to a person, to do what

is forbidden, or omit what is enjoined, by ecclesi-

astical law or by any solemn obligation ; the licence

so given.
c 1380 Anttcrist in Todd 3 Treat. Wyclifiy) pei sellen it

for mony, al bat bei maye ; as pardons, indulgencis, & obre

dispensaciouns. 1381 WYCLIP Stl. Wks. III. 162 Dispen-
sacioun wib bis lawe winnes miche money. ///'</. 511 Monks
and chanouns forsaken be reules of Benet and Austyn, and
taken wibouten eny dispensacioun be reule of freres. c 1386
CHAUCER Clerk's T. 690 That he hath leue his firste wyfto
lete As by the popes dispensacion. 1480 CAXTON Chrvn.

Eng. ccxxx. 243 Sir lohan . . wedded dame blaunche duk

henryes doughter of lancastre cosyn to the same lohan by
dispensacion of the pope, c 155$ HARKFIELD Divorce Hen.
Vlll (1878) 120 A dispensation is but a gracious releasing

to some certain person or persons of the common written

law. 1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. it. i. 87 Then seeke a dispensa-
tion for his oath, ifaj FULLER C*. Hist. ix. iii. { 30 Richard

Cheyney, Bishop of Bristol, holding Glocester therewith in

dispensation. 1696 tr. Du Monts Vm. Levant 37 The
Profits accruing from the Dispensation of eating Eggs, Milk,

Flesh, etc. 17*9 BLACKSTONE Comm. IV. 114 To sue to

Rome for any licence or dispensation, or to obey any pro-

cess from thence, are made liable to the pains
offraeiaunire.

i8s FROUOE Hist. Eng. I. 14}
The original bull of dispen-

sation which had been granted by Julius II for the marriage
of Henry and Catherine. 1873 DIXON TuvQtieenll. t nil

56 A dispensation would be needed ; but a dispensation could

be got from Rome.

b. trans/, andfig.
1664 BUTLER Hud. it. ii. 103 That Saints may claim a Dis-

pensation To swear and forswear on occasion. 1673 DRVDEN

Assignation v. iv, Tis a crime past dispensation. i8
En</. Elect. Sheriffs ii As if they had a dispensation to

speak what they please. 1716 Adv. Caft. R. Boyle 44 He
had a Dispensation from the Mufty to drink Wine.

61*



DISPENSATIONAL.

9. Lau>. The relaxation or suspension of a law of

the realm in a particular case ; the exercise of the

dispensatory power claimed by Charles II and

James II.

1607 TOPSELL Hist. Fonr-f. Beasts (1658) 452 The first that

gave dispensation against those laws was Cneius Aufidius.

1667 PF.PYS Diary 9 Jan., A way of preventing the King's

dispensation with Acts. 1686 LUTTRKU. Brief Rel. (1857)
I. 382 Ten [judges] were clear of opinion that the dispensa-
tion in the case in question was good. 1689-92 LOCKE
Toleration i. Wks. 1727 II. 250 The private Judgment of

any Person concerning a Law enacted . . for the publick
Good, does not take away the Obligation of that Law, nor
deserve a Dispensation. 1730-6 BAILEY (folio), Dispensation
by nan obstante. If any statute tends to restrain some Pre-

rogative incident to the person of the King, as to the right
of pardoning, etc., which are inseparable from the King, by
a clause of non obstante^ he may dispense with it ; this was
disannulled by Stat. i. W. & M. (1x832 MACKINTOSH Rev.

0/1688 Wks. 1846 II. 194 The King answered .. that the

royal power of dispensation had been solemnly determined
to be a sufficient warrant for such acts. 1863 H. Cox Instil.

i. v. 24 It was declared that . . no dispensation with any
statute should be valid unless such statute allows it.

b. Clause of dispensation (Sc. Law) : see quot.
1861 W. BELL Diet. Law Scot.,Where heritable subjects lay

locally discontiguous, .a clause of dispensation was some-
times inserted, specifying a particular place at which it

should be sufficient to take infeftment for the whole lands,
and other subjects, however discontiguous or dissimilar, and

dispensing with any other subjects than earth and stone.

The Crown alone could competently grant such a dispen-
sation.

10. transf. Exemption, release from any obliga-

tion, fate, etc. ;
remission, arch, or Obs.

1653 H. COGAN tr. Pinto's Trav. Ixviii. 275 The richest

. . resolved to get a dispensation from this voyage by the
means of a great sum of money. 1676 HALE Contentpi. \.

96 After this third application for a deliverance from this

terrible Cup of the wrath of God, and yet no dispensation
obtained, he returns to.. the three Disciples. ^1711 KEN
Sertn. Wks. (1838) 161 Daniel never made business a dispen-
sation from God's service. 1752 JOHNSON Rambler No. 200
F 5 Our intimacy was regarded by me as a dispensation
from ceremonial visits. 1771 tr. Viand's Shipwreck 132
The present circumstances . . appeared to be a sufficient

dispensation from attending . . to any other consideration.

11. The action of dispensing with anything ; a

setting aside, disregarding ; a doing away with,

doing without. [Cf. sense 8, quot. 1382.]
1593 SHAKS. Liter. 248 And [he] with good thoughts makes

dispensation Urging the worser sense for vantage still.

1612-15 BP. HALL Contempl.^ O. T. xiv. i, Those temptations
..which are raised from arbitrary and private respects,
admit of an easie dispensation. 1848 SIR J. PARKEJU Ex-
chequer Rep. II. 723 Going to the counting-house during
business hours, and finding no one there to receive the
notice was equivalent to dispensation of notice. 1855 MILMAN
Lat. Chr. (1864) V. ix. vii. 359 The dispensation with appeal
in certain cases only confirmed [it] in all others.

Dispensa'tional, a. [f. prec. -t- -AL.] Of or

pertaining to dispensation, or to a dispensation.
1874 H. R. REYNOLDS John Bapt. v. iii. 351 He had certain

national and dispensational offices to fill. 1876 Spectator
25 Nov. 1478/1 The Day of Pentecost, when the dispensa-
tional gifts of the Spirit were bestowed. 1888 Bibliotheca
Sacra Apr. 237 Not a few. .have believed that the limits of
certain dispensational periods were revealed in Scripture.

Dispe'nsative, a. (sb.} [ad. L. dispensa-
tlv-ns, i.dispensa-re to DISPENSE : SCC-ATIVE. Cf.

F. dispensatif, -ive (i4th c. in Littre).]

fl. Administrative, official; pertaining to the

office of an administrator or steward. Obs.

1528 ROY Rede rue (Arb.) 58 Though he have here soche

prerogative, In all poyntesthat be dispensative, Toperforme
it by commyssion. 1633 AMES Agst. Ceretn. n. 307 Not

j

only in the name of the wholle societie, which in suche
cases hath some dispensative superioritie over particular
members, but allso by Commission from God. 1637 R.
HUMPHREY tr. St. Ambrose i. 21 People are drawne away
from the office of dispensative mercy. 1656 JEANES Fuln.
Christ 34 There agreeth unto Christ a twofold power of

Authority, essential, and official, i. Essential or natural,
which belongs unto him as God . . 2. Official, dispensative,
or donative, delegated unto him as Mcdiatour, and head of
his Church.

2. Dispensing, giving dispensation ;
= DISPEN-

SATORY a. 2.

i6ai HAKEWILL David's Vow vii. 270 Onely the dis-

pensative power of the Lawgiver himself can possibly make
it lawfull. 1687 Pol. Ballads (1860) I. 256 Knaves [that]
would set up a Dispensative power, To pull down the Test
unto which we have swore. 1738 NEAL Hist. Pnrit. IV. 230
Dr. Barwick .. proposed that his Majesty should grant
his commission to the Bishops of each province . . to elect
and consecrate fit persons for the vacant sees, with such
dispensative clauses as should be found necessary.

Dispe'nsatively, adv. [f. prec. + -LY 2.] in
a dispensative way ; by dispensation.
1572 FORREST Theophilns 542 in Attgtia'yil, Some save it

was doone dispensatively.
a 1639 WOTTON in Reliq. 328 (R.),

I can now hold my place canonically, which I held before
but dispensatively. 1646 SALTMARSH Smoke in Temple 62
Is not their whole power defended to be entirely, essentially,

dispensatively in the Presbytery, a 1656 BP. HALL Serin.
Canticles ix. (R.), The state [is] absolutely monarchical in

Christ, dispensatively monarchical in respect of particular
churches ; forasmuch as that power, which is inherent in the

Church, is dispensed and executed by some prime ministers.

Di'speiisa:tor. Now rare. Also 4 -owr, 4-6
our, o -er, Sc. -ure. [a. AF. dispensatoitr

= QY.
dispensateur y -tur (i2thc. in Littre), ad. L. dispen-

satorenij agent-n. from dispensare to DISPENSE.
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Grig. stressed on final, which would have given mod.

Eng. dispt'nsator\ but conformation to L. gave

dispensa'tor, exemplified in 1 7th c. and in Johnson,
Walker, Craig 1847 ; Smart 1849 has di-spensa>tor.\

One who dispenses ; a dispenser; a distributor.

1489 CAXTON FaytesofA, i. xiii. 35 Gode hede wold be
taken that the dyspensatours and vitaillers of the oost be not

theuys. 1491 Vitas Pair. (W. de W. 1495) n. 253 b/2
As a gode & trewe dyspensatour & dystrylmtour to the

poore people of the goodes of thy fader. 1549 Compl. Scot,

xix. 158 God hes ordand the to be ane dispensatour of his

gyftisamang the ignorant pepil. 1582 HESTER Seer. Phiorav.

i. xlviii. 59 The Liuer beeyng dispensator bothe of the good
and bad qualities of the humors. 1654 tr. Scudery's Curia
Pol. 180 The ancient Romans (who were such equal dis-

pensators of Glory), a 1859 L. HUNT Shelve Faire seeming
v. Wks. (1860) 178 Much the stage he lov'd, and wise theatre,

Counting it as a church, in which the page Of vertuous

verse found the sole dispensator.

t b. A steward who administers the goods, etc. of

another. Obs.

1382 WYCLIF Gen. xliii. 16 He comaundide to the dispen-
satowr [1388 dispendere) of his hows, seiynge, Lede yn the

men hoom. c 1449 PECOCK Repr. in, xix. 400 The richessis

of chirchis ben patrimonies of poor men. .the mynystris. .

ben dispensatouris ther of. 1553 BECON Reliques ofRome
('563) 155 The chamberlaynes and dispensatoures or stew-

ardesof the mysteryes ofGod. 1621-51 BURTON Anat. Mel.
in. iv. n. iii, Out of that treasure of indulgences and merits

of which the pope is dispensator, he may have free pardon
and plenary remission of all his sins. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr. ,

Dispensator, a Steward, or Officer that laies out money for

an houshold. 1698 NORRIS Pract. Disc. IV. 341 They are

but Stewards and Dispensatours in respect of God. [1876
FREEMAN Norm. Conq. V. xxii. 25 Azor the '

dispensator
'

had received his land again from King William.]

fc. An almoner. Obs.

1600 J. PORY tr. Leo's Africa n, 222 The kings dispensator
or almoner.

d. An administrator.
c 1630 DRUMM. OF HAWTH. Poems 31/1 The sun in triumph

rides . . Time's dispensator, fair life-giving source. 1688
LADY RUSSELL Lett. II. Ixxix. 4 May the great Dis-

pensator of all these wonderful events dispose our hearts
and minds. 1802 Hatred III. 95 Providence, the supreme
dispensator of events.

Hence Dl:spensa'torship.
163^ R. HUMPHREY St. Ambrose n. 36 [He] that beareth

rule in some office, as in the office of the ministery, all

dispensatorship.

Dispensato'rial, a. rare. [f. as DISPENSATORY
a. + -AL.] Administrative.

1776 BENTHAM Fragtn. Gat>t. in. 5 Wks. 1843 I. 278 By
dispensatorial power I mean as well that wh ich is exercised by
the Board of Treasury, as . . theWar Office, Admiralty Board.

Dispe'nsatorily, adv. [f. DISPENSATORY a.

+ -LYZ.] By dispensation ; dispensatively.
^1641 BP. R. MOUNTAGO AftsfyMon, (1642) 159 Prophecy

is not all of one and the same assise, either
originally..

or

dispensatorily.
a 1679 T. GOODWIN Wks. 1. 1, 439 (R.) He is

the God of all grace dispensatorily, or by way of perform-
ance and execution, and gracious dispensations of all sorts.

Dispe'nsatory, sb. [ad. med. or mod.L. dis-

pcnsatorinm, dispensatorius (liber), absol. use of

dispensatorius adj. : see next and -ORY.]
1. A book in which are described the composi-

tion, method of preparation, and use of medicinal

substances ; a pharmacopoeia.
1566 SECUXIS Detection Abuses Physick D vj, Ye

poticarie

mought not be without the dispensatories ofValerius Cord us,

of Fuchsius. 1696 tr. Du Months Voy. Levant Aviijb,
Wherto is added a Chirurgical Dispensatory ; shewing the

Manner how to prepare all such Medicines. 1799 Med, Jrnl,
II. 91 A cerate, which nearly resembles the unguentum
tripharmacum of theold Dispensatory. 1811 A.T. THOMSON
(title), The London Dispensatory, a Practical Synopsis of

Materia Medica, Pharmacy, and Therapeutics. 1879
STILLE & MARSCH (title), The National Dispensatory.
attrib. 1716 M. DAVIES A then. Brit. n. 352 Of all our

Dispensatory Medicines, there's not one better.

\>.fg.
a 1626 BP. ANDREWES Serin, x. Holy G/wst (1661) 462 In

all Christ's dispensatory, there is not a medicine for such
a heart. 1667 Decay Chr. Piety vii. p i [They] defame the

Gospel as the dispensatory, and Christ as the physician,
and likewise ruine themselves as the patients. 1607 COLLIER
Immor. Stage i. (1698) 5

One of the Fathers calls Poetry,

. . . >

hear what my dispensatory says concerning will and prayer.

f 2. A place where medicines are made up ;
=

DISPENSARY i. Obs.

1597 GERARDE Herbal xxxv. xxv. i. 35 Apothecaries
shop or

dispensatorie.
a 1626 BACON New Atl. (1650) 29

Dispensatories, or Shops of Medicines, 1644 EVELYN
Diary 8 Nov., Father Kircher . . leading us into their re-

fectory, dispensatory, laboratory, gardens, etc. 1673 Laches
Call. I. 3 F 14. 23 Not only opening their purses, but

dispensatories too, providing medicines for such as . . want
that sort of relief. 1742 RICHARDSON Pamela I. 352 [He]
praised me that I don't carry my Charity to Extremes,
and make his House a Dispensatory. 1799 tr. Diderot's
Nat. Son II. 196 He had given me a key of the dispensatory,
that I might myself take what I wanted.

f 3. Jig, A repertory or collection of medicines.

1654 Triatta in Fuller's Cause fy Cri"(i867) 207 Sickness
carrieth with it its own dispensatory for such incivilities.

1707 Curios, in Hitsb. $ Gard. 108 If but one half of them
were true, we should find in this single Tree an intire Dis-

pensatory; and the Leaves, the Wood, and the Juice of
Ash, would be sufficient to furnish an Apothecary's Shop.
1748 G. JEFFREYS in DuncombSs Lett. (1773) II. 196 The

DISPENSE.

whole moral dispensatory affords no remedy so universal

and efficacious.

4. gen. A place whence anything is dispensed or

dealt out.

1653 Consid. Dissolv. Crt. Chancery 5 The Magazine,
store-house, and dispensatory- of all Writts remedial. 1752
A. MURPHY Gray's Inn Jrnl. No. 17 This place is the grand
Dispensatory of Life and Death.

Dispe'nsatory, a. [ad. L. dispensator-ius

(Jerome), f. dispensator'. see DISPENSATOU and

-ORY.]
f 1. Of or pertaining to a dispensator, adminis-

trator, or steward, or to administration ;
= DISPEN-

SATIVE i. Obs.
The I7th c, theologians contrasted dispensatory or dispen-

sative power, which is exercised by virtue of office, with
essential or inherent power.
1635 RAINBOW Serin. 8 (T.) The dispenser [is] the Son of

Man : the author of the dispensatory power, God the Father.

1649 ROBERTS Claris Bibl. iii. 54 Christs Kingdome may
be considered in divers respects, viz. As it is Essentiall. .As

Oeconomical, Dispensatory or Mediatory. 1671 FLAVEL
Fount. Life xiii. 38 The Divinity of Christ . .which was ob-

scured in this Temporary Dispensatory kingdom, a 1679
T. GOODWIN Wks. \. i. 439 (R.) There is a dispensatory
Kingdom (as Divines use to call it), as he [Christ] is con-

sidered as Mediator between God and his church : which

Kingdom is not his natural due, but it was given him and

given him by choice.

2. That gives dispensations ; having the power or

habit of dispensing with laws or rules.

1647 TRAPP Comm. Jos. \\. 10 A dispensatory conscience

keeps not any Commandment. 1650 Coinnt. Gen.
vii. 5, Exod. x, 26. 1675 BROOKS Gold. Key Wks. 1867 V. 36.

Dispe'nsatress. [f. DISPENSATOR + -ESS.]
=

next. In recent Diets.

Dispensa'trix. [a. L. dispcnsatrix, fern, of

dispensator DISPENSATOB.] A female dispenser.
a 1864 FARER tr. De Montforfs Devotion to Virgin^ He

has chosen her to be the dispensatrix of all He possesses.

1865 FUSEY Eiren. 258 De Montfort speaks of 'the free-

thinkers of these [his] times'; who did not believe that the

Holy Trinity has made the Blessed Virgin the dispen-
satrix of all which they possess and will to bestow upon man.

[ Dispe'nse, sb.i Obs. Forms: 4-5 (7) des-

pens^ 4-8 dispense, 4-7 dis-, 5-6 dyspence.

[In I., a. OF. despense act of spending, ad, late L.

dispensa^ sb. from pa. pple. of dispendere to Drs-
PEND ; prob. blending with OF. despens : L. dis-

pensum that which is expended. In II. prob. an

Eng. deriv. of the vb. in the cognate sense.]
I. 1. The act of spending, expenditure.

c 1320 Seiiyn Sag. (W.) 330 Your travail anfl your despens.

1340 Ayenb. 21 Huanne he dej) to moche despense ober of

his ojen oj?er of oj>re manne. r 1386 CHAUCER Ptot. 441
He was but esy in dispence. c 1400 Rom. Rose 1141 Alle

bis purpos . . Was for to make gret dispense, a 1533 Ln.
BERNERS Huon Ixxxix. 283 Huon gaue hym. .money for his

dyspence. 1613 William I in Hart. Misc. (Malh.) III.

154 With great dispence, both of their estates and blood.

1664 PEPYS Diary (1879) III. 41 [They] are not sufficient to

supply our dispense if a warr comes.

b. //. Expenses, charges, costs.

(1380 WYCLIF Sertn. Sel. Wks. I. 20 Costlewe housis and

greet dispensis. 1416 Contp. Subs, in Rel. Ant. I. 232 The
somme . . in clere, without colectours dispencis. c 1460
FORTESCUE Acs. A- Lint. Moii. \. (1885) no Thai most
serue hym .. at thair owne dispenses. 1718 BYROM Jrnl.

ftf
Lit. Rem. (1854) I. i. 36 With these and other dispenses

. . I am just as I was before I drew upon you last.

C. Means of meeting expenditure, money to spend
or use ; means of support ; supplies.
1382 WYCLIF i Chron. xxii. 5 Beforn his death he made

redy alle the dispensis. c 1^30 Hymns Virg. 63 WraJ>J>e
hab no Conscience, He maki> ech man oberis foo ; per-
wtth he getij> his dispence. a 1510 DOUGLAS King Hart
n. 443 Thai wantit thame dispence, Ewili purvayit folk.

1651 F. KIRKMAN Clerlo $ Lozia 123 Which might furnish

me with so many amorous dispences as these . . beauties

make by their so long sojourn at my heart.

2. The act of dispensing or bestowing liberally.

1590 SPENSER F. Q. n. xii. 42 Whatever .. Is sweete ..

Was poured forth with plentifull dispence. 1596^ F.Q,
v. xi. 45 Dealing his dreadfull blowes with large dispence.

3. A place where provisions are kept ; a store-

room, pantry, or cellar ;
= SPENCE. [Fr. despence*

a larder, storehouse, gardemanger (Cotgr.)]
1622 MABBE tr. A tentaii's Guzman d'A If. \. 237 He went

to the Dispense for wine. Ibid. \\. 348 In a little Dispense,
or Pantrie. Ibid. \\. 351.

II. 4. = DISPENSATION 8.

1490 CAXTON Eneydos xii. 46 [Elysse] leuynge by dys-

pense abstractyue her first vowes of chastyte promysed.
1578 Gitde # G. Ball., Huntis vp 153 That cruell beist, he

neuer ceist . . Under dispens to get our penneis Our saulis

to deuoir. 1631 HEYWOOD 2nd Pt. Fair Maid of W. \.

Wks. 1874 II. 411 My honesty, faith, and religion, are all

ingag'd
* there's no dispence for them. 1667 MILTOK P. L.

in. 492 Indulgences, Dispenses, Pardons, Bulls. 1777 W.
DALRYMPLE Trav. Sp. $ Port, cxi, It is necessary for

every knight who [marries] to get a dispense for his vow.

t Dispe*nsef
sb$ Obs. [deriv. of L. depend-

ere (see DEPEND v. 7) with dis- for de- (cf. DE- I.

6), perh. of AFr. origin Godef. has OF. despens

for depens, and the same change of prefix is found

in other OF. derivatives of dtp&tdre^ A state oftin-

certainty; an undetermined condition ; SUSPENSE.

1562 in W. H. TURNER Select. Rec. Oxford 294 Mr. Til-

coqke . . shall stand in dispence for his submyssion for his

offence untyll the ffeast of Christinas. 1583 RICH Phylotus



DISPENSE.

V Kntetta (1835) 23 If there be any thyng that hanges tn

ofapnci bctwecne vx 1647-8 Lui i KKKLL Davtlas Hist,
/'V. (1678) 3j The absunsc of the Princes held the King
and all his Hinfatcn in great dispense.

Dispense (tlispe-ns), v. Also 4-6 des-, 5-6
dys- ; 5-8 dispence. [ME. a. OF. </<?-, dispenser
(i3th c. in HaU.-Darm.) Pr., Sp. efaftwart It.

dispensary ad. L. dispcmare (freq. of dispendtre
to DIHPEND : cS.pcnsdre to weigh out) ; in class,L.

to distribute by weight, to weigh out, disburse;
to administer as steward, to dispose, arrange ;

in

med. L. to arrange or deal administratively with
a person in reference to the requirements of an
ecclesiastical canon or law.]

I. from L. dispensare in classical senses.

1. trans. To mete out, deal out, distribute ; to
bestow in portions or from a general stock.
c 1374 CHAUCER Boetk. \. pr. vi. 139 (Camb. MS.) Despens-

ynge and ordeynynge Meedes to goode men, and torment
to wykkcd men. < 1420 1'iillaJ. on Hush. I. 173 Abundaunt
wyne the north wynde wol dispence To vynes sette agayne
his influence. 1516 Pilgrt Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 28 b,
Some we must vse, dispence and expende, and truly dis-
tribute. 1599 H. BUTTES Dyets drie Dinner Aaij, I as-
sume the Carvers office : and . . dispense to every of my
Guests according to the Season, his Age and Constitution.

1647 CLARENDON Hist. Rcb. i. (1843) 20/2 He might dispense
favours and disfavours according to his own election. 1667
MIL-ION /'. L. iv. 157 Now gentle gales . . dispense Native

perfumes. 1715 LEONI Palladia's Archit. (1742) II. 99
Those Pipes which dispens'd the Heat. 1781 COWPER
Convers. i Though Nature weigh our talents, and dispense
To every man his modicum of sense. 1849 MACAULAY Hist.
/-.\C- H. 81 Several commissioners .. had been appointed
to dispense the public alms.

f b. To spend (time, talents) : both in the sense
of expending profitably and of

wasting. Obs.
.16*4 CHAPMAN Batrachotti* 13 Who with his wreake

dispenst No point of Tyme. 1638 ROUSE Heav. Univ. x.

(1702} 147 As every man hath received the Gift so let him
exercise and dispense it. 1649 G. DANIEL Trittarch.,
A'/V/i. //, cccxxviii, Affliction Is the best Mistresse to dis-

pence our Time.
2. To administer (e.g. a sacrament, justice, etc.).
1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. u. ii (1495) 30 An angel

dispensyth thynges that ben abowte vs. 1401 Pol. Poems
iRolls) II. 46 The sacrament that we han to dispensen off*

penaunce to the peple. 1588 A. KING tr. Catttsius* Catec/i.

65 It is nocht ye office of euerie man. .toconsecrat, dispens,
and minister ye sacraments. 1616 R. C. Times' Whistle
iv. 1517 You, which should true equity dispense, a. 1656
UP. HALL Serm. Canticles ix. (R.),

That power . . is dis-

pensed and executed by some prime ministers. 1678 CUD-
WORTH IntelL Syst. no Shall we say., that this whole
Universe is dispensed ond ordered, by a mere Irrational . .

and Fortuitous Principle? 1804Law Times 387/2 Sir Richard
Malins . . dispensed a home-brewed equity of his own.

b. absol.

c 1374 CHAUCER Boet/t. iv. pr, vi. 109 (Camb. MS.) In the
which thing I trowe pat god dispensith. -11633 AUSTIN
Medit. 106 Lest hee should not dispense, and governe well.

3. Med. To make up (medicine) according to a

prescribed formula ; to pat up (a prescription).
1533 ELYOT Cast. Helthe (1541) Aiij, Some [physitions]

were not diligent mough in beholdynge their drouges or
ingrediejice at all tymes dispensid and tried. 1612 WOODALL
Xr. Mate Wks. (1653) 3!o I dispence and administer all

[drugs] by Haber-de-pois. 1768-74 TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1852)
I. 586 That .. the apothecary dispense his recipes properly.
1780 COWPER Ptogr. Err. 594 Swallow the two grand nos-
trums they dispense That Scripture lies, and blasphemy
is sense. 1883 Syd. Soc. Lex., s. v. Dispensary, The place
where medicines are prepared and given out, or dispensed.

II. from med.L. dispensdre in eccles. use.

(In later med.L. (by 1200 or earlier) dispensdrt was used
absol. or intrans. {^agere dispensatorie or dispensative\ m
the sense

'

to make an arrangement in the character of a
; tcward

QH*OI'<>JAOS), administrator, or manager, to deal ad-

ministratively,' especially in reference to the practical appli-
cation of a law or rule to a particular case ; first, apparently,
in the way of relaxing a punishment or penance, which,
according to strict law, had been already incurred, but in
the particular case ought to be remitted for special reasons;
thence, in the remission of a punishment not yet incurred,
which amounted in fact to a licence to break the legal rule ; !

ami thus, in the general sense of granting relaxation, ex- I

eruption, indulgence, etc. The chief constructions were
j

di&tnsart in tali COSH, circa jus, circa nlianem or aliquid, I

and esp. cum aliqito (ut fossil), etc. (to dispense in such
a c.i^e, in reference to a certain law, or a certain person or

\

n 1,1 tt
t-t, with a person that he may do something, etc.). (Prof.

'

F. W. Maitland, LL.D.)
These intrans. uses passed into English, esp. dispense \

with, which became a combined verbal phrase, with in- ;

direct passive, to be dispensed ivith. and has had a wide

development of sense : see branch III. By elision of the

preposition or other processes, the verb has also become
trail*, in the sense 'to grant dispensation to, for, or from.'

Transitive senses are found also in French from isth c.]

4. intr. To deal dispensatorily, to use dispen-

satory power ; to grant dispensation or relaxa-

tion of the strict letter of the law in a special
case

;
to make a special arrangement (with any

one) whereby the penalty
of a law is remitted in

his case. a. simply, or with /*. (Orig. in refer-

ence to ecclesiastical law ; said also of a king's

dispensing power.)
<" 1440 Promp. Parv. 122/2 Dyspenson, be auctoryte, of

penawnce, ifisfiHso. i ifiSS HARPSFIELU Divorce Hen. Vtlt
(1878) 40 When he dUpenseth he ^heweth the case whereon
he dispenseth to be contained under the meaning of the law.

1563 WIXSEV J'otir Scoir Tkrc Quest, Ixxx. Wks. 1888 1. 128

483

Quhat poucr hair le la di>pence mair in the ane nor in the
wthir f 1688 SIK K. HKKBKKI Hales Cote 29 There is the
same Disability in the Case of Sheriffs, and yet
that the King can Dispense in that Ca*e. 1810 i6<

CflAMM&MM ati Hibemos vii. 62 It averted . . ih;tt ;

could not dispense in the allegiance due by C;uti<>li> > i>

their Sovereigns. 1831 K. H. FHOL'DK Kent. (1838) I. 307
In case he could not dispense . . at any rate the acts of one
Council might be rescinded by another.

j-b. with clause, expressing purpose or end. Obs.
c 1555 HARPSMKLU Divorce Hen, VIII (1878) 133 He cannot

dhpWM that a tnan should keep a concubine, or that a
king having a barren wife may marry again. 1639 FULLER
Holy War iv. xxv.(i647) 212 The Pope would not dispense
that Prince* should hold pluralitie of temporall Dominions

c. with with. The earliest construction exem-

plified (in Wyclif c 1380), and also the most im-

portant : see Dispense with. Ill below.

fd. with against. To relax a law or its

penalty in opposition to (some authority) ; to give

dispensation, indulgence, or permission, in oppo-
sition to (some law). Obs.

*55S HARPSPIELD Divorce Hen. VII! (1878) 133 Of set

purpose spoken to intimate that the Pope cannot dispense

DISPENSE.
doutir of Charles. 1494 FADYAS Ckron. vii. 299 To gether

money, .he had lycencc of pope Innocent, .to dispence with
such as hym lykyd . . for talcynge vpon them the create.

1549 LAIIMKR ami Serm. bef. Etiw. VI (Arb.) 57 God had
dispensed wyth theym to haue manye wyues. 1606 HOL-
LAND .\ufton, 104 He dispensed with a gentleman of Rome
for his oath . . never to divorce hu wife, and gave him leave
to put her away. 1705 ADUI&ON Italy 251, I could not dis*

pense with my self from making a little Voyage. 17*6 T.
SHEBIDAM Persius Ded. (1739)6, I hope I hall be dispensed
with, for studying Easineu of Style, rather than Elegance.
1775 in Mail. D'Arblaft Early Diary 11889) II. 52, I can-
not dispense with myself from giving you .. my whole
sentiments.

fb. transf. To make an arrangement or com-

pound with, for an offence, etc. Obs. rare.

1568 GBAFTON Ckron. II. 117 These Gualo reserved to hi*
awne aucthoritie, and in the ende for great summes ot

money [he] dispensed with them. 1593 SIIAKS. 2 Hen. i'/.
v. i. 181 Canst thou dispense with heauen for uch an oath I

1659 I). HARRIS Partval's Iron Age 126 They (were] dis-

pensed with for a Garrison, and the Forfeit of an hundred
and fifty thousand Kix-dollarv

** To di$pense with a rnle^ obligation^ require*
ment% etc*

IO. To deal administratively with (a law or rule,

ecclesiastical or civil; so as to relax or remit its

penalty or obligation in a special case
;
to give

special exemption or relief from.
c 1380 WVCLIF Set. Wks. III. 511 pe pope may dispence

wil ]>c reule of ech privat secte or rchgioun . . but he may not

dispense wib Cristis reule ;oven to apostlis. 1401 Pol.
Points (Rolls) II. 35 When ye prayed him to dispense with
the hardnesse of your order. 1500-10 DUNBAR fenxfit
Freir 54 He had dispensit with matynnis channoun. 1538
STARKLY England i. iv. 103 Thys ys a grete faule. .any one
man to have such author) te to dyspense wyth the commyn
lawys. a >6a6 BACON Max. 4- Uses Com. Linv v. (1636) 26

Necessity dispenseth with the direct letter of a statute law.
1818 CRUISE Digest (ed. a) V. 12 Either House of Parlia-
ment might dispense with their own orders, whenever they
thought fit. 18*7 HALLAM Const. Hist. (1876) HI. xiv. 61
It was agreed . . that the king could not dispense with the
common law. 186* Lu. BROUGHAM Brit. Const, xvi. 247
The right of the King to dispense with penal statutes.

11. To relax the obligation of (a vow, oath, pro-
mise, or the like) ; to dissolve, in a special case,
the binding force of (an oath, etc.).

1530 TIMDALE Pract. Prelates^ Denotement H vg b, If
this maryage be of God the pope can not dispence with it,

1593 NASHE Christ's T. 15!), His humour was pacified, his
otn was dispenst with, a 16x8 RALEIGH (J.), How few
kingdoms are there, wherein, by dispensing with oaths,

absolving subjects from allegiance . . the popes have not

wrought innumerable mischiefs. x6oa WASHINGTON tr. Mil-
tons Dff. Pop. iv. (1851* 126 There needs no Pope to dis-

pense with the Peoples Oath. 1868 FREEMAN Norm. Cony.
(1876) II. vii. 117 The king's vow of pilgrimage was dis-

pensed with. 1883 FROUUE in Content^. Rev. XL1V. 13
A safe-conduct had not saved Huss, and Popes could dis-

pense with promises.

1 12. To set aside the obligation, observance, or

practice of (any duty, etc.) ;
to disregard. Obs.

1559 Mirr. Mag.) Warwick vi, With his fayth he past not
to dispence. 1598 SMAKS. Merry W. u. i. 47 Hang the
trifle (woman) take the honour : what is it? dispence with
trifles : what is it? 1607 in Ellis OHg. Lett. Ser. i. III. 85
To resume that duty which I have so long dispensed with.

1659 B. HARRIS ParivaFs Iron Age 125 It seems that, .men

may dispense with their faith or word given, even upon nicer

doubts. 1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (1811) VII. 310, 1 never
knew her dispense with her word, but once.

13. To do away with (a requirement, need, or

necessity) ; to render unnecessary or superfluous.
1576 FLEMING P&nopl. Etist. 255 [A Translation] short

also, and not tedious, which dispenseth with all maner of

ing to Subject-Wits. 1744' JOHNSON L. P., Savage Wks. cares and businesse. 1615 BACON Ess., Ambition (Arb.) 5

III. 366 He appeared to think himself . . dispensed from all Th Vse of th
f,

Seruice dispenseth with the rest. 17*9
:. e :.i:__r.-v: \e _ _ c.._ c-.. ., i BUTLER Sertn. Wks. 1874 II. in Guilt or injury .. does not

185 bt
Yea the same gloser . . sayth : The Pouc if he

will, may dispence agaynst the Councell. For he U more
than the Councell.

f 5. trans. To relax the law in reference to (some
thing or person), a. To remit or permit (a thing
which is forbidden by the strict letter of the law) ;

to remit or relax the penalty for (an offence) ; to

condone. Obs.

1393 GOWER Con/. I. 365 His sinne was dispensed With
gofde, wherof it was compensed. c 1540 in Fisher's Wks.
(E.E.T.S.)II.p.xlii. In this Bull the maryage with Prince
Henrie was dUpenced, for that the ladie was before maryed
to his brother prince Arthur. 1566 Pasquine in a Traunce,
108 The Pope, dispensing all things for money. 1591
Troub. Raigne K. John (1611) 48 Our holy father hath
dispenst his suines.

fb. To permit (a person) to do something
contrary to the general law; to permit by dis-

pensation. Obs.

1511-1 Act 3 Hen. VlII^ c. i. Preamble, No person shuld
carte, .out of this Realme. . Bullion ..but suche persons as be

desspensed
within the Statute. 1605 CAMUEN Rent. (1637)

127 Hugh . . was dispensed by the Pope to marrie.

f C. absol. To permit, allow, give dispensation.
1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. To Rdr. Anja, Would

Truth dispense, we could be content with Plato, that know-
ledge were but Remembrance.
6. trans. To dissolve, relax, or release by dis-

pensation, fa. To relax or dissolve the obliga-
tion of (a vow, oath, or the like) by ecclesiastical

authority. Obs.

easily be dispenced.
b. To give (a person) dispensation from some-

thing ; to release from (f of) an obligation ; to

exempt, excuse.

t67 Lisaitder fy Cal. tv. 58 Beleeving that hee was dis-

pensed of his promise. 1639 T. BKLGIS tr. Coffins' Moral
Relat. 345 [He] entreated his Highnes to dispense him
from swearing that hee should no more love Goland. 1653
H. COCAN tr. Pinto's Treat* xxxi. 122 The Subject I now

necessity of providing for himself, a i8u SHELLKY Ess.

(1852) I .-2-'6 This materialism . . allows its disciples to talk,
and dispenses them from thinking. 1851 J. H. NEWMAN
Cath. Ettg. 173 Who was to dispense them from their oath ?

absol. 1768 Woman ofHonor II. 50 That dispenses from
all pancgiric. ,

f 7, To do without, to forgo ; Dispense with. :

see 14. Obs.
c 14*0 Pallad. on Hush. \\. 235 As he as swyfte to be yit

I dispence. 1580 SIDNEY Arcadia (1674! 122 (IX) Images
of battels and fortifications being then delivered to their

memory, which after, their stronger judgements might dis-

pence. 1647 N. BACON Disc. Govt. Ene. i. Hx. (1739) no
His right of investiture of the Mitred Cfergy he dispensed.

f 8. intr. To make amends or compensationfor.
Obs. rare. (C 1393 in 5 a.)

1590 SCENSER F. Q. i. iii. 30 One loving howre For many
yeares of sorrow can dispence*

III. Dispense with.
[Orig. the chief construction of the intrans. sense 4,
-med.L. disfcHsare cunt (see note under II); which has
become a verbal combination, with indirect passive to be

dispensed ivith t and extensive development of sense.]
* To dispense witk a person.

f 9. To arrange administratively with ^a person),
so as to grant him relaxation or remission of

penalty incurred by breach of law, or special ex-

emption or release from a law or obligation ; to

let off from doing something ; to exempt, excuse.

reft. To excuse oneself, refrain or abstainy>v.
c 1380 WVCLIF Wit*. (1880) 390 Her-to bat ben bounden . .

And ber may no man dispense with hem of bat boonde.

1460 CAPGRAVE Chron. 109 Whan his fader was ded, the

Pope dispensid with him [a monk] and made him wedde the

dispense with or supersede the duty of love and good-will.

I

1 875 F. HALL in Lipt-in^'tCs Mag. XV. 341/1 Familiar

! facts dispense with all need to draw on the imagination.
i8oa Law Times XCIV. 104/1 The possession given on the

marriage day. .dispensed with the necessity of a writing.

14. To excuse or put up with the absence or want
of (a thing or person) ; to forgo, do without. (The
opposite of 16.)

1007 SIIAKS, Ttmon in. ii. 93 Men must learne now with
i pitty to di&pence. 1643 SIR T. BROWNE Retig. Med. i. f 3
i At the sight of a Crosse or Crucifix I can dispense with my

hat, but scarse with the thought or memory of my Saviour.

1742 RICHARDSON Pamela III. 325 Won't you, Sir, dispense
with me, on this Occasion? 1840 DICKENS Bant. Rtnigc
xii, Let us dispense with compliments. 1856 FKOUDE Hist.

/-'n^.dSsS) 1. 1. 68 No genius can dispense with experience.

1874 GREEN Short Hist. ii. 1 8. 105 Resources which enabled
him to dispense with the military support of his tenant ^

*** To dispense with a breach of laiv> fanltt

offence, objectionable matter, etc.

f!5. To deal with (a breach, of law' so as to

condone it ; to grant a dispensation for (something

illegal or irregular) ; to permit, allow, or condone

by dispensation ; to excuse, pardon.
Obs.

'S40-S4 CROKE Ps. (Percy Soc.) 8 Vppon me then thou

wolt take ruthe. And with my faults clerely dispense. 1548
HALL Chrtm., Hen. VIII tan. i) 2 The whiche manage was

dispensed with by Pope July, at the request of her father

f I 555 HARPSFIELD Divorce Hen. VIII (1878) 134 In such

I

kind of marriage^ with which it hath not been wont to be

| dispensed, the children cannot prosper. 1603 SHAKJ>. Meas.

for M. HI. i. 135 Nature dispenses with the deede so farre,

(

That it becomes a vertue. 1651 Life FatherSarpi (16761 45

!
The Header will be pleased to dispense with this little
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DISPENSELESS.

digression. 1716 ADDISON Freeholder No. 43 (Scager) His

religion dispenses with the violation of the most sacred

engagements.

f 16. To deal with indulgently ; to manage with
;

to do with, put up with. Obs. (The exact opposite
of 14 : see quot. 1796-)
1580 SIDNEY Arcadia, v. (1590)451, I would and could dis-

pence with these difficulties. 1660 WOOD Li/e (Oxf. Hist.

Soc.) I. 366 Though they lately hated a square cap, yet now
they could dispense with one. 1665 SIR T. HERBERT Trav.

(1677) 158 Yea, [they] can dispense with Hogs flesh and
account it a dainty. 1703 MOXON Mech. E.rerc. 130 Some
Trades require a deeper, others may dispence with a shal-

lower Shop. i?SS COLMAN & THORNTON in Connoisseur
No. 91^5 My pantry is stored with more provisions than we
can dispense with. 1796 PEGGE Anonym. (1809) 460, I can

dispense with it, i. e. 1 can do with it ; and, I can dispense
with it, i. e. I can do without it.

t Dispe'nseless, a. Obs. rare. [See -LESS.]
Not subject to dispensation.
1721 GIBBER Perolla n, Dispenseless Oaths.

Dispenser (dispe'nsaj
1

). Forms: 3-7 despen-
cer, 4-5 despenser, 4-6 dispensour, 5-6 dys-
penser, 6- dispenser. [ME. dispensour^ a. AF.

des-, dispensour=Q.despen$eor, -eitr ; L. dispen-

satdr-evt) agent-n. from dispensare to dispense.
This has fallen together with AF. & ME. despencer,
*ser

t
= O. des- dispensier^ 1.t. dispensiere, Sp.

despensero, Pg. -iero = med.L. dispensdrius, f.

late L. dispensa : see DISPENSE sb. and -EK ^
2.]

1. One who dispenses, deals out, bestows, or ad-

ministers.

of the infection of the plague. 1653 MANTON Exp, yamcs,
v. 2-3 God gaue us wealth, not that we should be hoarders,
but dispensers. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1776) I. 336 The
air . . as a kind dispenser of light and warmth. 1855 MA-
CAULAY Hist. Eng. III. 554 A dispenser of bribes. 1868

FREEMAN Norm. Conq. (1876) II. vii. 67 The dispensers of
church patronage.
2. One who manages or administers, a. A

,

steward of a household, arch.

[1297 R. GLOUC. (1724) 559 Sir Hue Jje Despencer, J>e noble

justice.) 4:1380 WYCLIF Serm. Sel. Wks. II. 229 Men axe

pat a man be found trewe amongis dispensours of an house.
c 1400 MAUNDEV. (1839) xi. 123 Helizeus. .bat was 5oman &
despenser of Abraham before bat Ysaac was born. 1580
"FULKE, Agst. Allen ii2(T.)Christ'sembassadours, ministers,
and dispensers. 1605 CAMDEN Rent. (1637) 246 Turstane the

kings steward, or Le Despencer, as they then called him.
1626 L. OWEN Rvnning Register 3 The vnder-Officers of
the Colledge, as the Despencer, Cooke, Butler, Baker

[etc.].

1867 FREEMAN Norm. Conq. (1876) I. vi. 512 Eadric his dis-

penser. 1880 MUIRHEAD Gains i. 122 Those slaves who
had charge of their owner's money were called dispensers.

b. An administrator of the law, of authority, etc.

1654 State Case Commw. 24 Where law is dispensed there

should . . be a ready passage to redress against the dispen-
sers. 1825 COLERIDGE Aids Refl. (1848) I. in The dis-

penser of his particular decrees. 1875 KINGLAKE Crimea
(1877) V. i. 14 Never did he convince the dispensers of

military authority. 1884 Law Times i Mar. 314/2 The
stern majesty of the law of which he is the dispenser.

3. One who makes up medical prescriptions and
serves out medicines.

1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade, Dispenser, one who dis-

tributes or administers ; usually applied to medicines. 1861

WYNTER Soc. Sees 455 A dispenser who could not stop in

the room with an unstoppered bottle of ipecachuana. 1885
Pall Mall G. 31 Dec. 5/1 The old saying that

'

chemists
and dispensers make eleven pence three farthings profit out
of every shilling they earn'.

4. One who dispenses with t or gives a dispensa-
tion to (a person or thing).
1604 Constit. fy Canons Eccles. 118 Such dalliers and

dispensers with their own consciences and oaths.

Hence Dispe'nserslilp, the office of a dispenser

(of medicine).
1891 Lancet 3 Oct., Dispensership (out-door) wanted by

young man.

t Dispe'nsible, a, Obs. [repr. L. type *dis-

pemibihs, f. ppl. stem o^dtspendfrt', see DISPEND.]
^DISPENSABLE i, 2.

1661 Petit, for Peace 5 Things dispensable, and . . unneces-
sary. 1688 SIR E. HERBERT Hales Case 22 If any Penal
Laws were, .less Dispensible than others. 1689 W. ATWOOD
Ld. Herbert's Ace. Examined 51 He makes all things not
forbid by God's Law to be dispensible by the King. 1766
AMORY Buncle (1770) IV. 19 Every rule is dispensible, and
must give way when it defeats the end for which it was
appointed.
Hence t Dispe'nsibly adv.

1711 Peace in Divinity 15 There is. a keeping them [the
Commandments] perfectly and indispensably, which is the

Dispe'nsil, var. of DEPENCIL v. Obs.

1631 WEEVER Anc. Fun. Mon. 123 Sentences of Scripture
appointed to be painted or dispensild in euery Church.

Dispensing, vbl. sb. [f. DISPENSE v. -t- -ING I

.]

The action of the verb DISPENSE, in various senses:

dealing out, distribution, bestowal ;
administra-

tion, management ; dispensation ; the making up
of medicine according to prescription.

cijjSo
WYCLIF Wks. (1880) 67 As gif it were not leful to do

profit to mennus soulis wijj-out dispensynge of anticrist.

1548 UDALL, etc. Erastn. Par. Luke xvi* (R.),My Lorde, .
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taketh awai from me the power and office any longer to have
the dispensing of his goodes. 1608 HIERON Wks. I. 748/2
The faithful! dispensing ofThy truth. 1643 MILTON Divorce
II. v. (1851) 75 It is a fond perswasion .. that dispencing is

a favour. 1688 SIR E. HERBERT Hales' Case 20 Acknow-

ledging this power of Dispensing to be in the King. 1724
SWIFT Reasons agst. Exam. Drugs Wks. 1755 III. i. 126

The power, .lodged in the censors of the college of_physi-
cians to restrain any of his majesty's subjects from dispens-

ing. 1727 POPE Th. on Var. Subj. in Swifts Wks. (1755)

II. I. 225 The choice of ladies .. in the dispensing of their

favours. 1856 F. E. PAGET Owlet Owlst. 106 Is not . .

Sparrowgrass too liberal in her own dispensings ?

b. attrib. Dispensing power, the power of

dispensing with or suspending the laws of church

or state in special cases.

UW
i ne Gispensmg power 01 me popes was not formally tuB*kwu<

1874 GREEN Short Hist. ix. 3. 622 His bill to vest a dis-

pensing power in the Crown had been defeated.

Dispensing, ppl. a. [f. as prec. + -ING 2.]

That dispenses : see the verb.

1642 ROGERS Nttaman 554 The swarme of Pharisees and

dispensing hypocrites. 1816 J. SCOTT Vis. Paris (ed. 5)

168 That they should come down . . from the hands of
_
a

dispensing despotism. Mod. Take the recipe to a dis-

pensing cnemist.

Hence Dispe'nsingly adv., in a dispensing
manner ; distributively.
a 1641 HP. MOUNTAGU Acts <y Mon. (1642) 117 God is rich

in all things towards man, and . . cannot but dispensingly
under one word sometime imply diverse things.

t Dispe'llsion, Obs. [n. of action from Dis-

i-KND : cf. OF. despension expense (Godef.).]
1. Spending ; expenditure.

1630 LENNARD tr. Charrotts Wisd. I. xxi. i (1670) 75
Their dispensions themselves, .have a scent of Covetousness.

1684 N. S. Crit. Enq. Edit. Bible xxv. 231 With what noyse,

bustle, and dispension the diversities of Bibles came ac-

companied into England.
2. Suspension of a law ; dispensation.
1483 Cron. Eng. (1510) Xvb/i lohn.. wedded dame

Blaunche . . by dyspencyon of the pope. 1501 ARNOLUE
Chron. (1811) 82 To sue to y

'

kynges grace for a dispencion
of the acte of parlement late made to the contrarie.

I Dispe'nsive, a. Obs. [f. L. dispcns- ppl.
stem of dispendcre (see DISPEND) + -IVE.]

1. Characterized by or given to dispensing, spend-

ing, or distributing.
1627-47 FELTHAM Resolves i. liii. 167 To strow about the

wealth and means, and to feed that dispensive humour.

1677 CROWNE Destr. Jems. HI. i, Dram. Wks. 1873 II. 270
This tempest comes from Heaven's dispensive hand.

2. Subject to dispensation.
1590 MARLOWE znd Pt. Tambiirl. n. i, 'Tis superstition

To stand so strictly on dispensive faith.

3. = DISPENSATIVE, DISPENSATORY.
1828 Westm. Rev. IX. 7 In 1671 the king began to assume

his dispensive power.

Dispent, pa. t. and pple. of DISPEND.

Dispeople (disprp'l),w. [ad. OF. despeupler,
mod.F. dJpctiphr ( 1 364 in Hatzf.) =

Sp.despoblar,
Pr. despffvoar, It. dis-, dipopolare, Romanic forma-

tion from des-, L. dis-, Dis- 4 + populus people,

parallel to L. depopulare (used in med.L. in same

sense) : cf. DEPOPULATE. In sense 3 f. Dis- 7 b +
PEOPLE

si/.]

1. trans. To deprive wholly or partially of people
or inhabitants; = DEPOPULATE 2.

1490 CAXTON Eneydos xviii. 69 My cytee shalle be dis-

peopled. 1562 PHAER s&tieid vm. Xijb, And voyde of
tilmen wide dispeoplyng spoyle the shyres. 1649 BLITHE

Eng. Ittiprov. Impr. xiil. (1653103 Some cruell Lord, .could

. . dispeople a whole parish, and send many soules a good-
ing. 1709 tr. Baltus

' A nsw. Hist. Oracles 114 Cities [were

seen] to dispeople themselves every Year to obey these

Impostors. 1855 MILMAN Lat. Chr. VI. 250 They thought
it but compliance with the Divine command to dispeople
the land of the Philistines, the Edomites, and the Moabites.
atsol. 1602 WARNER Alt. Eng. Epit. (1612) 368 Without

pittie pyllaging and dispeopling by sea and shore. 1859
R. F. BURTON Cenlr. Afr. in Jrtil. Geogr. Sac. XXIX. 352
Their only ambition is to dispeople and destroy.

b. trans/, andyff. To deprive of animated in-

habitants, tenants, or constituents.

1632 RANDOLPH Jealous Lovers u. ii. Wks. (1875) 92 We
will dispeople all the elements To please our palates. 1704
POPE Windsor For. 47 And Kings. .Who claim'd the skies,

dispeopled air and floods. 1777 Gamblers 8 The groaning
wood dispeopled of its trees. 1890 Daily News 29 Sept. 4/8
The whole (fish] breed is ruined, and the water dispeopled.

f 2. To exterminate (people). Obs.

1596 J. NORDEN Progr. Pietie (1847) 97 To cut us off and
to dispeople us. 1643 Oatk Pacif. 10 Ireland hath scene
more than two hundred thousand Families of Brittish

Protestants dispeopled and massacred.

1 3. [Dis- 7 b.] To cast out or cut off from being
a people. Obs.

1633 P. FLETCHER Purple Isl. vi. vii, When no rebellious

crimes That God-like nation yet dispeopled. 1643 BUR-
ROUGHES Exp. Hoseaiv. (1652)67 The people of God., when
they are dispeopled they are cast off from this their privi-

lege. 1687 Reason of Toleration 17 Traps and Snares to

dis-People the Nation.

Hence Dispeopled ///. a., deprived of people
or inhabitants, depopulated, uninhabited.

DISPERSE.

1577 KRAMITON Jox/ull Newes II. (1596) 41 Any desert or

dispeopled countrie. 1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. viii.

(1632) 561 The King was left very dispeopled. 1740 C.

PITT SEneid v. (R.), Endless crowds . . From all the wide

dispeopled country round. 1844 THIRLWALL Greece VIII.

Ixii. 187 The dispeopled city was placed . . at the disposal
of Argos.

Dispeo'pler. [f. prec. vb. + -ER 1
.]

One who
or that which dispeoples; a dcpopulator.
1616 BRETON Good $ Badde 2 Hee is a Dispeopler of his

Kingdome. 1711 GAY Rural Sports i. (R.), Nor troll for

pikes, dispeoplers of the lake. 1767 W. L. LEWIS Statins'

Tliebaid ix. 264 The stern Dispeopler of the Plains.

Dispeopling, vbl. sb. [f. as prec. -I- -ING '.]

Depopulation ; extermination of people.
15*9 MORE Suppl. Soulys Wks. 311/1 The dispepling of

hys realme. 1688 BUKNET Lett, cotic. Italy 4 How such
a dispeopling, and such a poverty could befall a Nation.

II Dispeople, despe'ple, v. Obs. rare. [a.

AF. *despeiiple-r, -puepler, OF. despeupleer, -pue-

pleer, f. des-, Dis- I + OF. peupleer,puepleer, later

peuplierto make public, publish, i.peuple people.]
trans. To publish, promulgate publicly.
1297 R. GLOUC. (1724)517 (1. 10649) J?ere b>s gde lawes hii

despeplede aj aboute. Ibid. 568 (11966) pere it was des-

pepled, pe edit ywis, pat was be ban of Kenigwurbe.

Dispepsy, obs. var. of DYSPEPSY.

Di'Sper. Winchester Coll. slang. Also dispar.
A portion of food.

1841 \{.^NTTf Visits Remark. Places (1882)201 The scholars

[at Winchester] give the name of dispers to their breakfasts,

suppers and lunchions. 1847-78 HALLIWELL, Dispar . . a
commons or share. North. 1870 MANSFIELD Sch.-Life
Winchester CM. 84 (Fanner s. v. Cafs Head) [The dinner]
was divided into portions (Dispars) ; there were . . six of

these to a shoulder, and eight to a leg of mutton. 1891
WRENCH Winchester Word-bk., Dispers are thus divided :

Fat flab, Fleshy, Cat's head, Long disper, Middle cut,

Rack, Cut.

Disperance, -ate, etc. obs. ff. DESPEEANCE, etc.

Dispercle, obs. form of DISPARKLE.

t Disperdi'tion. Obs. [ad. L. disperdition-em
n. of action from disperdlre to destroy, spoil, ruin,

f. Dis- 5 + perdfre to destroy. Cf. OF. desperdi-
tion (mod. F. dtp-}, Sp. desperdicion.]
1623 COCKERAM, Disperdition, an vndoing.

I Dispe'rge, v. Obs. [ad. L. disperg-fre to

scatter, disperse, f. di-, Dl- 1 = Dis- I + spargfre
to strew ; cf. OF. disperger.~\

= DISPERSE v.

1530 Compcnd. Treat. (1863) 59 Tobye saithe, chap, xiii,

that God dispersed [Totit xiii. 4 Viilg., Dispersit vos inter

gentes. 1611 hath scattered]. 1657 TOMLINSON Reitou's Disp.
436 Bubbles and lumps which by touching are disperged.

Dispergement, obs. form of DISPARAGEMENT.

t Dispe'rish, -pe'rsh, v. Obs. [ad. OF. des-

pcrir, desperiss-, ad. L. disperlre, f. Dis- 5 +perirt
to perish.] intr. To perish utterly.

1382 WYCLIF Judith vi. 3 Al Irael with thee shal dis-

pershen in perdicioun [1388 shal rjerische dyuerseli with
thee in perdicioun]. Wisd. xvi. 29 The hope of the

vnkinde as cold ijs shal flowen, and dispershen [l"~ulg.

disperiet] as watir ouer voide. Lam. v. 18 For the

mount of Sion, for it disperisht.

DispermatOUS (daispa-jmatas), a. Bot. [f.

Di-2 twice + Gr. ow(p/ia(T- seed + -ous.] Having
two seeds ; dispermous.
1851-60 MAYNE Expos, Lex. s. v. Disperttiatus, Having

two seeds ; two-seeded : dispermatous.

Dispe'rmous, a. Bot. [f. as prec.]
= prec.

[1727 BAILEY vol. II, Dispe-rnios (with Botanists) is us'd

of Plants, which bear two seeds after each Flower.] 1760

JAS. LEE Introd. Bot. n. xxxiii. 171 Rhamnns, with a dis-

permous Fruit. 1819 Pantologia, Dispermous. .containing
two seeds only, as in umbellate and stellate plants.

t Dispe'm, v. Obs. rare. [ad. rare L. dispern-

ere, f. Dl- 1 = Dls- I + spernere to remove, reject,

spurn.] trans. To drive away, dispel.
1500-20 DUNBAR Poems Ixxxv. 7 Our tern inferne for to

dispern Helpe rialest rosyne.

Disperple, var. form of DISPARPLE v. Obs.

Dispe'rsable, a. rare. [f.
DISPERSE v. +

-ABLE.] Capable of being dispersed.
1827 Examiner 353/1 The Collective Wisdom would be

dispersable (if we may be allowed the coinage) by a very
easy process.

Dispersal (dispausal). [f. DISPERSE v. + -AL.]
The action of dispersing ;

= DISPERSION.
i8 Examiner 15/1 Dispersal of the Dublin meeting by

military force. 1833 New Monthly Mag. XXXVIII. 160

The phantoms . . vanish, and we rejoice in their dispersal.

1863 BATES Nat. Amazon i. (1864) 17 Of vast importance
to the dispersal and consequent prosperity of the species.

1895 C. DIXON in Fortn. Rev. Apr. 640 Next to the question
of the Origin of Species, there is. .that of their Geographical
Dispersal over the globe.

t Dispe'rse, ppl. a. Obs. Also 4-6 dispers.

[a. OF. dispers, -pars (in Godef.), ad. L. dispers-us,

pa. pple. : see next.] Dispersed, scattered about.

1393 GOWER Con/. II, 177 Thus was dispers in sondry wise

The misbeleve. Ibid. II. 185 They liven oute of goddes
grace, Dispers in alle londes oute. 1501 DOUGLAS Pal.

Hon. I. 346 In that desert dispers in sonder skatterit.

Disperse (dispa-js), v. Forms : 5 dysparse,
6 disparse, -pearse, 7 -pearce, -pierce, 6-

disperse. [a. F. disperse-r (i5th c.), f. dispers,

ad. 1,. dispers-us, pa. pple. of disperglre to scatter,

f. Di- 1

, Dis- i + spargSni to sprinkle, strew.]



DISPERSE.

1. trans. To cause to separate in different direc-

tions ; to throw or drive alxmt in all directions, to

scatter; to rout.

1450-1530 Myrr. our I,ni1yt' 161 He hathc ilysparsed tht;

)H..w<le in the wylle of lliy hurlc . . An huo>tc that y, ily>-

parsed ys not myghty to fyglite, right so the pruwde femJcs

are dys[>;irsed by the p.i>syo of oure lorde lesu cryste.

1503 4 Att f) fli-n. /'//, c. 34. Prcainh., They were ren-

i ininlcrcd, vaynqucsshed, dispersed. 1581 MAKULCK fifc. of
.\tn'fsz87 It miiht necdcs be Philip the Deacon, that was
dispcarscd with the rest, & came to Satnaria. 1654 tr.

.Scndery^s Curia /W. 82 Such a Fire as cannot be extin-

guish!, is better to be dispersed. Ibid. 102 The Victors are
so tryumphant, and the subdued Enemies so afflicted and

dkpfvOHL 1758 A. Rtm tr. Macqner s Chftn. I. 51 'ihe

precipitate, .exposed to a certain decree of heat, is instantly

dispersed into tne air, with a most violent explosion. 1799
WnKuswoBTH Lucy Gray vii, Her feet disperse the powdery
snow, That rises up like smoke. 1887 Spectator^6 Apr. 532/1
Reform meetings were dispersed by charges of Dragoons.

b. intr. 1 o be driven or fly asunder.

1665 \\QQ\\KMLroer. 33 These [Rupert's drops] dispersed
every way so violently, that some of them pierced my skin.

2. trans. To send off or cause to go in different

directions ; to send to, or station apart at, various

points. Ksp. in pa. pple. : see DISPEKSED.
1519 MOKE Contf. agst. Trib. in. Wks. 1212/1 He taketh

the whole people awai, dispersing them for slaues among
many sundry countreys. 1591 Hon. Act. E. Glemham t

I 'i
i

'( arsing sundrye Sentronels, for watche, farre from the

Campe, diuers wayes. 16x4 RALEIGH Hist. World n. v.

$ 9. 308 Those they saved, and disperst [1634 dispierc't]
them among the children of Israel to serve them. 1698
FRYER Ace. E. India. $ P. 125 Made me range for Game,
and disperse my Servants for Provan t. 1744 HARRIS Three
Treat, in. I. (1765) 153 That a Portion of every thing may
be dispersed throughout all. 187* YEATS Techn. Hist*
( ,'"/;. 55 They are now dispersed throughout the museums
of Europe.

b. refl.
To spread in scattered order.

1593 SHAKS. 2 Hen. VI, v. i. 45 Souldiers. I thanke you
all : disperse your selucs. 1684 Contempt. State of Matt i.

x. (1699) 116 Locusts .. shall disperse themselves over the
Face of the whole Earth. 1796 MORSE Amer, Geog. I. 281
About twenty families . . dispersed themselves in various

purls of Pennsylvania. 1886 A. WINCHELL Walks
<$

Talks
Gcol. Field 286 These primitive Mongoloids, .had dispersed
themselves over America,

C. intr. (for refl.} To separate, go different ways.
a 1671 WOOD Li/e(Oxf. Hist. Soc.) I. 385 Sir Thomas . .

desired them to disperse, and not to accompany him. 1718
Freethinker No. 68. F i The gay Assemblies meet, and dis-

perse, with the Parliament. 1856 KANE Arct. Expl. I.

xvi. 190, I gave orders to abandon the sledge, and disperse
in search of foot-marks. 1874 MICKLETHWAITE Mod. Par.
Ckurckts 217 The congregation is dispersing. 1874^ GREEN
Short Hist. v. 4. 246 The mass of the insurgents dispersed
quietly to their homes.

f
1 3. trans. To separate into parts ; to part, di-

vide, dispart. Obs.

1548 HALL Chron,, Rich, III, (an. 3) 39 Thynkynge yt not
.. beiieficiall to disparse and devyde his greate armye into
small branches. 1556 J. HEYWOOD Spider 4- F. Ix. 33 The
Hieing ant .. dispersth nis nature, in two natures tnrowne
. .A creper with spiders, and a flier with flise. 1600 J. PORY
tr. Leo's Africa \. a Europe is of a more . . manifolde shape,
being in sundry places dispersed and restrained by the sea.

4. To distribute from a main source or centre.

1555 EDEN Decades 326 The veynes of bludde are dis-

parscd in the bodies of lyuing beastes. 1594 T. B. La
Primattd. Fr. Acad. \\. 361 Conduces whereby the water
is brought thither and dispersed in all places thereof, a 16*6
HACON (J.), In the gate vein which disperseth that blood.

1664 POWER Exp. Philos. i. 5 Wings.. with black thick ribs
or libers, dispers'd and branch'd through them.

b. To distribute, put into circulation (books,
coins, articles of commerce) ; to give currency to.

1555 EDEN Decades 51 Which is nowe printed and dis-

persed throwghowte Christendome. Ibid. 176 The double
ducades whiche yowre maiestie haue caused to bee coyned,
tt'tl are disparsed throughowte the hole worlde. 1600

J. PORY tr. Letts Africa i. 54 The cloth whereof is dis-

persed along the coast of Africa. 1693 Cot. Kec. Pennsylv.
\. 386 Wee of the Jurie doe find Charles Butler guiltie of

dispersing bad monie. 1709 STRVPE Ann. Ref.\. xi. 136 A
paper of questions that was . . privately dispersed. 1838-9
Act 2-3 Viet. c. 12. a in Oxf. .y Cantb. Enactm. 177 [Any]
paper or book . . meant to be published or dispersed.

1 5. To make known abroad ; to publish. Obs.

1548 HALL Chron.
% Hen. Vt (an. 3) 49 Your strength and

vertue shalbe spred and dispersed through the whole world.
161* tr. Benrenttto's Passenger^ To Rdr. Aiij, By their
owne diuulged and dispersed ignominie. 16x4 B. JONSON
.V<jj/tt<M, Xcptttwfs Triumph (Stage-direction at beg.).
The poet entering on the stage, to disperse the argument,
is called to by the Mastr-Cook.
6. To spread abroad or about ; to diffuse, dis-

seminate.

1576 FLEMING Panopl. Epist. 508 If happly other diseases

disperse their infecting properties. 1641 SIR E. NICHOLAS
in A^. Papers (Camden) 37 The sicknes and small pox is

very much dispersed in Westminster and London. 171$
DESAGULIERS Fires Impr. 4 To disperse the Heat so uni-

formly. 1781 BURNEV Hist. Mus.(i^g) II. i. 10 A practice
. . thence dispersed into all

parts
of the Christian world.

1818 JAS. MILL Brit. India III. ii. 69 Complaints were now
industriously raised and dispersed.

tb. refl.

1592 SHAKS. ROM. <y yul. v. i. 61 Let me haue A dram of

poyson . . As will disperse it selfe through all the veines.

1665 HOOKK Micro^r. 16 Water put Into wine .. or the

like, does immediately . . disperse it self all over them.

t c. intr. (for reft.) To extend, be diffused.

1591 SYLVESTF: K Dti Hartns \. vii. 256 Th* Almighties care
Uotli diuersely disperse Ore all thu pan* of all thin Vntuersc.
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7, trans. To dissipate ;
to remove, dispel, cause-

to
disappear ^vapours, humours, trouble, etc.).

1563 W. FULKK Mctftrs (1640.' 24 b, If the Exhalation
[thunder] .. doc not at the first disperse it [the cloud], it

maketh a., fcarefull rumbling. 1590 Sri SSKR /'. ('. i. ix.

48 All his manly powres it did disperse, As he were charmed
v. ith inchaunted rimes. 1590 SHAKS. Com. Err, L L 90 At
length the sonne . . Disperst those vapours that offended vs.

17*6 SHELVOCKE Voy. round World(\iyf\ 133, 1 said all that

I could, .to disperse the melancholywhich was fixed in every
countenance* 1760-7* tr. yuan ty UHoots Voy. (ed. 3) I.

342 When a tempest appeared brooding in the air, the

tolling of the bell dispersed it. 1804 ABKRNETHY Snrg. Obs.
61 [ i he tumour] increased, notwithstanding applications
that were employed to disperse it.

b. intr. To become dissipated.
1591 SHAKS. r Hen. Vf

t
i. ii. 135 Glory is like a Circle in

the Water, Which neuer ceascth to enlarge it selfe, Till

by broad spreading, it disperse to naught. 1816 KKATIKGE
7Vvir. (1817) II. loo At length the thick cloud of dust dis-

persed. 1887 BOWEN Virg. Etlog.v\\\. 14 Hardly, .had the
night's chill shadow dispersed.
8. trans. Optics. Of a refractive medium : To open

out or scatter (rays of light) ; see DISPERSION 4.
[1617 DRAVTON A^incourt, etc. 197 In a burning Glasse. .

that colour doth dispierce the light, and stands vntainted.1

1654 WHITLOCK Zootomia 220 The Hayes that dispersed
will scarce warme, collected may burne. 1665 HOOKE
Microgr. 69 By reason of .. its Globular Figure, the Rays
that pass through it will be dispers'd. 1812-16 J. SMITH
Panorama Sc. ff Art I. 503 Concave lenses disperse the

rays of light. 1868 LOCKYER Elem, Astron. vi. 36 (1879)
211 Different media .. disperse or open out the light to

greater or less extent.

DISPERSON.

! Early applied to (he scattering of the Jews among th

!ilc after the llabylrmi.m ( '.ijii,\ ily ; whence kne 5,

i 1450 .MinmrSalutuiouH 36 js The Jcwes y^ tyme hadde
benc thorgh the werlde in dispenionne, iMY.Dtat Decadti

: 366 In the fyrst dupertion of nations. i6j6
HIM ISKAH.

I'iad. fndirorum in I'lunix (1708) II. 43), Iconceiv'd that

led (dispa-jst, poet, -sed), ///. a. [f.

prec. + -ED i.] Scattered or spread about ;
driven

asnnder ; diffused.

1516 Pilfr. Per/. (W. de W. ijji) 167 The mynde y' is

dispersed in the waueryng consiueracion of many thynges
at that time whan it sholde be specially occupyed about one
thyng. IMS COVEKDALE fsa. xi. 13 He shal . . gather to-

gether y* dispersed of Israel, a 159* GREENE Looking
Ctasse Wks. (Ktldg.) 142 Come, mournful dames, lay on
your broider'd lucks, And on your shoulders spread dis-

persed hairs. 1605 BACON Adv. Ltarn. n. ii. I 9. 13 Many
worthy personages that deserue better than dispersed re-

port. 1765 H. iVALPOLE Otranto in. (1708) 62 The new

proof of . . valour, recalled her dispersed spirits. 1855
MACAULAY Hist. Eng. I V. 272 Before William . . had brought
together his dispersed forces.

D. with reference mainly to situation.

ft 1547 SURREY sEncid n. (k.), The watchmen lay disperst
to take their rest. 1553 T. WILSON Rhct. (1580) 176 You
shall praie for all incline, dispersed throughout the face of
the yearth. 1697 DAMPIER Voy. \. 140 With a few small
Rivers dispers'd up and down. 175* C. LUCAS Ea. Waters
I. 150 Both ..are plentifully dispersed throughout the

creation. 1861 LIJ. BROUGHAM Brit. Const, v. 73 A country
of which the population is very unequally dispersed.

Dispersedly (disp5-jsedli), adv. [-LY
2
.] In

a dispersed or scattered manner ; here and there.

1663 COWLEY Greatness Verses & Ess. (1669) 125 The other

many inconveniences of grandeur I have spoken of dis-

perstly in severall Chapters. 1717 BRADLEY /<. />iV/.s.v.

Afple, It's a Tree that may be planted dispersedly about

your Ground. 1847 HARDY in Proc. Berw. Nat. Clitb II.

No. 5. 251 Disk convex .. dispersedly punctulate. 1870
LOWELL Cltancer Pr. Wks. 1890 III. 325 Their incidents

enter dispersedly, as the old stage directions used to say.

Dispe'rsedness. [f. as prec. + -MESS.] The
condition or state of being dispersed or scattered ;

scattered condition or position.
1571 GOLDING Calvin on Ps. xiii. i They referrc to their

present dispersednesse. 1651 61 HEYLIS Cosnwgr. iv. (1682)
o The dispersedness of the Towns and habitations. 1717

in BAILEY vol. II ; and in later Diets.

I Dispe'rseness. Otis. [f. DISPERSE a. +

-NESS.] = DlSPEKSEDNESS.
161* BRKREWOOD Lang, ff Rtlig. x. 88 A Hbbards skin, the

distance of whose spots represent the dispersness of habita-

tions or towns in Africk.

Disperser (.dispa-jsw). [f. DISPEBSE v. + -EB ]
.]

One who or that which disperses.
1580 HOLLYBAND Treas. Fr. Tmg, Dissifatnir, a disperser

or scatterer abroad. 1588 in Fuller Ch. Hist. ix. vii. 27
The dispersers of the several Libels. 1611 BIBLE .VaAum
ii. i He that dasheth in pieces [margin, the disperser or

hammer). 1711 DE FOE Plague (Rude.) 39 To suppress
the Printing of such Books . . and to frighten the dispersers
of them. 1867 MILL Inaitg. AtUr. 27 Logic is the great dis-

placed over each fire to disperse the heat.

Dispersing, vbl. sb. [f. as prec. + -ING '.]

The action of tne vb. DISPERSE : dispersion.
1604 HIERON Wks. I. 523 There must be a disposing and

a dispersing of the seed with the hand. 1607 TOFSELL

Four-/. Beasts (1658) 104 The powder of the bones burned,
is an antidote against the falling evill, and the dispersing of

the milt. 1*70 MILTON Hist. Eg. I. (1851) 3 After the

Flood, and the dispersing of Nations. 1859 MASSON Milton.

I. 671) This meeting and dispersing cannot go on for ever !

Dispersion (dispaujsn). Also 5 -oioune, 6
tion. [a. F. dispersion (disparcion I3th c. in

Hatz.-Darm.), or ad. L. disfersion-em scattering,
n. of action f. disptrgert : see DISPERSE z>.]

1. The action of dispersing or scattering abroad ;

the condition or state of being dispersed ; scatter-

ing, distribution, circulation.

Palmer 22 The alleged dispersion of a edili<ju

writing. 1882 VINES Sachs Rot. 929 The specialities of

organisation which effect the dispersion of their seeds.

fig. f MJo tr. De Imilatione I. xx, What comeb perof
but grucclung of conscience & dispersion of herte ?

2. The act ion of diffusing or spreading j
diffusion.

1664 POWER Exf. Philos. i. 29 That all Vegetables have
a constant perspiration, the continual dispersion of their

odour makes out- 1794 SULLIVAN I'ieiti ,\'at. II. 36 When
the natural dispersion of heat is disturbed . . then a sensible

heat is produced. 1874 HARTWK; Aerial W. ii. 21 By thU
means is also gradually effected the dispersion of all gases.

3. Med. ' The removal of inflammation, suppura-

tion, or other morbid processes, from a part, and
restoration to health

'

(Syd. Soc. **) ', dissipation.
7S3 CHAMBERS Cycl. Stiff. s.y.,

This is commonly term'd

in surgery the resolution or dispersion of tumors. Jbia. t

Remedies for the dispersion of inflammations. 17(9 W.
BUCHAN Dom. Med. (1790) 573 An inflammation.. must ter-

minate either by dispersion, suppuration, or gangrene.
4. Optics. The divergence or spreading of the

different-coloured rays of a beam of composite

light when refracted by a prism or lens, or when

diffracted, so as to produce a spectrum : esp. in

reference to the amount of this divergence.
17*7-51 CHAMBERS Cjvt, Point of Dispersion, is a point

from which refracted rays begin to diverge. 1794 G. AUAMS
Nat. 4 Exf. Philos. II. xxii. 447 This diffusion or disper-
sion of the rays is greater. 1833 N. ARNOTT Physics (cd. 5;

1 1. 199 The quality of . . bending a beam, or of refractjon,
and that of dividing it into coloured beams, or of dispersion,
are distinct. 1871 tr. Schellens Sfectr. Anal. 9 1 8. 63 The

decomposition of white light into its colored rays U called

disptrsion. 1881 N. LOCKYER in Nature No. 617. 399 (The
lines] are . . visible when considerable dispersion is employed.
6. The Dispersion : The Jews dispersed among

the Gentiles after the Babylonian Captivity ; the

scattered communities of Jews in general, or the

communities iu some single country, as the Egyp-
tian Dispersion; = DlA8POBA.
138* WVCLIF i Pet. i. i To the chosen gestis of dUper-

MOUH [floss, or scateringe abroad], c 1450 St. Ctit/ioert

(Surtees) 3781 Of ysrael Je dispercioune ne gadird samen
fra strete and toune. 1581 N. T. (Rhem.) John viL 35 Wil
he goe into the dispersion of the Gentiles, and teach the

Gentiles? 1641 EVELYN Mem. (1857) I. 30 Transported ..

to all the desolate ports and havens throughout the world,
wherever the dispersion was, to convey their brethren and
tribes to the Holy City. 1880 J. E. CARPENTER tr. EmaliCs
Hist. Israel V. 4 The

' Coasts of the Sea '

. . are now (as in

the eighth century) mentioned as a residence of the Disper-
sion. 1893 SMITH & FULLER Diet. Bible s.v., The African

Dispersion . . preserved their veneration for the
'

holy city '.

6. Law of dispersion : The ' Law of Error
'

as

regards distance from the mark without reference

to the direction of error.

1876 Catal. Sci. Apf. S. Kens. Mus. 48 Testing how far

the relative numbers in the several classes accord with the

results of the Law of Error or Dispersion, /bitt. \ 49 The
well-known bell-shaped curve, by which the law of error or

of dispersion is mathematically expressed.

7. attrib.

1891 Times 28 Sept. 13/6 By an appropriate choice of dis*

persioii lenses.

Dispersive (dispa-jsiv), a. [f. L. type disfer-

siv-us, ppl. stem of disperfpre to disperse : see

-1VE. Cf. F. dispersif, -ive?\

Having the character or quality of dispersing;

serving or tending to disperse.
1637-77 FELTHAM Resolves i. liii. 84 A fond popularity be-

witches the soul, to strow about the wealth, and means ;

and, to feed that dispersive humor, all ways shall be trodden.

1737 M. GREEN Spleen 730 Nor wanting the dispersive bowl
Of cloudy weather in the soul. 1800 HERSCHEL in Phil.

Trans. XC. 443 The dispersive power of different mediums
with respect to heat. 1874 MOHLEY Compromise (1886) 133

Thought has become dispersive and the centrifugal forces

of the human mind. .have, .become dominant.

b. Optics. Of a refractive medium : Having the

quality of causing the different-coloured rays of

light to diverge : see DISPEBSIOX 4.
1801 WOLLASTON in Phil. Trans. XCII. 373 The disper-

sive power of fluor spar is the least of any substance yet
examined. 1831 BREWSTEK Oftics viii. i 66 Flint glass is

said to have a greater dispersive power than crown glass,

because . . it separates the extreme rays of the spectrum . .

farther from the mean ray. 1893 SIR K. BALL Story o/Stin
113 The dispersive apparatus of the spectroscope.

Hence Dispe'rsively adv., in a dispersive man-

ner, by dispersion ; Dip rivene, the quality
of being dispersive.

1841 ALKORD in Lift (1873) 133 An indolence and_ dis-

persiveness about my efforts. 1878 MOKLEY Diderot u. 18

The characteristic of his activity is dispersiveness.

t DispeTSOIX, i>. Obs. Sc. and north, [ad.

med.L. dispersenarc var. of depcrsonare to deprive

any one of his persona or dignity, f. Dis- 4 +per-
sonare to dignify, persona person, dignity. Cf. Mi^-

PEBSON.] trans. To treat with
indignity,

insult.

a 1400-50 Alexander 746 For spyte he spittis in his face,

Dispiscs him despetously, dispersons [Dul'L MS. revylei)
him foul*. 1489 Viirgk KteJs. AttrdetH (18441 I. 416



DISPEBSONALIZE.
William Porter was convikit. .for the btrublance of the said

bailje in the execucione of his office, and in dispersoning of

him. 1579-80 Burgh Reeds. Glasgow (1876) I. jj George
Herbertson is fund and decernit . . in the wrong for incurring
and dispersoning of George Elphinstone.

Dispe'rsonalize, z>. [Dis- 6.] trans. To
divest of personality, to depersonalize.
1866 LOWELL Biglo-w P. Introd. Poet. Wks. (1879) 251 He

would have enabled me to dispersonalize [Poems 1890, II.

209 depersonalize] myself into a vicarious egotism. 1886

MAUDSLEV Nat. Causes 302 Man is only qualified to be
immortal when, being dispersonalized, extinct as a self,

it is all one whatever the event.

Dispersouate (dispouson^t), v. [f. Dis- 6 +
L. persona mask, person + -ATE 3.]

1 1. trans. To divest of an assumed character, to

unmask. Obs.

1624 BOLTON Nero 233 To behold any person, according
to the truth of his qualities, distinctly, and dispersonated.
2. To divest of one's personality.
1702 S. PARKER tr. Cicero s DC Finibns 304 'Till a Man

has got a way of Dispersonating himself, he cannot avoid

hankering after those Things which will turn to Advantage
and good account. 1827-38 HARE Gnesses (1859) 96 We
multiply, we dispersonate ourselves : we turn ourselves

outside in. We are ready to become lu>, s/i?, itt they%

anything rather than /.

DisperSOnify (dispajsfvnifai), v. [Dis- 6.]

trans. To undo the personification of; to repre-
sent or regard as impersonal.
1846 GROTE Greece i. xvi. I. 467 Anaxagoras and other

astronomers incurred the charge of blasphemy for disper-

sonifying Helios. 1855 SELSS German Liter. (1864) 182

Others, on the contrary, dispersonified the Divinity.

Hence Disperso
;

iiifica*tion, the action of dis-

personifying.
1873 H. SPKNCEK Stud. Social, xvi. (1874) 392 The disper-

somncation of Helios.

t Dispersua'sion. Obs. nonce-wit. [Dis-g.]
Want of persuasion or feeling of certainty.
1648 SANDERSON Serm. (1653)23 Many a good soul, .could

never yet . . be so well persuaded of the sincerity of his own
repentance .. as to think that God would . . accept it. The
censure were very hard.. to call such his dis-perswasiqn by
the name of despair.

Dispe'sh, Sc. var. of DESPECHE, Obs., to dis-

patch, send away.
1578 in Scot. Poems \6ttt C. II. 159.

t Dispe'Ster, ^. Obs. [ad. obs. K. dcspestrer
* to vnpester, disintangle

'

(Cotgr.) : see Die- 4 and
PESTER #.] trans. To rid of that which pesters.
1600 HOLLAND Liyyxi.il. Ixvi. 1155 Hardly and with much

adoe were they dispestered and rid of this confused and
disordered companie of captives.

Dispetal (dispe'tal), v. [Dis- 7 a.] trans.

To deprive or strip of petals.
1863 W. LANCASTER Prtuterita 74 Though the garland

rose hereafter hung Dishonoured and dispetalled. 1880

Miss BROUGHTON Sec. T/t. II. in. vi. 223 The splashed and

dispetalled geraniums. 1887 STEVENSON Underwoods I.

xxxv. 69 When the truant gull Skims the green level of the

lawn, his wing Dispetals roses.

Dispeticioun, -ison, var. DISPUTISOUN Obs.

Dispeyr(e, obs. form of DESPAIR, DISPAYRE.

Dispilenoid (daisfrnoid). Cryst. [Di-- i.]

A solid figure contained by eight isosceles triangles.

1895 STORY-MASKELYNE Crystaliogr. vii. 211. 256 The
faces of the disphenoid being symmetrical in pairs.

Dispice, obs. form of DESPISE.

t Dispi'Cieilce. Obs. rare. [app. for dispicions

pi. of next : cf. accidence. But it may represent
a L. type *dispicientia ; see -ENCE.] Discussion,

disputation.
1530 TINDALE Answ. More \\. xxv.] 59 b, But if our shep-

erdes had bene as wel willynge to fede as to shere, we had
neded no soch dispicience, ner they to haue burnt so many.
1532 MORE Coufut. Tindale 264 (Quotes Tindale's words).

[1623 COCKERAM, Dispitience, aduisement. diligence. 1656
BLOUNT Glossogr.) Dispicieitcc (dispicientia), circumspection,
advisement, diligent consideration.]

"\ Dispi'cion. Obs. Also 6 des-, dyspycion.
[The form suggests derivation from L. dispicfre
t to look through, investigate, make an examina-

tion, consider *, the formation being on the analogy
of suspicion ; but the sense suggests association with

DISPUTISOUN, disputation, some forms ofwhich, as

dispitesoun, dispeticioun, might be reduced to

d^spit
t

so^tn, dispicion^\ Discussion, disputation.
c 1510 MORE Picus Wks. 3/2 He taried at Rome an whole

yere, in al which time his enuiours neuer durst openly with

open dispicions attempt him. 1526 TINDALE jV. T. Prol.,
Lest we . . fall from meke lernynge into ydle despiciouns.

Acts xxviii. 29 The lewes departed from hym and had
grete despicions [CoviiRD. a greate disputacion, CRANMER
greate despycions], amonge them selves. 1529 MOKE Dya-
loge iv. Wks. 262/1 He reherseth a certain dispycion had
with an heretique. 1530 in Strype Eccl. Mem, I. xvii. 132
Not minding to fall in contentions ordispytions [disputations,

perhaps, (Str.)] with your highness. 1533 MORE Atisw.

Poysoned Bk. Wks. 1039/2, I shal in this dispicion betwene
hym and me, be content for this ones .. to cal him mayster
Masker. 1553 BALK / 'ocacyon in Harl. Misc. (Malh.) I. 331
As reat dyspycyons were among the Jewes at Rome con-

cerning Paule.

Dispiece (disprs), v. Also 5 des-. [ad. OF.

itespiece-r,r&Q<\.Y.depit*cer (i4th c. in Hatz.-Darm.),
f. des-y Dia- J +piece, PIECE.] trans. To divide into

pieces ; to cut or tear to pieces.
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c 1477 CAXTON Jason ic^Thebodyhe displaced bymembres.
1480 Ovid's Met. xni. vii, He murdryd the chylde . . and

despieced in pieces & caste hym into tlie see. 1885 G. M KRE-

DITH Diana II. iv. 102 It lay dispieced like a pulled rug.

Dispierce, obs. var. of DISPERSE v.

Dispight, -13!, obs. forms of DESPITE.

t Dispi'll, v. Obs. [f. (#- = Dis- i + SPILL
z/.]

trans. To spill, shed.

1522 World ^ Child in Hazl. Dodshy I. 251 For I have

boldly blood full piteously dispilled.

Dispirit (dispi'rit), v. Formerly also dis-

spirit. [Dis- 7 a.] To. deprive of spirit.

fl. trans. To deprive of essential quality, vigour,
or force ;

to weaken to deprive of animation
;
to

deprive (liquor) of its
spirit,

to render flat. Obs*

1647 MAY Hist. Parl. \. vii. 73 They woulde vaporate and

db-spirit the power and vigour of Religion. 1660 SHARROCK

Vegetables 139The fruit, by the loss of the natural seed, would
be very much dispirited. 1685 BOYLE Salub. Air 40 If the

Bottles were not kept well-stopt, they [corpuscles] would
in a short time vanish, and leave the Liquor dispirited. 1697
COLLIER Ess. Mor. Subj. n. (1700) 38 He that has dispirited
himself by a Debauch. 17x3 C'TESS WINCH ELSE A. Misc.
Poems 9 Trail all your pikes, dispirit every drum, Ye silent,

ye dejected Men of War.
2. To lower the spirits of; to make despondent,

discourage, dishearten, depress.
1647 [see DISPIRITED]. 173* GAY in Swifts Lett. (1766)

II. 151, I find myself dispirited, for want of having some

Eursult.
1759 ROBERTSON Hist. Scot. I. v. 382 A blow so

ital and unexpected dispirited the party. 1790-1811 COMBE
Devil upon 2 Sticks in Eng. (1817) VI. 292 To dispirit the

sufferer from future exertions. 1868 FREEMAN Norm. Conq.
(1876) II. viii. 260 One side was cheered and the other

dispirited by an unlooked-for incident.

f 3. To extract and transfuse the 'spirit* or es-

sence of. Obs. rare.

1642 FULLER Holy # Prof. St. in. xviii. 200 Proportion an
houres meditation to an houres reading of a staple authour.
This makes a man master of his learning, and dispirits the

book into the Scholar.

Dispirited (dispi-ritud),///. a. [f. prec. + ED I.]

T" 1. Deprived of its essential quality or vigour ;

destitute of spirit or animation, spiritless. Obs.
rti66o HAMMOND Wks. IV. Pref. (R.), Religious offices ..

degenerating into heartless dispirited recitations. (1x700
B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, PalVd, Flat, Dispirited, or Dead
Drink. 1737 BRACKEN Farriery Impr. (1757) II. in The
Blood becomes so viscid, poor, and dispirited. 1758 WHIT-
WORTH Ace. Russia^ 5 The Laplanders and Samoiedes being
too heavy and dispirited.

2. Cast into or characterized by low spirits ;

discouraged, disheartened, dejected.
1647 TRAPP Com/a, i Thess. v. 14 The dispirited, faint-

hearted, sick and sinking. 1717 POPE Let. to Blount 27

Nov., My Mother is in that dispirited State of Resignation.

1741 MIDDLETON Cicero II. xi. 437 A few unarmed, dispirited
men. 185* MRS. STOWE Uncle Tom'sC. xxxii. 290 He turned

back and caught a glance at the dispirited faces behind him.

Hence Dispiritedly adv.
; Dispi'ritedness.

1654 tr. Scudery's Curia Pol. 175 A defatigation and

drspiritedness will accompany that oppression. 1673 H.
STUBBE Vind. Dutch War 4 The decay of Trade, the dis-

piritedness of the English. 1733 CHEYNE En$. Malady it.

ix. 3 (1734) 208 Opiates .. when their Force is worn off ..

leave a Lowness, Dispiritedness, and Anxiety. 1864 WEB-
STER, Dispiritedly. 1889 Temple Bar Mag. Feb. 186, 'I do
not know . .said the lad dispiritedly.

Dispi'riting, ///. a- [f- as prec. + -ING 2
.]

That dispirits ; disheartening, depressing.
1733 CHEYNE Eng. Malady n. ix. i (1734) 206 The Symp-

toms may be so dispiriting and painful. 1799-1805 S.

TURNER Anglo-Sax. I, iv. vi. 315 That dispiriting belief,

which men on the eve ofgreat conflicts sometimes experience,
that he should not survive it. 1872 Miss BRADDON To
Bitter End xyii,

Even though London-bridge terminus was
a somewhat dirty and dispiriting place to arrive at.

Hence Dispi'ritiiigly adv.
1882 H. C. MERIVALE Faucit ofB. 1. 1. iv. 67 Little enough

of their influence, however, seemed to fall dispiritingly upon
Daisy and Guy.

Dispi'ritment. [f. DISPIRIT v. -* -MENT.]
The state of being dispirited ; disheartenment ;

depression of spirits.

1827 CARLYLE Germ. Romance IV. W. Meister 250 A
spirit of dispiritment. 1830 Richter Misc. (1872)^

III.

25 Some with their modesty and quiet endurance combining
a sickly dispiritment. 1830 in FroudeZ,j/e(i882) II. 116,

I look . . forward to a life of poverty, toil and dispiritment.
!843 Past $ Pr. in. xiii. 295 You honestly, .quit a most

muddy confused coil., of sorrows, dispiritments and contra-

dictions. 1866 LOWELL Lessing Pr. Wks. 1890 II. 207 What
he wrote under the dispiritment of failure.

\ Dispiritua'lity. nonce-word. Obs. rare. [Dis-

9.] An unspiritual or worldly act.

1684 H. MORE Answer 24 If they do not repent of these

immoralities or Dispiritualities, if I may so speak.

f Dispi-ritude. Obs. [f. DISPIRIT, after solid-

tude, decrepitude, etc.] Dispirited condition.

1797 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Rev. XXII. 512 Considering
how general was the dispiritude of his troops. 1814

Monthly Mag. XXXVII. 30 Infidels have complained that
the Christian religion, .drives men into dispiritude.

Dispise, obs. form of DESPISE.

Dispit, -ite, -itt, obs. forms of DESPITE.

Dispiteous (dispi't&s), a. [A revival or con-

tinuation of the i6th c. dispiteous, variant of DES-
PITEOUS (q.v. for earlier instances) , related to

despite ; but in later use analysed as f. Dis- 10 +
PITEOUS.] Pitiless, merciless.

DISPLACEMENT.

1803 W. S. ROSE Amadis 82 The felon wreck'd dispiteous

wrong and shame. 1818 TODD, Dispiteous^ malicious,
furious. 1845 Blackw. Mag. LVII. 638 This dispiteous
and abominable tyrant. 1863 MRS. C. CLARKE Shaks. Char.
xiv. 357 The wages he receives are as dispiteous, for he is

devoured by a beast. 1865 SWINBURNE Poems % Ball.,
P/i&dra. 81 The most dispiteous out of all the gods.
Hence Disprtecmsly adv. ; Dispi'teonsness.
1818 TODD, Dispiteously, maliciously, without pity. 1861

ROSSETTI Ital. Poets, Mazzea di Ricco 57 Certes, it was of

Love's dispiteousness That I must set my life On thee.

Dispitesoun, var. DISPUTISOUN, disputation.

Dispitous, -uous, -ly: see DESPITOUS.

Displace (displ^-s), v. [ad. OF. desplacer

(i5th c. in Hatz.-Darm.), mod.K. deplacer to dis-

place, f. des-, Dis- 1,4+ place sb., placer to place.]
1. trans. To remove or shift from its place ; to

put out of the proper or usual place, (f In quot.

1551, To transpose.)
'55' '!' WILSON Logicke (1580) 28 By conuersion of the

Propositions, and by displacyng the same, settyng one in

an others steede. 1553 Rhet. (1580) 203 The whiche
wordes beyng altered or displaced, the figure straight dooeth
lose his name. 1577 B. GOOGE HeresbacKs Hnsb. iv. (1586)

187 b, Cut away part of the Coames .. which you must do
with a very sharpe knife, for feare of displacing the rest

of the Coames. 1611 SHAKS. Cymb. iv. ii. 122 [He] swore. .

heel'd [=he'd] .. Displace our heads, where (thanks the

Gods) they grow, And set them on Luds-Towne. 1781
COWPER Expostulation 258 Thy diadem displaced, thy
sceptre gone. 1837 WHEWELL Hist. Induct. Sc. (1857) I.

151 [The moon] may be displaced by this cause to the

amount of twice her own breadth.

f b. Jig. To remove, banish. Obs.

1580 SIDNEY Ps. xxxix. vi, Ah ! yet from me lett thy
plagues be displac'd. 1506 SPENSER Hyinne Heavenly Lore

264 AH other loves . . Thou must renounce and utterly dis-

place. i6os SHAKS. Mact. HI. iv. 109. 1675 HOBBES Oiiyss.

vin. 64 When their thirst and hunger was displac'd.

2. To remove from a position, dignity, or office.

'553 'i'- WILSON Rliet. (1580) 68 When God striketh the

mightie..and displaceth those that were highly placed.

1563-87 KOXE A. fy M. (1596) 6/1 King Solomon displaced
Abiathar the high preest. 1687 in Mafd. Coll. tr James 11

(Oxf. Hist. Soc.) 98 To place, or displace, Members of

Colleges. 1709 STEELE Taller No. 84 r 4 With a Design
to displace them, in case I find thir Titles defective. 1849
MACAULAY Hist. Eng. II. 556 Enjoining him . . to displace
all the Popish officers who held commands under him. 1853

STOCQUELER Milit. Encycl., Officers are sometimes displaced
from a particular regiment in consequence of misconduct,
but they are at liberty to serve in any other corps.

3. To oust (something) from its place and occupy
it instead : a. to put something else in the place

of; b. to take the place of, supplant, 'replace'.
a. ['6*7 MILTON P. L. i. 473 Gods Altar to disparage

and displace For one of Syrian mode.] 1844 H. H. WILSON
Brit. India III. 458 To displace by regular garrisons the

troops of the Thakurs. 1853 SIR H. DOUGLAS Milit , Bridges
41 The desideratum is, to displace as much water, with as

little weight of vessel as possible.
b. [1634 MILTON Comns 560 A soft and solemn-breathing

sound . . stole upon the air, that even Silence . . wished she

might Deny her nature, and be never more, Still to be so

displaced.] 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1776) I. 188 A cork,
a ship, a buoy, each buries itself a bed on the surface of the

water ; this bed may be considered as so much water dis-

placed. 1831 LARDNER Hydrost. viii. 157 A body^when it

floats in a liquid, displaces a quantity of the liquid equal
to its own weight. 1889 A. R. WALLACE Darwinism 29 In

three years . . this weed . . absolutely displaced every other

plant on the ground.

Displaceable (dispU''sab'l), a. [f. prec. +

-ABLE?] Capable of being, or liable to be, dis-

placed.
1676 BOYLE in Phil. Trans. XI. 8o5 Its parts were ..

easily displaceable by the subtile permeating matter. 1810

BENTHAM Packing (1821) 43 A Board ..paid, placed, and

displaceable by the servants of the crown. '879 J. M.
DUNCAN Lett. Dis. Women i. (1889) 3 It may be mobile or

floating, or it may be merely displaceable.

Hence Displaceabi-lity.
1882 Nature XXVI. 592 The classification of surfaces

according to the displaceability of their geodetic triangles.

Displaced (dispU'-st), ppl. a. [f. as prec. +

-EDl.J Removed from its place ; put out of place ;

deposed : see the verb.

1571 GOLDING Calvin on Ps. Ep. Ded. 6 There be . . many
displaced words. 1823 ELLIS Mem. Gordon 18 To retain

the head of the bone in its displaced situation. 1839 G. BIRD
Nat. Pliilos. 90 Archimedes, .discovered that a body, when
immersed in a fluid, loses a portion of its weight equal to

that of the displaced fluid. 1841 ELPHINSTONE Hist. tnd.

II. 15 No mention was made of the displaced vizir.

Displacement (dispU'-sment). [f.
DISPLACE

v. + -MENT : cf. OF. displacement, mod.!', dtplace-

ment, perh. the immediate source of sense i.]

The act of displacing or fact of being displaced.

1. Removal from an office or dignity ; deposition.

(The earliest sense, but somewhat rare.*)

1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xvi. 44 His displacement
from the Regency of France. 1797 W. TAYLOR in Monthly
Rev. XXIII. 570 Without the least intention of carrying

their schemes farther than the displacement of their adver-

saries. 1857 TOULM. SMITH Parish 91 Election, displace-

ment, and fresh election depend on the Parish only.

2. Removal of a thing from its place ; putting

out of place ; shifting, dislocation.

1803 W. TAYLOR in A nit. Rei>. I. 320 Change of air, removal,

displacement, seem to be efficient remedies. 1840 A. TWEEDIE
Pratt. Med. III. 380 When the displacement is very con-

siderable, the functions of the heart may be much embar-



DISPLACENCE.

rassed. 1863 KINGI.AKF Crimea (1876) I. xv. 354 Occasioned

by some accidental displacement of words. 1880 BLA9QRQM
I'hys, </<vj;. ii. <\()not<', A vertical displarcmcnt of ihc strata.

D. P/tyrics.
The amount by which anything is

displaced ;
the difference or geometrical relation

between the initial position of n body and its posi-

tion at some subsequent instant.

1837 WIIRWKI.I. /list. Induct. Sc. (1857) I. 150 The dis-

placement of the sun by parallax is so small that [etc,J.

1879 THOMSON & TAIT A'at. Writ. I. i. 90 We may con-

sider the whole motion as made up of successive elementary
displaceui'-iil ,.

c. Tktrmomttiy, (See quot.)
1871 II. STKWAKT Heat 22 It is found that thermometers

arc liable to an alteration of their zero points, especially
when the bulb has been filled not long before graduation. .

This displacement may in the course of years amount to

about i ( .

d. l-'.lcdr. (Sec qnots.)
1881 MAXUI ii, /'.Icctr. $ Magn. I. 64 Electric displace-

ment is a movement of electricity in the same sense as the

transference of a definite quantity of electricity through
a wire is a movement of electricity. 1885 WATSON & BUR-
ni'KV AYiV/r. fy A/agn. I. 258. 1895 SII.VANUS THOMPSON
Klectr. <$ Alagn. $ 57 Displacement. Whenever electric

forces act on a dielectric, tending to drive electricity in at

one side and out at the other . . the quantity of electricity
which has apparently been transferred ..was called by
Maxwell 'the displacement'. //>/. 8 516 Experiment
proves that displacement-currents, while they la-st, set up
magnetic fields around them; just as connexion-currents
and conduction-currents do.

3. Removal of a thing by substitution of some-

thing else in its place ;

*

replacement '.

1868 GLADSTONE Jim. Mundi iii. (1869) 100 There must
have been a great displacement of the Pelasgic vocabulary.
1880 Libr. Univ. Knowl. IX. 297 The displacement of
human labor through . . machinery.

b. Hydrostatics. The displacing of a liquid by
a body immersed in or floating on it; the amount
or weight of fluid so displaced by a floating body,
e. g. a ship. Centre of displacement : see CENTRE
sb. 1 6.

1809-19 REES Cycl. s. v. Shipbuilding (L.), To ascertain

the centre of displacement, or centre of gravity, of the

immersed part of a ship's bottom. 1833 MARRVAT/*. Simfle
xiii, He was always talking about centres of gravity,

displacement of fluid, and Lord knows what. 1869 SIR
E. J. REED Ourlrott'CladShifs iv. 71 The dimensions and
outside form of a ship determine her displacement. 1876
W. H. G. KINGSTON Brit, Navy 535 Her total length is

320 feet . . with a displacement of 11,407 tons.

C. Pharm. The process of obtaining an extract

of a substance by pouring over it successive quan-
tities of a menstruum until all the soluble matters

are extracted : PERCOLATION.
1883 Syd. Soc. Lex. t Displacement .. In Pharmacy, the

term is used in the same sense as Percolation . . D. appa-
ratus, a means of obtaining extracts, whether aqueous or
alcoholic. The body is pulverised, and then partially ex-
hausted with a liquid, which is replaced by an additional

quantity of the same, or of another liquid.

tDispla'cence. Obs. [ad. med.L. displacentia^
f. Dis- 4 + placcntia pleasantness : cf. OF. desplai-
$ance> xnod.F. dtp- t

It. dispiacenza. The cl.L. word
was displiccntia^ whence DISPLICENCE.] =next:
the reverse of complacence.
c 1450 Mtrour Saluacioim 1432 With displacens of all

synne and hertly contrycionne. 1668 WII.KINS Real Char.

229 Displacence, Sorrow, Grief, Discomfort. i68a SIR T.
JJROWNK Chr. Mor, in. 5 Rake not up envious displacences
at things successful unto others.

Displace&cy (displ^i'sensi). Now rare or

Obs. Tf. as prec. : see -ENCT. See also DISPLI-

CENCY.J The fact or condition of being displeased
with something ; displeasure, dissatisfaction, dis-

like. (The reverse of complacency."]
a 1652 J. SMITH Set. Disc. x. iii. 503 Their hatred of the

devil is commonly nothing else but an inward displacency
of nature against something entitled by the devil's name.
i6S4\VARRKM Unbelievers 205 His divine displacency against
their sins. 1771 WESLEY Wks. (1872) VI. 18 Feeling a dis-

dispositions, or his individual character.

Displacent (dispU
ll

sent), a. rare. [f. Dis-

PLACKNCE, after complacent : cf. OF. desplaisant^

DnPUUBAHT.] Feeling or marked by displeasure:
the reverse of complacent.
1859 I. TAYLOR Logic in. Thepl. 62 These emotions .. be-

coming either complacent or displacent.

Displa'cer. [f. DISPLACE* -EH i.]

1. One who or that which displaces.
1588 J. UDALL Demonstr. Discip. (Arb.) 73 If the ministers

that bee vsually displaced, be called of God . . if it cause
the displacers to be esteemed enemies to the Gospell. 1607
.SV/W. Disc. agst. Antichr. \\. v. 10 EstabHshers of that

which is good, and displacers of that which is evill.

2. Pharm. An apparatus for obtaining an extract

by DISPLACEMENT (3 c] ; a percolator.
1883 Syd. St>c. Lex. % Displaccr, a synonym of Percolator.

Displacing, t>M. sb. [f.
DISPLACE + -ING i.]

The action of the verb DISPLACE ; removal from
it> place; deposition.
1551 T. WILSON Logtkt (1567) 65 a, In the dtuidyng, and

displacing of the same. 1585 STUBBES Anat. Abus. n. (1882)

84 Authorise for his displacing, and placing of another that

is more able. 1626 in Rushw. Hist. (Soil. (1659) I. 403 More

487

such displacing* and alterations have by hU means hap-

pened. 1654 LD. OBRFRV I'nrllien. (1676) 310 Phanasden
displacing Kave him the invitation to invade us.

nttril'. 1804 Westm. <!az. 30 May 2/1 That displacing

process which sounds so easy in political economy. In life,

when you are squeezed out of one employment, .you do not

find it so simple to slide into another groove.

Displa'cing, ///. a. [f. as prec. + -INO-.]
Thixt Misplaces : see the verb.

1861 F. HAIL lliinlu Fliilos. Syst. 87 noil. That one such

quality may displace another, their theory is, that the dis-

placing quality must remain with the quality displaced

during the last moment of the subsistence of the latter.

1867 FREEMAN Norm. Cony. (1876) I. i. 2 Some knowledge
of the condition of the displaced nation is necessary to

understand the position of the displacing nation.

Displant (displa-nt), v. [ad. OF. desplantcr
=
Sp. desplantar, It. dispiantare : Komanic "iiis-

plantarc, for L. dtplantare, f. DK- I. 6, Dis- +

plantiire to plant.]
1. Irani. To take up or remove (a plant) from

the ground ; to uproot.
1491 CAXTON Vitas Pair. (W. de W. 1495) n. 2563/1
A tree whiche is ofte dysplaunted & transported from one

grounde to an other may here no fruyte. 1635 R. KOLTON
Com/. Affl. ConsCt xv. 79 A strong and mightie Oake . .

which no storme or tempest can displant or overthrow. 1715
BRADLEY Fain. Diet. s. v. Saffron Crocus, After these Bulbs
are displanted the Gardiner must be sure to keep them
. .Three Weeks without replanting them. 1800 Trans. Sac.

Encoitrag. Arts XVIII. 99 When the hops are displanted.

f 2. To remove (a person) from his settled

position ; to dislodge (people) from their settle-

ments or country ; spec, to undo the settlement or

establishment of (a
'

plantation
'
or colony). Obs.

1501 SHAKS. Rom. ft Jul. in. iii. 59 Displant a Towne,
reuerse a Princes Doomc. 1596 SPENSER State Irel. Wks.
(Globe) 615/1 One ofthe occasions by which all those coun-

tryes, which .. had bene planted with English, were

shortly displanted and lost. 1605 HIERON Short Dial. 49
Almost 300 preachers are already eyther displanted, in-

hibited, or under . . censure. 1615 G. SANDYS Trav. 39 The
. . Greeks had planted certaine Colonies thereabout, and

disptanted the barbarous. 1650 J. MUSGRAVE Grievances

ofNorth. Co. 27 All Israel . . were displanted, and carried

away into captivity. 1660 F. BROOKE tr. Le Blanc's Trav.

370 A Colony, .in Dariana, displanted for the unsoundnesse
of the ayre.

t 3. fig. a. To root up, eradicate ; b. to supplant.
1603 H. CROSSE Verities Commui. (1878) 98 Others ..dis-

plant all good order established. 1611 T. TAYLOR Comm.
Titus i. 6 He must . . displant vices, and plant the contrarie

vertues. 16*4 MASSINGER Renegade in. i, Some other hath

displanted me, With her dishonour. 01638 MEDE Afast.
Lat. Times (1641) 83 Three of these . . should the Anti-

christian home depresse and displant, to advance himselfe.

Hence Displa'nting vbl. sb. and ///. a.

1604 SHAKS. Oth. tl. i. 283 By the displanting of Cassio.

1616 H. GOSNOLD in Lismore Papers (1887) Ser. n. II. 20
The stock which I am tyed to purchase vnder paine of

displanting. 1715 BRADLEY Fani. Diet. s. v. Tulip, Take
a Gardiners displanting Groove, and thrust it into the

Ground. 1717 BAILEY vol. II, Displanting Scoopi an
Instrument to take up Plants with Earth about them.

f Displanta'tion. Obs.
[f. prec. after PLANT-

ATION.] The action or fact of displanting; the

removal of a plantation or colony.
1614 RALEIGH Hist. World i. 46 The Edenites in Thelassar

. . whose displantation Senacherib vaunted of. Ibid, v. ii.

8. 603 The Boij . . feared the like displantation.

t DlSpla"t, V. Obs. [Dis- 6 or 7 a.] trans.

To do out of its plats or plaits, to unplait.
16*7 HAKEWELL Apol. (1630) 412 Which of these would not

rather choose that the state . . should be in combustion
then his haire should bee displatted ?

Display (displf
1

-), "" Forms : 5 dcsplay,

dysplay, 6 displeigh. /3. 5-6 des-, dysploy.

[a. OF. despleier (-plier, -ployer),= Pr. dcsplegar,

-pleiar, Sp. desplegar, It. dispiegare : L. displiciire

to scatter, disperse, (in late and med.L.) to nnlbld.

Sec also the doublet DEPLOY, and aphetic SPLAT.
In OF. displicare became orig. in inf. aesplier\ in tonic

forms as 3 sing. pres. desplei * ; whence by subseq. confusion

of tonic and atonic forms despltitr, later dtsploicr, des~

ployer : examples of all these French varieties exist in Eng.
in ply, ploy, apply, comply, imply, deploy, employ; the

forms in -ploy being from Central Or., or later F.]

1. trans. To unfold, expand, spread out ;
to un-

furl (a banner, sail). Now Obs. exc. as influenced

by sense 3, and understood as ' to unfold to view
'

(a banner or the like\

[OJ BRITTON n. xxii. 4 Si la disseisine fust fete abanere

desplae', ou as chevaus covertz. ] c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron.

(1810) 2 Ine .. displayed his banere, & went to be bataile.

c 1430 LVDG. Mitt. roetns. (Percy Soc.) 6 Ther yssed oute

empresses thre, Theire here displayed, c 1460 Etnare 97 The
cloth was displayed sone. 1490 CAXTON Eneydos xxvit. 96
To sprede and dysploye the sayles. c 1500 Melitsint xxi. 131
And made hys banere to be dysployed abrode. 1589 N.
LICIIEFIELD tr. CastanJteda's Conq, K. Ind. xxxvi. 88 There
was disptaide a flagge in the top of the Factorie. 1590
SPENSER F. Q, in. ii. 47 The old-woman carefully displayd
The clothes about her round with busy ayd. i6ai G. SANDYS
Ovid's Met. iv. (1626) 86 With Dores display'd, the golden
Palace shines. 1656 EARL MONM. Advt. fr. Parnass. 259
[Hel displaid his sails to a prosperous west wind. 1692
BENTLEY Boyle Left. 208 Elastick . . particles, that have a
continual tendency and endeavour to expand and display
themselves. 1738 POPE Dttnc. HI. 71 See . . her sable flag
display'd. 1894 C N. ROBINSON Brit. Fleet 97 A flag was
to be displayed on the discovery- of a supposed enemy at sea.

Mr. (for rr/l.). 157* R. H. tr. Lavatertts' Chostes 4

DISPLAY.
.Stir. (1596) 81 When . . their ensignes will not diipUia
abroade but fold about the stander-bearers heads.

J- b. Alii. To spread out (troops) so as to form

a more extended line ;
- DKPLOVI>. i. Obs.

iffii SAVILE Agric. (1622) 198 Agricola . . fearing lest hee
should bee assailed on the front and flankes both at one

instant, displayed his army in length. 1581 Tacitus'

/list. iv. xxxv. (1591) 196 Fought with troupes displayed out

thinnely in length. 1610 HOLLAND Camdetis Brit. \. 151
The Englishmen . . display their ranks and . . press hard upon
their enemies. 18*3 CM ABB Technot. Diet., To display
(Mil.) in French dtployer, to extend the front of a column.

2. To lay or place (a man or animal) with the

limbs extended ; to extend (a limb, wing, etc.)

spec, in Her. : see DISPLAYED i.

c I3o R. BRVNNE Medit. 640 Toward be cro hys hak he

layde, And hys real armes oute he dysplayde. 1486 Jiff.

St. Albans B v iij a. Display the wynge esefy and holde it

betwene the ij partes of the loofe. 1539 HTLSKY Primer in

Thrft Primers (1848) 338 O Lord which hast displayed
thine hands and feet, and all thy body on a cross for our
sins. 1391 SPENSER Virg. Gnat 240 Sleep oppressed him,
1 Hsplaid on ground. Iota. 336 Thou . . Thy careles limbs in

loose sleep dost display.

) b. Carving. The technical term for : To carve

(a crane). Obs.
c 1470 in ffors, Shepe t C. etc. (Caxton 1479, Roxb. repr.)

33 A crane displayd, a pecok disfigured. 1513 Bk. \er.

nyngt in Rabees Bk. 267 Dysplaye that crane. Take a crane,
and vnfolde his legges, and cut of his wynges by the loyntes.

1804 FARLEY Lend. Art Cookery (ed. 10) 293.
absol. 1711-14 Spectator (J.)f He carves, displays, and

cuts up to a wonder.

8. To open up or expose to view, exhibit to the

eyes, show.

. parching heat display'd my
WOODWARD Nat. Hist. Earth iv. (1723) 244 By this

means.. the Grain-Gold, upon all the Gold Coast .. is dis-

play'd. 1767 SIR W. JONES Seven Fount. Poems 11777) 46
l'h alluring stream. That through the grove display'd a
silver gleam. 1861 M. PATTISON Sa. (1889) 1. 45 Round the

apartment .. was displayed in close array the silver and

pewter plate. 1864 BOUTELL Heraldry Hiit. f Pop. xix.

301 More recently the Royal Banner has always displayed
the Arms of England.

b. Printing. To make more prominent (a word ,

line, etc.) by using larger type, wider spacing, etc.

1888 [see DISPLAY sb. 5].

4. To unfold or exhibit to other senses, to ob-

servation generally, or to the mind, f * To give
utterance to, pour forth, utter. Obs.

1580 SIDNEY Ps. xxvn. vii, Heare, Ix>rd, when I my voice

display. 1638 SIR T. HERBERT Trail, (ed. 2) 210 A thou-

sand warbling Notes thy throat displayes.

b. To exhibit, make manifest, cause to be ob-

served or perceived.
1575 LANEHAM Let. (1871) 12 At last the Altitonant dis-

pleaz me hiz mayn poour. 1635 QUARLES EnM. n. i. (17181
66 Thy busie hands address Their labour to display. 1660

BOYLE Nnu Exp. I'hys. Mech. xvii. 115 The. .Air. .sufficing

. . to display a considerable pressure upon the surface of the

Mercury. 1761 SIR W. JONES Arcadia Poems (1777) 107

The curling eglantines display'd . . an aromatick shade. 1874
GREEN Short Hist. vii. 7. 415 The new English drama .

was beginning to display its wonderful powers. 1885

Manch. Exam. 16 June 4/7
The same insubordination was

displayed still more offensively.

6. esp. To exhibit ostentatiously ;
to show off,

make a show of.

1628 EARLE Microcosm.. Bold forward Man (Arb.) 47

These few good parts hee has, hee is no niggard in display-

ing. 1659 B. HARRIS Farivars Iron Age 126 Many great

Divines were fain to display their eloquence. 1709 POPE Ess.

on Criticism 329 The sparks with awkward vanity display
What the fine gentleman wore yesterday. 1719 BUTLER
Serm. Wks. 1874 II. 47 Their business in coming into

company, .[is] to display themselves. 1750 JOHNSON Ram-
bler No. 27 r 8 That part of his discourse in which he most

endeavoured to display his imagination.

t b. intr. (for reft. To make a great show or

display ; to act in an ostentatious manner. Obs.

1605 SHAKS. Lear n. iv. 41 The fellow which .. Displaid
so saucily against your Highnesse.
6. Irons. To disclose, reveal, or show, uninten-

tionally or incidentally ;
to allow to be seen or

perceived, to betray.
i6o> MARSTON Ant. 4 Mel. ill. Wks. 1856 I. 32 If you

are but scene. Your armes display you ; therefore put them
off. 163* J. HAYWAUD tr. Biondfs Eromrna 171 He began
to display.. some token of suspition. 1796 H. HUNTER tr.

St. Pierre's Stud. Nat. (1799) H. 568 All the variety of

colours which flowers display. 1853 J. H. NEWMAN Hiit.

Sk. (1873) II. i. iii. 146 A grand entertainment, which dis-

played both the barbarism and the magnificence of the

Asiatic. 1835 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) I. 104 Having dis-

played your ignorance of the nature of courage.

t7. To set forth in representation
or narrative;

to depict, describe, exhibit ;
to set forth at large,

expound; to unfold (a talel. Obs. or arch.

17*6-31 TINDAL Kapins Hist. Enr. (1743) II. XVII. 15* To
display in a few words the Elogy of this illustrious queen.

1750 JOHNSON Rambler No. 79 r 8 The princes were once

displaying their felicity, and each boasting the advantages
of his own dominions. 1766 PENNANT Zool. (1768) I. Pref. 2

The admirable I.innxus has displayed
them [arguments)

at large in an oration. i8oa MAR. EDCEWORTH Moral
T. (1816) I. 200 Zealous to display every proof of the king's

greatness of mind. io SCOTT Man*, iv. ii, He . . did his

tale display.
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f8. Med. To disperse, dissipate. Obs. [Cf. L.

displicare, Varro.J
1607 TOPSELL Foar-f. Beasts (1658) 84 The fat of this beast

is reserved by some for heating, softening, and displaying
tumours in the flesh. Ibid. 504 The use of this by reason
it is very hot, is to display Ulcers and tumors in wounds.

U 9. To discover, get sight of, descry. [In

Spenser and his imitators ; as if * to unfold to one's

own view '.] Obs.

1590 SPENSER F. Q. n. xii. 76 They . . did at last display
That wanton Lady, with her lover. ci6n CHAPMAN Iliad
xi. 74 He. .from his seat took pleasure to display The city
so adorn'd with tow'rs. 1615 Odyss. v. 350 He might
display The shady hills of the Phaeacian shore.

Display*, sb. [f. prec. vb,]
1. The act of displaying or unfolding to view or

to notice
; exhibition, manifestation.

a 1680 GLANVILL (J.), A glorious display of the highest
form of created excellencies. 1752 JOHNSON Rambler No.
205 P 5 At this display of riches every eye immediately
sparkled. 1767 Jnnins Lett. xxv. 116 You were not quite
indifferent to the display of your literary qualifications.

1823 RUTTER Fonthill 8 A too sudden display of the colossal
dimensions, .of the Abbey. 1853 J. H. NEWMAN Hist. Sk.

(1873) II. i. i. 4 The display of horsetails at the gate of the
Palace is the Ottoman signal of war. 1858 FROUDE Hist.

Eng. III. xiv. 193 An occasion for the display of his powers.

f b. The act of setting forth descriptively ;

a description. Obs.

1583 STUBBES (title) The Second part of the Anatomic of

Abuses, containing The display of Corruptions, with a per-
fect description of such imperfections. i6ioGuiLLiM (title)

Display of Heraldry. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Display,
a particular Explication, a

1714^ SHARP Serin. I. v. (R.),
For the more lively display of him . . it will be fit that we
represent him a little more particular under those several

respects and capacities, in which his uprightness is princi-

pally seen and expressed.
2. An exhibition, a show

;
a proceeding or occa-

sion consisting in the exhibiting of something.
1665 GLANVILL Sccfsis Set. iv. Pref. (R.), Some grains

must be allow'd to a rhetorical display, which will not bear
the rigour of a critical survey. 1789 COWPER Queen's Visit
Lond. 10 (17 March) 'Twas hard to tell of streets or squares
Which formed the chief display. 1831 BREWSTER Nat.

Magic \. (1833) 6 The optical display which hallowed their
ancient temples. 1845 Florist's yrnl. 278 The display of
dahlias, .was most excellent. 1883 GLADSTONE in Glasgmv
Weekly Her. 9 June 1/7 Constant parades and military dis-

plays with bands and flags. 1886 A. WINCHELL Walks Geol.
Field 210 Some of our most splendid meteoric displays.
3. Show, ostentation.
1816 BYRON Parisina xvii, He died, as erring man should

die, Without display, without parade. 1838 EMERSON
Nature, Lit. Ethics Wks. (Bohn) II. 214 Fatal to the man
of letters, fatal to man, is the lust of display. 1870 Soc.

5- Solit., Domestic Life Ibid. III. 45 A house kept to the
end of display is impossible to all but a few women.
4. Printing. The selection and arrangement of

types so as to call attention to important parts of
the subject matter : used in regard to title-pages
and advertisements.

1824 J. JOHNSON Typograjhia II. 588 An alteration in the
method of display and a new mode in the arrangement of
the matter, became now very general.
5. Comb.) as display-letter, -type, a letter or type

used for displaying printed matter
; cf. 4 above ;

display-stand, a stnnd, rack, shelf, etc. for

displaying goods ; display-work (see quot.).
1888 JACOBI Printer's Voc. 32 Display work, Type dis-

played, such as titles, headings, and jobbing work, is thus
termed to distinguish it from ordinary solid composition.

Displayable, a. rare. [f. as prec. + -ABLE.]

Capable of being displayed.
1864 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. (1865) IV. xii. xi. 265 Belleisle dis-

played, so far asdisplayable, his magnificent DiplomaticWare.

Displayed (displ^-d),///, a. Also 4-6 des-,

dys-, -plaied(e, -playit, -plaid, -pleyd. [-ED*.]
1. Unfolded, unfurled, spread open to view.
c 14*5 WYNTOUN Cron. vm. xxxix. 32 A Rade of were He
made wyth displayed Banere. 1603 KNOLLES Hist. Turkes
(1638) 207 The displaced ensignes. 16*5 K. LONG tr.

Barclay s Argents HI. iii. 155 Opening now their displayed
Pedigrees_. 1649 MILTON Eikon. Wks. 1738 I. 363 Fought
against him with displayed Banners in the Field.

b. Expanded, as wings, leaves, etc.

1378 LYTE Dodoens in. xvii. 339 The leaves are lyke
desplayed winges. 1648 BOYLE Seraph. Love (1660) 44 The
Coy delusive Plant, .shrinks in its displayed leaves.

^ C. Lying supine with the limbs extended.
a 1400 Octouian 1516 Well many Sarsyns . . ley dyspleyd.
1485 Digby Myst. iv. 313 This displaied body. 1591 [see

DISPLAY v. 2]. 1647 CLEVELAND Poems, Smectymnuus 90.
2. Her. Having the wings expanded : said of a

bird of prey used as a bearing. Also with wings
displayed', see quot. 1882.
c 1400 Sowdone Bab. 190 An Egle of goolde abrode dis-

Saphire. 1766 PORNY Heraldry (1787) 170 Three Eaglets
displayed, points of their wings pendent, Or. 1830 ROBSON
Brit. Herald\\\. Gloss., Displayed recursant* or tergiant,
the wings crossing each other ; sometimes termed backward
displayed^ the wings crossing. Displayed foreshortened,
eagles, etc. thus borne, are depicted flying straight forward
towards you, so as no part but the roundness of the head
and body is seen, with the pinion of the wings extended.
1882 Ct'ssANS Her. vi. 91 The Heraldic student must bear
in mind the difference between An Ragle displayed and
An Eagle with

ivin^s displayed \ when the latter term is

employed, the Bird is supposed to be perched.
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b- By PUTTENHAM (1589) Eng. Poesie n. xi[i]. (Arb.) 106

applied to geometrical figures arranged in pairs somewhat
as wings, e. g. the Tricquet displayed [=two triangles joined
at their apices] ; the egge displayed, the Rondel displayed
[=an oval or a circle trisected, and the halves joined at
their convex margins].
Hence f Displayedly adv. Obs.
1611 FLORIO, Spiegaiamente^ openly, displaiedly.

Displayer. [f.
as prec. + -ER 1.] One who

or that which displays ; an exhibitor.
1611 FLORIO, Spiegatore^ a displayer, an ynfolder.

1627-77 FELTHAM Resolves \. Ixxxvi. (L.), Nothing that
has sense but is better for this displayer [charity]. 1654
GAVTON Pleas. Notes (T.)t

The displayer of his high fron-

tiers. 1815 W. H. IRELAND Scribbleomania 217 Each
pestle's displayer, Who, living by drugs, proves humanity's
slayer. 1840 BROWNING Sordello v. (1880) 235 Some dis-

player, still More potent than the last, of human will.

Displaying, vbl. sb. [f. as prec. + -ING i.]
The action of the verb DISPLAY

; unfolding, dis-

closing, revelation, exposure.
1556 HUGGARDE (*///*), The Displaying of the Protestantes,

and sondry their Practices. 16x1 COTGR., Despliement t an
1677 J. WEBSTER (title\

~"

:hcraft.
, The Dis-unfoulding ; displaying. 1677 J . WEBSI

playing of Supposed Witchcraft. 1878 T. SINCLAIR Mount
4 Whatever value these partial displayings may have.

[f. as prec. + -MENT.] =
prec.

1801 STRUTT Sports $ Past. iv. iii. 326 The displayment
of vulgar pastimes.

t Di*S|)le ^. Obs. Also 6 dyspel. [App. a

popular formation from DISCIPLINE sl>. 7, or v. 2.

If derived from discipline vb., the final -in(e might be con-
founded with the infinitive suffix -fn

t -yn, and disappear
along with it. But it is, on the whole, more probable that

discipl-ine sb. was associated with vbl. sbs. in ~ingt
and so

converted into discipl-ing, dissplying^ dyspelyng,, as in the
earliest instances quoted. Thence a verb to disple would
naturally be deduced. The verb DISCIPLE is of later date.]

trans. To subject to discipline, bodily correction,

penance, or punishment ; esp. as a religious practice.
Also Di'spling vbl. $b. and ///. a.

1493 in Brand Pop. Antia. t Ash Wedn. (1870) I. 56 For

dissplying rods, ij
d

. 1533 MORE Apol. xxvii. Wks. 893/2 As
lothe . . as the Ladye was to come . . to dyspelyng, that wepte
..that the prieste had. .with the dyspelyng rodde beaten
her hard vppon her lylye white handes. 1563-87 FOXE
A. <$ M. (1596) 1339/2 Euery of them had a Taper in his

hand, and a rod, wherewith the Preacher did disple them.

1581 MARBECK Bk. ofNotes 586 The displingof the froward
childe. 1500 SPENSER F. Q. i. x. 27 Bitter Penaunce, with
an yron whip, Was wont him once to disple every day.
1605 B. JONSON Volpone iv. ii, Who here is fled for liberty
of conscience . . Her will I uisc'ple- I(5<>7 R. C. tr. Esti-

enne's World of Wonders 169 Dispiing friers. 1641 Vind.

Sntectymnitits iii. 49 The Reverend Fathers will have
multitudes of disobedient sons to disple.

t Displea'sance. Obs. Forms : see Dis-
PLEASANT. [a. OF. desplaisance (isth c. in Hatz,-

Daim.), mod.F. dtplaisance, f. desplaisant : see

next and -ANCE. Cf. also DISPLACENCE, DISPLI-

CENCE. Still stressed on final c 1530 by Skelton.]
The fact of being displeased ; displeasure, dissatis-

faction, discontent, annoyance, vexation; a cause

or instance of this, a grievance, trouble.

c 1340 HAMPOLE Prose Tr. n Wordes of myssawe ne vn-
honeste ne of displesance. c 1386 CHAUCER Pard. Prol. fy

T. 92 Thus quyte I folk, that doon vs displesances. c 1430
LYDG. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 48 So it be noon dysple-
saunce to your pay. 1483 Cath. Angl. 98/1 A Desplesance ;

grauamen, aggrauamen. 1485 CAXTON Chas. Gt. 82 He
was in grete desplaysaunce. 1509 BARCLAY ShyP Polys
(1570) 126 Justice ought to be wayed . . Not rigorously for

wrath or displeasaunce. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. n. x. 28 Whose
simple answere .. him to displeasaunce moov'd. [1886 J.
PAYNE Decameron I. 29 Albeit the husbandmen die there

. . the displeasance is there the less,]

t Displea'Sant, a. Obs. Forms : 4-5 des-,

4-7 dis-, 5-6dys-,4-6 -pies-, 5 -pleys-, -plays-,

5-7 -pleas-, 4-7 -ant, 5-6 -aunt. [a. OF. des-

plaisant, ppl. adj. oidesplaire to DISPLEASE.]
1. That displeases or causes displeasure or annoy-

ance; displeasing; unpleasant; disagreeable.
1481 CAXTON Myrr. in. viii. 147 One is colde, rayny, and

more desplaysant than thother. 1:1510 BARCLAY Mirr. Get.

Manners (1570) G iv, Clense thy bedchamber from all dis-

pleasant sent. 1556 J HEYWOOD Spider fy F. ii. 64 Loue
causeth friendes to hide displeasant trowth. 1609 BIBLE

(Douay) i Sam. xviii. 8 Saul was exceeding angrie, and
this word was displeasant in his eies. 1668 Palp. Evid.
Witchcr. 101 That morning it left a sulfurous smell behind

it very displeasant and offensive.

b. Const, to, unto.

c 1386 CHAUCER Pars. T. F623 Thanne is this synne moost

displesant to Crist. (1x450 Knt. de la Tour (1868) 149

Pride, whiche is the synne most displesaunt vnto God.

i533 LD. BERNERS Gold. Bk. M.Aurel. (1546) Sijb, If

your deathe be displeasant to them. 1665 GLANVI LL Scepsis
Sci. xiv. 91 What to one is a most grateful odour, to an-

other is noxious and displeasant.

2. Displeased, angry, grieved.
1485 CAXTON Chas. Gt. 62 So desplaysaunt ne sory was

he neuer as I shal make hym for the. 15*5 St. Papers
Hen. V/If, VI. 516 Sens that day that we founde the

Chancellour so displesaunt for the letters sent. 1530
PALSGR. 310/2 Displeasant for synne, contrit. 1599
HAKLUYT Voy. II. i. 131 It was not they y

c
ought to shew

one displeasant looke or countenance there against ; but to

take it patiently. 1709 STRYPE Ann. Ref. I. vii. 105 They
looked with a very angry and displeasant eye upon them.

t Displea'Sant, v. Obs. rare. [f. prec. adj.]
To render displeasant ;

to disquiet, vex.

DISPLEASE.

Hence Displea-santing vbl. sb., vexing, disquiet-

ing.
1628 FELTHAM Resolves n. xxii. 74 Lamentations that haue

no better fruit, then the displeasanting of the soule, that
ownes them.

t Displea'Santly, adv.
[f.

as prec. + -LT 2
.]

1. Unpleasantly, disagreeably ; offensively.
1607 TOPSEI.L Four-f. Beasts (1658) 429 Before it is ripe,

it smelleth displeasantly.
2. In a displeased or offended manner.
1540-1 ELVOT Image Gov. (1556) 139 b, I speake not dis-

pleasantly. 1662 J. CHANDLER Van Helmont's Oriat. Pref.
to Rdr., I do humbly beseech you all. .not displeasantly to
receive my ready poor labour. 17*1 STRYPE Eccl. Mem. I.

xii. 103 He thought the Emperor should take it more dis-

pleasantly, than if his Holiness had declared himself.

i Displea'santiiess. Obs. [f. as prec. +

-NESS.] The quality of being displeasing or un-

pleasant, unpleasantness; also, the condition of

being displeased, displeasure.
1553 BRENUE Q. Curtius in. 20 (R.) When Philip had read

the letter, hee shewed more tokens of displeasauntnes than
of feare. 1582 W. CICILL in Bentley Man. Matronest Q.
Catherine's Lament. Pref., This good Ladie thought no . .

displeasantnesse to submit hirselfe to the schoole of the
crosse. 1665 J.WEBB Stone~Heng (1725) 42 They present
..a certain kind of Displeasantness to the Eye.

Displease (displrz),^. Forms: 4-5 desplese,
(displess) ; 4-6 dis-, dysplese, displace, -pleis,

5 dysplayse, 5-6 dysplease, 5- displease, [a.
OF. desplais-, pres. stem of desplaisir, desplaire

(pres. subj. "place, -plaisc], in AF. desplere, desplese,

refashioned repr. of L. dtsplieere, Rom. *displaeere :

cf. It. dispiace're, Sp. desplacer, Pr. desplacer : see

PLEASE. The i6th c. ea represented an AF. and
ME. open ^ from OF. at.]

1. intr. To be displeasing, disagreeable, or offen-

sive ; to cause displeasure, dissatisfaction, or dislike.

(This is app. the original use, as in Fr. and L. ; but in later

Eng. it passes into an absolute use of the transitive sense 2.)

13.. E. E. Allit. P. C. i Patience is a point, J?a3 hit dis-

plese ofte. 1414 BRAMPTON Penit. Ps. xlv. 17 He may sone

dysplese and greve. 1484 CAXTON Chivalry 98, I wold
demaunde a question yf I shold not displease. x6a6 BACON

Sylva (J.), Foul sights do rather displease, in that they
excite the memory of foul things. 1705 POPE Spring 83
Ev'n spring displeases, when she shines not here. 1856
EMERSON Eng. Traits, Manners Wks, (Bohn) II. 46 They
dare to displease.

tb. const, to. Obs. [-F. dtplaire a, or with

dative ; L. displicere with dat^\
c 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. i. pr. iii. 6 (Camb. MS.) To dis-

plese to wikkede men. 4:1380 WYCLIF Servt. Sel. Wks. I.

196 pis displesij>
to sinful men. 1413 Pilgr. Sowle (Caxton

1483) in. viii. 55 For somtyme theyr lewd lyf displesid to

them seluen. c 14*5 WYNTOUN Cron. vi. xvi. 20 That til

hyr fadyr dysplesyd noucht. 1483 CAXTON G. de la Tour
D vij b, Thexcusations of Eue displeasid moche to god.

2. trans. [The object represents an earlier dative :

cf. Fr. cela me deplatt, cela deplatt a Dieu] To
be displeasing or disagreeable to ;

to excite the dis-

pleasure, dissatisfaction, or aversion of; to offend,

annoy, vex, make angry.

13. . E. E. Allit. P. B. 1136 penne J>ou drygtyn dyspleses
with dedes ful sore. 1393 GOWER Con/. III. 253 If it shulde

him nought displese. (1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) vi. 20 If

bai speke any thing |>at displesez J>e sowdan. c 1400 Apol.
Loll. 83 To do synne, & displece God, & deserue peyn.
c 1440 GestaRom. (1838) n. xxxviii. 399 It displeasethe me
mekelle, that ever I come hedir. 1474 CAXTON Chesse 4 He
put them al to deth that displesid him. 1529 Supplic. to

King 53 Afrayed to speake the trewethe, lest they shulde

dysplease men. 1596 SHAKS. Tarn. Shr. \. \. 76 Let it not

displease thee good Bianca, For I will loue thee nere the

lesse my girle. 1596 i Hen. IV1 1. iii. 122 You shall heare

in such a kinde from me As will displease ye. 1611 BIBLE

Jonah iv, i Bvt it displeased lonah exceedingly, and he was

very angry. 1634 CAPT. SMITH Virginia iv. 112 This answer
. .much displeased him. 1700 S. L. tr. Fryke's Voy. E. fnd.

335 When I considered her.. as to her Fortune, I must con-

fess she did not altogether displease me. 173* ARBUTHNOT
in Swift's Lett. (1766) II. 205 The world, in the main, dis-

pleaseth me. 1841 W. SPALDING Italy $ It. Isl. III. 150
The picture . . is one which displeases taste. 1875 JOWETT
Plato (ed. 2) III. 223, I will not oppose you, lest I should

displease the company.
fig- IS9 SHAKS. Mids. N. in. ii. 54 He beleeue as soone. .

that the Moone May through the Center creepe, and so

me blush.

ends else.

1 L. lYiaia s i rag. i\. i, c.. \_uinc, juu win HWWV
Mel. I would, Evadne ; I shall displease my

reft,
and intr. = be displeased : see c. 0/>s.

betn

man displese hym*. 0:1450 Knt. de la 'Tour (1868) 160

Madame, displese you not thoughe this lady . . goo before.

c 1470 HENRY Wallace xi, 269 Ye suld displess you nocht.

C. To be displeased : to be dissatisfied, or moved
to disapprobation or dislike ;

to be vexed ; to be

full of displeasure or indignation. (Expressing
state rather than action : cf. DISPLEASED ///. a.}

Const, with, at, ^ of, -\ against ; also with infn.,

or clause.

^1386 CHAUCER Can. Yeom. Prol. % T. 457 Beeth no

thyng displesed, I yow preye. 1393 GOWER Conf. III. 173

They pray him . . That he will sale no contraire, VVherof

the king may be desplesed. 1:1489 CAXTON Sonnes of



DISPLEASED.

Avmon xxi. 464 My cosin, be not dysplaysed of that I shall

telle you. IS33 L"- BERNKRS lluo" Ixv. 222 Make as

ihouch ve were dyspleasyd with hym. 1548 MALI.

}/., A,/.-. //', (nn. 14) *3* b. I He] was sore dis,,l.

to se hys master made a jesting stotke. 1563 WINJET

.ftwir JMr V7ir Quest. Wss- '888 I. 13? 3" are..dis-

nlesit that We embrase nocht .. ^our new interpretation.*.

igaiSiiAKS. i//V. <-7,i.i. 155 There's reason he should be

displeas'd at it. 1611 BIBLE Hal: iii. 8 Was the Lotd dis-

pleased against the riucrs? 1638 SIR T. HERBERT frar.

fed 2)111 Cynthia also lookt pale, asdisplcasd with so much

knavery IM|P. THOMAS Jml.Anson's Voy. 16 We should

not have been displeased . . to have met them with our

whole Force. 1829 D'IsRAELl in Crater Papers (1884)

38 Jan., So many were displeased at themselves.

Displeased fdispU-zd),///. a. [f. prec. + ED.]

The reverse of pleased ; vexed, angry, annoyed.

1581 MULCASTF.R Positions xxix. (1887) 109 The thinges,

which do please the displeased infantes. 1609 Shakt. Tr.

IT Cr (Qo. i) Epistle
"

ij, The most displeased with Playes,

are pleasd with his Commedies. 1659 Genii. Calling (1696)

1 16 The Heathens had Incantations to recal their displeased

Deities. 1840 I. W. BOWDEN Gregory Vll, I. 174 Too wary
to put himself lino the power of his displeased sovereign.

if For to be displeased, with its constructions, see

Dlsn.EASEK. 2C.

Displeasedly (-fzedli\ adv. [f. prec. + -LY-S.]

In a displeased or vexed manner ;
with displeasure.

1 1611 CHAMIAN Iliad xv. 97 Thus took she place dis.

i.lfisedly. 1816 SCOTT Woods!, xxxv,
' Have I not said it?

nmnd Cromwell, displeasedly. 1856 Titan Mag. July

lo/i He muttered the last words displeasedly.

t Displea-sedness. 06s. [f.
as prec. + -NESS.]

I>i,pleastd slate or condition, discontent.

1561 T. NORTON Calvin's fast. ill. 197 To do penance.. is

to vtter a displeasednesse when god is angry with vs.

1680 UAXTER Cath. Commit*, iii. (1684)
21 It is not Pleased-

ness with the evil ; therefore it is Displeasedness. a 1716

S.nrii Strut, viii. iso(T.) What a confusion and displeased-

ness covers the whole soul '.

Displea-ser. rare. [f.
DISPLEASE + -ERI.]

( )ne who displeases.
1641 MILTON Ch. Gmt. n. (1851) 140 It must, .be a hate-

full thing to be the displeaser, and molester of thousands.

Displea-sing, vbl. sl>. [f. as prec. + -no 1
.]

The action of the verb DISPLEASE ; offending.

1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) II. 411 Priamus . .hadde

anon in mynde . .be displesynge [Higden contemptt,s\ of his

ager Antenor. 1530 PALSGR. 214/1 Displeasyng, remors,

, :ion. 1580 HARETA Iv. D 904 Without any displeasing

of the last. 1750 JOHNSON Rambler No. 26 r 14 A servile

fear of displeasing.

Displea-sing, ///. a. [f.
as prec. + -ING-.]

Causing displeasure, giving offence, disagreeable.

1401 Pot. Poems (Rolls) II. 17 It is., displeasing to God,
and harme to cure soules. 1551 ABP. HAMILTON Catech.

(1884) TO Displcsand and nocht acceptable to God. 1597

SIIAKS. a Hen, IV, Epil. 10 A displeasing Play. 1843 MIL-

TON Divorce n. viii. (1851) 80 By reason of some displeasing

natural quality or unfitnes in her. 1779 MAD. D ARBLAY

Diary Oct., A rich counsellor . . but, to me, a displeasing

man. 1845 M. PATTISON Est. (1880) I. 16 [The marriage]

w:is also.. highly displeasing to his father Chilperic.

Hence Displea-sinsrly adv.
; Dlsplea-singness.

a 1651 J. SMITH Sel. Disc. viii. 394 Nothing that might . .

carry in it any semblance of displeasingness. 1690 LOCKE

//n,n. Unit. 11. xxi. (1695) 149 Tis a mistake to think, that

Men cannot change the Displeasingness or indirTerency,

that is in actions, into pleasure. 1731 BAILEY, Disflcns-

ingfy, offensively. 1753 HOGARTH Anal. Beauty XL 128

Although the form . . should be ever so confused or dis-

pleasingly shaped to the eye 1 1841 W. PALMER 6th Let.

IK II 'isfiuaa 28 A virtual displeasingness in this life. 1843

LYTTON Last Bar. \. v, Associated displeasingly with re-

collections of pain.

Displea-surable, a. rare. [f.
DISPLEASURE

s/>. + -ABLE, after pleasurable] The reverse of

pleasurable ; unpleasant, disagreeable. Hence

Displea'snrably adv.
1660 HEXIIAM, Ongeritsticlteu, Incommodiously, Displea-

ui.ibly. 1879 H. SPENCER Data Ethics r\v. 245 The required

modes of activity must remain for innumerable generations

in some degree displeasurable. Ibid. 246 A displeasurable

tax on the energies.

Displeasure (disple-s'iu), s/>. Forms: a. 5

des-, dis-, dysplaisir, -playsir, -yr(e. 0. dis-,

dysplaysure, -pleysure, 5-6 dyspleasur(e, 6

displesour, -pleis-, -pleas-, displeasur, -or, 6-

displeosure. [In type a., a. OF. desplaisir (i3th

c. in Hatz.-Darm.), rnod.F. deplaisir, subst. use of

OF. infin. desplaisir to DISPLEASE: cf. Pr. des-

flazci; Sp. desplacer, It. dispiacere, in subst. use. In

type /?., conformed to PLEASDEE, which see for the

relation between plaisir, pleasure]
1. The fact or condition of being displeased or

offended
;
a feeling varying according to its inten-

sity from dissatisfaction or disapproval to anger

and indignation provoked by a person or action.

a. i484"CAXTON Chivalry 8r Yre and dysplaysyre gyuen

passion and payn to the body and to the sowle.

6 1405 Act n Hen. Vll, c. 57 Pream., All that that he

hath doon to the displeasure of your Highnes. 1535 COVER-

DALE Kahmn i. 2 The Lorde.-reserueth displeasure for his

aduersaries c 1550 CHEKE Matt. iii. 7 Who hath counceld

to yow, to flie from y displeasur to come? 1601 SHAKS.

AWs Well II V. 38, I know not how I haue deserued to

run into my Lords displeasure. 1769 Jti'iins Lett, xv. 64

The royal displeasure has been signified. 1818 SCOT

!. .!/. Perth xvii,
' Thou art severe '. .said the Duke of Roth-

say, with an air of displeasure. 1856 FROI-DE Hist. Eng.

(1858) I. ii. 116 An indication of the displeasure of Heaven.

VOL. III.
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fb. phr. To take 'a) displeasure: to take offence,

take umbrage ; to be displeased. Ol>s.

r 1489 CAXTON Blanthardyn xxvi. 96 She brought thene

in rcmembraunce how swetly he had kyssed her, wherof

she had take so gretc a dysplcasure. 1513 URADSIIAW St.

Werhirge i. 1863, No man was greued nor toke dyspleasure

At this sayd mayden. 1610 SIIAKS. Temp. iv. i. 202 Do

you heare Monster : If I should Take a displeasure against

you : Looke you. 1633 Br. HALL Hard Texts 536, 1 began
to take displeasure against them for their wickednesse.

t 2. The opposite of pleasure ; discomfort, un-

easiness, nnhappiness ; grief, sorrow, trouble. Obs.

o. c 1477 CAXTON Jason 70 Appollo
. . considering the

right grete displaisir in which they hadde ben. . .opened all

the entrees. 1485 Parit I,V.,\ shall deye . . for the

eretc desplaysyr that I have contynuelly in my herte.

8 14 Coattt. Jl/arj'/l/afrf. 372 They have him conveyed
to my displeasure. For here is lafte but naked sepulture.

c 1489 CAXTON lilanchardyn xxxiv. 129 My sayd lady is m
grete displaysure, & ceaseth not nyght nor day to wysshe

fiym wyth her. 1513 BRADSHAW St. Werourge l. ii

Ulen . . Oppressed with pouerte, langour and dysplcasure.

163* LITHOOW Trav. n. 66 He disappointed died for

displeasure in his returne. 1630 LENNARD tr. Chamn's
Wisd. (1658* 24 The humane receiveth from his body plea-

sure and displeasure, sorrow and delight, a. 1704 LOCKE

(J.i, When good is proposed, its absence carries displeasure

or pain with it. 1875 W. K. CLIFFORD Led. (1879) 11. 126 A
feeling . . as distinct . . as the feeling of pleasure in a sweet

taste or of displeasure at a toothache.

\ b. with a and //. An instance of this. Obs.

<rijio BARCLAY Mirr. Cd. Manners (\tfo) Cj, Hauing for

one pleasure displeasures eight or nine. IJ4 BOORDE

Dyetary viii. (18701 246 It doth ingendre the crampe, the

gowte & other displeasures. 1681-6 J. SCOTT Chr. Life

(1747) III. 338 A mutual Sense and feeling of each others

Pleasures and Displeasures.

8. That which causes or occasions offence or

trouble; injury, harm; a wrong, an offence, arch.

o. 1470-85 MALORY Arthur ix. xix, I dyd to hym no dis-

pleasyre. 1481 CAXTON Myrr. ill. xiii. 162 Thus auenged
he hym on her for the displaj sir that she had don to hym.

P. 1494 FABYAN Chron. VI. clxi. 154 Y- great daunger that

he was m agaynste God for the dyspleasurys
doon to hym.

1534 in W. H. Turner Select. Rec. Oxforti 124 They might

.Tdoe displeasure and execute theire malice upon the in-

habitants. 1577 HANMER Anc. Eccl. Hist. (1610) 364 He
was. .incensed, and promised to worke them a disp easure.

1590 SHAKS. Com. Err. iv. iv. 119 Hast thou delight to

see a wretched man Do outrage and displeasure to him-

selfe? 1663 J. BARGRAVE Pope Alex. K//d867 ) 36 Antonio

was still a thorn in his side, doing him all the displeasures

he could. 1866 HOWELLS Vtiut. Life 19 To do you a service

and not a displeasure.

1 4. A state of unpleasant or unfriendly relations ;

a disagreement, 'difference'. Obs.

1550 f! COKE Eng. 4 Fr. Heralds(tfyf 8 72- Si Wyllyam

Conqucrour. .upon certayne dyspleasures betwcne hym an

the french kyng, passed., into Fraunce. 1568 GRAFTOS

Chron. II. 138 A displeasure and variance began to growe
betwene the Constable of the Tower, and the Citizens of

London. 1570-6 LAMBARDE Peramh. Kent (1826) 215 During

the displeasure betweene him and Karle Godwin.

Displea-snre, v. arch. [t. prec. sb.] trans.

To cause displeasure to; to annoy; to displease.

1540-1 ELYOT Image C,ov. 109 Hated be he of goddes and

of men that would you displeasure. 1503 Homilies it. Of

Almtdltds\.(ilyil$1 He . . is both able to pleasure and

displeasure us. 1615 BACON Ess., Ambition (Arb.l 2

When the Way of Pleasuring and Displeasuring, lieth by

the Favourite. 1819 SOUTHEY O. Newman vi, Not for

worlds Would I do aught that might displeasure thee.

1849 WHITTIER ^farf. Smith's Jrnl. Prose Wks. 1889 I. 25

Our young gentleman, not willing to displeasure a man so

esteemed as Mr. Richardson.

tb. transf. Obs.

1570 DEE Math. Prrf. 24 Elemental! bodies, are altered. .

and displeasured, by the Influentiall working of the Sunne.
'

Displea-surement. rare. [f. prec. + -MENT.]

Displeasure.
1881 SYMONDsX.r!

>> 34 He Quailed neath his

Maker's just displeasurement.

tDisplei-ted, /<*.///<. Obs. [f.
Dis- 6+ pleit,

PLAIT, PLEAT v. + -ED.] Not marked with pleats

or folds ; free from folds.

1619 LUSHINGTON Rrpctition-Sernt. in Phemx (1708) 1

484 The Kerchief so wrapt and displeited. as tho yet.it ha.

not been us'd ; and yet so laid aside, as tho he would have

come again. - .. _
Disple'udour, v. nonte-ivd. [f.

at- =

+ SPLENDOUR.] trans. To deprive of splendour.

1854 SYD. DOBELI. Balder xxiv. 165 Sole wandering, like

an Vnasserted god-Displendoured, undeclared, but not

"bisplenish ^disple-nif),
v. Sf. [f.

Dis- 6 +

PLENISH v. to furnish : cf. DEPLENISH.] trans.

To deprive of furniture or supplies of any kind ; to

divest of (farm) stock ;
to dislurnish.

1639 R. BAILLIE Lett. (1775) I. *' Albeit we had got

these two years a great store of arms . . yet we w;ere
. . so,

displenished before. 1873 GEIKIE Ct. lee Agt i. i Large

areas of forest-land had been displenished.

Hence DUple-nishinsr vbl.sfr. ; also Diple
-nish

sb Diaple -nlslunent, the action of displenishing.

Displenish(infi sale (Sf.), a sale of farm stock and utensils

at the expiry ofa lease. .

1863 Montrose Standard 14 Aug. i Displemsh sale of

growing corn. 1864 N. Brit. Advtrtaer 21 May. Dis-

plenishing Sale . . at Orbost. Isle of Skye . Cattle. Stock

and Household Furniture. 1893 C. A. MoLLYSOM I artsli

K/Fordoun v. 107 An important displemsh sale.
'

Displeyer, obs. form of DICE-PLAYER.

DISPLUME.

t Displicable, a. Oh. [ad. med.L. displici-

Ulis displeasing (Du Cange), f. I.. iHfplicert to

DISPLKASK, with Eng. suffix -ABLE.] Diaplenfing.

1471 RIPLEY Cmif. Alth. Pref. in Ashm. (1653) 121 That

never my lyvyng be to thee dysplycable.

t Di'Splicence. Obs. [ad. L.
disflicintia

dis-

pk-asure, Ldisplicfi-e\.o DISPLEASE. Cf. the earlier

DISPLACF.NCF..J Displeasure, dissatisfaction.

1605 BILL Motivet cane. Romith Faith 103 Durand saieth,

the f.iulte is remitted in purgatorie, for the displicence of

venials, which the soules haue in that place. 164! W.
MOUNTACUE Devout Ea. i. ii. 1 1 (R.t, Put on a serious

displicence . . that they may nol incurre ihis menace of

Christ, 'Woe be unto you that laugh now'. 1680 BAXTER

CViM.CV/K.(i684> 16 Complacence is the first act of the

will upon Good Good . . Displicence is its contrary, and

its object is Evil as Evil. 173* H. COVESTBY Philem. to

ffyd. (T.), Devotion towards heaven, and a general dis-

plicence and peevishness towards every thing besides.

Displicency (di'splistnsi). [f.asprec. + -KNCT.]

The fact or condition of being displeased or dis-

satisfied ;
- DISPLACENCT. Self-dispUcency : the

condition of being dissatisfied with oneself.

1640 BP. REYNOLDS Passions xxx\. 320 A selfe-displicency

and severity towards our owne Errours. l8o BAXTER

Cath. Commnn. (1684) 20 Aquinas, Scotus, Ockam, Duran-

du',.. commonly ascribed Displicency, as well as Compla-
cence to God. 174} J. MASON Self-Knonl. l. XVL (1853) '9

Complacency and Displicency in reference to the Objects at

the Mind. 1816 BP. J. JEBB Lit. in Life Iii. 533 It is not

without self-displicency, and self-accusation, that I look

upon.. your letter. 1886 J. WARD in Encycl. Br,t. XX.

70/2 (Psychology) The like holds where self-complacency or

displicency rests on a sense of personal worth or on the

honour or affection of others.

Di-spliment. nonce-iud. [from compliment :

cf. Dis- 9.] An uncomplimentary speech.
1868 HELPS Realuiah xvii, It was a high compliment :

delicately veiled. All my displiments (if I may coin a word

for the occasion) are (when unmasked; highly complimen-

a

j3l8pling, vbl. sb. and ///. a. : see DISPLE.

t DisplO'de, v. Obs. [ad. L. displod-fre to

burst asunder, f. Dis- I + plaudlrt to clap.] a.

trans. To drive out or discharge with explosive

violence, b. intr. To burst with a noise; to

explode. Hence Displo'ded, Displo'ding ppl.

aiijs.

1667 MILTON P. L. vi. 605 Rankt. .In posture to displode

thir second tire Of Thunder. 1704 SWIFT T. TWj
(1709) 07 Fetching it . . in certain bladders, and disploding

it among the sectaries in all nations. 1708 J. PHILIPS Cyder

i n More dismal than the loud disploded Roar Of brazen

Enginry. 1741 YOUNG Nt. Th. VI. 488 Like rubbtsh from

disploding engines thrown, Our magazines of hoarded

"rifles fly i8li F. JEFFREY in F.din. Ret: Nov. 332 The

pent-up vapours dispfoded with the force of an earthquake.

t DlSplO'Sion. Obs. [n. of action f. L. dtsplod-

frf, displos- to DISPLODE ; cf. EXPLOSION.] The

action of disploding; explosive discharge.

1656 BLOUNT G/assegr., Disflosion, a breaking asunder as

a bladder. 1666 G. HARVEY Mort. Angl. iv. 32 That im-
-

pe
FO

bladder. 1000 o. nA**ti t.tv. *.i, j-

etuous displosion of blooii to a great distance. 17,5-10

POPE Iliad xvi. 904 note iSeageri After the displosion of

their diabolical enginry. 174* YOUNG AV. rt. ix. ,

when whole magazines, at once, are fir d.. The vast dis-

plosion dissipates
the clouds. 1790 H. BOYD K,n, of

A thins. With horrible displosion doom d to shake

'

TDispio-sive, a. Oh. [f.
as prec. + -IVE ; cf.

EXPLOSIVE.] That pertains
to displosion or e:

plosive discharge ; eruptive.

1711 DERHAM in Phil. Trans. XXVII. 276 Smoakmg,

Displosive. . Matter, that causeth a new Eruption.

tBiBplo-t, v. Obs. [Dis- 6 or 7.] a. intr.

To undo a plot or plan. b. trans. To dis-

1600 ABP. ABBOT Exf. Jonah 592 Which of these had not

much leifer that all the stale should be troubled, than his

aire be displotted. 1683 CHALKHILL T healma *C 1. o, Still

his working brain Plots and dkplots, thinks and umhmks

"Displume (displ-m), v. [f.
Dis- 7 a -r PLUME

sb. ;
but in Caxton prob.

ad. obs. F. desplumer
' to

plume or deprive of feathers' Cotgr.).]

1 1- trans. Of birds : To cast (their feathers; ; tc

moult. Obs.

1480 CAXTON (Mcts Met. XL i, Lyke as the fowles dys-

plume theyr fethers and the trees theyr levys.

2 To strip of plumes ;
= DEPLUME i .

1611 tr Famine's Theat. Hon. II. i. 63 Desirous to dis-

plume the great Romanic Eagle. ,8>,
SWINBURNE

Son^
bef. Sunrise, Wastes where Oie winds wings break Dis-

plumed by daylong ache And anguish of blind snows.

b. transf. mA Jig.
= DEPLUME a.

1606 SYLVESTER Du Bartas 11. iv. i. Trafhies 1347 Hum-

I blenes may flaring Pride displume. 1614 J.
ACK

f" Vh-
1

I lit To Rdr. Avja, Academicall wits might displume them

;
of these figge-tree leaues and manifest their

nakednej
1 18^6 R A VAI CHAN Afystut (1860) IL x. ll.

! ,96 FSn, s^pitiably displumed of all his shining virtues.

Hence Displu'med ppl. a.

plumed oversharles his gray hair. 18.7 SOL-THEY in Q. Ktv.

XXXV ITO His companion, .reported the vanquished and

dispmmed^condor to'be still alive. .883 STEVENSON ?,!-

rerado Sf. (1886. 5 The displumed hills stood clear against

the sky. .



DISPOINT.

Dispnoea : see DYSPNEA.

Dispoil(e, obs. form of DESPOIL.

I Dispornt, z".
1 Obs. Also 5 des-, 5-6 dis-,

dyspoynt. [a. OF. dcspainticr, -pointer (i4th c.

in Godef.), f. des-, Dis- 4 + -pointier in apointicr
to APPOINT ; cf. obs. It. Jispontare, dispiintarc to

disappoint (Florio).]
1. trans. To dismiss (from an appointment), dis-

card ; to deprive of. [OF. despointer de.]

1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 171 b/i Flaccus seyng hymself
dyspoynted and mocked torned hymself. 1489 1'aytes

ofA, in. v. 175 Thoo that faille theyre lorde in thys be-

halffe ought to be dyspoynted of the landes that they soo

holde.

2. To disappoint, balk. Const, of.

1494 FABYAN Citron, v. ciii. 78 Cramyrus was thus dis-

ynted of the ayde of Conobalde. 1530 PALSGR. 521/1,

'ispoynt, or hynder him of his purpose, or I breake a
ntement with a person. 1534 MORE Treat. Passion

n
po>
Wks. 1313/1 Who so for goddes sake is contente to lacke an

howse, shall not be dyspoynted when they shoulde nede it.

1535 COVERDALF. Ps. xvi[i]. 13 Vp Lordc, dispoynte him &
cast him downe. 1565 GOLDING Ovid's Met. xi.(is67) 136 a,

But Phebus streyght preuenting y8 same thing, Dispoynts
the Serpent of his bit, and turnes him into stone.

Dispornt, v? rare. [f.
Dis- 7 a 4- POINT sb. Cf.

obs. It. tlispuntare, mod. spuntare, Sp. despuntar
to take off the point.] trans. To deprive of the

point.
? 1611 SYLVESTER Du Barlas \\. iv. iv. Decay 905 His

hooks dispointed disappoint his haste.

t Dispqriitmeiit . Obs. rare. In 5 des-. [a.

OF. despointement (ijth c. in. Godef.) : see Dis-

POINT z.i and -MKOT.] Deprivation of or dismissal

from appointment or office.

1484 CAXTON Cnria.ll 5 They . . that ben hyest enhaunsed
ben after theyr despoyntement as a spectacle of enuye.

Dispoliate, -ation, var. ff. DESPOLIATE, etc.

1607 Bp. J. KING Serm. Nov. 24 Excommunicate, depose,

dispoliate Eagle and Falkons. 1658 PHILLIPS, Disfoliation.

Dispollu'te, v. rare. [Dis- 6.] trans. To
free from pollution,
1862 Sat. Rev. XIV. 537/2 The Thames to use their own

recondite word is not
'

dispolluted '. 1868 Standard 21

Mar. 5/1 To combine the whole drainage system of London,
so as to dispollute the Thames.

Dispond : see DESPOND.

Dispondee (doispfndf). Pros. [ad. L. di-

spondcus, Gr. SiaTruvSnos, f. Dl- 2 + ffirovSetos

SPONDEE. (Also used in L. form.)] A double

spondee.
1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Disporidaens (in Grammar),

a double Spondee, a Foot in Greek or Latin Verse consist-

ing of Four long Sylables ; as oriltores. 1740 DYCHE &
PARDON, Dispondee, in Latin Poetry, a foot consisting of

four long syllables, or two spondees. 1870 LOWELL Study
Wind. (1886) 241 One has no patience with the dispon-

dxuses, the pjeon primuses.
Hence Disponda'ic a., of or pertaining to a dis-

pondee : cf. SPONDAIC. I" recent Diets.

DiSpOUG (dispo'i'n), v. Chiefly Sc. Obs. exc. in

legal sense 4. Also 5 des-, dyspone, dispoyn,
6 disponde. [ad. L. disponSre to set in different

places, place here and there, arrange, dispose, f.

Dis- i + ponere to place: cf. rare OF. disponer

(Godef.). Dispoyn and disponde were dialectal

variants, the latter possibly from OF. despondre.
The Latin verb exists in It. as disponcre, dis-

porre, in Sp. disponer, Pg. despor, and survived in

OF. despondre. The latter was supplanted by des-

poser, disposer, as shown under DISPOSE. Disponer
was a learned adaptation of disponere."\

)
1. trans. To set in order, arrange, dispose. Obs.

ordinanss, all thyng. 1533 GAU Richt V^ay (1888) 90 Lat
vsz thank thy godlie wif quhilk disponis althing to our
guid. 1558^68 WARDE tr. Alexis' Seer. 101 b, Putte it, and
dispone it, in a panne or scillet, upon sifted ashes. 1588
A. KING tr. Canisiits' Cateck. 107 Y" clerks . . to assist

y priests . . to dispone y" people resorting to y haly
mysteries.

f 2. To dispose physically or mentally to or for
(something) ;

to incline. Obs.
c 1425 WYNTOUN Cron. tx. xxvii. 328 As he dysponit hym

for that, a 1510 DOUGLAS A". Hart n. 58 Than Jouthheid
said . . dispone jow with me ryde. 1553 Q. KENNEDY Com-
pend. Tract, in Wodrow Soc. Misc. 1844) 144 The Spirite
of God, disponand every gude Christin man to be the mair
able to keip the law of God. 1613 M. RIDLEY Magn.
Bodies 12 The Magneticall Inclinatory-needle . . is con-
formed and disponed unto the Axis of the Earth.

\ 3. To dispose of, give away, distribute. Obs.

(In the form dispond there is perh. confusion with dispend!)
1429 Wills # Inv. N. C. (Surtees 1835^ 80 All yees goodes

and parcelles aforesaid I wyll my son doo and dispoyn as
he wol answer afore god. c 1500 Lancelot 1774 His gudis al
for to dispone also In his seruice. 1545 Wills ff Inv. N. C.

(1835) 113 Qwhom I mayke my Executoure to dispone and
ordane all thynges for the healthe of my soulle. 1580 Ibid.

432 My goodes I will that it be disponded Amongeste
yowe thre.

fb. To expend, lay out (upon some object).
1570 Bp. OF Ross in Robertson Hist. Scotl. App. 67 The

sums you writ for, to be disponit upon the furnishing of the
Castle of Edinburgh.

490

4. Sc. Law. To make over, convey, assign, grant,

officially or in legal form.
a 1555 LYNDESAY Tragedy 348 Imprudent Prencis. .Quhilk

doith dispone all office spirituall. 1560 in Tytler Hist.

Scot. (1864) III. 397 The duke's grace. .is already disponing
to sundry men certain rowmes in these north parts. 1639
MRQ. HAMILTON Exploit. Meaning Oath 16 All bishopricks

vaickmg . . shall be only disponed to actuall preachers and
ministers in the kirk. 1721 Wodrow Carr. (1843) II. 577
The person who disponed the ground not being able to

make his right to it good. 1832 AUSTIN Jurispr. (1879) I'-

ll. 864 It is of the essence of property that the person pre-

sently entitled may dispone the property. 1861 W. BELL
Diet. Law Scot. 292 The disponer or maker of the deed
'
sells and dispones ', or where the deed is gratuitous,

1

gives, grants, and dispones ', the subject of the deed to the

receiver, who is technically called the disponee.

1 5. intr. or absol. To order matters, arrange,
make disposition or arrangement. Obs.

c 1500 Lancelot 1590 This maister saith,
' How lykhh god

dispone !

'

1508 DUNBAR Poems iv. 98 Sen for the deid remeid
is non, Best is that we for dede \i.e. death] dispone. 1500-20
Ibid, xxxvi. 13 Quhill thow hes space se thow dispone . .

Thyne awin gud spend quhill thow hes space, a 1605
MONTGOMERIE Misc. Poems xxxiv. 36 AH lyes into ?our
will, As 3e list to dispone.

t 6. intr. with of (on, upon : To dispose of,

deal with. Obs.

a- c 1374 CHAUCER Troylns y. 300 Of my moeble bow dis-

pone Right as be semeth best is for to done. 1535 STEWART
Cron. Scot. III. 14 Of his tua sisteris first he wald dispone.
c 1565 LiNDESAv(Pitscottie) Chr0tt.Sc0t.(i-jb%) 120 (Jam.) No
casualty could fall to the King in Scotland but was disponed
of by the advice of Cochran.
b. 1546 Sc. Acts Mary (1814) 474 (Jam.) It is vncertane

how thai will dispone vpoun him, ana quether thai will let

him to liberte or nocht. 1639 J. CORBET Ungirding Scott.

Ami. 16 Yow spair not. .to. .dispone upon the Kings forts

and castles, as you think good. 1818 SCOTT Br. Lamm, v,

The Laird of Bucklaw's fine to be disponed upon. 1820

Monast. xxxiii, To dispone upon the goods.
Hence Dispo'ned ///. a., assigned, conveyed,
made over; Disposing vbl. sb., disposing.
1564 J. RASTELL Confut. Jewel?s Serm. 114 b, The

makyng or disponing of any creature. 1823 BROWN Hist.
Brit. ChnrcJies I. iii. 72 These or higher superiors might
seize on said disponed houses or lands for themselves.

Disponee (disp^nr). Sc. Law. [f. prec. +

-EE.] The person to whom property is conveyed.
1746-7 Act 20 Geo. //, c. 50. 12 A procuratory of resigna-

tion in favour of such purchaser or disponee. 1773 ERSKINE
Inst. Law Scotl. \\. vii. 3 (Jam.) Such right, after it is

acquired by the disponer himself, ought not to hurt the I

disponee. 1863 PATERSON Hist. Ayr II. 771 He purchased
the regality of Failfoord from the disponees of Sir Thomas
Wallace Dunlop.

Disponent (disp^'nent), a. [ad. L. disponent-
cm t pr. pple. oidisponere : see DISPONE.] Dispos-

ing ; inclining in a certain direction, or towards

a particular end.

1613 M. RIDLEY Magn. Bodies 36 The disponent vertue

of the Magneticall globe of the Earth. 1635 SWAN Spec. M.
vi. 2 (1643) 197 The sunne is a disponent, though not
a productive cause of this saltnesse [of the sea]. 1846 SIR

W. HAMILTON Diss. in Reid's Wks. 771 Its exciting, dis-

ponent . . cause.

Disponer (dispJu-nai). Sc.
[f.

DISPONE v.]

1 1. One who disposes or arranges. Obs.

*553 Q- KENNEDY Compend. Tract, in Wodrow Sac.

Misc. (1844) 151 The procuraris, disponaris and upsteraris
of sick monsterus farssis.

2. The personwho conveys or makes overproperty.
a 1662 D. DICKSON Pract. Writ. (1845) I. 229 The dis-

poner of the inheritance. 1773 [see DISPONEE]. 1814 SCOTT
Wav. x, He possessed himself of the estate . . to the pre-

judice of the disponer's own flesh and blood. 1868 Act

31-32 Viet. c. 101. 8 All unrecorded conveyances to which
the disponer has right.

Disponge, var. form of DISPUNGE.

Dispo'nible, . [f. L. dispon-cre to DISPONE
+ -BLE.] Capable of being disponed or assigned.
Hence Disponibi-lity, capability of being dis-

poned; condition of being at one's disposal.
1862 Times 6 Feb. 8/2 We are glad to have a Government

in disponibility as well as one actually at work.

Dispope (dispJu'p), v. [Dis- 7 b. Cf. med.L.

dispapdrel\ trans. To deprive of the popedom.
1622 H. SYDENHAM Serm. Sol. Occ. (1637) 298 Whilst they

endeavour to dis-pope her they would un-bishop all Chris-

tendom. 1855 MILMAN Lot. Chr. III. 266 Albert was
chosen Pope and 'dispoped' in the same day (Muratori
says dispapato). 1877 TENNYSON Harold in. i. 70, I had my
Canterbury pallium From one whom they dispoped.

Dispo'pularize, ?> rare. [Dis- 6
;

cf. F. d-

popiilariser^\ trans. To deprive of popularity.
1803 W. TAYLOR in Ann. Rev. I. 301 A secret disposition

. . to thwart and dispopularize these ministers.

i DispO'pulate, v. Obs. rare. [Dis- 6.]
=

DEPOPULATE.
1588 R. PARKE tr. Mendoza's Hist. China 198 Leauing it

[the Cittie] beaten downe and dispopulated.

t Dispopulo'Sity. Obs. rare. [Dis- 9.] Un-

populous condition.

1632 LITHGOW Trav. iv. 166 There is another reason of
the dispopulosity of these parts.

Disport (dispout), sb. arch. Also 4-5 des-,

5 dys-. [a. AF. disport, OF. desport, commonly
deport

'

disport, sport, pastime, recreation, pleasure
'

(Cotgr.), f. desporter\ see next. For sense 5, cf.

DEPORT sb^\

DISPORT.

1. Diversion from serious duties ; relaxation, re-

creation ; entertainment, amusement, arch.

1303 R. BRUNNE Handi. Synne 4110 And come to hym on
hys dysport To make Florens gode cumfort. 1375 BARBOUR
Bruce nr. 586 Wes nane that eirir disport invent have Fra
steryng, and fra rowyng. c 1386 CHAUCER Man ofLaitfz
T. 45 To Rome for to wende, Were it for chapmanhode or
for

disport. Klerch. T. 680 Dooth hym disport, he is

a gentil man. c 1400 MAUNDEV. (1839) xxii. 242 He takcb
his desport passing be the contree. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg.
433 Vi Prayed .. that she myght haue .. hir suster wyth
hir for hir dysporte, comforte and companye. 1502 Priv.
Purse Exp. Eliz. of York (1830) 84 Item to the Quenes
grace .. for hure disporte at cardes this Crismas..Cs.
1603 KNOLLES Hist. Turks (1621) 30 One day for his dis-

port, hunting of the wild boare. 1728 POPE Dune. n. Argt.,
The Goddess is first pleased for her disport to propose
games to the Booksellers. 1820 SCOTT Ivanhoe xviS, I would
find myself both disport and plenty out of the King's deer.

1881 ROSSETTI Ball, ff Sonn. 117 The King and all his

Court Were met .. for solace and disport.

2. Anything which affords diversion and enter-

tainment ; a pastime, game, sport, arch.
c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 2217 Tel me furst by by lay ; wat dob

5our men of fraunce ; Of hure disport & ek hure play.
c 1400 MAUNDEV. (1839) iii. 17 A fair place for just-

ynges or for other Pleyes and desportes. ^576 FLEMING
Cains' Eng. Dogs ii. in Arb. Garner III. 246 Dogs serving
the disport of Fowling. 1604 SHAKS. Oth. i. iii. 272 That my
Disportscorrupt.and taintmy businesse. 1654GATAKER />/..

Apol. 20 Libertie, for some Disports that might be used on
the Sabbath. 1690 E. GEE Jesuit*s Mem. 126 Some honest
kind of Disports. 1861 Oitr Eng. Home 21 The display of

those pageants and disports which enlivened the repast.

j*
3. Merriment, mirth, fun. Obs.

c 1386 CHAUCER Prol. 138 Sikerly she was of greet desport,
And ful plesaunt, and amyable of port. 1659 HEYLIN
Animadv. in Fuller's Appeal (\%4,<3) 321 It was. .a matter
of no mean disport amongst the people for a long time

after. 1720 GAY Poems (1745^ I. 117 They .. in disport
surround the drunken wight. 1801 STRUTT Sports <$ Past.

it i. vi. 220 To the great amusement and disport of the polite

spectators.

1 4. The making sport of. Obs. rare.

1667 WATERHOUSE Fire Lond. 159 King Sespstrio.^.
caused

four captive Kings to draw his Coach, .he prided his incon-

stant Fortune, in the desport of their Vassalage.

f5. Bearing, carriage, deportment. Obs. rare.

1761 STERNE Tr. Shandy IV. xxii, I carried myself . . in

such fanciful guise of careless disport, that right sore am
I ashamed now.

Disport (dispoout), v. Forms : 4-5 desporte,

5-6 dys-, 5- dis-. [a. AF. desporter (Bozon),
OF. desporter^ depporter, usually deporter^ to divert,

amuse, please (Godef.) ; refl. 'to cease, forbeare,

leaue off, gine ouer ; also to disport, play, recreate

himselfe, passe away the time
*

(Cotgr.) ; f. des-,

Dis- i + porter'. L. portdre to carry, bear. For

the sense *

divert, amuse ', cf. the similar develop-
ment of F. divertir^ dedtiire, the notion being that

of turning, leading, or carrying away the attention

from serious or sad occupations.]

f 1. trans. To divert (from sadness, ennui, or the

like) ; to amuse, to entertain. Obs.

c 1374 CHAUCER Troylus iv. 696 (724) pey gonnen here

comforten .. And with here tales wenden here disporten.

"393 GOWER Conf. I. 75 Tho was bis wofull wif conforted

Be alle weies and desported. ^1430 LYDC. Min. Poems 15

Pip[in]s, quinces, blaunderelle to disport, And the pome-
cedre corageos to recomfort. 1638 SIR T. HERBERT Trav.

(ed.2)275Hee forces Barames to weare wpmens apparel 1, and
with a Distaffe in's hand to disport the insulting multitude.

1665 Ibid. (1677) 12 Well I remember that all the way we
sail'd .. we were disported by Whales.

2. refl. To disport oneself-, to cheer, divert,

amuse, or enjoy oneself; to occupy oneself pleasur-

ably ; now esp. to play wantonly, frolic, gambol,

sport j to display oneself sportively.
c 1385 CHAUCER L. G. W. 1441 Hipsiph. fy Medea (Camb.

MS.), To saylyn to that lond hym to disporte. c 1400
MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xxxiv. 154 ]>are in will he sitt .. for to

disporte him and take be aer. 1530 PALSGR. 521/1 Go dis-

porte you with them, they be good felowes. 1593 SHAKS.

3 Hen. VI, iv. v. 8 He hath . . attended with weake guard,
Come hunting this way to disport himselfe. a 1649 DRUMM.
OF HAWTH. Hist. Jas. V. Wks. (1711) 104 Whilst he dis-

ported himself at the court of France. 1742 WARBURTON
Comm. Pope's Ess. Man Wks. 1811 XI. 142 After having dis-

ported himself at will, in the flowery paths of fancy. 1879
BEERBOHM Patagonia 9 Seabirds were disporting themselves

in the water. 1887 BOWEN Virg. Eclog. vi. 2 My Muse in

Sicilian measure was well Pleased to disport her.

3. intr. (for refl.}
=

prec.
1480 CAXTON Chron. Eng. ccxliii. (1482)287 The emperour

.. come in to englond to kyng Henry with hym to speke
and to disporte. 1591 SPENSER Daphn. 118, I her caught

disporting on the greene. 1600 J. PORY tr. Leo's Africa
ii. 157 Every man runs to the taverne to disport .. and to

bee drunken. 1712-14 POPE Rape Lock \\. 66 Where light

disports in ever-mingling dyes. 1809 CAMPBELL Gertr.

Wyom. i. iii, The flamingo . . disporting like a meteor on

the lakes. 1847 J. WILSON Chr. North (1857) II. 21 See

the cubs disporting at the mouth of the briery aperture.

f 4. ? To deport oneself. Obs. rare.

CI4SO LONEUCH Grail xxxvi. 281 At themperours table

Iset he was, and there disported hym al that day As a man
that In letargye lay.

f 5. trans. ? To divert, or turn away. Obs. rare.

1450 Paston Lett. No. 122. I. 16^
The day of oier and

termyner shall holde at Norwich on Moneday next comyng,
and by that cause my Lord of Oxenford shall be disported
of his comyng to the Parlement.
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t Disportation. Obs. rare. f. Dis- i + L.

pot-tare to carry ; sec -ATION.] The action of

carrying away or in different directions.

1622 M.U.YM:S Anc. Latu.Mtnh. 413 Merchants cannot
enter into consideration of the quantitic of forreine commo-
dities imported at clecrc rates, and the natiue commodities
;it leaser ratt;s exported, .. by the disportation whereof,
commeth an euidetit oucrballancing of commodities.

t Dispo'rter. Obs. [f. DISPORT v. + -Kit*.]

One who nuikrs spmt or jests ;
a jester, juggler.

1432-50 tr. Hidden ' Rolls) IV. 31 Bledgarec..callede god
of ilisporlcrs [Hidden deus joculatontni\.

1 1 nice f Dispo-rteresB, Obs., a female jester.
c 1430 Pilgr. LyfManhode iv. xxxvi. (1869^ 104, I thouhte

bhe was a jowgleresse and a disporteresse to folk.

DispO'rting, M. sbt [f.
DISPORT v. + -ING 1

.]

The action of the verb DISPORT ; diversion, amuse-
ment ; sportive action, gambolling.
1561 T. HOBY tr. Castiglione's Courtyer i. B f Their ac-

customed trade of disporunge and ordinary recreations.

1593'!'. WATSON Tears ofJ'ancie xy.\\. Poems (Arb.) 191 It

nlcasd my Mistris once to take the aire Amid the vale of
Imir for her disporting. 1809 W. IRVING Knickerb. u. iv.

(18491 102, I must fain resign all poetic disportings of the

f.niry. 1887 L. OLIPHANT Episodes 149 The clumsy dis-

jioi tinns of a baby elephant.

[Disporting (K., from Prynne), misprint of

iiispailingi DESPOILING in Act i Hen. VII. c. 6.]

Dispo'rtive, # rare. [f. DISPORT v. + -IVK;
cf. sportive] Inclined to disport ; sportive. Hence
Dispo'rtively adv., in sport.

1773 J- Rss Fratricide i. 739 (MS.) Abel to him calls

The sons of Cain disportive from nisside. X793J. WILLIAMS
A nth. Klein, Warren Hastings 48 Nero disportively made
Innocence and Merit bleed, &\vMorningHeraldy)&pt.i
Tinting the cheeks of their royal brethren, disportively, as

they passed. 1813 T. BUSBY Lucretius n. 353 The fleecy
breed . . on the joyous grass disportive feed.

DispO'rtment. [f-
as prec. + -MENT.] Diver-

sion, amusement ;
= DISPORT sb.

1660 H. MORE Myst. Godl. 81 With their obscene gestures
and meretricious disporlments. Ibid. 150 The enjoyment
of those dispurtments and pleasures. 1804 National Ob'
server i^ Jan. 221/1 The old-style novelist plunged into

a Bohemia of love and debt and dtsportment.

Disposabi'lity. [f. next -f -ITY.] The quality
of being disposable ; ability to be disposed of.

1830 Examiner 67/1 The disposibility of the person by
Government has obviously been the only point considered.

1833 Fraser's Mag. VII. 655 What can bring back the com-
mand and disposability of back-rents, while the present
national debt remains. 1858 T. MARTINEAU Stud. Chr. 352
The ultimate security on whose disposability in the last

resort, .the very existence of Society depends.

Disposable (dispJu'zab'l), a. Also 7 dispos-
able, 8-9 disposeable. [f. DISPOSE v. + -ABLE.]
1. Capable of being disposed or inclined ; inclin-

able (to something), rare.

i6$a GAULE Magastrom. 113 That the
pup'tll

be naturally
inclined to the art, or easily disposible thereto. 1880 [im-
plied in DISPOSABLENESS : see below],

2. Capable of being disposed of; that maybe
got rid of, made over, or dealt with in some way ;

capable of being put to some use, available ; at

(some one's) disposal.
1643 PRVNNE Treachery <$ Disloyalty* etc. v. 85 (R.) Most

of the great officers, .are hereditary, and not disposable by
the king, a 1679 T. GOODWIN Wks. II. iv. 124 (R

t)
) His own

mercy and grace . . the riches thereof are disposable no way
but to the use and benefit of creatures. 1796 BURKE Regie.
Peace u. Wks. VIII. 252 The great riches . . easily afforded
a disposeable surplus. z8ia WELLINGTON DisP. 26 Oct. in

Examiner 23 Nov. 740/2 A very large proportion . . would
be disposable for service. 1856 MASSON Ess., Storyofijjo,
233 They were more disposable as literary ware. 1886 Law
Kefi. 31 Ch. Div. 276 Ihere must be some disposable pro-
perty under the settlement.

Hence Dispo sableuess.
1880 H. MACMILLAN inSuntf. Mag, Mar. 173 Adisposable-

ncv, of mind which fits us to take part in any duty.

Disposal (disfwu-zal). [f. DISPOSE v. + -AL 5.]
The act or faculty of disposing, in various senses.

fl. The action of arranging, ordering, or regu-

lating by right of power or possession; control,

direction, management ; esp. Divine control of the

course of events
; ordinance, appointment, dispen-

sation; DISPOSITION 3. Obs.

1648 MILTON Tenure Kings (1650) 3 God, out of his provi-
dence and high disposal. 1671 Samson 210 Tax not
divine disposal. 1696 WHISTON Tk. Earth (^3-2) 8 An un-

Bra&l and miraculous disposal of things. 1710 M. HENRY
Contm. Feel. Hi. 14 God changeth his disposals and yet is

unchangeable in his Counsels.

2. The action of disposing of, putting away, get-

ting rid of, settling, or definitely dealing with.

1648 GAGE West Jnd. xiv, 93 A Letter which he had writ
. . concerning the disposall of our persons. 1688 Col. Rue.

Pennsylv. I. 235 Touching y Great Seal's Disposall in his

absence. 1731 GAY Let. to Swift IT Apr. in Swift's Lett.

(1766) II. 125 Directions about the disposal of your money.
1869 E. A. PARKES Pract. Hygiene (ed. 3) 505 The disposal
of the dead is always a question of difficulty. 1885 Law
n/ttfs LXXX. 138/1 To devote about a week .. at the end
of each sitting to the disposal of these actions.

3. The action of bestowing, giving, or making
over ; bestowal, assignment.
1660 F. BROOKE tr. Le JS/attc's Trat>. 265 To his second

Son he had given the Seniory . . with other subsequent dis-

pubaU. 1737 POPK Tk. Var. Sitbj. in Swift*f Wks. (1755)

II. i. 229 To use his credit in the disposal of an employment
to a person . . futcMt fur it. 1783 HI/KKK .S'/. /:'. India Hill
\V'ks. IV. 120 The disposal by parliament of any office de-
rived from the authority of the crown.

b. Alienation, making over, or parting with, by
sale or the like.

1697 DAMFIEK Voy. I. 503 To sell some commodities, that
he had not yet disposed of. . He chose rather to leave the dis-

posal of them to some Merchant there. 1845 Sn.i 'tu .N Laws
Eng,(1874)11.44 The right of disposal is suspended. 1/1855
Miss MITFORD in L'Estrange Life (1870) I. v. 118, I am
happy that the speedy disposal of the pictures will enable

you. .to settle this unpleasant affair.

4, Power or right to dispose of, make use of, or

deal with as one pleases ; control, command,
management: usually in

phr.
at (in) ones disposal.

1630 WAOSWOHTH Pilgr. vih. 82 My Father being dead,
and I at my owne disposall. 1667 1'r. S. PARKER Censure

Platpn. Philos. 7 Though the biggest portions of our

felicity be at our own disposals, a 1698 TEMPLE Ess,, Dijf.
Co/iit. Ai>Wks. 1731 I. 308 A Man in Publick Affairs, is

like one at Sea ; never in his own Disposal, but in that of
Winds and Tides. 1711 STEELE Sped. No. 154 P3 A very
pretty young Lady, in her own Disposal. 1767 BLACKSTONK
Comm. II. 216 The lords, who had the disposal of these
female heiresses in marriage. 1856 FROUDE Hist. Eng. (1858)
I. i. 84 Sufficient funds having been, .placed at the disposal
of the Government.

5. Arrangement, placing in a particular order :

DISPOSITION i.

1818 WEBSTER s.v. Disposal^ This object was effected by
the disposal of the troops in two lines. 1842 !'raster's .Mm;.
XXVI. 472 The admirable disposal of the drapery. 1890
A. GISSING Village Hatnpden I. viii. 190 A very tasteful

disposal about the granary of flowers, .and evergreens.

Dispose (dispJu-z), v. Also (5 dispoose, dis-

poyse) ; 5-6 dys-, 6-7 des-. [a. OK. dispose-r,

rarely tksp- (i2-i3th c. in Hatzf.), f. L. dis-, Dis-
i + poser to place, lay down (see POSE, REPOSE) ;

substituted for L. disponSre (which came down in

OF. as de$pondre\ see DISPONE), by form-associa-

tion with inflexions and derivatives of the latter, as

dispos, disposition^ etc. Cf. COMPOSE, DEPOSE.]
I. Transitive senses.

1. To place (things) at proper distances apart and
in proper positions with regard to each other, to

place suitably, adjust ; to place or arrange in a

particular order.

1387 TREVISA Higden, (Rolls) I. 109 (Matz.) J>e citee . . is

disposed bat be water bat falleb dounward . . no fen makeb
and renneb into cisternes. ^1391 CHAUCER Astrol. i. 21

The sterres . . ben disposed in signis of bestes, or shape like

bestes. 1548 HALL Ckron.
t
Hen. VI (an. 3) 87 b, Or the

Frenchmen had either desposed their garrison, or appoynted
their lodgynges. 1576 FLEMING Panopl. Epist. 257 Direc-

tions and precepts, how you should order and dispose your
studies. 1590 SPENSER F, Q. u. viii. 26 Words, well dispost,

[rimes ghost, host, most] Have secrete powre t' appease in-

flamed rage. 1628 SIR J. BEAUMONT Boswortk F. 659 This

done, these valiant Knights dispose their Blades. i6a8 T.

SPENCER Logick 248 Precepts, which teach vs, to dispose

arguments in a Syllpgisme. 1695 WOODWARD Nat. Hist.
Earth Pref., The said Terrestrial Matter is disposed into

Strata or Layers. ITIJ ADDISON Spect. No. 412 p? The
different Colours of a Picture, when they are well disposed,
set off one another. 1777 W. DALRYMPLE Trav, Sp. fy Port.

xxvi, The town is situated on a rising ground and hand-

somely disposed. 1790 PALEV Horse Paul. \. j, I have dis-

posed several instances ofagreement underseparate numbers.

1885 Athenaeitm 23 May 669/1 Verdurous masses of foliage
and sward disposed with great simplicity and breadth.

b. To put into the proper or suitable place ;
to

put away, stow away, deposit ; to put (a number of

things) each into the proper place, distribute. Now
rare.
c 1420 Pallad. on Husb. vi. 206 The xxxth day x pounds

hony dispose In it wel scommed first, and use it soo. 1574
tr. Martorat's Apocalips 7 Seuerall Churches, which are

disposed in euery towne & village, according as mans
necessitie requireth. 1606 SHAKS. Tr. fy Cr. iv. v. 116 His
btowes are wel di.spos'd there, Aiax. i66a J. DAVIES tr.

Mandelslo's Trav. 183 The Gold and Silver is lock'd up in

Chests, and dispos'd into the Towers of the Castle. Ibid.

256 No man but hath at least two wives, but dispos'd into

several huts. 1685 LUTTRELL Brief Rel. (1857) ' 35$ His

majesties standing forces . . are disposed into severall parts
of this Kingdom. 1725 POPE Odyss. xiu. 87 The chearful

mates Safe in the hollow deck dispose the cates. 1834
MEDWIN Angler in Wales II. 258 A dying lamp was dis-

posed in a niche of the wall.

f C. gen. To dispose of, deal with in any way.
1590 MARLOWE znd Pt. Tantburl. iv. i. Then bring those

Turkish harlots to my tent, And I'll dispose them as it likes

me best.

f d. To place in a particular employment, situa-

tion or condition ; to assign, appoint. Obs.

1579 LVLY Enpkucs (Arb.) 132 A gentleman that hath
honest and discreet seruants dysposeth them to the encrease

of his segnioryes, one he appointeth stewarde of his court es,

an other ouerseer of his landes. x66a J. DAVIES tr. Man-
delslds Trav. 190 All the handsome young Damosels . . to

be dispos'd into his Ladies service. 1697 DRYDEN Virg.
Gtorg. in. 768 Ye Gods, to better Fate good Men dispose.

f 2. To regulate or govern in an orderly way ; to

order, control, direct, manage, command. Obs.

1398 TREVISA Bartk. De P. R. \\. xviii. (1495) 42 Angels
..haue vnder theym the ordres of men, and ordeyne and

dyspose theym. c 1430 LYDG. <)//. Poems (1840) 149 (Matz. )

1 hat Christ Jesus dispoose so the ballaunce, That Petris

ship be with no tempest drownyd. 1530 PALSGR. 521/1,
I wyll dispose this mater as I shall thynke best. 1581 SAVILE
Tacitus' Hist. i. Ixxvii. (1591) 43 Otho. .disposed the affaires

of the Kmpirc. 1618 CHAPMAN /festotTtCeflr^. 1.211 iTkeyJ
were such great fools at that age [a hundred yeai-| ih.u

they Could not themselves dispose a family. 1667 MILTON
/'. /,. i. 246 Be it so, since nee Who now U Sovran can

dispose and bid What shall be right. 1677 HALE I'rim.

Man. i. L 34 A Regent Principle, . . which may govern
and dUpo&e it as the Soul of Man doth his Body.

t3. To assign or deliver authoritatively. 06s.

1382 WVCLIK Luke xxli. 29 And I dispose to jou,
as my

fadtr hath disposed to me, a rewme. 1548 UUALL, etc.

Erastn. Par. Matt. i. 21 And I will dispose a newe testa,

nicnt to the house of Judas.

1 4. To bestow, make over, hand over ; to deal

out, dispense, distiibute; -
dispose of($KW&. 8). Obs.

^1430 LYDG. Mi*. Poems (1840) so (Matz.) The withe

gyftc they goodly han disposed. 1463 Bury Wills (1850) 38
If ony come ovir to dispose it in dedys of charite and
almesse. 1530 PALSGK. 531/1, I dispose goodes to dyvers
folkes, je distribue. 16*3 Wim BOUKNE Newfoumiland 89
Hauing disposed away such fish and traine oyle as they
take there in the Summer time unto merchants. 1679 88
Seer. Serv. Money Chat. II $ Jos. // (Camdeni 81 To the

Bp. of London, to be by him disposed to the poor distressed

inhabitants of the city . . in respect of the extreme hard
weather. 1681 K. SHELDON Let. in Wood Life (1848) 250
Her father hauing sent her two or three [copies] to dispose
amongst her friends. 1710 HAKLEY in Kllis Ortg, Lett. Ser.
u. IV. 26^ The places will be speedily disposed, and the

chiefest will fall to the share of the Duchess of Somerset.
i8t3 CRUISE Digest (ed. 2) IV. 243 The enjoyment during
life, and the power of disposing to whatever person and in

whatever manner she pleased.
6. To put into the proper frame or condition for

some action or result ; to make fit or ready ; to lit,

prepare (todot or to orfor something); refl. to pre-

pare oneself, get ready, make
preparation,

arch.
c 1375 in AY/. Ant. I. 41 It techeth thee how thou schalt

dispose the to almaner of goode lyvynge. c 1386 CHAUCER
Friar's T. 361 Disposeth ay youre hertes to withstonde
The feend. c 1489 CAXTON Blanchardyn 1L 196 Blanch-

anlyn . . dysposed him self for to retourne ayen toward

Tormaday. 1538 STARKLY England \\. i. 161 Certayn
remedys . . wycn . . schal meruelou&ely dyspose the partys
also to receyue cure and remedy. 1576 FLEMING Pattopl.

Epist. 62 Therefore will we dispose our selves to suffer.

16*9 A. BAKER in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. IL III. 257 That the

prolonging of your daies maie be a meane to dispose you
for the better departure, when it shall please God to call

you. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Gtorg. iv. 214 He knew For
Fruit the grafted Pear-tree to dispose. 1815 W. TAYLOR in

Monthly Rev. LXXVII. 513 Those missionaries who are dis-

posing themselves to visit the Syrian churches. 1819 BYRON
Proph. Dante \\. 43 All things are disposing for thy doom,

f b. To make suitable, adapt, suit. Obs.
i6oa MARSTON Ant. ff Mel. Induct. Wks, 1856 I. 3. I but

dispose my speach to the habit of my part. 1736 BUTLER
Anal. u. Conclusion 410 Assistance, which nature enables,
and disposes and appoints them to afford.

c. To bring into a particular physical or mental

condition: inpa.J>ple.', see DISPOSED 2, 3.

0. To put into a favourable mood for (some-

thing); to give a tendency or inclination to; to

incline, make prone (to something, or to do some-

thing).
a. To incline the mind or heart of; pa. pple. in-

clined : see DISPOSED 4. Also absot.

c 1340 [see DISPOSED 4]. c 1430 Stans Puer 4 in Babees Bk.

27 Dispose hou t>ee aftir my doctryne To all nortur \>\ corage
toencline. iytg Pater nostert Xzv, * O<W(W.de W.) A ij,

A ryght profytable treatyse ., to dyspose men to be ver-

tuously occupyed in theyr myndes prayers. 1653 MILTON
Hirelings Wks. 1738 I. 562 Wherof I promis'd then to speak
further, when I should find God

disposing me, and oppor-
tunity inviting. 1735 BERKELEY DeJ. Fret-think, in Math.

7 Wks. 1871 III. 305 Not that I imagine geometry dis-

poseth men to infidelity. 1781 GIBBON Decl. * F. III. 51
1'he respectful attachment of the emperor for the orthodox

clergy*, had disposed him to love and admire the character

of Ambrose. 1853 J. H. NEWMAN Hist. Sit. (1873) II. i. i. 29
Circumstances which could not favourably dispose the Hun
to new overtures.

b. To impart a physical tendency or inclination

to ; pa. pple. inclined, liable : see DISPOSED 5.

Also absol.

c 1380 [see DISPOSED 5]. c 1430 LYDG. Min. Poems (1840)
i ,7 (Matz.) Satourn disposith to malencolye. 1599 H.
BUTTES Dyets drie Dinner Fviij, In olde time they ate

Lettuse after supper . . to dispose them selves to sleepc.
rt i68a SIR T. BROWNE Tracts (1684) 45 The great Mists and
Dews., might dispose the Corn unto corruption. 1732
ARBUTHNOT Rules of Diet 291 Such a state disposeth the

Humours of the Body to Heat. 18*3 J. BADCOCK Dam.
Atnuscm. 18 Smoke dissolves the gelatine, and disposes the

meat to rancidity.

II. Intransitive senses,

7. To make arrangements; to determine or con-

trol the course of affairs or events; to ordain,

appoint.
Esp. in proverb Man proposcs% (but) God disposes [tr.

* Homo proponit, sed Deus disponit,' A Kempis De /niita-

tione i. xi.\.].

138* WYCUF Acts vii. 44 The tabernacle of witnessing was
with oure fadris in desert, as God di&poside to hem. 1388

Rev. Prol., Therfor God the Fadir . . disposid with the

Sone and the Hooli Goost to schewen hem, that me dredde
hem the lesse. a 1400-50 Alexander 279 Hym . . that shall

be\>ublykei
'

dyspotheth '. 1548 HALL Chron.^ He*. Vt tan. 8) 70 To dis-

pose for the nedes of the foresaied realme. 1634 SANDERSON
Sernt. II. 702 We have a proverb. . 'man purposeth, but God
disposeth . 1718 PRIOR Power 842 Tis God who must dis-

pose, and man sustain.
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DISPOSE.

f b. To settle matters, make terms. Obs.

1606 SHAKS. Ant. % Cl. iv. xiv. 123 For when she saw. .you
did suspect She had dispos'd with Cajsar, and that your

rage Would not be purg'd, she sent you word she was dead.

8. Dispose of (with indirect passive to be dis-

posed of): fa. To make a disposition, ordering,

or arrangement of; to do what one will with; to

order, control, regulate, manage : = sense 2. spec.

in Astral, (see quot. 1819). Obs.

1566 GASCOIGNE, etc. Jocasta. in. ii. in Child Four Plays
(1848) 209 You may of me, as of your selfe dispose.^ 1582
N. LICHKFIELD tr. Castanheda's Cony. E. Ind. Ixxiii. 151

From this time forward you may dispose of your selues,

and do what you shall think best. 1599 SKAKS. Hen. y,
in. iii. 49 Enter our Gates, dispose of vs and ours, For we
no longer are defensible. 1648 Bury Wills (Camd.) 200

Not time to dispose of theire affaires. 1692 DRYDEN St.

Eurenwnl's Ess. 349 -By this, Mistresses dispose of their

Old Lovers to their Fancy, and Wives of their Old Husbands.

1819 J. WILSON Compl. Diet. Astral, s.v., A planet disposes
of any other which is in its house : thus, if n were in

/_
he

would be disposed of by I/ . In horary questions, it is a

sign that the thing or person signified by the planet so

disposed of, is in the power or interest of the planet (or

those whom it signifies) that disposes of it,

b. To put or get (anything) off one's hands ; to

put away, stow away, put into a settled state or

position ; to deal with (a thing) definitely ;
to get

rid of; to get done with, settle, finish. In recent

use sometimes spec, to do away with,
' settle ', or

demolish (a claim, argument, opponent, etc.) ;

also humorously, to make away with, consume

(food).
1610 SHAKS. Temp. i. ii. 225 Of the Kings ship, The

Marriners, say how thou hast disposd. 1652 J.
HAYWARD

tr. Biondts Eromena 32 The King was.. laid in his bed, so

would the Ladies have likewise disposed of the Queene.
1666 PEPYS Diary 16 Aug., It was so pleasing a sight to see

my papers disposed of. 1773 GOLDSM. Stoops to Conq. i,

I'm disposing of the husband before I have secured the

lover. 1841 JAMES Brigand xxvi, Bernard de Rohan must
be met and disposed of at the sword's point. 1863 A. J.

HORWOOD Yearbks. 30^31 Edw. I Pref. 10 The very words
of the Judges in disposing of the cases are set down. 1867
FREEMAN Norm. Conq. (1876) I. iv. 253 Several daughters,
who were of course well disposed of in marriage. ^ 1873
TRISTRAM Moab x. 175 The discovery . . seems to dispose
of the claims of these Dhra'as to be Biblical sites. 1879
F. W. ROBINSON Coward Consc. II. vii, Tom disposed rapidly
of two glasses of sherry and the. .sandwiches. 1885 SIR R.

BAGGALLAY in Law Rep. 14 Q. Bench Div. 879 The observa-

tions made by the Master of the Rolls sufficiently dispose
of that contention. 1885 Manch. Exam. 10 July 5/1 The
Northern team, batting first, were disposed of for 192.

c. To make over or part with by way of sale or

bargain, sell.

1676 Deed Trhi. Coll. in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886)

II. 521 It shalbe lawful! for . . him . . to dispose of the said

two Chambers . . to any other beside his kindred. 1704 M RS.

RAY in Lett. Lit. Men (Camden) 207, I do intend to dis-

pose of Mr. Ray's books. 1774 FOOTE Cozeners II. Wks.

1799 II. 173, I am to be disposed of by private contract.

1843 BORROW Bible in Spain 273 A large edition of the New
Testament had been almost entirely disposed of in the_very
centre of Spain. 1891 Law Times XC. 283/1 The plaintiff

was. .in possession of two diamond rings which he wished

to dispose of.

td. To make fit or ready : = sense 5. Obs.

1655 FULLER Waltham Abby 13 He . .acquainted him with

his dying condition, to dispose of his soul for another world.

(9. Dispose upon or on: to dispose of (see

prec. b and c). Sc. Obs.

1632 LITHGOW Trav. iv. 166 The lands they . . dispose

upon to valerous Souldiers. 1639 DRUMM. OE HAWTH.
Ansu\ toObj. Wks. (1711) 214 To give up the person of

their prince, to be disposed on as a stranger nation shall

think convenient. 1640-1 Kirhcndbr. War-Comm. Min.
Bk. (1855) 67 To use and dispose upon the tymber. 1778
W. ROBERTSONE Let. in J. Russell Haigs xii. (1881) 374
This visit will give you an opportunity to dispose upon
oxen ; if you have not already done it.

1 10. Dispose -with : to dispose of (see 8 c). Obs.

1653 H. COGAN tr. Pinto's Trav. iv. 8 For his particular
he had no power to dispose with any part of the booty.

Disperse, sb. Obs. or arch. [f. DISPOSE v.]
The action or fact of disposing : in various senses.

f 1. Arrangement, order ;
= DISPOSITION I . Obs.

1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mor. 646 He observed in all

points a singular order and dispose.

) 2. The action of ordering ; ordinance, appoint-
ment ; direction, management : = DISPOSAL I . Obs.
1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. vii. xxxi. 2 (R.), Such is the

dispose of the sole disposer of empires, that they have their

risings, their fuls.and their fals. 1671 MILTON Samson 1746
Oft we doubt What the unsearchable dispose Of Highest
Wisdom brings about

) 3. Power or right to dispose of something, or

deal with it at one's will
;
control: = DISPOSAL 4.

Esp. in phr. at (in, etc.) one's dispose (very common
1600-1730). Obs.

1590 SHAKS. Com. Err. I. i. 21 His goods confiscate to the
Dukes dispose. 1594 MARLOWE & NASHE Dido v. ii, Ye
gods, that.. order all things at your high dispose. 1610
HOLLAND Camderfs Brit. i. 325 He was under the dispose
of the Generall of the Footemen. 1628 T. SPENCER Logick
219 Man is at Gods dispose, and all the other Creatures
are at Gods, arid mans. 1631 WEEVER Anc. Fun. Man. 115
Left to the dispose and pleasure of the King. 1690 DRY-
DEN Don Sebastian v. Wks. 1883 VII. 450 His life's in my
dispose. 1725 POPE Odyss. iv. 733 To Fate's supreme
dispose the dead resign. 1741 RICHARDSON Pamela \ I. 209
Then you'll have some time at your own Dispose.

492

f4. The action of bestowing, making over, or

dealing out
; bestowal, distribution : cf. DISPOSE

v. 4, DISPOSAL 3. Obs.

1591 GREENE Maiden's Drcatne Wks. 1881-3 XIV. 310
No man went emptie from his frank dispose, He was a pure
bearer vnto the poore. 1606 HOLLAND Sudan. 261 What
he thoght of the last dispose of the Provinces. 1673 MAR-
VELL in Collect. Poems 249 Neglecting to call for any
Account of the Dispose of the said Treasury.

f5. Mental constitution or inclination ; frame of

mind; = DISPOSITION 6. Obs.

1606 SHAKS. Tr. $ Cr. n. iii. 174 He . . carries on the

streame of his dispose . . In will peculiar, and in selfe ad-

mission. 1609 ROWLANDS Knaue of Clnbbes 15 Meeting
with one iust of his owne dispose, With him he plotted

to_

escape his foes. 1628 LAUD Wks. (1847) I. 173 'Peace'

stands for a quiet aTid calm dispose of the hearts of men.

b. External manner
;
air

; pose. rare.

1601 ? MARSTON Pasqnil ff Kath. n. 105 More Musick's

in thy name, and sweet dispose, Then in Apollos Lyre, or

Orpheus Close. 1604 SHAKS. Oth. \. iii. 403 He hath a

person, and a smooth dispose, To be suspected. 1875
BROWNING Inn Album 21 At the haught highbred bearing
and dispose.

Disposed (dtspOJ-zd), ///. a. [f. vb. + -ED '.]

1. Arranged.appointed, prepared, suitably placed,
or situated, etc. : see DISPOSE v. i, 5.

saving faun vi. 40 Aaams soui was creaicu in A^isyuacu
or prepared Body. 1663 J. SPENCER Prodigies (1665) 73
The figure and glory of the Sun drawn by its own beams

upon a disposed cloud. 1867 SMYTH Sailor's Word-bk.,

Disposed Quarters, the distribution when the camp is

marked about a place besieged.

1 2. a. In a (specified) physical, esp. bodily,

condition ; in a (good or bad) state of health ;

conditioned, b. Having a (particular) bodily con-

stitution; constituted, c. absol. In good health

or condition; not indisposed. Obs.
c 1386 CHAUCER Manciple's Prol. 33 Thy breeth ful soure

stynketh, That sheweth wel thou art nat wel disposed.

11400 Lan/ranc's Cinirg. 222 It wole make a man yuel

disposid & feuerous. 1470-85 MALORY Arthur \\\. xxvi,
He is as fair an handed man and wel disposed as ony is

lyuynge. c 1477 CAXTON Jason 54 b, The weder was softe

and well disposed. 1488 Chast. Goddes Chyld. 21 Dyuerse
men fallen in to dyuerse feuers after he is dysposed. 1577
FENTON Gold. Epist. 234 Whiche made hir bodie disposed,
and hir minde liuely. 1590 SIR J. SMYTH Disc. Weapons
in Lett. Lit. Men (Camden) 51 Thousands of the lustiest

and dispost sort of English people. 1662 NEWCOME Diary
(Chetham Soc.) 39, I was somew6

aguishly disposed all this

day. 1694 Ace. Sev. Late Voy. n. 11711) 35 When the Air

is so disposed, as the Stars do . . look bigger . . it is a great

Prognostication.
3. Having a (particular) mental constitution, dis-

position, or turn of mind, f b. absol. Well dis-

posed, having a favourable disposition (quot. 157").
c 1430 LYDG. Hors, Shepe ff G. 207 Alle folke be nat [lyke]

of condicionis, Nor lyke disposyde in wylle, thought, and
deede. 1481 CAXTON Myrr. in. xiii. 165 Neuer shal the

euyl disposed man saye well of that he cannot wel ynder-
stonde. 1564 Godly Admon. Decrees Council Trent title-p.,

Wrytten for . . godlye disposed persons sakes. 1577 FENTON
Gold. Epist. 242 The one disposed, the other frowarde.

1593 SHAKS. 2 Hen. VI, ill. i. 76 Seemes he a Doue? His
feathers are but borrow'd, For hee's disposed as the hatefull

Rauen. 1639 LD. DIGBY Lett. cone. Rclig. iv. 85 A man so

disposed as . . to leap at once from England to Rome. 1709
STEELE Taller No. 78 r 13, I require all sober disposed

persons to avoid meeting the said Lunatick. 1863 FR. A.

KEMBLE Haiti, in Georgia 24 He is remarkably good-

tempered and well disposed.

4. Inclined, in the mood, in the mind (to do

something, to orfor something). Also with adverb,

In a (particular) mental condition or mood ; well

or ill disposed: favourably or unfavourably inclined

(to, towards, ^for}. See DISPOSE y.
6 a.

1340 HAMPOLE Prose Tr. ix. 24 Othir gosteli occupa-
cions after that thei fele hem disposed, c 1386 CHAUCER
Clerk's T. 651 To tempte his wyf, as he was first disposed.
c 1430 LYDG. Min. Poems (1840) 159 (Matz.) Som man of

herte disposed to pryde. c 1489 CAXTON Sonnes ofAymon
xxii. 476, I am dysposed for to doo the worste that I can

agenste hym. 1551 Bk. Com. Prayer Pref., That suche as

be disposed maye come to heare gpds worde.
_ 1596 SHAKS.

i Hen. IV, iv. i. 38 To see how Fortune is dispos'd to vs.

1659 B. HARRIS ParivaFs Iron Age 288 Who would have

believed, that many should needs be well disposed for the

King of Scots? 1712 ADDISON Sped. No. 542 r 4, I should

be more severe upon myself than the public is disposed to

be. 1828 D'ISRAELI Chas. I, I. v. 103 The French Cabinet

was strongly disposed for a Spanish war. 1892 GARDINER
Stud. Hist. Eng. 17 He was more disposed to defend the

Empire than to extend it.

(
b. ellipl. Inclined to merriment ;

in a jocund
mood. Obs.

1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. n. i. 250 Come to our Pauillion,

Boyet is disposde. 1593 PEELE Chron. Edw. I, 125, I pray
let go; Ye are dispos'd I think, a 1616 BEAUM. & FL.

Custom Countrey i. i, You are dispos'd.

5. Having a physical inclination or tendency (to

something., or to do something) ; inclined, liable,

subject. See DISPOSE v. 6 b.
c 1380 WYCLIF Sel. Wks. III. 68 pe see .. is moore, and

neer hevene, and moore disposid to take li^t. 1398 TREVISA
llarth. De P. R. xix. xlvi. (1495) 889 Saltnesse .. makyth
Iflesshe] the lesse disposyd to corrupcion. 1541 R. COPLAND
Gnydon's Quest. Chirttrg., To what diseases is y bladder

disposed? .. It is dysposed to opylacyons. 1758 A. REID tr.

j Macquer's Chem. I. xa All similar substances have an

DISPOSING.

Affinity with each other, and are consequently disposed to

unite. 1886 A. WINCHELL IValks f; Talks Ceo/. Field 196

[Strata] huffish in colour, and disposed to crumble to pieces.

Hence Dispersed!?, adv. rare.

c 1610 SIR J. MELVIL Mem. (1735) 100, I said, the Quen
daucit not sa hich and disposedly as she did.

Disposedness (dispJ'zednes\ [f. prec. +

-XEas.j The quality or state of being disposed ;

inclination, disposition.
1583 GOLDING Calvin on Dent, Ixix. 423 Lo here . . the

signe yt we be wel disposed beforehand, and this disposednes
is as a white vnwritten paper. 1625 BP. MOUNTAGU App.
Cxsar \. vii. 66 Their owne disposednesse to evill. a 1691
BOYLE Wks. II. 236 (R.) Want of leisure, and sometimes of

disposedness to write. 1710 NORRIS Chr. Prud. v. 222 Dis-

posedness to imbrace Christianity. 1876 GEO. ELIOT Dan.
Der. iv. xxx, His passion for her . . had left a certain dull

disposedness which .. had prompted in him a vacillating
notion of marrying her.

fDisposee-. rare. [f. DISPOSE v. + -EE.] One
to whom something is

'

disposed
'
or made over.

1826 BENTHAM in Westm. Rev. VI. 464 For a correlative

to it [disposer], an obvious term is disposes.

1 Dispo'senient. Obs. [f.
DISPOSE p. + -MENT.]

The action of disposing ; disposition, disposal.

1583 STUBBES Atiat. Abus. n. (1882) 56 As though they ..

had the world and the disposement thereof in their own
hands. 4x679 T- GOODWIN Wks. II. iv. 54 (R.) This order

and disposement of these two several sentences. Ibid. 156
Above all such extrinsical contrivances and disposements.

Disposer (disfwu'zai). [f. as prec. + -ER'.]
One who or that which disposes, in various

senses.

1. One who arranges or sets in order.

1614 WOTTON Archil. Pref. (J. s. v. Gatherer), I am but

a gatherer and disposer of other mens stuff. 1677 GALE
Crt. Gentiles II. iv. Proem. 12 The mind of man .. is the

orderer and disposer both of notions and things. a 1693

URQUHART Rabelais in. xxxiii. 278 Disposers of cooling

Shades, Composers of green Arbours.

2. One who regulates or governs ; a controller,

manager, director, ruler: see DISPOSE v. 2, 7.

c 1586 C'TESS PEMBROKE Ps. LXXXH. vi, Of all the earth

king, judge, disposer be. 1667 MILTON P. L. iv. 635 My
Author and Disposer, what thou bidst Unargu'd I obey ;

so God ordains. 1708 Brit. Apollo No. 66. 1/2 The inten-

tions of our Allwise Disposer. 1772 PRIESTLEY Inst. Relig.

(1782) II. 173 The ..sovereign disposer of all things. 1875

JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) I. 476 Mind was the disposer and
cause of all.

3. One who distributes or dispenses ;
a dispenser:

see DISPOSE v. 4.
1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de \V. 1531) 40 Se that thou be

founde a true meke and faythfull disposer of the treasure of

thy lorde god. 1526 TINDALE i Cor. iv. i Ministers of

Christ and disposers of the secretes of God. a 167* GKAUNT
Bill ofMortality (J.), The magistrate is both the beggar
and the disposer of what is got by begging. 1802 LD.
ELDON in Vesey's Rep. VII. 74 When money is given_ to

a charity, without expressing what Charity, there the King
is the disposer of the Charity.
4. One who or that which disposes or inclines to

something : see DISPOSE v. 6.

1864 VAMBERY Trav. Centr. Asia 2 The coolness of the

night in Persia is a great disposer to slumber.

5. One who disposes of something : see vl>. 8.

1606 SHAKS. Tr. ffCr. in. i. 95 With my disposer Cressida.

1690 LOCKE Govt. n. vi. (Rtldg.) 75 Free disposers of them-

selves and fortunes. 1706 PRIOR Ode to Queen 113 The
master sword, disposer of thy pow'r. 1893 Westm. Gaz.

n Mar. 9/2 If the disposer be satisfied with the price
offered the transaction is settled.

Hence Dispo'seress, a female disposer.

1648 HERRICK Hcspsr., Bcucolkk (1869) 260 And Lallage
. . shall be disposeresse of the prize.

Dispersing, vbl. sl>. [f. DISPOSE v. + -ING '.]

The action of the verb DISPOSE.

1. Arrangement, suitable or orderly placing ; see

DISPOSE v. i. (In quot. 1630,
'

Get-up ', attire.)

c 1440 HYLTON Scala Per/. (W. de W. 1494! n. xxvii, After

diuers disposynges of men and after sundry states . . are

dyuers exercises in worchyng. 1570 GOLDING tr. Chytrzus
(title), Postill, or Orderly disposing of Certeyne Epistles

usually read in the Church. 1630 R. Johnson's Kingd. %
Commw. 91 Come, and behold the beauty of our Ladies,

and their disposing at a night of solemnity. 1712 J. JAMES
tr. Le Blond's Gardening 117 Figures and Fountains ..

whose Diversity, as well in the disposing, as in what they
consist of, yields a very agreeable Prospect to the Eye.

2. Ordering, control, management, disposal.

1406 E. E. Wills (1882) 13 Seruauntys, at the Dysposyng
of Thomas Roos. 1530 PALSGR. 214/1 Disposyng, adminis-

tration. 1611 BIBLE Pray, xvi. 33 The lot is cast into the

lap, but the whole disposing thereof is of the Lord. 1647

R. GENTILIS tr. Malvezzi's Chie/e Events 203 Those, .shall

be at the Dutchesses disposing. 1656 A rtif. Handsom. 50

margin,An heart unsatisfied with Godsworksand disposings.

3. Bestowal, dispensing, expenditure.

Cambridge (i%86) II. 520 The free disposeing of the said

two Chambers. .to such person, .as hee shall appoint. 1751

LABELYE Westm. r. 67 Frugality in the disposing of pub-
lick Money.
4. The action of making ready or inclined ; pre-

paration ; disposition, inclination : see vb. 5, 6.

1380 WVCLIF Sena. Sel. Wks. II. 175 Yit disposyng

dwelli)> in hem to make hem (>enke amys. 14.. LYDG.

Secrees 1206 Phebus causith dysposyng to gladness. 1611

BIBLE Prov. xvi. i The preparations {marg. disposing;.) of

the heart . . are from the Lord.



DISPOSING.

Dispersing, ///. a.
[f.

as prec. -f -INC. -.]

Tint OUtpote*, in various senses: see the verb.

(>/(/) disposing iiiitul or memory : so sound in mind and

ii i.- 1 1 lory as to be i up.iblc of making a will.

1617-77 Kri.TiiAM AVWTVA i. x. 15 Surely God that made

disposing Nature, knows her better, than imperfect man.

1648 l.iiry ll'itls (Camden) 200 In full vnderstanding and

in- in iry, and of a disposeing and testamentary mind. 1649
IHil. 220, I Mary Chapman . . being in disposing memorie.

1797 BUKKE Will in Wks. (1842) I. 38, I, Edmund Burke . .

liemi; of sound and disposing mind, do make my last will

and testament. i8o3CnLNicvix in I'/iil. Trans. XCIII. 304

I>ispositV4 affinity, and assimilation.

Hence Dispo singly adv., in a disposing way.
1615 llr. MOUNIAGU Appcale to Ciesar i. ix. 94 Christians

doc hold and Ijclecve it too, (Dcum ire per omncs\ but dis-

posingly, etc. in his providence.

t Dispo'sit, v. Obs. rare. [f. L. disposit- ppl.

stem of itisponHre to dispose: perh. immediately
after disposition.] trans. To dispose, incline.

1661 GLANVII.L&V/IU Sci. xiv. (1665) 8 1 Some constitutions

are genially disposited to this mental seriousness.

t Dispo'sitate, v. Obs. rare, [erron. form for

I )Hi'osiTATE, through confusion with DISPOSE z;.]

trans. To deposit.
1650 HOWEI.L Giraffes' Rev. Naples I. 44 Two boxes full

i f I iold . . were taken and dispositated upon account in the

Kin.^s hank.

Disposition (dispflzrjsn). [a. F. disposition,

OF. also -icion (i2th c. in Littre), ad. L. disposi-

tion-cm, n. of action from disponZre to DISPONE.

Not derivationally related to DISPOSE, but asso-

ciated with it from an early period in OFr., by
contact of form, and adoption of -poser as virtual

representative of L. -ponSre : cf. COMPOSITION.]
1. The action or faculty of disposing, the con-

dition of being disposed.
1. The action of setting in order, or condition of

being set in order ; arrangement, order ;
relative

position of the parts or elements of a whole.

1563 W. FULKE Meteors (1640) 24 It comes of the divers

disposition of the clouds. 1597 MORLEY Introd. Mus. Annot.,
In the natural disposition of numbers thus, i, 2, 3, 4, 5.

1695 WOODWARD Nat. Hist. Earth in. i. (1723) 156 The
Disposition of the Strata. 1713 SWIFT Frenzy off. Denny
Wks. 1755 III. i. 139, I then took a particular survey of ..

the furniture and disposition of his apartment. 1756 BURKE
SuM. $ B. ii. xii, Stonehenge, neither for disposition nor

ornament, has anything admirable. 1817 STEUART Planter's

G. (1828) 15 Single Trees and Bushes, in groups and open
dispositions. 1865 GEIKIE Seen, fy Geol. Scot.vi. 122 Looking
at the disposition of the Highland glens and straths.

t b. Relative position ; situation (of one thing).

Obs.

1541 R. COPLAND Guydoris Quest. Chirurg., Where is the

dysposicion of the yerde? 1711 J. JAMES tr. Le Blond's

Gardening 99 That . . the Tracing-Pin be constantly held in

the same Disposition, without varying its Point. 1750 tr.

Leonardus* Mirr. Stones 102 Effestis .. being opposed to

the Sun, kindles Fire in Matter put in a Disposition for it.

c. Khet. and Logic. The due arrangement of

the parts of an argument or discussion.

1509 HAWES Past. Pleas, x. i, The second parte of crafty

Rethoryke Mayewell be called Disposicion. IJS3 T.WILSON

A'/i^.{i567)82a, Inuencion helpeth to finde matter, and Dis-

posicion serueth to place argumentes. i6a8 T. SPENCER

Logick 13. 1788 HOWARD Roy. Cycl. II. 7:5 Disposition, in

Logic, is that operation of the mind, whereby we put the

ideas, operations, and arguments, which we have formed

concerning our subject, into such an order as is fittest to

gain the clearest knowledge of it, to retain it longest, and
to explain it to others in the best manner ; the effect of this

is called method.

d. Arch.,&.c. The due arrangement of the several

parts of a building, esp. in reference to the general

design : see quots.
1624 WOTTON Archit. (1672) 14, I may now proceed to the

Disposition thereof [i.e. of the matter], which must form the

Work. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Disposition..m Archi-

tecture, is the just placing of all the several Parts of a

Building, according to their proper Order, c 1850 Rudim.
Navig. (Weale) 115 Disposition', a draught or drawing
representing the several timbers that compose the frame of

the ship, so that they may be properly disposed with respect
to the ports, &c. 1876 GXVILT Encyct. Archit. Gloss., Dis.

position, one of the essentials of architecture. It is the

arrangement of the whole design by means of ichnography
(plan), orthography (section and elevation', and scenography
(perspective view).

1886 WILLIS & CLARK Cambridge III.

247 The general mclosure within walls, the dispositipn^into
courts, .all have their analogies, .in the monastic buildings.

e. Mil. See 2 b.

2. Arrangement (of affairs, measures, etc.), esp. for

the accomplishment of a purpose ; plan, prepara-
tion ; condition or complexion of affairs.

1382 WYCLIF Prov. xxiv. 6 For with disposicioun me gpth
in to hataile ; and helthe shal ben wher ben many counseilis.

1604 SHAKS. Otk. i. iii. 237. I craue fit disposition for my
Wife. .With such Accomodalion and besort As leuels with

her breeding. 1711 BUDCKLL Spect. No. 404 r i In the

Dispositions of Society, the civil Oeconomy is formed in

*. Chain as well as the natural. 1736 BUTLER Anal. Introd.

Wks. 1874 I. 8 To judge what particular disposition of

things would be most, .assistant to virtue. 18x4 tr. Klap-
rotlis Tr,iv. 3 My dispositions for the journey would soon

have been completed. 1871 MOKI.EY Voltaire (1886) 317
To observe . . those secret dispositions of events which pre-

pared the way for great changes.
b. Mil. The arrangement of troops in prepara-

tion for a military operation : a. (from sense i)

493

their actual arrangement in the ficlil ; /'. li"i"

sense 2) their distribution, allocation, destination,

etc. ; //. military preparations or measures.
1600 K. BLOUNT tr. Conestaggio 37 Having viewed the ill

disposition of the Campe. 1734 tr. KeUttt Am. ///>/.

(1827) II. iv. 257 The Persian troops had been used to

engage 24 men in depth, but Cyrus thought fit to change
thut disposition. 1776 GIBBON Decl. ff F. I. xxiv. 684 The
military dispositions of Julian were skilfully contrived.

1709 STUART in Owen Wellesley's Desp. 116, I have made
a disposition to defend my position. 1849 MACAULAY Hist.

Eng. I. 605 Having observed the disposition of the royal
forces. 1878 liosw. SMITH Carthage 242 Fabius made
all his dispositions to repel the attempt to force a passage.

c. Naut. (See quot.)
1867 SMYTH Sailor's Word-bk., Disposition, the arrange-

I
mail of a

ship's company for watches, quarters, reefing,

furling, and other duties.

3. Ordering, control, management ; direction,

appointment; administration, dispensation; =Dls-
i POSAL i. (Cf. DISPOSED. 2, 7.) arch.

c 1374 CHAUCER Troylus n. 477 (526) O god bat at bi dis-

posictoun Ledest be fyn by luste purueyaunce Of euery
wyght. 1381 WYCLIF 2 Chron. xxili. 18 Forsothc Toiada

sette prouostis in the hous of the Lord . . after the disposi-

cyoun [1388 by the ordynaunce] of Dauid. iso Cmelon's
Chron. Eng. v. 56 b/2 To submytte hym to the dyposycyon
of God. 1530 PALSGR. 214/1 Disposytion, disposition,

gmuernement, ordrc. 1581 N. T. (Rhem.) Acts vii. 53
Whoreceiued the Law by the disposition of [so 1611 : R. V.

as it was ordained by (marg. or, as the ordinance of))

Angels, and haue not kept it. 1661 BRAMIIALL Just Vind.

ii. 6 Which things by the just disposition of Almighty God,
fell out according to the . . desires of these holy persons.

1719 DE FOE Crusoe (1840) II. xii. 262 This seemed to me
to be a disposition of Providence. 1841 MYERS CatA. Th.

HI. | 14. 53 Inexpressibly thankful to receive this Law by
the disposition of Angels.
4. The action of disposing of, putting away, get-

ting rid of, making over, etc. (see DISPOSE v. 8) ;

bestowal ; spec, in Law, the action of disponing ;

bestowal or conveyance by deed or will.

1393 GOWER Conf. I. 269 She [i. e. Nature] preferreth no

degree As in the disposicion Of bodely complexion, c IS3
DEWES Introd. Fr. in Palsgr. 1065 1 ouchyng the disposi-

cion of is goodnes [ses biens\ after his deth. 1577-87
HOI.IN-

SHED Scot. Chron. (1805) II. 340 The dis;

estate. 1861 W. BELL Diet. Law Scot. 292 A disposition is

an unilateral deed of alienation, by which a right to property,
either heritable or moveable. is conveyed. 1884 SIR J. BACON
in Law Rep. 27 Ch. Div. 47 The point which is said to remain

for disposition when the case is neard.

b. Power of disposing of; disposal, control :

esp. in phrase at (in, etc.) one's disposition (
= DIS-

POSAL 4).
ri374 CHAUCER Troylus v. 2 Aprochen gan the fatal

destyne That loues hath in disposicioun. 1406 E. E. Wills

(1882) 13 At the dysposicion of myn Executours. 1529 CDL.

WOLSEY in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. I. II. 12 Yf I may have

the free gyft and dyssposycion of the benefyces. 1673
TEMPLE Ess. Ireland Wks. 1731 I. no The Lieutenants

of Ireland since the Duke of Ormond's Time have had

little in their Disposition here. 1776 GIBBON Decl. It F. I.

xii. 255 The choice of action or of repose is no longer in

our disposition. 1860 TRENCH Serin. Wcstm. Abo. lii. 31

[He] had at his disposition no inconsiderable sums of money.

II. The way or manner in which a thing has

been disposed, or is situated or constituted,

f 5. Astral, a. The situation ofa planet in a horo-

scope, as supposed to determine the nature or for-

tune of a person, or the course of events. Obs.

1375 BARBOUR Bruce iv. 699 Astrology, Quhar-throu
clerk is . . May knaw coniunctione of planetis .. And of the

hevyn all halely How bat be disposicioune Suld apon

thingis virk heir doune. c 1386 CHAUCER Knt's T. 229 Som
wikke aspect or disposition Of Saturne. c 1590 MARLOWE
Faust. Wks. (Rtldg.) 88/j A book where I might see all . .

planets, .that I might know their motions and dispositions.

t b. The state of being 'disposed of (see DIS-

POSE v. 8 a). Obs.

1647 LILLY Chr. Astral. Ixxxii. 447 See
if

the more pon-
derous Planet of the two, that is, the receiver of the Dis-

position be in any angle but the fourth.

f C. The nature or constitution of a planet or

hire diuerse disposicioun, Ech falleth in otheres exaltacioun.

'393 GOWER Con/. III. 114 His nativite Hath take upon
the proprete Of Martis disposicion.

6. Natural tendency or bent of the mind, esp. in

relation to moral or social qualities ;
mental con-

stitution or temperament ; turn of mind.

Possibly of astrological origin : cf. the description of

dispositions as saturnine, jovial, martial, venereal, tner.

nS* TunM Higdttt (Rolls) III. 113 (Matt.) Noujt by
chaungynge of body, but by chaungynge of disposicioun of

wit and ofsemynge. 1393 GOWER Conf. III. 19 After the

disposition Of glotony and dronkeship. 1475 B^k. Noblesse

51 If suche prophesies and influence of the seide constel-

lacions might be trew, yet . . havynjj a clene soule, may
turne the contrarie disposicion that jugement of constel-

lacion or prophesies signified. 1576 FLEM ING Panopl. Efist.

266 Men of honeste and yertuous disposition. 1678 WANLEY
Woiut. Lit. World v. ii. 81. 472/2 A man he was of a

fierce, bloody, and faithless disposition. 1779 I. MOORE
I'ifuiSoc.Fr. (1789) I. xvii. 128 Congenial with the phlegm
and saturnine dispositions of the English. 1837 WHEWELL
Hist. Induct. Sc. (1857) I. o8 The belief.. that th motions

DISPOSITIONED.

of the stars, and the dispositions and fortunes of men, may
come under some common conceptions and taws. 1841

JAMES Brigatut i, His disposition was naturally cheerful

and bright.

7. The state or quality of being disposed, inclined,

or ' in the mind
'

(to something, or to do something) ;

inclination (sometimes -desire, intention, purpose) ;

state of mind or feeling in respect to a thing or

person ; the condition of being (favourably or un-

favourably) disposed towards. (In //. formerly
sometimes = Mental tendencies or qualities ; hence

nearly = sense 6.)

1393 GOWER Con/. III. 62 They take logginge in the town
After the disposition Where as him tboughte best todwelle.

1461 fastoa Lett. No. 408 II. 35 If thel do it of her owne
disposicion. 1516 I'iltr. Per/(W. de W. 1531) lib. He
requireth but onely a disposicyon in the pcrsone . . that he
be repentaunt. 1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L. iv. i. 113 But come,
now I will be your Rosalind in a more comming-on dis-

position. i6a< MEADE in Ellis Orif*.
Lett. Ser. I. III. 190

Those . . that know best her dispositions are very hopeful!
his Majestic will have power to bring her to his own
religion. 1690 LOCKE Hum. Und. ll. xxiii. (1695) 156
Testiness is a disposition or aptness to be angry. 1754
CHATHAM Lett. Nephew iv. 28 Go on, my dear child, in

_

the

admirable dispositions you have towards all that is right
and good. 1839 Hi. MARTINEAU Life in Wilds ix. tat

There was a general disposition to remain. 1887 Ri SKIN

1'r.ttcrita II. 253 A pleasant disposition to make the best

of all she saw.

fb. A frame of mind or feeling ; mood, humour.

1716-7 Swirr Gulliver i. i. 31. I rose up with as melan-

choly a disposition as ever I had in my life. 1749 FIELDING
Tom yones x. iii, The footmen, .were in a different disposi-

tion. 1764 FOOTE Patron^ HI. Wks. 1799 I. 356 If he is

admitted in his present disposition, the whole secret will

certainly out.

t 8. Physical constitution, nature, or permanent
condition. Obs.

CX477 CAXTON Jason 41 b. If ye juge the disposicion of

my body after the colour of my face ye be gretly abused.

1555 EDEN Decades 29 Rather by the disposition of the

earthe then constitution of heauen. 1576 FLEMING
Panogl.

Epist. 365 Considering the weake disposition of your bodie.

1635 N. CARPENTER Geog. Del. ll. xiv. 224 Hippocrates
pronounced the people of the North to be of a leane and dry
disposition. 17*6 LEONI Alberts*s Archil. I. 3/2 A constant

unchangeable Disposition of Air above all the rest of the

World. 1813 SIR H. DAW Agric. Chan. (1814) 261 The
disposition of trees may, however, be changed gradually in

maViy instances.

9. Physical aptitude, tendency, or inclination

(to something, or to do something).
1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. in. xix. (1495) 65 To make

the wytte of smellynge perfyte it nedyth to haue.. good
dysposicions in the nosethrylhs. 1541 R- COPLAND Galyen's

Terap. 2 Aiij, We shall treate in this present boke the

dysposycyons which augmenteth the vlcere. 155* HULOET,

Disposition to slepe or wake, catafhora. 1654 Z. COKE

Logick (1657) 32 Disposition, .sometimes it is largely used

for all fitness to anything . . as when water waxeth warm,
it is said to have a disposition to heat. 1791 HAMILTON
Berthollet's Dyeing I. I. n. i. 120 The different dispositions

of wool, silk, etc. to unite with the colouring particles.

1804 ABERNETHY Surf. Obs. 97 The disposition to form

wens prevails frequently in many parts of the body at the

same time.

t b. Aptness or capacity for doing something ;

aptitude, skill. Obs. rare.

1600 E. BLOUNT tr. Conestaggio 27 Yet did he admire their

order, .their disposition to handle the pike, and their strict

obedience. 1768 STERNE Sent. Journ., Montriul (1775) I.

37 You can shave, and dress a wig a little, La Fleur ! He
had all the dispositions in the world.

t 1O. Physical condition or state ; state of

bodily health. Obs.

c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 103, I foond he sike of bettere

disposicioun. .& he spak bettere. 1541 R- COPLAND Galjreu's

Terap. 2Bivb, Of other vlceres wherin nocorruptc affection

or dysposition (that the Grekes call Cacoetes) is adioyned.

1598 GRENEWEY Tacitus' Ann. vi. vi. 130 Cocceius Nerua

.Toeing in perfect disposition of body, resolued with him
selfe to die. 1611 COTGR. s.v. Habitude, L'habitude du

corps, the estate, plight, liking, or disposition of the bodie.

1633 T. STAFFORD Pac. Hib. xxx.(i82)so6 Being su .prised

by an ill disposition of health, vryf ARBUTHSOT Rules of
Dirt 370 An inflammatory Disposition of the Coat of the

\ b. Normal or natural condition (of mind or

body). Obs. rare. (Cf. indisposition
- deranged

condition.)

^v. t vnv . .. \*3~~i 19 This solitarinesse is pr_

necessary for the disposition of the minde, so verie often is

it hurtfull to the health of the bodie. 163* J. HAYWARD tr.

KiondCs Eromena 36 The Pilot, seeing him restored to his

disposition, caused [etc.].

Disposi"tional, a. rare. [f. prec. + -At.]

Relating to disposition.
1846 WORCESTER cites J. JOHNSON.

Dispositioned (dispczi-Jand), ppl. a, [f.
as

prec. -t- -ED 2
.] Having a (specified) disposition or

turn of mind.

1646 SALTMARSH Smoke in the Temple 27 Not so unlike

and contrary dispositioned and nalured as you pretend.

1660 F. BROOKE tr. Le Blanc's Trav. 88 Happy in a sweet

disposition'd, and a modest wife. 1767 H. BROOKE Fool of

Qual. (1859) II. 150(0.) Lord Clinton was indeed sweetly

dispositioned by nature. 1804 J. LAKWOOD No Gun Boats 9

An Assassin . . dispositioned for midnight murder. 1816

R. H. FROUDE RIM. (1838) I. 31 A stumbling-block in the

way of good'disDositioued men.



DISPOSITIVE.

Dispositive (disjyzitiv), a. (sl>.} [In Caxton

a. F. dispositif, -we (i3th c. in Hatz.-Darm.\ ad.

L. type *dispositiv-ust f. disposit-us t pa. pple. of I

disponfre to DISPOSE : see -IVK. In later use prob.
immed. from L. or on L. analogies.]
A. adj. f 1- Characterized by special disposi-

tion or appointment. Obs. rare.

1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 127 b/i It is said that thys lyght
was dispositif sodayne and celestyall.

2. That has the quality of disposing or inclining :

often opposed to effective, and so nearly= prepara-

tory, conducive, contributory: cf. B. i.

1612 W. SCLATER Chr. Strength 13 Papists .. allow to

nature a power dispositiue, and ability to prepare it selfe to

regeneration. 1616 BRENT tr. Scirpfs Hist. Counc. Trent

(1676) 222 They did. .deny all effective or dispositive virtue

in the Sacraments. 1624 F. WHITE Rej>l. Fisher 546 Some
causes are dispositiue, adiuuant, or impetrant. 1710 J.
NORRIS Chr. Prud. i'u 80 That which makes a man act

Prudently . . (in a remote and dispositive sense). 1894 Tablet

20 Jan. 86 This new learning continued, by a sort of dis-

positive logic, to educate the English mind.

3. Having the quality or function of directing,

controlling, or disposing of something ; relating to

direction, control, or disposal.
Dis/>ositiz>e clause (Sc. Laiv) : the clause of conveyance in

a deed, by which the disposition of the property (see DIS-

POSITION 4) is expressed.
1613-18 DANIEL Coll. Hist. Eng. (1626) 20 It was not in

the power of King Edward to collate [the Crown], .by any
dispositiue and testamentary will. 1684 BATES Duty of
Resignation (R.) Without .. his dispositive wisdom and

power, the whole frame would disband and fall into con-

fusion. 1726 AYLIFFE Parergon 28 Sentences wherein

dispositive and enacting Terms are made Use of. 1832
AUSTIN Jurispr. (1879) II.

xliy. 781 When [the law] leaves

a certain latitude to the parties, it is called dispositive or

provisional ; being to take effect
only

in case no disposi-
tion is made by the parties themselves. 1861 W. BULL
Diet. Law Scot. 294/2 All the other clauses of the deed are

merely auxiliary, or subservient to the dispositive clause,

to which they are intended to give effect. 1868 Act 31-32
Viet. c. 101 Sched. B. No. i After the inductive ana dis-

positive clauses, the deed may proceed thus.
_

f4. Of or pertaining to natural disposition or

inclination. Obs.

1656 Artif. Handsom. 84 Not to be reduced to any rules

or bounds of reason and religion ; no, not under any inttn-

tionall piety, and habituall or dispositive holinesse. 1681

BAXTER Apol. Nonconf. Min. 124 Want of dispositive

willingness or of a right will,

f B. sb. Obs. rare.

1. Something that disposes or inclines (see A. 2).

1629 H. BURTON Babel no Bethel 33 Their faith [is] but as

apreparatiue or dispositiue to justification.

2. A dispositive document, law, or clause (see

A- 3)-

1677 TEMPLE Let. to Coventry Wks. 1731 II. 431 There
was one essential Default in the very Dispositive ; which

was, The Omission of that Clause.

Dispo'sitively, odv. ? Obs. [f. prec. + -LY -.]

In a dispositive manner.

f 1. By way of or in regard to disposition, inclin-

ation, or tendency: opposed to effectively, actually ;

sometimes nearly = Potentially. Obs.

1475 Bk. Noblesse 50 If a constellacion or prophesie signi-
fied that suche a yere . . there shulde falle werre, pestilence
or deerthe of vitaile to a contree. .it is said but dispositiflie
and not ofnecessitie or certente. ci6a4LusHiNGTON Resnrr.
Serin, in Pkemx (1708) II. 489 Not to organize the body
(it was not dismembred nor any way corrupted, not so much
as 'in fieri

1

no, not dispositively). 1630 DONNE Serni.

(1632) 39 Prayer actually accompanied with shedding of

teares, and dispositively in a readines to shed blood . . in

necessary cases. 1646 SIR T. BllOWHB/WlA/. Ep. m. ix. 124
That axiome in Philosophy, that the generation of one thing,
is the corruption of another, although it be substantially true

concerning the forme and matter, is also dispositively veri-

fied in the efficient or producer. 1651 BAXTER Itif. Bapt. 02

It is sufficient that the Parent be virtually and dispositively
at present a Believer. 1666 BOYLE Orig. Formes <y Qual.
(1667) 32 If there were no sensitive Beings, those Bodies
that are now the Objects of our Senses, would be but dis-

positively, if I may so speak, endowed with Colours, Tasts,
and the like, and actually but onely with those more
Catholick affections of Bodies, Figure, Motion, Texture, &c.

f 2. In a way that disposes. Obs.

1592 R. D. Hypnerotomachia 81 And thus touched with

Eleasant
heates . . they began to boyle and kindle my colde

:are, and dispositively to adopt my altered heate to sincere
love.

f*
3. At the disposition ofsome controlling power.

1616 R. CARPENTER Past. Charge 42 Euery instrument
worketh dispositively at the command of the principal)
agent.

Dispositor (clispp'zitat). A,strol. [a. L. dis-

positor disposer, arranger, agent-n. from dispdnfre :

see DISPOSE. tt.Q,dispositort -eur, -our (Oresme,

i4th c.)] A planet that '

disposes of
'

another (see

DISPOSE v. 8 a) ;

' the lord of a sign in its relation

to another planet
1

.

1598 G. C. Math. Phis. App. in Dariofs Astrolog. F. iv a,

The qualitie and nature of the disease, .generally, .is to bee

Judged of the nature of the signe of the 6 house, and the

dispositor thereof. 1652 GAULE Magastrom. 141 For the
-lanets (that lord it) are benefick, fortified in their proper
louses . . influences, irradiations, significators, dispositors,

promissors. 1819 JAS. WILSON Compl. Diet. Astrol.^ Dis-

positort that planet which disposes of another.

t DispO'sitory, a. Obs. rare. [f.
L. disposit-

ppl. stem of dispQttfrc to dispose : see-oitY.] Hav-

i;

494

ing the quality of disposing, fitting, or inclining :

= DISPOSITIVE a. 2.

1629 H. BURTON Balel aa Betlttl 103 Preparatory and

dispository workes to lustification. 1641 HEVLIN Hist.

Episc. I. (1657) 66 A dispository power.

|| Dispo-sitrix. L. fern, of disfosttor=s,he that

disposes or arranges. In qttot. used attrib. = Dis-

posing, dispositive.
1677 GALE Crt. Geutiles II. iv. 388 If it be so, that the

gubernatrix and dispositrix mind do thus dispose althings; .

[on
p_. 473 the same passage is rendered '

gubernative dis-

positive mind'].

f Disposories, sb. pi., var. desposorics, DESPON-
SOKIES [Sp. desposorios\ Obs., betrothal.

1623 EARL OF BRISTOL Let. 28 Dec. in Heylin's Laitd i.

ii. (1668) 115 Letters which she intended to have written

the day of her disposories to the Prince her Husband.

Dispossess (disp&e
-

s), v. [ad. OF. despos-
sesser to dispossess (in Godef.), f. des-, Dis- 4 +

possesser to POSSESS. Cf. the parallel med.L. dis-

possidere, i6th c. F. desposseder, inod.F. diposffder.
For the development of sense 2, 2 b, cf. POSSESS.]
1. trans. To put (any one) out of possession ;

to

strip of possessions ;
to dislodge, disseise, oust.

1565 Child Marriages (E. E. T. S.) 136 The said Roberte
held possession in the said house till he was, bie order of

Lawe, dispossessed. 1595 SHAKS. John I. i. 131 Shal then

my fathers Will be of no force, To dispossesse that childe

which is not his. 1667 MILTON P. L. vn. 142 The seat Of
Deitie supream, us dispossest He trusted to have seis'd.

1765 H. WALPOLE Otranto iii. (1798) 49 His father and

grandfather had been too powerful for the house of Vicenza

to dispossess them. 1841 ELPHINSTONE Hist. I"d. II. 229

They were dispossessed by the Arghuns of Sind, who were,
in their turn, expelled by Prince Camran.

b. To deprive (any one) of the possession of (a.

thing).
1494 FABYAN CAroii. vn. 536 Y Sarazyns at this iourney

were not dispossessyd of ycytie of Thunys. 1576 FLEMING

Panopl. Epist. 273 Neverthelesse, I am not
dispossessed

of

hope. 1603 SHAKS. Meas. for M. II. iv. 22 Why doe's my
bloud thus muster to my heart, .dispossessing all my other

parts of necessary fitnesse? 1794 SULLIVAN View Nat. 1.299
Let a foreign body dispossess water of its coldness. 1845 S.

AUSTIN Ranke's Hist. Ref. II. 389 The empire, .seemed to

be regarded as already dispossessed of all its rights.

refl. 1555 WATREMAN Fardle Furious n. xii. 278 To dis-

possesse them selues of all that euer thei haue. 1595 SHAKS.

JohH iv. iii. 23 The king hath dispossest himselfe of vs.

1849 ROBERTSON Serin. Ser. i. viii.
117^

We have also dis-

possessed ourselves of belief in the reality of retribution.

f c. with from, out of: To drive out (from a

possession) ; to expel, banish. Obs.

1600 E. BLOUNT tr. Coiiestaggio 272 Having dispossessed
F. from his charge, he began [etc.]. 1667 MILTON P. L. xn.

28 Who. .will, .quite dispossess Concord and law of Nature
from the Earth. 1679 J. SMITH Narrat. Pop. Plot Ded.

Bb, Might your Popish Adversaries but once, .dispossess

you out of the hearts of your Subjects. 177* A tin. Reg.
42/1 To make use of force, in dispossessing our people from
Port Egmont.
fd. With double obj. (<?/"omitted). Obs. rare 1

.

1607 SHAKS. Timon i. i. 138, 1 will choose Mine heyre from
forth the Beggars of the world And dispossesse her all.

1 2. To cast out (the evil spirit by which any one
is possessed) ;

to exorcize. Obs.

1618 ROWLANDS Sacred Mem. 34 Helpe, helpe, haue mercy,
dispossesse this fiend. 1683 HICK.ES Case Inf. Bapt. 53 The
true Disciples of Christ did then dispossess Devils. 1775
H. FARMER Demoniacs N. T. i. vii. 142 Writers, who . . re-

present the devil as being every day dispossessed by Chris-

tians.

b. To rid (the possessed person) of (an evil

spirit) ; to free from demoniacal possession.
1599 HAKLUYT Voy. II. i. 65 There are many possessed

men in those parts, .who being dispossessed of the vncleane

spirits, do presently beleeue in Christ who deliuered them.

1624 MASSINGER Renegado iv. iii, I cannot play the exorcist

To dispossess thee. 1647 N. BACON Disc. Govt. Eng. i. x.

(1739) 18 Then Exorcists, that served to dispossess such as

were possessed by the Devil. 1676 KIDDER Charity Dir.

7 How many he . . Dispossessed, and Raised. 1801 MAR.
EDGEWORTH Belinda (1832) II. xxviii. 273 He was dispos-
sessed of the evil spirit of gambling, as ifby a miracle. 1845
G. OLIVER Coll. Biog. Soc. of Jesus 74 His fame for dis-

possessing obsessed persons becoming notorious.

3. transf. KcAfig. To dislodge, oust, drive out.

1598-9 E. FORDE Parismiis II. (1661)4 But Fortune, .at an
instant dispossessed their content. 1601 SHAKS. T-aiel. N.
iv. ii. 64 Thou shalt hold th' opinion of Pythagoras .. and
feare to kill a Woodcocke, lest thou dispossesse the soule of

thy grandam. 1676 HOBBES Iliad i. 451 And having thirst

and hunger dispossest. 1830 HERSCHEL Stud. Nat. Phil.

68 Two kinds of prejudices, which, .moreover, differ ex-

tremely in the difficulty of dispossessing them.

Hence Dispossessed ppl. a. ; Dispossessing
vbl. sb. and ///. a.

; Dispossess sb. U.S. colloq.,

the act of ejecting from possession, ejectment, as

in dispossess proceedings, d. warrant, legal pro-

ceedings or warrant to eject a tenant (Cent. Diet.}:

Cf. DlSPOSSESSORY.
1597 BP. J. KING Jonas (1618) 76 Discountenancings,

disturbings, dispossessings of them. 1599 MINSHEU, Dei-

posseydo, dispossessed, a 1631 DONNE m St'fcct. (1840) 96
We require . . a dislodging, a dispossessing of the sin. i6a8

EARLE Microcosm., Cook (Arb.)47 For that time hee is tame
and dispossest. 1860 FROUDE Hist. Bug. V. 112 Thousands
of dispossessed tenants made their way to London.

Dispossession. (disp&e-Jan). [n. of action

from DISPOSSESS; cf. mod.F. dispossession."]
1. The action of dispossessing or fact of being

DISPOSURE.

dispossessed ; deprivation of or ejection from a

possession. In Law OUSTER.
1576 FLEMING Panopl, Epist. 379 And playd the arrant

rehells, seeking not his dispossession onely, but also his de-

struction. 1660 R. COKE Justice Vind. 36 The dispossession
and disinheritance of another. 1768 BLACKSTONE Coinm.
III. 201 The remedy by ejectment is in it's original an action

brought by one who hath a lease for years, to repair the

injury done him by dispossession. 1885 A thenxuni 23 May
661/1 The dispossession of Huntley from the heritage.

t b. concr. Something of which one has been

dispossessed. Qbs. notice-use (after possession}.
1640 QUARLES Eiichirid. I. zooWarres, whose ends are not

to defend your owne Possessions, or to recover your dispos-

sessions, are but Princely Injuries.

2. The casting out of an evil spirit ; exorcism.
1600 DARRELL (title), A True Narration. .Wherein the

doctrine of Possession and Dispossession of Demoniakus
. . is particularly applied vntp Somers. 1647 TRAPP Comm.
Mark ix. 28 The dispossession of the devil out of many
persons, .in Lancashire, .is very famous. 1775 H. FARMER
Demoniacs N. T. in. iii. 351 If by possession they intended

only to describe a disorder . . the removal of it was all they
could intend by dispossession. 1863 S. J. ANDREWS Life of
our Lord 233 Cures of dispossession were among the earliest

and commonest of the Saviour's miracles.

t Disposse'ssment. Obs. rare- 1
, [f.

DIS-

POSSESS + -MENT.] The action of dispossessing or

the fact of being dispossessed ; loss.

1600 HEYWOOD w/ Pt. Ediv. IV^ v. Wks. 1874 I. 73 My
husband grieves (alas ! how can he choose ?) Fearing the dU-

possessment of his Jane.

Disposse'ssor. Also 7 -our. [f. DISPOSSESS

+ -OR.] One who dispossesses.
1593 NASHE Christ's T. (1613) 44 To oppugne the dispos-

sessors of thy Deity. 1611 TOURNEUR At/t. Trag. in. iv.

Wks, 1878 I. 95, 1 will not be Your dispossessour but your
Gardian. I will supply your Father's vacant place. 1768
HLACKSTONE Comm. III. 180 If the dispossessor has any
legal claim, he may afterwards exert it, notwithstanding a

recovery had against him in these possessory actions. 1860

PUSEY Min. Proph. 228 The remnant of Zion, being de-

livered, would dispossess their dispossessors.

DispOSSC'SSOry, a.
[f.

as prec. + -Oltv.] Re-

lating to dispossession or eviction.

1888 Union Signal (Chicago) 5 Apr., The number of dis-

tress and dispossessory warrants issued.

DispO'St, v. [f. Dis- 7 + POST sb. : cf. obs. F.

desposter, -poester, -postir to dispossess.] trans.

To deprive of a post ; to dismiss or drive from a

post or position.
1577 BUCHANAN Let. to Randolph [' Master of the postes ']

Wks. (1892) 59 Albeit I beonfut, and ye ryd the post ; pray-

Disposted all in post. 1833 CHALMERS Serin, 1. 255 It is God
. . who alone can dispost it from this ascendency. 1827 SCOTT

Napoleon xlvii, The. .resolution of disposting the Austrian

Cieral
by main force, 1851 Fraser^s Mag. XLIII. 598

rd George Bendnck died disposted.

Dispost, obs. pa. t. and pa. pple. of DISPOSE.

Disposure (disp^^'ia). Now rare. [f. DIS-

POSE v. + -UBE ; cf. COMPOSURE.]
1. Arrangement, order: = DISPOSITION i, 2.

a 1625 FLETCHER Hum. Lieutenant in. iv, She is so great
a mistress of disposure. 1658 SIR T. BROWNE Card. Cyrns
iii. 47 The remarkable disposure of those yellow fringes
about the purple Pestill of Aaron. 1704 SWIFT Tale T.

*f b. Good order, orderly arrangement. Obs.

a 1637 B. JONSON Underwoods^ Epit. V. Corbet* A life that

. . was . . all order and disposure still.

1 2. Ordering, control, management, direction ;

dispensation;
= DISPOSAL i, DISPOSITION 3. Obs.

1569 COLMAN Let. in Strype Ann. Ref. I. Iv. 609 Dis-

rures..and
crosses are very grievous to the flesh. 1625

LONG tr. Barclay's Argents H. xvii. 119 Out of the

placing of the Starres . . out of their influence on Children . .

oomes the whole disposure of their life and death. 1677
BATHS Chr. Kelig. proved by Reason v. (R.) In the dis-

posures of providence. 1689 Proc. Pres, Parl. Justified 5

Dissatisfied with the Management and Disposure of Affairs.

3. The action of disposing of, making over, set-

tling, etc.
; bestowal, assignment ;

= DISPOSAL 2, 3 ;

DISPOSITION 4.
a 1649 DRUMM. OF HAWTH. Hist. Jas. /, Wks. (1711) 3

Rendrmg the disposure thereof [revenue] chast, sincere and

pure for expenses necessary and profitable. 1665 EVKLYN

_. 50 Y Uisposure w yo
Scopes of land. 1873 BROWNING Red Cott. Nt.-cap 168

Uisposure of the commerce that took time.

f 4. Power or right to dispose of ;
=DISPOSAL 4,

DISPOSITION 4 b. Obs.

1606 FORD Honor Tri. (1843) 13 Inchained to the disposure
of his ladie. 1630 MASSINGER Pictttre\.\\i Surrendering up

My will and faculties to your disposure. 1661 E. BURROUGHS
Pitta cone. Quakers 20 At the Will and Disposure of the

Almighty we are. a 1693 URQUHART Rabelais in. iii. 38 To

acquire Creditors is not at the Disposure of each Man's

Arbitriment.

f5. Turn of mind; = DISPOSITION 6. Obs.

1613 CHAPMAN Revenge BussydAmbois iv. H ij a, His

sweet disposure, As much abhorring to behold, as doe Any
vnnaturall and bloudy action.

Dispotto, dispotical, obs. ff. DESPOT, -ICAL.

Dispouse, vai. form of DssrousK v. Obs.



DISPOWEB.

fDispower, v. Oh. rare. [Dm- 7 a.] trans.

To (U'pru c (A power.
1656 S. M. GotA I.ft-.v dfi How could they do less having

power, then desert and dfapOWOT liini 'i

Dispoyle, -spoyly, obs. ft". DESPOIL v.

t DiSpra'Ctice. Obs. rare. [Din- 9.] Dis-

continuance.

1673 PI-NN .//.r. (.V//i'w. Rebuked 10 Well satisfied

with iiuy Mcmlx:r's UKpr.iclice of an orderly Performance.

t Disprarsable, a. Obs.
[f. DISPRAISE v. +

-AHLE. Cf. OF. dcsprisable reprehensible, f. des-

priser to dispraise.] Worthy of
dispraise or blame.

<-i449?EcocK AY/r. in. viii. 325 He therbii be, .preisable or

dkpreisablc, doing honestli or doing dishunestli. 1553
(iKiMALDE Cicero's Offices i. (1558) 49 Innumerable other
<!iuersities ther be of nature and of maners no deal yet dis-

praysable. 1630 A*. Johnsons Kingd. ff Cowttnv. 639 Onely
in tliis it is disposable . , it bringeth forth Inhabitants of

savage .. and inhumane behaviour. 16.. T. ADAMS Wks.
(1861-2) II. 462 (D.) It is dispraisable either to be senseless
or fenceless. 1753 JOHNSON Disfraisio/e, unworthy of
commendation. Diet.

Dispraise (dispr?
1

?), $b. [f. Dis- 9 + PRAISE
sb. ; or f. DISPRAISE v. after praise sb. Cf. OK.
desprit) dcspris, and see DISPUI/E sb.]
1. The action or fact of dispraising ; the opposite

of praise ; expression of disparagement ; blame,
censure.

1509 HAWES Past. Pleas, xi. vi, The morall sense they
cloke full subtyly, In prayse or dysprayse, as it is reason-
able. 1580 NORTH Plutarch (16761 218 He began to make
along Oration in his dispraise. 1667 MILTON /'. /,. xi. 167
Tomee reproach Rather belongs^ distrust, and all dispraise.
1781 HAILES Antiq. Chr. Ch. i. 3 Does not necessarily
imply either praise or

dispraise. 1851 TENNYSON Death
Dk. Wellington 73 In praise and m dispraise the same,
A man of well-attemper'd frame. iSea Miss YONGE Cameos
(1877) II. xix. 197 Charles VI would not hear a word in his

dispraise.

2. with a and //. An act or instance of disprais-

ing or blaming, b. A cause of blame, discredit,
or disgrace.
>53S COVERDALR Wisd. iv, heading, A disprayse of the

wicked. 1580 SIDNEY Arcadia, in, (1724) II. 718 Little did
the melancholick Shepherd regard either his dispraises, or
the other's praises. 1641 HINDE J. Knten xli. 120 To bee

praised of a man utterly unworthy of any praise nimselfe,
is a dispraise. 1754 RICHARDSON Grandison I. xxxvi. 257
How far from a

dispraise
in this humane consideration.

1871 HOWELLS \Vcdd. Jourtt. 33 As they twittered their
little dispraises.

Dispraise (dfcpr^-z), v. Forms: 4-5 dis-

preise-n, 4-7 disprayse, 5 despreise, des-,

dyspreyse, 5-6 dysprayse, 5-7 despraise, 6

dispreyse, -prease, 6-7 disprase, 4- dispraise.

[a. OK. despreisiert -pretscr, -prisier,
= l*r. des-

prezar> despretiar, Sp. dtspreciar^ It. disprezzare :

late L. or Romanic type *dispretidrc for cl.L.

dt-pretiare : see DEPKECIATE and DE- I. 6.

In OF., originally, the tonic stem had -pris-> the atonic

preis-, hence inf. despreisier, 3 sing. pr. desprist. But
these distinctions were subseq. confused, and at length
levelled under the ~pris- form : thence Eng. DISPRIZE.]
1. trans. To do the opposite of to praise \ to

speak of with disparagement, depreciation, blame,
or disapprobation ; to blame, censure.
a 1300 Cursor M. 27585 (Cott.)

We agh ilk [fallen] man
upraise, and in vr hert vrself

dispraise. ^1386 CHAUCER
Melib. p 105 (Hurl.) Who-so wil haue Sapience schal no
man desprayse. c 1400 Rom. Rose 1053 For to dispreisen,
and to blame That best deserven love and name. 1494
FABYAN Chron. iv. Ixlx. 47 She dispraysed hym in that,

Surf. Mate Pref. Wks. (1653) 12 Foxes dispraise the grapes
they cannot reach. 1616 R JONSON Epigr. i. Hi. To Cen-
sorious Courtling , I'rather thou should'st utterly Dispraise
my Work, than praise it frostily. 17x8 STEELE Sped, No.
288 F 3 While they like my Wares they may dispraise my
Writing. 1850 \V. IRVING Goldsmith xxvi. 250 Johnson,
who . . rarely praised or dispraised things by halves. 185*
ROBERTSON Lect. 177 Men who cannot praise Dryden with-
out dispraising Coleridge.
absol, 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 235/1 To fore thys tyme

I despreysed and scorned and wend there had ben none
other lyf than this, c 1600 SHAKS. Sonn. xcv, That tongue
that tells the story of thy daies . . Cannot dispraise. 1650
FULLER Pisgah i. vi. 16 When he intends to praise or dis-

praise, he will doe it to the purpose. 1878 Miss TYTLER
Anne A scut i. in Sunday Mag. 36 As for you or any other
.. I will not dispraise, because I know you not.

t 2. To speak of depreciatingly or contemp-
tuously; to depreciate, despise. Obs,

(1386 CHAUCER Mtlib. p 5 Whan Prudence had herd hire

husbond avaunte him of his richesse. .dispreisjng the power
of his adversaries. 1475 Hk. Noblesse 59 Fabius despraised
renommee and vayne glorie, but onlie gafe his solicitude,

thought, and his bisy cure about the comun profit of Rome.
i 1500 Melusine xx. 113 Dyspreyse not your enmyes though
they be litel, but make euer good watche.

3. To bring dispraise upon, to cause to be depre-
ciated or despised, rare.

1879 E. ARNOLD Lt. Asia viri. (1881) 226 These riches

shan not fade away in life. Nor any death dispraise.

Hence Disprai'sed ///. a.
; Disprai'sing- ?/>/.

sb. and///, a.; Dlsprfci'singly adv.

^1386 CHAUCER Pars. T. p 423 In dispretsynge of hym
that men preise. 1483 Cath. An%l. 101/2 Disprayslnge,
deprauach. 15*6 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 238 All y*
crymes of y tonge, as sclaunders, detraccyons . . or dis-

495

praysynges, etc. 1551 HI-LOFT, D\<pnty%td t dts/ecftat
dft-

jftiiat/is t
c/'// T< tatns. 1604 SHAKS. Ut/t, m. iii. 72 When

1 haue spoke of you dispraising!)-. 1899 Eraser's Mag.
XIX. 31 [He] is dispraisingly sketched by the authoress,

Disprai'ser. [-KK '.] One who dispraises.
153 TINIMLK A",r/<w. .y AV/rv Wks. 194 Cursed be the..

disprayscrs of them that be good to bring them out of
fauotir. 1640 G. WATTS tr. Bacon's Adi'. Learn. \\. iii.

(K.) Praisers and dispraiscrs many times doe but aime at

their own ends, and do not think aft they say. 1880 Rt SKIN
in igf/t Cfftt. VIII. 20 1 Unbeliever, unmake r, and dispraiscr.

Hence Dispral-eres, a female dispraiscr.
1611 COTGR., ZPw/r/'rj<',adisSteemeresse f despiseresse,

or dispraiseresse of.

t Disprai'seworthy, a. Obs. rare. [f. Dis-
TBAIHE A, after praiseworthy.] Worthy or deserv-

ing of dispraise ; blameworthy.
1553 GRIMAI.DE Cicero's Offices in. (1558) 137 If they bee

dispraiseworthye who haue neld their peace, what is to bee

thought of those who haue used a vainncsse of talke ?

Disprave, bad form of DEPRAVE.
140* HOCCLKVE Letter of Cupid 265 Than to deprave

\Speekfs ed. Chaucer disprauej wommen generally.

t DlSprayer. Obs. rare. [Dm- 9 : cf. OK.

desprier to unsay a prayer.] ? Deprecation.
1615 DANIEL Queerfs Arcadia HI. v. Wks. (1717) 194

That Sound of Words, that answers not the Tone Of my
Disprayers in th* Accents of like Moan.

Dispread, disspread (dispre-d), v. arch.

Forms : 6 dispred, despreed, 7- dispread, dis-

spread. Pa. t. and pple. dispread ; 6 despred,
6-7 dispred, 7- disspred, (pa. pple. erron. 7 dis-

preden, 8 -edden). [f. di-, Dis- i + SPREAD v.]
1. trans. To spread abroad or out ; to extend,

expand, dilate, open out.

1590 SPENSER F. Q. i. iv. 17 Drawne of fayre Pecocks, that
excell in pride, And full of Argus eyes their tayles dis-

predden wide. 1591 Virg. Gnat 242 Looslie on the

grassie greene dispredd. 1596 F. Q. v. xu. 13 Like as
a tender Rose . . Dispreds the glorie of her leaues gay.
1600 FAIRFAX Tasso i. xi. 9 Baldwine his ensigne faire did
next despreed. 1616 SANDYS Ps. cxx. in Farr S. P. Jos. I,

(1848) 80 A vine on wall disspred. 1639 G. DANIEL Ecclus.
xxiv. 51 Dispreden farr, Farre as the Terebinth, my branches
are. 17x4 Solomon's Song in Steele

1

: Poet. Misc. 242 While
opening Buds their folded Leaves dis-spread. 1738 WESLEV
Psalms XLV. iv, Dispread the Victory of thy Cross, a 1766
W. THOMPSON Hymn to May xxii. 3 Have ye not seen . .

Striding the clouds a bow dispredden wide? 1838 MRS.
BROWNING Vis. Poets 203 The lady stood beside his head,
Smiling a thought, with nair dispread. 1863W. LANCASTER
Praeterita 64 The disunited, desolated hands Listless of
use and nervelessly disspread.
2. intr. (for refl.}

1596 SPENSER F. Q. iv. vii. 40 His face they [his lockes]

overgrew, And over all his shoulders did dispred. 1643 H.
MORE Song of Soul i. i. xlix, She is the centre from whence
all the light Dispreads. 1717-46 THOMSON Summer 209
Tyrant Heat, dispreading through the sky With rapid
sway.
Hence Diaprea'd ///. a. ; Disprea dingr :/'/. s/>.\

Disprea'der, one who spreads abroad.

1636 FEALTY Clavis Myst. ii. 15 Joseph of Arimathea . .

a great dispreader of the Gospel. 104* H. MOKK Sottg
ofSoul n. in. iv. x, Dispread exility Of slyer reasons fails.

1644 MILTON Areof. (Arb.) 48 Dispredders both of vice
and error. <r 1652 J. SMITH Set. Disc. vn. vi. (1821) 361
The dispreadings and distended radiations of his love.

1890 Spectator 15 Feb., Prophets descend from the ceiling
of the Sistine to become andirons, and their dispread limbs
find a motive in the poker and tongs.

Disprease, -preise, obs. fT. DISPRAISE.

Dispre'judice, v. rare. [Dm- 7 a.] trans.

To free from prejudice.
1654 W. MOUNTAGUE Devout Ess. n. vii. 5 (R.> Those

. . will easilie be .. disprejudiced in point of the doctrine.

Disprepa-re, v. rare. [Dis- 6.] trans.

To render unprepared.
1651 HOBBES Leviath. iv. xliv, A confederacy of deceivers

that .. endeavour . . to extinguish in them [men] the light,
both of nature and the Gospel ; and so to disprepare them
for the Kingdom of God to come.

t Dispre'ss, v. Obs. [f. Dia- i + PRESS v.]
trans. To press or force asunder or apart.
1605 TIMME Quersit. in. 156 Mercurial vapours thickened

into CIoudes..and. .not able to be dispressed. 1617 MARK-
HAM Carat, i. 83 The searing of the skinne. .doth so seauer
and dispresse it, that it will neuer after meete close together
againe. a 16*7 HAYWARD Edw. K/ (1630) 92 Princes., in

no case to endure their supreame authority to be force-

ably either oppressed or dispressed by their subjects.

Disprie'St, v. rare. [Dis- 7 b.] trans. To
deprive of the priesthood.
1563-87 FOXE A. fy M. (1596) 131/3 If h did well in so

disprcesting and discharactering Formosus. 1611 FLORIO,

Sgrftiirt, to vnpriest, to dispriest.

-Dispriiice : see Dis- ? b.

Disprison (dispri'z'n), v. [Dis- 7 c. Cf. obs.

F. desprisonner, mod.F. &p-] trans. To set free

from prison. Hence Dispri'soned ///. a.

i8^a
LYTTON Zanoni\\. vii, The disprisoned mind.

Bisprivacied (disprai-vSsid),///. a. [f. Dis-

7 a.] Deprived or bereft of privacy.
1848 LOWELL Fable for Critics Poet. Wlcs. 1890 III. 93

On the poet's dis-privacied moods, .the pert critic intrudes.

Disprivilege (dispri-viledj), v. Also 7-8
-edge. [Dis- 7 a (or 6).]
1. trans. To deprive (a person) of privilege.
a 1617 BAYNE On /4.(i6s8) 125 Our love must be shewed

them .. unlesse their fooiish lewdness dis priviledge them.

DISPROFIT.

1670 YmttLib.ofCoHSf. iv.Wlcs. (1726)1.453 Soacting and
believing, disprivlledger them for ever of that Recompence.
1884 Trans. K. Hist. Sot. X. 353 One ought not to di*-

privilege a person without his knowledge.
f2. To annul or undo the privilege of, Obs. rare.
1611 H. SYDKNHAM Serin. .SW. Occ. n. (1637) 141 Let not

my zealetothe Priest disprivilege my allegiance to my King.

t Dispri'se, sb. Obs. Also 6 diaprioe. [a.
OK. despris

'

discstecme, contempt, disdaine
'

(Cotpr.)f
earlier despriz

^ It. disprtzzo, Sp. dis-

precio : late L. type *disprctiwn. See DIHPHIZK v.

and cf. PUI/E, PRICE.] Disparagement, deprecia-
ticii, contempt.
1560 HOLLAND Crt. Venus H. 61 |e haifdone greit dispricfe).

c 1636 JAMES Her Lane, (Cheth. Soc.) Introd. 36 In dispri/c
of death.

Disprize (disproi-z) ( v. Obs. or arch. Forms :

5 deapryse, 5-6 desprise, dispryae, 6 dyopryae,
7 disprise, 7- disprize. [a. late OF. desprise-r
for original desprtisier (tonic stem desprist} : sec

DISPRAISE, which represents the earlier OF. form.]
1. trans. To depreciate, undervalue

; to hold
in small repute or in contempt, arch.

1480 CAXTON Ovid*s Met. xu. xiv, Hedesprised Hector and
his menace. 1484 Chivalry (Caxton) So Kynge Aly&andcr
in desprysing auarice and couetyse had alwey the handes
stratched forthe for to gyue unto his knyghtes. 1606 SHAKS.
Tr. ff Cr. rv. v. 74 Tis done like Hector ; ^>ut securely done,
A little proudly, and great deale disprNing The knight
oppos'd. 1644 QUARLES >?arKrt^<if 4- B. (1851) 147 And wilt

thou more di sprue the giver than the gift ? 1886 [see
Disi-RizKi) below. 1

f b. To make of small account ; to dishonour.

1508 A. CADIOU Porteous ofNoblenes in Compl. Scot. (1801)
Introd. 304 He desprisis his nobilnes that . . kepis noght hym
selue clene.

t c. To bring into depreciation. Obs.
a 1687 COTTON Ode to Lydia (T.) Dishevel, sunset, thy

yellow hair, Whose ray does burnished gold disprize.

t 2. To dispraise, disparage, decry ;
to speak of

slightingly. Obs.

1514 BARCLAY Cyt. j Uplondyshm. (Percy Soc.> 4 The
frosty wynter. .Wmchemen than praysed, they now dyspryse6 hate. 1570 Satir. Poems Reform, xviii. 53 Thair fact
and act all Scotland now disprysis. i6ai QUAKLFS Argatus
*t P. (1678) 4 Some trust to fame, some secretly disprize Her
worth.

Hence Dispri xed ///. a.
; DUpri ring vbl. sb.

and ///. a.

1500 Burfh Rec. Edin. 20 Oct. (Jam.) William Paterson
fand] Patnck Lowiesoun convict be ane assyse vpoun the

disprysing of William Todrig, baillie, invadand him with..
drawm swordis. 1560 HOLLAND Crt. Venus n. 179 Hot be
no way in Venus disprysing. 1602 SHAKS. Ham. in. i. 72
For who would beare . . The pangs of dispriz'd Loue. 1886
DOWDEN Shelley I. iv. 154 Haunted by thoughts of his own
disprized love.

Dispro'babilize, v. rare.
[f.

DIH- 6 + PROBA-

BILIZE.] trans. To deprive of probability, render

improbable. Hence Dispro-babilizing- ///. a. ;

Disprobabiliza-tion.
1817 BENTHAM Ration. Judtc. Evut. in. 13 The principal

fact will be considered as being, in a greater or less degree,
disprobabilized. ///</.. The existence of this disprobabilizing
fact. Ibid. 16 Notice cannot but be taken of the opposite
effect, disprobabilization.

t Insproba'tion. Obs. [Dia- 9, after dis-

prove.']
= DISAPPROBATION.

1647 M. HUDSON Div. Right Govt. \\. vi. no The Books
of Exodus and Numbers record ten several disprobatiorK
and murmurings of the people against Moses . . Neither did
the peoples disprobation of his just Power., unking David.

Dispro'bative, a. rare. [Dis- 10, after dis-

pfffi'f.l That tends to disprove.
1813 HENTHAM Not Paul 23 A disprobative Circumstance.

18^7 Ration. Judic. Evid. in. 16 Little need for con-

sidering the probative force (the disprobative force it will

here be held!

Disprofe, -proffe, obs. ff. DISPROOF.

t Disprofe'ss, v. Obs. rare. [Dis- 6.] trans.

To renounce the profession of.

1590 SfENSER /'. Q. in. xi. ao His armes, which he had
vowed to disprofesse, She. .did about him dresse.

DisprO'fit, $b. Obs. or arch.
[f.

Dm- 9 +
PKOFIT sb.] The opposite of profit ; disadvantage,
detriment.

1494 FABYAN Chron. vtf. 618 All was ruled by the quene &
her counsayll, to the great disurofite of the kynge & his

realme. 1596 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. vi. 3-30
Weiris ar begun, with gret slauchtir on baith sydes, dU-
proffet and skaith. x6ao MARKHAM Fareiv, Hush. u. xxii.

(1668) 120 You shall want their Company . . which U both
discomfort and

disprofit. 1751 WESLEY Wks. (1872)
XIV.

125 Adjectives signifying, .disprofit. .govern a Dative Case.

1837 CARLYLE Mirdheau Misc. (1872) V. 217 They fought
much : with an eye to profit, to redress of disprofit.

t b. with a and//. A disadvantage. Obs.
a 1566 COVERDALK Bk. Death \. viii. Wks. II. 56 All the

aforesaid disprofits and griefs do justly vanish. i6<t HOBBES
Govt, tf Soc. x. 2. 149 All the profits and disprofits arising
from government. 1071 H. M. tr. Erasm. CoHog. 219 Lest
I should get for my self any profit by others disprofits.

Dispro'fit, v. Obs. or arch. [f. Dis- o -*- PROFIT
v. (possibly from

Fr.).J
1. trans. To bring disadvantage to; to injure, in-

commode, inconvenience.

1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg:. 264/1 CHeJ commendyd hym to

god prayeng that the pryson shold not disproufyte hym,
153* in W. H. Turner Scltct. Rec. Oxford 1 13 The Towne



DISPBOFITABLE.

is not profited by them, but . . disprofited. 1660 tr. Para,

celsus' Archidoxisu. no* That which is Innate doth neither

profit, or disprofit any one. 1837 CARLYI.E f'r. Rev. 1 1 . v.

vii, Of the whole two thousand there are not now half a

score, .that will profit or disprofit us. 1850 Lattcr-d. P.

vii. (1872) 246.

f 2. intr. (for rejl.} To fail to profit ;
to receive

disadvantage or injury. Obs.

1561 T. NORTON Calvin's Inst. iv. 88 He hath sene no
worse menne than those that disprofited in monasteries.

Hence Dispro -filed pfl.a. , Dispro'flting vbl. sb.

*599 MINSHEU, Desaprovechado, disprofited. 1632 SHER-

WOOD, A disprofiting, Endommagement.

t DisprO'fitaTjle, a. Obs. [f. Dis- 10 + PRO-

FITABLE: cf. obs. F. desprofitable (i6th c. in

Godef.).] Unprofitable ; detrimental.

1548 HALL Chron., Hen. VIII (xn. 19X1809)739 He had
. .discharged 12 Articles whiche were moste grevous & dis-

profitable to the Frenche Kyng. 1572 R. H. tr. Lavatems'
Ghostes To Rdr. (1596) A iij, Profitable therefore it is. .vnto

many, and disprofitable vnto none.

Disproof (disprzH ). Forms : 6 disprofe,

-proufe, -prove, 6- disproof, [f. Dis- 9 -*- PROOF,
after DISPROVE.] The proving of a thing not to

be what is asserted; refutation, confutation; the

evidence constituting such refutation.

1531 ELYOT Cov. l. xiv. (1883) 153 Therin they do dili-

gently obserue the rules of Confirmation and Confutation,
wherin resteth prouf and disproufe. 1533 MORE Answ.
Poysoned Bk. Wks. 1099/2 These woordesnaue . . in them-

selfe, neither any thyng in disprofe of the very eating of

his flesh, nor for the profe yt he ment the beliefe of hys
death. 1695 WOODWARD Nat. Hist. Earth i. 45 A fuller and
more effectual Disproof of the recited opinions. 1825 SYD.

SMITH Wks. (1859) U- 66/1 Such allegations ..are scarce

ever susceptible of specific disproof. 1884 tr. Lotze's

Metaph. 19^ Such a proof., has never been attempted ; the

burden of disproof has been thrown on the opposite view.

b. with a and //. An instance of this ; a dis-

proving fact or piece of evidence.
a 1650 MAY Satir. Puppy (1657) 20 Lest he should betray

himself to an eminent disproof. 1699 BENTLEY Phal. Pref.

51 A sufficient Disproof of this malicious Calumny. 1877
E. R. CONDER Bas. Faith v. 233 Lightly to pass over all . .

irreconcilable facts as mere difficulties, not disproofs.

t Dispro'perty, . Obs. rare. [Dis- 7 b.]

trans. To deprive of property ; to dispossess.
1607 SHAKS. Cor. n. i. 264 He would Haue made them Mules,

silenc'd their Pleaders, And dispropertied their Freedomes.

Disproportion (dipTp6'jj9n)1 rf1 [f. Dis- 9
+ PROPORTION : perh. a. F. disproportion (i6th c.

in Hatz.-Darm.).]
Want of proportion in number, quantity, size,

etc. ;
lack of symmetry or due relation of quantity

or number between things or parts of the same

thing ; the condition of being out of proportion.
1555 EDEN Decades 190 The disproportion that they haue

to all other beastes. 1642 FULLER Holy fy Prof. St. in. xxii.

214 Let there be no great disproportion m age. a 1656 BI-.

HALL in Spurgeon Treas. Dav. Ps. cxliv. 3 The dispropor.
tion betwixt us and them [gnats] is but finite. 1752 JOHNSON
Rambler No. 196. F 3 The disproportion will always be

great between expectation and enjoyment. 1878 Masque
Poets 208 Evil perhaps being nothing more nor less Than
good in disproportion or excess. 1880 DlxoN Windsor III.

xxxiii. 325 A sense of disproportion lifts men into mirth.

b. with a and //. : An example of this
; some-

thing out of proportion.
1597 DANIEL Civ. Wars i. xxxyiii, Disproportions harmony

do break. 1604 SHAKS. Oth. in. iii. 233 Foule disproportions,

Thoughts vnnaturall. 1667 MILTON /'. L. viii. 27 Reasoning
I oft admire, How Nature wise and frugal could commit
Such disproportions. 1875 JOWF.TT Plato (ed. 2) HI. 672
A leg too long, or some other disproportion.

Dispropo'rtiou, v.
[f.

the sb. Cf. F. dis-

proportionner.] trans. To render or make out of

due proportion.
T593 SHAKS. 3 Hen. VI, in. ii. 160 Shee did corrupt frayle

Nature with some Bribe . . To shape my Legges of an vn-

equall size, To dis-proportion me in euery part, a 1631
DONNE Lett. (1651)7 Nothing disproportions us., as mur-

muring. 1838 LYTTON Alice xi. viii, Statutes that dispro-

portion punishment to crime. 1864 W. FAIRBAIRN in Reader
27 Feb. 270/1 It is even possible so

to_ disproportion the top
and bottom areas of a wrought-iron girder, .as to cause it to

yield with little more than half the ultimate strain.

Dispropo'rtionable, a.
[f. prec. + -ABLE.]

Out of due or symmetrical proportion ; dispropor-
tionate.

1589 TOTTENHAM Eng. Poesie in. xxiv. (Arb.) 283 So was
the kings action proportionable to his estate and therefore

decent, the Philosophers, disproportionable both to his pro-
fession and calling and therefore indecent. 1640 WILKINS
Ntnu Planet^ vi. (1707) 209 Such an incredible Celerity, as is

altogether disproportionable to its Bigness, a
1717 BLACKALL

Wks. (1723) 1. 136 Seeing . . the good and evil things of this

Life and of the next are so vastly disproportionable. 1760-72
tr. Juan $ Ulloa's Voy. (ed. 3) I. 124 Its belly is, in large-

ness, very disproportionable to its body.

Dispropo'rtionableness. [f. prec. -t

-NESS.] The quality of being out of proportion.
1651 BIGGS New Disp. F 131 Consisting of crudities, dis-

proportionablenesse. 1664 H. MORE Myst. Iniq. 336 From
the disproportionableness of the seventh Age of the world
to the rest. 1894 Newspr.t

A correspondent . . has sub-
mitted the word '

disproportionableness ',
as the longest in

the English language.

Dispropo'rtiona'bly, adv. [f.
as prec. +

LY 2.j In a manner or to an extent which is out

of clue proportion ; disproportionately.
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1608 Dispute Quest. Kneeling Sacrament 3 Why c!oe wee

..disproportionably and unsutably .. demeane our selues at

the table and feast of our Lord lesus. 1770 LANGHORNF.

Plutarch (1879) I. 176/2 His head was disproportionably

long. 1838 LVTTON Alice 65 The room was almost dispro-

portionably lofty.

Dispropo'rtional, a. and sl>. [f. DISPRO-

PORTION + -AL ; cf. F. disproportions!.]
A. adj.

- DISPROPORTIONATE.
1609 HOLLAND Amm. Marccll. Annot. Cija, Then the

length were disproportionall to the breadth. 1645 MILTON
Colast. (1851) 371 To force the continuance of manage be-

tween mindes found utterly unfit, and disproportional, is

against nature. 169* LOCKE Educ. 158 It is very dispro-

portional to the Understanding of childhood.

B. sb. A disproportional quantity or number.
a 1696 SCARBURGH Euclid (1705) 102 Having finished his

Explanations of. . Proportionals, ana Disproportionals.

Hence Dispropo'rtionalness IKAI.

1730-6 in BAILEY (folio). In recent Diets.

Disproportiona'lity. [f. prec. + -ITY.] The

quality of being disproportional.
1642 H. MORE Song of Soul ii. iii.ni.K-, The world so's

setten free From that untoward disproportionalitie.
1668

Div. Dial. ii. xii. (1713) 125 That poison is nothing but

disproportionality of particles to the particles of our own ..

Bodies. 1818 BENTHAM Ch. Eng. 374 For. .services of the

occasional class . . Pay, by disproportionality excessive.

Dispropo'rtionally, adv. [f.
as prec. + -LY. 2

.]

In a manner or to an extent that is out of pro-

portion.
1755 in JOHNSON. 1839 JOHNSTON in Proc. Berw. Nat.

Club I. No. 7. 201 The eyes of the embryo, at this period

disproportionally large. 1845 M'CuLLOcH Taxation n. ix.

(1852) 334 Disproportionally heavy taxes are the great cause

of smuggling. 1880 T. W. WEBB in Nature XXI. 213 The
satellites [of Mars] . . are . . so disproportionally minute,

according to our limited ideas of proportion.

Dispropo-rtionate, a. [f.
Dis- 10 + PRO-

PORTIONATE a. Cf. F. disproportionnl (i6th c.):

see -ATE 2
.] Out of proportion ; failing to observe

or constitute due proportion ; inadequately or exces-

sively proportioned. Const, to.

'555 EDEN Decades 189 His toonge. .very longe and thynne
and much disproportionate to his bodye. 1614 SELDEN Titles

Hon. 135 Neither is this annointing much disproportionat
to that. 1722 WOLLASTON Relig. Nat. ix. 181 A long re-

pentance is a disproportionate price for a short enjoyment.
1861 H. SPENCER First Princ. 11. iv. 53 (1875) 176 Effects

extremely disproportionate to causes. 1867 FREEMAN Norm.
Cong. (1876) I. iv. 246 Dwelling at an apparently dispropor-
tionate length on some subjects.

tDispropo-rtionated, a. Oh. rare. [f.

prec. + -ED 0] = prec. Hence t Dispropo-rtion-
atedness = DISPROPORTIONATENESS.

1572 J. JONES Bathes ofBath. n. 100 The qualitie [of Bath

waters] especially disproportionated with as great a degree
of heat., cannot be induced but by an especial heat. 1647
H. MORE Song ofSoul Notes 391 No such vast excentricity

as there, nor disproportionatednesse of Orbs and motions.

1668 Div. Dial. I. 23 That thinner Element being dis-

proportionated to the Lungs of either Birds or Beasts.

Disproportionately, adv. [f. as prec. +
-LY -.] In a manner or to an extent which is out

of proportion, inadequate, or excessive.

1682 SiRT. BROWNE Chr. Mor. ii. 8 (T.) He. .dispropor.

tionately divideth his days. 1696 WHISTON Th. Earth iv.

(1722) 294 Nothing should happen unseasonably, unfitly,

disproportionately. 1705 BOSMAN Guinea 250 The Head

disproportionately large. 1867 FROUDE Short Stud., Criti-

cism ff Gospel 161 Among the multitude the elements are

disproportionately mixed.

Dispropo'rtionateness. [f. as prec. +

-NESS.] The quality of being out of proportion.
1668 H. MORE Div. Dial. n. xviii. (1713) 147 The Incon-

gruity and Disproportionateness of the Use of them. 1819
COLERIDGE in Lit. Rent. (1836) II. 258 It would argue a dis-

proportionateness, a want of balance. 1874 FARRAR Christ

x. 119 Everyone must have been struck, .with the apparent

disproportionateness between the cause and the effect.

Dispropo'rtioned, /// a. [f. DISPROPOR-

TION v. + -ED ; cf. F. disproportion^] Made or

rendered out of proportion ; disproportionate.
1597 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. v. Ixxviii. (1611) 424 It argueth a

disproportioned minde in them whom so decent orders dis-

please. 1610 SHAKS. Temp. v. i. 290 He is as dispropor-

tion'd in his Manners As in his shape. 1699 BENTLEY Phal.

533. 1787 T. JEFFERSON Writ. (1859) II. '9? Tne women and
children are often employed in labors disproportioned to

their sex and age. 1851 MAYNE REID Scalp Hunt, xxviii,

I gazed at the huge disproportioned heads,

f b. Inconsistent. Obs.

1604 SHAKS. Oth. i. iii. 2 Duke. There's no composition in

this Newes, That giues them Credite. i Sen. Indeed, they
are disproportioned.

tDispro-priate, v. Obs. [f. Dis- 6 + L. pro-

prium own, possession, property, after appropriate,

expropriate] trans. To deprive of the ownership

(/" something) ; to dispossess.
1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage n. vii. 113 Who knoweth whether

those Appropriations did not . .

dispropriate
them of that

which in a juster proprietie was given them ?

Disprovable (dispn?vab'l), a. [f.
DISPROVE

V. + -ABLE.]
fl. Reprehensible, to be disapproved. Obs.

1548 GEST Pr. Masse, The third and last cause why
masse prayer is disprovable is by reason therin it is prayed
[etc.]. 1579 FULKE Refnt. Rastel 709 We receive them, or

refuse them, as they be approuable or disprouable by the

saide . . doctrine.

go
pe

DISPULP.

2. Capable of being disproved ; refutable.

1683 BOYLE F.nj. Notion Nat. 114 (L.) The incorrupt!,
bleness and immutability of the heavenly bodies is more
than probably disproveable by the sudden and irregular

generation, changes, and destruction of the spots of the sun.

1873 W. R. GREG Enigmas ofLife Pref. 5 No disprovable
datum is suffered to intrude.

Disproval (dispnrval). rare. [f.
DISPROVE +

-AL.] The act of disproving ; disproof.
1614 JACKSON Creed HI. n. v.

[yi.]
i. 47 Whither_ no

European is likely to resort for a disprouall of his relation.

1871 MORLEY Voltaire (1886) 250 A direct disproval of the

alleged facts on which the system professes to rest.

Disprove (dispr;7-v), v. Also 5 dis-,dyspreve,

7 disproove. Pa. pple. disproved ;
also dis-

proven. [a. OF. desprove-r, -prouver, f. des-, L.

dis- + prover to PROVE. Early variants were DE-

PREVE, DEPROVE, q.v.
The OF. stressed-stem form despnieve, -freuve, gave the

variant dispreve, whence (on the analogy of strong verbs, as

weave, woven) the pa. pple. disproven.}

1. trans. To prove (an assertion, claim, etc.)

to be false or erroneous ; to show the fallacy or

non-validity of; to refute, rebut, invalidate.

1:1380 WYCLIF Stl. Wks. III. 345 It is no nede to argue
her for to disprove |>is foli. 1386 Rolls ofParlt. III. 225/2
The which thyng . . by an even Juge to be proved or dis-

proved. a 1400 PistillofSusan 294, I schal be proces apert

disproue bis a-pele, For nede. a 1450 Cov. Myst. (1851) 315
Their owyn pepyl han dysprevyd Al that I have for the seyd
or mevyd. 1594 HOOKER Eccl. Pol, n. vii. (161 1) 72 ^Neither
doth . . the infirmity of men ouerthrow or disproue this. 1601

SHAKS. Jul. C. in. ii. 105, I speake not to disprooue what
Brutus spoke, But heere I am ; to speake what I do know.

1796 BP. WATSON Apol. Bible 346 A lesson which philosophy
never taught, which wit cannot ridicule, nor sophistry dis-

prove. 1814 CHALMERS Evid. Chr. Revel, ix. 251 There is a

mighty difference between not proven and disproven. 1856
STANLEY Sinai ft Pal. i. (1858) 53 No one can now prove or

disprove the tradition. 1875 JOWETT Plato(f&. 2) III. 363

Nay, he replied, that is already disproven.

t b. To prove to be non-existent or fictitious.

c 1430 Life St. Kath. (1884) 29 How she disproved hys
oddes. -1440 CAPGRAVE Life St. Kath. iv. 1576 Saturne,
e firste whom ye soo dispreue.

2. To prove (a person) to be untrue or erroneous

in his statements; to convict (a person) of false-

hood or error ; to refute, confute. Obs. or arch.

1589 COGAN Haven Health ccxiv. (1636) 227 Some perad-
venture will disprove mee by their owne experience. 1604
SHAKS. Oth. v. ii. 172 Disproue this Villaine, if thou bee'st

a man : He sayes, thou told'st him that his wife was false.

1633 HALL Hard Texts, N. T. 42 Ye Sadducees are in this

palpably disproved. 1709 STRYPE Ann. Re/. I. Hi. 560 One
of these that did this was Dr. Calfhill, in two sermons

preached in the same cathedral, the bishop present to hear

himselfdisproved. 1749 CHESTERF. Lett. II. ccii. 267 Should

you . . happen to disprove me.

f 3. To disallow authoritatively ; to disapprove.
Also intr. with of. Obs.

1477 NORTON Ord. Alck. vi. in Ashm. (1652) 100 That
other [Art] is disproved and plainely forebod. 1494 FABYAN
Chron. vii. 295 Let not the rudenesse of them hym lede

For to dysproue thys ryme dogerell. 1594 HOOKER Eccl.

Pol. ii. viii. (1611) 78 Men are only not disproued or dis-

allowed of God for them. 1628 VENNER Tobacco (1650) 406,

1 wonder why some disprove the taking of Tobacco after

meals. 1710 WodroiuCorr. (1843) II. 530 For my share, I dis-

prove the method ofhis licensing. 1824 Miss FERRIER Inker.

viii, They have seen other things either better or worse, and

can, therefore, either improve or disprove them.

Hence Disproved ///. a., Disproving, vbl. sb.

1587 GOLDING De Mornay i. 10 This also was a disproou-

ing of the false Gods. 1598 BARRET Theor. Warres n. i.

25 Chaunging those disproued blacke Billes and Bowes
into good Muskets. 1639 LD. DIGBY Lett. cone. Relig.

(1651 192 Credulity being so easie and natural!, Disproving
so difficult.

Disprove, obs. form of DISPROOF.

Dispro'vement. rare. [f. DISPROVE -v. +

-MENTJ The action or fact of disproving; a prov-

ing not to be true ; disproof.
1661 J. CHANDLER Van Heliumfs Oriat. Pref. to Rdr.,

They esteemed his disprovement ofwhat the other had said,

for a decision of the matter. 1886 Pop. Set. Monthly
XXVIII. 695 The scientific discovery . . around which all

Mr. Lawes's subsequent work centred was the disprove-
ment of Liebig's mineral-ash theory.

Dispro'ver . [f. as prec. + -ER i.] a. One who

disproves ; a refuter. fb. A disapprover (obs.~).

a 1639 WOTTON Dk. Buckhm. in Select. Harl. Misc. (1793)

283 A concurrence of two extremes, within so short a time,

by most of the same commenders and disprovers. 1682 H.

MORE Annot. Glanvills Lux O. 68 We may observe what

a weak Disprover he is of Pre-existence.

Disprovi'de, v. arch. [Dis- 6.] trans. To
fail to provide for ; to leave unprovided. Hence

Disprovi-ded ///. a., unprovided, unsupplied, un-

furnished (F. dtpourvii).
152 . BARCLAY Sallusfs Jugurth (1557) 50 He shulde not

hurt nor disprouyde them whyle he had vitail ynough
of his

owne prouyson. 1599 SANDYS Europx Sfec. (1632) 50 The

Papacie is not disprovided of his instruments toworke upon

Fredk. Gt. IV. 531 Much disprovided, destitute.

Dispuile, dispulje, obs. ff. DESPOIL.

Dispulp (dispo-lp), v. [f. Dis- 7 a + PULP sl>.]

traits. To remove the pulp from.

1895 Black % White 6 Apr. 467/1 Disputing coffee.



DISPTTLVERATE.

t Dispu-lverate,
--. Oh. rare. [Dis- 5.]

trans. To dissolve into dust.

1609 J. DAVIES Holy Rofile (1876) 13 (D.) Confusion shall

dispulverate All that this round Orbiculer doth bearc.

Dispume, -ation, var. ff. DF.SPUME, -ATION. So

Dispnma'tion a., characterized by despuma-
tion ; foamy, frothy.

1819 H. BUSK Vestriad ll. 85 The brawny Tritons .. In

dispumatious ranks, his progress wait.

t Dispn'nct, a. Oos. rare.
[f.

Dis- 4 + L.

punct-us pointed.] The reverse of punctilious ;
im-

polite, discourteous.

1509 B. JONSON Cynthia's Rev. V. ii, Asa. I'faith, master,

letVgo.. Let's be retrograde. Amo. Stay. That were

disptmct to the ladies.

Dispnnct(disp'nkt),z\ rare. [f.
L. dispunct-

ppl. stem f. dispungfre to prick or mark here and

there, in med.L. to erase (Du Cange), f. Dis- I +

pungfrc to mark, prick.] trans. To mark with

points or pricks of the pen ; hence : a. To mark

for erasure or omission ;
b. To mark for distinc-

tion, to distinguish.

1563-87 FOXE A. t, M. (1684)
I.

708/1,
I desire the Reder

then so to take me, as though 1 did not deal here withal,
|

nor speak of the matter, but utterly to haue pretermitted,
and dispuncted the same. 1841 DF. QUINCF.Y Philos. Hero-

dotus Wks. IX. 207 All beyond Carthage, as Mauritania,

etc. . . being dispuncted by no great states or colonies.

t Dispu'nction, 06s. rare. [n. of action from

L. dispunglre : see prec.] The action of marking
off by points

or pricks ;
erasure.

1637 JACKSON Divers Sermons Wks. 1844 VI. 44 The

ttispunction or inversion of points or letters. 1644 SIR E.

DEHINO Prop. Sacr. D b, Another dispunction tells me . .

that the very height of popery was the height of some

designers, wherefore else should this line be blotted out ?

Dispunge (dispo'nd.?), v. Also -sponge, [f.

tli-, Dis- i + spunge, SPONGE v., or L. spongidre to

wipe away with a sponge, f. spongia sponge. In

sense there is evident association with EXPUNGE,
L. expungere

' to prick out, strike out, erase' (which
also appears in modem use to be influenced by
'

sponge
'

and understood as ' to wipe out ') ; but no

contact of sense appearswith L.disftatffrttO<beck
off (debits and credits), balance (accounts), weigh,

try.]

I. trans. To discharge or pour down as from a

squeezed sponge, arch. Hence Dispvrnging vbl. sb.

1606 SHAKS. Ant. q Cl. iv. ix. 12 Oh Soueraigne Mistris

of true Mclancholly, The poysonous dampc of night dis-

punge vpon me. 1876 C. WELLS Joseph ff His Brethren \.

v. 69 Mute and perpendicular Dispungings of the hollow-

bosom'd clouds Gutter the fruitful surface of the earth.

t 2. To wipe out, blot out, delete, EXPUNGE. Obs.

1621 SPARROW Bk. Com. Prayer Pref, Quarrels . . about

dispunging some Names out of the Diptychs. a 1639 SIR

H. WOTTON Hymn in Farr S. P. Jas. I (1848) 250 Thou . .

that has dispong'd my score. i66a STILLINGFL. Orig. Sacr.

in. i. 8 13 They are to be dispunged out of the Census of

such who act upon free principles of reason.

Disprmishable (dispo-nijab'l), a. Law. [a.

AF. Unpunishable, i. Dis- 10 + punishable =F.

funissable.] Free from liability to punishment or

penalty ; not punishable.

pu
N

anie dispunishable wise raked vp in the ashes . . some

other would inkindle the like fire afresh. 1594 WEST
and Pt. Symbol. 61 Until attomement hee is dispunish-
able of wast. 1618 COKE On Litt. 27 b, Tenant in tail after

passibility is dispunishable for waste. 1639 Of Nuisance
to private Houses 21 If water fall on my land, and I make
a Sluice, and let it out of my land into another mans ;

this

is dispunishable, for every man may doe this one after

another. 11734 NORTH Exam. n. v. 24 (1740) 329 The
Person of the Sovereign is dispunishable and incoercible by
Force. 1818 CRUISE Digest (ed. 2) IV. 82 If., long and

unreasonable leases are the chief cause of dilapidations . .

much more would they be so, if they were made dispunish-

able for waste. 1882 LD. COLERIDGE in Fortn. Rev. Feb.

235 Seduction, which may be more wicked, is dispunish-
able.

t Disptrnish.ed, ///. a. Law. Obs. rare.

[f.
Dis- 8 + PUNISHED, rendering AF. desptmi,

depnny (i3-Hth c.), f. F. des-, Dis- 4 + puni
punished.] Unpunished, free from punishment.
1630 in Rushw. Hist. Coll. (1659) I.

App. 53 In some

cases, criminal offences shall be dispunished.

Dispurple ^dispup'l), v. nonce-wd. [f.
Dis-

73 + PURPLE sb.] trans. To strip of the (imperial;

purple ;
to deprive of sovereignty.

1877 BLACKIE Witt Men 347 'Tis fit we die with crowns

upon our head Nor beg our way dispurpled to the grave.

t Disptrrpose, v- Obs. rare. [f. Dis- 6 +

PURPOSE s/>.~\
trans. To defeat of its purpose.

1607 Lingua v. i, in Ha?!. Dodsley IX. 433 She . . seeing

her former plots dispurposed, sends me to an old witch.

t DispnTSe, v. Obs. [An alteration of DIS-

BURSE after PURSE.] = DISBURSE, DEPURSE.

1593 SHAKS. 2 Hen. VI, in i. "7 Many a Pound of mine

owne proper store.. Haue I disbursed [Ftl. 4 disbursed]

tothe Garrisons,And neuerask'd for restitution. l6as-49.Sc.

Acts C/m*. / (1814) VI. 9 (Jam-) The estaits declares they

will sie the said John Kenneday . . repayit of quhat he sail

aRiie for, dispursc, or give out for outreikmg of the said

ship.
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t Dispnrvey, *' Obs. Forms: 5 des-, dys-,

porvey, 5-6 -pourvey, 5- dispurvey. [a. OF.

ilesporveei'r, -porveir, -porveer (1 2th c. in Littri),

f. des-, DIN- 4 +porveeir to provide : see PURVEY.]
trans. To rob or strip of provision ;

to render

destitute. Chiefly in pa. pple. dispurveyed^ - OF.

desporvcii, mod.F. de'pourvu), unprovided, destitute.

c 1430 LYDG. Bochal I. x. (i544> 2t b, Thei be caught dis.

urueycd of defence. 1481-4 E. PASTON in Paston Lett.

0. 859 III. 280, I am not assartaynd how she is purveyde
of mohy . . I woold not se her dysporveyd, yf I myght.
148$ CAXTON Chat. Gt. 69 Olyuer whyche was thus dys-

pourueyed of his hors. c 1489 Sonnet ofAymou xix. 418

They of mountalban be dyspurueyd of mete. 1530 PALSGR.

521/2, I dispourvey, I unprovyde. 1583 GOLDING Calvin

on Dent. xcii. 570 Wee shall be dispurueied and stript out

of all thinges. 1609 HEYWOOD Brit. Troy vl. xc. 133 They
dispurucy their vestry of such Treasure As they may

Hence f Dispurveyed ///. a., unprovided, un-

prepared. (
= OF. desporveu.)

14. . LYDG. & BURGH Secrees 2417 Upon thy Enemy renne

not sodeynly, Ne dispurveyed. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg.
101 b/i And he despourueyd, deth cometh whyche taketh

all fro hym. 1484 Curtail 14 To be drowned by theyr dys-

pourueyed aduysement. 1494 FABYAN Chron. VH. 422 [He]

gatheryd hym an vnredy and dispurueyed hoost for the

warre. 1580 BARET Alv. D 919 Dispurueied of frends:

lacking frends, Inofs at amicis.

t Dispurveyance. Obs. rare. [f. prec., after

PURVEYANCE.] \Vant of provisions ; destitution.

1590 SPENSER F. Q. ill. x. 10 Daily siege, through dispur-

vayance long And lacke of reskewes, will to parley drive.

Disputabi'lity. [f.
next + -ITY.] The quality

or fact of being disputable ; a disputable matter.

1853 RUSKIN Stones yen. III. iv. 8 3- '68 note, Their
very

disputability proves the state, .above alleged. 189* W. W.
PEYTON Mem. Jesus vii. 205 History is a vast disputability.

Disputable di-spitab'l, dispiK-tabl), a. (s/>.)

[ad. L. disputabilis that may be disputed, f. dis-

ptitdre to DISPUTE. Cf. i6th c. F. disputable.]

1. That may be disputed, questioned, or
discussed ;

liable to be called in question, contested, or con-

troverted ; questionable.
1548 HALL Chron., Hen. /K(an. 11)30 Which thyng is

nether material! nor disputable. 1587 FLEMING Contn.

Holinshed\\ 1. 1347/1 This is a matter disputable in Schooles.

1638 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (ed. 2) 333 Of Japan. .Whether

it bee an lie or no, is disputable. 1658-9 Burton s Diary
(1828) III. 114 It is disputable to me that all power is in

the people. 1714 SWIFT Drafter's Lett. Wks. 1755 V. ll.

38 Until any point is determined to be a law, it remains

disputable by every subject. 1853 J- H. NEWMAN Hist.

Sk. (1873) II. i. iii. 125 Let us put aside theories and dis-

putable points.

1 2. Ready or inclined to dispute ; disputatious.
1600 SHAKS. A. V. L. n. v. 36, I haue bin all this day to

auoid him : He is too disputable for my companie.

f B. as sb. A disputable matter. Obs.

1649 G. DANIEL Trinarch. The Author 7 The intricate

pussle of Disputables. 1660 JER. TAYLOR Duct. Dutil. i.

iv This discourse of all the disputables in the world.

Disputableness. [f. prec. + -NESS.] The

quality of being disputable.
1660 FISHER Rustict's Alarm Wks. (1679) 279 Nothing

that savours of more than Dubiousness and Disputable-

ness it self. 1661 T. PHILIPS Long Par-It. Rev. I R.),

The disputableness and unwarrantableness of their authority.

1685 H. MORE Paralip. Prophet. 42 Both, .acknowledge an

uncertainty and disputableness in some. . Kings Reigns.

Dispntably, adv. [f. as prec. + -I.T 2.] In a

disputable manner or degree ; questionably.

1836 LYTTON Athens (1837) I. 279 Linus and Thamyns,
and more disputably, Orpheus, are . . precursors of Homer.

t Disputa'city. Obs. [irreg. f. DISPUTATIOUS,

as if disputatious : cf. pugnacious, pugnacity, and

see -ACITY.] =DlSPUTAT10USNESS.
1660 H MORE Myst. Godl. 472 Fruitlesse disputacity.

1671 Sfede's H'ks., Life 18 Addicted to a disingenuous

humour of Disputacity. a 1711 KEN Hymnot/ieo Poet.

Wks. 1721 III. 337 But Disputacity the Mind confounds.

Disputant (di-spitanf), a. and sb. [a. L, dis-

putant-em, pr. pple. of disputare to DISPUTE: see

-ANT.] A. adj. That disputes; disputing- engaged

in dispute or controversy.
1671 MILTON P. R. iv. 218 Thou., there wast found

Amonz the gravest Rabbles, disputant On points and ques-

tions fitting Moses' chair. 17" SHAFTESB. Chart*, iv. n.

(17,7) III. 214 After the known way of Disputant Hostility.

yp*li AMI G. 5 Nov. , Time for disputant nations

to recover their calmness . . may possibly be secured.

B. sb. One who disputes or argues; esp. a publi

debater or controversialist.

1611 DEKKER It oe not good Wks. .873 I"- ?
H'

babling fooles, But crowne the deepe-bramd disputant.

r 1645 HOWELL Lett. (1650) II. 16 A quick and pressing

disputant in logic and philosophy. 179' BOSWF.LL Johnson

an 1763 (1831) I. 421 (Goldsmith) . .was enabled to pursue his

travels.. partly by demanding at the Universities to enter

the lists as a disputant. 1840 MILL Dia. * Disc. (1875) I

408 Disputants are rarely, .good judges.

Disputation (dispiwt^i Jan). Also 4 -aoioun,

4-6 -a<sion, -atioun, 5-6 dys-. [ad. L. disputa-

tion-em, n. of action from disputare to DISPUTE

perh. immed. a. F. disputation fifth c. in Littre)

The earlier word was DisruTisou.v, of which dis

putation may be viewed as a refashioning after

the L. original.]

DISPTTTATIVENESS.

1. The action of disputing or debating 'questions,

etc.) ; controversinl argument ; debate, discussion,

controversy.
1-1450 .Merlin 139 So indured longe the dUputacion be-

wene hern tweyne. 1489 Barboiir'H I'fi'cf i. 250 Than mayss
'

. .

itle wordes sake, they wer K) whole in disputation.
1661

BUTLER Hud. i. i. 77 He'd run in Debt by Duputation, And
>ay with Ratiocination. 1758 JOHNSON Idler No. 19 p 3 In

he heat of disputation. 1880 M'CATHY Onrn Times IV.

iii. 427 He had a keen relUh for theological disputation.

b. with a and //. A discussion, a dispute.

'5S7 N- T. (Rhem.) Rom. xiv. i Him that h weake in the

ayth, take vnto yoUj but not to enter into doubtful dispu-
tations of controuersies. 1570 DEE Math. Prtf. 25, I was
. . by certaine earnest disputations . . therto so prouoked.

1851 ROBF.RTSON Serm. Ser. iv. xix. (1876) 246 The church

was filled with disputations. 1858 J. MARTINEAU StuA
Car. 208 With one of these . . to hold a disputation.

C. spec. An exercise in which parties formally

sustain, attack, and defend a question or thesis, as

in the mediieval schools and universities.

1551 T. WILSON Logike(isfy) 6ia,That is called a dispu-

tacion or reasonyng of matters, when certaine persones
debate a cause together, and one taketh part contrary
vnto an other. 1611 BRINSLEY Lud. Lit. 281 [They] haue

disputation for the victorship once euery quarter of the

yeare. 17*6 AMHERST Terne Fil. xx. 103 Academical dis-

putations are two-fold, ordinary and extraordinary; . .extra-

ordinary disputations I call those which are perform'd in

the public schools of the university, as requisite qualifications

for degrees. 1838 PRKSCOTT Fera. * Is. (1846) 1. viii. 344

To visit the academies, where they mingled in disputation.

i87ojF.voNs/. Logic xviii. (1800) 15? In former centuries

it was, indeed, the practice for all students at the Univer-

sities to take part in public disputations, during which

elaborate syllogistic arguments were put forward by one

side and confuted by precise syllogisms on the other side.

attrib. 1760 GOLDSM. Cit. W. Ixviii. r 10, I have, .drawn

up a disputation challenge, .to this effect.

(2. Written discussion or treatment ofa question;

a dissertation. Obs.
a 1533 FRITH (title), A Disputacion of Purgatorye; diuided

into thre bokes. 1615 CROOKE Body ofMan 45 This dis-

putation concerning the number of the principall parts.

f3. Doubtful or disputable condition; doubt. Obs.

1549 ALLEN Jude's Par. Rev. 34 Let vs content .. oure

selfes with this, in this double and dysputacyon. 1689

Prot. Garland i For without all Disputation, 1 shall never

trouble you.
f 4. Interchange of ideas ; discourse, conversa-

tion. Obs. (A doubtful sense.)

1596 SHAKS. i Hen. IV, HI. i. 206, I vnderstand thy

Kisses, and thou mine, And that's a feeling disputation.

1509 Hen. V, in. ii. 101 Captaine Mackmorrice . . will

you voutsafe me, looke you, a few disputations with you.

Disputations (dUplwtfHsi;, a. Also 7-8

-aoious. [f. prec. : see -ous.] Characterized by,

or given to, disputation ; inclined to dispute or

wrangle; contentious.
1660 H. MORE Myst. Godl. 69, I shall remit the disputa-

cious to the mercy of School-Divines. 1768 74 TIXKER
Lt. Nat. (1852) I. 61 In this divided disputatious world one

must not expect to travel any road long without a check.

1818 SCOTT Rot Roy xii, The wine rendered me loquacious,

disputatious, and quarrelsome. 1848 MRS. JAMESON Sacr.

ft Leg. Art (1850) 115 Those were disputatious days.

Dispnta-tionsly, adv. [f. prec. + -LY ^.]

In a disputatious manner ; contentiously.

1864 in WEBSTER. 1871 Daily News 18 Aug., [In railway

accidents] injuries, .may be disputatiously litigated.

Disputa'tiousness. [(.
as prec. + -NESS ]

The quality of being disputations.
1681 Whole Duty Kalians 3 A scrupulosity, and Dispu-

tatiousness about Externals and Forms in Religion. 1796

LAMB Lett. (18881 I. 41 But enough of this spirit of dispu-

tatiousness. 1888 BRYCE Amer. Comitno. I. 360! he inherent

disputatiousness and perversity . . of bodies of men.

Dispntative (dispia'tativ), a. [a. late L. dis-

pulativ-us (Cassiodorus), f. dispuiat-, ppl. stem of

disputare to DISPUTE : see -ATIVE.]

1. Characterized by or given to disputation ;
dis-

putations.
1579 G. HARVEY Letter-tk. (Camden) 72 The disputatiye

appetite of Doctor Busbye. 1630 B. JONSON Nevi Inn n. u,

Thou hast a doctor's look, A face disputativc, of Salamanca.

1787 MAD. D'ARBLAY Diary 6 Mar., I told him I was in no

d'sputative humour. 1788 Trifler No. 23. 303 The cavils

of the disputative. 1890 Miss S. J. DUNCAN Stf. Departure

57 The critic, .most dispuutive of its positions.

1 2. That is the subject of disputation or dispute ;

controversial; controverted. Obs.

1581 SIDNEY Apol. Pottrie (Arb.> 31 The
Philosopher

. .

teachelh a dispulaliue vertue. 1589 NASHE Pref. to Greene s

Jlfenaf/ien.A.rb.') 14, I had rather referre h, as a disputatiue

plea to Diuines. 1708 LurrRELL.fiw/V?*/. ( 1857)V 1. 27?[He]

reiported the method of ballotting in disputative elections.

3. Of or pertaining to disputation.

1664 H. MORE Myst. Iniq. Apol. 547 Which Knowledge
of the Lord . . is not certainly any Disputative Subtilty or

curious Decision. 1873 BURTON Hist. Siot. VI. Ixxji. 278

The oddest of all their disputative exhibitions.

Hence Dipu-tatively adv., in a dispnta

contentious manner, disputatiously ; Dlptrttlv-
nesa, the quality of being disputatious.



DISFUTATOR.

Doctr. Election (1842) 224 Disputativeness. 1842 Prwinc.
Lett. (1844) II. 203 In such a case of dogged disputative-
ness. 1860 READE Cloister $ H. II. 316 'There, now

',
said

Catherine, disputatively.

Di'Sputator. rare. [a. L. dtsputator, agent-
noun f. disptttdre.'] A disputer, a disputant.

l( 37 GILLESPIE Eng. Pop. Cerem. in. viii. 179 No man in

the Councell ought to have a judiciarie voice, unlesse he
bee withall a Disputator. 1845 S. AUSTIN Ranke's Hist.

Ref. I. 447 How different a disputator was Johann Eck 1

Dispute (dispiz/'t), v. Forms : 3-6 despute,

4 despuite, despout, dispite, 4-5 dispoyte, dis-

puit(e, 4-6 dyspute, 6 dysspote, 4- dispute.

[ME. des-, dispute, a. OF. despute-r (i2th c. in

Littre"), mod.F. disputer (
= Pr. desputar, Sp. dis-

pufar, It. dispittare}, ad. L. disputare to compute,
estimate, investigate, treat of, discuss, in Vulg. to

dispute, contend in words ; f. Dis- i + putare to

compute, reckon, consider.]
I. intransitive.

1. To contend with opposing arguments or asser-

tions ; to debate or discourse argumentatively ; to

discuss, argue, hold disputation ; often, to debate

in a vehement manner or with altercation about

something.
a 1225 [See DISPUTING vol. sb.].

r 1290 S. Eng. Leg. I. 94/72 For-to desputi a-^ein a }ong
womman. 1374 CHAUCER Boetk. v. metr. iv. 166 pe

porche . . of J>e toune of athenis |?er as philosophres hadde
hir congregacioun to dispoyten. (1400 Apol. Loll. Introd.

15 As if two persones dispitiden to gidre. 1551 T. WILSON
Logike (1567) i a, note, Fower questions necessarie to bee

made ofany matter, before we despute. 1588 SHAKS. L. L. L.
v. i. 69 Thou disputes like an Infant : goe whip thy Gigge.
1660 JER. TAYLOR Worthy Commnn. Introd. 10 My purpose
is not to dispute but to persuade. 1766 FORDYCE Ser>.

Yng. Wont. (1767) II. xi. 158 Be it your ambition to prac-
tise, not to dispute. 1845 S. AUSTIN Ranke's Hist. Ref. I.

445 He . . took long journeys, for example, to Vienna and

Bologna, expressly to dispute there.

b. Const, about y f against', f of, on, upon a sub-

ject ; with, against an opponent.
a 1250 [See DISPUTING vbl. sb.}. c 1290 [See above.]
a 1300 Cursor M. 8970 (Cott.) Quen j>at \ns sibele and

J?e kyng Disputed had o mani thing, c 1300 Ibid. 19739
(Edin.) Paul .. faste disputid wib be griues. ('1305 Ed-
mund Conf. 255 in E. . P. (1862) 77 As )>is holi man
in diuinite Desputede, as hit was his wone, of J>e trinite.

1x1430 HOCCLEVE De Reg. Princ. 379 Of our feithe wole
I not dispute at alle. 1539 BIBLE (Great) Acts ix. 29 He
spake and disputed agaynst the Grekes. 1597 SHAKS. Rom.
fy Jul. in. iii. 63 (Qo. i) Let me dispute with thee of thy
estate. 1604 Otk. \. ii. 75 He haue't disputed on. 1631
StarChamb, C<w(Camden) 58 My Lord Keeper tould him
it was noe tyme to dispute with the sentence, but to obey.
1648 SYMMONS Vind. Chas. /, 7 A Bill was preferred and
disputed upon concerning a Fleet. 1655 STANLEY Hist.
Philos. in. (1701)77/1 Whosoever disputed with him of what
subject soever, 1775 JOHNSON Let. to Mrs. Thralezo May,
I dined in a large company . . yesterday, and disputed
against toleration with one Doctor Meyer. 1847 EMERSON
Repr. Men, Napoleon Wks. ( Bohn) I. 578 The Emperor told

Josephine that he disputed like a devil on these two points.

f 2. To contend otherwise than with arguments
(e.g. with arms) ; to strive, struggle. Obs.

1659 B. HARRIS Parivafs Iron Age 131 He lost yet three

Regiments more ; whereby he was taught . . that he must

dispute lustily, to get any advantage upon him. 1828 SCOTT
F. M. Perth xxix, Simon felt a momentary terror, lest he
should have to dispute for his life with the youth.

II. transitive.

3. To discuss, debate, or argue (a question).
a. with subord. d.

(Originally intrans., the clause being a kind of cognate
object, specifying the matter in dispute (cf.

'

I dreamed that
I saw', etc.); but at length trans.

,
and sa passive in quots.

1736, 1850.)

1340 Ayenb. 79 pe yealde filozofes J>et zuo byzylvche des-

putede and zo3ten huet wes be hejeste guod me fiise lyue.
1382 WYCLIF Mark ix. 34 Thei disputiden among hem in
the weie, who of hem schulde be more. 1538 STARKEY
England i. ii. 54 To dyspute wych of thys rulys ys best . .

me semyth superfluouse. 1691 RAY Creation i. (1704) 70,
1 will not dispute what Gravity is. 1736 BUTLER Anal. n.
i. Wks. 1874 I. 155 It may possibly be disputed, how far
miracles can prove natural Religion. 1833 HT. MARTINEAU
Briery Creek iv. 86 How long will the two parlies go on dis-

puting whether luxury be a virtue or a crime ? 1850 M eCosn
Div. Govt. in. i. (18741 331 It has often been disputed whether
virtue has its seat among the faculties or the feelings.

b. with simple object (orig. representing or

equivalent to a clause).
1513 MORE in Grafton Chron. (1568) II. 775 He sayde to

her.. that he would no more dispute the matter. 1526-34
TINDALE Mark ix. 33 What was it that ye disputed bytwene
you by the waye? 1568 GRAFTON Chron. II. 553 Many
doubts were moved and disputed. 1611 SHAKS. Wint. T. iv.

iv. 41 1 Can he speake ? heare ? Know man from man ? Dis-

pute his owne esta'te? 1667 MILTON P. L. v. 822 Shalt thou
dispute With him the points of libertie, who made Thee
what thou art ? iSao SCOTT Abbot xxxvii, We may dispute
it upon the road.

f 4. To maintain, uphold, or defend (an assertion,

cause, etc.) by argument or disputation ; to argue
or contend (that something is so). ? Obs.
1610 BP. CARLETON Jurisd. Pref, I haue disputed the

Kings right with a good conscience, from the rules of Gods
word. 1668 CULPEPPER & COLE Barthol. Anat. i. i. 3 The
vapor growing into the like nature., as Casserus rightly
disputes. 1713 SWIFT Cademts $ Vanessa 344 And these,
she offer'd to dispute, Alone distlnguish'd man from brute.

5. To argue against, contest, controvert.

498

a. To call in question or contest the validity or

accuracy of a statement, etc., or the existence of a

thing. The opposite of to maintain or defend.
1513 MORE in Caftandnmt. (1568) II. 8n Sith he is nowe

king. . I purpose not to dispute his title. 1651 HOBBES
Leviath. \\. xxix. 168 Men are disposed to . . dispute the com-
mands of the Commonwealth. 1701 DE FOE True-born

Eng. Pref., As to Vices, who can dispute our Intemperance?

1770 Junius Lett, xxxvii. 182 The truth of these declara-

tions .. cannot decently be disputed. 1783 COWPER Alex.
Selkirk i, I am monarch of all I survey, My right there is

none to dispute. 1824 J. S. MILL in Westm. Rev. I. 535
No one . . will dispute to Johnson the title of an admirer of

Shakspeare. 1885 Fox in Law Rep. 15 Q. Bench Div. 173
A bill of sale .. the validity of which is disputed by the

trustee.

b. To controvert (a person).
1658-9 Burtons Diary (1828) III. 114 To dispute him

here, is to question foundations. 1687 ? H. MORE Death's
Vis. viii. ftote 32 (1713) 33 He would Dispute the Devil upon
that Question. 1845 T. W. Con Puritanism 280 Belknap
could dispute Hutchinson about the quarrelsomeness of the
Puritans in Holland.

6. To encounter, oppose, contest, strive against,
resist (an action, etc.).

1605 SHAKS. Macb. iv. iii. 219 Dispute it like a man. 1720
Indepettdent Whig (1728) No. 36. 320 [He] shall find no

Mercy, if he disputes to bend to their Usurpations. 1737
Col. Rec. Pennsyl. IV. 251 Threatening to shoot the
said Lowdon if he disputed doing what was required of him.

1748 Anson's Voy. n. xii. 265 They.. seemed resolved to dis-

pute his landing. 1884 L'pool Mercury 3 Mar. 5/2 The
Soudanese . . chose Teb . .as the ground upon which to dispute
the advance of the British troops on Tokar.

7. To contend or compete for the possession of;
to contest a prize, victory, etc.

1654 LD. ORRERY Parthen, (1676) 575 If Parthenissa had
been a spectator, she must have contest her self too well dis-

puted. 1705 BOSMAN Guinea 14 The English . . several times

disputed the Ground with the Brandenburghers. 1734 tr.

Rollin's Anc. Hist. (1827) I. Pref. 41 The poets disputed
the prize of poetry. 1761 HUME Hist. Eng. III. Ixi. 328
The battle ofWarsaw, .had been obstinately disputed during
the space of three days. 1871 FREEMAN Norm. Cong. (1876)
IV. xvii. 47 We. .wonder, .that every inch of ground was
not disputed in arms.

III. 8. To move or influence by disputation; to

argue into or out ^/"something.
[Immediately from the intrans. sense i; cf. 'to talk any

one into' or 'out of'.]

1647 JER. TAYLOR Lib. Proph. Ep. Ded, 3 It would not be

very hard to dispute such men into mercies and compliances.
1652 NEEDHAM Selden's Mare Cl. Ep. Ded. 5 To assert his
own Interest and dispute them into a reasonable submission.

1695 Preserv. Protest. Relig. Motive ofRevolution 12 The
Roman Catholics would have disputed us out of our Re-
ligion, a 1732 ATTERBURY Luke xvi. 31 (Seager) One reason

wny a man is capable of being disputed out of the truth.

Dispute (dispiw-t), sb. [f. the vb. ;
= F. dispute,

It., Sp., Pg. disputa!\
1. The act of disputing or arguing against ;

active

verbal contention, controversy, debate.
(In first quot. almost certainly the verb, infin.)

[ 1300 Cursor M, 20793 (Cott.) Disput, he [St. Jerome]
sais, es na mister.] 1638 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (ed. 2) 74
Without more dispute or delay [he] commands them all to

execution. 1655 STANLEY Hist. Philos. in. (1701) 91/2 He
was visited by his Friend, with whom he past the time in dis-

pute after his usual manner. 1746 WESLEY Princ. Methodist 8
That once was in the Heat of Dispute. 1856 FROUDE Hist.

Eng. (1858) I. i. 14 It is a common matter of dispute whether
landed'estates should be large or small. 1875 JOWETT Plato

(ed. 2) IV. 31 We may make a few admissions which will

narrow the field of dispute.

b. Phr. In dispute : that is disputed, debated,
in controversy. Beyond, out of, past, without dis-

pute', past controversy, unquestionably, indis-

putably.
1659 B. HARRIS Parival s Iron Age 232 The Kingdom of

Bohemia was. .put out of dispute with Silesia, and Moravia.
1682 DRYDEN MacFlecknoe 5 Flecknoe. . In prose and verse
was owned without dispute Through all the realms of Non-
sense absolute. 1698 FRYER Ace. E. India fy P. 405 A thing
beyond dispute, a 1704 LOCKE (I.), To bring as a proof an
hypothesis which is the very thing in dispute. 1745 P.
THOMAS Jrnl. Ansorfs Voy* 152 We, who could without

Dispute sail much better. 1781 COWPER Truth 106 Which
is the saintlier worthy of the two? ' Past all dispute, yon
anchorite ', say you. 1818 JAS. MILL Brit. India II. iv. vii.

263 The . . necessity of such a fund . . was pronounced to be
without dispute. 1825 MACAULAY Ess.

t
Milton (1854) 1. 17/1

To call a free parliament and to submit to its decision all

the matters in dispute.

2. An occasion or instance of the same ; an argu-
mentative contention or debate, a controversy; also,
in weakened sense, a difference of opinion ; freq.
with the added notion of vehemence, a heated con-

tention, a quarrel.
1611 COTGR., Dispute, a dispute, difference, debate, alter-

cation. 1638 PRYNNE Briefe Relat. 19 If I may be admitted
a faire dispute, on faire termes . . I will maintatne . . the

challenge against all the Prelates. 1696 tr. Du Mont's Voy.
Levant 17 Being engag'd in a pretty warm dispute with
some Officers. 1776 Trial ofNundocomar 96/1 There was
a dispute between Bollakey Doss's widow and Pudmohun
Doss. 1818 CRUISE Digest (ed. 2) V. 310 Disputes arose
between [them] respecting the validity of this will. 1855
MACAULAY Hist. Eng. III. xvii, Disputes engender disputes.
Mod. The dispute in the trade will, it is hoped, be settled
without a strike.

f b. An oral or written discussion of a subject in

which arguments for and against are set forth and
examined. Obs.

DISQUALIFICATION .

1608 HIERON Defence in. 165 Thus .. am I come to an
end of this dispute. 1655 STANLEY Hist. Philos. in. (1701)
120/1 He was the first that committed the disputes of
Socrates his Master to writing. 1678 CUDWORTH Intell.

Syst. i. i. 22. 21 His Lectures and Disputes concerning
the Immortality of the Soul. 1725 tr. Dupitis Eccl. Hist.

tjthC. I. v. 65 The Name also of Dispute was given to

Sermons. 1831 BREWSTER Newton (1855) II. xv. 62 Trying
to engage him in philosophical disputes,

f c. A logical argument. Obs. rare.

1594 HOOKKR Eccl. Pol. in. xi. 10 These are but weake
and feeble disputes for the inference of that conclusion.

Ibid. in. xi. 18, I might have added . . their more familiar
and popular disputes.

f o. Strife, contest
; a fight or struggle. Obs.

1647-8 COTTERELL Davila's Hist. Fr. (1678) 25 They were
taken prisoners without much dispute. 1659 B. HARRIS
Parival's Iron Age 282 After four houres dispute, the Dutch
endeavoured to get away. 1667 MILTON P. L. vi. 123 He
who in debate ofTruth hath won, Should win inArms, in both

disputes alike Victor. 1709 Lond.Gaz. No. 4540/5 The Bristol

had a very warm Dispute with the aforesaid 2 Ships of the

Enemy, a 1745 SWIFT Stephen in Lett. (1768) IV. 297 The
Scots, .were, .after a sharp dispute, entirely defeated.

4. attrib., as dispute benefit, pay, pay to members
of a trades' union while on strike or locked out.

1892 Star i Mar. 3/3 They have been receiving dispute

pay from their union. 1895 Daily News 19 Aug. 5/2 Three-

quarters of a million on dispute benefits, half a million on
out-of-work benefits.

Disputed (dispiw-ted),/^/. a. [f. prec. vb. +
-ED 1J That is made the subject of dispute, debate,
or contention ; debated, contested.
1611 COTGR., Disput^ disputed, debated. 1703 Rows

Ulyss. n. i. 928 The disputed Field at last is ours. 1719
DE FOE Crusoe (1840) I. xv. 264 Disputed points in religion.

1807 SCOTT Fam. Let. 15 May (1894) I. iii. 74 The tempest
of disputed election was raging in every town, .through
which I passed. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. IV. 127 All

along the line . . there was long a disputed territory.

"t* Dispu'teful, a. Obs. rare. [f. DISPUTE sb.

+ -FUL.] Given to disputing ; disputatious.
1631 R. H. Arraignm. Whoh Creature*. 3. 87 A doubt-

full Didimist in this poinct, or a disputefull Scepticke.

Disptrteless, a. rare~. [f. DISPUTE + LESS.]
1730-6 BAILEY (folio), Disputeless, without or free from

dispute ; also not apt to dispute. 1755 JOHNSON, Dispute-
less, undisputed, uncontrovertible. Hence in later Diets.

Disputer (dispi-tai). Also 5 -ar, 5-6 dys-.

[f. DISPUTE v. +-ER 1
.] One who disputes; one

who is given to disputation or controversy ; a dis-

putant.
1434 MISYN Mending ofLife 121 Hard sentens to disputars

. . be left. 1519 Supplic. to King 23 The . . teachinge of
suche scole men & subtyll disputers. 1539 BIBLE (Great)
i Cor. i. 20 Where is the disputer of this worlde? 1643
MILTON Divorce n. iii. (1851) 70 In this controversie the

justice of God stood upright ev'n among heathen disputers.

1725 WATTS Logic n. iii. 3 (6) Your great disputers and

your men of controversy are in continual danger of this sort

of prejudice. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) I. 468 Great dis-

puters . . come to think . . that they have grown to be the

wisest of mankind.

Disputing (dispiw'tirj), vbl. sb. [f. as prec. +
-ING !.j The action of the vb. DISPUTE in various

senses ; disputation ; debate ; controversy.
a 1225 Leg. Kath. 561 Ah Set me buncheS betere p* ha beo

ear ouercumen WiS desputinge. a 1250 Owl $ Night. 875

3if thu gest her-of to disputinge, Ich wepe bet thane thu

singe. 1526-34 TINDALE A cts xv. 2 Ther was rysen dissencion

and disputinge. 1548 HALL Chron. Hen. F/(an. 28) 150 b
t

Sober in communicacion, wyse in disputyng. 1649 JER.
TAYLOR Gt. Exemp. Ep. Ded., Such is the nature of dis-

putings, that they begin commonly in mistakes. 1881 MRS.
HUNT Childr. Jerus. in Hills and rocks stand now as then,

regardless of the disputings of East and West.

Di.spivti.ng, ///. a. [f. as prec. + -ING 2
.]

That disputes ; given to dispute, disputatious.
1645 MILTON Tetrach. (1851) 159 Many disputing Theo-

logians. 1691 HARTCLIFFE Virtues 333 The Philosophy of

the Disputing Greeks. 1762 GOLDSM. Cit. W. cxi. f 7 The

stake, the fagot, and the disputing doctor in some measure
ennoble the opinions they are brought to oppose.

1* Dispu'tisoun. Obs. Forms : 3 desputisun,

4 -isoun, -eson, despitusoun, -esoun, disputi-

so(u)n, -isun, -eso(u)n, -pitesoun, -peticioun,

5 -petison. [a. OF. desputeisun^ -ont -aisnn,

-esun, -ison, -isson, disp~ t early ad. L. disputation-

cm, with prefix and suffix conformed to their popular

types : see -ATION, and cf. oreisun, ORISON. The

regular ME. type, but superseded in I5th c. by the

latinized DISPUTATION, q.v.]
= DISPUTATION.

c 1290 5. Eng. Leg. I. 279/56 A day Jare was i-norne Of
desputisun bi-tweone heom. a 1300 Cursor M. 13925 (CotL)
And herd o bair disputisun. c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810)

300 pe clergie of be south mad a disputesoun, & openly with

mouth assigned gode resoun. 1381 WYCLIF Eccl. iii. n To
the disputisoun of them. Rom., xiv. i Take 36 a syk man
in bileue, not in deceptaciouns [gloss, or dispeticiouns]
of thoujtis. c 1386 CHAUCER Merck, T. 230 As al day falleth

altercacioun Bitwixen freendes in disputisoun [MS. Harl.

dispiteson, 4 MSS. disputacion]. c 1450 LOKRLICH Grail

xlv. 730 Tyl it happed vppon a day That theke dispetison

je comen & say.

Dispys, dispyt(e, obs. ff. DESPISE, DESPITE.

Disqualification (dUfcwylifik#*^o).
[n. of

action Irom DISQUALIFY : see -ATIOX.]
1. The action of disqualifying or depriving of re-

quisite qualifications ; spec, legal incnpacitation ;

also, the fact or condition of being disqualified.



qu

DISQUALIFY.

1770 BL'FKI-- /Vo. niscottt.(V..}, The fault of overstraining

popular qualities, and. .asserting popular privileges, has led

to disqualification. 1789 Constit. U. S. I. 3 Removal from

office, and disqualification to hold any office. 1878 LECKV

Eng. in i8M C. II. vii. 405 Another deep line of disquali-

fication was introduced into Irish life.

2. That which disqualifies or prevents from being

qualified ;
a ground or cause of incapacitation.

1711-14 Spectator (I .), It is recorded as a sufficient dis-

qualification of a wife, that, speaking of her husband, she

said, God forgive him. 1838 DICKENS Nich. Nick, xviii,

I hope you don't think good looks a disqualification for the

business. 1870 EMERSON Soc. f, Solit. Wks. (Bohn) III. 5

In society, high advantages are set down to the individual

as disqualifications.

Disqualify (diskwj-lifai), v. [f.
Dis- 6 +

QUALIFY. Cf. mod.F. diqualifier] trans. To
deprive of the qualifications required for some pur-

pose ; to render unqualified ;
to unfit, disable.

1713 [see DISQUALIFYING]. 1733 SWIFT On Poetry, A
Rhapsody 41 Disqualify'd by fate To rise in church, or

law, or state. 1736 Let. 22
Apr.

Wks. 1814 XIX. 24 My
common illness is of that kind which utterly disqualifies me
for all conversation ; I mean my deafness. [Cf. ib. 143

(1737) A long fit of deafness hath unqualified me for con-

versing.] 1753 HANWAY Trav. (1762) I. vti. xci. 416 Nor do
their colder regions disqualify them for friendship. 1837

J. H. NEWMAN Prophet. Ojf. Ch. 180 What force preposses-
sions have in disqualifying us from searching Scripture

dispassionately for ourselves. 1880 L. STEPHEN Pope iv.

109 Strong passions and keen sensibilities may easily dis-

qualify a man for domestic tranquility.

b. spec. To deprive of legal capacity, power, or

right ; to incapacitate legally ; to pronounce un-

qualified ;
= DISABLE v. 2.

1731 SWIFT Sacr. Test Wks. 1778 IV. 290 The church of

England is the only body of Christians which in effect dis-

qualifies those, who are employed to preach its doctrine, from

sharing in the civil power, farther than as senators. 1711
MIDDLETON Cicero I. vi. 550 Disqualifying all future Consuls

and Praetors, from holding any province, till five years after

1884 GLADSTONE in Standard 29 Feb. 2/6 Persons having
such joint ownership, .ought not to be disqualified.

C. refl. and intr. To represent or profess oneself

to be disqualified ;
to deny or disparage one's own

qualifications.

1754 RICHARDSON Grandison (17811 II. xxxi. 290 Dis.

qualify now : can't you, my dear ? Tell fibs . . Say you are

not a fine girl. 1761 HUME Hist. Eng. II. xliii. 479 It is

usual for the Speaker to disqualify himself for the office.

Hence Disqualified ///. a.

1718 Freethinker No. 69 F 10 In favour of the disqualified

Gentlemen. 1716 AYLIFFE Parcrgon 116 Unworthy and

disqualified Persons.

Disqualifying, ///. a. [f. prec. + -ING 2.]

That disqualifies ; incapacitating, disabling ;
self-

depreciating.
1723 ARBUTHNOT in Swift's Lett. (,1766)

II. 31 Lord Whit-

worth, our plenipotentiary,
had this disease, (which . . is a

little disqualifying for that employment). 1754 RICHARDSON
Grandison (1781) I. v. 23, I love not to make disqualifying

speeches ; by such we seem to intimate that we believe the

complimenter to be in earnest 1801 Athenxum 26 Dec.

874/2 The enforced retirement ..of many public servants

when they have attained the disqualifying age.

for a hoax.

Disquamation, obs. f. DESQUAMATION. So

Disquama'tor (see quot.).
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Disijuamation, a scaling of fish,

a taking off the shell or bark. 1674 Ibid. (ed. 4), Disorta-

malar, a Chyrurgeon's or Apothecaries Instrument, to take

off the scum, rind or bark of any thing.

Disquautity (diskwg-ntiti), v. [f. Dis- 7 a

+ QUANTITY sl>.]

1. trans. To lessen in quantity ; to diminish.

1605 SHAKS. Lear i. iv.27o Be then desir'd By her. .A little

to disquantity your Traine. 1633 T. ADAMS Exp. 2 Peter iii.

9 [God] disquantitied his [Gideon's] fdrces from thirty-two

thousand to three hundred.

2. To deprive of metrical quantity.
1866 LOWELL Swinburne's Trag. Prose Wks. 1890 II. 130

The Earl of Orford . . used to have Statius read aloud to

him every night for two hours by a tipsy tradesman . and

found some strange mystery of sweetness in the disquantitied

syllables.

t Disqua're, v. Ot>s. rare. [f. di- for Dis- 6

+ SQUAUE v.] trans. To put out of square, to

place awry. Hence f DisquaTing vbl. sb.

1604 T. WRIOHT Passions in. iii. 91 If there be but one

eye . out of square . . the first thing almost we marke, is the

improportion or disquaring of that part.

I Disqua'rter, .' Obs. rare. [f. Dis- 6 or

7 c + QUARTER.] intr. To leave one s quarters.

1654 EARL MONM. tr. Bentivoglio's Warrs ofFlanders 65

In their quartering and disquartering, and particularly upon

occasion of forrage, there happened almost continually some

skirmishes between the soldiers of the two Armies.

t Disqua-rter, v.- Obs. rare, [irreg. f. Dis-

i, in twain (or Gr. Sis twice) + QUARTER .]

trans. To halve or divide the quarters of.

1631 QUARLES Drv. Fancies in. Ixxviii. (1660) 132 If then,

.-it most; the measur'd life of Man Be counted but a span,

lieing halfd, and quarter'd, and disquarter d thus, What,

what remains for us ?

499

t Disqua'ttC, v. 06s. Pa. t. & pple. disquatt.

[f. di-, Dis- 1 + squatle-n, SQUAT v., to crush, break

(cf. TO-SQUATTE in same sense) : perh. AK. had

desquater, -ir, for OF. esquater, -eir, -fr
to

break.] trans. To break asunder, smash ; to violate

(a truce).
< 1380 WYCLIF Sena. Sel. Wks. I. 246 A woman shal dis-

quatte his heed. 1480 CAXTON Chron. Eng. ccxxvi. 233
The whiche trewes he falsely and vntrcwely by cauellacions

losed and dysquatte. Ibid, ccxxix. 240 Thurugh lettyng
of the pope and of the court of rome the forsayd couenaunU
were disquatt and left of.

Disqueat v. : see next.

Disquiet (diskwai-et), v. [f.
Dis- 6 + QUIET

V.] trans. To deprive of quietness, peace, or rest,

bodily or mental ; to trouble, disturb, alarm ; to

make uneasy or restless.

1530 PALSGR. 521/2, I disquyet, I trouble one of his rest,

je inquiete. .He disquycteth me horrybly a nyghles with his

revell. 1535 COVERDALE Ps. xxxviii. 5 Yee euery man.,

disquietethmmself in vaync. 1555 EDEN Decades 95 After

that the sea hathe byn disquyeted with vehemente tem-

pestes. 1586 WARNER Alt. Eng. I. v. (1612) 18 Amidst their

cheere, the solemne feast the Centaures did disqueat. 1603
Mem. Cnt. Teckely iv. 41 That Moldavia, Walaquia, and the

Republick of Ragusa . . should not be disquieted by the

Turks. 1796 H. HUNTER tr. Sl.-Pierrifs Stud. Nat. (1709)

I. KM, I disquieted myself to think that I had no powerful

protector. 1844 THIRLWALL Greece VIII. Ixi. 119 The Dar-

danians . . disquieted his northern frontier.

Disquiet ^diskwai-et), a. Now rare. [f. Dis-

10 + QUIET <z.] The reverse of quiet ; unquiet,

restless, uneasy, disturbed.

1587 T. UNDERDOWN SEthiop. Hist. Heliod. 69 A sea,

which .. was very disquiet and troblesome. 1588 GREENE
Perimedes, Ditty Wks. (Rtldg.) 292/2 Disquiet thoughts.

1596 SHAKS. Tarn. Shr. iv. i. 171 Pray you husband be not

so disquiet. 1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Bnt. yu. be. (1632) 243

Disquiet (diskwsi-et\ sb. [Partly sb. use of

the adj., partly f. DISQUIET v.] Absence of bodily or

mental quietness; disturbance; uneasiness, anxiety,

worry ; restlessness, unrest.

1581 PETTIE Guazzo's Civ. Conv. n. (1586) 68 b, To attaine

to Teaming, there is not onelie required a will, but studie,

watching, labour, and disquiet, which are irkesome thinges.

1599 SHAKS. Much Ado 11. i. 268 All disquiet, horror, and

perturbation followes her. 1614 RALEIGH Hist. World H.

260 Called by God . . unto that rest which never afterward

hath disquiet. 1641 Termtt de la Ley (1708) 76 Making
discord and disquiet to rise between his Neighbours. 1703
ROWE Fair Penit. n. ii. 580 This fond Paper would not give

me A moment of Disquiet. 1845 S. AUSTIN Rankes Hist.

Ref. III. 235 The States of the Church and Naples were still

in a state of universal disquiet and ferment. 1869 PHILLIPS

Vesuv. iii. 58 The eleven months of disquiet may be re-

garded as one almost continual eruption.

fb. with a and//. A disturbance; a disquiet-

ing feeling or circumstance, arch, or Obs.

1574 LD. BuRCHLEYinStrypc.4<m. Ref. I. iv. 81 Anxieties

and disquiets of mind. 1650 HAMMOND On Ps. cxliv. 12-14

Paraphr. 694 Without any disturbances or disquiets. 1698

FRVER Ace. E. India ft P. 97 It is so mighty a Disquiet to

the Governor, that he can never be at ease till he [etc.].

1716-7 SWIFT Gulliver i. iv. 55 In the midst of these intes-

tine disquiets. 1755 SMOLLETT Quix. (1803)
IV. 135 My

soul has been invaded by a thousand miseries, a thousand

toils, and four thousand disquiets.

t Disquretal. Obs. rare. [f. prec. vb. + -At

5.] The action of disquieting.

1641 H. MORE Song ofSoul n. i. n. xxi, As when the flit-

ting fire Grows full of wrath and ra^e, and gins to fume,

And roars and strives 'gainst its disquietall.

t Disquieta-tion. Obs. rare. [f. DISQUIET

v. ; cf. F. inanimation, med.L. inquietatio, in same

sense, and see -ATION.] Disquieting; a cause of

disquiet ; disturbance.

15*6 Filer. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 92 b. The lacke or want

therof is hurt notable to ony persone & disquietacyon to

ony communalte.

Disqui-eted, ///. a. [f. as prec. + -ED i.] Dis-

turbed ; rendered uneasy or restless. Hence Dis-

qni'etedly adv., in a disquieted or uneasy manner ;

Disqui-etedness, the state of being disquieted ;

uneasiness, disquietness.
io BALE /war* Both. Ch. i. (R-), Fleshlye

cares, and

disquieted consciences. 1645 J- COTTON (title].
The Cove,

nant of Gods free Grace . . comfortably applied to a dis-

quieted soul. a. 1680 CHARNOCK Attrik. God (1834) 337

Let us. .examine the reason, .as David did of his disquieted-

ness. jyjCkamo. Jrnl.\lll. 346My mother s eyes rested

..disquieledly upon the man's partly averted face.

Disquieter (diskwai-etai
1
. [f.

as prec. +

-EB i.] One who or that which disquiets ; a dis-

turber.

1564 BULLEVN Dial. cast. Pest. (1888) no A swarme of

sedicious disquieters of the common wealth. 1575 T URBERV.

Faulcmrie 364 It also .. kylles the flies, the dogges dis-

quieters and enimies to his ease. 1600 SURFLET Cmuttrit

Farme u. Ii. 359 A procurer of vomit, and a disquicter of

the stomacke. 01660 HAMMOND Strut. L (T.), The dls-

quieters of the honour and peace of Christendom.

t Disquretful, a. rare. [f. DISQUIET sb. +

-FUL.] Full of or franght with disquiet.
a 1677 BARROW Strut. Wks. 1687 I. xvi. 239 Love and pity

of our selves should persuade us to forbear it [reviling], as

disquietfull, incommodious, and mischievous to us.

DISQUIBY.

Disquieting (,diskw3i-!tirj\ vtl. sb. [f. Dis-

QI-IKT v. + -INC i The action of the vb. DISQUIET ;

disturbing ; disturbance of peace or tranquillity.

'535 COVERDALE Wisd. xiv. 25 Manslaughter, . . disquyet-

inge of good men. vnthankfulnes, defylinge of soules. 1641
BAKER Chron. Hen. I, an. iiia (R. King Henry . . wa not

without some.liulc disquieting* at home. 1883 AtkeitMWH
i Dec. 609/3 To the disquieting of his lawful spouse.

Disqui etiug, ///. a. [f. as prec. + -ING 2
.]

That disquiets or causes uneasiness ; disturbing.

1576 FLEMING Panofl. Epist. 271 To expell the cause of

that disquieting disease. 1691 HARTCLIPTE Virtues 17 The
Troubles and Tumults of disquieting Passions. 1763 WAT-
SON Philip III, n. 113 They were filled with the most di-

3
uieting apprehensions. 1894 Times i Sept. 8/4_

Another

isquieting feature of the present industrial situation.

Disqui'etist. [f. DISQUIET sb. + -IST.] A
professed disturber of quiet ; an alarmist.

1834 A'.-o Monthly Mag. XLI. 99 The most honest of

agitators, the most disinterested of disquietists.

i Disqut-etive, a. Obs. [f. DISQUIETS. + -IVE.]

Tending to disquiet ;
of disquieting character.

1846 WORCESTER cites HOWE.

Disquietly vdiskwai-etli), adv. [f. DISQUIET
a. + -LY 2

.] In a disquiet or uneasy manner ; t in

a disquieting manner.

1605 SHAKS. Lean. ii. 124 Machinations, .and all ruinous

disorders follow vs disquietly to our Graues. 1630 LENNAHD
tr. Charron's Wisd. Pref. A ij a, He that carrieth himself

troubledly,disquietly, malecontent, fearing death, is not wise.

t Disquretment. Obs. [f. DISQUIET v. +

-MENT.] The action of disquieting; the fact or

condition of being disquieted.
1606 TURNBULL in Spurgeon Treat. Don. Ps. xv. i They

are in continual perplexity. -continual disquietment of their

minds. 1661 STILLINGFL. Orig. Sacr. in. iii. J 8 The pas-

sions, disquietments, and disappointments of men. 1689

Col. Rec. Pennsyhi. I. 313 What a Spiritt has been raysed
in ffrinds to his Disquietment there vpon y* account.

b. A disquieting circumstance or occurrence.

a 1658 O. SEDGWICK in Spurgeon Treas. Dim. Ps. xix. 12

Rebekah was weary of her life, not for any foreign dis-

quietments, but because of domestic troubles.

Disquietness ,diskw3i-etnes). [f. DISQUIET

a. + -NESS.] The quality or state of being dis-

quiet ; want of quiet ;
unrest ; disturbance.

'53S COVERDALE Prov. xi. 29 Who so maketh disquyet-

nesse in his owne house, he shal hauc wynde for his heret-

age. ig68 GRAFTON Chron. II. 553 A tumult and assembly
was made, to the disquietnesse of the realme. 1615 I.

ADAMS Lea-lien 117 In these dayes disquietnesse allowes no

meditation, penurie no bookes. 1681 H. MORE Exp. Dan.

194 Enraged with everlasting disquietness.

t Disqui-etous, a. Obs. [f. DISQUIET sb. +

-OUS.] Fraught with disquiet; disquieting.
1618 BOLTON Floras in. ii. (1636) 165 The troubles which

brake out Northward, were farre more manifold, and

horrible: no quarter is so disquietous. 1641 MILTON Ch.

Govt. n. (1851) 142 This., subject., the touching whereof is

so distastfull and disquietous to a number of men.

Disquietude (didnwHfttod). [f. DISQUIET a.,

after QUIETUDE.] Disquieted condition or state ;

restlessness, disturbance, disquietness.

Disquietude. 1844 THIRLWALL Greece VIII. Ixi.
8;;

Ami.

gonus must have viewed the alliance with great disquietude.

1869 PHILLIPS Vesuv. iii. 57 On the 3rd of September, the

disquietude of Vesuvius returned.

b. with a and //. A feeling, occasion, or cause

of disquiet ; a disquieting circumstance.

1711 ADDISON Sfect. No. 256 r 6 The Multitude of Dis-

quietudes to which the Desire of it [Fame] subjects an

ambitious Mind. 17.6-7
SWIFT Gulln'er,,,. u. I 13 (1865)

These people are under continual disquietudes. 188$ Manch.

Exam. B July 5/2 From the still unconquered Black Flags

there are plenty of disquietudes to fear.

[Disquieture, error for disqutettus : see List of

Spurious Words.]

t Disqui'paranoy. Logic. Obs. [ad. med.L.

disquiparantia (F. Mayron a 1325, see Prantl III.

290, IV. 66) for dissquiparantia, 1. Dis- 4 + squi-

pardntia (Tertull.) : see EQUIPABAMCE.]
The relation of two correlates which are heterony-

mous, i.e. denoted by different names, as father and

son : opp. to equiparancy.
1607 tr. Burrersdicitts his Logic \. vii. 22 Relateds syno-

nymous are usually called relateds of xquiparancy, as

friend, rival, etc. ; heteronymous of disquiparancy, as

father, son, master, servant.

Disquipara'tion. rare. [f.
as prec. after L.

yquiparation-cm, n. of action from squipardrt to

equalize.]
=

prec.
1804 FROVDE Erasmus 125 They define the personal or

hypoitatic union as the relation of a real disqu.paralion

in one extreme with no correspondent at the other.

tDisquiTe, v. Obs. [ad. L. disquir-fre

to inquire diligently, f. Dis- 5 + quxrtre to search,

seek.] trans. To inquire diligently, investigate.

1611 BP. MOUNTAGU Diatritat II. 401 What the custome

was, I doe not resolue, nor disquire. 1654 VILVAIX

ChroKotr. 16 Thus hav I . . tired my head to dusquire the

truth ofTimes. 1654- Theorem. Theol. i. 24 Such are diffi-

ciler to discern or disquire their corporals, subject
;

So t Dtsqni'*y Obs., investigation, inquiry.

1617 I DOUGHTY Sermm (1628) 10 The Lord hath wholly

exposed all the creatures to mans disquiry. 1650 DuRYb
63*-3



DISQTTISITE.

Just Re-prop. 28 If . . a regular way of disquiry may be
followed. Ibid., If they will engage to stand or fall to the

issue of that disquiry.

Di'squisite, -it, v. rare. [? a back-formation

from disquisition.] intr. To make a disquisition.
1825 New Monthly Mag. XVI. 148 The same Creative

Power . . by which alone we ourselves at this moment
breathe, think, or disquisite at all. 1893 LKLAND Mem.
II. 274 Here I would fain disquisit on Pike.

Disquisition (diskwizi-Jen). [ad. L. disqui-
sition em inquiry, investigation, n. of action f. dis-

qulsit- ppl. stem of disquirtre : see DISQUIKE.]
1. Diligent or systematic search ; investigation ;

research, examination.
1608-11 Jos. HALL Meiiit. Vowes u. 28 The disquisition

of great truthes requires time. 1668 WILKINS Real Char.
i, Others have applyed their disquisitions to some particular
Letters. 1744 HARRIS Three Treat. (1841) 51 In this dis-

quisition into human conduct. 1767 H. BROOKE Fool of
Qital. (1859) I. 82 (D.) On their return from a disquisition
as fruitless as solicitous, nurse declared her apprehensions
that Harry had gone off with a little favourite boy. 1818

JAS. MILL Brit. India. \. u. iv. 150 A subject . .of less subtle
and difficult disquisition. 1855 H. REED Lect. Eng. Lit. \.

(1878) 42 To make it a topic of distinct disquisition.

t b. ellipt. A subject or topic for investigation ;

a question. Obs. rare.

1605 CAMDEN Rent. 214 Their growing vp, their flourish-

ing . . were a disquisition for the learned. 1660 R. COKE
Justice Vind. 4 margin. The manner and order of attain-

ing to Knowledge, is a subtil disquisition.
2. A treatise or discourse in which a subject is

investigated and discussed, or the results of investi-

gation set forth at some length ; less correctly, a
learned or elaborate dissertation on a subject.
1647 TRAPP Comm. Matt. xi. 17 Puzzling them with

scholastical craggy disquisitions, a 1680 BUTLER Rent.

( 1759) I- 66 Unhappy Man . . On hypothetic Dreams and
Visions Grounds everlasting Disquisitions. 1794 SULLIVAN
View Nat. II, In our foregoing disquisition we ventured
upon the threshold of a Scythiac antediluvian hypothesis.
1840 MACAULAY Ranke Ess. (1854) II. 146 The constant

subjects of their lively satire and eloquent disquisitions.

1873 G. C. DAVIES Mount. $ Merei. 3 A learned disquisi-
tion on the alleged cruelty of sport.

Disquisitional (diskwizi-Janal), a. [f. prec.
+ -AL.

]
Of the nature of a disquisition.

1846 WORCESTER cites Monthly Rev. 1856 MASSON Ess.,
Story of ijjo, 199 Here the reader must permit me a little

Essay or disquisitional Interleaf on the character and
writings of Chatterton. 1861 N. Brit. Xtrn. May 196 [The
i8th c.] sermons have no longer a voice of authority. They
are

disquisitionalj explanatory or persuasive.

Disquisi'tionary, a. [See -ABY.']
=

prec.
i84_7

in CRAIG ; and in later Diets.

Disquisrtionist. [f.
as prec. + -IST.] The

author of a disquisition.
1838 Fraser's Mag. XVIII. 385 Many a disquisitionist on

the character of Burns. 1878 BAGEHOT Lit. Stud. (1879) I.

p. x, An arid disquisitionist on value and cost of production.

Disquisitive (diskwi-zitiv), a. (s6.} [f. L.

disquisit- ppl. stem of disqutrlre -I- -IVE.] Charac-
terized by or given to disquisition ; given to re-

search or investigation ; inquiring.
1647 TRAPP Comm. 2 Cor. xiii. 5 The disquisitive part be-

longs to us, the decisive to God. 177* Weekly Mag. 22 Apr.
118/1 He .. is a man of great disquisitive powers. 1796
COLERIDGE Let. in Mrs. Sandford Poole $ Friends (1888)
I. 185 My own shaping and disquisitive mind. 1889 W. L.
COURTNEY Life J. S. Mill ii. 30 The disquisitive youth.

f B. sb. An inquiry or investigation. Obs.

1659 STANLEY Hist. Philos. III. iv. n The Sceptick's end
is . . Suspension in disquisitives.

Disqui'sitively, adv. rare. [f. prec. +
-LY a

.] In a disquisitive manner ; by investiga-
tion or examination.
1622 MALYNES Anc. Law-Merck. 262 By the mixt mettall

Ore taking of disquisitively, or here and there.

Disqnisitor (diskwi-zitaj). [ad. L. *disqul-
sitor, agent-n. from disquirSre ; see -OB.] One
who makes disquisition; an inquirer or investi-

gator ; the author of a disquisition.
1766 F. BLACKBURN Confessional 318 Let the Disquisitors

answer for themselves. 1771 W. JONES Zool. Eth. 66 All
the disquisitors that ever took the Law of Moses in hand.
1801 Cftron. in Ann. Reg. 502 Because, say our profound
disquisitors, all the seven sacraments confer grace. 1889
Sat. Rev. 2 Nov. 485/2 An academic disquisitor on political
subjects.

Disquisitorial (diskwizit09'rial),a. rare. [f.

prec. + -(I)AL.] Of or belonging to a disquisitor;
investigating ; inquiring.
1806 R. CUMBERLAND Mem. I. 189 (L.) When he came to

isquisitorial powers upon it.

prec.

. .

exercise the subtlety of his disq

Disqnrsitory, a. rare.
1860 WORCESTER cues Eclectic Rev.

t Disra'nge, . Obs. Also 5 disrenge. [ad.
OF. desrengier, -rangier, f. des-, Dis- 4 + renc,

reng, now rang rank, order. Cf. DEBAHGE.] a.
trans. To throw out of order or rank

; to disar-

range. b. refl. and intr. To fall out of rank.
1483 CAXTON Clias. Gt. 226 They began to flee, disrenge& to be aferde. 1530 LD. BERNERS Arth. Lyt. Bryt.

(1814) 162 Whan these iiii. knightes on horsbacke sawe
Arthur, one of them dysranged hym selfe, and . . ran at
Arthur. 1610 HOLLAND Camiien's Brit. I. 317 The English-
men . .presently disranged themselues, and in disray preassed
hard upon the enemies. 1775 R. WOOD Ess. Homer 42
(Jod.) That delicate connexion and thread of circumstances,
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which arc seldom disranged even by the smallest alteration
without endangering his truth and consistence.

Disrank (disrce-rjk), v. [f.
Dis- 70 + RANK sb.]

t 1. trans. To throw out of rank or into dis-

order. Obs.

1597 DANIEL Civ. Wars vm. xvi, The ranged horse break
out . . Disrank the troops ;

set all in disarray. 1616

BEAUM. & FL. Lowes ofCandy i. i, I . . Was he that first

dis-rankt their woods of Pikes. 1654 TRAPP Comm. Ps.
1. 3 The army was dis-ranked and wandred any way.

f b. intr. (for reft.} To fall out of ranks, fall

into disorder. Obs.

x6o<> SYLVESTER Du Barias H. in. i. Alraham 325 Too-

too-tired, some at last dis-rank. 1629 J. MAXWELL tr. Hero-
dian (1635) 150 They disranke, and are routed.

t 2. transf. andyi^. (trans.} To disorder, disar-

range, confuse. Obs.
1602 DEKKER Satiro-MasttxK ij a, Out of thy part already ;

foil'd the scene
;
Disrank'd the lines. 1614 J. COOKE Tu

Qttogue in Hazl. Dodsley XI. 264 You shall march a whole

day. .and not disrank one hair of your physiognomy. 1628
FORD Lovers Mel. iv. ii, Throngs of rude divisions huddle
on, And do disrank my brain from peace and sleep.

3. To deprive of one's rank, to reduce to u lower
rank

; to degrade.
1599 DANIEL Let. ofOctavia Arg. Wks. (1717) I. 69 He

arms his Forces, either to reduce Antony to the Rank of
his Estate, or else to disrank him out of State and all. 1615
A. NICHOLES Marr. $ Wiving vi. in Harl, Misc. (Main.)
III. 263 Thou wilt disrank thyself, or single out [a wife]
from the too common shame and abuse in this kind [of

women]. 1894 [see DISRATING].
Hence Disra'nked///. a., Disra'nking vbl. sb.

1606 MARSTON Fawne i. i, Wilde longings, or the least

of disranct shapes. 1627 MAY Lucan \. (1631) 24 The
letter's lost in their disranked wings. 1629 J. MAXWELL tr.

Herodian (1635) 179 noi> So the dis-ranking of the English
lost all to the Normans.

t Disra'pier, v. Obs. [f. Dis- 7 a + RAPIKK

sd.] trans. To deprive of a rapier; to disarm.

1599 B. JONSON Ev. Man out ofHum. in. i, He that should
offer to disrapier me now.

Disrate (disr^'-t), v. [f. Dis- 7 a + RATE sb.]
1. trans. To reduce (a petty officer or non-commis-

sioned officer of marines) to a lower rating or rank.
1811 Naval Chron. XXV. 28 Having been disrated for

some offence. 1829 SOUTHEY in Q. /fc&XXiX* 406 He found
it necessary to disrate Peter Hayles, the pirate. 1860 Merc.
Marine Mag. VII. 85 This witness had been chief mate . .

but bad been disrated, .for drunkenness.

2. To remove (a ship) from its rate or class.

1885 LADY BRASSEY The Trades 246 The
'

Tyrian ', another

'yellow-fever ship', was disrated for the same reason.

3. fig. To remove from one's rank or position.
1854 Ckamb. Jrnl. II. 200 He.,had disrated himself from

the genteel company of a ten-miles-wide circuit. 1883 G.
TURNER in Gd. Words Dec. 778/1 T
for dis-rating

' which
'

from its old
well as to things.
Hence Disra-ted ppl. a., Disra'ting vbl. sb.

1833 MARRYAT P. Simple Ivi, If you please, your honour,
I'd rather take my disrating I don't wish to be chief
boatswain's mate in this here business. 1891 Daily Neivs
21 Nov. 4/6 What are the Tories going to do with all the
disrated Liberal Secessionists ? 1894 Labour Commission
Gloss., Disrating, A nautical term for

'

disranking ', that is,

reducing from a higher rank to a lower, such as lowering
a man from A. B. to ordinary seaman, or from fireman to
trimmer.

t Disra'tionate, v. Obs. rare. [f. Dis- 6 +
L. ration-em reason + -ATE 3

.] trans. To deprive
of its reason or rationality.
1668 C. SPELMAN in Sir H. Spelmans De non Tcmer.

Eccl. (ed. 4)To Rdr. 18 Thou . . must disrationate St. Paul's

argument, who disswades the pollution of thy Body, because
it is the Temple of the holy Ghost.

tDisray*.^. 06s. rvar.of<&mgr,DvhiT,with
the ordinary late ME. change of des- to dis- : see

Dis- prefix, and cf. DISRAY z;.] Disorder, con-

fusion ; =DEBAY, DISARRAY.]
13. . 1C. Alis. 4353 He gan make gret disray, And gradde

ageyn to Darye. 1450 Merlin 407 The Knyghtes. .gan
make soche a disray a-monge hem that noon a-bode other.
c 1470 HARDING Chron. LXVI. i, The realme to saue, and kepe
out of disraye. 1609 HOLLANDAmm. Marcell. xxix. xii.368
To come in manner of a sodaine tempest upon our armie . .

and to put it in disray. 1610 [see DISRANGE].

t Disray, z>. Obs. [In sense i, var. of DERAY,
orig. desray> a. OF. desreer, desrayer, with the

ordinary late ME. substitution of dis- for des-: cf.

prec. In sense 3 identified with DISARRAY.
1. trans. To put out of array or military order;

to throw into disorder ;
= DISARRAY v. i .

1300 K. A Us. 673 Now con Alisaundre of skyrmyng, And
of stedes disrayng. 1609 HOLLAND tr. Amm. Marcell.
xxiv. i. 262 Least Archers running foorth might disray
the rankes. ci6n SYLVESTER u. iv. Decay 1124 Have
these so yong and weak Disrayed your ranks? 1631 WEEVER
Anc. Fun. Mon. 317 Guortimer .. did here set vpon . . the

English Saxons, whom being disrayed, and not able to
abide a second charge, he put all to flight.

2. To disorder the attire, or spoil the personal
appearance of. In quot. reft.

1431 LYDGATE Chron. Troy u. xiii, {Paris to Heleti) t And
as a penitaunt in contrition Ye you disraye ; alas why do
ye so?

3. To deprive of personal array or attire
;

to

despoil, strip ;
= DISARRAY v. 2.

1483 Catk. Anffl. IOO/B (MS. A.), To disray or dUgise
[MS. M. disarayj exornare, 1599 MARSTON Sco, Villanie*

There is..no just reason
relation to persons as

DISREGARD.
ii. vii. 208 Disrai'd Of that faire iem. 1608 DAY Law
Trickes i. i. (1881) 12 On the high Altar sacrifiz'd the
Priests, Disray'd the Temple of the golden robes.

Disrealise, in Udall 1548 : see DISRELISH.

Disrealize (disrralaiz), v. rare. [f. Dis- 6 +

REALIZE.] trans. To divest of reality, to idealize.

1889 Sat. Rev. 2 Mar. 261/1 The first and last rule of the

poet should be. .to pass every personal emotion through the
sieve of the universal, to

'

disrcalize
*

everything, to bring
it into union with the whole.

t Disrea'SOXl, sb. Obs. In 5 desrayson. [a.
OF. desraison t f. des-, DJS- 4 + raison reason.]
That which is contrary to reason or right ;

in-

justice.
1480 CAXTON Ovid's Met. xn. xix, Qertes it is to chyvalrye

ovcrgrete blame, over grete tyrannye and desrayson.

t Disrea'SOli, v. Obs. [Anglicized from OF.
desraisnier or its latinized form disrationdre,
variants of OF. deraisnier, med.L. derdtionare :

see Du Cange, and cf. DERAIGN.] trans. To prove,
assert, vindicate ;

= DERAIGN v. i, 2.

(The prefix des-
t dis~, was here a mere variant of dc- t owing

to the frequent equivalence and confusion of these prefixes
(seeDE- 1.6); but it appears to have been taken by the i;thc.
legal antiquaries in the privative sense (Dis- 4) ;

hence the
erroneous explanation of Disrationarc in Blount's Law
Diet.

' contrarium ratiocinando asserere, vel quod assertum
est ratiocinando destruere*, -and cf. J. C. Blomfield Hist.
Soitldern (1893) 12 ttote.)
i6zz MALYNES Anc. LaiU'Merch. 425 In which time the

proprietarie may disreason the said recouerie, by disprouing
the other parties surmises or allegations, prouing that the

specialtie was paied whereupon the Attachment was
grounded.

t DlSrea'SOnafcle, a. Obs. rare. [ad. OF.
desraisonable (Oresme, I4th c.), mod.F. de-, f. des-,

Dis- 4 + raisonable.] Devoid of reason, unreason-

able, groundless.
1549 Cornel. Scot. xv. 122 Thy complaynt is nocht dis-

rasonabil. Ibid. xx. 169 The extreme disrasonabil abusione
that rang amang the vniuersal pepil.

t Disre'Ckon, v. Obs. rare. [Dis- 6.] intr.

To reverse reckoning ;
to reckon by deduction.

1561 EDEN A rte Nauig. u. vi. 31 The dayes of the Moone
beynge knowen, then vnrektmyng or disrekenynge back-

wards, we shall knowe the daye. x6xi FLORID, Scoinpittarc t

to disreckon.

t Disrecomnie'nd, v. Obs. rare. [Dis- 6.]
trans. = DISCOMMEND v. 3.

1691 NORRIS Pract. Disc. 217 The untunableness of one or
two Instruments dis-recommends the whole Musical Consort.

Disrecommendation (disre^-pmend^i-Jan).

[f. Dis- 9 + RECOMMENDATION.] That which is the

reverse of a recommendation, or is unfavourable
to any one's claims.

175* FIELDING Amelia Wks. 1775 XI. 44 The poverty of
the person . . is never, I believe, any forcible dis-recommenda-
tion to a good mind, a 1797 H. WALPOLE Geo. II (1847) II.

vii. 211 He attained considerable weight in a Government
where trifling qualities are no disrecommendation. a 1843
SOUTHEY Doctor Fragment (1862) 676 Add to these dis-

recommendations that it is propounded in the coarsest terms
of insolent assumption.

Disregard (disr/gaud), sb. [f. Dis- 9 + RE-
GARD sb^\ Want of regard ; neglect, inattention ;

in earlier use often, the withholding of the regard
which is due, slighting, undue neglect ;

in later use,
the treating of anything as of no importance.
1665 GLANVILL Scepsis Sci. xiv. 89 We can be bold without

resentment, yet it may be with an invincible disregard. 1733
NEAL Hist. Purit. II. 478 The Bishops fell under a general

disregard. 1795 LD. AUCKLAND Corr. (1862) III. 280 Acts
. . which tend to the levelling of thrones and conditions, and

give to monarchs a more certain disregard and disrespect
than all the labours. . of the Jacobins. 1862 MERIVALE /?<//;.

Emp. (1871) V. xlv. 318 Disregard and sympathy seemed to

be equally distasteful to him.

b. Constr. of (for, to).

1716 &DV\SQTH Freeholder& (Seager) A disregard of fame.
a 1732 ATTERBURY Prov. xiv. 6 (Seager) A disregard for

everything besides. 1736 BUTLER Anal. u. vi. 224 Pro-
faneness and avowed Disregard to all Religion. 1875 JOWKTT
Plato (ed. 2) I. 114 An extreme disregard of., historical

accuracy. i88a J. H. BLUNT Ref. Ch. Eng. II. 484 His
lawless disregard for the principles of the Reformation
settlement.

Disregard (disr/gaud), v. [f. Dis- 6 + RE-
GARD ZJ.] trans. To treat without regard, to pay
no regard to. a. In earlier use, esp., to treat

without due regard, respect, or attention ;
to

neglect unduly, to slight.
1641 MILTON Animadv. To Postscr., Wks. (1847) 74/2 To

take sanctuary among those churches which , . formerly you
have disregarded and despised. 1651 BAXTER Inf. Bafit.

144 To make all the people disregard and despise the

Gospel. 1760-72 tr. Juan # Ulloa's I'oy. (ed. 3) I. 458

Quarries of fine stone ; but these are utterly disregarded by
the inhabitants. 1781 GIBBON Decl. $ F. II. 85 Those who
have attacked, and those who have defended . . have alike

disregarded two very remarkable passages of two orations

pronounced under the succeeding reign.

b. In later use, esp., to treat as of no importance,
to pay no attention to.

1793 HOLCROFT Lavaters Physiog. xxi. 107 Desirous of

private happiness he disregards public opinion. 1849
MACAULAY Hist. Eng. II. 155 The king .. advised the

treasurer to disregard idle rumours. 1869 DICKENS Lett.

(1880) II. 421, I have had symptoms that must not be dis-

regarded.



DISREGABDABLE.

Ill nce Dinrega'rded ///. a. (whence Dlire-

g-a rdednesa, state of being disregarded) ; Diire-

gtk'T&ing vl>l. sb. and ///. a.

1659 C. NOBLE Mott. Ansiv. Immod. Cj. 6 To charge him
with neglects and slightings and disregardings to his friends.

1659 1>. I'l'i.i. hnpr. Sen 185 Unto which Ambassage the

( hiceri uf England . . retunied this Koltl, smiling, and disre-

Sarding
answer. 1667 l-'i.AVH.Sai>it fnttfftt{if54)34 In the

isre^arded heart, swarms of vain foolish thoughts are per-

petually working. 1791 COWPLR Iliad\\\\. 561 Then sullen

nurse thy disregarded spleen, a 1854 LD. COCKBURN Cir-

cuit Jonm. (1883) 95 Its surrounding bad taste and selfish

uisregardedness.

Disrega-rdable, . [f. prec. + -ABLE.] That

may be disregarded ; unworthy of regard.
1661 Grand Debate 77 Till experience be proved to be dis-

regardable. 1741 RICHARDSON Pamela 111. 152 An easy
Fortune is.. far from being disregardable.

Disrega'rdant, a. [f. Dis- 10 -t- REGARDANT,
after prec. vb.] Paying no regard or attention ;

neglectful, disregarding.
1816 SOUTHEY Poet's Pilgr. l. 37 All disregardant of the

Hal>el sound, A swan kept oaring near with upraised eye.
1880 RUSKIN Fors Ctai'. Sept. VIII. 131, 1 understand you
to be .. disregardant, if not actually defiant, of_the persons
on whose capital you have been hitherto passively depen-
dent for occupation.

Disrega'rder. [f. DISREOABD v. + -EU'.]
One who disregards.
1661 HOYLE Style ofScript. Pref. (1675) 10 Disregarded of

the Scripture. 1864 H, SPENCER Illtistr. Univ. Prvgr. no
In being considered a disregarder of public opinion.

Disrega'rdful, a. [f. Dis- 10 + REGARDFUL :

cf. disrespectful.} The opposite of regardful ;

regardless, neglectful, careless.

a 1641 BP. MOUNTAGU Acts <V Mon. 303 It was not probable
he could be ,. so dis-regardfull of his owne state, n 1677
BARROW Serm. Wks. 1687 I. vii. 83 Will God . . be so partial
and fond to us, so disregardfull ana injurious toward himself?

1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa Wks. 1883 VIII. 372 Who. .could

be so disregardful of his own interest? 1882 A. B. BRUCK
Parab. Teach. Christ n. vi. (1891) 354 Love .. disregardful
of conventional barriers.

Hence Dlsrega'rdfully adv., without regard,
with neglect ; DUrega rdftilness.

1640 BP. HALL Chr. Hotter. 41/2 They, .after many years
vain hope were turned home disregardfully. c 1730 /.-.".

fr. Mist's Jrnl. (1732) II. 64 An Author . . used too slightly
and disregardfully. 1731 BAILKY, Disregardfultass. neglect-
fulness. 1869 MRS. WHITNEY Hitherto viii. 93 Not breaking
in disregardfully ; she always listened Mrs.Whistler through.

t Disre'gular, a. [Dis- 10.]
=IRREGULAR.

1649 EVELYN Liberty ff Servitude iv. Misc. Writ. (1805) 21

Men.. who (not having more disregular passions) dispise

honours, pleasures, riches.

Disrela'ted, ///. a. [Dis- 10.] Unrelated ;

without relation or connexion. So Disrela tion,

absence of relation or connexion.

1893 Westm. Gat. 15 May 3/2 Throughout his humour
consists of the disrelation of his remarks to his age and size.

/bid., When they utter disrelated speeches. 1894 Ibid.

26 Sept. 3/3 [He] looks on what goes before or comes after

him as entirely disrelated.

Disrelish (disre-lij), sb. Also 7 disrellish.

[f. DISRELISH v. or Dis- 9 + RELISH sb.] Distaste,

dislike, aversion, some degree of disgust.
a 1615 FLETCHER Nice Valour i. i, Being once glutted,

then the taste of
folly

Will come into disrelish. 1645 FULLER
Goal Tk. in Bad 7. (1841) 37 Dissensions . . will breed in

pagans such a disrelish of our religion. 1667 MILTON P. L.
x. 569 With hatefullcst disrelish writh'd thir jaws With soot

and cinders fill'd. 1717 POPE Let. to Atterbiiry 20 Nov.,
With a dis-relish of all that the world calls Ambition. 1791
BURKE App. Whigs Wks. VI. 203 Men .. have an extreme
disrelish to be told of their duty. i8oa Med. Jrnl. VIII.

403 Her disrelish for food amounted to disgust. 1841 _M IALL

in Nonr.onf. I. 96 Conduct . . indicative of his disrelish for

the whole subject.

b. Something which excites distaste or aversion.

1813 New Monthly Mag. IX. 104/2 The extraordinary
nasal twang .. not to mention other disrelishes, we cannot

get over.

Disrelish [dtee-UJ), v. [f. Dis- 6 or 7 a +
RELISH v. or sb.]

tl. trans. To destroy the relish or flavour of;

to render distasteful. Obs.

(The first quot. appears to belong here) : rellese, rellice

occur as i6th c. spellings of RELISH.!

1548 UDALL, etc. Erasm. Par. Luke xv. 130 b, Yet is it

[the plentie or aboundance of the prodigal) marred and dis-

realised with muchc galle of sondrie griefes and sorowes.

1618 EARLE Microcosm. (1740) 86 Some musty proverb that

disrelishes all things whatsoever. 1667 MILTON P.L.v. 305.

1691 NORRIS Pract. Disc. 140 'Tis like the Handwriting on

the Wall, enough to spoil and disrelish the Feast. 1760
STERNE Serm. III. 374.

2. To have a distaste for, to find not to ones

taste ; to regard with disfavour ; to dislike.

1604 SHAHS. Oth. n. i. 336 Her delicate tendernesse wil. .

begin to heaue the gorge, disreeltsh and abhorre the Moore.

1641 MILTON Ap,<l. Snifct. Wks. 1738 I. 117 How long is it

since he hath disrelish'd Libels? 1764 Mem. G. Psal-

mauasansb This excellent book, though.. disrelished by
some weak Christians. 1799 G. WASHINGTON Lett. Wnt.

1893 XIV. 151, I am not surprised that some members of

the House . . should disrelish your report. 1886 STEVENSON

Kidnapped x\\-\\. (1888)281 He so much disrelished some

expressions of mine that, .he showed me to the door.

t3. To prove distasteful to; to disgust. Obs.

1649 BP. HALL Cus.'s Cn'isc. III. vii. (1650) 230 Or preach
joint until which dU-rclblics the palate of a
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auditor. 1650 Lady A linwny iv. vii. in Ha/1. DodsUy XIV.
352 What might 1 say,That shuiild disrelish Madam Caveare?

1708 J. I'MILII-S Cyder l. 28 lie tastes the bitter morsel,
and rejects Disrelisht.

4. intr. To be distasteful, to '

go down badly.'
1611 [See DISRELISHING below]. 1647 SI-KIGCE Anglia

KtJiv. iv. iv. 223This much disrelished with the lx>rd Hop.
lun. 1814 CARY Dante l\ir. XVH. 113. I learnt that, which
if I tell again, It may with many wofully disrelish

Hence Disre'lished ///. a. ; Disre lishing vbl.

sb.\ Disrelishing///, a., distasteful.

1631 BRATHWAIT Whunzies Ep. Ded. 8 Strong lines have
beene in request, but they grew disrelishing. 1659 Lady
Alimony 11. v. in Hail. DocTsley XIV. 314 A freedom from
our disrelUh'd beds. lioa DRYDKN St. Errrmonts Bit. 78
This first disrelishing of the Kepublick, had . . so much of

Honesty that [etc.! 18*1 LAMB Klin Ser. I. Imperf.

Sympathies, When once it becomes indifferent, it begins to

be disrelishing. 1846 1). Kls<; Treat. Lord's Suffer iv. 89
A violated law and a disrelished salvation.

t Disre-lishable, a. Obs. [f. prec. + -ABLE.]
Such as to be disrelished or disliked ; distasteful.

a 1670 HACKET Abp. Williams l. (1692) 78 (D.) That the

match . .should be intended no more was disrelishable.

t Disrelishment. Obs. rare. [f. DISRELISH

+ -MUM'.] A disliking; a distasteful matter.

1646 S. BOLTON A rraignm. Err. 354 An act of oblivion . .

in which all disrelishmenls either in language or action,
word or deed, may be buried up in silence.

Disremeniber (disr/me'mbai), v. Chieflydial.

[f. Dis- 6 + REMEMBER v.] To fail to remember ;

to forget, (trans, and absol.')

1836 V. MMtovvf Ret. FatherProut
(1859)573

The.. lines

of the author hefeigns to disremember. 1848 MRS. GASKELL
M. Barton ix. (1882) 23/1, I disremember rightly what I

did. 1876 Miss GARY Country Life i. 13 If he did not dis-

remember, he would look at it before he went to bed. 1880

OUIDA Mt>ths vii, [American speaking] I disremembered to
,

ask when the mails went out. iXto Antrim ft Down Gloss., I

Disremember, to forget. Also in Glossaries of Sussex, Berks, ,

Hants, and in Bartlett Diit. Amer. (1860).

Disrepair (,disrfpe-.i). [f.
Dis- 9 + REPAIR sb.]

|

The state of being out of repair, or in bad condi- ,

tion for want of repairs.
1798 Telegraph in Spirit Put. Jrttls. (1709) II. 368 Ifour

landlord should.. suffer our houses and fences to go entirely
into disrepair. 1813 SCOTT Kokeoy n. xvii, All spoke neglect
and disrepair. 1816 Old Mort. v, 1 1 had been suffered to <

go considerably into disrepair. 1833 Act 3-4 Will. /F,c. 46 ,

104 Where any. .spouts. .drains or common sewers, .shall

get into disrepair. 1854 H. MILLER Sck. f, Schm. i. (1857) 8 l

It . . had now fallen greatly into disrepair.

t DisrepO'rt, it. Obs. rare. [f.
Dis- 9 + RE- !

PORT
s/>.~\

TJvil report, report to any one's pre-

judice.
1640 FULLER "Joseph's Coat viii. (1867) 193 Let us practise

St. Paul's precept,
'
by honour and dishonour, by good re-

port and disreport '.

t Disreport, v. Obs. rare. [f.
Dis- 6 +

REPORT v.\ To give an evil report (of).

1653 R- BAILI.IE Disswasive Vind. (1655) 81 Their for-

wardnesse to misreport, disreport, discovers much evill

atTection in their spirits.

Disre:putabrlity. [f.
DISREPUTABLE a. : see

-BILITY.]
= DlSREPUTABLENKS8.

1854 DE QUINCEY Autobiog. Sk. Wks. II. 78 Why then i

should he court danger and disreputability ? 1879 AKIU K

Introil. to xna Pt. Return fr. Parnass. 16 The
important

testimony, .to the disreputability. .of the professional Actor.

1891 LOUNSBURY Stud. Chaucer III. vii. 250 To call a man
a Goth conveyed . . a general sense of the disreputability of

him about whom it was uttered.

Disreputable (disre-pi/?tab'l), a. (si.} [f. Dis-

10 + REPUTABLE a., after DISREPUTE.]
1. The reverse of reputable ; such as to bring into

disrepute or reflect discredit ; discreditable.

1771 Ann. Keg. 27 He could not .. but be sensibly con-

cerned for the present disreputable state of our law courts.

a 1795 I. WEDGWOOD in Darwin's Life tt Lett. (1887] I. 198

It would [not] be in any degree disreputable to his cha-

racter as a Clergyman. 1*71 FREEMAN Hist. Ess. Ser. i.

vii. 200 One of the most disreputable of juggles.

2. Having a bad reputation ;
in bad repute ; not

of respectable character.

x8a8 WEBSTER, Disreputable . . as, disreputable company.
1844 DISRAELI Coningsby iv. iv. (L.), Nobody wants a

second chamber, except a few disreputable individuals.

1861 GEO. ELIOT Silas M. v, There was Jem Rodney, a

known poacher, and otherwise disreputable. 1867 Miss

BRADDON Kut to Earth i, The room was full of sailors and

disreputable-looking women.
B. sb. A disreputable person.

1853 H-GREVlLLE/J/VirrtiSSV 35 Toclear his Court of the

robbers and disreputables who surround him. i86a SHIRLEY

Nuga Crit. iii. 172 Heine, one of the religious disreputables,

was . . a mocker from his boyhood to his death. 1887 Pall

Mall G. 23 Aug. 2/1 Where the . . drunkards and disreput-

ables are well in evidence.

Disre-putableneas. [f. prec. + -NESS.] The

quality or state of being disreputable.

1710 W. HUME Sacred Success. 382 So that what people
.. agree upon and determine .. shall respecting reputable-
ness or disreputableness, have a very commanding force.

1860 All }'ear KoHHti 142 That disrcputableness of appear-
ance which is one of their greatest sources of attraction.

Disre-putably, adv. [f. as prec. + -LY *.]

In a disreputable manner ; discreditably.

1775 BURKE SJ. Cone. Amer. Wks. III. 29 Propositions
are made . . somewhat disreputably, when the minds of men
are not properly disposed for their reception. Mod. He is

said to have behaved most disreputably on that occasion.

DISRESPECT.

Disreputation. Obi. or arch. {Dis- y.]

1. Privation or loss of reputation; bringing into

disrepute ; discrediting ; dishonour, disgrace.
1601 Fi I.BKCXE ist //. I'aralt. Intr. iii, The sodaim and

final! myserie, calamitie, and disreputation of that Common-
weale. /i 1617 HIKK..S Wks. II. 17 Those who vrge thb to

the dU-reputation of all that are affected well. 1651-1 JF.K.

TAYLOR Serm.for Yettr\. xiv. 173 A disreputation of piety
and a strict life. 1691-8 NORMIS Pract. /list. 11711' III.

78 Arc they not inwardly troubled . . when they hear any-
thing said to their Disreputation I it4 1'. JIFFERSOK
Writ. (1830) IV. 387 He will .. bring disreputation on the

institution. 1*74 MOTLEY BamiyeU I. vii. 320 To remove
me from my post with disreputation,

t b. A discrediting circumstance, a disciedit.

1609 Br. W. BAKLOW Answ. KameUsi Calk. 104 This
reason . . is not onely a Calumniation against T. M. but
a du-reputation also to his Maiestie. 1651-3 JIK. TAYLOR
Serm.for )'ear(i6jtl) no Intemperance . . u a Dishonour
and

disreputation to the person and the nature of the man.

1751 Affect. Xarr. Wager 36 Humanity .. the want of
which is a Disreputation to a Man's Character.

f2. Want of reputation, evil reputation; the con-

already out of the disreputation of a sin. 1748 RICHARDSON
Clarissa (1811) III. xxxyii. 331 The period in which our
conduct or misconduct gives us a reputation or disreputa-

tion, that almost inseparably accompanies us throughout
our whole future live*. 1770 LANGHORNE Plutarch (1879)
II. 639/1 Eumenes, with the

disreputation
of having been

only a secretary, raised himself to the first military employ*
ments.

Disrepute (disr/pi-t), sb. [f. Dis- 9 + REPUTE

sb] Loss or absence of reputation ;
ill repute,

disesteem, discredit, dishonour.

1653 HOLCROFT Procopius Pref. A ij b, Belisarius then re-

turned to Constantinople with disrepute. 1698 NORRIS
Pract. Disc. IV. 18 The Holy things of Religion fell at

length into Contempt and Dis-repute. 1758 1'ltil. Trans. L.

666 It was formerly in great credit as a pectoral, but is now
quite in disrepute. 1857 BUCKLE Ciyilii. I. U. 573 It brings
the administration of justice into disrepute. 1870 LOWELL
Amonfmy Bks. Ser. i. (1873)89 A large and spacious house
which lay under the disrepute of being haunted.

t Disrepn~te, v. Obs. [f. Dis- 6 + REPUTE .]

trans, a. To hold as of no reputation ; to regard

slightingly; to disesteem. b. To bring into dis-

credit; to defame, disparage. C. To bring dis-

credit or an evil name upon vby one's conduct).
1611 FLORIO, Disreputare, to disrepute, to disestecme.

i6s BP. MOUNTAGU App. Casar u. vii. 183 You Quote us

the Homilies .. I think you dis.repute them. 1649 JER.
TAYLOR Gt. Exemp. i. ad i. 16 The Virgin was betrothed

lest honorable marriage might be disreputed. 1651 Holy
Living iv. din (1727) 335 O teach me to walk, that

I may never disrepute the honour of my religion, a 1677
BARROW .9w. (1686) III. 380 Is it not infinitely better to

be unjustly defamed by men, than to be disreputed by
God? 1697 R. PEIRCK Bath Mem. n. ii. 372 Doubting
that he would disrepute the Place . . by dying here.

Disrese'mble, v. rare. [a. OF. desressembler

(in Godef.), f. des-, Dis- 4 + ressembler.] trans.

Not to resemble ; to be unlike.

So DisreBevmblance, want of resemblance.
.6*1 PEACHAM Compl. Gent. xiii. (1634) 130/1

To liave

blurred it out for some small disreserablance, either in the

eye or mouth. 1654 LD. ORRERY Parthen, (16761 24^
One ex-

ceeding like the first . . and disresembling him in nothing [etc. ].

t Disrese'nt, z. Obs. rare. [f. Dis- 6 + RESENT
v. (which formerly meant 'to take well or ill').]

trans. To have a feeling against, to take ill ;

= RESENT in its current sense.

1651 W. HARTLEY Inf. Baptism 12 The Lord . . dis-re-

seated such performances as were tainted with wickedness.

Disrespect ^disr/spe-kt), sb. [f.
Dis- 9 +

RESPECT sb. ; or perh. from DISRESPECT v] Want
of respect, courteous regard, or reverence.

1631 GOUGE God's Arrows HI. f 80. 336 Profanation of

holy things . . manifesteth a disrespect of God himselfe.

1731 JOHNSON Let. to G. Hickman 30 Oct. in Rosivell, This

delay .. proceeded neither from forgetfulness, disrespect
nor ingratitude. 1771 Junius Lett.m. 285 My memory
fails me, if I have mentioned their names with disrespect.

1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. II. 33 No expression indicating

disrespect to the Sovereign . . was suffered to escape.

t p.
With a and //. An instance of this ; an act

showing disesteem or irreverence ;

' an act ap-

proaching to rudeness' (J.). Obs.

163* MARMION Holland's Leaguer iv. v, Howsoever I

have found a disrespect from you, vet I forget it. 1647
CLARENDON Hist. Keb. i. i 149 Any disrespect to any acts

of state . . was in no time more penal. 1689 Col. Rtc.

I'ef.Hsyra. I. 314, I doe also fforgive y Disrespects and

neglects of any persons, a 1714 M. HENRY Wks. (1835) II.

139 Their unlundnesscs and disrespects to himself.

Disrespe ct, v. [f. Dis- 6 + RESPECT v]
trans. The reverse of to respect ; to have or show no

respect, regard, or reverence for ;
to treat with

irreverence.

1614 WITHER Sat. to King, Juvenilia (1633) 346 Here can

I smile to see . . how the mean mans suit is dis-respected.

1633 BP. HALL Hard Texts .V. T. n If he love the one he must

disrespect the other. 1683 CAVE Ecclesiastic! 231 (Basil)

To honor him, and dis-respect his Friend, was to stroke

a man's head with one hand, and strike him with the other.

1706 HEARNE Collect. 26 Apr., He was disrespected in

Oxford by several men who now speak well of him. 1851
L. HUNT Poems Pref. 37 As if .. sorrow disrespected things

homely. 1885 G. MEREDITH Diana I, 257 You will judge
whether ha di*rtupccu UM.



DISKESPECTABILITY.

Hence Disrespe-cted///. a., -ing vbl. s/>.

1631 GOUGE Gods Arrows i. 45. 75 A dis-respeeling,

despising, and vilifying of Gods mercies. 1640 GLAPTHORNE
Ladies Privil. iv. Wks. 1874 II. 140, I meane not. .To save

a dis-respected life. 1791 PAINE Rights of^
Man (ed. 2)

I. 101 Reflecting how wretched was the condition of a dis-

respected man. 1876 G. MEREDITH Beauch. Career III. vi.

105 Treating her .. like a disrespected grandmother.

Disrespectability (disr/spe^ktabi-liti . [f.

next + -ITT, after respectability-.] The quality of

being disrespectable ; the reverse of respectability.

ipecu
grew more and more remarkable. 1893 \V. WALLACE Scot.

Yestenl. 60 An office which had an odour ofdisrespectability.

Disrespectable (disrfspe-ktab'l), a. [Dis-

10.] The opposite of respectable; not worthy of

respect ;
not in accordance with standards of re-

spectability.
1813 Examiner 22 Mar. 187/1 All distinction .. between

what is respectable and what is disrespectable would be
at an end. 1822 SCOTT Nigel xvi, Well acquainted with
the town . . but in a sort of disrespectable way. 1865 M.
ARNOLD Ess. Crit. v. (1875) 223 Not only was he [Heine]
not one of Mr. Carlyle's

'

respectable' people, he was pro-
foundly ^"^respectable.

Disrespe'cter. rare. [f. DISRESPECT v. +
-EB *.] One who disrespects.
1661 BOYLE Style Script. (1675) 149 There . . are but too

many witty disrespecters of the Scripture. 1711 tr. Weren-

fels Disc. Logont. 127 The Disrespecters of the Antients.

Disrespectful (disr/spe'ktful), a. [f. Dis-
10 + RESPECTFUL, after disrespect^ The opposite
of respectful ; full of or manifesting disrespect.
^1677 BARROW Serin. Wks. 1687 I. xxiii. 316 Offended

with our injurious and disrespect full behaviour toward him.
1681 E. SCLATER Serm. at Putney 26 The least dis-respectfull
word is Rebellion. 1741 RICHARDSON Pamela II. 320,
I must say nothing .. that is disrespectful or undutiful.

1859 DICKENS T. Two Cities n. xii, I will hear no dis-

respectful word of that young lady from any lips. 1884
SIR J. PEARSON in Law Times Rep. LI. 659/1 It would be

disrespectful to the Court of Appeal.
fig- *748 Whitehall Even. Post No. 405 Our Commerce

.. still suffers much from these disrespectful Accidents.

Disrespectfully, adv. [f. prec. *- -LY ^.] In

a disrespectful manner.
1671 CLARENDON Hist. Reb. ix. no The lord Wentworth

. . talked very imperiously, and very disrespectfully . . to
some of the council. *7'7 T. HOWEL Desiderius (ed. 3) 15
He has . . withdrawn from the publick Stage of the World,
where he has been disrespectfully treated. 1856 FROUDE
Hist. Ens. \. 277 Prohibiting Tyndale's Testament, in the

preface of which the clergy were spoken of disrespectfully.

Disrespe'ctfulness. [f. as prec. + -NESS.]
The quality or fact of being disrespectful.
1673 Life of J. Alleine v.

(1838) 48 Bearing with their

dulness, rudeness, and disrespectfulness. 1863 Miss BRAD-
DON y. Marchniont II. x. 229, 1 seemed to feel as if it was
a sin and a disrespectfulness towards her to wear colours.

t Disrespe'ctive, a. Obs. [f. Dis- 10 + RE-
SPECTIVE ; after disrespect.] DISRESPECTFUL.
1623 WITHER Hymns $ Songs (1856) 33 Disrespective we

have been Of statutes, judgements, and decree. 1628 DIGBY
Voy. Medit. (1868) 54, I restored my principall masters
mate.. that I had turned before the mast for some disrespec-
tiue misdemeanour. 1735-6 CARTE Ormonde I. 325 This rash
and violent proceeding so disrespective to that nobleman.

Hence t Disrespe ctively adv., disrespectfully.
1636 BRATHWAIT Roma* Emperors 360 He passed to

another life at Prague, disrespectively there inhumed.

i Disrespo-ndency. Obs. rare. [Dis- 9.]
Absence of response ; the fact of not responding.
1657 COKAINE Obstinate Lady \\. ii, Why .. would you

engage So much yourself to any of that sex, As for a dis-

respondency to lay Violent hands upon yourself?

tDisre'St, sb. Obs. [Dis- 9.] The opposite
of rest; disquiet, unrest.

IS^TURBERV. Ovitfs Ep. 19 b, The sorer is the cruell

fishe,
and breedes the more disrest. 1668 HOWE Bless,

igkteous (1825) 103 Free from any molestation from with-

out, or principle of disrest within. 1726 AMHERST Terras
Fil. xxxiii. 177 Violence, disrest, and an ill name, will be
the rewards of your folly and obstinacy.
t Disre'St, v. Obs. rare. [f. Dis- 7 a -*- REST sb.]

trans, a. To remove or dislodge from a place of
rest. b. To deprive of rest ; to disturb.

1696 in Church Philip's /-Par (1867) II. 123 An Expedition
to attack that Fort, and to disrest and remove the Enemy
from that Post. 1726 PENHALLOW Ind. Wars (1859) 52 Our
frontiers at home were as much disrested as ever.

Disrestore v. : see Dis- 6.

t Disrewerence, v. Obs. [Dis- 6 or 7 a.]
trans. The opposite of to reverence \ to treat with
irreverence

;
to deprive of reverence.

1529 MORE Dyaloeue in. 84 a/i To se his maieste dis-

reuerenced. 1608 W. SCLATER Malachy (1650) 45 That we
pollute not nor disreverence the Name God. a 1670 HACKET
Abp. Williams i. (1692) 127 How is His glory dis-reverenced

overfall this land ?

Disrewa'rd, v. [Dis- 6 or 7 a.] trans. To
reverse the act of rewarding ; to deprive of reward.

1640 QUARLES Enchirid. n. xcvi, Beware of Pride.. it dis-

rewards goodnesse in it selfe, by vain glory.

t Disrie'gled, ppl. a. Obs. [f. OF. desreigle

'vnrulie, disordered .. vnbridled
'

(Cotgr.) + -ED1
.

Cf. REGLE v.] Unruly, unregulated, outrageous.
1638 Pemt. Conf. (1657) 342 It is a necessary duty to cut

off enormity and disriejjled inordinances.

502

Disrobe ,disrju-b),t>. Also 6-7-roab. [Dis-
6 or 7 a. Cf. OF. desrober in same sense.]
1. trans. To divest or strip of a robe or garment ;

to undress, strip. Const, of, from.
1590 SPENSER F. Q. t. iii. 17 The holy Saints of their rich

vestiments He did disrobe. 1595 SHAKS. John 11. i. 147 He
. .That did disrobe the Lion of that robe. 1601 Jitl. C.

i. i. 60 Disrobe the Images. 1638 SIR T. HERBERT Trav.

(ed. 2) 236 One holds his knee ; a second disroabs him. 1648
MAYNE Amorous War iv. vi, Disrobe your upper parts.

1725 POPE Odyss. xx. 312 Dis-rob'd, their vests apart in order

lay. 1847 TENNYSON Princ. Concl. 117 Lilia Disrobed the

glimmering statue of Sir Ralph From those rich silks.

2. reft, and intr. To divest oneself of clothing ;

to undress.

1581 MULCASTER Positions xxxiv. (1887) 122 They disrobed

themselues, and were chafed with a gentle kinde of rubber.

1603 Order Coronation Jos. I in Maskell Mon. Kit. (1846-7)
III. 109 note, The king, .there disrobeth himself of his upper
garments. 1715-20 POPE Iliadv. 904 Pallas disrobes. 1807
CRABBE Sir E. Grey xx, They make the hypocrite disrobe.

1883 GILMOUR Mongols xviii. 211 You will notice as they
disrobe, that each and all wear at their breast charms.

3. transf. and^; To divest, strip.

1592 Nobody fy Someb. in Simpson Sch. Shaks. I. (1878)

299 Archigallo shall be deposd, And thou disroab'd of all

thy dignitie. 1638 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (ed. 2) 330 Nut-

meg . . at full ripnesse disroabs it selfe, and discovers . . the

Mace. 1751 SMOLLETT Per. Pick. (1779) IV. cii. 321 Desire
to see her fair eyes disrobed of. .resentment. 1878 G. MAC-
DONALD Phantasies vii. 112 The very voice, .seemed to dis-

robe the room of the strange look.

Hence Disro'bed ///. a. ; Disro'bing vbl. sb.

and///, a.

1794 MRS. PIOZZI Synon, II. 302 Writers who delight not
in disrobed meaning. 1813 SHELLEY Q. Mab ix. 171 Fear
not. .death's disrobing hand. 1841 LANE Arab, Nts. I. 121

The first apartment is the .. disrobing room.

Disro'bement. [f.
DISROBE + -MENT.] The

action of disrobing or divesting of a covering.
1747 GOULD Eng. Ants 46 You may discern such Disrobe-

ments in the Cones of Silk-Worms. 1830 Blackw. Mag.
XXVIII. 875 Damon watches the process of disrobe-

ment.

Disro'ber. [f.
as prec. + -EB 1

.] One who or

that which disrobes.

1654 GAYTON Pleas. Notes HI.
yiii. 119 Disinchanters of

Negromancers, disrobers of gypsies. 1882 SIR P. FELIS in

Society 7 Oct. 18/1 The trees, swept bare by autumn's gale
That swift and merciless disrober.

Disroqf (disrw-f), v. [Dis- 7 a.] trans. To
deprive of the roof; to unroof. Hence Disroo'fed

///. a.

1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev. III. v. vii. (1872) 208 Ghastly
chateaus stare on you by the wayside, disroofed, diswin*

dpwed. 1871 J. C. JEAFFRESON Ann. Oxf. II. x. 154 The
disroofed and dismantled walls of the venerable fanes.

j* DisroO'XU, "V. Obs. rare. In 5 dysrowme.
[f. Dis- 7 c -f- ROOM sb.] trans. To displace.
1489 CAXTON Faytes ofA. i. xxiii. 71 Noon vpon peyne of

deth shall dysrowme hym self.

Disroost v. : see Dis- 7 c.

Disrpot (disr-t), v. [f. Dis- 6 + ROOT v.]
trans. To pull up by the roots ; to uproot, unroot.
1800 Trans. Soc. Encourag. /Jr/f XVIII. 368 Pine-suckers

. .having disrooted and plunged them into old dust of bark.

1849 Florist 279 Repot the bottoms that have been dis-

rooted. 1876 SWINBURNE Erechtheus (ed. 2) 178 And with
one hand disroot All tender flower and fruit.

b. transf. To dislodge (anything) from the

place where it is fixed.

1612 Tiuo Noble K. v. vi, When neither curb would crack
. .nor differing plunges Dis-root his rider whence he grew.

1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1862) I. xii. 63 The sliding down
of a higher piece ofground, disrooted from its situation. 1865
CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. VIII. xvin. xii. 33 Daun . . could not

have disrooted Friedrich this season.

Hence Disroo ting- vbl. sb. ; Disroo'ter, one who
disroots.

1826 SCOTT Jrnl. ioOct., A kind of disrooting that recalls

a thousand painful ideas of former happier journeys. 1883
Encycl. Diet., Disrooter.

DisrOU'lid, v. nonce-wd. [Dis- 8.] trans.

To deprive of roundness or rotundity; to unround.
1SSS WATREMAN Fardle Facions i. lit. 33 [They] are of

opinion that the circuite of the earth. . disroundyng hym
self, shooteth out thre corner wise.

t Disrou't, v. Obs. Also 6 disrought. [ad.
OF. desrouter (i3th c. in Littre), mod.F. dt-

router, f. des-, Dis- 4 + OF. route band, company.
Cf. ROUT z/.] a. trans. To put to rout. b. intr.

To be put to rout ; to break up, become scattered.

1525 LD. BERNERS Froiss. II. cxxxix. [cxxxv.] 389 If they

disrought and be out of ordre, they shall soone be taken vp.

1592 WYRLEY Amtorie 63, I appoint to you .. thence not

buge vnlesse you plainly vewe Vs to disrout. 1626 True
Relat. Stratagem in Arb. Garner I. 608 The Black Prince

. .disrouted their mighty armies. 1630 J. TAYLOR (Water 1'. )

World runs on Wheels Wks. 11. 243^ To disrowte their

enemies, breaking their rankes and order.

t DisrOU't, sb. Obs. rare. [a. OF. desroute rout,

disorder, mod.F. dfroute, f. dtrvuUr: see prec.]
The act of putting to rout ; rout, defeat.

1623 tr. Famine's Theat. Hon. n. xiii. 217 Were (after their

disroute) brought to Julius Caesar.

t Disroyalty. Obs. nonce-wd. [f.
Dis- 9 +

ROYALTY.] Undoing of royal dignity.
1630^?. Johnson's Kingd. fy Commw. 210 Kings of Den-

marke . .have thought it no disroyaltie to set up divers manu-
factures.

DISRUPTION.

DisrtTddered, ppl- a. rare. [Dis- 7 a.] De-

prived of the rudder.

^1788 in Croft Let. to Pitt on Johnson's New Diet. 58-9
At the 7249^ of my additional words, I find disruddered. .

'their gait like to that of a disruddered ship*.

t Disru'lily, adv. Obs. In 4 disrewlilye.

[f.
next + -LY 2

.J In an unruly manner.
c 1400 Rom. Rose 4000 [Youthe]. .makith hym love yvelle

companye, And lede his lyf disrewlilye.

t Disni'ly, a. Obs. rare . [lnME>.*disre"wfol

implied in prec. adv., a. OF. desriettti unregulated,
disordered, mod.F. dertglel\ Unruly.
15^0 LKVINS Manip. 99/47 Disrulie, irregularis.

Disrump (disr'inp), z*.l [ad, L. disrtimp-ere
(also dirumpere} to break into pieces, burst asunder,
f. Dis- 1 + rumpfre to break.] To break up, burst

asunder, DISRUPT (trans, and intr.}.

(In quot. 1661, with a play upon the Rump Parliament!)
1581 T. NUCE Seneca's Octavia n. ii. 177 b, Let spouses

age And curteous bashfull shame disrumpe your rage. 1661

Sir H. Vane's Politics 16 Upon the sad approach of that

Scotch Army, our forlorn Society . . became dis-rumped.
1886 Sat. Rev. 8 May 635/2 A caucus is a much worse
monster than a dragon, .and does not disrump so easily.

DisrU'IUp, v nonce-wd. [Dis- 7 a.] trans.

To deprive of the rump.
1654 GAYTON Pleas. Notes iv. v. 196 The Barber .. parts

with his taile-piece, and walks as one of the disrump'd
[printed dirump'd] Poultry.

t DisrU'mpent, a. Obs. [z.'L.disrumpent-em,

pr. pple. of disrumpere : see DISRUMP z'.
1
] That

bursts asunder.

1657 TOMLINSON Renau's Disp. 391 Vested with a mem-
branous and frequently disrumpent barke.

Disrupt (disrzrpt),///. a. [ad. L. disrupt-us,

pa. pple. of disrumpSre : see DISRUMP v^ and cf.

DIRUPT.] Burst or broken asunder ; broken rap.

Chiefly as poetic pa. pple. DISRUPTED.

1730-6 BAILEY (folio>, Disrupt, broken or rent asunder.

1782 W. STEVENSON Hymn to Deity 16 Behind a watery
cloud disrupt. 1850 MRS. BROWNING Soul's Travelling

viii, Though at your feet The cliff's disrupt. 1885 G.
MEREDITH Diana II. i. 3 Leaving them .. disrupt, as by
earthquake.

Disrupt (disrtrpt), v. [f. 'L.disrupt- ppl. stem

of disrumpHre : see DISRUMP v. 1
Except in single

quot. 1657, app. not in use before iQth c. Not in

J., T., R., nor Webster 1828. Cf. the rare DI-

RUPT.]
1. intr. To burst asunder, rare.

1657 TOMLINSON Renou's Disp. 668 Almonds.. may be.,

agitated, .over a slow fire, till the Involucrum disrupt.

2. trans. To break or burst asunder ; to break in

pieces, shatter ; to separate forcibly.

1817 SCORESBY in Ann. Reg., Chron. 556 The most for-

midable fields . . become disrupted into a thousand pieces.

1849 Tait's Mag. XVI. 423 We should . . disrupt the bonds.

1879 TOURGEE Foots Err. xxiii. 140 The attempt which was
made to disrupt the government.
fig. 1865 Pall Mall G. i June n His very religious and

philosophical thinkings being constintly disrupted by some
whim or personal peculiarity.

Hence Disrupted, Disru-pting///. adjs.

1819 Blackw. Mag. IV. 397 There is a concord and a har-

mony in the disrupted fragments of the cliffs. 1849 DANA
Geol. ii. (1850) 107 These disrupting and transporting effects.

1876 PAGE Adv. Text-Bk, Geol. iv. 84 When ignequs matter

forces its way through the stratified rocks, .it is termed dis-

rupting. 1876 H. SPENCER Princ. Social. (1877) 704 There
come into play disrupting influences. 1879 A. B. DAVIDSON

Expositor 264 The reunion of the disrupted kingdom.

Disru*ptable, . rare. [f.
DISRUPT v. + -ABLE.]

Capable of being disrupted. Hence Disrupta-

Wlity.
1820 C. R. MATURIN Melmoth (1892) III. xxx. 208 The

intense and disruptable feeling. 1893 Scott. Leader IT Oct.

3 As many points of disruptabiHty as the mariner's compass
has points.

Disru'pter, -Or. [See -EH 1, -OK.] One who
breaks up ; one who causes disruption.
1881 Sat. Rev. 23 July 116/2 These eminent Disrupters

had been passionate advocates for the nationality of the

Church. 1886 PARNELL in PallMall G. 26 June 10/2 They
denounced Mr. Gladstone as a betrayer of his country and
a disrupter of the Empire.

Disrirptic, a. rare. [f. L. disrupt- (see DIS-

RUPT v.} + -1C.] Of or pertaining to the disrup-

tion or breaking up (of organic structures).

1889 GEDDES & THOMSON Evol. ofSex 88 The ascending,

synthetic, constructive series of changes are termed 'ana-

bolic
'

; the descending, dUruptic series,
' katabolic '.

Disruption (disrwpjan). [ad. L. disruption-
em (dlruption-em\ n. of action from disrumpcre
to burst or break asunder.]
1. The action of rending or bursting asunder;

violent dissolution of continuity; forcible sever-

ance.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE/VW^. Ep. in. xvi. 145 Theophrastus .

conceiveth . . that upon a full and plentiful! impletion there

may succeed a disruption of the matrix. 1684 T. BURNET
Tk. Earth I. 161 These great earthquakes and disruptions,

that did such great execution upon the body of the earth.

1799 KIRWAN Geol. Ess. 251 These pillars did not assume

the columnar form by crystallization, but by disruption. 1816

MissScHiMMELPENNiNCK tr. TourLa Grande Chartreitse I.

10 At the sudden disruption of the masses of rock above.

1866 ROGERS Agric. <y Prices I. xxiii. 601 On the final dis-

luption of Guienne from the English crown.



DISRUPTIONIST.

2. A disrupted condition ;
a disrupted part or

place, a rent.

17*0-71 tr. Juan >, Ulloa's I'tiy. (ed. 3) II. 88 They, .rend

the earth, and at every shock leave it full of disruptions. .

1851 Miss YONCK Cameos (1877) III. xxv. 233 In the time
j

of weakness and disruption. 1877 MORLEY Crit. Misc.,

Carfyle Ser. i. (1878) 199 The whole polity of Europe was
(

left in such a condition of disruption as had not [etc.]

3. spec. The Disruption : the name applied to

the great split in the Established Church of Scot-

land, i8th May 1843, when 451 ministers left that

Church and formed themselves into the Free Pro-

testing (afterwards, simply, the Free) Church of

Scotland.
The cause of their separation was the failure of the Church

to maintain its complete independence in matters spiritual

as against the interference of the Civil Courts (Court of

Session), for which the Evangelical party had carried on a
1 Ten Years' Conflict

'

against the
' Moderates'.

1843 CANDI.ISH Speech 30 Mar. in Life (1880) 293 All the

people are concerned in making preparation for that dis-

ruption which is now inevitable. Ibid. 6 Sept. 315 The
Free Church, since the Disruption has in a wonderful man-
ner kept herself free from . . attacks on the existing Estab-

lishment. 1886 J . H. BLUNT Diet. Sects 167/1 The standing
outside the Establishment for a quarter of a century has
much weakened the adherence . . to the original views
maintained at the Disruption.
attrib, 1871 J. MACKENZIE Life Princ. Cunningham xv.

192 The same contented cheerfulness dwelt in the poor abode
of every Disruption minister. Ibid. 195 Dr. Cunningham
visited this district in November of the Disruption year.

Disrrrptionist. [f. prec. + -IST.] One who
favours disruption.
1886 Sat. Rev. 22 May 693/2 The disruptionists, with all

Irish sedition to back them, will be powerless. 1886

Athensfum n Sept. 331/2 As to the origin of the [Homeric]
poems Mr. Leaf seems to be a unionist by predilection, but
a moderate disruptionist by conviction.

attrib. 188* Contemp. Kev. Sept. 458 Disruptionist ten-

dencies in some of the revolutionary schools of Russia.

Disruptive ^disitrptiv), a. [f. L. disrupt- ppl.
stem : see DISRUPT v. and -IVE.]
1. Causing or tending to disruption ; bursting or

breaking asunder.
1862 J. SPENCE Amer. Union 92 None anticipated the

great disruptive force that now convulses the country. 1874
STUBBS Const. Hist. (1875) I. ix. 255 The speedy develop-
ment of disruptive tendencies.

b. Electr. (See quots.)

1841-3 GROVE Corr. Phys. Forces (1874) Bo The electrical

disruptive discharge. 1870 R. M. FERGUSON Electr. 79 The
term disruptive discharge is applied to al! cases where dis-

charge is accompanied with a disruption of the particles of

the dielectric. 1880 J. E. H. GORDON Electr. * Magn. (1883)
II. 187 It follows almost as a matter of course that ail dis-

charges in rarefied air are equally disruptive and discon-

tinuous. 1891 Pall Mall G. 4 Feb. 6^3 Currents of still

higher frequency and potential are obtained by passing the

spark
or disruptive discharge from a battery of Leyden jars

through the primary circuit of an induction coil.

2. Produced by disruption ; eruptive.
1876 PAGE Adv. Text-Bit. Geol. vii. 128 The disruptive

character of these rocks.

Hence Disru ptivcly adv. ; Disrtrptiveness.
1870 R. M. FERGUSON Electr. 87 They discharge into each

other disruptively. 1880 J. E. H. GORDON Electr. 4- Magn.
(1883) II. 186 The character which was found to be funda-
mental in sensitive discharges, viz., disruptiveness, is com-
mon to both kinds of discharge.

Disru'ptment. rare- 1
,

[f.
DISRUPT v. +

-MF.NT.] Breaking off, disruption.
1834 friser's Mag. IX. 290 The disruptment of granite

blocks from the summit of Mont Blanc.

Disruptnre (disro-ptim), sl>. [f. DISRUPT v.,

after RUITURK.] The action of disrnpting or burst-

ing asunder ; disruption.
1796 MORSE Amer. Geog. 1. 660 This disrupture discovered

the vein of yellow metal at a great depth. 1804 WATT in

Phil. Trans. XCIV. 308 Effected . . by the apparent dis-

rupture of rocks. 1818 Hist. Europe in Ann. Reg. 122/2
This disrupture of ordinary ties. 1884 BOWER & SCOTT De
Bary's Phaner. 603 The consequent splitting and disrupture
of the medullary sheath.

DisrU'pture, v. [f. the sb. : cf. rupture vb.]
trans. To break off or asunder

; to divide by a

rupture. Hence Disrirptured ppl. a.

1818 WEBSTER cites Med. Refos. for Disruptured. 1834
M, SCOTT Cruise Midge (1859) 299 A huge mass of the

rey cliff above was disruptured. 1838 POE A. G. Pyfti
ks. 1864 IV. 177 The ruins of the disruptured cliff. 1869

Con'einp. KtT. XII. 184 These virtues exercise their bene-
ficent influence in each portion of the disruptured church.

Diss (dis). [a. Arab. (_>->.> dis, the native

name.] The Algerian name for a Mediterranean

grass, Ampehdcsma (Arundo) tenax, the fibrous

stems of which are used for making cordage, etc.

1855 SIR W. HOOKER Reft, on I'eg. Prod, at Paris Exhib.
III. Algeria 35-7 Dis. 1871 Policy ofAlliance Assur. Co.,

On Merchandise (excluding Esparto, Alpha or
Alfa^ Diss..

Petroleum, and all Mineral and Rock Oils and their liquid

products*. 1895 Guide to Museum ofEcon. Bot. , Keiv No. 2.

Dissaf, -aiue, dissait;e, -at(e, obs. ff. DE-

CEIVE, DECEIT.

t Dissaiff. &. Obs. [Sc. form of DECEIVE.]

Deception, deceiving.
(-1470 HENRY H'allacr \. 612 And othir quhill he thocht

on his dissaiff.

t Dissai-nt, -: Obs. [f.
Dis- 6 or 7 b + SAINT.]

grW
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trans. To make no longer a saint ; to remove from

the calendar of saints
;
to unsaint.

1611 T. JAMES Corrupt. Serift.
_iv. 39 They may as well

ilissaint him hereafter las saint him now).

Diasaisin, obs. Sc. form of DISSEISIN.

t Dissa'lt, v. Obs. [Dis- 7 a.] trans. To free

from salt.

1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Ditialted, cleared from Salt,

made fresh. 1711 in BAILEY.

Dissar, Dissardie, var. DISOCH, DIZZAKD.

Dissatisfaction (dissoetisfarkjsn). [f. Dis-

9 + SATISFACTION.] The fact or condition of

being dissatisfied ; discontent ;

' want of something
to complete the wish

'

(J.).

1640 in Rushw. Hist. Coll. in. (1692) I. 52 When . . the

Spanish Armada appeared in the Downs, to the great fear

and dissatisfaction of the City. 1648 CROMWELL Lit. 25 Nov.,
The dissatisfaction you take at the ways of some good men.

1791 Mas. RADCLIFFE Rom. Forest i, The chance of future

trouble . . occasioned some dissatisfaction. 1868 DICKENS
Lett. (1880) II. 535

He .. concluded (as usual) by giving
universal dissatisfaction.

b. (with//.) A feeling or expression of dissatis-

faction or discontent.
i 1640 SANDERSON in Walton Lift App. i, From the reading

of it I went away with many and great dissatisfactions.

1661 H. MORE Philos. Writ. Pref. Gen. 12 Conceminu
my Immortality of the Soul, I shall take notice only of

these two Dissatisfactions. 1713 BLACKMORE True Hist.

Conspir. PreC A
vijj

a, The Conspirators . . ingrafted their

Treason on Public Dissatisfactions.

c. A cause or occasion of dissatisfaction or dis-

content ;
a dissatisfactory circumstance.

1701 W. J. Bruyn's Voy. Levant Ixvti. 242 They had. .the

dissatisfaction of being obliged to return home, without

having seen the Antiquities of Tadmor.

Dissatisfactory (dissxtisfarktori), a. [f.

Dis- 10 + SATISFACTORY.] Not satisfactory ;

causing dissatisfaction or discontent; unsatisfac-

tory ;

' unable to give content
'

(J.).
c 1610 SIR J. MELVIL Mm. (1735) 109 Things which, .were

dissatisfactory to her Subjects. 1779
T. JEFFERSON Let.

Writ. (1803) II. 189 Their conduct, .has been so dissatisfac-

tory to the French minister that [etc.). 1846 THACKERAY
Crit. Rev. Wks. 1886 XXIII. 96, I don't know anything
more dissatisfactory and absurd.

Hence Diuatisfa'ctorlneii, the quality or con-

dition of being dissatisfactory.

1677 HALE Contempl. 11. 5 The shortness and uncertainty
of sensible Enjoyments .. their Poorness, Emptiness, Insuf-

ficiency, Dissatisfactoriness.

Dissatisfied (dissoe-tisfsid), ppl. a. [f.
DIS-

SATISFY + -ED'.] Deprived of satisfaction; dis-

pleased ; disquieted by the feeling of the insuffi-

ciency or inadequacy of something.
1675 tr. Camden's Hist. Eliz. an. 1599 [Essex] him-

self also was very much dissatisfied and displeased that

the queen had. .conferred on Sir Robert Cecyl the gainful!
office of master of the wards. 1680 in Hacke Collect. Voy.
ii. (1699) 15 Very grateful to our dissatisfied Minds. <i 1704
T. BROWN Two Ox/. Scholars Wks. (1730) I. 2 Infinitely

dissatisfy'd with several things in the Church of England.

1817 LYTTON Pelham v, I had no reason to be dissatisfied

with my success. i87sJowETT Ptato(ed. 2)111. 227 Glaucon
. . was dissatisfied ut 1 hrasymachus' retirement.

b. Exhibiting or expressing dissatisfaction.

1800 MRS. HERVEY Mourtray Fam. IV. 192 Lord Mira-
mont's dissatisfied looks, and sullen silence. 1841 UAKIIAM

ingot. Leg., Row in Omnibus, With a gloomy brow and
dissatisfied air. 1883 O'DoNOVAN Merv xxiv. 298 The
horses were standing around in dissatisfied silence.

Hence Diasatisfiedly adv., in a dissatisfied

manner, with dissatisfaction; Dissa-tisfledness.

the condition of being dissatisfied, dissatisfaction.

1710 R. WARD Life o/H. More 147 Seasons of Perplexity
and Dissatisfiedness. 1805 MRS. INCHBALD To Marry, or

not in Br. Theatre 3, Hester. Oh Madam . . forgive this

intrusion .. Mrs. M. My dear, I must forgive all you do.

(Dissatisfied!?.) 1880 RHODA BROUGHTON Sec. Tk. I.viii,

She remains dissatisfiedly mute.

Dissatisfy (dissse'tisfai), v. [f. Dis- 6 + SA-

TISFY v] trans. To deprive of satisfaction, to

render unsatisfied ; to fail to satisfy or fulfil the

desires or wishes of ; to displease, discontent, make

unquiet in mind. Also absol.

1666 PEPVS Diary 23 July, The French are not yet joined
with the Dutch, which do dissatisfy the Hollanders. 1673

Lady's Call. n. } 2 F 9. 68 Denying her self even the most

innocent liberties, if she see they dissatisfy him. a 17*6
COLLIER (}.), The advantages of life will not hold out to

the length of desire, and, since they are not big enough to

satisfy, they should not be big enough to dissatisfy. 1806

LD. GRENVILLE in Dk. Buckhm. Crt. * Cab. Ceo. Ill, (1855)

IV. o Doing enough to dissatisfy my own mind, and always
too little to satisfy theirs. 1865 M. ARNOLD a. Crit. viii.

(1875) 319 In all his production how much there is to dis-

satisfy us.

Hence Dissatisfying ///. a., that fails to satisfy,

or renders unsatisfied.

1709 STEELE Taller No. 180 p 6 To follow such dissatis-

fying Pursuits. 1809 COLERIDGE Friend (1866) 338 After

long and dissatisfying toils.

Dissa'turate, v. [Dis- 6.]
trans. To free

anything) i^that with which it is saturated.

i860 LOWELL Swinburne's Trag., Pr. Wlu. (1890) II. 137
We cannot so dlssaturate our minds of it.

tDissa'vage, v. Obs. [Dis- 8.] trans. To

bring out of a savage condition; to tame, to

civilize.

DISSECT.

1631 CHAPMAN Ctsar 4 Ponipey I. (D.), Those wild*

kin^domes. .Which 1 dittavag'd and made nobly ciuill.

Disauve, -awe, -ayf, -ayte, etc., obs. ff. DE-

CEIVE, DECEIT, etc.

Dissaventuro, var. of DISAIWBNTCRK, Obs.

Disscatter, v.ir. of DISOATTER v. Obi.

Dissceptre (disie-ptw), v. Also 7 diaceptre,

6-7 -er. ff. Dis- 7 a + SCEPTRE sb.] trans. To
deprive of the sceptre, or of kingly authority.
1591 SYLVESTER Du Bartas i. vL 615 Rebellious Flesh,

whose rest-leu Treason Strive! to divihrone and to dis-

scepter Reason. 1610 T. GODWIN Moses * Aaren I. xiii.

61 Prevent a possible deposing or disceptring. 1656 S. H.
Gold. Law 55 This . . people have de-lhroKM, uncrown'd,
and dis-cepter'd me. 1886 W. ALEXANDER St. Augustine's
Holiday iiti Disrobed, dissceptred. .discrown'd.

Dissch, obs. form of DISH.

Dissease, obs. form of DECEASE, DISEASE.

t Dissea'son, v. Obs. Also 7 diaeuon.
I. [f. Dw- 6 + SEASON v.]

1. trans. To take away or change the flavour of.

iS3 STANYKURST Aeneis i. (Arb.) 33 Foorth do they lay

vittayls, with storme disseasoned heauy \Cererem cormp-
tam undii]. 1*13 JACKSON Creed \. xxix. i 15 Seeing
no hope of diseasoning the old and withered stockes, fit

fcwell for euerlasting names. 1615 G. SANDYS Trar. 106

[The Red Sea), .would either drowne the countrey, or else

by mixing with the Nilus, disseason his waters, ifai

Ovid's Met. XIV. (16261 295 An pliue wild, which bitter fruit

affords, Becomes dis-seasned with his bitter words.

2. To deprave the sense of taste of. rare.

16*5 W. B. True School War To Rdr. 4 Like tome
Disseasoned Palats, thou doost nauseate at Plentie.

II. [f. Dis- 7 4- SEASON sb.]

8. To render out of season, make unseasonable.

a 1618 F. GREVILLE Poems Monarchy D, Wks. Grosarl I.

197 The second light of government. Which nonet yield,

and no time can disseason.

Diaseat (dissrt), v. [f. Dis- 6 or 7 c + SEAT
v. or sb.] trans. To remove or eject from or as

from a seat ; to unseat ; to remove from where it

is seated or situated. Hence Dime* td ///. a.

[That quot. 1605 belongs to this word is doubtful.]

[1605 SHAKS. Macb. v. iii. 21 This push Will cheere me
euer, or dis-eate [Fo. 2, 3, 4 disease] me now.] 1611 Two
Noblt K. v. iv. The hot horse . . seekes all foule meanes . . to

dis-seate His lord, that kept it bravely. 1641 J. GOOD-
WIN Right 4- Might 21 The disseated Parliament-men.

1684 tr. Sonet's Merc. Comfit, xvi. 548 The Morbifick

matter being disseated. 1811 C. O'CoxoR Chrtm. Eri I.

p. xxxi, This mighty conqueror who had dis-seated so many
kings. 1833 LAMB Elia. Ser. n. Barrenness Mod. Art,
Disseat those woods and place the same figure among foun-

tains., and you have a Naiad 1 1866 Daily Tel. 22 Feb.

4/5 Application, .made.. to disseat the member returned.

t Dl'SSecate, v. Obs. rare. [f.
L. dissecd-rt

to cut in pieces, as if from a ppl. stem dissecdl- (cf.

fut, pple. secatfirvs) instead of the actual form

dissect-.]
= DISSECT v. So t Dictlon * DIS-

SECTION.

1615 JACKSON Creed iv. S I. vii. ( n The anatomist's knife

did lance and dissecate her living members. 1631 T. NASH
Quaternio Ep. Ded., The Apothecary in his drugges, the

anatomist in his dissecations.

t Disse'Cret, v. Obs. rare. [f.
Dis- 8 + SECRET

a.] trans. To deprive of secrecy, bring to light.

16406. Vlnmu. Bacon's Adv. Learii,i\.x\n.l 5 We must

not put too much confidence, either in the concealeing our

own designcs, or the dissecreting the designes of the eniroy.

Dissect (dise-kt),
v. [f. L. dissect- ppl. stem

of dissecare, f. Dis- I +stcdre to cut.]

1. trans. To cut asunder, cut in pieces, divide by

cutting, lit. sa\dj!g. (Now more or less associated

with 2 and 3.)

1607 TOPSELL Serfents (1653) 621 Young Chicken* being
dissected or cut in pieces when they are warm, ought to b

laid to the stinged part. 1614 MASSINCER Part. Love rv. v,

To dissect thee, Eat thy flesh off with burning corrosives . .

were justice. 1638 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (ed. 2) 178 Hee
that dissected Gordions knot. 1783 W. F. MARTYN Glff.

Mag. II. 131 This eminence is dissected into six terraces.

1805-17 R. JAMESON Char. Min. 166 The manner of dis-

secting this prism. 1886 F. B. JEVONS in Jrnl. Hellenic

Stutt.Vll. 292 The aggregationists before them undertook

to dissect the Iliad into its constituent lays.

2. spec. To cut np (an animal body, a plant, etc.)

for the purpose of displaying the position, struc-

ture, and relations of the various internal parts; to

anatomize.
1611 FLORIO, Dissettart, to desect or cut as an Anatomic.

1615 CROOKE Body of Man i. ix. (1631', They say, h*

(Galen) hath giuen vs onely the Anatomy of bruit Beasts,

and not of Man, hauing neuer dissected a Mans body.

1671 GREW Anat. Plants I. i. I 3 (1682) 2 If we take a Bean
and dissect it. 1714 SWIFT Reasons afst. Exam. Drugs
Wks. 1755 III. I. 127 The power given to physicians to

dissect the bodies of malefactors. 1*67 EMERSON Mayday,
etc. Wks. (Bohn) III. 422 Two doctors in the camp Di-
sected the slain deer.

atsol. 1678 BUTLER Hud. m. iii. 477 Anatomists dissect

and mangle. To cut themselves out work to wrangle. 1879
E. A. DAVIDSON in Casselts Techn. Educ. n. 70 The teacher

should obtain heads, hearts, &c. of sheep, oxen and other

animals, and dissect in the presence of the boys.

b. To dissect out : to excise (an organ or a dis-

eased part) so as not to remove any adjoining part
with it.

1864-70 T. HOLMES Syst. Surf. II. up In dissecting out

the cyst. 1894 Lance: 3 Nov. 1030, 1 made an incision . . from



DISSECTED.

the mouth over the prominent cyst wall and dissected the

tumour out. .The wall of the cyst was so thin that when

nearly dissected out it ruptured.
3. fig. and transf. To take to pieces, so as to lay

bare every part ; to examine minutely part by part,
to analyze ; to criticize in detail.

a 1631 DONNE in Select. (1840) 114 That soul that Is dis-

sected and anatomized to God. 1647 CLARENDON Hist. Ret*.

i. 64 Persons of all conditions took great license in . . dis-

secting all his infirmities. 1693 DRVDEN Persins Sat. i,

Yet old Lucilius never fear'd the times; But lash'd the

city, and dissected crimes. 1850 KINGSLEY Alt. Locke i,

I never could dissect and map out my own being or my
neighbour's as you analysts do. 1869 ROGERS Fref. to
Adam Smith's w. N. I. 43 He dissected the pretensions of
the great East India Company. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2)
IV. 413 No other thinker has ever dissected the human
mind with equal patience and minuteness.

1 4. To analyze (chemically). Obs.
1808 J, BARLOW Colnmb. iv. 456 O'er great, o'er small

extends his physic laws, Empalms the empyrean or dissects

Business. To analyze an invoice or account
of goods bought or sold, picking out the various

items, and allotting them to the special depart-
ments to which they severally belong.
See DISSECTING i>bl. sb.

Disse'cted, ///. a. [f. prec. -f -ED i.]

1. That has been cut up, divided into pieces, or

anatomized.
Dissected map or picture, a map or picture mounted

on a thin board and divided into variously shaped parts, to

be put together as an exercise or puzzle.

1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 184 Laying upon each piece
of the dissected Betele, a little Arecca. 1638 Ibid. (ed. 2) 31
Not to be entred but by a long narrow dissected path or

trench. 1667 Phil. Tram. II. 628 A dissected Head of
a Sharke. 1824 COL. L. STANHOPE Greece 10 She [Greece]
is like a dissected map in the hands of children, all the

pieces are there, but the children cannot make them fit.

18.. RUSKIN (O.), Or must every architect invent a little

piece of the new style, and all put it together at last like

a dissected map ?

2. Of a divided form or structure ; spec, in Bot.

(of leaves) : Cut into many deep lobes
;
much

divided.

1652 GAULE Magastrom. 185 A little chin signes one
envious . . a dissected and retorted chin, libidinous. 1872
OLIVER Elem. Bot. n. 182 The finely-dissected leaves of
Fennel. 1884 HENFREY Elem. Bot. (ed. 4) 62 When the
leaves are subdivided a fourth time, or even where tripin-
natisect leaves have filiform segments, the term dissected is

usually employed.

Dissectible (dise-ktib'I), a. rare. [f. L. dis-

sect- ppl. stem (see the vb.) + -BLE.] Capable of

being dissected.

1801 PALEYAW. TheoL ix. Wks. 1830 IV. 101 Keill has
reckoned up, in the human body, four hundred and forty-
six muscles dissectible and describable.

Dissecting (dise'ktin), vbl. sb. [f. DISSECT
+ -ING !.] The action of the verb DISSECT, a.

gen. S.-Q.A Anat. : see DISSECT 1-3. b. Business:
see DISSECT 5.
1888 Daily Tel. 24 Aug. 7/8 Junior clerk wanted. Must

he used to draper's counting house, and understand dissect-

ing. 1893 Daily A'e?us 16 May 8/7 To Drapers. Young
lady wants re-engagement as Cashier and Bookkeeper.
Used to dissecting.

c. attrib. and Comb., as in dissecting-forceps,

-knife, -microscope, -room (i.e. used in anatomical

dissection) ; dissecting-clerk, one employed in

analyzing invoices and accounts of goods sold.

1767 GOOCH Treat. Wounds \. 176 Raising the vessel

a little . . with the point of the knife and dissecting forceps.

1854 R. WILLIS Report in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886)
III. 168 The present Dissecting-room of the Professor is

removed altogether. 1882 SERJT. BALLANTINE Ext>er. ii. 15

Gaining a living by supplying the dissecting-table with its

ghastly subjects. 1884 Eitcycl. Diet. (Cassell), Dissecting-
clerk.

Disse'Cting, ///. a, [f. as prec, + -TNG 2
.]

That dissects.

1854-67 C. A. HARRIS Diet. Mcd. Terminal., Dissecting
abcess, an abcess which insinuates itself between muscles,
separating them from each other. Ibid., Dissecting Aneur-
ism, an aneurism in which the inner and middle coats of
the artery are ruptured, and the blood passes between them
and the outer coat. 1891 Anthony's Pkotogr. Bull. IV. 61

Brought to the dissecting eye of the prying student.

Dissection (dise-kjsn). [ad. L. dissection-em,
n. of action from dissccare ; used in med. or mod.L.

Perhaps immed. a. F. dissection (Pare, i6th c.).]

f 1. The action or process of cutting asunder or

in pieces ; division by cutting. Obs.
1611 COTGR., Dissection, a dissection

; a cleaning in

peeces. 1644 MILTON Areof. (Arb.) 70 There must be many
schisms and many dissections made in the quarry and in
the timber, ere the house of God can be built. 1669 GALE
Crt. Gentiles i. n. ix. 141 As to the Dissection [after sacri-

fice], it was not made rashly, but with great Art. 1784
COWPER Task vi. 420 The spaniel dying for some venial

fault, Under dissection of the knotted scourge.
2. spec. The methodical cutting up of an animal

or a plant, for the purpose of displaying its internal

structure.

1605 BACON Adv. Learn, i. v. 12 (1873) 43 Thus have
I described and opened, as by a kind of dissection, those

peccant humours. 1615 CROOKE Body ofMan \, ix, Living
dissections (as we call them) are then put in vse when we
would find out some action or vse of a part which by the dead
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carkasse cannot be discerned. 1671 GREW Anat. Plants \. \.

28 (1682) 6 What Dissection cannot attain, yet an ocular

inspection in hundreds of other seeds . . will demonstrate.
1758 JOHNSON Idler No. 17 F 8, I know not that by living i

dissections, any discovery has been made by which a single
'

malady is more easily cured. 1850 HT. MARTINEAU Hist.
Peace iv. xiy. (1877)

III. 134 Murders for the sake of selling
bodies for dissection. 1881 HUXLEY in Nature No. 615. 347
For hundreds of years, .the dissection of human bodies was
impeded, and anatomists were confined to the dissection of
dead animals.

3. The action of separating anything into elemen-

tary or minute parts for the purpose of critical

examination ; a *

taking to pieces ', a minute ex-

amination ; detailed analysis or criticism.

1643 MILTON Apol. Sweet. % 4 Thus ends this Section, or
rather dissection of himself, short ye will say both in breath

and extent. 1654 WHITLOCK Zootomia 405 In the particular
Dissection of mens Actions. 1796 MORSE Amer. Geog. II.

158 It is perhaps the best dissection of the human mind, that

hath appeared in modern times. 1867 DEUTSCH in Rent.

(1874) J Dissections of dogma and legend and ceremony.

1 4. Chemical analysis. Obs.

1605 TIMME Qitersit. i. xiii. 63 Mercury is extracted out
of euery thing, first of all in his dissection or seperation into

a watery vapour. 1794 S. WILLIAMS Vermont 90 By accu-
rate dissection . . it has been found that this ill scented fluid

is entirely distinct from the urine.

6. Business, The analysis of invoices and ac-

counts, in order that the various items may be
entered to the account of the special departments
to which they belong : see DISSECT v. 5.

6. concr. That which has been cut asunder, or

dissected, or is in a dissected condition ; anything
which is the result or produce of dissecting.
1581 SIDNEY Apol. Poetrie (Arb.) 48 AH his [the Poet's]

kindes are not onlie in their vnited formes, but in their

seuered dissections fully commendable.
7. attrib. and Comb.
1847 W. REEVES Eccl. Antiq. 66 note, The Dissection-

room panic caused many to resort to this
place. 1889

HUXLEY in Pall Mall G. 2 May, None of the ordinary
symptoms of dissection poison supervened.

Dissective (dise'ktiv), a.
[f. L. type *dissec-

ttvus (cf. secttvus\ f. dissect- ppl. stem : see -IVE.]
Characterized by or having the quality of dissect-

ing ; serving to dissect.

1860 DICKENS Lett. (ed. 2) II. no The three people who
write the narratives in these proofs have a dissective pro-

perty in common. 1861 WILSON & GEIKIE Mem. E. Forbes
v. 142 They were plainly anatomical dissective knives.

Dissector (dise'ktai). Also -er. [agent-n. in

L. form, from L. dissecdre to DISSECT. Cf. F. dis-

secteur.] One who dissects, esp. anatomically.
1578 BANISTER Hist. Man i. 22 b The most famous dis-

sectors, and princes of Anathomy. 1615 CROOKE Body of
Man 306 A most expert Chyrurgion, and the ordinary
dissecter to the Colledge of Physitians at Monpelier. 1645
EVELYN Diary , The theatre [at Padua] for anatomic .. is

excellently contriv'd both for the dissector and spectators.

1794 European Mag: XXV, 454 Mr. Jones, dissector to St.

Bartholomews Hospital. 1819 P. O. Lond, Direct. 305 Map-
mounter and Dissecter. 1839 CARLYLE Chartism vii. in

Misc. (1872) VI. 153 A determined despiser and dissector of
cant. 1847 EMERSON Rej>r. Men t Sivedtnborg Wks (Bohn)
I. 316 Unrivalled dissectors..had left nothing for scalpel
or microscope to reveal in human or comparative anatomy.

Dissees(e, obs. form of DECEASE, DISEASE.

Disseise, disseize (dissrz), v. Forms : 4
disaeyse (-ceyse, 4-5 desese), 5-6dis-,dyssease,
(5 dysease, 6 decess, disseaze, -eize), 6-7 dis-

seyze, 6- disseise, disseize. [ME. a. AF. dis-

seisir, = OF. dessaisir to dispossess, f. des-, Dis 4 +
saisir to put (one) in possession, to take possession

of, to SEIZE. In Pr. dessazir; med.L. dissazire,

-sasire, -sasiare, also dissaisire, -scisire, -seisiare

from OF. : see SEIZE.]
1. trans. Law. To put out of actual seisin or

possession ; to dispossess (a person) of his estates,

etc., usually wrongfully or by force ;
to oust.

Const, of (\from}. Also refl.

[1115 MagnaCarta xxxix, Nullus liber homo capiatur
vel imprisonetur aut disseisiatur [1*17 inserts (c. xxxv) de
libero tenemento suo vel HbertatibusJ. .nisi per legale judi-
cium parium suorum. 1292 BRITTON n. xi. 2 Cestui est

proprement disseisi qi a tort est engette" de acun tenement.]
c ivjp R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 250 Our kyng Sir Edward
. . Disseised him self of alle, ;ald it to Sir Jon. Bot Jon his

homage salle mak or he be gon. 1357 Lay Folks Catech. 252
In case that we have, .wittandly and willfalli gert our euen
cristen. .falslybe desesedoflandorof lithe. ci+saSt. Cittk-

bert (Surtees) 7518 Of bair gudes falsly dissesid. 1494 FABYAN
Chron. vi. cxlix. 136 He .. vexyd and dystourbed Ivore the

duke and lorde of that countrey .. lastly disceasyd hym of

that lordeshyp. 1540 Act 32 Hen. VIII, c. 7. 7 Where.,

personnes . . be dysseased, deforsed, wronged, or otherwyse
put from their lawful! inheritance. 1628 Petit, to King in

Rushw. Hist. Coll. (1659) I. 589 By the Statute called, The
great Charter of the Liberties of England, It is declared
and enacted ; That no Freeman may be taken or imprisoned
or be disseised of his Freeholds or Liberties, or his free

Customs. 1641 [see DISSEISIN i]. 1818 CRUISE Digest
(ed. 2) I. 190 If a tenant in tail discontinues in_fee,

after-

wards marries, disseises the discontinuee, and dies seised ;

his wife shall not have dower. 1819 I. MILNER Milner's
Hist. Ch. Christ (1824) IV. 115 Wicliff asserted that tem-

poral lords and patrons had a right to disseize the church
of her emoluments in case of misbehaviour.
2. transf. andy?^. a. To dispossess, deprive, rob;

to deliver, rid (of anything).

DISSEISIN.

c 1320 Cant. Lffvf 1088 He ne ou^te from wo disseysed be.

c 1450 Merlin 229 It shall here-after be declared how that
she was discesed of the seint Graal. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. i.

xi. 20 He [the Dragon] so disseized of his gryping grosse.
1602 CAKF.W Cormvall 22 a, The Foxe planteth his dwelling
in the steep cliffe .. as in a maner it falleth out a matter

impossible to disseyze him of this his ancient inheritance.

1700 BLACKMORE Job xxix. 17 My righteous hand broke
fierce oppressors' jaws, And of their spoil disseiz'd their

bloody paws. 1845 R. W. HAMILTON Pop. Educ. x. (ed. 2)

266 We repeat our protest against all attempts to disseize

parents of their rights in their children,

f b. To oust, expel. Obs.

1627 MAY Lncan vii. 655 Through many wounds his life

disseized, fled. 1675 HOBBES Odyssey xvi. 444 They. .With

gentle sleep their fear and care disseised.

Hence Dissei'sed^/. a., Disseising vbl. sb.

1475 Bk. Noblesse 48 The unmanly disseising and putting
oute of Fraunce, Normandje, Angew, and Mayne. i^n
COTCR., Desemparement, a disseising. 1675 tr. Machiavelli's
Prince vii. (Rtldg. 1883) 50 All the disseized lords .. he put
to death. 1682 Enq. Elect. Sheriffs 18 If there be but the
least flaw against them to countenance the dis-setzing them
of their Rights.

Disseise, obs. form of DECEASE, DISEASE.
1648 SVMMONS Vind. Chas. I, 98 The Honour of . . our

disseised Queen,

Disseised, -zee (dissrzf*). Law. Also 6 -i,

-ie, -ye. [f. DISSEISE v. + -EE ; but the earlier

form in -ie represented OF. dessaisi pa. pple. 'dis-

seised '.] One who is disseised of his estate : cor-

relative to DISSEISOR.

[1377 Act i Rich. flt c. 9 Et eient desore les disseisiz lour

recoverer vers les primers disseisours.] 1540 Act 32 Hen.
F///, c. 33 The disseisye or suche other personnes as . .

be thereby clerely excluded of their entre. 1574 tr. Little-

ton*s Tenures 63 a, If the disseysi by his deede release al

his righte .. to one of the disseisoures. 1594 WEST znd
Pt. Symbol^ Chancerie 37 This release doth confirme his

estate which the disseisee might else have defeated. 1602

FULBECKE ist Pt. Parall. 67 If the disseisie oute the dissei-

sor with force. 1721 St. German's Doctor fy Stud. 98 It is

devised that the Disseissee shall release his right in the

land. 1875 POSTE Gains iv. 162 Restitution of seisin to

a disseisee.

Disseisin, disseizin (dissrzin), sb. Forms :

4 dyaseysyne, 6 disseysin(e, -sceysen, -seissen,

-sesin, -seison, -seizon, -season, dys-, 6-7 dis-

seizen, 7 Sc. dissaisin), 6- disseisin, 8- dis-

seizin, [a. AF. disseisine=OT. dessaisine (nth

c.), f. des-, Dis- 4 + saisine, seisine, SEISIN, SASINE,
formal possession, deriv. of saisir to SEIZE. (In
med.L. dissaisina, disseisina.}]
1. Law. The act or fact of disseising ; privation

of seisin ; usually, the wrongful dispossession (by
forcible entry or otherwise) of the lands, etc. of

another: since I5thc. not used of movable goods,
nor in cases in which the dispossessed person was
tenant at will or tenant for years.

[1167 Pipe Roll 12 Hen. II, 65 Dissaisina super assisam

regis. 1292 BRITTON n. i. i Homme a tort engitt^ ou
desturbe* de la peysible possessioun de soen fraunc tenement.

Et cele violence est apele disseisine et fresche force.] ign-
12 Act 3 Hen. VIII, c. 18 Preamb., Wrytte of entre uppon
disseysen in the post before the Justices .. of his Comen
Benche. 1574 tr. Littleton's Tenures 57 b, Disseisin is

properly where a man entreth into anye landes or tene-

mentes where his entre is not leful, and putteth him out yc

hath the franke tenement. 1641 Termes de la Ley 139
Disseissin upon Disseisin is when the Disseisour is disseised

by another. 1670 BLOUNT Law Diet., Disseisin is of two

sorts, either Simple Disseisin, committed by day without

force and arms, Or Disseisin by Force, for which see De-
forceor and Fresh Disseisin. 1767 BLACKSTONE Comnt. II.

195 A disseisin being a deprivation of that actual seisin, or

corporal freehold of the lands, which the tenant before

enjoyed. 1861 F. HALL in Jml. Asiat. Soc. Bengal 10

The disseizor, and . . the abettor of disseizin. i8 POSTE
Gains iv. Comm. (ed. 2) 631 It is certain that this inter-

dict is not available for disseisin of movables. 1886 F. W.
MAITLAND in Law Q. Rev. Oct. 485 The rightful tenant can

;h the lord be not privy to the disseisin.

'.. 23 The word

:ly used with reference to personalty.

b. Novel^ new, fresh disseisin', disseisin of fresh

or recent date. Assist of Novel Disseisin : an

ordinance of Henry II, establishing an action at

law for the recovery of the seisin of land by one

who had himself been recently dispossessed ;
also

the action thus established.

[c 1250 BRACTON 164 b, De beneficio principis succurritur ei

per recognitionem assisae novae disseisinae multis vigiliis

excogitatam et invertfam.] c 1350 Usages of Winchester in

Ettg. Gilds 361 f>e wryt bat me pledeth in pe Citee, by-fore

Justyces, oper by-fore baylyues of be towne, bej> empne
wrytes of newe dysseysyne. [1383 Act 7 Rich. //, c. 10

Item est ordeignez & assentuz qassise de Novele Dissei-

sine soit desore grante & faite de rent aderiere.] 1523^112-
HERB. Surv. xi. (1539) 17 The kynges wrytte of assise of

nouell disseison. 1609 SKENE Reg. Maj., Stat. Robert f,

22 He sail not tine nor amit his action or recoverance be

the briefe of Novell dissaisin : sa lang as he may find the

possessour leueand : or anie man committer of the dissais-

mg, or was present at the committing thereof. 1670
BLOUNT

Law Diet., Fresh disseisin, .signifies that Disseisin, which

a man may seek to defeat of himself, and by his own power,
without the help of the King or Judges, and which is not

above fifteen dayes old. 1700 TYRRELL Hist. Eng. II. 1106

Disseisors that have redisseis'd those who have recovered

Seisin .. from them by Assize of Novel Disseisin. 1876
DIGBY Real Prop. \\. 9. 97 The Assize of novel disseisin

was applicable where the demandant himself had been
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turned out of possession. 1895 POLLOCK & MAITLAND Ifill,

kng. Lain I. 124 Henry . . issued an ordinance and insti-

tuted a procedure : ordinance and procedure alike were
known as the assize of novel disseisin.

f2. transf. &\\& jig. Dispossession. Obs.

1586 FERKK Hiaz. Grntrie 314 Ministers of the Gospel! to

whome the keys of right do apperteine (for the others did

by dissesin and tort hold possession of them) may execute

that authoritie of the keys with alt feareand diligence. 1606

WARNER Alb. F.ng. xiv. Ixxxvi. 355 Vntill the Picts .. Dis-

seizen of the Scottish Raigne within this He had made.

fDissei'sin, v. Obs. [f. prcc. sb.] trans.

= DISSEISE v.

1548 HALL Chroti., Hm. K(an. 8) 69)1, We shal not dis-

troble, disseason or letten our father aforesaid, but that he
holde and possede as long as he liveth. .the croune and the

dignitee royall of Fraunce. 1591 SYLVESTER Du Bartat i.

ii. 974 Vet some (more crediting their eyes, then reason)
From's proper place this Essence doe disseysin. 1600

HOLLAND Livy xxvu. xxxi. 652 He [Philip! went to Dyrmc
for to disseizen [ad eiiciendum\ the garrison of the itohans.

1607 HJERON Wks. I. 365 A man past at feare of being dis-

seismed of his expected inheritance.

Disseisor, -zor (dissfrai, -p-i). Also 5-6
-our v , 5 -er. [a. AF. disseisour, = OF. *dessaisevr,

{. dessaisir to DISSEISE. In med.L. dissaisitor,

-seizitor, i. dissaisire, disseisire, to disseise.] One
who disseises, or dispossesses another of his lands,

etc. ; a dispossessor.
[ 1377 see DISSEISEE.] 1483 Cath. Atigl. TOI/S A Disseiser.

disseisitor. i^aAct Hen. VIII, c. 33 The diyng sensed

hereafter of anysuch disseasour. .shall not be. .demed. .any
suche discent in the law. 1598 KITCHIN Courts Lett (1675)

265 If the Tenant be disseised and the Disseisor dielh

seised, the Lord there cannot distrain. 1603 DRAYTON Bar.
Wars Bk. in. Ivi, Entering now by force, thou hold'st by
might, And art disseisor of another's right. 1660 BOND
.S'< tit. Reg. 59 The King can do no wrong ; Therefore can-

not be a disseisor. 1788 BURKE Sp.agst. W. Hastings Wks.
XV. 430 To call them disseizors, wrong doers, cheats, de-

frauders of their own son. 1861 [see DISSEISIN sb. i]. 1886

F. W. MAITLAND in Lam Q. Rev. Oct. 485 The disseisor will

be seised whether the lord like it or not.

Disseisoress (disrzares). Also 7-9 disseis-

eresa. [f. prec. + -ESS. (The F. type would be

dissaistressed}} A female disseisor.

IJ74 tr. Littleton's Tenures 125 b, Yf the husbande and the

wife were of covin or consent that the disseisine should bee

made, than . . shee is a disseisouresse. 1641 Termes de lit

Ley 124 Shee shall bee adjudged in possession against the

desseisee but as a disseiseresse, in respect of the deceit.

1641 PERKINS Prof. Bk. i. 46 A feme Covert may be a
disseiseres. 1809 TOMLINS Latti Diet. s.v. Disseisin, If he
disseises another to her use, she is not a disseisoress, nor if

the wife agrees to it during the coverture ; yet, if after his

death she agrees to it, she is a disseisoress. 1883 A. J.
HORWOOD Year Bks. 11-12 Edvi. Ill, 264 One cannot say
that Katherine was a disseiseress.

t Dissei'snre, -rare. Obs. [f. DISSEISE v.

+ -UBE : cf. seizure.'] The act of disseising ;
dis-

possession;
= DISSEISIN.

1579 FULKE Cm/lit. Sanders 685 The setting vp and wor-

shipping of Images . . was . . a Disscisure of the true and

spiritual! worshippe of God. 1611 SPEED ffist. Ct. Brit. ix.

ix. 47 To take reuenge for the spoyles and disseisures, which
his hired enemies had made in his lands. 1718 HICKES &
NELSON J>. Kettlewll in. xi. 213 In Case of a Disseizure

of the Right Owner.

Disseit, obs. form of DECEIT.

Dissel-boom (di's'l|b;7m). S. Africa. [Du.

(pron. di'sel|b<;m) - ' the beam or pole of a vehicle',

f. Jissel shaft + boom beam, boom.] The pole of

a wagon.
1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade, Disselhomi, the pole of a

wagon in the Cape colony. 1881 FENN Offto Wilds xxix,
The oxen were all secured to the disseMwom and trek-tow.

1887 RIDER HAGGARD Jess viii, The tented cart, with its . .

stout stinkwood dissel-boom.

t Disse'lf, v. Obs. nonce-wd. [f. Dis- 7 + SELF

s/>.] trans. To put (one) beside himself; to de-

prive of self-consciousness.
1606 SYLVESTER Du Bartns 11. iv.i. Trofheis 1116 Whence

comes This shiuering winter that my soule benums, Freezes

my Senses, and dis-selfs me so With drousie Poppie, not

my self to knowe?

Diaselio, obs. form of DIZZILY.

t Disse-mbill, a. Sc. Obs. rare. [? corruption
of F. deshabille, or of a Sc. spelling of DISHEVEL

a.] Undressed, unclothed.
r 1470 HENRY Wallace ix. 1917 That saw him bath dissem-

bile and in weid.

t Disse'mblable, a. Obs. [a. OF. dessem-

Maii'e (I2thc.), in i-jth c. dissemblable, i.dessembler

to be unlike, DISSEMBLE v2, after seniblalile like.]

Unlike, dissimilar, various.

1413 Pilgr. Sowle (Caxton 1483) t. iv. 5 Moche merueylous

lygh 1 1 sawe of dissemblable maner. 1549 CHALONER l-.rasm.

on Folly Nib, How amongs -theim selves to be dissemblable
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1. Want of resemblance ; unlikeness ; difference ;

dissimilarity.
1463 Craft of Ltn-ers xxi, Kepe wel true loue, forge no

dissemblance [it i MX. : 2 hare resemblance]. 1580 NORTH
Plutarch (1676) 980 As touching other agreements and dis-

semblances which may be noted., in their life and behaviour

[etc.). 1658 OSBORNE Adv. Stm (T.) Nor can there be a

greater dissemblance between one wise man and another.

and in effect contrary. 1603 FLORIO Montaigne i. xxxviii.

(1631) 118 A man must imitate the vicious, or hate them . .

to resemble them is perilous, because they are many, and to

hate many is hazzardous, because they are dissemblable.

Dissemblance 1
(dise'mblans). arch. [In

sense j, ad. OK. dissemblance (lathe.), mod.F. dis-

semblance unlikeness, f. dissembler, pr. pple. dessem-

blant unlike : see prec. and -ANCE. In sense i, a

Inter modificationof DlssiMUi.ANCK.afterrfmw/Wr-.]
VOL. 111.

directions. 1894 forum (N.Y.) Nov. 317 To state the

utter dissemblance between the Japanese and ourselves.

2. The action of dissembling,
dissimulation.

1601 MARSTON Antonio's Ktv. n. iv. Wks. 1856 I. toi Thou
that wantspower,

with dissemblance fight. 1633 P. FLETCHER

Purple 1st.
yill. viii, Some touch-stone erring eyes to guide,

And judge dissemblance. 1814 SOUTHEY Roderick xxiv, No
time.. is this for bravery As little for dissemblance. 1876
I. ELLIS Caesar in Egypt 18 Pothinus, in dissemblance deft,

Bent low the knee.

t Dissemblance 2
. Obs. rare. [a. OF. dis-

semblance, {. dessembler to separate : see DIBSEM-
BLE iv.3] Departure, dispersion.
'55* J. HFYWOOD Spider ^ F. ii. 33 Swifter then the star

doth seeme to glaunce That assemblaunce turneth to dis-

semblaunce.

t Dissembla'tion. Obs. Also 6 -aoion, 5 dis-

aymbelatyon. By-form of DISSIMULATION, after

dissemble.
c 1415 WYNTOUN Cron. viii. xi. 55 He saw pat he mycht

noucht The Town of were wyn . . Undyr dissymbelatyoun.

1588 HUNSDON in Border Papers I. (1894) 305 But it is all

dissemblacion, and that wee shall find if wee trust to

them.

fDisse'mble, sb. Obs. rare. [f. DISSEMBLE
p. 1

] The act of dissembling, dissimulation. (In

quot. personified.)
c 1480 Crt. ofLove 1191 Dissemble stood not fer from him

in trouth. With party mantill, party hood and hose.

Dissemble (dise'tnb'l), ?'. ' Also 6 dissimblc,
Sc. -sembill, dyssembul, -symble, 7 desomblo.

[app. a later form of DISSIMULE v., through the

intermediate stages dissimill, dissimble, influenced

perh. by resemble. (There is no corresponding
form in F. : cf. the next two words.)]
I. trans. To alter or disguise the semblance of

(one's character, a feeling, design, or action) so as

to conceal, or deceive as to, its real nature ;
to give

a false or feigned semblance to
;
to cloak or dis-

guise by a feigned appearance.
1511 MORE Kick. Ill, Wks. 65 Some . . not able to dis-

semble their sorrow, were fayne at his backe to turne

their face to the wall. IS5> Bk. Com. Prayer, Morn. Pr.. That
we shoulde not dissemble nor cloke them (our sins] before

the face of Almighty God. 1665 MANLEV Grotius' Low
C. Warres 715 Among the Bodies . . was found a Woman,
who had dissembled her Sex, both in courage and a

military Habit. 1709 Tatler No. 32 F 4 With an Air of

great Distance, mixed with a certain Indifference, by which
he could dissemble Dissimulation. 1781 GIBBON Decl. *
F. II. xlvi. 723 He dissembled his perfidious designs. 1850
PRESCOTT Peru II. 20 He was well pleased with the em.

bassy, and dissembled his consciousness of its real purpose.
1860 EMERSON Cmd. Life, Behaviour Wks. (Bohn) II. 385
How many furtive inclinations avowed by the eye, though
dissembled by the lips !

1 2. To disguise. Obs.

1508 DUNBAR Tua mariit Wemen 354, 1 wes dissymblit sut-

telly in a sanctis liknes. 1519 MORE Dyaloge iv. Wks.

383/1 Though he dissembled himselfe to bee a Lutherane

whyle he was here, yete as sone as he gate him hence, he

fate
him to Luther strayght. 1601 SHAKS. Ttuel. N. iv. ii. 4

le put it on, and I will dissemble my selfe in't ; and I would
I were the first that euer dissembled in such a gowne. 1665

J. SPENCER Vulg. Prophecies 21 Their deformity appeared

through the finest colors he could dissemble it with. 1697
DRYDEN /Eneid xn. 340 Dissembling her immortal form,

she [Juturna] took Camertus meen.

8. To pretend not to see or notice ;
to pass over,

neglect, ignore.
(1500 [see DISSEMBLING vtl. sb.\ riSSS HARPSFIELD

Dh'orce Hen, VIII (1878) 233, I will not urge, .the Pope's
. .authority. .1 will dissemble that excellency. IS68GRAFTON
Citron. II. 823 Wherfore he determined to dissemble [HALL
dissimule] the matter as though he knew nothing. 1579

LYLY Euphues (Arb.) 150 Some lyght faults lette them dis-

semble, as though they knew them not, and seeing them let

them not seeme to see them. 169* RAY Dissol. World in.

viii. (1732) 395, I must not dissemble a great Difficulty.

1701 WALLIS 24 Sept. in Pepys Mem., It hath been too late

to dissemble my being an old man. 1703 Rows Ulysses \.

i. 75 Learn to dissemble Wrongs. 1761 HUME Hist. Eng.
II. xlii. 451 Philip

. . seemed to dissemble the daily insults

and injuries which he received from the English.

b. with clause : To shut one's eyes to the fact.

1554 RIDLEY Lord's Supper Wks. 41 It is neither to be

denied, nor dissembled that, .there be diuerse points where-

in men . . canne not agree. 1611 BIBLE Transl. Prtf. 11 It

cannot be dissembled, that . . it hath pleased God (etc.).

1691 RAY Dissol. World n. ii. (1732) 107, I must not dis-

semble or deny, that in the Summer-time the Vapours do

ascend, a 1831 A. KNOX Rem. 1 1844) I. 54 It cannot be dis-

sembled, that . . the House of Commons seems to feel no

other principle than that of vulgar policy. *7l MORLEY
/ 'oltaire (1886) 8 No attempt is made in these pages to dis-

semble in how much he was condemnablc.

C. intr. const, with.
a 1533 FRITH Wks. (1573) 51 These holy doctours. .thought

it notbest . . to condemne all thinges indifferently : but to

suffer and dissemble wyth the lesse.

4. absol. or intr. To conceal one's intentions,

DISSEMBLING.

opinions, etc. under a feigned gnii ;

' to nse false

professions, to play the hypocrite
'

(J.).

1513 LD. BERMERI Froiss. I. clxxx. 216 Iherfore the duke
dissembled for the plcasur of the prouoM. 1J3J CovrRDALE
i Mate. xi. 53 He dyssembled in all that euer he spake.
1598 SMAICI Tarn. SHr. n. i. 9 Tel Whom thou lou' be :

see thou dissemble not. 1671 MILTON P. K. i. 467 The
subtle fiend . . Dissembled, and this answer smooth return 'd.

1713 ADUISON Cato i. ii, 1 must dissemble, And speak a

language foreign to my heart. i8u LONGP. Warden Cinjtur
Ports xi, He did not pause to parley nor dissemble.

b. const, with : To use dissimulation with.

1586 A. DAY Eng. Secretary I. (1625) 143, I dissemble not

with you . . for you shall nnde it and prove it to be true.

1667 POOL* Dial. oetm. Protest. Q Papist (l735> 83, I will

not dissemble with you, they do not. 1718 freethinker
No. 75 F 3 He who dissembles with, or betrays, one Man,
would hetray every Man. 18(9 SOUTMSY Allfor Love vi,

Dissemble not with me thus.

1 5. trans. To put on a feigned or false appear-
ance of ; to feign, pretend, simulate. Obs.

1538 STARXEY England i. iii. 91 Men may dyssembyl and

fayne grete pouerty, where as non ys. 1581 J. BEU. Haddon's
Antui. Osor. 467 You were not your selfe ignoraunt, albeit

you dissembled the contrary. 1660 F. BROOKE tr. Le Blanc's

Trav. 304 This Creature . . that can dissemble death so

naturally. 1709 STEEI.P- Tatler No. 83 F a I'm lost if you
don't dissemble a little Love for me. 1791 BOSWF.LL Johnson
an. 1752 To suppose that Johnson's fondness for her was
dissembled.

t b. with inf. or clause. Obs.

1654 R. CODRINCTOH tr. Hist. Ivstint o The King dis-

sembled that his Coat of Mayl was not fit for him. 1813
T. BUSBY tr. Lucretius iv. 913 Fancy .. Lost friends, past

joys, dissembleth to restore.

t O. To feign or pretend (some one) to be some-

thing. Also with ellipsis of the inf., or of both

object and inf. Obs.

1634 FORD P. Warkeck i. i, Charles of France . . Dissembled
him the lawful heir of England. 1655 Fume* Ch. Hist.

in. vii. | 19 John Scott dissembled himself an English-man.
1660 K. BROOKE tr. Le Blanc's Trav. 176 Esteemed a Jew
though he dissembled the Christian. Ikid. 246 Moores who
dissembled Christians.

t d. Jig. To simulate by imitation. Obs.

1697 DRYDEN Mneid viii. 880, The gold dissembl'd well

their yellow hair.

t Dissemble, f.2 Obs. rare. [a. OF. dessem-

bler, dissembler to be unlike, f. ties-, Dis- 4 t

senibler to be like, to seem : the opposite of res-

semblerlo resemble. Cf. DISSEMBLANCE l
i, -ABLE.]

trans. To be unlike, to differ from, resemble not.

1586 T. B. La Primaud. Fr. Acad. (1589) 183 His end
dissembled not his life. For, being;

liated of all and sought
for to be slaine, he (Nero] killed himselfe.

tDisse'mble, v-3 Obs. rare. [ad. OF. des-

sembler to separate, f. des-, Dis- 4 + stem of as-sem-

bler to ASSEMBLE.] intr. To separate, disperse :

- DISASSEMBLE.
iJ9i HORSEY Trav. (Hakl. Soc.) 177 The chieff bishops.,

assembled and disembled often tymes together, much per-

plexed and devided.

Dissembled (dise-mb'ld), ///. a. [f.
DISSEM-

BLE P. 1 + -ED 1
.]

1. Feigned, pretended, counterfeit.

1539 TONSTALL Serm. Palm Sund. (1823) 21 Leste he

fairfrom his feyned & dissembled height. ISS Huuorr,
Dissembled or fayned frend, dissimulator . .jittitius atnt-

cus. 1607 DRYDEN Virg. Eclog. iv. 51 Nor Wool shal) in

dissembled Colours shine. i*og SOUTHEY Madoc in Ait. ii,

He . . strove Beneath dissembled anger to conceal Visible

grief.

t2. Disguised. Obs.

1631 Celestina ii. 130 Melibea is but a dissembled Angell,

that lives heere amongst us. 1643 SlR T- BROWXK Relir.

Med. I. i 53 Crosses, afflictions . . have ever proved, the

secret and dissembled favours of His affection.

Dissembler (dise'mblM). [f. as prec. + -EB '.]

One who dissembles ; one who conceals his real

purposes under a false appearance ;
one who prac-

tises duplicity ;
a deceiver, hypocrite.

ija6 Pttgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 253 b, They iudged hym
a dissembler and an ypocryte. ISO* SHAKS. Rom. f, Jul. in.

ii. 87 All periur'd, all forswome, all naught, all dissemblers.

can discern Hypocrisie. 1741 RICHARDSON Pamela I. 163,

I must put on the Dissembler a little, I see. 1864 PI'SKY

Led. Daniel iii. 152 He was a thorough diyembler,
able

to bide his purpose and skilful to execute it.

Disse'mbling, vM. sb. [f.
as prec. + -ING '.]

The action of the verb DISSEMBLE ;
dissimulation.

c 1500 Lancelot 1950 Al . . ther gilt he knowith . . and )hit

he hyme with-drowith Them to repref . . And this it is wich

xxxvi. 103 Sncne men had nede to take hede of their dc-

semblings and clokings. 1643 MILTON Divorce n. viii. The

perpetual! dissembling of offence. 1701 Rows A mo. Slrp-

litoth. II. i. 468 Flattery, the meanest kind of base dissem-

bling. i8te GOCLBURN Pers. Relig. iv. iii. (1873! 273 Wilful

dissembling of a generous emotion is the way to suppress it .

Disse-mbling, />//. a. [f.
as prec. + -INO -.]

That dissembles ; deceiving ; hypocritical.

15*6 Pittr. Perf.W. de W. 1531) 299 b, Y most vnkynde



DISSEMBLINGLY.
Curios, in Hnsb. $ Card. 117 Double-hearted, dissembling,
tricklsh . . Men. 1875 MANNING Mission H. Ghost ii. 52
A cunning and dissembling Countenance.

Dissemblingly (dise-mblinli), adv. [f. prec.

+ -LY ^.] In a dissembling manner ; in a way that

disguises one's real character or purpose.
1546 BALE Eng. Votaries n. (1550) sob Thys Gualtherus

colourably or dyssemblyngly reconcyled both Anselme and
the Pope vnto hym, only to serue the tyme. 1586 T. B.

La Primaud. Fr. Acad. (1589) 574 They obey not dissem-

blinglie, but of a free and willing minde. 1654 WHITLOCK
Zootomia Pref. Avijb, I should own that which many
Writers dissemblingly decline. 1857 Chamb. yrnl. VIII.

200, I must quietly, dissemblingly, await the solution.

t Disse'inbly V Obs. [f. DISSEMBLE z;.1 : cf.

next.] Dissembling, dissimulation.
c 1534 tr. Pol. Verg. Eng. Hist. (Camden) II. 108 Ther is

no deceyt more depe and secrete than that which lurketh in

the dissembly of understanding, or under soome colour of

curtesy. 1588 ALLEN Admon. 21 [Elizabeth] dallied and
abused by dissembly almost all the great personages of

Europe, to whom, .she proffered herself.

Disse'inbly
2

. nonce-wd. [f.
DISSEMBLE z/. 3,

after assembly.] The separation of an assembly.
1887 Sat. Re^>. 10 Sept. 340 The hurried assembly and

more hurried dissembly of some stolen meetings.
P It occurs in 16-1716 c. as aperversion of assembly.
1599 SHAKS. Much Ado iv. ii. i Is our whole dissembly

appeard? 1684 BAXTER Twelve Argts. 16. 27 Their usual
Titles were, the Priestbyters, the Drivines, the Sinners of

Westminster, the Dissembly men.

Disseminate vdise-min^t),v. [f.
'L.dissemi-

nat- ppl. stem of disseminare to spread abroad,

disseminate, f. Dis- I + semen> semin- seed; cf. F.

disstminer ( i4th c. hi Littre).]
1. trans, lit. To scatter abroad, as in sowing

seed ; to spread here and there ;
to disperse (things)

so as to deposit them in all parts.
1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mor. 1309 [Isis] applieth herselfe

to engender the same, yea and to disseminate and sowe the
. .similitudes thereof. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr. t Disseminate,
to sow here and there, to spread abroad. 1665 HOOKE
Microg-r. 68 The tinging substance does consist of. . particles
. . which are disseminated, or dispers'd all over the other.

1751 BOSWELL Johnson an. 1750(1848)67/2 Considering how
universally those volumes are now disseminated. 1830-75
L,\ELL Pric. Geol. I. n. xix. 483 The action of tides and cur-

rents in disseminating sediment. 1859 DARWIN Orig. Spec.
iii. (1873) 50 The mistletoe is disseminated by birds.

*f b. To cause to ramify ;
to distribute. Obs.

1664 POWER Exp. Philos, i. 17 The liquours that circulate

through the pipes and vessels disseminated through those

parts. 1668 CULPEPPER & COLE Barthol. Anat. in. iii. 328
Seven pair of Nerves . . disseminated into the whole outward
Head.

C. In pa. pple. and passive^ used of diffused

situation, without implying the action : cf. DIS-

PERSE 2.

1677 GREW A nat. Seeds iv. iii. 7 (1682) 201 In the Upper
Coat, the Seed-vessels are disseminated. 1796 KIRWAN Elem.
Min. (ed. 2) II. 291 Grey ore of manganese . . occurs mas-

sive, disseminated, in nests or rifts. 1841 TRIMMER Pract.
Geol. 73 A mineral which occurs in pieces not exceeding the

size of a hazel-nut, imbedded or incorporated in another

mineral, is said to be disseminated. 1869 Pouchet's Universe

(1871) 16 The pantheists supposed life to be disseminated

through all the interstices of matter.

2. jig. To spread abroad, diffuse, promulgate
(opinions, statements, knowledge, etc.).

1643 SIR T. BROWNE Reify Med. i. 23 This [the Bible]
without a blow hath disseminated it selfe through the whole
earth. 1670 G. H. Hist. Cardinals I. I. 13 To hear that

Beast of a Priest disseminate such Doctrine. 1796 lip.

WATSON Apol. Bible 2 The zeal with which you labour to
di seminate your opinions. 1802 MAR. EDGEWORTH Moral
T. (1816) I. xiii. 108 Disseminating knowledge over the
universe. 1843 \>

MARTINEAU Chr. Life (1867) 58 He dis-

seminated the principles of peace.
3. intr. (for rejl.} To diffuse itself, spread, rare.

1803 Man in Moon (1804) No. 3. 23 The .. discipline and
professional courage that would disseminate through the
volunteer ranks.

Hence Disse-minated///. a.

i66a STILLINGFL. Orig. Sacr. in. ii. 17 Neither can I see
how a disseminated vacuity can solve the difficulty. 174*
YOUNG Nt. Th. vi. 180 The least Of these disseminated orbs,
how great ! 1886 A. WINCHELL Geol. Field*^ To trace the
train of events back to a disseminated cosmical dust.

Dissemination (dise:min^-j3n). [a. L. dis-

semindtion^m, n. of action f. disseminare to DIS-
SEMINATE *cf. mod.F. dissemination] The action
of scattering or spreading abroad seed, or anything
likened to it ; the fact or condition of being thus
diffused

; dispersion, diffusion, promulgation.
1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ej>. i. ii. 7 We. .being now at
reatest distance from the beginning of errour, are almost
ost in its dissemination, whose wayes are boundlesse. 1759
B. STILLINGFL. Misc. Tracts (1775) 63 The dissemination of
seeds, after they come to maturity. 1794 SULLIVAN FiVw
Nat. I. 185 All these facts manifest the general dissemina-
tion of the

principle of fire. 1829 I. TAYLOR Enthus. x. 294
The extensive dissemination of the Scriptures. 1869 Echo
6 Apr., The courage of the missionaries in the dissemination
of religious truth. 1874 COOKE Fungi 120 Forms of spores
may be illustrated with their modes of dissemination.

Disse'minative, a. rare. [f. as DISSEMINATE
v. + -IVE.] Having the quality of disseminating,
or of being disseminated.
1660 JER. TAYLOR Duct. Dubit. iv. i. rule 5 18 The

effect of heresy is like the plague, infectious and dissemin-
ative.

gr
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Disseminator (dise-min^tai). [a. L. disse-

minator, agent-noun from disseminare to DISSE-

MINATE.] One who or that which disseminates ;

one that spreads abroad or distributes seed or

anything intended to be generally received.

1667 Decay Chr. Piety (J.), The disseminators of novel
doctrines. 1777 G. FORSTER Voy. round World II. 337 The
pigeon, .is the same, -as the disseminator of the true nutmeg
at the Spice Islands. 1826 E. IRVING Babylon II. 391 Dis-

seminators of the plague. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. s) I. 350
The disseminators of this tale are the accusers whom I dread.

Dissence, var. of DESCENSE Obs.

t Disse'nse, ^. Obs. rare. [f.
Dis- 7 + SENSE

sb.~\ trans. To deprive of sensation.

1603 DRAYTON Bar. Wars m. vi. She a Potion made . .

That . . could . . quite dissense the Senses in an houre.

Dissension (dise-njsn). Forms: 4 dissen-

siun, 5 -sion; also 4-6 disc-, dys-, des-, 4-5
-ciun, -cioun, 4-6 -cion, 5-9 -tion. [a. F. dis-

sension (i2th c. in Hatz.-Darm.), also discencion,

etc., ad. L. dissension-em disagreement, n. of action

from dissentire, ppl. stem dissens- ; see DISSENT.

Formerly, very frequently dissention (cf. dissent,

contention], whence DISSENTIOUS.]
1. Disagreement in opinion ; esp. such disagree-

ment as produces strife or contention ; discord ; an
instance of this, a violent disagreement or quarrel

arising from difference of opinion.
a 1300 Cursor M. 22221 (Colt.) Bot if dissenciun bi-tide. .

J>at es hot if discord and strijf, Ouer all bis werld be runnun

rijf. Ibid, 22238 (Gott.) First sal be dissensiun, er ante-crist

, . :wyn.
1484 CAXTON Fables ofALsop in. xiii, Of the sheep whiche
had werre and descencion with the wolues. 1596 TINDALE
i Cor. iii. 3 There is amonge you envyinge, stryfe and dis-

sencion. 1607 WALKINGTON Opt. Glass x. (1664) 112 The
procurer of a Civil Mutiny and Dissention. 1667 MILTON
P. L. xn. 352 But first among the Priests dissension springs.

1777 ROBERTSON Hist. Amer. (1778) I. n. 131 He fomented
the spirit of dissention in the island. 1876 ]. H. NEWMAN
Hist. Sk. II. i. n. 31 There were dissensions .. existing
within the Church, as well as without.

t b. Phr. : In, -upon, at dissension. Obs.

1393 GOWER Conf. Prol. I. 30 Vpon dissencion Thei felle,

and in diuision. Ibid. I. 304 Ovide . . Maketh . . mencion
How they felle at dissencion. 1421 SIR HUGH LUTTRELL in

Ellis Orfy Lett. Ser. n. I. 85 The two Remes that . . ban
ben in discention. 1600 J. PORY tr. Leo's Africa n. 254
They are at . . great dissention with the Arabians. 1654 tr-

Scndery's Curia Pol. 7 Would they that I should . . be at

dissention with my own sonne?

f2. filed. Physical disturbance producing ail-

ment. Obs.

1582 HESTER Seer, Phiorav. \. Ix. 70 Difficultie of Urine
maie also be caused of . . dissention of the head. 1656
RIDGLEY Pract. Physick 232 It differs from obstruction be-

cause here is no great dissention, it is without pain or Feaver.

1795 BRADLEY Fam. Diet. s. v. IVorms^ Worms cause several

accidents, .as a dissention, wringings with a rumbling in the

belly.

f 3. Disagreement in matters of religious belief

and observance ;
= DISSENT sb. 3. Obs.

1708 SWIFT Sent. Ck. Eng. Man Wks. ed. 175-; II. i. 59
What assurances can they [the clergy] have, that any com-

pliances they shall make, will remove the evil of dissention ?

1738 WARBURTON Div. Legat. n. vi. 238 In the Pagan World
a tolerated Religion did not imply Dissention from the

established, according to our modern ideas of Toleration.

1807 R. A. INGRAM (title\ Causes of the Increase of Method-
ism and Dissention.

4. attrib.

1611 COTGR., Sursemeur de noises, a. .dissention-sower.

Dissensious : see DISSENTIOUS.

[Dissensse, disensse, a freq. error, scribal or

typographical, for discusse. Discuss.]
DiSjSe'lisualize, v. rare. [Dis- 6.] trans.

To free from sensual quality or elements.

1854 LOWELL Jrnl. in Italy Prose Wks. 1890 I. 174 We
had our table so placed that the satisfaction of our hunger
might be dissensualized by the view from the windows.

Dissent (dise-nt), v. Also 5-6 dyss-, 6 dysc-,

6-7 disc-, [ad. L. dissent-Ire to differ in senti-

ment, dissent, f. Die- I +sentire to feel, think
; cf.

F. dissentir (i5th c. in Hatz.-Darm.).]
1. intr. To withhold assent or consent from a

proposal, etc. ; not to assent ; to disagree with or

object to an action. Const,from, *?to.

c 1425 WYNTOUN Cron. vi. i. 36 Fra bis he dyssentyd hale.

c 1430 LYDG. Min. Poems (1840) 44 (Matz.) Dame July must
nedes haf hir wille, If I dissente, and if I make affray, I have
the wers. 1565 T. RANDOLPH in Ellis Orig. Lett, Ser. i. II.

199 Whear unto some among the Lords dyscented. 165(6
LUTTRELL BriefRet. (1857) IV. 146 Some lords entred their

reasons for dissenting to the order. 1765 BLACKSTONE Comm.
I. 105 The earls of Derby, as lords of Man, had maintained
. .authority, .by assenting or dissenting to laws. 1837 JAR-
MAN Powell's Devises II. 293 Where a trustee refuses either

to assent or dissent, the Court will itselfexercise his authority.

5830 DISRAELI Chas.
/j

III. ix. 207 Those who openly dis-

sented from the acts which the King had carried through the
Parliament.

2. To think differently, disagree, differ from,
in (an opinion), from, \with (a person).
^1536 TINDALE Doctr. Treat. (1848) 367 Where the first

say
' oread and wine cannot be the very body and blood of

Christ
'

; there they vary and dissent from them, a 1555
CRANMER Wks. I, 47 Wherein the popish priests dissent

DISSENT.

from the manifest word of God. 1565 SIR W. CECIL in Ellis

Orig, Lett. Ser. n. II. 301 The Queues Majesty will marry
with none., that shall discent in Relligion. 1646 GAULE
Select Cases 56 Hereupon it hath been somewhat dissented.

1654 TRAPP Comm. Job xxxiii. 32 Some are so eristical and
teasty, that they will not . . bear with any that dissent. 1710
ADDISON Whig Exam. No. i p 14, 1 dissent with the Examiner
upon certain phrases, a 1763 SHENSTONE Ess.^ Religion^
When misfortunes happen to such as dissent from us in
matters of religion, we call them judgments. 1862 LD.
BROUGHAM Brit. Const, xviii. 289 The points upon which
they dissent from their neighbours, a 1871 GROTE Eth..

Fragm. ii. (1876) 37 If the public dissent from our views, we
say that they ought to concur with us.

b. spec. To differ in religious opinion; to differ

from the doctrine or worship of a particular church,

esp. from that of the established, national, or ortho-

dox church,

(-1553 PHILPOT Exam. 4- Writ. (1842) 397 Our adversary
saith we dissent from the church. .With what church sayest
thou that we dissent? 1597 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. v. i. 3
Every man ought to embrace the religion which is true, and
to shun, as hurtful, whatsoever dissenteth from it, but that

most, which doth furthest dissent. 1651 HOBBES Govt. fy Soc.
xvii. 26. 330 Those that came to Christianity . . were not
received into the Church without Baptisme ; and those that
dissented from the Church were depriv'd of the Churches
Communion. 1653 HALES Brevis Disquisitio in Phenix
(1708) II. 341 The whole Discipline of Manners is neglected
. .Only to dissent is counted a capital Crime. 1793 BURKE
Let. to Sir H. Langrishe Wks. VI. 323 If mere dissent
from the church of Rome be a merit, he that dissents the
most perfectly is the most meritorious. In many points we
hold strongly with that church. He that dissents through-
out with that church will dissent with the church of Eng-
land. 1808 SYD. SMITH Wks. (1867) I. 98 The Methodists
have hitherto been accused of dissenting from the Church
of England.

*t* C. ellipt. To differ as to, or from. Obs.
a 1619 FOTHERBY Atheom. \. iii. 2 (1622) 17 Though they

doe dissent, what a God they ought to haue, yet they fully
doe consent, that a God they ought to haue. 1662 HEYLIN
Hist. Presbyt. \. 29 The greater wonder . . that . . they
should so visibly dissent him in the point of the Sabbath.

t 3. To be at dissension or variance ; to quarrel.
1538 BALE God's Promises \. in Hazl. Dodsley I. 289 They

shall hereafter dissent; His seed with her seed shall never
have agreement. i6o FULBECKE Pandectes 37 Nowe they
did discent by warre. 1614 BP. HALL Recoil. Treat. 584
Even the best Apostles dissented ; neither knowledge, nor

holynesse can redresse all differences. 1743 FIELDING J.
Wild n. vi, I am ashamed to see men . . so foolishly and

weakly dissenting among themselves.

1 4. To differ in sense, meaning, or purport ; also,
in more general sense, to differ in nature, form, or

other respect. Obs.

1539 TAVERNER Erasm. Prov. 5 A certayne pleasaunt
fable, .not much dissentynge from this purpose. 1611 BIBLE
Transl. Pref. 8 The translation of the Seuentie dissenteth

from the Onginall in many places. 1634 SIR T. HERBERT
Trov. 192 The people differ not in colour nor condition,
from the other .. but their Funerals dissent from the rest.

1659 STANLEY Hist. Philos. xn. (1701) 489/2 A God, whose

Figure doth dissent From Men.

Dissent (dise'nt), sb. Also7desent. [f. prec.]
1. Difference of opinion or sentiment ; disagree-
ment ; + dissension, quarrel (obs.}.

1596 SPENSER F. Q. v. iv. 6 Artegall. .Did stay awhile their

greedy bickerment, Till he had questioned the cause of
their dissent. 1628 T. SPENCER Logick 202, I finde no
dissent betweene any parties touching this precept. 1655
H. VAUGHAN Silex Scint. n. 156 As if some deep hate and
dissent, .betwixt high winds and thee Were still alive. 1781
COWPER Convers. 97 Not that all freedom of dissent I blame
. . A disputable point is no man's ground. 1867 CARLYLE
Remin. (1881) II. 183 Cavaignac. .accepting kindly my innu-

merable dissents from him.

2. Disagreement with a proposal or resolution
;

the opposite of consent.

1651 N. BACON Disc. Govt. Eng. n. xxix. (1739) 134 Nor
can he interpose his Dissent ; nor do they care much for

his Consent. 1667 PEPYS Diary 21 Nov., The opposite
Lords, .desired they might enter their dissents. 1705 J.

LOGAN in Pa. Hist. Soc. Mem. X. 35 He and three Friends
more entered not only their dissent but protest against it.

1827 IARMAN Powell's Devises II. 293 The onus of proof
would be on the complaining party, .to shew reasons for his

dissent. 1878 MORLEY Crit. Misc.* Vauvenargues 3 Apart
from formal and specific dissents like these.

3. spec. Difference ofopinion in regard to religious
doctrine or worship.
1585 ABP. SANDYS Sernt. v. 3 Where dissent in religion

is, there can hardly be consent in loue. Diuersitie of Re-

ligion sundered the Jewe and Gentile. 1676 MARVELL Gen.
Councils Wks. 1875 IV. 151 He should not wonder at the

dissents in the Christian religion, which were very small.

aify BARROW Pope's Suprem. (1687) 150 One Bishop ex-

cluding another from communion for dissent in opinion about

disputable points, a 1742 BENTLEY Serm, (J.), What could
be the reason of this general dissent from the notion of the

resurrection ? 1847-9 HELPS Friends in C. (1851) I. 25 Even

religious dissent were less dangerous and more respectable
than dissent in dress.

b. esp. The practical expression of disagreement
with the form of religious worship which prevails
or is authoritatively established in any country ;

non-

conformity. Particularly applied to non-conformity
with the established churches of England and Scot-

land, within the pale of the Reformed Churches.

177* BURKE Sf. Acts of Uniform., Dissent, not satisfied

with toleration, is not conscience, but ambition. 1837 Penny
Cycl. IX. 22/1 The origin of Protestant dissent from the

church of England is usually traced back to the year 1548.

1840 MACAULAY Ranke Ess. (1854) 557/1 In this way the



DISSENTANEOUS.
Church of Rome unites in herself all the strength of cstab*

IMuncnt am! ;ill the ^renfth of dissent, a 1862 UUCKLK
,!/M<. Wks. (1872) I. 577 In Scotland dissent iissumed a very
different ,. character than in England. 1873 H. SCENCEK
Stud, Social, ix. 238 The open expression of difference ..

to that which is authoritatively established, constitutes

Dissent.

c. Put for: The dissenting or nonconformist

section of the community.
179* UuHKii Let. to Sir 11, Langri&he Wks. 1842 I. 549

Protestant dissmi wa.s one of the quarters from which

danger was apprehended. 1849 MACAULAV Hist, Eng. ix.

(L.), On this occasion the whole strength of dissent was put
forth, .with the whole strength of the establishment.

.f.
4. \Vant of agreement or harmony; difference

of sense, character, nature, meaning, quality, etc.

1603 FLOKIO Montaigne in. ix. (1632) 537 The dissent or

dbpvitlt in the present manners of our state. 1611 SPEKD
j'/tcnt. Gt. Brit, xli. (1614) 81 [We] may attribute this unto
a . . hidden dissent betwixt this soile and these geese, as the
like i.s lietweene wolves and the squilla roots, a 1626 BACON
{J.i, Where the menstrua are the same, and yet the incor-

poration followeth not, the dissent is in the metals. 1626

BACON Sylva 355 margin, Experiments . . touching the

Consent and Dissent between Visibles and Audibles. 1638
SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (ed. z) 330 The Mace in few da yes
..becom's tawny and unlike her former braverie : yet in

that dissent, best pleases.*

Dissent, obs. form of DESCENT.

Dissentaneous (disentfi-mos), a. [f. L.<tfr-

sentane-us disagreeing, contrary (f. dissentire to

DISSENT) + -ous,] Disagreeing, discordant ; out

of harmony; not in agreement, at variance with\

contrary to.

1613 T. SCOT Htgktv. God 47 It is easier to see flat contra*

dictions and oppositions, then things only diuerse or dis-

sentaneous. 1660 J. LLOYD Prim. EpUc. Pref. a Unprofit-
able or dissentaneous to the edification and peace of the

Church. 1674 R. GODFREY Inj. <J- Ab. Physic Pref., I knew
I had wrote nothing dissentaneous with Truth. 1701 W. J.

ftruyrts Voy. Levant xii. 55 Several other Fancies that they
have, so dissentaneous to right Reason. 1876 M. COLLINS

Midnight to Midn. ii. 27 A young gentleman of high cheek

bones, dissentaneous eyes, .calflesslegs.

Hence Dissenta'neousness, diversity of opinion.
165* URQUHART Jewel Wks. (1834) 261 Who believed that

God was best pleased with diversity of religions . . dissen-

taneousness of faith. 17*7 BAILEY vol. II., Dissentaneous-

ness, disagreeableness.

t Disse'ntany, #. and sb. Obs. [ad. L. dis-

sentdne-us : see prec.]
A., adj.

= DISSENTANEOUS.
1586 BRIGHT Melanch. xii. 55 The consideration of the

who! sort of dissentame, and disagreeing things. 1645
MILTON Tetrach. (1851) 254 The parts are not discrete, or

dissentame. 1654 L. COKE Logick (1.657} 147 Dissentany con-

secution, is, when from the truth of the one of the opposites
is understood the falshood of the other ; and contrary.

B. sb. (See quots.)
1656 S. H. Gold. Law 81 The distinct Bodies of Parliament

and People make one Body of Dissentanies or things diverse.

1657 TOMLJNSON Renon's Disf. 8 He opposes one contrary
to another and one dissentany to another.

tDissenta-tion. Obs. [ineg. f. DISSENT w.

+ -ATION.] Difference of opinion, dissension.

1613-16 W. BROWNE Brit. Past. u. ii. To leave their

jars, Their strifes, disscntations, and all civil warres. 1613
COCKERAM ii, Difference, discrepancy, dissentation.

Dissenter (dise'ntw). Also 7 -or, -our. [f.

DISSKNT v. + -KB 1
.]

1. One who dissents in any matter : one who dis-

agrees with any opinion, resolution, or proposal ;

a dissentient.

1647 CLARENDON Hist. Keb. u. 74 If the Question had
been presently put, it was believed the number of the dis-

senters would not have appeared great. 1651 HoBBEsGavf.
<fr Soc. vi. % a. 87 If any one will not consent . . the City re-

tatnes its primitive Right against the Dissentour, that is the

Right of War, as against an Enemy. 1717 POPE Let. to

Lady M. W. Montagu June, There is nothing like a coali-

tion but at the masquerade ; however, the Princess is a dis-

senter from it. 17*8 MORGAN Algiers II. i. aix Some think

fit to be Dissenters; assuring us that Caesaria stood else-

where. 1869 SWINBURNE M.<y^/w^. (1875)913 Mr. Arnold,
with whose clear and critical

spirit
it is always good to come

in contact, as disciple or as dissenter. 1875 GROTE Plato
Pref. 7 These dissenters from the public will be more or less

dissenters from each other.

2. One who dissents in matters of religious belief

and worship : a. in the general sense.

1639 LD. G. DICBY Lett, cone, Relig. (1651) 88 The dis-

sentors may well have bin over-born or supprest. 1644 in

-ilwwasson Tracts (Br. Mus.> CLXXXVIII. No.
5. 36 By

accommodation I understand an agreement of dissenters

.rfvith the rest of the Church in practical conclusions. 1649
OWEN Disc. Toleration Wks 1855 VIII. 93 The present
differences which are between those dissenters who are

known by the names of Presbyterians and Independents ._.

Neither party . . dare avow the manner of worship by their

dissenters embraced to be, as such, rejected by the Lord.

1678 DRVDEN Allfor Love Ded., Its discipline is. -so easy,

that it allows more freedom to dissenters than any of the

sects would allow it. 1709 STRYPE A nn. Ref. I. xlii. 468 The

application of the two leading dissenters here [Sampson,
Dean of Ch. Ch., and Humfrey, Pres. of Magd. Coll., who
refused to wear the Vestments] to those two eminent divines

of the Church of Zurick.

b. One who dissents and separates himself/TM*
any specified church or religious communion, especi-
ally from that which is historically the national

church, or is in someway treated as such, or re-

garded as the orthodox body.
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. .at last to upjicar a publique Dissenter from the
of the Church of England. 1673 in Essex fetters (Camden)
I. 124 Complaints from fcomc of >" Scotch Nation of their

persecution .. upon y* score of Nonconformiiie, divers of
those people who are dissenters from y* Church having bin
..excommunicated. 1688-9 Talcrtttion Act iW,& A/.c. 18

8 13 Certain other Persons, Dissenters from the Church of

England. 1793 CUTLER in Lifef etc, (1888) II. 277 In Mas-
sachusetts the Congregationalism were the favorites of

Government, and every other denomination was considered
as dissenters from them. 1856 STANLEY Sinai < Pat. xiv.

(1858) 462 Copt and Syrian, Georgian and Armenian, have
. . their own claims to maintain, as dissenters, so to speak,
against the great Byzantine establishment. 1868 G. DUFF
Pol. Sttrv. 54 The Persians happen to be Shlites, or dissen-
ters the Turks are Sunnttes, or orthodox. 1881 SEELEY
Nat, Relig. \\. i. 124 The popular Christianity of the day.,
is for the artist too melancholy and sedate, for the man of
science too sentimental and superficial . . They become, there-

fore, dissenters from the existing religion.

C. spec. One who separates himself from the

communion of the Established Church of England
or (in Scotland) of Scotland. In early use including
Roman Catholics, but now usually restricted to

those legally styled ProtestantDissenters. (Usually
with capital D.)
Occasionally distinguished from Nonconformist^ and re-

stricted to those who not only dissent from the national
church as it is actually constituted, but disagree with the

principle of national or state churches.

1679-88 Seer. Serv. Money C/tas. <$ Jos, (Camden) 98 To
Benj" Cranmer, of Hertford, bounty, in consideraeion of his

charge and service in prosecuting Dissenters in that county,
^100. 1683 F.GoDBURY/V^to JKArtr/w'j Wks. 4 Dissenters
(a Title Rebellious people pride themselves in, and love to
be distinguished by). 1688 A UP. BANCROFT Instructions in

D'Oyly Life vii. More especially that they have a very tender

Regard to our Brethren the Protestant Dissenters. 1689 SIR
G. SAVILE Let. to Dissenter, It is not so long since as to be

forgotten, that the maxim was, It is impossible for a Dis-
senter not to be a Rebel. 1689 Toleration Act iW.fyM.
c. 18 ii Unlesse such person can produce two sufficient

witnesses to testilie upon oath that they believe him to be a
Protestant Dissenter. 1708 J. CHAMBERLAYNB St. Gt. Brit. i.

in. i. (1743) 148 [After Papists] The other Dissenters .. may
be reduced into four classes, Presbyterians, Independents,
Anabaptists, (or as they call themselves)t Baptists, and
Quakers. 1731 FIELDING Lett. Writers u. ii, Do you take
me for a Dissenter, you rascal ? iSai T. JEFFERSON Auto-
biog. Writings 1892 I. 54 Although the majority of our
citizens were dissenters . . a majority of the legislature
were churchmen. 1826 PETERSDORFF Abr. Cases in Courts
A", B. etc. V. 432 note, Catholic and Protestant dissenters

may plead the Acts of Toleration, and of 31 Geo. 3 to

almost all prosecutions under these acts. 1839 Eclectic

Review i Jan. 4 The Protestant Dissenters of English His-

tory, in whose favour the provisions of the * Toleration Act
'

were originally intended to operate, consist of the three de-

nominations which have branched from the original Non-
conformists ; viz., the Presbyterians, the Congregationaltsts
(or Independents), and the Baptists. 1890 ATKINSON Sp. in

If. Com. 22 July, I am not a Dissenter ; I am a Noncon-
formist.

d. fig. and transf.
i8j? LYTTON Pelham xxiii, Coxcombs and Cocjuettes are

the dissenters of society. 1865 GROTE Plato I. ii. 88 There
is no established philosophical orthodoxy, but a collection

of Dissenters, small sects, each with its own following.

Hence Dissenterage, condition or rank of Dis-

senters. Disse'nterisn <z., having somewhat of

the character of a Dissenter. Di*e nterism, the

principles and practice ofDissenters. DiMo'nterlie
v. trans., to convert into a Dissenter.

1866 CARLYLE Remin. (1881) I. 82 The then 'Dissenterage
is definable to modems simply as a ' Free Kirk, making no
noise*. 1841 Prater's Mag. XXV. 729 The volume looks..

so *dissenterish and drab-coloured ! 1864 MRS. OLIPHANT

senterism, during a period of thirty very important years.

1847W. E. FORSTER in Wemyss Reid Life (1888) I. 313 Men
;rumble at Romanism and Church of Englandism and

man II. 94/1 A plan for the Protestantizing, and even Dis-

senterizing, the University.

Dissenteries : see DYSENTEBY.

t Disse'ntiate, v. Obs. rare, [irreg. f. L.

disscntt-re + -ATE 3; after vbs. from L. sbs. in

-entia^\ trans. To move to dissension or discord.

67 FELTHAM Resolves u. [i.] c. (1647) 313 One turbulent

spirit will dissentiate even the calmest kingdom.

Bissentience (dise*npens). rare. [f. DISSEN-

TIENT : see -ENCE.] The fact or condition of being
dissentient ; difference of opinion.
1864 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. IV. 420 Dissentience on the Law

of Thrift.

t Disse'ntiency. Obs. rare. [i.
as prec. : see

-ENCY.] The quality of being dissentient.

1647 MANTON Meat outofEaterVtY*. 1871 V, 391, 1 shall

a little reflect upon our dissentiency and division.

Dissentient (dise'npe'nO, a. and sb. [ad. L.

dissentient-em, pr. pple. otdissentire to DISSENT.]
A. adj. Differing or disagreeing in opinion.

1651 HOWKLL Venice 185 (2nd) If . . ther will be still dis-

sentient suffrages. 1847 LEWES Hist. Pkilcs. (186?) I. 2*6

Several distinct and dissentient points of view opened, a 1871
OROTE Etk. Fragm. iv. (1876) 118 A young person is per-

plexed by the dissentient judgments he hears from different

individuals.

DISSENTIOUS.

b. esp. Dissenting from, or refusing assent to,

the opinion or sentiment of the majority.
Dissentient Liberals, (in Politics) a term applied (by

opponents) to those members of the Liberal party who in
1886 dissented from the action of the majority in adopting
the principle of

' Home Rule
'

for Ireland as part of the po-
litical programme ; called by themselves Liberal Unionists.

Hence DiMe-'ntientUm.
1764-7 LVTTELTON Htn. If, I. 8i (Seager) All the vauals

. .swore fealty and homage to him without any one dissen-
tient voice being heard. 1845 STEPHEN Lan>s Eng. (1874)
II. Notes 346 They usually only set down their names as
dissentient to a vote. 1849 MACAU LAY Hitt.Eng. II. 507
The authority of the two dissentient lords prevented several
other noblemen from subscribing the address. 1888 GLAD-
STONE*/. Mr, JwryabQct., Not only Scotchmen in general,
but such Scotchmen as were at one time dissentient. 189*
Daily News 25 Jan. 5/5 Lancashire will have nothing to do
with dissentient Liberals .. only Sir Henry James is left to

keep up the pretence of Dissenticnti&ro in the whole
county.

B. sb. One who differs or disagrees in opinion ;

one who differs from the opinion of the majority.
i6ai BP. R. MOUNTAGO Diatribm in. 415 To vilifie and

traduce the PartsandPersonsof all Dissentients. 179081* W.
JONES Charge to Grand J*ryt Calcutta 10 June wks. 1799
III. 43 When it has been found by a majority of your whole

number, it is their counsel, which the dissentient must not

disclose. 18*3 T. JEFFERSON Writ. (1830)
IV. 372 They would

have left, there as here, no dissentients from their doctrine.

1868 HELPS Realmah xvi. (1876) 439 The voices of dissen-

tients were drowned by the predominant shout. 1887 Daily
News 18 July 5/1 Mr. Gladstone.. presses the Dissentients
with the awkwardness of their position.

Disse'nting, vbl. sb. [f. DISSENT v. + -isoi.]
The action of the vb. DISSENT ; a differing in

opinion ; disagreement.
1594 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. i. x. 14 Wherein the one part

may haue probable cause of dissenting from the other. i6a8
T. SPENCER Logick 50 Difference is a dissenting bctweene
the essence of two. 1655 FULLER Ck. Hist. u. ii. 29 He . Bad
us to keep the holy Paschal Time, And count Dissenting for

an hainous Crime.

Disse'nting, ppl. a. [f. as prec. +-ING 2.]

1. Differing or disagreeing in opinion, dissentient ;

also, f differing in sense, nature, character, etc.

1550 HOOPER Serm. Jonas Epist. Wks. (Parker Soc.) 442
The which doctrine is catholic.. nothing dissenting, but

agreeable with the prophets and apostles. 1617 SPEED

England xxxiii. 3 Whose natures thus dissenting [as to

their soil] the Riuer Derwent doth diuide asunder. 176*
FALCONER Shipwr. i. 433 Dissenting reason strove To tame
. .the kindling flame of love. 1796 MORSE Ainer. Gtog. \.

329 A convention.. ratified the constitution without a dis-

senting voice, a 1871 GROTE Etk. Fragttt. iii. (1876) 51
Each of the dissenting schools of philosophy.
2. Differing in opinion on religions matters ;

spec, disagreeing with the established or prevailing
doctrines or modes of worship ; nonconformist.

Dissenting Brethren^ a name applied to the five members
of the Westminster Assembly, 1643-4, who advocated Con-

gregational principles against the Presbyterian majority.

1644 Jml. Ho. Commons 23 Dec., Mr. Marshall delivered

in the Reasons of the Dissenting Brethren against Presby-
terial Government. 1649 in Harl. Misc. (titU\ The Dis-

senting Ministers' vindication of themselves. 1711 Act 10

J. BUNTING 23 Sept. in Life(i%y)} I. x. 181 The Dissenting
Ministers.. are quite before us Methodists in [these] publi-
cations. 1843 Penny Cycl. XXVII. 247 The chiefs of the

Independent party in the Assembly were Dr. Thomas Good*
win, Philip Nye, Jeremiah Burroughs, William Bridge,
and Sidracb. Simpson, often spoken of as the Five Dissent-

ing Brethren. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. I. 177 U was
made a crime to attend a dissenting place of worship.

Disse-ntingly, adv. \i. prec. + -LT 2.] in

a manner expressing; dissent or disagreement.
16*8 T. SPENCER Logic* 239 Dissenting arguments onely

are disposed : and dissentingly in the same manner as they
are disposed in simple Axiomes. i86 LEVER Barrinfton
xlvi, Conyers shook his head dissentingly. 1864 Gd. Wtrdt

789/1 She may consent dissentingly.

Dissentious (disc n|3s),<x. Now rare. Also

6 -clous, 6-7 -sious. [f. DISSENSION, and tber-
fore more etymologically spelt dissensieus : see

-lous. But perh. ori. after OF. disseneieux, -tieux,

from dissencion, -twn, obs. spellings of dissen-

sion. There are no other Eng. words in -ensious,

while -entious is frequent, and naturally associates

this word with dissent^ dissentient, etc.]

Of, pertaining to, or characterized by, dissension

or disagreement in opinion ; esp. given to dissen-

sion, discordant, quarrelsome.
1560 P. WHITEHORNE tr. Macchiaveltfs Arte of Warn

0573) 19 The disunited and discencious do agree. 1591

SHAKS. /->. tf Ad. 657 This carry-tale, dissentious Jealousy
. . Knocks at my heart. 1597 DALRYMPLK tr. Leslie's Hut.
Scotl. x. 443 Tha began to oe dissensious. 1615 G. SANDYS
Trav. in. 206 The two brethren grew . . dissentiou* about

the deuision of their purchases. 1877 BLACKIE Wise Men
334 In violent plunges of dissentious rage. 1881-3 SCHAFF

Encycl. Relig. Knowl. I. 354/2 As well fitted for harmonious

as for dissentious action.

fb. Inclined to differ or dissent in religions or

ecclesiastical matters. Obs.

a 1568 ASCHAM Sckolem. ii.(Arb-)93 He . . will . presume
. . in Religion, to haue a dissentious head, or in the com-
mon wealth, to haue a factious hart. 1579 TOMSON Co/.

vim's Serm. Tim. 1032/1 We may not marueile if there be

discenlioua persons in y Church, which go about to marre



DISSENTIOUSLY.

all order. 1676 Life Muggleton in Harl. Misc. I. 610 This

Muggleton, an obstinate, disscntious, and opposive spirit.

f c. Of things : Differing, at variance, discor-

dant
;
of the nature of dissension. Obs. rare.

1605 Tryall Chev. iv. i. in Bullen O. PI. III. 322 Since he

..first inkindled this dissensious brawle. 164. CHAS. I.

Ansin. to Earls Bristol % Dorset 3 Several! and farre dif-

ferent conceptions, yet none dissentious from Truth.

t Disse'ntionsly, adv. Obs. rare. [-Ly2.]
In a dissentious manner ; with dissension.

t:i6ii CHAPMAN Iliad
r

n. 22 No more the Gods dissentiously

imploy Their high-hous'd powers.

Disse'ntism. rare. [f.
DISSENT sb. + -ISM.]

Religious dissent as a system ; nonconformity.
1859 W. CHADWICK Life De Foe i. 44 The healthy growth

of Protestant dissentism.

t Disse'ntive, a. Obs. rare, [irreg. f. DIS-

SENT v. + -IVE.] Inclined to be at discord.

1627 FELTHAM Resolves i. (ed. 2 n.) iv, A Lyer . . is a
Monster in Nature ; for his Heart and Tongue, are Incon-

gruous, and dissentiue.

Dissentment (dise-ntment). [f.
DISSENT v.

+ -MENT. Cf. i6th c. F. dissentement, mod.F.

-intent."] Difference ofopinion, dissentience, dissent.

1690 M. SHIELDS Faith/. Contmd. (1780) 15
In which dis-

sentment joined several societies. 1893 GLADSTONE Sp.

Belfast Deput. 28 Mar., This dissentment between the

sentiment of the propertied class and the national senti-

ment.

t Disse*ntory. Obs. rare. [An erroneous form :

cf. DESCENT i d, and DESCENSORY.]
1658 PHILLIPS, Dissenlory (old word), a kind of still.

Disse'parable, a. rare. [f. Dis- 10 + SEPA-

RABLE.] Not to be dissevered ; inseparable.
i 1825 BEDDOES Poems, Torrismond i. lii, Thou in my

mind, and I in thine, shall be, And so disseparable to the

edge Of thinnest lightning.

t Disse'parate, v. Obs. rare. [f.
Dis- 5 4-

SEPARATE v.] traits. To separate, dissever.

1550 NICOLLS Thucyd. 222 b. The shyppes that were in

the myddeste of their battayle, remayned nakedde and dis-

separated frome those of the two poynctes.

Dissepiment (dise'pimerit). Bot. and Zool.

[a. L. dissxpirnentum that which separates, a par-

tition, f. disssepire (-sepire) : see DISSEPT.] A
partition in some part or organ ; a septum.
spec. a. Bot. A partition consisting of the coherent sides

of adjacent carpels, separating the cells of a syncarpous
ovary or fruit. (Partitions otherwise formed are called

spurious or false^ dissepiments.) b. The middle part of
a lamella of the pileus in hymenomycetous fungi :=TRAMA.
C. Zool. One of the horizontal plates connecting the vertical

septa in corals, d. One of the divisions between the body-
segments of an annelid.

17*7 BAILKY vol. II, Dissepiment, a middle Partition,

whereby the Cavity of the Fruit is divided into Sorts of

Cases or Boxes. 1760 JAS. LEE Introd. Bot. i. vi, (1776) 14
The partitions, which divide the capsule into sundry com-

partments, or cells, dissepiments. 1857 BERKELEY Cryptog.
Bot. 95. 1 16 The division ofthe protoplasm by dissepiments.
1861 J. R. GREENE Man. Anim. Kingd., Ccelent. 203 Each
corallite has its chambers slightly interrupted by a few

dissepiments. 1870 ROLLESTON Anim. Life 121 The mus-
cular dissepiments dividing the body into compartments.
1870 BENTLEY Bot. 2^1

In the ovary of the Astragalus a

spurious dissepiment is also formed.

Dissepimental (disepime'ntal), a. [-AL.]

Belonging to, or of the nature of, a dissepiment.
1857 BERKELEY Cryptog. Bot. 242. 249 A close cellular

tissue, in which the passage from dissepimental walls and
threads is almost imperceptible. 1870 ROLLESTON Anim.
Life T26 The muscular dissepimental walls of the segments.

t Disse'pt, v. Obs. rare. [f. L. dissxpt- ppl.
stem of disssepire to separate, part off, f. Dis- I

+ s&pire (sepire) to hedge off, f. ssepes a hedge.]
trans. To divide by a partition ; to

partition
off.

1657 TOMLINSON Kenan's Disp. 347 Certain aculeated cups
. . dissepted with little fences.

Dissepu.lch.red (disse
-

p#lksjd), ///. a. rare.

[Dis- 7.] Disentombed.
1800 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Mag. IX. 464 Like some dis-

sepulchred half-woken ghost, Slow stretch a wither'd hand.

Dissert (disaut), v. [f. L. dissert- ppl. stem
of disserlre to discuss, treat, examine ; also intr.

to discourse, f. Dis- I + serfre to bind, connect,

join words, compose.]
) 1. trans. To discuss, examine. Obs.

1623 COCKERAM, Dissert, to dispute on matters. 1641 R.
BROOKE Eng. Episc. II. ii. 69 Either none seeme to state the

Question right ; or else, all seem to dissert it. 1721 STRYPE
Eccl. Mem. I. xliii. 330 Thence they descended to dissert

the single life of priests.

2. intr. To discourse upon a particular subject ;

to make a dissertation. (Now, affected.')

1657 TOMLINSON Kenoit's Disp. 651 We have abundantly
disserted about the preparation of Medicaments. 1744
HARRIS Three Treat. Wks. (1841) 96 A venerable sage ..

whom once I heard disserting on the topic of religion. 1752
CHESTERF. Lett. III. No. 289. 325 It is not amiss . . to be
able to dissert upon the growth and flavour of wines. 1823
BYRON Juan xn. xxxix, 'Tis always with a moral end That
I dissert. 1855 THACKERAY Newcotnes II. 255 Whilst George
is still disserting Clive is drawing.

Dissertate (di-saite't) , v. [f. L. dissertdt- ppl.
stem of dissertdre to discuss, argue, debate, fre-

quentative of disserere to DISSERT.] intr. To make
a dissertation ; to discourse; =prec. 2. (Unusual.)
1766 DERRICK Lett. (1767) II. 39 Why should I thus dis-

sertate to you ? i8n L. HAWKINS Ctess q Gertr. I. 5 The
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first of these ladies, at thirteen, .can dissertate on the various
flavors. 1837 HAWTHORNE Ainer, Note-Bks. (1883)93 He
had a good many old papers in his desk . . which he pro-
duced and dissertated upon. 1868 BROWNING Ring fy Bk.
III. 270 He dissertated on that Tuscan house.

Dissertation (disaatJiMan). [ad. L. disserta-

tion-em discourse, disquisition, n. of action f. dis-

sertdre to DISSERTATE.]
1 1. Discussion, debate. Obs.
1611 SPEED Hist. Gt.Brit. ix. xxii. (R.) As in a certaine

dissertation had once with Master Cheeke It appeared. 1623
COCKERAM, Dissertation, a disputing on things. 1677 GALE
Crt. Gentiles m. 27 Paul mentions some who had turned
aside . . to unprofitable dissertation or disputation. 1709
STRYFE Ann. Ref. I. xi. 137 [They] altogether refused . . to

engage in further dissertation with them.

2. A spoken or written discourse upon or treat-

ment of a subject, in which it is discussed at length ;

a treatise, sermon, or the like ; DISCOURSE sb. 5.

1651 HOBBES Govt. ff Sac. Title-p., A Dissertation concern-

ing Man in his several! habitudes and respects. 1683 DRYDEN
Life Plutarch 60 Observing this, 1 made a pause in my dis-

sertation. 1728 POPE Ditnc. in. Notes, He compos'd three

dissertations a week on all subjects. 1762-71 H. WALFOLE
Vertue's Anecd. Paint. (1786) I. 238 Vermander dedicated
to Ketel a dissertation on the statues of the ancients. 1841
D'ISRAELI Amen. Lit. (1867) 476 Warton has expressly
written a dissertation on that subject. 1879 GLADSTONE
Glean. V. i. 77 The sermon is a dissertation, and does violence
to nature in the effort to be like a speech.
Hence Disserta tional a., belonging to or of the

nature of a dissertation ; Disserta tionist, one
who makes a dissertation.

1844 DE QUINCEY Logic of Political Economy 36 This
remark was levelled by the dissertationist . . (I believe) at

Ricardo. 1846 WORCESTER cites Ch. Observ. for Disserlct-

tional. 1865 Reader No. 113. 234/2 Dissertational, poetic,
and rhetorical plays. 1866 Spectator zo Oct. ii62/2lhe dis-

sertational language of so dry a piece of theoretic definition
as the creed called the Athanasian.

Dissertative (di-sajtitiv), a. [f.
L. ppl. stem

dissertdt- (see DISSERTATE) + -IVE.] Characterized

by or given to dissertation.
18x6 KEATINCE Trav.

(1817)
I. 10 note, It is not requisite

to be of a peculiarly dissertatiye turn. 1858 H. AIILLER
Rambl. Geol. 407 That dissertative style of riistory . . that,
for series of facts, substitutes bundles of theories.

Dissertly, obs. var. of DISERTLY.
Drssertator. [a. L. dissertdtor a disputant,

f. dissertdre.'] One who makes a dissertation.

1698 C. BOYLE On Bentley's Phalaris 114 (R.) Our dis-

sertator learnedly argues [etc.]. 1718 POPE Iliad -x\l\. 1037
note, According to the grave manner of a learned dissertator.

1849 TaiCs Mag. XVI. 789 How could I break up this con-
clave of dissertators ?

Disserve (disssuv), v. [f.
Dis- 6 + SERVE v.

Cf. F. desservir 'to clear a table' (whence our

sense 2),
'
to do anyone a bad turn

'

; It. diservire

to serve ill, 'to vnserve' (Florio).]
1. trans. To do the contrary of to serve

;
to serve

badly, to do an ill turn to.

1618-29 RUSHW. Hist. Coll. (1659) 1. 263 The Earl of Bristol
did reveal unto his late Majesty, .in what sort the said Duke
had disserved him and abused his trust. 1637 LAUD Sp.
Star-Chamb. 13 June 55 Nor hath any Kings Chappell any
Prerogative . . above any ordinary Church to dis-serve God
in by any Superstitious Rites.

1748
RICHARDSON Clarissa

Wks. 1883 VIII. 15, I have fulfilled your commands ; and,
I hope, have not dis-served my friend with you. 1874 PUSEY
Lent. Semi. 69 He ended in deadly opposition to God, dis-

serving God as greatly as he could.

2. To remove the ' service
'

from (a table).
1816 MARY A. SCHIMMELPENNINCK tr. Lancelots TourAlet

I. 17 The table is served and disserved in the same manner.

Disservice (dissaMvis), sb. [f. DIS-Q + SERVICE ;

cf. F. disservice (i6th c. in Littre), It. diservhio,
'a bad seruice, a shrewd turne, an ill office'

(Florio) .] The contrary of service ; the rendering
of an ill service or ill turn ; injury, detriment.

*599 SANDYS Europse Spec. (1632) 109 To ioyne with them
in praysing the Creatpur of the world, is no better than dis-

seruice to nis Maiestie. 1732 BERKELEY Sertn. to S. P. G.
Wks. III. 250 The making religion a notional thing hath
been of infinite disservice, a 1754 FIELDING Fathers v. ii,

It is not of any disservice to the young lady. 1852 J. H.
NEWMAN Scope Univ. Editc. 413 That institution did both
service and disservice to the ethical teaching of Catholicism.

b. With a and//. An ill service or ill turn ;
an

injury.
1611 COTGR., Desseruice, a disseruice, ill office, misdeed.

1632 STRAFFORD in Browning Life (1891) 301 Since I cam
heather, I haue hearde of many disseruices, but not anyone
seruice he hath paid backe vnto the Crowne. 1761 STERNE
Tr. Shandy III. i, My uncle Toby's wish did Dr. Slop a dis-

service which his heart never intended. 1841 L. HUNT Seer
(1864) 9 Among the disservices rendered us by fortune,

Disse'rvice, v. rare. [f. prec. sb.] trans. To
render an ill service to ; to disserve, to injure.

1837 WHITTOCK Bk. Trades (1842) 359 Mr. Tingry . . has
thus been disserviced ;. .portions of his work purloined.

Disse'rviceable, a. [f. Dis- 8 + SERVICE-

ABLE, after prec. sb.] Tending to do disservice ;

unhelpful, hurtful, detrimental.

1644 J. GOODWIN lunoc. Triutnph. (1645) 93 [They] are. .in

their natures disserviceable unto the common peace. 1710
NOKRIS Chr. Prud.\\\. 311 True sound Philosophy . . is no
way disserviceable, but very assistant to Religion. 1817

CoLEBRooKE^^f^ra 199 Its presence in that multiplication
would be highly disserviceable.

Hence Disse rviceableneM, the quality of being

DISSEVER.

disserviceable ; Disse'rviceably adv., in a disser-

viceable manner ; not serviceably.
i635j.HAYWARDtr. Biondi's Banish'd I 'irgin 164 Hindered

by . .the disserviceableness ofhis owne horses, a. 1670 HACKKT

Abp. Williams II. (1692) 17 I did nothing disserviceably
to your majesty, or the duke. 1678 NORKIS Coll. Alisc. (1699)

294 All action being for some End . . its aptness to be com-
manded or forbidden, must be founded upon its serviceable-

ness or disserviceableness to some end.

Dissese, obs. form of DECEASE, DISEASE.

Dissessor, obs. form of DISSEISOB.

Dissete, var. of DISSITE a. Obs.

t Disse"ttle, v. Ol>s. [Dis- 6.] trans. To
undo the settled condition of; to unsettle, disturb.

1635 R. BOLTON Com/. Affl. Cause. (1640) 206 Did the
sacred sence of those Divine Oracles dissettle thy noble
faculties. 1659 in Burton's Diary (1828) IV. 442 These
populous places., are. .much dissettled by that unruly sect of

people called Quakers. 1692 Relat. Earthy. Lima (1748)

332 The Country being broken all to pieces and dissettled.

Hence Disse'ttled ppl. a.
; Dissettledness.

1664 H. MORE Myst. Inif. n. n. ii. 465 Whose minde [is]

. .distracted by the . . unavoidable dissettledness in incredible

. .opinions. 1674 HICKMAN Quinqnart. //K/.(ed. 2) 92 There
is usually something of disorder cleaving to the best things
that are done in dissettled times.

Disse'ttlemeut. [f. prec. + -MENT.] The
action of dissettling ;

the fact of being dissettled :

fa. Disturbance, unsettlement. Obs. b. Dislodge-
ment or ejection from one's settled abode or place.
1654 CROMWELL Sp. Dissol. Parlt. 22 Subjecting us to

Dissettlement in every Parliament. 1668 H. MORE Div.
Dial. in. ii. (1713) 182 margin, His Relapse into Dissettle-

ment of Mind. 1880 MASSON Milton VI. n. i. 232 The dis-

settlement of so many families, the breaking of old links.

Dissever (dise'vai), v. Forms : 3-5 desevir,

3-6 desever, 5 desevyr, deceuer ; 4- dissever

(4-5 dess-, 4-6 disc-, 5-6 dyso-, dyss-, 4-5 -evir,

5-6 -evyr, 6 -iver, -ivir, -yfer). [a. AF. deseverer,

Jesceverer,OF. dessevrer, desevreridisseverer) ( loth

c. in Godef.), mod.F. (techn.) desseuvrer-.L,. disse-

parare, f. Dis- 1,5 + separare to SEPARATE.]
1. trans. To separate (a person or thing from

another or from a body, two or more things from

each other); to divide, disjoin, sever, part, disunite.

CI2JO Old Kent. Sena, in O. E. Misc. 31 J>urch scab nis

nacht man and wyman deseuird fram mannes felarede. 1382
WYCLIF i Chron. xxv. i [Thei] deseuereden than in to the

servyce the sonys of Asaph. c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xxxiii.

149 Pissemyres . . disseuerez pe fyne old fra J>e vnfyne.
c 1450 MirourSaluacion 2554 When thai his body and sawle
with the crosse disseueryd. 1541 Act 33 Hen. VIII, c. 31

heading, Disseueringe the bishoprick of Chester.. from the

iurisdiction of Canturbury. 1550 COVERDALE Spir. Perle vii.

Wks. 1844!. 1 17 The kernel lieth mixed among the chaff, and
afterward are they dissevered asunder with the fan or windle.

1595 SHAKS. John it. i. 388 Disseuer your vnited strengths.
1681 H. MORE Exp. Dan. i. 6 A Stone cut out without hands,
no man with Axe or Gavelock dissevering it. 1695 LD.

PRESTON Boeth. v. 224 Mankind must of necessity , . be dis-

severed and disjoined from its Good. 1712-14 POPE Rape
Lock in. 153 The meeting points the sacred hair dissever

From the fair head for ever and for ever ! 1827 LYTTON
Pelham Ivii, The difference in our politics had of late much
dissevered us. 1877 FARRAR Days ofYouth xix. 179, 1 have
dissevered them from their context

2. To divide into parts.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 1602 Thurgh myddis be . . toune meuyt

a water, And disseuert be Cite. 1417 Searchers Verdicts
in Surtees Misc. (1890) ii Chosen be the assent of partys
for to dissevir a grounde of a tenement . . betwix the Dene
and Chipitre..of the ta party, and the Maistre and Freres

.. on the other party. 1571 DICGES Pantont. n. xxi. Pj a,

The . . Pollygonium, which you shall diuide by the number
of partes, whervnto ye would disseuer it, a 184; HOOD
Public Dinner ii, A goose that is oldish At carving not

clever You're begged to dissever. 1854 J. SCOFFEKN in

Orr's Circ. Sc. Chem. 3 This mass may be dissevered into

smaller parts.

f b. To break up, dissolve or disperse (a com-

bination). Obs.

'393 GOWER Conf. I. 234 He that thoughte to dissever

The compaignie of hem for ever. 1615 J. STEPHENS Satyr.
Ess. 66 The very name of Crumwell was able to dissever

insurrections.

3. a. refl. To separate, part from each ; f t

divide or disperse themselves.
c 1470 HENRY Wallace vm. 757 A thousand archaris ..

Disseueryt thaim amang the iiij party. 1501 Plumpton
Corr. 156 We have desevered us. 1568 GRAFTON Chron. II.

87 They did many., famous actes..and many mo had like to

have bene done, if they had not dissevered themselves

b. intr. To separate, part, go asunder, depart.
c 1386 CHAUCER Can. Yeom. Prol. f, T. 322 That futur

temps hath maad men disseuere . . from al >at euere they
hadde. c 1422 HOCCLEVE Learn to die 404 To perseuere In

vicious lyf & from it nat disseuere. c 1430 Pilgr. LyfMan-
hode ii. llx. (1869) 98, I sygh that my wey disseuerede and

departed in twey weyes. 1568 GRAFTON Chron. II. 75
Neither he nor his sonne, should recede or dissever from

Pope Alexander. 1621 G. SANDYS Ovid's Met. viu. (1626)

160 Where His shields disseuer,
thrusts his deadly speare.

1820 SHELLEY Ode Lib. x, As light may pierce the clouds

when they dissever In the calm regions of the orient day !

Hence Disse'vering vbl. sb. and///, a.

c 1470 HENRY Wallace vn. 557 Our disseueryng I wald na

Sotheroune saw. 1536-7 STARKEY Let. Hen. VHI m
England> Ix, To thys dyssyferyng . . schal neuer succede

the brech of chrystyan charyte. 1610 HOLLAND Camden s

Brit. i. 377 Pleasant . . Islets lye dispersed by the sundry

disseuenngs of waters. (11822 SHELLEY Pr. Wks. (1880)

III. 57 Their dissevering and tyrannical institutions,



DISSEVER.

i DisSO'ver, sb. Obs. rare. [f. prec. vb.] The
act of dissevering ; severance.

1508 I)I;MJAK rcents vi. 22 Semfer ifri ail remtutendtun,

Quhill domisilay, without disseuer.

Disseverance (disc-vcrans). Forms : see

prec. vb. [a. OF. de$sevrancet etc. (Godef.), f.

dessevrer to PIHSKVEK : see -ANCE.] The action

or fact of dissevering or separating; separation.

ci374 CHAUCER Troylus in. 1375 (1424) That I was born

alias what me is wo, That day of vs mot make desseuer-

aunce. 1463 liury H'ills (Camden) 20 A deseueraunce maad
of stoon walovir the entre, to jiartc

the litil botrie vnder the

gresys. 1586 A. DAY Eng . Secretary \. (1625) 86 To ex-

tinguish the cause of falling of the disseverance, or breach.

1831 Fraser's Mag. VI. 37^ The disseverance of Belgium
and Holland should be considered as matter of history.

Disseveration (disever^'-Jan). [f. DISSEVER
+ -ATION.] =j)rec.
16.. Cow/. Knolles Hist. Turks 1434 E. (L.) Both will be

the clearer by the disseveration. 18^9 O'CONNELL in Hist.

Europe in Ami. Reg. 127/1, I want no disseveration ; but I

want, and must have, a repeal of that cursed measure which

deprived Ireland of her senate. i88a A. C. LYALL Asiatic

Stud. 5 This process is in India continually interrupted..

bythe relij-ious element of disseveration.

Dissevered (dise-vajd), ///. a. [f. as prec. +
-ED i.] Separated, disunited, divided.

1471 RIPLEY Cotnp. Alch. iv. in Ashm. (1652) 144 Of dys.

severyd qtialytes a Copulacyon. 1583 STANYHURST Aencis
n. (Arb.) 64 If Gods eternal thee last disseuered offal Of
Truy determyn too burne. 1614 RALEIGH Hist. World n.

iv. 10 They were a Nation apart and dissevered. 1795
COLERIDGE Lines in Manner Spenser 12 With thoughts of

my dissevered Fair ingrost. 1835 BROWNINU Paracelsus n.

Wks. (1889) 65 Are we not halves of one dissevered world ?

fb. Math. = DISCRETE 2. Obs.

1605 BACON Adv. Learn, n. viii. 8 2. 31 The one handling
nuantitie continued, and the other diseyered. 1654 Z. COKE
Logick (1657) 29 Quantity is either continued, as grcatnesse :

dissevered, as number.

Disseverment (dise'vaiment). [f. as prec. +
-MENT; cf. obs. P\ dessevrement (Godef.).] The
action or process of dissevering ; disseverance.

a i03 T. CAHTWRIGHT Confut. Khem. N. T. (1618) 619 We
uphold the difference of Minister and people by greater
railcs and disseverments of discretion both in calling and

gifts. 1819 SCOTT Leg. Monlrose vi, I could no more con-

sent. .than the woman in the judgement of Solomon to the

disseverment of the child. 1849 MURCHISON Siluria xiii.

327 Those disseverments which mark the separation of the

Lower from the Upper Coal. 1885 Miss O'HANLON Unfore-
seen xxxviii, Since the day of their wretched disseverment.

Disseyte, -eyue, obs. ff. DECEIT, DECEIVE.

Disseyvaunt, var. of DECEIVANT a. Obs.

c 1450 St. Curlasye 208 in Babees Bk. 305 In swete wordis

}>e nedder was closet, Disseyuaunt euer and mysloset.

Disslia-dow, disha'dow, v. rare. [Dis-

7 a.] trans. To free from shadow or shade.

1610 G. FLETCHER Christ's Viet, xlii, Soon as he ag^aine
dishadowed is, Restoring the blind world his blemish't sight.

1873 A. & P. CARY Memorial 107 For out of heaven no
bliss Disshadowed lies, like this.

t Dissha'pe, disha-pe, v. Obs. rare. [f. Ji-,

Dis- 6 + SHAPE v. : cf. misshape.'] trans. To put
out of shape, disfigure.
1583 HARSNET Serm. Ezek. (1658) 131 Who so dishapes or

defaces that Image . . it is Capitale, a matter of life and Death.

Disshe, obs. form of DISH.

Dissheatlie(diS|Jro'),z>. rare. Alsodiaheathe.

[f. Dis- 6 + SHEATHE v.\ trans. To draw out of

a sheath ; to unsheathe. (Also intr. for rejl.}

1614 RALEIGH Hist. World in. iv. 3 Cambyses' sword

dis-sheathing, pierced his owne thigh. 1840 BROWNING Sor-

dello i. 274 Like the ereat palmer-worm. .So fed Sordello,
not a shard dishcatheo.

Dissheviled, obs. form of DISHEVELLED.

1 91881117, v. Obs. rare. [f. Dis- 6 + SHIP v.]

trans. To remove from a ship.
'557 Instr. Mariners Russia in Hakluyi (1886) III. 164

The Captaine.. shall. .disship any artificer. .or apprentice
out of the Primrose into any other of the three ships.

t Disshrver, v. Obs. Also 6 di-. [f.
Dis- 1 +

SHIVER v.} trans. To shiver in pieces ; to shatter.

b. intr. To become shattered, fall to
pieces.

1586 W. WEBBE Eng. Poetrie (Arb.) 50 Shieldes dishyuer-

ing cracke. 1596 SPENSER F. Q. iv. l. 21 All within . . There
were..Disshivered speares, and shields ytorne in twaine.

a 1638 MEDE Kern. Apoc. x. Wks. (1672) ill. 600 The Empire
flourishing under one Monarch, not falling or disshivcring.

Disshort : see DISHOBT.

Disshrond (disjrau'd), v. ran', [f.
Dis- 6 or

J a -(- SHROUD v. or sb.'] trans. To deprive of a

shroud ; fig. to unveil, expose.

1577 STANYHURST Descr. Irel. n. in Hi>limkcd(i5%T) 1. 15

As his negligence shall be in the one disshrow[d)ed, so his

slanderous judgement maie be in the other reversed. 1868

BROWNING King /) Bit. x. 2125 Like a ghost disshrouded,
white the sea.

Dissidence (di-sidens). [ad. L. dissidentia,

{. dissidire to sit apart, disagree, f. Dis- i + sedere

to sit : see-ENCB. So in mod.F.] Disagreement

(in opinion, character, etc.) ; difference, dissent.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Dissidence, discord or displacing.

1775 BURKED. Cone. Amer. Wks. III. 53 But the religion

most prevalent in our northern colonies is a refinement on

the principle of resistance : it is the dissidence of dissent ;

and the protestantism ofthe protestanl religion. 1847 LEWES
Hist. Philos., Coutte (1867) II. 592 In the sciences there is

less dissideuce, but there is the sauic absence of any general

509

doctrine. 1863 GKO. ELIOT Romfla m. xxxii, That dissi-

dence between inward reality and outward seeming. 1874
GREEN Short Hist. viii. S 7. 539 Among the farmers ..

dissidcnce of every type had gained a firm foothold. 1891
Times 34 Feb. 9/5 Dissenting for the mere pleasure of dissi-

dence.

I Di'ssidency. 06s. rare. [f. as prec. : see

-ENCV.] =
prec.

1670 Conclave wherein Clement Vlll was elected Pofe
3 'Ine Cardinals.. (were it either dissidency, or jealousie, or

any other passion) were extreamly divided.

Dissident (di-sident), a. and sb. [ad. L. dis-

sident-cut, pr. pple. of dissidere: see DISSIDENCK.

Cf. F. dissident (i6th c. ; adm. by Acad. 1798).]
A. adj. Disagreeing or di(Tering(in opinion, char-

acter, etc.); at variance, different. Const, from.
c 1534 lr. Pal. Verg. Eng. Hist. (Camden) I. 257 These

thinges are not altogether dissident from the trewthe. 1551
ROBINSON tr. Mare's Utof. n. (Arb.) 130 Sca[r]sclie so farre

frome vs . . as our life and maners be dissident from theirs.

1617 COLLINS Def. Bf. Ely 283 A forme of prayer dissident

from the common. 1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev. III. vi. vii. (1872)

241 The dissident Armed-Forces have met. 1865W. G. PAL-

CRAVE Arabia I. 212 In most respects so dissident from
the Wahhabee sectarians. 1890 LOWELL Latest Lit. Ess.

(1892) 97 Men . . dissident . . in other respects, were agreed
in resenting these impediments.

b. Dissenting in ecclesiastical matters.

1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev. II. iii. iv.(i87i) tot Whereby come
Dissident ejected Priests ; unconquerabje Martyrs accord-

ing to some,.. chicaning Traitors according to others.

B. .r/'. One who disagrees ; a dissentient.

1789 H. WALPOLE Let. to H. S. Coniuay 15 July, Some

opinion are real. 1886 G. ALLEN Darwin vii. i The
magic of his name silenced the derisive whispers of the

dissidents.

b. One who dissents from the established or

dominant form of religion ;
a dissenter.

1790 (title), An Address to the Dissidents of England on
their late Defeat. 1809 SYU. SMITH Wks. (1859) I. 164/1
He did defend and support it ; and did persecute all dissi-

dents from its doctrine. 1855 MILMAN Lat. Ckr. IV. 294

Leonists, Speronists, and dissidents of all other descriptions
were incapable of holding places of honour. 1874 GREEN
Short Hist. viii. 7. 538 Against dissidents from their own

system, the Presbyterians were as bitter as Laud himself.

c. spec. Under the kingdom of Poland, the name

(L. dissidentes) given to Protestants, members of the

Greek Church, and other Christians, not of the

established Roman Catholic Church.

1766 Hist. Europe in Ann. Reg. 11/2 Nothing could be

granted to the dissidents ; not even the toleration of their

worship. 1767 CHESTERF. Lett. 5 May, I have a great

opinion of the cogency of the controversial arguments of

the Russian troops in favour of the Dissidents. X837~9
HALLAM Hist. Lit. ii. 11. 14 In the Polish diets the dissi-

dents, as they were called, met their opponents with vigour
and success.

Dissidiousness, var. DESLDIOUSNESS, 06s.

f Di'saidy. Obs. rare. [ad. L. dissidi-um (now
held to be error for disciaium), f. dissiJere : see

DISSIUENCE.] Disagreement, difference.

1657 TOMLINSON Renott's Disp. 281 Barbarism in speech
doth not so much move me, as their dissidy in the very

thing.

Dissight (dissai-t, dissi-t). [f.Dis-g + SIOHT^.

This form is more in accordance with analogy than

the synonymous DESIGHT.] Something unpleasant
to look upon, an unsightly object, an eyesore.

1:1710 C. FIENNES Diary (1888) 148 It would be . . no

dissight to y grace of y" Streets. 1811 SOUTHEY Vis. of
Judgm. Pref., This is noticed as merely a dissight, and of

no moment. 1879 SIR G. G. SCOTT Lect. Archil. I. 234
Sufficient extension of abutment could not be obtained

without inconvenience or dissight. 1881 MRS. A. R. ELLIS

Sytoittrall. 24 [He) pulled down a picturesque old church

to replace it by a regular and commodious dissight.

Dis-si'ghted,///. a. [Dis- 6.]
= UNSIGHTED.

1815 Sport. Mag. XVI. 338/2 That the course be deemed
to end . . where one or both dogs get dis-sighted. [Cf. ibid.

268/2 If one or both dogs be unsighted.]

Dissi'ghtly, a. rare. - UNSIGHTLY.

1777 T. CAMPBELL Surv. S. Irtl. 104 Everything dis-

sightly is . . screened from the view. 1854 7ml. R. Agric.
Soc. XV. . 474 These make a turf look very dissightly.

t Dissigni-ficative, a. Obs.- [Dis- io.l

1711 BAILEY, Dissigtuficative, that serveth to signify

something different from.

t Dissrlience. Obs.
-

[see
DISSILIENT and

-EXCE.] The action of springing asunder.

1658 PHILLIPS, Dissilietice, a leaping or bounding up and

down, a falling asunder. 17*1 BAILEY, Dissilience, a leaping

down from offa place, or from one place to another : Also

a leaping asunder.

Dissiliency (dissHiensi). rare, [see next

and -KNCi-.] The quality of being dissilient;

tendency to spring asunder, lit. and fa.

1881-3 A ' P- PEABODY in Schaff Encycl. Relif. Kntwl.
III. 1747 Not only dissent, but strong dissiliency was
almost unanimously expressed by the Unitarian clergy.

Dissilient (dissi-lient), a. [ad. 'L.dissilient-em,

pr. pplc. of dissilire to
leap

or spring asunder, fly

apart, f. Dis- i + satire to leap.] Leaping asunder,

springing apart ; spec, in Sol. bursting open with

force, as do some ripe capsules.
1656 BLOUNT Clossoer., Diisilient, leaping down off a

place, or hither and thither. 1793 T. MAKTYN Lang. But.,

DISSIMILATION.

Diisiliens pericarfiuni, a dissilient, bursting or elastic

pericarp or fruit. 1830 \V. PHILLIPS Mt. ."\inai i. 120 Na-
ture sprang Ofltimes dissilient from her destined course,

r Dissilrtion. Obs. [n. of action f. L. ditii-

1660 BOYLE New Exp. Phys. Meek, xxxvii. 312 The Di-
silition of that Air was so great, that the small Viol seem'd

to be full of Milk. 1669 Contn. Nem Exp. H. (1682) 166

The Glass broke, .and made a great noise at its dissilition.

1685 Effects ofMot. Suppl. 143 The dissilition depended
chiefly upon the peculiar texture of the Glass.

Dissimilar (disi'miliU), a. (st.~)
Also 7-8 dt-

simular. [f. Dis- 10 + SIMILAU : cf. F. dissimi-

laire (Parf, l6th c.1, L. dissimiiis unlike.]
Not similar or alike; different in

appearance,
properties, or nature ;

unlike. Const to (less often

from, rarely with.')
Dissimilar whole (lx>gic), a whole composed of hetero-

geneous parts. Dissimilar parts (in old Anat.), organs of

the body composed of various
'

similar parts
'

or tissues.

Opposed to CONSIMILAH.
1611 BURTON Anat. Mel. 1. i. II. iv, Dissimilar parts are

those which wee call Organicoll. 163* SHERWOOD. The dis-

similar parts of the body, Its parties dissimilairei du
corps [not in Cotgr. 1611). i*J6 STANLEY Hist. Philos. v.

(1701) 166 Heterogeneous, consist of dissimular parts. 1705
CHEYNE Philos. Princ. Relig. I. xxiv. (1715) 47 As well

may the Ray be supposed to be dissimilar to the body of

the Sun. 1779-81 JOHNSON L. P., Addisoit Wks. III. 87
A poetical simile is the discovery of likeness between two

actions, in their general nature dissimilar. i8o MRS. E.

PARSONS Myst. Vtsit II. 154 A wish of her own dissimilar

with any expressed wish of his. 1819 W. TAYLOR in Monthly
Rev. LXXXIX. 78 Short lucubrations, not dissimilar from

those o( the Spectator. 1848 C. BRONTE 7- tyre *"> A "cw

picture . . it was dissimilar to all the others hanging there.

1876 HUMPHREYS Coin-Coll. Man. vi. 69 An entirely new

style of coinage. .which, .was. .dissimilar from the Roman,

t b. Bat. Applied to the cotyledouary or seed-

leaves of a plant, as being unlike in form to the later-

developed ordinary leaves. Obs.

1671 GREW Anal. Plants i. i. S 42 These Dissimilar

Leaves, for the most part Two, which first spring up, and
are of a different shape from those that follow, being the

very Lobes of the Seed. 1711 BAILEY, Dissimilar leaves

(with Botanists) are the two first leaves of a Plant.

B. as sb. (in //.) Dissimilar things.
1654 Z. COKK Logick (1657) 202 Dissimilars are wont

chiefly to deserve explication. 77-Si [see DISSIMILE).

1869 GOULBURN Purs. Holiness viii. 67 If the dissimilar* be

not related to one another.

Hence f DlssdmllarneM. = next.

17*7 BAILEY vol. II, Dissimilartuss, unlikeness.

Dissimilarity (disimilae'riti). [f. prec. after

SIMILARITY : cf. F. dissimilarity^ Dissimilar

quality or nature ; unlikeness, difference ; also, an

instance of this, a point of difference.

1705 CHEYNE Philos. Princ. Relig. I. xxiv. (1715) 40 The
acquired principle of dissimilarity must repel these Beings
. . from their centre. 1806 SVD. SMITH Elem. Sk. Mar.
Philos. (1850) 382 From their great dissimilarity with those

which preceded them. 1841 LLPHINSTONE Hist. Ind. I. 97
Difference of habits and employments is. . sufficient to create

as great a dissimilarity as exists between the Bramin and the

Sudra. 1850 F. FYSH in Spurgeon Treas. Dav. Ps. Ixxxi. 6

Their dissimilarity to the Egyptians appears at the first view.

1881 FARRAR Early Chr. I. 296 It is vain to talk about dif-

ference of subject . . as furnishing any explanation of these

dissimilarities.

Dissimilarly (disi-milaili), adv. [f.
DISSI-

MILAB + -LY 'A]
In a dissimilar or unlike manner ;

differently.
a 1770 SMART Hop Garden i. (R.) Chalky sides With ver-

dant shrubs dissimilarly gay. 1869 J. T. SPRACUE in Eng.
Jlfec/i. 24 Dec. 341/1 Substances dissimilarly electrified at-

tract each other.

t Dissi-milary, a. (.so.) Obs. [f. Dis- 10 +

SIMILABY.] Dissimilar, unlike ; heterogeneous.
16x4 F. WHITE Reply Fisher 476 Similarie and dissimilarie

parts make but one bodie. 1641 FUENCH Distill, v. (1651)

109 It appears there are dissimilary parts in water. 1660

R. COKE Power q Sutj. 58 A body compoun^ed f hetero-

geneous and dissimilary parts.

B. as sb. DISSIMILAR sb.

1661 FELTHAM Resolves <ed. 8) it. Ixxxi, In dissimilaries,

there is a kind of natural contest that hinders all Prosperity.

Dissimilate (disi-mik't), v. rare. [f. Dis- 4
+ L. simil-is like, after ASSIMILATE.] a. trans.

To make unlike, b. intr. To become unlike.

1841 CATUN N. Amer. Ind. (1844) II. Iviii. 231 It is far

easier . . for distinct tribes, or languages, grouped and used

together, to assimilate than to dissimilate. 1876 DOUSE
Grimm's L. vi. 45 The habit . . of continually substituting

j' for the s which they as continually hear about them,

induces in their mind what I shall venture to call a DM-
similating Sentiment'.

Dissimilation (disimil/'-Jan). [n. of action

f. prec,, after assimilation.] The action of making,
or process of becoming, unlike : opp. to ASSIMILA-

TION, spec. a. Philol. The differentiation of two

identical sounds occurring near each other in aword,

by change of one of them, as in It, pelegrino from

Lat. peregrinus. b. Biol. Destructive metabolism ;

katabolism : opp. to ASSIMILATION 4.

In quot 1830, used for the preparation of two dissimilar

sets of papers, to be presented to either belligerent, as

1830 GALT iaii'- T. II. v. (1849)57 His misfortune might
be . . owing to Uic dissimilation of the ship's papers. 1874


